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NOTICE.
The

reader

earnestly requested to refer to "

is

A

consulting the Work.
the

co-operation

and

Preface.

original
I

obliging

then
in

few words are

The

learned

gratefully

this

re-issue.

all

THE Supplement

that are required in addition to

and accomplished

acknowledged, have

son, Mr, H.

Farnham Burke,

been

One, Mr. Stephen

become Somerset Herald, ahd has been succeeded

my

F.S.A.,

" before

as

whose

friends

equally kind

Tucker, has since

Rouge Croix by

who has rendered me

essential

service in this edition.
J.

BERNARD BURKE,
Ulster.

PREFACE.
The

General Armory

iavourably received.

appeared in the year 1842, and was most
The long period that has since elapsed has, by the
first

acquisition of vast materials, tended to the completion,

the perfection of the original work.

Founded on the

and

hoped to

is

it

Heralds' Visitations.

the County Histories, and the heraldic writings of Dugdale, Camden, Guillim,

Edmondson, Berry,

Nicolas,

and

others, the present edition of the

Armory is,

most comprehensive Collection of Arms ever brought
together, embracing, as it does, some 60,000 coats. The most minute
and watchfdl editing, rendered necessary by the technical nature of the
I venture to assert, the

been bestowed upon it.
Every line required to be closely
examined, and each heraldic description to be correctly entered. Despite,

blazons, has

however, of this anxious attention, errors will doubtless be detected; but

meet with the reader's indulgence.
The work comprises the Armorial Bearings of the Noblemen and Gentlemen
of the British Empire, and the various Coats that are to be seen in churches
and family mansions, together with those traceable on Seals, Deeds, Wills^
and Monumental remains.
History and genealogy, linked as they are with Heraldry, are illustrated
and in some iastances explained, by the Science of Arms.

these

-^

will,

it is

confidently expected,

Heraldry arose with feudalism, attained

times,

and now,

in

the

19th century,

is

its

full

prized

by

growth
all

iu mediaeval

who can show

honourable ancestry, or wish to found honourable families.
Valuable as the assistance has been which
authorities

who have

I

have derived

written upon the subject, the result of

would be incomplete were

it

my

not for the generous aid afibrded

fi-om

the

endeavours

me by many

distinguished friends.

To George

Burnett, Lyon King of Anns, my deepest obligation is
With energy imtiring, with liberality unrestiicted, and with kindness
unwearied, he has done for this book and for Scotland generally what has
never before been attempted. The heraldry of the historic kingdom over
which his jurisdiction extends is, thanks to his learning and abihty, fully
and authoritatively given in this edition of the General Armory. My debt
due.

is also great,

members

and

my

acknowledgments are most cordially ofiered, to several
My old and esteemed friend

of the Heralds' College England.
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Woods, Garter, head of that famous Corporation, has responded
with unfailing courtesy and consideration to every question I have put
to him; and Chester, Lancaster, and York Heralds, Mr. Murray Lane,
Mr. Cokayne, and General de Havilland, always so kind and obliging,
Sir Albert

And

have supphed most important information.

here I take

occasion

member of the Heralds'
Stephen Tucker, Rouge Croix. His skill

to express the gratitude I especially feel to another
College,

my

accomplished friend

and great heraldic knowledge have, from the Glossary to the very end of
the Armoiy, amended and adorned the book. There is scarcely a page that
does not afford evidence of the value of his co-operation.
Outside of the Lyon Office and the Heralds' College numerous contributors

have essentially aided

me

in the compilation of this

John H. Glascott, J.P., of Killowen, co. Wexford, so

volume.

vrell

known

as

a

Genealogist and Herald, has, with indefatigable zeal and assiduous care*
watched the progress of the work from the very beginning. I have also to
return my warmest thanks to many others who have most kindly seconded
my endeavours, and particularly to Mr. H. Sydney Grazebrook, Barristerat-law. Captain Alfred E. Lawson Lowe, of Highfield, Sfr John Maclean,
F.S.A.,

Mr. Robert Riddle Stodai-t, of

the

Lyon

Office,

Mr. Alfred

W.

Morant, F.S.A., Mr. J. Paul Rylands, of Highfields, F.S.A., Mr. Tyssen-

Amherst, of Didlington Hall, Mr. Reginald Stewart Boddington, Mr. H. A.
Johnston, of the Irish Bar, Rev. E. H. Mainwaring Sladen, M.A., Mr. George

W. Smith ElHs, of Hydecroft, Rev. John Woodward,
George W. Marshall, LL.D., F.S.A., Mr. Charles J. O'Donel, of Dublin,
Banister-at-law, Mr. James Greenstreet, Viscount Gort, Mr. E. P. Shiiley, of
Ettington Park, and Hon. Robert C. Winthrop and Mr. Thomas C. Amory,

D. Tomlinson, Mr.

both of Boston, U.S.

Thus produced and thus largely increased, the Armory will, it is earnestly
hoped, become a book of general and satisfactory reference on the subject
of Heraldry and Arms, and form the sequel to my series of works in elucidation of the genealogy and history of the titled and untitled orders of the
three Kingdoms.
J.

BERNARD BURKE,
Ulster.
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HERALDRY.
Heraldry may be defined " the art of blazoning', assigning, and marsTialling coat
armour," or more particularly " the art of arranging and explaining in proper terms
all that relates or appertains to the bearing of Arms, Crests, Badges, Quarterings,
and other hereditary marks of honour."
The marshalHng of processions, tho
conducting of public solemnities, the declaring of peace and war, come also within
^<i province of a herald's duties.
The origin of badges and emblems may certainly be traced to the earliest times,
and the enthusiasm of some of the primitive writers on the subject has led them
to gravely assert that even Noah and Japhet had distinctive armorial bearings
But while it may be admitted that in the ancient world warlike nations bore on their
shields and standards distinguishing devices, it is not clear that our Heraldry can
in strictness be traced to a more remote period than the twelfth or, at furthest,
the eleventh century.
Numerous tombs exist of persons of noble blood, who died,
before the year 1000, yet there is not an instance known of one with a heraldic
bearing.
The Pere Menestrier made a minute and extensive search through France,
Italy, Germany, and Flanders, and the most ancient Coat of Arms he was able to
discover was that upon the monumental eflBgy of a Count of Wasserburg, in the
church of St. Emeran, at Ratisbon the ensigns were " Per fess ar. and sa. a lion
rampant counterchanged " and the date 1010. Yet even here *' there is good reason
to believe," says the learned Frenchman, " that this tomb was restored some time
after the Count's death by the Monks of the Abbey he had endowed."
Sir John Feme is of opinion that the science was borrowed from the Egyptians.
Sir George Mackenzie ascribes it to the age of Charlemagne, and says that it began
and grew with the feudal laws, but took its origin, perhaps, in the time of Jacob,
who, blessing his sons, gave them marks of distinction, which the twelve tribes
afterwards bore on their ensigns
but our old reliable friend, Guillim, will have it
that Heraldry as a science in England
cannot go back to an earlier epoch than
about the year 1200. For my own part, I consider that the registry of its birth may
be found among the archives of the Holy Wars, that its cradle was rocked by the
:

;

:

—

soldiers of the Cross,

—

and that

its

maturity was attained in the chivalrous age of

Feudalism.

However, at the trial of the celebrated controversy between Sir Richard Le Scrope
and Sir Robert Grosvenor, for the right to bear the arms " Az. a bend or," held
20th August, 1385, before the High Constable of England and Sir John de Multon,
Deputy to the Earl Marshal, and adjourned to 16th May, 1386, John of Gaunt, Duko
of Lancaster, deposed that the said arms were of right the arms of Sir Richard
Le Scrope, and his ancestors at the time of the Conquest, and that in the French
wars, under Edward III., one Carminow of Cornwall, challenged Sir Richard

Le Scrope's right to the same, that the dispute having been referred to six
knights, they found that the said Carminow was descended of a lineage armed " Az.
a bend or," since the time of King Arthur, and that the said Sir Richard Le Scrope
was descended of a right line of ancestors armed with the same arms since the
time of King William the Conqueror. Owen Glendower, the Welsh Prince, deposed
at the trial that the Grosveuors bore the same axaaa fi-om the
time of

tha

Conquest.
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The word Heraldry is derived from the German «§eer, a host, an army and «§cli),
a champion and the term hlason, by which the science is denoted in French, English,
Itahan, and German, has most probably its origin in the German word Skgen, " to
blow the horn." Whenever a new knight appeared at a Tournament, the herald
Bonnded the trumpet, and as the competitors attended with closed vizors, it was his
duty to explain the bearing of the shield or coat-armour belonging to each. Thua,
the knowledge of the various devices and symbols was called Heraldry, and as the
announcement was accompanied with sound of trumpet, it was termed " blazoning the
arms." The Germans transmitting the word to the French, it reached us after the
;

Norman Conquest.
At first, armorial

bearings were probably like surnames, assumed by each warrior
and pleasure and, as his object would be to distinguish himself and
followers from others, his cognizance would be respected by the rest, either out of

at his free will
his

;

an innate courtesy or a feeling of natural justice disposing men to recognize the right
being
first occupation, or really from a positive sense of the inconvenience of
Where,
identified or confounded with those to whom no common tie united them.
however, remoteness of stations kept soldiers aloof, and extensive boundaries, and
different classes of enemies from without, subdivided the force of a kingdom into
many distinct bands and armies, opportunities of comparing and ascertaining what
ensigns had been already appropriated would be lost, and it well might happen, even
in the same country, that various families might be found unconsciously using the
same arms.
It has long been a matter of doubt when the bearing of coats of arms first
The Norman tiles engraved in Mr. Henniker's letter to the
became hereditary.
Society of Antiquaries, were supposed to have fixed the date at the period of the
Norman Conquest, but Mr. Montagu very ably argues that it is not at all clear that
these tiles were of the same antiquity as " the Abbaye aux Hommes at Caen," in
which they were found indeed he seems to prove quite the contrary. Certain it is
that it was not until the Crusades that Heraldry came into general use.
In the
History of Battell Abbey, Richard Lucy, Chief Justice temp. Henry II., is reported to
have blamed a mean subject for carrying a private seal, when that pertained, as he said,
to the King and Nobility alone. Under Edward I., seals of some sort were so general,
that the Statute of Exon ordained the coroner's jury to certify with their respective
signets, and in the following reign they became very common, so that not only such
as bore arms used to seal, but others fashioned signets, taking the letters of their own

of

;

names, flowers, knots, birds, beasts, &c.
It was afterwards enacted by statute, that
every freeholder should have his proper seal of arms and he was either to appear at
the head court of the shire, or send his attorney with the said seal, and those who
omitted this duty were amerced or fined.
The earliest Heraldic document that has been handed down to us is a Roll op
Arms, made between the years 1240 and 1245. It contains the names and arms of
the Barons and Knights of the reign of Henry HI., and affords incontrovertible
;

evidence of

the fact that Heraldry was at that time reduced to a science.

curious, too, as indicating the changes

It is

that have taken place between a period

approximating so nearly to its origin and the present
and invaluable, as offering
contemporary testimony of the exact bearings of the ancestors of some of our most
distinguished families.
This important manuscript as well as three other similar
;

collections, "

"

A

The Siege

Roll of Arms, temp.

of

A Roll of Arms, temp. Edward II.," and
were published by the late Sir Harris Nicolas,

Carlaverock," "

Edward

III.",

accompanied by prefatory remarks and occasional notes.
" The Sikge of Carlaverock " is a poem descriptive of the Banners of the Peers
and Knights of the English army who were present at the siege of Carlaverock
Castio in Scotland, in February, 1301.

The Roll
1314,

is

of Arms of the time of Edward II., made between the years 1308 and
divided into counties, and comprises the names and arms of about eleven

—
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hnndred and sixty persons.

Museum

It

still

vii

remains in the Cottonian Library, British

(Calig. A. xviii.).

The FoDETH Roll,

temp.

the years 1337 and 1350.

Edward

Its plan

III., appears to have been compiled between
was most comprehensive, embracing the arms of

aH the Peers and Knights in England, arranged in the following order
I. The King, the Earls, and the Barons.
n. The Knights under their respective counties.
III. The great Personages who lived in earlier times.
Besides these Rolls, other collections of arms have been published, adding
much to our iuformation on the subject.
In these ancient rolls Heraldry first
assumes the appearance of a science, and it would seem that the rules by which it is
:

governed then existed.

The

on the subject, whose work has descended to us, is Nicholas
was composed in the reign of Henry V., and translated in that
of his successor, in the work well known to all admirers of the art as " The Boke of
With the decline of chivalry the study of Heraldry was neglected, and
St. Albans."
the exaggerated dignity to which Feme, Mackenzie, and other enthusiasts endeavoured
Upton.

earliest writer

His

treatise

contempt but a taste for the study of antiquities
and the use of Heraldry as a key to history and
;
biography is becoming every day more and more acknowledged, not only in England,
but throughout Europe.

to raise

it,

only gained for

it

;

generally has gradually revived

RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS.
*'
Ensigns,'' says a learned writer, " were, in their first acceptation, taken up at
any gentleman's pleasure, yet hath that liberty for many ages been deny'd, and they,
by regal authority, made the rewards of merit or the gracious favours of princes."
In the reign of Henry V. the following proclamation issued, prohibiting the use
of heraldic ensigns to aU who could not show an original and valid right, except those
" who had borne arms at Agin court " " Quod nullus cujuscunque status, gradus sen
conditionis fnerit, hujusmodi arma sive tunicas armorum in se sumat, nisi ipse jure
antecessorio vel ex donatione alicujus ad hos sufl3.cientem potestatem habentis, ea
possideat aut possidere debeat, et quod ipse arma sive tunicas illas ex cujus dono
obtinet, demonstrationis suae personis ad hoc per nos assignatis manifeste demonstret,
But,
exceptis illis qui nobiscum apud helium de Agincourt arma portabant, &c."
:

despite the royal ordinance, a multiplicity of abuses found their

way

into

all

matters

touching descent and arms, which called aloud for reformation, and gave rise, in the
early part of the sixteenth century, to the Heralds' Visitations, documents of high
authority and value. Royal commissions were issued under the Great Seal to the two
Provincial Kings of Arms, Clarenceux and Norroy, authorising and commanding each,
by himself or his deputy, to visit the whole of his province as often as he should deem
necessary, to summon before him aU those who bore or assumed to bear arms and
were styled esquires, to cause them to produce authority for bearing and using same,
" to peruse and take knowledge of aU manner of coat armour, cognizances, crests,
and other like devices, with the notes of the descents, pedigrees, and marriages, of all
the nobility and gentry therein and also to reprove, control and make infamous by
proclamation, all such as unlawfully, end without just authority, usurped or took any
name or title of honour or dignity." In these documents are set forth the principal
hereditary achievements of the kingdom.
All persons who can deduce descent from an ancestor whose armorial ensigns have
been acknowledged in any one of the Visitations, are entitled to carry those arms by
right of inheritance.
When, however, no such descent can be shown, the party must,
if it be possible, prove himself to be descended from some one whose right has been
admitted from a Grantee or, in fault of that proof, must become a Grantee himself.

it

;

;

;

;
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These observations apply more especially to the usage of arms in England.
In Eno-land and "Wales, Arms are granted, nnder the authority of the Eavl
Marshal, by Grarter and one of the Provincial Kings, according to his jurisdicIn Scotland, Lyon King of Arms, and in Ireland, Ulster King of Arms,
tion.

have the sole power to grant or confirm Arms in their respective Kingdoms.
In consequence of the disturbed state of Ireland towards the close of the sixteenth
and nearly all through the seventeenth century, the very period when the English
Heralds made their Visitations, and admitted arms to all who proved their right, it
was impossible to carry out Visitations in Ireland. In fact, there are only three Irish
DubHn City, 1607
Visitations remaining on record, viz., Dubhn County, 1606
;

Wexford County, 1618.

want of
give a Confirmation (with some

To provide

for this

;

Visitation, Ulster

King of

slight heraldic difierence to
has authority to
indicate the fact of its being a Confirmation), to a claimant who can prove to his
satisfaction that he, the claimant, and his family have used for a certain number of

Arms

generations the said arms and crest.

BLAZON OF ARMS.
Blazon, or Blason, is the proper technical description of Armorial Bearings,
In blazoning a coat of arms, brevity
according to the scientific rules of Heraldry.
being still taken to give a minute
avoided,
care
tautology
and
studied,
be
is to
Though
description of every bearing, its position, place on the shield, tincture, &c.
the same metal, colour, or fur, may occur more than once, the repetition of its name
should be scrupulously guarded against, by describing the charge, which happens
to be of a tincture already mentioned, as of the first, second, or third, according to
the relative position that tincture may hold in the blazon for example, the arms of
Preston of Furness Abbey are, "Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a
;

In this blazon the colour of the canton is described of the second,
word "gu." The next general rule to be observed
is to begin the blazon with the description of the field, its tincture or tinctures,
unless it is divided by any of the main partitions already treated, in which case the
The principal
descriptive blazon would begin as perfess,per pale, per saltire, &c.
and then the
ordinary, if any, should next be described, with its tincture, &c.
charges around it generally, giving the surcharges upon such ordinary, after those
between which it is borne the chief, canton, or any charge placed in a particular
point of the shield, with its surcharges, if any, being generally blazoned last.
cinquefoil or."

to obviate the repetition of the

;

;

it is blazoned, as in the arms of Lambton,
which indicates that both the fess and lambs
are of the tincture argent ; when the last-mentioned charge, or bearing, is of the same
tincture as that one named immediately before it, and yet cannot be included under
ono word, it is necessary to describe it as " of the last : " thus, in the arms of
DoEMER, " Az. ten billets, four, three, two and one, or, on a chief of the last a demi lion
ramp, issuant sa." Of the last is used to prevent a repetition of " or."
If there be two sets of charges of equal number on any parts of the shield, or
one set of charges on an ordinary between the same number of charges on the shield,
the repetition of the number must be avoided, by describing the second set of charges
by the words " as many." Thus, in the arms of Wilmot, " Ar. on a fess gu.
between three eagles' heads erased sa. as many escallops or tho words " as many "

If a coat consists of

*'

Sa. a fess

two

tinctures only,

between three lambs pass.

ar.

:

prevent the repetition of the number " three " in this example.
When charges are borne without the interposition of the ordinaries, the exact
position they occupy on the Bhic\d—fes sways, or in fess, if in line across the field
paleways, or in pale, if perpendicular, one over the other
and hendways, or in
bend, if placed diagonally from the dexter chief to the sinister base, mast bcdescribcd,
;

as well OS the attitude and tinctures of such charges,

e.g.

—
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" Matjleverer (Arncliffe, co. York).
Sa. three greyhounds courant in pale ar.
" in pale signifying that the greyhounds are borne perpendicularly
one
above the other.
collared or

:

When charges are three, whether with or without ordinaries, the usual way
they are borne is two in chief and one in base, and this is understood without being
mentioned but if they be not so placed, or exceed the number three, their position
must be specifically described, according to the preceding rule or if horizontal rows,
of an equal or unequal number, their number, &c., must be stated. The last remark,
;

;

the arms of Brounckee will tend to elucidate, viz. " Ar. six pellets in pale, three,
two, and one, a chief embattled sa.," implying that the six pellets are borne in three
rows, three in the uppermost, two in the second, and one in the lowest.
:

MARSHALLING ARMS.
is defined by Guillim and Mackenzie to be " the conjoining of
coats in one shield," or, strictly speaking, the proper arrangement
in one shield, either by impaling or quartering, of two or more ensigns,
" Impalikg " applies to the method of using the wife's arms, and is usually practised

Marshalling arms

two or more

by dividing the

two equal

and placing the husband's arms in the
there happens to be a border round
one or both of them, the portion of the border where the two coats unite is omitted.
There are, however, two rules to be attended to
No husband can impale his wife's arms with his own on a surcoat, ensign, or
banner, nor can a Knight of the Garter, or of any other Order, when surrounding
shield into

dexter, with the wife's in the sinister.

parts,

When

:

the shield with the motto of his knighthood, bear his wife's coat within

Sandford, although the husband

may

it

;

for, saith

give his equal half of her escutcheon, yet he

cannot share his temporary order of knighthood with her, except she be Sovereign
of the Order.
This restriction is not allowed by Edmondson, who argues that there
is not a single article in all the Statutes of the Order, that debars the new-made
knight from continuing to impale, as he had done previously, his wife's arms. It has
always struck me that the churlish regulation of modern heraldry, which precludes
a knight from bearing his wife's arms within the ribbon or collar of his order, is an
anomaly. The wife of a knight shares the precedence, title, and dignity of her
husband. Why then should she be debarred participation in the heraldic bearings,
and the beautiful garter that encircles them ? This exclusion is not of ancient date.
The old Stall Plates of the Knights aSbrd proof of the contrary, and gives several
In the monuinstances of husband's and wife's arms impaled within the Garter.
ment at Stanton Harcourt there is not only the Garter tied round Lady Harcourt's
left arm, but at the head of the tomb appear the bearings of her husband impaling
within a Garter the lady's
If a

with his

man

own

arms.

marries an heiress or co-heiress, instead of impaling his wife's arms

own he

them on an escutcheon of pretence in the centre or fess
them during the lifetime of his
When a lady who is an heiress dies leaving her husband surviving,
bears

point of his paternal coat, but he cannot so bear
wife's father.

his right to bear her arms on an escutcheon of pretence ceases
the right to bear
her arms descends to her issue to be borne as a quartering. A man cannot bear his
wife's arms as an impalement after her death he must bear his arms as before
his marriage, otherwise there is no heraldic mode of showing that his wife is dead.
The case differs, however, as regards a widow whilst she remains such, she is
obliged to bear the arms of her deceased husband and I am inclined to think that a
widower should continue to impale or otherwise associate his late wife's arms with
;

:

:

;

his

own

if

there

was

issue of the marriage.

entitled to a shield of quarteringa,
to

;

bafc this is

not usual.

may

A

impale

husband whose wife

all

is

the qaartcrings his wife

by descent
is

entitled

—

;;
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If a

commoner marry the widow of a peer he impales only the arms of his wife's
on a subsequent marriage losing all right to any armorial bearings of

father, the lady

her former husband or husbands.
Edward III. appears to have been the first that quartered arms in England,
•when, in right of his mother Isabella, daughter and heiress of Philip IV. of France,
he assumed the arms, Az. semee-de-lis or, as a quartering on the national banner
and John Hastings, second Earl of Pembroke, was the first subject who imitated his
royal master's example, quartering, Az. six lioncels ramp, ar., in right of his grandmother, Julian, daughter of Thomas de Leyburn, and heiress of William de Leyburne,

summoned
The

to Parliament 1299.

intention of

Quartering

is

to

show the descent of one family from heiresses

or co-heiresses of other houses, and to exhibit and perpetuate this representation.
Thus, the children of an heiress are entitled, at her death, to quarter with their
paternal coat her arms, as well as all quarterings which she

mind that an

may have

inherited.

It

by the laws of
arms, a lady who is, by having no brother, or by her brother or brothers having died
without issue, a representative in blood of her father, and that thereby she transmits
The term " heiress " in
to her descendants the right to quarter her family arms.
Heraldry does not apply to the succession to property Andrew Lynn, Esq., of
BalHnamona, co. Waterford, disinherited his son, and bequeathed his estates to his
daughter Ann, the wife of Robert Carew, ancestor of* Lord Carew her descendants

must be borne

in

heiress or co-heiress in Heraldry

is,

:

;

inherited the estates so bequeathed, but did not acquire a right to quarter the

In marshalling quarterings, the first, after the paternal arms,
earliest heiress, which the bearer's direct ancestor in the
male line has married, and then succeed any quarterings her descent may bring in
Tfith the second heiress the same rule is followed, and so on, in chronological rotation,

arms
is

of Lynn.

the shield of the

to the end of the chapter.

When a daughter becomes heiress or co-heiress to her mother (also an heiress),
and not to her father, which happens when the father marries a subsequent wife,
and has by her male issue, to represent him, she is entitled to bear the maternal coat
with the arms of her father on a canton, taking all the quarterings to which her
mother was, by descent, entitled. When married, she conveys the whole to be
borne on an escutcheon of pretence, and transmits them at her death to be borne as
quarterings by her descendants, the paternal canton on the first shield still indicating
the nature of the representation.

an heiress E.B., marry first F.G., and have a son R.G., and marry secondly
and have by her second husband an only child, a daughter, S.I., the son of
this lady S.I., viz., T.N., would quarter the arms of that second husband as well
&3 the arms of his grandmother E.B.
This point has been thus settled by the
Heralds' College in London, but the question requires farther consideration and
If

H.I.,

adjudication before

it

can be

finally

The following sketch wUl

admitted.

illustrate the point:

—
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may so expi-ess it, married to the church, the arms of the See on the
dexter side, and his family arms on the sinister, but if he be married, he does not
carry his wife's arms on his shield. On his hatchment he uses two shields, the first on
being, if I

viz., the arms of his See impaled with his own arms, surmounted
with
a mitre, the second on the dexter, his own arms impaled with his wife's, in the same

the dexter side,

way as

knights of the different Orders.

man marry a widow, he impales her maiden arms. A widower entering on
a second marriage, marshals with his own the arms only of his second wife. He is
If a

not, according to the laws of arms, entitled to continue the usa^e of his
deceased
wife's ensigns.

THE SHIELD OF ARMS.
According to the received authorities, there are ten classes of arms
1. Arms of Dominion, those borne by Sovereigns and annexed to the
:

territories

they govern.
2. Arms of Pretension, used by Sovereigns who are not in possession of the
dominions to which such arms belong, but who claim, or pretend a right to them.
Thus the Kings of England from Edward III. to George III. quartered the arms of

France.
3.

Arms op Community,

those of

bishoprics,

universities,

and other

cities,

corporate bodies.
4. Arms op Assumption, adopted without the grant of the Sovereign or of a
King-of-Arms, and used as a proper right. For instance, if a prince or nobleman be
taken prisoner in lawful war, the victor may bear the arms of the person so taken,

and transmit them

Arms

to his heirs.

of Alliance

by

and
which they have
contracted by marriage. Arms of this description are impaled, or are borne in an
escutcheon of pretence by those who have married heiresses. But the latter arrangement (that of the separate escutcheon) is not allowed until the death of the father of
5.

:

these are adopted

families or private persons,

are joined with their ovra heraldic bearings to denote the alliance

the lady.
6. Arms of Adoption are borne by a stranger in blood, and are specially granted
by the Sovereign to empower the person applying for them to obtain certain moneys
or estates bequeathed on the condition of his assuming the name and arms of the

testator.
7. Arms op Concession or Honourable Augmentation are peculiar marks of
honour granted by the Sovereign for some act deserving of royal approbation.
Hereditary are those transmitted from the first
8. Arms Paternal and
possessor to his heirs the son being a gentleman of second coat armour the grandson a gentleman of blood and the great-grandson a gentleman of ancestry.
The Shield admits of various forms, and is divided into nine integral parts to;

;

;

mark

the position of the several charges, but I shall only here allude to the relative

positions of the principal parts.
First, it is to

be observed, that the side of the escutcheon opposite the

of the person looking at

hand, the sinister, or left.
the dexter side, the dexter chief

The

left

hand

the dexter, or right side, and that opposite to the right
The centre of the shield is called the fess point the top of

it, is

;

;

the top of the sinister side,

hottom of the shield is called the hose,

and

its

the

sinister

chief.

respective sides are called the

dexter and sinister base.

The Colours common to shields and their bearings are called tinctures, and are
two metaLs and five colours, viz., or, gold argent, silver j
Some writers
azuTGy blue gules, red vert, green purpure, purple and scMe, black.
of seven different kinds
;

;

;

;

;

;

^
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on the science admit two additional, tawney, or tenec, orange
colour but they are rarely to be met with in British Arms.

;

and sanguine, blood

;

When

natural objects are introduced into Heraldry, they are often represented in
and this is expressed by the term proper.

their ordinary colours,

shield is said to be quartered when it is divided into four equal parts by
horizontal and perpendicular lines crossing the centre that at the top of the dexter
side is called the first quarter the top of the sinister side is called the second quarter ;

A

;

;

the tTiird quarter
side

is

is

bottom of the dexter

at the

When

the fourth quarter.

perpendicular

the shield

and the bottom of the

sinister

divided into two equal parts by a

impaling the dexter being the man's side, the sinister
Dividing the shield into two equal parts by a horizontal line is called

line, it is called

the woman's.

side,

is

:

per fess.

Charges arc the various figures depicted on
distinguished from one another.
All charges of Arms are either proper or

shields,

by which the bearers are

common those charges are said to be
proper which by a certain property do particularly belong to the Art of Heraldry, and
are of ordinary use therein hence they are styled " Ordinaeies :" the common charges
;

:

the emblems which retain their own names in the blazon.
The principal Ordinaries are the Chief, the Pale, the Bend, the Fess, the Cross,
The Sub-Ordinaries are the Border, the Orle, the
the Saltire, and the Chevron.
Inescdtcheon, the Quarter, the Canton, the Paile or Pall, the Gyeon, the Pile, the
are the representations of

all

—

—

Flaunch, &c.
Differences, or Marks of Cadency, are the distinctions used to indicate the
The eldest son (during the lifetime of his
various branches or cadets of one family.
the third, a Mullet the fourth,
father) bears a Label the second, a Crescent
the fifth, an Annulet the sixth, a Fleur-de-lis the seventh, a
a Martlet
;

;

;

;

;

;

Rose the eighth, a Cross-Moline the ninth, a double Quatrefoil.
The mode of using these marks of cadency, as practised by the Heralds' College,
London, and Ulster's Office, Dublin, is to carry them down to the third generation.
There is no rule as to the colours of cadency marks except one, the label of three
points must not be argent except for the Royal Family but the same heraldic rule
applies to these marks as to ordinary heraldic charges, colour cannot lie on colour, or
;

;

;

metal on metal.
If a younger son, say a third son, who bears a mullet for difference, assume by
Royal Licence an additional surname, in addition to and after his own surname, and
the arms belonging to that assumed surname, which would consequently be borne in

the

first

mark

not necessary for him to continue the
sufficient to distinguish him from the
however, he wish to use the mark of cadency, it should bo

quarter of his escutcheon,

of cadency, as the

head of the family

-,

if,

it

is

compound coat

is

borne in the fess point of the compound coat.

ATTITUDES OR POSITIONS OF ANIMALS, BIRDS, AND FISHES.
When a lion or other beast of prey stands upright, with only one ear and one
eye seen, with the head in profile, he is termed rampant; when walking forward,
with one eye and ear seen, passant ; when sitting, sejant ; when lying down, couchant.
If in any one of these positions the animal look full face, so that both eyes and
cars may be seen, the word guardant is annexed to passant, rampant, sejant, or
couchant, a.s the case may be and if he look back, the word reguardant. An
animal is salient when leaping forwards bendways and having both the hind legs in
the same position.
To griffins the term segreant is given, in place of rampant. Animals of the deer
;

kind have their positions otherwise blazoned.

Thus, when looking full-faced, they

;

;
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are said to be at gaze; vfhen standing,

leaping forward, springing ;

when

statant ;

xiii

when walking, tripping; when
when at rest on the ground,

rnnning, courant ; and

lodged.

A

horse

when running is blazoned courant, or in full speed; when leaping,
when rearing, forcene, but these three last terms are very

salient, cahre, or effray ;

seldom met with.
Birds are blazoned, when standing with their wings down, close; when
to fly, rising; when flying, volant; when spread open, with both wings
The wings open and against each
out, and their breasts seen, displayed.
Two wings conjoined and expanded are calle a vol. One
called indorsed.

preparing
stretched

other are

wing

is

a

demivol.
Fishes,

when drawn

when

placed horizontally, are naiant ;

when

perpendicularly, hauriant

an arched form like a dolphin, they are embowed.
Any heraldic figure placed on or apparently emanating from an ordinary or
The term jessant is applied either to a general issuing
other charge is called issuant.
of one charge from another, as "a chevron jessant-de-lis," or to the common
device of a leopard's or lion's head "jessant-de-lis." A fish or amphibious creature
is described as naissant from an ordinary when any portion of the body with the tail
is seen.

in

A serpeat placed horizontally is
CRESTS, TORCES

said to be gliding.

OS WREATHS, AND BADGES.

honour to none of the heraldic insignia. It was the emblem
rent asunder, and the shield broken, as a rallying
The
point for the knight's followers, and a distinguishing mark of his own prowess.
Crest, named by the French Cimier, from Cime, the top or apex, and by the Italians
Gimiero, originated in the necessity of distinguishing one chief from another, and
making him known in the battle-field and the tournament consequently, no crest is
ever allowed to a female. As early as the yesir 1101, a seal of Philip, Count of
Flanders, represents him with his crest but at that period, and for a century and a
half after, few of lesser degree than sovereigns and commanders in the wars ventured
to carry this mark of distinction.
The first example of a crest upon the helmet
among English sovereigns occurs in the second great seal of Richard Coeur de Lion.
The helmet has several vertical openings in front, and upon the top is placed a
golden lion guardant. The seal, too, of Roger de Quincy, Earl of Winchester, one of
the holy warriors of the reign of Henry III., exhibits on a cylindrical casque a
dragon as a device.
After the institution, however, of the Garter, the knights o£
that illustrious order adopted crests, and the practice soon became so general,
that these emblems were assumed indiscriminately, by all those who considered

The Crest

that served,

yields in

when the banner was

;

;

themselves legally entitled to a coat armour.*

At

were usually assumed from some charge in the
we find the crest a mere emanation of
Little information remains to us of the crests borne by the early nobility
the arms.
aud the little we do possess we owe to monumental effigies and illuminated manuFroissart, in particular, affords many curious examples.
scripts.
Nisbet and some
other writers contend that these heraldic ornaments might be changed according to
the good pleasure of the bearer, but this has long been forbidden by the Kings of
Arms. If crests be the distinguishing tokens by which families may be known (and
shield

;

their first adoption, crests

and thus,

in very

many

ancient houses,

• The monument of Sir Oliver de Ingham, in Ingham church, Norfolk, who lived temp. Edward
"affords," says Meyrick, "one of the earliest specimens of the jousting helmet of his times, surmounted by its crest ; and the sepulchral effigy of Sir John Harsick is a remarkable example of
English armour towards the close of the reign of the second Richard. The knight is represented
with his helmet on, over his coat of chained mail, so as to display the mode of wearing the crest and
the muntle."

m.,
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seems mcsf; assuredly to be the intention of the device), one might as well alter
Still, however, circumstances may arise in
as an hereditary crest.
•which a change becomes desirable but this should never be made on slight or
•unimportant grounds. In early times, Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, Earl
Marshal of England, was, by the special concession of Richard II., allowed to carry
the crest of England " the lion passant guardant or " and John Howard, in a
subsequent reign, having married the daughter and heiress of Mowbray, substituted
for the old crest of Howard, viz., " two wings, each charged with the family arms,"
the new but honourable cognizance of the golden lion.
No one is entitled to more than one crest unless he bears two surnames, or has
The Germans, indeed, have long
received the additional device by a specific grant.
been accustomed to display in a row over their shields of arms the crests of all the
houses whose ensigns they quarter but their heraldry is peculiar, differing from that
In truth, the impropriety of the practice of
of the other countries of Europe.
carrying more than one crest is remarkably striking, if we consider for a moment the
purpose for which these cog^nizances were first designed.
Originally crests were carved in light wood, or made of boiled leather passed
into a mould, in the form of some animal real or fictitious, and were fastened to the
helmet by the torce or wreath, which was formed of two pieces of silk, " twisted
together by the lady who chose the bearer for her knight." The tinctures of the
this

a coat of arms

;

—

;

;

•wreath are always those of the principal metal

and colour of the arms

delineating the -wreath (shown edgewise above the shield) that the

;

and it

is

a rule iu

be
of the metal, and the last of the colour of which the achievement is constituted.
Such are the wreaths in general use. In depicting arms the wreath consists of six
when the crest is placed on a cap of maintenance, or on, or issuing out of a
twists
ducal or other crown, the wreath is not borne. The colours and metals of Liveries are
governed by the tinctures of the wreath, or in its absence by the principal metal and
colour of the arms thus, if the principal metal of the arms be argent, the buttons
and lace of the livery is silver ; if or, they are gilt. The cloth is blue, red, black, or
first coil shall

;

;

green, according to the prevailing colour in the
of the livery

may be

modified to claret colour

;

arms
if

;

if

the colour be red, the colour

the field of the arms be a metal,

and the charge an animal of its proper colour, and no other colour depicted in the
arms, the colour of the livery should follow as near as possible the proper colour of
the charge. The most usual colour used in such cases is brown.
Crests have sometimes, but very improperly, been confounded with " badges,"

altogether distinct de-vices, intended to distinguish the retainers of certain great

noblemen, and wrought or sewn upon the liveries with which they were supplied by
their lord. The badge appeared also emblazoned on the chief's standard or pennon, and
was much esteemed until the reign of Queen Elizabeth, when the last brilliant relics of
the feudal system the joust, the tournament, and all their accompanying paraphernalia
Henry II. bore an escarbuncle or ; and also introduced the
fell into disuse.

—

—

famous badge borne so constantly by his successors, of the broom sprig or Planta
Gcnistffi (" II portait ung Gennett entre deux Plantes de Geneste ")
and his son,
Richard I., on assuming the title of King of Jerusalem, hoisted the banner of the
Holy City the dormant lion of Judah the badge of David and Solomon. Edward I.
had a rose, stalk green and petals gold. Edward II. commemorated his Castilian
descent by the badge of a gold tower. Edward III. bore " silver clouds with rays
Richard H. adopted the white hart,t the device of his mother, the
descending."
Fair Maid of Kent, and used besides a Wliite Falcon; and his successor, Henry IV.,
;

—

Among

—

who

H. after his capture by the Earl of Northumwore the cognizance or device of his master, King
Bichard, that is to say, a white hart, and would put it away from him neither by persuasion nor
by reason whereof, when the Duke of Lancaster understood it, ho caused him to be
throats
committed to prison, within the Castle of Chester. This man was the last (as saith mine author) which
wore that device, which showed well thereby his constant heart towards his master."
Holmshed.
t

"

the few friends

attended Richard

berland, was Jenico d'Artois, a Qascoigno, that

etill

;

—

:
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introduced the red rose of Lancaster, which became ever after the badge of tho
He also had for cognizance tho
Lancastrians, as opposed to the white rose of Tork.
When he entered the
antelope, as well as the silver swan of the De Bohnns.
lists against Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, his caparisons were embroidered with
the antelope and swan. Henry of Agincourt carried a beacon and fleur-de-lis
crowned. " The white rose, en soleil," denotes the fourth Edward, and " the white
boar," the third Richard. Henry VI. had for badge a Panther, and also two ostrich
His Queen, Margaret of Anion,
feathers in saltire, one silver, the other gold.
adopted a " daisy," in allusion to her name
" The daise a floure white and rede,

In French called

Henry VII.

la belle Margarete."

carried " the red dragon " of Wales,

and also the porfccnllis as well as the
" In the
red and white roses combined, emblematic of the union of the rival houses.
marriage procession of Henry Tudor and Elizabeth of York," says an agreeable writer,
*'
each partizan of Lancaster gave his hand to a lady of the York party, holding a
bouquet of two roses, red and white entwined and at the birth of Prince Henry,
the armorists composed a rose of two colours (the leaves alternating red and white),
as an emblematical offspring of the marriage. Horticulturists, too, forced nature
into an act of loyalty, and produced a psirty-coloured flower known to the present day
as the rose of York and Lancaster."
The same cognizances were used by Henry VIII, and Edward VI., the former
of whom displayed sometimes a greyhound courant and collared and at others, after
the seige of Boulogne, a white swan, the arms of that city.
Queen Mary, before
Ler accession, adopted the red and white roses, but added a pomegranate, to show
but, on assuming the sceptre, she took " Winged Time
her descent from Spain
drawing Truth out of a pit," with "Veritas temporis filia" for motto. The badges
of Queen Elizabeth were the red and white roses, the fleur-de-lis, and the Irish harp,
all ensigned by the royal crown, to which James I. added the Scottish thistle.
Many
of the greater nobility followed the royal example
Beauchamp had " the bear and
ragged stafE " FitzAlan, " the white horse of Arundel " Vere, " the blue boar ; "
Percy, " the crescent and manacle " Stafford and Bourchier, *' the knot,"
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

THE MOTTO.
The Motto

is, according to Guillim, "a word, saying, or sentence which gentlecarry in a scroll under the arms, and sometimes over the crest." It had its
origin, most probably, in the " cri de guerre," or the watchword of the camp, and its

men

use can be traced to a remote period.
Camden assigns the reign of Henry III. as the
date of the oldest motto he ever met with, that of William de Ferrers, Earl of Derby,
who encircled his shield with the legend, " Lege, lege " and the same antiquary
mentions the old seal of Sir Thomas Cavall, who bore for his arms a horse, and for
;

Lis motto, " Thom8B credite, cum cernitis ejus equum."
Other authorities, however,
refer to several cases, that of Trafibrd of Trafford in particular, and carry up the
mottoes to a much earlier epoch. Be this as it may, their general usage may be

accurately dated,

if

0»der of the Garter

not from an earlier period, certainly from the institution of the
and after that celebrated event they became very general, and
;

gained in public favour. During the wars of Henry V., Henry VI., and
Henry VIII., innumerable mottoes graced the shields of the waniors of the time,
and in the courtly days of Queen EUzabeth devices were especially fashionable.
Mottoes may be taken, changed, or relinquished, when and as often as the bearer
thinks fit, and may be exactly the same as those of other persons.
Still, however^
the pride of ancestry will induce most men to retain, unaltered, the time-honoured
daily

sentiment which, adopted in the

first

down from

sire to

some noble

action,

descent, has been

handed

instance as the memorial of

some memorable war-cry, or a record of some ancient family
son through a long series of generations.
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Denis " was the cri de guerre of the French kings, " St. Andrew
of the Scottish monarchs, and "St. George for merry England," of the English.
" Dieu ayde au premier Chretien " rallied the Montmorencys
and " A Douglas a
"
the
English
borders,
in answer to the
on
heard
infrequently
not
was
Dono-las
" Montjoye

'*

Sfc.

!

;

!

Percy " Esperance."

The same conceit, as in Heraldic Bearings, of accommodating the motto to the
name, has prevailed occasionally either in Norman-French or Latin thus we have
" Mon Dieu est ma roche," for Roche, Lord Fermoy "Let Curzon holde what Curzon
" Cavendo
helde," for Curzon; " Strike Dakyns, the devil's in the hempe," for Dakyns
" Set on," for
" Forte scutum salus ducum," for Fortesnue
tutus," for Cavendish
" Vero nihil verius," for Vere; aud
Seton, Earl of Winton; "Ne vile velis," for Neville
' Ver non semper viret," for Vernon.
How admirably suited is " Pro magna charta " to the Premier Barony, Le Desand how plaintive is the expressive motto adopted by the oace regal
pencer
Courtenays of Powderham, after the loss of the Earldom of Devon, " Ubi lapsus f
quid feci?" The " Fuimus " of the Earl of Elgin tells that the Bruces were once
Kings and the " Crom a boo " of the Geraldines recalls the time when an Act of
Parliament made it treason to repeat that famous war-cry.
Mottoes are also frequently allusive to the arms and crests, and very often
commemorative of some deed of chivalry. With reference to " the Hedgehog," the crest
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of the Kyrles of Herefordshire, the family of " the Man of Ross," is the inscription
" Nil moror ictus " (I do not care for blows)
the Gores, whose ensigns comprise the
" Caen, Cressie, Calais," the motto of
cross crosslet, have " In hoc signo vinces."
;

the Radclyffes, commemorates the services of Sir John Radclyffe, Knt., of Ordsali,
at the seiges of Caen and Calais, and at the battle of Cressy and " Boulogne et Cadiz,"
;

borne by the Heygate family, records the presence of their ancestor at those famous
seiges.

" Grip Fast," the device of the Leslies, has remained unchanged since the time
of Margaret, Qaeen of Scotland, by whom it was given to Bartholomew Leslie, the
In crossing a river,
founder of the family, under the following circumstances
:

swollen by

floods, the

Queen was thrown from her

horse,

—

and in danger of being

drowned, when the knight, plunging into the stream, seized hold of the royal girdle,
and as he brought her with difficulty towards the bank, she frequently exclaimed,
*'
Grip fast," words which she desired her preserver to retain for his motto, in
remembrance of this circumstance.
The traditionary origin of "Lamh dearg Erin " (the Red Hand of Ireland), the
In an ancient expedition of some adventurers to
motto of the O'Neills, is this
Ireland, their leader declared that whoever first touched the shore should possess the
The ancestor of the O'Neills, Princes of Ulster, bent
territory which he reached.
upon obtaining the reward, and seeing another boat likely to land, cut his hand o£E
and threw it upon the coast.
Many mottoes are allusive either to a portion of the heraldic bearings, or to the" Leoni non sagittis fido," I trust to the lion not to the arrows, is that
family surname.
of the Egertons, whose shield exhibits a lion between three pheons and the Martins
use these singular words ; " He who looks at Martin's ape, Martin's ape shall look at
him " having reference to their crest, of " an ape observing himself in a lookingglass."
The AiTONs of Kippo, a branch of Aiton, of that Ilk, adopted for mottOr
" Et decerptoo dabunt odorem," an elegant allusion to their crest of "a rose bough
ppr," and of their being an offshoot of the parent stem.
The generality of mottoes, however, are expressive of sentiments of piety, hope,
:

—

;

!

or determination.

Many

most ancient houses

and Wales, adopted for
which was sometimes derived from the
name of the chieftain's feudal castle thus Colquhoun of Luss bears " Cnockelachan "
Fitz- Gerald of Lcinster, " Crom a boo " and Ilughss of Gwerclas, " Kymmer-yuof the

in Scotland, Ireland,

their motto the slogan or war-cry of their sept,
;

;

;
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of

thus O'Brien, "
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Irish families also adopted the war-cry of their

Lamh

laidir an nachtar," The strong hand upperdearg Erin," The red hand of Ireland; O'Hagan, " Buadh no has,"
Victory or death ; O'Donovan, " GioUa ar a-namhuid a-bu," A man over his enemy

septs as mottoes

;

"Lamh

most,

for ever; O'Gorman, " Tosach catha agus deineadh Slvc,'" First in battle and fierce in
slaughter; O'Doinn, " MuUach a-bu," The tops of the mountains for ever, &c., &c.

Mottoes not infrequently indicate the antiquity and derivation of the families by
whom they are borne. In " Loywl as thow fynds," we recognise the Saxon origin of
the Tempests of Tong, and in " Tou^-s jours prest," the Norman ancestry of the
Talbots of Bashall but this rule is far from being general many families of
origin used English mottoes at a very early period, as Darell of Calehill, "
:

:

Norman
Trow to

you."

CROWNS, CORONETS, CHAPEAUX, HELMETS, AND MANTLES.
Crowns were not originally marks of sovereignty, but were bestowed on those
who gained a prize at the Olympic games, and at first were only bands or fillets, but
subsequently they assumed various forms according to the peculiar feat of valour the
person to whom they were granted performed.

The Crown, a

now

distinctive

badge of royalty, was anciently made open, but

closed at the top with four arches

and

is

is

usually called the Imperial Grown.

That used at the coronation of the Sovereigns of England is made in imitation
Crown supposed to have been worn by Edward the Confessor. The present
imperial Crown has the rim adorned with four crosses pattee, and as many fleurs-de-lis
alternately.
From each cross rises an arched diadem closed at the top under a
of the

mound supporting a

The cap within the Crown is of purple velvet (heraldicand turned up with ermine. See p. xlix.
The Coronet of the Prince of Wales is, according to a warrant of Charles II,
dated 19 February, 1660, composed of a circle or fillet of gold, adorned with four
crosses pattee, and as many fleurs-de-lis alternately from the two centre crosses rises
an arched diadem, closed at the top under a mound supporting a cross, one arch only
from the centre cross appearing in the representation. The cap is of crimson velvet,
lined with white sarsnet, and turned up with ermine. The Prince of Wales also bears
as a badge a plume of three ostrich feathers, encircled by a coronet adorned with
crosses and fleurs-de-lis the motto peculiar to this badge being " Ich dien."
The Coronet of the Princes of the Blood Royal is similar to that of the Prince
cross.

ally represented crimson),

;

;

of Wales, without the arched diadem.

The cap

is

of crimson velvet, bordered with

ermine, with a tassel of gold.

The Princesses bear a

many

fleurs-de-lis, it is

similar Coronet, but instead of the four crosses and as
adorned with three strawberry leaves alternately, with a

number of fleurs-de-lis and crosses.
The Arms and Coronets of the Members of the Royal Family are always assigned
by the Sovereign to them individually.
The Coronet of a Duee is composed of a circlet of gold, chased as jewelled,
similar

having raised on

eight golden strawberry leaves, five of

which are seen in repreup ermine, thereon a golden tassel.
It is sometimes used as a charge in armorial bearings, when it is called a Ducal
Coronet, and is represented with only three strawberry leaves, and without the cap,
sentation.

tassel, or

it

The cap

is

of crimson velvet, turned

ermine.

The Coronet

of a Marquess is a circlet of gold, chased as jewelled, charged
with four strawberry leaves and as many large pearls alternately when represented,
only two pearls and three leaves appear.
The cap is similar to that of a Duke.
An Earl's Coronet is a circlet of gold, chased as jewelled, upon which rise eight
pyramidical points gold, each of which supports a large silver ball, the spaces between
;
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the points being

filled

as high as the balls.

The cap

A

is

the same as

up at the bottom with strawberry leaves of gold, not rising
Only five of the balls appear when heraldically displayed.
the Duke's and Marquess's.

Viscount's Coronet

is

a circlet of gold, cbased as jewelled, supporting sixteen

which appear in the representation.
The Coronet of a Baron is a plain circlet of gold, thereon six silver balls, four of
which are seen in the representation.
The two last-named Coronets have the crimson velvet cap with the tassel, and
the edging of ermine, the same as those of a Duke, Marquess, and Earl. See p. xxxiv.
The Coronet of a King of Arms is silver gilt, formed of a circle, upon which is
inscribed part of the first verse of the 51st Psalm, viz., " Miserere mei Deus secundum
magnam misericordiam tuam " the rim is surmounted with sixteen leaves, in shape
resembling the oak leaf, every alternate one being somewhat higher than the rest,
nine of which appear in the profile view of it the cap is of crimson satin, closed at
the top by a gold tassel, and turned up with ermine. See p. xxxiv.
A crest-coronet or ducal coronet, on which, or issuing from which crests are
often borne, is composed of a circlet of gold chased and jewelled, having raised on it
four strawberry leaves, three of which appear in representation.
As the Crown of the Sovereign of England is not exactly similar to those borne
by other potentates, so most of the Coronets of foreign noblemen are different from
silver balls, seven of

;

;

those of British peers.

Archbishops and Bishops bear the arms of their Sees impaled with their own
family arms, without crest or motto, and with a mitre over the shield.
The mitre of
both Archbishops and Bishops

Durham)

is

(with the exception of the mitre of the Bishop of

high golden cap, enriched with jewels, pointed
and divided at the top, with fringed pendants hanging from the lower part each top
is surmounted by a cross, the present usual form of which is that of a cross-pattee.
The mitre of the Bishop of Durham differs from that of the other Prelates in being
exactly the same.

It is a

;

encircled with a ducal coronet.

The Helmet,

helme, casque, or, morion, varied in shape in different ages and
See p. xxxiii.
The Mantle, Guillim informs us, was named from the French word " Manteau"
and served as a protection (being spread over and pendent from the helmet) "to repel
the extremity of wet, cold, and heat, and withal to preserve the accoutrements from
mst." Guillim thus continues " Mantles, like other habits, have not escaped transcountries.

:

formation, but have passed through the forge of fanatical conceit, in so much as
(beside the bare name) there remaineth neither shape nor shadow of a mantle.
But
as they are used in achievements,

whether you

call

are evermore said in blazon to be doubled, that
of the furs."

The mantle

them mantles or

is,

flourishings, they

lined throughout with

some one

sometimes termed a Lambrequin or Lamequin. The numerous
which it is usually divided, are supposed to indicate that it has
been thus torn and hacked in the field of battle, and betokened a certain evidence of

strips

and cuts

is

into

prowess.

The Chapeau (cap of maintenance or dignity) is of crimson velvet, lined with
ermine, turned up into points at the back.
It was formerly a badge of high dignity,
and

is

now borne under

the crest of several eminent families, instead of the wreath.

SUPPORTERS.
Sdpporters date from the fourteenth century. Menestrier and other authorities
ascribe their origin to a practice at the tournaments, and the ground on which they
base their opinions Hccms tenable enough.
In those chivalrous pastimes no one was
suffered to participate but he

who was

of noble descent or warlike renown,

and each
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champion, to prove his title to those qualifications, exhibited his armorial shield upon
the barriers and pavilions within the lists. Pages and esquires attended to watch
their masters' escutcheons, and to report the name and quality of any knight who
thought proper to challenge to the encounter. The chroniclers further relate, that on
these occasions the armour bearers, who were thus employed, assumed the most

grotesque, fantastic costume, enveloping themselves in the skins of lions or bears, and

that hence arose the custom of using supporters.
several curious specimens

may

Of these masquerade

characters,

be found in the illuminated manuscripts of Froissart,

Museum.
The appropriation of

in the British

supporters, as legitimate parts of armorial bearings, does
not appear to have been recognised in England, earlier than the reign of Edward III.

An

heraldic document, compiled by Cooke, Clarenceux, in 1572, indicates the various
changes the royal supporters underwent Edward III. adopted dexter, a lion rampant;
:

and

Richard II. a lion and a stag Henry IV. an
antelope and a swan Henry V. a lion and an antelope Henry VI. an antelope and
a leopard; Edward IV. a bull and a lion; Richard III. a lion and a boar; Henry VII.
a dragon and a greyhound Henry VIII. the same Edward VI. a lion and a dragon
Mary I., an eagle and a dragon and Queen Elizabeth the same as her brother Edward.
King James I., on ascending the English throne, introduced the unicorn of Scotland,
and from that monarch's reign to our own times the lion and the unicorn have
remained the royal supporters.
The position of these external ornaments of the shield is, in genuine and ancient
Heraldry, always erect
and surely nothing qan be more at variance with true
blazonry than the absurd attempt of some modern artists to display them in
picturesque attitudes.
Thus the characteristics of a rude and contemporary era are
violently destroyed, and the vestiges of the graphic art confused or annihilated.
In England the right to bear supporters is confined to Peers of the Realm,
Knights of the Garter, the Thistle, and St. Patrick Knights Grand Cross of
THE Bath (G.C.B.)
Knights Grand Cross of St. Michael and St. George
(G.C. St. M. St. G.)
and to those Baronets and others (of which the number
is extremely limited) who may have obtained them by special grant.
The pracsinister,

a raven, both crowned

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tice

of the

England granting Supporters
commenced in the reign of Henry

Sovereigns of

degree, seems to have

to

the

Peers of

VIII., as

each

did that of

granting the like ornaments to the Knights of the Garter and Bath.
Further,
Supporters are assumed and borne, but without any legal
right, by the heirs apparent of dukes, marquesses, and earls, and by all the
children of peers, to whom courtesy allows the prefix of "Lord."
In ancient
in addition to these.

times,

too,

many eminent though
Edmondson says,

to their shields.

unentitled families used these appurtenances
" It may be justly concluded that those who

used such additions to their shields, or on their shields, banners, or monuments,
or had them carved in stone or wood, or depicted on the glass windows of their
mansion, and in the churches, chapels, and religious houses of their foundation, as
perspicuous evidences and memorials of their having a possessory right to them, are
and absolutely well entitled to bear them, and that no one of their descendants
ever ought to alienate such supporters, or bear their arms without them." Among the
fully

distinguished houses that use supporters under these circumstances,

we may mention

those of Fulford of Great Fulford, Devon, Trevanion of Cornwall, Savage of Cheshire,
Stawell and Luttrell of Somersetshire, Hilton of Hilton, and Tichborne of Tichborne.

In Ireland, the heads of the different septs assert their claim to them, but no registry
an Irish chieftain appears in Ulster's Office, in right of his chief taincv
only, and without the honour of peerage, nor does any authority to bear them exist.
In Scotland, the right to supporters belongs to the representatives of minor barons
of supporters to

who had full baronial rights prior to 1587, and to the heads of a limited number of
importajit families, including the chiefs of the more considerable clans.
Lyon may
also confer supporters e gratia, a prerogative which, generally speaking, has been very
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sparingly exercised.

Scotia baronets have, as such, no right to supporters,

though many of them bear them in respect of the baronial

qualification.

BANNERS AND STANDARDS.
The Banner is coeval with the introduction of Heraldry, and dates consequently
from the twelfth century. It was of nearly a square form, exhibiting the owner's
arms, and it served as the rallying point of the several divisions of which the army
was composed. To judge from the siege of Carlaverock, it would seem that early in
the fourteenth century there was a banner to every twenty-five or thirty men-atkt that period the English
arms, and that thus the battle array was marshalled,
forces comprised the tenants in capite of the Crown, with their followers and it
appears that such tenants were entitled to lead their contingent under a banner of
their arms
but the precise number of men so furnished, which conferred this
When the tenant in capite was unable to attend
privilege, has not been ascertained.
in person, from illness or other cause, he nevertheless sent his quota of soldiers or
archers which the tenure of his lands enjoined, and his banner was committed to the
charge of a deputy of equal rank to his own. Thus, at Carlaverock, the Bishop of
Durham sent one handred and sixty of his men-at-arms, with his banner entrusted to
John de Hastings; and "the good Edmund, Lord d'Eyncourt," who could not
attend himself, sent " ses deux bons filz en son lieu mist," (his two brave sons
in his stead), and with them his banner of "" blue, billetee of gold with a dancette
;

;

over

all."

to bear a banner was confined to bannerets and persons of higher
In 1361, Edward III. granted to Sir Gruy de Bryan two hundred marks a year
for having discreetly borne the king's banner at the siege of Calais in 1347 and
Thomas Strickland, the esquire who so gallantly sustained the banner of Henry V. at
Agincourt, urged the service as worthy of remuneration from Henry VI. In France,

The right

rank.

;

and the observances derived from
and Louis XIV. were respected, the custody of the Oriflamme

80 long as the chivalry of the old regime endured,
St. Louis, Francis

I.,

was hereditary; and still in Scotland the representative of the great house of
Scrymgeour enjoys the honour of being banner-bearer to the sovereign. Ireland
claims a higher antiquity in the use of banners and standards than any other
European nation penetrating even beyond the Christian era.
The office of
standard-bearer was hereditary in families, as, for instance, the O'Hanlons were
hereditary standard-bearers to the O'Neills, and the Mac AfEreys to the McGuires.
"Three lions rampant " were borne on the banner of O'Brien, and " the red hand "
was emblazoned on that of O'Neill. The different septs or clans rushed to battle with
their banners borne aloft, and uttering war-cries. That of O'Brien, iam^ laider a-bu !
*'
The strong hand for ever " but after the Anglo-Norman period these war cries became
Anglicised, as, for instance, "O'Neill a-bu!" " O'Donnell a-bu!" i.e., "O'Neill
for ever," " O'Donnell for ever."
The great Anglo-Norman families followed the
example, by adopting similar war-cries. The Fitz-Geralds had " Crom a-bu!" the
Butlers of Ormonde, "Butler a-bu!" and the Burkes or De Burgos had " Clanrickard
a-bu " and " MocWilliam a-bu ! "
The Standard was long and narrow, and split at the end. In the upper part

—

!

!

of the English standard appeared the Cross of St. George, the remainder being

charged with the motto, crest, or badge, but never with the arms. It is difficult to
determine the qualifications which constituted a right to a standard, but there is
reason to believe that no person under the rank of a knight could use one.
The length of the standards varied according to the rank of the bearer the
King's was from eight to nine yards in length that of a Duke seven yards of a
Marquess, six yards and a half; of an Earl, six yards of a Viscount, six yards and
;

;

;

;
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of a Banneret, four yards

;

and a half; and

of a Knight,

four yards.

Two

manuscripts in the British Museum, not older in date than the reign of
afford the most authentic information as to the size of banners,

Henry VIII.,

A. question having been recently raised as to what is the
standards, and pennons.
proper flag (if any) to be hoisted over a private gentleman's mansion, and what the
correct armorial bearings to be displayed thereon, it appears there is not any
direct authority or rule on the subject, but it is understood that the flag (if allowed)

the mansion only, and though the
George has been sometimes used, and the Union Jack has been also
displayed, this seems to be an error, as no right exists for such.

should display the arms of the possessor of

banner of

St.

HATCHMENTS.
look on these heraldic decorations as mere general
more than that a death has lately occurred.
Yet we can, on making ourselves acquainted with the simple rules by which the
arrangement of several achievements is regulated, at once know what rank the
deceased held when Kving. If the hatchment be that of a lady, whether she was
unmarried, a wife, or widow if that of a gentleman, whether he was a bachelor, a

How many

are there

who

emblems of mortality, indicating nothing

;

married man, or a widower.

To show how

easily this information can

be acquired, I will briefly state the

several distinctions.

On

the morning of interment, a hatchment

is

placed on the front of the house

belonging to the deceased, and another over the vault or tomb after burial.
The funeral escutcheon of a bachelor, represents his paternal arms single, or
quartered with those to which he may be entitled, and accompanied with the helmet,
The ground of the hatchment (the vacant canvas of each side of
crest, and motto.
the shield)

is

black.

arms are placed in a lozenge, single or quartered as
those of a bachelor, with no other ornament than a gold cord loosely knotted at the
top of the lozenge.
The ground outside the shield is, like the former hatchment,

For a

viaiden, her paternal

black.

When

a husband dies, leaving his wife surviving, the ground on the dexter side
hatchment (that is, the side of the escutcheon opposite the left hand of the
person looking at it) is black and that on the sinister side (opposite the right hand
of the spectator) is white.
The arms in this case are impaled, that is, divided by a
perpendicular line down the centre of the shield those of the husband at the dexter
side being black, to indicate his death.
The crest is placed over the shield, and
of the

;

;

beneath

it

the family motto.

When

a wife dies, leaving her husband surviving, the ground of the hatchment
black on the side opposite to the right hand of the person looking at it at the
opposite side white.
Their arms are displayed as in the preceding case, but without
crest or motto, and the shield appears suspended by a ribbon in a bow, and
is

;

ornamented with a cherub's head and wings.
The hatchments of ladies (except peeresses, who are entitled to a robe of estate)
are always without mantle, helmet, crest, or family motto, although funeral words and
sentences are sometimes introduced.
A widower's hatchment represents his arms with those of his wife in the same
manner as when living that is impaled, or divided by a perpendicular line down
the centre of the shield.
His crest and motto are also emblazoned, and all the
ground outside the escutcheon is black.
The hatchment of a widow represents her arms impaled with those of her
;
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husband and enclosed in a lozenge, having a bow of ribbon at the top, and ornamented
with a cherub's head and wings all the ground outside the shield being black.
For a man leaving a second wife, the hatchment represents his arms (not impaled)
On the dexter side, or that opposite the left hand of the
on a black ground.
;

spectator,

is

placed, apart fi"om the shield of the husband, a small funeral escutcheon,

on which his arms, with those of his first wife, are impaled
side of the hatchment being black, to indicate her decease.

;

all

the ground at this

On

the opposite side of

hand of the person looking at it, another
from the husband's shield, and on it are displayed his arms impaled with those of his second wife the ground at the extreme
sinister side of the shield being white, to show that she survives him.
If a widower or a bachelor be the last of his family, a skull or death's head
(heraldically termed a mart) is annexed to the escutcheon -the arms, crest, and motto
beino- displayed in the manner already described and the hatchment of a maid or widow,
who is the last of her house, represents the arms in a lozenge, with a "tnort annexed.
The hatchments of Peers and Peeresses have their distinguishing coronets.
On the hatchments of Baronets a front-faced, open helmet is placed over the
shield, on some part of which is displayed the red hand.
The armorial bearings of Knights are surrounded with the insignia of their
respective orders, and surmounted with the front-faced open helmet, which is also

the hatchment, that
small escutcheon

is

is,

facing the right

similarly placed apart

;

—

;

assigned to knights bachelors.
of Archbishops and Bishops represent their arms impaled with

The hatchments

those of their See; the latter being placed on the dexter side, that is, opposite
the left hand of the person who looks at it, consequently the opposite side is painted

arms of the

black, that under the

The hatchment

see being white.

of the wife of an Archbishop or Bishop represents

that to the left of

the spectator displays

the

arms of the
The sinister

See

two

shields

;

impaling the

shield (that to the
paternal coat, and surmounted by the mitre.
spectator's right) is suspended by a knot, bearing the prelate's family arms impaled

with those of his wife the surface of the hatchment underneath the sinister shield
being black, to denote the lady's death.
The same rule is observed with respect to the hatchments of the wives of Knights
:

of the different orders, while those of Peeresses

who have married commoners

the arms of their dignity at the sinister side (that
right), apart

is,

display

the side opposite the spectator's

from the heraldic bearings of their husbands.

SEIZE QUARTIERS.
If title be with us the test of position and precedence, the Seize Quartiers have
been considered in Continental Europe as the test of blood, or what is strictly
It is the reverse of what is generally understood by
signified by tiie term " birth."
" a family tree," for there, the stream commencing with the earliest known ancestor,
flows down to the living generation; but in the " seize quartiers," beginning with
the latter, the stream, dividing on the mother's and father's sides into two lines,
Ihence continues to ascend, ramifying into the several sources whence it derives the

Thus

is displayed and analysed the heraldic componency of
beneath each blazoned breast, betraying any alloying
admixture that may exist, and may, as in the pedigree of a race-horse (if I may
venture to use the simile), disentitle it to the character of "thorough-bred."
Increasing ])y a regular succession of reduplications in every generation, the range

vital current.

the

warm

at a glance

flood circulating

of that of the great-groat-grandfathcr displays a series of sixteen shields of arms,
the "seize quartiers " the generation beyond has thirty-two shields, that succeeding
;

and so on till in the thirtieth generation the series of names for that
generation alone would exceed the present estimated population of the whole globe

it,

sixty-four,

;

.

.

.

.

J

.
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and when the number, diminishing by one-half in each descending step, is added to
the above, the total of individaals whose blood is transmitted into the living man is
something prodigious consequently the number ascending to the beginning of the
world would be utterly uncountable. In this latter case it must be observed that
the same individual must have figured several times in different positions of relationship, for otherwise in the generation contemporaneous with the creation of man, the
broad array of progenitors would be totally incompatible with the solitary Adam and
;

Eve, the fountain sources of all human blood.
The ancient chivalry of St. John of Jerusalem, which bore successively the titles
of Knights of Rhodes and Knights of Malta, was variously exacting in its require-

ments of proof

of noble

birth

from candidates seeking admission to

its

ranks.

Vertot, the historian of the Order, tells us that the languages of Provence, Auvergne,

prove eight quarters, or coats of arms, that is the generaand great- grandmothers
Italy, only four quarters
or shields, i.e., the grandfathers and grandmothers but it was required that these
four quarters should belong to families of a noblesse acknowledged for the preceding two hundred years. Four quarters was the number also required from the

and France were obliged
tion

to

great-grandfathers

of

;

;

language of Aragon and Castile, including Portugal, but for German knights sixteen
quarters were necepsary, that being the number demanded by the Teutonic Order
from its postulants. This is and was at all times considered a very rigorous ordeal,
requiring often most laborious searches among archives and sources difficult of access,
as well as condemning numbers to exclusion, for it is not alone in our days that
ruined gentle blood sought to establish itself by union with merely plebeian gold
:

title

availed nothing.

of proceeding in drawing up a pedigree of " Seize Quartiers," is as
and the progression is very simple, though not generally understood the
very words being familiarly comprehended neither as to their verbal import, the
rarity of the possession of such a pedigree, even among some of the most proudly
titled families in the peerage, its intrinsic genealogical value abroad amid heraldic
nations, or its being the real and actual test of the nobility of the blood of any

The mode

follows,

:

individual.

First write

down

the

name

of the postulant, then above his

father and mother, which form thus two quarters

:

name

those of his

the father's father and mother

then follow, and the mother's father and mother fill up the line of getieration, i.e.,
the grandfathers and grandmothers.
Proceeding in the same way, we next mark

down

the father and mother of each grandfather and grandmother, which form the

and great-grandmothers, eight individuals, quarters or
arms and the succeeding line of fathers and mothers of each great-grandfather and great-grandmother, constitute the series of the great-great-grandfathers
and great-great- grandmothers, or sixteen quarters. This ramification, however, is
best understood by a glance at the following diagram

line of great-grandfathers

coats of

;

:

Eight paternal quarterings. Eight maternal quarterings.
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who combines

in his person the blood of the sixteen families, arrajed

in the uppermost line, and displays sixteen
shield, as a postulant in chivalry.

coats of

arms

in his
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have thus endeavoured to explain the exact meaning of " Seize QuarBy the universal consent of continental Europe, the sixteen quarters
have been considered the test of blood; they have at all times been the Sesame
which has opened the door of every presence-chamber of royalty, of every
high place at foreign courts, and of every rich and noble Chapter. Nevertheless,
according to our English notions, this test is rather, I think, one of curiosity than
I

tiers."

real value
it,

;

for,

compare the continental

nobility,

which very generally

with the British nobility, which very rarely does, and

mark the

still

difference

possesses

between

aristocracy yields to none other in high breeding, honour, noble
daring, brilliancy of ancestry, talent, and simple, unostentatious grandeur of character,
and yet, comparatively speaking, few even among that elevated class can trace their

Our own

them.

descent up to sixteen families on both sides entitled to armorial bearings or, at
in cases where this is practicable, many of the progenitors are of a very
secondary station, and belong to a gentry wholly without illustration. The proof of
;

least,

value

is its

result

;

superiority over the

and considering that the aristocracy of Britain may justly claim
more exclusively well-bom aristocracy of the rest of Europe, I

cannot bring myself to believe that the test of " the Seize Quartiers " enters, necesThat
sarily, into the composition of a first-rate English nobleman or gentleman.
which is truly ennobling is a long line of gentle ancestors, either from father to son,
or through heiresses bringing the right of representation, combined with honourable

and appropriate

alliances.

Who

would venture

to dispute the nobility of birth of

the ducal representative of the Douglases and the Hamiltons, on the ground that an
alliance with a

of the

German

Gunning or a Beckford might perchance

interfere with the perfection

"
test of " the Seize Quartiers ?

KINGS OF ARMS AND HERALDS.
office of " King of Arms " is of feudal origin, and was one of the attributes
pomp and splendour annexed to feudal sovereignty. There is no trace of such
an institution anterior to the Norman invasion, which overturned the pre-existing

The

of the

system in England, formed as it had been by a fusion of the usages of the ancient
Britons, Saxons, and Danes.
Having so overturned it, the Normans introduced the
military and chivalrous code of feuds, with its homage, and fealty, and services.
Sir

Henry Spelman

is

heraldic officers in

of opinion that the title of

England

majesty, while those

who

King

of

Arms was

attributed to such

as belonged immediately to the person of the King's

appertained to princes of the blood royal, or to the nobility,

were staled simply Heralds. Another learned author states that the title of " King
of Heralds (of later times called King of Arms) was given to that personage who
was the chief or principal officer presiding over the heralds of any kingdom, or of
any particular province usually termed the marches, or of any order of knighthood."
The primary duty of the English Kings of Arms and Heralds, at the time of
their establishment, corresponded with that of the Heralds of foreign princes they
carried and delivered all messages of importance to allies, enemies, and rebels, gave
solemn defiances and denunciations of war; summoned cities, castles, &c., to surrender made propositions of peace, truce, and accommodation, and offered mercy
and pardon to rebellious subjects and insurgents. They had also the cognizance,
inspection, marshalling, and regulation of coats of armour, and the several marks of
distinction connected with them they received all foreign nobility and others coming
to England to perform feats of arms, and gave safe conduct to them from their
arrival to the time of their leaving the kingdom; assisted at tilts, tournaments, and
feats of arms, and attended to the honour and reputation of military persons, and to
the safety, welfare, and defence of the King and his realms. They had also the
arrangement, order, and progress of legal combats; were likewise employed in
marshalling and conducting coronations, marriages, baptisms, funerals, interviews,
and other august assemblies, processions, pomps, and solemnities of the ancient
;

;

;

;
;
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monarclis, and took care that the orders,

rites, and ceremonies established for those
ceremonials were duly observed; and that the rules of precedence were strictly

adhered

to.

The pride and ambition

of the nobility

prompted them

to vie with, their Monarclis in state and magnificence.

to imitate,

Hence

it

and oftentimes

is

that

we

find

the Heralds attending at the faneral rites and ceremonies of the nobility, as well as
at the celebration of their marriages, christenings, and other festivities, and practising
the same forms and grandeur as were observed at those of the royal family.

Noble and

illustrious

descent having also

attention was paid to the observance of a just
different ranks or classes of the people.

been held in high esteem,

strict

and exact distinction between the

The ignoble never presumed,

in those ancient

annexed to eminence of parentage, or
to claim honours to which their superiors alone were entitled.
And the nobiKty and
gentry, cautiously jealous of their dignity, avoided mixing with the vulgar, and were
sedulously careful for the preservation, on all public and solemn occasions, of that
purity of rank and precedence which was due by the feudal system to their birth
and station in life. Family arms being the general criterion which distinguished the
gentleman from the peasant, no persons were suffered to enter the lists to tourney, or
exercise any feats of arms, unless they could, to the satisfaction of the Kings of Arms,
prove themselves to be gentlemen of " Coat Armour." And the ancient gentry took
particular care to have their arms embroidered on their common-wearing over-coats,
and would not suffer any person of the lower class, although become rich, to use
such tokens of gentle birth and distinction nay, so jealous were they of any
infringement of the armorial rights to which they were entitled, that whenever the
arms which they and their families had borne happened to be claimed by any other
gentlemen, they vindicated their rights in the military courts, and very often by duel.
Under those circumstances it became essential and was a necessary part of the duties
of Heralds, to draw out, with accuracy and exactness, the authentic genealogies of
noble families, and families of " gentle birth " to continue, and from time to time, to
add to and preserve their pedigrees in direct and collateral lines; and to have a
perfect knowledge of all hereditary arms, ensigns, badges of honour, and the external
marks as well of personal as of family rank and distinction.
Some portion of the ancient duties of the Herald has become obsolete with the
decay of the feudal system, but enough remains to render the office important and
useful.
That branch of his labours connected with genealogy is valuable in the
highest degree.
Genealogical tables and authentic pedigrees, regularly deduced,
contain memorials of past transactions and events, and from them chronologers and
historians have drawn very considerable assistance
they have operated to the detection of frauds, forgeries, and impostures
cleared up doubts and difficulties
established marriages
supported and defended legitimacy and purity of blood
ascertained family alliances
proved and maintained affinity and consanguinity
vindicated and corroborated the titles of lands to their possessors
and have been of
essential use in settling claims and rights of inheritance without litigation, by
furnishing effectual evidence.
Such has been, and ever must be, the utiUty of
genealogies, when they are framed with integrity and authenticated by evidence.
The HERALDIC AUTHORITY ovcr England and Wales is delegated by the Crown to
the hereditary Earl Marshal (the Duke of Norfolk), and three Kings of Arms,
Garter, Clarenceux, and Norroy, who form, together with the Heralds and
Pursuivants, the College of Arms.
Of these, the principal is "Garter King of
Arms."
In his Patent he is styled Principal King of English Arms, and Principal
Officer of Arms of the most noble Order of the Garter. To him immediately belongs,
inter alia, the adjustment of arms in England and Wales, and likewise the
power of
granting arms under the authority of the Earl Marshal, in conjunction with the
provincial Kings of Arms occording to their several jurisdictions, to persons qualified
times, to arrogate a participation in the rights

;

;

;

;

;

;

to

bear them.

" Clarenceux

King

of

Arms," so named from the Dukedom of

—
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Clarence, bas jurisdiction over the south-east and west parts of England ; and
" Norroy King of Arms," the most ancient of the heraldic sovereigns in England

He is the North King
England north of the Trent.
The Enghsh Heralds bear the designation of " Windsor," " Chester,"
"Somerset," "Lancaster," "York," and "Richmond," the Pursuivants are known
by the names of " Rouge Dragon," " Rouge Croix," " Bluemantle," and " Portcullis."
The date of the creation of the historic and dignified ofl&ce of Garter Kino of

possesses as his province,

" Norroy."

Arms may be

fixed with certainty to

have been between

May and

September, 1417.

The first Garter was William Bruges, originally styled " Guyenne King of Arms,"
and subsequently " Garteir Roy d'Armes des Anglois." By the constitution of King
Henry VIII., it was provided that Garter should be Sovereign within the College of
Arms above all the other officers, that he should have the correction of Arms, Crests,
Cognizances, and Devices, as well as the power and authority to grant Armorial
Bearings and that he should " walk in all places next to Our Sword, and no one
between thena except the Constable and Marshal when they carry the batons of their
;

office."

In addition, Garter King of Arms has various other duties of considerable
such as the regulation of precedence, the guidance of
Coronations, and State Ceremonials, the control and management of all matters
concerning the Order of the Garter, &c.
The Badge of Garter is of gold, having on both sides the Arms of St. George,
impaled with those of the Sovereign, within the Garter and Motto, enamelled in
His sceptre is of silver
their proper colours, and ensigned with the royal crown.
gilt, about two feet in length, the top being of gold, of four sides of equal height

importance to perform,

but of unequal breadth. On the two larger sides are the Arms of St. George
impaling the Sovereign's, and on the two lesser sides, the Arms of St. George,
surrounded by the Garter and Motto, the whole ensigned with an imperial crown.
the

The ancient office of Lyon King of Arms, long styled Lord Lyon King op Arms,
King of Arms of Scotland, is found occupying a very prominent position so far

back as 1371, the year of the coronation of Robert II., at Holyrood. He derives his
authority directly from the Sovereign, and is entitled to wear an oval badge
suspended by a broad green ribbon. The Badge consists on the obverse of the e&igj
of St. Andrew bearing his cross before him, with a thistle beneath, all enamelled in
the proper colours on an azure ground. The reverse contains the arms of Scotland
having in the lower parts of the Badge, a thistle, as on the other side the whole
surmounted with an Imperial Crown.
Lyon is the chief Heraldic Officer of the
Order of the Thistle, and enjoys the same rights and privileges in Scotland as Garter
King of Arms does -in England. The insignia of the Lyon Office are, "Argent, a
lion sejant full-faced gules, holding in the dexter paw a thistle slipped vert, and in
the sinister an escutcheon of the second, on a chief azure a St. Andrew's cross of
;

the

first."

In Ireland, Ulster King of Arms has the sole heraldic jurisdiction, and has
under him Athlone Pursuivant: he is, ex-officio, Knight Attendant on the most
illustrious Order of St. Patrick.
The title of "Ulster King of Arms," was created in the reign of Edward VI.
But the office itself, under the designation of " Ireland King of Arms," had its origin
in more remote times, the first express mention of Ireland King of Arms being in the
sixth year of King Richard II., 1482
Froissart, vol. ii., calls him " Ckaundos le Roy
A regular succession of officers by the title of " Ireland King of Arms,"
d' Irelande.''
continued from that time to the reign of King Edward IV., who promoted Thomas
Ashwell to that office.
This title of " Ireland," as Sir Henry Spelman and Sir James Ware say, was
afterwards, by Edward VI., altered into that of Ulster.
That King himself, in his
journal, takes notice of it as follows
"Feb. There was a King of Arms made for
Ireland, whose name was Ulster, and his province was all Ireland."
The patent
;

—
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passed under the great seal of England, 1553, with an ample preamble, in testimony
and dignity of the office, \^hich was given to Bartholomew Butler,

of the necessity

York Herald. And a warrant bearing equal date with the patent was issued to Sir Ralph
Sadleir, Knt., of the King's Wardrobe, to deliver him " one coat of blue and crimson
velvet embroidered with the gold and silver upon the same with the King's Arms."
The Badge of " Ulster " is of gold, containing ou one side the cross of St.
Patrick, or as it is described in the statutes, " The cross gules of the Order upon a
field argent, impaled with the Arms of the Realm of Ireland," and both encircled
with the Motto, " Quis Separabit," and the date of the institution of the Order,

MDCCLXXXIII. The reverse exhibits the Arms of the Office of Ulster, viz., " Or,
a cross gules, on a chief of the last a lion of England between a harp and portcullis, all
of the first," placed on a ground of green enamel, surrounded by a gold border with
shamrocks, surmounted by an Imperial Crown, and suspended by a sky blue ribband
from the neck.
The general precedence of Ulster King of Arms was affirmed by his Majesty King
William IV. by royal warrant, dated at St. James's, 17th day of May, 1835, which
was issued for revising and making alterations in the statutes of the Order of St.
Patrick.
After reciting that, by the Act of Union, Ireland became part and parcel of
the United Kingdom, and " our King of Arms of all Ireland has not had, since that
event, any specific place or i)recedence assigned to him among our Kings of Arms by
We do hereby direct and command that in all
special ordinance or royal authority
ceremonials and assemblies Ulster King of Arms shall have place immediately after
the Lord Lyon, King of Arms of Scotland." Hence, the general precedence of the
Kings of Arms for Great Britain and Ireland stands arranged thus 1st. Garter King
of Arms of England
2nd, Lyon King of Arms of Scotland 3rd. Ulster King of
Arms of all Ireland 4th. Clarenceux King of Aims and 5th. Norroy King
of Arms.
The local precedence of Ulster King of Arms at the Irish Court was established
at the institution of the office in Ireland, and the place assigned him the head of the
officers of state, and next the person of the Viceroy.
This order of precedence was
afterwards confirmed by successive Lords Lieutenants and Lords Justices.
In an
ordinance of the Earls of Orrery and Muontrath, Iiords Justices, dated at Dublin
;

:

;

;

;

;

programme of precedence of the officers of state at the
Court was set forth in detail, and stated therein to have been " what had
formerly been used " by the " lords deputies or lords justices," and the place of the

Castle, 18th April, 1661, the
Irish

King

of

Arms was

therein set forth as

first in

order,

and next

to the lords justices as

representatives of the sovereign.

The Duke of Bolton, by an ordinance dated at Dublin Castle, 17th day of
August, 1717, confirmed that order of precedence, and assigned the place of Ulster
King of Aims to be next to the person of his Grace and after Ulster, the other
;

personages of the Court.
By another order, of Lord Carteret, dated from "his Majesty's Castle of Dublin
the 29th day of October, 1724," the same roll of precedence was affirmed and ordered.
The last order upon the subject of the precedence of the person holding the office,

official

was the royal warrant of his Majesty King William IV., already mentioned.
Very considerable powers and duties, in addition to the due control and registration of arms and pedigrees, were from time to time conferred and imposed upon the
Ulster King of Arms, in matters of official proceedings and courtly duties, which he
regulates, whence the archives of his office present not only an interesting record of
the various ceremonials observed from time to time at the Irish Court, but are also
landmarks of genealogy, and consist not merely of genealogical materials and
references, but in great measure of genealogies of families, full, ample, and complete.

——

—
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The Shield,

Escutcheon,

or

of Heraldry are depicted.
It Taries much in
Is the principal object whereon the emblems or charges
" Heater-shaped," on the oldest
shape, but is depicted triangular, or, as it is technically called,
monuments, coins, and seals. The surface or space within the bounding lines of the shield is called

the Field.

ABC,

the chief, subdivided into A'
The Shield is divided into the following parts,
the dexter, or right hand chief point B, the middle chief point C, the sinister, or
D, the coUar, or honour point E, the heart, or fess point F,
left hand chief point
I, the base, subdivided into G-, the dexter base
the nombril, or navel point and
and I, the sinister base point.
^.
H, the middle base point
point
The Shield is distinguished by certain heraldic colours called Tinctures, separated by division
or fabulous, instruments, and other objects, which
lines, and charged with a variety of animals, real
themselves bear the designation of charges.
The Tinctures used in Heraldry are metals, colours, and furs.
To Svlvester Petra-Sancta, a celebrated Italian Herald, is assigned the invention of the lines and
points by'which the tinctures are expressed.
;

;

;

;

;

GH

;

;

;

The Metals

The FuBS

are

—

—

known in uncoloured
gold
Qr
drawings and engravings by dots or

Ermine

are

—a

white

—a

black field with white

field

with black

spots.

points.

Argent

—

silver

— expressed

by the

Ermines

shield being plain.

The CoLOUES
Azure

spots.

are

—blue— depicted by horizontal

/

.

.1.

.

'•i-"^.i»

\
-I

Erminois

—a

gold field with black

spots.

lines.

Qules

— red— depicted

by perpen-

Pean

— a black

field

with gold spots.

dicular lines.

—

—

Vert green— depicted by lines from
the dexter chief to the siniater base.

Vair composed originally of pieces
of fur, but now silver and blue, cut to
resemble the flower of tlie campanula,
and opposed to each other in rows
when of diflerent tinctures, they ore
sjiccified and described vaire.
;

—

—

depicted br cross
black
Sable
horizontal and perpendicular.

lines,

—

"

Counter Vair differs from " vair
by having the bells or cups arranged
base against base, and point against
point.

Potent Counter Potent

—

is

composed

of figures like crutches' heads.
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The earliest representation of the indication of colour hy engraved lines, in England, is on the
impression of a seal to the death warrant of Charles I.
The old Heralds used more minute distinctions the Arras of gentlemen, esquires, knights, and
baronets, they blazoned by tinctures
those of the nobility by precious stones
and those of emperors,
kings, and other sovereign princes, by planets.
:

;

Colours and Metals.

;

—
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Quarterly; the field, or charge, divided
perpendicular, the other horizontal.

Party per Fess ; the

four equal parts by tvo

lines,

one

or charge, divided into two equal parts by a horizontal line.

—

-

><

field,

into

=(
Party per Send; the field, or charge, divided into two equal parts, by a diagonal
^ffl line from the dexter chief to the sinister base.

Party per Bend

from the

Sinister

;

the

field,

or charge, divided into two equal parts by a diagonal line

sinister chief to the dexter base.

Party per Chevron; the field, or charge, divided into two equal parts by two lines
meeting pyramidically in the fes» point, drawn from the dexter and sinister base.

Party per Saltire ; the
lines crossing

field,

or charge, divided into four equal parts, by two diagonal

each other.

Oyronny of Eight; the
and two quarterly.

field

divided into eight equal parts by four

lines,

two per

saltire,

ORDINARIES.
All charges of Arms are either proper or common those charges are said to be proper which by a
certain property do partiriularly belong to the art of Heraldry, and are of ordinary use therein ; hence
they are styled ordinaries the common charges are the representations of all emblems which retain
The term here employed " proper " must not be confused with the
their own names in the blazon.
similar one (see Dictionary of Terms) which indicates that any heraldic chargo in a shield, crest, or
supporter, is of its natural colour or nature.
;

;

The

principal Ordinaries are

by French Heralds, un Chef, signifying head, from the place it occupies
in the shield) is the whole upper part of the field, cut off horizontally by a straight or any
other of the partition lines used in Heraldry, and should comprise a third part* of the

The Chief

(called

escutcheon.

The Pale is formed by two lines drawn perpendicularly from the top to the base of the
" The French," observes Mackenzie,
escutcheon, comprising a third part of the field.
" say that Boldiers of old carried pales of wood to encamp them, which they fixed in the
earth," and thus originated this heraldic bearing.

The Send (Baltheus) is formed by two lines drawn diagonally from the dexter chief to
the sinister base, and comprises the third part of the shield. It represents a shoulderbeh, or scarf.

• The Chief and the other ordlnarien which nrc mentioned as ocmipying a third part of the escutcheon, should,
comprlae that ipare but In armorial drawings thin rule U seldom adiicred to.
;

strictlj-
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is
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the same as the Bend, excepting that the lines are

drawn from the

Binister chief to the dexter base.

The Fess is formed by two horizontal lines drawn across the field, comprising the
It is emblematic of the military girdle worn round
centre third part of the escutcheon.
the body over the armour.

The Bar

may

is a diminutive of the fess, and of the same form, containing one-fifth of the
be placed in any part of the escutcheon.

field,

and

The Cross is composed of four lines, two parallel lines perpendicular, and two transverse,
not drawn throughout, but meeting by couples at right angles, near about the fess point.

The Saltire (the Cross of St. Andrew) is formed by four lines, two drawn from the
dexter chief towards the sinister base, and the others from the sinister chief towards the
dexter base, meeting in the middle by couples in acute angles, and resembling two bends,
dexter and sinister, uniting or blending where they cross.

When charges are borne upon ordinaries, they are described " on a fess," " on a chevron," " on a
bend," &c., as the case may be. When charges are placed in the position that ordinaries occupy, they
are blazoned as "in pale," or " in fess," or " in bend," &c., as the case may be.
The Chevron (supposed by some writers to have been adopted from the bow of a war
which rose high in front) is formed by two parallel lines drawn from the dexter
base, meeting pyramidically, about the fess point, two other parallel lines drawn from the
saddle,

sinister base.

SUB-OEDIN ARIES.
The Border {French, Bordure) was formerly a mark of difference, to distinguish one
branch of a family from another. It surrounds the field, occupying one-fifth of it, and is
of an equal breadth at every part.

The Orle, is an inner border that does not touch the extremities of the shield, the field
It has the appearance of an escutcheon
being seen within and round it on both sides.
voided, or, as it were, insulated. The Tressure is a diminutive of the Orle.

The Inescutcheon,

is

a small escutcheon,

home

within the shield.

the space formed by two lines, the one drawn horizontally from the
and the other perpendicularly from the chief to meet it in
the same place, and occupies one-fourth part of the shield, as the term implies.

The Quarter,

is

side of the shield to the centre,

The Canton, derived from cantonn6e, cornered, is less than the Quarter, comprising only
the third part of the chief, and is formed, as the Quarter, by a perpendicular line drawn
from the top of the shield, meeting another drawn horizontally from the side. The Canton
always occupies the dexter chief of the escutcheon, unless otherwise expressed.

^

is used when the field, or any armorial charge, i^ divided by transverse
and horizontally into equal parts or squares alternately of different
a chess-board. On ordinaries, chequy must consist of at least three ranges

Cheque, or Chequy,
lines perpendicularly

tinctures, like

of square pieces.

—
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Quarterly/; the field, or charge, divided
perpendicular, the other horizontal.

Party per Fess ; the

^1

line

parts by tvo

lines,

one

or charge, divided into two equal parts by a horizontal line.

Party per Bend; the field, or charge, divided into two equal
from the dexter chief to the sinister base.

Party per Bend

from the

field,

into four equal

Sinister ; the field, or charge, divided into

parts,

by a diagonal

two equal parts by a diagonal

line

sinister chief to the dexter base.

Party per Chevron ; the field, or charge, divided into two equal parts by two lines
meeting pyramidically in the fes» point, drawn from the dexter and sinister base.

Party per Saltire ; the
lines crossing

field,

or charge, divided into four equal parts,

by two diagonal

each other.

Oyronny of Eight; the
and two quarterly.

field

divided into eight equal parts by four

lines,

two per

saltire,

ORDINAEIES.
All charges of Arms are either proper or common those charges are said to be proper which by a
hence
certain property do particularly belong to the art of Heraldry, and are of ordinary use therein
they are styled ordinaries the common charges are the representations of all emblems which retain
"
"
The term here employed proper must not be confused with the
their own names in the blazon.
similar one (see Dictionary of Terms) which indicates that any heraldic charge in a shield, crest, or
supporter, is of its natural colour or nature.
;

;

;

The

principal Ordinaries are

by French Heralds, un Chef, signifying head, from the place it occupies
in the shield) is the whole upper part of the field, cut off" horizontally by a straight or any
other of the partition lines used in Heraldry, and should comprise a third part* of the

The Chief

(called

escutcheon.

The Pale is formed by two linos drawn perpendicularly from the top to the base of the
" The French," observes Mjxckenzie,
escutcheon, comprising a third part of the field.
" say that soldiers of old carried pales of wood to encamp them, which they fixed in the
earth," and thus originated this heraldic bearing.

The Bend (Baltheus) is formed by two linos drawn diagonally from the dexter chief to
the sinister base, and comprises the third part of the shield. It represents a shoulderbelt, or scarf.

• The Chief and the other ordinariei which nro mentioned as ocnipyinpr a third part of the escutcheon, should,
Gomprlte that space; but In armorial drawings thiR rule is seldom adhered to.
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The Bend

Sinister

is

the same as the Bend, exceptiag that the lines are

drawn from the

einister chief to the dexter base.

The Fess is formed by two horizontal lines drawn across the field, comprising the
It is emblematic of the miUtary girdle worn round
centre third part of the escutcheon.
the body over the armour.

is a diminutive of the fess, and of the same form, containing one-fifth of the
be placed in any part of the escutcheon.

The Bar

may

not

field,

and

The Cross is composed of four lines, two parallel lines perpendicular, and two transverse,
drawn throughout, but meeting by couples at right angles, near about the fess point.

TTie Saltire (the Cross of St. Andrew) is formed by four lines, two drawn from the
dexter chief towards the sinister base, and the others from the sinister chief towards the
dexter base, meeting in the middle by couples in acute angles, and resembling two bends,
dexter and sinister, uniting or blending where they cross.

"When charges are borne upon ordinaries, they are described " on a fess," " on a chevron," " on a
bend," &c., as the case may be. When charges are placed in the position that ordinaries occupy, they
are blazoned as " in pale," or " in fess," or " in bend," &c., as the case may be.
The Chevron (supposed by some writers to have been adopted from the bow of a war
which rose high in front) is formed by two parallel lines drawn from the dexter
base, meeting pyramidically, about the fess point, two other parallel lines drawn from the
saddle,

sinister base.

SUB-ORDINARIES.
The Border {French, Bordure) was formerly a mark of difference, to distinguish one
branch of a family from another. It surrounds the field, occupying one-fifth of it, and is
of an equal breadth at every part.

The Orle, is an inner border that does not touch the extremities of the shield, the field
being seen within and round it on both sides. It has the appearance of an escutcheon
voided, or, as it were, insulated. The Tressure is a diminutive of the Orle.

The Inescutcheon,

is

a small escutcheon,

home

within the shield.

the space formed by two lines, the one drawn horizontally from the
and the other perpendicularly from the chief to meet it in
the same place, and occupies one-fourth part of the shield, as the term implies.

The Quarter,

is

side of the shield to the centre,

TTie Canton, derived from cantonnle, cornered, is less than the Quarter, comprising only
the third part of the chief, and is formed, as the Quarter, by a perpendicular line drawn
from the top of the shield, meeting another drawn horizontally from the side. The Canton
always occupies the dexter chief of the escutcheon, unless otherwise expressed.

s

is used when the field, or any armorial charge, i^ divided by transverse
and horizontally into equal parts or squares alternately of different
a chess-board. On ordinaries, chequy must consist of at least three ranges

Cheque, or Chequy,
lines perpendicularly

tinctures, like

of square pieces.

GLOSSARY.
Qri
^

Billets are oblong figures.

Billets.

f

\ their

number

is

When

not expressed in the blazon

;

they exceed ten, and are irregularly placed,
but the field or charge covered with them is

said to be billettee.

The
issuiug

Paile, or Pall, is composed of the upper half of a
from the base point of the shield to the centre.

saltire

and half a

pale, the latter

The Oyron, is of a triangular form, composed of two lines, one drawn diagonally from the
dexter chief angle of the shield, and the other horizontally from the dexter side, both meeting in the
centre.

The Pile (representing a pile used in the erection of miUtary bridges), s-hould contain,
borne plain, one-third of the chief in breadth, and when charged, two-thirds it issues
from the chief and tapers to a point, like a wedge, towards the base.
if

:

The Flaunch, or Flanque, is made on each side of the shield,. by the segment of a
drawn from the corner of the chief to the base point.

circular superfices

The Lozenge,

in

a parallelogram with equal

sides,

forming two acute and two obtuse

angles.

The Mascle,

is

a Lozenge perforated or voided, so that the field appears through the opening.

The Fusil (representing a kind of spindle used in spinning) resembles the lozenge in shape, but
somewhat longer. The field or charge when divided by diagonal lines dexter and sinister, so as to
form fusils all over it, is denominated Fusily. There are two other well known, though not modernly
adopted, forms of the fusil, and more characteristic of the spindle which they are intended to

is

represent.

The Roundle,
to its tincture

:

—

is

of a circular form, like a piece of

Sezant

money, and assumes a different name according

;

GLOSSARY.
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the representation of a drop of liquid, and assumes a different name according to
yellow, it is called goutte, or gutte, d'or ; when white, goutte d'eau
when red,
when green, goutte de vert when black, goutte de
goutte de sang ; when blue, goutte de larmes
If a field, or charge, be covered with more drops than ten, it is termed goutte d'or, de larmes,
poix.
de poix, as the case may be.

The Qoutte,

its

tincture.

is

When

;

;

;

THE APPENDAGES OF THE SHIELD.
The Selmet, Mantling, Wreath,

Crest, Supporters,

and Motto.

The Selmet, Melme, Casque, or Morion, has varied in shape in different ages and countries. The
most ancient form is the simplest, composed of iron, of a shape fitted to the head, and flat upon the
This is styled the Norman Helmet, and appears on very old
top, with an aperture for the light.
In the twelfth
seals, attached to the Gorget, a separate piece of armour which covered the neck.
century, a change was made to mark the rank of the individual bearer.

The Selmet assigned to Kings and Princes of the Blood Roi/al, is full-faced, composed
of gold, with the beauvoir divided by six projecting bars, and lined with crimson.

The Selmet

of the Nobiliti/

is

of

steel,

with

five

bars of gold

:

it is

placed on the

shield incUning to a profile.

The Selmet of KnigJifs and
thrown back, and without bars.

The Selmet

of

Baronets-,

is

the full-faced steel helmet, with the visor

Esquires, always depicted in

profile, is

of

steel,

with the visor

closed.

Each of these Helmets
which

is

is

placed immediately above the escutcheon, and supports the wreath on

the crest.

MAEKS OF CADENCY.
iizin

t^^(6)

Differences, or Marks of Cadency, are the distinctions
used tb indicate the various
branches or Cadets of one family. The eldest son during the lifetime of his father bears a Label
the second, a Crescent ; the third, a Mullet the fourth, a Martlet the fifth, an Annulet the sixth,
a Fleur-de-lis ; the seventh, a Rose
the eighth, a Cross moline ; the ninth, a Double quatrefoiL
;

;

;

;

.

GLOSSARY.
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Croton0> Coronets,

etc.

Duke's Coronet.

Marquess's Coronet.

Earl's Coronet.

Baron's Coronet.

Ducal Coronet.

Baron's Cap.

Yiscount's Coronet.

King

of Arms' Crown.

VkmWi
Naval Crown.

Celestial

Crown.

Mullet.
Estoile.

Crescent.

Escallop.
Fetterlock.
Clarion, or Rest.

Crown

Vallery.

Mural Crown.

Crown

Cap

Pallisado.

of Maintenance.

C6arge0

in 8)etaltirp.

Annulet.
Mullet pierced.
Pheon.
Chessrook.

Water

Cinquefoil.
Quatrefoil.
Trefoil slipped.

Eastern Crown, or Antique.

bouget.
Miilrind, or Fer-demoline.

Civic Crown.

Rose.
Q-arland.

Garb (orWheatsheaf)

Gurges.
Fountain.

A

Fish naiant.
Fleur-de-lis.

Battering

Bam.

Portcullis.

Hawk's Lure.

Galtrap.
Delve.

Bugle.
Stag trippant.

Billet.

Eagle's head erased.
Falcon's head coupcd.
Martlet.

Falcon
Falcon

close.
rising.

Lion's head erased.
Wolf's head erased.
A Lion's gamb erased.
An Eagle's head couped.

Unicorn's head erased.
Bull's head couped.

Bear's head couped.

Leopard's face.
Boar's head couped.
Stag's

head cabossed.

A Fish embowed.
A Fish haurient.

,

DICTIONARY
OF

TEEMS

USED

Abased (abaise) is applied to an ordinary borne
below its usual position.
Abatements, marks of degradation of coat armour
of which heraldic writers enumerate nine.
Accolle (the same as gorged, which see).
Accosted, side by side.
Accrued, grown to matuinty.
Acorned, bearing acorns.
Addorsed, placed back to back.
Aisle, winged.

Alant, 6r aland, a mastiff dog with short ears.
Allerion, an eagle without beak or feet.
Amethyst, a precious stone, formerly used to express purpure.
Ancred, or anchored, applied to a cross, of which
the four extremities resemble the flook of an
anchor. See imder Crosses.
Annulet, a ring.
Antelope, the animal of that name.
Theheraldic antelope is represented
differently as

HERALDEY.

a full-blown rose are, in Heraldry, called the
barbs, and thus blazoned, a rose gu. barbed and
seeded ppr.
Barnacles, instruments used by farriers to curb
horses.

Baron and femme
of husband and

(per),

impalement of the arms

wife.

Bars-Oemel, two bars or

Affrontee, full-faced.

somewhat

IN

shown on

the annexed cut.

barrulets

placed parallel to each other, the
the word Gemel being derived from
" Qemelli," twins.
Barrulet, a diminutive of the bar.
Barry and barruly, describes the field or charge,

divided by lines horizoatal.
An heraldic monster, resembUng in
shape the wivem or cockatrice, but having, at
the end of its tail, the head of a dragon.
Basnet {basinet), an old name for a helmet.
Baton, derived from the French word baston,
staff or cudgel, and generally borne as a mark
It does not go from side to side
of Bastardy.
of the shield as the bend does but is couped
in the form of a truncheon.
Battering-ram, an instrument used by the ancients
See
to beat down the walls of a besieged city.

Basilisk.

;

Appaume, the hand open, presenting the palm,
and the fingers and thumb at full length.
Argent, silver or white.
All birds which have talons and bills
that aid them to seize and rend their prey, are
in blazon said to be armed when those weapons
differ in tincture from their bodies.
But to
swans, wild geese, and other birds without
They,
talons, the word armed does not apply.
in like case, are termed beaked and membered.
Beasts are also described as armed, when their
horns or hoofs are of another colour than their

Armed.

bodies.

Arrache, same as Erased.
Arrondie, made circular or round.

same as Sejant.
Atchievement, a term used for a fully marshalled
coat, but generally for a funeral hatchment.
Attired, is applied to the horns of animals of the
deer species, instead of armed, as they are

Assis,

supposed to wear their antlers not as weapons,
but ornaments.
Attires, the horns of a buck.
Azure, blue.
Itailloni, applied to a lion holding a staff in his

mouth.
Balista, an engine to throw stones
called a Swepe.

and

Beaked.
Bearing,

See Armed.
applicable

to

any

single

charge

or

heraldic device.
Belled, applied to the hawk, to which bells are
generally affixed.
Bend. See p. xxx.
Bendlet, a diminutive of the Bend, of which it is
half the size in breadth.
Bendy, describes a field or charge divided, diagonally, into four, six, eight, or more equal
parts.

Bendy

bordure.

darts, also

Banded, encircled with a band or ribband.
Bar. See p. xxxi.
Barbed, is derived from the French word " barbe."
The five leaves which appear on the outside of

2*

p. xxxiv.

Battled arrondie, denotes that the battlement is
rounded at the top.
Battled-imbattled, one battlement upon another.
Beacon, a contrivance anciently used to warn
against the approach of an enemy, and to alai-m
the country. It is represented as an iron grate
or basket containing tire, on the top of a high
pole or pillar, against which a ladder is placed.

ConBezant, the current coin of Byzantium, or
stantinople—in English Heraldry, represented
unpress.
as round flat pieces of gold without
Bezants, seme of bezants.

DICTIONARY OF TERMS
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Billets are oblong squares, by some supposed to
See p.
represent bricks, by others letters.
ixxii.

seme of billets.
Bird-bolt, a small arrow with a blunt head.
Border, or bordure. See p. xxxi.
Botonny, appKed to a cross, whose extremities
See Crosses.
reseirble the trefoil.
Bouget. See Water bouget.
Bowed, embowed or arched.

Billete,

Braced, same as interlaced.
Bretesse, imbattled, that has its battlements on
each side, one against the other.
Brimsey, a gad-fly.
Brassarts, and brassets, armour for the elbows

Cherub, a celestial being, frequently represented
in Heraldry, as an infant's head between
wings. This is a Hebrew word, the plural of

which

is

cherubim.

Chess-rook, a piece used in the

See p.

game

of chess.

xiv.

See p. X. Fer chevron.

Chevron.
p. ix.

Chevronel, a diminutive of the chevron, of which it is half the size.

and arms.
Burgonet, a sort of steel cap, formerly worn by
foot soldiers in battle.

Cabossed, caboshed, caborsed, or trunked, signifies
the head of any beast looking right forward, or
full-faced, with nothing of the neck seen.
Cabree, or effray, or saliant, terms applied to a
horse rising on its hind feet.
Cadency, marks of. See p. xxxiii.
Caltrap, or galtrap, or chevaltrof, an instrument
made of iron, which, in ancient time, was used
in war to gall and wound the horses' feet, it
having spikes so placed that whichever way it
lay upon the ground one point would always be

uppermost. See p. xiv.
Calvary cross. See Cross^
Canting arms, such as have any punning reference
or aUusion to the name of the bearer.
Canton. See p. xxxi.
Cartouche, a variously formed and fancifully
fashioned oval, on which it was the custom of
the old Heralds to depict the armorials of the
Popes and all churchmen, deeming the ordinary shield as inappropriate to their calling.
Cap of maintenance, or dignity, by the French
called a chapeau, a head -gear of crimson velvet
turned up with ermine. See p. xixiv.
Caparison, the furniture of a war-horse.
Carbuncle, or escarbuncle, a precious stone whose
lustre was vulgarly supposed not to be darkened
by the night in Heraldry rays are a represen;

tation of this bearing.
Casque, a helmet.
Castle, this bearing in heraldry

is generally represented by two towers with a wall between
them, the wall being embattled and having a
gateway or entrance.
A castle with three
towers is similar to the last, but has a third
tower similar to the other two appearing behind the gateway.
Cat-a-mountain, a wild cat always drawn guard-

ant.

Catharine-wheel, an instrument of torture with
iron teeth, called from St. Catharine, the virgin
having suffered upon it.
Centaur, or Sagittarius, an imaginary creature, half
man and half horse.
CercelUe, or recercellie, appUed to a cross curling
at the ends.
Chain-shot, bullets united with a chain.
Chamber piece, a short piece of ordnance without

a gun carriage. See Mortar.
Champagne, a lino of partition. See p. xiix.
Chapeau. See Cap of maintenance.
Chaplet, a garknd of flower and leaves.
Charged (French, charg6), applicable to the field
or ordinaries bearing any device upon them.
Charges, the bearings and emblems of Heraldry.
ChautsS, shod.
Chequy or cheeky.

See

See p. xxx.
Chimera, an imaginary figure, represented with
a maiden's face, a lion's mane and legs, a goat's
body, and a dragon's tail.
Chough. See Cornish chough.
See p. xiv.
Cinquefoil, a grass of five leaves.
Civic wreath, or crown, a garland composed of oak
See p. xxxiv.
leaves and acorns.
See
Clarion, or clarioord, the rest for a lance.

Chief.

p. ixxij.

p. xxxiv.
Clenched, the hand shut.
Close, denotes the wings of a bird lying to the
body.
Closet, a diminutive of the bar.

Cockatrice, a monster with the wings
and legs of a fowl, and the tail of a

snake
it difiers from the wyvern
by having the head, comb, wattles,
and spurs of a dung-hill cock.
;

Combatant, fighting, or rampant face to face.
Compony, and compony counter-compony, describes
a border, pale, bend, or other ordinary made up,
the first of one row and the second of two rows
of squares, consisting of metals and colours
alternately.

Confronts, facing, or " respecting " each other.
Conjoined, joined together.
Conjoined in lure, is applied to two wings joined
together with their tips downwards.
Contourne, applied to an animal in any position,
with its face to the sinister side of the escutcheon.
Corded, an ordinary or charge bound with cords.
Cornish chough, a bird of the raven species, commonly accounted the king of crows it is black,
with beak and legs of a reddish yellow.
Coronet, the badge or cognizance of Princes and
Peers.
See pp. xvii. and xxxiv.
Cotised, or cottised (French, bande diminu.'e qui cotoye une autre bande) is
a diminutive of the bend, being onefourth of its breadth, and one-half of
the width of the bendlet. They are
generally borne in couples with a
bend or charge between them. When there are
two, they are then termed coftises, but when
borne on each side of the fess or bend, are
usually blazoned a bend or fess cotised.
Cotton-hank, a skein of cotton yam, in a bow or
knot.
Couchant, applies to an animal lying down.
See
Lion couchant.
Counter, clianged.
;

j

'

Counter changed. See p. xxix.
Couped, term used when the head or limb of an
animal, or when any other charge is cut off by
an even line.
Couple-close, a diminutive of the chevron, and
often borne with it as the cotise is borne with

—
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the bend ; it contains one fourth of the chevron,
is always borne in pairs, and should be
blazoned " a chev. betw. two couple-closes."
Courant, running.
Covert, a term appHed to a chief which has a
piece of hanging falling over its upper part, so
as not to hide, but only to be a covering to it.
Coward, an animal is termed coward when drawn
with its tail /between its legs.
Cramp, a piece of iron, turned up at each end,
usually borne in pairs.
Crampet, or batter olle, the steel mounting at the
bottom of the scabbard.
The crescent differs from the inCrescent.
cescent and the decrescent; in having its horns
turned towards the chief of the shield.
See Emlattled.
Crenelle.
Crined, is used when the beard or hair difEers in
tincture from the body.
Cronel, the iron head of a tilting-spear.
Crosier, the staff of a prelate.
The principal forms of
See p. xxxi.
Cross.

and

crosses are,

xxxvu

Cubit-arm, an arm with the hand attached, oouped
at the elbow.
Cuisses, the armour covering the thighs and knees.
Cygnet, a young swan.

Dancette (in French, dancke and dentelle)

is applied to lines, of which the teeth or indents are
larger and wider than those of the line indented.
See Partition lines, p. xxix.

Debruised, signifies an ordinary or sub-ordinary
placed over an animal or other charge.
(See

Surmounted)
Decked. When the feathers of a bird are trimmed
at the edges with a small Line of different tincture from the rest of the body, they are said
to be decked of such colour or metal.
Decrescent, a half moon, having the horns towards
the sinister side of the shield.
Defamed, an animal without a tail.
Degreed, or degraded, having degrees, or steps,
at the end.
Dejected, a term in old blazon for anything thrown
down, as " A garb dejected."
Delve, one of the nine marks of " abatement," a

mark

of disgrace for

cross

mohne.

cross crosslet
fitchee.

cross crosslet.

cross botonnee.
cross potent,

cross patonce.
cross pattee, or

cross pattee

formee.

fitchee.

him who revokes a

chal-

his word ; it resembles a
square turf or clod of earth. See p. xxxiv.
Demembre, or dismembered, is said of an animal
or other charge cut into pieces, which are set at
small distances from each other, but still prelenge, or goes

from

serve the form of the figure.
Demi, the half in Heraldry the head or top part
is always understood when no other is men;

tioned.

Derrache, the same as demembre.
Despectani, a term applied to animals looking

downwards.
Developed, unfurled, as colours flying.
Dimidiated, divided into two equal parts.
Disclosed, expanded, or expansed, terms given to
ail tame fowl instead of displayed.
cross raguly.
cross quarterpierced.
cross formee fitchee

cross engrailed,
cross couped, or

humettee.

at the foot,
cross pattee flory.

cross potent,

cross pomel.

Displayed, applied to any bird of prey

with

its

wings expanded.

Distilling, letting blood.

See Cadency.

Distinctions of houses.

Dormant,

sleeping.

Dove-tail, in form of the well-known wedges called
dove-tail.
See Partition lines, p. xxxix.

Dragon, an imaginary heraldic monster.
cross
cross
cross
cross

cross fimbriated,

cross wavy,
cross formee.
cross flory.

aiguisee.

recerceUee.

aveUane.
humettee.

Drapeau, a

flag.

Drawing-iron,
drawers.

an

instrument

by

used

wire-

coronet, or Crest coronet, is composed of
four leaves, all of equal height above the rim.
See p. xxxiv.
Duciper, a cap of maintenance. See p. xxxiv.

Ducal

cross patriarchal.

cross calvary.

Eastern crown, the crown formerly worn by the
Jewish kings. See p. xxxiv.
Eightfoil, an eight-leaved grass {huitfoiT).
Elevated, applied to the wings of birds when open

and upright.
Embattled, or imbattled (French, crenellee) the battlementa of towers,
churches, and houses one of the hnes
,

i

;

,

cross rayonnant.

cross passion.

of

partition

When
Crusily,

when the

with crosses.

field

or charge

is

strewed over

{which

an ordinary

see,

p.

xxix.).

on
said t^ be " embattled
is

so msirked

each side it is
and counter-embattled."

I
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Embowed

(French, cowrie), applicable to anything

bent or bowed.

;

Embrved, bloody.

c&MeA flighted.

Enaluron, eight birds placed in the border.
Endorse, a diminutiye of the pale, of which it is
the fourth part.
Endorsed, same as Addorsed.
Enfield, an imaginary heraldic animal, composed
of the head of a fox, the chest of an elephant,
the mane of a horse, the forelegs of an eagle,
the body and hind legs of a greyhound, and the
tail of a lion.
It is the crest of O'Kelly.
Enfiled, a term appUed to the head of an animal,
or any other charge, pierced by the blade of a

weapon.
Englishman's head, applied in Welsh blazon as
commemorative of some achievement performed

EngUsh for Cambrian
Thus the Lloyds of Plymog

in the struggle against the

independence.
derived, in

common with

the house of Tudor,

from Ednyfed Vychan, Lord of Brynfenigle,
who defeated the English army under Randolph, Earl of Chester, and killed three of their
commanders, bear to this day, Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three Englishmen's heads in profile ppr.
Engoule, a term given to all bends, crosses, saltii-es, and other pieces, when their extremities
enter the mouths of animals
Engrailed, a line of partition. See p. xxix.
Enhanced, denotes an ordinary placed higher than
its usual place.
See the coat of Byron.
Enmanche, an heraldic sleeve. See Manch.
Ensigned, a charge having any other relative one
placed above it is said to be " ensigned " with
such charge.
Enurney, a border charged with eight animals,
Environne, surrounded.
Enwrapped, folded round.
Epaulier, the armour on the shoulder.
Equipped, appUed to a horse when furnished with
all his

trappings.

Eradicated, torn, or rooted up by the roots aplied only to trees or plants.
Erased, forcibly torn from the body a head,
Jimb, or other object erased, has its severed
;

;

parts jagged.
Erect, upright.

Ermine

>

Fer-de-moline, the original name for the iron fixed
in the centre of a millstone, serving to bear it

up and gioide its motion by some it is commonly called a millrind, and by others an inJc'
moline and inke-de-moline.
Fer-de-Jburchetfe, a term given to all crosses and
saltires whose extremities end with a forked
;

iron.

Femau, ovfermaile, the buckle of a

depicted.

Figured, a term sometimes used in blazoning
charges depicted with human faces, as the sun,
crescents, bezants, &c.
File.
See Label.
Fillet, a diminutive of the chief.
Fimbriated, bordered or hemmed with a different
tincture.

Firme, applied to a cross pattee when it extends
to each side of the escutcheon.
Fireball, a grenade, or bomb, with flames issuing
from the top.
Fire beacon. See Beacon.
Fitche, pointed at the end.
Flanches, or flaunches (see ante), divisions of the
shield, always on both sides, formed by the
segment of a circle drawn from the chief to the
base.
See p. xxxii.
Fleur-de-lis, the flower of the lily.
The heraldic
lily differs from that of the garden in having
three leaves instead of five. See p. xiv.
Fleury, flurty, fioretty, or flory, flowered vidth
fleurs-de-lis.

Flexed, bent, or bowed.
Flotant, floating.
Flotoer of the flag, another

name

for the fleur-de-

Flouretti, same as Fleury.
Foliated, leaved.
Formee. See Pattee.

Furs.

See p. xxviii.

j

Escallop-shell, the pilgrims'
pedition to holy shrines.

badge in their ex-

Escarbuncle, a precious stone, fancifully exaggerated in heraldic representation.
JSee the
coat of Mandeville.
Escutcheon, points of. See p. xxviii.
Escutcheon of pretence, is the shield on which a
man carries the arms of his wife, if she be an
heiress or co-heiress.
It is borne in the centre
of his own shield, and is usually of the same
shape.
Esquirre is a bearing similar to the gyron, but
differs from it in that the gyron cannot extend
beyond the fess point of the shield, while the
esquirre may extend all across. The well-known
coat of Mortimer is an example of the Esquirre.
Ealoile, a star
in heraldry it has six waving
points, which distinguishes it from the mullet,
which has five straight ones.
Evett or lizard, a small animal in form like a
crocodile, used in the arms of the ancient Irish
families
it is generally depicted vert.
Expanded, or expansed, the same as displayed.
;

;

Fountain, a roundle ban-y wavy of six ar. and az.
See p. xxxiv.
Fracted, broken.
Fraise,frasier, or raze, the Scotch technical for
The coat of Frazer is a "cant" cinquefoil."
ing " one so blazoned.
Fresne, rearing or standing on the hind legs.
Fret.
See p. xxxii.
Fretty, interlaced fillets crossing the field or
charge lozenge ways.
Fructed, bearing fruit.
Fumant, emitting smoke.
Furchy, forked at the end.
Furnished, applied to a horse when bridled, saddled, and completely caparisoned
it is appUcable to other things, as the attires of a stag, &c.,
furnished with six antlers.
Furs. See p. xxviii.
Fusil.
See p. xxxii.
Fusilly.
See p. xxxii.

f

;

Oad-bee, a dun fly, or brinsey.
Oads, plates of steel or iron.
Oaltrap. See Caltrap.
Qallies, ancient ships with oars
also called lymphad. See Lymphad.
Oamb (from the French " jambe ") the whole
foreleg of a lion or other beast ; if couped or
;

Falchion, a kind of broadsword.
Fan, the instrument by which

away.

belt.

one of the honourable ordinaries. See p.
Per fess. See p. xxx.
xxxi.
Fetterlock.
See p. xxxiv.
Feuil-de-scie, a pale, or fess, indented on one side
with small teeth like the edge of a saw.
Field, is the whole surface of the escutcheon, or
shield, upon which the charges, or bearings, are
Fess,

lis.

"|

Erminois
Ermines

Feathered, is applied to arrows when the pliune is
it is also
of a different tincture to the shafts

chaff

is

blown

—
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joint, it is then only a
paw.
Garb, a sheaf of any kind of grain but when
other than wheat, the kind must be expressed.
See
Oardant, or guardant, front or fuUfaced.
Oaze, as applied to beasts of chase.
Garde-visure, the vizor of a helm et.
Garland, a wreath of leaves or flowers.
Garnished, ornamented.
Garter, a circular buckled ribband, generally
bearing the motto of some order of knighthood.
Gauntlet, an iron glove, or armour for the hand.

emsed near the middle

;

Oaze, applied to a beast of chase when
looking full front. See Oardant, as
appUed to other animals in this
position.

Gem

ring, a ring set with a diamond or other
precious stone or gem.
Gemel. See Bars gemel.
Gillyflower, or July flower, a, species of cajmation
of a blood-red colour.
Giron. See Oyron.
Girt, or girded, bound round with a band.
Givers, or gringalee, crosses, saltires, or other
figures, having serpents' heads at their ex-

tremities.

Gliding, applied to snakes, serpents, adders, &.c.,
when moving forward fessways.
Glory, a series of rays surrounding or issuing
from a charge or ordinary.

Gobony, same as Compony.
Golden fleece. See Toison

Gun

shot,

or gun stone, a very ancient heraldic

term for the roundle called ogress or pellet,
which is invariably sable or black.
Gurges. See Gorges.
Outtee, or gutty, from the Latin gutta, a drop,
implies sprinkled and liquid drops, termed
gouttes, and varying in colour, as follow
Guttee d'huile, or guttee d' olive, represents drops
of oil of vert or green colour.
Guttee de larmes, sprinkled with tears, painted to
represent water, or tears.
Outtee de'eau, sprinkled with water, and so repre-

sented.

Guttee d'or, drops of gold.
Guttee de poix, sprinkled with pitch, painted sable
or black.
Guttee de sang, sprinkled with blood, painted
red.

Outtee reversed, when the drops are placed contrary to their natural position.
Guzes, roundles of blood colour.
Gyron. See p. xxxii.
Gyronny, the division of the shield by cross and
saltire, in

parts

from

six to twelve.

Sabergeon, a short coat of mail, consisting of a
jacket without sleeves.
Habited, clothed, sometimes blazoned, vested.
Halbert, a pole-axe.
Half-spear, a spear with a short handle.

Harpy, a fabulous monster, represented
as a bird with a virgin's face, neck, and
breasts, and a vulture's body and legs.

d'or.

Golpes, roundles of a purple colour.
Gonfannon, a standard, banner, or ensign.
Gordian knot, represents a double orle of annulets linked to each other, and to one in the
centre gyi-onwise.
Gore, or gusset, an abatement of honour, consisting of two curved lines, one from the sinister
chief point, the other from the base middle
point, both meeting in an acute angle at the
f ess point.

Gorge, a term used by the old Heralds for a
water-bouget.
Gorged, encircled round the throat.
Gorges, a whirlpool. See p. xxxiv.
Gorget, armour for the breast.
Ghutte, a drop.
See p. xxxiii., also Onttee.
Gradient, applied to a tortoise when supposed to
be walking.
Chappling-iron, an instrument used in naval
warfare.
Greave, armour that protects the legs.
Grices, young wild boara.
Grieces, steps, or degrees, on which crosses are

sometimes placed.
gryphon,
or
an
imaginary animal, the upper haK that of an eagle,
and the lower half that of
a Hon.

Qriffin,

See arms of
Harpoon, a salmon or eel-spear.
Glynn.
Harrow, the instrument used in husbandry.

Hart, a stag after its sixth year.
Harvest-fly, a butterfly.
Hatchment, or achievement, the bearings of a
deceased person, usually placed on the front of
the house.
Hauberk, a twisted coat of mail.
Haurient, or hauriant, applied to a fish when
erect or upright, as if putting the head above
water to suck in thje air.
Hausse, or enhanced, applied to a chevron or
fesse when placed higher than their usual
position.

Hawk, or falcon, the ordinary bird of
Hawk's bells and jesses, the jesses

prey.
are leather
the bells are fastened to the

thongs with which
hawk's legs.
Hawk's lure, a decoy used by falconers, composed of two wings conjoined, with their tips
downwards, joined with a line and ring. See
p. xxxiv.

Heads, either of men, beasts, birds, &c., are common bearings in coat armour, and must have
their position expressed in the blazon ; in profile, or sidefaced ; affronte and guardant, when
f ullfaced

wards.

and reguardant, when looking backThe term head, without any addition,
;

implies sidefaced, or in profile.
Griffin-male, the same as griffin without wings,
but having large ears.
Orittie, a term for the field, composed equally of
metal and colour.

Chiardant. See Oardant.
Guidon, or pennon, a flag.
Guiure, or gringole, from guivris, a viper, or
serpent, applied to crosses, saltires, and other
figures, when their extremities terminate with
heads of serpents, &c.
Gules, the colour red.

Healme, or casque, a helmet.
Helmet.

See p. xxxiii.

Hemp

break, or hackle, an instrument formerly
See arms of
used to break or bruise hemp.

Hampson.
Herd, used to express a company or number of
deer together.
Hill, or hillock, sometimes used in heraldry when
only one hill is used, but if more than one be
borne they are called hillocks or molehills.
Hilted, refers to the handle of a sword.

DICTIONARY OF TERMS
In pride, applied to a peacock, or turkey cock,

blazoned trippant.
See p. xiviii.
Sood, the coif or hood of a monk.
Hooded, is said of the human face when the head
and of the
dress is of a different tincture
hawk, or other bird of prey, when borne with
a hood over the head, a covering used in

Sind, female

Honour

steg, generally

when

point.

its tail is

displayed.

Inter, between.

Interlaced, linked together.
See p. xxix.
Invected, a line of partition.
luverted, and conjoined, turned the wrong way.
Invexed, arched.
Ire, angry, exasperated.
Iron ring, a tool used by wire-drawers.
when an animal
Issuant, rising or coming out of
as issuing or issuant, only the
is blazoned
upper half of such animal is depicted.

;

falconry.

Hoofed, the particular tincture of the hoofs of
animals, when borne of tincture different from
the animal itself, must be expressed in the
blazon
cloven footed animals are said to be

;

;

unguled.

Horned, animals borne with horns arp said to be
horned of such a metal or colour when the
horns differ in tincture from the animal itself,
or from the natural colour of such horns, but
see as to this, Attired.
See Eightfoil.
Huit-foil.
Humet, or humette, applied to a fesse, chevron,
cross, or other ordinary, when cut off or couped,
BO that the extremities do not reach the sides

of the shield.
Hunting-horn, cornet, or buglehorn, a common
bearing in coat armour, representing an ordinary semicircular horn and when the baudreck
or belt is of another colour, it should be expressed as stringed of such a tinct\ire.
Hurst, a group of trees.
Hurts, roundles of azure or blue.
Hurty, charged with hurts, or semee of hurts,
strewed with hvirts without any regard to
;

number.
Husk, the upper part of the
gillyflower or pink blows

stalk
it

Jambe, same as gamb.
Javelin, a short spear with a barbed point.
Jellop, or jowlop, the comb of a cock, cockatrice, &c.
Jessant, shooting forth as vegetables spring forth ;
half the charge only is depicted when blazoned
jessant.
said

Jessant-de-li^,

passing

of

through a

a fleur-de-lis
leopard's face,

through the mouth.

thongs that fasten the bells to
the legs of a hawk or falcon.
Joinant, same as Conjoined.
Jupon, a surcoat.
Jesses, the leather

is

Ibex, an imaginary animal, somewhat resembling
the heraldic antelope, but with two straight
horns projecting from the forehead, serrated,
or edged like a saw.
Imbattled, or embattled (French bretesse, crenelle), applied to any ordinary when the line
forming it is embattled. See Lines, p. xxix.

Imbowed.

See JEmbowed.
Imbrued, or embrued, stained with blood, or
having drops of blood on it.
Imbued, stained with blood.
Impaled and impaling. See Marshalling of Arms,
p. ix.

Kine, the plural of cow or calf.
Knots, differently formed, are borne as badges by
the families of Bouchier, Bowen-Dacre, Harrington, Heneage, Lacy, Stafford, Wake, &c.

Knowed.

See Wowed.

Label, or lanibel, a piece of silk stuff, or linen,
with three pendants it is generally used as a
mark of cadency, but is a common charge or
difference in ancient arms.
See p. xxxiii.
Ladder, scaling, used in ancient and mediaeval
warfare.
Lambrequin, the mantling. See p. xviii.
Langued, used when the tongues of animals are
to be described as of different tincture from
;

their bodies.

Imperially crowned, denotes that the charge, crest,
or supporter to which it is applied, is crowned
with a regal crown.
Incensed, when fire issues from the mouth of an
animal it is blazoned incensed.
Incensed, or incensan, applicable to the boars,
panthers, &c., when borne in a furious angry
position, with fire issuing from their mouths

and

forcibly torn asunder.
|

from which the

not expressed
unless borne contrary to its natural colour.
Hydra, a many -headed dragon.
;

Jagged, is said of the division of a field or outlines
of an ordinary which appear rough by being

ears.

Increment, or increscent, used when the moon or
crescent is borne with the horns towards the
dexter side of the shield.
Indented, a line of partition.
See p. xxix.
Indian or Assyrian goat, resembles an English
goat, except that the horns are more bent, and
tho cars are like those of a talbot.
Indorsed, or endorsed, pla'ied back to back. See

Addorsed.
Inescutcheon, a small shield homo as a charge on
another, or in its centre, indicating, as a rule,
marriage with an heir or co-heir.

Inflamed, burning in flames.
Infula, a Allot or crown
the tiara.
Ink moline. See Fer-de-moline.
In lure, two wings conjoined and inverted, with
the tips downward, are said to bo in lure.
;

Larmes, Oouttes

de.
Pee Oouttes.
Lattice, tirlace, treilee, a kind of fret, where the
pieces do not interlace each other, but are nailed
together at the crossings.

Launce, a tilting-spear.
Laurel, the emblem of victory and triumph.
Later, a cutter or ploughshare.
Lead line, an instrument used by mariners to
sound the depth of the sea.
Leash, a small thong of leather, with a button at
the end, by which falconers (having run it
through the varvels) hold the hawk fast upon
the hand, after folding it several times round
the finger. Leash is also applied to the line
which passes from the collar of a greyhound or
other dog it signifies moreover a band to bind
anything.
Legged, or membered, used when the legs of birds,
&c., are to be blazoned of a different tincture to
tho body.
;

Lenlally, the

same

as Indented.

Leopard, the French heralds call tho lion passant
giiardant a leopard, and the royal lions of England were and are frequently so blazoned.
Leopards^ faces, so blazoned when no part of the
neck appears, and the position ia guardant, or

USED IN HERALDRY.
but when erased, or couped at the
;
neck, in profile, the word " head " is used in
blazoning.
Level, an instrument used by masons.
Lever, a name sometimes given to the cormorant.
Leveret, a young hare.
Lined, the inside lining of a mantle, garment, cap,
It is also
&c., borne of a different tincture.
appUed to chains as well as lines affixed to the
collars of animals.
Lines of partition. See p. xxix.
Lionel, or lioncel, a young lion.
Lion, demi. See Lions.
Lion dragon, the upper half a lion and the other
full-faced

a dragon.

Lion of England, a term sometimes used for a
Hon rampant guardant.
Lion poisson, or sea-lion, an imaginary animal, resembling a lion in the upper half and a fish in
the lower, with webbed feet.
Lions,

xli

Lopped, or snagged, cut so as to show the thickness.

Lozenge. See p. xxxii.
Lozenge, or lozengy. See p. xxxii.
Lucy, an heraldic name for the fish called a pike.
Luna, the moon.
Lure, or leure. See Hawk's lure. Wings conjoined with their tips turned down are said to
be in lure.

Lymphad, or

galley,

an ancient ship

with one mast, and propelled by
oars.
See the quartering for the
Lordship of Lome in the coat of
Campbell.

Maiden's head, used in heraldry for the head and
neck of a woman couped below the breast, the
head wreathed with roses, and crowned with an
antique crown.
Mail, a dress, or piece of defensive armour for
the body and arms, wrought in small close rings
called mails, linked together as if woven in
a loom, and represented like the scales of a
fish.

rampant.

rampant

rampant

guardant.

reguardant.

Mailed, clothed in mail.
Main, a hand.
Maintenance, cap of See p. xxxiv.
Mallard, a wild drake.
Mallet, a tool used by masons.
Manacles, handcuffs.

Manch, or maunch, an old-fashioned
with long hanging ends.
the coat of Hastings, &c.
sleeve,

passant.

passant
guardant.

issuant.

Manchet, a cake of bread, not unlike a muffin.

Mandrake, a vegetable root.
Maned, said of a unicorn, horse, or other animal,

when the mane

combatant.

couchant.

dormant.

coward.

conjoined.

demi

lion.

Liston, the scroll or ribbbn upon which the motto
is inscribed.
Lizard, or lezard, a beast somewhat Uke a cat-amountain, with a short tail and long dark brown
hair spotted, to be found in Denmark and
Sweden it is borne as the crest and dexter
supporter by the Skinners' Company of London.
Lizard. See Evett.
;

Lodged, applied to the

stag, hart, &c.,
or beasts of chase, when at rest, or
lying on the ground.

\

See

is of a different tincture to the
body.
Mantelle, or chappe, used when the two upper
angles of the field are cut off by two lines
issuing frem the middle chief point to either
side of the shield, forming two triangles of a
different tincture to the field, as if a mantle
were thrown over it and the ends drawn back.
Man-tiger, an imaginary monster, with a hon's
body, the head and face of an old man, and
horns on the head like an ox.
Mantle, or lambrequin, the name given to the
f oldage or great cloak whereon achievements are
painted.
See p. xviii.
Mantlings, ornamented foliage-work for the adorning of helmets in painting armorial bearings.
Marined, a term used for an animal with the
lower parts of the body like a fish.
Marine wolf, a seal.
Martlet, or merlion, a fabulous bird, of constant
adoption in armorials, shaped like a martin or
swallow, and always drawn without legs, with
short tiif ts of feathers instead, divided into two
parts, somewhat like an erasure, and forming,
as it were, thighs.
This is the distinctive mark
of the fourth son.
Mascle. See p. xxxii.
Masculy, covered with mascles.
Ma'iony, mas^onne, or masoned, is when the field,
charge, or crest, is divided by lines in the nature
of a wall or building of stone.
Maunche. See Manche.
Meinbered, signifies the beak and legs of a bird,
when of a different tincture to the body.
Merlion. See Martlet.
Mermaid, a fabulous creature, half woman and
half fish, generally represented with a comb ia
one hand and a mirror in the other.
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See Neptune.

Merman, an imaginary seaman.

Mesle, mingled.
Metals. See Tinctures, p. xxriii.
Millpick, an instmment used by millers and millwrights in dressing millstones.
Millrind, the iron affixed to the centre of the
millstone, otherwise called a fer-de-moline.
Mitre, the cap of dignity borne over the arms of
a bishop or archbishop.
Modilion, cotoose, or scroll, the foliage ornament
of a pillar.
ifoline.
See Crosses.
Mort, a skiill, or death's head, usually placed on
the hatchment of the last of a family.
Moor cock, the male of the black game, or large
black grouse.
Moor's head, the heraldic term for the head of a
Negro man, in profile, couped at the neck,
wreathed about the temples.
Mooted, or moulted, used in the same sense as
eradicated.

Morion, an ancient steel cap or helmet.
Mome, or mortne (French, bom dead, or stillbom), a lion rampant, without tongue, teeth,
or claws.

Morse, a sea-lion.
Mortar, a piece of ordnance or chamber-piece.
Morticed, square pieces let one into the other.
Mortier, a cap of state.
Motto, a word, saying, or sentence adopted at
pleasure, and borne on a scroll under the coat
armour, and sometimes over the crest. Mottoes
occasionally allude to the name of the bearer
" De raonte alto " is the motto of the
family of De Monte Alto, Moutalt, or Maude ;
often to the bearings and more frequently are
short, quaint sentiments, according to the whim
;

thus,

;

or caprice of the person who first adopted
them, or in allusion to some particular actions
or circumstances they are meant to perpetuate.
See p. XV.
Moulted, the same as Eradicated.
Mound, a corruption of the French word monde,
or Latin, mundu's, the world ; a name given in
heraldry to a ball or globe, encircled with a
horizontal band, enriched with diamonds and
precious stones, from the upper edge of which
springs a semicircular band, enriched in like
manner, and having on the top a cross. The
mound forms part of the regalia of an emperor
or king.

When the bottom or base of the shield
represented green, as a field, and curved
somewhat semicircularly arched, it ia then called
a Mount vert.
Mountain-cat. See Cat-a-mountain.
Mounted, a term applied to a horse bearing a

Mount.
is

rider.

m

animals of
Mounting, expresses that position
chase which rampant does in those of prey.
Mourned (moni§), blunted.
English heralds
Mullet, the rowd of a spur
;

make

French heralds
of five straight points
of six ; when borne of six, eight, or more points,
the number should be expressed in the blazon.
The best authorities consider when it has more
than five points it should be described as a
it

;

star.

Mullet-pierced, same as the mullet
but is perforated in the centre, allowing the tincture upon
;

which it is borne to appear through it.
Muraille, walled, or enibattlod and masoned.
Mural crown. See Crotons, p. xxxiv.
Murrei/, the colour sanguine.
Muschetors, or mushetours, the black tail of the
ermine, without the three spots or specks over
it used in depicting ermine.

Muzzled, said of a bear or other animal whose
mouth is banded or tied up to prevent its
biting.

Naiant, or natant, swimming ; applied to fish
when borne horizontally.
applicable to
Naissant, rising, or coming out of
all living things when represented as issuing out
of the middle of a fess or other ordinary.
Narcissus, a flower consisting of six petals, each
resembUng the leaf of the cinquefoil.
Naval crown. See Crowns, p. xxxiv.
Nebular, drawn waived, so as to represent clouds.
Nebule, or nebuly, a Hne of partition. See p. xxix.
Neptune, the ideal god of the sea ; generally de;

picted vrith trident, &c.

Nerved, said of leaves and plants, the fibres of
which are borne of a different tincture from the
other part.
Newt, a small water animal of the lizard species ;
called also an efTet or eft.
Nislee, or nyllee, slender, narrow, or reduced
almost to nothing.
Nombril, the navel point. See p. xxviii.
Nowed, tied in a knot ; said of a serpent, wivern,
or other creature, whose bodies and tails are
twisted like a knot.
Naunce, the same as nebule.
See Pellets,
Ombre, shadowed.
Ondi, or unde, wavy.
Opinicus, a fictitious heraldic animal, with a lion's
body and an eagle's head and neck to the
body are affixed wings, and a short tail, like the

Ogresses.

;

camel's.

Oppresssed, the same as Debruised.
Or, the tincture gold or yellow.
Ordinary. See p. xxx.
Organ rest. See Rest.
Orle. See p. xxxi.
Orle, bordered.
Ounce, or lynx, the upper part of the body of
this animal is of a tawney white, the lower pai*t
of an ash colour, and he is sprinkled all over
with irregular black marks.
Over all (French, Sur le tout), is when a charge
or ordinary is placed over other bearings.
Surmounted, debruised, and oppressed, nearly
signify the same thing.
Overt^ applied to the wings of birds when open
for taking flight.
Owl, this bird is always drawn full-faced.

Pack-saddle, a saddle for the conveyance of
packages (see coat of Hervey).
Pale, one of the ordinaries. See p. xxx.
Pall, or paile, an archiepiscopal vestment, made
of white lambs' wool ; formed in heraldry by
half a pale issuing from the base, and meeting,
or conjoined with, in the fess point, half a
saltire, issuing from the dexter and sinister
chief
thus presenting the figure of the letter
Y. See p. ixxii.
Pallet, a diminution of the pale.
Palisado.
Sec Crowns.
Palisse, pily-paly
that is, a division of the field
in the form of piles, reaching from top to
bottom. They are meant to represent the palisades before a fortification.
Paly, a field or charge is said to be paly when
divided into any equal number of pieces of
alternate tinctures by perpendicular partition
lines; and the number of divisions must be
named also, as paly of six, of eight, &c.
Paly-bendy, is when the preceding divisions are
again cut by diagonal partition lines.
;

;

USED IN HERALDRY.
Palmer's

staff"

(French, un bourdon) a pilgrim's

staff.

Panther, a wild animal, whose fierceness heralds
were wont to depict bj drawing him with fire
issuing

from

his

mouth and

ears

:

his position

in heraldry is generally guardant.
Papilone, is a field divided into variegated specks,
like those on a butterfly, but ranged like the
scales of a fish.
Park pales, palings depicted close to each other,
with pointed tops. See the arms of the Borough
of Derby.
Partition lines. See p. xxix.
Party, Per.
The former of these two words
should be omitted, as the latter implies the
same it is used to denote the particular manner in which a shield, ordinary, or charge, is
divided by any of the partition lines as per
bend, per pale, &c.
See p. xxix.
Pascaunt, or Pasquant, a term used for animals
;

—

when

grazing.

Paschal, or Holy Lamh, is a lamb passant ar.
carrying the banner of St. George.
Passant, the heraldic term for beasts in a walking
position.
hon passant sa. on a bend ar. and
a field gu. is the armorial bearing of Davies
of Q-wysaney
and its Kenwatine brandies,
Davies of Harrington, and Davies of Eton

A

;

House.
Passant guardant.
A beast walking, but with
the head aifrontee or full-faced.
Passion cross, same as the Cross Calvart/.
Passant reguardant. Walking, but looking back.
Passant repassant, when animals are borne passant contrariwise to the dexter
PatteeSee Crosses.

Pater

noster, or nostre, a cross

and

sinister.

composed of beads.

Patonce. See Crosses.
Patriarchal.
See Crosses.
Pattes, the paws of any beast.
Pavement, depicted like masonry.
Pavilion, an oblong tent with

a projecting
entrance.
Paiv, the foot of a lion, bear, seal, &c., cut off or
erased at the first joint.
Pean, a fur. See p. xxviii.
Pearched, or perched, applied to birds when in a
sitting posture upon a branch or other substance.

Peel, a tool used
of the oven.

by bakers for drawing bread out

Pegasus, a fabulous horse with wings.
This bird is always represented with
her wings endorsed, neck embowed, and pecking her breast, from which issue drops of blood.
Pellet, or ogresses, roundles, black or sable.
Pelletty or pellettee.
Semee of pellets.
Penner and ink horn, as case for holding pens

Pelican.

and ink.
Pennon, a

flag of an oblong form.
Pennoncels, or pencils, small streamers or flags.
Penny-yard penny, smaU coin.
Per. See Party per, p. xxix.
Perforated, voided or pierced.
Petronel, an ancient name for a pistol.
Pheon, the head of dart or. arrow.
Photnix, an imaginary bird, always drawn in

flames.

Pierced, signifies when any ordinary or charge is
perforated, so as to show the field under it.
The form of the perforation should be expressed
—square, round, lozenge, &c.
Pike-staves, formidable instruments of destruction
used in warfare.
Pile, one of the ordinaries.
See p. xxxii.
Pilgrim's scrip, a wallet or pouch.
See the coat
of Palmer.
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Plate, a roundle arg. or white.
Playing tables, when used in heraldiy, are de-

picted as backgammon tables.
Plenitude, denotes the moon in her

full,

or full

moon.

same as close, applied to a bird.
Plough, an instrument used in husbandry.
Ploughshare.
That part of the plough which
cuts the ground at the bottom of the furrow
and raises the sod to the mould board.

Pile, the

Ploye, bowed and bent.
Plummet, an instrument used by masons and

others to prove perpendiculars.
Poing, the hand closed, in contradistinction to
" appaume."

Points of the escutcheon. See p. xxviii.
Pomegranate, a foreign fruit, in blazon it is necessary to add, slipped, leaved, or seeded, as it is
always so represented in coat armour. See the
coat of Granger.
Pomeis, roundles, when vert or green.
Pommel, the rounded knob at the extremity of the
handle of a sword.
Popinjays, small green parrots, with red beaks

and

legs.

Portant, a term used of a cross that is not erect,
but placed athwart the shield as if it were
carried on a man's shoulder.

an engine formerly used in fortifying
and defending the gateway of a city, town, or
castle, before which it hung down by chains,
and formed a barrier it resembles very much

Portcullis,

;

a harrow, the perpendicular bars being spiked.
Pose.
See Stafant.
Pot. In armoury, a kind of head-piece or hat

made of steel.
Potent, a crutch or walking stick.
See also Furs.
Potente, a line of division, which see.
Pots, so termed in heraldry, are of iron vnth three
legs.

Pouldron, armour for the shoulder.
Pounce, the talons of a bird of prey.
Powdered.
A term in heraldry, when the field,
crest, or supporter, is promiscuously strewed
aU over with minor charges, such as mullets,
crescents, or fleurs-de-Hs.
The French term
" Semee," has, however, been lately adopted

by English heralds to express this.
Prester John, a term obviously applied in error by
the early heralds to describe the sitting figui-e
of our Saviour in the arms of the See of
Chichester.
Pretence, escutcheon of.
See Escutcheon.
Preying, a ravenous beast or bird standing on and
in a suitable position for devouring its prey.
Pride, in its, or their, applicable to a peacock,
turkey cock, and other birds which spread
their tails in a circular form, and drop their
wings.

The trunk of an elephant.
Proper, apphcable to every animal, tree, vegetable,
&c., when borne of their natural colour, and
abbreviated by the letters ppr.
Purjled, trimmed, or garnished, terms for the studs
and rims of armour being gold.
Purjlew, or purfled, signifies a border or embroidery of fur, shaped exactly like vair ; when of
one row it is termed purflewed, when of two,
counter-purflewed, and when of three, vair.
Purpura. Purple. See Tinctures, p. xxviii.
Python, a winged serpent.

Proboscis.

Quarter. See Ordinaries, p. xxxi.
Quarterings.
See Marshalling, p.
Quarterly.
See p. xxx.
Quatrefoil, a four-leaved grass.
Queue, tail of an animal.
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Rose, this well known beautiful flower, always
represented in coat armour as f uU blown, with
the petals or flower leaves expanded, seeded in
the middle and backed by five green barbs or
When an heraldic rose is red it must
leaves.
be blazoned gu. not ppr. ; a rose is termed
barbed and seeded ppr. when the barbs are green
and the seeds yellow.
Roundles, are round figures of metal, flat but

Quintain, a tilting post or block.
Quiver of arrows, a case filled with arrows.
Quise, a la, at the thigh (for a la cuisse).

Radiant, rayonned,ratiomiant,rayonnee, are terms
used to express any ordinary or charge edged
with glittering rays, like those of the sun.
Rainboio, a semicircle of various colours arising
from clouds.
Ragged staff, the bear and ragged staff, the badge
or crest of the House of Leicester.
Raguly, ragided, jagged or notched in an irregular

—

when
names

:

arg
vert

See Lines of division.

maner.

they change their
of colour, spherical
according to their tinctures, as when
or, they are called bezant.

Rame, a French term for branched or attired.
Rampant, animals standing erect on the hind
A lion ramp. sa. on a white field, was
legs.

azure

....

ogress, or pellet,

the armorial bearing of the Princes of Powys,
and is still borne by their descendants, the
Hughes' of Gwerclas, Barons of Eymmer-ynEdeirnion.
Rampant sejant, is said of the lion when in a

a plate.
pomeis.
hurt.

when

sable.

torteaux

gu.
purple.
oranges
tenne or tawney.
sanguine, or murguzes
rey colour.
Rousant, the same as rising, applied to a bird.
Rustre, a lozenge pierced round in the centre.

golpes

sitting position with the forelegs raised.
Range, arranged in order.
Raping, applied to ravenous animals devouring

their prey.

Razed, the same as erased.
Rags. When depicted round the sun they should
be sixteen in number when round an estoile
line they must be drawn straight and waved
;

alternately.

Rearing, a term appUed to a horse when standing
on the hind legs with the fore legs raised.
Rebated, when the top or point of a weapon is
broken off, or part of a cross cut off.
Reboundant, an ancient term for the tail of a lion
when turned up and bent in the form of a
letter S with the point outwards, the ancient
way of depicting the tail was usually with the
point turned towards the back, unless blazoned
reboundant.
Rebus, in heraldry means such a coat, as by its
charges alludes to the name of the bearer, as
Salmons, for Salmon, &c.
Castles, for Castleton
Recercellee, a term applied to a cross similar to a
cross moline, but with the ends turned more
round.
Reclinanf, bending backwards.
Refected, or reflexed, curved or turned round as
the chain or line from the collar of a beast
thrown over the back.
Reguardant, looking behind or backwards.
Reindeer, as drawn in heraldry, is a stag with
double attires.
Remora, denotes a serpent.
Removed, implies the ordinary has fallen, or become removed from its proper position.
Rencontre, same as caboshed.
Renversp, when anything is set with its head
downwards, or contrary to its natural way, or
turned upside down.
Rere mouse, a bat.
Rcvpectant, or respecting, applied to animals face

—

to face.

Reserved, contrary to the usual

way and

position.

Rests, clarions, or clnricords. Tlie rest for u lance
by some autlioritics called musical inslrunients
tficy

bear rcMemblaiice to a fluted bracket.

;

j

Sec

p. xiv.

Serpents, wreathed one in another, or

Relorled.

a« a fret, are said to he retorted.

turned

Reversed,

upside down.

See coats of

Orcndon and Newton.
Riband, or ribbon, one-eighth part of a bend, of
a dituinutive.
Rising, wlicn birds arc in a position as
ing to take fliglit.
wliicli

it

the act of shooting with a

if

prepar-

bow and

arrow.

Salamander, an imaginary animal,
feigned to be bred in fire it is
;

represented
with flames.

green,

Salient, the posture of

sui'rounded

an animal leaping on

its

prey.

Salmon
Saltatit,

spear, the same as a harpoon.
applied to the squirrel, cat, weasel, rat,

&c., when springing forward.
Saltire.
See Ordinaries, p. xxxi.

SaUirewise, in the form or position of the saltire.
Sanglier, a wild boar.
Sanguine, murrey colour.
Sanglant, bloody, torn off, or erased.
Sans, without.
Saracen. See Savage.
Sarcelled, cut through in the middle.
Satyral, a fictitious creature, with the tail of a
lion, tail and horns of an antelope, and the face
of an old man.
Scallop.
See Escallop.
Scalp, the skin of the forehead.
Scarpe, a diminutive of the bend sinister, supposed to represent a shoulder-belt, or officer's
scarf.

Sceptre, a royal staff used at coronations, &c.
Scintillant, sparkling.

Scorpion, in shape somewhat resembhng a crayfish, and usually placed erect.
Scrip.
Sec Pilgrim's scrip.
Scroll, whereon the motto is placed.
Sea dog, sliapcd like a talbot, but with a tail like
a beaver, a scailupod fin continued down the
back from head to tail
the whole body, legs,
and tail, scaled, and the feet webbed.
Sea horse, the fore part is like a horse with
webbed feet, and the hinder ending in a fish's
;

tail.

See Marine wolf.
the upper part of a lion's body terminating in a fish's tail.
Sea mew, a sort of sea-gull.
Seal.

is

Rompe, or rompu, broken.

Sable, black.
See Tinctures, p. xxviii.
Sabre, a sword with a broad curved blade.
Saere, or saker, a kind of falcon, with the head
grey, feet and legs bluish, and back dark brown.
Sagittarius, one of the signs of the Zodiac.
An
imaginary creature, half man and half horse, in

Sea

lion,

USED IN HERALDRY.
8ea pie, a water fowl of a dark brown colour,
head red, and the neck and wings -white.
Seax, a scimetar, with a semicircular notch hoilowed out of the back of the blade.
Seeded, applied to the seed of roses, lilies, &c.,
when borne of a tincture different to the flower
itself.

Segreant, appHed to a griffin when erect, with
wings endorsed.
Sejant, signifies sitting, as applied to the lion, &c.
Sejant addorsed, when two animals are sitting
back to back.
Seme, or semee, strewed over. See Powdered.
Seraph's head, a child's head between three pairs
of wings, two in chief, two in f ess, and two in
base.
is borne, coiled, and twisted in
various forms, as torqued, i.e., erect
gliding,
i.e., creeping ; nowed, i.e., twisted into a knot,
&c., &c.
Serrated, indented, or cut like a saw.
Sexfoil, a grass or flower with six leaves, in form
like the cinquefoil.
Shackle, a Hnk of a fetter.
Shack-bolt, a fetter put on the wrists or ancles of

Serpent or snake

;

prisoners.
is used to denote that a spear-head has a
handle to it.
Shake-fork, is in form like the pall, but does not
touch Che edges of the shield, and has a point
at each end, in the same manner as the pile.
See the coat of Cunningham.
Shambrouffhs, a kind of ship.
Shamrock, trefoil or three-leaved grass, the emblem

Shafted,

of Ireland.

Shapewined, in a curved line.
See Oarh.
Sheaf.
Sheldrake, a kind of duck.
Shield.
See p. xxviii.
Shinbones, bones of the human leg generally borne
in saltire.

Shivered, broken or splintered.
Shoveller, a species of water-fowl.
Shuttle, an instrument used by weavers.
Side, a portion of the shield cut off by a perpendicular line. See coat of Grote.
Sinister, the left.
Sinister chief, the left side of the chief.
Sinople, a French term for " vert," green.
Siren, a mermaid.
Skein, a short sword or dagger.

A

weapon used

by the Irish.
Slashed, sleeves of garments but open lengthways,
and the gashes filled with a puffing of another

Sruttle, a
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winnowing fan or

basket.

Standard.

All standards are split at the end.
They are regulated in length according to the
degree of the bearer, and, dating from the
national ensign, are charged with his badges,
crests, and motto, arranged on his livery colours.
Staple, an iron fastening to a door.
Star.
See £stoile.
Starved, stripped of leaves, &c.
Statant, standing.
Staves, walking-sticks used by palmers or pilgrims.
Staves of a carbuncle, the eight rays which issue

from its centre.
Sfnel caps, or morions, pieces of
head, of various shapes.
Stern, the hinder part of a ship,

armour

for the

and which forms

part of a naval crown.
Still, or alembic, an utensil of the distillery.
Stilt, an instrument made to walk with, anciently
used for scaling castles, walls, &c.
Stirrup, of an ordinary saddle.
Stock, the stump or trunk of a tree.
Stole, part of the vestment of a priest.
Stringed, applied to a buglehorn, which is generally borfie with strings affixed thereto, tied in
a bow ; also applied to the harp, &c.
Studded, adorned with studs.
Stump, part of the stock or trunk of a tree.
Subverted, reversed, turned upside down.
Sufflue, rest or clarion.
Sun, in heraldry is represented with a human
face, environed in rays, and is termed a sun in
splendour, or full glory.
Super charge, one figure charged or borne upon
another.
Supporters. See p. xviii.
Surcoat, a loose, light, thin, taffety coat, formerly
worn by military men over their armour.
Surgeant, rising.
Surmounted, where one charge is placed over
another.
Surtout, or sur-le-tout, an escutcheon placed upon
the centre of a shield of arms is said to be
surtout.

Swepe, the balista, an engine anciently used for
throwing stones into fortresses. It was formed
like the machine brewers used to raise water out
of wells, and therefore was nnmed after their
contrivance.
Swivel, two iron Hnks, which turn on a bolt.
Sykes, a fountain.
See coat of Sykes, &c.

Syren, a mermaid.

colour.

Slay, slea, or reed, an instrument used by
weavers.
Sledge, a sort of carriage without wheels, used in

husbandry.
Slipped, the stalk depicted so as torn from the
original stem.
Soaring, flying aloft.
Soldering iron, a tool used by plumbers.
Spade iron, or shoeing of a spade.
Spancelled, or fettered, applied to a horse that
has the fore and hind legs fettered by fetterlocks fastened to the ends of a stick.
Spear, an ancient weapon of warfare.
Sear-head imbrued, i.e., with the point bloody.
Spervers, tents.

Sphinx, a chimerical animal, said to have the
body of a lion, the wings of an eagle, and the
head and breasts of a woman.
Spindle.
See Fusil.
Spit, a spade.
Splendour, a term for the sun when represented
with a human face, and environed with rays.

Tabard, the name given to the surcoats embroidered with the Sovereign's arms, and worn by
the heralds and pursuivants of arms upon great
festivals and other public occasions.
Tabernacle, a tent or pavihon.

Talbot, a hunting

dog,

with thick

snout and hanging ears, borne for
crest by the Talbots of Bashall,
the senior line of the house of
Shrewsbury.
Talons, the claws of a bird.
Tjrgant, torganf, or torqued, bending and rebending like the letter S.
Target, a round buckler.
Tasces, or f asses, that part of the armour wlxich
covers the thighs.
Tassel,

an ornament pendant at the comers of

cushions.

Tau, a cross nearly like a cross potent.
Teazel, the head or seed vessel of a species of
thistle.

—
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Tenne, or tavmey, orange colour.
Tite, the head.
Terras, the representation of a piece of ground at
the bottom of the base, and generally vert.
Thatch rake, an instrument used in thatching.
Thistle, the emblematic plant of Scotland.
Threstle, three-legged stool.
Thunderbolt, in heraldry a twisted bar in pale,
inflamed at each end, sm-mounting two jagged
darts in saltire betw. two wings expanded, with
streams of fire issuing from the centre.
Tiara, or triple crown, a cap or helmet of golden
cloth, from which hang two pendants, embroidered and fringed at the end, semee of crosses
of gold. The cap is inclosed by three marquises' coronets, on the top is a mound of gold
with a cross of the same.
Tierce, a French word, implying that the shield
is divided into three equal parts of different
colours.
Tilting- spear, a

weapon used in tilts and tournaments.
Timbre, signifies the helmet, when placed oyer
the arms in a complete achicTement.
See p. xxviii.
Tincture.
Tirret, a modem name for manacles or handcxiffs.
Toad, this animal in coat armour is always represented as if sitting in water, holding up its
head by some called the lordUngs of frogs
their heads appearing above water like helmets.
Toison d'or, a term borrowed from the French, to
express a golden fleece, or the holy lamb.
Tomahawk, an Indian war axe.
Torn, an ancient name for a spinning-wheel.
Torqued, wreathed.
Torse, the wreath on which the crest is placed.
Torteaux, a roundle of red colour.
Tortille, a French term for nowed, twisted, or
wreathed.
Toume, same as reguardant.
:

Tower, tripled towered, when the word
Toioer only is used in blazon, it
ehould be represented without the
three small towers or turrets iesuing
from the battlements.

|

Towered, or turretted, having towers or turrets.
Transfixed, pierced through.
TVansfluent, a term for water flowing through the
arches of a bridge.
Transmuted, counterchanged.
Transpierced, pierced through.
Transposed, reversed or turned contrary to the
usual position.
Traversed, turned to the sinister side of the shield.
Trefiee is said of a cross, the arms of which end
in three semicircles, each representing the troToil or three-leaved grass, a bend treflee lias
trefoils issuing from the side.
Trefoil, three-leaved grass.
Treille, or trellise, latticed. It difiers

from

fretty,

for the pieces do not interlace under and over,
but cross athwart each other, and are nailed at

the joints.
Treasure, the diminutive of the orle, being half
its size.

Trentwre fiory

Trevet, triangular.
Trian aspect, showing three-fourth parts of the

body.
Triyle, or treble arched, formed of three arches.
Tricorporate, is said when the bodies of three ani-

mals are represented issuing from the dexter,
sinister, and base points of the escutcheon, and
meeting conjoined to one head in the centre.
Trident, a three-pronged barbed fork or spear.
Trien, three.

Trippant, applied to stags and other beasts of
chase, as passant to beasts of prey, &c., represented with one foot up as if on a trot.
Counter-tripping, is when two beasts are tripping,
one passing one way and the other another.
Triumphal crown, or garland is composed of
laurel.

Trononee, and demembree, signifies a cross or other
bearing cut in pieces and dismembered, yet so
as all the pieces preserve and retain the form
of a cross, or whatever bearing it may be,
although placed at a little distance from each
other.

True

lovers' knot,

a kind of double knot
;

twisted in this form.
Trunk ed, or truncated, trees couped or cut off
at the top, the branches lopped off, ^nd separated from the root.
Trundles, quUls of gold thread, used by embroiderers.

Trunk of a tree, is when the root of a
up and the top cut off.

tree

is

torn

Trussed, close, or complicated, applied, although
unnecessarily, when birds are borne with their
wings close to the body, which is always impHed unless the contrary is expressed.
Tuberated, gibbous, knotted, or swelled out ; as
the middle part of a serpent.
Tuft, a bunch of grass.
Tun, a large vessel for holding liquor, similar in
shape to a barrel.
Turned up, the lining turned up over the edge.
Turreted, is said of a wall or tower having small
towers upon it.
Tusked, is said of the boar, tiger, elephant, &c.,
when their tusks are borne of a different tincture to that of the body of the animal.
Tynes, a name given by heralds to the branches of
the horns of stags, bucks, &c.

Umbraced. See Vambraced.
Umbrated, or adumbrated, shadowed.
Unde, wavy.
Unguled, applied to the hoof of the
horse, bidl, &c.,

when

stag, hind,
of a different tincture to

the body.
Unicorn, a beautiful suppositious animal with
a long twisted horn out of its forehead, its
head and body like a horse, but lias cloven feet,
hair under the chin like a goat, tail like a lion,
and is of a bay colour, unless otherwise described.
Unifoil, a single-leaved grass.
Urchin, liedgohog.
Urdee. See Crosses and Lines, p. xxii.
Urinant, applicable to the dolphin or other fish,
when borne with the head downwards and the
a contrary position to
tail erect, exactly in
bauriant.
Urvwnt, or urved, turned, or bowed upwards.

Tresmre

fif>ry counter flory, pamc as florj-, but
that each alternate fleur-de-lis points to the
centre of the field.
Trevet, a tripod, or three-legged frame of iron,
u»ed to set over the fire to support a pan or pot.

made with

two bows on each side, interlacing each other,
and with two ends serpents are sometimes

rr

•

''

e

F

Furs.

Vaire, &c. J
Valla/ry Crown.

See p.
^

xxviii.

See p. zxxiv.

USED IN HERA.LDRY.
Vambrace, armour for the arm.
Vambraced, applied when the arm is wholly
covered with armour.
Vamplate, a gauntlet or iron glove.
Vamplet, of a tilting-spear a broad pan of steel
formed like a funnel, placed on the lower part
of the staff to protect the hand.
Vams, or wamays, an old kind of short hose to
;

the ankles only.
Vannet, the escallop when represented without
the ears.
Yarvelled, when the jesses of a hawk have rings
at the ends.
Verblee, a hunting-horn edged round with metal
of different tinctures from the other part.
Verdoy, a. border charged with eight flowers,
leaves, fruit, or other vegetables, as a border
gules, verdoy of oak leaves or.
Vert, green.
See Tinctures, p. xxviii.
Verted, and reverted, same as Flexed and Rejlexed,
&c.
Vervels, small rings to which the jesses of the
hawks are fastened.
Verules, or ferrals, several rings, one within
another, which have the same centre.
Vested, habited, clothed.
View, is the footing, treading, or track of a buck,
and all fallow dear.
Vigilant, applied to a cat when in a position as if

on watch for prey.
Vizor, the part of a helmet which protects the face.
Volant, flying.
Voided, signifies a cross, or other charge, which
has the middle cut so that the field is seen
through it, and nothing but its outward hem
or hedge is left.
Vorant {engoulant), devouring.
Vulned, wounded so that the blood appears
dropping.
The peUcan is ordinarily described
as " vulning herself" to feed her young.

Wales, Prince

of, feathers.
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Water, when borne should be painted to imitate
nature.
bouget, a vessel to carry water.
Waterpot, a fontal ; called also a scatebra, out of
which naiads river gods are represented as
pouring the waters or rivers over which they
preside.
Wattled, a term applied to the gills of a cock,
when of different tincture from the body.
Waved, the same as wavy or undee.
Waved sword, by some called improperly a flaming

Water

—

—

sword.

Wavy, or undee, formed
partition.

See

like

waves

;

weir, or dam, in fess, is made with
stakes and osier twigs wattled, or interwoven
as a fence against water.
Wedge, or stone bill, a tool to split or rend timber with.
Weel, a device for catching fish.

Weare,

Welke, a

shell-fish.

Welt, or edge, a narrow kind of border to an ordinary or charge, sometimes improperly called
a fimbriation.
Wervels. See Vervels.
Wharrow-spindle, and old term of blazon for
" fusil."

Whirlpool.

See Gurges.

Wine-piercer, an instrument to tap or bore holes
in wine casks.
Winged, having wings, or adorned with wings.
Wings conjoined, are wings expanded, elevated,
and united at the bottom. See Lure.
Wi.nnowing -basket, used for winnowing corn.
Wood, in heraldry, a small group of trees grovring
on a mount, sometimes called a hurst.

Woodman, wild man or savage.
Wool cards, instruments used for carding wool.
Wound, roundles when purple. Same as Golpes.
Wreath, a garland, chaplet, or attire for the head.
The wreath upon which " the crest " is usually
borne is composed of two bands of silk interwoven or twisted together. See p. xiv.
Wreathed, having a wreath on the head or elsewhere, or anything twisted in the form of a
wreath.

Wyvern, an imaginary heraldic animal,
the wings and upper part resemble
See Pilgrim's scrip.
Wastle cakes, round cakes of bread.
Watching, better vigilant, for a cat watching to

Wallet.

seize its prey.

a line of

p. xxix.

a dragon, the lower part resembling
that of an adder or snake
it is
similar in form to the cockatrice, but
has the head of a dragon.
;

.....

ABBREVIATIONS.
or

....

ar
az

gu
vert.

.

purp.

.

.

sable, or black.

sa

erm.
ppr.
chev.
engr.

ramp.
pass.

gold, or yellow.
argent, or silver, or white.
azure, or blue.
giles, or red.
green.
purpure, or purple.

.

.

.

ermine,
proper,
chevron,

d

died.

m

married.

b

bom.

s.p

sine prole, without issue.

d.v.p.

.

.

betw.

.

.

fun. ent.
F.E.I. .
.

visit.

.

.

died vita patris.
between.
funeral entry.
funeral entry Ireland,
visitation of a county by
a herald.

.

engrailed,

reg

registered.

.

rampant,

ped

pedigree.

.

passant.

—
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THE EOYAL ARMORY.

ICTORIA, By the Grace of God of the United Kingdom
OF Great Britain and Ireland, Queen> Defender of
THE Faith, Empress of India.

—

Arms Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three lions pass, gnai'd. in pale or, for England ;
2nd, or, a lion ramp, within a double tressure flory counterflory gn., for Scotland ; 3rd, az.
a harp

Ireland

or, stringed ar., for

Crest

— Upon the

lion imperially

;

the whole encircled with the Garter.

royal helmet the imperial

crowaed

crown

ppr., thereon statant

guardant

or,

a

also ppr.

—

Supporters Dexter, a lion ramp, giiard. or, crowned as the crest
sinister, an unicorn
armed, crined, and uuguled or, gorged with a coronet composed of crosses patt6e and
fleurs de-lis, a chain affixed thereto, passing between the fore-legs, and reflexed over the back,
;

ar.

of the last.

— On

Crest of Scotland

crowned

or,

an imperial crown ppr. a lion sejant affront^e gu. imperially
paw a sword, and in the sinister a sceptre erect, also ppr.
a wreath or and az. a tower triple-towered gold, from the gate a

holding in the dexter

— On

Crest of Ireland
hart springing ar.

—

Motto DiEU ET MON Droit, in the compartment below the shield with the Union rose,
shamrock, and thistle engrafted on the same stem.
Crown of England
circle of gold, issuing therefrom four crosses patt^e and four
fleurs-de-lis, arranged alternately
from the crosses pattee arise two arched and golden
diadems, ornamented with pearls, closing at the top under a mound, surmounted by a cross
pattee, also gold, the whole enriched with precious stones
cap of crimson velvet, turned
;

—A

:

:

up erm.
Badges 1. England The red and white rose united. 2. Scotland A thistle. 3. Ireland A harp or, the strings ar. 4. Ireland A shamrock leaf vert. 5. Wales A dragon
pass, wings elevated gu. upon a mount vert.
All ensigned with the royal crown.
* * The arms of the three Royal Dyuiisties of Wales were
I. North Wales, Quarterly, or and gu. four lions pass, guard, counterchanged.
II. South Wales, Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure indented or.
III. PowYS, Ar. a lion ramp. sa. (the Black Lion of Powys).

—

—

—

—

—

—

THE ROYAL ARMORY.

THE PRINCE OF WALES.
rpHE

Most High, Most Pdissant, and Most Illustrious Prince ALBERT EDWARD,
of Saxony, Duke of Cornwall and Rothsat,
Earl of Chester, Carrick, and Dublin, Baron of Renfrew, and Lord of the Isles,

PRINCE OF WALES, Duke

-*-

Great Steward of Scotland, K.G., K.P., K.T., G.C.B., G.C.S.I.,

Arms
or,

— Quarterly,

1st

and

4th,

a lion ramp, within a double

harp

or,

stringed

ar.,

Ireland

;

gii.

&c., &c.

three lions pass, guard, in pale, or,
tlory

tres.sure

differenced

and counterflory

by a

gu.,

England

Scotland

label of three points ar.

and

Crest

sa.

Badge
de-lis

2nd,

viz.,

barry of

a crown of rue in bend vert, for Saxe-Coburg.

— On the coronet of the Prince of Wales a lion

like coronet,

;

3rd, az. a

in the centre of

the said royal arms an escutcheon of the arms of the august house of Saxony,
ten or and

;

and differenced with a

—A

plume

statant guard, or, crowned with the

label of three points ar.

of three ostrich feathers ar. enfiled

and crosses patt6e

alternately,

and motto,

by a coronet composed of

" Ich Dien," being the

fleurs-

badge of H.R.H. as

Prince of Wales.
Supporters
differenced

— Dexter,

by a

a lion giiard.

or,

label of thiee points ar.

;

crowned with the Prince of Wales coronet, and
sinister,

an unicorn

ar.

gorged with a coronet

com{xj8ed of fleurs-de-lis and croa.ses patt^e, therefrom a chain reflexed over the back or,
differenced with a label of three points ar.

Motto— Ich Dien.
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THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.

TTIS
* *

the

EoTAL Highness Prince Alfred Ernest Albert, Duke of Edinburgh, Earl
Earl of Ulster, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, Prince of
United Kingdom, Duke of Saxony, Prince of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, K.G., K.T.,
OF Kent, and

G.C.S.L, G.C.M.G., &c., &c.

Arms — The Eoyal Arms,
charged with

St.

differenced

by a

label of three points ar. the centre

George's Cross, and each of the other points with an anchor

centre of the said royal arms, an escutcheon of the august house of Saxony,

or and

sa.

a crown of rue in bend

Crest—
or,

On

az.

viz.,

and

;

barry of ten

vert.

a coronet composed of crosses pattee and fleurs-de-lis a lion statant guard,

crowned with the

like coronet,

and

difl'erenced

with a label of three points

ai*.

as in the arms.

Supporters

point
in the

—The Royal Supporters, differenced with the like coronet and

label.

charged
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THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT AND STRATHEARN.

TTIS RoTAii

HionNESs Prince Arthur William Patrick Albert, Duke of Connaught
AND OF Strathearn, anu Earl OF SussEX, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom,
Prince of the United Kingdom, Duke of Saxony, Prince of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, K.G.,
* '

K.T., K.P., G.C.M.G., &c.. &c.

Arms—The Royal Arms,
charged with

St.

differenced

by

a label of three points

ar,,

centre of the said royal arms, an escocheon of the august house of Saxony,

or and

sa.

Crest
or,

the centre point

George's Cross, and each of the other points with a fleur-de-lis az.
viz.,

;

in the

barry of ten

a crown of rue in bend vert.

— On a coronet

crowned with the

composed of crosses patt6e and

like coronet,

and differenced with a

fleurs-de-lis,

a lion statant guard.

label of three points ar. charged as

in tlie arms.

Supporters

— The Royal Supporters, differenced with the like coronet and label.
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THE DUKE OF ALBANY.

TTIS

Royal Highness Prince Leopold-George-Duncan- Albert, Duke of Albany,
Earl of Clarence, and Baron Arklow, Prince of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, Duke of Saxony, Prince of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, K.G., K.T.,
G.C.S.I., G.aM.G.
-*--

Anm—The
charged with

royal arms, diflferenced

St.

by a

label of three points arg.,

centre of the said royal arms an escutcheon of the august

ten or and

Crest

the centre point

George's Cross, and each of the other points with a heart gules

House

of

Saxony,

viz.,

;

in the

barry of

a crown of rue in bend vert.

sa.,

—On a coronet composed of crosses-patee and

crowned with the

like coronet

fleurs-de-lis,

and difiersnced with a

alien statant guardantor,

label of three points, charged as in

the arms.

Supporters

—The royal supporters diflferenced with the like coronet and

label.
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THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND.

Royal Highness George Frederick Alexander Charles Erkest Auqu8TTJs,
of Cumberland and Teviotdale, in the Peerage of Great Britain, and Earl
OF Armagh, in the Peerage of Ireland, Prince of the United Kingdom, Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg, Ex -King of Hanover, K.G., G.C.H., &c., &c.
I I

*

IS

*

Duke

Arms,

<&c.

—The Royal Arms of England, as borne by King George III., with the necessary

labels of distinction,
crosses gu.

viz.,

a label of three points

ar.

charged with a fleur-de-lis betw. two

liv
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THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE.

XT IS
*-*-

RoTAL Highness Prix^ce George William Frederick Charles, Duke op CamBRIDGE, Earl of Tipperart, and Baron Cdlloden, in the Peerage of the United

Kingdom, Prince

of the

United Kingdom, K.G., K.P., G.C.B., G.C.H., G.C.S.I., Field

Marshal Ciommanding in Chief Her Majesty's Army,

Arms— The Royal Arms

of England, as borne

&c., &c.

by King G^orije

labels of distinction, viz., a label of three points ar. charged

and on either side with two hearts

in pale gu.

III.,

with the necessary

on the centre point with a

cross,
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The Princes and Princesses of

the

differenced with the

It

Royal Blood bear the Royal Arms, Crest, and Supporters,
proper labels assigned to each distinctly.

A

label of
Prixce Leopold George Duncan Albert.
three points ar., the centre point charged with St. Greorge's
Cross, and each of the other points with a heart gu.

'_ji.

2I-^1K 22^

Victoria Adelaide Maria Louisa, Princess Royal,
Princess of Germany. A similar label, charged in
the centre point with a rose, and in each of the other points

Crown

^^sn^r^^
_

lix

/

with a

St.

George's Cross gu.

Princess Alice

Maud Mart,

Princess

Grand Duchess

A

similar label, charged in the centre point with
barbed vert, and in each of the other points with
an erm. spot sa.

of Hesse.
a rose gu.

.

^ \

S ^

Princess Helena Augusta Victoria, Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein.
A similar label, charged in the
centre point with St. George's Cross, and in each of the other
points with a rose gu.

A ^~im: iX

Princess Louise Caroline Alberta, Marchioness of
A similar label, charged in the centre point with
a rose, and in each of the other points with a billet gu.

K

7^

in

Lome.

Princess Beatrice Mary Victoria Feodore. A simicharged in the centre point with a heart, and in each
of the other points with a rose gu.

-M~M~l^

lar label,

OF THE DIFFEEENT MONARCHS SINCE THE CONQUEST.
William I. (the Conqueror). Gu. two lions pass, guard, or. Much
controversy has arisen regarding leopards or lions, but the latter would
appear the more correct. John, the Monk of Harmonstier, in Tourain, a
contemporary writer, relates, that when Henry I. selected Geoffrey
Plantagenet to be his son-in-law, " Clypeus TiConculos aiireos imaginarios
habens coUo ejus suspenditur."

William

II.

(Rufos), second sou of the Conqueror.

The same Arms

as those of his

father.

Henry

I.,

third son of the Conqueror.

Arms

similar to those of his predecessor.

King Stephen. This Prince's Arms are differently described by some he
said to have borne the same Arms as his maternal grandfather, William
the Conqueror
by others— Gu. the bodies of three lions pass, the necks with
men's bodies or, in form of the sign of Sagittarius by a third, which is the
most correct, Gu. a Sagittarius ar. King Stephen is said to have adopted
the latter bearing from the great assistance afforded him by the archers, and
having entered the kingdom when the sun was in the sign Sagittarius.
:

is

;

;
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Henry II. Gu. two lions pass, guard, or, previously to the King's
marriage with Eleanor of Aquitaine, when he adopted a third lion, for
Aquitaine. On the Great Seal no Arms appear, the concave side of the
have been the first monarch
/^ shielding only exhibited. Henry II. appears to
w^o "^®^ ^ badge, he first bore an escarbuncle of gold, an ancient mark of
the sprig of broom
hj** paternal House of Anjou, and afterwards introduced
*V*^^
was derived,
^laxit, or Planta Genista, from which his surname, Plantagenet,
ff
Vi
He is also
^^^^ which was a favourite badge with some of his descendants.
> v!^^^_--^
^k<^o-^S^^^J^ said to have borne a jennet between two sprigs of broom.
<?ri-/^,4^

^^^^r

Q^^^^^^
aT^;^

^M

^*^^ U

^

^^^

Richard I.

Before the Crusade, Richard's Great Seal shows but a moiety

{Coeur-de-Lion).

of the shield (the dexter side) with a lion ramp, sinister, from which the inference is that he
then bore two lions combatant. After his exploits in the Holy Land, another Great Seal
bears the three lions, which henceforward became the hereditary bearings of the Kings and
Queens of England. This King bore as a badge a broom branch with the pods open, this
device appears on his first Great Seal he also used a crescent surmounted by a star. Having
defeated the French at Gisors, 1198, and his watchword there being " Dieu et mou droit," he
adopted it for liis motto, and it continued the motto of nearly all his successors.
;

Prior to his elevation to the throne, when Earl of Mortagne, in Normandy,
after his accession he assumed the Arms of his predecessor.
lions only
used as a badge the crescent surmounted by a star, one of the badges of his prede-

King John.

two

this Prince bore

King John
cessor, Richard

Henry
or

broom

;

I.

III. bore the

slip, for his

Edward
John

his

;

I.

same Arms as

his father

King John, and used

Arms as his father, Henry III.,
rose slipped, the sialk vert, the petals or.

bore the .same

badge was,

the Planta Genista,

badge.

A

and

his grandfather,

King

Edward II. bore the same as his three immediate predecessors his badge was a golden
tower, in allusion to the arms of his maternal grandfather, Ferdinand III., King of Castile.
;

Edward III. This Prince assumed the title of King of France, in supposed right of his mother, Isabel, daughter of Philip IV., who became that
monarch's sole heiress, his three sons having died issueless. Quarterly, 1st
2nd an 3rd, England, gu. three
and 4th, France, az. semue-de lis or
;

His favourite badge was "Sunbeams issuing from
Henry VIII. caused this cognizance to be represented on the
clouds."
habits of Knights of the Garter, in memory of this sovereign, the founder
Edward III. also bore, A trunk or stump of a tree eradicated
of the Order.
and couped or.
Upon a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion pass, guard, crowned
Cre/<t
or.
Edward III. was the first English King who bore a crest, which was continued by
succeeding monarchs to Edward VI. inclusive, on the Great Seal.
The Order of the Garter was instituted by King Edward, and the ribbon was generally
borne round the Royal Arms by his successors, although not introduced on tlie Great Seal before
lions pass,

guard,

or.

—

the time of

Henry

VIII.

This monarch bore the same Arms upon the Great
but iiaving chosen St. Edward the Confessor for his patron, he impaled
the Arais of the Confcs-sor, Az. a cross patonce Ijetw. five martlets or, with the Arms of France

Richard

seal as

II.,

Edward

son of the Black Prince.

III.,

and England, quarterly.

Richard wius tlie finst Engli.sh King who used Supporters, namely, two angels beneath
the shield, a white hart coiichaut, gorged witli a gold coronet, and chained under a tree a
device from the ensigns of his mother Joan, the Fair Maid of Kent, a white hind, which he
He likewise used other badges, viz., A pe;i.scod branch, with the cods open
lK>re ;is a badtje.
and eini)ty, 'Jhe sun in splendour, and The eradicated st\iinp of a tree couped or he also
used A white falcon. At a tournament held at Windsor, j)revious to his departure for Ireland,
forty krii{,dits and as many escpiires were apparelled in green, with a white falcon for a badge.
The "Sunbeams issuing from clouds," the " Pl.mita Genista,'' and the " White hart," appear
on the mantle and kiitle of his monumental ertigy in Westminster Abbey. An ostrich ducally
gorged and chained, holding a [Kission nail in the bill and a " knot" are on the effigy of his
;

;

;

first

Queen, Anne.

Hknry IV. This Prince a[)pears to have taken the Great Seal of his predecessor, the
second RiciiAHr), merely sub.stituting his own name for that of the late King, and bearing the
same Arms, with Enol.vnd occasionally in the first quarter.
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Supporters Oa the dexter side, a swan ar., gorged and lined or on the sinister, an antelope ar. gorged and lined as the dexter.
Badge
"silver swan" was the princijjal cogni;^ance of this King, derived from the
Bohuus, Earls of Hereford, his first wife being a daughter and co-heir of that House. Another of
his badges, " a white antelope," is said to have also had a connection with that house.
Another
badge ascribed to him is a fox's tail, derived from his maternal ancestors, the house of
Lancaster.
In a MS. entitled " Arms of the Founders of the Order of the Garter," the
badge of Henry Plantagenet, Duke of Lancaster, represents a square tablet divided into two
by a perpendicular line down the centre, coloured white and blue, on the white appears a red
rose, and on the blue a fox's brush in its proper colours.
The double SS was another device
of this King, the origin of which has not been accounted for.
His second wife, Joane of
Navarre, used for a cognizance, an ermine collared and chained, with the motto, "
temperance."
;

—A

A

Henry V. Quarterly, France and England. The Arms of France
having been altered by the French King, limiting the number of fleurs-delis to three, Henry V. adopted the alteration.
Supporters (when Prince of Wales) Two swans, each holding in the
beak an ostrich feather and scroll after ascending the throne, he assumed
a dexter supporter, a lion. ramp, guard, crowned, the sinister being an

—

;

antelope, as that of his predecessor.
Badge Before his accession to the throne he used the silver swan of
Henry IV., and afterwards a fire beacon. Over his tomb in Westminster
Abbey there is a representation of an antelope and a swan chained to a

—

beacon.

Henry

VI.

—

Arms, same

as predecessor.

Supporters Two antelopes ar. gorged with coronets, attired and chained or
those
tiger ramp, guard, or, semee of roundles alterappear over the porch of Eton College.
nately sa. gu. az. and vert, with fire issuing from the mouth and ears, sometimes occurs as the
:

A

sinister supporter.

—A

device of this King was a panther, another ascribed to him was two ostrich
Badge
feathers in saltire, one silver, the other gold. The ostrich feather was a favourite badge of the
descendants of Edward III., borne, sometimes one and sometimes three, the pen of the feathers
was fixed in a scroll the coronet as now borne by the Prince of Wales was added by
Edward VI. The badge of Henry VI. 's Queen, Margaret of Anjou, was a daisy, with the
'
motto, " Humble et loiall.
;

Edward

IV.

—

France and England,

quarterly.

Supporters Dexter, a lion ramp. ar. the tail passed between the legs and turned over
the back (one of the supporters of the King, as Earl of March ; sinister, a bull sa., horned and
hooped or
a white hart was likewise borne.
falcon ar. within a fetterlock closed or, as Duke of York.
Badges
dragon sejant sa. crowned or, as Earl of l3^1ster.
bull sa. horned and hoofed or, for the Honour of Clare or Clarence.
But his favourite device was the " rose en soleil," viz., a white rose surrounded with the
rays of the sun.
He also used a white hart attired, gorged with a coronet, and chained or, on a mount vert,
This badge Edward used in honour of Richard II., it being that King's badge.
;

—A

A
A

Edward V. France and England, quarterly.
Supporters— Hexier, a lion ar. (one of the supporters of the Earldom of Mardh)
a hind

ar.

Badges

;

sinister,

—The white rose of York, and the falcon within the fetterlock,

Richard

III.

France and England,

—Two boars

quarterly.
tusks and bristles or.

The white boar was his cognizance.
Badge The boar, composed of silver, tusked and bristled gold, called by Shakespear,
" The bloody and usurping boar." At his coronation thirteen thousand were provided, made an<l
wrought upon fustian. The devi ce of his Queen, Lady Anne Neville, was a white boar chained
and muzzled gold, an ancient cognizance of the House of Warwick,
Supporters

—

ar.

Henry VII. France and England, quarterly.
Supporters— DexX^T, a dragon gu. (the ensign of Cadwallader, the
Britons)
sinister, a greyhound ar. collared gu.
Motto Dieu et mon droit.
;

—

last

King

of the
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the cognizance of this
red dragon, called the Dragon of Cadwallader, was
of white and green the livery
ground
a
on
illuminations
in
found
usually
King at first it is
the
favourite device of this King was a portcullis gold, with
colours of the House of Tudor.
also used the Tudor rose
He
Beauforts.
the
"
from
;"
derived
w.^
this
motto, Altera securitas
quarterly ar. and gu., but it was
composed from the roses of York and Lancaster, viz., a rose
outer red.
sometimes formed of two series of petals, the inner white, the

Badaes—A
;

A

Henry VIII. France and England, quarterly.
were the same as those
Supporters—The supporters in the beginning of this King's reign
the tollowing
but he afterwards discontinued the greyhound, and used
of Henry VII
the red dragon to the
instead— On the dexter side a lion guard, and crowned or, transposing
;

sinister.

—Dieu

et mon droit.
^ ii-„ ^^
a fleur-de-lis or a portcullis or.
red rose the union roses, red and white
silver, combed and wattled red
cock
a
and
dragon,
red
the
used
likewise
He
the Garter, surHe was the first English monarch who encircled the Royal Arms withbadges
:—
following
the
bore
Queens
His
Seal.
Great
the
upon
crown,
mounted by the
pomegranate, also a sheaf of arrows silver.
Katherine of Arragon.

iJotto

Badges— A

;

;

;

a
A silver falcon.
A phoenix (since

Anna Boleyn.
Jane Seymour.

borne in the family crest by the Ducal House of

Somerset).

Anne

A black lion charged on the shoulder with an
A maiden's head issuing from a Tudor rose.

of Cleves.

Katherine Parr.
No badge of Katherine Howard has been

escarbuncle gold.

preserved.

VIII.
Arras, Supporters, and Motto, the same as his father, Henry
feathers with the
his accession to the throne he bore the three ostrich
now borne by the Princes of
pens in a scroll he encircled the feathers with a poronet, as
in splendour ppr.
sun
the
was
device
his
throne
the
to
accession
his
After
Wales.

Edward

VI.

Badqes-Beiore
;

>

King's Arms
after her marriage with Philip of Spain bore the
1st, Castile and Leon, quarterly ; 2nd
pieces
(viz., per fess, the chief part quarterly of four
The base part of the
4th, as the 1st.
Arragon, impaling Sicily ; 3rd, as the 2nd

Mary

I.

The Queen,

:

;

2nd Burgundy modern ;
escutcheon, also quarterly of four pieces: 1st, Austria modern;
of Flanders and Tyrol
inescutclieon
an
all
over
Brabant
4th,
and
ancient
3rd, Burgundy
quarterly.
England,
and
France
impaled)" impaling
crowned or.
,
,S'wpyDO?-«ers— Dexter, an eagle; sinister, a lion lamp,
,.^
,
white rose and a
Badcfes-Queen Mary before her accession used both the red and
and
York,
Lancaster
of
House
the
from
pomegranate, knit together, to show her descent
Veritas
of a pit, with
Spain- but on her liccession, Winged Time drawing Truth out
marriage.
temporis filia," for motto, appears on her first Great Seal betore
rose, the arrows being
She also bore a sheaf of arrows silver, united with the Tudor
;

;

placed on a ground of green and blue.
The rose ensigned with the royal crown seem

to

,11

j v
have been another badge used by

*i,this

Queen.

Queen Elizabeth.

France and England,

Si'pporters-Dexier, a lion

quarterly, encircled

ramp, guard, and crowned or

;

by the Garter

sinister, the

Henry VIII-

borne by lier father,
/iW./..-This Queen's

red dragon, as

.1
v * \.^ ^^Aa.
made
badge wns a silver falcon, as her mother's, but she
Iceland, the
of
badge
The
sieve.
a
of
that
use of several heroical devices, but most c.n.monly
to have been placed on the Great
Irish harp, seems for the first time in tkis Queens' reign
.

j.riucipal

Seal.

2nd,

quarterly
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, France and England,
I.
gu., for Scotland ;
ramp, within a double tressure flory counterflory
Irkland.
:Jrd, ;iz. a harp or, stringed an, for
-^.i^^
crowned or simster,
,Svpportrr.s-])vxii'r, the English lion ramp, guard,
or.
chained
and
coronet
royal
the
with
gorged
Scottish unicorn ar.
Mottoes^'' Heati pacifici ;" and, " Dieu et mon droit.
harp, and that ot
/iadqes-The three badges of the roses, flour-dc-lis, and
crown, ^/^ borne by
all cnsigne.1 with the royal
Scotland,
for
thistle,
a
'<i::£^^[^'^^j:^
^'^'^'^^^^'^^
arms of Cadwallader,
.James I., and on his Great Seal appear banners of the
;

.Tames

or, a lion

;

.

the la«t

King

of the Britons, viz.,

:iz.

a cross pattce fitchce

or,

and the Arms

of

King

l^dgar,
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a cross patonce betw. four martlets or, to show his descent from the blood royal both of
but his chief device was the dexter half of the Tudor rose joined to the
sinister half of the thistle the whole ensigned with the royal crown,
az.

Wales and England

Charles
James I.

On
by the

I.

;

Arms,

Crests, Supporters,

and Badges, the same as those

of his father,

is represented the standard of St. George, viz., ar. a cross gu. supported
England, and the standard of St. Andrew, being, az. a saltire ar. upheld by the

the Great Seal

lion of

unicorn of Scotland.

Charles II. This Monarch bore the same Arms, &c. as Charles I., and by Royal
warrant dated 9th Feb. in the 13th year of his reign, directed that in future the heir apparent
to the crown, for the time being, should use and bear a coronet composed of crosses and fleursaud that his
de-lis with one arch, and in the midst a ball and cross, as in the royal diadem
brother, James, Duke of York, the sons of the Sovereign, and the immediate sons and brothers
of his successors. Kings of England, should use coronets composed of crosses and fleurs-de-lis
but that all their sons, respectively, having the title of Dukes, shall use coronets comonly
posed of crosses and flowers, or leaves, such as are used in the coronets of Dukes not being of
the Blood Eoyal.
;

;

James

II.

This King used the same Arms, &c., as his brother, Charles

William

III.

and

Mary

II.

escutcheon of pretence, thereon the

II.

of James I. with an
of Nassau, viz., az. biUetty or, a liou

Arms, &c. those

Arms

ramp. gold.
Motto

—Je mainteindra.

(Union of tbe Ctoo

Cbe

iBiincftioms!.

Queen Anne on her accession bore the same arms as William III.,
without the escutcheon of })i'etence for Nassau, viz., 1st and 4th, Franck
and England, quarterly 2nd, Scotland 3rd, Ireland but after the
union with Scotland, Her Majesty bore, 1st and 4th, Kngland, impaling
Scotland; 2nd, France, 3rd, Ireland.
;

;

;

2nd,
George I. bore quarterly, 1st, England, impaling Scotland
France 3rd, Ireland 4th, gu. two lions pass, guard, in pale or, for
Brunswick impaling or, semee of hearts gu. a lion ramp, az., for Lunenburgh on a point in point gu. a horse courant ar., for Saxony on the
centre of the fourth quarter an escutcheon gu charged with the crown of
Charlemagne or, as the Arch-Treasurer of the Holy Roman Empire.
;

;

;

;

;

;

.

George

II.

This Sovereign bore the same Arms,

&c., as his father,

George

I.

—
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George III. bore the shield the same as George the First, until
the union with Ireland, when the ensigns of France were abandoned,
and by His Majesty's Order in Council, dated 5 Nov. 180:t, it was
ordered that the following should be the armorial bearings, standards,
badges, &c., of the United Kingdom
Arms Quarterly, 1st and 4th, England, viz., Gu. three lions pass,
guard, or ; 2nd, Scotland, Or, a lion ramp. gu. within a double tressure flory
counterflory of the last 3rd, Ireland, Az. a harp or, stringed ar. On an
escutcheon of pretence for His Majesty's Hanoverian Dominions, Gu. two
lions pai's. guard, in pale or, for Brunswick, impaling or, semee of hearts
gu. a lion ramp, az., for Lunenburg on a point in point gu. ahorse courant,
for Saxony; on an escutcheon gu. the crown of Charlemagne or, as Arch-Treasurer of the
Holy Roman Empire, the first escutcheon ensigned with an electoral bonnet.
:

—

;

;

Crest of England— On
also ppr.

Imperial crown ppr. a lion statant guard,

the

or,

imperially

crowned

Badge

England — The Tudor rose slipped surmounted by the Imperial crown all ppr.
Ireland— On a wreath or and az. a tower triple-towered or, from the gate a hart

of

Crest of

springing ar. attired gold.

Badges

of

— A harp

Ireland

or,

slipped or shamrock vert, surmounted
Crest of

crowned

or,

surmounted by the Imperial crown ppr.
by the Imperial crown ppr.

;

also a trefoil

—

Scotland On the Imperial crown ppr. a lion sejant affrontee gu. Imperially
holding in the dexter paw a sword and in the sinister a sceptre both erect and

also ppr.

Badge

of

Scotland

—A thistle surmounted by an Imperial crown

Badge of the United KiNGDOM--The Tudor
same stalk, the rose between the shamrock and
all

rose,

thistle,

all

ppr.

from the
surmounted by the Imperial crown,

shamrock, and

thistle issuant

ppr.

Badge

of

Wales — On

George IV.

a mount vert a dragon pass, wings elevated gu.

His Majesty bore the same Arms as

his

father,

George

III.

bore

after 1st January, 1801.

William TV.

His

late

Majesty bore the same

Queen Victoria

Arms

as his brother,

George IV.

George the Third as above
Her Majesty also bears

bears the shield of

without the escutcheon of pretence of Hanover.
the same Crests and Badges.

arms

of ^cotlann*

Or, a lion ramp, within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
Crest

—A

the dexter

lion sejant affrontoe, gu. Imperially

paw a aword

Suvporters
charged or.

—Two

unicorns

Mottoes- ovar the crest— In

impune

lacessit.

crowned

or,

holding in

erect, in the sinister a sce[)tre ppr.
ar.

gorged

defence

;

with

a royal coronet, and

under the arms

— Nemo

me

Ixi

arms

of 3IteIanD.

Az. a harp or, stringed ar.
Crest—A. tower triple-towered

or,

The

from the gate a hart springing

ar.

Irish Bards were in early times the sacred musicians and historical
poets of their country
hence originated the harp in the national

arms.

:

King James
Ireland.

I.

was the first English monarch who quartered the ensigns
*

of

iRopal Crities of Wi^\t%,

NORTH WALES.
Griffith ap Cynan, King of North Wales, a.d. 1079; derived from
Anarawd, King of North Wales, eldest son of Rhodri Mawr, King of Wales,
A.D. 843
Founder of the I. Royal Tribe. Gu. three lions pass, in pale ar'
armed az.
:

Owen Gwynnedd, King of North Wales, eldest son of Griffith ap
bore, Vert, three eagles displ. in fess or.

Cynau

'

Llewellyn ap Griffith, Prince of North Wales, slain at Bualth on the
Wye, in 1272; derived from Owen Gwynedd bore, Quarterly, or and gu.
;

four lions pass, guard, counterchanged.

SOUTH WALES.
TL
\

^ ^^^3 ^P Tewdwr Mawr, King
Cadelh,

King

Royal Tribe.

of South Wales, A.t>. 1077
derived from
South Wales, second son of Rhodri Mawr, Founder of the II.
Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure indented or.

of

;

ROYAL TRIBES OF WALES.
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POWYS.
III.

Bleddtn ap Ctnftn, King
Eoyal Tribe

;

of

Powys,

derived from Mervyii,

King

1046, Founder of the III.
Powys, third son of Rhodri

a.d.

of

MawT. Or, a lion ramp gu. armed and langued az.
Meredith ap Bleddyn, Prince of Powys, son
bore, Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Madoc, Prince of Powys-Fadog, son of
Powys, bore the sanae as his father.

of

Bleddyn ap Cynfyn,

Meredith ap Bleddyn, Prince of

Griffith Maelor, Lord of Bromfield in Powys, eldest son of Madoc ap
Meredith, Prince of Powys-Fadog, boi'e, Paly of eight ar. and gu. over all a lion
ramp. sa.

Owen ap Griffith Vychan, Lord of Glyndwyrdwy, the memorable
Owen Glendower, representative of Griffith Maelor, bore originally the arms
of Griffith Maelor; but on acquiring the sovereignty of Wales, assumed the
of Llewelyn ap Griffith, Prince of North Wales, as appears on his Privy
Seal, viz., Quarterly, or and gu. four lions pass, counterchanged.
Owen Brogyntyn, Lord of Edeirnion, Dinmael, and Abertanat, in Powys Fadog, son of
Madoc ap Meredith, Prince of Powys-Fadog, bore the same arms as his father and grandfather,
viz., Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.

arms

Cynric Efelt,, Lord of Eglwys Egle in Bromfield, son of Madoc ap
Meredith, bore, Gu. on a bendar. a lion pass. sa.

EiNiON Efell, Lord of Cynllaeth in Deubighland, twin brother of
Cynric Efell, bore, Per fess sa. and ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged armed
and langued gu.
Owen Cyfelioc, Prince of Higher Powys, subsequently called, from of
son Gwenwynwyn, Powys-Wenwyuwyn, second son of Griffith, Lord of
Mawddwy Cyfeilioc, who was second son of Meredith ap Bleddyn, bore the
arms of Bleddyn ap Cynfyn, viz.. Or, a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az.
Madoc Goch, Lord of Mawddy, in Merioneth, second sou of Gwenwynwyn, Prince of
Powys- Wen wynwyn, bore the arms of his ancestor, Bleddyn ap Cynfyn.
John, Lord of Mawddwy, son of Wii.iam (living 17 Edward I.), fourth son of Griffith,
Lord of Mawddwy (ancestor of the Princes of Powys-Wenwynwyu), second son of Meredith
ap Bleddyn, Prince of Powys, bore the arms of Bleddyn ap Cynfyn.
Cadwgan, Lord of Nannau, in Merioneth (for some time time associated in the
sovereignty of Powys with his elder brother, Meredith), younger son of Bleddyn ap Cynfyn,
King of Powys, bore. Or, a lion ramp. az.

IV.

Etheltstan Glodrydd, Tributary Prince

of Ferlys (the country between
and the Severn), Founder of the IV. Royal Tribe. Quarterly, first" and
second and third, per bend sinister,
fourth, az three boars' heads cabossed sa.
ermine and erminois, over all a lion ramp, or, which latter was the coat of his
mother Kliingor, dau. and heir of Gronwy ap Tudor-Trevor, Lord of Wliittiug-

the

Wye

;

tuii, CO.

Salop.

V.

JestYN ap Gwroant, Tributary Prince
Royal Tribe.

Gu. three clievronels

ar.

of

Glamorgan, Founder of the V.

laoible

^tibt^ of i^ortft SHalejJ

atttr

JJotudJ,

I.

AwFA, AP Cynddelw, Founder
ramp.

of the

I.

Noble Tribe.

Gu. a chev. betw. three

lioncels

or.

II.

Llowarch, ap Bran, Founder
each holding in the

bill

of the II.

an erm.

Noble Tribe.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crows

sa.

spot.

III.

GwBifiYDD, AP Rhys Goch, Lord of Tal Ebolion, in Anglesey.
lions' heads cabossed of the first.

Ar. on a bend

sa.

three

Ixiv
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IV.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. ; 2nd and
3rd, ar. three ragged staffs gii. fired ppr. ; over all, upon an escutcheon of pretence ar. a
man's leg couped a-la-cuise sa.

CiLMiN Troed-Du.

CoLLWTN, AP Tagno, Lord

of Efionydel,

Founder

of the

V. Noble Tribe.

Sa. a chev. betw.

three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Nefydd Hardd, Lord
heads erabrued

sa.

of

Nant Conway, Founder

of the VI.

Noble Tribe.

Ar. three spears'

pointed upwards.

VII.

Maelor Cuwm, Lord

of Llechwedd-Isaff

and Creuddyn,

in

Carnarvon

Ar. on a chev.

sa.

three angels or.

VIIL

MARcntTDD. AP Ctnan, Lord of Abergelleu, Founder of the VIIL Noble Tribe.
Saracen's head erased at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples sa. and ar<

Gu. a

NOBLE TRIBES OF NORTH WALES AND POWIS.
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IX

Hedd Molwtnoo, Lord

of

Uwch

Aled, Founder of the IX. Noble Tribe.

Sa. a hart pass,

ar. attired or.

Braint Hir, Lord of Isduks, Founder

Marchweithian, Lord
armed az.

of Is- Aled,

of the

Founder

X. Noble Tribe.

of the

Vert a cross

XI. Noble Tribe.

flory or.

Gu. a

lion

ramp.

ar.

XII.

Edwtn, Lord

of Tegaingle, co. Flint, Founder of the XII.
engr. sa, betw. four Cornish choughs ppr, armed gu.

Noble Tribe.

Ar. a cross flory

XIII.

Ednowian Bendew, Lord

of Tegaingle, a.d. 1079,

a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped

sa.

Founder

of the

XIII. Noble Tribe.

Ar.
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XIV.

Efxtdd ap Gwevllian, Founder

of the

XIV. Noble

Tribe.

also quartered the ai-ms of his mother Gwenllian, dau.
viz., Az. a fess or, betw. tliree uags' heads erased ar.

Gu. a

and heir

of

lion

ramp.

or.

He

Rhys ap Marchen,

XV.

Ednowain, ap Bradwen, Lord of Llys-Bradwen, in Merioneth, Founder of the XV. Noble
Tribe.
Gu. three snakes nowed in a triangular knot ar.

IBxiti^sif)

©rner0 of

EnigfttftooU.

THE MOST NOBLE ORDER OF THE GARTER
Instituted by

King Edward III. about August, 1348.
(K.G.)

HABIT AND INSIGNIA.

The Garter
with buckle and

of dark-blue velvet, edged with gold, bearing the motto in golden letters,
pendent of gold richly chased. The garter is worn on the left leg below the

knee.

The Mantle

of blue

velvet, lined

with white taffeta

;

on the

left

breast the star

embroidered.

The Hood of crimson velvet.
The Subcoat likewise of crimson velvet lined with white taffeta.
The Hat of black velvet, lined with wh'te taffeta a plume of

white ostrich feathers,
tuft of black heron's feathers, all fastened to the hat by a ba»d of
;

in the centre of

which a

diamonds.

The Collar,

gold, consisting of twenty-six pieces, each in form of a garter, enamelled,
and appended thereto.
The George, or figure of St. George on horseback, encountering the dragon. The George
worn to the collar ; and the lesser George, pendent to a broad dark-blue ribbon over the

azure,
18

left

shoulder.

The star of eight points, silver,
encircled with the garter.

—Honi

Atotto

soit qui

upon the centre

mal y pense.

of

which the Cross

Ribbon of the Order

of St. George, gules,

—Garter blue.
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THE MOST ANCIENT AND MOST NOBLE ORDER
OF THE THISTLE.
Revived by King James II. in 1687.

Re-established by Queen Anne, Blst December, 1703.

(K.T.;

The Star of this Order, which is worn on the left side of the coat or cloak, consists of a
of
Andrew's Cross, of silver embroidery, with rays emanating from between the points
upon a held ot
the cross, in the centre of which is a thistle of green, heightened with gold;
characters.
gold, surrounded by a circle of green, bearing the motto of the Order in golden
St.

Thb Badge, or Jewel, worn pendent to the collar, or to a dark green ribbon over the
enamelled,
shoulder and tied under the arm. It consists of a figure of St. Andrew, of gold
white,
with his gown greon and the surcoat purple, bearing before him the cross, enamelled
resting upon
the whole surrounded by rays of gold in the form of a glory ; the cross and feet
the ground, of enamelled green.
left

The Collar

is

of Thistles, intermingled with sprigs of rue.

Motto— memo me impune

lacessit.

Ribbon of

the

Order

— Green.
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THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS ORDER OF
Instituted by

King George

III.,

February

iTtJT

ST. PATRICK.
btk, 1783.

(K.P.)

The Star— The

Star of the Order cf Saint Patrick consists of the Cross of Saint Patrick,
argent, charged with a trefoil aa on the Badge, surrrounded by a sky-blue
circle, containing the motto and date, and is encircled by four greater and two
lesser rays of silver.

on a
enamelled

gules,

field

Collar of Our Most Illustrious Order of Saint Patrick," say the
be of gold, and it shall be composed of Roses and Harps alternate, tied
together with a knot of gold, and the said roses shall be enamelled alternately white leaves
within red, and red leaves within white and in the centre of the said Collar shall be an
Imperial Crown, surmounting a Harp of Gold, from which shall hang

The Collar.— "The

statutes, "shall

;

"The Badge of our said Order and the said Badge shall be of gold, surmounted with
a wreath of Shamrock or Trefoil, within which shall be a circle of Blue Enamel containing
the Motto of Our said Order in Letters of Gold, viz.,— Quis Separabit, with the date
MDCCLxxxiii. being the year in which Our said Order was founded, and encircling the Cross
of St. Patrick, gules, surmounted with a trefoil vert, ^ch of its leaves charged with an
Imperial Crown or, upon a field argent."
;

Motto

—Quia separabit.

Ribbo7i— Sky -hlue.
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THE MOST HONOURABLE ORDER OF THE BATH.
Revived in 1725.

Instituted in 1399.

Enlarged

MILITARY KNIGHTS GRAND CROSS.

in

1815 and 1847.

(g.C.B.)

The Badge for the Military Classes of the Order is a gold Maltese cross, of eight
points, enamelled argent ; in the four angles, a lion passant guardant or ; in the centre, the
and shamrock, issuant from a sceptre between three imperial crowns or, within a
thereon the motto of the Order, surrounded by two branches of laurel proper,
It is worn by
issuing from an escroU azure, incribed Ich Dien (I serve), in letters of gold.
the grand crosses pendent from a red ribbon across the right shoulder, by the knights commanders from the neck, and by the companions from the button-hole.
rose, thistle,
cLrcle gules

;

The Collar is of gold (weight thirty ounces Troy weight), and is composed of nine
imperial crowns, and eight roses, thistle, and shamrock, issuing from a sceptre, enamelled in
their proper colours, tied or linked together with seventeen gold knots, enamelled white,
having the badge of the Order pendent therefrom.
The Star
a gold Maltese

Grand Crosses is formed of rays or flames of silver, thereon
in the centre, within the motto, branches of laurel, issuant as in the

of the Military
cross,

and

badge.
civil knights

The

grand CROSa

Civil Knights Grand Crosses retain the old badge and star of the Order. The
formed with eight points or rays, charged with three imperial crowns, proper,
upon a glory of silver rays, surrounded with a red circle, upon which is the motto of the
Order. Their badge is of gold, comjKjsed of a rose, thistle, and shamrock, issuing from a
sceptre between three imperial crowns, encircled by the motto. The civil knights comStar

is

of silver,

BRITISH ORDERS OF KNIGHTHOOD.
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manders wear the same badge, of a smallar size, round the neck by a red ribbon, and the
civil companions the same, but of a still smaller size, from the button-hole, pendent from a
red ribbon.

MILITARY KNIGHTS COMMAIfDERS.

CIVIL KXIGHTS COMMANDEBS.

(k.C.B.)

(K.C.B.)

The Star of the Knights Commanders is in the form of a cross-patt6e of silver,
having the same centre as the Grand Crosses, but without a gold Maltese cross thereon. The
star of the Civil Knights Commanders is of the same form and size, only omitting the laurel
wreath round the circle containing the motto and the escroll with the words " Ich dien "
underneath.
military companions,

Motto

—Tria juncta in uno.

(c.b.)

Ribbon of

CIVIL companions,

t/w.

Order

—Red.

(c.b.)
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THE MOST EXALTED ORDER OF THE STAR OF

Instituted by

Her Majesty Queen

Victoria^

March

February

23rc?,

INDIA.

1861, and enlarged^

28th, 1866.

—

The Star. Rays of gold iasuing from a centre, having thereon a star in diamonds,
resting upon a light blue enamelled circular ribbon, tied at the ends, inscribed with the motto
of the Order, viz.
" Heaven's light our guide," also in diamonds.
:

—

The Collar. — Composed
saltier,

and

richly enamelled

of the

of India, of palm branches, tied together, in
In the centre is an imperial crown ; all
Rose.

lotus

Red and White

of the united

on gold, in their pro[)er colours.

—

The Badge. An onyx cameo of Her Majesty's effigy, set in a perforated and ornamented oval, containing the motto of the Order, "Heaven's light our guide," surmounted
by a star all in diamonds. The Ribbon of the Order is sky-blue, having a narrow white
stripe towards either edge, and is worn from the right shoulder to the left side.
The Mantle. — Light
silk,

with blue and silver

blue satin, lined with white, and fastened with a cordon of white
ou the left side a representation of the star of the Order.

taaaehs,
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KNIGHTS COMMANDERS.

The Knights Commanders wear around their necks a ribbon of the same colours and
pattern as that of the First Class, but two inches in width, hanging therefrom the Badge of a
smaller size than that appointed for the Knights Grand Commanders except the star, which
surmounts it, is of silver ; on their left breast a star composed of rays of silver issuing from
a gold centre, having thereon a silver star resting upon a bhie enamelled circular ribbon, tied
at the ends, inscribed with the motto of the Order.

COMPANIONS.

The Companions wear from the left breast a Badge of the same form as appointed for
the Knights Commanders, but of a smaller size pendent to the like ribbon of the breadth of
one inch and a half.

—Heaven's

Motto

light our guide.

Ribbon of the Orcfor— Sky-blue, with a narrow white stripe towards either edge.

bmv
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THE MOST DISTINGUISHED ORDER OF
AND ST. GEORGE.

ST.

Instituted 27th April, 1818, by Letters Patent, under the Great Seal

MICHAEL

of Great Britain, and

enlarged and extended ith December, 1 868, /or the natural bom subjects of the Crown
of the United Kingdom as may have held or shall hold high and confidential offices
within Her Majesty's colonial possessions, ^c.

HAUIT AND INSIGNIA.

The Star of a Knight Grand Cross is composed of seven rays of silver, having a small
ray of gold between each of them, and over all the cross of St. George, gules. In the centre
in a representation of the Archangel St. Michael encountering Satan, within a blue circle,
inscribed with the motto, AusriciOM Melioris ^-Evi.
The Collar

is formed alternately of lions of England, of Maltese crosses, and of the
S G, having in the centre the imperial crown, over two winged lions, passant
puardant, each holding a book and seven arrows. At the ojiposite end of the collar are two
«iniilar lions.
The whole is of gold except the crosses, which are of white enamel, and it is
linked together by small gold chains.

ciphers

S

M and

The Badoe

is a gold cross of fourteen points of white enamel, edged with gold, having
on one side, the Archangel St. Michael encountering Satan, and on the other
St. George on horseback, encountering a dragon, with a blue circle, on which the motto of
the Order is inscribed. The Cross is surmounted by the imperial crown, and is worn by the
Knights Grand CYoss to the Collar, or to a wide Saxon-blue ribbon, with a scarlet stripe from

in the centre,

the right shoulder to the left side.
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scarlet silk

is

gold,

The Chapeau
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blue
of Saxon-blue satin, lined with scarlet silk, tied with cordons of
and haa on the left side the star of a Knight Grand Crosa

is

of blue satin, lined with scarlet,

and

and surmounted with white and black

ostrich feathers.

KNIGHTS COMMANDERS.

The Knights Commanders wear the badge suspended to a narrower ribbon from the
neck, and have on their left side a star composed or four rays, with a small cross of eight
points in saltire, of silver, surmounted by the cross of St George, gules, and having the same
centre as the Star of the Grand Crosses.

COMPANIONS.

The Cavalieri and Companions wear

the small cross of the Order from a

still

narrower

ribbon at the button-hole of their coats.

—Auspicium Meliuris .^vi

Motto

Ribbon of the Orcfer— Sason-blue, with a scarlet

stripe.
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THE ORDER OF THE INDIAN EMPIRE.

Instituted by

Her Majesty Queen

Victoria,

Empress of India,

1

January, 1878.

This Order was instituted to reward services rendered to Her Majesty and Her Indian
Empire and to commemorate the Proclamation of Her Style and Title of Empress of India,
and is to consist of the Sovereign, Gi-and Master, and Companions.

The Viceroy and Governor-General

of India for the time being io be

Grand Master of

the Order.

The Companions are to consist of such persons who by their services, official or other, to
the Empire of India, have merited the Royal Favour, and upon such distinguished Eepresentatives of Eastern Potentates as the Sovereign may think fit.
The Councillors of Her Majesty
Companions of the Order.

for the Indian

Empire are

to be ex-officio

and

for life

The Companions of the Order to have place and precedency next to and immediately
after the Companions of the Order of St. Michael and St. George, and to rank among themselves according to the date of their respective nominations.
The Badge consists of a Rose, enamelled gules, barbed vert, having in the centre Her
Majesty's Royal Effigy, within a purple circle, inscribed " Victoria Imperatrix," with the
word " India " on the leaves of the rose, surmounted by an Imperial Crown, all gold, pendent
from an ornamented gold clasp by an Imperial purple ribbon, one inch and a half in width.
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ROYAL ORDER OF VICTORIA AND ALBERT.

Instituted

10 February, 1862.

Enlarged 10 October, 1864, 15 November, 1865,

and 15 March, 1880.

FIRST CLAS&

SECOND CLASS.

Ixiviii
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THIRD CLAS3.

FOURTH

CLASS.
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THE IMPERIAL ORDER OF THE CROWN OF

Her Majesty Queen

Instituted by

Victoria,

Empress of India,

INDIA.

1 January, 1878.

This Order was instituted to commemorate the assumption of Her Majesty's Imperial title of
Empress of India, and is to consist of the Sovereign, and of such Princesses of Her Majesty's
Boyal and Imperial House, the Wives and other Female Relatives of Princes of the Indian
Empire and other Indian Ladies, and of the Wives and other Female Relatives of any of the
persons who have held or may hold the offices of Viceroy and Governor-General of India,
Governors of Madras or Bombay, or of Principal Secretary of State for India, as the Sovereign

may

think

The

fit.

first

day

of

January in every year

is

to

be deemed the Anniversary of the Institution

of the Order.

The decoration or Badge consists of Her Majesty's Royal and Imperial Cipher,
"V.R. «fe I." in diamonds, pearls, and turquoises, encircled by a border set -with pearls,
surmounted by the Imperial Crown, jewelled and enamelled in proper colours, attached
to a light blue watered ribbon, edged white, of one inch and a half in width, tied in a bow.

;

SUPPLEMENT
THE GENERAL ARMORY.
-*^-g*-

Adams

ABABiSOW

(Hants).

Sa.

two swords in

arg.

saltire,

pomels and hilts or, between four fleurs-de-lis of the last.
A demi-female habited, holding in her arms a quiver
of arrows all ppr.
Crest

—

Abbott

(Braemar House, Lancaster Gale, Paddington, co.
Sa. a pale or, thereou a crosier of the first, on

Middlesex).

a chief of the second three water-bougets of the field.
In front of two crosiers saltirewise sa. a unicorn's
Crest
head erased or.

—

Abel

(Sib Fkedekick

F.B.S.).

Auocstds Abel, Knt. C.B., D.C.L.,
on a fesse, engr. between two roses pale-

Sa.

wise, arg. three trefoils slipped vert.

Crest

— In

front of a

dexter arm embowed in armour, the hand grasping a
thunderbolt, a torch fessewise fired, all ppr. Motto—Ohne

Bast

Zum

Ziel.

Abney Hastings.

(Baron Donington).

See Hastings.

Abraliam (Grassendale

(Francis Ottiwell Adams, Esq., John Street,
Berkeley Square, London). Az. on a fesse engr. betw. two
cat-a-mountains pass, guard, ar. a like cat-a-mountain of
the first. Crest A cat-a-mountain guard, ar. collared az.
resting the dexter forepaw on a terrestrial globe ppr.

—

Adams

(Rev. William Cokatne Adams, M.A., Dummer
Grange, co. Southampton, eldest son of William Adams,
LL.D., of Thorpe, Chertsey, by Hon. Mary Anne Cokayne,
his wife, granddau. and co-heiress of Charles, 5th Viscount
Cullen). Or, on a cross betw. four martlets sa. five mullet*
of the field.
Crest A martlet sa. holding in the beak a
mullet or.

—

Adams

(Drumelton House and Erne View co. Cavan;
of William Adams. Esq., of Erne
View, deceased, and grandson of William Adams, of GortA
gommon, co. Fermanagh). Vert, a pale betw. two grifilns
segreant or, the pale charged in chief with a trefoil slipped
of the first.
Crest
A griffin's head couped gu. betw. two
wings sa. each charged with three bezants.

William Adams son

—

Park, co. Lancaster, previously of
Swarthraoor Hall, Ulveraton, same co.
John Abraham,
£sq., of Grassendale, had two sons, Thomas Fell Abraham,

Adams

Alfred Clat Abraham, and a dau., Emma
Clarke Abraham). Erm. on a uhev. betw. three mullets
of eight points gu. as many towers ar.
Crest
Upon a
mount vert in front of two fronds of fei'n a rook ppr. Motto

Shcte

bis successor,

—

— Veritas, libertas.
Accountants, Chartered
Ar. on a

mount

England and Wales).
a rudder in bend
ppr. representing " Economy,"
(in

in base, in front of

a female figure
habited gu. mantled az. about the temples a wreath of
olive, in the dexter hand a rod, and in the sinister a pair of
compasses also ppr. a chief of the second thereon a balance
suspended also or. Motto Kecte numerare.
sinister,

;

—

Accrington, Borough of

Lancaster; granted 26
a shuttle fessewise ppr. in
base two printing cylinders, isauant therefrom a piece of

Aug.

1879).

Gu. on a fesse

(co.

ar.

on a chief per pale or and
vert a lion ramp, purpure and a stag courant or.
Crest
An oak branch bent from the sinister chevronwise,

calico (parsley pattern) also ppr.

—

sprouting and leaved ppr. fructed or.
prudence conquer.

Acton

iV/o«o— Industry and

(Acton Scott, CO. Salop
exemplified to Adodstus
Wood, Esq., upon his assuming by royal licence, 1874, the
surname of Acton).
Gu. two lions pass. ar. betw. nine
;

cross-crosslets fltch^e or.

armour

Crest

ppr., garnished or,

—A human leg and thigh in

couped and dropping blood.

Bbindlet Acworth, Esq.. F.S.A.). Quarterly,
per fesse dovetail, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chief dancetteegu.
three ducal crowns ar. within a border sa. bezant^ 2nd
;

and 3rd, ar. three roses gu. each charged in the centre with
a mullet or. Crest An armed arm or, issuant out of a
coronet of strawberry leaves gu. the hand grasping s serpent ppr. holding in the mouth an annulet sa.

—

Adam, co. Kinross, bart. created 20 May,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, arg. a mullet az. pierced o)
the field betw. three cross crosslt-ts fituhee gu. for Adam;
2nd, ar. three arrows gu. the niid'llemostpaleways, the other
two saltireways, points downwards, banded together vert,
(Blair

per chev.

:

the last;
Crest

—A

sa.

—

Adams

(Rev. James Williams Adams, B.A., V.C, Senior
Chaplain on the Bengal Ecclesiastical Establishment). Vert
a rai-a-raountain betw. three crescents or. Crest— Kn eagle
reguard. wings elevated sa. pendent from the neck an
escocheon or, charged with a cat's face vert, resting the
dexter claw on a crescent also or.

Adamson

(Rushton Park,

Robertsbridge,

co.

Sussex

William Adamson, of Macclesfield, co. Chester, m. Margaret, dau. of James Stuart, of Edinburgh, and had a
son, William Rcshton Adamson, Esq., of Rushton Park,
J.P., D.L.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a tilting spear
broken in three pieces, two in saltire surmounted of the
headpiece in pale, pointed or, banded gu. for Adamson; 2nd
and 3rd, or, a fesse chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a bend
gu. charged with a bezant betw. two buckles gold, in chief
a lion pass, guard, of the fourth, for Stdart; impaled with
Dakeine: Gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. two mullets or, two
flanches ar. each charged with a griffin segreant sa. Crust
A talbot pass. az. bezantee collared or. Motto Avant.

—

—

Adamson (co.

Aberdeen, and Ewell,

co. Surrey, 1883).

Ar.

a fesse wavy betw. three cross-crosslets fitch^ az.
Crest
A cross crosslet fitchce az. Motto Crux mihi grata

—

—

Adderley

(Baron Norton). Ar. on a bend az. three masclel
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
On either side a stork ar. gorged
with a chain or, suspended therefrom an escocheon az.
charged with a mascle also ar.
Motto Addere legi

of the

field.

Btorli ar.

—

Sup2iorters

—

—

justitiam decus.

Alcester, Baron.

See Seymoub.

;

1882).

accompanied with six trefoils, slipped of the last, two in
chief, Vwo in fesse, and two in base, for Littlejohn
3rd,
ar. three hawks' heads erased ppr. on a bordure engr. az.
eight berants, for Bbtdone. Cie.it— K cross crosslet fitchee
gu. surmounted of a eword in saltire ppr. Motto— Crux
;

mihi grata quies.

Vert, a pale betw.

quies.

Acworth (G.

Adam

Grange, Cheltenham, co. Gloucester).
two griffins segreant or, quartering
and or, in chief two eagles displ. of
and Davis: Ar. a chev. betw. three swans sa.
demi griftln segreant or. Motto Tout ou rien.

(Cotswold

;

Alcock

(John Alcock, Bishop of Ely, 1486—1500, Founder
of Jesus College, Cambridge).
Ar. a fesse betw. tliree
cocks' heads erased sa.

Aldam (Wabde-Aldam,
York

Hooton Pagnell

Hall, Donc&ster, co.

William Wright Aldam, Esq., eldest
son of William Aldam, Esq., of Frickley Hall, same co.,
upon his assuming by royal licence the surname of Wabde,
in addition to and before that of Aldam, in conse<;uence of
his marriage, 1878, with Sarah Jclia, dau. of Rev. William
Warde, of Hootin Pagnell Hall). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
;

exemplified to

A

A;

ALD

and dexter

an

perfesse az. and
eagle displ. or, in the dexter canton isswant towards the
basei

sinister base seven rays, the centre one gold the others ar.
for Aldam 2nd and 3rd, az. a cross flory or, and for dis;

tinction in the dexter chief point a crass crosslet of the last,
Crests —lat, Aldau: Issuant from a mount
for Wardb,
Tert four ostrich feathers ar, conjoined at the points by a
mill-rind or
2nd, Wakde A wolfs head erased or, charged
:

;

for distinction with a cross crosslet az.

Aldworth

(Newmarket, co. Cork originally Aylworth, of
Berkshire: Sir Richard Aldwokth, provost marshal of
Munster, was knighted by Lord Deputy Chichester, 22 April,
Crest—
1613). Ar. a fesse engr. betw. six billets g».
dexter arm embowed in armour, the hand grasping a straight
timide.
Nee
temere
nee
sword all ppr. Motto
;

—

Aldworth (Stanlake, Berks.

Richarb Neville Aldworth,
Esq., of Stanlake, assumed, in 1762, the surname and arms
of Richard, 2nd Lord BrayNeville,
was
father
of
and

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars'
heads ereet and ten cross crosslets fitthee gu. Crest
demi dragon segreant ar. holding a cross crosslet fitch^ gu.
tn-ooke; Visit. Berks, 1665).

—

Aleth

(King of Dyfed, South Wales).
armed, crested, andjelloped or.

Az. three cocks ar.

Alexander

(Gr«neral Sir James Alzxamdeb, K.C.B.; so
created 1871). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three talbots' heads
erased of the last, collared gu. Crest A talbot's head, as
in the arms. Motto Nil desperandum.

—

—

Alsrar (Saxon Earl of Mercia,

d. 1 159).

Allardice (Barclat-Allardice,

Sa.

an eagle displ.

or.

Kincardine; matriculated to Mrs. Margaret Barclat-Allahdice, and her only
surviving children, Robert Barclat-Allardice and David
Stuart Barclat-Allardice, Esquires, and their descendants (formerly Ritchie), with license and authority to bear
the surnames of Barclat-Allardice only ; at the Lyon
Office, Edinburgh, 2 July. 1883).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th
grand quarters, ar. a fess wavy gu. betw, three boars'
heads erased sa. armed and langued of the second, for
Aiiu.%j)ict: of Allardice : 2nd grand quarter, az. a chevron,
and in chief three crosses patee ar., for Bakclat o/ Uri/
3rd grand quarter, counter quartered, Ist and 4tb, ar. on a
chief sa. three escallops or 2nd and 3rd, or, a fess chequy,
az. and ar. in chief a chevronel gu., for Graham, Earl or
Henteith and Airth. Crests Dexter, a naked man from
the middle, holding in his dexter hand a scymetar ppr.
Motto lu defence of the distressed, for Allardice.
Sinister, a bishop's mitre or.
Motto In Cruce spero, for
co.

;

—

—

—

Barclay.

Allaway.

heads bendways conped ar.
Crett
An anchor, thereon a dove holding in the beak an
olive branch all ppr.
Sa. three boar'

—

Allcroft

(Stokesay Castle, co. Salop, and Harlington, co.
Middlesex).
Ar. a cross engr. and in the 1st and 4th
quarters a fret betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
Out of the
battlements of a tower a deml lion ppr. holding in the dexter
paw a flagstaff, therefrom flowing to tlie sinister a banner
ar. charged with a fret sa. and resting the sinister paw on an
escutcheon also ar. charged with a fleur-de-lis sa. Motto—

—

Dat Deus incrementum.

A>len

This family descend from

of Streatley, J. P., b. 1593, son of John Allen
place, d. 1654
who was grandson of John Allen of

an anchor

;

Visit Berks, 1644-6).

in pale or.

in her right

Ar. two bars az. over all
naked female holding

— A deml

Crest

hand a spear erect

all

ppr.

Allen

(B.C. Allen, Capt. R.N.). Per bend wavy ar. and
az. in sinister chief a crescent, and In dexter base a mullet
counterchanged. Crest— An arm vested az. the hand holding a hunting horn gu. garnished or. .3fo«o— Vivite fortes.

Allen

(Inchmartine. co. Perth).
Per bend indented ar.
in chief three crescents, two and one, and in base
a mullet all counterchanged, a bordure also counterchanged.

and gu.

— An eagle

Crest

rising ppr.

on-Tyne, and purchased Stoke Court, 1871). Barry of six
or and az. four fleurs-de-lis, two and two, counterchanged.
Crest
A demi lion guard, az. holding in the dexter paw
a passion cross or, betw. two open buffalo horns of the last.

—

— Devant

Motto

Allison

si

je puis.

(Roker, Sunderland, co.

Durham:

Col.

John James

Allison, commanding 2nd Durham militia, J. P., D.L., eldest
son of James Allison, Esq., of UnderclifT, same co.). Ar. a
fess gu. betw. three blackbirds per. a bordure of the second.
Crest
A peacock in his pride ppr. Motto Vincit Veritas.

—

—

Alliston.
az.
off

Crest

—

Ar. a fesse betw. three boars' heads couped close
A pheon point downwards or, the shaft broken

near the head ppr.

Allsopp (Hyndlip Hall,

created 7 May,
betw. as many
doves rising ar. each holding in the beak an ear of wheat of
the second. Crest
Upon a pheon a plover close. In the beak
an ear of wheat all or. Motto Festina lente1880).

co. Worcester, Bart.

Sa. three pheons chevronwise

—

;

or,

—

Altree

(Frederick Altree, Esq.. B.E.). Per chev. or and
vert, in chief two oak trees eradicated ppr., and in base a
cinquefoil of the first.
Crest
On a mount an oak tree,
and in front thereof a serpent nowed, all ppr. Motto
Sperate futurum.

—

—

Alnred

(arms from the monument of Matthew Alubed, of
Heydon, co. York, who m. Ann, dau. of Sir Henrt Evert,
d.
Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased
and
1719).
sa. impaling Evert, or, four chevronels gu.

Ambrose

(William

Henrt Ambrose,

Esq.,

9,

Grove

Terrace, West Kensington). Az. two lions pass, in pale ar.
on a chief dovetailed of the last, a fleur de-lis betw. two
annulets of the first. Crest Issuant from the battlements
of a tower a cubit arm holding a billet in bend sinister all
Motto J' espSre en Dieu.
or.

—

—

Ampthill, Baron.

Anderson

See Rcssell.

Tower, co. Northumberland;
Esq., M.A of Little Harle Tower, J. P.,
descended from a family long settled at Newcastle-on-Tyne).
Gu. three martlets fessewise or betw. as many oak trees
eradicated ar. Crest— In front of a falcon's head erased sa.
guttee beaked and eyed or, holding in the beak an arrow
bendwise head downwards ppr. three hearts gold. Motto
Harle

(Little

George Anderson,

,

—

Vigilans et certus.

Anderson

(London, late Edinburgh). Ar. a saltire engr.
and leaved ppr. in chief, and
three mullets in flank and base of the second.
Crest—
crescent ar.
Motto Gradatim.
vert. betw. a thistle slipped

—

Andrew (Tredinick,

co. Cornwall).
Az. on a saltire engr.
betw. four ears of wheat or, a stag's head cabossed ppr.
Crest
A stag at gaze holding in his mouth a wheat-ear all
or, charged on the side with two mascles interlaced az.

—

—

Motto

Prospice.

An^us

(Town Clerk of Aberdeen, 1877). Ar. a lion pass,
guard, gu. on a chief az. two mullets of the first.
Crest

A

—

lion, as in the

arms.

— Fortis est Veritas.

Motto

Anne (Burghwallis,

W.R. CO. York exemplified to Ernest
Lambert Swinbdrne Charlton, Esq., of Burghwallis Hall,
;

Sherwood Foresters, Derbyshire regt., second
son of William Henrt Charlton, Esq., of Hesleyside, co.
Northumberland, deceased, by Barbara Tasbdrob, his wife,
dau. of Michael Anne, Esq., of Burghwallis Hall, also
deceased, on his taking by royal licence the surname of
Anne only in lieu of that of Charlton, and the arms of
Anne and Charlton quarterly). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Anne, gu. three bucks' heads, cabossed ar. attired or; 2nd
and 3rd, Charlton, or, a lion ramp. gu. Crests 1st, Anne
A maiden's head couped at the shoulders ppr. 2nd, Charlton: A demi lion ramp. gu.
capt. 3rd batt.

(Streatley co. Berks, P. 12).

John Allen
of same
same place.

ARK

SUPPLEMENT.

enn. in smister chief

A/o»o— Fortiter.

—

:

;

Anson

(Earl of Lichfield, and the descendants of George
(formerly Adams), Esq., father of the first Viscount
Anson) quartered (as registered in the Heralds College) with
the Anson coat in the first quarter; 2nd, erm. three cats pass,
guard, sa. for Adams, of Sambrooke 3rd, az. three salmon
in pale, per pale or and arg. for Sambrooke, of Sambrooke,
CO. .Salop; 4th, bb. abend or, betw. three spear heads ar.

Anson

;

Allett

(Liniberton, co. Lincoln, and London ; Sir John
Ali.ett, Lord Mayor of London 1590, son of Richard
ALI.ETT, of Limberton, received the honour of knighthooH

the year of hit mayoralty, and d. 1.591.
Arms granted by
Dethick, Garter, 1680.
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Ar. on a
pale la betw. two pellets a deiui lion ramp. or. Cr«jit— A unicorn's head erased ar. collared wiih a bar gemel sa.

Allhusen
Alluuben,
I80e,

came

homed

or.

(Stoke
Court, co. Buckingham ; Christian
Knq., J. P., D.L., 6. at Kiel, in Holstcin, 2 Dec.
to England, March, 1825, settled at NewcastU-

for

Cabbikr, of Wirksworlh, co. Derby.

Apperley

(Morben, co. Montgomery). Ar. a chev. gu.
sa.
Crest
A pineapple sa.

betw. three pineapples

—

Ardilaun, Baron. See Guinness.
Arkell (arms in Haddington Church,

co. Gloucester).

Az.

on a bend or, fbur tortoaux, a chief engr. «r. charged
a stringed bow fesseways of the first.

witli

;
;

ABN
Amison

—

—

Arrol

Crest

escallops »a.

Motto

ppr.

a lion ramp. gu. betw, three
demi lion gu., holding a scymetar

(Glasgow, 1878).

Or,

—A

—Courage.

Artindale (Brown

BAG

SUPPLEMENT.

(Major W. B. Abkisom, of Beaumont, Penrith,
Cumberland). Per pale az. and sa. a demi lion emsed betw.
four estoiles saltirewise or. Crest In front of a fern-brake a
staff lodged ppr. resting the dexter forefoot upon an estoile
Motto Ditat servata Qdes.
or.

chaplet of ivy ppr. 2nd, Atkin, two greyhounds' headt
addorsed and erased ar. gutte de sang gorged with a collar
vair and each holding a trefoil slipped sa.

Atkins

(Fbedebice Thomas Atkins, of the city of Madras,

Ar. within a cross voided five martlets sa. in
the 1st and 4th quarters a mullet, in the 2nd and 3rd a teur-

India, banker).
de-lis az.

Burnley, co. Lancaster Thouas
place).
Az. on a fesse
indented erminois betw. three mullets of six points or, a lion
Crest
A demi pegasus or, winged fretty
pass, guard, gu.
gu. holding betw. the hoofs a mullet of six poiuts. Motto
Hill,

;

Fbedebic Aktindale, Esq., of that

—

—

In lumine luce.

as

many

ar.

—

In front of two greyhounds' heads addoned
gorged with a collar flory counter flory %z.

Crest

and erased

fleur-de-lis of the last.

Atkinson (Micklegate

House, Pontefract, co. York; John
Uobebt Atkinson,
by LocisA, his wife, dau. of Thomas G. Stbeet, Esq., of
Kilburn, co. Middlesex, was 6. 1821, and in. 1860, Mabi
Elizabeth, dau. of Chbistopheb Edwabb Damphieb, Esq.,

Fbank Atkinson,

Esq., youngest son of

The Hollies, co. Southampton, and sister of Cbossl^oh
Damphieb Cbosslet, Esq., of Scaitcliffe, co. Lancaster).

of

Ashby

(now

Quenby

of

Hermann Bebnabd,

Hall,

Nicholas

Leicester;

co.

of Bickley,

Esq.,

Kent, assumed by

royal licence, 1871, the surname and arms of Ashbt, in
right of his wife, Annie, dau. and co-heir of Wiluiam Geobge
Ashbt, Esq., R.N.). Az. a chev. erni. betw. three leopards'
faces or, and for distinction a canton of the second. Crest

—

Upon a mural crown arg. a leopard's
crown charged for distinction with a

face or, the rim of the
cross crosslet sa.

(Grange House, Oakhill Park, Old Swan, Liverpool).
<}iiartcrly, per fesse indented or and vert four ash
branches, slipped, leaved, and fructed, all counterchanged.
Crest
Out of park-pales or, an ash tree ppr. therefrom
pendent by a riband gu. an escocheon gold charged with a
branch as in the arms vert. Motto Floruit fraxinus.

—

—

Ashe

(Sowton, alias Clist Fomizon, co. Devoa, and South
Petherton, co. Somerset William Ashe, of South Pethei ton,
<e7>ip. James I.
ninth in descent from Sir Oliveb de Esse,
temp. Edward II., whose second son, Henbt Ashe. m. the
dau. and heir of Bichabd Fomizon, Lord of the Manor of
Fomieon. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Quarterly, 1st, ar. two
chev. sa; 2ad, vert a lion ramp. ar.
3rd, gu. a cross erm.;
4tb, sa. a fesse ar. in chief two mullets of the last.
;

,

;

two crescents

On a mount

Ocn

Hall, co. Stafford).

Sa.

on a

pile betw.

ar. acinquefoil pierced of the field.

vert,

a mower with

his scythe, all ppr.

—
Motto —
Crest

Fide et virtute.

Ashton

;

Abdndell Mackenzie,

Esq.,

Stockport, CO. Chester, assumed the surname of Ashton).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th sa. on a pile betw. two crescents in
base ar. a mullet pierced of the first, for Ashton; 2 and 3

— Ashton:

a mount vert, a mower
ppr. vested paly ar. and sa, in the act of whetting his
scythe also ppr.

Mackenzie.

Crest

Motto

—Tempus omnia

On

Ashurin (Bretforton

Manor, Evesham, co. Worcester). Az.
a chev. betw. three kites' hearts erased or. Crttt A Moor's
head couped atthe shoulders in profile ppr. wreathed around
the temples ar. and az. Motto Audax Vincendo.

—

—

Ashworth

(Egerton Hall, Bolton-le-Moors, co. Lancaster, as
borne by Edmcnd Ashwobth, Esq., of Egerton Hall, J. P.,
eldest son of Edmcnd Ashwobth, Esq., also of Egerton Hall,
by Chablotte, his wife, thiid dau. of Thomas Cbbistt,
Esq., of Broomfleld, Essex
descended from a family which
was originally settled in the township of Ashworth, and
thence removed to Turton, where they have resided for two
hundred and fifty years). Gu. a cross humett^e or, betw.
four fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
On a mount vert, a fox ppr.

—

gu. slipped and leaved ppr.

Atton.

—

CO. Norfolk;

a family of great antiquity
In that county). Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of three ostrich
feathers ar. Motto Crescam ut prosim.

—

—

.^/o((o— Deo et regi fidelis.

Barry of six az. and

or,

on a canton gu. a cross

patonce ar.

Atton. Or, a bat volant gu.
Atton, or Attone(co. Westmorland). Gu.

a cross sarcelly

or, flory ar.

Audeley

(borne by Sir James Addelet. K.G., the hero
Gu. fretty or, a label in chief.

ot

Aumeral (Jersey). Per fesse gu. and az. three crescents arAvery (Congresbury and Mells, co. Somerset, and London
of London, merchant, temp. James I., son
Jacob Avebt, of Mells, and grandson of William Avert,
Quarterly. 1st and
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
2nd and 3rd, az.
4th, gu. a chev. betw. three annulets or
a ram's head ar. horned or.

John Avebt,
of

of Congresbury.

;

Aylward

(Toleb-Atlwabd, Shankill Castle, co. Kilkenny
to Hectob James Charles Toleb, Esq., of
Beechwood, co. Roscommon, son of Rev. Petee Toleb, by
Marianne, his wife, dau. of Nicholas Atlwabd, Esq., of
Shankill Castle, co. Kilkenny, and sister of James .-Vtlwabd
Keabnet, Esq., of Shankill Castle, upon his assuming by royal
licence, dated 30 May, 1884, the additional surname of Atl-

exemplified

wabd

in compliance with the

his maternal

;

Athill (Guestwick,

revelat.

(Woolley Grange, Bradford-on-Avon, co. Wilts,
Wall's End, and Benwell, co. Northumberland; confirmed
to Claba Atkinson, widow of Bdddle Atkinson, Esq., of
Woolley Grange, Wall's End, and Benwell, Lieut. B. Art.,
and her descendants). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads
pean betw. two flaunches sa. each charged with a buglehorn, stringed of the first a chief gu. thereon betw. two
martlets or, a pale of the last charged with a rose, also gu.
barbed and seeded ppr.
For wale desceiidants, an
Crest
eagle displ. with two heads sa. suspended from the neck a
bugle-horn, as in the arms, and holding in each claw a rose

Poitiers).

(Maceentie-Ashton

—

Crest
An eagle, wings expanded ar.
holding a fleur-de-lis in the beak, beaked and legged gu.

of five points ar.

Atkinson

Ashcroft

Ashton (Little

Gu. an eagle displ. with two heads ar. on a chief or, a rose
betw. two martlets az. impaling for Damphieb, or, a lion
ramp. sa. ducally crowned gu. on a chief of the last a label

Quarterly,

1st

uncle,

and

testamentary injunction of

the said Ja»es Atlwabd Keabnet).
a fleur-de-lis betw. in dexter

4th, az.

and sinister base an estoile and in sinister chief and
dexter base an increscent all or, for Atlwabd ; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a cross gu. betw. four oak leaves vert a fleur-de-lis
1st, Atlwabd, out of a ducal coronet
Crests
or, for Toleb.
or, a dexter arm embowed vested az. cuffed ar. the hand
ppr. holding an anchor gold; 2nd, Toleb, out of a mural
crown ppr. a fleur-de-lis or, charged with an ermine spot sa.
chief

—

.3/o£(»— Verus et fidelis semper.

Atkey

(Feedebick Waltee Atket, Esq., Craven Street,
London).
Per pale or and gu, two chevronels betw. as many
gryphons' heads erased in chief, and a garb in base, all
counterchanged.
Crest
A gryphon segreant or, gorged
with a collar gemel holding betw. the claws a cross moline,
and the dexter foot resting on a garb fessewise gu.

—

Atkin

(Robebts-.\tkin

Dec,

:

exemplified by royal licence, dated

John Roberts

.A.tkin, Esq., 2nd son of
Merrion Square, Dublin, by
Geobgina, his wife, dau. of Sir Thomas Kobebts, 1st Bart.
of Briglitfieldstown, co. Cork).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Bobebts, az. on a chev. ar. cotised or, three mullets of six
points pierced sa., 2nd and 3rd, Atkin, ar. gutte de sang,
a cross cotised flory and in the 1st and 4th quarters a. trefoil
slipped sa., and in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a mullet of six
points of the last pierced of the field. Crests, Robebts
On
a uiouut vert an eagle displ, erai, wings ar. gorged with a

23

1882, to

John Drew Atkin,

Esq., of

—

BA.BEH

Robebt
(St. George's and Wanstrow, co. Somerset
Babeb, of St. George's, b. 1596, son and heir of Bichabd
Babeb, of Wanstrow. Visit, Somerset, 1623). Ar. on a fessa
gu. three eagles' heads erased of the field.
Bacon (Rev. Thomas Bacon, M. A., Rector of Wiggonliolt
and Greatimm, co. Sussex). Gu. a bordure arg. on a chief
of the last a fret betw. two mullets of six points sa. Crest-~
A boar arg. resting the dexter forefoot on a fret sa.
;

Bacup

(Borough co. Lancaster). Az. on a fesse betw. two
bales of cotton in chief or, and a block of stone with Lewis
attached in base ppr. a fleece sable betw. two bees volant
of the third in the centre chief point a squirrel sejant of
the second. Crest— \n front of a bale of cotton or, a stag

ppr. gorged with a collar vair resting the dexter forefoot
Honor et industria.
Motto
a trefoil slipped gold.

—

on

:

BAI
(Midg«nr,

<--o-

—

battlements of a tower thereon an armed leg couped above
the knee ppr. garnished and spurred or, a mount vert.

Bailey

(Strctford, co. Lancaster).

toetw. four martlets three in chief

Gu. on a fesse nebuly
and one in base ar. two

—

In front of
barbed and seeded ppr. Crest
bend sinister ppr. a female figure vested vert
charged
escocheon
gu.
hand
an
with
right
•upporting
the
with a martlet ar. and resting with the left on the stock of
the anchor. Motto Vallum aeneum esto.

roses of the

An anchor

first

in

—

Balllie

BAB

SUPPLEMENT.

Sutherland; Bobest Baiorib, C.B.,
Lieut.-Col. Bombay Staff Corps). Gu. an anchor betw. four
mullets saltirewiae within a bordure embattled or, on a chief of
the last an embattled gateway vpr. Crest In front of the

Bai?rle

(CocB%A.vz-Bkii.i.ts, Lord Lamington).

SeeCocHBANE-

Barclay-Allardlce.

See Allardicb.

Barclay

(Bev. Joseph Bahclat, LL.D., Rector of Stapleford,
Hens, and subsequently Bishop of Jerusalem, only son of
John Barclay, Esq., of Monone Lodge, near Strabane, co.
Tyrone). Gu. on a chev. erm. betw. ten crosses pattee, six
in chief and four in base ar. an escallop of the first. Crest
A mitre or, charged with an escallop gu. Motto— Dieu avec

—

nous.

Barker (Sunning,

Berks William Barker, Esq., of SunAnthontBarker, ofsame, J.P., andRev.

co.

ning, J. P. ,6. 1697,

;

Nicholas Barker, Rector of Stoke Talmage, co. Oxford
sons of Sir Anthony Barker, Knt., of Sunning. Visit.
Berks, 1664-6). Per chev. nebuly or, and sa. a lion ramp,
counterchanged, quartering for Bcblet
Per fesse sa. and

;

;

Baillie.

ar.

Bain

(Lord Provost of Glasgow, 1876). Az. a woirs head
erased or, on a chief ar. a salmon on its back ppr. with a
signet ring in its mouth of the second. Crest A dexter arm
embowed gu. the hand grasping a dirk ppr. Motto Et
Wte et marte.

—

Baker (Bowden,

—

London, and Windsor, William
Bakeb, of Windsor, h 1582, son of Thomas Baker, citizen
of London, and grandson of John Bakes, of Bowden.
Arms and crest granted by Bysshe, Garter; "Visit. Berks,
Ar. on a fess betw. three trefoils az., as many
J664-6).
•wans' heads erased of the field. Crest A swan's head
erased ar. gorged gu. holding in the beak a trefoil as in the
arms.
co. Chester,

—

Baker

(New Windsor, co. Berks; descended from George
Baker, chirurgeon to Queen Elizabeth Visit. Berks 1664-6).

three tilting spears

erect counterchanged.

Crests

—

A

demi moor ppr. in his dexter hand an arrow or, feathered
and headed ar. on his sinister arm a shield gold, and over
his shoulder a sash gu.

Barker

(Oakingham, or Wokingham, Berks; John Barker,

of Wtikingham, tem;).

Same Arms and

Queen Elizabeth. Visit.Berks,

1664-6).

Crest.

Barker (Sandhurst,

co. Berks, descended from John Barker,
2nd son of John Barker, of Wokingham). Same
Arms and Crest.

d. 1620,

Barker

(Chignal,

Chignal,

Essex;

co.

temp. Queen

Thomas Barker,

Esq.,

of

grandson of William
Berks, m. Dorothy, dau. of

Elizabeth,

Barker, of Wokingham, co.
John Knighton, Esq. of Bayford, co. Hertford. Visit. Essex,
Same Arms, impaling Knighton, and same Crest.
1612).

;

Or, a
trice

greyhound courantbetw. two bars
eam.

Baker (Sir

Geoeoe Baker,

sa.

Crest

Bart., Loventor, co.

— A cocka-

Devon). Per

pale ar. and or, on a saltire nebuly sa. five escallops of the
first, a chief of the third thereon a lion pass, of the second.
Crot A dexter arm embowed vested az. charged with three

—

annulets interlaced
In

bend

or, cuff ar.

sinister ppr.

Motto

holding in the hand an arrow

—True unto death.

(Caldham, co. Kent, and Calais, French Flanders;
JoBy Baker, of Caldham, was Gentleman Porter of Calais,
ttmp. Henry V. and VI., to which office the family arms
appear to have reference). Ar. on a fess nebuMe betw. three
keys sa. a tower triple-towered of the first.

Baker

(Skcrton House, Old Trafford,co. Lancaster; Thomas
Bakes, Esq., J. P., Mayor of Manchester from Nov. 1880 to
Not. 1882, and Alfred Bakes, Esq., J. P., co. Warwick).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. gorged with a collar erniinois betw. two
flaunches of the second each charged with a spur leathered
Two arms embowed in armour grasping
of the first. Crest
a tilting spear fessewise the head to the sinister ppr. pendent
Motto— Etl monte
from the staff a spur leathered or.

—

alto.

Baker

(Upper Dunstable House, co. Surrey, and Loventor,
Devon, bart.). See Rhodes.

Balche

(Horton, co. Somerset; George Balche, Esq., of
Horton, temp. James I., 6. 1854, son of Nicholas Balche,
grandson of Geoboe Balcoe, and great-grandson of John
Balche, all of same place, which latter was son and heir of
William Balche, of Uighani, in same co. Visit. Somerset,
Barry of six or and az. on a bend engr. gu. three
1623).
ipearhcade ar.

Balche

Maryland, and Philadelphia, North
America). Same Armt. Crest— <)\xt of a ducal coronet or,
griffin
ppr., motto over, Ubi libertas ibi patria.
a dcmi
Motto Not laws of man but laws of God.
(Virginia,

—

Balfour-SIelvllle.

See Mklville.

Baznford

{Charles Bamford, Esq., Brookhurst, Bromborough).
Ar. a feme engr. betw. two annulets in chief and as
many masclea in banc gu. Crest In front of a dexter arm
embowed holding a flagstaff ppr. therefrom flowing a banner
ar. charged with a mascle gu. three annulets interlaced of
the last. j</o»o— Pcrsevcranlia vincit.

—

Bankes

(Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, 1597-1632). Az. a
cross or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest A griffln scgreant
ar. resting the forepaws on a cross formee Utchuc gu.

—

Barbenson

(Newbury, co. Berks, Great Horwood, co. Buckingham, Culworth, CO. Northampton, and Stokesley, co. York
Rev. WiLLlA.M Barker, D.D., Prebendary of Canterbury,
and Hugh Barker, M.D., of Newbury, sons of Robert
Barker, of Great Horwood, who was nephew to Sir Christopher Barker, Garter,(fntp. HenryVIII.,and son of Robert
Barker, of Culworth, the son of William Barker, of
Stokesley.

Baker

CO.

Barker

'Alderney Thomas Nicholas Barhenson, Esq.).
Az. on u chev. betw. two mullets in chief and a branch of
olive in base or, three gouttes de larmcs.
Crest
Three
mullets or, in front of a mount vert, thereon an olive tree
ppr. and on the dexter side thereof, rarap. to the sinister, a
lion gn.
Mo'.to Semper Bilelii.

Crest

Visit.

Ar. three bears' heads

Berks, 1664-6).

gu. muzzled or, a crescent on a mullet, for
bear's head erased gu. muzzled or, betw.

erased

—A

wings

diff.

two

erect, the dexter az. the sinister gold.

Barretto (granted

1813 to Joseph Barretto, of London and
Calcutta, son of Joseph Barretto, who .settled at Calcutta
1775, descended from a member of the family of Barretto,

Portugal in the 16th century, and settled at Goa
Erminois three bars gu. on a canton ar. the
bust of a female habited ppr. t'l-fSf
A demi tiger ppr.
collared with three barrulets and holding betw. the paws a
star pagoda or. N.B. The ancient Portuguese coat belonging to Barretto appears to have been, "Gu. a chev. betw.
This was borne by Luis de Sodza
three annulets or."
Barretto, of Calcutta, quartered with, "Ar. alien ramp,
His
orle
of
eight
fleurs-de-lis az. for de Soi'za.
within an
dau. and co-heir Rozalin, hi. Joseph Barretto, the grantee

who

left

and Bombay).

—

of 1813.

Barnard

(John Barnard, Esq., Lambeth, co. Surrey). Per
chev. gu. and ar. in chief two lions ramp, of the last and in
Crest
base a bear ramp. sa. muzzled or.
A lion ar.
billctty sable supporting with the dexter paw a shield gu.
charged with a garb or. Motto Mea gloria fides.

—

—

Barnard.

Az. a fesse or, a border engr. of the

last.

Barnard

(Downside, co. Somerset; Nathaniel Barnard,
of Downside, temp. James 1., son of John Barnard, grandson of John Barnard, and great-grandson of Edward
Barnard, all of same place. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Ar. a
bear salient sa. muzzled of the field.

Baron

(Heywood, co. Lancaster).
betw. four escocheons of the last

—

arm

Or, on a cross engr. gu.
five

mullets pierced of the

armour, the hand in a gauntlet
(-'retl
A cubit
first,
grasping a tilting spear erect ppr. suspended therefrom by
a chain or, an escocheon gu. charged with a mullet, as in
the arms.
in

Barrett

Collection of Moly(Barrett's Country, co. Cork.
neux, Ul.iter, 1597-1612). Barry of ten per pale ar. and gu.
Crest— A. demi lion ramp. sa. ducally
counterchanged.
crowned per pule ar. and gu.

;

—

—

Barrow-in-Furness

niorough of; co. Lancaster). Gu. op
a bend betw. a serpent nowcd in chief and a stagtrippant in
base or, an arrow pointing upwards to a bee volunt ppr. upon
a chief ar. on waves of the sea, a paddle-wheel sicamiihip
under steam and canvas also ppr. Crest Out of the hnttU-

—

BAB

ments of a tower a. ram's head ppr. armed and collared.
Motto Semper surBum.

—

Barrow

(Georoe Maktin Basbow, of St. John's Green,
two swords in saltire ppr. pomels and hilts or,
tlie blades entwined by a wreath of laurel also or, betw. two
roses in pale ar. barbed, leaved, and slipped of the second,
and as many fleur-de-lis in tesse of the third. Crest Dpon
a mount vert a squirrel sejant ppr. gorged with a collar
gemel or, holding a rose, as in the arms.
Essex).

Sa.

—

Barrs

Alfred Haden
George Barrs, of Eowley
Regis, same co., by Mary, his wife, dau. of John Kenrick,
Esq., and widow of John Ha<ien, Esq., of Haden Hill, s. to
Haden Hill, 1876, upon the death of Anne Eliza Haden, only
dau. of John Haden). Gu. two bars engr. vair betw. five
Crest Upon a
annulets, three in chief and two in base or.
mount vert in front of a gate or, the trunk of an oak tree
(Haden

Babbs, Esq.,

Dudley,

Hill,

6.

Stafford

co.

;

Ia04, son of Uev.

—

eradicated and sprouting towards the dexter ppr.

Barry
1st

and

(Otteb-Bahrt, Emperor's Gate, London). Quarterly,
and 4th, gu. three bars embattled ar., for Babri 2nd
3rd, or, on a bend gu. guttce d'or, betw. two crosses
;

Otter.
The embattlements of a tower gu.
Crents
1st, Barri
2nd, Otter; Two
charged with three roses in fesse ar.
crosses pattee, resting thereon a crescent, all or. Motto
A rege et a victoria.
patt^e of the second, three crescents of the

—

first,

for

;

;

—

Bartlett (Ashmead-Bartlett.

Ellis Bartlbtt, Esq., of
Plymouth, m. Sophia, daU. of John King Ashmead, Esq.,
and had, Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett, M.P. for Eye, and
William Lehman Ashmead Bartlett Bcrdett Coutts, hi.
12 Fib. 1881, Angela Geoboina Baroness Bcrdett-Coctts).
Per fesse dancett^, sa. and az., in chief, three sinister
gauntlets, pendent, ar., tasselled or, fessewise, and in base
four crescents in cross of the

last.

Crest— In front of a

tower ppr. a demi swan, wings elevated, ar. collared
Motto Mature.

sa.

—

Bartlett

Burdett

Coutts

(exemplified to

William

Ashmead Bartlett Bcrdett Coutts,

Esq., of

-

Leh.man

-

M.A. Oxford). Quarterly,

Piccadilly,

first

and

arg. a stag's head erased gu. betw. the attires a

whole within a bordure embattled of the

last

Codtts;
pheon az. the
charged with
4th,

four buckles or, for distinction in the dexter chief point a
2nd, Burdett, az. two bars or, each
cross crosslet also gu.
charged with three martlets gu. for distinction in the centre
chief point a cross crosslet gold 3rd, Bartlett, as above.
Crtsti
CocTTS, a man from the middle shooting an arrow
from a bow all ppr. charged for distinctiim with a cross
;

;

—

On the dexter side the crest of Burdett, a lion's
head erased sa. charged for distinction with a cross crosslet
or, and on the sinister side, the crest of Bartlett, as above.

crosslet or.

Bartlett (John Adams Bartlett,

Esq., Pembroke Place,
Quarterly, ar. and gu., five lozenges conjoined
Crest
in fesse, betw. four crescents all counterchanged.
On a mount vert, a moor cock, sa. couched and wattled gu.,
in the beak an ear of wheat, leaved and slipped ppr. resting
the dexter claw on a crescent also gu. Motto Deo favente

Liverpool).

—

—

cresco.

Barry

(Dublin, Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, 1597-1632).
Crest
six, ar. and gu.
A wolf's head couped sa.

—

Barry of

Barton

(quartered by Mitford, through Ashton).
a fesse engr. gu three annulets or.

Basevi

(Hove, co. Sussex

;

Erm. on

Mabia, dau. of Geobge Basevi,

Esq., of Brighton, of a Venetian family, m. Isaac Disraeli,

Esq. of Bradenham Manor, co. Bucks, and was mother of
Benjamin, Earl of Be<icon>fidiJ). Per pale ar. and az. on
the dexter side a lion ramp. ppr. on the sinister side an
eagle displ. of the first, the two conjoined in pale, in chief two
crescents counterchanged. Crest A buck's head erased ppr.

—

Basford

forms part of the great Brewary there : he
d. and was buried at Burton in 1787). Gu. on a chev.
cottised arg. between three plates, each charged with a
a demi lion ramp, couped of the first.
fleur-de-lis az.,
Crest A demi lion gu. resting the dexter paw on a plate
charged, as in the arms, on the shoulder three annulets,
two and one, arg. Motto Basis virtutum constantia.
till, unaltered,

—

—

Basset

(Umberleigh and Watermouth Castle, Devon, th«
senior line, through heiresses of the great Norman family
Charles Henrt Basset, Esq.,
of Basset, of Tehidy
formerly Williams, of Pilton House, Barnstable, Devon,
fourth son of Sir William Williams, Bart., of TreguUow,
TO. 1858, Habbiet-Maet, dau. of Abtbub Davie Basset,
Esq., of Umberleigh, and assumed by royal licence II Oct.
Barry wavy of sis
1880, the surname and arms of Basset).
or and gu. and for distinction in the centre chief point a
unicorn
s head couped
A
cross crosslet of the first. Crest
ar. mane, beard, and horn or, on the neck two bars indented
gu. and charged for distinction with a cross crosslet also gu.
Motto Pro Rege et populo.
;

—

—

Bateman (La Tbobe

Bateman. John Fbedekick La Tbobb
Moor t'ark, co. Surrey, took by
royal licence, 1883, the prefix surname and arms of La Tbobb.
Mr. La Tbobe-Bateman is eldest son of John Bateman.
Esq., of Wyke, and afterwards of Ockbrook, co. Derby, by
Mary-Agnes, his wife, dau. of Rev. Benjamin La Tbobe).
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, az. on a fesse with cottises engr.
betw. three escallops or, as mnny crescents each surmounted
by a mullet gu., for Bateman; 'Jnd and 3rd ar. on a fesse
az. a fleur-de-lis betw. two escallops or, for La Tbobe.
In front of an eagle's head or, a
Ist, Bateman
Crests
crescent surmounted by a mullet gu. betw. two wings, also
2nd, La Tbobe Out
or, each charged with an escallop az.
of clouds a dexter cubit arm ppr. the hand grasping an

Bateman,

two bendlets

ar.

(Sunningwell, co. Berks, Hannibal Bakebyill,
Esq., of Sunningwell, 6. 1.!p96, m. Mary, dau. and heir of
Captain Nicholas Baskervill, sen of Henry Baskervill, of the
city of Hereford. Visit. Berks 1664-6). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three hurts, quartering Uees, Butleb, Le Gaos, Bruges,

PlCHERD, BoDENHAM, BreNTON.

(Rangemore

Hall, co. Stafford, Bart., created 17 May,
Arthur Bass, Bart, is eldest son of the late
Michael Thomas Bass, Esq., of Rangemore, M.P. for Derby,
the son of Michael Thomas Bass, of Burton-on-Trent, whose
father, William Bass, 6. in 1717, founded the family and
bought, in 1777, the house and land in Burtoo-on-Trent which

1883. Sir Michael

Esq., F.R.S.,

—

:

;

;

anchor fesseways

Motto (over)— Tutto

or.

Sidus adsit amicum.

The family

of

si

La Tbobe

Motto—

fa.
is

of the

old

French noblesse, originally from Languedoc, and settled at
At the revocation of the Edict
Villemur, near Montaubtn.
of Nantes, in 1685, the La Tbobes fled to Holland, and
thence to Ireland.

(Aydon, Northumberland, descended from Georor
Bates, of Horsley, in the parish of Ovingham, son of
George Bates, mentioned in the will of his uncle, Geobob
Bates, vicar of Kelloe, co. Durham, and grandson of
Gawen Bates, of Horsley, whose name appears on the

Bates

Muster Roll 29 of Henry VIII. The present representative
is Cadwalladeb John Bates, Esq., of Aydon and Langley
Castle, Northumberland). Sa. a fess engr. or, betw. three
dexter hands couped at the wrist bendwise ar. quartering,
MooBE, of the Moore, Shropshire, viz., per pale az. and ar.
Blaynet, gf Castle
barry of twelve counterchanged
Motto
A calow
Blayney, and Blatnet, of Gregynog.
blaenawr os na & llaed.
;

—

;

Bates

(Manydown,

co.

Southampton, and

Gym

Castle, co.

Ar. on a fesse betw.
Created 13 May, 1880).
in chief two quatrefoils, and in base a fleur-de-lis az., a
A stag's
quatrefoil betw. two fleur-de-lis of the field. Crest
head erased az. attired or, charged on the neck with two
quatrefoils in pale, and pierced by as many arrows in saltire,
Motto Lahore et virtute.
all gold.
Flint, bart.

—

—

Bath

(AUtyferin, co. Carmarthen. Granted to Henbt James
Bath, Esq., of AUtyferin, J. P. cos. Glamorgan and Carmarthen, and high sheriff of the latter 1869, and to the other
Gu.
descendants of his father, Hbnrt Bath, of Swansea).
a chev. paly of six, arg. and or betw. three plates, on a chief

—

many wolves' heads erased sa. Crest A wolfs
head erased sa. gorged with a collar vair, and holding in the
mouth a rose, slipped and leaved ppr.
of the third as

Battersby

(Stannanaughts, co. Lancaster, Cleveland, co.
Wobslkt
72, Onslow Gardens, London.
Battebsbt, Esq., son of Charles Battersby, Esq., of
Annie,
his
wife.
dau.
and co-heir
Hindley, co. Lancaster, by
of Rev. Thomas Hates, M.A., vicar of Westhoughton, co.
I.ancaster). Ar. a lozenge sa. on a chief wavy az. a paddlewheel steamship with sails or. Crest A ram ar. armed or,
charged on the body with two trefoils slipped vert and
Motto Lahore
resting the dexter foreleg on a lozenge sa.
Impaled with the arms of Mat (.5ce Mat).
vinces.

Somerset,

(Grange, co. Derby). Az. three eagles displ. betw.

Baskervill

Bass

BAZ

SUPPLEMENT.

and

—

—

Baxter (Henbt

Baxter, Esq. of the Tower, Rainhill, J. P. co,
Per fesse gu. and sa. in chief two garbs,
Lancaster).
and in base a dolphin naiant or. Crest A demi eagle displ.
sa. gorged with a collar gemel charged on the breast, and
each wing with an annulet holding in the beak as many Mrs

—

of

wheat leaved and

slipped, all or.

AA

BAX

BES

SUPPLEMENT.

<BicHiBD Baztbb, Esq., of Leinster Gardens, co.
Middlesex, and of Lincoln's Inn). Az. a dolphin embowed
ppr. a chief engr. ar. issuant therefrom a demi eagle displ.
gu. in the beak an arrow palewise point downwards of the
second. Crest A bat, wines expanded sa. each wing charged
with an annulet or, and in the mouth an arrow fessewise
ppr. Motto Deeds not words.

field

;

both

thistle

Bennett

—

—

Bazalcette, C.B.,
(Sir Joseph William
designer of the Thames Embankment). Ar. on a fesse gu. three
crescents of the first, a chief az. thereon two crosses flory
Crest- A lion rampant ar. gorged with a collar az.
or.
charged with two crosses flory as in the arms, holding in
the dexter forepaw a sword erect ppr., pomel and hilt gold,
and the dexter hind-paw resting on a crescent or.
pale gu. and az. six garbs, three, two, and one
Betw. six sunCi-egt
or, on a chief ar. three mullets sa.
rays a garb ppr. charged with three mullets, two and one
Motto Bene vivere bis vivere.
ar.

—

—

ar.

House, co. Somerset
Rev. Henrt
m. Euiily, dau. of Edward Moberlet,
Esq., St. Petersburg, and d. 1»74, leaving a son, Henri
Edward Bennett, Esq., of Sparkford, J. P., Capt. 1st Somerset Militia, hi. 1»57, Loi'ISA Bibchall, dau. and co-heir of
(Sparkford

Bennett,

Bazal^ette

Beaznes. Per

waves of the sea ppr. on a chief az. a harp of the
betw., on the dexter side a rose, and on the sinister a

in base

B&zter

Sir

;

of Sparkford,

James B. Macaulat,

C.B., Cliief Justice of Toronto,

Harry Macaclay Bennett,

has

6.

18G3,

Gu. a bezant betw. three demi-lions ramp.

and other

and

issue).

ar. a crescent lor

difference.

Bennett

Robert Bennett, Knt., Surveyor of the
Windsor Castle, knighted 1619 grandson and
Robert Bennett, D.D., Bishop of Hereford, 1603.
Visit. Berks 1664-6).
Ar. on a cross betw. four
demi-lions ramp. gu. a bezant.
A demi-Uon ramp,
Crest

Works

(Sir

of

;

heir of Right Rev.

—

gu. holding a bezant.

Benson

Beck (Woodside,

Vert a cross ragulee humettee
three blackbirds ppr.
Crest
fessewise
or,
thereon
a blackbird holding in the
8ta£F ragulee
beak a sprig of holly ppr. Motto Cruce insignis.
or,

:

co. Surrey).

on a chief of the

—

last

—

Bedford

(John Bedfobd, Esq., of Oughtibridge, and Birley
House, West Riding, co. York, only son of John Bedford,
of Ponds, and of Ouglitibridge, by Anne, his wife, elder
dau. and eventual sole heir of George Gbatson, of Rossington, in the West Riding, and of Oughtibridge, by
Mart, his wife, elder dau. and co-heir of Joseph Hall, of
Oughtibridge). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. ar. and
sa. four bears' paws erased, three in chief and one in base,
within a bordure engr. all counterchanged, for Bedford
2nd, per saltire chequy or, and az. and ar. on a saltire gu.
betw. two battle-axes erect in fesse ppr. a cross patt<5e of the
first, for Graison; 3rd, or, three demi-lions couped gu. on
a chief of the last a rose betw. two chaplets of the first, for
Hall. Crest In front of a bear's paw erased sa. holding
a terrestrial globe ppr. an annulet ar. Motto Gare le pied
;

—

—

fori.

Bed'well (Camden's

Grants).

Per

saltire

erm. and lozengy

or and gu.

(Robbon Benson, Esq., of Perrymead Court, Someron a chev. invecteil plain cotised or, three pallets
each charged with a cross pat^ of the last.
Crest
In front of a bear's head, couped sa. gorged with
a collar and muzzled or, two crosses pat6e also or.
Sa.

set).

of the

first,

—

Benson

Ar. three

(Salisbury, co. Wilts),

betw.

trefoils sa.

two bendlets gu.

Benson

Robert Benson, Esq.,
was so created 1713, d. s. p. m. ;
his only dau., Hon. Harriet Benson, 7/1. George Lane Eox,
Esq., M.P. for the city of York, in whose favour the barony
was revived in 1772;. Same Arms. Crest — A bear's head
erased ar. muzzled gu. Supporters
Two bears ar.
M.P.

(Baron

Bitujley, vitlinct 1730;

for the city of York,

—

Benson

borne on the Archie-episcopal Seal of the Most
Rev. Edward White Benson, D.D., Archbishop of Canterbury and Lord Primate of All England, 1S83). Arg. three
trefoils slipped sa. betw. two bendlets gu.

Bentley

(as

Place,

(,Ely

London

;

Edward Bentley,

Esq.)

—

Or,

a bend vair betw. two bendlets engr. sa. Ci-est
A talbot
passant ar. the dexter forefoot resting on an ancient shield,
vair, charged with an annulet or.

Berkeley

(Bruton, Yarlington, and Pull, co. Somerset; Sir
of Bruton, Sir Henry Berkeley,
Knt., of Yarlington, and Edward Berkeley, Esq., of Pull,

Maurice Berkley, Knt.
Beerg' (Dublin; Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, 1597-1632).
Per pale or and ar. a cross foniiee betw. four crescents gu.
Crest
A naked arm embowed ppr. holding in the hand a

—

long cross gu.

Behrens

(Sir Jacob Behrens, of Springfield House, BradPer pale gu. and sa. a bear ramp. ar.
muzzled of the second, on a chief of the third a bee volant
ppr. betw. two mullets of six points of the first.
Crest
A demi bear ar. muzzled sa. holding in the dexter paw a
mullet of six points a.s in the arms, and resting the sinister
paw on an escocheon gu. charged with a bee volant ppr.

ford, CO. York).

—

Motto— Esse quam

videri.

Belcher

(Roehampton, co. Surrey).
as Belcher, of Gilsborough [ir/iicA

Same Ai-m» and
see^.

Motto

Cre.st

— Loyal au

mort.

Beley

(Charles Allen Evans Belet, Esq., of St. John's
Surrey). Or, a chev. betw. two gryphons' heads
erased in chief and a cross patt^ litch& in baseaz. Crext
A gryphon sejant or, winged vair, resting the dexter claw

Hill, CO.

upon a

—

— Auspice Deo vinces.

Motlo

plate.

Belfast,

Town

of

(<o. Antrim).
Per fess ar. and az, in
a ship, with sails .ict, of the field
second,
a
canton
of
the
a
tower
on
of the first.
Crttt
sea-horse ppr. Supporters.
l>exter a wolf, sinister a seahorse, both [ipr.

chief, a pile vair, in base

—

—

Bell

H'hirsk Hall, co. York; exemplified to Recinald Smith,

Esq., Lieut. North

York

Militia Rifles, son of Rev.

Hknhy

Smith, M.A., by Frances, his wife, dau. of Rev. William
Macbkan and Kranckb, his wife, dau. of John Bkll, Ks(i.,
of Think, anil sister and heir of John Bell, Ks(|., of siaiiie
place, upon his assuming by royal licence, 1877, thcsumatue
and arum of Bell only). Sec Bell, page 67.

Bellaais

(co.

York).

See Bellasyse, or Bblastsb, co.

Durliain.

Bellasis
gu.

York).

'co.

Crift—A

lion

Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

couchanl guard az.

Belturbet, Borough of (lo. Cavun.
neux,

UUlcr, 21

Butler, Kw|.,

first

June, 1UI3,

Granted by Moly-

the

lequest of Stephen
I'rovont of the Itornugh and the free Bur-

geitet of the same;.

ai

Or, a lower with

dome and pennon gu.

James 1., sons of Sir Henry Berkeley, Knt., of
Bruton, and grandsons of Sir Maurice Berkeley, Standard
Bearer to Henry Vlll.
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Quarterly,
1st, gu. a chev. erm. betw. ten crosses pat^e, six in chief
and four in base ar. 2nd, or, a saltire sa 3rd, or, two
teiup.

;

;

lions pass. az.

4th, gu. ten bezants, four, three, two,

;

and

one, a label of three points az.

Berkeley

(Ireland; Maurice Berkeley, living there temjt.
1., son of Sir Krancis Berkeley, who was second
son of Sir Maurice Berkeley, Standard Bearer to Henry
Vlll.
Visit. Somerset, 16^3).
Same Anns.

James

Berringi:on
CO.

Monmouth, and Cefngole,
Jenkin Davies Bebbinoton, Esq., of Wood-

(Pant-y-Goitre, co.

Glamorgan

;

laud Castle, in the latter co. ;«. Charlotte Hall, sister of
Benjamin, Lord Llanover, and d. 1871, leaving a son,
Arthur Venokjaid Davies Berrincton, 6. 1S33, J. P., D.L.,
M. 1st, IW):), Frances Lennox Henaije, dau. of Rev. Charles
Lane, liector of Wrolhani, co. Kent, and 2ndly, ls6l, Ada
Barbara, dau. of John Lane, Esq., of Leyton Grange, co.
Essex).
Quarterly, 1st, counter-quartered 1st and 4th, sa.
three greyhounds courant ar., for Berrincton, 2nd and 3rd,
az. a wolf salient ar. for Davies; 2nd, ar. a lion ramp. sa.
ducally gorged and lined or, for Lewis; 3id, az. a chev. betw.
three eagles' heads erased or, for Aubrey; 4th, sa. a chev.
betw. three spear heads ar. imbrued ppr. for Bi.£DDYN ap
Maenarch. Crests 1st, Berrincton : An estoile gu.; 2nd,
Daviks: A wolf salient ar. Jl/o(fo— Solem fero.

—

Berryman
trita

I'Sl

(CO.

Devon).

The

3/o< (oof this family is

— Via

via tuta.

Bessemer

(Sir Henry Bessemer, Knt., of Denmark Hill,
Surrey, Knight Coiuniander of the Austrian Order of
Erancis Joseph, Knight Grand Cross of the Legion of
Honour of France, son of Anthony Bessemer, Esq., of
Charleton, co. Hertford). Az. on a chev. embattled, counterembattled, betw. three flcurs-de-lij or, a crescent betw. two
estoiles of the first.
6')t'.»(
A demi gryphon az. charged
with three tteurs-de-lis chevronwise or, supporting a torch

CO.

St.

—

cieci fired ppr.

Best

exiinplilied
hit!

Mollo—Onwixri

(IIadkn-Hf.pt, lladen Hill,
ix)

(iEoRi.K

aKSUiiiirg. by royal

.^i,FRi.D

ever.

Rowley Regis,
IIaden Best,

licence, the additional

co. Stafford

Esq., upon
surname of

AA

;;

BET

BLA

SUPPLEMENT.

Quarterly, Ist and 4th or, on a chev. betw. two
martlets in chief, and a pheon in base gu. three boars' heads
couped of the first, for Bbst; 2n(l and 3rd, sa. on a pile
betw. two mullets of six points in base are, a human leg
couped at the thigh az., for Haden. CretU 1st, Best: In
front of a rock ppr. thereon a pheon az. a boar's head
couped or; 2nd Haden In front of a cubit arm in armour,

Hadem).

—

:

the hand grasping an arrow in bend sinister, a morion,
ppr.

all

Bethune

(Patton-Bkthune; Walter Docolas Phillipps
Patton-Bethdne, of Clayton Priory, Sussex, Esq., General
in Her Majesty's Army and Colonel in the 2nd battalion
Highland Light Infantry, Knight of the Fifth Class of the
Imperial Turkish Order of the Bledjedie,

is

eldest son of

by a riband gu. an escocbeon n.
charged with a pheon also ar.
Motto—^t&i\x& qui Imfront thereof suspended
plevit.

Binns

(Sheffield, co. York; Edmund Knowlbb Binns, F.Q.S.
and F.R.G.S., Liveryman of the Cutlers' Company and
Freeman of the city of London). Arg. on a pale az. betw,
two lions' heads erased of the last, three swords in point,
their points to the base ppr., pomels and hilts or.
Crest
lion rapip. az. gorged with a collar flory counter-flory or,
holding in the paws a sword erect ppr. pomel and hilt gold,
the dexter hind paw resting on a saltire also or. Motto—
Deus providebit.

—

Birkenhead, To'v^n

Quarterly, or and ar. on a

of.

cross gu. betw. in the first quarter, a lion pass, of the last

Thomas Paiton, late of Bishop's Hull, Somerset, Esq.,
Commander in the Royal Navy, and grandson of James

in the second,

a Major in the
93rd regiment of Highlanders, who was the eldest son of

third, a crozier in pale of the first,

Patton,

late

of

Clatto,

Fife,

co.

Esq.,

Henry Patton, late of Clatto aforesaid, and Colonel in the
army, who intermarried with Mary, elder dau. and co-heir
of Henry Bethune, of Clatto, Esq.
He obtained a Royal
Licence for him and his issue to take and use the
surname of Bethune, in addition to and after that of
Patton, and bear the arms of Bethdne quarterly with those
of Patton). Quarterly, i. and iv., Bethune, viz., quarterly.
1st and 4th, az. a fesse chequey or, and gu. betw. three
lozenges of the second 2ud and 3rd, arg. on a chev. sa. an
otter's head erased of the first,
ii. and m., " Patton," az.
guttse d'eau a sword erect ppr. pomel and hilt or, betw. four
crescents saltirewise arg.
Crestt— lit, Bethone A demi
otter issuant arg.
2nd, Patton Upon two swords saltirewise ppr. pomels and hilts or, a falcon rising arg. gutte de
larmes. Mottoes (under the ar/iu)— Virtute adepta; (above
;

:

;

the

Bethune

crest)

— Debonnaire.

—

Bisley

(Abingdon, co. Berks Alexander Bislet, of Abingdon, b. 1602, son of Alexander Bislet, grandson of Thomas
Bislet, gent., living 1553, and great-grandson of William
Bislet, all of Abingdon. Visit. Berks, 1664-6). Gu. achev.
betw. three picks ar.
;

Bisse (Batcombe and

Giles, Cripplegate, M.D., M.K.C.P.L., and M.R.C.S.E.).
Az. on a rock in base, a dove ppr. holding in the beak a
branch of oliveor, on a chief nebule erm. a hurt betw. two
annulets of the first. Crest Upon the battlements of a
tower ppr. a gryphon or, gorged with a collar geniel az.
resting the dexter claw on an escotcheon ar. charged with
a hurt.

St.

—

Beynon

(CROwTHEa-BETSoN, of Slines Oaks. co. Surrey.
Exemplified to Rev. Samuel Bbtan Cbowthee, M. A., Vicar of
Lodsworth, co. Sussex, upon his assuming, by royal licence,
1879, the additional surname of Betnon.
Mr. CbowtherBetnon is great-grandson of Richabd Cbowtheb, Esq., and
his wife, a dau. of Samuel Richardson, the author of
"Pamela." Per pale wavy az. and gu. on a bend cotised or,
three cross crosslets vert (for distinction a rose, gold). Crest
A lion ramp. ar. sem^e of cross crosslets vert, holding betw.
the forepaws an escocheon, also ar. thereon a greyhound's
head erased pean (charged on the shoulder, for distinction,
with a rose gu.). Motto of Cbowther, Integer vitae.

—

Blg'g'S (Yeatman-Biggs, Stockton House, co. Wilts, exemplified to Captain Abtuub Godolphin Yeatman, of the Royal
Artillery, upon his assuming, by royal licence, 1878, the
additional surname and

arms

of Biogs).

Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, Bigos Per pale erm. and az. a lion pass, within a
bordure engr. gu. the latter charged with a fleur-de lis or;
2nd and 3rd, Yeatman, see Yeatman, of Stock House.
Crest
1st, Biggs
In front of a javelin erect ppr. a leopard's
head affronte erased az., charged with two tleurs-de-lys
fesswise or 2nd, Yeatman.
:

:

;

Billing'Sley (Lysam, co. Gloucester; Sir Henbt Billingslet,
Knt. of Lysam, knighted 1603, eldest son of Sir Henby
BiLLiNQSLBT, Lord Mayor of London, 1596. Visit. Somerset,
16'23).
Quarterly, Ist, gu. a fleur-de-lis or, a canton ar.;
2nd, ar. on a cross resarceled of another betw. four lions
ramp. sa. five estoiles of the field 3rd, per saltire or an*' az.
a martlet in chief and another in base, and two cinquefoils
;

in fesse all counierchanged

;

4th, az.

two

lions pass, guard.

In pale or; 5th, ar. a fesse sa. in chief two mullets of the
last : 6th, ar. two bars and a canton gu. a bend sa.

Billingrsley (Gray's
temp. James I., son

London; Henrt Billingslet,
of William Billingslet, who was
Sir Hembt Billingslet, Lord Mayor of
Sa.me Arms.

place,

Somerset,

Black

;

James Bisse,

Sa. three escallops in pale ar.

16"23).

chief

Inn,

(Edinburgh, 1880).

Ar. a saltire sa. betw. a mullet in
and three crescents in flank and base gu. Crett
Motto Non crux sed lux.

Blackburn

Hall, Ecclesfleld,

West Riding,

co. York).

Barry of six sa. and ar. twelve pheons in orle counterchanged.
C)-6»t— Three arrows, one in pale and two in
•altire or, the points downwards, barbed and flighted ar. in

—

—

lion sa.

(Haine,

Lew Down,

co.

Devon

Robert Black-

;

bubn, Esq., of Palmiera, Madeira, and co. York, m. Mary,
dau. and heir of Rev. Thomas Bellastse, of Brampton Hall,
CO. Westmorland, and d. 1841, leaving two sons, Edwabd,
who purchased Haine, 1867, and Robebt (Rev.), rector of
Selham, co. Sussex. The elder, Edward Blackbubn, Esq.,
of Haine, 6. 1815, m. 1843, Chablotte, dau. of Nicholas
Bbooking, Esq., of Dartmouth, co. Devon, and has Edwabd
Brooking Blackburn, 6. 1844, and other issue). Ar. a fesse
nebulae (originally und^e or wavy) betw. three mullets sa.
quartering, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, az. for
Belastse. Crest On a ducal coronet or a demi lion ramp,
ppr. holding in dexter paw a mullet sa. gorged with a plain
collar ar. charged with three mullets of the third.
Motto—

—

Bonne

et belle assez.

Blacker.

Bla^den

See Douglass.

Wilts arms from family monuments at Keevil
parish church). Ar. three trefoils slipped vert on a chief

indented

(co.

;

sa. as

Blag'den

many

annulets or.

(Honiton, co. Devon;

the estate vested in Rev.
William Henrt Chamberlaine, M.A., vicar of Keevil 1839,
whose mother was heiress of the Blagdens). Ar. three
trefoils slipped vert on a chief indented or, two annulets
gu.

Blagra'Ve (Bulmarsh,
1655,

co.

John Blagrave,

of

Berks; Anthony Blagrave, d.
Reading, b. 1632, and Geobqr

Blagrave, b. 1638, sons of Anthony Blagrave, Esq., of
Bulmarsh, son ol Anthont Blagrave, of Bulmarsh Visit.
Berks 1664-6). Quarterly, Ist and 4th or, on a bend sa.
three legs in armour couped at the thigh ppr. ; 2nd, vert
on a bend cotised ar. three crescents gu. 3rd, sa. a chev.
ar. betw. three fire balls ppr.
Crests— Ist, an oak tree
;

;

eradicated vert

;

'^nd,

a falcon ppr.

Blagrrave

(Southcote, co. Berks Sir John Blaoravb, Knt.,
of Southcote, brother of Anthony Blagrave, Esq., of Bul-

marsh;

;

Berks

Visit.

1664-6).

Same ^n?w.

CrMt— An oak

tree eradicated vert.

Blake

(BaJlinacourty and Kilmeadon, co. Waterford, a branch

of Blake of Renvyle, co. Galway, descended from Richard
Caddell, aitas Blake, Sheriff of Connaught, a.d. 1306. Ths

present John

Kilmeadon,

is

Aloysius Blake, Esq., of Ballinacourty and
co. Waterford).
Ar. a fret gu. Crest
pass. ppr. Motto
Virtus sola nobilitat.

M.P. for

— K cat-a-mouniain

—

Blanchard (Katherine's Court, co. Somerset, and Marshfield,
CO. Gloucester;

Binerley (Whitley

Stokelane, co. Somerset

James I., son of James Bisse, of same
and grandson of John Bisse, of Stokelane. Visit,

of Batcombe, temp.

demi

(Stone Park, Kent; Thomas Bevan, Esq., J. P. and
D.L., High Sheriff of the City of London and of Middlesex,
1879, son of Thomas Bbvan, deceased, of Finsbury Circus,

second son of
London, 1596).

;

;

:

Sevan

—

an oak tree issuant from a mount ppr. in the
an estoileaz. and in the fourth, two lions pass, of the
and two crescents in
fesse of the second.
Crest
Upon a rock ppr. in front of a
crozier erect, or, a lion az. resting the dexter paw on an
anchor also or.
third,

Court, son of

Blanchard,

of

William Blanchard, Esq., of Katherine's
John Blanchard, and grandson oi JoHif
Marshfield. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Gu. a

chev. or, betw. two bezants in chief and a griSln's bead
erased in base of the second.

A

BLA

(London and Norwich; Micbabi. Bulmd, Esq., of
London). Quarterly, ar. and or on a bend Ba. three pheons
of the second.
Crest Out of a crown vallary or, a lion's
head ppr. charged with a bend sa., thereon three pheons also
or.
Motto Potior origine virtus.

—

—

(Birchamp House, Colford,

WCK Blandt,
sa.

Birchamp

with flames issuing ppr.

Motto

ppr.

co.

FeedeBlandy,
Or three urns

Gloucester

;

Esq., J. P., b. 1824, third son of John

Esq., of Madeira, purcliased

gu. holding betw. the

Crest

—A

paws an urn

— Ex urn4 resurgam.

1871).

demi lion reguardant
with flames issuing

sa.

Blane

(granted i Dec, 1809, to Andrew Blane, Esq., of BlaneAr. on a fess sa. a star of
fleld, CO. Ayr, and his heirs male).
five points betw. two crescents of the first, in base a rose gu.
Crest
The sword of the figure of Justice paleways ppr. hilt
and pomel or. Supporters Dexter, a lion gu. sinister, a
griffin ppr.
Motto
Pax aut bellum.

—

—

Blane

—

;

(Foliejon Park, Windsor,

Esq., of Grougar, co. Ayr,

Berks

William Blane,

;

and Foliejon Park

aforesaid, 6th

son of Gilbert Blane, Esq., of Blanefield, co. Ayr, m. 1798,
Honoris, dau. of Thomas Newnham, Esq., of Southboro',
The 2nd
Kent, J. P. and D.L., and d. 1835, leaving issue.
son,

Thomas Law
Arms,

Park.

Blane, Esq., H.E.I.C.S., is now of Foliejon
and Motto Same as the preceding.

—

Crest,

Blaney (Thomas

Blanet, Esq., one of the Serjeants at arms
1662, son of Evan Blanet, of Kerye, co.
Montgomery; Visit. Berks 1664-6). Quarterly, 1st, per
pale or and gu. two lions ramp, addorsed counter-changed;
2nd, ar. three horses' heads erased sa. 3rd, sa. a chev.
to Charles 11., 6.

;

betw. three fleurs-de-lis or; 4th, ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Crest
A horse's head erased sa. Motto Hope well and

—

home

BOS

SUPPLEMENT.

Bland

Blandy

;

—

well.

Derry Ormond, co. Cardigan, and d 1859, leavinK
John Bo^trd, Esq. of Westerham, J.P., Major Ist batt.
Kent Royal Volunteers). Per fesse gu. and az. an escutcheon
within an orle of martlets ar. Crest An antelope trippant
Motlo Perforatus.
or.
Esq., of

—

—

R.E.).
Ar. two
chevronels engr. gu. betw. in chic-f three roses of the last, and
in base a sliip in full sail sa. sails furled ar. and fiag of the
second. Crest In front of a primrose gu. stalked and leaved
vert a fret or. Motto Dalcius ex asperis.

Bog'le (Capt. John do Terreau Bogle,

—

—

Bolton, Borough of (co. York).
Crest— kn elephant pass. ppr. on

Gu. two bendlets
back a tower

his

or.
or,

trappings gu. and gold.

Bombay, City

of. Kz. three ships under sail, lateen
rigged ppr. actiief or, thereon a lion pass, guard, gu. betw.
two pallets sa. each charged with an ostrich feather erect
C)-est
A lion pass, guard, gu. crowned with an eastern
ar.
crown or, supporting with the dexier forepaw an escocheon
gold, charged with a sprig of the cotton tree slipped and
fructed ppr. Supporters On the dexter side a lion or, and
on the sinister side a leopard ppr. each gorged with an

—

—

eastern crown, pendent therefrom an escocheon az. charged
with a mullet ar.

Bonner

(South Petherton and Water Leston, co. Somerset
Henry Bonner, of South Petherton, temp. James I., son of
Walter Bonner, of Water Leston, who was tenth in descent from John Bonner and Margaret, his wife, dau. of
Robert Bird, living 10 Edward 111., a.d. 1336. Visit.

Somerset, 1623).
martlets or.

Gu. a crescent erm. within an

orle of

Bonnor

(Queen's Gate Terrace, Kensington, co. Middlesex,
Az. a fess paly of six or and gu. betw.
four lions ramp, three in chief and one in base of the second.
Crest— A. demi talbot or, gorged with a collar gemel az.

and Gloucester).

Blaquiere

(Lord de Blaquiere). The estoiles in his lordship's arms and supporters should be "or," not " ar."

Bloomfield

(Belmount. near Bath, co. Somerset

;

exempli-

Leonard Jenyns, Esq., upon his assuming by royal
Sa. three
licence, 1871, the surname of Bloomfield).
branches of broom betw. two chevronels or, a canton of
the last, thereon a spearhead az. embrued gu. Crest —
demi heraldic tiger az. tutted and crined or, in the mouth
a branch of broom as in the arms, holding, in the paws
fied to

a sword erect broken at the point ppr. pomel and

hilt

gold.

Blount

(Dakell Blount, Mapledurham, co. Oxford; John
Blount, Esq., now of Mapledurham, assumed the prefix surname of Dabell, in right of his wife, Heneietta Darell,

of Calehill, co. Kent, the representative of the ancient family
of Calehill).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Barry
nebulee of six or and sa., for Blount ; 2nd and 3rd, az. a
lion ramp, or ducally crowned ar. in the dexter chief point,
for diff. a cross crosslet of the second, for Darell; an
rscutcheon of pretence, the Darell arms without the diff.
Greats
Ist, Blodnt: The sun in splendour charged in the
centre with an eye all ppr.
2nd, Daecll : Out of a ducul
coronet or, a man's head in profile couped at the shoulders
and bearded ppr. wreathed round the temples or and az.
on the head a cap also az. fretty ar. tasselled gold and
turned up erm. for diff. a cross crosslet az. Motto Lux
tua vita mea.

of Darell,

—

;

—

Blower

(Loughborough, co. Leicester, and Reading, co.
Berks; Thomas Blower, of Heading, b. 1618, son of Christopueh Blower, of Loughborough, d. 1643; Visit. Berks
16C4-6).
Or, a chev. vert betw. three pomeis.

Blumbergr (Ludwio Alexander

BLDMBERa, Esq., of Palace
Gardens, Kensington, and Victor Georue BtuMnERfi).
Vert, on a chev. betw. a lion pass, in chief and a stag lodged
Crest On a mount vert a lion's
in base or, five estoiles sa.
ilfofCo— Concordia
head erased or, scmee of estoiles sa.

—

vim

dat.

Blyth
a,

'granted to the wife of John Fleming, Esq.).
Ar. on
indented betw. three crescents gu. as many garbs or.

fi'Bse

Boa^

Robert Boao, Knt., Mayor of Belfast, 1876, san
John Boau, of Blackburn, near Edinburgh, author
"Imperial I-exlcon "). Ar. on a chev. gu. thrco
cinqucfnlU piened erm. in chief a civic crown vert, betw.
two mullets a?., in base a stag's head erased holding in the
mouth a trefoil slipped all ppr. Crest -An hour glass betw.
two oak branches in orle all ppr. Motto Ue|[it omnia
tcmpus.
(Sir

uf Uev.

of the

—

^Farley Place, Westcrham, co. Kent; previously of
Rev. Richard Board,
Puxhill and Bflrrte Hill, co. Kuisex
;

Rector of Westerham, m. Elizabeth, dau. of John Jonss,

la

bonne heure.

Bontein

(Sir James Bonteik, Lieut. Col. and gentleman of
the Privy Chamber to George III. The name has at different times and by different ineinbeis of the family been
spelt variously, but the Mildovan and Balglass line of
Bontine, of Ardoch have used the spelling Bontein; it
was so spelt in the Patent from the Lyon Office dated
1813, granting supporters to Sir James Bontein as representative of Ardoch). A^~ms, <fcc., see the body of the work.

Boreman
James
1623).

(Wells, co. Somerset; Andrew Boreman, temp.
Visit. Somerset,
of William Boreman.
I., son
Erm. on a bend cotised sa. three boars' heads

erased ar.

Borneo (North

Borneo Company). Az. in base on wave* of
the sea a native boat of North Borneo with sails manned
and oars in action ppr. a chief or, thereon a lion pass, guard,
Two arms cnibowed, that, on the dexter side being
gu. Crest
an arm of a native of North Bi)rnco ppr. that on the sinister

—

being an arm vested az. cuffed ar. the hands grasping a siaff
jipr. thereon hoisted a flag flowing to the sinister or, charged
with a lion guard, gu.

Borton

(General Sir Arthur Borton, K.C.B., G.C.M.G.,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Malta). Or, on a
chev. engr. sa. a mural crown uf the first, in chief a pellet
betw. two boars' hea<l8 couped of the second, and in base a
In front of a
Crest
like boar's head betw. two pellets.
sword paleways point downwards ppr. pomel and hilt gold a
boar's head couped sa. holding in the mouth a sprig of laurel

—

fructed also ppr.

Bosanquet

(Broxboumbury,

co. Hertford

;

exemplified to

Horace James Smith, Esq upon his assuming by royal
Quarterly,
licence, 1866, the surname of Bosanquet only).
1st and 4th, or, upon a mount vert an oak tree ppr. a chief
,

nebulee gu. thereon a crescent betw. two mullets of six
points ar., for Bosanquet. 2nd and 3rd, or, a chev. cotised
betw. three demi grifHns, the two in chief respecting each
other sa., for Smith. Crests Ut, Bosanquet: A demi lion
gu. gorged with a collar ncbuly or, and holding between the
paws a mullet of six points gu. within an annulet or, motto
over. Per dainna, per ccedcs; 2nd, Smith: An elephant's
head erased or, eared gu. charged on the neck with three
Motlo Tenax in fide.
fleurs-de-lis, two and one az.

—

—

Bostock
ir;i3).

Board

—A

Motto

holding betw. the paws an hour-glass ppr.

heiul

(Otford, Kent, originally from co. Chester; granted

Ar. a fcKs huinett^ az. on a canton gu. a maiden's
eouped at the breast jipr. crined or. Crest A crescent
a bear's head pean erased gu. muzzled

ar. therein issuant

—

BOS

(Abingdon, co. Berks, Edmond Bostock, of the
Middle Temple, 1664, son of Thomas Bostock, grandson of
Edmund Bostock, and great grandson of Ricuabd Bostock,
who was son of Ralph Bostock, Itmp. Henry Vll., all of
Abingdon
Visit. Berks 166i-6;.
Quarterly, ist and 4th,
sa. afess humette ar. a canton ar.
2nd and 3rd, sa.a helmet
closed ar.
Crest
An antelope or, gorged gu.
;

Bourne

(Winscombe and Wyvel.'icombe, co. Somerset; John
BocBNE, temp. James I., son of Gilbert Boi'bne, grandson
of Richard Bourne, and great-grandson of Philip Bourne,
whose brother. Sir John Bourne, was Secretary of State
to

Mary

Visit. Somerset,

I.

Bourne

Boyes

(New Zealand and Scotland,

Ar. a saltire ar.

1879).

on a chief of the second, a cinquefoil of the first, the saltire
charged with a crescent also of the first. Crest A sword
erect ppr. hilted and pomelled or.
Motto Ex animo.

—

—

Boys

(Oldstock, CO. Somerset

John Boys,

;

6.

1588, son of

;

—

Ar. a chev.
ermines.

BBE

SUPPLEMENT.

Bostock

gu. betw.

Arms granted

1623.

three

ramp.

lions

House and Rackinsale,

(Heathfield

sa.

a

1691).

and grandson of John
Somerbet, 1623). Ar. on a chev.
VIII.,

Boys, of Oldstock. Visit.
gu. betw. three trees eradicated vert as many bezants;
quartering, 1st, ar. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils or, a
crescent for diff., for Eybe, of Orcheston, co. Wilts; 2nd,
ar.

on a chev. betw. three birds

five fusils

of the

sa.

beaked and legged gu.

first.

chief

Brabourne, Baron.

Lancaster,
guttee d'eau,

co.

bart., created 1880
ext. 1884). Ar. a chev. sa.
betw. in chief two lions ramp, and in base an heraldic tiger
also ramp. gu.
Crest
An heraldic tiger sejant or, guttle de
sang, resting the dexter paw on a cross patted gu. Motto
;

John Boys, temp. Henry

—

— Semper vigilans.

(Hillam Hall, South Milford, co. York). Gu. fretty
ar. semee of plates.
Crest
A Catherine wheel. Motto
Vigueur de dessus.

bend

(granted to the wife of John Robert Vaizet,
Gu. on a chev. cotised or, between three lions' heads
erased of the last two tilting-spears chevronwise ppr.
E.sq).

on a

—

—

Bradford

(co.

Northumberland.

Visit.

1615).

Az. on a

ar. three martlets sa.

Bradford

Bousfield

See IIugessen.

Bracken

(Bradford, CO. Northumberland; Visit. 1615). Ar.
heads erased or.

fess sa. three stags'

Bradford

(Swindon, CO. Wilts, descended from Bradford,
Same Arms. Note, James Bradford, Esq.,
of Swindon, about the year 1824, substituted for the family
But
the arms, Az. on a bend ar. three martlets sa.
Major H. Bradford, 108 Regt., and other members of the
family retain the ancient arms.

of Bradford).

Bowdler

(Kirkham, co. Lancaster; descended from BowdLER of Chirbury. co. Montgomery and co. Salop, represented
by William Henrt Bowdler, Esq., of Kirkham). Ar. two
cornish choughs in pale ppr. beaked and legged gu. Creist
A dexter arm embowed, holding in the hand an arrow all
ppr. Motto Innocue ac provide.

—

—

Bowen. See Colthukst-Bowen.
Bower (Wells, Alverton, co. Somerset,

and Donhead,

co.

Wilts ; Edmund Bower, of Wells, and Adrian Bower, of
Alverton, sons of Edmosd Bower, of Donhead.
Visit.
Somerset, 1623). Sa. in chief three talbots' heads erased ar.
in base a cinquefoil erm.

Bower

(The Larches, co. Surrey; exemplified to James
Esq., eldest son of Richard Marsh Marsh
Dunn, Esq., of Carleton Lodge, Teignmouth, co. Devon, by
Eliza Helen, his wife, dau. of James Bower, Esq., of

Marsh Dunn,

Melcombe Regis,
licence,

1881, the

co. Dorset,

surname

compliance with the

Henrt Bower,

upon

of

will of his

his

Bower

assuming by royal
Dunn, in

in lieu of

maternal uncle. Rev. James

Larches). Sa. two tilting spears
saltirewise or, in chief three talbots' heads coupedar.
Crest
In front of a talbot's head couped sa. gorged with a
collar gemel or, a tilting spear fessewise head to the dexter
also or.
3/o»6— Hope well, love well.
of the

—

Bowlby

North Riding co. York,
have taken the name from Boulby, near Whitby,
afterwards, for some generations, settled in the city of
Durham; now represented by Charles Cotsford Bowlby,
Esq., of London). Az. three mallets or.
(originally seated in the

presumed

Bowman

to

Joldwynds, co. Surrey, and ClitTbrd
Street, London).
Or, on a chev. betw. three bows stringed
gu. two lions combatant of the tield betw. as many escallops
ar.
Crest On a mount vert, the stump of a tree ppr.
around the upper part a belt sa. therefrom pendent a quiver
gu. filled with arrows ar.
Motto Quondam taia vicimus
(Bart., of

—

—

armis.

BovHring

(Forest Farm,

co.

Berks, formerly Larkbeare,
Esq., eldest son of Sir John

Devon John Charles Bowbing,
;

Bowbing, of Claremont, Devon, LL.D., F.R.S., M.P. for
Kilmarnock, H.M. Plenipotentiary in China, and Envoy
Extraordinary to Siam, son of Charles Bowrino, Esq., of
Larkbeare, d. 23 Nov. 1872, leaving John Charles Bowrino,
Esq., of Forest Farm, and other issue).
Gu. three eastern
crowns chevronwise betw. two chevronels, the whole betw.
three lions ramp. or. Creat A demi lion ramp, or, grasping
in the dexter paw an arrow in bend sinister, and in the
sinister paw an oriental bow paleways ppr.

—

Bowyer

(co.

canton of the

Or, a bend vair cotised gu. a
charged with a cross-bow of the field.

Gloucester).
last

Boyd (Granted to Ven. Willlam

Boyd, Archdeacon of Craven
and Vicar of AmclifTe, Skipton, co. York, and to Edwabd
Fenwics Boyd, Esq., of Moor House, Leamside, co. Durham,
&nd to the other descendants of their father, William Boyd,
Eeq., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and of Burfield Priory, co.
Gloucester). Az. a fes.se indented chequy ar. and gu. betw.
two lozenges of the second. Ciexl In front of a dexter hand
couped at the wrist, pointing upwards with the thumb and
two fingers ppr. three lozenges conjoined and fessewise az.

—

iV«</«)—Confido.

Bradney

(Bradney, Somerset, and Llanfihangel-YstemLlewern, co. Monmouth. Joseph Alfred Bradney, of
Llanfihangel-Ystem-Llewern, Esq., J. P., only son of the
Rev. Joseph Christopher Bradney, rector of Greete, co.

and grandson of Joseph Bradney, Esq., of Bradney
and Ham, co. Surrey, by Elizabeth, his wife, daughter and

Salop,

co-heiress of Sir John Hopkins. Knt., of LlantihangelHe m.
Ystern-Llewern, Lord Mayor of London 1792).
1883, Rosa, only child of Edward Jenkins, Esq., of the
Grove, co. Radnor. High Sheriff 1870. Or, a fesse raguly
Crest
plain cotised betw. four crosses pattee fitchee sa.
A hawk close ppr. legged, belled and jessed or, holding
in the beak a trefoil slipped vert, and in the dexter claw a
cross patce fitchee sa. Motto Mors gloria forli.

—

—

Bradney

(Bayford

Bramwell

(Baron Bramwell).

Somerset, and Monco.
mouth. John Bradney, Esq., of Bayford, only son of Rev
John Hopkins Bradney, of Leigh House, co. Wilts, and
grandson of Joseph Bradney, Esq., of Ham, co. Surrey, by
Elizabetli, his wife, dau. and co-heir of Sir John Hopkins,
Knt., Lord Mayor of London 1792). Same Anus and Crest.

Lodge,

Per

fesse

erm. and az. a

pale counterchanged, three griffins segreant, one and two
Crest

ar.

sword

— Two

lion's

in fesse, ppr.

gambs

Motto

in

saltire

or,

supporting a

— Diligenter.

Brang'an

(Dublin; Collection of Molyneux. Ulster, 1697ar. a sinister hand erased at the
Crut-—
wrist betw. three crosses moline counterchanged.
1612).

Per pale gu. and

A cubit arm erect vested vert cuffed
holding a cross moline or.

ar. the

hand ppr.

Brassey

(Bulkeley and Buerton, co. Chester, an ancient
Cheshire family; pedigree and arms admitted and registered
at the Heralds College to Sir Thomas Brassey, K.C.B., of
Bulkeley Grange, co. Chester, and of Normanhurst Court, co.
Sussex, M.P. and to his brothers, Henry Arthur Bbasset,
Kent,
P.,
and Albert
Esq., of Preston Hall, co.
Brassey, Esq., of Heythrop, co. Oxford). Quarterly: Ist,
quarterly, per fesse, indented sa. and ar. in the 1st quarter
a mallard of the 2nd; 2nd, gu. in chief three mullets ar.
and in base a dexter hand appaumc couped at the wrist of
the last; 3rd, sa. a cliev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed
ar.
4th, ar. on a chev. gu. three trefoils slipped of the field.
A mallard ppr. Motto Arduis saepe, metu nunquam.
Crest
:

M

;

—

—

(Yard, co. Somerset; Thomas Brereton, temp.
James I., son of Thomas Brereton, of Yard, near Tauntoa.
Ar. two bars sa. a mullet for diff.
Visit. Somerset, 1623).

Brereton

Bretherton (Runshaw

Hall, Chorley, co. Lancaster.

Wil-

liam Bbethebton, Esq., of Heskin Hall, also in co. Lancaster,
T/i. Alice, dau. of James Boabdman, Esq., of Farington House,
same co., and had an only surviving son,VViLLiAM Bretherton, Esq., of Runshaw, J. P., 6. 1829; m. 1856, Margaret,
dau. and heir of Richard Norris, Esq., of Lostock Brow,
CO. Lancaster, and has, Humphrey William Brereton, 6. 1857,
and other issue). Sa. a cross raguly flory ar. two flauncbes
of the last, each charged with a stag's head caboshed of the
Crtst—A cross raguly flory sa., therefrom pendent by
first.

;;

;
:

BBI
gn. a stag's hflad
aspcra ad dulcia Crucis.

« riband

—Per

MoUo

a crescent

Ar. on a cross

sa.

a leopard's face or,

(quartered by Focntain.
Gu. three bars gemel or, a canton sa.
(Bart,

Visit.

Norfolk, 1563).

The

Dayrell, &c., page 123).
traverse pas le pont.

of Briggs

baronet's Motto

is

—Ne

ppr.,

Arg. an eagle displayed sa., charged
on the breast with an anchor gold, on a chief embattled gu.
A lion ramp, arg, billetiee, and
Crest
» cross moline or.
holding betw. the paws a cross moline ga. Motto Confido.

—

—

(Brisbane, co. Ayr). Sa. a chev. chequy or and
gu. betw. three cushions pendent by the corners of the
second, a chief of honorable augmentation embattled
ar. thereon on waves of the sea a ship of war under sail betw.
two forts, the guns firing and on the battlements the Dutch
Cre»U Dester out of a naval crown or, a
flag all ppr.
dexter arm embowed in the uniform of a captain of the

Brisbane

—

Eoyal Navy, the hand grasping a cutlass ppr. hilted and
pomelled or, and from the hand pendent by a ribbon ar.
fimbriated az. a gold medal; Sinister a stork's head erased
holding in the beak a serpent writhing ppr. Mottoes—
Curasao and Certamine summo.
;

Brocklebank

(Ralph Brocklebank, Esq., J. P. and D.L.,
resident at Childwall Hall, near Liverpool, co. Lancaster).
Az. an escallop or, betw. three brocks arg. on a chief engrailed of the 2ad a cock ppr. betw. two escallops of the

or.

—

Brooks (WiLUAM

CuNLiFFE Brooks, Esq., of Barlow Hall,
and 5, Grosvenor Square, London). Ar. three bars wavy, az. a cross flory erminois, in
chief a fountain. Cre.it~A demi li'n ar. charged on the
shoulder with a fountain holding in the paws a harpoon in
bend sinister ppr. Motto Finem respice.

first.

(Hurdsfleld House, TytherinRton and Swythamley Park, MacclesBeld, co. Chester). Armg—PeT pale
ar. and sa. three chevronels engr. betw. as many brocks all
Crest

—A

brock

sa.

holding in the mouth

a slip of oak fructed ppr. in front of a mount vert thereon
two oak trees also ppr. J/of to— Veritas me dirigit.

Brocklehurst

(Henbury Park, Macclesfield; Thomas
Uneit Bbocklehobst, Esq., of Henbury Park; quarters
Unett, viz., sa. a chev. erm. betw. two lions' heads erased
ar. in right of his mother Mabtba, dau. of Thomas Unett,
Arms, &c., aa ahoye.
Esq.).

Broderwicke(Langford,co.

Berks,

Bicbabd Bbodebwicke,

Barry wavy of six ar.
Visit. Berks, 1664-6).
Langford,
and az., on a chief sa. a coronet or, betw. two spear heads
of the first guttee de sang. Crest— 0\it of a coronet or, a
spear head ar. imbrued.
ol

Bromfleld

(Mortyn, co. Denbigh). Ar. a cross flory engr.
betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. on a Chiet az. a boar's
bead couped of the first.
sa.

Brooke (Armitage

Bridge, co. York.

Thomas Bbooke,

Esq.,

eldest son of Thomas Brooke, Esq., of Armitage
who d. 18.')9, by Anne, his wife, dau. of Joseph
Ingham, Esq., of Leeds). Ar. a cross nebulee per pale gu.
and sa. in the first and fourth quarters a boar's head couped

J. P.,

Bridge,

(Crawshaw

(Longashton, co. Somerset; Hdgb Bbooke, son of
Thomas Brooke, who was eldest son of John Bbooke, Serjeant-at-law to Henry VIII. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Gu.
on a chev. ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or, a mullet for diff.,
quartering, 1st, gu. on a chev. or, three lions ramp. sa.
2nd, erm. on a cliev. gu. three bucks' heads cabossed or;
8rd, erm. seven masclcs conjoined, three, two, and one az.
4th, gu. a chev. dancettee or, betw. twelve crosses crosslct
ar; 6th, barry nebulee of six ar. and gu. 6th, az. a fesse
dancettee betw. three garbs or; 7th, az. two bars nebulee
or; 8tli, gu. a (esse ar. betw. six crosses crosslct or.
;

(Glastonbury Abbey, co. .Somerset, and Barrow-Gur-

Thomas Brooke, of Glastonbury Abbey,
KbWABD Bbooke, of Uarrow-(iurney, and grandson of
Abtbcb iiRooKE, who was second son of John Bbooke, ScrVisit. Somerset, 1623). Same
]eant-Bt-law to Henry Vlll.
ncy, CO. Someriet;

son of

Armi, a crescent on the mullet
^'Wanting, co. Berks,

Thomas Brooks,
1884). Same

and D.L., High Sheriff

Esq., of that place, J. P.

as last.

Brooksbank (Bromley,

William Lton Brooksco. Kent.
bank, Esq.). Per pale ar. and az. two bars nebuly betw. as
many stags' heads erased in chief and a qualrefoil in base all
counterchanged. Crest A stag's head couped erm. attired
or, charged with two bars nebuly az. holding in the mouth a
palm branch slipped in bend vert.

—

Brougrbton

(co. Somerset;
Robert Brodghton, temp.
Arms grunted 1591). Sa.
Somerset, 1623.
betw. three bucks' heads cabossed ar. Crest
spaniel sejant erm.

James

A

Visit.

I.

a cheV.

—

or,

BrO'WH

John Brown,

Knt., J. P. and D.L., Endclifife
Ar. two barrulets between a mullet in
chief and a representation of a railway conical spiral wheel
Cie.it— A lion sejant ppr. charged with two
in base sa.
(Sir

Hall, Sheffield).

barrulets sa., and supporting with the dexter
ar. thereon a bee volant also ppr.

paw an

esco-

cheon

BrO'wn

(Nonsuch House,

co. Wilts;

Gu. a chev.

of that place)

Browne

Brown

A/ot(o— Forward.

(Woolmers, and Camfield

Thomas Browne,

Rev. Meredith

erra. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

— A lion's head erased or.

Place, co.

Hertford

Norroy King of Arms, and by patent
King of Arm.s, descended from
Edward Browne. Esq., of Compton-juxta-Ashbume, co.
Derby, supposed to have been a descendant of Sir Antuont
Browne, K.G.). Sa. three lions pass. betw. two bendlets ar.
and as many trefoils slipped erm. Crest Ist, Browne, a
griffin's head erased sa. beaked and eared or, charged on
the neck with a bar gemel ar. and a trefoil as in the arms
2nd, Nedhah, a buck's head sa. attired or, issuing from a
crown gold pallisado. The second Crest is borne as a
memorial of the marriage of Thomas Browne, Garter, with
Martha, dau. and co-heir of George Nedham, Esq., of
Wyniondley Priory, Herts. Their son. Rev. William
Browne, of Camfield Place, ni. 1791, Anne, eldest dau. of
Sir FitzWilliam Barrington, Bart., and left at his death in
1819, an only son, William Browne, Esq., of Camfield Place,
who m. 1815, Anna Maria, dau. of Theophilus Salwey, Esq.,
Motto Si sit
of the Lodge, and d. 1828, leaviog issue.
18

May,

1761,

Esq.,

Garter

—

prudentia.

Bro'wne

Clare ; exemplified to Thomas
his assuming, by royal licence,
instead of that of Brady, in
compliance with the testamentary injunction of his granduncle, Thomas Browne, Esq., of Newgrove). Ar. on a bend
engr. double cottised plain sa. three eagles displ. with two
heads of the field, in the sinister chief point a pellet. Cre*t
An eagle displ. with two heads per pale ar. and sa. the
dexter wing charged with a pellet, and the sinister with a
Motto Nee timeo nee sperno.
plate.

(Newgrove,

Browne Bradt,
1877, the

Esq.,

surname

of

co.

upon

Browne

—

"Rrovme (Hawkins-Browne,
1st

and 4th erm. on a

for cadency.

Richard Brookes,

6.

1647,

•on of Richard Brookes, and grandson of Richard Brook ks,
Visit. Berks, 1664-6;.
all of Wanting.
Or, a fess vert in
base three clubs ppr.

Badger, co. Salop).

Quarterly,

fesse embattled, counter-embattled sa.

three escallops erm., for Browne 2nd and 3rd, or, on a
chev. betw. three cinquefoils az. as many escallops of the
field on a chief per pale gu. and sa. a griffin passant erm.
CreiA
()n a mural coronet a stork's head erased erm.
charged with an escallop az. Motto— Wer^ita atqae decens.
;

—

Browne (page 133).

The correct blazon of the arms granted,
Sir George Sackville Browne, K.C.B.,
is gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erect and erased or,
on a chief crenell^e ar. an eagle displ. sa.
L815, to

Brookes

Lancaster;

Hall, co.

—

of the last.

Brooke

Brooke

co. Lancaster,

—

Crest

Brocklehtirst

—

and two ears of wheat in saltire, stalked and bladed,
Motto Beware the reaping.

Brooks

Brine (Dorsetshire).

counterchanged.

Esq., KensingVert a fesse wavy arg. on a bend betw. two

garbs or, three mullets of six points ea. Crett
A cubit
arm erect in armour ppr. holding a sickle palewise also

Manchester,

for diff.

Bii?g«
Brings

Brookfield (Abthor Montaoc Bbooepibld,
ton, Middlesex).

Bridires (Combe, co. Gloucester, and Lelgh-upon-Mendip,
CO. Somerset; Edward BaiDOES, of Leigh, son of Thomas
Bbidoks, of same place, grandson of Thomas Bridobs, of
Nynne, and great-grandsoa of John Bbidues, of Combe.
Visit. Somerset, 1623).

Bsn

SUPPLEMENT.
caboshed ar.

Major Gen.

Bruoe

(Hovell-Thorlow-Cdmmino-Bbccb, Baron, Thurlow,
Thomas John, 'ith Lord Thurlow, assumed the
additional surnames of Cumhing and Bruce, and had the
following arms exemplitied under royal warrant, of August,
l^uarterly, 1st, Bruce, or, a saltire, gu. on a chief
1874).
of the laKt, in sinister canton a mullet of the first, charged
with a crescent of the second; 2nd, Ccmminc, az., three
RHrbsor; 3rd. Thurlow, ar. on a chev. cottised sa. three
p.

1013.

-

BUG

SUPPLEMENT.

and rings of the Brst; 4th, Hovell,
Crests— I. Bruce. On a cap of maintenance
or, a cross sa.
ppr. a dexter arm in armour from the shoulder, resting on
the elbow, also ppr. the hand holding a sceptre erect or,
Motto over, " Fuimus." 2. Cdmmino. A lion ramp, or,
holding in the dexter forepaw a dagger ppr. Motto over,
A rav»n ppr. gorged with a
"Courage."' 3. Thcri-ow.
chain, and pendent a portcullis ar. Motto over, " Justitiae
Hovell.
4.
A greyhound couchant or,
soror fides."
collared and line reflexed over the back sa. Motto over,
"Quo fata vocant." Supporters On either side a greyhound
or, collared and lined reflexed over the back sa.
portcullises, with chains

—

Suchanan

(Dunburgh,

CO. Stirling, bart., created 14 Dec.
two otters' heads erased
and a cinquefoil in base of the second, all
within the Royal tressure of the last.
Crest
An armed
dexter hand holding a cap of dignity purpure, facing erm.
Supporters
Dexter a falcon, wings elevated and addorsed,
ppr. belled, beaked, and charged on the breast with two
branches of laurel conjoined or; sinister a gryphon sa.
charged in Uke manner with two branches of laurel. Motto

Or, a lion ramp. sa. betw.

1878).

in chief ppr.,

—

—

— Nunquam
Buchanan

victus.
;

(see

Claud Alexander Francis
Buchanan of Drempellier,

p. 140).

Buchanan

(Grat-Bcchanan, of Scotstoun and Eastfield
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp. sa.
holding in his dexter paw a dagger ppr. a tressure flory
counterflory of the second, for Buchanan; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a lion ramp. betw. three cinquefoils ar. within a bordure
engr. of the second, the lion charged with a crescent of the
first for diff., for Gray.
Crests Dexter, two hands grasping a two-handed sword ppr., for Buchanan; sinister, an
anchor in the sea ppr. for Gbat.
Mottoes
Clariora
sequor; and Fast.

CO. Lanark).

—

—

Buckler

(Charles Alban Buckler, Esq., Surrey Herald
Extraordinarii. Same as Buckler, of Causeway.
Visit.
Dorset, 1565 and 1623, M.S. Norfolk, 14 Coll. of Arms).
Sa. on a fesse betw. three dragons' heads erased or, as many
estoiles of eight points of the field.
Crest
A dragon's head
coupeed sa. guttee d'or, collared with two bars gemelles
Fidelis usque ad mortem.
gold.
Motto

—

—

Budgett (Ja MEs Smith Budgett, Esq., of Stoke Park, Surrey).
Az. on a cross invected or, betw. (our water bougets of the
last an escallop betw. as many horseshoes of the 1st.
Crest
In front of two palmers' staves in saltire or, a water bouget

—

Bunbury

(McClintock-Bcsbckt, Baron RatMonnell, page
of Thomas-Kane, 2nd Lord Kidhilonnelt,
are: Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. on a bend sa. three chess
rooks of the field, for BrNBURT; 2nd and 3rd, per pale gu. and
az. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar.,for McClintock.
Crests
1st, two swords in saltire ar. hilted gold, pierced
through a leopard's face or, Bunbury 2nd, a lion passant
ppr. McClintock.
Supporttrs Dexter a lion, and sinister
a leopard, both ppr. each gorged with a collar erm. and each
charged on the shoulder with an escallop ar. Mottoes Vis
unita fortoir, Bcnburt Virtute et labore, McClintock.

The arms

—

;

—

—

;

Burdett-Coutts.

See Babtlett-Burdett-Coutts.

(Millgrove, co. Cumberland).

Per pale or and
on a chev. betw. three bears' heads couped two quatrefoils, all counterchanged.
Crests
Issuant from flames ppr.
a bear's head per pale or and az. gorged with a collar flory
countertlory counterchanged.
az.

—

BurrO'WS (Sydenham,

Oxfordshire Rev. Henry William
Bcbbows, B.D., Canon of Rochester Cathedral, son of Lieut.
Gen. Montagu Burrows, by Mary Anne, his wife, dau. of
Capt. Joseph Larcom, R.N., Resident Naval Commissioner
at Malta, and sister of Major-Gen. Right Hon. Sir Thomas
Askew Laecom, Bart., K.C.B., Under-Secretary of State for
Ireland).
Az. a sword in pale point upwards ppr. pommel
and hilt or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis erm. Crest Betw. two
fleurs-de-lis erminois an eagle, wings elevated and addorsed
ppr. ducally gorged and charged on the breast with a cinquefoil or.
Motto Together.
;

—

—

Burton

C

AF

(HowARD-BuRT, Charleville

emplified

Forest, King's

Kenneth Howard Bury,

to

Esq.,

co.
exCapt. R.A.,

nephew of the 17th Earl of Suffolk, and Lady Emily Alfreda
Julia, his wife, dau. of Charles William George, 3rd Earl
and

of Charleville,

sister

and co-heir of Charles William

Francis, 4th Earl of Charleville, on his assuming, by royal
licence, 14 Dec, 1881, the additional surname and arms of
Bury).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert, a cross crosslel or, a
canton ar, (or diff.. for Bury 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a bend
betw. six cross crosslets fitche^ arg. an escutcheon or,
charged with a demi lion ramp, pierced through the mouth
by an arrow, within a double tressure flory, counterflory of
the first a crescent sa. for diff., for Howard.
Crests
Ist,
;

—

Bury A boar's head couped at the neck or, tusked ar.
langued gu. transfixed through the neck by a spear ppr. and
charged for diff. with a cross crosslet vert; 2nd, Howard:
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion statant guard
tail extended or, ducally gorged ar. and charged on the
body with a crescent also gu. for diff. Mottoes— Vnier
the arms, Virtus sub cruce crescit; over the 2nd crest,
Nous maintiendrons.
:

(Accountants' Institute

of).
Quarterly, ar. and az. a
counterchanged betw. an anvil sa.
second two shuttles in
saltire, threads pendent ppr. in the third, and three culms
of the papyrus plant issuing from a mount also ppr. in the
fourth.
Crest
Upon a mount a bee volant betw. two

cross parted

and

fretty,

in the first quarter a fleece or, in the

—

flowers of the cotton tree slipped
omnia industria.

Butler

all

(exemplified 18 June, 1878, to

ppr.

Jl/o£to— Vincit

John Piers Butler,

only surviving child of John Kilkelly, 46, Upper Mount
Street, in the city of Dublin, LL.D., by Maria Elizabeth,
his wife, deceased, only dau. and eventual heiress of William

Butler, Esq., of Rathilig,

in the Queen's co., who was
second surviving son of Edmund Theobald Mandeville
Butler, Esq., of E. T. M. Ville, and next brother of Garret
Butler, Esq., of E. T. M. Ville, and of Garrendenny Castle,
Queen's co., who was declared, 29 June, 18'28, by the Law

Crown in Ireland to be the next heir male
body of Sir Edward Butler, Knt., created Viscount
Galmoye, in the peerage of Ireland, by patent dated 16 May,

Officers of the

of the

1646).
Quarterly, 1st, or, a chief indented az.; '^Jud, gu.
three covered cups or; 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and

langued az.on a chief of the second a swan of the first, betw.
two annulets or 4th, erm. a saltire gu. the whole within a
bordure engr. vert. Urest—\ falcon displ. ppr. rising out
of a plume of five ostrich feathers ar. Motto
Comme je
;

;

—

az.

Burnyeat

Bury

Bury

(W'alden, Kent

John Buchanan, Esq.

6.'i6).

.

trouve.

Butler

(Garryhunden, co. Carlow, Bart., p. 153).
The
proper designation of this Baronetcy is "of Cloughgrenan."
The correct arms as recorded in the impalement on the
funeral certificate of Sir John Wilson, Bart., of Wilsonsfort,
1636, whose wife, Mrs. Martha, dau. of Sib Thomas Butler,
1st Bart, of Cloughgrenan, are Or, a chief indented az. all
within a border also indented erm.

Byng:

(Cra.nmer-Btng; Quendon Hall, Essex, exemplified to
Alfred Moltneux Cranmer-Byng, late Grenadier
Guards, eldest son of Henry Byng, Esq., of Quendon Hall,
by Mary Anne, his wife (a descendant of Archbishop Cranmer), only child of William Webb, Esq., of the Views,
Essex. Col. Cranmer-Byng is grandson of Vice-Admiral
Hon. Henry Dilkes Byng, 4th son of John, 5th Viscount
Torrington, and, assumed, by royal licence, dated 1 Feb.
Lieut.-Col.

1882, the prefix

surname of Cranmer, and the arms of
quartered with the arms of Byng, in compliance
with the testamentary injunction of his aunt, AnneCranmeb,
of Quendon Hall aforesaid). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Byno,
quarterly sa. and ar. in the first quarter a lion ramp, of the
second, 2nd and 3rd, Cranmer, ar. on a chev. purpure betw.
three pelicans az. vulning themselves ppr. as many cinque-

Cranmer

—

Crests
1st, Byno: An heraldic antelope, passant
erm. horned, tusked, maned, and hoofed or; 2nd, Cranmer:
crane's head, erm. erased gu. pierced through the neck
by an arrow in bend sinister or, barbed and flighted ar.
Motto Tuebor,
foils or.

A

—

(William Schoolcroft Burton, Esq., of Fogga-

thorpe, in the parish of Biibwith, in the East Riding of the
CO. York, of Childrey, co. Berks, and of Walton Hall, in the
parish of Walton, co. Bucks, J.P for the cos. Bedford and

Bucks, High

Per pale indented az. and sa. six
and one, each within an annulet ar.
two arms embowed in armour, the hands

.Sheriff, la77).

fleurs-de-lis, three, two,

Crest— In front of
ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis ar. six annulets interlaced fessewise also ar.
Mo"o Sans changer.

—

CAFE (CO. Somerset

spelt " Caffe," 1565, and " Cafe," 1594
See Caffe, Reitstap's General Armorial of Noble and Patrician
Families of Europe).
Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross betw.
in the first and fourth quarters a sword erect point down
wards, and in the second and third a Saracen's head couped,
all ar.

Crest

;

— In front of

a sword erect, point

downwards,

A

hHt and pomel

an «9catch€on ar. charged with a
the arms. iVfo«o— Coup sur coup.

or,

Saracen's head, as in

Cairns {Earl Caims).

Gxx.

of the last charged with as

three martlets ar. within ahordure
many trefoils slipped vert. Crest

—

martlet ar. charged with a trefoil slipped vert. Sapporters
Two hawks, wings expanded ppr. collared, belled, and
chained or, each holding in the beak a trefoil slipped vert.

A

—

3/o»o— Effloresco.
(Hickling Hall, CO. Norfolk, and Banwell, co.
Somerset; Martin Calthowe, of Hickling Hall, and
RicaARD Calthobpe, of Banwell, sous of Sir Martin

Caltborpe

Calthobpe, Lord Mayor of London 1688. Visit. .Somerset,
Chequy or and ae, a fesse erm. quartering, 1st, gu.
1623).
on a chief ar. two mullets sa. 2nd, az. three grifhns pass.
;

in pale ar.;
ar.

a

az, a fesse betw, six crosses crosslet or

3rfl,

ramp,

lion

ea.

a crescent for

;

two caltraps of the second, for
2nd and 3rd, gu. on a fesse betw. in chief three
crescents and in base another all or, three pallets sa., for

of the last a rose gu. betw.
;

Cmti

—

1st,

couped at the neck

Calthrop

:

In front ot a boar's liead
or, three annulets

gemel

az. collared

2nd, Hollwat A goat's head couped ar.
interlaced gold
tem^e of crescents and holding in the moiith two trefoils
all

Cazamell

(Charles Cammell, Esq., J. P., of Norton Hall
Brookfield Manor, Hatliersage, co. Derby, and Ditcham
Park, CO. Southampton, and co. Sussex). Sa. on a chev. ar.

and

ootised or, betw. three camels statantof the second, as many
Crest
A camel's head erased
trefoils slipped of the first.
ar. gorged with a collar gemel Ra. holding in the mouth a

—

trefoil as in the

arms.

Motto

— Perseverando.

Campbell

(Blythswood, co. Renfrew, Bart. created 4 May,
Quarterly, Island 4th gyronny of eight or and sa.
2nd
eai;h charged with a trefoil slipped counterchanged
and 3rd, ar. alymphad sa. Crest A lymphad as in the arms.
;

HJbO.

;

—

— Vincit labor.

ilvtlo

This

(page 158).

Carlile (Ponsbourne Park,

name

Cabron.

a misprint for

is

Or,

co. Hertford, late Scotland).

a cross flory gu. on a chief of the second, a saltier of the
first, the cross charged in the centre with a crescent, also of
the first for diff. Crest
Two dragons' heads addorsee Tert.
JV/o«o— Humilitate.

—

Carlisle (William Thomas Carlisle,

Esq., Lincoln's Inn,

London).
Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. four Cornish
choughs, three in chief and one in base ppr. three mullets
of eight points or.
Crest
In front of a blackamoor's head
in profile couped at the shoulders ppr. wreathed about the
temples ar. and gu. two mullets of eight points or.

—

To'wm of (co. Carlow). Ar. a castle triple
towered ppr. on the centre tower a staff, thereon a flag per
pale or, and vert charged with a lion ramp. gu.

Carring'ton (Thomas Carbinoton,

Esq., of Field Head,
two horseshoes
head erased or, betw. two bezants.
Three horseshoes or, thereon a unicorn's head erased

Sheffield). Ar.

on a bend

az. cotised sa. betw.

of the second, a unicorn's
Crest

—

sa.

Carroll (granted by Molyneux,
Alderman Thomas Carroll, of

Ulster,

16

Nov. 1609, to

the city of Dublin, and to
his son. Sir James Carroll, Knt., Chief Eemembrancer of
the Exchequer). Sa. a sword erect supported by two lions

ramp.

Crest

or.

—The

stump of an oak couped thereon a

falcon close ppr. belled or, fesse gu.

Carruthers

Cabbdthers, Scotland, 1876).
two chevronels, engr. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis, or, for Cabbuthers; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a
fesse counter-embattled betw. three mascles or, for Mitchell.
Crest
Dexter, Cabruthebs a cherub's head ppr.; sinister,
Mitchell: St. Michael in armour, holdmg a spear in hia
right hand, face, neck, arms and legs bare, all ppr. wings
ar. and hair auburn.
Promptus et fldelis, and
Mottoes
(Mitchell

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

il/of(o— Quaerere verum.

gu.

Carbon

:

;

slipped

Sa. a cher.
betw. three spears heads ar. points upwards, embrned ppr.

(Prince of Brecon).

Carlo'W,

(Holi.wat-Cai.th«op, Stanhoe Hall, co. Norfolk;
exemplified to Henry Calthrop Hollwat-Calthbop, Esq.,
eldest son of James Hollwat, Esq., of Stanhoe, by Mary
Esther, his wife, only dau. and heiress of John Calthrop,
Esq., of Stanhoe, upon his assuming by royal licence, 1878,
the additional surname of Calthrop, in compliance with the
will of his maternal grandfather). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli,
chequy, or and at. on a fesse nebulee erm. betw. two cotises

Hollwat,

Caradoc Vreichflras

4th,

dill.

Calthrop

Oalthbop

OAS

SUPPLEMENT.

CAI
«r,

A

—

:

—

Virtute cresco.

Carson

(Accarsane, Capetown, Cape of Good Hope, 1883).
Az. a fess or, betw. three mascles in chief, and a crescent ia
base ar.
Crest
A dextei hand ppr. holding a crescent ar.

Motto

—Teneo

Carter

Campbell

(McIvob-Campbell, Asknish, co. Argyll, 1884).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, counterquartercd, 1st and 4th,
gyronny of eight or and sa. 2nd, ar. a dexter hand couped
3rd, ar. a galley, sails
in fess grasping a dagger in pale gu.
furled and oars in action flagged sa. 2nd and 3rd, quarterly,
Crust— X boar's head couped or.
or, and gu. a bend ea.
Nunquam obliviscar.
Motto

-

gu.

—

et credo.

Molyneux, Ulster, 1597

(CoUe'^tion of

1632).

cress lozengy gu. betw. four quatreloils vert on

—

Ar. a

a chief

sa.

holding betw. the
three plates. Crest A demi
paws a cross lozengy gu. each lozenge charged with a
lion

ramp.

sa.

;

plate.

;

;

—

Campbell-Orde, Bart. See Oede.
Canada, Dominion of. Quarterly,
Nova Scotia, and New Bbcnswick.

Ontario, Quebec,

Cartier (Geobge Etienne

—

Case

Oktabio, Province of. 'Vert a sprig of three leaves of
maple slipped or, on a chief aig. the cross of St. George.

(Red Hazlcs, Huyton and Whiston, co. Lancaster;
Thomas Case, Esq., of Huyton and Whiston, quartering
Oole and Clayton his great-great-grandfather, John Case,
;

on a

betw. two
fleur-de-lis in chief az. and a sprig of three leaves of
maple slipped vert in base a lion pass, guard, or.

Nova

of.

Or,

Scotia, Province of.

fesse gu.

Or, on a fesse

wavy

az. betw.

three thistles ppr. a salmon naiaut arg.

New Brunswick

Province

of.

on a chief

gu. a lion pass, guard, or.

Cantrill (Wokingham and Woodley, co. Berks, Hcmphby
Cantbill, of Wokingham, h. I62o, son of Humphby Cantrill,
of same, and grandson of Humphry Cantbill, of Woodley.

A tower ar.
Capel (Swanwlck,
wick,

Ump. James

co.
I.,

Ar. a pelican in her piety

,sa.

Crest

—

Somerset; Edward Capel, of Swansecond Bon of Henby Capel, Esq., of

Reines, co. Essex. Visit. .Somerset. 1623). (Jii. a lion ramp,
betw. ihiee crosses crosslet or, a crescent for diff. C«.<«—
deml lion ramp, holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet
flUihec.

Cappel

(Uev.

LonsCAppEL,

Minister of the fJerman
Lutheran Church, in Little Alie Street, Whitechapel). Az.
two palmers' staves saltirewiso or, on a chief of the last as
many Catherine wheels of the first. Crest In front of a
palmer's staff erect a Catherine wheel or, betw. two wiogs
I). I).,

—

az. gatt^ d'or.

and heir

of

llazles,

Edward Dole,

Thomas Case,

Esq., of

—

Or, on waves a lymiihad

(or ancient galley) with oars in action, ppr.

Visit. Berks, 16G4-6).

Red

Huyton, having m. Elizabeth, dau.
Esq., and his great-grandfather,
Red Hazles, having m. Margaret,
dau. and heiress of William Clayton, Esq., of Fulwood).
Ar. on a bend engr. gu. cottlsed sa. three round buckles or,
quartering Ogle, ar. a fess betw. three crescents gu., and
Clayton, ar. a cross engr. sa. betw. four torteaux. Crest
A cubit arm habited erm. cuff az. holding in the hand ppr.
a round buckle or. Motto Distantia jungit. These arms
were confirmed and a crest granted to Thomas Case, of
West Chester, gentleman, by Seger, Norroy, 21 Dec. 41
Esq., of

QcEBEC, Province

Cartier, Esq., of Montreal).

Per fesse gu. and or, a fesse of the last in chief an Ermine ppr.
and in base five pallets of the first. Crest— An anchor in
bend sinister sa. cable ppr. pendent therefrom by a gold
chain an escochcon gu. charged with a fleur-de-lis or. Motto
" Franc et sans dol."

—

Queen Elizabeth,

Casey

wife of Robert Claddb Smith, Esq.,
Tower and Hawkmoor, co. Devon, formerly
Lieutenant in the Bombay Light Cavalry, widow of
Thomas Karquhar, Esq., of the Bengal Artillery (who was
killed at Delhi), and dau. of John Casey, of Calcutta,

(Caroline,

of Rcdcliff

merchant, a native of Ireland).

greyhounds sejant

Gu. a chev. betw. three

ar.

Oashel, City of

(co.

Tipperary).

Vert a

castle

triple

towered ar. on the centre tower a double tongued pennant
on a HtalT or.

Casley

(originally De Cuabtklai, of France, at now borne
by Casley, of Ipswich and Newcustle-on-Tyne). Gu. a castle
with two towers or embattled and masoned sa. Cretl
linn ramp. ppr. langued and armed gu.
Motto— ^lalo niort

—

quam

foedari.

CAS
(EdiDburgh, 1877).

—

—

Caswall

Crext—A
Ar. six barrulets sa.
(CO. Wilts).
dexter arm couped below the shoulder in mail armour holding in the hand all ppr. a cross crosslet fitchee or. Motto
Kon multa sed niultum.

—

Cawnpy (P.

This

179).

is

a misprint for Cawpnt.

Cawthra

(Henry Cawthsa, Esq., of the City of Toronto,
Canada). Or on a chevron az. betw. three hurts each
charged with a boar's head couped of the first two arrows
chevronwise, the points upwards also or. Crest Upon a

—

quiver fessewise filled with arrows or, a boar's head couped
az. holding in the mouth two arrows saltirewise the points
resting on the quiver also or.

Cazalet

(Fairlawn, Tunbridge, Kent

:

Edwabd Cazalet,

D.L., Lord of the Manor of Shipbome, son of
Peteb Clement Cazalet, of Brighton). Az. a castle triple
towered ar. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a boar passant
Esq., J. P.,

in base or.

Creat

— A casque, in front

thereof a tilting spear

fessewise all ppr.

Cbalke

(Long Ashton, Westbury, and Yatton, co. Somerset,
Avington, co. Berks, and Shelbome, co. Wilts Sir Alexandek Cualke, Knt., of Shelborne, son of Fb»ncis Chalke,
Esq., of Yatton, and grandson of Richard Chalre, of
AWngton, who was son of Alexandeh Chalke of Westbury,
the son of John Chalke, of Long Ashton, and grandson of
Sir KicHAKD Chalke, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas,
1462. Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Sa. three bars ar. quartering
Ist, ar. three cinquefoils per pale gu, and az.
2nd ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three lions dormant gu., for Lyons; 3rd, ar.
;

;

—

three fleur-de-lis sa., for Bebesfobd, Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi swan rising ar. crested

crusilly

CL A

SUPPLEMENT.

Ar. a chey. gu. betw. two
cross crossleU fitchee in chief and a lion's head erased in
base ga. Crttt A dolphin naiant embowed or. Motto
Avise la fin.

Cassels

az.

between, in the first and fonrth
quarters a griffin segreant, in the second a fieam, and in
Crest— In from
the second.
potent
all
of
third
a
cross
the
of a demi griffin segreant, gu. resting the sinister claw on a

a cross parted and fretiy

cross potent sa. a plate.

»a.

tuum

J*/o(to— Qaod

tene.

Cheke

(Bruton, CO. Somerset, and London; John Cbeke, of
Bruton, Edwabd Cheke, of same place, and Thomas, of
London, temp. James I., sons of Robtbt Cheke, of Bruton,
by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of John Kabvoll, of Castle
Eitb. 00 it chief sa. threw
Cary.
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
fusils or.

Chinnery-Haldane.
Chorley, Borough

See Haldane.

Or, on a chev. gn. three
escocheons ar. each charged with a blue bottle slipped ami
leaved ppr. on a chief of the second, a crown vallary of the

of.

first.

Churton

(Morannedd, Byhl, co. Flint. John Churton, Esq.,
Morannedd, High Sheriff 1875, son of William Chcbton,
Salop;.
Erm. two chevronels
gu. betw. four rams' heads erased, three in chief and one in
Out of the battlements of a
Crest
base sa. armed or.
tower ppr. a demi lion gu. gorged with a collar gemel or,
holding in the dexter paw a sword ppr. and resting the
sinister paw on an escocheon erm. charged with a rani's
head erased sa. armed gold. Motto Avaccez.

of

Esq., of Whitchurch, co.

—

—

Clark (Thombury,
Long

Sutton,

co.

Gloucester, London, and Wells and
Richabd Clabk, of Long
Somerset

co.

;

John Clabk, of Wells, grandson of Richard
Clark, of London, and great-grandson of John Clabk, of
Thornbury. Visit. Somerset, 1623. Arms granted by Cooke,
Clarenceux, 1576).
Gu. two bars ar. in chief three cinqueSutton, son of

foils

erm.

(Trowbridge, Wilts, page 198), represented by Thomas
J. P. and D.L. for Wilts, and late major of the
Wilts volunteers, of Bellefield (not £eUe>ifield), Trowbridge,
and Cumberwell {not Cumberland), near Bradford, co.

Clark

Clabk, Esq.,
Clialztiers (Sir David Patbick Chalmebs, H.M. Advocate for
Gold Coast, 1876, Chief Justice of British Guiana, 1878).
Ar. a demi lion sa. issuant from a fesse gu. charged with
two bells of the first, in base a flenr-de-lis of the third. Crest
An eagle rising reguardant ppr. Motto Spero.

—

—

Chambers
Chambebs,

(Clough

House, co.

of Cleadon,

co.

York

Durham

;

descended

;

now

from

represented by

Geoboe Wilton Chambebs, Esq.. of Clough, J. P., grdndson
of Sir Bobebt Chambers, Chief Justice of Bombay).
Gu,
on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils or, as many eastern crowns
az. (confirmed 1835),

Crest

—On a mount vert a bear passant

and gorged with an eastern crown or. from
the muzzle a chain pendent and reflexed over the back
ppr. muzzled

(The Hurst, Alfreton, co. Derby; John Chambebs, Esq., of The Hurs;, m. Anne, dau. of Capt. John
Platt, K.X., of Hatfield, co. York, and had an only son,
John Edmund Fbedebick Chambebs, Esq., of The Hurst).
Ar. on a fesse engr. sa., three cinquefoils or, in chief two

(Sir

two chevronels

Geobge Henby Chambebs,

sa.

Knt.).

Erm.

betw. in chief as many chambers, placed
and in base an antique galley of the
an ass's head erased sa. collared

transverse, fired ppr.
Crest

— In front of

Champnes

(Orchardleigh, co. Somerset John Champnes,
<e»ip. James I.
Visit. Somerset, 1623, states "This cuaie
hath continued this 100 years in his parlour window ").
Per pale sa. and ar. a lion ramp. gu.

Chester

:

;

(Frewen

Hall,

co.

John Chapman, Esq.

Oxford, and Hill End, co.
of Hill End, co. Chester,

and

Carlecotes, co. York, M.P., m. Anne, dau. of Geobge Sidebottom, Esq., of Hill End, and d. 1877, when he was 5. by his
eldest son, Edwabd Chapman, Esq., of Frewen Hall and Hi'l

End, Lord of the Manor of Hatiersley, J.P., M.A.). Per chev.
or, and az. a crescent betw. three mullets pierced, all
counterchanged. Crest A stag's head erased sa. attired and

—

semee of crescents

or.

Motto—Crescil

sub pondere virtus.

Oheetham

(Kycroft House, Rochdale, and Brooklyn, Heywood, both in co. Lancaster).
Ar. a griflin segreant gu.
over all three bars invected sa. each chcrged with five
bezants.
Crest
A demi griffin, wings adjorsed gu.
bezants, the mouth transfixed by a tilting spear or, holding
betw. the claws a bezant.
Motto— AA mortem fidelis.

—

Oheetham.

Clark

(Fbedebick Clabk, Esq., Great Cumberland Place,
London, D.L., co. Hereford). Perpale or and ar. on a bend
engr. plain cotised gu. betw. (our pellets, a rose betw. two
swans close of the second. Crest Upon the trunk of a tree
eradicated fessewise sprouting to the dexter a lark risini;

—

Clarke

(Sir

William John Clarke,

Bart., of

Bnpertswood,

Colony of Victoria, created 1882; this family of Clarke can
be traced in the registries of Weston Zoyland, Somerset, as
Or two bars az.
far back as the reign of Queen Elizabeth).
betw. four escallops three in chief, and one in base gu. with
of a dexter
front
the
second.
Crest
In
two flaunches of
arm embowed in armour the hand in a gauntlet ppr. gra-sping an ari-ow in bend sinister or, flighted, ar. three escallops
Motto Signiun quserens in vellcre.
also or.

—

(Waste Court, Abingdon, co. Berks John Cbeemer
Clarke, Esq., son of Robert Clabke, Esq., of St. Giles-inthe-Wood, CO. Devon, by Gbaciana, his wife, dau. of John
Cbeemeb, Esq., of Exboume, co. Devon. He is J. P. for
Abingdon, and chairman of the Abingdon Railway, was
mayor of the borough 1876, and elected its MP. 1874 and
Vert on a bend ermine cotised or, betw. three crosses
1880).
Crest
In front of a
pattfe ar. as many swans of the third.
mount overgrown with clover a lark rising ppr. charged on
the breast with a cross pattee ar. and in the beak an ear of
wheat or.

Clarke

gemel, an anchor fessewise or.

Chapman

—

—

—

squirrels sejant ppr.

second.

(Edinburgh, 1879). Az. a fesse chequy ar. and sa.
betw. two boars' heads couped in chief of the second, and a
crescent in base or, on a canton also of the second a chev. of
Crest
A falcon rising
the third betw. three lions ramp. gu.
ppr.
Motlo Honor et virtute.

ppr. charged on the breast with a rose gu. holding in the
beak three ears of wheat slipped or.

gold.

Chambers

Chambers

Wilts.

Clark

(JosnrA Milne Cheetham, Esq., of Singleton
Houce, Broughton, Manchester, J.V.).
Ar. gutt^ de sang

;

—

Clarkson

(Fbedebick Scipio Clabkson, Esq., of London).
betw. two trefoils slipped sa. three lozenges
Credit
An arm in armour couped below the
field.
elt'ow lying fessways ppr. in the hand a sword erect ar. hilt
and pommel sa. from the blade a pennon flotant gu. Motto
" Ferro comite."

Ar. on
of the

abend

—

—

Claxton

fKirkton, co. Xotts, and Bedininster, co. Somerset;
William Claxton, of Bedminster, tcmii. James I., son of
John Claxton, of Kirkton, grandson of Michael Claxton,
and great-grandson of William Claxton, Esq., a Justice
of the Peace for the co. York.

on a

lessc betw. three

Visit.

hedgehogs

ar.

Somerset 1623).

a crescent for

diff.

Gu.

;

Lincoln; Nathaniel Ci^ttos,
Esq.). Quarterly, or anrt ar. on a crosa nebulae aa. betw.
four pellets a fescee feasewise of the first. Crest— Upon the
battlements of a tower a lion's jamb erect and erased ppr.
Cliff,

co.

pellet, encircled

grasping a

by a wreath of oak

vert.

Az. a dexter
arm ppr. issuing from a cuff ar. in the sinister of the shield,
an ancient
Clennelu,
the hand grasping a b&ton or. The
family, long seated at Clennell (now the property of their

Olennell

(Clennell, co.

Northumberland).

descendant, Anthony Wilkinson, Esq., of Clennell and of
Sheraton, co. Durham), appear in the Visit. Northumberland, 1615, but no arms are given, and the earliest official
record of this bearing is in a grant thereof, 6 August, 1796,
to Thomas Fenwick, afterwards Clennell, Esq., greatnephew and heir of Percival Clennell, of Harbottle Castle,
Northumberland, who, by royal licence, assumed the name
of

Clennell

31

March same year.

Clifford (Boscombe, co. Wilts, Edwakd Cuffobd, of Boscombe, temp. Queen Elizabeth, son of Henry Clifford, of
Boscombe, temp. Henry VIII. Visit. Berks 1664). Chequey
or,

and

Crest— Out of a ducal

and canton gu.
a wyvern gu.

az. a fess

coronet or,

Bicbabd Clifford of Kintro. Berks.
bury, 6. 1599. 12th son of Edward Clifford, of Boscombe,
CO. Wilts. Visit. Berks 1664. Same Arms and Crest.

Clifford (Kintbury,

(Radbrooke, co. Gloucester). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. a bend or, betw. six pears erect ppr.; 2nd and 3rd,
Quarterly, per fesee dancett^e gu. and or, in the first quarter

Clopton
a

lion pass. ar.

Clou^h (Thorpe Stapleton, co. York; granted by St. George,
Clarenceux, 10 James I., 1612, borne by Edmond Clodgh,
Esq., of Thorpe S tapleton, who m. Frances, dau. of Sir
MAnoEE Vavasocb, Knt. of Weston, co. York. Visit. York,
1612). Sa. a fesse humett^e erm. betw. three leopards' faces
Crest
A demi lion ramp. erm. holding betw. the paws
ar.
a battle ase, handle sa. headed ar.

—

Cloash
CO.

Clifton House,

(Newbald Hall, near Beverley, and
York; borne by William Clough, Esq., of Clifton

House, and Newbald Hall, Brough and by his brother, the
Eev. John Clough, M.A., Bector of Clifton, co. Nottingham).
Arms and Crest as the preceding.
;

Clowes

(William Clowes,

Hyde Park,

co.

Esq., 51, Gloucester Terrace,

Middlesex, eldest son of

Wiluam

Clowes,

of Garratt's Hall, co. Surrey, and grandson of Willlam
Clowes, of the city of Chichester). Az. on a chev. ar.
betw. two unicorn's heads erased in chief and a lion's head

erased In base or, three pellets gu. each charged with a
crescent of the second. Crut A demi lion vert ducally
crowned, holding in the dexter paw a battle-axe in bend
sinister or, and resting the sinister paw on an escocheon ar.
charged with a crescent az.

—

Coc'h.rSLne-'BeiiU.ie, Baron Lamington). Quarterly, Istand
4th, az. nine stars of six points wavy, three, three, two and
one, or, for Baillie ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three boars' heads erased az langued of the second, on a
chief wavy of the third a sphinx couchant of the field, for
Cocbbane. Crest$ In the centre a boar's head erased ppr.
on the dexter side issuing out of a naval crown or, a dexter
arm embowed, vested az. cuffed ar. the hand holding a flagstaff ppr. thereon hoisted the flag of a rear-admiral of the
white, being ar. a cross gu. and thereon the words "St.
Domingo" in letters of gold, and on the sinister side a horse
On either side a boar, ppr.
Supporters
trotting, also ar.
gorged with a dollar or, pendent therefrom an escocheon of
the arms of Baillee, viz. Az. nine estoiles, three, three,

—

—

:

two and one,

or.

Motto— (iaid

clarius astris.

Somerset; Walter Cockes, temp. James I., and
John Cockm, of Haygrave, sons of John Cokkes, who was
son of Thomas Cokkes, and grandson of John Cokkes,
living 14 Henry \'1I., who was seventh in descent from
Wiluam de Chelworth, living 29 Edward 1. Visit. SomerOu. a spur with leather and buckle or, on a
set, 1623).
chief ar. three cocks' heads erased of the first, combed, and

Oockes

(co.

wattled of the second.

Oogxin

(Chard, co. Somerset; Philibert Cogan, of Chard,

Thomas Cooan, and grandson of Nicholas
CooAN, both of same place. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Uu.
three leaves erect ar.
^exemplified to

LL.D., of Thorpe, Surrey).
Ar. three cocks gu.
beaked, combed, wattled, and membered sa. Oi-est Acock's
head erased gu. beaked, combed, and wattled sa.
Esq.,

—

Colborne

(Craton and Wj thehill, co. Somerset ; Visit.
Somerset, 1623.
Arms allowed by Segar, Garter). Ar.
on a chev. betw. three buglehorns sa. stringed or, aa
many mullets of the last. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a stag's head ar. attired gold.

—

Cole

Bristol,
co. Somerset,
and Wyke, co.
Colchester, co. Essex; Visit. Somerset.
Per pale or and gu. a bull pass, counter-changed,
armed ar. an annulet for diff.

(Nailsea,

Gloucester, and
1623).

Coleman

(Brandon Parva, Norfolk James Henry Coleman, Esq., of Napier, New Zealand). Gu. on a pale or, betw.
two suns in splendour fessewise of the last, a lion ramp, of
the first, ftest— Upon a mount vert in front of a shepherd's
crook erect gu. a lamb grazing ar. Motto Esto sol testis.
;

—

Colznan

(Carshalton Park, Surrey; Jeremiah Colman, Esq.
of that place).
Az. on a pale rayonn^ or, guttce d'eau hetw,
two fleurs-de-lis of the 2nd a lion rampt. betw. two annulets
gu. Crest In front of two wings arg. each charged with an
estoile az. a rock ppr. thereon a caltrap or.
Motto Sat
cito si sat bene.

—

—

Colman

(Carrow House, Norwich ; Jeremiah James Colman, Esq., M.P. for thatCity). Arms &c., same as Colman,
of Carshalton Park.

Colmore

(Colmore, co.

Dorset.

Gu. three crescents betw. eleven
one,

Somerset, 1623).
two, and

Visit.

billets, four, four,

all or.

Coltliurst (BowEN-CoLTBURST
exemplified to Robert
Walter Travers Bowen Colthurst, Esq., of Oakgrove,
J. P. CO. Cork, and Geobgina de Belasis Bowen Colthurst,
;

otherwise Greer, his wife, upon their assuming by royal
licence, dated 9 Dec. 1882, the surname of Colthurst in
addition to, and after that of Bowen, in compliance with the
will of Joseph Colthurst, Esq., of Dripsey Castle, In the
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a fess
CO., deceased).
betw. three colts courant sa., as many trefoils slipped or, a
crescent for diff., for Colthurst 2nd and 3rd, per pale az.
and gu. a stag trippant ar. pierced in the back with an arrow

same

;

and

attired or, for

Bowen.

Crests

—

1st,

Colthurst:

A

colt

charged on the shoulder with a crescent or
2nd, Bowen: On a mount vert a falcon close ppr. belled or.
Motto Justum et tenacem.
courant

sa.

—

Com.b

(Norton Ferrers and Tisburie, co. Somerset; William
Comb, of Norton Ferrers, temp. James I., son of Edward
Comb, of Tisburie. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Sa. two bars
Crest—
ar. betw. six bees, three, two, and one of the last.
A demi lion ramp. sa. ducally gorged ar.

Combe

(Cobham Park, co. Surrey descended from an old
family in Hants, of which was Harvey Christian Combe,
Esq., Lord Mayor of London, 1799, and for many years
M.P. for the City). Az. on a pale erm. betw. two tilting
spears erect or, three lions pass, palewise gu. Crest
On a mount vert a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.
garnished or, around the arm a ribbon tied gu. the
hand grasping a broken tilting spear, also ppr., betw. two
Motto Nil
flag staves, flowing from each a pennon gu.
;

—

—

]

timere nee temere.

Compton

The
(Marquess of Nortftampton, page 219).
arms of William, 4th Marqaexs of Northampton, who s. his
brother 1877, are, Sa. a lion pass, guardant or, betw. three
Crest
On a mount, a beacon, fired
esquires' helirets ar.
ppr. behind it a riband, inscribed with the words. Nisi
Dexter, a dragon erm. ducally
Dominus. Supporters
sinister, a unicorn ar. horned,
gorged and chained or
maned, hoofed, and tufted, sa. Motto Je ne serche qu'un.

—

—

;

—

Compton

(Sutton Bingham, Wigbear, and Petherton, co.
Somerset; Thomas CoMProN, of Sutton Bingham, and
Henry Compton, of Wigbear, temp. James I., sons of James
Visit. Somerset, 1626).
of Petherton, in 1565.
three helmets close ar. a border or, quartering 1st,
Trivet: Ar. a trivet sa. a border of the last 2nd, Storkb: Ar.
a stork sa. collared or, beaked and legged gu. a border erm.

Compton,

;

Conder (Edward

Conder, Esq., of Terry Bank, Westmorand Elm Hurst, Essex). Ar. on a bend wavy az. betw.
two lymphads, sails furled, flags flying and oars in aciion sa.,
In front of a
an anchor entwined with a cable or. Crest
lymphad, as in the arms, an anchor fesswise, the flUke to the
dexter or. Motto- Je couduis.
land,

Georoe Edward Cokayne,

Esq.,

M.A., K.S.A., of R^nhwcll, co. Northampton, Norroy King
Anns, on his ansuming, by royal licence in 1873, the surDama wul anas of Cokaime, In complianc* with the testa-

of

mentary injunction of his mother, the Hon. Mart Anhb, dau.
of the Hon. William Cokayne, niece and co-heiress of
Borlase, 6th Viscount Cullen, and widow of William Adams,

Sa.

b. 1560, son of

Ookayne

CON

SUPPLEMENT.

CLA
Oiayton (KMt

—

A

CON

;

Conran

(Newtown House, co. Louth, and Blacklands,
Plympton, St. Mary, Devon; now borne by Wii-uam Conban, Esq., of Blacklands, and by his three brothers. Major
Henry Conran, Col. Lewis Conran, and Major Marcell
Conran, sons of Captain James Samoel Conran, 17th Light
Pragoons, who was younger brother of Lieut. -Gen. Henry
Lewis Conran, Col. 98th Regt., and son of Major Henry
Conran (7th in descent from Alderman Philip Conran,
Mayor of Dublin, 1592), by Jane Mart, his wife, dau. and
eventually sole heiress of Lewis Marcell, Esq., of Water-

dexter cubit arm issuing from tb9
sinister, grasping in the hand a sword all ppr. in chief two
crescents or, for Cornock: 2nd and 3rd, ar. a pale gu. three
hawks' heads erased, two and one, counterchanged, in the
centre chief point a cross patt^e or, for Hawkes. C'resti
1st, Cornock
A dexter cubit arm fessewise, the hand grasping a sword erect all ppr. the arm charged with two
crescents in fess az.; 2nd, Hawkes: On a liranch of oak
sprouting lying fessewise, a hawk rising all ppr. jessed and
belled or.
Motto over Hawkes' crest, Virtute non vi.

—

Motto

Corry

;

base a

trefoil,

slipped of the second, for

Motto

hind's head, as in the arms.

Marcell

Crest

— In Deo spes mea.

—

fesse or

fleur-de-lis,

Cookson

(FiFE-CooKsoN, Whitehlll, co.

Durham

;

exempli-

John Cookson Fife-Cookson, of
Whitehill Park, co. Durham, J.P., D.L., on his assuming by
royal licence the additional surname of Cookson). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, per pale ar. and gu. a pair betw. two legs
fied,

1879, to Lieut.-Col.

couped at the thigh in armour, all counterchanged, for
Cookson 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp. gu. guttee d'or
betw. three thistles leaved and slipped vert, for Fife. Crest*
1st, Cookson: A demi lion ppr. guttee de sang, grasping
2nd, Fife Out of the battlein both paws a club, also ppr.
ments of a tower ppr. a demi lion, holding in the dexter paw
a saltire ar. and resting the sinister paw on an escutcheon
JV/o<(o— Virtute
or, charged with a thistle as in the arms.
;

—

;

:

et opera.

Cookson-Sa'wrTey.

Oooper.

See Sawret.

heads erased ar. attired or, on a
canton of the second a chev. of the first charged with three
1st, an escallop
Crest*
plates betw. as many pears ppr.
or ; 2nd, a cormorant, wings endorsed, holding in the beak
a fish all ppr. Motto -Non parvum est teipsum noscere.

Gu. three

stags'

—

Cooper

(Samdel Josbda Cooper, Esq., of Mount Vernon,
near Barnsley, co. York). Per pale pean, and gu. on a
chev. betw. three lions statant ar. an estoile betw. two

—

lozenges of the second.
Crest
On a mount vert a lion
sejant pean, holding in his dexter paw a battle axe, erect,
JV/o«(o— Tout vient de Dieu.
or.

Coping'er

(Cork, Cloghane, Rincolisky, BalljTerine Castle

(now Copihger's Court), LIssapoole, Carhue, Leemount,
Ac, CO. Cork; Roscoff, in Brittany, Trewiddle, Cornwall, and the Priory, Manchester
a family traceable to a
very early period in the annals of that county. Stephen
CopiNOEB was M.P. for the city of Cork in the first Parliament of Queen Elizabeth. Three of his great-grandsons
were knighted, viz.. Sir Walter Copinoeb, of Cloghan, Sir
Robert Copinoer, Mayor of Cork in 1644, and Sir John
CopiNOER, of Crosshaven). Bendy of six or and gu. over
all on a fesse az. three plates.
Crest
A leg in armour
couped at the thigh and erect, bent at the knee, the foot
upward, garnished and spurred, all ppr. Motto Virtuve et
;

—

—

fldelitate.

(Wattlesborough, co.
quartering Toret, of Moreton.

Salop).

Or,

a raven

sa.

(Warwickshire, formerly of Dumbartonshire).
Ar.
a key fesseways, wards downwards, between two ravens
•a.
Crest— X branch of a tree ppr. thereon a raven sa.
Motto Deus pascit corvos.

—

Comick

(West Ahngton, Bridport, co. Dorset). Or, on a
two trefoils slipped in base vert a tower ar.
Upon a mount vert a tower ar. in front thereof a

pile az. betw.

garb fessewise.

Comock

(Hawees-Cobnock, Cromwellsfort, co. Wexford
John Hawses Cobnock, Esq., of CromwellsZachariab Cornock Hawkes, Esq., of
Moneens, co. Cork, and grandson of John Hawkes, Esq., of
Orange, same co., by Mary, his wife, dau. of Isaac Cornock,
Esq., of Cromwellsfort, upon his assuming, by royal licence,
dated 31 March, 1883, the surname of Cornock, in compliance with an injunction contained in the will of his
kinsman, Zachariah Charles Cornock, Esq., of Cromwells
fort, who d s. p. 12 Dec. 1882).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
exemplified to
fort,

2nd and

3rd, sa. a

branches

all

cup

ar.

Cobby;

with a garland betw. two laurel

issuing out of the

same

vert, for

Lowby. Crest*

A cock ppr. charged with a crescent gu. 2nd,
garland betw two laurel branches vert. Supporter
On either side a stag ppr. semee of mullets ar. gorged with
a collar and line reflexed over the back or. AfoWo— Loyal
au mort.
Corry

1st,

—

Coull

;

:

A

:

.

(Dixon-Codli,, Middleton, Morpeth, co. Northumber-

exemplified to Robert Dixon, Esq., upon his taking
the additional surname of Cocll). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a unicorn's head, couped ar. in chief three annulets or,
for Coull
2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire, parted and fretty,
betw. two crosses pattce in pale, and as many eagles' heads
erased in fesse gu., for Dixon. Crests 1st, Copll: In front
of a unicorn's head couped ar. gorged with a collar gemel
land;

;

—

2nd, Dixon: A demi stag
reguard. ppr. charged on the shoulder with a pheon, and

az. three annulets interlaced or

;

resting the dexter foot on a cross pattee or.

—Ad

Motto

finem spero.

Coutts.

See Babtlett-Bcrdett-Coctts.

Coutts (MoNEY-CouTTS, Stodham Park,

co.

Southampton, and

Ancote, Weybridge, co. Surrey; exemplified to Mrs. Claba
Maria Money-Coutts, of Stodham Park, widow ol Rev. James
Drcmmond MoNEY.Rector of Sternfield, co. Suffolk, and dau. of
Sir Francis Bdbdett, 5th Bart, of Foremark, by Sophia, his
wife, dau. and co-heir of Thomas Coutts, Esq., banker, and
to her son, Francis Bobdett Money-Coutts, Esq., of Ancote, upon their assuming by royal licence, 1880, the
additional surname of Coutts, in compliance with the will of
Harriet, Duchess of St. Albans, widow of the said Thomas
Coutts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a stag's bead erased
gu. betw. the attires a pheon az. all within a border embattled of the last, charged with four buckles or, for Couns
2nd and 3rd, or, on a pile az. tun bezants, four, three, two,
and one, for Money. Crests 1st, Coutts: A man from the
middle shooting an arrow from a bow all ppr.; 2nd, Money :
A bezant betw. two wings az. each semfie de lis or. Motto—
Esse quam videri.

—

Co'wan

(James Cowan, M.P. for Edinburgh, page

name Cown

236).

The

a misprint for Cowan. The tincture of the
mullet on the saltire in the arms is ar. not az.

Co'ward

is

Thomas
co. Somerset
Thomas Coward, of Wells, and
John Cowabd, of West Penard. Visit. Somerset,

(West Penard and Wells,

CowABD,

b.

grandson of

;

1600. son of

Ar. on a chev. gu. three martlets or, a chief of the
1623).
second charged with a canton of the third. Crest A demi
greyhound ramp. sa. holding in the paws a stag's head ar.

—

attired or.

Co'well (Harristown,

co.

Kildare.

Arras registered and

by Hawkins, Ulster, 24 June, 1774, to BabtboLOMEW CowELL, Esq., of Harristown). Erm. a hind trippant
Crest
gu.
A lion pass, guard, gu. ducally crowned and
plain collared or.
Motto Fortis et celer.

—

Corbett

—

Quarterly, 1st and

crest granted

Corbet

Crest

(Lowby-Cobry, Baron Rraton).

4th, gu. a saliire ar. in chief a rose of the last, for

—

Cooch, retired list, Royal Body Guard).
and gu. an eagle displ. in chief a crescent betw.
and a Seur-de-lis betw. two crescents in base,
Crest— kn eagle displ. gu. charged on
all counterchanged.
each wing with two crescents ar. and resting each claw
Motto— XA diem tendo.
lis,
or.
upon a fleur-de
Per
two

— Animo et fide.

Low*RY

Cooch (Col. Charles

az. a

:

many martlets of the first, a
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. ar.
crescent for diff., for Conran
betw. in chief a dexter arm in fesse couped below the elbow
the hand grasping a dagger, point upwards ppr. and in

Ist

hinds' heads erased ar. as

and

fesse gu.

and 2nd, vert on a chev. betw. three

Quarterly,

ford).

00 w

SUPPLEMENT.

eldest son of

;

Cowell

(Rev.

—

Geobob Young Cowell, M.A.

of Garrison, co.

Fermanagh, vicar of Lea, Portarlington and canon of St.
and Andrew Richard Cowell, M.D. of
CuUentra, co. Wexford, late Bombay Army, sons of George
Clayton Cowell, Esq., of Garrison, who was grandson of
Richard Cowell, of Ballymore Eustace, son of Thomas
Cowell, of Harristown, brother of Bartholo.mew Cowell,
the grantee and son of Bryan Cowell, of Logadowden, co.
Dublin). Arms, <fec., as Coweu., of Harristown.
Brigid's, Kildare,

Cowell

(Major-Gen. Sir John Clayton Cowell, K.C.B.,
Master of the Queen's Household, son of John Clayton
Cowell, Lieut. 1st Royals and grandson of Col. John Clayton Cowell, A.D.C. to H.B.H. Duke of Kent, whose father,
Bartholomew Cowell, of Harristown, was a younger son
of Babtholomew Cowell, the grantee).
Same Arms, 4c.

Cowper-Temple

(Baron Mount Temple).

See

Tsmpul

;

cox
CJox (Eaton Hastings and

Edward

Cox,

of Eton Hastings, 6. 162-2, son of John Cos, of Coleshill, and
grandson of John Cos, of same place. Visit. Berks, 16C4).
Vert in chief three cucks or.

Cranag'e

(Quartered by Bev. Geobge Hill).
Vert, five
lozenges conjoined in bend within two bendlets, betw. two
stags' heads cabosbed, all or.

Cranbrook,

Cranmer

VUcount.

(Quendon

DAL

SUPPLEMENT.

Coleshill, co. Berks.

See Hardt.

Hall, Essex; descended

from Thomas

Ckanmer, Archbishop of Canterbury,

great-grandson of
Isabel, his wife, dau. and heir of
of Aslacton, Notts.
See CranmerBtno). The original arms were ar. a chev. betw. three
cranes sa., but were altered by Henry VIII. to ar. on a chev.
az. betw. three pelicans sa. as manycinquefoils or, the King
declaring to the Archbishop that "those birds should signify
unto him that he ought to be ready, as the pelican is, to shed
his blood for his young ones brought up in the faith of Christ."

Edwabd Cbanmeb and
WiLUAM DB AsLACTON,

Cranmer-Byng:. See Btno.
Craufurd (Auchenames, co. Renfrew, and

—

three pelicans ar. vulning themselves gu. Crest
A Hon
sejant ppr. supporting acoiumn or, on the top a dove alighting

Motto

ar.

—

inriocentia.

Cupper

(Lovington and Almisford, co. Somerset, and
John Cupper, of Lovington, temp. James I., son
of John Cupper, of London, grandson of Richard Cupper,
of Almisford, and great-grandson of John Cupper, of
Lovington. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Ar. a sallire sa. on a
chief or, three lions ramp. gu.

London

;

Ctirtis (Thornfield, co. Lancaster; Matthew Curtis, Esq.).
Per saltire ar. and az. two horses' heads erased in pale sa.
and as many fleurs-de-lis in fesse of the first. Crest— In
front of a horse's head ar. holding in the mouth a flour-deaz. a fasces fessewise ppr.
3/o{(o— Perse verando vinco.

lis

Company

Cutlers,

of (Hallamshire, co. York. Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 24 James I., cap. 31). Ar.
on a fesse indented vert. betw. three pairs of swords ia
saltire ppr. pommels and hilts sa. eight arrows interlaced
saltirewise banded of the field, betw. two garbs or.
CrestIn front of

Crosbie, coAyr).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fesse erm.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a
stags head erased gu.
CreKt—A. stag's head erased gu.
betw. the attires a cross crosslet fitchee sa. Supporters—

Iininobili.-t

an elephant's head codped

saltire as in the

or,

two swords

In

arms.

:

Two

bulls sa.

armed and unguled

or.

—Tutum

Motto

te

robore reddam.

Cra'wford

(Overton, co. Lanark, and New Zealand, IS80).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fesse wavy erm. betw. three
mullets ar. pierced az., for Crawford 2nd and 3rd, «a. a
chevalier on horseback, armed at all points cap-^-pie,
;

brandishing a scymeter aloft
Crest— \n increscent chequy

a bordure gu., for Nevat.
ar. and az.
Motto Fide et

ar.

—

diligentia.

Crawhall

(co. Northumberland, and co. Durham).
Gu., a
garb or, on a chief ar. three crows sa. Crtst On a garb
or, a crow sa.
Motto— 'Htc careo nee euro.

—

Crawhall

(Burton Crofr, York).
Ar. three battle axes
chevronwiee sa. betw. two chevronels engr. gu. the whole
betw. three crows, also sa. Crest
Upon a mount vert a
crow sa. holding in the dexter claw a battle axe in bend ppr.

—

JV/o«o— Pra;sto

(Cheswick Sir William Cbossman, K.C.M.G.,
commanding Royal Engineers, Southern
Northumberland). Sa. on a chev. or, betw. two
goats' heads erased in chief ar. and an eider duck in base
;

Col. on the Staff
Di.strict,

ppr. three cross crossleta gu.
CreH—ln front of a goat's
head erased ar. three cross crosslets gu. Motto In Cruce
Bpes mea.

—

Crumpe (exemplified to SrLVERins Cbdmpe, of HobartTown,
William Mobiabtt, Esq., Commander Royal
Navy, deceased, by Alphra Cbcmpe, his wife, sister of
Francis Crumpk, of Tralee, co. Kerry, Doctor of Medicine,
on his a.'tKuniing, by royal licence, 23 July, 1H8I, the surname of Chumpe, in lieu of Moriabty). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per chev. gu. and az on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils,
eldest son of

pierced or, a cross crosslet fitchee sa., for Crumpe
2nd and
3rd, per pale or and ar. an eagle displ. sa. charged
on the
breast and on each wing with a trefoil slipped of the first,
;

for

Moriabty.

Crests— \%t, Crumpe: On a mount vert a cat
charged with a crosslet fitchee or; 2nd,
MoRiARTT An arm in armour embowed, the hand grasping
a sword entwined with a serpent, all ppr. charged with a
salient guard, sa.
:

trefoil slipped vert.

A/o»t<—Scjiudit sublimia.

Cuffo

(Criche, CO. .Sumerset; Robert Cufke, of Criche,
temp. .lames I., son of IIobert Cufke, uf same place.
Visit.
Somerset. 1C23.
Arms granted lfj44). Ar. ou a bend
dancfttee cotised az. bezantce three fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest—
erect habited bendy wavy ar. and az. cuffed
erm.
holding in the hand ppr. a battle axo also az. headed
or.

An arm

Cullum

(.MiLNEB- Gibson -CuLLOM,
Hardwick, Bury St.
SufTolk; exemplified to (iEOK<;i: Gert MilnerQiBsoN, Kaq., 2n.l son of Right Hon. Thomas Milneb-Gibson,
of Theberton, by Arethuba .Susanna, his wife, dau.
and heir
of Sir Thomas (;f.rtCullum, 8lh Bart., of Uawstead
and Hardwick, upon his assuming, by royal licence, 1H78, the
surname
of CcLLUM). Quarterly, Island 4lh, Cullum, az. a
chev.
«rm. betw. three pelicans or, vulning themselvci ppr;
2nd

Edmunds,

and 3rd, Milnrb-Gibson (see that name). CnHs-Hi,
Cullum: A lion sejant or, supporting betw. the paws a column
ar. the capital or;

Culme

2nd, Milneb-Gibson (see that name).

(Dublin, and

Devon, Collection of Molyneux
Ulster; Very Rev. Benjamin Cdlme, Dean of
St. Patrick s'
1626 10 1657, a ualivc of Devon). Az. a rhev. erm.
betw'
co.

Berks; Edward Dalby, of the Inner
Temple, Steward of Reading, ft. 1615, son of Thomas Dalby,
of London, merchant, and grandson of Thomas Dalby,
descended from Dalby, of co. Warwick; Visit. Beik.s, lGt;4).
Barry wavy of six or, and gu. Crest- A demi griflln segreant
ppr.

Dale

Durham; John Dale,

(Westoe, co.

mouth,

J. P.

CO.

Northumberland,

r,i.

Esq., of

Tyne-

Isabella, dau. of

William Mitcalf, Esq., of Tynemouth, and had, with other
issue, John Bbodrick Dale, Esq., of Westoe, J. P.).
Gu.on
a mount ppr. a swan ar. gorged with a collar geinel or, in chief
three frets of the last. Crest— Upon a rock ppr. a heron ar.
gorged with a

collar

gemel gu. resting the dexter foot on a

fret or.

Dale

(Staindrop, co. Durham, and Gillfleld, co. York.
Visi^.
Durham, 1615. A family seated at Staindrop at least 600
The heiress, Margaret, only child of John Dale,
Esq., of Staindrop, 1795, m. John Trotter, J.P., Colonel of
Militia, same co.; from this marriage descend the family of
Trotter, of co. Durham). Gu. a swan ar.

years.

et persto.

Grossman

DALBY (Reading, CO

Dalgleish

(Westgrange, co. Perth, and Ardnamurchan, co,
Ar. an oaktree eradicated fesseways ppr. betw.
three pheons points upwards az.
C«.-<— The stump of an
oaktree sprouting out, branches and leaves ppr.
Motto
Argyll).

—

Rcvirescam.

Dalg-leish (Ooilvy Daloleikb,

Woudbume and

Mayfleld, co. Forfar,

and

Baltilly, co. File, 1883).

Quarterly, Ist and
fessways vert. betw. three
pheons az., for Dalolkish; 2nd and 3rd cdunfer quartered
quarterly 1st and 4lh, ar. a lion pass. gard. gu., for Ocilvy;
2nd and 3rd or, three crescents gu., lor Edmonstonk ;
over all dividing the coals a cross eng. sa.. for Sinclair,
charged in the centre with a crescent of the first for dilT. all
for Ogilvy, of Buyne
over all an escutcheon of pretenct)
4th,

ar.

a

eradicated

tree

;

two cro.'ss-erossleis fitchee in chief and in base the attires
of a hart affixed to the scalp gu. a chief checquy of (he
or,

second and first, in fess point a crescent sa. for diff. for
MoLisoN.
Crest
The stump of an oaktree sprouting out
branches and leaves ppr. Afo<(o— Rcvirescam.

—

Dalton

(Wade-Dalton, Hawxwell Hall, co. York; Hamlet
CooTE Wade, Esq., of Hawxwell HaU, colonel in the
aimy, C.B., in. 1845, Maby, eldest dau. of Colonel Fosteb
Lecumere Coork, of Scrutoii, same co., and granddau. of
Francis Dalton, Esq., of Hawxwell Hull, and assumed by
royal licence the additional surname of Dalton, in pursuance
of the testamentary injunction of his wife's aunt. Miss Annb
Gale, of Hawxwell Hall).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az.
crusilly or, a lion

ramp, guard, ar. a chief barry nebulee of
four of the last and sa. and for distinction a canton erm., for
Dalton; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a saltire indented betw. four
escallops or, an escallop of the field, a canton of the Becon<»
charged with a mullet of six points pierctd of the first, for

Wade. C«.i(v— 1st, Dalton: A dragon's head couped veit,
wings elevated or, gorged with a collar nebulee gold, and
charged on the neck for distinction with a cross crosslet ar.
2nd,

Wade:

A

dexter

arm embowed

in

armour ppr.

garni.shed or, holding in the gauntlet a sword al.so ppr.
pommel and hilt gold, and pendent from the nauntlct by a
chain also gold, an osculthcon az. charged with an e.icaUop
also or.

1

A

A

;

.

DAL

(Melbourne, Australia; the male line of Daly, of
Raford, descended from Denis Dai.?, Esq., of KaforU, and
Lady Annb de Burgh, his wife, dau. of Michael, 10th
Hyacinth Daly, Arthdr Disney,
£iui o/ Ctaiirkaidc.

Joseph Daly, William John Daly, Anthony Daly, and
Annie Eveline Daly, all of Melliourno, are the children of
Kichard Gore Daly, Ksq., of Wood view, co. Gal way, and
Melbourne, Australia, who was grandson of Michael Daly,
Ksq., of Mount Pleasant (2nd son of the aforesaid Denis
Daly, Ksq., of Raford), by the Lady Johanna, his wife, dau.
Per fesse ar. and or.
of Arthur Gore, 1st Earl nf Arran).
a lion ramp, per fes.se sa. and gu. in chief two dexter hands
CVcst— In front of an oakcouped at tlie wrists of the last.
.J/o(to— Deo
tree ppr. fructed or, a greytound courant sa.
fldelis et

Regi.

Sarbishire

(Penyffryn, co. Carnarvon, and Oakdcne, co.
pile issuing from the dexter chief point ar.
three leopards' faces of the tirst; qunrtering (for DukinVrmt Out of
FIELD) ar. a cross voided and pointed sa.
clouds a dexter arm in armour embowed all ppr. holding in
the hand a cross voided and pointed sa. MUlo Durate et

Gu. on a

Kent).

—

—

vincite.

Davenport

(Exempliiied to Sir Salusbory Price 11dmPUREYS, Knt., of Bramhall, co. Chester, C.H., K.C.H., RearAdmiral of the Fleet, and to Mart Lady Hdmpubeys, his
wife, illegitimate dau. of William Davenport, Esq., of
BranihuU, upon their assuming, by royal licence, 1838, the
surname of Davenport only). Ar. a chev. betw. three
cross crosslets titch^e sa. a canton az. for distinction.
Crest
A man's head ppr. around the neck a rope or, charged
for distinction on the neck with a cross ciosslet titch^e sa.,
and to Maria, Lady Davenport aforesaid, Ar. a chev.
betw. three crosses crosslet titchce sa. a border wavy az.

—

Davies

Somerset Rees Davies, Esq., ofTicknam, temp. James 1., son of Lewis Davies, Esq., of Carmarthen, who was great-grandson of William ap David, third
eon of David ap Ievan ap Rees, and brother of Llewellen,
of Keven Metgoed, ancestor of the House of Gwydir. Visit.
Somerset, 1623;.
Gu. a griffin segreant or, quartering, sa.
a chev. or, betw. three spears' beads ar. a mullet for diff.
Cvest

(Ticknam,

co.

;

— A griffin segreant or.

(Here Court, co. Berks; Sir John Davis, Knt., of Bere
6. 1611, son of Sir John Davis, Knt., of Bere Court,
and grandson of John Davis, of London ; Visit. Berks 1665)
Az. a dragon segreant or.
Court,

Davis

(Maria, dau. of George Davis, of Wilderness, near
Hastings, co. Sussex, and wife of William Garland Soper,
of Harestone, Caterham, co. Surrey, and her descendants).
Ar. a lion ramp, reguard. peau belw. four mullets of six

;

courant ar. collared gu.

De

la Hyde (Brimpton, co. Berks, John Db la Htde, of
Brimpton, b. 1651, son of John De la Hyde, of same place,
grandson of John De la Htde, and great grandson
of John De la Hyde, both of same place.
Visit. Berks
Barry of six ar. and gu. a bend sa.
1665).

d. 1664,

De Xiande (quartered by Long, of Ipswich).
De la Hue (Warren De la Rie, of Portland

Da'wson (William Mosley Dawson, Esq. — formerly Perfect
Lancliffe Hall, Giggleawitk

Az. a chev. ar.
Place, London,

F.U.S., a Member of the Meteorological
Council, Commander of the Legion of Honour and of the
Order of SS. Maurice and Lazarus (Sardinia), Knight of the^
Order of the Rose (Brazil) eldest son of the late Thomas
De la Bde, of Wesibourne Terrace, Knight of the Legion
of Honour, by Jane, his wife, dau. of William Warren, of

M. A., D.C.L. (Oxon),

;

Devon and grandson of Eleazab De la
Rue, of Guernsey, by Rachel, his wife, dau. of William
.411ez, of the same Island).
Or three bars gu. each charged
with as many estoiles of the first, in chief an increscent and
a decrescent of the second. Creft A brazier gu. fired betv.
two branches of laurel, issuant from the flames thereof a
serpent nowed and erect ppr. Motto Cherche la verity.
Bishop's Nympion,

;

—

—

Denmark, Prince of

(page 278). The correct blazon of
Or, sem^e of hearts gu. three lions pass,

these arms is:
guard, az. crowned ppr.

Depled^e. Erm. on a chev. la. three
Crest — A demi lion ramp.
Derwent, Baron. See Johnstone.

lozenges of the

field.

Devenish

(Collection of Moly.vecx, Ulster, 1597-1632). Ai.
on a bend wavy betw. two sheldrakes ar. three rose* gu.
Crest

— A sheldrake sa.

De'war
Crest

Or, on a chief az. a fraise ar.

(La.ssodie, Scotland).

— A cock, wings raised ppr.

Motto

— Gloria Patri.

De'we

(East Grinstea<l, co. Sussex, page 282). For "John
RocoE," Gent., read "John Bowe," Gent., of Lewes.

De'Whurst

(John Bonny Dewhcbst, Esq., of Aireville, co.
Or guttle de poix three saltires In fess betw.
Crest
as many escallops gu.
In front of a wolfs head

—

erased or, gutt^j de poix three saltires gu.
mea in Deo.

W.K .co.

York).
Verl on a
bend invected double cotised plain or, three martlets of the
first.
Creit
Upon a staff raguly fcssewise or, a cat's head
erased affrontee ppr. gorged with a collar flory counter-fiory
or, and holding in the mouth a rat fessewise also pp,

—

Day

(Ampthill House, Ampthill Square, London Stratton
House, Swindon, Wilts; Holly Hill, Harvil, Gravesend,
Kent).
Erm. on a pale gu. a horseshoe or, a chief az.
thereon a crescent betw. two suns in splendour of the third.
Crest
Upon a mount vert a greyhound's head erased ar.
collared with line affixed thereto gu. in front a fountain.
;

—

Deakin (Moseley

Park, co. Chester, and Werrington Park,
lion pass, guard, and two mullets in pale
or, betw. as many flaunches ar. each charged with a lion
ramp. sa. Crest Out of a naval crown or, a dexter arm embowed ppr. holding a battle axe ar. round the wrist a ribbon

Gu. a

—

also ar.

Motto—^et

Dig'grs (Chilham and Wootton Court, co. Kent, bart., extinct
1666, page 285). The correct blazon of this coat is: Gu. on
a cross ar. five eagles displ. sa. Crest An eagle's leg couped
at the thigh sa issuant therelrom three ostrich feathers ar.

—

Dil'Wyn

the

slipped of

Same Arms,

Brecon).

(co.

Burroughs Lodge,

points in cross az.

Cornwall).

Bebs: Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of eight ottricif
feathers, five and three, per pale ar. and az. 2nd, Baohot:
A buck's head cabossed sa. belw. the attires a greyhound

York, J. P.).

Davis

—of

DON

SUPPLEMENT.

Daly

viz.,

first.

&c., as Dillwyn, of
Gu. on a chev. ar. three trefoils
Crest
A stag's head couped ppr.

—

3/o;ro— Craignez honte.

Dixon

Troma*
(Rheda, Cleaton Moor, co. Cumberland
Dixon, Esq., J. P., son of Thomas Dixon, Esq., Rheda, by
Mary, his wife, dau. of Joseph Norman, Esq., of the Dash,
same co.). Az. on a pale ar. a fieur-dc-lis of the first, a chief
;

—

Crest
In front of a cubit arm, grasping a
Bcymetar ppr. pommel and hilt gold, a staff raguly fessewise
Motto Quod dixi dixi.
or.

engr. erm.

—

Donaldson

Charles Geoboe Donaldson,
on his assuming by royal licence, 17
surname of Donaldson in lieu of Matthews,
pursuant to the will of his kinswoman, Anne Clewlow, of
Clermont, co. Antrim). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Donaldson,
or an eagle displ. with two heads ppr. surmounted of a
lymphad, sails furled sa. fiag gu. 2nd and 3rd, Matthews,
ar. three chevronels gu. surmounted of a lion ramp, reguard
(exemplified to

Esq., lieut. in the army,

Sept., 1879, the

;

ppr. all betw. three Catherine wheels of the second. Crests—
an eagle's head erased gu. collared dan1st, Donaldson
:

De Caux (Jersey). Az. three lions, ramp, or, a border sa.
De Keyser (Chatham House, Grove Road, Clapham Park
,

PoLYDOBE Db Keyser, Alderman and Sheriff of London,
1883).
Az. a saltire chequy or and gu. a chief of the second
thereon a fasces erect ppr. betvir. two mallets sa.
Crtstt
mallet sa. betw. two brandies of palm slipped vert.
Motto

—

— Respice, Aspice,

I'rospice.

De la Bere

(The Hayes, Prcstbury. co. Gloucester; exemRev. John Baghot De la Bere, son of Thomas
Edwards, Esq., upon his assuming by royal licence, 1879,
the surname of De la Bebe in lieu of Edwards).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, az. a bend or cottised ar. betw. six niartletg of
the second, for De la Bere; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a bend
gu. three eagles displ. or, for Baguot— CcMt
Ist, Djs la
plified to

—

f*

entwined ppr.
ppr. charged
with a Catherine wheel gu. the hand also ppr. grasping an
t/lo'.lo
Tout jours
downwards
or,
feathered
ar.
arrow, point
cettce or, in the

2nd,

beak a

thistle

and

Matthews: An arm embowed

trefoiled
in

armour

—

prt.

Donegran

(Carrigmore, co. Cork, confirmed, 1883, to Jaues
Esq., J. P., Major 3rd Batt. Royal Munsler
Fusiliers, third son of Daniel Donegan, E.sq., J. P. of Carrigmore, and grandson of Daniel Donegan, of Great George's
Street, Cork, and to the other descendants of his said grand
father).
Ar. three ermine spots in pale sa. betw. four lions
ramp, those in dexter chief and sinister base gu. those in
Cretl
sinister chief and dexter base of the second.
mural crown thereon a robin redbreast all ppr. Motto—
Virtus non vertitur.

HtNRT Donegan,

—

BON
Donlnerton, Baron.

Dyer

John Thomas Douglass, Esq.,
Armagh, eldest son of Rev. Samcel
Blacker, D.D., Prebendary of MuUaghbrack, in the diocese
of Armagh, deceased, by Elizabeth, his wife, eldest dau. of
Thomas Douglass, of Grace Hall, co. Down, deceased, and
sister of Chables Matthew Douglass, Esq., of Grace Hall
on his assuming the surname of Douglass in lieu of that
of Blacker, pursuant to the will of the said Charles
Matthew Douglass). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale ar.
and or, a human heart gu. on a chief az. a trefoil slipped
betw. two etoiles of the second for Douglas: 2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a mount vert a warrior in complete armour in the act

Doug'las
of

(exemplified to St.

Elm Park,

ETO

SUPPLEMENT.

See Abnet-Hastimos.

co.

(Roundhill and Wincanton, co. Somerset, and Stonghton, CO. Huntingdon; Sir Edwabd Dyer, son of Sir Thomas
Dyer, Knt., was knighted 1696, and appointed Chancellor of
the Order of the Garter; he d. s.p. 1608.
Visit. Somerset,
Or, a chief indented gu. a crescent for diff. quarter1623).
ing sa. three goats trippant ar. Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a goat's head sa. horned gold.

—

—

advancing towards the right, and brandishing in his dexter
battle axe ppr., from his shoulders a mantle flowing
1st, Douglass
A cubit arm
for Blacker.
Cveat
erect ppr. grasping a human heart as in the arms, and
charged with a trefoil slipped vert 2nd, Blacker A dexter
armed arm embowed ppr. the hand gauntleted grasping u
Mottoes Douglass, Forward;
battle axe, as in the arms.
Blacker, Pro Deo et rege.
of

hund a

—

gu.,

:

;

:

—

Sownes (Cowley,

co. Gloucester. John Dow.nes, of Cowley,
temp. Henry VIII., »i. Juliana Merry, of Cheltenham, visit.
Berks, 1665). Az. a stag couchant ar. Crest A slag's head
gu. attired or.

—

(Windsor, co. Berks. George Downes, of Windsor,
6. 1684.
6th son of John Downes, of Cowley, co. Gloucester.
Visit. Berks, 1665).
Same Arms and Crest.

Drinkwater

(Kirby, Douglas, Isle of Man Sir William
Leece Drinkwater, Knt., First Deemster of the Isle of Man,
J. P., 2nd son of John Drinkwater, Esq., by Elizabeth,
his wife, dau. of James Gandt, Esq., and nephew of Sir
George Drinkwater, Knt., of Kirby). Per pale gu. and
az.ona fesse wavy ar. betw. three garbs or, as many billets
;

of the second.

Crest

—Three

in pale enfiled with a

ears of wheat, two in saliire
ducal coronet all or. Motto—

Sapiens qui assiduus.

Drogrheda,

Town

of.

per pale dimidiated, on
lions pass, guard, in pale or, on
Az.

the dexter side three
the sinister as many hulls of ships in pale of the last
surmounted by a castle with two towers triple towered ar.

—

The small seal of Drogheda exhibits on a shield az.
three crescents issuant therefrom as many estoiles all ar.

N.B.

(Hants:
of Wight).

John Earlsman,

circa

1530,

of

Westover, Isle
Arg. gutt€e-de-poix on a chief
indented az. three eastern crowns or. Crest A greyhound's
head couped arg., guttec-de-poix, collared, az. rimmed and
studded or.

—

East

(Bourton House, Moreton-in-the- Marsh,

exemplified to

co.

Gloucester;

Herbert Hinton MacLavebty,

assuming by royal

licence,

Esq.,

upon

1879, in conjunction with h\n

wife, Charlotte BIary D'Este, dau. of Edward Hintoh
East, lieut. R.A., the surname of East, in compliance with
the will of Sir James Buller East, Bart., of Bourton). Sa.
on a chev. or, betw. three horses' heads erased ar. two
passion crosses ohevronwise of the first. Crest
A horse
pass. erm. the dexter foreleg supporting a passion cross in

—

bend sinister

sa.

Edlin fPETER Henry

Edlin, Esq., 64, Queensborough Terrace,
of Her Majesty's Counsel, Recorder
Assistant Judge of the Middlesex

Hyde Park, London, one

Downes

and one

E

EAKLiSMAN

Drummond

Willoug'hby

-

D'Eresby and Aveland).

(Baronett

WMouyhby

See Willoughbt.

Duncan

(Haldane-Duncan, Earl of Camperdown). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, grand quarters gu. two cinquefoils in
chief ar. and a buglehorn in base of the second stringed az.
in the centre as an honorable augmentation, pendent by a
ribbon ar. and az. from a naval crown or a gold medal,
thereon two figures the emblems of Victory and Britannia,
Victory alighting on the prow of an antique vessel crowning
Britannia with a wreath of laurel, below the medal the word
" Camperdown," for Duncan
second and third grand
quarters counterquartered first and fourth ar. a saltire engr.
sa., for Haldane; 2nd, ar. a saltire betw. four roses gu., for
Lennox 3rd, or a bendchequy sa. and ar., for Monteith;
in the centre a crescent az., for diff., all for Haldane, of
Ci-ist
(ileneagles.
On waves of the sea a dismasted ship
Mottoet — Above the crest, Disce pati.
ppr.
Below the
shield, Sccundis dubiisque rectus.
Supporters — Dexter, an
angel mantle purpure on the head a celestial crown, the
right hand supporting an anchor ppr. in the left a palm
branch gold, sinister a sailor habited and armed ppr. his
left hand supporting a staff, thereon hoisted a flag az. the
Dutch colours wreathed about the middle of the staflf.
;

;

—

SudBOn

(Whitley, co. Berks; Edward Dudson, of Whitley,
b. 1606, son of Edward Dudson, of Eaton.
Visit. Berks,
1664;.
Sa. a chcv. betw. three Catherine wheels or.

Dudson (Brice Norton,

co.

Oxford

son of the house of Whitley.

;

William Di'dsoh, 2nd

Visit. Berks,

16C4).

Same

Arms.

Bridgewater,

Erm. a

Sessions).

and

two arrows

fesse vair, in chief

—

saltirewise

Crest
ppr. all within a bordure nebuly sa.
A crescent or,
therefrom rising a falcon ppr. belled and jessed gold, each

wing charged with a

Edmonds

trefoil slipped vert.

(Wiscombe Park, Honiton,

Jl/o««— Suspice.

Devon; William
Edmonds, Esq., Lord of the Manor of Southleigh, same co.
and the other descendants of his father, William Edmonds.
of Liverpool). Per chev. nebuly ar. and vert, in chief two
fleurs-de lis of the last, and in base a ship under sail ppr.
Crest
A rock ppr. thereon a fieur-de-lis vert, surmounted
by a boar's head couped ar. Motto Absque labore nihil.

—

—

Edmunds (North
of

co.

Meols, co. Lancaster).

Same as Edmonds,

Wiscombe Park.

Edwards

(John Edwards, Esq., Q.C., Harcourt Buildings,
Temple, London). Per saltire az. and or, two demi griffins
couped in pale and as many quatrefoils in fesse counterchanged. Crest
A stag reguardant ar. charged on the
body with two fleur-de-lis az. and resting the dexter foreleg
on an esquire's helmet ppr.

—

Egginton

(South Ella, Hull, co. York Gardiner Eoointon,
co. York, hi. Mary, dau. of Samuel
Hall, of the same place). Ar. six eaglets displ. sa. three
Crest
tv\o, one, a chief nebulae az.
A talbot sejant ar.
eared sa. gorged with a collar per fesse nebulee or and az.
the dexter paw resting upon a sphere ppr. Motto Integer
Esq., of

;

North Ferriby,

—

—

vitse.

(as granted to Lady Elliot, wife of Sir George
Elliot, Ban., of Penshaw House, co. Durham, and dau. of
George Green, Esq.). Arms for (iReen Vair arg. and
vert two stags trippant reguardant in pale or.

Elliot

:

Ellis

(Ryfleet, co. Surrey, and Hertford Street, Mayfair, co.
Middlesex, bart. Sir John Whittaker Ellis, Lord Mayor of
London, was created a Baronet by patent dated 6 June, 1882,
in commemoration of the Queen's visit to the opening of
Epping Forest). Or, on a cross engr. sa. the sceptre or
mace in pale (representing that of the Lord Mayor of the
City of London) betw. four crescents of the first, in the first
;

quarters

and fourth

a

Crest— \ female
handachaplet ol
a palm branch slipped vert.

fleur-de-lis

az.

figure ppr. vested or, holding in the dexter

roses gu.

and

in the sinister

Molto— lime habco non

Elphinstone-Stone.

tibi.

See Stone.

Elwes

(Barton Court, co. Berks; Johw Elwes, J. P. co.
Berks, b. 1626, 2nd son of Henry Elwes, of London. Visit.
Berks, 1664). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a bend gu., over
allafessar. 2nd and 3rd, a griffin segrcant or, holding a
Crest— VouT
flag the pennon charged with an eagl. displ.
arrows in pale or, feathered ar. encircled by a snake ppr.
;

Dupuis.

Az. a chcv. betw. three fleurs-de lis ar. on a chief
of the last as many pellets.
Crest
A demi eagle, wings
elevated.

of

Motto

—

—

Emerton

I'erscvere.

DuB|?ate

(Kring Hall, King's Lynn, co. Norfolk; exemplified
to Ui'MAnD Di'aGAiT. Dusoate, Esq. upon his assuming by
royal licence,
87.*),
the surname of Dusoatk in lieu of
1

BciHBT, under the
T)C8gate, Esq.).
liead cra«ed sa.

will of his maternal great uncle,
Ar. three magpies ppr.
Crmt

Kichard

—A

lion's

(Banwell Castle, co. Somerset). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three pickaxes sa., lor Emekt^n;
2nd and 3rd, gu. on a fesse engr. tottiscd or, betw. three
partridges rising of the last, as many torteaux, for ParA swan issuant, wings addorsed and disCrest
TRiDoE.
tended ar.

—

EtOUg'h.

See Sadxderson, of Little Addinpfon.

EVA
ETanS

Fis

SUPPLEMENT.

Oswestry, co. Montgomery; William
Evans, Esq., of Glascoed, m. Ellen, dau. of John Williams,
Esq., of Melyniog, same CO., and d. 1878, leaving a son,
David Will.ams Evans, Esq., of Glascoed). Quarterly,
1st and 4th. gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. tour crosres
moline, three in chief and one in base al! ar., for Evans;
2nd and 3rd, sa. three mullets or, on a chief nebuly ar. as
many lozenges az., for Dorsf.tt. Crest A lion pass, guard,
ar. charged on the body with two crosses moline az. and
resting the dexter forepaw on an escocheon erminois
thereon acro.ss inoline betw. four lozenges also az. Motto
(Glascoert,

—

Eybes; 2nd and Srd,
per fesse ar. and or, a fesse chequy gu. and of the flr«t, •
lion ramp. beiw. two crosses pattie of the third, for Kettlewell.
1st, Eyres: Upon a mount ppr. a human leg
Crests
couped at the thigh in armour quarterly sa. and or, the spur
oils or, as

many woolpacks

ppr., for

—

gold, on either side three cinquefoils slipped vert; 2nd, KetTLEWELL A lion ramp. gu. holding in the dexter forepaw a
:

cross pattee

and resting the

fitchee

sinister

hind paw on a

cross pattee or.

—

EAIELIE

Festina lente.

Evans

(Hur.«t House and Haydock Grange, co. Lancaster.
Llanddoget Park, co. Denbigh, and Maenan House, co. Carnarvon, of ancient Cambrian descent: the present proprietor,
Joseph Evans, Esq., J. P., is also Lord of the Manor of Parr,
Sa. three nags' heads erased ar. on a chief
CO. Lancaster).
nebuly or, a pale gu. charged wiih an estoile of the third,
A nag's head
betw. two estoiles of the fourth. Crest
In ccelo quies.
erased ar. betw. two estoiles or. Motto

—

—

Evans

(John Holditch Evans, Esq., of Bryn Issa, Pershore,
CO. Worcester, Edwakd Evans, Esq., of Brcnwylfa, co.
Denbigh, sous of John Evans, Esq., of Leamington, co.
Warwick, who d. I860, and Edward Bickerton Evans,
Esq., of Whilbourne, co. Hereford, son of Edward Evans,
Esq., of Thornloe House, co. Worcester. who(<. 1871. Arms
granted to Thomas Evans, Esq., of Upper Mill PdoI, co.
Montgomery, and enrolled with the ped. in the College of
Arms, 24 July, 1867). Per pale ar. and gu. a lion pass, reguard, betw. two tieur-de-Iis in chief and in base a bundle
Crest
of rods banded all counterclianged.
A lion pass,
reguard ar. the body charged with three crosses moline gu.
resting dexter paw upon a bundle of rods banded also gu
Motto Libertas.

—

—

Evans

(granted to Peteb Fabtan Sparse Evans, of Bristol,
and Trinmore, Clifton Downs, Esq., in the Commission of the
Peace for that city, and son of Lavington Evans, of Ottery
St. Mary, co. Devon, gentleman, deceased). Mr. P. F. Spabke
Evans is descended in the male tine from Rev. Hichard
Evans, of Collumpton, Devon, and his wife, a dau. of Kev.
William Yeo, M.A., Newton Abbott, 6. 1617 and also,
through his grandmother, Sarah Perram, wife of William
Bdrd Evans, of Ottery, and dau. of William Perram, by
Sarah, his wife, dau. of Kev. John Lavington, M..\., from
the old families of Lavington, Sparke (mentioned in church
records in 1478) and Henley, one of whom was M.P. for Weymouth in the time of the Commonwealth). Arg. on a bend
engr. az. betw. two acorns slipped ppr. three leopards' heads
erased arg.
6Ve<f
Upon a rock a peacock ppr. charged on
the breast with a quarterfoil or, resting dexter foot on a sprig
of oak leaved fructed and slipped, also ppr.
..Uo((o— Deo
;

—

favente.

(Scotland, page 333). These are the arms of the
Laird of Evelick, Lindsay, Bart., of Evelick, see page 610.

Evering'ton

(granted to Mitchell Everington, Esq., of
the parish of Camberwell (or more correctly
of Lambeth), co. Surrey, and ofTrin. Coll. Cambridge, M..\.
and LL.B., only son of William Everington, of Heme Hill,
CO. Surrey, deceased, by his 2nd wife, Catherine, 2nd
dau. of Stephen Xicolson Barber, of Denmark Hill, and
Hill, in

grandson of John Everington, of Skegness, co. Lincoln,
I'eteased.
The other descendants of the above-named
WiLLLAM Everington, also entitled to bear and use these
arms and crests, are, William Devas Everington, of Castle
Acre, CO. Noi-folk, and Edgar Rowe Everington, of Merion
House, Dulwich Wood Park, co. Surrey, and of MertonColl.
Oxford, M.A.). Per fesse ar. and gu. a stag's head erased
betw. three martlets all counterchanged. Crest— In front of
a trunk of a tree eradicated fessewise and sprouting to the
sinister ppr. a stag current per pale ar. and gu. holding in
the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.

Everitt (Knowle

Hall, Birmingham, co. Warwick; Georgf
Allen Evkritt, Esq., J.P., Knt. of the Orders of Leopold
and of Hanover, son of Allen Everitt, Esq., of Edgbaston).
Gu. a chev. paly of eight or and az. betw. three mullets ar.
Creil—A griffin's hcail emsed iipr. the neck encircled gcmelle
of three pieces ar.
Motto Festina lente.

—

Ewens

(Wincanton, co. Somerset; John Ewens, temp.
James L, son of John Ewens, by Ankaeet, his wife, dau.

of

Alexander Dyeb,

Sa,

of

Wincanton.

Visit. .Somerset, 1623).

a fesse betw. two fleurs-de-lis or a crescent for
On a mount vert a curlew ppr.

Crest

—

Eyres

diff.

(Dumbleton Hall, co. Gloucester). Quarterly, 1st and
on a chev. nebulee plain cotised belw. tlnee cinque-

4lh, sa.

—

—

Falcon-Steward.
Farside (William

See Steward.

Farside, formerly Hdtton, Esq., of
Fylingdale, Whitby Strand, co. York). Gu. a fesse or betw.
Two lion'i
Crest
three bezants, a border wavy erm.
gambs erect ar. erased gu. holding a bezant, the whole

—

debruised by a bendlet wavy erm.

Motto— Funh and

fear

nocht.

Fenton

(Norton Hall, Chipping Campden, co. Gloucester,
and Dalton Manor, Preston, co. Lancaster James Fenton,
Esq., Lord of the Manors of Bailey, Dalton, and Ribchester,
M. A. Trin. Coll. Cambridge, F.S.A., J.P.. cos. Gloucester and
Lancaster, barrister-at-law, of Lincoln's-inn, high sheriff
Per pale ar. and sa. a cross doveCO. Gloucester, 1869).
tailed betw. in the first and fourth quarters a fleur-de-lis,
and in the second and third Quarters a trefoil, all counterchanged. Crest— In front of two arrows in saltire ppr. a
;

Motlo—Je

fleur-de-lis sa.

Fetherstonhaugh
Arthur

ley

suis prest.

(Hopton Court, co. Worcester; Shir-

Fetherstonhadgh,

Stephenson

Esq.,

of

Hopton Court). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. two chevroneU
engr. betw. three feathers within a bordure also engr. ar.
in the centre chief point (for distinction) a cross erosslet of
the last 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a bend nebulee erminois betw.
;

six ears of wheat, three

and

three, one in pale

and two in

three leopards' faces of the first. Creatx
1st, An heraldic antelope's head erased gu. surmounted
by two feathers in siliire ar. charged on the neck (for distinction) with a cross erosslet or; 2nd, In front of a garb or,

banded

saltire,

—

or,

a cornucopia fessewise ppr.

Fetherston-Whitney.
Fettiplace

348).

1743, p.

Berks, 1664

:

See Whitney.

and Fernham,

co. Berks, Bart, extinct
This family quartered according to Visit.
Ar. three torteaux and a lion pass, guard,

(Chilsey

crowned.

Fettiplace (Denchworth,

Evelick

Denmark

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two
(Scotland, 1876).
water bougets of the second in chief and a pheon point uplion's
head erased sa. Motto
wards az. in base. CreH A
Je suis prest.

CO.

Berks;

Edmcnd Fettiplace,

Visit. Berks,
of Denchworth and Letcomb Regis, d. 1662.
Gu. two chev. ar. a canton erm. a cresceut for diff.
1664).
Crest
A dragon's head veri eared gu.

—

Fielden

(Oobroyd Castle, co. Lancaster, and Grimston
Park, CO. York; John Fielden, Esq,, son of John Fielden,
Esq., of Centre Vale, Todmorden). Gu. on a cross or, betw.
four doves each holding in the bill an olive branch all ppr.
Crest— On the stump of a tree
five lozenges of the first.
couped and sproucting ppr. betw. two ears of wheat stalked
Motto Virtutis
and leaved or, a dove as in the arms.

—

praemium honor.

Fife-Cookson
Fillul
of the

(Whitehill, co.

The Arms

(Jersey).

Work, by mistake

Finnis

Durham).

Body

for Fillcl.

co. Essex).
Ar. a thistle leaved
Crest A cross
gu. betw. three mullets az
and a sword az. in saltire. Motto Finis

(Wanstead Park,

vert, flowered

See Cookson.

are under Fillent, in the

—

erosslet fltchee gu.

—

coronat opus.

Firth

(Oak Brook,

York Mark Fibtb, Esq.).
two Danish battle axes sa. a lion
On a mount vert in front oc two
Mot o —
saltire sa. a demi lion ramp.

Sheffield, co.

Or, on a pile gu. betw.
ramp, of the field. Crest

Danish battle axes

Deo non

in

;

—

fortuna.

Fishbourne

(Windsor, co. Berks, and Nottingham.
of Windsor, 6. 1620, son of John FishAr. a fieurVisit. Berks, 1665).

Richard Fishboirne,

BOURNE, of Nottingham.
de-lis and chief sa.

Fisher

(Chlldsey, co. Berks, and Mickleton, co. Gloucester;
James Fisher, of Childsey, b. 1622, son of Edwakd Fishes,
Mickleeton, and grandson of Edward Fisher, of same place.
Gu. three deuii lions ramp, and a chief
Vi.sit. Berk>;, 1664).

;

demi

lion

ramp

guard,

or,

holding an

Ar. on a chev. gu. three
many fleur-de-lis of

(Spring Dale, co. York).

trefoils slipped of the field, in chief as

the second. Crest— In. front of a bulrush erect a kingSsher
ppr. resting the dexter claw on a fleur-de-lis or. Motto—
Virtate et fide.

Fisher

(Winsley and Limpley Stoke, co. Wilts. This family
were large landowers in these parishes during the 18th
century. Anns from the Fisher monument in Limpley Stoke
church, St.

Mary the

Or, a cliev. gu. hetw. three
beak all ppr. Crmt

Virgin).

—

kingflsbers, each holding a flsh in the

A kingflsher as in the arms.
Fisher (Thornton, co. Surrey,
family

page

(Kilmainham,

co,

Dublin

;

Fisher's

seat of this

Collection of Molyneux.
and CreH as Fisher of

same Arnn
Prospect, now Courtown, page

1597-1632).

Ulster,

The

352).

Thomcombe, not Thornton.

is

Fisher

352.

Fison (GretJiholme, Burley-in-Wharfedale, Leeds, co. York
WnxiAM Fison, Esq., of Greenholme, J. P., son of Thomas
;

Fison,

Barningham

Esq., of

co.

Per

Suffolk).

and enn.

fesse

az.

in chief three battle axes erect or, bladed ar.
an heraldic tiger pass, of the third. Crest A demi
heraldic tiger ramp, or, collared gu. holding betw. the paws
an escutcheon ar. charged with a battle axe sa. Motto

—

in base

—

Deo

conflde.

FitzQerald

(Baron FitzGerald of Kilmarnock-). Erm. a
mascle or, oyer all a saltire gu.
Crest On the Roman
fasces, lying fessewise, ppr. a boar passant erm. fretty gu.
Supporters Dexter, a griflin ar. gorged with a collar, and
pendent therefrom an escutcheon az. charged with a trefoil
also ar.
sinister, a boar ar. gorged with a collar, and
pendent therefrom an escutcheon az. charged with a rose
also ar.
Mottoes
Crom a boo and Kortis et fidelis.

—

—

;

—

FitzQ-erald (Knight of Kerry

: Valencia and Ballinruddery,
Kerry, bart. Created 8 July, 1880^ Erm. a saltier gu.,
charged with a cross formee ar. Crest An armed knight
on horseback, all ppr. Motto MuUachar a boo.

CO.

—

—

FitzGibbon(" Mac an tShen Ridire,"

of Crohana, formerly
Kilkenny Philip John FitzGibbon,
Esq., of Crohana, descended from the line of The White
Knight, and representative of David FitzGibbon, alias
Mae an t Shen Ridire (Anglice, son of the old Knight), so
mentioned in an inquisition post mortem, anno 39 Queen
Erm. a saltire gu. on a chief ar. three annuElizabeth).
Crest
lets of the second.
A boar pass ppr. fretty ar.
Motto Honore integro contemno fortunam.
of Castle Grace, co.

—

FitzSymon

(Dublin, Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, 1697Ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents sa. as many

estoiles of the field.

Crest

— A dove ar.

collared gu.

Flavel (Bushbury Lodge,

Leamington, co. Warwick, Sydney
Flatel, Esq.). Ar. a maunch gu. bezantee, surmounted of
a chev. az. betw. three keys, wards upwards, of the last.
Crest
In front of flames of fire ppr. two keys in saltire,
wards upwards az.

—

Flemings

(Clayquhat, co. Perth, and Bigadon, Devon).
Gu. on a chev. ar. three fraises az. on an escutcheon of
pretence, ar. on a feese indented betw. three crescents gu.
as many garbs or, for Blytb. Crest A goat's head erased
Let the deed shaw.
ppr. collared or. Motto

—

—

Fleming: (Cobam-Flemino, Coham, co. Devon

;

John Blyth

eldest son of John Fleming, of Bigadon,
preceding entry), m. 5 June, 1883, Elinok
Makt Bickfobd, only child and heir of William Holland
BicKFOBD Coham, Esq., of Coham, as and from which date
he assumed, by royal licence, the additional name and arms
of Coham). Quarterly
Ist and 4th, Fleming (as above)
2nd and 3rd, Coham (which see page 221).

Coham-Fleming,
Esq.

(see

:

Fletcher

(Barrow Hedges, Surrey, and

Park Lane,
London, W. Geoboe Hamilton F'letcbeb, Esq., J.P., m.
1854, SoFHiA, 5th dau. of Geoboe Wauseb, Esq., of War18,

;

minster, Wilts, and(i. 1879, leaving with other issue, George
Hamilton Fletcueb, 6. 1860). Az. three urrows in trianKle,
barbs pointing to the centre or, on a chief ar an anchor
erect sa. betw. two dolphins respecting each other ppr.; quartering for Waoseb, Or, a leopard's fuce betw. three dexter
gloves, gu. Crest
In front of a fern brake a centaur ppr.
wielding with the dexier hand a spear, or.

—

Flower

in right of his wife,

Anthony de Rothschild,

(Aston Clinton, co. Buckingham
conflrmed to
Philip William Floweb, of Furzedown Park, co. Surrey,
and his l.isue. His eldest son, Cyril Flower, Esq., of
Alton Clinton, M.P. co. Brecknock, impales the arms of I)k
;

Constance, eldest dau. of
Quarterly, 1st and

bart.).

two flaunches vert, in pale three escutcheons of the
each charged with a fleurde-lis of the field, for Flower ;
3rd, ar. two chevronels sa. betw. three roses gu.,
Issuant from
seeded or, barbed ppr., for Wykeham. Crest
clouds a cubit arm erect, in the band a rose and lily, each
Deus.
slipped all ppr.
Motto Flores curat
4th, or,

last,

2nd and

—

—

Flux

(William Flux, Esq., of Bibury Court, near Cirencester, CO. Gloucester). Ar. on a chev. nebuly sa. betw.
two pellets in chief, and a fleur-de-lis in base of the last, a
trefoil slipped betw. two conies courant respecting each
Upon the trunk of a tree fesseother of the first. Crest
wise eradicated to the sinister a coney courant ar. Motto

—

— Fluctus fiuctu.
Foljanxbe

(Cockglode, co. Nottingham, Haselbech Hall,
Northampton, and Kirkham Abbey, co. York). Quarterly,
1st, sa. a bend betw. six escallops or, for Foljambe; 2nd,
az. on a fesse wavy ar. a cross pattee gu. and in chief two
estoiles or, as an augmentation a chief also wavy ar. charged
with a cormorant, sa., beaked and legged gu. holding in the
beak a piece of seaweed called laver, vert, for Jenkinson,
Earl of Livti-pool. 3rd, ar. on a bend az. three oat sheaves

4th, sa. a chev. betw. three mullets ar., for
or, for Otley
Shccebdrgh; 5th, az. a griftin pass, and a chief or, for
Evelyn 6th, ar. two bars gemels, and in chief three mullets
1st, a jamb, armed and spurred
Crests
sa., for Medley.
;

;

—

quarterly or and sa. 2nd, on a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
a tiger statant ar. ducally gorged or ; 3rd, a calopus or
chatloup (afterwards blazoned as an antelope), quarterly or
and sa. Granted by Henry VIII. to Sir Godfrey Foljambe.
Motto Soyez ferme. Badge A sprig of oak frucied ppr.
;

—

—

and a crescent

ar.

Forrest

(Auchenraith, co. Lanark, 1877).
Ar. a fesse
and or, betw. three oak trees, eradicated,
fructed ppr. Crest An oak tree fructed ppr. Motto Live
while green.

chequy

az.

—

Fortescne

—

(Crookhill, co. Worcester, p. 369.

Lord Cler-

mont's History of the House of Fortescue devotes several
pages to a memoir of this family, and clearly shows that
Nicholas Fortescue, Groom Porter to Henry VIII., was the

;

—

1632).

Rothschild
Sir

escutcheon gu.

Fisher

FOX

SUPPLEMENT

FIs
Crtit — A

or.

;

legitimate son of

Fortnum.
de-lis,

of the

John Fortescue,

of Spridlestone).

Az. on a chev. betw. three crescents or, a fleurfirst.

Foster

(Lanwithan, Lostwithicl, co. Cornwall). Per pale
sa. and gu. on a saltire erm. a bugle horn betw. four escallops.
A horse's head, couped collared ar. thereon three
Crt.it
escallops in the mouth an arrow point downwards.

—

Foster

(Weeke, co. Somerset Christopher Foster, temp.
I., son of John Foster, and grandson of William
Foster, of Reading, a younger brother of William Fo«ter,
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Esq., of Aldermaslon, co. Berks.
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three arrows inverted ar. a martlet
;

James

for diff.

Fountaine

Quarterly, Ist and
heads erased sa.
2nd and 3rd, Price, or, guttce de poix a lion ramp, regard sa.
gorged with a chain, pendent therefrom an escocheon of

(Narford Hall, co. Norfolk).

4th, or, a fesse gu. betw. three elephants'

the

first,

charged with an elephant's head erased

sa.

Fowler

(Gastard House, Chippenham, co. Wilts; Thomas
Fowler, Esq., of Gastard House, in. Lucy, dau. of Nicholas
Waterhowse, Esq., of Everton, Liverpool, and d. 1851,
leaving an only son, Robert Nicholas Fowler, Esq., of
Gastard House, J. P., M.A., Alderman of the city of London,
Commissioner of Lieutenancy for the City, SheritTof London
and Middlesex, 1880-1881, M.P. for Penryn and F'almouth,
1868
1874. Elected M.P. for London, 1880).
Az. on a
chev. betw. three lions passant, guard, or, as many crosses
Cre.it
A cubit arm erect, habited az. holding
formee sa.
in the hand ppr. a lure vert, feathered ar. lined or, twisted
round the arm. Motto Possunt quia posse videntur.

—

—

—

Fox (Marmaduke

Fox, Esq., of Marmaville, Mirfield, in the
West Riding of co. York). Sa. on a pale betw. two greyhounds' heads erased ar. a mill-rind palewise of the field.
Crest
A mill-rind fessewise sa. thereon a greyhound sejant ar.
Motto Virtute et nuininc.

—

—

Fox-Pitt-Rivers.

See Pitt-Rivbbs.

Fox

Erm. on a chev. az. three
(WoUintcton, Somerset).
(oxrs heads erased or a border fleurelte, and over all a
canton of the second charged with a cup of the third surmounted by three fleurs-ilelis ar. Crest A fox sejant or
gorged with a collar flcurettu the dexter forcpaw resting
Faire sans dire.
on a flcur-dc-lis az. Motto

—

—

FB A

—

—

France-Hayhurst

(Davenham Hall, co. Chester; Col.
Charles Hosken Fbancb-Hathdrst, J. P. and D.L., eldest
son of Rev. Canon Tho.mas Kbance-Hathdrst, of Bostock
Hall, by Helen, his wife, eldest dau. of John HoskenHabfer, Esq., of Da%enham Hall, s. 1873, to Davenham,
at the death of his uncle, William Hosken Hari-er, Ksq.)
Arm.«, Crests, and Motto same as the preceding, with the
additional quartering of Hosken- Habpee.

France (Ystym

Colwyn, Bwlch-y-Cibau, co. Montgomery;
Wallace James Arthur France, Esq., J.P., eldest sur-

Henry Haybdrst Hayburst, Esq.,
Colwyn, who was third son of Thomas Havhdrst,
viving son of

of

Ystym

Esq.,

who

took the surname of France in lieu of that of Hayburst,
resumed, by royal licence, 1876, the family surname of
France in compliance with his father's will). Ar. on a
iiioimt in base a hurst ppr. a chief wavy az. charged with
Crest
tliree fleurs-de-lis or.
A mount, thereon a hurst, as
in the arms, from the centre tree pendent by a strap az.
a shield gu. charged with a fleur-de-lis or. Motto—X mus

—

semper

OAB

SUPPLEMENT.

Prance-Hayhurst (Bostock Hall, co. Chester). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, Haybdrst, per chev. sa. and or, in chief two
crosses patt^ fltch^e, and in base a pair of wings conjoined
and elevated, counf erchanped ; 2nd and 3rd, Keance, ar. on
a mount in base a hurst ppr. on a chief wavy az. three fleurs1st, Hathubst, a cubit arm ppr. holding
Cretts
de-lis or,
in the hand a cross pattce fitchee or, betw. two wings sa.
each charged witli an annulet gold; '2nd, Fkance, a mount,
thereon a hurst, as in the arms, from the centre tree pendent
by a strap az. a shield pu. charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
Virtus semper viridis.
Motto

viridis.

GALiLiFNOA (Llandogo, co. Monmouth).

Per fesse or and

gu. in chief a game cock sa. armed, crested, and wattled of
the second, in base a lion passant ar. impaling Johnssom.
3/o((o— Vigil et fortis. The family possesses a document
from the Heralds Office of Turin, countersigned by the
English Minister, dated 1858, which testifies that these arms
have been borne by the family since the 15th century. The
family has no crest.

G-alt (Rockmount, Shirbrooke and Montreal, Canada, Sir
Alexander Tilloch Galt, G.C.M.G., High Commissioner,
representing the Dominion of Canada in England, son of
John Galt, author of "The Entail," and other popular
novels).
Per fesse gu. and or, in chief an open book betw.
two thistles, leaved and slipped and in base on waves of the
Crest
In front of a demi
sea a ship under sail all ppr.
archer equipped ppr. habited vert, holding a drawn bow and
arrow, also ppr. a thistle leaved and slipped or. Motto
Semper paratus.

—

—

Tcwn

of (co. Galway). Ar. waves of the sea
in base ppr. thereon a galley or ancient war ship, charged
on the rigging with two mullets all sa. on an escutcheon of
pretence the royal arms, as borne by the later Plantagenet
and the Tudor sovereign.', viz., quarterly, 1st and 4th,
France, Az. three fleurs-de-lis or 2nd and 3id, England,

Qal'way,

;

gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale or.

Oardiner

(King's Brompton, co. Somerset, High Sheriff of
Gu. a plain fesse with cotises engr. arbetw. four roses, three in chief and one in base of the last.
A stag ppr. the dexter forelegsnpporting an scutcheon
Creit
that CO. in 1737).

Francis (Combe

Florie, co. Somerset; William Francis,
James I., son and heir of John Francis. Visit.
Somerset, 16'23). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw.
three mullets pierced gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, barry of six or and
(e/u/).

sa.

a bend erui.

(Cromwell House, Kensington, Fulwell Park, co.
Middlesex, bart., created '^3 May, 18S2). Per fesse sa. and
az. two bars engr. or, each charged with three bulls' heads,
calioshed of the flrst, in chief three mullets of six points of
the third. Crei^t Jn front of a bull's head sa. holding in the
mouth a mullet of six points or, a rock ppr. Motto—

—

Integrity.

Freake

(registered to Eliza Pudsey, Lady Freaks, wife of
Charles James F'reake, Bart., eldest dau. of Cbarles
Wright, Esq., one of the Hon. Corps of Gentlemen at Arms,
and sifter of Brigadier-Gen. Sir Tbomas Wbigbt, C.B ). Qr,
on a fess vair betw. two eagles' heads erased and a portcullis
Sir

in base az.

Fursman

(granted 1742, to Eev. John Forsman, M.A.,
Chancellor and Canon Residentiary of the Cathedral Church
of St. Peter, Exeter, Rector of Lawhilton, co. Cornwall, and
Vicar of Lamerton, co. Devon, son of Richard Fursman, of
the parish of Lamerton, by Johanna, his wife, dau. of
of same parish, and grandson of Thomas
Fdbsman, also of Lamerton, where his ancestors lived in
good reputation for several ages. The grant was to Rev.
John Fcrsman and his descendants, with liiierty to place
the arms on the tomb of his wife, Martha, dau. of Jasper
Radcliff, of St. Thomas, near Exeter, and his dau.,
Martha Forsman, both deceased, and with a provLso that if
the heirs male of the body of the grantee should fail, the
arms and crest might be borne by Thomas Wyat, son of
Tbomas Wyat, of Tavistock, by Agnes, his wife, dau. and
heir of Richard Forsman, elder brother of the grantee's
father, also named Ricuaro Forsman).
Gu. a saltire dovetailed ar. betw. a book expanded in chief ppr. inibeleshed
gold and three crosses botony or.
Crest
A lien pass, with
wings elevated ar. collared dovetailed gu. reposing the
dexter paw on a cross as in the arms.

Robert Rowe,

—

(Dublin;

Ft an. Mayor

of

Dublin.

Collection of

Molyneux, Ulster, 1597-1632).

Per fesse sa. and erm. on a
chev. or. three quarterfoils az. in chief as many covered
cups of the third. Crist— A demi woman ppr. habited per
pale or and ar. holding in the right hand a branch of lily
ppr. leaved gold flowered also ar.

Fysh (Philip Oakley Fysh,

Esq., of HobartTown, Tasmania)
Az. within two barrulets wavy ar. a fret or. betw. as many
bezants, the whole betw. three flying tish ppr.
Crot

(Beechfleld, Croxteth Road, Liverpool, and Fluke
Richard Cardwbll
FMeetwood, co. Lancaster
Gardner, Esq., J. P., Alderman of Liverpool for 25 years,
and Mayor, 1862-3, vi. 1828, the dau. and heiress of Johm
.Sykes, Esq., of Fluke Hall, and d. 29 Dec. i88'3, leaving
John Sykes Gardner, six other sons, and three daus.).
Per fesse gu. and or, a pale three griffins' heads erased (two
and one) and as many roses (one and two), all counterchanged, an escutcheon of pretence for Sykes, viz., sa. a
Hall,

;

—

fountain ppr. betw. three molehills or. Crest In front of
two half spades in saltire a griffin's head erased all ppr.

Motto

— Animo et

from a wreath

cuffed ar. in the

adversum.

of

hand a

red coral a cubit
flying tish ppr.

arm

vested az.

A/o?^o-Nitor

in

fide.

Qamett-Orme

(Tarn House, Skipton in Craven, West
Biding co. York ; exemplified to George Robinson, Esi^.,
of Tarn House, Lieut. -Col. commanding 9th batt. Wesi,
Riding Volunteers, Senior District Registrar of the Supreme
Court of Justice, and Senior Registrar of the County Court,
CO. Y'ork, and to Mary Hester, his wife, and to their issue
upon their assuming, by royal licence, dated 6 March, 1882,
the surnames of Garnett-Orme, in lieu of that of Robinson,

and the arms of Orme and Garnett quarterly. Quarterly,
1st and 4th, Orme, az. an eagle displ. or, in chief three
battle axes of the last; 2nd and 3rd, Garnett, gu. a lion
ramp. ar. within a bordure invected or, over all a bend erm.
charged with three covered cups az. Crests Orme, in
front of a battle axe in bend surmounted by a tilting spear
Garnett, a
in bend sinister ppr. a dolphin naiant ar.

—

;

dexter arm erect ppr. grasping two sea lions' heads erased
Mottoes
Deus refugium
respectant and saltirewise ar.
nostrum, Obme ; Diligentia et honore, Gabnbtt.

—

Garrard (Shinfleld,

co. Berks; Gilbert Garrard, of Shinson of Gilbert Gabrabd, of Shinfield, d. 1659,
of Tdomas Garrard, of same.
Visit. Berks,
1G64).
Az. a chev. engr. erm. quartering, ar. two bars gu.
on a canton per pale sa., and of the second a boar's head or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a demi lion ramp. az.
field, b. 16'26,

and grandson

—

Garrard (Lambome,
Gabrabd,

(i.

1657.

co.

Berks; descended from Thomas

Visit. Berks, 1664).

out the quartering, a crescent for

Garrard

Same

.<4rHi4,

with-

diff.

(Bockington, co. Berks Philip Garrard, b, 1619,*
descended from Garrard of Laucboriie. Visit. Berks, 1664).
Same Arms, a. mullet on a crescent for diff. Crest Same as
;

—

Garrard

— Garrard

l.ssuant

fesse gu. betw.

Gardner

Freake

Fyan

—

charged with four lozenges conjoined in
two barrulets sa.
ar.

of Hhivfield.

(Inkpen, co.

Steward of Newbury,

Berks;
b.

Robert Garrard, Deputy

Berks, 1664).
a crescent on a crescent for diff.
Lo.mborne.

Visit

Garrard of
Same Aruu and Crttt,

1621, descended from

A

:

;

GAB

(Midgbam, co. Berks Kichakd Gabeabd, 6. 1631,
of Midgbam, descended from Qakkakd of lambome. Visit.
Berks, 1664). Same Anrn and Crest as Garbakd of Booking-

Oarrard

;

ton.

Lanark, 1883). Ar. a chev.
betw. two escallops in chief and a cinquefoil in base gu.
A gri£Bn pass. or. Motto Aut vincere aut mori.
Ci-tst

(Jarroway

co.

(Netherfleld,

—

—

(Chichester, co. Sussex; George Gatehocse,
Esq.). Per fesse az. and gu. in chief seven mullets, four and
three ar. and in base on a mount an embattled >;ateway with

Gatehouse

Crest— In front

portcullis all ppr.

Motto—-Qmx

a portcullis ar.

two keys saltirewiseaz.

ot

Ha«dt, Vitcount Cranbrook, to be borne quarterly in the
2nd ami 3rd quarter, with Habdt). Per pale ar. and or, a
ber.d conipony az. and gu. betw. two pellets each within an
annulet sa. Cce»f— In front of a woU's head erased ar. a
staff

raguly fessewise or.

See Habdt.

Vitcount Cranbrook.

Oawen (Horsington, co. Somerset, and

Norington, co. Wilts
temp. James I., son of

TaoMAS Gawen, of Horsington,
Thomas Gawen, and grandson

;

William Gawen, of
Norington. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Erm. on a saltire engr.
az. five fleurs-de-lis or, quartering Delameke, viz., Gu. two
of

lions pass. ar.

Gerard

(Earon Uerard). Ar. a saltier gu. Creil—X lion
ramp. erm. crowned or. Suptwrters On either side a lion
erm. ducally crowned or, gorged with a collar gemel gu. and
Motto En Dieu est mon
suppoitinf^ a tilting spear ppr.

—

—

^sperai ce.

Oibb

(Saio vbet

Gibb').

three martlets of the

Gu. a cubit arm erect grasping an

point

potent, not pattfie.
crest), viz.,

Gibbs

an old family, from which are
(Venton, co. Devon
presumed to descend Gibbes, Bavt., of Barbados, and Gidbs,
Ar. three battle axes sa.
of Aldenham, co. Hcrtfuril).
;

Gibbs

(South I'errott, co. Dorset, iwt Devon, as erroneously
printed at page 397).

Gibbs

co. Hertford, and Clifton Hampden, co.
George Henry Gibbs, Esq., of Aldenham, m.
Caroline, dau. of Kev. Charles Ckawlet, Kector of Stow,
CO. Northampton, and wass. by his eldest son, Henry Hucks
Gibbs, Esq., of Aldenham, J. P., a Commissioner of Lieutenancy for London, and a Director of tlie Bank of England).

(Aldenham,

Oxford.

Ar. three battle axes sa. a bonier nebulce of the last,
quartering for Hccks of .-Mdenhain, Ar. two chevronels betw.
Crest
In front of a rock a dexter arm enithree owls az.
bowed in armoui, the hand in a gauntlet ppr. holding a

—

battle

Gibbs
St.

axe

sa.

Molto—I'enax

Gladvrln (Goodwin-Gladwin.
Gladwin, Esq

George,

co.

Somerset, and Clyst

co.

«fcc.,

same

as Gibbs ot

Aldenham.

Gibson

(Dublin; Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, l.'>97-1632,
Paly of six erm. and ar. on a
Crest
Ari
chief of the last a fret betw. two crescents sa.
ostrich ar. beaked, legged, and ducally gorged gu.

sheriff of the city of Dublin).

Gibson

(MiLNtB-GiasoN,

—

Theberton

House,

Right Hon. Thomas Mh.neb-Gibson,

M.l'.,

co.

Suffolk

{'resident

of

the Board of Trade, 1H;')9 to l»6fi. only son of Major Thomas
Milneb-Gibson, 37th regt.. by Isabella, his wife. dau. of
H. Gloveb, Esq., of Chester, was b. Is06, m. 183'2, AbethusaS(;8anna, only dau. and heir of Sir Thomas Gery CnLLU.M,
8th bart., of Hnwstead and Hard wick, and had with other
issue,

.Jasper Joseph

Milner- Gibson and George Gery

MiLNER-GiBson-CuLi.uM, (sccCuLLUM). Az. three bridle-bits
chevronwise or, betw. as many storks rising ar.
Crert
•tork close ar. holding in the beak a branch of laurel ppr.
retting the dexter foot on a bridle-bit or.

—

Gilbert

(Dublin

;

Collection of

Molyneux, Ulster,

(iu.

two b.im erminoio,

Out

nf a ducal coronet ppr. a buck's

Crest

House, Mappleton,

co.

assumed by royal licence,
Arms
28 April, 1881, the name and arms of Gladwin.
granted, 1686, to Thomas Gladwin, of Tupton Hall, High
Erm. a chief az. over all on a bend
Sheriff of Derbyshire).
Crtst—A lion sejant ar.
gu. a sword in bend ar. hilt or.
Derby,

J. P., late Capt. 6th Royals,

guttee de sang, holding in the dexter

paw a sword,

as in

the arms.

Glascock

The following are
(page 402).
blazons of the arms registered to this family

more correct

Glascock

(Trenchfoile, parish of Chignal, Smealy, co. Essex,
owners of the manor from the marriage of John Glascock
with Alice Trenchfoile, heires of the manor temp.

Edward 111., also Patrons of the Rectory. Arms granted
by Dethick. Garter, 20 Feb. anno. 6 Edward VI.). Erm. a
chev. sa. betw. three cocks az. beaked, wattled, combed, and
A dragon's head couped per pale ar. and
legged or. Crest

—

gu. l.mgued az. dented ppr.

and

and Timperley, same co.). Same Arm$
charged with a crescent for diff.

(Noteley,

Crest, the chev.

Glascock (Much Dunmow

and Roxwell, same co. arms
and crest granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 14
July, 1,')71). Same Arms, the chev. charged with a mullet
Crest— OM of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's
or, lor diff.
head per pale ar. and az.
;

Glascock

(Daary and Ballyroan, Queen's Co. and Dublin,
Same ^rois. C/e«£— A cock az. beaked,
s Off.).
combed, and legged or, holding in the beak aD
Vigil et audax.
annulet gu. Motto
Reg. Ulster
wattled,

—

Glascock

(Hertshobury,

Farnhain, and Aldham, co.

in

Same Arnn.
Visit.
Essex, 1661).
Cres
Essex.
antelope's head erased ar. collared sa. attired or.

—An

Glascock

(Felstedbury, co. Esscx, and Wormley, co. Hertassigned by Sir Richard St. George, 1634).
Same
Creft
vJn/i.t. the clievron cliarged with a bezant for diff.
attired
or,
head
ar.
gorged
with
a garter sa.
An antelope's
garnished and buckled gold.
ford;

—

(Aldeitown,
read " co. Warwick."

Page

<fcc.).

402, for

"co.

Essex,"

Qlencross (Luxtowe, Liskeard, co. Cornwall; Rev. James
Per s.iltire erm. and az. a lion
Glencross, M.A., J.P.).
ramp, or, holding in the dexter forepaw a cross paionce of
the last in chief three chaplets of oak ppr. fructed gold.
A greyhound ar. charged on the body with a cross
Crfst
patonce az. resting the dexter forefoot on a chaplet, as in
Motto A cruce salus.
the arms.

—

—

Glyd

co. Sussex,
and London; Tuo.mas,
Richard Geoffkey, and Michael Glyd, sons of Ricuabd
Glyd, of Brightling, who was son of Thomas Glvd, and
grandson of Richard Glyd, lioth of same place. Visit.

(Brightling,

London, 1633

Ar. on a bend az. betw. three annulets

34).

and two, within two crosses
Crest— A griffin scjeant the dexter furepaw
wings elevated and plain collared and lined gu.

sa. six tleurs-de-lis, two, two,

crosslet or.

elevated sa.

Glynn

(Glynn, Cornwall).

Ar. three salmon spears, points

downwards sa. quartering or, a bull pass, sa., for Tbecabne,
and az. three battle axes or, a martlet for diff., for Uichabd
Dents.

1.597-1632).

in chief three fleurs-de-lis, ar.

Richard Henry Goodwin-

Wood

of Hinchley

,

Glascott

propositi.

and Charlton,
Devon).
Aruu,

(Tyntcslleld

—

Crest
In front of three tilting spears points
upwards, one in pale, two in saltire ppr. as many mascles

interlaced fessways or.

contirined

id sinister

—

(Halverstown House, co. Kildare,
and HocktifT
Grange, co. Bedford; exemplitied to Lieut. Peter Valentine
Gilpin, and Amy Mary Louisa Gilpin, his wife, upon their
assuming by royal licence, dated 1 Feb. 1884, the surname
of Gilpin in lieu of I'ur.CELL. in compliance with a deed of
entail of the Hockliff estates executed by Sir Bichard
Gilpin, Bart., of Hockliff). Or, a boar pass. sa. in chief two
roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr. a canton az. for diff.
(The canton az. for diff. to be omitted by their de-

There is a second Motto (placed over the
Accipe crucem.

be

demi eagle rising ppr.
Motto In te Domine »pe»

Gilpin

Qlascock

in

—A

nostra.

downwards betw. four mullets
in cross or, the whole within a bordure wavy erminois.
Gibbons (granted to Bev. Benjamin Gibbons, of PooUands,
The crosses on the chief in this arms are
ifec, page 396).
arrow

Crest

first.

Motto over, Sursuni prorsusque.

scendants).

serata secura.

Oathorne (granted and exemplified ioGathobneGathobne-

Gtathome-Hardy,

GLY

SUPPLEMENT.

Visit.

Crest

—A

Cornwall,

demi

1620.

talbot erm. eared or, allowed at
Since that date other quarterings

repre-

have been brought in by heiresses, viz., 1, through the
marriage of Nicholas Glynn, M.P. for Bodmin, with Gbbtrcde, dau. and eventually sole heiress of Anthony Dennis,

F.ft.S., of Blairytlinn,
a .Magistrate for co. Aberdeen, and an eminent astronoiiipr,
that
county and the neighbouring one of Baiifl,
settled in
upwards of three centuries and a half ago, and descends from

Anthony Dennis, who bore az. three
Esq., ol Orleigh.
batil»axes or, wusheadof un ancient family entitled to many
quartermg.s; 2, through the marriage of Dennis Glynn,
Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Samcbl
of Glynn, with

Albiander Gill,

FooTE, Esq,, of

head

Gill (Blairythun. co. Aberdeen. This
eniid by David (Jill, Esq., LL.D.,

«bo

of

d. hefoic ItiH;.

or.

fumily. which

Auchfyne,

IJuchnn,

Lozengy

and

ar.

vert,

is

Aberdeenshire,
on a chief gu.

chev.

and

in

Wembworthy Manor, near

chief a trefoil slipped

sa.

;

Tiverton, or, a
3,

through the

A

aoD
;

Visit. Somerset,

and Wells, Somerset.

Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards' faces or.

1623).

(Beechfteld and Bradenstoke Abbey, co. Wilts,
Created U May, 1880). Per pale gu. and az. on a
bend betw. two eagles displ. arg. three garbs sa. banded or.
Crest
A garb sa. banded or. Motto Honor virtutis
preemium.

Q-oldney
Bart.

—

—

G-oldsmid-SIontefi.ore.

(Chahles C. Gooch, Esq., 8, Porchesler Gate, Hyde
Park, London, W.). Per pale or and sa. two chevronels
betw. three talbota pass, counterchanged on a chief gu.

three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis of the

Crest

first.

—

and sa. charged on the body with
two annulets counterchanged, and holding in the mouth a
b^ton also sa. Motto ilemor at gratus.
talbot pass, per pale or

—

See Hickma.n.
(co.

;

—

Radnor; William Gosse, High Sheriff of the
Erm. three fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest A sword
in pale ppr. pommel and hilt or, betw. two branches of laurel
vert.
Motto— En Dieu est ma foy.

G-OSSe

(co.

—

county, 1755).

(Ctrcs Gocltel, Esq., of New Zealand). Gu. a
and in chief three crescents ar. Crest Kive
annulets fessewise interlaced or, thereon a crescent ar.
Motto Dedit aemula virtus.

Goulter

—

cross moline

—

Qoulter (Thomas Morse Godlter,
Gu. two battle axes in
pale, and as many mullets

Esq.. of

saltire betw. as

Almondsbury,,

many anchors

in

—

of six points infesseall or.
Crest
vested gu. cuff ar. the hand ppr. holding a
battle axe sa. suspended from the wrist by a chain, an
escocheon or, charged with an anchor also sa.

A

cubit

Grace

arm

(Hamilton Grace, Knole, Frant, Tunbridge Wells,

Sussex
Lieut.-Col. Sheffield Hamilton Grace, of
Knole, only son of Sheffield Grace, Esq. of Knole, LL. D.,

CO.

;

by Harriet Georgiana. his wife, dau of General Sir John
James Hamilton, 1st bart., of Woodbrook, and sister and
co-heir of Sir James John Hamilton, 2nd bart. of Woodbrook, assumed by royal licence, dated 21 Feb. 1880, the
prefix surname of Hamilton).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
a lion ramp, per fesse ar. and or, a crescent for diff., for
Grace. 2nd and 3rd counter quartered. 1st and 4th, gu. three
cinquefoils erm.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lymphad, sails furled,
in the fessc point, a crescent of the last, together
with the honourable augmentation, viz., a chief ar. thereupon a mount vert, inscribed, " Alba de Tormes," in letters
Isold, a castle, with the wail on either side broken, and from
the battlement the flag of Spain flying ppr., for Hamilton,

sa.

—

Woodbrook. Crests 1st, Grace, a demi lion ramp, a r.
Motto over. En grace aff6; 2nd, for hon. augmentation, a
mount vert, thereon a castle, as in the arras, and in the
escrole above the Motto over "Alba de Tormes;" 3rd,
Hamilton, an oak tree ppr. charged with a crescent sa. a
frame saw, through the fessewise, also ppr. Motto over.
Through.
Motto Concordant nomine facta.
of

—

Grace

(as borne by Mrs. Sdsan Gates, of Meanwoodside,
Leeds, co. York, only silrviving daughter and heiress of
Edward Grace, Esq., of St. Anne's, Burley, Leeds, J. P.).
Gu. a lion ramp, per fess erm. and erminois, betw. two

roses ar. barbed

ar.

Graham, citizen of London, &c.,
The correct blazon of this coat is sa. on a chev.

betw. three escallops or, a rose gu. barbed vert.

Graham

(Vicar of Ashampstead, Berks, formerly Westerkirk, CO. Dumfries).
Or, on a bend sa. three escallops of
the field. Crest
An eagle preying on a heron ppr. Motto

—

—

N'oublie.

Graham (Savage-Graham
Charles

:

and holding in the beak a trefoil slipped vert;
2nd, Savage
A lion's gamb erect or, charged with a rose
gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
escallop ar.

:

(SirJAQUEsGRANADO,

knt..

Equerry

Edward Chester,

Kis dau. and heiress m.

to

Henry VIII.

Esq., of Royston,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three eagles' legs or;
2nd and 3rd, or, a Moor's head and neck ppr. couped at the
8ho\ilder gu. wreathed round the temples ar. over all an
Herts).

inescutcheon
Crest

or,

charged with a pomegranate slipped ppr.

— A pomegranate

slipped ppr.

Grang-er (Thomas Colpitts Granger, Esq., Q.C, M.P. for
Durham city). Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three pomegranates

—

and leaved

or,

two portcullises gu. chained gold.

arm embowed, vested az. and cuffed, ar. elbow to
the sinister, the hand grasping a portcullis gu. by the

Crest

.\n

chains or.

Grantham (Barcombe Place, in the parish

of Barcombe, co.

Erm. a gryphon segreant gu. holding betw. the

Sussex).

claws an escocheon

charged with a cross crosslet

or,

sa.

—

Crest
two cross crosslcts of the second.
A demi
gryphon gu. charged on the body with two cross crosslets
palewise or, betw. the claws an escocheon also or, charged
with a cross crosslet sa. Motto
Forward.

in chief

—

Gray

(Kinfauns, co. Perth, and Balmerino, co. Fife). Gu.
a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure engr. of the last charged
Crest An
in middle chief with a crescent of the field.

anchor

or.

Motto

Greatorej

Greaves

—

— Anchor fast anchor.

Same

as Greatrakes.

Per bend gu. and or, an
co. York).
eagle displ. betw. four quatrefoils in cross all counterchanged.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. or, wings chequy gold and gu.
holding in the beak three quatrefoils slipped vert.
('Sheffield,

—

Greene
James

John Greene, temp.
Bartholomew Greene, grandson of

(Milton Clifton, co. Somerset
1.,

son

of

;

Mathew Greene, and

great-grandson of William Greenb,
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Ar. on a fret az.
all of same place.
five bezants a chief sa. charged with a buck statant betw.
two mullets or, pierced gu. Crest An arm erect habited
vert, holding in the hand a branch of holly ppr. fructed gu.

—

Greenwell
Esq.).

(London

Same

Greenwell, co.

Arras,

;

borne by Walpole Eyre Greenwell,
and Motto as Greenwell, of

Crest,

Durham.

Gregrory (Buscott,
Edmund Gregory,

co.

Berks, and

of Buscott,

b.

Cuxham,
1620,

co.

son

Oxford,
Giles

of

Gregory, of Cuxham, and grandson of Edmund Gregory,
Or, three bars az. in
Visit. Berks 1644).
of same place.
Ciest A demi boar salient or.
chief a lion pass, of the last.

—

Algernon William Fclkb
(Baron Greville
Greville, 2nd Lord Greville, has been confirmed by royal
Sa.
licence, in the surname and supporters of Greville.
on a cross within a bordure both engr. or, five pellets a
crescent for diff. Supporters On either side a swan, wings
inverted ar. ducally gorged gu. charged on the breast
with a pellet. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu. a demi
Motto
Vix ea
swan wings expanded and elevated ar.

Greville

;

—

—

—

nostra voco.

Grieve (Branxholm

Park, co. Roxburgh).

ar. betw. three fetterlocks ar. a mullet sa.

in

Az. on a fesse

Crest— An arm

armour embowed, the hand grasping a dagger ppr.

Motto— }loc

securior.

and seeded ppr.

Graham (Master Robert
p. 418).

—

ppr. slipped

Somerset; Sir Ferdinando Gorges, knighted
son of Kdward Gorges, and grandson of ED.MtJND
1591
Gorges, who was eldest son of Sir Edmusd Gorges, whose
father. Sir Edmdnd Gorges, was in ward to John Howard,
temp. Edward IV. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Lozengy or and
az. a chev. gu. a mullet for diff. quartering Russell,
Gorges, Pennington, and Enolowise. Cnst A greyhound's
head couped ppr. collared or.

Gorg'es

his wife, also deceased, on his assuming by royal licence
the surname of Savage, in addition to and before that of
Graham and the arms of Graham). Quarterly: 1st and 4th,
Graham, or, on a chev. gu. betw. in chief two escallops of
the 2nd, and in base a trefoil slipped vert, a tower ppr.
2nd and 3rd, Savage, gu. six lions ramp. ar. three, two, and
one betw. two flaunclies or, each charged with a rose of the
An
first, barbed and seeded ppr.
Crests
1st, Graham
eagle, wings endorsed ppr. charged on the breast with an

Granado

See Montefiore.

Qooch

Gore.

GRI

SUPPLEMENT.

msiriage of William Glynn, of Glynn, with Rose, dau.,
and at the death of her brother in ITZS, co-heir of John
Prideacx, of Prideaux Place, Padstow Ar. a chev. sa. and
in chief a label of three points gu. with many quarterings.

Chjdwyn (Wokey

;

;

exemplified, 27 July, 1878, to

Russell Graham, of Clonboo, co. Tipperary,
gentleman, son of Hugh Graham, of Belfast, merchant,
deceased, by Charlotte Seli.na Savage, otheinisc Graham,

Griffith

(city of

Durham,

originally of co.

Carnarvon

;

re-

presented by John Charles Griffith, Esq., of Prior's
Mesne, co. Gloucester, J. P., and of Morden, co. Durham).
Erm. a lion ramp. gu. Crest A demi man az. with a cloth
round the loins indented at the bottom, on the dexter breast
a sun, and on the sinister a crescent and on the stomach
seven stars, in the dexter hand a spear the end resting on
the thigh all or, the sinister arm resting on that thigh.

—

Grigrson

(Rev. William Grigson, M.A., Rector of Whinburgh -with -Westfield, CO. Norfolk, sometime of Corpus
Christi Coll. Camb,, eldest son and heir of Edward Harvf.v

Grigson, of

Saham Toney,

in the said co.

I'atent includes

A

OBO

-

;

BAN

SUPPLEMENT.

the other desceiidants of Bev. Habvbt Geiosoh). Gu. two
bare erm. each charged with as many crosses pattee fltchee
at the foot of the first in chief three annulets ar.
Crett

—

gryphon's head couped chequy
annulet or.

ar.

and

by an

sa. encircled

HACKSHAW

(Hinton St. George and CorfTe, co. SomerCumberland, and London; Hdmphbet Hackshaw, of
London, and Uobebt Hackshaw, of Hinlon St. George, tem)K

set, CO.

Grover

(The Bury, Heme! Hempsted, Herts, and Boveney
Court, Burnbam, Bucks registered to the descendants of
IUrrt Gkoveb, Esq. fdeceased), of the Bury and Boveney).
Per bend or and az. a pale enfrr. betw. two mullets in fesse
all counterchanced.
Great
A dcmi lion gu. gorged with a
collar gcmel, holdingin thedexter paw a palm-branch slipped
and resting the sinister paw on a mullet all or. Motto Le
Roy, la Loy, la Foy. Three other coats have been used for the
name of Gboveb. The Welsh Groveb family de.'oended from
Brockbtt Grover, of Porth-y-Glo, near Cardiff, bears Per
bend gu. and or, a pale vair. Crest Out of a cloud in the
fiinister an arm embowed holding a garland of flowers all
ppr. The second coat appears in an Alphabet Inde.x, College
of Arms, temp. Charles II., viz., Per bend or and az. a pale
barry nebuly of ten ar. and of the second (probably a misrepresentation of vair)
and the third on a brass in Eton
College Chapel, placed to the memory of the Kev. !John
Septimus Gboveb, Vice-Provost, son of Montagoe Groveb,
and grandson of William Grover, Esq., of Boveney Court,
;

—

—

—

James

I.,

sons of William

Hackshaw.

of CorfTe,

who was

grandson of William Hackshaw, co. Cumberland. Visit.
Sonier.^t-t, 1623).
Or, a chev. betw. three peacocks' heads
erased gu.

Haden

(Babrs-Haden, High Court, co. Stafford). Quarterly,
on a pile betw. two mullets of six points in
human leg couped at the thigh az., for Haden;
2nd and 3rd, gu. two bars eiigr.vair betw. five annulets, three
in chief and two in base or, for Barrs. Crests
1st, Haden:
In front of a cubit arm in armour the hand grasping an
arrow in bend sinister a morion all ppr. 2nd, Barrs Upon
a mount vert in front of a gate or, the trunk of an oak
tree eradicated and sprouting towards the dexter ppr.
Motto Disce pati.
Haden, see Haden-Best.
1st

and

4th, sa.

base ar. a

—

:

—

;

Burnham,

co. Buckingham, whoil. 1745, viz., per bend az. and
a pale gu. charged with five bars per fesse nebuly ar.
and of the first. This coat set up at Eton, which is quite
nnhcraldic, seems to be unauthorized.
or,

Oroves

(Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, 1597-1632).
on a chev. cngr. gu. three escallops or. 6Ve«t—

Erm.

A

bound

pass. sa. ducally

gorged

grey-

or.

Hadley (Simeon

(Cowling, Dallingham, and Bildeston, co. Suffolk,
and Wisbeach, co. Cambridge Fredebick Sal.'mon Gbowse,
Esq., Bengal Civil Service, C.I.E., M.A. Oxon, is son of
BoHEBT Growse, Esq., of Bildeston, and great-grandson of
John Gbowse, Esq., of Sutton). Barry of six or and sa. a

Sag'gerstone

Ouest

(Baron Winihtrne). Az. on chev. or, betw. three
swans' heads erased ppr. as many crosses - moline, sa.
Supporters On eacli side a figure habited as a vulean,
resting bis exterior hand on an anvil and holding in front
thereof a sledge hannner all ppr.
Crest
A swan's head
era.sed ppr. gorged with a collar or, and underneath
charged with a cross-moline as in the arms betw. two ostrich
feathers gold.
Motto Ferro nou gladio.

—

—

—

Guinness

{Baron Ardilavn). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Guinness, per saltire gu. and az. a lion ramp, or, on a chief
erm. a dexter hand couped at the wrist of the first, a
i-rescent for diff.
2nd and 3rd, Lee, arg. on a fesse betw.
three cresceius .sa. a trefoil or.
C)-eU«~l»t, Guinness: A
boar pass, quarterly or and gu. a crescent for dilT. Und,
Lee On a pillar arg. encircled by a ducal coronet or, an
eagle preying on a bird's leg erased ppr. Supporters
(Granted by Boyal Warrant, May, 1867, to Sir BenjaminLee Guinness, Bart., and the heirs male of his body, upon
whom the dignity of a baronet shall descen<l in virtue of the
;

;

Gu.

Northumberland).

(co.

Az. on

a bend

cotised ar. three garbs of the field.

Hai?

now
more than seven centuries
Bemersyde House,

(Beinersyde, co. Berwick, the most ancient family

the Haigs have dwelt at

;

for

"Tyde what may

;

counterchanged.

Esq., of London).

—

subsisting on Tweedsflde

Qrowse

pile

Charles Hadley,

three chev. or, betw. as many falcons belled ar. in the
centre chief point a buckle, the tongue erect of the second.
Upon a mount vert a falcon belled ar. supporting
Crest
in the dexter claw a buckle as in the arms, and holding ia
the beak three ears of wheat or.

Hatg

shall be

hetyde,

Haig of Bemersyde."

At the death of Sophia Haig, of Bemersyde in 1878, the estate,
by the joint disposition of herself and her sisters, the coheiresses, passed to Col. Arthur Balfour Haig, C.M.G.,
Equerry to H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh, now of Bemersyde). Az. a saltire cantoned with two mullets in chief and
base, and with as many crescents addorsed in the fianks ar.
Cre.it —A rock ppr. Motto —Tyde what may, above the crest
and Sola virtus invicta, below the shield.

Haig: (The

Garttanda, near Alloa; Roebuck, co. Dublin, and
Cavan
descended from Uobebt, 2nd son of
James Haig, 17 th laird). Same A rim.
kilan,

CO.

;

Saig- (Pen

Ithon, co. Radnor; a scion of Bemersyde,
descended also from Robebt, 2nd son of James Haig, 17th

Same Arms.

laird).

Saig'h

(Longley, co. York), claiming to be of the Bemersyde family, uses the same Arm^.

Haldane

(Right Uev. James

Rorkbt Alexander Chinnert-

:

—

limitations of the patent of the 15th April, 1B67): on either
side a stag gu. attired and gorged with a collar gemel or,

pendent therefrom by a chain gold an escutcheon, that on
the dexter cliargcd with the arms of Guinness, and that on
the sinister with the arms of Lee. Motto .Spes mea in
Deo.

—

(Milton, co. Wilts, Gko»feey GrNTER, of Milton,
temp. Henry VIII. Visit. Berks 1664).
Sa. three dexter
gauntlets ar. Crett. An antelope's head erased per pale or

—

sa.

Gunter (Kintbury,
bury,

co. Berks,

Febdinando Gunter,

of Kint-

grandson of John Gunter, of Kintbury, 3rd
son of frKOFrRET QuNTEB, of Mllton.
Visit. Uerks 1604).
Same Arrm and CreJit. A mullet for diff.
b. 1606,

Gush

(William FsKnEEitK Gush, Esq., 5.3, Sussex Gardens,
Hyde I'arU, London). Sa. a fasces erect ppr. betw. two
owls ar. a clii.:f trni.
Crr.it— \n owl ar. holding in the
beak a balance or. Afo£<o— Sapiens ct Justus.

Gwynne

(New Windsor, Berks, fiom Montgomeryshire;
an<l heir of William Gwtn or Gwynne, Auditor
m. Kichard Aldworiii, Esq., of Stun

Anne, dau.

and

t!ie

Isles).

Quarterly, as

of Gleneagles, p. 440 en .i%trt.out, az. a chev. erm.
betw. three lions r.imp. or, on a canton vert a harp of the

third

;

stringed ar., for Chinnkry.

Orexla

— On

dexter,

Two

eagles ppr.

Haldon, Baron.

Sec Palk.

hilt or.

Hamilton-Hoare.

Hancock
Leicester
I.,

Handlcy

(Pavrnport-Handley, Clipsham Hall, Oakham,
William IJavenpobt Davenport, Esq., of
.1.1'. and D.L., m. as his 2nd
Hull, co. (Chester
wife, Diana Ei.izabkth, dau. of John Handley, Esq., of
Muskhnm Grange, co. Nottingham, and sister of Jobi«
Handley, Erq., of Clipsham, and d. 1869, leaving by her.

Bramham

—

:

See Hoabb.

(South Porrott, co. Somerset, and Preston, co.
Thomas Hancock, of Gregory Stoke, temp.

son of John Hancock, of South Perrott, and
grandson of Thomas Hancock, of Preston. Visit. Somerset,
16'.'.3).
Sa. three chevronels betw. as many cocks ar.

James

CO.

three liorsen' heads erased ar. quartering
Talke, of Apuddercomhe, Isle of Wight. C're»t a bear
ps««. »a. feeding on a bruich of ctnqucfoils ppr. and trefoils

Per

rhcv. sa. and ar. in the centre jioint a cross p«ttee counterchanged betw. in chief two griffins' heads, erased of the
second, collared gu. and in base a griffin's head erased
of the first, collared or. Crest— A griffin's head erased sa.
charged on the neck with two bendlets ar. and holding in
the beak a sword in pale, point upwards ar. pommel and

lake, BcrkHj.

,Sa.

an

head erased or, for Haldane; on sinister., on a globe
an eagle rising ppr. collared of the first, for Chinnebv.
.Wo^oc'!— Suffer: and nee tcinere nee limide. Supporters-

eagle's
or,

of the Exchequer,

*crl.

of Argyle

Haldane

Hales-Tooke (Baselet Hales-Tookb, Esq.,of Salhouse).

Gunter
and

Haldane, Bishop

RulUnd

:

;

[;

A

HAN
wirh the will

Chpsham).
fesse within

who assumed by

1851,

6.

surname

Esq.,

of

royal licence,

Handlet, in compliance
of his maternal untie, John Handlet, Esq., of
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. three mascles in

1881, the additional

of

two barrulets gu. all betw. three goats pass,
ungulcd and armed or, for Handlet; 2nd

sa.

bearded,

and

3rd, ar. a chev. b?lw. three cross crosslcts fiichee sa. a

canton

az., for

Davenport.

pass. sa. bearded, unjruled

HAY

SUPPLEMENT.

John William Handlet DavenpobtHandlet,
Clipsham, J. P.,

.

Crests

—

A goat
charged on the
2nd, Davenport, a

1st,

and armed

Handlet,

or,

body with two niascles interlaced ar.
man's head in profile couped at the shoulders ppr. around
the neck a rope or, and charged on the breast with a cross
crosslct fltchee sa.
Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.
;

—

Hankinson.

(Robert Chatfield Hankinson, Esq., Eed
Lodge, North Stoneham, co. Southampton). Or, on a saltire
betw. two saltires couped in pale sa. an eagle displ. betw.

—

four cinquefoils of the field.
Creit
An eagle displ. sa.
charged on each wing with a cinquefoil, and resting each
claw on a saltire couped all or.
iV/yfio— Propositi tcnax.

Sauna (Paisley, CO. Renfrew

;

represented by

clerk of the kitchen to George
Arin» and Crest as Hannat, of Sorbie.
Esq.,

III.,

Hugh Hanna,
who

d. 1831).

Harmar

(David James Harmar, Esq., of Bath). Quarterly or and sa. on a bend engr. gu. betw. two roses arg.
barked and seeded ppr., three lozenges erminois. Crest— la
front of a cubit arm vested sa. cuff or, in the hand two rose
branches leaved and slipped vert, that on the dexter gu. and
that on the sinister arg. both barbed and seeded ppr. a

portcullis with chains or.

Harris

(Lunefleld, Kirkby Lonsdale, Camforth, co. Lancasand Oxton Hall, Tadcaster, co. York, Alfred Habbip,
Richard Harris, Esq., of Walworth). Az. on a
chev. erm. betw. three hedgehogs or, as many wheat stalks
bladed vert in precise middle chief a faggot of the third,
banded of the fourth. Crest— In frontof a demi pelican displ.
collared gemel az. and chargpd on the breast with three
gouttes de sang, a faggot fessewuys ppr. banded vert.
ter

Esq., son of

Harris

(Westcotes, co. Leicester).
Sa. three piles, two
issuant from the chief and one from the base or, each
charged with a bull's head cabossed of the field. Crest— Owl
of the battlements of a tower or, a bull's head sa. on the

neck a cinquefoil gold.

Harwood

Motto— In Deo solum

(Edward Harwood,

Gloucester,

J. P.).

Per pale

robur.

Woodhouse, co.
and or, a stag's head

Esq.,

ar.

of

—

Hanson

(Bowden Derra, Lewannick, Cornwall, a branch
of Hanson, of Rastric, co. York
William Dat Hanson,
Esq., is now of Bowden Derra, J. P. for Cornwall: confirmed 17 July, 1652, by William Ryley, Norroy, to Edward
Hanson as having been borne by his ancestors). Or, a
chev. counter componed, ar. and az. betw. three martlets, sa.
Crest
On a chapeau az. lined ar. a martlet volant sa. See

cabossed betw. three sprigs ppr. Crest On a mount betw.
two trefoils slipped, a stags head cabossed, betw. the antlers
an acorn leaved all ppr.

;

—

Watson's History of

H.alifax,

page 266.

(Henbt Harbin, Esq., Seaford Lodge, Fellowsroad, London, N.W., and Hampstead, co. Middlesex). Az.
saltire
a
parted and fretty betw. two spears heads in pale,
and as many spurs with leathers in fesse or. Crest A cubit
arm in armour, the hand in a gauntlet ppr. holding a spur
leathered or, betw. two roses gu. leaved and slipped also

—

ppr.

Hard'Wicke

(Tytherington, co. Gloucester, 2nd son of John
Llotd Davies, Esq., of Blaendyffyn, co. Cardigan, by
Elizabeth Bluett, his wife, only child of Tuohas Bloett
Habdwicre, Esq., of Tytherington). Ar. a saltire nebulae
az. betw. two spear heads sa. imbrued in fesse on a chief
of the second three roses of the field seeded and barbed
vert.
Crest
A stag ppr. supporting with the dexter forepaw a scaling ladder sa. Motto Cervus non servus.

—

Hardy (Gathorne-Habpt, VUcount
1st and 4th, Hardt: Ar. on a bend,
gu. three Catherine wheels or, on
as many leopards' faces of the
Gathorne: Per pale arg. and or, a
gu. betw. two pellets, each within

Cranhrook). Quarterly,
invectcd plain cottised
a chief of the second

third; 2nd and 3rd,
bend compony az. and
an annulet sa. Crests
1st, Habdt
A dexter arm erobowed in armour ppr.
garnished or, entwined by a branch of oak vert charged
with two catlierine wheels, the one above and tlie other
below the elLiow gu. the hand grasping a dragon's head,
erased ppr.; 2nd, Gathorne; In front of a wolfs head

—

:

—

erased ar. a staff raguly fessewise or.
Supporters Two
leopards guardant ppr. each gorged with a collar gu. therefrom pendent an escutcheon of the last charged with a
Catherine wheel or.
Motto Arme de foi babdi.

—

Harker

(John Hareeb, Esq., M.D., Hazel Grove, near BurWestmorland, and Lancaster). Ar. a serpent nowed
ppr. betw. two buglehoms stringed in pale sa. as many
ton, CO.

—

flanches vaire or and gu.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed
vested per pale sa. and gu. charged with two escallops or,

hand ppr. holding a buglehorn stringed
Audio et juvo.

cuff ar. the

Motto

—

sa.

(Cragbeg and Garryfine, co. Limerick). Gyronny
of eight or and erm. each piece charged with a crescent
alternate gu. and az. over all a lion ramp. sa.
Crest
dove close per pale or and vert, holding in the bill an olive
branch also vert, fructed gold. Motto Hope in God.

—

—

or

Hertlyng-ton

(Hanlington in

Craven, co. York, which village gave name and residence
to a knightly family, of whom William de Hartlington,
Esq., the last of the name, d. 12 Edward IV., 1473
his dau.
and heir, Alicia de Hartltngton, m. Thomas Metcalfe,
Esq., of Nappa, in Wensleydale, co. York; Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster, and conveyed the manor of
;

Hanlington into that family).

;

;

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

;

Haswell

(John Haswell, of Grange Terrace, BishopswearOr, on a bend invected gu. betw. two fountains
ppr., three goats passant of the first.
Crest
In front of a
Talbot's head erased gu., eared or, a fountain ppr. Motto
niouth).

—

Mors

vitae

—

janua.

Hatch

(Gen. William Spabkes Hatch, H.M. Indian army,
and late col. in the royal (late Bombay) artillery). Chequy
or and vert a bend erm. on a chief embattled gu. two demi
lions pass, of the i^rst.
Crest
Issuant from flames a demi
leopard holding in the dexter paw a grenade fired all ppr.

—

Haveland

(Cornwall,

cliartcr

anno

of

Ar. three

1235).

See also ABtLEiNE.

chessrco'Ks sa.

Havelland

(isle of Purbeck; James, son of Sir Thomas de,
Havelland Manor, Guernsey, settled in co. Djrset in consequence of a charter of Edward IV., dated 10 March, 1469.
He founded a chantry in St. James' Church, Poole, where,
over the north aisle, is the inscription, " These six arches
were made at the charge of James Havelland and Hellene
his wife, on whose .'oulsGod have mercy. Amen, 1512." His
grandson, John, son of William and Frances, m. Mart,
dau. and co-heir of John Cabew, of Humworthy, M.P., 1511,
for Poole.
Arms from the brass of the founder of the
Havelland aisle).
Ar three castles sa. portcuUised gu.
quartering Cabew.
Crest— A demi lion ramp, and erased
ar.

Ha'wksley

(Caldy Island, Tenby, co. Pembroke. Erra"
a fesse nebuly az. betw. two lions ramp, in chief and
a hawk in base ppr. CVest— Upon three mascles interlaced

fessewise

az.

a hawk ppr. collared az.

Motto

—Garde

Phonneur.

Hayhurst.

See France Hathcbst.

Hayne

(Kintbury, CO. Berks, and Aubome, co. Wilu.
Daniel Hatne, of Kintbury Eaton, b. 1627, son of Thomas

Hatne,

Harkness

Hartlyngton,

Quarterly:

and 4lh counterquartered 1st and 4th, arg. a maunch
Hastings 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chief gu. a demi
lion issuant arg., for Abnet; 2nd and 3rd, Clifton, of
Clifton and Lytham.
Cre^Ji— Hastings, a bull's head erased
ermines attired and ducally gorged arg.
Abnet, a demi
lion or, the sinister paw resting on an antique shield charged
with the arms of Hastings motto over, Trust winneth troth
Motto -\n veritate victoria.
1st

sa., for

;

Harbin

—

Hastings (Abnet-Hastings, Baron Donington).

of

Auborne,

d.

1650.

Visit.

Berks

1664).

Ar. a

chev. betw. three martlets sa.

Hays,

formerly

Hayes

centuries, originally

(Durham

city,

seated there for two

Lancashire; represented by Rer.
John Hats, M.A., Canon of Lincoln and Rector of Navenby).
Erminois, three wolves' heads erased sa. quartering,
Wetuerell, ar. two lions pass. sa. on a chief indented of the
last three covered cups or, in right of his grandmother,
Eleanor, dau. and co-heiress of Richard Wetherell, Esq., of
Durham, elder brother of Dr. Nathan Wetherell, Dean of
Hereford and Master of Univ. Coll. Oxford. Creit
A wolfs
head erased sa.
of

—

HayTVOOd

(co.

Stafford).

two hawks' heads erased

Sa.
or,

on a bend cotised

three pellets.

Crest

ar.

—In

betw.
front

A

of a stump of a tree, thereon a hawk rising ppr. charged on
the breast with a pellet, three trefoils slipped vert.

Hazlewood

The arms should be
betw. three owls sa, as many
lozenges of the first, each charged with an ermine spot, or.
a chief az. three branches of hazel or.
(Belton, co. Rutland).

described, arg. on a chee.

iru.

Head

(Hartburn Hall, co. Pal. Durham). Ar. a chev.
ermines betw. three unicorns' heads coiiped sa. Crtsl
A unicorn's head couped ermines. Mutto Study quiet.

—

—

Heap

(John Heap, Esq., of Nabbs House, Bury, co. Lancaster).
Gu. on a bend betw. two demi griffins or, a tleurde-Us betw. two escallops sa. Crest .A. demi stag reguardant
ppr. gorged with a collar gemel sa. resting the sini-ter fore
foot on an escocheon, gu. charged with a boar's head erased

—

or.

Motto-^HxhiX sine labore.

Dublin, and of EnniskiUen, co. Fermanagh, sons of Robert
Thomas Hearn, Esq., Major 76th Regt. and grandsons of
Daniel- James Heab.v, Esq. of Correa, co. Westmeath,
Lieut.-Col. 43rd Regt. who was grandson of Ven. Daniel

Archdeacon

SI. A.,

of Cashel, 1726 to 1766,

and

to

descendants of their said grandfather, Daniel
James Hearn, of Correa). Per pale gu. and az. a cliev.
betw. three herons ar. Crest— On a mount vert a lieron as in
the arms. Motto Ardua petit ardea.
the other

—

Heaviside

(confirmed to John Bdrrowes Heaviside, Esq.,
of Terenure, co. Dublin, only son of John Heaviside,
Esq., of 13, Holies Street,
Merrion Square, Dublin,
and grandson of John Heaviside, of Duidin, merchant,
and to tlie other descendants of his said grandfather).
Gu. on a pale or, three bulls' heads erased sa. in the dexter
Crest
chief point a trefoil slipped of the second.
Saracen's head atfrontee couped at the shoulders ppr. and
charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped or. Motto
Virtute et industria.

—

—

Henderson (Cleland-Henderson,

of Roke Manor, Hants,
and Scotland;. (Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. three piles, two
in chiet and one in base gu. each charged with a crescent
ar. on a cbief of the second three esloiles of the third, for
Henderjjon; 2nd and 3rd, az. a hare salient ar. with a
hunting-horn vert, garnished and stringed gu. about his
neck, in chief two crescents of the second, lor Cleland.
Crests Dexter, a cubit arm erect vested az. the hand ppr.
grasping a chain therefrom suspended an escutcheon ar.
charged with two estoiles in chief and a crescent in ba.se gu.,
for Henderson
Sinister, a falcon or, upon a sinister glove
ppr., for Cleland. Mottoes
Virtus solanobilitat; Non sibi.

—

;

—

Henderson

(Hon. Hugh A. D. H. Haldane-Dunoanof Kordell, co. Fife). Quarterly, 1st,
per pale dancett^e or and sa. on a chief ar. a crescent az.
betw. two ermine spots, for Henderson; 2nd, or, on a fesse
gu. betw. three crosses patl^e in chief of the second and a
star of six points in base az. three bezants, all within a
bordure of the third, for Mercek 3rd, the coat of Duncan,

Mercer-Henderson,

;

Earl of Carujierdowa,

Haldane,

p.

306

;

4th, the quartered coat of

of Gleneagtes, p. 440, with a crescent az. in the

—

centre for dilT.
Cre.xts
Isr, a cubit arm ppr. tile hand
holding an ettoile or, and surmounted by a crescent az., for
Henderson; 2nd, the head and neck of a heron erased,
holding in its beak an eel seizing the neck of the former all
for .Mercek; 3rd, on waves of the sea a dismasted
ship ppr., for Ucncan; 4th, an eagle's head erjsed or, for

ppr.,

Haldane.

.V.i^^oei— .Sola virtus nobiliiat;

Discc imti;

The

gi-it

poul;

SufTt;r.

Henderson

Park, Surrey: John Henderson,
the late Rohkrt Henderson,
Or three piles issuing out of the
siaistcr side gu. and a chief engr. enn.
Crest— \ dexter
hand ppr. holding a star, surmounted by a crescent, both
ar.
3/oao— Sola virtus nobilitat.
Esq.,

(Randull's

of that place, Bon of

Esq., of Randall'

counter-quartered: let and 4th, gu. on a chev. ar. a rose
betw. two lions combatant of the field, in base a buckle
or, for Hepburn; 2nd and 3rd, counter-quartered, 1st and
4th, ar. a bend gu. in chief a label of three points sa. ;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fesse sa. betw. two cotises componee az.
and of the second, for Congleton. 2nd and 3rd, az. semeeCrest
A horse ar.
de-lis or, a lion ramp, ar., for Poole.
furnished gu. tied to a yew tree ppr. Motto Keep tryste.

—

—

Heron

(Grampoole and Abingdon, co. Berks, and Elying,
Oxford, James Heron, of Grampoole, t. 1626, and John
Heron, of Abingdon, sons of James Heron, of Elying.
Visit. Berks, 1664).
Sa. two chevronels or, betw. three
herons ar. Crest A heron's head erased ar. charged on the
neck with two chevronels sa.
CO.

—

Herschell

(Sir Farrer Herschell, Knt., M.P. for the city
Durham, recorder of Carlisle, 1873 to 1880 solicitor-

of

Hearn (confirmed to Kev. Daniel James Heabn, Rector of
Kilmuny, in the diocese of Cork, and to Charles Richard
Mo.NT Obgoeuil Hearn, of 24, Idrone Terrace, Blackrock,

Hearn,

HIC
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H AZ

Park).

;

general, 1880>. Per fesse az. and sa. a fasces fessewise betw.
three stags' heads coujjed or. Crest
Upon a mount vert a
stag ppr. gorged with a collar gemel az. the dexter forefoot

—

supporting a fasces in bend or.

Hertley, or Hetley

(Stirton,

co.

arms from a

Notts;

Roll of Knights of that co., temp. Edward HI.
Visit. Notts,
1569).
Az. three bars ar. on a chief of the last as many
escallops gu.

Hertlingrton.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or.

Hertling'ton.

Gu. a

heads ar.

fess betw. three bucks'

Herto?.

Ar. a trunk of a tree coupe i in bend, sprouting
on each side two leaves ppr. Crest Out of a ducal coronet

—

or,

two wings endorsed

Herton.

az.

Ar. three bends engr. gu. a canton of the

last.

Heysham

(East Greenwich, co. Kent. Granted 1723 to
William Heysham, Esq., of East Greenwich, M.P. for Lan-

2nd son of William Heysham, and grandson of
Giles Heysham, of Lancaster, and to the other descendants
of his said grandfather.
Gu. an anchor in pale or, on a
chief of the second three tortcaux.
Crest— A mount ppr.,
thereon a buck in full course ar. guttee de sang, attired and
unguled or, and wounded through the neck with an arrow
gu. feathered and headed gold.
caster,

Hey wood, Borough

of

(co. Lancaster).

Or, five pellets

two bendlets engr. the whole betw. as many mascles
sa.
Crest
In front ot a trunk of a tree eradicated fessewise
and sprouting to the dexter a falcon rising ppr. each wing
charged with a pellet and holding in the beak a sprig of
oak also ppr. three mascles interlaced or.
tietw.

—

Hibbert

(Holland-Hibbert, Munden, Watford, co. HertEsq., 2nd son of Sir
Thurston
Holland, Bart., C.M.G., of SandleHenry
bridge, by Elizabeth Margaret, his wife, dau. of Nathaniel Hibbert, Esq., of Muiiden, deceased, assumed the
additional surname and arms of Hibbert, by royal licence
ford;

Arthur Henry Holland,

dated 17 May, 1876, in compliance with a proviso in the
will of his matermil grandiiiollier, Mrs. Emily Hibbert,
Widow, ot Munden, and of Green Street, Giosvenor Square,
Quarterly, 1st and 4tli, erm. on a bend nebulee
London).
sa. three crescents ar. in the centra chief point a cross
botton^e fitcli^e of the second, for Hibbert 2nd and 3rd,
per pale ar. and az. semee-de-lis a lion rniiip. counter;

Mr. Holland-Hibbert is entitled
10 quarter the following Arms :— Ar. a bend engr. sa. cotised
vert, on a bend betw. two garbs or, a swan
gu., tor Tetlow
sa. betw. as many hurts, for Scholey; ar. achev. gu. betw.
the points of spears az. tasselled in the middle or, for Armstead; az. a chev. betw. three pheons or, on a chief gu. as
many maidens' heads, couped ppr. crined of the second, for
Swaine; ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bucks trippant sa., for
Rogers ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bucks' heads caboshed
sa., for Parker; gu. three chevronels ar. on a chief az. a
sun in splendour, for Fonnereau. Crests 1st, Hibbert :
An arm erect couped below the elbow az. cuffed erm. hand
2nd, Holland: Out ot a ducal
ppr. grasping a crescent ar.
coronet or a demi lion guard, ar. holding in the dexter paw

changed, for Holland.
;

;

—

;

Henderson

(Hcvcrawood. Kent: GEonr.i; Henderson, Esq.,
youngest son of the late (ieoriie HenderMidluiliian).
Ar.m, Aic, same as
the preceding, with a crescent lor ditference.

of llevrr.Hwuod,

son,

of BoncHS,

K.sq.,

Henstock

(.Jesse

Hknstock,

Bonsall, co. Derby).

ramp,

sine

—

sa.

magno

Hepburn

Herbert Lodge,
two lions
base ar. Crest— In

of

and a watvr-bouget in
demi lion ar. holding betw. the paws a watcra demi catheiine wheel, also sa. Motto Nil

in chief

front of a

bouget

Esq.,

Sa. three chcvronels betw.

labore.

(The Ilooke,

co.

Sussex).

Qimrtcily,

Isi

and

4th,

a fleur-de-lis az.

Motto— Animmn

ipse parabo.

Hickman

(exemplified to Francis William fioRE, Esq., of
Kilmore House, Clare, elilest son and heir of Francis Gore,
Ks(j., of Tyrcilagh, J.l'., deceased, and grandson of Francis
(ioRE, K.sq., al.so of Tyrediigh, by Makv, his wife, dau. of

Kdmund Browne,

Newgrove,

co. Clare, and niece
on his assuming by
riiyal licence, 19 Nov., 1878, the surname and Arms of
Hickman, in lieu of those of Gore, pursuant to the will ot
I'cr pale indented ar. and az.
the said Poole Hickman).

of

Esq., of

Poole Hickman,

ICsq.,

of Kilmore,

J

Hia
Hig'^ins (Henry

Hiogins, Esq., J. P.. of Moreton JefTrys,
CO. Hereford). Per fesse, vert and ar. a pale counterchanged
three cranes* heads erased, two anj one, of the second, and
.\
Crest
us many lobster's claws erased, one and two, sa.
griffin's head erased or, gorged with a collar sa. charged
with a lorenge ar. belw. two plates, in the beak a lobster's

—

claw erased gu.

Hill, of Dilton,

is

HOW

SUPPLEMENT.

Cral—K talbot
in the dexter chief a trefoil slipped vert.
sejant ar. collared and chained gu. charged on the shoulder
with a trefoil slipped vert. Jfoito— Per tot discrimina rerum.

HoGOE, of Thornham,

Az. on a pale ar betv.
Norfolk)
four crescents of the last three boars' heads erased of the first.
co.

Holbech, or Holbeach

alias

(Felton,

Whitechurch,

Nathaniel Holbeach, of Felton, temp.
James I., son of John Holbeach, of same place, descended
from David Holbach or Holbech, living 22 Richard II.,
whose will is dated Wednesday next after the Feast of the

CO.

Somerset;

Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 1421. Visit. Somerset,
Ar. a chev. engr. sa., quartering, 1st, Lyons, ar.
1623).
two lions ramp, combatant sa. 2nd, Tristram, ar. three
Srd, Bole, ar. three
torteaux, a label of three points az.
4th, Lisle, or, on a chief az.
bulls' heads couped sa.
;

erroneously printed Ditton, at

:

p. 491.

;

(confirmed to John Hill, Esq., Capt. RE.,
son of John Hill, M.D. of Dublin, Inspector of Poor

Hill

eldest

and grandson of Fbedebick Ferdinand
Hill, Esq., of Jamaica, and to the descendants of his said
giandfather).
Gu. on a chev. erminois betw. three leopards'
Crest
A talbot's head erased
faces or, a trefoil slipped vert.
gu. collared or, and charged with a trefoil as in the arms.
Motto Spero meliora.

Laws

in Ireland,

—

—

Hill., Esq., Bradford, in the West Riding of
the CO. York). Per pale indented gu. and sa. on a fesse
erminois betw. three leopards' faces or, as many Catherine
Crest
In front of a talbot's head
wheels of the second.
couped sa. a demi Catherine wheel or, betw. two wings per
Motto Honore et labore.
fesse indented or and gu.

Hill (Joseph

—

—

Hill

(Langford House, Langford, Somerset Sidnet Hill,
Az. a chev. nebuly ar. charged with three pallets
betw. two fieurs-de-lis in chief, and a talbot's head
A talbot's head couped
erased in base of the second. Crest
ar. charged with a chev. nebuly, and holding in the mouth
Motto— Omne bonuai Dei donum.
a fleur-de-lis az.
;

Esq.).

gu.

Hill

—

Thomas Pbince Hill, M.A

(Rev.

Dorking,

co. Surrey). Quarterly, 1st

,

and

Rector of Abinger,
ar.achev, betw.

4th,

three stags courant gu. on a chief of the last as
of the

first,

mounted by

for

Hill; 2nd and

many

trefoils

3rd, ga. a saltire or, sur-

for Prince.

a cross engr. erni.,

Crests

—

1st,

Hill: A dragon's head erased ppr.
2nd, Prince: Out of a
ducal coronet or, a cubit arm habited gu. cuffed erm. holding
with
-three pineapples gold,
in the hand ppr. a branch
Nil desperandum.
stalked and leaved vert. Motto
;

—

Hill-Trevor (Baron
Hilliard

(Caherslee, co. Keriy), p. 491
The Crest borne by
this family is
.\ cock statant sa. combed, wattled, legged,

Hillier

Motto— llXtov

(Lieut. -Col.

'tifxiav

iraPTO^.

George Edwaeo Hilher,

C.B., late In-

spector-General of the Irish Constabulary).
Gu. a cross
indented betw. in chief two leopards' faces or, and in base as

many swords erect

ppr.

pommelled and

hilted gold, all within

—

a bordure of the second. Crest Infrontof two Panisli battle
axes in saltire a leopard's face, holding in the mouth a
scimitar fesswise, all ppr.
Motto Crux niea lux mea.

—

Hoare

(Hamilton-Hoare. Exemplified to Hamilton Noel
Hamilton-Hoare, Esq., eldest son of Rev. Willia.m Henrt
Hoare, M.A., of Oaktield, co Sussex, by Afaminta Anne, his
wife, 3rd dau. and co-heir of Sir James John Hamilton, 2nd
bart., ol Woodbrook, upon his assuming, by royal licence,
the prefix surname of Hamilton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th
Hoare, sa. an eagle displ. with two heads ar. charged on the
breast with an ermine spot of the first, all within a border
engr. of the second 2nd and 3rd, Hamilton, quarterly, 1st
anil 4th, gu. three cinquefoils erm., 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
lymphad, sails furled sa. in the fesse point a crescent of the
last, together with the Honourable Augmentation granted
;

John Hamilton (maternal grandfather of the said
Hamilton Noel Ha.milton-Hoare), a chief ar. thereon upon
a mount vert inscribed Alba de Tormes, in letters gold, a

to Sir

castle,with the wall on either

sii'< Liioken, and from the battlements the flag of Spain flying ppr. Crests, 1st of Hoare, an
eagle's bead erased ar. charged with an ermine spot, as in
the arms
2nd of Honourable Augmentation, a mount vert,
thereon a castle, as in the arms and in an escroU above,
the motto A'ba de Tormes
3rd, Hamilton, out of a dUcal
coronet or. an oak tree ppr. charged with a crescent sa. a
frame-saw through the stem fessewise also ppr.
;

;

Hodgres (Luftonand Chinnock,

co. Somci-set; John Hodges,
6. 15»3, son of John Hodges, of same place,
grandson of William Hodges, and great-grandson of William
Hodges, of Chinnock. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Or, three
crescents sa. on a canton of the second a ducal coronet of

of Lufton,

the

field.

Hog-gre (granted

(Obford-Holte; exemplified 1825, to Richard Orfobd,
only son of John Obford, Esq., Manchester, by Elizabeth,
his wife, only surviving dau. of Robert Holte. Esq., of
Chamberhouse, co. Lancaster, upon his assuming by royal
Quarterly, 1st
licence the additional surname of Holte).
and 4th, Erm. two bars engr. az. over all a pile gu. thereon
two crosses patee in chief and a pheon in base or, for Holte
2nd and 3rd Or, two chevronels sa. betw. three fleurs de-lis
az. over all a fess vert thereon a greyhound courant ar., for
Obfobd. Crests Ist, Holte: Upon a mount vert a squin ell
sejant ppr. charged on the shoulder with a cross pat^e or,
supporting with the forepaws a pheon mounted on a staff
and flighted head downwards gold; 2nd,0RFORD: Out of
rushes ppr. a demi greyhound ar. charged on the neck with
two chevronels sa. and holding betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis
;

:

—

az.

Hoole

(Edgefield and Crooksmoor House, Sheffield, co.
York). Barry of six or and gu in bend as many roses
An eagle displayed gu. each wing
counterchanged. Crest
charged with two roses, and transfixed through the mouth
with a tilting spear palewise or. Motto Flectiisnon franges.

—

—

Hoole

(Hesbt Elliott Hoole,

Esq., of Ravenfield

Park,
llotherham, formerly of Crookes Moor House, Sheffield, both
Per fesse or and gu. on a pale two roses, all
in CO. York ).
counterchanged. Crest An eagle displ. per fesse or and
gu. each wing charged with a rose per fesse counterchanged,
surmounted by a rainbow ppr. Motto Spes mea Deus.

—

—

(William Wright

Princess of Wales's

Own

Hoole,

C:ipt. 3rd Batt.
Yorkshire Regt., son of Henbt

Esq.,

.

—

and spurred gu.

—

Holte

Hoole

See Trevor.

Trevor).

three lions ramp, of the first; 5th, Compton, ar. on a bend
sa. three helmets or.
Crest
A lion pass. sa.

to Edith Eliia, wife of Lionel Neville
Frederick Ames-Ltde, Esq., and only dau. and heir of Major

Elliott Hoole, Esq., of Ravenfield Park). Per fesse or
and gu. on a pale two roses, all counterchanged, on an
escutcheon of pretence for Williams, in right of his wife,
Mary Caroline Eleanor, dau. and heiress of Kev. George
Williams, of .Mu' moor, co. Gloucester, by Mary, his wife,
or, on a fesse engr.
dau. and co-heir of John Lowsley, Esq.
betw. three bulls' heads cabossed sa. two bezants. Crest
All eagle displ. per fesse or and gu. each wing charged
with a rose. counterchanged, surmounted by a rainbow ppr.
Motto Spes mea Deus.
;

—

—

Horsford

(Gen. Sir Alfred Hastings Hobsford, G.C.B.).
Az. on a chev. erm. betw. three swords erect points upwards
pommels and hilts or, as many lions' heads erased gu.
Issuant out of a mural crown gu. a demi pegasus,
Crest
wings addorsed, erm. gorged with a collar gemel also gu.
and holding betw. the paws a tilting spear erect and resting
Sui>porters~-On either side a pegasus
on the wreath ppr.
erm. gorged with a mural collar and charged on the
Motto Juslitia et
shoulder with a lion's head erased gu.

ppr.

—

—

dementia.

Hovell-Thurlo-w-Cumming'-Bruce {Saron Thmiow).
See Bbcce.

Howard ^descended

from John Howard, Esq., of Kingsdon,
Somerset, 1623, a branch of the noble family of Howard,
represented by the Rev. Tho.mas Henry Howard, M.A.,
Vicar of Warmley, co. Somerset,). Gu. a bend betw. six
CO.

—

Cre.<t
On a chapeau gu. turned
up erm. a lion statant guard, tail extended or, ducally
gorged ar. Motto Sola virtus invicta.

crosses crosslet, fitchee ar.

—

Ho'Ward

Edward Carringto.n
(Brinnington, co. Chester
Howard, Esq., of that place, J. P., where his ancestors
have been settled for more than a century). Barry of six
or and az. on a bend erm. betw. two crosses botony gu. a
In front of a cross botony fitchee gu.
shuttle ppr. Crest
a lion couchant or, charged on the shoulder with an estoile
;

—

also gu.

Ho'ward

— Per fidem omnia.

Motto

(William Howabd,
co Essex). Per pale gu. and

Mary, Colchester,
on abend nebuly or, betw.
four cross crosslets fitchee of the last a crescent betw. two
Cie^t A UoB paM. u.
lions' heads erased of the second.
Esq., of St.
az.

—

HOW

SUPPLEMENT.

cH&rged on the body with two

paw a

bolding in the dexter
Motto Nous maintien-

trefoils,

cross crosslet fltchee all or.

—

drons.

Soward

(James Howard, Esq., of Clapham Park, co. BedGu. on a
Sheriff of that county, and it.s M.P.).
chev. betw. two garbs in chief and a tower in base or, nn
Crent
In front of an eagle displ. sa.
eaffle displ. sa.
holding in the beak an ear of wheat slipped or, a tower of
the last. jVotro— Progress with prudence.
ford,

J

Hyde (Holly Wood. co. Kerry

AC

Arthur Hyde, Esq., descended
Hyde, co. Cork). Same as Castle
;

from Hyde, of Castle
Hyde, viz., Gu. two chevronels ar. the upper one charged
with an erm. spot sa. Crest A leopards head erased sa.
bezantfe. Motto De vivis nil nisi verum.

—

—

High

—

Hovrard-Bury.

Sowell

(Wostbury-in-Marsli,

Edward Howell
1696, asred 71.

Gibbon,

manor

co.

Buckingham

;

Esq., of the

in I&39,

Tlie descendants of the

living in America, one of

New York

whom

is

fir.st

settler are still

George Rogers Howell,

Anns on

State Library.

the seal of

Edward Howell, and on
John Howell,

the tombstone of his son. Major
Gu. three towers triple-towered ar.

169G).

Sowle.tt

(Major -Gen. Arthtjr Howlett, C.B., Madras
Army). Sa. on a chev. embattled counter embattled erm.
te.tw. three owls' heads erased ar. an eastern crown gu.
befw. two swords chevronwise ppr. Crest A. cross crosslet
Motlo
Fide et
«a. betw. two branches of laurel ppr.

—

—

vigilantia.

(Right Rev. William Howlet, D.D., BUknp of
Az. an eagle di.spl. erm. charged on the
breast with a cross fleury gu. Crest An eagle displ. as in
the arms.

H'O'wley

Lviidoiu, 1813).

—

Suddersfield, Borougrli of (co.
I>etw. three rams pass. sa. ai many

York),

Or, on a chev.

—

.\
toweis ar.
Crest
ram's head couped ar. armed or, gorged with a collar sa. in
the mouth a sprig of the cotton tree slipped and fructed
Juvat impigros Deus.
ppr. Motto

—

Sug'essen (Knatchbull

Htjgessen, Jlamn Brabrurne).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a mount vert two boars
erect respecting each other, sa. their forelegs resting

against an oak tree ppr., for Hcgessen '2nd and .3rd, az.
three cross crosslets fitchee betw, two bendlets or, for
Knatchcdll. Crests Ist, Hcgsssen: An oak tree ppr.
betw. two wings elevated pinions az. feathered or. vlnd,
Knatchbdll: On a chapeau az. turned up enn. an ounce
etatant ar. spotted sa. Supporters On either side a leopard
ar. pelletty gorged with a wreath of o;ik vert fructed gold
holding in the mouth a cross crosslet titchee or. Motto
Crucifixa gloria mea.
;

—

—

—

Hu^grard
an

Motto—In Heaven

Sug'hes
of

(Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, 1597-16.32).
of sixteen points ar.

e.'^ioiie

nims.

is

my

(Wells, co. Somerset;

Crest

Az.

— An estoile as in the

hope.
Sir

knighted at Whitehall,

Weils,

Thomas Hdohes, Knt.,
1C19, son of Thomas

or AP HtJGH, and grand.son of Hugh ap .Iohn ap
Jenkin, desci^nded from GwAixnuoyD, Trinee of Cardigan.
(Quarterly, 1st, az. a lion ramp, or,
"Visit. Somerset, 16i:i).
for MoRiEN, son of MonaKNAx: 2nd, or. a lion ramp. ,«a.;
3id, az. three fleurs-d<^li.'^ or, for Vne.s, King of Gwont; 4th,
az. a fesse or, betw. three horses' heiiits ar., for Rice ap
Marcham bih, nz. a lion statant reguard.or, for Llewellyn
6th, sa. a chev. crminois betw. three goats' heads erased or,
IIi'GiiES,

;

for

(granted by Molyneux, Ulster,
Ilinge, Captain

1

June, 1604. to

and Commander of the Long Boats
Londonderry). Chequy or

in the river of Loughfoile, co.

and emigrated to
NorthAmerica. His eldest son, Major John Howell, d. 3 Nov.
sold this

ILINOE
William

See Bcrt.

;

and gu. on a chief az. three lions' heads couped of the first,
langued of the second. Crest
A tiger's head couped gu.
nianed anj ducally gorged or, langued az.

—

Ingfleby

(Valentines, Essex

;

Sa.

an

Clement Mansfield Inolebt,

and on
an escutcheon of pretence for Mrs. Ingleby, Sarah, only
Gravesend).
dau. of Robert Cakes, Esq.,
Ar. a pale per
pale or and gu. betw. two limbs of an oak slipped issuant
from the base ppr. on a chief barry of six of the second
and third, a rose betw. two leopards' faces nil ppr. Crest
A boar's head couped erect ppr. tusked or. Motto Non
Esq., M..V., LL.D.).

estoile of six points ar.

—

—

immemor

beneficii.

Inman (Upton Manor, co. Chester;

descended from Michael
Inman, Esq., of Bewerley, parish of Ripon, co. Y'ork, bapt.
Vaire ar. and vert on a chev. cotised or, three
roses gu. barbed seeded and slipped ppr.
Crest
A wyvern
vert winged fretty or, gorged with a plain collar with line
reflexed over the body gold, holding in the mouth a rose
slipped as in the arms.
Motto In Domino o.onfido.
5 Oct. 1639).

—

—

Insole (James Harvey
Glamorgan).

Insole,

Esq., of Ely Court, co.
Az. a gryphon pass, in chief three leopards'

—

lis or.
Crest
A gryphon pass, or, charged
on the body with two pheons and resting the dexter claw on
a leopard's lace jessant de lis az.

faces jefisant de

or Irrland (Thomas Irland, of Albrighton, co.
High Sheriflf of that co. 1032; ninth in descent f.-om
Robert Irrland, of Oswaldstrye, 1362). Gu. six fleurs-delis ar. three, two, one. Ci-est
A dove ar. in the beak a sprig
of laurel vert. Confirmed to the above Thomas Irland,
V^isit. Salop, 1623.
The spelling of the name has varied.

Irland,
Salop,

—

In the Visit. 1584, in four pedigrees it is spelt Irrland. In
the will of Sir Thomas Salter, 1517, and at the marriage of
George Salter, 1580, it is spelt Irland. The e is a modern
introduction.

Irvine (Robert
on a chev.

Irvine, Esq., of Orchard House, co.

Durham).

betw. three sheaves of holly each consisting of three leaves slipped vert banded gu. an anchor
erect with cable of the first betw. two dolphins embowed
ppr. Crest — In front of two anchors saltirewise with cables
or, a dolphin embowed ppr.
Or,

Isaack

az.

(Burriat, co. Devon).

work are
not flory,

The Arms

in the

body of the

except that the cross is patonce, and
as there stated. Visit. Devon, 1620.
correct,

Ismay (Thos.

Henry Ismay, Esq., of Liverpool). Or, on a
bend wavy az. betw. two anchors erect of the last a mullet
Upon waves of the sea a
betw. two crescents ar.
Crest
Motto
seahorse reg. betw. two coral branches all ppr.

—

—

Naturae lex processus.

lORWORTH.

Humble

(Georgk FUimble, of London, Deputy to the Alderof the Ward of Langhorne, 163.3, grandson of William
HiiMULE, of London, and of the Fraternity of the Holy
Ghost, descended from Hdmble, of Jliaableton, co. York.
Sa. a buck trippant or, a chief inVisit. London, 1633).
drmed of the last. CreM—K demi buck ramp, or, gorged
with a wreath of laurel ppr.

man

Hume

(John Home Hume. Esq., formerly Kennedy, of East
Melbourne, Victoria). Vert a lion ramp, and in chief two
cinquefoilH ar. two flaunches of the last, each charged with
a parrot of the first, beaked and legued gu. Crest— \n front
of a cross eiigr. az. a lion's head erused ar. charged with two
cinquefoiU in pale gu.

Hurly

;l/ot(o— True to the end.

(Tralee and GlendufTe, co. Kerry).

Az. on a fease
betw. three croancs crosslet or, ns many mullets gu. Creits—
1st, A naked dexlcr arm einbowed holding a sword wavy all
ppr. motto over, Oextri\ vincitcor; 2nil, Out of iin antique
Irish crown or, a naked dextnr arm cmlioweil pi>r. holding
across crosslet gdld, molU) over, Dcxtra cruce vinvit.

Hurry

(Yannouth).

Ar. three lions' head? erased gu.

JACKSON

(Combhay, co. Somerset, descended from co.
York; William Jackson, of Combhay, <<i)i;). James I., son
Miles Jackson, of same place, who removed from the
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Ar. on a chev. betw.
CO. York.
three bucks' beads erased sa. as many cinquefoils of the
of

field.

Jackson

(Yorkshire and Curtdesdon, co. Oxon borne by
(iiLBLRT Jackson, who entered his descent at the Oxford
Vi.sit. of 1669.
Ills grandson, Uev. Gilbert Jackson, D.D.,
of Cuddesdon, is now represented by his great-grandson,
Lieut. -Col. W. H. M. Jackson, Hist foot). Gu. a fesse
betw. three sheldrakes ar. Crest A sheldrake ppr.
;

—

Jackson

(Upwell, Norfolk and SU Andrew's, co. Fife, as reregistered to Randlk Jaokson, Esq., of Upwell, Norfolk). Ar.
a p;ile engrailed az. Rurniouuted by a cliev. invectcd thereon
three cinquefoils t)etw. as many eagles' heads eradicated all
Crest
countercliHnged.
Upon the trunk of a tree eradicated and sprouting to the dexter, a horse currant ar. gutltf
de poix cJiargerl on the body, witli a pale gu. thereon a

—

cinqucfoil also ar.

A

JAC
—

Motto

three annulets as in the arms.

— Essayez.

Jacoby

Per fesse dancette ar.
(The Park, Nottincham).
and sa. in chief a cross of eight points gu. betw. two roses
of the last barbed and seeded ppr. and in base two wings
Cre4—X stag ar.
conjoined in lure and elevated or.
charged on the body with two roses gu. barbed and seeded
ppr. resting the dexter forefoot on a cross as in the arms.

Motto

—Opera bona effulgent.

(confirmed to Rev. Nicholas James, M.A., diocesan
curate, Armagh, son of John James, formerly of Coolruss
Park, near Shillelagh, co. Wicklow, then resident at Ballinglen, same co., and grandson of Matthew James, Esq., of
Coolruss Park, and the descendants of his said grandPer pale gu. and az. on a chev. engr. betw. three
father).
Crest
A hart's
lions' pass, guard, or, as many purses sa.
head erased ppr. charged on the neck with a fleur-de-lis az.
Motto J'aime Si jamais.

—

—

James

(of Vanbrugh Fields, Blackhaath, co. Kent, and the
other descendants of Eev. John James, D.D., Prebendary of
Peterborough). Per pale gu. and or, on a fesse indented
betw. three unicorns' heads erased as many escallops all
counterchanged.
Crest
An unicorn's head or, encircled
by a chaplet of roses ppr.

—

James

(of Beaconsfield, Much Woolton, co. Lancaster). Or,
on a chev. betw. two ostriches in chief and a dolphin naiant
Upon the battlements
in base sa. a billet of the first. Cre/it
of a tower or, an ostrich sa. holding in the beak a billet

—

also or.

Cbables James).

(Col.

Or, a tiger passant ppr. on

—

a chief engr. gu. two spears in saltire also ppr. Crest In
front of two spears in saltire and amid flags a tiger couchant
all

Motto—(i\x<B

ppr.

fecimus

of 'Wolverhampton, Capt. 1st
Royal Cheshire Militia, 4th and youngest son of John Jeffcock, late of Handsworth, co. York, Capt. Sheffield Squadron
of S. W. York Yeomanrj Cavalry, deceased, and his deSa.
scendants and the other descendants of his father).
three pickaxes or, on a chief ar. a cross patee gu. betw. two
ravens of the first.
Crest
In front of a mount of coal
therefrom issuant a dexter arm embowed grasping a coal
pick all ppr. a cross patee ar. Motto
Persevere.

—

Jenkins

(Maj.-Gen. Chables VANBancH Jones, of Cruckton
Barry of six az. and
erm. three annulets two in fess. and one in base or, a pile of
the last thereon a lion ramp. reg. sa.
Crest
Upon a mural
crown sa. a lion pass. reg. or, supporting with the dexter
paw an escutcheon barry of six az. and erm. charged with
an annulet or. Motto Perge sed caute.
Hall and Charlton Hill, co. Salop).

—

—

wyvern

Enn. three bugle horns stringed gu.
Motto Vincit Veritas.

vert.

—

Jerard

Crest

—

(Samford Orcas and Chilton, co. Somerset Bobekt
Jebabo, Esq., of Samford, tanp. James I., son of Robebt
Jebabd, of the same place, and grandson of Thomas Jebard,
of Chilton, descended from Richard Jebabd, living 44
Edward III., a.d. 1369. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Ar. a chev.
;

gu. betw. three erm. spots sa.

Jessel

(Bart.).

ppr.

Crest

— A torch

(exemplified to

surmounted
beak a pearl also ar.

fessewise fired ppr.

by an eagle volant arg. holding

Jodrell

co. Cumberland; William
PoNSONBT Johnson, Esq., of Walton House, same co., m.
1815, Mart, dau. of Sir George Armttage, 3rd bart., of
Kirklees, and d. 1865, leaving a son, George John Johnson,
Esq., of Castlesteads, b. 1816, D.L., High Sheriff 1876.
Ar. on a saltire sa. five bezants. Crest— V/ilhin a winged
Nonspur erect, a mullet of six points, all or. Motto
quam non paratus.

—

Jolinson (John William Denne Johnson Hilton,

Esq.,

and Sarre Court, Kent,
1871, changed his surname from Hilton
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, ar, a lion pasB.gu. on
to Johnson).
a chief vert three acorns, leaved and slipped or; 2nd and
3rd, erm. two bars az, in chief, an annulet betw. two saF-

Temple Belwood,
who by royal licence,

tires of the last.
sa.

in the

co. Lincoln,

Crests— 1st. UpoT» s mount vert a wolf pass,
of woodbine ppr.; Snd, a man's

mouth a branch

head affront^e betw, two bullrushes ppr,

Johnson

(Kennal Manor, Chislehurst, co. Kent), Or, three
pheons in fesse az. within two flaunchcs of the last each
In front of a
charged with a pheon of the first. Crest

—

dexter

armour ppr. the hand grasping a
p'aeoned or, and enfiled with a
rosea gu. two branches of oak in saltire vert,

arm embowed

javelin in

chaplet of

bend

in

sinister

Johnson

Gu. on a
(Statharo and Tunstead, co. Norfolk).
erm. five crosies moline sa. a chief of the second
A lion
charged with three mullets of the third. Crest
ramp, erminois, holding in the dexter paw a mullet as in ihe
arms, the dexter foot resting on a cross moline gu.
saltire

—

Johnson

(Francis Johnson, Esq., of Low Newton, co.
Northumberland). Per chev. gu. and sa. on a ..h-jv. engr.
arg. betw. three men's heads affront^ ppr. as many pheons
sa.
Crest— In front of a man's head affronle couped at the
shoulders ppr. wreathed about the temples arg. and gu. two
pheons or. Motto Nil admirari.

—

Johnston (Christian Frederick Charles Alexander James
Johnston, of Hiltoun, co. Berwick; quartered by Halsbt).
Ar. a saltire engr. sa. onchief as the other gu. three cushions
A svrord and dagger ppr. hilted or, crossing
or.
Crest
each other saltirewise with the points upwards. Motto
Paratus ad arma.

—

—

Johnstone

(Vanden-Bempde-Johnstone, Baron De)iceiit).
and 4th, Johnstone, ac a saltier, »a.
in base, a human heart, ensigned with a regal crown,
gu. three cushions or; 2nd and 3rd,
chief
ppr.,
on a
Vanden-Bempde, per fesse, the chief or, the base per pale
gu. and vert, a demi eagle with two heads displ. issuing
in chief sa. the dexter base charged with a tower, the
sinister with live towers in saltier gold the gate and port-

Quarterly,

1st

—

1st, A spur erect rowel upwanl.s
each ppr. Crests
with wings elevated or, leather gu. buckle ppr.; 2nd,
issuing from the battlements of a tower ppr. a demi eagle
with two heads displ. sa. wings or, about the neck a pearl
collar, therefrom a diamond pendent on the breast a swi>ra

cullis of

—

Deitter
fesseways ppr. pommel and hilt gold. Stipporters
a lion erm. crowned or, charged on the breast with an
escutcheon also or, thereon a winged spur gu. sinister a
horse erm. bridled and saddled gu. charged on the shoulder
Motto Nunquam non paratus.
as the dexter.
;

—

Jones

Az. a fesse raguly erm. betw. three eagles'
heads erased ar. in the centre chief point a torch erect and
fired

Johnson (Castlesteads, Brampton,

ipsi.

Jeffcock (Edward Jeffcock,

Jepson.

issuant out of a chaplet of roses gu. barbed and seeded
ppr. and for distinction on the neck a cross crosslet sa.

of

James

Jam.es

JON

SUPPLEMENT.

Jackson ( Wm. Lawies Jackson, Esq., of Allerton Hall, Leeds,
Yorkshire).
Per chev. gu. and or, in chief two suns in
splendour of the last and in base three annulets one and
two of the first. Crc$t A horse or, holding in the mouth
an ear of wheat slipped vert, resting the dexter foreleg on

in the

Amelia Vibtde Jodkell, widow

of

Chables FitzGebald Higoins, Esq., of Westport, and dau.
of Sir RicBABD Paul Jodbell, 2nd bart., of Sail Park,
upon her assuming by royal licence the surname of Jodkell in lieu of Higgins). .firms— Ermines, a trefoil or, betw.
three round buckles, tongues downwards, ar.

Jodrell

(exemplified to Hebbebt Henbt Chubchill, on his
assuming, by royal licence, 31 .March, 1883, the surname and

arms of Jodrell in lieu of Churchill, in right of his wife
Kmilt Virtue Jane, only cliilil of Cuas. F. Higgins, Esij.,
by Amelia Virtue, his wife, only sisterand eventual heiress
of Sir Edwd. Repfs Jodrell, 3rd ban.).
Ermines, a trefoil
or betw, three round buckles the tongues pendent ar., for
distinction a canton of the last.
Crest
A cock's head
and neck coupcd the wings erect or, combed and jelloped gu.

—

(Brinsey and Wraxhall, co. Somerset; Chbistopheb
Jones, of Brinsey, temp. James I., son of William Jones,
of Wraxhall. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Or, on a mount in
base vert a lion ramp. az.

(Gungrog, co. Montgomery ; exemplified to Morris
Charles Jones, Esq., of Gungrog, F.S.A., F.S.A. Scot,,
J,P, CO. Montgomery, only son of Morris Jones, Esq., of

Jones

Sa. a fasces fessewise or betw. three nags'
Gungrog).
Crest
A fasces fessewise or, surmounted
heads erased arg.
Motto— Justus ac tenax
by a nag's head erased arg.

—

propositi.

Jones (Hartsheath and

Cefn Coch, co. Flint, and Gelli Gynan,
Denbigh John Carstaibs Jones, Esq., of those places,
served as High Sheriff for CO. Flint, 1866, and for co. Denbigl*,
Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three eseocheons ar. each
1874).
CO.

;

charged with a boar's hcadcuuped of the first, an arrow paleUpon a mount vert a boar's head couped
Crest
wise ppr.
gu. in front of an arrow palcways ppr. Motto^-Heb nevol
without help from above the arrow
nerth nidd sicr saeth

—

:

flies in

vain.

Jones fHENBT Cadman Jon-es, Esq., of Kepton, Derbyshire).
Arg. a cross indented gu. betw. four speara' heads az. eacti
betw. two laurel branches ppr. Crest— In front of a spear
betw. two laurel branches ppr. a cross patee gu.
Esto fidelis usque ad mortem.

Motto

—

(Francis George Jotnt, M.D., Surgeon-General H.M.
Indian .Medical Service, son of Anthony Joynt, of Ballina,
CO. Mayo, by Diana, his wife, dau. of Georob Atkinson
and Dinah Cobmac, his wife, and grandson of Frank Joynt,
Ar. on a fesse dancettee az.
of Ballinglen, co. Mayo).
betw. three eagles displ. gu. each charged on the breast
with an escallop of tlie first, an Eastern crown betw. two
Crest— A. cubit arm ppr. charged with an
fleurs-de-lis or.
escallop ar. and grasping in the hand a battle axe also ppr.

— Nee

temere nee lente.

Jump

(Henry Jcmp, Esq., Woodlands, co. Lancaster). Az. a
cross parted and fretty or, in the first and fourth quarters a
Btag's head erased, and in the second and third a rose ar.
Cre-tt—A demi stag reguardant ppr. charged on the shoulder
with three roses chevronwise

ar.

—

seeded ppr. a boar's head couped of the fii-st. Orest On a
mount ppr. a boar's head couped ar. on cither side three
cinquefoils slipped vert. JVfo(fo— Peractus conamine.

Kettle

supporting a passion cross or.

Rupert Alfbed Kettle,

of Merridale, Wolverand of Glan-y-don, Towyn, co.
Merioneth, Knt., J. P. and D.L. for co. Stafford, and J P.
Az. a
for cos. Worcester, Merioneth, and Hereford, &c.).
bee-hive within two branches of palm slipped in saltire all
(Sir

hampton,

Joynt

Motto

LAM

SUPPLEMENT.

JON

or.

CO.

Crest

Stafford,

— In

front

hand

cuffed ar. the

a portcullis also

ar.

of a dexter

cubit

arm, vested az.

ppr. holding a balance suspended or,

Motto —Qui

tel.

Kettlewell (Dumbleton

Hall, co. Gloucester
Cuables
Tho.mas Kettlewell, Esq., of that place, younger son of
Rev. Samuel Kettlewell, by Anne-Elizabeth, his wife,
only dau. and heiress of Samuel Eyres, Esq., of Armley, in
the parish of Leeds, and West Riding co. York). Per fesse
ar. and or, a fesse cliequy gu. and of the Hist in chief a lion
ramp. betw. two crosses patt^e of the third. Crest A lion
ramp. gu. holding in the liexter forepawacrosspatt^e fitcbte
and resting the sinister hind paw on a cross patt^e or.
;

—

Kettlewell.

See Eyres.

Kilmore, See of

(page 564). The proper blazon of the
Ar. on a cross sa. a pastoraJ
staff surmounted of a iiiitre sans labels or

Arms

ancient

KARB (Seton-Karb,

Kippilaw, co. Roxburgh.

Licut.-Col.

of Andrew Kbr, of Zair, same co.,
purchased the estate of Kippilaw, 1657. His grandson, John
Kabs, changed the spelling of his name and entailed the
estate on his sister, Kathebine Karr, who m. Gilbebt
Ramsay. Her dau. and eventual heir m. Daniel Seton, of
Powder Hall, and had a son, John Seton Karb, who s. to
the estates, and was s. by his nephew, Andrew Seton Karr,
Esq., of Kippilaw, grandfather of Henry Seton Kabb, Esq.,
of Kippilaw, and II, Queen's Gardens, Hyde Park, London,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a chev. ar. three
b. 1853).
mullets of the field, in base a stag's head erased of the
2nd and 3rd, or an eagle displ. sa.,
second, for Karb
charged on breast with an antique crown ppr. betw. three
crescents az., all within a double tressure flory counterOut of an antique
Ci-est
1st, Karr
flory gu., for Seton.
crown a dexter hand erect holding a dagger all ppr. Motto
Seton:
On
a ducal coronet
2nd.
Avant
sanspeur;
(over)
Motto (over) Hazard et forward.
or, a wyvern ppr.

Andrew Ker, grandson

of this See is

—

King' (The Hyde,

co. Middlesex).
Per fesse nebuly az. and
a lion ramp. ar. ducally collared betw. in chief two cross
liase
crosslets and in
an escallop or. Crest On a rock ppr.
a duck's head erased ar. collared az. holding in beak an
ostrich feather ar.
sa.

—

King-Tenison (Earl of Kingston). See Tenison.
Kirk (exemplified to George Edmonstone Kibk Kirk

and
Pardo Archibald Kibk Brett Kirk, of Carrickfergus, co.
Antrim, sons of Very Rev. George Bull, D.D., Dean of
Connor, by Anne Kirk, his wife, sister of Maria Kirk, of
Thornfield, co. Antrim, on their assuming by royal licence,

;

—

—

:

—

Keigrhley,

Borough of

(West Riding

co.

York).

head erased gu. entwined by a serpent or, a
Motto
By worth. Description of the Arms
The crest (a red dragon) was that of the ancient family of
De Kighley for many generations Lords of the Manor, whose
last representative (a female) married the then head of the
house of Cavendish in the time of Queen Elizabeth, and

fountain

—

[jpr.

—

thereby carried the Keighley estate into that noble house,
His Grace
of which the Duke of Devonshire is the head.
still letains the estate which has belonged to his family for
The serpent twined round the head ol
nearly 700 years.
The circle with the
the dragon is the Cavendish crest.
wavy blue lines at the bottom of the crest, and al.so repeated
in the shield, is the heraldic emblem of water technically
calleil a fountain, and refers to the situation of Keighley in
a well watered valley, the streams of which have greatly
tended towards the progress of the town, being of great
Talue for manufacturing purposes. This idea is also borne
out by the motto " By Worth," that being the name of the
principal stream on the banks of which Keighley is situate.
The shield is a combination of the Keighley and Cavendish
arms. The silver shield and black bar being those of the
former family, while the three stags' heads are the cogniThe blue embattled border
zance of the Cavendishes.
jurrounding the shield shows that the arms are those of
an ancient town, which is the case, Keighley having
obtained iu original market charter in the reign of

Edward

(William Henry Kelly, Esq., of Porchester Terrace,
Paddington, co. Middlesex). Or, a lion ramp. az. betw. two

flaunchcs of the last, each charged with a castle of the first.
Crol In front of two anchors in saltlre aa. a castle or.
JIfoUo—JuBlum perficito nihil timeto.

—

(Glasgow, 1880).

mullets of the
Praise God.

—

first.

on a

chief of the second a thistle betw. two trefoils slipped also

—

A crosier and sword in
by a earland of thistles and
Optimum quod primum.

ppr.

Crest

saltire as in the

arms

Motto

trefoils ppr.

enfiled

Kirk

(William Kilvinoton Kirk, Esq., Cleveland Row,
Stockton-on-Tees, co. Durham).
Gu. a chev. dovetailed
erm. on a chief or, three dragons' heads erased of the first.
Crest
Out of the liattlementa of a tower a demi dragon or,
charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped gu. holding
in the claws a flagstaff in bend sinister therefrom flowing a
pennon also or. Motto For Kirk and King.

—

—

Klitson (Elmete

Hall,

near Leeds, co. York).

lucies haurient ar. a chief or.

maned or, environed with
Palmam qui meruit ferat.

—

KnatchbuU

-

Hugessen

Sa.

— A unicorn's

and

attired

Motto

Crest

(Baron

three

head

ar.

pallisadoes

gold.

Brabomne).

See

HUGESSEN.

Knight

(Right Hon. Henry Edmund Kniout, Lord Mayor
London, 1883). Or, three bendlets az. on a chief gu. a
civic crown betw. two spurs of the first.
On a
Crest
Roman fasces lying fessewiae a spur rowel up or, betw.
two wings displ. gu. each charged with a civic crown as in
the arms. Motto Virtute et lubore.

of

—

—

Knighton

Thomas Barker, of
(Bayford, co. Hertford
Chignal, co, Essex, temp. Queen Elizabeth, m. Dorothy;
dau. of John Kniuiiton, Esq., of Bayford, and impaled her
;

arms. Visit. Essex, 1612).
gu. a ton or.

Ar. two bars az. on a canton

Gu. on a cher. cottised ar. three
A mullet as in the arms. Motto

Cresl

—

(Hartrow and Rowberrow, co. Somerset; William
Hartrow, and Ezelius Lacy, of Rowberrow, temp.
James 1., sons of William Lacy, of Hartrow. Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Ou. two bars wavy erm.
Lacy,

of

Lahore, See

of. Az. on a fcsae erm. a passion cross in
bend dexter surmounted by a crosier in bend sinister or, in
chief rising from behind two snow mountains issuing from
the fesse a sun in splendour and in base five barrulets wavy
ar.

Kerrich-Walker.

Kersey (Robert
Ar. on a pile

surname and arms of Kibk, in lieu of those
or, and a sword ppr. pommelled

Gu. a crosier

hilted gold in saltire within a bordure indented ar.

LiAClT

I.

Kelly

Kerr

July, 1881, the

and

Ar.

fesse sa. betw. three stags' heads caboshed a fountain all ppr. within a bordure embattled az. Crest— In front

on a

of a dragon's

1

of Bull).

See Walker.

Kerbey, Enq., Hurst Lodge, Ix'e, co. Kent).
gu. betw. two roses of the last, barbed and

Liamington, Baron.

Laxaplugh

See Cochbane-Baillie.

(Kev. David LaMpluoh, M.A.,Vicar of Yalding,
near Maidstone, co. Kent). Sa. on a pile nebuly or betw.

LAN
two roses

—

ppr.

Town

Per fesse az. aud gu. in chief a
fleur-de-lis of France or, in base a lion of England pass,
Usually a lion pass, guard, az.
Crest
guar, of the last.
seniee de lis or, there is some little difference of opinion as
to the tincture, some considering it as " pean."
of.

—

Liancaster

(Milverton,

co.

John Lancaster,

Somerset;

Roger Lancaster (living in Germany), and Edward Lancaster, temp. James L, sons of William Lancaster, Esq.,
Ar. two bars gu. on

Visit. Somerset, 1623).
a canton of the last a liun pass. or.

of Milverton.

liancaster (Richmond,

Arg. two bars gu., on

Yorkshire).

a canton of the second a cinquefoil or.

—

(Dundaire, College Road, Upper Norwood, co.
Butler Langmore, Esq.). Az. on a chev.
Crest
cottised ar, three spear heads ppr. a chief engr. erm.
Out of the l)attlementsof a tower two tilting spears in saltire
escutcheon
all ppr. tied by a riband az. pendent therefrom an
or, charged with a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Labor vincit

Middlesex

Lee.mino, Esq., Greanes House, and
Lentworth Hall, both co. Lancaster, J. P.). Per chev. ar. and
az. a wreath of oak vert betw. two estoiles in chief of the
second and a cross patonce in base of the first. Crest Upon
a rock ppr. a cross patonce or. betw. two ostrich feathers ar.

—

Leper (co. Donegal, originally of Scotland
Reg. Ulster's Offices; John Leper, Burgess of Edinburgh,
appended his seal to a deed dated 1 Sept. 1189; Andrew
Leper, of Stranorlar, co. Donegal, made his will 23 Dec,
1669, and left two sons, William Leper and Andrew Leper).
Az. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or. Crest— A leopard's
face per pale or and sa. Motto
Regi patriaeque.

Lieeper, or

;

—

—

omnia.

—

(Werneth, Oldham, co. Lancaster Major Lees, Acomb
Park, CO. York, nephew of John Frederick Lees, Esq., of
Werneth). Per fesse or and gu. a fesse dovetail per fesse
embattled betw. two falcons belled in chief, and a lion ramp,
in base all counterchanged.
Cresl— A lion ramp. gu. supporting a flag of the arms, the staff entwined by a wreath of
oak fructed ppr. Motto In dubiis rectus.

Iiaurie

(Laurieston, co. Lanark). Per fesse or and sa. a cup
and issuing therefrom a garland betw. two branches of

laurel ppr.

Xiawe (Drinkwater-Lawe,

Kirby, Isle of Man exemplified
to John Drinkwater, Esq., 2nd son of Sir William Leese
Prinkwater, Knt. of Kirby, upon his assuming by royal
licence, 1879, the surname of Lawe).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. an eagle displayed with two heads bctw. two crosses

many

;

fleurs-de-lis in fesse nil vert, for

Lawe; 2nd and 3rd, per pale gu. and az. on a fesse wavy
erm. betw. three garbs or, as many billets of the second,
Drinkwater.

Crests

—

1st,

Lawe,

in front of a spear

with two heads vert and
2nd, Drinkcharged on each wing with a fleur-de-lis ar.
water, three ears of wheat, one in pale and two in saltire
enflled with a ducal coronet all or.
il/o((o— Sapiens qui
erect ppr. a demi eagle displ.

;

assiduus.

Lawes

(Rotlmmsted, co. Hertford, bart. created 19 May,
two flaunches az. on a chief nebuly of the last,
three estoiles of the first. Crest A mount vert, thereon the
trunk of a tree fessewise, eradicated and sprouting to the
dexter, surmounted by an ermine pass. ppr.
Motto Pour
Or,

1882).

—

—

la foi.

Xiawson

(Hall Barn, co.

Buckingham).

See Levy.

Lawson-Smith

(Togston and Amble, Northumberland
Edward Maule Lawson, 2nd son of Rev. Edward Lawson,
M.A., of Longhirst, in that CO., by Mart Eliza, his wife, dau.
of Georoe Macle, Esq., Solicitor to the Treasury, assumed the
additional surname and arms of Smith in compliance with
the will of his cousin, THOMAsOEORfiESMiTH, Esq., ofTogston).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Smith, Az. a castle ppr. betw. two
flanches or, each charged with a fountain, on a chief ar.
three storks' heads erased of the field
2nd and 3rd, Lawson,
Ar. on a chev. sa. another erm. betw. three martlets of the
second. Crests 1st, Smith : On a mount vert, a stork ar. in
the beak a serpent ppr.; 2nd, Lawson: On a mount vert,
two arms embowed couped at the elbow, vested erm. cuffed
or, supporting betw. the hands ppr. a sun in splendour gold.
;

;

—

—

1880).

Leader

(Sheffield, co. York).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto
as Leader, of Buntingford, co. Herts, with a crescent for

diff. [see

that

(Sir

name].

Motto— Virtas

Luee Samuel Leake,

salus

Knt.,

ducum.

of

Perth,

in the

colony of Western Australia, Speaker of the Legislative Counthat colony).
Ar. on a saltire invected plain cottised
gu. a cross patt^e betw. four annulets or.
Crest
A tiltingspear erect betw. four peacock's feathers ppr. encircled by
an annulet or. Motto Perseverando.

—

—

Leaxningi;on, Town

of.
Per fesse ar. and or. a lion ramp,
double queued vert a chev. vair in chief, three mullets gu. all
within a bordure az. charged with eight fleurs-de-lis of the
second. Crest In front of a staff raguly in bend ar. surmounted by a staff in bend sinister or, entwined with a
serpent ppr. two sprigs of forget-me-nots in saltire slipped

—

also ppr.

(Middleton Hall, co. Northumberland, and Leventhorpe Hall, co. York).
Ar. on a bend sa. within two cotices
gobonnee or, and of the second a fountain betw. two mullets
of six points of the third.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa.

—

co. Kent, bart.
Created 6 May,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a fesse gu. three fleursthe field a bordure engrailed ermines, for Lennabd;

2nd and 3rd, erm. on a pile engr. gu. a lion pass. ar. in base
two fishes haurient az., for Cator. Crests
1st, Lennard,
out of a ducal coronet or, an heraldic tyger's head ar. the
debruised
bendlet
wavy
whole
by a
sinister sa. 2nd, Catob,
a lion's head erased erminois, charged on the neck with two

—

bars engr. gu.

Leonard

(Queensfort, co. Galway, and Kerrfleld, co. Southampton; represented by Patrick Marcellincs Leonard,
Esq., of Queensfort and Kerrfleld, Judge of County Court
Circuit No. 51, descended from Stephen Leonard, Esq., of
Carha, co. Galway (transplanted by Oliver Cromwell), the
grandson of Stephen Leonard, of Knockaveelish, co. Waterford, whose Funeral Certificate in Ulster's Office, sets forth
that he died 14 Aug. 1638, and traces his descent from
James Leonard, of Waterford, temp. Henry VIIL). Per
fesse dancett^e ar. and az. a fesse gu.

Lermitte, or L'Hermite

(St. Saviour's, Jersey ; StratColney Hatch, and Knightons, Middlesex; descended from Renault L'Hermite, Seigneur do
Herrimont in Auvergne, a.d. 1020.
A branch of bis
descendants migrated from Normandy to the Channel
Islands, and, in the records of Jersey, of the flrst part of the
16th century, Guillacme le Riolet dit L'Hermite is found
in litigation with Helier de la Rocque concerning lands
in St. Helier, and St. Sauveur, Jersey. The present James
Henry Lermitte, Esq., of Knightons, J. P., is great-grandson
of his descendant Philip le Riolet dit L'Hermite, of St.
Saviour's, who settled at Stratford Green, and changed the
spelling of his name to Lermitte). Vert a string of nine
beads, chevronwise, betw. three cinquefoils, in the centre
chief point a garb all or.
Crest
A hermit habited in russet,
resting the dexter hand on a staff ppr. holding in the
sinister hand a cross pat^e, and pendent from the wrist a
rosary or. Motto Dieu le veut.

ford Green, Essex

;

—

—

Barony

Lerwick, Burg-h

of,
dragon-ship vert under

axe

ar.

Crest

sail,

—A

of.
Or, in a sea ppr. a
oars in action on a chief gu. a

raven ppr.

Motto

—Dispecta

est

Thule.

Leschallas (Henry Peter

Pige-Leschallab,

Henry Peter

cil of

Leather

(Wickham Court,

de-lis of

battle

Leake

;

Lennard

pattee in pale and as

;

Lees

Lang'more

for

charged on the shoulder with three mullets of six points or,
and holding between the paws a fountain.
Motto Nil nisi
quod honestum.

Leem.ing' (Richard

Lancaster,

ar.

LEV

SUPPLEMENT.

base of the last across fleury of the flrst. Cresl
In front of a goat's head couped ar. armed or gorged with
a collar nebuly sa. two roses gu. barbed leaved and seeded
in

formerly

Pige, of Page Green, Tottenham, co. Middlesex). Per bend gu. and sa. two hearts conjoined or. Crest
On a mount vert a column or, thereon flames of Are ppr.

—

and entwined by a vine branch

also ppr.

Levin

(Cleveland Square, Hyde Park, London, formerly of
Zealand). Vert on a chev. nebulee betw. four escallops
and one in base or, a cross crosslet crossed
Crest— On a mount a squirrel pass. ppr. resting
of the field.
Motto Certavi et vici.
the right foot on an escallop or.

New

three in chief

—

Levy

(granted to Joseph Moses Levy, Esq., of Lancaster
Gate, Paddington, and 51, Grosvenor Street, London, and

borne by his son, Edward Levy Lawson, Esq., of Hall Bam,
Bucks, O.L., Lord of the Manor of Beaconsrield, who
assumed by royal licence, 11 Dec. 1875, tlje surname of
Lawson). Gu. a saltire parted and fretty or, betw. two
Crest
A ram ar. holding
rams' heads couped fessewise ar.
in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert, and resting the dexter
foreleg on a quatrefoil. Motto Of old I hold.

—

—

LEW

Erm. on a

Ley (Tree

LOW

SUPPLEMENT.

Zjewes (Wlncalton co. Somerset, descended from the co.
Monmouth; Barnabt Lewes, Esq., uf Wincalton, terftp.
Queen Elizabeth and James I., son of Tuomas I.ewes,
grandson of William Lewes, and greal-srandson of William
Lewes, of Matherne, co. Monmouth. Visit. Somerset, 1623).
fesse az. three boars'

heads couped

ar.

who was

descendant of Bclstrode WhitbLOCKE, Ambassador to Sweden, Governor of Windsor Castle,
and Lord Commissioner of the Great Seal. The first-named
P'rance,

the lin

al

GtORGE Whitelocke Whitelocke-LLotd,

Esq., as.sume<l l>y

surname and arms
of Whitelocke
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, WhitelockeLLoyd counter-quariered, 1st add 4th, ar three lions
dormant in pale sa., forLLoYo; 2iid and 3rd, az. a chev.
engr. betw. three eat,'lels close or, for Whitelocke. 2nd,
Whitelocke, az, a chev. engr. betw. three eaglct.s close or.
8rd, De la Beche, ar. on a bend gu. three stags' heads
Crexts
1st, LLoyd
A demi arm in scale
cabossed or.
armour, the hand naked ppr., the culTar. grasping a lizard
vert; 2n0, Whitelocke: On a tower vaire ar. and gu. an
eaglet, wings endorsed or.
Mottoes Over, Quodcunque
evcnerit optimuui
under the shield, Ar ol gwaith gorphvys
royal licence, 30 Jan., 1880, the additional
.

:

Hill, co.

heads couped

Ar. a chev. betw. three seals'

Devon).

sa.

Liiddell (co. Northumbeland). Ar fretty gu. two flanches
or, on a chief of the second an estoil-^ betw. two leopards'
heads affrontee erased of tlie third. Crest— A cross crosslet
gu. surmounting two clasped hands ppr. betw. a pair of
wings or. Motlo Constans et fidelis.

—

liiebenrood

Reading, co. Berks;
exemplified to John Hancock, Esq., only surviving son of
Admiral John Hancock, C.B.. of Newbury, co. Berks, upon
(Prospect Hill Park,

his assuming, by royal licence, 1865, the surname of LiebenBOOD, on inheriting the estate of his uncle, George LiebenBOOD, Esq.). Ar. ihree benulets sa. on a chief gu. a demi
stag issuant of the first a canton for diff. CcesJ— Out of an
Eastern crown gu. the crown charged with a cross crosslet
or, for diff. two unicorns' horns ar. wreathed vert.

Lindley

(The Uight Hon. Sir Nathaniel Lindley, Lord
Ar. on a chief nebulee az. a quatrefoil
Justice of Appeal).
betw. two griffins' heads erased of the fir.st. Crest
In front
of a pelican in her piety, ppr. charged on the breast with a

—

pheon gu. three

quairefoils fessewise or.

liing'ard-Monk.
Lisle (Compton

Motto— Sii

fortis.

—

—

;

(After labour rest).

Locker

(Frederick Locker, Esq., of 25, Chesham Street,
Bclgrave Square, London, S.W.). Per pale arg. and sa. on
a chevron nebuly betw. three dragons' heads erased as
many padlo.-ks all counterchanged, Crest~ln front of a
stag's head erased ppr. attired gold, two keys in saltire or.

Loder-Symonds.
Long"

Wilbraham, co. Camand Ireland Can. Lisle, of
Compton, William Lisle, of Cambridge, Edmune Lisle,
Nicholas Lisle, living in Ireland, and Thomas Lisle,
of Wilbraham, temp. James I., sons of Edmond Lisle, Esq.,
of Tarridge, and grandsons of Thomas Lisle, of Wilbraham.
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a fesse
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
betw. two chev. sa.
2nd, gu. a lion statant rcguard ar.
crowned or; 3rd, gu. four fusils in fesse ar.
Devrill, co. Somerset,

bridge, Tarridge, co. Surrey,

;

See Svmonds.

Somerset
descended from William
Long, temp. Henry Vlll., second son of Long, of Trowbridge, CO. Wilts.
Visit. Somerset, 1G23).
Sa. a lion ramp,
betw. six crosses 'jrosslet ar. within two flaunches erm.
(Stiufton,

CO.

;

Long: (Peter Bartholomew

Long, Esq., of Ipswich, Sufand a lion ramp. ar.

Sa. eemec of cross crosslets

folk).

See Monk.

:

quartering az. a cross

ar., for

De Lande.

Crest

—A

lion's

head erased.

Longstaff (George Dixon

Lonostaff, Esq., Butter Knowle,

Wandsworth, Surrey). Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend
indented gu. betw. two pheons of the first a quarterstaff or.
Crest
Two arms embowed vested sa semee de lis and cuffed
ar. the hand ppr. grasping a quarterstaff fessewise or.

—

Afo«o— Vigilate.

;

Xiisle (William Beresford Lisle, Esq., of Narrowgate
House, Alnwick, co. Northumberland). Erm. a lion ramp,
betw. three frets uz. Crest— A lion pass, guard, az. resting
the dexter forepaw on a fret and charged on the body with
two pheons all or. Motto Incruce non in leone fides.

—

Lister (Bart.,

Park Crescent,

co. Middlesex).
Erm. on a
in cliief a caducens ppr.
head erased ppr. in front thereof three
mullets feaswise ar. Motto
Mulo raori quam foodari.

of

fess invected sa. three mullets ar.

Crest

—A

stag's

—

Little (Newbold Pacey, co. Warwick; Georoe Arthur
Kniohtley Howman, P;si., assumed the surname of Little,
by royal

Az. a cinquefoil betw. four estoiles
boar sa. armed, tusked, and maned
or, charged on the body with two estoiles fessewise gold.
Motto Sua gratia parvis.
licence, 1879).

in cross or.

Crest

—A

—

Littlejohn

(Rev. William Dodolas Littlejorn, Rector
Sydenham, Thame, co. Oxford). Az. on a fesse engr.
with plain cottises betw. three buglehorns stringed or, a bow

of

unstrung fessewise ppr.

Liverpool, See

of.
Ar. an eagle rising sa. beaked legged
and a glory round the head or, holding in the dexter claw
an inkhorn ppr. a chief per pale az. and gu. charged on the
dexter side with an open book of the third, inscribed in
letters sa. " Thy word is truth," and on the sinister an
ancient ship with three masts sail" furled also or.

Lloyd

(Dolobran, co. Montgomery Sampson Lloyd, Esq.,
descended from Charles Lloyd, Esq., of Dolobran, h. IGi;j,
a celebrated antiquary and friend of Lewis Dwnn, the compiler of the Welsh pedigrees, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau.
of Thomas Stanley, Ehj
of Knockyn). Az. a chev. ar.
betw. three game cocks of the last spurred jclloped and
wattled or. Crett—K he goat ramp. ppr. Motto — VI atch.
;

,

Lloyd

(granted as a quartering to Sobanna Crawley, of
Bridport Houie, co. Warwick). Erm. on a saltire g"- betw.
two boars' heads erased in pale sa. a crescent or.

Lloyd

(Whitklocke-LLoyd, exemplified to Georoe WhitfLOCKE Whiteix>cke-LLotd, Esq., of Strancally Ca.stle, co.
Waterford, J. P. for that co. and D.L. West Hiding of Yorkshire, only surviving son and heir of William Hobton
LLoYD, of Calton, co. York, Esq., by Mary Whitei.ocke
his wife, 4lh dau of Geokok Whitklocke, Esq., of
Gloucester
Place, London, and of Kortoiscau, near Paris, and sister
and
heiress of James Wuitblocke, Esq., of Amboise,
Touraine,

Lonsdale

(Heywood-Lonsdale, of Gredington, co. Ellnt,
co. Fermanagh, and Carntown,

Drumgoon, McGuiresbridge,

Louth; exemplined to Arthur Pembebton Heywood
Lonsdale, Esq., J. P., D.L., High Sheriff co. Ixiuth 1877, son
Henry Gilby Lonsdale. Vicar of Lichfield,
CO. Stafford, by Anna Maria, his wife, dau. of John
Pemberton Heywood, Esq., of Wakefield, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Lonsdale; quarterly vert and ar. on a
bend engr. or, betw. two bugle horns ppr. three annulets
sa.
2nd and 3rd, Heywood. Ar. three torteaux in bend
betw. two bendlets gu. en a canton of the last of cross pattee
or.
Crests
1st, Lonsdale: A demi stag gu. gutt(5 attired
and collared or; 2nd, Heywood. Upon a mount vert the
trunk of a tree with two branches sprouting therefrom and
entwined by ivy, thereon a falcon with wings displ. ppr.
CO.

of the late Rev.

;

—

Lovell (Pugh-Lovell, of
exemplified to Mary Jane

Llanerchydol, co. Montgomery;
Lovell, widow of Peter Audley
Cole Park, Wilts, younger of the two
daus. of David Pugh, late of Llanerchydol aforesaid, Esq
J. P. and D.L. for Montgomeryshire, Major of the Montgomeryshire Yeomanry Cavalry, Recorder of Welshpool, and
M.P. for the Montgomeryshire Boroughs, and sister and coheir of Charles Vauohan Pugh, Esq., Capt. 90th Regt. of
P'oot, and D.L. for the said co. of Montgomery, on her
assuming by royal licence, dated 17 June, 1882, the surname
of Pu<;h, before that of Lovell, and the arms of Pugh
quarterly with those of Lovell). Arms for Pugh
Or, a
lion pass, guard, sa. holding in the dexter foi-epaw a fleurde-lis gu. a fleur-de-lis in base, also sa. a chief of the last,
thereon two fleurs-de-lis of the firstj to be borne, as an
escutcheon of pretence, on the arms of Lovell.

Lovell,

E.sq., late of

,

—

Lovell

(Cole

Park,

Malmcsbury,

Wilts.

Confirmed

Peter Audley David Arthur Puom- Lovell,

to

Esq., of Cole

and 4th, Lovell: Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three
squirrels sejant gu. each cracking a nut ppr. a garb or all
betw. two flaunches of the second; 2nd and 3rd, Pcoh: Or,
a lion pass, guard, sa. holding in the dexter forepaw a
Park).

1st

fleur de-lis gu., a fleur-de-lis in base, also sa. a chief of the
lust,

thereon two fleurs-de-lis of the

first.

Crests

—A

garb

fessewise or, thereon a squirrel sejant gu. cracking a nut
Pugh: On a rock ppr. a lion pass, guard, su.

ppr.; 2nd,

seme de lis, and holding
Motto Propositi tcnax.

In the

dexter paw a

fleur-de-lis, or.

—

Lowcay

(confirmed to James Money Ix>wcay, of Lipson
Terrace, Plymouth, Devon, Paymaster Royal Navy, soo o
Robert Lowcay, Esq., Lieut. R.N., and grandson of Menht
Lowcay, Esq., of Kilhile, co. Wexford, who was brother of

I

;;

LOW
and

Diocese of Kerns, cu. Wexford).

Killesli,

Az. two bars

ar. betw. three lions pass, guard, in pale of the last,

and langued
vert.

Crett

charged with a

gu., each bar

— A boar's head

with a bar

ar.

thereon a

erect

armed

trefoil slipped

and erased ppr. charged
Motto Virtute et

—

trefoil vert.

valore.

LiOWe

(

—

a portcullis

-

Thomhill

Michael

(Major

McCbeaoh-

Thoenhill). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. two bars gemel ar. on
a chief of the last a mascle sa., for Thornhill; 2nd and 3rd,
or, on a fesse embattled betw. three mullets of six points in
chief, and a lion ramp, in base gu. a sword fessewise, point
to the dexter ppr. pommel and hilt gold, for McCeeaoh.
Creats— 1st Thornhill: A thorn-tree ppr. on the trunk a
mascle or; 2nd, McCreaou a demi lion gu. gorged with
a collar gemel, and charged on the shoulder with two
mullets of six points fessewise or, holding betw. the paws a
bezant thereon two mascles interlaced sa. Major McCrkaoh-

Rowton).

See Corrt.

XiOXton (Samuel Loxton,

Esq., of Fern Dell, Cannock, co.
gu. and barry of six or and sa. in chief
an antelope pass, reguard arg. Crest In front of a mount
vert thereon a beacon fired ppr., entwined by a serpent
Stafford).

Per

Thobnhill impales in right of his wife the arms
hill, as above, and the arms of Bacbe, viz., or, a
guard, pean a bordure

fess.

—

head to the sinister gu. three tiefoils slipped, also vert.
Motto " Fiat Lux."

—

IiOyd (Thomas Edward John

Lloyd, Esq., of Aberdunant,
Gu. on a chev. invected erm. betw. three
00. Carnarvon).
Saracens' heads affront^e couped at the neck ppr. an anchor
Crest
A Saracen's head
erect betw. two fleur-de-lis sa.
affrontee erased at the neck pnr. wreathed about the temples
or and sa. betw. two iieur de lis of the last.

—

liUmsden

(Ferryhill, near Aberdeen, 1883). Az. a ship
betw. two wolves' heads couped in chief and an
Xn e.igle preying on a Salmon
escallop in base ar. Crest
jipr.
Motto Fide et perseverantia.
sail

—

—

Ijydiard

(granted to Elizabeth, the widow and the children
of Capt. Charles Lydiard, R.N., of .Meadfields, Surrey,
commander of H.M.S. "Anson," who received a gold medal
from the king commemorating his distinguished services at
the taking of Curayoa, and, 1 Jan. 1807, a royal licence to
bear the same in his arms, but who i/. Dec. following, being
drowned by the sinking of the "Anson" before the licence
.A.z.
a maunch erm. surmounted by an
was ratified).
anchor erect within a bordure engr. or: on a chief wavy
vert a representation of the aforesaid gold naval medal
pendent from a riband ar. fimbriated of first, with the word
"Curagoa" iriscribed under the same betw. two naval
crowns gold. Crest Out of a naval crown or, a Moor's head
affrontee ppr. wreathed round the temples with laurel vert.
round the neck a torse ar. and az. thence pendent a medal
and ribbon as in the arms. Motto Virtute et prudentia.

—

—

of

Thorn-

lion ramp,
charged with eleven bezants.

(Confirmed by Ulster King of Arms, and recorded in Her Majesty's College of Arms, London, as of right
belonging and appertaining unto UenryThomas McDeemott,
of Trinity House. Gensing Gardens, St. Leonard"s-on-Sea,
Sussex, Esq., son of Henry Thomas McDebmott, deceased,
and grandson of James McDermott, also deceased). Per
chev. ar. and or. on a chev. gu. betw. in chief three boara'
heads erased at the neck, and in base a cross crosslet az.
three trefoils slipped of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp,
or, holding betw. the paws a boar's head erased, as in the
arms. Motto Honor virtutis praemium.

—

—

Macdonald

(Edinburgh, 1878). Quarterly, ar. and or, in
first quarter a lion ramp. gu.
in the second a dexter hand
couped fesseways, holding a cross crosslet fitchee of the last
in the third a lymphad, sails furled and oars in saltire sa. ;
in the fourth a salmon naiant ppr. overall on a fesse of the
third a cushion of the second. Crest
.\ dexter hand holding
a dirk erect ppr. Motto
Xec tempore nee fato.
the

;

—

—

SCcEacheriL

(Goathland, co. York, and Queensland
merly Scotland). Per fesse or and ar. a lymphad,

—

Uacgregror

Francis Nugent Macoreoob, R.A.,
Macgbeoor-Skinner (page 640), with a
bordure quarterly az. and erm., for diff.

;

armed or; 3rd, Wiooett: A dove regard, ar. holding in the
beak an olive branch ppr. fructed, gold. Supporters— On
either side an angel ppr. vested ar. and holding in the
exterior hand an eastern crown or. Motto Hoc virtutis

—

(Fawley Court,

co.

Buckingham, and Newbie,

Or, a cross parted and frettyaz. betw. in the
and fourth quarters a stag's head cabossed of the laai,
and in the second and third quarters a mountain in flames
ppr. Crest
A stag's head cabossed az. within the attires a
cross couped or, the whole betw. two stag's horns gold.

CO. Dumfries).
first

—

KaoKenzie

(

CO. Dumfries).

Crest,

Auchenskeoch, co. Kirkcudbright, and Craig's,
Same Anns and Crest, a crescent for diff.

(Warmanbie,
a mullet for diff.

a martlet for

Mackenzie

co. Dumfries).

Same

Amu

and

Same Arms and

Crest,

(.^Xontago-Stdart-Wortley-Mackenzik,

Eari

(Gillott's, co.

Oxford).

diff.

of Wharncliffe, page 1137). The 3rd Lord Whamcliffe was
created an earl 1876, and assumed, 1880, by royal licence,
the prefix surnauie of Montagu, in conjunction wiiU his
Francis, when the following arms were ex[i/t>iher,
Quarterly, 1st, az. a stag's head caboshed within
eniplified
:

—

or, for Mackenzie
2nd, ar. on a bend
betw. six martlets, gu. three bezants a canton charged with
the arms of Stcabt, being those of the 3rd quarter, for
Wortley 3rd, or, a fesse chequy az. and ar. within a
double tressure flory counterflory gu., for Stuart; 4th, ar.
three lozenges conjoined in fesse gu. within a bordure sa.,
Crests
Ist, an eagle rising from a rock ppr.
for Montagu.
and in an escrol over, the motto, Firma et Ardua, for Mackenzie 2nd, an eagle's leg, erased or, issuant therefrom
three ostrich feathers ppr. charged on the thigh with a fesse

two branches of laurel

;

;

—

opus.

M

;

MACABE (Collection of Molyneux, Ulster, L597-1632).

Gu.
a ram's fleece extemU-d ar. horns or. Crest
A demi lion
ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws an arrow, point downwards
gu. headed and feathered, also ar.

—

HcClintock-Blinbury

as

HacKenzie

MaoKenzie

—

crosslet fitchee or, paleways.

(Capt.

Same

1883).

Ringwood, hence the error.
of Lytton). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. on a chief dancettee az. three ducal crowns
or, a canton ar. charged with a rose gu. barbed and seeded
|ipr., for Lytton; 2nd, gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three eagles
regard, or, as many cinquefoils sa., for Bulwer; 3rd, or.
three mullets sa. pierced gu. ou a chief wavy uz. a dove
regard, ppr., for Wiggett. Crests 1st, Lytton: A bittern
in flags ppr. charged with a rose gu. as in the arms
2nd,
Bdlwer: an heraldic tiger's head erased erm. crined and

sails

—

hand bare ppr. holding a cross
Motto Per mare per terras.

MacKenzie

Lsrtton (BclwerLytton, Earl

for-

;

furled sa. on a shield gu. pendent therefrom on the sinister
Bide a trefoil of the second.
Crest
.\n arm in armour, the

The Aruis are correctly given in the body
work, but the residence should he Burley Manor,
South Hants. The family held the manor for some three
hundred years; it was formerly included in the parish of
(Hants).

of the

(Lord Rathdonntll).

See Bun-

chequy az. and ar. for Wortley 3rd, a demi lion ramp. gu.
and in an escrol over, the motto, Nobilis Ira, for Stdabt
4tli, a griffin's head couped or, wings endorsed and beak sa.
;

;

—

Supi>orters Dexter, a horse ar. bridled gu. ; sinister, a
stag ppr. attired or, each gorged with a collar flory counterflory of the second.

Ira

bury.

McCombie

(Easterskane, co. Aberdeen, 1883).
Ar. a lion
ramp. gu. armed and langued az. a chief of the second.
Crest— K wild cat sejant ppr. Motto Touch not the cat

—

but a glove.

sa.

mcDermott

or.

liOWry-Corry {Baron

Lijme

DfcCrea^h

:

Gu. three mullets fessewise
Viscount Shtrbrooke).
ar. pierced of the field betw. two wolves pass, of the second.
Crest— In front of a wolfs head erased ppr. gorged with a
Supporters
collar gemel or, two mullets also or pierced gu.
On the dexier side a wolf ppr. and on the sinister side a
bay horse, each gorged with a chain and therefrom suspended

under

MAC

SUPPLEMENT.

Anthony Lowcat, Esq., of Rosetown, game co., and •on of
Kev. Robert Lowcat, Rector of St. Jame^, Dunbrody,

;

and Firma

et

Mottoes

— Avito

viret

Honore

;

Nobilis

Ardua.

Mackenzie

(Winchester, formerly Scotland, 1879).
Per
az. a buck's head cabossed counterchanged.
Crest— A buck's head, aa
in dexter chief a holly leaf ppr.
Motto I face all weathers.
in the arms.
fesse ar.

and

—

AA

;

MAC
(St.

—

—

labora.

Kackie

(Manor House,

Heath,

Edwakd
Same as the

Wakefield; Col.

Alexakdeb Mackie, of that place,
preceding, Col. Mackie being brother

J. P.).

of R. B. Mackie, Esq.,

Kackintosli

(Keir-Mackintosh, of Dalmigavie, co. InQuarterly, Ist and 4th graud quarters
counterquartered 1st, or a lion ramp. gu. 2nd, ar. a dexter
hand couped fessways grasping a man's heart paleways gu.
3rd, aj.. a boar's head couped or; 4th, or, a lymphad, oars
in saltire sa. all within a bordure gu. charged with eight
annulets or, for di£f., for Mackintosh; 2nd and 3rd grand
Terness,

1882).

;

;

quarters, or, a cross engr. sa. betw. four roses gu., for Kbib.
Oes(«— On dexter, a cat courant guard, ppr., for Mackintosh; on sinister, a pelican vulning herself ppr. Mottoei

—

cat but a glove

Touch not the

;

Virescit in arduis virtus.

MacMahon (Lords of Oirghialla or Oriel, the present co.

of

Monaghan, an ancient Sept in Ulster of the same race as
HcGuibe, Lord of Fermanagh, descended from Colla da
Cbbiocb they had their chief seat at Dartree. The Annals
of the Four Masters record, under the year 1273, that
EoCHAiDH MacMahon, Lord of Oirghialla, was slain with
many others, by the people of Tyrone. Art MacMahon,
eldest son and heir of Sir Brian MacMahon, Knt., chief of
his name, died according to his Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, a.d.
1634). Ar. an ostrich sa. holding in the beak a horseshoe
or.
Cre«<— A naked arm embowed holding a sword all ppr.
the point pierced through a fleur-de-lis sa. Mottoes So dorn
dona dhubhfuiltibh and Manus haec inimica tyrannis.
;

—

;

MacRitchie

(Logie, co. Perth, 1881). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
betw. two mullets in chief vert and a crescent in base of the
second a bordure of the third. Crest A cat sejant ramp.
Motto Prenez garde.
sa.

—

—

ICahon

(Cavetown, co. Roscommon,

confirmed,
Mahon, son

Maurice Hartland
of Cavetown, and grandson

Lieut. -CoL.

Abtuub Mahon,
Mahon,

of

1884,

to

Rev.

of

Robert

Esq., Cavetown, and to the other descendants of

This last

his grandfather.

named Robert was son

Arthur Mahon, Archdeacon

of

Elphin,

whose

of

Ven.

father.

Very Rev. Peter Mahon, Dean of Elphin, was 4th son of
KicuuiAS Mahon, Esq., of Ballinenily, same co. and
brother of John Mahon, Esq.. of Strokestown, the grandfather of Mai'bice, 1st Lord Hartland). Or, a lion ramp.

—

langued gu. a martlet sa. for diff. Crest
An heraldic
tiger pass, holding in the dexter paw a broken tilting spear
all ppr. and charged on the shoulder with a martlet sa. for
diff.
3/o(to— Buaidh go bragh.
az.

Uain

(Rev. Thomas John Main, M.A.)
Or three piles
two issuant from the chief and one from the base az. each
charged with a dexter hand couped at the wrist, those in
chief pendent and that in base erect of the field. Crest In
front of a cubit arm erect ppr. holding a cross botonny
fltche in pale or and a sword fessewise the point to the
dexter also ppr. poniel and hilt gold three piles reversed az.

—

Main'warin^

(Coleby Hall, co. Lincoln descended from
Merton, co. Chester; obtained the estate of Goltho, co.
Lincoln, by marriage with Elizabeth Grantham, the heiress;
CflARLEa Mainwabing, the last of the co. Lincoln line, rf.
1861, unm., at. 75, leaving three sisters, his co-heiresses,
Anne, Maria, and Elizabeth, ia. respectively to Burton, of
Burton, co. Carlow, Lee-Mainwaring, of Knaresborough
Abbey, co. York, and Langton, of Langton, co. Lincoln).

Same Amit,
Peover, co.

;

Mainwarino, extinct bart. of Over
Chester, with ppr. diffs. See Mainwarino, bart.
<fec.,

as

(Dublin, page 653). The cresl of this family is a
squirrel sejant ar. holding betw. the fore paws an acorn ppr.

Maltby

(Right Rev. Edward Maltbt, D.D., Bishop of
of George Maltby, Esq., of the City of
Norwich). Ar. on a bend gu. betw. a lion ramp, in chief
purp. and a cross pattee in base of the second, three garbs
Betw. two branches of olive ppr. a garb or,
or.
Crest
charged with a cross patee gu. Motto Nil sine labore.

Durham, son

—

—

Uanchester and Salford Bank.

Mallinson, Esq., of Manchester).

Az. on

a fesse cottincd or betw. four crescents three in chief
and one In base of the last a fasces fessewise of the first.
Crt»l—\n arm embowed vested az. charged with two
crescents and cuff or the hand ppr. grasping a fasces
palewise also or.

Kale (Ponty prid,

Llanwonno, ro. Glamorgan, Richard Male
Lieut. In the 2nd Urgt. of Glamorganshire Volunteers). Gu.
on a croM couped betw. four battle axes ar. as many annulets
field.

Az.

a garb or
on a

five torteaux,

chief of the second three bendlets of the third.

Crest

—

with two heads vert, each wing charged
with a bezant and on the breast a trefoil slipped or. Motto
Kespice et prospice.

demi eagle

displ.

—

IVEanserg-h (Orenane,

co. Tipperary ; Brtan Mansesgh, Esq.,
without male issue: his dau. and co-heir, Dorothea
Manskrgh, m. Archibald Redfoobd, Esq., of Shroland, co.
Kildare, and had an only dau. and heiress, Euza Redkoord,
who ?n. Rev. James Bulwer, Rector of Hunworth-cum-Hody,
CO. Norfolk, and was mother of James Redfoord Bulwer,
rf.

Esq., Q C. Recorder of Cambridge, Treasurer of the Inner
Temple, and Lieut. -Col. Inns of Court Rifle Volunteers).
Ar. a bend raguly gu. betw. three arrows points downwards
of the last

headed and feathered

or.

Marcell

(Languedoc, France, afterwards of Waterford,
Anthony Marcell, an Officer in the Army of William III.,
was killed at the battle of the Boyne, 1690, leaving a son
Lewis Marcell, who was 6. at Uzes, in Languedoc, was
naturalized by Act of Parliament 13 Queen Anne, and settled
By Magdalen Vionolles, his wife, he lelt
in Waterford.
two sons, who both d. s. p., and as many daus., Jane Mary,
m. Major Henry Conran, and Blandina, to. John Strahan).
Az. a chev. ar. betw. in chief a dexter arm in fesse couped
below the elbow the hand grasping a dagger point upwards
Crest
all ppr. and in base a trefoil slipped of the second.

—

A demi eagle issuant ppr.
Marj oribanks (£a7'07i TweedmoxUh).

Ar. on a chief gu.
a cushion betw. two spur rowels of the field. Supporters
On either side a bear ppr. muzzled and collared or. and
Crest
charged on the shoulder with a spur rowel ar.
lion's gamb erect and erased grasping a lance in bend, both
ppr.
Motto Advance with courage.

—

—

—

Marling'

(Stanley Park, and Sedbury Park, co. Gloucester,
bart., created 22 May,
1882).
Ar. three bars gu. each
charged with five bezants, in chief, a lion passant of the

—

Crest
second.
In front of a tower embattled and domed,
thereon a fiagstaff ppr. with a pennon gu. three bezants.
Motto Nulli prseda sumus.

—

Marshall

(Blowbery and Windsor, co. Berks). The Arms,
blazoned at p. 661, arc said in Harl. MS. 1441, to have been
granted by Bysshe, Garter, 14 Dec. 1647, to John Marshall,
of London, Vintner.

Marshall

(Woodwalton,

co.

Huntingdon,

p. 661).

Was also

of Kinchingfield, co. Essex.

Marshall

(Marston, co. Lincoln, &c., p. 661). Instead of
the localities there given, read, " Brandon, in the parish of

Haugh, Marston, Doncaster," Whatton-in-the-Vale, &c.

Marshall

(Ivythome, co. Somerset, granted 1573, p. 662).
These Anus were granted to Richard Marshall, of Strood,
The mullets in the Anns are " or," not " of
1 June, 1573.
the field."

Marshall

(Broadwater, co. Surrey, <fec., <fec., p. 662). In the
ciested female figure rested,"
blazon of the Crest for
read " A female figure vested."

"A

Marshall

(Bescutt and Walsall, co. Stafford, &c., &c., p.
In the blazon of the Crest for " a shoe shoe az.,"
read " a horse shoe az."

662).

Martin

extinct.

Mallinson (John

CrfKl~A spear erect ppr. therefrom pendent by
an escooheon gu. charged with two battle axes

riband az.
saltlrewUe ar.
a,

Malone

banded gu. a bordure arg. charged with

M.P.

of the

MAS

SUPPLEMENT.

John's House, Wakefield, co. York; Robebt
BowNAS iUcKiE. Esq., F.S.A., M.P. for Wakefield), Paly of
six or and gu. on a bend sinister engr. az. a Narcissus betw.
two mullets of six points of the first. Crest In front ot a
cubit dexter arm erect grasping a sword all ppr. a Narcissus
Motto Disce et
ar. betw. two mullets of six points or.

7/Iackie

Motto— CruA dum

splho spero.

Per pale sa
(Sir Theodore Martin, K.C.B., 1880).
and gu. a chev. betw. two crescents in chief and a stag's
head cra.scd in base ar. Crenl A lion ramp. sa. holding in
Motto Spero.
his dexter fore paw a crescent ar.

—

—

Mar'wick

(Town Clerk, Glasgow, 1877). Per fesse ar. and
az. a saltire wavy counterchanged betw. a castle triple
towered sa. masoned ar. thereon a reri-breast ppr. in chief
and an otter's head erased of the first in base. Crest A boar
pa.ss. az.
Motto Firmus et fldelis.

—

—

Mason

(Necton Hall, Swaffham,

co.

Norfolk

;

exemplified to

Robert Harvey Blake Humfry, Esq., eldest son of Robert
Blake Hdmfbt, Esq., of Wrexham, in same co., upon his
assuming, by royal licence, March, 1879, the surnauic of

A

;

MAS

;

—

:

:

;

Hassicks

Per pale
(The Oaks, MiHom, Cumberland).
or and az. on a fesse betw. four leopards' faces jessant de
lis,
three in chief and one in base, two quarterfoils all
Crest— A cross pattte az. surmounted by
counterchanged.
a leopard's face jessatt de lis or. Motto Vestigia nulla

—

retrorsum.

"Matheson

(Lochalsh, co. Ross, hart., created 15 May,
Ar. three dextrr hands, couped two and one gu. and

for difference within a bordure of the 2nd.
in fesse

a,ll

— A dexter
Motto — Fac et

Crest

ppr.

spera.

Matthews.

Mauley

See Donaldson.
For, "Or, a head sa." read, "Or, a

(page 670).

bend sa."

Mawdsley

(James Platt Mawdslet, Esq.,

36,

Falkner

Sa. two chevronels betw. in chief as
Square, Liverpool).
many pickaxes and in base a fleur-de-lis ar. Crest An
eagle displ. sa. charged on the body and wings with nine
annulets and holding in the beak a pickaxe all ar. ^t»tto—

—

Conatu

Maxwell (Lord

Farnham, p. 672). The charges on the chief
and 4th quarters are pallets, not pellets.

in the 1st

Maxwell
and

(Wedderburn Maxwell, Middlebie,

Dumfries

co.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a saltire sa. in chief a mullet gu. a bordure az., for
and
3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
Maxwell; 2nd
Crests
barbed vert, for Wedderbcrn.
Dexter, a stag
Glenlair, co. Kirkcudbright).

—

lodged in front of a holly tree ppr., for Maxwell sinister,
an eagle's head erased ppr., for W'EDDEEBrRN. Mottoei
Reviresco; and Kon degener.

—

;

May

(Charterhouse, Hinton-upon-Mendip, co. Somerset
Christopher Mat, 6. 1583, son of John Mat, and grandson
of Robert Mat, all of Charterhouse-Hinton: granted to
Robert Mat, 1573. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Sa. a chev.
betw. three roses ar. a chief or.

May

(William Mat, Esq., of the Knowle, Brenchley, Kent).
Gu. a chev. invected or, betw. three roses ar. on a chief

—

Crest
Out of the battlea hawthorn tree in blossom with white
flower, in front thereof two tilting spears in saltire all

of the second a bull statant sa.

ments

May
ppr.

of a tower

Motto

—Memor et

fidelis.

Mayo

(Avebury, co. Wilts, and Cheshunt House, co. Herts;
borne by Rev. Charles Mato, D.C.L., of Cheam, co.
Surrey, Thomas Mato, M.D., President of Royal College
of Physicians, 1856, and Rev. William Mato, M.A., Rector
of Folke, CO. Dorset).
chief or.

beak

all

Medhop

ppr.

—A

Sa. a chev. betw. three roses ar. a

dove holding an olive branch
Motto Nuncia pacis oliva.

in the

Molyneux, Ulster, 1597-1632).

Erm.

Crest

—

(Collection of

—

a lion ramp. vert. Cr-est A demi lion ramp. vert, holding
betw. the paws a ducal coronet or.

Meiklejohn

Per pale or and gu. on a
chief two martlets all counterchanged.
Crest
A dexter
arm in armour from the shoulder resting on the elbow,
the hand holding a scymetar all ppr. il/of(o— Spes magna
In Deo.
(Scotland,

1881).

—

Mercer

(Tod-Mercer. Scotsbanks,

co.

Selkirk,

and Hope

Park, Edinburgli). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a fesse
betw. three crosses pattee in cliief and a mullet in base az.
three bezants a border of the second for diff., for Mercer
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fesse sa betw. three foxes' heads couped
;

ppr., for

Crux

Tod.

Christi

Crest— A cross patt^

mea

an

az.

otter's

head erased of the

field, for

Balfour

;

2nd and

3rd, gu. three crescents ar. within a bordure of the last

charged with eight roses of the first, a crescent of the
second in chief, far diff., for Melville. Crests 1st, BelMotto
Fotjm: A dexter hand holding an olive branch ppr
Adsit Deus. 2nd, Melville: A crescent arg. ; Motto

—

—

;

—

Denique caelum.

Meredith (Glenelg, Australia; Edward Phillipps Meredith,

:

;

hand holding a scimitar

MIL

SUPPLEMENT.

G«!oroe Blomefiei.d, formerly
Mason, under the
Mason, of Necton Hall). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. on a
fesse cottised az. two annulets of the first, in chief as many
lions' heads couped of the second, for Mason; 2nd and 3rd,
counterquartered, 1st and 4th, qu. a lion ramp, and above the
head a ducal coronet or, a canton of th« last for distinction,
for HcMFBET 2nd and Srd, ar. a chcv. betw. three garbs sa.,
a border of the last charged with eight fleui-s-de-lis of the
On a ducal coronet
Crests
Ist, Hcmfbet
first, for Blake.
an eagle, wings elevated, holding in the dextorclaw a sceptre
all or, and charged on the breast for distinction, with a
2nd, Mason A lion's head couped az.
cross crosslet gu.
hQldin^ in the mouth an antler in bend or, betw. two wings
3rd, Blake On
ar. each charg«d with an annul«t also az.
a morion a martlet ppr.
will of Col.

1S8'2).

;

fltch^e gu.

Motto-

corona.

Kolville (Baltoub - Melville,

Esq.).
Ar. a lion ramp, sa. gorged with a mural crown
pendent therefrom a chain reflected over the back or, holding
betw. the paws an escocheon of the first charged with a pear
leaved and slipped ppr. betw. four mullets of six points gu.
Crent
A lion ramp. sa. gorged with a mural crown pendent
therefrom a chain reflected over the back or, holding in the
dexter forepaw a pear leaved and slipped ppr. and the dexter
hind paw resting on an escocheon ar. charged with a mullet

—

of six points gu.

Merifield (Crookherne and

Huish, co. Somerset; John
Merifield, of Crookherne, temp. James I., son of Robert
Merifield, of same place, and grandson of Richard MeriVisit. Somerset, 1623).
Or, on a fesse
field, of Huish.
cottised az.

roses ar.

between three calves of the second. Crest
hound erm. resting the dexter paw on an escutcheon gu.

cottised gu.

Mewburn
ramp> gu.

(Darlington, co. Durham).
Crest

—A

demi

griffin

—

Ar. three lioncela
Motto Festina

—

ramp.

lente.

Meyrick

( A pley Castle, co. Salop, and Bush, co. Pembroke,
created 6 May, 1880). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. on
a chev. ar. betw. three brands erect raguly or, inflamed
ppr. a fleur-de-lis gu. betw. two Cornish choughs, respectant,
also ppr., for Mbtrick. 2nd and 3rd. or, a lion ramp. gu. a
sinister quarter quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. ten bezants

Bart.

;

2nd and 3rd, ar. on a mount vert a lion pass, guard, or, for
Charlton. Crests— 1st, Metrick, a tower ar. thereon upon
a mount vert, a Cornish chough ppr. holding in the dexter
claw a lleur-de-lis gu. 2nd, Charlton, out of an eastern
coronet or, a leopard's head issuant gu.
;

Meyrick

(Williams-Metbick, The Hermitage, Beaumaris,
Exemplified to Rev. John Williams, Rector
of Beaumaris, and to Clara Scsanna, his wife, sister of
William Putland Metrick, E.<q., late of Cefn Coch, same
CO.. on as.suming by royal licence, dated 23 .May, 1877, the
surname of Meyrick in addition to and after that of Williams,
in compliance with the testamentary injimction of the aforesaid William Pctland Mevbick, the issue to dispense with
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. on
the marks of distinction).
a chev. ar. betw. three brands erect ragulce or, inflamed
ppr. a fleur-de-lis gu. betw. two Cornish choughs respecting each other also ppr., and for distinction in the centre
chief point a cross crosslet gold, for Mktrick; 2nd and 3rd,
ar, a lion pass. sa. gorged with a collar gemel or, in chief a
uqatrefoil betw. two fleurs-de-lis, and in base a fleur-de-lis
Ist, Metbetw. two quatrefoils gu., for Williams. Crests
rick: A tower ar. thereon upon a mount vert a Cornish
chough ppr. holding in the dexter claw a fleur.de-lis gu. the
tower charged for distinction with a cross crosslet sa. 2nd,
Williams: A lion pass. sa. sem€ of quatrefoils and gorged
with a collar gemel ar. holding in the dexter forepaw a fleurMotto Heb Dduw heb ddim a duw a digon.
de-lis gu.

CO. Anglesey.

—

;

—

Michael

(William Henrt Michael, Esq., Q.C., 54, CornPer chev. or and
wall Gardens, Kensington, London).
three leopards' faces counterchanged, on a chief
In
nebulee ar. two saltires couped of the second. Crest
az.

front of a saltire couped az. a leopard's face or.
I

—
—

Motto

secundo omine.

Milbank

(Well and Thorpe Perrow, co. York, and Hart and

Wemiiiergilt, co. Durham, barf., created 16 May, 1882).
Gu. a saltire ar. gutt€ de poix, betw. two lions' heads couped
Crest
in pale and as many roses in fesse of the second.

—

head couped ar. gutte de poix, charged with a pale gu.
thereon three roses also ar.

lion's

Miller

(Acre Valley, co. Stirling). Az. a cross milrind or,
ar. a cross patee gu. betw. two bulls' heads era.'^ed
Cittt
vert.
A horse's head erased ar. M'ltto—

and

on a chief

armed

Edinburgh,

many

sa. as

(Inglethorpe Hall, co. Norfolk; granted in 1810 to
John Metcalfe, Esq., of Glandford Brigg, physician, greatuncle to Frederick Morehocse Metcalfe, F.K.G.S., of
Inglethorpe Hall, co. Norfolk). Ar. a fesse engr. ermines

Strathkinness, co. Fife, 1883).
1st and 4th, ar. on a chev.
indented sa. betw. a rose in chief gu. and a saltire in base

Pilrig,

between three crescents

Metcalfe

sa.

Celer.

—

;

MUS

SUPPLEMENT.

MIL

(Jo«B»B Mnj.8, Esq., The Beecheg, Kingswlnford,
Or, two bars Tair betw. three
Dudley, co. Stafford).
escouheons sa. each charged with a millrind erect of the
first.
Out— A hind ppr. hoWing in the niouth an ear of
wheat leaved and slipped or, resting the dexter foreleg on
an escocbeon sa. charged with a millrind as in the arms.
Motto Ad finem fidelis.

Villa

—

College, Oxford, B.A., took by royal licence, 1882, the
additional name and arms of Goldsmid, and will bear tho.se
arms quarterly, which see).

Monk

(LiNGARD - Monk, Fulshaw, co. Chester, 1883).
Quarterly: l.st, counter-quartered, 1st and 4th, ar. a pale
gu. over all a chev. engr. betw. three lions' heads erased, all
counterchanged, for Monk 2nd and 3rd, harry of six or and
vair, on a bendcottised sa. three escallops ar., for Linoard;
2nd, sa. a quadrangular castle ar. betw. two fliiunches of
the second each charged with a garb of the field, for Bowson;
3rd, erm. six stags' heads cabossed gu. three, two, and one,
for Bodghet; 4lh, or, three chevronels engr. betw. three
;

Kills

(granted

by Molyneux,

Ulster,

1

Oct. 1600, to

John

Mills, Sheriff of Dublin). Gu. on a bend ar. a fer de moline
betw. two roses gu. barbed, vert, seeded or.
(Calverley House, Leeds, co. York; Samttel Milnb
Esq.). Ar. a millrind gu. within an orle of eight millmillrind fessewise sa. thereon a lion
Crest
rinds sa.
ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws a millrind gu.

Milne

Milne,

—A

If llner*Gibson.

See Gibson.

Hilner-Gibson-CTilluin..

Amu

Mitchell

(Westshore and Berry, descended from the family
A baronetcy was conferred, in
1724, on John Mitchell, of Westshore, in Shetland, and is
claimed by Jaues William Mitchell, Esq., Kothesay
Herald, as descended from his youngest son, John Chables
Mitchell). Sa. a fesse betw. three mascles or, a bordure
chequy of the second and first. Crest Three ears of barley
conjoined in the stalk ppr. Motto Sapiens qui assiduus.
of Bandeth, co. Stirling.

—

—

Andbew Mitchell, KB., Admiral

of the

Blue Squadron, descended of Westshore, d. 26 Feb. 1806).
chief a slip of oak fructed betw. two
mascles and in base an anchor erect cable or, a border
chequy of the field and of the last. C)«8t— Issuing from
behind three ears of barley ppr. a cubit arm vested in naval
uniform the hand grasping a broken staff from which
Dexter,
suspends the Batavianflag depressed. Supporters
a sailor habited ppr. his exterior hand supporting a flag az.
in thedexterchief point amascleor; sinister, a lion reguard.
or, gorged with a collar sa. thereon two mascles or, on the
head a naval crown az. JV/of(o— lUis honos venit.

Sa. a fesse ar. in

—

Mitchell

(Audley, Sidmouth, co. Devon; as borne by
Jaues Williau Mitchell, Esq., Bothesay Herald, sometime
Lieut, in H.M. 42nd and 17th regts.). Sa. a fesse invected,
In chief an annulet betw. two mascles, and in base a

mascle betw. two annulets all or, the whole within a border
chequy of the last and first, and on an escutcheon of pretence, ar. on a chev. nebuly gu. betw. three fountains

—

many eagles rising ppr., for Sykes. Crest A mascle sa.
interiacd by three ears of barley erect slipped and leaved
or.
Motto- Sapiens qui assiduus.
as

Moens
Esq.,

(Tweed,

of Tweed,

William John Charles Moens,
ancient Dutch descent, the surname

Hants;
is

of

derived from the town of Mons, in Hainault. Belonging to
one of the seven Patrician families of Brussels, Godfrey van
Mons was Echevin of that city in 1287. See Bi'.tkcn'n Trophies de Brabant, Sup., Part /., p. 41)7.
About 1474-€,
William de Mons ceded his Seigneurie of Chastres to his
younger brother, Ian von Mons Kidder, and for political
reasons left Brabant and settled in Holland, where he was
called William Moons, or Moeni. Jacob Bemelot Moens,
Esq., of Rotfcrdam, sprung from this old race, established
himself in England during Napoleon's conquest of Holland,
ana was father of the present possessor of Tweed). Gu. a
chev. or betw. three trefoils ar. Crest Two eagle's wings
conjoined ar.

—

Mofirg' (ReeA-Mooo, Cholwell House, Somerset. Kev. John
Bees assumed by royal licence in 1805 the additional surname and arms of Mogg, in pursuance of the will of the
maternal grandfather of his wife, Mary, only child and heir
of William Wooi-dridoe, by Mary, his wife, dau. of John
Mooo, Esq., of Cholwell House aforesaid). Ann, Crett, and
Motto correctly given at p. 692.

Molison

Park, co. Perth).
Or two cross crosslets
fltch^c in chief and in base the attires of a hart fixed to the
scalp gu. a chief chequy of the second and first, in fees point
a crescent sa. for diff.
(Errol

Money-Coutta.

—

;

liberal benefactor to Queen's Coll. Oxford.
in Upton Scudamore Church, co. Wilts, the patronage
Az. three leopards'
of which belongs to Queen's Coll.).
faces or, a chief embattled erui. Jl/otJo—Penser devant de
peur de repentir.

(Sir

:

:

See Cctllcii.

Mitchell (A

Mitchell

—

Ist, Monk
Crests
A dragon
az., for Jennings.
passant per pale gu. and ar. wings vairee of the same supporting with its dexter claw an escutcheon ar. charged with
a lion's head erased gu. Motto over Tout d'en haut. 2nd,
LiNGABD A wolTs head erased sa. charged with an escallop
and holding in the mouth a cross crosslet fitch^e both ar,
Motto over Toujours prcst.

plummets

S't Coutts.

Monteflorc (Goldsmid-Montehore, Claud Joseph
MIS MoMTETioKE, Ksq., of Purtmau Square, and of

—

Moore

Ar. on a chev. indented
(represented by FouAMBr-).
betw. three moor cocki! sa. as many pallets or, each charged
the
second.
fleur-de-lis
of
with a

MorBra.n(HowABD-SPEAB Morgan,

Esq., of Tegfynydd, LlanCarmarthen, J. P., D.L., High Sheriff, 1875). Gu.
beads
couped of the last, a
ar. betw. two stags'

falteg, CO.

on a pile
dexter arm

in armour embowed holding in the band a tilting
A stag's head couped ar. collared gu.
Crest
spear all ppr.
holding in the mouth a tilting spear bendways ppr. Motto
Fortitudine et prudentia.

Moriarty.

Morley

—

—

See Ceompe.

(granted to the wife of

Moreton

Per

J. P.).

Jefferies,

Henry

Hiooins, Esq., of

az. and gu. two
and as many anchors

saltire

leopards' faces jessant-de-lis in pale,
erect in fesse or.

Morris
Lodge,

(registered to

Halifax,

co.

Thomas Henry Morris,
York.,

Yeomanry Cavalry, son

J. P.,

of the late

Esq., of the

2nd West York
William Morris, Esq.,
Lieut.

and D.L., and the descendants of his
father.) Per saltire gu. and sa. guttle d'eau, a lion passant
arg. betw. four scaling ladders, two in pale and two in fesse
An heraldic antelope sejant arg. guttle de sang
or.
Crest
Mottoresting the dexter foot ou a scaling ladder or.
lies non verba quxso.
of the Lodge, J. P.

—

Mounsey

(Castletown, Carlisle, co. Cumberland). Chequy
or and gu. a chief of the first thereon betw. two estoiles sa. a
A derai
pale also sa. charged with a mullet gold. Crest
grifHn gu. collared and chained or holding in the dexter
claw a flag staff in bend ppr. therefrom flowing to the sinister
a pennon az. and resting the sinister claw on a mullet sa.

—

Motto

— Semper paratus.

Mountford
Road,

(Frederick Batting Mountford, Esq., Regina
Az. two chevronels betw. as many

Islington).

feathers erect in chief, and a fleur-de-lis In base all ar.
Crest— in front of two feathers sallirtwise ar. a fleu de-lis
az.

3/o»o— Quod Deus

vult volo.

Mount Temple, Baron. See Temple.
Mowbray, Baron. See Stodrton.

Mowbray

(Mortimer, co. Berks, and Bishopwearmouth,
created 3 May, 1880). Quarterly, 1st
bart.
and 4th, Mowbray Gu. a lion ramp. erm. two flaunches or,
three
billets in pale az.
2nd and 3rd,
each charged with
Cornish Per pale az. and sa. a chev. embattled betw. in
Crests
1st,
chief two roses and in base a cross patteo or.
Mowbbay: An oak tree or, therefrom pendent an escocheon
2nd, Cornish
gu. charged with a lion's head erased ar.
Betw. two branches of laurel in saltire a Cornish chough
rising ppr. charged on the breast with a cross-palt&j or.
Motloen—Suo Stat roboro virtus, for Mowbray ; and Deus
pascit corvos, for Cornish.

CO.

Durham,

;

:

;

:

—

:

;

Mulchinock

(Cloghers

Edward Mulchinock,

House,

co.

Kerry;

Esq., J. P., son of

granted to

Michael Mulchi-

nock, of Trulce, mercliant). Quarterly, or and az. in tlio
1st and 4th quarters, a trefoil slipped vert in the 2nd and
Crest
A stag's
3rd, a crescent ar. all within a border gu.
head erased ppr. charged on the neck with a trefoil slipped
or, and holding in the mouth an olive branch vert. Motto
Itur ud astra.

—

—

MusgTOve (exemplified

to.IoHN

Musobove Musgrove,

Got.n-

of Ksworth, near Hadleigh, Suffolk,

Buliol

royal licence, 1882, the

Esq.,

on his asHumiticr by

surname and arms

of Mustfruvc, in

MUS

Norman, in compliance with the testamentary
injunction of Sir John Musprove, bart.). Ar. two bendleta
en^r. az. betw. three lozenges, one and two, of the last each
A derai lion ppr.
charged with a fleur-de-lis or. Cresl

lieu of those of

—

gorged with a collar gemelle sa. and holding betw. the paws
a lozenge az. charged with a cross -irosslet or. Motto— Uil
desperandum.

Uustard

<East Lodjce, CO. Essex; Daniel Mustard, Esq.,
Per pale gu. and or three escallops
betw. two chevronels, the whole betw. two crosses pat^e
counterchanged. Crest Issuant from a chaplet of ohve a
of East Lodge, Mistley).

—

dexter hand couped at the wrist ppr. holding a passion
cross gu.

"Some

was Sir Robert Naunton, Kt., Principal Secretary of State,
and afterwards Master of the Wards and Councillorof Stale
author of " Fragmenta Kegalia," grandson of William
Nacnton, and Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Sir Anthony
WiNGFiELD, K.G., of Letheringham. On his monument in
old Letheringham Church appeared a grand escutcheon of
all the quarterings of Nadnton.
His only dau., Penelope,
Sir Robert's brother, William
j)i. Pacl, Lord Batnino.
Nadnton, succeeded to Letheringham Abbey, and had a
son and heir, Robert Nadnton, Esq., of Letheringham
Abbey, who di.Mart, dau. and co-heir of Abthcb Coke,
and their only child, Theophila, wife of John Leman, Esq.,
of Charsfleld, was great-grandmother of Theophila Lemon,
an heiress, who m. Thomas Rede, Esq. and had issue;
the eldest dau., Elizabeth, m. Rev. Richard Tdbner, who
d. 1835, and the second, Sarah Leman, »i., in 1787, Kev.
Samdel Lovick Cooper. Of the former, the great-grandson
is Major Alfred Edward Tdrner, A.D.C. to H. E. the
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. He is entitled, by descent
through heiresses, to the numerous quarterings of the
;

—

three martlets arg. Crest
A basilisk ppr.
vidi, ut vici ; Below, Constant et vray.
.'^a.

liedham

(Wymondley, co. Hertford; in 1537, King Henry
VI II. granted the lordship and site of the dissolved priory of
Wymondley, to James Nedham, Clerk and Surveyor of the
King's Works his descendant, George Nedham, Esq., of
:

Wymondley

Priory, 6. in 1672, left three daus. his co-heirs,
Susan, d. unm.; Barbar.t, m. John Sherwin, Esq.; and
Martha, m. 1733, Thomas Browne, Esq., Norroy, afterwards
Garter King of Arms). Ar. on a bend enar. az. betw. two
bucks" heads cabossed sa. attired or, an escallop of the last.
Crest
A buck's head sa. attired gold, rising out of a crown
or garland pallisado or.

—

Ifeill (Andrew Charles Brisbane Neill, Esq., 22, Ryder
Street, St. James's, Westminster).
Per pale nebulee gu. and
az. a lion ramp. betw. three pheons in chief and a serpent

—

nowed in base all or. Crest Upon a mount vert the embattlements of a tower ppr. surmounted by a pheoa or.
Motto Floresco favenie Deo.

—

Newborougrh.

(Rarkley, co. Somerset
George Newborough, fem/>. Jamesl., son of Roger Newborough, grandson of Thomas Newboboogu, and great-grandson of John
;

Visit.

Somerset, 1623).

Or, three bendlets az.

a border engr. gu.

New

Branswick,

Dominion

(Splate, co.

Hugh

Northover

James Northovbb, of
Somerset
James 1., son of Thomas Nobthoveb, and
John Nobthoveb, both of same place. Visit.
Arms granted by Camden, Clarenceux,
Somerset, 1623.
(Aller, co.

:

temp.
grandson of
Allei,

Or, five lozenges in saltire betw. four crosses crosslet

1614).

See

az.

p. 739.

Norton, Baron.

Norton

See Addeblkt.

Dddlet Nobton^

(Sir

Knt., Principal Secretary of

three crescents az., a crescent of the
Suffolk,

avouch," says
Fuller, in his " Worthies," " that this family came here before, the others that they came in witii the Cimqueror."
The representative temp.. Queen Elizabeth and James I.,

of great antiquity in that county.

Newborow.

Somerset; John Norris, temp. Jumea I.,
Nobbis, of same place. Visit. Somerset, 1623.
Granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1573). Sa. biUettee ar. a
cross flory of the last.

son of

—

NATJNTON (Alderton and Letheringham Abbey,

—

Norrls

State for Ireland, tevip. Charles I., page 740). The correct
blazon of the arms is as follows .4r. on a chev. betw.

N

Nauntons).
Mottoes
Ut

OPP

SUPPLEMENT.

Norton

field for diff.

Baggot Street, City of
Dublin, and co. Wicklow. Confirmed 1883 to Captain Cecil
William Nobton, Cromwell Boad, South Kensington, co.
Middlesex, 5th Lancers, son of Rev. William Norton,
Rector of Baltinglass, and grandson of Tbeophilds Nobton,
Esq., of Wainsford, Capt. Battle Axe Guards, A.D.C. to the
Marquess Wellesley, K.G., Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, who
was son of William Norton, Esq., of Wainsford, whose
ancestors settled in Ireland during the Commonwealth, and
claimed descent from Nobton, of Birlingham, co. Worcester).
Per pale az. and gu. a maunch erm. on a chief engr. or, a
Crest
A tiger's head erased or, charged with
lion pass. sa.
a trefoil vert and holding in the mouth a broken spear ppr.
Motto Frangaa non flecte*.
co. Dublin;

(Wainsford,

—

—

Nova

Scotia, Province of. See Canada, Dominion

or.

OAKHADI (co.

Berks; confirmed to Ricbabd Oakbam, of
London, " descended out of Berks." Visit. 1633). Gu. a
fesse betw. three crescents ar.

Oates

(Leeds, co. York, descended from William Oates,
Nether Denby, co. York, temp. Queen Elizabeth, whose
family had possessed landed estate in that locality from a
remote period. His grandson settled at Leeds towards the
The head of the family, Joseph
close of the I7th century.
Henbt Oates, of Carr House, Meanwood, dying in 1868,
that property was sold, and the local representation devolved
on Mrs. Scsan Oates, of Meanwoodside, Leeds (only surviving daughter and heiress of EdwabdGbace, of St. Anne's,
Burley, Leeds, J. P.), and her surviving sons by the late
Edwabo Oates, of Meanwoodside, younger brother of
The present William Henbt
Joseph Henry aforesaid.
Coape Oatbs, of Langford Hall, Newark, late 97th Regt.,
High Sheriff of Notts, 1880, comes vf the same family,
whence also sprang the late Fbedebice William Oates, of
Barlings, Lincoln, J. P., and the late Peninsular veteran,
James Poole Oates, K.H., Lieut. Col. 88th Regt., Connaught Rangers). Ar. two bendlets engr. az. in cTiief a cock
A cubit arm in armour ppr.
gu. a canton erm. Crest
charged with two bendlets engr. az. the hand grasping a
dirk, the point upwards, also ppr. pommel and hilt or.
Motto Persevere, changed by some of the family for Esse
quam videri and sua dextra cuique.

of

—

—

O'Cuillean

(Carbery, co. Cork;

an ancient

Irish sept,

descended from Coilean an catba, who was of the same
stock as the sept of O'Uonovan). Ar. two lions ramp, comCrest
A pelican
batant ppr. armed and langued gu.
Tulning herself ppr.

—

Province

of.

See

Canada,

of.

Ne-wcastle, See

of.
Arms on the Seal of the Bishop
of Newcastle impaling WiLBERFORCE. Per fesse az. and gu.
in chief a representation of the cross of St. Cutbbert or,

and in base three

castles,

two and one,

ar.

Ne'Wton

(Compton-Deverell. and Swell, co. Somerset ; John
Newton, of Compton, temp. James I., son of Edward
Newton, of Swell, and grandson of Thomas Newton, of
same place, who was great-grandson of William Newton
and Idonea Montagu, his wife. Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder with a cross
pattee of the

(Hampton House, Brentwood, co. Essex; Sir William
Anderson Ogo, Knt., of Hampton House, Sheriff of London
and Middlesex 1881-2, son of Robert Ooq, of Arbroath.
North Britain). Az. a saltire betw. two towers triple
towered, one in chief and the other in base, and as many
Crest
Within two amis
stags' beads couped in fesse all or.
couped at the shoulders erect and embowed vested az. cuffed
or, holding betw. the hands a thistle ppr. a wreath of
oakleaves vert. Motto Fugiendo vincimus.

—

—

Az. a lion passant or, between three
Beurs-de-lis arg.
Crest
A dragon's head erased sa. ducally
gorged and chained or. Supporters
Two dragon's wings
elevated sa. ducally gorged and chained or. A/o((o— Aninio
Nortlt).

—

—

et fide.

Northampton, Marquess

masted ship

A

See Comptos.

Per fesse ar. and az a twomasts and rigging ppr. Crest
the hand holding a spear in bend
A vise le temps.

(Carness, Orkney).

dexter

sinister ppr.

—

or, sails furled,

arm

erect,

—

Motto

Ontario, Pro'Vince

Oppenh.eimer
of.

See Dalgleisu.

Ogril'vy-Dalg'leish.

Omond

field.

ITorth (Baron

Oge

of.

See Canada, Dominion of.

(Charles Oppenheimeb, H.B.M. Consul at
Frankfort-on-Mainr). Quarterly gu. and ar. a cross invected

A
;

OBD

a flag staff there-

betw. a lion ramp, reguardant supponing
from flowing to the dexter a banner ia the first and fourth
quarters and an anchor erect in the second and third all or.
Crest— Two branches of oak in saltire vert fructed or, in
front of a flag staff in bend ppr. therefrom flowing a banner
?u. surmounting a trident in bend

Orde

(Campbell-Obdb

sinister also ppr.

John William Powlett Om>e,

Sir

;

3rd ban., of Morpeth, assumed by royal licence 1880, the
Quarterly, Ist andl 4thv
additional surname of Campbell).

salmons haurient per pale ar. and or, forOBDE;
2nd and 3rd, gyronny of eight or and sa. a bordure componee
erm. and vert, in the centre a crescent of the last for
C>-e$ts
1st, Orde, an elk's head
difference, for Campbell.
2nd, Camperased or, gorged with a collar invected sa.
bell, a dexter hand ppr. holding a spur or, strap also ppr.
Mounts Over Okde Creit, Mitis et fortis, o.ver Campbell
sa. three

—

;

—

Crest,

Forget not.

Omxe.
O'Shee

See Gabnett-Obme.

(Sheestown and Gardcnmorris, grantied to Odoneus
O'Shee, 1381, confirmed to Sir Richard Shee, by Clarenceux,
1582,

and by

Ulster, 1795, to

Anns,

Gardcnmorris.

Osmand (William

<i:c.

John O'Shee, of Sheestown and

— See page 764.

Osmaniv, Esq., The SycaAz. three
Colony of Victoria).
cross crosslets in fesse within two barrulels dancette, the
Crest
An eagle ar.
whole betw. two eagles displ. all ar.
supporting with the dexter leg a flag staff ppr. th/erefrom
Fidem
flowing to the sinister a banner of the arms^ Motto

mores, Stawell,

Henry Seville

in

the

—

—

servare.

Over Darwen, Boroug'lL of

Lancaster). Or, a
betw. three sprigs of
the cotton tree slipped and fructed ppr. Crest In front of
a denii miner habited ppr. hotding over his shoulder a pick
Motto
or, a shuttle fessewise gold thread pendent ppr.
fesse

wavy with

cottises also

wavy

(co.

az.

—

—

Absque labore

nihil.

Owen (Glansevem,

ro. Montgomery; exemplifled to AsTHnB
Charles Homphreys-Owen, Esq., of Glansevem, M.A.,
J. P. and D.L., eldest son of Erskine Humphreys, Esq.,

by Eliza, his. wife, dau. of Edward
JoHNES, Esq., of Garthmyl, upon his takir»g by royal licence
the additional surname and arms^of Owen in 1876, under a
settlement made by Mrs. Owen, of Glansevem, widow
Sa. a tilting spear
of his maternal great-grand-uncle).
erect or, the head ppr. imhrued gu. betw. three scaling
ladders ar. on a chief erm. a fort triple-towered also ppr.
Crfit—A. wolf salient ppr. supporting a scaling ladder as in
the arms A/o»oes— Torav cyn plygav and Flecti non, frangi.
harrister-at-Law,

Owen (Peteb Owen, Esq., The Elms, Eastham, Chjester).
Per chev. engr. ar. and gu. in chief two fleur-de-lis of the
Crest
A demi
last, and in base a lion vert of the first.
wyvern ar. semee de lis ga. supporting with the dexter claw
with
also.
last
charged
a
crescent
ar.
an escocheon of the
Motto Deo duce comite induslria.

—

—

Collegre (Manchester granted H Oct. 1871). Ar.
a serpent nowed vert on a chief ntbult-e az. a sun issuant or.
branches of laurel a palm tree ppr.
Cr'^st — Betw. two
suspended in front thereof by a riband az. a shield ar.
thareon a lion ramp. gu. and a chief of the last cliarKed
with three bendletaor. MoHo Arduus ad solem.

Owens

;

—

PAGE

(Clifton,

CO. Gloucester,, and, Ifcidley,

co. Middle-

Gu. on a chev. cottiscd or, betw. martlets of the last
two arrows chevronwise points upwards ppr. Cmt A dcmi
Catherine wheel or, thereon a dove ppr. goiged with a collar
geniel and holding in the beak an olive branch leaved and
AIoUo— Seet peace and ensure it.
slipped also or.
sex).

—

Palgrrave (Bryn-y-gynog,
riRAve,

Esq., J. P.,

ORAVK, Collector

of

PEC

SUPPLEMENT.

Denbigh; Thomas PalWilliam PalRevenue and Customs at Yarmouth and
co.

eldest surviving son of

who was, according to the pedigree of his family
recorded in the College of Anns, sixth in descent from
William PALfiRAHE, of Kulham, St. Mary Magdalen, co.

porters—Oa either

an Indian ppr. his waist cloth and
turban ar.
Crett
On a semi-terrestrial globe of the
northern hemisphere ppr. an eagle rising ar. beaked and
membered or. Motto Ducente Deo.
side

—

—

Palmer (Chables Mark

Palmer, Esq., of GrinWe

Fjirk, co.

York, M.P.)
Sa. on a chev. betw. thre* crescents in chiel
and a lion pass, in base ar. two lilting spears chevronwise
ppr. Crest In front of a tilling speap e»ect ppr. a wyverD
or resting the dexter foot on a crescent ar. Motto Par sit
fortuna labori.

—

—

Parker (Cuerden). Sec TawNELEY-PABKEB.
Parker (Castle Lough, co. Tipperary confirmed to Anthont
;

Parker, Esq., of Castle Lough, High Sheriff co. Tipperary^
1876, eMest son of Rev. Standish Grady Parker, of Castle
Lough, and to the descendants of his grandfather, Anthoni
Parker, Esq., of Castle Lough, High Sheriff co. Limerick,
1761, and of co. Tipperary, 17G8). Sa. a stag's head cabossed
belw. two flaunches ar. in the centre chief point a mullet or.
Crtst
A stag salient ppr. charged on the shoulder with a

—

mullet as in the arms.

Parker

(Fair Oak,

Parker

(Moorehouse

Mottot

— Fideli certa merces.

Whitewell, Clitheroe, co. Lancaster;
exemplified to Henry Chdte Little, Esq., of Bowland, in
same co., upon his assuming by royal licence the surname
ofPABKEBin lieu of Little). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert
on a chev. invected betw. three stags' heads caboshed or as
many stumps of oak trees eradicated and sprouting ppr.
2nd and 3rd, sa. a saltire vair betw. four escocheons ar.
Greats— 1st, a staig ppr. gorged with a collar gemel vert
resting the de^xter forefoot on a stump of a tree, as in the
anns; 2nd, a leopard's head erased sa. gorged with a collar
vair, pendent therefrom an escocheon ar. charged with a
crescent also sa.
Motto Non fluctu non flatu movetur.

—

Hill, co.

Cumberland; exemplified to

Isaac Field, Esq., of Moorehouse Hill, upon his assuming
by royal licence, dated 11 June, 1790, the surname of
Pabkeb only, in. compliance with the will of his maternal
great-uncle William Parker, Esq., of Moorehouse Hill).
Vert two bars erm. betw. three stags" heads erased or.
Crest
X mount vert thereon a stag reguard. ppr. collar and
line therefrom reflexed over thi; back or, its dexter forefoot

—

resting on a shield erect az. charged with a garb gold.

3io((o— Medio. tutissimus

ibis.

Pajnall

(The Cottage, Llanstephan^ co. Carmarthen; High
Sheriff 1877;.
Ar. three escallops, in chev. within two
chevronels betw. two griffins' heads erased in chief tnd
as

many wings

griffin's

an

joined in lure

in base, all gu.

Crest

—

head betw. two wings gvL each wing charged with
and in the mouth anothen escallop ar. Motto^-

escallop,

Spero in Deo.

Parnell (Thomas-Parnell

Pabnell, Esq., of Sheephouse,
Gu. two cheveronels an
estoile betw. two escallops in chief and a griffin pass, in
ba.se ar.
CreU A griffin pass. ar. wings elevated gu. in
the beak an estoile, and holding in the dexter forepaw an
escallop both also gu.
Mot:o Est modus in rebus.
CO. Somerset,

Barrisler-at-law).

—

—

Paul

(William. Bond. Padl, Esq., of Wearne Wyche, High
Ham. Soiiierset, banker). Erm. a chev. az. surmounted
by anotlicr or, thereon three hiu'ts on a chief sa. as many
cross crosslets of the third.
Crest
.\
demi griGBn
reguard. or, gorged with a collar gemel and holding betw.
the claws a cross crosslet az. the winns addorsed of the
last, seiiice of cross crosslets also or.
Jl/offo-^Per crucein
ccelum.

—

Payne

(Hutton, co. Somerset). Gu. three cross crosslets

or.

Peacock

As. on a chev. az.
last, and a peacock in
two
pride
base
ppr.
annulets
conjoined
palewise of
his
in
the first. Creft A cockatrice az. charged with two annulets,
as in the arms, resting tho dexter leg on an escocheon ar.
charged with a peacock in his pride ppr
(Willesden, co> Middlesex).
bi'tw. two. cockatrices in chief of the

—

Dulilin,

Thomas Palobave, d. 6 March,
1638, and to whose memory a monument still exists with the
arms of the family of Pali;bave, viz., " A lion ramp, and a
Korfolk, whose elder brother,

Az. a lion ramp, guard, betw. two
crescent for diff.").
Crent
In front of a leopard's head
crescents in fesse ar.
affrontce erased ar. gorged with a collar gemel az. a cre.Hcenl

—

also az.

Palk

M'ltlo

— Pro rogc

et patriA.

an eagle
membered or within, a bordure engr.
(Rni-oit

Halrinn).

Ra.

Pease

(Hutton Low Cross, and Pinchinthorpe, co. York,
created 18 May, 1882). Per fesse az. and gu. a fesse
ncbuly erm. betw. two Iambs pass, in chief ar. anil in base
upon a mount ppr. a dove rising of the fourth, holding in
the beak a pea-stalk the blossom and pods also ppr. Crest
Upon the capital of an Ionic column a dove rising, holding
Motto
in the beak a pea-stalk as in the arms all ppr.
Pax et spes.

hart.

;

—

—

Peckover
displ. ar.

beaked and

of the second.

Sv.p-

Wisbech,

(Ai.fJKBnoN Peckover, Esq., of Sibald's Holme,

co.

Cambridge; descended from Edmund Peckover,
Nonhampton, Ir.uiji. Oliver Cromwell). Per

of Charlton, co.

PEM

en. and sa. a garb or, on a chief nebulee of the last,
three lions Tamp. az.
Cre^t
A lion ramp. az. holding in
the dexter forepaw a sprig of oak leaved fructed and slipped
ppr. and resting the sinister forepaw on an escutcheon

j>a1e

—

charged with the arms.

Pember

PON

SUPPLEMENT.

Motto

— In Christo speravi.

Pilfold (Waraham, Newtimber, and Horsham, co. Sosser;
granted to James Pilfold, of Newtimber, and John Pilfolb,
Horsham, Capt. Royal Navy, sons of Charles Pilfold,
and to their descendants, and to their sisters,
Elizabeth, wife of Timothi Shelley, Esq., son and heir
apparent of Sir Bysshe Shelley, Bart. Charlotte, wife of
Thomas Grove, of Fern, co. Wilts and Bathia, wife of
Rev. Gilbert Jackson, D.D., Rector of Upper Donhead, co.
Wilts; and also to be borne by Mary, wife of Thomas
Charles Medwin, of Horsham, and Katherine Pilfold,
daus. and co-heirs of John Pilfold, of Horsham, eldest
brother of said Charles Pilfold, of Effingham, which said
John Pilfold, of Horsham, and Charles Pilfold, of Effingham, were sons of John Pilfold, baptized at Warnham, 26
Aug. 1680, who was 6th in descent from Richard Pilfold, of
Warnham, who d. 10 July, 1580). Az. a lion ramp, or,
holding between the paws a sword erect ppr. pommel and
hilt gold, two flanches of the second, each charged with an
anchor erect sa. Crest A sea horse erect per fesse sa. and
Motto Audaces fortuna
or, supporting a trident, also sa.

of

of EfiBngham,

;

^Lyonshall and Tuthill, co. Hereford

;

as recorded

;

Francis Pember, Esq., of Newport House, in the parish of Almeley, High Sheriff in 16.50).
Arg. three pheasants ppr. a chief az. Crest— On a mount
vert a pheasant feeding on a stalk of wheat ppr.

Arms,

visit. Coll.

16»3. to

Pender

(Middleton Hall, co. Linlithgow, and Footscray,
Bexley, Kent, as borne by .John Pender, Esq., M.P. for
Wick, J. P. and D.L.). Gu. on a bend ar. two lions' heads
erased of the first. Crest
A demi lion or, holding a sabre
ppr.
Motto
Persevero.

—

—

Perrins (James Dyson Perrins, Esq., F.K.A.S., of Davenham Bank, Malvern, co. Worcester, J. P.). Gu. three piles,
two

in chief and one in base or, each charged with a pomeeranate seeded and slipped ppr. on a chief erm. three

leopards' faces of the

Crest

first.

— A demi talbot ar. gorged

with a collar nebulfe and charged on the shouhler with two
annulets interlaced fesswise gu. holding between the paws
a pomegranate as in the arms. Motto^Perenne sub sole
nihil.

Petit des Etans (Huguenot

family from the neighbourhood of Caen; the refugee Louis Petit, Brigadier-General
and Governor of St. Phillips Castle, in Minorca, d. in 1720;
the last male representative was Rev. John Louis Petit,
A.M., F.S.A., who d. 1868. He had seven sisters and coheiresses, 1 Harriet Laetitia, m. Thomas Salt, Esq., of
Weeping Cross, Staffordshire; 2 Mary Ann, m. Henry Chetwynd, Esq., of Brocton Lodge 3 Emma Gentille; 4 Elizabeth, 111. David Haig, Esq., of Lochrin
5 Louisa, d. unm.
6 Susanna; and 7 Maria Katherine, m. Kev. William
Edward Jelf, D.D., Vicar of Carleton, Yorkshire). Gu. a
dexter hand issuing from a cloud in sinister, holding a
;

;

Roman

fasces,

axe

to

the sinister

;

ppr. in chief

all

two

mullets.

—

Pilfold (John Pilfold, of Horsham, co. Sussex, Capt. Royal
Navy; grant to him and his descendants of Honourable
Augmentation, 1808). Same ^rms as the foregoing, a canton
of Honourable Augmentation, gu. thereon pendent by a
ribbon ar. fimbriated az. from a naval crown a representation of the medal given to the said John Pilfold, for hi»
gallant service in the battle off Cape Trafalgar, 21 Oct. 1805,
Crest same as preceding, gorged with a naval crown,
or.

and pendent therefrom a medal as
Audaces fortuna juvat.

co. Bedford; Ei>wari> Pettit,
Esq.).
Per fesse erm. and sa.an eagle displ. with two heads
counterchanged in chief three martlets of the second. Crtst
A demi eagle displ. with two heads erm. gorged with a
crown vallery or, in each beak a cross botoimee fitchee sa.

—

Phillpps

(Picton Castle,

co.

Pembroke

Charles Edward Gregg Fisher,
by royal

of

to

sonof Ebward
York, upon his assuming

Esq., eldest

licence,

chev. gu. three trefoils slipped of the field in chief as
lion

—

many

Fisher. Crests 1st, Philipps:
ramp, gorged and chained as in the arris charged on

fleurs-de-lis of the second, for

A

the shoulder for distinction with a cross crosslet or; 2nd,
Fisher: in front f a bulrush erect a kingfisher ppr. resting
(

the dexter claw on a fleur-de-lis or.
patrise; Virtute et fide.

Phillimore

(The Coppice,

Mottoes

— Ducit amor

Shiplake, co. Oxford, Bart.;

Sa. three bars indented erminois in
In front of
cinquefoils or. Crest
a tower ar. thereon a falcon volant ppr. holding in the beak
a lure gold three cinquefoils fessewise or. Motto
Fortem
posce animum.
created 21 Dec. 1881).
chief an anchor betw.

—

two

—

(Landue, co. Cornwall exemplified to Thomas
Winsloe, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence, dated
8 Xov. 1798, the surname and arms of Phillipps). Oi, a
lion ramp. sa. collared and chain reflexed over the back of
the first and holding betw. the paws an escutcheon gu.
charged with a stag's head eraseu ar. Cresl .\ lion pass,
tail extended sa. resting the dexter forepaw on an escutcheon
ar. charged with a chev. also sa.
Motto Ce m'est egal.
;

—

—

Phillips-Treby. See Trebt,

Pidcock

of Goodamoor.

—

Pinney

(Pretor-Pinney, Somerton, Curry

Rivel,

and

Quarterly, 1st and
Somerset).
4th, gu. three crescents or, issuing from each a crosi
crosslet fitchee ar., for Pinney : 2nd and 3rd, or, an eagle
displ. with two heads vert, grasping in the claws a fasces
in base fessewise ppr. in each beak a trefoil slipped of
all

co.

—

1st, Pinsey: An anned
the second, for Pretob. Crests
hand and arm ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchee ar. 2nd,
wings
endorsed sa. semee of
Pretor
A demi eagle or,
Mott»
trefoils slipped gold, in the beak a like trefoil vert.
Amor patria.
:

—

Pinney

(Pretor-Pinney; Frederick

—

Wake

Esq., the Grange, Somerton, co. Somerset).

Pretor-Pikney,
A-nsnt, &c.

Same

Pinney

(Pbetor-Pinney; Rev. John Charles Pbetob
PixsEY, Vicar of Coleshill, co. Warwick). Same Arms, &c.

Pitt-Rivers (Rushmore,
to

Lieut. -Gen.

Salisbury, co. Wilts

;

exemplified

Adgcstds Henry Lahr Fo,x-Pi.tt-Rivebs,

F.R.S., late Vice-President of the Society of Antiquaries,.
President of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland, and Inspector of Ancient Monnraents in Great
Britain, eldest surviving son of William Pitt Lane Fox,

and grandsoQ of James Lane F"ox, Esq.,
Braraham Park, co. York, by Hon. Maroia- Lucy Pitt,
his wife, dau. of George, \st lord Hirers, upon his assuming,
by royal licence, 25 May, 1880, the surname of Pitt-Ru-ers,
Esq.. Gren. Gds.,

of

in compliance with the testamentary injunction of his great-

uncle,

By

George, 2nd Lovd Rivera.

the aforesaid royal

licence the children of Lieut. -Gen. Fox-Pitt-Rivers assume
the surname of Pltt, not Pitt-Rivers. Quarterly, 1st and

chequy ar. and az. betw. three bezants,
2nd and 3fd, ar. a chev. betw. three foxes" heads
2nd,
erased gu., for Fox. Crests 1st, Pitt: A stork ppr.
Fox : On a five leaved ducal coronet or, a fox pass. ppr.
Motto .ffiquam servar* mentem.
4th, sa. a fesse

—

;

—

Notts, and Upper Breinton, co.
Hereford. Sa. platce, a fret couped or, betw. four roses
Crest
In front of a demi lion
aj!g. seeded and barbed ppr.
ramp. ppr. semife of plates, holding betw. the paws a rose

Piatt (Bamby Manor,

—

arg. an escallop or.

Pontifex

Derby, afterwards of cos. SCaffcrd
and Worcester). Per pale sa. and gu. a pied cock per fesse
Crest
A bar
or and a betw. three acorns of the third.
shot ppr. thereon a griffin segreant sa. holding within its
claws a grenade fired also ppr. .WvtJO—SeiRBetir, je te prie
garde ma vie.
(originally of co.

.

Mott»—

(Middlesex House, Batheaston, co. Somerset, and
Tawstock Court, Barnstaple, co. Devon). Or, five fusils confesse
joined in
gu. each charged with an erm. spot of the field
on a chief nebulee of the second three griffins' heads erased
Crest— hehiod three fusils or, a griffin's head
of the first.
Deus nobis.
erased gn. collared gold. Motto

for Pitt;

Phillipps

arms.

:

exemplified

;

Spring Dale, co.
dated 29 July, 1876, tlie gurnaine of
I'Hiupps, in lieu of that of Fisher, in compliance with the
testamentary injunction of his father-in-law, Rev. James
Henrt Alexander Philipps, M.A., of Picton Castle).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp. sa. gorged with a
ducal coronet, and therefrom a chain reflected over the
back or, and for distinction in the centre chief point a cross
crosslet of the second, for Philipps; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
Fisher, Esq.,

in the

Pinckney

Burton Pynsent,

Pettit (Leighton Buzzard,

—

juvat.

(Bath

;

Edmund

PosriFES-,

Esq.,

of

Bath,

descended from a family long seated in co. Buckingham,
and his descendants, and the other descendants of his father,
William Pontifex, Esq., of Cheshunt, co. Hertford, and(
Az. in base barry wavy of four ar. and of the
of London).
a bridge of three arches embattled ppr. a chief of the
second, thereon two pallets hetw. as many muUets of the
field,

A

POO

tower ppr. charged with a cross moline
Motto In hoc
az. and tunnounted by a rainbow also ppr.

igao

—

Tinces.

Pooll (Hbnbt-Batten-Pooll, Timsbury and Road Manor,
Somerset. Kobebt Fooll Henbt Battbn-Fooll, Esq., J. P.,
only son of Joseph Langfobd, Esq., ofTimsbury, by Anne
Pooll, his wife, dau. of William Bkitton, Esq., of Corston,
same co., assumed, by royal licence 1871, the surnames of
Henbt-Batten-Pooll in lieu of patronymic). Ar. a lion
ramp, az., armed and langued g\i., charged on the shoulder
with a battle-axe ppr. betw. in fess two fountains and in pale
Crest— In front of a
as many fleurs-de-lis of the second.
griffin's head erased erm., beaked and tongued gu., and
charged on the neck with a fountain, a battle-axe fesswise
ppr.
Motto Confide recte agens.

—

Popple\7ell

(quartered by C. E. G. Boldebo Babnabd,
Cave Castle, co. York;. Per bend az. and sa.
on a bend betw. two creecenta ar. an eagle displ. of the
Esq., of

second.

Porter (Henbt

Pobteb, Esq., Birlinghara, co. Worcester).
Quarterly Ul and 4th, per fesse nebulee sa. and erm. a
pale counterchanged and three bells ar., for Pobteb; 2nd
and 3rd, or, on a fesse dancettee gu. betw. two escallops sa.
a ducal coronet of the first betw. two roses ar. barbed and
1st, Pobteb
Greets
Upon a
seeded ppr., for Taylob.
mount vert in front of a portcullis with chains or, a tilting
lion
Tatlob:
A
demi
sa.
gorged
2nd,
spear fessewise ppr.;
with a collar pendent therefrom an escocheon or charged
with two escallops palewise sa. and holding betw. the paws
a ducal coronet or. Motto Quod vult, valde vult.

—

:

—

Powell

(Geobge Powell, Esq., of Bock Dale, Kent). Per
and gu. a lion Vamp. betw. three escocheons
each charged with a sparrow-hawk close, all counterchanged.
Two arrows in saltire ppr. thereon a sparrow. hawk
Crest
close ar. holding in the beak a sprig of oak slipped and
fesse nebulde or

—

fructed vert.

Powlea

(John Diston Powles, Esq., of London). Per pale
az. on a chev. erm. betw. three crosses potent
counterchanged as many maacles of the second. Crest -On
a mount vert in front of two battleaxes in saltire or, a goat
Qualis vita, finis ita.
statant sa. armed gold. Motto
ar.

and

—

—

Preston, Sorougrh of

(co,

Az. a paschal

Lancaster).

lamb couchant with the banner all ar. round the head a
nimbus or, in base the letters P. P. of the last.

Price (John

Pbioe, Esq., of the city of Amiens, France).
Gu. an antelope pass, holding in the mouth a trefoil slipped
or, on a chief of the last three spearheads sa. imbrued ppr.
Crest

— An antelope holding in the mouth a trefoil slipped or,

resting the dexter foreleg on an escocheon also or, charged
Motto Spee unica
with a spearhead sa. imbrued ppr.

—

virtus.

(Marrington Hall, and Brompton Hall, co. Salop ; confirmed to Lewis Kicbabd Pric:e, of those places, Esq., son
Quarterly,
of Stafford Pbice, of Ucndon, Middlesex).
nebule gu. and erm. in the Ist and 4tli quarters a lion ramp,
reguard. arg. gorged with a collar sa., and in the 2nd and
3rd quarters an escallop betw, three boars' heads erased of
the last. Crest A demi lion erininois holding betw, the
paws an escallop sa. and transfixed through the mouth by a
tilling sjiear paleways ppr.

Price

—

Price-Davies

(exemplified to Stafford

Pavies

Pbice,

Hooii Abthub Lewis Pbice, Llewellyn Albebic Emilius
Pbice, and Gwendoline Cholita Mary Sceynton Price
(the children Of Lewis Kichabd Price, Esq., of Marrington
Hall, CO. Salop, last surviving son of Stafford Pbick, Esq.,
of Hendon House, Middlesex, by Mabcabet, his wife, dnu.
of William Davies, Esq., of brompton Hall, co. Salop.
On their receiving a royal iirencc, 7 Jan. laBO, to take
the surname of Imvies in addition to and after that of
Price, and to bear the arms of Davies and Price quarterly.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a bend arg. a lion pass. betw.
two estoilcs sa. in chief a lion's head erased of the second
duially crowneil or, for Davies; '<Jnd and 3rd, Pbice, as
Upon a mount vert betw. two
above. Creit of Davies
antlers or, a lion's head erased arg. dmally crowned gu. and
charged with an csUjile sa. Crest of Pbice As above.

—

—

Prior- Wandesforde.

See Wandesfobde.

Pyke

(Winckley Square, Preston, Lancashire, as assigned by
Pau-nt to Joseph Ptke, Esq., of lliat place, J. P.). Pit
saltire sa. and or, two trefoils in pale, and in fess as many
trait— In front of
talbot«' heads erased, counterchanged.
ji

fountain, a pike

prngredlor.

flih,

BED

SUPPLEMENT.

Crut—A

fletd.

fes»ewi»p, ppr.

Mottfi—Vpo tavente

QUAIN (Richard Qdain,M.D., F.R.S.,of 67, Harley Street,
Cavendish Square, London, eldest son of John Qcain, of
Carrigoon, co. Cork, and the other de.icendants of his said
father).
Ar. a chev. engr. az. in chief two fers-de-moline
gu. and issuant from the base a rock covered with daisies
ppr. Crest Ont of the battlements of a tower ppr. a denii
lion ramp, or, charged on the shoulder with a trefoil vert,
and holding betw. the paws a battleaxe also ppr. blade gold.
Motto
Avorum non immemor.

—

—

Quain

(John Qcain, Esq., of Pembroke Road, Dublin,
brother of Richard Quain, M.D.). Arin*, Ace, same as
the preceding with due difference.

Quebec Province.
duicke (Collection of

See Canada, Dominion

of.

Molyncux, Ulster, 1597-1632). Ar. a
bend wavy betw. three cocks gu. on a canton per pale gu.
and vert a swan or. Crest A demi swan sans wings with
two necks gu. round the necks a riband or.

—

B.

RAMSDBN

(Furness Abbey, Barrow-in-Furness, co.
Lancaster; Sib James Ramsden, Knt., J. P. cos., Lancaster
and Cumberland, was first Mayor of the borough of Barrowin-Furness). Az. on a chev. or betw. in chief two rams'
head couped, and in base a fleur-de-lis ar. a bee volant
betw. two arrows chevronwise, points upwards ppr. Crest
From the battlements of a tour or, a cubit arm in armour
the hand in a gauntlet ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis ar.
su.spended from the wrist by a chain gold an escocheon az.
charged with a ram's head (ouped &r.

—

Bankin

(James Rankin, Esq., of Bryngwyn, co. Hereford,
and D.L., High Sheriff 1873, Chief Steward of the city
of Hereford, and M.P., only son of Robert Rankin, Esq., of
J. P.

Bromborough Hall, Cheshire). Or, a cinquefoil gu. betw.
two boars' heads erased, and in base
a boar's head erased betw. two hatchets all sa. Crest
In
front of a cubit arm pur. holding a hatchet sa. and charged
with a cinquefoil gu. a boar's head erased of the second.
A/otto— Prudentia et virtute.
in chief a hatchet betw.

Bathdonnell, Baron.

Bawlins

—

See Bcnbdbt.

Houghton and Hook, afterwards of
Beaucroft, Wimbor'e, co. Dorset, and Bournemouth, co.

Hants).

(formerly of

vords in pale, points in chief ar.

Sa. three

and pommels

or.

Crest

— An

arm embowed

holding in the gauntlet a falchion ar.
Cognosce teipsum, et disce pati.

in

armour

hilt or.

hiltij

ppv.

Motto—

Bay (Rev. Joseph Ray, M.A., Magdalene Coll. Camb., Patron
descended
Highlands of
Scotland, distiiuuished for its loyalty to the Royal House of
Stuart. The direct male ancestor of the Rev. Joseph Ray,
joined the Standard of Prince Charles Edward in 1745,
fought at Culloden, and after the defeat was proscribed.
He eventiiully found refuge in England). Ar. a fesse betw.
two mullets in chief and a lion ramp, in base gu. Crest
naked dexter arm erect, the hand holding a short sword, all
Fortitudine.
ppr. Motto

and Rector of Ashton-upon-Mersey,
from the family of

MacUae

co. Chester,

of the Western

—

—

Raymond

(Baron Raymond, extinct

1763).

Quarterly, Isb

and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar. onacniefor.
a rose betw. two flenrs-dc-lis gu., for Raymond ; 2nd and 3rd,
or, a fesse gu. over all on a bend sa. five mullets ot the field,
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi dragon
Crest
for FisuEB.
erm. Supporters Two eagles reguard. ppr. collared or.
.iKquam scrvare inenteai.
Motti

—

—

Bayner

(John Rayner, Esq., M.D., Smatldale House,
Highbury Quadrant, Middlesex). Az. on a chev. or betw.
three demi lions ramp, of the last, five crosses crosslet of
the first. Crest In front of a demi lion ramp, or, holding in
the dexter paw a cross crosslet az. a serpent uowed ppr.
Facta non verba.
Motto

—

—

Bedfoord

(quartered by Jaheb Redfoobd Bclweb, Esq.,
Q.C., Recorder of Cambridtre, Treasurer of the InnerTumple,
Inns of Court Rifle Volunteers, son of Rev.
Lieut. -Col.
Jamks Hiilweb, Rector of Hunworth-cuin-Slody, co. Norfolk,
dcceiiHi'd, by Eliza Redfoord, his wife, also deceased, only

and co-heiress of liavAN Manseboh, of Grenane, co
Ar. a fesse wavy gu, in ciiicf three piles vert,
each charged with a quatrefoil of the field. See also nnder
Manseroh.

dtiu.

Tipperary).

;

K>

Beed

Edwabd James Reed,

K.C.B.). Ar. two pallets
SE. betw. two eagles displ. sa. within the pallets a fleurde-lis of the second betw. two roses
gu. barbed and
seeded ppr. Ciest A demi man in profile looking to the
sinister supporting in his dexter hand a hammer resting on
(Sir

—

an anvil and holding

hand an iron ship

in the sinister

all

ppr.

Sendall (Brigmerston

House, Amesbury, Wilts; exemplified
Francis Shuttleworth Holden, Esq., youngest son of
Esq., of Aston Hall, co. Derby,
on his assuming by royal license, 1877, the surname and
arms of Kendall, in right of his wife, Rachel Frances.
eldest dau. of John Pincknet, Esq., of Manor House, Great
Durnford, Wilts, and heiress of Charles E. Kendall, Esq.,
of Brigmerston House). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a
cross coti?ed ttory or, a horseshoe betw. four mullets pierced
of the first, and (for distinction) a cross crosslet in canton
of the second, for Kendall; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fesse engr.
erminois betw. two chev. erm., for Holden. Crest
1st,
Rendall: An antelope's head couped or, gorged with a
collar gemel, holding in the mouth a horseshoe, and charged
(for distinction) with a cross crosslet all gu.
2nd, Holden
On a mount vert a heathcoek rising sa. winged or.
to

Edward Anthony Holden,

—

;

:

Senton

(Bradston Brook, co. Surrey, and Hedgecocks, co.
Sussex; John Thompson Kenton, Esq., of Bradston and
Hedgcock, J.P., son of William Kenton, Esq., Edinburgh,
by Agnes, his wife, duu. of Henry Duncan, of Comely Green,
Edinburgh). Az. on a chev. invected or, betw. two towers,
in chief ar. and a lion ramp, in base of the last holding in the
dexter forepaw a thistle leaved and slipped ppr. a saltire
couped of the first. Crest A lion ramp. az. holding in the
dexter forepaw a sword point downwards ppr. pommel and
hilt or, and resting the sinister forepaw on a tower ar.

—

Sepingrton (A'Coubt - Repington, Amington

Hall,

co.

Warwick). Quarterly, Ist jind 4th, gu. afessedancett^eemi.
betw. six billets ar., for Repington 2nd and 3rd, per fesse
or and paly of six erminois and az., for a A'Court, in chief
an eagle displ. sa. beak and legs gu. charged on the breast
with two chevronels ar. Crests Ist, Repington A demi
heraldic antelope gu. armed, unguled, and tufted or,
billett^ ar.
2nd, A'Court
An eagle displ. sa. on the
breast two chevronels or, holding in the beak a lily ppr.
Motto Virtus propter se.
;

—

;

:

:

—

Shodes

(Loventor, co. Devon, bart.
see Baker, Upper
Dunstable House, co. Surrey, bart., page 41). Sir Fbciderick
Edward Baker, 4th bart., assumed by royal licence, 1878,
the surname of Rhodes in lieu of his patronymic. Baker,
and was exemplified the following Arias : Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a lion pass, guard, betw. two acorns, slipped, bendwise, az. within two bendlets, nebuly, sa. guile d'or, the
whole betw. as many trefoils slipped, vert, for Rhodes 2nd
and 3rd, per pale ar. and or, on a saltire nebuly, sa five
escallops of the first, a chief of the third, thereon a lion pass.
of the second, for Baker. Crests Ist, Rhodes: A cubit
arm vested az. gutte d'or, cuffed ar. holding an oak branch
palewise ppr. fructed or, and two trefoils, slipped, in saltire,
vert
2nd, Baker: A dexter arm embowed, vested az.
charged with three annulets interlaced or, cuffed ar. holding
in the hand ppr. an arrow also ppr.
;

:

—

;

Kicarde-Seaver.

Hichardson

See Seaveb.

(Lambeg,

co.

—

garland ppr.
Pottern, co.

3yo«o— Virtute

acquiritur hones.

CGeorge Rich.mond, Esq., Royal Acaden)ician,
Wilts, and 20, York Street, Portman Square;.

Az. two fleurs-de-lis in pale betw. as

many

pallets ar.

—A demi

Crest

lion ar. gorged with a collar and chain reflexed
over the back az. the collar charged with two annulets or,
holding betw. the paws encircled by a chaplet of oak an
escocbeon az. thereon a fleur-de-lis ar.
Motto Ancora
imparo (these words were written by Michael Angelo below
a drawing of himself by himself at the age of 90).

—

Richmond
bend enn.

(Town of
Crest

—A

Gu. an orle
rose gu. crowned or.
co. York).

ar.

over

all

a

Ridgrway

(Brandfold, Goudhurst, Kent, and Wallsuches,
Horwich, CO. Lancaster, J. P. for the said counties). Ar.

two wings conjoined

In lure

peacocks' beads erased one in chief and two in base ppr.
each gorged with a collar gemel or. Crest In front of a
palm tree a camel couchant ppr. bridled gu. burdened on
either side with a bale also ppr. and gorged with a collar

—

gemel

or.

Ripley

(Acacia and Bowling Lodge, co. York, and Bedstone
House, CO. Salop, bart.. created 8 May, 18S0). Per chev.
nebuly or and vert a cross crosslet betw. two lions ramp, in
chief and a lion ramp. beiw. two cross crosslets in base all
counterchanged. Crest A demi lion reguard. vert gorged
with a collar gemel, and charged on the body with a crosi
crosslet or, holding betw. the paws an escocheon ar. charged
with a cock ppr.

—

Rivers (F'ox-Pitt-Rivers). See Pitt-Rivers.
Roberts (Lieut. -Gen. Sir Frederick Sleigh Robeets,G.C.B.,
V.C, CLE.,

Bart., created 15 June, 1881). Az. three
on a chief wavy of the second an eastern crown
gu.
Crest
A lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu.
charged on the shoulder with an eastern crown, as in the
arms, and holding in the dexter paw a sword blade wavy ar.
pommel and hilt gold. Supporters (to descend with the
Baronetcy) Dexter, a Highlander of the 92nd regt.
sinister, a Gcorka, both habited, and holding in their exterior hands a rifle all ppr.
Motto Virtute et valore.
estoiles or,

and elevated

sa. betw. three

—

—

—

Robinson

(Baron Rokebt, see pp. 861-2). Morris, 3rd
Baron Rokeby, who d. unm. 1829, being desirous to change
the supporters granted to and borne by his predecessors,
obtained a grant from Fqrtescue, Ulster, 9 June, 1801, of
the following.
Supporters— Dexter, a roebuck or, spotted
and charged on the breast, with a mullet sa. gorged with a
Sinister, a horse ar.
ducal coronet gu. and chained gold.
holding in the mouth a broken tilting spear ppr.

Robinson

(John Charles Robinson, Esq., Swanage, co.

Dorset, and Portman Square, London).
Vert on a chev. or,
betw. three stags trippant reguard. of the last as many
crosses bottonn^e fitch^e of the

Crest

first.

—A

stag ppr.

holding in the mouth three cinquefoils slipped vert, and
resting the dexter forefoot on a chaplet of roses also ppr.

Rochdale

(Borough of, co. Lancaster).
Ar. a woolpack
encircled by two branches of coilon tree flowered and conjoined ppr. a border sa. charged with eight martlets of the
Crest

field.

or.

— A millrind sa. and

—Crede

Motto

above a fleece

ar.

banded

signo.

Rocheid

(Inverlelth, Edinburgh).
Ar. a fess betw. a boar's
bead erased in chief and two mullets in base az., the fesa
charged with a crescent of the first for difference.
Crest—
A savage's head ppr. Motto Fide et virtute.

—

Romanis (Wigston

Magna,

and Charterhouse,
Godalming, co. Surrey). Az. a passion cross or, on a chief
of the last two thistles slipped and leaved ppr. Crest
On a
mount vert in front of a thistle slipped and leaved ppr. a
passion cross or. Motto
Per incerta certus amor.
co. Leicester,

—

—

Ross

(Cromarty, Scotland). Gu. three lions ramp. ar. in the
centre a mullet of the second for diff.
Crest An eagle,
wings closed ppr. Motto Dread God.

—

—

Ross

(CO. York, formerly Scotland).
Per pale sa. and gu.
two water bougets in chief and a boar's head couped in base
Crest
A water bougel ar. Motto Agnoscar eventu.

—

—

ar.

Antrim; granted to Jonathan
Richardson, Esq., of Lambeg, formerly M.P. for Lisburn,
eldest son of John Richardson, of Lisburn, and grandson of
Jonathan Richardson, also of Lisburn, both deceased, and
to the other descendants of his said grandfather).
Ar. on a
fesse engr. per saltire az. and gu. betw. in chief a bull's head
couped of the third, and in base a galley ppr. four escallops,
two in fesse and two in pale or. Crest A lion ramp. ar.
armed and langued gu. holding betw. the paws a laurel

Sichmond

BUT

SUPPLEMENT.

£ JS

Rossell

Salop; Peter Rossell, 34 Edward I., a.d. 1306.
Visit Salop, 1584. Harleian MS. 1396). Gu. on a bend ar.
three roses of the first.
(co.

Routh

(Dinsdale, co. Durham, and Richmond, co. York).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.

Row^ton, Saron.

See Corrt.

Royal University of Ireland. See University.
Royds (Falinge, near Rochdale, and Heysham, near Lancasand Houghton, co. Stafford originally
Erm. on a cross engr. betw. four
ramp. gu. a spear in pale ppr. betw. four bezants.
Crest
A leopard sejant ppr. bezant^e resting the dexter
forepaw on a pheon. Motto Semper paratus.
ter,

CO. Lancaster,

;

settled near Halifax).
lions

—

—

Russell (Baron

Ampthilt). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief
sa. three escallops ar. a mullet or, for diff.
Crest
A goat
statant, ar. charged with a mullet sa. for diff.
Supporters
Dexter, a lion, sinister, :in heraldic antelope, both gu. the
latter ducally gorged, lined, armed and unguled or, and each
charged with a mullet gold, for diff. Motto Che sara sara.

—

—

—

Rutherford

(Blackburn, co. Dumfries, 1880). A r. an orle
gu. in chief a mascle betw. two martlets sa. Crest— A white
horse's head erased sa.— Afofio— Scdulus et audax.

AA

YD

B.

Syde, Corporation of

(Isle of

Wight).

—

—Amoenitas

Motto

SAN

SUPPLEMENT.

Ar. in base on
waves of the sea a schooner yacht under sail ppr. within a
bordure ar. charged with eight estoiles or. Crest Upon a
rock a sea-horse ppr. charced on the body with two estoiles

or.

;

Salter

Richard Salter [about 1620], son of
Richard Salter, of Oswestry, by Margaret, his second
wife, half-brother of Sir Thomas Salter, whoee arms
he

(co. Suffolk;

Confirmed

Suffolk, 1612-3).
Gu. ten
two, and one, a bordure engr. ar.
charged with sixteen hurts and torteaux alternate, a label

used.

Visit.

or, four, three,

billets

salubritas urbanitas.

of three pendants across the escutcheon debruising the
four upper billets, ar. Crest
A pheasant's head and neck
couped gu. beaked and billeted or, ten billets, one, two,
three, urnl four.
(Other Salters went from Essex into
Suffolk, and the two branches became confused.
Martin

—

SACKVUiLE, BABON.
Sackville-West

(Baron

See West.

Sacki-ille).

Salter, High Sheriff of Suffolk, 1665, was from Essex,
being grandson of Blase Salter.)

See West.

Ar. two bars
St. Helen's, Borough of
az. over all a cross sa. in the 1st and 4th quarters a saltire
gu. and in the 2nd and 3rd a gryphon segreant of the third.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, ppr. charged on the body with
(co. Lancaster).

—

two

fleurs-de-lis gu. resting the

dexter forepaw on an ingot

(cos. Salop,

Dorset, and Bucks;

Oswestry, 2i Richard

II.,

among

a.d. 1393,

Thomas Salter,

from

whom

of

descended

Robert Salter, of Whitchurch-by-Lyme, Dorset; William Salter, of Iver, Bucks;
in line of heirs,

Sir

Dorset, Somerset, Bucks, Hants, and in

(cos.

George Salter,

London

:

second son of Robert Salter, of
wnom descended, among
others, George Salter, of Denham Manor, Bucks; Thomas
Salter, of London, 1633 James Salter, of Puddimore,
Somerset; Thomas Salter, of Poole, Dorset, J. P., Confirmed to Thomas Salter, of London, Visit. 1633). Gu. ten
billets or, four, three, two, and one, a bordure engr. ar.
charged with eight hurts.
Crest
An eagle's head and
neck couped gu. billeted or.
1550,

Whitchurch-by-Lyme, Dorset, from
;

of silver.

Salter

Salter

others,

Edward Salter,

Knt., Master in Chancery, Knight.
James I. and Prince Charles, of Richings

Carver to King
Park Iver, Bucks. Confirmed to William Salter, of Iver,
by William Harvey, Clarenceux. Visit. Bucks, 1575). Gu.
ttn billets, or, four, three, two, and one. Crest A pheasant's
head and neckcouped gu. beaked and billeted or ten billets,
one, two, three, and four.

—

—

Salter

Dorset and Middlesex Robert Salter, 1655,
Robert Salter, of Whitchurch-by-Lyme,
whom descended Sir Nicholas Salter, of
Bradpole, Dorset, and Enfield, Middlesex. His only dau.
(cos.

third son

and

Ann, m. Sir Henry Bowyer, of Denham, 1613
William, was created the first Baronet Bowyer,
Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two and one, a bordure

heir,

JoLN Salter, a.d. 1426, 2nd son of
(co. Salop)
Thomas Salter, of Oswestry, from whom descended among
others, John Salter, of Wrockwardine, Clerk of the Peace,
CO. Salop, 1469; John Salter, of Newport, Welsh Judge,
Richard Salter, who went in to Essex about 1525.
1521
Confirmed Visit. Salop, 1584 and in 1623, Ly Thomas Tres;

;

their son,
1660).

Salter

;

of

Dorset, from

engr. ar.

Salter

(co.

Bucks;

Sir

William Salter,

at-law, Gray's-inn, Knight-CarVer to

son of Sir

of Iver, Barrister-

King Charles

Edward Salter, from whom

I.

descended,

eldest

among

;

well, Somerset^. Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two, and one,
a bordure engr. az. charged with eight bezants. Crtxt
cock's head and neck couped az. combed, wattled, and beaked
gu. billeted or, four billets, one, two, and one.

—

Salter

Salop; Richard Salter, of Oswestry, temp. 12
Henry VI. a.d. 1434, a younger son of Thomas Salter, of
Oswestry. Visit. Salop, 1684).
Gu. ten billets or, four,
three, two, and one, a label of three pendants across the
(co.

escutcheon of the
;

was 2nd son of Thomas Salter,
three pheons sa. Judge Salter

of Oswestry, 1393).
also used the

Ar.

arms of

his

branch of the family: Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two,
and one, a bordure engr. az. charged with eight bezants.

Thomas Salter, Gentleman of the
Privy Chamber to Henry VIII., son of Richard Salter, of
Oswestry, 2nd son of Robert, descended from Thomas
(co.

Salop;

Sir

Salter, 1393).
Gu. ten billets or, a bordure engr. ar.
charted with sixteen hurts and torteaux alternate, a label
of three pendants across the escutcheon debruising the four
upper billets ar. Crefl
A pheasant's head and neck couped
gu. beaked and billeted or, ten billetc, one, two, three, and
four, on a wreath ar. and az. granted for difT. by Thomas
Wriothesley, Jarretiere King at Arms, and John Young,
Norroy King at Arms, to Sir Thomas Salter, 2 May, 1613.

—

Salter

Richard Salter, descended from John
went from Salop to Essex, 152.'i, and there
became chief officer to Bishop Nix, of Norwich, ills son.
Blase Salter, was Secretarj' to John, Earl of Oxford. Sir
(co.

Salter,

Essex

five

;

pendants across the escutcheon

Knt., Master of the Mcrchiint Taylors' Company, 1731-2, Lord Mayor of London, 1739-40. Confirmed,
Visit. Essex, IG23).
Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two,

and one, a bordure engr. az. charged with eight bezants;
same quarterly, 1st and 4th, with ar. three pheons
»a. 2nd and 3rd
the latter being the coat of Judge Salter,
of Newport, Salop, uncle of Richard Salter.
Oral
cock's head and neck couped az. combed, wattled, and
beaked gu. billeted or, four billets, one, two, and one.
also the

—

^co.

.Salop

—

;

Thomas Salter,

•cended from John .Salter, 1426.

of Wrockwardine, de-

Confirmed

Visit. .Salop,

1.084 and 1666).
Quarterly, j^u, ten billets or, four, thref-,
two, and one, a bordure engr. az. charged with eight bezants,
lit and 4ih; ar. three pheons sa. 2nd and 3rd, the latter

—

being the arms of his uncle, Judge Salter. Crrst
A cock's
he«d and neck couped az combed, wattled, and beaked gu.
billeted or, four billets, one, two,

and one.

ar.

Crest

—

A

pheasant's head and neck couped gu. beaked and billeted
or, ten billets, one, two, three, and four.

Salter

(cos.

Warwick and Northampton, from Oswestry,

billets or, four, three, two, and one, a
charged with sixteen hurts and torteaux
alternate.
Crest
A cock's head and neck couped gu.
combed, wattled, beaked, and billeted or. (These Salters
migrated from Oswestry to these counties about 1660, and
are stated in the pedigrees to have come from Oswestry, but
exact line of parentage does not appear in the pedigrees

Salop).

Gu. ten

ar.

—

given).

Salter

(co. Norfolk; Capt. Nicholas Salter, of Norwich,
1659.
Ven. Samdel Salter, the elder, D.D., Prebendary of
Norwich Cathedral and Archdeacon of Norfolk. 1734
Samuel Salter, the younger, D.D., Prebendary of Norwich
Cathedral, and Master of the Charterhouse, London, 1761).
Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two, and one. Crest An
eagle's head and neck erased gu. billeted or.

—

Sanderson

(Rev.

Edward Sanderson, High Hurst Wood,

Paly of six gu. and sa. on a bend betw. two
dragons' heads erased or, a cross patt^e betw. two annulets
of the first.
Crext
In front of a dragon's head erased sa.
gorged with a collar engr. with chain reflected behind the
neck or, a cross patt^e of the last betw. a branch of palm and
another of laurel ppr. Motto
Clarior ex obscuro.
CO. Sussex).

—

—

1426,

John Salter,

Salter

a label of

bordure engr.

last.

Salter (co. Salop John Salter, of Salter's Hall, Newport,
Member of the Council of Wales, Welsh Judge, High Sheriff
of Salop, 1621, descended from John Salter, 1426, who

Salter

Nicholas Salter, High Sheriff of Bucks, 1687;
Christopher Salter, of Stoke Poges, High Sheriff, 1810.
Aciiievement of arms on Sir William Salter's tomb, Iver
Church, Bucks). Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two, and one,
others,

Sanderson (Cheetham, co. Lancaster;

Richard Withington
Bromley Sanderson, of Clieetham, only son of Thomas
Withington Bromley Sanderson, of Laburnham House,
same co., Esq.) Paly of six or and gu. a bend engr. vair

on a chief of the second a lion statant betw. two annulets of
Crest
A demi talbot or, gorged with a collar
the fir.st.
vair and supporting a flag staff, therefrom flowing to the
sinister a banner quarterly or and gu. in the first and
Deo favente
fourth quarters an annulet of the last. Motto
Don timeo.

—

—

Sandes

(Collib-Sandes, exempliOed to Falkiner-Sandes
Collis-Sandes, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-law,
son of Stephen Edward Collis of Tieraclea, co. Kerry,
gent., by Makcabet Sandks, his wife, deceased, sister of
Maurice KitzGebald J-andes, Esq., of Oak Park, Tralee,
CO. Kerry, on his assuming by royal licence, 8 July, 1879,
the additional surname and arms of Sandes, pursuant to the
will of his

Sandes).

maternal uncle, the said Maurice FitzGerald
Quarterly, 1st and

4th,. av.

a fesse dancettee gu.

I

SAP

Scott

victrix.

Seaver

;

—

:

—

Sapv^ell (Benjamin Beetham Sapwell,

Esq., of Sankence,
Vert, a garb or betw. four
co. Norfolk).
fountains in cross. Crett Upon a mount vert in front of a
passion cross or, a well betw. two branches of oak ppr.
Motto Clarior e tenebris.

Aylesham,

—

—

Saunders

Devon exemplified to
Frederick William Akdndell, Esq., upon his assuming,
by royal licence, 1873, the surname of Sacndeks). Ar. a
(Cheriton Fitz-Paine, co.

;

ramp. az. betw. t-vo fiaunehes of the last, each charged
with an estoile of the first, a chief chequy of the second and
Crest
An eagle's head ar. gorged with a collar
erm.
chequy az. and erm. holding in the beak an estoile also az.
lion

—

Saunderson (Little Addington,

co.

Northampton a br^ch
Eakl of Castleton,
;

of the noble family of Saunderson,

Martha
Peerage and
tee Burke's Extiiict
Saunderson, dau. and heiress of Anthony Saunderson, Esq.
of Little Addington, baptized Oct. 1759, m. Kev. Henry
Etoogh, Rector of Lowick and Islip, and d. 20 April,
1835, leaving two sons. Rev. Richard Saunderson Etodgh,
and Captain Henry Gladwell Etough, R.N., who d.s.p.
The elder son, Rev. Richard Saunderson Etough, m.
Anna Awdry, dau. of Rev. D. S. Olivier, rector of Clifton,
Beds, and d. 1853, leaving issue). Paly of six ar.and az. on
Crest
A talbot pass. ar.
a bend sa. three annulets or.
eared sa.
Baronetage.

—

Sava^e-Graliani.

SHE

SUPPLEMENT.

betw. four cross crosslets fitch^e, three in chief and one in
base of the last, for Sandes 2nd and 3id, ar. on a chev.
ener.betw. three lions' heads erased sa. five cinquefoils of the
1st, Sandes: On a mount vert a
Cre.*ts
first, for C0LLI8.
On a
griffin segreant or, collared fleuretteegru.; 2nd, Collis
rock a sea-pie ppr. charged on the brest with a fountain,
and preying on a dolphin, all ppr. Motto Vinus fortunae

See Graham.

Savile

(.Augustus William Savile, Esq;, of Rufford Abbey,
Nottingham). Ar. on a bend sa. three owls of the first,
a bordure wavy of the second. Crest An owl ar. debruised
by a bendlet sinister wavy sa.
CO.

—

Sawrey

(Cookson-Sawrey, Neasham Hall, co. Durham).
Quarterly, 1st ami 4th, ar. on a bendengr. betw. six lioncels
gu. a rose of the first betw. two arrows ppr. in the centre
chief point a cross crosslet of the second, for Sawrey; 2nd
and 3rd, per pale nebuly, or and gu. two pallets betw. as
many legs couped at the thighs in armour, all counterchanged, for CooKsoN. Ci-ests 1st, Sawrey: In front of a
dexter arm embowed in armour the hand grasping an
arrow in bend sinister the pheon downwards, the Roman
fasces fessewise all ppr. thereon a cross crosslet gu. v 2nd,
CooKSON A demi lion ppr. gorged with a collar nebuly gu.
holding in the dexter paw a club also ppr. and resting the
sinister paw on a spur, rowel upwards, or.

—

(Rev. Thomas Scabd Scott, M.A. Oxford, Vicar of
Holy Trinity, Penge, co. Surrey, and the other descendants
of Capt. John Scott, R.N.). Az on a fesse ar. betw. two
mascles in chief or and a bull pass, in base of the second,
an anchor erect betw. two cinquefoils of the first
Crest
A sun rising in splendour from behind waves of the sea,
surmounted by a rainbow all ppr. Motto Surge illuminare.

—

—

(Ricarde Seaver Major Francis Ignatius Ricarde,
of Paris assumed by royal licence, 21 April, 1881, the additional surname of Seaver; he is Fellow of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh; of the Royal Geographical Society, London;
of the Geological Society, Burlington House: Associate of
;

the Institution of Civil Engineers, (fcc, late Government
Inspector-General of Mines of the Argentine Republic, and
Vice-Consul at Gravesend for the said Republic (since 1874),

Knight Commander of the Royal Military Order of Christ of
Portugal, Knight Commander of the Royal and Distinguished
Order of Isabel the Catholic of Spain, and Knight Officer of
the Imperial Order of the Rose of Brazil.
He m. Her Serene
Highness the Princess Dona Maria Louisa Christina de Looz
et Corswarem, nee Princess de Godoy de Bassano, granddau. of H.S.H. Don Manuel de Godoy, Prince of Peace;
which lady d. at Paris, 28 Jan. 1880). Az. a chev. embattled betw. two wreaths of oak in chief or, and a pickaxe
and sword in saltire in base ppr. surmounted by a tower or.
Crest
In front of a pickaxe erect a Moor's head affrontee
couped at the stioulders ppr. turban ar. pierced through the
head by a sword fessewise point to the dexter also ppr.
Motto Malo mori quam foedari.

—

—

Sejrmour

(Baron Alcester). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on
pile gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three lions pass, guard,

a

2nd and 3rd, gu. two wings conjoined in iure or.
Crest—
of a ducal coronet or, a phoenix in flames ppr.
Supporters On the dexter side a Sailor, and on the sinister
a Private of the Royal Marines, each habited and holding ia
the exterior hand a musket and standing on an ArmaCronK
gun, all ppr. Motto Foy pour devoir.
in pale or;

Om

—

—

Shaw

(Woodfleld, Yorkshire)

gu. a talbot's head erased or.
erased ar.

Shaw (Londonderry

Ar. a chev. erm. on a cantoa

Crest— A talbot pass. erm.

conflrmed, 1884, to Rev. James Shaw,
Prebendary of MuUabrack and Rector of Drumcar, Diocese
Armagh, eldest son of Rev. Matthew James Shaw, of
Leeson Park, Dublin, Vicar of Kilmactranny, diocese of
Elphin, and grandson of Matthew Shaw, of Lonilonderry,
who was of Scotti.sh ancestry, and to the other descendants
;

of

of his said grandfather).

many

chief erm. as

Az. three covered cups or, on a
crosses patee gu.
Crest— A pelican in

her piety ppr. charged with a covered cup gu.
die for those

Motto

—

love.

1

:

Sawtell

Somerset, page 901). The correct blazon is as
on a bend embattled counter embattled gu.
betw. two cocks ppr. a snake torqued or. Ci-fnt
Out of a
palisado crown sa. a stag's head ppr. Motto
Coelum ipsum
petimus.
follows:

(co.

— Ar.

—

—

(Weddington

Hall,

Nuneaton, co. Warwick

senting Shawe, of Kesgrave

Hall,

co.

Suffolk,

;

repre-

William

Cunlifie Shawe, Esq., of Singleton Lodge, co. Lancaster,
)(i. 1st, Dorothy, dau. of Richard Whitehead, by
whom he
had a son, Robert Newton Shawe, of Kesgrave Hall, who

He

2ndly, Puilippa, dau. of Charles Pole, of
1821.
His eldest son by his 2nd wife,
Esq., became heir of the. family on the
death of his half-brother in l!?5.'>, and d. 1862, leaving a

d.

s.

p.

?-i.

Southgate, and

</.

Samuel Pole Shaw,

Scarborough, Borough

of. The .^cnis of the Borough
bear the marks of great antiquity. A ship of the rudest
form, a watch-tower, and a star appear on the Common Seal.
Its registry in the Herald's College is without date, and it is

amongst th« most ancient.

there classed

Shawe

son,

Henry Cunliffb Shawe,

representative

canton

gu.,

Esq.,

ol

Weddington Hall,

of the family).
Ar. a chev. ermines a
quartering Wingfield.
Crest
A falcon

—

volant ar.

Scarisbrick

(exemplified to Remy Leon de BiaudosScARisBRicK, of Scarisbrick Hall, co. Lancaster, Marquis de
Casleja, upon his assuming by royal licence, 1873, the surname of Scarisbrick. The Marquis de Cast^ja m. 1835,
Eliza Margaret, dau. of Sir Thomas Windsor Hunloke,
6th bart., of Wingerworth, and niece of Charles Scarisbrick, Esq., of Scarisbrick, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, Scarisbrick Gu. three mullets in bend betw. two
bendlets engr. ar. for distinction in the centre chief point a
cross crosslet or 2nd and 3rd, de Biaudos.
Crests— 1st,
Scarisbrick A dove sa. beaked and legged gu. holding in
the beak an olive branch ppr. charged for distinction with
a cross crosslet or; 2nd, de Biaudos.
:

Sheffield,

Borough of

(co. York).

Per fesse az. and

vert in chief eight arrows interlaced saltirewise banded ar.
and in base three garbs fessewise or. Crest
lion ramp,
ar. gorged with a collar and holding betw. the paws an
antique shield az. charged with eight arrows as in the arms.

—A

Sheill

(Smithfield, co. Forfar). Ar. on a fess az. betw. three
inescutcheons vert, as many crescents or. Crest
A cubit
arm erect, surrounded by flames of fire, the hand grasping
a dagger all ppr. Motto
.Vgere et pati.

—

—

;

;

Scott

(Mollance, co. Kirkcudbright).

Per pale or and az. on
a bend a mullet betw. two crescents counterchanged, in
sinister chief a horseshoe of the first.

Cmt — A stag

ippant
gu. attired and unguled or, charged on the shoulder with a
horseshoe also or. Motto— Amo.

Scott

(Redfordhill, co. Peebles,

t)

Or, on a bend az.
betw. two annulets sa. a mullet betw. two crescents ar.
Crnt—\ stag's head ppr. Motto Memor et fldelis.
1878).

—

Shepstoue
Member

(Sir

Theophilus Shepstone,
K.C.M.G.,
and Legislative Councils, Cape

of the Executive

Colony). Ar. on a fesse vert a lion couchant or, a chief az.
thereon an anchor erect, with cable of the third betw. two
assegais in saltire ppr.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. ar.
gorged with a wreath of oak vert in front of two assegais in

—

saltire ppr.

Sherbrooke Viscount). See Lowe.
Sherland (Thomas Sherland, of Wells
(

temp.

James

Hall, co. Suffolk,

Az. six lioncels ramp. ar. three, two, and
(Impaled with the arms of Sir William
Salter in Ivcr Church, Bucks. Inscription on monument).
1.).

one, a cantcn erm.

A

A
:

Shipman (Sarington,

CO. Nottingham,
Sarington read Scarrington.

<fec.,

page 923).

For

(Eccles Shorrock, Esq., of Law Hill House,
Blackburn, co. Lancaster). Az. a pile or, fretty sa. betw.
two mallets in base of the second, pierced of the field. Cn'<t
A demi stag ppr. seraee of mullets and supporting betw.
the legs a cross pattee fitch^e all sa. J»/o«o— Perseveranda.

Shorrock

—

(Bourton Hall, co. Warwick exemplified to
BicBARD Henrt Sbcckburgh, Esq. of that place on changing
his surname from Wood to Shuckbcrgh, by royal licence,

Shuckburgh.

;

,

1876, on succeeding to the estates of his maternal uncle, Kev.
Charles Ble.ncowe Shcckbcrgh. John SarcKBCRCH, of

Biraingl.ury, one of the six Clerks in Chancery, purchased
Bourton from Sir Humphry Stafford, Knt., of Blatherwick,

about the end of the reign of Queen Elizabeth). Sa. achev.
indented or, betw. three mullets pierced ar. a border of the
A demi Moor ppr. wreathed about the
second. Ci-esl
temples or and sa. habited ar. sem^e of mullets pierced also
sa. and holding in the dexter hand an arrow point downwards ppr. .Votfo— Vigilate et orate.

—

Simmons (Gen. Sir John LintornArabin Simmons,

(t.C.B.).

guU^d'eau a dolphin naiant cmbowed or, voranta fishar.
a cantoH erm., tneneon a mural crown gu. Crext A stump
Sa.

—

of an oak tree sproutmg, in front thereof a mount thereon a
branch of laurel fructed, in bend sinister all ppr. Su-pporleis
Dexter an eagle sa. sinister a stork ppr. each gorged with
a mural crown or, and holding in the beak a rose ar. slipped

—

and leaved ppr.

STE

SUPPLEMENT.

SHI

3/o»o— Stabilitate

Edward, 8th Duke of Somerset, and brought the Seend and
Monckton Farley estates into the ducal family of Seymour.
Arms on family monuments in Seend church Vert, a fesse
:

dancett^ erm.

Soper

(William Garland Soper, Esq., of Hareston, Caterand of the city of London, B.A. London
University). Per pale or and gu. on a saltire betw. sixteen
Impaling for
billets, a trefoil slipped all counterclianged.
Mrs. Soper (Maria, dau of George Davis, of Wilderness,
Hastings) ar. a lion ramp, reguard. pean betw. four mullets
Crest
A demi lion per pale or
of six points in cross az.
and gu. holding in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert and sup-

ham,

CO. Surrey,

—

porting a torch erect fired ppr.

Soutnport, Borougrb of

(co. Lancaster).
Ar. a fesse
dancett^e betw. in chief three cross crosslets fitchee sa. and
Crest
in base a lifeboat with men, sky, and sea all ppr.
serpent ppr. entwined about a cross crosslet fiichfc sa.
Motto Salus populi.

—

_

—

Spalding:

(South Darenth, Horton Kirby, Kent; Samdel.
Spalding, Esq., and the other descendants of his father the
Rev.
Samuel Spaldino, M.A.). Or, on a cross az.
late
quarterly pierced of the field, four cross crosslets of the first,
in the Ist and 2nd quarters a thistle leaved and slipped ppr.
Betw. two thistles as in the Arms, an escocheon az.
Crent
charged with a cross crosslet or. Motto Hinc mihi salus.

—

—

Stallard

(of Blandford Square, Marylehone, co. Middlesex).

sword fessewise point to the dexter or, betw. three
heads era.sed of the last, each gorged with a wreath of
A stork's head erased sa. supporting in
Crest
the beak a sword point downwards ppr. pomel and hilt or.

Sa. a
lions'

et Victoria.

(Ash Boleyne, Yeovil, co. Somerset, and Kaninbla,
Hampstead, co. Middlesex). Or, three horses' heads erased
sa. on a chief nebuly gu. a mascle betw. two horse shoes of
Crest In front of a horse's head erased sa.
the first.
charged with a horse shoe three mascles interlaced lessewise
Motlo Facta non verba.
all or.

Slade

—

—

Smelt

(Kirkby Fleetham and Leases-by-Bedale, co. York
Leonard Smelt, Esq., of Kirkby Fleetham, was aged 7 years
at Visit. York by Dugdale, 1665). Az. a chev. betw, three
A cormorant's head erased.
smelts naiant ar. Crent

—

Smith. (Benjamin Brown

Smith, Esq., of Wolverhampton,
Barry of six ar gutte de poix and gu. a lion
ramp, ducally crowned sa. holding betw. the paws a pheon
or, betw. four pheons, two in chief and two in base of the
An heraldic tiger ar. vulned in the neck ppr.
last.
Crest
charged on the body with two pheons and resting the dexter
foreleg on a pheon gu.

CO. Stafford).

—

Smitll

;

oak

—

vert.

Stansfeld
1546,

(Shepley; granted by Barker, Garter, 8 April,
and confirmed by Hervey, Norroy, 15 Nov. 1550). Sa.
<fcc., or, on a bordure engr.

three goats courant ar. attired,
of the second, eight pellets.

Starkey

(Barber-Starkey, The Hall, Button's Ambo, co.
William Joseph Starkey Barber-Starkey, Esq.,
only child of Rev. William Henry Barber, M.A., by Mary,
his wife, dau. of John Starkey, of Wheat House, Huddersfield, CO. York, took the name of Starkey in addition to that
of Barber, and adopted the arms of Starkey in compliance
with the wish of his aunt, Sarah Starkey, of The Hall,
Hutton's Ambo, co. York). Ar. a bend engr. vair betw. six

York;

storks sa.

Crest

Staveley
Ripon,

—A stork ar. sem^e of

(Old Sleningford

CO.

York

;

Hall,

exemplified

estoiles az.

and Stainley Hall, near
to Thomas Kitchingman

Hdtchinson, Esq., Capt. Royal Engineers,

eldest

son of

(Rev. Jeremiah Finch Smith, Hector of Aldridge,
Barry of six erm. and gu. a lion
CO. Stafford, JI. A., F.S.A.).
ramp. sa. on the head a crown vallary holding betw. the
paws an annulet or, betw. three passion crosses of the last.
Crrst
A lion ramp. sa. crowned as in the arms holding betw.

Michael Hutchinson, Esq., Doctor of I'hysic, by Mary, his
wife, dau. of John Tanfiei.d, Esq., of Carthorp, co. York,
and great-grandson of Susanna Staveley, wife of Mr.
Tanfield, of Carthorp, and dau. of Myles Staveley, Esq.,
of Stainley, who d. 1722, upon his assuming by Royal

the fore-paws a passion cross and the dexter hind-paw resting
Motto Doctrina ferro perennior.
or.

licence,

—

—

on an annulet

Smith

(Rev. Joseph Denham Smith, of St. Marylehone,
Middlesex, and Vesey Place, Dublin). Or, a lozenge az.
charged with a mullet of six points of the first betw. three
dragons' heads era.sed of the second, all within a borduve of
A dragon's
the last charged with eleven bezants. Crest
head erased az. charged with a mullet of six points and
collared flory counter flory or, pitrced through the mouth
by an arrow fessewise, the point to the dexter ppr.

—

Smith

(Ryhope, co. Durham. The heiress m. Grey, now
represented by George John Sci'rfield, formerly Grey,
Ar. on a bend betw. two
Esq., of Hurworth, co. Durham).
unicorns' heads erased az. three bezants.

Smiith.

See Lawson-Smith.

Smyth (Henlow,

co. Bedford).

Az. three hor.se-shoes fesse-

—

wise or lietw. as many horses' heads erased arg.
Crest
horscB head urg. erased az. within a horse-shoe or.
Motlo

— Kerruni

Snape

cqultis salus.

name

is

"

16.14.

ramp.

—

Stephen

(Linthouse, CO. Lanark). Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
in chief and a dexter hand couped in ba«e gu.
first.
Crest
A ship under sail ppr.

two crescents

—

three mullets of the

Motto

— Vi

Steward

et arte.

(Falcon-Steward, Newton Manor, Cumberland

exemplified to Rev. Robert Falcon-Steward, M.A., Hector
of SuUiampstead, Berks, eldest .son of Robert Falcon, M.D.,
ly MARiiARET Steward, his wife, sister of Anthony Benm

Steward, Esq., of Newton, on his assuming by royal licence
in 1881 the additional surname and arms of Steward).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Steward: Or, a fesse engr. chequy
az. and nr. betw. two stags' heads cabossed in chief and a
round buckle in has of the second, all within a border
erm.; 2n(l and 3rd, Falcon: Sa. a chev. betw. two falcons
close in chief and an annulet in base all ar., for Falcon.
Creits
Isi. Steward: A stag or, charged on the body with
a buckle as in the arms, and resting the dexter foreleg on a
Stan's head caboshed ppr.; 2nd, Falcon: On a rock ppr.
and within an annulet in front thereof sa. a falcon close ar.
^

Arms, ic, correctly given
not correctly spelt. A branch of
to Maldun, Essex, about
thi' (Hmily went " from .Stanlake
\b\h, and their pedigree is given in the Visitation of Essex,
(Stanlake, co. Oxford).

at p. 916, but the

Snape

dated 29 Dec. 1815, the surname of Staveley in
Hutchinson in compliance with the wish expressed
by his kinsman, General Miles Staveley, then deceased,
and from grateful respect to his memory). Per pale embattled
gu. and ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three mascles two bucks'
heads cabossed all coiinterchanged. Crest Within a circular
wreath of oak fructed ppr. a buck's head cabossed also ppr.
attired or.
Motto— Vt aspirat cervus.

lieu of

(co.

Devon).

Visit,

of Devon,

16'J3.

Arg. a lion

sa.

Somner

(Seend, CO. Wilts; an ancient family in that co.,
the heiress of which, sister of Edward Somner, Esq., of
Seend, m. Daniel Webb, Eiq., of Monckton Farley, same
CO., and had an only dau. and heiress. Mart, m. 1716,

—

Stewart

(Charles Stewart,

Esq., late

M.P.

for

Fenryn and

Falmouth, descended from Wester Cluny, Scotland, 1879).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a lion ramp, gu.; 2nd and 3rd, uz. three garbs
or, all within a bordure ar. charged with three wolfs' heads

Strathy

(Canada, formerly Scotland, 1882). Or, on a cher.
az. betw. three crescents gu. a stag's head erased of the first.
Crest
An eagle displ. holding in its beak a thistle slipped
and leaved ppr. Motlo—Anda.x justum perficere.

now counter-quartered

(This quartered coat

erased gu.
with Stewabt, of Orandtull}/, q. v.) Crest
Xever unprepared.
i\fotto
ppr.

—

—A

savage's head

—

Stewart

(Binny. co. Linlithgow, paternally Falconeb). Or,
a fess chequy az. and ar. in chief a mullet gu. in base a
hunting horn sa. garnished and stringed of the fourth.
dexter hand holding a dagger point downwards
Crest

—A

Motto

ppr.

Stewart

See
(Captain James Frederick D'Arley Stbeet.
Wright, of Mottram Hall, co. Chester). Or, a cross parted
and fretty gu. betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters three
martlets, and in the 2nd and 3rd as many annulets sa.
Crest A demi man in armour ppr. his breast-plate charged
with a cross as in the arms, and supporting with his dexter
hand a flagstaff, therefrom flowing to the dexter a banner
Motto— (^mo virtus vocat.
gu. charged with an annulet or.

Street

— Candide.

—

Donald Maktin Stewart, G.C.B.,
Commander-in-Chief of H.M. Forces in India, hart.,
Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. betw. in chief
created 1881).
two garbs of the second, and in base an Indian crown gu.
A dexter arm, couped below the elbow and erect,
Cre.1t
vested gu. holding in the hand a dagger ppr. hilted or.
Motto over Pro rege et lege.
(Lieut.-Gen. Sir

C.S.I.,

Stuart

—

(Harrington-Stuart, of Torrance, co. Lanark).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a bend gu. surmounted of a fess
chequy az. and ar. a crescent of the second in chief for diff.,
for St0abt: 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fret ar. for Harrington.

—

Stock

John Kcssell Stock, M.A., of 20, Bedford
Square, Ixindon, Rector of All Hallows the Great and the
Per chev. nebuly erminois
Less, in the city of London).
and sa. a chev. engr. counterchanged, in base a stock
Crest
of a tree couped and sprouting on either side or.
Upon a mount vert a stock ol a tree coupea and sprouting
(Rev.

Cie<(

on either side ppr. surmounted by an
Motto Ex stirpe nil turpe.

estoil irradiated or.

Stockton

(United States of America, formerly of Malpas,
Chester). Gu. a chev. vair ar. and az. betw. three
Crest
A lion ramp, supporting an Ionic pillar.
mullets or.

—

—Omnia Deo pendent.

Stone (Elphinstone-Stone.Webb Elphimstone ElphinstoneStone, Esq., 7, Brunswick Terrace, Exinouth, co. Devon).
Quarterly, Isr and 4th, per pale or and az. an eagle displ.
with two heads betw. two flaunches each charged with an

anchor

erect, all

counterchanged, for Stone; 2nd and 3rd,

guttee de sang on a chev. embattled sa. betw. three
boars' heads erased gu. two swords ppr. hilted and pommelled
Crests
1st, Stone
In front of an
or, for Elphinstone.
anchor lying fesswaysor, a swan's head and neck couped ar.
ar.

—

beaked sa. 2nd, Elphinstone: Out of a mural crown gu.
a lady from the middle, well attired ppr. holding in her
dexter hand a sword and in her sinister hand a laurel branch
both also ppr. Motto True to the end.
;

—

Storey

(Shawe-Storet, Avcot,

plified to

co.

Northumberland; exemEsq., of Arcot, upon his

Lawrence PauletShawe,

assumine, by royal licence, 1S73, the additional surname of
Stobet). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, quarterly, indented, ar. and
sa. three falcons counterchanged, and (for distinction) in the
first quarter a cross crosslet of the second, for Stobet
2ndand 3rd, ar.a chev. erm. cottised sa. betw. three lozenges
Crests
In chief and one in base of the second, for Shawe.
1st, Stobet: A falcon sa. within a chap'.et of laurel ppr.
charged on the breast with an Eastern crown or, and (for
distinction) charged also with a cross crosslet gold; 2nd,
Shawe
A hind's head couped ar. charged with three
lozenges, one and two erm. holding in the mouth an arrow
in pale or, flighted ar.
Motto Sola virtus reddit nobilem.
;

—

:

—

Stourton (Baron

Motebray, Segrave, and Stourton). Quara bend or, betw. six fountams 2nd, gu.
on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet ar. an escutcheon or,
charged with a demi lion ramp, pierced through the mouth
by an arrow, within a double tressure flory counterflory of
the first; 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar. 4th, sa. a lion ramp. ar.
ducally crowned or; 5th, gu. three lions pass, guard, or;
6th, gu. a lion ramp, or, a border engrailed of the last.
Crest
A demi grey friar, habited in russet ppr. girt or,
holding in the dexter hand a scourge of three lashes, with
knots, and in his sinister hand a cross, both gold. Sapporters Dexter, a lion ar. ducally crowned or sinister, a
terly of six

1st, sa.

.

;

;

—

—

;

sea-dog, sa. scaled

and finned

or.

Motto

—Loyal

je serai

ma vie.
Stoveld (Stedham
durant

Hall, co. Sussex, exemplified to George
John Townshend Stoveld, Esq., of Stedham, eldest son of
Rev. George Ridsdal£, vicar of South Raynham, co.
Norfolk, by Mart his wife, only dau. of John Stoveld,
Esq., of Stedham, upon his a-isuming by royal licence
dated 8th Dec, 1881, the surname of Stoveld in lieu of

RiDSDALE

compliance with the will of his maternal grandJohn Stoveld, Esq., of Stedham). Or on a
pale engrailed az. betw. two stags' heads couped at the neck
and affronte of the last a feather erect of the first. Cre.tt
A stdg's head couped at the neck and affronte az. betw. two
feathers or. Motto Eimi o Eimi.
in

father, the said

—

—

Strangman (co.
dovetailed
rising sa.

Essex, 1614). Per bend ar. and sa. a bend
counterchanged.
Crest
A demi cockatrice
winged ar. holding in the beak a slip of oak

leaves vert.

—

ppr. Motto

— Avant.

Rev. William Stubds, Canon
Residentiary of St. Paul's, London, and Regius Professor of
Modem History). Sa. on a bend nebuly or, betw. two
bezants, each charged with a pheon of the field, three round
buckles also sa. Crest— A. demi eagle displ. sa. each wing
charged with a pheon, and transfixed through the mouth
with a tilting spear palewise or.

—

Motto

— A dexter hand grasping a sword

Stubbs

—

CO.

SYH

SUPPLEMENT.

STE

(Kettel Hall, Oxford

Stuckey

(Hill

;

House, Langport, Somerset; exemplified to

Vincent Stucket, Esq., of Hill House, J. P., son of Rev.
William Wood, by Jdlia, his wife, eldest dau. of Vincent
Stccket, Esq., of Hill House). Per bend sinister crenellee
or and az. a lion ramp, double queued erm. on a canton of
the second a mascle of the first. Crest- A demi lion ramp,
double queued erm. charged with a mascle az. Motto

—

—

Fortitudine et fldelitate.

Cork, Bart.; Right Hon. Sir Edward
SnLLivAN, LL.D., Lord Chancellor of Ireland, 1884, Master of
the Rolls in Ireland, 1870 to 1884, and M.P. for Mallow, 1865
to 1870 was created a Baronet, 29 Dec. 1881). Per pale ku.
and az. on a fesse betw. in chief a boar pass, and in base
another boar countor-pass. or. three cross crosslets sa.
Cri-st
The Roman fasces fessewise ppr. banded gu. thereon
a robin redbreast also ppr. Motto Tot prsemia vitse.

Sullivan (GarrydufT, co.

;

—

—

Sulyard

(Wetherden and Haughley, co. Suffolk, Flemings,
CO. Essex, and We.-ston, co. Norfolk, descended from Sib
William Scltabd, Knt. of Eye, co. Suffolk, temp. Edward I.
Edward Sdltard, Esq., of Wetherden, d. '24 Oct. 1779,
leaving

three

daus.,

co-heirs,

his

Sophia,

viz.,

wife

Hampstead Lucy, wife of HnoH
Smtthe, 3rd son of the 4th Bart, of Eshe Hall and Fbancis
Henbietta, wife of Sib Geobge William Jebninoham, 7th
Ar. a
Bart., of Cossey, restored as Baron Stafford, 1825).
chev. gu. betw. three pheons erect sa. quartering, Faibfobd ;
Bacon, Good, Andbews, Wetland, Babnaville, Stbatton,
Hetdon, Lovebd, Wheatloafe, Oclton, Wabben, Ponton,
Stopfobd, Ravenscboft, Holland, Skeffington, Bibkell,
and Swettenham. Crest A stag's head ar.
of

John Cart,

Esq., of

;

;

—

Swettenham

(Wabren- Swettenham, of Swettenham;
Robert Wabben-Swettenham, Esq., formerly Wabben, of
Swettenham Hall, Swettenham, co. Chester, J. P. for that
Quarterly: 1st and 4th, Swettenham, ar. on a
county).
bend vert three half spades of the first; 2nd and 3rd,
Warren, chequy or and gu. on a canton az. a cross of the
A lion rampant az. the foreCrent of Swettenham
first.

—

—

Crext of Warren Out of a
ducal coronet or, an eagle's talon also gold holding a cresof
five ostrich feathers ar
plume
of
a
cent gu. in front
Mottoes Swettenham, Ex sudore vultus ; Wabben, Mox
virtute se toUit ad auras.

paws against an oak

tree ppr.

—

Sykes

(Ackworth, co. York

William Michell,

;

Annie Tilbubn,

Esq., of Audley, co.

wife of

James

Devon, Rothesay

Herald, and Maby Emilt Stkes, her sister, daus. and coThomas Sykes, of Ackworth). Ar. on a chev.
nebuly gu. betw. three fountains as many eagles rising
heirs of
ppr.

Symonds

(Lodeb-Stmonds,

Hinton Manor, Faringdon,
Symonds, Esq., son of

Berks; Fbedebick Cleave
James Frederick Symonds, Esq.,

CO.

of Okeleinh, co. Hereford,

by Mary Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of John Cleave, Esq.,
of Hereford, and a descendant of the family of Sy.monds,
of Pengethly, in that co., took, by royal licence, 8 Feb. 882,
the additional surname of Lodeb). Sa. a dolphin naianl
1

embowed vorant
Crtst

— In

a nsh, in chief three trefoils slipped
front of a well sa. a dolphin as in the

— Miseris succurrere

Motto

Sjnnonds

all ar.

iirnis.

disco.

(Pengethly, co. Hereford). Sa. a dolphin naiant,
fish, in chief three trefoils slipped, all ar.
sa. a dolphin, as in the armi.

embowed vorant a

Crest— In front of a well

TAL

TBE

SUPPLEMENT.

vert the battlements of a tower ppr. therefrom a
griffin's head gu. issuunt from leaves alternately arg. and

mount

TALKE (Apuldercomb,
Tau gu.

Ar. a cross

Isle of

Wight, originally of Sussex).

in chief three chaplets »ert.

Tanner

(William Tanneb Farncombe-Tan>-ke, formprly
WiLLLAM Tasseb Farncombe, of East Lenham, co. Kent,
three piles ar. two issuant from the chief, and
Sa.
Esq.).
one from the base, each charged with a Moor's head in
profile, couped at the shoulder ppr. wreathed about the
temples of the second and gu. Crest— A Moor's head, as in
the arms, betw. two trefoils slipped vert.

Taylor

CBishopwearmouth,

Durham).

co.

Ar.

a fesse

—

On
dancett^e sa. and in chief three maunches gu. Crest
the top of a tower a stag at gaze gorged with a ducal
crown, thence a chain reflexed over the back and fastened
by a ring to the battlement.

Taylor (Granard, Eoehampton, co. Surrey).

Ar. a greyhound
current gu. on a chief dancett^ of the last a pheon betw.
two escallops of the flrst. Crest— A demi greyhound gu.
holding betw. the paws an escallop ar, and charged on tlie
shoulder with two escallops lessewise or.

Temple

(Cowpek

-

Mount

Baron

Temple,

Temple

Quarterly: 1st, Temple, counter-quartered. Island 4th, or,
an eagle displ. sa. 2nd and 3rd, ar. two barssa. each charged
with three martlets or. 2nd, Cowper, ar. three martlets gu.
on a chief engr. of the last three annulets or. 3rd, Nassau
;

4th, BCTLER, of ObMONDE. SuppOHiVS
the dexter side alien with wings inverted pean, and on
Crest
sinister side a pegasus wings inverted ar.

D'ACVEBQCEBQCE.

—On
the

—

Cowper: a

lion's

vert, fructed or.

Tenison

gamb

erased

or,

—Tuum

Motto

(King-Tenison

holding an olive branch

Hesbt

of Kingston:

Earl

exemplified

EifNEST

wife, upon their assuming by royal licence dated 10 March,
1883, the surname of Tenison in addition to and after King).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a bend engr. or, betw. two
leopards' faces of the last jessant-de-lis ae. three crosses
crosslet fitchee sa., for Tenison 2nd and 3rd, gu. two lions
ramp, combatant supporting a dexter hand couped at the
Crests
1st, Tenison: In front
wrist and erect ar., for Kino.
;

—

of a crozier and a cross crosslet fitchee in saliire sa. a leopard's
2nd, Kino Out of a five leaved
face or, jessant-de lis az.
ducal coronet or, a dexter hand erect the third and fourth
Angers turned down ppr. Supporters Two lions per fesse
AfoUo— Spes tutissinia
ar. and gu. ducally crowned also gu.
;

— Sperando spiro.

:

—

(Piatt

Hall,

Lancaster).

co.

See WoRsLEY.

Tod-Mercer.

See Mercer.

Todhunter

(Isaac Todhcnter, M.A., F.R.S., St. John's
College, Cambridge). Vert on a fesse with cottises invected
betw. three french horns ar. a fox current ppr. Crest
In
front of a gate sa. a foxhound current ppr.

—

Toler-Ayl'ward.

Sec Aylward.
Tolhtirst (Alfred Tolhubst, Esq., Gravesend,

Per

fesse sa.

and

chief

or, in

upon a mount a hurst
wolf reguard

Motto

bell also or.

Tomlinson

two

Cre^t—

ppr.

in base

Upon a mount

vert a

the dexter

forepawona

— Ne cede malis.

(Heysham House,

Whitehall, London

Terrace,

co. Kent.)-

and

bells of the last

sa. collared or, resting

and Richmond
William Edward Mdrrat

co. Lancaster,

;

Tomlinson, Esq., M.P. for Preston, M.A. Christ Church,
Oxford, eldest son of Thomas Tomlinson, Esq., Bencher
of the Inner Temple, in the Hall of which Society the Amis
are emblazoned, Ar. three greyhounds current in pale sa.
on a chief engr. az. three cix)ss crosslets or. Crest On a
mount vert a savage ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and
sa. charged on the breast with a cross crosslet gu. across
the sinister shoulder a bearskin, and holding with both hands
in bend a spear headed at either end also ppr.
Motto

—

—

Propositi tenax.

Tooke.

See Hales-Tooke.

Tottenham (confirmed,

est.

Newcomen, 8th Earl of Kint/ston, and
Florence Margaret Christina, Countess of Kingston, his
to

Motto

az.

Tindal-Carill-Worsley

1879, to

Charles Robert Worslet

Esq., of Tottenham Green, co. Wexford, of
Woodstock, CO. Wicklow, and of Plas Berwyn, co. Denbigh,
and to the descendants John Tottenham, of Barrington,
CO. Cambridge, the first of the family settled in Ireland).
Gu. three bars dancettee ar. Crest A lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. Motto Ad astra scquor.

Tottenham,

—

—

Townley-Parker
exemplified to

and Rnyle,

(Cuerden

co.

Lancaster;

Thomas Townley Townley-Parker,

Esq., of

Charnock, and Royle (eldest son of Robert
Townley Parker, Esq., M.P., of Cuerden, deceased, who
was grandson of Robert Parker, Esq., of Cuerden, by Anne,
Cuerden,

dau. and heiress of Thomas Townley, Esq., of
Royle, on his taking by royal licence the additional prefix
Quarterly, Ist and 4th
Parker Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' heads or, in the
mouth of each an arrow fesseways ar.; 2nd and 3rd,
his wife,

surname and arms of Townley).
:

coelis.

Tennyson

l

Baron

Gu. on a bend nebulee betw.

Tenni/son).

three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis or, a chaplet veit.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowed the hand gauntlttted
or, grasping a broken tilting spear enfiled with a garland of

—

laurel ppr.

Supyiorters

— Two

crowned and seme-de-lis

or.

tigers

guardant gu. ducally

—

Motto

Uespiciens, Prospi-

ciens.

Thomas

Charles Evan-

—

chief of the second three cinqucfoils pierced or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown ar. a demi sea horse gu. crined or
resting the paws on an anchor erect la
Motto Dduw

—

bordiolch.

—

(Aberlemno, co. Forfar).
Or, a lion ramp. gu.
debruised of aclicv. sa. Crest
A demi unicorn erm. armed,
crined, and unguled or, supporting a shield also or. Motto
Virtutis praemium.

—

—

Thomhill. .See McCreagu Thornbill.
Thurlow, Baron. See Bruce.
Thwaites (Krecby, co. Leicester, Billinge
fuld I'ark, co. Lancaster,

point downwards ar.

;

;

Travers
ar.

(co.

Crest

Cork

reg.

;

— An heraldic

by Molyneux,

Travers
page

(Clarke-Travers,

The following

102.')).

baronet's Arms, &c.

ba.se

Scarr and Woodco. Middlesex;

and Addison Lodge,

with other issue, Daniel Thwaites, Esq.,
M.P. for Blackburn, 1875 to
sa. fretty ar. in the Ist and 4th
quarters a chaplet of oak vert.
Crent—TUe battlements of a
t'jwrr surmounted by a ihcuf of seven arrows ppr. bandvd
together gu. betw. two branches of oak vert.
1817, J. P., D.L.,

Enn. across engr.

(George

Adams Tilnet,

Ulster).

Sa. a chev.

a boar's head couped

tiger statant gu.

Ro.ssmore,
is

the

— Quarterly,

1st

co.

Cork,

correct blazon

and

bart.,

of

ilu"

4th, sa. a ehev. ar.

betw. in chief two escallops and in base a boar's head erased
of the second, for Travers; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on abend gu.
cottised az. betw. three pellets an antique crown or, betwixt
two swans close of the flrst, for Clarke. Crests 1st,
Travers An heraldic tiger pass. ar. 2nd, Clarke On the
stump of a tree couped, eradicated, and .sprouting on each
side, a lark perched ppr. wings expanded, holding in the
beak two wheal ears or. Mottoes Nee teniere nectiinide;
and Constantid et fidclitate.

—

;

:

—

Az. on a fe.sse betw. two
plumed in chief and a fraise in base ar.
Crist— \ lion sejant gu. Motto— Var loi et

(Edinburgh, 1878).

esquires helmets

d. I84:t, leaving,
h.

three

1st,

sparrow-hawk ppr.

Trayner

r)ANiKL Thwaites, Esq., of Blackburn, co. Lancaster, m.
Betty, dau. of Edward DncKwoRTii, of the same place, and
of Freeby,

or, in chief

Parker: A buck trippant
body with an arrow paleways
2nd, Townley On a perch sa. a

Crests

:

Thorns

Tilney

a cinqucfoil

fcs.se sa.

mulletsof the second.

ppr. transpierced through the

betw. in chief two escallops and in

(GnoU, Neath, co. Glamorgan;

Tbomas, Esq., J. P. and D.L., High Sherifif co. Brecknock,
1884, 2nd son of Evan Thoma.s, Esq., Llwynmadoc, co.
Brecknock). Ar. on a chev. engr. az. two griffins pass,
counter pass, of the field gorged with two bars gu. on a

1880).

Townley: Ar. on a

Esq., of

Watts House,

Bioh'ips Lydeurd, Taunton, co. Somerset). Or two chevronels
bclw. three grifTlnB' heads erused az. on a chief engr. of
the last three annuleU of the first. Crest
In front of a

—

a

.saltirc

.sa.

droit.

Treby

(co.

Sa. a lion ramp. ar. gorged with a
and a*, in chief three bezants. Crest
gorged with a collar a.s in the arms.

Devon).

collar vatre enninois

— A demi

lion ar.

Treby

/Phillipps-Tbeby, Goodamoor, Plympton St. Mary,
CO. Devon
Thomas Winsloe, Esq assunu'd by royal licence
8 Nov., 1798, the surname and arms of Phillipps only. He
;

,

»ft. Elieareth Pomeroy Carpenter, and had a son, Thomas
John Phillipps, Esq., of I..andue, t-o. Cornwall, J. P., 6. 31
Jan. 1798, )/(. Caroline, dau. of Paul Treby Treby, Esq.,

of Goodamoor, and d. IShh, leaving, with other issue,
eldest son,

liis

Padl Winsloe Phillipps, Major-Oen. Royal Regt.

of Artillery, J. P., 6. 1824,

who

inherited Goodamoor, under

;

TRE

Esq., of

Goodamoor, and assumed by royal licence, 1877, the
additional surname and arms of Treby. ^rm«— exemplified
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Tbebt: Sa. a hon
15 March, 1877).
ramp. ar. gorged with a collar vaire erminois and az. in chief
2nd and 3rJ, Phillipps, of Landue (which
three bezants
Cre.^U
1st Tbkbt: A demi lion ar. gorged with a
see).
2nd, Phillipps, of Landue. Motto
collar as in tlie arms
Benovato nomine; and Ce m'est egal.
;

—

—

;

Tregoningr (John Simmons Tbegoning,

VALIANT

(Major-Gen.). Per chev. embattled vert and
gu. in chief two garbs or, and in base as many scimitairs
surmounted by a leopard's face or.

saltirewise ppr.

Vanden-Bempde-Johnstone

(Quilly, co. Down; confirmed to Georob Moh'tgomery Vacghan, Esq., of Quilly, son and heir of George
Vacohan, Esq., of Quilly, and grandson of George Vacghan,
Esq., also of Quilly, and to the other descendants of his said

grandfather). Per pale sa. and az. on a chev. engr. ar.
betw. three boys' heads couped at the shoulders and entwined
round the neck with snakes all ppr. a cross of Ulster gu.
Crtsi
A boy's head, as in the arms, charged on the neck
with a cross of Ulster gu. Motto Honeste audax.

—

—

—

Trenchard

a monument to William Tbenchard,
Esq., J. P., of Cutteridge, in Bradley, who d. 22 Aug. 1713).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale ar. and az. on the first three
His wife, who is
palets sa.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire sa.
described as a dau. of Sir Geobge Norton, of Abbot's Leigh,
Somei-set, has her An)is impaled with those of her husband.
Or, two bars gu. on a chief ar. an inscutcheon erm.

North Bradley

(Hill - Trevor, Baron Trevor). Quanerly, 1st and
bend sinister erm. and ermines, a lion ramp, or
2nd and 3rd, sa. on a fesse ar. betw. three
for Tbevor
leopards pass, guard, or, spotted of the field, as many
4th, per

;

escallops gu., for Hill.

A

2nd, Hill:

Crests

—

Tbevob

1st,

reindeer's head

:

A wyvem

sa.

;

and

couped gu. attired

—

Vickers

is

Trevor

See

Vaugrlian

Esq., of Landue,

Wilts; in the parish church of

{Baron Derwent).

Johnstone.

near Launcesten, and Iscoed, near Carmarthen, J. P., for cos.
Ar. on a mount vert a stag
Cornwall and Carmarthen).
lodged in front of three oak trees ppr. a chief az. thereon a
passion cross belw. two mullets of the field. Crest Jn front
of a rock ppr. thereon a castle ar. a stag lodged or. Motto
Semper paratus semper tutus.
(Cutteridge,

WAL

SUPPLEMENT.
Paul Ocbbt Tbkbt,

the will of his maternal uncle,

Ar. on a cross flory gu. five
mullets of six points of the first a chief sa. thereon three
millrinds or.
Crest Two arms embowed vested gu. cuffed
ar. the hands ppr. holding a millrind or.
Motto Vigore.
(SbefiBeld, co. York).

—

'

Vivian

—

and Park Wem, co. Glamorgan, bart.
May, 1882). Or, on a chev. az. betw. three lions'

(Singleton

created 13
heads erased ppr. as many annulets of the field, a chief
embattled gu. thereon a wreath of oak of the first, betw.
two martlets ar. Crest Issuant from a bridge of one arch

—

embattled at each end, a tower ppr. a demi-hussar of His
Majesty's ISth regiment of dragoons (hussars), habited,
armed, and accoutred, holding in his dexter hand a sabre,
all ppr. and in his sinister a pennon flying to the sinister, gtx.

Motto

— Vive revicturus.

collared or.

Vo'wles

Trundle

(Great Baddow, co. Essex

granted, 10 Sept. 1785.

;

Crosby Square and Brunswick
Square, London, only son of RobebtTrcndle, Esq., of Great
Baddow, represented by the issue of Charles Ehbet Groveb,
Esq., of Hemel Hempsted, co. Hertford). Gu. a lion pass,
to

Thomas Tbondle,

Esq., of

Brisington, co. Somerset; William
Az. a cock's head erased or betw. three
with
charged
a rose gu. barbed ppr. Crest
ppr. a cock or, the dexter foot resting on an
or, charged with a rose gu. barbed ppr.

Vowles,

Esq.).

each
a rock
escocheon also
Motto Persebezants,

— Upon

—

verantia.

on a chief ar. three bees ppr. Crest— An arm couped at
the elbow issuant bendways, vested sa. charged with a
Motlo Be just
bezant, cuff ar., in the hand a pen ppr.
or,

—

and

Tweedmouth, Baron.
Twells

(Waddinoton in Cba\-bn, Yorkshire,
Alice, dau. and heiress of William de Waddington,
feudal Lord of Waddington, m. temp. Edward I., Sir

See Mabjobibanes.

Henry Twells, M.X., Rector of Waltham, co.
Leicester). Or, on a fess wavy cottised, also wavy gu. betw.
Crest — On a fountain a swan
six fountains a Tau of the first.
(Rev.

and

beaked
domino.
ar.

legged

sa.

Motto

Tyrell (Tcfnell-Ttbell, Boreham,

— Benedicite
Essex

co.

;

fontes

exemplified

William Michael
Tcfnell, Esq., of Hatfield, same co., D.L., by Eliza
Isabella, his wife, eldest dau. and co-heir of Sir John
Tyssen Tybell, 2nd bart. of Boreham, upun his assuming by
royal licence, 1878, the additional surname and arms of
Tybell). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Tybell, see Tybell, hart.,
of Boreham
2nd and 3rd, Tufnell, see that name. Crests
1st, Tybell; 2Bd, Tcfnell
to

John Lionel Tcfnell,

—

W
WADDINO-TON

fear not.

Esq., son of

Roger Tempest, of Bracewell, ancestor, by her, of the
Tempests of Bracewell, Tong, Broughton, Studley, Stella,
W^ynyard, ifec).
Arg. a chev. between three martlets
(sometimes
gu.
sa.).
The Waddington arms are
erroneously given at p. 1060.
The error arose from
mistake
made
a
by Warburton, in
the Visitation
of
1666.
One of the Waddington's of Otierbum
and Allerton Gledhow, co. York, m. the ht-iress of John
Thwaites, whose arms were arg. on a fess. betw. three fleursdeUs gu. as many bezants, and this coat was ascribed
incorrectly to Waddington, his son-in-law.
Of the Waddingtons of York.shire, M. Waddington, French Ambassador
at the Court of St. James's,

is

a descendant.

;

Tyson

(Maryport, co. Cumberland Edward Tyson, Esq.).
Vert, gutte d'eau, three lions ramp. ar. each holding in the
dexter paw a torch erect, fired, ppr. Crest A demi lion
vert guttee d'eau, holding in the dexter paw a torch as in
the arms, and resting the sinister on a rose gu. barbed and
;

—

Street, co.

ROTAL(granted

consequent on the institution of the University by
Per saltire erm. and
ermines an open book ppr. clasped and surmounted by the
royal crown or betw. four escutcheons, two in pale and two
in fess, the escutcheons in pale representing respectively
the Arms of the provinces of Leinsteb and Mcnster, viz.,
Leinster: Vert, an Irish harp or, stringed ar.
and
Mcnster: Az. three antique crowns or: the escutcheons
1881,

royal charter, dated 27 April, ISoO).

;

in fess representing respectively th3

Anns

of the provinces

of DLSTEBand Connacoht, viz., Ulsteb: Or, across gu. on
an escutcheon ar. a dexter hand couped, also gu. and
Connacoht Per pale ar. and az. on the dexter a dimidiated
eagle displ. aa. and on the sinister, conjoined therewith at
the shoulder, a sinister arm embowed ppr. sleeved of the
first, holding a sword erect, also ppr.
;

:

exemplified to

Dalton.
Chester-le»

Henry Walker Kerbich,

Edward Kerrich,

Esq., of Arnolds, co.
Kebrich, Esq., of Harleston,

Surrey, and grandson of John
CO. Norfolk, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of

Walls End,

by royal

UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND,

Durham;

Esq., eldest son of

Esq., of

iV/o£(o— Fortiter et vigilanter.

seeded ppr.

Wade-Dalton (Hawxwell Hall, co. York). See
Walker (Kebrich-Walker, Newker House,

co.

John Walker,

Northumberland, upon

his assuming
surname of Walker,
John Walker, Esq., of StebQuarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a

licence, 1877, the additional

in compliance with the will of
bing Hall, in the latter co.).
fesse embattled, counter embattled with plain cottises sa. in
chief a quatrefoil betw. two crescents and in base a crescent
betw. two qualrefoils gu., for Walker; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on
pileagu. betw. two galtraps or, a galtrap of the field, for
Kerrich. Crests Ist, Walker: In front of a greyhound's
head couped ar. gorged with a collar gemel sa. a crescent
gu.
2nd, Kebrich In front of two .spears in saltire ppr. a
galtrap sa. Motto
Faire sans dire.

—

:

;

—

Walker

(Scotland, 1881). Or, a saltire sa. on a chief erm. a
cross moline of the second betw. two pallets gu.
Crest
A

staghound's head ppr. collared or.

Walton

—Sapere aude.

Motto

(Henry Crane Walton,

Esq., Preston, co. .Lana chief of the last, as many

swans ar. on
each charged with a buckle or. Crest— A wildman, wreathed about the temples and waist with oak leaves,
over the dexter shoulder a chain in bend sinister, supporting

caster).

Sa. three

pallets gu.,

A
:

WAN
ppr.

all

Wandesforde (Prior- Wandesfobde; exemplified to Sarah
Prior- Wandesforue, widow of Rev. John Prior, of Mount
Dillon, CO. Dublin,

and only surviving dau.

of

Hon. Charles

Harward Bdtler-Clarke-Soithwell-Wandesfobde,

of

by royal
Castlecomer, co. Kilkenny, on
licence, 30 Aug. 1882, the additional surname and arms of
V7andesporde). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Wandesforde: Or,
a lion ramp, double queued az. armed and langued gu.
2nd and 3rd, Prior: Vert, on a bend erm. three chevronels
Ci-t.v(«— (exemplified for the male descendants of the
gu.
a.'ssuming

lier

Wandesforde: A
motto Pour I'eglise:

Sarah Priob-W'andesforde),

said

WHI

SUPPLEMENT.

with the dexter hand an axe, head downwards, and holding
in the sinister hand an oak sapling eradicated and sprouting,

1st,

church ppr. the spire az., over it the
2nd, Prior An estoile vert, over it the motto Quis audeat
luci aggredi?
:

2nd, Gibson: Upon a key fessewise wards
downwards az. a pelican in her piety or, wings addorsed az.
Motto Pandite coelestes portae.
crescents
ar.
senile of

moline gold;

—

Weldon

(Shottisbrook, co. Berks,

William

Weldon,

of

Margaret, dau. and co-heir
of Clarke of Streatley, same CO., and had William, Richard,
George, John, Robert, Charles, and Thomas, Visit. Berks,
Ar. acinquefoil gu, on a chief of the second a demi
1665).
lion ramp, of the field, quartering ar. on a chev. sa, three
e.scallops or, on a chief of the second a lion pass, regard.
Crtsl
.\ demi lion ramp. ar. gutted de sang.
Sliottisbrook, temy). Charles

I., ni.

—

Weldon (Cookham,

co. Berks, Georoe Weldon, of Cookhara.
William Weldon of same place, b. 1614, and Christian
Weldon, sons of George Weldon of same place, d. 161G,
Same Arms and Crest.
Visit. Berks, 1665).

Weston

(Joseph Dodge Weston, Esq., four years Mayor of
Ar. on a fess sa. an eagle's head era.sed betw. two
an arm enibowed,the hand grasping
a sei-pent entwined about the arm ppr., the whole within a
bordure nebuly gu. charged with eight bezants. Crest Upon
a mount vert an eagle's head erased or, around the neck a
ribbon gu. pendent therefrom an escocheon sa. charged with
an estoile gold. Mntto Semper sursum.
Bristol).

Warren-Swettenham.

Warrin^on

See Swettenham.

(Thomas Warrington,

Esq.,

fleurs-de-lis or, in chief

of

Durham

Ar. on a bend
Phillimore Gardens, Kensington).
invected gu. betw. two bulls' heads erased sa. three eagles
CrcU A demi eagle displ. and erased sa.
displ. of the first.
charged on the breast with a shield ar. thereon a bull's head
Villas,

—

as in the arms and holding in the beak a cross pattee fitchce

—Constantia

Motto

gu.

et labore.

front of a demi eagle wings
Crtst
three fountains.
addorsed sa. holding in the beak an escallop or, a fountain.
3/o(to— Aqua cadit resurgere.

Waterlow (Alfred
of the

Common

In

James Waterlow,

Esq., J. P.,

Member

Council of the City of London, and his son,

Alderman Herbert

J.

Waterlow,

Sheriff of

London and

Middlesex, 1881). Ar. a lion ramp, within a bordure nebuly
az. on a chief sa. two shin bones saltirewise, the dexter surmounted by the sinister or. Creft A demi lion guard.
az. in the mouth a shin bone in bend and holding betw. the
paws a human skull both or. Motto Per mortem vinco.

—

—

Watkin (Rose
12

May,

Northenden, co. Chester, hart. Created
Ar. gulte de poix a leopard's face jes.sant-

Hill,

1880).

de-lis az.

betw. three harvest

files

volant ppr.

cock's head eouped transfixed through the

spear pale«ise

all

ppr.

Motto

— Sale and

Crest

mouth by a

—

tilting

doe.

Wateon

{Baron ]\'atMn).
Or, an oak tree ppr. growing
out of a mount in base vert surmounted of a fesse erm.
charged with two mullets az. CreH The stump of an oak tree
with two branches sprouting from it and grasped on either
side by a hand issuing from a cloud, all ppr.
Supporters
On the dexter side a highland deerhound ppr. and on the
sinister side a lion ar. each charged on the shoulder with a

—

—

thistle leaved

and slipped ppr.

Watson (Henry

Motto

Edward Watson,

Sheffield, co. York).

— A Deo

floruit.

Esq., of Shirccliffe Hall,

Or, a pale gu. surmouiited by a chev.

Invected thereon three crescents betw. as many martlets all
In front of an eagle's head eouped
counterchanged. Crest
gu. gorged with p crown vallcry three crescents all or.

—

W^atson

(John Watson, Esq., Whitney Terrace, Bowdon, co.
ChpHter, and Thomas Clemans Watson, Esq., Holland Park,
London). Az. on a chev. ncbulce betw. in chief two martlets
and in base a rose ar. as many crescents of the first. Crest
In front of a griffin's head erased az. collared gemel ar.
holding in the beak two white rosea slipped and leaved ppr.
an escutcheon also ar. charged with a martlet also az.
Motto Esto quod esse videris.

—

—

Watson

(I^ngley, co. Bucks, late Scotland). Ar. an oak
growing out of a mount in base vert surmounted
of a feK.te sa. charged with three stars of six points of the
en surlout, ar. a cross flory vert betw. four martlets gu.
first
a chief dovetail uz., for Bird.
Crest— An oak tree ppr.
growing out of a mount vert. Motto Klorescit.
tree

—

Wells

pj^r.

;

—

Watt

(CJibson-Watt, Doldowlod, co. Radnor; exemplified
to-JAMyjt Watt-Ojbson, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal
licence, the additional surnuiiic of Watt). (Quarterly, Island
4th, hurry of six or and az. over all a club in bend sinister
surmnunted by u caduceus sultirewise all ppr., for Watt
2nd and Srd, az. on a fesse engr. betw. two keys fes.sewise
wards downwards az. a like key of the Held, for Gibson.
CrtAt'—]»l, Watt: Upon a ferde-mollne fessewise or, an
elsphsnt tlatont ppr. charged on the body witli a cross
;

Az. a lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws

(Bart.).

a horse shoe

(Rev. George Howard Waterfall, M.A.
Eector of Tollard Royal, Salisbury, co. Wilts, and the other
Sa.
descendants of his father, John Gray Waterfall).
gutte d'cau on a pale ar. betw. two pallets wavy of the last

"Waterfall

—

—

or, in chief a

serpent

nowcd

of the last.

Crest

—

In front of a demi ostrich displ. ar. holding in the beak a
il/ot(6— In scientia
horse shoe or, a serpent nowed ppr.
Veritas, in arte honestas.

West

(Sackville-West, Baron

SackciUe).
Quarterly, 1st
dancettce sa., for WfcsT; 2nd and
3rd, quarterly, or and gu. a bend vair, for Sackville.
C)-ests
1st, West: Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head az.
beaked and eared gold 2nd, Sackville: Out of a coronet composed of fleurs-de-lis or, an estoile ar. Stipjtorters On either
side a griffin a,z. gorged with a ducal coronet or, therefrom
pendent on the dexter an escutcheon of the arms of West,
and on the sinister an escutcheon of the arms of Sackville.
Motto Jour de ma vie.

and

4th,

ar.

a

fesse

—

;

—

—

WharnclifFe, Earl

Whitburn

(C.

of.

See Mackenzie.

Sofer M'hitburn,

J.

Esq.,

16,

Ennismore

Gardens, London). Az. a lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the
paws a bezant, on a chief or, a palet gu. charged with two
swords in saltire points upwards ppr. betw. as many mullets

—

first.
Crest
An eagle's head erased az.
charged with a mullet of six points arg. and holding in the
beak a bezant. Motto Virtus difflcilia vincit.

of six points of the

—

Wnite

(Kilbyme and Nursctown, co. Cork. Confirmed to
James Grove White, Esq., Captain Duke of Cambridge's
Own Middlesex Regt. and to the other descendants of John
White, Esq., of Kilburne, son of the marriage in Nov. 1694,
of James White, Jun., of Dronianagh, in the Barony of
Decies, co. Waterford, with Grace, dau. and heir of John
Grove, Esq., of Caliirduggan and Kilburne, co. Cork).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three roses
of the last barbed vert seeded

White; 2nd and

gold a cross pattee or, for

erm. on a chev. engr. gu. three
Cre.it
A dexter arm in armour
escallops ar., for Grove.
embowed holding in the hand a dagger all ppr. the arm
Motto Nounssez I'escharged with a cross pattee or.
3rd,

—

—

pe ranee.

Whitehead

(Tayi.or-Whitehead, Burton Closes, BakeDerby
S.mith Taylor,
Esq.,
only son of
Esq., of Spring Side, Lees, co. Lancaster
Taylor,
Georoe
and hejre.ss of
in. 1863, Alice Jane Whitehead, niece
William Whitehead, Esq., of Dobcross, co. York, and
a.ssumed, by royal licence, 1866, the surname of Whitehead).
Ar. a fesse dancett(5e az. betw. in chief two taus, and in base
a pheon gu. Crest In front of a tau gu. a pheon ar. Moilo
Cruce non hasta.
well,

CO.

;

;

—

—

Whitfeld

(Haniesey House, near Lewes, co Su.'scx, as
borne by GF,oR(iE Whitfeld, Esq., of thai place, J. P., ninth
Ar. a
in descent from Robert Whitfeld of Wadhurst).
Crest <)ut of a
bend plain within two cotises engr. sa.
Motto Medio tutis
pullisade crown ar. a buck's head or.

—

—

Biiiius ibis.

Whitney

(Fetherston-Whitney,

Henry Ketiikbston-Whitnev,

lOsq.,

exemplified
of

New

to

John

Pass, co. Wesl-

Elizabeth Westby, widow of
nieath,
William Westby, of Thomliill, co. Dublin, and dau. of
George Boleyn Whitney, of New Pass, co. W(tslmeath,
decea.sed, on his assuming, by royal licence, 26 Oct., 1880,
the additional surname and arms of Whitney). Quarterly
grand-nepliew

of

WHI
and

l9t

4th,

az.

a cross chequy or and

sa. in ttie

dexter

quarter a crescent of the second, for Whitney; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. on a chev. betw. tliree ostrich feathers ar. a pellet, for

Fethebston.
sa.

homed

sa.

;

Cre.its

—

Fetherston

2nd,

Motto— Volens

Whitney: A bull's head couped
gorged with a collar chequy or and

lit,

ar. tipped gu,
:

An

armed

antelope statant ar.

or.

et valens.

Whitney

Henbt

(Fethebston- Whitney, exemplified
Ernest Willia.m Fetuebstonhaugh-Whitnet,

Esq., Capt.

Royal

of

King's

Batt.

7th

Rifle

to

brother

Corps,

John-Henry Fetuerston-Whitney,

foregoing

the

Esq., on his

a.ssuming, by royal licence, 23 Aug., 1881, the additional
surname and arms of Whitney). Same Amis, Crest, and

Motto.

Wig'an

(Fbedk. Wioan, Esq., of Clare Lawn, Surrey). Vair
a mount in ba.se vert thereon a mountain ash
Crest— Upon a mount a mountain ash tree, surmounted by a rainbow, all ppr.

on a

pile or

tree ppr.

—

mullets in chief and a cart wheel in base, all gu. Ci-esl
A demi lion gu. betw. the paws an escocheon ar. charged
with a cart wheel, as in the arms, and holding in the mouth
three cinquefoils slipped vert.

Wimborne, Baron.

(Creswell, parish of Bray, co. Berks,

cox, snn of

grandson of

Thomas Wilcox, of Creswell,
Eichard Wilcox, of Tysoe,

Gu. a lion ramp.
Visit. Berks, 1665).
second three Cornish choughs sa.

Thomas Wiland
Warwick;

d.

1662,

co.

on a chief of the

ar.

(Tyglyn Ayron, co. Cardigan, and Wellesford
Manor, Wellington, Somerset; Thomas Henry Winwood,
Esq., High Sheriff co. Cardigan, 1856, m. Phcebe Anne, dau.
of David Henderson, Esq., M.D., and d. that year, leaving
a son, Thomas Henby Ricketts Winwood, Esq., J. P., Capt.
Cardigan Artillery Militia).
Gu. on a pile ar. betw. two
roses in base of the last barbed and seeded ppr. a cross
botonn^e sa.
Crest
Upon a mount vert in front of an
eagle's head erased sa. holding in the beak a wreath of
laurel ppr. two wings saltirewise ar.
Motto Merere et

—

—

confide.

Wise

Per chev.

(Hillbank, co. Forfar, ISTS).

chief two chevronels erm.

and

in base

sa.

and

or, in

a stag trippant az.

— A demi Moor in armour ppr. issuing out of the top of

a tower ar. holding in his dexter hand a dart of the last
'plumed and barbed or, with the point downwards and in his
sinister a Roman shield ppr.
Motto Circumspice.

—

Wolseley

{Baron Wolseley). Ar. a talbot passant gu. a
crescent, for diff.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a wolfs
head ppr. Supporters Two wolves ppr. each charged on the
shoulder with a laurel and palm branch in saltire or, gorged
with a mural crown also or, and holding in the paw a sword
erect ppr. pommelled and hilted gold. Motto
Homo homini

—

Whiles (Charles Barsham Wiles,

Esq., of Attleborough, co.
Norfolk, and the other descendants of his father, William
Wiles, Esq., of Waterbeach, co. Cambridge). Ar. three bars

az. each charged with as many cross crosslets tilchee of the
first, all betw. two flaunches of the second.
Cie??— Upon a
rock ppr. three arrows, one in pale and two in saltire az.
interlaced with a Catherine wheel ar.
Motto (Equam

—

servare

See Guest.

Winwood

Crest

"Wilcox

WOB

SUPPLEMENT.

mentem.

—

—

lupus.

Wood

(Newbold Revel, co. Warwick Raasay, Isle of Skye).
and sa. a wolf ramp, counterchanged betw. two
C^-ent
A demi lion ramp. ar.
sem^e of buckles sa. resting the .sinister paw on a shield also
sa. charged with a wolfs head erased ar.
il/o»o— Virtute et
Per

;

fesse or

trees eradicated in chief ppr.

Williams

(Appledore, co. Devon, and St. Edmunds Terrace,
Regent's Park, co. Middlesex: John Edger Williams, Esq.,

son of William Williams, Esq., of Northam, co. Devon, by
Betty, his wife, rtau., and heir of C«sab Edger, Esq.,
representative of an ancient family long settled in co.
Devon, whose name was spelled Adgeb from a.d. 1450 to
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a pile az.
teriip. George HI.).
betw. two horses' heads, erased in base, a like horse's head,
each charged with a trefoil slipped, all counterchanged for
Williams 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a fesse raguly or, three
pellets in chief a fleur-de-lis betw. two escallops, and in base
an escallop betw. two fleurs-de-lis ar. for Edger. Cre.H
In front of two spears in saltire ppr. a horse's head erased
per pale ar. and az. charged with a trefoil slipped counterchanged. Motto Nulla dies sine linca.

—

labore.

Wood

(George Swinford Wood, Esq., and Albert
Esq., of Bodlondcb, en. Carnarvon, J. P. and D.L.

Wood,
High

1884, of an old co. Worcester family).
Or, three
mullets of six points in bend betw. two bendlets nebuly the
whole betw. three roses all gu. Crest In front of a moimt
thereon an oak tree fructod ppr. three bezants.
Sheriff,

—

;

—

—

Williams

(Beaumaris, co. Anglesey). Ar. a lion pass. sa.
gorged with a collar gemel or, in chief a quatrefoil betw.
two. fleurs-de-lis, and in base a fleur-de-lis betw. two quatregu.

foils

Crest

—A

lion

pass sa. semee of quatrcfoils and

gorged with a coUar gemel
a fleur-de-lis gu.

ar.

holding in the dexter forepaw

Williams

(Mugmoor, co. Gloucester
Rev.
George
Williams, of Mugmoor, left an only dau. and heiress
?/i.
William Wright Hoole, Esq., of Ravenfield, co. Vork). Or,
on a fesse engr. betw. three bull's heads cabossed sa. two
;

Wood

(Talbot House,

Esq., J. P., son of

on a bend engr.

GIossop, co. Derby;

Samuel Wood,

Esq., of

Samuel Wood,

same

place).

Sa.

betw. two roses of the last barbed and
seeded ppr. three fleur-de-lis gu. Crest
On a mount in
front of an oak tree fnicted, the trunk of a tree fessewise,
eradicated and sprouting, all ppr.
Motto Omne bonum
ar.

—

—

Dei donum.

Wood

Osmand for Mary Jane, his wife, only
Thomas Wood, Esq., of Bideford, co. Devon). Gu a

(impaled by

child of

demi man couped and afrontfc holding over his
dexter shoulder a club in the first quarter, an oak tree eradicated in the second, a bull's head caboshed in the third, and
a leopard's face in the fourth, aU or.
cross betw. a

;

bezants.

W^illmott (Cheltenham, co.
Henry Willmott, Esq., of that
and

or,

fisices,

a lion ramp, guard,

and

sa.

Gloucester
place).

registered

:

Gyronny of eight

to
ar.

betw. in chief two leopards'

in base a pa.s.sion cross gu.

Cre.<t

—A

riemi lion

guard sa. gorged with a collar pendent therefrom an
escutcheon or, resting the sinister paw on an escutcheon
also or, charged with a passion cross gu.
Motto Migremus

—

Willougllby (Dbummond WiLLODGHBY,
-

Barnness WilThe Arras of

loughbi/ d' Eresby, pages 302 and 1117).
Clementina-Elizabeth, Baroness WiUouyhhy d'Eresby, are:
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, fretty az. 2nd and 3rd, or,
three bars wavy gu.
Supporters
Dexter, a pilgrim, or
friar, vested in rus.set, with his crutch and rosary or; Sinister,
a savage, wreathed about the temples and waist with ivy,
all

—

;

ppr.

Wilson

(Western Bank, Sheffield, co. York).
Ar. a ?.olf
ramp. ppr. betw. two buglehoms in fesse sa. garnished and
stringed or, in chief three estoiles az. Crest
A demi wolf
ppr. charged on the shoulder with an estoile az. betw. the
paws a buglehom as in the arms. Motto— V incit qui se

—

vincit.

Wilson

(William Henry Edward Wood- Wright,
Monaghan, J. P., D L., High Sheriff,
1877, only child of Rev. William Henby Wood-Wbight,
M.A., of Golagh, by Jane Elizabeth, his wife, only dau. of
Nathaniel Stewabt, Esq., of Shellficld, co. Donegal, and
grandson of James Wood, Esq., Capt. 18th Begt., J. P.,
High Sheriff co. Monaghan, 1825. by Elizabeth Isabella,
his wife, only dau. of William Cairnes Wright, Esq., of
Golagh).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Wood-Wbight: Az. on
two bars engr. ar. three oak leaves vert, in chief as many
leopards' faces or 2nd and 3id, Stewart Or a fesse chequy
az. and ar. betw. in chief a thistle ppr. and in base a trefoil
slipped vert a bordure gu.
Cre.it
A cubit arm vested az.
cuffed ar. charged with a leopard's face of the arms holding
in the hand a broken tilting spear ppr. headed or.
Motto
Esq., of Golagh, co.

:

;

hinc.

—

Wood-Wrigbt

(Cumberland Terrace, Regent's Park, co. Middlesex;
Greenwich, co. Kent; and of Molesworth House, Brighton,
CO. Sussex).
Ar. a chev. betw. a quatrefoil betw. two

—

—

Veritas vincit.

Worthingrton
Derby).

Per

(Burton-on-Trent and Derwont Bank, co.
dancettde ar. and sa. a pale counter-

fesse

—

changed and three tridents erect of the .second. Crest On
the trunk of a tree fcs.sewise eradicated and sprouting ppr. a
goat pa-ss. ar. gorged with a collar gemel sa. holding in the
mouth a sprig of oak fructed also ppr. Motto— Viitate
dignus avorum.

Worsley

(Tindal-Cabili.-Worsley, of Piatt Hall, co. Lanexemplified to Nicholas Tindal, Esq., eldest son of
Acton Tindal, Esq., of the Manor House, Aylesbury, upon
his assiuning, by royal licence, 1878. the additional surnames
of Cabill-Worsley, in consequence of his marriage, 1875,
caster

;

with Elizabeth, dau. and heir of Charles Cabill-Wobslei,

WRI

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chief
Esq., of Piatt Hall).
gu. a mural crown or, and for distinction a cross crosslet of
the last, for W'obslet; 2nd, ar. three bars sa. in cliief as
many martlets and for distinction a cross crosslet all of the
la.st, for Carill: 3rd, ar. a fesse dancettee gu. in chief a
fleur-de-lis az. beiw. two crescents of the second, and in
base a crescent of the last betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the

—

Worslet: On a mural crown
or, a wyvern wings expanded gu. charged on the body for
motto over, Quod adest
distinction with a cross crosslet ar.
third, for Ti.sdal.

Crest.^

YOU

SUPPLEMENT.

1st,

;

graturajuvat. 2nd, Cabill: Ona mount vert astagreguard.
lodged or, charged en the body for distinction with a cross
3rd, Tindal:
crosslet sa.
hiotto over. Per castra ad astra.
In front of five ostrich feathers ar. a fleur-de-lis az. betw.
two crescents gu. motto over, Nosce teipsum.

—

A stag's head erased or, semSeerased of the field. Crext
of mullets sa. holding in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Aquiret qui tuetur.

—

Wigan

(Fbedebick Wigan, Esq., of Clare Lawn, Surrey).
on a pile or, a mount, in base vert, thereon a
mountain ash tree ppr. Creat Upon a mount a mountain
Motto
Carpe
ash tree ppr. surmoimted by a rainbow.
Vair

—

—

diem.

Wylie

Chertsey, co. Surrey, as borne by
Esq., of a branch of the family
and
of Wylie, of Corlock).
Az. a bend ar.
of WiLiE, Bart.,
betw. a fox pass, in chief and two mullets in base of the

(Twynersh,

Alexander Henry Wylie,

;

second.

Crest

— A fox courant ppr.

:

Wrig-ht (Caleb Weight,
Lanca-ster).

Per

Esq., of

fosse az.

and

Lower Oak,

ar.

Tylde.sley, co.

a pale counterchanged,

three unicorns, heads erased, two and one of the second,

and as many sprigs of the cotton tree slipped and frucled,
one and two ppr. Crest— A demi unicorn ar. gorged with
a collar vair, and supporting betw. the legs a battle axe
erect and proper.
Motto Audax et Justus.

—

Wrigrht

(impaled by Fbeake, bart. for Eliza Pddset, dau.
of Charles Wright, Esq., of St. Mary Abbots, and one of
the Hon. Corps of Gentlemen at Arms, to be borne by her
descendants). Or a fesse vair betw. in chief two eagles'
heads erased, and in base a portcullis az.

Yates

(Oakwood

Hall, co.

York

of

Oakwood

Hall,

Yates,

E.sq.,

;

Ernest Bentlet Sbawis

eldest son of the late

Egbert Bentley Shaw-Yates,

Esq., by Elizabeth Ellbn,
and heir of James Yates, Esq., of Oak
wood Hall, and grandson of Bentley Shaw, Esq., of WoodAz. on a chev. engr. erminois, betw. two
field, CO. York).
goats' heads erased in chief ar. armed or, and a gate in
base of the last three pellets quartering Shaw, of Ardersley,
and Lancaster, of Richmond. Crest Upon a mount vert
a goat's head erased ar. armed or, charged on the neck with
a pellet and surmounting two branches of oak in saltire ppr.
his wife, only dau.

—

fructed or.

Wrigley

(Timberhurst, co. Lancaster, and The Greenways,
Leamington, co Warwick ; Edwin Gbcndt Wrigley, of
Timberhurst, and the Greenways, Esq., eldest son of Thomas
Wbiolst, Esq., ofTimberhurst, and of Wansfell, Westmorland,
.J.P. and D.L., High Sheriff, Lancashire, 1872, by Hannah,
his wife, dau. of Edmund Gbdndt, Esq., of Park Hills, near
Bury). Or, a chev. sa. thereon three mullets of the first,
betw. two flaunches gu. each charged with a stag's head

Yeatman-Biggrs.

Younger

See Biggs.

(Auchen Castle, Dumfries, 1880). Ar. three piles
in point sa. each charged with an annulet of the first, on 8.
chief gu. a crescent betw. two mullets also of the first.
A dexter arm, the hand holding a Unce bendways
Crest
Motto Tout prest.
ppr.

—

—

.

THE

GENEEAL AEMOEY.
ASADAlff

John Abadam, Baron

(Sir

of Beverston, co.

Gloucester; summoned to Parliament temp. Edward I.).
Ar. on a cross gu. five mullets or. In the ancient painted
glass in Tidenham church, Gloucestershire, the mullets are
pierced of the

field.

The

heiress of

Ahadam,

Huntley.

Abarle

(1572).

Or,

Tomlin

'm.

—A

three falcons ppr.

Crest

flute

in

pale ppr.

Abarough, or Abarow (Dychet,

co. Somerset).

Sa.

two

swords in saltire ar. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or, a bordure
A ferret ar. collared or, lined az.
erm. Crest
Abbeford (Leicestershire). Erm. a chief gu. fretty or.
On a chapeau ppr. a water-bouget sa.
Creet

—

—

Abbeball
is

now

(Gloucestershire

called Abenhall).

temp.

;

Edward

II.

The

place

—

(Oxfordshire and Suffolk). Or,

embattled sa. Cred
A hawk with wings expanded,
resting its dexter claw upon a mount, ppr.
Abberton. Ar. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased sa.
Abbetot. See D'Aeetot.
Abbetot (Warwickshire). Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Crest
A dexter hand, holding a cutlas in pale ppr.

a

fess

—

hilted or.

Abbetot (Elmlcy Castle, co. Worcester). See D'Abbetot.
Abbey. Gu. five fusils conjoined in fessc, betw. three escal-

—

lops ar.
Crest
An eagle's head erased
Abbis, Abbes, or Abbs (Norfolk).

ppr.

—
—

—

studded or.
Mayor of London, 1638). Gu. a chev. betw.
Out of a ducal corothree pears pendent stalked or. Crest
net a unicorn's head or, betw. two ostrich feathers ar.
Abbot {Baron Colchester). Gu. on a chev. betw. three pears
or, as many crosses raguly az. within a tressure flory of the
second. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head
erm. maned and tufted of the first betw. six ostrich feathers

Abbot (Lord

ar. quilled gold.

—

Supporters

maned hoofed and

—On

either side a unicorn erm.

tufted or, gorged with a collar az. within

another gemel flory counter-flory gu. therefrom a chain
reflexed over the back gold and charged on the shoulder
with a cross raguly of the third.
Motto
Deo patriae

—

amicis.

Abbot

(Baron Tenterden). Vwrp. a pile wavy vaird gu. and
ar. in base two water bougets or, on a canton of the second
a crosier erect sa. Crest A fox pass. sa. charged on the
shoulder with a water bouget, per pale or and ar. Supporters
Dexter, a dragon wings elevated vert, gorged with
the collar of Lord Chief Justice, and charged on the wing
with a water bouget or; sinister, a pelican wings elevated
or, beaked vulned and gorged with a collar of roses gu.
Motto Lahore
Abbot (Shropshire). Ar. three shredding knives sa.
Abbot (Lincolnshire). Ar. on a pale sa. betw. two ogresses,
a demi lion issuant from the base or. Crest A unicorn's
bead erased ar. attired and crined or, charged with a bar
gemel sa.
Abbot (Bellasis, co. York. Quartered by Webster of Flamboro').
Ar. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased gu.
Abbot. Erm. on a bend engr. sa. three crescents or. Crest

—

—

—

—

—

A cubit arm erect
ppr. a crescent ar.

1

—

displ. or.

beaked

or.

Abbotsbury Abbey

(Dorset). Az. three pair of keys
two in chief and one in base or, each pair addorsed and conjoined in the rings wards in chief.
Abbott. Ar. a cross sa. fimbriated or, betw. four eagles
di.<!pl. of the second.
Crest
A griffin sejant az. bezant^e.
(Cleadon, co. Durham). Gu. a bend engr. or, betw.
six hons ramp. ar.
Crest
The sun in splendour. Motto
Noli irritare leonem.

—
—

Abbs

—

Abbs

(The Hall, Barrow Point HiU, Pinner, co. MiddleGu. on a fesse betw. three escallops ar. five fusUs in
Crest— OmX, of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head
with wings displ. ar. collared gold. Motto
In te Domine
sex).

vested az. cuffed erm. holding in the

hand

—

speravi.

Abby.
Crest

Gu.

—A

Abden.

five

fusils

in fesse betw.

three escallops ar.

cross crosslet az.

—

A swan's head
betw. two wings az.
(Yorkshire, London, Felix Hall, co. Essex, and Chobham Place, co. Surrey, Bart.). Or, two chev. betw. three
Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Crest

Abdy

trefoils slipped

beaked

Abdy

Gu. a fesse lozengy
Crest
betw. three escallops ar.
A spur az. leather sa.
buckle of the first.
Az. a chev. or. Crest
A dexter arm vested az.
cuffed or, in the hand ppr. a baton gu. tipped with gold.
Abbot. Erm. on a pale gu. three pears or. Cre-it A demi
unicorn erm. armed and maned ar. gorged with a collar, az.

Abbome.

(Hartland, co. Devon, Vis. Devon, 1620; one of the
)7i. Luttrell).
Sa. a cross voided betw. four eagles
Crest
A griffin sejant az. platt^e winged and

heiresses

fesse sa.

Or, a fosse gu.

Abberbury, or Aberbury

A'bbot

Crest

sa.

— Tenax et

Abdy (Moores,
Hall).

head erased ppr.

eagle's

(Albyns, co. Essex, Bart.). Or, two chev. betw. three
slipped sa.
Crest
An eagle's head couped ppr.

—

trefoils

Motto

— An

or.

Same

fidelis.

co. Essex, extinct baronet,

a cadet, of Felix

j4/ms.

Abdy (Essex).

Or, a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.

—

Abeck or Habeck.

Or, two bars vert.
Crest
Out of a
mural coronet an arm from the elbow vested az. cuff ar.
holding in the hand ppr. a mullet gu.
A'Beckett. See Beckett.
Abeinsherles (Suffolk). Gu. a bend crenelMe ar.

Abeleyn, Abeline, or Abeleine.
lis sa.
Crest
A peacock ppr.

—

Abeline.
of the

Ar. on a cross sa.
Crest

field.

—A

Ar. three fleurs-de-

(another four) eagles di?;)!.
sword in pale enfiled with a savage's
five

head ppr.

Abell

Ar. a fesse purp. betw. three boars' heads
An arm in armour embowed ppr. holdar. hilted or, enfiled on the arm with a wreath

(Essex).

couped gu.
ing a sword
ar. and gu.

Cred

Abell

(co. Kent).
three plates.

—

Barry of four or and

az.

on a chief

sa.

Abell, or Abel (Kent and London).

Ar. a saltire engr. aa.
(another gu.). Crest The same as Abell of Essex.
(Stapenhill,
co.
Derby.
Visit.
Ar. on a saltire
Abell
1611).
engr. az. nine fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Abell. Ar. on a saltire engr. az. twelve fleurs-de-lis or.
Abell. Vert fretty ar. and a fesse gu.
Abelon, or Abilou, as Abeleyn. Crest A mitre ppr.
stringed gu.
Abeljm, Abyleyne, or Aylin. Ar. three chess-rooks

—

—

sa.

Abelyn.

Ar. on a cross sa. an eagle displ. with two heads
globe ppr. an eagle wings expanded and
inverted gu.
Abelyne. Ar. in chief three chess-rooks sa. Crest The
same as the last.
Abenball (.\benhall, co. Gloucester). Or, a fesse gu.
or.

Crest

—On a

—

Abenhall, or Ablehall
or.

Crest

—Two branches

chevronways

vert.

Gu. a fcss?
from the wreath

(Gloucestershire).

of laurel issuing

A

;

ABE

—

Duke

—

An oak tree
betw. three boars' heads erased az. Crest
acomed on a mount ppr. Motto Tace.
Abercromby (Birkenbog, co. Banff, Bart., representative
Bince the 17th century of Abercromby of that Ilk). Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three boars' heads erased az. Crest A fal-

—

—

con

rising belled ppr.

—

Supporters— Two greyhounds ar.
Above the crest, Petit alta; under

Mottoes
collared gu.
the shield, "Vive ut vivas.

Abercromby

cromby, of Tullibody). Ar. a fesse embattled gu. therefrom
issuant in chief a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.
garnished or, encircled by a wreath of laurel, the hand supporting the French invincible standard, in bend sinister, also
ppr.; in base, a chev. indented gu. betw. three boars' heads
Vive ut vivas.
erased az. Crest— \ bee volant ppr. Motto

—Two greyhounds per

—

and or, coUared
and lined gu. each charged on the shoulder with a thistle
fesse ar.

ppr.

Abercromby

{Baron Dunfermline, extinct). Ar. a fess
embattled gu. betw. in base the ancient family arms of Abercromby, viz., a chev. indent, gu. betw. three boars' heads
erased az. and in chief issuing out of the battlements of the
fess a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or,
the cubit part of the arm encircled by a wreath of laurel,
and the hand grasping a French republican military flag, in
A bee erect ppr. Supporters Two
Crest
bend sinister.
greyhounds per fess ar. and or, each plain collared with line
reflexed over the back gu. and suspended from the collar a
shield az. charged with the Speaker's mace in pale gold,
betw. the shield a thistle ppr.
Abercromby (Fettemier, a scion of Birkenbog, created in
Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
ltJS5, Lord Glassfoord).
A cross crosslet fitch^e or.
boars' heads erased az. Crfist
cruce
salus.
Motto In
Abercromby (Glasshaugh). Ar. a chev. indented gu. betw.
Crest
A bee volant ppr.
three boars' heads erased az.
Motto Vive ut vivas.
Carolina,
(South
Ar. on a chev. gu.
Abercrom.by
1778).
betw. three boars' heads erased az. langued of the field an
antique crown or. Crest
A cross Calvary gu. Motto In

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

cruce

Aberdeen
or.

—

.salus.

Aberdare, Baron.
Aberdeen, Earl of.
Cre-U

See Brcce.

(Cairnbulg).

—A

dexter

— Intcmerata

Motto

Aberdeen,

See Gordon.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three mullets
hand holding up an annulet ppr.

Fides.

Town

of. Gu. three towers triple towered
within a double tressure flowered and counter-flowered arg.
Supporters Two leopards ppr. Motto Bon Accord. The
honourable augmentation of the double tressure was granted
as a recompense for the loyalty of the citizens of Aberdeen,
in their services against the English.
Aberdour. Ar. three swords paleways in fesse ppr. surmounted by a bend gu. within a bordurc az. Crest An
anchor and cable and a Sword saltireways, all ppr. Motto
Hinc spes cffulgct.
Aberdwell, or Abredrobell. Gu. a fosse betw. six
annulets ar. Cre:t
A greyhound ar. running towards a

—

—

—

—

—

tree vert.

Abergavenny, Earl

of.

Az.
three swords in fesse paleways, points upward, hilted and
pomelled or, surmounted of a bend gu. Crest
A sword in
pale ppr. Motto
Pro rcge et patrid.
(of that Ilk, co. Fife
Alexander Abernethy,
dominus de eodem, temp. Robert I. left three daus. his
coheirs Margaret, wife of John Stewart, Earl of Angus
Helen, m. to Norman Lindsay, of Crawford and Mary, m.
to Andrew Lcsly, of Itothcs). Or, a lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a ribbon sa.

—

—

Abemethy

;

:

;

Quarterly: 1st and 4th, as the
laet; '2nd and .3rd, ar. three piles with points conjoined in
base gu., for Wisuabt. Crext—A parrot feeding on a bunch
of cherries ppr.
Supporters
Two falcons ppr. armed
Jessed, and belled or.
Motto Salus per Christum.
(Auchindoich).
Quartcriy, as Lord Saltoun,
within a bordure engr. az. Crest
A parrot ppr. Motto In
Cbristo salus.
(iorrf .Sa/(oun).

Abemethy

2

erased sa.
betw. three

mullets sa. a cross crosslet fitch^e of the first.
human heart gu. an eagle's claw erased ppr.

Crest

— On a

Aberton, or Aburton.

Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three
mullets pierced sa. as many crosses crosslet fitch^ ar. Crest
as the last.
Abew. Ar. on a cross gu. five bezants.
(Cornwall). Erm. on a cross gu. five annulets or.
Abibson. Ar. a fesse botonnee gu.

—The same

Abew

Abing-don

(Abingdon, co. Cambridge, Whichcnford, Brok-

harapton, and HindJip, co. Worcester: the heiresses were
Mary, wife of Walter Compton, of Hartpury Francis, wife
of John Branthwaite and Elizabeth, 7)i. to Francis Fountain,
Esq.). Ar. on a bend gu. three eagles displ. or, beaked and
An eagle close or.
legged az. Crest
Abingdon, or Abing-ton (Dowdeswell, co. Gloucester,

—

—

—

;

—

granted 1595, to Anthony Abinton, gentleman-usher to
Queen Elizabeth, Ad. MS. B. M., 14,'295). Ar. on a bend gu.
three eagles displ. or, an annulet of the second. Crest
hand and arm, couped at the shoulder, in armour, garnished
or, embowed fesseways, holding in the hand an ancient mace,
handled sa. headed and studded gold, girt round the arm
near the shoulder with a sash tied in a bow ar. fringed of
the first.
Abingrdon. Ar. a cross patonce betw. five martlets sa.
of (co. Berks. Confirmed to the borough
Abingrdon,
in 1623). Vert a cross patonce or, between four crosses

—

Town

pattde ar.

Abing'don, Earl of. See Bertie.
Abing-er, Baron. See Scarlett.
Abing-ton (Dorsetshire). Ar. on a bend

cottised sa. three
eagles displ. of the field in the sinister chief point an escal-

lop sa.

Abitot.

See D'Abitot.
Ar. on a bend sa. three pheons of the field.
Able. Sa. two bars ar. in chief as many plates. Crest
arm in armour embowed holding a sword all ppr.
Ablehall. Or, a chief gu.

— An

Ablehall, or Abelhall.

lion's

Abland.

head erased

sa.

Gu. a fesse

Cre.t

or.

Or,

shire).

Abnet
pheons

Abney

a

—A

betw. two wings or.

Ablehall, or Ableshall (Warwickshire and

Gloucester-

fesse gu.

(Staffordshire).

Gu.

an eagle

displ.

betw.

three

ar.

(Willesley, co. Derby).

Ar. on a cross sa. five bezants. This was the true coat of the family, and was borne
by Sir Thomas Abnet, Knt., Lord Mayor of London, 1694
(Harleian MSS. 6076), but in consequence of the marriage,
circa 1400, of John de Abeney, with the co-heiress of Ingwardby of Willesley, most of the Abneys, descendants thereof,
adopted for their hereditary arms the coat of Ingwardbt,
viz., or, on chief gu. a Iionpas.sant ar. Le Neve's "Knights,"
gives as the arms of Sir Edward Abnet, of Willesley,
knighted at Wiitehall, 2 Aug. 1673, this latter coat.
(Measham Hall, co. Derby). Or, on a chief gu. a lion
pass. ar.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, a pellet betw. the
Fortiter et honeste.
paws. Motto
Abney-Hastings. See Hastings.
Abnott. Az. a smew, or white nun, ppr.
Abrahall (Eaton Tregoz, Abrahall, and Ingeston, Herefordshire: Johan, daughter and heir of Hugh Abrahall, Esq. m.
Walter Kyrle, Esq. of Walford Court, co. Hereford). Az.
three hedge-hogs (or porcupines) or. Crest— A hedge-hog
ppr.
(SwarthmoorHall, co Lane). Sa. a chev. betw.
A raven ppr.
three cstoiles ar. Cre.tl
(John Abraham, slain at Beggar's Bush, near
Dublin, l.')97, then secretary to Sir John Norreys, President
of Munster). Per fess or and sa. on a bend three annulets
all counter-charged.
Abraham. Az. a sun or. Ci-est A sun or.
Abrahams. Lozcngy or and gu on a chief sa. the sun in
Crest
his splendour or.
A cap of maintenance decorated

Abney

—

—

Abraham

—

Abraham

See Neville.

AberberdoTir, Aberkirdor, or Aberkerdour.

Abemethy

Abernie, or Aberton. Az. a chev. or.
Aberton. Ar. a chev. betw. three bears' heads
Aberton, or Aburton. Or, on a fesse gu.

;

(Tullibody co. Clackmannan). Ar. a chev.
indent, gu. betw. three boars' heads erased az. armed and
langued or, in the middle chief point a crescent vert.
(Baron Abercrombn, representative of Aber-

Abercromby

Supporters

ABE.
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Oest A demi talbot
a fesse embattled a2.
Aber.
ramp. ar. ducaUy gorged gu.
Aberbury. See Abberbukt.
of. See Hamilton.
Abercom,
Abercom. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu.
Abercromby (of that Ilk, co. Banff). Ar. a chev. gu.
Or,

—

—

—

—

with a plume of ostrich feathers, all ppr. Another crest
rising from a cloud ppr.
(Abram, co. Lancaster; descended from Richard de
Edburgham, mentioned in the Ti'Kta de NfviU. John Abram,
of Abram, temp. Henry V. left an only dau. m. to James
A sun or.
Holt, of Grizzlchurst). Az. a sun or. Crest
Abrell. Az. three boars pass. or.
Abrey. Bendy of six erm. and gu. Cre^t A chevalier on
horseback, at full speed, holding a broken spear all ppr.
Abrincis [Earl of Clicxlcr). Az. a wolf's head erased ar.
Abrincis (Folkestone, co. Kent). Or, five chev. gu.
Abris. Gu. a chev. betw. three rowels ar.

The sun

Abram

—

—

A

ABB
AbriscoTlTt
mett^e

gu.

three bars huhare close among grass

—A

Cresl

(or or,)

(or vert)

ppr.

Abrol, or Aboril

(Worcestershire).

Per pale or and gu.
A lion's head vomit-

—

three roundles counterchanged. Crest
ing flames ppr.
Abrook. Or, a cross engr. per pale gu. and sa. a chief erm.
Crest
A woirs head erased sa.
(Glamorgan). Az. a chev. betw. three grififins' heads

—

Abry

erased or.
Ar. a cross sa.
Abyne. Erm. on a cross gu. five annulets or.
(Derbyshire). See Abbis, Norfolk.
Academy, Koyal Irish. Ar. a saltire gu. charged with
the imperial crown of England ppr. Crest Out of a pointed
or Irish crown or, an etoile of. eight points ar. charged with
a cross gu. Supporters On the dexter a female figure
representing Liberty, holding in her right hand a wand,

Absall.

Abys

—

—

thereon a cap gu., on the sinister a figure of Minerva, holding in her right hand a lance, and in the left a scroll. Motto
We will endeavour.
of the Muses. Ar. two bars wavy az., on a
chief of the second a music book open or, betw. two swords
in saltire, of the first, hilted and pommelled of the third.
Crest
A Sagittarius in full speed ppr. shooting with a bow
or, and arrow ar.
Supporters
Dexter, a satyr, sinister, a
merman with two tails, both ppr. Motto Nihil invita
Minerva.
Acberts. Az. three fishes haurient two and one ar.
Accotts (Ireland). Or, on a cross quarter-pierced az. twenty
plates five in each quarter.

—

Academy

—

Aceles

—

(Cornwall).

Acgniillum.

—

Or, four pallets sa.

Gu. three

fleurs-de-lis ar.

—A

Crest

dexter

hand holding a holly-branch ppr.
(Suggerton). Az. a key in pale, ward upwards,
betw. two mullets of six points or.
Achannay, or Aliannay (Sorbia, an old family in Galloway, the name of which is now written Hannat). Ar. three
roebucks' heads couped az. collared or, with a bell pendant
to the collar gu. Crest
Out of a crescent a cross crosslet
fitch^e sa.
Motto Per ardua ad alta.
Acbard (Berkshire). Or, a bend engr. sa.
Acbard (Berkshire). Gyronny of six ar. and gu. a label of

Acliam.ber

—

—

a

Barry wavy of six

Gloucester).

(co.

ar.

and gu.

label of five points az.

Acbard.
Acbart.

Acbas

Or, a bend of five
Barry wavy of six

Ache, Acche, or Achey

ar.

and gu.

(Devonshire).

Sa. (another gu.)

lions pass, guard, in pale or.

Acbefield.

Per chev. ar. and sa. three leopards' faces
counterchanged.
Per chev. ar. and sa. in chief a label of three
points gu. in base three leopards' faces or.
Acbeley (London and Shropshire). See Atcheblet.
Acheley. Gu. on a fesse engr. betw. three leopards' heads

Achefield.

erased

or, as

griffin's

many

crosses crosslet filnh^e sa.

head erased ppr.
Per pale gu. and

Acbeley.

or,

Crest

—A

a Hcur-de-lis counter-

changed.

Acbeney.

Ar.

five

lozenges in salUre betw. four of the

Gu. three falcons close ar. belled or.
{Earl of Oof-ford). Ar. an eagle displ. with two
beaked and membered or, on a chief vert two
mullets of the third. Crest— A cock gu. standing on a
trumpet or. Supporters Two leopards ppr. the sinister
reguard. both collared and chained or. Motto
Vigilantibus.
Acbeson. See Aitcheson.

Acheson

sa.

—

Achmuty

—

(that Ilk, Fifeshire).

ways betw. two mullets

Ar. a broken spear bend-

(Brianstown, co. Longford).
Ar. a broken spear bendwise betw. two spur rowels of six
points az. pierced of the field.
Another coat
Ar. two spur
Towels in chief pierced of the field and a spear's head in
base az. Crest
An arm embowed in armour holding a

—

—

broken spear, the arm ppr. the lance

az.

Motto

—Dum spiro

epero.

maunch

(Pelynt, co. Cornwall).

gu,

La

Libert^.

Ackers
Ackers

(Prinknash Park, co. Gloucester). As of Lancashire.
(Moreton Hall, co. Chester). Ar. on a bend sa. three
acorns or, husked vert. Creit
A dove rising in the beak
an olive branch ppr. Motto La liberty.
Ackerson, or Akers. Sa. a bend betw. three acorns or.

—

Crest

—A

(monument

A lion sejant or,

collared

in

Ar. sem^e of cinquefoils a

—

Bodmin church, 1639). Cre^t
sa. and sometimes a demi

and lined

maunch gu.
(Trenake, Pelynt, Cornwall). Ar. a maunch within
a bordure sa. charged with eight cinquefoils of the field.
Crest
A crescent or.
Ackelam. See Acloue.
lion ar. holding a

Achym

—

3

column

doric

—

or.

Ackford.

Ar. a horse's head sa. bridled or, issuing out of
water in base az. on a chief gu. a cross of the first. Crest
A horse's head, as in the arms.
Ackhurst. Ar. on a bend sa. three acorns or. Cre-t
demi lion ar. holding in the dexter paw an acorn slipped

—

—

vert fructed or.

Ackles.

See Aclet.

Ackleward, or Acle-ward.

a chev. betw. three

Sa.

garbs or.

Acklow. Quarterly, indented ar. and az.
Ackroyd, or Ackeroyd. Per saltire
betw.

saltire

changed.

four

Crest

an

fleurs-de-lis

— A dog sleeping

or and az. on a
annulet all counter-

ppr.

Ackworth

(Suffolk). Ar. a griffin segreant (another, salient
per fesse az. and purp.) and sonutimcs sa. and az. armed or.
Crest
A griffin's head erased ppr.
Ackworth. Erm. on a chief indented gu. three coronets or.
Acland (Colomb John, and KiUerton, co. Devon, Bart.).
Chequy ar. and sa. a fesse gu. Crest A man's hand couped
at the wrist in a glove lying fesseways thereon a falcon
perched all ppr. Molto Inebranlable.
Acland (Fairfield, co. Somerset, and Newhouse, co. Devon,
created a baronet 3 Oct. 181S). Arms as the last, homo
quarterly with Palmer and Fdllee.
Acland (Devonshire). Gu. a bend or, charged with three
trefoils vert betw. a lion ramp, in chief and three lozenges
in base of the second.
Acle (Devonshire). Gu. two lions pass, reguard. or. Crcsl
An annulet or, stoned sa.

—

—

—

—

Acley, or Ackles.

Or, three palets az.
(Moreby, co. York). Gu. a maunch ar. within

Aclome

orle of cinquefoils of the last (another or).
lion holding a

maunch

Crest

—

ar.

an

^A deuii

—

Crest
Out
demi swan issuing ppr.
Acombe (Granted 1574, to John Acombe, of Stratford-uponAvon). Erm. three Uons pass, in fesse gu. Crest
A dext<?r
arm in armour embowed sa. garnished or, tied roimd with a
ribbon ar. and gu. in the hand a broken tilting spear.
Acootes, or Acotes. Ar. on a cross quarterly pierced
az. twenty bezants placed by fives in saltire.

Ar. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.

of a mural coronet a

Acotes (Ireland). Az. a cross voided betw. four cinquefoils or.
Acotes (Caton Hall, co. York). Or, on a cross az. five
cinquefoils or.

Acottes.

Or, on a cross counterpierced az. twenty bezants
each end in saltire. Crest A lion ramp. gu. supporting a standard az. charged with a saltire ar.
Acotts. Or, on a cross pierced az. four cinquefoils of the

—

five at

—

field.
Crest
Same as the last.
Acotts. Or, a cross pierced az. bezant^e.
A'Cotirt (Baron Heytesbury). Per fesse or, and

erminois and

az., in

paly of six

chief an eagle displ. sa., beaked

and

charged on the body with two chevronels ar.
Crest
An eagle displ. sa., charged with two chevronels or,
beaked and legged gu., holding in the beak a Uly sUpped ppr.
Supporters
On either side an eagle, wings elevated sa., each
holding in the beak a lily slipped ppr. J/otto—Grandescunt
aucta labore.
A'Court. Per fesse in chief az. an eagle displ. ar. in base,
paly of six of the first and second. Crest
A Icon's head

—

gu.,

—

—

reguard. gu.

A'Court-Holmes

az.

Aobmuty, or Auchmuty

Achym

—

membered

lozenges gu.

Acbeltou.
heads

(Lancashire, and The Heath, Leintwardlne, co. Salop).
Ar. on a bend sa. three acorns or, husked vert. Crest
dove rising ppr. in the beak an acorn of the arms. Motto—

—

fusils sa.

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

(Leicestershire).

two demi

Ackers

Acock.

five points az.

Acbard

ACS
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Erm.

(Oxfordshire).

Acre, or D'Acre.

Acre

{Baron Heytesbury). See Holmes.
Gu. three escallops ar.
Gu. three fusils in fesse or, and in

(Westmorland).

chief as

many

escallops ar.

Acre.

Gu. three escallops betw. nine trefoils slipped, three
three two and one ar.
Acre. Gu. a fesse fusily betw. three escallops ar.
Acre. Gu. three lozenges or, in chief as many escallops ar.
Acres. Gu. three trefoUs shpped in fesse or, betw. as many
escallops ar.

Acres
sa.

a torteau

Acres.

Ar. a fesse betw. six fleurs-de-lis
eagle displ. ppr. charged on the breast with

(Northumberland).

Crest

—An
sa.

Or, a cross potent gu.

Acrit, or Acre (Westmorland). Az. on a
ax.) four escallops

gu.

cross or, (another

A

A

ACT
—

—

Aldenham.

Acton (Acton Scott,

co. Salop).

Arms and Crest—As Actok

(Baron Acton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. semfe of cross crosslets fitch^e or, two lions pass, in pale
ar., for .4.cton; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. six
a chief dancett^e of
fleurs-de-Us three two and one ar.

Acton, Dalbergr

;

2nd and

;

3rd, or, a cross patonce gu., over all

an

thereon a tower of the second and
Supporters Two lions guard,
chief dancett^e of the
ppr. each gorged with a chain or, and charged with a cross
A human leg and thigh in armour
patonce gu. Crest
couped and dropping blood all ppr. embellished or.
Gu.
a fesse erm. in chief and in base a
Acton (Cheshire).

escutcheon of the

first

—

last.

—

—A

Crest
demi
lion pass. ar. betw. two crosses crosslet or.
lion ramp, guard, ar. grasping a spear or, enflled with a

boar"s head sa. couped gu.
(Cheshire). Ar. a chev. gu.
Quarterly, per fesse indented ar.
(Leicestershire).

Acton
Acton
and

az.

Acton
in the

(London). Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and gu.
quarter a Cornish chough sa.
Ar. a fesse within a bord. engr. erm.
(Shropshire). Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and

first

Acton
Acton

(Bipford).

gu. in the first a bordure sa.
Acton (Warwickshire). Gu. a fesse within a bordure erm.
Acton (Worcestershire. The Sutton branch terminated with
an heiress, Joice Acton, m. to Sir Thomas Lucy, of Charlecote, but its male representation vested in William Joseph
Acton, of Wolverton, Esq.). Gu. a fesse erm. within a bor-

—

dure engr. of the second. Creat An arm in armour embowed ppr. holding in the hand a sword ar. hilt or, thereon
a boar's head couped sa. the neck distilling blood. Motto
Vaillance avance I'homme.
Acton (Bockleton, co. Worcester). Same as preceding with
a mullet for difference.
Acton (Acton Hall, Ombersley). Gu. a chev. betw. three

—

cinquefoils ar.

Visit. 1634, has the chev. or.

Acton

(Worcester).
Gu. a fesse and bordure both engr.
erm. in chief a chaplet ppr.
Acton (granted to Sib Robert Acton, of Worcestershire,
Knt., and to his nephew, Robert, " who at ye siege of BuUeyn
toke Mons. Honingcourt prisoner"). Gu. a fesse and bordure
engr. erm. on a canton or, a tree eradicated of the field.
An arm embowed in armour sa. garnished or, in the
Crest
gauntlet a sword thereon impaled a boar's head erased of

—

the

armed

first

Acton.
Acton.

of the second.

Gu. a bordure engr. erm.
Per fesse indented ar. and

az.

Crest

—A pine

tree

leaved vert fructed or.
Quarterly, per fosse indented ar. and gu. on a bend
az. three crosses formde fitchde or.
Acton. Gu. a cross or, within a bordure engr. erm.
Acton. Or, three bars vair.
Acton (Cheshire, two distinct male branches of Hellesley).
Az. a chev. between three mullets or (another without
the chev.).
Acton. Ar. three piles wavy gu.
Acton (Gloucester). Gyronny of eight ar. and gu.
Acton. The same adding in the second quarter a cross
patt<;e ar. charged with five escallops gu.

Acton.

;

Acton.

Gu. crusilfe of crosses crosslet fltch^ or, two lions

pass. ar.

Acton.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. in chief an annulet counterchunccd, on a bend az. three crosses patt^e fitch^e or.

AcAvell.
paiss.

Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. a leopard

or.

Acwrell.

Paly of six

Acworth
and

az.

(Suffolk).

armed

Acworth (The

ar.

and

az.

a chief

sa.

Ar. a griffin segreant per fesse vert

or.

Hook,

Erm. on a chief indented
Motto Vincit qui patitur.
Adair (Kinhilt, co. Wigton). Per bend or and sa. three
dexter hands appaum<k; couped and erect gu.
Crest
man'D head couped and bloody ppr. Motto
Loyal au mort.
Adair nicatherton Park, co. Somerset). Arms, Ac, same as
preceding,
gu. three coronets or.

co. Herts).

—

—

—

Adair

—

(Baron Waventy). Arms Per bend or and ar. three
dexter hands couped and erect gu. quartering SnAFTo.
Supporters
Dexter a knight-banneret armed all ppr.
holding banneret of family arms diapl. ; sinister, an Irish

—

—
—

A man's head affronts
Motto Loyal au mort.
lion
rampant
az. between three
Adair (Genoch, 1772). Ar. a
dexter hands appaum^e erected and couped gu. Crest
man's head affront^e couped ppr. distilling drops of blood,
and fixed on the point of a sword erected in pale, also ppr.
Arte et niarte and Forhilted and pommeled or. Mottoes
armed

chief

Crest

ppr.

all

couped at the neck ppr.

—

—

;

titudine.

Adair

of Aldenham.

the last

ADA
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Gu. two lions pass. ar. betw.
Acton (Aldenham,
Within a wreath ar.
nine crosses crosslet fitch^e or. Crest
and gu. a human let; and thigh in armour ppr. garnished or.
couped and dropping blood.
Acton (Gatacre Park, co. Salop, the second branch of the
Actons of Aldenham). Arms and Crtst As Acton of
co. Salop).

(Loughanmore,

Arms, &c. as the pre-

co. Antrim).

ceding.

Adam (Blair Adam, co. Kinross, 1815).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

betw. three cross crosslets
fitchde gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three arrows gu. the midmost
paleways the other two saltireways, points downwards baaded
together vert, accompanied with six trefoils slipped of the
ar.

a mullet

az. pierced of the field

two in chief two in fess and two in base, for LittleJOHN. Crest
A cross crosslet fitchfe gu. surmounted of a
sword in saltire ppr. Motto Crux mihi grata quies.
(Whiteslaid, co. Selkirk, 1731). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. three passion crosses gu.; 2nd and 3rd., or, a burning hill
az. in chief three ravens wings expanded ppr. a borduro
of the second charged with eight passion crosses of the
first.
Crest
A passion cross or, charged with a man's heart
ppr. Motto
In cruce salus.
(Walden, co. Essex, assigned by Camden, Clarencenx
Vert on a cross or,
to Thomas Adam, Esq., 30 Sept. 1614).
an etoile sa. Crest Atalbot passant az. bezant^e collared ar.
(London).
Gu. on a bend or, three leopards' heads
last,

—

—

Adam

—
—

Adam

—

Adam
vert.

Adam

(Lincolnshire).

mullets of the

three bars ar. in chief three

Sa.

last.

Adam (Christchurch, co. Hants).
crosses crosslet fltchfe gu.

Ar. a crescent betw. three
A crescent as in the

Crest

—

arms.

Adam.

Az. a ray of the sun issuing out of the dexter
corner bendways ppr.
(Lord ap Adam temp. Edward I.). Ar. on a cross gu.
five mullets or.

Adam

Adam.

Gu.

five estoiles in cross

Adam (Bury St. Edmunds).

(

—

).

Erm. on a cross gu.

five

mullets

or.

Adam (London,

1590). Ar. on a cross gu. five estoiles or.
(London, 1598).
Ar. on a cross gu. five mullets
(another five estoiles) or, quartering Squire, &c. Crest
Out
of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion affront^e arg. Another

Adams
crest

—A

—

lion saliant or.

Adams

(Paterchurch, co. Pembroke, a.d. 1422).
Sa. a
martlet ar. Another coat
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. two
martlets ar. 2nd, sa. five martlets in saltire ar. 3rd, sa. a
lion ramp, within a bordure engr. or. (See Lewis Dwnn's
Visitation of Wales, a.d. 1591).
(Holyland and Loveston, both co. Pembroke, descended from Adams of Paterchurch).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. on a cross gu. five mullets or.
2nd and 3rd, sa. a
martlet ar.
Crest
A martlet ar. Motto Certior in coelo

—

;

;

Adams

;

—

—

domus.

Adams

(Drummer Grange, Hants, Thorpe, Surrey, and
Chastleton, Oxon, descended from Adams of Loveston). Or
on a cross betw. four martlets

—

sa. five mullets of the field.

A martlet sa. holding in the beak a mullet or.
Ji/oMo— Cruce Duce.
(London, a.d. 1682, from Broseley, Salop). Quarterly,
1st and 4th sa. a martlet ar.
2nd, quarterly, ar. and sa. on.
a cross gu. five mullets or. ; 3rd, per pale az. and sa. three
fleur-de-lis or, over aU a mullet for difference.
Crest
martlet ar.
(Middleton Hall, co. Carmarthen). Ar. on a cross
gu. five mullets or. ft-e't Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
lion affronttje gu. Motto
Aspire, persevere, and indulge not.
(Anstey, CO. Warwick, lormerly of Northamptonshire,
now represented by Henry Cadwallader Adams, of
Anstey Hall, Esq.). Vert on a cross or, an estoile sa. Crest
A talbot passant az. bezants collared ar. Motto—S\xh
crucc Veritas.
Adams. Vert a cross or. Crest— A griffin's head betw. two
wings endorsed vert charged on the breast with a cross or.
Adams. Vert on a cross or, a mullet gu.
Adams. Arg. on a cross gu. a mullet or.
(Longdon, Salop a.d. 1584, 1623 and 1663). Quarterly,
2nd and 3rd, per
1st and 4tli, erra. three cats pass. az.
pale ar. and gu. a chevron between three bees counterchanged, for Mascott.
Adams, alias Tasker (London, descended from Donington, Salop). Erm. three cats pass, az., quartering Mascott,
Tasker, .fee. Crcii
(a.d. 1584) Issuing outof aducul coronet
C-cst

Adams

;

—

Adams

—
—

Adams

—

Adams

;

—

a boar's head erect
head ar. couped gu.

or.

Crest (altered in a.d. 1590)

A

boar'B

A

A

ADA
Adams

(London, a.d. 1634, Norfolk, a.d. 16G4, descended
from Wcm, Salop). Erm. three cats passant az. Crest
greyhound's head erased erm.
(Charwelton, co. Northampton, descended from
William Adams, Esq. who purchased Charwelton Manor in
The
heiress, Selina Anne, daughter of the Rev.
1360.
Fitzherbert Adams,
LL.B. of Charwelton, m. George
Wharton Marriott, of the Middle Temple, Esq.). Erm. three
cats-a-mountain in pale az.
Crczt
A greyhound's head
erased erm.
(Welton co. Northampton, a branch of Adams of
Charwelton). Same Aruis and Crest.
(Owston, Stainsby, East Hardwick and Camblcsforth,
all in CO. York, a.d. 16G5, granted 1612 by St. George).
Gu.
a lion ramp, or, between three escallops ar. on a chief of
the last three pallets engr. sa. Crext
A demi griffin erm.
winged and beaked az. holding an escallop or.
(Cheaton and Kaynham, Salop, a.d. 1584, London,
Erm. a fess vaire (in another place chocquy) or and
1634).
Cre^t
A griffin's head erased
sa. between three roses gu.
erm. beaked gu. charged with a chevron chequy or and sa.
(Tydd St. Mary, co. Lincoln, 1559 and 1634). Vert
a pale arg. between two griffins segreant or. Cmt

—

Adams

—

Adams

Adams

—

Adams

—

Adams

—

head couped gu. beaked az. between two wings or,
pcUetfee.
Granted 1559, and confirmed 1562.
Adam.s (Middle Temple, 1639). Sa. on a bend or, betw. two
bezants three martlets of the field. Crest On a bezant a
demi eagle sa.
Adam.s (.Middlesex). Ar. on a bend az. (another, sa.) three
griffin's

—

Ar. a fesse betw. four martlets gu.
.Vn eagle volant reguardant.
three and one. Crest
Adam.s (St. Ives). Ar. on a chev. sa. three mullets or,
pierced gu.
Adam.s (Wales). Az. a crescent betw. three mullets or.
Adams. Quarterly, erm. and az. in the 2nd and 3rd an
eagle rising or.
Adams. Barry of six or and az. a saltire gu.
Adams. Barry of six ar and gu. over all a lion ramp. or.
Adam.s, alias Apadam. (formerly of Charlton, co. Somerset,
and afterwards of Fenne, co. Devon, recorded in the Visitation of Devon, 1564). Or, a lion ramp. betw. six cross crosslets
sa., quartering Godrnet and others.
(Brompton, co. Kent, descended from Adams of
Devonshire). Or, a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses ci»r~let
fitcn^e sa. all within a bordure engr. az.
Adam.s (liowdon, co. Devon, originally of Charlton Adam,
CO. Somerset).
Or, sem^e of crosses crosslet fitch^e sa. a
lion ramp. gu. within a bordure engr. of the second. CreU
A dexter arm in armour ppr. embowed, grasping a cross
crosslet fitch^e sa. charged on the elbow with a torteau.
Motto Libertas et natale solum.
(quartered by the late Sir Wiluam Adams Rawson,
knt. of Putney, Surrey). Per fesse, az. and sa. on a pale
betw. two mullets in chief ar. a mullet betw. two crescents
of the second. Crest
On a mount vert an eagle, standing
the reverse way and reguardant, wings expanded ppr., beak
and logs or, holding in the mouth a mullet sa., the sinister
claw resting on a crescent, reversed, gold.
Adam.s (Fun. Entry Ireland, 1630). Or, senile of cross crosslets and a lion ramp. sa.
(Fun. Ent. of John Adams, son of Randall Adams,
Esq. of Lcdwichtown co. Westmeath 1669). Vert, a pallet
betw. two griffins segreant or.
(Francis Ottiwell Adams, Esq., Secretary of Her
Brittanic Majesty's Embassy at Paris). Az. on a fesse engr.
betw. two cats-a-mountain passant guardant ar. a like cat-amountain of the first. Crest A cat-a-mountain guardant
ar. collared az. resting the dexter fore paw on a terrestrial
globe ppr. Motto
Suaviter sed fortiter.
(Northlands, co. Cavan). Gu. a heart between three
(Middlesex).

—

Adams

—

—

Adams

—

Adams

Adams

—

—

Adams

—

Motto

Adams

fitch^e

or,

—

Crest
On a mount vert, a cross
charged with a bleeding heart gu.

cross crosslets fitch^e or.
crosslet

Ar. a
and charged with four
mullets of the field and in the centre point a mullet of the
second and in dexier canton a battle-axe erect sa. Crest
Out of a crown vallery or, a demi lion affrontde ar. sem^e of
mullets gu.
(Tuos. Adams, Esq. of Nottingham, J. P.). Vert a
cross parted and fretty betw. two mullets in the 1st and 4th,
and as many cinquefoils in the 2nd and 3rd quarters or.
Crest— A talbot sa. sem^e of cinquefoils or, resting the
dexter paw upon a mullet also or.

—

Adams

A dam son (Westmorland).

— A talbot passant
5

crosslet fitchfe gu.

Crest

—

dexter paw a cross crosslet

fitchee gu.

Adamson

(Graycroock, North Britain). Ar. a crescent gu.
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee az.
(John Adamson, of Newcastle, Esq.). Ar. three

Adamson

—

Crest
A cross crosslet gu.
Ar. a star gu. betw. three crosses

crosses crosslet fitclnSe gu.

Adamson

(Scotland).

cros.^let fitchee az.

—A

Adcock.

Az. on a saltire ar. nine pellets. Crest
head issuing ar.
Vert on a chev. ar. three pheons of the field.
Addelley. Gu. on a chev. or, three crosses bottony

foi's

Adan.

Addenbrooke
April,

1795,

(Wollaston Hall, co. Worcester,

sa.

granted 20

John Addendrooke Addenbrooke, Esq. of

to

Wollaston, high sheriff of Worcestershire, 1798. He was only
child of John Homfray; assumed the surname and arms of
Addenbrooke, under the will of his kinsman, Edw. .\ddesBRooKE, Esq. of Over Sapey, co. Hereford m. in 1780, Ehzabcth, daiL of Michael Graztbrook, Esq. of Audnam, and was
father of the late Edw. Addenbrooke Addenbrooke, Esq.
of Kingswinford House, co. Stafford, whose eldest son, the
Rev. Edw. Addenbrooke, vicar of Smethwick, co. Stafford,
is the present representative of the family).
Quarterly, az.
and ar. a fesse wavy or, between three crescents counterchanged. Cnst On the banks of a river an otter party per
pale ar. and sa. and ';harged with two crescents counter;

—

changed.

Adderbury

Or, a fesse embattled sa.

(Sussex).

Vert on a cross

or,

an

az. bezant^e collared or.

(originally of Blakehagh, co. Stafford, and subsequently of Weddington, co. Warwick, Coton, co. Stafford,
and Hams Hall, co. Warwick, conDrmed by the Deputies of
Camden, Clarenceux, to Hcmfredus Adderley, of Widdington or Weddington, co. Warwick, son of Humfredus Adderley, of the same, fourth son of Tho.mas Adderley, of
Blackhagh, co. Stafford, and fourth in descent from Henrt
Adderley). Ar. on a bend az. three mascles of the field.
Cr,st
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a stork ar.
Adderley (Coton Hall, co. Stafford). Ar. on a bend az.
three lozenges of tlie liey each charged with a pheon gu.

—

Visit, of Stafford, 158:).

Adderley

Ar. on a bend gu. betw.
three crosses pattee of the field.
Addice. Ar. three addices az. handles or.
Adding-ton, or Adington (London). Per pale erm.
(Staffordshire).

heads erased

lions'

two

sa.

and

ermines a chev. countcrchanged.
Per pale erm. and ermines on a chev. five
lozenges all countcrchanged betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A cat-a-mountain sejant ppr. bezantee supporting
an escutcheon az. charged with a mace in pale or, ensigned
with a regal crown ppr. within a bordure engr. ar.
Addington (High Bickington, Devon, came from London

Addingi;on.

—

Henry

temp.

VIII.

The

sisters

and coheirs

of

Thomas

who

died in 168S, married Incledon, Docton,
Per pale ermine and ermines on a chev.
betw. three fleurs-dchs four lozenges all countcrchanged.
Crest
A leopard sejant guardant ar. pellett^e.
Adding1;on (Viscount H'diuoi'th). Per pale ermine and
ermines a chev. charged with five lozenges countcrchanged
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. C/'csS— A cat-a-mountain sejant
guardant ppr. bezantee, his dexter fore paw resting on an
escutcheon az. charged with a mace erect surmounted with
a regal crown or, (in memory of the first lord having been
Speaker of the House of Commons) within a bordure engr.

Addington, Esq.

and Willyams).

—

—

Supporters
Two stags, the dexter ermines, the sinister
ermine, each attired and gorged with a chain therefrom
pendant a key all or. Motto Libertas sub rege pio.
Addison (Preston, co. Lancaster). Same Arms. Crest
ar.

—

tower

—

ar.

Addison

(Sudbury, and of Chilton). Erm. on a bend gu.
three annulets ar. on a chief az. three etoiles of the third.
A unicorn's head erased ar. pierced through the neck
Cre^t
with an arrow and charged on the breast with three an-

—

nulets

In cruce salus.
(granted to Thomas Adams, Esq. of Bath).

cross engr. gu. quarterly pierced

Crett

Adamson. Ar. three crosses
A lion passant holding in the

Adderley

trefoils slipped or.

Adams

ADD
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estoile sa.

Addison

(Joseph Addison, Secretary of State temp. Queen
Anne). Erm. on a bend gu. three annulets or, a chief az.
charged with three leopards' heads of the third. Crest
unicorn's head erased transpierced by an arrow in bend

—

sinister.

Addison.
vert as

Erm. on a bend gu. three annulets

many

or,

on a chief

leopards' faces of the third.

Addison (Newark House,

Maidstone, Kent). Sa. a bend enn.
betw. two snakes nowed or, a chief ar. thereon three leopards'
nowed as in the arms in front of a
snake
A
faces gu. Cresi
demi eagle wings displ. sa. holding in the beak a snake entwined round the neck ppr. Afo(to— Addecet honeste vivere.
Addison (Wednesbury, co. Stafford). Ar. a pile gu. three

—

annulets one and two counterchanged a chief of the second
ar.
thereon three garbs or. Crest— X demi unicorn couped
armed hoofed and crined or, the sinister foot resting on an
inescutcheon gu. charged with a leopard's face gold.

Per chev. gu. and ar.
Per chcv. gu. and ar. two squirrels in chief sejant
or, and three piles in base vert.
Addreston, or Aderston. Az. three martlets within a
bordure cngr. ar. two and one.
Addyes (Droitwich, co. Worcester). Ar. a chev. betw. three

Addott.
Addots.

cracking nuts

crosses patt^e gu.

(Great Barr, CO. Stafford, descended
Knt., who died 1521). Arms as the

Addyes, or Addis
from

Sir

Degoby

.iVddis,

last.

Adeane

(Babraham,

co.

Cambridge).

three griffins' heads erased or, as

Vert on a chev. betw.

many

estoiles sa., quarter-

Crest—A griffin's head
ing JorfEs, Bbtdges, and Chandos.
collared betw. two wings.
Adeleigh, or Audley. Gu. fretty or.
Adeley. Or, three ravens in pale sa.
Adelmare, alias Caesar. Gu. three roses ar. on a chief
of the second as many roses of the first. Crest The sea

—

vert thereon a dolphin

Aderson. Lozengy
ar.

embowed

az.

ppr.
ar. a chief or.

and

Crest

— A cup

therefrom three branches of laurel vert.

Aderton, or Alderton

(Lancashire).

Sa. three

sword

chapes or. Crest— A. hand holding a scimetar ppr.
Adgrer. Az. on a fesse ar. three water bougets sa. Crest
A swan with wings endorsed rcguard. ar. murally crowned
gu. resting the foot upon an escallop shell or.
Adey (Daniel Goodson Adey, of Merkyate Cell or Prioij',

—

CO. Hertford, Esq.,

descended from the Kentish family of the

.same name, formerly settled at Doddington, in that county,
and representative of the branch domiciled for the last two
centuries at Combe, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a bend az.

three leopards' faces or. Crest— A leopard's face or, jessant
a fleur-de-hs gu.
Adingrton. Ar. a fesse betw. three escallops sa.
Adingrton. Sa. a bend ar.
Adinstoun (that Ilk, co. Berwick). Ar. a cross engr. sa.
cantoned with four crosses crosslet fitch^e gu.
Adis (Middlesex). Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses patt(5e ar.

—

Erm. in chief two lions ramp. az. Crest A lion
ramp. gu. supporting a flagstaff and ropes ppr. flag ar.
charged with a cross gu.
Adlam (Manor House, Chew Magna, co. Somerset, con-

Adkins.

firmed to William /U)lam, Esq. of that place, J. P., F.S.A.).
Az. seven rays issuing from the sun in the dexter canton
bendwise ppr. the centre ray betw. two etoiles in bend sinisquartering ar. two bars engr. vert each charged
ter ar.
with a spear head or, betw. nine martlets gu., for Moobe;
on an escutcheon of pretence ar. a chev. betw. three stags'
;

—

Cre^i
A mount vert,
heads affront^e gu., for Pahker.
thereon in front of rays of the sun an eagle ppr. gorged with
a collar sa. Motto Tyine proveth trvth.
Adlam. Or, three mullets az. on a bordure of the last as
many bezants in chief. Cre.tt A hand gu. holding a lure or.
Adlard. Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three wolves' heads erased
A cubit arm holding
sa. as many mullets of the field. Crest
in the hand a dagger erect all ppr.
Adler (Ilaverstoke, co. Essex). Sa. two bends erm. on a
Crest
A denii eagle
caViton ar. a lion ramp, of the first.
with wings displ. sa. charged on the breast with an etoile or.
Adley, or Adelley (Somersetshire). Gu. on a chev. or,

—

—

—

—

three crosses crosslet sa.
(Cheshire). Ar. a cross flory sa.
(Adlington, co. Lancaster, 1567, IGl.?, 1664).
Sa. a ctuT. hetw. three antelopes' heads ar. attired or.
Adlington (Holme Hale Hall, Norfolk). Sa. a cliev. betw.
three goats' heads erased ar. Crext A goat's head as in the

Adlington
Adllngton

—

—

Motto Per antiquam cartam.
(London, 1590). Gu. nine martlets, three, three, two,
and one, or. Crest On a mount vert a martlet or.
Adney. Az. a fesse dancett<$e betw. thiec cherubs' heads
Crest
An eagle's head holding in the beak an acorn,
ar.
slipped ani leaved ppr.
Adokes (Lancashire). Ar. across sa. in the first quarter a
arms.

Adlyn

—

—

fleur-Oe-lis gu.

AdolphuB

Jacob

Adolpiids, M.D., Knt., InspectorAz. a knight's helmet with
snake entwined round it betw. three lions' heads erased or.
Crr.t
A dcmi lion ramp, murally crowned holding a
knight s helmet betw. the pawa.
Adott. Per chev. gu. and paly of six Tcrt and az. in chief
two squirrels respecting each other cracking nuts or.
Adrian. Gu. four escallops in cross or, the top of each
•hell meeting in the centre point.
general of

(Sir

Army

—

ti
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Hospitals).

Adronkel. Ar. on a cross form^e gu. a mullet pierced or.
Adryan. Barry nebula ar. and sa. a chief chequy or and az.

Adrypayn

Gu. a fesse hummett^ ar.

(Lincolnshire).

chief three griffins' heads erased or.

Adston. Ar a bend indented sa.
Adston, or Adiston. Ar. a fesee gu. betw. three pellets.
Adventurers (Merchant), or Hambrough Mercliants. (This society was incorporated 2i Edw. I., 1296,
and obtained ample privileges, and a confirm^ition of their
charter from Queen Elizabeth.) Barry nebulee of six ar.
and az. a chief quarterly gu. and or, on the 1st and 4tli
quarters a lion pass, guard, of the fourth; on the 2nd
and 3rd, two roses gu. barbed vert. Cre:t .V pegasus curTwo pegasi ar.
rent with wings indorsed ar. Supporters
with wings indorsed each charged on the wing with three roses
Motto
in pale gu.
Dieu nous adventure donne bonne.
Adventurers (Ne-w), or Frencli Merchants. Barry
wavy of six ar. and az. a chief quarterly gu. and or, on the
1st and 4th, a Hon pass, guard, of the last; on the 2nd
and 3rd two roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert over all on an

—

—

—

inescutcheon az. a sceptre in pale or. Crest— Two anchors
Supporter.^
and a sceptre in pale all or.
Two
pegasi ar. with wings indorsed or. maned and hoofed of the
last.
Motto Reddite cuique suum.
Adwood. Gu. a lion ramp, tail fourohiSe nowed ar.
(Kent and Southwark, granted 1615). Az. a fesse dauncett^ betw. three cherubims' heads or, faces ar.
Crest
On a mount vert a stag lodged ar. attired and ducally

—

in saltire

—

Ady

—

crowned

or.

Ady, or Adry.
Crest

—A

Gu. on a bend

ar. three leopards' faces sa.

leopard's face or, jessant a fleur-de-lis gu.

Ady, Adey, or Addey
Gu. on a bend

shire).

of the

Adyer
gu.

ar.

(Kent, London, and Herefordthree leopards' faces vert langucd

field.

(Kent).

Crest

Ar. a chev. dauncett^ betw. three cherubims

—'A cherub's head ppr.

Adyn (Dorchester). Ar. on a saltire
Crest — A lion's head ppr.

gu. five lions saliant or.

Adys

(Herefordshire and London).
Ar. a chev. couped
betw. three crosses pattee gu. Crest
A cock erm. (Vis.

—

of London, 1633-4.

JIarl.

MSS.

1476.)

Adzwood.

Ar. three ravens' heads couped ppr.
Aerboroug-h, or Aerburg'. Or, an eagle's head with
hounds' ears az.
Afla.eck (Dalham Hall, co. Suffolk, Bart.). Ar. three bars sa.
Crest

— An

ear of wheat bearded ppr.

quod utile.
Affleck, or

Auchinleck

Ar. a cross embattled sa.

— Pretiosum

(Glenbcrvie, Kincardineshire).

Crest

— An eagle rising ppr.

Afordbie (Afordby, co. Lincoln). Ar.
Crest
A horse's head erased sa. bridled

—

Afton

Motto

a

saltire engr.

sa.

or.

Ar. a chev. cngr. betw. three fleurs-

(Devonshire).

de-lis sa.

African (Royal)

Company

(Incorporated 20 Jan. 14
Charles II. 1G62). Or, an elepliant az. on his back a quadrangular castle ar. masoned ppr. on the sinister tower a
flagstaff and banner gu. on the dexter corner of the
banner a canton arg. chai-ged with a cross gu. on the
dexter corner of the escutcheon a canton quarterly of
France and England. Crest On a ducal coronet or. an
anchor erect sa. cabled of the first betw. two dragons'
wings expanded ar. each charged with a cross gu. Supjiortcrs
Two African blacks ppr. vested rounii the waist
with a skirt ar. pearls in their ears and round their necks
banded round the temples or, thereon feathers erect of various colours each holding in his exterior hand an arrow or,
barbed and feathered ar.
Motto Regio floret patiocinio
commercium commercioque regnuni.
Agane. Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. erm. betw. six martlets counterchanged of the field.
(Gowran Castle, co. Kilkenny). Az. a lion rairip. or.
;

—

—

—

Agar

— A demi lion ramp. or.
(Viscount Cii/den).
Same
porters — Two lions per fess or and
Crest

Agar
gu.

— Spectcmur agendo.

Motto

Arms and

Crest.
Supand chained
second
The
Viscount Clif-

az. collared

den assumed the name and arms of ElLis, 'whicK see.
{Lord Callan).
The same Arms and Cirst as Agar of
Gowran. Supporters Dexter a unicorn ar. horned maned
hoofed and tufted or sinister a white horse ppr. Motto
Via trita via tuta.
Agar {Counlcsi of Brn)idon). Same Arms and Supporters.
Agar (Eiirl of Normnnton). Arms and Crest same as AoAR
of Gowran.
A nudlet for difT. Supporters Two lions the
dexter per bend and the sinister per bend-sinister or, and
az. collared and chained gu. each charged on the shoulder
with a crescent.
Motto Via trita via tuta.
Agar (Ireland, and Cranham llall, co. Essex). Az. a lioD

Agar

—

—

;

—

—

AA

AA
;
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AGA
ramp. or.
agendo.

Crest

—A demi lion ramp. or.

Motto

—Spectemur

four bezants.

Agrar-Robartes.

Agard

See Robartes.
(Lancashire). Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads

—A

buglchorn ar.
erased sa. langued eu. armed or. Crest
garnished or, stringed sa.
(Lancashire). Ar. a chev. (another engr.) gu. betw.
three boars' heads coui)ed sa. Crest An ibex's head or,
charged with hurts mancd tufted horned and collared az.
Agrard (Koston, co. Derby the last male heir, Charles
Agard, Esq. d. temp. Charles IL; one of his coheiresses m.
John Stanhope, of Elvaston). Same Arms as foregoing, except that the chev. is engr.
Ag'ard (Sudbury, co. Derby). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.

Agrard

—

:

three boars' heads coupcd sa. a fleur-de-lis or.
Ag'as (Wymondham, co. Norfolk). Az. a fesse cottiscd erm.
in chief three stags' heads cabossed or.

head

sa.

wreathed about the temples

Aeayle, or Ayale.

Crest

—A

Moor's

and gu.

ar.

Or, three pallets sa.

Ag'g'assiz. Az. three savages' heads in
Ag'g'e (Overbury, co. Worcester). Ar. a

profile ar.

fess engr. sa.

betw.

Ag'g'S, or Ag'all. Gu. a fesse cottised or, surmounted by
two sabres addorsed saltireways az. hilt and pomel of the
second. Crest On a chapeau ppr. a bull statant sa.
Ag'illon, Agrillun, and Ag-ilmo. Gu. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Aginal (Cresscley). Ar. a lion ramp, reguard. gu.
Aglionby (Aglionby, co. Cumberland, Carlisle and Nunnery).
Arg. two bars and in chief three martlets sa. Crest

—

—

demi eagle

displ. or.

Same

(Bulsall Temple).

Agmondesham (Horseley,
foils

of the last.

Agnew

Cre^t

as the preceding.

Ar. on a chev. az.
or, five cinque-

co. Surrey;.

between three boars' heads couped

sa.

langued

— A stag or.

Ar. a chev. between
two cinquefoils in chief gu. and a saltier couped in base az.
Supporters
Crest An eagle issuant and reguard. ppr.
Two heraldic tigers ppr. collared and chained or. Motto—
Consilio, non impetu.
AgTLe'W (Dalragle, co. Wigton). As Lochnaw within a
bordure engr. gu. Cre^t An eagle reguard. ppr. Motto
Consil'o non impetu.

(Lochnaw,

co.

Wigton, Bart.).

—

—

—

—

Agnew

(Vans

Agnew,

Bambarroch, co. Wigton,
as representative of Vans of Bambarroch, and Agnew
of Sheuchan, a scion of Lochnaw).
Quarterly, 1st and
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. ensigned
4th, ar. a bend gu.
with a cross crosslet fltch^e sa. betw. in chief two cinquefoils gu. and in base a saltire couped az.
Crests
1st, a lion
ramp, holding in the dexter paw a pair of balances ppr.
eagle
issuant
and
reguard.
2nd, an
ppr. Mottos Be faithful,
for Vans Consilio non impetu, for Agnew.
Agnew (Castlewige, co. Wigton). As Lochnaw within a
-

of

;

—

—

;

bordure

ar.

charged with

Agollon, or Agnlltin
a

fleurs-de-lis gu.

(Yorkshire).

Gu. on a canton

ar.

cross flory sa.

Agon.

Ar. a chev. between three martlets sa.
Agras. Ar. a hind trippant gu. on a canton of the second
lozenges
three
of the first.
Agxevell (Chesley). Or, a lion ramp, reguard. az. Crest
A bezant.
Agruall. Gu. crusul^ or, a lion ramp, guard, of the second.
Crest
A lion's face guard, betw. two wings ppr.
Aguilliams. Ar. a lion ramp, ermines armed sa. collared or.
Agnillon. Sa. a lion ramp. erm. Crest A pelican vulning

—

—

—

herself ppr.

Agnilluni, or Agnllum.

Gu. on a canton

a cross

ar.

flory az.

Agworthi
A torteau.

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three torteaux.

Crest

—

Ahlen.

Per fesse ar. and az. a stock or trunk of a tree
couped and eradicated in bend or.
Tl rends.
Ar. five stalks of rye growing out of ground in
base vert. Cre^t An eagle ppr. Motto Post nubila Phoebus.
Aicken (Fun. Ent. of David Aicken, of Dublin, gent., died
8 Sept. 1654). Barry of six ar. and az. on a chief of the last
a cinquefoil or, betw. two bezants.
Aidgman. Sa. five plates on a chief or, a lion pass. gu.
between two thistles ppr. Crest A demi eagle or, charged
on the breast with a thistle ppr.
Aigler, or Ayler. Az. a cinquefoil erm. pierced witliin
a bordure engr. or. Crest Two wings in lure.
Aigbton (Lancashire). Sa. three garbs or. Crest A snake

A

—

—

—

—

up ppr.
Aigles (Northumberland and Northamptonshire).
lions ramp, (sometimes guard, or pass.) ar.

—

ceiled

hunting horn ppr.

Aiken.

Ar. a chev. betw. three cockt' heads ta.

7

Aikenhead
vert.

Crest

Crest

—

Gu. a cross crosslet or, cantoned with
A fountain throwing up water ppr.

(of that Ilk, Scotland).

Ar. three acorns slipped

— A demi savage holding in the right hand three

3/o((o— Kupto robore nati.
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. two cocks in
and a buckle in base gu. a lion ramp, of the field
crowned or (as maternally descended from the family of
Macdowal).
Crest
An oak tree vert. Motto Sub robore

laurel sprigs fructed ppr.

Aikin

(Liverpool).

chief

—

—

virtus.

Aikman

(Lodurn, afterwards Caimie, co. Forfar; William
Aikman, the Painter, was representative of this family). Ar.
a sinister hand holding an oaken batton paleways ppr. surmounted of a bend engr. gu. Crest An oak tree ppr.
Motto Sub robore virtus.
Ailard. Ar. two bars betw. nine martlets vert.
Aile, or Ayles. Chequy or and gu. a bend ar. Crest—
dexter arm embowed fist clenched ppr.
Ailesbnry, Marquess of. See Bkcdenell-Bbuce.
Ailsa, Marquess of. See Kennedy.
Aime, or Aine. Az. a ship in full sail or, in the sea ppr.
Crest
A pillar barry of four gu. and or winged ppr.
Ainge (London). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three crosses patt^e
Crest
ar.
A cross form^e fitch^e or, betw. two wings az.
Ainslie (Pilton, co. Edinburgh, representative of Dolphington).
Or, a cross, flory gu.
Crest
On ti chapeau a naked
arm embowed grasping a scimitar ppr. Supporters Two
knights in chain armour armed at all points, the dexter having the beaver of his helmet up and leaning on a shield or,
charged with a cross flory gu., the sinister capuched with a
skull cap holding a spear with a flowing pennon az. in
which in a canton ar. is the above-mentioned crest. Motto
Pro patria ssepe, pro rege semper.
Ainslie (Bart. 1804). Or, a cross flory gu. charged with a
mullet ar. Crest A naked arm from the shoulder embowed
grasping a scimitar all ppr.
Supporters Two chevaliers
armed at all points ppr., the dexter leaning on a shield or,
charged with a cross flory gu., the sinister holding over his
shoulder a battleaxe ppr. Motto— Vto rege et patria.
Ainslie (Blackhill, Scotland). Or, across flory gu. a bordure
az.
Crest A pelican's head erased ppr.
Motto Pietas

—

—

—

three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Aglionby

AIT

Aiken, or Aicken.

Sa. three
Crest

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

tutissima virtus.

Ainslie (Grizedale,

An

eagle's

Or, a cross flory sa. Crest

Lancashire).
head erased ppr.

Motto

— Pietas

—

tutissima

virtus.

Ainsworth

(Smithills Hall,

Gu. three battleaxes ar.
a battleaxe ppr. Motto

and of Moss Bank,

Crest

—A

man

—Spero meliora.

Ainsworth

co. Lane.).

armour holding

in

now of Showley, co.
Az. three spades within a bordure or. Crest
armed affront^e holding a battleaxe
over his right shoulder all ppr.
Ains'wortll (Spotland, co. Lancashire). Gu. three battleaxes
ar.
Crest
A man at arms in complete armour holding in
his right hand arm extended a battleaxe all ppr,
Aiphant. Gu. three crescents ar.
Air. Ar. a chev. betw. three quatrefoils sa. Cre^t ^The
stump of an oak sprouting out new branches, ppr.
Airay. Paly of six gu. and ar. in chief a mullet or.
Aird. Sa. on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. a
falcon's head couped of the first.
Crest
A cock ppr.
(formerly of Plessington,

Lancashire).

—A man at arms fully
—

—

—

—Vigilantia.

Motto

Aire.

Az. three water bubbles ppr.
Airlie, Earl of. See Ogilvie.
Airmine. See Armine.
Airth. (Scotland Sir William de Airth of that Ilk, mentioned
in Ragman's Roll as one of the great proprietors who swore
fealty to Edward I., died without male issue.
His elde.st
:

daughter and co-heir conveyed the estate of Airth, in
marriage, to Robert Bruce, ancestor of the Brdces of
Airth). Ar. achiefsa.
Crest
A cock crowing ppr.

—

Airy.

Sa. a fesse or.

Aiscough, or Ayscoghe
Line).

(of Stallingbro'

and Kelscy,

Sa. a fesse or betw. three asses passant ar.

cross crosslet fitchfe az.

Motto

Crest

— In hoc signo vinces.

Aisincourt.

co.

—

Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads gu.
Crest
displ. with two heads.
and Askill. Erm. a chief embattled
gu. Crest In the sea an anchor in pale ppr.
Aislabie (Osgodby, Yorkshire, 1623). Gu. three lozenges
conjoined in fesse ar. betw. as many lions' heads erased or.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. gorged with three lozenges
conjoined in fesse ar.
Aitclieson (Gosford, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a two-headed
eagle displ. sa. on a chief vert two spur rowels or.
Aitcheson (Sydserff, Scotland). The same within a bordure
invecked of the second. Motto Ane chast arbor.

—A demi eagle

Aiskell, Aiskill,

—

—

—

AA

A
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AL

C

—

Akeholt

Crest
A lion ramp, guard, gu. supporting a
gfuard. ar.
long cross or.
See Allanson.
Albalanda (Nansavallon or Blanchland, in Kea, Comw.
whose heiress m. Boscawen). Gu. three bendlets arg.
(Cornwall).
Erm. on a cross gu. five bezants.
Crest
An urchin ppr.
Alban. Erm. a crescent in the fesse point gu. Crest
lion's head erased pierced in the breast with an arrow.
Albane, erm.
(This coat belonged to Albane, Earl of Britain, upon
whom William the Conqueror conferred the earldom of
Richmond, and honour of Middleham).
Albange. Gu. a wolf saliant or.
Albany (London, Shropshire, and Bedfordshire). Ar. on a
fesse betw. three cinquefoils gu. a greyhound pass, of the
(Another, courant or). Crest Out of a ducal coronet
field.
gu. a demi dolphin hauriant or.
Albany (Shropshire. Francis Albany, of Fernehill and
Whittington, Esq., sheriff, 1595). Ar. on a fesse betw. three
cinquefoils gu. a, greyhound courant or.
Albany. Or, two chev. and a bordure gu.
Albany, or Daubig-ny. Gu. an eagle displ. within a
bordure ar.
Albany. Or, a lion ramp. az.
Albaster. See Arblaster.
Albemarle, Earl of. See Keppel.
Albemarle Gu. a cross patonce vair.
Albemarle. Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased

Akeland

Alb er bury.

(Pittenweem Scotland, 1672). Or, a doubleheaded eagle displ. sa. on a chief vert a cross staff between
Crest— An astrolob ppr. Mottogold.
rowels
two spur

Aitcheson
Observe.

(RochsoUoch, co. Lanark). Ar. a double-headed
eagle displ. sa. on a chief vert a crescent of the field
cock ppr. ilotto
betw. two spur rowels or. Crest

Aitcheson

—

—A

"Vigilantibus.

(Gen. Sir John Aitcheson, K.C.B., 1867). Ar.
a double-headed eagle displ. sa. charged on the breast with
a garland of laurel or, a bordure embattled of the third,

Aitcheson

also of the third a mural crown between two
mullets of the fourth. Crest— A cock standing on a trumpet
Motto Vigilaniibus.
or.
Aitken (Saltcoats, co. Stirling, 1871). Ar. a chevron gu.

on a chief

—

between three cocks
Eobore et \ieilantia.

Aitkin, or Atkin.

—An oak tree ppr.

sa.

Crest

Or, a

bend chequey gu. and

Motto

—

ar. in chief

Crest— A boat ppr.

a talbot pass. sa.

Aito, or Auito

(Devonshire). Or, three Moors' heads in
two and one wreathed about the temples ar. and
Crest— Out of a cloud an arm ppr.
their
ears.
pearls in
holding a sword erect ar. hilt or, on the blade a Moor's head
as in the arms.
Akarys, Akers, Akeris, or Akjrris. Ar. on a bend
A griffin's head gu.
sa. three acorns or, husked vert. Crest
Akaster. Ar. on a chev. sa. three acorns or. Crest
demi griffin or.
profile sa.

—

—

Quarterly ar. and az. a bend compony
(Kent).
counter compony or and gu.
(Devonshire). Barry of eight ar. and sa. a pale
counterchanged and afesse gu.
Akeland (Devonshire). Ar. a pale sa. overall a fesse gu.
voided of the first cottised of the second.
Akeland, or Akelout (Gloucestershire). Ar. on a bend
cottised gu. three mullets (another, martlets) or.
(Yorkshire). Gu. a maunch betw. eight cinque-

Akelham

foils in orle ar.

Akelyot.

Gu. a fesse dancett^e

"ar.

betw. three battle-

axes or.

Akeney.

Ar. a cross betw. four lions ramp. vert.
(Northumberland, 1685). Per fesse or and ar.
three acorns erect in base gu. and in chief a woodman with
a club over his dexter shoulder wreathed round the middle

Akenbead
all

ppr.

Akenhead

(Otterington Hall, co. York).

Ar. three acorns
Bhpped vert. Crest A demi savage holding in his dexter
hand three laurel slips fructed ppr. Motto— Rupto robore

—

nati.

Akenside.

Sa. a chev. betw. three darts points upwards
broken ar. Crest An arrow ppr.
Akenthorp (Akenthorp, co. Derby). "Vert, a chev. betw.

—

.shafts

three escallops or.

Aker, or Acre.
many

escallops ar.

Gu. three
Crest

fusils in fesse or,

— A triangular harrow.

Akerman, or Ackerman (granted
Akerman,

betw. as

20 May, 1761, to Isaac

London and Surrey). Quarterly per fesse inand fourth, gu. in chief a maunch ar. in base an

of

—

West Indies). Quarterly, 1st an 4th, Douolas
2nd and 3rd, Akers. See Douglas of Baads.
Aket (Derbyshire). Ar. two bends gu.
Aket. Ar. on a fesse betw. two cottises gu. three fleursislands of the
of liaads;

do-lis of the field.

(Banlifield, co.

Edward Akhotd,

head ppr. three spear heads sa. encircled by a wreath of oak,
mho ppr. Motto In veritale victoria.
Sa. a dog couchant on a cushion or.
Alan (Galloway). Az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.

—

Alaband.

Gu. ten mancles or.
Ar. a chev. cngr. sa.
Ar. a chev. engr. within a bordure ac.
(Ireland).
Az. a bend engr. ar. betw. two cottises

'.'''<(

—A

gu-

See Abbesburt.
Az. a griffin segreant or. Cre'<t A demi savage
wreathed about the middle with leaves, and over his shoulder
a sled-hammer, all ppr.
Alberton (Devonshire). Ar. two bars sa. betw. three
ogresses within a bordure engr. of the second.
Alberton. Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads erased sa.
Crest
A pennon in bend gu. staff-headed sa. and tasselled

—

Albert.

—

or.

Alberton (Plympton). Az. a talbot pass. ar. collared gu.
Alberton. Ar. a chev. betw. three bears' heads erased sa.
langued gu. muzzled or.
(Wickingham, co. Berks, 1590). Gu. a cross engr.
betw. four stock doves ar.
Crest
A stock dove az. holding
in its beak a branch, leaves and stalk vert fructed gu.

Albery

—

Albing".

Ar. three bendlets gu.
Albini (Earl of Arundel). Gu. a lion ramp. or.
Albominster (Cornwall). Ar. a chief az.
Albon. Vert on a bend ar. three crosses form^e fitch€e az.
Crest — A bull's head affrontije.
Alon, or Albin. Ar. a tombstone gu.
Albone. Ar. a lion unarmed gu.
Alborougb. Gu. (or sa.) a fesse betw.

six crosses cross-

let ar.

Ar. a fesse betw. three

cros.«es crosslet fitch^e az.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis or. Cred—A
dexter hand ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
(a Dane, founder of the Minster of Hertford).
Az. three chev. or, a label of as many points ar.
Alby. Paly of six or and sa.
Alby. Gu. a fesse chequy or and az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

Albrecht, or Albreg-ht.
Albrizth, St.

gold.

Albyn.

Or,

on a cross

gamb issuing sa.
Alche. Or, two chev.
lion's

sa. five

eaglets displ. ar.

holding a spear

or, at

Crest

—

thetopaflag gu.

sa.

Alchorn

(Kent). Ar. a buck's head cabossed sa. and chief
indented of the second. Crest A human heart gu. ducaUy
crowned or, betw. a pair of wings, ar.
Alcock (Cheshire). Ar. a fesse gu. bebv. three scythes

—

Alcock

Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks'
beaked and wattled ar.
Alcock (Bi hop of Ell/).. At & (esse betw. three cocks'
heads erased sa. within a bordure gu. chorgcd with eight
crowns or.
Alcock (Kent). Ar. on a fe.<:9e gu. betw. three scythes ssl
Ci-e.'t
Out of a ducal coronet az.
as many fleurs-de-lis or.
a demi swan erm. wings expanded, and ducally crowned
(Badly, co. Suffolk).

hearts erased gu.

—

or.

Granted, 8 June,
co. Northampton.
a fesse betw. three cocks' heads erased ar.
beaked and crested or.
Crest
A cock erm. beaked and
1616).

(Silvertoft,

Gu.

—

or.

leopard pass. or.
Or, three pallets az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.

Alanson.

—

—

Alcock

Sa. a cross crosslet or.

Alanby.
Alanby.

Aland

—

sa.

Y'ork.

Esq. of
Bankficld and Denton Park, co. York, M.P., J. P. and D.L.,
ton of the late Jonathan Akroyd, Esq.) Az. a chev. and in
base a stag's head erased arg. on a chief of the last two
•tags' heads erased of the field.
Crest— In front of a stag's

Alan.
Alan.

Albam

Alborough, or Albrough.

dented tirst
acorn sprig or, second and third or, three dragons' heads
couped of the first. Crest Out of a palisado coronet or, an
arm eml)owed habited gu. cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr.
an oak-branch leaved vert fructed gold.
Akeroyd (Koggathorpc, co. York). Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three stags' heads erased ar.
Akers. See Aokarys, and Ackers.
Akers (Kent; and St. Christopher, St. Vincent, and other

Akroyd

Alanson.

mcmbered or.
Alcock. Ar. on

a chev. betw. three cocks' heads erased sa.
the two in chief respecting each other, an escallop shell or,
in the middle chief point the letters a i, az.

A
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Alcock.

Per pale or and az. a chev. betw. three eagles displ.
all counterchangcci, on a chief gu. three lozenges erm.
Alcock. Ar. a fesse betw. three cocks' heads erased sa.

—

membered gu. Crest A cock.
Alcock (WiLLiA.M Alcock, Esq. Waterford, tem'p. Charles
II.).
Gu. a fesse betw. three cocks' heads erased ar. combed
Crest
A pomeis charged with a cross
and wattled or.
patt^e or, thereon a cock sa. Motto 'Vigilate.
Alcock (Grange, co. Waterford, and Wilton, co. Wexford).
Ar. a fesse betw. three cocks' heads erased sa. Crest On a

—

—

—

pomeis charged with a cross pat^e

or,

a cock

sa.

—

Motto

Vigilate.

Alcock

(Kilbritain Castle, co. Cork).

cocks' heads erased ar.

cock

Sa.

combed and wattled gu. spurred

ar.

a

fesse betw. three

combed and wattled
az.

or.

Crest

—

Motto—\igi-

Alcocke

(Ridge, CO. Chester, 1449).

Ar. a fesse az. betw.

three scythes sa.
Az. a pile or.
(Kent). Az. the sun in splendour or.
(Kent and Sussex). Az. a pile waved, issuing out
of the dexter corner of the escutcheon bendways or.

Aldaine.

Aldam
Aldam

Aldam (SuffolU).

Az. a bend wavy or.
Az. one ray of the sun issuing out of the dexter
corner of the escutcheon bendways or. Cre^t Out of a ducal
coronet a plume of five ostrich feathers.
Aldam. (Frickley Hall, co. York). Per fesse az. and erm. in
the sinister chief and dexter base an eagle displ. or, in the
dexter canton issuant towards the sinister base seven rays,
the centre one gold the others ar. Crest Issuant from a
mount vert four ostrich feathers ar. conjoined at the points
by a mill-rind or.
Aldam., or Alden. Gu. three crescents erm. (Another,
the same within a bordure engr. ar.)
Alday. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three griffins segreant of the
second, those in chief respecting each other.
Aldboroug'h, Earl of. See Stratfokd.

Aldam.

—

—

Aldboroug-h, or Aldebiirg-h (Town

of Suffolk.

Granted

20 Oct. 1561). A ship of three masts in full sail, on the waves
of the sea, the mainsail charged with a lion rampant, and
the sail on the foremast charged with the cross of St. George,
on the round top of each are four spears with their barbs

upwards.

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops or.
betw. two wings az.
or Aldeburgrhe (Aldborough, Yorkshire).

— An escallop or,

Aldborougrh,

—

Az. a fesse ar. betw. three crosses crosslet or. Crest An
ibex pass. or.
Aldborougrll (in the great chamber of Harwood Castle,
A.D. 1584).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. charged on the shoulder
with a fleur-de-lis az.
Aldburg'h. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. charged on the breast
with a fleur-de-lis az.
Aldbri^bt. Ar. a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet az.
Aide (Kent). Erm. on a chief sa. two griffins combatant ar.
Crest

— A torteau.

Ar. on a pale sa. betw. two ogresses, a demi lion

ramp.

or.

Alderford. Or, a saltire az.
Alderley. See Addeblet.

Alderley

(Alderley, co. Chester). Ar. on a bend gu. betw.
two boars' heads couped sa., three crosses patt^e of the first
(or, in some).
Crest— A mailed dexter arm embowed ppr.
grasping a cross-hilted sword ppr., hilt or, piercing or transfixing a boar's head sa.
Alderley. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three boars' head*
couped sa. three crosses crosslet or.
Aldemam. Az. the sun in splendour ppr.
Alderne (Suffolk). Gu. three crosses crosslet or, a chief of

the second.

Alderne.

'Vert, a lion ramp, or, crowned gu.
(London and Kent). Gu. on a bend engr. ar. betw.
two cinquefoils of the second three leopards' faces vert.
Crest On a plume of feathers ar. a demi griffin gu.
Aldersey (Cheshire). Gu. on a bend betw. two cinquefoils

Aldeburgh, summoned to Parhament,
1371).
Az. a fess ar. betw. three crosses crosslet or.
Aldelym. (Audlem, co. Chester, descended from Hugh
Traylebrw, lord of Audlem, teiup. Wm. Conq.). Gu. three
boars' heads erased erm.
Alden (Hertfordshire, and the Temple, London. By Camden,
Clarcnceux, Sept. 1607). Gu. three crescents within a bordure engr. erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet per pale gu.
and sa. a demi lion or.
Alden. Or, a bat's wing gu. surmounted of another ar.
Crest
Out of a coronet ar. two wings as in the arms.
Alden. Gu. three crescents within a bordure engr. erm.
(sometimes ar.).
Alden, or Aldon. Gu. a mullet ar. betw. three crescents
erm. within a bordure engr. of the second. CreU
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi lion gu.
Alder. Gu. three crescents erm. and bordure engr. ar.

—

—

—

—A

griflin's

head gu.

Alderbery. Ar. three bunches of alder berries ppr.
Alderbery. Or, a fesse embattled sa.
Alderby. See Alberbori.
Alderford (Norfolk). Ar. a saltire az. Crest— A rat ppr.
Alderford (Warwickshire). Ar. on a saltire az. betw. four
griflSns'

—

or, three leopards' faces az.

Aldersey

(.Vldersey, co. Chester).
Gu. on a bend engr. ar.
betw. two cinquefoils or, three leopards' faces vert. Crest
A demi griffin segreant gu. beaked and armed issuing from
a plume of tive ostrich feathers or.
Aldersey (London, lier. Visit. 1563). Same Arms.

Alderson

—

(Christopher Aldebson Alderson, of Homerton,

Middlesex, Esq., who, by sign manual 1812, changed his
patronymic Llotd for the name of Aldersok only). Ar.
three saracens' heads affront^e couped at the shoulders ppr.
wreathed about the temples of the first and sa. quartering
az. three boars' heads couped in pale or, for Llotd. Crests
A dove, holding in the beak an olive branch ppr., for
Aldebson and a boar's head couped or, for Lloyd.
Alderson. Az. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three suns in
splendour ppr. Cre t Behind a mount vert, thereon a branch
of alder, the sun rising ppr.
Alderson. Ar. three chev. az. on each a cinquefoil of the

—

;

—

field.

Crest

Alderton

— A pillar ppr.

(Ipswich).

Vert on a bend

ar. three crescents sa.

in the sinister chief point a mullet of the second.

Crect

—

crescent ar.

Alderwicke.

Az. a pale

or,

betw. six cross crosslets of the

Alde'winckle

(confirmed 1584).
Ar. a cross form^e gru.
Crest— A wivern, wings endorsed and ducally crowned, vomit-

ing

fire.

Aldewinckle.
Crest

Gu. four lozenges

ar. one,

two, and one.

— The same as above.

Alde'winckell. Erm. on a
Crc't — The s.iriie as above.

Aldford

(Aldford,

cross form^e gu.

and Alderley,

co. Chester).

a mullet

or.

Gu. fretty

erm.
Alci h
(Shrimpling, co. Norfolk). Or, two talbots pass. sa.
langued gu. betw. two flflunches of the second. Crest A.
talbot's head erased or, gorged with a collar sa. lined gu.
Aldliam (Suffolk). Or, a chev. gu. on a chief az. three

am

—

mullets of the field.
(Kent). Az. a pile or.
Az. a star of nine points or.
Aldbam. Az. a sun or.
Aldham. Az. an etoile of sixteen points pierced or.
Aldhouse, Aldus, or Aldous (Suffolk). Ar. a chev.
betw. three birds rising gu. on a chief sa. three mullets of
the first. Crest A bird rising of the arms.
Aldine. Gu. a saltire ar.
Aldington (of that Ilk, Scotland). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
betw. three escallops of the last.
Aldixford. Ar. a saltire az. Crest A monkey's head ppr.
Aldjo. Ar. three human hearts conjoined at the points gu.
in base a buck's head cabossed of the second within a

Aldham

or.

Aldeburgll (Baron

Crest

B

Ar. on a saltire az. a tiger's bead

last.

Aldborough.

Aide.

erased

Ali

Salford).

Aldersey

lanter.

Crest

Alderford, of

heads erased erm. a leopard's face and four lozenges

or.

Alderford

(Warwickshire and 'Worcestershire, allowed
with three quarterings by the Deputies of Camden, Clarcnceux, to John Alderford, of Knightwick, co. Worcester,
and Salford, co. Warwick, fourth in descent from John

9

Aldh.am.

—

—

—

bordure az.
Crest
A stump of an oak sprouting new
branches ppr.
Aldjoy (Scotland, came, it is said, originally from Italy:
Peter Aldjoy obtained the lands of Easter Walkinshatw, by
marrying, in 1547, the heiress. Marion Morton). Ar. three
hearts gu. their points meeting in the centre, in base a
martlet sa.

Aldmen.

Ar. three bars humettde gu. betw. four martlets

in pale sa.

Aldred.

Gu. a chev. (another engr.) betw. three griflBns'
heads erased ar. Crest An arm frum the elbow in armour
holding a cross crosslet fitchfe in pale.
Aldrich (Ipswich and Oxfordshire). Or, on a fesse vert a

—

bull pass. ar.

Aldricll
griffins'

(Suffolk).

Erm. on a chev. engr.

heads erased as

segreant.

many

lozenges.

ar. betw. three
Crest— A griffin

A

Aldrich (Cheam,
pass, of the

Ar.

co. Surrey).

Alexander

fesse vert a bull

first.

by giant, 1/72). Ar. a
on a dexter cnnton gu. three swords

(Kingsclere, co. Hants,

Aldridg-e
bordure

az. bezant^e

barways

in pale of the

and pommels

or,

Vert on a fesse or, betw. three garbs of the
second a crown enclosed by a mound and a bird az. two
Crest— A phcenix
saltire
in the crown of the first.
leaves in

axe

a bend gu.

Aldrington. Sa. on three hawks' lures ar. as many annuCrest— A dexter band holding a hawk's lure ppr.
lets gu.
Aldrin^on. Sa. three hawks' lures, penned, stringed,
and ringed ar. Crest— The same as the last.
Aid-well (>Ioyne, CO. Tipperary). Per lesse nebulee ar. and
sa. in chief two lions ramp, of the second, and in base an
An osprcy, as in the arms,
osprey wings displ. ppr. Crest
resting the dexter claw on an escutcheon of the Botur

—

or a

chief indented az.

—

—

—

Alexander

Quarterly: 1st and 4th,
a chev. bruised at the top, and in base a
crescent counterchanged 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a cross engr.
betw. four roses gu. a mullet of the field, for Aytoun. Creit
A horse's head couped gu. bridled ar. Motto Ducitur

—

Wiltshire).

Aid-worth (Newmarket, co. Cork, originally Stanlake, Berks:
Fun. Ent. of Sir Richard Aldworth, of that place. Provost
Marshal of Munster, who d. 21 June, 1629.) Ar. a fesse
engr. betw. six billets gu. Crest— A dexter arm embowed
in armour the hand grasping a straight sword, all ppr.
ytotto—'Sec temere nee timide.

Aid-worth.

Ar. crusilly fitch^e az. a chev. gu. betw. three

boars' heads couped of the second.

Crest

—A

or,

a

rose of the first.
(St. Wolstan's, co. Kildare, originally of Cotteshall, co.
Norfolk, confirmed to Sir John Alen, lord chancellor of

and borne by

1551,

a.d.

his

grandnephew.

Sir

the present represenAr. a chev. gu.
tative is Capt. Luke John Henry Alen).
with
a talbot pass, or, on
betw. three torteaux each charged
a chief az. a lion pass. betw. two crescents erm. Crest
demi heraldic tiger quarterly or and gu. gorged with a
collar counterchanged chained gold holding betw. the paws
Bart, of St. "Wolstan's

:

—

a

juilie flower of

three branches ppr. JVfoffo— Fortis et

fidelis.

Alen. Sa. three lozenges or.
Alencanthorp. Ar. a fesse

betw. three escallops gu.
Alresford. Gu. a fret engr. erm.
Aleston. Az. an escutcheon ar. Crest A lion pass, reguard, gu. ducally gorged and chained or.
Alestry. Ar. on a bend az. three escutcheons of the first on
each a chief of the second, a chief gu.
Alexander (of Menstrie, Earls of Stirlixg). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per pale ar. and sa. a chev. and in base a crescent,
2nd and 3rd, or, a lymphad sa. saTls
all counterchanged
furled and flags flying betw. three crosses crosslet fitchde gu.
A bear sejant, erect, ppr. Svpfor Mac Donald. Crest
porlers
Dexter, an Indian with long hair, and a dart in his
right hand all ppr. having a circle of gold on his head with
a plume of seven feathers or and az. and round his waist a
sinister, a mermaid with a comb and
like circle of feathers
mirror all ppr. Motto Per mare per terras.
Alexander {Earl of Cakdon). Per pale ar. and sa. a chev.
and in base a crescent counterchanged on a canton az. a
harp or, stringed of the flret.
Crest
An arm in armour
embowed ppr. holding a sword of the last hilt and pommel
Supporters Dexter, a mermaid holding a mirror ppr.
or.
sinister, an elephant ar.
Hollo
Per mare per terras.
Alexander (confirmed, witli ten quarterings, to Henbt
Alexander, Esq. of Forkhill, co. Armagh, D.L., fourth son
of Nathaniel Alexander, Bishop of Meath (nephew of the
first Karl of Calcdon), by Anne, his wife, dau. and, in her
Isaac, heiress of the Right Hon. Richard Jackson, of
Coleraine).
Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. betw. In chief an
annulet and in base a crescent all counterchanged. Crest
An arm in armour embowed the hand grasping a sword all
ppr. on the clliow an annulet sa.
Motto Per marc per

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

non

trahitur.

Alexander (Pitkclly,

co. Perth).
Per pale engr. ar. and sa.
a chev. and in base a crescent all counterchanged. Crest
Two hands conjoined in fess ppr. Motto Ora et labora.
Alexander (Knockhill, Scotland). Per pale ar. and sa.
a chevron and in base a crescent all counterchanged, a

—

—

Alexander

Alen

Ireland,

sa.

mullet for difference.

tortcau.

Vert a saltire betw. four eagles displ. or.
Alement. Gu. on a bend ar. betw. six fleurs-de-lis

Aleg-h.

Thomas Alek,

—

—

—

terras.

(Boghall, co. Edinburgh). Per pale ar. and sa.
a chev. betw. a writing pen fesseways in chief and a cre-

—

scent in base all counterchanged. Crest A hand holding
a quiU ppr. Motto Fidem servo.
(Boyd, 3rd son of Claud Alexander, of BoghaU, 1784). As the last within a bordure per pale gu. and
Same Crest and Motto.
or.
Alexander (Ballochmyle, 1788). Per pale ar. and sa. a
chev. betw. a fleur-de-lis in chief and a crescent in base all
counterchanged, a bordure per pale gu. and or. Crest An
elephant pass. ppr. Motto Per mare per terras.
Alexander (Haughton, Scotland, M.D., 1772). Per pale sa.
and or, a chev. and a chief of the last charged with three
cushions all counterchanged.
Crest
A crested serpent
gliding ppr. Motto Ingcnium vires supcrat.
Alexander (Glasgow, 1861). Per pale ar. and sa. a chev.
and in base a crescent all counterchanged, in dexter chief a
cross crosslet fitch^c gu., in sinister chief a galley sails
Crest
On a mount vert on otter pass. ppr.
furled or.
Motto Per mare per terras.
Gu.
lion
Alexander.
a
sejant on a chair, and holding in
the paws a battle-axe ar.
Alexander. Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend gu. three
mullets of the first.
Alexander. Az. on a mount ppr. a falcon with wings expanded looking at an ctoile ar.
Alexander. Per palo ar. and sa. a chev. betw. two mullets
in chief and a crescent in ba.'io all counterchanged.

—

Alexander

(Frowick House, Essex, and Ahilly, co. Donegal).
Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. and in base a crescent,
all counterchanged.
Crest
An arm in armour embowed
ppr. holding a sword of the last hilt and pommel or. Motto
Per marc per terras.
Alexander (Ncwtownllmavndy, and Londonderry). Per
pale ar. and sa. a chev., and in base a crescent counterchanged, on a canton az. a harp or, stringed of the first.
Alexander (.Sir Jkrome). Bee ALLEXAMoea.

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

Alexander, or Sanderson
and

on a bend

az.

Aleyn.
Aleyn.
Aleyne.

sa.

a sword

(Durham).

Paly of six ar.

or.

Or, a chev. betw. three leopards' heads gu.

Az. a buck's head cabossed ar. attired or.
Ar. three pellets,
a chief gu. a lion ramp.
guard, erm. betw. two an<'
s of the first.
Aleynsherls. Gu. a b(
nibattled counter-embattled ar.

m

Alfe-w, or
couped

sa.

Alfwyn.
armed

t. :.

a fesse betw. three boars' heads

or.

Alfeyn. Gu. a fret
Alford (Berkshire).

erm.

Gu. six pears or, three and three, barways a chief of the second. Crest A boar's head ar. with
a broken spear handle thrust down the mouth or.
Alford (of Holt, CO. Denbigh, P'awlcy, co. Berks, and of
Mcux, CO. York, Su.ssex, and Hertfordshire, descended from
Thomas Alford, of Holt, mentioned in the last visitation
of York, 1015).
Gu. six pears or, three, two, and one, a

—

chief of the second.

Alexander

—

(Kinglassie, Scotland).

crosslet fitchde az.

and

s

Gu. a chev. betw. three talbots'
(Scotland).
heads erased or. Crest A talbot ar. coUared gu.
(Francis Alexander, D. D., prebendary of Winchester, son of John Alexander, of Hampshire, by Mary, his
Az.
wife, sister of Thomas Belsonn, Bishop of Winchester).
a chev, betw. three talbots' heads erased ar. collared gu.
A talbot's head erased ar. collared gu.
Crest
Alexander (Auchmull, co. Aberdeen). Per pale ar. and
sa. a chev. betw. two mullets in chief, and a crescent in base,
Cred A hand sustaining a pair of
all counterchanged.
balances of equal scales ppr. Motto Quod tibi ne alteri.
per pale ar. and

(Bristol

sa.

Alexander

Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three boars" heads couped within an orle of eight crosses

Aid-worth.

and

or.

Alexander

in flames ppr.

viz.,

ar.

chev. and in base a crescent counterchanged, on a canton
az. a liarp or, stringed of the first, in the sinister chief point
A dexter arm embowed, holding
a mullet of the last. Crest
a dagger, all ppr. charged on the wrist with a mullet or.
Motto Per marc, per terras.
Alexander (Dover, Kent). Barry of ten (another fourteen)
ar. and az. (another gu.) a lion ramp. gu. holding a battle-

—

Aldrid^e.

Aldrig-h. Vert a chev. betw. three garbs or.over all

Per pale

(City of Dublin, Bart.).

—

the points
phoenix in flames ppr. on the

first, hilt

to the dexter side. Crest— A
breast and each wing a bezant.

arms,

ALF
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D

Ali

;

Cred

—A

boar's head ar. in his

mouth

three feathers of a pheasant's tail ppr.
(Ipswich, CO. SufTolk).
Ar. a hind's head couped az.
Crest
collared or, betw. two hazel boughs vert fructcd gold.

Alford

— A hind's head ppr.
Alford
Alford
Alford

(Devon). Ar. two greyhounds courant in pale sa.
(Northamptonshire). Gu. fretty erm.
Ar. on a saltire
a lion pas.s. or.
Gu. a croii moline ar.

(Suffolk).

head.^ erased gu.

Alford.

az.

betw. four griffins'

AA

ALF
Alfounder
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(Kirkby and Dedbam,

co.

Ar. on a

Essex).

—

Crest
An arm
cross az. betw. four birds sa. five nails or.
at the elbow and erect vested gu. cuffed ar. in the

couped

hand

ppr. three nails or, all betw.

two wings also

ar.

Alfray. Ar. on a
Alfred. Gyronny

chev. sa. a fleur-de-Us ar.
of four az. and gu. a cross botton^e, on
the upper end a crown or, on the nether end a bezant.
Alfreton, or Alfretton (the coheirs m. Latham and Cha-

Az. two chev. or.
and Portsman's Catsfleld, Sussex,
Per fesse sa. and erm, a pale countercbanged, three
ostrichs' necks erased ar. gorged with crowns and lines
Crest
or.
An ostrich's head and neck betw. two ostrich
worth).

Alfrey

(Salchurst, Battel,

1591).

—

feathers ar.

Alfrey.

Erm. on a chief indented sa. three swans' necks
erased ar. gorged with a crown gu. and thereto chains

(Gulledge, in East Grinstead, co. Sussex). Ar. on a
chev. sa. a Ueur-de-lis of the field.
Alfrey. Ar. a fesse betw. three boars* heads couped sa.
Alfrey (Sussex). Ar. on a chev. sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the
field.

Alfroy.

Party per fesse gu. and sa. three swans' heads
"rased ar. crowned or.
Alfwyn. See Alfew.
Alg'ar, or Algrer. Or, an eagle displ. sa. membered gu.
Crest
A greyhound's head sa. charged with four bezants.
Algreo (confirmed to Henry James Algeo, Esq., Ballybrack,
CO. Dublin, grandson of Robert Algeo, Esq. of Hollymount,
Ar. in chief three hearts in triangle gu. and
CO. Leitrim).
The stump of a tree ppr.
Crest
in base a martlet sa.

—

Motto

—Non

Alg'emon.

—

Or, a lion ramp. az.

Gu. a

maned

gu.

or.

saltire

—

—

Crest
three lozenges of the field.
On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a stork ppr. Motto Pro patria.
Alicock (Northamptonshire; confirmed, 1616). Gu. a fesse
or, betw. three cocks' heads erased ar. combed and wattled

—

—

Crest
A cock erm. combed and wattled or.
Az. a pale erm.
Crest— A dexter hand
holding up the sun ppr.
AUngton (Wymondley, co. Herts, and Horsheath, co. Cambridge, Barons Alington).
Sa. a bend engr. betw. eight
billets ar.
Crest
A talbot p.iss. ppr. biUette'e or. Supporters— Tvio talbots ppr. billett^e or. Motto Dieu est tout.
Alington (of Swinhope, co. Lincoln, descended (rom Horse-

gold.

AJie, or Ally.

—

—

Arms and

heath).

Crest

— As Alington,

of

Wymondley.

Alisbome. Az. a cross ar.
Alison (Bart.). Az. a bear's

head arg. muzzled gu. betw.
and in base a fir-tree eradicated
a sword in bend. Crest A hawk's

in chief two fleurs-de-lis or,

of the last surmounted of

—

head erased ppr.

JV/ot(o— Vincit Veritas.
per bend gu. and or, a fleur-de-lis (another,
in bend sinister) counterchanged.

Alison. Party

Aliston, or Aleston

(co. Kent). Per pale gu. and vert an
beaked and legged or.
Crest
An
beaked and erased gu. and murally gorged

—

eagle displayed ar.
eagle's

head

ar.

az.

Alliston

(Tillingham, co. Essex, Visit. Essex, 1634).

See

Aliston.

Aljoy.
displ.

(Shropshire).

Quarterly or and gu. an eagle

counterchanged.

ATkins.
Allaire

Ar. three bars az. in chief three torteaux.
(Guernsey). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three butterflies
ar.
Crest
On a lily a butterfly volant ppr.
Allan (Herefordshire and Staffordshire). Sa. a cross potent or.
Allan (Blackwell Grange, and Blackwell Hall, co. Durham,
descended from the Allans of Buckenhall and Brockhouse,
CO. Stafford, seated there temp. Edward III. and now represented by lioBERT Henbt Allan, Esq., F.S.A. of Blackwell and Barton). Sa. a cross potent quarter pierc"d or,
charged with four guttes de sang, in chief two lions' heads
erased of the second all within a bordure engr. erminois.
Quartering, Pemberton, Hindmabsh, Killinghall, Hbrde-

—

WYK, Lambton, and Dodswobth, /or the arms of which see
their respective names.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. ducally
crowned gu. holding in the dexter paw a cross potent or,
and supporting in the sinister paw a rudder of the second.
Motto Fortiter gerit crucem.

—

—
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Afo«o—Dirigat

ppr.

Allan

(Sauchnell, Scotland). Per bend indented ar. and gu.
in chief two crescents and in base a mullet all
counter-

changed.

Crest— A comet ppr. Jl/o«o— Luceo sed terreo.
(Rotterdam). Per bend wavy ar. and gu. in chief a
crescent of the second, in base a stags head couped or.

Allan

Crest— A cross crosslet gu. Motto— Fide et labore.
(Glasgow, 1870). Per bend indent, erm. and gu. in
sinister chief a stag's head erased of the second
attired or,
in dexter base a crescent of the last.
Crest— A talbofs head
erased sa. Motto Spero.
Allan-Fraser. See Fbaseb.
Allanby {temp. Rich. II.). Ar. a chev. az. within a bordure

Allan

—

last.

Allanson.

Erm. on a fesse vert three eagles displ. sa.
Crest— A demi eagle wings expanded. J*/o«o
Virtute et

—

labore.

Allanson.

Az. an incscutcheon ar.
Allanson (Middleton Quernhow, co. York, originally of
Adhngton, co. Lancaster). Az. an incscutcheon ar. within

an

orle of quatrefoils or, borne quarterly with Wade and
NowELL, by the late Rev. George Allanson, of Broughton.
Crest
A demi grifiSn wings dispU erm. collared gemclle.

—

Allard.

Ar. three bars gu. on a canton az. a leopard's

liead or.

Allardice

(of that Ilk).
Ar. a fesse wavy gu. betw. three
boars' heads erased sa.
Crest— A naked man from the
middle holding in the dexter hand a scimetar all ppr.
Motto In the defence of the distressed.
Allardice (Duninnald, co. Forfar). The same Arm^ within a
bordure of the second. Crest— An ear of wheat and branch
of palm in saltire ppr. Motto Bene qui pacifice.
Allaton, Allatton, or Alton. Gu. three chev. vair, on
a chief ar. a lion pass, guard, az.
Allaunson (Durham). Ar. a fesse az. betw. two boars'
heads sa. couped gu. Crest— A pheon ar. in it a broken

—

staff-handle or.

Allaxinson (Huby,

co.

York,

co.

Essex,

and London;

Anthony Allaunson, of Huby, John Alladnson, of co.
Essex, and Richard and Christopher Allacnson, both of
London, temp. Queen Elizabeth, sons of Edward Allaiinson,
who was son of Christopher Allaunson, of co. Durham.
Visit. London, 1.^68). Ar. a fess az. betw. three boars' beads
couped sa. a martlet for diff.
Ci-cst
A pheon ar. staff
broken, handle or, charged with a martlet for diff.
Allaway (Pencraig Court, co. Hereford). Per bend az. and
sa. three boars' heads couped bendways betw. two estoiles
ar.
Crest
Two anchors in saltire sa. tlioreon a dove holding in the beak a branch of olive ppr. Hollo Dei dono
sum quod sum.
Allaway. See Supplemmt.
Allcard (Warrington, co. Lancaster, as borne by the late
Wm. Allcard, Esq., J.P.). Quarterly, ar. and or, on a bend
nebulee az. three swans heads erased of the first, beaked gu.
Crest A demi swan wings elevated ar. seinee of mullets
az. in the beak a buUrush ppr.
Motto—Semel et semper.
Alleet (Fun. Entry, Ireland, 1659). Az. a fess embattled
between three unicorns' heads erased ar. horned and maned
or.
Crest
A demi unicorn salient reguardant ar. horned
and maned or.
Allen {Viscount AUenJ. Ar. two bars wavy az. on a chief of
the last, an etoile betw. two escallops or. Crest A bezant
charged with a talbofs head erased sa. Supporters Two
talbots sa. Motto Triumpho morte tarn vita.
Allen, or Alleyn (Cheshire, Suffolk, and Wilts). Per bend
sinister rompu. ar. and sa. six martlets counterchanged.
Crest
A martlet ar. winged and holding in the beak an
acorn or, leaved vert.
Allen (Dale Castle, co. Pembroke, whose heiress Elinor,
daughter of John Allen, of Dale Castle, Esq. m. in 177&
John Llotd, of Foes-y-blsidiad and Mabws). Per bend
rompu ar. and sa. six martlets counterchanged. Crest
bird ar. holding in the beak an acorn or leaved vert. Motto

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

See Aldjo.

Alkington

arm bendways grasping a sabre

dexter
Deus.

—

deficit alter.

Crest— T\ro arms from the
shoulder in saltire vested gu. cuffed or, each holding in the
hand ppr. a scimetar ar. hilt of the second.
Alg'Oe, or Alg-eo. Ar. two pallets gu. on a chief of the
last two mullets of the first.
Crest A bear ramp, supporting a baton.
ATherley (Shanklin, Isle of Wight). Or, on a bend az.

Al'^ist.

(Glen, CO. Peebles, 1813). Ar. a pelican in her piety,
gu. on a chief of the last three mullets of the first. Crest—

of the

affixed or.

Alfrey

Alil.

Allan

—

—

—

— Amicitia sine fraude.

Allen

Pembroke, a younger branch of the
now represented by John Hensleigh
Esq.).
Arms, and ftesi Same as Allen

(Cresselly, co.

Allens

of Dale Castle,

Allen, of Cresselly,
of Dale Castle.

—

Allen (Dorothy Allen, dau. of Patrick Allen, Esq., and
wife of Adam Loftos, Viscount Lisburne). Ar. a chev. engr.
gu. betw. three pellets each charged with a talbot pass, of the
Seld on a chief az. a lion pass. betw. two crescents of the first.
(Chelsea, 1563). Ar. a pale gu. surmounted with a
chev. counterchanged charged with a cinqucfoil of the

Allen

A
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second. Crest— A talbot's head erased per pale indented ar.
and gu. collared and chained sa.
Alien (Errol, CO. Perth). Per bend indented ar. and gu. in
mullet all
chief three cre.<:cents two and one. in base a
rising

eagle

Ciest—.\n

counterehanged.

Motto—

ppr.

a fesse
(Stanton Woodhouse,
gu. betw. three oak leaves ppr.
Allen (Derbyshire, London, and Staffordshire). Per chev.
gu. and erm. in chief two lions' heads erased or. Crest— Out
of a ducal coronet or, a horse's head ar.
Allen (Devonshire). Barry of six ar. and gu. six mullets,
three two and one or. Crc^it-A mullet gu. pierced or.
Allen (F:ssex). Or, on a chev. engr. az. throe crescents of
the first betw. as many pellets each charged with a grcy-

Allen

Or,

Derbyshire, 1586).

hoimd current gold

collared gu.

(Essex). Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three bezants charged
with as many talbots pass, of the first three crescents az.
Allen (Essex). Or, on a fesse vert three lions ramp, of the

Allen

field.

(Grove, near Maidstone, co. Kent, 1610). Or, a chev.
betw. three bloodhounds pass. sa. collared of the first armed
gu. Ci-e^t On a coronet or, lined erm. a bloodhound pass.
sa. collared gold armed gu.
Allen (Kent). Per fesse sa. and or, a pale engr. counter-

Allen

—

—

Crest
changed and three talbots pass, or, collared gu.
A talbot pass, or, collared gu.
Allen (Kent). Or, a chev. betw. three bloodhounds upon the
scent sa. Crest On a mount vert poled round or, a hound

—

sa. collared of the last.

Allen

(Hoyland,

W. R.

holding in his

Or, three greyhounds

co. York).

—A demi greyhound ramp.
Motto —
dexter paw a crescent

two and one.

pass. sa.

Cr^it

sa.

Diligenter

ar.

et fideUter.

Allen

(Brouehton, co. Lane. 1664).

threel eopards' faces gu.

a bezant.

a wolf's liead erm. mancd

Erm. on a chev. betw.
Crest

— Out

of a coronet

or.

Allen

(Brindley, co. Chester, granted by Sir Richard St.
George, 1613). Per bend sinister or and sa. six martlets
A martlet or, wings elevated sa.
counterchanged.
Crest

—

collared gu.

Allen
Allen

(The Rhyd).

Same

Per bend

six martlets, counterchanged.

Crest

sinister ar.

— A martlet

and

sa.

rising or

sa.

Allen (Rathtimney,

co.Wcxford,"Visit. co. Wexford, 1618). Ar.

a mullet betw. two crescents of the last.
(Alenscourt or St. Wolstan's). See Alen.
(Lancashire). Barry nebulee of six ar. and gu. a label

two bars

sa. in chief

Allen, or Alen

Allen

of three points az.

Allen

19). Per
(^yhetston, Leicestershire, Visit. Leicester,
and sa. a chev. betw. three talbots pass, collared or,

pale ar.

counterchanged.
Allen (London). Same arms (the talbots sejant). Crest
demi griffin holding in the paws a brnnch vert fructed or.
Allen (Sheriff of London, 1620, Camden's Grants). Per fesse
gu. and sa. a chev. rompu betw. three griffin's heads erased
erm. Crest A griffin's head erased per fesse erm. and gu.
Allen (London), l^er fesse gu. and sa. a chev. rompu,
counterchanged.
Allen (London). Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. engr. betw.
three talbots counterchanged.
Allen (London). Harry of six ar. and az. over all an
anchor in pale with two cables fixed to the ring noded and
pendent or.
Allen (London). Ar. a bend indented betw. a crescent and
mullet gu.
Allen (Suffolk and Sussex). Ar. two bars sa. in chief three
all

—

—

mullets of the second.

Allen, or Alleyn (Edward, Founder
CO. Surrey,

Allen
Allen

—

Ij.

in 1.S60, d. in 16i6).

of

Dulwich College,

Sec Alle¥n.

Wolstan's, CO. Klldarc). See Alen.
(Capt. KoDNTAiNE Hogoe-Allen, had royal license to
take the name and arms of Allen in addition, dated 1st July,
18.%7).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Allen
per chev. engr. gu.
(St.

:

and

or, two chcvroncls counterchanged, in chief two lions'
heads couped of the second. '2nd and 3id, Hoooe ar. scmee
of acorns vert, three boars' heads erased, two and one, az.
Crctli
Allen the battlements of a tower ppr. therefrom
issuing a horse's heail per chev. engr. ar. and gu.
IIqc.c.e:
two spears in saltire in front of an oak tree, eradicated and
fructed, nil ppr.
Motto Quercus glandifera arnica porcis.
Allen. Or, three pellets, two and one, each charged with a
talbot pass, of the first; on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard,
betw. iwo anchors ar. Crext A demi greyhound ramp, paly
of aix ar. und sa. collared gu. holding betw. the paws a
:

—

:

—

—

crescent or.
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Allen

who

—

Ar. three conies pass. sa.

d. 1594).

(Huddersfield, Yorkshire). Sa. a fesse engr. erm. betw.

tliroe talbots pass, or, collared gu.
(Perthshire, of Errol, in Carse of Gowrie). Per bend
indented ar. and gu. in sinister chief three crescents, and in
dexter base a mullet, all counterchanged. Crest An eagle,

Allen

—

rising, ppr.

Allen (William

Allen, Esq. of Streatly, co. Berks, J. P., who
Ar. two bars az. over all an anchor or.
William Allen, Lord Mayor of London, 157'2).
Per fesse sa. and or, a pale engr. counterchanged three
talbots pass, of the second collared gu.
Crest
A talbot pass,
sa. collared gu. ears and chain or.
Allen (from brass tablet, St. Michael's church, Pembroke, to
the memory of Joshda Allen, grandfather of Ven. John
Allen, M.A., archdeacon of Salop and vicar of Rees, co.
Salop). Per bend rompu ar. and sa. six martlets counterd. 1745).

Allen

(Sir

—

changed.

Allen

(allowed by Narbonne, Ulster, to Giles Allen,
of Dublin, 1577, 6. in London, d. 1600). Ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three torteaux, on each a lalbot pass, of the field
collared az. on a chief of the last a lion pass, guard, of the
first, armed and langued of the second.
Allen (Lyno Shany, co. Cavan, 1633, Killowning, co. Tipperary, 1G91, afterwards of Dublin). Gu. three plates, two and

Mayor

one, each charged with a talbot pass, sa., on a chief or,

an

anchor of the second betw. two lions pass, counterpass. of
the first. Crest A demi tiger ramp. gu. Motto
Virtus
auro praefercnda.
Allen (granted by St. George, Garter, to William Allen,
capt. of a company of foot). Gu. a castle triple-towered
or, in base two swords saltierwise ppr. Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or two swords or, falchions saltierwise all ppr.
Allen. Or, on a chev. sa. three martlets ar. betw. as many
ogresses, each charged with a talbot or, on a chief az. a
demi lion ramp. betw. two dragons' heads erased of the

—

—

—

first.

as last.

(City of Chester, 1697).

winged

Allen, Esq., J. P., Aldermatj of
the city of London). Per chev. gu. and erm. in chief two
Crest
lions' heads erased or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
horse's ^ead ar. Motto Sine labe decus.
Allen (llossal, CO. Lancaster, to which family belonged
Cardinal Allen,

Fortiter.

Alil.

Allen (William Feknelet

Allen.

Ar. on a chev. gu. three lozenges of the field, each
charged with a cross crosslet sa.
Allen. Gu. on a cross patt^e ar. five escallops az.
Allen. Sa. a cross patoncfe or, fretty gu.
Allen. Ar. three bars gu. over all as many towers tripletowered two and one or.
Allen. Sa. a cross form^e or.
Allen. Per chev. ar. and sa. six martlets counterchanged.
Allen. Az. a fesse nebulee erm.

Allen. Ar. a chev. betw. three roses
Allen. Sa. three lozenges or.
Allen. Ar. three lozenges sa.
Allen, or Alleine. Or, a chev.

gu.

betw. three leopards'

faces gu.

Allenson.
over

all

Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three talbots pass, or,
a sinister bendlet. Crest
A talbot's head or, col-

—

lared and ringed az. betw. two wings expanded of the last.
Allenson. Paly wavy of six or and az. on a chief gu. a lion
pass, guard, or.

Crest

— A demi

lion

ramp, guard,

or, hold-

ing a cross gu.

Allenson, or Allanson

(granted 1635 to Allanson, Lord
Mayor of York). Same Arms. Crest On a mount ppr. a
lion ramp, guard, or, holding a long cross gu.
AUerton. Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief two barrulets of
the last.
Allerton. Ar. three (another two) bars sa. in chief three
pellets within a bordure engr. of the second.
Allerton. Ar. two bars sa. in chief three pellets.
Allerton. Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased sa.

—

Crest

— A lion's head collared.

Allerton.

Per chev. sa. and or, three bars gemels
bottom one passing behind the chev. point.

ar. the

Alles, or Allez (Guernsey). A chev. betw. three mullets
Crest — A thistle ppr.
in chief and as many annulets in base.

Allesley

(Warwickshire).

Vert three chev. in base inter-

laced and a chief or.

Allesley. Ar. a bend az. in chief an annulet of
Allesley. Az. fretty ar. a chief of the last.
Allestrey. (Tumditch, Alva-Ston, and Walton,

the second.
co.

Derby,

and in the VisitaAr. a chief gu. over all a bend az.
charged with three escutcheons or.
Allestrey. Ar. a bend oz. betw. three escutcheons gu. each
charged with a fesse of the first, a chief of the second.
Allestry. Ar. a chief az. on a bend gu. three escutcbeona
mentioned

in deeds of the 13th rontury,

tions of 1634

and

1662).

—XA

ALL
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parted per fesse vert and ar.
Crest
A demi lion az.
brandishing a scimctar ar. hilted or.
Allett (I wood, CO. Somerset). Or, on a pale sa. betw. two
pellets a demi lion ramp. gold.
Crest A unicorn's head ar.

—

collared sa.

Allexander

(Sir Jerojie Allexander, d. 25th July, 1670,
F. E. I.). Sa. achev. betw. three talbots' heads erased ar.
collared gu.

Allexander.

See Alexander.
erm. betw. two lions ramp, of the second,
ducaUy crowned or.
Crest
A lion's head cabossed or,

Alley.

Az. a

pa'.e

—

two wings ppr.

Allison.

ALM

Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three talbots pass, ar
eagle's head erased ppr. Motto— Wncet Veritas

Cr«s(— An
Ar. an inescutcheon gu.
Crest
A pheasant
holding in the dexter foot a key, and in his beak an ear of
barley ppr.

—

Allison.

Allison. Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three
mounted by a bend sinister.

talbots pass. ar. sur-

Allix (WUloughby

Hall, co. Lincoln, and Swaffhani, Cambridgeshire, founded in England by Dr. Peter Allix, of
Normandy). Ar. a wolf's head erased at the
neck ppr. in the dexter chief point a mullet gu. Crest—

Alencjon, in

All ey.

wolfs head erased, as in the arms.
See Awmack.
Allott (South Kirkby, Yorkshire, granted 9 June, 1729). Or,
a fesse az. betw. four barrulets wavy of the last, on a canton
of the second two barrulets ar. charged with three swallows

Alleyn (Edward Alleyn,

volant sa., viz. on the first two, second one.
Crest—
cubit arm erect vested or, charged with a fesse betw. four
barrulets cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a mullet gold.
Allott (Great Easton). Ar. a fesse double cotisert wavy

betiv.

Alley

on a chief of the same three
Crest —Out of a ducal coronet or, a

Or, a cross gu.

(Ireland).

mullets of the field.
mullet gu. betw. two laurel branches vert.
Gu. a cross ar. within a bordure invecked of the
second.
All ey. Gu. a cross engr. within a bordure ar.
Alley. Az. a pale erm.

Esq., Master of his Majesty's game
of bulls, bears, and mastive dogs, 1623, and Founder of the
College of Godsgift in Dulwiche). Ar. a chev. betw. three
cinquefoils gu.
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow and

—

erect, holding a

of

fire, all

human

heart, the

arm

issuing out of flames

ppr.

Alleyn

(Thaxted and Hatfield Peverill, Essex, barts. created
1629, extinct 1759). Sa. a cross potent or.
Crest A demi
lion az. holding in the paws a rudder of a vessel or.
Alleyn (The Mote, co. Kent, and Greseley, co. Derby. Sir
John Alleyn, twice Lord Mayor of London, temp. Henry
VIII.).
Artiw, &c. as Alleyn of Hatfield and Thaxted,
quartered by Hincks.

—

Alleyn.

See

Alleyne

(Bart.)

Allen

—

Non tua te sed publica vota.
(Hayesleigh, co. Essex). Or, on a fess vert three
fleurs-de-lis of the first.
;

or,

Alleyne

Alleyne.

Per bend sinister double dancett^ ar. and sa.
six martlets counterchanged.
AUfrey (Wokcfield Park, Berks, Hemingford, co. Warwick).
Per fesse sa. and erm. a pale counterchanged three
ostrichs' heads erased, ar. gorged with crowns and lines
or.
Crest
An ostrich's head and neck gorged with a crown
as in the arms betw. two ostrichs' feathers ar.
Allg'OOd (Nunwick, Northumberland). Ar. a cross engr.
gu. betw. four mullets az. on a chief or, three darnask roses
of the second seeded gold barbed vert. Crest Two arms
embowed in armour ppr. holding in the hands a human
heart gu. inflamed or, charged with a tower triple towered
arg. Motto Age omne bonum.
Allg'OOd. Or, a leopard's head az. and two cocks gu. in pale
betw. as many flaunches sa. each charged with afleur-de-Iis ar.
Alii bone. Vert on a bend ar. three crosses form^e fitch^e
az.
Crest
A bull's head affrontfe.
Allieson, or Allison. Party per cross quarterly ar. and
gu. a cross betw. four cinquefoils counterchanged.
Crest
A demi savage wielding a scimetar ppr.
Allin (Blundeston and Somerleyton, co. Suffolk). Gu. a
cinquefoil pierced or.
Crest— A snake coiled up and environed with flags {i.e. rushes) ppr.
Allin (Bart.). Gu. three swords barwise ar. points to the
sinister side hUts and pomels or, betw. four (sometimes
twelve) mullets of the third. Crest A sword erect ar. hilt
and pomel or.
Anotlier Crest On a Bible open a hand
couped close holding a sword erect.
Allin. Gu. three swords barwise ar. points to the sinister
hilts and pomels or, betw. four mullets two in chief and two
in base of the third.
Crest— Pl sword in pale point upwards ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Allin gham.

—

Or, three lozenge buckles

az.

Crest — A

church environed with trees ppr.
Gu. a cross engr. or. Crest— A. castle triple
towered ppr. on the sinister tower a flag displ. ar. charged
with a cross sa.
Allington (London). Or, a lion ramp, within a bordure
engr. az. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a buck's head
ppr. attired of the first pierced through the neck with an
arrow of the last barbed and flighted ar.
Allington (Timswell, co. Rutland, Her. Visit. 1619). Sa. a
bend engr. betw. six billets ar.
Allington (Horsheath, co. Cambridge). See Alington.
Allis on (described in the Visitations as having been settled
for five generations at Yardslcy Hall, co. Cambridge). Ar. a
fesse gu. betw. three blackbirds within a bordure of the
second. Crest A peacock ppr.

Allingidgre.

—

—
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Crest— A dexter arm from the elbow- vested gu. cuffed

sa.

hand ppr. holding a mullet gold.
Allott (Hague Hall, co. York). Or, a
or,

plain fesse double
cotised, wavy, az.
on a canton of the second two bars ar.
charged with three swallows volant sa.
Crest— A dexter
arm couped at the elbow habited or, charged with a fesso
;

double cotised wavy az. cuff ar. the hand ppr. holding
mullet gold. Jl/otto— Fortiter et recte.

a

Allott

(Lancashire and Lincolnshire). Ar. (another, or) on
a bend sa. betw. two ogresses a demi lion of the field. Crest

An arm couped at the shoulder embowed ppr. vested gu.
and resting the elbow on a wreath holding a sword enfiled.
with a leopard's head.

(Cheshire).

Per chev. gu. and erm., in chief two
lions' heads erased or.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet a
horse's head ar. Motto Non tua te moreant, sed publica
Tota

Allmack.

Allott (Lord Mayor

of London, 1591).
Ar. on a pale sa.
betw. two pellets a demi lion couped or.
See Alport.
Or, a chev. betw. thre&

Allport (Cannock, Staffordshire).
All Souls CoUegre, of Oxford.
cinquefoils gu.

Allsopp

(Hindlip Hall, co. Worcester.

Henry Allsopp,

Esq., J. P. and D.L.)
Sa. three plovers rising ar. legged
and beaked gu., quartering ar. three bears passant ppr.
for Bearcroft. Crest— A plover wings expanded or, beaked
and legged gu. in its beak an ear of wheat gold. Jl/otto

Festina lente.

Allwent. Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis erm.
Allworth (Devonshire). Ar. a fesse betw. six billets gu.
Allwright, or Alwright. Gu. a bend or, and thi-ee
sinister bendlets ar. the centre
Crest

Ci-est

one surmounting the bend.

—On a chapeau a greyhound statant

Allye

all

ppr.

(Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
A leopard's head or, betw. two wings sa.

—

Allye

(Dorsetshire).

Or, a lion's

head erased

sa.

on a chief

embattled of the second three plates. Crest— A stag's head
erased per pale ar. and or, attired of the first gorged with
a collar double embattled gu. charged with three escallops
gold.

Allym, or Audlym.

Ar. three crabs erect sa.

Alljm.

Per fesse gu. and sa. a chev. rompu betw. three
griffins' heads erased erm. on a canton ar. a cross potent
betw. four crosses patt& az. Crest A tree eradicated vert
fructed with branches of berries gu.
Allyn (Bampton, co. Devon). Per bend rompu ar. and sa.
six martlets and an annulet in the dexter chief point coun-

—

terchanged.
(London). Az. a pale engr. erm.
Ar. on a chev. gu. three lozenges of the first each
charged with a cross crosslet sa.
Allyn (William Allyn, of Aylmer, whose dau, and heiress
m. Gilbert, son and heir of Gilbert Gerrard, Lord Chancellor of Ireland temp. Henry VII
Reg. Fed. Ulster's office).
Ar. two bars nebulae gu. in chief a label of three points sa.
Allyson (Pardsey Hall, co. Cumberland, Her. Visit., 1615).
Ar. a fess. gu. betw. three birds sa. a border of the last.
Allyn. See Alen.
(Suffolk).
Per bend ar. and sa. a cross potent
counterchanged. Crest On a tower sa. a flag az. with the
word PAX ar. Motto Mack al sicker.
(Pcvensey and Warbleton, co. Sussex, descended
from Robert Alman, living 10 Edw. III. the representation
vested in the families of Parnell and Meres). Per bend or
and sa. a cross potent counterchanged. Cres; A leg in
armour spurred or, couped in the middle of the thigh.
Alman. Ar. an eagle displayed sa. armed or.
Almand. Vair, on a fesse gu. three martlets or.
Almarade. Ar. a dragon segrcant winged az.
Alxnard. Per pale indented ar. and gu. Crest A stag

Allyn

Alljm.

,

Almack

—

Alman

—

:

—

—

trippant ppr.

A

AI.
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—On

a

Or, an eagle displ. sa. armed gu.
ducal coronet or, a cinquefoil gu.
Ar. a long cross gu. on three
grieces or steps the upper one az. the second as the cross
and the undermost sa. Creit Along cross recrossed on

Almayne.

Crest

Almears, or Almeers.

—

three steps ar.

Aimer, and Almor

(John Almor, one of the Marshals of
the Hall to Henry VH., derived from Efnydd ap Gwenllian).
Az. a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu. Crest—A palmer's

staff erect or.

Almert.
Almiger.

Gu. a cross vert.
Az. two bars or, betw. three helmets ar. Crest
On a ducal coronet ppr. a tiger sejant gu.
Almond. Ar. an almond slip fructed ppr. Crett ^Three

—

—

cinquefoils az. stalked

and leaved

vert.

Almond. Az. two piles in point or, a canton erm. Crest—
A terrestrial globe vert garnished and ensigned with a cross
patt^e or.

Almonder. Or, an almond
Almont. Gu. a cross vair^.

slip

fructed ppr.

—

conjunct in cross. Crest A thunderbolt ppr.
Gu. three stags' beads erased or. Crest— A stag's
head as in the arms.
Alneham. Az. five fusils in fesse or a benillet gu.
Alnwick, or Alnwyk. Ar. a cross moUnc sa.
Alnwick, or Almewake. Paly of six ar. and or, on a
Creit
On a
chief gu. three crosses crosslet of the first.

Alms.

—

chapeau a cock ppr.
Alors. Gu. a chcv. betw. three rowels
co.

ar.

Norfolk).

—

ar.

Ar. a fesse betw. three boars' heads erased (sometimes cooped) sa.
Alphraham. Az. three eagles displ. betw. nine crosses
crosslet or.

Or, a fesse betw. three bullfinches ppr.
Az. three eagles displ. or.

;

—

or.

co. York).
Gu. a chcv. betw. three
heads erased ar. armed or. Crest A grifiSn's head

(llolderness,

griffins'

—

Hall,

co.

three, two,

Warwick).

and one, on a chief

ar.

and one.

Az. ten estoiles or,
a crescent reversed

—

gu. between two boars' heads sa.
Crest
A demi eagle,
wings displayed or, on each wing a crescent reversed gu.
Motto In altum.

—

Alston (Saxham

Hall, Suffolk,

and

Odell, co. Beds, Extinct

Az. ten estoiles or, four, three, two, and one.
Crest
Out of a crescent ar. an etoile or. Motto Immotus.
Alston (Edwardston, Suffolk, and Chelsea, Middlesex,
descended from a second son of the Alstons of Saxham
Hall Sir Joseph Alston, of Chelsea, younger brother of Sir
Edward Alston, Knt., M.D., President of the College of
Physicians, was created a baronet in 1681). Same Aimis as
Baronet).

—

—

;

Odell.

Alston

(Westertown, co. Dumbarton, 1792). Az. a unicorn's
head erased in chief ar. maned and horned or, and a cross
moline of the second in base betw. ten stars, four, three,
two, and one, of the third. Crest A demi eagle rising ppr.
Motto Sursum.
Alston (JoBN Alston, Banker, Glasgow, 1816). Az. ten

—

—

Btars of six points, four, three, two,

A

demi eagle

Alston
bordure

rising ppr.

(Craighead, co.
ar.

Same

and one,

or.

Crest

—

Motto— In altum.
Lanark, 1869). The same within a
and Motto.

Crest

(Stockbriggs, co. Lanark, 1872).

Az. ten stars of

and one or, a bordure of the last
charged with three fleurs-de-Us gu. Crest A demi eagle
rising ppr. on each wing a crescent reversed gu. Motto In

—

—

altum.

Alston Stewart

(Urrard, co. Perth, 1830). Coupe one,
parti two Ist and 6th, az. ten stars, four, three, two, and
one or, a bordure embattled gu., for Alston 2nd, or, a fess
checquy ar. and az. surmounted of a lion ramp. gu. a
bordure of the last ; 3rd, az. three garbs or; 4th, ar. a bend
az. charged with three buckles or; the last three quartenngs
for Stewart of Urrard 5th, gyronny of eight or and sa.,
;

Campbell.

Alstone.

Az. ten etoiles or, on a chief ar. a crescent
reversed gu. betw. two boars' heads couped sa. Cresi
demi eagle with wings expanded and inverted ppr. on each
wing a crescent reversed gu. Motto— In altum.
Alstowne. Gu. three sea-urchins in pale ar.
Alswin, or Alswyn (F. E. I. 1C38). Ar. a fess betw.
three boars' heads couped sa.
Alsworthy. Or, a chev. sa. betw. three trefoils slipped in
chief vert and a muUet in base gu.

—

Alt

(Loughborough, co. Leicester). Quarterly, gu. and ar.
within a bordure of annulets and crosses patte'e alternately

ppr.

Alrey. Ar. three escallop shells gu. two and one.
Alsacber, or Alsager (Cheshire). Az. three askers*
water

four, three, two,

;

Dudley). Barry wavy of eight, ar. and az. on a bend gu.
A demi lion ramp, erminois colthree mullets or. C)-est
lared with a mural crown gu.
Alport of Overton. Gu. six peara, three, two, and one,

and a chief

Alston (Elmdon

for

(Cheshire).

Alfram. Az. crusily three eagles displ. or.
Alport (Cannock, co. Stafford quartered by Fletchek of

Aired

Az. three sea-urchins (or hedgehog fish) erect
of a mural coronet or, an arm in armour

—Out

:

Alphen.

Alpin.
Alfram.

Crest

embowed holding a dagger all ppr.
Alstoines. Az. ten etoiles or, four,

six points, four, three, two,

—

hawk's head

the third.
ar.

Alston

Az. a fesse erm. betw.
three alpes ar. Crest A bull's head erased sa.
Alphe (Hampshire). Ar. a lion pass. betw. three boars'
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
heads couped sa. Crest
(Gressenhall,

Ali T

Ar. a bend sa. cottised gu. within a bordure of

Alstanton.

Alston of

Almot

(Suffolk).
Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
Almot, Alneot, and Alnot. Quarterly, per pale indented or and gu., in the 1st and 4th quarters five mascles

Alpe

Alspathe.

lizavU.s')

(or

Az. an asker's (or water lizard's) head erased or.
Alshonier (Scotland). Gu. a chev. or, in base a crescent ar.
Alsop (Alsop, CO. Derby. Settled there about the time of
the Conquest, and continued in an uninterrupted descent
for nineteen or twenty generations). Sa. three doves rising
ar. legged and beaked gu.
Crest
A dove with wings expanded or, beiiked and legged gu. holding in the beak an
ear of wheat gold.
Alton (Nottingham). Or, on a chief vert a lion pass. ar.
Alsop (London, granted 1738). Az. three doves ppr. on a
canton or, a key erect sa. Crest
A dove holding in the beak
an ear of corn all ppr. in the dexter claw a key as in the
canton.
Alsop (Lord Mayor of London, 1752). Az. three doves or,
on a canton ar. a key in pale gu.
Alsope (Derbyshire). Per fesse or and erm. a pale counterchanged three mullets sa. Ci-c^t A dove with an olive
blanch in the be.ik ppr.
Alsoppe (London, 1797). Sa. on a bend betw. six doves
ar. legged gu. three phcons of the first.
Crest
A dove ar.
legged gu. betw. two ostrich feathers sa.

—

—

—

—

Alspach.
tlif sinister

Alspath

Ar. a bend cottiscd within a bordurc cngr. in
corner a mullet pierced sa.

Kdward

m. Annora, dau.
and heir of Gkhrahij de Alspath, grandson of William de
Albpath, temp. Kdward I., who was son of Walter, Lord of
Alspath, Dugdale).
Ar. a bend sa. cotiscd gu. a mullet
(Kai.pii I'ECJIK temp.

counterchanged.
Az. five fusils in fesse ar. a bendlet gu.
(The dau. of John de Altaripa m. William
Sidney ; Sidney ped. by Cooke, Clarenceux). Ar. four lions
pass, in bend gu. betw. two double cottises of the last.
Alten. Ar. a bend of lozenges and roses alternately disposed gu.
Alten. Gu. three eagles' wings expanded or.
Alten. Ar. a ragged staff embowed to the sinister sa.
Alteripe. Az. five fusils in fesse ar. on the third a crescent

Altaripa.

heads couped or.

Alsarin.

II.,

for dilT.

Altaripa

gu.

Altham (London

and Essex). Paly of six erm. and az. on
a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Crest A demi lion holding a ship's rudder sa.
Altham. (Timbercombe, co. Somerset, exemplified to William Sdbtees Cook, Esq., on his assuming the surname of his
maternal grandmother, Mary, dau. of Koger Altham, Esq.
of Mark Hall, co. Essex, by royal licence in 1862). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, paly of six erm. and az. on a chief gu. a lion
pass, reguard. or, armed and langticd gu., for Altham ;
2nd and 3rd az. on a chcv. ar. betw. three garbs or, as many
fleurs-de-lis gu., for Cook.
Crests
1st, a demi lion or,
holding a ship's rudder sa., Ai.tham; 2nd. A talbot sejant
sa collared or, reposing the dexter fore paw on an escutcheon ar. charged with an cstoile az., Cook. Motto Pro

—

—

—

Deo

ct catholica fide.

Altham (Essex).

Ar. a lion salient sa.

the last.

Althan. Per pale beviled
Althan, or Althaun.

az. and or.
Gu. a fe.s,sc ar. Crest— A demi
a bow ppr. clothed vert cap sa.
Gu. on a fesse ar. a Roman A. Crest— A dexter

art'her shooting

Alspath, or Alspach.
Crut — Two Rjicars in saltire
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Ar.
az.

a bend

sa.

cottiscd

gu.

Crcst-'Thc same as

Althoun.

hand apaum^o ppr.

A

Per fesse gu. and ar. two hands couped and conjoined chevronways countcrchanRed.
Altrew, or Altrue. Sa. two bands couped above the
wrist conjoined chevronways sleeved or, cuffed ar.

Altringliain,

Town

of

(Cheshire).

Quarterly, gu. and

quarter a lion pass. ar.
Alvanley, Baron. See Arden.
Alvanston. Ar. three crabs erect gu.
Alvarde. Ar. on a saltire az. betw. four griffins' heads
erased gu. a leopard's head enclosed by four lozenges or,
pointing to the ends of the saltire.
or, in the first

Alvares.

Chequy

and gu.

ar.

Crest

—X

paw a mascle

ppr. holding in the dexter

demi

lion

ramp.

—

Crest

— A greyhound salient

sa.

Ar. on a saltier az. betw. four griffins' heads
erased gu. a leopard's head or. Crest An eagle's head ppr.
charged with a saltier gu.
Al'verthorp. Sa. a cross pattfe or.
Alves, or Alvas. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three trefoils
slipped vert as many mullets of the field a bordure sa.
A garb or. Jfb<(o— Deo favente.
Crest
Al'vey, or All'vey. Sa. a boar pass. or. Crest A plough

Alvert.

—

—

—

ppr.

over

all

Abbey

a crozier

in

(co. Lincoln).

bend

Ar.

threfc

bars gu.

Ar. a fesse betw. three lions ramp. sa. crowned

Al'Waye

(Streetley, co.

Or, a talbot pass. sa.

Bed.).

or.

on a

—

Crest
chief of the second three mullets of the first.
hind's head ar. betw. two holly branches vert fructed with
berries gu.
Al'well (Gloucestershire). Ar. a pile sa. over all a chev.

coimterchanged.
(Oxfordshire).

Or,

a

saltier

engr. betw. twelve billets sa.
Or, on a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
three muUets of the field.

Alworthy.

See Allweight.

Alwyn. (Devonshire). Two

coats

:

first,

ar. three lions pass.

(another, ramp.) sa. fretty az.; second, per pale or and az.
three eagles counterchanged.
(Canons in West Dean, Preston in
or
Biderton, and Treyford, co. Sussex: the daus. and coheirs were MaetAlwin, wile of the Hon. Chaeles Talbgt;

Aylwin

and Elizabeth, m.

to Sir

William Mannock,

Bart.)

Ar. a

—A

lion's
fesse nebulae gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa. Crest
gamb. erect and erased sa. enfiled with a mural crown or.

Al'Wyn

(Lord Mayor of London, 1499). Ar. a fesse nebulae
az. betw. three lions ramp, guard, sa.
Al'wyn (London). Ar. a fesse wavy az. betw. three lions
salient sa.

Alwyn.
Alwyn.
Al'wyn.

Alwyne.

Ar. a fesse nebulae az. betw. two lions pass. sa.
a chev. hetw. three goats ar.
Or, a chev. betw. three goats pass. sa.
Or, a chev. az. betw. three goats' heads of the

Sa.

second attired of the

Alye

Az. a Uon ramp. ar.

Crest

three

sang.

Amarle, or Armarle.

—

Ar. gutt^e-de-sang, three bars

humel^e az. Crest A lion pass, or, resting the dexter paw
on a mullet gu.
Amary (Essex). Gu. a cross engr. ar. charged with five
cinquefoils of the field.
Crest
A cat's head and neck issu-

—

ing affront^e ar. in the

Amary.

mouth a

Gu. on a cross engr.

rat sa.
ar.

four cinquefoils of the

field.

Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils of the field.
Erm. on a pile az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Amberg".

Ambers.

—

—A

—

armed gu.

sa. as many (another, five) cinquefoils of the first.
Ajnbesace, and Amboraes. Or, three dice sa.

(another,
gu.) each charged with an ace ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or a man's head in profile ppr.
Ajubett. Gyronny of eight or and az. four annulets of the

—

first.

Ambler, and Anbler.

Sa. on a fesse or, betw. three
a lion pass, guard, gu. Crest Two dexter hands
conjoined, sustaining a royal crown.
bler (Kirton -in -Holland, co. Lincoln).
Sa. across
ermine in the dexter quarter a leopard's face ar.

pheons

Ar. an oak-branch acomed (or, fructed) ppr.
(Plymouth, CO. Devon.) Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three oaken slips acorned ppr.
and. Or, fretty sa. on a chief of the second three
bezants (another, three plates and another, two mullets).
Amand. Ar. a Uon ramp, coward purp.
nd, Amane, or Amarme. Per pale ar. and sa. a
chev. erm. and ermines betw. six martlets counterchanged.

Am

;

—A pomegranate

ppr.

—

ar.

Am

Amboraes.

See Ambesace.

or Anborow. Ar. a chev. ea.
betw. three bears' heads erased of the last muzzled or.
Crest
A bear's head as in the arms.

—

Ambridge.

Gu. two lions ramp, in pale ar. Oiest—A cross
surmounted by two swords in

crosslet fitch^e in pale gu.
saltire ppr.

Am brose (Lancashire).
many

Or, three

humets

sa.

charged with

annulets ar.
(Lancashire).

Ambrose

Ar. three dice (by some called
billets) sa. each charged with a mullet of the field (another,
annulets or). Crest— A. hand holding a billet ar.
Ambrose (Ambrose Hall, co. DubUn). Per fess or and sa.
three dice each charged with an annulet all counterchanged.
Crest— A. pelican in her piety or, charged on the breast with
a shamrock ppr.
Motto In heaven is aU my trust.
cotes (Astrop, co. Lincoln, granted 1548). Ar. a tower
betw. three covered cups az. Crest
A squirrel sejant gu.
holding in the mouth a nut or.
Amcotes (Writenby, co. Lincoln). The same, a crescent

—

Am

—

for

diff.

Amcots

(Essex).
Ar. a tower triple towered betw. three
covered cups az.
Crest A squirrel pass. gu. holding ia
the mouth a nut or.
Amcotts (Kettlethorpe, co. Lincoln, Bart.). Ar. a tower
triple towered betw. three covered cups, two and one, az.
Crest A boar's head couped and erect arg. issuing out of

—

—

the

mouth an estoile or.
(Hackthom, co.

Amcotts

See Cbaceoft-Am-

Lincoln.)

COTTS.

Amenes and Annennell.

Ar. a fesse betw. six annu-

Gu. a cross patonce

ar.

Crest

—An antelope's

head ppr.

Amerance.

Gu. four mascles in bend ar. betw. eight
Crest
A mascle ar.

crosses crosslet or.

Amerdley.
reflexed or.

—

Ar. a Uon ramp. sa. ducaUy gorged and chain
Crest A heart inflamed gu. winged or.

—

Ameredith

(Marston and Tamerton, co. Devon).
Gu. a
ramp, reguard. or. Crest A demi Uon sa. ducaUy
gorged and Uned or.
Ameredith (Devonshire). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. coUared and
lion

—

chained or.

Amerex, or Americe. Paly wavy
Crest — A torteau gu. charged with a

and sa.
head ar.

of six or
talbot's

erased or.

—

Per pale dancett^e gu. and ar. Crest A dexter
hand ppr. holding a fleur-de-hs in pale or.
Amerie. Gu. a cross patonce vair (another, ar.). Crest-

Amerie.

As,

Am ade.

Amades

Ama

Gyronny of six az. and or.
Gu. a chev. betw. three rowels or.
Or, on a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped

Am bersam.

—A lion's Amentom.

head cabossed betw. two wings sa.
Alye (Edwakd Alte, of Tewkesbury, gent., at Visit, co.
Gloucester, 1623, and confirmed to his grandson, Bicbabd
Alte, citizen of London, by the Earl of Aylesbury, D.E. MarAz. a lion saUent ar.
Crest
shall, 2 Nov. 1679).
leopard's head or, betw. a pair of wings displayed sa.
Alye (co. Dorset, Visit. Dorset, 1623). Or, a talbot's head
erased sa. on a chief crenelliS of the last three plates. Crest
stag's head erased i^er pale ar. and or, on the neck a fesse
crenelle gu. charged with three escallops gold.
Alyn. Az. a fess nebuly erm.
Alyne. Ar. three bars and betw. them as many towers gu.
Alyson (Kent, 1583). Ar. a fesse az. betw. three boars'
heads couped sa.
Crest
A pheon ar. with part of the
broken shaft in it, or.
Alyson. Ar. a fesse betw. three bears' heads couped sa.
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last

Az. two bars within a bordure ar. guttde-de-

lets gu.

first.

(Gloucestershire).

Crest

chief of the

sa.

bezants.

A m arie.

as

Alworth, or Aylworth

Alwyn,

fret

Amborrow, Anbury,

or.

Al'way.

Alwrigrht.

Or, a

Ambemont.

(Ipswich). Ar. on a saltier az. hetw.
four griffins' heads erased gu. a leopard's head betw. four
lozenges or. Crest A mill-rinde or.
Alverston (Dunmore). Az. a cross patonce betw. four

Alving'haiii

Amant.

Amatyst.

az.

Alvas. SeeALVES.
Alverd, or Alured

fleurs-de-lis or.

AM E
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AliT
Altreuw.

the last.

Amerley.
Amervile.

See Amcadle.
Party per fess indented ar. and gu. three
annulets counterchanged.
Amervill. Party per fesse indented ar. and gu. three
annulets counterchanged.
(John Ameet, Esq., F.S.A., J.P. and D.L. co. 'Worcester, who claims to be descended from Amort of CodA'insSee Amobt. Motto— To. ne cede malls.
ton).
Ames. See Amos.

Amery

A

Ames (granted to Henrt Metcalfe Ames, Esq. ofLindon, co. Ammory
Northumberland, and his descendants, and the descendants
ofLioNELAMEs, Esq., of theHyde, co. Bedford). Ar.onabend
cottised between two annulets sa. a quatrefoil betw. two roses
of the field; quartering for Poole, per pale or and gu. a
saltier betw. two mascles in pale and in fesse as many
leopards' faces jessant de lis, counterchanged, and for MetCALF, per fesse or and sa. in chief two calves statant and in
base a dove volant counterchanged. Crest— A. rose ar. slipped
and leaved ppr. in front thereof an annulet or.
(Cote House, Wcstbury-on-Trym, co. Somerset). Same
Motto Fama
Arrm, quartering Poole, Cha-cncet, <fcc.

Ames

—

Candida rosa dulcior.
Ar. three holly leaves barways the stalks towards
the dexter ppr.
Amherst (Earl Amhurst, representative of an ancient
family seated in the 13th century at Amhurst, Pembury,
Gu. three tilting speass two
Kent, whence the name).
On a mount vert
Crest
and one erect or, points ar.
three tilting spears or, headed ar., one in pale and two

Amest.

—

Supin saltire environed with a chaplet of laurel vert.
Two Canadian war Indians, of a copper colour,
jMrlers

—

rings in their noses and ears, and bracelets ou their arms
and wrists ar. cross-belts over their shoulders buff. To one
a powder-horn pendent, to the other a scalping-knife each
of their waists covered with a short apron gu., their gaiters
az. seamed or, their legs fettered and fastened by a chain
;

to the bracelet of the outer wrist ppr., the dexter Indian
holding in his exterior hand a battle-axe the sinister holding in his exterior hand a tomahawk, thereon a scalp all

ppr.

JV/o££o— Constantia et Viriute.

AJnlierst, or Amliurst (Amhurst,

co. Kent, Didlington Hall, co. Norfolk, and Hackney, co. Middlesex, exemplified, Coll. of Arms, to William - Amhcbst TtssenAmhuest, Esq. of those places). Quarterly: 1st and 4th,

viz., gu. three tilting spears two and one
erect or, points ar. for Amhdrst, as representing Nicholas Amhurst, living at Judds, in Tudeley, temp. Queen
Elizabeth, one of the four sons of Thomas Amherst, of
Amherst, and brother of John Amherst, ancestor of Earl

as preceding,

Amherst 2nd, Daniel, per saltire ar. and or, two dexter
arms fessewise, couped in pale, vested gu. cuff az. the hand
;

ppr. holding a cross crosslet fltch^e erect of the third and as
many lions ramp, in fesse, also of the third; 3rd, Ttssen,
or, on a chev. az. betw. three French marygolds slipped

ppr. two

pass,

lions

respecting

each

other of the

first,

compony ar. and of the second. Quartering
AUCHMCTY, EVEBING, WaTLAND, StDNOB, MoRB!3, EaRDE,
Amhurst On a mount
Crests
Babisfobd, and Leach.
within a bordure

—

:

TCrt three tilting spears, one in pale and two in saltire or,
encircled by a wreath of laurel ppr. Daniel In front of
:

a dexter arm couped fesseways habited
gu. cuffed az. the hand ppr. holding a cross-crosslct erect
abogu. Tyssen
A demi-lion rampant per fesse wavy or
and az. ducally crowned gu. and holding in the paws an
escutcheon of the second charged with an estoile of the first.

a

trefoil slipped vert

:

Mottoes — Amhcbst

Victoria concordift crescit. Daniel
Post mortem virtus virescit.
(Pembury Court Lodge, East
Farleigh, Barnjett and Boxley Abbey, Kent, confirmed by
Camden, May, 1607). Gu. three tilting spears two and one

Toujours pret.

:

Tyssen

:

:

Amherst, or Amhurst

—

Crest
On a mount vert three tilting spears headed ar. environed with a chaplet of laurel

erect or, points ar.

AMY
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Az. on a bend or, three eaglets
(sometimes gu.) armed gu.
Erm. a chev. couped gu. Crest A man's head

displ. sa.

(Oxfordshire).

—

Amock.

in profile ppr.

and

vested gu. wreathed

round the head

ar.

sa.

Amondeville

(Wotton, in 'Wardall). Vair three palets gu.
Amonde'vill (Nottinghamshire). Az. a fret or.
Amorie (Lord d'Amorie, summoned to parliament, ISIT).
Barry nebulae of six ar. and gu. a bend az.
(Heathcoat-Amory, Knightshayes Court, co. Devon,
Bart.). Quarterly 1st and 4tli, Amory, viz., ar. two bars gu.
on a bend engr. with plain cottises sa. two annulets of the
field
2nd and 3rd, Heathcoat, vert, three piles one reversed in base betw. the others issuant from the chief each
charged with a pommels thereon a cross of the 2nd. Crests
Amoby: The battlements of a tower or, therefrom issuant
a talbot's head az. charged with two annulets fessewise and
interlaced gold.
Heathcoat: Upon a mount vert. betw.
two roses springing from the same gu. stalked and leaved
pommels
charged
ppr. a
with a cross or.
il/o(;o—Amore

Amory

:

;

—

non

vi.

Amory.
Amory,

Az. on a bend

three eaglets displ. gu.
(Codrington, co. Gloucester, 'WorBarry nebulde of six ar. and gu.
Crest— Out of a mural crown or, a
talbot's head az. eared of the first.
(St. Ann's, near Bristol, co. Somerset, Bunratty
Castle, CO. Clare, and Boston, United States of America. The
Amobys of America are a family of considerable distinction;
Thomas Amory, Esq. of Bunratty Castle, was Lord Palatine
or,

or D' Amory

cestershire Visit. 1634).
over all a bend engr. az.

Amory

of South Carolina, under John Locke's charter, and his uncle,
Jonathan Amory, Esq., also emigrated to South Carolina
about 1690, and became Advocate-General and Speaker of the
House of Assembly there. His descendant is the present
Thomas C. Amory, Esq. of Boston, U.S.). Barry nebulee of
six ar. and gu. a bend az. Crest— Out of a mural crown or, a
talbot's head az. eared of the first. Motto~Ta ne cede malis.

Amos or Ames. Potent counterpotent gu. and ar. a chev.
or.
Ci-est — A square collegiate cap sa.
Amphlett

(Hadsor and Clent, co. Worcester, anciently of
Sahvarpe, descended from William Amphlett, Lord of the
of Hadsor temp. James I. The Hadsor line is represented by Sir Richard-Paul Amphlett, now of Wychbold
Hall, CO. Worcester, one of the Barons of the Court of Exchequer; the Clent branch is represented by John Amphlett, Esq. of Clent House). Ar. on a fesse betw. three
lozenges az. a cinquefoil or. Crest
A dromedary ppr.
Amphlett (Kev. Charles Amphlett, Earlscombe, Worcester, who adopted the surname of Amphlett in lieu of his
patronymic, Dunne). Erm. two barrulets az. in chief a
cinquefoil sa. betw. two lozenges of the 2nd, and in base a
cinquefoil of the 3rd.
Crest
On a mount vert, a dromedary
statant ppr. charged with three cinquefoils sa.
(Norfolk, originally Kent). Erm. on a bend sa. three
acorns or.
Crest
A stag's head erased gorged with a

Manor

—

—

Amras

—

wreath

a bow.

tied in

Amreuell.

Ar. a fesse betw. six annulets gu.
or
Ar. a chev. betw. three sinister
wings gu. Crest A cross flory fitch^e or fleuHy gu. betw.

Amsden,

Amsdon.

—

two wings ppr.

Amsou (Chester).

Ar. on two bars az. betw. three leopards'
Crest
A cock blackbird ppr.

faces in pale gu. six bezants.

—

betw. two ostrich feathers ar.

Amuaule, and Amerley.

vert.

Amias. Gu. three pallets sa.
Amicable Society (Incorporated

Amunde'ville

by Royal Charter of
Queen Anne, 1706). Az. encircled by a snake or two hands
conjoined in fcssc couped above the wrist ppr. on a chief
embattled of the second an hour glass sa. betw. two wings
expanded of the Held.
Cre>t—A snake nowed the head
dcbruiacd towards the sinister thereon a dove ppr. beaked
and legged gu. from the beak an escroll with the motto
Prudens Simplicitas.
Motto
Beneath the arms, Esto

—

pile

sa.

sa.

ar.

and muzzled. Monument in Minster
Ch. Cornwall, 1656.
Or, on a chief embattled sa. three mullets ar. Crest—
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head holding in the
beak a sprig ppr.
(London, Bart.). Vert a chev. betw. three garbs
or.
Crest
A naked arm embowed ppr. holding in the hand
three ears of corn bladed all or, (sometimes an arm embowed vested or, holding in the hand ppr. three stalks of
bears' heads erased

perpetua.
(London). Az. a chev. crm. betw. three oakslips,
within a. bordure engr. or (sometimes ar.). Crest
A branch

Amy.

of oak ppr. acorned or.

Amyand

Amidas

—

—

Amiel.

Gu. »ix. escallops three and three arg. Crest
hunting horn unntrung sa.
Amlel (Guadaloupe, Charleston, and Boston, U.S. North
America). Gu. six escallops three and three ar. Crest
bunting horn unstrung Ra.
Amltesly (Gloucestershire). Per pale or and ar. a fesse wavy
gu. fnomctimcs four bars wavy). Crest
A bezant charged
with a palo Indented gu.
Amler (.Ioiin Amleb, of Ford, co. Salop, Esq., Sheriff, 1758).
Ax. a fesse betw. three crescents ar.

—

—
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Gu. a cross pattde vair.
(Winthorpo, Nottingham). Az. a fret or.

Amy (Cornwall). Gu. on a ar. three bears' heads couped
muzzled or.
Amy (Jersey). Or, on a chief embattled three annulets
Crest —Out of a ducal coronet, a peacock's head ppr.
holding a sprig vert. Motto — Hostis honori invidia.
Amy (Botienno Castle, Cornwall). On an escutcheon three

wheat

gold).

Amyas
lion

(Cambridgeshire).

Ar. a fesse az. in chief a demi

ramp. gu.

Amyas
or.

—

(Essex).

Crest

Amyas

Ar. two bars gu. charged with three mullets
ppr. collared gu.
Ar. a boar's head couped sa. armed or,

— A hind

(Norfolk).

betw. three crosses crosslet (sometimes six crosses crosslet

X

AMY
Crest— X

fltclJ*) of the second.

with a wreath ar. and

Amyas
of the

(Yorkshire).

staff's

head erased or, gorged

sa. tied at the end.
Ar. on a bend cottised sa. three roses

field.

Amyas.
Amyas.
Amyatt

Sa. a chev. hetw. three escallops ar.
Gu. three pallets az.
(Southampton). Or, on a chief embattled

mullets of the

first.

Crest

—A ram

sa.

three

pass. ar.

Am.ys (Ksscx). Ar. on two bars gu. three mullets of the
Crest— K hind pass. ar. collared gu.
first.
Anables. See Annabell.
Anby, Andby, or Andelby. Gu. a fcsse hetw. two
chev. or.

Ancell. Gu. a bend masculy ar.
Ancell. Gu. a bend lozengy or.
Ancell, or Anscell (Cornwall).

Gu. a

engr. ar.

saltire

betw. four bezants.

Anchitel (Dorsetshire).
Ancketill (Shaftesbury,
Cre^t

vert.

—Dn

Or, a saltire ragiily vert.
Ar. a cross embattled
co. Dorset).
a mount vert, an oak tree ppr.

Ancketill (Dorsetsliire). Ar. a saltire raguly vert. Crest—
The root of an oak tree erased, out of it a Uvo branch
sproutins ppr. acomed or.
Ajicketill (Ancketill's Grove, co. Monaghan, descended from
the old Dorsetshire family). Ar. a saltire raguly vert. Crest

—

.^An oak tree ppr. acomed or. Motto Vade ad formicam.
Ancketill (Killyfaddy, co. Tyrone, descended from the old
Ar. a saltire raguly vert a martlet for
Cce.J— An oak tree ppr. acorncd or, and charged
difference.
on the stem with a martlet of the last for difference. Motto—
Vade ad formicam.
Ancotes (Lincolnshire). Az. a castle betw. three covered
cups ar.
Ancottes. Ar. three covered cups sa. on a chief gu. a castle
betw. two lions pass. or.
Sa. a chev.
(Hill House, Frome, co. Somerset).
betw. three anchors erect or. Crtst An anchor erect sa.
Motto (Over the crest) Hold fast.
Ancreng'es. Ar. a cross gu. and a bor'duro sa.
And. Gu. a Roman & ar.
Andborough. Az. a fesse betw. three crosses botton€e ar.
Dorsetshire family).

Ancram

—

—

(another, crosses crosslet).

Andby, Andy, or Andey
cottised az. three roses or,

(Devonshire).

barbed vert. Crest

Ar. on a bend

—On the stump

of a tree a crane statant ppr.

Andby
or,

or Andelby,

and Anderby.

Gu. on a bend

three martlets sa.

Andby, or Andly. Ar. a fesse oppressing three chev. gu.
Crest — A dexter band ppr. holding a cross patt^e fitche'e in
pale gu.

Andelby.
second.

moline

Ar. a chev. sa. in chief three chess rooks of the
An escutcheon gu. charged with a cross

Crest

Andeley
sa. as

—

or.

Andelby.

Ar. a fesse betw. two chev. gu.
Or, on a fesse betw. three coneys courant

(Essex).

many

martlets ar.

Andemarle or Anbem.arle

(Dorsetshire). Gu. crusuly
on a bend of the second a mascle ermines.
Anderdon (Beech House, co. Hants). Sa. two single shackleCrest
A dexter
bolts in chief, and a double one in base ar.
arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, the hand apau-

Anderson

(Edinburgh). Ar. a saltire engr. cantoned y, ith
a mullet in chief two crescents in the flanks and a cross
crosslet fitch^e in base gu.
Motto— Honest, and fast.
Anderson (Edinburtrh). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. a
crescent in chief and three mullets pierced of the field, two in
fesse and one in base gu.
Crest— An eagle holding in the
(texter claw a twig of olive ppr. Motto
Qui honeste fortiter.
Anderson (Glasgow). Ar. a saltire engr. cantoned with
two mullets in chief and base and as many crescents in tlie
flanks gu. Ci-eH A cloud ppr. Motto Eecte quod honeste.
Anderson (Stobeross, Scotland). Ar. a saltire engr. sa.
betw. a crescent in chief and three mullets in fesse and base
gu. a bordure quarterly of the second and third. Moiio
Providentia.
Anderson (Tushilaw, co. Selkirk, 1732). Quarterly: 1st and
4th, ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. two crescents in chief and
base and as many mullets in flank gu. a bordure wavy of the
last
2nd and 3rd, az. three bucks' heads couped ar. attired
or, for PoBTEocs. Crest
A sword in pale encircled with two
olive branches ppr.
Motto Pro bello vel pace.
Anderson (London, 1794). Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four
mullets gu. in the dexter point of a chief az. a blazing comet
ppr. Crest
A phoenix in flames ppr. Motto Providentia.
Anderson (Newbiggin, Scotland, 1780). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three stars in chief and a crescent in base az. Crest—
A star az. Motto Nil conscire sibi.

—

—

—

also ppr.

:

Crest—
Or, on a chief sa. three crescents ar.
dolphin haurient, devouring a fish ppr.
Anderson-Pelbam {EaH of Tarborough). See Pelham.
Anderson (Penley, co. Herts, bart., created 1643 extinct
1699 the heiress, Elizabeth Andebson, m. Simon Harcourt,
Esq. Clerk of the Crown). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses
Crest— A water
crosslet (another, three crosses form^e) sa.
;

;

spaniel pass. or.

Anderson

(Fermoy, co. Cork, bart., created 1812). Quarterly,
or and ar. a saltire engr. per saltire gu. and sa. betw. a,
mullet pierced in chief two boars' heads erased respecting
each other in fesse of the fourth and in base a trefoil shpped

Crest— A tree ppr. surmounted by a saltire humett^e
Motto Stand sure.
(Aberdeen).
Ar. a saltire wavy betw. three
mullets in chief and flank and a crescent in base gu. Crest
A cross staff erect ppr. marked with the degrees of latitude.
Motto Per mare.
Anderson (West Airderbrcck). Ar. a saltire engr. betw.
two mullets in chief and base gu. and as many boars' heads
erased in the flanks az. Crest An oak tree ppr. Motto
Stand sure.
Anderson (Dowhill). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. a crescent in chief and three mullets in the flanks and base gu. all
within a bordure az. Motto Providentia et industria.
vert.

—

Anderson

—

—

—

—

Anderson

(Mayor

of Liverpool, 1860). Gu. a saltire betw.
three mullets in chief and flanks and a crescent in base ar.
on a chief of the second a stag's head cabossed of the fiirst
betw. two martlets sa.
Crest An oak tree and equally
pendent therefrom two weights ppr. Motto Pro Deo certo.
Anderson (Sir James Anderson of Blairvadich, co. Dumbarton, Lord Provost of Glasgow, 1862). Ar. a saltire engr.
betw. a mullet in chief and a crescent in base gu. and in
each flank a carpenter's axe az. on a chief of the last a fret
of the first betw. two crescents or. Crest
stag lodged
ppr. Motto—Recte quod honeste.
Anderson (New South Wales, 1863). Or, on a bend engoulee of two dragons' heads vert, a lymphad with sail furled
and oars in action of the first. CVsst— A yew tree ppr. Mottoet
Sic viret virttis.
Ubi solum ibi coelum.
Anderson (James Alexk. Anderson, capt. 14th regt. 1868).
Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. betw. two mullets in chief and base,
and as many crescents in flank gu. a boar's head erased or.
Cref't
A crescent sa. Motto Gradatim.
Anderson (Sir Alexr. Anderson, Lord Provost of Aberdeen, 1872). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. a crescent in chief
two mullets in flank and a boar's head erased gu. in base.
Crest— An oak tree ppr. Motto Stand sure.
Anderson (London). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses cerceDeg sa. in chief a fleur-de-lis gu. Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet ar. a hind's head or, pierced through the neck with
an arrow sa. feathered of the first.
Anderson (confirmed to Anderson of Sudbury, Her. Vii.).
Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses flory ar.
Anderson (granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, to Edkomd

—

—

—A

—

—

—

—

—

Anderson, of Ebury,
Crest

co.

Warwick).

— A talbot pass. or.

Sa. five estoiles ar.

Anderson (Grace

Dieu, co. Waterford). Quarterly 1st and
a saltire engr. betw. two mullets gu. one in chief
and one in base and in the flanks two boars' heads erased
az.
2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. erm. betw. three estoiles ar.,
for Brewster.
Crest
An oak tree, ppr. Motto (Over the
:

4th, ar.

—

—

—

—

(under the arms) Dum spiro spero.
co. Middlesex, Lord Mayor of London
in 1798). Az. on a saltire erm. a sword and key saltireways
environed with a laurel wreath ppr. betw. three mullets and a
Three ostrich feathers encircled
crescent in base ar. Crest
with a chain or, on the centre one a crescent.
Ajlderson (Newcastle, co. Northumberland). Or, on a chev.
gu. betw. three hawks' heads erased sa. as many acorns
slipped ar.
Crest
An eagle's head erased ar. holding ia
the beak paleways an arrow gu. headed and feathered or.
Anderson (The same coat with a canton of the third,
charged with three martlets of the fourth, was granted to
Henry Anderson, of the town of Newcastle, gent., 3 Nov.
crest) Stand sure

;

Anderson (Mill Hill,

—

—

1

Edward

VI.).

—

Anderson

—

Anderson.
Anderson.
Anderson.
Anderson.

—
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—

—

or,

m^e
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(Erbury, co.

Warwick).

Sa.

five

estoiles in

saltire ar.

Gu. a saltire or, charged with a- other vert.
Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four mullets gu.
Az. three martlets and a bordure engr. ar.
Gu. three trees eradicated ar.
Anderson (Jcsmond House, Northumberland). The elder
branch of the family settled more than half a century ago in
St. Petersburg).
Per chev. nebuMe az. and vert, a bugle
horn stringed betw. three bucks lodged or. Crest— Vpoa a

A

ANB

and vert three bugle-horns ar. Crest— A stork ppr.
Anderton (Elderton). Ar. three water bougets sa.
Anderton (Birchley, co. Lancaster, 1664). As Andeeton
of Anderton, with a canton or.
(Lostock, co. Lancaster, 1664).

As Andebton

Anderton

of

Anderton, with a mullet or.
Sa.

(Euxton and Ince, co. Lancaster).

shacklebolts ar. quartering Ince.
Motto—Vt'e stoop not.

—A

Crest

three

curlew ppr.

(Haighton House, near Preston, Lancashire).
Vert three hour glasses in bend ppr. betw. two bendlets ar.
Crest— Issuant out of a crescent vert a buck's head in the
mouth an ear of wheat ppr.
Anderton (Lancaster). Sa. three bugle-horns (or hatchets)
garnished ar. two and one. Crest A curlew ar.
Andesley. Ar. two lions' gambs erased in ealtire gu.
(another, sa.). Crest— A sword in bend ppr. surmounted by a

—

cross crosslet sa.

Ar. two lions' gambs erased in saltire gu. on a
quarter or canton of the second three purses or.
Andlaw. Or, a saltire quarterly quartered ar. and gu.

Andesley.

—An

eagle's

head

sa.

Andover Town

(Hampshire). Ar. on a mount vert a lion
statant guard, gu. against a tree ppr.
Andrade. Gu. three griffins' heads erased ar. Crest

—

wolfs head

St.

Andrew.

Gu. seven mascles, three

—

three and one conjoined or, in chief a label ar.

Crest

cinquefoil ar.

Ar. two mullets in chief az. and a
Crest
A millrind az.
galley her oars in action in base sa.
Sa. a
(Backhould and Plymouth, Devonshire).

—

Andrew

Andrew

Crest— A stag's

betw. four crosses crosslet or.

head erased

(Gloucestershire).

a

Sa.

saltire engr.

Andrew

enn. on a

—

—

(Nethertarvit, Scotland).

Per bend

Crest

—A

Give and forgive.
Gu. three mascles in bend
ramp. ar.

Andrew.

ar.

star or.

or,

and az.
Motto

—

betw. two lions

Andrew

(granted 1334 by Guyon King of Arras, to Thomas
Andeew and his brothers Randolfe, Richaed, William
James and Andbew). Gu. a saltire or, surmounted of an-

other vert.
(confirmed 1476 by Holm, Clarenceux, to Thomas,
son and heir of Ricbabd Andbew, of co. Warwick, Gent.).
Same as preceding.
(Fun. Ent. of BiohtBev. George Andrew, Bishop

Andrew

Andrew

of Ferns, 1635-1660).

Gu. on a

saltire or,

surmounted by

another a saltire vert.
Andrewes (Doddington). Gu. a saltire voided or.
Andrewes (London). Ar. a saltire az. on a chief gu. three
mullets or.

Andrewes

(Blsbrooke, co. Rutland). Az. across erm.betw.
four fleurs-dc-Iis or. Crest A demi lion or, ducally crowned
ar. holding in the dexter paw a human heart gu.
(Suffolk). Ar. on a bend. engr. cottised sa. betw.

—

Andrewes

two lions ramp, of the last, three mullets of the first.
Crfsl
A stag's head erased ar.
Andrewes (St. Edmund's Bury, Suffolk and Wiltshire). Or,
on a bend engr. gu. cottised sa. charged with three mullets ar.
Andrewes. Az. a saltire betw. four crosses form^e or.
Andrew^es. Sa. three escutcheons ar. each charged with a
lion ramp. gu.
Andre'wes. Ar. a cross gu., a martlet sa. for difference.
Andrews (Bart., Denton). Gu. a saltire or, surmounted
Crefl—A blackamoor's head in profile
of another vert.
coupcd at the thouldcrs and wreathed about the temples

—

all

saltire ar.

centre with a bezant.

—

betw. three quatrefoUs slipped vert as many mullets or.
An arm erect habited vert cuflfed ar. charged on the
Crest
sleeve with a quatrefoil or, in the hand ppr. a branch vert
thereon three quatrefoils or.
(Kimpton Park, co. Middlesex, granted 2 Sept.
1704). Ar. on a bend wavy cottised betw. two lions ramp,
sa. crowned or, three estoiles of the first.
Crest On a naval
coronet or, a dove volant with an olive branch in the beak

—

Andrews

—

ppr.

Andrews

Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two cottises
Crest
A stag's head erased ar.
Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two cottises
and as many lions ramp. sa. three mullets ar. Crest
bird, wings expanded az. holding in the beak alaurel branch
(another, an acorn) vert.
Andrew^s (Suffolk). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three mullets
sa.

(Suffolk).

—

three mullets or.
(Suffolk).

—

field.

Andrews.

Ar. on a bend cottised sa. a mullet of the field.
(granted 1529 to Bichabd Andrews, of Synton,
Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three mullets
vert as many quatrefoils or, pierced az.
Crest
greyhound's head couped per pale or and sa. on the neck a saltire counterchanged betw. a pellet and a bezant.
(co. Hants, Visit. Hants, 1634).
Same as the
preceding.
Andrews. Per saltire gu. and or.
Andros. Ar. a chev. engr. gu. voided az. three quatrefoils betw. as many mullets sa.
Crest— Oa a tower a lion

Andrews
on a fesse sa. six

lozenges pierced or, in base a crescent gu. and on a chief az.
A dexter hand holding a
three mullets of the field. Crest
laurel branch ppr. Motto Virtute et fortuna.
three mullets counterchanged.

—

surmounted by another az. charged in tho
Crest— Out of an eastern crown or, a
blackamoor's head coupod ppr. in the ear a pendant ur.
Motto — Victrix fortunae sapientia.
Andrews (Lathbury, co. Buckingham, cos. Norfolk and Suffolk).
Ar. on a bend cottised sa. three mullets of the field.
Crest
A stag's head erased or.
Ajldrews (c(>nfirmed with four quarterings by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to William Andrews of Meriden, CO. Warwick, third in descent from William Andbews
of Harbome, co. Warwick). Arms same as the preceding.
Andrews (Barnes Hall, co. Worcester Longdon, and
Elderton, co. Warwick). Gu. a saltire or, surmounted by
another vert. Crest — A Moor's head in profile, couped at
the shoulder and wreathed about the temples all ppr.
Andrews, or Andrew (Charwelton, co. Northampton,
Ellsworth, &.C.). The same as Andeews, Bart. Denton.
Andrews (Durham). The same Ai-ms and Crest as Akdbews, Bart., Denton.
Andrews (London, and Hampshire). Ar. on a chev. engr.
Gu. a

of the

sa. attired or.

chief or, three fleurs-de-Us of the field.
Ar.
(Clockmilne, Scotland).

Andrew

(Meriden, co. Warwick). Ar. on a bend cottised
three mullets of the first. Crest A demi lionaz. gorged
with a collar or, charged with three mullets az.
Andrew^S (Shaw, Berkshire, created a bart. 19 Aug. 1766).
sa.

Andrews

Andre, or Andree.

saltire ar.

escallop gu.

Andrew^S

all

or.

Andrea, or

oUve leaf slipped ppr. and charged on the breast witb an

;

Anderton

Crest

ANO
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stag lodged wounded in the breast by an
arrow and holding in his mouth an ear of wheat all ppr.
charged on the side with a bugle horn or. Afotfo— Nil
desperandum, auspice Deo.
Anderson (Coxlodge, near Newcastle). Same as Anbeeson
of Jesmond House, John Andebson of Coxlodge, Esq., having
been younger brother of Thomas Anderson, Esq.
Anderton (Anderton, CO. Lancaster). Sa. three shacklebolts
ar. two and one; quartering, az. a lion ramp, guard, ar.;

mount Tert a

Anderton

A

CO. Worcester).

—A

Andrews

ramp.

sa.

Andros

(Guernsey). Gu. a saltire or, surmounted of another vert on a chief ar. three mullets sa. Crest
blackamoor's head couped at the shoulders and wreathed about
the temples ppr. Motto Crux et proesidium et decus.
Androwas. Ar. on a cross sa. five bezants.
Andro'wey, or And'wey. Az. a lion ramp, guard, or,
within an orle of ten cinquefoils ar.

—A

—

Anes

(Dunstan Anes, purveyor and merchant for the
Queen's Grocery, son of Geoboe Anes, of Valladolid, in
Spain, Visit. London, 1568).
Ar. lion ramp, guard, gu.
within an orle of torteaux.
Anfrons. Vaire or and gu. on a canton of the second a
mullet erm.
Ang'as, or Angres. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. Crest An
ostrich's head erased ar. holding in the beak a horse shoe ppr.
Ang'e. Az. a chev. erm. betw. four crosses formfe ar
Crest
A cross formic fitch^e or, betw. two wings az.
Angel, Ang-le, Anegall, or Anegral. Gu. a cinquewithin
foil or,
an orle of eight crosses crosslet of the last.
Crest— On a chapeau a tower ppr.
Angreldon (London). Az. sem^e of crosses crosslet fitch^e
or, a unicorn ar. (another, the unicorn or).
Crest A knot
sa. betw. two wings or.
Angell (London, originally from Lancashire). Or, three
fusils in fesse az. over all a baslon gu. Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi pogasus ur. crined gu.
Angell (Cbables Fbederick Anoell, Esq., Camberwell,
Surrey). Same Arms and Crest. Motto Stare super visa

—

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Andrew*

(granted to Bir.na Andbews, Esq., Q.C., of the
Middle Temple). Or, on a pile az. a dove ppr. in base on
side
a mullet of the icrond piorcrd of the field.
dUter
Crut Upon a mount vert a dove holding In the beak an

—

1»

antiquas.

Angell

(London, Camden's Grants). Or, five fusils in fesso
a bendlet gu. Crest On a mount vert a swan
gorged or, beaked and legged gu.

az. over all
ar. ducally

—

—

A

ANO
Angrell, or Anegoll.
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Gn. a cinquefoil within an orle of
Sa.

a fleur-de-lis ar.

lion's gamb erect holding a cross patt^e fitch^e or.
Angrer. Erm. on a chief az. three lozeDges or.

Creit—A.
Crest

—An

escarbuncle or.

a chief az. a lion
a castle ruined in

the sinister tower ppr.

Anger, or Annger

(Yorkshire and Essex).

Erm. a

griffin

segreant per fesse or and az.

Angerstein

(Weeting Hall, Norfolk, and Woodlands, Blackheath, Kent, originally of St. Petersburg). Paly of eight az.
and or, a saltire ar. Crest A lion's head erased gu. in the
mouth a quatrefoil vert.
Angerton. Ar. on a bend sa. three lozenges erm.

—

Angerville (Leicestershire).

Gu. a cinquefoil

or,

within an

orle of eight bezants.

Angevile, or Angeville

(Thethelthorpe, co. Lincoln).
Ar. two bars gu. on a chief vert three bezants. Crest
branch of three roses ar. leaved and stalked vert.
(Lincolnshire).
Ar. two bars gu. in chief three

—

Angevyne
torteaux.

Ar. two bars gu. on a chief

(Lincolnshire).

vert, three bezants.

Angle

(confirmed as a quartering to Sir John Newton, Knt.
of Eichmond Castle, co. Somerset, 1567).
Or, four fusils
fessewise az. over all a bend gu.
Anglesey, Marquess of. See Paget.
Anguisb. (Norfolk; Edmund ANoniSH, Esq., of Moulton, in
that county, m. Alice, daughter of Admiral Sir Thomas
Allin, Bart., of Somerleytown, in Suffolk, and thus acquired that estate). Gu. a cinquefoil pierced or. Crest
snake nowed ppr. betw. two branches of fern vert. Motto

——

Anguis in

Ar. an orle gu.
See Uufbaville, Eabls of.
Gyronny of twelve ar. and sa. charged with crosses

crosslet or.

Anhault.

Ar. a wine press gu.
saltire az. and gu. three annulets or, two and
or, stoned gu.
Anjon. Az. sem^e of fleurs-de-lis or, a bordure ar.
Anjou. Gu. a chief ar. over ^11 an escarbuncle of eight
staves nowed and flowered or.
Anke, or Ankey. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three annulets
of the second.
Anke, or Ankbr. Erm. on a chief gu. three lozenges or.
Creit
A buU's head erased gu.
Anketell. See Ancketill.
Anketell (Dorsetshire). See Ancketill.
Anketel (Anketel Grove, co. Monaghan). See Ancketill.
Ankyrsley. Or, two bars gu. betw. three martlets in pale
sa.
Creit
A hunting horn sans strings vert veruled ar.
Anlaby, or Hanlaby. Ar. a fesse betw. six fleurs-de-lis

Anhelet.
one.

Per

Crest

—A gem ring

—

—

—

Crest
On a mount an oak tree ppr.
(Eaton, co. York. Lansd. M.S. 865).
Ar. a chev. betw. three chess rooks sa. Crest An arrow in
pale en filed with a ducal coronet or.
Anlet (Yorkshire). Per saltire gu. and az. four annulets in
cross ar. Crest On a rock a fire beacon ppr.
Anlett. Az. three annulets or (another, ar.).
Anley. Vert three escallops ar. Crest A dexter arm
hand gloved holding a hawk's lure ppr.
Aniners, or Anners (Cheshire). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three
bezants. Crest A lion's head erased ppr.
Anmers, or Anners (Cheshire). Gu. a chev. betw. three
mullets or.
Anketill (Ballynekill, co. Limerick, temp. Charles L). Anns
and Crest same as Ancketill of Shaftesbury. Motto
sa.

Anleby, or Anselby

—

—

—

—

—

Eobor

in cruce.

Ann.

Gu. three bucks' heads erased ar.
Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief of the
second three bezants. Crest .\ bezant.
Annabell, or Annables. Ar. two bars engr. gu. Crest
A stag at gaze ppr.
Annaly, Lord. See White.
Annand (Lord of Annandale). Ar. a saltire and a chief

Anna De (Farringdon).

—

—

Anne

Ar. a chief and jaltire
gu. cantoned with two mascles, in the collar and base points
az. and in the flanks a spot of erm.
Crest— A griffin segreant,
ppr. Supporters
^Two griffins ppr. Motto Sperabo.
burgh. Az. a fesse ar. betw. three crosses flory or.
Anncell, or
cell. Erm. on a fesse gu. three crosses

—

—

Ann

Ann

19

gn.

a bend

the

field

Ar. on a bend

(another, mullets).

A

Crest

ppr. vested ar. hair
dishevelled or.
(Frickley and BurghwaUis, co. York, descended from
Sir William de Anne, Constable of the Caatle of Tickell,
temp. Edward II.). Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed ar.
attired or.
Crest
A buck's head cabossed ar.
Anneles. Per saltire gu. and az. four annulets or. Ci-est
mermaid ppr. tail vert.

Anne

—

—

A

Ann elshie.

Per pale or and ar. a hound gu. Crest—
charged with a pale indented gu.
Ar. on a chev. az. three bezants.
Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw. three mullets sa.
Ann esley (Annesley, co. Notts., Hedington, co. Oxford,
and Newport Pagnell, co. Bucks). Paly of six ar. and az. a
bend gu.
Crest
A Moor's head in profile couped 'ppr.
wreathed about the temples ar. and az. Motto Virtutis
amore.
Aimesley {Viscount Fakntia). Paly of six ar. and az.,
over all a bend, gn.
Crest
A Moor's head in profile,
couped ppr., wreathed about the temples ar. and az. Supporters
Dexter, a Boman knight in armour or, short
sleeves and apron gu., face, arms, and legs bare, the last
sandalled, ar.
on his head a helmet or cap, gold, on the top
bezant

or,

Annering.
Annering.

—

—

—

—

;

thereof three feathers of the second, holding in his exterior
shield, thereon a female head
sinister, a Moorish
prince in armour or, short sleeves and apron gu., face,
neck, arms and legs ppr., on the latter boots, gold, behind
him a sheaf of arrows, ppr., fastened by a pink ribbon,
wreathed round the temples ar. and az., in his exterior

hand a

;

—

Crest

—A

stag's

ppr. Motto Virtutis amore.
(Sari of Anglesey and Mountnorris, and Baron
Altkam, extinct.). Arms, Crest, Supporters and Motto the
same as Annesley, Viscount Valentia.
Annesley (Earl Annesley). Paly of six ar. and az. over
all a bend gu.
Crest
A Moor's head in profile couped ppr.
wreathed about the temples ar. and az. Supporters Dexter
a Roman knight; sinister a Moorish prince habited ppr.

Annesley

—

Motto

head affronts ducally gorged,

—

— Virtutis amore.

Annesley

(Raddlphds Anneslef, of Kirkby Woodhousc,
second son of Sir John de Annesley, Lord of Annesley
temp. Edward II.).
Paly of six ar. and az. a bend
vair.

Annesley

(Arley Castle, co. Stafford.

Aethuk Ltttelton

Anneslbv, Esq., son of Major-Gen. Norman Macleod, and

nephew of the

last B^rl of Mountnorris).

Quarterly

:

1st

and 4th, Annesley, paly of six ar. and az. a bend gu. 2nd
and 3rd, Macleod, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a castle triple
towered and embattled ar. masoned sa. windows and porcli
gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. three legs armed ppr. conjoined in
the centre at the upper parts of the thighs flexed, in triangle, spurred and garnished or, all within a bordure embattled of the last. Crests 1st, Annesley, a Moor's head in
profile ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and az.
2nd,
Macleod, a bull"s head caboshed ppr. betw. two flags gu.
Mottoes— (VndeT the arms) Hie murus aheneus; (over the
Annesley crest) Virtutis amore; (over the Macleod crest)
Hold fast.
Annesley (Ballysax, co. Kildare, exemplified imder Royal
license, 1844, to Ricbabd Joynt, Esq. of Banagher, King's
CO., on his taking the name and arms of Annesley under the
will of his maternal uncle, Cbables Annesley Esq., of
Ballysax). Paly of six ar. and az. a bend gu. thereon a
mullet or. for difference.
Crest.
A Moor's head couped in
profile ppr., wreathed about tUe temples ar. and az. and
charged with a mullet or. AfotJo^ Virtutis amore.
Annesley. Paly of six ar. and az. a bend gobonated gu.
and or. (another, the bend vaire ar. and sa.).
Ann ess, and Anniss. Gu. a mullet ar. and a chief or.
;

;

—

;

—

Crest— A mascle

Anngell

or.

—'Out of a ducal coronet or, a

a bend gu.
demi pegasus ar.

Annois. Ar. three bendlets az.
Annott, or Annat. Erm. two

bars gu. in chief three

Crest

(Kent).

Or, four fusils in fesse az.

last.

Crest

—A boar pass. sa. transfixed with an

arrow ppr.
Gu. on a bend cottised or, three popinjays
Or, a cross flory gu.
Annyslay. See Annesley.

Anns.

vert.

Anny (Scotland).
Anquetil

(Jersey).

Or, three leaves vert.

Anscell, or Anstrell

(Barford, co. Bedford).

betw. four bezants as many mascles gu.
demi lion az. ducally gorged and Uned or.

saltire or,

A

ppr.

(Northamptonshire and Oxfordshire).

sa. three martlets of

hearts of the

Ann and (Auchterellon, co. Aberdeen).

crosslet or.

wavy or and

Crest—On a mural coronet a stag gejant

ppr.

hand a bow

herbll.

Anguisll.

Angns.
Angy.

ANS

Quarterly, per fesse

woman's head couped at the breast face

Anger, or Angler (Kent). Erm. on
ramp. or. Crest — A martlet flying over

Angevyne

Ann cey.

counterchanged.

crosses crosslet or.

Angrellis, or Angles.

X

Gu. on »
Crett

—

A

AnadelL Pair of six ar. and gn. a chief or. Crest—A.
dexter hand ppr. holding a buckle or.
Anseignes (Gloucestershire). Gu. three cinquefoils enn.
Ansell. Gu. a bend fusilly or. Crest— &. demi lion ppr.
ducally gorged and chained or.
Ansell. Erm. on a fesse gu. three cresents or.
Erm. on a canton sa. a fleur-de(Middlesex).

Anselme
lis or.

Anselme, or Aunselme.
bezants a mascle of the

Gu. on a

saltire or, betw. four

—

Or, a

of London, 1808).
gu. on a bend sa. three escallops of the

Mayor

Anslet, of Otto House, North End, HamA blackamoor's head
mersmith). The same Arms. Crest
a collar
in profile, couped at the shoulders ppr. gorged with

—

charged with three escallops.

Ar. three bends enfrr. gu. in the
Out of a ducal
Crest
inister chief, a crescent of the last.
Dexter a seaeoronet or, a spear-head ppr. Supporters
horse; sinister a lion both ppr. gorged with a coUar gemel

Anson {Earl of Lichfield).

—

—

Motto—fiW desperandum.

cr.

(Birch Hall, co. Lancaster, Bart.). Ar. three bendlets engr. gu. in the sinister chief a crescent of the second.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a spear erect ppr. Motto
Crtft

Anson

—

—

Nil desperandum.

Anstaboth.
lets of

Barry of six

ar.

and gu. in chief three mart-

the second.

Anstaboth, or Anstalboth.

Ar. two bars gu. in chief

three martlets of the second.

Crest— \ castle
Gu. fretty ar. a canton az.
triple-towered a demi lion issuing from the top.
Anstead, Ansted, or Antishead. Per fesse or and
Crest
A cross formde or, charged
ar. a fesse nebulae gu.

AnstavilL

—

with

five torteaux.

Anstell. Gu. a saltire betw. four leopards' faces or.
Anstell. Ar. on a cross sa. betw. four torteaux a leopard's
face of the first a bordure of the second gutte'e d'or.
Anstell, or Asnell (Cornwall). Gu. a saltire engr. ar.
cross forni6e ar. guttee de
betw. four bezants. Crest

—A

I)oix.

a pale betw. two

Anstie. "Vert
A leopard's face ppr.
Anstie, or Anstey.

—

segreant ar.

griffins

Crest

jessant-de-lis gu.

Ar. on a cross betw. four martlets
A martlet or.
gu. five bezants. Crest
cross raguly gu. betw. four birds
Ar.
a
Axistis (Cornwall).
Out of a ducal coronet five
Crest
az. legged of the second.

—

—

ostrich feathers ppr.

Anstis, or Anstice. Arms the same. Crest— A dexter
arm vested per pale embattled holding in the hand a griffin's

sented by Sir

and

and

Ar. a leopard's head betw. two
flaunchcs sa. each charged with a plate. Crest
A goat's

head

(London).

—

ar.

Anthony

Deeick Anthoist, son of
6. at Cologne in Germany, was
and seals to Edward VI. and Queens
Mary and Elizabeth). Ar. a leopard's head gu. betw. two
flaunches sa. also a former coat, viz., ar. a leopard's head
gu. betw. two flaunches sa. on the dexter a rose on the sinisCrest
ter a mullet or, in chief a crescent for difference.
demi goat ppr. charged with a bezant armed and attired or.
ten
plates,
four,
three,
two,
and
Anthony. Gu.
one. Crest
A goat's head or.
Anthony. Gu. biUett^o and a lion ramp. or.
Antick. Vert a parrot wings disclosed holding up the
London, 1568.

(Visit.

William Anthony, who was
chief graver of the mint

—

W.

repre-

C. J. Carmichael-Anstruther). Quarterly,
2nd and
sa., for Anstbdther

4th, ar. three piles

;

a fess wreathed az. and gu., for Cabmichael. Crc~ts
Two arms in armour holding in the gauntlets a battle axe,
for Anstbdthek; an armed arm erect holding a
ppr.,
all
Two falSupporters
broken spear ppr., for Cabmichael.
cons with wings expanded ppr. armed gu. jessed and belled
Anstbctheb;
TouMottoes— Periitacm ni periissem, for
or.

—

—

Jours prest, for Cabmichael.
(Balcaskie, co. Fife, bart.

Anstruther
piles sa.

Antigna, See

of. Ar. a passion cross. r\\., on the
dexter side a serpent erect and wavy vert, looking towards
the sinister; and on the sinister side a dove holding in the
beak an olive branch all ppr. ; on a chief of the second a
crosier in bend dexter surmounted by a key in bend
sinister the ward upwards or, and in the centre chief point
an imperial crown, ppr.
Antilupe. Ar. an heraldic antelope gu. tusked, homed,
maned, and hoofed or.
Antingham (Antingham, co. Norfolk ; also in east window,
north aisle, Bristol cathedral). Sa*. a bend ar.
Antiquaries, Society of. Ar. on a cross gu. a regal
Crest
An antique Roman lamp or, over it,
crown ppr.
Non extinguetur.
Antiquaries of Scotland, Society of. Az. the cross
of St. Andrew ar. betw. an imperial crown in chief and a
thistle in base both ppr. all within a double tressure flory

—

countei-flory gu.

Antisell.

See Entwisle.
(Stoatfleld, co. Lancaster,
Az. a fesse or, a bordure erm.
coronet a lion's head ar.

Anton

Crest

—Two arms

a battle axe ppr.

Anstruther

in

Ar. three

1694).

armour holding

in the gaunt-

Motto — Periissem ni periissem.

Ar. three piles ss. withia
.Same Crest and Motto.
Anstruther-Thomson. See Thomson.
Anstey (Cambriclgcshire and Cumberland). Or, a cross
CreU A martlet or.
enttr. betw. four martlets gu.
Ansty (Cambridgeshire;. Or, a cross quarter-pierced botw.
four martlets gu.
Ansty (Cornwall). Or, a saltire eng^. gn. betw. four mart(Airdrie, co. Fife).

a bordure gu.

—

lets »a.

Ansty (Sussex).

Or, a cross engr. gu. betw. four martlets

sa.

Anstybath.

Erm on

a chief indented gu. two mullets

London, and Ireland).
Crest
Out of a mural

—

Ar. a leopard betw. two
or, Antonie (Suffolk).
A goat's head gu.
flaunches sa. Cred
Antrim, £arl of. See Mac Donnell.
Antrobus (Antrobus Hall, Cheshire and Rutherford, co.

Antony,

—

Lozengy or and az. on a pale gu.
Bart., 1815).
Issuing out of rays ppr.
three estoiles of the first. Crest
a unicorn's head couped ar. horned and maned or, gorged
with a wreath of laurel vert. Sapx>orters Two white horses
Motto Dei memor, gratus amicis.
ppr.
Antrobus (confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux, Sept. 1604 to
Thomas Antbobds, one of the six clerks in Chancery). Same
Roxburgh,

—

—

—

Arms and

Crest.

Antrobus.
Antron, or

Ar. three bitterns gu.

Dc Antrenon.

Ar. a chev. betw. three

garbs sa.

—

3r(l, ar.

lets

gii.

cross tau ar.

Ant'weisel.

head erased.

Anston. Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Anstruther (of that Ilk, co. Fife, bart. 1798, now
1st

.

Anthony

left foot or.

first.

Ansley (Colonel
or,

erm a

Per pale and per chey. or

—

martlets gu.

Ana ingtinTn. ga. a bend ar.
Ansley (John Anslet, Esq., Lord
Paly of six or and

Anthony (Guernsey).

;

field.

bend gobony az. and gn. Crest A demi lion
crowned with an imperial crown, wielding a sword wavy ppr.
Ansiam, or Ansym. Ar. (another, or,) a fesse betw. six

Ansert.

APE

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

AKS

Sa. (sometimes, gu.) three mullets ar.

Crest

An eagle with wings expanded and inverted ppr.
Antwilley. Barry of eight ar. and gu. in chief a lion pass..
guard, sa.

Antjmgham.

bend

Sa. a

ar. in

dexter point a crescent gu.

Anvaile or Anvil. Gu. a smith's anvil ar.
Anvenell. Ar. a fesse betw. six anuulets (another,

mart-

lets) gu.

Anvers

(Cheshire).

—

Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets of six

Crest
points or.
A branch with three roses ppr.
Anvers, or Anvery. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three bez.ints.
Anvine. Ar. three playing tops sa. two and one (another

adds a martlet gu.).
Az. on a bend or, three eaglets sa. armed gu.
dexter hand holding a holly branch ppr.
Anvrick (London). Paly of six or and az. on a chief gu. a
Crest
A dexter arm gu. the hand ppr.
cross crosslet ar.
holding a broken tilting spear or.
An'wicke. Ar. a cross calvary sa.
Anvrris. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates.
(Park and Bala, co. Merioneth). Vert three eagles

Anvory.
Crest — A

—

Anwyl

displ. in fesse or.

Apadam.
Apadam.

Gu.

five stars or.

See Abadam.
Apeele. Ar. three bars gu. a canton erm. Crest A fleurde-lis or, betw. two wings ar.
Apelby (Leicestershire). Az. six martlets or, three, two,

—

and one.

Ans'wilty

Ar. three

(Scotland).

pile.s

meeting

in

point sa.

AntblnKham, Autlng'ham, or Antingrham
rnKhire unil Norfolk).

Anthinerham.
20

.Sa.

Sa. a

(Lan-

a bend ar.
ar., a crescent az. for diB.

bend

Apelby

Az. six sea-gulls ar. three, two, and

(Shrop.shire).

one. the dexter

wing

displ. the .sinister close.

Apelby, or Apleby

(Shropshire and Staffordshire^
and one.

six martlets ar. three, two,

Az,

A

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

APE
Apelderfleld.

Apelesbury,

Or, on a fesse gn. four fusils ar.
or Applesbury. Sa. a fesse embattled

Ijetw. three cinqnefoils or.

Apelton, Appelton, and Appolton

(Apleton, co. LanAr. a bear salient sa. crowned or.
Apulby. Ar. on a bend sa.
Apelton, Apleby,
caster).

and

Ap-Enion (Baron of Malpas, co. Chester, temp. Henry II.).
Gu. three pheons ar.
Apenrith (Ireland). Gu. on a fesse betw. three lozenges
or, each charged with a fleur-de-lis a demi rose crowned
betw. two griffins segreant all of the field.
Apesley (Surrey and Sussex). Ar. three bars gu. a canton
ermines. Crest— X fleur-de-lis or, betw. two wings ar.
Ap-Griffyn

(Wales). Quarterly or and az. four lions pass.
guard, counterchanged.
Ap-Harry, or Parry. Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges
a bordure az.
Ap-Howell (Gloucestershire, descended from Wales). Ar.
a lion ramp. sa. over all a fesse engr. gu.
(Fun. Ent. Ireland, of Capt. Eice Ap-Hcgh,
1612).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued gu. and
charged on the shoulder with a torteau.
Apifer. Or, an escarbuncle sa. Crest A hand holding a

Ap-Hugh

—

spiked club ppr.

Apiliard, Appleyard, or Appulyard

(East Carlton,
Az. a chev. betw. three owls ar. membered or,
tiger, quarterly gu. and az. the tail of the
last tufted or, iii the mouth a rose gu. stalked and leaved
CO. Norfolk).

—A

demi

Appleton. Az. three pine-apples erect ar.
Appleton, or Apylton (Little Brook).
Appleton.

Appleton

(Streatham, co. Surrey). Sa. a fesse or, betw. three
couped at the shoulders about each

children's heads ppr.

neck a snake

vert.

sa.

three bezants.

Erm. a bend gu.

now of the United
Ar. a fess sa. betw. three apples gu.
sUppedand leaved vert. Crest— An elephant's head couped sa.
tusked and eared or, round the trunk a serpent entering the
mouth vert. Anotlcer Crest. Out of a ducal coronit or, threo
pine-apples vert the tops purfled gold.
Appleton. Ar. a bear salient sa. on the shoulder a cinquefoil of the first.

Aplegath.

Ar. three apples slipped gu.
(Rapiey, co. Hants). Az. a
chev. or, betw. three owls ar. in chief a fleur-de-lis erm.
Crest— A (Temi tiger gu. bezants armed and tufted or,
charged with a bend gold.
Aplertfold. Or, on a fesse gu. three lozenges ar.
Apleton (Kent). Vert, a fesse engr. betw. three apples ar.
stalked gu.
Apleton. See Appletos.
Apleton. Ar. three leaves vert.
Apletre (Dodington, co. Oxford). Ar. on a fesse gu. three
lozenges vair.
Apletree (Egioake, co. Worcester). Or, on a.-fess gu. three
lozenges vair.
Apletree (Basingstoke, co. Hants). Ar. on a fesse gu.
three lozenges or, quartering Edssell.
Apletresend, or Appeltresend. Erm. a bend gu.
Apleyard (Norwich and Yorkshire). Az. a chev. or, betw.
three owls ar. a crescent for diff.
Crest An owl ar.
Ap-Madock, or
(Wales). Sa. a chev. betw.
three hawks' lures ar.
Apmenrice (Wales). Paly of six or and az. on a fesse gu.
three mullets ar.
Ap-Meredith (Wales). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

—

Ap-Madoke

Apmericlie

(Little Waldingficld, co. Suffolk,

Apple'whaite

(Suffolk).
Gu. on a fesse ar. three pineapples slipped vert in chief a sword barwise pointed to tho

—

Ciest A cubit arm erect vested
holding in the hand an open book.
(Shotsham, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, 1st, az. a
chev. or, betw. three owls ar. ; 2nd, az. an eagle displ. or,
membered gu., for Speak; 3rd, vert, ten eagles ar. four,
three, two, and one 4th, gu. a chev. betw. three boars'
heads couped ar. within a bordure engr. of the last, for

sinister side ar. liilted or.

Appleyard

;

Whyte.

Crest

— An owl

ar.

Appleyard

(Dunstan, co. Norfolk, 1406).
betw. three owls ar.

Appleyard

Az. a chev. or,

Az. on a chev. betw. three ow!t

(Yorkshire).

a mullet gu.

Applock.

Ar. an oak branch with three apples ppr.
Az. a boar ar. betw. ten trefoil slipped of the

Appryand.

(Wales).

(Wales).

Appulby.
Appulby.

Ar. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Ar. on a bend sa. three apples stalked end

leaved or.

Apleg-ath, or Aplegrarth.

Apmerick

Ar. a fesse engr.

ar. three apples gu.

last.

Apleby. Az. three harts sejant or.
Apleby, or Apulby. Ar. on a bend
Apledorfield.

Vert on a fesse engr.

States of .America).

ar.

vert.

Ap-John

Per pale gu. and sa. two griffins ar.
Per pale sa. and gu. two griffins com-

batant ar.

Appuley, or Appurley.

Ar. a chev. betw. three pine-

apples gu.

Appulton. Vert, a chev. engr. betw. three apples ar.
Apreece (Buckinghamshire and Huntingdonshire). Sa. threo

—

ar.
Crest
An otter ppr. collared and lined or.
Crest
A spear erect ar. over it this Motto Labora
ut in aaternum vivas.
Apreece (Washingly Hall, co. Huntingdon, bart.). Sa. three
spears' heads ar. gutt^ de sang. Crest A spear's head as
in the arms. Motto Labora ut in aetemum vivas.
Aprestby, or Apresby. Sa. a cross ar. in chief a cinquefoil of the last.
Goch (Wales). Ar. on a bend sa. three lions*
faces of the field.
Aprice (Herefordshire). Sa. on a chev. hetv. three leopardB'
heads ar. as many spears' heads of the first, on a chief of the
second three cocks gu. Crest A cock with wings expanded
gu. holding in the beak a rose ppr. leaved and stalked

pheons
Another

—

—

—

—

Ap-Rhys

—

vert.

Aprice (Wales). Sa. a cross patonce ar.
Ap-Rice. Ar. on a fesse az. three boars'

heads couped or,
in chief a lion pass. gu.
Crest
A boar's head erect ar.
pellets betw. two oak branches vert fructed or.
Ap-Rice. Sa. three roses ar.
Ap-Rice. Ar. three roses sa.
Apris. Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets (another, spur

—

rowels) ar.

Apothecaries' Company.

Az. Apollo, the inventor of
physic ppr. his head radiant, holding in his left hand a
bow, and in his right an arrow or, supplanting a serpent
AT. Crest
A rhinoceros ppr. supported by two unicorns or,
Armed and unguled ar. 3Jotto " Opiferque per orbem

—

—

Ap-Roberts.

Apryce

Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets ar.

Sa. three crosses form^e ar.
Vair a chev. ar.
Crest
A dove with an olive
branch in the beak volant over water all ppr.
Aspland (Abthtr Palmer Aspland, of Wemeth Lodge,
(Wiltshire).

—

Apsey.

Gee Cross, Cheshire, and Li>rDSAY Middleton Aspland,

dicor."

Appeley

(Staffordshire).

Az. six martlets

or,

two, two,

and two.
charged with a

Appleby

Gu. a fesse betw. three lozenges

and leaved

or,

each

Eev. Eobert Brook Aspland, M.A.). Az. three chevronels
erminois betw. as many crescents in chief and a cross flory
in base ar.
Crest
In front of a ram's head couped sa.
armed or, three mascles interlaced fesswise ar. Motto Ex

—

fleur-de-lis gu.

Az. six mart-

(Leicestershire, Her. Visit., 1619).

three, two,

Appleby

of the Middle Temple, barrister-at-law, LL.D., sons of the
late

Appenrich.

lets or,

Vert an ape sejant holding up the paw braceil
round the middle and chained to the sinister side of the
escutcheon ar.
Appleheun. Gu. two apples in pale, stalks counterposed or.

(another, plain) sa. betw. three apples leaved and shppedppr.

three apples or.

Crest

APTJ

Applegh..

and one.

Crest

—

^An apple or, stalked

Apsley, or Apesley

vert.

(Larington, co. York).

Ar. a ship in full

sail sa.

ar.

Appleby, To'wn of

(Westmorland).

gtiard. in pale or, ducally

Ajrpleby (John Appleby,

Az. three lions pass.

crowned of the
temp. Eich.

last.

II.)

Az. six martlets

01.

(Apesly, co. Suffolk).

Barry of six

and gr. a canton erm.

Apsley

on waves ppr.

—

libertate Veritas.

160.5).

(Sir

Same

Allan Apslet, knighted
as the last,

an annulet

in Ireland, 5 June,

or, for difference.

Apsley (Hospital, co. Limerick). Arms, same as
Crest — A flem'-de-lis or, betw. two wings erect and

the last.

conjoined

ar.

Apijlederfield.

Ai>pleford. Ar.

Apton.

Erm. a bend gu.

Appledore. Gu. a fesse

nebulfe ar.

acinquefoil, gu. andachief vert.

Crest

—

demi savage in the dexter hand a sword, and in the sinister
aconstable's baton ensigned with a royal crown.
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Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
(Devonshire). Sa. a cross or, voided of the

Apulderfield
field.

Apulderfleld, or Appeldorfield.
four lozenges ar.

Or,

on a

fesse

gu.

Apuldrefield (Cudham and ChaHock, co. Kent). Erm. a
bend vaire or, and gii.
Apuldrefield (Linsted, Kent). Sa. a cross voided or.
Apuldrefield (Apuldrefield, Kent; assigned by Philpot in
Erm. a fesse vaire or and gu.
his Visitation, 1619).
Apuldrefield (Ottreply, in Challock, Kent). Erm. a bend
turned up erm.
vaire or and gu. Crest— On a chapeau gu.
a man's head in profile couped at the neck ppr. wearing a
gu.
back
and
front
cap ar. fringed in
Apuldrefield (Stephen de Apdldbefield, temp. Edw. I.).
Or, on a fesse gu. four lozenges ar.
(Kent). Erm. a bend vaire or and gu. Crest
On a chapeau a man's head in profile couped at the neck

Apuldrefield

gu.
Ar. a bear pass. sa. muzzled or.
At. a fesse sa. betw. three pine-apples pendent
ar. fringed

wearing a cap

Apulton

(Lancashire).

Apxilton.
sUpped

vert.

Apulton, or Apulstone

Ar. three goats

(Lancashire).

salient sa.

Or, on a fesse gu. three lozenges vair
(another, three mascles or).
AQuila. Or, an eagle close gu.
Paly of six gu. and vair on a chief or, three
Aqullis.

eagles displ. sa.

Aquitain.

Gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Aquitar (London). Gu. an eagle displ. or, on a chief ar. a
mount vert thereon three pear trees ppr. fructed of the
A demi lion ramp, or, murally crowned
second. Crest
az. holding in the dexter paw a laurel branch slijped

—

ppr.

Aqmtten, or Aquillon. Gu. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Arabin (Beach Hill Park, co. Essex). Quarterly,
an arm couped

1st

and

at the wrist lying fesswise

holding a sword all ppr. on the point thereof a crescent arg.
betw. two mullets in chief or, in the dexter base point a
heart ppr.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. an eagle displ. sa. ducally
crowned or. Crest — An eagle's head erased betw. two wings
Motto Nee temere nee timide.
sa. ducally crowned or.

—

Arabin.

Arbuthnot.
an

Az. a crescent betw. three stars ar. within

orle of eight frazes of the last.

Arbutt.

Gu. three flocks or flounders

Crest

Or, three vine leaves vert.

—The sim

rising

Edward Butler,
Anna Maria his

(exemplified to James
Henrt
Esq., son of Hon. St. John Butler, by

wife, only dau. and heiress of Walter
Esq., of Gortnamona, co. Galway, upoa
by royal licence, 4 Nov., 1867, the additional
name of Arcedeckne). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chief
indented az. three escallops in bend countcrchanged, a label
on a crescent for difference, for Butler; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
three chevronels sa., for Arcedeckne. Crests 1st, out of a
ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers therefrom
a demi-falcon rising ar. a label on a crescent for difference,
for Butleb; 2nd, a cubit arm erect vested ar. charged with
three chevronels sa. the hand ppr. grasping a sword ar.
pommel and hilt or, for Arcedeckne. Motto Timor Domini

Arcedeckne Bcrke,
his taking

—

—

fons

vitae.

Aragund, or Aragome.

(Glevering Hall, co. Suffolk).
Ar. three
chev. gu. Crest— A. dexter arm holding in the hand a sword.
Arcedekne (Cornwall, summoned to Parliament as Baront
Le Arcedekne, 1321). Ar. three chevronels sa.
Arcester (Gloucestershire). Ar. a chev. az. and label of
three points gu. Ci-est
On a bezant an escarbuncle sa.
Archall (co. Salop). Ar. a bar. gemel sa.
Archard (Grays, Kent). Or, a bend engr. sa.
Archard (Kent). Erm. on a cross sa. a crescent or. Crett
Out of a ducal coronet a demi fish ppr.
Archard (Yorkshire). Or, five fusils in bend sa.
Archard. Ar. five fusils in cross sa.
Archard. Or, a bend engr. sa.
Archas (Leicestershire). Sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Axchat. Ar. on a bend cotised gu. three fleurs-de-lis or; a
bordure of the second.

—

—

Archbold
Archbold
chief gu.

(See Pears-Archbold).

(Kilmacud, co. DubUn).
Crest

Archbold

Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets

Archby.
and

ar.

in pale gu.

Crest

—A

Essex).

feather in pale

—

Aiwther Crest Out of a ducal
coronet a greyhound's head ar. collared or.
Arblaster (Longdon, co. Stafford, Visit. 1583). Erm. a cross
enfiled with a ducal coronet.

bow

gu. stringed or.

Arbouin.

Arbreth

Sa.

a

ramp.

lion

(Lancashire).

Or,

ar.

two bars

Arbroath, or Aberbrotheck,

vert.

Town

of

(Scotland).

Ar. a portcullis gu. chains az.

Arbuckle

Gu. on a fesse ar. betw. three garbs
mullets az. Crest
A ram ppr.
Az. a crescent betw.
(Findourie, Scotland).
Crest
A peacock ppr.
three stars within a bordure ar.
Motto
Interna prcestant.
Arburthnot (Catherlan). Az. a crescent betw. three stars
within a bordure ar. charged with eight cinquefoils of the
or, as

(Scotland).

—

many

Arburtlinot

—

—

— A peacock's head

couped ppr. charged with a
Sit laus Deo.
(Montrose, 168S). Az. a crescent betw. three
stars ar. all within a bordure indented and quartered of the
second and first. Crest A dove within an adder disposed
orlcways. Motto
Innocue ac provide.
Arbuthnot (Vincount ArbathnotJ. Az. a crescent betw.
three stars ar. Crest
A peacock's head couped ppr. beaked
Supporters
Two dragons wings expanded and tails
or.
nowcd vert vomiting flames of fire ppr. Motto Laus Deo.
Arbuthnot (Weymouth, 168.")). Az. a crescent betw. three
stars ar. a bordure wavy of the last.
Crest
A ship under
sail ppr.
A/o«o— Fluctuo ficd affluo.
Arbuthnot (Dr. James Arbuthnot, grandson of 2nd Viscount Arbuthnot).
Az. a crescent betw. three stars ar.
within a borduro crenelM or.
Crest
A peacock's head
coupod ppr. Mottoes Deus me sustcntat. Laus Deo.
Arbuthnot (Fiddes, co. Kincardine). Az. a crescent betw.
thr<'f Htars within an orlc of eight frazes ^r.
Cre^t
A peacock pa.i«. ppr. Motto Tam interna quam externa.
Arbuthnot (Sir William Arbuthnot, Bart., Lord Provost
of Edinburgh in 18'.i2). Az. a crescent betw. three mullets
ar. within a bordaro or. charged with as many boars' heads
erased gu.
Cre^t
A peacock's head ppr. Sup/iorters
I)f:jtcr, a wyvcm with wings expanded and tail nowcd vert
spouting out fire sinister, a greyhound ppr. collared gu.
loaHlicd or.
Motto
Innocent and true.
first.

Crest

mullet or.

Motto

—

Arburthnot

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;
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—

—

—

saltire

and a

(Worcestershire, Visit, of London, 1634).

Ar. a

lion ramp. betw. six fleurs-de-lis sa. a crescent for difference.
Crest
A dove rising ar.

Purp. a bend archy, or crenelle ar.

Archdall, or Archdale
and gu.
Aragron. Paly of ten
Arblaster, or Allebaster (Staffordshire and

Erm. a

—A lion's head couped erm. gutt<?e de sang.

—

behind a movmtain ppr.

Erm. a cross-bow

ar.

Arcedeckne - Butler

Arcedeckne

Apultresend.

4th, az. in base

ARC
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APTT

(Castle Archdall, co.

Fermanagh,

Tyrone, originally of Norton Hall, co. NorAz. a chev. erm.
betw. three talbots pass. or. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet
or, an heraldic tiger's head ar. maned tufted and armed sa.
Trillic, co.

folk, settled in Ireland ter/ip. Elizabeth).

Motto— Dsita.

fata secuta.

Archdall

(London, confirmed by Cooke. Clarenceux).
Az.
a chev. betw. three talbots pass. or.
Archdall (Grat- Archdall, granted to Henry Archdall
Ghat, Esq. of Derryargan, co. Fermanagh, on assuming the
additional name of Archdall, under the will of Gen. MerVTN Archdall of Castle Archdall, in said co., 1840). Az.
a chev. erm. betw. three talbots pass, or, all within a border
gobony ar. and sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. an
heraldic tiger's head ar. langued gu. tufted sa.
Motto

—

—

Data fata secutus.

—

Archdeacon

(Cornwall). Ar. a chev. sa. Crest
A martover a tower ppr.
(Cornwall, Devon, and Hertford). Ar. three

let flying

Archdeacon
chev. sa.

Archdeacon.

Archdecon

Sa. three chev. or.
(.Monkstown, co. Cork).

Ar. three chevronels

Crest— A dexter cubit arm vested ar. and charged with
three chevronels sa. the hand grasping a sword both ppr.
Archdekin (registered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1776, as the
arms of Edward Archdekin, Esq., co. Kilkenny). Ar.
sa.

three chevronel.s

,

i.

Archebold, or Archbold

(Staffordshire).
Ar. a lion
ramp. betw. three (another, six) fleurs-de-lis .sa. Crest A
head erased ar. collared gu.
Archer (Baron, of Umberslade, co. Warwick, extinct, 1778).
Az. three arrows, two and one, points downwards or. Ciest
Out of a mural coronet gu. a dragon's head ar. Supporters
Two wiverns reguard. ar. murally gorged or. Motto

—

lion's

—
—
—Sola bona quae honcstii.

Archer

(granted,

l.)97,

by Lee, Clarenceux, to Andreit

Archer of Tamworth, and contirmed by the deputies of
Camden, Clarenceux, to Sir Symon Archer, knt. of Tamworth, twelfth in descent from John Archer, temp. Edward
III., who was fourth in descent from Rorert Sagittarius
of Umberslade, temp. Henry II.)
Az. three arrows or.
Cre<t

— Out

— Archer

mural coronet gu. a dragon's head ar.
Kilkenny since the reign of King
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three pheons sa. three
of a

(settled in co.

John).
mullets or.

Archer (Capt.

J. H.

Lawbence-Abcuer,

18S8).

Per

fess nz.

AA

ABC
saltire

of the third.

wivem's head gu.

Arclier

Crest

ar.

—On a

Crest

Motto

— Out of a

mural crown

or,

a

— Deus salutem disponit.
arrows lying fesseways a

full of

quiver

serpent all ppr.
(Trelaske, Cornwall). Sa. a chev. engr. ar. betw.
three pheons or. Crest
A quiver full of arrows ppr.
Archer (Lincolnshire, granted 24 March 1684). Per pale gu.
and az. three arrows or, barbed and feathered ar. Crest
dragon's head per pale gu. and az. with wings expanded,
the sinister wing or, the dexter ar. issuing out of a mural
crown per pale of the last and third.
Archer (Chelmsford, co. Essex). Az. a garb erect or,
betw. two branches of laurel tied by a ribbon in base, on a
chief embattled ar. three arrows, points downwards, betw.
eight erm. spots, two and two, in pale sa. Crest
A griffin's
head erased ar. transpierced by a spear in bend sinister,
point downwards, collared gu. charged with two crosses
patt^e of the first, in the beak a slip of oak fructed ppr.
Archer (Essex). Erm. on a chief az. three lions ramp. or.
Crest
A bull's head erased gu.
Archer (alias De Boys, Essex). Erm. a cross sa. Two
First, a wivem ar. second, a leg couped at the thigh,
Cresti
embowed at the knee, quarterly sa. and ar. spur and leather

Archer

—

—

—

—

—

;

or.

Archer

(Ballyseskin, co. Wexford).

ceding.

Crest

—A

Amis same

as the pre-

Motto

reli-

duke's coronet ppr.

— Pro

gione et patria.
Archer (Theydon, co. Essex, granted 2 April, 1574). Erm.
a cross sa. a crescent ar. for difference.
Archer (Highlow, co. Dublin). Erm. a cross sa. Ci'est

—

A wyvern
Archer

Sa. a lion ramp, or.

Or, five fusils in

bend

sa.

Az. three arrows in pale ar.
Ar. three pheons gu.
Sa. three pheons ar.
Arches (Devonshire). Gu. three door arches ar. their capitals and pedestals or (another, the arches or).
Arches. Gu. three arches ar. two and one, masoned sa.
Arches (Grove, co. Nottingham). Erm. a chief az.
Arches. Gu. three arches or, two single and one double in
base.

Archest.

(Blackhall, Scotland). Ar. on a bend az. betw.
two mullets of the second a crescent of the first. Crest
decrescent ar. Motto
Ut reficiar.
Archibald (Cadet of BlackhaU). Ar. on a bend betw. two
stars az. as many crescents of the first within a bordure
engr. of the second. Crest
A branch of palm tree slipped
ppr. Motto
Ditat servata fides.
Archibald (as granted to Sir Thomas Dickson Akcoibald,
Knt., one of the Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench, son
of the late Hon. Samuel George Archibald, Master of the
Bolls, Nova Scotia, and younger brother of Cbakles Dixon
Arcbibald, Esq. of Rusland Hall, co. Lancaster, originally
from Scotland, but settled for several generations at
Coleraine, co. Londonderry, Ireland). Ar. on a bend az.
betw. two estoiles of the last three crescents of the first all
within a bordure invecled sa. charged with three mullets,
or.
Crest
A palm branch slipped in bend ppr., in front
thereof a mount vert thereon an estoile or. Motto
Palma
non sine pulvere.

—

—

—

—

—

Arcy.
Ard.

Sa. a fesse or.
See Aihd.
Sa. a bar gemels betw. six mullets pierced ar. on a
chief or, three mullets of the first.
Crat A dcmi Uon ar.
guttle de sang holding in the paws a lily of three flowers az.
slipped and leaved vert.
Arda^h. Sa. two barrulets betw. six mullets ar. on a chief

Ardaff.

—

or, three martlets of the field.

peUettee, holding three

Motto

—Mea

Crest

lilies ar.

—A demi

slipped

lion

ramp,

and leaved

or,

vert.

gloria fides.

Ardagh

(DubUn, temp. Charles L, Fun. Ent. Ireland). Sa.
two barrulets betw. six mullets ar. on a chief or, three

martlets of the

Ardagh, See

field.

Or, a cross gu. in each quarter a trefoil
slipped vert on a chief sa. a key erect of the first.

of.

Ardall, or Ardoll

(Essex).

Ar.

a chev. betw. three

stars gu.

Ardan. Party per pale az. and gu. a lion ramp. or.
Ardborough, Ardeborough, and Ardbo'w.

Ar.

a chev. betw. three escallops gu. (another, sa.).
{Lord ALvanley, extinct 1857).
Gu. three crosses
croBslet fitch^e fesseways and a chief or.
Crest
Out of a

Axden

—
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three points az.

Arden

(Sunbury Park, Middlesex, and Rickmansworth Park,
Erm. two barrulets compony or and az. in
chief three boars' heads erased of the last armed of the
second langued gu. Crest
A mount vert thereon a boar
pass. ar. sem^e de lis az. langued gu. and armed and
unguled or. Motto Doluere dente lacessitii.
Arden (Blackden Hall, co. Chester). Erm. a fesse cheqnj
or and az. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a boar
Herts).

—

—

—

Motto— 'Nihil

pass. or.

(East

pony

or,

last.

Crest

obstavit bunti.

Burnham,

and gu.

pass, or,

— Doluere dente lacessiti.
Arden.

Or,

Erm. two bars comheads erased of the
sem^e of fleurs-de-lis gu. Motto

co. Bucks).

in chief three boars'

—A boar

on a chief gu. as many

three palets az.

lozenges ar.

Arden (Cottesford

and Kirtlington, co. Oxford, Her. Visit.)
Erm. a fesse chequy or and az.
Crest A boar pass,
quarterly or and az.
Arden (Enston, co. Oxford, Her. Visit.). Same Arms. Crett
A lion's gamb. erased gu. holding a cross patt^e fitchfc.
Arden. Barry of eight or and az. a bordure gu.

—

—

Arden or Arderne

Ar. a chev. az.

Archibald

—

or,

—
—

Arden

ar.

(Salop).

Archer.
Archer.
Archer.
Archer.

a plume of six ostrich feathers disposeA
in two tiers of three each ar.
Supporters— Two talbots,
the dexter, ar. collared gu. and thereon three arrows barwise
ar.
the sinister, sa. collared ar., and thereon three arrows
barwise gu. Motto— 'Pa.tientia. vinces.
Arden, Baron. See Percival.
Arden (Park Hall, Warwickshire, and Longcroft, Staffordshire, allowed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to
IloBERT Abdek, of I'ark Hall, co. Warwick, 15th in descent
from SiWARD DE Arden, temp. Henry I., son of Turkill db
Warwick, and grandson of Alwyn, Earl of Warwick, temp.
Edward the Confessor, and borne by his descendant Bev.
H. C. Aeden of Longcroft, co. Stafford. The Visit, of
Warwick, 1619, states that the Ardens were " meerly English
of the auncient bloud of the Saxons, and they were before
the Conquest Lordes of Warwick.") Erm. a fesse chequy or
and az. Crest On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a wild boar
pass. or. Motto
Quo me cunque vocat patria.
Arden (Watford, co. Northampton, derived from Eostacb db
Arden, a scion of the Abdens of Warwickshire. John db
Arderne, grandson of Eustace, had a grant of the honor of
^Idford, CO. Chester, temp. John, and was progenitor of tho
Ardens of Cheshire). Gu. a chief or, thereon a label of
ducal coronet

;

Sa. a chev. betw. three broad arrows

(Cornwall).

ABB
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and ar. in chief three broad arrowg in pale points downwards
or, in base a cross raguly gu. charged in the centre with a

(Bedfordshire

and Warwickshire).

Gu. three crosses crosslet fitchee or, on a chief of the second
a martlet of the first.
Crest
A plume of feathers az.
charged with a martlet or.
Arder, or Ardern. Erm. a fesse gu. charged with three

—

cinquefoils or (another, pierced).

Arderley.

Ar. on a bend gu. betw. two lions' heads erased

sa. three crosses crosslet or.

Arderne

(Sutton in Priestbury, co. Chester, a branch of

Arderne or Arden of Alvanley, now represented in tho
female line by Latham of Bradwall).
Gu. three crosses

—

and a chief or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
plume of three ostrich feathers gu. turned, down or,
and surmounted by a similar plume. Another Crest Out of
crosslet fitchee

ppr. a

—

a ducal coronet or, seven feathers ar. tipped gu.
(Timperley co. Chester, the heiress m. Geo.BrereTON, of Ashley, circa 1580). Gu. six crosses crosslet fitchee
and a chief or. Crest Two plumes of ostrich feathers or,
turned down gu. the second plume rising over the first, and
the whole issuing from a ducal coronet ppr.

Arderne

—

Arderne, Arden, or Ardren

(Ireland).

Per pale

az.

ramp. ar. armed of the second.
(Warwickshire).
Erm. a fesse chequy or, and
Crest
On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a bear pass. or.
az.
Arderne (Staffordslure and Warwickshire). Same Arms,

and gu. a

Arderne

lion

—

field ar.

Arderne

(Warwickshii'e). Ar. a fesse chequy or and az.
betw. three crescents gu. CreH A boar pass. or.
Arderne. Gu. three crosses patt^e fitchee, and a chief or.
Crest
Out of a case or bandage or, a plume of feathers ar.
Arderne. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitch€e
sa. a bordure engr. gobony of the field and the second.
Arderne. Ar. three chev. az. within a bordure engr. gu.
Arderne. Erm. on a fesse gu. three lozenges or.
Arderne. Sa. three lions pass. or.

—

—

Arderne. Or, a chief az.
Arderne. Or, scmde of crosslets a lion ramp. sa.
Arderne. Gu. three crosses botton^e fitchee or.
Arderne. Same Anns, with a chief engr. op.
Arderne. Erm. a chief chequy or and az.
Arderne. Ar. a lion ramp. az. oppressed with a bend gu.
Arderne. Vert a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu.

A

crowned az.
Ardes (Sharington, co. Bucks.). Ar. a bend between six
Within a catharineCrest—
sa.
mullets (another, martlets)
wheel sa. ducaDy crowned or, a sun in splendour.
Ardes. The same as above. Crest—A Catharine wheel or,
pierced sa. ducaily crowned of the first.
Ardesley. Ar. a fcsse fusU^e gu. in chief three bulls'
heads couped sa.
Artiing-ton (Berkshire and Leicestershire). Az. two lions

Ardeme.

Vert a lion ramp,

or,

pass. or.

Ardington.

two

Or,

lions pass. sa.

Ardin^on, or Arthington
betw. three escallops gu.

Crest

Ardington.

Or,

(Yorkshire).

—A dove

and

olive

a fcsse
branch

Ar. & fesse betw. three escallops sa.
Ardis. Ar. a bend az. Crest A demi-lion gu. in the
sinister paw a rose or, leaved vert.
Ardley (London). Quarterly, per fcsse indented ar. and gu.
on a bend engr. az. betw. two eagles displ. or, a fret of the

—

by two doves ppr.
See Abdall.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three stars ffu.
and Ardonse (Essex). Ar. a chev. betw. three

last enclosed

ArdoU.

Ardon

(Essex).

Ardonff
stars gu.

ArdyzL

The same as Akdebne,

(Kent).

Ardyn, or Ardem.

field ar.

the

eittht crosses crosslet sa. (another,

orle of

and an

orle

of ten crosses crosslet sa.).
Ar. a bend betw. six mullets sa.
Are. Az. on a cross ar. five escallops gu.

—A

Argrall (Much-Baddow and Low-Hall,
ar.

Crest

Arg'all
Argrall
Argrall

—

Per

co. Essex).

fesse

heads
sphinx with wines expanded ppr.
ppr. supporting

pale counterchanged three lions'

and vert a

Anotlur Crest
a battle-axe.

—A

arm embowed in armour

^An

Same Arms and

(Ireland).

Argall, Argrel, or Argill. Per fesse or and sa. three
palets counterchanged, as many lions' heads erased gu.

—

Crest
A lion's head erased ppr.
Argrall, or Argrnall. Or, a Hon ramp, regard,

az.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.

Arganor.

chevaUer in

Sa. a

full

armour with balbert

ppr.

Argent

(John Argent, of London, Doctor of Physic, temp.
Gu. three covered cups and a chief ar.
(Cambridge and Huntingdon, summoned to
Parliament, 1297). Gu. three covered cups ar. Crest
demi lion gu. holding a covered cup. Gtles de Argentine held the manor of Wymondeley, co. Cambridge, by
grand serjeantry, viz. to serve the King at his coronation
with a silver cup.
Argenton (Cambridge). Gu. pcm^e of crosses crosslet,
three cups covered ar.
Argenton. Gu. three covered cups betw. nine crosses
Charles

I.).

Argentine

—

crosslet fitchfe ar.

Argentyne.
an eagle

Argles

Gu. a cross lozengy

or, in

the

first

quarter

displ. ar.
(llev.

Marsqam Arcles, canon

of Peterborough,

and Fbank AtkinsoS Arqles, Esq., of Eversley, Milnthorpe, Westmoreland, J. P., D.L., sons of late Capt. George
Arcles, K.N.). Per fcss ar. and vert a pale counterchanged,
three lions' heads erased gu.
A lion's head erased
Cicsl

—

gu.

Molto-VaXrix non

—

Ar. a chev. betw. three marthand erect issuing from a cloud holding

CreH
A
a book expanded ppr.

AjcfcyW,
AjK-yll,

of. See Campret.l.
of.
Az. two croziers in saltire or, and in
chief a mitre of the last.
Ariel, or Ariell. Or, a cornish chouR'.i sa. within an
orle of ciRht ficurs-de-lis az.
Crest
An anchor cabled, and

See

—

word

In aaltire aU ppr.
Hrcland; granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1C47, to Edward
capt. of a company of foot, who landed in Dublin
Vert three rams' heads cabosscd ar.
28 March, 1647).
attired or.
Crul A satyr holding in the doxtcr hand a

Arim,

—
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Gu. a fesse embattled counter-

—

embattled ar. Crest A griffin sejeant ar. holding in the
dexter claw a garland of laurel vert.
Arkin stall. (Cambridgeshire). Erm. a fesse betw. three
martlets sa. Crest
On a mount vert a greyhound sejeant
erm.
Arkley (Dunninald, Forfarshire). Or, on a chev. az. a garb
of the, first in chief two stars go.
Crest— A. rose gu. barbed
and seeded within two thistles disposed in orle ppr. Motto
Bene qui sedulo.
Arkroyd. See Aokrotd.
Ark-wnriglit (Sutton Scarsdale, and Willersley, co. Derby,
Mark Hall, Essex, and Hampton Court, co. Hereford granted
to Sir Richard Arewriqht, Knt. of Sutton Scarsdale, who
d. 1792). Ar. on a mount vert a cotton tree fructed ppr. on
a chief az. betw. two bezants an inescutcheon of the field
charged with a bee volant ppr. Crest An eagle rising or,
in its beak an inescutcheon pendant by a ribbon gu. thereon
a hank of cotton ar. 3/otfo— Multa tuU fecique.
Arkybus. Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three mascles or.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar.
Arling:. Gu. a fesse vair, in chief a unicorn courant betw.
two mullets and a bordure engr. or.
Arlote, or Arlott. Gu. a leopard pass, guard, or, spotted
sa.
Crest On a chajpeau, a leopard pass, guard, with three
blades of rushes on each side, all ppr.
Armagrh, Archbishopric of. Az. an episcopal staff
ar. ensigned with a cross pat^e or, surmounted by a pall of
the second, edged and fringed gold, charged with four

—

—

;

—

Erm. abendcompony

ar.

and

sa.

Arme. Gu. a naked arm embowed barways ppr.
Armeny. Az. a lion ramp. erm. (another, ar. crowned

Armery

(of

Pavy

;

who betrayed

Calais).

An

or.)

escutcheon

or, two and two.
Or, on a bend az. three bands clenched and
couped at the wrist of the first.
Armesbury (tssex). Sa. two dexter arms conjoined in

reversed az. fbur mullets

Armes.

botonn^e fitch^e

Crest

or).

— Two

hands

issuing from

clouds ppr.

Armesley.

Paly of six ar. and az. over all a bendlet gu.
(Leicester).
Sa. a chev. betw. three spears'
Crest— A. dragon's head erased ppr.
Armeston (Burbage, co. Leicester, Her. 'Visit. 1619). Same
Arms, a crescent for diff. Crest A dragon's head erased
vert scaled or, charged with a crescent of the same for diff.
Armestrong' (Nottinghamshire). Gu. three armed arms
lying paleways ar.
Armestrong:. Gu. three arms embowed armed erect
two and one ar.
Armig-er, or Armeier (North Creek, co. Norfolk). Az.
three helmets or, betw. two bars ar. Crest On a ducal
coronet or, a tiger sejant gu. crined and tufted gold.
Armigrer (Suffolk). Az. a fcsse cottised ar. betw. three
close helmets or.
Armiger. Erm. a griffin az. armed gu.
Armigrer. Per pale az. and or, a griflin segreant, counterchanged.
Armine (Osgodby, co. Lincoln). Krm. a saltire engr. gu. on
a chief of the second a lion pass, (another, guard.) or.
Crest
On a mount vert an ermine ppr.
Armine (Baroness Belasyse of Osgodby, 1674). Same Arms.
Armine. Ar. three martlets sa.

Armeston
heads

ar.

—

—

—

Armistead.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. the points of spears az.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour
end of a broken spear or.

—

tasseled in the middle or.

embowed
Motto

ppr. holding the butt

—Suivez

raison.

Armit, Armuet, or Armet.
a bordure or.

Crest

—A

demi

Az. three helmets close
ramp. gu. holding

lion

betw. the paws a helmet as in the arms.

Motio—¥oTii& in

arduis.

Armitagre

Duke

Aries

our

betw.

bezants.

Arkell, or Arkell.

ar.

sibi.

ArgTim, or Argnine.
lets sa.

JfoMo—Udes
ar.

fesse ar. betw. three crosses crosslet or (another, the crosses

Oe«<.

(East Sutton). Same Arms and Crest.
(Lancaster).
Per fcsse or and vert a pale counterchanged on tlie first and fourth quarters a lion's liead
erased gu. on the second and third an acorn slipped gold.

Arg'all..

ppr.

saltire engr.

crosses fonnfe-fltch^e sa.

Ar. three castles gu.

scaling ladder az.

erased gu.

Gu. a

(Cornwall).

Armball.

ar.

Arfece, Arfois, or Arforce.
Crest

all

mihi panoplia.

Arissel

—

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Ar. a chev. 8a._

Arey. Gu. three bird's or.
Arey. Sa. a fesse or.
Arfane. Gu. a bend or, cottised

sword, in the sinister a parlizan,

—

Staffordshire.

ramp, within an

Or, a lion

Ardys.
Areas.
Ares.
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(Ireland),

Gu. a

lion's

head erased betw. three

cro.s.-^os-crosslet ar.

Armitag'e

(Milnsbridge House, co. York).
Gu. a lion's
head erased betw. three cro.ss crosslets ar. Crest A dexter
arm embowed couped at the shoulder habited or, cuffed ar.
holding in the hand ppr. a staff gu. headed and pointed or.

—

Motto

—Semper

Armitage

paratus.

Elsanad Armitaoe, of the Priory, Pen.
Gu. a lion's head erased within
betw. three crosses potent or.
Crest
In
front of a dexter arm embowed vested gu. cuff ar. the hand
(Sir

dleton, near Manchester).

an

orle ar.

—

A

ABM
downwards, ppr. pomel and hilt
charged with a cross potent gii.

or,

an escocheon

gold,

^Dadnor, CO. Hereford, and Coole, co. Louth;

Armitag'e

as borne by the late Whalet Abmitage, Esq., J. P., and his
sons, the Rev. Braithwaite Abmitage, J. P., and Abthub
Abmitage, Esq., J. P., of Dadnor, claiming from the senior
branch of the Abmitages of Yorkshire). Gu. a lion's head

Motto

erased betw. three cross crosslets ar.
abjicio

— Fractum non

(Milnsbridge House, co. York).

Same Arms

as

Aemttage, Bart.

Armitage

York, Visit, co. York, by
Dugdale, 1665). Gu. a lion's head erased betw. three crosses
bottonee, and in chief a mullet ar.
Armitag'e (Egremont, co. Chester). Or, two piles issuant
from the chief, and one from the base gu. those in chief
charged with a cross crosslet, and that in base with a lion's
head erased ar. Crest An arm bendwise or, vested gu.
crusily and cuffed gold, holding a holly branch erect
slipped and fructed ppr. Afot(o— Fortiter et fideliter.
(Keresford Hill,

co.

—

(Geo. Abmitstead, Esq., now resident at
Errol Park, Perthshire, J. P. and D.L.. M.P. for Dundee).
embattled
sa. betw. three pheons gu. a border of
chev.
a
Or,
A sinister and a dexter arm embowed in
the last. Crest
armour, each hand grasping a spear erect, ppr. Motto—

Armitstead.

—

Ever ready.

Armitstead

(granted 1799 to the Rev. John Abmitstead,
co. Chester, and his descendants, and to
the other descendants of his grandfather, John Abmitstead, of Horton, co. York, gent.).' Or, a chev. counterembattled sa. betw. three pheons az. two flaunches gu. each
charged with a tilting spear erect of the field headed ar.
Crest— X dexter and sinister arm embowed in armour, each
hand grasping a spear erect ppr.
Arm.O. Quarterly, or and gu. in the 1st and 4th
quarter, a lozenge of the second. Crest Three passion nails
of Middlewich,

—

and two in saltire.
Gu. a bend ar. (another, erm.) betw. six be-

ppr. one in pale

Armony.
zants.

Crest

Armony.

—A

stag. gu.

Az. a bend enn. betw. six bezants.

Crest

—

stag gu.

Armorer

(London).

Gu. on a chev.

ar. betw. three sinister

gauntlets or, two palets betw. three half fleurs-de-lis split
paleways.
Gu. a
(Sir Nicholas Aemobeb, Knt., Ireland).

Armorer

chev. betw. thre« dexter arms in armour embowed and
couped ar. Crest A gauntlet bendwise holding the shaft of
a tilting spear broken, all ppr.

—

Armory

(Kerry, Ireland). Paly nebulae of six ar. and gu.
on a chief of the first a lion pass, guard, of the second.

Crest— An eagle's head

Armour

—

Company

of. (London, borne on the
dexter side of the escutcheon, impaling on the sinister the
ensigns of the Braziers [refer to that name], with which
company it is now incorporated). Ar. on a chev. sa. a
gauntlet of the first betw. two pair of swords in saltire of
the last, hilts and pomels or, on a chief of the second an
oval shield of the field, charged with a cross gu. encircled
with a carved shield of the third betw. two peers' helmets
ppr. garnished gold. Crest A demi man of arms armed ar.
open-faced, porflcd or, holding in his hand a mace of war.
Armstrecll. Ar. an arm extended and couped, vested gu.
buttoned the whole length sa.
Armstrong' (Parknowe, Scotland). Az. a fesse or, betw.
two arms armed couped at the shoulder ar. Ci'est An
arm issuing out of a cloud holding a club ppr. Motto

—

—

—

Invicta labore.

(Lincolnshire

and

Nottinghamshire).

Gu.

—

three dexter arms vambraced ar. hands ppr.
Crest
dexter arm vambraced in armour, the hand ppr.
(Sir Ricbabd Abmstbong, knt. of Lincoln, col.
in the army, and C.B.). Arms, &c. as preceding, the hand
of the crest holding a leg in annour couped at the thigh ppr.

Armstrong

Armstrong.

Sa.

three

dexter

arms conjoined at the
turned up (or cuffed) ar.

shoulders and flexed in triangle or,
the hands clenched ppr.
Ar. three torteaux.
Armstrong (Bart, of Gallen Priory, King's Co.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. issuing from the sinister side a dexter
arm habited gu. the hand grasping the trunk of an oak tree

Armstrong.

25

—

Armstrong

Armstrong

(Rev. Benjamin John Abmstrong. M.A., vicar
of East Dereham, co. Norfolk).
Gu. in pale three dexter
arms vambraced in armour ar. hands closed ppr. Crest An

(Ballycumber,

arms vambraced

dexter

arm vambraced

Gu. three arms in

— An arm vambraced.

—

Armstrong-

—

— Vi et armis.

armour, as in the Arvis. Motto
Bank, co. Clare).
armour vambraced hands ppr. Crest
ppr. Motto
In Deo robur mens.
in

Armstrong (Willow

Ireland).
Gu. three
hands ppr. Crest— A dexter
the hand ppr.
Motto

Claia,

ar.

—

armotir ar.

in

Viet armis.

Armstrong:

(Hemsworth,

Same

co. York).

Abmstkong

as

of Ballycumber.

Armstrong'

(Ballyard, King's Co.).

vambraced

Gu. three dexter arms
Crest— An armed ana

p|)r. the fists closed.
holding a broken tilting spear ppr.
(Termonfechan, co. Louth).
Per pale, gu.
and vert three dexter armed arms couped at the shoulders
and embowed the hands clenched ppr.
Crest
Out of a
mural coronet or, an armed arm embowed the hand grasping an oak tree eradicated ppr. Motto Invictus maneo.
Armstrong- (Mangerton, co. Roxburgh). Ar. three pallets
Crest— An arm from the shoulder armed ppr.
az.
Armstrong (Whittoch, co. Roxburgh). Ar. three pallets
Crest
sa.
An arm from the shoulder gu. Motto Invictus

Armstrong

—

—

—

—

maneo.

Armyn (Cornwall).
Armyn.
Armyne.

Or, a chev. betw. three escallops az.

Gu. six roses ar. three, two, and one.
See Abmine.
(Kirklees, co. York, bart.) Gu. a

Arniytage

lion's

—

head

erased betw. three crosses crosslet ar. Crest A dexter arm
embowed couped at the shoulder vested or, cuff ar. holding
in the hand ppr. a staff gu. garnished gold. Motto—Sempev
paratus.
(London and Yorkshire).
Ar. three crosses
boionn^e gu. Crest A demi lion ar. holding in the dexter

Armytage
paw a

—

cross botonn^e gu.

Armytage

(Yorkshire).

Az. a

lion's

head erased betw.

three crosses crosslet or.
Arnais (France). Ar. a cross sa.

Arnald, or Arnauld. Az. a chev. betw.
branches or. Cre^t A demi cat guard, ppr.

three

—

Arnalt.
moimt

Gu. a stork in trian aspect to the sinister

ar.

palm
on a

vert in base.

Ameford, or Arnford.

Az. three bars

or,

a bordurc

Arneil

Ar. two serpents linked
(Scotland, 16th century).
together in pale az. betw. two mullets in fess gu.

Arnes (Cornwall). Vert five martlets ar. two, two, and one.
Arnest (Devonshire). Ar. three holly leaves barways, two
and one, the stalk towards the dexter part of the escutcheon
ppr.

each scule nailed sa.

Armstrong

;

—

erm.

or.

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three arms
in armour fesseways ppr. embowed of the second three
A dexter hand holding an
Crest
mullets of the first.
Afo^io— Cassis tutissima virtus.
esquire's helmet, all ppr.
Armourer. Barry of four counter-cscalloped ar. and gu.
(Scotland).

Arm.ourers,

eradicated and broken at the top ppr.
2nd and 3rd, ar.
three pallets az. Crest An armed arm embowed, the hand
grasping the broken trunk of an oak tree eradicated all ppr.
Motto Invictus maneo.
(Mount Heaton, King's Co.). See Macdonnell,
of New Hall, co. Clare.

arm

ensem.

Armitagre
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grasping the blade of a sword in bend sinister, the point

Arnest. Ar. a holly-leaf ppr.
Arnett, or Arnott. Gyronny

of eight sa.

a galley the sails furled of the
On a tower ppr. a flag displ. az.
chief ar.

Arne-way, or
shire).

Arnaway, and Arnold

Ar. three escallops sa.

Arnewood (Hampshire).
az. three lions

first flags

pass. or.

Crest

—A

and

or,

gu.

on a

Cregt

—

(Buckingham-

crosier or.

Erm. on a bend betw. two cottises
Out of a ducal coronet a
Crest

—

demi leopard.
(Chambury, co. Dorset). Ar. a fesse compony or,
On a mural
Crest
and az. in chief three martlets gu.
crown or, three arrows through a human heart two in saltire and one in pale ar.
Arnford. See Aenefoed.
Arnold (Devonshire). Sa. a chev. betw. three dolphins emOut of a ducal coronet an antelope's
Crest
bowed ar.

Amey

—

—

head.

Arnold

(Cromer, co. Norfolk and Ballesford, co. Suffolk).
Arms the same. Crest— A dolphin embowed ar.
Arnold (Gloucestershire, granted 1653). Gu. a chev. erm,
betw. three pheons or.

Arnold

(Gloucestershire).

Gu. a cher. erm. betw. thre«

escallop shells or.

Arnold

Gu. a chev. quarterly
(Chilwick, co. Hertford).
erm. and ermines, betw. three pheons or. Crest— An eagle's
head erased gu. gorged with a mural coronet ar. holding in
the beak an acorn, slipped, leaved vert.
(Huntingdonshire). Sa. two lions pass. or.
(London, granted 31 December, 1612). Gu. three

Arnold
Arnold

A

nebulee az. Crest
pbeons ar. on a chief of the second a bar
tufted or, holding a
sa. bezant^e, maned and

—A demi

tiger

broad arrow shaft gu. feathers and pheon ar.
(little Missenden Abbey, co. Buclis).

Arnold
ceding.

Same
J

Arnold

as preJ

r
from
co. Northampton, descended
ArmsweU, co. Dorset, Esq., d. 1595.)

(Ashbj Lodge,

BicHARD Abhold,

of

quartering Cope.
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three pheons or,
a
Crest— A demi leopard reguard. ppr. bezants holding
pheon or. Motto— Vt vivas vigila.
Arnold. Gu. a chev. betw. three pheons or.
Arnold. Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Arnold. Gu. a chev. ermines betw. three pheons or. Crest
demi tiger ar. pellett^ betw. the paws a fire-ball sa.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
(of that Ilk, co File, bart., 1629).
two mullets in chief and a crescent in base gu.
Arnot (Ferny, co. Fife, assumed the name of Balfour on
marrying the dau. and heiress of the first Lord Balfour of
crescent
Burleigh). Az. a chev. betw. three mullets ar. a

—A

Amot

for

diff.

Arnot

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
(Balcormo, co. Fife).
a bordure indented of the second. Motto

—

mullets gu.

completum.
Aniot (East Bynd, co. Fife). As the last, the bordure
Comil/o«o
charged with eight crescents of the field.

Spcratum

et

—

pletur.

Amot (Arlary, co. Kinross,

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two
1817).
mullets in chief and a fret couped of four pieces in base
charged with as many hearts or, and in every interstice a
Speratum
rose of the third. Crest— A crescent or. Motto

—

Arnott (Fermanagh). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. in chief two
mullets and in base a .crescent gu. Crest—An arm erect in
armour the hand grasping a dagger all ppr. Jtfotto— Speratum et completum.
Arnoul. Gu. an anvil ar.
Arnulfe. Az. an anvil or.
Quarterly, az. and ar. a saltire
(Lincolnshire).

—

engr. counterchanged. Crest A crosier or.
Az. in chief a mullet betw. two crescents or, in

Amway.
base a

naiant ppr.
Ar. three escallopssa.
Or, six lozenges sa.
£rm. on a bend betw. two crosses sa. three lozenges

fish

Amway.

Amyston.
Arpe.
ar.

Crest— An arm in armour
Sa. a cross ancred ar.
holding a holly branch, all ppr.
Per fesse or and vert a pale three lions' heads
.
erased and as many oak slips all counterchanged.
Arran, Earl of. See Goke.
Arras (Buckinghamshire). Ar. on a cross sa. four fleurs-de-

Arpin.

Arquill

lis or.

Ar. on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis or.
Ar. on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis or, a bordure
engr. of the second. Oest— On a tower gu. embattled or, a
lion 8 head of the last.
Arras. Erm. a chev. sa. (another, gu.).
Arrat (of that Ilk, Scotland). Az. three crosses patt^ fitch^e
or, two and one, and as many stars ar. one and two. Crest
A dexter hand holding a Rword erected ppr. hilted and pomAntiquam assero decus.
melled or. Motto
Arrell. Or, a Cornish chough ppr. a bordure ar. charged
with eight fleurs-de-lis az.
Arrepon. Chequy or and az. on a fesse ar. three martlets

—

—

three fleurs-de-lis or.
Sa. two flaunches ar. in chief a bar gemel of the

second.

Arthekill.

Gu. six mullets pierced (another, martlets) ar.
and one.
Erm. a cross sa. Creit A mullet of six points gu.

three, two,

—

Arther.

Arthington
same

West Biding, Yorkshire).

(Arthington,

The

as Ardington.

Arthingrton

Sa. a fesse betw. three escallops

(Yorkshire).

—

Crest
A dove holding
ar.
Arthington (Yorkshire).

olive branch ppr.
Or, a fesse betw. three escallops

an

gu-

Arthoby.

Arthur

Sa. on a chief ar. three chess rooks of the first.
Or, on a chev. az. betw. two

(Bart, created 1841).

and a kangaroo sejant in base ppr.
two swords the points upwards also ppr. points and huts
of the first, on a chief of the third a horse courant ar.
Crest
In front of two swords in saltier ppr. pommels and
clarions in chief gu.

—

hilts or,

a pelican in her piety sa. the nest gold.

Arthur (granted to John Abthub,
many

Motto—

domOs.

Stet fortuna

Gu. a chev.

hurts.

Crest

—A

Lord Mayor of Dublin, 3

ar. betw. three rests or, on each fis
falcon volant ppr. jessed and belled

or.

Arthur

(Springfield, co. Essex).
Gu. a chev. betw. three
Crest
A pelican in her piety sa.
standing in her nest or. (Her. Off. Essex, c. 21).
Arthur (Clopton, co. Somerset). The same Arms.
Arthur (Wales). Sa. three cocks and a chief ar.
Arthur. Gu. a chev. betw. three clarions or. Crest An
eagle sa. in her nest or, feeding her young of the first, on

—

rests (or clarions) or.

—

her breast a crescent.

Arthur.

Sa. three chess rooks

and a chief

ar. (another,

the chief or).

Arthur.

Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three bowls or.
Arthxir. Sa. three wheels in chief ar.
Arthur. Sa. three wheels ar. a chief or.
Arthur (Shanakiel House, Cork). Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three rests or. Crest
A falcon wings addorsed az. belled
Motto Impelle obstantia.
or.
Arthur (Ireland). Gu. a chev. betw. three Irish brogues
Crest A demi savage reguard. ppr.
or.
Arthur (Glanomera, co. Clare Settled there for many generations. In 1659, Edward Arthcb was M.P. for Limerick,
and Thomas Arthur in 1585.) Gu. a chev. betw. three

—

—

rests (or clarions) or, quartering the ensigns of the noble

house of Ormonde the present Mr. Arthdb's grandmother
having been heiress to the Butlers of Kilmoyler. Ci-est
falcon volant ppr. jessed and belled or.
Arthur (granted to Francis Bobert Arthcb, Esq. of
Blackburn in Somerset, colony of Tasmania, and of Draytoa
:

—

Manor

in co. Dalhousie, colony of Victoria, AustraUa).

Or,

on a chev. betw. three escocheons gu. each charged with a
clarion of the

— Upon the

first

as

many

quatrefoils also gold.

Crest

an Ionic column ppr. a pelican in her
wing with a quatreMotto Teneo tenuere majores.
foil or.
Arthur (Leven Bank, Scotland, 1803). Sa. on a chief erm.
three cocks ppr. Crest— A peUcan feeding her young ppr.
Motto Fac et spera.
in a nest vert.
Arthur (Jas. Arthur, K.G.H., deputy inspector general of
hospitals, 1837). Gu. on a chev. hetw. two claricords in chief
and a galley sail furled and oars in action in base or, a thistle
A pelican feeding her young ppr. ar. in a nest
Crest
ppr.
capital of

piety sa. (the nest ppr.) charged on the

sa.

Arressell.

Gu. a

Arrov^ood, or
az. (another,

saltire engr. or,

Arwood

—

between four bezants.

(Lancashire).

three conies courant).

Crest

Ar. three conies

—A savage,

his

ciub in the right hand resting on the wreath ppr.
(Uuntiqgfleld Hall, co. Suffolk).
Gu. two
broad arrows in saltire or, feathered ar. betw. four lions'
heads eraied and crowned of the second.
Crest
Seven
arrows ppr. entiled with a ducal coronet or.
Arrovrsmyth (Lancashire). Ar. five billets in fcsse sa.
betw. three pheons gu.
Arsacke. Gu. a bmd cottised or.

Arrowsmyth

—

Arsacke, or Arsake. Gu. a bend or, cottised ar.
Arscott (Norton in Launcels, Cornwall, and Annery,

co.

Devon). Per chev. az. and erm. in chief two bucks' heads
caboiscd or. Crest A demi man in a Turkish habit looking
forward, in his dexter hand a scimctar held over his head,
and the sinister resting on a tiger's bead, issuing out of the
wreath.

—

(originally

of Holsworthy,

Dunxlanrl, Devon). Per chev. az.

heads cabossed

Araick.

Artas. Sa.
Arth.awe.

:

Arras.
Arras.

Arscott

—

Crest
A talbot sejant ppr. rest'ing the
heads couped ar.
dexter paw upon a shield gu.
Arsie. Az. a quarter or.
Arsnick. Ar. a chief indented sa.
Arsycke. Ar. (another, or) a chief indented sa. Crest—
The same as Aesick.
Art (Greenwich, Kent). Az. two piles bendways, the one
dexter, the other sinister, each charged with an anchor sa.
betw. three plates, one in chief and two in base.

Oct. 1606).

et completum.

Amway
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ASK

and subsequently of
and erm. in chief two bucks'

or.

quarterly, gu. and or, on • bordure sa. eight bulls'

26

—

—

vert.

—

Motto

Nil

durum

volenti.

Arthur (W. B. Arthur,

Lord Provost of Glasgow, 1870). Ar.
a chev. betw. two masclcs in chief and a cross crosslet fitchfie
Crest
A peliin base gu., in middle chief a redbreast ppr.
can in her piety, fuUfaced, wings elevated feeding her young
nest
all
spera.
a
ppr.
Motto
Fac
et
in
(London). Ar. on a cross gu. a lion
Artillery
pass, guard, or, on a chief az. a portcullis of the third
A dexter
betw. two ostrich feathers of the first. Crest
arm in armour cml>owed ppr. garnished or, holding in a
gauntlet a truiling-pike or leading-staff ppr. tasselled gold
all betw. two dragons' wings expanded ar. each charged with
Supporters— Dexter, a man ppr. his head
a cross gu.
and body in armour, his arms habited in huff, breeches gu.

—

Company

—

—

A

A

ART
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Stoclcings ar. shoes ppr. holding in his exterior

a

Sinister,

man

habited as the

ppr.

hand a

pike.

except the

dexter,

armour on the body, this having a coat of buff ppr. over his
left shoulder and under his right arm a belt strung with
cartouches gu. in his sinister hand a musket erect, a resting
staff and match-rope, and at his side a schimetar, all ppr.
Motto

— Arma pacis fulcra.

—

Artked.

Crest
Ar. on a fesse sa. three lozenges or.
the shoulder couped and resting on the
elbow ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchde in pale sa.
Arton. Or, on a chev. sa. five fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest \
candlestick or.
Artus. Sa. an eagle close or. Crest An eagle's head, in
the beak a quill ppr.
Arundel (Baron Jrundel of Trerlce; created 16G4; extinct
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. six swallows close,
1773).

arm from

dexter

—

—

—
—

and one ar. Cmt On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a swallow ar. Supporters Two panthers reguard. or,
spotted of various colours with fire issuing out of their
mouths and ears. Motto Nulli proeda.
Arundel (Harris-Arundel, Menedarva, and Trengwainton,
Cornwall, and Lifton Park, Devon),
Sa. six swallows ar.
three, two, and one, quartering Habris (for which see that
second,
name). Crest
First, a stag's head ppr. horned or
on a chapeau sa. turned up erm. a martlet ar. Mottoes
three, two,

—

—

De

—

;

hirundine, and Nulli proeda.

Arundel

(Sir Wiluam Abundel, K.G., temp. Richard II.,
son of Sir John Abcndel, Marshal of England, by Eleanor
his wife, granddau. and heiress of Lord Maltbavebs, and
grandson of Richabd Fitzalan, 5th Earl of Arundel, by
Lady Eleanor Plantagenet, his wife, dau. of Henbt, Earl of
Lancaster: from Garter Plate remaining, the second stall
Sovereign's side). Quarterly: 1st and 4th, gu. a lion ramp.
or, for Fitzalan, 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fret or, for Maltravers.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. turned up erm. a griffin's

—

head

ar.

beaked of the

Arundel, To-wm of
bend

first.

Ar. a swallow volant in

(Sussex).

Arundel, Earl of. See Fitzalan and Howard.
Arundell (Baron Anindell of Wardour). Sa. six swallows
Crest
ar. three, two, and one.
A wolf pass. ar. Sup-

—

— Dexter,

a lion guard, erminois ducally crowned
an owl ar. wings disclosed or, crowned as the

or: sinister,

Moiio—Deo

dexter.

date.

Arundell

(Monckton-Arundell, Viscount Galway).
Quarand 4th, sa. six swallows three, two, and one, ar.,
for Abundell; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a chev. betw. three

terly: 1st

martlets or, as many mullets of the field, for Monckton.
Crests— Abcndell, On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a
swallow ar. Monckton, A martlet or. Supporters Two

—

unicorns erm. crined armed and unguled and each gorged
with an Eastern diadem or.
Motto Famam extendere

—

factis.

Arundell.

Purp. two flanches, the dexter per fesse in
chequy or and az. in base gu. a lion ramp, or, the
sinister per fesse in chief gu. a lion ramp, or, in base
chequy or and az.
Arundell. Gu. a lion ramp, or, armed and langued az.
Arundell. Az. a lion ramp, or, a bordure of the second.
Arundell. Barry of six or and az. a saltire gu.
chief

Arward, or Arwood. Ar. three hares current in pale
Arwennack. Ar. three mascles gu.
Arwood. See Abbowood.
Asbitter.

az.

—

sa.

embowed

Gu. a fesse

or,

betw. three dolphins

ar.

Aschavr. Ar. a molehill in base sa.
Asche. Az. three pigeons (or doves) ar. two and

—

Ascheby. Ar. a lion sa. billett^e
Ascheley. Quarterly ar. and gu.
Aschey. See Asche.
a

az.

over

all

a

Ascot.

a bend sa.

lion

az.

head

See Ashebbubn.
Az. three asses' heads erased ar.
1761
afterwards of Fawley,

Asgil.

Asg'ile (London,

betw.

sa. guttle-

;

co.

Hants,

Per fesse ar. and vert a pale countcrchangcd in
chief two lions' heads erased gu.
Crest
A sphinx wings
endorsed ar. crined or. Motto— Sm oblitus commodi.

bart.).

—

Ash (Fun.

Ent. of Robert Ash, of Naas, co. Kildare, d. 1608).
Gu. three mews ar. legged and beaked or, each holding in his
beak an ash leaf slipped vert.

Ash

(Sheriff of Dublin, 1593, Visit.
as preceding, a crescent or, for diff.

Ash

Dub.

Arms same

1607).

temp. Elizabeth, Fun. Ent. of Sir Richard Bolton
Lord Chancellor of Ireland, 1639, whose mother was dau. of
(.\sh,

Richard Ash,
a

Esq., of Ash).

Az. a

erm.

fcss

Ash.

Or, three bars az.

—An

saltire ar.

debruised by

man's head sidefaceJ
ppr. wreathed on the head and stringed or and az.
Ash. Or, a fesse az. depressed by a saltire gu. Crest On a
rock a goose, wings endorsed ppr.
Ash (co. Warwick, granted by Dcthick, Garter, confirmed
by St. George, Clarenceux, to Joseph Ash, of Coventry, son
of Joseph Ash, and grandson of Hugh Ash, of the same).
Ar. two chev. sa. Crest
A cockatrice gu.
Ashafen. Ar. on a cross patriarchal gu. another or.
(Lancashire).
Or, on a chev. betw. three martletsCre^t

old

—

—

many

vert, as

Ashaw.

crosses crosslet fitchfo ar.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets vert as

crosses pattde fitch^e of the

Asha'W

and

the second.

Ascott. See Abscott.
Ascoug'h. See Atscough.
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or, in chief

many

first.

(Roger Ashaw, Esq. of

Lancaster, 1 Edward
IV. 1461., Reg. Peds. Ulster's office). Vert on a chev. betw.
or,
a cross form^e fitch^e of the field.
three martlets
(Lancashire. Granted 1599). Arms as the last.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm embowed habited
with green leaves, holding in the hand a cross patt^e
Hill, co.

Ashawe

—

fitch^e ar.

Ashbee.
heads
arms.

ar.

Az. a chev.
Crest

Motto

—An

—Be

or, betw. three eagles displ. with two
eagle displ. with two heads, as in the

just,

and fear not.

Ashberton.

Per fesse ar. and sa. a greyhound and mule
within a bordure engr. all counterchanged.
Ashberton. Az. a talbot pass, or, coUared gu. Crest On
a chapeau ppr. a communion cup or.
Ashborne. Ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu. as
many mullets or (another, the mullets ar).
Ashborne, or TJshbtirne (Ireland). Ar. on a bend sa.
A tower
three towers triple-towered of the field. Crest

—

—

triple-towcrcd ppr.

Ashbrenham. See Ashbuenham.
Ashbridg-e Monastery (Bucks).
mound

Gu. on an altar-tomb
banner of the last charged
the
resting
dexter fore-foot on a

pass, guard, ar. cairying a
first,

or.

Ashbroke, or Ashbrook.
Ashbrook, Viscount. See

Vaire ar. and
Flower.

sa.

a chev. gu.

Ashburner (.\shburner and India; Dalton-in-Fumess, co.
Lancaster). Ar. a fesse (sometimes charged with three
mullets of the field) betw. three crescents gu. quartering
Motto Actio
Crest— An ash tree ppr.
MonLTON, &c.
virtutis laus.

crescents gu. as

two bucks' heads of

many

—Quicquid

Motto

mullets or.

Ar. on a fesse betw. three
Crest

—An ash tree ppr.

crescit in cinere perit.

(from a seal of

William Asbbubnes, governor

of Poonah, India, b. 1737). Ar. on a fesse betw. three cresAn ash tree vert.
cents gu. three mullets of the field. Crest
{Enrl of Ashbumham). Gu. a fesse betw.
of
ducal
coronet
or, an ash tree
C>-est
Out
a
six mullets ar.
Two greyhounds sa. their faces, breasts,
ppr. Sup20orters

—

Ashburnham

—

and

ar.

Per chev.

talbot's

Aserburn.

Ashburner

or.

ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with
a cinqiiefoil of the first a label of three points az.
Ascon. Ar. on a chief sa. three lozenges of the field. Crest

—A mascle

—A

Ashburner (Furncss, Lancashire).

Asche, Aschey, or Ascher. Or, a fesse
saltire gu.
Crest
A ship in full sail ppr.

Ar.

Crest

d'eau.

—

one, beaked

and membered gu.

Ascley.

three Catharine wheels ar.

with a cross of the

Erm. on a cross gu. five bezants.
Gu. a fesse betw. six martlets ar. Crest A lion's
gamb erect holding a flag ar. charged with an eagle displ.

naiant

fleur-de-lis sa.

Asdale. Gu. a swan ar.
Asea. Or, two bars gu. on each a shrimp naiant ar.
Aselocke, or Aslake (Suffolk). Az. a chev. erm.

a lamb

Sa. a bittern ar.

Asbone.
Asborne.

Ascham (London).

heads couped sa.
Gu. on a fesse engr. betw. three asses' heads couped
or, a cross patt^e and two martlets az.
Ascum. Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest—

Ascue.

Ashaw

sinister sa.

porters

ASH

Ascoum. Or, on a chief az. a lion ramp. ar.
Ascue (Lincolnshire). Sa. a fesse betw. three asses ar.
Ascue (Lincolnshire). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three asses"

—

—

and lined or. Motto Le roy et I'estat.
(Broomham, co. Sussex, hart.). Ar^ns and
Motto —Will God, and I shall.
(Hampshire).
Gu. on a fesse betw. six.

feet ar. collared

Ashburnham
Crest as the last.

Ashburnham

mullets ar. a crescent sa. for

diff.

A

Crest

six plates.

fructed ppr.

Ashburnham.
AshbTirnham.
many

as

fesse ar. betw.

(Sussex and Suffolk). Gu. a
Out of a ducal coronet ar an ash tree
Motto Will God, and I shall.

Ashburnham

—

—

Gu. a fesse betw. three mullets ar.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu.

mullets or.

Ashburnham, or Ashbrenham.

Az. a fesse betw.

A

three martlets ar. (another, the fesse or). Crest—
head ppr. collared ar.
Aahburton, Baron. See Bakisg.
church with a
of (Devonshire).
Ashburton,
on the sinister
spire, on the dexter chief the sun in splendour,
ears of corn
three
church
of
the
end
a crescent at the dexter
griffin's

A

Town

;

on one

stalk, at the sinister

end a

saltire.

(Worcester). Gu. a fesse betw. three mullets ar.
Ashbury. Per. chev. gu. and ar. in chief three martlets of
the last and in base on a mound vert an ash tree ppr. fructed
A lion's gamb. erased or, holding a spear
Crest
of the first.
pendant therefrom a flag ar. thereon a martlet gu. Motto—

Ashbury

—

.Squitate ac diUgentia.
See Asubodbne.

Ashbury.

Ashby

Her. Visit. 1619, seated
a chev. erm. betw.
Ashley of Lowesby,
Out of a mural
Crest
Shdkbobgh.
and
ZoDCH,
BCBDET,
crown ar. a Uon's face affrontge or. Aiwtlier Crest— (Camden's Grants, 1602). On a mural coronet ar. a leopard's
face or. Motto— Be just, and fear not.
Ashby (Xaseby, co. Northampton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards' faces or, for Ashby
2nd and 3rd, per pale az. and gu. three pheons in fesi.
betw. two lions pass, or, for Maddock. Quarterings, Ashby,
Shuckburgh, Carbonell, Napton, Lidenhall, Dyssent, Lunell,
Hawten, and Waring. Crests— Ut, out of a mural crown ar.
a Uon's face affront^e or, Ashby 2nd, a demi lion couped
or, fretty gu. holding in the dexter paw a dagger erect ar.

(Quenby HaU,

co. Leicester,

there since the U<th century). Az.
three leopards' faces or, quartering

—

;

;

pommel and

hilt or,

Motto— lie

Maddock.

just,

and

fear

Ashenden (Ashenden,
chained

or.

on a

—

Ajshby

(Leicestershire).

(another, the Uon gu.).
(Leicestershire).

Ashby

—

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. billett^e or.
Ar. a lion ramp. az. guttle d'or

Az. a chev. betw. three spread

Crest
An eagle close ar. ducally .crowned or.
eacles or.
(Middlesex). The same.
Ashby. Az. a fesse betw. three martlets ar.

Ashby

Ashby.

Per pale az. and gu. a chev. erm. betw. three

leopards' heads ar.

Ashby. Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Ashby. Gu. sem^e of nails ar. three stems of a flower vert.
Ashcomb, or Lishcomb (Berkshire, 1612). Or, a lion

—

queu^e forch^e gu. a chief az. Crest On a chapeau
a demi eagle displ. sa. ducally crowned or.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. gorged
Crest
with a collar or, charged with three ogresses.
lion's head gu. collared or, and bezant^e.
Ashe, or Eshe (Sowton, Devonshire, settled there temp.
Edward III.; the last direct male heir, Henby Ashe, Esq. d.
Crest
A cockatrice close or,
in 1763). Ar. two chev. sa.
legged and beaked gu.
Ashe, or Esse (co. Devon, confirmed by Camden, ClarenAr. two cliev. sa. each charged
ccux, December, 161.3).
A cockatrice ar. charged on
with a trefoil slipped or. Crest
the breast with a trefoil slipped gu.
Ashe. (Freshford, co. Somerset, Fifefield, Heytesbury, and
Langlcy Burrell, Wiltshire, and Ashgrove, co. Limerick,
all descended from the Ashes of co. Devon).
Same Arms,
Crett, and Motto.
(Ashflcid, CO. Mcath).
Ar. two chevronels sa. Crest
A cockatrice or, combed and wattled gu. Mottoes— Ahoyc
the ahield " Fip:ht"; below "Non nobis scd omnibus."
Ashe (Somersetshire). Ar. a fesse az. over all a saltire gu.
Ashe. Or, a fcisc az. over all a saltire gu. charged with a
mullet of the field.
Ashe. Az. three mewg ar. beaked and membered gu.
Ashfeld. Sec Ashfield. Oxon.
r£imp.

Ashdoun, or Ashdo'wn.

—

—

—

—

Ashe

Asheldam, or Ashelden

(Essex).

Erm. a

fesse dan-

ceti^c gu.

ar.

(Beardhall, co. Derby, Visit. 1GG2). Or, a
cockatrice tail nowed with a serpent's head sa. comb wattles
and head gu. in the beak a trefoil vert. Crest A cockatrice

—

Amis.

as in the

Asherburne. Ar. a fesse betw. three crescents gu.
Asherburn, or Ashbxirner (Cockermouth, co. CumberAr. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu. as many
Crest
An ash tree ppr. Motto Quicquid
mullets or.
crescit. in cinere perit.
Asherte. Gu. a cross engr. or, in the first quarter a fleurland).

—

—

de-lis ar.

Asheton
lets

(Hampton

Court).

Ar, a chev. betw. three cbap-

gu.

Asheton

(Great Lever and Whalley, co. Lancaster). Ar. on
a mullet sa. an annulet of the field, in the dexter chief point
Crest
a crescent gu.
A boar's head couped ar. armed
langued and bristled gu. Motto In Domino confido.
Asheton, or Assheton (Assheton). Arms the same.
Crest
A mower habited ar. and sa. paleways counterchanged the scythe ppr.
Asheton. See Ashton.
Ashets. Or, three pallets sa.
Ashfield (Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, and Warwickshire, confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to
HoMPHBEY Ash, third in descent from John Ash of Heythorp). Ar. a trefoil slipped sa. between three mullets gu.
Crest
A wolf courant erm.
Ashfield (Lancashire). Sa. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Ashfield (Suffolk). The same as of Lancashire (another, the

—

—

—

—

fesse engr.)

Ashfield
de-lis ar.

Ashby (Leicestershire).

Gu. a fesse betw. three mullets

(Suffolk).

Ashenhurst

Ashfield

Sa.

—

pale point downwards.

fess ar. 'a crescent

(Fun. Ent. Ireland).

or.

Ar. (another, or.) a lion ramp. gu. collared and
A lion ramp, supporting an arrow in

Crest

Ashendon

of the field in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the second.
(Loseby, co. Leicester, Her. Visit. 1619). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. and a chief gu. Crest A ram's head attired or.

Ashby

Kent). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. charged

on the shoulder with a bee

Ashenden.

(Sir

DubUn, 24

not.

Ashby

ASH
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ASH

RoBEBT Ashfield, knighted

Sept. 1598).

in Christchurch,

Sa. a fess engr. betw. three fleurs-

(Suffolk).
Gu. a fesse indented counter-indented,
two points at each end betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Ashfield (Sussex). Sa. a fesse engr. betw. two fleurs-de-lis
ar. a crescent for diff.
Ashfield (Yorkshire). Sa. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis
and a bordure ar.
Ashfield (Oxfordshire). Barry wavy of six ar. and sa.
Ashfield. Or, on a mount vert a Magellan goose, body sa.
head ar.
Ashford, or Ayshford (Ayshford, co. Devon, and Cornwall; the last male heir, John Ayshford, Esq. d. in 1688;
the heiress m. Sanfobd, ancestor of William Ayshfobd SanFOBD, Esq., of Nynehead, co. Somerset a branch of the
family settled at Wonwell, in Kingston, co. Devon, and is
now represented by L. L. Ayshford Wise, Esq.). Ar. betw.
two chev. sa. three ashen keys az. (another, the keys vert).
A Moor's head in profile sa. wreathed about the
Crest
temples ar. and issuing out of a chaplet of oak leaves vert.
Ashford (Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three bunches of
ashen keys vert.
Ashford. Ar. on a chev. couple-closed sa. three pineapples
:

—

or.

Ashford.
Ashford.
Ashill.

Ar. betw. two chev. sa. three pincE pendent vert.
Ar. three escallops vert, betw. two chev. sa.
ar. and sa. three leopards in pale, counter-

Per pale

changed

Ashhurst

(Ashhurst, co. Lancaster). Gu. a cross betw.
Motto—
Crest— A fox statant ppr.

four fleurs-de-lis ar.
Vincit qui patitur.

Ashhurst

(Waterstock, co. Oxford).

Same

Ai-ms, Crest,

and Motto.

Ashingrhurst.
gu.

Or, a cockatrice close sa. wattled and legged
serpent's head, in the

nowed and ending with a

tail

mouth

of the cockatrice

a sprig

vert.

Ashley. See Ashley Coopeb (Earl
Ashley, or Astley (Devonshire).
a bend

Crest

— A cockatrice,

Anns.

as in the

of Shafleshui-y).
Quatterly, ar. and gu.

sa.

Ashley

(Dorsetshire).

dure engr. erm.

Ashley

Crest

(Dorsetshire).

Az. a cinquefoil pierced and a bor-

—A

hai-py ppr.

Vert a cinquefoil erm. a bordure

engr. ar.

Asheley.
Asheley.
Ashelson.

Ar. on a pale cngr. sa, three crescents or.
See Armlet.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. and a bend az.
Ashenden. Ar. a lion rump. gu. armed and langued nz.
Creit—K llon'i gamb. erased gu. holding the hilt of a bioken

swort ppr.
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Ashley (Ashley,

co. Chester). Ancient .i4ni!«— Quarterly, ar.
on a bend gu. three mullets of the first. Later Arras
two bars sa. a crescent of the first. Crest Abear'i
head muzzled ppr.
Ashley (Ashby Ledgers, co. Northampton). Az. a cinquefoil and a border engr. erm.
Crtst
A harpy ppr.

and

sa,

—

— Ar.

—

AA

A

ASH
Ashley, or Asheley
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(Dorsetshire).

Sa. another az.

on

a pale engr. ar. three crescents of the field.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
(Lowesby, co. Leicester).

Ashley

crowned

or.

Ashley

Gu. three woolsacks ar. in chief a
(London).
mullet or.
Gu. on a fesse engr. ar. betw. three
(London).
griffins' heads erased or, as many crosses form6e fitchee of

Ashley
the

field.

Ashley

(Norfolk and Suffolk).

Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three

fleurs-de-lis (another, crescents) ar.

Ashley

Ar. three bulls pass. sa. armed
(Somersetshire).
Crest— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm, a hull sa.
ducally gorged or.
Ashley, ga. on a pale engr. ar. three crosses formfc gu.
Ashley. Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three
mullets of the first.
Ashley. Gu. pn a fesse engr. ar. betw. three griffins' heads
or.

erased or. as many crosses form6s sa.
Ashley. Ar. a Uon ramp. gu.
Ashley. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. and a chief gu.
Ashlin. Or, three double scaling ladders sa.

betw. two

talbots'

—

greyhound courant

Ashmore

—A

fir

co.

Or,

Wilts).

on a bend gu.

heads erased sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

and

or, in
Ci-est

the

—

—

Ashton, or Asheton

(Crofton, co. Lancaster).
Ar. a
betw. three chaplets gu. (another, the chev. sa.).
Crest
Out of the clouds ppr. a demi angel with wings expanded, vested ar. face and hands ppr. hair, wings, and
girdle or.

—A

Motto — Cave adsum.
three
with two
—A demi eagle
Sa.

(Ireland).

heads erased or.
beads or, each regally

lions'

displ.

crowned ppr.

Ashmore.
Ashoe.

Or, three lions' heads erased sa.

Or, a fesse az. in the chief dexter quarter

—A hawk

Crest

a

saltire

ppr. belled or.

Ashonden. See Ashendon.
Ashorp, or Arthorp. Ar.

a chev. betw. three martlets

SU.

Ashow.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets vert, as many
crosses form^e fitch& of the first.
Ashpitel. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chev. gu. betw.
three dragons' heads erased sa.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a full
moon gu. Crest A demi dragon erased sa. winged collared
and clawed or. JV/o<(o— Omnia certa fac.
Ashpoole. Az. three chev. or.
ABhridg-e Monastery (Bucks). Gu. on an altar-tomb a
lamb pass, guard, ar. carrying a banner of the last charged
with a cross of the first, resting the dexter forefoot on a

—

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Ar. on a mullet sa. a plate, in chief a
crescent of the second. Crest A boar's head couped ar.
Ashton (granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1647, to Major Miles
Abhton, descended of a noble and ancient family of that
name in co. Pal. Lancaster). Ar. an ash tree on a mount
base all ppr. growing through a tun or, on a chief sa. a
mullet of the first. Crest
A man armed cap-a-pie striking
with a scythe ppr. Motto
Quid non resolutio.
Ashton (Cheshire). Or, a muUet sa.
Ashton, or Aston (Ashton, co. Chester). Per chev. sa.
(Cheshire).

—

—

—

ar.

Ashton, or Asheton
mullet sa.

Domino

Crest

—A

(Cheshire and Lancashire).

boar's

head couped

ar.

Ar. a

Motto— la

confido.

Ashton

(Polefield Hall, Prestwich, Manchester.
Howabth
Ashton, Esq., J. P., capt. Duke of Lancaster's Own yeomanry). Same as last, quartering sa. a chev. ar. betw.
three plates, each charged with a cross pat^ az.
Ashton (Clubcliffe, co. York). Barry of six ar. and sa. a
bend gu.
Ashton (Chaeles Ashton, Esq. of Maplewell Grange, co.
Leicester, M.A., F.B.G.S.).
Armg, Crest, and Mottu same

Ashton

Ashton

(Lancashire).

of Polefield.

—

(Ashton-under-Line, co. Lancaster, and Sheering,
The same, a crescent for diff.
Ashton (Staffordshire). Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three
lozenges of the second.
Ashton (Suffolk). Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three fusils of the
second.
Ashton (Wiltshire and Yorkshire). Sa. a saltire ar.
Ashton. Ar. a chev. under it the dexter side of a demi
chev. both betw. three chaplets gu.
Ashton. Ar. two bars sa. over all a bend gu.
Ashton (Lamorran, co. Cornwall). Ar. an ash tree ppr.
issuing from a tun or.
Ashton (Castleton, Stony Middleton, Hathersage, &c. co.
Derby, descended from the Ashtons of Lancashire of the
Stony Middleton family was the learned Dr. Charles Ashton,
Ar. a mullet sa. a
Master of Jesus' College, Cambridge).
crescent for diff. Crest A boar's head couped ar.
Ashton (KiUamarsh, co. Derby, descended from Sir John
Ashton, a natural son of Sir John Ashton, of Ashton-underLine). Ar. a mullet sa. a baton sinister gu.
Crest
mower with his scythe, his face and hands ppr. his cap and
habit counterchanged ar. and sa. the handle of the scytheor, the blade ar. as in action.
Ashton (Thomas Ashton, M.D. of Manchester). Erm. a
muUet betw. three heraldic tigers' heads erased sa. Crest
Upon a mount vert an heraldic tiger' ramp, or, gorged with
a collar dancett^, and holding betw. the paws a mullet sa.
Motto Agere pro aliis.
Ashton, or Assheton (quartered by Mitford as representing a second son of Assheton of Middleton). Ar. a
mullet pierced sa.
Ashton. Ar. a pile sa. over all a fesse engr. erm.
Ashton. Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
Ashton. Ar. a rose and thistle conjoined paleways all ppr.
Ashto-wn (Lord). See Trench.
Ashurst. See Asbhcrst.
Ashurst (Cheshire). Gu. a cross engr. or, in the chie.
dexter quarter a fleur-de-lis gold.
Ashurst (Lancaster). Gu. a cross engr. or, betw. four
CO. Essex).

:

—

—

—

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Ashurst

(Lord Mayor of London).

Ashurst.

confirmed 1664). Ar. a mullet sa. a canton gu. in chief
an annulet for diff. Crest— A stag at gaze ar. attired and
unguled or, collared with a wreath vert.
Ashton (Preston, co. Lancaster). Ar. a mullet pierced sa.
a canton gu. quartering Fleetwood of Penwortham.

Ash-nrood.

^A

co.

(Chadderton, co. Lancaster, 1667). Ar. a mullet sa.
mower with his scythe ppr. habited quarterly
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Gu. a cross betw. four

Sours-de-lis ar.

Gu. on a cross

or, five fleurs-de-lis az.

Crcsi—

wolf pass. ppr.

and Woolton,

ter,

—

or.

Ashton

Ash-weed.

Crest

Crcsl

(Weston, co. Leicester).
As Ashton or Asheton,
Cheshire, with a crescent for diff.
Ashton (Spalding co. Lincoln, and London). Ar. a mullet
pierced sa. in the dexter chief a fleur-de-lis gu.
CreH Out
of a mural coronet ar. a griffin's head gu. ducally gorged

Lancas-

(Hefferston, co. Cheater

Ashton

Ar. a mullet sa. pierced erm.

— A boar's head couped ar.

—

or.

Ashthorp.

Ashton

sa.

Ashton

and beaked

laurel ppr.

Ashmore

(Penketh, co. Lancaster, derived from the marri.igc
Richabd Ashton with Margaret, dau. and heir of Kicuakd
Penketh.
Thomas Ashton of Penketh suffered for
his loyalty
in
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
1646).
of

Ashton

sa.

chief two stars of six points gu. and in base a trefoil vert.
star wavy of six points ar. betw. two branches of
Crest

as

(Penketh, co. Lancaster, 1567, 1613
Ar. a chev.betw. three mascles gu.
Ashton (Great Lever, co. Lancaster; allowed 1562 by
Dalton, Norroy).
Ar. on a mullet sa. an annulet of the
field (sometimes a canton gu.) quartering Barton, Midleto.v,
and Leveb. In fess point a crescent charged with a crescent for diff.
Crest— As Ashton of Chadderton, the mower
having upon his breast crescents as in the Arms.
Ashton (Shepley, co. Lancaster). Ar. a mullet sa. pierced
of the field.
Crest
A mower with his scythe, his face and
hands ppr. his habit and cap counterchanged ar. and sa.
the handle of the scythe or, the blade ar. as in action.
Ashton (Crofton, CO. Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a chev. sa. betw. three mascles gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. two
bars sa.

mascles
sa.

(granted to Chables Asumobe, of Belfast, Esq.,
30th Foot). Ar. a lion ramp. ppr. betw. in

Lieut.-Col.

and

first.

Ashton

—

Crest

chief dexter quarter a fleur-de-Us of the second.

mount

ASH

the handle of his scythe or, the blade of the

sa.

Ashton
(Lymmington,

Crest
A hautboy in pale.
Ashmell. See Aspi.nwaix.
Ashinole (Staffordshire). Quarterly,

gu.

and

chev.

tree ppr.

Ashman

Crest

ar.

Or, three squirrels gu.
Gu. a bend ar. in chief a griffin's head of

—

Crest
On a chapeau the sun all ppr.
(Ashworth, and Hall Carr, co. Lancaster, and
represented by Bev. John
Bank, in Yorkshire
Hebvey Ashworth, M.A.). Gu. a cross engr. couped or,
betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest— On a mount vert a fox
ppr. Motto Appetitus rationi pareat.

the

last.

Ash-worth
Elland

:

—

AA

(Heyford-Warren, co. Oxford, allowed by Flower,
Norroy, and Glover, Somerset). Same Ai-ms and Crest.
Gu. a cross engr. humett^e or, betw.
(1585).
As the last.
four fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
Gu. sem6e of crosses crosslet fitcWe or, a lion

Ashworth

—

Ashwy.
ramp.

ar.

Askam. Gu. a fesse or,
Aske (Aske, CO. York).

betw. three dolphins ar.
Or, three bars az. an annulet for

Crest— An old man's head sidefaced ppr. wreathed
or, and az. and tied with a bow of the

diff.

about the temples
colours.

Aske
Crest

Aske
Aske

Barry of six

(Chowbent, co. Lancaster).

—As

the

ar.

and

az.

Same

Or, three bars

az. a bordure engr.

gu. (sometimes the bordure
(Yorkshire). Or, two (sometimes four) bars az.
Aske. Az. four lozenges ar.
Gu. a fesse betw.
or

Aske

Askham.

Askeam, Askeham,

or, (another, the

dolphins ar).

Crett

—

three dolphins
dolphin az.
(Cheshire). Ar. a chev. engr. az.
Askeby. Or, three chevronels az.
Askeby. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. billet^e or.
Askeby. Az. a lion ramp. ar. betw. eight escallops or.
Askeby, Asklaby, or Aslakeby. Az. a fesse betw.
A sun dial on a pedestal ppr.
three martlets ar. Crest

Askeby

—

Askeley. Erm. a chief engr. az.
Askeley, Askley, and Skaley,

Ar. a chev. engr. az.

(another, the field erm).

—

Askew

Askew

Askue

—

vert.

Erm. three escutcheons gu.
Gu. a fesse betw. three dolphins embowed

Askham (1675).
ar.

Askwith

(Yorkshire). Sa. a fesse betw. three crosses crossCrest— A mascle gu.
Askwith (co. York. Lansd. MS. 856). Sa. a fesse betw.
let ar.

three asses pass. ar.

Askyton (Lancashire). See Asbton, or Asheton, of Crofton.
Aslaby (Spittle, co. York, Lansd. MS. 865). Az. a fesso
betw. three martlet.s ar.
(Yorkshire, Lansd. MS. 865).
Gu. three cushions
erm. Uusclled or, a border invected of the third.

Aslabye

Aslack, Aslake, or Asloke

(Holme, co. Norfolk). Sa.
a chev. enn. betw. three Catharine wheels ar.
Crest
talbol'a head sa. guttle d'cau.
Aslakby, or Aslakeby. Gu. a fesse betw. three martlets ar.
Crest
A sun dial on a pedestal ppr.
Aalacton (Aslacton, co. Nottingham. The heiress m.

—

—

fesse gu. each

Henry

VI.).

Ar. five fusils conjoined in
or.
Crest— A moor

charged with an escallop

cock's head erased, sa.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

Aslie.

Aslin

(London). Ar. a chev. crencll^e az. betw. three roses
gu. Ktalkfd iind leaved ppr. Crest
A demi horse ppr.

Aslin, Aslyn, or Aislan.

—

Or, on a chev. crennell^
field slipped vert.
Crest— Aa escutcheon char^fd with a rose gu.
Aslin, or Aslun. Or, a chev. betw. three lozenges gu.
Aslyn. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three crosses crosslet

gu. three rowc^ of the

fltchdc az.

Oil

many

lozenges of the

field,

each charged with

a cross crosslet of the lecond.

AsnanteH. Gu. two bars danccttCe or.
Aapall (.SofTolk and Northamptonshire).
80

dragon's

bead

Az. a fesse betw. two chev. or.
Az. three chev. or, a bordure ar.

(Suffolk).
(Suffolk).

—A man's head bearded ppr. on his head a cap gu.

Cref.t

Aspele, Aspelle, and Aspley. See Apslet.
Aspenell,^ or Aspandall. Vert, three asps in pale or.
Aspilon. Ar. a chev betw. three escallops sa.
Aspilon. Ar. on a chev. betw. three escallops sa. as many
boars' heads couped or.

Aspin
many

(Buckinghamshire).
quatrefoUs or. Crest

Az. three

—A dragon's

chev. ar. betw. ns
head or, betw. two

(Preston, co. Lancaster).

Or, a chev. betw. three
griffin erased sa.
^^gis fortissima

—A demi

grifBns' heads erased sa.
Crest
beaked, legged, and collared or.

—

Motto

virtus.

Aspinall.

Ar. an aspin leaf ppr.
Az. an aspin leaf or.
(co. Lancaster, subsequently of Hale.
Maet,
dau. and eventual heiress of Edward Aspinwall, Esq., m.
Isaac Gkeen of Child wall, Esq.). Per pale gu. and az. a fesse
dance tt^e erm.

Aspine.

Aspinwall

Aspinwall, Ashmell, and Asmall

(NorthumberGu. two bars dancett^e or, a bordure sa.
Vaire ar. and sa. three bars gu. a canton erm.
Aspolle. Erm. a saltire and a chief gu.
AspoU (Ireland). Ar. a cross gu. betw. four erm. spots sa.
a chief of the second.
Aspull, Az. a chev. or.
land).

Aspley.

Sa.

a chev. engr. betw. three

crescents ar.

on a chev.
betw. three lions' gambs couped and erect sa. three crescents of the first. Crest Two lions' gambs erect 8a. supporting a crescent or.
(Greyraanes, co. Cumberland, afterwards of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and Redheugh, co. Durham, and PallinsSa. a fesse or, betw. three
burn, CO. Northumberland).
Crest—
asses pass. ar. maned and hoofed of the second.
naked arm ppr. grasping a sword ar. hilt and pomel or,
enflled with a Saracen's head couped ppr. wreathed about
the temples or and sa. blood issuing from the neck of the
first.
Motto (over the point of the sword)— Fac et spera.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1533).
Gu. on a fesse ar.
betw. three asses' heads couped or, as many mullets az.
(London). Gu. on a fesse engr. ar.
Askew, or
betw. three asses' heads couped or, a cross crosslet and two
stars az.
Crest
An ass's head ppr. gorged with three bars
or, betw. two wings or and ar.
Askew. Ar. a fesse betw. three asses pass. sa.
Askewe. Gu. a lion ramp, or, oppressed with a bend

lemji.

Aspall
Aspall

—A

Crest

or.

Assakar, or Assakur.

Askerby. Az. a fesse betw. three mullets ar.
Askerton. Or, a trefoil slipped vert.
Asketine (West Peckham, co. Kent). Or,

Cbanmeb,

couped

Aspinall

as the preceding.

plain).

Askey.

AST

(another adds a fieur-de-Us gu.).

aspin branches ppr.

last.

(Aughton, CO. York).
(Yorkshire).

;
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ASH
Ashworth

A

A*, three chev. or

Assells.

Asselock.

Gu. a

saltire

and a chief ar.

Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three Catharine

wheels

ar.

Assent.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents gu. a bordure
erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a horse's head ar.
bridled gu.
Assethorp. Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Assey (Beccles, co. Suflfolk). Az. on a pale ar. betw. two
lions ramp, combattant or, a sword ppr. on a chief erm.
an eastern crown betw. two leopards' faces gu. Crest
demi leopard ramp. ppr. ciwwned with an eastern crown gu.
and holding in his paws a sword erect.

—

—

Asshawe

(Heath Chamook and Shaghe'Hall, co. Lancasthe last heir male, Leonard Asshawe, sheriff 1620, d.
two daus,, of whom Elizabeth, heiress of
Shaghe, m. Petee Egerton, Esq.). Or, on a chev. betw,
three martlets vert as many crosses crosslet fitch^e of the
ter

;

1633, leaving

first.

Asshavre. Erm. sem&

of cross crosslets sa. a chev. ermines
On a chief of the

betw. three fer-de-molines of the second.
last three erm. spots ar.

Assil.

Sa.

an ass

ar.

Assheton

(originally, temp. Henry III., of Ashton-underLyne, co. Lancaster, now of Downham and Cuerdalc, in
that county, represented by Ralph Assheton, of Downham
and Cuerdale, Esq., M.P. for Clitheroe). Ar. a mulletr sa.
pierced of the field.
Crest On a cap of maintenance, a
mower, vested and capped quarterly, ar. and sa., the sleeves
and stockings counterchanged, holding a scythe handled
or, the point of the blade towards the dexter.
Motto Nee
arrogo nee dubito.
Assheton (Chadderton, co. Lancaster, Edmund Assbeton,
second son of Sir Thomas Assheton of Assheton, m. Johanna, duu. of Richard Radcliffe of Cadderton. The last
heir male, the Rev. William Assheton, rector of Prcstwick,
d. 25 Feb. 1731, leaving two daus. Catherine, m.. John
Blackbdrne, of Orford, Esq., and Dorothy, m. Dabcy Lever,
of Alkington, Esq.). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a mullet
sa. ; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a cross crosslet or.
Crest
A boar's
head couped or.
Association, North American Colonial. Quarterly, 1st, ar. a ship of three masts on the sea, in full sail ppr.
2nd, on a mount a beaver, and in the distance a forest, all
ppr. ; 3rd, gu. a plough or; 4th, az. a garb or.
On an
escoclicon in centre point ar. a trefoil slipped vert royal
crowned of England ppr. Crest An Irish wolf dog couchant
ppr. Su]i)iorlers Dexter, an Irish peasant habited, jacket
az. trousers ar. his hat of straw, holding over his dexter
shoulder a felling axe ppr. sinister, a similar flgure of an
Irishman holding in his left hand a reaping hook or sickle
ppr. Motto Magnum vcctigal industriae.
AsBOr. Ar. a fesse az. betw. two barrulets, each charged
with a plain barrulet or. and gu.
Astable. Quarterly, valre ar. and gu. a bordure engr. or.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

AA

Astbnry

(Astbuiy, co. Chester).

Gu. a

fesse betw. three

martlets ar.
(Everton, co. Bedford, Huntingtonshire and London).
Gu. a lion pass, per pale or and ar. betw. four crosses cross-

Astell

the last. C)-est—A cross crosslet or, entwined with a
serpent vert. Motto Sub cruce glorior.
(Leicestershire). Gu. crusily a lion pass, guard, ar.
and on a canton of the last an eagle displ. sa. on the breast
an escutcheon gold, charged with three bars az.
Asten, or Ansten. Ar. on a fesse betw. two chev. sa.
let of

—

Astell

three crosses or.
Asterby (Lincolnshire).
An oak tree ppr.

Ar. a saltire engr.

sa.

Crest —

Asterley, Asterly, or Asterley. Sa. a bend betw.
three etoiles or. Crest — An etoile or, betw. two wings ppr.

Astley

Warwick).
Az. a cinquefoil pierced
plume of seven
surmounted with another plume gold.
Astley (Lord Astley, summoned to Parliament 1296, the 4th
lord d. temp. Henry V., leaving an only dau., m. to Lord
Grey de Ruthyn). Same Arms.
Astley {Baron Hastings), representative of the ancient house
of Astley, of Hill Morton, and Melton Constable). Quarterly,
1st, az. a cinquefoil pierced erm. within a bordure engr. or,
2nd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or,
for AsTLET
3rd,
ar. two lions pass, gu., for Le
for Constable
Steange; 4th, or, a maunch gu., for Hastings. Crest Out
Supof a ducal coronet or, a plume of five feathers ar.
porters
On either side a Uon gu. ducally crowned and
gorged with a collar or, therefrom pendant an escutcheon
of the arms of Hastings. Motto Justitiae lenax.
Astley (PatshuU, co. Stafford, extinct baronets, derived from
Sir Thomas de Astley, second son of Thomas, third Lord
erm.

(Astley, co.

Crest

—Out

of a ducal coronet or, a

ostrich feathers gu.

;

;

—

—

—

—

Az. a cinquefoil pierced erm. Ci-eit
Astley of Astley).
Out of a ducal coronet ar. a plume of feathers gu. surmounted with another plume or.
Astley (Everley, co. Wilts, bart.). Az. a cinquefoil pierced
erm. Crtst. On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a plume of
Motto Fide sed cui vide.
seven ostrich feathers gu.
Astley (Essex). Same as the preceding. Crest On a chapeau
a plume of feathers ar. banded gu. and environed with a

—

—

—

(Staffordshire).

bordure of the second.

—

Aston
Aston
lis

sa.

Aston
Aston
lion

Same
Crest

as the preceding

— A seahorse

within a

couchant ducally

gorged.

armed and langued

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

(Staffordshire).

or.

Astley

Az. a cinquefoil erm.
(Wolvey, CO. Warwick).
betw. three mullets or.
Astley (Warwickshire). Ar. on a bend az. three grifBns'
heads erased of the field.
Astley (Warwick; confirmed by the deputies of Camden,
Clarenceux, to Thomas Astley, of Wolvey, co. Warwick,
grandson of George Astlet of same, who was 4th in descent
from Giles, son of Thomas Lord Astley, temp. Edward IL
which Lord Astley was 6th in descent from Philipds de
EsTLEGA, temp. Henry II.). Az three cinquefoils erm.
Astley (Ansley Park, co. Warwick confirmed with two
quarterings as the arms of Astlet, Visit. Warwick). Az. a
cinquefoil pierced erm.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
plume of feathers ar. Motto Fide sed cui fide.
Astley punkinfleld Lodge, Cheshire). Same as Astley of
;

—
—

Warwick.

Az. a cinquefoil erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a harpy ar. ducally gorged and crined of the first.
Astley. Gu. a wolf salient ar. within an orle of crosses
crosslet or.

Astley.

Az. a leopard pass. ar. within an orle of six crosses

crosslet or.

Astley. Az. two leopards pass. ar. armed and langued az.
Astley. Gu. a leopard ramp. ar. armed and langued az.

Go, a

co. Gloucester).

ramp.

Aston
Aston

ar. oppressed with a bend vair.
(Northamptonshire). Sa. a saltire ar.

(Staffordshire).

on a chief

Or, (another, ar.)

a

az.

lion pass, of the field.

Aston

(cos. Suffolk

and

Az. a bend cottised betw.

Wilts;.

six crosses crosslet or, another fitch^e.

Aston.

Az. a bend ar. cottised

or,

betw. eight trefoils of the

last.

—

Az. on a chief or, three lozenges sa. Crest A bull's
Another Crest
head or, horned per fesse sa. and ar.
chapeau gu. turned up erm. on each side of the cap within
the erm. a horn ppr.).

Aston.

—

Aston. Ar.a chief und^ sa.
Aston. Az. a chief or, over all

a lion ramp, of the second
double queued).
Aston. Ar. a chief az. over all a lion ramp. gu. (another,
within a bordure gobonated ar. and sa. charged with escollops countercbanged.).
(another, the

Aston.

Or,

Astorell

tail

a chief az.
a bend gu. three

Ar. on

(Huntingdonshire).

escallops or.

Astowne.

Gu. three sea urchins (or hedge-hog

fish)

in

pale ar.

Astroby.

Sa. a bend betw. six estoUes or.
Az. an astrolabe or.
co. Bedford, and Henbury, and of cos. Lincoln and Huntingdon, descended from Sir Ralph Astry,

Astroll.

Astry (Wood-end,

Lord Mayor of Lon-^on). Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on
a chief gu. three bezants. Crest A stag's head erased gu.

—

attired or.

(Ralph Astrye,

of Harlington, Beds, second son of

Ralph Astrye, of co. Hertford). Barry wavy of six
and az. on a chief gu. three bezants. Crest An ostrich
wings endorsed, in the beak a horse shoe (Harl. MSS.,
1095 and 1656).
Astwell. Gu. a cross betw. four crosses-crosslet fitch^ or.
Sir

—

nr.

Astwicke

within an orle of eight crosses crosslet or.
Gu. a Uon ramp. ar. armed az.
Az. a lion pass, guard, ar. (sometimes the lion or,

ar.

Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three

Aswell, or Ashwell. Per pale
heads in pale countercbanged.

wheat sheaf ppr.
Ataster. Ar. on a chev.

az.

ar.

and

Crest

sa.

—On

three leopards*

a chapeau a

two acorns or.
Sa. two swords in

Atbaro'W, or Atborough.

saltire

betw. four fleurs-de-Us or.
Atcbelay, or Atcbley (London). Gu. on a fesse engr.
betw. three griffins' heads erased ar. as many crosses formeo
ar.

fitch^e sa.

Atchele. Gu. on a fesse betw. three
or, as many crosses patt^e fitch^e sa.

griffins'

heads erased

(Marton, co. Salop, descended from Sir

Bogeb

Gu. on a
in 1511).
heads erased or, as

Atcherley, Knt., Lord Mayor of London
fesse engr.

many

ar.

betw. three

griffins'

crosses patt^e fitch^e sa.

Crest

—A

demi bustard,

couped gu. wings elevated or, in the beak a lily
vert.
Motto Spe posteri temporis.
Atcliff, or Atcliffe. Sa. three seapyes ppr.

—

ar. slipped

Crest

—

cross crosslet ar.

Atclyffe
Atclyfife.

and sometimes semee of cross crosslets ar.).
Astlo'W. Az. a chev. betw. three owls az.

Ateste.

(Kent). Az. three quatrefoUs or, slipped vert.
Az. three shovellers ar.
(Devonshire).
Sa. three marlions, sinister wings

displ. ar.

Gu. a crosslet erm. Crest— A Cornish chough ppr.
Per chev. erm. and sa. (another ar. and sa.) in
two dolphins of the second.
Atfield. Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief two dolphins
hauriant respecting each other or. Crest An arm embowed,
throwing an arrow in fesse.
Atford (Devonshire). Gu. a castle ar. crowned or, in tho

Atfield.

Aston

(Lord Aston, of Forfar, title extinct or dormant,
1836).
Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three lozenges of the last.
Crest
A bull's head coupcd sa. Supporters Two Roman
knights in armour ppr. their faces, hands, and knees bare.
Motto
Numini et patriae asto.
Aston (Aston, co. Chester, bart. Catherine Aston, eventual heiress, vi. the Hon. and Rev. John Hervey, D.D.). Per
chev. sa. and ar. Crest
An ass's head ppr. JI/o(io—Prest

—

—

accompUr.
(confirmed, 1647, by Roberts, Ulster, to Sergeant-

Major William Aston, of Col. HungcrforU's regi. in Ire-

Si

Ar. three crosses boton^e sa.

crosses crosslet fitch6i ar. (another, or.)

Atconxb

—
—

(Bedfordshire).

Asfrwicke. Sa. a chev. engr.
Ast'wicke, or Astvryke.

Astley.
Astley.

d'

and

(Enfield, co. Middlesex,

Atcherley

—

Astley.

Aston

See Aston, Cheshire.

(Aston, CO. Lancaster).

or,

Astley, or Asteley

CO.

land, grandson of Robert Aston, of Park Hall, uncle of th«
Lord Aston of the House of Tiiall, co. Stafford). Ar. a fesse
and in chief three lozenges sa. Crest A bull's head couped
or, armed ar. tipped sa.
Motto— In Papam comua tendo.
Aston. Per pale sa. and or, three stiirups countercbanged.
Aston. Ar. a bend dancett^e enhanced sa.
(Cheshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three mascles gu.
(Cornwall). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-dc-

Astrye

ducal coronet or.

Astley

ATH
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AST

chief

—

port a cross form^e of the second.
Gu. three (another, six)
(Surrey and Yorkshire).
pears or, a chief of the last.
AtgTove. Erm. on a chev. gu. three escallops ar.
Athael (Sherborne). Sa. a chev. betw. three sinister lumds

Atford

couped

ar.

A

A

—

masoned

sa.

Athelston.
patonce

Gyronny of four

pieces az. and gu. a cross

or.

Athelston. Per saltire gu. and
Athelston, or Athilston.

a cross flory

az.

or.

Ar. a saltire az. betw. four

crossf s crosilct fitch^ gu.
Atherley. Ar. on abend betw. two lions' heads erased sa.
three crosses formde or. Crest— A. lion's head erased sa.
Atherley (Derbyshire). Ar. on a bend az. three lozenges of

each charged with a pheon gu.
Atherley. Ar. on a bend betw. two lions' heads erased sa.
Crest
A lion's head erased sa.
three crosses formfe or.
Atherton-Friary (Warwickshire). Or, three piles gu. a
the

field,

—

canton erm.

Gu. three
(Atherton, co. Lancaster, 1664).
sparrow hawks ar. Crest— A swan ar. Another Crest— On
a perch a hawk belled ppr.
Atherton (Lancashire). Ar. two bends and a bordure sa.

Atherton

or Atterton

Atherton,

sparrow-hawks

A hawk ppr.
az. ducally

Gu. three
Crest—
Another Crest—A swan

(Lancashire).

beaked, belled, and jessed or.

ar.

legged and beaked
gorged and lined or.

or.

—

Same Arms. Crest
(Atherton, co. York).
demi swan ar. beaked gu. enfiled with a ducal coronet or.
holding
in his mouth a tulip
Atherton. Ar. a bay horse,

Atherton
slipped

ppr.

all

(\Vm. Atherton, Esq., M.P. for Durham). Gu. a
bend engr. betw. three sparrow hawks close ar. Crest—
Upon a fountain a sparrow hawk close ppr.
Atheson (Scotland). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa.
Athill. Ar. on a chev. sa. three pears or. Crest— An
arm embowed in armour holding a sword all ppr.
Athlone, Earl of. See Ginkell.
Athlowe (Essex). Ar. on a chev. az. three lions ramp. or.
Athlumney, Lord. See Somebville.

Atherton

Duke

Athole,

of.
See Mcbkat.
(Dinnington, near Sheffield).

Athorpe
and

Per pale nebulee ar.
counterchanged. Crest .^falthe dexter claw resting on an escutcheon

two mullets in

az.

con ppr. belled
of the Arms.

Atho"we

or,

—

fesse

(Brysley, co. Norfolk).

—

Crest
A bird ar.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A horse's head erm.
issuing out of a plume of feathers gu.
(Gahvay). Chequey gu. and ar. a chev. sa. Crest A

carpenters' squares ar.

—

Athy

—

—

demi lion ar. Another Crest—A lion pass. or. Motto Duel
et non trahi.
Athy (John Athy, of Galway, tem}i. Charles I.). Chequey
ar. and gu. on a chev. of the last three estoiles or.
in

Crest— An arm

Sa. a chev. betw. three garbs or.

armour embowed holding a sword

Atkins

(Bristol

Atkinson

all

and Somersetshire).

Or, a cross quarterly

—

pale or and az. counterchanged erased gu.
(Ucbnaby-Atkins, Halsted Place,

—

Atkinson

—

—

Atkinson

(Staffordshire

and London, confirmed by Camden,
of I»ndon, M.D.).
Az. three

Clarrnccux, to IIcnrt Atkins,

barrulrts ar. in cliicf as many bezants.
ppr. preying on a w) vcrn vert.

(Newark.

CO.

Crest

—A

pelican

•ON, Ksq., Provost of the lion.

m.

t'*rce

sine labore.
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Crest

—An

Az. a cross voided betw. four
eagle wings expanded ar. beaked

Atkinson

(Yorkshire and Northumberland). Erm. a fesse
betw. three pheons sa. Crest A pheon or.
(Rehins and Ballylahan, co. Mayo). Erm. on a
fesse per pale gu. and vert three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
An
eagle displ. with two heads ar. charged on the breast with
a fleur-de-lis sa. Motto Est pii Deum et patriam diligere.
Atkinson (granted to Richard Atkinson, Esq., Highfield
House, Rathgar, co. Dublin, Lord Mayor of Dublin, 1857 and
Erm. on a fcss engr. betw. three pheons sa. a civic
1861).
crown or.
Crest On the battlements of a castle ar. flammant ppr. a pheon or. M<jtto Esperance en Dieu.
Atkinson (granted 1604 to Capt. Roger .\tkin30n). Gu.
on a bend cotised or, three helmets of the first. Crest
wolfs head erased sa.
Atkinson (Morland, co. Westmoreland, and Lee, Kent).
Gu. an eagle displ. with two heads ar. on chief of the second
three mullets of the first. Crest
A falcon, wings expanded.

—

Atkinson

—

—

—

—

—

—

Atkinson

(Rampsbeck Lodge,

co.

Same

Cumberland).

Atkinson.

Ar. a cross betw. four muUcts pierced az.
Atkinson (Cangort, King's Co.). Or, an eagle displ. with
two heads az. beaked and legged gu. in cliief a rose of the
last seeded gold betw. two martlets sa.
Crest
.\n eagle

—

with two heads az. beaked and legged gu.

displ.

Deo

pheons

Company

ar.

Crejt

of Moiieyer.s).

—A

Motto

—

et regi fidclis.

Atkinson.

Gu. an eagle

displ.

with two heads

chief of the last three estoiles of the

Atkinstan.

Erm. a

ar.

on a

first.

fesse betw. three martlets sa.

Atkyns

(Saperton Hall, co. Gloucester, granted by Barker,
Ar. a cross sa. a tressure of a half fleur-delis betw. four mullets pierced of the second.
Crest
On a
mount vert two greyhounds' heads endorsed ar. and sa. collared and ringed counterchanged.
Motto Vincit cum
legibus arma.

—

—

(Totteridge,

co.

Herts).

phcon

or.

Erm.
Motto

Arms,

Crest,

and Motto

as the last.

(Great Berkhampstead, co. Hertford, and afterwards
of Clapham, co. Surrey, extinct barts. represented by Pitt
Lord Rivers). Az. three bars ar. in chief as many bezants.
Crest
A stork ar. wings and tail sa. beaked and legged

—

gu. preying on a dragon vert.

Atkyns

(London). Ar. on a cross cottised flory sa. betw,
four mullets az. pierced of the field, five mullets or.

Atkyns.

Ar. a cross forin^a az. flory or, betw. four mullets

of the second.

Crest

— An

arm embowed

in

armour

ppr.

holding in the gauntlet a cross formde fltchcc az. flory or.
Atkyns (Yelvcrton, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. .sa. three
unicorns' heads erased of the field.
Atlay (Rt. Rev. James Atlat, Bishop of Hereford). See

Atley.
(Sussex).

—

Az.

a

lion

ramp.

ar.

(sometimes

Crest
Two lions' heads addorse'e ppr.
Ar. a fesse betw. three crescents sa.
Creit
csc-utchoon ar. a pheon az.

forked).

Atley.

Atley, Atleys, or Atleig'h.

Nottingham, granted 1663. Jasper
William Atkin-

Atki.siion, Esq., of the Mint, non of IIe.nry
(ftiic

(Somersetshire).

ramp. or.
and legged gu.

lions

Atlee

Norf..lk.

—Nil

—

collared sa.

same

now

—

on a

a

az.

—

betw. two roses ar. Crest On a mount betw.
two roses stalked and leaved ppr. a pheon az. Motto
Crede Deo.
Atkinson (Mayor of Norwich, 1702). Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
on a chief az. a cinquefoil betw. two martlets or.
Atkinson (Morton, co. Nottingham. Her. Visit.). Or, an
eagle displ. gu. beaked and niembcred az. on a chief of
the last three bezants. Crest A demi eagle wings displ. or,

Atkyns

(Fountainville, co. Cork,

Atkinson

pheons

fesse double cottised gu. betw. three

lion pass.

Atkyns

Atkins

(.\ngcrton, near Morpeth, co. Northumberland).

Erm. on a

Seven Oaks,

See Bcrnabt.

I.

on a chief

—

represented by AuonsTC« AxHELiNO A. M. Atkins, Esq., eldest son of the late T.
R. Atkins, Esq., and his wife Sdsanna Aogcsta, dau. of
Col. Ncttal Gbeene, of Kilmanahan Castle, co. Tipperary,
Ar. a cross of half fleurs-de-lis betw. (our
J.l". and D.L.).
mulk'tH sa. pierced of the field. Crest .V nag's head erased
a. bridled ar. Motto By the sword; also, Honor et virtus.
The Cri-tl and Motto of the Gloucester family of Atktns
have Ijcin used by some of the branches.
Atkins fUrville, CO. Cork, now represented by the Misses
Ciiahi.'itti; Klizaretu, and Henrietta Lol'isa Atkins,
daui. and co-heirs of the late Rev. Philip Goino AtkinsGoiMo). Same as the elder line of Fountainville.
One
gent-ration only bore the arms of Atktns of Yelvcrton,

Atkins
Kent

displ. ar.

—

a rose betw. two martlets az. Crest An eagle wings exar. beaked and legged ga
Atkinson (London). Same as the last.
Atkinson (Cambridgeshire, granted 1624). Sa. a cross
flory ar. betw. four escallops or.
Crest
A sea lion sejant ar.
holding in the dexter paw an escallop or.
Atkinson (Stowcll, co. Gloucester). Az. a cross patonce
betw. four lions ramp. ar.
Atkinson (Newcastle). Erm. on a fesse gu. betw. three
pheons az. a lion pass. or. Crest A pheon az.
Atkinson (Newcastle). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads
sa. on a chief gu. a rose botw. two martlets or.
or,

panded

Garter, 154S).

ppr.

pierced flory and counterflory az. betw. four mullets sa.
Two hounds' heads endorsed, collar dovetailed per
Crfif

Atkins

li

Gu. an eagle

(Newcastle).

Arms^ &c. as preceding.
a chev. betw. three

Sa.

Ath'wat.

Athyll.

AT
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ATB

Athel (Northamptonshire). Ar. a chev. sa. guttle d'or.
Athell. Or, a lion ramp. az. armed gu. on the shoulder a
crescent of the third. Crest— A. dog sleeping ppr.
AtheU. Ar. a lion ramp. az. armed gu. charged on the
or).
shoulder with a crescent of the field (another, the crescent
Athell (ScoUand). Or, three palets sa. Crest A castle ar.

At-Leese
Atloe.
Atloe.

Atlow.
Atlow.

(Loes Court, co. Kent).

— On

indented

sa.

and

au

Gu. a cross crosslet erm.
Gu. a cross crosslct erm.

Or, a cross sa.
I'or pale

tail

ar.

Ar. a chev. betw. three carpenters' squares sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. tliiee owls az.

I

;

ATM
Atmore.

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Ar. two bars -vert. betw. six martlets gu. three,
A mermaid ppr. crined or, comb
Crest
two, and one.
and mirror of the last.
cups gu.
covered
Aton. Or, three
(Barons de Aton, summoned to Parliament in
Aton,
1324, in abeyance, temp. Edward III.). Or, three bars az.
on a canton gu. a cross patonce ar.
Atsea. Or, two bars wavy betw. three shrimps gu.
Atsley. Or, on a fesse az. three lions ramp, of the first.
Crest— A leopard's head erased or, spotted sa. and ducally

—

De

gorged gold.

Atslow

(Downham,

Ar. on a fesse az. three

co. Essex).

ramp, guard, or.
Barry wavy of six or and gu. Crest On a chapeau
a lion's head erased gu.
Atsoe. Barry wavy of six ar. and gu. three shrimps or.
Atsoe. Barruly or and gu. three shrimps of the second
lions

—

Atsoe.

(another, of the

Atte Breg-ge
Atte Church

first).

(of Kent).

(1431).

Gu. an eagle

couchant guard,

displ. ar.

Quarterly, ar. and sa.
three birds sa.

Attehethe. Gu. on a bend cotised ar.
Atteleys. Gu. a cross crosslet erm.
Attelounde. Ar. two chev. httmettee

sa.

Crest

—A hound

Ar. a fesse per fesse dancettee gu. and
three mullets az.

sa.

betw.

Attemore. Erm. a bend sa.
Atterbury. Paly of eight or and sa. a chief vair.
Atterbury (Dr. Fbancis Atteebcbt, Bishop of Rochester).
Paly of six or and gu. a chief vair.
Ar. on a
(Brandiston Hall, Cawston, co. Norfolk).
1st, a demi griffin
chev. gu. three crescents or. Cr:sts
Tamp.; 2nd, a falcon or, ducally gorged az. belled and
Honorantes me honorabo
leashed of the first. Mottoes

Atthill

—

—

and Monte de

Atton.
Atton.

Crest

—

Out of a ducal coronet or, two lions' paws in saltire sa.
(Fbedeeick William Town Attree, Lieut. E.E.,
Francis Town Attree, B.A., late Incumbent of Middleton by Wirksworth, co. Derby). Per
chev. or and vert, in chief two oak trees eradicated ppr.
and in base a cinquefoU of the first. Crest On a wreath of
the colours an oak tree and in front thereof a serpent

Attree

eldest son of Kev.

—

ppr.

Attwood

(Wolverley Court, Park'Attwood, and Perdiswell,
Worcester, Visit. 1634). Gu. a lion ramp, double queued ar.
Crest
As represented in a window in Wolverley Church, a
swan's head issuing from a coronet.
Att'WOOd (Stoke Bishop, and Shirehampton, co. Gloucester,
Gu. semee of acorns a hon ramp. ar. Crest
Visit. 1623).
demi lady holding a balance and scales ppr.
Attwood (Bevere, co. Worcester). Same as preceding.
Atty (Penley HaU, co. Flint, Ingon Grange, and Rugby, co.
Warwick). Az. a bend betw. two lions ramp. or. Crest
On a ducal coronet a fox pass. Motto Eamus quo ducit
fort una.

—

—

A

—

—

Attyngham. Sa. a bend ar.
Atwater (Kent). Sa. a fesse

Vert a lion ramp, guard, with two bodies and
one head or, within a bordure engr. ar.
Atwater. Vert two lions sejant with two bodies and one
head within a bordure engr. ar.
Atwater. Barry wavy of six ar. and gu. three crevices
(another, three dolphins) or, two and one.
Atwater. Erm. on a chief gu. three roses or.
Atwell (Mamhead, co. Devon, Camden's grants, 1614). Ar.
a pile in point sa. and a chev. counterchanged. Crest A lion
ramp, erminois holding in the paws an annulet or.
Atwell (Devonshire). Ar. three leopards' heads az.
Atwell, or Atwill (Devonshire). Ar. a pile gu. a bordure engr. or.
Atwood (Bromfield, Essex). Ar. on a fesse ragnly az. three
fleurs-de-lis or.
Cres:t
On a branch of a tree trunked lying
fesseways or, a fleur-de-lis az. betw. two sprigs vert.
Atwood (Broughton, co. Salop). Gu. a lion ramp, double
queued ar.
Atwood. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. Crest An antelope's head

—

—

—

ppr.
slipped or.

in the

Cre

hand

t

Gu. a lion ramp.

—A cubit arm

in

ar.

betw. six acorns
ar. holding

armour erect

ppr. a battle-axe.
Gu. (another, sa.) the field replenished with acorns
or, a Hon ramp. ar.
Atwood. Gu. a lion ramp. erm.
Atwood. Gu. a lion ramp, guard, ar.

Atwood.
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Ar. a greyhound skipping in bend sa.
Erm. three leopards' heads az.
Ar. an oak tree erased vert, fructed or; on a
chief az. three treefoils shpped of the third.
Atworth (Suffolk). Ar. a griffin segreaut per fesse sa. and
g"Atworth. Ar. a griffin segreant per fesse az. and sa.
Atwyll. Sa. a pile ar. over all a chev. counten;hanged.
Atwyne. Or, on a bend sa. three goats pass. ar. armed of
the first.
Aty, or Attye (Newington, co. Middlesex. Granted
Az. a bend betw. two lions ramp. or. Crest ^An
1533).
ermine pass. ppr.
Aubemarle. Gu. a bend lozengy erm. betw. six crosses
crosslet or.
Crest
An ear of wheat bladed, and a palm
branch saltireways ppr.
Aubemarle. Gu. crusily or, a bend lozengy erm.
Aubemarle. Gu. three fusils in bend erm. TOided of the
field, betw. six crosses crosslet or.
Aubemarle. Gu. a bend lozengy betw. six crosses cross-

—

let or.

Aubemarle.

6u.

five

lozenges in bend, erm. betw. six

crosses crosslet or.

Aubem.arle.

Gu. a cross patonce

Aubemond, or Aubemunde.

vaird.

Erm. a chief indented

replenished with fleurs-de-lis or.

Aubemont, Aubemount, or Aubemonde.
on a

Erm.

pile az. three (another six) fleurs-de-lis or.

Aubermin.

Az. a chev. or.
Quarterly, 1st, or, three talbots' heads erased at
the neck ppr. 2nd, paly of six ar. and az. a chief or; 3rd, ar.
on a chev. sa. three roses of the first 4th, ar. a Uon ramp.
sa. debruised with a fesse gu. all betw. three mullets of six
points az.
Crest
A talbot pass. ppr. a broken collar betw.
his fore legs as if fallen from the neck, a line affixed to the
collar, and reflexing over the back, and passing betw. the
hind legs, with a double bow at the end, all or. Motto
Fide et fortitudine.
Aubert (John Daniel Aubert, Esq.). Per pale az. and gu.
a tilting spear in pale ppr. surmounted by an hauberk or
coat of mail or. Crest
A tilting spear erect ppr. passing
through an hauberk, as in the Arms. Motto Aides Dieu.
Aubertin (Yeulands, Banstead, co. Surrey). Az. on a fesse
or, betw. three plates in chief and a cross moline in base
ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Crest
Two banners of the arms in
saltire.
Motto Esto fidelis.
Aubervil (Suffolk). Per fesse dancettee az. and ar. two
annulets in chief and one in base counterchanged.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1339, 1340, and 1351). Or,
a saltire az. betw. four griffins' heads erased gu.
(Suffolk).
The same, field ar.

Aubert.

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

Aubery

Atwater.

(Suffolk).

saliant sa.

Atwood.
Atwood.
Atwood.

Aubery
voided (another, wavy) ar.

betw. three swans ppr.

Atwood

between three torteaux, within a bordure of the second.
Gyronny of eight pieces ar. and or, a wolf

Atwood.

az.

alto.

Or, a cross gu. (another, sa.).
Gu. a cross pattee (another, bottonee) ar.

nowed

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Ar. a wolf saliant sa. collared of the first within a
bordure of the second.
Atwood. Ar. a wolf saliant sa. within a bordure engr. of
the second, charged with an entoire of eight bezants.
Atw^ood (Northwick, co. Worcester). Ar. a wolf saliant sa.

—

ar.

Attemore.

AUB

Atwood.
Atwood.

Aubery, Aurrey, and Arobrey
a fesse engr.

(Herefordshire).

Gu.

ar.

Aubig'ney.

Gu. a fesse engr. ar.
Ar. on a cross gu. betw. four erm. spots sa.flvo
On a rock a Cornish chough ppr.
Aubin, St. (CornwaD). Or, on a cross sa. five bezants.
On a rock an eagle rising ar.
Crest
Aubley, or Aubly. Gu. a fesse betw. two chev. or.
A dexter hand ppr. holding a cross pattee fiteh^e gu.
Crest

Aubiu,

St.

bezants.

Crest

—

—

—

in pale.

Aubrey

(Lantrithyd Park, co. Glamorgan, bart.).
Az. a
chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased or. Crest ^An eagle's
head erased or. Motto Solem fero.
(Broom HaU, co. Salop). Arms and Crest the same.

—

—

Aubrey
Aubrey (Dorton

House, Bucks. Charles Adbret Kicketts,
was authorized by Royal Warrant, 7th March, 1874, to
take the surname of Aubrey only, and to bear quarterly the
ACBRET and Ricketts arms in comphance with the will of
Quarterly,
his grand imcle Sir John Adbbey, last bart.).
1st and 4th, az. a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased or,
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. engr. betw. tliree
for Aubret
quatrefoils gu. an escallop of the field betw. two scimitars
chevronwise ppr., for Ricketts. Crests Aubbet, an eagle's
head erased or; Ricketts, issuant from a wreath of quatrefoils gu. an arm embowed, vested ar. charged with two
Esq.,

:

—

escallops also gu. the

Solem

fero.

hand holding a scimitar

ppr.

Motto

—

A

Az. a chev. betw. three

(Clehonger, co. Hereford).

falcons' heads erased or.

St. (Alfoxton, co. Somerset). See St. Albtn.
Saxon origin, originally of Losenham,
(of

Anbyn,
Aucher

and

afterwards of Otterden and Bishopsboume, Kent, bart.).
Erm. on a chief az. three lions ramp, or, armed and langued
A bull's head erased gu.
gn. Crest
Auchinleck (Balmanno, co. Perth). Ar. a cross counterembattled sa., said to be the arms of Balmanno, which the
marriage with the
first Auchinleck of this family took on his

—

Balmanno

heiress of

AncMnleck

of that Ilk.

Ar. three bars sa.
Angus).
C'Ttst—An ear of rye ppr. 3/otto— Pretiosum quod utile.
and Shamrock
Tyrone,
co.
House,
(Crcvenagh
Auchinleck
Green, CO. Fermanagh). Ar. a cross counter embattled sa.
in the 1st quarter a bugle horn az. stringed and embellished
or,

and

(that

Ilk,

co.

and 4th quarters an

in the 2nd, 3rd,

—A wheat sUlk bladed and eared all ppr.
quod

estoile gu.

Cnst

Jlfot^o— Pretiosum

Ar.

a chev. betw. two

chief and a saltire couped in base az.
Ar. a
(that Ilk, eo. Fife).

Auchmuty

ways betw. two mullets

cinquefoils gu. in

broken spear bend-

az.

Auchmuty

(Brianstown, co. Longford, and Kilmore, co.
Koscommon, a branch of the ancient Scottish family of
Auchmuty of that Ilk, co. Fife, which settled in Ireland in
the early part of the 17th century). Ar. the upper part of a
broken spear bendwise betw. two spur-rowels (or mullets of
six points pierced) az.

a crescent for diff., quartered
by W. A. Ttssen Amhcrst, Esq., of Didlington Hall, (see
Amhuest) as representative of Doecas Acchmctt, sole
heir of Thomas AucHMnxr, second son (who left issue) of
Thomas Acchmctt, Esq., of Brianstown, co. Longford, and
boRCAS ni-e TowNLET his wife.
Auchmuty (Gen. SirSAMCEi, Benjamin AccHMtiTy,K.C.B.).
Ar. the upper part of a broken spear bendways betw. two

Auchmtity

(as

above,

—

An
mullets of six points az. pierced of the field. Crest
arm embowed in armour ppr. holding the lower part of a
broken spear bendways az. Motto Dum spiro spero.

—

Auchterlony. See Ochteblont.
Auckland, Baron. See Edeic.
Audborougrh. Az. a fesse ar. betw.
let or.

Crest

three crosses cross-

betw. two wings az.
Gn. on a bend or, (another,

three martlets sa.

ar.)

—

Audeley.

Gu. a fret or, within a bordure ar. Crest
mullet of six points or, betw. two wings az.
Audesley. Ar. two lions' paws erased in saltire gu.
Audice. Ar. three hinds' ear* gu.
Audin. Ar. on a cross gu. five lioncels ramp, or, in the
Crest
A lion pass, or, in the
first quarter an annulet.
dexter paw a banner gu. thereon a cross ar.
(Audlcm, co. Chester). See Aldeltm.
Audley (Sir James Acdlet, K.G., one of the Founder

—

Audlem

Knights of the Garter).

Gu. a

Audley of Ueleigh, summoned 15 May, 1321 the heiress, Joane, dau. of James,
Lord Audley, ttmp. Edward III. jk. Sir John Toochet, and
the grandson of this marriage. Sir John Tocchet, was summoned as Baron Audley). Gu. a fret or.
Audley {,L<rrd Audley of Walden, co. Essex, 1538, extinct
Quarterly, per pale indented or and az. on a bend of
1644).
the second betw. two eagles displ. gold a fret betw. two
martlets of the last. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a wyvem with wings endorsed, quarterly or and az.
Another Creft The wyvem with wings endorsed ppr.
Audley (Bcerchurch, co. Essex). Or, on a fesse az. betw.
;

—

—

three conie»' heads couped sa. three martlets ar.
(Uoob Acdlet, co. Gloucester, temp. Edward
Gu. a fret of six pieces and a border or.

Audley

Gu. a

fret or.

Creit

—A

ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.

ar.

and

Audley.
Audley.

Saracen's head couped

and purp.

Gu. a fret or, within a bordure ar.
Gu. a fret or, within a bordure counter-compony
vert.

Gu. a

Audley. Gu. on n chev. or, three martlets sa.
Audley, or Audly (granted 1608). Or, a fesse
betw. tlirec conies sa. Crtst — A martlet sa.
(ancient from MS.

Arms

cottised

Visit. Stafford, 1583.).

Az.

throe buttcrfliea volant ar.

Audley
Temple,

Kent.
IIcgu Aodlkt, of the Inner
p. 1662, son of John Adout, of the former

(Sutton, CO.
d.

<.
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foi.

Audouin-Liamb. See Lamb.
Audrin. Ar. on a cross gu. five

Audry

lioncels

ramp.

or.

Ar. on a bend betw. two cottises az.
three cinquefoils of the field. Crest A stag trippant ppr.
(Dorchester).
Ar. on a cross gu. five lioncels
salient or, a mullet gu. for diff.
Great
A lion pass,
crowned or, bearing on the shoulder a pascal banner disvelloped ar. staff and cross gu. (some bear the lion ramp,
per pale or and ar. holding up the banner).
(Dorchester). Ar. on a cross gu. five lioncels ramp,
(Wiltshire).

—

Audjm

—

Audyn
or.

Crest

—A

ar.

lion pass, his tail extended
charged with a cross gu.

or,

bearing a

Aufferton. Az. two chev. or.
AufErick. Gu. three legs armed

ppr. conjoined in the
centre at the upper part of the thighs, flexed in a tringle
garnished and spurred or. Crest Two arms embowed and
erect in armour, holding in their hands a gem ring all ppr.

—

Aufrere

(Bumside, co. Westmoreland, and Foulsham Old
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. in chief two
Hall, CO. Norfolk).
bunches of grapes ppr. (purple and green leaves) and in
of
the second. Crest A lion ramp. gu.
base a lion ramp,
Motto Esto quod esse videris.
Aug'er (Bordeaux, France, Arms confirmed in Ireland, and
Crest granted 10 Feb. 1701, to Pacl Adger, a refugee, with
some of his younger brothers, at the Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes, tenth son of Pacl Aoger, of Bordeaux, merchant).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a mount in base a Cupid shooting at a jay perched on a tree all ppr., on a canton az. issuing
from the dexter chief point, rays of the sun or 2nd and 3rd,
or, a stalk with three thistles betw. two palm branches in
Crest— On a mount an oak tree thereon perched
saltire ppr.
a jay all ppr.

—

—

;

Aughton

(Devonshire).

Ar.

a chev. engr. betw. three

Aug'hton (Hadlington, co. Lancaster). Sa. three garbs or.
Auke. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three annulets of the last.
Auld. Ar. on a motmt vert, a tree pierced through in bend

—

by a sword ppr. upon the point a crown. Crest ^A lion's
head erased.
Auld, or Aulde. Erm. on a chief gu. two griffins respectA cherub's head ppr. wings in
ing each other ar. Crest

—Virtute

Motto

saltier.

—

et constantiS.

Auldis

(Scotland 1826). Ar. three hearts conjoined in triangle
by the points gu. in base a mullet sa. on a chief az. a saltier
of the first, surmounted of a deer's head cabossed and
counterchanged. Crest The trunk of an oak with a branch

—

spurting forth on either side vert.

Motto

— Non

deficit

alter.

Sa. three awls, points erect ar. hafts or.

Az. a chev. betw. three awls points reversed ar.

hafts or.

Aumerle.

—An arrow

Per fesse

Crest

az.

and gu. three crescents

Crest

ar.

in pale ppr.

Aumarle.

Gu.

—As the

a

cross

patonce

vair

(another,

ar.).

last.

Aumont (Guernsey).

Ar. a chev. betw. seven martlets gu.
four in chief and three in base.
(Cornwall). Gu. a saltire engr. ar. betw. four
bezants.

Auncall

Auncell. Gu. five fusils in bend
Auncall. Or, a bend gu.
Auncell. Gu. a bend fusily ar.

or.

Aundby.
II.).

fret of eight or, a label az.
Ar. six bears' paws erased in saltire, four in
chief and two in base sa.

Audley

—

—

Chasse pour

Aula.
Aulas.

fret or.

Audley, Baron. See Toochet.
Audley, or Alditheley (Lord

Audley.
Audley.

—

fleurs-de-lis sa.

— An escallop or,

Audby, or Eudeby.

Audley.

place. Visit. Middlesex, 1663, granted by Camden, ClarcnCrest
ceux). Or, a fess cotised betw. three conies sa.
martlet sa.
Audouin (East Hill, co. Wicklow, granted 1801 to George
Az. on a pale or, four
AcDociN, Esq., of that place).
Motto
bendlets sa.
Crest A stag's head erased ppr.

banner

utile est.

Auchmenan.

AUN
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AXTB
Aubrey

A

Ar. three chev. and a fesse gu.
Barry of four sa. and ar. on a chief or, three
Crest
A sceptre in pale or.
crosses crosslet of the first.
Aundy. Ar. on a bend cottised az. three roses or.
Auna. Or, three birds betw. two cottises in bend sa.
Aung'ate. Per bend embattled gu. and erm. Crest On a
tortcau an estoile or.
Aungrell, or Angrell. Or, a fesse lozcngy az. over all a
bendlet gu.
Aungrer, or Angrer. Erm. on a chief az. three mascles

Aundelig'h.

—

—

ar.

Aungier.
Crest — An

Erm. a griffin segreant per fesse or and az.
escarbuncle or.
Aung'ier (Fun. Ent. of Sir Francis Acncier, Master of the
Holls in Ireland, temp. James I.). Erm. a griffin segreant az.
armed gu. forelegs and claws or, quartering, gu. a boar pass,
or, armed and langued az.
{Earl of Longford, ext., 1704). Erm. a griffin

Aun^er

.
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tegreant az. armed and langued ga. beaked and forelegs and
claws or. Crest A griflBn of the arms holding an escarbuncle
Supporterf
Dexter a lion az. armed and langued gu.
or.
charged on the shoulder with an escarbuncle or, sinister a
grif&n az. armed and langued gu. beaked and forelegged or,
wings addorsed erm. Motto Scio cui confido.
Aunsell. Paly ar. and az. a baston gu.
AureicMer, or Aurticher. Or, in the dexter chief point
a liou pass, in the sinister chief point and in base a cinque-

—

—

—

foil, all

sa.

Aurelis.

Gu. three cinquefoils

Crest

ar.

— A demi youth

Autrey

of five points or.

—

leopards' heads of the third.
Sa. three garbs or.
(Sheriff of

Crest

Avan (Wales).
three annulets).

and gu. three eagles

—

sejant ar. attired gold.

Austen

(Capel Manor, Horsmonden, Kent). Or, on a chev.
betw. three lions' gambs erect sa. as many plates.
(Taywell, co. Kent, granted 20 April, 1603). The

Austen

and

with a cross crosslet fitchee sa.
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three lions' gambs bendy
and erased sa. as many crescents or.
Austen. Ar. on a fesse betw. two chev. sa. three crosses

Austen.

crosslet or.

Austen.

Gu. a saltire engr. erm. betw. four plates.
(Shalford, co. Surrey).
Az. a chev. ar. betw.
Cornish choughs or.
Crest
A falcon or, on a
leopard's head az. Motto Ne quid nimis.
Austill. Ar. a saltire raguly vert.
Austin (Walpoole, co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three
long crosses or.
Austin (Surrey, Camden's Grants, 1611). Ar. on a chev.
betw. two chevs. sa. three crosses or. Ci-est
A passion cross
or, betw. two wings erect sa.
Austin (Camden's Grants). Or, a chev. gu. betw. three
lions' gambs erased and erect sa.
CVest
On a mural crown
or, a stag statant ar.
engr.
Austin. Gu. a chev.
erm. betw. three ducal coronets

Austen
three

—

—

—

—

Crest

— A pascal lamb ar.

Austin

(Doddington Grove, co. Surrey). Gu. on a chev.
ar. betw. three ducal crowns or, as many crosses pattee of
the field. Crest
A ducal coronet or, thereon a pascal lamb
ppr.
Motto Crux nostra corona.
Austin (The Rt. Eev. William Pieecy Austin, D.D., first
Bishop of Guiana). Gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three passion
crosses or, as many lions' heads erased of the field. Crest
A demi lion or, holding betw. the paws a passion cross gu.
and charged on the body with three fusils two and one az.

—

—

—

Austin-Gourlay.

See GorRLAT.
co. Bedford). Barry wavy of six ar.
and az. on a chief gu. three bezants. Crest A demi ostrich
ar. wings gu.
Austrey (Sommerton, co. Huntingdon, and Yorkshire).
Ar}7is the iame
Crest
An ostrich's head erased ar. betw.
two ostrich wings gu. in the beak a horseshoe sa.
Austyn (Somersetshire). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
lions' gambs bent and erased of the second, three bezants.

Austrey (Hartington,

—

.

Avelingr
or,
or,

(Wisbeach).

—

Az. a

legged gu.

As. on a fesse betw. two chev.

sa.

three crosses

crosslet or.

Ai. a chev. betw. three falcons

or,

beaked and

(Gloucestershire). Gu. three chev. ar.
(Shelsley-Walsh, co. Worcester, Visit. 1682-3).
cross formee flory or, on a chief sa. a
billet of the third within a mascle betw. two escallops ar.

—

Crest A parrot's head erased vert betw. two wings expanded
per pale az. and gu. double collared or, in the beak of the
third, an oKve branch of the first.
Auenayne, or Avenar. Gu. a fesse betw. eix annulets
ar.
Crest
A buck's head cabossed ppr.
Avene. Gu. a chev. ar.
Avenell (Netherhaddon, co. Derby. The co-heiress, temp.
King John, m. Vernon and Bassett). Gu. six annulets ar.
Avenell, or Avenett (Cambridgeshire). Ar. a fesse
betw. six annulets gu.
Crest
Out of a baron's coronet a
hand holding a scimetar ppr.
Avenell (Gloucestershire). Ar. six annulets gu.
AvenelL Or, on a fesse gu. three crosses crosslet of the
'

—

—

first.

(Blackpool, parish of South Molton, co. Devon,
quartered by HtrysHE, of Sand, Wtkes, of North Wykes, and
HoLCOMBE, who m. the daus. and co-heirs of John Avenell,
about 1450.) Ar. five fusils in fesse sa. betw. two cottises gu.
Avenell (Loxbeare, co. Devon. Eleanor, dau. and heir of
John Avenell, m. Edward Eichards, who d. 5 Henry VIII.
inq. p. m.
Bichabds seems to have adopted the Avenell
Arms). Same Arms.
Avenet, or Avnett. Ar. on a fesse betw. six annulets
gu. three annulets of the first. Crest
On a torteau a lion's
head erased or.

—

Aveney
Avenon

The same as Avbn.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1569, Her. Visit. London,
Erm. on a pale gu. a cross flory or, on a chief sa. a

1668).

(Gloucestershire).

the third within a mascle betw. two escallops ar.
A parrot's head erased vert, wings expanded per pale
and gu. double collared or, holding in his beak of the third
an olive branch of the first.
Avenon, or Avenant (London.) Arnu as Atenakt, of
billet of

—

Crest

az.

Shelsley.

Avensly, or Anstey.

Barry of six

(John ArsTTN, of London, jeweller.
Le JVcw'i
Knighti.) Vert a chev. engr. cnn, betw. three ducal coronet*

ar.

and

az. over all

a bendlet gu.

Avensly. The same with a bendlet compony ar. and gu.
Averance. Gu. crusily or, a bend of mascles erm.
Averance. Gu. five fusils in bend erm. betw. three crosses
crosslet or.

Averell

(co.'

erm. fleury

Gloucester, Smith's Ordinary).
Az. a cross
in dexter point a buck's head cabossed ar,

or,

attired of the third.

Averill (Broadway,

co. Worcester, settled there since 1602).

Gu. a cross fleury erm. charged
of the

field.

—A

Crest

in chief with a buck's head
buck's head, cabossed, as in the

Arms.

Averingr.
Avering-e.

Or, five chev. az.
Ar. a cross gu. within a bordure sa. (another,
the bordure engr.).
Avering'es. Ar. a cross gu. within a bordure sa. Cr«t—

A

raven

sa.

Avering'es

(Folkstone). Or, five chev. gu.
(Warwickshire). Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three boa"^'
heads erased of the second, armed and langued gu. a mullet

Avem
ar.

Crest

— A horse's head erm
Sa.

a cross

flory or.

(Huwish, co. Somerset and Enfield, co. Hiddlesex).
Gu. a fesse (sometimes a chev.) or, betw. three bezants. Crett
Two lions' gambs or, supporting a bezant.
Avery (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1682). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three

—

bezants.

Avery (Haddon, co. Derby).

legged gu.

Ar. six annulets gu. three, two,

and one.

Avery, or Averey

(Fillongley,

Confirmed by Cooke, Qarenceux).

So

and

on a chief engr.

Erm. on a pale gu. a

Averthorp.

or.

griffin pass. ar.

—

Avery

Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets gu.
Az. a chev. betw. three birds or, beaked and

Austyn

head erased
ar. hilt

cross crosslet as in the Arms.

Austyn (Cornwall).

Austyn.

lion's

a cross crosslet fitchee of the field. Crest A griffin pass.
winged and ducaUy gorged az. resting dextep foot on a

Austyn.

Austyn.

Crest— A

Avenell

Crest.

Austen (Norfolk). Az. a chev. or.
Austen (Norfolk). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three birds or.
Austen. Ar. on a chev. gu. three lozenges or, each charged

or.

displ. or.

mouth paleways a sword

or.

Aven, or Avery

—

s:\me Ariiis

pomel

IV.).

Ar. a saltire raguly gu.
(Tenterden, co. Kent, and Guildford co. Surrey).
Az. a chev. betw. three birds or.
Crest A three-quarter
spread eagle, with three annulets on the breast.
Austen (Grovehurst and Broadford, co. Kent, from which
family derives Acsten
of Hertfordshire and
Hampshire, of which was Jane Adsten,
the novelist. Her
brother, Edwabd Adsten, Esq. inheriting the Godmersham
estates, assumed the surname and arms of Knight).
Or,
a chev. gu. betw. three lions' gambs erect, erased sa.
armed of the second. Crest On a mural crown or a stag

Austen

a bendlet

Avenant

ppr.

and Henry

III.

all

Ar. on a bend gu. an annulet or (another,

Aveland, Lord. See Heathcote.
Aveleirs (Suffolk). Ar. three escutcheons gu. two and one.
Aveline (Windsor and Frogmore, co. Berks). Per pale az.

segreant of the last.
and az. betw. three

— A garb

CorawaU, Edward

Az. a fesse fusily ar. over

(Sussex).

ar. holding ia the

a mount vert a tree
of the last, with two birds' nests pendent by strings gu.
Crest
An eagle rising, right wing erect, left close.

Auste.
Austell

See Antingham.
(Hampshire). Az. a fesse fnsily ar. in chief a label

Autreyn

ppr. vested ar. coat az. buttoned or.
Auriol (London and Brussels). Ar. on

Ausborne. Sa. billettee or, a griffin
Auscot. Erm. a chev. gobony ar.

AVK

Autingrhain.

co.

Warwick,

Erm. on a

167».
pale engr. as.

A
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AVE

Crest— An ounce couchant

ar.

three lions' heads couped or.
bezantee ducally gorged or.
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three
(Smitli's Ordinary).
bezants. CYest A bezant betw. two lion's paws.
ar.
and
Avesnes. Bendy of six gu.

Avery

—

Avesness. Bendy of six ar. and gu.
Avison. Az. three wheat sheaves
hand

vested, cuffed, holding

Avonmore, Viscount.

or.

Ci-est

—A

dexter

an anchor.
See Yelverton.

Awbene.

Gu. sis lozenges ar. three escallops in chief or.
Sa. three helmets ar.
bend erm.
Awbmarle (Dorsetshire). Gu. five fusUs

Awbig-ney.

m

betn-. six crosses crosslet or.

A'wbom.

Az. a pillar or column erect betw. two angels'
Crest— A unicorn pass, or, gorged with
wings elevated or.
a dncal coronet and chained sa.
(Suffolk).
Ar. a saltire betw. four griffins' heads

Awbre

erased sa.

Awbrey

co. Wilts).

(Chadenwich and Burton,

Bendy of

eight erra. and gu.

Awbrey.

Az. a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased or.
Crest
.-Vn eagle's head erased or.
A'wbrey. Gu. a fesse engr. erm.
Ar. on a bend
(Devonshire and Oxfordshire).
CreU On a lion's gamb. ppr.
cottised az. three roses or.
a chev. or, charged with a mullet sa.
(Seend, co. Wilts). Ar. on a bend cottised az. three

—

Awdrey

—

Awdry

cinquefoils or.

head

Crest

Motto

az.

— Out

of a ducal coronet or,

a

lion's

—Nil sine deo.

Awdry (Xotton, co.
Same Arms and

Wilts, a

branch of the Awdkts of Seend).

(Kent and Gloucestershire). Erm. on
a chief az. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A bull's head erased gu.

—

attired ar.

Awing:.
Crest

—On

all a lion ramp. ar.
a quatrefoil party per cross gu. and vert, a lion's

Quarterly, vert and gu. over

head on a wreath

Awmack,

ar.

or Allmack.

Crest— A tower ppr.

3Totto

—

Cavendo Tutus.

—

Aw^nsam.

Ar. on a canton sa. a fleur-de-lis or. Crest An
escallop shell or, betw. two palm branches vert.
Awnsar. Ar. three talbots' heads erased gu.
Ar. an oak tree vert acorned or, on a chief az.
three trefoils slipped of the third.
Avrsthwaite (Awsthwaite, CO. Cumberland, extinct temp.
Edward HI. the heiress m. Stanley). Gu. two bars ar. in
chief three mullets of six points pierced or.
(London, Camden's grants, 1606).
Ar. on a fess
betw. two chevronels sa. three bezants each charged with a
cross crosslet of the second.
Crest
A greyhound's head
couped ar. gorged with a plain collar sa. charged with three
bezants.

Awood.

;

Awston

—

Avcstrey.

The same as Aostret.
Ar. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased (another,
couped) gu.

Awys.

Axall, or Axeson.
Axg-riffith.

Gu. three axes ar.
Quarterly, gu. and or, four leopards' faces

counterchanged.

Axtell.

Az. three axes ar. handles or.
a fesse erm.
Ayala (Spain). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two wolves pass.
in pale sa. within a bordure gu. charged with eight saltires

Axton. Gu
and

or; 2nd

3rd, or, a four towered castle
Ar. two bars vert.

Ayburgr.

Ayde.

az., for

Castile.

Or, a fesse counter embattled betw. three leopards'

heads ar.

Ayer. Az. three barks or.
Ayer. Gu. three covered cups ar.
Ayer, or Ayre (Nottinghamshire).
ar.

beaked and membered

Per

pale or

and

gu. three

roundles

counter-

chiinged.
biit'lp

Sa. three lions pass, guard, in pale ar.

horn

Ayland.

Crest

—

ar.

Sa. on

Aylberton.

an inc^cutcheon ar. a bend gu.
two bars betw. three ogresses within a

Or,

bfirilure f-ngr. sa.

Ayle.

Or, three palets »a.

Aylemer.

Ar. on a cross engr. ea. five bezants betw. four
within a bordure gobonatcd az. and purp.
Aylemer. Ar. a croM betw. four eaglets close gu.
Aylemer. Ar. a cross sa. betw. four daws ppr.
(Fun. Ent. Ire., 1758). Sa. a lion ramp. betw. three
crosses formed or.

•on

.-lylpts

Ayleph

36

cross ar. over all
a label gti.
First, a staff erect raguly or
second, a dragon's
;

gorged with three bars gu.
(Aylesbuiy, co. Bucks, of whom was John
DE Atlesburt, sheriff in 1377 and 1381). Az. a cross ar.
Aylesbury (Joh.n Aylesbury, or Ailesbury, of Erdington,
CO. Warwick, whose dau. and heir m. Somerville of Somerville Aston, same co.
Said John was 5th in descent from
Walter de Aylesbury, temp. Edward I.). Ar. a cross az.
Aylesford, Earl of. See Finch.
Aylesford. Gu. a fret engr. erm.
Aylesworth (Kineton, co. Warwick, Visit. Warwick). Ar.
a fesse engr. betw. six billets three and three gu.
Aylet. Az. three annulets ar.
Aylet (Howells, CO. Essex). Gu. three annulets and a chief ar.,
as augmentation a canton or, charged with the rose of England. Cre.it
An arm gu. holding a sword hilted or, blade
Motto Not in vain.
ar.
Aylett (Braintree, co. Essex). Az. a fesse embattled betw.
three unicorns' heads erased ar. crined and armed or. Crest
A demi unicorn reguard. ar. crined and armed or.
Ayleward (Norfolk). Per pale sa. and ar. two fleurs-de-lis
in pale counterchanged.
Crest
Betw. the horns of a creor,

—

—

—

—

scent or, a cross pattee gu.
Sa. a chev. betw. three garbs or.
(Taunton, co. Gloucester). Az. a lion ramp, or,
betw. three crosslcts fitchee ar.

Ayleward.

Ayleway

Aylewortb.

Sa on a bend ar. three birds gu., on a chief
three reindeers' heads cabossed of the first

—

Gu. fretty erm. (another, or). Crest A fire
betw. two branches of palm in orle both ppr.
Gu. a fret engr. erm.
Ayliffe (London and Brinksworth, co. Wilts). Ar. on a
chev. engr. sa. betw. three stars gu. streaming on the dexter
side downwards in bend or, as many bucks' faces of the
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an oak tree ppr.
field.
fructed gold.
Ayliffe (Skeres, co. Hants). Quarterly, gu. and sa. a lion
ramp. betw. three crosses pattee or, all within a bordure ar.
charged with eight torteaux.
Aliflfe. Quarterly, gu. and sa.
(Lyons co. Kildare, settled in Ireland since the 12th
century). Ar. a cross sa. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
A Cornish chough rising out of a ducal coronet all
Hallelujah.
ppr. Motto
(Donadea Castle, co. Kildare, hart., a branch of the
ancient house of Aylmer of Lyons). Ar. a cross sa. betw.
four Cornish choughs ppr. Crest A Cornish chough rising
Hallelujah.
out of a ducal coronet all ppr. Motto
(confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux, June 1647, to
Sir John Aylmer and Samuel Aylmer, of Moglington,
alkts Nowden Hall, co. Essex). Ar. a cross betw. four seaaylets sa. beaked and legged gu. Crest— On a marquess's
coronet or, an aylet's head erased sa. beaked gu. betw. two

Ayleford.

Aylford, or Aynford.

—

Aylmer

—

—

Aylmer

—

—

Aylmer

wings expanded gold.
Or, on a cross engr. betw. four martlets
bezants within a bordure gobonated purp. and ar.
Aylmer. Ar. a fesse betw. three asses pass. gu.
Aylmer {Lord Aylmer). Ar. a cross sa. betw. four Cornish
choughs ppr. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a Cornish
chough rising ppr. Siqiporters—Two sailors temp. George I.
affront^e ppr. habited az. the dexter holding a cross staff,
sinister a lead-lino, also ppr.
Motto Steady.
Aylmer (Walworth Castle, co. Durham, a branch of Atlmeb
of Donadea). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Ayloflfe (Braxted Magna, Essex, and Framfield, co. Sussex,
and also of Suffolk). Sa. a hon ramp, collared gu. betw.
three crosses form^e or.
Crest
A demi Uon or, collared
eagles'

Aylmer (London).
sa. five

—

—

CU.

Ayloffe

or.

Ar. on a bend engr. az. a sun in chief or, and an
eagle wings elevated of the field in base; in the sinister
cliif'f point a cross flory gu.

Ay^le.

—

ATI.
a

—

Gu. three doves close

Ayerst.

Ayest.

Crests

head

Az.

Aylesbury

or,

Crest.

Awger, or Agrer

Aylesbury.

(Kent and Wiltshire). Quarterly, gu. and sa. a lion
ramp. betw. three crosses formic fitchee or, collared az.
within a bordure pcUettee.
Ayloft. Ar. a fcs.ie betw. three hens sa.
Aylward (Shankill Castle, co. Kilkenny). Az. a fleur-delis betw. in the dexter chief and sinister base an estoile, and
in sinister chief and dexter base an increscent or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter arm embowed mailed
the hand ppr. holding an anchor of the first.
Aylward (SufTolU). Ar. on a saltire az. betw. four grifSns'
heads erased gu. a leopard's face betw. four lozenges or.
Aylward. Ar. on a cross az. a leopard's face betw. four

—

lozenges or.

Aylwarde, or Alwarde

(Suffolk).
Ar. a saltier az.
betw. four giiflins' heads erased gu.
(Devonshire, Gloucester.'ihiro, and Kent). Ar. a
fesse engr. betw. six billets gu.
Crest
An arm habited sa.
issuing out of rays or, in the hand ppr. a luuuan skull ar.

Aylworth

—

A

Aylworth

(Somersetshire).

Ar. on a

fesse engr. cottised

betw. six (another, three) billets gu. three infants' heads
couped at the shoulders of the first, crined or. Crest As
the last.
Aylworth (co. Essex). Az. a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three

—

Aylworth.

(Tackley, co. Oxford, Her. Visit.). Ar. a chev.
engr. betw. six billets gu.
Aylworth. Ar. on a fesse engr. betw. six. billets gu. a

crescent of the first.
Aylworth. Sa. a chev. betw. three garbs or.
Ayncotes. Ar. three covered cups az. on a chief gu. a
Crest
tower or, betw. two lions pass, of the field.

—

or,

between two wings

sa.

Ayncotts.
Ajmcotts.

Ar. three covered cups az. a chief gu.
Ar. a tower triple-towered az. betw. three
covered cups; the lower part sa. the upper of the second.
Crest— A squirrel sejant gu. collared or.
Ayncourt. Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. ten billets sa. in
chief a label of three points gu.
Ayncourt. Az. billettce, a fesse dancettee or.
Aynesford. Gu. a fret engr. erm.

Aynesford, or Alford. Gu. fretty erm.
Aynesw^orth (Lancashire). Gu. three battle-axes
Crest—Two battle-axes in

saltier ppr.

Motto

ar.

—Courage

bordure

Az. three spades ar. (another, within a

—

As the
Ar. on a bend sa. three crescents of the

Crest

or).

Aynesworth.

Aynscomb

first.

Aylford.
See Ayneswokth, Lancashire.
(Mayfield, Sussex, and Cowdon, Kent).

Ayton.

Gu. a cross patonce

Aytoun

(that Ilk, co. Berwick, the heiress

—A

annulet ar. within a double tressure flory counterflory or.
A man in armour, holding in the dexter hand a
Crest
sword erect ppr. pomel and hilt or, on his breast a shield,
thereon the arms of Aynsley. ilotio Furth fortune and

—

—

the fetters.

Aynsworth.

Sa. on a bend ar. three crescents of the field.
Vert on a chev. ar. three phcons sa.
Erm. a bend gu. Crest An antelope pass. ar.

—

Aytoun of Dunmure, co. Fife). Ar. a cross engr. betw.
four roses gu. Crest
A hand pulling a rose ppr. Motto
Decerptae dabunt odorem.
to

—

—

Aytoun

(Inchdairnie, co. Fife). The same, with a crescent
ar. in fesse point for difif.
Crest
rose gu.
Motto
Virtute orta occidunt rarius.

—

Aytoun

four roses gu. a baton sa. ensigned on the top with one of the
lions of England.
Crest and Motto as Aytoun of Kinaldie.

BAA
ar.

(Bedfordshire, Harl. MSS. 1531, vol.

—

—

—

Ayrmin

—

—

—

Ayshcomb

—

Ayson

griffin's

—

head gu. ducally gorged
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or.

I.).

Gu. a chey.

betw. three plates.

Baa, or Bao

Gu. a chev. betw. three
(another, the mullets with six points pierced ar.).
(Bedfordshire).

Baad, or Bad
hand

five

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.

(Scotland).

2nd and

:

a crescent

3rd, or,

sa.

Crest

a

— A dexter

ppr. holding a trident az.

Gu. three lions ar.
a chev. betw. three crosslets fitchee az.

bezants.

Babastre. Az. four fusils in pale or.
Babb, or Babe. Barry of six ar. and

sa, on a canton of
the last, a leopard's face or. Crest
A dexter hand erect
pointing with two fingers to the sun ppr.
Babbington. Gu. three bezants (another, plates).
(Castle Derver, co. Louth). Az. three crest ents, two

—

Babe

and one
clothes

or.

all

Crest

— On

mound a babe

a

in swaddling

ppr.

Babeham, or Babehaw
betw. three wings ar. as

many

(London).
Sa. on a chev.
torteaux, each charged with

—

a pheon or. Crest A demi man ppr. wreathed on tlie head
with a knot gu. holding in his right hand a wing sa. gutteo
d'or.

Babeham.

Sa.

on a chev.

or,

betw. three wings ar. three

torteaux, each charged with an eagle's head of the second.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee az. three annulets of the first.

Babepull.

—

—

roses gu. a bordure of the second.
Crext
A rose tree vert,
flowered gu. Motto
Et decerptae dabunt odorem.
(Sii John Aytoun, of Kippo, Gentleman Usher of
the Black Rod, ternp. Charles II.). Ar. on a cross engr. betw.

collared sa.

the sinister, all ppr., in the base the sea az.
Gu. on a bend betw. six
(Wotton, Devonshire).
crosses formce fitchee ar. three mullets sa.
Ayre (Isle of Ely). Ar. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils or.
Ayre (Nottinghamshire). Gu. three martlets ar. membered
or.
On a ducal coronet or, a wivern vert.
Crest
Ayre. Ar. a bend az. betw. two mullets gu.
Ayre (Lincolnshire). Ar. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils
Crest
A leg erect in armour per pale ar. and sa.
or.
couped at the thigh gu. knee-cap and spur or. Motto
Laeto aere florent. Another Motto Lighter than air.
(Lincolnshire). Ar. a saltiro engr. and a chief gu.
Ayrton. Per cross gu. and or, in the first and fourth
quarter an escallop ar.
Ayrton (Kight Hon. Acton Smee Ayrton, late Chief Commissioner of Works, son of Frederick Ayrton, Esq., of Bombay, by Julia his wife, only dau. and heir of Lieut. -Col.
Nugent). Per pale gu. and az. a fesse humettee erm. betw.
three leopards' faces ar, quartering Nugent. Crest A demi
lion ram.p. erm. holding a pennon per pale gu. and az.
thereon a leopard's face of. Motto Pro aris ct focis.
Ayscough (Nutthall, CO. Lincoln, Her. Visit.) Sa. a fesse
betw. three asses pass. ar.
Ayscougrh. Sa. a fesse or, betw. three asses erm. Crest
An ass erm.
Ayscough. See Askue, Newcastle.
Ayscue (Lincolnshire). Ar. three asses heads" couped sa.
(Liford, Berkshire). Or, a lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. tail forked, a chief of the third.
Aysildey. Ar. a hon ramp. gu. collared of the field, and
charged on the shoulder with a mullet az.
Aysingcourt. Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads gu.
Crest
An eagle's head betw. two wings ppr.
(Essex and London). Ar. a mullet sa. in the dexter
point a fleur-de-lis gu. Crest
Out of a mural crown ar. a

Ar. a cross engr. betw. four

(Kinaldie, co. Fife).

Town of. Gu. a castle triple-towered ar. betw. a holy
lamb with cross, staff, and banner of St. Andrew, on the
dexter, and the head of St. John the Baptist in a charger on

Ayre

—

—A

Aytoun

Babelake.

Ayr,

ar.

m. George, son
Lord Home, and the male representation passed

first

Baare, or Bare.
Babalake. Ar. on
Ar. a

cubit arm erect,
chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
in the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis sa.
Aynscourt. Ar. an imperial eagle displayed gu.
Aynsley (Mdrray-Atnsley of Little Harle Tower, NorthGu. on a bend
umberland, andUnderdown, co. Hereford).
erm. betw. two quatrefoils or, three mullets of six points
sa., quartering, for Mukray, az. three mullets and in chief an

Aype.

—

lure ppr.

galley ar.

last.

Aynford. See
Aynisworth.

fill

Barry of six or and az. on a canton gu. a cross
pattee ar.
Crest
A hand gauntleted holding a hawke'»

mullets ar.

sans peur.

Aynesworth.

Ayot.

Asrton.

of the

bezants.

covered cup
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Az. a chev. betw. three (another, ten) crosses

crosslet or.

Baber

(Somersetshire and Middlesex). Ar. on a fesse go,
three hawks' heads erased of the first. Crest— On a mount
vert a cock with wings expanded ar. comb, wattles, and legs

Baber

(Somersetshire and Oxfordshire). Ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. three ogresses, each charged with a martlet of the
first as many mascles or.
Babetote. Erm. on a chief or, three bendlets sa.
Babington (East Brigford, co. Nottingham, and afterwards
by the marriage of an heiress, Detliick, co. Derby, also Chilwell

and Rampton,

cester).

co. Notts., and Rothley Temple, co. LeiAr. ten torteaux, four, three, two, and one, in chief

—

a label of three points az. Crest A demi bat dispL gu.
(another a dragon's head betw. two dragons' wings gu. out of
his mouth a scroll).
Motto Foy est tout.
Babington (Sir William Babington of Kiddington, who
was granted the Manor of Broadway on the dissolution of
Pershore Abbey, and Gekvaise Babington, Bishop of Wor-

—

cester, 1597-1610).

Same Arms.

Babington

(Lodlcy, co. Leicester, Dorset, and Stafford).
Crest
Ar. ten torteaux, four, three, two and one.
A fox's
head ppr.

—

Babrampore

(The

Maharajah Dirg Bmte Sino of Bab-

Ar. on a fess az. betw. in chief a sword in bend
surmounted by a matchlock in bend sinister and in base on a
couchant all ppr. an Eastern crown betw. two
tiger
mount a
Crest— Oa a trunk of a tree
stars of six points of the first.
eradicated fesswise and sprouting to the dexter a falcoa
surmounted by a rainbow all ppr. il/o££o— Fides et justitia.
Babthorp (co. York). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three cres«ent»
BA.MPORE).

Crest— A cockatrice's head erased ar. beaked, combed,
and wattled or.
Babthorp (co.York). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three crescents ar.
erm.

Babthorpe. Ar. on a chev. sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Babthorpe (formerly on glass, Worcester Cathedral). Sa.
a chev. betw. three crescents

or.

AA

az.

an

Gu. a

Bacon

fret ar.

Gu. fretty

ar.

on a canton barry of six

ar.

and

orle of martlets of the first.

Ar. fretty gu. on a canton barry of eight gu.
a cross pattee of the last.
Babthorp. Sa. five plates betw. two chev. and three
or,

lozenges ar.

Babtot
talbots"

(Byfold, CO. Hereford).

Enn. on a chief

az. three

heads couped ar.

Babwell, or Babbwell

Paly of six

(co. Middlesex).

(another
ar. and az. over all an eagle displ. sa. armed or
adds a bend gu.). Crest— A. gate or.
Bacey. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates.
Bache (Stanton, co. Derby, Visit. Derby, 1662 ; the heiress
Or, a lion ramp, reguard. pean within a
TO. Thornhill).
bordure bezantee. Crest— A demi lion ramp, reguard. pean
holding in the paw a bezant.
Bache (granted to Thomas Bache, Esq., of Coventry).
Erm. a lion ramp, guard, sa. holding betw. the paws a woolpack ppr. within a bordure of the second charged with eight
bezants, a chief wavy gu. thereon a bend engr. or, betw.
two roses ar. barbed and seeded ppr. Crest— On a mount
ert a demi lion guard, sa. bezantee, gorged with a wreath of
oak or, holding betw. the paws a woolpack as in the Anns.
Bache, or Batch (Thomas Bache, or Batch, sheriff of
Worcester, temp. 5 Queen Anne, 1706). Or, a lion ramp,
gu. within a border sa. bezantee.
Or, on a bend engr. gu. three eagles displ of

Bachecot.
the

(Aston Clinton, 1606).

Or,

a

fesse betw. three

dragons' heads couped and erected in bend sa. Crest—
dragon's head erased or, vulned in the neck gu.
Bacheler. Ar. a bend betw. three wings az. (another, sa).
Bacher. Gu. two bendlets, one or, the other ar.).
(William Back, Esq. M.D.). Per saltire ar. and gu.
a hon ramp, guard, or, on a chief wavy az. a woolpack of
the first betw. two bezants. Crest— A griffin pass, per pale
gu. and erm. collared or, winged erminois, resting his dexter

Back

claw on a woolpack ar.
Back. Ar. an eagle recursant overture sa.
(Devonshire). Ar. three bats displ. sa.
Backhouse (Sunderland, co. Durham, and Killet, co.
Lancaster). Per saltire or and az. a saltire erm. Crest—
An eagle vert wings closed preying on a snake ppr. Motto
Confido in Deo.
Backhouse (Middleton Lodge, co. York). Same as BaceHODSE of Sunderland.
Backhouse (Whitridge, co. Cumberland, Visit. London,
Artns and Crest same as Backhodse of Sunderland.
1568).
Backhouse (Kent and London). Same as Backhouse of
Sunderland.
Backhouse (Swallowfield, Berkshire). Or, a saltire enn.
Backhurst. Az. a saltire erm.
Backome. Ar. a chev. betw. three bats gu.
Backs (Trumpington, co. Cambridge). Erm. ou a bend gu.

Backcombe

—

three eagles displ. or.
Backwell (Middlesex).
gu. a lion pass. or.

Backwell

Paly of six

ar.

and

az.

on a chief

(Ixindon).

—

Bacon

—

—

Isle

last

of

two

mullets pierced sa.
(in the east window, north aisle, Bristol Cathedral).
Az. three boars pass, in pale or.
Bacon (exemplified 1829 to Robert M'Cadsland, Esq., son

Bacon

of DoMiNicK M'Oausland, Esq., of Daisy Hill, co. Londonderry, by Mart, his wife, dau. and heir of Rev. Benjamin
Bacon, D.D., on his taking the name of Bacon). Gu. a
mullet or, on a chief erm. two mullets sa. Creit A boar
pass. erm. charged on the side with a mullet or.
Motto
Mediocria firma.
Bacon (Twyhouse, co. Somerset). Ar. a fesse betw. three
round buckles gu. Crest— A greyhound's head erased sa.
holding in the mouth a stag's foot or.
Bacon (Suffolk). Gu. three trefoils pierced ar.
Bacon (Suffolk). Az. on a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis or,
as many srrifBns' heads erased of the field.
Bacon (Sutton Bonnington. George Bacon, Esq., of Nottingham). Vert a cross engr. erm. on a chief ar. a ducal
coronet gu. betw. two mullets sa. Crest
On a mount veit
a boar ar. bristled and tusked or, semee of mullets sa. in the
mouth a ragged staff vert. Motto Mediocria firma.
Bacon (Yorkshire). Gu. on a chief ar. two mullets with six

—

—

—

—

points sa. pierced or.
Bacon. Gu. three cinquefoils pierced ar. (another, erm.).
Bacon. Gu. a cross, engr. erm. on a chief vert two mullets

Bacon. Ar. three boars' heads or.
Baconsthorpe (temp. Edward
manor

of

West Bursham,

heads erased

armorial window,
Az. three grifBns'

or, collared sa.

Baconthorp.
heads erased

III.,

co. York).

Az. three peacocks' (another, lapwings')

or.

Baconthorpe. Ar. a cross engr. gu.
Bacton. Sa. three bars gemelles ar. on

a canton of the
second a crescent of the first.
Or, on a saltire engr. sa. a mullet ar.
a chev. ar. betw. three bezants.
(monument to Thos. Badam in St. Endellion Church,
Cornwall, 1723). A chev. erm. betw. three bulls' heads.
(North Okenden, co. Essex). Sa. a chev. engr. erm.
betw. three swans ar.
(Suffolk). Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three swans ar.
Badby (London, 1383). Ar. a saltire betw. four rooks sa.
Crest
A sphinx pass, guard, ppr. wings endorsed.
Badby. Ar. a saltire engr. gu. betw. four crows ppr.
Badcock (St. Winow, co. Cornwall). Sa. a fesse betw.
three cocks ar.
Badcock (Essex, and Kensington, co. Middlesex). Sa. on a
Crest
A stag lodged and guard,
pale ar. three cocks gu.
betw. two branches of laurel in orle, ppr.
Badcock (Devonshire). Arms, the same. Crest A demi
cock gu.
Badcock. Ar. two bars and in chief three cocks gu,
Badd (Cames-Oysells, co. Hants. Granted 2 Jan. 1626). Az.

Bacwort.
Bacy. Gu.

Badam

Badby
Badby

—

—

—

Badd

(Fareham,
Crest

az.

—A

Ar.

co. Hants).

lion's

five fleurs-de-lis in saltire

head guard, erased

ar.

ducaUy crowned

az.

Baddeley, or Badley. Erminois, a bend sa.
Baddiford (Dartmouth, co. Devon). Erm. on a bend
counter-flory sa. three eagles displ. or.

head
of

or,

crowned with a coronet flory
stalked and leaved vert.
Gu. three bezants.

sa.

flory

Crest— An eagle's
betw. two branches

lilies ar.

Baddingrton.

firma.
(

FUcount

St.

Albans).

Same Arms with a crescent

for

difT.

Bacon

(Newton Cup, co. Durham, and Stewart Pile, co.
Northumberland, granted 1752). Erm. a wild boar pass. az.
briitled armed and ungulcd or, langued gu. on a chief of
the thiid two mullets of the fourth. Crext
A demi wild
boar inmp. guard, az. bristled armed and ungulcd or,
langued gu. holding in the mouth a tilting spear ar. stricken
In the shoulder and vulned ppr.
Bacon (Itaconsthorpc, co. Norfolk). Az. three boars pass. or.
Bacon (llarlcston, co. Norfolk). Ar. a fleur-de-lis betw.
thrtt toars pass. or. Creit—A demi boar erect or, armed
and bristled oz.
Bacon (llcs.iet, co. Norfolk, and co. Suffolk, the heiress
m. Eicon of Kriston). Ar. on a fesse engr. betw. three

—

—

«*cutcheons gu. a» many mullets ar.. pierced aa. C)-eit
talbot's head sa. erased gu. holding in the mouth a deer's
lee or.
1568).

Seafield, St. Anne,
as Bacon, Bart, of Kedgrave.
Gu. a bordure invecked ar. on a chief of the

Same

Man).

five fleurs-de-lis in saltire ar.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three covered cups
or.
Crcal
Out of a mural crown or, a demi bull sa.
Backwith. Sa. on a fcsse betw. three billets in chief and
one in base ar. each charged with a mullet az. three fleur»de-lisof the first.
(Redgrave, co. Suffolk, premier bart. descended from
the LonD Keeper Bacon). Gu. on a chief ar. two mullets
pierced sa.
Crat A boar pass. erm. Motto Mediocria

Bacon

Cksae Bacon,

or.

first.

Bacheler

Bacon

(Major

Bacon.

Babthorp.
and

BAD
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BAB
Babthorp.
Babthorp.

(Drlnkston, co. Suffolk, and London, Visit. London,
Same ArmM and Crtst, with a mullet for diff.

88

Bade. Ar. six fleurs-de-lis in saltire az.
Badel. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops az.
Badeley (Suffolk, and Leigh Halls, co. Essex.) Gu. a chev.
betw. three boars' heads erased ar. Ci-est — A boar's head
couped

at the

Baden.

neck

ar.

Ar. on a bend double cottised sa. three eagles displ.

or.

Badenock

Or, three lions' heads erased gu.
Az. fretty ar. a fcsse betw. two cottises gu.
Ar. on a bend cottised sa. three eagles of the field
(Scotland).

Badesbury.
Badew^e.

(another, the eagles or).

Badford, or Badishford
in

bend betw. two cottises

Badg'er, or Baerehott

(Kent).

Az. three eagles

displ.

nr.

(cos. Cambridge, Gloucester, and
Leicester, allowed at Her. Visit, co. Gloucester to Badoeb,
or Badoehott, of Hall Place. Elizabeth, dau. and heir of
ItowLAND Badohot, of llanlcy Castle, m. Nathaniel
BosTocK, M.D., and d. 1682). Erm. on a bend gu. three
Crest
eagles or.
A bull's head caboased sa. betw. the
attirea a greyhound courant ar. collared gu.

—

A

BAD
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(Hanley Castle, co. Worcerter. Monumental inspection at Hanley, to Maby, dau. of John Wakeman, of
Beckford, and late wife of John, son of Bowi.and Badoes).
Erm. on a bend gn. three eagles displ. or.
Badger (Pool House, Hanley, co. Worcester). Or, a badger

Badgrer

ppr.

Badg'er (Upton, co. Worcester). Or, a badger pass. az.
Badger. Or, a badger pass. sa. Crest— A badger ppr.
Badlxam. Or, on a cross gu. five mullets of the first. Crest
An eagle displ. with two beads, ar. charged on the breast
with a saltire gu. ilfoffo— Virtus astra petit.
Badifforde. Az. on a bend cottised ar. three eagles displ.

—

Pi-

Badisford.

Az. three eagles

displ. ar.

betw. two bendlets

of the second.

Badland.

Ar. three spindles in fesse threaded or.
Badlesmere {Baron Badlesmere ; summoned to Parliament
1309 abeyance 1309). Ar. a fesse betw. two bars gemelles
ga. Crest A lion's gamb. erased sa. holding a luurel branch
;

—

vert.

Badlesmere. Ar. a fesse and canton gu.
Badlesmere (Kent). Erm. a fesse betw.

two bars gemels

gu-

Badlesmere.

Ar. a fesse double cottised gu.
Badley (Suffolk). Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three swans ar.
Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. charged with two bendlets az.
BadlO'we. Per chev. erm. and sa. two greyhounds in full
course, within a bordure of France.
Badrick. Sa. a fillet and a chev. humettee reversed ar.
Badstone. Ar. three bats' wings displ. sa.

—

Baeshe

cinquefoils of the

Baghot
conrant

ar. collared

Bagley.

hands erect

or.

(Nottinghamshire). Sa. three dancing bears or,
(another, a bordure, ar.).
Bafford (Yorkshire). Ar. a saltier sa. (another, adds a label
and three points gu.).
Bafyn. Sa. an escutcheon erm.
Bagraret. Erm. on a bend gu. three escallops or.
Bag'ecroft (Boxwell, co. Norfolk). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

armed

Bagecroft

Ar. a lion sa. tail queued.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Bagehott (Droitwich, CO. Worcester), Or, on a bend gu.
three eagles displ. of the field. See Bdtleb of Droitwich.
Bageley, or Bag-ley. Or, three lozenges az. Crest On
the top of a spear issuing a wivem sans legs tail nowed in
a knot.
Bagenal. See Bagnall.
(Norfolk).

Bagecroft.

—

Bagenald.

Sa.

a leopard's face betw. eight martlets in

orle or.

Bagenden.

Or, on a pale sa. three stars of the

Bagenliolt.

Per

saltier or

and erm. a

lion

first.

ramp.

az.

—

Crest

a greyhound

many

—

—

—

martlets or.
Sa. an inescutcheon erm. charged
within an orle of martlets or.
Sa. an inescutcheon within an orle of martlets

(Staffordshire).

with a leopard's

face,

or.

(Lord

Bagot,

Uromley,

of Bagot's

co.

Stafford).

Erm. two chev. az. Crest— Oxxt of a ducal coronet or, a
goat's head ar. attired of the first. Supponers
Two goats
ar. attired or.
Motto Antiquum obtinens.
Bagot (Staffordshire). Ar. two chev. az.

—

—

Bagot. Or, on a cross gu. five escallops ar.
Bagot, or Bacot. Erm. on a bend gu.

three

spread

eagles or.

a bend gu.
Bagot (William Bagot, Sheriff of Warwick and Leicester,
temp. Henry III., son of Robert Bagot, of Morton Bagot,
temp. Henry I.). Ar. two chevronels az.
Bagot (confirmed to Chbistopheb Neville Bagot, Esq., of
Aughrane Castle, co. Galway). Erm. two chevronels az.
in the dexter chief point a trefoil slipped vert. Crest
Out
of a ducal coronet or, a goat's head ermines homed of the
first.
JVfoi^o^Antiquum obtinens.
Bagot ifrom glass in Worcester Cathedral). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. t;iree martlets sa.
N.B. ^This coat was for a time
borne by Bagot of Bagots Bromley, co. Stafford, but the
original bearings were resumed by Richabd Bagot, who d.

—

—

Bagshaw

1596.

—

Bagg

—

Byese,

Garter, 15C6).

Az. a griffin
betw. three cinquefoils or.
Crest
A demi
holding a cinquefoil stalk and leaves vert.

—

ramp. erm.
erm.

griflfin

Baggallay

(registered to Ricoard Baggallat, Esq. of
Kingthorpe House, Upper Tooting, CO. Surrey, father of Sir
BiCHABD Baggallat, Attorney-General, 1874). Per chev.

on a chev.

az.

many

or,

betw. three goats' heads erased
the second. Crect
A goat's

fleurs-de-lis of

—

head erased ar. charged on the neck with three fleurs-de-lis
one and two az. Motto Stemmata quid faciunt.
Bagge. Az. a griffin segreant erm. betw. three cinquefoils
ar.
Crest
A sword in pale, supporting a garland of laurel

—

—

ppr.

Bagge

or.

—

Bagg

all

displ.

attires

Ar. on a fesse betw. three martlets gu. as

Bagot

See Badgeb.
Bagesover (Salop). Gu. a fesse betw. three birds ar.
(Plymouth, co. Devon, granted 1G07). Paly and bendy
of six coimterchanged ar. and gu. on a chief or, three
cinquefoils az.
Crest
Or, two wings endorsed, the dexter
gu. the other ar. charged with a cinquefoil az.
(Plymouth, Visit. Devon, 1620). Lozengy ar. and gu.
on a chief or, three cinquefoils az. Crest Two wings gu.
and ar. a cinquefoil az. on the second.
Bagge (granted to William Bagge, of Shipdam, Norfolk, by

gu. and

three

thistle

gu.

(Kent).

Bager. Gu. a goat pass. ar.
Bager, and Baget (Cambridgeshire).

ar. as

a

Bagot. Erm.

or.

Edward

rose charged with

Barry of six or (another, erm.) and sa. over
aU a lion ramp. az. Crest A dragon's head erased gu.
gorged with two bars or.
Bagnall (Staffordshire and Wales). Erm. two bars or, over
all a lion ramp. az.
Crest
An antelope sejant ar. billettee
sa. ducaUy gorged, lined, armed, and tufted or.
Bagnall (Sir Henby Bagnall, of the Newry, co. Down,
knighted at Christ Church, Dublin, 24 April, 1579). Erm.
two bars or, over all a lion ramp. az. Crest An heraldic
antelope sejant vert crined ducally gorged and chained or.
Bagnall (Wick and Worcester. After the Battle of Worcester William Bagnall, of Upper Wick, who d. 21 Sept.
1652, aged 36, gave his horse to Charles II., on which His
Majesty fled through St. Martin's Gate). Ermines two bars
or, over all a lion ramp, double queued vert.
Crest
An
antelope sejant ar. billettee sa. horns and tail or, collared
and chained of the same, chain reflexed over the back.
Bagnall (Staffordshire). Sa. an inescutcheon erm. charged
with a lion's head erased vert within an orle of eight

Bagot

Bafford

^A

plates.

Bagnall

Bagnall.
Sa. a fesse betw. three

lion or, guttee de sang.

—

(Prestberie, co. Gloucester, Visit. Leicester, 1619).

or.

— A demi

Crest

first.

Erm. on a bend gu. three eagles
stag's head cabossed sa. betw. the

Bagnall

Crest

Aa

ppr.

(Stansted, co. Hertford, Visit. London, 1568). Per
cheT. ar. and gu. in chief two cocks sa. in base a saltire

Baett, or Batt.

B

Bagglnton, or Baggin^on. Or, a pile ai.
Baggs. Lozengy gu. and ar. on a chief of the second

(Castle Bagot, Dublin). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three martlets sa. as many mullets or. Crest
As the last.
(Delaridge, co. Derby). Ar. a bugle-horn sa.
betw. three roses gu. seeded or. Crest An arm couped at
the elbow and erect ppr. grasping a bugle-horn sa. stringed

—

—

vert.

Bagshaw

(South Okendon, co. Essex, and London). Or, a
bugle-horn vert, stringed gu. betw. three roses of the same
barbed and seeded ppr. Crest A bugle-horn or.
Bagsha-w. Ar. a bugle -hom sa. stringed vert, (another,
the same betw. three cinquefoils, gu.).
Bagshaw^e (Gbeaves-Bagshawe, Ford Hall, co. Derby, and
Banner Cross, co. York). Or, a bugle-horn sa. betw. three
quartering Greaves, and subseroses gu., for Baoshawe
quently, Child, Foxlowe, Murray, Bcstabd, Clay, ElmSALL, &c.
Crests— l&t, A dexter cubit arm couped the
hand ppr. grasping a bugle-horn sa. stringed vert, for
Bagshawe; 2nd, Gbeaves. Motto Forma flos, faraa flatus.
Bagsliaw (Inkberrow, co. Worcester. From a gold seal produced at the Visit. 1682 but which were disallowed). Same

—

;

—

as

Bagshawe.

Bagshaw

(Wormhill Hall, and the Oakes, in Norton, co.
originally of Abney, in the same co. and Ridge
and Farewell, co. Stafford). Per pale erm. and gu. a buglehorn stringed betw. three roses all counterchanged barbed
and seeded ppr. Crest A cubit dexter arm issuing out of
the clouds the hand ppr. holding a bugle hom or, the
handle sa. within the strings a rose gu. iUotJo^Forma flos,
fama flatus.
Bagshote. Erm. on a bend gu. three eagles displ. ar. Crat
An acorn slipped and leaved ppr.
Derby,

HaU, co. Norfolk, bart.). Lozengy paly
bendy ar. and gu. two flaimches or, on a chief of the last an
annulet betw. two cinquefoils of the second. Crest A pair
of wings addorsed or, semee of annulets gu'. Motto Spes
(Stradsett

—

—

est in Deo.

Baggiley (Baggiley,
C>est
A ram's head

—

attired or.
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CO. Chester).

az.

Or, three lozenges az.

charged with three lozenges and

—

—
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betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar. CrestBa^ue. Sa. a
On a chapeau, a pelican vulning herself all ppr.
Bag-way. Ar. three cries gu.
Bag-way. Ar. an orle gu. -K-ithin an orle of the last.
saltire or,

Bag-way.

Ar. two cries in fesse gu.
(Ballyloughane, Burgagery,

and Marlfield, co.
Tipperary). Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. a lior.
crown
a demi bull,
mural
a
of
Oa\.
Crest—
pass, of the first.

Bag-well

iloilo

ppr.

all

Bag-well.

Bagrworth.
couped

— Tn

fide et in bello fortis.

See Pckefot.
Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three boars' heads

sa.

Ar. a chev. gu. a bordure engr. sa.

Bag-worth.

Bahon. Az. a bend ar. cottised
Baiggendens. Or, en pile sa.

Motto

— Commodum ncn damnum.

Baildon (Yorkshire).

Ar. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-hs

sa.

Per pale az. and sa. a cross crosslet salCrest
A cubit arm erect
tirewise betw. four estoiles or.
and sa. cuff ar. the hand ppr. holding
six
az.
bendy
of
vested

Bailey (Norwich).

—

a crosier and surmounted by an

estoile

both or.

Motto
.

—

holding on her dexter hand a tower, in her sinister a laurel
branch vert.
Bailey (Bart, of Glanusk Park, co. Brecon). Ar. betw. two
bars, three annulets in fesse gu. all betw. as many martlets
of the last.
gu.

Crest

—A

sem^e of itnnulets

griffin sejant ar.

Az. a lion ramp,

cent betw. two mullets of the

Motto

—Vive momor

Bailie

ar.

lethi, fugit

or, in chief

Crest

last.

—A

a cres-

ship,

ppr.

hora.

(Uingdufferin, co. Down).

and one,

Az., nine stars, three, two,

Crest— A hand and dagger.

Motto

— Quid

clarius astris.

Ar. on a bend betw. three martlets gu. three

Bailiffe.
plates.

Bailies

three, three,

two and one.

(Yorkshire, granted 1578).

betw. two lions pass, guard,

Baillie (Kennedt-Baillie:

Or,

Sutherland, son
Az., nine stars,
a bordure or, charged with
A cat sejant ppr. Matter—

ar.,

—

ten cinquefoils vert.
Crest
Spero meliora.
Baillie (Gen. Sir Evan Baillie, Bart., 1812). Az. nine stars,
three, three, two and one, ar.
Crest
.A. boar's head erased
ppr. Supporters Two tigers ppr. each gorged with an
antique crown or, and thereto afBxed a chain passing betw.
the forelegs and reflexed over the back of the last. Motto

—

—

Ubi bene

ibi patria.

Baillie (Monkton,

a fesse wavy az.

Ayr, 1874).

Az. nine stars three, three,

—

—

Baillie (Balmeddiesyde,

Scotland).

Az. nine stars

or, three,

three,

James

Kennedv-Bailue, D.D., Rector of Ardtrea, Armagh, on his
assuming by Royal License the additional name of Baillie).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. nine etoiles three, three, two and
one, for Baillie; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
cross-crosslets fitchee sa. within a double tressure fiory
Crests
l.st,
counterflory of the .second, for Kennedy.
A
boar's head couped ar., for Baillie: 2nd, A dolphin naiant

—

—

titur in

—

—

—

—

marte

et arte.

(Capt. Michael Bain, 1784).
As. Tulloch, within a
bordure ar. Crest A dexter arm grasping a dirk ppr. Motto
Et marte et arte.
Bain (Pitcairlie, a cadet of Tulloch). The same, within a bordure counter compony or and az. Same Crest and Motto.
Bain (Kindall, CO. Perth). Az. a garb or, banded of the first
betw. three thistles ppr.
Bain (Sheriff Clerk of Berwick, 1680). The same within a bordure or. Crest A hand holding a scroll of paper ppr. Motto

—

—

—

—

Virtute.

Bain

sa.

exemplified, 1836, to Rev.

co.

two and one, or, a bordure engr. ar. Creit—A-n eagle reguardant his wings raised ppr. Motto
Libertas optima rerum.
Baillie (Paignton, co. Devon, 1855). Az. nine stars of six
points wavy three, three, two and one, or, a bordure of the
last charged with two boars' heads erased in pale and two
hands holding daggers erect in fess all ppr. Crest— \ boar's
head couped ppr. Motto Quid clarius astris.

Bain

Motto— Liberia.a.
(Jersey).

Baillie (William Baillie, of Rosehall, co.
of Alexander Baillie of Dochtour, 1747).

lucem.
Baillie (James Baillie, descended of LittlegiU, 1763). Az.
nine stars, three, three, two and one ar., a bordure indented
of the second charged with eight stars gu. Crest
A boar's
head erased ppr. Motto Quid clarius astris.
Baillie (William Robekt Baillie, Edinburgh, 1858). Az.
eight stars three, two, two and one, or, in fess point a stag's
head cabossed of the last, a bordure erm. Crest The
sun in his splendour ppr. Motto Clarior astris.
Bain (Tulloch, co. Aberdeen). Az. a wolf's head erased or.
Crest— A. dexter arm armed grasping a dirk ppr. Motto— ^t,

cross pattee fitchee gu. the trunk of a tree eradicated
and sprouting ppr. Motto Nee temere nee timide.
Bailey. Erm. three bars wavy sa. Crfst A demi lady

Bailhache

—

Ermi-

—

—

—

astris.

two and one, a bordure ar. charged with eight crescents of the first. Crest A morning star ppr. Motto
^Ver-

nois a 'lion pass. sa. holding in the dexter paw a cross patt^e
fitch^e gu. on a chief nebulee of the second a cross pattee, or.
Crest
In front of a demi lion erminois holding in the dexter
fesswise

Az. nine stars, three, three,
two and one ar. a bordure wavy or. Crest A star of eight
points ar. issuing from a cloud ppr.
Motto Nil clarius

—Deo

duce.

B alley (Ightham Place, and Nepicar House, co. Kent)

paw a

AI

B

(Innishargy, Ireland).

—

cr.

three etoiles of the field.
Baikie (Tankerness, co. Orkney). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three flames of fire ppr. a lion ramp. betw. two stars of the
field.
Crest— X flame of fire ppr: Supporters— Tyio angels
ppr.

Baillie

the

Az. a garb or, banded of
betw. three thistles of the second.
Crest and

(Sheriff Clerk of Fife, 1672).
first

Motto same as

Bain (Lynton,

last.

Baillie-Hamilton.

Devon, 1871). Az. a wolfs head erased ar. a
Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding a rose
gu. slipped and leaved vert. Motto Benedic nobis Domine.
Bail^w•all (Visit. London, 1568). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three
daggers erect ar.
Bailward (Horsington, co. Somerset). Ar. a chev. betw.
three bees volant in chief gu. and three torteaux in base.
Crest
A bull's head couped ar.

Baillie

Baily (Thomas Farmer

—

az.

Mntlo—(l\.iii clarius astris.

See Hamilton.
(Hoperig, co. Haddington, and Lamington, co. LanAz. (in some early blazons, sa.) nine stars three, three,
two, and one, ar. Crest A boar's head erased ppr.
Motto—
Qiiiil clarius astris.
v. Cochrane.
Baillie (Jervieswoode, co. Lanark the heiress m. Lord Binning, and lier 2nd son, who inherited Jervieswoode. took the
name of Baillie his descendants eventually succeeded to the
Earldom of Haddington). Sa. the sun in his splendour betw.
nine stars, three, two, and one, ar. Crest A crescent or.
ark).

—

;

:

Miitto

—

— Major virtus quam splendor.

Baillie (Walstoun, Scotland). Ar. the moon in her complement betw. nine stars, three, two, three, and one, ar. Crest

—

A

dove volant holding in her beak a branch of olive ppr.

Miilln

—

difference.

A«. Jervieswoode, a crescent ar. for
Major virtus quam

—

Cr«*i— A crescent or. Motto

uplendor.

Baillie (Caimbroc,

Lanark, 1780). Sa. the sun in his
two and one, ar. in middle
chief an eagle's head erased or.
Crest
On the point of a
sword erected ppr. hiltcd and pommeled or, a laurel wreath
fru( tuated of the first.
Mnlto Pcrscveranf i.

(picndour betw.

co.

five stars two,

—

—

Baillie (I'olkemmct,

co. Linlithgow, bart., I«23).

Quarterly,

Inland 4lh, aj.. nine stars three, three, two, and one or, a
bordure counter ncbuly ar. and sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion
ramp, and in chief three stars ar., Inglis of Murdistown.
;

Ci-f«(— A star of eight points issuing out of a cloud ppr.

Supporteri—Tvio lions guard,

40

co.

last.

—

—

—

Bailt, Esq. of Hall Place, co. Kent).

Or, on a fesse engr. betw. three nags' heads erased az. as

—

many fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
A goat's head erased az.
Vestigia nulla restrorsum.
bczantee horned or. Motto
Erm. a fesse betw. two chev. sa.
Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. ar.
Bainbridg-e. Az. three battle-axes or, staffs ar. Crest
An arm from the shoulder issuing from the sea, holding an
anchor, all ppr.
Bainbridg'e. Az. two battle-axes or, a bordure engr. of

—

Bainard.
Bainard.

the

ar.

Motto— la

caliginc lucct.

—

last.

Bainbridge.

Az. two battle-axes in pale
two mullets gu. pierced of the field.

Bainbrigg-, or Bambridge

I'atior ct spcro.

Baillie (Manncrhall).

bordure of the

(

ar.

on a chief

Leicester.shirc).

—

or,

Ar. a chev.

embattled betw. three battle-axes sa. Crest
On a mount
vert a goat sa. collared ar.
Bainbrigge (Lockington, co. Leicester). Ar. a chev.
embattled betw. three battle-axes sa. Crest A goat sa.
horned and unguled ar. around liis neck a collar of the
same standing on a hill vert. These Arms were confirmed
and the CreH granted in 1583, by Klowrr, Norroy, to William
Bainhrigue, of Lockington, descended from the ancient
family of the Batnbbioges, of the North.
Baine (Chester). Az. a fesse crenellee or, betw. three mart-

—

lots ar.

Baines.

Sa. two shank bones in cross ar. that in pale
surmounting the one in fesse. Crest A bone and palm
branch in saltire ppr.

—

A

BA
Baines
arm
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(Bell Hall, co. York).

erect holding in the

Same Arms.

hand a sUank bone

Crest

in

—A

bend

cubit

sinister

(Modbury, co. Devon).
Upper Dunstable House.

AK
The same

as Bakeb, Bart.

Baker, late Littlehales

ar.

Baines

Az. a wolfs head erased or.
Crest— A dexter hand holding a

(Peteonly, Scotland).

in chief a crescent ar.

—

Motto Vel arte vel raarte.
Paly of ten or and gu.
Bainfrons. Paly of six, ar. and gu.
BaintOZL. Erm. a bend fusilly gu.
Baird (Auchniedden, co. Aberdeen, last of main line d. 1777,
represented by 1'raser of Findrack as heir of line). Gu. a
boar pass. or. Crest A griffin's head erased ppr. Motto

dagger ppr.

Bainfield.

—

—

Dominus

Baird

fecit.

(.Vewbyth, co. Aberdeen, cadet of

Auchmedden,

bart.

Gu. a boar pass, or, a canton erm. charged with
Crest A boar's head erased or.
a sword paleways ppr.
Motto
Vi et virtute.
Baird (Saughton Hall, co. Edinburgh, bart. 1696). The same
Arms with a crescent or, surmounting the sword for diff.
Same Crest and Motto. Sir James Gardener Baird was
allowed, in 1845, to drop the crescent, having become repre1C95).

—

—

sentative of

Newbyth.

Baird

(Newbyth, bart. 1809, cadet of Saughton Hall, as
recorded in London for Sir David Baikd of Ferntower, co.
Perth, 1st bart, and G.C.B.). Gu. in chief within an increscent an etoile of eight points ar. (in allusion to the badge
of the Ottoman Order) in base a boar pass, or, on a canton
erm. a sword erect hilted and pommeled or. First Crest
A mamelukc mounted on horseback, holding in his dexter
Second Crest
A boar's head
hand a scymetar all ppr.
erased ppr.
Sujiporters (personal to Sir David Baird)
the
uniform
of
the
50th
regt. of foot
Dexter a grenadier in
ppr., sinister the royal tiger of Tippoo Saltaun guard, vert.
Striped or, from the neck pendent by a ribbon an escutcheon
gu. charged with an etoile of eight points within an increscent
ar. and on an escrol under the escutcheon the word
" Scringapatam." Motto Vi et virtnte.
Baird (Posso, co. Peebles). Az. on a fesse ar. a boar's head
couped gu. betw. three mullets in chief and a boar pass,
in base ppr.
Baird (Elie. Fife, 1867). Per pale gu. and or, a boar pass,
counterchanged. Craf— A griffin's head erased or. Motto

—

—

—

—

—

Dominus

gu. and or, a boar pass, counterchanged.

Same

Crest

and

MoUo.

Baird

Roxburgh,

Per pale indented gu.
and or, a boar pass, counterchanged. Same Crest and Motto.
Baird (.Matdrin Baird. Granted to Daniel Baird Maturin,
Esq. of Newtownstewart, co. Tyrone, on his assuming, by Royal
Licence, the additional surname and arms of Baird). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fesse or and gu. a boar pass. ppr.
betw. two crescents in chief of the second and a dagger erect
in base of the first, for Baird; 'ind and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw.
two martlets in chief gu. and a mount in base ppr., for
Matcrin. Crests 1st, A boar's head erased ppr. betw. two
branches of shamrocks vert, for Baird; 2nd, a horse in full
speed ar., for Maturin. Motto Vi et virtute.
Bairnsfather, or Barnesfather (Scotland). Gu. throe
chev. ar. each charged with as many mullets sa. Crest
boars head couped or.
Bairstow. Erm. on a fesse betw. two cottises sa. three
crescents ar.
Crest
Out of a crescent a demi eagle displ.
Baisley (granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 1711, to Edsebt
Baisley, Esq. of Rickctstown, co. Carlow). Vert on a plate
betw. three sheep couchant ppr. a sheep dog sejant sa.
Crest
An arm in armour embowed ppr. the hand holding a
shepherd's crook pointed with the head of a bearded arrow
(Stichell, co.

186,5).

—

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Baistard, or Basterd

(Devonshire). Or, a chev. az.
Gu. two bars ar. in chief three
horse shoes of the second (another, or).
Bakepuce, or Bakepure. Az. a fesse vair^, or and gu.
betw. six crosses crosslet of the second.
(Loventor, CO. Devon, bart.). Ar. on a saltire engr.
sa. five escallops of the tirst, on a chief of the second a lion
pass, of the field.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed vssted
az. cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr. an arrow of the last.
Baker (Claives and Hill Court, co. Worcester). Same Arms.
Baker (Upper Dunstable House, co. Surrey, bart.). Ar. a
saltire sa. charged with five escallops crminois, on a* chief
az. a lion pass, of the third armed and langued gu.
Crest
demi lion ramp, per fesse indented crminois and pean,
supporting in the paws an escallop ar. charged with an

Bakepuce

(Rutlandshire).

Baker

—

—

A

ermine spot.
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(Ranston, co. Dorset, and
Ashcorabe, co. Sussex, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
castle betw. two crosses patt^e in chief, and in base a keyerect sa. on a chief az. two keys also erector, for Bakek;
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend cottised sa. three cinquefoils
or, a chief gu. charged with three arrows erect, points down-

wards ppr., for Littlehales. Crests— 1st, Baker, A horse's
head erased ar. charged on the neck with a cross pattee
gu. in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert; 2nd,
Littlehales, Betw. two wings elevated or, an armed arm
embo'wed ppr. garnished gold, the hand in a gauntlet, grasping
an arrow entwined with an oUve branch ppr. Motto Finis
fitchee

—

coronat opus.

Baker

and Wrentham, co. Suffolk). Erm. on a
Crest— A demi ostrich,
wings expanded, holding in its mouth a horseshoe.
Baker (co. Kent). Ar. on a fesse nebulee betw. three keys
sa. a tower triple- to we red of the first.
Baker (Chester). Sa. a griffin segreant erm. armed or.
Crest— The same as Baker of Shrewsbury, only the tilting
spear entire, and on the shaft a ring or.
Baker (Whitburn, co. Durham). The same as Baker, May(Wattisfield

fesse engr. az. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

field,

Sussex.

Baker (Elemore Hall, and Crook Hall, co. Durham).
1st

and

4th, erm.

on a

Motto— Videi

coticula crux.

saltire engr. az. a

maunch

Quarterly,
betw. four

escallops or, on a chief sa. a lion pass, of the third, for

Baker; 2nd and

3rd, sa. a tower or, charged with a pea hen
the field within a bordure of the second, charged with ten
cross crosslets, also of the field, for Tower.
Crests
1st,
c^'

—

Baker,

A

saltire

az.

ramp. ar. charged on the shoulder with a
and supporting betw. the paws a shield of the
last thereon a maunch or; 2nd, Tower, A griffin pass, per
pale or and erm. the dexter claw resting on a shield sa.
charged with a tower as in the Arms. Motto Love and
lion

—

dread.

Baker

(Monckwith, co. Essex).

Barry of ten or and

sa.

a

bend gu.

Baker (Exeter).

Erm. on a

fesse

super engr.

sa. three fleurs-

de-lis or.

Baker (Sisinghurst, co. Kent).

Az. three swans' heads erased
beaked gu. Crest A dexter arm naked ppr. holding a
swan's head erased ar. beaked gu.
Baker (Thomgrove, co. Worcester, and Lypeat Park, co.
Gloucester). Az. on a fesse betw. three swans' heads erased
or, ducally gorged gu. as many cinquefoils pierced of the
Crest— A swan's head erased or, ducally gorged gu.
last.
Motto Persevero.
Baker (Wareslcy, co. Worcester). Az. on a fesse engr. betw.
three swans' heads and necks erased or, ducally gorged and
beaked gu. as many cinquefoils of the last. Crest A naked
dexter arm, embowed ppr. grasping a swan's head, and
ducally gorged as in the Arms.
Baker (Worcestershire and Gloucestershire. Thomas John
Lloyd Baker, of Hardwicke Court, near Gloucester, shcriflf
of the county in 1824, son and heir of the late Rev. William
Lloyd Baker, of Stouts Hill, by Mary, his wife, dau. of the
Eev. John Lloyd, of Eyton, in Durham, a descendant of
William Lloyd, bishop of Worcester). Az. three swans'
heads erased ar. ducally gorged or. Crest A naked dexter
arm ppr. holding a swan's head erased ar.
Baker (Kent). Az. on a fesse betw. three swans' heads
erased or, and ducally gorged gu. as many cinquefoils
An arm embowed, habited with green
Crest
of the last.
leaves, in the hand ppr. a swan's head erased or.
Baker (Kent and Sussex, granted to Thomas Baker, of
Ar. a
Battel], CO. Sussex, by Camden, Clarcnceux, 1625).

—

ar.

fecit.

Baird (Ury, co. Kincardine, 1867). Per pale engr. gu. and
Same Crest and Motto.
or, a boar pass, counterchanged.
Baird (Auchmedden, co. Aberdeen, 1867). Per pale invecked

all

B

Baker

—

—

—

—

—

Crest
A musk-rose
tower betw. three keys erect az.
branch, with buds, all ppr. (another, the roses ar. seeded or).
Baker (Lincolnshire and Smallhorough, co. Norfolk). Lozengy or and az. on a chief gu. three lions ramp. or. Crest—
A demi unicorn erased ar. armed and maned or.
Baker (London, granted 1702). Ar. a saltire sa. on a chief
Crest
On
of the second, five escallops erm. three and two.
a mount vert, a tower ar. betw. two laurel branches ppr.
Baker (Derby). Or, three piles one issuant from the chief
and two from the base az. each charged with a swan's head
A dexter arm embowed in armour
Crest
erased ar.
grasping a caduceus in bond surmounting the truncheon of
a tilting spear in bend sinister spUntered, all ppr. Motto—'

—

—

Dum spiro spero.
Baker (Northfleld,

co. Worcester, and London, confirmed by
Reyley, Blue Mantle, 1646). Erm. a fesse engr. betw. three
Crest— A hand issuing out of
horses' heads couped sa.

clouds ppr. holding a cross calvary sa.
crucc beatus.

—Nemo

Motto

sine

AA

Baker

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

AK

B

As Bakkb, of Waresley,

(Somersetshire).

co.

Wor-

cester.

Somerset). Az. on a fesse engr.
Baker (West Hay,
with ducal
betw. three swans' necks erased or, gorged
Crest—
coronets gu. as many cinquefoils of the last.
elbow vert
at
the
seen
vest
dexter arm in mail, the under
in the arms,
the hand ppr. grasping a swan's neck as
co.

beaked gu.

Baker (as quartered by Addisok John Bakkb Cbesswbll, of
Gu. a goat
CressweU, co. Northumberland, Esq., M.P.).
saltires of the
statant ar. armed and crined or, betw. three
or,
Crest— A goafs head erased ar. armed and crined
last.
with
gorged with a collar gemel, and charged on the neck
a

saltire gu.

Baker

Durham,

(Elemore, co.

originally of

Crook

Hall,

founded by Sir Geoboe Bakeb, Knt., Clerk of the Chancery
of Durham, who d. in 1667). Ar. on a saltire az. five escal-

lops of the first on a chief az. a lion pass. ar.
Baker (Wingfield-Bakeb, Orset Hall, co. Essex. William
WiNGFiELD, Master in Chancery, assumed the additional
name and arms of Bakeb, 1849, on succeeding to the estates
of RicHABD Bakeb, Esq. of Orset Hall). Quarterly, 1st and

greyhound courant betw. two bars, sa., for Baeeb;
bend gu. betw. two cottises sa. with a
crescent for diff., for Wingfield. Crests— 1st, a cockatrice
erm. combed and wattled gu., Bakeb; 2nd, a griffin pass.
vert, WiNOFIELD.
Baker (Benjamin Bakeb, of Miltown, Queen's Co., d. 21
4th, ar. a

3rd, ar. a

2nd and

Feb. 1681, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Az. a fesse or, betw. three swans'
heads erased ar. ducally gorged and beaked of the second.
Crest

— An eagle displ. sa.

(Awsworth, co. Nottingham). Erm. on a chief vert,
two boars' heads couped or.
Baker (London and Worcestershire). Erm. a fesse engr.
betw. three horses' heads couped sa. Crest A hand issuing
out of the clouds ppr. holding a cross calvary sa. over it
Nemo sine cruce beatus.
this motto, on a scroll
Baker (Walton, CO. Norfolk). Or, on a fesse engr. betw.
three cinquefoils sa. as many swans' heads erased of the
first.
Crest
On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a stag's head

—

—

—

cabossed

or.

Uoyd

(Terington, co. Norfolk). Or, on a
fesse wavy az. betw. three escallops sa. as many birds ar.
(Northumberland). Ar. three bears' heads erased sa.

Baker

muzzled

Baker

or, in chief

Ar. on a fesse sa. three escallops of
the first, in chief nine ears of wheat, in three bunches,
two saltireways and one in pale gu. in base three swans'
heads erased of the last, ducally gorged or. Crest A hawk's
head ar. betw. two wings gu. holding in the beak three ears
of wheat of the last.
Baker (Salisbury). The same as of Mayfield, Sussex.
Baker (Shrewsbury). Sa. a griffin scgrcant (another,
reguard.) erm. ducally gorged or, boakod and niembered
Crest Out of a ducal coronet an embowtd dexter ai-m
jfu.
Tested or, and gauntlet of the same, holding a broken
tilting spear in bend gold, without bur or vaniplate, enfiled
with a garland vert.
Baker (Wells, co. Somerset). Ar. on a fesse gu. three
falcons' heads erased of the field.
Baker (originally of Battel, co. Sussex). Ar. a tower betw.
three keys erect sa. Crest On a tower sa. an arm embowed
in mail, holding in the hand aflintstone ail ppr.
Baker. Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. fimbriated or. oetw. two
greyhounds courant of the second, three fleurs-de-lis of the
third.
Crest
A greyhound's head erased ar. gorged with a
fesse engr. sa. fimbriated or, charged with three fleurs-delis of the la.st.
Baker (Lismacue, CO. Tippcrary). Az. three swr.us' he.nds
craned ar. ducally gorged or. Crest— X dexter hand and
ami naked holding a swan's head erased ar. AIoliu—HonoB

—

—

—

—

virtiitiflsatclle.i.

name

(I'ort

as

William, co. Cork).

IUkkr

of Lisiiiai

;

bordure of the second charged with ten crosses crosslet also
of the field, for Toweb. Crests^lst, Baker, a lion ramp,
ar. charged on the shoulder with a saltire az. and supporting
betw. the paws a shield of the last, thereon a maunch or;
2nd, Toweb, a griffin pass, per pale or and erm. the dexter
paw resting on a shield gu. charged with a tower as in the

Motto— hove and

Anns.

Baker. Gu. on
Baker. A goat

Baker

>.

Arms,

Crest,

and Motto,

.

(London, conflnned l<y Cook, Clarenceux, to Geoboe
Bakeb, of London, and ti. ihc descendants of his father,
CiiBisToniER IUkeb, of Ti.nKrdcn, 1573). Or, n greyhound
courant boiw. two, barssa. Crest— A cockatrice crrn. combed

annulets sa.

Erm. on a chief
two boars' heads couped or. Crest A boar's head
couped or.
Bakerin^. Chequy ar. and gu. a bend sa.
Bakers, Company of (London). Gu. a balance betw. three
garbs or, on a chief barry wavy of four ar. and az. an arm
embowed ppr. vested gu. cuffed or, issuing from clouds
affixed to the upper part of the centre of the chief, of the
fifth, radiated of the last, betw. two anchors of the second,
the hand supporting the balances. Crest On a wreath two
vert,

—

—

arms embowed ppr. issuing out of clouds of the last vested
gu. cuffed or, holding in their hands a chaplet of wheat of
the last. Supporters Two stags ppr. attired or, each gorged

—

last.

— Praise God for

Motto

all.

Company

of Brown-Bakers (London, incorporated 1621). Vert a chev. quarterly or and gu. betw.
three garbs gold. The second on a chief, harry wavy of six,
ar and az. an anchor lying fessways or, the beam and ring
to the sinister, from the bottom of the chief a hand issuing
from clouds all ppr. holding a pair of scales which are on
the chev. or. Crest An arm embowed vested quarterly or
and gu. cuff ar. holding erect in the hand ppr. a garb gold.
Bakers,
of (Exeter). Gu. a balance betw. three
garbs or, on a chief barry wavy of four ar. and az. a hand
ppr. vested gu. cuffed or, issuing from clouds affixed to the
upper part of the chief, holding the balance. Afo£to— Praise

Bakers,

—

Company

God

for all.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three mullets sa. an eagle

displ. or.

Bakew^ell (Bakewell, co.
Bakisley, orBakysle.

Derby). Or, three magpies ppr.
Ar. three crosses crosslet fitchfe

sa.

Balam (Walstoken,

Marsland, Bewford-Hall, co. Norfolk, and
Barton, co. Suffolk). Sa. on a fesse betw. three etoilcs ar. as
many pellets. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
cock gu. wings displ. combed and wattled or. Another Crest
A lion's head erased gu. collared and lined or, charged on
the neck with a cinquefoil ar.

—

Balbimie (Scotland).

—

Vert a

fess

chequy

ar.

and az. betw.
same three

three cuirasses of the second, on a chief of the
buckles of the first.

Balcarres, Earl of.
Balcaskie (Scotland).
slipped of the

Balch

See Lindsat.
Vert, on a chev. ar. three trefoils

field.

(RoBEBT EvEBARD Balch of St. Audries, co. Somerset,
Barry of six or and az.ona bend engr. gu. three

Esq., 1789).

spear heads ar.

Balchen (Admiral Sir John Balchen, Governor of Greenwich
Vert a crescent betw. eight estoiles
erect, and from its cross-beam
a square banner pendant charged with three fleurs-de-lis in

Hospital temp. Geo.
in orle or.

Ci-cst

II.).

— An anchor

fe.sse.

Balden

Per

(Elsington, co. Norfolk).

fesse indented gu.

and

vert three swans close ar. beaked or.
Balden. Ar. a cross betw. four martlets vert.

Baldero or Saldew.

and wattled gu.

Balderston

Per pale or and az. a

saltire

coun-

York, 1666
quartered by Mitfobd
through Osbaldeston). Ar a lion ramp. purp.
Balderstone (that ilk, co. Linlithgow). Ar. a cross sa. in
chief two crosses crosslet fitchfie of the last. Crest
Out of a
cloiiil a dexter hand fessways ppr. holding a cross pattee

hound courant betw. two bars invectcd,

in chief two quatreand another in bane, all countcrchanned.
Crest—
cocUatricc per ftue indented erminois and pean, combed
and wattled gu. gorged with a collar az. and in the beak a
quatrcfoil slipped vert.
Motto So run that you may
foil.i,

—

(Vis.

;

—

Baker (Fcckenhum, co, Worccs'rr, Visit., 168'J). .'•'ame Aitns.
fitcliL'C az.
Baker (Baylordbury, Herts). I'er pale erm. and gu. a grey- Baldestone

(Lancashire).

Ar. a masclo sa. betw. three

ogresses.

Balding-ton.
of the

Baldington.
many

Ar. on a chev.

sa.

a plate betw. two rose*

field.

Ar.

on a chev.

sa. betw. three pellets, as

roses of the field.

Baldock
42

or, five

pass. ar. attired or.

tcrchanged.

Baker

obtain.

dread.

a cross patt^e

(Aldesworth, co. Notts, Visit 1614).

Bakett.

three torteaux.

(Radnorshire).

Baker

B All

Durham, Stanton, co. Northumberland and BouUey, co. York. Henry John Baeeb, Esq.,
assumed that name in place of Tower, in 1844, on succeeding
to the estates of his maternal grandfather, Geoboe Bakeb,
Esq. of Elemore).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a
saltire engr. az. a maunch betw. four escallops or, on a chief
sa. a lion pass, of the third, for Baker
2nd and 3rd, sa.
a tower or, charged with a pheon of the field within a
(Elemore, co.

with a chaplet of the

Baker

Baker, alias

Baker

(Petham, co. Kent).

Quarterly, erminois and erm.

A
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B AI<
an eagle

with two heads »a. on a chief engr. az. three
Crest— On a mount vert a greyhound sejant,

displ.

escallops or.

the dexter paw resting on an escallop ar.
Baldock (Cawston, CO. Norfolk). Chequy or and gu. on a
An eagle looking at the
Crest
fesse az. three escallops ar.
sun.
Baldrey. Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three grlfBns segreant

—

erm. as many martlets gu.
Baldrick. Per pale ar. and az. a saltire coimterchanged.
Saldringi;on. Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

Baldry

(Lord Mayor of London, 1523). Sa. on a chev. engr.
betw. three demi griffins couped or, as many martlets gu.
Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three demi grifBns erm.
the uppermost respecting each other, as many martlets gu.
(Diddlebury, co. Salop). Ar. a
Baldwin or
saltire sa.
Crest
On a mount vert a cockatrice ar. combed,
wattled, and beaded or, ducally gorged and lined of the last.
Baldwin (allowed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to BicBARD Baldwin of Coventry, third son of William
Baldwin of Essex. Her. Vis.). Ar a saltire sa. Crest On
a mount vert a cockatrice ar. combed, wattled, and beaked
or, ducally gorged and lined of the last.
Baldwin (Leyland, co. Lancaster). Same Arms. Crest
A cockatrice ppr. wattled, combed, and beaked or, ducally

Baldry.

Baldwyn

—

—

—

—

gorged and lined of the last. Motto Je n'oublierai pas.
Gu. two bendlets and a
(St. Maley, co. Cornwall).
border ar.
Baldwin (Wilton, Beaconsfield, co. Bucks). Ar. a chev.
ermines betw. three oak branches ppr.
Baldwin (Huntingdonshire). Per pale az. and or, a fleurde-lis betw. three crescents counterchanged.
Bald'Win (Stede Hilt, co. Kent). Gu. a griffin segreant or.
Crest A lion ramp. az. holding in the paws a cross crosslet

Baldwin

—

(Shropshire).

Per pale

ar.

and

sa.

a lion counter-

changed.

and Stoke Castle, co. Salop, and Aqualate,
a younger branch of Baldwtn, of Diddlebury now represented
by William LaconChilde, Esq., of Kinlet, whose father, the
late William Baldwtn, Esq., changed his name to Childe).
as the preceding.

Baldwin
heiress

AL

Orkney, as heir male of Mountquhanny

Ar. on a chev. sa. an otter's head erased of the field.
1843).
Crest— A dexter arm in armour erect, the hand holding a
baton in bend gu. tipped ar. Supporters— Two otters ppr.
Mottc^^ Fordward.
Balfour (Femey, co. Fife, heir male of the 2nd Lord Balfour
of Burleigh, paternally an Abnot 1808). Ar. on a chev. sa.
an otter's head erased of the field. Crest and Motto as Lord
Balfour of Burleigh.
Balfour (Dunbog, co. Fife, 1779). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa.
betw. three stars gu. an otter's head erased of the field, a
bordure gu. Crest— A tower ar. masoned sa. ensigncd with
an otter's head erased of the last. JV/o«o— Nil temere.
Balfour (Grange, co. Fife). Ar. on a chev. sa. an otter's
head erased of the field. Crest A castle ar. on the battlement a woman standing ppr. attired gu. holding in her
hand an otter's head as in the Arms. Motto Nil temere.
Balfour (Holland, 1782). Ar. on a chev. sa. an otter's head
erased of the field, a bordure gu.
Crest— A tower ar.
masoned sa. ensigned with an otter's head erased of the last.
Motto Nil temere.
Balfour (Ballow, Fife). Sa. on a chev. or, an otter's head
erased of the field, in chief a label of three points gu.
Balfour (Denmiln, Fife, hart., 1633). Or, on a chev. sa.
betw. three trefoils shpped vert, an otter's head erased ar.

—

—

—

Crest — A crescent or.
Motto— GoA gives increase.
Balfour (Forret, co. Fife). Or, on a chev. sa. betw.

slipped vert, in chief and

foils

otter's

head erased

Balfour

ahon rampant

(Randerstown, co.

Fife).

two

trefoils slipped vert in chief

last

banded of the

Balfour(

Balfour

two

tre

gu. in base

an

ar.

first

Lalethan).

an

Sa.,

Or, on a chev. sa. betw.

and a garb in base of the
head erased ar.
on a chev. ar. betw. three roses of

otter's

field.

Gu. on a chev. betw. two
heads erased in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base or, an
otter's head erased of the field.
Balfour (Balbimie, co. Fife). Ar. en a chev. engr. betw. three
mullets sa. a seal's head erased of the first. Crest— A palm
tree ppr. Motto 'Virtus ad aethera tendit.
Balfour (Telrig, co. Edinburgh, 1760). Ar. on a chev.
indented sa. betw. a rose in chief gu. and a saltire in base az.
an otter's head erased of the field. Crest A dexter hand
holding an olive branch all ppr. Motto— ACisit Deus.
Balfour (Russia, 1842). The same within a bordure gu.
(Cariston, co. Fife).

otters'

Baldwin (Elsich,

Same

co.

the second an otter's head erased of the

fitch^e or.

Baldwin

B

Balfour (Trenaby,

(Aylesbury, co. Bucks, the family terminated in ^n
Ar. six oak leaves in pairs,
in. Packington).

who

two in chief and one in base vert, stalks
downwards. Crest A squirrel sejant or.

sa. their points

—

Baldwin. Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three hazel sprigs vert.
Crest
A squirrel sejant or, holding a hazel sprig vert.

—

Baldwin

(Dalton in Fumess, co. Lancaster. William John
Atkinson Baldwin, Esq., son of Rev. John Baldwin, Fellow
Christ's Coll. Camb. by Elizabeth dau. of William Atkinson, Esq., of Dalton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chev.
ermines betw. three hazel sprigs vert., for Baldwin
2nd and 3rd, per saltire az. and gu. an eagle displ.
with two heads erm. on a chief or, a pheon betw. two estoiles
;

—

—

Same

and Motto.
(Geo. Edmund Balfodb, Manchester, 1854). Ar. on
sa. betw. three lions pass. gu. an otter's head
a. chev.
erased of the field.
Crest— A dexter hand and arm erect
holding in bend a branch of laurel slipped all ppr. Motto
Adsit Deus.
Balfour (Lord Balfour of Glenawley, co. Fermanagh, from
Crest

Balfour

—

Baldwyn.

a Funeral Entry in Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chev. sa. an
head erased of the field in base a rose gu. Ciest
A mermaid holding in the dexter hand a swan's head
and neck erased and in the sinister an otter's head erased
all ar.
Supporters Dexter, an otter ar. armed and langucd

Bale

gu.

sa., for

Atkinson.

Crest

—A

sqtiirrel sejant or,

holding a

Motto— \iia vi repello.
Bendy of six ar. and gu. a chief or.
(Carleton-Curlew, co. Leicester, hart.). Per pale vert
and gu. an eagle displ. or. Crest— A demi lion gu. sustaining a broken spear or.
Bale. Ar. two bars gu. in chief as many mullets pierced sa.
Bale. Ar. three torteaux in (esse.
Bales (Norton, co. Northampton). Gu. a fesse betw. three
crosses patt6e fitch^e or. Crest
A lion sejant gu. his paw
resting on a cross patt^e fitchfe in the foot or.
Bales (Wilby, CO. Suffolk). Or, a lion pass. betw. three crosses
form^e sa. Crest— On a mount vert a lion sejant erm. Anhazel sprig vert.

—

other Crest

a fess

—A tiger's head erased

wavy

sa.

armed

or,

gorged with

ar.

Balesmore.

Az. a lion ramp, within a bordure or.
Baleton. Ar. a fesse betw. tliree fleurs-de-lis sa.
Baley (Ireland). Az. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
three martlets sa.

Balfour

(of that Ilk, Fife

:

heiress m.

Eobekt de Bethcne

Ar. on a chev. sa. an otter's head
erased of the field.
(Balgarvie and Burleigh, co. Fife: heiress ui. Sir Jas.
Balfouk, of Mountquhanny, in the 15th century). Ar. on a
chev. sa. an otter's head erased of the field, in base a rose gu.
Balfour (Mountquhanny, co. Fife, Lord Balfour of Burleigh,
1607).
Originally ar. on a chev. sa. an otter's head erased of
the field, in base a saltire couped of the second, afterwards the
nndifferenced coat of Balfocb of that Ilk. Crest A mermaid
ppr. holding in her dexter hand an otter's head erased sa.
in her sinister a swan's head also erased ppr. Supporters
in the 14th century).

Balfour

—

—

An

—

and a swan both ppr. Motto Omne solum
See Bkdce Lord Balfour of Burleigh.

otter

patria.
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forti

—

otter's

—

swan ppr.
Erm. an inescutcheon gu.
(Aston Hall, and Derwent Hall, co. Dreby formerly,

tail fretty

of the last; sinister a

Balgoill.

Balguy

—

afterwards of Duffield). Or, three lozenges az. Crest
bear pass. ppr. collared and chained or.
Baliol (John de Baliol, the celebrated competitor for tho
crown of Scotland). Gu. an orle ar. Crest A decrescent
and an increscent ar.
Baliol. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three swords erect ar.
Baliol College (Oxford). Gu. an orle ar.
Balkesham. Gu. three plates.
Ball (Bickerton, co. Chester). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and
langued gu.
Ball (Blofield, CO. Norfolk, bart., extinct, 1874). Erm. a lion
ramp. sa. armed and langued gu. betw. two torteaux in chief
and in base a hand-gri;nade exploding ppr. Crest Out of a
naval crown a cubit arm erect in naval uniform grasping a
hand grenade fired in cross all ppr.
Ball (Cheshire). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter
paw a fireball ppr. Ci-est Out of a ducal coronet a hand
and arm embowed, in mail grasping a fireball all ppr.
Ball (Devonshire). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three fireballs, ppr.

—

—

—

Ball

(Bickerton and Chester, Ijtaffordshire and Derbyshire).
Gu. a man's leg erased at the thigh and erected paleways
transfixed with a coulter ppr.
Ball (impaled by Hdmphbt Vincent, Esq., of Kinfare, co. Stafford in 1612 in right of his wife Isabell Ball). Sa. afess
engr. three dexter hands couped ar.
Ball (Chester). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter
paw a ball inflamed ppr.

A
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B Ali

(Bonghton, Greenhall, and Irby, co. Chester; an ancient
family originaUy seated at Tussingham, in the same county,
time of Edward I.).
at which place they held lands before the
in
Gu. a leg in pale, couped at the middle of the thigh
pierced throuch the
chief, the foot erased at the ancle ar.
embowed
the
leg
last,
the
calf with the coulter of a plough of
of the first. Crest— X cubit arm vested gu. cuff ar. grasping

Ball

in the hand a fireball ppr.
(Lincoln's Inn. London).
the field four galtraps of the

Ball

Az. on a cross or, pierced of
Crest— A. galtrap az. the
first.

upward point bloody.

Ball
lion

(Scotto, CO. Norfolk).

ramp, guard,

Ar. a lion pass. sa.

Crest

—A demi

sa.

Ball (Northamptonshire, granted 1613). Ar. a lion pass. sa.
on a chief of the second three mullets of the first. Crest—
Out of clouds ppr. a demi lion ramp. sa. powdered with estoiles
ar. holding

a globe

or.

couped at the thigh
Ball (Lancashire).
in chief, and erased at the ancle ar. pierced through the
calf with the coulter of a plough crooked at the point ar.
Gu. a leg in pale,

C-fst—A. turtle dove ppr.
(Ballsgrove, near Drogheda). Sa. on a chev. or, betw.
three grifiBns' heads erased ar. langued gu. beaked of the
second three martlets of the field all within a bordure
gobony of the first and third. Crest A griffin's head erased

Ball

—

as ia the

>/o«o— Fulcrum

Arms.

dignitatis virtus.

Ar. a chev. betw. three firelialls sa. fired ppr. Crest
An arm erect or, in the hand a fireball, all ppr.
Ball, or Balle. Or, a fesse wavy az. betw. two lions pass.

Ball.

guard,

(Crookdale, co. Cumberland).

Ar. on a cross

betw. four mullets az. a sword ppr. pommelled and hilted or.
See Dtkes.
Ballard (Horton, near Canterbury, and Wadhurst, co. Sussex). Sa. a griffin segreant erm. armed and gorged with a
Crest
A demi
crown or, (another, without the crown).
griflfin with wings endorsed erm beaked and legged or.
Sa.
a
griffin^
segreant
Worcester).
co.
Ballard (Evesham,
A griffin's head erased erm.
erm. Crest
Ballard (Greenwich, co. Kent, and Southwell, co. Notts, Visit.

—

—

Notts, 1614).

an eagle

displ. ar.

—

holding a

Balleine

fireball ppr.

(Jersey).

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued

Ru.

Ballentine

Ar. on across betw. four mullets
A demi
a sword croct of the first, hilt and pomel or. Crest
griffin sa. wings endorsed erm. in the dexter claw a sword
(Crookdale).

erect, as in the

—

Arms.

Ballet (Ireland). Or, three bars wavy gu.
Ballett (London, granted 24 Elizabeth, and
Essex).
or.

Hatfiold, co.

Ar. a lion ramp, sa. on a chief gu. three cinquofoils

Crist

— Out of a

mural coronet

or,

a demi eagle

displ.

sa.

Ballia'wle.

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three swords erect ar.
(Derby, granted by Dugdale). Ar. two bars vert
each charged with three crosses crosslet or. Crest
A demi
lion vert crowned or, holding a cross crosslet as in the Arms.
Balling-all (Sir Georoe Hallinoall, K.R.S., Regius Professor of Military Surgery in the University of Edinburgh).
Ar. betw. two bars vert, a dolphin naiant ppr. in chief a
battering ram sa.
Cnsl An eagle displ. with two heads
embattled In pale or and gu. Motto
Kortitudlnc et dccorc.
Ballow (Westminster, ;ind Norwich). Az. an estoile of eight
points or, betw. three keys erect ar.
Crest— Tv/o arms embowed habited sa. cuffs ar. the hands conjoined ppr. holding
an estoile of eight points or.

Ballidon

—

—

—

Bally

(granted to William Ford P.ai.lt, E.sq., Bath, co.
Somcrsel. Killow Roy. Coll. Surgeons Fng.). Per chev. ar.

and

az. in chief

two aeoms vert and

—

In

base a demi griffin of

Cre.t
the first.
Or, a mount vert in front of an oak tree
fructed ppr. two swords saltirewise iilso ppr. pomels and
hlltB or.

Motto-'R„\avov htvhpnv ^aXXrfv.

Balmakin (Sootl.inrl). Ar. three i]iles In point gu.
Balmunno (Scotland). Ar. a cross counter-embattled sa.
Balmanno (Glasgow, IH'23). Ar. on a c;ross counter-embata bordure cngr. of the second three turbots
Crml—X dexter hand erect grasping a
scimitar ppr.
//n^/n— Kortll«r.
Balme. Ar. three sprigs of balm flowered ppr.
tled Ha. within

fretted of the field.
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—

—

—

Balthorp.

Sa. five plates betw. two. chev. ar. in chief three
lozenges of the second.
Ar. a fret of six gu. on a quarter barrulcd of the
first and second, ten martlets, three, two, two, and three, sa.
(another, on the quarter a palm branch in bend sinister or,
within an orle of martlets sa).
Balthorpe. Ar. on a chev. sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Balthorp.

Baltliorpe.
and gu. an

Gu. a

fret ar.

on a canton barry of twelve

ar.

orle of martlets sa.

Baltimore, Lord. See Calvert.
Baltinglass, Viscount. See Edstace.
Baltrey Quarterly, ar. and ermines (another,
.

in the 1st

—

ar. and erm.)
and 4th quarters a goat's head erased sa. Crest
or, a goat's head erased, quarterly

Out of a mural coronet

and ermines.

Balvaird

(of that Ilk, co. Fife).
Gu. a huntinghorn or,
stringed and garnished az. on a chief of the second three
mullets of the first.
Balvaird (chaplain to archbishop of St. Andrews, 1672).

—

for diff.
Crest
A hand holding a huntinghorn ppr. Motto
Non omnibus dormio.
Balkworthe. Or, a lion ramp, purpure collared ar.
Balum. Ar. three bars dancettee and a base indented gu.

The same with the chief engr.

Bamber (John
ter,

Bamber,

temp. Charles
sa.

—

Crest

I.).

—A

—

Esq., of

Bamber

Hall, co.

Lancas-

Ar. two chev. gu. betw. four fleursbull's head erased gu. attired or.

Fortis et egregius.

Bamber

(granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 1711, to Richard
Bamber, formerly a merchant of Dublin). Ar. two chev. gu.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. Crest
A bull's head couped gu.
Bambroug-b (Rendlesham, co. Suffolk and York). Ar. a
pheon sa. on a chief of the second a lion pass, of the first.
Crest A skullcap ar.
(Yorkshire and Suffolk). Sa. on a fesse or, betw,
three pheons ar. as many fleurs-de-lis gu.
Bamburg- (Yorkshire). The same Arms and Crest as BamBRonon of Rendlesham. This family had a grant of another
crest, 1G02, viz., a wolfs head erased vert bezantce.
Ar. on a chief sa. a lion pass, of the first.
Ar. a fesse dancettee sa.
Bament. Ar. a chief indented sa.
Bamet, or Banet. Gu. a bordure sa. bezantce.
Bamfield. Or, on a bend gu. three mullets ar. Crest
lion's head erased sa. crowned or.
Bamfield (Camden's Grants). Same as last, mullets pierced
and in centre chief point an annulet sa., the Crest charged
with an annulet or.
Bamfield, or Baumfield (Cornwall and Devonshire).
Vert, on a bend or, three nuUlets gu. Crest
.\ lion statant
guard, holding in the dexter paw an anchor, the flukes resting on the wreath.
Bamfield, or Baumefield. Paly of six or and vert a
bend gu.
Bamfield, or Ba-wmefield. Or, on a chief gu. three trefoils slipped of the first.
(Colton, co. Stafford.
William Bamford, of
Rugeley, Esq.). Ar a fesse wavy betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee gu.
Crest
A lion's head erased ppr.
Bamford (Bamford, co. Lancaster Visit. 1613. William
Bamford, of Bamford, Esq., was sheriff, 1787). Ar. a fes.se
engr. gu.
Bamforth (The High House, co. Derby). Ar. a fesse engr.

—

Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Ar. a lion pass. sa.

Balle (Mamhead, co. Devon, originally of Balle-Hayes in
Axminster). A r. a chev. betw. three fireballs gu. Crest

An arm

Close,

sa.

—

Motto
pellets

(Ireland).

Balle.

indented

de-lis

Sanie^i-nis.

Ballard. Vert a mullet or, betw. three trefoils ar.
Balle (Devonshire). Ar. on a chev. ea. betw. three

Balle

(Cote Wall, Hopton, co. York,
co. Westmoreland).
Erm. on a chief
two trefoils slipped or. Crest A trefoil slipped
as in the Anns.
Motto Fideliter.
Balnaves (Hallhill). Per fesse ar. and sa. a chev. counterchanged.
Balnaves (Cambody). Per fesse ar. and sa. a chev. betw.
three cinquefoils, all counterchanged. Crest
A band holding a football ppr. Motto
Hinc origo.
Balsham. Ar. three palets and a bordure gu. charged
with eight crowns or.
Balstou (Springfield, near Maidstone, co. Kent). Ar. a fesse
betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest— A dove holding an olive
branch in its beak all ppr. Jl/o«o— J'espere.
Balswill. Az. an increscent or.

and High

ar.

sa.

Ballantme

B AHE

Balme, Wheatley-Balme

—

Bambrowe

Bamburgh.
Bamburgb.

—

—

Bamford

—

;

pcu.

Bamme (Lord Mayor of London,
dented

1390).

Krm. on a chief in-

betw. two trefoils slipped ar.
or
Krm. on a chief indented sa. three
(another, two) crosses crosslet ar.
Crist
Out of a ducal
coronet a griffin's head holding in the beak a Key all ppr.
Krm. on a chief Indented sa.atrefoil slipped betw.
two annulets ar.
Bampfield (Devonshire). Paly of eight or and vert, on a
bend gu. three mullets ar.
sa.

Bamme,
Bamme.

an annulet

Baum.

or,

—

A
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Am

B
Bampfield.

Ar. a cross moline sa.
Bampfyide fLord PoltimoreJ. Or, on a bend gu. throe
A lion's head erased sa. ducally crowned
mullets ar. Cirst
or. Suppnrlers
On either side a lion, reRUard. sa. ducally
crowned and gorged with a collar gemcUe or, therefrom
pendent an escutcheon of the Ai ms. Motto Dclectare in

i

—

—

—

Domino.

Bamvile
of the

Or,

(Chester).

on a chief gu. three

trefoils slipped

Banester.

Ar. on a cross patonce sa. a mullet.

Crest

—

(of Darwen, co. Lancaster, 1567).
Sa. two dossers
joined in fesse ar. on a chief gu. three fleurs-de-lis or. The
ancient Arms were, Ar. a water bouget betw. four fleurs-de-

Sa. on a

—

two chev.

or, three martlets of the first.
Crest
erased sa. a martlet or, for diff.
Banaster (Bank, co. Lancaster; see Catalogue of Knights of
the Garter, and Visitations of Lancashire, annis 1567 oitd
leiS.Harleian MSS. British Museum, Nos. 1549, 1437, 1158;
descended from Sir Thomas Banaster, Knight of the Garter,

A lion's gamb

temp. Edward III.; the Arms now quartered by Parker of
A peacock setCuerden). Ar. a cross patonce sa. Crest

—

lis sa.

Banester
dossers, or

(Preston co. Lancaster,

water bougets

sa.

1664).

a pair of

Ar.

on a chief of the second three

ficurs-de-lis of the field.

Banester.
Banester.
Banester.
Banester.
Banff,

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis and a chief sa.
Ar. a cross moline saltireways sa.

Vert a niaunch ar.

A

cross of four fusils sa.

Town of (Scotland).

Gu. the Virgin

Mary holding

the child Jesus in her arms or.

ting ppr.

Banaster.

Ar. two dossers joinant in fesse and chief three

fleurs-de-lis sa.

Banaster.

See Banesteb.
Ar. on a fesse sa. a lion pass, of the field.
Town Seal pertaining to the Bailiff, Aldermen,
and Burgesses of the town and borough of Banbury, Visit.
Oxon), A branch of a tree with flowers and fruit, underneath

Banburghe.

Banbury

(the

the letters B. A.
Ar. a cross formee betw. four mullets of six
points gu.
(Oxfordshire). Ar. a cross betw.
Banbury, or
four mullets pierced gu. Crest
A falcon reguard. holding

Banbury.

Bandbury

—

in the dexter claw a garland of laurel all ppr.

Banbury, Town of (Oxfordshire).

Az. a sun in splendour

or.

Bance

(London and CaUow, co. Berks). Az. two lion's gambs
chevronways or, supporting a crescent reversed ar. in chief
two estoilcs of the last. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a

—

lion's

Ar. a cross patonce sa. in the dexter
chief point a fle.^hpot of the second.
Banester (Westminster). Gu. three chev. ar.
Banester (Easington, co. York, confirmed 1578). Ar. a
cross tiory sa. over all a label of five points gu.
Banester (York.Miirc). Ar. two dossers joinant in fesse,
betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa.

Banester

F.rm. a chief indented sa.

Banant. Erm. two bars gu.
Banard. Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. ar.
Banard, or Banyard (Stakey, co. Norfolk).

paw holding a

Bancke
Bancks

BAIT

(Prescot).

lobster or.

licld.

Ban, or Banne.

fesse betw.

Banester

.

cross crosslet fitchee sa.

(Lincolnshire).

Sa. a mullet betw.

(Gloucestershire and Lancashire.

Manchester, M.D.).
Crest

de-lis ar.

—A

two bars ar.
John Bancks, of

Sa. a cross engr. or, betw. four fleursgriffin

segreant unplumed ar. holding a

cross forme fitchee gu.

Bancroft

(London, allowed by Camden, Clarenceux, to
EiCHAKD BANCROfT, Archbisliop of Canterbury, 1604). Or,
on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet az. three garbs gold.
A garb betw. two wings expanded or.
Crest
Bancroft. Or, on a chev. engr. betw. three crosses pattee
fitchee sa. two lions ramp, reguard. combatant ar.
(Essex). Chequy ar. and sa. on a fesse gu. three trefoils

—

Band

slipped of the

first.

Band (Essex).

Gu. three eagles

displ. or,

armed

az.

Band.
Band.

Gu. three eagles' legs i-la-quise or.
Gu. three wings pendant or.
Band (Wookey House, CO. Somerset), Gu. three eagles displ.
Crest
An eagle rising
or, on a chief three leopards' heads,
or.
Motto Dieu est mon aide.
Bandcourt. Vert a fesse or.
Bandebury. Ar. a cross patonce gu. betw. four mullets of

—

—

the second.

Bandenell
in chief,

(Netherbury).

Gu

a fesse betw. an eagle displ.

and three escallops in base

ar.

—A

Crest

griffin

(Donyngton, co. Lincoln).

Bandinel

(the late Rev. Bclkelet Bandinel, D.D.,
Bodley's Librarian). Or, in the dexter chief a round shield,
with
a knight in full career, spear in rest ar. Crest
charged
A helmet close, crested with a plume of feathers, ppr.
Bandinel (Dean of Jersey, 1620). Gules a fesse betw. three
escallops or, on a chief of the first an eagle displ. of the

—

Crest

—A

griffin statant ppr.

Bandon, Earl of. See Bernard.
Bane. Sa. two leg bones in cross ar.

—

Banbam.

—

—

Banck

—

—

—

fieurs-de-lis ar. five ogresses.

Bankes

and Kingston hall, co. Dorset). Sa. a
Crest
A Moor's
couped at the shoulders ppr. on the head a
cap of maintenance gu. turned up erm. adorned with a
Velle
crescent, issuant therefrom a fleur-de-lis or. Motto
vvilt quod Deus.
(Coffe Castle,

—

cross engr. erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

head

full faced,

—

(Winstanley, co. Lancaster). Sa. a cross or, betw.
On the
four fleurs-de-lis ar. a canton of the second. Crest
stump of a tree ppr. a stork ar. beaked and ducally gorged

—

or.

Banks

Sa. on a cross ar. betw. four
pheons az. Crtst On a mount vert a
stag statant horned and unguled or, behind a tree ppr.
Banks. Sa. on a cross betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, five arches
of the field within the arch on the centre point a fleur-de-lis
of the last.
Crest
On a mount vert a Corinthian column
lying fesseways ppr. thereon a stork az. beaked and legged
Motto—
gu. the dexter claw resting on a fleur-de-lis or.

(Aylesford, co. Kent).

line).

Perse %"erando.
(London).

Banks

ar. five pellets.

Banester (Lancashire). Ar. three chev. gu.
Banester (Lancashire and Surrey). Ar. a cross flory sa.
Crest
A peacock ppr.
Banester (Leicestershire and Staffordshire). Ar. a cross
patonce sa. within a bordure gu. bezantee. Crest
A pea-

—

—

cock ppr. sitting gorged with a collar gu. charged with three

Sa.

on a cross

—

or,

betw. four fleurs-de-lis

An armed arm ar. garnished or, out
hand holding a falchion ar. hilt and pome!

Crest

of clouds ppr. the

on the falchion a chaplet vert.
(Yorkshire). Sa a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis or,
(another, ar\
An eagle's head couped ar. Anothrr
Crest
Crest
A dragon ramp. ar. on a mount vert supporting a
or,

Banks

—

—

cross pattee or.

Banks
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—

fleurs-de-lis or, five

—

Bane. Per saltire ar. and az.
Banent. Or, a lion sa. tail forked overall abend gobonated.
Banent. Sa. a lion ramp. or.
Banester (Cheshire). Ar. a cross sarcelly sa. (another, mo-

bezants.

Ar.

a fesse engr. gu.
Bang'are. Ar. a fesse dancettec betw. three escallops gu.
Bang-eley. Or, three lozenges az.
Banger. Or, a chev. betw. three leopards' faces gu. on s
chief sa. three plates charged with an erm. spot of the last.
Cre.'t
A greyhound's head erased per fesse gu. and or.
Bang-or, Viscount. See Ward.
Bang-or (1451). Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' heads or,
a chief erm.
Bangor, See of. Gu. a bend or, guttee-de-poix, betw. two
mullets pierced ar.
Bangor, City of. Same as the last.
Bangton. Gu. three crosses crosslet fitchee or, a chief of
the second.
Az. a bend ar. cottised or.
Banister. Ar. two buckets suspended by an annulet saltireways sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest
A torteau.
Banke. Sa. a cross engr. or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar. Cm't
A griffin segreant, implumed ar. holding a cross formee
fitchee gu.
Banke, or
(London and Yorkshire). Sa. across
or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar.
On the stump of a tree
Crest
couped a stork close all ppr.
Banke. Sa. on a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar. five pellets.
Banke. Or, a chev. gu. betw. three falcons' heads erased s;>
Banke. Gu. two lions' gambs erased or, supporting a crescent in chief ar.
Bankes (Revesby Abbey, co. Lincoln, borne by the late Sir
Joseph Bankes, Bart., and also, with the addition of "a canton or," by Metrick Bankes, Esq., of Winstanley Hall, Lancaster). Sa. a cross or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
On
the stump of an oak tree couped, sprouting out new branches,
a stork statant ar. beaked or, ducally gorged gu. Motto
Nullius in verba.
Bankes (London, Visit. 1568). Sa on a cross or, betw. four

Bankes

statant pRr.

second.

Banford, or Baumford

(George Banes, of Leeds, Esq.).

Sa.

on

a,

cross

A

A

and fourth quarters a
three pellets in fesse in the
ragle's head
fleur-de-lis, and in the second and third an
erased of the second. Ciest An eagle's head erased sa.
first

;

—

betw. two fleurs-de-lis ar.
Bannatyne (Komcs, Bute, 1672).

betw.
A demi griflin holding in his dexter
three mullets or. Crest
paw a sword erect ppr. Supporters ^Two angels ppr. habited
^Nec cito nee tarde.
az. winged or. Motto
Bannatyne (Kames, Bute, 1795, paternally Mc. Leod).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3id, az. a castle

—
—

Gu. a chev.

ar.

—

towered and embattled ar. masoned sa. windows and
gu. in dexter chief point a star or, for
McLeod. Cre-'t, Supporters, and Motto— As the last, with
triple

portcullis shut

—

additional Motto Murus aheneus.
(KeUie, Scotland). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three
mullets or, a bordure of the second. Crest— A griffin's head
erased ppr. Motto Nee cito ncc tarde.

Bannatyne

—

Bannatyne
mullets az.

(Corehouse, Scotland). Ar. a cross betw. four
A dcmi griffin holding in the dexter paw

Crest

—

—
—A demi

and beak a sword erect ppr. Aiotto Nee cito nee tarde.
BannatyTie (Newhall, Scotland). Ar. on a cross az. betw.
Crest
four mullets gu. a crescent or.
in the dexter paw a sword in fesse ppr.

griffin

Motto

holding

—Dum

spiro

spcro.

Enn. on a chief indented sa. two moorcocks ar.
Banner (London). Per pale enn. and or, a fleur-de-lis counAn
terchanged, on a canton az. a lion pass. ar. Crest
armed arm embowed, holding in the hand ppr. a banner
gu. charged with a fleur-de-lis or, fringe and staff ar. Motto
Nil sine Numine.
Banner. Erm. a chief dancettee sa.
Bannerman (Watorton, co. Aberdeen). Or, on a fcss az.

Banne.

—

—

three mascles gu. betw. as
second.

Bannerman

many

boars' heads couped of the

Gu. a
thereon a canton az. charged with a St.
banner
Andrew's cross of thesecond. Crest A demi man in armour,
holding in the dexter hand a sword ppr. Supxiorters ^Two
(Elsick, co. Kincardine, bart., 1682).

displ. ar.

men

in

—

Motto

armour ppr.

—Pro

—

patria.

Bannermann (Kev. Kobekt Bannerman, parson of Newton
The same within a bordure ar. charged with four
1681-9).
buckles az. and as many holly leaves vert alternately.
A demi priest praying and habited ppr. Motto
Crest

—

—

Ilaec praestet militia.

Bannerman (Hesby

Campbell -Banneeman, of Hunton
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
Court, CO. Kent, M.P. 1872).
pale gu. and sa. a banner displ. bendways ar. thereon a
charged with a saltire of the second, for
3rd, gyronny of eight or and sa. on
a chief eugr. ar. a lymphad sails furled and oars in action
betw. two hunting horns stringed all of the second, for
canton

az.

Bannebman 2nd and
;

Campbell of Stracathro.
a
ppr., for Bannebman
bell.

Mottoes

—

;

Crests

—A

demi man

Bannebman

:

armour
for Camp-

in

boar's head erased ppr.,

Patriae fideUs, for

Ne

obUvis-

Campbell.

caris, for

Bannerton (Kenton,

co. Salop). Or,

a fesse betw. three lions

ramp. gu.

Banneston.

Az. a fesse dancettee erm. betw. three crosses

Ar. a chief dancettee sa.
Banning: (London, 1583). Ar. two bars sa. each charged
On a mount vert an
with as many escallops or. Crest
ostrich ar. holding in the mouth a key or.
Banning. Erm. on a chief indented sa. two true-lovers'
knot* ar.
Banningr-Oreaves. See Gbeavbs.
Bannister. Gu. three chev. ar. Crest An arm in armour
couped fessways ppr. holding a scimitar ar. in pale enflled
with a boar's head couped also ppr.
Bannister (i)uonthaU, co. Leicester, Visit. 1619). Ar. a
cross flory sa. within a border gu. bezantee.
Crest
peacock pjir. sojant gorged with a collar gu. charged with
thror; bozants.

—

—

—

choughs

6a.

on a

fesse betw.

two chev.

or, three

Cornish

jipr.

Banprey

(Wcele, co. Norfolk). Vert a lion ramp, or, tail
forked opprcHRcd with a bend gu.
Bant. Ar. on a chief indented sa. a plate betw. two bezants.
(Cornwall).
Ar. a chev. betw. three erm. spots sa.

Bant

Bantry, Earl

Banyard

of.

See White.

Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. ar.
1619; quartered thro' Evening by
Gu.
Amiiubit).
a fes.i betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
Baps. Barry wavy of six ar. and gu.
Bapthorpe. Gu. a fret and canton ar.
(ll'-xal, Suffolk).

Bapisford

(Visit. Kent,

Baptist-Browne Mtaly). Or, a
the Drat. CrrM
A dragon's head

—
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gorged with a bar gemelle or, dexter ear gu. the
the wings purfled or.
Baraby (Lincoln). Ar two bars sa. bordure gu.

Barantine (Essex).
Barantine.

Or,

bull pass.

gu. attired of

betw. a pair of wings sa.

sinister

ar

Ar. three chev. gu. a label az.

a lion ramp, doubled queued

sa.

semec of

fleurs-de-lis or.

Barantine. Sa. six eaglets displ. ar. three, two and one.
Barantyne, Barentine or Barentyne (Buckinghamshire

and Oxfordshire).

Sa. (another, az.) three eagles displ.

ar.

—

Baratty.

Erm. three cinquefoils az. Crest An eagle reguard, wings expanded holding in the dexter claw a
sword

all

ppr.

Barbam.

Ar. three bears pass. sa. muzzled or.

Barban, or Barbon.

Ar. on a fesse gu. three leopards'
faces of the field (another, the fesse humettee).
Crest
leopard's head and neck ppr.

Barber

—

(Hertfordshire). Or, two chev. betw. three fleurs-degu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head per
pale ar. and gu.

—

lis

Barber

(Lord Mayor of London, 1733).

Erm. a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis gu.
(East Smithfield).
Sa. a fesse or, fretty gu. betw,
three bulls' beads trunked ar. armed of the second.
Barber (Suffolk). Or, two chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a bull's head ar.
Barber (London, Camden's grants). Or, two chevronels gu.
in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the last. CVest— On a mural
coronet gu. a bull's head erased ar.
Barber. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three round buckles or.
Barber. Or, on a bend sinister az. a mullet of the field.
Barber, or Barbery. Or, on two chev. gu. three fleursde-lis of tho field.
Barberrie. Ar. three eagles' heads erased az. Crest
dexter hand holding an arrow point downwards all ppr.

Barber

—

—

Motto—&mvtz raison.
Barbers, Company of (London).

Quarterly, Ist and
a chev. betw. three fleams ar. 2nd and 3rd, per
pale ar. and vert, a spatula in pale az. surmounted of a
rose gu. charged with another of the first, the first rose
regally crowned ppr. betw. the four quarters of a cross
of St. George gu. charged with a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
An opinicus with wings indorsed or. SupportersTwo lynxes ppr. spotted of various colours, both ducalljr
collared and chained ar. Motto
De proescientia Dei.
of (Exeter). Quarterly,
Barber-Snrgeons,
all
on
a
cross
gu.
a lion pass, guard, or,
sa. and ar. over
on the 1st and 4th quarters a chev. betw. three fleams
ar., on the 2nd and 3rd quarters a rose gu. seeded or,
barbed vert, regally crowned ppr. Motto De proescientia
Dei.
Barbeson (Alderney). Az. on a chev. betw. two mullets in
chief and a branch of olive in base or, three gutt^s de poix.
Three mullets or, in front of a mount vert thereon
Crest
an olive tree ppr. on the dexter side thereof a lion gu. ramp,
to the sinister. Motto Semper fideUs.
Barbey, or Barrey. Gu. three bars gobonated ar. and
4th, sa.

;

—

—

Company

—

—

—

sa.

Barbon (London).

crosslct fltchc-e or.

Bannett (Suffolk).

Bannyers.

BAB
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BAN

—

Ar. on a fesse engr. gu. three leopards'
issuing ar. spotted sa.

heads or. Crest A leopard's head
Barbony. Erm. a fesse gu.
Barbor (Stamford, co. Lincoln,

London, and Bury

St.

Ar. two chevronels betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
a cinquefoil of the last. Crest—
Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head ar. charged on
the neck with a cinquefoil gu.
Barbor. Barry of ten or and az. on a saltire of the first, a
Crest On a staff raguly fessefleur-de-lis of the second.
ways an eagle displ. with two heads az. the heads ducally
crowned or, the inside of the wings, and legs gold.
Barbor (Fremington, co. Devon, originally of Upcot, co.
Somerset). Ar. two chev. betw. three fleurs-dc-Us gu.
Barbour (Staffordshire). Gu. three mullets ar. within a
bordure erm. (another adds a canton or). Crest A passion
Nihilo nisi cruce.
cross on three grieces gu. Motto
Barbour (Bolcsworth Castle, co. Chester). Ar. a saltire gu.
betw. a garb in chief two escallops in fesse and another in
Crest and Motto, same as the preceding.
base az.
Barbour (Muldearg, co. Ross, 1672). Ar. a St. Andrew's
cross betw. a garb in chief two escallops in the flanks and
another in base gu. Motto Nihilo nisi cruce.
Bar by (Ireland). Or, a lion ramp. gu. charged with a fesse

Edmunds).

in tue centre chief point

—

—

—

—

of the

field.

Barchaud.

Ar. two bars az. on a chief of the last a
golden fleece pendent betw. two millrinds erect or. Crest
A dove ar. winged or, beaked legged and collared gu.
charged on the breast with a crescent of the last in its

—

A:

BAB
mouth an

olive

dexter foot on a

its

Az. a chev. and in chief

Suffolk).

—

—

Amitreppr. MoUo Incruce
three crosses patt^e ar. Crest
spero.
Barclay (Collemie, co. Fife). Az. a chev. betw. three
crosses patt^e ar.
Barclay (Touch, co. Stirling). Az. a chev. or, betw. three
crosses pattee ar. a bordure cheque of the second and first.

—

Crux salutera confert.
(Pierston, bart., 1668). Az. a chev. betw. three
crosses pattee or.
A sword in pale ar. hilted and
Crest
pomeled or. Motto Crux Christi nostra corona.
Barclay (Mathers and Ury, co. Kincardine). Az. a chev.
ar. in chief three crosses pattee of the last (or, as recorded in
Motto

Barclay

—

—

—

Crest
A mitre
1725, az. three crosses pattee in chief ar.).
or (as recorded 1725, a dove with an olive branch in its

Mottoes— 0\ei the

ppr.).

Crest,

Cedant arma; below

the Arms, In hoc vince.

Barclay-Allardice

(Ury and Allardice, co. Kincardine.
The heir of the line claims the Earldoms of Airth, Stratherne,
and Menteath). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a chev. ar. in chief
three crosses pattee of the last, for Barclay 2nd and 3rd,
or, a fesse wavy gu. betw. three boars' heads erased sa., for
Allabdice. Crests A mitre or, for Baeclat a naked arm
holding in the hand a scymetar ppr., for Allardice. Mottoes
In cruce spero, for Barclay In the defence of the dis;

—

;

—

;

tressed, for

Allardice.

Barclay

(Arthcr Kett Barclay, Esq. of Bury Hill, co.
Mathers on death of Robt.
Barclay-Allardicb of Urie, 1858). Az. a chev. ar. in chief

Surrey, became representative of

—

last.
Crest
A mitre affrontee
Supporters Two savages
with tassels flotant upwards or.
wreathed round the loins with oak and holding a club in the
exterior hand ppr. Motto In cruce spero.
Barclay (Johnston). Az. a chev. betw. three crosses pattee
Crest The sun shining
ar. a bordure indented of the last.
Servabit me semper Jehova.
out of a cloud ppr. Motto
Barclay (Balmakewan). Az. a chev. engr. betw. three
crosses pattee ar. a bordure indented of the last.
Crest
cross pattee or. Motto Sola cruce salus.
Barclay (Towie, co. Aberdeen). Az. a chev. or, betw.
two crosses pattee in chief and a lozenge voided in baise

three crosses pattee of the

—

—

—

—

—

—

ar.

Barclay

(Sir

Robert Barclay, K.C.B., descended

of Towie,

betw. three crosses pattee ar. on a
an elephant ppr. and on it the word
"Assaye." Cresl A dexter hand holding a sword ppr.
hilted and pommelled or. Motto Aut agere aut raori.
Barclay (Sweden, 1839). Az. a chev. or, betw. three
crosses pattee ar. a bordure gyronny of eight of the second
and sa. Crest A passion cross gu. surmounted of a celestial
crown or. Motto Crux Christi solamen offert.
Barclay (Leyton, Essex. Joseph Gurnet Barclay, Esq.,
of Leyton, descended from Robert Barclay of Urie, co. Kincardine, the Apologist of the Quakers). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, Barclay, of Mathers, viz., az. a chev. and in chief
1816).

Az. a

cliev. or,

chief of the second

—

—

—

—

three crosses pattee ar. : 2nd, ar. three bars gemelles sa, in
chief as many lions ramp, of the second; 3rd, ar. a cross
engr. gu. Crest
A mitre ppr. Mottoes Over the Crett
In cruce spero; under Vae Arms : In hac vince.
Barclay. Az. a bend enn. betw. six saltires ar. all within
a bordure of the second. Crest A demi griffin reguard. az.
supporting a flag in pale charged with a crescent.
Barcley, or Barkele (Devonshire). Ar. a trevet sa.
Barcroft (Barcroft, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. a Uon ramp.

—

—

—

sa.

Barcroft

(confirmed to Henry Barcroft, Esq., of The Glen,
CO. Armagh, only son of the late Joseph Barcroft, of
Lisbum, co. Antrim, descended from the family of Barcroft,
of Noyna, co. Lancaster).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. in the
dexter chief point a trefoil slipped vert. Crest
A demi bear
ramp. gu. muzzled and charged on the shoulder with a

—

sUpped or.
Barcroft (Meer Green, co. Worcester). Sa. on a chev.
betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. a muUct betw. two
crescents gu. Crest
A wolf ramp. gu.
Bard (Caversfield, co. Bucks). Sa. on a chev. betw. ten
trefoil

—

—

martlets ar. five pellets. Crest
A lion's gamb coupe'l and
erect or, grasping a horse's leg erased sa.
(North Kelsey, co. Lincoln).
Ar. on a chev. betw.
eight martlets sa. five plates.
Bard (Middlesex). Sa. on a chev. betw. ten martlets ar. five

Bard

pellets.

Bard

( Viscount Bellaraount; granted by Harvey, Clarenceux,
16 March, 1562). Same Arms.
Bard. Ar. three lions ramp. ga.
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Bardeaux.

Per pale az. and ar. a fesse countercbanged

each part bordured.

millrind erect az.

Barclay (Surrey and

mouth
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branch vert resting

Barden. Ar. a fesse betw. three crescents az.
Barden. Ar. three swords conjoined in point gu.
Bardesey, Bardesley, or Bardsey (Lancashire).

Ar.

two bars gu. on a canton of the second a maunch of the

first.

Bardeston. Gu. a saltire engr. ar.
Bardevile, or Bardenill (Middlesex).
Bardewell. Gu. three bars gemelles or,
BardfLeld.

Ar. a cross gu.
a canton erm.

Ar. on a bend az. three fieurs-de-hs or, within

a bordure erm.

Bardin. Vert (another, gu.) three dolphins naiant ar.
Bardis (Oxfordshire). Ar. a tiger pass, reguard. gazing

in

a mirror all ppr.
(from a stained glass window, being the Arms of De
Bardis Prebendary of Howe, co. Oxford). Or, five fusils
conjoined in bend gu. a border compony ar. and sa.
Bardney. Ar. an eagle displ. az. beaked and legged gu.
Bardolf (Norfolk). Or, three cinquefoils az.

Bardis

Bardolfe, or Bardolph. (Hdgh Bardolf was summoned
to pariiament 27 Edward I.).
Az. three cinquefoils or.

—

Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head also gold
with wings expanded gu.
Bardolfe. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three crosses pattee fitchee
Crest

ar.

Bardolph.

(Devonshire).
Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the
quarter an eagle displ. or, over all an inescutcheon az.
charged with three cinquefoils pierced of the third.
Bardolph (London). Az. a mascle betw. three cinquefoils
or.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet gu. a dragon's head
betw. two wings of the last each charged with a mascle or.
Bardolph (Norfolk). Gu. an eagle ayrant or.
first

—

Bardolph (Norfolk). Gu. three cinquefoils ar.
Bardsey (Bardsey-in-Furness, co. Lancaster

(another, or).
the last heir
male, Nicholas Bardsey d. temp. Charles I., leaving two
daus., Dorothy m. Andebton, of Clayton, and Elizabeth
m. Lancelot Salkeld, of Whitehall). Ar. two bars gu. on a
canton a maunch of the first.
Bardwell (Norfolk). Gu. a goat salient (or pass.) ar.
;

attired or.

Bardwell. Ar. a hart sa. attired or.
Bardwell, or Bardwellyn. Gu.

three bars gemelles

a quarter ar.
Bare. Az. two dolphins hauriant or.
Bare. Gu. three litfns ramp. ar.
or,

Bare.

Ar. two endorses, as

many

barrulets gu.

Barecroft. Paly of six ar. and gu.
Barefoot. Gu. on a fesse vert, three men's feet couped ar.
Barefoot. Gu. two lion's paws couped under the knees, the
claws endorsed or.

Baremaine. Gu. a dexter hand, barways ar.
Barendes. Gu. two bars or, on a chief ar. two bucks' heads
cabossed of the second.

Barent. Ar. a chief sa.
Barentine (Lord Mayor
an annulet

or,

of London, 1398

betw. three eagles

and

1408).

displ. ar.

Sa.

—

Barentine. Sa. three eagles displ. ar. armed gu. Crest
An eagle displ. ar. betw. the attires and scalp of a stag or.
Baret. Gu. on a chief indented ar. three escallops of the
first

(another, within a bordure az.).
(co. Galway, Smith's Ordiruxry).

Bareth

Az. a fess lozengy
Creat—K lozenge gu.
Baretrey. Ar. on a mount in base a branched tree vert.
Barett. Gu. a chief indented ar.
Barett. Ar. a cross gu. five ducks of the field. Crest
A demi leopard guard, ppr.
Barett. Ar. a bend az. betw. three lozenge buckles gtu
tongues in fesse an annulet for diff.
Barett. Az. a fesse dancett^ or, in chief three mullets
gu.

—

pierced ar.

Bareu, or Barew.

Or, a saltire couped az. attached to
each end three roundles gu. Crest A holly branch vert.
(Kent). Gu. a Uon ramp, or, tail queued.
Barfoot (Midlington Place, co. Hants). Ar. a chev. gn.
betw. three pellets. Crest— A. stag statant, ducally gorged.
Barfoot, or Barford. Same ^r/u5. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, an arm in armour, holding a sword in bend

—

Barewashe

—

sinister, all ppr.

Barford.

Gu. a fret of six engr. erm.
(Bifrons, Patricksboume and Eastry Court, co.
Kent, granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1611 the heiress m.
Tocbnay). Or, on a pale gu. a sword erect ar. pomel and
Crest
hilt gold a chief az. charged with three bezants.
On a mount vert a pheon, point downwards gu. betw. two

Bargrave

;

—

laurel branches of the

first.

Barham (Staines, co. Middlesex, and Canterbury,

co. Kent).

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three bears pass. sa. muzzled

or,

a

A
:
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lleur-de-Us betw.

amon?

two

bullnishes

martlets of the fourth.

Crest

—A

stork

all ppr.

Barham (Kent).

Or, three hears pass. sa. muzzled gu.
Gu. a fesse betw. six martlets or.

Barham.

Braham

Barhata, or

(Suffolk

Crest— A. wolfs head

flory or.

and Surrey).

Sa.

ar.

—

—

Supporters
On either side a bear ppr. muzzled and charged
on the shoulder with a portcullis or.
Baring' (Lord Ashburton). Same Arms and Crest. Supporters
On either side a bear ppr. muzzled, coUared,
and chained or, each charged on the shoulder with a cross
pattee fitchee of the last. AToito— Virtus in arduis.
Crest
A dexter arm in
Baring.
Arms, as the last.

—

—

armour holding a

galtrap, all ppr.

Baringham.
Baringham.

Gu. a maunch arm.
Per pale (another, indented) ar. and sa.
Baringlon. Or, a chief gu. over all a bend az.
Barkdery. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three crosses crosslet
Barke. Az. a chev. betw. three crescents or. Crest
arm from the shoulder issuant holding a spade ppr.
ppr.

Cornwall).

co.

betw. three cinquefoils ar.
lodged ppr.

Crest

Sa.

a

fesse

erm.

— On a mount vert a stag

Barkeley

(Robert Babkelet, Dean of Clogher, in 1635
from a Funeral Entry in Ulster's oEBce). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three mullets az.

Barkeley.

Barkeman

Quarterly, indented ar. and az. a bend gu.
Paly of six ar. and
(London, granted 1611).

—

gu. a chev. or.
Crest Two arms embowed in armour or,
bolding in the hands ppr. a bundle of arrows ar. tied with a
string gu.

Barkenliead. Gu. three
as many laurel leaves vert.

ducal coronets

or,

on a chief ar.

(Booking Hall, co. Essex, and Kilcooley Abbey, co.
Tipperary, descended from Alderman Wm. Barker, youngest
«on of Sir Robert Barker, K.B., of Grimston Hall, Suffolk;
Sir Wm. Barker, the 3rd. bart. of Booking Hall, left a son,
William at (whose decease, in 1818, the title expired) and

two daus., of whom the elder. Mart, m. Chambre Brabazon
PoNsosBT, and was grandmother of William PonsonbtBasker, Esq. of Kilcooley Abbey). Per fesse nebulae az.
and sa. three martlets or, a canton erm. quartering Poncollared sa., for
bonbt.
Crests
1st, a bear sejant or,
Barker; 2nd, out of a ducal coronet az. three arrows one
and two in saltire points downwards, enveloped with a snake

—

Ponsonbt.

Barker

(allowed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to KicHARD Barker, of Coventry, fifth son of William
Barker, co. Berks, who was grandson of Thomas Barker, of

Wokingham, Her. Vis.). Per chev. engr. or and sa. a lion
ramp, counterchanged. Crest A demi Moor ppr. in dexter
hand an arrow or, feathered and headed ar. on his sinister
arm a shield of the first, on his shoulder a sash gu.
Barker (Over and "Vale Royal, co. Chester, confirmed 1638).
Gu. a fesse chcquy ar. and az. in chief three annulets or.
Crest
A falcon ar. standing on a hawk's lure gu. stringed

—

—

or.

Barker (Hurst,

cos. Berks, Kssex, and Warwick). Per chev.
engr. or and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged. Crest
naked boy ppr. holding an arrow.
Barker (Berks). Arms, the same. Crest A demi Moor
ppr. in his dexter hand an arrow or, feathered and head ar.
on his sinister arm. a shield or, on his shoulder a sash gu.
Barker (Croboy and Stirling, co. Meath, confirmed to
William Oliver Barker, M.D., of Dunboyne, co. Meath,
and of Dublin). Per chev engr. or and sa. a lion ramp,
counterchanged in the dexter chief point a crescent of the
•econd. Crent
A demi Moor ppr. over his left shoulder a
•ash gu. in his dexter hand an arrow or, feathered and
he.ided ar. and on his sinister arm a shield gold charged
with a crescent sa.
Mors potior macu1§,.
Barker (fiuckinghamshire). Or, on a fesse indented az.
three fleurs-de-lis of the field, (another, the fesse vert).
Crt't
A turtle dove ppr. in the beak a rose gu. stalked and

—

—

—

MMo —

—

leaver! vert.

Barker

(Bockenhall, co. Essex).

flour.i-(le-1i» or.

in th<:

Crest

— An

beak a horseshoe

Erm. on a fesse sa. three
head erased or, holding

ostrich's

(Kent, Middlesex, and Surrey). Barry often or and
sa. over all a homl gu.
Crest
Out of a ducai coronet or, an
eaifle 'llnpl, sa. beaked and legged gu.

Barker

—

(Newbury).
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Ar.

(Hambleton and Lyndon,

co. Rrtland, of which was
created a bart. in 1664. The late Samcel
Barker, of Lyndon, Esq., sheriff of Rutlandshire, in 1815,
left at his decease two daus.
his co-heirs).
Per fesse
nebulae sa. and or, three martlets counterchanged. Crest
A bear sejant ppr.
Barker (Woolerton, cos. Salop and Worcester). Az. five
escallops in cross or.
Cre^t
On a rock ar. a hawk close or.
Barker (South Leverton, co. Nottingham). Ar. three piles in
point vert over all a chev. gu.

Sir

Abel Barker,

three bean' heads erased gu.

^

—

—

Barker

(Christopher Barker, Garter King of Arms, temp.
Henry VIII.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three bears' heads
erased gu. muzzled or, in chief three torteaux; 2nd and 3rd,
for Carltle, ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three ravens ppr. as
many estoiles or. Crest A bear's head erased gu. muzzled
or.

Barker

(Haughmond, co. Salop.
Rowland Barker, of
Haughmond, was sheriff, 1585, and Walter Barker served
in 1621. The eventual heiress, Alice, dau. of John Barker,
Esq., TO. Sir Thomas Leigh, ancestor of the Leighs, of
Stoneleigh).
Gu. a fesse compon^e or and az. betw. six
annulets of the second.
(granted to Thomas Barker, Esq., of Roslyn Hall,
Sydney, New South Wales). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev.
gu. and ar. in chief three escallops of the last and in base a

Barker

bear sejant

an eagle

muzzled

sa.

displ.

or, for

Barker; 2nd and

3rd, az.

within an orle of four estoiles and as

—

man^

Schuldham. Crest A bear
gorged with a collar gemels or,
holding in the paws an escutcheon gu. charged with ai>
annulets alternately

all or, for

sejant sa. muzzled and

e.-^callop ar.

(Wallerton, co. Salop, Visit. London,

1568). Az. two bars ar. in chief a
betw. two pheons of the last.

Barker

(George Barker, Esq.,

CO. Norfolk).

griffin's

J. P.,

head erased

or,

Caston and Shipdham,

Ar. three bears' heads, erased gu. muzzled

—

a chief of the second. Crest A bear's head erased sa.
muzzled or.
Barker (Chester; confirmed by St. George, Norroy, 1638).
Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and az. in chief three annulets
or,

or.

Crest

—On a

lure gu. tassel

and string

or,

a falcon

rising ar.

Barker

(of Holbeach, co. Lincoln).
Az. a lion ramp, ar
within an orle of eight fleurs-de-lis or. Crest Issuant from
a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head ppr. Motto Fide sed

—

—

cui vide.

Barker

(Fairford Park, co. Gloucester).

—

Raymond. Crest
Barker 2nd, out

in cross or, quartering

a hawk close

demi-eagle displ.

Barker

Az. five escallops
on a rock ar.

1st,

mural crown a
Motto Virtus tutissima cassis.
(Shropshire). Per saltire erm. and az. on a bordureor, for

;

of a

—

gu. eight annulets or.
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Per fesse nebulae az. and sa.
three martlets or, a canton erm.
Crest
A greyhound
sejant ar. gorged with a collar and ring, to the last a line or,
the line held from him with his dexter foot. Another Crest

Barker

—

— A bear sejant or, collared
Barker (Grimston Hall, co.

sa.

Suffolk; settled at Ipswich from
a remote period, created bart. in 1622, extinct 1766). Per
fesse nebulae vert and sa. three martlets or, a canton erm.
Barker (Billesdon, co. Suffolk). Gu. a fesse chequy or and
az. betw. six annulets of the second.
Barker (Suffolk). Or, a bend betw. six billets sa.
Barker (Yorkshire). Ar. three bears' heads erased sa. ia

chief three torteaux.

Barker.
Barker.
Barker.
Barker.

Gu. on a cross pattee or, five annulets sa.
Per fesse or and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Or, a lion ramp. sa.

Ar. three larks ppr.
(Albrighton Hall, Wolverhampton, co. Stafford).
Az. five escallops in cross or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, an e.agle displ. sa. beaked and legged gu.
Barkerolles. Az. a chev. betw. three crescents or.
Barkeston. Ar. a fesse sa. cottised gu. betw. three fleurs-

Barker

—

de-lis az.

Barkeswrorth.

Chequy ar. and gu. on a bend az. three
first.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet two arms
(dexter and sinister) vested and embowed, each holding an

lions of the

ar.

Barker

Barker

Barker, alias Gery

Barker

in pale ppr., for

Or, a chev. az. fretty of the first betw.
three hurts, on a chief sa. a hound pass. ar. betw. two
mullets of the field.

—

or.

—An

Barke. Or, three larks
Barkeley (Okenbury,

AK

Barker (Norfolk).

a cross

(Larkbeer, co. Devon). Az. a fesse or, in chief a
Crest
A mullet
bear's head ppr. muzzled and ringed gold.
Jtfo«o— Probitate et labore.
erminois betw. two wings ar.
Baring (Sari of Northbrook). Same.<imis, Creit, and Motto.

Baring

B

muzzled or, in chief as many torteaux. Crest— A bear'i
head erased per pale or and az. muzzled of the first betw.
two wings the dexter az. the sinister gold.

—

ostrich feather.

Barkey

(registered 1700, as the

of Dublin, Merchant, descended

arms of Anthony Basket,
from a family of that namo

1

I*

A

BAB
—

edge of the shield. Crest A lion's gamb couped sa. betw.
two ostrich feathers the dexter ar. the sinister gu.
(London, granted 1611 to Edwabd Babkhav,
Alderman of London, afterwards as Sir Edwabd Babkham,

Barkhaxn

Camden, Clarenceux, 1611).
Knt., lyord Mayor in 1621
Two arms
Crest
At. three pales gu. over all a chev. or.
embowed in armour ppr. holding a sheaf of five arrows

—

;

gold, feathered ar.

and

tied with

a ribbon gu.

Motto

—Dili-

gentia fortuna mater.
(Waynflete. co. Lincoln, and South Acre, co.
Norfolk, extinct baronets). The same.
(Essex). Az. three roses two and one in
Barking'
base or, in chief as many lilies ar. stalked and leaved vert

Barkham

Abbey

within a bordure gu. charged with eight plates.
Barkisland (Barkisland, Halifax granted by B. St. George,
1612, and confirmed by Sir W. Segar, Garter, 1632). Per
pale sa. and gu. on a bend or, three martlets of the first.
Barklett (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1664). Quarterly per fesse indented or and gu. four crescents counterchanged.
Barkley (Visit, co. Cornwall, 1620). Sa. a fess erm. betw.
all

;

throe cinquefoils ar.

Barkley. Quarterly, indented or and az. a bend gu.
Barkley. Chequy gu. and erm. on a bend az. three

billets

(Visit.

Gu. a chev. betw. ten

Rutland, 1618).

Barksteade

(Tower of London, 1654). Erm. on a chief sa.
three ducal coronets or. Crest—Qui of a ducal coronet or,
an arm in armour, embowed ppr. grasping a sword ar. hilt
and pomel gold.
Barkston (Yorkshire). At. a fesse double cottised gu.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis az.

Barks'worth (Thermanby,

co.

York).

Ar.

saltire sa.

Esq., E. B. co.

Chequy or and gu. on a bend az. three lions ramp,
A demi lion ramp. ar. Motto Esto quod esse

York).

Crest

—

—

Tideris.

Barkworse. Chequy gn.

and

ar.

on a bend

az. three lions

Ar. a sword in bend gu. point down-

wards, betw. two cottises dantett^ sa.

Gu. three piles ar.
Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased ar.
Crest
A lion ramp. gu. supporting a garb ppr.

—

sa.

Barlaxmche, Barle-w, or Barlow
an eagle

displ. ar.

armed

or,

(Lancashire).

perched on a ragged

Sa.

staff,

of

the second.
(Barlay and Bamsfield Woodhouse, co. Derby). Gu.
on a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar. as many crosses crosslet of the first.
Barlay. Per fesse the chief part quarterly, indented per
fesse or and erm. the base ar. charged with two squires
(cantons voided) sa.
Barle. Per fesse wavy ar. and barry undfe of four az.

Barlay

and

or.

Barlet.

Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and

gu. four

crescents counterchanged.

Barley

(Derbyshire).

Ar. three hounds

sa.

a chief per pale

erm. and gu.

Barley
Barley

A

(Derbyshire).

Ar. on

abend

gu. three garbs or.

—

Erm. three bars wavy sa. Crest
boar's head erased or, discharging from his mouth a
(Albury, Herts).

quatrefoil az.

Barley.

Ar. three bars wavy sa. a chief per pale erm. and
gu.
Creit
A demi stag per pale . . and . . charged with
three bars wavy counterchanged.
Barley. Erm. three bars sa.
Barley. Barry wavy of six ar. and sa. on a chief gu. a
fleur-de-lis or, a quarter in chief erm. (another, without
the fleur-de-lis).

—

Barley.

Ar. three bars wavy az. a chief gu. on a canton
erm. a mullet of the second.
Crest A boar's head or,
tusked az. on the breast a mullet.
Barley. Gu. on a chev. betw. nine crosses crosslet fitch^e ar.
three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Barley (Elizabeth, dau. and heir of John Bablet, Esq., of

—

Woddersome, m. Robert Mauleveber: Mauleverer Ped.by
Lancaster, 1691.) Gu. on a chev. ar, betw. three eagles
displ. or, as

many

crosses crosslet sa.

Barliff, Bariff, or BeriflF (Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire). The same as Barbiff, Northamptonshire.
Barlingrhani (Essex). Ar. on a cross gu. five fleurs-delis or.
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displ.

with two necks

ar.

armed

fia

an eagla

or.

Barlow

(Barlow, co. Lancaster; derived from Sir Roger
Bablow, of Barlow, temp. Edward 1. The representative,
Thomas Bablow, of Barlow, was aged 46 in 1664, and had
then issue male). Sa. an eagle displ. with two heads ar.

membered

or, standing on the limb of a tree raguled and
trunked fesseways of the second.
Ci-est—ka eagle displ.
with two heads as in the Arms. Another Crest—Two eagles'
heads conjoined erased ar.
Barlow (Slebetch, co. Pembroke, hart, extinct). At. on a

chev. engr. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. two lions

—

counterpass. of the first.
Crest
A demi lion ar.
holding a cross crosslet fitchee sa.
Barlow (Calcutta, East Indies, bart). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu.
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee az. two lions pass counterpass, supporting an eastern crown or.
Crest—Out of an
Eastern crown or, a demi lion ar. supporting in the paws a
pass,

cross crosslet as in the Arms.
(Fir Grove, co. Surrey,

Barlow

bart.).

Ar. on a chev.

engr. gu. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee az. two lions
pass, counterpass. supporting an eastern crown or, in the
centre chief point a branch of olive and another of palm in
saltire ppr.
Crest
Issuing out of an eastern crown or, a

demi

paws supporting a cross crosslet fitchee
a branch of olive and (on the
another of palm ppr. Supporters On either side
an angel ppr. vested ar. zoned and on the head an eastern
crown or, the dexter holding in the exterior hand a balance
gold and in the other a book ppr. the sinister bearing in the
exterior hand an oUve branch and in the other an cscrol
ppr. Motto Sis plus in primis
over the crest : Dilige
lion ar. the

—

sinister)

—

;

pacem.
(formerly
all an eagle displ.
a billet raguly of
raguly vert a demi

of Dublin). Sa. two chevronels or, over
with two heads ar. grasping in his talons
the second. Crest
Issuant from a biUet
eagle without wings per pale ar. and or,
and charged on the breast with two chevronels sa.
Barlow (allowed by Camden, Clarenceux, to WiLLIAlf
Bablow, D.D., Bishop of Rochester, 1608-13). Same Ai-ms,

—

diff.

Barlow (Upton

House, near Manchester). Bendy of eight
an eagle displ. with two heads sa. the claws
resting on a miUrind in base fesseways or, in each beak an
ear of barley slipped ppr. Crest— A gauntletted hand bendwise ppr. grasping two eagles' heads conjoined and erased
at the neck sa.
Motto— En foi prest.
Barlow (Bramfleld, co. Chester). Barry wavy of six ar. and
sa. on a chief gu. flory or, a canton erm.
Barlow (SheEBeld). Sa. two bars erm. on a chief indented
per pale or and ar. an eagle displ. of the first. Crest
Mercury's cap or, wings ar. thereon an eagle's head erased
ppr. gorged with a collar erm.
Barlow. Gu. a demi eagle erased with two heads sans
wings ar.
Barlow. Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three crosses patonce
fitchee sa. two lions combatant of the first.
Barlow (Edwabd Bablow, of Bath, M.D.). Sa. an eagle
displ. with two heads ar. standing on the limb of a tree
raguly and trunked fesseways or, charged on the breast with
a cross fitchee pattee gu. Crest Two eagles' heads erased
ar.

Baiiace, Barlacey, or Barlow.
muzzled

aa.

Barlo. Erm. three bars dancett^e gu.
Barloug-he, or Barlowe (Lancashire),

a fleur-de-lis for

ramp, of the second.

Barkyn, or Barkin.
Barlande.

Erm. three bars wavy

Barlow

Barkworth. Chequy or and gu. a bend az.
Bark-worth (Geoboe Babkwobth, of Wyton,
ar.

a

a label of three points gu.

all

(Essex).

az. betw. (on the dexter side)

cinquefoils ar.

over

Barlo

—

or.

Barkly.
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Bremen in Germany). Ar. a cher. gu. betw. three lions'
gambs erased sa. those in chief each pointing to the outer

*t

and

vert,

—

—

ar.

Barlow.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee
or, two demi lions pass, respecting each other sa.
Crest
demi lion ramp, guaj-d. ar. gorged with a coUar gu. thereon
three bezants holding betw. the paws a cross moline gu.
charged with a bezant.
Barlow (Bundall Bablow, Archbishop of Tuam, 1634).
Fun. Ent. Ire.). Sa. on an eagle displ. ar. membered gu.
standing on the limb of a tree raguly and trunked of the
second a cross formee fitchee of the field.
Barlow (James Bablow, Lord Mayor of Dublin, 1715).
Same Ar)ns as preceding. Crest An eagle's head with two
beards erased ar. membered or.
(Colchester, co. Essex).
Ar. on a fesse flory
counterflory vert. betw. three bo.irs' heads couped sa. two

—

—

Bamaby

slipped erminois.

collared

and ringed

Crest

ar.

Or, on a lion

— A leopard couchant

Bamaby

—

Crest A demi greyhound gu.
holding a branch of laurel vert.
ramp. sa. three escallops ar.

trefoils

Bamaby (Salop).

(Yorkshire).

sa.

Or, on a lion

ramp. sa. three esan orle of mullets az.
Per fesse nebulee or and sa. three boars' heads
couped, counterchanged. Crest A boar's head erased per
fesse nebulee sa. and or.
callops ar. within

Bamaby.

—

Bamaby.

See Bdsnabt.

Per pale wavy ar. and vert three boars' heads
erased counterchanged.
Ar. on a cross gu. Ave crescents of the field on a
chief az. three bezants.
Erm. a fes.se gu.
or Bamarly. Quarterly, ar. and gu. a cross

Barnaby.

Bamaby.
Bamaby.
Bamaby,

counterchanged.

Bamack (Northamptonshire).

Ar. a horse barnacle sa.
Ar. a fesse betw. three horse barnacles gu.
Crest
A boar's head sa.
Ar. a bend gu.
muzzled or, betw. two wings of the last.
Barnacle. Ar. three geese two and one sa.
(Leicestershire). Ar a fesse betw. three pair of

Bamack.
Bamack.

—

Bamake

barnacles sa.
(Northamptonshire).

Bamake

Ar. three pair of barnacles

sa.

Bamake (Yorkshire).
Bamake.
Bamake.
Bamake.

Gu. three lions ramp.

ar.

Ar. two barnacles in pale sa.
Erm. a fesse gu.
Erm. a bend gu.
Erm. on a bend gu. a cinquefoil (another, three)

Barnake.
or.

Bamam.
Barnard

Sa,

a cross betw. four crescents ar.
Az. a fesse betw. three dolphins naiant

(Essex).

ar.

Barnard

Az. on a fesse ar. three dolphins gu.

(Essex).

a bordure engr. of the

last.

Barnard (Hampshire). Sa. two greyhounds endorsed ar.
Barnard (Kent). Vert on a cross or, five mullets sa.
Barnard (Kent). Vert on a chief or, two mullets gu.
Barnard (Lincolnshire). Ar. a bend fusily purp. betw. six
dragon's head erased ar. coUared
Crest
fleurs-de-lis az.
and lined or, gorged with three bars gu.
Barnard (London). Ar. on abend az. three escallops of the
Cre$t—An escallop shell ar.
first.
Barnard (Pirton, co. Oxford Visit, co. Notts 1614). Same
Arms. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. holding in the paws a
snake az. charged on the shoulder with a mullet within an

—

.4.

;

—

annulet for

di£f.

(Yorkshire, Norfolk, and Pirton,

Oxford confirmed to Abell Bernard, of the latter place,
descended from the Bernards of Enderby, co. York, Camden's grants). Same Arms, in the sinister chief a mullet in
an annulet for diff. CreH—X demi Uon ar. charged on the
shoulder with a mullet within an annulet holding in the paws
a snake entwined az.
Barnard (Lord Mayor of London, 1738). Ar. a bear ramp,
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
sa. muzzled or.
;

—

bear ramp.

sa.

muzzled

or.

Barnard (Somersetshire

and Gloucestershire).

Erm. on a

bend gu. three cinquefoils or.
(granted to Benjamin Barnard, of Ham, co.
Surrey, Esq.). Barry of six or and ar. a bear ramp. sa.
muzzled gold. Crest Out of a mount vert a demi bear sa.
muzzled charged on the shoulder with a cross pattee fitchec
and the sinister paw resting on a cross crosslet or.
Barnard (granted to Joseph Barnard, Esq., of Notcliffe

Barnard

—

House, Tewkesbury,

co. Gloucester).

—

Or,

a bear ramp.

sa.

A demi bear ramp. sa.
within two flaunches vair. Crest
seme of annulets or, and holding betw. the paws a buckle
Ex concordia victoriae spes.
of the last. Motto
Barnard (Cave Castle, Howden, co. York). Quarterly, Ist

—

and

4th, quarterly, Ist

or, for

and

Baknard 2nd and
;

4th, ar.

a bear ramp.

sa.

muzzled

3rd per, pale or and az. a saltier

counterchanged surmounted by asaltieret, forBoLDEBo; 2nd
and 3rd, gu. a sword in bend ar., for Gee. Crests A bear
as in the Arms, for Barnard; a greyhound courant, for
BoLDEBO. Motto Fcstina lentc.
Barnard. Sa. two greyhounds endorsed ar. betw. as many
bucks' beads cabosscd or.
Barnard. Vair on a chief gu. two mullets pierced or.
Barnard. Ar. on a bend az. three escallops or.
Barnard. Gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Barnard. Gu. three lions ramp. or.

—

—

Barnard.

See

Barnard, Esq., of Bartlow House, Linton,
CO. Ciunhridge).
Same as Barnard, Lord Mayor of London.
Barnarder. Per pale ar. and or, three palcts couped gu.
Barnarder. Per fess ar. and or, three polets couped in

(co. Kent, Visit. London, 1568). Ar. a saltire betw.
four leopards' faces sa.

Bamaveile.

Gu. a cross or.
(Towthorp, co. York).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
bears' heads couped sa. muzzled or.
Barnby (Barnby and Midhope, co. York). Or, a lion ramp.
sa. hung about with escallop shells ar.
Barne (Essex). Az. two lions pass. ar.
Barne (Sotterley and Dunwich, co. Suffolk). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, az. three leopards' heads ar. 2nd and 3rd, af a
chev. az. betw. three Cornish choughs sa. Ciest An eagle

Barnby

;

Bamardes. Az. a fens ar. within a bordure engr. or.
Barnardeston Az. a few riantetuie ar.
Bamardiston (KciUjn, co. Suffolk). Az. a fess dancettec
tix croises croaalct ar.

B&mardiaton

(llie

of Ketton.
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.

—

displ.

Barne

(granted to Georoe Baene, Esq. of Tiverton, co.
Devon). Per pale az. and gu. betw. six bezants paleways,
three leopards' faces in pale or. Crest
In front of an oak
tree ppr. growing out of a mount vert an eagle wings displ.
sa. charged on the body and each wing with a bezant resting
the dexter claw on a leopard's face or. Motto
Avorum
honori.

—

—

Barne

(London

London, 1568). Ar. on a chev. engr.
az. betw. three Cornish choughs sa. three trefoils or.
Barne. Per pale harry of eight or and az. counterchanged.
;

Visit.

Barne
Barne

(London). Az. three leopards pass, or (another, ar.).
(London). Az. two lions pass, guard, in pale ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet on a mount vert a stag ppr.
Barneby (Hereford). Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. betw.
three escallops az.
Barneby. Az. two bars crenellee or.

—

Barneby

(Brockhampton,

co. Hereford).

Sa.

a

—

lion pass,

guard, betw. three escallops ar.
Crest A lion coucbant
guard, sa. Motto
Virtute non vi.
Barneby-Lutley. See Lutley.
Barnehotise (quartered by Rouse, co. Devon: Sir Anthony
Rouse m. Elizabeth, dau. of Thomas Southcote and coheir of her mother Grace, sister and heir of Nicholas

—

Barnehodse, of Marche, co. Devon, Visit. 1620). Gu. two
wings displ. conjoined in lure ar.
Or, two wings inverted and conjoined gu. a
crescent for

Barneis.

diff.

(Her. Off. Essex,

c. 21.)

Az. three greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared

or.

Barned

(exemplified to Israel Lewis, Esq., of Gloucester-

terrace, Regent's Park,

upon

his

assuming by Royal Licence,

24 July, 1858, the surname of Barned in addition to and
after that of Lewis). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. two leopards*
faces jessant-de-lis in pale ar. betw. as many flaunches erm.,
for Barned 2nd and 3rd, per saltire or and vert four oak
First a female in
leaves counterchanged, for Lewis. Crests
a sitting attitude vested az. and holding in the right hand
a sickle ppr., Barned second, upon the trunk of a tree
fessewise and eradicated ppr. a gryphon segreant or, holding
in the dexter claw a trefoil vert., Lewis.
Motto Benigno
;

—

;

—

numinc.

Barneis, or Barners.

Quarterly, or and vert.

Bamer.

az. a fesse

Per pale

ar.

and

counterchanged.

Earner. Gu. a barnacle-goose ar.
Barnerly. Quarterly, ar. and gu. a cross

quarterly counter-

changed.

Barners.

See Barneis.
Barnes (Berkshire). Ar. two bars betw. six mascles, three
two, and one, sa.
Crest
A demi unicorn erm. horned,

—

collared

and lined

or.

Barnes, or Barnes
embattled

or, in cliief

(Cambridgeshire).
three bezants. Crest

ar. spotted sa. collared

Barnes

(Durham).

Sa.

two bars

—A leopard

and lined

pass,

or.

Quarterly, or and vert on a fesse sa.

three estoiles ar.

Barnes (John

Barnes, Esq., of Bunker's Hill, Cumberland).
Quarterly, or and vert, on a fesse sa. three estoiles of the
field.
Crest
An estoile pierced or. Motto Nee timide nee
temere.
Barnes (Lancashire, 1584). The same as of Durham with

—

the estoiles of the
az.

—

first.

Crest

— An estoile pierced or.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1370 and 1371). Quarterly,
and gu. a cross ar. in the first and second a cross bottonee

or.

Barnes

('rest

Kyei, co. Suffolk).

— An

hcadar.
Same as Babjnabass's

(London).

Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross betw. four

crosses crosslet or.

Barnes

frnnt (ju.

DUTOM

Barnatt

Barnes

SuppUmmt.

Barnard (TuoMAs

erm. hftw.

Bamardiston (Great Coates, co. Lincoln). The same with
due diff. Crest — A stork or, among rushes ppr.

Barnebouse.

Barnard, or Bernard
CO.
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Crest

(London, 1614).

Az. two lions pass, guard, ar.
rays palc-ways or, an arm
holding in the hand ppr. a broken

—Out of clouds ppr. issuing

erect habited of the last

sword

ar. hilt gold.

Barnes

(Katherine dau. of Antiiont Barnes m. John BaraiNOTON, CO. Essex, living in 1400). Quarterly, or and rert
in firit quarter a crescent ga.

.

;

BAR
Barnes. Az. a pheon
A demi savage wreathed
Crfgt

ar. betw. three leopards' faces or.

—

Crest

— A demi

Barne'wall

about the head and middle

holding a club in pale all ppr.
Barnes. Paly of six erm. and ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass.
or.

lion or.

Az. three leopards' heads ar. Crest— On a mount
vert a falcon wings expanded ar. ducally gorged beaked and
legged or.
Barnes. Az. on a bend ar. betw. two estoiles or, a bear pass.
ea. estoiled or, seizing a man ppr. on a chief ar. three roses

Barnes.

many

Az. on a fesse betw. three sheldrakes ar. as

Barnes

Ar. two bars crenelle sa. in chief three pellets.
(granted to Richaw) Knowles Barnes, Esq., Captain

Gu. a tower surmounting two swords in saltire points
downwards ar. pomels and hilts or, betw. two horses' heads
erased in fesse of the second on a chief of the last upon a
mural crown az. a bezant thereon perched a vulture rising
B.N.).

—

On an embattlement
betw. two elephants statant ppr. Crest
gu. a wivern az. gorged with a collar gemel or, the wings
elevated of the last guttee de sang.

Barnes

(Pemberton-Babnes, Haveringham att Bower, co.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a bear in bend sa. betw.
two bendlets az. on a chief of the last a rose of the first barbed
and seeded ppr. betw. two estoiles or, a canton erm. for diff.,
2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev. erm. betw. in
for Babnes
chief two ears of wheat slipped or, and in base a dove rising
ppr. three griflBns' heads erased of the third, for Pemberton.
Crests
let: Upon a rock a leopard pass. ppr. semee of
2nd
estoiles and a cross crosslet sa. for diff., Barnes
Upon the trunk of an oak tree eradicated and sprouting
de
poix.
grifBn
pass,
or,
guttee
towards the dexter ppr. a
Motto Mutare vel timere spemo.
Barnes. Az. two Uons pass. ar.
Barnes (Brookside, Manchester). Per fesse or and az. a miUrind fesseways betw. two lions pass, all counterchanged.
Crest
A cubit arm issuant from rocks ppr. habited cheeky ar
and az. cuff ar. the hand crasping a broken sword ppr. and
issuant from the rock behind the arm rays of the sun or.
Motto— Deua noster refugium.
Bamesdale (1604). Per saltire ar. and or, four eagles
displ. sa.
A crane's head ar. beaked gu. issuing out
Crest
Essex).

;

—

;

—

—

—

of rays or.

Bamesly

(Staffordshire and Surrey, granted 1597). Sa. a
Crest An
cross betw. four roses ar. a mullet for diff.
old man's head couped at the breast full-faced ppr. charged
with a mullet for diff.
Barneston. Az. a fesse dancettee ar.

Barnett.
Barnett.

—

Sa.

a

lion pass, guard,

Barnett (Charles

chief a leopard's face of the second.

Bamet, or Barnett

Crest

— A fleur-de-lis ar.

(Easingwold, co. York, and Blackheath, CO. Kent, really and properly Barrt, being maternally descended from a family of that name, settled in
London (St. Dunstan's in the West), about 1709. The family
assumed their present surname without any change of arms,
about 1756.
The eldest branch now bears the name of
" Batley " ). Ar. three bars gemellee gu.
Barnevelt. Ar. a field and river ppr. on the field a buck
gu. drinking in the river. Crest
A demi buck gu.
Bame'wall (Crickstown Castle, co. Meath, bart.). Erm. a
bordure engr. gu.
From a plume of five ostrich
Crest
feathers or, gu., ar., vert, and az., a falcon rising of the last.
Motto Malo mori quam ftedari.
Barnewall {Viscount Kingslanil, dormant 1833). Erm. a
bordure engr. gu. Crest A plume of five feathers" or, gu.,
az., vert, and ar., thereon a falcon with wings disclosed of
the last. Supporters
Dexter, a grifBn ar. ; sinister, a lion
gu. Motto Malo mori quam foedari.
Barnewall (Baron Trimleston). Aiiits &c. same as preceding.
Supporters Dexter a griffin ar. beaked and
winged or; sinister a lion gu. armed and langued az. both
collared gold.
Jl/ot(o-^Malo mori quam foedari.
Barnewall (Meadstown and Bloomsbury, co. Meath). Same
as Barnewall, of Crickstown.
Barne'wall (Essex). Az. a saltire engr. or, betw. four
crescents ar.
Barnewall (Ireland). Az. a saltire engr. betw. four
crescents ar. Crest— An arm from the elbow vested and
holding a martlet betw. two branches of laurel in orle.
Barnewall (Ireland). Ar. a saltire engr.bctw. fleur-de-lis sa.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
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betw. four

—

—

ar. gorged with a collar ragulee gu. charged with three
bezants in front a double ring.
Barnew^ell. Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa.
Barney (Kent). Az. three leopards' faces ar.

Barney

(Kent).
Erm. on a bend gu. three lions ramp.
guard, or.
Barney (Park Hall, co. Norfolk). Per pale gu. and as.
cross engr. erm. Crest
A plume of feathers of two rowa,

—

in the bottom four, in the top three, az.

Bemey (Norfolk).

Barney, or
cross erm.

Crest

— A garb

and gu.

Quarterly, az.

and gu. a

or.

Barney. Per pale az. and gu. a cross engr. erm.
Barney. Az. two leopards ar. langued and armed gu.
Barneyes. Az. three greyhounds in full course ar.
Barneys. Az. three lions' heads ar.
Barneys. Az. three greyhounds pass. ar. collared or.
Bamfield (Newport, co. Salop, and of Devonshire). Or, on

—

a bend gu. three mullets ar. an annulet sa. for diff. Crest
A lion's head erased sa. ducally crowned gu.
(Southwick Hants, HoUingboume and Boughton

Barnham

Monchelsey, Kent, extinct bart). Sa. a cross engr. betw.
four crescents ar. Crest
A dragon's head ar. pellettee betw
four dragons' wings sa. bezant^e.
Barnham. Ar. a cross engr. betw. four crescents gu.
Crett
A crescent gu. betw. two laurel branches in orle ppr.
Barnham. Gu. a millrind in bend betw. two martlets ar.
(Devonshire). Sa. a pair of wings inverted

—

—

Bamhouse

and conjoined

Barnho'wse

ar.

(Devonshire).

Ar. two wings inverted

and

conjoined gu.

Bamingrham.
Baming^ham.

Per pale or and

sa.

Per pale indented ar. and ea.
(Glasgow, 1770). Or a fesse az. betw. three arrows
point downwards gu. Crest
A garb ppr. banded gu. Motto

Bams

— Peace and

—

plenty.

Bams (Col. Jas. Stevenson-Barnes, of Kirkhill, C.B.,

1813).

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, as the last 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. on a chief of the second three mul-'
lets of the first, for Stevenson
a chief of augmentation az.
charged with the representation of the curtain of a fortifica^
;

;

and above it the word "St. Sebastian," a canton ar.
charged with representations of the gold cross presented to
Col. Stevenson Barns, and of the Portuguese order of the
Tower and Sword, pendent from their ppr. ribbons. Cr-st
A garb ppr. banded gu., for Barns; a dexter hand issuing
out of a cloud, holding a laurel garland all ppr., for SteveheoN and for a crest of augmentation a dexter arm in armour,
issuing from a broken battlement, the hand holding a
banner inscribed " St. Sebastian." Supporters Dexter, a
soldier of the 1st or Royal Scots fully accoutred sinister, a
Peace and
horse ar. fully comparisoned, both ppr. Mottos
plenty, for Barns Coelum non Solum, for Stevenson.
Bamsdall (assigned by Camden, Clarenceux, to Willuk
Barnsdale, 1604). Per saltire or and ar. four eagles displ.
in cross sa. Crest Issuant from rays of the sun or, an eagles*
head and neck ar. beaked gu.
Bamsley. Gu. a cross betw. four roses or, leaved vert.
Crest— X dragon pass. ar. charged on the breast with a rose
tion,

saltire or.

and a chief or.
Barnett, Esq., of Stratton Park, co. Bedford, son and heir of the late Major-Gen. Charles Barnett,
by Harriett his wife, dau. of Admiral Sir Richard Kino,
Bart.; General Barnett was elder brother of James BarKETT, Esq., of Lombard-street, banker). Or, a saltire sa. in
Gu. a

saltire engr. ar.

(Stamford, co. Lincoln,
Gu. a saltire embattled betw. four crescents ar.
1660).
Crest
boar's
head
erased
A
ar. gorged with a irollar embattled gu. charged with three bezants, in front a double
ring or, (another bears a wolfs head, collared as before).
Bamevrell (Cransley, confirmed by Camden, Clarenccux).
Same Armt, a mullet for diff. Crest A wolfs head erased

roses gu.

Barnes.

Gn. a

(Ireland).

plates.

BarneweU, or Bamawelle

gu. radiated or.

Barnes.
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—

;

—

—
;

;

—

Bamsley (Alkmanton,

co.

Derby).

Sa.

a cross betw. four

roses slipped ar.

Barnstaple, Town of (Devonshire). Gu. a
and domed

ar.

Barnstaple,

masoned

Town

sa.

on the dome a

castle

towered

flag.

(Armt of the Mayor, Aldermen,
and Burgesses of the borough of Barnstaple, co. Devon,
Visit. 1620). Gu. a castle triple towered ar. Legend or Motto

—

of.

Sigillum, Burgi, Parochiae, Barnestapolle.

Town of. (The seals of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the borough of Barnstaple. Visit.
Devon, 1620.)
Ist, A bridge with a cross, an eagle displayed with a church above it. Legend— SiKxWom, Longi,
Legend—
Pontis Villae, Bamestapoliae
2nd, A swan.

Barnstaple,

;

Commune Burgi et Parochiae.
Barnstaple Priory (Devonshire).
Sigillum

Gu. a bend

or,

in

chief a label of three points ar.

Barnston

formerly of Churton, co. Chester,
there seated temp. Richard II.). Az. a fesse dancetl6e erm.
betw. six crosses crosslet or.

(Crewe

Hill,

Barnwell (Lord

of the

Manors of Mileham and Bceston,

co.

Gu. a saltire embattled betw. four crescents ar.
Crest— K wolfs head erased ar. collared gu. studded and
Loyal au mort.
chained or. Motto
Barnwell (granted in 1826 to the late Fkederick Henrt
Barnwell, Esq., of Bury St. Edmunds, upon his taking the
Quarterly, 1st and
additional name and arms of Tcrnor).
crescents ar. 2nd and
4th. gu. a saltire embattled betw. four
two fleurs-de-lis in
3rd, erm. on a cross sa. a fret ar. betw.
Norfolk).

—

;

Crefts
and two fers-de-mouUn
gu. studded and
1st: 'a wolfs head erased ar. collared
A Uon pass, guard, ar. holding in his
2nd
chained or
dexter paw a fer-de-moulin sa. and charged on the side
with a fret gu. Motto Malo mori quam foedari.
(Norfolk and Sufifolk). Gu. a saltire raguly betw.
A wolfs head erased ar. gorged
four crescents ar. Crest
in fesse of the third.

pale' or,

:

;

—
—

BamweU

with a coUar, embattled, counter-embattled gu. chair>»d or,
the collar charged with three bezants or, on a mount vert a
Uon pass, guard, ar. holding in his dexter paw a miUrind.
Barnwell (Ireland). See Baknewell.
Barnwell (Suffolk). Per pale sa. and az. a fesse dancett^e
ar.

Fer pale sa. and az. a
(Northamptonshire).
dancettee or, betw. three crosses crosslct fitchee of

Bamewell
fesse

Sa. two swords in saltire ar. hilted and pommelled
squirrel
Cred
or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the last.
sejant gu. charged with a cliev. or, cracking a nut ppr.

Baroby.

—A

See Babbon.
Ar. a chev. betw. three

(Ireland).

(Devonshire).

human

hearts

Essex).

— A garb

Gu. a chev. erm.

vert, eared or.

between three garbs
(Essex and London). Sa. in chief two estoiles, in
base a martlet, ar. within a bordure engr. or.
Crest

Baron

by Camden

(exemplified

to

Edward Babon

alias

Barnes, of London, son of Eichabd Baron, of the same
place, and grandson of Peter Babon, Esq., of Saffron
Waldcn, co. Essex, Serjeant-at-law). Az. two lions pass,
Out of clouds ppr. issuing rays
guard, in pale ar. Crest
paleways or, an arm erect habited of the last, holding in the
hand ppr. a broken sword ar. hilt gold.
Baron (Cornwall). Sa. in fesse three talbots' heads erased
Crest
A talbot's head couped or.
ar.
Baron (Kinnaird, Scotland). Or, a chev. sa. betw. three
martlets gu. within a double tressufe flory counterflory of

—

—

last.

Baron

—

—

Ademicagle displ. sa. Motto Alter ipse amicus.
(Wemme). Sa. an inke moUne erm.

Baron.
Cret

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets

(Preston, Scotland).

Crest

sa.

Baron

Ar. two bars on a canton two lions pass. ppr.
lion ramp. ppr.
Ar. two bars sa. betw. nine mascles of the second,

— A demi

Baron.

—

Crat A demi unicorn erm. armed
Ba. crined collared and chained or.
Baron. Gu. a chev. or, frctty az. betw. three garbs of the

and

three, three,

three.

second.

Baron.
Baron.
Baron,

Or,

a

bull pass, ku-

Ar. three estoiles gu. within a bordure engr. sa.
alias Barne (Aldborough, co. Essex, allowed by
Cooke, Clarcnceux, and Visit. London, 1568). Per fcss az.
and gu. two lions pass, guard, ar. collared counterchanged.
Baron (William Babon d. 2 Nov. 1678, Fun. Ent., Ire.)
Az. two lions pass. ar.
Baron. Gu. fretty ar. on a chev. az. three garbs or.
Baron, Ar. two bars betw. six mastics sa. three, two, and
one.

Baron. Erra. three bends gu. a label of as many points az.
Baronby. .Sa. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped ar.
Baronby, or Baroug-hby. Az. a chev. betw. three
bi .irs' tuuils erasi'd

Baronsdale
di.ipl. az.

ar.

(another, couped) ar.
Per saltire or and ar. four eagles

^London).

Crcat

— Out of an antique crown

or,

a stork's head

beaked gu.

Baroug'h, or Barrow.

Sa.

two swords in saltire ar.
CreU A lion

hllird or, liolw. four fliiir.s-de-lis of the lirst.
p.i'<s.

az. resting his dexter

Barowe. Ar.
Barr (France).

paw on a

—

ball or.

a pheon sa.
Az. a sinister bend ar. betw. two stars of the

List.

Barr.

Or, a fesse indented erm. betw. three pomegranates
Crrrt
,An arm couped at the shoulder, vested
gu. ro«ling \.\w elbow on the wreath, the hand towards the

—

Ir.ivrd ppr.

sinister, holiling a

Barr, or Barry

bow

ppr.

(Scotland).

moiititcd by a fesse (another,

mullets of the

52

<ici.ond).

Az. an eagle displ. ar. gura bar sa. charged with two

surmounted

displ. ar.

—

—

Barrall.

Barry of ten ar. and sa.
(Nicholas Barran, Alderman, and twice Lord
James I. and Charles I., Fun. Ent.
Ar. three griffins' heads erased gu. and a border
Ire.).
gobony of the field and sa.

Barran
Mayor

of Dublin, tem-p.

Barrantine. Sa. six eagles displ. ar.
Barratt Ar. three lozenge buckles in bend
A galley, her oars in saltire sa. flags gu.
Barre. Paly of six ar. and sa. four bars gu.
Barre. Gu. three bars gobonated ar. and sa.
Barre, or Barrey. Ar. a chev. betw. three

gu.

Creil—

hears' heads
muzzled and collared or.
or Barrey. Gu. a bend vaire betw. six escallops

couped

sa.

Barre,
ar.

Barre. See Babret.
Barre, or Barry.

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis

sa.

Barreau (Jersey). Az. a squirrel erect ar. armed sa. Crest
— A dexter hand in armour ppr. holding a passion cross ar.
Motto^in hoc signo vinces.
Barrell (Herefordshire). Erm. on a
head couped

Barrell

ar.

chief az. a talbot's head
Crest

—A talbot's

eared gu.

(Bochester, co. Kent).

Erm. on a chief az.

three

Erm. on a chief

three

heads erased ar.

talbots'

(Rochester, co. Kent).
talbots' heads erased of the first.

Barrenkton
or.

Baron

Az. an eagle

(Worcester, 1825).

Crest
A lion's
of a fesse sa. charged with two mullets or.
head erased gu. gorged with a collar or. Motto Fortitudine.

Barrell

sa.

Baron (Bradwell and Skirmby, co.

the

Barr

in the dexter point couped az. eared gu.

the third.

Baron
Baron
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SAB

queued

Ar.

(Leicestershire).

sa.

a lion ramp, double

sa.

Barrett

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three hears
Crest
pass. sa. muzzled or.
A griffin segreant reguard. or,
beak, legs, and wings gu.
Barrett (Dorsetshire, and Ealing, co. Middlesex). Sa. a
chev. betw. three hawks' heads or.
Barrett (Bellhouse, Aveley, co. Essex). Ar. and gu. harry
Crest
A hydra with seven heads
of four counterchanged.
wings endorsed vert scaled or.
Barrett (Essex). Per pale ar. and gu. four bars counterchanged (another, of Kent, six).

(Cambridge).

—

—

Barrett

Per pale ar.
counterchanged.
Gu. on a chief indented ar. three
Crest
escallops of the field (another, sa).
A lion ramp, or,
holding betw. his (ore feet an escallop sa.
Barrett (Milton House, co. Berks). Gu. on a chief indented
ar. three escallops of the first quartering Belsoor.
Cixst
A wyvem wings erect or, collared and chained az. Motto
(Winsole, co. Leicester, Visit. 1619).

and gu. a

Barrett

fesse

(Herefordshire).

—

—
—

Honor

virtus probitas.

Barrett

Per pale

(Ireland).

ar.

and gu. twelve barrulets

counterchanged.

Barrett

(Lee Priory, co. Kent). Or, on a chev. betw. three
mullets sa. as many lions pass, guard, ar. (sometimes or).
Crest
A lion couchant ar. the dexter paw resting upon a
mullet sa.
Barrett (Perry Court, co. Kent). Ar. a fesse dancettee gu.
in chief three mullets sa.
Barrett (London, 1383). Gu. a chief indented ar. aborduro

—

az.

Barrett

(London, granted 1773). Az. two barrulets or, betw.

three doves ppr.

Barrett

(Castle Barrett, co. Cork, granted 1689).
Per pale
and gu. barry of seven countcrchaneed a canton of the
second charged with a rose imperially ensigncd or. Crest
A heart or, betw. two wings conjoined sa. seniee of etoiles
gold.
Mntto
In uprigtitiicss God will support us.
Barrett-Lennard, Bart. See Lennard.
Barrett (Shortney, co. Nottingham). Gu.. on a fesse cottised
betw. three spear heads ar. as many mullets of the field.
Crest
A nag's head erased per pale gu. and az. gorged with
two bars ar.
Barrett (Suffolk). Ar. a bend az.betw. throe square buckles
A helmet ar. garnished and plumed with feathers
gu. Crest
or.
Another Crest A demi greyhound ar. collared and lined
ar.

—

—

—

—

—

sa.

Barrett

Ar. on a bend az. hetw. three lozenge
buckles the tongues fesscways gu. an annulet or.
Barrett /Suffolk). Ar. a fesse betw. three miUlets sa.
Barrett (Warwickshire). Or, a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
bears' heads sa. muzzled or.
A griffin segreant
Crest
reguard. gu. wings elevated or.
Same
Barrett (Tngardcn, or Tregarno, co. Cornwall).
(Suffolk).

—

Jniis,

flelil

Barrett

ar.

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three
erm. three lions ramp. sa.

(I'un. Ent. Ire.).

trefoils slipped

A

BAB
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three mallets ar.

mullets ar.

Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrett.
Barrette.

Sa. three falcons' heads erased or.

Or, a cross sa. over all a bendlet gu.
Gu. on a saltire or, five swans sa.
Per pale ar. and gu. a fesse counterchaneed.
Gu. on a chief indented ar. three martlets sa.
Az. on a chief indented ar. three escallops sa.
Gu. on a chief indented or, three escallops sa.
Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three mullets of the second.
Az. a fesse dancettee or, in chief three mullets ar.
Ar. a feise betw. three estoiles gu.
Per fesse indented ar. and gu. a hordure az.
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three hawlss' beads erased

or.

Barrey

(ToUaston, co. Notts, Visit. 1614). Ar. three bars
embattled ga.
Barriff (Northamptonshire). Vert (another, az.) on a chev.
engr. ar. betw. three trefoils slipped pean as many lions
ramp. sa. Crest On a mount vert a beaver pass. ppr.
gorged with a plain collar and ring or.
Barriff. Az. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three trefoils slipped
erm. as many Uons ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
Barrixig'ston. Or, a cross crosslet purp. on a chief of the
second a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Barrixig'ston. Sa. six eagles displ. ar three two and one.
Barrington (Barrington Hall, co. Essex, ext. bart.). Ar.
three chev. gu. a label of as many points az.
Crest
hermit's bust with a cowl vested paly ar. and gu.
Motto
Ung durant ma vie.
Barring'ton (Cullinagh, Queen's County, descended from
John, younger brother of Sir Feancis Barrikgton, first
baronet of Essex. Of this family was the late Sir Jonah
Bakrington, formerly Judge of the Court of Admiralty in
Ireland). Amis, <fcc., same as Babeington, of Barrington

—

—

—

Hall.

3arringi;oil (Viscount

Barrington). Ar. three chevronels
gu. a label of as many points az. C-fst A hermit's bust in
profile vested and having on the head a cowl paly ar. and
gu. Supporters Two grifiBns their wings elevated or, each
gorged with a label of three points az.
JI/o«o— Honesta
quam splendida.
Sarringi;on (granted to John Barrington, Esq., of Glencar, CO. Dublin, Lord Mayor of Dublin, 1865, afterwards Sir
John Barrington, Knt.). Ar. three chevronels gu. in base a
civic crown ppr. on a chief of the second a castle of the first
flammant (being one of the castles in the Arm^ of the tity of
Dublin). Crest
A mural crown ppr. out of which a hermit's bust in profile vested paly ar. and gu. and having on
the head a cowl also paly ar. and gu. Motto— )i.ones,td. quam
splendida.
Barrington (Somerset). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. flory or.
Barringrton. Ar. a lion ramp, double queued sa. on the
shoulder a fleur-de-lis or.
Barrington. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. semee of fleurs-de-lis or,
crowned of the same.
Barringlon (City of Limerick, bart.). Ar. three chevronels
gu. a label of three points vert a canton of the same
charged with a trefoil or. Crest Out of a crown vallery or,
a hermit's bust with a cowl vested paly ar. and gu. Motto

—

—

—

—

— Ung durant ma

vie.

Barrington

(Lcix, Queen's Co.).
Ar. three chevronels gu.
CreU A hermit's head
couped below the shoulders ppr. vested paly of six gu. and
or, the cowl thrown back.
Barritt (Jamaica). Az. on a chev. erm. betw. three
griffins' heads erased or, two serpents in saltire as part of a
caduceus ppr. Cnst A talbot's head per fesse ar. and erm.
collared or, eared sa.
Barrokes. Ar. a fesse betw. three chess rooks sa.
Barrokes. Erm. a chief quartered or and gu. in the first
a chess rook sa.
Barron. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three garbs or. Cre^t An
eaple reguard. with wings expanded, holding in its dexter
claw a sword.
Barron. Ar. a chev. betw. three hearts sa.
Barron. Erm. three bendlets gu. over all a label of as
in chief a label of three points az.

—

—

—

many

points ar.

Barron.

Gu. on a chev.

ar. betw. three garbs or,

a

fret

az.

Barron, or Baron

Fitzgerald, Baron of
Bumchurch. Ltike Baron, alias Fitzgerald, of Killisk,
CO. Wexford, d. 6 April, 1637, Fun. Ent. Ire.)
Erm. on a
saltire cu. five annulets or.
Cre>.t
A boar pass. az.
Barron (Craig Barron, co. Waterford). Erm. on a saltire gu.
(originally

—

53

—A

annulets or. Crest
hoar pass. az. on a cap of maintenance ppr.
Barron (Glenview and Killoen, co. Waterford). The same.
Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.
Barron (Glenanna and Barroncourt, co. Waterford). Erm.
on a saltire gu. five annulets or. Creit^ 1st: A boar pass,
az.
2nd A demi lion ramp. ar. langued gu.
Barron (exempUfied to Sir Henry Winston Barron, Bart.,
of Bellevue, co. Waterford). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm.
on a saltire gu. a cross pattee betw. four annulets ar. 2nd
and 3rd, per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp, guard, supporting
an oak-tree eradicated ar.
Crests
1st: A boar pass. az.
armed andcrined or. langued gu. charged with across pattee
of the second
2nd A demi lion ramp. ar. langued gu.
Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.
Barro-w (Cambridge). Gu. on a chief ar. three lions' heads
erased sa. Crest
An ostrich's head erased ar. holding in
the beak a key or.
five

Az. a fease nebulee and in chief three

(Ireland).

BAR
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Barrett. Az. a fesse indented in chief
IBarrett (Ireland). Ar. two pallets gu.

—

—

;

:

;

—

—

;

:

—

Barrow

Sa. a fesse erm. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in
and a hind trippant in base or.
Barrow (Shipdham, co. Norfolk). Sa. two swords in saltire
ar. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or, within a bordure gobonated
of the last and gu.
Barrow (Winthorpe, co. Norfolk, granted 1506). Sa. two
(Kent).

chief,

swords in saltire, ar. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or, within a
bordure gobony of the second and per pure (another, ar. and
purp.). Crest— A. deer's head couped ar.
Barrow (Pottersbury or Petterspury, co. Northampton).
Ar. three torteaux, each charged with a fleur-de-lis or, on
a chief az. a buglehom gold betw. two pheons of the field.
Cre^t
A demi boar ramp, or, charged with three billets
betw. two bendlets sa.
This coat is in Harl. BIS. 1422,
attributed to " Barro of Flotebrook," i.e. Fluckcrsbrook, co.
Chester. It occurs among arms granted betw. temp. H. 5.
and H. 8. "out of an old booke late belonging to Ealphc
Brooke, but now in ye custody of Sr. Edw. Dcrinj:, knt.
and bart., 1618."— "Ye creast temp. H. 8. of Xtopher
Barker, G." In another hand "T. H. vii." (The Armiot
Barrow of Fluckcrsbrook were quartered by Sneyd of co.

—

Staff.)

Barrow
pomels

(Suffolk).
or,

Sa.

two swords in

Barrow (Wiltshire
ar.

and

saltire ar. hilts

betw. four fleurs-de-lis within a bordure of the

third (another, the bordure ar.).

pomels and

hilts

and Suffolk).

—A

Crest

Sa.

hind's

head

two swords in

ar.

saltire

gold betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Barrow (Col.

Robert Barrow, a Parliamentary officer seiTSa. two swords in saltire ar. betw.
four fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a
dove holding an olive branch ppr.
(granted to Alfred Baebow, of London, gent.).
Quarterly, sa. and gu. two swords in saltire, ppr. pomels and
hilts or, betw. two fieurs-de-lis in fess of the last.
Crest
Issuant out of clouds, a dexter arm embowcd in armour
ppr. garnished or, the hand also ppr. holding a buglehom
sa. stringed vert, above the hand a flcur-de-Us gold.
(granted to Simon Barrow, Esq., of Lansdown
Grove, Bath). Per saltire or and erminois, on a saltire az.
betw. a caduceus in chief and a pine-apple in base ppr. two
swords in saltire ar. pomels and hilts gold. Crest \ demi
bear sa. semee of fleurs-de-lis ar. muZzIcd or, holding in the
dexter paw an arrow, point downwards ppr.
(Ringwood Hall, CO. Derby). Per pale indented sa.
and az. two swords in saltire ppr. pommels and hilts or, betw.
four fleurs-de-lis two in pale and two in fess ar. Cnst
On a
perch ppr. a squirrel eejant or, collared and chained cracking

ing in Ireland, 1649).

—

Barrow

—

Barrcw

—

Barrow

—

a nut

all ppr.

Barrow

(Ulverstone, co. Lancaster, bart.).

in saltire points

upwards

pommels and

Sa.

two swordc

betw.
three fleurs-de-lis one in chief and two in flaunch and an
anchor erect in base of the last. Crest On a mount vert a
squirrel sejant cracking a nut all ppr. charged on the
shoulder with an anchor. Motto
Parum sufficit.
(from the Banqueting Room, Ironmongers' Hall).
Az. in chief dexter an increscent sinister a decrescent and
in base a mullet or.
Barrow. Lozengy or and az. a griffin saliant erm.
Barrow. Chequy az. and or, an eagle displ. ar.
Barrow. Sa. a hind's head couped ar.
Barro'Wby (London). Sa. a scimetar surmounting a sword
in saltire ar. hilts and pommels or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis
of the last.
Barrowcourt (co. Somerset, Camden's Grants). Sa. a
dolphin naiant betw. three crosses crosslet or. Crest Out
of a wreath of laurel vert a demi bull ramp. or.
Barrowe. Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
two lions pass, counterpass. of the first.
A dcioi
Crest
lion ramp. ar. holding a cross crosslet fitchcc sa.
ar.,

hilts or,

—

Barrow

—

—

—

(Scotland). Ar. on a chev. gn. betw. three
martlets sa. Orest—A. demi huntsman firing a (run ppr.
Barrows (Hayley, near Stourbridge). Ar. three torteaui
each charged with a fleur-de-lis or, on a chief az. a bugle

Barrowman

—

Bsurterowe.

Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the second
a tower triple-towered of the first.
three
battering rams az.
Bartey. Ar.
Barthelet (granted by Hawley, Clarenceux,

Crest
A demi boar
gold betw. two pheons of the field.
ramp, or, charged with three billets betw. two bendlets sa.
Motto Agendo gnaviter.
Barry (Ireland, descended from David ©b Bakbie, who
accompanied Robert Fitz-Stephen to the conquest of Ireland,
and landed at Banne, CO. Wexford, Ist May, 1170). Ar.

three bars gemels gu.
David db Ba«»t, descended
Buttevant.
( VUeount
from the above David de Basbie, Lord Justice of Ireland,

coming up in saltire under their throats, the
ends entering into their ears, langued and armed gu.
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three lions ramp.

Bartholome-w, or Bartolome'w (Rochester).

rich noble baron," had free warren in all his
lands as Lord of Buttevant, 1273. William Babbt sat in
FarUament 1490, as Fiecount Buttevant, and Premier Viscount; title dormant since 1824). Ar. three bars gemels. gu.

Crett— Out of a castle with two towers, ar. a wolfs head sa.
Supportert—Two wolves ducally gorged and chained or.
3foUo— Boutez en avant.
"Saxry (Earl of Barrymore). David, Viscount Buttevant, wbls
80 created, 1628; extinct 1824). Arms, Crest and Supporters
same as Flscount Buttevant. Mottoes— On Patent of creation as Sari: God's providence is my inheritance. In Records
nisUr's Office: Domino fides immobilis.
{Lord Santry. Descended of the same stock as the
foregoing, created 1661 extinct 1751). Barry of six ar. and
gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a wolfs head erased
gu. collared gold. Supporters ^Two wolves ar. guttee de

Barry

;

—

—Eegi lejp

Motto

eang collared az.

Anns,

Cork).

fidelis.
ifcc,

same as the Earl of

Barrymore.

Barry (Ballyclongh,

co. Cork).

Artns, &c.,

Sept.,

or, their tails

"A

Barry (Lemlara, co.

1

Bartholome'W.

Barry

—

and third

3 Edw. VI. to Thomas Baethelot, Esq., of London, the
king's printer). Az. on a chev. flory and counterflory ar.
betw. three doves of the last as many trefoils vert. CrestOut of a ducal coronet ar. two serpents endorsed az. scaled

—

1267.

BAB
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BAB

same as Babby-

MORE.

Barry (Alderman,

and at one time Lord Mayor of Dublin,
from the funeral entry of his wife, d. 2l8t Sept. 1667).
Barry of six ar. and gu.

Barry

(Smith-Babby, of Foaty, co. Cork, granted to John
Sihth-Babbt, Esq., of that place, 1822, to his brother James
Smith-Babby, and his sisters, CABOLiNE-AnGUSTA, Nabcissa,
and LooisA Smith-Babby). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
bars gemels gu., for Babby 2nd and 3rd, each quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. on a chev. or, betw. three bezants as many
2nd and 3rd, az. a fess ar. betw.
crosses pattee fitchee sa.
three porcupines or. Crest A castle ar. issuant from the
thereof
wolfs
battlements
a
bead sa.
Motto—'QovAtz en
;

;

—

goats' heads erased sa.
a chaplet of laurel vert.

Or, three

—A demi goat ar. gorged with

Bartholome'W

(Glasgow, 1869). Or, on a fess gu. betw.
three goats' heads erased sa. two crosses crosslet fitchee of
the field. Crest A demi goat saUant sa. gorged with a

—

wreath of laurel ppr.

—Ad

Motto

alta.

Bartholomew^

(Wallington, co. Norfolk). Sa. a bend erm.
betw. two gouts' heads erased couped ar. armed and bearded
or.

Bartleme.

Or, a chev. party per chev. engr. ar. and gubetw. three lions ramp. sa.
Bartlet (Gloucester). Quarterly, per fesse indented az. and
gu. four crescents counterchanged.
Bartlet (Kent). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Bartlet (Kent). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr.
Bartlet (London). Az. on a chev. flory betw. three doves
ar. charged with as many trefoils slipped vert pierced or.
Creit Out of a ducal coronet or, two demi dragons, without
wings vert tied back to back with a cord az. issuing from
the middle of the coronet, passing under their throats, and
meeting above their heads in two bows.
Bartlet (co. Sussex). Sa. three sinister gauntlets ar.
Bartlet. Sa. on a chev. flory counterflory betw. three
doves ar. as many trefoils slipped ppr.
Bartlet. Quarterly, per pale indented ar. and gu. a crescent

—

counterchanged.

Bartlett (Weston

in Branscombe, co. Devon, settled at
Hole in that shire since the early part of the 16th century).
Crest
A demi
Ar. two bars betw. three cinquefoils sa.
griCBn sa. collared gemelle ar. holding a cinquefoil of the

—

second.

Bartlett (Marldon and Ludbrook House, Devon).
indffnted ar.

avant.

Crest

Per
and gu. four crescents counterchanged.

fesse

Barry (Winscot, co. Devon). Gn. three bars voided ar.
Bartlett (from St. Martin's Church, Oxford, the Arms of
Barry (Devon). Gu. three bars chequy ar. and az.
BicHABD Babtl ft, Visit. Oxon). Az. three annulets (or
Barry (Eynesham, co. Oxford, Visit. Oxon). Az. two lions
crescents) ar.
Crest — A lion's head erased gu. collared
pass, guard, or.
Bartley. Ar. three bars gu.
Crest — A lion pass, tail
Mo»o— Fortiiudine.
or.
extended ppr.
Barry (Vincent Babby, Esq., ofThame, co. Oxford). Per Bartley (Scotland). Per pale, first, az. an inescutcheon sa.
pale az. and gu. two lions pass, guard, or.
Az. two lions pass, or
Gu. three bars coinponee ar. and az.
Ar. three bars embattled gu.
Barry (ToUerton, co. Nottmeham). Gu. three bars embattled ar. Creft
On a bar fessewise gu. charged with three
roics or, the battlements of a tower farsonned of the first.
Motto A rcge et victoria.

Barry.
Barry.
Barry.

—

—

Barry

(Tevorsal, co. Nottingham ; the heiress m. Gbeenhalob). Barry of six ar. and gu. a label of three points ar.
Barry (Roclavcston Manor, near Nottingham). Gu. three
bars embattled ar. Crest ^The battlements of a tower
farsonned ppr. upon a fessc bar gu. charged with three roses
or.
Motto A rege et victoria.
Barry (quartered by Bayley, of Stockton-on-Tees). Barry
of nix ar. and gu. on a canton vair a human head ppr.
Crett
A griffin's head era.sed per bend sinister vair and ar.
on a plain collar gu. two mullets or.
Barry. See Otteb-Babry.

—

—

—

Barrye

(Devonshire). Ar. two bars, and in chief a cre•ccnt gu. Crett
A wolf's head sa. charged with a crescent

—

or.

Barsane
az.

(Edinburgh).

Ar. in a sea in base ppr. an anchor
fosse of the last. Crest
A raven

—

hctwfcn two mullets in

rising ppr.

Barsham

(Colkirk, co. Norfolk).

Per pale

or.

and gu. a

chief or.

Barsham

Per pale gu. and ar. a chief or.
Crfft—\ garb in fesse.
Per pale ar. and gu. a chief or.
Barston (Norfolk). Quarterly ar. and sa. over all an eagle
gu.

Barston.

Ar. three (piked clubs la.

Bartilot.

Sec Uabtlott.

6i

ar.

;

—

or.

Barton (Edinburgh, 1672).

Ar. an anchor in pale az. placed
two mullets of the second all within a
Crest— A raven rising ppr.
Motto—His

in the sea ppr. betw.

bordure vert.
securitas.

Barton

(Kent).
Az. a fesse betw. three bucks' head»
couped erm (another, or). Crest An owl ppr.

—

Barton

(Barton Hall, co. Lancaster).
Ar. three boars*
heads couped (another, erased) gu. Crest A boar's head
couped gu.
Barton (Grove, co. Tipperary). Ar. a rose betw. three
boars' heads erased gu.
Crest
A boar's head gu. Motto
Quod ero spero. Ancient Motto Vis fortibus arma.

—

—

—
—

Barton

(Clonclly, co. Fermanagh, The Waterfoot, co. Fermanagh, Glendalough House, co. Wicklow, and Grcenfort,
Donegal).
Anns and Crest same as preceding.
CO.

Barton

(Straffan House, co. Kildarc).
Ar. a jose gu. seeded
barbed vert betw. three boars' heads erased ppr. Crest
A boar's head erased ppr. Motto Fide et fortitudine.
Barton (Smithill.'*, co. Lanca-ster). Az. a fesse betw. three
bucks' heads cabosscd or (another, the bucks' neaos ar.;.
Crest An ai-om or, leaved vert.
Barton (Lancashire). Erm. a fes.ic engr. gu.
Barton (Lord Mayor of London, 1416 and 1430). Erm. on a
•altire sa. an annulet or, voided of the first.
or,

(Norfolk).

Barsham.
'll'pl

second, ar. a cross flory dimideated.
Ar. an eagle displ. sa. resting each claw on a
column with capitals and bases az. Crest— On a mount a
poplar tree all ppr. Motto (over)
Lahore ot prudentia.
Barton (Buckinghamshire). Ar. a chief ermines on a canton
gu. an owl of the field.
Barton (Cheshire). Ar. three bears' heads couped gu.
Barton (Scotland). Gu. three shell-snails or.
Barton (Scotland). Az. a fesse betw. three squirrels' head»

bordured

Bartolozzi.

—

—

—

—

AA
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(Stapleton Park, co. York, and Swinton, co.
Lancaster).
Az. on a fesse betw. three bucks' heads
cabossed or, a martlet gu. betw. two acorns, leaved ppr.
An acorn or, leaved vert. 3/o»o—Crescitur cultu.
Crtst
Barton (Didlesioa, co. Salop). Ar. a bend double cottised

A3

Ar. a chev. betw. thre»
muzzled or. Crest— A hand issuing
bend, cutting an ostrich feather with a scimetar in

bears' heads couped sa.

in

—

saltire.

Barwis.

Ar. a bend az. cottised gu.
Ar. a saltire sa.
Az. a cross engr. voided of the field.
Brixe, Visit. Lond. 1568). Gu. three boars' headt ar.
(Weston Hall, co. Warwick). Gu. three barbels'

Barworth..

sa.

Barton (Threiton House,
three annulets or.

co. Norfolk).

Cre*t

— Fortis est Veritas.

—A

grifBn's

Barwyke.

Erm. on a fesse gu.
head erased ppr.

Bary(St.

Bary,

Motto

heads couped two and one ppr. Crest A star of six pointa
Motto (of Haiwaro, adopted
by Mr. Db Bast) Fidus Deo et regi.
Barynton. Az. a Uon ramp, double queued sa. charged

—

betw. two wings elevated.

—

with

canton gu. an owl ar. Crest— An owl
ar. ducally gorged or.
Barton. Erm. on a fesse sa. three annulets or. Crest
dragon's head couped or, crowned of the same.
Barton. Erm. on a fesse gu. three annulets, in the middle
one a cross pattee or. Crest A wolf's head erased or.
Barton. Erm. on a canton sa. an owl ar. (another, the
canton gu. the owl or).
Barton. Per fesse erm. and ar. on a canton go. an owl or.
Barton. Erm. on a canton gu. a martlet or.
Barton. Az. two bars ar. a chief erm.
Barton. Az. a fesse betw. three squirrels' heads or.
Barton. Ar. three boars' heads erased at the neck gu.
langued or.
Barton. Ar. on a saltire sa. a roundle of masonry, charged
with an erm. spot.
Barton. Gu. a fesse indented ar.
Barton. Erm. on a bend gu. three annulets or.
Bartram (Cumberland). Gu. an orle or (another, adds a

Barton. Erm. on a

—

—

label of three points of the second).

Bartram (Visit, co. Notts. 1614).
Bartram (Newcastle, 1433). Or, an orle az.

Or, a lion ramp. vert.

Az. an eagle displ. or.
Ar. an escutcheon az.
(Stopham, Sussex, bart.). Sa. three sinister
gloves pendent ar. tasselled or, with the following quarterings
Stopbah Quarterly, per lesse indented ar. and gu.
Lewknob Az. three
four crescents countcrchanged.
chevronels ar. D'Oylet: Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed
ar.
Tregoz: Az. two bars gemel in chief a Uon pass, guard.
or. Camots
Or, on a chief gu. three plates. Walton
At. three hawks' heads erased sa. Stheston Ar. an eagle
with two heads displ. sa. Smtth Ar. an unicorn's head
erased gu. on a chief wavy az. three lozenges or. Crests
:

:

:

:

:

:

—

:

wings endorsed
Mitto Mature.

ar.

Banish, or Bargll

—

ar.

;

2nd

:

A castle

(originally of Yorkshire, taking its

name from a village called Barugh, in the North Riding,
now represented by John Bardgh of the city of London,
merchant). Gu. a fesse vair betw. three mullets ar.
Ar. a chev. hetw. three human hearts sa.
Barway. Ar. a barnacle in bend sa.
.Barwell. Ar. three martlets sa. betw. two bars gu. Crest
A demi lady holding in her dexter hand a garland of

Barune.

—

laurel ppr.

Barwell

(Witham). Az. on a bend or, three mullets of the
A greyhound's head erased ar. collared or.
(Norwich).
Ar. an antelope sahant.
Crest
An
antelope's head erased ar. attired or.
Barwell. Erm. on a chief az. a talbot's head couped ar.
field.

Crest

—

—

Barwell

collared gu.

Barbell.
Barwell.

Gu. a goat climant

all

a

griffin

segreant

or.

or.

—

Basceilly.

Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief three greyhounds' heads erased of the last. Crest— A torteau charged
with a pale indented or.
Basebroke. Az. in fesse three mullets hetw. two bars or.
Basentyne. Az. three fleur-de-hs ar.
Basentyne. Gu. a fesse dancettee ar.
Basevile. Gu. an escutcheon within an orle of eight roses
or.

Basford

(Grange, co. Derby).

Az. three eagles

displ.

betw,

two bendlets ar.
Gu. a lion ramp. erm.

Basford.

Basford

(Nottinghamshire). Sa. three bears salient or.
Gu. three finned or winged syrens ar.
Or, three palets gu.
Sa. a crescent ar.
Basbe (Hertfordshire). Per chev. ar. and gu. in chief two
moor hens sa. combed and legged gu. in base a saltire ar.
Crest
A griffin segreant, per pale ar. and sa. gorged with a
plain collar counterchanged, holding in the beak a broken

Basford.

Bash.am.
Basliam.

—

(Herefordshire). Per chev. or and gu. two martlets
in chief and a cross in base counterchanged.
Crest—A»
the last.

Baslie.

Per chev. ar. and
counterchanged.

three towers, triple towered,

sa.

Basliett. Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure sa. bezantee.
Basliingrs. Az. a cross voided, and a bend or.

Basile (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1652).
Easily (Radclifle-upon-Trent,

Ar. three pellets.
co. Nottingham). Ar. a fesse
dancettee betw. ten billets gu.
Basing (Kent). Az. a cross crusily, voided or, a bend gu.
Basing (London, 1214). Or, six eagles displ. sa. three, two,
and one, a canton erm.
Basing'. Erm. a bordure sa.
Basing:. Or, five eagles displ. sa. armed gu. a canton
ermines.
Basing:. Az. a cross crosslet recoursie ar.
Basinge. Ar. a chev. az. on a chief of the second two
mullets pierced of the field, quartered by Colton. Monument in Minster Ch. Com. 1703.
Basinges (Sir William de Basinqes, Roll of Arms, temp.
Edward II.) Az. a cross recerle voided or, and a bend gu.
Basinges. Az. a cross moline or, over all a bend gu.
Basinghold, or Baseing:hold. Ar. a saltire bottonee az.
Basingrwerke Abbey. Ar. on a cross engr. vert, five
mullets or.
Basire, or Basier. Gu. three bars wavy ar. in chief a
mullet of six points of the second. Crest A hand holding a
buckle or.
Baskcomb (Chiselhurst, co. Kent). Gu. a chev. betw.
three cinquefoils erm. Crest A talbot's head couped gu.
charged on the neck with a cinquefoil erm. Motto Forti

—

—

et fideU nihil difficile.

Barwick (Northumberland).
sa.

nut

Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the
A squirrel sejant ppr. cracking a

Crest

—

ar. attired or.

Ar. four barrulets az. over

a maunch or.

spear.

Bartron.
Barttelot

:

last

Baslie

Or, a lion pass. vert.

A swan couchant
with three turrets sa.

five fleurs-de-lis or.

Barzey (Shrewsbury).

annulets or.

Bartram.
Bartram,

De

—

Barton (Holme, co. Nottingham). Az. on a fesse betw.
Crest
An
three bucks' heads cabossed or. a mullet sa.
acorn or, stalked and leaved vert.
Barton (Newton, co. York). Ar. on a fesae betw. six fleursde-Us sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Barton (Whereby, co. York). Erm. on a fesse gu. three

1st

B

Barwis (Iselekirk, co. Cumberland).

Barton

muzzled

ar.

Crest

Or, three bears' heads erased

—On a mount

vert a stag or, attired

sa.

Barwick

(Westhorp, co. Suffolk). Ar. three bears' beads
erased az. muzzled or.
(Sutton, CO. York). Ar. three bears' heads couped
sa. muzzled gu.
Barwick. Az. a cross engr. or, voided of the field.
Barwicke (Essex, 1592). Ar. three bears' heads erased sa.
muzzled or.
Crest An escarbimcle, the centre az. the
rays ar.
Barwicke. Ar. a fleur-de-lis gu. hetw. three bears' heads
erased sa. muzzled or.
Barwis (Langrigg Hall, co. Cumberland). Ar. a chev.
betw. three bears' heads couped sa. muzzled or. Crest
b«ar muzzled. Motto Bear and forbear.

Barwick

—

—
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—

Basker. Or, a cros.i gu. bezantee.
Basker. Or, on a cross engr. sa. twenty-two bezants.
Baskervile (Cheshire). Ar. three hurts.
Baskervile (Gloucestershire). Ar. on a chev. az. (another,
gu.) betw. three hurts, as many crosses crosslet or.
Baskervile (Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, and HertfordAr. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
Warwickshire). Ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three hurts.
Crest
A wolfs head erased ar.
holding in the mouth an arrow, the feathers upwards.
Another Crest A lion's head pierced through the mouth
with a spear. Another Crest
A garb of rosemary ppr.
Baskervile (confirmed as the Arms of Baskebtile, of
Cudworth, Her. Vis.). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three hurts.
Baskervile. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three hurts aa many
shire).

Baskervile (Herefordshire and

—

mullets or.

—

—

A

B
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Ar. on a cber. gu. betw. three hurts as many

Baskervile.

porters

fleurs-de-lis.

Baskervill. Ar. a chev. pn. betw. three trivets or.
Baskervill. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three torteaux.
Baskerville (Erdisley Castle, co. Hereford, of Norman
origin, settled in Herefordshire soon after the Conquest).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three hurts. Crest— \ wolfs head
its mouth a broken spear, staff or, head
Mttto—Spero ut fidelis.
Baskerville (Goodrest, co. Warwick, Kyre Park, co.
Hereford, and Aberedow, co. Radnor). Same as Baskee-

erased ar. holding in
ar.

imbrued gu.

(irTNORs-BASKEBviLLE, of Clyro Court, co.
Radnor, descended from Baskerville, of Erdisley). Same
Mntto : the Pedigree, Arms, and Qiiarterings
Crest,
and
Arms.
are duly registered in the College of Arras, London.
Baskerville (Crowsley Park, CO. Oxford). Same as Erdisley.
Baskervile (Old Withington, co. Chester). Same Arms.
A forester vested vert edged or, holding over his
Crest
dexter shoulder a crossbow of the last and with the other

Baskerville

—

hand

in

a leash a hound pass. ar.
(Isle

of

Wight and

co. Dorset).

Crest

betw. three leopards' faces or.

Basket-makers,

Company

Az. a chev. erm.

— A demi lion or.

of

—

—

Gu. a

fesse vaire.

Crest—

sword and stalk of wheat in saltire ppr. the last depressed by
the first. Motto Armis et diligentia.
Baslingrthorp. Ar. a chev. gu. a chief indented sa.
Basnett (The Cloughs, near Newcastle-under-Lyne). Ar. a
Crest—An arm
chev. gu. betw. three helmets close ppr.
embowed in armour ppr. holding a cutlass.
Basned (Hawkswell, and Coventry, co. Warwick, Oakingham, CO. Berks, Sotnerset, Notts, and London, descended
from Lawrksce Basset, alias Bassnett, of Barnton, co.
Chester, Uving 27, Henry VIIL, 1535). Arms and Crest

—

game

as the preceding.

Ar. a chev. embattled betw.
of a ducal coronet or, a
wreathed
about the neck ar.
stag's head erm. attired or,
and sa. and tied behind with two bows.
Basquer (Isle of Wiglit). Per bend or and ar. a lion ramp.
az. on a chief gu. a cross pattee fitchee betw. two estoiles of
A griffin's head or, issuing from a mural
the second. Crest
(Boston, co. Norfolk).

three lions ramp. sa.

Crest

— Out

—

crown gu.

Bass.

—

Out of ducal coronet two
ar.
Crest
wings ppr.
Bass (Curzon St., Mayfair). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
greyhounds' heads erased sa. each ducally gorged and
chained or, as many cro.ss crosslets of the last. Crest Out
of a mural crown gu. masoned ar. a demi greyhound issuant
holding in the mouth a rose betw. two leaves all ppr.

a bordure

Sa.

—

Bassack

(Stepney, co. Middlesex).

point or, on a chief of the

first

Az. three piles wavy in
as many mascles of the

»econd.

Bassano

(London, Essex, Derbyshire, and Staffordshire, a
family of Italian origin). Per chev. vert and ar. in chief
three silkworm moths and
base a laurel tree counter-

m

changed.
shire."

Creat—A silkworm moth ppr. (Glover's " DerbyThe same Anns and Cre-t as on a monument to one

of the family in Lichfield Cathedral.)

Basse.

Bassenden.
many mascles
Bassentine.

ar.

Gu. on a chev.

ar.

betw. three mullets

or, as

az.

Az. three ileurs-de-lis or.
(Nortliamptonshire, Staffordshire, Gloucestershire,
and Devonshire. Lord B is.iet nf
K^eldon).
Or, three piles gu. within a liord'jre sa. liczantie.
The Lo)d\ IJiis3ctt 0/ Sripcnte; Ar. two bars undee sa. The

Basset

Leicestershire, Cornwall,

KAsaETH

Basset

o(

Cornwall and Devon

{f^ird Bassett

Braj/ton,

KG.

trmp.

:

Or, three bars

of Drai/lon.

Edward

III.,

wavy

gu.

Ralph, Lord Basselt of
clcited in the room of

Lionel, Dale of Clarence: his Garter plate remains in the
st.tll on the Sovereign's side).
Or, three piles the points
meeting in base gu. a quarter erm.
Creil- -Out of a ducal
coronet or, a bo.-ir's head az. tusked of the first.
Basset (Tehldy Park, co. Cornwall). Barry wavy of six or
and gu. (another, or and az.).
''rrtt-A unicorn's head
couped ar. Motto Pro regc ct pupulo.
•ixth

—

wavy gu.

Sup-

armed maned hoofed and

col-

—

mane beard and horn

or, on the neck two bars
indented gu., for Basset
2nd On a mount vert a lamb
pass. ar. in the mouth a sprig of cinquefoil or, slipped vert,
for Davie.
Basset (Lord Mayor of London, 1475). Gu. three helmets
ar. vizors and garnishing or.
Basset. Or, three piles meeting in the base of the escutcheon sa. a canton erm. (another, vair).
Crest
A boar's

ar.

:

:

—

head erm armed or.
Basset. Erm. on a canton gu. a mullet or.
Basset. Ar. on a fesse gu. three crosslets or.
Ar. three pallets gu a border az. bezantee.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office of Edward Basset, Esq.,
of Fletborowe, co. Notts, d. 18 January, 1635).
Or, three
piles meeting in the base of the escutcheon gu. a canton

Bassett

and

vaire ar.

sa.

Bassett

(North Luffenham, co. Rutland, Vi--it. 1618). Or,
three piles meeting in base gu. on a canton ar. three bars

wavy

az.

(Sapcotts, co. Notts, Visit. 1614).

meeting in base gu. on a canton

Bassett

A

(Cornwall).

Or, three piles

two bars nebulee

ar.

Ar. three bars dancettee, gu.

sa.

Cresl

—

horse's head erased.

Bassett

(Langley, co. Derby).
Or, three piles meeting in
the base of the escutcheon gu. a canton ar. charged with a
griffin segreant sa. (another, adds a canton charged with

two lions pass.
boar's head gu.

Bassett

gu.).

(Devonshire).

Crest

— Out

of a ducal coronet or,

a

Paly of eight or and gu. a canton

vair.

Bassett

Ar. on a chev. betw. three bugle horns
sa. five crosses crosslet of the Held.
Bassett (Gloucestershire). Erm. (another, ar.) on a chief
indented gu. three estoiles (another escallops, another
(Essex).

mullets) or.

Bassett

(Leicestershire).
Barry wavy of six ar. and gu.
(another adds a canton of the second).
Bassett (Somersetshire). Erm. a canton gu.
Bassett (Staffordshire). Or, three piles gu. a canton vair.
Bassett (Beaupr^, co. Glamorgan). Ar. a chev. betw.
three bugle horns stringed sa. (another, the chev. az.).
Crest A stag's head cabossed betw. the attires a cross
fitchee at the foot ar.
Motto Gwell angau na chywilydd.
Bassett. Barry neljulee of six or and gu. (another, ar. and

—

—

RU).

Bassett.

Ar. three mullets gu. on a chief of the second

as m.any escallops or.

Bassett.
Bassett.
Bassett.

Paly of eight or and gu. a canton vert.
Paly of six or and gu. a bordure az. bezantee.
Or, three piles gu. on a canton sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Bassett (Newport). Or, three piles gu. on a canton ar. a
griffin segreant vert.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a
boar's head gu.
Bassett (Sir Robert Bassett, knighted at Dublin Castle,
15 July, 1599).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry dancettee of
eifht ar. and gu. 2nd, vaire tiirce bars gu. 3rd, gu. a saltire
;

—

betw. three plates. Crest A demi
hon gu. resting his paw on an oval shield in cartouch or,
charged with a fleur-de-lis az.

Gu. a chev.

ar.

—

Bassett

another.
Baskin (Ord. Scotland, 1G72).

uni'.orns

lared or, pendent from the collar of each an escutcheon of
the Arms. Motto Pro rege et populo.
Basset (formerly of Heanton Court, and Umberleigh, now of
Quarterly, 1st
Watermouth, near Ilfracombe, co. Devon).
and 4th, barry wavy of six or and gu., for Basskt; 2nd and
3rd, az. a ship with two masts or, the sails trussed up and
hoisted to the yards ar. adorned with flags charged with the
cross of England on a chief of the second three cinquefoils
pierced gu., for Davib.
Ci-ests
1st: An unicorn's head

Basset.

Az. three
betw. a prime and an iron on the
(London).

cross b.iskets in pale ar.
dexter and a cutting knife and an outsticl(er on the sinister
(The prime and cutting knife are in chief
of the second.
and the iron and outsticker in base.) Crest Within a
wreath a child rocked at the head by a girl and at the feet
by a boy both vested all ppr. Motto Let us love one

Baspoole

—Two

AS

B

Or, three bars

(Baroit/'ss Basset).

couped

viLLE, of Erdisley.

Basket

Basset

;

vaire.

Bassett.
Bassett.

Erm. a chief dancettiSe gu.
Or, three piles meeting in the base of the
escutcheon sa. within a bordure az. bezantee (another adds,
over all a bend gu.).
Bassett. Harry of six az. and ar. on a chief of the second
three chaplets of the first.
Sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar. (another, or.).
Bendy gu. and or, a canton orm.

Bassett.
Bassett.
Bassett.
Bassett.
and

Gu. on a bend

ar. three escallops sa.

Or, three palcts gu.

a quarter barry nebulae

ar.

az.

Bassett.
Bassiug".

Or, three piles gu. on a canton ar. a lion ramp.sa.

Az. a cross engr.

or,

Bassiug-borue (Badingham,

surmounted by a bend gu.
Cambridge).
Gyronny of

co.

twelve or. and gu.
Bassing-borne (Cambridgeshire).

Gyronny of eight vairi

and gu.

Bassingrborue
and

vair^.

(Cambridgeshire).

Gyronny

of twelve gu,

A

BA
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Gj-ronny of

eight or

Bassing-borne (co. Lincoln). Gyronny of twelve
Bassing-bornei Gyronny of sixteen ar. and gu.

orandaz.

Bassing'borne

(Herefordshire).

Gyronny of eight ar. and gu. (another,
another, or and az. another, gu. and vair).
ducal
coronet or, a bull's head gu. ducally
a

Bassing-borne.
and az.
Cast— Out of
crowned of the
;

;

Bassing'borne.

iwelve vair and gu.
another, gu. and vert).
saltire engr. az. five fleurs-de-lis

Gyronny of

(another, ar. and gu.

;

Erm. on a

or.

Az. a cross engr. or, over all a bend gu.
6'/-fs«— Three roses gu. stalked and leaved vert issuing from
the wreath.
Bassing-es. Az. a cross moline quarterly, pierced or.
Bassinges. Gu. an inescutcheon within an orle of cinque-

Bassinges.

pierced of the field.
Az. a bezant.

foils ar.

Bassingweeke, or Bassing-werke

Ar. a

(Cheshire).

cross enpr. vert.

Quarterly, per fesso indented sa. and ar.
Az. a chev. betw. three helmets close or.
Gu. on a bend ar. three trefoils slipped vert.

Bassnet.
Bastable.

—

Ci-Lst

head couped gu. betw. two. wings erect

griflin's

.V

—

or.

Rcgardez mort.
(Aslington, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend betw.
three fleurs-de-lis sa. as many boars' heads couped or.
Crest— kn elephant's head per chev. or and sa. eared of the
Motto

Bastard
second

Bastard
Bastard

Ar. three bucks' heads ppr.

(Cornwall).
(Kitley

and Buckland Court, both

co.

—

Devon).

Or,

a chev. az. Vrtst .\ doxter arm emhowcd in plate armour
ppr. garni.'ihed or, the elbow towards the sini.-;ter, the hand
in a gauntlet

pomel and hilt
the point downwards.
Motto Pax

graspms a sword

gold in bend sinister

also ppr.,

—

potior bcUo.

Bastard
I'.v
A
.it

gritfin's

Basteed.
Baston.
Baston.
Bastoyle
with

Or, a chev. az.
head collared and armed or.
Ar. two bars az. in chief three chaplets gu.
Ar. three bats' wings sa.
Quarterly, per fesse indented or and az.
(Kssex). Or, (another, ar.) a cross sa. charged

(Charlton Marsh.ill, co. Dorset).

—

of the field.
(Berkshire and Yorkshire). Sa. a fesse engr.
ar. betw. three dexter hands couped at the wrist or.
Batberge. Sa. fifteen bezants, five, four, three, two, and
live iiiullots

Bat, or Batt

(F.asingwold, co. York,

now

extinct in the male

and represented through the female by Charles John
Batlet, Ksq., of the Inner Temple, London, and of Trinity
College, Cambridge). Ar. a bend betw. three wings az.
Batchelor (Horstead, co. Norfolk, as in Norwich Cathedral).
Ar. on a beiul vert. betw. three single wings az. as many
line,

Gu. a chev.

within a bordure engr. sa.
Sa. a fesse engr. ar. betw. three

Bate

ar.

(Yorkshire, 1566).
dexter hands couped Ucndways or.

—

Cimt A stag's head ar.
through the neck with an arrow
and headed of the first.
Bate. Sa. a fesse engr. ar. betw. three dexter hands
bendwisc or. Crtst
A stag's head erased pierced through
the neck with an arrow.
attired or, erased gu. vulncd
gold, feathered

—

Bate

Sa. a fesse ar. betw. three
(Little Chester, co. Derby).
dexter hands palms upwards bendwise or
Crest
A cross

—

pattee.

Bate

(Foston, CO. Derby). Same as Bate, of Little Chester,
but with the fesse cnsrailcd.
Bate (Ashby de la Zouch, co. Leicester, descended from Batt,
of Little Chester). Sa. a fesse ar. betw. three dexter hands
bendwise or. Crest A dexter hand apaumec.
Bate (Ashby de la Zouch). Sa. a fesse ar. betw. three dexter
hands palms upwards bendwise or. Crest A dexter hand

—

—

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three cinqucfoils of the

many

second, as

fleurs-de-hs erm.

couped erm. armed

Bate.
Bate.
Bate.
Bate.

Crest

—A

bull's

head

two dexter hands or.
hands (another, couped

Sa. a fesse betw. three dexter

Sa. a fesse

and in chief two dexter hands

wings

or.

estoile of six points

and

estoile as in

Motto

— Sidus

the

adsit

coward

Sa. six lions couchant

ar. three,

and one.

two,

Bateman

(Essex). Az. a chev. embattled or, betw. three
martlets ar. a crescent for diff.

Or, on a fesse sa. betw. three Muscovy
ducks ppr. a rose of the first. Crest A Muscovy duck's
head couped betw. two wings expanded ppr.
Bateman (Middleton by Youlgrave, co. Derby, descended
from W.M. Bateman, of South Winfield, hving in 1'298). Or,
three crescents, each surmounted by an estoile gu.
Crest

—

—

A

crescent and estoile as in the

Arms

betw. two eagle's

wings or.

Bateman

(Biddulph Grange and Knypersley Hall, co.
Az. on a fesse embattled betw. three crescents,
issuant from each an estoile ar. the chemical character of
Mars sa.
Crest
A tower ar. issuant therefrom a demi
eagle wings elevated sa. charged on the breast with the
chemical character of Mars or, in the beak a wreath of
Stafford).

—

oak ppr.

Bateman

(Jones-Bateman,

John Jones-Bateman,
Crest

r.inip. az.

—A

Esq.,

lion's

Bateman (London).

Pentre Mawr,
of

co.

that place).

Denbigh.

Or,

a

lion

head az.

Or, three crescents, betw. the

boms

of each a star gu.

Bateman

(Oak Park, co. Kerry). Or, on a chev. betw.
three escallops gu. an ostrich feather ar. Crtst A pheasant
ppr.
Motto Nee pretio nee prece.
Bateman (Bartholey, co. Monmouth; a branch of Bateman
of Oak Park). Same Arms, &c.
Bateman (Whitechapcl, co. Middlesex). Az. a fesse nebulee
betw. three crescents each having an estoile issuing from
betw. their horns or. Crest— Out of a mural coronet ar. an
eagle rising with a small garland in the beak ppr.

—

—

out of as

many

Bateman

Hall, co. Norfolk).

Or, three estoiles issuing

crescents gu.

(Norfolk).

Sa.

a crescent within a bordure engr.

erm.

Bateman

(Suffolk).

Sa. three crescents

two and one erm.

within a bordure engr. ar. (another, or).
Bateman. Per fesse indented sa. and ar. three demi eagles

couped and counterchanged.
(Fredc. Bateman, Esq., M.D., Norwich. Mr.
IJateman was elected physician to the Norfolk and Norwich
Hospital, 1864, and justice of the peace for the city 1870, and
His father, John
sheriff for the city of Norwich 187'2-3.
Bateman, was sheriff of the city of Norwich 1837). Sa. three
crescents erm. within a bordure engr. ar.
Crest
crescent. Motto Prinoipiis obsta.
Bateman. Or, three estoiles gu. the one in the base issuant
An increscent ar.
out of a crescent of the second. Crest
betw. two wings the dexter also ar. sinister gu.
betw.
three crescents erm.
Bateman. Sa. an orle engr. ar.
Bateman. Ar. on a bend. sa. three hurt* within a
bordure gu.
Bateman. Sa. six lions couchant or, three, two, and one.
Bateman. Or, on a chev. betw. three escallops gu. an

Bateman

—

droite.

—

—

—

ostrich feather ar.

Bateman-Champain. See Champain.
Bateman-Hanbury. See Hanbuby.
Baterell.

Or, a chev. az.
Chequy or and gu. a chev. az.

Baterton, or Beckerton.

Bates

(Lincolnshire).

—

Ar. on a chev.

three

field.

Ar. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoils

gu. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Sa. on a fesse ar. betw. three dexter hands
or, five mullets of the field.
(granted to William E. Bates, of Liverpool,
Az. on a fesse dancettee betw. three dexter
merchant).
hands couped bendways or, as many fleurs-de-hs of the field.
On a mount vert a savage wreathed about the waist
Crest
with oak and holding in the dexter hand three arrows conjoined, two in saltire and one in pale points upwards all ppr.
(Norfolk).

Bates

(Charles Spence-Bate, Esq.,
Mulgrave
Place,
Plymouth).
Sa. a fesse engrailed ar. betw. three dexter
hands couped bendways or. Crest A stag's head erased
pierced through the neck with an arrow ppr.
Motto Dieu
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from each an

— A crescent

eagle's

Bateman (Essex).

couped bendways

or.

Or, three bats sa.

ma main

Crest

amicum.

Bates

ar.

Bate

et

gu. a canton az.
Ar„i<: betw. two

broad arrow-heads of the

or.

Sa. a fesse ar. betw.

bendways)

See Hanbdrt.

Or, three crescents issuant

Batered.

apaumCe.

Bate.

Bateman, Baron.

Bateman (Hartington Hall, and Breadsall Mount, co. Derby).

displ.

fleur.=-de-lis or.

Batch-worth.

—

—

Bateman (How

one.

Batchelor

—

ducks ppr. a rose of the field.
Creit
.1 duck's head and
two wings ppr.
Supporters Two Uons ar.
gorged with plain collars sa. each charged with a rose betw.
two fleurs-de-lis or, chained gold.
Motto Ncc prece nee
crest betw.

Bateman (London).

Bassingford.

Bassy

or.

Bateman and Baron Culmore, created
Or, on a fess sa. betw. three Muscovy

(Viscouat

1725, extinct 1802).

pretio.

first.

Bassiug-don.

BAT

Gu. a grifBn segreant

Bateman

and Ku.

ar.

Batell.

—

A

Sa. a fesse engr.

(Milboume Hall, Northumberland).
betw. three dexter hands couped at the wrist headways ar.
A naked man holding in the hand a willow-wand ppr.
Crest

Bates

—

Hotto~-Kt manu

et corde.

fesse indented or

Per
(Walsingham, co. Durham).
and vert on a bend az. three lions pass, of the first. Crest
in armour embowed, the hand grasping a sword
Ernst undtrew.
point to dexter all ppr. Motto
Bates. Ar. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoila gu. three

Bates

—

An arm

—

fleurs-de-lis

an arrow

all

erm.

Crest

—A

Motto

ppr.

stag's

head couped pierced with

— Lahore et virtute.

—

a truncheon. Motto Manu et corde.
Bates (George Bates, Esq., of Gothorsley House, near Stourbridge). Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three dexter hands erased
A stag's head erased
at the wrist bendways ar. Crest
Pert palmam mereat.
transfixed by an arrow ppr. Motto
engr. betw. three
a
fesse
Bates (Numby, CO. York). Sa.
dexter hands couped ar.
Bates (Yorkshire). Sa. a fesse betw. three dexter hands
appaume ar. Crest A demi lion ramp, holding in the
dexter paw a thistle and in the sinister a fleur-de-lis ppr.
Bates. Sa. a fesse betw. two dexter hands couped or. Crest
A lion's head erased gu.
Batesbury (Herefordshire). Gu. a fesse vair betw. three
goats' heads erased ar.

—

—

—

—

(Burport, co.

Dorset).

Ar. a chev. betw.

threS bats sa.
(Belvoir Park and Moira Park, both co. Down,
Ar. three bats' wings sa. on a chief gu. a lion
A bat's wing sa. Motto Nocte volamus.
Crest
Marquess of. See Thynne.

Bateson
bart.).

—

pass. or.

—

Bath,
Bath, City of (Somersetshire).

Per fesse embattled az. and
gu. the base masoned sa. with crosses bottonnee of the last,
i.e., loopholes as in fortifications, in chief two bars wavy ar.
over all in pale a sword of the last hilt and pomel or, on the
blade a key.
Bath and Wells, See of. Az. a saltier quarterly,
These are the arms of Wells only,
quartered or and ar.
the see in fact, though having a double name, being but
one bishopric of which the seat is at Wells. The Arms of
Bath, however, are : az. two keys indorsed in bend sinister,
the upper ar. the lower or, enfiled with a sword in bend
dexter.

Bath Abbey

(Somersetshire).
Gu. two keys in bend
sinister addorsed and conjoined in the bows or, interlaced

Bath Priory

(Somersetshire).
Gu. two keys in bend
addorsed and conjoined in the bows or, interlaced
with a sword in bend dexter ar. hilt and pomel of the
sinister

second.
sa.

Or, a chev. engr. betw. three wolves' heads erased

Crest

— A wolfs

head

sa.

holding in the mouth a rose

slipped ppr.

Bath, or Bathe

Gu. a cross betw. four lions
pass, guard, ar. (another, ramp, guard, ar.).
Bath (Athcarne Castle, co. Mcalh). Gu. across betw. four
Cre^t
lions ramp. ar.
A lion ramp. ar. supporting in the
paws a sword of the first, pomel and hilt or.
Bath (Knighistown, co. Meath). See De Bathe.
Bath (granted to Henbt James Bath, Esq., of Alltyferm, co.
Carmarthen, J. P., High Sheriff co. Glanmorgan, 1869, and
his brothers, Edward and Charles Bath). Gu. a chev. paly
of six ar. anfl or, betw. three plates on a chief of the third,
three wolves' heads erased sa. Crei,t A wolfs head erased
(Ireland).

—

—

•a. collared vair, holding in the mouth a rose gu. slipped and
leaved ppr. Mntto^H^bere et dispertire.
Bathe (quartered by Holland, Ouke of Exeter, Visit. Devon,
16'i0).
Erni. a bend gu.
Bather.
Az. throe wolves' heads erased ar.
Crest

fflrcm close ppr. belled or.

—

—

Motto Ut vivas vigila.
(Brace Mcolc, or Mcole Brace, co. Salop; as borne
by the Venerable Edward Bather, M.A., Archdeacon of
Salop).
Az, three wiverns' heads erased or. CVest— A hawk

Bather

clo^« ppr. helled and Jessed or.

Bathgate.

Az. three sun.s in (plendour or. Crest— A bee
Vive ut vivas.
Sathor
Az. three fang teeth in fesse or.
Bathurst (Farl Dathurst). Sa. two bars crm. in chief
three crosses patlce or.
Crent
A dexter arm embowed
habited in mail holding in the hand all ppr. a spiked club or.
S*i porteri—T*o stags ar. each gorged with a bar gemel
ermines.
Motto TIcn ta foy.

—

Motto
niungary*.

vol;int ppr.

—

:

—

Bathxirst (Kichmond, Scutterskelf,
Same as Lord Bathurst.
CO. York).

—

—

BftthuTBt (Hervei-Bathurst, Clarendon
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Clintz,

and Arkendale,

(Lydney Park, co. Gloucester). Arms, Crest and
Motto, as Lord Bathurst.
(Leachlade, co. Gloucester, bart., a yotmger
branch of the ennobled family, extinct barts.). Az. two
bars in chief three crosses formee or. Crest
On a mount
vert a bay horse statant.
Bathurst (Hampshire, Kent, and London). Sa. two bars
erm. in chief three crosses formee or. Crest A dexter arm
embowed, habited in mail holding in the hand ppr. a clu'o
with spikes or.
Bathurst (Isle of Wight, confirmed by Camden, Clarencenx,
July, 1616). The same, with an annulet betw. the bars or.
Crest
The same as above with an annulet on the arm or.
Batifford. Ar. two crescents gu. a canton sa. charged with
a crescent or
Batiscombe. Ar. a cljev. betw. three bats displ. sa.
Batishall (East Wyke, in South Towton, co. Devon). Az.
a cross crosslet saltireways betw. four owls ar.
Batisford. Ar. three crescents gu. on a canton sa. a
crescent or.
Batley (Yorkshire). Ar. three torteaux a chief gu. Crest—
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a bezant.

Bathurst

—

—

—

Batley, Battley, Battaley or Batteley.

Park, Wilts, bart.).

Ar.

a

pale vert in chief two crescents of the second, and in base
another of the first.
Crest A castle double-towered weeds

—

growing round the sinister tower ppr.
Az. on a bend ar. cottised or, betw. six lions
ramp, of the third three torteaux.
Batnymersh. Gu. a cross patt^e crenellee at the ends ar.
Crest A dexter arm in armour holding in the hand ppr. a
baton sa. tipped ar.
Batovrer. Erm. a saltire engr. gu.
Batson. Ar. three bats' wings sa. on a chief gu. a lion

Batman.

—

—

Crest
A lion pass, guard, ar.
(granted 24 December, 1702). Ar. three bats' wings
two and one on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, ar.

pass, guard, or.

Batson

erect sa.

Crest — A bat's wing erect ar.
Batt (Lord Mayor of London,

1240). Sa. a chev. betw. three
dexter hands couped ar.
(Hackney, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a cross engr. betw.
four bats displ. sa. Cr';st A wolf pass. lipr.
Batt (Purdysburn, co. Down, and Ozier Hill, co. Wexford).
At. a cross sa. charged with three escallops in pale or,
betw. four bats of second.
Crest A crescent ar. charged
with an escallop gu. Motto Virtute et valore.
Batt (Berkshire and Yorkshire). Sa. a fesse engr. ar. betw.
three dexter hands couped at the wrist or. Crest— h. demi
lion or, guttee de sang, holding betw. the paws a millrind sa.
banded or. Motto Dominus a dextris.
Batt (Kensincton, co. Middlesex; granted 21 June, 1717).
Crest
Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three dexter hands erect ar.
A demi lion guttle de sang, holding betw. the paws a
marshal's staff paleways or, tipped at the ends sa.
Batt. Ar. a cross engr. betw. four bats displ. sa.
Battayll, or Battaille. Purp. a griGBn segrcant within
a bordure engr. or.
Crest— OvA of an antique crown or,
a dexter arm ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchee in pale gu.
Batteford, or Batesford. Ar. two crescents gu. a
canton sa.
Battell.
Gu. a grifBn segrcant ar. armed az. within a
bordure engr. or.
Battell. Gu. a gritHn segrcant or.
Batten (Upcerne, co. Dorset). Quarterly: 1st and 4th,
az. a chev. erm betw. three anchors ppr.
2nd and 3rd, gu. a
saltire or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the second, quartering
Dbake nnd Ashe. Crrst—Ihe trunk of an oak-tree couped
at the top, issuing from towards tlie top two branches all
ppr.
The family also use a sea-lion erect holding in his

Batt

with a crosier in bend dexter ar.

Bath.

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. two bars erm. in chief threecrosses formee or, for Bathorst; 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a bend,
Crests Ist,
ar. three trefoils slipped vert, for Hebvet.
Bathdbst: a dexter arm embowed, habited in mail, holding
in the hand ppr. a club with spikes or. 2nd, Hebvet
a leopard sa. bezantee collared and Unci or, holding in the dexter
paw a trefoil slipped vert. Mottoes For Bathckst: Tien ta
For Hebvet: Je n'oublieray jamais.
foy.

Bathurst

Bates, Esq., of Denton, co. Sussex,
great grandson of John Bates, of Beaconsfield, co. Bucks,
of
London). Sa. a fesse betw. three
city
the
of
alderman
bands ar. Crest— An arm in armour embowed, in the band

Bates (Henbt William

Batescombe
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BAT

—

—

—

—

—

;

paws an anchor

all ppr.
(Devonshire). Ar. three battle-axes az.
Batten. Az. three battle-axes ppr. headed ar. handle
garnished or.
Batten. Az. three battle-axes ar. Crest A hand couped

Batten

—

charged with an eye.
Batten. Ar. a chev. sa betw. three battle-axes az.
Battersby (wsigned by Camden, Clarcnceux, 1605 boine
by Robebt Battebsbt, Esq., M.D., of Ashgrove and Lislin,
in fesse

;

I

and by Geobob Battebsbt, Q.C, Judge of the

CO. Cavan,

Provincial Court of Dublin). Or, a saltire paly of twelve
ram pass.
Cr'tt
cnn. and gu. a crescent in chief »a.

Motto

enn. armed and unguled or.

—A
—Ante bonorem

est

humilitas.
co. York). Sa. a chev.
betw. three goats ar. each goat charged with two pellets, on
chief of the last a demi woodman with a club erect ppr.
A stork with a fish in the
betw. two dnquefoils gu. Crest
Another Crest— A kingfisher ppr. ducally
beak all ppr.

Battle (Wadsworth and Wannsworth.
a

—

gorged and chained or, in his mouth a fish ar.
Battine (granted to William Battine, Colonel of Artillery
in the Bengal estabUshment). Ar. a lion ramp. ppr. holding
betw. the paws an Eastern crown or, betw. three battle-axes
Ba., a chief gu. thereon a fieldpiece mounted on a carriage of
the second betw. two towers of the first, that on the dexter
Buperinscribed " Hatrass," and that on the sinister " Bhurtpore," in letters of gold. Crext—A demi Bengal artilleryman,
habited, holding in his dexter hand a flagstaff ppr. therefrom
flowing towards the sinister a banner gu. inscribed " Bhurtpore

"'

in letters of gold.

Battiscombe.

See Bettiscombe.
Az. a ctwis crosslet In
co. Devon).
betw. four owls ar. beaked and legged gold.
(another, the owls or).
Battle-Abbey (Sussex). Ar. on a cross gn. a mitre or,
betw. two regal crowns in pale and two mounds in fesse of
the last.
Batty. Sa. a fesse betw. three dexter hands ar.
Battyn. Az. a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Batvil. Ptirp. a griffin segreant or.
Baty. Sa a chev. betw. three bulls pass. ar. charged with
two pellets purp. on a chief or, a demi woodman with a club
betw. two cinquefoils gu.
Batyford (Suff'olk). Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses
botton^e sa. as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Baucejm. (Her. Visit.). Ar. two bars und^e gu. and a

Battisbill (Westwicke,
saltire

or,

quarter sa.

Bande.
Baudut.

Or, a lion

ramp. gu. charged with three chcr.

ar.

Sa. a fess dancett^e betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Baudwyn. Ar. a chief indented sa.
Baugh (Gloucestershire). Gu. a fesse
mullets ar.

Crest

vair betw. three

—On a ducal coronet or,

a talbot sejant

sa.

Baugrll

Gu. a fess vair betw. three mullets

(Visit. Oxford).

Ba'Wde
Ba'Wde
Ba'Wde

Gu. three eagles displ. or.
(Lancashire). Gu. three chev. two ar. and one or.
(Lincolnshire). Gu. two chev. ar.
Ba'Wde. Gu. three chev. the first or, second and third ar.
Sa'W^de. Gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Ba'Wde. Gu. three marlions' wings or.
Ba'Wden. Az. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads, couped or,
each transfixed with a dagger, the blade ppr. pomel gold.
Ba'wde'wyn, or Ba'wd'wen. Ar. a bend lozengy betw.
six lions ramp. sa.
Crest
A sceptre in pale or.
Ba'Wdington (Gloucestershire). Ar. on a fesse engr. gu.
betw. three birds volant az. as many bezants, each charged
with a lion's head erased sa.

Bawdrick

(Nottinghamshire, Knt., temp. Edward I., Visit.
Sa. a chev. ar. surmounted by another gu.
Ba'wdriffe. Az. a pelican displ. or, wounded in the breast.
Ba'wdrip. Gu. three swans ar.
Ba'wrip. Gu. on a fesse ar. two lions pass. az. over all a
pale per saltire ar. and sa. in the dexter chief two escallops,
in the sinister base a cross crosslet fitchee of the second, in
the sinister chief two crosses crosslet, in the dexter base
one escallop of the last.
Ba'wdwen. Or, a cross patonce gu. between four lozenges
Notts, 1569).

vert.

Ba'wd'win.

Ba'wd'win

Ba'wd'Wyn.

nowed.

Baoinfeld.

Vert (another,

az.)

on a bend

or,

three mullets

pierced gu.

Baunfield.

Paly of six ar. and vert a bend gu.
Bauzon. Or, a lion ramp, guard, gu.
Bavand (Cheshire). Erm. two bars and in chief two boars'
beads gu. Crest A ioar's head or, pierced in the mouth
with an arrow ar.
Bavant (Chester, 1638). Erminois two bars gu. in chief as
many boars' heads couped sa. Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a boar's head couped sa. armed and
langued gu.
Bavant. Erm. two bars gu.
Bavant. Erm. two bars gu. charged with six mullets

—

—

pierced or.

Bavent

(Norfolk).

Ar. a chev.

gu.

(another, engr.) sa. charged with an

within

a bordure

entoire of bezants.

—A

sheaf of six arrows saltireways sa. feathered ar.
and banded gu.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or (another, adds
on the shoulder a fleur-de-lis or).
Bavent. Or, a lion ramp. sa. double queued over all a
bend gobonated ar. and gu.
Bavent {Lord Bavent, summoned to Parliament 1313, title in
abeyance since 1370). Ar. a chief indented sa.
Bavent. Ar. on a chief indented sa. three bezants.
Baverstock (Alton and Windsor). Az. a fret or, on a chief
of the second three fusils vair.
BaveBOr. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. tail forked.
Baw, or Bawood. Ar. on a bend cottised sa. threo eagles
Crest

headed

or.

Bavent.

displ. or.

Bavrd.

Gu. three chev.

Bawdry.

ar.

Ar. a saltire betw. four rooks sa.
co. Essex, and Bedfordshire).

Baiirde (Curringham,

—

Gu.

three chev. ar. Crest A satyr's head in profile sa. with
wings to the side of the head or, the tongue hanging out of
Ms mouth gu.
Ba'Wde (Essex). Gu. three eagles' legs erased, talons in chief

(Norfolk). Ar. on a
az. three escallops of the field.
Ar. a lion pass, reguard. sa. betw. nine crosslets
An arm embowed, vested gu. cuffed or, holding
gu. Crest
in the hand ppr. a laurel branch vert.
Bawne. Or, a cross az.
Ba'WTie. Erm. on a chief indented ar. two trefoUs slipped sa.
Ba'wre. Sa. a cross flory ar.
Ba'wtre (Cambridgeshire). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
lions' heads erased gu. as many fleurs-de-Us of the first.
Crest A lion's head erased gu.
Ba'Wtre (Yorkshire). Quarterly, gu. and erm., in the first
and fourth quarters a goat's head erased ar.
Baxbe. Barry of six, erm. and gu.
(Devonshire). Barry of six, vair and gu.
Baxted (Essex). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three

—

—

Baxmont

eagles displ. or.

(Cromer, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, sa. and gu., three
bucks' heads couped at the neck or.
(Stannow, co. Norfolk). Gu. a wivern pass, or, with

wings expanded tail nowed, on a chief of the second three
spear heads az.
Ci-esi
A lion's gamb erased or, holding a
spear sa. headed ar. near the head two strings and tassels

—

gold.

Baxter

(Norfolk). Ar. on a pale sa. three bezants within a
bordure of the second (another, the bordure engr.).
(Northumberland). Gu. on a bend ar. four eagles

Baxter

displ. vert.

Baxter

(Kincaldrum, co. Forfar, 1865, now borne by W. E.
Erm. on a chev. engr. betw. three
mullets gu. as many garbs or. Crest
A lion pass, guard.
Motto Vincit Veritas.
sa.
Baxter (Kilmaron, co. Fife, bart., 1863). The same within
a bordure gu. Same Crest and Motto.
Baxter (Yorkshire). Ar. on a bend az. three estoUes of the
field (another, or).
Baxter (Guienne, King of Arms, Visit, co. Notts. 1614).
Erm on a chev. gu. three bezants.
Baxter. Or, six eaglets displ. three, two, and one ppr.
Baxter. Az. a cross betw. four lions sejant guard, or.
Baxter. Ar. four windmill sails conjoined in saltire sa.
Baxter. Vert, three squirrels sejant ar.
Baxter (Atherstone. co. Warwick). Az. a chev. betw. three
A falcon as in the Arms.
falcons belled and jessed or. Crest
Motto Virtute non verbis.
Baxter (quartered by Cokaynb). Or, three bats betw. two
flaunches sa.
of (Edinburgh). Az. on a chief
Baxters,
wavy or, charged with two bars wavy of the field, a dexter
hand issuing from a cloud ppr. suspending a balance and
scales, Between three garbs of the second, two and one.
Bay. Az. two bars betw. seven crosses crosslet, three, three,
and one or, within a bordure engr. gu.
Bay. Quarterly or and ob. on a bend of the second three
fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Bay. Ar. three maples sa.
Bayard. Az. a chev. betw. three escallop? or.
Baybeford. Ar. a bear salient sa. muzzled, collared, and

Baxter, Esq., M.P.).
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—

—

—

—

Company

chained or.

or.

six billets ar.

Ar. a saltire sa.

bend gu. cottised

Ba'wle.

Baxter

—On

bend betw.

Or, a fesse betw. three water bougets gu.
Az. a star of sixteen points or.

Bawingrham, or Ba'wnin^ham

a chapeau a serpent

Crest

Sa. a

(Shropshire).

Ba'wdwyn.

Baxter

Baunford

(Essex).

—

Cfrest— On a ducal coronet or, a talbot sejant sa.
(Donington, Lincolnshire).
BaTUUford, or
ar.

Ar. a fesse engr. gu.
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BAT

(Buckinghamshire). Ar. on a chev. sa. fi^e bezants.
Vert a cross patonce (another across
(Cheshire).

Bayce
Bayden

moline) or.

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief of the last three

Baye.

escallops of the

Bayen.

Ciest—\ poplar

lion

ramp.

ar.

surmounted by a crosier

or.

tree vert.

Sa. three bars wavy erm.
(Bayfield).
Sa. a fesse vaire or and az. betw. three leopards'
heads of the second. Crest An owl ar.
Bayhouse (Lincolnshire). Gu. two bars ar. in chief, three

Bay^eld

Bayford.

—

escallops of the second.

Bayhouse.

Gu. three palets

three escallops of the

Bayland
Bayldon

Bayly (London).

Gu. a fesse vair betw. two mullets of six
points in chief, and a heart in base or. Crest
An ari.i
couped at the elbow and erect, habited gu. charged with a
fesse vair, the cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr. a mullet of

or,

on a chief of the second

Bayly (Major Sir Henry Bayly.

K.H., second son of Zachabt
Bayly, Esq., of Bideford, by his wife, the youngest dau. of
L. Clutterbdck, Esq., of Newark Park, co. tiloucester).
Or, on a fesse engr. betw. three nags' heads erased az. as
many fleurs-de-lis gold. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
nag's head ar.
Bayly. Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three mullets gu.

—

(another, martlets).

Bayly.

first.

Az. a saltirc engr. or.
(Bayldon, co. York). Ar. a fesse between three

(Suffolk).

Ar. three torteaux, two and one.
Gu. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads ar.
Or, on a cross sa. five bulls' heads ar.

Bayman.
Bayman.

Bayraond.

fleurs-de-lis gu. (another, sa.).

Bayle. Az. a sword ar. betw. three Catherine wheels or.
Baylee, Bailie, or Bailey. Ar. on a fesse betw. three

—

A demi lady holding in her
Crest
martlets eu. a bezant.
dext«r hand a tower, and in her sinister a brancli of laurel.
Bayler. Gu. three piles ar.
Bayles. Gu. a fesse ar. betw. three mullets
many martlets in base of the second.
Bayleur. Gu. a saltire vair.

Sa. a chev. or.
(Stukey, co. Norfolk). Sa. on a fesse betw. two
chev. or, three birds of the field beaked and legged gu.
Crest
A bear's paw erased sa. charged with a martlet or.
(Norfolk). Sa. a chev. erm.

Baynard
Baynard

many

—

plates.

Gu. three martlets or, a chief
Chesterton, co. Huntingdon,

vair.
hart.).

Quarterly, gu. and erminois on a fesse az. three martlets or,
betw. in the first and fourth quarters a lion ramp. ar. Crest
On a mount vert behind a wall ar. a lion ramp, also ar.
Bayley (Hoddcsdon, co. Herts, 1634). Ar. three torteaux
two and one, a chief gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,

—

—

a nag's head ar.
Bayley (London). Gu. a fesse vair, in chief a bezant,
charged with an anchor sa. betw. two estriles in base
three martlets ar. Crest A dexter arm cmbowed habited
ppr. supporting a
f\x. on the arm a fesse vair the hand

—

staffer.

Bayley (Middle Temple). Sa. a chev. between three human
hearts or. Crest— A demi lion guard, or, holding in the paw a
branch vert.

Bayley.

Ar. on a fesse betw. three m.artlets gu. as

Crest— A

plates (another, bezants).

and

griffin sejant

many

erm. wings

fore legs or.

Bayley.

Az. nine estoiles ar. three, three, and three. Crest
A boar's head erased ppr.
Bayley. Gu. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three martlets ar.
Bayley (Xorthallerton, co. York, previously of Easingwold,
in that county, and originally from the South of Kngl.and;

—

borne by Charles John Bayley, Esq., London, late of
Ar. on a fesse betw. three

Trinity College, Cambridge).

martlets gu. three bezants, quartering Babrv (formerly the
patronymic erf the family).
Crest
A griflin sejant erm.

—

wings and fore logs

or.

Baylie.

Az. three doves rising ar. logged gu. and crowned
with ducal coronets or.
Bayliff, or Bayliffe. Ar. on a chev. gu. three martlets
or, botweon as many human hearts of the second.
Baylis (London; granted 2 June, 172.')). Or, on a cross az.
five estoiles ar. betw. four erm. spots sa.
Crest
A demi
anf< lope ppr. gorged with a collar buckled or.
Baylis (co. Gloucester; granted 17iJ.'5). Erm. a chev. az.
betw. two bay trees eradicated and fructed in chief ppr.
and in b.ase a lamb ar. resting the dexter foot on a roll
of scarlet cloth.
Crest Out of an eastern coronet or,
charged on the band with an auricula flower a bay tree
fruotod all ppr.
Bayley, alias
(IreLind).
Gu. on a cross ar.
Ave greyhounds' lio.ids erased sa. in the first quarter a
cor'Tol cup of the second.
BayloflFe (N'orlhumberland). Ar. an orlc gu. a label of
three points sa.
Bavly (I'las Ncwydd, Anglesey, hart. ; now represented in
llie male lino, by the
MnrquesK of Anglesey).
Az. nine
r'it/)ilcs, throo, t'lroe, two, and
one, ar.
Crest
A boar's
hcnd <rascd ppr. Mnlln Quid clarius astria.

—

—

Godeman

—

Bayly

(Rallyartliur. co.

Bati.t, 3rd son of Sir

—

Wicklow, descended from Lamdart
Edward Bayly, first hart, of I'las
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.

Ncw\(ld, CO. Angle«oy).
(l{ri«tol).
Or, on a fosse ongr. betw. three nags'

Bayly
hca<lR

crawd

az.

a.%

many

flourg-dc-lis gold.

.head ax. bexanKSe attired or.

no

az.

ar.

(Sempringham, co. Lincoln, circa. 1139). Barry
of six gu. and ar.
Bayley (Thomas Bctterworth Batlet, Esq., of Hope Hall,
Sheriff of Lancashire, 1768). Ar. oa a fesse betw. three

Bayetix

Bayley (Oxfordshire).
Bayley (formerly of

and

ar.

Baynar, or Bainer.

Baynard

in chief,

Barry of six

Baymont (Devonshire). Barry of six vair and gu.
Baymy. Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Baymyn. Erm. on a chief indented sa. three fleurs-de-lis

and as

martlets gu. as

—

six points or.

first.

Gu. a

BAT
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BAY

Crest

—A goat's

(Blagdon, co. Somerset).

chev. or.
crined sa.

Crest

—A

Sa. a fesse betw.

demi unicorn ramp,

Baynard, or Baynyard

or,

armed

two
ppr.

Ar. a chev. betw.

(Suffolk).

three birds sa.

Baynard.
Baynard.
Baynard.

Or, a chev. sa. on a chief gu. three annulets gold.
Or, a fesse betw. two chev. sa.

Gu. three chev. erm. (another adds a label of

three points or).

Baynard.

Sa. a chev. or, a chief per fess of the first

and

second.

Baynard. Sa.
Baynbridge.
the

a fesse or, in base a chev. of the second.
Ar. on a bend gu. three crosses forni^e of

field.

Baynbridge.

Az. two halberts in pale or.
See Bcckeridge.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish
choughs of the last, as many stags' heads cabossed of the
Crext
field.
A stag's head erased ar. attired or.
Bayribry (Yorkshire). Az. two pole-axes or, headed ar.
on a chief of the second two mullets of the first pierced gu.
(Lancashire). Vert on a chev. embattled or, betw.
three martlets ar. as many cinquefoils gu.
Crest
An

Baynbridg-e.
Baynbrig-ge.

—

Bayne

—

estoile or.

Bayne

See Bain.
Bayne. Az. a chev. embattled or.
Baynes (Harefield Place, co. Middlesex, hart.). Sa. a
shin-bone in fesse, surmounted of another in pale ar. on
a canton of the last a vulture ppr. Cre^t .\ cubit arm
vested az. cuffed erminois the hand holding a jaw-bone
ar.
Supporters On either side a savage wreathed about
the head and waist holding a club over his exterior
shoulder, all ppr.
Motto Furor arma ministrat.
Baynes (Cumberland, Essex, and London). Sa. a shin-bone
in pale, surmounted by another in fesse ar.
Crest
An arm
couped vested az. holding in the hand ppr. a jaw-bone ar.
Baynes (Cheshire). Az. a chev. embattled or, betw. three
(Scotland).

—

—

—

—

martlets ar.
(Cheshire).

Baynes

three martlets

ar.

Az. on a chev. embattled
as

many

or,

betw.

cinquefoils sa. (another, the

cinquefoils gu.).

Baynes (London).

Per bend or and

ar. three roundlcs in

pale counlercliangod.

Baynes

SnmcArnis.

(co. Salop, Visit, co. Leicester, 1619).

Baynfield

(Devonshire). Or, on a bend gu. three mullets ai-.
(Gloucestershire, 1631). Gu. on a cliev. betw.
three bulls' heads cabossed ar. an estoile sa. Cre.H Out of
a inur.al coronet gu. a bull's head ar.
(Herefordshire, 1588). Vert, a cross moline or.

Baynham

—

Baynham
Crt'sl — A beaver ppr.
Baynham (Kent and

Gloucestershire). Gu. a chev. betw.
three bulls' heads cabossed ar. armed or. Crest
A bull's
head couped at the neck or.

—

Baynham (Sir Edward Baynham, knighted "on thcSandcs,"
Dublin, 21 Sept.

l.'J99).

Same Anus and

Bajmham (Herefordshire).
crosses erosslet

Baynham.
Baynham.

fitcli(Je

Sa. three mullets ar.

Gu. throe chev. orm.

Bayning: yisromU
(

two bars

sa.

Crest.

Vert a cross moline betw. four

or.

Ba;/nintr, nf Si'ilOur;/, co. Suffolk).

on each as many escallops of the

fir^t.

Or,

A

A

BAT
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Bayning-, Baron.

See Powlett.
Baynton (Wiltshire). Sa. a bend lozengy ar. Crest
griffin's head erased sa.
Baynton. Ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu. a lion

—

pass, of the field.

Bayntun-Kolt (Bromham,

co. Wilts, extinct bart., repre-

or,

sem^e

Beale
Beale

boars' heads couped sa.

Beale

Bayou

Bayous

(Lincolnshire

and Essex).

Ar. three lions ramp,

purp.

Bayons, or Bayos.
the second an

escallop

escallops or).

Crest

mouth a spear head

Paly of six or and gu. on a chief of
shell of the first (another, three
at full speed, holding in his

— Ahorse

Bayouse (Lincolnshire).

Gu. two bars.

ar. in chief three

d'estoiles gu.

(Southampton).

Ar. three torteaux.
on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads
mullets of the field. Ci-est—A unicorn's
head sa. erased gu. armed and crined or.
(Surrey).

erased

as

or,

Sa.

on a chev.

escallops of the last.

Bayouse.

Barry of six ar. and gu.
(Huntingdonshire). Ar. a lion ramp. purp.
Bayre. Gu. three bars gobonated ar. and sa.
Bayrford, Ar. a bear saliant sa. muzzled, collared, and
chained or.
Bays. Gu. two lions pass, guard, in pale or.
Baysshaw. Gu. three arrows ar. points downwards.
Bayton. Az. an escallop shell or.
Bazeley, or Bazley. Az. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest—
A hand holding a chapeau betw. two branches of laurel in

erased ar.

Crest

—

—

Beallsford.

Or, acinquefuil pierced sa.

(confirmed to Eichard Pigott Beamish, Esq., of
co. Cork, son and heir of Kichakd Beamish, Esq.,

of William Beamish, of Beauco.).
Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three trcloils
Crest— A demi lion ramp. gu. charged on the
shoulder with a trefoil slipped or.
il7o/«o— Virtus iiisignit

slipped gu.

vert five mullets or.

audentes.

Beamish

—

erm. the whole betw. two branches of oak vert.

Motto

—

rcspice.

Beach

(Hicks-Beach of Beverston, co. Gloucester, bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vaire ar. andgu. a canton az. charged
with a pile or, for Beach 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fesse wavy, betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, for Hices. Crests 1st: A denii lion,
:

—

ar. ducally gorged or, holding, in the paws an
escutcheon az. charged with a pile or, for Beach; 2nd: A
buck's head couped at the neck or, gorged with a wreath
of laurel ppr., for Hicks. Motto Tout en bon heurc.
Beacll (Oakley Hall, co. Hants, and Keevil House, co. Wilts).
Anns and Crest same as the preceding, quartering Hicks and
Wither. Motto— Tout en bon heure.
Beach.croft (granted 12 Nov. 1717). Bendy of six ar. and
gu. three stags' heads cabossed or. Crest
A beech tree
ppr. behind six park pales ar.
Beachcroft (Lord Mayor of London, 1712). The same.
Beacher (Lord Mayor of London, 1720). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, vair ar. and gu. on a canton or, a buck's head
cabossed 2nd and 3rd, az. a chcv. betw. three lions pass. ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ademi lion ramp. ppr.
Beacon, or Bacon. Quarterly, or and sa. four leopards'
heads count erchanged.
Beadle (South Ella, CO. York). Gu. a chev. betw. three
escallops ar. all within a border engr. of the last.
Crest
A stag's head erased or, attired and ducally gorged gu.
Beadon (Gotten House, co. Somerset). Quarterly, 1st, az.
a chev. betw. three martlets or; 2nd, sa. three lions with
human faces pass, ar.; 3rd, ar. a lion ramp, double queued gu.
on a canton az. five flcurs-dc-lis or; 4th, az. six annulets,
three, two, and one, or.
Crest
\ lion with a human face

ramp.

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Ksse

quam

Same

(Ditchley, formerly of Willsgrove, both co. Cork).

as preceding.

Beamont.

Vair three bars gu.
(of Warrington, co. Lancaster.
William Beamont, Esq., Oxford Hall).
Az. semee of fleurs-de-lis and
a Uon ramp. or.
Crest— On a cap of maintenance gu.
turned up erm. a lion pass. ppr.

Beamont

Beanbras, or Beaubras. Bandy or and
Beanb-ulk. Or (another, ar.), on a fesse sa.
Beancastle. Sa. a fesse ar.
Beane.

Gu. three bean-pods pendent or.
ramp, holding betw. the paws a plumb-rule

az.

three bezants.

Crest— A

lion

sa.

Beaneveill, or Beavill.
Beanford, or Beauford

Az. a chief or.
(Lancashire). Per pale ar. and
az. on a bend gu. a lion pass, guard, or. (another, three
lions).

Beanley, or Bea-wley.

Or,

a chev. gu. betw. three

torteaux.

Beanvill.

Az. achiefar.
Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced ar.
(Worcestershire).
Sa. on a chcv. betw. three
bears' heads erased ar. three swans close of the first.
Bearcroft. Ar. three bears pass. sa. muzzled or.
Beard (Beard Hall, co. Derby). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three

Bean'vill.

Bearcroft

trefoils slipped or.

Beard

(Beard Hall, co. Derby the heiresses m. Asiienucrst,
Holt, and Yeaveley). Ar. three men's heads couped sa.
;

within a bordure az.

Beard

(Xoi th Kells, co. Lincoln).
Sa. on a chev. betw.
ten martlets ar. five ogresses.
Cre^t-A lion's gamb couped

grasping a horse's leg erased above the knee sa.
(Aberton and Cowfold, co. Sussex).
Erm. on a
quarter sa. a saltire or, charged with five fleurs-de-lis gu.
Cre t On a chapeau gu. turned up erm., a tiger couchant or,
or,

Beard

—

maned and armed

tufted

sa.

Beard.

videre.

Bbadnell

(Cynhinfa, CO. Montgomery). Per fesse gu. and
az. a fesse ar. surmounted by another of the second, charged
with a buckle of the third, all betw. in chief a rosary and in
base three bells of the last. Crest—
greyhound's head
ppr. erased gu. gorged with a string of beads, and pendent
therefrom a bell ar. Jl/o((o— Nee timidc noc temcre.
Beaf. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses formec sa.
(confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1659, to Peter
BEAiiUAN, tsq., of Dunluce, co. Antrim). Ar. a chev. gu.
within a bordurc sa. hczantec.
Crest—A bezant betw. two

A

Beaghan

wines paly sa. and gu. per fesse counterchanged.
(Dmsetshne).
Barry wavy of six ar. and sa. on a
cariton of the second a leopard's head or. Crest An ostrich's
head ar. in his beak a horse shoe or.
Beake (Maidstone, co. Kent). Gu. a cross flory erm.

Beake

—

61

and grandson

mont House, same

Bazley (Tolmers, CO.

Hertford, and Hatherop, co. Gloucester,
bart.).
Per pale az. and sa. a bee volant or, betw. three
fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
A cubit arm ppr. charged with a
bee volant or. the hand holding a chapeau gu. turned up

wolf sa. sustaining a half spear

Sa. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads
erased or, as many cinquefoils of the field. Crest
demi wolf ramp, holding a spear head tasselled in pale ppr.

Ashbourne,

—

on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads

Beall, or Beal.

of Sans Souci,

ar. on a canton of the last three piles sa.
Per pale indented sa. and ar. a fesse wavy
Be not wanting.
counterchanged. Crest Acrowsa. Motto
Bazin (London). Ar. an escutcheon erm.
Bazingrwerk Abbey (co. Flint). Ar. on a cross engr.

Sa.

— A demi

Arms " temp. Richard II., give
the Arms of William Bealieu). Ar. a chev. dancettce betw.
three birds' heads sa.
Bealingr. Ar. a cross betw. four crosses crosslet fitchee.

Beamish

orle, all ppr.

—

in pale tasselled ppr.
Bealieu (" lloU of Northern

Bazilie.

Moitii

Crest

of estoiles gu.

Bazett. Gu. a lamb

pass. or.

betw. three griffins' heads erased ar. as
A imicorn's head erased or, semee

or,

estoiles gu.

Beal, or Beall.

Bayousse

Finem

Sa.

many

(Heath House, co. Salop).
Sa. on a chev. or, betw.
three griffins' heads erased ar. as many estoiles gu. Crest—
A unicorn's head erased ar. charged on the neck with three
estoiles gu.
Beale (Slaidstone Court, and Farningham, Kent, ext. bart.).

many

ppr.

A

(Herefordshire and Northamptonshire).
Ar. a cher.
betw. three pheons sa. the two in chief lying fesseways
point to point.
Beale (London). Sa. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads
erased ar. three estoilesgu. Ci-est—A unicorn's head erased

sented by the families of Caswell, of Sacombe, and Stabket,
A griffin's
of Spye Park). Sa. a bend lozengy ar. Crest
head erased sa. beaked or.
(Cheshire). Erm. two bars wavy gu. in chief three

—

BE

Beale

Ar. three men's heads couped ppr.
(Manchester). Barry of four sa. and ar. on a chief
of the last three annulets of the first.
Crest
A demi bear
holding in the dexter paw a bundle of six arrows saltirewise
ppr. lieaded or, flighted ar.
Beare (Beare, Himtsham, and Morebath, co. Devon). Ar.
three bears' heads sa. muzzled or. C}eU
A bears head sa.

Beardoe

—

muzzled

or.

Motto

— Bear and forbear.

—

Beare

(Jlilverton, CO. Somerset, descended from a younger
son of Beare, of Morebath). Same Arms and Crest.
Ar. a bear salient sa. a canton gu. Crest A garb
lying fcssewise or, thereon a crow feeding sa.
Beare, or Beere (Kent, 15S6). Ar. a bear ramp. sa.
and canton gu. Crest On a garb lying feeseways or, a

—

Beare.

—

raven

Beare

sa.

(Sir

John Beabe,

Knt., Serjcant-at-Law in Ireland,

A

BE
knighted at
Ent.

Same

Ire.).

d. 8

May, 1617, Fun..

as the preceding.

and Bryn, co. ComwaU; the heiress m.
Beville). Ar. a bear saliant sa.
Beaxe. Ar. a bear in pale saUantsa. armed gu. a canton erm.

Beare

(Killigarth,

Beare. Or, three bears' heads
Bearecroft (Worcestershire).

couped s^. muzzled or.
Ar. on a chev. three mullets

sa.

Beareford.
Bearsley.

Ar. a bear sa.
bend betw. six martlets sa.
Bearsley (Oporto, granted to Job Bearsley, of Coventry, in
head ppr. holding a bunch of grapes in
bear's
Ar. a
1730).
its mouth, betw. three torteaux a chief gu.
Bearton (quartered by William Pole, Esq., of Calcombe,
CO. Devon, Visit. 1620). Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads
Or, a

cabossed gu.

a hand barrow betw. nine roses or.
Beasley (Dublin, granted 1820, to Thomas Beaslet, Esq., of
Dublin, son of Thomas Beasley, ofthe same place, merchant).
Per pale ar. and gu. a chev. betw. three roundles, each charged
Crest— A demi
with a trefoil slipped, all counterchanged.
leopard ppr. holding betw. his paws a plate charged with
vincit.
omnia
Labor
Motto
a trefoil slipped vert.
Beasley. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates. Crest— A demi
leopard holding in the dexter paw a sprig of laurel.
Beast. Gu. three bars gemelles or.
Beath. Gu. a dexter hand fesseways holding a rapier erect,
on the point a boar's head ppr. Crest— A dragon's head
couped ppr. Motto Fortuna virtute.
Beathall. Ar. three boars' head couped gu. within a bor-

Bearwell.

Sa.

—

—

dure

sa.

Beathell. The same with the bordure engr. sa.
On a ducal coronet a boar's head couped;
1st:

—

An

eagle betw. two wings displ. az.,
Beaton (Scotland). See Bethune.

or.

Crest—

—

mascles gu. and another in base of the fourth. Crest A star
issuing from a crescent or. Motto Lumen coeleste sequamur.
ar. a chief az. charged with a demi lion

—

field.

Beauchamp, Earl.

See Ltoon.
F.lmley Castle, co. Worcester, founded in Engone of the companions of
Beauchamp,
Henrt
de
by
land
His descendant Wiluah de
William the Conqueror.
Beadcuamp, of Elmley Castle became in 1268 £ari of Warwick as heir to his mother, Isabel de Maddcit, sister
and heiress of William de Macddit, Earl of Warwict:.
Thomas de Beauchamp, Earl of Wai-wick, was one of the
Founder Knights of the Garter. Henry de Beauchamp, Earl
of Warwick; was created, 5th April, 1444, Dulce of WarwicL;
(

Lady
d. Uth June, 1445, when the Dukedom expired.
Anne db Beauchamp, sister and eventually heiress of the

and

Duke, m. Kichard Neville, "the King Maker," afterwards
Earl of Warwick). Gu. a fcss betw. six crosses crosslet or.
(The original coat was simply gu. a fcss or the crosses crosslet were added on the marriage with the heiress of Mauddit).
SupCrest — Out of a ducal coronet or, a swan's head gu.
porters— On the seal of Richard de Beauchamp, who died
two
bears.
The
cognisance
1439, the shield is supported by
of the Earls of Warvii ck was a bear supporting a ragged staflF.
Beauchamp (.Iohn Lord Beauchamp of War^oick, younger
son of Ciuy.'Jiarl of Warwick, one of the Founder Knights
of tho Garter, and the bearer of the Royal Standard at
Crc&sy). Tlic same Arms, with a mullet for diff.
Beauchamp (/,ord Bergavenny. Sir William Beauchamp,
Lord Bn-g-ivnunij, K.G., ter\ip. F.dward III., summoned to
Parliament, 1392-1408, 4th son of Thomas, Earl nf Warwick.Ilil barony wa.<( carried by his granddau. to the Nevills,
and is now borne by the Marquess of Aljergavenni/. His heir
general is Mart-Kbances-Elizabeth, Baronrst Lr. Dcspenser,
Vi-.rountrna Eulmnulh).
Tho wme Arms, the feat charged
;

mullet for difT.
(Lord Beauclmmp, of Powick, created 1447;
extinct I49f)). Gu. a fens betw. six martlets or.
(l^rd lleauchamp, of llache, co. Somerset,
Ruramoncd to Parliament, 1299, in abeyance since 1360).
Vair.
(Lord Btauchamp, of BItliho, summoned to

Beauchamp

Beauchamp
62

(Pboctor-Bkauchamp, Langley Park, co.
Norfolk, ban.).
Quarterly: 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three martlets gu., for Pboctor 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
fesse betw six billets, three and three barways or, a canton
erm., for Beauchamp.
Crest On a mount vert a pied
greyhoimd sejarit ppr. collared or. Motto Toujours fiddle.
Beauchamp (Binnerton, afterwards of Trefyn, and subsequently of Pengrcep in Gwennap, co. Cornwall. Arms,
same as Beauchamp of Hache.
Beauchamp (Buckinghamshire). Vair, a label of three
;

—

—

points within a bordure gu.

Beauchamp

(FiBeld,

crowned gu. pearled

Beauchamp

Essex).

co.

Or,

a lion ramp.

sa.

of the second.

Ar. (another, or) a lion ramp. sa.

(Essex).

(Cumberland).

Ar.

on a bend gu. three

plates.

Beauchamp.
Beauchamp.
Beauchamp.
Beauchamp.

Gu. a
Gu. a

fret or (another, fretty).

fesse betw. six pears or.
fesse betw. three crosses crosslet or.

Or, a fesse gu.
Sa. (another, with a chev. betw.) three Uons*

ar.

Beaucham.p.

Gu. a

crowned or.
a chev.

Sa.

or,

betw. three

lions'

heads

erased ar.

Beau. Masonry

Beauchamp

—

Beauchamp

heads erased

Crest

—

Willi a

Beauchamp

Beauchamp (Bedford).

Beattie (James Beattie, LL.D., co. Aberdeen, 1782). Ar. a
pale sa. surmounted of a sword az. hilt and pomel or, betw.
two keys wards outward of the third in fesse, in chief two

Beauchamp

—

crowned gu.

on the neck an estoile

and Motto.
Beatson (Contell, co. Fife). Or, a saltire vair.
bridge of three arches ar. Motto Pro patria.

issuant of the

Beauchamp

Beaucham.p

—

Same

Beauchamp

2nd:

Gu. a chev. betw. three spear(Kilrie, CO. Fife).
Crest— A. bee volant en arriere
beads points upwards ar.
ppr. Motto Cum prudentia sedulus.
Beatson (Glasmont). The same, the chev. charged with a
diff.

Parliament, 1363). Barony passed eventually to St. Johii«
created Lord St. John, of Bletsho, 1559). Ou. a fess betwsix martlets or, a mullet for diff.
(Lord Beauchamp of St. Amand, summoned to
Parliament, 1449, in abeyance since 1503). Arms, same as
the preceding, with a bordure ar.
(Lord Beauchamp of Kidderminster, created
1387 ; extinct 14'20). Arms, same as Lord Beauchamp of
Powick.
Beaucham.p (Holt, co. Worcestershire). Gu. a fesse betw.
six billets or. Crest
A swan's head and neck ar. beaked gu
betw. a pair of wings sa.
(Newlandand Powick, co. Worcester, exemplified 1568, to John Beauchamp, of Powick, gent., descended
from Beauchamp, of Holt). Gu. a fesse betw. six billets or,
a canton erm.
Crest
A tiger statant or, vulned in the
shoulder ppr.

Crests

Beatson

mullet gu. for
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DnbUn, 19 August, 1615;

Beauchamp (Somerset).
Beauchamp.
Beauchamp.
Beauchamp.

Gu. a bend

ar. (another, vair).

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents sa.
Gu. a fesse betw. six mullets or.
Vair a label gu. (another, or) in chief a

mullet pierced az.

Beauchamp.

Beauchampe
bend

Vair on a inescutcheon ar. a chief gu.
(Baron of Bedford). Quarterly, or and gu. a

sa.

Beauchampe
another coat

(Cornwall and Worcester).

Gu. a

fesse or,

vair.

Beauchampe (Essex).

Or, a lion pass, guard, sa.

crowned

gu-

Beaucham.pe

(Essex).

Gu. a

fesse

betw. six

trefoils

slipped or.

Beauchampe

(Gloucestershire).
Gu. a fesse betw. six
martlets or. (another, with a border ar.).
(Gloucestershire and Warwickshire). Gu. a
fesse betw. six crosses crosslet or (another, with a border
of the second). Crest In a coronet gu. a swan's neck ar.

Beauc'ham.pe

—

billed of the first.

Beauchampe. Quarterly or and gu. (sometimes per fess
indented) a bend of the second. Crest A plume of feathers

—

or.

Beauchampe.
of the

Ar. on a chief indented sa. three mullets

field.

Beauchampe
Beauchampe

Barry of six ar. and az.
Gu. a fesse or, in chief three mullets of

the second.

Beauchampe

Gu. a

fease or, betw. six bezants.

Beauchastle. Sa. a fesse ar.
Beauchatt. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three cats' heads
guard, gu. Crest — A cat's head erased guard, gu.
Beauchrey. Or, three lions' heads couped sa.
Beaucler (Suffolk). Or, a lion ramp. gu. gorged with a
crown

ar.

Beauclerk

(Duke of St. Albans). Quarterly, let and 4th,
France and England quarterly 2nd, Scotland 3rd, Ireland;
over all a sinister baton gu. charged with three roses ar.
On a chapeau gu. turned up
seeded and barbed ppr. Crest
erm. a lion statant guard, or, ducally crowned per pale ar.
and of the first gorged with a collar of the last, charged
with three roses also ar. barbed and seeded ppr. Supporters
Dexter, an antelope ar. armed and unjguled or ; sinister,
a greyhound ar. each gorged with a collar as tbe OrtU.
;

—

—

Motto— Axxsficixim

melioris

cvL

;

A
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(Ardglass Castle, co. Down). Arms, Crest and
Motto, same as the Duke of St Albans.
At. a
(Cornwall, quartered by Tbelawnt).
fesse sa. betw. three bats' wings displ. gu.
Beaucray. Ar. three lions' heads erased sa.

Beauclerk

Beaucomb

Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet fitcWe ar.

Beaufais.
Beaufelde. Gu. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Beaufey. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses fonnee sa.
Beaufitz, or Beavis. Quarterly, per fesse indented
and

ar.

az.

the Divinity School, Visit. Oxford). Ar. on a
bend sa. three cinquefoils of the field.
Beauford. Ar. a fesse engr. gu.
Beauford. Per fesse ar. and gu. three roundles counter-

Beaufire

(in

changed.

Beauford.

Per pale

ar.

and

pass, guard, or (another, adds

on a bend gu. three lions
a label of three points az. and

az.

bezantee).

{Dule of Somerset. John de Beaufort, eldest of
the legitimated sons of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, was
created Earl of Somerset, 1397, Marquis of Dorset same
year and elected a Knight of the Garter, 1396 his plate is
gliU in his stall, the 13th on the Sovereign's side. The 3rd
Earl was created Duke of Somerset, 1423; extinct 1471).
Per pale ar. and az. on a bend gu.
Before legitimation
three lions pass, guard, or, a label of three points of France.
After legitimation: Quarterly, France and F.ngland within
CreU On a chapeau gu.
a border gobony ar. and az.
turned up erm. the lion of England gorged with a collar

Beaufort

;

:

—

gobony as the border of the Arins.
(Duke of Exeter). Quarterly, France and Englajnd
within a bordure gobony ar. and az. flowered or.
Beaufort, Dtike of. See Somerset.

Beaufort

BeaTifoy, Beaufo or Beaivfo (confirmed with

fifteen

the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to
Thomas Beacfo of Guyscliff, son of Sir Tuomas Beacfo of
Edmondescort, co. Waiwick, and ninth in descent from

by

quarterings

EoGEB Beacfo,
a bend

of Bereford, co. Oxford, Her. Vis.). Erm. on
Crest
A tree vert, on a

—

az. three cinquefoils or.

ribbon round the stem, the Motto, Sub tcgmine fagi.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three cresses pattee or.
Beaufrie. Az. three helmets with barred fronts ar.
Beauley (of the South). Per bend embattled and enhanced

Beaufoy.

gu. and ar.

Beaulieu-Abbey
enfiled with

(Hampshire). Gu. a crosier in pale or,
a regal crown of the last, all within a bordure
the second.
Ar. a chev. indented betw. three birds' heads

sa. billettee of

Beaulieu.
couped

sa.

Beauraan

(Hyde Park, co. Wexford, and Furnace, co.
by Melchior Christopher Bacman, who
Per pale dimidiated
from Bohemia).
sinister,
ar. dexter on a mount vert an oak-tree ppr.
a knight in complete armour holding a sword erect
Crest
A cubit dexter arm in
in his right hand all ppr.
armour holding a sword all ppr. Motto Fortiter.

Kildare, as borne
came to Ireland

;

—

Beaumaris.
Beaumaris,

—

Tovm

of (Isle of Anglesey). The seal, which
very ancient, represents a ship with one mast, the sail
on the sinister side of the mast is a castle, on the
dexter a shield charged with three lions pass, guard.
(Huntingdonshire).
Az. six garbs or.
Beaumeys, orBeymeys. Ar. on a cross az. five garbs or.
Beaumond. Az. a buck's head betw. three arrows or,
feathered and headed ar.
Beaumond. Az. a buck's head cabossed or, attired gu.
betw. the horns three arrows in the scalp or.
Beaumond. Az. a fesse betw. three leopards' heads or.
Beaumond. Soe Beaumont.
(Lord Beaumont, summoned to Parliament,
1309, fell into abeyance, 15C7, terminated in favour of Mi^es
Thomas Stapleton, late Lord Beaumont, 1840; the Arms
were borne by John, Lord Beaumont, K.G., temp. Richard
11.)
Az. semee of fleurs-de-lis a lion ramp, or, quartering
az. three garbs or, for Comyn.
Crest
On a chapeau az.
doubled erm. a lion statant or.
(Lord Beaumont). See Stapleton.
Beaiunont ( Ciscount Bioumont, John, 6th Lord Beaumont,
was so created 12 Feb. 1440, being the first person adv").nced
to that dignity in England, extinct l.'>07).
Same Arms.
(Vlncount Beaumont, of Swords, co. Dublin,
created 1622, extinct 1702). Az. semee of fleurs-de-lis, and a
lion ramp. or. Crest
On a chapeau az. charged with three
fleurs-de-lis or, turned up erm. a lion pass. gold.
Supporters Two lions or, collared az. the collar on the dexter
charged with three torteaux, that on the sinifter with as
;

Beaumes

Beaumont

—

Beaumont

Beaumont

—

—

mEuny plates.
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A

(Coleorton co. Leicester, bart., created 1619,
extinct 1702). Same Arms and Crest. JV/ot(o— Erectus non
elatus.

Beaumont

(Gracedieu, co. Leicester, bart., created 1627,
extinct 1702, descended from Thomas, younger brother of
John Beaumont, of Coleorton, siain at Towton in 1461;
of this family was the celebrated dramatist, Francis Beadmont, brother of Sir John Beaumont, of Gracedieu, bart.
A younger branch of the Gracedieu line was Beaumont
of Barrow, co. Derby). Arms, &c., same as Beaumont of
Coleorton.
Sir

Beaumont

(Barrow-upon-Trent, co. Derby).
Arriis and
same as Beaumont of Coleorton. Crest On a chapeau
turned
up
erm.
a
lion
pass.
gu.
or.
Beaumont (Whitley, co. York, bart., created 1628, extinct
1631, derived from Sir William de Bellomont, heir to his
brother, Sir Richard, 26 Edward I.). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
langued and armed az. within an orle of crescents of the
second. Cret A bull's head erased quarterly, ar. and gu.
Motto Fide sed cui vide.
Beaumont (Stoughton Grange, co. Leicester, bart., created
Arms, Crest, and Motto, same as Beaumont of
1660).

—

Motto,

—

—

Coleorton.

Beaumont

(Buckland, co. Surrey).
Arms, Ac, same as
the preceding.
Hall, formerly of the Oalis, in Darton,
CO. York).
Arrds, as Beaumont of Whitley.

Beaumont (Bretton

Beaumont (Leicester and

Beaumont Hall, co. Suffolk). Az.
a lion ramp. betw. ten fleurs-de-lis or, armed and langued
An elephant surmounted with a tower triple
gu. Crest
towered ar. garnished or, Anothr Crest A lion pass. or.
Beaumont (Devonshire). Barry of six. vair and gu.
Crest A heron or stork, with
(another, gu. and vair).
wings expanded ar.
Beaumont (Lord Foli-ingharii). Az. florett^e a lion ramp.
or, a bendlet compon^e ar. and gu.
(Sir Thomas Beau.mont, of
Beaumont, or
Eedworth, co. Warwick, Her. Vis.). Az. sem^e of fleurs-delis a lion ramp. or.
Beaumont (Yorkshire). Barry of six erm. and gu.
Beaumont. Ar. a lion. ramp. gu.
Beaumont. The same, with a label of three points az.
each charged with two bezants.
Beaumont. Az. a lion ramp, or, armed of the field.
Beaumont. Az. a lion ramp. ar. (another, or), a bend
gobonated of the last and gu. (another, erm. and gu.).
Beaumont. Lozengy or and az. within a bordure gu.

—

—

—

Beaumond

platee.

Beaumont.
Beaumont.
Beaupel.

Gu. three bars or.
Gu. a cinquefoil erm. (another, pierced).
Gu. a bend vair (another, cottised) betw. six

escallops ar.

Beaupell.

Gu. a bend vair, cottised ar.
Ar. a chev.

Beaupeny

(Somersetshire).

sa. in chief

two

crosses form^e, and in base a saltire of the second.

Beaupere

(Cornwall). Vert a lion ramp, or, depressed

by a

bend gu.

Or, a fesse az.

is

furled

B£

Beaumont

Beaupere. Ar. a bend gobony of three az. and or, on the
first and last a cross pattee of (he second.
Beauple.

Beaupre

Gu. a bend vair cottised or.
Vert a lion ramp, double queued

(Wells).

or,

a

baton gu.

Beaupre.

Ar. on a bend az. a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet or, (being the Arms of St. Omer in the bend) quartered
by Fountaine, High Brigge.
Beaupre. Ar, on a bend az. a fesse betw. two crosses
crosslet or.

Beaupree.
Beaurain.

Vert a lion ramp, or, over all a baton ar.
Az. a cross ancree or. Crest
A lion's head

—

erased ar. pellcttee.

Beausy. Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. gu.
Beauty. Az. three lillies stalks slipped ppr.
Beauvais. Ar. on a cross sa. five escallops or.
Beauvalle, Baron. See Lamb.
Beauvill.

Az. a thief or.
(London, originally of Guernsey). Ar. a cher.
betw. three cinquefoils gu. Crest— A demi dragon with
wings endorsed ppr.
Beauvois. Ar. three lions pass, guard, or.
Beauvois. Az. three garbs close topped or.
Beauvois. Or, a cross betw. four keys gu.
Beavan. Az. a dove ar. beaked and legged gu. betw. three
gem rings or. Crest On a mount vert a dove hovering, in
the beak a gem ring. Motto— Seaifer virtute constans.

Beauvoir

—

Beavan.
Beaver.

See Bevan.

Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
leopard ppr.

Crest—

A

A
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Beaver (irranted to HoGH Beaveb, Esq., of the Temple,
near Manchester). Or, a fesse az. betw. three lions ramp,
Crest— A mount
in chief cu- and a beaver pass, in base ppr.
pale and two
Tert, thereon, in front of three arrows, one in
pass.
ppr.
beaver
a
downwards,
in saltire, the pheons
Beavill (Huntingdonshire). Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets
pierced ar.
Beavill. Or, a chief ar.
Beavi.s (Devonshire, traceable in that county to the reign of
Henry IV.). Az. three close helmets ar. garnished or.

Crest— A pheon
or.

Az. three close helmets or (another, ar).
Az. three crosses sarcelly ar.
Beawfice. Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges az.
Beaufot.
See
Beaw^fo.
Beawford (Warwickshire). Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils of the field.
Beawfoy. Erm. on a bend az. three cinquefoils pierced or.
Beawfoy, or Beaufy. Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles

Beawfice.

Beavrfice.

displ. gu.

Paly wavy of six ar. and sa. on a chief of the
Ar. on a chev. sa. three crosses formee or.
Gu; a goat saliant ar. armed or.

Bebb

(Horatio Bebb, Esq., of Donnington Grove, co.
Berks, who assumed that surname in place of Lawbell by
royal license 3 June, 1850). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a
fess embattled or, betw. three crescents ar. two cross cross2nd and 3rd,
lets gu. a canton erm. for diff., for Bebb
az. two bars betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief, and a crescent
CretU —
in base or, a crescent for diff., for Lawkell.
e
1st, an esquire's helmet ppr. resting in a crescent gu.
helmet charged with a cross crosslet of the second for distinction, for Bebb; 2nd, out of an eastern crown or, a
cubit arm erect vested sa. cuffed erm. the hand holding a
Over second
Mottoes
wreath of laurel ppr., for Lawkell.
Crest: Per vim at Tirtutem; under the Arm*: Premium
;

—

•virtutis

honor.

Beberbort

(Cornwall).

Becher

(Kent).

Vair

on a canton

or,

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three tor-

teaux.

(Bebington,

heads cabossed

Crest

ar.

co.

Chester).

Sa.

three stags'
eagle

— Out of a coronet a demi

displ. sa. bezant^e.

Bee, or Beke (summoned

to Parliament as Lobd Bec, of
Eresby, 1295). Gu. a cross moline ar.
Bee. See Beck.
Becarde. Ar. three cushions gu. tasselled or.
(Yorkshire). Gu. a fesse or.
Bechampe. Ar. on a bend gu. three annulets or.
Bechburg". Sa. three beading knives in pale, the hafts
contrary posed.
Beche (summoned to Parliament, 1342). Vaire ar. and gu.
Beche (Berkshire). Ar. on a bend gu. three bucks' heads
cabossed or. Crest
An arm vested or, cuffed gu., the hand
ppr. holding an escarbuncle of the last.
Beche. Or, on a bend gu. three bucks' heads cabossed of
the flr.st.
Beche. Gu. three lions pass. ar. billett^e sa.
Beche. Ar. on a bend gu. three lions' heads couped or.
Beche. Gu. three linns pass. ar. on a bend sa. as many
bucks' heads cabo.ised or.
Beche. Gu. three bulls' heads or.
Beche. Az. three shovellers or, membered gu.
Beche. Vaiie, ar. and gu.

Becham

—

Beche.
Beche.

Vaire ar. and gu. a bend sa.
Vaire ar. and gu. on a canton of the

first

a martlet

sa.

Ar. four bars ncbulde gu.
of

Bechee.
covcrrd

the

head

Sa. a fretty or.

Becheton
Becheton

Az. three irons or digging spades or.
(Becheton, Cheshire). Az. three spade irons (or

Bechingrton.

Az. three spades erect two and one or.
Az. a chief indented ar.
Az. three escutcheons or.
Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three bats' wings displ,

Bechorn.
Bechton.
Becicomb.
gu-

Beck

(London, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a black2nd and 3rd, sa. a mullet of six points or. Crest
raven
ppr. betw. two wings or.
A
Beck (Yorkshire). Gu. a cross sarcelly erm.
Beck. Az. three codfishes naiant in pale or.
bird sa.

—

;

Beck, or Bee

(Pleasley, co. Derby
the nieces and co-heirs
Anthony Bec, Bishop of Durham, who held lands in
Derbyshire, m. Habcoubt and Willoughby).
Gu. a cros.?
moline erm.
Beck, or Bec. Gu. a cross patonce ar. Crest On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion's head erased of the first.
Beck (co. Carnarvon). Gu. on a cross moUne ar. five
mullets sa. Crest
On a moimt vert a pelican ar. vulning
herself gu.
Beck (Greeting St. Mary, and Needham Market, co. Suffolk).
Or, two bars dancettee sa. surmounted by the fasces in pale
ppr. a chief az. thereon three annulets ar. Crest
peacock's head erased or, holding in the beak a serpent
entwined about the neck ppr. between two wings az. each
charged with three bezants. Motto Unitate fortior.
Beek (Alcock-Beck, of Esthwaite Lodge). Ar. on a fesse
dancettee az. betw. two cocks' heads erased gu. in chief and
a blackbird ppr. in base an annulet betw. two crosses potent
or.
Crest
A cross potent or, perched thereon a blackbird
ppr. holdmg in liis beak an annulet of the first. Motto
:

—

—

—

—

Animum

Beckard

—

regc.

Ar. a cross gu. betw. four

(Cambridgeshire).

eagles displ. az.

Beckard.
Beckberie

Or, a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. vert.
(Hill

Wotton,

co.

Warwick).

Az. an eagle displ.

or.

(Berkshire and Lincolnshire). Or, two bars dancettee
sa. on a chief az. three annulets ar.
Crest
A peacock's
head erased or, gorged v. Ith two bars dancettee sa. betw.
two wings az. each charged with three bezants paleways
(another, a hare's head).
(Fun. Ent. Ire., 1607).
Ar. a chev. betw.
three bucks' heads cabossed gu.
Beckensaw. Sa. a cross pattde ar. in sinister chief an

on a canton of the second

first.

Viiirc ar.

and gu. on a canton of the second

.-i

ru\i or.

Becher, or Beach

(Bedfordshire and Kent).
Vaire ar.
and K". nn a canton or, a buck's head cabossed sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ar. Annllur Crc.4
demi hnn ar. enfllcd round the body with a duciil coionf't or.
Becher (Chancellor Mouse, Tunhridge Wells, co. Kent).
Vaire ar. an<l gu. on a cantnn or, a buck's head catiosscd nf
the necond. CreH
A demi lion ramp. gu. the body en-

—

—

—

circled with a ducal coronet or.

—

Beckenham

escallop shell.

Becker

(London). Ar. a chev. az. betw. two trefoils slipped
and a chaplet in base ppr.
Becering: (Yorkshire). Chequy ar. and gu. a bend sa.
Crcxt
(another, az.).
A crow perched upon an oak tree.
Beckering' (Tuxford, co. Nottingham). Chequy ar. and
gu. a bend sa.
Beckering'. Chequy or and gu. a bend sa.
Beckering-. Lozengy or and gu.
Beckering-. Chequy ar. and gu. on a chev. sa. three
in chief vert

—

escallops or.

Beckering-, or Beaering-.

Quarterly, ar. andgu. a bend

sa.

Beckerolles.

Az. a chev. betw. three crescents or.
Becket (Cartuthcv, CO. Cornwall). Sa. a semtie of crosses
crosslet fitch^e or, a fesse betw. three bears' heads couped of
A Cornish chough sa. wings expanded
the second. Cre^t
beaked and legged gu. ducally gorged or.
Becket (Cornwall). Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three boars'

—

hca<Is

Beche.

a buck's

cabossed sa.

Becher.

Becke

Bebing^on

a garb

—

—

last three crescents of the first.

Beawson.
Beawsted.

—

bene.

of

Beawfrens. Paly of six or and gu.
Beawfret. Az. three head-pieces reversed ar.
Beawlot. Ar. on a bend sa. three "buckles of the field.
Beawpell, Gu. a bend vair betw. six escallops or.
Beawpell. Gu. a bend vair.
Beawpell. Gu. a bend vair cottised ar.

BeawsMn.

Vsdr*
and gu. on a canton or, a stag's head couped sa. quarterly
with Wbixon. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
erm., gorged with a plain collar vair.
Motto Bis vivit qui
ar.

Ballygiblin, co. Cork, barf.).

heads) or.

ar.

Ar. masoned sa. on a chief az. a demi lion issuing

Bea-w.

BEC

Becher (Wbixon-Bechee,

cipiiiiort

or.

Becket

(Ireland).
Per chev. or and gu. three lions' heads
erased cininterchanged. Crest
A Cornish chough ppr.
Becket (Norfolk). Ar. on a chief gu. three cinquefoils of
the Held (another, roses ar. barbed vert).
Becket. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw three pheons sa.
Becket. Or, a chev. betw. three lions' heads erasod gu.
Becket. Erm. a chief paly az. and ar.
Beckett (.Somerby Park, co. Lincoln, bart.^. Gu. a fesse
betw. three bcpars' heads couped erniinois.
Crest
boar's head coiiprd or, pierced by a cross pattee fitchde erect
Prodcsse Civilnis.
Moltn
sa.

—

—

—

Beckett

(granted by

St.

George,Ulster, to

William Beckett

A

Taw, son of Randu; Becket, of Cheshire,
in England, whose family came originally from co. Wilts,
Per
chev.
or and gu. three lions' heads erased
1677).
counterchanged. Ciest—A Cornish chough ppr.
Beckett (granted by Browne, Garter, 1777, to Oliver
Beckett, Esq., Queen's Square, London, son of Thomas
Beckett, and grandson of Oliver Beckett, of Park Side,
CO. Lancaster, gent.). Erminois on a chev. betw. three lions'
beads erased gu. a fleur-de-lis and two annulets or. Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour about the elbow a
wreath or and az. in the hand ppr. a baton gold.
Beckett Wiltshire). Or, on a chev. betw. three lions' heads
erased gu. a fleur-de-lis betw. two annulets of the field.
Crest
A Cornish chough ppr.
Beckett. Ar. on a fesse or, three cinquefoils gu. betw. as
many ostrichs' heads erased and ducally gorged of the
second.
Cre-H— An ostrich's head erased as in the Arms.
Esq., BarristCT-at

—

i

—

Beckett.
Beckett.

BED
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Or, a chev. betw. three leopards' heads gu.

Ar. three Cornish choughs sa. beaked and legged

Beckwell, or Beke'well.
heads

or.

Beck-with (Aldboroush and

Thurcroft, Yorkshire, and
Ar. a chev. betw. three hinds*
heads erased gu. Crest An antelope ppr. in the mouth a
branch vert. Motto Joir en bien.
Beckwith (Yorkshire). Ar. a chev. gu. fretty or, betw.
three hinds' heads erased of the second on a chief gu. a
saltire (both engr.) betw. two roses in pale and as many demi
fleurs-de-Us joined to the dexter and sinister sides gold.
Crest
A stag's head quarterly per fesse indented or and az.
Beckwith. Ar. a chev. gu. charged with three roses of the
field.
Crest
A dove, in the beak three ears of wheat all ppr.
Beckwith, or Beckworth (Yorkshire). Sa. on a chev.
betw. three griffins' heads erased or, a boar's head eouped
betw. two pheons gu.
Crest
An eagle's head or, depressed
with two bends vert, winged one ar. the other sa.beaked gu.
Beconsall. Sa. three crescents therefrom issuant as many
mullets ar.

Tremdon,

Durham).

co.

—

—

—

—

—

Beconsall, or Beconsaw
(Bamsley. co. York). Quarterly, per cross, 1st and
4th, gu. a crescent ar. a fesse erminois betw. three boars'
heads eouped or 3rd and 4th, erminois on a fesse wavy gu.
Crest
A boar's head eouped or,
three lions ramp. ar.
pierced by a cross patt^e fitch^e erect sa. Motto Prodesse

Beckett

;

—

—

civibus.

Beckford

from Col. Peter
Beckfobd, Lieut. -Gov. of Jamaica, who d. 1710, and represented by the late William Beckford, Esq., the author of
"Caliph Vathek," only child and heir of Alderman William
Beckford, Lord Mayor of London, 1762 and 1769). Per pale
gu. and az. on a chev. ar. betw. three martlets or, an eagle
displ. sa. within a bordure of the fourth charged with a double
Crests
1st: A
treasure, flory and counterflory of the first.
beron'shead erased or, gorged with a collar flory counterflory
gu. in the beak a fish ar. 2nd Issuant out of a ducal coronet
or, an oak tree fructed ppr. the stem penetrated transversely
by a frame-saw also ppr. inscribed with the word "Through,"
differenced by a shield pendent from a branch of the tree,
charged with the Anns of Latimer. Motto De Dieu tout.
Beckford (Basing Park.co. Hants). Same as Beckford, of
(Fonthill,

Wilts, descended

co.

—

;

:

—

Fonthill, without the bordure.

Beckford.
Beckford.

BeckJiam

Chequy or and az. a
Chequy or and sa. a fesse erm.

(Leicestershire).

fret

erm.

Cr'.H

—

head

ar.

Beckingham

Beckingham

fesse crenellee erm. betw. three escallop shells ar.

demi grifBn sa. holding in
and pomel or.

Crest

—

.\

his dexter claw a cutlass ar. hilt

Beckingrham
embattled
Crest

Ar. a fesse crenellee (another,
(co. Norfolk).
counter-embattled) betw. three escallops sa.

— A demi griffin ar. legs and back sa. wings endorsed gu.

holding in his dexter claw a cutlass ar. hilt or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks' faces gu.
Beckingham. Barry of eight gu. and ar. on a canton of
the first a cinquefoil of the second.
Becking'ton. Ar. on a fesse az. a mitre with labels expanded or, betw. three bucks' heads cabossed gu. inchicfand
in base as many plieons sa.
Beckley, or Bistley. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
ravens sa. beaked and legged gu.
Beckley, Beckly, or Bickley (Devonshire). Ar. achev.
engr. betw. three martlets sa. Crest Betw. two wings or,
a cross pattee gu.
(London).
Per fesse dancett^e or and ar. a lion
ramp. az. in chief a pellet betw. two crosses crosslet gu.and
in base across crosslet of the last betw. two pellets. Cre<t
An ostrich's head eouped ar. gorged with a fesse dancettee
sa. betw. two palm branches ppr.
Beckmore. Ar. on a bend sa. three pheons or, pointing to
the dexter chief.

Becking-liani.

—

Beckman

—

Beckswell, or Bekys-well

alias

Shordich

(Bekyswell,

Quarterly, ar. and erm. a bend az., over
cross gu., a crescent for diff.
CO. Norfolk).

Becktoll.

Erm. a chief paly

Beckton.

sa.

and

til

a

or.

Az. three spade irons or.
Becktott. Erm. on a chief sa. four pales or.
Beck'well. Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chief of the second
a lion pass, guard, or.
Beckwell. Ar. three eagles displ. sa.
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(Beconsall, co. Lancaster). Sa.

quarter an escallop or.
Az. three peacocks' heads erased or.
(London). Ar. a cross pattee fitchee betw. three
ar. in the sinister

Becquet

martlets gu.

Becquet.

Sa. crusilly fitchee or, a fesse betw. three boars'
heads eouped of the second. Crest A falcon ducally gorged
rising sa. Motto Celeritas.
Becton. Az. three spade irons or. Crest A demi heraldic
tiger ducally gorged and chained holding betw. the paws a
mullet of six points.
Beddoes (Cheney, Longville, co. Salop). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or.
2nd and 3rd, ar. three
boars' heads, two and one eouped sa.
Bedell (Dorsetshire and Huntingdonshire). Sa. on a fesse
betw. three saltires ar. a covered cup betw. two mullets az.
Bedell (Rumford, CO. Essex). Sa. on a fesse betw. three
saltires ar. an escallop shell betw. two mullets az. (another,
three mullets gu. on a fesse). Crest An arm eouped at
the elbow and erect in armour ppr., the hand grasping a
cutlass on the blade all ppr.
Bedell (Huntingdonshire). Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three

—

—

—

;

—

Bedell (Hamerton,
Crest

Huntingdon, hart.).
The same.
a buck's head or, attired az.

co.

—Out of a palisado crown

Bedell.

Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops

ar.

Crest

—As the

last.

pierced through the neck with a broken
tilting spear or, and holding in the mouth the top of the
spear embrued gu.
Becking'. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa.
Ar. two bars gu. on
(Berkshire and Essex).
a canton of the second a cinquefoil of the first.
(Tolshunt, Beckingham, co. Essex). Sa. a
horse's

a cross foniiee

Beconthorp.

escallops ar.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three trefoils slipped vert.
Az. a chev. betw three martlets or.

Beckliaiu.

Ar. on a chief sa. three boars'

Bedell.

Sa.

on a

fesse betw. three saltires ar.

—

an escallop

betw. two mtillets of the first.
Crest
A stag's head eouped
gu. the attires or, branches az. betw. the attires a thistle of
the second, stalked and leaved vert.
Bedell. See Bldle and Bedolfe.
Bedewell. Per saltire lozengy or, gu. and erm.
Bede-well, or Bedwell. Gyronny of four erm. ana
lozengy or and gu. Crest— On a rock a fort in flames ppr.
Bedford,
of. See Russell.
Bedford, Earl of. See Codci.

Duke

Bedford (monument
church of Chyner,

Richard Bedford

of

in the parish

Gu. three helmets ar.
Bedford (Henloe, co. Bedford, and London). Ar. three
lions' gambs eouped (another, erased) and erect within a
bordure engr. sa. Crest
A demi lion sa. ducally crowned
or, holding betw. the paw^ a sphere or.
Bedford (Durham). Per pale az. and sa. a bend or.
Bedford. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two quatrefoils in chief
and in base a trefoil slipped vert. Crest A demi lion ramp.
eouped ppr. holding in the dexter paw a trefoil slipped vert.
Bedford. Per pale az. and gu. a bend or. Crest A ban.
ppr. holding a sphere erector.
Bedford. Ar. a hon's gamb eouped within a bordure engr
Visit. Oxford).

—

—

—

sa.

Bedford.
Bedford.
Bedford.

Quarterly, or and gu. a bend of the second.
Quarterly, ar. and gu. a bend engr. of the second.
Per pale ar. and gu. a bend az.

Bedford

(Sutton Coldfleld, co. Warwick
Rev. William
RiLAND Bedford, of that place). Ar. within a bordure
engr. three bear's paws erased sa., quartering with Biland
;

—

Crat A demi lion ramp. sa. murally
and Freeman.
crowned or, holding betw. bis paws a bezant. Motto Ani-

—

mum fortuna sequatur.
Bedford

(Pendrea, co. Cornwall). Ar. three lions' gambs
eouped and a border engr. sa. Crest An eagle rising from
an anchor ar. Motto Verite sans peur.
Bedford,
of (Bedfordshire). An eagle displ.
looking to the sinister with wings inverted gu. ducally
crowned or, on the eagle a large castle surmounted by two
more one above the other ar.
Bedicke. Az. a chev. or, betw. three demi lions of the last.

Town

—

—

X

Bedingrfeld (Oxbnrgh,
gu.

displ.

Motto

Crest

Erm. an eajcle
expanded gu.

co. Norfolk, bart.)-

—A

demi eagle wings

— Despicio terrena BOlem contemplor.Ditchingham,

Bedingrfeld (Bedingfeld, co. Suffolk, and
Norfolk). Arms and Crest same as the preceding.
Aquila non capit muscas.

co.

Motto—

—A

unicorn's
Erm. an eagle displ. gu. Crest
the horn wreathed or and ar.
three
betw.
chev.
Bedell (London). Gu. on a

Bedingfeld.
head erased

Bedle, or

sa.

escaUops ar. a fleur-de-Us of the first, all within a bordure
of the second. Crest— A stag's head erased or, attired and
ducally gorged gu.
Bedman. Gu. three humets erm.
Bedo. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three mullets sa. Crest—
boar's head couped

and erect gu.

Bedolfe, or Bedell

(Staffordshire,

Ar. a fesse

Essex).

Crest

fitchee sa.

and Bedolph's

rompu betw. three

Hall, co.

crosslet

crosses

— An arm embowed habited az. in

the hand

ppr. a sword ar. hilt and pomel or, pierced into the side of a
squirrel sejant reguard. gold, the side of the squirrel guttle

sa.

Bed-win, Great,
Bedyll.

heads erased

griffins'

Per

Crest

Per

Town

of

and

or,

chequy or and gu.

(Wiltshire).

— A grifBn pass.

fesse sa.

saltire

Az.

a tower

Ar. three beavers' tails gu.
Beevor (Heckmondwicke, co. York). Per pale or and ar.
on a chief indented sa. three lions ramp, of the first. Crest

—

A beaver pass. ppr. Jlfotio- Nil desperandum.
Beevor (Hethel, co. Norfolk, bart.). Per pale or and ar. on

sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

1635, Fun. Ent. Ire.).

heads erased ar. three cinquefoils of the field.
Gu. three bars gemelles or.
Beebee (Willey Court). Az. a chev. betw. three bees volant
Crest— A beehive ppr. Motto Se defendendo.
or.
Beeby. Az. three eagles displ. or. Crest— A mullet or.
Beech. -Vaire ar. and gu. on a canton of the second a

Bee.

—

or.

"Vaire ar.

and gu.

on a canton of the

first

a

martlet sa.

(Brandon Lodge, co. Warwick, and Shawe, co.
Ar. on a bend gu. three bucks' heads cabossed or.
Stafford).
C;c,t—A stag's head cabossed or. Motto Sub tegmine fagi.
Vaire ar. and gu. on a
6 Oct. 1574).
(granted
Beecher
canton or, a stag's head cabossed vert.
Beecher (London, "Visit. London, 1668). "Vaire ar. and gu. on
a canton or, a stag's head cabossed sa. Crest A demi lion
era.sed ar. girded round the waist with a ducal coronet or.
Beechey, or Beechy. Vert a chev. betw. three trefoils
Cre.?(— Ahurt.
slipped ar.

Beech

—

—

five

—

many human

hearts of the last.

Crest

—On a mural

expanded ar. beaked and legged
claw on an escutcheon of the second charged
the
third.
Motto God be in my
with a human heart of
ppr. a bird wings
its

—

bcde.

Beejrnel, or Begnye.

Sa.

an inescutchcon within an

orle of eight martlets or.

—

Beeke, or Beach.

Ou. a cross moline voided ar. CreH
Out of a ducal coronet gu. two bull's horns erm.
Beekenshall (Lanrauhln-). Ar. a chev. and a half sa.

betw. three rhaplets of roses gu.
(Lancashire).
Sa. a cross pattee ar. in tlic
sinister chief point an escallop of the second.
Cre.it
An
»rm erect couped below the elbow ppr. holding a garland gu.
Beer (Visit. CO, Cornwall). Ar. n bear salient la.
Becre (Kum-ral CerlilicHte of Edward Deebe, of Dartford,
CO. Krnt, '/. 10 March, 3 Charles I.).
Ar. a bear salient sa.
a canton erm.
Bees. Gu. an eagle rcciirsant volant In bend wings overture

Beekenshall

—
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Becke

the

Ar. the text A. betw. three

(Ireland).

crescents gu.
(Ireland). Or, a cross pattee betw. three crescents gn.
Az. a fesse betw. three boars'
heads couped or.
Beighton (Wirksworth, CO. Derby). Sa. on abend ar. agreyhound courant of the first betw. two stags' head cabossed of
the second.
Crest
A greyhound erm. collared or, issuing
out of a mural crown of the second.
Beilby. Or, a saltier gu. Motto Labor omnia vincit.
Beirne, or O'Beirne (Connaught). Ar. an oak tree eradicated ppr. in base a lizard vert and in dexter base point a
saltire couped gu. on a chief az. a sun in splendour or, and a
crescent of the field.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour
embowed, the hand grasping a sword, all ppr.
Beirne. See O'Beirne.
Belsin. Quarterly per fesse indented gu. and or, in the
first quarter a lion pass, guard, ar.
Beist, or Biest (Salop, 1686). Gu. three bundles of arrows
or, feathered and headed ar. tied in the middle with a string
of the last, three in each bundle, viz. two in saltire and one
Crest
in pale, points downwards.
A sinister arm couped
above the elbow habited sa. cuff ar. hand ppr. holding a

Begirle, or Begyrle.

—

—

—

—

stringed

bow

also ppr.

Vert a

fleurs-de-lis of

lion

ramp,

the second.

or,

crowned gu.

Crest

—A

in

human

an orle of
heart

within a fetlock sa.
Beivill. Ar. a chev. gu. over all a bend az.
Bekard. Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four eagles

gu.

displ. vert

armed gu.

Beke.

See Becee.

Beke (Dorchester,

Quarterly, Ist and
Visit. Dorset, 1623).
and sa. on a canton gu. a lion's head
cabossed or; 2nd, vert three boars' heails couped ar. 3rd,
gu. a fesse tetw. three crescents ar.
Beke (l)urham). Gu. a cross moline ar. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet gu. two horns erm.
Bee (Norfolk). Gu. a cross moline ar. betw. four wolves'
heads era.sed (another, nags' head.s) or. Crest A dragon's
head erased or, collared vaire.
Beke. Gu. a cross erm. Oest In a ducal coronet a boar's
head and neck.
Beke. Gu. a cross sarcelly ar.
Bekell. Or, a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
Bekenham. See Hec^kinoham.
Beket. Or, a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased gn.
Beketot. Erm. a chief paly of eight sa. and or.
Bekett. Or, on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Bekett. Sa. a fesse lictw. three boars' heads couped or,
scmce of crosslets fltchee of the second. Crest Within a
wreath or and vert, garnished with laurel loaves of the
second, a falcon rising ar. legged and beaked gu. and ducally
4th, barry of six ar.

;

—

—

—

—

gorged

or.

of Barranstame, co. Dublin, d. 6 Jan.
Or, a cross formee betw. three cres-

—

Beiston.

Az. three shovels ar.

Beeckman (London, originally from Flanders). Gu. a
griffin acgrcant or, holding betw. the paws an esquire's
helmet ar.
Per cross
Beecroft (Bishop Wearmouth, co. Durham).
vtrt and ar. in the 2nd and 3rd quarter an annulet gu.
Two arms, dexter and sinister, in armour ppr. erect
Creitl
and embowed, holding betw. the fingers an annulet gu.
Beedham (Ashfield, Kimbolton, co. Huntingdon). Az. on a
chev. engr. erm. betw. three birds ar. beaked and legged
gu. resting

on a cross gu.

cents purpure.
Cre^t
A hand fesswise couped at
wrist ppr. holding a cross formee fitchee purpure.

Begrge

crown

Or,

—

Begg (Walter Bego,

with an arrow gu. flighted and pheoned, ar.
Bee (1617. Edward Bee, Sheriff of Dublin, temp. James I.,
Fun. Ent. Ire.). Az. on a fess wavy betw. three scorpions'

gu. as

(Norfolk).

Quarterly per fesse indented gu. and or, in the
first quarter a lion pass. ar.
Begrg', or Beg'. Lozengy or and az. on a chev. ar. three
torteaux. Crest A cross crosslet fitchee, betw. two branches

Begg-, or

Beechton.

Bignard

escallops ar.

Bee (Basingstoke, co. Hants). Az. a chev. betw. three bees
Crest— A. dragon's head or, pierced through
volant or.

garb

—

—

of palm in orle ppr.

or.

a pale counterchanged three

mullets pierced of the last.
Bee (Horslow, CO. Lincoln). Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend

Beech.

three

sa.

Bever.

Begfyn.

(Camden's Grants).

ar.

Arms same as Beeston of Cheshire.
Beeston. Ar. a bend betw. six butterflies volant sa.
Beetley (Attleburgh). Ar. a chev. embattled betw.

Begrard, or

(Staffordshire).

and erm.

domed

—

Crest— A

Ar. three boars'
boar's head couped and erect gu.
Az. a bend betw. six crosses

crosslet or.

Bedwell

Ar. three torteanx and a chief gn.
Crett— Oat
of a mural coronet two branches of palm in saltire surmounting a spear in pale.
Beeston. "Vert a lion ramp, ar. crowned or.
Beeston. "Vert a lion ramp. ar. crowned and armed ga.
Beeston (Beeston Castle, co. Chester). Ar. a bend betw.
six bees sa.
Crest
On a mount vert a castle or, iiiuing
therefrom an arm embowed armed ppr. garnished gold,
brandishing a sword also ppr. hilt likewise gold.
Beeston (Okeham, Rutlandshire and Possbrook, co. Hants).

(Putney, co. Surrey).

Bedon, or Bedo
heads couped

Beesley.

a chief indented sa. three Uons ramp, of the first. Crest
A beaver pass. ppr. Motto Suaviter in modo, fortiter in re.
Befils. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates.

de sang.

Beduley

BEX

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

BED

or.

A
A

BEK

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Belgrave (Preston

Sekewell. Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Sekins. Ar. a bend engr. sa. a label of three points gu.
Bekinton.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three bucks' heads,
cabossed in chief az. and as many pheons in base gu. an
annulet

Worlaby,

a branch of Belobavb
North Kilworth, represented by the Rev. Williak
Belgrave, M.A., of Preston Hall, near Uppingham). Same
Arms and Crest as Belgrave of North Kilworth.
Belhaven, Baron. See Hamilton.
Belhouse (Aveley, CO. Essex). Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
two and one, betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee of the last,
one and two.
Belhouse (Essex and Devon). Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
Belhouse (Essex). Erm. three lions ramp. gu. (another
adds a bordure engr. sa.).
Belhouse. Az. on a chev. or, betw. three bells ar. an eagle
displ. betw. two Uons ramp. gu. all within a bordure erm.
Crest— A squirrel sejant per pale ar. and az. tailed or, the
fore feet against an oak branch, acomed gold, leaved vert.
Belhouse. Or, a saltire gu.
Belhouse. Or, a saltire lozengy gu. and ar. (another, gu.
and vair).
Belhouse. Gu. a saltire voided or, betw. four lozenges

Belasyse, of

Ar. a chev. gu.

Lincoln (see Bellasyse).

co.

betw. three fleurs-de-lis az.
Sa. on a cross ar. five lions ramp, of the first.
Belcuee, of Guilsborough, co. North-

Belbin.

Belcher (William

ampton, fourth in descent from Hdgh Belchbb, co. Stafford,
Her. Vis.). Paly of six or and gu. a chief vair. Crest—
greyhound's head erm. gorged with a collar gu. rimmed

and ringed

Belcher
and

or.

(Staffordshire

and Warwickshire).

Same Arms

Crest.

Belcher (registered to James Belcher, secretary
Lords Justices of Ireland, 1724). Same .<< r»ts. Motto
au mort.

to the

— Loyal
Crest —

Belcher.

vair.

Belhouse. Ar. on a saltire gu. five
Beliald (Thorpe, co. Northampton).

Or, three pallets gu. a chief vair.
greyhound's head erased erm. collared or, eared az.

Belcher

(Northamptonshire). Per chev. indented az. and
Crest A demi
or, in chief two martlets of the second.
hawk or, with wings expanded sa.
ar. three
a
chev.
and
gu.
on
or
Belcher. Paly of six

billettee

—

martlets sa.
(Bangers, Royston, co. Cambridge,

Beldam

anciently

de

of the

Beler
Beler

(Mentrey).
(Eye-Kettleby, co. Leicester).

a lion ramp.

Beling-ay.

the lion's

sa.

Belkmore.
Belknappe
two

Bell

Gu. a bend

ar.

(Clegg,

displ. in

Gu. a bend engr.

ar.

bend betw. two bendlets

a bordure of the

last.

(Warwickshire). Az. three eagles in bend

betv.-.

cottises ar.

(Belview, co.

Fermanagh, granted 1819 to Henrt Ndgent

Bell, Esq., and the descendants of his grandfather, Walter
Bell, of Gortadrate, co. Fermanagh). Az. a fesse erm. betw.
three bells or. Crest On a ducal coronet or, a falcon rising

an eagle displ. or, on a chief gu. three bezants.
Or, on a chief az. two cinquefoils of the field.
(Lancashire).
Sa. fretty or, on a chev. az. three
Sa.

—

ppr. collared gu. belled gold.
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. throe
(Overton, co. York).
bezants, a cross pattee fitchee, on either side a mullet az.

Bell
displ. in

bend betw.

pierced of the second.
sa.

and

Bell (Bourne Park, Kent).
ar., as many lions' heads

or.

co. Lancaster).

Erm. on a chief gu. a

label of five points ar.

Sa. on a chev. betw. three bells
erased gu. Crest A lion's head

—

erased.
Bell (Thirsk Hall, co. York).

Belfeld. The same, with a label of three points ar.
Belfleld (London and Hertford). Erm. a mullet gu. on a
Crest
chief of the last a label of five points ar.
A demi
heraldic tiger ramp. erm. armed and tufted or, pierced

Per chev.

az.

and

engr. with plain cottises betw. three bells ar.
Inopem me copia fecit.

—

sa.

a chev.

Motto—

Hall, Northumberland). Sa. a fesse erm.
betw. three bells ar. Crest A hawk close ppr. belled or.
Durham).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
co.
(Sunderland,
Bell
three church bells ar. Crest— A hawk close ppr. beaked and

Bell (Woolsington

through the body with the broken staff of a flag, the flag
hanging betw. the fore legs, per fesse wavy ar. and az.
Belfleld (Malmains, co. Gloucester). Erm. a mullet gu. on a
chief of the last a label of three points ar. Crest
A demi
heraldic tiger ramp. erm. pierced through the body with
a spear staff broken ppr. the flag hanging betw. the fore
paws, per fesse wavy ar. and az. Motto— Vbi amor ibi

—

—

belled or.

Bell

Sa. three church
(Berkshire and Buckinghamshire).
two and one and, three estoiles or, one and two

hells ar.

—

A hawk with wings expanded ar. beaked and belled
with a string flotant from the bells gu.
Bell (Essex). Erm. on a chief sa. an escallop shell betw.
two bells ar. Crest— A talbot pass. erm.
Crest

fides.

or,

Belfleld

Erm. a chief sa.
gu. with three bells pendent az. clappers sa.
wavy of six ar. and az. betw.
three hawks' bells of the second.
Belford. Erm. a mullet az. on a chief gu. a label of five
points ar.
(Lincolnshire).

Belfile. Or, a

Belford.

file

chief sa. three church bells ar.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three hawks'
bells gu. two bars gemelles of the first, on a chief of the
second a hawk's lure betw. two martlets of the field. Crest—
An arm embowed vested gu. holding in the hand ppr. a

Sa. a fesse barry

Belfrag'e, or Belfarge

Bell
Bell

(Scotland).
Ar. a cross moline
betw. four torteaux. Crest On a ducal coronet a hawk
belled, all ppr.
Belgrave (Belgrave). Ar. a cross patt^e fitchee sa.
Belgrave (Cockfield, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a cross sa. five
fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a fleur-

—

.

A

—

mascles enn.
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ar. betw.

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three lions' heads
(London).
erased or, gorged with a collar of the first charged with
three bezants, as many church bells of the field ornamented
of the third.
(Haughley, co. Suffolk). Ar. two chev. engr. vert each
charged with three trefoUs slipped or, betw. three talbots'
beads erased gu. (another, the chev. engr.).

Bell

(North Kilworth and Belgrave, Leicestershire).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three mascles ar. Crest A ram's
head ar.

Gu. a chev.

—

virtus.

Belgrave

(Leicestershire).

Erm. on a

(Gloucestershire).

battle-axe staff gu. head ar.
Az. a fesse engr. betw. three bells or.
(Jamaica).
Crest— stag's head erased gu. attired ar. Motto Fulget

Motto— A.iev apiarevetv.

Bel^ave

(Essex).

Bell

—

de-lis.

forked).

ar.

lions'

az

of Killussy, knighted in camp,
Ar. a cross betw. four crosslets

Az. a lion ramp, within a bordure or (another,
tail

Belkemore.

Sa. a saltire or, a label of three

pass. ppr.

Belfeild

Hbnbt Belinge,

Belking'. Az. three eagles

two cottises ar.
Belejrre. Vaire

a crescent

Kingston, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. sa.
guttle d'or, cottised gu. betw. three fleurs-de-Us of the
second.
Belke (Copesham Sole). Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards'
faces ar.

(quartered by Dbaee of Otterton and Ash, Chkistian,
dau. and heir of John Billett, m. John Dbaee, Esq. of
Otterton, Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. on a chief gu. three
cinquefoils of the first.
Belet. Ar. a fesse gu. in the dexter chief point a weasel

heads erased of the second.
Belew (Warwickshire). Az. three eagles

fitchee gu.

Belitha (London and

points gu.

Belew

Ar.

Ent., Ire., 1599).

fitchee gu.

Belismo.

or.

Per pale gu. and

(ni.

head couped gu.

Ar. a rose gu. within an orle of six crosses

(Sir

Ireland, 23 July, 1615).

Belet

Belett.
Belett.

lion's

crosslet litchce of the last.

ar.

Belesey, or Belester.

bezants.
Per chev. ar. and

field.

Belingre

middle chief point.

Gu. a lion ramp.

—A

on a cross betw. four crosses botonee

"a

sinister inclining to the

Crest

Belier. Vair or and sa.
Belingr (Mulhuddart, co. Dublin, Fun.

cause de service"). Az. a chev. or, betw. in
Crest —A lion
estoiles, and in base a Uon ramp. ar.
ramp. ar. It appears that the earlier Arms of the family
another
cross
ar.
with
were: or, a cross az. charged
Beldam-Johns. See Johns.
Bele. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three spear heads sa. the dexter

and

counterchanged.

billettee ar.

Belle Dahe, Seigneur de Ingreville, granted by letters of
noblesse, Nov. 1662, to Lewis de Belle Dame, marechal
de eamp,
chief two

li

of

or.

Bekminster. Az. a lion pass, guard, or.
Belasyse (Earls of Fauconberg and Barons

BE
Hall, co. Rutland,

BeU

three
I

;

Bell (Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, who died 1577).
church,bell9 ar.
Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three
Bell

human

Crest— A

Arms, the same.

(London).

—

heart

Forward, kind heart.
hawk close
Crest—
Aim.', the same.
JV/oHo— Perseverantia.
ppr. beaked and belled or.
of Fawe
Bell,
Esq.,
(Spenceb-Beli exemplified to James

Motto

betw. two wing*.
Bell (Newcastle).

A

Bell

Park, CO. Cumberland, on h is assuming, by Royal Licence, the
of
additional name and arms of his wife, the only dau.

Jebemiah Spenceb, Esq., of South Lodge, Cockermouth, and
eventuaUy sole heiress of her brother). Quarterly, Lst and
4th, erm. on a chief sa. an escaUop betw. two church bells ar.,
2nd and 3rd, quarterly, ar. and gu. in the second
for Bell
and third quarters a fret ar. over all on abend sa. three escal;

statant
lops of the first, for Spenceb. Crests— 1st: A beaver
erm.. Bell 2nd Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head
the second.
ar. collared gu. betw. two wings expanded of
:

;

Motto

—Spenceb, Dieu defend

le droit.

Bell (Northumberland and Cumberland).

Gu. on a chief ar.

three churchbells sa.

Bell (Westmorland and Cumberland).

a chev. betw.

Sa.

three church bells ar.
Bell (Kirkconnel, co. Dumfries). Az. three hells or.
Bell (Provosthaugh, co. Dumfries). Az. a fesse betw. three
Crest— A roe feeding ppr. Jk/o«o—Signum pacis
bellB or.
(Ealing, 1782).

Crt.-t—A stag's

Az. a fc'se engr. betw. three bells or.
Motto Signum pacis
or.

—

head ppr. attired

amor.

Bell

Or, betw. three bells

(Fortoun, co. Haddington, 1855).

an oak tree eradicated vert surmounted of a fesse of the
second, charged with a star of six points betw. two crescents
A stag's head erased ppr. Motto—
Crest
of the field.
Ardenteramo.
Bell (Beaupre Hall, co. Norfolk; descended from Sir Robert
Bell, Chief Baron of the Exchequer, and Speaker of the
House of Tommons, who died on circuit at Leominster, co.
az.

—

or, for

a fesse erm. betw. three

Sa.

Hereford, 25th July, 1577).
bells ar. quartering, ar.

on a bend

az. three crosses crosslet

BEAnPBE.
betw. three church hells ar.

Bell (Yorkshire). Sa. on a chev.
M many hons' heads coupcd gu.

—

Gu. a fosse erm. betw. three church bells ar. Crest
Prend moi tel que je suis.
Motto
Bell. Az. a fesse erminois cottised or, in chief two martlets
Crest— On a rock ppr. a martlet erminois.
of the last.
Bell. Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three mascles (another, martlets)

Bell.

A

—

falcon close, belled or.

ar.

Az. a fesse betw. three church bells or.
Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three church bells or.
Per chev. gu. and or, a crescent counterchangcd.
(KirkUngton, co. Nottingham). Sa. fretty or.
Bella
Bella (Great Paxton, co. Huntingdon; granted 1602). Ar.
three pellets, and a chief engr. sa.
Bellaber. Az. a bend double cottised ar. betw. six mart-

Bell.
Bell.
Bell.

Aqua

lets or.

Bellairs (Deeping
a lion ramp. ar.
In cruco

mea

Fen, co. Lincoln).

Crest

—A

lion's

gamb

Per pale gu. and sa.
erased gu. Motto

—

Sa. on a fosse betw.
Out of a ducal
three ostoilcs ar. as many pellets. Crest
coronet or, a cock's head betw. two wings gu. combed and
wattled or.
Bellamy (Lord Mayor of London, 1736). Or, on a cross az.
five cre.'<cent8 of the field.
Bellamy (Middlesex). Az. (another, vert) on a bond betw.
two coltises or, three crescents gu.
Bellamy. Sa. on a fe.sse or, cottised ar. three crescents
az.
CreH
An arm couped habited sa. cuffed ar. holding in
the hand ppr. a sceptre or, on the top a crescent ar.
Bellamont, Earl of. See Cootk.
Bellarneys. I'er pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar.

—

—

crowned

or.

pale az. and gn.
on abend erminois three trefoils vert; and Lybbe: Erm. a
bend betw. two lions ramp. gu. The descendants of General
John Bellasis quarter Hctchins Or on a fesse per pale :iz.
and sa. betw. three crosses potence of the third, threo
escallops erminois; and Stephens: Per. chev. az. and ar.
a chev. counterchangcd, in chief two demi eagles displ. or.
Bellasis (Yorkshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-deCrest
lis gu.
A lion couchant guard, az.
Bellasis (Yorkshire). See Belasyse.
Bellasyse, or Belasyse (Durham and Yorkshire: Sir
Thomas Belastse, chief of this ancient family temp. Charles
I., and one of his Majesty's devoted adherents, was created
Barcm Fauconberg in 1C27. The daus. and heirs of the last
£arl Fauconberg were Charlotte, to. to Thomas Edward
Wtnn, Esq.; Anne, wife of Sir Geobge Wombwell, Bart.
Elizabeth, to. first to Bernard Howard, Esq., and secondly,
to the 2nd £arl of Lucrnn, and Harriet.
The Lords
Belasyse of Worlaby, co. Lincoln, were a younger branch
of the Fauconberg line).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three fleursde-lis az.
Crest
A lion coULhant guard, az. Supporters
Dexter, a buck holding in his mouth a branch of oak
fructed all ppr.
sinister, a unicorn az. armed crested and
unguled or Motto Bonne et belle assez.
Bellchamber, or Bellscliam.ber. Sa. three hawks'
:

—

—

—
;

—

hampstoad,
f'rett

Bellas.

ro.

—A

Herln).

lion's

of

Esq.,

Now

Per pale gu. and

gamb

Lodge, Berka lion ramp,

sa.

ppr.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

two

—

flcur.s-dc-lis in chief and

base az. Crest
A stag's head erased per
fctue indrntnl ar. and gu. attired or, holding in the mouth a

an eagle

displ. in

flour-do-liii

Abbey (Yorkshire). Gu. a lion
surmounted with a crosier in bend sinister :ir.
(another, quarterly gu. and ar. a crosier in bend dexter or.).

Belleland, or Biland
ramp,

.'iz.

Bellases, or Bellasies

(tnnp. Ilonry IV.) Or, on a bend
gu. three lozenges vuir.
(Marion, co. Wo.slmorland).
Ar. a chov. betw.
throi; flfurn-de liH
az. in chief a tent ppr. lined gu.
Crent
A mount vert, thereon a lion couchaiit guard, az.
in front of a tent ppr. lined gu. The dosccndHnlH of the

Bellasis

—

OEOBr.i
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or,

Bellely.

Ar. a bull pass. sa.

Bellanx. 'Vair two chev. gu.
Bellendezi (Auchinoule, co. Edinburgh.

Lord Bellenden of
Brovghton, 1661). Gu. a hart's head couped attired with
ten tynes betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or, within a
double tressure of the last.
Crest
A hart's head couped
betw. the attires a cross crosslet fitchee or.
Sup-porters
Dexter, a latly holding in her right hand a sword ereid; sa.
pair of scales pendent; sinister, a lady holding in her hand a
branch of palm all ppr. Mnttn Sic itur ad astra.
Seller (Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire). Per pale gu.
and sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Bellerby. Or, a saltire betw. four eagles displ. gu.
Bellere. Paly gu. and sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Crest
A spur rowel az.
Sellers (Criche, co. Derby). Per pale gu. and sa. a lion

—

—

—

—

ramp.

ar.

Sellers.
Sellers.
Sellers.

Per pale indented gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar.
Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Per pale gu. and az. a liou ramp. erm. crowned or

(another adds a label or).

Sellesby

(Lincolnshire).

Ar. a chev. betw.

three demi

lozenges sa.

Sellesby. Sa. a cross or.
Sellesey, or Belesey.

Sa.

a

saltire

or,

over

all

a

label gu.

Bellessiue. Az. a lion ramp.
Bellet, or Sellot (Moreton,

or.

co. Chester, created baronet
Ar. on a chief gu. three cinquefoils of the field.
Crest
A fox's head erased sa.
Bellet. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a greyhound of the second
(another, the greyhound purp. collared gu.).
Bellet. Ar. on a chief gu. two cinquefoils of the field.
Sellet. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a rat of the last.
Sellett (Norfolk and Wiltshire). Ar. on a chief sa. three
cinquefoils of the field. Crest An arm couped at the elbow
and erect in armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a baton or,
tipped at each end sa.
Selle'W (Devon). Sa. fretty or. Crest An arm embowod
Jiahitod the luind ppr. grasping a chalice pouring water (hclle
eau in allusion to the name, Bella Aqda or Bellew) into a
basin also ppr. Motto
Tout d'on haut.

1663).

—

—

—

Sellew
Crest

Bellars (Kobcbt Bellabs,

Ilev.

Habvet: Per

A-i-ms of

—

fides.

Bellam, Ballam, and Bellome.

nr.

Habvet, quarter the

bells or.

amor.

Bell

BEL

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

BEL

;

U.D^ by

his first wife,

Mabgabet

Mnttn

an Anglo-Norman family). Sa. fretty or.
arm embowed in armour holding a sword all ppr.

(Ireland,

— An

— Tout d'on haut.

'Bellew{Lord BclhwofDuUik, Bellewstown,

co. Louth, created
a Baron, 16HG; extinct 1770). Arms, Crest and Mot(o same
as the preceding. Supporters Dexter, a leopard or, gutteo
de sang languod gu. niurally gorged az. sinister, a wolf
az. ducally gorged or.
Selle'W (Jlarnn Jlclliw, of Barmoath, co. Louth). Arms,
Supporters'Crist and Motto, same as the preceding.
Dextor, a leopard or, gorged with a nuiral crown az.
Binistor, a woll az. gorged with a ducal coronet or.
Motto

—

;

—

'I'DUt

Sellew
and

d'on haut.
oo. Galway, hart.). Same Anns, Crest
Bellew of Ireland, a eTcsctni for dilf.
(Gbattan-Bellew exemplified to Thomas Abtiicu

(Mount Bollew,

Molt') as

Bellew

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

BEIi
by

now borne by

his son Sir

Henbt Ciieistopher Grattan-

Belliston.

;

—

:

Sa. a fret couped or, over
Crest— A bear pass. sa.

all

a label of three points

Bellew.

See Belew.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu. seeded
or, barbed vert, a wolfs head erased of the fourth.
Bellliouse (Essex). Ar. semee of crosses crosslet sa. three
lions ramp. gu.
Bellhouse. Or, a saltire lozengy vert.
Belli (of which family is William Hallows Belli, Esq., of
Courtlands, co. Surrey, son of the late John Belli, Esq.,

Bellford.

pass, guard, of the

of All
Hallows, Prebendary Of Lincoln, Sic, the translator of
Herodotus). Ar. fretty sa. the field semee of leaves of laurel
ppr. all within a bordure az. charged with nine mullets of

Belsham.

Belsches

two halberts in

saltire ar.

Belling'liain (Northumberland and Westmorland, founded
by Alan de Bellinguam temp. Conqnestoris Sir Henry
Belungham, of Hilsington in Westmorland, was created a
;

Baronet in 1620, but the title expired with his son in 1650).
Ar. three buglehorns sa. stringed and garnished or. Creat
A stag's head erased az. attired or.
Belling'liazil (Ireland). Sa. three buglehorns ar. stringed
or.
Cesl A stag's head erased sa. charged with a fleur-de-

—

—

Bellingrham

(Castle-Bellingham, Ireland, bart., descended
from the Bellinghams of Levens, near Kendal, co. Westmorland). Ar. three buglehorns sa. stringed and garnished
or. Crest
A buck's head couped or. Motto -Amicus amico.
The ancient motto over the buck's head was " Ainsi il est."
Belling'b.am (Brumby, CO. Lincoln, and Sussex). Ar. three
buglehorns sa. garnished or. Crest A stag's head ar. attired
or, gorged with a chaplet vert.
Belling'liain. (Lincolnshire and 'Yorkshire). Or, a buglehom sa. garnished ar. Cre^t A buck's head couped ar. on
a branch twisted or and az. leaved vert.
Bellingrham (Orston St. George, CO. Wiltshire). Ar. on a
pile betw. two buglehorns sa. stringed or, two boars" heads
couped in chief of the second and in base a rosegu. stalked and
leaved vert.
Crest
A demi buck ar. supporting a banner

—

—

—

—

Arms.

Bellingrham.

Barry of six

ar.

and gu. on a quarter

az.

a

linn pass. or.

Bellingrham.

Bellingham.
Bellingham..

a crescent

ar.

Paly of six or and gu. a chief vair.
head couped ar. collared az. Motto

—

Berwi ;k). Or, three pallets gu. a chief
trunk of oak eradicated sprouting out leaves

(Tofts, co.

—A

vair.

Crest

ppr.

Motto

—

Revirescit.

Belsches- Wisheart

(Sir John, Bart., representative of
Ilk and heir of line of Wisheart of Pitarrow,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, paly of six or and gu. a
chief vaire, for Belsches 2nd, ar. three piles conjoined in

Belsches of that
1778).

;

base gu., for Wisheart; 3rd,

or, abend gu. surmounted of a
fess chequy ar. and az. in chief a crescent of the last, for
Stuart of Fettercaim. Crest On a chapeau a trunk of an

—

oak-tree eradicated sprouting out branches with leaves ppr.

—

Supporters A buck with a branch of oak in his mouth ppr.
and a horse az. furnished £U.
Mottoes
Revirescit, and
Fulget.
Belsches (Invermay). See Hepburn-Belscheb.
Belside. Barry of eight ar. and sa. a canton of the first.
Belsom. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three greyhoimds' heads
erased ermines.
Belson. Per pale gu. and sa. on a chev. (sometimes engr.)
or, betw. three greyhoimds' heads erased ar. collared gold,
as many hurts. Crest
A hand holding a key in bend sinister.
Belson. Sa. a chev. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased
erm.

—

—

Belsted (Norfolk). Barry
Crest — A seax az. hilt or.
Belsted. Barry of six

attired of the last.

—

engr. of tho

Fulget virtus intaminata.

—

of the

Sa.

Belsches (that Ilk).
Crest— A greyhound's

the battlements of a tower gu. a lion ramp. erm. holding in
the dexter fore-paw a sword erect ppr. pomel and hilt or, the
dexter hind paw resting on a galtrap of the last. Motto
Per acuta Belli.
Bellingray. Ar. a rose within an orle of crosses crosslet
fitchee gu.
Bellingrer (Visit, co. Notts., 1614). Ar. a rose betw. six
crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
Belling'er (Walter Bellinger, Ireland King of Arms:
Siiiitli's Ordinary records that this coat was granted by
Bellinger with the addition of five bezants on the saltire to
John Barrett, Esq., of Hertfordshire, as by a patent in
French, dated at Facomberg, in Ficardy, 13 July, 1475,
appears). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four roses gu.

lis or,

—

second.

—

Sa.

—

An ancient Greek lyre or, the chords ar.
the band gu. garnished gold. Motto Vita etpectore puro.

six points or. Crest

Belper, Lord. See Strdtt.
Belscot. Az. fretty or, within a bordure

North). Or, on a chev. az. betw. three Moors' heads couped at
the neck and fessways in chief, and a rose gu. in base, a mullet
of eight points of the field betw. two roses ar.
Crest
On

(Blackford, co. Norfolk).

first.

Belmer. Or, a Hon ramp. gu. tail forked collared ar.
Belmore, Earl of. See Corrt.
Beloe (Rev. William Beloe, B.D., F.S.A., Rector

by Elizadeth Stdart, his wife, sister of Sir Charles
Cockerell, Bart., grandfather of the present Sir Charles
Fitzgerald Rdshodt Rushoot, Bart., and of Samuel Pepts
CocKERELL, Esq., whose son Richard Howe Cockerell,
Commander, R.N., by his wife Theresa, afterwards Countess
of Eglinton, was father of Anna Theresa, Countess of Shrewsbury and Talbot and of Frederica, wife of the Hon. William
H. J. North, only son and heir of the Right Hon. Baroness

Bellingrford

1103; extinct 1204).

:

three mullets).
gu.

ar.

Gu. a cinqucfoil pierced erm.
(quartered by Vernon of Clontarf Castle, co.
Dut>Un). Gu. a cinquefoil erm.
Ballot (Moreton, co. Chester). See Bellett.
Bellot (Corsham, co. Wilts, and Bochym, co. Cornwall, a
branch of the Bellots of Moreton the heiress m. Hawkink
of Trewinnard and Hele of Exeter). Amis and Crest— See
Bellot of Moreton.
Bellow (Chester). Erm. on a chev. gu. three escallops ar.
Bello'W (Ireland). Erm. on a fess gu. three escallops ar.
Bello-wes (Lancashire). Sa. fretty or, on a chev. az. three
lions' heads erased of the second.
Bell'well.
Paly of ten ar. and az. on a chief gu. a lion

—

Believe.

on a bend gu.

Or,

on a bend gu. six anchors in cross

Bellomont

:

;

Or,

Bellocampo. See Beaochamp.
Bellomont (Earls of Leicester, created

Bart., of

fretty or,

I.

(Cheshire and Devonshire).
three crosses moUne ar.

Mount Bellew). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa.
a crescent ar. for diff., for Bellew ;?nd and 3rd,
per saltire sa. and erm. a lion ramp, or, for Grattan.
Crests
1st An arm embowed in armour ppr. charged with a
crescent or, for di£f., and grasping in the hand a sword
2nd A dove ppr.
also ppr. pommel and hilt or, for Beolkw
holding in the dexter claw a sceptre gold, and standing on a
Tout
d'en
haut.
barrel or, for Grattan. Motto
Sellew (Cheshire). Erm. on a chief gu. three escallops ar.
Bellew. Erm. on a chev. gu. three escallops ar. (another,
Bellew,

BE

Belliston

Esq., of Mount Bellew, co. Gahvay, on his assuming
Royal Licence, 1859, the prefix surname of Grattan, and

Bbllfw

Or, a crown sa. garnished gold.
Ar. three crowns sa. garnished gold.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads gu.

attired or.

ar.

of six ar.

and

sa.

and

sa.

a quarter or.

a canton per pale or and ar.

(another, or and sa.).
(Bossall Hall, co. York).

Belt

Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three
bezants a cross pattee fitchee of the first betw. two mullets
az. quartering Wallis, co. York, Pegge, co. Derby, Strellt,
CO. Notts, and Bdenell, co. Notts.
Crest
On a mount vert
a cross pattee fitchee gu.
Beltmaine. Ar. a demi belt fixed in fesse az. buckled
edged and garnished or.
Beltoft (Lincolnshire). Ar. a fret and chief az. Crest— Out
of a ducal coronet a hand holding a sword ppr.
Beltoft. Same Arms. Crest A cock sa. beaked combed and
wattled gu.
Beltoft. Ar. a fret az. on a chief of the last three pheons or.
Beltoft. Ar. fretty and a chief vert.
Beltoft. At. fretty engr. a chief az.
Beltoft. Az. a chief or.
Beltoft. Ar. three chev. braced az. a chief of the last.
Belton. Gu. a chev. betw. six martlets ar.
Belton. Ar. on a bend sa. three hawks' bells or.
Belvale. Or, ten billets sa. four, three, two, and one. Cre.it
Two arms in armour embowed, holding a heart inflamed

—

—

—

ppr.

Bellin^ham.

Ar. three bendlets gu. on a canton of the

second a lion ramp, of the first.
Bellingham. Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four roses gu.
Belling'ham. Ar. on a cross engr. sa. betw. four roses gu.
five bezants.
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Belvale.
Belvale.
Belville.

Ar. a greyhound pass. sa.
Ar. a helmet sa.
Gyronny of twelve vair and gu.

Bclvoir, or Bever
wbtel

or.

(Leicestershire).

Az. a catharire

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

BEI.
co. Chester, temp.

Belward (of Malpas,
pheons

Henry

Gu. three

I.).

ar.

Paly of eight ar. and aa. a chief gu.

Belwel.

Selwood. Gu. three galtraps ar.
Belyn. (Cheshire). Ar. on a cross sa.

five lions

C-ett—k unicorn's head erased
field.
charged on the neck with four bars gu.

couped gu.
Ar. a Uon pass. betw. three bulls' heads
Belyng-. Ar. a leopard's face betw. three fleurs-de-Us sa.
Belyxe. "Vair or and gu.
Bemeler (Suffolk). Or, a Uon ramp. gu. collared ar.
Bemeler. Or, a Uon ramp, double queued gu.
Bemeley. Per bend dancett^e sa. and ar. in the sinister

Belyn.

chief a cross moUne of the last.
Quarterly, or and gu.

Bemes.

Ben (Surrey).

Ar. a fesse dancett^ go.

Ben, or Benne (Newport-Cranley,

co. Surrey,

Becorder of

London). Ar. a fesse dancette'e gu. betw. three Uons ramp. sa.
A tiger pass. erm. ducally gorged or.
Cre.it
Benag'h. See Wauh.
(Newport, co. Salop). Sa. two string-bows endorsed
in pale or, garnished gu. betw. two bundles of arrows in
fesse, three in each, of the second, barbed and headed ar.
banded of the third. Crest A harpy close or, face ppr. her

—

Benbow

—

head wreathed with a chaplet of flowers gu.

Benbnry, or Bendburv (London).

Ar. on a fesse gu. a
rose betw. two crosses crosslet fltchee of the first.
Benbury, or Bendbury. Ar. on a fesse betw. two roses
gu. barbed vert, two crosses crosslet fltchfe of the first.
Bence (Thornton Hall, Suffolk). Ar. on a cross betw. four

freu gu. a castle of the first. Crest— A tower or, charged
with a fret gu. Motto ^Virtus casteUum meum.
Bench ^co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa.
A demi bird with wings displ. sa.
Crest
Bencher. Or, a Uon ramp, guard, gu. collared ar.
Bencher. Ar. on a bend az. three chev. or.
Bender, Bencleder, or Benyeler. Ar. a lion ramp.

—

—

—

Cie^t
A stag's head
queued gu. collared or.
cabossed, betw. the attires a buglehom strung.
Bendall (Middlesex, granted 1692). Bendy wavy of six
erm. and az. on a canton gu. an estoile or. Crest A demi

double

—

anchor ppr.
and a bend dexter az.
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three

lion with two tails az. holding an
Or, a bend sinister gu.

BendalL
Bendish

(Cambridgeshire).

ramp.

(Cambridgeshire).

Sa. a cross betw. four Uons

or.

Bendish

(Steeple Bumstead, co. Essex, and Harrington, co.
Cambridge, extinct barts.). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
heads
erased az. Crext
rams'
Motto ^Utr&que Pallade.
talbot's head.
Bendish (TopesBeld Hall, co. Suffolk, descended from the
Steeple Bumstead branch, and merged in D'Oylet, of Overbury Hall, CO. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three rams' heads
erased az. a crescent for diff.
Bendish ( Essex). Ar. a chev. oppressed by a fesse gu. betw.

—

—

six escallops sa.

Bendish

(Essex).

Or,

on a chev.

sa.

betw. three escaUops

beads erased az.
Bendish. Or, a chev. sa. betw. three goats' heads erased az.
Bendish. Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens' heads erased sa.
Bendlise. Or, a rose-leaf in bend sinister vert.
Bendlowes (Essex). Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and
or, on a bend of the second a cinquefoil betw. two martlets
Creat
A centaur with his bow and arrow, all or.
az.
Bendmaine. Ar. a bend az.
ar. betw. three goats'

—

Bendon.

Ar. three roses sa.
Ar. on a bend az. three amiulets or.
(Kingswinford, Stafford, an old family there).
Ar.
two bars az. each charged with three martlets.
Bendyshe. See Bendish, Bart.
Bene. Ar. on a bend counter-embattled az. betw. three
stirrups sa. three roses of the field, on a chief of the second
Crest
three bucks' heuds cabossed or.
A buck's head
era.scd per pale, embattled . . holding in the mouth a rose
slipped ppr. flowered with three roses ar.
Bene. Ar. three demi lion* ramp. gu.
BenefTh, or Bennette. Sa. betw. three garbs or, two
(ih>'plirrd»' crooks in naltirc of the second.
(Mcnrt dk Bknekden, who held the manor of
Bewenden, co. Kent, in knight's service by a whole knight's
fee, temp. Edward I. and II.).
Az. a scorpion in bend or.
(quartered by Sir John Mooke, Knt., of Croghan,
Kings Co. 1633, ancestor of the Marquisof Drogbcdo, Fun.

Bendtelly.

Bendy

—

Benenden

Benenden
Ent.

Ire.).

Same Armi.

Benereston.

Benet

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and two waved

cottises ar.

Benhall.

Ar. a cross sarcelly gu. and a bend az.
Erm. a fesse dancettee sa.
Crest
A chart ppr.
Beninglon (Essex). Ar. on a chev. betw. three escallops
gu. as many leopards' faces or.
Benisted (Benington, co. Hertford). Ar. three bars gemelles

Benhan, or Bengrham.

garbs ar.

Bendish

co.

Oxford, Visit. Oxon). Sa. three lilUes ar.
Benett (St. Andrew's, Lyme Regis). Gu. three demi Uons
ramp. ar. a crescent for diff. Crest Out of a mural crown
or, a lion's head ar.
Benett (Fareham, co. Hants, whose last direct male heir, the
Ar.
late Sir Wm. Benbtt, of Fareham, knt. d. s.p. m. 1813).
Crest
a cross betw. four demi lions ramp, couped gu.
A demi lion ramp, couped ga. holding betw. the paws a
bezant.
Benett (Norton Bavant and Westbury, co. Wilts). Gu. three
demi lions ramp. ar. a muUet or, in the centre for diff.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a Uon's head issuant ar.
charged with a mullet or.
Benett. See Stanfobd.
Benett (Staffordshire. W. Benett, Mayor of Chester, 1652,
monument at Brickhill). Ar. two bars gu. within a bordure
engr. sa. (another, gu.).
Creit
A horse's head ar.
Benett (Gowersland). Az. three goats' heads couped, each
with
four
horns
sa.
armed
Benevill, or Benevile (Devonshire). Ar. three ogresses,
each charged with a bendlet of the field.
Benevill. Az. a chief or.
Benezt (Jersey). Ar. a chev. betw. two roses sUpped in
chief and a heart in base gu.
Benfield (Middlesex). Az. on a chev. betw. three pears or,
three roses gu.
Benfitz. Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges az.
Benflet. Per pale or and gu. three bends sa.
Benge. Or, three mullets az. on a canton gu. a dagger in
pale ar. hilted of the first. Crest
An eagle displ. ppr.
Bender (Kent). Or, a cross vert over all a bendlet gu.
Crest
A cockatrice, per pale or and vert with wings
expanded cDunterchanged.
Beng'ham. See Bingham and Benran.
Beng'ougrh (granted to Geoboe Benoough, Esq., of the
Ridge, near Wotton-under-Edge, co. Gloucester).
Ar. three
lions' head erased sa. each charged with an erm. spot or, on
a chief indented of the second three crosses patt^e of the first.
Crest
Two crosses pattee ar. thereon resting a Uon's head
erased sa. charged with an erm. spot. Motto
Per acuta belli.
Benhall (Robebt Benhall, temp. Richard II.). Sa. a bend

—

ramp, of the
or, and

armed

ar.

Benet

BBir

(from a window in the church of Chipping Norton,

Ax. bllletteo or, a cross moline ar.
Ar. three demi lions ramp, gu,

(Berkshire).
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—

Benjamen.

on a saltire quarterly pierced sa.five annulets
Crest On a chapeau a flame of fire all ppr.
Benkham. Or, a saltire quarterly, quartered ar. and gu.
Benley. Ar. a fesse betw. three garbs sa. Crett A sand
Or,

—

counterchanged.

—

glass gu.

Benley. Sa. a fesse betw. three garbs ar.
Benley, Bentley, or Binley. Ar. two
canton

bars and a

sa.

Benn (Lord

Mayor of London,

Ar. a fesse dancettee

1747).

betw. three lions ramp. gu.

Benn (Ireland).

Same Arms, Uons

sa.

Benn. Ar. a chev. gu.
Benn. Same Arms within a bordure
Benn -Walsh {Baron Ormathwaite).
Bennall.
BenndevT'
couped

sa. bezantee.

See Walsh.
See Benhall.
Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads

(Wales).

sa.

Benne See Ben.
Benne (Yeoman of the Crown to Henry 'VII. and

Henry

'VIII.,

London, 1568). Ar. a fess dancettee gu. betw. three
dragons' heads erased vert.
A tiger statant erm.
Crest
ducally gorged and tufted or.
Bennet (Earl of Tankerville, representative of Bennet,
Dawley, co. Middlesex). Gu. a bezant betw. three demi
Uons ramp. ar. Crest A double scaUng ladder or. AnoUier
Crest— OvX of a mural crown or, a lion's head gu. on the neck
a bezant. Supporters— Tmo lions ar. ducally crowned or,
each charged on the shoulder with a torteau. Motto De
"Visit.

—

—

—

bon vouloir scrvir Ic roy.
Bennet (Bechampton, co. Berks, founded by Sir Thomas
Bennet, Lord Mayor of London in 1603, younger brother of
Richard Bennet, ancestor of the Earl» of Tankerville).
Same Arms and Crest.
Bennet (Morden, CO. Surrey, and Babraham, co. Cambridge,
younger branches of Bennet).
Same Arm^ and Crest.
Bennet (London). Gu. a chev. betw. three demi Uons ar.
Crett On a mount vert a martin ppr.

—

AA

hj grant, 24 June, 1633). Sa. » chev.
erminois betw. three demi lions ramp, or, erased gu. armed
and langued of the same.
Bennet (Newcastle, co. Northumberland). Az. on a fesse
or, betw. three demi lions ramp. ar. a cannon dismounted sa.
On a wreath
betw. two roundles per pale or and gu. Crest
a tower triple-towered.
Bennet (Bougham Hall, co. Suffolk, and London). Gu. three
demi lions ramp, couped ar. in the centre point a bezant.
Crest
In a mural crown or, a lion's head couped of the

Bennet (London,

—

—

first,

charged on the neck with a bezant.

—Bene

Motto

tenax.

Arms and Crest same
Rougham. Motto— D\x% vitae ratio.
(Kirtlinge).
Arms and Crest same as the preceding.

Bennet

(Thorpe Place, co. Surrey).

as Bennet, of

Bennet
Motto

— Bene tenax.

Bennet

(Steeple-Ashton, co. Wilts, granted 1700). Party
per fesse crenellee gu. and ar. a pale and three demi lions

—

Crest
A demi lion
ramp, counterchanged crowned or.
ramp. ar. crowned or, supporting a tower ppr.
Bennet (Abington, co. Cambridge). Ar. a bull pass. sa.

armed

or.

Bennet

Or, on a bend betw. six boars'
a demi lion betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Bennet (Devonshirp). Or, three demi Uons ramp. gu.
Bennet (Devonshire and Shropshire). Per bend dancettee
ar. and sa. a bend betw. two martlets counterchanged.
Bennet (Boston, co. Lincoln). Gu. on a bend ar. three
towers triple-towered sa.
Bennet (Norfolk). Erm. an inescntcheon gu. over all a
bend engr. sa. Crest Two dolphins entwined, erect on their
tails, saltireways, one or, the other ar.
Bennet (Somersetshire). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a fesse per
pale gu. and or, within a bordure az. charged with an entoire

heads

(Leicestershire).

az.

—

of ogresses.

Bennet.

Sa. a chev. erminois betw. nine ears of wheat, tied
in three parcels, or. Crest A ship in full sail ppr.

—

Bennet.

Gu. three demi lions pass, in pale ar. crowned or.
Cornwall, 1620). Gu. three demi lions
ramp, couped ar.
Bennett (Chudleigh, co. Devon, Visit. Devon, 1620). Sa. a

Bennett

(Visit, co.

chev. engr. erminois betw. three ears of wheat or.
(Flnsbury). Gu. a bezant betw. three demi lions
ramp, couped or. Crest A demi lion ramp, couped or, holding in the paw a bezant.
Bennett (Sir Thouas Bennett, Lord Mayor of London,
Camden's Grants). Gu. a bezant betw. three demi lions

Bennett

—

—

ramp, couped ar. Crest Out of a mural crown or, a lion's
head couped gu. charged with a bezant.
Bennett (granted by Dalton, Norroy, to John Bennett,
Esq., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, the " Queen's Master of the
Ordnance of the North Parts," 6 Dec, 3 Elizabeth, 1560).
Az. on a fesse or, betw. three demi lions ar. a cannon of the
field betw. two pellets.
Crest— A ca.=tle or, with fire flaming
therefrom ppr. charged with three pellets.
Bennett. Chequy ar. and gu. on a chief az. three mullets
of the

first.

Bennett

(Bedstone, co. Salop, granted to

Bichakd Bennett,

Esq., of Willaston Hall, co. Chester, 1626).

a. and a
Crest
On

—

Ar.

five pallets

chief gu. quartering or, a lion pass, guard, sa.

a

mount

vert a greyboimd pass, or, collared gu.
Motto De bon vouloir servir le roy.

—

studded ar.
(Faringdon,

Bennett

Gu. a bezant betw.
co. Berks).
three demi lions ramp. ar. Crest A lion's head charged
with a bezant. Mutto De bon vouloirservir le roi.
Bennett. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
Bennett. Ar. three church bells sa. edged or, clappers
of the field.

—

—

Bennett

(Surrey and Berkshire).

eagle displ. gu.

Cres

—Out

of a

Quarterly, or and ar. an

mural crown

or,

a

lion's

head gu. charged on the neck with a bezant.
(Pyt House, co. Wilts: a very ancient family, of
which a pedigree of thirteen descents is recorded in the
College of Arms. The estate of Pyt House is now possessed
by Mr. Fane Benett-Stanfoed, a descendant maternally of
the oricinal family, his ancestor, William Benett, Esq., of
Norton Bevant, having to., 1686, Patientia, sister of Col.
Thomas Bennett, of Pyt House, secretary to Prince Bupert).
Per pale ar. and or, an eagle displ. gu. Crest On a v?helk
Motto—
shell or, a Cornish chough ppr. beak and legs gu.
Mihi consulit Deus.
Bennett (Salisbury). Same as Bennett of Pyt House.
Bennett (Laleston, co. Glamorgan). Ar. three goats' heads
erased sa. barbed and double armed or, langued gu. quarterA goat's head, as in the Arms. Motto
ing Gbose. Cre<t

Bennett

—

—

Aut nunquam

tentes, aut perfice.
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Bennett (New Boss,

co. Wexford). Ar. a chev. betw. three
heads erasfed gu.
(DubUn).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two bars
gu. within a bordure engr. sa.
2nd and 3rd, az. three
plates.
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow, holding in the
hand, a thistle, aU ppr.
Bennett, alias Pite (Knockbillingsby, co. Limerick and
Quarterly, ar and or, an eagle displ. with two
CO. Wilts).
heads gu. Crest On a whelk shell or, a bird sa. beaked and
legged gu.
Bennett (Fun. Ent. of Mrs. Bennett, buried in St.Michan's
Church, Dublin, 10 March, 1666). Ar. two bars and a border
lions'

Bennett

;

—

—

engr. gu.

Bennett, Jackson-,

(granted to John Chables Jackson,
West India regt., on assuming the additional
surname and arms of Bennett). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. a bezant betw. three demi lions ramp, or, for Bennett;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion pass. gu. on a chief engr. of the
late Ueut. 1st

second three battleaxes erect of the first, for Jackson.
Crests— 1st : Out of a mural coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
holding betw. the paws a bezant, for Bennett 2nd An arm
embowed in armour the hand grasping a battleaxe all ppr.
the arm charged with a mullet gu., for Jackson.
MottoServe the king.
Bennet (Scotland). Gu. a cross pattle or, betw. three
:

;

mullets ar.
(Grubbet, co. Boxburgh, bart., 1670). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three stars ar. a cross Calvary gu. Crest
hand issuing out of a cloud, holding forth a cross patt^e
fltchee.
Afo^o^Benedictus qui toilet crucem. Another
Motto— Tie et fortiter.
Bennet (Scotland. Sir Geoboe Bennet, Bart., in Poland in
1671). Gu. on a chev. betw. three stars ar. as many crosses
patt^e of the first. Crest A demi lion issuing out of the
wreath, and holding in the dexter paw a cross pattee gu.
Bennette. Sa. betw. three garbs or, two shepherd's crooks
in saltire of the second.
Benneys, or Sennoys. Az. three oat sheaves or.
Bennice (John Bennice, Alderman and Lord Mayor of
Per fess az. and
Dublin, temp. James I., Fun. Ent. Ire.).
ar. three garbs counterchanged.
(Scotland). Ar. a
Bennie, Benzie, Binnie, or
bend. sa. betw. a cinquefoil in chief gu. and a sword in pale
Crest
A horse's head bridled. Mott<^—
az. bladed or.

Bennet

—

—

Benny

—

Virtute et opere.
(Willesden, Middlesex, Visit. 1663).
Or, a chev.
betw. three goats' heads erased sa.
Benning'hanr (Ireland). Ar. a chev. between three garbs
CreH A horse at full speed, with the point of a broken
sa.

Benning:

—

spear in his mouth.

BenningTVortli.

Bennis

Gu.

five

lozenges in cross or.
Ireland).
Az.

and Limerick,

(Clare

three

oat

sheaves or.

and az. three garbs counterBennis
changed. Crest A dexter hand couped at the wrist lyin^
fesswise and grasping a reaping hook all ppr.
Bennison. Ar. a willow tree vert.
Bennitt (Stourton Hall, co. Worcester). Az. on a chev. or,
betw. three martlets in chief and one in base ar. three
Per

(Dublin).

fess or,

—

annulets of the

fields.

Crest

— Upon

a

mount

vert a horse's

head couped ar. pierced through the neck by an arrow in
bend sinister point downwards ppr. Motto Irrevocabile.
Benolt. Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three pellets on a chief

—

az. a lion pass, guard, or.

Bensley

(Marylebone.

Crest

The

—A stag current ppr.

late

Sir

William

Benslet,

Bart., who d. s.p. in 1809).
Crest
mullets of the last a bombshell bursting ppr.
dexter hand holding up a plume of ostrich feathers.
Benson. Ar. on a chev. sa. three crosses formfe or. Crest
The sun surrounded by a rainbow, each end issuing out of

Sa. on a fesse erm. betw. three

—

—

clouds

all

Benson.
many

ppr.

Ar. on a chev. between three goats pass. sa. as

escallop shells of the

first.

Crest

—A

talbot's

head

erased ar. crowned with a ducal coronet, or.
Benson (Baron Bingley, extinct). See Supplement.
Benson (Edwd. White Benson, D.D., IstBp. of Truro). Ar.
a quatrefoil betw. two trefoils slipped in bend sa. betw. double
A bear's head erased per pale ar. and gu.
Crest
cotises gu.
collared and muzzled ofthe second, and holding in the mouth
a trefoil slipped as in the arms. Motto— Fa.y bien crain rien.

—

Benson, Esq., of North
Kent). Ar. on a chev. cotised betw. two
and a bear's head erased in base sa. collared

Benson (granted to Thomas Staelino
Cray Place,

CO.

trefoUs in chief

a sun in splendour betw. two crosses crosslet
The sun rising from clouds ppr. in front
a demi lion gu. charged on the shoulder with a trefoil ar. the

and muzzled
ofthe

last.

or,

Crest

—

Mcntcheon az. thereon a bear's
rinifter pair resting on an

muzzled also gu.
head entcd of the third collared and
Opes parit Industria.
JJotto
Benson (Baysbrown, 1546, and HaWkshead, co. Lancaster).
gu. surmounted by
Quarterly, erm. and or, a bend engr.
Cresttrefoils sa.
another plain ar. charged with three
muzzled, corfted with a coUar, and
a, bears head erased ar.
trefoil
a
charged with
pendent therefrom an escutcheon az.

—

Motto— Si DeuB, quis contra.
or.
Lane,
(granted to Eobekt Benson, of Lodge
Same Arms and Crest.
Walton, Liverpool, co. Lancaster).
William
Benson (granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 17 U, to
heir of Thomas
Benso.s, gent., of the city of DubUn, son and

Benson

Dovenby, co. Cumberland, "long since
antiqmty
deceased," descended from a family of considerable
cinquefoils or. CreU—
ia those parts). Az. a chev. betw. six
with a
collared
and
muzzled
A bears head couped ppr.
Bbmson,

late

of

cbaplet of cinquefoils or.

(Lutwyche Hall, co. Salop). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
on
on a chief wavy az. a hand and arm couped supporting
waves
a dagger the scales of justice or, in base a ship in the
bend. engr.
of the sea ppr., for Benson 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
pass,
betw. two fleurs-'de-Us sa., for Lewin. Crest— A horse
Leges
Motto
caparisoned ppr. on the breast a shield ar.

Benson
ar.

;

—

arma

tenent sanctas.

Benson (granted

to

Moses Benson, Esq., merchant, Liver-

Ar. a frigate or ship in full sail thfe union ensign
officer's
flying aU ppr., on a chief wavy az. a military
dexter hand ppr. couped below the cuff or, the coat gu.,
holding a sword erect of the first, hilt gold, bearing the
second
scales of justice betw. two pine apples erect of the
Crest— A miUtary long-tailed chesnut horse
leaved vert.
ppr.,
saddle
bridled
and
bitted,
caparisoned,
richly saddled,
cloth az. girth and trapping or, suspended by a ribbon round
the horse's neck a shield ar. charged with a pine-apple ppr.
pool).

Motto

— Leges arma

tenent sanctas commercia leges.

Crest— A sea lion holding a

or (another, the bars ar.).
cross patonce.

goat saliant ar. armed or.
three lozenges in fesse
betw. as many bucks' heads cabossed ar. attired or.
Bent. Az. on a fesse or, betw. six bezants, three torteaux.
A demi lion az. holding betw. the paws a bezant.
Crest

Bensted, or Bensteed. Gu. a
Bensted, or Bettshed. Sa.

—

Motto—y^ec

temere, ncc timide.
Bent (Wrexham Lodge, co. Bucks, originally from co.
Devon>. Per pale az. and gu. on a fesse engr. or, betw.
BLX bezants, a lion's head erased of the second betw. two
A demi lion ramp, per fesse
annulets of the first. Crest
az. and gu. gorged with a collar indented and holding betw.
Motto Tutamen Deus.
or.
cabossed
bull's
head
paws
a
the

—

—

Salop).

az. ducally crowned gu.
a leopard ar. spotted sa.

queued
or,

a lion

Or,

Crest

— On

ramp,

double
a ducal coronet

Benteley. Ar. on a bend az. three annulets
Benten. Ar. three saltires engr. sa.

or.

Bentham.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. a cross flory counterin the Istand 4th quartc-s a rose of the second
leeded or, barbed vert, in the 2nd and 3rd a sun or. Crest
On a cross flory fltchee, quarterly gu. and ar. a sun or, betw.
two wings expanded of the second, each charged with a

changed;

—

rose as in the

Bentbam.

Arms.
Ar. a bend betw. two cinquefoils

quarterly, Ist

:

Bemtinck

;

2n(<

—

—

—

Bentinck

(Tcrrington

St.

—

Clement,

co.

Norfolk).

Az. a

croM moline ar. Crest Out of a marquess's coronet ppr.
two arms counter-embowed vested gu. on the hands gloves
each holding an ostrich feather ar.
Per pade or and ar. three bends sa.
(Honley, co. Derby).
Or, three bends and a
cross croHlct sa.
Bentley (granted to Jams* Bmtlkt, of Highbary-place, co.
or,

—

or.

Bentley

Arms and Crest— Aa
Bentlet, of Brentwood. Motto Benigno nuiiiine.
Bentley (Derbyshire and Staffordshire). Or, three bends sa.
Crest
A spaniel dog pass. ar.
Bentley (West House, Rotherham, and Finningley Park,
Yorkshire). &&ii\e A rm.^ sind Crest. Motto
Vive ut vivas.
Bentley. Sa. three bends ar.

—

—

—

Bentley.

Ar. a fesse betw. three garbs sa.
Bentley (co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Bentley (Dublin, descended from co. York). Same Armt.
Bentley. See Benlet.

Benton

(Wiltshire). Sa. five fusils in bend
a mount vert a lamb carrying a flag az.
Benton. Sa. (another, az.) a bend ar.
Benton. Sa. six fusils in bend ar. Crest

Crest

—On

griffin's

head

ar.

—A

erased ar.

Benton. Ar. a saltire engr. sa.
Benton. Chequy or and az.
Benton. Or, a lion ramp. az. fretty ar.
Benvill (Cornwall). Ar. three pellets, on
the

each a bend of

field.

Benvill.
Benvill.
Benvill.

Az. a chief or.
Ar. a bend sa. betw. three ogresses.
Gu. three lozenges ar. on each a bendlet sa.

— A demi swan rising ppr.

Benville

(Huntingdonshire).
Sa. a chev. betw. three
mullets pierced ar.
Benwell (Oxford and London, 1765). Ar. six pellets, three,
two, and one. Crest— A garb or, entwined by a serpent ppr.
the head issuing through the ears of corn to the sinister.
(Cumberland). Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp. or.
Beny. Ar. a chev. betw. three goats' heads erased sa.
Benyngrton (Benyngton, co. Lincoln). Gu. a lion ramp.

Beny

or, collared ar.

Benyngton.
or.
Crest — A

Sa. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased
lion's

and ducally crowned

Benyngton.

head erased

ar.

semee of torteaux gu.

or.

Sa. three

greyhounds in

full

course ar. col-

lared or.

Benyngrton.

Per pale or and sa. (another, ar.) a cross
engr. counterchanged.
(ICsmondum, co. Sassex). Vaire, ar. and sa. on a
chief or, three mullets of the second. Cred On a mount
vert a griffin sejant ar.
(Knglefield, co. Berks.
Bicbard Fellowes, Esq.,

Benyon

—

Benyon

assumed the name and arms of Benton, 1854). Vair^,
sa. and or, on a chief wavy of the last, an Eastern crown
betw. two mullets gu., quartering Fellowes. Crests — 1st: A
griffin sejant gorged with an Eastern crown gu. holding in
A lion's head erased
the beak a Guernsey lily ppr. 2nd
and murally crowned ar. charged with a fesse dancettec
;

erm.

:

—

Motto
Vincam vel moriar.
See Winsor-Benton.
(Geddy Hall, co. Essex). Vert on a chief ar. three

Benyon.

Benyon

(Crowtber-Benton, exemplified to Captain
Richard William Barnardiston Crowther, of the Ist
Eegimcnt of Foot (Royal Scots), upon his assuming the name
of Benyon, in addition to and after that of Crowther, by
Royal licence, dated 21 November, 1874, having succeeded to
the Carshalton estates, Middlesex). Per pale wavy az. and
gu. on a bend betw. two cottises or, three crosses crosslet vert,

—

a rose of the second. Crest A lion
vert, charged on the
shoulder with a rose gu. leaved of the second, and holding
betw. the paws an escutcheon of the first, thereon a greyhound's head erased pean.
Beopell, or Berpell (Cornwall). Gu. a bend vair betw.
in the centre chief point

ramp.

ar.

sem^e of crosses crosslet

six escallops ar.

Beram (Ireland).

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. six pellets, three in

chief and three in base fessways.

Beraston

Bentlet.

terly, ar.

Bentley

formee
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(Birch House, near Bolton).

mullets pierced gu.

sa.

—

and 4th, az. a cross-moline ar., for
and 3rd, aa. three stags' heads cabossed ar.
attired or, fur Cavendish.
2nd and 3rd grand quarters, or,
on a bend az. a star of six points betw. two crescents
gold, within a bordure engr. gu., for Scott.
Pint Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gold two arms counter-embowed
TMt«d gu. on the hands gloves or, each holding an ostrich
feather ar., for Bentinck.
Second Creft
A snake nowed
ppr., for Cavendish. Supporter*— Two lions, double queued,
the dexter or, the sinister sa. Motto
Craignez honte.
quarters

;

—

Benyon

Ar. in an orle a chev. sa.
Crest
A chevalier
standing beside a horse with hold of the bridle ppr.
Sentinel (Dtike of Portland). Quarterly: Ist and 4th, grand

Bentick.

Middlesex, and of the city of London, merchant; also of
Hersey, Hadleigh, and Boxford, co. Suffolk and of Scarborough, CO. York). Or, on a bend cottised sa. a lion's face
betw. two ohaplets of oak of the field. Crest
A talbotpass.
ar. supporting with the dexter forepaw an inescutcheon of
the Arms.
Bentley-Innes. See Innes.
Bentley (Kshald House, OuUon). Or, three bendlett sa.
Bentley (Brentwood, Essex). Ar. on a bend sa. three
Crest
wolves pass. or.
A wolf ramp. erm. ducally collared

Crest

Bensted. Ar. on a fess sa. a saltire betw. two martlets or.
Bensted. Ar. three bars cottised gu.
Bensted, Benst, or Bense. Gu. three bars gemelles

Bent. Gu. ^ fret or.
Bentail (Bentall, CO.

BER
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BEN

(Aldenham, co. Hertford, granted 1606). Quarand sa. over all on a bend cottised gu. three crosses

or.

Berblakes, or Berbloke.
•altire gu. within

a bordure az.

Ar. four staves raguly, in

A

BSS
Berblingre
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Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Berblock (London). Ar. four staves raguly in saltire gu.
within a bordure az. charged with eight bezants, t'reit
gauntlet lyins fesseways ppr. garnished or, lined gu. holding erect the lower part of a spear of the second.
(Kent).

—

Berbrome.

Or, a cross flory sa.

Bechem

Bercha.iu, or

(Brabant). Ar. three pales gu.
Berche. Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased ar.
Berchett, or Berkett. Sa. a fesse dancett^e betw. three
eagles" displ. or.

Berd. Ar. on a bend sa. three crosses tau of the field.
Berden. Ar. an eagle displ. az. membered gu.
Berdesey, Berdsey, and Berdesley. Ar. two
gu. on a canton of the second, amaunch of the field.

—

Berdsey.
Berdston.
Berdwell.

Ar. two bars gu. a canton of the last.
Gu. a saltire engr. ar.
Ar. three bars gemeUes gu. a canton erm.
(Morebath, co. Devon). Ar. three bears' heads, sa.

muzzled

Bere
Bere

Motto

or.

— Bear and forbear.

(Skilgate, CO. Somerset).

Same

as the preceding.

Ar. a bear sa. and a
canton gu. Crest On a garb lying barways or, a bird sa.
Another Crest A tiger sejant az. bezantee maned and tufted
(Kent, and

Oakenham,

—

—

co. Berks).

or.

Bere.

Per pale sa. and
changed muzzled gu.

Bere.
Bere.

ar. three

bears in pale pass, counter-

Az. crusilly ar. three boars' heads couped of the last.
Az. three boars' heads couped ar. betw. nine crosslets

or.

Bere. See Beaee.
Berefford (Visit. Rutland,

—

hand extended a sword erect ar. pommel and hilt gold, each
charged on the breast with a mullet for diff. Motto Nil

—

nisi cruce.

(the

1618).

Ar. on a chev. az. three

1299, third in

Henry

III.,

Edmdnd de Bebefobd, d. 28 Edward
descent from Gaolt de Bereford, temp.

Arms

of

Dugdale). Ar. crusilly fitchee three fleurs-de-lis

Ba.

Bereford

(Rutlandshire and Leicestershire).

Ar. crusilly

fltchee three fleurs-de-lis sa. (another, six crosses crosslet
fitchec).

Bereford (Staffordshire). Or, three fleurs-de-lis
An ostrich's head betw. two palm branches.

sa.

Bereford.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis betw. seven
fitchee sa. within a bordure engr. gu.
Bereford. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three ogresses.
Bereford. Ar. semee of fleurs-de-lis sa.

Bereford. Sa. five fusils in bend ar.
Bereford, or Borefeld. Ar. a chev.

Crest

—

crosslets

Londonderry).

Quarterly, l8t
and 4th, ar. crucilly-fitchee, three fleursde-Iis within a bordure engr. sa., for Beresford; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chief
indented sa., for La Poer.
Crest— A dragon's head
erased ar. pierced through the neck with a broken spear
or, point also ar. thrust through the upper jaw.
Motto— ^U
nisi cruce.
Beresford (Masst-Beresford, exemplified to Rev. Jorh
Macnsell Masst, of Barna, co. Limerick, and St. Hubert's,
Lisnaskea, co. Cavan, Rector of Kinowley, and Emily Sarab,
his wife, elder dau. and senior co-heiress of the late Rev. John
Isaac Beresford, on their assuming by royal licence the
additional surname and arms of Beresford). Quarterly, Istand
4th, ar. crucilly fitchee three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure
engr. sa. a canton erminois, for Beresford 2nd and 3rd. ar.
on a chev. betw. three lozenges sa. a lion pass, or, a martlet
for diff., for Masst.
Crests
1st
A dragon's head erased
az. charged with a crescent or, and pierced through the
neck with a broken spear, the point thrust through the
upper jaw gold, on an escroll above the dragon's head the
Motto: Nil nisi cruce, for Beresford. 2nd Out of a ducal
coronet or, a bull's head gu. armed sa. charged with a mart^
Pro libertate patria
let gold, for Masst.
Motto
Beresford {Viscount BeresfonJ, extinct 1854). Anns,
co.

;

:

:

—

Crest, and Motto, granted to Sir William Carr Beresford,
Ar. semee of crosses crosslet fitchee,
K.B., 1 July, 1811).
three fleurs-de-lis sa. within a border wavy pean. Crtst—

Issuant from a mural crown or, a dragon's head per fesa
wavy az. and gu. the lower part of the neck transfixed by a
broken spear, in the mouth the remaining part of the spear
Two angels ppr. winged
point upwards gold. Supporters
and crined or, vested ar. each holding in the exterior hand

—

a sword of the
gu. betw. three

pomels and

last,

the breast with three

hilts gold,

fleurs-de-hs

az.

and charged on
Motto Nil nisi

—

cruce.

pellets.

Beregney.

Gu. a

Bereham.

fesse betw. six crosses crosslet

erm.

Ar. three bears sa. muzzled or.
Gu. a chev. betw. three bears'

Bereland, or Beerland.
heads erased

ar.

muzzled

sa.

Bereley.

Az. a chev. betw. three leopards or.
Berenden. Gu. on a bend ar. three roses sa.
Berendon. Ar. three roses sa.
Berendon. Sa. on a bend ar. three cinquefoils of the first.
Bereng'. Or, a cross az. over all a bend gu.
Berengrer. See Beringe.
Berenger. Quarterly, or and az. on a bend gu. three
fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest— On a mount a tree vert.
Bereng-er. Or, a cross az. over all a bend gu.
Bereng'ham. Az. a bend engr. or.
Berens (Kevington, CO. Kent). Ar. on a mount vert a bear
Crett
pass. sa.
A demi bear saliant sa.
Berens (Spratton Grange, co. Northampton). Per bend gu.
and or, a bend az. betw. in chief a swan looking to the
dexter betw. two mullets, and in base another swan looking
to the sinister betw. as many mullets all count^rchanged.
Crest A demi bear erect, holding betw. the paws a sword
all ppr.
Motto Deus protector meus.
Bereseth.. Ar. three bears' heads erased sa. muzzled gu.
Crest
A griffin's head erased ppr. collared or.

—

—

—

—

Beresford

(Learmount,

—

crosses pattee or.

Bereford
I.,

—

Beresford

last.

Bere

:

—

a chev. sa. and on the second another or. Crest
mitre sa. sem^e of crosses patt^e ar. a chev. of the

first

On a

BES

through

the neck with a broken spear or,
the broken point ar. thrust through the upper jaw, for
Beresford. 2nd A stag's head cabossed ppr. attired or,
between the horns a crucifix of the last, thereon th«
resemblance of Jesus ppr., for La Poer. Supporters Two
angels ppr. vested ar. crined and winged or, each holding^
in the exterior hand a sword erect, also ppr. pommel and
hilt gold.
Motto
Nil nisi cruce.
Beresford {Baron Secies). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
crucilly fitchee, three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure engr. sa.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chief indented sa., a mullet for ditf.
Crest
A dragon's head erased az. transfixed in the neck with
a broken spear or, the broken off point ar. thrust through
the upper jaw. Supporters Two angels ppr. habited in whit«
robes, winged and crined or, each holding in the exterior
az. pierced

—

bars

Berdeston (Norfolk). Gu. a saltire engr. or (another, ar.).
Berdmore, or Beardmore. Per fesse ar. and gu. on
the

; ;

(Beresford,

co.

Stafford,

Bentley,

Newton

Grange, and Alsop, co. Derby, Otford and Squerres, Kent).
Ar. a bear salient sa. armed gu. muzzled, collared, and
chained or.
Crest
A dragon's head erased az. pierced
through the neck with a broken spear or, the broken point
ar. thrust through the upper jaw.
Beresford {Marquess of Waterford). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. crucilly fitchee, three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure
engr. sa., for Beresford; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chief indented
sa., for La Poe&.
Crtsti—lBt: A dragon's head erased

—
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Beresford

Bagnall, co. Waterford).
Ar. semee of crosses crosslet, three fleurs-de-lis sa.
within a border wavy ermines. Crest Out of a mural crown
or, a dragon's head per fess wavy az. and gu. the lower part
of the neck transfixed by a broken spear in the mouth, the
remaining part of the spear point upwards gold.
Motto
Nil nisi cruce.

(Beresfo^d-Peirse,

Bart.,

—

—

Beresford

(Pack-Beresfokd, Finagh Lodge, co. Carlow
exemplified to Dennis William Pack, Esq., on his assuming
by royal licence the additional name of Beresford, 1854).
1st and 4th, ar. crucilly fitchee three fleursde-lis sa. within a bordure wavy pean, for Beresford;
2nd and 3rd quarterly, sa. and erm., in the 1st quarter
a sword in bend sinister ar. encircled by a wreath of
the last; in the 4th a cinquefoil of the third pendent
from a crimson ribbon bordered blue, in the centre
chief a representation of the golden cross and clasps
presented to Major-General Pack, by His Majesty George

Quarterly,

in testimony of his royal approbation of the signal
valour displayed by the said Major-General Pack in divers
enemy in the Peninsula of Spain. Crests
1st., Beresford
Issuant from a mural crown or, a
dragon's head per fess wavy ar. and gu. the lower part of the
neck transfixed by a broken spear, in the mouth the remaining part of the spear the point upwards or; 2nd, Pack : A
mural crown ar. issuing therefrom a lion's head gu. gorged
with a wreath or. Motto
Nil nisi cruce.
Beresford-Drummond. See Drcmmond.
Beresford (St. Mary's Church, Visit. Oxford). Gu. a fees
betw. six pears or.
Beresford. Az. a Uon ramp. ar. guttee de sang.
Berested, or Beresets. Ar. three bears' heads erased
III.,

actions with the

—

:

—

sa.

muzzled gu.

Bere'w.

Furp. a chev. ar. betw. three garbs

or,

banded az.

Ar. thre« bean' beads cooped sa.

Berew, or Berson.
muzzled

ramp. or.
head couped gu. muzzled ar.
Ar. a bear's head erased sa. muzzled or.
BerfQ.e. Ar. three battering rams ppr. armed and ribbed
or, beaded az.
Berford. Gu. a lion ramp. enn.
Berford. Sa. a bend masculy ar.

Gu. a

lion

Or, a bear's

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pellets.
Ber^aigne (France, 1 Feb. 1631). Gu. a lion ramp, holding
in the dexter paw a sword erect ar. Crest— A demi lion
holding a sword ar.
Bergravenny, Liord. See MarquU of Abergavenny.
Bergre. Az. a fesse counter compony gu. and ar.
Berg'er. Az. an eagle displ. or, debruised by a fesse ar.

Berford.

charged with three arm. spots
erased sa. holding a dagger ppr.

Bergne

(Coupland-Bebqne

Crut

sa.

exemplified to

;

—A

lion's

Richakd

paw

Coiii>-

Ulhd, Esq., upon his assuming by royal licence the additional
name and arms of Bebgnb). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three
bars tugT. az. on a bend gu. a rose betw. two escallops of the
Brst, for Cocpland; 2nd and Srd, az. a lion pass. ar. mi a
dilef nebulee of the last a fleur-de-lis betw. two mallets of
the first, for Bebgkb. Crests Cocpianb A swan, wings
•ddorsed ar. semee of escallops gu. and resting the dexter
leg on an escallop also gu.; Bbbonb A demi lion g:a. gorged
with a collar gemel or, holding in the dexter paw two arrows

—

:

:

aaltirewise, points

paw on a

Berham
muzzled

downwards

ppr.,

and resting the

Motto—Mciao

fleur-de-lis az.

three

Ar.

(Kent).

bears

sinister

adeste animo.

pass. sa.

armed gu.

or.

Berham (Lancashire).

Ar. a cfaeT. betw. three boaxg pass,

sa.

Berhome.

Ar. a bend gu. a chief indented az.
Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four escallops (another,
escutcheons) sa.
Berie (Ashwell, co. Rutland, Visit. 1618). Enn. on a bend
engr. or, betw. two cotises gu. three fleurs-de-lis az.
Berilfe (Colchester, co. Essex). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. six
Cfrest
Out of a mural
trefoils, slipped rert, a lion pass. or.
coronet gu. a demi lion ramp, or, clucally crowned gu. holding in the dexter paw a trefoil, slipped vert.
Beriffe (Essex). Az. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three trefoils
slipped erm. as many lions ramp. sa. Crest'— In grass vert

Beridg^.

—

a beaver pass. ppr. coUared or.
Beriffe. Az. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three lions ramp.
of the second, three trefoils slipped sa.
engr. betw. three towers ar.

Berill (London). Sa. on a chev.
as many fleurs-de-lis gu.

Berindon, or Beringdon.

Vert a chev. erm. betw.

griffins'

Bering:. Chequy

Beringrbur^h.

—

Berin^es.

Lozengy or and gu.

Beilng'ham

(Worcester).

Ci-eit

—A cross

moline az.

(Germany). Or, a cross ragul^ sa.
Berkedon. Gu. a bend fusilly ar.
Berkeley (anno 1219). Gu. a bend sinister ar.
Berkeley (anno 1243). Gu. a chev. ar.
Berkeley (anno 1330). Gu. a chev. betw. ten crosses
pattee ar.

Berkeley

{Earl of Berkeley). Gu. a chev. betw. ten crosses
and four in base ar. Crest A mitre
gu. labelled and garnished or, charged with a chev. and
crosses pattee as in the arms. Supporters
Two lions or,
the sinister ducally crowned gu. collared and chained gold.
Motto Dieu avec nous.

—

—

Berkeley

—

—

—

dant of Berkelet, Lord Berkeley of Stratton, was summoned
in this barony 1764, d. s. p. 1 766.) See Botetocbt, Lord
Botetourt. Same Arms as last.
Berkeley (Beverstone, co. Gloucester). Gu. a chev. betw.
ten crosses pattee and a bordure ar.

Berkeley

extinct).

Ar. on a bend gu. cotti.sed sa. three escallops or.
Az. a bend engr. or (another, ar.).
Berinerhaxa. Sa. a pilear. over all a chev. counterchanged.
Bering's. Lozengy gu. and or.
Berin^ton (Winsley, co. Hereford, seated at that place
since the time of Edward III., when a Berinoton of Shropshire TO. the heiress of Rowland de Winsley). Sa. three
greyhounds courant ar. collared gu. within a bordure
of the lant. Crett—K greyhound's head (;ouped ar. gorged
with a collar gu.
(Little

Malvern Court,

co.

Worcester).

Same

for diff.

Ar. a lion ramp, tail fourchte
sa. charged on the ohoulder with a fleur-de-lis or.
Berinoton. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or,
within a bordure engr. az. bezant^. Creit—A lion sejant
crowned.
(lyeicestcmhire).

Beringi^on.

Per pale

ar.

and

sa.

a cross engr. counter-

cbanged.

Berlngton

(StafTordshirc).

in pAle ar. collared gu.
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Az. three greyhounds courant

Same Anns.

co. Leicester, bart., created 1611,

Same Arms.

Berkeley

(Spetchley, co. Worcester, descended from Sir
the Court of KiAg's Bench,
temp. Charles I. a cadet of the Lords Berkeley). Gu. a chev.
Crest
ar. betw. ten crosses pattee of the second.
A bear's

Robebt Bebkelet, Judge of

—

—

ar. muzzled ga
Motto Dieu avec nous.
(Cotheridge, co. Worcester, a cadet of the noble
house of Berkeley). Same as Berkeley of Spetchley.

bead couped

Berkeley

Berkeley (Thombury,

co.

Gu. on a chev.

Gloui-ester).

betw. ten crosses patiee ar. a crescent sa.

Gu. on a chev.

(Mangotsfipld. co. Gloucester).

betw. ten crosses pattee ar. a crescent az.

Berkeley

Gu. on a chev. or,
sa. charged witti

(Bradley, co. Gloucester).

betw. ten crosses pattee ar. a crescent
another crescent or.

Berkeley

(Gilbert Berkeley, Bishop of Bath, 1554 to
Gu. on a chev. betw. ten crosses pattee ar. a rose of

1569).

the

field.

Berkeley. Gu. on a

chev. betw. ten crosses

patt^

ar.

three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Berkeley.

Gu. a chev. betw. ten crosses pattee

ar.

a

sa.

Berkeley.
Berkeley.

Berkeley

Arm', a crescent

(Bruton, co. Somerset, bart., created J660, extinct,

descended from Stoke-Giffard).

Berkeley (Wymondham,

Berkeley

Berington

(Marquis of Berkeley, Sir William de Berkelet,

7th Lord Berkeley, ancestor of the Earls of Berkeley, was so
created 28 Jan. 1489, d. s. p. 14 Feb. 1491). Same Arms, &c.
Berkeley (Uley and Stoke GifTard, co. Gloucester). Gu. a
chev. or, betw. ten crosses pattee ar.
Berkeley (Lord Berkeley of Stratton, descended from the preceding, created 1668, extinct 1773). Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
ten crosses pattee ar. Crest A unicorn pass. gu. Supporters
Two savages with clubs over their shoulders and wreathed
aboat the temples and loins wHh ivy all ppr. Motto Pauca
suspexi pauciora dexpexi.
Berkeley (Earl of Falmouth. Chabixs Berkeley, nephew
of the 1st Lord Berkeley of Stratton, was so created 1664,
d. s. p. 1665). Gu. a chev. betw. ten crosses pattee ar. alabel
of three points.
Berkeley (Lord Botetourt. Narbonne Berkelet, a descen-

holrling a spiked club ppr.

Berinffham.
Beringrham.

—

six in chief

pattee,

Per pale indented ar. and az. two spear
heads counterchanged.
Crest
An arm in armour embowed

—

chev. erm. betw. three griffins heads

erased or.

Berkae

mullet

Az. a bend or.

Bering'ham.

Berlngton

Sa. six martlets or.

Berkeley

heads erased ar. (another, or).
ar. and gu. a bend chequy az. and or.
Or, a seal's foot erect and erased ppr.
Berindon. See Berindon.
Bering'er (Bucks and Hants). Or, a cross vert on a
bend gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the first. Crest A stem of a
holly tree raguled and trunk ed fessways, sprouting out a
branch in pale, leaved and fructed all ppr.
Bering'er, or Borang'sr. Or, a cross vert and bend gu.
three

Beriston.

Berjugden. Vert a

or.

Berew&she.
Berewood.
Berewyke.

BEB
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BBB

Gu. a chev. betw. ten roses
See Su^'planent.
(Arlingham, co. Gloucester).

ar.

Gu. a dier. betw.

three crosses crosslet or.

(Dursley and Doddington, co. Gloucester). Az.
three lions pass, guard, or (another, ar. a fess betw. three
martlets sa.).
Berkeley (quartered by Coplestone, of Buckland Honachorum. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a trivet sa.
Berkenhead. Gu. three ducal crowns or, on a chief of tho
Out of a ducal
second as many laurel leaves ppr.
Cre.'t
coronet a hand holding a sheaf of arrows, points downwards,

—

all

ppr.

Berkerolls.

Az. a chev.

or,

betw. three crescents ar.
(Hertfordshire). Or, a castle

Berkhamstead, Tcwn of

embattled triple-towered and domed az. on each dome a
banner ar. charged with a cross gu. all within a bordure sa.
bezantec.
Berkhead (Crestwhite, co. Cumberland). Sa. a chev. ar.
betw. three garbs or. Crest A goat's head erased per fesso
or and gu. attired sa.
Berkhead, or Berkenhead. Sa. three garbs or, within
Crest A goat
a bordure ar. (another, the bordure or).
saliant ar. attired or, resting the dexter paw on a garb of
the last.
Berkins. Sa. three quarts ar.

—

—

\

BES

ar.

Berkley. Gu a chev. betw. ten cinquefoils (another, crosses
A bear's head couped ar. muzzled gu.
pattee) ar. Crest
(Gloucestershire). Az. a cheT.
Berkrall, or

—

BerkroUs

first.

Az. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces

(Ireland).

Berley.
a canton

Berley.

Gu. three mullets

or,

a quarter erm. (another,

enn.).

Ar. a chief sa. over all three tilting spears, erect,

counterchanged.
Berley (John Beblet, temp. Eichard
or, a quarter erm.

Erm. on a cross gu.

II.).

Gu. two mullets

the field.
Ar. three annulets, two and one, conjoined to
a fourth in the centre by a flUet sa.
Berlingrham (Essex). Gu. three bears ar.
Berling'liaia. Gu. three bars ar.
Berlingham. Or, on a crou gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the

Berlingre.
Berling'er.

five fleurs-de-lis of

field.

Benaiiicliam. Per pale dancett^
Berininean. Per pale or and gu.

Benninghain.

the top broken off and sails furled, all ppr. <Vfs<— On a,
mount vert a boar pass. betw. two branches of laurel.
Supporters Two young tritons, each blowing a conch shell.
Motto Periissemus nisi periissemus.
(Lincolnshire). Ar. three bends g:u. and a chief of
the last.
Bermjrngham. Az. a bend engr. or, over all a label of
five points gu.
Bern. Ar. a chev. betw. three negroes' heads couped sa.
Ar. a fesse betw. three barnacles sa.
Bernak (Leicestershire, temp. Edward II.). Ar. a fesse betvr.
three barnacles sa.
Bernake (Leicestershire). Ar. three horse barnacles sa.
(Visit, co. Notts, 1614).
Erm. a fesse gu.
Bernake. Erm. a bend gu.
Bernall. Vpir, three chev. gu. Crest A demi lion ramp. gn.
Bernard (£arl of JBandon). Ar. on a bend az. three esCrest— A demi lion ar. holding a snake
scallops of the field.
ppr. Supporters Dexter, a stag; sinister, an unicorn, both
Motto—Yirtas
ar. each ducally gorged and chained or.
probata florebit (as used by the Earl, but the motto recorded
in the OfiBce of Arms is. Virtus probata florescit).
Bernard (Palace Anne, co. Cork). Ar. a bend az. charged
with three escallop shells of the first. Crest A demi Uon
Motto— Virtus
ar. holding betw. his paws a snake ppr.
probata florescit.
Bernard (Abington, co. Northants). Ar. a bear ramp. sa.

or and gu. a chief az.

Bemacke.

1

Per pale indented ar. and sa.
Bermingrhain (Lord Athenry and Earl of Louth). Per
Creat^hn heraldic antelope's
pale indented or and gu.
Supporters Two
head erased ar. maned and attired or.
heraldic antelopes ar. attired, maned, tufted, unguled,
collared, and chained or.
Semiing'liaiii (Carrick, Ireland). Per pale indented ar.
and az. two spear heads in fesse counterchanged (another
bears two pheons).
Berming'hain (Ireland). Per pale indented gu. and or,
within a bordure az. (another, vert).
Dugdaie).

—

Bennrng'h.axn

(Kilrath.

Maurice Berminobam, of that

March, 1619, leaving by Giles, his wife, dau.
of CoRMAC McCoGHLAN of Ballinacloeher, King's County,
issue four sons. Fun. Ent. Ire.). Per pale indented or and
gu. in dexter chief point a trefoil slipped sa. all within a
bordure of the last.
Benningrhain, or Bremin^liain (Parsonstown, co.
Kildare, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Per pale indented or and gu. in
dexter chief point a mullet of the second charged with
another ar. all within a bordure az.
Berming'liain (Ireland). Gu. five bendleta or.
Bermingrhain (Corballis, barony of Screen, co. Meath,
Smith's Ordinary). Per pale dancettee or and gu. a border
Crest
An owl
az. verdoy of fleurs-de-lis of the second.
erm. crowned or.
Bermingrhani (Lord of Thremore). Per pale indented or
and gu. a border az.
Berming'hani (Ireland). Ar. on a bend gu. betw. two
place,

d.

6

—

cottises az. three escallops or.

Bermingrhaza.

See Macoeobok.
Ar. on a b«nd cottised gu. three

Bermingham (Norfolk).
escallops or.

Berming'ham

(Norfolk).
Ar.
three escallops or.
(Warwickshire).

Berming'ham
sa.

Cre<t—

Two

Berming'ham.

lions'

gambs

on a bend gu.

cottised sa.

Per pale indented

ar.

and

in saltire sa.

Per pale indented or and gu. a bordure

az. (another, vert platee).

Bermingham.
Bermingham.
Bermingham.
Bermingham.
Bermingham.

Barry bendy or and gu.
Per pale indented sa. and ar.
Per pale indented or and gu. a chief az.
Gu. three owls ar.
Gu. a millrind in bend betw. two martlets

ar. (another, the field sa.).

Bermingham.
Bermingham.

Az. a bend fusilly (another, lozengy) or.
Gu. five bendlets or.
Bermly, or Bermely. Or, three bars and two pales sa.
Benuondsey Abbey (Surrey). Per pale gu. and az. a
lion pass, guard, or, holding in his dexter paw erect a
crosier, enfiled with a mitre of the last, all within a bordure
ar. charged with eight B's sa. (another coat, per pale gu.
and az. within a bordure ar.).
Bermudas Company. A ship at sea betw. two rocks,
on the dexter side the main mast and mizen mast only seen,
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Bemake

—

—

—

muzzled

summoned to Parliaand bc.ne by Edwabd Berming-

(Lord Bermingham,

Edward III., 1326,
ham, temp. Henry VII. eighth in descent from William
Bebhingham, who was slain at the battle of Evesham.

ment

—

—

Benny

betw. three crescents or.
Berk'well. Ar. a fesse betw. three eaerles displ. sa.
Berkyn. Ar. a fesse az. and a label of three points gu.
Berlang'liaiii. Or, on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the

Berley

BEB
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BerUey. Az. two lions paas. or.
Berkley. Gu. a chev. enn. betw. ten crosses pattee
Crest— A. unicorn pass. g\i. armed and crined or.

or.

Bemcurd

(Huntingdon, bart., created 1662, extinct 1789).

Same Arms.

Bernard

(Nettleham, co. Lincoln, and Nether-Winchendon,
Bucks, also of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and HuntingdonAr. a bear ramp. sa. muzzled or. CVst? A demi
bear muzzled and collared or. Mottn Bear and forbear.
Bernard (Essex). Gu. three fishes within a bordure
indented ar.
Bernard. Az. three figures of seven or, two and one.
Bemard-Morland, Baronet. See Morland.
Bernardeston, or Berneston. Az. a fesse indented
erm. betw. six crosses patt^ fitchee ar.
Bernardiston. See Barnardiston.
Bemardiston. Az. a fesse dancettee erm. betw. tix
CO.

shire).

—

—

crosses crosslet ar.

Bernas (Suffolk).

Ar. a fesse embattled counter-embattled

(another, crenellee) within a bordure sa.

Bernbach.

Gu. three

conjoined at their tails in

fishes,

triangle or, heads sa.

Bernbrey

Ar. a lion pass, guard, betw.

(Worcestershire).

three escallops sa.
Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross engr. ar.

Berne.

Bemeck. Or, a bear sejant sa.
Bemer. Or, three crescents az.

Bemers

(Baroness Bemers, created by writ of summons,
See Wilson and Ttrwhitt.
Quarterly, or and
vert.
Crest A monkey ppr. environed about the loins and
Motto Del fugo I avola ; I escaped from the fire.
lined or.
Quarterly, or and vert.
(Tharfleld, co. Hertford).
Crest
A monkey ppr. environed about the loins and lined or.
Bemers. Quarterly, vert and or, in the centre a mullet sa.
a label for dlff.
Berneston. Gu. a cross moline or, in the dexter quarter »
mullet pierced ar.
Berneston. Gu. a cross moline ar.
Beme'Tllles. Ar. a cross moline gu.
(Park Hall, Norfolk, bart.). Quarterly: gn. and az.
over all a cross engr. erm. Crest A plume of six ostrich
feathers alternately az. and gu. Motto Nil temere, neque
timore.
(Morton Hall, co. Norfolk). Per pale gu. and az. a
Crest Out of a ducal coronet of five
cross engr. erm.
1459).

Bemers (Woolverstone Park, co. Suffolk).

—

—

Bemers

—

Bemey

—

Bemey

leaves as

Bemey.
Bemey.
Bemey.
Bemey.

—

—

many

ostrich feathers alternate ar.

and

az.

Ar. a chev. betw. three dexter hands, couped ta.
Ar. a fesse az. betw. three escutcheons vert.
Ar. a fesse betw. three escutcheons vert.
Az. a cross engr. erm. in the first quarter a cres-

cent ar.

Bemham,

or

Bemtham.

(Norfolk).

Sa. a

crou betw.

four crescents ar.

Bemham (Kent).
Bemham.
Bemham.

Bemham

Sa.

Sa. a cross engr. betw. four crescents ar.

a cross

ar.

ramp. ar.
Gu. a chev. betw. three

Sa. three lions

(Kent).

bulls' heads,

cabossed ar.

Bemheim.

Ar. a fleur-de-lis, on the top three grass spires,
each containing seven piles gu. Crest A fieur-de-liS| as in
the arms,

—

A

;
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Ar. a fesse az. betw. a
(Glendie, Scotland).
muUet inter two crosses crosslet fitchee in chief gu. a crescent
in base of the last.
Berning-ham (Ntrfolk). Ar. on a bend gu. cottised az.

Bemhnlm

three escallops or.

another sa

Berthon

and

sa.

(Soham,

co.

Cambridge).
Ciest

in chief three pellets.

chained

— An

or.

Beromy (Cumberland).

Masculy

ar.

and

sa.

Beron, and Berrn (Lincolnshire). Ar. three
Beron. Ar. a bend enham-ed gu.
Beronden. Gu. on a bend ar. three roses sa.

Berondon
A

(N'orthumberland).
unicorn ramp. ppr.

Berondon (Staffordshire).

bends gu.

Creit—

Sa. three roses ar.

Gu. on a bend

ar. three cinque-

foils sa.

Berondon. Ar. three roses sa.
BerondowTie (Cumberland). Gu.
ar.

(N'orthumberland).

Gu. three roses

(Gloucestershire).

muzzled

ar.

Ar. three bears'

a chief az. Crest
heads couped at the neck sa.
A. seahorse's head erased sa. bezant^e, maned and fined or.
Berre (.sir Benjamin Berre, knighted at Dublin Castle, 19,
Nov. 1600). Vert a cross bottonC'e or.
Berrington (Pant-y-Goitre, Abergavenny, co. Monmouth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. three greyhounds courant ar.
2nd and 3rd, az. a wolf saliant ar., for Da vies, descended from
Lydwal Gloff, fifth son of Rodri Mawr, a Prince of the 9th

—

century.

Creit

—

An

or,

estoile gu.

Sa. three garbs within

(City of Chester, 1661).

(Sergeant-Major George BEBRI^GT0N, of co.
Devon, t^mp. Charles I., Fun. Ent. Ire.). Az. three bugle
horns stringed or.
Berroys. or Berrois. Ar. a bend az. cottised gu.
Berry (Catton, co. Norfolk, extinct bart., created 14 Nov.

Erm. on a

fesse engr. az. three fleurs-de-lis or, in

palm

a sphinx
Betw. two wings elev!i.Led erra. an
couchant ppr. Cre^t
eagle's head couped at the neck ppr. gorged with an eastern
crown or, in the beak a palm branch vert. Motto Per
chief two branches of

—

in saltire vert, in base

—

•

anlua.

Berry (Berrinkerber). Barry of ten or and gu.
Berry (Burly, co. Devon). Erm. on a bend engr.

sa.

three

fleurs-de-lis or.

Berry

(Berry Narbor, East Leigh, Lobb, &c., co. Devon,
Ralph de Burt, possessed Bury Narbor, temp. Henry III.;
the heiress of the elder branch, which continued at Berry
Narbor till the death of Thomas Berrie, in 1708, m. Francis
KiRKHAM, Esq.). Gu. three bars or.
Cnst A griffin'a
head erased per pale indented ar. and gu.
Berry (Molland, co. Devon, a younger branch of Berry, of
Berry Narbor, of which was Sir John Berry, the eminent
naval officer of the reign of William III. Thomas Berry, Esq.,

—

of Credition. descended from this line).

Berry, or Berrey

Arms,

(Teddington, co. Bedford).

&c., as last.
Sa. a chev.

engr. or, betw. three plates, each charged with a cross
pattee gu.
Berry (exemplified to James Wm. Middleton Berry, Esq., of
Ballynegall, co. Westmoath, 1848).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
gu. three bars or, a trefoil vert for diff., for Berry
2nd
;

3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a bend az. charged
with three escallops or. for Gibbons. Crest.i
1st: A griffin's
head and neck per pale indented gu. and ar. charged with a
trefoil countcrchanged for diff., for Berry
2nd: A demi
lion ramp. az. holding in his paws an escallop or.
Motto

and

—
;

—

Nihil sine labore.

Berry
three

(Penzance, co. Cornwall).

Erm. on a bend engr.

az.

Berry

(Taytield, formerly Wester Bogie, co. Fife). Quarterly,
ani 4tli, vert a cross crosslet ar. 2nd and 3rd, per pale
ar, and sa. on a chaplct four mullets countcrchanged, for
Nairnk, of Sandford, Creit A demi lion ramp. gu. holding
in his dextrr paw a cross crosslet fltchce az.
Motto
1st

;

—

—

mc comforte.

Berry. Ar. a chev. betw.
Berry, or Bury (Bury,

three horses' heads gu.
co. Lancaster).
Sa. a chev. or,
brlw. three platcw, each charged with across pattee gu.
Berry (Oxfordshire). Vert a cross crosslet or.
Berry. Ar. a barberry branch fructcd ppr.
Berry. Quarterly, erm. and az. in the second and third
quarter an caple volant or,
(Devonshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three horses
pass. sa.
Cii'-t—A horse 'i head erased sa.

Berryman
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sa.

(Walthamstow, co. Essex, formerly of France,
whence they emigrated on the Revocation of the Edict of
Nantz to Portugal, from which country they came to England).
Ar. a chev. and in chief three mullets gu., in base
an erm. spot ppr.
Bertie (Eay-l of LirvUey). 1st and 4th, ar. three battering rams barways in pale ppr. headed and garnished az.;
2nd and 3rd, sa. a shattered castle triple towered ar. Crest
A Saracen's head couped at the breast ppr. ducally
crowned or, being the crest of the Barons WiUoughby.
The crest of Bertie is a pine-tree ppr. Supporters Dexter,
a pilgrim or friar vested in russet with his crutch and rosary,
or sinister, a savage man wreathed about the temples and
waist with ivy. Motto
Loyaute m'obUge.
Bertie (Duke of Ancaster and Kesteven, the fourth Earl «jf
Linddsey; was so created 1715; extinct 1809).
Same Arms.
Bertie (Earl of Abingdon). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar.
three battering rams, barways in pale ppr., headed and
garnished az. 2nd and 3rd, sa. a shattered castle, triple-

—

—

;

—

towered ar. Crest A Saracen's head couped at the breast
ppr. ducally crowned or, charged on the chest with a fret az.

—

Supporters Dexter, a friar vested in russet grey with a
crutch, rosary, Ac, all ppr.
sinister, a savage ppr.,
wreathed about the temples and waist with leaves vert, each
supporter charged on the breast with a fret az.
Motto—
;

Bertie (Nether

Dedham, Essex, extinct hart., created
The same Arms within a bordure of the

Hall,

9 December, 1812).

—A man's head

affrontee, couped at the shoulders
crowned or, charged on the breast with a sinister
bendlet wavy, gobony ar. and az.
Motto— hoya.\ilts me
Crest

last.

ppr. ducally

oblige.

Bertleys

Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses
fleurs-de-lis of the field. CVenfr—
A lion ramp. az. holding a tree erased at the root ppr.
Berton. Or, a chev sa.
Berton. Erm. on a saltire sa. a rose or.
Berton. Erm. a saltire pierced sa.
Bertout. Or, three piles (pales in Edmondson) gu. on a
canton sa. a lion pass. ar.
Bertoy (Norfolk). Erm. on a fesse gu. three annulets or.
Bestall. Ar. on a fesse betw. three annulets gu. a bee
Crett
erect volant or.
A bee erect and volant ppr.
(Cheshire)/

crosslet, fitchee az. as

—

Mnttn

many

—

Utile dulci.

Bertram
Bertram

(Lord of Bothall). Or, an orle az.
(Lords Bertram, of Mitford, co. Northumberland,
summoned to Parliament 1264, abeyance temp. Edward III.).
Az. an escutcheon or.
Bertram. Or, an inescutcheon az. Crest A bull's head
erased and ducally gorged.
Bertram. Gu. semee of cross crosslets an orle or.
Bertram (Grafford, Jersey). Az. an eagle displ. or.

—

Crest

— A demi

Bertram

lion ar.

—

Or, an orle az.
Crest
paws a shield of the Anns.
a
fesse
or.
Bertram. Gu.
Bertram. Ar. semee of crosslets within a bordure gu.
Bertram (Nisbet, co. Roxburgh, 1752). Gu. on an escutcheon or, betw. eight crosses patteear. an anvil ppr. Crest
Issuing out of an antique crown or, a ram's head ppr.
Motto J'avance.
Bertand. Az. a stag tripping or, a chief ar. Crest ^A

demi

(Grouville, Jersey).

lion holding betw. its

—

—

—

hand holding a

pistol ppr.

Beruen, Berven, and Berwen.

flrur.«-de-ll8 or.

L'csperance

formee

Virtus ariete forlior.

a bordure ar.

Berrington

1806).

Ar. three boars' heads

ar. three crosses

Ar. a perch az.
Bersis. Or, a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure sa. bezant^e.
Berston. Az. three butterflies volant ar.

;

Berondowne

Berrington

Gu. on a bend

—

a bend betw. three roses

seeded sa.

Berowe, or Bere'We

boars' heada

erased gu.

Bersham.

Ar. two bars embattled sa.
ounce ar. collared and

ar.

cross engr. counterchanged.

Berns

Bersanter, or Berswater.
Bersich.

Per pale

Ar. three

sanglant sa.

a

Bemington, or Beryng^on.

BEB

Bersanter, or Bersawter.

Ar. a lion

ramp

sa.

within a bordure engr. of the second.
Or, three bird bolts gu. nooked and pointed or, a
label gu.
Berun. Ar. three bends enhanced gu.
Barvers (Essex). Ar. two bars embattled counterembattled sa.
Berwell. Az. a bend betw. three mullets or.
Ber-wick, Baron. See Hill.
Berwick (Durham). Ar. three bears' heads erased 8a»
muzzled gu.
Berwick (Kent). Ar. a bear's head erased gu. muzzled or.
Berwick (Lancashire). The same Arms. Creit Two ear»

Berum.

—

of

wheat in

saltire ppr.

Berwick, To'wn of

(Northumberland).

a bear standing against a

Ar. on a mount
bear collared

tree, all ppr., the
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chained or, in fesse two escutcheons, on each the arms
of France and England, quarterly, on a chief of the first
crowned and habited of the second, holding in his
king
a
dexter paw a mound and in the sinister a sceptre, both gold.

ftnd

Bemris. Ar. a bend az. cottised gu.
Berwoug-hdon, or Berwaugden.
three, two,

foils,

Ber^wyck

and one

Ar.

six cinque-

erased

co.

;

sa.

Bery, or Barry

Barry

(Winscot and Bendon, co. Devon).

of six ar. and gu. Crest— A. wolfs head erased sa.
(Colleton co. Devon). Erm. on a bend engr. az. three

Bery

(Devonshire).
(Devonshire).

a bordure,

Bery
Bery

Ar. two bars gu.
Ar. a cross betw. four martlets within

ramp. or.
(Worlingham,

Erm. on a bend engr. az.
co. Suffolk).
three fleurs-de-lis or, each charged with an annulet sa.
Bery (.\shweU, co. Rutland, and Eston, co. Lincoln, Visit.
Erm. on a bend engr. az. three fleursCO. Leicester, 1619).
de-lis or.

(Queenborow,

Berj
Bery.
Bery.

Leicester).

co.

Same Arms, with a

az.

Quarterly, erm. and az.
Quarterly, erm. and az. in the sinister chief and
two falcons volant or.
base
dexter
Bery. Barry of six gu. and or (another, or and gu.).
Bery. Erm. on a chief indented sa. two lions ramp. or.
Bery. Ar. on a bend az. three lions" heads erased or.
Beryn. Ar. three crosses form^e fitchde sa.
Ber^e (Devon, Croscorabe and Chittlehampton, Visit. Devon
1620).
Or, three bars gu.
Besaynt, or Besanit. Quarterly, per fesse indented gu.
and or, in the chief quarter a leopard ar.
Beseley (Lancashire and Yorkshire). Ar. three tortcaux

Bery.

a chief gu.

Ci-est

— An

arm

in

armour embowed, coupcd

the shoulder, resting on the elbow, holding a club,

all

at

ppr.

Crest— A castle
triple-towered ar. on the centre tower a standard floating to
the sinister sa. charged with a saltire of the first.
Crest
Out of a mural
Beseley. Ar. three torteaux.
coronet two branches of palm in saltire, surmounted by a
(Yorkshire).

The same Arms.

—

spear in pale ppr.

Besels, or Besiles

(Besels Leigh, co. Berks.
Of thi.=!
The last
family was PtTtR Besels, of Leigh, Sheriff 1409.
heir male, William Besels, Esq., d. 1516, leaving a dau.
Elizabeth, m. Ed.mcnd Fettiplace). Same Arms.
Besenten. Ar. a crescent betw. three saltirea engr.

hummetee

sa.

Besford, or Bosford.

Beshe.

Gu. a fesse betw. six pears

or.

Or, four benrls az. a canton ermines.

Besiles. Az. ten bezants, four, three, two and one. Crest—
A hand issuing holding a bunch of grapes, all ppr.
Besill, or Besills. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates.
Besills (Yorkshire). Ar. three annulets within a bordure
gu.

Crest

— See Besiles.

Besills

(Worcestershire). The same as Besiles.
Besills. Erm. three annulets gu.
Besills. Ar. three torteaux a bordure gu.
Besille. Ar. (another, erm.) three torteaux.
Besingre. Or, three clarions (or rests) ar.

(another, ar. and

sa.).

Crest

first.

Sa. a cinquefoil within an orle of

on a canton of the

—Out

of a ducal

last

a portcullis of
or, a demi-

coronet

ostrich rising ar. in

its beak a cross crosslet fitchee gold,
collar and pendent therefrom a portSupporters Two eagles reguard. wings elevated,
each standing on a Roman fasces, all ppr. Motto Libertas

gorged with a plain

—

—

in legibus.

Per pale ar. and sa. a cross patonce counterchanged, and in dexter chief a rose gu.
Best (London). Erm. three bucks' heads erased gu. armed
or.
Crest
A peacock with wings elevated or, holding in
the beak a serpent reflexed over the neck ar.
Best. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three sheaves of arrows, two in
saltire, and one in pale of the last.
Crest— A griEBn's head
(Kent).

—

Ar. two columbine

(Elmswell and Little Driffield, co. York).
Gu. a
Saracen's head couped at the neck ppr. navally crowned or,
betw. eight lions' gambs chevronways in pairs, paws inwards

—

Crest
A cubit arm vested gu. cuff or, holding a
faulchion ppr.
See De Best.
Best (Boxlcy, CO. Kent). Sa. in chief two cross crossleti
fitchee and in base a cinquefoil pierced ar.
Crest
A dcmi
ostrich ar. issuing out of a mural crown in the beak a cross
crosslet fitchee or.
Motto Sola cruce.
Best (Chilston and Wierton, Kent). Sa. two cross crosslets

of the last.

Best.

—

—

in chief, and a cinquefoil pierced in base or, a
martlet fordlff. Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a demi
ostrich ar. holding in the beak a cross crosslet fltchee of the
fitchee

—

first.

Best

(Fun. Ent. Ire. 1652).
Ar. a fess gu. betw. three
and as many martlets in base. sa.
Best, Esq., of Park House, co. Kilkenny, d.
11 July,
1G40, second son of Bichabd Best, Esq., of
BybrooUe, co. Kent., Fun. Ent. Ire.). Sa. a cinquefoil betw.
eight cross crosslet fitchee or, a crescent for diff.
Best (Compton, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
sheaves of arrows, two in saltire and one in pale of the last.
leopards' faces in chief

Best (William

Best

CSedgley, Bilston, and Wednesbury, co. Stafford, and
Elnilcy Lovet, co. Worcester).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
two martlets in chief sa. and a book closed in base ppr.
three pheons or.
Best (Lon Ion and Kent). Per chev. nebulee erm. and
ermines, three stags' heads erased or.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet gu. a demi peacock, with wings displ. or,
holding in the beak a snake ppr. entwined round the body.

—

Best

(Worcestershire). Sa. a cinquefoil betw. eight crosses
crosslet or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet an ostrich's head
betw. two wings ar. in the beak a cross crosslet or.
Best. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. on a bordure or, eight cinquefoils

—

Vert a bull

ar.

armed and unguled

or.

(Middleton Quemhow, Richmond, co. York). Gu. a
chev. ar. betw. nine arrows or, three, three, and three, each
parcel two in saltire and one in pale, barbed and banded of
the second. Crests An archer's arm cmbowed gu. holding a
bow in pale, and resting on the wreath ppr. strung az.
Beste (Donnington, co. Berks). Gu. a Saracen's head couped
at the neck ppr. navally crowned or, betw. eight lions'
gambs chevronways in pairs paws inwards of the second.
Cr(st
A cubit arm vested gu. cuff ar. a faulchion ppr.
Motto
Optimus est qui optime facit.
Beste (Digbt-Beste, Botleigh Grange, co. Hunts, and Abbotsham Court, CO. Devon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three sheafs of arrows, two in saltier and one in
pale sa. barbed and banded of the second, for Beste; 2nd,
az. a fleur-de-lis ar., for Digby 3rd, ar. a fess sa. over all a

—

—

—

;

billets ar. four, three,

and two, within a bof-

dure gu.
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{Lord Wynford).

crosses crosslet or,

lion

Or. five fusils in cross az.

Bessboroug-h, Earl of. See Ponsonbt.
Besse. Gu. the limb of a tree with two leaves
Bessell.

fitchee, or.

Best

az.

—

Az. nine

—

and a cinquefoil in base or. Cre^t .\.n ostrich ar.
issuing out of a mural crowu, in the beak a cross crosslet
in chief

Beste

Az. a quatrefoil ar.
Az. a cinquefoil ar. (another, or).
Beslane. Ar. a saltire az.
Besley. Quarterly, or and sa. a bend gu. Crest A lion
ramp, holding betw. the paws a ducal coronet.
Benny. Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and or, in the
first quarter a lion pass, guard, ar.
Benny, or Besyn. Ar. on a bend engr. gu. three lions
pass, of the field.
Besom. Or, a crosslozengy az.; (another, sa.).
Besom, or Besjrm (Cumberland). Lozengy sa. and ar.

Bess.

one

Bessum. Or, a cross sa. fretty (another, lozengy) ar.
Bessyng (Suffordshire). Az. three rests or.
Best (Park House, co. Kent). Sa. two crosses crosslet fltchee

Bestar.

Besing'ton.
Besingrton.

Besome.

Az. bezant^e.

Or, a cross lozengy ar. and sa.
Or, five fusils in cross four az. the middle

Best

gobony ar. and
(another, gu. and erm.).

Sa. a chev. betw. three annulets,

Beseley

derai lion affrontee, in emch-

erased sa.

diff.

Sa. a chev. betw. three hats ar.

.

(Worcestershire).

Bessom.
Bessome.

Best

Bery

crescent for

Basset

cullis sa.

all sa.

(Utterbury, co. Lincoln). Vert a cross crosslet or.
(Norfolk). Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two lions

Bery

—A

paw a slip of columbine, flowered purp.
Besselles. Erm. three torteaux.

the

fleurs-de-lis or.

Bery
Bery

Crut

ar.

sa.

Nottingham
the coheirs n.
Odinosells and Staonton, temp. Queen Elizabeth). Ar.
three bears' heads erased sa., muzzled or.
Berwyke. Ar. a bear's head (another, three bears' heads)
(Bukote,

BES

ppr. flowered purp.

slips,

ramp, gu., for Whittingham.

Crest—

1st:

An

archer's

mm

gu. holding a bow in pale strung or, Beste: 2nd: An
ostrich ar. holding in the beak a horse shoe or, Dicbt.
Mnito
Solo Deo gloria.

—

bend ar.
crossed and drooping
in

Bested. Gyronny of eight
Bestick. Gu. six bezants,

sa.

and erm.
and one, on chief

three, two,

or,

A

BBT
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boars
—A demi-lion ramp. holding betw. three
trippaat erm.

BBS
a lion paw.

Citst

az.

pass. sa.

az.

of Ruislip, CO. Middlesex.
an elephant's head ar.
(as borne by Sir

Sa.

a bend betw.

six

Ar. a bend betw. six bees sa.
Citst—On a mount vert a castle issuant therefrom an arm
armed or, grasping a sword at. pommel and hilt gold.
Beston. Ar. a bend gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis vert.
Beston. Sa. on a bend ar. betw. six crosses crosslet or,
A demi talbot holding in the
three eagles displ. gu. Crist

—

mouth an arrow.

Gu
Sa.

ar.

Crest

demi talbot holding in the mouth an arrow.

—
—

Bestow. Ar. a bend betw. three gadflies volant sa. Crest
A crescent ar.
Bestrow, or Bestroe. Ar. on a bend sa. betw. two fleursCrest — An
de-lis of the second, three boars' heads couped or.
elephant's head erased per chev. or

and

sa.

armed

William Betham, tTlster King of
Or, three fleurs-de-lis az.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, an elephant's head gu. trunked ar. tusked gold.
Motto Per ardua surgam.
Bethel! (Herefordshire and Yorkshire). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three boars' heads couped sa. an estoile or. ft-est— An
eagle's head couped betw. a pair of wings displ. az. charged
on the neck with an estoile or.
Bethell (Lord Wcstbury). Ax. on a chev. engr. az. betw.
three boars' heads couped sa. an estoile, or
all within a
bordure of the third.
Crest
Out of a crown vallery
or, an eagle's head sa. betw. two win^s az. and charged
on the breast with an estoile, as in the arms. Supporters
On either side an eagle, wings addorsed az. ducally
crowned, collared, and charged on the breast with an
estoile or.
Motto Ap Ithel.
Bethell (Rise, co. York). Ar. on a chev. betw. three boars'
heads couped sa. an estoile or.
Crest— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a boar's head couped sa.
Bethell (Ellerton, co. York). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
boars" heads, couped sa. an estoile of six points of the field.
Crest
A griffin's head betw. two wings displ. az. charged
on the body with an estoile of six points or.
Bethell (London). Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads

of the

and erm.
Besville. Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and or, in the
Crest A dragon's head
first quarter a lion pass, guard, or.
Per

saltire gu.

—

erascl en.
(Kent).

Seswick

Gu. six bezants, three, two, and one, on a
armed and langued of the first.
Beswick (London). Gu. ten bezants, four, three, two, and
one, on a chief or, a lion pass. sa. Crest A demi lion or,
holding a bezant (another, Beswick, Beswick, co. Kent,
chief or, a lion pass. az.

—

the lion ppr. double queued).
Beswick. Gu. three plates.
Beswick (Gristhorpe, co. York). Gu. ten bezants, four,
three, two, and one, on a chief ar. a lion pass, guard, az.
Crest
A demi lion or, holding betw. the paws a bezant.

—

Beswicke.

Gu. six bezants, a chief

or.

Beswycke (Pike House, co. Lancaster, originally of Beswicke,
in Manchester). Gu. three bezants a fesse in chief or. Crest
A demi Uon ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a bezant.
Besyn. Quarterly, engr. gu. and or, in the first quarter a

—

—

(Ireland).

an erm. spot

sa.

Or, on a pale vert three plates
Crest

on each

— Two anchors in saltire.

(Winchester). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three boars' heads couped sa. a crescent or. Crest
Out of
a ducal coronet or, a boar's head and neck ar. AnotTter
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a boar's head couped sa.
(Adwell, co. Oxford, Visit. Oxon). Erm. a chev.
betw. three boars pass. sa. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
an elephant's head couped ar.
Bethouse. Or, a saltire gu. bezantee.
Sethum. Ar. a chief indented az. over all a bend gu.
Beth\ine (Balfour, co. Fife, originally from France, but of
importance in Scotlannd from a very early period : of this
family was the celebrated Cardinal Betbunr, Archbishop of
Glasgow, assassinated in 1545. Confirmed 1837, but without
the supporters, to the issue of the heiress, wife of Col.
John Dbinkwatek). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a fesse
betw. three mascles or, for Brthdnb; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a.
chev. sa. charged with an otter's head erased of the first, for
Balfode. Crest An otter's head erased ar. Supporters

(Fun. Ent. Ire., 1679). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
a mullet of the field, a chief gu. Crest— A. camera
ar. bridled gu.
erased
head
Betall. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three torteanx.
Betall. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief two torteaux.
Betaville (London, 1283). Purp. a griffin sejant or.
Betayne. Gu. a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Betchton (Betchton, co. Chester). Az. three spades or.
Beteler. Bendy of ten ar. and gu.
Beteley. Gu. a fesse ar. betw. three plates.
Betenham, or
(Kent). Ar. a saltire engr. betw.
four bears' heads erased sa. muzzled or.
Orett A bear's
head erased sa. muzzled and billett^e or.
Betenson (Devonshire, Kent, Surrey, Essex, and London).
Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a Uon pass, within a bordure engr.
erm. CV<«t— A griffin's head couped ppr.
Betenson (Kent). Or, a fesse gu. within a bordure engr.
Crest
az.
A lion's head erased sa. collared ar. Motto
Qui sera sera.
Beterley. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three torteaux.
Betew^ell. Per saltire erm. and lozengy or and az. per pale
counterchanged.
Bete'well. (Oyronny of eight erm. and bendy lozengy or
and gu.
Betfield (Glcge, co. Lancaster). Per fesse gu. and erm. a
estoiles sa.

Betnam

—

—

—

label of five points ar.

(Belbam, CO. Westmoreland, Sir Thomas Betham,

Knt M.I*, for that
Lozengy ar. and sa.
,

co.,

30

Edward L

to 4

Edward

JJ.).

Betham

(Buckinghamshire, confirmed by the Deputies of
Camdf^n, Clarcnceux, to William Betham of Ilowington,
grandson of Nicholas Hethau, co. Bucks, Her. Vis.). Erm.

a chev. betw. three boars

pa*s. sa. armed
a ducal coronftor, an elephant's head ar.

Betham (I.ancaahirc).
Betham (ilowington,
78

or.

Or, a chief indented az.
co.

Warwick).

Crest

—Out of

and bend gu.

Erm. a chev. betw.

—

—

Bethome

—

—

—

Two

An

Motto— Debonaaire.
(Bandon). The same within a bordure

otters ppr.

otter s

Bethune

Betagrh

Betham

ar.

Bethell, or Bjrthell

Bethune

lion pass. ar.

Betag'h

;

—

couped

second.

Bestwilde, and Bestwold.

—

—

three eagles displ. gu.
or.

Wallistow,

—

on a bend ar. three crosses formee sa.
semee of crosses crosslet or, on a bend

Beston. Vert a lion ramp. ar. crowned gu.
Bestoiike. Ar. on a saltire gu. five estoiles

with az. a stag

of a ducal coronet or,

—

crosses crosslet fltchee or.
Beston (Beston, co. Chester).

Beston.
Beston.

— Out

Arms).

griffin ar.

(Yorkshire).

Crest

Betham

—

Beston, or Beeston

or, quartered,

attired or, a chief of the last, for

the paws a bezant. Motto— In Deo salus.
Sestland. (Ju. nine arrows, three, three, and three, i.e.,
each paicel having two in saltire and one in pale or, barbed
ar. a chief dancettee erm.
Besney (Hertfordshire). Per pale sa. and gu. a lion ramp,
Out of a ducal coronet a
Crest
guard, ar. crowned or.

demi

armed

head couped

ar.

Motto

or.

— Debonnaire.

Crest—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a
fesse betw. three lozenges or, a bethune leaf sUpped vert;
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. an otter's head erased of the
first.
Crest
A physician's quadrangular cap sa. Motto—
Besolutia cauta.
(Nethertarvit).

—

Bethune

(Blebo, co. Fife). Quarterly, lat and 4th, az. a
chequy or and gu. betw. three lozenges of the second, for
Bbthcne; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. an otter's head
erased of the first, for Balfour. Crest— An otter ar. Motto—

€es8c

Debonnaire.

Bethune (Kilconquhar,
and

co. Fife, bart. 1836).

Quarterly, Ist

a fesse betw. three lozenges or 2nd and 3rd, ar.
charged with an otter's head erased of the first,
all within a bordure embattled or.
Crest
An otter's head
erased ar. Motto, over the crest Debonnaire.
Bethune (Great Berwick, co. Salop). Ar. two pales sa. each
charged with three crosslets fitch^e or. Crest A demi lion
ramp. Motto Nunquam non paratus.
Beton. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a lion pass. sa.
Beton. Az. a bend betw. six mullets or, pierced g^u.
Beton. Ar. a bead lozengy sa. (another adds a label of three
4th, az.

a chev.

;

sa.

—

—

—

—

points gu.).

Betray.

Crest— An arm embowed habited
Sa. fretty or.
gu. cuff. ar. holding in the hand ppr. a torteau.

Betray. Erm. on a chev. gu. three escallops or.
Betshorne. Ar. on a saltire engr. gu. five estoiles or.
Betside, or Bested (Devonshire). Az. three lozenges
fes.se ar. betw. as many bucks' heads or.

Beston

in

Ar. a fesse betw. six bees sa.
Betsixrorth. Az. a lion ramp, per fe.sse or and ar. CrestOut of a tower ar. a demi lion or, ducally crowned az. holding a battle-axe ar.
Bettenaon (Seven Oaks, co. Kent). Ar. a fesse gu. in chief
(Cheshire).

a lion pass, guard,

sa.

all

within a bordure engr. erm.

Crest —A lion's head sa. collared ar.
Motto— Qui sera sera.
BettenBon (Wimbledon). The same as Bbtenson, Devon-

shire.

A

A

or, cottised ar. three

(Hampshire). Sa. on a bend
Crest—Oat of a ducal coronet or, a bull's

Bettes

cinquefoils sa.

head
foils

(Norfolk).

Sa.

on a bend

ar. cottised or, three

dnque-

pierced gu.

Bettes.

on a bend

Sa.

bordure engr.

head gu.

or.

ar. three cinquefoils gu. all within

a

Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a buck's
a collar ar. charged with

attired gold, gorged with

three cinquefoils of the second.
Az. a lion ramp, per
co. Sussex).
Cre^t
On the stump of a tree vert a lion
fesse or and ar.
sejant per fesse or and ar. holding in the dexter paw a
battle-axe gu. headea of the third. Another Orest Out of a
tower ar. a demi Uon ramp, per fesse or and ar. crowned az.
holding in his paws a battle-axe, handle or, headed ar.
Bettie (Scotland). Az. an eagle displ. ar. debruised by a
fesse sa. charged with two mullets of the second.
Bettie, or Betty. Erm. three hearts gu. Crest A goat's

Bettesw^ortll (Tyning,

—

—

—

head erased and collared ppr.

Bettescombe, or Battiscomb

(Vere's Wotton, co.
An olive
Dorset). Ar. a chev. betw. three bats sa. Cfrest
branch ppr. Motto Non omnis moriam.
Betton. Gu. a pile ar. in the dexter chief a crescent or.
Betton (Great Berwick, co. Salop). Ar. two pales sa. each
charged with three crosses crosslet fltchee or, quartering
Crest— a demi Uon ramp, ducally crowned.
Bkioht, &c.
Motto Nunquam non paratus.
Betts. Sa. on a bend ar. three cinquefoils gu. Orest

—

—

—

—

leopard pass, guard, ppr.

Betts (Wortham,

on a bend

three
cinquefoils gu. all within a bordure engr. of the second.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or. a buck's head gu. attired
co.

Suffolk).

Sa.

ar.

—

gold.

Betts

(Preston Hall, co. Kent). Sa. on a bend betw. two
bendlets indented ar. an annulet betw. two cinquefoils of
the first. Crest— Out of the battlements of a tower ppr. a
stag's head ar. charged with a cinquefoilsa. Motto Ostendo

—

non

ostento.

Bettwell. Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Betty. Or, a betony-leaf ppr.
Bettyston. Or, on a bend gu. three crosses moline

Betune.
Betune.
Betwill.

Or, a lion sa. a

1

ar.

ibel of five points gu.

Ar. a fesse gu. and in chief a lion pass. sa.
Gu. a demi wolf ppr. issuing to the sinister, his

each side of his head ar.
Ar. on a cliief indented

feet erected,

Beucliampe.
the

sa.

three mullets of

Ar. three lions' heads couped sa.
Per pale or and gu. three bends sa.
Beufo. Erm. on a bend az. three cinquefoils or. Crest A
beech tree, and a saw through it, ppr.
Beuley. Erm. on acanton gu. anorle ar.
Beuly (Beuly-Hally). Ar. a sinister hand couped ppr.
Beuris. Erm. on a chev. sa two lions pass, respectant

Beuflet.

—

or.

Beurle.

Or, a chev. sa. betw. three bezants.
Sa. a chev. betw. three greyhounds'

Beury, or Bewyr.
heads erased

Beuzevill.

—A

Ou. a chev.

(Huntingdonshire).

or,

tMstw.

three

bezants.

two chev. and a canton gu.

Or,

Bevenott, or Beverett.

Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross
counterchanged of the field.
(Edward Bevens, Keeper of the Council Chamber,
Dublin, d. 1st March, 1633, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Az. a garb or,
on a chief ar. three mullets gu. Crest A cubit arm erect
vested az. hand ppr. grasping a garb or.
Bever (Hammersmith, co. Middlesex). Az. a cathailno
wheel or.
Bevercot. Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross counterchanged
(another adds a label of three points gu.).
Bevercotts (Visit, co. Notts., 1614). Ar. a cross patonce az.
Bevercotirt. Ar. a cross patonce (another, flory) az.
Bevereohe. Per pale gu. and vert a lion ramp. ar.
Bevereham (Ireland). Gu. on a bend betw. two lions ramp.
ar. as many pellets.
Crest
Out of a coronet or, an armed
arm holding a sword ppr.
Beveridgre (Kent, Chichester, and Normandy). Vert In
point harry wavy of six ar. and az. two beavers ramp, comba^tant or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi beaver

Bevens

—

—

—

ppr.

Beveridge.

Per pale gu. and vert a lion ramp. ar.
Vert a lion ramp. ar. Creit Out
of a ducal coronet or, a demi beaver ppr.
Beverley (Bedfordshire). Ar. a fesse dancettee, betw.
three leopards' heads sa.
Beverley (Cornwall). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
Beverley. Barry of six sa. and or, on an inescutcheon gu.
three bars erm. on a chief of the second two pales of the

Beveridg-e

—

(Scotland).

first.

Beverley.
Beverley.

Gu. three bars erm.
Or, two bars sa. in chief as

Beverley.

Quarterly,

many pales of tho
second an inescutcheon gu.
Beverley. Or, an inescutchon and three bars sa. in chief
six palets of the second.
Beverley. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three ogresses.
Beverley. Ar. a chief bevile vert.
Beverley. Erm. a rose gu.
Beverley. Per bend sinister indented sa. and or, in chief a
cross sarcelly of the second.
Beverley. Quarterly, ar. and gu. a rose counterchanged
barbed vert.
ar.

and gu.

a

cross

quarterly,

counterchanged.

Beverley

first.

Beucray.

Crest

Bevell
Bevell.

ar.

Bettes

BEV
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BET

ar.

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three cinquefoils vert.
head ppr. semee of plates.

lion's

Bevan (South Wales).
Bevan (granted 1695 to

See Beavan.
William Bevan,

Esq., of Pen-y-Coed,

Carmarthen, high sheriff of that shire, and his brothers
Theofhili's Bevan and Thomas Bevan, D.D.). Az. a dove
ar. beaked and legged gu. betw. three annulets or, each
enriched with a ruby ppr. Crest
A mount vert thereon an
eagle rising ppr. holding in the beak an annulet, as in the
arms. Motto Semper virtute constans.
Bevan (Ashted, co. Surrey, granted 1774 to Thomas Bevan,
Esq., of that place, son and heir of Richard Bevan, of Carmarthen, gent.). Az. a dove ppr. on a chief erm. three
annulets or, each enriched with a ruby.
Crest
On a mural
crown ar. a griffin pass, or, gorged with an eastern coronet
CO.

—

—

—

gu-

Bevan

(Fosbury, Wilts, and Trent Park, Middlesex, as confirmed to Robert Cooper Lee Bevan, Esq., of Fosbury and
Trent Park). Erm. a bull pass. betw. three annulets gii.
quartering, az. three bars engr. or, abend lozengy ar. and
gu., for Lee. Crett
A griffin pa.ss. or, sem^e of annulets gu.
holding in dexter claw two annulets interlaced also gu.
Motto Ueus praesidium.

—

—

Bevans or Beavins.

Gu. three pair of wings conjoined
displ. ar. two and one.
Crest
A weaver's shuttle in pale
threaded ppr.
Beveille (Huntingdonshire). Erm. a bull pass. gu.
Beveley. Ar. a bull gu. armed or. Crest ^A bull's head

—

—

sa. ducally

crowned

79

or.

(Dublin. Arms confirmed and Crest granted by
Daniel Molyneux, Ulster, 2 James I.). Sa. on a chev. betw.
On
three wolves' heads erased ar. as many ogresses. Crest
a mount ppr. a wolf pass. ar. vulned with a dart sa.
Beverley, Earl of. See Percy.
Beverley
of (York,«'hire). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, ar. three bars wavy
or, an eagle displ. az.
az. on a chief of the last a castor-beaver with his head
turned, biting off the castor all or.
Beverley (Beverley, co. York). Erm. a chev. sa. on a chief
of the second three bulls' heads cabossed ar. Orett
Motto Ubi libertas ibi patria.
bull's head erased ar.
Beverley (Yorkshire). Ar. a chev. sa. on a chief of the
second three bulls' heads cabossed of the first.
Beverley (Yorkshire). Erm. a rose gu. barbed and seeded

—

Town

;

—

—

ppr.

Beverley

Ar. on a bend betw. two unicorns*
the field.
1612, Harl. MS,, 1487).
Erm. a chev. sa. on a chief of the second, three bulls' heads
cabossed ar. armed or.
Ar. a crosier in pale sa.
(Yorkshire).
Beverleyenfiled with a crown ppr. all within a bordure sa. bezants.
Beverley. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pales.
Beverly. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three hurts.
Bevers (Hogsdon). Erm. a rofe gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
Bevers (Hogsdon). Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
(Yorkshire).

heads erased az. three

Beverley

fusils of

(Selby, co. York, Visit.

Abbey

Crest — A demi wivern
Bevers (Norfolk and
street, Oxford,

indented

sa.

sejant ppr.

armed s^x.
Oxon; Edward Bevers, of BroadPer pale or and az. on a chief

vert

surgeon).

three lions ramp, of the
Motto Et finem spero.

Crest

first.

—

Beversham

(Holbrook Hall, co. Suffolk).
moline pierced betw. two martlets ar. Cj'e«t
ar. a demi lion ramp. gu.

Beversham (granted

—A

beaver

Gu. a fer-de-

— Out of a tower

to Lieut.-Col.

John Beversham,

1685).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same as preceding; 2nd and 3rd, az,
Crut
on a chev. betw. two '.ions ramp. ar. three pellets.
Same as preceding. Motto Magna vi sed tideU.
Beversham. Gu. a ferdc-moUne pierced ^t«r. two msit-

—

—

lets in fesse ar.

A
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Beverston. Az. sem^e of billets or, a cross moline ar.
Beverstone. Ar. on a saltire gu. five estoiles or.
Bevertote, or Bevertourt. Ar. a cross flowered az.
label of

Bewpell.

a

Quarterly, or and gu.
(Suffolk).
volant with an olive branch in the beak ppr.
Gu. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.

pass,

Crest— Same

Bevill.

BevUl.

Ar. a bull pass. gu.

armed

was

Sheriff, 13-*1).

Crest

of

Gwarnack,

Ar. a bull pass.gu. armed and tripped or.

(quartered by Worth, of Worth, co. Devon, Thomas
of that place, m. Isabel, dau. of Hdmphrt Bevill,
of Wolston. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a bull pass. gu.
Beville (Killegarth). Ar. a bull pass. gu. armed and ungulcd

Bevill

—

gn.

Crest

Bevis.

saltire ar.

invisible.

Ar. a bull pass.

— A pheon

Beyerley, or Byerley. Or, a cross crosslct gu.
Beyfeard. Sa. six martlets or, three, two, and one.
Beyfrand. Sa. six martlets ar. three, two, and one.
Beykle. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three birds sa. Crest

or.

az.

Ar. two lions pass, guard, sa. on a chief of the
Crest— A peacock's head
secoud three covered cups or.

Bew.

Town

of

(Worcestershire).

Beynard.
Beynclere

Ar. an anchor in

pale az. the ring or, the anchor surmounted with a fetterlock of the second, within the fetterlock on the dexter side
of the anchor a sword erect of the last hilt and pomel or,
on the sinister side of the anchor a rose gu.
a-cst—A
Gu. fretty ar.
Be'weliain, or Be'wcham.

(another,

tail

forked).

(Grove, co. Herts, granted by
Cooke, Clarenceux, 1588. Karl. M.S., 142'2). Vert, a cross
A beaver ppr.
moline or. Crest

—

Beynon

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three lions' heads erased

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Carshalton, co. Surrey).
wavy az. and gu. on a bend cottised or, three

per pale

Beynon 2nd and 3rd, ar. a griffin
segreant pean a canton sa. charged with a millrind or, for
crosses crosslet vert, for

ar.

Or, a chev. betw. three torteaux.

Be'welle.

chief three martlets. Cre^t
a branch in the mouth ppr.

Ar. a lion ramp, tail nowed
(St. Neots, Cornwall).
gu. gorged with an eastern coronet or, in chief three
chapeau
gu. turned up erm.
Crest— On a
falcons ppr.
a pegasus rearing on his hind legs of a bay colour mane
and tail sa. winged or, in the mouth a sprig of laurel.

(Beaumont, near Plymouth).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Bew^ce.

Az. three helmets ar.
Erm. on a bend az. three
Kutland, 1618).

Bewfo

(Visit.

Gu. a chief ar.
Per fesse ar. and gu. in chief three torteaux, in

base a plate.
Bewfoy. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three eagles displ. vert.
Bewfront. Paly of six or and gu.
Bew^icke (Bewicke, Newcastle, and Close House, co.
Northumberland).
Ar. five lozenges in fosse gu. each
charged with a mullet of the first, betw. three bears' heads
erased sa. muzzled or. Crest
A goat's head erased ar.

—

gorged with a mural coronet gu.

Bewicke (Hallaton,

co. Leicester,

—

Motto In coelo quies.
descended from Calverlt

Bewicke, Esq., of Hallaton, high sheriff, co. Leicester, 176'i,
2nd son of Calverly liEwicKE, Esq., of Close House). Anns
and Creft same as the preceding.

Bewie.
Bewike.

Or, three barrulets gu. over all a saltire of the last.
Per bend or and gu. biUcttcc and three boars'
heads countcrchanged.
Bewike. Per beml gu. and az, on a bend ar. three boars'
heads couped sa.
Bewley (Kent). Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles' heads

Bewley

(London, 1245). Quarterly, ar. and gu. a cross
countorchanced.
Bewley (Suffolk). Gu. a fcssc betw. throe roses ar. Crat
An ibex's head or, issuing out of the centre of a rose gu.
barbed vert.

—

HC(:i)n<l,

Bewley

and Bibbesworth (HertfordAz. three eagles displ. or.
Biblesworth. Sa. six eagles displ. ar.
Bibles'worth. Az. six nails or.
Bice (granted to Robert Bice, Sheriff of Dublin, 1569, by
Narbonne, Ulster). Per saltier or and az. two roses gu.
slipped and leaved vert in pale and as many fleurs-de-lis of
the first in fesse. Crest
A falcon preying on a partridge,
shire).

I

—

all

ppr.

Biche

Ar. on a bend gu. three bucks' heads or.
Vaire ar. and gu. on a canton of the second a garb or.

(Berks).

Biche.

Bichingrfield.

Bickerdyke
heiress of

Harvey,

Sa. a lion pass. ar.
(Farnham, co. York.

Thomas Bickerdyke,

of Killianc, co Wexford).

Chequy

Bickerstath

Or,

on a

saltier gu. betw. four

and gu.

(Bickorstath, co. Lancaster).

Ar.

crosslct

ppr.

on a cross

Or, three bars sa.

and in chief two pales

of the

an Inosculcheon gu.
(llesketh and Caldbeck, co. Cumberland. Dinton's
Ar. a chev. betw. three choughs' heads

Bickersteth

{Lord Langdale). Ar. a cross flory sa. charged
with four mullets or, on a chief az. three roses of the third.
Crest
A dexter arm cinbowcd in armour ppr. garnished or,
about the elbow a wreath of oak vert, in the hand a roll of
paper ppr. Supporters Dexter, a female figure representing "Fortitude" vested gold, the zone and sandals gu.
mantle az. her anterior arm resting on a Tuscan column ppr.;
sinister, a female figure representing " Prudence " vested

—

—

az., zone, mantle,

mirror

)

ar.

Bickerstaffe (Kent and Lancashire). Sa. a cross
ar.
C)w(—The sun surmounted of a unicorn ramp.

eraieil na.

hawk»

dau. and
m. Robert
Harvey,

eagles vert, a cinquefoil ar.

Bickering-.

M.S. Hist. Cuaib.).

Bewley.

Elizabeth,

of that place,

Esq., 6th Inniskilling dragoons, cousin of

patoiice sa. (another, az.) five mullets or.

cr.iM-il sa.

Bewley.

—

Bibelles, or Bibles,

cinquefoils or.

Bewford.
Bewfort.

first,

—

— Major ab adversis.
Quarterly, indented ar. and az.

:

crosslet vert,

of the

Bewflce.

;

A lion ramp ar. semee of crosses
holding betw. the fore paws an escutcheon
charged with a griffin's head erased pean, for
Beynon; 2nd: A griffin's head erased pean, in the beak a
millrind, or, for Batley.
Beynon (Treweni, co. Pembroke). Or, a lion ramp. sa.
betw. eight roses gu. Crest
A lion ramp. sa. Mottoes
Nihil utile quod non honestum, and Heb Dduw heb ddim,
a Duw a digon.
Beysiss, or Bestis. Or, a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure sa. bezant^e.
Besynburg-h. Or, a canton, indented in the bottom gu.
Bezome. Lozengy (another, fusilly) ar. and sa.

—

Bewes

Bewes

Crests — 1st

Batley.

Ar. a lion ramp, gorged with a ducal coronet or, in
On a chapeau a pegasus with

Be'wes.

Motto

Or, on a cross sa. five bull's heads ar.
Or, a fesse betw. three chev. sa.
Or, a lion ramp. gu. collared ar.
(Suffolk).

Beynham, or Eynon

hand issuing from the wreath pruning a vine ppr.

BS'weliam.

—

cross patt^e gu. betw. two wings or.

Beyman.

coupcd and erect ppr.

Bewdley,

—

—

a chief indented, point en point, of

the second and first.
Bevis. Az. three esquires' helmets ppr. garnished
Cie.it

—A

See Vansittart.
annulets sa. three, two, and one (another,
with a bordure engr. gu.).
Bex'well. Ar. six ogresses, three, two, and one (another,
adds a bordure gu.).
Beyard. Erm. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. gu.
Crest
On a tower ar. windows and door sa. a lion ramp. gu.

— A griffin pass. or.

Gu. a

Crest

or.

Bexley, Baron.
Bezwell. Ar. six

Worth,

A griffin or. .V(/«o— Futurum
Cren
(,r_
Beville, Bevan, or Bevin (Cornwall).

combatant

(Collaton, co. Devon).
Erm. on a bend engr. az.
three fleurs-de-lis or.
Paly of six wavy ar. and sa. on a chief of the
second, three crescents of the first.
Cre^t
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a lion's paw holding a palm branch ppr.
Bewson. Ar. on a chev. betw. three goats' heads sa. as
many escallops of the field.
Bewyke. Gu. on a iiend ar. three boars' heads couped sa.
Bexhull, or Bexull. Or, a lion ramp. az. fretty ar.

griflBn pass. cu.

Bevill (Gwarnack, co. Cornwall; John Bevill,

displ. ar.

on a chev. sa. two lions
lion's head charged with two

Bewshin.

Crest— X grifQn

or.

—A

Gu. a bend vaire betw. three eagles

Be'wrye

Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced ar.
Sa. a carpenter's square or.

pass, or, collared sa.
Bevill. Krm. a bull pass. gu.

betw,

chev. sa. and ducally crowned or.

last.

Bevile.

ar.

Bewpre. Same as Beaopree.
Be'wris, or Bewrys.
Erm.

Crest— X dove

Bevile.

BIC
Gu. a bend vair cottised

(Cornwall).

six escallops of the second.

tlie last.

Bevile

as

Bewpell

Ar. a chev. betw. three chough*' heads (another,
biTikcd gu.
Or, a fesse az.

»!r;>spd sa.

Bewmarris.

80

and sandals

gu., in the exterior

entwined by a serpent,

all

ppr.

Motto

hand a

—Suum

euiquc.

Bickerton

(Bickcrton, co. Chester, 1330).

Ea. three plicons of the field.

Ar. on a chev.
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Bickerton
Ortst

(Essex, and Beby, co. LeicMter).

Same Arms.

— A martlet or.

Bickerton

(conflrmed to Thomas Bickbbtow, of Wicksford,
Warwick, grandson of Thomas Bickbkton, of Beby, co.
Same Arms.
Bickerton (Upwood, co. Huntingdon, bart., extinct, 1832).
Sa. on a chev. or, three pheons of the first; on a canton of
augmentation (granted to Rear- Admiral Sir Richard BickebTON, Bart.) gu. a mullet and increscent fesseways(in allusion
to the Ottoman order) within a bordure embattled or. Crat
A dexter arm in armour enibowed holding a dagger,
all ppr.
and as an augmentation, suspended from the
arm an escutcheon gu. charged with a mullet and increscent
CO.

Leicester, Her. Vis.).

—

;

;

Bidlake

(Bidlake, in Bridestowe, co. Devon, settled there in
1454 the co-heirs m. Herring and Hiebn). Gu. a fesse betw.
three pigeons ar. Crest
A cock holding in the beak a tre;

—

foil all

ppr.

Bidon. Gu.

or.

Bickerton

(that Ilk, and Lufness, Scotland).
beaked and membered sa.

displ. gu.

Ar. an eagle

(Dunsland, co. Devon the heiress Mabt, dau. of
Geobge Bickfobd, Esq. of Dunsland, m. the Rev. William
Holland Coham, of Coham and Upcott Avenel). Ar. a chev.

Bickford

;

engr. betw. three martlets sa.
Blckley (Bickleigh, co. Devon, and Sussex, Cambridge, Middlesex, and Norfolk Sir Fbancis Bicklet, of Attleborough,
in the last-named shire, was created a baronet in 1661). Ar.
a chev. embattled counter-embattled betw. three griflBns'
hind's
heads erased sa. each charged with a plate. Crest
;

—A

head ppr. collared ar.
Bickley (Chidham, CO. Sussex). Or, a chev. crenellee betw.
three grifiBns' heads erased sa.
Bickley. Ar. a chev. ener. betw. three martlets sa.
Bicknall, or Bicknell. Erm. on a chief gu. a cherub's
head. Crest An angel in a praying posture betw. two
branches of laurel in orle.
Bicknell (Spring Garden Terrace). Ar. two bars gu. over
Crest
A dragon's head vert
all a lion ramp, of the first.
collared couped at the neck.
BicknoU. Erm. two bars or, over all a lion ramp. az.
Crest
A dragon's head erased vert.

—

—

—

Bicknor. Ar. a chief az.
Bicknor. Ar. on a bend gu. six lions ramp. or.
Bicknor, Bickenor, or Bykenore. Ar. on a

chev.

—

ramp, of the first. Crest A pheon erm.
Bicksbery. Ar. a fcsse cottised sa.
Bickton (Cornwall). Az. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis in
az. three lions

chief

and as many annulets in base or.
Vair a chief erm.
Ar. a cross sa. in the first quarter an annulet of the

Bickworth.
Bidall.

second.

Biddeford, To'wm

of. There is no armorial ensign, but
the corporation seal represents a bridge consisting of one
large arch and two demi arches, thrown over a river; on
the river a single-masted vessel, one half of which appears
to have passed through the bridge, but with the mast and

round top on the other

side.

Bidden, Biddle, or Biddelle.
brackets

gorged

sa.

Ciest

Ar.

three

double

— A demi heraldic tiger ramp. gu. ducally

or.

Biddulph

(Biddulph, co. Stafford, confirmed with three
by the deputy of Flower, Norroy, 1583, to
Francis Biddulph, Esq. of Biddulph, third in descent from
BiCHABD Biddulph, and eighth from Roger Biddulph, temp.

quarterings

grandson of Henry Biddulph, of Biddulph, co.
Vert an eagle displ. ar. armed and
Stafford, Her. Vis.).
langued gu. Crest A wolf sejant reguard. ar. vulned on the
shoulder gu. Motto Subliniiora petamus.
Biddulph (Elmhurst; co Stafford, Westcombe, co. Kent, and
Birdinsbury, co. Warwick, hart., descended from Biddulph
of Biddulph. Same .^nn.? and Crfsf.
Biddulph (Ledbury and Burghill, co. Hereford). Arms,
Crest, and Motto, as Biddulph, of Biddulph.
Biddulph (Amroth Castle, co. Pembroke). Arms, &c., as

Edward

I.,

—

—

Biddulph

Park, co. Sussex).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert an eagle displ. ar., for

2nd and
or, for

3rd, az.

two bars

ar.

and

Biddulph;

in chief a leopard's face

Wright; quartering. Goring, Compton, and Camots.
A wolf salient ar. 2nd Out of a ducal coronet

Cixsts — 1st

:

:

:

(Chirk

Castle,

co.

Denbigh).

Quarterly,

1st

an eagle displ. ar. armed and langued g\i.
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend vert three wolves
for Biddulph
heads erased of the field, for Myddelton. Crests A wolf
Balient ar. charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped
vert, for Biddulph; out of a ducal coronet or, a bloody
Motto— In veritate triumpho.
hand, ppr., for Mtddelton.

and

4th, vert,

;

—

—

Bidwell, or Bydewell. Anns and

Bidwell

(Thetford,

Crest, as the laat.

and East Dereham,

co. Norfolk).

— A martlet sa,

same as the last. Crest
Big'herie. Gu. an eagle

displ. ar.

membered

ArvMt

or.

Bigbury

(Bigbury, co. Devon; the heiresses m. ChakpekAz. an eagle displ. or. Crest— A.
hand holding a leg in armour couped above the knee and
spurred ppr.

nowne and Dubnford).

Bigbury (Essex). Same Arms.
Bigewaxe.

Or, a fesse gu. betw. six lozenges az.
hart., created 1620, extinct).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three martlets sa. as many annulets or.
Crest
An arm embowed vested couped at the shoulder
holding a serpent ppr., the taO twisted round the arm.
Bigrg (Iping, CO Sussex, and Amwood, co. Hants). Erm. on
a fesse engr. betw. three martlets sa. as many annulets or.
Crest
An eagle's head couped ppr. ducally crowned or, betw.
two wings elevated ppr.
Bigg (The Moate, co. Kent). Ar. on a fesse eng^r. betw. three
martlets sa. three annulets or. Cre*t
A cockatrice's head
turretted or, wings erect az.
Bigg. Ar. a fesse az. betw. three martlets sa. Crest Out
of a mural coronet seven Lochaber axes ppr.
Bigg, or Bigge (Kedgemell and Stambourne, co. Essex,
and Benton, and Brinkley, co. Northumberland). Erm. on
a fesse engr. sa. three annulets betw. as many martlets
of the second.
Crest
A cockatrice's head couped beaked

Bi^g' (Lenchwick, co. Worcester;

—

—

—

—

—

or, wings displ. vert.
(Benendon, ce. Kent, and Haines Hill, co. Berks, and
Chilton Follyatt, co. Wilts). Per pale erm. and az. a lion pass.
guard, or, within a bordure engr. gu. charged with eight
Crest— A rhinoceros ppr.
fleurs-de-lis of the third.
Biggar (Woolmet, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a bend az. betw.
Crest
A peUcan's head couped ppr.
three mullets gu.
Motto Giving and forgiving.
(Edinburgh).
a
bend embattled az. betw. three
Biggar
Ar.
mullets gu. Same Crest and Motto.
Biggar (Reg. in Ulster's Office). Ar. a bend ragulee az.
A demi pelican sa. vulning
betw. three mullets gu. Crest

and crowned

Bigg

—

—

—

herself ppr.

Bigg (Linden). See Bigg, of the Moate.
Bigges (Stragglethorp, co. Lincoln). Gu. a
three talbots pass. ar. each having in the

fesse

erm. betw.

mouth a

bird-bolt

or.

of Stockton, co. Wilts, High
Sheriff of that shire in 1812, son and heir of Henby Biggs,
Per pale erm. and ar. a lion
Esq., of Little Langford).

Biggs (Habbt

Biggs, Esq.,

pass, within a bordure engr. gu. the latter
A leopard's face ppr.
Crest
fleur-de-lis or.

—

charged with a

Biggs

Per pale erm. and ar. a lion pass. gu.
(London).
or, within a bordure engr. of the third charged
Crest
A leopard's
with eight fleurs-de-lis of the fourth.
face gu. Another Crest— A lamb couchant ar.
Biggs (Worcestershire). Ar. on a fesse betw. three ravens
sa. as many annulets of the field.
Biggs. Ar. on a fesse betw. three martlets sa. as many

—

annulets or.

a dragon's head ppr.

Biddulph

a quarter erm. charged with a lion ramp. az.
Crest
A lion ramp. betw. two wings.
Bidon (Lavendon Castle, co. Bucks). Chequy ar. and gu. on
a fesse az. three round buckles or.
Bidwell (Devonshire). Per saltire or and gu. four roundle«,
each charged with a martlet all counterchanged. Crest
A hand in fesse couped holding a curHng stone.

crowned

of Biddulph.

Biddtllph (Wbight-Biddulph, Burton

or,

B la

Cbables Bidoood, Esq., of Bockbeare, d. in 1813; hit
sister, Dobotht, m. John Rose Dbewe, Esq., of Grange). Ar.
on a chief engr. az. a tortoise or. 0-«t— A dexter hand erect
in armour or, holding an adder ppr.
Bidg-ood (Henbt Fisheb Bidgood, formerly Stone, of Bockbeare Court, CO. Devon, Esq., by royal sign manual, 5 Nov.
1822, assumed the surname and arms of Bidgood). The same
Arms as Bidgood of Exeter, with a canton erm. for distinction
and the same Crest, charged with a cross crosslet gu.
heir,

—

Bide. Or, on a pale cngr. az. three anchors of the first.
Bideford. Barry wavy of six az. and ar. a chief or.
Biderood (Exeter, co. Devon, granted 1690; the last male
81

Biggs (York

and Rotherham).

Erm. on a

fess engr.

betw.

three martlets sa. as many annulets or.
Purp. a chev. couched sinister or.
Blghton (Derbyshire). Ar. on a bend gu. betw. two stags'
heads cabossed sa. a greyhound courant of the field.
Bigland (Bigland Hall, co. Lancaster). Az. two ears of

Bightine.

big-wheat or.
his forepaw

Above the
la vis.

Crest

—A

lion pass, reguard. gu. holding in
Mottoes
arras.

an ear of big-wheat as in the

—

crest: Gratitude; below the shield: Spes labor

A

A

BigTiell (Sali«bur7 and London). Erm. alien ramp. gu. on
or, betw.
chief at an ear of big-wheat couped and bladed
a
two estoUes
endorsed

Owt— A

wivern gu. wings elevated and
resting the dexter foot on an anchor of the

ar.

or,

Henry V. John Deake, of Exmouth). Ar. on a chief gn. three
cinquefoils of the field.
Crest
A hand and arm couped
at the elbow, in armour ppr. in the gauntlet a baton or.
Billet (Norfolk). Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a greyhound pass.

—

sa. (another, purp.).

last.

Birod

(Earl ef Norfolk, created 1135

;

Or,

extinct 1305).

a

cross gn.

(Phiup Biooe, Esq., of Newtown, King's co. temp.
Az. on a chey. betw. two
II., Fun. Ent. Ire.).
muUete in chief and a ferret pass, in base ar. a mullet betw.

Bi^oe

Charles

two ferrets pass. gu.
Big'Ot. Or, a cross sarcelly gu. Cres:— A martlet sa.
Big'Ot. Per pale vert and or, a cross moline sa. (another,
gtL).

Bigrott. Or, a cross gu. (another, adds a label of

five points

az.)

ramp. or.
(Stowmarket, co. Suffolk and Amovale, co. Notts).
Az. an eagle displ. or, armed gu. Crest— Kn eagle as in the
arms. Motto Ad astra Nitamur semper ad optima.
Big-waies. Vair a chief gu.
Big'ware. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three lozenges az. (another,

Big'Ott.

"Vert a lion

Bi^by

—

;

six).

Big%70d.

Ar. on a chief sa. two crescents or.
a-chief gu. three (another, two) crescents

Big'^^ood. Ar. on
of the

field.

Crut—K hand

erect issuing from

a

cloud,

and

holding a club in bend sinister.
Bilbie (Kottinghamshire). Sa. a saltire or.
Bildyne (Suffolk). Per fesse indented gu. and vert three

ducks

Bilech

Abbey (Essex).

Bilerheit.

Billet

Az. fifteen bezants,

(Ireland).

Ar. six fleurs-de-lis az. three, two,

Gu. a boy's face couped below the shoulders

betw. two demi pillars ar.
Ar. a chev. betw. three
(Bylesby, co. Lincoln).
demi lozenges couped per pale sa. Crest A lion's head
erased ar.
Blleston. Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets of the field.
Bilk (Coperham, co. Kent). Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards'

Bilesby

—

faces ar.

Bilkston.

Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets of the field.
Ar. a stork ppr. holding in the dexter foot an ancient
Crest
A stork's head erased
battle-axe, handle gu. top az.

Bill.

—

five, four,

three, two,

and one.
Billing: (RiUinge,

co. Lancaster).
Ar. a cross (another,
voided) betw. four crosses crosslet fitchfe gu. Crest
An
arm couped at the shoulder, resting the elbow on the
wreath, and holding a spear in pale.
Billing: (Dedington, co. Oxford, Visit. Oxon). Ar. a cross
voided betw. twelve crosses crosslet fltch^e gu. Crut, as
the last.
BiUing". Gu. a chev. betw. three goats, ar.

—

Billing:, or Billing:e. Or, on a bend sa. three bucks'
heads erased of the first. Crest A buck pass. ppr.
Billing'don. Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. a fleur-de-lis or.
Billing:don, or Billing:ton. Ar. on a saltire engr. sa.

—

(another, az.) five fleurs-de-lis or.

Billing'er.
Billing:er.

Billettee counter billettee gu.

and

ar.

Az. a rose in base or.
Billin^ord (Norfolk and Suffolk). Sa. two wood billa,
indorsed, in saltire ar.
Billingrham. Az. three ducal crowns or, insides sa.
Billing:ham. Ar. on a saltire engr. az. five fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A lion ramp, double queued or.

—

Billin^ham, or Byrlang:liain.

Ar. on a cross engr.

gu. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Billingrhurst (Newport,

ar.

and one.

Wight).

Az. three eagles
betw. nine crosses crosslet fitch^e ar. Crest An
eagle displ. or, holding in the beak a cross crosslet fltchte
Isle of

—

displ. or,

ar.

Billing:liurst (Surrey).

"Vert on a fesse ar. betw. two
woodbills saltireways in chief and another erect in base of
the last, a human heart betw. two roses gu. barbed ppr.
seeded or. Crest
Issuing from a human heart a branch
of roses ppr.
Billingrs (Bedfordshire). Gu. a cross betw. four crosses
crosslet fitch^e ar.
Crest An arm embowed vested holding

—

—

a covered cup.

Billingrsley (London). Gu. a fleur-de-lis or, a canton of the
second. Crest
On a mount vert a leopard couchant or,

—

spotted sa.

ppr.

Bill.
Erm. two woodbills sa. with long handles ppr. in
saltire, on a chief az. a pale or, charged with a rose gu. betw.
two pelicans' heads erased at the neck ar.
Bill (Saltaah, co. Cornwall). Az. three grifans' heads erased

Billing:sley

Ar. a cross sa. voided of the field,
betw. four lions ramp, of the second.

(Shropshire).

five estoiles in cross

—

Crest
As the last.
Billing:sley (Customer

for the Queen's Custom for
"Visit. London, 1568).
Same Arm*.
Billingrsley (Edward Billinoslet, son of Francis Bil-

Strangers.

ar.

Bill (WiLUAM Bill, D.D., Dean of Westminster, and almoner
his niece, the heiress of his elder
to Queen Elizabeth
brother, Thomas Bill, of Ashwell, co. Hertford, m. James
Hatsock, of Greywell). Or, a fret sa. within a bordure
:

engr. az. on a canton ar. five martlets in saltire of the second.
Bill, Esq.). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
erm. two battle-axes saltireways ppr. on a chief az. betw.
two pelicans' beads erased ar. valuing themselves, a pale of
the same charged with a rose gu., for Bill; 2nd and 3rd,

Bill (Cbarles HoasFALL

gu. a bezant betw. three horses' beads erased ar. reined az.,
for

BIN
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UoasFALL.

Crett

—A

pelican's

head erased

ar.

vulning

itself.

Bill (Farley
ppr.

Hall, co. Stafford).

on a chief

az. a pallet or,

two pelicans' heads

Erm. two bill hooks in saltier
charged with a rose gu. betw.

—

era-sed ar.

Crest

^A

pelican's

bead

erased ar. Motto— Omnt solnm patria.
(Billam and Wales, co. York). Gu. three bows ppr.
Crest— K dexter arm grasping an arrow ppr.
Motto
Arincourt.
Billcliffe {Turganby, co. Kent).
Az. a bend nebuMe or,
betw. six fleurs-de-hs ar. Crest A naked arm ppr. couped
nt the elbow and erect holding a battle-axe also ppr.
Billedge. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three holly leaves vert.
Bllleznore. Ar. a bend gu. a bordure engr. az.
Billerberg'. Ar. three stone billets carved gu.
Sillers (Lord Mayor of London, 1734). Per pale gu. and sa.
a lion ramp. ar. crowned or. Crttt
A snail in its shell ppr.
Billesby. Ar. a chev. betw. three stone bills sa.
Billesdon (Lord Mayor of London, 1483). Az. a bend
cottincd or, in the sinister chief an eagle's bead erased of
thi- Mctond.
Billesley. Ar. a bull pass. gu.
Billeston. Az. two brndletg or, in the sinister chief a
griflHn'g hca/l erased of the second.
Billesworth (Herefordshire). Ar. three eagles displ. az.
Billesworth.
Az. three eagles di.spl. or.
Crest
Miuirrcl sejant cracking a nut ppr. collared or.
Billet (Ashe, CO. Dcvoo. The elder dau. and co-heir m. temv.

Billaza

—

—

—

—

82

LtNosLET, Esq., of Astley Abbotts, co. Salop, temp. Charles
Gu. on a cross betw. four lions ramp.
II., Fun. Ent. Ire.).
ar. a cross of the field charged with five mullets of the
second.
Billingrton (confirmed 1696 to Sir William Billinoton,
Lord Mayor of Dublin). Quarterly, az. and gu. on a saltire
engr. or, five fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest Out of a mural crown
sa. a sun in splendour or.
Bilney (Norfolk). Ar. an eagle displ. vert. Crut
demi griffin ar. holding betw. the paws a buckle sa.
Bilsdon (London). Az. a bend voided or.
Bilsdon. Az. four bendlets or. Crest—A ram's head

—

—

couped

or.

Bilson

(Hampshire). Gu. a double rose, the inside gu. the
other ar. and a pomegranate or, seeded ppr. both stalked
and leaved vert, and conjoined in pale. Crest—A buglehom
or, stringed ar.

and

tasselled gold.

Bilson
Bilton

(Hampshire). Ar. a pomegranate slipped ppr.
(Sussex). Ar. on a chev. az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Bilton. Paly of four or and gu. a bend sa.
Bincester. Gu. a chief crenellde ar.
Binckes, Bincks, or Binks. Or, a crescent az. within
an orlc of eight martlets gu. Crest A column winged gu.
Binde. Ar. two bars sa. on each three martlets or.
Binder. Az. the head of an avosetta ppr.
Bindlosse (Berwick, co. Lancaster and Westmoreland ; the
dau. and heiress of Sir Uudert Bindlosse, of Berwick Hall,
Bart., 7)1. Wm. Standisb, Ksq., of Standish). Quarterly, per
fesse indented or and gu. on a bend az. a cinquefoil betw.
two martlets of the first. Crest A demi horse ar. ducally
gorged az.
Bindlosse. Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and or, on a
bend of the second a cinquefoil betw. two ducks az. Crest
A demi horse ar. ducally gorged az. Supporters Dexter,
sinister, an eagle.
Motto
Per.
a griffin
Bindon (Ireland). Paly of eight or and gu. CVe<(— On a
mount vert, a bull pass, ar

—

—

—

;

—

—

A
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Bindon (Cloony,

Ar. three roses sa. Crtst— On
a mount vert a bull pass. ar. Motto Stet non tiineat.
Binet (Jersey). Gu. on a chief or, three crosses crosslet
fltchee az.
A woman couped at the knees habited
Crtst
mediaevally betw. the attires of a stag all ppr. Motto
Je le
co. Clare).

—

—

—

Quarterly, sa. and or, in the dexter chief
Crest— A. demi
quarter a lion ramp, guard, of the last.
pegasus reguard. winged or, holding in pale a flag gu.
Bing-e. Quarterly, sa. and or, four lions ramp, counter(Kent).

changed.

Bing'er (Hougham,

Or, a cross vert surmounted

co. Kent).

by a bendlet gu.
Bing'e'ware. Or, a

form^e fitch^e ar.
Ar. a fesse chequy or and

—

—

Btngrham.

(Earl of Lucan).

eix crosses pattee or.
rising wings

Crest

Az. a bend cottised betw.
a mount vert a falcon

— On

expanded ppr. armed membered and belled
Two wolves az. plain collared and chained

—

Supporters
Motto Spes

— mea Christus.
Bingrliam (Bingham Castle,

his wife, heiress

Esq., co. Fermanagh).

of

Quarterly,

abend plain cottised betw. six crosses patt^
Bingham; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fess erm. betw. three

—

dolphins naiant ar., for Blennerbasset. Crest On a mound
vert an eagle rising ppr.
Bingrham (Hertfordshire). Vert a cross moline or.
(Kent. Visit. CO. Notts. 1614). Or, on a fesse
gu. three water bougets ar.
Bingrham. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three water bougets sa.
Bingrham (Nottinghamshire). Or, on a fesse gu. three
water bougets erm.
Bing'ham (Nottinghamshire). Or, on a fesse betw. three
mullets gu. as many water bougets ar.
Bing'ham (Bingham, Car Colston, and Watnall Chaworth,
CO. Nottingham). Or, on a fesse gu. three water bougets ar.

Bingham

Per pale ar. and sa. a lion ramp, or,
(another, the lion crowned or).

armed gu.

Bingham, or Bengham.

Az. a fesse dancettee ar.
Bingler or Bingley (Sir John Bingleb, Knt., a Privy
Councillor in Ireland, d. 15 April, 1638, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Ar.
two bars sa. on a canton of the last a pheon of the first.
Bingley (Flintshire and Middlesex, 1605). Ar. two bars sa.
on a canton of the second a pheon of the first. Crest
pheon ar. betw. two wings or, behind the pheon and winga
a pellet. Another Crest On an escutcheon sa. a pheon ar.
betw. two wings of the last.
Bingley (Blyth, Nottinghamshire, Visit. 1614). Ar. two
bars sa. on a canton of the second a pheon of the first,
charged with an annulet gu.
Crest
On a pellet a cross
torm6e ar. charged with an annulet gu. betw. two wings

—

—

—

or.

Bingley (Yorkshire).

Ar. three trefoils in bend sa. betw.
two cottises gu. Ci-est A bear's head erased ar. muzzled
and collared gu. studded and ringed or.

—

Bingware.

Or, a fesse gu. betw. six lozenges az.
(of that Ilk, Scotland).
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. a
mullet of the first.
Binning (Easter Binning. One of this family is said to
have, temp. David II., gone in a waggon, covered with hay,
and surprised and taken from the English the castle of
LinUthgow). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. a waggon of the field.
Binning (Carlourehaugh, Scotland, 1672). Ar. on a bend
engr. sa. a waggon of the field. Crest— A horse's head furnished for a waggon ppr. ifotto— Virtute doloque.
Bi nnin g (Wallifoord, Scotland). Ar. on a bend engr. sa, a
waggon or, within a bordure of the second. Crest A demi
horse furnished for a waggon ppr.
Motto Christo duee

B inn ing

—

—

feliciter.

Binns.

Or, a blackamoor's head couped sa.
C)-est
mortar mounted ppr.
Bipont. Gu. ten annulets or, four, three, two, and one.
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—

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crett
entwined by a serpent ppr.
co. Lancaster).
Ar. a chev. betw. three

A fleuiyde-Iis
Birch (Birch,
mullets

ar.

."sa.

and Wrotham, co. Norfolk).
Az. three
and a canton ar.
Crest— A. fleur-de-lis ar.
entwined by a serpent ppr. 3fo»o— Prudentia simpllcitate.
Birch (Openshaw and Ardwick, co. Lancaster, 1664). As
Birch of Birch, with a canton or.
Birch (granted to William Jarvis Birch, Esq., of Croydon,
CO. Surrey).
Or, on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. as
many crosses clechees of the field, a chief gu. thereon two
staves of .Slsculapiis in saltire or, entwined by a serpent ppr.
Crest— An eagle rising az. holding in the dexter claw a
banner flowing to the dexter gu., thereon three crosses
clechees two, and one, as in the arms, staff, point, and tassels
(Staffordshire,

gold.

Birch

Gu. on a chev.

(Birch Hall).

crenellee or, three birch
courant sa. collared or.

4th, az

Bingham.

and London,

Visit. Lancaster, 1664).

or.

—

Henry Blennebbasset,
or, for

(Birch, Lancashire, also of Lincolnshire

beads erased of the

co.

Charles Bingham and Mary Anne
and

Birch

or.

Mayo). As Luean.
Bingham (Lord Clanmorris). Az. a bend cottised betw.
six crosses patt& or, quartering Tdrberville and Shaen.
Crest
A rock thereon an eagle rising all ppr. Supporters
Two lions ppr. Motto Spes mea Christus.
Binham (registered 1708 to Henrt Bingham, Esq., son of

—

betw. three lions*

sa.

hearts erased gu.

fleurs-de-lis

4th, per b'end ar. and sa. four lozenges in bend betw. six
counterchanged, for Potenger. Crest On
a rock ppr. an eagle rising or. Motto Spes mea Christus.
Bingrliain (The Vines, Eochester, co. Kent). Arms, &c.,
same as Binghau, of Binghams-Melcombe.
fleurs-de-lie, all

1st

Ar. a rose and thiatle
slipped conjoined in pale both ppr.
Ar. three hedgehogs sa.
Biraston. Az. a fesse dancett^ erm. betw. six crosslets

Biram.

Birch

fesse gu. betw. four lozenges az.

Bing'liaxzi (Binghams-Melcombe, co. Dorset, a family of
Saxon origin, originally of Sutton Bingham, co. Somerset).
Quarterly, 1st, az. a bend cottised betw. six crosses pattee or,
for Bingham; 2nd, erm. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or, for
TuRBEBviLL; 3rd, az. three arrows erect or, for Chaldecott;

—

BIB

(Billinge, co. Lancaster).

Birbeck.

rueil.

Bins'

Bipsham

—

Birch

(Gamstone,

last as

many

ar. betw. three griffins'
lozenges az. on a chief

branches vert.

Crest— A hare

Hereford, descended from Birch of

co.

Birch Hall;. Same Arms.
(The Hasles, co. Lancaster, bart.V Az. three fleursde-lis ar. on a chief of the last three mullets sa.
Crest
A mount vert thereon a hare sa. collared ar. Motto—

Birch

—

Libertas.

Birch

(granted to George Bikcb, of Kilkenny, Alderman,
Az. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads ar.
lozenges of the first. Crest A griffin's head erased
holding in the mouth a birch branch ppr. and charged on
the shoulder with a lozenge sa.
Birchensha'w. Ar. a pegasus gu.
Birchenshaw, or Birkenshaw (Lancashire). Ar. a
fesse cottised gu. in chief three mullets of the last.
Birches. Or, three birch twigs sa.
Birchet (Eye, co. Sussex). Sa. a fesse dancettee betw. three
eagles displ. or. Crest A tiger sejant vert ducally gorged

Aug.
as

12, 1691).

—

many

—

and maned or.
Birchall (Bowden

Ar. on a chev.
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. as many fleurs-de-lis
of the field. Crest
A lion ramp. az. supporting a tree vert.
Hall, co. Gloucester).

—

Motto

— Quaere verum.

Birchill

(Birchill, co. Chester).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three
crosses crosslet fitchee sa. as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Crest

—A

lion

ramp.

az. supporting

a tree vert.

Birchills, or Birchells. Same Arms.
Birckicht. Ar. on a mount a tree vert.

Bircut

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoOs

(Scotland).

ar.

Bird, anciently

Byrde

(Broxton, co. Chester, anciently
of Charlton in Malpas). Ar. a cross flory betw. four martlets
gu. a canton az. (Ancient, 44 Edward III., Az. a bend ar.
cottised erm. betw. six martlets or.)
Crest
A martlet gu.

—

Bird

(Drybridge, co. Hereford, descended from the Byrdes of
Broxton, co. Chester).
Same Arms, on the canton a
mullet of flve points or, a crescent for diff. Same Crett.
Motto Cruce spes mea.
Bird (David Burd, son of David Bird, "Ye Old," ap Evaw,

—

AP Llewellyn, ap Kenerick, ap Ehiallon, "A Noble man,
of whom divers gentlemen in Maelors are descended.") Erm.
lion ramp. sa.
Bird (William Bird, Hackney, co. Middlesex, and London,
merchant, son of Eicbabd Bird, Alderman and Mayor of
Chester, and grandson of Thomas Bird. Aldermsin and J.P.
of the same city. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Ar. a cross flory
betw. four martlets gu. on a canton az. a crescent. Crett

a

—

A

martlet rising gu.
Bird (Denston, co. Suffolk). Ar. across formee flory betw.
four martlets gu. a canton vert. Crest In a crown ar. a

—

greyhound's head couped or.
Bird (Bread-street, London, and Coventry, co. Warwick).
Ar. across moline vert betw. foUr martlets gu. a chief dovetailed ax.
Crest
A greyhound's head vert erased gu.
gorged with a dovetailed collar or.
Bird (Derbyshire). Gu. a chev. embattled ar. Crest On a
mount vert a stump of a tree couped and erased, thereon a

—

—

falcon volant

Bird

all

ppr.

(Westminster, descended from Shropsbire; grantodlC
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lion pass, guard, and ducally
September, 1723).
crowned or, l)etw. three turtle doves rousant ar. each hold-

Az. a

Crest— A ringdove

ing in the beak a trefoU sUpped gold.
ppr. resting the right foot oa a rose or.
Vert, three tucks' heads ppr.

field.

Bird.

Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the first quarter
On a dolphin ppr.
eagle diapl. of the second. CreU

Bird

(1606).

—

eagle or, wings expanded.
(Penrith, whose ancestry

Bird

Visit.

Cumberland, 1615.

Brougham

Hall,

an
an

traceable to the year 1295,
family possessed for a time

is

The

Ar.

since regained by the Bbodghams).

on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three

lions

ramp

sa. as

many

fleurs-de-lis or.

(Cotterelston, co. Dublin, Visit. Dublin, 1607). Ar. on a
cross flory betw. four martlets gu. a mullet or, on a canton
az. a cinquefoil of the third.

Bird

(Yowley, co. Chester and London, customer outward
London, 1568). Per pale or and ar. an
eagle displ. sa. Creit—A griffin's head erased, bendy of six

Birde

to the Queen, Visit.
sa.

and

ar.

Birdmanston.
and one,

Ar. seven mascles conjoined, three, three,

sa.

(Fun. Ent. Ire., 1603). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Ar. three bears' heads couped betw. six
crosses crosslet fitchee cu.
Birkbeck (Cumberland). Ar. a fesse counter-compony or
and az. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
Birkbeck (Rev. Wiluam John Bibkbeck, of Settle, co.
York). Ar. a fesse chequy or and sa. betw. three lions'
beads erased gu. Ci-est A bow erect entwined with a branch

Blrford

Birhomston.

—

of birch

all

ppr.

(Westmoreland). Ar. a fesse chequy or and sa.
betw. two lions' heads erased in chief, and in base a boar's
head erased gu. Crest— A. nut branch, vert, fructed, or.
Birkby, or Buckby. Or, three garbs sa. Crest— On a

Birkbeke

chapeau gu. turned up erm. a garb

Birkehover

(Lancashire).

engr. of the last.
Birken (Yorkshire).

or,

banded

ar.

Sa. three garbs or,

a bordure

Ar. a fesse az. and a label of three

points gu.

Birkenbead Priory
in the first quarter
last

head

(Cheshire).

a lion pass,

Quarterly, gu. and or,
pale a crozier of the

ar., in

a bordure

Sa. three garbs or,
goat saliant ar. attired or, resting

(Backford, co. Chester).

ar.

Crest— A

on a garb.
Gu. three ducal crowns or, on a chief of the
Out of a ducal
Crest
last as many bay leaves vert.
coronet or, an arm embowed ppr. holding three arrows
its fore foot

Birkenhead.

—

gold.

Birkenhead, or Birket.

Vert a bordure ar. pellett^e,
surmounted of another engr. gu.
Birkes. Sa. three garbs or, on a chief ar. as many bezants.
Crest— An ear of wheat and palm branch in saltire ppr.
Birket (Birket House, co. Chester). Sa. three garbs or, a
bordure ar. pellett^e. Crest A ram's head erased ar.

—

Birket.

garbs or, within a bordure (another,
Ci-e$t—Oa a hand couped at the wrist an eagle

Sa. three

engr.) ar.

Birksm.

Ar. on a cross purp. (another, gu.) five

fleurs-de-lis or.

Birmingham

(Norfolk).

three escallops or.

Crest

Ar. on a bend gu. cottised sa.

—Two

Az. three cypress sprigs or.
Ar. a fesse gu. In chief a label of

lions'

paws

in saltire sa.

Birmingrham.

Az. a bend fusilly or.
Per pale indented ar. and az. two spear
heads counterchanged.
Birmingham. Az. a bend lozengy or.
Birn, or Srin (Ireland). Ar. guttle de sang, a lion pass.
guard, gu. Crest
A dexter hand couped gu.
Birnard. Ar. on a bend az. three escallops of the first.
Birnell (Oxfordshire). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. (another, az.)

Birming-ham..

—

guttee d'or.
(Lincolnshire).

Birnell

Ar. a lion ramp. az.
Bibne, of Kiltenay, co. Wicklow,

Birne (Muragh

whose
Dorothy, was wife first of Tdelaob MacTeaooii,
secondly of James Walsh, of Balaunely, co. Dublin, and d.
dau.,

7th September, 1623, Fun. Ent.
dexter hands apaum^e sa.

Ire).

Ar. a fesse betw. three

Birnie

(Broomhill, Scotland). Gu. a fesse ar. betw. a bow
and arrow in full draught in chief and three men's legs
couped at the thighs in fesse paleways of the second in base.
Crest
A lion's head erased ppr. J/otto—Sapere aude

—

incipe.

Birnie

(Saline, Scotland ; Sir Andbew Bibnie, of Saline, one
of the senators of the College of Justice). As Broomhill,

with the addition on the fesse of a lion's head erased sa.
Crest
A dexter hand ppr. holding an anchor erected or,
environed with clouds ppr. Jl/o£(o—Arcus artes astra.
Birningham. Az. a bend engr. ar.
Birom. (Lancashire). Ar. a chev. betw. three urchins sa.
Crest
An urchin as the arms.
Birom (Hulland and Ashburne-green). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three urchins sa. three plates.
Biron. Gu. three bends ar. (another adds a label az.).
Biron (Colwick, co. Notts, Visit. 1614). Ar. a bendlet,

—

—

enhanced gu.
(Fun. Ent.

Ire., 1679).

Same Arms.

Birrel, or Birrell.
a chief

ei-m.

a scimetar

Ar. three torteaux a bordure vert and
Crest— An arm in armour embowed wielding

all ppr.

Birsin, or Basin.

Birsty

Sa. three floats in pale ar.

(Birchenstey, co. Sussex, and Hever, co. Kent).

Gu.

a fesse embattled erm. betw. three dexter gauntlets or.
Birt (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1616). Ar. a fess sa.
Birt. Az. a birt fish ppr.
Birt. Ar. two chev. paly of six or and az. (another, az. and
or).

Birte

(Devonshire). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three buglehorns stringed sa. three crosses crosslet fitchee of the first.
Crest
A dexter arm fesseways embowed issuing out of a
cloud in the sinister and holding a garland of laurel all

—

ppr.

Birtles, or Birchells.

rining ppr.

Birkin.

Birliugrham.

Biron

turned to the sinister.

Birkenhead

BIS

and dharged at the shoulder with a millrind, alio ar
Motto—Omni liber metu.
Birley. Ar. a fesse engr. betw. three trefoils sUpped gu.
Birling'hani. Or, on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the
teazle

Gu.

three

parrots

reguard.

wings disclosed ar.
five points of

the

second.

Birtles

Ar. on a chev. fcetw. three
many fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest
side of a tree vert.
the
sinister
on
Paly of six or and gu. a bend sa. gutte d'eau.
or Brinton. Sa. a chev. betw. three martlets

(Birtles, co. Chester).

crosses crosslet az. as

Birlangham.

—A

—

Birton.
Birton,

Or, a fesse gu. betw. three torteaux.
Birle (Ksscx, 1578). Ar. three torteaux and a chief erm.
Crest
An arm couped at the shoulder fesseways, habited ar.
cuff sa. holding in the hand ppr. a cross formic fitchee or,
the
arm
three torteaux.
on
Birley (Kirkham and Staind, co. Lancaster). Vert three
boars' heads couped ar. armed or.
Cre.<t
A dcmi boar ppr.
armed, hoofed, and bristled or, and gorged with a chain of
the last, Rupporting a thistle ppr.
Birley (Ilalliwell Hall, co. Lancaster). Sa. on a fesse
engr. betw. three boars' heads, couped ar. a niasclc betw.
two cro.ises crosslet of the field.
A dcmi boar
Crest
ramp. sa. collared and chained or, and charged on the neck
with a fur de molinc ar. holding in his paws a thistle ppr.
leaved and stalked vert.
Birley (IIdch Birlet, Esq., M.P. for Manchester). Sa. on
a fesse engr. betw. three boars' heads couped ar. a
masclo betw. two crosslcts of the field.
Cnst A demi boar
ramp. sa. collared ar. chain reflected over liack or,
•npporting a branch of wild teazle ppr., charged on tlie
shoulder with a millrind ar. ;1/o/(o— Omni lilier inetu.

—

—

—

Birley

(Mo.ss I,pc, co. I'al. Lanea.ster).
Sa. on a fess. engr.
betw. three boars' heads couped ar. a mascle betw. two cross
crofislcts of the field.
Oes/— A deini lioar sa. collared ar.
coain rcflcxed overthe back or, supporting a branch uf wild

8i

lion

ramp.

az.

or.

Birtwesill

(Huncothall, co. Lancaster, 1567 and 16G4). Sa.
ar.
Crest
A dolphin
(or turbot) ppr.
Bischoff (Leeds and London, originally of Basle, Switzerland,
as granted by the Emperor Rudolph at Prague to Eusebius
Bischoff, of Basle).
Ar. on a pile sa. a crozier erect or.
Cre^t
A crozier erect or, betw. two wings of an imperial
eagle, the dexter ar. the .sinister sa.

a chev. erm. betw. three wcasils

—

—

Biscoe

(exenipliilcd to

William Eable Tyndale,

E.sq.,

of

Holton Park, co. Oxford, upon his assuming the name of
Biscoe, in lieu of that of Tyndale, 6lh July, 1866).
1st and
4th, paly of .six or and vert three greyhounds current in pale

erm. each gorged with a collar gold, for Biscoe; '2nd and
3rd: Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three garbs .sa. a martlet or, for
Tyndale. Crest On a mount vert in front of an oak tree
a greyhound current ppr. collared or, seizing a hare, also
Mnitn Conlldo non confunda.
ppr.
Biscoe (Kingillie, co. Inverness). Ar. three greyhounds
courant in pale sa. Crest
A greyhound courant sa. seizing
.1 hare or.
Bisenham (Kent). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. pierced lozengy

—

—

—

K
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BIS

of the field betw. four bears' head* erased of the second

muzzled

or.

Bisett.

Gu. on a bend

Bish.

ar. three escallops sa.

Or, a chev. betw. three roses gu.

Per saltire or and az. in chief, and in base a rose ga.
leaved and stalked vert in fesse two fieurs-de-lis gold. Crest
An eagle preying on a partridge all ppr.
Bisse (Ireland granted 25 May, 1637). Sa. three escallops
in pale ar. a canton erm. and a crescent for diff. or. Crest
On a mount vert two snakes or, interlaced respecting each

—

—

;

Bish

^Stapleton Bish. Founder of Exeter College, Oxford).
wavy gu. within a bordure sa. entoyre of
keys endorsed and united in the rings or.
Bish (Thomas Bish, Esq., M.P. for Leominster, 1833). Erm.
two bars, each charged with two crosses pattee or, within a
bordure engr. sa. charged with roses and escallops alternately
ar. on a canton of the last six bees volant ppr.
Bishbery, or Bistoury. Ar. a bar betw. two gemels sa.
Bishe (Edward Bishe, Esq., of Burstow, co. Surrey, and
Erm. on a chief emLincoln's Inn, Camden's Grants).
battled gu. three leopard's faces ar., quartering. Per saltier
or and az. two roses in pale gu. and as many fleurs-de-lis in
fess of the first.
Crest
On a mural crown or, a sword
erect ar. pommel and hilt of the first, the blade impaling a
Ar. two bendlets

—

other.

Bisse (Thomas Cbaloneb

Bisse Cballoner, Esq., of Portnall
Park, CO. Surrey, son and heir of the late Hev. Thomas
Bisse, by Katharine Townsend, his wife d. s. p. 1872,
having bequeathed Portnall Park to his brother-in-law,
Bev. Henbt Jerome Adgdstine Fane De Salis). Same
ArviA as the preceding, quarterly with Cballoneb. Crests

—

First,

Cballoneb second,
;

Bisselby

Vaire ar. and gu. on a canton or, a buck's head

Bisse, as preceding.

Gu. a chev.

(Berkshire).

ar. betw. three crosses

or.

Bissell. Gu. on a bend ar. three escallops sa. Crest—
demi eagle with wings displ. sa. charged on the neck with
an escallop

leopard's face gu.

Bisher.

BIS

Biss.

shell or.

Bisset
Bisset

Bishop, OxhiU, co. Warwick, grandson of
same place, and son of John Bishop,
of Brayles, Har. MSS.). Ar. on a bend gu. cottised sa. three
bezants.
Bishop (Dorsetshire and Somersetshire). Ar. on a bend
cottised gu. three bezants.
CieH An eagle's head erased
party per fesse or and gu. beaked of the last.

(That Ilk and Beaufort, Scotland). Az. a bend ar.
(Lessendrum, co. Aberdeen). Originally az. on a bend
ar. three muUets gu.
afterwards, az. a bend ar.
Bisset (Fenwick-Bisset, of Lessendrum, 1870). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, az. a bend ar. ; 2nd and 3rd, per fess gu. and ar.
six martlets counterchanged, for Fenwick.
Cruts ^The
trunk of an oak tree sprouting afresh ppr., for Bisset; A
phoenix in fiames gorged with a mural crown ppr., for
FtNWicK. Jl/o«oej— Abscissa virescit, for Bisset: Perit ut

Bishop
Bishop

Bisset (Thomas, of Glenalbert, commissary of Dunkeld,

cabossed

sa.

Bishop (Anthont
Geobge Bishop

of the

—

Same

(Norfolk).

(Evesham,

co.

Ai-ms.
Worcester).

cottised sa. three bezants.

a

griffin's

Bishop

head

sa.

beaked

Crest

gn.

Gu. three lozenges

ar.

each

sa.

Bishop

(Devonshire. Visit. 1562). Gu. three lozenges ar.
each charged with an eagle displ. of the field.

Bishop
Bishop.
Bishop.

(Chalcombe, Dorset). Same Arms.
See Btshoppe.
Ar. on a b^nd gu. betw. two demi lions ramp.

sa.

temp. Eich.

Ar. a fesse cottised

II.).

sa.

Bishoppe

(Bristol, co. Somerset).

—

Erm. on a bend

cottised

gu. three bezants. Crtst
A griffin sejant ar. resting the
dexter claw on an escutcheon also ar.
Bishops-Castle, To'wni of (Shropshire, the common
seal).
A castle domed; on the castle in chief, I and S, in

(confirmed in the lineage
Sir William
of Catesby as the Arms of Bishopston.
Catesbt m. Phillippa, dau. and co-heir of William db
Bishopsdon, temp. Henry V., who was eighth in descent
from Frederick de Bishopsdon, temp. King Stephen. Her.
"Vis.).
Bendy of six or and sa. a canton erm.
Bishopton (Warwickshire). Bendy of six ar. and sa. a
canton erm.
Bishopton (Warwickshire). Az. three bulls pass, or, a
canton erm. (another, the bulls ar.).
Bishopton (Warwickshire). Az. three beehives ar. a
canton erm.

Bishopton. Bendy of ten or and sa.
Bishopton. Az. three spindles of silk or, a canton erm.
Bishton. Ar. a bend wavy sa. between six bees or. Crest —
of

a castle triple-towered an arm in armour embowed

all

ppr. grasping a dagger also ppr. hilted or.

Bishton. Per

pale ar. and gu. two lions combatant counter-

changed.

Bishton. Ar. a bend wavy betw. six bees sa.
Bish'WOrth (Yorkshire). Ar. a cross crosslet sa.
Biskbery, or Biskebury. Ar. a bar betw. two gemels
sa.

Biskell.
Quarterly, or and gu. over all a bend of the last.
Bisley, or Bistley. Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
Cornish choughs, ppr.

Bispham

(Lancashire).
Gu. a chev. betw. three lions'
heads erased ar. on a canton or, a rose of the first barbed
and seeded of the second. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned
up erm. a Uon pass. ar. resting the dexter paw on an
escutcheon of the first.
Bispham (Bispham, co. Lancaster; granted 1613). Sa. a
saltire betw. four bucks' heads cabossed crminois.
Bispham (Billing, co Lancaster; granted 1640). Gu. a
chev. embattled betw. three lions' heads erased ar.

—

Biss

(co. Durham, and co. Somerset).
Sa. three escallops in
pale ar.
Crest On a mount vert two serpents interlaced
erect respecting each other ppr.
Mottoes— over the

—

Crest

:

—

1767).

—

and one.

Bisset

(Worcestershire).

Az. three bezants.

Gyronny of eight

sa.

and

erm.

Bisset.
Bisset.

Gyronny of ten sa. and erm.
Az. on a bend or, three escallops go.
Bisset (Darlington, co. Durham). Az. a bend

ar.

a bordure

engr. gu.
(quartered by Edwabd Lebbiobt, Blakeshall, co
Worcester, as one of the heirs general of Manseacs Btssbtt
or Bissett, a Baron, Sewer to Henry I., Visit. London, 1568).
Az. six bezants three, two, and one.

Bissett

Bissett.

base, 1C09.

Bishopston, or Bishopsdon

Out

Fenwick.

Az. a bend ar. a bordure engr. gu. Crest The trunk of a
decayed tree shooting from the root ppr. Motto Beviresco.
Bisset (Yorkshire). Ar. three torteaux, a chief gu.
Bisset (Worcestershire). Az. ten bezants, four, three, two,

Bisset. Az. a bezant.
Bisset, Bisside, or Beseid.

three lozenges vair.

Bishopbery (Hesbt,

—

vivat, for

Ar. on a bend

—Out of a mural crown ar.

or.

(Crediton, co. Devon).

charged with a pheon

;

Ayez prudence

85

;

under the Arms

:

Nil conscire sibi.

Az. on a bend within a bordure crenellfe ar. a
mascle gu. in the dexter chief a martlet of the second.
Crest
The stump of a tree ppr. Motto Abscissa virescit.
Bisshe (Essex). Or, a chev. betw. three roses gu. Crtst
A hind trippant ar.
Bisshop. See Bishop.
Bisshopp (borne by the late Baroness de la Zouche, of
Harringworth ; see Corzon, Lord de la Zouche). Quarterly,
1st, ar. on a bend cottised gu. three bezants, for Bissbopf;
2nd, az. three swans' heads erased ar., for Hedges 3rd,
per fesse or and gu. a pale counterchanged, three Cornish

—

—

—

;

choughs ppr., for Tate 4th, gu. ten bezants, four, three,
two, and one, a canton erm., for Zoccbe. Supporters
Two falcons wings displ. and inverted ar. beaked, membered,
and beUed, or.
Bisshopp (Parham, co. Sussex, bart. extinct 1871). Ar. on a
bend cottised gu. three bezants. Crest On a ducal coronet
or, a griffin sejant, ar. resting the dexter claw on an
escutcheon of the last. Motto Pro Deo et ecclesiS.
Bisshop (Bramdean House, co. Hants, descended from
John Bysshop, Esq., of Burford, co. Oxford, and Tillington Court, co. Hereford, temp. 1497, grandson of Johk
Btsshop, and of Agnes Burqcilon, his wife, the neice and
heiress of Alice, wife of Malcdlin db la Mabe, who d.
28 June, 1400, seised of part of Kidderminster Manor,
CO. Worcester.
This branch of the family has been settled
in the co. of Hants since 1635, and were formerly possessed
of the Manor of South Wamborough in that county, and of
large estates at Frensham, co. Surrey, and Holway and
Inpark, co. Dorset).
Ar. on a bend cottised gu. three
bezants.
Quartering, Baseerville, Milbobne, Etnesfobd,
FcBNivAL. Vebdon, Lovetot, and Blackett.
Crests
1st An eagle's head erased per fesse or and gu. beaked of the
last; 2nd
On a ducal coronet or, a griffin sejant ar. resting
the dexter claw on an escutcheon also ar.
Motto Pro

—

;

—

—

—

:

:

—

Deo et ecclesia.
Bisshop(Hawkley,

CO. Hants).

Same as Bisshop of Bramdean

House.

Bissland, Bilsland, or Bullsland
Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three

bulls'

(Renfrewshire).

beads fesseways couped

A

A
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BIS
».

three mascles of the

field.

CVest—A

Motto

bull's head.

—Certain pete finem.

Or, on a mount
of eight
Tert a hoUy-t)ush ppr., a bordure sa. entoyre
mullets of six points pierced of the first. Crest— A blackbird
ppr. 3/o«(o— Florescit vulnere virtus.
Bisson (Capt. V. S. de C. Bisson, of Normande Lodge,
Or, on a mount vert, a
Fulham, Royal Jersey MiUtia).
three
holly bush ppr. debruised of a fesse sa. charged with
mullets pierced of the first, the whole within a bordure
gold.
pierced
mullets
of the third charged with eight

Bisson

(Lieut. -Baiixt, of Jersey, 1875).

Quartering, Dcmabesq, be Bagot, Path, Labbalestieb,
Messebvt and Falle. Crest— A blackbird ppr. Motto—
Bis dat qui cito dat.
Bist (BapchUd, co. Kent). Vair.
Biston (Belton, co. Lincoln, Visit. London, 1568). Sa. on a
bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchec or, a mullet of the
field surmounted by a fleur-de-lis of the second.
/Buckinghamshire). Ar. two bars gu.
Bitlesden

Abbey

a canton of the last.
Az. three pepper pods

Bitley.

Or, a fesse gu. in chief
of a ducal coronet a hand vested,

Blaauw
couped

on a canton or, an anchor gu. Crest— A demi
Motto Festina lente.
Paly of six or and
(co. Leicester).

ar.

—

Blabey, or Blabley
az. a canton gu.

Blabley

(Devonshire, 1599).

chief gu. three bezants.
issuing out of rays or.

Paly of six or and sa. on a
A tiger's head erased ar.

Crest

—

of six or

plates,

and gu. on a chief of the second three

with a mullet for

diff.

Crest

— A demi swan

rising

ar. guttle sa.

Blachford
of six or

Barry wavy
(Lord Mayor of London, 1750).
and gu. on a chief az. three pheons of the
A demi swan rising, wings expanded ar.

Crest

first.

—

guttee d'az.

Blachford (granted to William Henby Blachfoed,
Ham,

Esq., of

Barry wavy of six, or and gu. on a
chief az. three pheons of the fir.st, a bordure wavy erm.
Crest
A demi swan erased ar. guttee-dc-larmes, gorged
with an Eastern crown or, wings elevated bendy wavy of the
second and gu.
Black (GiLBF.BT Black, Dean of Guild of Aberdeen, 1672).
Ar. a saltire sa. betw. amuUet inchief and a crescent in base
gu. a chief of the second. Crest A demi lion ppr. Motto
Non crux sed lux.
Black (Wigtown, 1850). Ar. a saltire and chief sa. the
latter charged with a passion cross betw. two pelicans in
CO. Surrey).

—

—

—

—

their piety or, in base a mullet gu.
Crest
A star or, rising
out of a cloud ppr. Motto Spes lucis iEternae.

—

Black

(Craigniaddie, co. Stirling, 1863).
Ar. a saltire sa.
betw. three martlets in chief and flank and a crescent in base
gu., on a chief of the second three roses or.
Crert
A demi
lion ramp. ppr. gorged with a collar or.
Motto Non crux
sed lux.

—

Black

(Gla-igow, 1863).

in chief

and

flank,

the second as

—

Ar. a saltire sa. betw. three martlets
in base, gu. on a chief of

and a crescent

many pheons

points

—

downwards

or.

Ci-est

—

kangaroo sejant ppr. Motto Via crucia via lucis.
Black (granted to Chables Cubistopueb Black, Esq., of
the Inner Temple).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. in chief a mullet
of six points az. betw. two boars' heads couped of the second.

—

Creit
A mount vert thereon a cat guard, ppr. holding betw.
the paws an inescutcheon az. charged with a boar's head
erased or.

Black

(Denniston, Scotland).
"Vert three boars' heads
erased or.
(Temple, .Scotland). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two mullets
in chief and a crescent In base gu.
Black. Erm. a pile indented sa. bczant<jr, betw. a lion's
paw erased in chief and base gu. over all a bend vert. Crest
arm cmbowed vested, purflcd at the shoulder, the part
above the elbow in fesse, the bund in pale, holding a branch
of palm ppr.

Black

—An

86

—

roses gu,

Blackadder

(TulUallan bart., 1626, the
heiress m.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three
crescents gu., for EDM0^^I)sT0N
2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev.
ar. three roses gu., for Blackaddeb.

Oliphant, of Condie).

:

Blackburne-Maze. See Maze.
Blackball (Devonshire; granted 1599).
on a chief gu. three bezants.
erased ar. issuing out of rays or.

Blackborn (Sussex).

Az. a

Paly of six or and

—

Crest

sa.

erm. over

fret.

crowned gu.
(Lancashire and Yorkshire).
betw. three mullets sa.

head

^A

tiger's

all

a lion ramp.

or,

Blackborne

Ar. a fesse

wavy

Blakborne, or Blackeborne

Crest
Out of a cloud shedding forth rays an arm from the
elbow erect, vested gu. holding a broken sword of the
last.

Blackborne.
Blackborne.
Blackborne.

Ar. on a pale sa. three goats" heads erased or.
Ar. a fesse nebula betw. three mullets sa.
Ar. a fesse nebulfe sa. betw. two mullets in
chief of the last, and one in base az.
Blackborne. Ar. a bend sa..

Blackborne.
Blackbourn.

Gu. a lion ramp, chequy ar. and sa.
Vert a chev. erm. betw. three

ducal

coronets or.

Blackburn.

Gu. a lion ramp, chequy erm. and sa. ducally
or.
Crest
An arm couped at the shoulder resting
the elbow on the wreath, holding a bombshell fired ppr.
Blackburn. Ar. on a palesa. three antelopes' heads erased
of the field.
Crest
An antelope's head ar.
Blackburne (Richmond, co. York, 1787). Ar. a fesse

—

crowned

—

nebulee betw. three mullets

Blacden. Ar. a fesse betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
Blachford, Liord. See Rogebs.
Blachford (London and Dorsetshire: granted 1629). Barry
wavy

A

—

three bitterns ar.

Out
three torteaux. Crest
holding the sun all ppr.
Bitterley. Or, a fesse gu. in chief three cinquvfoils of the
second.
Bitterley. Or, on a fesse gu. three cinquefoils of the first.
Bitten, or Button. Erm. a fesse gu.
Bitton (confirmed as a quartering to Sir John Newton, Knt.,
Same Arms.
of Richmond Castle, co. Somerset, 1567).
Az. a human foot
(Beechland, co. Sussex).
lion ramp. ar.

li

(Westminster). Ar. a chev. sa. in chief three mullets
and in base a crescent gu.
Black. Az. a Uon ramp. ar. on a chief of the last three
mullets gu. Crest A dexter arm in armour embowed, holding in the hand a scimetar all ppr.
Blackadder (that Ilk., Berwick). Az. on a chev. ar. three

Ar. on a
(Yorkshire).
pale sa. three antelopes' heads erased of the field attired or.

sa.

Bittenneck, or Bitterer. Gu.
Bitterley (Cowdrey, CO. Sussex).

—

B

Black

couped

Crest

sa.

—A

horse's

head

ar.

Blackburne

(Orford and Hale, co. Lancaster). Ar. a fesse
nebulae betw. three mullets sa., quartering Norbis, Leveb,
AsHTON, Green, Aspenwall, Ireland, Hutt, Hesketh,

Holland, Columbers, Walton, Merton, Bebbington,
Handford, Praers, Birkenhead, Huoheslt, Done, Kingslet, and Stretch.
A cock ppr. standing upon a
Crest

—

trumpet

or.

Blackburne-Maze. See Maze.
Blackdon (Blackdon, co. Devon.
trefoils slipped ar.

Visit.

1620).

Az. three

on a chief indented gu. two annulets

or.

Blackden

(Visit, co. Notts, 1614).
gu. a bordure engr. sa.

Black

Erm. three

lions

ramp.

and Essex). Per pale gu. and sa. on a bend
Crest— A hand fesseways
mullets of the second.

(Suffolk

or, three

couped ppr.

Blacke (Ireland). Ar. a fret gu. over all a fesse sa.
Blackenden. Az. three trefoils ar. on a chief indented

or,

two annulets gu.

Blackenham, or Blakenham
two bars

(Suffolk).

Az. crusilly

or.

Blacker

(Buckinghamshire, Old Sarum). Az. a chev. erm.
betw. three Moors' he.ids in profile couped sa. Crest Two
lions' heads erased, collared, and endorsed.
Blacker. Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three Moors' heads in
profile, couped at the neck sa. wreathed about the head ar.
and az. Crest A nag's head couped az. bridled or.
Blacker (Carrick Blacker, co. Armagh). Ar. gutt(5e dc
sang, a Danish warrior armed with a battle-axe in the
dexter and a sword in the sinister hand, all ppr. Crest
Anciently, a Danish battle-axe latterly, the same, supported
by an arm in armour ppr. Motto
Pro Deo, et rege.

—

—

—

;

—

Blacker

(Woodbrook, co. Wexford). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto, with a crescent for diff.
(granted 1821 to Valentine Blacker, QuarterMaater-Gencral Madras army).
Ar. on a mount vert a
warrior in complete armour in the act of advancing towards
the right and brandishing in his dexter hand a battle axe
ppr., from his shoulder a mantle flowing gu.
Cri'st
dexter armed arm embowed ppr., hand gauntletod and
grasping a battle-axe ppr. Motto
Pro Deo et rege.
Blacker (granted 1613). Or, a chev. pean betw. three

Blacker

—

—

men's heads

Blackerby
Blackerby

in profile ppr.

(Suffolk).

crined sa.
of eight ar. and sa.

Gyronny

(London and ShaUerland Hall, co. Suffolk:
granted 10 June, 1664). Gyronny of eight or and sa. on a
canton az. a mullet of the first.

A

Blacket.

^od

a

Sa.
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A

BIi

betir.

crosslet

crosses

»ix

fltchee

crowned

or.

Ar. i. X> 2^- ^«cw. three <^-'':-e3 crosskf Zicaen oi
^lackefc (irom iackU-y Chiu-ch, co. Cxfort, ArT,j of Gir
JoHH BiacxKT, Knt., Visit. Oxon.) G«. three battie-axes

Blacknt.

©r.

co. Northumberland). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three mullets pierced sa. as many escallops of the
first.
A hawk's head erased ppr. Motto ^Nous
Crest

Blackett (Wylam,

—

—

travaillerons en Tespmnce.

(Matfen Hall, co. Northumberland, bart., a branch
of Blackett of Wylam). Same Arms, Creit, and Motto as
the last.
Blackett (Somersetshire). Gu. a chev. betw. two bezants
in chief and a (pifBn's head erased in base or.
Blackett. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets az.

Blackett

Blackford. See Blachtobd.
Blackfriars Friary (Canterbury).

Az. on a cross ar.
betw. four mitres labelled or, a text "R surmoimted with the

letter

S sa.

Blackball

(Totness, co. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620). Paly
of six or and sa. on a chief gu. three bezants quartering
Clipfe. Creit A tiger's head erased ar. issuing out of
rays or.
Blackhall (Exeter). Ar. a greyhoimd courant sa. on a
chief indented of the la.1t three bezants.
Blackhall (that Ilk, co. Aberdeen). Gu. a hand issuing out
of the sinister flank and thereon a falcon perching and hooded
or, on a chief ar. three mullets az. Crest ^An annulet or,
stoned vert.
Blackball. Gu. in fesse a dexter hand couped and thereon
a hooded falcon perched or, on a chief ar. three mullets of

—

—

the

Blackik, Lord Provost of Glasgow, 1866).
Ar. on a fesse az. three crescents or, in chief a red breast
ppr. Crest A wolfs head erased ppr. Motto Virtute at

—

—

fidelitate.

Blackler

(London). Paly of six sa. and or, on a chief of
the first three bezants.
Blackler. Paly or and sa. on a chief gu. three bezants.
Blackley or Blakey (Blackley Hall, co. Lancaster). Gu.
a chev. vair betw. three crosses crosjlet fitchee or. Crest—
A dragon's head vert ducally gorged or.
Blacklock (Scotland). Ar. three square padlocks sa.
Blackley. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards' faces
or.

Blackman

(London, and East Indies).

ramp, within a bordure or.
Sa. a fret

Blackxcuster.

Crest

—A

Erm. three

griffin

Blackmore

lions

of the last.

ar.

Crest

li

A

handled of the second, Cucally
On a mourt '.'ert, a fh(e.ai.i. ^H\\

—

T-ings fcndorsed ppr. firing herself vnt'u thr

—
—

•i?.r.!-.

"

:f

of

'>hp

Motto By hammer i^nd hand, aU arts do etand.
Ancient Motto
As God will, so be it.
Blackstock (Scotland). Ar. three tnmka of trees, cooped
under and above sa.
Blackstock. Ar. three staved branches slipped sa.
Blackstone (Castle Priory, Wallingford, co. Berks). Ax.
two bars gu. in chief three cocks of the second. Crest
cock or.
Blackvrall (London). Ar. a greyhound courant sa. on a
chief indented of the second, three bezants.
Crut
dexter hand gauntleted, holding a pheon all ppr.
Black-wall (BlackwaU, in the Peak, co. Derby, there seated
in the time of Henry III.). Ar. a greyhound in full course
sa. collared chequy or and gu., on a chief dancettee of the
second three bezants. Crest Two arms embowed, habited
in mail ppr. hands ar. holding betw. them by the nose and
ear a greyhound's head couped sa. collared chequy or and
gu. Another Crest
A griffin's head erased sa. beaked and
eared or, charged on the neck with a bar gemeUe ar. and a
trefoil slipped erm.
Blackwall-£vans (IdridgeUay, co. Derby). Quarterlj,
1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three boars' beads couped etu,
for EvAMs; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a greyhound courant sa.
collared chequy or and gu. on a chief indented of the
second three bezants, for Blackwall. Crests Ist: On a
ducal coronet or, a boar's head erased fessways gu., Evans ;
2nd: Two arms embowed habited in mail ppr. holding a
greyhound's head couped at the neck sa. collared chequy or
lat.;.

—

—

—

—

—

and

gu.,

Blackwall.

(Bishops Nympton, co. Devon, Visit. 1620).

— A Moor's head in

profile

erased

Blackmore

(Uev. Richard Blackmobe, rector of Donhead
Mary, near Shaftesbury). Same as the preceding.
(Milton Bank, Laugharne, co. Carmarthen).
Same as the preceding: Dr. Blackmore, of Milton Bank,
being son of the Bev. Richard Blackmore.
Blackmore (granted 18 November, 1651). Or, a fesse sa.
betw. three Moors' heads erased ppr. Crest An arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, supporting a standard
banner of the last, staff of the first, point ar.
Blackmore (London, granted 1706). Or, a chev. embattled
betw. three Moors' heads couped sa. Crest
Out of a mural
coronet or, a dexter arm in armour ppr. purfled or.
Blackmore. Ar. a fesse dancettee, betw". three Moors'
heads in profile, and couped sa.
Crest— Out of a mural
coronet an arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or.
Blackmore. Or, a fesse sa. betw. three Moors' heads
erased ppr. Crest A demi griffin segreant erm.
Blacknall (Eaton, co. Notts, Visit. 1614). Per bend az. and
or, an eagle displ. counterchanged.
Blacknell (Warwickshire and Berkshire). Per bend or
(another, ar.) and az. an eagle displ. counterchanged. Crest
St.

Blackmore

—

—

—

—An arm embowed, vested gu. cuff

ar. holding in the band
ppr. four feathers per pale of the second and gu.
Blackney (Norfolk). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopafds'
heads or. Cre-H A harpy guard, ppr.
Blackney (Ireland Fun. Ent. Ire.). Gu. a chev. betw.
three leopards' faces ar.

—

;

Per bend

az.

—

Crest Two arms embowed, in scale armour
bezants.
hands ppr. holding up a greyhound's head couped at the
neck gu. collared sa.
Blackwell (Sprouston Hall, co. Norfolk). Paly of six ar.
and az. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or, all within a
bordure erm. Crest A swan's head and neck erased ar.
ducally gorged or.
Blackwell. Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. a lion

—

and

or,

an eagle

displ.

counter-

Ar. a greyhound in full course sa. on a chief

of the second three bezants.

Black-will.
last

a

in the

lion

Ar. three trefoils slipped sa. on a chief of the
first.
Crest
A demi lion holding

—

ramp, of the

paws an anchor

Blackwood

at the neck sa. gorged or.

Blacknoll.

—

Blackwell.
Ar. a fret gn.

Or, on a fesse betw. three Moors' heads in profile couped sa.

crescents ar. Crest

(confirmed to John Blackwall, Esq., in the
year 1764). Ar. a greyhoimd courant sa. collared chequy
or and gu. on a chief indented of the second three bezants.
Crest A greyhound's head couped sa. collared chequy or
and gu. betw. two arms embowed, habited in mail ppr.
Blackw^ell (Ampney Park, co. Gloucester). Ar. a grreyhound courant sa. on a chief dancettee of the last, three

pass, guard, or.

erm.

ar.

Blackmonster, or Blanclunister.
many

B

hammers

BlackwaU

first.

Blackie (John

as

betw. three

ppr.

Az. a fess or, in chief a
crescent ar. betw. two muUets of the second, and in base a
mascle of the third.
Blackwood, Hamilton-Temple- (Earl of Dufferin).
Quarterly
1st and 4th, Blackwood, az. a fess or, in
chief a crescent ar. betw. two mullets of the second, and in
base a mascle of the third; 2nd, Temple, quarterly, 1st
(Pitreavie, co. Fife).

:

4th, or, an eagle displ. sa., 2nd and 3rd, ar. two bars
each charged with three martlets or; 3rd, Hamilton
(Earl of Clanbrassill), gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm., on
a chief or, a lion pass, of the field. Crests 1st, Blackwood,
on a cap of maintenance gu. turned up erm. a crescent ar.;
2nd, Temple, on a ducal coronet or, a martlet gold; 3rd,
Hamilton {Earl of ClanbrassiU), a demi-antelope affronte
erm. attired and vmguled or, holding betw. his hoofs a heart
gu. Supporters Dexter, a lion gu. armed and langued az.
gorged with a tressure flory-counterflory or; sinister, an
heraldic tiger erm. gorged with a like tressure, gu.
Blackwood (Bart., descended from a younger son of Sir
John Blackwood, Bart., by his wife Dorcas, Baroness DufAz. a fesse or, in chief a crescent
ferin and Clandeboye).
ar. betw. two mullets of the second, and in base a mascle
a cap of maintenance gu. turned
Crest
On
of the field.
up erm. a crescent ar. Motto Per vias rectas.
Blackwood (Robert Blackwood, Dean of Guild of Edinburgh, 1705). Ar. a saltire sa. on a chief of the second
three oak leaves ppr., in the collar point a mascle gu.
Crest Rays or beams of the sun ppr. Motto Per vias

and
sa.

—

—

—

—

—

—

rectas.

Bladen

changed.

Blackshame.

Gu. on a bend erm. betw. two plates three
An acorn or, staUted and leaved

trefoils slipped vert. Crest

—

ert.

Blacksmiths,
87

Company of

(London).

Sa.

a chev.

or,

(Col. Bladen, Secretary to the Duke of Grafton.
Lord Justice of Ireland, 1715). Gu. three chevronels ar.
Crest On a ducal coronet a griffin pass, wings extended or,
Spe et labore.
holding in his mouth an arrow ppr. Motto
Bladen (Glastonbury, co. Somerset). Gu. three chev. ar.

—

—

A
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BL A
Cfmt—A gnjhoTini't tead erwed

ppr.

ilfoteo—Tonjours

fldele.

(Fan. Ent. of Alderman Bladbw, of Dublin, d.
Or, three masde* in fess fleury gu. on a
1 Aag. 1663).
canton az. a chev. of the first.
Blades (John Blades, E«q., of Broxwell Hall, co. Surrey,

Bladen

London, 1812-13). Az. two gwords in saltire ar.
hilts or, surmounted of the Boman fasces
paleways of the last axe-headed of the second interlaced
with a double-chain collar gold; on a chief erm. a bee
A demi tiger
TOlant, betw. two star pagodas ppr. Crest
ramp, guard, couped, supporting with the paws a staff erect
ppr. therefrom a banner flowing to the sinister az. fringed
gold charged with two swords, fasces and collar as in the
»rms, from the heck, pendent by a blue ribbon, a star
•heriff of

pommels and

—

—A

Vert a saltire Iwtw. four pbeons
head erased sa.

talbot's

ar.

Blades.

Sa. three crescents ar.
Per chev. sa. and erm. two greyhounds in full
course counterchanged.
Bladlow. Per chev. ar. and sa. two greyhounds in full
course counterchanged.
Bladlow. Per chev. ar. and sa. in chief two greyhounds
respecting each other of the first, within a bordure az.

charged with eight flenrs-de-Us or.
Bladmost. Ar. afretgu.
Bladwell (Suffolk). Per paJe ar. and gn. a lion ramp.
A demi lion per pale indented ar. and gu.
Crest
Blaen. Vair a crescent gu.

«a.

—

(Ashford). Ar. three trefoils
slipped vert on a chief indented two roundles.
(Blagdon, Devon). Az. three trefoils slipped ar.

Blazon

on a chief indented

or,

two

annuletts gu.

(Boddington Manor House, near Cheltenham).
A lion ramp, bearing a cross.
Crest
Ar. three bends engr. sa. over all a scarpe

—

—

Bla^. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three mullets or. Crest On
a broken tilting spear or, a lion pass. ar. crowned of the
flrst.

Ar. a pile issuing out of the chief az. charged with
On a chapeau gu. turned up
Crest
three martlets or.
erm. a martlet ar.
Blag'^e (Kent). Ar. a bend engr. sa. betw. two cottises per
bend sa. and gu. the outer edge engr.
Blag'g-e (Kent). Ar. two bends engr. sa. a baton gn.
Blagrave (Calcot and Watchfield, Berkshire). Or, on a
bend sa. three legs in armour, couped at the thigh, and
Crest
^An oak tree eradicated
erased at the ankle ppr.

Blagre.

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

Blair

(Edinburgh, 1849).
Crest

Ar. a cross betw. four mascles aa.
Motto— Virtuie
ppr.

— A dove rising

tutus.

Blair (William Hbnbt Stopfobd

Blaib, a lieut-colonel).
Blaib, viz. ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three torteaux (a canton or, for distinction)
2nd and
3rd, Stopfobd. Crests
1st, Blaib: A dove, wings expanded
ppr. (charged on the breast with a torteaux for distinction);
2nd, Stopfobd
A wyvcm, wings displ. vert.
Blair-Warren. See Wabben.
Blair, Hunter- (Blairquham, co. Ayr, bart.). Quarterly,
1st, ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three bugles vert garnished of
the second an annulet or, for Hdnteb
2nd, ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three cross crosslets fitch^e sa. three fleurs-de-lis,
all within a double tressure
flory-counterflory or, for
Kennedy of Culzean 3rd, ar. on a saltier sa. nine mascles
of the field, and in chief a star of eight points gu., for Blaib ;
4th, ar. a shakefork sa. and in chief a rose gu., for ConninoBAUE of Brownhill. Supporters Dexter, a dog of chase
salient ar.
sinister, an antelope springing ppr. gorged with
an open crown, and a chain hanging thereat or. Crest
stag's
head cabossed ppr.
Motto Vigilantia robur
Quarterly,

Ist

and

4th.

;

—

:

;

—

;

—

—

voluptas.

Blake

(Ireland, founded by Richabd Blake, who came to
Ireland with Prince John, 1185, afterwards King John, and
got grants of land in cos. Galway and Mayo). Ar. a fret gu.
A leopard pass. ppr.
Crest

—

Blake

(Baron WaUscourt, representative of the Blakes of
Ar. a fret gu.
Crest
A leopard pass. ppr.
Supporters On the dexter side a leopard, on the sinister an
antelope, both collared and chained or. Motto
Virtus sola
Ardfry).

—

—

—

nobilitat.

Blake

(Menlough, co. Galway, bart., registered to Sir
of Galway, 1st bart.). Ar. a fret gu. over
a fess erm. Crest— A monkey statant ar. charged on the
shoulder with a mullet sa.

Thomas Blake,
all

vert.

Blagnrave.

on a bend

Or,

aa.

(ihree

shambrougbs

ar.

— A falcon ppr.

Crest

Bla^rove (Henbt

Blake

Bla.ghove, Esq., of Abshott, co. Hants).

Or, on a bend betw. two boars' heads erased sa. three
greaves of the field. Crest A cocoa tree fructe4 ppr. therefrom pendent by a chain, gold, an inescutcheon gu. charged

—

co. Suffolk, originally of Kent ; Colonel
Tbohjls Blagce, Groom of the Bedchamber to Kings
Charles I. and Charles II., left four daus. his co-heirs, of

whom

Thomas Yaband the youngest,
Haboabet, wedded Stdnet, the celebrated £arl of Godolphin). Ar. two bends engr. gu.
Blair (Blair, co. Ayr. heiress m. a son of Scott, of Malleny,
from whom the present family, the heir male is the Earl of
Pundonald)
Ar. on a saltire sa. nine mascles of the first.
and Snaith

;

;

.

— A stag lodged ppr.
(Avontoun,

Teuple Blaib,

co.

Afotto

— Amo probos.

Linlithgow,

Esq., of that place).

as

(Furbough, co. Galway. The same Arms and Motto
Baron Wallscocbt.
Ci'est
A mountain cat pass,

—

guard, ppr.

Blake

and Frenchfort,

(Kiltullagh

co. Galway).

Same Arms,

Ar. on a bend sa. three mascles of the

flnst

Blair
Blair

(Dunsky). See Hcnteb-Blaib.
(Balthayock, co. Perth). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
torteaux.
Crest
A dove with her wings expanded ppr.
ifoJlo— Virtutc tutus.
Blair (Ralmill, a younger son of Balthayock). Ar. a chev.
a. betw. three torteaux, all within a bordure of the second.
Crest
A Boman head, ppr. Motto Facies qualis mens

—

—

talis.

(Letbenty, a

88

idon of Balthayock).

ar.

a

Crest

fret gu.

Blake
CO.

(granted to Robebt Blake Blake, Esq., of Knockmoy,
Galway, on changing his name from Fostkb, 1847).
Crest
A leopard pass, guard, ppr. Motto—

Same Arms.

—

Blake

first.

—

—On a tower

diff.

(Adaroton, co. Ayr; descended from Sir Jobn Blaib,
2nd son of James Blaib, of Blair; the heiress m. Maxwell,
of Monreith).
Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five mascles of the

(The Carsc).

Blake (Merlinstown, co. Mayo). Same Arms, &c.
Blake (co. Galway. Smith's Ordinary). Same Arms.

by Henbt
same as Blaib,

Blair

Blair

as

—

Virtus sola nobilitat.
Blake (Leyhinch, co. Galway). Same Arms, &c.
Blake (Ballyglunnin Park, co. Galway). Same Arms, &c.

borne

Artns,

of Blair, within a bordure gu. a crescent for

Blair

—Virtus sola nobilitat.

the eldest, Henbietta-Mabia, m. Sir

BtTBGH, Knt., of Balne Hall

Blair

(Menlough, co. Galway, bart., descended from Sir
Valentine Blake Fitzwalteb Fitzthomas, Mayor of
Galway in 1611 and 1630, created a baronet of Ireland in
A cat pass, guard, ppr. Motto
1622). Ar. afretgu. Crest

Blake

with a greave as in the arms.

Blagne (Hollinger,

Crest

—

—

;

Blazon, or Blackden

Same Amu.
Blagre (Kent).

—

a bordure gu.

Bladlow.

Blagdon

A

tutus.

pagoda, also ppr.
Blades (Yorkshire).
Crtst

BI.

betw. three torteaux a martlet of the field beaked and mmnbered gu. Crest A garb ppr.
Motto—tiea temere, nee
timide.
Blair (France). The same as of Balthayock the chev.
wavy for diff. Crest A garb or. Motto Virtute tutus.
Blair (Inchyra, co. Perth, a cadet cf Balthayock). The
same the chev. embattled for diff.
Blair (Milgerbohne, co. Ayr). Ar. on a saltire betw. two
crescents in the flanques, and a garb in base sa. five mascles
of the flrst. Motto God be my guide.
Blair (Overdurdie). The same as of Balthayock, with the
chev. invecked for diff.
Blair (Watton Grove, Surrey, 1815). As Balthayock,
within a bordure gu. Creit
A dove with wings expanded
holding in his beak an olive branch ppr. Motto Virtute

Ar. on a chev. sa.

A

(Langham,

co. Suffolk, bart.).

Same Arms.

Crest

—

leopard pass. ppr.

Blake (Cregp Castle, co. Galway). Same Anns, &c.
Blake (Renvylr, co Galway). Same Arms, &c.
Blake (Windfleld, co. Galway). Same Ami^, <fec.
Blake (Ballinafad, co. Mayo). Same Arms, <bc.
Blake (Tower Hill, co. Mayo). Same Arms, &c.
Blake (Twisel House, co. Durham, bart.). Ar. a chev. betw.
three garbs sa. on a canton az. a fret or. Crest — A martlet
charged on the breast with a fret gu.
(Essex). Ar. a pale sa. over all a bend gu. charged
with three martlets or. Crest A dragon's head erased ar.
ar.

Blake

—

pellcttec.

Blake

(.Swaffliam, co. Norfolk).
Erm. on a pale engr. sa.
bezantee betw. two lions' paws erect and erased gu. a mullet
a bend vert.

ar. over all

A
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Blake

Enn. a pile embattled,
counter-embattled sa. bezantte betw. two lions' paws erect
and erased gu. over all a bend vert.
Blake (Horstead, Norfolk, formerly of Bunwell and Scottow,
in tue same co.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw.
(Wimbotsham,

co. Norfolk).

three garbs sa. within a bordure of the second, charged
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
with eight fleurs-de-lis of the field
fesse engr. a.s. betw. three plain cottises gu. three escallops
On a morion ppr. a martlet ar. Motto
of the field. Crest
Bene praeparatum pectus.
Swanton
Abbott, co. Norfolk).
Same
(Jex-Blake,
Blake
Arms. Crest of J ex A horse's head ar. erased gu. holding
in his mouth a broken tilting spear of the first headed gold.
Motto Bene praeparatum pectus.
Blake (Wiltshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three garbs sa. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a martlet ar.
Blake (Visit, co. Cornwall, 1620). Same Anm.
Blake (as borne by the celebrated Admiral Blake, who was
Same Amis
b. at Bridgewater in 1599, and d. in J657).
;

—

—

—

—

and

—

Crest.

—

Blake.

.\
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux. Crest
bear's head sa. gorged with a collar ar. holding in the mouth
a lion's gamb erased or.
Blake. Per chev. az. and ar. in chief two cinquefoils of the
second, and in base a bat displ. of the first.
Blake. Per chev. az. and ar. two cinquefoils in chief or, and
one in base sa.
Blake. Sa. a chev. betw. three garbs or.
Blake. Az. three garbs or.
Blake, or Sleak. Ar. three sleeves erect sa.
Blakely (Thorpe Hamlet, co. Norfolk). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
semee of trefoils or, within a bordure dovetailed of the
second; quartering, az. a fesse betw. two unicorns heads
erased in chief and a cross pattee in base or, for Rix. Crest —
A imicorn pass. az. guttee d'or, and ducally gorged ar.
resting the dexter paw on an escutcheon or, charged with a
pale vair. Motto— Wlons Uieu aydc.
Blakemore (the Leys, co. Monmonth, as borne by Ricbard
Blakemore, Esq., of that place, M.P.). Or, on a fesse betw.
three Moors' heads in profile couped sa. as many crescents
Crest
A Moor's head in profile sa. round the neck a
ar.
chaplct of roses or, leaved vert. Motto Pro Deo, pro Rege,
pro patria ct lege.
Blakeney (Lord Blakcney, as exemplified to Gen. Sir WilUAM Blarenet, K.B., created a Peer of Ireland, 1756, title
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards'
extinct, 1761).
Out of clouds ppr. an arm erect vested
faces or. Crest
az. the hand grasping a sword, both also jipr.
Supyiorters
Dexter, a soldier of the 27th foot affronte in full
imiform and accoutrements, his right hand brandishing
a sword, all ppr.; sinister, a leopard guard, ppr. murally

—

—

—

—

crowned gu. and semee of bomb shells fired, and resting his
dexter hind paw on a bomb shell, also fired ppr. Motto
Auxilium meum ab alto.
Blakeney (Mount Blakeney, co. Limerick). Arms, Crest,
and MottiJ, same as Lord Blakaiey.
Blakeney. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards' heads
or.
Crest
An arm erect couped at the elbow vested gu.
cuffed ar. holding in the hand a sword ppr. hUt and pomel
or.
Motto Auxilium nieum ab alto.
Blakeney (Abbert Castle, Blakeney, co. Galway). Sa. a
chev. erm. betw. three leopards' faces or. Crc^t Out of a
ducal coronet or, an arm erect couped at the elbow vested
gu. cuffed ar. in the hand a sword ppr. hilt and pommel
gold. Motto
Auxilium meum ab alto.
Blakeney, or Blakney. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three

—

—

—

—

—

leopards' heads sa.

Blakenhall, or Blacknoll.

Per bend or and az. an
eagle displ. countercliangcd. Crest A hand fesseways ppr.
issuing out of a cloud az. holding a plume of six feathers,
two, two, and two, ar. and gu. all counterchanged.

—

Blaker (Salisbury,
heads in
sa.

profile

1613). Or, a chev. pean betw. three men'B
couped ppr. crined sa. Crest A demi horse

—

ducally gorged or.

Blaker

(Portslade, co. Sussex, granted 19 February, 1616,

the late representative of the family, Nathaniel Blaker,
Esq., of Portslade, d. in 1815, leaving seven sons and
several daughters).
Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three Moors'

—A

heads in profile, couped ppr. crined or. Crest
head sa. bridled and maned or.
Blaket (Buckinghamshire). Gu. a chev. vert

horse's

(another,

vair).

Blaket

(Gloucestershire). Az. a
crosslet (another, six) fltch^e or.

Blaket

(cos.

Notts, 1614).
fltchee or.
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bend betw. three crosses

Notts, and Hereford.
Visit.
Az. a bend cottised betw. six crosses crosslet

Gloucester,

Blaket.

BL

eagles displ. of the

Blaket.

A

on a chev. betw. three mullets

Or,

sa. as

many

field.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three mullets

sa.

an eagle

displ. or.

Blake'way

Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three

(Shrewsbury).

bezants.
(Huntingfield, CO. Suffolk). Gu. a chev. vair betw.
two. chevs. and three crosses crosslet fitchee or. Crest
A dragon's head couped at the neck vert, gorged with a

Blakey
crown

—

ar.

Blakie, or Blackie
three
Cre<t

crescents or,

—A

Ar. on a fesse az.
heads erased gu.
Motto
Virtute et

(Scotland).

chief two lions'

in

head erased ppr.

wolfs

—

fidelitate.

Blaking'laani

Az. two

(Suffolk).

bars or, betw. seven

crosses crosslet of the second.
(Blakiston, co. Durham.

Blakiston

flourished fairer than Blakiston
side,

Newton

all its

families

of

wide, or
branches, Gib-

and Thornton Hall,
Ar. two bars and

like the original stock ").

in chief three cocks gu.

cocks of the

but

;

Hall, Old Malton, Seaton,

have perished

Blakiston

"Few

"have spread more

private gentry," says Surtees,

Crest

last.

—

A cock gu.
Ar. two bars gu. in chief three

Crest

(London, bart.).

—A cock giu

Motto

— Doe

well,

and

doubt not.

Blaknys

(Norfolk).

The same

as

Blaeingdam,

Suffolk.

Blakwell.

Ar. a greyhound courant sa. collareJ or, on
chief indented of the second, three bezants.

Blamester. Ar. a fret gu.
Blamnoster. Gu. billety

or,

a

label of three points gobonated az.

Blamore

(co. Gloucester,

lion

and

ramp, of the

last,

a

a

vert.

descended from Bleamire, West-

moreland, Visit. Gloucester, and Harl. MSS.).
Ar. an
inescutcheon gu. surmounted of another or, charged with a
hon ramp, of the second. Crest A tiger sejant vert collared
and chained or.
Blamore. Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three Moors' heads
in profile erased ."^a. three crescents of the first.
Blamscliill. Ar. a fesse wavy az. in chief three piles
issuing from the chief gu.
Blanchard (Wiltshire and Somersetshire). Gu. a chev. or,
in chief two bezants in base a griffin's head erased of the
second.
Crest
On the point of a sword in pale a

—

—

mullet.

Blanchard. (Grimsargh

Hall, co. Lancaster).
Gu. a chev.
betw. in chief two bezants, and in base a griffin's head
erased of the second. Crest
On a chapeau an arm embowed
clad in armour holding a battle-axe.
Blancharden (Kent). Az. a fesse nebulee and engr.
Crest
betw. three lions' heads erased ar. collared gu.
spur sa. and erased at the thigh, from which issue four
ostrich feathers, two and two, counterchanged or and
or,

—

—

az.

Erm. on an inescutcheon, the Arms of
Mortimer, viz. barry of six az. and or, an inescutcheon ar.
on a chief of the first two pallets betw. as many gyrons of

Blanclifront.

the second.

Blanclifront.

Same Arms

within a bordure erm. and

ar.

Blanchfield

Per pale
co. Kilkenny).
indented gu. and erm.
Crest
An arm erect vested per pale
holding
a sword ar.
indented gu. and erm. the hand ppr.

pommel and

(Blanchfieldstown,

—

hilt or.

Blanchfield (George Blanchfield,

of Blanchfieldstown, co.
Kilkenny, temp. James I., Fun. Ent. Ire.). Per pale indented
erm. and gu. in sinister chief a crescent ar.
Blanclifi.eld (Edmond Blanchfield, of Crosse, co. Tippcrary, d. Nov. 1633, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Per pale indented
erm. and gu. in dexter chief a crescent of the last.
Blanch.. Gu. a cinquefoil pierced erm. Crest A leopard's
head guard, erased or.
Blanchminster (Cornwall). Ar. three bendlets sa. over
all a chev. erm.
Blanchminster. Az. a bend or, surmounted of another
gu. charged with three mullets of the second.
Blanchmonster (Devon, quartered by Coplcstone, of
Buckland Monachorum, Visit. 1620). Ar. a fret gu.
Blanck (Guilford, co. Surrey, Lord Mayor of London, Visit.
London). Per fcss sa. and erm a pale countercliangcd, three
demi Uons ramp. or. Creft A dragon's head couped vert,
collared and chained ar. holding in the mouth a firebrand of
the last flamed ppr.
Blanckfront, or Blamekfront. Erm. an inescutcheon

—

—

ar.

Blanckfront.

Az. two bars

or,

an inescutcheon ar. on a
many gyrons of the

chief of the second two pellets betw. as
firat

A

Bli
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A

B.N., Her
BlAHOkley (Captain Edwabd
betw. three
MalMty'B Ship Pyladee, 1841). Ar. a fesse gu.
the
greyhound*' heads erased be. collared and ringed of

Buuicklby,

Crat—A faulchion erect blade ppr. hilt and pomecond.
Pro
mel or, pierced through a leopard's face ppr. Motto—
Bege et Lege.
Bland (London, granted 10 May, 1563). Gu. on a chev. ar.

betw. three crosses crosslet or, at many
(London and Yorkshire). Erm. (another, ar.) on a
bend sa. three pheons or. .Crest A cock gu.
Bland (Goldington, co. Notts, Visit. 1614). Ar. on a bend
Out of a
three pheons or, a martlet for diff. Crest
cinquefoils az.

Bland

—

—

8a.

ducal coronet or, a leopard's head ppr
Bland (Rippax Park, co. York, anciently seated at Blanda
degree of baronet in
Gill, in that aounty, and raised to the
Thomas Davison
1642, title extinct 1756, represented by
pheons of the field.
three
bend
sa.
on
a
Ar.
Bland, Esq.).
Onsi— Out of a ducal coronet or. a lion's head ppr. Motto

—

Sperate et Tirite fortes.
yiawH (Surrey; granted to Nathanied Bland, Esq., of
Bandall's Park, near Leatherhead, co. Surrey). Erm. on a
bend sa. cftttised gu. three pheons or. Crest A cock gu.
beaked, legged, and wattled or, charged on the breast with a

—

pheon of the

last.

(confirmed to James Franklin Bland, Esq., of DerryErm. on a bend sa. three pheons
co. Kerry).
Crest—
or, in the sinister chief point a cinquefoil vert.
cock ppr. charged on the breast witha pheon or. Motto

Bland

qnin Castle,

—

Kloquentia-sagitta.

Ar. on a bend sa. three
pheons or, in the sinister chief point a crescent gu. Crest
head
ppr. charged with a
lion's
a
Ont of a ducal coronet
crescent gu. J/o«o— Quo fate vocant.
Bland (Abbeyville, co. Antrim). Ar. on a bend sa. three
pheons or, in the sinister chiefpoint a crescent gu. Ci-est
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head ppr. charged with a

BUuid

(Blandsfort, Queen's Co.).

—

—

crescent gu.

Motto

— Quo

fate vocant.

Bland. Lozengy, or and sa.
Bland. Sa. three pales engr. or.
Bland. Ar. three ewers (or pots).
Bland. Gu. three ewers ar.
Blandford (Dorsetshire). Barry

of six or and gu.

—A

on a

one, a chief of the last fretty sa.
Or, three garbs az.
Bassett and Reading, co. Berks. Granted

John Blandt, only son and heir of John Blandt, of
Letcomb Bassett, co. Berks; he d. s. p. Now u^ed by a
branch of the same family, settled at Reading, in the county
to

Or, three urns sa. with flames issuing ppr.
lion reguard. gu. holding betw. the

sa. with flames issuing ppr.

Blane

Motto

—Ex uma

Crest

paws an urn
resurgain.

Ayr, and Culverlands, co. Berks,
Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. an anchor erect in chief,
entwined by a serpenk ppr. and in base a rose gu. a crescent
betw. two mullets of the field. Crest A sword erect ppr.
Motto Paritur pax bello.
hilt and pomel or.
(Scotland). Az. on a chev. ar a buckle of the
first betw. two mullets gu. in base a heron devouring a
salmon of the second.
Blaney (Herefordshire). Sa. three nags' heads erased ar.
A nag's head couped ar. maned and tufted sa. bridled
Crest
(Blanefield, co.

bart., 1812).

—

—

Blaneam

—

Blaney. Sa. three horse shoes ar.
Blanford. Ar. on a' chief az. three

Blank (London,

martlets or.

Per fesse sa. and erm. a pale counterchanged three demi lions ramp. or.
Crest
A dragon's
head erased vert, collared and chained ar. holding in the
mouth a firebrand ppr.
Blanke. Ar. on a fcsae az. three hawks' bells or.
Blankele, or Blankell. Barry of six gu. and ar. as
many ocrcsses, three, two, and one.
Blankenbury. Ar. three stegs' horns in fesse sa.
Blankensop (Cumberland). Gu. an annulet or, a bordure
1572).

—

engr. ar.

Blankensop
garbs

Blantyre, Baron.
Blaq.uiere (Lord

See Stuabt.

Erm. a lion ramp. sa.
charged on the shoulder with an estoile ar. Crest A garb
or.
Supporters Dexter, a lion sa. collared and chained or,
charged on the shoulder with an estoile ar. sinister, a tiger
ppr. ducaUy gorged and chained or. Motto Tiens a la
de Blaquiere).

(Northumberland).

Ar. a fesse betw. three

;

—

verity.

Blaquiere. Ar. six crescents sa. three, two, and one.
Blare. Sa. three (another, six) crescents ar.
Blare. Sa. crusilly three crescents ar.

Blame.

Vair, a crescent gu.

Blatchford

(Osborne, Isle of Wight). Az. two bars wavy
on a chief of the last three pheons of the first. Crest
A swan's head and neck erased sa. betw. two wings ar.
Blath'wayt (Dyrham Park, co. Gloucester derived from
the marriage of William Blathwatt, Esq., M.P. for Bath,
in 1690, Secretary at War, with Mart, only dau. and heir of
John Winter, Esq., of Dyrham and Hinton; and now represented by Georoe William Blatbwatt, Esq., of Dyrham
Park).
Crest
On a rock ppr. an
Or, two bends engr. sa.
Virtute et veritete.
eagle rising ar. wings az. Motto
Blaunxester. Gu. a lion salient or, within an orle of the
second a label of three points gobonated ar. and vert.
Crest A demi savage holding a club over his shoulder, all

—

or,

;

—

(Cumberland). Gu. six
annulet* or, three, two, and one, within a bordure engr. ar.
Blanneater. Ou. a lion ramp. ar. billettee sa. a label
gobonated az. and vvrt.
Blanaon. Per saltire ai. and gu. three annulets or, on a
chief ar. a fret na.

—

—

ppr.

Blaw (Castlehill, Scotland).
three escutcheons or.

Ar. a saltire az. on a chief gn.
An armed hand holding a

Crest

—

sword in pale ppr.

Blaxland

(London). Vert, a fesse betw. three falcons'
heads erased erm.
Blaxton (Sussex). Ar. two barmlets and in chief three
cocks gu.
Bl{ixton. Ar. two bars sa. in chief three cocks gu.
Blaydes. Or, a chev. betw. three crescents az. Crest—k.
thistle vert flowered gu.

ar.

on a chief

head erased

sa.

or,

Hall, co. Notts,

Vert,

iv

a lion pass. gu.

Mutto—Vro Deo,

and High

saltire betw. four

Crest—A

talbot's

rege, et patri&.

Blayds.

Az. a chev. erm. in base a sword ar. hilt and
or, on a chief of the third a pale gu. charged with a
garb of the fourth betw. two leopards' faces gold. Crest
demi leopard salient ppr. holding a sword, as in the arms.
Blayds (Oulton House, co. York). Same Arms, &c.
Blayne (Berkshire). Gu. a chev. or, and a chief erm. C^rest
A greyhound's head ar. collared az.
Blayney (lord Blayney, presumed to have become extinct
18 Jan. 1874, on death of Cadwallader Davis, 12th Lord
A nag's
Blayney). Sa. three nags' heads erased ar. Crest
head couped ar. bridled gu. on the forehead a piece of
Supporters Two
armour with a projecting spike ppr.

pommel

—

—

—

—

horses sa. bridled, saddled, and hoofed, or. Jlfo^to^Integra
mens augustissima possessio.
Blajrney (Cregynnog, derived from Ysgrithog Prince of
Powys: the heiress, neice of Arthcr Blatney, Esq., of
Cregynnog »«.. Charles Hanburt, Esq.). Arms as Lord

Blayney.

Blayney

(London). Sa. a trefoil or, betw. three horses*
heads erased ar. Crest A horse's head couped ar. in complete

armour

—

ppr. bridle az.

Blayney

(Keynsham, co. Hereford). 1st and 4th, ar. three
2nd and 3rd, gu. a
sa. armed gu.;
ramp, reguard. or. Crest A fox pass. ar.
Blayney (Evesham, CO. Worcester, descended frota Blatnbt.
of Keynsham). Arms as the preceding, quartering Withers,
ofTrubshaw. Motto Non nobis solum.
Blayney (Montgomeryshire). Per pale or and gu two
lions endorsed counterchanged.
Bleake (Ireland). Az. three salmon bauriant fessways ar.
quartering, Blomnet.
Bleamire, or Bleaymire (Reagill and Clifton, co. Westmorland, and Penrith, co. Cumberland). Ar. a Uon ramp.
within an orle (another, a bordure) gu. Crest ^A tiger sejant
gu. collared and chained or.
Bleas ^Chester, 1671, and co. Lancaster). Ar. a saltire betw.
four crescents sa. on a chief az. a garb betw. two martlets
boars' heads couped

—

liOD

—

—

or.

Blechenden (Kent).

sa.

Blankensop, or Blenkensop
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—

—

pheons

Blandvile, or Blaadville.

of Berks).

(Lancashire). Ar. a bend sa.
(Lancashire). Ar. on a bend sa. three lions ramp,
(another, guard.) of the field.

Paull and Beverley, co. York).

dexter hand holding
chief of the last three plates. Crest
a pistol ppr.
Per chev. sa.
(Bishop of Worcester, 1665-71).
in chief three crosses pattee of the second.
Blandson. Per pale gu. and az. three annulets or, two and

—A demi

BliE

Blanton
Blanton

Blaydes, or Blades (RaQby

Blandford

Blandy (Letcombe

A

Az. a fesse crenellee ar. (another, the
heads erased or, collared gu.
Bleckett. Ar. a fesse wavy betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
Bleddyn-Broadspeare (L<rrd of Llanhowell). Ar. on a
cross gu. five mullets or.
Bleddyn-ap-Cynfyn (King of Powys, and, by usurpation,
of North and South Wales, founder of the HI Royal Tribe of
fesse erm.) betw. three lions'

I

:
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Bi<i:

Wales, seventh in descent from, and heir of Mervyn, King
of Powys, third son of Knodri Mawr, King of Wales:
1st, the Princes of Powys-Fadoc ; 2nd, Griffith
descendants
Maelor, Lord of Bromfield; 3rd, Owen Brogyntyn, Lord of
Edeirnion, Dinmail, and Abertanat; 4th, Cynric Efell, Lord
of Eglwys Egle 5th, Einion EfeU, Lord of Cynllaeth; 6th,
The Princes of Powys Wenwynwyn; 7th, lorwerth Goch,

—

;

Lord of Mochmont;

8th,

Nannau, in
Or, a lion ramp,

CadwRan, Lord

of

Merioneth; 9th Rhywallon-ap-Cynfyn).
gu. armed and langued or.
Sledlow (London). Per chev. ar. and purp. in chief two
lions ramp, combatant sa. and in base three crosses patt^e,
two and one, of the first, all within a bordure az. charged
with eight fleurs-de-lis or. Orest In the sea an anchor

—

ppr.

Bledlow

(London). Per chev. az. and erm. in chief two
foxes pass. ar. within a bordure of the first, charged with
eight fleurs-de-lis or.
Bledrie tAp. Cadifor Vawr, Lord of Elaed, co. Carmarthen).
Ar three bulls' heads cabossed sa.
Blemhill (Cheshire). Erm. three mascles gu.
Blencko (Sussex). Az. on a bend ar. tliree chaplets vert.
Blenco. Sa. on a bend ar. three chaplets gu.
Blencow. Gu. a quarter ar.
Blenco^ve (John Fitz Adam db Buencowe, co. Cumberland,
temp. Kichard II.). Gu. a quarter ar.

Blencowe

Blencowe, co. Cumberland, and Thoby
Az. a bend ar. charged with three
Priory, CO. Essex).
Crest
chaplets of roses gu. quartering gu. a canton ar.
On a sword pointed downwards a human heart pierced
through betw. two wings. Motto Quorsum vivere mori,
(Little

—

mori

—

vita.

Blencowe

(Marston St. Lawrence, co. Northampton). Gu.
a canton ar., quartering, sa. a stag trippant erm. and a chief
Crest
A sword in pale ar. hilt or, enfiled
Waleston.
for
or,
with a human heart gu. all betw. two wings expanded ar.
Afo«o— Quorsum vivere mori, mori vita.
Blencowe (North Lodge, Lewes, co. Sussex). Az. a human
foot couped ar. on a canton or, an anchor gu.
Blencowe (Hooke, co. Sussex). Same Arms, &c.
Bleney, or Blawney (Herefordshire). Gu. a chev. or,
and chief erm.
Blenkinsopp (Hoppyland Park, co. Durham, and HumQuarterly, 1st
bleton Hall, co. Northumberland, esq.).
and 4th, gu. a fesse betw. three garbs or, for Blenkinsopp; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fesse betw.
six crosses crosslet fitchee sa., for Latton, or Leaton
2nd,
and 3rd, sa. three swords in fe.sse ar two with their points in
1st
hase, and the middle one in chief, for Rawlins. Crests
A lion ramp, or, for Blenkinsopp; 2nd: Out of a mural
coronet two wings expanded ar. ew:h charged with a cross
crosslet fitthee sa., for Leaton.

—

;

—

Blenkinsopp, or Blankensopp

(quartered

hy the

CocLsoNS, of blenkinsopp Castle, co. Northumberland). Ar.
a fesse betw. three garbs sa.
Blenman (Croscombe, co. Somerset; Jonathan Blenman
was Attorney-General and Judge of the Admiralty at Barbadoes in the last century). Per chev. invected az. and ar. in
chief three lozenges of the second, in base a bee volant ppr.
Crest A dexter arm couped at the elbow, habited sa. ruffled
ar. and adorned with a diamond button at the wrist, holding

—

B

lil

Blessone.
Cr'.st

—A

Sa. a bend. betw. six crosses crosslet fltcbce or.
martlet ar. of a russet colour.

Bleton.

Ar. on a bend ar. three crosses formee gu.
(Winington, co. Bedford). Or, on bend sa. hetw.
three escallops az. as many garbs of the first, all within a
bordure gu. Oreit
A wolfs head or, semee of hurts, and
gorged with a mural collar az.
Bleverhasset. See Blenekhassett.
Blewet (Cornwall). Or, on a chief gu. three plates.
Blewet (Gloucestershire, and Grenham, co. Somerset). Ar.
(another, or) a chev. betw. three eagles displ. vert. Crtst^

Bletsho

—

A mort head ppr.
Blewet (Hampshire). Or, an imperial
Blewet (Lincolnshire). Ar. a fesse

eagle gu.
gu. in chief tbtm
lozenges of the second (another, sa.).
Blewet. Or, six eagles displ. gu.
Blewet. Gu. on a chief ar. three lozenges (another, fusils)
sa.

Blewett. Or, a chev. betw. six. eagles displ. vert.
Blewett, or Bluett. Gn. an eagle displ. with two
heads gu.

Blewit (Holcombe Regis,

co. Devon, Visit. 1620). Or, a
eagles displ. vert.
Crest A squirrel
vert fructed of the first.

—

chev. betw. three
sejant or, in bis

paws an acorn

Blew^itt (Llantarnan Abbey, co. Monmouth). See under
Morgan.
Blick, or Blicke. Era. on a fesse sa. three leopards'
Crest— A hawk's lure.

faces ar.

Bligrh {Earl of Damley). Az. a grifSn segreant or, armed
and langued gu. betw. three crescents ar. Crest— A griffin's
head erased or. Su/iporten Two griffin's wings expanded
or, ducally collared and chained az.
Motto — Finem respice.
Bligfh (Visit. CO. Cornwall, 1620). Az. a griffin segreant or,
armed gu. betw. six crescents ar.

—

Blighe.

Az. a griffin segreant or, betw. three crescents
A dexter arm or and az. couped at the elbow,
holding a battle-axe of the second and first.
Blike (Dublin, ante 1637, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Sa. on a cher.
betw. three leopards' faces ar. a crescent az. within a bordure
invected of the second.
Blinchull (Cheshire). Erm. three mascles in fesse gu.
Blinckarne, or Blincame (Boston and Chiselhurst,
CO. Kent, granted by Walker, Garter, Visit. Middlesex.
ar.

Ch-est

—

Thomas Buncabne,

of London, was grandson of Geoacs
Gu. on a cross
Blinkarne, servant to Queen Elizabeth).
A.
engr. voided or, a crown imperial of the last.
Ortat
demi lion holding a cross engr. gu.
Blincoe. Sa. a sword in pale, point through a heart ppr.
Bliss. Gu. a bend vairfe, betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Crtst
An arm from the elbow, holding a bimdle of four arrows,
points downwards.
Bliss, or Blisse (Market Harborough, co. Leicester,
borne by the late Rev. Philup Bliss, D.C.L., Registrar of
the University of Oxford). Ar. on a bend cottised az. three
garbs, or. Crest
A garb or.
Bliss (The Temple, London). Gu. on a bend engr. ar. betw.
two fleurs-de-lis or, four escocheons az. Crest A dexter
cubit arm erect holding by the lower limb a cross gu. couped
fleury or. Motto Virtus sola felicitas.

—

—

—

—

—

Cumberland,

Bliss (Rev. William Bliss). Same .drirw and £>«««. Motto—
Quod severis metes.
Blith. Ar. two lions pass, reguard. sa.
Blithe, or Blythe ( Hawkeswell, and of Blithe, Joen

(Blcnnerhassett, Carlisle, and Fhmby
Hall, CO. Cumberland, the parent stock of the Blennerbas-

Blithe, of HawkesweU, d. 1626, seventh in descent from
Simon de Blithe, of same place, in the parish of Colestaill,
30 Edward I. 1301, DugdaU).
Ar. on a fess sa. three

in the

hand

a

parchment roll ppr.
(John de Blenekhasset,
II.).
Gu. three dolphins ar.

Blenerhasset
temp. Richard

co.

Blennerhassett

England and Ireland). Gu.
a chev. erm. betw. three dolphins embowed az.
Blennerhassett (Ballyseedy, co. Kerry, a branch of the
Cumberland house, settled in Ireland temp. Queen Elizabeth.
The two chief famihes of the name are the Blennebhassetts
of Ballyseedy, and the Blennebhassetts of Blennerville).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three dolphins embowed ar. Crest
A wolf sejant ppr. Motto Fortes fortuna juvat.
Blennerhassett (BlennerviUe, co. Kerry, bart. descended
from Ballyseedy). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three dolphins
embowed ar. Crest— X wolf sejant ppr. Molto Fortes
SETTS, settled in various parts of

—

—

—

fortuna juvat.

Blennerhassett (Lowdham, co. Suffolk, teTn.-p. Edward \U.).
Same Arms.
Bleshy, or Blesbie

(Blesbie, co.

engr. betw. three mullets sa.

Lincoln).

—A

Crest

griffin's

Ar. a fesse

head erased

or.

escallops or.

Blithe (London,

Paly of six or and az. on a chief gu.

—

a fesse dancettee ar. Crest
An eagle displ. ppr.
Az. three greyhounds' heads erased ar. collared
and ringed or.

Bleson.
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Her. Coll. London).

—

Erm. on a

ramp. or. Crest A lion sejant gu.
Blithe (London). Or, a chev. betw. three lions ramp. sa.
Crest— On a tower ar. a lion of the fir.<it.
Blithe (Lincolnshire). Or, a chev. betw. three lions ramp.
sa.
Crest— A tower, on the battlements a lion jiass. ar.
Blithe (Derby). Erm. three bucks' heads erased ppr.
Crest— A peacock or, holding in the beak a serpent reflexed
over the neck ppr.
Blithfield. Ar. a chief gu. in base a bar indented sa.
Blithman (London). Vert, on a fesse betw. three bears
Crest
A demi
saliant ar. as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.
bear ar. muzzled gu. holding betw. the paws a battle-axe of

—

the last.

Blitun.

Ar, on a fesse az. three lioncels pass, or, betw.
four three, and one, of the third.
Or, betw. two flanches sa. each charged with a
lion ramp, endorsed of the first three fleurs-de-lis in chief
eight

Bleset, or Blesset.

1575.

fesse gu. three lions

billits,

Blizard.
az.

Crest

— A fleur-de-lis az.

Blizard, or Blizzard. Ar. a chev.

sa. in chief three

AA

B
crosses moline ai.
the wrist a bracelet.

li
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Crest— A

arm

lady's

erect,

and round

erect and erased in
two demi spears or.

saltire,

the dexter uppermost betw.

a bordure ai.
Blocase (Scotland).
Block (granted to Samuel Richakd Block, of the city of
London, and of Kentish Town, co. Middlesex, merchant).
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. two falcons in chief ppr. belled or,
and a mount vert, thereon the stump of an oak tree sprouting
out a branch to the sinister also ppr., in base three roses of
the field, barbed of the fourth, and seeded gold. Crest—
mount vert thereon an eagle, wings elevated ppr., seizing
with the dexter cJaw an owl ar.
Blockborne. Ar. a bend gobony sa. and or, a cross gu.
Bloe. Gu. on a chief ar. three lozenges sa.
Bloen, or Bloer (Cornwall), Sa. a saltire engr. ar.
Ar. a lion ramp.

Crest

sa.

Ar. a chev. vert betw. three pomcis.
(London).
A cubit arm vested vert, holding in the hand ppr. a

—

pomei.
Ar. a chev. gu. hetw. three trefoils az. Crest—
Three ostrich feathers two ar. the middle one az.
Blofield (Hoverton House, co. Norfolk). Sa. a chev. ar.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest— Three ostrich feathers ar.

Blofeld.

Motto

Blois

— Domino quid reddam.

betw. two fleursde-lis ar.

Crest

Motto— Je me

—A

en Dieu.
Blois fWiLUAM DE Blois, Earl of Montaigne, son of King
vair.,
on a chief an eagle displ.
pallets
three
Stephen). Gu.
of the

fie

(Seven Oaks, co. Kent).

"Vert,

in bend, ar. collared gu. studded or.

a greyhound courant

Crest

—A peacock's tail

erect or.

Blome

(Cobham,

co.

Essex,

and Abergwilly,

co.

Car-

The same.

marthen).

Blomefield

Sa. on a
co. Norfolk, bart).
chev.
a branch of laurel betw. two bombshells fired
Crest
ppr., on a canton or, a spear-head embrued ppr.
Issuant from a mural crown ar. a demi heraldic tiger az.
armed and tufted or, collared also ar. and holding a sword
broken in the middle ppr.
Blomefield. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three trefoils vert.
Crest— Two wings extended ppr.
Blom.efield (registered to Rev. Leonard Blomefield, of
Belmont, Bath). Sa. three branches of broom betw. two
chcvronels or, a canton of the last, thereon a spear head az.
imbrued gu. Cre-4 A demi heraldic tiger az. tufted and
crined or, in the mouth a branch of broom as in the arms,
holding in the paws a sword erect, broken at the point ppr.,
pomel and hilt gold. Motto Pro aris et focis.
Blomer (Cowley, co. Gloucester). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Blomer, or Blooraer (Hagthorp, co. Gloucester, London,
and Warwickshire). Gu. an incscutcheon ar. charged with
a lion ramp, of the first within a bordure or (another, with-

(Attleborough,

ar.

—

—

—

—

Crest
A tiger sejant vert, ducally
out the bordure).
gorged, lined, tufted, and crined or. Of Gloucestershire,
the crest gu.
Blomer (London). Ar. a lion ramp, within a bordure gu.
Crest
A tiger sejant vert ducally gorged and chain rcflexcd
over the back or.
Blomet (Warwickshire). Gu. a fesse or, betw. six martlets

—

ar.

Blomfield, or Bloomfield. Az. a
Crest
Two wings extended ppr.

—

BlomAeld

lion pass, guard, ar.

(Suffolk).
Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and
Crest
a bend gu.
A lozenge gu. betw. two wings
erect, sometimes without the lozenge.
Anothn- Crest
demi tiircr ramp. ar. holding in his paws a broken sword.

—

az.

Blomefield.

Sa.

on a chev.

—

or,

three branches, on

.1

—

canton of the second a broken spear head sa. Crest
demi wolf az. holding erect a cross hilled sword broken in
Molio
half pi>r.
Pro aris ct focis.
Blomhull (Cheshire). Erm. three mascles gu.
Blommart. Gu. three jnlcs sinister bcndwaya ar. Crest
An arm couped and cnibowed, resting the elbow on a
wreath, holding a sword in pale, entiled with asavagc's head
couped.
Blomney (Ireland). Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces

—

—

Blondell

Supporters—Two

ppr.

sa.

a chev. counter-

changed.

Blondell.

Ar. a

(another, vert).
all ppr.

chev.

Crest

—A

betw. three eagles displ. gn.
dexter hand holding a battle-axe,

Blondesden, or Blondeston.

Ar. a saltire gu. fretty
betw. four escallops of the second.
Blondeston (Blondeston, co. Suffolk, and Cortnall, co.
Notts, "Visit. Notts 1569 and 1614). Ar. six cross crosslets
fitchee sa. a chief vair.
Blondevill. Az. three garbs or. Crest—A Cornish chough
or,

ppr.

Blondy.

Lozengy, or and sa.
Erm. three mascles in fesse gu.
Blonkenh.am. Az. cru.silly two bars or.

Blonilill.

Blonveill. Ar. four fusils in fesse gu.
Blonvill. At. three lozenges in fesse gu. betw.

as

aa.

Ar. throe towers gu.
chrtpciu gu. turned up erm. a game coik ppr.

(Guernsey).
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Crest

— On

a

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. tlirce eagles

many

cinquefoils az.

Blood.

bucks lodged ppr.

Or, three

Crest

—A buck's head

erased ppr. attired or, holding in the mouth an arrow gold.
Gu. a knife ar. haft or.
(Ireland). Quarterly, ar. and az. in each quarter

I

Blood.

Blood

counterchanged.

quatrefoil

Crest

—A

talbot's

head

a,

sa.

collared or.

Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets, the handles

reversed gu.

Blood'worth.

Ar. three bars sa. in chief three torteaux,

—

within a bordure erm. Crest A dexter hand fesseways
couped gu. holding a cross crosslet fitchee in pale sa.
Bloom. Az. a dexter hand couped at the wrist ar. Crest
all

—

ppr.

some

erect habited az. cuff ar. holding in the
slips of broom, stalked vert, blossomed or.

hand

Bloomfield

{Lord Bloomfield).
Ar. three lozenges conjoined in fesse gu. betw. as many cinquefoils az. on a canton
of the last, a plume of three ostrich feathers of the field
issuing through the rim of a royal coronet or. Crest
Out

—

mural crown or, charged with two cinquefoils, in fesse,
a bull's head ppr. i>upporters On either side a horse
reguard. ar., their tails flowing between their hind legs,
each gorged with a chaplet of oak ppr.; the dexter charged
on the breast with an escocheon gu., thereon a plume of
feathers, as on the canton in the shield
and the sinister
with an escocheon or, charged with a grenade sa., fired ppr.
Motto Fortes fortuna juvat.
Bloomfield (Kithroe, co. Tipperary, Smith's Ordinary), Ar.
of a

—

az.,

;

—

three

fu.sils

in fess betw. as

head erased

many

cinquefoils gu.

Crest

—

—

horned and languedor. Motto

Fortes
fortuna juvat.
Bloore. Or, three lion-goats' heads ppr.
Bloore. Vert, a serpent bowed, embowed, debruised, the
head erect, the tail torqued or.
Blosse, (Lynch Blosse, Castle Carra, co. Mayo, bart.). Az. a
chev. betw. three trefoils slipped or. Crest A lynx pass,
coward ar. Motto Nee temere nee timide.
Bloss (Ipswich, CO. Suffolk). Gu. three dragons pass, in pale
Crest
A demi angel holding in the
crni. a crescent for diff.
dexter hand a griffin's head erased.
Bow,
Middlesex,
(Stratford,
co.
and Ipswich, co.
Blosse
Gu. three dragons pass, in
Suffolk, Visit. Middlesex, 16C3).
pale or, another ar.
Blossett. Paly of six or and az. a chief gu.
Blossom. Az. three wiverns displ. erm.
Blossome. Gu. three lizards erm. Crest Out of a dncal
coronet a hand holding a swan's head and neck erased.
Blossoms, or Blossum. Gu. three dragons pass, in
Crest
A ram pass. ppr.
piUo erm.
Blott. Az. a fesse sa.
Bloud. Sa. a comb ar. on a lock of golden hair.
Bloumfield (Essex). Ar. three lozenges in fesse betw.as
many cinquefoils gu.
Blound. Lozengy or and sa.
Bloundell. See Blundell.
Bloundeville. Az. three garbs or.
Blounfeld, or Broumfield. Ar. three fusils in fesse
bull's

sa.

—

—

—

—

—

gu. liolw. as ni.Tuy cinquefoils az.
(confirmed as the

Blount, or Blond

Arms of Blodnt or
Blond, of Warwick, Harl.MSS). Barry nebuleeofsix or and sa.
Blount. See Croke.
Blount (Soddington, co. Worcester, bart.). Barry nebulae of
sixorandsa. Crest An armed foot in the sun ppr. Motto
Lux tua, via mca.
"BXounX, {Lord Blount: summoned to Parliament 1326). Same
Arms.
Blount {Lord Blount; summoned to Parliament 1340). Same

—

ar.

Blond. Sec P>LorNT.
Blond. Kusllly or and
Blond, Le (Ireland).

Blondel

O

li

A cubit arm

first.

Blome

B

—A Saracen's head

coward or.
(London). Per pale erm. and

Bloodman^
Gu. a bend vair
gauntlet ppr. holding a

(Cockfield Hall, co. Suffolk, hart.).

fleur-de-lis ar.

Crest

displ. sa.

lions guard, tails

Blobery, or Blobury. Ar. on a cross az. five roses or.
Blobold (Mendham, co. Suffolk). Or, on a chief indented
gu. two gauntlets of the field. Crest—Two lions' gambs

Bloer

A

Artns.

—
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BLO

BlOQJlt (Lord Mountjoy and Sari of Dtvojuhire, extinct
1606). Same Arms.
Sloont {Lord Mountjoy, of Thurveston, and Earl of Netoport, extinct 1681). Same Arms, within a bordure gobony
Out of a ducal coronet or, a crescent
Crest
»r. and gn.
gold. Supporttrs—Tyro knights in complete armour ppr.
collared, belted, and pomels and hilts of swords or.
Blount (Maple-Durham, co. Oxford). Same Arms as
Blount, of Soddington, quartering the ensigns of Ayala,
Crest— A wolf pass. sa. betw. two
Castile, and Beauchamp.
comets out of a ducal coronet or, also an armed foot In the
sun ppr. with the Motto Lux tua via mea.

—

—

Bloiint

(Orleton, co. Hereford).

Barrj* nebulcc of sis ar.

Cyest— Or and sa. a cross in
Motto Mors crucis mea salus.
Same Arms.
Hereford).
Blount (Grendon, co.
Blount, or Blunt (Essex). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a

and

sa. in chief eight peUets.

—

the sun.

three eagles displ. or.
Ar. two bars az. over all an escarbuncle gu. nowed or.
Blount (Tittenhanger, co. Herts). Barry nebulee of eight

bend

sa.

Blount

(Gloucester).

or and sa.

Blount.

The same.

Crest— A sun

or,

charged with a

gauntlet sa.

Ar. two bars az. over all
(London and Gloucester).
Crest— &. sea lion enn.
an escarbuncle of eight rays or.
ducally crowned or.
nebulcc
of six or and sa.
Barry
Blount (Staffordshire).
within a bordure gobonated of the same.
Blount (Staffordshire). The same, the bordure gobonated
ar. and az.
Blount (Warwickshire). Gu. a fess betw. six martlets ar.

Blount

(another, the fesse or).
Two coats;

Blount.

Bloyon.

Bloys

Or,

a castle az.: 2nd, barry
A bull's head sa. behind

—

nebulee of six or and sa. Crest
the rays of the sun or.
(Wadeley, co. Salop, Visit. London. 156S). Barry
nebulae of six or and sa. Crest— A. lion pass. gu. crowned

Blount

Sa. &

(Ipswich, CO. Suffolk).

Blount.

Ar. two bars az. over

all

an escarbuncle of eight

rays gu. pommettee and florett^e or.
Barry undy of six or and sa.
Quarterly, ar. and gu.
Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa. three eagles

Blount.
Blount.
Blount.

displ. ar.

Blount.
Blount.
Blount.
Blount.
Blount.
Blount,
Blount.

Gu. a

fesse betw. six mullets ar.

Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Az. a saltire cngr. or.
Vaire or and az.
Chequy ar. and gu. a bend az.
or Blunt. Or, a tower triple-towered az.
Gu. on a fesse betw. six martleis ar. a cre.=cent az.
In a crescent az. two swans' necks reversed ar. the
Crest
one over the other, holding each an annulet in the mouth

—

gu.

Blouyle

Per pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp,
counterchanged. Crest A demi lion ramp, per pale indented
ar. and gu.
(Suffolk).

—

Blow.

Sa. a saltire betw. four pomeis.
BlO'W (Rev. John Blow, Rector of Godmanham Rectory,
Ar. a saltire sa. betw. four torteaux. Crest
CO. York).
Two wings conjoined ar.
Blower. Or, on a chev. betw. three balls vert a crescent
gold. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a demi eagle displ.
vert wounded in the breast with an arrow gold feathered

—

—

betw. two

vair,

az. three

—

first.
Crest
K demi lion's head erased,
pierced through the neck with a broken spear ar.
Bludder (Lincolnshire and Middlesex, confirmed by Camden
Clarenceux). Or, a pale az. betw. two bucks tripping ppr.

cinquefoils of the

—

A lion's head erased ar. pierced through the neck
with the blade of a sword of the last, the wound gu.
(Mile End Green, co. Middlesex, confirmed by
Camden, Clarenceux, IGOO). Gu. a dexter arm in armour

Crest

Bludder

couped vambraced

or,

hand

ppr.

Crest

—Same as the

last.

Bludw^orth

(Lord Mayor of London, 166G). Ar. three bars
many torteaux, all within a bordure erm.
Bludworth. Ar. three bars gu. in chief as many torteaux,
all within a bordure enn.
Crest A naked arm embowed
ppr. guttle de sang, holding a wreath of laurel ppr.
Bluet (Holcombe-Rcgis, co. Devon). Or,- a chev. betw. three
eagles displ. vert. Crest A fox sejant or, in his paw an
acorn vert, fructcd gold.
Bluet (Hampshire). Or, an eagle displ. with two necks gu.
sa. in chief as

—

—

armed

(another, az.)

Bluet

ar.

Ar. a fesse sa. in chie
three lozenges gu.
Cornwall, a branch of Bldet, of Holcombe
(Harlerston, co. Lincoln).

Bluett (Colan, co.

Same Arms.

Regis).

Bluett.

Bluett
the

Ar. on a chief gu. three plates.
(Devonshire). Sa. on a chief ar. three lozenges of

field.

Per

under part

ar.

Crest

a fesse indented on the
greyhound wounded on the

and

fesse gu.

sa.

— A demi

breast with an arrow ppr.

Blufield

Per

(Staffordshire).

and

fesse indented ar.

sa.

a

chief gu.

Blumenhall (Inq. Post

Mort. 43

by the co-heiresses of Ipstones,

or

bend

fleurs-de-lis or.

Bloys. Gu. a canton ar.
Bloys. Gu. a Sagittarius ar. his bow and shaft sa.
Bludder, or Blutlier (London). Or, on a bend

Blufield.
Ist:

BI.TT

Ar. a saltire engr. sa.

Henry

III. 1259,

co. Stafford).

quartered

Erm. three

mascles gu.

Blumliill

(Cheshire).

Erm. three mascles fesseways gu. two

and one.

Blumworth.

Or,

two bends gu. in chief three torteaux.

Blund. Lozengy or and
Blundell (Ince Blundell,

sa.

co. Lancaster, and Cardington, co.
Bedford, the latter branch raised to the degree of Baronet of
Ireland in 1620, and to the Peerage of that kingdom in 172C).
Az. ten billets, four, three, two, and one, and a canton or,
charged with a raven ppr. Crest— X squirrel sejant gu.
collared and holding a nut or.
Blundell (V.scount Bluiulell, extinct 1756). Same Arms.
.An arm in armour embowed, the hand liolding a
Crest
scimetar, all ppr. iuyyorfers — Dexter, a lion reguard. ppr.
crowned withan Eastern crownor; sinister, anlrish wolf dog

—

—

Unus et idem ferar.
reguard. brown and white. Motto
Ar. an eagle (another, three eagles) displ. gu.
Quarterly, per fesse indented or and az. a bend

Blundell.
Blundell.
gu-

Blundell.

Blundell

Per pale crra. and sa. a chev. counterchanged.
(Harlington, co. Bedford). Gu. a chev. or, betw.

three unicorns' heads couped ar.

Blundell (Crosby, co. Lancaster). Sa. ten billets ar. Crest —
A demi lion ramp. sa. in the paws a tau fitchcc erect ar.
Blundell (Blundell, co. Lancaster, 1067). Ar. a chev. betw.
three eagles displ. gu.
(Crosbie CO. Lancaster, Nicholas Blundell of
that place, 3 Ilcnry IV. 1401, Ulster's office). Ar. a chev. gu.

Blundell

ar.

Blower.

Or, an eagle displ. with two heads gu.
BlO'wfi.eld. Az. a chev. ar. surmounted by another or, all
betw. three trefoils sUpped of the second.
Bloxam (Bloxam, CO. Oxford, and Rugby, co. Warwick).
Sa. a fesse dancettee betw. three wiverns' heads erased ar.
Creit An anchor in bend sinister or, cabled az.
Bloxam (Geokge Fbedeeick Bloxam, Esq., Chester Square,
Pimlico).
Ar. a saltire vert.
Crest
An anchor in bend
sinister with cable.
Bloxam, or Bloxh.am. Ar. a saltire vert. Crest— A.

—

—

shuttle az.

Bloxsome (The

Rangers, co. Gloucester). Per pale or and
sa. a fc?sc dancettee voided betw. three wyverns" heads
erased, all counterchanged.
Crest
A wy vern's head erased
or, transfixed by a spear head in pale sa. ilfoWo— Non timere

—

sed fortitcr.

Bloyne.

S;i.

a cross engr. ar.

BloyTie, Bloyan,

Bloyhaw, and Bloywe.

saltire sa. betw. four torteaux.

Bloyon
Bloyon

(Cornwall).
(Cornwall).
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Gu. a cross engr. ar.
Gu. or sa. a saltire engr. ar.

Ar. a

betw. three eagles displ. vert.
CO. Lancaster, 1664). Az. ten billets or, on
a canton ar. a squirrel sejant gu. Crest As Blundell of

Blundell(Preston,

—

Ince B'undell.

Blundell

Blundell, Esq., of Deysbrook,
Lozengy erminois and sa. on
Lancaster).

(R. IIollinshead

West Derby, co.
a bend wavy gu. three billets ar. quarterly with IIollinshead (/or wliich see that 7uune). Crtsl A mount, ihcieon

—

a squirrel sejant.

Blundell

(Ireland).

Blunden

(Bishop's Castle, co. Salop).

Gu. two

(another, pass, guard.).

pallets ar.

Ar. a lion pass. sa.

Crest—A demi

griffin

or,

gorged

with a fesse erm.
(Ireland). Ar. a lion pass. sa. in the dexter paw
a trefoil slipped vert. Crest On the point of a spear a
dolphin naiant ppr.
Blunden (Castle Blunden, co. Kilkenny, hart.). 1st and
2nd and
4th, ar. ten billets, four, three, two, and one, sa.

Blunden

—

;

3rd, or, a lion pass, guard, per pale gu.

A demi lion

ramp, per

fesse sa.

and

ar.

and

sa.

Creit<i

— 1st:

armed and langucd

go.

2nd

;

:

A gri ffln Bejn^ant vert, anned, winged, and beaked

Motto—CeisiTauB

or.

amari.

Per pale erm. and

Slunder.

a chev. engr. counter-

sa.

Board

(Farley House, Westerham). Arms, same as the preceding. Crest An antelope statant or. Motto— PerioTSitus.
Ar. a chev. vert bordered gu. Crest A lion

—

(HaUoughton, co. Nottingham). Ar. six crosses
and one, a chief vair. Ci-est

—

croBslet fitchfc sa. three, two,

A

wolf pass. ar.

indented or and az.

Quarterly, per fesse
(another, ar. and az.) a bend gu.

Blxindevill.

cross or,

f retry sa.

Blunstone, or Blundestone

(Suffolk).

crosslet fitch6e sa. three, two, and one,
first and gu. Crest— The sun rising ppr.

a

Ar. six crosses

chief vaire of the

Motto— Fo&t nubes

lux.

Blunt (London, Clery and Wallop House, co. Hants, and
Croydon, co. Surrey, bart.). Barry nebulee of six or and
sa.
CVm£— The sun in glory charged on the centre with
an eye issuing tears, all ppr. Motto Inter lacbrymas
micat.
Blunt (Kempshott, co. Hants). Amu, &e., as the preceding.

—

Blunts, or Blonte.

Quarterly, ar. and az. on a bend sa.
three eagles displ. of the first.
Ar. two bars gu. in chief
three torteaux.
Blyke (Herefordshire, London, and Salop). Sa. a chev.
betw. three leopards' heads ar.
Blymhall. Erm. three mascles in fesse gu.
Blytb (Scotland). Ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu.
as many garbs or.

Blu\7orth, or Blurproth.

Blyth

(William D'Urbin Bltth, Esq., J.P., Wcasenham

Erm. three stags trippant gu. attired or.
Crest— A stag's bead erased gu. attired or, gorged with a
Hall, CO. Norfolk).

chaplet vert.

Blyth
ffu.

(Burnham,

Crest—A. buck's head erased gu. attired or.

attired or.

Motto— In

Blytbe

Erm. three bucks trippant

co. Norfolk).

Veritas victoria.

(Bodmyn,

betw. three crescents ar.

Another Crest

Az. a

co. Cornwall).

—An

Crest

—A

arm embowed

segreant or,
griffin's head erased or.
and erect, habited per
griffin

pale or and az. cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr. a battleaxe, staff of the second, headed -of the third.
Blythe (Norton, co. Derby. William Bltthb, of Norton,
father of John Blttue, Bishop of Salisbury, and of Geffrey

Blttee, Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, had a grant of
these Annt, temp. Henry 'VII.). Erm. three roebucks trip-

—

pant ppr. Crest A roebuck's head erased gu. attired or,
gorged with a chaplet vert.
(Burchet, co. Derby). Same Arms.
(Lincolnshire). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Blsrthe (Lincolnshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three lions sa.
Blythe (Lincolnshire). Az. on a fesse ar. a buck in full

Blythe
Blythe

(Iforkshlre).

Ar. a hart trippant gu.

Crest

—In

vreath erm. and gu. a roebuck's head erased of the
attired or, gorged with a chaplet vert.

Blythe

(Yorkshire).

Erm. three

bi'.cks

a

last,

erased and attired or, col-

(Blythe, co. Warwick).

Ar. on a fesse sa. three

Crest

lared az.

Blythe

escallops or.

Blythe
sheriff

{Dicgdale't Warwickshire.)

(Whitley, CO. Salop. Fbancis

Tubneb Bltthe,

Esq.,

Same Arms.

176.')).

Ar. three goats pass. gu. two and one, a chief az.
Per fesae ar. and az. in chief three crescents of
the second.

Blythfleld.
Blythfleld.

Per
Per

fesse indented or

fesse

ar.

and

and

az.

a

chief gu.
three piles countersa.

changed.

Blythman
ar. as

(Ksscx).

many

'Vert,

on a

fesse betw. three

lions

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Boade.

Sa. two chev. betw. six escallops ar. two, three, and
Crest- A ram's head, gorged with a fesse indented sa.
charged with three escallops ar.

one.

Boadle.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets sa.
Boak. Or, a pale gu. in chief two frets, and in base another
counterchangcd. Crest A beacon fired ppr.
Boaler. Gu. a (esse quarterly ar. and sa. betw. six rroises
crosfllct lltchce of the second.

—

Boaler.

Gu.

five fusils in fesse,

quartered ar. and sa. betw.

six crosscB flory of the second.

Boar.

Board
and >z.

—

and homed

or.

Boardman.

Per pale indented erm. and sa. on a chev.
betw. three horses pass, two lozenges all counterchangcd.
Boarne. Erm. on a bend az. three lions ramp. or.
Boase (Cornwall). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. five bezants
betw. an anchor in base and two birds in chief with wings
erect.
Crest— A demi lion charged with three bezants on
the shoulder and a star on the hip, holding in the fore paws
five arrows, four in saltire and one in fesse upon the top.
Boatfield. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a saltire sa.
Cre.<t
Five arrows sa. enflled with a ducal coronet or.
Boaton. Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets or.
Bobart (Brunswick). Ar. an oak branch slipped vert,

—

fructed or.

Bobking'.

Ar. a bend nebulee betw. ten crosses crosslet

gu.

Bocars. Paly of six or and az. a fess ar.
Bocie. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three plates.
Bock. Gyronny of sixteen gu. and or, an
belled

orle counter-

Crest—A hawk's leg and wing conjoined, the

changed.

and jessed,

all

fli'st

ppr.

Bocken, or Borcken.

Gu. an arrow, on each

side

where

the feather should be three ostrich feathers ar. the barb
erected or.

Bockenham, or Bokenham.
chequy

or,

and of the

Az.

and 1237
zants.

inclusive).

a cross pattfe,

first.

Bockerell, or Bokerell (Lord Mayor
Sa.

of London,

two bucks pass.

1232

ar. the field be-

Socket. Ar. a cross gu. surmounted by two bars az.
A horse's head in profile betw. two wings endorsed.
Bockett. Sa. sem^e of crosses crosslet fitchee or, a

—

Ci-est

fesse

betw. three boars' heads erased of the last. Crtsi—On a
wreath entwined with laurel vert a falcon with wings extended and ducally gorged or, beak and legs gu.

Bockham.

Chequy

ar.

and

sa.

a fesse erm.

Booking: (BucUnam

Castle, co. Suffolk). Ar. a fesse wavy
betw. six crosses crosslet fltchee gu.
Bokins (Suffolk). Ar. a bend engr. betw. sis crosses crosslet gu.
Booking. Ar. a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
Booking:. Ar. a fesse nebulee sa. betw. six crosses crosslet
gu. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a leopard pass,
ppr.

—

Booking:.

Ar. a bend wavy betw. eight crosses crosslet gu.
a fesse wavy counterchanged.
Ar. a bend betw. six crosses

Bocking. Per pale ar. and sa.

Vert a boar

or.

and Linfleld). Per fesse gu.
an eicutcheon within an orle of martlets ar. Crat

(Bordhlll, CO. Sussex,

A stag erm.

94

crosslet gu.

Bockingham
collared

(Suffolk).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. on a bend az.
Crest On a chapeau a lion statant guard,
and crowned with a ducal coronet.

—

Bockingham.
Bockingham.

Ar. three bendlets in chief gu.

Gu. a cross bottonnee

or.

Bockland. Vair on a chief
two crescents.
— A bull's head erased ar. ducally gorged sa.
Bocklande. Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three
.

.

ramp. gu.

Blythe.
Blythe.

ramp.

(granted to Williah Buabdman, Esq., of
Farrington House, Penwortham, co. Lancaster). Gu. on a
pile betw. two stags' beads cabossed or, a stag's bead
'abossed of the field. Crest A stag's head sa. erased gn.

three bezants.

gu. attired or, a

—A buck's bead

chief az.

lined or.

Booking-, or Bockkinge.

course gu.

Blythe

and

Boardman

crusily

Az. three garbs or.
Blimdeville (Handle, EaH
Blnndey, or Bltunnile. Lozengy or and sa.
Blunson. Parted per sajtire az. and gu. four annulets in
of Chester).

—

Boardman.

sejant, collared

Blandeston

BOD
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Biitr

Crest

—

A.

hawk

.

close reguard. ar.

Crest

lions

beaked and

belled or.

Bocklande, or Bokeland

(Scotland).

Ar.

an eagle

beaked and legged or (another, legged gu.).
"Vert three chev. ar. on a canton az. a saltire of
the second. Crest
The sun shining on a demi eagle with
two heads in flames ppr.
displ. sa.

Bockley.

—

Bockwell, or Bokewell.

Ar. three boars' heads sa.

a chief of the second.

Bockwill, or Beckwlll.

Ar. on a chief sa. three boars'

heads erased or.
Bock-w^it. Per fesse ar. and
and the sun rays eclipsed.

Bocland

or,

a demi

(Buckland, co. Hertford).

armed and beaked

griffin issuant

gu.

Ar. an eagle displ. sa.

or.

Bocton (Kent). Az. on a chief indented or, three torteaux.
Boddain (Enfield, co. Middlesex). Gu. on a cross or, five
mullets sa. Crest — A stag trippant ppr.

Boddam (Kirklington Park,
five

mullets sa.

Boddie, or

Crest

co. Notts.).

—A stag

Body (Essex).

Gu. on a cross

or,

trippant, ppr.

Ar. on a fesse az. three pelicans or, vulning their breasts gu., on a canton ar.two staves
raguly in saltire of ttae fourth charged with a ducal coronet

I

—

;

BOD
Crnt

gold.
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—On the middle

of

a

staff

raguly gu. a ducal

three lions' heads erased purp. as

coronet or.

Boddington.

Sa. on a chief ar. semee of crosses crosslet
A dcmi
a demi lion issuant of Ihe last. Crest
ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet

—

fitchce gu.

lion

fitchee ar.

Bode

BOQ

Bodmin Monastery (Cornwall).

Sa. two chev. betw. three
(Feversham, co. Kent).
A greyhound's head couped ar. gorged
Crest
sa. charged with three escallops of the

—

escallops ar.

with a collar and ring
first.

Or,

on a chev.

many

az.

botw.

annulets of the

first.

Bodmin,

To'WTI of (Cornwall), has no armorial ensign;
the seal, which is very ancient, represents a king crowned
and sceptered sitting under a Gothic canopy.
Bodockshead (Devonshire). Sa. three lozenges in fesse ar.
betw. as many stags' heads cabossed or.
Bodrig-an, or Bodrug-an (Bodrigan, in Gorrans, co.
Cornwall extinct in the male hne, by the death uf Otho,
son of Sir Otes Bodrugan, about 1.331 the heiress m. TaeVAETHIAN, of Trevarthian). Ar. three bendlets gu. Crest—
A dexter hand erect, tied round the wrist with a ribbon.
Bodulg'ate (Bodulgate, co. Cornwall, a co-heiress m. Eoacabbock). Az. two lions pass, guard, ar.
Bodvrida. Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
A dexter arm in armour em bowed holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Body. Or, an eagle in full aspect gu. standing on a perch,
issuing out of the sinister side ar.
Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. three demi mea
couped below the navel ar. crowned with a chaplet within
two bordures or, charged with eight crosses pattee fitch£e
;

Bodelley.

Ar. a cinquefoil gu. betw. two bars sa. thereon

three square buckles of the first.
Bodelsg'ate (Cornwall). Gu. (another, az.) two lions pass.
A horse's head erased ar.
Crest
ar. crowned or.

—

Boden (Worsley,

Quarterly gu. and vair, in
CO. Lancaster).
Crest— A. stork's head
the first quarter a lion pass. ar.
Motto Dihgentia et vigierased ar. betw. two lilies ppr.

—

lantia.

Boden

(granted to Marshall Boden, of Burton Crescent,
Pancras, co. Middlesex, gent.). Gu. on a bend rayonated,
betw. two eagles displ. or, tluee roses of the field. Crest
An eagle rising or, charged on the breast with a rose as in the
arms, and perched upon four mascles conjoined, in fesse gu.
Boden (The Friary, co. Derby). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Crest— A swan sejant ppr.
JIfutto— Contra
teazles ppr.
audentior.
Boden (Ednaslon Hall, co. Derby), Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
A swan, wings extended, ppr.
three teasels ppr. Crest
Afotto.— Contra audentior.
Bodendine (Bellinerthorpe, co. Rutland. "Visit. 1618). Az.
a fess betw. three chess rooks or.
Bodenfield. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. within an orle of eight
An eagle's head erased
crosses pattce of the second. Crest
betw. two wings ar. and ducally crowned or.
BodenhAZn (Bodenham, Byford, Monington-Stradley, Dewchurch, and Kotherwas, co. Hereford). Az. a fesse betw.
three chess rooks or. Crest A dragon's head en-vsed sa.
fBiddenden, co. Kent, and Ryal, co. Rutland, a
branch ol the Bodenbams, of Herefordshire, the heiress m.
St.

—

—

—

;

—

Bodyam.
sa.

Bodyam, or Bodyham.

Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa. six

bezants.

Bodyar

(Cornwall).

Gu. a chev.

ar. betw. three cinquefoila

or.

Bodyham.

Ar. on a bend indented az. a bendlet or. Cr«t—
A pegasus at speed, wings indorsed and ducally gorged.
The same, within a bordure gu.
Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. three mandrakes
ar. (another, or.).

Bodyham.
Bodyham.

Boerley, or Burley (Bromcroft

Castle, co. Salop).

"Vert

three boars' heads couped close ar.
(Crawley-Boevey, Flaxley Abbey, co. Gloucester,
hart.).
1st and 4th, erminois on a fesse az. betw.
three cranes ppr. a saltier betw. two crosses crosslet
fitchee or, for Crawlet; 2nd and 3rd, on a chief erm. abend
gu. charged with three guttes-d'or betw. two martlets sa.,
for Boevet. The family have the following quarterin((a
Thomas Bubbell, of Dowsby). Same Arms and Crest as
preceding.
1st: Erm. on a saltier gu. a crescent or, for Lloyd, of
(Ireland).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure
Cors-y-Gedol 2nd : Ar. six lioncels ramp, three, two, and
ar.
gobony
and az.
one, a crescent sa. for diff., for Savage, of Broadway;
Bodenham, or Bodeham. Ar. on a cross gu. five
3rd: Ar. three bears' heads couped sa. muzzled or, a
mullets or.
chief az., for Babrow, of Highgrove. Crest On a mount
Boderingrham, or Bodrington. Ar. three bends gu.
vert a crane ppr. collared, beaked, and holding in the
Boderin^ham, or Bodrington (Cornwall). The same,
Esse quam videri.
dexter foot a saltier or. Motto
within a bordure engr. sa.
BoSrey. Ar. a chev. betw. three annulets sa.
Ar. a bend chequy or and az. (another, or
Bog'. Gu. on a chev. ar. three stars sa.
and sa. within a bordure engr. gu.).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two
Bos' (Burnhouse, Scotland).
Bodham. Ar. a fesse dancettee sa. on each point a bezant.
cinquefoils in chief and a buck's head in base sa.
Bodicote, or Bodycoat (London). Vert, on abend ar.
(Devonshire and Cornwall the heiress of Booan m.
cottised or, three tigers' heads ppr.
Vyvyan, of Treleage). Sa. a cockatrice displ. ar. crested,
A weaver's
Crest
shuttle az. in pale threaded ar.
membered, and jalloped gu.
Bodiham. Or, a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure componee Bogrer (Edmdnd Boger, Esq., Capt. B.N.). Or, a bend
ar. and az.
vaire ar. and gu. cottised az. betw. two towers of the last
Bodington. Sa. on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp. betw. six
on a canton of the same an anchor in bend sinister of the
crosses crosslet fitchce gu.
•first, surmounted of a sword in saltire ppr.
Crest On a
Crest
A lion's paw grasping a
scimetar ppr.
tower or, charged with two lozenges in fess vaire ar. and gu.
Bodkin (co. Galway). Enn. a saltier gu. on the nombril a
a dove with an olive branch in its beak, all ppr.
leopard's face or. Crest
A leopard's face or.
Bogrg', Bog-gre, or Le Bo'wg-e. Or, on a fesse sa. three
Bodkin, alias Geraldine (co. Galway). Same Arms
water-bougets ar.
and Crett.
Bog'g' (Lincohi. Granted 12 March, 1602, to Huurrret Booa,
Bodkin (Patrick Bodkin, Mayor of Galway, temp. Charles
of Sutterin, co. Lincoln). Or, on a fesse sa. three waterI.).
Same Arms.
A bat displ. ar. armed or.
bougets ar. Crest
Bodkines. Az. three tailors* bodkins ar. handles or.
Bogrgre (Scotland). Gu. a chev. betw, two roses in chief and
Bodleigh. Sa. a goat ramp. ar. armed or.
a boar's bead erased in base ar.
Bodley, or Bodleg'h ^Dunscombe, in Crediton, co. Devon
Bogrg. Ar. a fret sa. on each point a cross crosslet fitchee o£
Sir Thomas Bodlet, founder of the Bodleian Library, was of
the first.
a younger branch of the family). Ar. five martlets saltire- Bogge, or Bugg. Or, fretty sa. charged at each interways sa. on a chief az. three ducal crowns or. Crest On a
lacing with a crosslet fitchee ar.
ball (rather clouds) az. encircled with rays or, a ducal
Boggis, or Boggs. Per chev. gu. and ar. three crescents
coronet of the second.
counterchanged. Crest
A sail of a ship ppr.
Bodley (Streatham, co. Surrey, granted by Camden,
(Whitemore, co. Stafford, Harl M.S., 1988, fol. 386).
Clarenceux, Oct. 1, 1609, to John Bodley, of that place).
Az. three stags' heads caboshed sa.
Erm. on two bars sa. three round buckles or, two and one. Bogle (Daldowie, Scotland, 1736). Or, a chev. vaire betw.
Crest
A bull's head or.
two roses in chief gu. and a ship in full sail in base ppr. Crett
Bodley. Ar. five martlets sa. two, two, and one, a chief az.
A primrose stalked and leaved ppr. thereon a bee feeding
Crtsl
A demi wolf holding betw. the paws a ducal coronet,
Motto E labore dulcedo.
sa.
all ppr.
Bogle (Hamilton's Farm, co. Ayr, 1740). Or, on a chev. az.
Bodley. Ar. five martlets in saltire sa.
betw. two roses in chief and an anchor paleways in base gu.
Bodley. Gu. five martlets ar. on a chief indented or, three
three bezants.
A ship in full sail ppr. Motto— Spe
Crest
crowns az.
meliori vehor.
Bodley (Sir Josias Bodlet, knighted at Eeban, co. Kildare, Bogle (Shettlestone, co. Lanark, 1806). Or, on a chev. az.
21 Mftrch, 1604). Ar. five martlets in saltire sa. on a chief
betw. two roses in chief and a demi lion ramp, in base a cross
ai. three crowns or.
crosslet fitchee, issuing out of a crescent of the fl.'st betw.
Bodley. Az. a fesae ar. fretted of the field.
two bezants. Crett and Motto as the last.

Boevey

—

Bodenham

Bodenham

;

—

—

Bodham.

Bogan

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

Boghey

—

—

—

—

—
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or, betw. four spears' lieads
sa. on three grieces gu.
az.
a ferris (or steel for striking
and
pale
ar.
Per
Bog-ner.
fire) counterchanged.
Bogne. Ar. a cbev. gu. in chief two cinquefoils az. and in
base a boars head couped and erect of the last.
Sa. three horseshoes ar. two and one.
(London).
Crest— \ horseshoe ar. betw. two elephants' trunks, per fesse

Az. a saltire voided

Bo^ley.

Crest

ar.

— A cross

Bohem
of the

first

and

sa.

{£a)ls

HoMPHBT,

;

turned up erm. a lion statant guard, and crowned or.
Bohun, of Midhurst, summoned to Parliament,
Or, a cross az.
1363).
Bohun, or Boone (Lincoln). Az. on a bend ar. cottised
Crest
or, betw. six lions ramp, gold, three escallops gu.
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a cup. ar. betw. two elephants'

Bohun (Lord

—

tusks or.

Bohun, or Boun (Coundon,

co. Warwick. Balpb Boun, of
Blakewell, co. Derby, was living temp. Henry VI. thirteenth
in descent from him was Ralph Boon, of Coventry and
Coundon, living temp. Queen Elizabeth, and fourth from
Balph, was another Ealph Bodn, whose eldest dau.
ScsANNA, )jj. GiLDERT, second son of Gilbert Clarke, of
;

Amu same as the preceding.

Dugdak).

Chilcote, CO. Derby,

Bohun

Gu. a crescent erm.
On a chapeau a
within an orle of eight martlets or. C,-e.<l
quatrefoil pierced erm. in the centre a bezant.
Bohun (Midhurst, co. Sussex). Or, a cross az.
Bohun. Ar. on a bend gu. voided of the field, betw. six
co.

(Tressingfield,

Suffolk).

—

lioncels az. three stars sa.

Bohun.
Bohun.

Az. a bend ar. cottised or.
Az. on a bend ar. cottised or, betw. six lions ramp.

Bohun

Bohun.

Bohun (in the East Window,

Bristol Cathedral). Az. a bend
demi lions ramp, of the last.
London, 156S). Az. on a bend betw.

ar. cottised or, betw. six

two

(Salop, Visit.

cottises ar. three escallops gu.

Boileau

Gu. three garbs

(Chester).

—A heart

Crett

ar.

(Norfolk, from Etienne, France, Barons de Castlenau

the province of Languedoc). Az. a castle
triple-towered or, in base a crpscent of the second. Crest
pelican in her piety ppr. charged on the breast with a
saltire couped gu. the nest resting on a foreign coronet.

and

St. Croix, of

—

A

Motto— Dc

tout

mon

coeur.

Boileau (Tacolnestone
triple

towered

Az. a tower
a crescent gold.

Hall, co. Norfolk, bart.).

masoned

or,

sa.

in base

—A

pelican in her piety ppr. charged on the breast
with a saltire coupea gu., the uest resting on a coronet.
Crett

Motto— He tout mon coeur.
Bois. Ar. two bars gu. a canton
head

Bois

of the last. Crest—K stag's
betw. the attires a mound or.
(Brecknockshire). Gu. a stag statant ar. collared and
ar. attired gu.

chained

Bois.

Ar. out of the dexter base side, a pile, fleeted and

Bokenton, or Bokington.

Gu. three cocks ar.
(descended from Alexander de Boketos, temp.
fifth in descent from whom is stated to have
been Sir Henry Greene, son of Tuo.mas de Boketon, Chief
Justice, temp. Edward III., and d. 1369). Az. three bucks
trippant or.
Boklng' (Boking, co. Suffolk). Ar. a fesse wavy betw. three
crosses potent fitchee gu.
Crest A man's head couped at
the shoulders ar. hair vert.
Bokle. Sa. a chev. betw. three buckles ar.
Boksyed. Sa. on a chief vert, a buck's head cabossed ar.
Boland (Devonshire). Az. three bird bolts or. Crest— OvX
of a ducal coronet or, an arm from the elbow, holding a
bunch of three arrows in bend sinister all ppr.
Bolbeck. Vert, a lion ramp. ar. Crest—K lion sejant,
supporting with his dexter paw a broken lance, all ppr.
Bolbroke. Ar. a fesse wavy betw. three helmets sa.

—

Bolckow

(registered to Henrt
William Ferdinand
Bolckow, Esq., M.P., for Middlesbrough, naturalized by
Act of Parliament, son of the late Heinrich Bolckow, of
Varchow, in Mecklenburg). Gu. on a fesse betw. eighteen

—

acorns ar. a boar courant az. Crest
A boar pass. az. in
and stalked ppr. Motto
Suscipere et finire.
Bolcole. Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. two bulls' heads
erased sa. armed or, in chief, and an anchor in base of the
third, three esloiles or.
Crest
A demi reindeer ppr. collared,
traced, and charged on the shoulder with an estoile gu.
Bold (Bold, CO. Lancaster, and Upton, Cheshire). Ar. a
griflin segreant sa. beaked and legged or.
Crest— A griffin
as in the arms, also out of a ducal coronet gu. a griffin's

—

front of seven acorns or, leaved

—

wings

sa.

Bold.
Bold.
Bold.

displ. or.

Sa. a griffin pass. ar.

Ar. a tiger pass. sa.
Ar. two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a cross
patonce or.

Bold. Ar. five fusils in fesse sa.
Bold, or Bolde. Quarterly, 1st and

4th, three chev. gu.
sa. a cross ar.
(Hyning, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
on a fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field 2nd and 3rd,
per fesse dancettee gu. and vert three swans or. Crest*— 1st
Out of a ducal coronet or, a tiger's head ar. 2nd : A swan
Motto Pour bien desirer.
or.
Boldero (Whitehouse, Kattlesden, co. Suffolk, descended
from Edward Boldero, Esq., of Fornhain St. Martin, co.
Suffolk, 1501). Per pale or and az. a saltire counterchanged.

2nd and 3rd,

;

;

—

—

A greyhound sejant. Motto— Audax ero.
Crest
Boldero, or Bolderowe. Az. on a chev. betw.
,

three

—

heads erased ar. three martlets gu. Crext A pomeis.
Bolders. Per pale or and az. a saltire pierced of the field,
all counterchanged. Crest
A greyhound courant ar. collared
lions'

—

or.

Boldersalt.

many

demi bordure purp. and a saltire az.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three pellets as

Or, a

roses of the

first.

Gu. two lions pass, guard, ar. crowned or.
Boldorne, or Boldron. Per pale or and az. a saltire
A greyhound courant gu. collared
counterchanged. Crest

Boldisg'ate.

reflected sa.

Boivile

Gu. a fesse or, betw.
(Stokerston, co. Leicester).
three sallires ar.
Bokard. Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four eagles displ. vert.
Bokefileld. Az. a cross chequy ar. and gu.
Chequy or and sa. a fesse erm.
Bokeland. Sa. on a chev. ar. three mullets pierced of the
Crest
flrat, a canton or, charged with a lion pass, guard, gu.
An eaylc's head couped gu. the wings chequy or and

Bokeham.

—

—

or.

Boldrowe

Gu. two lions ramp. ar. a canton or, fretty sa.
Ar. a fesse gu. oppressed \vith two dolphins

bossed of the second.

Bokeland.
Crest — A lion

respcctant or.
Ar. an eagle displ. rrguard.

sa.

armed

or.

ramp, holding betw. his paws a pair of scales

ppr.
.Sa.

a chev. betw. three bucks pass. or.

Bokelley (Cornwall). Sa.
Bokelton (Kent). Barry of
i>

Bokemynster.

(;oat ar.

armed

or.

ten gu. a-id or.

Ar. Bem''c of fleurs-de-lis and a lion ramp.

sa.

Bokenham (Lincoln).
Bokenham (Norfolk).
the second.

Crext

JtokAnham.
9G

—

Ar. a fretty az.
Ar. a fret az. betw. four crescents of
Three mullctB, one and two.

Ar. a fret betw. four crescents gu.

Per pale
Crest

and az. a saltire counterthree leopards' heads ca-

ar.

first

— A lion's gamb. ar. grasping

a

saltire az.

Bolds

(Trcrddot, Wales).

Gu. a chev. betw. three

lions

or.

Boldsworth.
Boles.

Erm. on a chev. gu. three

escallops ar.

See Bowles.

Bolebec

embowed

(Suffolk).

changed, on a chief of the

ramp.

vert.

Bokeland.
Bokeland.

Bokell.

Crest— A. lion ramp, as

Boketon

Boldington.

or.

haurianl,

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

in the arms.

Bolden

inflamed ppr.

Boileau

Az. (another, vert) a cross patonce chequy ar.

and gu.

Bokenham.

head

of the third, three mullets gu. (another, sa.).
(CarUsle). Or, three bars gu.
Az. a bend ar. cottised, betw. six lions ramp. or.

Bohun

Az. a cross flory compony or, and of the

first.

Bokenham.

King John,

of Hereford, Essex, and Northavii^on.
eth £arl of Hereford, was elected Knight of the
Garter, 1365, in place of Sir Miles db Stapleton, one of the
original Knights his Garter Plate remains in his Stall, the
Az. a bend ar. betw. two
9th on the Sovereign's side).
C)-est— On a chapeau gu.
cottises and six lions ramp. or.

Bohun

Bokenham.

BOX,

(liuckinghamsliire).

Vert, a lion ramp. ar. vulned

in the shoulder.

Boleche, Boloch, and Boleig'h. Ar. on a chev.
betw. three tortcaux as many bezants.
Boletley (Cornwall). Sa. a goat salient ar. attired or.

Boleyn

sa.

(Lord Mayor of London, 14.')7). Quarterly: Island
a chev. gu. bclw. three hulls' heads couped sa. 2nd
and 3rd, .sa. three mullets or, and a chief tlanceltsSu erm.
Boleyne ( f^iscount Kochford, Earl of Ormonde and Willshire, extinct, 1538).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bulls'
heads sa. armed or.
Boleyn. Ar. a lion pass. sa. crowned or, betw. three bulla'
heads couped of the second, attired gold.
4th, ar.

;

AA

;

OL
— An

B
hound courant ar.
Deus nobis hsec

—

Bolhalth.
Bolhalth.

Cirest
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Motto

escallop reyersed or.

otia fecit.

a canton erm.
Sa. a chev. and canton erm.
Crest
From the
top of a tower issuing from the wreath an arm embowed
Sa. a chev. ar.

holding a spear in fesse.
Bolhalth. Ar. a chev.

—

Sa. a butterfly volant ar.
coronet or, a demi eagle gu.

and canton erm.

sa.

Ar. a bend betw. five lozenges in chief and three
Crest— \q arm couped at the shoulder,
resting the elbow on the wreath, and holding a sword i;i
pale enflled with a savage's head.
Bolron. Ar. a bend lozcngy betw. six hammers with claws
sa.
Crest
A dove volant sa.
Bolron. Ar. a bend betw. three lozenges in chief and ns
many mattocks in base sa.
Bolron. Ar. a bend betw. six lozenges in chief and three
pickaxes in base sa.
Bolstrode. See Bulstrode.
Bolstrode. Ar. a fesse dancettee sa. in chief three pellets.
Bolt, or Boult. Or, on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee gu. a lion pass, guard, of the field.
Crest— A. heron
(or stork) ppr.

hammers

Bolitho

(Trengwainton, Penzance, co. Cornwall). Erm. on a
plain chev. betw. two chevronels engr. and three fleurs-de-lis
Crest
sa. five bezants.
In front of a fern-brake a cubit arm
and hand erect ppr. vested az. charged with three bezants
cufTed ar. the hand holding a fleur-de-lis sa.
Motto Re

—

—

Deu.

Bolk'WOrt

(quartered by Berge, of Croscombe, Visit. Devon,
Sa. a hand lying fessways within a border engr.

in base sa.

—

Boltby, or Bolteby

ar.

Bolkingr.

Ar. a fesse

wavy betw.

six crosses

crosslet

sa. three

garbs

(Northumberland).

Bolland

(Clapham, co. Surrey). Gu. on a fesse erm. betw.
three bezants as many pegs sa. CVeJ<— An eagle's head
erased ppr. gorged with a collar erm. holding in the beak a
peg as in the arms.
Bollard (Henkt Bollabd, d. 19 Feb. 1661, Fun. Ent. Ire.).
Ar. three torteaux, each charged with anestoile of the field.
Bollardt (John Bollardt, of Antwerp, Merchant, whose
dau. Abigail, in. Ridolt Hatfield, Lord Mayor of Dublin,
1656). Ar. three hurts, each charged with an estoile or,
quartering az. an eagle rising reguard. or, for Canville.
Crest —A griffin's head erased ar.
(South Tyndale, co. Northumberland, 10 Edward I.).
Ar. on a fesse sa. three garbs or.
Bolle, alias BoUes (Bolle Hall, and Hough, co. Lincoln
Scampton, bart., extinct 1714; and of Thorpe Hall). Az. out
of three cups or, as many boars' heads couped ar. Crest
A demi boar wounded in the breast with a broken spear.
Bolle, alias Bolles (Worthin, co. Suffolk, granted 1528).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets sa. on a chief az. a lion's
head erased betw. two lozenges or.
Bollen. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bulls' heads couped

BoUby

—

sa.

—

A talbot gu. collared and leashed or.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed

Crest

Crest

—A

bird bolts

lion's

bendways

head erased

sa.

or, points
imperially

Bolter.

(South Creake, co. Norfolk. W. Consitt Bodlteb,
Vert, a bend betw. two arrow shafts feathered,
couped at the head and garnished with a ring or.
Bolter. Ar. on a chev. gu. three dead men's skulls of tho
K.S.A.).

field.

Boltesham

(Northumberland).

Gu. three bird bolts

Boltesham. Gu. three plates.
Bolton, Baron. See Powlett.
Bolton (Lancashire and Yorkshire).

ar.

Ar. on a chev. gu.
three lions pass, guard, or (another, ar.). Crest
A buck's
head erased ar. attired or, gorged with a chaplet vert,
pierced through the neck with an arrow of the second.
Bolton (Rev. Thomas Ambler Bolton, of Wakefield, Yorkshire). Same as the preceding.
Bolton ^Bective Abbey, co. Meath, formerly of Brazeel,
CO. Dublin) Or, on a chev. gu. three lions couchant ar.
Crest

—A hawk

Bolton

—

ar. belled or.

(The Island,

co.

£ame

vvexford).

as Bolton, of

Bective Abbey.

Bolton

(Tullydonnell, co. Louth).
Same as Bolton, of
Bective Abbey.
Granted by Dethick,
(Bolton Hill, co. Pembroke.
Garter, 5 July, 1655). Ar. on a bendgu. three lions' heads
caboshed of the field betw. two fleurs-de-lis az. Crest
hind's head per pale indented ar. and az. holding in his
mouth a broad arrow or, feathered and headed ar.
Bolton (Faithlegg, co. Waterford. From the Seal attached to
the wiU of Capt. Thomas Bolton, 1662). /^j-m? same as above.
A stag's head per pale indented ar and az. holding in
Crest
the mouth a broad arrow or, feathered and headed ar.
Bolton (Mount Bolton, descended from Faithlegg, co. Waterford).
Same Arms. Crest A buck's head erased, attired
or, gorged with a chaplet vert pierced through the neck
with an arrow of the second. Motto Vi et virtute.
Bolton (Curraghduff and Brook Lodge, co. Waterford).
Same as Bolton, of Faithlegg.
Bolton (Fun. Ent. of Peter Bolton, Provost Marshall of
Leinster; d. 1604). Ar. on a chev. gu. three lions pass. or.
Bolton (Woodbridge, co. Suffolk. Granted 26 Aug., 1G15).

Bolton

sa.

Boiler

Erm. on a chief az. three bolts ar.
Gu. three poppy bolles on their stalks in fesse

(Devonshire).

Boiler.
or.

Boilers.

maunch

Sa. a

Boilers

(Visit.

or.

Rutland, 1618).

Per pale gu. and

sa. a lion

ramp. ar.

Bolley.

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three torteaux as

many

bezants.

BoUeyn, or BoUens.
second three plates.

Crest

Or, fretty sa. on a chief of the

—Two branches of thorn disposed

in orle ppr.

Boiling: (Hev. Edwabo James Bollino, of Darcy Lever, co.
Lancaster). Sa. an escutcheon erm. within an yrle of eight
martlets ar.

Boiling:, Bolling-e, or Boling:.

Same Arms.

Bolling:broke.

Sa. a chev. betw. three pillars or.
Az. a fesse ar. betw. three lions ramp. or.
In the front of a hat az. turned up ar. three feathers

Bollingbroke.
Crest

downwards.
crowned or.

Ar. on a fesse

or.

Bolter. Vert a bend betw. two

Boiler.

Crest— 0\xt of a ducal

Bolowre. Sa. a harvest fly in pale volant en arriere ar.
Bolron (Cheshire). Ar. a bend fusilly betw. three hammer.?
Bolron.

sa.

Bolig'h (Lansallos, co. Cornwall: the heiress m. Kellio).
Ar. on a chev. "ia. betw. three torteaux as many bezants.
Boline. Ar. three bars indented gu.
Bolingrbroke, Viscount. See St. John.
Bolingi^on. Sa. a chev. betw. three crescents or.

1620).

BOL

Bolourd.

—

of the last.

armed

Gu. a chev betw. three

bulls'

—

—

—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a falcon close ar. beaked and
belled or; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three wolves' heads erased or,
a trefoil slipped in the centre. Crest A falcon close ar.
charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped vert, beaked and

—

Bolling-e. Sa. eight martlets in orle ar.
Bollingrford. Sa. two swords in saltire ar.
Bollord, or Bollotire. Sa. a hornet ar.

Bollocke.

—

heads erased

ar.

belled or.
(Bolton, co. Lancaster).

Bolton
hawk

or.

Sa. a

hawk

ar.

Crest

—

belled ar.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets sa. on a chief of
the second a lions head erased betw. two lozenges or.
Bolmer. Gu. billettee a lion ramp. or.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1667). Same Arms.
Bolton. Az. three bird bolts or. Crest A bolt gu. in a tun

Bolnas.
Bolnas.

Bolton

BoUys.

Bolney

Gu. a fesse erm.
F.nu. a fesse gu.
(Bolney, Sussex, 1541).

Or, in chief

two mullets,

in

—

base a crc.=;cent gu. Crest A skeleton's head couped at
the shoulders ppr. holding in the mouth a firebrand or,

flammant

at Ijoth

Bolney (Suffolk).

ends ppr.
Ar. in chief two mullets in base a crescent

KU.

Bolney.

Gu. two mullets (another, of six points)

a crescent in base or.
Quarterly, ar. and gu.
Ar. three butterilies in pale sa.

Bolney.
Eolour.
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in chief

and

Bolton

—

or.

(Boyland, co. Norfolk, a.d. 1563). Ar. on a bend gu.
three lions' heads of the tiohl.
Bolton. Ar. on a chev. gu. three leopards' heads of the field.
Bolton. Ar. on a bend gu. three leopards" faces or.
Bolton (Yorkshire). Ar. three door bolts gu.
Bolton (Serjeant Bolton, (/. 1787). Az. three arrows in pale
A tun erect ppr.
fcsscways or, points to the dexter. Crest
transpierced by an arrow fesseways or.
Bolton. Ar. achcv. gu.
Bolton. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three pellets.
Bolton (Cranwich, co. Norfolk. Granted 1803). Sa. on a
mount in base vert, a falcon erm. beak and bells or, in the

—

—

of the second. Orttt On a mount
month a
ert a falcon as in the arms.
Bolton, or Boulton. Ar. on a cher. gu. a lion's head or.
A horse courant, saddled and bridled.
Creit
Bolton. Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three bird bolts or, as
many Uons couchant gu. a canton ar. thereon a sword erect
within a wreath of laurels on the dexter and cypress on the
sinister, and inscribed above the word "Moodiee," sa.
On a mount vert a hawk rising sa. belled and charged
Crest
on the breast with two bird bolts in saltier or.
Bolton-Massey. See Masset.
Bolton (Carbrook, co. Stirling, 1870). Ar. a falcon close sa.
armed, jessed, and belled or, on a chief of the second three
berants. Cmt—A. falcon, as in the arms. 3f otto— Industria

—

—

Gtu a cross patonce vair.
Or, a lion pass, guard, sa. betw. two bendlets

gn-

(Holwood, co. Cornwall, a bremch of Boin>, of Earth,
represented by the late Thomab Bohi), Esq., of East Looe).

Same Arms.

Bond (Earth

and Saltash,

three bezants.
Crest—
semfe of estoiles or.

Ar. on a chev. sa.

co. Cornwall).

A

demi pegasua

az.

winged and

Bond (Sir Geobob Bond, Lord Mayor of London,

1587, second
son of W1U.IAM Bond, of West Buckland, co. Somerset, who
was descended from Bond, of Cornwall from Sir (Jeobgb
descended Sir Thomas Bond, created a hart, by Charles II.).
Same Arms, a crescent gu. for dift.
Crett On a mount
vert a lion sejant ar.
Bond (London). Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on a chief
sa. two leopards pass, of the first betw. as many anchors
:

—

(Newland, co. Gloucester; EuKANOE,only dau. and heir
of the late Geobge Bond, Esq., of Newland, m. in 1809,
Ilttd Nicoix, Esq., of the Ham). Ar. on a chev. sa. seven

Bond (Cawbery 00.

Boltsham (Devonshire).

Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu. alion

Bomeon.

pass, of the

Bond

plates.

Ar. a lion ramp. az. fretty of the field.
Ar. three bolts in pale gu
Bolytent. Or, a saltire engr. sa.

Bolton.
Borne.

Bond

or.

et virtute.

Bolton Priory (Yorkshire).
Bolton.

BON
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BOIt
trefoil slipped

first.

Hereford, and Redbrook, co. Gloucester).
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three demi lions couped gu. as many
bugle horns stringed or. Crest A demi lion.
Bond (Walford, co. Hereford, and Newland, co. Gloucester.
Richard Bond was sheriff, co. Hereford, 1722; the heiress

—

m. Gabbiel Hangeb, first Lord CoUraine). Same Arms.
Bomeon. Sa. a fesse (another, a bend) fusiUy ar.
Bombay, See of. Sa. a key in bend sinister surmounted Bond (Thorpe, co. Surrey). Ar. two bendlets sa. in sinister

by a

crosier in saltier betw.

Bomford.

Bomford

two eastern crowns in pale

or.

chief a cross crosslet of the last.

Bond

See Jessop.

Exemplified in 1837 to Isaac
NoBTH, Esq., of Ferrans, co. Meath, on his assuming the
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Bomfobd).
additional surname of
az. on a fess erm. three crosses crosslet fitch^ gu., for
Bomfobd; 2nd and 3rd, per pale or and az. a lion pass,
betw. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged, for North. Cretts
1st: An eagle displ. per pale az. and gu. in the dexter
claw a dagger ppr., for Bomford (see Tuxt entry); 2nd: A
wyrem's head erased vert langued gu. collared and chained
Motto Vir tutus et fidelis.
or.
Bomford (Nobth-Bomford). The Crest of Bomfobd In the
preceding grant having been discovered to be erroneous, a

(North-Bomford.

(Ireland).

Same Arms.

—An

Crest

ostrich's

bead

betw. two branches of palm in orle.
(Coolamber, co. Longford; granted by Fortescue,
Ulster, 1794). Ar. on a chev. gu. three annulets or. CreH

Bond

—

A lion sejant ar.
Bond (McGeocoh

Bond, Drumsill,

co.

Armagh, exemplified

—

toWALTEB McGeodoh, Esq., on his taking the additional
name and arms of Bond, by Royal Licence, 2nd Dec. 1824).

Confirmation was issued, 1 867, to John Nobth Bomford, Esq.,

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, on a chev. gu. three annulets ar.
for Bond ; 2nd and 3rd, per bend sa. and or, three leopards'
faces, two and one, counterchanged, for McGeouoh.
Crest*
Ist : A lion sejant ar. charged on the shoulder with an
annulet sa. ; 2nd : A dexter embowed arm, the hand grasping
a Bcymitar in the act of striking, all ppr. Motto Nemo me

—

Iatecapt.29thregt., eldest son of the aforesaid Isaac North
Bomfobd, of the following Crest, for Bomfobd— A grifHn
egreant ar. charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet

fltch^ gu.

Bomford (Lancashire). Ar. two bars gu.
Bomler (Bipple, co. Kent). Ar. three piles wayy
from the dexter comer of the shield gu. a chief

Issuing

sa.

Bomsted. Az. a fesse erm. betw. two chev. or.
Bomsted, Bomsteed, or Bonysted (Essex).
two chev.

fesse betw.

Az. a

or.

Bomvilers, or Bonvylers.

Ar. a bend betw.

eight

Bon (Essex). Erm a chief indented sa.
Bon, Le

—

Bonam

—

;

—

Bonde

(Dr.

Nicholas Bonde, Pres. Magd. Coll. Oxon, temp.
Sa. a fesse or. Crest An old man's head

—

Elizabeth).

Bondivile, or Bonvile

(Sponton, co. York).
Sa. six
mullets pierced ar. three, two, and one.
Bondler. Ar. two Cornish choughs in pale ppr.
Bondy. Or, a bend, and two bendlets enhanced vert.
Bone, or
(Norfolk). Or, a cross az.
Bone, or Boon. Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A sword and key in saltire ppr.
Bonefat. Ar. on a bend gu. three Catherine wheels or.
Bonefeld. Ar. a chev. betw. three quinces lying fesseways

Bonn

—

or.

srn-

Bonar (Doctor of

Medicine, 1672). Ar. a saltier az. betw. a
mullet in chief and a crescent in base gu. Crett
A dexter
hand with an eye on the palm, holding a heart bleeding ppr.
Motto—PnestSit tuto quam cito.
Bonar (Kimmerghame, co. Berwick, 1824). Ar. a saltire
az. on a chief sa. three escallops or.
Crest
A sword erect
In pale ppr. hilted and pommeled or.
Motto Denique
coelum.
Bonar (Cbiielharat, co. Kent, 1812). Ar. a saltire az. within
a bordure gu. on a chief of the second a man's arm issuing
from the dexter habited of the first, holding a shoulder of
mutton ppr. to a lion pass. or. Crest A sword erect, the
blade ppr. hilt and pomel or. Jlfo»o— Denique caelum.
Bonavile, or Bonvile. Or, a bend sa.
Sonbrut. Purp. a saltire or.

—

—

—

—

Bond, or Bonde.

Sa. a fesse or.

represented by Rev.
Quarterly, Ist and
4th, sa. a fesse or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. three
bezants. Crftt
(Modem) A dcml pcgasui az. winged and
tem6e of rstoiles or. (Ancient) A demi lion sejant sa. bezants.
(Visit. Dorset, 1623).
An eaglo rising sa. charged with a
(Isle

of

I'urbcck,

Katbahiel Bond,

co.

Dorset,

of Creech Grange).

—

fesM

lacessit.

(Coventry, co. Warwick confirmed as the Arm* of
Bond, of Ward End. John Bond, of Coventry, co. Warwick, living temp. Henry VII. was grandfather of Thomas
Bond, of Ward End, whose dau. m. Edward Kinardislet,
Esq. Joseph A. Bond, Esq., of Polesworth, descends from
this family. Her. Vis.). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three hurts,
as many estoiles or, on a chief gu. three cinquefoiles of the
field. Crest
A demi griffin gu. bezantee holding in the beak
a twig vert, seeded or.

in profile ppr. hair sa.

(Fameanx, Normandy). Ar. a chev. betw. three
Out of a ducal coronet or,
Crett
a plume of ostrich feathers ar. Jifotto— Confide.
(Hampshire). Gu. a chev. wavy betw. three crosses
formee fitch^e ar.
(Guernsey). Ar. a chev. betw. three sinister hands
gu. Creti
A plume of three feathers or.
Bonar (Keltie, co. Perth). Ar. a saltire az.
Bonar (Rossie, co. Perth). Ar. a saltire az. in base a crescent
quatrefoils sUpped gu.

Bond

—

impime

Bonde

Queen

billets sa.

Bonamy

—

or.

Motto

98

—Nob

sufflcit orbis.

Bonefield.

Az. a chev. betw. three bears pass. gu.
Sa. a fess wavy betw. three

Boneham, or Bonbam.

—

Crest A pheon in pale point
downwards, with part of the broken shaft.
(Scotland). Ar. a chev. vert betw. three martleta
gu. within a bordure of the last. Crest A demi man in
armour brandishing a sword, all ppr.
Bonel (Duffield, co. Derby, originally from Flanders; the
only dau. and heir of the late Thomas Porteb Bonell, Esq.,
of Duffield, m. Sir Charles Henrt Colvile). Or, sem£e of
crosses crosslet and a lion ramp. sa. Crest A demi lion
ramp. sa.
Bonell (Sheldon, co. Warwick). Or, sem^e of crosses crosslet and a lion ramp. az. armed gu., charged on the breast
with an annulet of the first.
Bonery. Ar. on a bend sa. three rocks of the field.

crosses crosslet fitchee ar.

Bonekill

—

—

Bonesby.

Sa. a fesse vair betw. three water bougets or.

Bonett. Chequy or and gu. a chief az.
Bonett, or Bonott. Chequy ar. and

gu. on a chief az.
two mullets with six points pierced of the first.
Go. a lozenge fiory ar. charged with • bend

Bonevile.
sa.

Bonfleld.

Az. a chev. betw. three pears

or.

A

A

BON
Bonfoy, or Bunfoy

(Heaae, co.
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BOO
Middlesex). Az. on a
—An arm from the elbow in armour in
—

Cregt An arm couped and
cross ar. a human heart gu.
erect in armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a cross calvary

gu.

Motto

— En bnnne foy.

Az. three garbs or.
(London, 1239). Az. a lion pass, or, betw. three

Bonney
ford,

and

bezants.

Bon^heon.

a cross

Crest— A square

Ar. five escallops in cross az.

padlock ppr.

Bongaxn.

Songey

fesse holding

crosslet fitchee az.

Bonney.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses botonnee fitcb&!

(Henbt Kate Bonnet, D.D., Archdeacon of BedThomas Kate Bonnet, D.D., Archdeacon of Leicester,
John AooDSTns Bonnet, Esq., of London).

their uncle,

—

Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A martlet ppr.
Ar. a savage shooting an arrow from a bow
gu. Cred
A spur betw. two wings ppr.
Bonny. Az. three pair of compasses or, pointed sa.
Bonningrton (Barrowcote, co. Derby). Sa. a chev. betw.
three roses or.

Sonniman.

sa.

Bong'heron.

Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets of the field.
Bong'illon. Quarterly, or and gu., in the ist and 4tb, a
bend sa. in the 2nd and 3rd, three bezants.
Bonliain (bart.). Sa. a chev. nebulae betw. three crosses
pattee fitchee, at the foot ar. on a canton of the last a
Crest Upon a rock a mermaid, holding
squirrel sejant gu.
in the dexter hand a wreath of coral, and in the sinister a
Esse quam videri.
mirror ppr. Motto
Bonhaiu (Petersfield, co. Hants). Gu. a chev. betw. three
Crest
dragon's head ar.
crosses crpsslet fitchee ar.
;

—

—

—A

guttee de sang.
(Wiltshire). Gu. a fesse wavy betw. three crosses
form^e fitch& ar. (another, of Essex, fitchee in the foot).
Crest— The stump of a tree lying fesseways, sprouting
branches, ensigned with a fleur-de-lis.
Bonlxam. (Orsett House, co. Essex descended from the
BoNBAMs of Valence ; of this family were General Pinsok
BoNBAM, of Great Warley Place, and his brother, Henbt
BoNHAM, Esq., of Portland Place). Gu. a chev. engr. betw.
Crest A mermaid ppr.
three crosses form^e fitchee ar.
Motto Esse quam videri.
Bonithon (Bonithon, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three

Bonbam

;

—

—

Bonkyl

the heiress m. Sir John
(that Ilk, co. Berwick
Stewabt, brother of the 5th Stewabt, of Scotland). Or, a
;

chev. vert betw. three buckles az., otherwise sa. three
buckles or.
(Northamptonshire). Az. on a bend ar.
Bonn, or
three mullets pierced gu.
Bonnatre (granted to John Bonnatre, gent., by Hawkestow,
Clarenceux, 1 April, 20 Henry VI., 1441). Per pale or and az.
on a chev. embattled counter-embattled betw. three lions,
a Cornish chough, all coimterchanged, and a border erm.
Bonnell (London, granted 1691). Ar. a cross gu. quarterly,
pierced ; nine crosses, three, three, and three counterchanged.
Crest A demi lion erased or, pellett^e, his tail forked and
interlaced, supporting in the paws a spear of the third.
Bonnell (Maey Ann Hakvet Bonnell, of Pelling Place,
Old Windsor, co. Berks). Ar. a cross gu. quarterly pierced
nine crosses crosslet, three, three, and three counterchanged (the first quarter erm. for distinction).
Bonnell (Norfolk). Or, a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses
A lion ramp, or, holding betw. the fore
crosslet az. Crest

Bonn

—

—

paws a cross

(Fronfraith,
co.
Cardigan, Aberystwith, and
Llanwrin, co. Montgomery).
Ar. on a fesse gu. three
chrystals a bordure erm.
Crest
A dexter band grasping a
crosslet gu.
Motto Pro patriS.
Bonshaw. Ar. three rose leaves slipped vert. Crest
dexter hand issuing from a cloud fesseways holding a sword
in pale, on the point thereof a garland of laurel all ppr.
Motto Mente manuque.

—

—

—

—

Bonsor

(London and Polesden, co. Surrey). Per fesse az.
and ar. a pale counterchanged, three lions' heads erased or,
on a chief indented erminois three roses gu. barbed and

—

seeded ppr. Crest
A staff ragiily fesseways or, thereon a
wolf pass. sa. collared and chain reflexed over the back gold,
the dexter paw resting on a rose, as in the arms.
Bonteine (Mildovan). Ar. a bend engr. gu. betw. three
bunting birds ppr. Crest An armillary sphere ppr. Motto

—

—

Soli

Deo

gloria.

Bontevillen

Bontien.

(Northumberland).

Ar. a fesse betw. three

Ar. a bend engr. gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle rising purp.
(Ardoch, co. Dumbarton). Ar. a bend gu. betw.
three bunting birds ppr. Crest A bunting bird standing on
a garb all ppr. Afo«o— Copiose et opportune.
Bontine (Sir James Bontine, as representative of Ardoch,
Crest
1813). Same Arms.
A demi eagle issuing out of a
ducal coronet ppr.
Supporters
Two lions ramp. ppr.
Motto Copiose et opportune.
Bontine (Bontinehall, 1680). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
bunting birds ppr. Motto Plena dabit Deus vela.
Bontine (Kilbryde, co. Perth). Ar. three bunting birds
ppr., on a chief az. a sword in fess of the first, hilted and
ppr.

Crest

David Bonnell, son of
Norwich, Visit. Middlesex,
Or, semee of crosses crosslet and a lion ramp. az.
1663).
A lion ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a cross
Crest
crosslet and charged on the shoulder with an annulet both
;

city of

—

—

Bontine

—

—

—

—

—

pommeled

Bonton.

or.

Or,

a lion ramp, double queued

az.

arm from the elbow holding a mUlrind.
Bonus, or Bonest (London). Vert two

—

Crest

(Lord Bonvile.

Summoned

—An

bars gemeUes

Crest A talbot's head couped ar.
(Chewton and Modbury, co. Devon).
mullets or, three, two, and one.

three roses ar.

Bonvile

Bonvile

crosslet az.

(Isleworth, co. Middlesex

David Bonnell, of the

Sa.

to Parliament,

six

1449).

Sa. six mullets ar. pierced gu.

Bonvile

(Devonshire).

(another, or.)

Bonvile.

Bonvile

Crest

—A

on a bend sa. three muUets ar.
stag's head ppr.

Or.

Ar. a chief or.
Or, a lion ramp, in

(Norfolk).

an

orle of eight

crosses crosslet az.

az.

Bonnell

(granted by Carney, Ulster, to James Bonnell,
M.A., Account. -Gen. of Revenue, Ireland, 1691). Or, a lion
ramp. betw. seven cross crosslets az. on a chief bendy wavy
Crest
of six ar. and sa. a wyvem tail extended vert.
demi lion az. holding betw. the paws a cross crosslet fitchee
Motto Terris peregrinus et hospes.
or.
Bonner (Somersetshire). Gu. a crescent erm. within an orle

—

—

of martlets or.
(Lincolnshire).

Bonner

Quarterly, gu. and sa. a cross pattee
on a chief of the last a demi rose,
streaming rays, betw. two pelicans vulning themselves of the
Crest A talbofs head ar. collared az. studded, edged,
first.
and ringed or. Motto Semper fidelis.
Bonner. Erm. a chief indented sa.
Bonner (Oxfordshire, 1674). Paly of six or and gu. on a
chief az. three Uons ramp. gold.
Ci-est
A talbot's head ar.
collared az. studded edged, and ringed or.
Bonnet (London, late of France granted 1751). Ar. on a
chev. sa. cottised gu. three bezants, in chief two mullets of
the second, pierced of the third, in base a hurt charged with
a fleur-de-lis or. Crest— A unicorn's head couped vert, purfled and crined or.
Motto Kara bonitas.
Bonnet-Makers, Company of (Edinburgh). Ar. a
quarterly, erm.

and

—

or,

—

—

;

—

fesse betw. three

bonnets az. impaUng

three woolpacks ppr.
Bonnett (Fun. Ent. Ire.).
az. three miillets of

Bonnett.

Bonsall

crescents gu.

fleurs-de-lis sa.

Bonnell

—

the

a chev. gu. betw.

Or, a

Or.
(another, ar.).

Chequy

ar.

and gu. on a chief

first.

a bordure

sa.

Crett

bend sa.
on a bend

sa.

a mullet of six points or

Bonvill.

Ar. on a bend sa. six mullets of the

Bonville

(Ireland).

field.

and or.
Bonwick (Surrey). Chequy ar. and sa. on a chief gu. two
Crest
A lion's bead
estoiUes gold, a crescent for diff.
erased gu. charged with an estoile or, a crescent for diff.
Bonychon (Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-dePer pale

ar.

—

lis

sa.

Bonyface. Ar. a fret engr.
Bonyface, or Bonsrfys.

sa.

Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges

az.

Bonyfant.

Sa. three infants'

heads couped at the shoulders

ppr. crined or.

Bonys. Erm.

three bows ppr.
Bonytham. Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Boodam. Per pale sa. and erm. an eagle displ. or. Crett—
An estoile of eight rays or.
Boode (Essex). Sa. two chev. betw. twelve escallope ar. six,
three,

and three.
Vert a lion's head erased betw. three garbs

or,

a

mullet ar. for diff.
Boode. Ar. a limb of a tree raguled and tninked, with

a

Boode.

leaf stalked

Or, a lion ramp. gu. within

99

or,

Bonvile.
Bonvile.

and pendent on each

side vert.

and two
Boodle. Or, five piles, three issuing from
from the base az. Crest A horse's bead, the neck tiaupierced with a spear in bend ppr.

—

the chief,

A

Booke

—

—

—

Motto— Deo non fortunS.
lis az.
Booker, or Booch.er (London). The same, but

with eight

fleurs-de-lis.

Booker

(borne as an impalement by Thomas Cosbt, Esq.,
of Vicarstown, Queen's Co. (6. 1742), in right of his wife,
Fbawces Bookeb). Ar. an eagle displayed vert crowned or,
within a border az. charged with eight fleurs-de-Us of the
third.

(Ardenode, co.

Kildare,

formerly of

Camew,

co.

Wicklow, granted 1815). Gu. a fess or, betw. three bucks'
heads couped ar. attired of the second in chief and in base
two roses of the third seeded and barbed vert. Crest From
a morion az. a buck's head couped ppr. Motto—Ten&x et

—

fldus.

Bookey.

Gu. on a bend ar. three martlets sa. within a bordure of the second. Crest A dove volant ar. holding a sprig

—

Boolde, or Bould.

Ar. two chev. gu. on a canton of the
second across crossletof the first.
Boole, or Boyle (Balbumy). Az. three stags' horns ar.
Boon, or Scone. Az.on a bend ar. cottised or, betw. two
Crest A hand
lions ramp, of the second three escallops gu.
holding a sheaf of arrows points downwards ppr.
Boonfoy. Az. on a cross ar. a man's heart gu.
Boor, or Bore. Gu. aboar pass. ar.

—

Boord, Borde, or Board

and Lingfleld, co.
Visit. Sussex, 1662).
Borne by Sir Stephen
Sussex.
Boord, Knt., of Cuckfield, who d. 1630, and by Andrew
BoRD, a celebrated physician temp. Henry VIII., and now by
Thomas William Boord, Esq., F.S.A., of London). Per
fesse gu. and az. an inescutcheon within an orle of martlets
(CucUfield

—

chev. gu. betw.
three lions ramp. sa.
(granted to Thomas Hdgh Boorman, Esq., of
East Peckham, co. Kent). Ar. on a bend engr. gu. betw.
two hop-vines with poles ppr. growing out of mounts vert
three stags' heads cahossed or. Crest
A bee volant, betw.
two oak branches fructed ppr.
Boorne (Devonshire). Ar. a fesse az. betw. two lions pass,
guard, gu.
Boorne. Ar. a chev. chequy or and gu. betw. three lions
ramp. sa. Crett Out of a ducal coronet a stag's head or.
Boorne. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa.
Boorne. Ar. a chev. cottised gu. betw. three lions ramp,

Boorman

—

—

•a.

Boorne

(Battle, co. Sussex).

Or, three squirrels sejant ppr.

a chief gu. in the dexter comer a cross pattee of the
Crett
A stag's head erased gu. attired and guttee ar.
Booine (1577). Az. two lions pass. ar.
Boors. Erm. three bendlets gu. Crest—An eel naiant

—

Boot.
Boote.
Boote.
Boote.

Ar. a
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.

field.

az.

boot sa. top turned down or, soled gu.
three boots sa. tops or.
three boots sa. turned down gu.

spurred or.
Boote (Add. MS. Brit. Museum, 14,833). Ar. a chev. betw.
three lions pass. gu.
Booth (Rarton, co. Lancaster, and Dunham Massoy, co.
Chester, descended from William de Booth, living in 1275).
Ar. three boars' heads erect and erased sa. languert gu. Crest
A lion pass. ar. Supporters Two boars sa. bristled and
untfuled or. Motto
Quod cro spero.
Booth, \a\r6 ar. and gu. a bcndlet sa.

—

—

Booth

(I'ortland Place, Ix^ndon, bart.). Ar. on a chov. betw.
three boars' licads couped and erect sa. an cstoilc of the field.
Cr-"*/
A lion pass. ar. gorged with a bar gcmcllc, and holding in the dexter paw a chaplct of laurel vert. Motto
Deus

—

—

Booth
sa.

100

Ac,

or, In

the

mouth a

Ar. three boars' heads erect and erased

(Berkshire).

armed

and erased

— A porcupine's head erased.

Crest

or.

Booth (Twemlow,
sa.

co. Chester).

Crest

—A

Ar. three boars' ueads erect

wavy

lion pass, per pale

ar.

and

erm. charged on the shoulder with a cotton hank ppr.
(Herefordshire).
Ar. three boars' heads erect and
erased sa. langued gu. Crest A lion pass. ar.
Booth (Glendon Hall, co. Northampton). Same Arms,
quartering those of Llotd, of Liverpool (afterwards of
Welcombe), and Wilkinson, of London. Crest AUon pass,
ar.
M>tto Quod ero spero.
Booth (Gore-Booth, Lissadell, co. Sligo, bart.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. three boars' heads couped sa., for Booth 2nd
and 3rd, gu. a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or,
1st
A lion pass. ar. 2nd A wolf ramp.
for Gore.
Crests
ar Mottoes Genti aequus utrique. Above the Booth Crest
Quod ero spero. jAbove the Gore Crest In hoc signo

Booth

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

:

;

:

—

vinces.

Booth

(Booth, CO. Lancaster, 1664).
Ar. on a fesse gu.
betw. three boars' heads erased sa. as many towers or.
Booth (Barton, co. Lancaster). Ancient Arms Ar. a chev.
engr. sa. on a canton of the last a mullet or. Later Arms
Ar. three boars' heads erect and erased sa.

—

Booth (Orford,

near Warrington,

co. Lancaster.

—

This family

was seated at irford for many generations, it is now extinct,
and represented by Rylands of Warrington).
Ar. three
boars' heads erect and erased sa. armed or, with a mullet
<

Crest

for diff.

— A lion pass. ar.

Booth

(Cheshire). Az. three boars' heads couped ar. armed
the middlemost on a sword of the second, pomel and
Crest
hilt of the third.
A Uon pass. ar.
Booth (Mollington, co. Chester). As Booth of Barton, co.
Lancaster.
Crest
A figure of St. Catherine ppr. vested
vert, crowned with a ducal coronet within a nimbus, and
crined or, holding in her dexter hand a wheel or, and in her
sinister a sword, the point downwards ppr. hilted or.
Booth (Derbyshire). Same Arms, with a mullet for diff.
Crest A demi St. Catharine ppr. couped at the knees, habited
ar. crowned or, in the dexter hand a Catharine wheel, in the
sinister a sword, the point downwards.
Booth (Old Durham). Same .<4n)is, an anniJet for diff.
Booth (Salford, co. Lancaster). Sa. three boars' heads
erect and erased or, a crescent gold for diff.
Crest
Two
laurel branches vert, orleways, thereon a Uon pass. ar.
Motto Non mihi, sed Deo et regi.
Booth (granted by Segar). Ar. three boars' heads couped

—

—

—

—

sa.

— A boar's head couped sa.

Crest

Sooth.
Sooth.

Sa. a cockatrice ar.

Ar. a tun gu. betw. three boars' heads erased

as preceding.

Arm.

and

erect sa.

Booth.

Barry of six

az.

and

ar.

a bend gobonated or

and gu.

Booth.

horseshoes and

Ar. three

six

crosses

crosslet

fitchee sa.

Booth.
Booth.

Ar. a boar's head erect and erased sa.
Vaire ar. and gu. in chief a mullet sa.

Booth

(Lieut.-Col. Ha worth- Booth, of Hollbank House,
and Rowlston Hall, co. York, J. P., D.L., assumed the name
and arms of Booth by Koyal Licence, 1869).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. three boars' heads erect and erased sa..
Booth 2nd and 3rd, az. a bend betw. two stags' heads
couped or. Ha worth. Crests 1st: A St. Catherine, robed
and crowned as a queen, kneeling in prayer, in the dexter
hand a Catherine wheel, in the sinister a sword, the point
downwards. 2nd: A stag's head gu. attired or, gorged with a
laurel wreath ar. Motto Quod ero spero.
Boothby (Broadlow Ash, co. Derby, bart.). Ar. on a
canton gu. a lion's ganib erased and erect or. Crest
lion's gamb erased and erect or. Motto
Mors Christi mors
;

—

Crest—

—

—

mortis mihi.

Bootle.

Sa.

couchant

Bootle

-

or,

three mural crowns ar.
spotted gu.

'Wilbraham

Crest

—A

(Saron Skelmersdale).

leopard

See Wil-

nRAIIAM.

Sooty
mount

(Suffolk.)

Ar. a lion's head erased sa.

Crest

— On

a

vert a hand ppr. couped at the wrist holding a sword

ar. hilt or.

Bor

(City of Dublin, formerly of Utrecht, Holland).
Per
fesse gu. and or, in chief a bend betw. six ficurs-dc-lis ar. in
base a saltirc engr. sa. Crext— Two win^s endorsed gu. and
or, on the former a fleur-de-lis of the last.
Motto— Sicxxt
iris florcbit.

Boran, or Sorran

adjnvftt nos.

(Clayuin Hall, co. Stafford). Armn,
(Killingham, co. Lincoln), Same

armed

—

two Dutch boots, the soles erect, embowcd at
the knees and endorsed sa. issuant out of a pile in base vert

—

sa.

spear head ar.

—

ar.
Crest
A goat statant erra. horned or.
Boorde, or Bourde (Suffolk). Ar. a

Booth

and erased

boars* head erect

or,

Tert.

Booth

BOR

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

BOO

(London). Ar. on a cheT. gn. betw. three bucks'
beads 8a. an annulet of the first.
Booker (London, from Woodhouse, co. Nottingham). Or, an
eagle displ. vert, ducally gorged of the first, beaked and
membered gu. within a bordure az. charged with three
A swan ppr. collared and lined az.
fleurs-de lis gold. Crest
Booker (Velindra House, co. Glamorgan). Arim, the same.
Motto Ad coelum tendit.
displayed.
Crat—A demi eagle
Booker (granted to Josias Bookeb, Jun., Esq., of Demerara,
West Indies, Lieut.-Col. Demerara Militia, eldest son of
JosiAS Bookeb, of Poplar-grove, AUerton, near Liverpool).
Or, within a bordure az. charged with four fleurs-de-lis and
four mullets alternately of the first an eagle displ. vert gorged
with an annulet gold. Crest On a mount vert a swan ppr.
collared and lined and charged on the breast with a fleur-de-

Bookey

A

betw.

three

compony

(an

K'iftin.s'

of the

first

Alderman of Dublin).

heads erased gu.

and second.

Ar. a chev.
within a border

A

B OR

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Borard.

Paly of six or and az. over all a fesse ar.
Boraston (Worcestershire and Hertfordshire, 1606).
Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend cottised pu. tliree crosses
Crot Out of a mural coronet sa. a
formee fitchee or.
grififin's head or, gorged with a fesse betw. two gemelles

—

Bordeleys, Bordeley. or Bordeloys
Erm. on a

Ehire).

chief

jiu-

-^

pass, guard, or.

lii^n

An Indian goat saliant, in the mouth
Bore. Az. three boars' heads or.
Boreaston. See Borastox.
Ar a

Borefeild.

(Cambridce-

a branch of

Crest

—

trefoil.

Boreham, or Borham.
Crest

sa.

— On

a

Boreham (The

Mount, Haverhill). Arms and Crest as the
preceding, quartering barry of six az. and gu. a lion ramp.
erm.
Borehed. Sa. a boar's head, couped at the neck ar. armed
and langued or.
Borehont (Hampshire). Ar. a fesse betw. six. martlets gu.
On a mural coronet ppr. a serpent nowed vert.
Crest
Borehunt. Or, three boars' heads couped sa.
Borelands. See Borlands.

—

Boreley, or Borseley
heads, couped ar.

Crest

Vert, three boars'

(Wiltshire).

— A rock,

in the cleft of

which

is

a

Cornish chough.
Borell. See Bcrbell.

Boreng"er.

bend gu.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a

Or, a cross vert, over all a

Boreston, or Borreston.

bend cottised gu. three crosses pattee

fitchee or.

Crest

—

parrot vert breasted gu.

Borewashe

Gu. a lion

(Ireland).

armed

or,

as.

tail

forked.

Borford

Or, a fleurs-de-lis sa.
cinquefoil or.

(Staffordshire).

Borford. Erm. on a canton sa. a
Borgat, Burg-at, or Borgace

(Sufifolk).

Faly of six ar.

(another, or and sa.).

sa.

Borge, or Borges (Suffolk). Lozengy gu. and voir.
Borgentyn. Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Borges, or Borgges (Kent). Ar. a fesse chequy, or and
gu. in chief three crosses crosslet fitchee of the third.
Ar. three cinquefoils sa. within a bordure

Borghdon.

cngr. of the last.

Borghill

(Salop).

Paly of six ar. and ar. a bend gu.

BorgiUon, or Borgillone.
the second
a bend sa.

and third quarters an

Quarterly, or and gu. in
annulet of the first, over all

Barry of

pellets

erm.

Borgilon, or Bourgilon

CU'orcestershire). Quarterly,
or and gu. on a bend sa. three annulets of the first.
Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa. a mullet or,
pierced of the third.
Borgoine. Az. a talbot pass. ar. Crest— A. marigold, on
the top a bee.
Borgon. Az. a talbot pass. ar. in chief a mullet or, pierced
sa.

Borhont, or Borham.

Or, three boars' heads

— On a mural coronet ppr.

Borkawell, or Borkavell.
Borknoge. Ar. a bend engr.

couped

sa.

a serpent nowed vert.
Ar. a fret az.
betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchee gu.

Borlacy

(London, Visit. London, 1568). Or, three pales sa.
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr., holding

—

fretty of the field.

in the

Per fesse indented sa. and ar. six fleurs-dc-Iis
counterchanged.
(Devonshire and Somersetshire). Erm. on a bend
cottised sa. three boars' heads couped or.
Crest
A bull's
head erased or, attired sa.
Borm.aii. Ar. a chev. betw. three horses pass, sa,
Borman. Gu. a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads erased

Borman

mouth a ribband, with the Motto— Spes mea Deus

—

ar.

Borminghall,

Sa.

Borland

(the late James Borland, Esq., M.D., InspectorGeneral of Army Hospitals, 1800-1857). Barry of six ar. and
Crest
sa. a boar ramp. ppr.
A broken tilting spear ppr.
Motto Press through.
Borlands (Thomas Borlands, Bailie of Portsburgh, 1673).
Barry of six ar. and gu. a boar ramp. az. Ci-est A broken
lance ppr. Motto Press through.

—

—

—

—

Borlase

(Cornwall, originally of Borlasc, in the parish of St.
Wenn). Erm. on a bend sa. two hands and arms issuing out
of the clouds at the elbows all ppr. rending a horseshoe or.
Crest
A boar's head couped at the neck, bendy of four or

—

and

sa. eared gu. betw. two roses of the
leaved vert.

last,

stalked and

—

Crest

—A wolfs

Bornam. Or, a bend betw. two crosses crosslet s a.
Bornat (Scotland). Ar. a naked man ppr. holding a

sword

with both hands, to cut a tree growing out of a mount vert,
on a chief az. a crescent betw. two stars of the first.
Borne (Kent). Erm. on a bend az. three Uons pass, guard.
Crest
or.
A lion sejant or, collared az. resting his dexter

—

paw on

Borne
Borne

a pellet.

Erm. on a bend gu. threelions reguard. or.
(London and Berkshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three lions
(another,
the lious sa.) a chief erm.
ramp. gu.
Borne (Worcestershire). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
lions ramp. sa. as many mascles or.
Borne. Gu. a lion or, within a bordure engr. of the second.
Borne. Ar. a chev. sa. surmounted of another erm, bettr.
(Kent).

three chaplots of roses gu. seeded or.
Erm. a bend az.

Borne.
Borne.
Borne.

Gu. a lion ramp. or.
Az. six legs couped per thigh ar. three, two, and
one (another adds a bordure engr. or).

Borneham.

Or, a

Borodaile.

Sa.

Crest

a plate.

Boron.

maunch

on a bend

az.
ar. three fleurs-de-lis az. in chief

— A dragon's head erased ppr.

Or, a bull pass. gu.

Crest

—A

dragon's head and

sa. collared or.

Borough

Or, in base a
(Baseldon Park, co. Berks, bart.).
dolphin naiant in waves of the sea ppr. on a chief az. three
mullets ar. Crest Three plates surmounted by a plume of
Motto Suivez moi.
five oscrich feathers ar.
Borough (Limerick, granted 1813). Same as preceding.
Borough ^Norham, co. Devon, and Kent). Az. a bend wavy
Crest
A pair
ar. betw. two fleurs-de-lis erm (another, or).
of wines in dorso erm.
Borough (Devonshire). Ar. on a fesse dancettec sa. three
bezants (another, the fesse plain).
Borough (Devonshire). Erm. a falcon's head erased az.
beaked or, betw. tliree fleurs-de-lis of the second.
Borough (Sandwich, co. Kent). Or, on a cross gu. flv«
mullets pierced of the field. Crest— A dove standing on a

—

—

—

snake,

all

ppr.

Borough (Borough,

Gu. the stem and trunk

co. Leicester).

of a tree eradicated,

thereon.

three buttei-flics ar.

head erased gu.

wings

Borgiton.

Crest

two

Erm. three talbots pass. sa.
six sa. and or, on a chief of the second
of the first, on an inescutcheon gu. three bars

(tssex).

Borley.

Borlton.

vert.

and

—

Borley

chev. gu. betw. three pellets.
Ar. three boars' heads couped
mural coronet ppr. a serpent nowed

R

B O

—

Cornwall.
Crest
A wolf pass, reguard. ar. struck in the
shoulder with an arrow or, which he holds in his mouth.
Borlase (confirmed to Rev. William Borl^e, Vicar of
Zennor, co. Cornwall, by Barker, Garter, temp. Henry
VIII.).
Arms and Crest same as preceding. Motto Te
digna sequere.
Borlase (Castle Horneck, co. Cornwall). Same Anns and
Crest.
Motto—Te digna sequere.
Borle. Per pale indented or and sa.
Borlem.at. Gu. an inescutcheon betw. three martlets ar.

and couped

in pale, sprouting out

two branches ar.
(Chetwynd Park, co. Stafford, and Egmond, co.
Gu. the stem and trunk of a tree eradicated and
couped in pale sprouting two branches or, quartering az. a
fesse or, betw. three talbots heads erased ar., for Burton;
and sa. three horseshoes, and a label of three points in chief
An eagle reguard. wings expanded
ar., for Smith cson. Crest

Borough
Salop).

—
Motto — Virtute

ppr. the dexter claw supporting a circular shield thereon
a gorgon's head.

Borough

(St.

Breward, Cornwall

Robore.

et
;

Monument

at St. Bre-

A

chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis.
(Ireland). Or, a cross gu. (another, adds a lion
pass, of the second).

ward, 1728).

Borough

The same. Crest A boars' head couped ai the
neck, bendy of six or and sa. in his mouth a rose per pale

Borough, alias Stockden. The

gu. and of the second leaved vert.

swans of the field. Crest A swan's head and
neck ar. beaked gu.
Borough. Sa. two swords in saltire ar. betw, four fleurs-

Borlase.

Borlase

;

John Borlasb Warren, K.B.).
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(Lincolnshire, and

saltire sa. five

(Bockmer, co. Bucks descended from Edward, 2nd
son of Walter Borlase, and the heiress of Treluddra. Sir
John Borlase, of Brockmer, was created a baronet in 1642,
as was his descendant and representative, the late Admiral

Sir

Borough

The same Arnis as of

same.

Richmond,

co. York).

—

Ar. on

a

de-lis or.

Borough.
cbaplets gu.

Per chev.

ar.

and erm. two chev.

sa,

betw, three

BOB
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Gu. two swords in
(Shipdenham, co. Norfolk).
saltlre ar. hilts and pomels or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the
third, within a bordure gobonated of the second and purp.
Boroug'll. Quarterly, or and az. a bend gu.
Borougrh, or Burgh. Az. three fleurs-de-lis erni. Cren
A falcon rising erm. billed or, ducally gorged of the last.
BoroTlg'h. See BuRBoncH, and Bprbowe.
Borough (Chetwynd Park, co. Surrey). See Boskow of

BOTOngrb

—

Derby.

Borowden. Ar. two cinquefoils sa.
Borowe. Ar. a chev. erm. fimbriated

Borradaile, Borrodaile, or Boradaile.

Or, three
water-bougeta in pale sa. betw two torteaux a chief vert.
Out of a tower a demi greyhound holding betw. the
Crest
fore paws a branch of laurel.
Borrell ( Isleworth, Middlesex, and Suffolk ; Gilbert Bobreli^
of Isleworth, son of Homphrey Borrell, co. Suffolk. Visit.
Middlesex, 1663). Erm. in dexter chief point a talbot's

—

az.

Borrer (Hurst Pierpolnt,

co. Sussex, descended from William
Bobber, of Busper, in that co., who )u. in 1693, Sarah
Pierpoint).
Az. a lion ramp, erminois
Smith, of Hurst
holding an auger (Borer) ppr., in his dexter paw a chev. ar.,
charged with three inescocheons of the field, the centre
hearing a white rose seeded and pointed ppr. Quartering,
Habdbess, Hebingood, Fitz-Babnabd, and Lucy. Crest
A buck's head ppr. erased, fretty ar. holding an auger ppr.
Motto Fide et caritate laboro.
in his mouth.
Borrett (Inner Temple, and Westminster). Ermines three
erect
and erased or. Crest A boar's head and
boars' heads
neck erased, of a sandy colour, bristled or, laying hold of a
broken spear which is thrust through the neck, gold.

—

—

—

Borron

(Warrington, co.
Pugda'e, 1665). Quarterly,

2nd and

Borron (Seafield-Tower,
gu.,

and

Visit.

4th, ar.

Lancaster,

a bull pass, gu.;

Crest

—A

Ardrossan, 1868).

Or, a bull pass,
two pikes" heads couped of the
paschal lamb ppr.
'Motto
Per tela per

on a chief of the

first.

Lancaster,
1st

3rd, or, three piles in point vert.
last

—

(Stow, Scotland).

cinquefoils sa.

—

virtute.

Borro'wman

(Scotland). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets
within a bordure of the la.st.
Crest
A demi man in
armour brandishing a sword all ppr.
Bora, or Borsey. Barry of six, or and sa. an inescutcheon

—

g\i.

erm.

Borse, or Borsey.
Borselle.

Ar. a fesse

Erm. two bars and a canton gu.
az.
Crest
Over the stump of an oak

—

tree an eagle volant ppr.

Borselle.

Sa. a fesse ar.

Borsont

(Hampshire). Ar a fesse betw. six martlets gu.
Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend az. three
heads
erased or.
hons"
Borston. Az. two besoms in saltire or. Crest A dagger
in pale ppr. pomelled or.
Borthwlck {Lord Borttiie'iclc) Ar. three cinquefoils sa.
Bupp'trUrs Two angels ppr. winged or. Crest
A Moor's
head couped ppr. Motto Qui conrtucit.

Borsting.

—

.

—

—

—

Borth'wick

(Gordonshall. .Scotland). Ar. an eagle's head
erased betw. three cinquefoils sa. CreH A withered ro.scbush sprouting out anew from the root.
Motto
Virtus
post fata.

—

—

Browne-Borth-wlck
chev. ar.

(Hope Park, Mid Lothian). Ar. a
betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a cinqucfoil in

base or. Crest— A. cubit arm ppr. grasping a fleur-de-lis or.
Afotto^Delectat ct omat.

Borthwick

(Hartside, Scotland). Ar. three cinquefoils sa.
with a crescent of the second, surmounted of another or, in
the centre.
Crett
A hart's head erased gu. attired or,
devouring a serpent. A/o<<o—Coelitus datum.

—

Borthwiok

—

—

(Crookston, co. Edinburgh).
Ar. a crescent
betw. three cinquefoils sa.
Crest
An eagle displ. sa.
with a saltire ar. on his breast. Motto
Fide et spe.

—

—

(J as.

Borthwick, Marshal

Admiralty, Bombay,
bordure engr. of the

Afo^o^Qui

ppr.

1808).

conducit.

—

mouth a branch

in the

Borton.

Sa.

of laurel vert.

a chev. betw. three owls

Bortram. Gu. a fesse or.
Bortraux. Or, a lion vert.
Bortreaux. Chequy gu. and or,

ar. ducally

a bend

(Muirhousc, Scotland).
Ar. three cinquefoilii
a crescent of the second, surmounted by
•aother of the flnt.
Crul A pelicaa with tbe wiaga

1U2

—

vair.

Bosam

—

Crest.

Bosanquet (Broxboumbury, co. Hertford). Same Arms and
Crest.

(Osidge, co. Herts). Same Arms and Crest.
Ar. a fesse betw. three bugle horns unstrung sa.
Bosavarne (Visit, co. Cornwall, 1620). Per pale nebulco

Bosarde.
ar.

and

az.
(

porters

Motto

Erm. a rose gu. barbed
falcon close ppr. belled or. S«j)-

Viscount Falmouth).

and seeded ppr.

Crest

—A

— Two sea lions erect on the tails ar. guttee delarmes.

—

Patience passe science.

Boscawen (Comptroller of the
Erm. a red rose

Bosca'wen

Household to George

I.,

1718).

ppr.

Erm. a rose gu. barbed

(Cornwall).

vert.

The

original Crest— A falcon close ppr. (This family have since
borne a bear pass. gu. armed and membered or, which is

the Crest of

Albalanda.)

Boschall, or Bosthall.

Sa. a chev. ar.

and canton erm.

(another, the canton ar.).

Boscoan.

Vert a
erm. a rose gu.

bull ar. attired

and unguled

or,

on a chief

Boscoe.

Az. three pillars ar. out of each a tuft of grass or.
Bosden (Bosden). Ar. a fess betw. three Roman S sa.
Bosdon. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three fish hooks of the
second.
Bosevile. Ar. a fesse lozengy gu.
Bose'vile. Ar. a fesse engr. gu. in chief three mullets sa.
Bosewell. Ar. five fusils in bend gu. in chief three mullets
of the second.
Bosford, or Besford. Gu. a fesse betw. six pears or.
Bosgra'^e. Ar. on a cross engr. sa. a griffin segreant of tlto
first.
Crest
A boar's head erased ar. betw. two oak branches
vert fructed or.
Boshey. Per fesse embattled ar. and erm. in chief three
leopards' faces gu.
Boshey, or Boshe. Erm. on a chief embattled gu. thrco

—

leopards' faces or.

Bosin.

Ar. two elephants' trunks reflexed endorsed gobony
or and gu. fixed upon a hairy scalp with two ears sa.
Bosistow, or Bosustowe (Bosistow, co. Cornwall). Az.
three escallops vair.
Boslett (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1657). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three
leopards' faces or.

Bosley

Ar. on a fesse engr. betw. three

(Staffordshire).

cinquefoils sa. three fleurs-de-Us of the

field.

Bosney, To'wn of

dccrit opera dextra.

or.

(Borwick, co. Lancaster). Ar. three bears' heads
erased az. muzzled or.
Bory (Bury, co. Lancaster; derived from Adam de Bnay, who
held a knight's fee in Bury. temp. Henry III.). Sa*. a chev.
ar. betw. three plates, each charged with a cross patt^e gu.
(Visit, co. Notts, 1569 and 1614).
Ar. three bird
bolts gu.
Bosanquet (Forest House, co. Essex; and Dingestow
Court, CO. Monmouth. Founded in England at the time of
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, by David Bosanqoet,
second son of Piebbe Bosanqoet, of Lunel, in Languedoc).
Or, on a mount vert a tree ppr. on a chief gu. a crescent
betw. two mullets ar. quartering the ensigns of Dunst£&
and Gardner. Crest A demi hon ramp, couped gu.
Bosanquet (Rock, co. Northumberland). Same Arms and

Nee

•a. in the centre

crowned

Bor'wick

Boslingthorp, or Boselingthorp

Borthwlck

Court of Vice

—

last.

(Mayshicls, Scotland).
Ar. a hart gu. betw.
three cinquefoils na. Crest An eagle rising ppr. Motto—

—

of

Ar. three cinquefoils sa. a
Crest A savage's head couped

Borton Ar. on a fess. gu. three annulets of the field.
Borton (Stapleford). Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three boars'
heads couped sa. a plate. Crest A boar's head couped or,

Boscawen

(Bart, of Gilltown, co. Kildare.
Granted by
Eoberts, Ulster, to Sir Ebasmds Bobbowes, Bart.). Or, on
a cross gu. (the red cross of De Burgh), five mullets ar.
on a canton of the second a lion pass, of the third. Crest
A lion sejant ar. ducally crowned or. Motto— 'i^on. vi

Ar. a crescent betw. three
within a bordure erm.
A dexter
Crest
in the middle ppr.

Borth'wick

by a belt gu. Crest An eagle reguard. with wings expanded,
standing on a mount ppr. supporting with the dexter foot
the like shield as in the arms.

Borrowes

yulnera

hand couped apaum^e, with an eye
Motto Mente manuque.

Bosanquet

—

Motto—'Ex

sal us.

Borth'wick

hostes impavidi.
(Derbyshire, granted 1702).
Ar. on a mount in
base the trunk of an oak tree, sprouting out two branches
ppr., with the shield of Pallas hanging thereon or, fastened

Borro'W

BOS

vulning herself ppr.

or,

Borthwick
sa. betw. three

cbaplets of flowers gu.

head couped

expanded

(Lincolnshire).

Ar.

a chev. gu. and chief indented sa.
(Cornwall).

castle with three towers,

The

base, water.

seal represents

a

embattled and domed and Joined
oa a mount ; in tb»

to each other by a circular wall, all

aA

:
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BOS
Bosome
Bosome

(Cornwall). Az. three bird bolts ar.
(Norfolk).
Gu. three bird bolts ar.
Bosoun. Ar. three torteaux.
Bossan (Visit. Oxon). Gu. three bird bolts ar.
Bossan (quartered by Thbogmobton, of Chastletown.

Visit.

bealted and legged gu.
Gu. a cinquefoil erm.

Bostall. Sa. a chev. ar. and a canton erm.
Bostock (Bostock, CO. Chester). Sa. a fesse hummette ar.
On the slump of a tree eradicated ar. a bear's head
Orest
erased sa. muzzled or. Ayxother Great An antelope or.
Bostock (Abingdon, co. Berks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a
helmet ar. 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fesse humettee ar. Orat

—

—

—

;

ar. attired or.

Boston,

Town

Crest— A martlet

Sa. a helmet or.

Irbt.

Vert a lion ramp.
horse's head in armour ppr.
Boston. Ar. three bats' wings

ar.

crowned

or.

Crest

ar.

—

—

Bosum

—

or.

Bosustow

(Visit. CO.

Cornwall, 1620, and Har. MSS. 890).

Az. three escallops ar.
(granted 10 June, 1638). Ar. five fusils in fesse gu.
each charged with a martlet or, in chief three bears' heads
erased sa. muzzled of the field.
Bosvile. Ar. on a chev. az. three mullets or.
Bosvile (Yorkshire). Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief
three bears' heads sa. Crest-^Kn ox issuing from a knot of
trees ppr.
Motto Intento in Deum animo. On the Crest
and the family name this epigram was written in the time of

Bosvile

—

boves villasque Kadulphi,
Nee viim careatbosve, vel illabove."
Bosvile (Ireland). Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief three
calves' heads erased sa.
Crest
A bull ar. issuing out of a
tibi dent, Bosvile,

—

wood

ppr.

Bosvile (Thomas

Bosvilb. temp. Richard II.). Ar. a fusil
gu. betw. three cross crosslets sa.
co. York). Ar. five fusils in fesse gu.
in chief three mullets sa. a crescent ford iff.
Bosvill. Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. and in chief three leaves

Bosvill (Worms worth,

slipped sa.

Bosvill.

Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief three martlets

sa.

Bosvill.

Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief three escallops

sa.

Bosville-Macdonald

(Baron

DONALD.
Bosiiile, or Bosville.

Ar. on

Macdonald.)

abend

See Mac-

az. three mullets or

(another, the mullets of six points).

Bos-wall, Houston-. See Houston.
Bos-well (Balmuto, CO. Fife). Quarterly,

and 4th, ar. on
afess sa. three cinquefoils of the field; 2nd and 3rd, or, a
lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a ribbon sa., for Abebnetht.
Crest
A falcon ppr. hooded gu. jessed and belled or. Motto
Vraye foi.

—

(Balmuto, as confirmed, 1875, to the heir of line of
the later family, a cadet of Auchinleck). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. on a fesse sa. three cinquefoils of the field; 2nd and
3rd or, a lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a ribbon sa., for
Abebnetht, all within a bordure engr. sa. Crest A falcon

—

and belled

or.

Motto— Yraye

Boswell, or Boswall

foi.

(Blackadder, co. Berwick, 1784 the
heiress m. 1847, Sir G. A. F. Houston, Bart.). Quarterly, ist
and 4th, ar. on afess sa. betw. two thistles in chief ppr. and
a garb in base gu. banded or, three cinquefoils of the field;
2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a ribbon
sa., for Abebnetht.
Crest
A dexter hand grasping a
scymetar ppr. Motto Fortiter.
Boswell (Yorkshire). Ar. five fusils in fesse, and three
boars' heads in chief, erased sa. Crest
Out of a wood ppr.

—

;

—

—

a bull pass.

ar.

Ar. a fesse engr. gu. in chief three mullets sa.
Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief three griffins*
heads erased sa.
Boswell (Ballyeurry, co. Wicklow. John Boswell, of that
place, rf. 1631
he was son of Ralph Boswell, a captain in
the army in Ireland, younger son of Ralph Bosvile, Esq., of
Bradbourne, co. Kent, Clerk of Wards and Liveries, temx).
Queen Elizabeth, ninth in de.=cent from Sir John Bosvile,
Knt., of Erdesley, co. York, d. 1234).
Ar. five fusils in fess
gu. in chief three bears' heads erased sa. muzzled or.
Bosworth. Gu. a cross vair betw. four annulets ar. Crest
;

—A

lily

and leaved.

ppr. slipped

BosAVOrth. Or, a lion ramp. gu. collared ar.
Botatort (Norfolk). Or, a saltire engr. sa. (another adds a
label of three points gu.).

Cre&t

—Out of a

mural coronet

six spears in saltire ppr.

Botatort, or Botetourt. Or, three bends az. a canton ar.
Botelan, or Boteland. Gu. two bars erm.
Boteler (Lord Boteler nf Warington, summoned to Parliament

Az. a bend betw. six garbs or.
(Lord Boteler of Wemme and OversUy, summoned to
Parliament 1308). Gu. a fess compony or and sa. betw. six
li95).

Boteler

crosses pattee ar.

Elizabeth

"Dii

—

Boswell

Boswell.
Boswell.

sa.

of (Lincolnshire). Sa. three ducal crowns
Crest
On a woolpack a ram couchant ar. sup-

in pale or.
porting two mermaids ppr. ducally crowned or.
Bostrey. Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three
bezants.
Bosuilly. Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief three greyhounds' heads erased sa.
(Windley, co. Norfolk). Ar. three boars' heads couped
az.
Crest
A talbot's head erased ar. eared and ducally

crowned

—

foi.

ppr. hooded gu. jessed

Bossu.

Boston.

(RoBEBT Boswell, Lyon Depute, 1773). Quarterly,
2nd, and 4th grand quarters as the last, 3rd grand
quarter, az. a bend betw. three pelicans in their piety ar.
Crest A falcon ppr. hooded and belled or. Motto Vraye
1st,

Gu. three bird bolts feathered ar.
Az. three covered cups ar.
Helena, dau. of William
(Elton, co. Chester.
BosTAKE, of that place, m. Nicholas Maisterson, Esq., co.
Chester; their son, Thomas Maisterson, fell at Flodden
Sa. a chev. voided ar. betw. three goldfinches ppr.
Field).

Bostock (Shropshire).
Boston, Baron. See

Motto—Yraye foi.

gu.

Boswell

(Ireland).

An antelope

BOT

a leash passing betw. the forelegs and reflexed over the back

Oxford).

Bossard
Bostake

A

1st

—

Boswell

(Dowen). Quarterly, as Balmuto, within a bordure
indented gu.
Motto I hope for better.
(Glasmount). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a fess
invecked sa. three cinquefoils of the first; 2nd and 3rd, or,
lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a ribbon sa., for Abebnetht.
Motto Nothing venture nothing have.
Boswell (Auchinlecfc, a cadet of Balmuto, hart. 1821.
Baronetcy extinct; .^irms recorded 1?09). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, grand quarters, ar. on a fess sa. three cinquefoils of the
field on a canton az. a ship at anchor, her sails furled within
the Royal treasure or; 2nd grand quarter, counterquartered,
1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp, az., 2nd and 3rd, or, a saltire
and chief gu., 3rd grand quarter, ar. three bars sa., for
AccHiNLECK. Crest A falcon ppr. hooded gu. jessed and
belled or. Supporters
^Two greyhounds ppr. collared sa. each
collar charged with three cinquefoils ar. and thereto afBxed

—

Boswell

—

—

—
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Boteler (Bramfield,
Barons of

Wemme

co. Hertford,

sprung from the Botelebs,
Gu. a fesse counter-

and Oversley).

compony

ar. and sa. betw. six crosses pattee fitchee ar.
(Some branches of this family bear six crosses crosslet
instead of crosses pattee fitchee, but the above are the arms
registered in the College of Arms for Sir John Boteler, who
was created Baron Boteler of Bramfield, 20 September, i
Car. I., and left six daus. his co-heirs, of whom Helen in.
Sir John Dbake, of Ashe, co. Devon, Knt.)
Boteler (Eastry, co. Kent). Ar. three escutcheons sa. each
charged with a covered cup or. Crest A covered cup or,
betw. a pair of wings endorsed, the dexter ar. sinister az.
Boteler (Kyrtons, co. Bedford; granted 8 May, 1585). Ar.
a fesse chequy ar. and az. betw. six crosses crosslet sa.
Gu. a fesse counter - compony
Boteler (Bedfordshire).
(another, chequy) ar. and sa. betw. six crosses formee fitchee

—

or (another, of Gloucestershire, the crosses ar.).
fesse betw. three cups, covered or.
Sir Thomas Le Boteleb, ancestor

Boteler (Coventry). Az. a
Boteler (Laid Le Boteler.

of the lord'' Diinboyne, 3rd son of Theobald Le Boteleb,
ancestor of the Dukes, Marquises, and Earls of Ormonde, was
summoned to Parliament in Ireland as a peer in 13'24). Or,
a chief indented az. over all on a bend sa. three escallops ar.

Boteler
Boteler

Ar. on a bend gu. three lozenges erm.
Gu. a fesse chequy or
(Woodhall, co. Hertford).
and sa. betw. six crosses pattee ar. Crest An arm embowcd
in armour holding a sword ppr.
Boteler (Teston, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1772). Ar. on a
(Essex).

—

chief sa. three covered cups or.

Boteler

(Lancashire).

Gu. a bend betw. three covered cups

or.

Boteler, or Botler (Bewsey, co. Lancaster, derived from
Robert de Pincebna, so called from the ofBce held under
Randolph, Earl of Chester, 1158. His descendant, Almeni
Pincebna, temp. Henry III., m. Beatrix, dau. and coheir of
Matthew Villabs, Lord of Warrington, from which alliance
sprang the eminent family of Boteleb, of Bewsey. Edwabd
BnTLEB, the last heir male, sold the estate to the Ibelands,
Crest
of Hale). Az. a bend betw. six covered cups or.
unicorn saUent ar. armed or, tied round the neck with a

—

Bash of the

lost.

AA
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BOT
Boteler
fesse

Gu. semee crosses crosslet

(Leicesterehire).

componee

Boteler

ar.

and

or,

a

sa.

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three standing

(London).

(Shropshire). Gu. a fesse chequy or
ten (another, six) crosses crosslet or.

and

sa.

betw.

Ar. three covered cups inbend betw. two

(Suffolk).

cotises sa.

Boteler. Ar. a fesse betw. three escallops sa.
Boteler. Gu. two bars erm.
Boteler. Gu. a fesse betw. three covered cups ar.
Boteler. Az. on a bend ar. three martlets gu.
Boteler. Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and sa. three
fleuree of the seeond.
Boteler. Gu. a fesse chequy ar.

crosses

and

two mullets

Az. a chev. betw. three cups covered or.
Or, a chief indented az. within a bordure engr. gu.
Or, on a chief indented az. three cups covered of

first.

Boteler.
Boteler.
Boteler.
many birds sa.
Boteler. Ar. three

Erm. a saltire engr. gu.
Ar. on a bend gu. three chev. or.
Ar. on a fesse ar. betw. three cups covered or, as
two and one

boars,

sa.

and as many

See Botleb.

Gu. three horses' heads couped in pale
(Suffolk).
two flaunchcs erm.
Gu. seven bezants, on a canton ar. a cinquefoil sa.
Chequy or and gu. on a chev. az.
(Cornwall).

Botelford
ar. betw.

Ar. three bendlets gu.
Gu. three lird bolts

(Northumberland).

Boton. Ar. a pale wavy sa.
Botreaulx, or Botreux

(Devonshire).
Chequy or and
gu. on a chev. az. three horseshoes ar. Crest A dove standing on a hill ppr.
Botreaux (Cokermouth, co. Cumberland). Ar. three toads
A dove standing on a hUl ppr.
erect sa.
Crest
Botreaux. Ar. a griffin segreant az. Crest A man holding a flail, the handle part ar. the other or, legs of the first
coat gu. cap ppr.
Botrell (Shropshire). Chequy or and gu. on a chev. of the
second three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Botreux (Cornwall). Ar. a griffin segreant gu. armed az.
Crest Two branches of laurel in saltire ppr.
Botreux. Or, a hon ramp. vert.
Botreux, Paly wavy of six or and gu.
Botring-am. Ar. a bendlet gu.
Botring'ham (Devonshire). Ar. three bendlets gu.
Botring-ham. Ar. an eagle displ. vert membered gu.

—

—

—

three horseshoes of the first.
(Devonshire). Chequy or and gu. a chev. az.
Chequy or and gu. on a chev. az. three fleurs-

crowned

or.

Boterells

Bott

On a
Botteley, Botilly, or Botley.

de-lis of the first.

Chequy or and gu. a bend az.
or and gu. on a chev.

Botereux. Chequy
shoes

az. three horse-

(Devonshire).

Ar. (another, or) on a bend sa.

three butterflies of the field.
Boterford (Devonshire). Ar. on

sa.

three watcr-

Ar. on a bend sa. (another, az., another, vert.)
three butterflies or (another, of the field).
Boterwike. Ar. on a bend vert three water-bougets of
A hawk holding in the dexter claw an ear
the field. Crest

—

wheat ppr.
Botesgrist, or Botsgist. Gu. two lions pass. ar. crowned or.
Botesham. Gu. three plates.
of

Sa. three lozenges in fesse ar. betw. as

many

bucks' heads cabossed or. Crent—A. stag's head ar.
Botetourt. Or, a saltire engr. sa. Crest— Out of a mural
coronet six spears in saltire ppr.
Botetourt (Lord Botetourt, summoned to Parliament, 1308).

Same Arms.
Botevile, alias
Creit

—

—

Ar. a fesse betw. three escallops sa.

Crest

—An

escallop shell az.

Gu. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one, on a
canton ar. an annulet pierced sa.
Gu. nine bezants, three, three, two, and one, on
a canton ar. a cinquefoil sa.
Botterell, or Botriell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. and chief gu.
Botterell (Edward Botterell, Esq., of the Heath, co.
Salop, sheriff, 1768). Ar. a chief gu. over all a lion ramp. sa.
Bottomley (Wade House, Halifax, co. York). Or, on a pile
gu. betw. two bees volant in base ppr. a lion ramp, of the field.
Crest— Ufon a mount vert an Angola goat in front of a palm
tree ppr. resting the dexter foot upon an escutcheon gu.
Motto Fideli certa
charged with a shuttle palewise or.
merces.
of (London).
Bottle-Makers and Horners
Ar. on a chev. betw. three leather bottles sa. as many bugle

—

Company

horns stringed of the

Thynne

Barry of ten or and

(Salop).

—A reindeer or.
a fesse vert three lozenges, betw. as

Sa. on
harts' heads couped at the shoulder ar.

Botflt.

a chev. erm. betw. three mullets
Crest

field.

Botterell.

Boterwike.

Boteshed.

Or,

glove a falcon ppr.
Ar. a chev. chequy sa.
and or, in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the second. Crat
ducally
gorged
or.
boar's head and neck sa.

the

Botterell.

a bend

bougets of the field.

sa.

(Staffordshire).

sa. pierced of

Bottell.

ar.

Boterford

in

pale ar.

Boterells.

Boteretilx.

adversus

same, without the crescent.

—

crosses patt^e in pale gu.

Boteler.

Bothwell (Foord). The
Botingrham CComwall).

Botlesham
sa. in chief

—Obdura

Motto

or.

—

urgentia.

crosslet fitchee ar.

Boteler.
Boteler.
Boteler.

—

beaked jessed and belled

Gu. a fesse compony ar. and sa. betw. six crosses

Boteler.

Boterel.
Boterell

Notts, 1569). Or, on a bend sa. three mullets ar.
Ar. an escarhuncle, staves florettee sa.
(Lord HolyToodhou.se).
Az. on a chev. betw.
A naked boy
three trefoils slipped or, a crescent gu. Cre^t
pulling down the top of a green pine tree ppr. Supporters
sinister, a gushawk ppr.
Dexter, a spaniel collared gu.

Bothnor.
Bothwell

;

of the second.

the

TJ

III., Visit. CO.

cups or.

Boteler
Boteler

BO

Bothell. Ar. three towers triple-towered az.
Bothnell. Or, on a bend sa. three mullets ar.
Bothoinsell (Sir Nicholas Botho.msell, Knt., temp. Edward

many

first.

Bottrell (Es.'iex). Chequy or and gu. a chev. az.
Bottrells, or Botrell (Shropshire). Chequy or and gu.
on a chev.

Bottry

az. three fleurs-de-lis of the

(Suffolk).

first.

Az.on a chev. betw.

tlirec crosses crosslet

Botfield (Garnett-Botfield, Decker Hill, <;o. Salop, exemplified to Kev. William Bishton Garnett, 30 Oct., 1863,
on assuming the additional name and arms of Botfield).

boars' heads couped gu.
Bouche. Or, on a cross sa. five escallops ar. Crest
Saracen's head couped at the shoulders, and full faced ppr.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry of twelve per pale embattled

wrcatlied round the temples ar. and sa.
Boucher (Salisbury). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards
Crest
A greyhound sejant ar. collared and
pass, guard, or.

or and az. countcrchangcd on a canton sa. a stag's attires
a£Bxed to the scalp of the first, for Botfieli>; 2nd and
3rd, bendy of four gu- »nd sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned
Crcsl!^
or, and a border indented of the last, for Garkett.
Upon a rock a stag at gaze holding in the mouth an
lat

—

:

fitchee or, as

many

—

—

lined or.

Boucher,
Non

vi

^/in? and C/csi as Bohohieb, London.

arrow fcsscwise all ppr., Botfield: Vind: A dcmi lion ar.
crowned or, gorged with a plain collar vair, and holding
betw. the paws a lozenge gu. charged with a bee or. Motto
^The Lord will provide.
Bothall. Or, an orle az.

Boucherett (Willinaham, co.

Botliam

Bouchier
Boucbier

—

Bothby

(Yorkshire).

(Friday

Ar. six pellets.

Hill, no. E.ssex,

sex, Visit. Middlesex, I6G3).
erased in pale or.

Bothe.
Bothe.

Sa. a cockatrice or,

Ar.

and Tottenham, co. Middleona canton sa. alion'sgamb

combed gu.

Ar. three horseshoes iu fesse betw. six crosslets

—

Bothell.

a chev. betw. three

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three (another, two) blue
bottles ppr. stalked vert.
Bothell. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three garbs aj;,

104

Lincoln, of French extraction),
Quarterly, 1st and 4th. az. a cock or, armed and crested, for
Bouchehett; ind aud 3rd, sa. a fesse or, betw. three asses
Crest
A cockatrice or. Motto
pas.^. ar., for Avscouohe.

—

—

voce salutat.

Prjniii

p;iss.

(ICssex).
Sa. three lions pass. or.
(Mttle Stainbrirtge, co. Essex). Sa. three leopards
Crest
of the field.
A greyhound

—

in pak- or, spotted

Bcjant ar. ducally gorged or.
Bouchier (London, originally from
inciunt

a

trco,

Cv^£— An

patttc fltcheo »a.

Bothell or Botell (Ksscx). Gu.
combs ar. Citt A marigoM ppr.

Motto—

scd voluntnte.

Ar. on a
Holland).
on the top an owl ppr. in chief two mullets gu.

owl ppr.

Bouchier (Barnesley, CO. Gloucester).
martlets or.
Boudier Mersey).
two niullcts of the

Dieu

ei la ruliglon.

Or,

on

first.

.i

Ar.achev. bctw.three

pale az. a crescent ar. betw.

Cast

—A

crescent

iiz.

Motto--

B

OU
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Bong'e (Thurcaston, co. Leicester. Visit. 1619). Or, on a
Crest
fesse sa. three water bousets ar.
A bat displ. ar.
Soug°Iian (Lincoln). Az. on a bend ar. cotised or, three
tortcaux.
Bougrhan, or Boug-hon. Sa. three garbs or.
Boug'h.e (Gloucester).
Gu. a fesse vair betw. three
mullets ar.
Boug-hey (.-Vqualate, co. Stafford, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, sa. a cross wavy erminois betw. four plates, each charged
with an arrow in bend dexter of the first, for Fletcher; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. three bucks' heads erased and affronte, ermines,
Ci'c$ts
Fletcheb: A plate charged with a
for BoncHET.
pheon per pale erm. and sa. Bodghet Out of an Eastern
crown gold the points alternate or and ar. a buck's head erm.
attired and collared of the first.
Motto Nee quserere nee
spernere honorem.
(Colton, co. Stafford). Ar. three stags' heads
Crest
cabossed sa.
An angel in a praying posture betw.

—

—

:

—

Boughey

—

two branches of laurel in orle ppr.
Boug'htell (Bodmyn, co. Cornwall, granted 1606).
Per
pale gu. and sa. an estoile of eight points issuing from a
crescent or.

(confirmed by the deputies
of Camden, Clarenceux, with three quarterings to Henry
BoDGHTON, of Coughton, fifth in descent from Eicbard

BoOGHTON, Sheriff, co. Warwick, d. 3 Richard III., 1485, who
vas sixth in descent from Robert de Boveton, Dugdale and
Her. MSS.). Sa. three crescents or. Crest
A lion's head

—

couped or.

Boug"h.ton

(confirmed as the .^rms of Bocghton, of Lawford,
in the Cavendish pedigree. Edward Boughton, fourth in
descent from Richard Bodghton, Sheriff of Warwick and
Leicester, had a dau. and co-heir, Elizabeth, second wife of
William, first Lord Cavendish, ancestors of the Diikes of
Qu. Coll. MSS. and Her. Vis.).
Devonshire.
Arjns and
Crest same as preceding.
Boug'h.ton (confirmed as the Arms of Boochton. Her.
Arms and Crest same as preceding with another
Vis.).
Crest
A stork's head ar. beaked gu. holding therein a snake
ppr.
Boug-hton (RotJSE-BouGBTON, Lawford Hall, co. Warwick,
bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. two bars indented ar., for
Rouse; 2nd, ar. on a chev. betw. three trefoils sUpped sa. as
many bucks' heads cabossed or, on a chief gu. a goat pass, of
the field, for Bocghton, of Loughton ; 3rd, sa. three crescents
Rocse: The bust of a man ppr., hair,
or, BoncuTON. Crests
beard, and whiskers sa., the head surrounded and crossed
by a riband knotted at the top, and the ends flowing from
either temple, ar. Boughton A stork's head erased chevronny of four sa. and ar. in the beak or, a snake ppr. Motto

—

—

:

—Omne bonum Dei donum.

"Boughton

(Essex,

1595).

Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three

(Kent).

Gu. a fesse betw. three goats' heads

erased ar. attired or.

Boughton (Kent).

Ar. a fesse dancettee (another, indented)
betw. three crosses crosslei or.
Boughton (Kent). Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three crosses
crosslet fitchee sa.

Boughton

(Warwick).

Gu. on a

hearts erased ar. attired or, as

Boughton
the

(Yorkshire).

many

fesse betw. three goats'
fleurs-de-lis az.

Ar. on a bend

sa.

three martlets of

ar.

Crest

— A garb

or.

Boulkeley.

Ar. on a fesse gu. three mullets of the first in
chief two boars' hearts couped sa.

BouU.

Az. on a bend

or,

three chess rooks gu.
Az. a chev. betw. three garbs

Boiiltbee, or Boultbie.
or.

—Out

Crest

Boulter

of a ducal coronet a denii boar ppr.

Hugh Boulter, Bishop of
Loid rrimate of Ireland).
Quarterly,
and erm. in the first quarter a dove ppr. and in the last
(granted 1720 to Dr.

Bristol, afterwards

az.

—

a bird bolt in pale or, feathered ar. Crest Two bird bolts
and thereon a dove rising ppr.
Boulton (Burston, co. Norfolk). Gu. on a bend engr. ar.
in saltire,

three leopards' faces of the field.
(originally of Sti.xwold, co. Lincoln, now of Moulton,
same shire the present representative is the Rev.
Anthony Boulton, rector of Preston Capes, co. Northampton).
Az. three bird bolts or, quartering the ensign of

Boulton

:

FoRsTER [which name seej. Crest
Motto Dux vitae ratio.
Boulton (Norfolk and Yorkshire).

—

Boughton

(Edward Bocghton, Esq., of Causton, co.
Warwick, of whose daus. Mary, m. Sir John Crosby, Knt.,
of TuUey Glass, co. Down, d. 14 Jan., 1639; and Elizabeth
m. Sir William Cavendish, created £arl of Devonshire,
2 Aug., 1618>. Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee sa. three bucks' heads cabossed or, on a chief gu. a

goat lodged of the field.
Boughton. Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses fitchee sa. as
many bucks' heads cabossed or.
Boughton. Ar. a chev. sa. charged with three bucks' heads
cabossed or, on a chief gu. a goat trippant of the field.
Boughton. Ar. a chev. couped (another, indented) betw.
three crosses bottonee fitchee sa.
Boughton. Sa. three owls ar. beaked and legged or.
Or, a saltire and cross gu.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
Sa. three hinds' heads erased ar.
Crest
Two branches of thorn in orle.
Boulcott (Herefordshire and Brtjon, quartered by Hughes,
of Tregunter). Sa. a bend betw. six baldcoots or.
Bould (Lancashire). Ar. a chev. oppressed by a bend gu. on
a canton of the last a cross patt^e or.
Bould (Lancashire). Ar. a griffin Begreant sa. within a
bordure gu.
(Scotland).

Bouile.

Boulby, or Bowlby.

—

105

—A

a tun.

bird bolt in

Ar. on a bend engr. gu.
Crest
On a holly bush

—

three leopards' faces of the field.
vert fructed of the second a hawk rising ppr.
(Soho, near Birminghain
borne

Boulton

;

by Matthew

Boulton, Esq., High Sheriff of co. Stafford). Az. on a bend
or, cottised ar. betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the second, a bolt
betw. two leopards' faces of the field. Crest A hind's head
erased per pale az. and or, in the mouth an arrow (or bird
bolt) in bend point downwards
Motto Faire sum

—

.

.

.

—

devoir.

Boulton

(Forebridge Villa, co. Stafford). Per fess or and
vert two hawks in pale counterchanged. Crest
On a fer-demoulin a hawk pierced with an arrow.
Motto Mens
conscia recti.
Botllton (Gibbon Grove, co. Surrey). Sa. a hawk ar. on a
canton or, a garb gu. quartering az. a chev. betw. two
fleurs-de-lis in chief and a crab in base or.
Crest
A hawk
ar. collared, legged, and belled gu. the wings expanded, the
dexter foot supporting a shield az. charged with a fleur-de-

—

—

—

lis or.

BoultO'un
the

Ar. on a chev. gu. a leopard's face of

(Suffolk).

field.

Bourn, or Bo'wne. Or, a cross az.
Bourne. Sa. a chev. per pale ar. and

or, betw. three griffins'
heads erased of the second.
Boun. Gu. a crescent erm. betw. eight martlets in orle or.

Erm. a saltire engr. gu.
Az. three daggers paleways ar. hilts and pcmels or.
Crest On the top of a tower a lion ramp.
(Mayor of Bristol, 1708). Ar. a fe.sse engr. gn. betw.
three martlets sa.
Boun. See Bohun.
Bounn, or Boun. Ar. on an inescutcheon gu. a crescent
of the first, within an orle of martlets of the second.
Crest

Bound.

—

Bound

— A sword and key

Bounton

in saltire ppr.

Ar. three bunting birds ppr.

on a
and pomel or.
Bourcher (Worcestershire, granted 1587). Sa. a chev. erm,
betw. three leopards or. Crest
On a mount vert a greyhound ar. ducally gorged and lined or.
Bourchier (Essex). Ar. a cross engr. giL betw. four water
(Scotland).

chief az. a sword barways of the

field.

Bouie

Boule, alias Bold (Ireland). Ar. a griffin pass. sa.
Bouler. Sa. a maunch or.
Bouling. Sa. an inescutcheon erm. in an orle of martlets

Bounceter.

crosses formee fituh^e sa.

Boughton

(Upton, co. Chester, Fun. Ent. Ire., 1634).
Ar. a griffin pass. sa. and a crescent gu. in dexter chief.
(Devonshire). Ar. a cross az. in each of the
chief quarters a cross crosslet fitcl-.ce of the last.

Boulderson

in the

BougrMon, or Brougrhton

B oxr

Bould, or Bold

first, hilt

—

bougets

sa.

Bourchier

(Saron Bourchier, and Earl of Evie and Essex,
Parliament 1342. John, 2nd Lord Bourchier,
was K.G., temp. Richard II. Earldom extinct 1539, barony
in abeyance 1646). Ar. a cross engr. gu. betw. four water
bougets sa.
Crest
A man's head in profile ppr. ducally
crowned or, with a pointed cap gu.

summoned

to

—

Eotirchier
crescent for

(Essex).

Sa. three leopards pass, in pale or,

a

diff.

Bourchier

(confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux, to Sir Jauxs
Bourchier, Knt., 1610). Sa. three leopards statant or. Crest

A

greyhound

Bourchier

saliant or.

(Essex and London). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three leopards pass. or.
Crest
greyhound sejant ar.
ducally gorged or.
Bourchier. Ar. on a cross engr. gu. betw. four ogresses a
label az. fleury or.
Bourchier (Kent). Ar. a cross engr. gu. betw. four water
bougets sa. within a bordure gobonatcd i r and of the second
(another charges it with seven bezants).

—A

;
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Sa. a chev. enn. betw. three wolves or.
(Barnesley, co. Gloucester). Az. a chev. hetw.

Bonrchier (tondon).

BourcMer

Per bend in point to the

sinister az.

and

or.

Az. three hautboys two and one, betw. as many
and two. Crest A bunch of grapes

Bourden.

—

crosses crosslet or, one

fructed ppr.

Bourdman.

Sa.

on a bend cottised

ar. three

mascles of the

first.

crossed gu. betw.
Bourdon (Scotland).
two bourdon staves {i.e., battle-axes) paleways ppr. Crest
A lion ramp. ar. holding a battle-axe ppr.
Bourg'eois. Qu. a bend or and chief ar.
Botirges (Westport, co. Dorset, Camden's Grants, 1614).
Ar. a fesse az. fretty or, in chief three mascles of the third,
Crest A camel's head
all within a bordure az. bezantee.

mound

Az. a

or,

—

—

erased ppr. bezantee.
Bourg-hdau. Ar. three cinquefoils sa.
Bourghope (Ireland). Paly of six ar. and sa. on a bend gu.
three escallops of the first.
Bourgrhope. Ar. on a chev. az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Bourg-ilon.

BorgTonge.
Bourke. See

See Bobgilon.
Az. a talbot pass. ar.

Bcbke.
Bourke, of Mayo. MacWilliam Bodrke,
(
descended from Db Bdkgh, Lord of Connaught, created
Per
Viscount Sourke of Mayo, 1628 dormant since 1767).
fessorand erm. across gu. inthe 1st quarter a lion ramp, and
in the 2nd a dexter hand couped at the wrist both sa. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion sejant ar. ducally
gorged or, and langued of the first. Supporters Dexter, a
harpy guard, wings and lion's body or, human face, neck,
sinister, a man in armour
heart and hair ppr. armed gu.
to the middle of his thighs, sword ppr. in belt gu. about his
neck a square white band, sandals sa. bands of the first, in the
Audaces fortuna
exterior one a battle-axe also ppr. Motto

BoTirke Vacount

;

—

—

;

—

juvat.

Bourke (Earl of Mayo: the Moneycrower branch of the family
of the Fiscount Bourke, of Mayo). Per fesse or and erm. a
cross gu. in the 1st quarter a lion ramp., and in the 2nd a hand
erect couped at the wrist both sa. Crest
A cat-a-mountain

—

—

sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or.

Supjmrters
each holding in the
exterior hand a pole-axe ppr. Motto
A cruco aalus.
Bourke (Castlebar, Tyiawley, Ardnaree, Carrowkeel, co.
Arms
Cre.tt
same
as
Lord
Bourke,
Mayo).
and
of Mayo.
Bourke (Lord Castle Connell). Or, across gu. in the 1st quarter
a dexter hand couped at the wrist sa.
Crest
A cat-o'mountain sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or.
Supporters Two cats-o'-mountain guard, ppr. collared and
chained or.
Bourke (Lord Brittas). Or, a cross gu. in the first quarter,
a dexter hand couped at the wrist sa. Crest A cat-o'mountain sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or, chain
reflected over back.
Supportera Two cats-o'-mountain
giiard. ppr. collared and chained or.
Motto Vinctus sed

Two

chevaliers in complete armour,

—

—

—

—

—

non

—

(Ballintober, co. Mayo).

Per

and erm. a

fess or,

cross gu. in the first quarter a lion ramp, and in the second
a dexter hand couped at the wrist sa. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a Hon sejant ar.

—

Bourke

(Lorient, in Brittany, confirmed to Capt.

BocRKE, of that
ArmA and Creft.

place,

by Hawkins,

Ulster,

Ricbard

Same

1778).

Bourke

(Dromsally, co. Limerick, name changed to De
BcBGHO, created a bart. of Ireland, 1785). Or, a cross gu.
in the first quarter a lion ramp. Fa.
Crest
A cat-amount sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or. Motto—
A crucc salus.
Bourke (Thomflclds. CO. Limerick; descended fromSionARD

—

Bourke,

Esq., of Dnimsally, same co., ancestor of Sir
BictiARD DE Bnnono, Bart., of Castle Connell). Or, a cross
gu. in the first quarter a lion ramp. sa. Crest
A cat-amountain, sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or. Motto

—

— A crucc salus.

Bourke

(St.

Andrew's, Holbom, co. Middlesex;

granted

Ar. a cross gu. in the dexter chief and sinister base
quarters, a lion ramp, of the second
In the sinister chief an
eagle displ. with two hehds sa. in the dexter base a dexter
17.07).

;

;

hand couped

wrist of the second.
Crest— A lion
couchant guard, the tail Issuing from betw. the hind legs
or, charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis az.
Motto
at the

—

Chaciin

le sicn.

Bourke
who

(Turlough, co. Mayo Walter Bocrke, of this line,
defended Cremona, d. high in the service of France, in

1716).

ar. each charged with
martlets sa.
(London). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
lions ramp. sa. three mascles or.
Cre^t
An arm erect
issuing out of clouds ppr. vested or, cuff ar. in the hand ppr.
a pheon sa. held by the point.
Bourne (London, 1570). Az. two lions pass, in pale ar.
Bourne (Chesterton, co. Oxford). Ar. on a mount vert,
standing on four bars wavy in base of the first, and az. a
tower triple towered gu. on a chief of the fourth a sun betw.
two estoiles or. Crest A pegasus courant with wings
endorsed gu. sem^e d'estoiles or, holding in the mouth a rose
of the first stalked and leaved vert, seeded gold.
Bourne (Hilderstone Hall, co. Stafford). Ar. on a mount
vert, and in base, harry wavy of four of the field and az. a
castle triple towered gu. two flaunches of the last, on a chief
nebuly of the third the sun in splendour betw. two estoiles
of the first. Crest
On a mount vert a ptgasus saliant per
fesse cr and gu. charged on the body with two fountains
ppr. in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Haec omnia
transeunt.
Bourne (Wells, co. Somerset). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
lions ramp. sa. a chief ermines.
Crest
A demi tiger ar.
maned, tufted, and armed sa. gorged with a collar ermines.
Bourne (Testwood House, Hants, quartered by the Right
Hon. William Stcrges-Boubne, son of the late Rev. John
Sturges, LL.D., Chancellor of the Diocese of Winchester, by
JtTDiTH his wife, youngest dau. of Richard Bodrne, Esq., of
Acton Hall, co. Worcester, and grandson of the Rev. John

as

many

—

—

—

—

—

Sturges, by Margaret his wife, sister of Robert Lowth,
Bishop of London). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa.
(Wyersdale and Stalmine, co. Lancaster). Ar. a
chev. sa. guttce d'eau betw. in chief two lions ramp, and in
base an heraldic tiger also ramp. gu. Crest An heraldic
tiger sejant or, guttle de sang resting the dexter paw on a
cross pattee gu. Motto— Esse quam videri.
Bourne (Hackinsall, co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. sa. guttfo
d'eau betw. in chief two lions ramp, and in base an heraldic
tiger also ramp. gu.
Crest
An heraldic tiger sejant or,
guttee de sang resting the dexter paw on a cross pattee gu.
Motto — Semper vigilans.
Bovirne. Gu. a crescent erm.
Bourne. Ar. on a chev. gu. three lions ramp. or.
Bourne. Erm. a bend az.
Bourne. Quarterly, sa. and ar. four leopards' beads counterchanged on a chief or, three fleurs-de-lis az.
Bournell. Barry of six az. and ar. a bend gu.

Bourne

—

—

Bournett. Or, three bars gu.
Boursault (France). Ar. three rosebuds gu. leaved
Bourtetort (Norfolk). Same as Botatobt.

vert.

Bourtynet

(Tournay).
Gu. an inescutcheon betw. three
martlets ar. (another, or).
Gu. three chevs. interlaced or, in chief a lion's
head erased ar. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet an eagle's

Bousfield.
head ppr.

Boustead.
of the

first.

Vert, on a cross betw. four cinquefoils ar. a rose
On a lion's head erased a chapeau, all ppr.

Crest

—

Boutcher (Emmanuel

victus.

Bourke

BO U

Gu. three escutcheons

Bourne

three martlets or.

Boiirckland.

Bourlynet.

;

Arms and Crut same
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as Lord Bourkt, qf

Ma^,

Boutcheb, Esq.). Sa. two chevronels
betw. as many leopards statant in chief and a fleur-de-lis
in base or.
Crest A greyhound sejdnt ar. collared with
line reflexed over the back or, seniee of estoiles sa. and
resting the dexter paw upon a water bouget, also sa.

—

Motto

— Be fast.

Boutell, as Bottell.
Boutetoret, or Boutetort

(Norfolk).

Erm. a

saltirc

engr. gu.

Boutetort.

Bouth.

Or, a saltire (another, engr.) sa.
Ar. three boars' heads erect and erased sa.

Boutvillen (Cumberland). Ar. a crescent gu.
Bouverie, De (Brabant, 1396). Gu. a i>end vaire.
Bouverie(PLETDELL-BouvERiE, Earl

of Radnor). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, per fesse or and ar. an eagle displ. with two
heads sa., on the breast an escutcheon gu. charged with a
bend vair (being the ancient arms of Bocvebie, confirmed
and allowed to be thus borne by royal sign-manual in 1798)
2nd and 3rd, ar. a bend gu. gutte d'eau betw. two ravens
sa., a chief chequy or, and of the last, for Pleyi>ell.
Crest
A demi eagle with two heads displ. sa. ducally gorged
or, on the breast a cross crosslet ar.
Supporters On either
•ide an eagle reguard. wings elevated sa. gorged with
a ducal coronet or, charged on the breast with a cross
crosslet ar.
Motto Patria cara carior libertas.
Bouverie-Campbell. See Campuell.
Bouverie, Des. Per fesse or and ar. an eagle displ. with
two heads sa. Crest A demi eagle displ. with two heads
sa. gorged with a ducal coronet or, and charged on the
breast with a cross crosslet ar.

—

—

—

—

A

;

;

Bouvier.

abend

vair6 of the first and purp. betw. two
cottises gu.
Creit An eagle with wings expanded ppr.
Bovell. Ar. a lion ramp, within a bordure cngr. sa.
Bover (Cheshire). Ar. on a saltire betw. four goats' heads
Or,

—

—

couped sa. five fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A goat's head couped
sa. horned and charged on the neck with a fleur-de-lis or.
Bovey (Wordon Abbey, co. Bedford, and Stow, co. CamVert, two bows bent paleways in
bridge; granted 1712).
fesse and three arrows conjoined in base, one in pale and
two in saltire, and a chief embattled all sa.
Crest
lion's paw erect and erased per fesse or and gu. holding a
tow of the second stringed of the first.
Bo vile (Suffolk). Quarterly, or and sa. Crest—A. demi
friar holding in the hand a crucifix.
Bovile. Or, a chev. gu. betw. three (another, nine) tor-

—

teaux.

Bovile.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. (another, adds a bordure engr.
of the second).
Bovile. Ar. a chief or.
Bovile. Gu. a bend bevilled or.

Bovill

William Bovill, appointed Lord Chief Justice
Common Pleas 1866). Quarterly, or and

(Sir

of the Court of
Crest

sa.

— A bull pass, quarterly sa. and

Bovy (Warwickshire).
Bovyll.

or.

ar.

quarterly, sa. and or.
(allowed in

Bowater

and

1844

sa.

Sir

to

Crest

—A

bull

pass,

Edwakd Bowateb,

of

Court, co. Middlesex, Knight of the Hanoverian
Guelphie Order, Major General in the army, <fec., <fec.). Ar.
an inescocheon sa. charged with a crescent of the field, an
orle of martlets gu.

Bo'water
Crest

Her.

(London,

— Out of clouds a rainbow,

Bo'wbridg'e.

Bendy

Bowcegrault.

Bowcher

of six

Same Arrm.

London).

all

Ar. an imperial eagle sa.
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three lamps

(Lincolnshire).

Az. three water bougets or.
Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three pellets a lion pass,
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi pelican

—

guard, ar.
vulning herself ar.

Quarterly, sa. and or, in
co. Chester).
the dexter chief quarter a lion pass, of the second (another,
charged
with
a lion's head erased gu.
Crest A bezant
ar.).

—

collared.

Bo'wden

(Oxfordshire). Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the first
quarter a lion pass, guard, or.
Bo'vrden. Ar. three teazels slipped ppr.
Bo'wden (granted to Bichabd Catlow Bowden, Esq., of
Stroud Green, Croydon, co. Surrey). Quarterly, sa. and or,
in the 1st quarter a lion pass, guard., and in the 4th
quarter a tilling-spear surmounting a battle-axe in saltire
Crest
In front of a tilting-spear and a
of the second.
battle-axe in saltire, as in the arms, a heron's bead erased

—

Bowen (London).
fleurs-de-lis or,

Bowen

two

on a chev. embattled

Sa.

ar. betw. three

lions pass, counter-pass. gu.

Az. a lion ramp, within an orle of
roses or.
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow and erect
habited .sa. cuff. erm. holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet of
(Oxfordshire).

—

laurel vert.

Bowen, or Ap Owein

(John

Thomas

Ap Owein,

Balliadams, Ireland). Sa. a chev. betw. three spears' heads
ar. points guttee de sang, a crescent for diff.

Bowen, or Ap Owein

(Robert Ap John Ap Thomas Ap

Owein, son of the preceding, first bore the arms of Griffith
Gower, Lord of Ynysdderne, South Wales). Ar. on amount
vert a stag lodged gu. attired or, holding in his mouth a
trefoil slipped of

the second.
(Ballyadams, Queen's co.).
Ar. on a mount vert a
stag lodged gu. attired and unguled or, in the mouth a
trefoil slipped of the second.
Cre^t
On a mount vert in
front of an oak tree ppr. acorncd or, a stag as in the arms.
(John Bowen, of Waterstown. co. Meath, tem\-i.
James I., Fun. Ent. Ire.). Ar. on a mount vert a stag
lodged gu. attired and unguled or, in the mouth a trefoil
slipped of the second, in dexter chief a crescent sa.

Bowen

Bowen

(Milford, CO. Mayo, granted 1812).
Gu. a stag
trippaat ar. pierced in the back with an arrow, and attired
or.
Crest
falcon close ppr. belled or.
Motto Esse

—

—A

videri.

(Drogheda). Per pale ar. and gu. a stag lodged
cuunttrchanged, holding in his mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
Crtt A demi lion ramp, holding in his paws a flag of St.
George, all ppr. Motto In hoc signo vinces.
(confirmed to Charles Habtpole Bowen, Esq., of
Courtwood, Queen's co.). Quarterly, 1st, ar. on a mount vert
sejant
a stag
gu. attired or, in the mouth a trefoil slipped ppr.
a orescent az. for diff., for Bowen; 2nd, sa. a chev. betw. three
spears" heads embowed ar., for Bowen, ancient; 3rd, sa. a
fesse erm. betw. three boars' heads couped or, for Jones 4th.
quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a chev. embattled ar. on a chief
of the second, a torteau betw. two lions' heads era.sed sa.
2nd and 3rd, erm. a fess nebulee az. betw. three stags' heads
cabossed sa., for Habtpole. Cve^t On a mount vert a stag
sejant as in the arms, in the mouth a trefoil slipped ppr. a
crescent or, for diff. Motto Virtus vincit invidiam.
Bovren (Llyngwair, co. Pembroke). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a lion ramp. or. betw. eight bezants
2nd, gu. a chev.
or, betw. two knots in chief, and a lion ramp. or. in base
Crest A lion ramp, or, holding in the
3rd, az. a hawk ppr.
paws a knot, as in the arms. Motto Audacesfortuna juvat.
(Troedyraur, co. Cardigan). Same as preceding.
Bow^en. Gu. on a chit- f or, a lion pass. sa.
Bo'wen. Vert a stag's head and neck couped ppr. Ci'est—
A stag tripping ppr. Motto Cautus a futuro.
Bo'wen. Ar. a stag sejant gu. attired or, in the mouth a

—

—

Bowen

•

—

—

;

—

—

Bowen

sa.

Bowden.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three teazels slipped ppr.
Bo'wdicb (Bowdich, co. Dorset). Ar. a fesse wavy betw.
three bows paleways gu. stringed or. Crest Seven arrows
or, barbed and feathered ar. six in saltire and one in pale.
Bo'Wdler (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1661). Or, a maunch gu. on a
chief of the last three arrow shafts or, feathered ppr.
Bowdless (Shropshire). Ar. two ravens in pale sa.
Bowdon. Quarterly, sa. and or, in the first quarter a lion
Crest On a chapeau a fox sejant.
pass, guard, ar.
Bowdon. Quarterly, sa. and ar. in the first quarter a lion
pass, guard, of the second.
(Souihgaie and Beightonfields, co. Derby).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, quarterly, sa. and or, in the first
quarter a Uon pass. ar. langued gu., for Bowdon 2nd, gu.
a bordure enn. 3rd, ar. on a chev. gu. five bezants, for
Ekdeswick.
Crests
1st:
A heron's head erased ppr.,
beaked and charged on the neck with three ermine spots, sa.
2nd: Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. ppr.
Motto Vanus est honor.
(Bctleb-Bowden, Pleasington Hall, co. Lancaster).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, sa. and or, in the 1st
quarter a lion pass. erm. langued gu., for Bowdon 2nd and
3rd, az. a chev. betw. three covered cups or, in the centre
chief point a cross crosslet of the last, for Butleb.
Crests
Ist
A heron's head erased ppr. beaked and charged on tne
neck with three ermine spots sa., for Bowdon 2nd A covered
cup or, charged with an ermine spot sa. for diff., for Butleb.
Motto Vanus est honor.
Bowell (Berry Court, co. Hants; granted 13 Dec. 1662).
Per fesse ar. and gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure all
coimterchanged. Crett—K lion's head erased harry of six

—

—

Bowden

;

;

—

—

Bowdon

;

—

:

;

—

ar.

—

ppr.

Bowen

ar.

Bo'Wd.en (Bowden,

and

Ar. a Uoa
ramp, within a bordure engr. sa.
Quarterly, ar. and sa.
Bowen (Kittle Hill, and Swansea, co. Glamorgan). Ax. &
stag ar. witli an arrow stuck in the back and attired or.
Crest A stag standing vulncd in the b£tck with an arrow

Bo'well.

qaam

ppr.

champaine purp. and

ar. fire ppr.

Bowcher.
Bowcher.

(RushaU, co. Stafford).

Bowen

Hampton

Coll.

Bowell, or Bowells

—

Vert, three bows strung ar.

Quarterly,

BOW
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:

—

trefoil slipped ppr.

Bowen (Troedyraur, co. Cardigan, possessed of estates in that
county time immemorial). Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or.
Crest
A nag's head bridled.

—

Bow^er, or Booer (London). Barry of six or and sa. as
many escutcheons erm. three, two, and one. Crest ^A

—

head erased erm.
Bower (Dorsetshire and Wiltshire).
woll's

Az. on a saltire

or,

five trefoils Rii^»ped vert.

Bower

(Kinnetiles, Scotland).

Vert two bows

in full

bend

paleways ppr. stringed ar. betw. three sheaves of arrows,
two in chief and one in base of the second. Chest A dexter
and sinister arm shooting an arrow from a bow ppr. Motto

—

— Ad metam.
Bo'wer.

Or, a

bend vair betw. two

cottises sa.

Crest—

A demi Moor ppr. holding a drawn bow and arrow or.
Bower. Sa. a cinquefoil erm. in chief three talbots' heads
erased or.

Bower (Welham

and Scorton, co. York, resident at an early
period at Bridlington, in the East Riding of that shire). Sa. a
leg couped at the thigh, transpierced above the kneeby a broken spear, in bend ppr. on a canton ar. a tower gu.
Crest
A human leg transpierced as in the arms. Motto

human

—

—

Esse

quam

Bower

videri.

(Iwern House, co. Dorset). Sa. three talbots' heads
couped in chief ar. langued gu. in the middle point a cinqueCVist— A talbot's head ar. itfoUo— Hope well and
foil erm.
have well.

A

BOW

1st

and

4th, az. a

luiinan )es coupeil at the thish, and pierced bcndwise by a
broken tiltin?-spcar or, a chief ar. thereon betw. two castles
for
sa. a pale of the first, charged with a rose of the second,
Bower; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chcv ensr. gu., for Ciiivers.

—

Crest On a mount vert a quiver az. garnished or, and filled
with arrows ppr. in saltire with a bow unstrung, also ppr.

(Oxenfield, co. Durham, Visit. 1615). Gu. a human
leg couped at the thigh or, vulned and transfixed by a spear
broken chevronwisc the point downwards to the sinister ppr.
on a canton az. surmounted by the dexter half of the spear

Bower

the arch of a bridge embattled of the third thereon a castle
triple-towered of the second. Crest— \ human leg couped at
the thigh ppr., charged above the knee with a plate.
Bower. Vert a garb handed and bowed in the head ppr.

Bow^er, or Boure.

Bowerbank.
Crest

fes.se az.

Sa. a cross pattee ar.
Ar. two tortcaux betw. three mullets in
savage ppr. wreathed about the head
demi
A

—

and middle with leaves

vert.

Bowretnan (Devonshire and Wiltshire).
cottiscd sa. three boars' heads couped or.
erased or, the horns twisted gold and
head
C;-fs<- A goat's
Anotlutr Crrst—X bull's head erased or, the horns
sa.
twisted gold and sa.
Bowers (Chichester). Per pale az. and gu. a dove ar.
beaked and membered or, on a chief of the third two lions

Bowerman,

or

Erm. on a bend
-

Crest

pass. sa.

—A lion

holding in the dexter

and chained

pass. ar. coUai-ed

paw a bow, bent

or,

gold, stringed of the

first.

Bowers

(Essex).

Erm. on a chief indented

sa.

three

Bowerton.

Sa.

a cross

Bowes-Lyon {Earl of Strathmnrt). See LvoN.
Bowes (confirmed as the Arnix of Hotes of Atherstonc,

co.

Warwick, Her. Vis.). Three longbows bent in p.ale gu.
Erm. three
{lord Bows of Clonli/on, co. Mcath).
bows bent and stringed in pale sa. Crest A demi lion ramp.
gu. armed and langucd az. holding in the dexter paw five

Bo'wes

—

—

arrows points downw.ards ppr. Sapportrrs Two archers or
bowmen completely equipped vested vert cuffed collared and
turned up gu. breeches and belted or, hose ar. shoes sa.
slung on the back of each a quiver with arrows i>pr., in exterior hands a bow of the fifth padded and stringed of the
second. Motto Quacrere verum.
Bowes (London). Erm. three bows bent in fesso gu. stringed
sa. on a chief az. a swan ppr. betw. two leopards' heads or.
Bowes (Bradley Hall, co. Durham). Erm. three bows
strung in pale gu. quartering the ensigns of Tbatxe, De la
Hat, Dawdes, Conters of Boulhy, Fitz Hugh, Grey,
CoNTEBS of South Cowton, and Asun (which names sec).
A sheaf of arrows or, bound in a girdle az. surCrest
mounted with the motto. Sans variance et mon droit. Motto
In multis, in magnis, in bonis expertus.
Bowes (Streatham, co. Durham). Same Arms, <fcc., as the

—

—

—

preceding.

Bowes (Durham and Yorkshire).
Crest

Erm.

three long

— Five arrows, four

bows bent
in

saltire

and headed ar. tied in the
middle with a string az. Anoth-r Crisl Two bundles of
arrows saltireways, flighted and headed ppr. banded gu.
Bowes (Lord Mayor of London, 1545). Erm. three bows
in pale gu. on a chief az. a swan ar. holding in the beak
a dish with a covered cup in it, betw. two leopards' heads
and one

pale or, feathered

in

—

or.

Bowes.

Erm. three bows gu. stringed sa. on a chief az. a
swan ar. holding a gem ring in the beak of the fourth, betw.
two leopards' heads of the same. Crest A demi leopard

—

Tamp, guard, gu. holding a bundle of arrows feathered ar.
headed or, banded vert.
Bowes Iiygron. See Ltgon.
Bowes. Erm. three longbows bent, in pale gu.
Bowes. Ar. on a bend az. three grilTlns' heads erased of the
ileld.

Bowes. Gu. two wings inverted
Bowet, or Bewet (Yorkshire).
(•n)>oysrd sa.

Crrnt

— On

and conjoined

or.

Ar. three reindeers' heads
a chapcau gu. turned up erm. a

litoptrd ar. ilucally gorged or.
Bo^)<rctt (Lincdlnnhire and Norfolk). The same.
Bowett (Visit. CO. Notts, 15G9 and 1614). Sa. three bucks'

Bowhen, or Bowheyn.

Bowhan.
Bowhan.

Az. three garbs or, banded gu.
Az. on a bend ar. betw. three lions or, a lozenge
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Bowland

Crat

az.

—

ramp.
and London).

(F.ssex
Sa. an eagle displ. ar.
beaked and legged gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a,
hand and arm couped at the elbow, in armour or, holding a
sword ar. pommel gold. Aaotlvr Crest The hand grasping a laurel branch vert, with the sword.
Bowland. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. an eagle displ. ar.
armed gu.; •2nd and 3rd, ar. two chev. sa. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a hand holding a sword ppr., hilt,

—

—

—

"Gifte of ye crest to Richard Bowland, Esq.,
by CooUe, Clarenceux, a.d. 1573. Har. MS. 1069."
Bowland (London). Sa. two flaunches or, three eagles
displ. counterchanged.
Bowland. Sa. an eagle displ. ar. betw. four bezants, each
charged with a cross crosslet fitchfe of ttie first, betw. two
flaunches of the second, each charged with an eagle displ.
of the first.
Crest
Two demi ducks with wings displ.
respecting each other, the dexter ar. the sinister sa. beaked
&c., or.

—

or.

Bowley.

Az. three mullets or.

Crest

—A Catharine

wheel

or.

Bowie.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bitterns' heads erased sa
Crest— A. demi bittern reguard.
Bowler (Bowler, co. Wilts). Ar. two birds in pale sa. beaked
and legged gu.
Bowler. Ar. on a fesse chequy or and gu. betw. three
crosses crosslet sa. as many annulets.
Crest
A boar's head
couped per pale az. and gu. bezantde.

—

Bowler.

Gu. a fesse chequy or and

sa.

betw. two crosses

Ar. two bends gu. a chief sa.
(Herefordshire and Herts). Ar. on a chev. betw.
heads sa. as many escallop shells or, within a
bordure vert bczantee. Crest On a ducal coronet or, a
boar's head couped sa. betw. two wings gu. billett^e of the
tlirce boars'

Sa. three garbs or.

—

first.

Bowles (Rdshodt-Bowles,

Baron

Sa.

Nortliwlck).

two

—

lions

guard, within a bordure engr. or.
Crest
A lion
pass, guard, ar. Supporters
Two angels ppr. winged and
crined or, habited ar. semee of fleurs-de-lis and mullets gold,
round the waist sashes az., holding in their exterior hands
palm branches vert. Motto Par, ternis suppar.
Bowles (i\Iyddleton House, Waltham Cross, co. Herts). Per
pale indented gu. and az. three standing bowls ar. out of
each a boar's head or. Crest
A demi boar ramp, crminois
pass,

—

—

—

wounded in the breast by an arrow
Ut tihi sic alteri.

BoTvles

or,

(Milton House, Berkshire).
bowls ar. out of each a boars head or.

az. pierced in the left shoulder

Bowles

headed

Motto—

ar.

Az. three standing

Cnsl
by a dart ppr.

— A demi boar

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads sa.
on a chief of the second as many escallops or, within a
bordure vert (another, az.) bezantde. Crest On a ducal
coronet a boar's head ar. betw. two wings gu. in the mouth
a bezant.
Bowles, or Bowldes (Herts and Herefordshire). Ar. on
a chcv. bctiv. three boars' heads sa. armed or, as many
escallops of the third.
Bowles (GosbcrUirk, Lincolnshire). Az. three standing
bowls ar. out of each a boar's head or. Crest A demi boar
az. armed, hoofed, and bristled or, pierced through the chest
with an arrow gold, headed ar.
Bowles (Hilton Hill, Abingdon. Thomas Bowles, Esq., of
that i)laco). S;ime as preceding.
Bowles (liremhill, co. Wilts). Az. in chief the sun in
Out of a ducal
splendour ar. in base a crescent or. Crest
coronet a griffin's head erased or.
Bowles (Enfield, co. Middlesex). A chev. betw. three
standing bowls ar. out of each a boars header. Crest
demi boar az. picricd in the sinister shoulder by an arrow
(Herts).

—

—

—

—

or.

Motto

— Ut tibi sic alteri.

Bowles

Per pale
(Inner Temiile, London; granted 179G).
indented gu. and a/., three cups ar. in each a boar's head
sinister
erect
erniinois
the
Cr^st
\
demi
boar
erect or.
Motto Ut tibi sic
shoulder pierced with an arrow ar.

—

—

alteri.

Bowles
cups

or,

(London, Her Off. MS. Viitcenl, No. 154).
out of each a boar's head erect ar. Crc4

Az. three
.V buck's

—

hc:ul ar. attired or.

Bowles
many

lieadH tnliofsi'd ar.

Bowfirhen,

«u.

lion

Bowles

flory ar.

Or, on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.

in pale gu. stringed or.

On a tower a

Bowler.

l>m. abendgu.

Bow^ert, or Bo'wet.

Bowie (Scotland). See Macdonald-Bowie.
Bowker. Ar. a bendlct betw. two eagles displ.

pattee of the second.

(another, two) lions ramp. or.

Bowers.

BOW
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Bower St. Clair. See St. Claib.
Bower (Broxholme, co. York). Quarterly,

(London).

Sa. within three standing cups or, as

boars' licads ar.

grillin's

head

sa.

beaked

Cnst

—Out

or, lictw.

Bowles, Booles, or Bolles

of a ducal coronet or,

two wings
(SulTolk

a

of the last.

and

StafTordshire).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets sa. on a chief of the
tliird a lion's head erased and two lozenges or.

AA

BOW
Sowles.

Ar. on a chev. betw. thres boars' heads gu. as
many esoallops or, within a bordure of the second bezantee.
So'wles (Sir HoGo Lb Bowles, Knt., servant to Henry III.).
Or, three beacons sa. enflamed ppr.
So'wles (Asion, CO. Oxford). Az. out of three cups or, as
many boars' heads couped ar. Creit A demi boar wounded
in breast with a broken spear.

—

So'wles, or Boles.

Bo'wieton

(Norfolk).

Bcwling-.

Sa.

Gu. two wings displ.
Erm. a saltire gu.

orle of eight

—

—

—

cures.

Bo'wrnan

(Scotland, 1805).
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three
bent bows with arrows drawn to the head ppr. Cnst
suspended from the trunk of an oak
Numine et arcu.
tree couped at the top, all ppr. Motto
Bo'wrnan. Ar. two bows gu. strung or, one within the
other in saltire.
Bo'wrnan. Ar. a pale champaine vert.
Bo'wrnan, alias Boyman. Ar. a boy's head ppr. crined
or, couped below the shoulders clothed gu. garnished gold.
Bo'wn. Az. on a cross or, a rose gu. stalked and leaved
A hand holding an inescutcheon charged with
vert. Crest
a rose.
Bo'wnas. Az. a bend cottised or. Cre^t Out of a ducal
coronet a sceptre environed with two serpents betw. as many

—

—

—

—

wings ppr.

Bo'wnas.

Ar. on afesse engr. az. betw. three lozenges gu. a
On a mount vert a
lion ramp, or, betw. two bezants. Crest
swan, wings displayed erm. each charged with a lozenge gu.
in the mouth an arrow ppr.
(granted by St. George, Ulster, to Col. Bowndeb,
of CO. Limerick, 1664). Gu. a lion ramp, or, guttee de sang
on a chief embattled ar. three pellets. Crest A demi lion
ramp, or, guttee de sang holding in dexter paw a sword ppr.
pommel and hilt of the first, impaling a mural crown gold.
Bo'Wne, or Bo'Wyn. Az. a cross or. Crest On the top of
a tower issuing from the wreath an eagle wings indorsed,
holding in the beak an acorn slipped and leaved vert.
Bo'Wne (Herts). Az. on a bend ar. cottised or, betw. six
lions ramp, of the last a mascle gu.
Bo'Wne. Gu. a cinquefoil erm. within an orle of martlets or.
Bo'Wne. Gu. a crescent erm. within an orle of martlets or.

—

Bcwnder

—

—

Bo'Wne. Gu. three crescents ar.
Bo'wnes. Ar. a fesse betw. three

fusils az.

Crett

—An

oak

tree ppr. thereon pendent an escutcheon gu.

Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges az.
Bowood. Ar. three bulls statant sa.
(Dunhead, St. Andrew's, co. Dorset).
Sa. three
talbots' heads erased in chief ar.
Cre^t
A talbot's head sa.
Bo'Wres. Erm. on a chief indented gu. two lions ramp or.
Bo'Wring'. Per pale az. and sa. three chev. or. Crest
parrot vert feeding on a bunch of berries ppr.
Bo'wring' (Claremont, Exeter). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three

—

—

or.

Crest

—A

demi

lion

ramp.

or.

Motto—

Bcwton.
Bowtort

first.

Bo'wrmell.

Barry of six az. and ar. a bend gu.
Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. or.
(London). Erm. three b6ws hent in fesse gu. stringed
sa. on a chief az. a swan ppr. betw. two leopards" heads or.
Bo'WS. Erm. three long bows paleways in fesse gu.
Bo'WSer (Stone, co. Gloucester confirmed by Camden,
Clarenccux, 1606). Erm. a cross chequy or and g'l. betw.
four water bougets of the last. Crest— k demi talbot coupert
gu. guttte d'or, gorged with a collar or and az.
Bowser (Kent). Ar. a cross engr. cru. betw. four water
bougets sa. within a bordure counterchanged or and of the
second.

Bowrne.
Bo'WS

;

Bowser, or Bowsare (Langley Marsh,

co. Bucks). A chev.
within a bordure quarterly componee, impaling quarterly two
lions conjoined underonehcad, their tails nowcd and erect.

(Gloucester, 1606).

Erm. a

cross

chequy or and

—

gu. betw. four water bougets of the third.
Cr'.st
A demi
talbot gu, gorged with a collar chequy or and az. charged

on the body with
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three guttcs d'or.

same, with

lions'

gambs

or.

Sa. three crescents or.
(Visit.

and

CO. Notts, 1669

a

Or,

1614).

saltire

Court, Bucks, and Radley, Berks, bart.
the pedigree of the Bowyebs is traced by Sir William Dugdale up to Aldred Bowteb, temp. Henry I.). Or, a bend

vair cottised gu., quartering Kntpeksley,
Gros'venob,
"Venables, Stonhol'se, Brett, ic. Crest— \ falcon risinf;ar. belled or.
Sometimes is used for crest, a demi man
ppr. shooting with a bow and arrow ar. the arrow tipped
Motto Contentment passe richesse.
or.

—

Bo-wyer

1576).
The same Arms. Crett— Out of
the top of a castle gu. a demi griffin issuant or.
(London). The same Arms. Crest
An eagle with

(Lincoln,

—

Bo'Wyer

wings endorsed

beaked and legged sa.
Bo'Wyer (Lord Mayor of London, 1643). "Vert on a chev.
betw. three lions' heads era.';ed or, as many trefoils, slipped,
of the field
on a chief barry wavy az. and ar. an anchor
betw. two frets of the second.
Bo'Wyer. The same Arras. Crest An eagle's head erased
ar. holding in the mouth an anchor gu. by the middle of the
shank, fluke downwards.
Bo'Wyer (Cambcrwell, co. Surrey). Or, a bend vair, cottised
or,

;

—

sa. (another, gu.).

Crest

— On

a ducal coronet or, a tiger

sejant ar.

Bo'Wyer

(Charlwood, co. Surrey and London). The same
Arms.
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow, and erect,
habited gu. charged with three bends and cuffed or, holding
in the hand ppr. a dragon's head erased.
Bo'Wyer (Knipersley, co. Stafford: bart., extinct 1701; the
heiresses of the last bart.. Sir William Bowter, of Knipersley, were Mart, m. to Charles Addebley, Esq
of Hams
Hall; Dorothy, m. to Sir Thomas Gbesley, Bart.
Jane,
m. to Leftubch Oldfield, Esq.; and Anne, m. 1st, to Sir
John Bellot, Bart., and 2ndly, to Rowi.and Pobt, Esq.).
Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet fitch^ gu.
(another, the lion sa.).
Crest
Out of a tower gu. a demi

—

,

;

—

dragon ramp.

or.

Bo'Wyer.

Ar. a Hon ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
on a canton az. a garb or. Crest On a mount vert a tower
triple-towered gu. therein a demi dragon or.
Bo'Wyer (Ireland, Fun. Ent. 1678). Ar. a lion ramp,
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Crest A tower ar.
issuant from the top a demi dragon gu.
Bo'Wyer. Az. on a saltire ar. (another or), five trefoils

—

—

slipped vert.

Bo-wyer-Smijtli, Bart. SeeSsnjTH.
Bo'wyers, Company or (London). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three floats or, as many mullets of the first. Crest
Three

—

long bows interlaced, one erect and two in saltire gu.
Ar. on an inescutcheon within an
orle of martlets gu. a crescent of the field.
Box. Az. a lion pass, guard, ar. betw. three griffins' heads,
erased or. Crest A demi griffin or, winged ar. holding in
the claw a fireball ppr.
(Oxford). Az. a lion pass. betw. three griffins' heads,
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow, lying
erased or.
fesseways, habited gu. cuffed ar. holding erect in the hand
ppr. a branch of box vert, at the elbow another branch of

—

Box

box

—

erect, of the last,

Box (Rydewell). Gu. three trefoils or.
Box (Sussex). Or, a bend az. betw. six

lions ramp. gu.
Az. a lion pass. ar. guttee de sang betw. three grifUns'
heads erased or. Crest A demi griffin or, winged az. tl.e
first feather gold, holding betw. the claws a fireball of th
first, flames gu.
Box. Gu. a buck's head cabossed or.
Box. Gu. a bend ar. betw. six lions ramp. or.
Box. Or, six lions ramp. gu. three, two, and one, over all a

Box.

Onward.

Bowssar

bend of the

Bo'wtheby. The

Bo'WZe, or Botize.

Bo'wnys.

Bowre

Ar. two ragged staves couped at the cnilaembowed one to the other sa.
Bo'wthby. Ar. on a canton sa. a lion's gamb. erased in

Bo-wyer (Denham

an escutcheon erm. within an

qviiver full of arrows

Bo'wstock.

engr. sa.

or.

martlets ar.
Bo'Wtaan (Hethleton, co. Dorset). Or, a chev. betw. three
bows bent in pale gu. Crest— On a staff raguled, couped,
and erect ar. a quiver (or case) of arrows gu. the heads of
the first buckled on the staff with a belt sa.
Bo'wrnan (Wissingset, co. Norfolk). Ar. three bird bolts
A sword
gu. headed or, and feathered of the first. Crest
erect ar. hilt and pommel or, on each side of the blade a
demi annulet indented on the outside gold, the half on the
dexter near the point, the other near the hilt.
Bo'Winan (Ashenyards, Scotland, 1767). Or. a chev. betw.
two bows braced in chief gu. and a shakefork in base sa.
A quiver of arrows in pale ppr. Motto Sublimia
Creit

lions ramp.

BOX
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bend

Boxe

—

ar.

(London, Visit. London, 1568).

Az. a lion pass. ar.

betw. three griffins' heads erased or.
Boxell, or Boxall. Gu. a chev. erm. Crest
leg erased in fe??p holding a feather in pale.

Boxliull, or
fretty ar.

Boxmell

Crr'^t

(Sussex).

— Two anchors in

Or,

a

—An

lion

eagle's

ramp. az.

saltire az.

Ar. five lozenges conjoined in
Boxley-Abbey
bend sinister gu. on a canton of the last a crosier in pale or.
Boxsted. Gyronny of eight ar. and gu. a bend sa. bezantee.
Cre^t—A hnnd issuing from the wreath, pulling a thistle.
Boxsted (Kssex). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. thre«
(Kent).

eagles displ. or.

A

Boxworth
of the

(Cambridgeshire).

Gu. a lion ramp,

or, collared

(Cambridgeshire).

Or, a lion ramp, guard, gu.

collared ar.

Ar. two bars and a canton sa.
(Jodn Boyabe, servant to Eichabd Banckoft,
Ar. a lion
Archbishop of Canterbury, Camden's Grants).
ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu. on a canton
demi
dragon
or.
castle
gu.
a
Crest—Out of a
az. a garb or.
Boyce, or Boyse. Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils

Soy.

Boyare

Boycott

—A

star of six points or, within a crescent ar.
(Boycott, Hinton, and Rudge, co. Salop. The present

CreH

representative of this family is Miss Emma Boycott, of
Budge Hall, the eldest dau. and co-heir of the late Thomas
BoTcoiT, Esq., of Rudge. The only one of the dans, and
co-heirs of the said

Thomas Boycott, who

was

left issue,

the youngest, who married
LoDsiA Makt
Andrew Wight, Esq., of Ormiston, N.B., by whom she had
issue an only surviving child, Cathcakt Boycott Wight,
Esq., of Ormiston, heir to the Rudge estates, who m. Lizzie,
youngest dau. of Geobge Geazebbook, Esq., of Pedmore,

Catherine,

near Stourbridge, co. Worcester, and has issue. The original
graQt of Arnii to Silvands Boycott, of Hinton, and his
brother Fbancis Boycott, of Buildwas, is at Rudge Hall.
It is dated 21st March, 1663, and was made by Sir Edward
The Antix and Crest are thus
Byesiie, Knt., Clarenceux.
blazoned in the grant. " Upon a cheife ar. in a field gu.
three granadoes ppr. And for the Crest, an armed arme
(embowed) ppr. issuing out of a crowne murall (gu.) casting
a granado." Slotto Pro Rege et religione.
Boycott (Morse-Boycott. Exemplified to John Hall
Mobse-Boycott, Esq., of Sennowe Lodge, co. Norfolk, and
of Sennoweville, Eushey, Herts, only son of the late John
Horse, Esq., of Sprowston Hall and Bagthorpe, Norfolk, and
Abbots Wooton, co. Dorset, High Sheriff of Norfolk 1807, by
Euzabeth Anne his wife, only dau. of Gen. HALL,of Wratting
Park, CO. Cambridge, upon his assuming by royal licence,
1844, the surname of Boycott in addition to, and after that
of MoBSE, and the Arms of Boycott quarterly with those
of Hobse). Quarterly: 1st and 4th, paly of six or and gu.
on a chief engr. erm. three fire-balls ppr., for Boycott;
2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and sa. two chevronela betw,
three mullets pierced all counterchanged, for Morse. Crests
Ist: Issuing from a mural coronet ar. a dexter arm
yambraced, the fist clenched ppr. from the little finger
pendant by a thong gu. an escutcheon also ar. charged with
a fire-ball ppr., for Boycott ; 2nd A demi man in complctt,
armour ppr. garnished or, his helmet surmounted by a plume

—

—

:

of three ostrich feathers az., on his breast a crossbelt sa. in
dexter hand a balbert ppr., for Moese.
Motto Deo non

—

armis

fldo.

Boyd (Kilmarnock,

Ayr, Lord Boyd and Sari of Kilmarnock, attainted 1746, and now represented by the Earl of
BrroU). Az. a fesse chequy ar. and gu. Crest A dexter
hand erect, pointing with the thumb and two fingers ppr.
Supporters Two squirrels ppr. Motto— ConfiAo.
Boyd (Portincross, co. Ayr a cadet of Kilmarnock the
heiress, Grizel, dau. of Robert Boyd, of Portincross, m.
Alexander Vullabton, Esq., of Eilmichael, in Arran, and
died in 1722, leaving issue).
Arms, ai Kilmarnock, within
a bordure ar.
Boyd (I'itcon, CO. Ayr; descended from Tbohas, 2nd son of
Albzander Boyd, of Kilmarnock). The same Arms, with
a bordure or. Crest A hand couped, pointing with one
finger to the heavens ppr.
Motto— Spes mea in Coelis.
Boyd (Ballymacool, co. Donegal descended from the noble
Scottish fimily of Kilmarnock, now represented by John
Robert Boyd, Esq., of Ballymacool). Arms, Crest, &c., as
Hoyd, Earl of Kilmarnock.
Boyd (HornioRT Hoyd. Exemplified in 18C7 to Geoboe
AoousTDB BoTD E»f|,, of Middleton Park, co. Wcstnieath, only
ion of Auraham Boyd, Esq., Q.C., by Jane, dau. and eventual
co.

—

—

:

;

—

;

ofltcv. James McKay, of Dromore, co. Down,
relict of Geobob Rocufort, 2nd Earl of Bdvvltre on
Assuming by royal licence the additional surname and
arms of Uociiiort). Quarteriy, Ist and 4th, az. a fess
chequy ar. and gu. betw. throe crescents of the second, for
Boyd; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp. ar. in chief two robin
rcdbrcnjiU ppr., for RocuroRT. Crests
Ist
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a hand erect, with the third and fourth fingers
folded ppr., for Boyd 2nd
On a mural crown or, a robin
redbreast ppr. charged with across pattce gold, for Rochjobt.

loll' lii'iress

and
hii

—

;

110

Boyd

—

—

Prudentia

me

sustinet.

Az. a fesse chequy ar. and gu. betw. two
crosses crosslet fitchee in chief, and as many stars in basfl
of the second.
Crest
A sun dial or. Motto Eternitatem

—

—

cogita.

Boxwxey. Same Anns.

or

—

Mottoes Under the Arras: Candor dat viribUB alaa; and
over the 1st 0«<: ConBdo.
(Pinkill).
Az. a fesse chequy ar. and gu. in base a
cross moline or.
Crest
^A cross moline sa.
Motto

Boyd (Trochrig).

field.

Boxworth
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Sozsted. Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. five bezant^*.
Boxsted. Quarterly, gu. and ar. on a bend sa. four bezantes.
Boxull. Or, a lion ramp. az. fretty ar.
Boxwell. Ar. six annulets sa. within a bordure engr. gu.

:

:

Boyd

(David Boyd, baiUe of Edinburgh, 1672). Az. a
fess chequy ar. and gu. betw. two barrulets of the second.
Virtus nobilitat.
Crest A star of five points or. Motto
Boyd (John Boyd, bailie of Edinburgh, 1672). Az. a fess
chequy ar. and gu. betw. three rosea in chief, and a crescent
in base of the second.
Crest
A hand pointing with two
fingers to the sun in his splendour ppr. Motto Confldo.
Boyd (Capt. James Waddel-Boyd, formerly Waddel, 1858).
Az. a fess chequy ar. and gu. betw. two buckles in chief of
the second, and in base a saltire couped chequy or, and of the
third.
Crest
A dexter hand pointing upwards with the
thumb and two fingers ppr. Motto Confido.
Boyd (Major James Geoboe Hay-Boyd, formerly Hat, of
Townend, co. Ayr, 1865). Az. a fess chequy ar. and gu.

—

—

—

—

—

—

beiw. three inescutcheons of the second.
Jl/otto—Confidimus.

Crest

—As

tha

last.

Boyd (Roslare,

Wexford descended from the Boyds, of
Kilmarnock, and more immediately from Higatt Boyd, Esq.,
to whom his cousin, John Highg.\te, Esq., of Roslare,
bequeathed his estates by will, dated 1677). Anns, &c., at
co.

;

Boyd, of Kilmarnock.

Boyd (Danson,

co. Kent, hart.).
Az. a fesse chequy or and
gu. in chief three mullets of the second, in base a crescent
gold.
Crest
Three ostrich feathers sa.
Jlfo«o— Confldo.

—

Boydell (Dodleston

and Grappenhall, co. Chester. In temp.
Joane, sister and co-heiress of William
Boydell, of Dodleston, m. Sir John Daniel, and their
dau. and heiress, Nicolaa, m. Sir Geoffrey Wabbdbton,
and their dau. and heiress, Margaret, m. Alan db
EixTON,
who d. s. p. ; Margaret d. 1382, leaving
Margaret, dau. of Sir Thomas Danyers, and wife of
John Savage, her next of kin and heir.
Temp. Edward
III., Margaret,
sister of the above-named Joane, m.
Owen Voyl, a Welshman, and their grandson took the
name of Boydell. .The co-heiress of this family, temp.
Henry IV., m. a younger son of Reddish, of Reddish, co.
Lancester.
In 1550, Madd, dau. and heiress of Thoha*
Reddish, of Catterich, in Grappenhall, and of Dodleston,
was wife of James Merbdry, Esq., of Merbury, co. Chester).
Vert a cross patonce or, also ar. on a fesse engr. (sometimes
plain) vert three mullets or (sometimes two mullets) and
(vert) a cross clechee betw. four mullets (or).
Crest
Saracen's head couped ppr. thereon a cap gu. turned up
erm. the end hanging down with a bell attached to it or.
Boydell. Ar. on a fesse az. three mullets or, pierced sa.
Boydell. Ar. on a fesse engr. az. three mullets of the field.
Boydell (Pulcroft, co. Chester; descended from John db
Boydell, temp. Edward III., younger son of Boydell, of
Dodleston).
Vert a chev. or, betw. three crosses patonce of

Edward

III.,

—

the second.

Boyes.

Sa. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or,
three towers of the field on a chief barry of six wavy of the
two frets of the second.
first, and ar. an anchor betw.
Crest A lady's arm from the elbow erect enfiled with a
bracelet sa.

—

Boyes (Scotland).
sejant ppr.

Boyes

Ar. a saltire and chief az.

— Attendez vous.

Crest— A. dog

Motto

(Claybrooke,

a canton of the

last

co.

Leicester).

a lion pass, of the

ban

Ar. two

gu.

on

field.

Boyes. Erm. two bars and a canton gu.
Boyes. Sa. fretty ar. an inescutchcon gu.
Boyes. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three acorns

Boyland (Norfolk and Suffolk).
Boyland (Suffolk). Quarterly,
ar.

a bend gu.

Boyland

;

2nd and

ppr. another gu.
Az. a saltire engr. or.
and 4th, az. a lion rsimp.

Ist

3rd, sa.

an eagle

displ. ar.

Ar. an eagle displ. sa. membered gu.
Boyland. Gu. three saltorcls ar. two and one.
Boyland. Sa. an eagle displ. ar. armed gu.
Boyle (Earl of Glasgow). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on an
eagle di.spl. with two heads gu. as a coat of augmentation,
2nd and 3rd, per bend embattled ar. and gn., for Boyle;
over all an escutcheon or, charged with three bucks' horns
gu. for the paternal coat of Boyle of Kelburn. [The present
(Gth) carl bears quarterly, Ist and 4th, grand quarters
counter-quartered, the above quartered coat and escutcheon
ar. on a saltire sa. an
of pretence
2nd, grand quarter
annulet or, stoned az., for Maxwell of PoUok 3rd, grand
quarter counter-quartered 1st and 4th, gu. a fess chequy
(Suffolk).

;

:

;

:

A

A

BOY
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ST. and az., for Linvsat ; 2nd, or, a lion ramp. gn. debruiaed
by a ribbon sa., fur Abebnetht; 3rd, gu. a fess erm., for

Boys

grand quarter coanter-quartered 1st and
4tta, or, a chev. chequy sa. and ar. betw. three water bougets
2nd, gu. three crescents ar. a borof the second, for Boss
dore of the second charged with eight roses of the first, for
MfLviLLE; 3rd, ar. a fess gu. betw. three hunting horns sa.

Boys

Ckawfobd

4th,

;

:

;

—

Crett
An eagle
stringed of the second, for Fokresteb.]
displ. with two heads, per pale ar. embattled ar. and gu.

—

Supporter! On the dexter side a savage ppr., wreathed
about the temples and loins vert, holding in the dexter hand
a branch of laurel ppr.; on the sinister, a lion per pale
embattled ar. and gu. Motto Dominus providebit.
Boyle (Shewalton, co. Ayr). Quarterly, Ist and 4tb, or, an
eagle displ. with two heads gu. 2nd and 3rd, per bend emover all an escutcheon or, charged
battled ar. and gu.
Crest
with three stags' horns erect gu., two and one.
with
two
beads per pale embattled ar. and
An eagle displ.
Dominxis providebit.
gu. Motto
Boyle (Ea7-l of Cork and Orreiy). Per bend crenellee ar. and
gu. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head per pale
^Two lions per pale
crenellee ar. and gu. Supporters
crenelle, the dexter gu. and ar., the sinister ar. and gu.
Motto God's providence is my inheritance.
Boyle ( Viscount Shannon. Hon. Fbancis Botle, 6th son of
the first Sari of Cork, was so created 1660 extinct 1740).
Same Arms, &c.
Boyle ( Fiscount Bltssington. MtiBKOuoB BoTix, nephew of
the first Earl of Cork, was so created 1678; extinct 1732).
Same Arms, &c.
Boyle (Earl of Burlington. Bichakd, second Earl of Cork,
was so created in the Peerage of England, 1674; extinct
1753). Same Arms, &c.
Boyle (Earl of Shannon). Per bend crenellee ar. and gu. a
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's
crescent for diff. Orest
head erased per pale crenellee ar. and gu. Supporters Two
lions per pale crenellee, the dexter gu. and ar., sinister ar.
and gu. Mottoes Vivit post funera virtus and Spectemur

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

agendo.

Boyle

—

Per bend crenellee ar. ana gu. Crat
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head erased per pale
crenellee ar. and gu.
Boyle (Hay Castle, co. Hereford). Same Arm* and Crest, a
(Middlesex).

cinquefoil for

diff.

Boyle

(Kentish Town, co. Middlesex
Per bend crenellee gu. and ar.

Boyle. Per fesse crenellee gu. and
Boyle, or O'Boyle (an ancient

;

granted 24 Jan., 1569).

;

Boymen, Boynam, Bcnliam, or Boynan.
cross sa. five bulls' heads cabossed ar.

Crest

Or,

on

—The trunk

of a tree lying in fesse ensigned with a fleijT-de-liB betw. the
branches.

Boymen.

Or, on a cross sa. five bulls' heads ar.
gu. a goat of the third.

Boyne, Viscount. See
Boynell (Uutlandshire).

Hamilton.
Gu. a fesse

on a chief

Boynell

or,

betw. three

betw.

three

unicorns'

Gu. four bendlete

boy pulling a branch from a

ar.

Crest—

tree.

Boynley (Rutlandshire).
Boynton (Barmston, co.

Ar. three saltorels gu.
York, bart.).
Or, a fesse betw.
three crescents gu. ; the fesse was formerly charged with a
lion pass. or.
Crest
A goat pass. sa. guttee d'eau, beard,

—

horns, and hoofs, or.

—

Motto

Boynton, or Bonyton

Boynton

11

tempo passa.

(Suffolk).

Az. six escallops or,

and one.
(Yorkshire).
Or,

fesse betw.

three crescents

on a fesse betw. three crescents gu. a lion
CreU On a cinquefoil gu. a talbot's head

pass, of the first.

—

erased sa. guttee d'or.
Arms, the same.
or, ducally gorged ar.

Boynton.

Crest

—A goat pass. sa. attired

Boynton, or Bonton. Or, a lion ramp. az.
Boyon. Or, a bull pass. gu.
Boypsted (Essex). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa.

four

Or,

(Buckinghamshire).

Ill

up erm. a demi

az. turned

lion ar.

griffin

—

—

cross or.

Boys

(Hoston, co. Norfolk). Ar. two bars and a canton (or
quarter) gu. over all a bend sa. Crest An owl ar. ducally

—

crowned

a holly bush vert.
(Londen). Paly of six or and gu. on a chief

or, sitting in

Boys, or Boyas

of the second three escallops of the

Boys

first.

(Usebume).

Barry of six gu. and or, on a chief in-*
three escallops of the second.
(Somersetshire).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three trees
erased vert as many bezants.
dented

sa.

Boys

Boys

Erm. across sa. (another, g\i.)
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three acorns gu.
Sa. guttee d'eau.
Ar. fretty gu.
Gu. a tree eradicated or.
Sa. a wheel ar. betw. three gutt^s of the second.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three bezants a bordure of
the second bezants.
Boys (quartered by the descendants of Richasd Fobsteb, of
Kilgreege, co. Dublin, tetnp. Bichard II. and Henry IV., who
m. Alice, dau. and heir of Thomas Bots, of Boyseton. Visit.
Dublin, 1607). Ar. on a mount a tree vert supported by two
lions ramp, combatant gu.
Boyse (Ireland). Ar. on a mound in base ppr. two lions
ramp, combatant gu. supporting an oak tree growing there(Suffolk).

Boys.
Boys.
Boys.
Boys.
Boys.
Boys.

from

vert.

Boyse (co.

Waterford).

Gu. from the base a withered tree or.

Boyse. Or, a griffin segreant sa. within a bordure gu. Crw*
A buck's head erased attired gu
Boysheley. Erm. on a chief gu. three leopards' faces or.

—

many

cinquefoils sa. as

Ar. on a fesse engr. betw. three

fleurs-de-lis or.

Boyton

(granted 1829 to Rev. Charles Botton, M.A.,
F.T.C.D., of a family long seated in co. Tipperary). Quarterly,
or and az. three mullets pierced, two in chief and one in base
counterchanged. Crest A falcon close ppr. holding in the
beak a spur or, feathered sa.
Motto— Per damna per
cades.
Boyton (Walden, co. Essex). Az. on a fesse dancett«e
(another, wavy) betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or, three
escallops gu.
Boyton (Boyton End, co. Norfolk). Same Arms ; the escallops

—

sa.

(Sussex).
Sa.

a

Az. six escallops or, three, two, and one.
betw. three ostriches ar. (another,

fesse

herons) membered gu.
Bojrton. Quarterly, Ist and
;

2nd and

4th, ar.

a boar's head couped

3rd, or, fretty gu.

Boyton.

Ar. a fesse sa. fretty ar.
(James Botton, of Kilcosty, co. Tipperary). Go.
three crescents or (another, three mullets pierced).
Boyton, or Boytonne. Az. an escallop or (another, ar.).
C^est
A crow transfixed with an arrow, wings expanded ppr.

—

BoyveU, or Boyweli
Gu. a

(Visit, co. Notts,

Ar. on a chev. sa. five bezants.

1869

and

1614).

fesse or, betw. three saltires ar.

Boyvill (Northamptonshire and
crosses humett^e ar.
(Suffolk).
Quarterly, or

Boyvill

a lion

Rutlandshire).

and

sa.

Gu. three

(sometimes in the

pass. gu.).

Boyvill.

Sa. a chief or.

Bojnrill.

Gu. three bendlets

ar.

Boyvill. Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed ar.
Boyville. Gu. four bendlets ar.
Boyville, De. Az. an eagle displ. with two heads or.
Crest — A demi eagle displ. with two heads or.
Boywarke. Or, a Uon ramp. gu. collared ar.

Boyzell. Ar. three torteaux. Crest— A talbot's head ss.
the mouth a stag's horn or.
Boyzle (Lincolnshire). Same Arms and Crest.

Bozom, Bozon, or Bozun.

bezants.

Boys

a

segreant per fesse az. and sa.
within a bordure gu. charged with crosses formee, intermixed
with acorns of the field. Crest A demi dog gobonated sa.
and or, holding an oak branch leaved and fructed gold.
Boys (Lincoln). Ar. two bars and a canton gu. Crest
stag's head couped ar. attired gu. betw. them a mound and

Ist qviarter

Gu. a

or.

Boynton.

a chapeau

or.

(Kent).

Boyton

ar.

Boynell, or Boyville.

three, two,

—On

crowned

sa.

Gu. a chev.

(Ireland).

heads erased

Crest

Boys

Boyton.

Or, four bendlets sa.

a

—

Boyton

SiJtorels ar.

Boynell.

Ar. a chev. within

(Betshanger, co. Kent). Or, a griffin segreant per fesse
az. and sa. within a bordure gu.
Crest A demi lion ar.
ducally crowned or.
Boys (Fredvill, co. Kent). The same.
Boys (Hawkhurst, co. Kent). The same.
Boys (Kent). Or, a griffin segreant sa. within a bordure gn.

Boysill, or Boyshill.

ar.

Milesian family). Or, an
oak tree eradicated vert. Crest— A human heart gu. betw.
a cross and sword in saltire ppr.
Boyley (Buckinghamshire). Ar. a chev. sa. a bordore
of the last bezant^e.
Boylston. Gu. six crosses crosslet fltchee ar., three, two,
and one on a chief or, three pellets.

a

BOZ

(Buckinghamshire and Kent).
bordure sa. bezantee.

bird-bolts ar. garuisbed or.

in

Az. (another, go.) thr«>

A
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Ar. on a fesse humettfe az. three

Braban, or Brabant.
leopards' heads or.
(Devonshire).

Ar. on a fes^c gu. three leopards'

Brabant

faces or (another of the field).
Ar. on a fesse humettee gu. three roses of the
.K rose gu. slipped and leaved vert, and a
Crest
field.

Brabant.

—

lance point or, in saltire.
Brabant. Ar. on a fesse

humettee gu. three roses

ar.

over

a bend sa.
Brabant. Ar. on a fesse humettee gu. a leopard's head or.
Brabant. Ar. a fesse humettee gu. in chief three leopards'
faces of the second.
Brabant. Or, three pales gu.
Brabant. Ar. on a fesse humettee gu. three leopards' faces
or, over all a ribbon sa.
Brabant. Or, a hon ramp. az.
Brabantine (granted 1670). Vert a fesse ar. on a canton
all

—

ar. collared or, thereon
.A. dog pass.
a rose gu. Crest
three leopards' heads sa.
Brabazon (Spropton, co. Leicester. Visit. 1619. Jane,
dau. and heiress of John Bbabazon, the great grandson of
BoQEB Brabazon, of Spropton, m. William Woodford,
Ump. Edward II.). Gu. on a bend ar. three martlets of the
or,

field.

Brabazon (Earl

of Meath). Gu. on a bend or, three martCrest
On a mount vert a falcon rising or, belled
Supporters—tvio wyverns or, winged and membered
3/o«o— Vota vita mea.
gu., collared and chained gold.
Brabazon (Kath House, co. Louth descended from the
Knt., of Callistown, third
Brabazon,
Anthony
Hon. Sir
son of the \stLord Brabazon, of Ardee). Arrtit, Crest, and
Motto, same as the £arL of Meath.
Brabazon (Brabazon Park, co. Mayo). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. on a bend or, three martlets sa. a fleur-de-lis ar. for
2nd and 3rd, ar. guttee de poix, on a
diff., for Bbabazon

—

lets sa.

gold.

;

;

—

Crest
On a
fesse sa. three towers of the first, for Higgins.
vert a falcon rising belled or, charged with a fleur-

mount

Motto— Vota.

de-lis az.

Brabazon

vita

mea.

Gu. on a bend or,
(Mornington, co. Meath).
On a mount vert a falcon rising
three martlets sa. Crest

—
—

Motto Vota vita mea.
(William John Bbabazon, Esq., of Trinity
College, Cambridge). Gu. on a bend or, three martlets sa.
or, belled gold.

Brabazon
Cre.'t

—On a mount vert a falcon rising or.

Brabazon

Exemplified in 1845 to

(Colthtjust-Brabazon.

Nicholas Colthubst, Esq., of Danesfort, co. Kerry, on
assuming the name of Bbabazon). Gu. on a bend per bend
or and ar. three martlets sa., for Brabazon; 2nd and 3rd,
on a fess betw. three colts courant sa. as many trefoils
a crescent for diff., for CoLxunRsx. CreH On a mount
charged on the breast with a
Vota vita mea.
Brabazon (Moobe-Brabazon. ExempUfied to Major John
Abtbub Henry Moore, on taking the additional name of
Bbabazon by Royal Licence, dated 13 March, 1863). Gu. on
a bend or, three martlets sa. a crescent for diff. Crest— Oa
a mount vert a falcon belled, rising or. Motto Vota vita mea.
Brabazon. Gu. on a bend or (another, ar.) three mullets az.
ar.

—

or,

vert a falcon rising or,
cross crosslet gu. Motlo

—

—

(or sa.).

Brabazon, or Brabasson.

Gu. on a bend

or,

three

1629,

Her.

three leopards' faces or.

and belled

az. Jessed

(London and Devonshire, 2 May,
Ar. on a fesse humettee gu.

London).

Coll.

Crest

Brabjrn

—A mewed hawk ppr. armed

or.

Brabouch, or Brubouch.

Or, billettee a lion ramp. sa.

Docker and Whittington, co. Lancaster,
Ar. on a fesse humettee gu. three leopards' faces or.
l

Bracays, or Brakes.
three lions

Brace

ramp.

ar.

Chequy

Crest

(Worcestershire).

and az. on a fesse gu.
A leopard ramp, guard, ppr.
a bend betw. two hands and

—

Sa.

1664).

or

—

arms coupcd at the elbows ar. habited in mail ppr. Crc<t
An arm cmhowpd habited in mail holding in the hand all ppr.
a sword

ar. hilt or.

Brace.

Sa. a bend or. betw. three dexter hands coupcd ppr.
(ViccAdmiral Sir Edward Brace, K.C.B.).
Or,
within two bcndlcis az. betw. a lion ramp, and a scaling
Udder three rams pass. »a., a chief wavy thereon upon a
neck of land projecting into the sea a forlilitd circular li;,'ht-

Brace

houiic with a red flag flying toward.i the sinister, all ppr.,

being Intended to represent that part of the works deleniling
the town and port of Algiers, to which II. .M.S. Impregnable,

commanded by

Kdwaru Brace, was opposed in the
2Hh August, 1816. C'resr— Out of a
dexter arm embowed in chain armour, the

Sir

nciii'jrabli; battle of the

naval crown or, a
hand holding the flag of the kingdom of Holland in the
year 1H08, all ppr.
Brace (KaiKrui I5»»ce, Esq., capt. R.N., nephew of the fore-

112

A

going). The same Arms, with the exception of the chief,
the same CreH.
(the ensigns of the other descendants of the late
Francis Brace, father of Sir Edward Brace). The same
Crest
Ariiii, without the chief.
A dexter arm embowed in
chain armour, the hand grasping a sword ppr. pomel and
hilt or, attached to the blade a flag az. charged with aa

Brace

—

anchor gold.
(co. Warwick, descended from Peter de
Bracebrigge, of Bracebrigg, co. Lincoln, and afterwards of
Kingsbury, co. Warwick, who m. Amicia, granddau. and
iJtimately heiress of Turchill de Arden, Earl of Warwick,
who in right of his second wife Leverunia, inherited from
Leofric, third Earl of Mercia, about forty-eight towns in
Warwickshire, together with Kingsbury, the ancient residence of Bertulphus, King of Mercia in 800, and subsequently of other Saxon earls before the Norman Conquest.
Confirmed by the deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, Har.
The male lineal desMSS., Her. Vis., and Qu. Coll. MS.
cendants of this family were Charles Holte Bracebridge,
Atherstone
Hall,
co.
Warwick,
Esq., of
chief representative
of the family, who received a quit rent of £40 a year
from Kingsbury and his cousin, Henry Walter Bracebridge, of Chetwode Priory, co. Buckingham, and of Moreville House, near Warwick).
Vaire, ar. and sa. a fesse gu.
Crest
A staff (erased) raguly ar. Another Crest (Har. MSS.)
On a mount vert a wolf pass. ppr. Motto Be as God will.
Bracebridg-e, or Brasbridge (Lincolnshire).
Vaira.
fesse gu.
Crest
A stump of a tree ppr. raguled or.

Bracebridgre

;

—

—

—

—

Bracebridgre (Suffolk). Same Arms and Crest.
Bracebridg'e. Ar. a fesse gu.cottised wavy sa.
Bracebridg'e. Vair^ ar. andsa. a bend gu.
Bracebridg'e. Ar. across flory gu.
Bracebridg'e. Barry nebuWe of six, ar. and sa. a

Bracebury.
Braceg'irdle

fesse gu.

Or, a cross az.
(Bracegirdle Green, co.

Chester).
Az. two
chev. arched, couched, and fretted ar.
Crest
Two augers
erect and endorsed, conjoined with a girdle gu.
Bracer. Gu. six annulets embraced, two, two, and two, or.
Bracester. Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets or. Creat
On a cloud a mullet of six points.
Bracey (co. Yarmouth). Sa. two bends braced betw. two
dexter arms, habited ar. the hands apaumee ppr.
Bracey, or Brassy. Sa. a bend betw. two dexter hands
ar.
Crest
A unicorn sejant resting the dexter paw against

—

—

—

an oak

tree ppr.

Brachin.

Gu. a fesse chequy or and az.

betw.

three

lozenges gold.

Bracken.

Gu. fretty ar. semee of

plates.

Crest

—A Catharine

wheel.

Brackenbury

Durham).
Ar. three chev.
interlaced in base sa.
Crest An oak tree vert, under which
a liOQ guard, couchant sa. Motto Sans reculer jamais.
Brackenbury (Scremby Hall, co. Lincoln). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.

Brackenbury
Arvis, Crest,

(Sellaby,

co.

—

(Skendleby

—

House,

co.

Ar. three chev. interlaced az.
Savage's head couped ppr.

Brackenby

Same

Lincoln).

and Motto.

Brackenbury.

(Visit.

Brackenridgre

Cornish choUL'hs ppr.

Brabon, or Brabourne

BB

London, 1568).

(exemplified

1846,

Crest

—

Sa. fretty or.
to

George Charles

Braceenridqe, Esq., of Ashfield Park, co. Tyrone, on
assuming the name of Braceenbidge, in lieu of that of
Trimble). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three roses ar. barbed
vert seeded or, a pile of the last, charged with a rose gu.
aI?o barbed of the third and seeded of the fourth, for
Bbackenridoe 2nd and 3rt!, per fesse ar. and or, a bull's
head caboshed sa., for Trimble. Crests A pile gu. charged
with a rose, as in the arms, betw. two wings az. Motto
;

—

—

Virtute et industria.
Ar. two bars nebuWesa. on a canton gu. a
mullet pierced or. Crest A boar's head and neck couped

Brackesby.

—

gu. bristled or.

Brackhaw.

Sa. three lozenges in fesse ar. betw. as many
bucks' heads cabosscd ppr. Crest
A buck's head couped ppr.
Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and gu.
four rinnuk't^ countcrchanged.

—

Brackiug-ton.

Brackley, or Blakley.

Chequy, erm. and gu. on a benii

az. tlirce mullets or.

Town

Brackley,

of

(Northamptonshire). Quarterly, 1st
and 4ih, the coat of Eoerton; viz., ur. a lion ramp. gu.
betw. three plieons aa. 2nd and Srd, the coat of Stanley
Two
viz., ar. on a benil az. three stags' heads cabossed or.
Crc.its
1st
I hat
of Egebton, viii., a lion ramp. gu.
2nd,
supporting an arrow ppr. barbed and plumed ar.
That of Stanlly, viz, on a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
an eagle with wings indorsed or, standing on a child ppr.
swaddled gu. branded ar.
:

;

—

:

;

A

BB A
Brackton.
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Az. three mullets

Bracliffe, or Brearcliffe.

or,

Bbaddtll

a chief indented erm.

Ar. three crosses crosslet sa.

Ar. a cross patt^e voided gu.
Bracy. Quarterly, per fess indented ar. and sa. in the
second quarter a swan ppr.
Bracy. Quarterly, per fesse indented sa. and ar.
Bracy. Gu. a fesse in chief, two mullets pierced ar.
Bracy. Gu. a fesse ar. in chief, two mullets with six point or.
Bracy. Ar. on a chief gu. three mullets of the first.
Brad (Wrongle, co. Lincoln). Gu. three garbs ar. within a

hordure engr. of the second.

Bradberry

(Lichfield, Visit. London, 1568).
Sa. a chev.
A demi dove
erm. betw. three covered buckles ar. Crest
vert,
holding
in
the
beak
a
sUp
of
barbery
gu.
ar. fretty

fructed of the

—

first.

Bradbome, or Bradbume

(Derbyshire).

Ar. three

palcts az. a chief gu.

Bradbome. Ar. on a bend gu. three mullets or.
Bradbourne (Derbyshire). Ar. on a bend gu. cottiscd sa.
three mullets pierced or.
Bradboume. Ar. three palets az. on a chief giL as many
Bradbridg, Bredbridgre, or Brodbridge. Az. a
Orest — A leopard's head erased ar. pellettiSe,
pheon ar.
or,

betw. two spears ppr. headed of the

first.

Bradbrid^. Per fesse sa. and az. a fesse dancett^e ar.
Bradbxirne (Bradburne and London). Ar. on a bend
thwe mullets or. Cr(st A pine tree vert fructed ppr.

gu.

—

Bradbume.

Per pale gu. and

or, six

horseshoes counter-

changed.
Ar. in base on a mount vert, a tiger pass. ppr. on a chief of
the second, two tigers dormant also ppr. Crest Betw. two ears
of wheat or, a sword erect point downwards ppr. pendent
from the hilt by a chain or, an escocheon ar. charged with a
heart gu. Motto Amicitia cum virtute.
Bradbury (Essex and Suffolk). 6a. a chev. erm. betw. three
round buckles ar. the tongues hanging downwards. Crest
A boar's head erect betw. two ostrich feathers ppr.
Bradbury (Lancashire). Sa. two chevronels or, betw. four
A demi
buckles, three in chief and one in base ar. Crest
wood-pigeon ar. the body fretty gu. and each wing charged
with a buckle ar. il/offo— .ffiquitas actionum regula.
Bradbury (Derbyshire and London). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three buckles ar. a fleur-de-lis or, for difif. CreH
demi dove, volant ar. fretty gu. holding in the beak a slip of
barberry vert, fructed gu.
Bradby. Ar. a saltire betw. four millrinds sa. Crest
serpent half erect and nowed, holding in the mouth a
garland of laurel ppr.
Bradby. Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four maitlets sa. (another,
the saltire gu.).
Braddeler. Az. a bend invecked or.
Bradden. Ar. a bend engr. sa.
Braddene, Braden, and Bradens (Rutland and Northumberland). Sa. a bend engr. ar.
Braddick (Boughton Mount, Bcmghton Monchelsey, Kent).
Or, on a chev. vert, betw. in chief two lions' heads erased
az. and in base a fox courant ppr. a stag's head cabossed
betw. two wreaths of oak gold.
Crnt A horse pass. ar.
resting its fore leg on an escutcheon vert, charged with a

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

head cabossed, or.
Sa. a bend engr.

Braddock.

an

eagle displ. or.

(Abbaston, co. Warwick).
Ar. a greyhound
courant, within a bordure engr. sa.
(Blacklands, co. Devon, TreglRh, co. Cornwall,
and Skisdon Lodge, Cornwall). Sa. a bend fusilly ar.
Motto Aut mors aul libertas.
Braddyll (Braddyll, CO. Lancaster, descended from Thomas
DE BsASBCLL, Lord of Bradkull, co. Lancaster, temp. King

Braddon

—

Crest

Ar.

a cross vert, a bend

compony erm. and

az.

— A brock ppr.

Braddyll, or Bradhull
Same Arms.
toy mesme.

Crest

—A

(Brockholes, co. Lancaster, 1567).

badger pass.

or.

Motto

— Cognoies

Braddyll. Gu. on a chief ar. two swords in saltire
Crest — An anchor in pale surmounted by a fleur-de-lis.
Braddyll (Thomas Richmond Gale Braddyll, Esq.,

az.

Gale. Motto-—Cognoiea

Bradenham

chess

rooks ar.

Bradesley.
Bradesley.

Az. a chev. betw. three martlets or.
Per pale or and sa. a chev. betw. three

escallops, all counterclianged.

Bradeston, or Bradstone.
or.

Ar. on a canton gu. a cross
Crest^Out of a ducal coronet two lions' paws in saltire.

Bradeston {Lord Bradeston; summoned to Parliament 1322).
Ar. on a canton gu. a rose or, barbed vert.
Gu. five lozenges (another, fusils) in pale ar.
Ar. a bend lozengy (another, five fusils) in
bend gu.
Bradeston. Ar. a pile indented gu.
Bradestone. Ar. a cross gu. surmounted by a cross or.
Bradfeld. Az. a cross compony or and of the first betw.
four mullets of the second.

Bradeston.
Bradeston.

Br adfleld

(Norfolk).

Same Arms.

—An arm from the

Crest

elbow erect holding two branches 'of palm in orle.
(Norfolk).
Az. a cross chequy or, and of the
first betw. four annulets of the second.
Bradfield. Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Bradfoot, Bradfute, or Braidfoot.
Ar. three
hunting horns sa. garnished or, strung gu.
Crest—A demi
griffin or,

armed

gu.

of. See Bbidgeman.
(Cheshire and Devonshire). Sa. a cross engr. ar.
(Yorkshire).
Ar. a wolf's head erased betw.
three buglehorns sa. Orest A peacock's head ppr., in the
mouth a snake entwined round the neck vert.
Bradford (Gen. Sir Thomas Bbadfobd, G.C.B., Arms and
Crest as the preceding.
Motto Pier et sage.
Bradford (Yorkshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three buglehorns

Bradford
Bradford

—

—

sa.

Bradford

(Yorkshire). Ar. on a fesse sa. three stags' he.ads
erased (another, couped) or.

Bradford

(Wiltshire).

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

stag's

head

erased or.

Bradford.
the

Or,

on a

fesse sa. three goats'

heads erased of

field.

Bradford.
Bradford.
Bradgrate

Ar. a cross gu. betw. four mullets az.
Gu. a lion ramp. erm.
(Leicester). Ar. a mascle bendways betw. two
lions pass, guard, gu. Crest
An arm in armour ppr. banded
with a ribbon vert couped below the elbow bendways, the
hand also ppr. grasping the upper part of a broken lance gu.
point downward ar.
Bradg'es (Kent). Ar. a fesse chequy or and gu. in chief
three crosses botton^e of the third.
Bradhull. See Bbaddtll.
Bradie (Scotland). Ar. a chev. gu.
Bradley (Bethom, co. Lancaster). Sa. a fesse engr. and in
chief a mullet betw. two crosses form^e fitchee ar.
Bradley (London, originally of Bradley, co. Lancaster).
Sa. a fesse engr. ar. in chief a mullet betw. two crosses
formee fitchee of the last, all within a bordure engr. of
the same. Crest
A boar's head couped gu. (being the crest
of Babton, assumed on the marriage with an heiress of that

—

—

family).

(Warwickshire). Ar. a fesse humett^e and engr,
betw. three crosses formee fitchee sa.
Bradley (Worcestershire, John Bbadlet, of Stourbridge,
Ironmarsh). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three round buckles vert.
Crest— A greyhound statant. Motto Vigilans et audax.
Bradley (Swinford, co. Worcester). Or, a fesse vert betw.
three buckles gu.
Bradley, or Bradeley. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three
Crest
A boar sa. bristled and
boars' heads couped or.
hoofed or, gorged with a garland vert.
Bradley. Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three crosses formee
fitchee ar. all within a bordure, also engr. of the last.
Bradley. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three buckles az.
Bradley (Eobebt GBEEtre Bbadlet, Esq., barrister-at-law,
Slyne House, Bolton-by-the-Sands, co. Lancaster). Sa. a
fesse engr. in chief a mullet betw. two crosses formee fltch^

—

—

ar.

of

Conishead Priory, co. Lancaster).
Quarterly, 1st, ar. a
cross lozengy vert, over all a bend chequy erm. and az., for
Bbaddyll; 2nd, ar. a fesse az. charged with an anchor
betw. two lions' heads or, betw. tliree saltires of the second,
for Gale; 3rd, gu. two bars gemeUcs and a chief or, for
Bichmosd; 4th, ar. a fesse chequy or and gu. betw. three
garbs sa., for Vadx.
Crests— 1st: A badger pass, or, for
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or, for

Or, a fesse gu. betw. three buckles vert.
(Kent).
Az. a fesse or, betw. three

Bradley
ar. in the sinister chief

Braddocke

John).

an anchor

mesme.

Bradeller.

Bradford, Earl

Bradbury (Acgdstds Beatt Bbadburt, Esq., of Edinburgh).

stag's

A

unicorn's head ppr. charged with two

Bradfield

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

ducally gorged

BB
A

:

palets az. over all

toy

a chief indented gu.

Braconbridgr.

2nd

;

Bradley

Bradley, co. Lancaster, 1567). Sa. a fesse ar. in
two crosses pattee fitchee of the
second, the whole within a bordure engr. of the last.
Bradley (Gore Court, co. Kent, exemplified to Andbew
Hawes Dtne, Esq., on his assuming by sign manual, in
Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
1800, the name of Bradley).
sa. a fesse engr. ar. in thief a mullet betw. two crosses
formee fitchee, all within a bordure also engr. of the lost,
(of

chief a mullet or, betw.

»

:

BBA

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
two bars gemellesbetw. three

for Bradlet; 2nd and
dexter ann embowed
escallops gu., for Dtne. Crests— 1st:
in armour holding a battle-axe, all ppr., for Beadlet; 2nd

3rd, ar.

A

armed and maned or,
Dtne.
Bradley (confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to Francis Bbadlet, of Coventry, grandson of William
Bradlet, co. York, Her. Vis.). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three
boars' heads couped or.
heraldic antelope's head erased,

An

langued gu., for

Ar. a fesse az. betw. three belt buckles jju.
Crest— A nightingale in A thorn branch ppr.
Bradley. Gu. a ehev. betv?. three boars' heads erect and

Bradley.

couped

Bradley.

Ar. a chev. sa.
(conflrmed to Willtam Bradlet, by Ulster, 30
Ar. on a fesse engr. gu. betw. three crosses
April, 1608).
Crest
A martlet or,
formee fitcliee sa. three martlets or.
holding in the beak a cross formee fitch^e sa.
Bradlingr. Sa. on a pale ar. three mascles, two and one of
the field. Crest— An arm in armour couped at the shoxUder
and embowed, resting the elbow on the wreath, holding a

—

Bradman.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet patt<5e

Ar. a cross crosslet crossed sa.
raguly (another, humetee raguly)
betw. three crosses formee fitchee sa. Crett—A hawk ppr.

and jessed or.
Ar. two chevs. gu. on a chief of the

Bradnox.

cinquefoils of the

(Yorkshire).

second a maunch of the

Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the

Per fesse

ar.

and

—A demi greyhound

Crest

sa.

a pale

all, counter-

collared.

(Haigh,

Lancaster,

descended from Sir John Bbadsbaw, of Bradshaw, a Saxon

and diswas Sir

devoted
cavalier, created a baronet in 1G79, extinct, circa 1786). Ar.
two bendlets betw. three martlets sa. Crect On a mount
vert a stag at gaze ppr. under a vine vert, fructcd gu. Motto
Qui vit content tient assez.
Bre.dshaig-h, or Bradshaw (co. Limerick and co.
Tippcrary). Same Arjns, Crest, and Mottu.
Bradshaw (Windley, co. Derby, derived from Bradshaw of
Bradshaw). Same Arms, &c.
Bradshaw (Milecross, co. Down, formerly of Lancaster).
Ar. three trefoils shpped ppr. within two bendlets sa. all
Crest On a mount vert a
betw. as many martlets gu.
Motto Deus mihi
buck statant beneath an oak tree ppr.
gpes et tutamen.
Bradshaw (Belper. afterwards Holbrook, and Barton Hall,
CO. Derby). Ar. two bends betw. as many martlets sa. Crest
A hart gu. under a vine branch vert.
Bradshaw (Knowle, Guildford, co. Surrey). Same .<<)-j)Mand

—

—

—

—

—

Motto— \vec

Bradshaw

ce

(Moorham,

que je

tiens, je suis content.

co. Leicester, Visit.

1619).

Same

Anns.

Bradshaw

(Marple, co. Chester, and Bradshaw Hall, co.
of this family was the celebrated President
Lancaster
Bradshaw; its reprcsentatioh now vests inthelsHEBwooDs).
Same Arras, an annulet gu., for diff. Crest A stag at gaze
under a vine tree fructed, all ppr.
Bradshaw (Buckinghamshire, ISOC). Ar. two barsgu. betw.
nine lions pass, guard, or.
(Kent and Lancashire).
Ar. two bends sa.
(another, with a crescent in the dexter chief betw. the
:

—

Bradshaw
bends gu.).

Bradshaw

(Darcy-Lever, co. Lancaster). Ar. two bendlets
a mount a stag ducally gorged, standing
vine
all ppr.
under a
Motto— ^oa nobis solum nati fuimus.
(Shropshire).
Sa. two bendlets raguly betw. as
many hawkn ar. belled of the second, on a chief of the last a
pale nr. betw. two fleurs-de-lis <if the first, on the pale a
C<-«»(— On

Bradshaw

cross patonce or.

Crest— A wolfs head erased ar. collared

lined.

Bradshaw.
Bradshaw.
two

Visit. Oxford).

—

assez.

Bradshaw.

Erm. on a chief

az.

three caps of mainte-

nance.

Bradshaw.

Ar. three mullets of six points pierced
botw. two bendlets of the last.
(Bradeston, Stinchcombe, and
Winterborne, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a canton gu. a rose
or, barbed ppr.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's
Crest
sa.

—

head

sa.

Bradston. Ar. a pile gu.
Bradston. Ar. a pale fusilly sa.
Bradston. Ar. on a canton gu. a clnquefoil pierced or.
Bradston, or Bradeston. Or, (another, ar.) a chev.
betw. three boars' heads couped sa.
Sa. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped

ar.

two bends betw. three hawks' bells ar.
Az.two bar* ar. on a chief or, a fleur-de-lis
Sa.

T<)<icn

gu.

Bradshaw

(Thomas Bradshaw, Esq., J. P., Judge of the
County Courts, Northumberland, as they appear to a deed
of the reign of Jnmes I.). Ar. two bends sa. Crest
Astag
trippant under an oak tree, all ppr. Motto— JXicM et mon

—

ilevoir.

Bradshaw

atlsby, co. York, 1071).

lU

(Stacumnie, co. Kildare, hart.). Ar. a greyon a chief sa. three crescents or. Crest
An arm in armour embowed the hand grasping a scymitar
all ppr.
3/oHo—Virtute et non vi.
Bradstreet (Ireland). Gyronny of six gu. and or, on each
a crescent counterchanged. C)-est A unicorn's head betw.

hound

—

pass. gu.

—

Bradwarden.
erm.

Crest

in orle.

Barry of six ermines and erm.
Barry of six sa. and

— A demi otter ramp.

Bradwardin.
three, three,

co.

living at the Conquest; the chief of this ancient
tinguished race at the period of the civil wars
EoGER BBADsnAiGB, of Haigh, a gallant and

iK'tW.

of Thomas Bradshaw, in Allhallowcg
Gu. two bends ar.
(Barton Blount, co. Derby). Ar. two bendlets
betw. as many martlets sa.
Crest
A hart gu. standing
imder a vine branch vert. Motto— Q,\xi vit content tient

Church,

Bradw^arden, or Bradw^arder.

first.

Bradshaigh, or Bradshaw

and

2nd and 3rd, vert

Bradshaw (Amu
Bradshaw

two branches of laurel

betw. three bears' heads, erased and muzzled,

chanced.

last three

first.

Bradsey, or Bradsay.

ai.

;

Bradstreet

fitch^e sa.

Bradnell (Lancashire).
Bradney. Or, a fesse

Crest.

sa.

chev. or.

Bradstone.

sword ppr.

Eradsey

two bends

Bradston, or Bradeston

or.

Bradley

belled

BBA

ar. three mullets betw.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

Barry of six
and three.
Barry of six

sa.

Bradwardyn.

and ffm. nine guttes

ar.

and erm. guttee d'or.
Bradway (Potsclip, co. Gloucester) Ar. a chev. betw.
three bunches of grapes ppr. Crest On a crown ppr. a
greyhound sejant erect.
Bradwell (Cheshire). Az. two bars ar. in chief as many
plates.
CreU A rock ppr.
sa.

—

—

Brady (Itpland).

Sa. in the dexter chief point a sun, in the
a hand pointing thereto ppr. Crest— A cherub.
(Ireland). Ar. a dexter arm couped below the elbow

sinister base

Brady

in pale erect vested gu. the

hand apaumee ppr. in chief a

mullet sa.

Brady, Geale-Brady

(exemplified

Geale, Esq., of Mount Geale,

co.

1841

to

Benjamin

Kilkenny, on assuming

the additional name of Bbadt). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ax.
a dexter cubit arm in pale apaumee- ppr. vested gu., and in
chief a mullet sa., for Bbadt; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a fess
betw. three saltiers or, an anchor sa. betw. two lions' heads
erased of the field langued gu., for Geale. Crests— Ht: A
cherub's head and neck ppr. betw. two wings or, for Bbadt;
2nd An unicorn's head and neck or, charged with an anchor
sa., for Geale.
Motto Claritate dextr&.
:

—

Brady

(exemplified 1841 to William Stewart Richardson
Bbadt, Esq., of Oaklands, co. Tyrone, on assuming the
name of Bbadt). Anits same as 1st and 4th quarters of foregoing. Cred and Motto the same.
Bredy, or McBrady (Tonymore Castle, co. Cavan, confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1766, to James Bernard
McBbadt, Baron of the Holy Roman Empire, Knight of the
Military Order of Maria Theresa, of Bohemia, and marshal in
Her Majesty's Army). Sa. in dexter chief a sun in splendour
or, pointing thereto in sinister base a dexter hand ppr.
Crest A cherubim ppr. wings or.
Motto Claritate dextr^.
Brady (granted to John Bradt, Esq., of Ely, co. Cambridge,
M.P. for CO. Leitrim, J. P., D.L., son of Tobias Bradt, Esq.,
of Cavan). Sa. a sun in splendour or, in the dexter chief
point, and a hand ppr. pointing thereto in the sinister base.
Crest A cherubim ppr. winged or.
Motto In Deo fides.
Brady (Hugh Bradt, Bishop of Meath, temp. Queen Elizabeth). Ar. a saltier engr. or, betw. four doves ar. on a chief
gu. three dishes, each holding a boar's head couped at tho

—

—

—

—

second.

Brady

(Rt. Hon. Sir Maziere Bradt, Bart., P.C, VlceChancellor of the Queen's University, and a Commissioner of
National education, at one time Lord Chancellor of Ireland
2nd son of Francis Tempest Bbadv, Esq., of Willow Park,
CO. Dublin).
Az. a .saltire engr. or, betw. four martlets ar.
on a chief gu. three dishes, ouch holding a boar's head couped
of the second. Cre.~t
A nuirtlet or. charged on the breast
with a trefoil slipped vert. Molto—Wwcit pcrlcula virtus.
Brady (Cambriditeshire). Az. two bars or. Crest On a
moimt vert a giiffln sejant or, beaked gu.
Brady. Az. two bars or, in chief three liona ramp, of tlio

—

—

—

On a mount vert a griffin sejant or, beaked
eecoud. Ci-e^t
sa. supporting with the dexter claw an escutcheon ar.
Thomas Brae, Esq., of Bengal). Quarterly,
az. and erm. a bend or, theron three cocoa nut trees eraUpon a mount vert an eagle rising ppr.
dicated ppr. Crest
crowned with an Eastern crown or, charged on the breast

Brae (granted to

—

with a hurt, and on each wing with a fleur-de-lis az.
Brafield. Gu. three escallops ar. betw. two bends vair.
Bragrdon, or Bragtlen (Visit. London, 1568). Ar. a lion
pass. az. betw. three fleurs-delisgu. Cretl A boar issuai t
out of a rock ppr.
Bra^e (Essex and London). Or, a chev. betw. three bulls
Crest Out of a ducal coronet per pale ar. and or, a bull's
sa.

—

—

head sa. armed gold.
Bragrg' (Somersetshire).

—

there since the reign of Elizabeth). Same Armt, &c.
Brag'g'e. Ar. a chev. betw. three oxen pass. sa. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head sa.
"BiBLgge (West Clandon, co. Surrey). Or, a chev. gu. betw.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
three bulls pass. sa. Crest
bull's head sa.
Bragge, or Braigr (Nether Auquhorsk, Scotland). Sa.
two bars engr. betw. as many towers triple-towered in chief
Motto Fidelis et conar. and three crescents in base or.

—

—

—

Btans.

Brag-ge

(Scotland)

.

—

The same Anns.

Ci-est

—A hand holding

'Motto
Honorat mors.
(London and Finchley). Ar. a saltire betw. four
hoUv leaves vert within a bordure of the last on a chief az.
Crest
A bar
a lyre betw. two talbots' heads erased or.
dancettee ar. thereon a phcenix erm. wings az. fire ppr. in
the mouth a lyre or.
Braham. (New Windsor, Berks, Visit, co. Notts, 1569 and
Sa. a cross patonce or.
Cre^t Out of a ducal
1614).
coronet or, a plume of feathers sa.
Braham (Bucks). Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three talbots'
heads erased or, as many mnlleta sa. Crest A cubit arm
erect vested bendy wavy of four az. and gu. holding in the
hand ppr. a fish ar.
Braham. Per fesse az. and or, a cross moline counterchanged. Same Crest as Bucka
Braham. (Braham, co. Cumberland). Gu. a chev. betw.

a sword.

Braham

—

—

—

three fishes erect ar.
(Lancashire).

Braham.
Braham.

Braham.

Az. a cross moline or.
(granted 10 June, 1646). Sa. a cross or.
Per pale ar. and sa. a cross patonce counter-

changed.

Braibef.

(John de Bbaibef, roll of temp. Edward I.) On.
a label of five points ar.
lion's head erased ar.
Crest
A demi lion gu.
Braidwood. Ar. on a chev. gu. three crosses crosslet of the
field, in base an oak tree growing out of a mount vert.
Crest— An oak tree vert. ilfo«o—Vigueur de dessus.
Braikenridgre (Geobge Weabe Braieexbidge, Esq., of
Broortiwell House, co. Somerset).
Vert a thistle stalked
and leaved betw. three beehives or. Crest A beehive or,
betw. two rose branches ppr.
Motto—BeUo ac pace

a bend

fusily or,

Braid.

—

Az. a

—

paratUB.

Brailsford (Brailsford and Senior, co. Derby).

Or,

a cinque-

foil sa.

Brailsford (Barkwith House, Wragby, and
Lincoln).

Or,

a cinquefoil

sa.

Toft Hill, co.

on a chief indented erm. two

—

pommes, each charged with a cross ar. Crest A unicorn's
head ar. erased gu. armed and maned or, entwined by a
serpent ppr. and charged on the neck with a pomme, and
thereon a cross, as in the arms.
Motto—In Jehovah fides
mea.

Braimor

fEdrone, Scotland). Or, a fesse erm. betw. three
dragons' heads erased ....
Crest
An arm in armour

—

eabowed throwing a pheon,

Braithwaite

Brakeley.

(Catterick, co. York).

Same Arms and

Crett.

Westmoreland). Same Arms and d-est.
Chequy erm. and gu. on a bend az. three
(co.

billets or.

Brakeley, or Brakley.

Brakenbury
Brakenbury
of the

Sa. two bars vair^ ar. and vert.
Ar. fretty sa.
Or, fretty sa. on a canton gu. a bird

(Durham).
(Kent).

first.

BrELkentree

(Essex).

Ar. on a cross engr. ea.

five estoiles

or.

Brakentree

(Somersetshire).

Erm. on a cross engr.

sa.

mullets ar. (another, five estoiles or).
Az. a chev. or, betw. three sheaves of arrows
ppr. feathered and banded gu. Crest A sheaf of arrows, as
in the arms.
(Chesterton, Cambridgeshire). Ar. five martlets in
cross sa. CreU A hawk's head erased ar. ducally gorged or.
(Cambridgeshire). Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and az.
betw. three lozenges or, each charged with a martlet of the

Braksdall.

—

Brakyn

field.

Brak3ni.

Az. three mullets or, a chief indented erm.
Gu. a fesse compony ar. and az. betw. three
lozenges or, on each a martlet sa. Crest
A whale's head
erect ar. charged with a bend. betw. two bendlets az. thereon
three lozenges or, all betw. two cinquefoils of the last, stalk
and leaved vert.
Bralford. Quarterly, per fesse, indented or and az.

Brakjm.

—

Bralford, or Brailsford.

Bralforth

(Derbyshire).

Or, a fesse az.

Bram.bert.

Ar. on a bend sa. three rakes of the field.
Ar. three bramblings ppr. a chief gu.
Brambud. Ar. three annulets and a canton az.
Brames (Kent). Sa. on a chief ar. a demi Uon ramp. gu.
Brametost. Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp. betw. tea

Brambley.

crosses crosslet fltchee or.

Bramford
Bramhall
or.

Crest

—A

(granted by Segar, Garter, 1628, to John BbauHALL, of Ripon, CO. York, eldest son of Peter Bramball,
and grandson of John Bramhall, of Pontefract in the sau)e
CO., descended from the ancient family of Bbamhall, of
Bramhall, co. Chester). Same Anns and Crest. Motto

—

Sanguine Christe tuo.
Bramhall (Cheshire and London; confirmed 21 Nov. 1628).
Same Arms. Crest A lion pass, or, on the shoulder a
crescent upon a crescent for diff.
BramJiall (Archbishop Bramhall, native of Pontefract).
Same Arms. A crescent for diff., impaling Hawlet, vert a

—

saltire engr. ar.

Bramhall (Rev. John

Bbamhall, Vicar of Terrington St
Arms and
John, and Rural Dean of Lynn, Marshland).
Motto Persia et proesta.
Crest same as preceding.
Brampton (Mart, dau. of Sir Nicholas Bbampton, of tlie
town of Caermarthen, m. temp. Henry V., Geoffbek
Martin, of Waterford). Or, two lions pass. gu.
Brampton. Az. three round buckles or.
Brampton (Letton, co. Norfolk). Gu. a fesse ar. In chief
three bezants (another, three plates).
Brampton (Attleborough, co. Norfolk). Same Arm*, a
mullet sa. for diff. Crest Out of a mural coronet a talbot'a
head gu. eared ar.
Brampton (Brampton, co. Norfolk). Gu. a saltire betw.

—

—

—

Crest
On a tiger ar. a
four crosses crosslet fltchee ar.
naked man astride ppr. wreathed about the temples of the
Anotlier Crest
A lion ramp. or.
first and gu.
(Norfolk and Suffolk). Gu. a lion ramp, with

—

Brampton
tails

erm.

Brampton.
Brampton.
Brampton.

—

lion pass. or.

Bramhall

—

—

(Lincolnshire and Yorkshire). Ar. a fesse gu.
(granted by Segar, Norroy, to John BaAMnALti,
Pontefract, co. York, 1602). Sa. a lion ramp.

Alderman of

Brampton.

Ar. three piles, two issuing from the chief, and one
from the base vert on a canton sa. a lion's head erased or.
Crest
A hurt charged with a talbot's head erased or.
Brainch, or Branch. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets az.
Braine, or Brayne (Gloucestershire). Ar. on a pale gu.
three leopards' heads of the field. Crest A leopard's head ar.
Braint Hir {Lord of Isdulas, founder of the X Noble Tribe
of North Wales and Powys; from whom descended the
Vadghans of Pont-y-gwyddol, whose representation devolved
on the GiFFORDs, of Nerquis). Vert a cross flory or.
Brainth w y L (Bingwood, co. Hants). Or, two bends engr. sa.
Braithwaite (High Wray, co. Lancaster). Gu. on a chev.
ar. three crosses crosslet fitch^e sa.
Crest
A greyhound
couchant ar. collared and chained gu.

Or, a cinquefoil sa.
Ar. a cinquefoil pierced sa.

Bramah, Bramars, Bramarasse, or Bram.aris8.

two

hafted.

—

Brakyn

Brain.
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(Stock Park, co. Lancaster, and Stackley, co.
Crest, with a mullet for diff.

Same Arms and

Leicester).

Braithwait
Sraithwait

five

Ar. a chev. vert betw. three bulls
pass. gu. Crest A lion's head erased ar. collared vair^ or
and az. Anotfier Crest A bull pass. gu.
Bragrgre (Sadborough in Thomcombe, co. Devon, residing

—
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Az. two lions

pafis. or,

armed and langued

Az. a lion ramp. or.
Ar. a bend dancett^e az.
Gu. on a fesse ar. three annulets

sa. in chief

three plates.

Brampton. Gu. a lion ramp. erm.
Brampton. Gu. five escallops or, three and two.
Brampton. Ar. a cross gu. within a bordure az.
Bramshoot, or Bramshott. Ar. a fesse gu.
canton

of

Crest

on a

the second a crescent or.

Bramshow. Or, two bars and a canton gu.
Bramson, or Branson. Gyrcnny of six

ar.

— An arm from the elbow holding a scorpion

and ••

erect, ppr.

A

A

Bramston

(Skreens, co. Essex).

Crest— A. lion sejant
charged with three plates.

plates.

or,

Or, on a fesse sa. three
gorged with a collar sa.

(Lord Mayor of London, Visit. London, 1568).
Crest— A tun fessways or, thereon a raven sa.
holding in the beak a carnation branch ppr.
Bramston (Hall Place, or Oakley Hall, co. Hants, a branch
of the Bbamsions of Skreens). Same Anns, &c.
Bramston. Az. three crosses patonce ar.
Bramston. Quarterly, gii. and vert, a dove volant betw.

Bramston

Same Arms.

three round buckles or.
Bram.tot. Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp. ar. within
orle of crosses crosslet fltchee or.
Ar. three pelicans"

Bramwell.

an

az.

vulning
lions'

in saltire ppr.

Branagan, Brangran, or Brang:lian

(Ireland.

Stmon

Ubanaga.n, d. 1610, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Per pale gu. and or,
a dexter hand erased betw, three cross molines all counter-

changed.

Branas, Barons of. See Cbooen, Babons of.
Branas (Brana»-yn-Edeimion, co. Merioneth). Same Arms,
as

Hughes

of Gwerclas.

Brancey.

Barry of twelve ar. and az.
(quartered by Sir William Pole, of Colcombe,
Devon, Visit. 1620). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three pears
pendant gu.
Branch. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu.
Branche, or Braunch. Gu. a leopard's bead jessant^

Branch
CO.

de-lis or.

Branch, or Branche. Erm. a fret gu.
Branche (Westmoreland). Ar. three bars and a canton sa.
Branche. Ar. a Uon ramp. gu. armed az. oppressed with a
(another charges the bend with three cinquefoils of
the field). Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a cock's head az.
combed gu. holding a branch vert.

bend

sa.

—

Branche
Crent

London, 1568).
Same Arms.
a cockatrice's head az.
combed and wattled gu.

(Norfolk, Visit.

— Out

of a ducal coronet or,

beaked of the

first,

Branchesley, and Branchley.

Az. a cross potent

(another, engr.) or.

Brancker

(Uispham Hall and Liverpool, co. Lancaster).
Ar. li.x pellets, two, two, and two, on a chief embattled sa. a
lozenge of the first charged with a cross patee gu. Crest
A cubit arm vested sa. cuffed ar. band ppr. holding a lozenge

—

of the

Per bend sinister erm. and ermines a
lion ramp. or.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
wyvem sa. Supporters Dexter a wolf ar. gorged with a
spiked collar with line reflexed over the back or sinister,
a bull gu. armed ducally gorged and line reflexed over the
back, or. Motto— Pomt bien desirer.
Brand (Holbom, London). Az. two swords in saltire ar.
hilts in base or, within a bordure engr. of the last pellettee.
Crest A leopard's head and neck erased guard, quarterly
ar. and or, semee of roundles of three colours sa. vert and

—

—

;

—

gu-

Brand

(Gray's Inn, and Suffolk, 1616). Az. two swords in
saltire ar. hilted in base or, a bordure engr. of the last.
Cre^t
Out of a ducal coronet or, a leopard's (or lion's) head
guard, ar. semee of roundles of various colours.

—

Brand (Moulscy,

co. Surrey, 1691). Or, a chev. betw. three
dexter bands couped at the wrist sa. Cre-^t
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a cockatrice's head gu. betw. two wings ppr.

—

Tbohas Bband, Gentleman Usher of the Green
Hod, and Gentleman Usher Daily Waiter to King George I.).
(Sir

Quart»:ly, Ist and 4th, az. two batons or, cnsiKned on the
top with the unicorn of Scotland
2nd, and 3rd, or, on a
l)end sa. three mascles ar. a chief az. charged with as many
;

•tarn of the third.
In [lalc.

Brand
of the

Crest

— A vol with a baton, as in the arms,

v^foffo— Advance.

(fiabcrton, Scotland).
first,

Ar.on a bend sa. three mascles
on a chief of the second, as many spur rowels

Crent-Two proboscides of elephants in pale, couped,
flexed and reflexed ar.
that on the dexter charged with
or.

;

thrte mascles, the sinister with as
Miitlo
Ay forward.

—

Brand.

—

Wirt. kein. grose. chre. erjagcn.

Vert a

many spur

rowels sa.

and a chief or.
Brand (WlHrsteail and Woodbridgc, co. Suffolk). Vert a
ihcv. crcnellec or, betw. three dolphins einbowed ar. Crent
Two snakes coiled vert, and a di-xter arm in armour
cmbowed, holding In the hand a truncheon or staff, fired at
griffin pass,

—

both ends.
(Somrrford Grange, co. Hants).

Brander

Quarterly,

Ist

anil 4th, nz. Haiiifs of fire ppr.
Und and 3rd, az. a saltire
humelt<5<- or.
FirU Crr t, or badge, encircled by sixteen
fuXl blown roses alternately red, blue, pink, and yellow
;

—
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— He

who cannot

suffer

—

good and evil shall not gain high honours. Second Crest
demi phoenix issuing from flames ppr.
Brander (Surrey). Gu. a burning bush ppr. betw. three
lions ramp. ar. and two roses in fesse of the last.
Crest, or
badge, as above. Second Crest. A dove reguard. holding in
the beak an olive branch ppr.

—

Brander

(Pitgaveny House, co. Elgin, 1777, confirmed 1854
See Dcnbar-Bbandeb). Gu. a flaming bush
on the top of a mount ppr. betw. three lions ramp. ar. in
the flanks two roses of the last. Crest
A dove holding a
branch of laurel in its beak, both ppr.
ilfotio^Silentio

—

et spe.

Brandeston. Or, three bars gu. surmounted by a bend
az.
Crest
A dexter hand couped lying fesseways gu.
Brandford (London, late of Barbadoes). Az. on a chev.

—

betw. two eagles rising in chief, and a lion pass, in base or,
three sprigs of oak fructed vert. Crest
An eagle rising or,
holding in the beak a sprig of oak, as in the arms.
Brandishneld. Ar. three cups sa. adorned with coronets or.
Brandling: (Gosforth, Northumberland).
Gu. a cross
patonce ar. in the chief point an escallop shell of the second.
Crest— A stump of an oak tree couped and erased from the
top issuing flames of fire from the sinister a sprig with one
acorn and leaves all ppr. Motto
Fide et virtute.
Brandlingr. Gu. a cross flory, and an escallop in the dexter
corner ar.
Brandon,
of. See Hamilton.
Brandon (Chamberlain of London). Ar. two bars gu. a
lion ramp, double queued or, pellettee. Crest— A lion's head
erased ar. charged with two bars gu. on each three bezants,
Brandon (London). Or, four palets gu. on a canton sa. a
lion ramp, of the field.
Brandon (Suffolk). Sa. two lions' gambs per saltire betw.
as many Uons' heads all erased ar.
Brandon (Suffolk). Barry of ten ar. and gu. a lion ramp,
or, ducally crowned per pale of the first and second.
Crest
A Uon's head erased or, guttde sa. ducally crowned per fesse
ar. and gu.
Brandon (Duke of Suffolk. Chables Bbandon, K.G., wa»
so created 1514, in. the Princess Mabt, dau. of Henry VII.,

—

—

Duke

—

extinct 1551).

first.

Brand (Baron Dacre).

Brand

human heart ppr. from either side a wing expanded ar.
surmounted of a long cross and olive branch in saltire, also
ppr. above the heart a crown of five points or, beneath the
roses this Motto
Wer. gutes. u. boses nit. kan. ertragan

to the heiress.

heads erased

Crest—0\xl of a ducal coronet two

themselves gu.

gambs
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Same

Ai>ms.

Brandon.

Ar. four bars gu. a lion ramp, or, ducally
crowned per pale of the second and third.
Brandon. Barry of twelve ar. and gu. a lion ramp. ar.
Brandon (Elizabeth, dau. of Sir Robert Wtnfyld, or
WiNGFiELD, m. Sir William Bbandon, Knt., living temp.
Henry VI. Sidney Ped. by Cooke, Clarenceux). Barry of
ten ar. and gu. a Uon ramp, or, ducally crowned per pale of
the second and first.
Brandon. Gu. two lions' paws erased in saltire or.

Brandon.
Brandram.

Sa. five fusils in

bend

or.

(London)
Az. a pile wavy erm. betw. two bees
volant or. Crest A lamb pass. ar. charged with a pile
wavy betw. two fer-de-moulines sa. on the pile a bee volant or
Brandreith (Stafford). Vair a lion ramp. or.
Brandreth (Weeford, co. Stafford. By patent, 10 Nov.,
Sa. a cross of five mascles or.
CrM(— An Agnus Dei
1623).

—

couchant

ar.

Brandreth

(Lees and Stulach, co. Chester, descended
home
from a second son of Bbandbeth, of Weeford
by Joseph Pilkinoton Bb&ndbeth, of Liverpool, M.D.).
As Bbandbeth, of Weeford.
Brandreth (Houghton House, co. Bedford). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per pale and per chev. ar. and sa. two chevronels
:

engr. betw. three escallops counterchanged, for Bbandbeth;
2nd and 3rd, gu. on a bend ar. betw. two spurs or, with
leathers of the second, a dexter hand gauntlettd holding a
Crests
tilting spear ppr., for Gibbs.
An escallop ar. in
front thereof a sword erect point downwards ppr., for
Bbandbeth.
A gauntlet fesswise ppr. thereon a mullet
pierced or, for Gibbs. Motto Nunquam non paratus.
Brandrope, or Barnthorpe. Az. on a chev. betw.
three .swan.s ar. as many cinquefoils gu.
Brandsby. Sa. a saltire ar. betw. four mullets or.
Brandt. Gu. the stem of a tree couped at both ends in bend
or.
Ci-f .t—A stag rising out of a bush ppr
(Durham).
Erm. two pales vaire or and az.
on a chief of the last a bezant betw as many yew trees of
the srcnnd. Crest A yew tree ppr.
BranfiU (Upminster Hall, co. Essex). Or, on a bend gu.
three mullets ar. quartering Avlett, viz., gu. three

—

—

Brandwood

—

anuulcls and a chief ar on a canton or, a rose of England

A
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—A naked arm holding a sword, rising out of a Bratt (Staffordshire). Ar. on a chev. az. three bezants.
Crest— Tvio greyhounds' heads erased, collared and cndoreeU
cloud ppr. Motto — Not in vain.

ppr.

Crest

Branfill

Or, on a bend gu. three mullets ar.

(Essex).

Crest — A lion's head erased.
Brangor. Gu. an angel standing erect with hands conjoined

and elevated on the
wings

breast, habited in

a long robe, girt

ar.

displ. or.

Branis (Scotland). Ar. three dock leaves vert.
Branketree, Brankfrey, Branktroy, or Branketoy (Kssex). Ar. on a cross cngr. sa. five estoiles or.
Branketry (Somersetshire). Erm. on a cross engr. sa.
five estoiles or.

Branling'.

Or, a chev. betw. three escallops gu.
Barry of twelve or and az.
Brasley (Kent). Ar. a chev. betw. three
or
Bransby,
swans' necks erased sa.
Bransby (Shottisham, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend cottised
sa. betw. two fleurs-de-lis gu. a Uon pass, guard, or.
Branscomb. See Bbonsco.mb.
Branson, or Braunson. Per pale and per chev. counterchanged ar. and sa. C7-ed An arm from the elbow erect
holding a scorpion ppr.
Branson (Rev. H.J. Beanson, rector of Annthorpe, near

Brans.

—

Gyronny

Doncaster).

lion sejant or,

—Dum

Motto

plates.

of eight pieces az.

gorged with a collar

sa.

and

or.

Crest

—

charged with three

ppr.

—

Or, a boar pass. gu. Orest A battle-axe in front
of a laurel and myrtle branch in saltire, all ppr.
Bratton (Somersetshire). Ar. a fesse engr. gu. betw. three
mullets sa.

Brattle.

Bratton.

Sa.

pauche.

Per pale ar. andsa.aleopard'shcador,jessantcounterchanged.
(Suffolk, granted 10 March, 1610).
Vert, a griffin
pass, segreant, and a chief or.
Braundistone (William de Bbaondistone. co. Chester,
de-lis

Braunde

1660).
A pale fusily.
Brauneck. Gyronny

Braunspatli.

Crest

two bends engr.

sa.

Crest

Ar. on a bend engr. gu.

(London, 1582).

Or,

— On a rock ppr. an eagle rising ar.

Branting'ham

(Devonshire). Sa. a fesse subcrenelle betw.
An oak tree ppr.
three Catharine wheels or. Crest
Sa. a cross ar. betw. four mullets or, aborduregu.

Branton.
Brantree

—

(Brantree, co. Essex).

Ar. on a cross engr. sa.

five estoiles or.

Brant'wart.
field.

Or, on a

Brany.
Braose

See Beine.
(Lord Braose, of Gower, summoned to Parliament
Az. semee of cross crosslets, a lion ramp, or, armed
1299).
and langued gu.
Braose (Lord Braose, summoned to Parliament 1342).

Same Arms.

Bras-de-Fer

(Baillt, of Jersey, 1378).
Gu. an eagle
An eagle displ. sa.
Brasbridg'e. See Beacebridge.
Brasett. Quarterly, per fesse indented sa. and ar., in the
first quarter a stork or.
Brasham. Or, on a chief az. a lion pass, guard, of the field.
Brasham. Per fesse az. and or, a Uon pass, guard, gu.
Brasier (Londonderry, granted 24 May, 1665). Quarterly,
per fesse indented or and sa. four cinquefoils counterchanged.
A deini lion ramp, per pale or and sa. Motto
Crest
Crest

displ. or.

—

—

—

Amor

patriae.

Brasier, or Brazier. Gu. a bend

or, betw. three anntilets
dove holding in its bill an olive branch.
Brassey. Vert on a fesse betw. three mullets pierced in
Crest
chief and one in tiase or, two others of the field.
A hand throwing a dart ppr.
Brassey (Thomas Beassey, Esq., of Eulkeley Grange, co.
Chester, and Normanhurst, co. Sussex, M.P., Henry Arthur
Brassey, Esq., M.P., of Preston Hall, Kent, and Albert
Brasset, Esq., Lord of the Manor of Heythrop, co. Oxford).

ar.

Crest

—

A.

—

Quarterly, per fesse indented sa. and ar. in first quarter a
mallard of the last. Crest A niallai'd ppr. Motto-^Arduis

—

saepe

Braunston. Gu. a cross pomettee
Brauz. Or, six barrulets aa.

and

voided or.

Gu. two bends wavy, one ar. the
Crest— A demi talbot gu. guttee d'or, ducally

(Wiltshire).

other or.

ar.

Gu. two bars

ar. in chief three escallops of the

confirmed by Camden,
;
Clarenceux, to .Sir HncH Brawne, Knt., 1604). Ar. three
bars sa. on a canton or, a dragon's head erased of the second.
Cre t Out of a mural crown or, a dragon's head sa.
Brawne. Ar. three bars sa. on a canton gu. a saltire of the

(London

and

Surrey

—

field.

Bray, or Braye (Northamptonshire,

Bedfordshire, Glouces
Surrey, &:., &c., descended from William db
Beat, a witness, in 1088, to the charter of Battell Abbey
The senior Une were the L<n-ds Braye; the second, the
the third, the Beats, of
Beats, of Shere, co. Surrey
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
Barrington, co. Gloucester).
tershire,

metu nunquam.

chev. betw. three eagles' legs sa. erased Wa-cuisse, their
2nd and 3rd, vair three bends gu. Crest
talons gu.
flax-breaker or.

—

;

Bray (Stene,

Northampton). Same Ante.

co.

Sir

Braye

(£aroT!e

s

bends

Bray

See Otwat-Cave.
and Lincoln's Inn, 1787).

Braye).

Bray (Northumberland

Gu. three

vair.

(Oxfordshire).

Quarterly, ar. and az. on

a bend gu.

three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Visit, co. Notts, 1614). Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles'
Crest
An ounce ppr.
legs erased a.-la-cuisse sa. armed gu.
Bray. Erm. a cross form^e throughout gu. Crest A hand
erect vested az. holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet gu.
Bray. Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three heads in profile couped
on a chief of
ar. as many crosses pattt-e fitchee of the first
the third three eacles' legs erased at the thi^h sa.
Bray. Ar. a chev. betw. three parrots' legs enxsed sa. witliin

Bray

—

—

;

a bordure,engr. gu.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three ogresses within a bordure

Bray.

engr. gu.

Bray

(Visit, co.

bend gu. three

Cornwall

1620).

Quarterly, ar. and az. on

—

Ar. three oak trees vert accrued or. Crest Out of
J. P.).
a ducal coronet az. a griffin's head erm. bcalicd or.
Bray (Treswithan, Cornwall. Monument in Illogan Church,

Brasye

Bray.

and

ar.).

Bratfield.

Ar. a saltire flory az. betw. four bears pass. sa.
Brathwajrte (Westminster, 1591). Gu. on a chev. ar.
three crosses crosslet fitchee sa.
Crest
A greyhound
couchant ar. collared and lined gu., the collar studded and
ringed or.
Bratost. Ar. semee-de-lis, a lion ramp. az.
Bratrens (Scotland). Sa. a fesse betw. three piles in chief
and a crescent in base.

—
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a

fleurs-de-lis or.

Bray (Cecil Nicholas Brat, Esq., of Langford Hill, Cornwall,

Bray. Erm. a Uon ramp. gu. crowned or.
Bray. Az. on a fess or, betw. three griffins' heads

Ar. on a chief gu. two mullets of the field.
Gu. a fesse or, in chief two mullets ar.
Quarterly, per fesse indented sa. and ar.
See Bbacey.
(Cornwall). Quarterly, per fess indented ar. and sa.

Beginau)

Bray, of Stene, Knt. Banneret, is stated by Brydges, in
his History of Northamptonshire, to have borne in his Arm«
a thorn with a crown in the middle, in memory, it is
supposed, of his finding the crown of King Bichard in a bush
in Bosworth Field.

Brassy.
Brassy.
Brassy.
Brassy.

(another, sa.

ar.

;

two bars engr. sa.
bend sa. three lions pass, guard.
Crest—On a rock ppr. an eagle rising ar.
Or,

Brancwayte.
of the

wavy

last.

—

three lions ramp. or.

Branthwaite, or Braithwaite

or,

of the first.

crowned

lion pass. or.

Brantesley, or Brantsley.

champaigne

Ar. three bars sa. a canton of the last.
Ar. three bars sa. on a canton gu. a saltire

Braunspath.

Brawne

of.

of four,

gu.

Brawnnse.

and a chief

ar.

Braunche.

Brant.

ar.

ramp.

—

Ar. three bars and a canton sa.
Branston (Derbyshire). Ar. on a fesse sa. three bezants.
Branston. Quarterly, gu. and vert, four buckles or.

Gu. a fesse indented

lion

Ar. three fusils pointed or, in point triangular gu.
Braunch.. Gu. a leopard's head or, je.^sant-de-lis ar. Cre^t
Out of a ducal coronet a demi lion rauip. pierced in the
breast with an arrow.

Braveingr

spiio spero.

Branshatli, Bramspath, Branspeth, or Brans-

a

Braun.

16S3).

Same Arms.
erased ar.

beaked of the second three covered cups gu.
^x. a chev. betw. three parrots (or popinjays) sa.
within a bordure engr. gu.
Bray. Ar. a chev. betw. two pots sa. within a boiduie engr.
gu.

Bray. Ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass. or.
Bray. Erm. a cross formee gu.
Bray. Barry of six or and vert.
Bray. Quarterly, ar. and az.
Braybeck. Gu. five (another six) fusils in bend
Braybeefe. Gu. a. bend eogr. or.

or.

A

»

Brayboenf
three bulls

Ar.

pets*, sa.

Ar. .-evfic mssries con
{BuckinRh3n<hire).
jnnct, three, three, and one, gu.
Bray broke (London, temp. KingSohn). Ax. seven mascles
conjunct az. three, three, and one.
Braybroke (Suffolk). Ar. seven mascles az. three, three,
and one, betw. the first and second rows two rosea gu.
Cnst A maidens head ppr. hair or, with a garland of

Bray broke

—

and leaves round her bead.
Braybrooke, Baron, See Neville.
Braybrooke (Thomas Bratbrooke, temp. Eichard 11.). Ar.
violets

six lozenges gu.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased
gu. an escaUop or. Crest— Ont of a ducal coronet or, a
plume of five feathers, three ar. two a»., on the top of the
plume a griffin's head gn.
Braye. Vert three bend!ets ar.
Brayer, or Brayor. Az. a chev. ar. betw. three fleurs-

Braye.

de-lis or.

Az. a cross chequy ar. and gu.
Brayfield. Gn. three escallops ar. betw. two bends vair.
Brayldocke. Ar. seven mascles three, three, and one,

Brasrfield

(Norfolk).

bordure gn.

Crest

—Out

Or, a cinqueof a ducal coronet or, a stag's head

affrontee ppr.

or.

Ar. two bars sa. on a canton of the second a
chess rook or.

Braylford.

Braylford. Ar. five mascles in saltirc sa.
Braylford, or Brayleford, Quarterly, per fesse

indented

or and az.

Braylie, or Brulye. Erm. on a bend gu. three chev.
Braylston. Sa. six mullets or, three, two, and one.

or.

Ar. on a pale gu. three leopards' heads of the

field.

Az. a chev. embattled betw. three
martlets or.
(Aston, in Mondrem, co. Chester, temp. King John).
Or, an inescocheon az. (sometimes an orle).
(Gloucestershire). Az. on a fesse betw. three buglehorns stringed ar. a hemp hackle gu.
Brayne. Az. (another, sa.) a cross moline or. Oest— From
behind a mount vert the sun rising ppr.
Ax. on a cross or, a sprig of oak
(co. Gloucester).

Brayne

Brayne

Brayne

slipped ppr.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis betw. nine cross cross-

lets sa.

Braytoft
lions

(Braytoft, co. Lincoln).

Per pale

ar.

and

az.

two

ramp, counterchanged.

Braytoft

(Lincolnshire).
bottonee) a lion ramp. ar.

Az. crusilly (another, crosses
A demi lion ramp. gu.

Crest

.-:

stringed or.

Crest

—
— An antelope sejant ppr.

Breadalbane, £arl and Marquess of. SeeCAMPssLu

Breade

(co. Sussex, the dau. of Beeade, of that co., m.
Nicholas Accheb, of Losenham, co. Kent, temp. Edward
Gu. a lion ramp, double queued ar. a border vert
semeeof escallops or.
Breadfield. Az. a stag's head erased or.
Breake. Gu. a dragon volant ar.
III.).

Breaker.

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. six estoiles sa.
co. Hertford, and Middlesex). Vert
eight spears in saltire or, the four in bend dexter, surmounted of the four in sinister.
Breame (London). Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three talbots'
heads erased or, as many mullets sa. Crest
A hand and
arm. couped at the elbow erect, habited bendy of six or and
az. cuff of the first, the hand grasping a fish, all ppr. Motto

Breakspear (Langley,

—

— God

is

my defender.

Breame.

Az. three breames
Kent).

or.

Breant

Henry

Sa.

—

crusily ar.

Braytoft (Lincolnshire). Ar. a leopard ramp, guard, az.
Braytoft. Ar. a lion ramp, within an orle of crosses crosslet

lion

York tbe heiress of the senior line. Mart,
dau. of John Bf.earet, or Breasbadgh, Esq., of Scough, m,
the Hon. Charles Fairfax).
Ar. a cross potent gu.
betw. four torteaux a canton az.
Crest The bust of a
nun couped at the shoulders affrontee, veiled ppr. [A tradition records that this crest was granted to the family for
having defended Byland Abbey; certain it is that part if not
the whole of the Middlethorpe estate was formerly possessed
by that monastery.] Motto Jesus seul bon et bel.
thorpe, CO.

:

—

—

(London.
James Bbeablet, of London, so:)
of Richard Brearlei, of Morla, co. Lancaster, Camden,
Clarenceux, March 1615).
Ar. a cross potent gu. in the
dexter point a fleur-de-lis of the second. Crest A cross
potent fitchee gu. betw. two wings ar.
Breavel (St. Breavel and Goldcliffe, co. Monmouth). Ar. oa
a bend sa. three pheons of the field, points embrued.
Breawse. Az. sem^ of crosses crosslet or, a lion ramp,
crowned with an antique crown of the second. Crest— A.
human heart gu.
insfixed with a sword ppr. in bend

—

'.

sinister,

Brebroke.

Ar. seven mascles gu. three, three, and one,

betw. twelve roses sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa. Crest Out of
a cup ar. three roses stalked and leaved ppr.
BreoMn, XiordsMp of. (Scotland). Or, three piles in
point gu.
Brechin (as of Scotland). Or, a representation of the
Trinity ppr. otherwise, or, three piles in point gu.

—

Brecbe.

Breckdon. Gu. five fusils in bend ar.
Brecke. Ar. two bars, and in chief as many
gu. an orle of ten martlets sa.

Company

—

round their wululs a sash, and each

on an

or,

Brecknock, or Brecknoy.

Ar. a lion ramp. az. armed gu.
Az. two chev. betw. as many mullets or.
(another, three mullets ar.).
Brayton. Ar. a cross gu. fretty or.
Brazenose Collegre, Oxford. The escocheon divided
into three parts paleways the centre ar., thereon nn escocheon
charged with the Arms of the see of Lincoln, ensigned with
a mitre, all ppr., the dexter side ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
roiics gu. seeded or, barbed vert (being the AriM of the
founder, William Smitu), on the sinister side the Ariiut of
Sir UicBAKD SoTTON, of Prcsbury, Chester, Knt., who
flnishcd the College, viz., quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev.
betw. three buglc-homs, stringed sa.; '.ind and 3rd, ar. a
chev. betw. three crossea crosslet sa.
Braziers,
of (incorporated with the Abmoobers,
ce that name). Az. on a chev. or, betw. two ewers {i.e.,
bcakerx) in chief and a three-legged pot with two handles in
base of the Ro<:ond, three roses gu. seeded or, barbcil vert.
CifH—.\ demi man in armour, couped, at the middle of the
thighs all ppr. gurnishcd or, the beaver up, on his head a
plume of three feathers, two ar. and oncgu., rouml his waist a
ash of the last, fringed of the second, holding in his dexter
hand a sword erect of the first, hilt and pommel or. Supporteri Two men ppr. in complete armour, the dexter of the
first garnished or, the sinister all of the last, on their heads

pales az.

two bars sa.
(Wales). Barry of ten (another twelve)

inescutcheon

Brecknock

fitcliie az.
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a demi

—

Braytoft.

feathers,

ar.

III.).

Brayton.

plume* of

on a chief

Gn. a cinquefoil ar. Crest
demi griffin reguard. holding a flag charged with a saltire.
or
Breary
Brearey,
(Brearey, Kensington, and Middle{temp.

Brearley

Brayit, or Brayne.

Braysfield.

—

ramp. gu.

Braylesford. Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils or.
Braylford. Ar. two bends az. on a canton sa. a chess rook

Brayme.

holding in his exterior hand a swrrd as In the crest. Mottv
Wf. are one.
'^^'j o« si»: rr. .<;iid ,-v - "k.
Breaf.O'jrV
y-i.
Breach. Az. a-\ escuichcori i"k;.ii en orle of c'ght C'.'os.'iii
Crest An escarbuacle ga.
crosslet dtchee ar.
Breacli (Cirencester). Gu. a chev. betw. three bugle-horns

Breames (Bridge, co.

Brayle. Or, two barnacles extended ppr.
Braylefe. Ar. a cinquefoil pierced sa.
Braylesford, or Braylford (Derbyshire).
foil sa.
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(co. Hants, as qnarterea by Whithct).

ar.

and

Ar. a chev. betw. three
lions' (another, bears') gambs erased sa.
Crest An ai-m
from the elbow erect issuing from clouds holding an anchor

—

in pale.

of.
A mantle or
parliament robe of estate az. lined erm. tho toUar tied with
a string and tassellcd attached or.
Bred^ate, or Bredgrar (Kent). Ar. a bend az. fretty of
the field betw. two lions pass, guard, gu.
(Kent). Ar. a bend (another, two bendlcts) sa.
Bredingrhurst (Surrey). Az. on a fesse indented ar. three

Brecon, or Brecknock, To-wti

Bredham

mullets gu.

Bredlesha'w

(Yorkshire).

Ar. two bars gemclles az. in

chief three mullets gu.

Bredman

(Bedfordshire).

Ar. on a cross sa.

five

lozenges

erm.

Brednell

(London). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three didappeis
az. a crescent or, charged with a mullet sa.
Bredvrardine (Brecknockshire). Or, two lions coucbant
gu.

Bredwell
Bredwell

(Suffolk).
(Suffolk).

Gu. a goat saliant ar. attired or.
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three goats*

heads couped of the field, attired or.
Gu. a pile erm. betw. two dexter hands apaumeft
couped ar. Crest A hand couped in fcsae.

Bree.

—

A

B
Bree, or Bray

borne by the Eev. Wilijam Bree,
M.A., Kector of AUcsley, co. Warwick). Ar. a chev. betw.
(as

three eagles' legs erased Ma-ciiisse sa. armed gu.

Crest

—

heinpbreaker or.

Breedon

near Pangbonni, co. Berks,
(Bere Court,
exemplified to the Eev. Johk Stmonds, on his taking the
enrname and arms of Bbeedon in 1783). Gu. a lion ramp.
ar. within an orle of eight passion (or calvary) nails or.
A deml lion ramp, couped ar. holding in the dexter
C-est

—

crois pattee fitchee at the foot gu.

paw a

Breedon (Croton,

co.

betw. eight nails or.
patt^ fitch^ gu.

Breek.

Per

fesse

Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
Northampton).
Crest— A demi lion ar. holding a cross

gu. and

on a chev. betw. three

ar.

roses of 4ight leaves, all counterchanged, a fleurs-de-lis or.
Creit
A demi lion ppr. Motto— Firtaaa maneo.
(Kerry, Ireland, Henrt Heoakt Breen, F.S.A.,

—

Breen

Administrator of the Government of the Island of St. Lucia).
Or, a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu. on a chief of the
Two arms in
Crest
last a mullet betw. two crescents ar.
armour embowed and interlaced ppr. in the dexter hand a
sword also ppr., and in the sinister hand a Passion cross gu.

—

— CotDttAc

Motto

Breerely

At) ce.jnc.
(London, and Marla^d, co. Lancaster; granted

Same

Bbearlet.
Breerton (Mapas). Ar. two bars sa. the first charged with
chief
an anntilet gu.
a crescent ar. in dexter
Brees, or Breeze. Az. a wolf ramp. ar. Crest A stag
19

March

1615).

as

—

standing at gaze or.
Breeton. Az. three spade irons or. Crest A naked arm
embowed ppr. holding a wreath of laurel vert.
Breg'g'e (Kent). Gu. an eagle displ. ar.
Brehon, alias Judge (co. Kilkenny; an ancient Irish
family). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar.
Brekia (Cumberland). Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and az. betw.
three lozenges of the second, each charged with a martlet

—

Breknor, or Bretnor.

Barry of ten

ar.

and gu. eight

martlets In orle sa.
(Lord Mayor of London, ,1377, 1383, 1384, and
1385). Ar. three annulets sa. on a canton of the second a
mullet of the field.
Brezn'ber (London). Ar. three (another, two) annulets and
a canton az. Crest Two arms in armour embowed holding
a battle-axe all ppr.
(i.ondon).
Az. three annulets ar. on a canton of
the last a mullet ga.
Bremen. Ar. three trumpets gu.

Brember

—

Brember
Bremer

James Joun Gordon Bbemeb, K.C.B. and
Erm. three
K.C.H., of the Priory, near Plymouth).
breams haurient, two and one, ppr., on a chief wavy az. two
tridents in saltire encircled by a naval crown or, the rim
Crest
Out of a uaval crown or.
inscribed ".Le Weser."
Bails ar. a dexter cubit arm in armour, the hand in a gauntlet of the first, grasping a sword ppr. pomel and hilt gold
betw. two branches of oak of the last, the arm charged with
an anchor erect sa. Motto A la verite.
Bremer. Ar. a plume of six feathers alternately gu. and or.
(Sir

—

—

Bremham,

or Breham.

iSa.

(Wiltshire).

Or,

a cross betw. four crescents

ar.

Bremmor©

a fesse

sa.

betw.

three

crescents az.

Bremner. Erm. a chev. betw. three dexter hands az.
CVest — A cock's head erased.
Bremond. Ar. a lion ramp. az.
BremsheU, Breshent, or Bremshett. Ar. a fesse
gu. on a canton of the second a crescent of the first.
Bren. Ar. a chev. betw. three dexter hands couped at the
wrist sa.
Brenan, or O'Brenan (Cloneen and Moneenroe, co.
Kilkenny, chief of his name). Gu. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a garb or, in chief two swords in saltier,
fesse ppr.
C)-est
An arm in armour embowed
and one
the hand grasping a dagger, all ppr. Motto Sub hoc signo

—

m

—

vinces.

Brenan

(confirmed by Sir Chichester Fortescue, TJlster,
to John O'Brenan, Esq., of Malaga, in Spain, of the family
ofCloonen). Sa.me Arms, Crest, ani Motto.

Breanan, or O'Breanon.
Motto—\irtate

Brenan

Same Arms

See

—Within

Crest.

OBbennan.

Brenchesley, or Brenchley.
Crest

and

et operibus.

(Ireland).

an annulet

or,

Az. a cross patonce or.
az. charged

an escutcheon

vlth a cross patonce ?old.

Brenchley

(Maidstone, co. Kent).
Az. a cross patonce
engr. or. Crett—A dexter hand and arm couped near the
•Ibow erect, holding a laurel branch aQ ppr.
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Brenchley

(John db Brenchlet, of T«renchley, co. Kent,
temp. Edward III.). Gu. a cross engr. erm.
Brenchley (Sir William Brenchley, Justice of the Common
Pleas, second son of the preceding). Az. a cross potent or.
Brenchley (John Brenchlet, Lord of the Manor of
Benenden, Heniy VI., brother of the preceding). Gu. a cross
botonnee or.
Brenchley. Go. three crosses engr. or.
Brende. (Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. betw. three sinister hands
couped sa. as many spear heads of the field. Crest — A Uon
ramp, guard, ar.
Brende (Suffolk). Same Arms. Crest—The fore part of a
lion gu. blended to the hind part of a dragon sejant vert.
Brendesley (Brendesley, CO. Notts. Visit. 1614). Per pale
or and sa. a chev. betw. three escallops counterchanged.
Brendfyerd. Sa. three antelope's htads couped ar. attired
or.

Brendfyiu.

Az. &

ross

chequy

ar.

mullets or.

and gu. betw. four

—

Brandon.

Vert three martlets ar. Crest An eagle
Brendt. Ar. a stag's attire fixed to the scalp or.
Brenecrosse. Gu. a saltire engr. couped ar.
Breners. Or, two bars gu. over all a Uon ramp. ar.

Brenham, or Burham.

Sa.

a

dispL

cross betw. four ores

cents ar.

(from the seal of Lawrence db
Bbenlee, of Kent, 1365).
Gu. a griffin segreant or. Crest

Brenley, or Brenlee

—A demi

griffin.

Brenlingrham

(Bishop of Exeter, in the Hall of University
Sa. a fess embattled counter embattled betw. three Katharine wheels or.
Brenne. Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three leopards' faces sa.
Brenne. Ar. a chev. betw. three sinister hands sa.
Brenock (Orcherstown, co. Tipperary. James Brenock of
that place, whose dau., Margaret, m. Abraham, son of
Edward Fleming, brother of Chbistopheb, 14th Lord Slane).
Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erased above the
College.

Visit. Oxford).

knee and erect

sa.

Brenon, or O'Brenon

(Ulster and Connaught). Ar. a
ramp. az. in chief two dexter hands couped at the wrist
gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich
feathers az. and of the first alternntely.
Brens. Barry of six ar. gu. and az.
Brent (Dorsetshire). Gu. seven griffins segreant ar.
Brent (Gloucestershire, Kent, and Somersetshire). Gn. a
lion

—

wivern pass.
expanded ar.

Brent

ar.

(Kent).

nowed

Ci-est

—A

dragon's head betw. two wings

Gu. a wivern sejant (another,

displ.)

the tail

ar.

Brent

(Oxfordshire, Patent 1613). Gu. a wivern ar. charged
on the breast with three spdts of erm. one and two. C}-est
A wivem's head betw. two wisgs ar. charged on the breast

—

as in the arms.

Brent

(Dane John Grove, Canterbury, co. Kent, descended
from BoBEBT de Bbent, Knt. of Cossington, co. Somerset,
who d. A.D. 1309). Gu. a wivern ar.
Brent. Az. a bend betw. two lions ramp. ar. Crest ^A lion
ramp.
Bretisle. Ar. two lions pass, guard, gu. debruised by a
bend vert, charged with three eagles displ. or.
Brentisle, Brentisley, or Brentsley. Ar. on a
bend engr. gu. three lions ramp, of the field.
Brenton. Gu. a lion- ramp. betw. three martlets ar. on
a canton or, the stem of a ship of the line ppr. Crest Out
of a naval crown or, the rim or circle inscribed with the
word Spartan, a swan ar. guttee de sang. Moito Go

—

—

—

through.

Brenton

(Herefordshire).

Ar.

a chev. gu. betw. thrco

martlets sa.

Brenton.

Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a
A demi savage affrontee handfirst.
Crest

—

cross of the
cuffed ppr.

Brentyne. Az. three eagles displ. ar. armed or.
Brereghly. Ar. a cross botonnee gu.
Brerehough. Ar. a cross potent gu. betw. three
Brerehouse (Norfolk). Erm. a lion ramp. gu.

ogresses.

Brerely.

Ar. a cross potent (another, patte) gu.
(Chorley, co. Lancaster). Erm. on a canton ax. a
falcon volant or. Crest A nag's head erminois.
Brereto. Az. a cross engr. ar.
Brereton (Brereton, CO. Chester). Ar. two bars sa. CrestOut of a ducal coronet a bear's head ppr.
Brereton (Lord Brereton, created 1624 lord Brereton, of

Breres

—

Leighlin, co. Carlow, extinct 1722). Same Arms.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a bear's head couped sa.

—

CreU
muzzled
mczzled
Dexter a bear sa. armed and
gold. Supporters
gu. sinister a greyhound ar. collared az. armed gu.

—

A

A

(MalpM, Eccleston, Wetenhall, Tatton, Honford,
Wolfesacre, and Barrell, co. Chester, and Borasham or
descended from
this last line
Burras, co. Denbigh;
WiLUAM Bbbreton, a younger son of the first Bundle
Bbebeton, of Malpas, acquired the Denbighshire estate by
of Thomas db Weild, of
TO. with Katqbine, dau. and heir
Bdrras, and became extinct at the decease, 1798, of Owen
Saxuswjbt Bbebeton, Esq.). Anns, &c., a« Bkebbton, of

Bz«B«ton

Brereton.

Brereton (Honford, co. Chester, bart, extinct 1673). Ar. two
Out
Crest
bars sa. over all a cross formee flory gu.
of a ducal coronet or, a bear's head ppr. charged with a

—

and
crescent in chief and a
with an additional Crest, viz., a griffin with wings elevated
gu. standing on a chapeau gu. turned up or.
Brereton (Brinton, co.- Norfolk). Same Arms. Crest
bear ppr. muzzled or. Motto Opitulante Deo.
Brereton (Devonshire). Ar. frelty gu. on a chief or, crusily
cross crosblet in base fordi£f.,

—

—

Ar. betw. two bars sa. a cross patonce of the
On a chapeau az.
second, charged with five bezants. Crest
turned up erm. a dragon with wings expanded gu.
Brereton (Staffordshire and Cheshire). The same Arms, &c.
Brereton. Ar. three eagles displ. gu.
Brerleg'h. Ar. a cross bottonee gu.
Brerwood or Brierwood (Cheshire). Erm. two pales
vaire or and az. on a chief of the last a bezant betw. two
garbs of the second. Crest— Two swords in saltire gu. pomels
and hilts or, enfiled with an earl's coronet ppr.
Brerwood. Erm. two palets voir, on a chief ar. a torteaux

—

betw. two carbs gu.
ar.

(Penrith, co. Cumberland). Barry nebulee of six
on a fesse gu. five guttes de larmes.

and

sa.

Brescett.

Az. a liend brettessed or.

Brescy. Ar. a bend engr. az. fimbriated or.
Brescy, or Bressy (Wistaston, co. Chester),
per fesse indented sa. and

ar. in the first

Quarterly,

quarter a mallard

of the second.

Bresingham.

Sa.

two

wings elevated and conppr. a demi

eagles'

—On a chapeau

Joined or (another, ar.;. Crest
lion ramp, guard, or.
Bressey. See Bbasset.
Brest (Kent). Sa. a cinquefoil

betw. an orle of crosses

Gu. three bundles of arrows, three in each
An arm ppr. vested
feathered and banded or. Crest
holding in the hand a bow ar.
Breston (Herefordshire). Erm. on a fesse barruled

ar.

—

sa.

a canton erm. within a
bordure gu. charged with eight lions pass, guard, of the
az.

Ar. a fret gu. on a

(Bretargh, co. Lancaster).
chief or, a lion pass, of the second.
holding an ostrich's feather. Motto
Bretargh. Ar. a fret gu. on a cliief

Crest

—A

lion's

paw

— Pari quae sentient.

or, a lion pass. betw.
two crosses crosslet sa.
Erm. a canton chequy or and az. within a bordure gu. charged with eight Uons pass, guard, of the

Bretayne.
lecond.

and

az.

Bretell. Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops or.
Bretei^ell. Ou. six crosses crosslet fltchee ar.

three, two,

and one.

Bretherton

(Hey, co. Lancaster. 1664).

Sa.

a cross

flory

raguly sa.

Bretherton

Per chev. engr. sa.
and ar. in chief two .lions pass, and in base a cross moline
counterchanged. (This coat is borne on an escutcheon of
pretence by the Mabcuesa Stapleton Bbethebtom. See
(Rainhill, co. Lancastei).

SxiPLETON.)

coiled up.

Breton (Essex

and a

lion

(Cambridgeshire).

co.

York,

1869

ramp.

and

1614).

Az. sem^e of

ar.

Ar. two bars sa. a label of three

point* gu.

Breton
Breton

Az. two chev. or.
(Kssex).
Same Arms, a mullet sa. for diff.
On a lion's gamh az. a chev. or, charged with a
(Essex).

—

mullet

(Northamptonshire).
Ar. a fesse
dancett^e gu. in chief three boars' heads couped sa. armed
On a mural coronet gu. a boar's head couped sa.
or. Crest
Breton. Az. a tun in fesse ar. over it a scroll of the second

—

many

BRE.

Breton.
Breton.
Breton.

Ar. two talbots pass, (another, statant) gu.
Or, fretty sa. a chief of the second.
Quarterly, sa. and ar. on the first a lion pass.

guard, or.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. two lions and as many
wolf paly of eight or and
mullets counterchanged. Crest

Breton.

—A

az.

Breton.

Quarterly, ar. and sa. on the 1st a lion ramp, of
the second.
Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure engr. az.
Ar. a lion pass. sa.
Az. a bend or, betw. six escallops ar.
Az. a bend betw. six martlets or.
Az. a bend ar. fretty gu. betw. six mullets or
(another, the mullets of six points).
Breton. Ar. a chev. betw. three door staples gu.

Breton.
Breton.
Breton.
Breton.
Breton.

Breton. Or, a cross crosslet az.
Breton. Lozengy or and sa. a chief of the second.
Breton. Ar. a bend betw. six mullets gu.
Breton. Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops gu^
Bretoron. Az. on a bend betw. six mullets or, a
gamb couped at the knee sa.

bears*

Az. a lion ramp, sans tail, within an orle of
crosses moline ar.
Bretrook. Ar. three swords meeting in base az. hilts in
chief vert. Crest A horse saddled and bridled at full

—

speed.

Per chev. embattled

gu. and or. three cinquefoils counterchanged.
(Cornwall).
Ar. two chev. az. on each as

many

pales

or.

Brett

(Devonshire).

Ar. fretty gu. on a chief or, sem^e of
a lion ramp, of the

crosslet fitchde of the second,

last.

Brett

(Devonshire and Kent).

Or, a lion ramp, within

orle of crosses crosslet fltchde gu.

Cre.^t

an

— A lion pass. gu.

Brett (Whitstanton, co. Devon, Visit. London, 1568). Ar.
semee of cross crosslets fitchee a lion ramp. gu.
Brett (Wiverton, co. Nottingham, Visit. 1569 and 1614). Gu.
a fesse dancettee betw. ten billets or, four in chief, three,
two, and one in base.
Brett (Wapinthorne, co. Essex). Same Anns.
Brett (Tisters, Wakes, Colne, co. Kssex). Same Arms. Crest
A garb. Motto Velis id quod possis.
Brett (Gloucestershire and Leicestershire). Same Arms.
Crest— Oa a tower ar. a man's head ppr.
Brett (Ireland). Gu. a bend betw. six martlets ar. Crest
A crane reguard. wings endorsed, resting the dexter foot on
a stone.
Brett (Sir William Bbett, K.C.M.G., Denbigh House,
CO. Kent). Or, a lion ramp. betw. nine cross crosslets

—

—

—

Brett

(Haxslea*!, co. Essex).
mullet* of the second.
(I>clcestcr«hire,

StafTbrdshlre).
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Az. five cinquefoils in saltire ar. Crest—
head betw. two winiis expanded az. beaked or.
Or, a lion ramp, guard, betw. five crosses

(Kent).

griffin's

(Kent).

gu.
Rotherham). Az. billett^e or, a fesse ar.
(Rotherby, co. Leicester, Visit. 1619). Gu. a fesse
indented betw. six billets or.
Brett (Leicestershire). Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. eight
billets or, four and four (another, twelve billets).
Brett (London). Ar. crusilly fitchee gu. u hon ramp, of the

Brett
Brett

Same Arms, with

I..onilon,

Island

In chief as

of Jersey,

and

Az. a bend betw. six muUcts pierced or.

(Tinsley,

second.
(Somersetshire). Ar. a lion ramp. betw. five (another,
nine) crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
Brett (Staffordshire). Ar. on a chev. az. three bezants.
Crest— A. lion's gainb erect and erased ar. grasping a wolfB
head erased ppr. (another, a dragon's vert).

Brett

sa.

Breton

Breton

Quarterly or and gu. a bordure

cro.sslet titchee

(Visit, co. Notts,

rroiii croaslcts

Breton

Suffolk).

Breton, or Bretton

Brett

az.

HoUingworth and
Ar. a hawthorn tree erased vert

ThornclifTe co. CDester).
flowered gu.

Bretofts

and

az.

fltchee gu.

Bretingham. Erm. a pile
Bretland (Itretland Edge,

(Vol

gu.
(Winchingham, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, per fesse
indented ar. and gu. a mullet for diff. Crest— A. demi talbot
gu. eared, collared, and lined or, holding in his feet the line

Breton

crosses

first.

Bretargh

ar.

billets ar.

Brett

Chequy or and

Bretby. Chequy

lion's

(Long Itchington and Tamworth, co. Warwick,
represented by C. D. Breton, Esq., of Fillongley, co.
Warwick, Capt. John Bketon, wa? M.P. for Tamworth, 1585).
Anns and Crest same as the preceding.
Breton (Lincolnshire). Same Arms, the mullets pierced

Brett, or Britt (Brecknockshire).
sa.

three crescents or.

Bretaigne.

—A

erased az. charged with a chev. or,

Bretoste.

crosslet or.

Brest.

Crest

betw. three

gamb

Breton

inscribed

of the second a lion ramp, of the last.

Brereton.

Bresby

BBE
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I

A

B&B
Crtst

—A lion pass. or.

Srett.
Crest

an

Or, a lion ramp, within

—A

orle of crosses crosslet gu.

lion piss. gu.

Ar. on a bend gu. nine

Srett.

billets, five

and four of the

first.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with a
betw. eight (another, ten) crosses crosslet

Brett*

trefoil slipped or,

fltchee of the second.

Az. flory ar. a lion ramp, reguard. of the second on
all a bend gu.
(Hon. Sir William Baliol Brett, one of the Justices
of the Court of Common Pleas). Quarterly, Island 4th, or,
crusily fitchee gu. a lion ramp, of the second, for Brett;
2nd, per pale or and gu. three leopards' faces counterchanged,
for Wilfobd; 3rd, az. three bears' heads couped ar. muzzled
Crest
A lion pass. gu.
gu., for Forbes.
Brett. Gu. a grifSn segreant ar.

Brett.

the shoulder a mullet, over

Brett

—

Brett.
Brett.

Or, three piles az.

Ar. crusilly fltchee gu. a lion ramp, of the second
(on his shoulder an estoile) armed and langued or.
Brett. Sa. a fesse ar. betw. three escallops or.
Brett (Ocle Court, near Hereford). Ar. a lion ramp. betw.
ten crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Creit On a cap of maintenance turned up erm. a lion pass. gu.
Brett. Gu. in chief a lion pass, guard, (another, reguard.) or.
Brett (South Maperton). Ar. a lion pass, reguard. gu.
Brett. Gu. a bend betw. six martlets or.

—

Brett. Gu. in chief a lipn ramp. or.
Brettell (Dudley, and BreteU Lane).

chev. ar. betw. three pair of barley garbs in saltire or, three
tuns sa. hooped of the third. CVe-t A demi Moorish woman
couped at the knees ppr. her hair dishevelled or, habited sa.
frettee ar. her arms extended, holding in each hand three
ears of barley of the second. Motto
In God is all our trust.
Brewers, Corporation of (Dublin). Per chev. az. and
or, in chief a maltster's shovel betw. two garbs and in base a
tun, all counterchanged.
Crest
A castle with three towers
or.
Supporters— HcTLter, a female figure representing
harvest sinister, a Uke figure representing plenty. Motto—
In God is all our trust.
Brewes (Buckinghamshire). Ar. semee of crosses crosslet
a Uon ramp. gu. crowned or.
Brewes (Gloucestershire). Or, sem^ of crosses crosslet a

—

—

—

;

Uon ramp.

Brewes

Gu. a chev. vair

Notts, 1569 and 1614).
Az. scra6c of
crosses crosslet or, a lion ramp, charged on the shoulder
with a fleur-de-hs gu.

Brewes.
Brewes.

CO. Salop).

—

—

—

—

Brewes.
comer

Gu. three chev. and a mullet in the dexter
within a bordure engr. az.
Az. three bars vaire erm. and gu.
Barry of six erm. gu. and az.
Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet or.
Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three trefoils slipped
Creft Two eagles' wings endorsed ppr. semde of

or,

Brewes.
Brewes.
Brewes.
Brewln.

—

vert.

Brewin

(Loughborough, co. Leicester). Quarterly, or and
a cross moline, in chief two mullets, pierced, all counterchanged. Cret
An unicoiTi pass. ar. armed, maned, and
tufted or, coUared and charged on the body with three

—

mullets, pierced, in fesse az.

Brewis.

Gu. a saltire ar. a chief indented poiat in point of
and second.
Brewley. Erm. on a bend betw. two lions' heads erased go.
three chev. or. Cref.t
A lion ramp. ppr. semee of plates
holding in the paws a shield erm. thereon a bend go.
the

first

—

charged with three chev. or.
Brewn. Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Brewne (Sowton Okenden, co. Essex). Az. a cross moline or.
Brews, or Brewis. Ar. a cross masculy gu. Crtst Ouc
of a ducal coronet or, a cock's head ppr.
Brew^se, or Brewer (Wagford, co. Buckingham). Az.
sem63 of crosslets a lion ramp. or.
Brew^e, or Brewes (Huntingdonshire). Az. a saltire and

—

chief or.

Brewse (Norfolk,
a

lion

ramp. gu.

gu. crowned or.
Ar. a cross engr. or.
Az. crusily and a lion ramp, crowned or.

Brewse.
Brewse.

— A lion

bend betw. two cinquefoils or, three bears' heads
field, muzzled of the second.
Bretvill. Gu. a raft or float removed or.
Breuse. Az. crusily or, a lion of the last, on his shoulder a

Brewse.

Sa. on a

erased of the

fleur-de-Us gu.

Ar. on a cross quarter pierced az. four fleurs-de-

temp. Edward III.). Erm. (another, ar.)
forked.
Ar. sem^ of crosslets, and a lion ramp.

tail

Brewse (Suffolk).

Brewse.

Crttt

pass. az.

Quarterly, indented sa. and ar.
Or, a fesse and chief gu.

Brew^se.

—

Gu. a saltire ar. (another, or).
Crest
A demi
Hercules clothed with a skin, holding over the shoulder a
club ppr.
Brewse. Gu. a saltire engr. ar. and chief indented point
in point of the first and second.
Brewse. Ar. an inescutcheon, within a double tressore
flory counteiflory, gu.

lis or.

Brewas, or Bre-wase.

Or, two chevs. (another, three)
gu. within a bordure engr. az.
Bre'W^dnell. Ar. a bend cottised ga. betw. six crosses
crosslet fitchee sa. Crest
From an old castle in ruins a
martlet rising sa.

—

Brewer, or Bruer

(Devonshire). Gu. two bends wavy,
the second or. Crest A mermaid with mirror
and comb ppr.
Brewer, or Bruer (Kent). Gu. two bends wavy or, a
canton vair. Crest Out of a mural coronet a hand and
aim couped at the elbow, habited gu. billettee or, holding in
the hand ppr. a battle-axe ar.
Bre'wer (London and Somersetshire. Her Coll. London).
Gu. two bends wavy or, a chief vair, a mullet for di£f.
Crest
A syren (charged with a mullet for diff.) her h'.iman
part ppr. her tail scaled or and gu. divided by parallel lines

—

first ar.

—

—

wavy.

Brewer

(Bermondsey, and Norfolk).
The same, without
the muUet.
Brewer. Ar. a lion ramp, tail forch^e gu.
Brewercott. Ar. a cross patonce vert, over all e., label of
three points gu.

Brewers,

crosslcts fitchte

ar.

Brettridg'e (Capt. Roger Brettridge, of Castle Magner,
whose wife, Jane Hambt, d. 1 October, 1683, Fun., Ent., Ire.).

the

Erm. a cross lozcngy gu.
Az. a lion ramp. betw. seven

az.,

Az. two chevronels betw. in
- chief two eaeles displ. and in base
a crescent or. Crest
demi eagle displ. az. upon a millrind or, in the beak an ear of
corn gold.
Brettell- Vaugrlian (N.B.—These arms are founded upon
those of WiLMER, from which family these Bbettells are
maternally descended). Az. two chev. in chief, two eagles
Crest Upon a millrind
displ. and in base a crescent, all or.
or, a demi eagle displ. az. in the beak an ear of com gold.
Brettell (Uamsey Kill, near Halesowen, and Finstall, near
Bromsgfove, being the Arms of Henzet, a French refugee
family, borne liy the Bretel4s since tjie marriage of John
Brettell, who d. 1783, with Anne, dau. and eventually
heiress of Paul Henzey, of AmMecote). Gu. three acorns
Crest
or.
A fire bolt and fire ball or. jl/otto— Seigneur
je te prie garde ma vie.
Brettland (temp. Henry VI.). Gu. a cross pattee or, betw.
four escallops ar.
Bretton (Visit. Oxon). Ar. two hounds paleways gu.
BrettST.dg'e (entered Vis. Bucks, 1634, as the Arms of Mr.
Henry Brettbidge, of Gaer, in the said county). Sa. on a
bend or, be,tw. two cinquefoils ar. three boars' heads erased
of the first, muzzled of the third. Crest An arm holding
a sword ppr. pomelled and hilted or.

Breviter.

sa.

(Visit, co.

trefoils slipped vert.

betw. three eagles displ. or.

Brettell (Bumay,

BB
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Az. Bem6e of crosses crosslet ar. a lion ramp. or.

Srett.

Company
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of (London and

Exeter).

Gu. on a

Brewse. or Brewes. Chequy
ar.

ar.

or and az. an inescutcheon

charged with a bend gu.

Brewsiere (Middlesex).

Sa. three antelopes' heads erased

arniad or.

Bre'wsted.

Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three estoiles ar.

— A leopard's head and neck erased

Brewster

(Northamptonshire).

—

Crest

az.

Az. a chev. erm. betw.
leopard's head erased sa.

three estoiles ar.
Ci-est
A
(another, az.) bezant^e.
(Withfield, CO. Essex). The same ^rro*.
Crest—
demi lion, holding in his dexter paw a club over his
shoulder.
Brewster (Greenstead Hall, and Ashford Lodge, co. Essex,
granted by Harvey, Clarenceux, to Humphrey Brewster,
Esq., of Rashware, co. SuJfolk, 1561). Sa. a chev. betw.
three stars ar. Crest A beaver's head erased sa. Motto—
Verite soyez ma garde.
Brewster (Suffolk). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three estoiles
Crest
A bear's head erased az.
ar.
Brewster (city of Dublin, settled in Ireland, temp. Charles
granted
1814).
Gu. on a chev. erm. three trefoils
II.,
Crest
A wolfs
slipped vert betw. as many estoiles ar.
head couped gu. the neck charged with a trefoil slipped or.

Brewster

A

—

—

—

A

A
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Dd pierced through with an arrow ca. harhed and feathered
Motto

ar.

—

Probitas

cum

fortitudine.

Brewster

exemplified

to

Bobebt

(Fkknch-Bbkwsteb
Esq., Lieutenant Ist Dragoon Guards,
assuming by royal licence, 1874, the additional surname and arms of BaBwsTEa, in compliance with the testainentary injunction of his maternal grandfather, Eight Hon.
Abraham Bbewsteb, Lord Chancellor of Ireland, 1867 to 1868).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a chev. engr. erm. betw. three
estoUes ar. a trefoil sUpped vert, for Bbewsteb 2nd and 3rd,
fnn. a cheT. sa. a martlet for difl., for Fbench. Oi-ests
l8t A leopard's head erased az. bezante, in the mouth a
2nd A dolphin naiant
trefoil sUpped vert, for Bbewsteb
Verity soyez ma garde.
ppr., for French. Motto
Brewswurd, or Brewsyard. Sa. three antelopes' heads
:

ABBiHAM French,

on

his

—

;

BBZ

with leaves vert, and holding in the dexter hand a

oak of the

Bricus.

slip of

last.

Sa. three garbs or,

on a chief of the second a

talbots head erased betw. two billets gu.
(London). Ar. on a fesse gu. betiv. three birds a rose
betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Crest An eagle's head, bendy
of eight ar. and sa. ducally gorged or.
(Middlesex; granted 21 June, 1669). Az. three
estoiles betw. four bendlets ar. Crest
A lion's gamb erased
az. armed gu. holding a demi lance broken ar. headed or.
Bridde. Ar. a cross formee (another, flory) betw. four
mullets gu.

Brid

—

Brid^

—

:

couped

:

;

—

or.

Brewys.

Gu. a saltire ar. a chief indented, point in point,
and second.
Brey. Ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Cre»t ^A
Motto By degrees.
hill ppr.
Breydon (Blackhouse). Or, a chev. go. betw. three
of the

first

—

—

martlets sa.
Breyley. Ar. a cross gn.
Breyston. Sa. si;: martlets or.
Breze. Gu. three mullets or.

—

—

Motto Da gloriam Deo.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1485). The same, with the
dnquefoila or.
Brice (John Bbice, Lord Mayor of Dublin, d. 19 Sept., 1620,
Fun. Ent. Ire.). Ar. on a cross gu. a castle triple-towered
of the first betw. four frets of the second.

Brice

Brice

See Bbcce.
Sa.

(Somersetshire).

a

Creit

griffin pass. or.

—

head erased erm. pierced through with an arrow or,
feathered and beaded ar.
(Ireland. Sir Hooh Bbice, Knt.). Ar. fretty gn. over

lion's

Brice
all

a cross pattee of the
and endorsed ppr.

Cfest—A demi

a cross of the last a border sa.

fleur-de-

gu.

Crest— Tvio eagles' heads erased

Brideport (Somersetshire).
Brideshall (Lincolnshire).

Ar. a bend betw. six roses gu.
Ar: two bars gemelles az.

betw. three mullets gu.
co. Hereford, and Essex). Ar. a chief gu.
over all a bend engr. sa. Crest Two wings endorsed ar. on
each a chev. engr. sa. charged with a chaplet or.
Bridgre (Bosbury, co. Hereford). Az. a chief gu. over all a
bend engr. sa. charged in the dexter point with a chaplet or.
Crest As the last.
Bridgre (Lancashire). Ar. a bend sa. and a chief of the
second (another, gu.).
Bridge (Kingsbarns, Scotland). Gu. a bridge of one arch ar.
masoned sa. with streams trangfluent ppr.
Bridgre. Ar. three owls sa.
Bridge (Dorsetshire). Or, a bend engr. sa. charged with a
chaplet of oak of the field, on a chief az. a bridge of three
arches embattled, and at each end a tower ppr. Cre^C
chaplet of oak or, betw. two wings elevated sa. each charged
with a bridge of one arch embattled and turreted as in the

Bridg'e (Bosbury,

—

—

ar;ii?,.

Bridgeman

Brlcher (Essex). Or, a saltire betw. four lions ramp. sa.
Brlckdale (Somersetshire and Gloucestershire, originally

(Norfolk).

Sa. ten aimulets, four, three, two,

and one

ar.

Crest

trefoil slipped vert.

—A

on a chief of the

last

a lion pass, of the

field.

Bridgreman

(Earl of Bradford). Sa., ten plates, four, three,
two, and one, on a chief ar. a lion pass, of the first. C}-est
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws a wreath of

—

—

Supporters Two leopards guard, gu. semee of
Motto Nee temere nee timide.
(Shropshire). The same Armt. Crest— A fox

laurel ppr.

—

plates.

lis ar.

Bridgrezuan
of

Az. a chev. betw. three sheaves
of five arrows or, flighted and pheoned ar. pointed and
banded gu. Crest 1st A sheaf of arrows as in the arms;
2n(l
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp, supporting
a spear ppr. thereon a standard az. fringed and tasselled gold,
charged with a sheaf of five arrows as in the arms. Motto
Fide ct fortitudine.
Bricked (Cheshire). Sa. three garbs or, within a bordure ar.
(another, the boniurc, or).
Bricken. Ar. three hills az.
Brickenden (Inkpen, co. Berks). Farted per chev. ar.and
ga. three roses counterchanged on a chief indented of the
second three crescents of the first. Crut A demi wivern
Brickdale, co. Lancaster).

—

field.

—

(Lancashire and London, 1456). Ar. fi-etty gn. over all
a cross of the first, all within a bordure sa. charged with
eight cinquefoils of the field.
Biice (Packham House, co. Hants, granted 1673). Sa. a
A lion's head erased erm. pierced
Crett
grifiSn pass. or.
through the neck with an arrow or, beaded and feathered ar.

Brice

Brice.

Bridde. The same, adding a canton az.
Bride. Ar. a fesse betw. three martlets sa. on a canton

:

:

—

—

sejant ppr.

Bridgren (Lord Mayor

of London, 1764). Az. a bridge of
three arches, embattled at top, in fesse ar. masoned sa.
pass.
betw. three sea lions
or.
Crest
A demi mariner ppr.
habited in russet, round the waist a sash, and on the head
a cap gu., in the dexter hand a sphere held out or, the
sinister arm resting on an anchor of the last.
Bridger (Warminghurst, co. Sussex, the heiress. Mart, dau.
of Sir John Bbidgeb, of Combe, knt., m. Sir George
Shiffneb, Bart.). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three crabs
gu. Creit Out of a ducal coronet or, a crab gu.
Bridger (Buckingham House, Sussex). Same Arms. Oest
A crab, as in the arms.

—

—

—

Bridger, or Brigrer

(Gloucestershire,

and Combe,

co.

Ar. a chev. engr. sa. (another, az.) betw. three sea
crabs gu. Crest A dragon's head transfixed with the top
of a spear, in bend sinister.
Bridg'es (Baron Fttzwalter, extinct). Az. three wate^-bougets
or, within a bordure erm. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Moor's head in profile ppr., wreathed about the temples ar.
and gold, gorged with a collar of the first, pendent therefrom
a cross-pattee of the third. Supporters On the dexter side
a bull sa. horned, hoofed, maned, ducally gorged, and lino
refiexed over the back ar. on the sinister side a hke bull
semee of plates. Motto Je garderay.
Bridgres (Goodnestone, co. Kent, bart.). Same Arms, Crestf
and Motto.
Bridgres. Gu. a chev. betw. three grifllns' heads erased ar.
Crext
On a tower ppr. a hawk's wings displ. of the last.
Bridgres (borne by Capt. Geoboe H. Bridges, A.D.C, WoodSame Arms, ano Crett,
sido, PortiShead, Somersetshire).
on an escutcheon of pretence, French (J)e Breynt),
Bridgres (Chillingford and Badow, co. Essex, granted 1562),
Ar. three escutcheons gu. each' charged with a bend voire
Sussex).

vert.

Bricket.

Ar. three talbots' heads erased gu. on a chief sa.
three garbs or.

Bricket, Brickheat, or Bryket

Sa. three

(Cheshire).

or, within a bordure engr. ar.
(Lincolnshire). Sa. on a fesse or, betw. three
ramp. ar. as many crescents
Crest Out of a
mural coronet or, a tiger's head and neck ar.
Brickill. Ar. on a n\ount in base vert a brick kiln of four
stories gu. flamant and fumant on the second and top stories

garbs

Brickhurst
lions

.

.

—

.

ppr.

Bricklayers and Tilers,

Company

of

(London).
Az. a chev. or, in chief a fleur-de-lis ar. betw. two brick
axes, palewisc ot the second, in base a bundle of laths of the
last.
Crest— A dexter ann embowed vested per pale or and
as. cuffed ar. holding in the band ppr. a brick axe gold.
Motto
In God is all our trust.
Brickleton. Ar. on u chev. betw. three leopards' heads sa.
att many mullets or.
Brlckley. Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa. a chief
engr. vert.

—

Brickley.
Brickxnan.

Ar. three wall stones in pale or.
Gu. a trowel ar. handle or, and a brick axe of

the Rerond.
Ar. three tubs gu.
Ar. a rose betw. three bricks gu.
Ar. a pale thcquy az. and or.

Brick'nrood.

avag*

affront*!*! ppr,

122

—

—

—

—

Crett

—A dcml

wreathed about the head and middle

—

and sa. betw. two roses or. Crest A boar pass.
through the neck with a broken spear, headed of
and embrued gu.
Bridgres (Gloucester). Ar. on a cross sa. a leopard's head
Crest
or.
A man's head ppr. sidcfaced, couped below the
shoulder, vested paly of six, ar. and gu. semee of roundles
counterchanged wreathed round the temples of the last
and ax.
of the

first

ar. pierced

the

first,

—

Brickman.
Bricks.

—

A

BBI
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BrldfiTAS (KdinbUTRh). Ar. oa a cross
of the flrsi on a canton or, a lion ramp.
lion gu.

Motto— fiaintien

a leopard's face
grx.
Crest— A demi

sa.

le droit.

Bridges

(Lord Mayor of London, 1520). Ar. on a cross sa.
a leopard's head or, a mullet for diff.
Bridgres (Norfolk). Or, three bars gu. a canton sa.
Bridgres. Gu. three bars gemelles or, a canton ar.
Bridg'es. Az. fretty ar. a chief or.
Bridg'es. Erm. across pean.
Bridgrevrater. Ar. an eagle displ. sa. on a chief az. three
fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A demi stag or, attired sa.
Bridgewater. Sa. an eagle displ. ar. a chief of the last.
Bridgrewater, Tovm. of (Somersetshire). Gu. a castle
with three towers ar. the dexter and sinister tower domed,
the castle standing on a bridge in base over a river, all ppr.,
on the dexter side of the centre tower an estoile, and on the
sinister a fleur-de-lis, "both or.
The corporation seal is very
ancient, and represents a castle surmounted by two others
placed pyramidically and embattled. The castle stands on a
bridge of Gothic work, with water underneath on each
side of the first castle a domed tower surmounted with a ball,
the grand entrance portcuUied at the top, and against the
door a man's head couped close in chief, on the dexter side
an estoile, on the sinister a fleur-de-lis.
Bridg°hain.. Ar. a saltire engr. az.
Bridgrhouse. Ar. on a square tower issuant out of the
base, surmounted by an open port (or arch) joined to two
towers gu. the roof quadrangular, or divided into four gable
ends az.

—

;

Bridg-man

Bromwich, co. Warwick). Sa. ten
plates, four three, two, and one, on a chief ar. a lion pass.
ermines. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the
paws a garland of laurel ppr.
Bridgnnan. Az. ten bezants, on a chief ar. a lion pass. sa.
Bridgman. Ar. ten pellets, on a chief sa. a lion pass, of
the

first.

Bridgrmore. Gu. a wall extsnded

in fesse, arched, inarched,

on the top a tower, battled, with a round roof betw. two
othev turrets of the same.
Bridgmorth., To'wti of (Shropshire). Az. a castle ar. a
canton of the last. The seal represents a castle only.
Bridg-stock.
Crest A raven sa. holding in the dexter paw
an escallop.
Bridg'water,
of (Somerset). Ar. an arch of a
bridge, extended and triple-towered gu. in'base water with

—

Tovm

three ships therein, all ppr.
(Devonshire). Ar. a bridle or.

Bridlehall, Bridleshall, or Bridleshat? (Lincoln
and Lancashire).
mullets gu.

Ar. two bars gemelles az. in chief three

Bridleshate. Ar. two bars az. in chief three mullets gu.
Bridlington. Priory (Yorkshire). Per pale sa. and ar.
three Roman B's counterchanged, two and one.

Bridmanston (Dorsetshire).

Ar. seven lozenges

sa. three,

Gu. three martlets betw. two bars ar.
Brigrg-e (West Leake, co. Nottingham; derived from a
common ancestor with the Willoughbts, of Wollaton, and
the BiNGHAMs, of Bingham, in the same county). Or, on*
fesse gu. three water bougets ar. over all a bend az.
Brig'gerake. Or, two eagle's legs issuant from the sinister,
barways gu.
Brigrg'es (Westmoreland).
Ar. a fleur-de-lis betw. thi«e
inescutcheons gu. each charged with a bend of the field.
Crest

Bridmanston.

Ar. six lozenges gu.
Bridmanstreete. Ar. seven mascles conjunct sa.
Bridon (Bury St. Edmunds, co. Suffolk). Ar. three hawks'
beads erased sa. a bordure engr. az. bezantce. Crest
hawk's bead erased sa. charged with three bezants, one and
two.

—

Bridport, Viscount. See Hood.
Bridport, Town of (Dorsetshire).

bezantee.

Brigrgrs (Halifax and Birstwith Hall, co. York).
Ar. a
bend vair betw. three escutcheons sa. each charged with s
pheon of the field, a bordure engr. gu. bezantce. CreH—A
mount vert, thereon, in front of a lion pass, erm, the dexter
paw resting upon a pheon sa. a laurel branch erect ppr.
Motto Fortiter et fideliter.
Brig'grs (Cathenngton House, co. Hants). Ar. on an insctitcheon gu. a bend vair betw. two cinquefoils or, a border
engr. az. bezantce.
Crest On a stump of a tree eradicated
or, sprouting vert a pelican of the first vulning herself ppr.

—

—

Briggrs

ar.

and go. in the

first

quarter a

head couped of the last.
Brien (granted by Carney, ITlster, 1684 to James Bkien,
Esij.).
Gu. three lions i)ass. two and one or. Crest Two
lions' gambs couped and erect gu. armed az. supporting a
sword ppr. pomel and hUt or.
Brien (Ireland). Sa. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest—Betw.
the horns of a crescent or, a cross pattee gu.
Brierly (Mopley Hall, co. Chester). Ar. a cross potent gu.
Crest
A cross potent fitchee gu. betw. two wings, ar.
Brierly (London, granted 1625). Arms and Ci-est same as
the preceding, a fleur-de-lis for diff.
Brierly. Ar. a cross crosslet gu. (another, sa.).
Briers (Bedfordshire). Az. a chev. flory counterflory erm.
falcon's

—

—

—

betw. three mullets pierced ar.
Crest A demi leopard
ramp, guard, erased az. gorged with a collar ar. charged
with three mullets, pierced, gu.
Briett. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu. on a chief of
the last a rose of the first.
Sriff . Crest- An arm in armotir embowed, holding a dagger

»r.
123

Same

(Yorkshire).

Brig'grs (Haughton,

Ani^s.

co. Salop, originally of Saul, co.

Norfolk.
Sir MoBETON Brigges, of Haughton, was created a baronet
in 1641, extinct 1767). Gu. three bars gemelles or, a canton
erm. C>-est—As preceding. Motto Virtus est Dei.

—

Brigrgrs (Bart, of Briggs-Dayrell, Island of Barbados, created
1871). Ar. three bars gemelles az. on a canton of the last, a
bridge of the first.
CVtst— Upon the stump of a tree erasied
and couped, and charged with a trefoil ppr. a pelican ruining
herself wings elevated ar. Mottoes
Under the Arms: Ne
traverse par le pont over the Crest : Virtus est Dei.
Briggrs (Brecknockshire). Ar. three esutcheons gu. each
charged with a bend of the field.
Crest
An arm vain*
braced, and hand holding a bow and arrow ppr.
BrigrgB (London and Shropshire). Ar. three inescutcheons
gu. each charged with a bend vair.
Crest
On the stump
of a tree, erased and couped or, sprouting two new branches
vert, a pelican gold, vulning her breast gu.
Brig-gs (Haughton, co. Salop). Gu. three (another, two)
bars gemelles or, on a canton sa. a crescent of the second.
Crest
An arm embowed, covered with leaves vert, holding
in the hand ppr. a bow gu. strung sa. and an arrow ar.
Brig'gs. Quarterly, or and gu. a canton sa.
Brigrgs, or Brigs'. Ar. three owls sa.
Brighanx (Cannon End, co. Oxford. Thomas Bkiohui
was patentee for the Stannaries in Cornwall under Queen
Elizabeth. Visit. Oxon). Ar. a fleur-de-lis within an orlo

—

;

—

—

ol martlets

s-a.

Same Arms.

(Cumberland).

Brigham, or Briggam (Yorkshire).
Crest — A boar's head bendways, couped sa.

Brigham

Same Arms.

(Yorkshire). Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three trefoQt
slipped gu. (another, of the second). Crest
On a cloud a
crescent betw. two branches oi palm in orle.

Brigham

—

(Yorkshire).

Ar. a saltire engr. vert, (another,

sa.).

Gu. a castle with two
towers ar. over each a fleur-de-lis or, in chief a lion pass,
guard, crowned of the last, the base barry wavy of eight
of the second and az.
Quarterly,

—A fox ppr.

Brig'ges.
Ar. three escutcheons gu. on each a bend valr
betw. two cinquefoils or, all within a bordure engr. az.

Brigham

and one.

Bridvill.

Brig'ford.

—

Bridled

three,

Ar. three owls sa. beaked and legged or.
Brig'enshaw. Or, a fesse embattled counter-embattM
ermines, betw. two lions pass. az.

(Castle

—

BBI

Brig'e.

Brigham

(Yorkshire).

Ar.

a

fesse betw. three trefoils

slipped gu.

Brigham.

Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. or.
co. Chester, formerly of Brigham).
Ar. a saltier engr. vert. Crest Out of a ducal coronet S
plume of feathers. Motto In cruce salus.
Brighlen. Per chev. indented ar. and gu.
Brighley. Or, a chief indented gu.
Brighley. Gu. a chief indented ar.
Brighouse (Bilby, co. Nottingham). Az. on a fesse betw.
three lions ramp, or, as many crescents of the field, in chief

Brigham (Foxley House,

—

a

—

trefoil slipped ar. for diff.

Brighouse

(Lincolnshire).
Sa. on a fesse betw. three lions
ramp, or, as many crescents of the field. Crest Out of a
mural coronet or, a tiger's head ar.

Bright

(Cheshire).

—

Az.

three

mullets pierced (another
demi griffin holding in

—

adds a chief indented or). Crest A
the dexter claw a mullet sa.
Bright (London, Visitj London, 1568). Sa. on a bend betv.
three mullets ar. as many cross crosslets fitchee of the
field.

(Brockbury, and Colwall, co. Hereford, and Ham
Green, co. Somerset, descended from the Kev. Henbt
Bbiobt, of Brockbury, canon of Worcester, 1619, grandson
of Nathaiii£I. Bsioht, of Worcester, who d. 1564). Ax. a

Bright

A

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

SBI

wavy erminois in chief three crescents ar.
demi lion ramp, holding a battle-axe headed gu.
Post tenebras lucem.

fccse

A

—

Bright
a

(Bury

Motto

fla.iies

Sa.

Creit—k dragon's head
and lined or.

of fire ppr. collared

Sir John
(Carbrook and Badsworth. co. York.
Bbight, of Carbrook, the well-kntfwn Parliamentary comand
heir,
mander, was created a baronet in 1G60. His dau.
Catheeine, to. Sir Henbt Liddell, Bart., of Bavensworth
Per pale az. and gu. a bend or, betw. a mullet in
Castle).

Bright

chief ar., and another in base of the third.
in splendour issuing from a cloud ar.

Bright

(Bannercross, Ecclesall).

Same Arms.

Crest

—The sun

Crest

—A mass

and thereupon a sun issuant all ppr.
(Harrow Weald, co. Middlesex). Per pale az. and gu.
a bend or, betw. two mullets, ar. Crest A mass of clouds,
and therefrom a sun issuant, all ppr. Jfotto— Clarior e
of clouds,

Bright

—

tenebris.
(Ireland).
Per pale az. and or, a bend betw. two
Crest
A hand erect ppr.
mullets, all counterchanged.
vested sa. issuing from a cloud, shedding forth rays, and.
holding a mort's head of the first.
Brightbndge (Buckinghamshire). Sa. on a bend or,
betw. two cinquefoils ar. three boars' heads erased of the
first, muzzled of the second.
Brighteley (Devonshire). Ar. a chev. indented gu.
Brightly. Ar. a cross crosslet gu.
Brightman, or Briztman (Paris Garden, co. Surrey).
Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. ar. (another, or). Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, holJing
in the gauntlet a sword ar. hilt of the second, tied round the
arm, with a sash of the last and purp. the arm issuing out of

Bright

—

—

betw. three

swans' heads erased (another couped) ar.

Brightridge
cinquefoils or.

diff.

Brightrixton or Britizten

(Essex, Her. Coll., London).
Ar. three boars' heads betw. seven crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
Sa. on a bend ar. three crosses crosslet

Brightwalton.
fitchee gii.

Brightwen

(Thouas Brightwen, Esq., of the Grove,
Same as Bbiobtman or Bbitzuan.
Afotto— Dominus illuminatio mea.
Brigid (Ireland). Vert, on a cross ar. nine estoiles sa.
Crest
Out of a clouil ppr. an estoile of eight rays.
Great Stanmore).

—

Brigrake.
Brigvield

Ar. three griffins in fesse gu.
(impaled by .Ioun Madlevekeb, grandson of Sir
Richard Madlevebeb, who came to England with William I.,
and was Ma>ter of the Forests, Parka, and Chases, north of
the Trent). Gu. six billets, three, two, and one, ar, each
charged with an erm. spot sa.
Brikes. Or, a chev. betw. three ravens' heads erased sa.
Brikes. Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased sa.
Briket (Ijincashrre). Sa. three garbs within a bordure engr.
Ar. three talbot^ heads erased gu. on a chief sa. as
many garbs or.
Briket, or Buket. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards'
heads of the second.
Brim. Gu. a (esse or, betw. six martlets ar.
Brimer (Scotland). Or, a fesse engr. erm. betw. three
dragons' heads erased cu.
Brimfleld, or Brimfold. Gu. three lions pass. ar.
Brimpton (Brimpton, co. Berks). Gu. five escallops ar. two,
two, and one.
Brin (Cticshire). Ar. an eagle imperial sa.
(Monk-Bretton, Yorkshire, bart., assumed by
royal licence, 1842, the surname of Brinckman, in lieu of
his patronymic, Broashead).
Ar. three hills az. quartering
BnoADiiEAD. Crest A pair of wings quarterly, ar. and az.
Miitlii
Perse verando.
Brind. Ar. on a ohev. betw. three hands couped and bend*

Brinckman

—

ways sinister sa. as many spears' heads of the first.
Brindale. Gu. a griftin tcgrcant ar.
Brindesley. Per pale or and sa. a chev. betw.
c»callop«, all

chevronels or.

(Brinslcy,

co.

Anaml yirnu— Quarterly, or and sa., a chev.
quarterly, betw. three escallops all counterchanged. Ai-nu
ffranled in 160U
Per pale or and sa., a chev. betw. three

Nottingliatri).

cscaHopi couotcrchanged.

—

Brindley.

Gu. a griffin segreant ar. Crest A wivem
holding in the beak a hand ppr.
Brine. Ar. on a chev. az. five estoiles or, in chief six gutt&s
Crest
^Two swords in saltire ppr.
de sang, four and two.

—

surmounted by a cross

crosslet fitchee gu.

Bringborne
fesse

(Fenshaw, co. Kent). Sa. a pile or, over aU a
counterchanged. Ci-est—Oa a wolfs head erased sa. a

pile or.

Bringfield.

Az. three pears or.
Bringham (Devonshire). Ar. a pile sa. over all a chev.
counterchanged.
Bringham. Or, on a fesse gu. three water-bougets ar.
Bringham. Az. a bend engr. (another, lozengy) or.
Bringham. Or, a maunch vert.
Biinghoke (Terrington, co. Norfolk). Paly of four az. and
gu. over all a fesse dancettee betw. three bulls' heads
erased or.
Bringhurst (Leicestershire). Az. two bars erm. In chief
Crest
An arm embowed, habited in
three escallops or.
mail ar. holding in the hand ppr. a spike club sa. spikes or.
Bringhurst ^Ireland). Sa. a cross compony counter compony
or and gu. betw. four leopards' faces of the second. Crest
A dragon's head erased ar. gorged with a collar compony or

—

—

and gu.
(Ireland).

Brinkesborne

Ar. a tree vert.

Gu. a grifSn segreant or, over
a bend erm. a chief chequy of the second and first.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or,
holding in each fore paw a bezant. Crest A demi lion as
in the arms.
Brinkley (confirmed to RicnAjin Gbaves Brinklet, Esq.,
of AKiagh and Portland, co. Sligo, grandson of Et. Rev.
John Bbinklet, Bishop of Cloyne, and to the other
descendants of his said grandfather). Az. a cross potent
engr. in chief three estoiles or. Cre/t
On and above a
cross potent engr. an estoile all or. Mottu
Mutabimur.
Brinklo-w, or Bringlovr. Per paJe ar. and gu. harry of
foiir, each charged with a leopard's face and fleur-de-lis, all
counterchanged. Crest A demi lion or, supporting a flaming sword gu. hilt gold.
Brinklovr, or Bringlo (Ireland). Az. the sun in splendour
ar. on a chief indented or, an eagle displ. sa.
Brinley (Berkshire). Az. a lion saliant or.
Brinley. Erm. on a bend gu. three chev. or.
Brins. Gu. a lion pass, guard, erm. Credit A talbot's head
collared and swallowing a bird with wings expanded.
Brinsdon. Sa. six lozenges in bend ar. betw. three
(Berkshire).

Brinkhiirst.

—

—

—

—

—

escallops or.

See Bbindeslet.

Brinte (Ireland). Or, a cross engr. and a border go.
Brinton (Wiluam Brinton, Esq., Brook-street, Grosvenorsquare, London). Per pale ar. and gu. a lion salient double
queued betw. three annulets counterchanged.
Crut la

—

front of a saltire gu. a beacon sa. fired ppr.
Brinton. Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Brinton. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. tail forked.

Brinton. Gu. a lion ramp, tail forchee or (another, erm.).
Brinton. Sa. five fusils in bend ar,
Brion, Sa. a lion ramp, or, a chief of the last.
Briquett (F.nston, Oxon). Ar. a fess engr. betw. three
heads erased gu.
Gu. three swords in

lions'

Brisac,

centre ar.

Crest

a covered cup

pairle,

—An arm embowed

hilts

meeting in the

ppr. vested gu. holding

or.

Brisbane

(Bishoptowu, co. Renfrew). Sa. a chev. chequy or
and gu. betw. three cushions of the second. Crest A stork's
head erased, holding in his beak a serpent nowed ppr.
Mollo Debit otia Deus.
Brisbane (John Brisbane, Judge Advocate to H.M. Navy,
167'2).
The same Amis within a bordure vaire. Crest
serpent wreathed about an anchor in pale ppr. Motto—

—

—

Brindesley, Brindsley, or Brlnaley

— An escallop

Crtsl

per pale or

anil ka.

Brindley

Same

—

three

counterchanged.

—

co. Stafford).

—

Brinsley.

or, (another, ar.).

Briket.

—

Kinver, &c.,

(Union Hall, co. Stafford). Per chev. gu. and az.
within two chevronels erm. betw. as many swans ih chief
lion
and a
ramp, in base ar. three escallops or. Crest On
a mount vert, a demi lion reguard. erm. in the mouth a sprig
of oak, the dexter paw holding an olive branch ppr., the
sinister paw resting on an escutcheon az. charged with two

all

Sa. on a bend betw. two
three bears' heads erased of the first, muzzled

(Oxfordshire).

a crescent for

(WiUenhall,

Arms.

Brinhill

rays gold.

Brightmere, or Brightmore. Gu. a chev.

ar.

Brindley

B BI

Brindley

Edmund's, co. Suffolk, granted 1615).

St.

fesse cr. betw. three escallops or.

gu. vomiting

Cresl —

(Wi»t«»ton, co. Chester). Per pale or
chev, betw. three escallop* counterchanged.

and

sa.

a

Animum prudcntia firmat.
Brisbane (Dr. Mattbkw Brisbane,

1672).

—

The same Armt

within a bordure chequy ar. and sa. Cre^t A hillock, lemte
Motto Virtuti damnosa quies.
of ants ppr.
Brisbane (Milton, descended of Bisboptown, 1793). As
Bishoptown, within a bordure gu. Crest As Bishoptown.

—

— Certamine aummo.

Motto

—

I

;

Brisl>ane (paternally Shaw, borne by the
Makdodgall Bkisbane, Bart., G.C.B., <fcc.,

late Sir

Thomas

&c., of Brisbane

and Makerstoun). Quarterly, 1st and4tb, sa. a chev. chequy
or and gu. betw. three cxishions of the second, in the collar
point a representation of one of the gold medals conferred
on General Sir Thomas Bbisbane, by his late Majesty, for
Bbisbane; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned with
an antique crown or, armed and langued gu. within a
bordure of the second, charged with six fraisers of the
for

first,

Makdocgal.

0)-ests

— Ist: A

stork's

head erased,

holding in her beak a serpent wavy ppr., for Brisbane;
2nd A lion issuing guard, ppr. holding in his dexter paw
a cross crosslet fitchee gu., for Makdodgal. Supporters
:

—Two

ppr.

talliots

Mottoes— OytT the Bbisbane

Crest,

Certamine summo over the Makdouoal Crest — Fear God.
Brisbon, or Srisbone. Ar. on a chev. sa. three mart;

Crest

lets or.

—On a chapeau a

lion

ramp, sustaining an

arrow, point downwards.

Brisco

Ar. three grey-

(Cfofton Hall, Cumberland, hart.).

hounds courant

in pale sa.

Crest

— A greyhound courant

seizing a hare ppr.
(Coghurst, CO. Sussex).

Brisco

Same Arms and

sa.

Crest.

— Grata sume manu.

Motto

Briscoe

(Tackdean, Northleach, England; Riverdale, co.
Westmeath, and Tinvane, co. Tipperary). Same Arms and
Motto of Bkisco, of Tinvane Post virtutem curro.
Crest.
Briscoe (Ireland). Ar. a fesse sa. betw. two greyhounds
courant of the second. Crest A Saracen's head afiiontee

—

—

issuing ppr.
Sa. a chev. betw. three escallops ar. a bordure engr.

Brise.

(Bcggi-es-Bbise, Spain's Hall, co. Essex, and Clare,
exemplified to John Bugoles, Esq., on
Suffolk
assuming by royal license, 1827, the name of Bbise).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. engr. gu. and ar. three
2nd and 3rd, lozengy
roses counterchanged, for Rdgoles
gu. and ar. within a bordure sa. fleury of eight quatreCrests
A tower or
foils a cross of the second, for Bbise.
castle or, transfixed with four darts in saltier and inflamed
ppr., for Bdgoleb; An alligator ramp., for Bbisb. Motto

Brise

;

his

;

—

—

Struggle.
(Ireland). Per pale ar. and vert, on a chief az.
three crosses pattee or, quartering, ar. a lion ramp, az., for
Bbus and, or, a bend wavy sa.
Brislay. Or, on a fesse engr. gu. betw. three cock pheasants of the second, crested and jelloped of the first, as

Briskyt
;

many

crosses formee ar. each charged

Crest

cock pheasant ppr. standing

—A

with

among

five pellets.

small flowers

az. leaved vert.

Brissing'liain.

Ar. two bends engr.

gn. betw. three

mullets sa.

Bristed.
Crest

Az. a fesse engr. betw. three crosses crosslet ar.

—A dexter hand holding up a spur ppr.

Bristmere.

Gu. a chev. betw. three swans' necks erased

ar.

Bristol, marquess of. See Hebvet.
Bristol, City of. Gu. on the sinister si8e a castle with
two towers domed, on each a pennon, all ar., the castle
on a mount, in the sinister base vert the dexter base tarry
"wavy of six ar. and az., thereon a ship with three masts.
Bailing from behind the castle or, the fore and main masts
in sight sa. on each two sails of the second. Crest— On a
wreath two arms embowed and interlaced in saltire issuing
from clouds,

all ppr. in the dexter a snake vert, in the
a pair of scales (or balance) or. Supporters— Two
unicorns sejant or, on a mount vert maned and armed sa.
Motto Virtute et industri&.
Bristol Merchants Adventurers, Society of.
Barry wavy of eight ar. and az. on a bend or, a dragon pass.
with wings indorsed, and tail extended vert, on a chief gu.
a lion pass, guard, of the third betw. two bezants. Crest
In a ducal coronet or, a main-mast of the last with pennon
flying ar. charged with a cross gu. ; on the round top a man
in armour ppr., on his dexter arm a truncheon his sinister
hand supporting a carved shiefd of the second ; from the
round top six pike staves, three on each side the man issuing
bendways of the first ; the rigging from the round top to the
coronet sa. Sup-povters The dexter, a mermaid in the sea,
all ppr. crined or, the middle fins at the joining of the bodies
of the last, holding in her sinister hand a mirror of the first,
and supporting with her dexter hand an anchor of the
second, cabled ppr., the sinister supporter, a winged sat3rr
ppr. standing on a mount vert, winged and legged or, holding in his sinister hand a scythe, the blade in base, all ppr.
Motto Indocilis pauperiem pati.

sinister

—

—

—

—

Bristow
to

Andbew Colltek, Esq., late of Famham, co. Surrey, br
Pbiestley, his wife, sister of John William Bbistow, Esq.
assuming by royal
licence, 15 Jan. 1869, the surname and arms of Bbistow, in
of
Collteb).
addition to those
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Bbistow, erm. on a fesse sa. betw. two cottises compony
az., and of the last a sun in splendour betw. two crescents
or; 2nd and 3rd, Collteb, gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three
boars' heads erased or, as many pallets sa., each charged
with an oak leaf of the second.
Crests
1st, Bbistow: A
crescent or, therefrom issuant a phoenix ppr. charged on
each wing with a cross crosslet az. 2nd, Collteb A boar's
head erased or, guttce de sang, in the mouth a stafl" raguly
bendwise gu. Motto Avance.
Bristow, or Burstow (Surrey). Gu. three falcons ar.
also quarterly or and az., in the first and fourth a rose gu.,
in the second and third a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Bristovre (Beesthorpe Hall, co. Notts, and Twyford, co.
Derby). Erm. on a fesse cottised sa. three crescents or.
Crest
Out of a crescent or, a demi eagle displ. az. Motto—
Vigilantibus non dormientibus.
Bristowe (Broxmore Park, Wilts). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
BristO"W (Ayot St. Lawrence, and Little Bibbesworth, co.
Herts, descended from the Bubstows or Bbistows, of
Burstow, in Surrey, and more immediately from Nicholas
Bbistow, of Ayot St. Lawrence, Clerk of the Jewels to
of

late of Beddington, co. Surrey, upon- his

—

:

—

Henry VIII.). Same Arms.
Britain. Sa. three garbs or.
Britain, or Briton (Lord Mayor
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Britaine

of London, 1294 to 1297
Az. two chev. or, in chief as many martlets ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1326).
Gu. a saltire

betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
of (John, 4th Duke of Brittany, K.G.,
temp. Edward III., m. Lady Mabt Plantaoenet, the
Sovereign's daughter). Chequy or and az. a bordure gu.
powdered with Uoncels pass, guard, of the first a canton erm.
Britayne. Chequy or and az. a tower triple towered erm.
port displ. sa. within a bordure gu. charged with eight
leopards pass, of the first.
Britayne. Chequy or and az. a canton erm. within a bordure gu. charged with eight lions pass, guara. of the first.
Britby. Gu. a fesse (another, indented) betw. ten billets ar.
Britley. Sa. two lions pass, guard, ar. Crest On a
chapeau a demi lion holding in the dexter paw a mullet.
Britley. Az. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Briton, Britain, or Britton. Paly of six or and gu.
a bend sa. guttee d' eau. Crest Out of a naval coronet a
demi mermaid, holding in the dexter hand a purse, and in
her sinister a comb ppr.
Britt, Britee, or Britiza (Devonshire). Sa. afessear.
(another, or) betw. three escallops or.
Britte. Ar. a chev. compony az. and or.
Britten. Per pale az. and or, a chev. ar. in chief two
roundels, and in base a crescent counterchanged.
Crest—An ear of wheat and a palm branch in saltier ppr.
Worcester).
Az.
(Kenswick,
co.
a
bend
Britten
betw. six
wolf pass. ppr. Motto Cassis
mullets pierced or. Crest
tutissima virtus.
Britton. Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and sa. in thefirst quarter a mullet of the last.
Britton. Ar. a cross crosslet az.
Brittridgre (Harrow-on-the-Hill, Middlesex, and Sutton
Hall, CO. Essex). Sa. on a bend betw. two cinquefoils ar.
three boars' heads erased, of the field.
Brituxton. Ar. semed of crosses crosslet, three boars' heads

Britanny,

Duke

—

—

—A

—

gu.

Brit-well

(Britwell, co. Bucks).

Gu. a fesse nebulee

or.

Britwell, or Brightwell (Buckinghamshire). Ar. on a
cross sa. five lozenges or.

Britwesill.

erm betw.

three weasels courant
ppr. (another, a turljot ar.).
Gu.
two
bends wavy or.
Briwere {temp. Henry
Brixton (Devonshire and Cornwall). Erm. on a canton sa.
a horse's head couped ar. with bit and reins gu. Crest
A demi horse ramp. ar.
Broad. Ar. a pale sa. in fesse three lozenges counterchanged. Crest A demi savage holding in the dexter hand
three arrows, and pointing with the sinister to an imperial
ar.

Crest

Sa. a fesse

—A salmon naiant
II.).

—

—

crown.

Broadbent

Per pale erm.
(Warrington, co. Lancashire).
a fesse wavy gu. Crett A pheon, the staff broken,
with blood at the point, all ppr. Motto Quondam his
vicimus armis.
Broadbent, or Brodbent (Camden's grants, 1601, John

and

—

az.

Crawley, Hants: exemplified

Bbodbent,

Esq., of Crawley, Hants, eldest son

preceding.

(Collteb-Bbistow,

William Collxeb,

:

—

inclusive).

or.
CO.

BBO
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Esq.,

of

Stapleford,

—

co.

Notts).

Same

as

A

;

3TOade

(Stakier-Philip-Beoade, Fenton Vivian, co. Stafexemplified to John Stanleb, Esq., upon his assuming
ford
by royal license, the additional names of Philip and Broad).
Quarterly: 1st and 4th, gu. on a fesse engr. betw.
three mullets of sir points or, a bear's head couped of the
field, for Beoade ; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a pile az. ten escallops,
Bkoade
Cretts
ar. four, three, two, and one, for Stanleb.
On a mount vert a bear's head erect or, transfixed by an
arrow fessewise ppr. Stanieb In front of a griflSn's head
Pro Deo et Eegei
Mottoes
erased ppr. three escallops or.
;

—

;

:

:

—

Pietate fortior.

Broadmead

Enmore Park, and Olands, co.
base upon a mount a stag lodged ppr. a

(Milverton,

Ar. in

Somerset).

—

chief az. thereon three acorns sUpped or. Crest A fret az.
thereon a stag's head erased holding in the mouth an acorn
slipped ppr. Motto Semper lidelis.
Broadhead. Gu. on a bend ar. three cinquefoils of the
Crest
On a chapeau a
field, over all a fesse enhanced or.
garb ppr.
Gu. a fesse ar. surmounted by a chev. az.
Broadlitirst.
A mermaid holding in the dexter hand a dagger
Crest

—

—

—

Crest— A. Moor's head couped at the shoalders radiated
as the Sim or.
Brocas (from the ofBcial seal of William Brocas, Esq., of
Beaurepaire, High Sheriff co. Hants, 4 Henry V., 1416).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, su. a lion ramp, guard, or ; 2nd aad
3rd, sa. two lions pass, guard, or, for Roches.
Brocas (Lord Mayor of London, 1730). Same Arms.
Brochwel Ysgrrithog- (Prince of Powys). Sa. three
nags' heads erased ar.
Brock, or Brocks (Upton, ca Chester). Gu. on a chief
ar. a Uon pass, (another, pass, guard.) of the field.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. in the dexter paw a dart or, feathered
or.

•

—

of the

first.

Brock

(Cheshire, granted 3 Sept., 1580).
Sa. a fesse
humettee, betw. three bears' heads erased ar.
Brock (Saltwood, co. Kent). Ar. on a bend sa. a lure or.
Brock (Guernsey). Gu. a fleur-de-lis ar., on a chief of the
second a lion pass, guard, of the first. Crest An escallop

—

or.

Brock

(granted to Sir Isaac Bbock, of Guernsey, 15 Feb.,
Gu. an eagle displ. or, on a chief embattled ar. »

leiS).

—

Crest
Out of a mural crown
a demi Canadian Indian, the dexter hand supporting
a tomahawk erect ppr.
Motto Canada.
Supporters
Dexter, a grenadier of the 49th regiment of foot; sinister, a

lion pass, guard, of the field.

ppr.

BroadhuTst. Az. fretty of eight pieces, raguly or.
A lioi^'s head couped ppr. collared vaire ar. and gu.
Crest
Broadhiirst (Foston Hall, co. Derby). Quarterly, az. and

—

or,

BSO
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fretty,

swimming
estoile sa.

—

Crest A swan erm.
charged on the breast with an
wings expanded or, fretty, raguly az. Motto

raguly counterchanged.

in water ppr.

—

Sapere et tacere.
(London). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. two eagles'
heads erased in chief of the last, and an anchor in base az.
three bezants all within a bordure of the third. Crest
stag's hejid erased ppr. Motto— 'ifon immemor beneficii.
Broadley (Kirk Ella, near Hull, and Ferriby, co. York).
Or, a chev. chequy erm. and gu. betw. three crosses pattee
Crest
Within
fitchee, at the foot sa., quartering Jarbett.
a chaplet of roses ppr. a cross pattee fitchee as in the arms.
MoUo Honor post funera vivit.
Broadley (Habbison-Bboadlet. Welton, co. York ; exemplified to William Henbt Harbison, Esq., upon his assuming
by royal license. 1865, the additional name of Bboadlet.

Broadley

—

—

—

Bboadlet, as

2nd and 3rd,
az. a bend vaire ar. and gu. betw. three demi lions ramp.
1st, Bboadlet, a cross pattee fitchee sa. within
or. Crefts
a chaplet of roses gu., 2nd Uabbisok. ilfotto—Honor post
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

last;

—

funera

ar.

armed and habited ppr.
Az. a fleur-de-lis or, on a chief ar. a lion pass.
guard, gu. Crest— An escallop or.
Brock. Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three boars' heads
couped sa. an. annulet or.
Brock. Ar. three brocks ppr.
soldier of the same, both

Brock.

Brock.

Chequy ar. and
(CLnTTON-BaocK,

Brock

Pensax

Court,

co.

Worcester.

;

erm. between

chev.

three annulets gu., for Cliitton.
Crest
A demi lion, guard., gu., on the body a chev. or,
charged with three trefoUs slipped vert holding betw. his
paws an arrow gold, barbed and feathered ar., forBaocK;

—

an owl on a myrtle branch,

ppr., for

Clutton.

Motto—

Virescit vulnere virtus.

Brockas. or Brokas
Crest

a cross pattee
erm. two crescents

sa.

Thomas Henbt Cldtton-Brock, Esq., of Pensax, was son
of Col. TnoMAs Cldtton, Worcester Militia, who took the
additional name and arms of Brock in 1809). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, gu., three trefoils, slipped, or; onachicf, ar., alion,
pass, guard, of the field, for Brock 2nd and 3rd, ar., a

guard, or.

vivit.

Broadnaz. The same as Bbodnax.
Broadoke (Suffolk). Or, on bend engr.

—

—

(Hampshire).

Sa.

— A lion sejant, holding in

a

lion

ramp,

the dexter

paw

and resting the sinister on a pyramid.
Or, a Uon ramp, (another, a ramp, guard.) sa.

Brockas.

fitchee,

forked.
co. Devon). PeJ* chev. ar. and gu. a.
chev. betw. three lions ramp, counterchanged.
Crett
^A
stag's head erased per chev. ar. and gu. attired or.
Brocke. Gu. on a lozenge or, a chev. az.
tail

Broadrick

(Hamphall Stubbs, co. York).
Erminois two
bars wavy gu. on a chief az. an estoile of the first betw. two
spears' beads, points upwards ar. Crest A spear's head ar.
consanguined and within a chaplet of oak frueted all ppr.
Motto Dccens et honestum.
Broadrip (Dover, co. Kent;. Per chev. or and az. in chief
two eagles displ. and in base a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
Broadstone. Ar. on a canton gu. a rose of the first.
Crest
In a cloud a crescent, the whole betw. two palm

—

—

—

branches.

Broadwood.

Erm. two

and gu. on a
chief az. an annulet betw. two yew trees or, a crescent for
diff.
Crett—K jew tree leaved and eradicated or, on the
trunk thereof an annulet of the last, transfixed by three
pallets, vaire ar.

arrows, one in fesse, the others in saltire, gold.

Semper

Motto—

virens.

Broadwood

(Lyne, co. Surrey, 1824). Erm. two pallets
vaire ar. and gu. on a chief az. an annulet betw. two pine
trees eradicated or.
Cresc
A pine tree eradicated, frueted
ppt. surmounted by three arrows, two in saltier, points

—

downwards, and one

—

towards the dexter side,
by an annulet or.

encircled around the stock
Semper virens.

also ppr.

Motto

in fesse, point

Broadwood

(Uolmbush, co. Snssex). Ai-ms as last, the
deft A fir tree ppr. charged with nine cones
gii. the trunk eradicated ppr.
Motto Semper virens.
Broase. Az. acmee of crosses crosslct a lion ramp, or,
armrd and langued gu.
Broatham. Az. a cross engr. ar. ^another, or).
Brobach. Or, nn annulet beset with three boat hooks, in
chief vert,

—

—

—

Brockedon. As Bbocedon.
Brockesby (Leicestershire).

Barry nebulee ar. and sa. a
canton gu. (another, on the canton, an annulet or).
Brockest. S&. alion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Brocket (Brocket Hall, co. Hertford). Or, a cross patonce
sa.
C)-est
A stag lodged sa. ducally gorged and lined or.

—

Brocket, or Brockett (Hertfordshire,
Or,

a

Ar. three feathers In pale, each bending from
the tops gu. shafts (or quills) or.
Brobroufirh. Ar. a f;|lp of three leaves vert.
Broc. Ar. u b.idgcr pa^ts. sa.
Broc (IlANOi.PH DE Hboc, yinctrU MSS. Coll. of Ar\nx).
Ou. on a chief ar. a lion puis, of the first.
Brocas (Beaurepayre, co. Hants). Sa. a lion ramp, guard.
in
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temp. Henry VI.).

cross flory sa.

Brocket (Sir John Bbocket, knighted in Ireland Sept. 599).
second gu. on a saltier ar. a
Same Amu, quartering
:

third ar. a lion
griflin pass, of the field.

torteau

;

Brocket

ramp

az.

;

fourth ar. on a pile az.

a

Staines-Bbacsett
Bbooket, Esq., son of Staines Cbambeblaine, Esq., of the
Byes, by Maby his wife, dau. and heir of William Bbocket,
Esq., who assumed the name and arms of his maternal
Crest
ancestors). Or, a cross patonce, sa.
A stag lodged
sa., ducally gorged and lined, or.
Brocket. Or, a cross engr. sa. Ciett A brocket or young
^Stains

Hall,

co.

Essex.

—

—

deer lodged ppr.

Brocket.

a cross patonce sa. Ci-est—A stag's head
erased, pierced with an arrow through the neck.
Brockhall. Gu. a cross per fesse, or and ar.
Brockhill, or Brock (Kent). Gu. a cross betw. twelve
crosses croEslet fitchee or. Crest— On a mount vert a badger
Or,

sa.

Brockhill, or Brockhiill

trianulf Ba.

Brobrach.
the other

Brockdon (Brockdon,

(Aldington, co. Kent).

Gu.

a cross engr. ar. betw. twelve crosses crosslet or.
cross betw. twelve crosses crosslet ar.
cross engr. betw. twelve crosses croselet

Brockhill* Gu. a
Brockhill. Gu. a
fitchee ar.

Brockhill, or Bockhill.

Brockhole

(Lancashire).

Gu. a cross engr. ar.
Ar. a chev. between three brocks
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Brockhole. Ar. three bare pass. sa.
Brockhole. Ar. a chev. between three bears pass. sa.
Brockhole, or Brockole (Brockole, co. Lancaster).
tliree

badgers

Brokholes.
Cieft

sa.

— A frefar.

Brockholes

(ClauRhton Hall, co. Lancaster). Quarterly,
ar. a chev. betw. three brocks or badgers,
pass, sa., for Brockboles 2nd, ar. a chief vairfi or and
gu., over all a bend sa., for Fitzhebbert; 3rd, ar. on a
bend sa. three garbs or, for Heskbth. Crest A. brock or
badger pass. az.
Brockhurst (London). Sa. a lion ramp, reguard. or,
1st

and

4th,

;

—

ducally crowned of the last.
(Sheldon, co. Warwick).

Brockhiirst
twelve

crc^sslet

Ar. a fesse und^e betw. six crosses

(Suffolk).

gu.

three brocks ppr.

Crest

—A brock

Ar. a chev. sa.
ppr.

Motto—

me dirigit.
3rocklesby. Gu.

three lapwings or, on a chief of the last
three crosses crosslet of the first.
Brockley (Lord Mayor of London, 1433). Chequy or and
vert, a chief ar.
(Beachborough, co. Kent., granted 1606). Or, a
cross formee fitchee sa. on a chief of the second three fleursCrest— On a sword erect ar. hilt and
de-lis of the first.
pomel or, a stag's head cabossed ppr. attired of the second;
the blade through the head, and bloody at the point.

Brockman

Brockman

(Kent). Per bend embattled ar. and sa. two
martlets counterchanged.
Per fesse indented or and az. three martlets

Brockman.

cour.terchanged.
Vert, a griffin segreant or.
Sa. three estoiles or.
Brocton (Salop). Ar. on a saltire engr. gu. five fleurs-delis or.
Crest— A hand holding a ducal coronet capped and

Brockton.
Brockwell.

two branches of laurel

tasselled, betw.

in orle ppr.

Vert, a griffin segreant, within a bordure or.
Gu. a chev. betw, three bears pass, or (another,

within a bordure

Brodbent

(Staplcford,

Per pale erm. and

az.

Nottingham; granted in 1641).
a fesse wavy gu. Crest A pheon
staff broten near the head

co.

—

de sang the

or.

Brodbridge.
Brodbrig-gre

Az. a fesse danceltee ar.
Az. a broad arrow, head ar. the top

(Sussex).

of the middle part or.

Brodden

Ar. a bend engr. sa.
Broderers,
of. See Embroiderers.
Broderip, Brodrepp, Brodribb. Gu. three swans
close ar. Crest
la a cap or, tliree roses gu. slipped and
leaved vert.
Broderip (Francis Broderip, Esq., of Gower-street, Bedford
square). Gu. a cross couped or, betw. four barnacle fowls

(Northampton).

Company

—

ar.

Crest

— A demi griffin saUent.

Broderip (Copington Manor, Bridgewater). As
Broderley. Ar. a chief or, bordured az.
Brodfield.

Az. a cross chequy or
four mullets of the second.

Brodlnirst
raguly

and of the

—

Brodockshaw.

Sa. three lozenges iu fesse, betw. as
Crest
A stag's head ar.

—

pieces

—

—

arrows all ppr. Supporters Two savages wreathed about
the head and middle with laurel, each holding a club resting
again.>;t his shoulder ppr.
Motto Unite.
Brodie (Spynie co. Elgin, 1753, a younger son, whose grandson succeeded to Brodie).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
mullets az. the sun in splendour ppr.
Same Crest and

—

Motto.

(Lethen, co. Elgin).

mullets az. a lymphad.

— Be mindful to unite.

many

Brodrepp

(South Maperton, co. Dorset)* Gu. a cross ar.
betw. four swans ppr.
{Vi'count Midleton).
Ar. on a chief vert,
two spears' heads erect of the field, the points embrucd gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a spear ar. cmbrued gu
^Supj^orters Two men in complete armour, each holding in
his exterior hand a spear embrued as the crest, all ppr.
Motto A cuspide corona.
Brodrick. Ar. an elephant's head erased ga.
Brod'way (Portslip, co. Gloucester; granted 9 Jan., 1661).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three pinj apples vert, as many crescents or.

—

—

—

—

Brogden.

Gu. fretty ar. a chief or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a hand ppr. holding a rose gu. slipped and leaved
vert.

Brogrden (Lightbume

Arms and

House, co. Lancaster).

—

Ci-est same as preceding.
Motto Constans et fidelis.
Brog'g' (Scotland). Sa. two barrulets ar. betw. five towers,
two in chief and three in base or. Ci-est A dexter hand
holding a sword ppr. Motto Honorat mors.
Brogxave (Hamels, CO. Hertford, Lancashire, and London).

—

—

—

Ar. three lions pass, guard, in pale gu.
Crest
An eagle
displ. with two heads erm. each ducally crowned or.
Motto
Finis dat esse.

—

Brogxave, Burgxave, or Boroughgrave

(Norfolk,

Northants, and Warwickshire). The same.
(Madeley Court, co. Salop).
Chequy ar. and sa.
Crest
A brock or badger.
Broke (Cheshire). Or, a cross per pale gu. and sa.
Broke. Az. three mortar.s and pestles or.
Broke, Brokeley, or Brook. Lozengy or and gn. a

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three

Crest

—As Brodie of Brodie.

Motto

Brodie

(Miltown, co. Elgin). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
mullets az. a lion nunp. of the first. Crest and Motto as
Brodie of Brodie.
Brodie (Mayne, co. Elgin, 1753). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three mullets az. a hart's head cabossed or.
Crest and
Motto as Brodie of Brodie.
Brodie (Capt. David Brodie, second son of, Muiresk, co.
Elgin, 1 753). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three mullets az. an
anchor ppr. Crest and Motto as Brodie of Brodie.

(Eosthom, Cheshire, 1753).

—

cliief az.

Broke

(William Broke, Doctor of Laws this coat is given
from the Cloister of All Souls' College, in Visit. Oxford).
Vert on a fesse wavy betw. two scrolls ar., on the one in
chief the letters SHjjUg, and on the one in base the letters

2

:

fH. four fishes ppr.

Broke-Middleton, Bart. See Middleton.
Brokehole, or Brokhole. Ar. a chev. betw.
crosses crosslet gu.
Brokelsbey (Lincolnshire).

Gu. three birds
first.

or,

Crest

twelve

on a

chiel

—A brock

(Kent). Per bend ar. and sa. a bend raguly
betw. two martlets, all counterchanged.
Az. a cross patt^e fitchee disjoined or.
Brokenstaffe. Ar. two bends, the one at the top and the
other at the bottom splintered gu.
Broker (Kent). Gu. on a chev. ar. three talbots pass. sa.
Broker (Okely, co. Northampton). Or, on a fesse az. three
A demi sea- horse or.
escallops of the first. Crest

Brokencross.

Az. fretty of eight

(Staffordshire).

betw.

or.
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Erm. on a chief gu. a lion ramp. or.
Brodnax (Kent and Cheshire). Or, two chev. gu. on a cliief
of the second three cinquefoils ar.
Crest
Out of a mural
coronet a demi eagle or, wings gu. gorged with a collar of
the second, charged with three cinquefoils ar.
Brodnell. Erm. on a chev. gu. an escallop or, betw. two

Brokeman

first,

(Brodie, co. Moray, deriving from Malcolm, Thane
of Brodie, temp. Alexander III.). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three mullets az. Crest A right hand holding a bunch of

Brodie

—

Brodles.

of the second three crosslets of the
ppr.

last.

Brodie

Brodie

—

Broke

ar.).

ar. the point gutt^

and

Brodrick

"Veritas

Brocton.
Brocton.

Crest

(Boxford, co. Suffolk, bart.). Az. on a chev. betw.
three mullets ar. three civic wreaths vert. Ci-e.H
A dexter
cubit arm erect holding a civic wreath, as in the arms, with
three arrows, one in fesse and two in saltier, points towards
the dexter, ar. Motto
Unite.

stags' heads cabossed ar.

Brockle. Lozengy or andgu. a chiefaz.
Brocklehurst (Hurdstield, co. Chester).
betw.

Brodie

others ar.

Gu. a cross or betw.

billets ar.

Brocking

BO

Motto as Brodie of Brodie.
Ar.

sa.

Erm. a chev. betw. three boars' beads

B

betw. three mullets az. a horse saliant ppr.

Ar.

on a chev. gu.

—

Brokesby (Shollesley,

CO. Leicester.

Visit, 1619).

.\r.

two

bars nebulee gu. on a canton of the last a mullet pierced or.
Crest
A boar's head couped at the neck gu. bristled or.
Brokesby (.Melton Mowbray, co. Leicester). Barry nebalde
A boar's head couped
of six ar. and sa. a canton gu. Crest

—

—

Brokesliome. Gu. six eagles displ. ar. three,
Broket. Or, on a pile az. a griffin pass. ar.

two, and one.

Brokhampton.
Brockbampton
Brokbole.
Brokbull.

Gu. a fesse betw. six masclcs or.
(Brockhampion). Gu. three lozenges or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased sa.
Gu. a cross engr. ar. betw. twelve crosses cross-

let fitchee or,

Brokkas

(Scotland).

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. within a bordure

az.

Broklasb.

Az. a hurt, and label of three points gu.

Brokley (London). Lozengy or and gu. a chief ar.
Brokmale. Az. chev. disjoint or broken in the head
Brokrose.

Gu. a

fesse,

or.

the middle removed or dcbruised

A
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Crest

oak branch also ppr. fructed gold.
(Yorkshire). Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
sustaining in the paws a standard sa. flag gu. charged with
a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Brome (conBrmed with a quartering by the Deputies of
Camden, Clarenceux, to Eau-h Bboom, of the Woodlows, co.
Warwick, ninth in descent from Wiluam Bbome, of
same co.. Her. Vis.). Sa. on a chev. ar. three bunches
An arm embowed vested
of broom vert, seeded or. Crest
holding in the hand ppr. a bunch of broom, as on the shield.
Visit.
1569 and 1614). Same
Notts,
co.
(Calveton,
Brome
Armg. Crest— A cock ar. wings elevated az. beaked, combed,
or.

—

legged and wattled gu.
(Halton, co. Oxford). Same Arms within a bordure
An arm couped at the elbow and
of the second. Crat
erect, vested bendy wavy of six or and gu. holding in the
hand ppr. a bunch of broom plants seeded gold.
(Shropshire, Herts, and Kent; originally seated at

—

Brome

Brome, in the first-named co.). Az. a sinister hand erect in
couped at the wrist ar. Crest An armed arm vested
gu. turned up ar. holding in the hand ppr. a slip of broom
Motto Domine dirige nos.
vert, flowered or.
Brom.e (Baddesley CUnton, co. Warwick, a branch of the
Bbomes, of Shropshire the heiress, Constantia Beomb, m.
Same Arms.
Sir Edward Ff.kbeks, Knt.).
Brome (Broom Hall, cos. Suffolk and Norfolk). Enn.
(another ar.) a chief indented gu.
Brome. Ar. a chev. betw. three besoms gu.
Brome. Ar. three broom branches vert.
Brom.e. Per fesse indented erm. and gu.
Bromeall. Az. a lion ramp, double queued or. Ci-est
demi lion ramp, double queued ppr.
Bromehall. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses formee fltchte

—

—

;

—

(another, crosses crosslet fltchee) sa.
Crest—
Sa. a lion i-amp. or.

A demi eagle displ.
with two heads, each crowned with a ducal coronet.
(Hampshire).
Gu. a
Bromere, or

Bromell.

Bromme-Abbey

sword in pale ar. hilt and pomel or, surmounted of two keys
in saltire, the dexter of the last, the sinister of the second.
Gu. a chief ar. over all an escarbuncle or.

Bromestalke.

Gu.

two

lions

pass. or.

gutt^
head

(Gloucestershire,

Hereford-

and Hertfordshire). Ar. (another, or) a lion ramp. sa.
d'or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's
Crest

—

guttee d'or).
Ar. a horse statant sa.
(Essex). Ar. three fusils in fesse betw. as

sa. (another,

Bromfaling:.

Bromfield

many

cinquefoiU gu.

BromJBleld

(Kent). Sa. on a chev. ar. three broom sprigs
on a canton or, a spear's head az. embrued gu. Crest
demi tiger az. armed and tufted or, holding erect a
broken sword ar. hiked of the second.
Bromfield (Lincolnshire). Gu. three lions pass, guard, ar.
Bromfield (Lord Mayor of London, 1637). Az. a lion
Tert,

—A

pass. or.

martlets of the

Ar. a cross voided sa.
within a bordure or.
Bromilow. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, holding in the dexter paw a cross

double cottised of the

(Norfolk).

last, all

—

crosslet fltchee.

Bromle.
Bromle.

church bells gu.
two rakes in pale ar.
Bromley (Holt Castle, and Upton-on-Sevem, co. Worcester.
Visit. 1634 and 1682
founded by Geoffrey de Brouleioh,
who TO. Philippa Bagod, niece and co-heiress of Philip db
Bdbwardeslet, and who, it is asserted (Harl. MSS.),
assumed for his coat of arms that of Bubwardeslet, viz.
per fess indented gu. and or. Sir Henbt Bromley, son of
Lord Chancellor Bromlet, was seated at Holt Castle, temp.
Queen Elizabeth). Quarterly, per fess 'indented gu. and or.
Crest
A pheasant sitting ppr.
Bromley (Abberley, co. Worcester; a branch of Bromlet^
of Holt). Same Amu and Crest.
Bromley {Saron Montfort, extinct 1851). Quarterly, per
pale dovetail gu. and or. Crest A demi Uon ramp. sa. issuing
out of a mural crown or, holding a standard vert, charged
with a griffin pass, of the second, staff ppr. headed ar.
Suppo^-ters-On the dexter a unicorn, cream coloured,
ducally gorged and chained or on the sinister a horse ar.
pellettee, gorged with a coUar dovetailed az. thereon three
lozenges or. Motto Non inferiora secutus.
Bromley (East St»ke, Notts, bart.). Per fess indented gu,
and or. Crest— A pheasant sitting ppr. Mo»o— Penscz fort.
Bromley (Cheshire, Warwickshire, StafFordsliire, and
Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and or, an
Yorkshire).
escutcheon ar. charged with a griffin segreant vert. CrestOut of a ducal coronet or, a demi Uon ar. supporting a
banner gu. charged with a lion pass, gold, staff of the
Or, three

Sa.

;

—

—

;

—

last.

Bromley (Barkesford).

Quarterly, per fess indented gn. and
a cross crosslet fitch^e ar.
See Davenport.
Bromley (Hampton, co. Chester). Quarterly, per fesse
indented gu. and or. Crest A pheasant cock ppr.
or, in

the

first

Bromiley.

—

Bromley

(Shropshire).

Same Annt,

—A

Crest

lion's

gamb

Brom^ley

(Herald to King Richard IIL).
Erm. three
escutcheons sa. two and one.
Bromley. Sa. three wool combs ar.
Bromley. Gu. a griffin or.
Bromley. Ar. a chev. within a bordure az. bezant€e.
Bromley. Ar. on a chev. gu. five bezants within a bordore
engr. of the second (another, sa.).
Bromley. Erm. three ancient inescutcheons ermines.
Bromleygrh, or Bromley. Sa. three wool combs or,
teeth ar.

Brommell.

Gu. a trefoil leaf, the stalk embowed at the
end, and fixed to a twig slipped, lying fesseways or.
Gu. three trefoils, the stalks embowed at the
end, and fixed to a twig sUpped, lying fesseways ar.
^Norfolk). Az. a Uon ramp. erm.
Brompton. Gu. on a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet

Brommen.
Brompton

Bromfield.
Bromfieete.

Brompton.

—

pass,

Ar. three lions pass, in pale ea.
Sa. on a bend flory, counterflory

or,

Gu. three lions pass, guard, in
On a chapeau sa. turned up ar. a wivcrn
vtrt durally crowned or.
Bromflete. Sa. a bend flory counterflory or. Crest In a
ducal coronet or, a wolfs head gu.
Bromfiete (Haron of Veuy; summoned to Parliament,
Crest

ar.

—

—

.Same

Arjrvi.

Bromfiett. Ar. a bend counterflory gu.
Bromfiett. (iu. a cross fleuronn(!c ar.
Bromliall (Bramhall and Dukinflcld, co.
Uon r»mp.

or.
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fltchee ar.

a tortcau.

Brompton.

Crest

—A

lion raipp. or.

Or, on a bend sa. betw. two Uons pass. go.

three escallops ar.

armed

Or, a chev. vert betw. three grifBns pass. gu.

of the second.

Brompton.

three hurts.
Bromfiet (Lancashire).

1449).

first.

Bromiholme-Priory

(Staffordshire, Her. Coll. London). Ax. a lion
guard, or.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, or, gorged
with a wreath of the first and az.
Bromfield. Az. a chev. betw. three bears or.
Bromfield. Or, on a bend gu. three mullets ar.

Bromfield

pali:

Crest— A Uon

erect ar.

Bromewicli, or Bom.'wich
shire,

az.

—

Bromby

Bromeswike, and Bromeswey.

or, tail forked.

Erm. on a chief

a demi lion ramp. or.
Bromliead (Thurlby Hall, CO. Lincoln, hart.). Az. on a
bend. ar. betw. two leopards' faces or, a mural crown gu.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis sa. Cre.^t
Out of a mural crown gu.
a unicorn's head ar. horned or, in the mouth a rose gu.
sUpped and leaved ppr. Motto— Concord^ res crescunt.
Bromhill. Or, two bends az. on a chief of the last, two

—

pale,

Az. a lion ramp,

pass. or.

Brcailiall.

—

Brome

—A

Bromliall.

A Bacchus' face, as in the arms.
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three hands erect,
couped at the wrist, of the second. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a cubit arm az. cuff ar. hand ppr. holding an
Ci-eit

(Levington, co. Bedford). Sa. a lion ramp. or.
demi lion or, holding betw. the paws a cross cross-

let fitchee sa.

—

Bromborougrh.

BSO

Bromliall

Brolliole. Vair a bend gu.
Bromage (granted by Roberts, Ulster, to Captain Thomas
Bbomage, of CO. Worcester, 1647). Gu. a chev. embattled
Out of a
Ci-est
or betw. three esquires' helmets ppr.
hand
ducal coronet a dexter arm in armour embowed, the
holding a scymitar, all ppr. Motto— Veus dux certus.
shoulders
the
at
couped
faces
Bacchus'
Bromall. Ar. three
ppr. vested gu.

:

Or,

a chev. betw. three grifDns segreant

vert.

Bromskall.
full faceil,

Or, a chev. gu. on a canton
crowned of the first.

sa.

a man's bead,

Bromsop, Bronhop, or Brongrhope (Buckinghamshire
Ar. on a chev. az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Or, two lions pass. gu. depressed by a bend sa.
thereon three escallops ar.
Brom'wioh. Or, a lion ramp. sa. gutt^ d'or. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head sa. guttee d'or.
Bromwich. Ar. a chev. betw. three towers tripletowered sa.

and Berkshire).

Bromton.

—

Chester).

Sa.

a

.

BRO
Bromwlch.
Bromwich.
Brozawich.

Bromwich.
Bromwich.

Brooke

Quarterly, ar.

and

four leopards'

sa.

heads counterchanged.

Brona. Az. a chev. betw. three ducal coronets or.
Bronchan, or Broug-han (Cambridgeshire). Ar.
gu. crested

and jelloped

a cock

or.

Brond, or Brotuide

(London, 1204, and Edwardston, co.
March. 1610, Camden's Grants, Patent 1612).

10

Suffolk,

—

and chief or. Crest A demi griffin
holding a battle-axe embowed, handle gu. head ar.
Vert a

griffin pass,

Brond

(Boxford, co. Suffolk).

many

cinquefoils pierced sa. as

(another, the heads ar.).
Quarterly, or and sa. in the

f6M» of the second.
Brond. Qharterly,

leopard's

Brone.

or,

Ar. on a fesse betw. three
antelopes' heads erased or

Brond.

or and sa. in

quarter a leopard's

the second quarter

a

head of the first.
Quarterly, sa. and az. four leopards' faces counterOr, two chev. gu.

on a canton of the second

Bronham (Derbyshire).
Bronkby (Lancaster).

Sa. six plates, two, two,

and two.

Az. a cross mcline betw. four mart-

lets sa.

Bronker (Littleton,

co. Middlesex.

Thomas Bbomkeb,

Esq., of SunBarry of eight
Crest— A talbot

Visit. Middlesex, 1663).

dridge, co. Kent.

Esq.,

HnoH Bbonkeb,

of that place, grandson of

or and az. an orleof martlets of the first.
imder the dexter paw a garland of flowers ppr.
Bronker. See BrouNKEB.

a

Or, cmsily sa.

(Gloucestershire).

lion

ramp, of

the second.
Or, on a chev. sa. hetw.
two keys paJeways in chief, and a sword in base of the
second three cinquefoils of the first. Crest A lion reguard.
ducally gorged and chained.
Bronscombe. Or, on a chev. sa. three roses betw. two
keys in chief and a dagger in base ar.
Bronton. Ar. on a chief gu. three escallops or.
Bronton. Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets or.
Brony (Suffolk). Ar. a chief indented gu.
Brooe. Ar. on a chev. gu. three roses of the field.
Brooe. Gu. on a chev. ar. three roses of the field.
Brook. See Bboee, and Bbooee.
Brook (granted to Bichabd Bbook, Esq., of London).
Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross engr. per pale or and ar. in
the Ist and 4th quarters a leopard's face, and in the 2nd and
8rd a chaplet of gold. Crest— A mount vert thereon in front
of an oak tree a brock pass. ppr. the dexter fore paw resting
on a chaplet, as in the arms.
Brookbank. Ar. a fesse wavy az. within a hordure sa.
Brooke, Earl. See Geeville.
Srooke (Norton Priory, co. Chester, hart.). Or, a cross engr.
per pale gu. and sa. Crest A brock or badger ppr. Motto
Faste without fraude.
Brooke (Kdwabd Bbooee, Esq., of Caenwood Towers, HighMotto Vis
gate, J. P. and D.L.). Same Arms and Crest

—

—

—

—

unita fortior.

(Brooke
Crest.

Hill,

co.

Motto

Donegal, granted 1808).

— Gloria

Same

(granted 1830 to Thomas Bbooke, of Lough Esk, co.
Same
Donegal, on assuming that name instead of Young).
as preceding.

(Mere, CO. Chester, deriving from Sir

Peteb Bbooke,

Knt., of Mere, M.P. for Cheshire, 8 Charles II., youngest son
^rms—As Brooke,
of Thomas Bhooke, Esq., of Norton).

of Norton, quarterly with Langfobd.
of Norton. Motto— Wis unita fortior.

Brooke

(Lubnam,

co. Leicester,

As Brooke

Visit. 1619).

—

of Norton, a crescent for diff.
Crest
A brock or badger
charged on the flank with a crescent for diff.

Brooke

(De Cafeix-Bbooke, Oakley, co. Northampton,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a fesse az. three
escallops of the field
2nd and 3rd, or, an anchor az. on a
chief of the second, three arming-buckles of the first. Crest
A demi sea-horse ar. finned and maned or. Motto Spes
bart.).

—

—

mea Deus.

Brooke (Weston,

co. Buckingham). Or, on a fesse engr. az.
three escallops of the field. Crest Out of a coronet or, six
ostrich feathers in a plume, one of the last, the other sa.

—

counterchanged.

Crest— As Bbooke

(Colebrooke, co. Fermanagh, bart.).

As Bbooke

of

Norton

Brooke

(Horton, co. Gloucester). Or, a cross engr. per pale
Crest
A badger ppr. pass. Motto De mieux
je pense en Mieulx.
Brooke (Haughton, Shiffnal, co. Salop). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, chequy ar. and sa. on a canton vert a brock pass, ppr.,
for Bbooke 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. engr. betw. three
escallops erm., for Townsend.
Crest
A brock pass. ppr.

—

—

gu. and sa.

;

—Virtus est Dei.

—

Motto

Brooke

(Horringer, co. Suffolk).
Gu. on a chev. ar. a lion
ramp. sa. Crest On a chapcau gu. turned up erm. a wing
ppr. charged with a chev. ar. thereon a lion ramp. sa. Motto

—

—Bonos cui

honos.
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(Buckingham, confirmed 1605). Ar. on
a bend sa. a lure lined and ringed of the first, a chief of the
second. Crest A lure with the line formed into a bow-knot
betw. two wings all ppr.
Brooke (Calais). Ar. on a cross engr. per pale gu. and az.
five bezants.
Brooke (Devonshire). Ar. on a chev. gu. a lure, the tassel

—

waved

or.

(Whitchurch, co. Hants). Chequy or and az. on a
pass, of the first.
Crest— A demi lion ramp,
erased or.
Brooke (London). Ar. on a bend sa. a hawk's lure or.
Brooke (London). Fusily or and gu. a chief sa.
Brooke (Dodsworth, co. York, of which family was John
Charles Bbooke, F.S.A., Somerset Herald, 1790). Erm. on
a bend sa. a hawk's lure or, the line and ring ar., a
crescent for diff. Ci-est
A goafs head erased sa. homed

—

and bearded

Brooke

or.

(Sir

Calistenes Brooke,

Knighted in Ireland 8 May
ramp. sa. ducally crowned
the

of Sutton, co. Kent,
Gu. on a chev. ar. a lion
in dexter chief a martlet of

1597).
or,

lust.

Brooke {Lord

Cohham, Sir Edward Brooke, great grandson

of JoANE, only dau. of John Lord Cobham was summoned to
Parliament 1445-60 title, attainted temp. James I.). Same
without the martlet.
Brooke (Staffordshire). Chequy ar. and sa. Crest A crane
:

—

or.

Brooke
lion

Crest

Gu. on a chev.
armed and langued of the

(Ufford Place, co. Suffolk).

ramp.

sa.

crowned

or,

— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wing

charged with a chev.

Brooke

ar.

of the

ar.

a

first.
first,

thereon a lion ramp. sa. crowned or.
Or, a cross raguly per pale

(Nacton, co. Suffolk).
gu. and sa.

Brooke

(Suffolk).
Per bend sa. and ar. three eagles dispL
counterchanged.
Brooke (York Herald, 1592). Or, a cross engr. per pale gu.
and sa. on a chief of the second a lion pass, guard, of the
first.

Brooke

finis.

Brooke
Brooke

Brooke

bend gu. a hon

Bronscomb, or Branscomb.

Arms and

—

Brooke

pass. gu.

Brooke

.

Brooke, or Brook

flye plates.

Bronnse

—

;

first

changed.

Bronex (Kent).

(Armitage Bridge, near Huddersfleld).
Ar. a cron
nebulee per pale gu. and sa. in 1st and 4th quarter a boar's
head erased sa. Crest A sword erect ar. hilt or, thereon two
serpents entwined respecting each other ppr. in front a
boar's head erased sa. Motto— Est nee astu.
Brooke. Az. a wolf ramp. ar. on a chief dancettee of tho
last a cross crosslet fitchee g^. betw. two escallops az.
Crest
A griffin's head erased .
.
charged with a fesse
dancettee and in bsise a crosslet fitchee gu.
Brooke (Chester and Bryn, Beaumaris, co. Anglesey, bart.).
Arms as Brooke of Norton. Crest A man in armour, in
the right hand a spear, and on the left arra a shield all ppr.

—

Gu. a lion ramp. or.
Or, six lions ramp. aa. three, two, and one.
Or, a lion ramp. sa.

Brom.wyck.
Bron, or Brond.

BBO
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Ar. three bawks' lurei sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three hawks' Inres sa.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. guttle d'or.

(Sir James Brooke, K.C.B., Bajah of Sarawak,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of Labuan). Or, a cross
engr. per cross indented az. and sa. in the first quarter an
Crest— On an eastern crown a brock
estoile of the second.
ppr. ducally gorged or. Motto Dum spiro spero.
Brooke (co. York). Per pale or and gu. a cross engr.
counterchanged, a crescent for diff. Crest A sword erect
ar. hilt or, thereon two serpents entwined and respecting
each other ppr. round the hilt. Motto Non est mortalc
quod opto.
Brooke (Taney Hill House, co. Dublin, and of Dromavana). As Bbooke, of Norton. Motto Ex fonte perenni.
Brooke (Handford, Church MinshuU, co. Chester). As
Bbooke, of Norton. Motto Pro avita fide.
Brooke (Sibton Park, co. Suffolk). As Bbooke, of Norton,
Crest— A sword erect ar. hilt or, with two serpents respectEst nee astu.
ing each other entwined round it ppr. Motto
Brooke. Ar. on a cross engr. quarterly gu. and az. five
bezants, in the dexter chief quarter and sinister base a
spear's head sa., in the sinister chief quarter and dexter
An Indian
base a stag's head cabossed of the last. Crest
goat's head bendy of six gu. and az. erased per fesse or
eared and armed of the last.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

X
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SB O
Brooke, or Brook

(allowed by Camden, Clarencenx, to
William Beooke, of the Inner Temple). Gn. on a chief ar.
Crest— A. demi lion j^u.
a lion pass, guard, of the first.
holding in the two paws a broad arrow or, feathered and

headed

ar.

ar. and sa. on a chief or, a brock pass,
Crest— A stork or.
Brooke. Ar. a chief vaire or and vert. Crest—On a ducal
coronet a cock ppr. combed and wattled gu.
Brooke. Chequy or and gu. a chief az.
Brooke. Chequy ar. and sa. a chief or.
Brooke. Chequy ar. and sa. on a chief or, a stag pass,

Brooke. Chequy
ppr.

ppr.

Brooke. Per bend

ar.

and

sa.

three cinquefoils coonter-

changed.

Gu. on achev. or, three lions ramp. sa.
Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa. three bezants.
Ar. on a cross per pale gu. and sa. an inescutcheon
Sa.

a cross cngr.

or.

Ar. three gauntlets gu.
Gu. on a chev. ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or.
Ar. semee of fleurs-de-lis sa.
Gi). three fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief ar. a lion pass,

winged

ar.

az. beaked,

legged, combed, and wattled gu.
(Herefordshire, granted in 1C70). Sa. on a chev.
Crest
A demi eagle or, wings
or, three slips of broom vert.
sa. in the beak a slip of broom vert.
Broon. Az. a cro.ss ar. fretty gu. Crest ^A branch of holly

—

—

and a cross crosslet fitch^ in saltire.
Broone. Per fesse indented gu. and erm.

Bross.

Broster
Crest

Ar. three trees vert.
(Chester). Sa. three antelope's heads couped or.
of five ar. and gu.

—A dexter hand ppr. vested barry

holding a palm branch vert.

Brote. Gu. on a bend ar. six mullets of
Brothall. Ar. three boars in pale sa.

the

field.

Per pale gu. and sa. on a fesse betw. three
griffins' heads erased or, as many lozenges ermines.
Crest
A demi greyhound sa. holding in the paws a dart gu.

—

feathered ar.

Ar. on a cross

wavy party per

pale gu. and sa.

See Plantagenet, Sari of Norfolk.

Thouas Wu. Bbotbebtom, C.B., of
Sa. a cross raguly flory
Stubbings House, Maidenhead).
quartering,
ar.
three herons sa.
rests
Ist : An
ar.
A bear's head erased at the neck
eagle displ. ppr. ; 2nd
ar. holding in the mouth an arrow or, pheoned and featheted
(Col.

:

first.

Brotberton.

Gu. three

lions pass, guard, or,

five (another, three) points ar.

five escallops or.

Gu. on a chev.

(London, 1601).

ar.

a

lion

ramp,

—

(

;

of the

guard.

Brooke.

Brooke

—A cockatrice

Broome

Brotherton.
Brotherton

first.

Brooke.
Brooke.
Brooke.
Brooke.
Brooke.

BItO

Crest

Brotbers.

Brooke.
Brooke.
Brooke.
of the

slipped vert.

Crest

—A

a label of

hand holding a

club in pale ppr.

Brotherton.

sa.

Brookes.

Brookes

See Baooss.
(Tetbury, co. Gloucester).

Arms

as Bbooke, of

Norton.

Brookesby

Barry nebulfe
boar's head erect

(Kilvington, co. Nottingham).

—A

of six ar. and sa. a canton gu. Crest
and erased gu. langued az. tusked ar.
(Staplesford, co. Leicester, Visit. 1619).

Barry
nebulee of six ar. and gu. on a canton of the second a
mullet or. Crest A boar's head couped gu. bristled or.
Brookhurst. Sa. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Brooking. Sa. on a fesse or, betw. three crescents ar. a
cinquefoil gu. Ci-est
A sword in pale enflled with a savage's
hesid couped ppr.
Brooking: (originally from Devonshire). Ar. a fesse wavy
per pale az. and gu. betw. in chief and in base a trefoil
slipped vert and two crosses crosslet of the third. Crest
An escallop or, surmounted by a crescent az. Motto Crux

—

—

—

—

fldei calcar.

Ar. fonr flenn-de-lU in saltire, saltireways,
their heads outwards gu. Crest
A crane holding in the
dexter claw a stone.
Brooks (Whalley House, co. Lancaster, formerly of WhaUey,
near Blackburn, in the same co.). Gu. on a chief ar. a
Crest
lion pass, guard, of the first.
A demi lion holding
betw. the paws an arrow ppr. Motto Finem respice.
Brooks (Flitwick Manor, co. Bedford). Or, a cross per pale

—

—

—

ga. and sa.

—Ut amnis

Crest

— On a mural crown an otter ppr.

Motto

vita labitur.

Brooks (Forest of Glen-Tanar, co. Aberdeen, and Barlow Hall,
Ar. three bars wavy az. over

—

a bordure

Brookesby

Brookman.

Gu. three lions pass, guard, per pale barry
or and ar. a label of three points of the last.
Leek). Ar. on a saltire sa. five swans
of the first. Crest
A swan ppr.
Brough. (Ireland). Or, a cross gu.
Brou^b. (Lincolnshire). Az. three fleurs-de-lis erm. within

Brou^b (Windy-yates,

Broug'b
Crest

or.

Brougrb.

Brougb.
Brougrb.

Brou^b

Ar. on a saltire sa. five swans of the first.
Ar. on a fesse sa. five bezants.
Az. flory and fretty (another, fretty and flory) or.
Gu. seven mascles conjunct vaire.
(Lincolnshire).
Ar. on a saltire sa. five swans

ppr.

Brougrbam

{Lord Brougham).
Gu. a chev. betw. three
A hand and arm in armour holdluces hauriant ar. Crest
ing a lucy ar. on the elbow a rose gu. Supporters Dexter
a lion vert armed and langued gu. coUared with a Vaux
collar chequy or, and of the second, sinister a white hart
antlers and hoofs or, in his mouth a rose gu. barbed and
seeded vert. Motto— Vto rege lege grege.
(Ireland).
Per pale ar. and gu. a dexter band
couped at the wrist betw. three cross molines, all counterchanged.

—

(Wales). Ar. a cock gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ga.
a dexter hand brandishing a sword ppr.
Ar. a cock gu. armed crested and Jelloped

Broug'bton

— Finem respice.

Motto

—

escallops or.

Brooks

(granted to Madbice Bbooes, Esq., Lord Mayor of
the city of Dublin, 1874). Az. on a cross engr.ar. a civic crown
vert, in the first quarter a trefoil slipped or.
Crest—On a
mount vert a badger pass. ppr. the dexter fore paw resting
on a civic crown, a« in the arms. Motto Respice aspice

—

prosplce.

Brooksbank
wavy

(Eland, Halifax, co. York).
Az. two bars
ar. within a bordurc or.
Crest
A hart's head couped

—

two bars wavy az.
Vert, on a fesse wavy betw. two pheons in
a buglehorn in base ar. stringed gu. three fleurs-

ppr. attired or, gorged with

Brooksbank.
chief and

de-lis of the first.

gorged with a
escutcheon

—A

Crest

stag statant ppr. attired or,

collar dancctt<Se vert, therefrom

pendent an

charged with a rose gu.
Barry wavy of six ar. and sa a canton gu.
Broom (The Priory, Orpington, co. Kent). Vert on a chev.
ar. three broom branches ppr.
Crest
An arm erect vested
gu. ciilTcd ar. the hand holding a broom branch ppr.
Broome (Ludlow, CO. Salop; the co-hciress m. Gvll, of
Wraysbary). Az. a hand erect betw. three broom slips all
or,

Brooksby.

—

ppr.

Broome

(Caunton, co. Nottingham, originally of Broom©
Sa. on a chev. ar. three sprigs of broom

Hail, CO. York).
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—

Brougrbam, Brougrban, Bronban, and Brotlcban

betw. the paws an anchor.

Brooks, or Brookes (Scotland). Sa. three
Crest
A beaver pass. JfoHo^Perseverando.

—

Brougbam

Brou^bton.

flory erm. in chief

fleurs-de-lis or.

Ar. on a fesse indented sa. (another, dancettfe

a fountain.
Crest— A demi lion ramp,
vert charged on the shoulder with a fountain and holding

a

Az. a fesse betw. three

gu.) three bezants.

Brougrb.
Brougrb.

Brougrbard.

all

— A lion sejant collared and lined or.

—A buffalo's head sa.

cross

CO. Lancaster).

Crest

(Scotland).

or.

See Bocohton.
(Broughton, co. Stafford, bart). Ar. two bars
on
a
canton
of the second a cross of the field. Crest—
gu.
sea-dog's head gu. erased and finned ar.
Broug'bton (Lowdham, co. Nottingham, and Tunstall Hall.
Shropshire, esq.). As Bbodohton, Bart.
Broug'bton (Wichingham, co Berks). Or, on a fesse az.
three escallops ar.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a
boar's head sa. bristled of the first, gorged with a collar az.
charged with three escallops gu

Brougrbton

Ar. on a chev. betw. three
bucks' heads cabossed or, on a
chief of the second a goat pass, of the first.
Broug'bton (Essex). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu.
Crest
An eagle's head erased sa. holding a snake ar. on the

(Devonshire).

crosses pomelle sa. as

many

—

breast two chev. of the last.
(from P'un. Ent. of Major

Brougrbton

Ireland, d. 26 Feb. 1677).

Brougrbton
Chester,

Kichabd BBonoBTOM.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Chester, and of the

(Escroyd, co.

1584).

Erm. a hon ramp.

sa.

city

of

charged with a

crescent ar,

Broug'bton

Ar.
(Warbrightesley, co. Devon, Visit. 1620).
a chev. betw. three mullets gu. an annulet az.
(Lancashire). Ar. two bars and a canton gn.
Ar. two bars gu. on a
(Uenley, co. Salop).
canton of the first a saltire of the second. Crest ^A talbot

Broug'bton
Broug'bton
pass. gu.

—

AA

A

Broughton
owl

Sa. three owls ar.

(Shropshire).

Crest

—An

charged on the breast with three snakes in

ar.

BB O
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fret

vert.

eared or, charged on the neck with a bar gemelle and •
trefoil, as in the arms.
Motto Si sit prudentia.
Bro'wn (Pinchbeck, Holland, co. Lincoln granted June,
1632). Ar. on a fesse wavy betw. three lions' gambs erased
bendways sa. armed gu. as many swans' heads erased ppr.
beaked of the third.
Bro'wn. Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets, sa. Crest
stork's head couped at the neck, nowed ppr. betw. two
wings ar.
Bro'wn, or Bro'wne (London and Norwich). Gu. crusilly
ar. on a bend erm. three eagles displ. of the first.
Bro'wn (Blackburn, co. Berwick). Sa. a dagger in bend
ppr. and in chief a boar's head erased ar. Crest
A vine
tree ppr. Motto Proemium virtutis honor.
Bro'wn (granted to James Brown, Esq., of HarchiU's Grove,
CO. York, and William Williams Brown, Esq., of Chapel
AUerton, near Leeds, sons of James Brown, Esq. of Leeds,
by Anne his wife, daughter and heir of Samitel Williams,
Esq.). Ar. on a bend sa. cottised az. betw. two six-pointed
mullets pierced sa. three lions ramp, of the field quartering
Williams. Crest A demi lion ramp, erased or, betw. two
^elephants' trunks, ppr.
Motto Persevera Deoque confide.
(Kichmond Hill, co. Lancaster, bart.). Gu. a chev.
or, betw. two bears' paws erased in chief ar. and four hand.s
conjoined in saltire in base of the second, on a chief engr.
gold, an eagle displ. sa.
CVc^t— A bear's paw erect, and
erased ar. issuant out of a wreath of oak vert and holding a
sinister hand ppr. Motto
Est concordia fratrum.
Bro'wn or Broun (Colstoun co. Haddington, bart., 1686.
In 1718 Coulston went to the heiress, whose granddau. and
heir was the late Marchioness of Dalhousie, and the baronetcy
to the Thomydi^e branch). Gu. a chev. betw. three fleursde lis or. Crest A lion ramp, holding in his dexter paw a
fleur-de-lis or.
Motto Floreat majestas.
Bro'wn (Rev. Richard, cadet of Thornydike, 1763, who
afterwards inherited the Coulston baronetcy). Gu. on a
chev. ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, a crescent of the first
betw. two mullets az. a bordure of the last. Crest A dexter
hand holding a Bible expanded ppr. Motto Deus evehit

—

;

Broug'hton
Broug'liton

(Shropshire).

Sa.

a chev. hetw. three owls

Az. a cross engr.

(Shropshire).

Crest

or.

ar.

—

talbot pass. gu.

Brou?h.ton

(Somerset).

a chev. or, hetw. three bucks'
On a mount vert a spaniel dog

Sa.

—

heads cabossed ar. Crest
couchant erm.
Broug'h.ton..
Ar. on a chief gn. three escallops of the
field.

Broug'litozi.
of the

At. two bars gu. on a canton sa. a cross engr.

field.

Brougliton.

Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the last a
cross enpr. of the field charged with an annulet zz.
Broug'h.ton. Giu a chev. betw. three bears pass. or.

Broughton,

Ar. a cock gu. beaked and legged or.
Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets or.
Az. a cross engr. ar.
Broughton (Visit. Oxon.). Gu. a cross engr. ar.
Broughton. Gu. guttee d'eau a buck's head ar.
Broughton, or Bro-wton. Sa. a guttee d'eau a buck's
head cabossed ar.
Broughton, or Browton. Az. a buck's head cabossed

Brongliton.
Broug'hton.

ar.

Brouker.

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. six estoiles sa.
or Blounfield. Ar. three fusils in fesse
gu. betw. as many cinquefoils az.
BrOTin (Colstoun, bart.). See Bbown.
(Johnstonbum). See Brown.
Broxm. Gu. a bend erm. on a chief ar. three torteaux.
Brouncker (Rombold-Week, co. Sussex, and Brokedish, co.
Norfolk, and Ireland). Ar. six pellets, three, two, and one,
a chief embattled sa. Crest An arm in armour embowed,
holding in the gauntlet a sword, all ppr.
Brouncker (Boveridge, co. Dorset). Ar. six pellets, three,
two, and one, a chief embattled sa. thereon a lozenge fesseways of the field charged with a cross pattee of the second,
betw. two crescents of the first. Crest
Out of battlements
ea. a dexter cubit arm vested ar. charged with two bendlets
wavy of the first, in the hand ppr. a lozenge in pale charged
with a cross pattee as in the arms. Motto Butg.
Brounker (Sir Heney Bbounkee, of West Ham, co. Essex,
Lord President of Munster, knighted at Drogheda, 24 Sept.
1697, d. June, 1607, buried at St. Mary's, Cork, Fun. Ent.
Ar. six pellets in pale three and three, on a chief
Ire.).
embattled sa. a lozenge fessways of the field. Motto Loyal
au mort.
Brounker (Lord Brounker). Same Ai-ms.
Brounker. Barry of six ar. and gu. fifteen fletirs-de-lis,
three, three, three, three, two, and one, all counterchanged.
Crest
A lion's paw erased ppr. holding a bezant.
Brounlee, Gyronny of twelve, gu. and or, in the centre a
cinquefoil sa.
Crest
A demi peacock issuing ppr.
Brounville (Suffolk). Gu. a saltire engr. ar. betw. four
cinquefoUs or.
Bro"w. Ar. on a chev. gu. three roses of the first.
Brow, or Bro'we (Herts). Gu. on a chev. ar. three roses
of the field.
Bro'we!!. Per fesse sa. and or, a pale counterchanged, on
the first three fusils of the second. Crest A dexter hand
holding a scimetar ppr.
Bro'wet (Hereford). Ar. a cross botonnee fltchee sa.
Bro'wghe. Per fesse ar. and vert, a pale counterchanged,
three conies issuant out of these burrows of the first.

Broum field,
Broun

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Bro'wgliill, or Brougha!! (Ireland). Paly of six ar. and
sa. on a bend gu. three escallops or.
BrO'wker (London and Southwark). Barry of eight or and
sa. as many martlets of the first, three, two, two, and one.
Crest— A talbot pass. gu. supporting with the dexter foot a
chaplet vert.

Bro'wn

(Chas. Brown Cornish-Brown, Esq., of Sandford co.
Derby, took name and arms of Brown in addition, 14th Oct.,
1863).
1st and 4th, or, a chev. gu. surmounted by another
erminois betw. two escallops in chief of the second and in
base a rose also of the second, barbed and seeded ppr..
Brown 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. dovetailed betw. in chief
two roses and in base an escallop ar., Cornish Crests
Brown A demi man ppr. wreathed round the temples or
and gu. charged on the body with five escallops saltireways
gold, and in the dexter hand a battle axe ppr. ; Cobnibh
Upon a ragged staff or, a Cornish chough wings expanded,
ppr. Motto Deus pascit corvos.
Bro'wn (Woodsmore, co. Herts). Sa. three lions pass. betw.
two bendlets ar. and as many trefoils slipped erm. Crest
A buck's head sa. attired or, issuing from a crown paly
gold. Another Crest A griffin's head erased sa. beaked and
;

;

—

:

:

—

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

Brown

—

—

—

—

—

pios.

Bro'wn

(Long Itchington, Warwickshire, cadet of Colstoun,
Gu. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, a thistle
a bordure wavy of the second. Crest An eagle reguard.
holding in his dexter talon a fleur-de-lis or. Motto Labor
1742).

—

ppr.,

omnia

—

vincit.

Bro'wn

(Copenhagen, 1755). Ga. three fleurs-de-lis or, on
a chief of the second three human hearts of the first. Crest
A dexter hand holding a sword all ppr. Motto La vertu

—

est la seule noblesse.

Bro'wn

Edinburgh). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, a garb vert banded az. Crest
ship in the sea firing the signal for sailing all ppr. Motto
(Newhall,

co.

—

—

Deus

adesto.

Bro'wn

Roxburgh). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, a crescent of the first betw. threemartlets az., a bordure wavy ar. Crest— X lion ramp. ppr.
Motto Spero.
Bro'wn (Alderman Anthony Brown, Esq., Lord Mayor
of London).
Per fesse indented or and gu. in base
(Ellieston, co.

—

."v

griffin pass,

of the

—

a chief erm. Crest A hawk ppr.
on a bird's leg erased a-Ia-quise, and

first,

belled or, standing

conjoined to a wing,

—

all gu.
Motto Nil sine caus&.
(Peter Brown, Esq., of Woodplumpton, St. Michael,
Lancaster). Ar. on a bend nebulfe betw. two mullets

Bro'wn
CO.

—

^A
of six points sa. three lions pass, of the field. Crest
Uon's gamb erased or, fretty, and holding a mullet of six.
points sa.
Bro'wn (London. Visit. London 1568). Az. a chev. betw.
three escallops or, within a border engr. gu.
Bro'wn (Hingingside, descended of Fordell). The same,
with the chev. invecked for diff.
Bro'wn (Bonnyton, Scotland). Or, on a chev. betw. three
ship under sail ppr.
fleurs-de-lis az. a bezant.
Crest

— Caute et sedulo.

—A

Motto

Bro'wn

(Carslaith, Scotland).

Or, a chev. betw. three fleurs-

de-lis sa.

Bro'wn

(Hartrigg, Scotland).

Erm. on a

chief az. three

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Bro'wn or Broun
stonbum,

CO.

fleurs-de-lis ar.

— Armat

(Gorgymill, co. Edinburgh, now JohnHaddington). Az. a fesse valr6 betw. three
Crest— A rose gu. slipped and barbed ppr.

et omat.
(Midmar, co. Aberdeen;
Finmount, co. Fife ; Greenknowe,

Motto

Bro'wn

Brown, who

fell

Fordell,
co.

Perth;

co.

Adajc
was grand-

Sterling.

at the battle of Falkirk, 1298,

father of Sir John, sheriff of Aberdeenshire, 1328 his son
John, of Midmar, was ancestor of Geoboe, Bishop of
;

A

A

:

;

BBO
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BBO

Dimkeld, 1484-1514, who
BicHABD by charter, 19 July, 1493. Major-General Sir John
Bbown, of FordeU, who represented the co. Pei th in Parliament, d. 1651, and his estate was sequestrated. His only
BurviTing child, by Mabt, dau. and heir of Colonel Sir
James Scott, cf Bossie, co. Fife, Amtonia, heiress of
Eossie, m. Alkx. Donlop, of Dunlop, co. Ayr, and Is reprebrother

granted Fordell to his

Brown

(Lea Castle, co. Worcester, John Bbown, Esq.,
of that place, high sheriff of the county in 1833).
Az.
on a fesse ar. betw. three martlets in chief, and the Boman
swords
in saltire, and enfasces erect, surmoimting two
circled by a chaplet in base or, three chess rooks sa.
Crest
demi eagle displ. with two heads az. charged on tho
breast with the fasces, swords, and chaplet, as in the arms.

—A

sented by Lieut.-Col. Sir Wiluam Aonbw Wallacb,
Bart. : the third Bbown of Fordell acquired Finmont and
settled it on his younger son David in 1588, by whose
descendant, GEoaos Bbown, this estate was sold about
1710; his younger brother, Mr. John Bbown, minister of

Brown-Borthwick

was great grandfather of David Bbown,
of Greenknowe, whose grandson is the Eev. Jamss Cassels
Bbown, A.M., Hulme, Watefield, co. Chester). Arms borne
by the Bishop of Dunkeld Sa. a chev. betw. three fleursFordell, az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or
de-lis ar.
Finmount, added a crescent sa. on the chev. for diff., which
is still carried by the family, with a demi lion ppr. holding
in his dexter paw a fleur-de-lis or, for Crest, and the Motto

Brown-Q-ilpin

Abercom

1700-43,

:

;

Floreat majestas.

Srown

(Horn and Westhom, co. Perth and Forfar, descended of Ford-'J, Lyon, Beg., 1672). Az. a chev. wavy
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Geoboe Bbown, of Horn, which
-was in the possession of the family towards the end of the
sixteenth century, d. s. p. m. about 1760.
(Hangingside, Scotland, 1672). Ar. a chev. invected

Brown

betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Brown polphington, co. Lanark).
three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest

Labor omnia

Or,

a chev.

engr- betw.

—A dolphin naiant ppr.

—

Motto

(Edinburgh, 1680: the son married the heiress of
Az. a chev. chequy ar. and gu. between three
Crest
A dexter hand holding forth a
fleurs-de-lis or.

—

closed book ppr.

Brown

omat.
Gu. a chev. betw. three

itfotto— Delectat et

(Balquham, Scotland).

fleurs-de-lis or.

Brown

(Waterhaughs, co. Ayr, 1806). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, a ship sails
furled sa., a bordure of the second 2nd and 3rd, gyronny
of eight wavy erm. and gu., for Campbell. Crest—A demi
Hon ppr. holding in his dexter paw a fleur-de-lis or. Motto
;

—Tandem

licet aero.

Brown

(Eccles, 1808). Quarterly, 1st, gu. a sword fessways
betw. three fleurs-de-lia or, for Bbown; 2nd, az. three fishes

Fobeman;

3rd, vert, a lion ramp.
a ship under sail or, in the dexter
canton a crescent of the last on a chief ar. three boars'
heads erased sa. Crest A lion ramp. ppr. Motto Famae

counter-salient ar., for
»r., for

Homb;

4th, az.

—

—

studioBus honestsB.

Brown

(Fobsith-Bbown, of Whitsome-Newton, 1856).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-dea roundle betw. two mullets sa., for Bkown ; 2nd and
2rd, ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. two griffins segreant in
chief az. armed and membered sa. and in base a fleur-delis of the second a garb. betw. two crescents or, for Fobstth.
Crests
An eagle rismg reguard. ppr., holding in his dexter
talon a fleur-de-lis or, for Bbown A demi griffin az. issuant
lis or,

—

;

—

out of an antique crown

or, for Fobstth.
Mottoes Labor
Bbown Instaurator ruinse, for Fobstth.
Geobob, G.C.B., 1860). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, a mural crown of the first, all within a
bordure embattled of the second.
CVent An eagle displ.
ert crowned with a mural crown or, and on the breast a

omnia

vincit, for

;

Brown (Sir

—

garland of laurel of the

Brown

last.

Dennistoun-Bbown, of Balloch Castle, co.
Per pale gu. and az. a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, on a canton ar. a bend sa. Crest
lion ramp. ppr. holding in his dexter forepaw a cross
crosilet fltchee gu., and in his sinister a fleur-de-lis or.
Motto Vitam impendere vero.
Brown (Ashley, co. Edinburgh, 1866). Per chev. gu. and
sa. a chev. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a cushion in
base or. Crest— A lion ramp. sa. holding in his dexter fore1864).

—

—

paw

a fleur-de-lis or.

Afo«o— Floreat

Brown

majestas.

(Hortonplace, Surrey, 1B69). Az. a chev. chequy ar.
and sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second. Crest— A lion
ramp. gu. holrling in his dexter forepaw a fleur-de-lis ar.
.Jfolto— Fortitudino ct fldclitate.

Brown.
Brown.
Brown,
or.

Sa. three lions in bend betw. twobendlets ar.
Gu. agriffln segreant or, a chief indented crni.
alias Weare. Per chev. gu. and sa. three hinds
(?rest
On a lure a falcon rising ppr.

Brown

—

(Rev.

Fbeoibick Bbown, Fern Bank,

Same Arms and

Brown
cheu

co.

Kent).

Crest.

(Norton, co. Gloucester). Or, on a fesse gu. three
rooks of the fteld, In chief three mallards sa.
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omat.

and

(Sedbury Park, co. York).

Quarterly, 1st

on a chev. erm. between three

4th, gu.

lions'

gambs

erased and erect ar. three escallops of the field, a chief of
the third charged with an eagle displ. betw. two escallops
sa.
2nd and 3rd, or, a boar ramp. sa. the whole within a
border erm. Crests— 1st A lion's gamb erased ar. armed
and charged with a bar gemel gu. the paw holding two
eagles' wings conjoined sa. 2nd : An arm embowed in armonr
the hand grasping a branch of laurel all ppr.
Brown-]yiorison. See Mobison.
;

:

;

Brown

(Dantzic, bart. 1699,

title extinct).

As Horn, the

chev. charged with a thistle slipped vert for diff. Crest
dolphin naiant ppr. Motto Virtus dedit cura servabit.

—

Brown

—

(Unthank Hall, Northumberland).
Per pale sa.
and gu. on a bend, engr. with plain double cottises betw.
two escallops ar. three lions pass, guard, of the first.
Vrfst
Two escallops or, thereon resting an eagle, dispL
vert, in the beak a cross crosslet fitchee geld. Motto—

—

Brown
4th,

(now Tbottek, of Horton Place, Epsom). Ist and
Tbotteb 2nd and 3rd, Bbown. Az. a chev. chequy ar.

and

sa, betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second.

;

Crest

—

ramp. gu. armed and langued az. holding in the right
fleur-de-lis ar.
Motto Fortitudine et fldelitate.
Brown (Sir John Bbown, Knt., of Endclifle Hall, Sheffield,
D.L., and J.P.). Ar. two barrulets betw. a mullet in chief
and a representation of a Bbown's conical spiral spring (as
invented by the grantee) in base sa. Crest— A lion sejant ppr.
charged with two barrulets sa. and supporting with the
dexter paw an escocheon ar. thereon a bee volant also ppr.
Motto Nee sorte nee fato.
Brown (Williau Candleb-Bbown, Esq., of Aghenuire,
Callan, co. Kilkenny: Boyal license to take the arms of
Bbown -only, and the name of Bbown in addition, dated 16
July, 1857).
Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis erminois,
a canton ar. thereon a cross crosslet sa. Crest A demi lion
ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis as in the
arms, and charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet ar.
lion

—

paw a

—

—

Motto—GsiM^eo.

Brown

Ar. two lions pass, in pale

(Horbling, co. Lincoln).

sa.

Brown (Burton Hall, co. Devon). See Bbowne.
Browne (Gbaveb-Bbotine, Morley Hall, co.

Norfolk).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a bend az. a canton erm.
2nd
and 3rd, per chev. nebulee ar. and az. three tilting spears
two and one points upwards counterchanged. Crests Ist
On an escallop ar. a cross moline gu, betw. four torteaux.
2nd: A demi talbot ramp. ar. pellettee holding a tilting
;

—

spear erect or.

Browne

(Frampton, co. Dorset).

three herons az.

as

many

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.

escallops or.

Crest

—A

hare

courant or.

Browne

Motto— Suivez moi.

(A. J.

Dumbarton,

1868).

Suivez raison.

vincit.

Brown

Colstoun).

(Eev. Kobebt Bbown-Bobthwick,
Az. on a chev. ar. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in
chief and a mascle in base or, three cinquefoUs sa.
Crest—
A hand ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis or. Jkfo^to— Delectat et

London,

derived from Sir Anthony
( Viscount Montagu ;
Bbowne, K.B. at the coronation of Bichardll. the heiress
TO. PoTNTz).
Sa. three lions pass, in bend betw. two double
cottises ar.
Crest
An eagle displ. vert. Supporters Two
wolves ar. with each a plain collar and chain or. Motto—
Suivez raison.
(lord Kilmaine.
See Bbowne of the Neale).
Sa. three lions pass, in bend betw. two double cottises
ar., a crescent for diff.
Crest
An eagle displ. vert. Supporter>—Two lions reguard. ar. ducally crowned, plain
collared and chained or. Motto
Suivez raison.
(Marquess of Sligo). Sa. three lions pass, in bend
two
double
cottises
of
ar. betw.
the last. Crest An eagledispl. vert.
Supporter*— Dexter a talbot ppr., gorged with a
Suivez raison.
baron's coronet; sinister a horse ar. Motto
(Totteridge, co. Hertford, afterwards of Crofts, co.
Lincoln
granted 24 April, 1661, by Dalton, Norroy, to
Valentine Bbowne, Esq., of those places, one of the Auditors
of Her Majesty's Exchequer, and previously Commissioner in
Ireland and Scotland for Edward VI. and Mary I.). Ar. three
martlets in pale sa. betw. two flaunches of the last, on eacli
a lion pass, of the field. Crest— A dragon's head couped ar.
;

—

—

Browne

—

—

Browne

—

—

Browne

:

betw. two wings expanded sa. gutt^ counterchanged.

(Sari of Kenmare). Ar. three martlets in pale »a.
betw. two flaunches of the last on each a lion pass, guard, of
A dragon's head couped ar. betw. two wings
the first. Crest
expanded sa. guttee counterchanged. SicpporUrs Two
lynxes ar. guttle de poix, both plain collared and chained

—

—

—Loyal en

Motto

or.

tout.

Browne

(Hospital, co. Limerick. The Fimeral Entry of Sir
knt., of Hospital!, who died in 1640, records
that he was third son of Sir Valentine Browne, Knt., of
Crofts, CO. Lincoln, by Thomasine, his second wife, sister of
Sir Nicholas Bacon, Lord Keeper of England temp. Queen
His descendants were the Brownes of the
Elizabeth.
Hospital, who terminated in an heiress, Helen, dau. of

Thomas Beowne,

Thomas Browne,

of Hospital,

who m. her kinsman, Nicholas,

second Viscount Kenmare, the representative of the senior
line of the same family). Ar. three martlets in pale sa.
betw. two flaunches of the last, each charged with a lion
pass, of the field, a martlet for diff.
Brovme (Beechworth Castle, co. Surrey; a branch of Viscount Montagu's family). As Browne, Lord Montagu.
Browne (bart., Westminster; created 11 March, 1732). Cfu.

—

a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A demi lion
ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis, as in the
arms. Motto Gaudeo.
Browne (Weymouth, co. Dorset). Sa. three lions pass,
betw. two bendlets ar. in the sinister chief point a trefoil of
the last. Crest A griffin's head erased sa. beaked or.
Browne (Suffolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs. ar.
on a chief of the last an eagle displ. sa. menibered or, all
within a bordure az. Crest A lion's gamb erased and erect
gu. holding a ring ar.

—

—

—

BrowTie

(Norwich, confirmed to Robert Browne, 20 Oct.,
Sa. three cranes ar. Crest
1581, by Cooke, Clarenceux).
Out of a ducal coronet a crane's claw all ppr.
(granted, to Sir Hogh Browne, by Camden, Clarenceux, 26 June, 1604). Ar. three bars sa. on a canton or,
a tiger's head erased of the second. Crest— 'OrxX, of a mural
coronet or, a tiger's head sa.
(Clare, exemplified in 1866 to Windham Bradt, Esq.,
17th Foot, second son of the late Luke Bradt, Esq., of

—

Browne

Browne

Brookville, co. Clare, on his changing his
licence from

Brady

two double

cottises

beads of the

— An eagle

first,

to

Browne).

name by

royal

Ar. on a bend engr. betw.

two

plain sa. three eagles displ. with

in the sinister chief point a pellet.

Crest

with two heads per pale ar. and sa., the
dexter wing charged with a pellet and the sinister with a
Motto Nee timeo nee spemo. See Supplement.
plate.
Browne (granted in 1815 to Major-Gen. Sir George SackTiLLE Browne, K.C.B., grandson of Edward Browne, Mayor
of Cork). Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs, erect and
erased or, on a chief gemelle ar. an eagle displ. sa. Crest
On an eastern crown or, an eagle displ. with two heads sa.
Motto Hoc age.
displ.

—

—

—

Bro'wne

Stephen Browne, of
Down, brother of John Browne, of Bradley,
Erm. on a fess embattled counter embattled sa.
three escallops ar. Crot— Out of a mural crown gu. a stork's
bead and neck erm. beaked az.
(Ireland, confirmed, 1614, to

Ballyrennell, co.
CO. Derby).

Browne

Fun. Ent., 1673). Ar. a pellet betw.
quartering Wentwobth.

(Ireland;

two bendlets

sa.,

Browne

(Dublin. From Fun. Ent. of Alderman Edward
GonoH, of Dublin, d. 1631,whose first wife was Margaret, dau.
of WiLUAM Browne, Sheriflf of Dublin). Per pale ar. and or,

an eagle

with two heads sa.
Fun. Ent. of Michael Browne, d.
1632, at one time SherifiF of Dublin). Ar. an eagle displ.
with two heads sa. charged on the breast with a trefoil
displ.

Browne

(Dublin.

slipped of the field.

Bro-wne
Erm. a

(High Sheriff of Dublin, d. 1652, Fun. Ent.

1665).

Bro-wn
Sa.

(Thomas Browne, Esq., Dublin, Fun. Ent.

Sa.

II.,

Fun. Ent.

Ire.).

or.

Bro^wne

Sa. three lions pass.

(Johnston, co. Dublin, bart.).
in bend, betw. two double cottises ar. a

— An eagle displ. vert.

Bro^wne

Ire.

a chev. betw. three storks ar.

(Thomas Brown, temp. Eichard

a chev. betw. cranes

Crest

Ire.).

chief gu.

Browne

Motto

muUet

— Conduct

for diff.

is fate.

(Kishock, co. Dublin, created a Baronet of Ireland,

from the Fun. Ent. of Sir Sytvestee
Browne, 2nd bart., and of Margaret, wife of Garbat*
YoDNo, of Dublin, and dau. of Sir Bichard Browne, 1st bart.
d. 1624). Per pale ar. and sa. an eagle displ. with two heads
charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped all counter20 March, 1621;

changed.

Bro^wne
sa.

cf Galway, m. Mart, dan. of Josk Brown, and sister of Sir
Dominic Brown, Knt.). Ar. on a bend cottised sa. three
lions pass, of the first.
Bro^wne (co. Galway, Smith's Ordinary). Or, an eagle displ.
with two necks sa. Crest Two eagles' heads couped conjoined sa.
Bro^wne (Galway, from the Fun. Ent. of Margaret, wife of
Sir Peter French, of Galway, Knt., and dau. of Alderman
Geoffrey Browne, of same place, d. 1631). Ar. an eagle

—

displ. sa.

Bro'wne

(Kilskeagh, co. Galway). Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
griffin's head erased sa.
J/o(£o— Fortiter et

Crest—~A
fideliter.

Bro'wne

(Coolam, Annaghmore, Newtown, Ardskea, Cooloo,
co. Galway). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads
A griffin's head erased ar. Motto Fortiter et

and Moyne,
sa.

Crest

—

—

fideliter

Bro'wne

(Lord Orcnmore, Castle MacGarrett, co. Mayo, and
Carrabrowne, co. Galway). Barry of eight or and az. an eagle
displ. with two heads sa. surroimded by an orle of martlets gu.
quartering Monck and Prendergast. Crest of Browne
A griffin's head erased ppr. Supporters Dexter, a knight in
chain armour ppr. holding in the exterior hand a battle-axe,
and on the other arm a shield gu. charged with two lions pass,
guard, or; sinister, alike knight, the armour covered by a
surcoat ar., and hanging from the sinister arm a shield ar.,
charged with an eagle as in the arms. JV/ol(o— Fortiter et
fideliter.
(These were the armorial bearings assigned to Rt.
Hon. DoMiNicK Browne, M.P., of Castle MacGarrett, on his
being created a Peer of Ireland in 1836. The present Lord
Oranmore, as the husband of Christiana Guthrie, is
obliged, by a pro'vision in the entail of the Guthrie estates,
to use, bear^ and constantly retain the surname, arms, and
designation of Guthrie of the Mount, as his proper and only
surname, arms, and designation. See Guthrie).

—

—

Bro'wne

Kildare.
John Browne, Esq.,
(Naas, co.
of the Nasse, d. 18 Dec. 1680, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Gu. a chev.
erm. betw. three lions' gambs erased and erect ar.
Bro'wne (Brownestown, co. Kildare, and Backweston, co.
Dublin Fun. Ent. of Patrick Browne, of Irishtown, co.
Dublin, d. 1625, 2nd son of John Brown, of Carlow, who was
2nd son of Patrick Browne, of Backweston). Per pale ar.
and sa. an eagle displ. with two heads, charged on the
breast with a trefoil slipped all counterchanged, a mullet
:

gu. for

diff.

Bro'wne

(John Browne, Esq., of Castle Browne,

temp. Charles

I.).

— A tiger

az.

Crest

Qui non ciconia

co. Kildare,

Sa. a chev. betw. three cranes ar.
maned, tufted, and armed or. Motto

—

tigris.

Bro'wne (Camus

and Clanmorris, co. Limerick, an AngloNorman family). Per pale ar. and sa. an eagle displ. with
two heads armed and beaked gu. Crest An armed arm
holding a sword ppr. Motto Fidem servabo genusque.
Bro'wne (allowed to Count George Browne, of the Holy
Roman Empire, General-in-Chief in Russia, GovernorGeneral of Livonia, Knight of St. Anne, &c., son of Georob
Browne, Esq., of Camus, co. Limerick, by Honora, dau. of
Edmond de Lacy, Esq., of Eathcahill, same co., and grandson of Thomas Browne, Esq., of Camus, who certified his
Arms, &c., same as
pedigree to Preston, Ulster, 1638).
Browne, of Camtis.
Bro'wne (allowed 1724 to IJlysses Bro'wne, Count of the
Holy Roman Empire, and George Browne, Count of the
Holy Roman Empire, afterwards Field-Marshal in the
Austrian service. Knight of St. Anne, &c., the two eldest
sons of George Browne, of the Spanish service, and grandson of Ulick or 'Dlysses Browne, a younger son of William
Browne, Esq., of Camus). Arms, Crest, and Motto same as
Browne, of Camus, with the due marks of diff.
Bro'wne (Rathbane, co. Limerick, granted 1851 to Rev.
Peter William Browne, of Rathbone, Incumbent of

—

—

Blackrod, Bolton, Lancaster). Ar. three lions pass. gu.
Crest Rising from a marquis's
betw. two bendlets sa.
coronet ppr. an eagle displ. gu. winged and membered or.
Motto Suivez raison.
Bro'wne (The Neale, co. Mayo, Baronet of Nova Scotia,
allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1777, and registered in the
Lyon Office, Edinburgh). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Browne;
sa. three lions pass, in bend betw. two double cottises ar.
2nd and 3rd, Dodwell. Ar. two bars per pale indented gu.
and az. in chief three hurts. Crest An eagle displ. vert.
Mottoes Munit haec altera vincit, suivez raison. Supporters
Dexter, a unicorn ar. homed, maned, tufted, and ducally
gorged or sinister, a savage man ppr. wreathed about the

—

—

—

—

—

;

(Sir

Richard Browne, of Dublin). Per pale

an eagle

Browne

BBO
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Browne

ar.

and

displ. with two heads counterchanged.
(Galway, temp. Queen Elizabeth, Micbaxl KutwAX,

133

head and

Bro'wne
1>etw.

loins vert.

(Aughentaine Castle, co. Tyrone). Erm. a chev. az.
fleurs-de-lis in chief and a cinqnefoil in base sa.

two

A

An eagle displ. with two heads vert charged on each
(yfgt
wing with a fleur-de-lis or. Motto Suivez raison.
Browne (Braeffey, Baheens, and Ellistown, co. Mayo).
two double cottises
Sa. three lions pass, in bend betw.
Crest— Ad eagle displ. vert. Motto Suivez raison.
ar.
Bro-wne (Browne Hall, co. Mayo). Same Arms.
Browne (Knox-Bbowne, exemplified to Hebvet Browne,
Tyrone, late Capt.
Esq., younger, of Aughentaine Castle, co.
12th Lancers, on assuming the additional prefix surname
and arms of Kkox). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a chev. az.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a cinquefoil in base sa.,
2nd and 3rd, gu. within a bordure engr a
for Bkowne
falcon with wings expanded or, charged on the breast with
a pheon sa. on a canton of the second a fess chequy ar.
and az., for Knox. Crests 1st An eagle displ. with two
heads vert, charged on each wing with a fleur-de-lis or, for
Bbowne; 2nd A falcon on a perch close ppr. charged on
Motto Suivez
the breast with a pheon sa., for Knox.
raison: and on a scroll over the second crest, Moveo et

—

—

;

—

:

:

—

proficio.

Browne-Lecky.

See Leckt.
(Mulrankin, co. Wexford),

Ar. an eagle displ.
two heads sa. armed and beaked gu. Creat A stag's
head erased ar. attired or, guttee de sang.
Browne (allowed 1724, to Edwabd Bbowne, then domiciled
in France, son of Andbew Bbowne, the 5th son of Edwabd
Bbowne, Mayor of Waterford, 1698, descended from Bbowne,
of Clanmorris). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. membered gu., a

—

•with

crescent for diff.
(Fim. Ent., Ulster's oflBce). Ar. on a pile gu. three
martlets of the field.
(from the Fun. Ent. of James Bbowne. Cursitor and
one of the Six Clerks of the Court of Chancery in Ireland,
d. 1634). Ar. on a pile gu. three martlets of the field.
(from the Fun. Ent. of William Bbowne, Deputy
Beceiver under the Vice-Treasurer of the Revenue in
Gu. two chevronels ar. betw. three
Ireland, d. 1623).

Browne

Browne
Browne

two bendlets

Ulster's office, 1673).

Ar. a pellet betw.

sa.

Erm. a chev. engr. az.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief, and in base a cinquefoil sa.
An eagle displ. with two heads per pale az. and gu.
Crest
wings or, each wing charged with a fleur-de-lis sa.
Bro'wne (Ludlow, co. Salop, confirmed 1614, Camden's
Grants). Erm. on a fess embattled counter-embattled sa.
three escallops ar. Crest Out of a mural crown gu. a stork's
(Everton, near Liverpool).

—

—

head and neck couped erm. beaked az.
Browne (Orthwaite Hall, and Woodhall, in the parish of
Caldbeckc and Tallantire Hall, co. Cumbeiiand). Ar. three
martlets in pale sa. betw. two flaunches of the second, each
charged with a Uon pass. or. Crest A griffin's head vert,
Traducere aevum leniter.
betw. two wings. Motto
Browne (Bronwylfa, near St. Asaph). Sa. three lions pass.
Crest
An
in bend ar. betw. two double cottises of the last.
Spectemur agendo.
eagle displ. vert. Motto
Browne (Bucks). Sa. a chev. betw. three cranes ar. Crest
A tiger az. maned, tufted, and armed or.
Browne (Nether-Legh, co. Chester). Ar. two bendlets betw.

—

—

—

—

—

many

mullets sa.
(Chester, claims to have anciently held lands in that
silver horseshoe
to the
CO. by knight's service of a
Sovereign when he passed over the land represented by
as

Bro'wne

:

Bev. Geoboe Osbobne Bbowne, M.A., vicar of Shire Oaks,
CO. Notts, and chaplain to the Earl of Lucan). Sa. a lion
ramp. ar. over all a bcndlet compony or and az. Crest
demi lion ramp. ar. Motto In te Deus spuravi.
Bro'wne (Cheshire). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a bend gobonated
gu. and of the first.
Bro'wne (Cheshire). Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Bro'wne (Bodmin, Cornwall, used by Geo. Bbowne, of
Bodmin, Attorney, in the middle of the last century.
Quartered by CoLuns). Or, three garbs az.
Bro'wne (Marsh Hall, co. Derby, 1582). Ar. on a chev. gu.
three rotes of the field. Crest
A lion ramp. ar. ducally
crowned or, supporting a tilting spear ppr. beaded of

—

—

—

the

—

Crest
of the third.
A demi man sa.
wreathed about the temples, holding in the dexter hand a

three

escallops

hammer

or.

Bro'wne

(Devonshire). Gu. a chev. erm. couple closed or,
betw. three escallops of the second.
BrowTie (Devonshire). Gu. a chev. betw. three lions'
gambs erect and erased within a bordure ar.
Bro'wne (Devonshire). Ar. on a chev. betw. three sinister
hands couped sa. as many spears' heads of the field.
Bro'wne (Godmanstow, co. Dorset). Ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. three cranes az. as many escallops or. Crest On a
mount vert, a hare courant ar.
Bro'wne (Beaconsfield, co. Bucks, Visit. London, 1568). Ar.
a chev. betw. three cranes sa. Crest An heraldic tiger az.

—

—

tufted or.

Bro'wne

(Bishop Auckland, co. Durham).

Sa. three mullets

—

A sword in pale, embrued ppr.
(Weald Hall, co. Essex, of whicli was Sir Weston
Bbowne, temp. Henry Vill. The chief and crest are augmentations granted for valour at Grenada, temp. Ferdinand
and Isabella). Gu. a chev. betw. three hons' gambs erect
and erased ar. on a chief of the second an eagle displ. sa.
armed and crowned or. Crest An eagle of Sicily displ.
with two heads sa.
Bro'wne (Browne's Hill, co. Carlow). Gu. a chev. betw.
three lions' gambs, erect and erased ar., a bordure of the
second, on a chief of the same an eagle displ. sa. armed and
crowned or, quartering Clayton ar. a cross engr. sa. betw.
four torteaux. Crest An eagle displ. with two heads sa.
Motto Fortiter et fidehter.
Bro'wne (Essex). Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs
erect and erased ar. a chief and bordure of the second.
Browne (Essex). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three lions' gambs
ar.

Crest

Bro'wne

—

;

—

—

erased ar.

Bro'wne
lions

(Essex).

ramp.

Browne

Ar. a chev. cottised gu. betw.

three

sa.

(Essex).

Sa. a

bend erm. on a chief

ar.

three

torteaux.

escallops or.

Browne (Fun. Ent.,
Bro'wne

BBO
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Browne

A

first.

Browne (WritUe,

co. Essex).

Same Arms.

plate or, leathered sa. buckled gold issuant

Crest

—A

—

Browne

ISA

(Harwood,

co. Hereford).

—

Browne
Browne

escallops or.

Bro'wne

(Brenchly, co. Kent). Gu. a griffin pass, or, a chief
Crest A vulture ppr. wings endorsed, displuming a mallard's wings.
Bro'wne (Deptford, co. Kent). Or, a chief sa.
Bro'wne (Kent). Sa. three lions pass, in bend betw. two
cottises ar. in chief a griffin's head erased of the second.
(Kent). Sa. betw. two bendlets engr. three lions
of the second.

—

Browne

pass. ar.

Bro'wne

(Kent).
Per pale indented ar. and or, a chev.
betw. three escallops gu.
Bro'wne (Kent). Ar. on a fesse embattled counter embattled
sa. three escallops of the first.
(Kent and London). Ar. on a chev. betw. threo
demi griffins, erased gu. as many towers triple towered of
the first.
Bro'wne (Lancashire). Ar. on a bend double cottised sa.
three spread eagles of the first. Crest An eagle displ. ar.
on the wings two bars sa.
Bro'wne (Brynsop, CO. Lancaster). Ar. two bends sa. in
base an ogress.
Bro'wne (Winslow, co. Leicester). Or, a saltire engr. aa
betw. four butterflies volant gu.
Crest
A boar's head
erased sa. pierced through the neck with a broken spear or,

Browne

—

—

ar.

Bro'wne (Hungry

Bentley, co. Derby). Same Arms, field
Out of a mural crown gu. a stork's head erm.
(granted 1659).
Or, on a bend gu. cottised sa.
A mullet sa. betw. two
three mullets of the first. Crest
stags' horns of the same.
Bro'wne (Leicestershire). Gu. a bend fusilly ar. in the
sinister comer a martlet or.
Bro'wne (Lincolnshire). Ar. two lions pass. sa.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1438 and 1448). Ar. two
chev. sa. on a canton erm. aa annulet of the second.

erm.

Crest

Bro'wne

(Snelston, CO. Derby). Sa three lions pass, in bend
betw. two cottises ar. in chief a trefoil slipped erm. Crest
gnflln'H head erased vert, cured, beaked and collared or,
cliarKi'd on the neck with a trefoil slipped cmi.
Bro'wne (Onrby). Sa. betw. two cottises a lion pasa. ar. in
the lininicr chief a trefoil, slipped erm.
(Devonshire). Gu. a chev. erii). cottiscd or, betw.

A

Ar. on a chev. betw.
three mullets pierced sa. as many escallops of the first.
Crest A demi griffin vert, winged and legged or.
Bro'wne (Walcott, co. Northampton). Az. three escallops or,
a border indented gu.
Bro'wne (Islington). Or, on a chev. engr. barry wavy of
eight ar. and az. betw. three cranes of the last. Crest—
crane az. beaked and legged or, the crown of the head gu.
in the beak an ear of wheat gold.
Bro'wne (Canterbury, co. Kent). Sa. three tigers pass, in
bend betw. two double cottises ar.
(Canterbury, co. Kent). Ar. a bend sa. on a canton
az. a fleur-de-lis of the field.
(Horton-Kenby, co. Kent). Az. a chev. betw. three

headed
breast-

above a plume of

feathers ar. and gu.

Bro'wne

Bro'wne

Browne

—

—

B
Browne

(Lord Mayor of London, 1480, ancestor of the
Brownes of Walcot). Az. a chev. bctw. three escallops,
within a bordure engr. or.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1507). Per pale indented
or and ar. a chev. betw. three escallops gu.
Mayor of London, 1513). The same as 1480,
(Lord
Browne
the bordure engr. gu.
BrO"»inie (Lord Mayor of London, 1661). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three grifBns' heads eri.sed gu. as many castles of the

Browne

first.

Browne, or Brown (Burton
by HrBCULES

K.

Bbown,

Hall,

KingskersweU, as borne

Jnm

same as
head, as in the arms.

Esq., of that place).

—A

BBO
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RO

Bro'wne

(Walsingham,

Norfolk, granted to Thomas
Beowne, 1632, by St. George, Clarenceux). Erm. a chief or.
Crest
On a chapeau a crane. Motto — Pietate.
Bro'wne (Porland, co. Norfolk, granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1612).
Sa. three cross crosslets fitohee or, in chief,
two in base, points meeting betw. three fleurs-de-lis, aU or.
Crest
On amount vert three anchor stocks sa. two in saltiro
and one in pale through a crown ar.
Bro'wne (Walcot, co. Northampton). Az. a chev. or, betw.
three escallops of the second.
co.

—

—

Bro'wne

(Newark, co. Nottingham). Per bend gu. and sa.
three leopards' heads or, on a chev. engr. ar. as many

—

the preceding.
Jlfo«o^Probitas Veritas honos.
Browne (London, granted 28 Feb. 1615). Gu. on a chev.
betw. three leopards' heads cabossed ar. as many escallops
Crest A cubit arm vested gu., turned up ar. holding in
az.
the hand ppr. a sword erect of the last, hilted or, entiled
with a leopard's head of the second.

az.
Crest
A cock-pheasant az. combed and
beaked gu. gorged with a plain collar or.
Bro'wne (Nottinghamshire). Per pale gu. and or, on a chev.
engr. per pale ar. and az. three escallops betw. as many
leopards' heads all counterchanged.
Bro'wne (Oxfordshire). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three

Browne

Browne

Crest

griffin's

—

(Isaac

Hawkins Beowne,

Esq.). Quarterly, 1st

and

4th, erm. on a fesse embattled counter embattled sa. three
escallops or, for Beowne 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chev. betw.
three roses az. as many escallops of the first on a chief pale
gu. and sa. a dragon pass, with wings addorsed erm. for
Hawkins. Crest Out of a mural coronet gu. a crane's head
erased erm. charged on the neck with an escallop az.
Motto Verum atque decens.
Browne (London). Sa. alion ramp. ar. a bend gobony ga.
and of the second within a bordure of the last. Crest A beehive beset with bees diversely volant ppr. Motto Virtus et
;

—

—

—

—

brooms

sa.

Erm. on a fesse crenellee sa. three
of a mural crown gu. a stork's

(Shropshire).

escallops ar.

Crest

—Out

hpad erm.

Bro'wne

(Staffordshire).
Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three
cranes az. as many trefoils slipped ar.
(Leyson, co. Suffolk, granted 1480). Per bend ar.
and sa. three mascles in bend counterchanged. Crest—A.
demi stork with wings expanded ppr. the neck nowed.

Bro'wne
Bro'wne

Per pale

(Suffolk).

(London). Az. a grifidn pass, or, a chief indented
per fesse of the second and erm.
Browne (London). Gu. a griffin pass, or, a chief indented
per fesse erm. and of the second.
Browne (London). Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops or.
Browne (London). Sa. a chev. embattled betw. three swans
ar.

Browne.

Ar. two chev. sa. in chief an annulet of the

second.

Bro'wne

(Suffolk

and Lincoln,

Bro'wne

(London). Ar. two chev. sa. on a canton erm. an
annulet of the second.
(London, descended from Angus, in Scotland). Az.
on a chev. wavy betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, a thistle slipped

Browne
vert.

Browne (London).

Az. a chev. betw. three escallops or.
(London and Herefordshire). Per pale ar. and or,
betw.
three
escallops
gu.
a chev.
(l,ondon and Norwich). See Beown.
Bro'wne (Mathew Beowne, London : his dau. Maegaset, was
wife of John Hackett, Esq., of Kil Edmond, co. Tipperary,
who died 1639, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Erm. on a fesse embattled
counter embattled sa. three escallops ar.
The same as
(Greenford, co. Middlesex, 1614).

Bro'wne

Browne

Browne

co. Salop.

Browne (Stepney, Middlesex, and Dorsetshire, Visit. Middlesex, 1663).

on a chev. betw. three storks

Sa.

escallops of the field.

Browne (Middlesex).

Crest

ar. as

many

— A tiger pass. ppr.

Ar. three bucks trippant ppr.

Crest

—A buck's head erased ppr. attired or.

Browne (Bromhall, CO. Norfolk). Erm. a chief indented gu.
Browne (Elsing, co. Norfolk, William Browne, of that place,
jure uxoris, was second son of Sir
co. Sussex).

Arms,

Crest,

Anthony Beowne, of
and Motto, the same as

Viscount Montagu.
Bro'wne (borne by Bicbaed Chaeles Browne, Esq., J.P.,
Elsing HaU, co. Norfolk, and exemplified, 27 Feb. 1845, to
BiCEABD Eaton, Bector of Elsing, co. Norfolk, [eldest son
and heir of Richard Eaton, afterwards Bicbaed Beowne,
late Bector of Elsing aforesnid, by Frances, his wife, only
surviving child and heir of Thomas Beenet, Esq., late of
King's Lynn, in the co. of Norfolk, who, in compliance
with an injunction contained in the last will and testament of Mart Geeene, late of Elsing aforesaid, widow
and relict of Thomas Greene, Esq., of the same place, and
dan. and heir of Thomas Browne, Esq., Lord of the Manor
of Elsing aforesaid, assumed the surname and arms of
Browne only). Sa. three lions pass, in bend betw. two double
cottises ar.
Crest
An eagle displ. vert. Motto Suivez

—

—

raison.

Bro'wne

ar.

three mascles

Sa. three mallets ar.

1860).

Bro'wne
lis

Ar. on a bend betw. two cottises
water bougets or.
(Westminster). Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de(Warvfickshire).

az. three

Crest

or.

—A demi

lion holding in the dexter

Norfolk, granted by Barker, Garter,
1594). Per chev. or and az. in chief three estoiles of the
last, in base a cockatrice (another, a wyvem) of the first.
Crest An arm erect vested bendy or and az. the hand ppr.
holding a fetterlock gu.
Bro'wne (Norfolk). Ar. two pellets in bend betw. as many
bendlets sa.
(Diss

—

co.

1.S5

paw a

fleur-de-lis or.

Browne

(Monkton Farleigh, Wilts, originally of Chapel
Allerton, co. York).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a chev.
or, cottised betw. three roses gu., for Beowne 2nd, ar. a lion
pass, reguard. sa., for Smyth 3rd, az. on a bend ar. three
gillyflowers ppr., for Wade. Crest
A demi eagle displ. or,
surmounted by two palm branches in saltier ppr. Motto—
;

;

Browne

Cowdray,

and

sa.

counterchanged.

two and one.

industria.

Browne

Beown,

escallops

—

Suivez raison.

Bro'wne (Yorkshire).

Ar. on a bend cottised sa. three Uons
ramp, of the field.
Bro'wne (John Browne, Serjeant Painter to Henry 'VIII.).
Ar. on a fesse embattled and counter embattled, sa. three
escallops of the first, on a canton quarterly gu. and az. a
leopard's head or. Crest
^A stork's head, holding in the beak
an acorn, slipped vert fructed or, betw. two wing's expanded
az. each charged with an escallop of the second.
Bro'wne. Erm. two bars sa. on a chief of the last three
caltraps or.
Crest An arm couped at the elbow and erect
vested az. cuff erm. holding in the hand ppr. a caltrap or.
Bro'wne. Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three cinquefoils erm.
as many hurts. Crest
An eagle's head erased ar. in the
mouth an arrow ppr.
Bro'wne. Ar. two bends sa. betw. as many mullets of the
Crest
A lion sejant sa. resting the dexter paw on a
last.
shield ar. charged with a mullet of the first.
Browne. At. on a chev. betw. three mullets pierced sa.

—

—

—

—

as

many

escallops of the

wings elevated

first.

—A

Crest

d,eini griffin vert,

or.

Bro'wne. Gu. a

gambs

ar. within a
Crest A bear's paw couped and erect or,
bordure erm.
grasping a falchion ar.
Bro'wne (The Woodlands, co. Salop, descended from Balph
Browne, living at Caughley, same co., temp. George I.). Sa.
three lions pass, in bend betw. two double cottises ar. a trefoil

chev. betw. three lions'

—

for diff.

Bro'wne (Wylde-Browne,
Harrow,

co. Salop

Beowne pursuant
Browne,
1788).

:

Caughley Hall, in the parish of

Balph Browne- Wylde took the name
to the will of Jane;

of Caughley,

by Act

of Parliament, 28

Sa. within two bendlets or, betw. as

ar. three lions pass, guard, of the second.

of

widow of Edward
George

many

Crest

—A

111.,

martlets
griffin's

head erased per pale g:u. and sa. gorged with a collar or,
charged with two trefoils slipped vert.
Browne. Or, on a chev. betw. three cranes az. a bezant.
Crest A crane's head and neck erased az. ducally gorged or,
holding in the beak a bezant.
Bro'wne. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erect and
erased, within a bordure engr. ar. on a chief of the last aa
eagle displ. sa. Crest— A lion's gamb. erased and erect gu.
holding a wing ar.
Bro'wne (Bishops Cannings, co. Wilts). Erm. a chev. cotised
or, betw. three roses gu. Motto Suivex raison.

—

—

A
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Browne. Sa. on a chief three lions pass. betw. two b«ndleta
engr. ar. Crest A p^fBbn's head erased or.
Browne. Ar. a fesse betw. three mallets sa. Crat
stork's head cquped at the neck, nowed ppr. b«tw. two

—

—

win^ ar.

Browne.
^nbraed

Sa. two mullets
at the point gu.

Crttl—A sword erect

ar.

Browne. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erect and
erased, within a bordure ar. on a chief of the last an eagle
displ. sa.

Browne.
Browne.

Ar. on a bend az. three escallops or.
two bars gemelles ar.

Sa. three lions pass. betw.

a crescent

or.

Browne.

Ar. a cher. sa. betw. three roses az. stalks slipped

and barbed

Browne.

vert.

Per

fesse indented ar.

and

or,

a cher. betw. three

escallops gu.

Go. a saltire Twre betw. four caltraps or.
Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three roses gu.

Bro'wne.

Browne.

slipped vert.

Browne.
Browne.
Browne.
Browne,
Browne.
Browne.
Browne.
Browne.

Enn. on a chief ar. three torteaux.
Erm. a chief indented per pale gu. and or.
Or, a chev. engr. barry wavy of six ar. and az.
Per bend lozengy counterchanged ar. and sa.
Sa. a lion ramp. ar. pellettee.
Az. a Uon ramp. or.
Az. a lion ramp, guttee de sang.
Per bend sa. and ar. three mascles counter-

changed.

Browne.
Browne.
Browne.
Browne.
Browne.

Quarterly, gu. and az. a leopard's face or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three cranes gu.
Erm. a chief per pale indented or and gu.
Erm. on a bend gu. three lions ramp. or.
Sa. three lions pass. betw. two bendlets engr.

ar.

Bro'wne.

Sa. a lion saliant within a bordore ar. depressed
with a baton gobonated or, and gu.
Browne. Sa. a chev. enn. betw. three leopards' heads
within a bordure or.
Browne. Quarterly, az. and gu. four leopards' heads or.
Browne. Quarterly, or and sa. four leopards' heads counterchanged.
Browne. Sa. three square hammers ar. Crest— pewit
ar. in her nest or.
Browne. Az. three woodbine leaves ar.
Browne. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses ga. seeded az.
•talked and leaved vert.
Bro'wne. Gu. at the four comers of an escutcheon ar. as

A

many

fleurs-de-lis of the last.

Browne.
slipped,

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses
and barbed vert.

az. stalked,

Bro'wne. Per pale gu. and sa. three leopards' heads or.
Bro'wne!! (Derby, 1682). Erm. on a chev. cottised sa. three
escallops ar.

Crest

—Out of

of feathers, five, four,

Bro'wne!!

(Cliffe

a ducal coronet a triple plume
and three.
near ShetBeld). Arms, same as

Field,

—

BaowNZLL of Derby. Crest An escallop ar.
Bro'wnesliaiig'h. Ar. three mitus' heads (of the pheasant
kind) ppr.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads ca-

BBT7
—On a chapean

tnmed op

g^.

Bro'wnlo'W

—

(

Viscount Tyrconnel).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Supporters Two lions reguard. ar. plain collared gu. in each
collar a ring or.
Bro'wnrlg', or Bro'wnrigrg'. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. gattee d'or, betw. three crescents of the second.
Crest A lion
ramp, holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis ppr.
Bro'wnrigg' (Bart.). Ar. a Uon ramp, guard, sa. grasping
in the dexter paw a sword pommel and hilt or, the blade
entwined by a serpent ppr. betw. three crescents gu.; and
as an honourable augmentation (granted by King Geokob
IV., 23 March 1822), a chief embattled vert, thereon a representation of the sceptre of the King of Kandy or, and the
banner of the.said king, being gu., within a bordure, with a
ray of the sun issuing from each angle, a lion pass, gold,
holding a sword ppr., in saltire, the whole ensigned with a
representation of the crown of the Kingdom of Kandy, also
ppr. Cresti
1st (of honourable augmentation)
A demiEandian ppr., the body vested ar. and belted or, cap of the
second, in the dexter hand a sword, and in the sinister a representation of the Kandian crown, also ppr. 2nd A mural
crown or, thereon a sword erect, entwined by a serpent ppr.
Motto. Virtute et sapiential.
Bro'wnrig'g. Ar. a lion ramp, guard, sa. between three
crescents gu. Crest A sword erect in pale environed with

—

—

:

:

—

—

a snake

all

ppr.

Bro'wnshin.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bulls' heads
couped of the second.
Bro'wns'word. 'Vert a sword in bend ar. hilt and pomel
or, betw. two ducal coronets of the last, on a chief of the
second three caltraps gu. Crest A pegasus ppr.
Browse (co. Devon). Az. three garbs or, banded gu.
Bro'Wte. Sa. two bare erm. betw. six cinquefoils ar. three,
two, and one.

—

Broxbome.
armed

On. six eagles
and one.

displ.

with two

necks

or,

ar. three, two,

Broxliolme

(Lincoln).
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three
boars' heads couped of the second, five bezants.
Crest

A

bear standing against an elm tree

Brozton

(Fun. Ent. Ire., 1657).

flexed over the

head

all

ppr.

Ar. a lion ramp, tail re-

sa.

Broxton

(Broxton, Colchester, temp. Edward III.).
Or,
a cross pattee fltohee sa.
Broy. Erm. a lion ramp. parp. crowned or.
Broyn. Sa. a saltire betw. four leopards' heads or. Crest/—
Two lions' paws sa. holding up a shield ar.
Broyne (Kent). Az. a cross sarceUy or.
Broyne. Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Bruant. Erm. two bars gu.
Brubouclie. Or, semee of billets a lion sa.
Bruce (Bbudenell-Bbdcb, Marquess of Aylesbury). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a saltire and chief gu. on a canton
ar. a lion ramp. az.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three morions (steel caps) az.
Crests 1st: A seahorse
ar.
2nd A lion pass. az. Supporters—Two savages ppr.
'wreathed round the loins and temples vert, each supporting
in the exterior hand a flag, thereon the first quarter of the
;

—

;

:

Motto

— Fuimus.

Bruce

(Earl of Elgin and Khxcardin^i). Or, a saltire and
chief gu. on a canton ar. a lion ramp. az. Crest A lion
statant az. Supporters—Two savages ppr. wreathed about
the head and middle with laurel vert. Motto
Fuimus.
Bruce (Lord Aberdare). Or, a saltire and chief gu. the last
charged with a martlet of the field. Crest A cubit arm in
armour in bend grasping a sceptre ppr. Supporters ^Two
lions collared, pendant from the collar of the dexter an
escutcheon of the arms of Knioht, and from the collar of
the sinister an escutcheon of the arms of Bbdce. Mottoes
Above the crest, Fuimus under the arms, Ofnor na ofne

—

sa.

Bro'wne8!ane.

Az. a fesse betw. three adders' tongue

leaves or.

Bro'wnfleld

(Barlaston Hall, co. Stafford). Gu. a chev.
engr. ar. betw. two stags' heads erased in chief of the last and
a cross pattA) fltcbee in base or. Crest
lion pass. ar.
semee of pheons gu. supporting With the dexter paw a cross
patt«e fitchee or.
Motto Laborant numen adest.

—A

—

Browning
Browning

(Cambridge). Az. a lion ramp, or, billett^e gu.
(Cowley, co. Gloucester). Barry wavy of six ar.
and ar. Crest A sinister arm from the elbow laguing from
a cloud in the dexter, holding the hand above a serpent's
head, erect from the middle, and looking toward the sinister

—

ppr.

Bro'wnlng'.

BrO'wnlng.
Bro'wnlng.

The same

adding an orle of martlets
Barry undce ar. and az.
;

sa.

Az. three bars wavy ar.
Brownlow, Ear!. See Cost.
(Lord Lurgan). Per pale or and ar. an escutcheon within an orle of martlets sa. Crest— On a chapeau
az. turned up enn. a greyhound statant gu.
Supporlert—
Dexter, a greyhound ar. gorged with a wreath of shamrocks,

BrownJow

ert;

Crest

erm. a greyhound statant or.

arms.

Bro'wneshln.
bossed

orle of martlets sa.

sinister,

a Highland soldier in his uniform with his

flrelock, all ppr.

Brownlow

Motto— Zmk quam

videri.

(Belton, co. Lincoln, and London; the heiress
Aanle. dau. of Sir William BaowwLow, 4th bart. of Humby,
m. Sir EicBAao Ccst, Bart.). Or, an InescutchMm within an

136

—

—

—

—

;

angau.

Bruce

(HovelI/-Tbdblow-Ccmming-Bbcce; Baron Thurlovi).

Quarterly, Ist, Bbuce: Or, a saltire gu. on a chief of
the last in sinister canton a mullet of the first, charged
with a crescent of the second; 2nd, Cummino: Az.
three garbs or; 3rd, Tbcblow: ar. on a chev. cottised
ia. three portcullises with chains and rings of the first;
4th,
Hovell: Or, a cross sa.
Creits
Bbdce:
1st,
On a cap of maintenance ppr. a dexter arm in armour
from the shoulder, resting on the elbow, also ppr.,
the hand holding a sceptre erect or. Motto over, Fuimus;
2nd, Cdmiiiho A lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter fore-

—

:

paw a dagger ppr., Motto over. Courage; 3rd, Tbtjblow A
raven ppr. gorged with a chain and pendent a portcullis
ar.. Motto oyer, Justitiae soror fides; 4th, Uovell: A greyhound couchant or, collared and line reflexed over the
back sa., Motto over, Quo fata Tocant. SvpporUn—On
:

—A
;

BBU
eitber ride a

greyhound

the back sa.
(Kennet,

Srace

;

.
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or, collared

now Lend Balfour

and lined reflexcd over
Quarterly,

of Burleigh).

BBtr

otherwise Bbccs, of Castle Chichester, in that co., oo Us
changing his name from Bbice to Bbuce). Or, a saltire
and chief gu. a mullet in the dexter canton of the first.
Crest A cubit arm holding a scimitar ppr.
Motto—Do
well, doubt nought.
Bruce. Barry of six vaire ar. gu. and az.
Bruce. Vaire erm. and gu. three bars az.

—

and 4th, ar. on a chey. sa. an otter's head erased of the
first; 2nd and 3rd, or, a seiltire in chief gu. the latter
charged with a mullet ar. Crest A mermaid holding in her
light hand an otter's head, and in her left hand a swan's
Bruce, or Bre'wis. Gu. a saltire and chief or.
bead, all ppr. Supporters Dexter an otter ppr. sinister, a
Bruch. (Bruch, near Warrington, co. Lancashire). Ar. a
8wan or. Motto Omni solum forti patrja.
chev. betw. three mullets sa. Crest
A demi eagle displ. sa.
Srace (Airth and Stenhouse. co. Stirling, bart., 1629). Or,
a saltire and chief gu., in the dexter chief point a shield ar. Bruclierley. Ar. a canton in base vert.
and chief sa. Crest On a cap of maintenance a dexter arm Bruch.esley. Gu. three crosses engr. ar.
armed from the shoulder resting on the elbow, and holding Brucken. Per fesse sa. and ar. three standing lampa
counterchanged
in the hamd a sceptre, all ppr. Supporters (granted 1801)
Ar. a chev. betw. three
Dexter, a chevalier in complete armour, having plumes of Bruckshaw or Brucksho-w.
crosses moUne gu. Crest A sea chart ppr.
feathers on his helmet, and bearing in his right hand a
head
Brudenall,
sinister
a
lion
az.
on
his
or
Brudenell.
all
ppr.,
Ar.
Crest,
a chev. betw. three
the
sceptre as
steel caps sa.
Crest
A battle-axe in pale, surmounted by a
the crown of King Eobert II., gorged with that of King
branch of laurel, and a branch of rue, in saltire ppr.
David, and chained with an antique chain or. Mottoes
Brudenell (Earl of Cardigan). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
Fuimus and Do well and doubt not.
represented
three morions az. the points of the caps to the sinister side.
cadet
of
Airth,
Cowden,
a
(Newton
and
Brace
Crest A sea-horse ar.
Supporters
Dexter a buck ppr.
by Hon. W. H. Bbcce Ooilvt, as heir of line). Ar. a saltire
holding in the mouth an arrow betw. the antlers a cross
gu. and chief embattled of the last. Crest An eagle's head
patt^ fitch^ or, sinister a horse ppr. Motto En grace
ppr. Motto Spes mea supeme.
a£Be.
Brace (Downhill, co. Derry, Ireland, bart., 1804, a cadet of
Kewton). Or, on a saltire gu. a harp ar. a chief of the Brudenell (Stanton Wyvile, co. Leicester and Northampton
Crest A lion
shire).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three steel caps az. the i>oint8
second on a canton ar. a lion ramp. az.
of the caps to the dexter side.
Crests
psas. az. holding in his dexter paw a trefoil sUpped vert.
1st:
An arm
embowed, covered with leaves vert, in the hand ppr. a
Motto— Fmiaua.
spi'&ed club or, slung to the arm with a line of the last
Brace (Newtownards, co. Down, granted 1804). Arms, Crest,
2nd A talbot ar. ducally gorged gu. 3rd A sea-horse ar.
and Motto same as preceding.
Brudenell. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three chaplets az.
Brace (Kinnaird and Eoseisle). See Cummino Bbuce.
Brudenell,
or Brudnell. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. thre*
Or,
chief
gu.
the
latter
(Earlshall).
a
saltire
and
Brace
chapeaus az. turned up erm.
charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
Bruce (Wester Abden, co. Fife). Or, a saltire gu. on a chief Brudenell. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three steel caps ax.
an escallop or.
of the last three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Brace (GrangehiU, co. Fife, as represented of Earlshall, 1816). Brudenell. Ar. a bend cottised gu. betw. six crosslets sa.
Brudenell, or BruddeneU. Ar. a bend cottised gu.
Or, a saltire and chief g^. the latter charged with a flenr-debetw. six crosses crosslet fltch^e sa.
Crest
A horse's head erased ar. bridled
lis of the field.
Brudisher. Ar. three bucks' heads sa.
Supporters Two savages ppr., wreathed head and
gu.
Bruen
true
Fuimus.
(Stapleford, co. Chester).
laurel
vert.
Mottoes
Be
with
Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
middle
Crest— A fisherman per pale ar. and sa. each several article
Brace (Col. Walter Hamilton Tyndau. Bbuce, of
of dress counterchanged, in the right hand a fisherman's
GrangehiU and Falkland, 1873). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
staff, in the sinister a landing net thrown over the shoulder
a saltire and chief gu. the latter charged with a fleur-de-lis
Ist

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

:

of the field 2nd, ar. a fesse cottised sa. betw. three garbs
of the last, for Ttndall 3rd, gu. a cross potent fitchee or,
Crest
betw. three cinquefoils ar., for Hamilton.
horse's head erased sa. bridled gu. Motto Fuimus.
Shetland).
Quarterly,
1st
and4tb,
or, a sal(Mowanes,
Brace
tire engr. gu. on a chief of the second a mullet of the first
2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A dexter hand
Motto Omnia vincit amor.
erect, holding a heart ppr.
Brace (Kinloch). Ar. a saltire and chief gu. in dexter chief
a mullet of the field, a bordure indented of the second.
;

;

—

—

—

Crest

—A star or.

Brace

—

Motto—Ad summa virtus.

(Garvel). Or, a saltire gu. on a chief embattled of the
Crest
A hand holding a -sword ppr.
second a mullet ar.
Motto Venture forward.
Bruce (Urie, Shetland). Or, on a saltire gu. a mullet of the
first charged with a crescent of the second, a chief of the

—

—

second.

Bruce

descended from StanstUl, Caithness). Or,
betw. two spur rowels in fesse gu. a chief of the
A horse's head couped and furnished ppr.
second. Crest
Motto—True.
Bruce (Skelton, Yorkshire). Ar. a lion ramp. az.
Bruce (Clackmanan, Scotland. Direct male line ended
In
1772 present heir of line, Hon. W. H. Bruce Ooilvt).
the 16th century: Or, a saltire and chief gu. the latter
charged with a mullet ar. in dexter chief. Afterwards:
Or, a saltire and chief gu.
Bruce (Balcaskie and Kinross, bart., 1668, descended from
Blairhall, a cadet of Clackmanan). Or, a saltire gu. and
chief wavy ef the last.
CrestThe sun going down ppr.
Supporters Two cranes reguard. ppr. Motto Irrevocabile.
Bince (the Bight Hon. Sir James Lewis Knioht-Bsuce,

a

(Pittarthie,

saltire

—

;

—

^oehampton

—

—

Vice-ChanceUor of
England, and afterwards Lord Justice of Appeal). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a saltire gu. on a chief of the second a
of

Priory, Surrey,

first

field, for Beoce; 2nd and 3rd, paly of six ar.
on a canton of the second a spur with rowel downwards, leathered or., for Knioht. Crests 1st A cubit arm
in armour in bend grasping a sceptre all ppr., forBaucE;
2nd On a spur lying fesseways or, a hawk, wings elevated
ppr., for Knight.
Motto— Fvlmus.
Bruoe (formerly BaicB, granted in 1831, to Edwako Bbuce,
of Kilroot, eo. Antrim, descended £rom Bobebt BAcb,

martlet of the

and

az.

—

:

b^
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:

:

or.

Bruen (Torven,

co. Chester). Sa. an eagle displ. ar.
Gu. two bars wavy or. Crest A mermaid ppr.
Bruere (as borne by Geoboe Bbuebe, Esq., M.P. for Great
Marlow, 1710-28). Gu. two bends wavy or. Crest Out of a
mural crown a hand and arm couped at the elbow, habited
gu. billitee or, cuffed ar. the hand ppr. holding a battle-axe of

—

Bnier.

—

the

thii-d.

Bruere

(Ashted, co. Surrey, granted by Heard, Garter, 1803,
William Bbuebe, Esq. grandson of the foregoing Geoboe
Bbuebe). Vert two bends wavy erm. on a canton or, flye
torteaux. Crest A mural crown per pale ar. and or, therefrom issuing a cubit arm vested gu. cuff of the first, in the
hand a halbert in bend sinister ppr.
to

,

—

Bruers. Or, a lion gu. tail forked.
Bruers. Or, a lion ramp, and canton gu.
Bruerton, Ar. two bars sa.
Brugres (Sudley Castle, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a cross sa. a

—

leopard's bead or.
Crest
A Saracen's head in profile,
couped at the shoulders ppr. habited ar. powdered with

torteaux,

and wreathed about the temples of the second and

sa.

Bruges.

Gu. two garbs ar. betw. as many flaunches erm.
Az. seven mascles or, on a canton gu. a hon pass.

Brug'es.

guard, of the second.
Brugres (Earl of Winchester).

Az. ten mascles
canton gu. a hon pass, guard, of the second.

Brug'es

(Seend,

co.

Wilts.

William Heald

or,

on a

Ludlow

Beoges, Esq., of that place, formerly M.P. for Bath, assumed
his latter

surname

in 1835,

upon inheriting the

estate of his

maternal great-uncle, Thomas Bbuoes, Esq., of Seend).
Ar. a cross ermines quarterly pierced of the field, in the
centre point a leopard's face sa., for Bruges; quartering
LuDix>w. Cre^t An anchor erect sa. charged with a saltier
Motto Omne solum fortl
or, entwined by the cable ppr.

—

—

patria.

Brug:es

(London, 1612, Camden's Grants).
Ar. on a cross
ermines a leopard's face or, quartering gu. semee of qustrefoils and fretty ar. a canton erm. Crest
An anchor, the head
downwards sa. stock or. Motto (across the shaft of the
anchor)
Mihi ccelum portus.
Bruget. Az. ten mascles, three, tbne. three, and one or.
a canton go. cbarged with a lion pass, gorged of the second.

—

—

A

Out of a dncftl coronet or, a swan's head and neck
ffffff
betw. two wings ar.
Bmg^ord. Gu. three martlets betw. two liars ar.
Or, a cross sa.

Sru^g'es.
fesse ar.

(granted 29 Aug. 1415).

membered

Gn.' three falcons in

or.

Brain, or Braen. Ar. an eagle displ. sa. armed gu.
A man ar. with a crutch in the right hand or, and
(yett
back of the last, on a staff of the second.
ramp. ar. guttee de sang.
Quarterly, gu. and az. four estoUes or.
Bmlye, or Bmly. Erm. on a bend gu. three
his

a basket at

BmiXL.
Bruin.
Bruley,

Az. a

lion

Ar. on a bend sa. three rakes of the field.
Or, on a bend gu. three mullets ar. Crat

Brumbert.

—

Bnunfield.
ax.

Ar. three lions pass, in pale sa.
(Leicestershire). Or, a martlet vert.

Brtunfield.

Brtunliam

Bmmkerd.

Erm. three lozenge buckles tongues in fesse
A mermaid with comb and glass aU ppr.
Crest
ax.
Brumsted. Ar. on a bend betw. two crosses fonn^e
Orest
A demi griffin
fltchee gu. three mullets of the first.
ax. wings expanded or, holding in the dexter claw a cross

—

—

formee

fltchee gu.

Bran
Bran
A
Bran

(Cheshire). Ar. an eagle displ. gu.
(Kent, and Dorsetshire). Az. a millrind or.
stag lodged sa.
(Lancashire). Az. a cross moline or.

Bran.
Brun.
Bran.

by two

cottises gn.

Brute, or Bruit. Chequy sa. and ar. a bend gu.
Bruton, or Brutyn (Exeter). Per pale gu. and

Oral

—

Quarterly, or and gu.

;

Brane. Az. a cross engr. or.
Bruneck. Ar. two lions pass,
head erased

Branet.
sa.

guard,

sa.

Creat

—An eagle's

sa.

Or,

a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure embattled

Crtit — A cockatrice displ. gu.

Brunfold.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Brunham, Gu. a cher. ar. fretty sa. betw. three lions'
heads (another, erased) of the second.

Braning:, Bruen, or Bruiningr

(Wiltshire). Gu. two
bends wavy, the upper one ar. the other or. Crest A demi
lion double queued gu. guttee d'eau ducally crowned ar.
Bruninge (Derbyshire). Gu. two bends wavy ar,

—

Bransfield

(Scotland).

Or, five pine tree apples in cross

— A demi chevsJier, brandishing a sword, ppr.
Bransell (Bingham, co. Nottingham). Or, a fesse counterembattled betw. three roses gu. Crest — A lion's gamb erased
gu. Crest

all

and erect

stalked and leaved

holding a rose ar.
Ar. three razorliills' heads couped sa.
infuld (cap) embowed at the end gu. turned
up in form of a chapeau and engr. with a button and tassel
on the top or.
Branton. Or, three eagles displ. gu. Crest A beacon
with flames of flru ppr.
Motto Fax mentis incendium
or,

vert.

Brunstaug'h.
Brant. Ar. an

—

—

gloriae.

Branton. Or, a garb betw. three eagles displ. gu.
—A beacon with flames of fire ppr. Motto, over the

— Lux

Crest

Crest

CPark House, Bradwell, Essex, as borne by
Esq., of Park House,
Bradwell, near Coggeshall, Essex, Lord of the Manor, and
patron of the liting of Bradwell, eldest son of the late Rev.
Mabtin .John Bbunwin, whose mother, AN^^B Brdnwin,
eldest surviving child of Milboubne Cabteb, Esq., of Braintree, came into possession of the estate of Bradwell, with its
ancient Hall, so long the seat of the old family of MikXET, at
the decease of her brother's widow, 23 Feb. 1819). Gu. a cross
patonce or, on a chief ar. three buckles of the first. Crest
A lion's head erased or, frettce sa.

Mjlboobne Peter Cabtek Bednwin,

—

Brasard, or Bro'^sserd,
ooupcd

ar.

armed

Sa. three antelopes' beads

or.

Ar. a lion ramp. az.
(Norfolk).
Ar. a lion ramp, tall knotted betw. ten
croswg cros."ilet gu. Crent—K Saracen's head sidcfaced ppr.
wreathed about the temples ar. and gu.
BruBe. Az. a lion ramp. betw. ten crosses crosslet or. Creit
—Out of a ducal coronet ga. a lion's head or.
(kcni).

BmjBell.

Or,

a Hon ramp.

az. oppressed

with two bendlets

Ru.

Brashford (Devonshire).

Bmas.

Sa. a cross flory or.

Kim. a Uon ramp, double queiud and nowed go,
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a

az.

armed

az.

Bruton Priory

(Somersetshire).

Gu. in a maunch erm.
Anotlier

Coat—

Or, a cross engr. sa.

Bruvere. Gu. two bars wavy or.
Bruyer, or Bruyeres. Or, a lion ramp.

sa. tail forked.

Crest — A bear's paw erased.
Bruyin (Essex and Surrey). Az. across sarcellee
or.
Crest — A goat ar. attired or.

(ormoline)

Bruyin. Quarterly, gu. and az. four estoiles or.
Bruyin, or Bruyn. Az. a lion ramp. ar. billettee

Brusm

(Shropshire).

gn.
Ar. an eagle displ. sa. charged on the

breast with a fleur-de-lis or.
(Ireland). Or, three trefoils slipped az. on a chief of
the last a buck pass, of the first.
Bruyn. Az. a cross engr. or.

Bruyn

(Sheriff of

a cross moline
same.

Bruyne.
Bruzead.

—A

Crest

or.

Southampton, 26 Henry VI., 1447). Az.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. an ibex of the

—

Quarterly, gu. and az. in chief two suns or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three roundles az. within
last,

charged with as

many

a

fleurs-de-lis or.

cat sejant sa.

Bryan (Lord Bryan,

borne by Sir GcT de Bbtam, summoned
K.G. temp. Edward III., elected in the
place of Sir John Chandos, one of the Founder Enights).
Or, three piles conjoined in base az.
Crest
On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm., a hunting horn sa. garnished or.
Bryan (Bedfordshire). Or, three piles meeting near in the
base, vert within a bordure az. bezantee.
Bryan (Cheshire and Cornwall). Erm. a lion ramp. gu. over
all a bend sa. bezantee.
Bryan (Devonshire and Gloucestershire). Ar. three piles az.
Bryan (William Bbyan, Deputy Ulster King-of-Arms, 1766).
Ar. three piles gu. Crest Out of clouds a naked arm
embowed, the hand grasping a dagger, all ppr. Motio
Nee avarus nee profusus.
Bryan (Scarr, co. Wexford). Ar. three piles gu. Crett ^A
Saracen's head erased at the neck sa.
Bryan (Leicestershire and Wrotham, co. Kent). Or, three
piles az. a canton erm.
Crest
On a garb, lying fesseways,
a bird.
Bryan (Bolingbroke, co. Lincoln). Or, three piles meeting
near in the base, az. within a bordure engr. erm. Crest
greyhound courant, reguard. erm. collared or.
Bryan. Ar. three piles wavy vert, within a bordure az. an
annulet or.
Bryan. Ar. three piles vert.
Bryan. Or, three piles az. on a canton paly of six ar. and
of the second a bend gu. charged with three eagles displ. of
to Parliament 1350,

—

—

—

—

—

—

the

field.

Bryan.
BiT'an.

et salus.

Branwin

BruBe
Bruse

a bordure engr.

Or, (another ar.). three eagles displ. gu.

bordure of the

Brnne (Essex and Dorsetshire). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
a cross moline or 2nd and 3rd, lozengy gu. and erm.
Brane (Sir Henbt Bbdne, Knt. temp. Henry VII.). Az. a
cross moline or, quartering, lozengy erm. and gu.

—

ppr.

Bruton.
Bruton.

Bruyne

Az. billettee a lion ramp. or.
Closettee of twenty ar. and az.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. charged with a cross crosslet

az.

two chev. ar. (another, sa and gu.). Crest
demi wolf ducally crowned holding betw. the paws a muUe

a hand ppr. holding erect a fleur-de-lis or.

chevs. or.

pbeon

—

Ar. a lion ramp. az. a chief gn. Crttt A lion's
head erased gu.
Brassell. Ar. a chief or, over all a lion ramp. az. depressed

Brassell.

fesse betw.

Sa. a cross betw. four crescents ar.

Sroliaizi.

BBY
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BBXr

JkmggfoTd

A

two lions ramp, endorsed gu.
Erm. a Uon ramp. gu. crowned or, within a bordure

Or,

bezantee.
Az. on a chev. or, three crescents gu. in chief a
dolphin ar.
Bryan. Az. on a chev. ar. three crescents gu. in chief a
dolphin nalant of the Second.
Bryan. Az. on a chev. or, three crescents of the first, in*
chief a dolphin naiant ar.
Bryan. Quarterly, or and az. on a bend gu. three handcuffs
of the first.
Biryan (Jenkinstown, co. Kilkenny, granted to James Bbten,
of Bawnmore, Kilkenny, 1684). Gu. three lions pass, two and
sa.

Bryan.

—A sword

pommel and hilt or, betw
Motto Fortis et fidelis.
BiT'an. Or, three piles az. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned
up erm. a buglchom or, tipped and garnished sa. sans
one
two

or.

Crexl

lions

gambs couped

erect ppr.

erect gu.

—

—

strings.

Bryan

(granted to Lorrce Anthonv Bbtan, Esq., of Upton
and Bormount, CO. Wexford). Erm. a lion ramp. gu. crowned
or, betw. two cinquefoils in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base
az. a canton of the second charged with three bars dancettee
ar.
Crest On a mural crown ppr. a lion ramp. gu. collared
gemelle or, and charged on the shoulder with a cinquefoil
ar.

—
— Ferro mca recupero.

3fo((o

A

AA
;
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Sryane. Gu. four water bougets ar.
Bryanson. Gyronny of eight az.
and

Brykett.
and or (another,

az.

Az. on a cross or, a cinquefoil betw. four lozenges
flag az. charged with a saltire ar.
Bryce (Bowton, Scotland). Gu. a saltire betw. two mullets
in chief and base or, and another in each flank ar. on a chief
Out of
Crest
of the second a lion pass, guard, of the first.
a cloud in the sinister a dexter hand holding a pair of scales
Crest

—A

—

all

—

Motto Fiat justitia.
Lozengy gu. and ar. a cross of the

ppr.

Bryce.
griffin's

head erased

last.

Crest

—

or.

Bryce.

Ix)zenny gu. and ar. a cross of the last, all within a
bordure az. charged with eight cinquefoils of the second.
Bryceson. Gu. a saltire betw. four mullets of eight points,

three lions* heads-

Ar. three talbots' heads erased gu. on a chief
three garbs or.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. gutt^ de sang.Or, a fesse erm. betw.
Scotland).
three dragons' heads erased gu. Crest A dexter hand holding in the gauntlet a pheon ppr. Motto^Fer tela, per hostes.
Brymes. Sa. three garbs or, on a chief of the second a
greyhound's head erased betw. two billets gu.
Brympton, or Brumpton. Or, a chev. vert betw.
three griffins pass. gu. armed of the second. Crest
Oat
of a ducal coronet ppr. a lion's paw charged with a bezant.
Brymslia'^e. Ar. a griffin saliant sa.
Brymstone. Ar. on a fesse sa. three mullets or.
sa.

Bryme (Cumberland).
Brymer (Westertoun,

(co. I>ancaster).

Gu. a chev. betw. three mallets

ar.

—

—

Brymton.

pierced or.

Bryche

betw.

erased gu.

Brykhed.

ar.).

Bryant.
gu.

Btrc

Ar. a fesse engr.

Bryn

Gu. six escallops

or.

Lancaster; Alan le Brtn occurs in the "Test*
de Nevill " the eventual heiress, Joanna Brtn. m. temp.
(co.

;

Bryclie.

Edward

Brydall

dants adopted the Brtn arms as a
lion ramp. erm. crowned or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa.
(Middlesex).
Az. three estoiles in bend double
Crest
A lion's gamb erect and erased az.
cottised ar.
holding a broken lance ar. headed or.

—

Bryden

(Lenelhouse, co. Berwick). Ar. three hawks' heads
erased ppr. within a bordure engr. az., charged with eight
Crett
bezants.
A hawk's head erased ppr. charged with
three bezants, one and two. Motto —Keep watch.
(Cobberley and Sudeley, co. Glouor
Brue-es
Brydgres,

—

—

Ar. on a cross sa. a leopard's face or. Crest The
bust of an old man side-faced ppr. wreathed about the
temples ar. and az. vested paly of the second and gu. and
eemee of roundles counterchanged, on his head a cap or,
lined with white fur.
Brydges (Date of Chandos). Same Arms, quartering ar.
a pile issuing from the chief gu., for Chandos. Crest ^The
same as the last. Supporters Two otters ar. Motto
Maintien le droit.
Brydg'es (Denton Court, co. Kent, hart.). Ar. a cross
Ba. charged in the centre with a leopard's face betw. two
pheons in pale the points towards each other and piercing
the face or, in the first quarter a lion ramp. gu. holding in
the paws a pheon the point downwards of the second.
^The bust of a man the head ppr. hair and beard sa.
Crest
vest ar. collar gu., cap or, band and tassel of the third the
cap and vest charged each with a pheon point downwards
of the first. Motto Maintien le droit.
Brydgres (Bosbury, co. Hereford). Ar. a cross sa. charged
these arms
with a leopard's face or, a martlet for diff.
are in the cloisters of Westminster Abbey and WeUs
Cathedral. At the College of Arms, however, is an ancient
and different bearing assigned to Bbigoe, or Bbidoe, of
Bosbury, viz., Ar. a bend engr. sa. charged at the dexter
point with a chaplet or ; not adopted by the family genecester).

—

—

—

—

—

;

rally.
(a monk of the Abbey of Gloucester). Ar. on a
cross az. a lion's head of the field, in the dexter chief
point a fir apple gu.
Brydgres, Jones-Brydg-es (Boultibrook, co. Eadnor,
Ar. a chief gu., over all a bend engr. sa. charged on
bart.).
the chief point with a chaplet or. Crest Two wings addorsed
ar. each charged with a bend engr. sa. on the exterior bend

Brydg'es

—

in the chief point a chaplet or.

Crest of Augmentation

— On a

cushion gu., garnished and tasselled or, a representation of
the royal crown of Persia ppr. Supporters Dexter, a lion
ppr. gorged with an Eastern crown vert. sinister, a wyvern
ppr., gorged with an Eastern crown or. These supporters
were granted by royal warrant in 1810. Motto— DeuB pascit

—

;

corvos.

Biryen, or Brian.

Ar. three piles wavy vert, within a
bordure az. bezant^e. Crests -Ist A beacon flamant or
2nd An heraldic tiger courant az. bezantee.
Bryen (Bawnemore). See Bryan, of Jenkinstown.
Bryerlegh. Ar. a cross botonn^ or.
Bryers {Walton, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. three swabs sa.
Crest
or ermines on a canton gu. a falcon volant or.
nag's head erm.
Bryger. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three crabs gu.
Brygrge, or Briggs (Norfolk). Gu. three bars gemelles
or, a canton sa.
Bryggs. Ar. three bars and a canton gu.
Brykeis. Sa. three garbs or, on a chief of the last a talbot's
head erased betw. two billets gu.
Brykes. Ar. a chev. betw. three falcons' heads erased sa.
Crest A wolfs head erased, wounded with an arrow ppr.
Brykes, or Byrkes. Sa. three garbs or, on a chief ar. a
talbot's head erased betw. two billets gu.
Crest
A wolfs
head erased per pale or and az. in the mouth an arrow of
the first, feathered gu.

—

:

:

—

—

—
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III.,

William Gerard, and

several of their descen-:

Gerbard

Bryn. Gu. sem& of nails or, a lion ramp.
Bryn. Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Bryne. Az. a lion ramp, or, billettee gu.
Bryne, or Brany {Smith's Ordinary).
gu.

armed and langued

az.

on a chief

or,

coat).

Ax. a

ar.

Ar. a lion ramp.
two dexter hands

couped of the second.

BrjrnMll.

Ar. a tree eradicated ppr.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. guttee de sang.
(Brynker, co. Carnarvon, derived from
The same Arm» as
GwTNEDD, Prince of North Wales).

Brynne.
Brynker

Own

Owen Gwtnedd.

Brynse.

Gu. in chief a lion pass, guard, erm.
Gu. a lion double queued ar.
Gyronny of ten ar. and az.
Bryse. Gu. a chev. betw. three swans close ar.
Brysilly. Or, on a fesse engr. gu. betw. three pheasants

Brjrnton.

Bryonyon.
as

purp.

many

crosses

pattee

ar.

pellett^.

Crest

—

pheasant as in the arms.
(Craigton), Gu. a saltire betw. two spur rowels In
fesse, a spear head in chief ar. and a crescent in base or.
A hand holding a horn ppr. Motto Vivit post
Crest
funera virtus.
Bryson. The same Arms. Crest A ship under sail. Motto
—God with my right.
Brytayne. Chequy or and az. a canton erm. within a
bordure gu. charged with eight lions pass, guard, of the fint
Brytt. Sa. a fesse ar. betw. three escallops or,
Bry\7icke. Gu. a lion pass, guard, erm.
Buband. Sa. a fleur-de-lis ar.

Bryson

—

—

—

Buband.

Bubb

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar. (another, or).

Per pale or and erm. on a bend gu. three
unicorns' heads erased ar. crined and attired ol the flrst.Crest— On a mount vert, a unicorn sejant ar. crined and armed
(Carlisle).

gold, reposing the dexter foot on a shield per pale or

Bubsted. Az. a fesse betw. two chev.
Buccleuch, Duke of. See Scott.
Bucey. Or, three water-bougets az.

Bach (John de
on a cross

and erm .

or.

Graillt, Caftal de Bdcb, K.G., 1364). Or,
Crest
A man's head In

su. five escallops ar.

—

profile with asses' ears.

Bucbam.

Chequy or and

Bucban, Earl

of.

Bucban (Auchmacoy,

az. a fesse erm.
See Ebskine.
co. Aberdeen). Ar. three

lions'

hendt

quartering Hamilton, of Bargeny (q.v.). Crest—
The sun shining on a sunflower, full blown ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a heron with an eel in its bill all ppr. sinister,
an antelope ar. collared gu., the collar charged with three
erased

sa.,

—

;

—

Motto Non inferiora secutus.
Bucban (Col. John Bdchan, 1690). Ar. a garb az. banded
lions'
heads erased sa. a bordure crenelle or
or, betw. three
the second. Crest A lion holding in his dexter paw a twig
of olive ppr. Motto Fortior quo mitior.
Bucban (John Bochan, Advocate, 1720). Az., a lion's head
cinquefoils erm.

—

—

Ci-est~erased betw. three garbs or, a bordure ot the last.
A sunflower ppr. Motto Non inferiora secutus.
(Robert Buchan, Edinburgh, 1836). Ar. a chev. ga.
charged with three bezants betw. three lions' heads erased

—

Bucban

and Motto, as Auchmacoy.
(FoBDTCE-BncHAsr, of Kelloe, co. Roxburgh, 1856).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a garb az. banded or, betw. three
lions' heads erased sa. on a chief erm. a lion ramp, gu., for
BrcHAN; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a dagger in pale ppr. point
upwards betw. three bears' heads couped or, for Fobdtcb, of
Ayton. Crests The sun shining on a svmflower, full blown
aU ppr., for Bcchan; A camel's head couped ppr., for
Fobdtcb. Motto—Hon. inferiora secutus.
sa.

Crest

Bucban

—

AAA

a family of great antiquity
de Boqdhanmj, chief of
in the Bhire of Stirling, Macoom
Boll, as one of those
BaRman's
in
recorded
the clan beine
Laird,
who swore fealty to Edward in 1296. John, the 22nd
Marquess of Montrose in
gold the estate of Buchanan to the
Or, a
Usue).
male
without
after,
1680, and d. in two years
counterflory gu.
sa. within a double treasure flory

Bnohanan (Buchanan, Scotland,

lion ramp.

holding up a ducal cap purp. lined erm.
two branches of
tufted on the top with a rose gu. within
Two falcons ppr.
laurel, disposed orleways ppr. Supporters—
armed ar. jessed and beUed gu. MoUo Clarior hinc honos.
Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
(Leny, co. Stirling).
Bdchaman of that Ilk, 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a chev. ar. betw.
gu. a cinquefoU
muzzled
second
of
the
three bears' heads
of the first, for Lent.
(Mochastel, co. StirUng, 1672). Quarterly, as

Crat~A hand

—

Buchanan

Buchanan

above, within a bordure counter compony ar. and gu. Crest
A lion's paw erased ppr. Motto Juvabitur audax.
BuchanaJl prumpellier, co. Lanark). Quarterly, 1st and
chev.
4th, aa Buchanan, of that Ilk, 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a
betw. three bears' heads erased ar. muzzled gu. a cinquefoil

—

—

charged with a crescent of the second. Crest
of that Ilk. AfoMo— Audaces juvo.
Buchanan (Patkick, son to Duncan Bcchanan, of Miltown,
As Buchanan of that Ilk, within a bordure gu.
1672).
charged with eight crescents ar. Crest—A. rose slipped gu.
Jlfo»o— Ducitur hinc honos.
Buchanan (John Buchanan, Chirurgeon, bailie of Stirling,
Per bend or and sa. a lion ramp, within a double
1672).
Crest
tressure flory counterflory aU coimterchanged.
hand pointing a lance in bend ppr. Motto Secimdo euro.
Buchanan (Ballat). As Buchanan of that Ilk, within a
bordure cngr. gu. Ci-est-X dexter hand holding a dagger
in pnle ppr. Motto Sanguine inscribam.
Buchanan (Arden). Or, a lion ramp. sa. in his dexter
foresaw a dagger ppr. within a double tressure flory, counterCi-est
flory of the second, all within a bordure gu.
dexter hand gr:u«ping a scimetar ppr. Motto Audaciter.
Buchanan (Ardoch, co. Dumbarton). The SAme with the
l)or<iiire inveckcd. Crest— Tvio hands grasping a two handed
first,

As Bdcbanan

—

—

—

—

—

Molio— Clariora scquor.
Or, a lion
(Anlcnconncl. co. Dumbarton).
ramp. sa. betw. two otters' heads erased in chief ppr. and
a cinnuefoil in base of the second, all within y double
CreU An armed
trcssTire flory counterflory of the last.
dexter hand ppr. holding a ducal cap purpure turned up
sword ppr.

Buchanan

—

erin.

htodo

—Nunciuam

rictus.

Buchanan

(Shandon, co. Dumbarton, 1863). Or, a lion
ramp. Ml. surmounted by a fess gu. charged with three
of
the
field, all within a double tressure flory
mullets
Crest
As Buchanan of that
counterflory of the second.
llh.
Motto Audaccsjuvo.
Buchanan (John Buchanan, Glasgow, 1868). As Buchai^an
of that Ilk, within a bordure engr. per pale az. and or. Crest
An eagle rising ppr. Motto Audax omnia perpeti.

—

—

—

—

Buchanan
Dumbarton,

(Wm. Cross-Buchanan,
1867).

of Auchintorlie, co.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp.

Ba. holding in the dexter forepaw a cinquefoil erm. within a
double tressure flory counterflory of the second, 2nd and
Srd, ar. a raven's wings endorsed ppr. betw. lour crosses
crosslet fitch^e gu., one, two, and one, for Cross.
Crest
cubit arm erect ppr. holding a sword also ppr. hilted and

—

pomeled

or.

Buchanan (Drumakill,

Or, a lion ramp. sa.
holding in the dexter paw a man's heart ppr. all within a
tressure
flory
double
counterflory of the second. Crest
co. Stirling).

—

—

Motto God with my right.
Buchanan (Drumhead, Scotland, a cadet of Drumakill).
Or, a hon ramp. >a. holding in the dexter paw an arrow,
and in the sinister a bow, all ppr. within a double tressure
flory coiinterflory of the second.
Crest— K sinister hand
holding a bent bow or. Motto
Par sit fortuna labori.
Buchanan (.Sound, Scotland). The same as of Buchanan,
with a crescent for diff. Crest— A. lion's paw erect and
eriutpd ppr.
Motto Nobilis est ira leonis.
Buchannan (Whitby, 1872). As Buchanan of that Ilk,
within a bordure Invecked per pale gu. and ar. charged with
eight crescent* counterchanged.
Crest
A« Buchanan of
that Ilk.
Motto Audaces Juvo.
Buche (Wiluhire). Ar. on a fcssc gu. betw. three boars'
headma. a fleur-de-lis betw. two eaglet displ. or.
Buche. 8a. a chev. betw. three boars' heads ar. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dcmi boar sa. pierced in the
neck with an arrow, all ppr.
Buche. Sa a chev. between three bows ar.
Bacher (Middlesex). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three talbots
paM. or.
dexter hand holding a sword.

—

—

—

—

—
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of the

.

Bucher.

Per fesse
coun terchanged

and

sa.

or,

a tree couped and eradicated,

Bucher.
sa.

Quarterly or and gu. a canton erm. and bordure
bezantee.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three bucks' beads

Bucheston.

cabossed sa.
(Wisbeach, co

Buck

compony or and

Cambridge).

Gu.

a

fesse counter-

az. bclw. six crosses crosslet ar.

placed

saltireways.

Buck

(Winterboume, co. Gloucester; granted 17th July,
1645). Per fesse nebulec ar. and sa. three bucks' attires
fixed to the scalp, counterchanged, on a canton az. a
covered cup or.
Buck (Gloucestershire). Per fesse wavy ar. and sa. three
bucks' attires fixed to the scalp, counterchanged. Crest—A.
buck's attire ar. fixed to the scalp or.
(Hampshire). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three bucks*
beads, erased gu. attired or, as many mullets of the last, on
a chief gold a rose of the third betw. two trefoils slipped
vert.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour ppr. garnished and
embowed or, holding in the hand ppr. a broad scymitar ar.

Buck

—

hilt eold.

Buck (Hamby Grange,
bendy of eight or and
the canton).

Crest

Lozengy
a canton erm. (another, without

co. Lincoln, hart., extinct).
az.

— A Saracen's head

in profile ppr., with

wreathed about the temples of the first and az. two
bars gemelles round the neck gold, the shoulders habited of
cap

or,

the third.

Buck (Lincolnshire).

Lozengy bendy of eight or and az. a
canton erm. and bordure gu.
Crest
A portcullis az.
garnished and chained or.
Buck (Lincolnshire). Paly bendy or and az. a canton erm.
Crest A portcullis az. chained or.
Buck (Denholme, co. York, and Glenarbeth, co. Cardigan).
Anns and Crest same as preceding. J/otto— Fide et forti-

—

—

tudine.
(Worcestershire). Per fesse nebulee ar. and sa. three
bucks' ^ttires fixed to the scalp, all counterchanged. Ci-est—
A buck's attire fixed to the scalp sa.
Buck. Lozengy or and sa. a bend gobony of the first and
Crest A buck's head couped ppr.
az. a canton erm.
Buck. Quarterly, gu. and vert, a buck betw. three pheoii»
ar. all within a bordure engr. or.
Buck. Per chev. crenellee ar. and sa. three bucks' attires
Crest Betw. a
fixed to the scalp, and counterchanged.
buck's attire fixed to the scalp, a lion ramp, holding over
the left shoulder a battle-axe, all ppr.

Buck

—

—

Buck. See Daunteset.
Buckbond. Sa. three eagles displ.

Bucke

(Cambridgeshire).

trippant erm.

an

Crest

or.

Vert, a bend betw. two bucks
against

—A buck at gaze erm. standing

olive tree vert.

Bucke

(Kent). Ar. on a bend az. cotised wavy sa. three
An arm embowed, in armour ppr.
Ci-est
mullets or.
garnished or, holding a cutlass ar. hilted gold.
Bucke (Kent). Ar. on a bend az. cotised wavy sa. three
martlets or.
Buckeley, or Bulkley (Hampshire and Ireland). Sa. a
chev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed ar.
Buckerell (Devonshire). Sa. bezantee, a buck (another,
two bucks) in full course ar.
Buckerid^e (Highgate, co. Middlesex). Or, two palets
and five crosses crosslet fitchee in saltire sa. Crest A stag
courant ppr.
Buckerldgre (Bishop of Bocbester, Camden's Grants).

—

—

Same Arms and Crest.
Buckeridgre (Batnbridoe-Buckeridoe,

—

Cfrantchester,

co.

Crest
Same Arms.
A dexter arm erect
Cambridge).
couped at the elbow habited per pale indented az. and vert.
charged with three bars erminois holding in the gauntlet
ppr. a cross crosslet fltch^e sa.
Bucket. Or, three piles meeting in base gu. (another
Crest A lily and holly branch in
adds a bordure an.).

—

saltire ppr.

Bucket.

Ar. a chev. (sometimes az.) betw. three lions*
heads erased gu.
Bucketon. Ar. three bars gemelles a canton sa.
Suckett. Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces gn.
Buckfestre-Abbey (Devonshire). Sa. a crosier in pale
or, enfiled with a buck's head cabossed, ar.
Buckfleld. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis erm.
Buckfleld, or Buckfeld. Gu. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Buckfould. Per chev. ar. and sa. three bucks* heads

—

A buck ppr. attired or,
counterchanged, attired or. Crest
in a field vert, paled all round of the first.
Buckham. Chequy or and az. a fesse erm.
Buokhill. Gu. out of a coronet or, a demi swaa laiui

A
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wings ar. from the mouth a
form of a rein sa.

scroll

Buokhull, or Buckshall

compassing the neck in

(Sussex).

Or, a lion ramp.

az. fretty ar.

Buokliurst, liOrd. See Sacktillx, Sari Dela'jiai-r.
Buckilele. Or, a lion ramp, tail forchee az.
Bnckill. Or, a lion ramp, double queued az. fretty ar.
Bucking (Essex). Ar. a feese raguly betw. six crosses
crosslet (fu.

Buckingham, Town

of. Per pale gn. and sa. a swan
with wings expanded ar. ducally gorged and chained or.
Bucking'liani, I>uke of. See GREirviij.E.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1705). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. dehruised by a bend az. charged with three
A. lion ramp. gu.
bezants. Crest
(London; granted 16 Dec. 1708). Enn. on
a bend wavy az. betw. two Uons ramp. gu. three bezants.
Orut—Oxi. a chapeau az. tamed up erm. a demi swan, wings
expanded ppr. membered or, gorged with a ducal coronet

Buckingham

—

Buckingham

Buckingrham. Ar. a lion ramp.
Buckinghamshire, Earl of.

gu.

See Hobakt.
Ar. three lions ramp, a
canton gu. fretty or. Crest On a mount vert a stag lodged.
Buckland (Devonshire). Ar. a fesse sa. fretty or, betw.
three Uons ramp. gu.
Buckland, or Buckle (Somersetshire). Gn. three lions
ramp. ar. on a canton sa. a fret or. Creit On a chapeau
gu. turned \ip erm. a talbot sejant or.
Buckland (seal of Walteb BncKLAUD, Esq., of Clerkenwell, CO. Middlesex, on a deed of 14 Nov., 14 Queen Elizabeth). Per fess nebulee ar. and gu. a fess voided sa. betw.
three bucks pass, counterchanged.

Buckland

(Langley, co. Bucks).

—

—

Buckland

(Somersetshire). Per fesse wavy ar. and gu. two
and three bucks pass, counterchanged, two and one,

cotises

attired or.

Buckland.
Buckland.

Ar. an eagle displ. sa. legged or.
Ar. on a fesse gu. a dolphin embowed of the
(another erm.).
Buckland. Or, on a fesse gru. a dolphin naiant ar.
Buckland. Ar. on a pile gtu a label of five points of the
field

field.

Buckland.
Buckland.

Buckle

ar. on a canton sa. a fret or.
Ar. three lions ramp. gu. a quarter sa. fretty

Gu. a lion ramp.

(New HaU,

co.

Haddington, and Rogate Lodge, co.

Sussex, esq., formerly of Burgh, Westmorland). Sa. a chev.
betw. three chaplets ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a demi ounce ar. Motto Nil temere tenta, nil timide.
Buckle (Norton House, co. Sussex). Same as the preceding.
Buckle, or Buckel (London). Sa. a chev. betw. three

—

bulls'

heads couped ar.

bull's

head

—

Cre^t—Cut of a ducal coronet a

—

(London). Sa. a chev. betw. three buckles ar.
(Warwickshire). Ar. a fesse vaire or, and az. betw.
three doves ppr. bearing in their beaks a branch vert.
Buckle. See Buckland.
Buckler (Cumner, co. Berks). Sa. on a fesse or, three annulets ar. betw. as many greyhounds' heads erased of the
third.

Buckler, or Bucler

(Causeway, co. Dorset, granted by
Christopher Barker, Garter, to Sir Waltbk Bdckleb of that
place, 1544).
Sa. on a fesse betw. three dragons' heads
erased or, as many estoiles of eight points of the field. Crest
dragon's head couped sa. guttee d'or, collared with
two bars gemelles of the last, ilfotto— FideUs visque ad

—A

mortem.

Buckler

(Chableb A. Buckles, Esq.,
London). Same Arms, &c.

Buckler, Bokeler, or Bucler

Hereford-square,

(Fairford, co. Gloucester,

Boreham, co, Wilts, and Cumnor, co. Berks). Same as
Bdckleb, of Causeway.
Buckley (Woolcombe Hall, co. Dorset, andMinesteed Lodge,
CO. Hants).
Arms, Crest, and Motto, those of Bulkeley of

—

many

&

—

—

ar.

Buckley

(Castle Gorvod and Pen-y-vai, co. Carmarthen,
and Brook Furlong, co. Warwick). Sa. on a chev. betw.

three bulls' heads cabossed ar. as many mullets gu. quartering Child, Wedge, and Roe, which see. Creft A griffin's
head gu. betw. two wings of the last bezantee. Motto—
Nee timere nee timide.
Buckmaster (Devonshire, Lincolnshire, and NorthampAr. a lion ramp. betw. seven fieurs-de-lis sa.
tonshire).
two, two, two, and one. C}-est
A demi Hon sa. holding in
the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis or, and charged on the shoulder
with three annulets conjoined, gold.
Buckmate. Gu. a crescent betw. three mullets or.
Buckm.inster (Peterborough; granted 24 March, 1578).
Ar. semee of fleurs-de-lis, a lion ramp. sa.
Buckminster (Lrcicestershire). Ar. a lion ramp. betw.
eight billets sa.
Buckminster (Northamptonshire). Ar. semee d'estoiles
Crest
A demi lion double
sa. a lion ramp, of the last.
queued sa. holding a battle-axe or, headed ar.
Bucknall (Oxhey, co. Hertford). Or, two chev. gu. betw.
Crest A buck's head
three bucks' heads cabossed sa.
cabossed sa.
Bucknell (Crowcombe, co. Somerset). The same.
Sucknell, or Bucknel. Sa. on a canton or, a mullet of
the first. Crest A dexter hand issuing from a cloud fesseways, holding % ball ppr.
Buckner. Sa. three fieurs-de-lis or. Crest A fleurs-de-lis
gu. an adder entwined round it and issuing from the centre

—

—

—

—

—

—

leaf ppr.

Bucknole. Gu.
Fvm. Ent.

fltchee in saltire sa.

(Fun. Ent. Ire. 1652). Ar. on a chev. ga. betw. three
bucks' heads cabossed sa. an annulet or.
Sa. two bucks in full course or (another, pass.

Buckside.

ar. attired gold).

Buckside.
Bucksied.

Buckston

—
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ar.

—

vulning herself gu.

m.

Sir

Motto— VraoAxaa habet

RoGEB Silveb,

charitas.

living tevyp.

Edward

dau. and heir'
Ar. two

IV.).

bars sa. in chief three mullets gu.

Buckthought

Enn. a chev. sa. betw.
(Somersetshire).
three leopards' faces gu.
Ar. three bars sa. on a canton
(Hull, CO. York).

Buckton

of the second a crescent of the

first.

Crest

—As the preced-

ing.

Buckton

—

two bucks courant ar.
two bucks pass.

Sa. bezantee

(Bradbome,

Buckston. See Buxton.
Buckthorpe (Sir Henbt Buckthobpe, whose

Buckley

—

Sa.

co. Derby).
Sa. two bars ar. betw.
which three mullets of the second on a canton also of the
second a buck trippant of the field. Crest A pelican or,

Buckton.

(Bart, of Dinas Mawddwy, co. Merioneth).
Sa. a
chev. indented betw. three shields ar. each charged with a
head caboshed of the first, all within a bordure ^ravy
of the first
Crest
On a mount in front of a buU's head sa.
two fern branches ppr. over all a bendlet sinister wavy or.
Motto Nee temere nee timide.
Buckley (Cheshire). Sa. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads
cabossed (another, couped) ar. Crest A griffin's head gu.
betw. two wings of the last, bezantee.
Buckley (Edmcnd Bhcklev, Esq., of Grotton Hall, Saddleworth, CO. York, formerly M.P. for Newcastle-under-Lyme).
Sa. a. cbev. indented betw, three escutcheons ar. each

a crescent betw. three mullets or.

(Thomas Bcckbidge, of Dublin, d. 17 Dec. 1680,
Ar. two pallets and five cross crosslets

Ire.).

Bucks

Eaton.

bull's

—

mullets gu.
Buckley. Sa. a chev. betw. three bucks pass. ar.
Buckley. Lozengy or and sa.
Buckley, or Buckby. Ar. on a chief dancettee gn.
bezant betw. two lions' heads cabossed or.
Buckley (Badminton, co. Gloucester). Sa. two chevronels
betw. three bulls' heads cabossed ar. a border erm. Crest
bull's head erased sa. ducally gorged or, in the mouth a fiagstaS bend wise ppr. therefrom pendant a white banner
charged with a cross pattee gu. Motto Sed soli Deo.
Buckley (Buckley, co. Lancaster, 1664). Sa. a chev. betw.
three bulls' heads cabossed ar. Crest— A. bull's head erased
ar. as

Buckridge

ar.

Buckle
Buckle
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charged with a bull's head cabossed of the field. CVssf •
Out of a fern-brake ppr. a bull's head sa.
Buckley (New Hall, co. Wilts). Sa. a chev. betw. three
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
bulls' heads cabossed ar.
Motto Nee temere
or, a buU's head ar. armed of the first.
nee timide.
Buckley (Kent)., Sa. a chev. betw. three bucks heads cabossed ar. Crest
A demi griffin rising ppr.
Buckley. Sa. on a chev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed

Sa. on a chief vert, a buck's head cabossed ar.
(Bellingham, co. Northumberland). Ar. a goat
Crest A goat's head erased, per
saliant sa. and chief vert.

—

and sa. attired or.
on a chief vert a buck lodc:ed ar. attired or.
Buckton (John De Buckton, temp. Richard II.). Ar. a goat
salient sa. the head and beard armed vert.
Buckton. Sa. a hart's head couped ar. a chief vert
fesse indented ar.

Buckton.

Sa.

(another, or).

Buckton.

Sa. on a chief (another, a chev.) vert three
bucks' heads cabossed ar.
(Brome, co. Suffolk. Visit, co. Notts, 1569). 8a.
three bars gemelles and a canton ar.

Buckton

AA

At. three bars gemelles sa. on a canton of the
last a crescent of the field.
Buckwell (London). Sa. bezant^ two bucks in full course

Buekton.

in pale ar. attired or.

Ar. two demi bucks courant, conjoined gn.
(Cockley Cley UaU, co. Norfolk). Quarterly,
l8t and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets fltchfie
ar.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a Uon ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three

Bucfcwist.

Buckworth

—A

demi lion ramp. ar.
escallop shells of the first. Crest
holding in dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchfe gu.

Buckworth-Heme-Soame, Bart.

See Soame.

(Sheen, near Richmond, co. Surrey, since of
Broiboume, co. Herts, bart.). Sa. a chev. betw. three
Crest— man's head full faced,
crosses crosslet fitchee ar.

Buck"Worth.

A

armed with a helmet, the beaver open,

all

ppr.

Buckworth

(Fun. Ent. Ire.). Sa. a lion ramp, guard, per
and erm.
Buckwortli (London and Hertfordshire). Ar. two chev.
betw. three bucks' heads cabossed sa.
BudaJI (Hampshire). Ar. a cross moline gu.
Bodd (Willesley, co. Devon). Az. a fesse dancett^, in chief a
bow bent in fesse, and three arrows., two in saltire and one
in pale, tied with a ribbon in base, all or. Crest A hurt
charged with a star of seven points or.
Budd. Vair on a chev. gu. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
A dragon's hejui, the neck transfixed with a spear head.
fess or

—

—

—

Budda. Or, six mascles az. Crest A ram
Budeley. Ar. three crescents gu.

pass. ar.

the heiress m. Dr. Stewaet
(Toftingall, Scotland
THBEtPLANn, of Fingask). Ar. a Uon pass. az. Crest
dexter hand holding a dagger ppr. Jlforto—Stricta parata

Badgre

;

—

neci.

Budgren.

Per pale vert and ar. a chev. erm. in chief three
crescents all counterchanged. Crest A lion's paw sa. holding a spear tasselled, in bend sinister.
Budnell. Ar. a bend cotised gu. betw. six crosses of the

—

(Bodick, co. Cornwall). Sa.
three lozenges in fesse betw. as many stags' heads cabossed
Crest
A stag's head erased ar.
ar.

—

—A

Sa. three garbs or.

couped ppr. vested

az. holding

Orest

arm

sinister

towards the sinister a bent

of the first.

Budworth.

(Greensted Hall, co. Essex). Gu. a bend or,
Crett—A wolfs head erased ppr.
betw. two lions ramp. ar.
Beowulf.
Motto
.
Ar. two bars In chief a lion pass. gu.
Buers. Erm. on a chief indented sa. two Uoncels ramp. or.
Buerdsell (Brasenose College Chapel Cloister). Two thigh
bones in saltire tied together in fesse by a flowing ribbon,

—

Buenby

no tinctures.
Bugrg: (Leicestershire).

Or,

on a

Bug's

(Northamptonshire).
bougets ar.

Bug's

Or,

fesse sa. three roundles ar.

on a fesse

sa. three

water

Camden's Grants, 1602). Same
Crtst A bat statant affront^e, wings expanded or.
Az. three water bougets or, two and one.
Ar. on a fret sa. five crosses crosslet fltchee of the

(Sutterton, co. Lincoln,

—

Arms.

Bugg.
Bugg.

(Harlow, co. Essex). Az. three water bougets or,
within a bordure erm.
Crest Out of a ducul coronet or, a
Moor's head in profile sa. wreathed of the first and az.
(Scotland). Ar. a lion ramp. vert.
Bugge. Az. three bezants within a bordnre erm.
Bugge. Az. three water bougets or, two and one, within a
bordure ar. guttee de poix.

—

Bugge

Bugge.

Or, fretty sa.

on each

joint

a cross

crosslet fltchee

first.

Buggin, or Buggans.

Or, an eagle displ. sa.
doric column ar. entwined with laurel vert.

Ci-eat

—

Bugglne (Kent

and London; granted 20 April, 1578). Sa.
a cockatrice displ. ar. crested, mcmbcred, and jelloped gu.
(another, crowned, crested, and jelloped or).
Crest
cock.itrice, as in the arms.
Bugerine. Az. an antelope pass. ar. attired, tufted, and
ungulcd sa. Crul An antelope sejant ar. armed, tufted,
and unguled sa.
Bugod. Ar. two bends engr. gu. betw. three mullete sa.
Bukell. Ar. two lions ramp. gu. a quarter sa. charged with
a frf t or.
Buken. Ar. a fcime az. a label of three points gu.

—

—

Bukenham-Priory

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. three escallop shells

two and onr.

Bukenham,
R-j.

—

—

—

B'ulimore.
ramp.

Erm. a Uon ramp.

sa.

a lion ramp. az.
of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head
bulls'

Crest

over

all

or

Or,

(Bulkeley, co. Chester).

heads cabossed

Bulkeley

tail forked.

a bend

az.

demi lion

ar.

armed

Sa.

Crest

—Out

gold.

a chev. betw. three

ar.

(Eaton, co. Chester, Parwich,

co.

Derby, and

Stanlow, CO. Stafford). Sa. two chevronels betw. three bulls'
heads cabossed ar. This coat was aUowed by the CoUege
of Arms during the existence of the senior male lines, but
at a subsequent period the family returned to the more
ancient bearing of Bclkelet, of Bulkeley. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a buU's head ar. armed of the first. Motto
^Nec temere, nee timide.
Bulkeley ( Viscoun t Bulkeley, of Cashel). Arms same as
Bulkeley, of Bulkeley.
Crest and Motto same as last.
Supporters Two bulls ar. armed and unguled or, collared
dancettee gu.
Bulkeley, Williams-Bulkeley (Penrhyn, co. Carnarvon, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three
bulls' beads cabossed ar. a canton erm., Bdlkelet; 2nU
and 3rd, gu. a chev. erm. betw. three Saracens' heads couped
at the shoulders ppr., Williams. Crests— Oat of a ducal
coronet or, a bull's head ar. homed or, charged with a chev.
sa., for BuLKELET ; A stag's head cabossed ar., for Williams.

—

—

—

Motto

—Nee temere nee

Bulkeley.

timide.

See

Wynn.

—

three bulls' heads couped ar.
Crest
bull's head couped per pale sa. and ar. attired of the last.
B'ulkley (Staffordshire). Sa. three chevronels ar. betw. as
many goats' heads erased of the last.
Bulkley (Wiltshire). Sa. three bulls' beads cabossed ar.
Crest— A bull's head erased per pale ar. and sa.
(Otham, co. Kent, certified 3 April, 1644). Or, a
chev. betw. three close helmets az.
Bull (Brecon). Or, a crescent betw. three bull's heads
cabossed gu.
Bull (Ongar, co. Essex). Or, a bull's head cabossed gu.
A bull's head cabossed gu. horned or, betw. two
Crest
wings of the last.
Bull (Lord Mayor of London, 1774). Ar. a bull's head erased sa.
armed or, on a chief of the second three escallops of the field.
Bull (London). Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three buUs' heads
couped of the second as many roses of the first. Crest On
a wreath a cloud ppr. thereon a celestial sphere az. replenished with the circles or, and beautified with the zodiac,
inscribed with the signs Aries, Taurus, Gemini, and Cancer.
Motto— So}, mi, re, fa.
Bull (London). Ar. on a canton sa. a lion's head erased or.
A lion's head erased sa. ducully crowned or.
Crest
Sa.

Bulkyn

—

—

—

Bull

Bokenham (Norfolk).

Ar. alion ramp.
charRtd with three bezants.

Bukeshill (SusRex;. The name as Bckell.
Buketon, or Buekton (Yorkshire}.
112

—A

sa.

Bulkaleel.

Bulkeley-Wynn (Baron Newborough).

field.

Bugge

of the

—

gemelles and a canton ar. Crest A demi shark, Issuing
from the wreath swallowing a negro ppr.
Buketon, or Buekton. Sa. three bars gemelles ar. ona
canton of the second a crescent of the first.
Buketon, or Buekton. Ar. a goat saliant sa. and a
chief vert.
Buketooth, or Bucktooth. Lozengy or and sa.
Bukeyl, or Bukeleel. Or, a lion ramp. az. fretty ar.
Bukhill. Gu. a chev. betw. three buckles or. Creat~A.
talbofs head ar.
Buklegh. Ar. on a pale gu. a mascle buckle or.
B'ulbeck (Essex). Vert, a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued
gu. Crest A Uon's hesid reguard. ppr.
Bulbeck (Essex). Vert, a lion ramp. ar. vulned on the
shoulder gu.
Bulbeck (Kingston; granted 24 April, 1559). Ar. three
bars wavy az. over all a Uon ramp, of the first.
Bulbeck. Ar. a Uon ramp. vert. Crest—A hand holding a
letter sealed ppr.
Bulcock. Az. on a canton ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. Crest
A Uon's head gu. within a chain in orle, issuing or.
Bulfln (granted to Patkick Bolfin, Esq., of Wordtown
House, Rathfamham, co. Dublin, J. P., Lord Mayor of the
city of DubUn, 1871, 2nd son of Edwabd Bolfin, of Derrinlough. Bong's CO.). Bendy of six or and vert on a chief
erm. a civic crown of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp,
or, holding in the dexter paw a civic crown as in the arms,
and charged on the shoulder with a trefoil sUpped vert.
Motto—Yincit Veritas.
Bulger, or Boulger (Dean of Ossory, d. June, 1627, Fnn.
Ent. Ire.).
Sa. a buU's head couped ar. langued gu. on a
chief or, three trefoils sUpped az.

Bulkeley

second.

Budoxhed, or BudorsMde
Budworth.

BUL

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

B VO

how

AA

(Kinghurst Hall, co. Warwick, Visit. Warwick, 1682).
Gu. a dexter arm in armour couped in fess ppr. the hand
Crest
grasping a sword erect ar. pomell and hilt or.

—

bull pass. sa.

Sa. eight bars

is cortues.

armed

or, in the

mouth a

scroll inscribed

God

A

BIT

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

I.

(London, Yorkshire, and Hockwold, co. Norfolk). At.
three bulls' heads erased ar. attired or, betw. as many
A bull's head erased
annulets in fesse of the last. Crest
sa. charged with six annulets or, one, two, and three.
Bull (Oxfordshire). Or, three bulls' heads cabossed gu.
Crest— A. bull's head cabossed betw. two wings or.

Bull

—

(granted by Carney, Ulster, to Samuel Bdix, Esq.,
1685). Per fess or and sa. three buUs' heads counterchanged.
Cre»t A bull's head affrontee couped gu. murally crowned

Bull

—

Bull.

Mannineham-Buller (DUhom

Hall, co. Staf-

hart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a cross ar.
quarterly pierced of the field four eagles displ. of the first,
for Bdlleb
2nd and 3rd, sa. a fesse erm. in chief three
gryphons' heads erased or, for Manninoham. Crests 1st :
Saracen's head couped ppr., for Bdlleb 2nd: Out of a dacal
coronet gu. a talbot's head or, collared also gu. therefrom a
line terminating in a knot sa., for Manninouam.
Mottoes-

ford,

;

—

A

;

Aquila non capit muscas, and 'At(f apianviiv.
See Elphinstone.
Bulley. Gu. three mascles or. Crest— A. heart in flamet

Buller-Mphinstone.

or.

Bull

Buller,

BXXIm

(Wales). At. a bull sa. armed and hoofed or.
Ar. three bulls' heads cabossed sa. Ci-est—A bull's

head and neck eraaed

sa.

Bull. Ar. three Moors' heads in profile sa. wreathed about
the foreheads ar. and vert and tied.
Bull. Ar. three Saracens' heads in profile, couped ppr. with
wreaths about their heads

ar.

and

az.

Ar. three Saracens' heads cabossed az. caps and

Bull.
beards

sa.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bulls' heads couped

Bullayn.

fesse

wavy

betw. two helmets ar.

Bullein, or Bolen.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads

sa.

Bullen.

See Boletme.
Bullen (Brecon). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three balls' heads
couped at the neck ppr.
Bullen (Stickford, co. Lincoln). Ar. fretty sa. on a chief of
the second three plates. Crest A bull's head couped sa.

—

armed

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bulls' heads sa.

armed

or.

Bullen.

fixed to the scalp witb

sa.

an inescutcheon within an orle of martlets ar.
Bu llin grham (Lincoln). Az. an eagle displ. ar. in the beak
sprig
a
vert on a chief or, a rose betw. two crosses crosalet.
gu.
Crest— An escallop ar. betw. two palm branches vert.
Bullivant. Erm. a tower sa. on a chief gu. three fleursde-lis or.
Crest A demi lion or, charged on the breast with
a fleur-de-lis vert, and holding in the gambs a tower sa,
Bullock (Brecon). Erm. a chief gu.
Bullock (Arborfield, co. Berks). Go. a chev. erm. betw.
three bulls' heads cabossed ar. armed or.
Crest
Five
liOchaber axes, bandies or, blades ppr., bound with an escarf
Sa.

—

gu. tassels or.

Bullock (Faulkbome
as

Bullock

Arms and

HaU, Essex).

Motto—'SH consdre

of Arborfield.

Crest,

same

sibi.

BuUoke (Essex). Gu. a chev. betw. three
heads cabossed ar. armed or. CVMt— Five battle-axes,
or, heads sa. tied with a line and bowknot go.
Another Crest Five bills az. tied together or.
Bullock (Hampshire). Gu. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads
cabossed ar. Crest Five pole-axes ppr. encircled by a band

Bullock, or
bulls'

staves

or.

Bullen.

two ears

Bulling.

—

sa.

Bulbeck. Vert a lion ramp. ar. wounded gu.
Bullbrooke (Drinkston, co. Suffolk). Sa. a
couped

ppr.

Bulleyne. Same as Bdllatn.
BiiUhead. Ar. the horns of a boll

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three balls' heads caboEsed

—

—

az.

sa.

Bullen

(Admiral Sir CaA&LEs Bullen, K.C.B., K.C.H.).
az. betw. three bulls' heads erased sa. two
pomels and hilts or, surmounted by a wreath

Bullock

vert, in the centre chief point the representation of the

Bullock

Erm. on a chev.

two

swords

beehive

ar.

—

"Trafalgar Medal." Crest Out of a mural coronet a bull's
bead or, charged with an. anchor sa. betw. two wings.
Motto E rege et victoria.
Bullen, Tatcliell-Bulleu (Marshwood, co. Dorset).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chev. az. betw. three bulk'
heads erased sa. two swords ppr. pommels and hilts or, the
points saltierways, encircled by a wreath of laurel, gold, for
BuLLEM 2nd and 3rd, az. a cross nebuly or, in the Ist and
4th quarters a lion ramp, and in the 2nd and 3rd a cross
patee ar., for Tatchell. Crests Bdllen: out of a naval
crown or, the sails ar. a buU's head of the first, charged
on the neck with an anchor sa. betw. two wings az.,
Tatchell: on a mount vert in front of an oak tree, fructed
ppr. a bow and arrow in saltire or, svirmounted by a'lion's

—

;

—

—

Motto A rege et victoria.
(Syues-Bollen, exempUfled to John BuLLEN-SmEs,
Esq., 16th regiment, upon his taking the name of Bullen,
face gu.

Bullen

in addition to and after that of Stubs by royal licence).
Erm. on a chev. az. betw. three bulls' heads erased sa. two

ewords ppr. pomels and hilts or, the points saltireways
encircled by a wreath of laurel gold. Crest
Out of a naval
crown gold, the sails ar. a bull's head or, charged on the
neck with an anchor sa. betw. two wings az. Motto

—

—

rege et victoria.
(LUlesdon, co. Somerset, Shillingham, and Morval,
CO. Cornwall).
Sa. on a cross ar. quarter-pierced of the
field, four eagles displayed of the first.
Crest
Moor's

—A

head couped ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and az.
Motto Aquila non capit muscas.
Buller (Downes, co. Devon). Same Arins and Crest. Motto
Aquila non capit muscas.
Buller (Trenant Park, co. Cornwall). Sa. on a cross ar.

—

—

pierced of the field, four eagles displ. of the first, in the first
quarter an arm embowed issuing out of a ducal coronet or,
the hand grasping a trident. Crests Ist: An eagle mounted

—

on a rock supporting a banner. 2nd
Motto Aquila non capiat muscas.

—

:

A Saracen's head ppr.

Same as the preceding.
(Pelynt and Lanreath, co. Cornwall). Same as the
preceding.

Buller,

(Erie Hall, co. Devon).

Yarde

(Lord Churston).

Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
Bdlleb, sa. on a cross ar. qxjarterly pierced of the field four
eagles displ. of the first; 2nd and 3rd, Yabde, ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three water bougets. Crest
Saracen's head
couped ppr.
Supporters Dexter an ostrich ppr. in the

—A

—

a horseshoe or
oon capit moscas,
t>eak
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—

or,

;

Binister,

an eagle

sa.

Motto—Aqvala

—

chief gu. a label of five points or.

Crest
Seven arrows,
and one in base, gu. feathered and headed ar,
mural crown of the last.
(Ashford).
Sa. two swords in saltire butw. fonr

six in saltire

enfiled with a

Bullock

fleurs-de-lis or.

Bullock

(North Coker House, co. Somerset).
Gu. on a
chev. betw. three bulls* heads cabossed ar. armed or,
another chev. erm. charged with as many annulets az.
Crest
On a mount vert, five black bills erect banded with a
wreath of olive ppr. therefrom pendant an escutcheon az.
charged with a cross crosslet or.
Bullock. Ar. a sea bull's head couped sa.
Bullock. Ar. three bulls' heads gu.
Bullock. Gu. a chev. betw. three bull^' heads ar.
Bullock (Shipdham, co. Norfolk). Arms, same as Bollock
of Arborfield, quarterly with Bebnet, Townehend, Baloocs,

—

and F^eweltn.

Bulman (Northumberland).

Gu. three bars waVy ar. ona
an annulet betw. two bulls' heads cabossed sa.
through each of their nostrils an annulet of the last. Crest
On a mount vert, a bull pass. ar. the dexter foot on a
chief or,

—

roundle az.

Bulman, or Bullman.
chief gu. a bull pass. or.

Buller

Buller
Buller

a

(London, 1600). Per chev. gu. and erm. in chief
heads cabossed ar.
Crest
On a mount vert, a
thereon a bee displ. ppr.
(Norton, and Darley, co. Derby).
Enn. oa

bulls'

bull's

head ppr.

Sa. three bars

wavy

ar.

on

a

—Out of a ducal coronet a

Crest

Motto— Fro

patrift.

Bulmer, or Bullmer

(Essex and Torksh'.re).
Gu.
a lion ramp, of the last. Crest— A bull pass,
gu. armed and unguled or.
{Lord Bulmer, summoned to Parliament, 1342).
Gu. a lion ramp. betw. twelve billets or.
billettee or,

Bulmer

Bulmer

Sa. on a bend ar. cottised erm. three

(Norfolk).

escallops gu. (another, sa.).

Bulmer.

Gu. a lion ramp, per

orle of billets of the second.

armed

and ar. within an
demi bull ramp. gu.

fesse or

Crest

—A

thereon an escaHop betw. two

billets in pale

of

Bulmer. Gu. a lion ramp, or, billettee of the first.
Bulmer. Gu. a Uon salient, within an orle of billets or.
Bulmer, or Bullmer. Ar. billettee gu. a lion ramp,

of

the

the

or,

last.

last.

Bulmer.

Gu. a

ramp, or, billettee sa.
Bulstrode (cos. Buckingham, Worcester, and Bedford, College of Arms, D. 14, c. 26). Sa. a stag's head cabossed ar.
attired or, betw. the attires a cross pattee fitchee of the third,
through the nostrils an arrow of the last feathered of the
second. Orest A bull's head and neck betw. two wings expanded go. attired ar. (another, the wings ar.).

—

lion

;;

SUL

heads couped
wings or.

ar.

Crett—A. bull's head

gu. betw. two

many

cinquefoils sa.

erased erm. crined and
par secundis.

Crest

armed

or.

—A

homed wolfs head

Motto

—Adversis major,

Bulwer-Lytton

{Baron Lytton). See Lttton.
(Quebec House, East Dereham, co. Norfolk). Arms,
Heydon.
of
Jtc, as
Bulwork. Az. a cross potence, rebated on the head of the

Salwer

BoLWEB,

Crest

—A

stag's

—

—

Crest
^Two swords
three chess rooks of the field.
saltierwise passing through the mouth of a leopard's face or,
the blades ppr. hilted gold. Jl/b»o— Firmxim in yita nihil
and Esse quam videri.
(Marlston House, co. Berks). Anns, Crest, and
Motto same asBoNBOBT, Bart., of Bunbury and Stanny.
(Ballyseskin, co. Wexford, a branch of Stanney).

sa.

Sanbury

Sunbury

Same Arms.

Sunbtiry

(Moyle, co. Carlow). Erm. a chess rook betw.
two leopards' faces in bend betw. two bendlets sa. Crest—
Two swords saltierwise through the mouth of a leopard's
face or. Motto Firmum in vita nihil.

—

Sunbury, McClintock-Bunbury
Bumbubt

(exemplified 1846,
McClintock, Esq., of Manor Highgate,

Commander R.N., on his assuming by royal licence the addiname and arms of Bdnbobt, in compliance with the
testamentary injunction of his maternal uncle, Thomas
BuNsaBT, of Lisnevagh and Moyle, co. Carlow, M.P.).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. on a bend sa. three chessTooks of the field, for Bdnbubt ; 2nd and 3rd, per pale gu.
and az. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar., for
McClintock. Crests 1st : Two swords in saltire ar. hilted
or, pierced through a leopard's face of the last; 2nd: A
Motto Vis unita fortior.
lion pass. ppr.

tional

—

—

Sunbury, Bichardson-Bunbury

(Caatle

Hill,

co.

Tyrone, bart). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a chess rook betw.

two leopards' faces in bend betw. two bendlets sa., for
Bditbcbt 2nd and 3rd, az. ona fessear. betw. an ancient ship,
the sails furled in chief, and in base a saltier a bull's head
couped or, for Richabdson. Crests Bunbcby
In front of
a tree ppr. on a mount vert a leopard's head paly of six
ar, and sa. trbnsflxed by two arrows in saltire also ppr.
BicBABDSON A lion ramp. erm. in the mouth a trefoil
slipped vert, betw. the forepaws a torteau charged with
a cross crosslet or. Motto Virtus paret robur.
Bunbury, Tighe-Btinbury (granted to Daniel Tighe,
Esq., of Rossana, co. Wicklow, on assuming the additional
surname and arms of BnNsoBT). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a bend sa. three chess rooks of the field, in the sinister
chief point a mullet gu., forBoNsoBT; 2nd and 3rd, per chev
embattled ar. and sa. nine cross crosslets, five in chief and
four in base countcrchanged, forTioHE. Crests
Ist: Two
•words saltirevrtse passing through the mouth of a leopard's
face, all ppr., for Bunbury; 2nd
A wolfs head erased ppr.
gorged with a collar az. thereon a cross crosslet or, betw.
two bezants, for Tiohe.
Mottoes— V'nmxxm in vitA nihil,
BuNBCBT and Suiiimum nee mctuam diem nee optem,
TlOHE.
Bunbviry, or Baunbury. Ar. a cross potent betw.
;

—

:

:

—

—

:

i

four mullets pierced gu.

(Kent and London).

Az. on a fesse betw. three
the field. Crest— \ demi
boar az. pierced through the neck with a broken spear gu.
boars

headed

ar.

as

Bund

(Upper Wick, co. Worcester, as borne by the family
Gu. three eagles' legs erased a-la-quise or,
Crest
An eagle's head erased, or.
Bund, "Willis-Bund. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three
eagles' legs erased a-la-quise two and one or, for Bond
2nd
and 3rd, per fess gu. and ar. three Uons ramp, counterchanged
within a border erm., for Willis. Crests
1st: Aa eagle's
head erased ppr.. Bond 2nd Two lions' gambs erased ppr.
supporting an escutcheon ar.
Bundrisb. Per pale or and az. a fesse ar.
Bunevile. Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets of the field.
Bunford. Quarterly, gu. and erm. a bend or. CVest— Out
of a ducal coronet a demi lion gu.
Bung'all, or Bongrbole. Gu. three augers ar. handles or.
Bungey (Kent, Dorking, Surrey, and Norfolk, 1588). Az.
a lion pass, or, betw. three bezants. Cresl An eagle with
wings endorsed ar. standing on a laurel branch vert,
for centuries).

many

eaclcs

of

—

:

;

—

fructed or.

Bunhill.

Cresl

—A

bear's

paw

Sa. three buckles or.

Buncombe

Sa. three gad-bees volant en arriere ar.

(Scotland). Ar. on a
three buckles or.
Bunn. Ar. on three grieces sa. gu. and az. a cross calvary
of the third, in chief two crescents gu. Crest
An ostrich's
head ar. collared gu. betw. two palm branches vert.
Bunnell. Gu. three increscents ar. Crest On a ducal
coronet a Cornish chough rising ppr.
Bunney,
(Yorkshire and co. Durham). Ar. a
chev. betw. three goals' heads erased sa. Crest A goat's
head erased sa. attired or, on the sinister horn two annulets
conjoined of the last.
(Speen HUl, Berks). Same Arirus and Crut as tlie
preceding.
or Bozom. Az. three bird bolts, of as many

bend

sa.

—
—

Bunny

—

Bunny

Bunsam,

points, or.

Bunten, or Bunting:.

See Bontine.
Parted per cross or and gu. three birds counterchanged. Crest A hand issuing from a cloud erect, holding
two branches of laurel in orle.
Bunting'e (Norfolk). Or, an escallop sa. on a chief wavy

Buntingr.

—

of the second, three dolphins embowed of the first.
Ar. a chev. purp. betw. three buntings az.
Bunting^ord (Ireland). Ar. on a fess. engr, az. three-

Bunting'e.
plates.

—

Buntin.

Sa. three hounds pass. ar. Crest
On a ducal
coronet a talbot paiss. collared and lined.
Bunton. Sa. three sinister hands ar.
Bunworth. Erm. on a bend cottised sa. three church bells
ar.

—

Burard.

Az. a lion pass. betw. three estoiles ar. Crest
On
a ducal coronet an estoile of eight points ppr.
Burbag'e. Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three boars' heads
couped ar. as many billets of the field. Crest A boar's
head, erased ar. betw. two branches vert.
Burbidg'e. Az. a boar pass. or. Crest Between the
attires of a stag, attached to the scalp or, a boar's head
erect and erased sa.
Burbridgre. Erm. a boar pass. sa. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet az. two arms embowed vested gu. gloved or, In each

—

—

—

an

ostrich's feather ar.

Burbyche

(Middlesex and Hertford) Sa. a chev. eng^r. or,
guttee de sang betw. three boars' heads, couped ar. Crest
A boar's head and neck erased ar. bristled or, betw. two
acorn branches vert, fructed of the second.
Burcetre. Ar. three lions' heads erased sa. Crest ^A
comet star ppr.
Burcetur. Ar. three bears' heads erased sa.
Burcb. Crest An eagle with wings expanded go.
Burchall (Broadflcld Court, near Leominster, co. Hereford).
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. as

—

—

—

many

fleurs-de-lis, or.

Crest

—A lion ramp. az. supporting a

tree, vert.

Burcball, or Burchell.

Ar. three mullets in chief gu.

Cie.i(— Out of a ducal coronet, two hands, dexter and sinister,
saltireways, each brandishing a scymitar, edges outward,
all

ppr.

Burcbar (London, and Essex).
leopards pass. or.

Crest

Burche, or Bursbe

Crttt
A deml lion gu. charged on the shoulder with a
TBt«r-bouget ar. supporting a spear thereon a banner of

Burchensba-w.
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a chev. erm. betw. three

(Devonshire).

three birch leaves ar.
Burcbe. Quarterly, or and az.
vert.

Sa.

—A greyhound

sejant ar. ducally

or.

(Gothurst, co. Somerset).
Sa. a fret. betw.
four cre>cent« ar. the horns ol each turned towards the fret.

—

erased sa. holding a rose

and leaved ppr.

gorged

ar.

Bunckill.

—

two and one.

Bunkell, Bunell, or Bunekill

bend betw. two crosses
formee fitchee gu. three mullets of the field. Crest Out of
a cloud a dexter hand erect, pointing to a star, all ppr.
Sunbury (Stanney Hall, co. Chester, hart.). Ar. on a bend

Bunco

cron

flory or.

Buning-bill.

head erased ppr.

Bume. Gu. a male serpent ppr.
Bumsted (Suffolk). Ar. on a

to William

fringed of the second, and charged with a

first

slipped

sinister sides, recoursie, or.

Sulwortb.

the

;

(Pamflete and Lyneham, co. Devon). Ar. a bend
betw. fourteen billets gu. Crest— Ou.t of a ducal crown gu.
a pair of winfrs ar. billettee of the first.
Bulwer (Heydon, co. Norfolk, founded by Tdbold db
Daluko, enfeoffed of the lordships of Wood Dallino and
Btnham, by Peteb de Valoins, who held those lands from
the Conqueror). Gu. on a chev. betw. three eagles reguard.

Solteel

or, as

BXTB
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Snlt. Gyronny of eight, az. and or, a cinquefoil gu. Crett
An arm in armour, couped, embowed, and resting the
elbow on the wreath ppr. with a sash tied at the shoulder gu.
and holding a club of the first.
Bultell, or Bulteel (Somersetshire). Ax. three bulls'

Ar. a

wivem

Sa.

a fesse betw.

holding up the dexter foot

ax.

Crest

—A

winged spur

ppr.

SuTCkhead.
A goat
Creat

—

Sa. three

garbs

or,

ramp.

armed

or,

ar.

within a bordure ar.
holding betw. the fore-

paws a garb

of the last.
(London). Ar. on a fesse betw. three
An
martlets gu. a rose betw. two fleurs-de-lis, or. Crest
eagle's head erased, bendy of eight ar. and sa., ducally

Surd, or Byrde
gorged

—

or.

Burd. Ar. a
Burdeaux.

cross betw. four martlets gu.

Ar. two bars sa. in chief three annulets of the

second.

Burdeaux. Paly of six or and gu. a chief erm.
Burdeloys (Cambridgeshire, and Norfolk). Erm.

a chief

and guardian on behalf of her only son, Auodstcs Edwau>
DE BoTTS, authorizing him, the said Augdstos Edward De
Butts, to take and use the surname of Burdon, instead of
that of De Butts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fesse az. and
or, a pale with three trumpets two and one, and as many
crosses crosslet all counterchanged for Burdon 2nd and 3rd,
gu. on a fesse engr. betw. two salmons naiant ar. a like salmon
of the field, for De Butts.
Crests
Bdbdon: An eagle
rising reguard. or, each wing charged with a cross crosslet
az. holding in the dexter claw a trumpet gold.
De Butts:
Upon three annulets interlaced gu. a stork ar. beaked,
legged and collared gu., in the beak a salmon ppr. Motto
Honor virtutis.
Burdon (Walteb Burdon, temp. Richard II.). Az. semea
;

—

—

of cross crosslets,

gu-

Burdelys.

Burden

Erm. on a

(Gosberlurk,

chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
co. Lincoln).
Ar. three pilgrims'

staves in fesse gu. pomelled or.
Ar. on a bend sa. five (another, three) bezants.
heart transfixed with a sword in bend sinister.

Burden.
A
Crest
Burden.

—

Az. three pilgrims' staves or, the field crusily of
the second.
Burden. Ar. three pilgrims' staves gu.
Burdenbroke. Ar. a tower betw. three martlets az. Crest
A boar's head erased gu.
Burdenbroke. Crest An otter's head, erased close sa.
Burdenell. Erm. a chev. gu. betw. three caps of mainten-

—

—

Burdon

(Sir

Bobert Bdbdenshaw,
Dec,

Knt., Comptroller

of Ireland, d. 8

of the Musters

Erm. a pegasus

1622.

Fun. Ent.

(Balph Biechen-

8HAW was Comptroller
in Ireland, 1606).
gu.

of the Musters of His Majesty's Horse
Ar. semee of estoiles and a pegasus pass.

Burdenshaw, or Bourchinshaw.

Ar. a pegasus

Burdon

(Nottinghamshire
palmers' staves or.

Sxirdon, or Bourdon.
crosses crosslet or.

Burdon.
Burdon.

Crest

and Cumberland).

Az. three

Az. three hautboys and as

—A

many

gilliflower or.

Or, three pilgrims' staves az.

Ar. three pilgrims' staves gu.
John Burdon, Knt., temp. Edward I. Visit.
CO. Notts, 1614). Gu. three pilgrims' staves meeting in base

Burdon

(Sir

Btirdon.

Az. two horns endorsed

family which held lands in Huntingdonshire from a very
remote period). Az. a chev. ar betw. two garbs in
chief or, and a spaniel pass, in base ppr. in the centre chief
point a cross crosslet fitchee of the second. Crest A mount
ert, thereon in front of an oak tree a stag lodged reguard.
ppr. attired and hoofed or, suspended from the neck by a
line a bugle of the last. Motto— h&boi omnia vincit.
Burdett (Burthwaite, co. York since of Acomb, near York,
Paly of six ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three martlets
bart.).
Crest—On a tower ar. a martlet with wings displ. or.
or.
Burdet (formerly Peichard, of Osgodby, E. B. co. York, who
assumed, 31 July, 1780, the name and arms of Burdet).
Arms and Crest, as the preceding.
Burdett (Shrubhurst, co. Surrey). Az. two bars or,
on each three martlets gu. Crest Gu. a lion's head erased
sa., langued gu.
Burdett (Bramcote, co. Warwick, Formark, co. Derby, and
Bamsbury, co. Wilts, bart.). Az. two bars or, each charged
Crest
A lion's head erased sa.
with three martlets gu.
langued gu.
Burdett, or Bordet (Leicestershire). Az. two bars ar.
Burdett (Huncote, co. Leicester. "Visit. 1619). Az. two
bars charged with three martlets gu.
Burdett (RoweU). Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets of the

—

;

—

—

field.

Burdett

{Warwickshire and Yorkshire). Az. two bars or,
each charged with three martlets gu. Crest A lion's head
erased (another, couped) sa.
Burdett. Arms the same. Crests— 1st : A lion's head
couped sa. 2nd A thistle ppr.
Burdett-Coutts (Baroness Bukdett-Coctts) See Coctts.
Burdett. Ar. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Burdett. Or, two bars az.
Burdett. Az. two bars ar.
Burdett. Az. two bars and as many mullets in chief or.
Burdett (Ireland). Az. two bars or, on the first two mart-

—

:

(Ballymany and
two bars or, a crescent for
rising from the top.

Ballywalter, co.
diff.

Crest

Az.
with a bird

Kildarc).

—A tower

(Hunstanton, King's County). Same as preceding.
Az. two bars or, a bend gu.
Az. two bars or, on the first bar three martlets

crosslet fitchee ar.

Gu. three bourdons ar.
(Middlesex). Sa. two bars betw. three annulets in
chief, and a fleur-de-lis in base or.
Crest
An elephant
erm. on a mount vert, and under a tree ppr.

—

See Uduebaj.
Or, a bend az. betw. six annufets gu.

greyhound courant gu. collared sa.
(exemplified by virtue of a royal licence, dated 29
Iilarch, 1871, to Mrs. Hannah Georgina Elizabeth D'AudeBBKT, wife of Alfred D'Acdebeet, Esq., of Newcastle-uponTyne, CO. Northumberland, widow of Augdsics De Butts,
Or, a

Burdon
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Crest

—Au

eagle ppr.

Bureau.

Az. a chev. potent, counter-potent, or and gu.
betw. three ewers, with handles, of the second.
(Burell, Cornwall
as in St. Stephen, near Saltash.
"Visit. CO. Cornwall, 1620).
Barruly of six ar. and sa. on a
chief gu. three leopards' faces or.
Bures, or Bowers (Norfolk and Suffolk). Per chev. indented sa. and erm. in chief two lions ramp. or.
Bures (Somersetshire). Erm. on a chief indented az. two

Biirell

lions

:

ramp.

or.

Erm. on a chief dancett^e sa. two lions ramp. or.
Erm. on a chief az. three lions ramp. or.
Or, a lion ramp, double queued sa. oppressed with

Btires.
Bxires.

Bures.

a bend gu.

Bures.

Az. six lions ramp. ar. three, two, and one, within
a bordure or, a canton erm.
Bures. Sa. a bend vaire or and gu. betw. eight garbs of the
second.

Bures.

Ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins naiant or.

Btiret.

Or, a lion ramp. vert.

Bure"wash

(Kent). Gu. a lion ramp, double queued or, debruised by a bend az.
Vert, a cross crosslet or.
Burfield. Paly of six ar. and sa. (another, adds abend gu.).
Burfoot (London). Or, a garb, vert betw. three fleurs-deAn eastern crown, thereon a pineapple leaved
Crest
lis sa.
and crowned, all or. The crown of the pineapple is formed
by the leaves which grow from the top.
Burford. Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross or, in the first and

Burey.

—

second quarters a crosslet ar.
Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross or, in chief
two crosses crosslet fit6hee ar.
Burford (Killeigh, co. Dublin). Ar. three bears' heads
erased sa. muzzled or.
Burford (John Burford, Esq., of Kilroy, co. Meath, d. 9
April, 1633. Fun. Ent. Ire.). Ar. a chev. betw. three bears'

Burford.

sa.

muzzled

Burgate

(Staffordshire).

Burgrate

(Suffolk).

or.

Paly of sis ar. and sa.
Paly of ten ar. and sa.
Burgate. Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped gu.
Burg'aw. Gu. three bends ar. in pale or.
Burgrayne. Gu. on a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet ar. a
cross crosslet of the first.
Gu. a cross or. Crest An olive
Burg'edon. Ar. three cinquefoils sa.

—

Burge.

go-

Btirdeiix.

betw. four crosses

betw. four crosses

Burdon.

heads erased

lets sa.

Burdett

or,

or,

Burdus

Burder (John Bdbdeb, Esq., the representative of an ancient Bure.

;

Az. three coronets in pale

crosslet fitchee ar.

Burdwan.

pass, and a border engr. gu.

Burdett.
Burdett.

—

staves or, the field crusily of the second. Crest
A lion
ramp, standing on the sinister hind foot, supporting himself
by a pilgrim's staff or.

Burdon.

pass. gu.

Burdenshaw, or Birchenshaw

Burdett

and three bourdons (pilgrim staves) or.
co. Durham). Az. three pilgrims'

(Castle Eden,

ar.

ance az.

Burdenshaw
Ire.).

BUB
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BTTB
Chequy gu. and

Snrcliett.

Burgehill.

Ar. a bend gu. over

all

branch ppr.

four (another, three)

pales sa.

Burgeis.

Vert, a fesse gu.
beaded and legged gu.

fretty or, betw. three birds ar.

BUB
Burwash.

Bnr^ersli, or

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Gn. a lion ramp,

or,

taU

(from Newelm Church, co. Oxford, "Visit. Oxon).
Ar. a chief gu. over all a lion ramp, queue forchee or.
Burges (Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Chequy gu. and or, on a
chief ar. three crosses crosslet az.
Bnrg'es (Wescport, co. Dorset; granted 11 AprD, 1614). Ar.
a fesse lozengy or and az. in chief three mascles of the third,
within a bordure of the same bezant^e.
Burg'eB (Westham, co. Essex). Ar. on a cross sa. a leopard's
face or. Crest— A Saracen's head in profile ppr. wreathed
about the temples ar. and sa. habited over the shoulders of
the

first

Buries

Ar. on a bend betw. six crosses

crosslet gu. three lozenges of the field.

Ar. a fesse
Borg'es
chequy or and sa. in chief three crosses flory of the last.
Cr«t—On a mural crown chequy or and sa. a round buckle
(Crendon, do. Lincoln,

granted 1631).

the tongue erect in pale.
Per fesse ar. and erm. a fesse
Sussex).
on a canton gu.
a bend of' the first, charged with a baton of Knight Marshal
gu.
erased
ppr. Crest— A camel's head ppr. bezantee
Buries. Chequy ar. and gu. on a chief or, three crosses
botonee az. Crest A Hon ramp. gu. holding in the dexter
of the

first,

Barnes (Beauport,

az. fretty^or, a bordure of the third bezantee,

—

paw an annulet enclosing a fleur-de-lis
Borg'es (Ballymore, co. Westmeath,

—

dau. and co-beir of Sir Bichabd
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fesse chequy
ar. and az., in chief two cross crosslets gu. and in base
a covered cup of the last, for Bobges 2nd, paly of eight or

Uakunne,

wife,

his

Johnston, Bart).

;

and gu. all within a bordure of the first pellettee, for
Llotd ; 3rd, ar. a saltire sa., on a chief gu. three cushions
Crests
A dove rising ar. beaked and
or, for Johnston.
membered gu. in its beak a palm-branch ppr., for Bdroes
az.,
in the dexter paw an annulet
A lion ramp. gu. langued
Motto Tace aut
enclosing a fleur-de-Us ar., for Llotd.

—

;

—

face.

Borg'es. Vert a fesse
membered of the third.

or, fretty gu.

betw. three doves ar.

Ar. on a bend sa. three plates.
B'Orges. Lozengy gu. and vairl
Biirges. Quarterly or and az. a-bend gu.
Borgess (Boubgeois, of Champagne, in Ficardy, one of
whom, Robin db Bodboeois, of Gamache, in Picardy, a
protestant refugee, settled at Canterbury, 1593, and is now
represented by Major C. J. Bcbgess, East Mascalls, co.
Kent). Az. a fesse betw. a crescent in chief and a rose in
ar.

all

Crest— A

fleur-de-lis or.

Motto-he bon

(Lincoln's Inn). Ar. a castle triple-towered,

Ar. on a saltire sa. five swans ppr.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis erm.
Crest
A falcon rising
erm. belled or, ducally gorged of the last.
Burgh. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis erm.
Burgh. Ar. on a fesse sa. three plates (another, three

—

a chain

bezants).

Ar. on a fesse dancett^e sa. three bezants (another
adds a label of three points gu.).
Burgh. Or, a cross pattee gu.
Burgh. Or, on a cross gu. five mullets ar.
Burgh. At. a chev. ermines cotisedsa. betw. three chaplcts
gu.

Biirgh.

Lozengy gu. and

Burgh.

Or, three bucks' heads sa. attired ar.

cabossed sa.

(Harl.

Burghdon.
dure engr.

—

Borgh

—

:

—

—

Borgh

Burgh

;

sa.,

a bend gu.
Ar. three stags' heads

co. Stafford).

MSS.

1988, fol. 41).

Ar. three cinquefoils sa. (another adds a bor-

Ar. on a saltire

sa. five

ducks of the

field,

mem-

bered gu.

—

Burghepe.

Ar. a ehev. az. Crest A friar's head sidefaced
ppr. couped at the shoulders habited grey.
Burghepp, or Burghopp. Ar. on a chev. az. three
fleurs-de-lis or.

Burghersh

(Devonshire and Norfolk). Gu. a hon ramp.
double queued or. Crest In a mural crown gu. a demi lion
double queued ar.
Burghersh (Lord Burghersh, summoned to Parliament

—

Same Arms.

1303).

Burghes. Gu. on a chief ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Burghxll (Brecon, and Bungay, co. Suffolk). Paly of six ar.
and sa. over all a bend gu. Crest A lion's head erased ar.
Burghill (Ireland). Paly of six ar. and sa. on a bend gu.

—

three escallops or.

a mitre

Paly of six

ar.

and

on a bend gu.

sa.

or.

Burghill (Yorkshire).

Az. a chev.

ar. betw. three martlets

or.

Burghill.
crown
crown

Paly of six
Crest

or.

—A

ar.

lion's

and
head

sa.

ar.

on a bend gu. a Saxon
crowned with a Saxon

or.

Burghill.

Paly of six or and az. over all a fesse gu.
Az. three fleurs-deJis or.

Burghly, or Burgly.

Crest

—A winged greyhound sejant.
Ar. on a saltire sa. three bars

Burghton
estoile.

(Drumkeen, co. Limerick ; derived from a common
progenitor with the House of Clanbioaede). Or, a cross gu.
Crest A cat-a-mountain sejant ppr. with collar and chain
reflcxed over the back or. Motto— A cruce salus.
(Bert, co. Kildare.
Laid Downes, extinct 1864).
Quarterly, Ut and 4th, or, a cro.sH gu., for Bcboh; 2nd and
3rd, ar. three pales wavy gu., for Downes.
Crests
Ist: A
cat-a-mountain sejant ppr. with collar and chain reflexcd
over the back or, for Bdbob ; 2nd A wolfs head erased ppr.
charged on the neck with a mullet or., for Downks. Su.p])OrterA
Dexter, a lion guard, ppr. ducally gorged and
chained, and charged on the shoulder with a portcullis or;
iniitcr, a knight in complete armour, his right hand supporting a (pear, on his left arm a shield of the arms of
BoBOB. Motto A cruce salus.
(Old Town, co. Kildare; represented by Bt. Hon.
Walteb Hdsiet Buboh, Lord Chief Baron of the Court of
Exchequer in Ireland, dtaccnded from Dromkeen, co.
Limerick). As BuRoii of Dromkeen, quarterly with Hosset.
Borgh, HuBsey-de
(Oonore, co. Kildare;
descended from Kt. Itov. Richard Burob, or Bcbeb, Lord
Bishop of Ardftgh, 1092, who was the representative of the
Drumkeen branch of the House of Db Boboh). Or, a cross
Orettt—A cat-a-mountain sejant
fu., quaricriig Hcksbt.
guard, ppr. collared and chained or, for BcBoa
A hind
paM. ar. on a mount vert, and under a tree ppr., for HnssBT,
Motto A cruce salus.

vair.

sa.).

Burghe.

portal, all ppr.
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Paly or and

Burghay (Whitmore,

extending in a festoon from the extremities and crossing the

Borgh

A
B

Burgh.

Edward

—

Ar. an eagle imperial gu. membered

vert.

Burgh (Staffordshire).

Burght.

temps viendra.

Borgett

Clanricarde.

Burgh (Devonshire).

Burghill (Lichfield).

Borges.

base,

(Lord Burgh or Borough, of Gain-borough, summoned to Parliament, 1487). Az. three fleurs-de-lis erm.
Burgh (Earl of Ulster). See Bubke.
Surgh (Marquis of Clanricarde, Jsc). See Bubke.
Burgh (Earl of St. Albans). The 4th Earl of Clinricarde was so created 1624, extinct 1G28). See Marquess of

Burghall.

ar.

1736, afterwards of
Ar. a fesse lozengy or and gu. in chief three
mascles of the last, all within a bordure of the same
A camel's head couped gu. bezantee.
bezantee. Crest
Burges (Parkanaur, co. Tyrone, and Thorpe Hall and East
Ham, CO. Essex, confirmed to John Tnye Bcrges. Esq., J, P.
andD.L., High Sheriff co. Tyrone, 1829, son and heir of John
Henbt Boeges, Esq., of Wood Park, co. Armagh, by

Dublin).

valr, three,

B'urgh

Burgh.

in stripes paleways, thereon torteaux.
(Leicestershire).

Gu. seven lozenges

1226).

and one.

three,

forcbee.

Burgrersh

B TIB

Burgh (Earl of Kent,

wavy

or.

(John De Boeouton, Sheriff of Lancashire,

III.).

A bendlet

wavy

cotised in sinister chief

1

an

Burgh'well.

Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets or, all within
a bordure of the second.
(Norfolk). Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa.
two plates.
Burgin. Per fesse indented or and gu. three escallops
counterchanged. Crest— A sirtjrd and key in saltire.
Burg'is. Ar. a fesse lozengy or and az. betw. three mascles
of the third a bordure of the last bezantee. Crest— A camel's
head ppr.

Burgilton

Burgo

(Earl of Cornwall.

Robert De Bcboo or De Mobe-

TON'was created Earl of Cornwall by William I. His son,
the 2nd earl, forfeited the earldom temp. Henry I. He left
two sons, from the elder of whom, Adelm, descends the
noble House of Bubke or De Bdegu, Marquises and Saris
of Clanricarde, &c.). Erm. a chief indented gu.
Borgoigne (Cambridgeshire and Devonshire). Az. a

hound

pass. ar.

and mancd

Crest

—An antelope sejant ar. attired, tufted

sa.

Burgoigne. Az. a talbot pass, or (another,
Burgom, or Burgoyne (Oxfordshire).
courant

Burgon

ar.

—On a ducal coronet

Crest

(Longstanton, co. Hereford).

or,

a

ar.).

Az.

a hound

lion pass. gu.

Az. a hound pass.

ar.
Crtst — A tiger sejant ar. maned and tufted sa.
Burgonyon. Quarterly, or and gu. on abend sa. a mullet ar.
Burgower. Ar. on a mount vert a castle sa.
Burgoyn. Gu. a wolf pass, or, on a chief crenell6 ar.

three martlets as.

i
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:
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BTJB
BtiTKOyn.

Az. a talbot pass. ar. collared gu. lined or, at
the end of the line a knot.
Burgoyne (Sutton Park, co. Bedford, bart.). Gu. a chev.
or, betw. three talbots ar. on a chief embiittled of the
last as
sa.

many

martlets az.

Crest

—A

talbot sejant or, ears

and plain collared gu.

Burgroyne.

Az. a chev. betw. three estoiles

many

crenellee ar. as

or,

on a chief

Quarterly, or and gu. a
second and third quarters three annulets ar.
Paly of ten ar. and sa. a bend gu
Burham. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
Burham. Gu. a cross betw. four crescents ar.
Burhell. Or, three pallets az. a fesse gu.
Burhope. Ar. on a chev. az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Burie. Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, erm. a bend gu. ; 2nd and
3rd, az. a falcon volant belled or.
sa. in the

Burhall.

Btirke (Ireland.
Norman family,
William Fitz

(Marble Hill, co. Galway, bart.). Enninois a cross
gu. in the dexter canton a lion ramp. sa. CreH A cat-amountain sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or. Motto

—

—Ung

ung foy, ung loy.
Burke (Mao William Eighteb, a powerful sept of the House
of Clanricarde). Or, a cross gu. in the dexter canton s
roy,

ramp. sa.
(Kicbard Burke, of Borris, co. Tipperary, called
Mac Walter O'Leagb). Or, a cross gu.
Burke (Ower, formerly Castle Hackct, co. Galway, descended
from Sir Redmond de Burgh, son of Sir William de Bcbob,
called T/ta Cfrty, ancestor of the House of Clanbicabde).
Or, a cross gu. in the dexter canton a lion ramp. sa. Crut
A chained cat, sejant guard, ppr. Motto Un roy, une
foy, une loy.
Burke (Ballydugan, co. Galway, formerly of Ballintober, co.
Roscommon). Or, a cross gu. in the dexter canton a lion
ramp. sa.
Crest
A cat-a-mountain sejeant guard, ppr.
collared and chained or. Motto Un roy, une foy, une loy.
Bxirke (St. Clerans, co. Galway, descended from John Borkx,
Esq., of Issercleran, same co.).
Or, a cross gu. in the
dejcter canton a lion ramp. sa.
Crest A cat-a-mountain
sejant ppr. collared and chained or.
Motto Ung Dieu,
lion

Burke

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

BurgTilion, or Burgonyon.
bend

BTTB

Burke

Bcrgu De Bdbgb, or Bcbee, an Anglo
established in Ireland, teinp. Henry II. by
Adelm De Bobgh: the senior branch, the

De Burghs, Earls of Ulster, terminated in an heiress,
Elizabeth, wife of Lionel, JJuie 0/ Clarence). Or, across
Crest
.\ catgu. in the dexter canton a lion ramp. sa.
a-mountain sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or.
ung
loy.
Motto Ung roy, ung foy,
Burke, or
Burg-h (Earl of Ulstef. Walter De
Burgh, Lord of Connaught, brother of WilLiaji De Burgb,
ancestor of the Marquess of Clanricarde became Earl of
Ulster, jure vxoris, Maude, dau. of Hugh De Lacie, Earl of
Ulster, at the death of his father-in-law, 1241).
Or, a cross

—

—

De

—

—

—

—

—

ung

ung

loy,

—

foy.

Burke (Kikoman

and Greenfield, co. Galway, descended
from the second Earl of Clanricarde ; the last Cbbistofhek
BcRKE, Esq., of Kilcoman, d. in 1763, leaving three daus.
Marcella, m. to Nicholas Reddington, Esq. Sarah, wife
and Margaret, m. to
of Thomas Reddington, Esq.
Edmund Dowell, Esq.). Arms, Crest, and Motto, as Bobkb,
;

;

Ireland.

Burke

(Earl of Clanricarde, Viscount Burke, Earon Dunchief of the House of Burke, anciently De
<kc.,
Bubgu).
Or, a cross gu. in the dexter canton a Uon
ramp. sa. Crest A cat-a-mountain sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or. Supporters
Two cats guard, ppr.
collared and chained or. Motto
Ung roy, ung foy, ung
kellin,

—

—
—

loy.

Burke,

now De

Burgrh-Canning' (Marquess and

Earl

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three Moors'
wreathed round the temples
ar. and az., for Canning ; 2nd and 3rd, or, a cross gu. in the
dexter canton a lion ramp, sa., for De Burgh. Crests
1st
demi lion ramp. ar. charged with three trefoils vert holding in the dexter paw an arrow pheoned and flighted ppr.
shaft or, for Canning; 2nd:
cat-a-mountain sejant guard,
ppr. collared and chained or, for De Burgh. Supporters
Two cats guard, ppr. collared and chained or. Motto Ung
Toy, Xing foy, ung loy.
Btirke (Lord Leitrim. John Bubke, Esq., of Meelick Castle,
CO. Galway, was so created 1583, and d. s. p. same year).
Arms, same as Clanricarde.

of Clanricarde).
heads couped in

profile ppr.

—

A

A

—

—

B\irke (Clongowna and Elm

Hall, co. Tipperary, descended
from Burke, of Meelick, as confirmed in the Office of
Arms, Dublin, to Peter Bubre, serjeant-at-law, grandson
of Peter Bubke, Esq., J. P., of Elm Hall, and his descendants and the other descendants of his aforesai^randfather).
Or, a cross gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters a lion ramp,
ea.

Crest

—A

cat-a-mountain sejant guard, ppr. collared

and chained or, on the breast
king, one faith, one law.

Burke
Arms).

ung

a

cross gold.

Motto

—One

Bernard Borke, C.B., LL.D., Ulster, King of
Same Anns and Crest. Motto— Vng roy, ung foy,

(Sir

Burke

(Derrymacloghny, co. Galway, descended from
RicKARD Oge de Borqb, third son of Ulick Burke, of
Clanricarde, who d. in 1467). Same Arms, &c.
Burke (Tablet to the memory of Right Hon. Edvukd
Burke, and hatchment in Beaconsfield church, Bucks, tho
place of his interment).
Or, a cross gu. in the dexter
quarter a lion ramp, sa., impaling Nugent. Crest—~JL.
cat-a-mountain sejant ppr. collared and chained or.

Burke

(Haviland Burke,

exemplified l3l8

to

Tbohas

William Aston Haviland,

Esq., grandnephew and heir
of the Rt. Eon. Edmund Burke, on his taking the surname
and arms of Burke). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Bubke, or, a

cross gu. in the dexter canton a dexter hand couped at the
wrist sa. ; 2nd and 3rd, Haviland, ar. three castles tripleCrest
For Bubke only :
towered sa. portcullised gu.
cat sejant ppr. collared and chain reflexed over the back or.
Motto Vinctus sed non victus.
(The Gaul Burke, formerly of Gaulstown Castle, co.
Kilkenny, claiming descent from the Red Earl of Ulster
Arms taken from the keystone of the arch of the gateway at
Gaulstown Castle, the seat of the last chieftain of this sept,

—

A

—

Burke

of Gaulstown, who d. 1642, aged 67,
descended from John Fitzwalteb de Bobgo, of Gaulstowu
CasUe, Vice-Chamberlain to Edward I.). Quarterly, or and
A demi lion ramp. az. holding a
vair a cross gu. Crest

Walter Gaul Burke,

—

cross or.

Burken

(London). Ar. a bar az.
Burkett. Az. a chev. betw. three garbs ar. Crest—A garb
Impendam expendar.
or. Motto
Burkin (Burlingham, co. Norfolk). Ar. a fesse gu. (some-

—

times, az.).

Burkitt.

Gu. three mullets or.

Crest

—A

dexter

arm

embowed, brandishing a club ppr.

loy.

Burke

(Baron Tyaquin and Viscount Galway, extinct 1691;
confirmed by Carney, Ulster). Or, a cross gu. in the dexter
canton a lion ramp. sa. a mullet for diff. Crest— A cat-amoimtain sejant erm. charged on the breast with a mullet sa.
Supporters
Dexter, a griffin az. ducally gorged and beaked
or, armed gu.
sinister, a lion sa. ducally gorged or, armed

Burkton (i^orfolk). Ar. three
Burkton (Brome, co. Suffolk).

eu.

Burleigh.

—

;

Burke (Lord Bophin

or Boffeem. The Hon. John Bcbee,
second son of the seventh Earl of Clanricarde, creation
6th April, 1689 arms confirmed by Carney, Ulster). Or, a
cross gu. in dexter canton a lion ramp. sa. a crescent for diff.
Crest
A cat-a-mountain sejant ar. charged on the breast
with a crescent sa.
Supporters Two lions quarterly, or
and gu. Motto Altiora petenda.
Burke (Glinsk, co. Galway, bart.). Or, a cross gu. in the
dexter canton a lion ramp. sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a plume of five ostrich feathers ar.
Motto— In hoc
Bigno vinces.
Burke (Knocknagur, co. Galway, descended from Rickabd,
fourth son of Sir John Bobke, 4th bart. of Glinsk). Or, a
cross gu. in the dexter canton a lion ramp. sa. Crest
Out
of a ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers ar.
hoc
Jlistto— In
Bigno vinces.
:

—

—

—

—

—
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bars voided sa.
Ar. three bars voided sa. on
a canton of the last a crescent gu.
Burland. Sa. a chev. betw. three burling irons ar.
Burland. Erm. on a chief embattled gu. three cinquefoils
ar.

Crest

crescents

—A demi savage brandishing a scimetar
and
Paly
on a
paly
—A
coimterchanged.
head erased gu.
all

of six ar.

gu.

Crest

ppr.
chief also

six

stag's

Quarterly, or and sa.
Burleigh (Carrigfergus, co. Antrim). Vert three boars'
heads couped ar. armed or. Crest A demi boar ppr. armed,
hoofed, and bristled, or, and gorged with a chain of the last,
supporting a thistle ppr.
Burler. Gu. three burling irons ar.

Btirleigli (Kent).

—

Burleton, or Burlton (Wyken

Hall,

co.

Leicester).

Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa. charged with two plates ar.
A garb.
Crest
Burley (Leicestershire and Wiltshire). Vert, three boars*
heads couped ar. armed or. Ci-est A demi boar ppr. armed,
hoofed, and bristled or, and gorged with a chain of the
last, supporting a thistle ppr.
Burley (Devon). Ar. a chief sa., three lances counter-

—

—

changed.

A

BUB
Burley (Sir

Sir

John Bdkixt,

all

Simon, Sir
K.Gs., temp. Richard II.). Barry of six sa. and or, on a
chief of the last two pallets of the first, an inescutcheon gu.
charged with three bars erm.
Blirley (Shropshire). Paly of six sa. and or, on a chief of
the second two pallets of the first, an inescutcheon barry of

Bxirley. Sa. three bars or, a chief of the last charged with
two pellets, on an inescutcheon erm. tliree bars gu.

Burley.
Bvirley.

Burley.

Faly of six ar. and az. over all three bars gu.
Or, three bars sa. a chief paly erm. and gu.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. dcbruised with a fesse chequy

Burley.

Per

fesse

connterchanged.
Burley. At. three

embattled sa. and ar. three

lances

embrued gu. a

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed gu.
debruised by a fesse chequy or and az.
Vert, three
Sheriff,
co. Salop, 1409).
Bubley,
Biirley (John

Burley, alias Mylde.

Erm. four bars gu. a border gobony

ar.

bars gu. in

and

(Evington, co. Leicester). Same as preceding.
(Broughton Hall, co. Oxford, bart.). Ar. two
cliJef a lion pass, guard, per pale of the second

vert.

Crest

or, in

Motto— Vto

Burnaby

—Out

of naval crown, a

the dexter

paw a

staff ppr.

demi

lion

ramp,

thereon a flag gu.

rege.

Az. two bars countcrembattled

(Devonshire).

erm.

Burnam (Lincolnshire;.
Burnam.

Gu. a chev.

Or, a maunch vert.
betw. three lions' heads erased

or,

or.

— A dexter and sinister arm vested, holding
Thomas Boblt, of Depeden,

co. Suffolk,

4 April, 1597). Az. a chev. betw. three spears' heads eradicated or. Crest— A squirrel sejant, supporting a ragged
staff or.

Burlyn. Sa. two chev. or.
Burlz (Suffolk, 1597). Az. a
broken from the
porting a ragged

staff,

or.

ar.

and

—

sa.

a chief wavy

az.

Ci-est—

Burman

(Stratford-on-Avon, co. Warwick). Az. a ducal
coronet or, betw. three seals' heads erased ar. two and one.
Crest
A cross pattee az. within six mullets
disposed orleways or.
Burmey. Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding an anchor
Motto—Atcus artcs
erect or, environed with clouds ar.

—

Burmester.

—

astra.

Burn

(Orton Hall, co. Westmoreland). Vert, a chev. erm.
betw. three lions ramp, or, on a chief of the second three
fountains a bordure wavy ar. Crest A demi tiger erm.
holding betw. the paws a fountain, as in the arms.
(granted to Hesbt John Burn, Ksq., of Somerset-street,
Portman-square). Or, on a bend az. betw. two bugle horns
Btrioged Ba. a buckle betw. two cstoiles of the first. Crest
A cubit arm vested or, charged with a bend, as in the
arms, the hand ppr. grasping a bugle horn sa. round the

—

Burn

—

wrist a wreath of oak ppr.

Burn (Lisbon,

from Scotland, 1737). Or, two spur rowels in
and a hunting horn in base, sa. Crest A hand ppr.
holding a cross crosslet fltchec az. Motto Vincit Veritas.
(Coldoch, CO. Perth). Or, a crescent betw. two spur
rowels in chief, and a hunting horn in base sa. Ci-est Two
daggers in saltlre ppr. Motto Tendit ad astra fides.
Gu. three bezants. Crest A heart gu.
or Burne (Ireland). Sa. three bezants. Crest—
roundle az.

chief,

—

Bum

—

—

—

—

Wexford. Smith's Ordinary). Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three dexter hands ar. Crest A wolfs head erased ppr.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. in each quarter a lion's face
countcrchangcd, on a chief of the first three flcurs-dc-Us gu.
Ar. on a bend sa. three liiu Uh,s or.
(co.

—

Bum.
Bum.

Burnaby. Burneby, or Barnaby

(Watford, co.
Northampton; confirmed by the deputies of Camden,
Clarenocux, to HuuriiRET Burnaby, of Waver, co. Warwick,
third son of Richaru Bcbnaoy, of Watford, seventh in
descent from Robert Burnabt, of the same place).
Ar.
two bare gu, in chief a lion pass, guard, of the second.
Crest— A. demi man sa. in the dexter hand a branch of
coluniliine flowers ppr. round the neck a rope or, with ttic
end hanging down on the Hlnisteriide. Motto— Vro Rege.

Snmaby

(HaKurave Hall, co. Leicester).
Orut BDd Motto -M Bdbnaby, of Watford.
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(Norlands, Kensington, co. Middlesex). The same.
Ar. two bars gu. a lion pass, guard, of the
Crest On a mount a stag rising from under a tree

—

ppr.

a chev. ar.
Ar. a Uon ramp.

Bumell

sa.

overall

a

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. over all a bend gu.
charged with three escallops or, (another, of the field).
(London). Sa. on a bendar. three escallops of the
(Essex).

Bumell

—

A greyhound sejant ar.
(Holgale, CO. Salop). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned
or, within a bordure az.
first.

Crest

Bumell

Bumell

(Lord Bumell,

summoned

Parliament 1311)

to

Same Arms.

Bumell

(Lord Bm-netl, of Holgate, co. Salop, simimoned to
Parliament 1350). Same Arms.
Bumell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or, debruised by a
baton gu. all within a bordure az. Crest A lion's gamlj
erased sa. grasping a bunch of roses gu. stalked and leaved

—

chev. betw. three spears' heads,
Crest
A squirrel sejant, sup-

staff or.

Burnaan. Paly of six
A demi peacock az.

Bum,
Bum,

Burnby

baton gu.

cross crosslet fitchee.

(granted to

of six points of

first.

Burnebury (Cornwall). Gu.
Bumell (Ireland and Essex).

Per fesse,
(Bishop-Wearmouth, co. Durham).
a fesse wavy gu. chief part vert, a lion ramp, or, the base
sinister
three
roses ar.
sa.
per pale, the dexter side vaire, the
Crest— A demi lion, holding betw. the paws a rose ar. barbed
Crest

the

or.

Burnawike, or Burnawick. Gu. a cross formee or.
Burnby, or Burneby (Devonshire). Ar. two bars

all

Burlinson

Burlton.

Ar. a bend sa. betw. two crosses crosslet of the

Burnavill, or Biirnavile. Gu. a rose
Burnaville. Ar. on a, cross sa. a mullet

second.

Burley.
Burley. Quarterly, ar. and sa.
Burley. Gu. two bars gobonated ar. and az.
Burlinger. Gu. three burling-irons ar.
Burlingrton, Earl of. See Cavendish.
Erm. a bend gu. three chev.

vert.

Burnam.

Burnby.

sa.

Burn

Burnaby
Burnaby

crenellee ermines.

boars' heads coupcd ar.

Burley (Ireland).

up a

as tho pre

ceding.

second.
tilting spears in pale sa.

chief of the second.

Burly

Same

(Langford Hall, co. Stafford).

ar.

or andaz.

and

Burnaby

guard,

and erm.

six gu.

BUB
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Bichard and

Same Arms

vert.

Bumell.
Bumell.

Ar. a Hon ramp. sa. crowned or.
Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar. guttee de sang, and
ducally crowned or.
Bumell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. debruised by a hendlet gu.
Bumell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on a bendlct gu. three
escallops or
(Castle Knock,
co. Dublin).
Same Arms the
escallops of the field.
Bumell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a label of five points gu.
Bumell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned or, within a

Bumell

bordure az. bezantee.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or, langued and
armed gu. within a bordure az.
Bumell. Ar. a bend crenell(Se sa. betw. six ogresses.
Bumell. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Bumell (Wynkborne, co. Notts, Visit. 1569 and 1614). Per
fesse indented or and ar. a Uon ramp. sa. within a bordure
gu. charged with eight bezants. Crest
A lion's gamb sa.
holding a bunch of violets ppr.
Bumell, Pegrgre-Burnell (Winkburn, co. Notts, and
Bcauchicff Abbey, co. Derby, exemplified to Brocohton
Benjamin Stead, Esq., in 1836, upon his assuming by royal
licence the name and arms of Peggb Burnell, in compliance
with the will of his maternal uncle Peter Pegoe-Bcrnell,
Esq., of Winkburn). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fesse indented or and ar. a lion ramp. sa. a bordure gu. charged with
eight plates, for Burnell; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw.
three wedges sa., for Pegoe. C}-ests A lion's gamb erect
and erased sa., in the paw a bunch of violets ppr., for
Burnell The sun rising in splendour, the rays alternately
Motto Caritasfructum habet.
sa., or, and ar., for Pegoe.
Burnell (Stanmore Magna, co. Middlesex. John Burnell,
of that place, great grandson of Thomas Burnell, of Dover,

Bumell.

—

—

;

—

Middlesex, 1663).

CO. Kent, Visit.

escallops of the

Burnell

Sa.

on a bend

ar. three

field.

Sa. three

(Ireland).

wedges meeting at the points

in the base ar. in chief throe crescents of the last.

Burnell

(Uothwell, in the

fesse indented or

and

ar.

West Riding of Yorkshire). Per
a lion ramp. sa. within a bordure

gu. platcc.

Burnell, Burnill, or Byrnell.

Ar. a lion ramp. az.

gutti'e d'or.

Burnell, De.
and crowned

Burnes

Ar. a lion ramp, double queued az. guttle

or.

(granted by

H.M. William IV.

to

Jaiuh

Bnuu,

F.B.S.,

—

;

:

—

Bumess

—

—

—

—

a greyhound

all

ppr.

Surnett (Craigmyle and Kemnay, co. Aberdeen, descended
from the immediate younger brother of the first bart. of
Leys). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Burnett, of Leys; 2nd and
Crat A dexter
3rd, az. three garbs or, for Craigmyle.
hand holding a branch of palm ppr. Motto Quae vemant

—

—

(Lyon King of Arms).

sa. in the centre of

The same, with a mullet
diff.
Same Crest and

the quarters for

Motto.

Burnett

(Sir Thos. Burnett, of Crimond, and his brother
Gilbert Burnett, Bishop of Salisbury, nephews of the first
bart. of Leys). As Burnett, of Leys, with a mullet az. in
A dexter hand with a sword
the fess point for diff. CreU
cutting through a vine branch leaved and fructuated ppr.

—

Motto

—Virescit vulnere virtus.

Burnett

(Shethocksley, co. Aberdeen, 17th century). As
Leys, with a falcon volant ppr. in fess point for diff. Crest
and Motto, as Leys.
Burnett (Warrieston, co. Edinburgh, 1672). As Leys, within
a bordure indented vert. Crest— A holly branch ppr. Motto

—

Burnett

As Warrieston,
(Inverleith, co. Edinburgh, 1672).
with a crescent vert in fess point. Same Crest and Motto.
Burnett (Dalladies, co. Kincardine, now represented by
Burnett Stuart, of Dens). As Leys, within a bordure
Crest
A branch of holly
counter-compony vert and ar.
slipped ppr. Motto Nee fluctu nee flatu.
Burnett (Kirkhill, co. Aberdeen, represented by Sir AixxANDEB Bannerman, Bart., of Elsick, as heir of line). Ar. a
battle-axe in pale ppr. betw. two holly leaves in chief vert,
and a hunting-horn in base of the last garnished and
stringed gu.
Ci-est
A boar's head erased az. Motto—
Quidni pro sodali.
Burnett (Aberdeen, 1672). As Leys, with a billet az. in the fess
point for diff. Crest— A hand with a cutlass cutting through
a vine branch ppr. Motto Virescit vulnere virtus.
B\imett (Burnetland, afterwards Bams, co. Peebles). Ar.
A dexter hand
three holly leaves vert, a chief az. Crest
with a knife pruning a vine tree ppr. Motto Virescit vulnere virtus.
Burnett (Alexandeb Bubnett, Archbishop of St. Andrew's,
1679-1684). As Bubnett of Bams, with a cross pat^e gu. in
Motto Non est mortale quod opto.
fess point for diff.
Burnett (Edinburgh,1672). Ar. three holly leaves vert, a chief
embattled az. Crest
A vine branch slipped ppr. Motto
Tandem fit surculus arbor.
Bixmett (Morden Hall, co. Kent, 1812). Per saltire vert and
gu., a sword erect, the point upwards ppr., pommel and hilt
or, and from the blade pendent a buglehorn stringed of the
last on a chief embattled erminois three leaves of the bumet
On a mural crown or, a mount vert,
rose also ppr. Crest
thereon a vine tree ppr. fructed or, on the sinister an arm
issuing from a cloud, in the hand a knife pruning the vine
Motto Virescit vulnere virtus.
also ppr.
Burnett (Ireland). Gu. three bezants. Crest A holy lamb
reguard. ar. holding the standard of St. Patrick ppr.
Bumevile (Suffolk). Gu. a saltire engr. ar. betw. four

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Abbey

Bxirninerham

(Froyle, co. Hants). Gu. a millrind bendbetw. two martlets in pale or.
(co. Lancaster).
Or, a chev. engr.
gu. betw. in chief two fusils, and in base a lion ramp. sa. a
chief wavy of the last, thereon a dexter hand erect couped
at the wrist ar. betw. two bees volant of the first. Crest
On a mount vert a stork ar. beaked and membered gu. holding in the dexter foot a stone, and in the beak a cotton flower
Motto
Pretiumque et causa laboris.
slipped both ppr.
(Devonshire). Erm. on a bendcottised sa. three
boars' heads couped ar. Crest A bull's bead erased or,
horned gobony or and sa.

ways

ar.

Burnley Borough,

—

—

Burnman

—

Burns-Lindo-w

(See Lindow).
(Bloomhall, co. Dumbarton, 1856). Ar. on a chev.
two spur rowels in chief and a hunting horn in
base sa., three fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest A hand holding a hunting horn ppr. Motto E^ er ready.
or Burnishide. Ar. three bendlets gu. on
a canton of the second a lion pass, (another, ramp.) of the

Burns

az. betw.

Bumevile. Gu. a saltire engr. or, betw. four cinquefoils ar.
Bumliani (Suffolk). Sa. a cross betw. four crescents ar.
Burnhanx. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased, or.
leopard's
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bead erased ppr.

—

—

Bumshed,
first.

Bumside

(Whitlaw, Scotland).

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three

boars' heads couped ar. lying fesseways.
Gradatim plena.
ar. Motto

Burport (Somersetshire).
Burr (Aldermaston Court,

Crest

— A crescent

Ar. a bend betw. six roses gu.
Erm. on a mount

co. Berks).

vert, issuing from park palings with gate ppr. a lion ramp.
on a chief
or, holding in the dexter paw a scimitar all ppr.
indented sa. two lions ramp. ar. Crest Out of a mural
;

—

crown inscribed with the word "Ternate," a Malay holding
in his dexter hand the colours of Ternate all ppr. granted in
commemoration of the capture in 1801 of that island, the
chief of the Malaccas, by the late Lieut.-Gen. Daniel Bubb,

Motto—Virtus

H.E.I.C.S.

Burr.

Or, a cross
ppr. collared or.

ai guise

verus honos.
voided az. Crest

—A lion's

bead

Burr

(Ramsay, Dover Court, and Wrabness, co. Essex).
Erm. on a chief indented sa. two lions ramp.
Erm. a chev. engr. az. betw. three chapletsof roses

—

In front of a gryphon's
ppr. a chief vert fretty ar. Crest
head erased sa. semee of annulets or, a fret of the last.

Burrard

(Walhampton, Hants,

Az. a lion pass. ar.

bart.).

betw. two estoiles in chief and a cross crosslet fitchSe in
base of the second, on a chief or, two lions ramp, respecting
each other gu., supporting a sinister hand couped of the
Crest
A naval crown or, therefrom issuing a cubit
last.
arm erect ppr. charged with a cross patt^e gu., the band
grasping a trident in bend sinister, point downwards, gold.
Supporters (granted by royal warrant, 1839, to descend
with the baronetcy) on either side a lion reguard. ar.
standing upon an anchor ppr., supporting a trident erect or,
gorged with a naval crown therefrom a chain, reflcxed over
the back az. Afo«o— Persevere.
Burrard (Lymington, co. Hants, bart.). Per fesse embattled
gu. and az. a lion pass, erminois betw. three mullets of six
points or, on a canton ar. a sword erect ppr. Crest— Out of
a mural crown per pale or and ar. an arm embowed, surrounded with a wreath. of laurel, the hand grasping a sword

—

—

all ppr.

Burre.
Burrell

Ar. an inescutcheon gu.
and Brome Park, co. Northumberland).
Or, a saltire gu. betw. four leaves vert, on a chief az. a lion's
head erased betw. two battle-axes ppr. Ci-est An armed
arm ppr. holding a bunch of burdock, vert. Motto
(Milfield

—

—

Adhaereo.

Burrell

{Baron Gwydyr).

vert three plain
3rd, ar. three battering

Quarterly,

Ist,

2nd, or, fretty az.
in pale ppr., headed and garnished az. ; 4th,
those of Owen Gwtnedd, Prince of North Wales vert three
Crests
1st: A naked arm
eagles, displ. in fesse or.
embowed ppr. holding a branch of laurel, vert 2nd :
Saracen's head couped and affronte ppr. ducally crowned or.
Supporters Dexter, a pilgrim or friar, vested in russet with
sinister, a savage, wreathed
his crutch and rosary, or
Motto—
about the temples and waist with ivy all ppr.

shields ar.

;

;

rams barways

—

;

;

A

—

;

Animus non

cinquefoils or.

—

(from the armorial window at the Manor of West
Barsham, co. Norfolk). Chequy or and az., on a crescent ar.
a muUet sa.
Burnham. Gu. three leopards' beads in bend or, betw. two
lions' heads erased ar.
BurnViam. The same within a bordure gobony ar. and as.
Burnhanx
(Buckinghamshire). 'Or, on a chief ar
three lozenges gu.

Burra.

Virtute cresco.

Crat

Bumliain

—

crescunt.

Burnett

BUB
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BTJB

Physician-General of Bombay, and Sir
Alexandeb Bcbnes, C.6., his brother, for distinguished
India;
their grandfather was cousin-german of
in
eervices
Bdbns, the poet). Erm. on a bend az., an escutcheon or,
charged with a crook and buglehom saltireways in chief and
a hollybush in base ppr., on a chief gu. the White Horse of
1st:
Crests
Hanover ppr. betw. two eastern crowns or.
Out of a mural crown per pale vert, and gu., the rim
inscribed Cabool in letters ar., a demi eagle displ. or, transfixed by a javelin in bend sinister ppr. 2nd Out of an eastern
crown or, an oak tree shivered renewing its foliage ppr.
Motto Ob patriam vulnera passi.
Stirnes. Erm. a bend az.
(Grove House, Essex, 1873). Or, on a fess az.
betw. two spur rowels in chief and a hunting horn stringed
Crest
A demi
sa. in base a water bouget of the field.
Pegasus sa. winged or. Jl/ot<o— Perseverantia vincit.
settled
there
Kincardine,
Burnett (Leys, cos. Aberdeen and
from 1324, bart. of Nova Scotia, 1626). Ar. three holly
leaves in chief vert and a hunting horn in base sa., garCrest
A dexter hand with a
nished and stringed gu.
pruning knife pruning a vine tree ppr. Motto Virescit
Supporters On either side a Highlander
vulnere virtus.
in a hunting garb holding in his exterior hand a bow and

K.H.,

deficit aequus.

(Woodland, co. Devon). Barry of six ar. and sa.
on a chief gu. three leopards' heads or.
Vert three
(Valentine House, co. Essex, bart.).
yi»>« shields two and one ar., each having a bordara

Burrell
Burrell

BUR
C>est

or.

enjtr.

a aprig of laurel

graiping
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— A naked arm

embowed ppr., the hand
Motto—Sub libertate
vert.

qmetem.
co. Kent, a younger branch of the
BrBBELLS, of Holmsted, co. Sussex). Vert, three escutcheons
An arm embowed
Crest
ar. each with a bordure ensr. or.
ppr. holding a branch of laurel vert.
three mullets
betw.
chev.
Sa.
a
(Northumberland).
Burrell

Burrell (Beckcnham,

—

sr.

Burrell

(Dowsby, co. Lincoln).
Northumberland.

Barren

Anns,

as Bdbbell, of

Dunstan's-in-the-East, London; originally of
Beading, in Berkshire). Arms, as used at funerals of the
family in the latter part of the 17th century, and in the
pedigree and arms recorded by Mr. Anthont Bdbben, of
(St.

London, at the Visitation to that city in 1687. Paly of six
ar. and gu. on a chief sa. three lozenges or.
Burridge (Tiverton, co. Devon, and of LiUesden, Hawkburst, CO. Kent).

embowed

Az. three dolphins naiant,

—A

ar.

demi mariner ppr.
chief or, three rudders sa. Crest
his waistcoat gu. cap. az. neckcloth ar. supporting a rudder sa.
Borrid^e (Halden, co. Kent). Or, a chev. gu. betw. three

on a

lions

ramp.

Per fesse gu. and ar. over all a lion ramp, double
queued or. Crest Out of a tower per pale, ar. and gu. a
demi lion ramp, double queued or.
Burron. See Bobbon.
Burrough (Suffolk). Ar. two chev. vert betw. three

—

chaplets gu.

Burroug'h

Gu. the stem and
(Alton Priors, co. Wilts).
trunk of a tree eradicated and couped in pale, sprouting out
two branches or.
Burroug'b., or Boroug'Ii (Lincolnshire). Az. three fleursCrest An eagle with wings expanded erm.
de-lis erm.
Burrou^lies (Burllngham Hall and Long Stratton, co.
Ar. two chevronels betw. three chaplets vert.
Norfolk).
Crest A griffin s head erased ar. charged with two chevs.
Animo et fide.
vert. Motto
BurrouerllS (Bamsey, Orkney, N.B.). Gu. the stump of a
A lion pass.
laurel tree eradicated and sprouted ppr. Crest
gu. Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.
Burrou^b.s (Castle Bagshaw, co. Cavan, bart.). Gu. the
Btump of a laurel tree eradicated ppr. on a chief or, an
eastern crown of the field, betw. two annulets az. Crest
On an eastern crown or, a lion pass. gu. Motto Audaces

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fortuna juvat.
(Port-Glasgow, 1773).
Ar. a fesse indented ar.
betw. three bezants. Ci-eat A lion pass, guard, ar. Motto
Deus nobis haec otia fecit.
Burrow. Az. three fleurs-de-lis enn. Crest A falcon erm.
with wings expanded.
Burrowe, or Borough (Suffolk). Or, on a cross gu.
five mullets ar.

Burrow

—

—

—

Burrowes, or Burrows.

Or, on

a

cross gu. five

muUets

on a canton of the second a lion paas. of the first. Crest
A lion sejant ar. ducally crowned or
Burrowes (Stradone, co. Cavan). Or, on a cross gu. five
mullets ar. in each chief quarter a lion pass. sa. ducally
crowned and langued gu. Crest A lion sejant guard, sa.
ducally crowned or, langued gu.
Motto Non vi sed
ar.

—

—

—

virtu te.

Burrowes.

Az. a bend wavy betw. three fleurs-de-lis erm.
Crest Two wings endorsed erm.
Burrows. Az. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest An eagle,
wings displ. erm. ducally gorged or.

—

—

Burrs.

Or, in chief two boars' heads erased sa.

demi antelope

Bun^.

C)-est—\

collared.

Quarterly, erm. and gu.
(Lancashire).
Per fesse indented,
two crosiers betw. three annulets.
Sa. a fesse betw. three leaves ar.

Burscoug-h-Priory
and

in chief

Bursh.
Burshell
bougets

(Ucvonsbirc).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three water

sa.

Burslam, or Burslem. Az. on a chief ar. three bendlets
gu. Crest — A pestle and mortar.
Burslem. Ar. ten escallops, four, three, two, and one sa.
Btxrsted.

Gu. on a

betw. six annulets ar. three
mulk'Ui sa. Crest
A wivern gu.
Bursted. Gu. on a fesse or, betw. six annulets ar. three
mullets pierced of the first.
Burston (Kent). Quarterly, gu. and ar. on a bend of the
•ccond three boars' heads erased of the first.
Burston (Norfolk). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a baton in bend

—

fesse

Sfu-

Burston.

Ou. a chev. ar. betw. three camels' heads erased
of the Bccond, collared and lined or.

Burstowe.

Gu. three falcons
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Quarterly, or and az. in the Ist and 4th a rose
gu. in the 2nd and 3rd a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Burt. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three buglehoms sa.
stringed of the second, as many crosses crosslet fitchee or.
A buglehorn as in the arms.
Crest
Burt (Maiden Ilavleigh, co. Berks). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three buglehoms sa. stringed gu. as many crosses crosslet
of the field.
Burt (Tullacke, Fun. Ent. Ire., 1622). Ar. a fesse sa.
Burt, or Birt (Candell-Marsh, co. Devon). Ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three buglehoms stringed sa. as many crosses
crosslet fitchee of the field.
Burtcliaell (Brandendale, co. Kilkenny, granted to David

—

Per pale az. and gu. on a chev. betw.
three cross crosslets or, three quatrefoils of the first. CreU
On a mount vert a lion ramp sa. supporting on the sinister
side an oak tree ppr. Motto— (^uo fata vocant.
Burte (co. Bucks, Agnes, dau. and heir of Tuomas Bobte, of
Shabington, m. William Tipping, of Merton, co. Oxford,
Ar. two. chev. goboneeaz. and or.
Visit. Oxford).
Burthogge (Devonshire). Ar. three bars gemelles az. on
a chief sa. a wolf pass. or. Crest
demi wolf or, gorged
BcBTCBAELi., 1833).

—

—A

with a bar gemelle az.

sa.

Burrish.

BT7B

Burstowe.

ar.

Burton (Falde
Leicester,

Hall, co. Stafford, Lindley

and Dronfield,

co. Derby).

—

heads erased or. C)-ests
ppr. standing upon a mount vert
talbots'

;

and Bedworth,

co.

Az. a fesse betw. three

A beacon ar. burning
2nd A cypress tree ppr.

1st:

:

3rd: A serpent winged, with legs az.
scaled ar. etanding on a ducal crown.
Motto Lux vitae.
Anciently, the family bore for Arms, "Az. semce of estoilcs
a crescent ar., and for Crest, a serpent winged with legs az.
scaled ar. standing on a crown or."
Burton (Lancelot Abcheb-Bubton, Esq., of Woodlands,
near Emsworth, co. Hants). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
fesse sa. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three owls, two and
one, of the second, ducally crowned or, and as many ermine
spots, one and two, of the first, for Bdbton 2nd and 3rd,
per pale az. and gu. two chevronels ar. betw. three arrows,
the pheons downwards or, for Abcbeb. Crests
1st: On
a mount vert, an owl, ducaUy crowned as in the arms,
holding in the dexter claw a rose gu. slipped of the first, for
Boston; 2nd: A dragon's head erased gu. gorged with a
crown vair, and in the mouth an arrow, pheon downwards
or.
Motto Amicus vitae solatium.
Burton (Sir Eichabd Bubton, of Sackets Hill House, St.
Peter's, Isle of Thanet). Sa. on a chev. betw. three owls ar.
ducally crowned or, a mural crown gu. betw. two. wreaths

on a ducal coronet or

;

—

;

—

—

—A beacon

of laurel vert.

Crest

by two branches

Erm. a

(London, 1507).
and of the second.

surmounted
Motto Vigilans.
a chief chequy or

or, fired ppr.

of laurel in saltire vert.

Burton

fesse sa.

—

Burton (lloydsmill, Sheffield, of Bramley Hall, and Wadslcy).
Az. a crescent ar. within an orle of estoiles and a bordure
or.

Burton ((Chester).
of the

Or,

on a cross pierced

az. four fleurs-de-lis

field.

Burton (Tolcthoi-p,

co. Butland, Stoekerston, co. Leicester,

Sa. a chev. betw. three owls ar. crowned
owl as in the arms.
Burton (Coventry). Az. a fesse betw. three talbots' hea<i.s
erased ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a tree vert.
Burton (Hotham Hall, co. York). Az. a fesse erm. betw.
three talbots' heads erased ar. Ci-est A beacon ar. fired

extinct bart.).
or.

Crest

—

.An

—

—

ppr. ladder or.
(Inglcthorp, co. Derby, 24 Elizabeth). Sa. a fcsso
nebullee betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Crest
On a mountvert a tower ar. triple towered or.

Burton

—

Burton (Derbyshire).
couped

Burton

sa.

armed

or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' headsCrest

—A tower triple towered ar.

London, 15G8). Ar..
on a chev. engr. betw. three boars' heads couped sa. ;i
bezant.
Crest
A boar's head couped or, holding in the-mouth a branch vert.
Burton (Derbyshire, 1G4G). Az. a crescent within an orle
of estoiles ar. all within a bordure or. Crest
On a ducal
(Staplcforth, co. Notts, Visit.

—

—

coronet or, a wivern with wings endorsed az. collared gold.
Burton (Derbyphire). The same Arms, without the bordure,
and the same Crest.
Burton (Ocvonshire). Or, on a cross quarter pierced az.
four fleurs-de-li.s of the first.
Burton (Devonshire). Per pale gu. and az. a fesse betw.
two chevronels ar.
Burton (Essex, 1070). Quarterly, gu. and ar. four escallops
counterchanged.
Crest
On the top of a ruined castle ar. a
falcon volant or.

—

Burton, or Bourton

(Ireland).

sa. three escallops of the field.

Ar. on a chief indented

h
m
'

A

BUB
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bars and a

(Somersby, co, Lincoln). Sa. three owls crowned or,
holding in one claw raised, a golden star. Crest A crowned
owl or, holding a star. Motto— C&n Deo nihil carent.
Burton (London). Az. a crescent ar. within an orle of
mullets pierced or (another, adds a bordure of the last).
Burton (Acton, co. Middlesex). Az. eemee d'estoiles ar.
a crescent within a bordure of the last.
Burton (Oxfordshire). Or, a bend &z.
Burton (Shropshire). Purp. a cross engr. or, betw. four
Crest
roses ar. barbed vert, a crescent for diff.
gauntlet ppr.
Burton (Longner, co. Salop). Party per pale az. and
purpure a cross engr. or, betw. four roses ar. Crest
dexter gauntlet ppr. couped at the wrist. Motto— \>oinYCMS

—

—

—

Burton (Shropshire).

Quarterl>, az.

betw. four roses ar.
Burton (Kensley, co. York).

and gu. a cross engr.

or,

(Yorkshire).

Sa. three owls ar.

Arms, as Bubton, of Longner.

Ci'est

—A dexter gauntlet ppr. shewing

the inside of the hand.
Burton (Pollacton, co. Carlow, bart.). Per pale az. and
On a
purp. a cross engr. or, betw. four roses ar. Crest
ducal coronet a dexter gauntlet, the palm inwards all ppr.
Motto Deus providebit.
Burton (Buncraggy, co. Clare, Ireland). As Bueton, of

—

—

Longner.

Burton (Burton

Hall, co. Carlow).
Arms, Crest and Motto,
as Bdbton, of Pollacton.
Burton (Carrigaholt Castle, co. Clare). Same as Bdbton, of
to

Alfbed Bubton,

Esq., M.E.C.S.E., at

one time Physician to His Excellency, the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland). Per pale gu. and az. on a fesse betw. three talbots'
heads erased or, as many crescents of the first. Crest An
embattled wall ppr. charged with a crescent gu. thereon a
beacon ar. fired ppr. Motto Lux vit«.
Burton (Lyndsey, co. Lincoln). Az. a fesse betw. three
lions' heads erased or.
Burton (Yorkshire). Or, a bend wavy sa. Crest An arm
erect, couped at the elbow, habited per pale ar. and gu. cuff
of the first, in the hand ppr. a walking staff of the second,
headed, rimmed, and ferruled or.
Burton. Az. a fesse engr. erm. betw. three talbots' heads
erased or. Crest On a mount vert, a fire-beacon ppr.
Burton. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three owls ar. crowned of
An owl ar. crowned or.
the second. Ci-est
Burton (Bramston, co. Butland, Visit. 1618). Same Arms,
with a mullet for diff.
Burton. Sa. a goat ramp. ar.
Barton. Ar. on a fesse indented sa. three escallops of

—

—

—

—

—

first.

Barry of six

ar.

and erm. on a bend gu. three

Az. semee d'estoiles a crescent ar.
Or, a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis az.
Sa. a chev. betw. three owls ar.
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three boars' heads couped sa.
Barry of ten ar. and gu. over all a bend sa.
Biirton. Sa. three greyhounds courant or. (another, pass,
ar.).

Burton. Ar. a chev betw. three crosses botonnee
Burton-PhiUipson. See Philupson.

Burton (Cherry

gu.

Burton, co. York. Danid Kobinson, Esq., of
that place, assumed in 1828 the name of Bobton in compliance with the will of his maternal great uncle David
Bdbton Fowleb, Esq., of Cherry Burton). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, per fesse erminois and az. two barrulets engr.
betw. three talbots' heads; 2nd and 3rd, vert a chev. crni.
betw. two cinquefoils pierced in chief and a stag trippant in
A mount
base or, a bordure engfr. of the last.
Crests
vert, thereon upon a perch or, a parrot also vert, the dexter
claw resting on an escallop ar., holding in the beak a cherry
and, A mount vert, thereon a stag reguard. or,
stalked
the dexter forepaw resting on a cinquefoil pierced, £is in
the arms.
Burton. Erm. a fesse sa. a chief chequy or and of the
second.
Burton. Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped or.
Burton. Sa. a fesse nebulee betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Burton. Az. a cross engr. or, betw. four roses ar. barbed vert.
Burton. Paly of six or and gu. on a bend sa. three

—

—

Ou. on a cross ar. five fleurs-de-lis or.
a saltire engr. ar. a chief of the last.

Sa.
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(Eastbourne, co. Sussex). As Bdbton, of Essex.
Per cross gu. and ar. four escallops counterchanged.
Or, on a cross anchored sa. five flenrs-de-lia of

first.

Burton. Sa. a saltire engr. ar. a chief of the second.
Burton-upon-Trent, Town of. Barry wavy of six ar.
and

on a chief gu. an eagle

displ. betw. two fleurs-de-lis or.
(Burton-upon-Trent, co. Leicester). Or,
on a cross engr. az. five mullets pierced ar.

az.

Burton Abbey

Burton-Lazer-Hospital

(Leicestershire).
Gu. a lion
impaling ar. a cross gu.
Ar. three bars az.
Cnst A demi
leopard guard, supporting an anchor ppr.
Burun. Az. three bends sinister gu.
Burwasch, or Burwash. Gu. a cross ar. betw. lour
lions ramp. or.
Crest
^The helm of a ship ppr.
Burwash (Kent). Gu. a lion ramp, or, tail forked (another,
with a label of three points az.).
Burwashe. Or, a Uon ramp. gu. tail forked.
Burwell (Wrigley, co. Essex). Sa. on a chev. engr. betw.
three towers triple towered ar. as many fleurs-de-lis gu.
Burwell (Woodbridge, co. Suffolk). Or, a chev. erm. betw.
three bur leaves ppr. a crescent for diff.
Crest
A lion's
gamb erect and erased or, grasping three bur leaves vert.
Burwell. Paly of six, ar. and sa. on a bend or, a teal's
ar.

—

Burtt, or Burt.

—

—

az.

Burwell.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned or; charged
with eight roundles az.
Burweton. Ar. three cinquefoils sa.
Burwicke. Per bend sinister ar. and gn. a martlet counterchanged.*
{Earl of CliarlevilU. Extinct 1875). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, vert a cross crosslet or, for Bdbt 2nd and 3rd, az.
on a chief indented or, three mullets gu. pierced of the
second, a crescent for diff., for Moobe.
Crests Ist:
boar's head couped at the shoulder or, and pierced with a
spear gutte de sang issuing from the woimd through the
neck from behind, for Bdbt ; 2nd Out of a ducal coronet
or, a Moor's head couped at the shoulders ppr., wreathed
round the temples or and az., for Moobe.
Supporters
Two Moorish chiefs habited ppr., the head of each encircled
with a wreath or and az., and each holding in the exterior
hand a dart also ppr. .Sfo«o—Virtus sub cruce crescit.
(Little-Island, co. Cork, and
Curraghbridge, co.
Limerick). Vert a cross crosslet or. Crest A boar's head
couped at the neck or, tusked ar. langued gu. transfixed
through the neck by a spear ppr.

Bury

;

—

A

:

—

Bury

Bury

—

(Coleton and Doniton, co. Devon).

Erm. on a bend

Bury (Devonshire). Barry of eight, gu. and ar.
Bury (granted to Sir Thomas Bdbt, Knt.). Erm.

on a bend

—

a bezant betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A tiger's
head erased erm. crined sa. gorged with a collar az. charged
with a bezant, betw. two fleurs-de-Us or.
Bury (St. Leonards, co. Essex). Or, three bars gu. Crest
A griffin's head erased per pale or and gu. Motto Festina
az.

—

—

lente.

IVEarsliall (confirmed by the Deputies of Camden
Clarenceux, to William Buby, of Burton, co. Warwick,
third in descent from John Bdbt, or Habshaix, of Bartonon-the-Heath, same co. Her. Vis.). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three squirrels cracking nuts ppr.
(Linwood Grange, co. Lincoln, and of Bath). Erm. oa

Bury, or

Bury

a bend engr.

az. plain cottised gu. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest

— A demi dragon ar. wings, ears, and claws sa.
Bury, Borough of. See SupplemetU.
Bury. Ar. five queues d' ermines in saltire sa.
Bury. Ar. on a bend az. three leopards' faces or.
Bury. Sa. a chev. betw. three annulets componee

ar.

and

az.

Bury.
Bury-

Ar. a saltire betw. four martlets within a bordure sa.
Ar. a cross betw. four martlets sa. a bordure of the

last.

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three hatbands wreathed of the
second and az.
Burry. Quarterly, erm. and az.
or
Bury,
Burye (Bedford, 1566). Sa. a chev. engr. or, betw. throe

Bury.

plates,

trefoils ar.

Burton.
Burton.

Burton
Burton.
Btirton.

az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

escallops or.

Burton.
Burton.
Burton.
Burton.
Burton.

:

Paly of six or and go. on a bend sa.
three boars pass. ar.
Bxirton. Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross flory or.
Burton. Or, on a cross pattfe az. five fleurs-de-lii of
the first.

head erased

Pollacton.

Burton (confi»med

Burton.

tusked or.

ramp.

providebit.

the

Ar. three boars' heads cooped sa.

Burton, or Byrton.

ar.

Burton

Burton

BT7B

Burton, or Barton.

Burton (Kynsley, 1530). Ar. a bend wavy sa.
Burton (lindley, co. Leicester). Sa. three
canton

,

each charged with a cross patt^e gu.
Erm. on a bend engr. az. three

Burye (Devonshire).
de-lis or.

fleurs-

Btirye
lis or,

Erm. on a bend engr. gu. three

(Saffolk).

each charged with as many pellets.
Paly of six or and gu., on a chief

Bnryne.

fleurs-de-

heads erased

three

or.

Edmunds, Town of

Az. three
each pair enfiled with a ducal
(Suffolk).

pairs of arrows in saltire or,
coronet of the last. Crest— wolf sejant ppr. holding betw.
his fore paws the head of a man, couped at the shoulders of

A

the

last,

ducally crowned or.

Edmunds Abbey

Az. three ducal
(Suffolk).
St.
crowns, two and one, or, each pierced with two arrows in
last.
of
the
saltire

Bury

(Echingham, co. Essex). Erm. six roses gu.
and one. Crest— An arm erect in mail, holding
in the hand a cutlass all ppr.
Busbury, or Bushborne. Ar. on a fesse cottiscd sa.

Busebridge
three, two,

three escallops of the field.
Or, three arrows sa. headed and
(Addington).
barbed ir. on a chief of the second as many mullets of the
Crest— stag's head ar. erased gu. pierced through
field.
the back of the neck with an arrow as in the arms.
(Uttoxeter, co. Stafford. Visit. Rutland, 1618). Same

Busby

A

Busby
Arms.

Busby.

Gu. on a bend

ar. betw. six

bezants three fleurs-

Busche, or Bush.

Ar. out of a mount in base, a forest
Crest— The trunk of a tree shooting out
of trees vert.
new branches ppr. and pendent therefrom an escutcheon
ar.

co. York). Quarterly, Isi and 4th, sa. a
chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or; 2nd and 3rd, gu. an
eagle displ. with two heads or, on a chief of the last a rose
of the first betw. two martlets, sa., for Atkinson. Crest
Ist An arm in armour erect ppr. holding in the hand a fleur-

Busfeild (Upwood,

:

BnsFiELD; 2nd: An eagle's head erased.
Media tutissimus ibis.
Bush (Pacl Bush, first Bishop of Bristol, 1542-54, granted
by Barker, Garter). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three boais
pass. sa. arose betw. two eagles displ. or.
Bush (Dylton, CO. Wilts, granted by Barker, Garter, to John
Bdsb, brother of Paijl, Bishop of Bristol). Ar. on a fesse
betw. three boars pass. sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two eagles
Crest
A goat's head erased ar. armed or.
displ. or.

—

Busham

Ar. three birdbolts gu.
(Baroby, co. Lincoln).
headed and feathered or.
Bushbure (co. Stafford). Ar. on a fesse cottised sa. three
escallops of the field.
Bushbury. Ar. a fesse cottised sa. in chief three escallops
of the second.
'Vair on a fesse gu. five cloves ar.
(Cumberland).
Cre't—A crow picking ppr.
(Hcnlcaze, Norbiton, co. Surrey). Vair, on a chief
Upon a mount vert a
gu. five passion crosses ar. Crest
stag's head erased ppr. guttee de sang, transfixed through the
bendwise,
point
towards
the dexter, also
arrow
neck by an

Bushby

Bushby

—

Motto

— Fructu non

Bushell, or Busshell
Crest

Bushell.
Bushell

—

Bushnell.

Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief three
On a ducal coronet a wivern, sans feet.
Bushorne. Ar. on a fesse cotised sa. three escallops or.
Bushrudd (Dorsetshire). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three
battle-axes sa. Crest A tiger's head ar. crined and tufted
sa. collared gu.
Bushy, or
(temp. Henry VII. and Henry VIII.).
Ar. three bars sa. Crest
A boar's head erased sa.
Busiard (Suffolk). Or, an eagle displ. gu. within an orle of
torteaux.
(borne by Sir Richard Dd Busc, at the battle of
Rosbecq, fought 27 Nov. 1382 when he was knighted by
Charles VI. of France, since borne by his descendants of
mullets sa.

—

Bushey

—

;

whom Jacob Hans

Busk, 6. 1688, grandson of Nicholas do
Bosk, Marquis de Fresney, Ambassador from France to
Sweden, settled in England 1712, and was naturalized by Act
of Parliament, 9 George I.). Ar. an oak tree ppr. the shield
supported on the sinister side by a griffin gu. Crest A stag

—

—A stag

reguard. ppr. il/o»o—Suaviter sed fortiter.
Ar. a saltire betw. four antique crowns sa. Crest
coronet
or, a fish's head az.
Out of a ducal
Buskin, Or, a chev. betw. three helmets az.
Buskyn. Ar. on a bend gu. three stags' heads couped or.
Busli (Worksop, co. Nottingham, temp. William I.). Gu. a
bezant.
Bussard. Az. three covered cups ar.
Bussell, or Bushell (confirmed with two quarterings by
the deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Bussell,
eleventh in descent from Kichabd de la Hussell, Lord of
Brodmerston, Her. Vis.).
Ar. a chev. betw. three water
bougets sa. Crest
A cherubim's head betw. two wings . .
Busserarde. The same as Busiard.
Bussets, or Bustes. Az. a bend ar.
Bussett. Ar. three buglehorns vert (another, sa.).
Bussey (Lincoln and Cambridgeshire). Barry of six ar.
and sa. Cre^t A sea dragon, sans wings or legs, the tail
turned up, and at the end another head all harry ar. and sa.
Bussey. Ar. three bars sa.
Crest

three crosses

goat's

head

ar.

attired sa.

a crescent for

diff.

Motto— Hope me encouragcth.

—

—

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three boars
two eagles displ. or.
(Heather, co. Lincoln).
Ar. three
Crest
A sea wolf paly wavy of ten ar. and sa.
barssa.
(Glencairne
Waterford,
Abbey, co.
formerly of
Bushe
Kilfane, co. Kilkenny, of which family was Charles Kendal
BciuE, Lord Chief Justice of Ireland). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, az. a wolf ramp. ar. collared and chained or, in chief
three crosses pattee fltchee of the second 2nd and 3rd,
tarry of six ar. and az. a bend compony or and gu. Crest
(Wiltshire).

pass. «a. a fleur-de-lis betw.

—

—
—Moderata

:

attired or.

ar.

Motto

durnnt.

Bushe

(granted in 1345
Kingstown, co. Dublin).
ramp. ar. ducally gorged
crosses formee fltchee of
erased per fess ar. and az.

Charles Bushe, Esq., of
Per pale. az. and sa., a wolf
and chained or, in chief three
the last. Crest A goat's head
armed or. Motto Nil raetuens
to

—

—

suprravi.

Bushell (Myerscough

Cottage, co. Lancaster). Gu. on a
chev. erm. betw. three water bougets ar. three hurts.
Crett
water
boupet
betw. two wings ar. each charged
A

—

WlU> K burt.

Motto

162

— Dum

splro spcro.

Gu.

(Leicestershire).

a cinqucfoil

erm.

Bussy
Sa.

Bushe, or Busse

goafs head couped

—

Buske.

foils of

A

Crent

—

Bussy.
Bussy.

Boshe

ppr.

Sa. a chev. betw. three water
arm from the elbow in armour

bougets ar.
Crest— An
holding a caltrap.
(granted 13 Nov. 1783, to Joseph Busenan, Esq.,
of London, son of James Boshnan, late of Stratford, co.
Essex, deceased, who m. Mart Elizabeth, sole dau. and
heir of John Hills, Esq., formerly of Chelsea, London, and
of the Isle of Sheppy, co. Kent, by Mart, his wife, sole dau.
and heir of Samoel Llotd, of Cynfell, .co. Merioneth). Ar.
a chev. pean betw. three hollen bushes fructed, ppr.
Crest
An arm couped above the elbow embowed and
vested sa. cuffed ar. in the hand a roll of parchment ppr.

pattee fitchee of the second.

chief

—A

See Bdssell.
(Warwickshire).

Bushnan

(formerly Daylwyn, co. Carmarthen, the name
changed to licsuE when the family removed to England temp.
VIII).
Az. a wolf ramp. ar. collared and chained
Henry
Creit

The same Arnu.

(Cheshire).

— A cherubim's head betw. two wings

Busswe, or Bussu

foliis.

Bushe

in

Ar. a cbey. betw. three water

— trippant ppr. il/o«<o— Suavitcr sed fortiter.
Busk (Yorkshire). Ar. a fess erm. betw. three trees vert.
Motto — Busk (Foul's Grove, co. Middlesex). Ar. three trees, ppr.

de-lis or,

or,

(Newton Bushell).

Busk

de-lis az.

ppr.

Bushell

bougets sa.
sa.

lozenges of the first.
Burys. Quarterly gu. and erm.
Borys, or Baxis. Ar. on a bend az. three leopards'

Btiry St.

BUS

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

BUB

Or, three water bougets az.
Sa.

ar. within

(Hetherhouse, co. Lincoln,

two bars

Bust.

an inescutcheon

an

orle of cinque-

the second.
1637,

Fun. Ent.

Ire.).

ar.

Sa. a cross moliuc cantoned with four lions ramp. ar.

Bustard

(Devonshire).
Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three
many bustards or.

ogresses, as

Bustard

(Orsett, co. Essex).
The same, within a bordure
engr. sa. (another, az.).
Same as of Devonshire. CreH A bustard's head
ar. betw. two wings gu. betw. the neck and wings as many
ears of wheat erect or.
Bustard (Visit. Oxford). Sa. on a fess betw. three bustards

—

Bustard.

many

cross crosslets of the field.
Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three pellets, as many
birds or, within a bordure engr. gold. Cre^t—A% the preceding.
Bustard. Ar. a fesse betw. three bustards gu.
Busteed. Lozengy ar. and gu. a chev. az. Crest— An
eagle rising ppr.
Bustin. Ar. a saltire az. Crest An escallop betw. two
branches of palm ppr.
Busts. Ar. a bend az.
Busts. Az. a bend ar.
or, as

Bustard.

—

Busts, or Buset.

Busvargus

Or, a bend az.
(Busvargus, co. Cornwall, Her. VUit. 1620).

BUT

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Ar. on a fesse az. three bezants betw. two chev. gu. Oreat

A comish chough
Butcher.
Crest

last.

—

ppr.

Or, a lion pass. gu. betw. three estoiles of the

—A

lion pass. gu. holding in the dexter

paw a

crescent ar.
Butcher (registered to Robert Butchf.b, Esq., Cork,
Samuel Bdtcheh, D.D., Bishop of Meath, Richard Geobge
Bdtcbeb, Esq., M.D., late President of the Koyal College

of Surgeons, Ireland, Akthcb Butcheb, Col. Royal Marines,
and John Bablow Butcheb, Capt. Royal Marines, sons of
Samuel Butcheb, Admiral K.N., by Elizabeth, his wife,
dau. of RicHABD T. Herbebt, Esq., of Cahirnane, of the
family of Muckruss. Admiral Butchee was grandson of
Eobebt Butcher, of Ickleford, Herts, Lord of the Manor of
Bavensden, co. Bedford, and High Sheriff of that co. 1761,
to whom the original grant was made by the Heralds' ColVert an elephant ar. Crest A branch of
lege, London).
a cotton tree, fructed, ppr. Motto Be steady.
Butchers, Company of (London). Az. two slaughter-

—

—

axes indorsed in saltire ar. handled or, betw. three bulls'
heads couped of the second, armed of the third, viz., two in
fesse and one in base, on a chief ar. a boar's head couped gu.
betw. two block- brushes, (i.e., bunches of knee holly) vert.
Crest
On a wreath, a flying bull ar. wings indorsed or,
armed and hoofed of the last, over the head a small circle of
Two flying bulls' ar. winged,
Sitpporters
glory ppr.
armed, and hoofed or, over each head a small circle of
Omnia subjecisti sub pedibus, oves et
glory ppr. Motto

—

—

—

Butchers,

Company

of

Same Arms, Motto,

(Exeter).

and Supporters

Butchers, Corporation of Dublin (grantedby Carney,
Gu. two butchers' falling axes in saltier ar.
Ulster, 1657).
betw. a bull's head couped and a garb or, in pale and two
boars' heads couped in fesse of the second, an escutcheon of
pretence or, charged with a portcullis sa. Crest A cubit
arm erect vested ar. hand ppr. grasping a butcher's falling
Motto— Wits mors
axe or. Supporters Two bulls or

—

—

nobis.

Bute, lyiarquess of. See Stuart.
Buteret, or Buterlye. Or, a fesse

betw. three

gu.

—

ar.

Butle.

Sa. a chev. betw. three

Butler

(Ireland, established in that

Walter, Chief Butler

combs ar.
kingdom by Tbeobold
Ireland,
temp. Henry IX.).

of

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chief indented az.
2nd and
Crtsi
3rd, gu three covered cups or.
Out of a ducal
;

—

or,

a plume of

five ostrich

feathers ar. therefrom

issuant a falcon rising of the last.
Butler (Earl and Marquess of Ormonde).

Quarterly,

1st, or,

athief indented az. 2nd, gu. three covered cups or; -Srd, ar.
a lion sa. on a chief gu. a swan, wings expanded of the first,
betw. two annulets or; 4th. erm. a saltire gu. Crest
Outofa
ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers ar. therefrom issuant a falcon rising of the last. Supporters Dexter,
a falcon with wings expanded ar. beaked and membered or;
sinister, a male griflBn sans wings ar. beaked, rayed, collared, and chained or.
Motto—Comme je trouve.
Butler (Duke of Ormonde. Jambs, 12th Earl of Ormonde,
was raised to a Dukedom in Ireland, 1661, and in England,
1632.
Extinct). Same Arms, Crest, Motto, and Supporters.
Butler (Earl of Arran, Lord Ricbakd Dutler, second son
of James, first Diike of Ormonde, waa so created 1662, and
Arms, Crest, and Motto Same as the
d. s. p. m. 1685).
House of Ormonde. Supporters —Two griffins az. winged,
legged, and beaked, or.
Butler {Earl of Oovran, Lord John Botlbk, 3rd son of
James, Ist Duke of Ormo^ide, was so created 1676, d.t.p.
Same Arms and Crest as the House of Ormonde, a
1677).
mullet for diff. Supporters Dexter, a falcon, wings ex;

—
—

—

—

panded

ar.

beaked and membered or;

sinister,

Baron

Butler,

{Earl of

a

liou ar.

Weston;
Earl of Brecknock). Cadets
the arms of the parent house, differenced
by the respective marks of cadency.
Wiltshire;

FiicouTit £u£(er, of Tullyophelim

of

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

Butler {Baron

of Cahir and Earl of Gltngall). Narbonne,

Ulster, granted

and confirmed

to Sir

Theobald Botlbb,

Cahir, 30 Nov. 1683, a coat of six

quarterings,

" Ar. a cross graded gu. with the
the first of which was
picture of Christ crucified, or."
Subsequently Molyneux,
Ulster, very properly re-adjusted the bearings of the Lords
Cahir, and confirmed to them and their descendants the
following arms
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chief indented
az. on a canton ar. a cross on three degrees or greeces g^.,
thereon Christ crucified or
2nd and 3rd, gu. three covered
cups or. The canton was added: "As an aucmentation
achieved by service in the Holy Land by the ancestors of
this family." Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of five
:

:

:

—

thereon a falcon rising of the last.
Supjyorters
Dexter, a falcon ar. beaked membered and
jessed or
sinister, a male griffin sans wings ar. beaked,
rayed, collared, and chained or. Alotto God be my guide.

—

:

Or, three horseshoes sa.

Ar. three chev. sa. on each an annulet or. Crest
ppr., charged on the breast with a hand couped
wrist
gu.
at the
Buther (Staplehurst). Sa. a chev. enn. betw. three terriers

Butler

—

ostrich feathers ar.

torteaux

Butfery.
Buthall.
A wivem

coronet

ar., this being one of the
supporters of the Countess' paternal family.
Butler (Earl of Kilkenny, now Viscount Mountgarrett). Or,
a chief indented az. a crescent for diff. Crest, Supporters,
and .Motto, same as Marquess of 0>~monde.
Butler {Earl of Cnrrick and Viscount Ikerrin). Or, a chief
indented az. a crescent for diff. Cje.st— Out of a ducal coronet
or, a plume of five ostrich feathers ar. therefrom issuant a
falcon rising of the last.
Supporters
Dexter, a falcon,
wings inverted ar. beaked and membered or; sinister, a male
griffin, sans wings ar. beaked, rayed, collared, and chained
or.
Motto Soyez ferme.
Butler {Lord Dunboyne). Or, a chief indented az. three
escallops in bend counterchanged. Crest— OwX, of a dotal
coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers, therefrom issuant
a demi falcon rising, all ar.
Supporters Dexter, a lion
guard, ar.; sinister, a horse sa. mane, tail, and hoofs or.
Motto Timor Domini fons vitae.
Butler ( Viscount Galmoye). Quarterly, 1st, or, a chief indented az. 2nd, gu. three covered cups or; 3rd, ar. a lion
ramp. gu. armed and langued az. on a chief of the second
a swan of the first betw. two annulets or 4th, erm. a saltire
gu. all within a bordure engr. vert. Crest
A falcon ppr.
displ. and rising out of a plume of feathers ar.
Supporters
Dexter, a lion gu. sinister, a wolf saliant ppr. both collared
and chained or. Motto— Comme je trouve.

Baron of

boves.

BUT

charged on breast with a cross

of

;

Ormond bore

Butler

(Fun. Ent. of Anne, Countess of Ossory, first wife of
James, Earl of Ossory, afterwards second Duke of Onnonde,

and dau. of Lawrence Htde, Earl of Rochester,

—

a

1684).

Or,

chief indented az. Supporters Dexter, a falcon, wings
addorsed ar. beaked, legged, and belled or, sinister, an
eagle sa. beaked, legged, belled, and ducally crowned or,

153

—

Butler

exemplified to Piers Butler, Esq., and
Mart, his wife, only dau. of Theobald Mandeville, Esq.,
of Clonmell, 4 May, 1759). Arms, same as Galmoye, impaling for Mandeville, quarterly, or and gu., an escarbuncle
sa. Crest
Out of a plume of feathers ar. a falcon rising ppr.
Butler (Fun. Ent. Ire. of Sir Stephen Butler, Knt., of
Belturbet, co. Cavan, second son of George Butler, Esq., of
Stanfold, co. Beds, and ancestor of the Earl of Lanesborough,
d. 1638). Ar. three covered cups in bend betw. two bendlets
engr. sa.
Crest
A demi cockatrice displ. vert, wings elevated ar. combed, beaked, and ducally gorged or.
Butler-Danvers {Earl oj Lanesborough). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. a chev. wavy betw. three mullets of six points
radiant or, pierced az., for Danvers; 2nd and 3rd, ar. tbre«
covered cups in bend betw. two bendlets engr. sa., for
Butler. Crests 1st A wyvem, wings elevated and tail
nowed or, the dexter paw supporting a shield ar. thereon a
bend gu. charged with three martlets or, for Dan vers; 2nd:
a demi-cockatrice, couped vert, wings elevated ar. comb,
beak, wattles, arid ducaUy gorged or, Butler. Supporters
Dexter, a cockatrice vert, wings elevated ar. comb, beak,
wattles, and ducally gorged or; sinister, a wyvem vert,
Motto Libert^
gorged with a plain collar and chain or.
touie cntiere.
Butler (Garryhundon, co. Carlow, bart.). Or, a chief
Crest
Out of a ducal
indunted az. a martlet for diff.

(Queen's

co.,

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

a plume of
falcon rising ar. Motto

coronet

or,

five ostrich feathers,

—Comme je trouve.

Butler (Bartholomew

Butler,

Ulster

therefrom

a

King of Arms,

appointed 1552, previously York Herald). Sa. a saltire betw.
four covered cups or.
Butler (Knocklofty, co. Tipperary, Fun. Ent. of James
Butler, Esq. of Knockloughtie, d. 17 April, 1630, buried in
Or, a chief indented az. on a
the Abbey of Clonmell).
canton gu. a cross calvary on three degrees, thereon the
effigy of our Saviour crucified, all or, a martlet for diff.
Butler (Shanballyduff, co. Tipperary. Funeral certificate
of Thomas Uge Butler of that place, d. 8th May, 1635).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chief indented az. 2nd and 3rd,
gu. three covered cups or, all witliin a border ar. Crest
;

Same

as the

House of Ormonde.

Motto— ifon

—

inferiora

sequcnda.
(granted 1705, to William Butler, Esq., natural son
of James Butler, Duke of Ormonde). Same Arm* as til*

Butler

A

a bar sinister, compony ar. and az.
A male grifBn segreant ar. armed, beaked, collared,
Crest
and chained or. Motto Je ferai bien.
Butler (KUgosand). Or, three covered cups gu. a bordure
all

—

of the last bezantee.

changed a chief indented

az.

Tipperary, descended from Hon.
BiCBABD BcTLER, brother of James, Duke of Ormonde, from
a Fun. Ent., 1687). Or, a chief indented az.
Butler (Ballyraggett, co. Kilkenny, descended from Edward
Bolter, youngest son of Edmdnd, 4th Fiscoitnt Mount
Oarrett). Or, a chief indented az.
Butler (Nodstown, Tipperary, descended from the House of
Ormonde, Fun. Ent. Ire. 1633). Or, a chief indented az. a
(Kilcash,

martlet

co.

sa. for diff.

(Clonckcragh, Barons of the Kaire, co. Wexford,
descended from Pierce Botler, Baron of the Kaire, second
son of the 1st Viscount Mountgarrett, Visit. Wexford, 1618).
The same Arms and Crest as the house of ORMo^DE.
Butler (Wexford). Or, three covered cups gu. a chief

Butler

indented az.
(Waterford). Gu. three covered cups or, a bordure
of the last, scmee of fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Butler (Lesmaleyne, co. Tipperary, Sir James Butler, of

that place, was knighted at St. Patrick's, Dublin, 22 Jan.
Or, a chief indented az. a mullet for diff.
1597).
Butler (Cranna, co. Tipperary, descended from the 7th
Earl of Ormonde, allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1781, to
Teresa, wife of General Orlandini, and dau. of John Todt
Butler, Esq., of Cranna). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a
chief indented az.; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three covered cups
or.

Lord

(TuUow,

from the Fun. Ent. of Tiege
whose wife was Joan, dau. of Sir
Or, a chief indented az.

co. Carlow,

Ui>pi'r Ossory, 1627,

Eduund Botler,
a crescent

Knt., of TuUow).

for diff.

Butler (Callan, co. Kilkenny,

Fun. Ent. Ire. 1628). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a chief indented az.; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three
covered cups or, a crescent for diff.
Butler (Dangan, co, Kilkenny). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
a chief indented az.; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three covered cups

—

—

rising vert wings

gorged

Butler

(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1752, to Bicbard
Bctler, Esq., of St. Malo, in Brittany, descended from the
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chief
house of Polestown).
2nd and 3rd, gu. three covered cups or.
indented az.
The same as the House of Ormonde.
Crest
Butler (Ballyneal, co. Waterford, allowed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1733, to Thomas Butler, of Seville in Spain, "a
celebrated trader," descended from Pierce Botler, 5th son
of Theobald, 4th Botler, of Ireland, and brother of
Edmund, Earl of Carrick Mac Oriffin, the father of the 1st
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chief
Sari of Ormonde).
indented az.; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three covered cups or, on a
martlet sa. a mullet or, for diff. Crest and Motto as ibo
House of Ormonde.
Butler (Widdington, co. Tipperary, from the Fun. Ent. of
Thomas Botler, son and heir of John Butler, second son
of Edmcnd, Lord Dimboym, 1640). Or, on a chief indented
az. three escallops of the first, a crescent for diff.
Butler (allowed, 1735, by Hawkins, Ulster, to James Botler,
captain in the French service, and Knight of the Military
Order of St. Louis, then residing at Havre de Grace, in
Normandy, fourth in descent from Theobald Botler, 3rd
son of James, Lord Dunboyne). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a
chief indented az. 2nd and 3rd, gu. three covered cups or,
a crescent for diff. Crest Out of a plume of five ostrich
feathers ar. a falcon issuant, wings expanded of the last,
beaked or, a crescent for dilT. Mntto Comme je trouve.
Butler (Pricstown, co. Mcath, descended from the House of
Donbotne). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a chief indented
ms. eight escallops of the first; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three
covered cups or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume
;

—

;

—

—

—

of five ostrich feathers ar. therefrom issuant a falcon, rising
of the last.
Motto Timor Domini fons vitac.

—

Butler

(Uuliyline, co. Clare, descended from the House of
Arms, Crest, and Motto, same as Lord
Punljoyne, with llie proper mark of cadency.
Butler (Glovcrnia, alloHcd by Hawkins, Ulster, 1721).
Maboaiict Botler, wife of Simon, 4tli son of Simon, 6th

Donbotne).

lord atatu).

Gu. a fesse counter compony ar. and

three crosses patlcc of the second.
Butler (Clonbough, afterwards of

Hawkins,

UouM

ULster,

of

expanded

combed, wattled, and ducally

ar.

or.

Butler (granted

to

Bartholomew Botler,

Esq.,

by Hawkins,
O-est—A

Ar. an eagle volant reguard. gu.

Ulster, 1724).

Butler

Charles Butlee, M.D., of the
Az. two chevronels betw. three covered
cups or, on a canton ar. a club entwined with a serpent
ascending it, and surmounted by a royal crown all ppr.
Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a plume of five ostrich
feathers ar. a phoenix issuant, wings expanded az. holding
in his beak a trefoil gold.
Motto
Esse quam videri.
Butler (Kirkland, co. Lancaster, 1567). Az. a chev. betw.
three covered cups or.
Crest
A horse pass. ar. pellet«e
sa. furnished or.
Motto Beneficii memor.
Bxilter (Rawcliffe, co. Lancaster, 1664, derived from Bicbabd
Butler, younger son of Pincerna, of Bewsey, to whom
Theobald Walter granted the whole of Out Rawcliffe, 9
Edward I.). Same Arms. Cre.^t A covered cup or.
Butler, or Botteler (Cambridgeshire, 1575). Ar. three
covered cups in bend betw. two cotises engr. sa. Crest
cockatrice's head vert ducally gorged, combed, and wattled
or, betw. two wings ar.
Butler (Cheshire and Lancashire). Az. a chev. ar. betw.
three cups covered or. Crest
A horse pass, or, pellettce
(granted, 1833, to

city of Dublin).

—

—

—

1732).

Ormondb.

Arm,

sa. betw.

Germany, allowed by
Crest, and Motto, same as

—

—

—

—

and bridled

or.

tiM

(confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1750, to Johi«
Baptist Botler, of Bochelle, in France, grandson of John
Botler, Esq., who emigrated to that place 1615, descended,
from an ancient family of the name in cos. Gal way and
Mayo). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fesse indented az. 2nd
and 3rd, gu. three covered cups or. Crest, the same as theHouse of Ormonde. Motto Depressus extoUor.
Butler (Fun. Ent. of Lieut. Henry Thorton, 1C28, whose
wife was Ellen, dau. of Thomas Butler). Or, on a chief
indented az. three covered cups of the field, a border gu.
Butler (Ireland). Az. a lion ramp, or, holding betw. the
paws an opened cup gold inside gu.
Butler (confirmed to Humphry Botler Esq., only son of
Hon. John Butler, by Margaret, his wife, dau. ana heires.'t
of John Drury, Esq., by Kortescue, Ulster, 1790). Ar. three
covered cups in bend betw. two bendlets engr. sa. quartering Drury, ar. a border gu. on a chief vert a cross tau or,
betw. two mullets of the first.
Crest
A demi cockatrice

lamb statant erm.

Butler

Butler

Butler

;

Butler, Arcedeckne-Butler. See Akcedeckne.
Butler. Per chev. or and gu. three covered cups counter-

Butler

BUT
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BJJT
Jfute o/Ormondt, over

sa.

Butler

(Handley, co. Derby; granted July, 1606).
Ar.
three covered cups sa. betw. seven crosses crosslet fitchec
gu. Crest
arm
embowed
habited
cuff
An
az.
ar. holding iu
the hand a bunch of grapes both ppr.
Butler (Bishop-Auckland, co. Durham). Az. a chev. betw.
three covered cups or, a crescent for diff.
Butler, or Botoler (Essex). Ar. on a bend gu. three
chev. erm.
Butler (Exeter; granted 1 March, 1670). Az. three covered
cups or, a chief of the last on a canton ar. a cross gu.
Crest
A lion's gamb erased gu. holding a covered cup

—

—

or.

Butler

(granted to Philip Butleb, Esq., of Gattalunga, co.
Adelaide, South Australia, J. P.). Ar. three covered cups,
two and one, gu., on a chief az. a fleece betw. two cross crosslets or.
Crest
A horse statant ar. charged on the body with
a pale az. thereon a cross crosslet or, and holding in the

—

mouth a

quatrefoil slipped gu.

—Deo

duce Christo

Motto

luce.

Butler
Sir

(Hales, co. Lancaster,

and Edmonton,

co. Middlesex.

Nicholas Butler, Knt., of these places, was u Privy
and Commissioner of the Customs, temp. James

Councillor,

Az. three covered cups or.
(Barton Hall, and Pendeford, co.
represented by Capt. Uobert Henry FowlerBoTLEB, only surviving son of the late Bichard FowleiiBoTLEB, Esq., of Barton, by his 2nd wife, Eliza, dau. of
BoBERT Faux, of Cliff House, co. Leicester). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, sa. on a pile or, three covered cups of the Held, the
whole within a bordure of the second, for Butler; 2nd and
II.).

Butler, Fowler-Butler
Stafford,

3rd,

Fowler, as Fowler

of

I'cndcford.

Crest

—

1st:

A cup

covered gold surmounting two palm branches in saltire v«rt
betw. two wings quarterly, or and sa., for Buileb; 2nd: A
cubit arm vested az. holding in the hand ppr. a lure vert
feathered ar. lined or, twisted round the arm.
Butler (Kent). Gyronny of eight sa. and ar. a covered cup
or, betw. two talbots' heads erased and counterchangcd,
collared of the third.

Butler, or Boteler

(Kent). Sa. three covered cups or,
Crest
A covered cup or,
within a bordure of the last.
betw. two wings, the dexter gold, the sinister az,
Butler (Lancashire). Gu. on a bend ar. three covered cupa

—

BUT
Bntler

—

ringed gold.

Butler

(Somersetshire).

Ar. three

boars

pass,

in

pale

sa.

Ar. a bend sa. cotised gu. betw. three
Butler
covered cups of the second.
Butler (Amberley Castle, and Wanninghurst Park, co.
Sussex, descended from the House of Ormonde, the daus.
and co-heirs of the last James Bdti-eb, Esq., of Warminghurst Park, were Ann-Jemima, wife of the Eev. Bogek
Clough, Canon of St. Asaph, and Patet, m. to IIichard
CtonGH, Esq.). Az three covered cups or. Crest A bent
(Suffolk).

—

arm az. holding a covered cup or.
Butler (Sussex). Ar. three covered cups in bend sa. betw.
two

(Sussex).
Ar. a chev. betw. three gimlets az.
handles or.
Butler (Bewsey, Baron oj Warrington, co. Lancaster). Az.
a bend betw. six covered cups or, quartering ar. a lion ramp.
Ci-est
A unicorn saliant ar. armed or, tied round the
ffu.
neck with a scarf gold. Another Crest The unicorn on a

—

—

mount vert.
Butler-Bo'wrdoii
terly

:

(Pleasington Hall, co. Lancaster). Quar1st and 4th, quarterly sa. and or, in the first quarter

lion pass.

erm. lan^ued gu.,

Bowdon

;

2nd and

3rd, az.

a

chev. betw. three covered cups or, in the centre chief point
across crosslet of the last, Butler. Crests 1st; A heron's
head erased ppr., beaked and charged on the neck with three
ermine spots sa. 2nd A covered cup or, charged with an
ermine spot, sa. Motto— XiLnus est honor.
Butler (Wales). Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three covered cups

—

:

or,

a Cornish chough (another, three) ppr.

Butler

Per fess cngr. az.
A cup without a cover

(Kirkland, co. Haddington, 1677).

—

and gu. three covered cups or. Crest
Motto Sapienter uti bonum.
Butler. Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and

—

or.

Butshead.

crosslet of the second.

Crest

— An arm embowed

in armour,

Butler.

Az. a chev. erm. cottised ar. betw. three falcons or.
Crest
A ram statant ar. armed and hoofed or, collared gu.
pendent thereto a bell of the second.
Butler. Az. a bend cottised betw. six covered cups or.
Crest
A covered cup or, banded round sa. and a ball on the

—

—

top also gu.

Butler. Ar. two bars sa. in chief three round buckles az.
Ci-est — Two arms embowed in armour ppr., purfled or, holding in the hand also ppr. a round buckle gold.
Or, two bars sa. on a chief of the second a billet
betw. as many base esquires of the first, an inescutcheon
also of the second charged with a fesse and chief erm.
Butler. Gu. crusily patt^e ar. a fesse of the last.
Butler Ar. a chev. az. betw. three wine piercers of the last,
screws or.
Butler, Sa. crusily ar. in chief two cinquefoils erm. and in
base a covered cup or.
Butler (Visit. Leicester, 1619). Gu. a fesse counter-compony
ar. and sa. betw. six crosses formee fitchee of the second.
Butler (Lord Mayor of London, 1516). Ar. on a fesse compon6 ar. and gu. betw. six crosses crosslet of the second,
three annulets or.
Butler (Hawthull, co. York, and Okeham, co. Rutland.
Visit, 1618). Same Arms, with only three crosses.
Butler. Ar. a fesse counter-compony or and sa. in chief

Butler.

two mullets gu.

Butler. Ar. on a chief indented sa. three covered cups or.
Butler. Sa. three covered pots with handles ar.
Butler. Gu. a cross masculy ar.
Butler. Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and sa.
Butler. Gu. three bends ar.
Butler. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three tigers reguard. of the
second.

Medd Bctt, Esq., of Tavistock
Square, co. Middlesex). Az. two chev. engr. betw. four
estoiles, three in chief and one in base or.
Crest
A horse's
head couped sa. semee of estoiles or, the mane plaited ppr.
on the head a skull plate gold with two feathers az.
Butt. Ar. two torteaux in chief and a mullet in base gu. a
chief nebulee az. Crest
A lion holding in the dexter paw
a spear broken.
Butt (Dublin; confirmed to Isaac Butt, Esq., LL.D., M.P.
for CO. Limerick, only son of the Rev. Robert Butt, of
Stranorlar, co. Donegal, and grandson of Isaac Butt, of Adarc,
CO Limerick). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a chev. engr.
betw. three estoiles or, a trefoil vert betw. two lozenges of the
field, for Butt, 2nd, or, three bars az. on a canton gu. a lion's
head erased ar., for Cox 3rd, ar. an eagle displ. and in
chief betw. two pellets a cross crosslet fitchee sa., for Ramsay
(the cross crosslet being adopted in commemoration of a
descent through the Ramsats from the family of O'Donnell).
Crest
A horse's head erased ar. charged on the neck with a
trefoil vert, on the head and mane plaited or, a plume of three
ostrich feathers of the first.
Motto Possunt quia posse

—

—

;

—

—

videntuK
Ar. three boars in pale sa.
Ar. a cross sa. betw. four
Crest Two hands issuing out of a
cloud drawing an arrow in a bow all ppr. Motto
Diriget
Deus.
cadet
Butter (Dr William Butter,
of Gormack, 1767).
Ar. a cross sa. charged in the honour point with a lozenge
the dexter canton ensigned
or, betw. four hearts ppr., that
Crest— Two hands
with an imperial crown of the third.
issuing out of a cloud shooting an arrow from a bow sa.
stringed or. Mottoes— Timget Deus, and Virtuti omnia
parent.
Butter. Ar. a cross patonce sa. betw. four hearts ppr.
Butter. Ar. a cross potent az. betw. four hearts gu.
Butter. Barry of ten, vert and ar. a chev. gu. Crest A-

Butter

(Gormack, Scotland).

human

—

camel's head couped ppr
Butterfield (Welch's Bentley, cos. Hants, and Hertford).
Gu. a griffin pass. ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
dragon's head, wings elevated vert.

—

Butterfield (Clapham,

Surrey; granted 1764). Gu. a
ar. on a canton indented or, a
demi dragon with wings
elevated ar. issuing from a ducal coronet or, on each wing.
a butterfly volant az.
Butterfield. Gu. a griffin segreant or.
Butterfield. Or, on a bend az. three bees volant ar.
Butterfly. Az. a harvest-fly volant ar.
Butterford. Or, on a bend sa. three butterflies volant ar,
Butterlet. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three torteaux.
Butterwike. Ar. on a bend vert (another, az.) three
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Crest

—A

butterflies volant or.

(Joseph Henry Butterworth, Esq.). Gu.
on a chev. betw. two lions ramp, in chief and in base an
eagle displ. with two heads or, three cross crosslets az.

Butterworth.

Crest

—An

resting
gold.

eagle or, wings elev.itcd erminois, the dexter claw

on an escochcon az. charged with a cross
Motto Per ardua Deo favente.

—

Butterworth

crosslet

Lancaster, 1604). Ar. a lion
couchant az. betw. four ducal coronets gu.
Butterworth. Sa. a cross engr. betw. four plumbs ar.
Crest
A sphere resting on a cloud ppr.
Butterworth (Scotland). Crest A hand issuing from a
cloud in fesse pointing to a serpent nowed, and head erect
(Belfield, co.

—

all

—

ppr.

Buttery
or.

(Northamptonshire).

Crest

— A tiger pass

a lion ramp, and a chief
and maned or, supporting

Sa.

ar. tufted

with the dexter foot an escutcheon.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on a chief
crenellfe gu. three lozenges or.
Buttetoft. Erm. a saltire cngr. sa.
Buttevant, or Bonifant. Ar. on a bend gu. three

Buttery, or Buttry.

Catherine wheels or.
(Northamptonshire. Derived from William
BuTTEVELYN, founder of Pipewell Abbey, 1143). Ar. three

Buttevelyn
crescents gu.

Buttol.
Buttolf.

Button

Ar. a bend az.

co.

wings elevated

butterfly volant az.

as many bezants.
Butriueliain.

Ar. three bends sa.

—

m

Button
Button

in

—

hearts ppr.

(co. Suffolk).
Or, a chief indented az. over
bend a crosier the staff gu. the crook of the first.
Butnor. Or, on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.

Butler Priory

Buts.

many backs*

heads sa.
Butt (granted to George

griffin pass

sa. betw. six crosses

in the gauntlet a sword, all ppr.

all

Sa. three fusils in fesse betw. as

Butteler.

cotises gu,

Butler

a

BUT
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Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three
demi lions pass, guard, gu. crowned of the second, as many
covered cups of the field.
Sutler (London). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. betw.
three covered cups or; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion az. a crescent
for diff. Crest— An eagle with wings endorsed, in the dexter claw a branch of grape vine all ppr.
Sutlei (London). Ai*. on a fesse chequy au. and of the
first, betw. six crosses botonnee ua. three annulets or.
Butler (Middlesex). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three covered cups
A greyhound sejant or, collared gu. the collar
Crest
or.
(Cotes, co. Lincoln).

Or,

an inescutcheon
an oiic az.

az.

Or,

Az. a cross botonnee or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three tuns
(Glamorganshire).

(Chester).

gu.

—

Erm. a fesse gu. Crest On(Alton, CO. Wilts).
each side of a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a horn or, waved:
like that of

an ox.

A
;

BUT
Button

attached to a deed dated 25th Aur.
-was executed for killing fortyeight head of deer in Kingswood). Same Arms and Crest.
Button (Wiltshire). Az. three lions ramp, or, a chief ar.

1355, of

(seal

Mathew de Bctton, who

—

A wivem erect on the tail sa.
Crest
Erm a
(granted lOth Dec. 1C90).
Button, or
Crest
A bull'B
fesse gu. betw. three crosses botonnee az
head ppr. charged with a cross botonnee or.
Button. Or, on a fesse engr. betw. three crosses crosslet
vert, a catharine wheel betw. two horse shoes ar.

Budden

—

Button. Erm. a chief gu.
Button. Az. a tun or.
Button. Az. a chev. erm.

cottised ar. betw. three falcons

—A

ram statant ar. armed and hoofed or, collared
Crest
gu. pendent thereto a bell of the second.
Buttord (Norfolk). Az. a cross botonnee or.
or.

Buttord

(Norfolk).

Erm. a

saltire

compony counter-

compony, or and gu.

Buttord. Or, a saltire engr. (another, plain) sa.
Buttriscb. Az. threebutteris in fesse, handles erect

Buttry

ar.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses pattee
fltchee gu. as many boars' heads couped or.
Buttry- Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitch^e
gu. as many boars' heads couped or.
Butts (Norfolk). Gu. on a chev. betw. three estoiles or, as
(Suffolk).

—

A horse's head ar. on
lozenges of the field. Crest
the head a plume of three feathers or and of the first, the
face and mane covered with armour gold, bridled of the
many

last.

Butts

BTO
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Az. on a chev. betw. three estoiles or, as
many lozenges gu. on a sinister quarter per pale ar. and az.
two lions' gambs erased in saltire counterchanged. Crest
horse's head, sorrel mane, plaited of the fourth and gold
on the head a skull-plate, with two feathers of the second
(Norfolk).

—Y owib

—

ebbtn y btb

The truth against
the world.
(Selworthy, co. Somerset). Vert, two branches of
laurel in saltire betw. four pheons or.
Crest
A wolf pass.
for his Motto

tjt

Byam

—

or, collared

and lined

vert.

Byard. Erm.

three lions ramp. sa.
Byass (Bobert Nicholl Btass, Esq., of Daylesford House,
CO. Worcester, J. P.). Ar. three wings bendwise az. in chief
two escocheons of the last, each charged with a fleur-de-lis
of the first. Crest
Betw. two wings az. a wing ar. charged
with an escocheon as in the arms. Motto By assiduity.
Byatt (granted 10 Sept. 1730, to Bichard Btatt, Esq., of
Bury St. Edmunds, co. Suffolk, son of Bev. William Btatt,
of Bergholt, in same co.).
Paly of four or and gu. on a
chief az. a garb of the first betw. two escallops ar. Crest
Out of an eastern crown or, a dove rising ppr.
Bydale. Or, a cross sa. in the first quarter an annulet of
the last.
Bydall. Ar. a cross sa. in the first quarter an annulet of
the second.
(Ware Park, co. Hertford). Or, on a pile engr. az. three
anchors of the field. Crest An arm erect ppr. habited az.
cuff ar. holding an anchor sa. fluke or.
(granted in 1669). Az. a fesse dancettee betw. three

—

—

—

Byde

—

Byde

—

anchors or. Crest A demi
holding a garb of the last.

griffin az.

armed and winged

or,

Bydewell, or Bidwell.

Per saltire or and gu. four
roundles, each charged with a martlet, all counterchanged.
hand couped at the wrist in fesse, holding a curling
Crest
stone.

—A

Bydgoode.

Ar. three mullets

sa.

betw. two bendlets engr.

—

and

first.

Butts (Essex). Same Anns.
Butts (Norfolk). Erm. a chev.

Bye.

Az. three bees volant en arriere ar. (another, or).
Qrest ^Two oak branches in saltire ppr.
Bye. Quarterly, or and az. on a bend of the second three

—

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

betw. three mullets, pierced.

Byeingr.

Quarterly, or and az.

Crest

—An angel

pointin;:

upwards ppr.

Butts

(Dorking, co. Surrey). Ar. a saltire engr. gu. betw.
four erm. spots sa. on a chief of the second three fishes
A naked arm couped at the
haurient of the first. Crest
elbow, and erect ppr grasping a fish ar.
Butts. Sa. a cross or (another, ar.) betw. four plates.
Butvillain, Butwillanx, or Bontvillain (cos. Northampton and Northumberland). Ar. three crescents gu.
Butvillain, and Butvillan. Sa. two chev. ar.
Buxhull (Sir Alan Bcxhull, K.G. temp. Edward III.,
elected in the room of Balfh, Sari of Stafford, one of the
Founder Knights). Or, a lion ramp. az. fretty ar. Crest—
A Saracen's head ppr. crowned or.
Buxton, or Buckston (Buxton, and afterwards of Brassington, CO. Derby). Sa. two bars ar. on a canton of the
second a buck of the first, attired or. Crest A pelican or,
with wings expanding, vulning her breast gu.
Buxton, or Buckston (Bradborne, co. Derby). Same

—

—

Arms,

ifec.

Buxton

(Youlgrave, co. Derby, a branch of Buxton, of
Brassington). Same Arrru, &c.
(Shadwell Court, co. Norfolk, bart). First Coat

—

Buxton

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. tail elevated and raised over the
head. Second Coat Sa. two bars ar., on a canton of tlie
second a buck of the first attired or. Crests A buck's head
gu. and, A pelican or. A/o«o— Whatsoever thy hand findeth
to do, do it with thy might.

—

—

;

Buxton

(Bellficld, co. Dorset, and Bunton, co. Norfolk,
Ar. a lion ramp, tail elevated and turned over the
•head sa. betw. two mullets of the second. Another Coat
6a. two bars ar. on a canton of the second, a buck of the
first attired or.
Crest
A buck's head couped gu., attired
or, gorged with a coll*r of the last, therefrom pendent an
escutcheon ar., charged with an African's head sa. Sappartera
Dexter an African sa. wreathed about the head and

bart).

—

—

—

loins vert, sinister

a buck gu. attired

or.

Motto—Do

it

with

(Northamptonshire).
Sa. on a chev.
betw. three pheons ar. a griffin's head erased betw. two
mullets of the field. Crest A griffin's head per pale gu. and
az. charged on the neck with a pheon ar.
Byerley, or Byorley (Yorkshire). Or, a cross crosslet
gu. Crest Two lions' gambs ppr. holding a cross crosslet

—

—

or.

Byers, or Byres.

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three martlets

volant or.

Byes, or Bynes. Az. a falcon volant or.
Byes, or Bise (Ireland; granted by Narbonne,

Ulster).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per saltier ar. and az. in pale two
roses slipped gu. and in fess as many fleurs-de-lis or.
Byest (Shropshire). Gu. three bundles of as many arrows,

each tied together

ar.

Byfceley. Quarterly, or and sa. a bend gu.
Byfeild. Sa. five bezants in saltire.
Byfel. Ar. three torteaux.
Byfeld, or Bsrfleld (London). Sa. five bezants

in saltire

Crest— A cross crosslet fitchee sa.
a chief or (another, ar.).
betw. two palm branches vert. Another Crest An antelope

—

pass. ppr. collared or.

Byfiford

(Herefordshire).

chief or.

Crest

—A lion's

Az. an eagle displ. ar. and a
gamb erect or, grasping an eagle's

leg erased at the thigh sa.

Bjrfleld (London). Az. five bezants in saltire a chief or.
A man's head bearded, affrontee ppr. on the head .a
Crest

—

chapeau.

Byfleld.

Ar. on a fesse engr. betw. three escallops sa. os

many annulets of the field.
Byfleet (Cambridgeshire).

Az. two swords in saltire ar.
Crest
A Saracen's head ppr.
betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
bound round the temples with a ribbon ar. tied
in a bow knot on the sinister side.
Byford, or Bayford. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bay
leaves vert. Crest An owl ar.
Byg'an (Yorkshire). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. six lozenges az.

—

full faced,

—

thy might.

Buyshall, or Buishall.

Sa.

three lozenges ar. a chief

of the second.

By

Byer, or Byers

Crest

(Shcrnfdld Park, co. Sussex).

Az. on a bend or, three
lion or, holding in
the paws a fleur-de-lis as In the arms.
<Antigua and Westwood, Hants.
Visit. Somerset
16'i.3).
Ar. three dragons' heads erased vert, in the mouth
of each a dexter hand couped gu. dropping blood ppr.
Cretti
Ist: A squirrel pass, or, collarcdand chained vert;
2nd: A dragon's head erased ppr. in the mouth a
dexter hand couped gu. dropping blood.
Motto Claris
dextera factis. One of the family, Edwabd Btam, Esq.,
jouoger brother of the Bev. BicuAko Bdkou Btajc, bore
flcurg-de-lis of the field.

Crest

—A demi

Byam

—

—
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— An ermine ppr.

Byg'bery (Devonshire). Az. an eagle ayant or, armed gu.
Crest— A hand holding a leg in armour, couped above the
knee and spurred

all

ppr.

ByROd, or Bygode

(Seakclthorp, co. York).
Or, on a
Crest
On a chapeau ar.
cross gu. five escallops ar.
charged with two bars az. turned up gu. a dolphin embowcd
and devouring the cap or.
Bygrod, or Bygot. Ar. a cross engr. sa. charged with
five escallops of

Bygronds.
Byg'onda.

the

—

field.

Ar. on a Cher. gu. two crescents of the
Ar. on a chief gu. three crescents or.

field.

A
;

B

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
— Byrchet (Kent). Or,

Ya

By^Ot.

Per pale or and yert, a lion ramp. gu. Crest
Seven arrows or, six in saltire and one in pale.
Byg'Ot. Or, on a cross en^. gu. five escallops of the first.
Byirley. Or, a cross crosslet gu. Crest A lion's gamb
holding up a human heart all ppr.
Bykeley (Devonshire). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three

—

martlets sa.

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three ducal coronets sa.
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three cronels sa.
Bykennore (Kent). Ar. a fesse betw. three lions ramp. az.
Bykenor, or Bicknor. Ar. a chief az. Crest An antelope's head gu. armed ar.
Byles. Per bend sinister, embattled or and ga. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head per bend embattled
ar. and gu.
Bylesdon (London). Az. two bendlets or.
Bylesdon. Ar. two bars gemelles and a bend gu.
Bylingdon. Ar. on a saltire engr. couped az. five fleurs-

—

—

de-lis or.

(Clymslands, co. Cornwall. Her. Visit. 1620). Az. three
heads erased ar. beaked or.

griffins'

Bylling'. Ar. a cross voided betw. four crosses crosslet gu.
Bylling'es. Gu. a cross betw. four crosses crosslet ar.
Bylney (Norfolk). Ar. an eagle displ. az. beaked and membered gu. Crest Out of a tower a demi griffin sa.
Bynchestree (Robert De Btncsestbee, temp. Bichard

—

Gu. a chief embattled

II.).

ar.

Bynchworth. Gu. (another, sa.) five lozenges in cross or.
Byncks. Ar. three bars humettee sa.

Bynde

(Sussex).

Ar. two bars gu. (another, or, the bars

each charged with three martlets of the

Byne.

Sa. six mullets three

crescent ar.

Crest

—A

Bjmey
ramp.

field;.

and three

hind reguard.

ing the foot upon a ball sa.
(Cambridgeshire).

Byngr

and in base a
coUared gu. rest-

or,

or,

Az. a cross betw.

four lions

viscount

Torrington).

Quarterly,

sa.

and

ar.,

in

—

the 1st quarter a lion, ramp, of the second. Crest An
heraldic antelope statant erm. homed, tusked, maned, and
hoofed, or. Supporters Dexter, an heraldic antelope erm.
homed, tusked, maned and hoofed, or, standing on a ship
gun ppr. sinister, a sea-horse ppr. on a like gun. Motto
Tuebor.
Byng' {Earl of Strafford), Quarterly, sa. and ar., in the
1st quarter a lion ramp, of the second, over all in bend
sinister, a representation of the colours of the 31st regiment. Crests 1st: An heraldic antelope statant erm.
homed, tusked, maned, and hoofed, or. 2nd Out of a mural
crown, an arm embowed grasping the colours of the 31st
regiment, and pendent from the wrist by a riband the gold
cross presented by royal command for Lord Strafford's
gallant achievements, and on an escroll the word " MouSupporters
Dexter, an heraldic antelope erm.
guerre."
attired and crined or; sinister, a lion ar.
^/ofto— Tuebor.
Byng-e.
Ar. on a fesse gu., three bezants in chief a buck
courant sa. in base as many butterflies az.
Byngesmead. Barry of six or and az. on a bend ar. three

—

—

;

—

:

—

escallops gu.

Byngley

(Broughton, co. Flint; sometime of Ireland.
by St. George, Norroy). Ar. two bars sa. on a
canton of the last a pheon of the first.
Crest
A pellet
charged with a pheon ar. betw. two wings erect or.
Byngley, or Bynley. Ar. two bars az. (another, gu.) a
canton of the second. C-est
A harp or.
Byntone. Ar. an eagle displ. sa. on a chief vert, three
Certified

—

—

roses of the

Byntworth.

ramp. In

Az.

five lions

Gu.

five lions in cross or.

saltire or.

Bedford).

heads erased

ar. as

many

—

—

Byrch (co. Stafford). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis az.
Byrch (cos. Sussex and Kent). Az. on a chev. ar.

betw. three
a cross clechee gu. on a chief of the last a
portcullis chained of the second.
Crest
An eagle rising
ppr., holding in the dexter talon a banner az. charged with
fleurs-de-lis or,

—

a cross clechee or, the staff, point and tassels of the last.
Byrche. Or, a chev. wavy betw. three eagles displ. az.
Byrche. Az. a lion ramp. ar. armed gu.
Byrche. Ar. on a fesse dancett^e sa. three bezants.
Byrchet, or Birket (co. Kent, and Bye, co. Sussex). Sa. a
fesse dancettee betw. three eagles displ. or.
Crest—A tiger
Tert,

Byrde

(Broxton, co. Chester, temp. Richard II.).
Az. a bend
erm. betw. six martlets or.
(Yewley, co. York). Per pale or and ar.
an eaglo

displ. sa.

Byrde
or,

(Roydon, co. Kent). Vert three stags' heads cabossed
a canton erm. Crest— A stag's head cabossed ar. betw.
or, a bird of the last.

the attires

Byrde

(Lincolnshire).

ramp.

lions

as

sa.

Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three

many

gorged with a daual coronet or.
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fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest

lion sa. guttee de sang.

Byrde

(Staffordshire).

—A demi

Ar. a cross moline betw. four marUeJ»

gu. a canton az.

Byrde.

Ar. (another, per pale or and ar.) an eagle displ. sa.
Crest— On a dolphin embowed ppr. an eagle with wings
endorsed or.
Byrde. Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the first quarter an eaglo
displ. of the second.

Byres

(Tonley, co. Aberdeen).
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three
martlets volant or. Crest
A cock reguard. ppr. Motto
Marte suo tutus.

—

Byrken, Byrkin, or Byrkyn.

Ar. a fesse az. (another,
adds a label of three points gu.).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. depressed in bend
sinister with a palmer's staff or.
Bynnjmcham. Per pale indented ar. and sa. Crest—
cap per pale indented ar. and sa. betw. two wings expanded or.
Byrnand (Knaresborough: the heiress, Anne Byrnand, m.
1st, Francis Tbappes, F.sq.
2ndly, Wm. Bloont, Esq.
and
3rd, Sir John Egerton). Az. on a bend ar. three escallops

Byland Abbey.

;

of the

;

first.

of the

Ar. on a bend az. three escallops

field.

Byrne.

See O'Byrne.
Bsrrne (Timogue, Queen's County, and Cabinteely, co. Dublin
an Irish sept, in the province of Leinster Fiach Mac Hugh
O'Byrne, chief of the name, temp. Elizabeth, held a high
command at the battle of Glendalough, in which the English,
under the Lord Deputy Grey, were defeated the present
head of the senior line of the family, the Btrnes of Timogue,
is lord de TaOley
the Byrnes of Cabinteely, the second
branch, are represented by William Bichard O'Byrne, Esq.,
of Cabinteely, M.P., co. Wicklow). Gu. a chev. betw. three
dexter hands couped at the wrists ar. Crest
A mermaid,
in the dexter hand a mirror, in the sinister a comb, all ppr.
Motto—Certavi et vici.
Byrne (Lisnawilly and Rossmakea, co. Louth). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three dexter hands couped ar. a mullet az. Crest
A mermaid holding in the dexter hand a mirror, and in
the sinister a comb all ppr., and charged with an escallop gu.
:

:

:

—

—

Motto— Certsivi

et vici.

Byrom

(Byrom, co. Lancaster; John Btrou was living
there tanp. Edward IV. His descendant, Henbt Byrom,
Major of Foot, for Charles I., fell at the battle of Keynton,
1642, leaving a son, Samttel Byboh, living at the Visit.
Ar. a chev. betw. three hedgehogs sa. Crest
1664).

—

hedgehog

sa.

Byrom (Salford,

co. Lancaster;

a younger branch of Btrosi,

Six descents are registered in the Visit. 1613).
of Byrom.
Sume Arms, <fcc., differenced by a crescent on the chev. in
the arms and on the crest.
(Kersal, CO. Lancaster; a younger branch of Byrom,
of Byrom, of whom was the celebrated John Byrom, the
Poet,

Gu. on & chev. betw. three griffins'
lozenges az. on a chief embattled
of the seoond, three birch branches vert. Crest
A hare
courant sa. collared or.
Byrcll (co. Essex). Same Arms. Crest—A squirrel sejant
bendy wavy of six or and az., holding a birch branch vert.
Another Crest On a mount a tree vert.
(co.

three pheons ar.
the field.

Byrd

Northampton). Sa. on a chev. betw.
a wolfs head erased betw. two mullets of

(co.

Byrom

field.

Byutwortti.

Byrch

sa. three eagles

displ. of the field.

Byrd, or Byre

Bymande (Yorkshire).

or.
(

YR

ar. cottised

Bykeley.
Bykeley.

Byll

B

on a chev. indented

who

Byrom

d. 1763),

Same Arms,

<tc.

(Kersal Cell, co. Lancaster and Culver, co. Devon.

Edward, 2nd son of Edward Vigor Fox, Esq., took the
name and arms of Byrom only by royal license, 29 Dec,
Ar. a chev.
1870, under the will of Eleanoba Atherton).
betw. three hedgehogs sa. a canton az., for distinction, in
the centre chief point, a cross crosslet of the last. Crest
A hedgehog sa. charged for distinction with a cross crosslet ar.
Motto Arme a tous points.
(London). Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three hedgehogs

—

—

Byrom
sa.

Byrom.
as

many

Bendy

of six ar.

and gu. (another, adds a

label of

points az.).

Byron

Ar. three bendleta enhanced gu.
{Lord Byron).
Crest A mermaid with her comb and mirror, all ppr.
Motto—Credo
Supporters Two horses, chestnut colour.
Byron.
Byron (Clayton, co. Lancaster, 1507). Same Arms.
Byron (Bayford, co. Herts, and Coulsden, co. Sturey).
Same Jrni*, the field being enn. Crtil—A mermaid ppr.,

—

—

B7B

4tb, ar. three bendlets enhanced gu., for Btron; 2nd and
Cj-t;i(
-A.
3rd, az. three standishes ar., for Standish.
mermaid with her comb and mirror, all ppr. Motto Crede

—

—

Ar. on a chcv. gu. betw. three bugle
horns stringed sa. as many crosses crossletntch^e of the field.
Byrton. Faly of six or and gu. a bend sa. guttee d'eau.
Byrton. Paly of six or and gu. on a bend sa. three waterbougets (another, as many boars' heads) ar.
Byrton. Ar. a chev. gu. in chief two crosses crosslet of
Sa. a chev. erra.

Hall, co. Lancaster).

—

A dolphin ppr.
betw. three weasels pass. ar. C>\st
Bysell (Worcestershire). Az. ten bezants, four, three, two,
and one.

Bysett.

Az. three annulets or.
a chev. betw. three roses gu.
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a dcmi lion or.

Byshe.

Crest— On a

Or,

Byshe.

Sumo Jrms.

Crest

—A mule

(granted 1st April, 1608, to Thomas Byshoppe,
Lord Mayor of Dublin). Gu. three lozenges or, each
charged with an eagle displ. of the field. Crest An eagle

—

displ. gu.

Bysley

Ar. a chev.
(York Herald, temp. Henry VIII.).
invecked sa. betw. three ravens ppr.
Bysse (Batcombe, co. Somerset ; certified by Cooke, ClarenSa. three escallops in pale ar.

ceux, 1580).

—

^me

Arms. Crest On a mount vert, two snakes
interwoven ahd erect, respecting each other or.
Bysse (granted by Preston, Ulster, 1637, to Robert Btsse,
Esq., of Pilletstown, co. Dublin, second son of Robert
Btsse, of Dubhn, who was only son of Abthdb Btsse, who
was born in the co. Somerset, descended of an ancient and
worthy family, then and afterwards settled in Dublin).
Same Anns, a canton erm. for diff. Crest On a hillock
vert, two snakes interlaced or intwined respecting each
Bis vincit qui se vincit.
other ppr. Motto
fiyssett. Az. on a bend cottised or, three escallops of

Bysse.

—

—

Byssett.

See Bissbtt.
Ar. a fess cottised sa.
Bystley. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three birds sa. beaked
and legged gu. Crest A cross pattee gu. betw. two wings

Bysshopbery.

—

or.

Bythesea (Week

House, co. Wilts, and Freshford, co.
Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three crabs, the
claws towards the dexter gu. ; the Roman fasces erect surmounting two swords in saltire and encircled by a chaplet or.
An eagle displ. ar. on the breast the Roman fasces
Crest
erect surmounting two swords in saltire and encircled by a
chaplet ppr., each wing charged with a cross crosslet fitch^e
gu. Motto Mutare vel timere sperno.

Somerset),

—

—

Erm. afesse gu.
Gu. a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Paly of six or and gu. on a bend sa. three water-

(Dorsetshire).

Bytton.
Bytton.

Quarterly, ar. and sa. In the

head erased gu. beaked

Or, fretty, az.
Bywater. Erm. a pale sa.
in

Crest

—Out of a ducal coronet

armour, holding a scimetar

CABBELIj, or CABEIili
frelty ar.

over

embowtd,

the

all

a

quarter an eagle's

first

or.

Bytton.

fcss

gu.

all

ppr.

(Cromer, co. Norfolk).
Crest

— An

arm

in

Vert

armour

all ppr.
Another
Motto impavidc.
Devon. Visit. 1620). Same Amis.

(Buckfastlcigli, CO.

—

Ar. on a bend gu. three mullets of the field.
Sa. two chev. or, betw. three fusils at. each
charged with a martlet of the field.
Caborne, or Cabourne. Sa. a chev. ar. voided gu.
betw. three lozenges of the second, each charged with a

Cabome.

Comiih chough

Cabot

Sa. (another, gu.) a chev. ar.
betw. three
lozenges of the second, each charged with an erm spot.
Caceil. Ar. three bars sa. in chief as many martlets of the
last.

many

Ar. on three bars sa. as

martlets of the

Cachehors

(Staveley Woodthorpe, co. Derby). Ar. a chcv.
betw. three crosses crosslet sa. an annulet for diff.

Cachemayde.

Or,

a

fess betw. three

dcmi

lions pass,

az.

Caddell

Ar a

(Scotland).

mullet betw. the horns sa.

head cabosscd and a
in base three round buckles az
stag's

Caddell, or

CadweU

(Fun. Ent. of John Caddell, of
Norton, a lawyer, buried at Swordes, co. Dublin, 20 Jan.
1603).
Ar. a fret gu. over all a fesse ermines.
Caddell. Ar. a cross engr. vert in the first quarter a stag's
head cabossed gu.
Caddey. Ar. three piles engr. meeting xn base sa. each
charged with a cross patt^e fitchee or.
Crest A pile
charged with a cross pattce fitchee or.
Caddy. Ar. three piles meeting in point gu. on a chief of
the last as many garbs or. Crest
A cross crosslet vert.
Cade (Derbyshire). Ar. a fesse az. betw. two lions pass,
guard, gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu.
Cade. Ar. on a fesse az. betw. two lions pass, guard, gu.
each charged on the shoulder with a bezant, a tower triple
towered betw. as many fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A demi Uon
ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with a bezant, holding
in the dexter gamb a fleur-de-lis or.
Cade (Romford, co. Essex). Ar. three piles engr. meeting in

—

—

—

point sa.

Cade
of

Erm. three

(Greenwich, co. Kent).

a chief engr.

sa.

Crest

—A demi

piles issuing out
cockatrice gu. winged

or, combed of the first.
(co Suffolk). Same Anns.
Cadell, or Caddell. Ar. a stag's head couped

Cade

in chief
gu. in base three oval buckles tongues in fesse az. within a
bordure of the second. Crest
stag's head ppr.
Motto

—

—A

Vigilantia non cadet.
of London,

Sheriff

1801).
Ar. a cross engr. vert, in the first quarter a stag's
head cabossed. C^-est A stag's head couped sa. collared
pendent from the collar an escutcheon of the arms.
Motto Deo duce.
Cadenet. Az. a winged bull ramp. or.
Cader (Scotland). Az. a stag's head erased ar. on a chief
of the last a buckle betw. two mullets of the first.
Cader (Scotland). Or, a stag's bead cabossed sa. betw. the
horns a mullet of the last.
Cadicott (East Whiteway, co. Dorset). Az. three arrows
or.
Crest
A demi ape ppr. (sometimes, a dexter band
per fesse gu. and ar. holding a battle-axe ppr ).

—

ar.

—

—

Cadivor Va-wr
lion

(Lord of Eloed, co. Carmarthen).

ramp, guard,

Ar. a

sa.

Cadiho

(Dunsland, co. Devon ; the heiress m. Dadernon).
Ar. three piles in point wavy sa.
(Norfolk and London: granted 1633). Az. two
bars dancettee erm. betw. six fleur.s-de-Us or, three, two,
and one. Crest A rock ppr. surmounted by a fleur-de-lis

ppr.

(of St. Trinity,

Cadivor ap Dyfn-wal

(Lord of CaUel Ho/wel, derived
from Tudwall Gloff, fifth son of Rhodn Mawr, King of
Wales). Descendants i. The Owens of Glansevcrn ii.
Owens of LlanDulas, in. Llotds of Llanlyr; iv. Llotds
of Wernwylyg; v. Llotds of Milfield, barts.; vi. Llotd of
Foes-y-Bleiddied; vii. Llotds of Pound, co. Devon).
Sa.
three scaling ladders and betw. the two uppermost a spear's
head ar. its point imbrued ppr. on a chief gu a tower
;

ti'iple-towercd of the second.

Cadivor ap Gwaethvoed

{Lord of Cardigan Iscoed).

Or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa.

Cadman

Or, three columbine buds
head royally crowned ppr.
Cadman (Westboume House and Underwood House, near
ShefBcId). Same Anns.
Cadmer. Az. an eagle displ. with two heads ar.
Cadog'an {Sari Cadogan). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
2nd and 3rd, ar. three boars' heads
lion ramp, reguard. ar.
couped sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's
head vert. Supporters Dexter, a lion reguard. or, gorgc<l
sinister, an
with a collar geniel flory countcrflory gu.
eagle, wings elevated sa. beaked mcmbered and navally
crowned or, gorged with a ribband ar. fimbricaied gu. pendent therefrom a representation of the cross of the Imperial
vert.

(Cowley, co. Derby).

Crest

—A

stork's

;

Jersey).

Or, three chabots taauricnt

Cml — An escallop or.
Cabourne, or Cabron (Thrasthrop,
gu.

co.

Lincoln).

Sa.

two chev. ar. betw. three lozenges of the second each
charged with a martlet of the first. Crf«£— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a lo/.engu ar. charged with a martlet sa.
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—

or.

—

hand grasping a sword

— A square padlock or.

Cabell
Caber.

botonnee counterchangcd

Carbon.

Cadiman

bougets ar.

Bytton.

Crest

sa. six crosses (another, cross

Cadell (Thomas Caddell, Alderman

first.

a band

and

—

pas,s. ar.

Byshoppe

Bytton

fesse kt.

two and one.

last.

Byrtwy sell (Amcote

the

crosslets)

Per

first.

See Bibon.

Byrt, or Byrtt.

the

Cabron.

Caceyll.

Byron.

Byron.

CAD

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

holding in the dexter hand an escutcheon of the arms, suspended by a ribbon az., in the sinister hand a mirror.
Byron (Ayton, North Riding, co. York). Quarterly, I.";! and

—

—

;

A

A

CAD

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Austrian military order of Maria Theresa, which His
Majesty the Emperor of Austria was pleased to confer upon
George, Lord Oakley, afterwards 3rd Eirl of Cadogan, in
the year 1814, for his distinguished services (in co-operation
with the Imperial troops) on the coast of the Adriatic.
Motto Qui invidet minor est.
Caclog'an (Fun. £nt. of Major Cadogan, buried in Christ's
Church, Dubhn, 19 March, 1660). Or, a lion ramp. az.
quartering ar. three hoars' beads couped sa. tusked or.
Cadwell. See Caddell.
Cadwell (Cantys-in-Dunton, Essex). Ar. a cross formee
fitchce betw. eight mullets az.
Cadwelleder, or Cadwallader (in St. Mary's Church,
Oxford. Visit. Oxon). Az. a cross pattee fitcheeT.
Cadwg'an {Lord oj Nannau, in Merioneth, younger son of
Bleddyn ap Cynfyn, King of Powys, for some time associated in the sovereignty of Powys with his elder brother,
Meredith ap Bleddyn, Prince of Powys.
Cadwgan took
a most distinguished part in the events of the period, and
Camden
with
the
title
of
the renowned
is dignified by
Descendants i. The early barons of Nannau;
Briton.
U. The Nannets of Nannau; lu. Nanneys of Maes-y-Pandy.;

—

—

v. Llwtds of Caerwys
vi.
IV. Llwtds of Cwm Bychan
Vadghans of Nannau, barts. vii. Vaughan of Rug and
Hengwrt; viii. Vadghans of Dolymelynllyn). Or, a Uon
;

;

;

ramp.

az.

Cady

(Great Ellringham, co. Norfolk, granted by Cooke,
Clarenceux, 1 Oct. 1575).
Ar. on three piles in point engr.
many crosses pattee fitchee or. Crest A merlin ppr.
chained tasselled and belled or.
(co. Gloucester). Ar. three pUes engr.
Cadye, or
On a mount vert
gu. all meeting in the base point. Crest
a cockatrice ar. combed and wattled gu. ducaJly gorged and
chained or.
Caerleou (quartered by Sir William Cecil, ZordBurghUy).
Sa. a plate betw. three towers triple-towered, ar. ports displ.

—

sa. as

Kadye

of the

—

field.

Caermarden, or Haermerdin Priory (Wales).

Az.

an eagle with wings endorsed standing on a branch of laurel
all or.

Caesar (Bennington

Place, co. Herts; foimded in England by
Cssks, Adelmabe, an Italian, physician to Queens Mary and
and father ot Sir Jdlids Cssab, Master of the
EoUs; ancestor of the Cesabs of Bennington Place, and
of the CssASS of Hyde Hall). Gu. three roses ar. on a chief
of the second as many roses of the first. Crest
A dolphin
embowed ppr. in the sea vert.
Csesar (Sir Jdlics C«sab, Chancellor of the Exchequer, at
the Visitation of London, 1568). Quartering, Ar. two bars
sa. on a chief of the last two swans of the first ; and Gu. three

Elizabeth,

—

crescents ar.

Ca^an

Ar. seven lozenges gu. three, three,

(Devonshire).
and one.

Cagun.

Gu.

six lozenges ar. three, two,

and one.

Cailis, a herald).

d. s. p.).
Ar. four bcndlets gu.
Sa. a phoenix ar.
Crest
A
antelope per fesse az. and ar. collared and armed or.
Gaines, or Ka3nies (Tarent Kaynston). Az. a bend

—

Caine, or Cain.

demi

wavy

cotiscd ar.

Caio

(Geoffrey de Caio, gent., who d. 1456, from arms in
Brampton Church, Oxford. Visit. Oxon). Sa.
.A chev.
or, betw. three castles ar. each having a demi lion issuant
.

of the second.

Caird.

A

demi

Ar. a lion ramp. az. in chief three torteaux. Crest—
friar issuing in the

hand a

staff in pale.

Cairleon, or Castell.

See Castelo.
Caimcross (Balmashaner). Az. a stag's head erased ar.
attired or, betw. the attires a cross crosslet of the last.

—

— A dagger

erect ppr. Motto
Certamine parta.
(Colmsley, Scotland). Ar. a stag's head erased,
betw. the attires a cross crosslet fitchee, surmounted on the
top with a mullet gu.
Motto Becte faciendo nemincm
timeo.
Crest

Caimcross

—

Cairnes.

Ar. three martlets sa.

Cairnes (Donoghmore and

Killyfaddy, co. Donegal, and
Monaghan, Ireland descended from Caih.nes, of Ordchartown. North Britain, settled in Ireland temp. James I.;
Sir Alexandeb Caibnes, of Monaghan, was created a
;

baronet in 1708
within a bordure
;

title

extinct 1743).

Ar. three martlets go.

or.

Cairnes (Etterton). Gu.

three martlets or, within

a bordnie

of the last.

Cairnie

Ar. a rock issuing from the base sa. in
chief two martlets gu. Crest On a cinquefoil vert a martlet
statant sa. Motto
Ad alta.
Cairns (Cairns, Scotland). Gu. three martlets or.
Cairns (Orchardtown, Scotland). Gu. three martlets within
a bordure or.
Cairns. Gu. an anchor betw. three martlets or. Crest
palm tree ppr. Motto Virtus ad aethera tendit.
Cairns. Ar. three martlets az. on a chief gu. an acorn
betw. two mullets or. Crest
A bell az. Motto Sub spe.
Caithness, Earl of. See Sikclaib.
Caithness. Az. a galley in full sail or, sails and pennons ar.
Caius, College. See Gonville.
Cakefield. Sa. a fleur-de-Us erm.
Calamount (Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-delis gu.
Crest
An antelope's head era.sed erm. armed ar.
Calandrine. Az. a saltire or, in chief an eagle dispL ar.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. ar. in the beak a scroll with this
(Scotland).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Motto

—

A li

C

a chev. betw. three towers or, issuing
from each a demi lion ramp. ar.
Caillard (Wingficld House, Wilts). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three quails ppr.
Crest—A quail ppr.
Molto^AxiXii toi
Dieu t'aidera.
Cailli (Lord Cailii. Sir Thomas de Caixli, of Bukenham
Castle, was summoned to Parliament 1309 to 1311, and
Sa.

—Sursum.

Per pale gu. and az. a saltire or. Crest
stag pass. erm. attired or, charged on the shoulder with an

Calbreath

annulet gu.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. surmounted by a fesse or,
charged with three crosses pattee litch^e sa.
(impaled on the Fun. Ent. of Lieut. Tibel or Tibbeu.,
buried in St. Patrick's Church, Dublin, 1653).
Ar. a chev.
betw. three escallops gu.
Calcarne. Or, on a fesse engr. sa. betw. three Cornish
choughs ppr. a garb betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee of

Cagre

Cagre
1593,

(Kent).

grandson

Arrra.

Cag'e

(Lincoln's Inn; confirmed 1 March, 1624). Same Arms,
with a chief erm.
co. Cambridge).
Per pale ar. and gu. a
saltire or, in the first quarter three bulls' heads couped
at the neck sa.
Cahane, or O'Cahane (Ireland). Gu. three fishes
haurient ar. Crest
An arm embowed, holding a sword

Cag'e (Loughstow,

—

Gyronny of

counterchanged.

six ar.

Crest

—A

and

many fleurs-de-lis
paw holding a scimitar

vert, as

lion's

ppr.

Cahill.

See O'Cahill.

Cahill

(confirmed to Mzchael Cahill, Esq., J. P., of Ballyconra, co. Kilkenny). Az. on waves of the sea in base a
whale naiant ppr. in chief a trefoil slipped or. Crtsl~An
anchor erect entwined with a cable ppr. out of the dexter
fluke an oak branch also ppr. Motto In Domino confido.

—

Cahtm, or Gahn

(Sweden, 1781).
dexter chief point a Uon ramp. gu.
erased ppr. Motto— Si je puis.

Cahurta
chief a

(Visit.

demi

Ar. a cross sa. in the
Crest

Devon, 1580 and 1620).

griffin issuant of

the

last.

— A stag's

head

Ar. two bars sa. in
A stag erm.

Crest

—

and

az.

on a chief

the

field.

Calcot. See Caldecot.
Calcote, or Caldecott (Morant's
ar. three

Calcraft

JEssf.x).
Gu. on a chev.
dolphins haurient sa.
Sa. a saltire engr. betw. four crosses crosslet or.
(Kent). Per fesse ar. and erm. three lions pass,

—

guard, in pale sa. Crest
A greyhound courant sa. charged
with a cross crosslet or.
Calcraft (Ancaster Hall, co. Lincoln). Per fesse ar. and
Crest
A greyhound
erm. three lions pass, guard, sa.
courant sa. charged with a cross crosslet or.
Calcraft (Ingress, Kent, and Ilempston, co. Dorset, granted
8 Dec. 1770). Same Arms, within a bordure wavy az. Crett
A greyhound courant sa. collared and ringed ar. on the
body a palet wavy or.
Calcutta, See of. Gu. a crosier in bend or, beaded ar.
surmounted of an open book ppr. on a chief indented enn.
two palm branches in saltier vert, surmounted of a mitre

—

—

gold.

Caldebeck.

attired or.

Caigrnes. See Katoes.
Cailis (on a shield of La'ton on a plate
Fleet Street,

London, who

d. 9 April, 1568,
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m.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three crows sa. as

cinquefoils of the
in St. Dunstan's

Church,
London, Henry Leigh, citizen and draper of

10*

six ar.

Calby

Calcott.

ppr.

Cahill.

Bendy of

Calbroke.

John Cage, Knt., of Langstone, co. Cambridge,
of Anthony Cage, of London, Salter). Same

(Sir

(Scotland).

sa. three crosses pattee or.

for 1st wife, Isabei, dau. of

Caldecot

many

first.

Cambridge, Norfolk, and Suffolk). Per
pale or and az. on a chief gu. three leopards' faces of the
first.

(cos.

;

C
OUdeeot

(Norfolk).

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

AL

jn.

(Willscot,

—

co. Oxford, the heiress

Per pale
Visit. Oxon).
CO. Salop.
Crest— A demi
sa.
maned, and attired with two straight
horns wreathed of the first and last.

CHAMBEB8, of PettoD,

or and gu. on a chief ar. three swans
tiger or, tufted,

Bale
horns

sa.,

a flag Bwallow-tailed vert semee of mullets ar., the staff
broken ppr. on the sinister a royal tiger of Tippoo Sultan
vert striped ducally gorged and chained or, supporting in
bend sinister a flag swallow-tailed vert semee of mullets ar.
Caldwell (London and Worcestershire). Az. a cross formee
fitch^e betw ten estoiles or.
Crest— A cock's head betw.
;

Ar. a fesse az. fretty

— An ostrich ppr.

Oaldecott (Kugby Lodge,

Warwick, originally of Abing-

co.

don, CO. Berks, and subsequently of Barrow and Whitewell,
Quarterly,
CO. Rutland, and of Calthorpe, co. Leicester).
let and 4th, ar. a fesse az. fretty or, betw. three cinquefoils
three
betw.
chev.
gu. 2nd, ar. three bends sa. 3rd, gu. a
A demi Uon ramp. gu. charged
leopards' faces ar. Cre^t
on the shoulder with a cinquefoil ar. (sometimes, an ostrich

two wings expanded

ppr. crowned or.
(Asloune).

Caldwell

Caldwell,

Same Arnu.

Abbey

Henry Jonw

Bart., of the city of Quebec, Nortli America).

—

fret ar.

—

Ar. a palm tree growing
out of a moimt in base ppr. surmounted of a saltire gu. on a
A hand holding
chief az. three mullets of the first. Crest
» branch of palm ppr. JHotto Veritas premitur, non
(Pittedy, Scotland).

—

—

Gu. three crosses
Sir

Az. three tops of wells in masonry, two and one or. Crest
of a ducal coronet or, a dexter cubit arm in pale
Motto—-Sapere aude.
Caldwell (Staffordshire). Ar. on a fesse dancettee az.
three fishes' (ling's) heads erased or.
Caldwell. Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa. three lions' heads
erased or.
Caldwell (New Grange, co. Meath). Or, in chief three
piles sa. each charged with a fountain ppr., in base four
bars wavy alternately gu. and vert, quartering Abdt.
Crest A demi lion grasping a broken scimetar all ppr.
Motto Ense libertatem petit inimico tyrannis.
Calbot (Norfolk). Az. a chev. betw. three crosses or.
Crest
A greyhound courant az. collared and ringed or.
Oalebot (Norfolk). Az. a saltire betw. four crosses formee

—

a

to

ppr. grasping a cross calvary gu.

(Muirtown, hart. 1686). As Caldeb, of that Ilk.
A swan naiant in a lake with bulrushes therein all
Crest
Vigilans non cadet.
J/o»o—
ppr.
(Cumberland). Ar. three escutcheons, two
Oalder
and one, the first in the dexter chief quarter, or, a fesse
betw. two chev. gu. ; the 2nd, gu. three lucies haurient ar.
sa.

1845,

—Out

—

Oalder

the 3rd,

(Gloucester, Har. MSS., 1066).

pattee fitchee or.
(granted 4 March,

(Lynegar, co. Caithness). Or, a buck's head erased
attired with ten tynes sa. within four stars and as many
crescents alternately disposed orleways az. Crest A stag's
head cabossed sa. Motto Vigilans non cadet.

Oalderwood

holding in

cross pattee fitchee or.

Caldwell

—

gii.

co. Gloucester,

—

—

Oalder

Oalder
Oalder

combed and wattled

Warren,

and co. Leicester.
Visit. Leicester 1619).
Same Arms. Quartering ar. on a
fess dancettee sa. three whales' heads erect and erased or.
Crest
A cock's head ar. (sometimes, or) beaked, combed,
and wattled gu. betw. two wings expanded sa. in the beak a

Motto In utrumquc paratus.
In the
(of that Ilk, co. Nairn, Thane of Cawdor.
the heiress m. Sir John Campbell, son of the
century
16th
2nd Earl of Argyll, and was ancestor of the Earls of Cawdor).
Or, a buck's head cabossed sa. attired gu. Crest— A swan
ppr.).

ar.

the beak a cross form^e fitchee or.

Caldwell (Upton

;

—

;

—

—

Oaldecot. Ar. a fesse crenellee gu. betw. tliree ravens sa.
Oaldecot, or Caldicot. Per pale or and az. a chief gu.

Caldecote (Caldecote, CO. Chester).
Crest
or, betw. three cinquefoils gu.

AL

Crest
Out of an eastern crown or, a demi lion gu. holding
in the dexter paw a sword ppr. pomel and liilt gold, supporting betw. the paws two fiag staves in benil sinister the one
being that of the union flag of Great Britain, surmounting
the other with the staff broken, being a flag swallow-tailed
Motto
vert sem^e of mullets ar.
Virtus et spes.
Supporters
On the dexter a grey horse supporting in bend

Per pale or and az. on a chief gu.

three lozenges erm.

Oaldecot, or Calcot

C

—

or.

opprimitur.

Caledon, Earl of. See Alexandeb.
Caley, See Catley and Calley.

Edinburgh). The same with the
Afo«o— Veritas non opprimitur.
saltire invected.
Oalderwood (Scotland, 1736). Erm. on a saltire gu. betw.
Crest—A phoenix
fotir palm branches vert, five mascles ar.
In flames ppr. Jfb»o— Virtus sibi praemium.
chief
of the last three
az.
on
a
Oalderwood. Or, a saltire
Crest— A beehive with bees volant ppr.
stars of the first.
Oaldewell. Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa. three conger eels'

Oalderwood

(Pilton, co.

heads erased and erect of the

Calfe.

Ar. three calves pass. gu.
Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three calves pass gu.
Calfield. Or, three towers triple-towered gu.
Calfts. Ar. three cinquefoils gu. betw. six crosses crosslet

Calfe

(Ireland).

sa.

Calibut.

Az. a chev. betw. three crosses couped or.

— A stag's head at gaze, issuing

first.

Crest

az.

Oaldron. Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa. on a chief of
A dexter hand
the last as many crosses crosslet or. Crest
holding a palm branch slipped ppr.
Oaldwall (Alston, co. Stafford, confirmed to Ealpd CaldWALL, of that place, by Wriothesley, Garter, and Benolte,
Clarenceux). Ar. on a fess dancettee betw. three lozenges
longways gu. as many whales' heads erect and erased or.
Orett—A cock's head ar. beaked, combed, and wattled gu.

Calimie. Erm. a fesse cottised within a bordure sa.
Calkin. Ar. a pile gu.
Call (Whiteford, co. Cornwall, hart.) Gu. three trumpets

betw. two wings expanded sa. holding in the beak a cross
pattee fitch^e or.
Oaldwell (Caldwell, Scotland). Ar. three piles issuing
from the chief sa. and in base four bars waved gu. and

a sword, with a snake entwined round the blade, the head
towards the hand, all ppr.
Callan. See O'Callan.

—

fessewise, in pale, ar.

In the

Oaldwell

all

ppr.

—Fac

Motto

lion

ramp, holding

Motto

—Grata manu.

—

gu. and or.

Callarde. Gyronny of six
Callarde, or Calliard
and

et spera.

Wood, co. Stafford). Quarterly, 1st and
and vert, a stag's head couped ar. in chief
three cold wells ppr., for Caldwell; 2nd and 3rd, ar. two
bars az. on a canton gu. a gauntlet grasping a broken sword
Crest
A lion
ppr. hilt and pomcl gold, for Stamford.
eonchant ar. gorged with two bars, the upper sa. the lower
Niti,
Tert holding betw. the paws a cold well ppr. Motto

sa. (another, ar.

and

ar.

and

sa.

Gyronny of six, or
three negroes' heads couped

(Norfolk).

sa.)

Crest— A demi lion

ppr.

(Linley

sa.

supporting a double scaling

ladder or.

4th, per pale sa.

Callard

(Callard in Burrington, co. Devon.

also of Tavistock,

—

Same Arms and

Callander

—

Visit. 1620;

Winkley, and Ford, near Axminster).

Crest.

(that ilk, co. Stirling

;

the heiress

who m.

Sir

William Livingston, ancestor of the Earls of Linlithgow
and Callcndar, of Mayners, became representative). Sa. a

faccrc, cxpcriri.

Oaldwell

(Newbery, co. Berks). Paly wavy of six or and
on a chev. gu. three griffins' heads erased of the first.
Oaldwell (.Sir James Lillthan Caldwell, G.C.B.;
a Lieut. -Oen. in the Indian army and Chief Engineer of the Madras Presidency). Or, three piles meeting
in the centre fesse point sa., in base barry wavy alternately
gu. of the field and vert surmounted by a porlcuUis of the
eoond. On the centre pile suspended by a ribband, orange,
a rcprcBcntallon of the medal presented to Sir J. L. CaldWKLL, in commemoration of his services at the storming of
fleringapttam, with the word ".Seringapatam" underneath.
Oold, the whole within a bordure embattled of the third.

bend betw. six billets or.
(G. W. Livingstone Campbell Callendab, of
Craigforth, co. Stirling, and Ardkinglas, co. Argyle). Quarterly
Ist grand quarter, sa. a bend chequy or and gu. betw.
six billets of the second, for Callendab; 2nd grand quarter,

Callander

sa.

:

counter-quartered, 1st and 4th, az. a deer's head cabossed
or, 2nd and 3rd', gu. three legs in armour ppr. garnished
and spurred or, flexed and conjoined in triangle at the upper
3rd
part of the tliigh, all for Mackenzie of Grandvale
grand quarter, counter quartered, Ist and 4th, ar. three
gillieflowers gu. within a double tressure flory counterflory
vert, 2nd and 3rd, sa. a bend betw. six billets or, in tbe
;

|
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— A demi

Callander, or Callender. Sa. three mullets in chief
Two elephants' probosces, endorsed, per fesse
or.
C}-est

Hdoh Caldwell. 1838). Same Arms, the
pUcs charged with as many hunting horns or. Crest — Issuing
out of a mural crown or, a dexter arm in armour the hand
(Col.

holding a sword in bend

Crest

as in the arms.

—

vert.

Oaldwell

paws a trumpet,

Callagrhan, or O'Callagrhau (Ireland). Ar. on a
mount in base a wolf issuing from the dexter out of a wood,
Crest
A naked arm embowed, holding in the hand
all ppr.

;

—

Motto

—

mean

I

(Kincardine). Sa. a bend chequy ar. and gu.
^A hand holding a
betw. six billets of the second. Crest

Motto

billet ppr.

betw.

—

—

I

mean

(Ireland).

six

a

a bend chequy or and gu.
second.

the

billet

;

Crest

—A

arm

cubit

—

over the crest this Motto

I

mean

Ar. three roses in fesse gu. betw. six

(Lincolnshire).

Crest

Caley,

or

CayUey

from Norfolk).

originally

(Burderop, co. Wilts,
Quarterly ar. and sa. on a bend

—

A demi lion ramp. ar.
gu. three mullets of the first. Crest
charged with a bend gvL thereon three mullets of the first
holding a battle-axe, handle of the second, head ar. Motto—
CalUde et honeste.
Galleys. Sa. two bars erm. in chief three annulets or.
Oalliling', or Cayling-. Gyronny of eight sa. and erm.
Oallis. Gu. three towers ar. on each a demi lion ramp. or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet a cockatrice's head betw. two

—

wings,

all ppr.

Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils or.
Per pale indented or and gu. a bull pass, counterchanged. Crest On a ducal coronet a sheaf of arrows, and
a serpent entwining them.
Callore. Same Arms within a bordure bezantee.
Callow. Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa. as
many annulets of the field. Crest On a ducal coronet a
peacock ppr.
Callow (Justice of Common Pleas, 1487). Same Arms.

—

—

Callow.

Or, a boar's

head erased

base a cinquefoil

sa. in

—A salamander or, in flames ppr.

Oallrey, or Calney.

Or,

a

two chev. sa.
Gu. a fesse wavy

fesse betw.

(Scotland, Smith's Ordinary).

ar. betw. three fountains.

Crest

—A hand

erect ppr. holding

Oalinady

(Calthorp Hall, co. Norfolk).

—On a mount vert a hawk
Calthrop

(Langdon HaU and Wembury, co. Devon. Visit.
Calmady, in Cornwall). Az. a chev. betw.
or, quartering the ensigns of Steode, Mobeton,
Gateb, Penwabme, Cavil, Nicks, Coubtenat, Shilston,
Gates, Waldo, Potteb, Fitrsland, Pollexfen, &c. Crest
A pegasus sa. hoofed and collared or. Motto Simili fron-

on each

Ar.

f6r»

Crett

beaked and belled or.
Same Anns, Crest, and

cinquefoils gu.

sem^

of crosses crosslet gu. a crescent betw.
three cinquefoils of the last.
Caltoft (Lincolnshire). Gu. three roses ar. Crest A rose
gu. betw. two laurel branches vert.

Caltoft

(Lincolnshire).

Or, three cinquefoils pierced gu.
Caltoft. Sa. crusily ar. three cinquefoils of the last.
Caltoft, or Caltest. Ar. an inescutcheon within an orle
of martlets sa.
Caltoft. Ar. an orle betw. eight cinquefoils in orle sa.
Caltoft (quartered by Loi-d Viscount Chaworth, extinct
1699. Alice, dau. and heir of Sir Johk Caltoft, m. Sir

William Chawobth, living 21 Richard II., 1397. Visit.
an inescutcheon within an orle of ten cinquefoils

Notts). Ar.

Calton

(Babram, co. Cambridge granted 25 June, 1567).
Az. a bend engr. betw. three tuns or, on each an owl ar.
Crest
A boar pass. ar.
Calton (Catsworth, co. Huntingdon). Az. a lion ramp.
reguard. ar. crowned or. Crest
A talbot pass. ar. collared
;

—

—

and lined

Calton

or.

and Edensor, co. Derby, menof gentry temp. Henry VI.). Sa. a saltire

(Calton, in Bakewell

tioned in the list
engr. betw. four crosses crosslet or. (another, the crosses
fitchee).

Crest

Caltnim,
Calts

—A bear

—

—

descit virga metallo.

OcQmady

(quartered by Thomas Pkowze, vintner and
London, grandson of Chbistopheb Pbowze, of
Chagford, co. Cornwall.
Visit. London, 1568).
Same
Arms.
Calne, or Cawne, Soroush of (Wiltshire). Sa. a
tower towered and domed ar. betw. two feathers of the last,
each feather in an escroll or.
citizen of

(originally of Adlington, co. Chester, afterwards of

Walton Lodge, near Preston, co. Lancaster). Az. on a fesse
ar. a beehive surrounded by bees volant in chief on a miU
wheel in base or, a bank of cotton of the field betw. two roses
gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
Crest
A beehive, thereon
perched a dove, wings elevated, holding in the beak a sprig
Industria.
of olive all ppr. Motto
Calston, Ar. a bar gu. in chief two lions ramp, of the last.

—

—

Crest —

Calston. Az. three mullets or, within a bordure ar.
The moon in her complement.
Caltes (Lincolnshire). Ar. three roses in fesse gu. betw.

six

crosses crosslet sa.
(Norfolk).

(Kent).

Az. a lion ramp,

Chequy

pass, ar.

(Milton, co. Bucks).

see

Qaltrym

(CO. Lincoln).

Sa!Jie as

the preceding.

(Ireland).

Ar. three roses gu. betw. nine crosses

crosslet sa.

Sa. three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet ar.
Calveley (Calveley, co. Chester ; represented by the

Capesthome and Calveley). Ar. a fesse gu.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a

betw. three calves sa.

ar.

and

az.

or, a baton erm.
a cross of the second,

fretty of the first.

Calthorp
Calthorp

(Orthonby, co. Norfolk). Erm. a maunch gu.
(Sir Chables Calthobp, Attorney-General for
and afterwards a Justice of the Common Pleas;
knighted 1604). Chequy or and az. a fesse erm.
Calthorpe {Baron CaUlwrpe). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, CalTBObpe chequy or and az. a fesse erm. 2nd and 3rd,
GocoB Gu. on a fesse ar. betw. three boars' heads couped
Crest-—A. boar's head couped at the
or, a lion pass. az.
neck az. bristled and tusked or, betw. two woodmen with
Ireland,

:

;

:

—

On ei'her
clubs over their shoulders, all ppr. Supporters
man ppr., his hair and beard sa. wreathed about
the head and waist with oak leaves vert, fructed or, the
exterior hand holding a club erect gold. JV/o££o—Gradu
aide a wild

Az. a lion ramp, or, depressed by a bend sa.

with an erm. spot ar. at top.
(Stanhoe Hall, co. Norfolk).

of

—

calfs head sa.

Calveley

(Lea, co. Chester, a younger branch of

—

Same Arms and

Calveblet, of Calverley).

Ex caligine
Calverley

Crett.

Motto-

Veritas.

Lancaster, 1613).
Sa. an
inescocheon ar. guttee de poix, within an orle of owls ar.
Crest
A homed owl guttee de poix.
Calverley (co. Devon). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three calves

(Cockerham, co.

—

pass. sa.

Calvert

(quartered by Sir

HabrtVebnet,

Bart., of

Claydon

House, Bucks). Paly of six, erminois and pean, a bend engr.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet ar. two
counterchanged.
spears erect, therefrom two pennons flowing towards the
dexter, one erminois, the other pean.
Calvert (co. Lancaster). Sa. on an inescutcheon within an
Crest An owl ar.
orle of owls ar. three guttes of the field.
guttee sa. (another, the inescutcheon guttee sa.).
Calvert {Lord Baltimore, extinct 1771). Paly of six or and
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet
sa. a bend counterchanged.
or, two staves with pennons fiying to the dexter side, the
Supporters Two leopards
dexter gold, the sinister sa.
Fatti masghii parole femine.
guard, or. Motto
Calvert (Albury Hall, Herts, Hunsdon Hall Place, Bexley,
Kent, and Ockley Court, Surrey). Same Arms and Crest.
Calvey. Sa. a fesse betw. two che> ar.
Calw^odley, or Cadwoodley (Caiwodley, co. Devon,
the heiress, temp. Henry VIII., m. Akundel). Az. a lure
on a fesse gu. three bezants. Crest An antelope pass, per

—

—

—

—

.

—

armed

of the last.
Calybut. Az. a chev. betw. three crosses or.
Sa. a cross pattee fitchee or.
Scotland).
Calzier (Calzler,

pale gu.

and

or,

Paly of six ar. and az.
branches of laurel in orle.

Crest

Camarthen, or Carmarthen
Quarterly, 1st and

Calvelkt

Same as the preceding.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three calves pass. sa.
(Calverley, co. York).
Sa. an inescutcheon
within an orle of owls ar. Crest— A homed owl. Anothtr
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a calfs head erect sa.
Calverley (Oulton Hall, co. York). Same Arms and Crest.
Calverley (The Broad, co. Sussex, and Ewell Castle, Epsom,
CO. Surrey, descended from Edmund, third son of Waltek
of Calveley).

Calverey.
Calverley

Cam.

diverso via una.
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Same Arms.

five bezants.

Davenports

Calthrop

— Victrix

Motto

Calthrop, or Cartharp. Or, a bend az.
CaltofC (Essex and Lincolnshire). Ar three

1620, originally of

Calthorpe.

close ar.

(Gosberton, co. Lincoln).

three pears

Calthorp
Calthorp

2nd and
Starboe.

Calts.

cross natt^e fitchee gu.

Calrow

;

for

ar.,

tunsB sapientia.

Ceilton

g:u-

Callwell

Calthrop

a bend

az.

sa.

Callis.

Callore.

and

—

crosses crosslet sa.

Calley,

a

3rd, barry of eight or

Caltoft.

weU.

Calles

az. a fess erm., for

Motto.

well.

Sa.

of

billets

erect ppr. holding

chequy or and

4th,

Calthrop

well.

Callander
Callander

CAM
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C Ali

centre of the quarters a crescent gu., all within a hordure
compony gu. and ar., for Livinostonb 4th grand quarter,
gyronny of eight sa. and or, a bordure of the second, for
Campbell. Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding a htllet or.

betw. three bears' gambs erased

or,

—A dove

(co.

Kent).

armed gu.

betw. two

Ax. a fesie

AA

A
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Cambeeres, or Chambers

(co.

(of honourable augmentation,
ppr. Crest
Ist
granted to Col. Cameron, 20 May, 1815) A demi Highlander
of the 92nd regiment, wading through water, holding in

Westmoreland). Vert, a

the dexter hand a sword, and in ihe sinister a banner,
thereon the number " 92 " within a wreath of laurel 2nd:
Out of a mural crown or, a dexter arm embowed in armour,
the hand grasping a sword, all ppr. Supporters On either
side a Highlander, in the uniform of the 92nd regiment,
holding in the exterior hand a musket all ppr. Mottoes
Over the first crest: Arriverette; over the second Pro rege
et patria; under the arms Maya.
Cameron (Lakefield, co. Inverness). Ar. three bars gu.
within a bordure engr. az. Crtst A dexter hand grasping
a sword ppr. Motto Pro rege et patria.
(Worcester borne by the descendants of Thomas
Cameron, M.D., of Worcester, d. 1777, son of Rev. John
Camebon, Minister of Callendar, N.B claiming descent
from Lochiel). Ar. three bars gu. a border az. Crest
dexter arm in armour embowed grasping a sword all ppr.
Camery. Or, a bend sa. cottised ar. betw, two boars' heads
couped of the second.
Camfield, or Camfyld (Norfolk). Ar. a fret engr. sa.
Crest Out of a tower a demi lady ppr.

cross erm. on a chief or, a snake nowed ppr.
(Woodford and Clayhall, co. Essex, descended

Cambell
Sir

betw.

fesse

CreU

ogresses.

of London in 1609). Sa.
three lions' heads erased or, as many
head couped per fesse or and az.

—A bear's

muzzled gu.

all

:

—

—

:

(Tilbury, co. Essex). Sa. three bends raguly ar.
on a chief of the second as many Saxon crowns of the first.
Crest A Saxon crown per pale sa. and ar. betw. two wings,

Cam.ber

—

expanded, counterchanged.
Cam.berley (Kent). Ar. two bars

sa.

on a canton

or,

a

fleur-ds-lis gu.

Camberton, or Oam.breton. Sa. three helmets or.
Cambird. Erm. on a bend az. three leopards' heads or.
Camborn, aHas Pajniter (Cornwall). See Paynteb.
Cam.brey.
Cambridg'e

France,

;

from

Thomas Campbell, Lord Mayor

on a

OASC

—

crosses crosslet,

Camas. Ar. on a chev. engr. ga. three
couped of the first.
Camayle. Gu. three lozengto ar.

Ar. three boars' h»ads couped sa.
(London). Az. a cross pattce betw. four

:

—

—

Cameron

;

,

—

swans

ar.

—

Cambridg'e.

Ar. on a pile gu. betw. six crosses formee sa.
Camfield. Ar. fretty sa.
a cross patonce of the field.
Camfield. Ar. a fret engr. sa. on a canton of the last a
of.
Gu. on a fesse arched three
lure of the first.
towers or, all masoned sa. in chief a fleur-de-lis betw. two
Camm. Or, a cross engr. gu. in the first quarter a crescent
roses of the second, in base a river ppr. thereon three
of
the
third.
of the last.
yard
arm
Crest
one
and
A cross gu. charged with a crescent or.
with
mast
each
vessels,
On a mount vert a quadrangular castle with four Cammel. Ar. a chev. betw. three camels sa.
Crest
Cammell (Norton Hall, co. Derby, and Ditcham Park
towers, domed, in front two ports all or, masoned sa.
Hall). See Supplement.
Supporters Two seahorses ppr. linncd and maned or.
Camoys (temp. Henry III. Sir Thomas de Camots, of
Cambridge. Az. a cross patonce betw. four ducks ar.
>>,
Broadwater, co. Surrey, distinguished at Agincourt, was
Cambridg'e. Sa. two bars humett^e ar.
summoned to parhamenl, 7 Hichard II. as Baron Camoys,
Cam.bridge (quartered by Skelington, of Skelington, co.
a title now held by his descendant, the present Lord Camoys).
Leicester. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Sa. three garbs or.
Ar. on a chief gu. three plates.
Cambridg'e, or Cambrig'e. Per pale ar. and sa. a,

Cambridg'e, To'Wti

—

—

—

saltire engr.

counterchanged.

Crest

—A

lion pass, guard,

Cambridge, Pickard-Cambndge (Bloxworth

House,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a pile gu. betw. six

CO. Dorset).

a cross crosslet of the
gyronny of eight az. and

trefoils slipped sa.

Cambbidge
within a bordure

field, for

;

ar.
2nd and 3rd,
erm. on a canton gu. a fleur-de-lis or, for Pickabd. Crests
.^Ist, Cambbidge: A griffin's head erased sa. semee of

mouth a cross botony fitchee, all or;
A Uon sejant ar. charged on the shoulder
2nd, PicKARD
with an erm. spot, and gorged with a collar gemelles sa.,
supporting with the dexter fore paw an escutcheon gu.
trefoils,

the

in

:

charged with a

fleur-de-lis within

Esse quam videri.
Cam.bridge. Per
the

pale sa.

a bordure

and barry of

or.

six,

ar.

Motto

—

and

of

Cambruen. Gu. a saltire vair.
Camburg. Paly of six or and

Camoys. Or, on a chief gu. three bezants.
Camoys, or Camays. Or, a fret gu. on a chief of the
second three bezants.
Crest
A lion's bead erased az. in

—

the

mouth a

Camp.

trefoil slipped vert.

See Campe.
Ar. a fesse

Cam.pain.

Campbell
and

(Lochow

:

sa.

oldest Arms).

on a

fesse gu. three

mullets or.

of. See Pratt.
(William Camden, the author of "Britannia").

Az. a fesse engr. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Or, a fesse engr. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee
sa.
Crest
On a pile or, six estoiles gu.
Camden. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three tortcaux. Crest
cross pattee per pale sa. and erm. betw. two wings counterchanged.
Camdoy. Or, a bend sa. betw. three boars' heads gu.
Camdoy. Ar. a bend cottised gu. betw. three boars' heads
ereci and erased sa.
Camel (bury Pomcroy, co. Devon). Sa. (another, az.) a
camel pass. ar. Crest A camel's head.
Camel, or Cannyll. Az. a falcon volant or.
Camell (Shapwick, co. Dorset, Katbebine, dau. and heir of
John Camell, of that place, to. Edmond Weston, Esq., of
Boston, CO. Lincoln, temp. Henry VII.). Ar. three camels sa.
Camelford (Cornwall). Ar. a camel passing through a
ford of water all ppr.

—

—

—

Camerey, or Camery.
heads couped

Cameron

sa.

armed

Or,

of the

a bend betw. three boars'

field.

(Lochiel, chief of the clan

Cameron

a« recorded, 1796). Gu. two bars or.
Crest
five arrows tied with a band gu.
Supporters

:

arms given

—A

sheaf of
Two savages
wreathed head and middle with oak, each holding in his
exterior hand a. Lochaber axe ppr.
Mottoes
Above the
crest: Unite; under the arms: Pro rege ct patria.
Cameron (Fassifcm, co. Argyll, bart., 1817). Gu. three
bars or, on a bend crra. a sphinx betw. the Bstdge of the
Portuguese Order of the Tower and Sword and the Gold
Medal presented to Col. Camebon by the firand Seignieur, on
a chief embattled a, representation of the town of Aire, in

—

—
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Gyronny

of eight ar.

sa.

Campbell {Dujce of Argyll).

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gyronny
of eight or and sa., for Campbell; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
lymphad, her sails furled and oars in action, all sa. flag and
pennants flying gu., for Lobn. Crest A boar's head couped

—

—

over the crest this motto, Ne obliviscaris. Supporters
lions guard, gu.
Motto Vix ea nostro voco. Note.
Behind the arms are two honourable badges in saltire, viz.,
1st, a baton gu. semee of thistles or, ensigned with imperial
crowns ppr., thereon the crest of Scotland, i.e. a lion sejant
guard, gu. crowned with the like imperial crown, having in
the dexter paw a sword ppr. hilted and pomelled or., in the
sinister a sceptre of the last. The other badge is a sword
The two badges are borne for
ppr. hilt and porael or.
Hereditary Great Master of the King's Household, and
Justice-General of Argyllshire*
Campbell (Glenorchy, Eurl and Marquess of Breadalbane,
Marquisate, extinct 186'2). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gyronny
of eight or and sa., for Campbell; 2nd, or, a fesse chequy
ar. and az., for Stewabt; 3rd ar. a lymphad, her sails furled
and oars in action all sa., for Lobn. Crest A boar's head
erased ppr. Supporters Two stags ppr. attired and ungulcd
.A/o»o^Follow me.
or.
Campbell (Lochnell, the latest cadet of Argyll). Quarterly,
or,

—

—

az.

Camden, llarquess
Cam,den.

See Stonob.
Gu. a cross erm.

Two

first.

Camden

Camoys, Baron.

Camoys (Devonshire).

ppr.

—

—

1st and 4th, gyronny of eight or and sa., for Campbell;
Ci-est
3rd, Lorn, as above.
2nd, ar. a boar's head az.
dexter hand holding a lance bendways ppr. Supportei-s
Dexter, a lion guard, ppr. ; sinister, a swan ppr. Motto

——

;

—

Audacesjuvo.
Campbell (Cawdor, 1672). Quarterly, Ist, ar. a hart's
head cabosscd sa. attired gu., for Caldeb; 2nd, gyronny of
3rd, ar. a lymphad oars in
eight or and sa., for Campbell
action sa., for Lobn; 4th, or, on a fcss az. three buckles of
the field. Crest A swan ppr. crowned or. Supporters
Motto— Be mindful.
lion guard, gu., and a hart ppr.
Campbell {Earl Cawdor). Quarterly, Ist, or, a hart's
bead cabossed sa. attired gu., for Caldeb; 2nd, gyronny of
eight or and sa., for Campbell; 3rd, ar. a lymphad oars in
4th, per fess az. and gu. a cross or,
action sa., for Lorn
;

—

—

;

for I>ORT.

Crest

— A swan ppr.

gu. and a hart ppr.
and. Be mindful.

Mottoes

—

Supporters A lion guard,
cantabit moricns;

—Candidas

AA
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Oaxnpbell

(Moy, co. Elgin). Quarterly, as Cawdor, 1672,
Cre^t
A swan rising and
all within a bordure engr. or.
crowned ppr. Motto— Be ever mindful.
^Campbell (John Hooke Campbell, of Bangeston, Lyon,
King of Arms, 1754-1766). Quarterly, 1st, Caldeb; 2nd,
Campbell; 3rd, Lorn all as in the last; 4th, quarterly, sa.
and ar. a cross counterquartered betw. four escallops all
counterchanged, for Hooke. Crest
A swan gorged with a
ducal coronet ppr. Supporters Two lions gu. Motto— Be
mindful.
Campbell (Ardchattan ; a cadet of Cawdor). Quarterly, 1st
and 4tb, Campbell; 2nd, Caldeb; 3rd, Lobm, all within a
bordure gu. charged with eight crescents ar.
Crest
Bwan with wings elevated ar., on his head an eastern crown
Supporters Dexter, a stag reguard. sa. attired gu. and
or.
gorged with a ducal coronet or; sinister, a lion guard, gu.
gorged with a mural crown or. Motto Be mindful.
Campbell (Ottar, descended of Thomas, second son of 1st
Earl of Argyll). Gyronny of eight erm. and sa. Crest—
hand in pale holding a dirk erect ppr. Motto— Vto patria
semper.
•Campbell (Smiddy green, descended from Ottar). Gyronny
of eight erm. and sa., on the last four stars ar.
Campbell (Mochaster, co. Perth, cadet of Glenorchy,
whose descendant succeeded as 4th Earl and 1st Marquess of
Breadalbane). Quarterly, as Earl of Breadalbane, within a
bordure invecked sa. Crest A boar's head erased chequy
or and sa. Motto Sequor.
Campbell (Glenfalloch, co. Perth, cadet of Glenorchy, whose
descendant succeeded as 6th Earl of Breadalbane). Quarterly,
as Earl of Breadalbane, with a hunting horn sa. garnished
gu. in the centre of the quarters. Crest A man's heart
transpierced with a dart ppr. Motto Thus farr.
Cam.pbell (Lochdochart, «:o. Perth, cadet of Glenorchy).
Quarterly, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, as Earl of Breadalbane : ith,
or, a lion ramp, gu., for M'Intosh.
Cnsl A boar's head
erased ppr. Motto— Recta, sequor.
Campbell (Auchlyne, cadet of Glenorchy). Quarterly, 1st,
2nd, and 4th, as Earl of Breadalbane; 3rd, per fess ar. and
vert three unicorns' heads couped sa. and ar. guttle gii. all

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

armed

or, for

Campbell

Goodlet.

cadet of Glenorchy).
Quarterly, as Earl of Breadalbane, with a mullet or, in the
centre of the quarters.
Motto Follow me.
Campbell (Finnall, co. Perth, 1700, cadet of Monzie. of
which it became the representative). Quarterly, as Earl of
Breadalbane, en surtout the arms of the Scots African huu
Indian Company, viz., Az. a St. Andrew's cross cantoned
betw. a shipinfidl sail in chief, a Peruvian sheep in base, a
camel pass, in the dexter flank both loaded, and an elephant
in the sinister flank with a tower on his back all ppr.
Crest
A soldier in armour from the middle upwards,
brandishing a drawn sword in his right hand all ppr., and
sustaining on his left arm a shield az. charged with a
(Monzie,

co.

Perth,

—

—

tmicom's head couped ar. homed and maned or.
Supporters
Dexter, a naked Indian wreathed round the middle
with linen, holding in his dexter hand a bow bent, with a
quiver of arrows hanging at his back ppr.
sinister, a
Spaniard in his proper habit ppr. Motto Quid non pro
patria, above the crest; and, Qua panditur orbis, on a. compartment in which is represented the sun rising ppr.

—

;

—

Campbell

(Barcaldine, co. Argyll).

Quarterly, as

—

Sari of

Breadalbane, within a bordure vair. Crest A man in the"
Highland garb holding in his dexter hand a dirk ppr.
Motto Paratus sum.
Campbell (Barcaldine and Glenure, bart, 1831). Quarterly,
1st, gyronny of eight or and sa., on a canton ar. a bend sa.
betw. a unicorn's head in chief and a cross crosslet fitchee
in base gu. 2nd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar., for Stewabt
3rd, ar. a lymphad sails furled and oars in action sa., for
Lohm; 4th, gyronny of eight or and sa., on a canton gu. two
bars or, all within a bordure quarterly or and sa. Crest
man in the Highland garb holding in his dexter hand a claymore and on his sinister arm a target all ppr. Supporters
A leopard and a stag both ppr. Motto Paratus sum.
Campbell-Davis. See Davis.
Campbell (Achalader, bart. 1815, recorded for Sir Alexander
Campbell, 1st bart., now represented by his heir of hne.
Sir Alexander Cockbobn -Campbell, Bart.). Quarterly, as
Earl of Breadalbane, on a chief ar. the representation of a
rock superinscribed "Gibraltar," betw. the silver medal
presented him by the Government of India forSeringapatam,
pendent by a ribbon gu., and the gold medal for Talavcra.
Supporters Dexter, a grenadier of the 74th Foot habited
and accoutred ppr. bearing a banner ar. charged with a
feste gu. inscribed "Seringapatam," in gold; sinister, a
grenadier of the ith Fusiliers habited and accoutred ppr.,

—

;

;

—

—

—
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•bearing a banner az. charged with a fesse gu. inscribed
" Talavera," in gold. Motto Without fear.
Caiupbell (Glenlyon, co. Perth, represented by Francis
Garden Campbell, of Troup and Glenlyon, as heir of line).
Quarterly, as Earl of Breadalbane, in the centre of the
quarters a man's heart gu. crowned or. Crest
A demi lion
ppr. with a collar gyronny of eight or and sa., and holding
in his dexter paw a heart crowned as in the arms. Motto
Quae recta sequer.

—

—

—

Campbell
Bart.,

(General Sir Archibald Campbell, G.C.B.,
1831, grandfather of present Sir Archibald Ava

Same Arms; on a

Campbell).

mount

chief ar. a

vert

"Ava" in letters of gold, thereon a Burmese
stockade ppr. betw. a representation of the gold cross and
clasp conferred on him for his services in the Peninsular
War, on the dexter pendent from a ribbon gu. fimbriated
az., and on the sinister pendent from a ribbon az. the badgr?
of the Portuguese Order of the Tower and Sword.
First
inscribed

CreH— On a mount vert a Burmese warrior on horseback
armed and accoutred ppr. Second Crest Issuing from an
eastern crown or, a demi lion ppr. supporting with his
dexter paw a man's heart gu. crowned or. ATo^o— Perseverantia victor.

—

Cam.pbell

(Lawers, co. Perth, descended from a son by his
fourth marriage of the first Laird of Glenorchy. The representative m. the heiress of Loudoun and was made Earl of

Loudoun in 1633. Lawers went for a time to a younger
whom was Sir James Campbell, of Lawers, Lyon
King of Arms under Cromwfll). Gyronny of eight or an.l
sa. a bordure vair.
Crest
A boar's head erected and erased
branch of

— Fac et spera.

—

Motto

or.

Campbell

(Clathick, descended from Lawers, represented
a.s heir of line). As Lawers,

by CoLQDBOUN, of Killermount,
a crescent

Same

ar. in fess point for diff.

Crest

and Motto.

Campbell

(Aberuchill, CO. Perth, bart., cadet of Lawers).
Quarterly, a? Earl of Breadalbane, all within a bordure enn.
Crest

—A lion guard, gu. crowned

with laurel, in his dexter

paw a sword

ppr. billed and pommelled or, and in his
a dag or Highland pistol ppr. Sup/iorttrs Two
bloodhoimds guard, ppr. collared and leashed or. Motto

—

sinister

—

Sequitur victoria forteis.
Campbell (Park, cadet of Lawers). Gyronny of eight or
and sa. a bordure engr. az. charged with eight buckles of
the first.
Crc%t
A boar's head erected and erased or,

—

langued az.

Campbell

Motto

— Fac et spera.

(Possil, co.

eight or and

sa.

Lanark, cadet of Park).

embattled az. charged with eight buckles of the
and Motto as Park.

Campbell

Gyronny of

in chief a mullet counterchanged

a bordure

first.

Crei>t

Dumbarton). Gyronny of eight
or and sa. in chief a mullet counterchanged a bordure
embattled vert charged with eight buckles of the first.
Same Crest and Motto.
(Colgrain, co.

Campbell

(Auchinbieck, co. Argyll, bart., 1628). Gyronny
and sa. a bordure compony erm and vert, dtst
A dexter hand holding a spur or. Motto Forget not.
Campbell (Craigic, co. Ayr). Quarterly. 1st and 4th.
gyronny of eight or and sa., 2nd, ar. a horse "s hcatl and
neck couped sa. bridled gu.: 3rd, ar. a fesse gu., the
whole within a bordure compony vert and purp. Crest
dexter hand and arm couped at the elbow erect ppr. holdini^
a spur or. Motto Forget me not.
Cazapbell (Ardkinglas, co. Argyll, early cadet of Lochow,
bart., 1679, represented by Callander of Craigforth and
Ardkinglas as heir of line the heir-male understood to be
Campbell of Peaton). Gyronny of eight sa. and or, a
bordure of the second. Crest A galley oars in action ppr.
Motto Set on.
Campbell (Lix, co. Argyll, cadet of Ardkinglas). Gyronny
of eight sa. and ar. a bordure engr. quarterly or and az.
Crest
^A
charged with eight buckles counterchanged.
of eight or

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

boar's head couped ppr.

Motto

—

— Deo volente.

Campbell

(Ardentinny, co. Argyll, cadet of Ardkinglas).
Gyronny of eight sa. and or, a bordure o.' the first charged
with eight crescents of the second. Crest Two oars of a.

—

—

Motto Terra mare fide.
galley in saltire ppr.
(Auchawillig, cadet of Ardentinny).

Caxapbell

Gyronny

of eight sa. and or, a bordure of the second charged with
eight crescents of the first. Crest Two oars of a galley in
Motto Armis et fide.
saltire ppr.
Campbell (Indian and Dunoon, co. Argj'll, cadet of
Auchawillig). Gyronny of eight sa. and or, a bordure engr.
of the second charged with eight crescents of the first.

—

Crest

—^Two

—

oars of a galley in saltire ppr.

—Vis et

Motto

fides.

Campbell

(Phiup Abthiir Ple^tell Bodverie Campbell.
Quarterly. 1st and 4Ut, grand quarters

of Dunoon, 1869).

—

A
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astbe last; 2ncl and 3rd, grand quarters counterquartered,
Irtand 4th, per fesse or and ar. an eagle displ. with two
heads sa., on the breast an inescutcheon gu. charged with a
bend vair, for Bodvebie 2nd and 3rd, ar. a bend sa. gultee
d'eaa betw. two crows sa. a chief chequy or and of the
Orestg—Two oars of a gaUey in
third, for Plkibell.
altire ppr., for Campbell a demi eagle displ. with two
beads sa. ducaUy gorged or, and charged on the breast with
a cross crosslet ar., for Bocvebie. Mottoes Vis et fides, for
Cakpbell; Patria cara carior libertas, for BonvBBiE.
;

;

—

Gyronny of
(Skipness, cadet of Ardentinny).
eight sa. and or, a bordure indented of the first charged with
^Two oars of a galley
eight crescents of the second. Crest
in saltire ppr. Motto Terra mare fide.
(Shawfleld and Islay). Gyronny of eight or and

Campbell

—

—

Campbell

M. a bordure engr. of the first charged with eight crescents
Crest—A griffin erected holding the sun
ot the second.
Supporters Two lions reguard.
within his forepaws ppr.
ppr. Motto— FiduB amicus.
Campbell (Blythswood, co. Renfrew). Quarterly, Ist and
4th, gyronny of eight or and sa., each charged with a tre2nd and 3rd, ar. a lymphad
foil slipped counterchanged
A ship at anchor ppr. Motto Vincit labor.
Crest
sa.
Campbell (Carrick). Gyronny of eight sa. and or, a bordure invecked of the first charged with eight crescents of

—

;

—

Motto

the second.

—

— Set on.

Campbell

(Barbreck, co. Argyll, from a younger son of
CoLUJ Campbell, of Lochow, King Robert Brace's
nephew). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gyronny of eight or and
sa. 2nd, ar. a broad sword in bend gu. hilted sa.; 3rd, ar.
a castle triple towered sa.; on an escutcheon of pretence sa.
a boar's head erased or, a crescent ar. in chief. Crest
Uon's head affrontee ppr. Motto I bear in mind.
Sir

;

—

—

Campbell

cadet of Barbreck).
Quarterly, Ist, 2nd, 3rd, and escutcheon of pretence, as the
last; 4th, ar. a ship in full sail ppr. in a sea undy vert, all
within a bordure ar. Crest and Motto, as Barbreck.
Campbell (Succoth, hart. 180S). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Hallyards,

co.

Perth,

Ijyronny of eight engr. or and sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion
ar. within a bordure compony of the second and first,
Crest
A camel's head couped ppr. Supfor Wallace.
porters
A lion guard, and a savage wreathed head and
Motto—Lsibore et
middle with oak leaves, both ppr.
;

ramp.

—

—

perseverantia.
A shield gyronny of
(Craignish, co. Argyll).
eight or and sa. suspended from the mast of a lymphad sa.
Crest
A boar's head erased ppr. Motto Fit via vi.
Campbell (Invemeil, co. Argyll, hart. 1818, title extinct on
death of first bart.).
As Craignish, with a bordure az.
Creit
A boar's head erased ppr. Motto Fit via vi.
Campbell-Mclver (Lergahonzie and Asknish, co. Argyll).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th. grand quarters, quarterly, 1st and
2nd, ar. a dexter hand
4tb, gyronny of eight or and sa.
couped in fesse grasping a dagger in pale gu.; 3rd, ar. a

Campbell

—

—

—

—

,

and oars in action sa. 2nd and 3rd,
grand quarters, quarterly or and gu. a bend sa., for McIvee.
Crest A boar's head couped or.
Supporters Two leopards
guard, ppr. collared az. with chains thereto afBxed passing
betw. their forelegs and reflexed over their backs or. Motto

lymphad

sails furled

;

—

—

— Nunquam

obliviscar.

Campbell

(Duchernan, co. Argyll, and Quoycrook, co.
by Dr. P.C.Campbell, principal of
Aberdeen University).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, grand
Quarters, as in the last; 2nd and 3rd, grand quarters
quarterly or and gu. on a bend sa. three cross crosslets ar.
CreH and Motto, as the last.
Additional motto below the
shield
Per crucem ad lucem.
Campbell (Capt. John Campbell, Madras N.I., descended
of Clenary, co. Perth, a cadet of Lergahonzie, 1873).
Caithness, represented

—

Quarterly,

and

3rd,

and

gyronny of eight or and sa.; 2nd
quarterly or and gu. a bend sa., all within a
Ist

4th,

bordure ar. charged with six crosses moline az.
dexter hand couped in fesse grasping a dagger gu.
I

Crest

—

Motto—

forget not.

Campbell

sa.,

—

gu. a leopard's face ppr. Crest
A boar's head couped ppr.
Motto— I will not forget.
Campbell (Invcrawc, co. Argyll). Gyronny of eight or and
sa. a bordure wavy az. charged with eight salmon naiant ar.

—A

hart's

head ppr.

Campbell

(Olcnfeochan, co. Argyll). Gyronny of eight or
and sa. in the dexter chief point a boar's head erased of the
Mcond, and in the sinister base a salmon naiant az. Crest
A Htag'i head ppr. Mottoes Mar bu mhiann dom and

—

—

;

Kortitudino et prudentia.

Oampb«ll

(Duntruon, co. Argyll).
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gyronny of eight or and sa. 2nd, ar. a galley oars in action
sa. surmounted of a boar's head erased or 3rd, az. a tower ar.
masoned sa. all within a bordure erm. C(e«<— Issuing out
of the top of a tower two arms drawing an arrow in a bow
;

;

all

Afofto— Agite pro viribus.

ppr.

Campbell (DunstafTnage, co.

Argyll, bart., 1836). Quarterly,

a castle triple-towered ar. masoned sa. standing on a
rock ppr., doors and windows gu., on the top of the middle
tower a cock, and on each of the others an eagle or 2nd,
gyronny of eight or and sa. 3rd, or, a fesse chequy az. and
4th, gu. a boar's head cabossed or, betw. a crescent and
ar.
a spur-rowel ar. in fess. Crest An anchor in pale az.
Motto
Vigilando.
Campbell (Loudoun, co. Ayr, hereditary sheriffs of Ayr,
Lord Campbell, of Loudoun, 1601). Gyronny of eight erm.
1st, az.

;

;

;

—

—

and gu.

Campbell

(Sari of Loudoun, 1633. The 1st earl was Sir
John Campbell, of Lawers, husband of the heiress of
Gyronny of eight erm. and gu.
Loudoun).
Cr it An

—

eagle with two necks displ. gu. in a flame of fire ppr.
Supporters Dexter, an armed man bearing a pick on his
shoulder ppr. sinister, a lady richly attired with a signet

—

;

Motto— l byde my tyme.
her sinister hand ppr.
Cam.pbell (Cessnock, co. Ayr cadet of Loudoun). Gyronny
of eight or and sa. a bordure gu. charged with eight escallops
of the first, a canton gyronny of eight erm. and gu. Oe«£—
A phoenix's head erased or. Motto—Coixsta.nter et prudenter.
Campbell (Purves Hall, co. Berwick, bart., 1665, borne by
letter in

;

Hdgh Hcme-Campbell,

Quarterly, 1st grand
ramp. ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar.
three popinjays vert.
2nd grand quarter, gyronny of
eight or and sa. within a bordure gu. charged with eight
escallops of the first, a canton gyronny of eight of the third
and erm. 3rd grand quarter, az. on a fesse betw. three
mascles ar. as many cinquefoils of the first.
4th grand
quarter, quarterly, 1st and 4th, three piles engr. az., 2nd
and 3rd, ar. a cross engr. az. over all en surtout, an
inescutcheon ar. charged with an orange, slipped and
imperially crowned all ppr.
Crest
A dexter arm issuing
from a heart, and grasping a scimitar all ppr. Supporters
Mottoes:
over the crest
reguard.
ar.
Two lions ramp,
True to the end under the arms Fides probata coronal.
Cam.pbell (Glassnock, co. Ayr). Gyronny of eight or and
sa. a bordure engr. gu. charged with eight escallops of the
first.
Crest A phoenix's head couped ppr. Jfo«o— Constans
Sir

quarter, 1st

and

Bart.).

4th, vert, a lion

;

—

—

—

;

—

et prudens.

Campbell

(Auchmannoch,

co.

Ayr, 1844).

Gyronny

of

eight erm. and gu. in middle chief a covered cup or, in base
a hunting horn stringed of the last a canton, quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. on a fesse az. three stars of the second; 2nd
and 3rd, az. three garbs or, a crescent erm. in chief. Crest
;

—

A two-headed eagle displ.
I byde my tyme.
Campbell (Catrine,

gu. in a flame of

fire or.

Motto—

The same, within a
1854).
and Motto.
Campbell fSkeldon, co. Ayr). Gyronny of eight erm. and
The wings of an
gu. a bordure chequy or and sa. Creat
Ulterius et meUus.
eagle conjoined j'pr. Motto
Campbell (Barbieston, co. Ayr). Gyronny of eight erm.
Crest
A hand and arm
and gu. a bordure wavy vert.
holding a dagger with the sun above in his splendour, all
Honore et armis.
ppr. Motto
Campbell (Netherplace, co. Ayr). Gyronny of eight erm.
and gu. on each gyron a bezant. Crest A hand issuant,
from a cloud holding a signet letter ppr. Motto Optim©
quod opportune.
bordure

or.

Same

co. Ayr,

Crest

—

—

—

—

—

Campbell

(Waterhaughs,
waved erm. and gu. Motto

Campbell
terly, 1st,

co.

—Tandem

—

Gyronny of eight

Ayr).

licet sero.

(Skerrington, co. Ayr, as recorded 1760).
Quarsa.
2nd, az. three cross

gyronny of eight or and

crosslets fltchee issuant out of as

;

many

crescents ar., for

heads erased ar. betw. a
lance issuing out of the dexter and a Lochaber axe issuing
sinister
base
both
erect
in
pale of the second 4th,
of
the
out
gyronny of eight erm. and gu. Cre-H A dexter hand and
arm in armour holding a garland of laurel all ppr. Mottoes
Campi fere praemia beUi, and Wisdom's beginning is
God's fear.
Campbell (Gargunnock, co. StirUng). Gyronny of eight
erm. and gu. each of the last charged with a bee volant en
CreH—A stork ppr. Motto Refero.
arrien-e ar.
Campbell (Balgairsho, co. Forfar). Gyronny of eight erm.
and gu. a bordure engr. of the second, charged with eight
Crest
An eagle displ. with two heads gu.
crescents ar.
Motto— Leate sed
issuing out of a flame of fire ppr.
opportune.

Cathcakt:

3rd, az. three boars'

;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, quarterly or and

(Ballochyle, co. Argyll).

gyronny of eight or and

Crest

c

Quarterly, Ist and 4th,

—

—

—

—

Caiapbell {Baron

Stratheden

and

Campbell).

Gyronny of

A\

AK

C

—

—

—

—

aperte.
Clyde). Or, on a fess gu. a mural crown
On a mural crown a swan sa. Supporters
the 42nd Foot and a soldier of the 93rd Foot,
each habited, accoutred, and holding in the exterior hand a
musket ppr. Motto— Be mindful.
Campbell (Carnckboy, Ireland, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gyronny of eight sa. and or, on a canton az. a bear's
head couped ar. muzzled gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lymphad
sailed furled and oars in action sa. Crest
On the points of
an eastern crown a boar's head couped or.
Motto Ne

of the

(Baron
Crest

field.

—A soldier of

—

;

—

—

Campbell (Tillechewan,

co.

Gyronny of eight
a lymphad sails furled,

Dumbarton).

or and sa. on a chief invecked ar.
and oars in action betw. two hunting-horns stringed all of
the second. Crest
A boar's head erased ppr. Motto Ne

—

—

obliviscaris.

Campbell (Stracathrow, co. Forfar).
diflF.

Same

Crest

The same, with the chief

and Motto.
(Hunton Court).

Campbell-Bannermaii

Campbell (Culreath,

1835).
Gyronny of eight or and sa. on
a bordure embattled vert three elephants' heads erased ar.
Crest
A boar's head couped or.

—

Campbell

(Cammo, co. Edinburgh). Gyronny of eight or
on a chief az. a lymphad sails furled, and oars
in action betw. two mullets of the first.
Crest
A boar's
head erased sa. 3/o«o^Follow me
Oampe (London). Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads
erased or (another, ar.).
Crest
A griffin's head erased
ducally gorged, and holding in the mouth a branch of laurel
sa.

—

—

all

ppr.

Camperdo"Bini, Earl of. See Ddncan.
Camperney, or Campney. Ar. a bend masculy

gu.
Per fesse or and az. the head, neck, and
shoulders of a woman, in full front ppr. crowned with an
antique crown of the first.

Campidon.

Campion

(Witham, co. Essex, and London). Ar. a chev.
betw. three talbots' heads erased sa.
Crest—Out of a ducal
coronet or, a talbot's head sa.

Campion, or Campyon
an eagle

displ. or.

Crest

(London).

Ar. on a chief gu.

—A turkey in pride ppr.

comb and

or,

a

(Danny, co. Sussex). Same Arms and Crest.
(London). Az. fretty of eight erm. on a canton

fleur-de-lis gu.

Campleshon.
in chief

Ar. a fesse az. fretty or, betw. a lion pass,
crosslet fitchee in base gu.
Az. three arrows barbed and feathered on a
three blackamoors' heads ppr.
Gu. a pelican in her piety ar. on a chief az. a

and three crosses

Camplin.
chief or,

Camus.

fleur-de-Us or.

Camvlle, or Camville

Elizabeth, dau.
(co. Warwick.
and heiress of Galfbidds Cahville, great grandson of
William De Camville, Lord of Seckiiigdon and Arrovj, m.
RoBEBT BuBDETT, who d. 1633. Visit. Warwick). Az. three
lions pass, in pale ar.

Camvile.

Az. three lions ramp, (another, pass, in pale) ar.
Crest— Oa a mount a leopard sejant ppr.
Cam.vile. "Vert, an eagle displ. (another, with two heads)
or.

Camvill,

(Cancefield, co. Lancaster).

Or, three bars go.

a canton erm.

Cancelor, or Cancellor. Lozengy

or and sa. Creit ^An
arm couped at the shoulder resting on the elbow supporting
a flag displ. az charged with a crescent ar.

Candall.

Or, a cross vert.
(Hampshire). Chequy or and gu. on a bend engr.
guard, of the first.
Candeler (Visit. London, 1568). Ar. three pellets in bend
coltised sa. betw. two pellets.
Crest— A goat's head couped

Candeler

sa. three lions pass,

sa. attired ar.

Candell

(co. Wexford).
Ar. a fret gu. over all on a fess sa.
three estoiles or (another, estoiles ar.).
Candisll (Suffolk). Ar. three piles wavy, two in chief
and one in base gu. Crest An ostrich's head az. gorged

—

with a collar

Candish.

sa.

rimmed

or,

and charged with three bezants.

Sa. three crosses botton^e fitchee or.

Candishe
Candishe

(co. Cnester).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. tail forked.
(Suffolk).
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three cups uncovered (another, covered) ar. Crest— A wolf's head couped

az. collared or.

Candisbe. Gu.
Candishe. Sa.

three piles wavy ar. Same Crest.
three crosses crosslet or (another,

Candler
heads

(Suffolk).

ar.

Erm. on a

tlw

collared gu.

Crest

fesse engr. sa. three fishes'

—An

eagle rising reguard.

ppr.

Candler

(exempUfied Sept. 1838, to William Helsham, Esq.,
of Kilkenny, on his assuming by royal licence the surname

and arms of Cakdleb only). Quarterly, or and az. per fess
indented in the first quarter a canton gu. Crest An angel
affronte habited az. girded and winged or, holding in the
dexter hand a flaming sword ppr., and in the sinister a

—

vert.
Motto Ad mortem fidelis.
Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three torteaux.
Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two, and one.

palm branch

Candray.
Candrey.

—

Cane.

Sa. abend or, betw. three bezants.
Crest
A humaa
heart gu. eharged with a cinquefoil or.
Or, on a chief gu. two plates.
Caney. Az. three Uons pass, in pale ar.
Caneys. Gu. a cross erm.
Canfield (co. York). Sa. a fret engr. and in the dexter chief
corner a cinquefoil ar.
Canfield. Ar. fretty sa.
Canliam. Gu. a cross lozengy erm. betw. four pelicans*
heads erased or. Crest Two palm branches in orle ppr.
Canhanser. Sa. an eagle's leg in pale erased a la quise ar.
armed gu.
Canhey. Ar. on a bend gu. three magpies ppr.
Cankepene. Gu. six plates, three, two, and one.
Cankrien (Hull). Erm. a saltire az. in chief a rose and in
base a fleur-de-hs, in each flank a lion ramp, facing the exterior of the shield gu
Crest A demi lion ramp, holding
betw. the paws a plummet.
(Crompton Greenfield, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct,

Canes.

—

—

Cann

wattle gu.

Campion
Campion

Ar. a chev. betw. three con-

gers' heads erased gu.

Cancefield

—

See Banneb-

HAS.

and

Canbroke, or Canbrook.

crosses fitchee).

obliviscaris.

engr. for

CAN
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eight or and sa. within a liordure engr. quarterly or and
Crest
&z. charged with eight buckles count^rchanged.
boar's head erased gyronny of eight or and sa. Supporters,
On either side a buck ar. attired and
as Lord Stratludeii
hoofed or, that on the dexter gorged with a collar compony
gu. and of the second, therefrom pendent an escutcheon
gyronny of eight or and sa., and that on the sinister gorged
with a collar therefrom pendent an escutcheon gold, charged
with three chaplets of laurel, two and one, ppr. Supporters,
On either side a lion guard, gu., that on
as Lord Campbell
the dexter gorged with a collar or, pendent therefrom an
escocheon az. charged with a saltire ar., and that on the
sinister gorged with a wreath of shamrocks ppr. pendent
therefrom an escutcheon or and gu. Motto Audacter et

Campbell

;

Gu. three

Camville

fusils ar.

(Lord Camville, Gboffbby Db Camville was
summoned to Parliament 1295 to 1307, in abeyanca since
Vert three lions pass. ar. armed and langued gu.
1311).
Camville (Staffordshire). Az. three lions pass, guard, or.
Canary
Ar. a cross
(incorporated in 1664).
gu. on a chief az. a lion pass, guard, or, betw. two bunches
of grapes erect, stalked and leaved of the last. Crest—
mountain as representing the Peak of Teneriffe ppr. SupporTwo falcons with wings endorsed or, belled of the last.
ters
Canbroke. Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads oonped
gu.

Company

—
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descended from William Cann, Mayorof Bristol, in 1648,
az. fretty ar. a fesse gu.
his eldest son. Sir Robest
Cann, created a baronet in 1662, had an addition to his
arms from Sir Edward Walker, Garter, viz. three leopards'
faces or, on the fesse).
Az. fretty ar. on a fesse gn.
three leopards' faces or. Crest—Out of a mural coronet or,

who bore

;

a plume of five ostrich feathers ar.
(Skodlding-Cann, Gilston, co. Herts, exemplified
to John Fkedebick Skodlding, Esq., on his taking the
additional surname of Camn by royal licence, 29 Nov. 1866).
1st and 4th, gu. fretty ar. on a fesse of the last, a rose betw.
two leopards' faces of the first, for Cann. 2nd and 3rd, per
chev. ar. and az. in chief two towers sa. and in base a
shipundersailof the first, for Skoulding. Crests
1st, Caiih:
Out of the battlements of a tower ppr. a rose gu. slipped and
leaved ppr. betw. four feathers gu. and ar. and ar. and gu.
2nd, Skoulding: An owl ar. collared sa. holding in the
dexter claw a thistle slipped ppr. Motto Perimus Ucitis.
Cann (Cornwall). Gu. a cross ar. Crest Betw. two wings

Cann

—

—

—

conjoined a cross crosslet fitchee.

Cann.
Cann.

Ou. a cross engr.

or.

Az. fretty ar. a fesse gu. Crest— Out of a mural
coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers ar.
Canne. Ar. on a chev. gu. two couple closes or.
Canneton. Ar. seven cannets sa. three, three, and one.
Canning' (Foxcote, co. Warwick. A very ancient family of
which the noble families of Canning, Gabvagh, and StkatFOBD De Redcliffe are junior branches. Allowed by
Brooke, York Herald). Ar. three negroes' heads sidefaced,
cooped at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples of tto

A

flrst

and

ar.

holding in the

paw

a battle-axe ppr.
Cannine: <Foxcote, co. Warwick, and Hartpury, co. Glouthe senior heiress and representative Mabia,
cester;
elder dau. of Kobebt Canning, Esq., of Foxcote, 7)i.
1848, Patrick lioBEBT Gobdon, Esq., Capt. 7§th Highlanders, who assumed by royal Ucence the additional surname and arms of Canning). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Cann-

dexter

fso, ar. three negroes' heads couped ppr. wreathed about
the temples of the first and sa. and for distinction a cross
crosslet in chief of the last. 2nd and 3rd, az. on a cher.

a stag's head erased
demi lion ramp. ar. holding

erm. betw. three boars' heads erased
gu.

Crests

—

1st,

Canning

:

A

or,

in the dexter paw a battle-axe ppr.
Motto
stag's head erased ppr.

Gobdon

2nd,

;

—Dum

the Crest,

:

A

vigilo tutus; over

By dand.

—

;

—

;

—

sed contra.

Canning: {Baron

Garvagh). Quarterly of six, 1st and 6th,
ar. three Moors' heads in profile, couped ppr., wreathed
about the temples of the first aad az., for Canning; 2nd,
gu. three spear heads erect in fesse ar., for Salmon
3rd, sa. a goat sahent ar., for Marshall; 4th, bendy ar.
and az. a bordure gu., for Newbdbgh 5th, per pale ar.
and sa. a fesse nebuly betw. three grifBns' heads erased
within a bordure engr. all counterchanged, for Spencer.
Crests
1st
A demi lion ramp, erm., holding in his paws a
2nd A demi griffin segreant sa. beaked and
battle axe ppr.
legged or; 3rd A demi lion ramp, ar., holding in his dexter
paw an arrow pointing downwards or, feathered ar. SupDexter, a griffin reguard. wings expanded az.
poirteri
guttce d'or, beaked and legged of the last sinister, an
eagle reguard. wings expanded sa. beaked and legged or.
Motto Ne cede mahs sed contra.
;

;

:

;

:

:

—

;

—

Canning'

Quarterly, Ist
Viscount Stratford Ue RedcUffe).
and 4th, ar. three Moors' heads couped in profile ppr. wreathed
2nd, gu. three
round the temples of the first and az.
apear heads palewise in fesse ar. 3rd, gu. a goat salient or.
A demi lion ramp. ar. charged with three trefoils
Crest
vert, holding in the dexter paw an arrow point downwards.
{

;

;

—

—

Supporters Two lions ar. collared or, on the shoulder of
each a shield, charged with three trefoils. Motto Ne cede

—

malis sed contra.

Canning, De Borgli-Canning:
carde).

I'eopards'

Crest— A leopard's face

faces jessant-de-lis or.

gu. jesaant-de-lis or.

Cantelcw
Oest

Ar. three wolves' heads couped sa.

(Ireland).

— A demi bull per pale or and az.

Cantelo-w, or Cantelupe

Gu. a bend betw.

(co. Salop).

three fleurs-de-lis ar. (another, or).

Cantelow, or Cantelupe. Erm. on

a chev. gu. three

leopards' heads jcssant-de-lis or.

Cantelo'w.

Erm. a chev. gu.

Cantelow, or Cantelupe.

Az. a bend erm. betw. three

leopards' heads or, jessant-de-lis gu.

Cantelupe

William de Cantelupe,

Knt., of Aston
Cantelupe, co. Warwick, sheriff of Worcester, temp. King
John). Gu three fleurs-de-lis or.
Cantelupe. Az. a fesse gu. betw. three leopards' heads
(Sir

jessant-de-lis or.

(Earl Canning, extinct 1862). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. three Moors' heads couped in profile ppr., wreathed
round the temples of the first and az. ; 2nd, gu. three spear
heads paleways in fess ar. 3rd, gu. a goat salieat or. Crest
demi lion ramp. ar. charged with three trefoils vert, holding
in the dexter paw an arrow pheoned and flighted ppr. shaft or.
isiipporters Dexter, a lion ar. charged on the shoulder with
three trefoils slipped vert, and holding in the sinister paw an
arrow point downwards sinister, a cormorant, holding in its
Motto Ne cede malis
beak a branch of laver all ppr.

Canning'

—

CAP
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c Air
Crest— A. demi lion ramp.

sa.

X

(Mar<iuess of Clanri-

See Bubke.

Cannings.

Ar. on a chief gu. three plates
Cannock (co. Lincoln). Erm. a fret gu. on a chief of the
second three annulets ar. Crest A demi buck couped ar.
attired and ducally gorged or, one foot resting on the

—

Cantelupe

(Bishop

of Worcester,

Az. three

1230-66).

leopards' heads inverted jessant-de-lis or

Canterbury, Viscount. See Mannebs-Sctton.
Canterbury, Archbishopric of. Az. an episcopal
staff in pale or,
ensigned with a cross pattee ar. surof a pall of the last charged with four crosses
formee-fiichee sa. edged and fringed, gold.

mounted

Canterbury, City of (Kent).
ppr.,

Ar. three Cornish choughs
two and one, on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or.

Canthen. Gu. achev. (another, erm.) betw. three pheonsar.
Canthorpe. Or, (another, ar.) a fesse betw. three escallop
shells gu.

Canthorpe. Ar. a fesse betw. three estoiles ar.
Cantillon (Ballyheige, co. Kerry, Ireland).
Az.

a lion
ramp, or, betw. two arrows in pale of the second, points in
base ar. Crest A dexter arm embowed ppr., holding a dart
or, feathered ar.

—

Cantillon (Antoine Stlvain de Cantillon, Baron

de
Chevalier, of St. Louis).
Motto Fortis in hello.
Cantillon (Richard Cantillon, of Paris, Banker, 1710,
descended from co. Kerry, whose dau. Henrietta vi. first,
Ballyh'-ige, in France, Lieut. -Col.

Same Arms and

1743,
1769,

the

—

Crest.

William Howard, 3rd Mrl of Stafford : and 2nd,
BoBEBT Maxwell, 1st Earl of FanilMin). Same as

last.

Cantilupe

(Ilkeston).

Gu. a

fesse vair betw. three fleurs-

de-lis or.

Cantilupe
summoned

{Lord
to

Cantilupe,

ParUament

William

1'399 to

1308,

de

Cantilupe,

extinct in 1390).

Gu. three leopards' heads inverted jessant-de-lis or.
(Canterbury). Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three stags'
heads cabossed ar. as many covered cups gu.
Crest—
hart's head erased ppr. attired or, gorged with a collar ar.
charged with three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
Cantlowe (Ireland). Ar three foxes' heads couped sa.
langued gu.
Cantoke. Gu. a cross flory ar, betw. four roses or.
Canton (Ireland). Or (another, sa.) on a chief az. a lion
pass, of the field, armed gu.
Crest
On a chapeau ppr a
boar pass, per pale ar. and vert.
Canton (co. Kent). Ar. a lion pass, in fosse sa betw.
three dolphins gu.
Crest
On a chapeau a lion's head

Cantis

—

,

—

era-sed ppr.

wreath.

Cannon (coi

Pembroke; granted February

a bend ar. double cottised or, a
mounted on a carriage or.

pellet.

1614).

Crest

Gu. on

— A cannon sa.

Canton

(co.

Leicester).

Barry of four

chief of the second three mullets of the

ar.

and gu. on a

first.

Cantrell

Cannys (co.

(Monsall, co. Lancaster, and Bury, co. Suffolk).
A tower
Ar. a pelican in her piety, in her nest sa. Crest
Motto Proprio vos sanguine pasco.
ar. port sa.
Can'twell (Ireland). Gu. five annulets and a canton erm.
A dexter hand ppr., holding up an annulet or,
Crest

Canon.

Cantwell

Cannon
sinister,

(Scotland).
Gu. a two-handed sword in bend
Out of a crescent ar.
betw. three mullets ar. Crest

—

a buckle az.
Devon). Gu. a cross erm.
Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three crosses pattee sa.
martlets of the first.
(Fun. Ent. of Frances, dau. of Thomas Canon, buried
Gu. on a bend ar.
at. St. Audcons, Dublin, 13 Juae, 1675).
betw. two double coltises or, three pellets.
Canran (Ireland). Ar. three hurts, each charged with as
many chevronels of the field.
Cansey. Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
as

many

Canon

Cansham.

Ar. a saltire sa.
Ar. on a bend sa. three crosses crosslet fltch^e
or, (another, ar.).

Canston.

Canston.
Canaure.

Ar. three bendlets sa.
Az. an eagle displ. barry of eight ar. and gu.
crescents sa.
a bend engr.
betw. a crcRcent and a star of eight points in chief and a
mullet in base s&. Cre.it A dove ppr. Vl/otto— Aliis reposita.

Cant (Scotland). Ar. a bond engr. betw. two
Cant (Drybumford, co. Haddington). Ar.

—

Cantell

(Ireland).

of five annulets or,

Gu. a star of eight points within an orle
a canton erm.

Cantelo, or Cantelup.
Cantelottr

(co.
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Hereford).

Az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Gu. a fesse vair betw. three

—

—

—

Andrew

(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1776, to

Samdel Michael Cantwell, an officer in the French
Esq.,
of
service descended from William Cantwell,
Mokartay, co. Tipperary, living 1319;. Same Arm^. Crest

— A leopard's head couped ppr.
Canvill (quartered by Abiiml,

dau. of John Bollardt, of
Antwerp, mei-chant, m. 17 Oct., 1638, Uidulet Hatfield,
Lord Mayor of Dublin 1656, and d. 9 Oct., 1666, Fun. Ent.
Ire.).
Az. a pelican rcKuard. or.
Canzler (granted to Peteb Canzleb, citizen and apothecary
of Burghansen, in Lower Bavaria, by the Kmpcror Ferdinand
Per fesse ar. and gu. a hart ramp. ppr.
111., April, 1647).
holding in the mouth a branch of a tree vert. Crest
A hart as in the arms betw. two elephants' tusks gu.
and ar.

—

Cany.

Canys

Voir, three bars gu.

Devon). Gu. a cross erm.
See O'Caomhan.
Gu. a cinqucfoil ar. guttee de poix.
Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three escallops nr.

(co.

Caovan.
Capdoys.

Cape.
ona chief erm. a sword and branch

of

.

oak crossing

.

.

eftch.

CAP
other in saltire ppr.
ppr. hilt

and pomel

Crett
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—A lion pass.

gu. holding a sword

Gu. a Uon ramp,
(Lord Mayor of London, 1503).
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or. Crest A demi lion
or, holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchee gu.
C&pel (EarL of Essex). Same Amis and Crest. Supporters
Two lions or, ducally crowned gu. Motto— Fide et fortitu-

—

—

dine.

Capel (London). Same Arms.

Crest

—An anchor gu.bezantee

ringed or.
Capel (Presbury, co. Gloucester). Chequy or and az. on a
Crest
A plume of ostrich
fesse gu. three lozenges ar.
feathers, the middle one ar. the others or.
Oapel (Stroud, CO. Gloucester). Same as the last, excepting
that the fe.ise is or, and the lozenges az.
Capell (How Capell, co. Hereford). Chequy or and az. on a
A plume of three ostrich
Crest
fesse gu. three mascles ar.
feathers, two ar. and one gu.
Capel (The Grove, co. Gloucester). Same Arms and Crest.

—

—

Motto—Sic vita humana.
Capell (Kent). Sa. a chev. counter-emhattled
Capell (co. Hereford). Gu. a cross ar. betw.

AB

Caps. Ar. on a bend cottised az. three bezants.
Caps. Sa. on a bend cottised or, three pellets.
Capsal, or Capsall. Ar. a cross sa. Crest

—A

castle

towered ppr. on the centre tower a flag gu. charged
Atiother Crest A hand holding a military

triple

—

with a cross or.
sash ppr.

Carant, or Carante

Ar. on a
torteau three chev. az.
Ar. three hurts, each charged with as many
chev. gu.
Caraunt. Ar. three torteaux, on each as many chev. az.
(cos.

Essex and Wilts).

Carant (Essex).

Carbery, Saron.

See Evans-Fbeke.
(John Carbebt, Esq., of KUbride, Smith's OrdiAz. a Uon pass, guard, and in chief two estoiles ar.
A wyvern's head erased gu.

Carbery
nary).
Crest

—

Carbew (co. Norfolk).
Carbill.

Gu. a cross

ar.

a bordure

or.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three crowns sa. as

many

estoiles or.

ar.

four lozenges

Carblen. Az. a fleur-de-lis and a chief ar.
Carbonell (London, and Caen, Normandy

;

granted 1694).

—

vaire.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
Vert, fretty ar. (another, has a fesse or).
plates
Sa. three
in bend betw. two cottises or.
Sa. on a bend betw. two cottises or, three pellets.

(co. Hereford).

Capell.
Capell.
Capell.

Capelen. See Chaplain.
Capenliurst (quartered by

John Pull,

Pole, co. Devon.

of Pull, CO. Chester, m. Johanna, dau. of TnoMAS CapbnHUBST. Visit. Devon 1620). Gu. three cocks ar.
CapenhtiTst. Gu. a chev. betw. three cocks ar.

Capenhurst.

Ar. three cocks

sa.

armed, crested, and

jelloped or.

Capenliurst

(Capenhurst, a male branch of Fbossbam,
of Frodsham). Gu. a chev. betw. three capons ar.
Capenlmrst (Wyrrat). Same Arms, colours transposed.
Capenliurst. Ar. three capons sa.
Caperon (Scotton, co. York, of Norman extraction, the
heiress of the family, Alice, dau. of Bicbabo de Capebon,
of Scotton, TO. Henby de Scbiven, and her dau. and heiress,
Johanna de Scbiven, to., 1357, William de Slingsbt, of
Studley, and brought Scotton unto that family the arms are
on the SuNGBBT shield in the Chapel at Seaglethorp, co.
Sa. a chev. betw. three lozenges ar. each lozenge
Tork).
charged with aa erm. spot (another, chev. gu.).
Capes. Crest A cross flory fitchee gu. flowered or.
Caples. Or, a cross moline sa.
Capon. Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets or. Crest
demi
lion gu.
Oapotin. Gu. three birds a border engr. ar.
Capp. Sa. three spurs or. Crest A winged spur or.
;

—

—A

—

Cappe

(Lincolnshire).

Gu. a fesse dancett^

ar. in chief

three caps of the last.
Ar. three caps sa. banded or.
Inn, and Bushey, co. Hereford).
a chev. gu. three roses ar. a canton of the second.

Capper (Chester).
Capper (Lincoln's

A ram's head

couped.

.

.

Or,

on

Crest

—

.

Capper

(Ashurst, co. Kent). Aa. a chev. engr. erm. betw.
two bees volant in chief, and a beehive in base or, on a chief
of the last as many bucks' heads cabossed sa. quartering

SnALLWooo;

chequy

and

on a bend erminois
three billets az. Crest A dexter arm embowed, vested az.
cuffed erminois, the hand grasping a staff in bend sinister ppr.
thereon hoisted a banner Of the first, fringed and charged
viz.,

—

with a bee volant or.
(Birmingham,

Capper

ar.

sa.

Warwick, and

Stafford).

Same

or.

Carbonell (co. Suffolk). Gu. a cross ar. fretty sa.
Carbonell (Woodbury, co. Devon). Gu. a cross ar. a bordure
Crest

or.

co. Norfolk).
Az. on a fesse betw. three
antelopes pass, or, as many escallops gu. Crest A demi
antelope sejant or.

—

Ar. on a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped sa. an

escallop of the

— A sword in bend ppr.

Carbonell
Eutland.

Wingfield, of Tickencote,

(quartered by

Sir

William

Thomas Wingfield,

Cabbonell,

BoviLL, arite 1378,
border engr. or.

Carbonell.

Visit, co.

ar.

co.

Mabgabet, widow of
and heir of William
Gu. a cross ar. a
JSutland).
to.

and dau.

Sa. three swords in pale,

and one upwards,

pomelled

two points downwards

or.

Carboyl. Az. three tilting spears bendways or.
Carcey. Vair, three bars gu.
Carey. Barry of six erm. and gu. Crest A

—

lion's

paw

erased sa. holding a letter ppr.
Card (Gray's Inn). Erm. a demi lion ramp, erased az.
collared or, thereon three torteaux. Crest Out of a cloud
a hand holding a letter ppr.

—

Card, or Caird.

Erm. a demi lion couped az. collared or.
Crest
A demi Uon ramp.
Cardale (William Cabdale, of Dudley, a.d. 1670). Az. a

—

chev. ar. betw. three Unnets ppr. [CardueUs, a linnet, diet.
qd. Carduonim semine pancatur.]
Crest
A Unnet ppr.
Motto Studendo et contemplando indefessus. The family

—

—

of

Cardonnay (varied from Chardonneret CardueUs) Seigneur

de Courtieres, &c., generaUte de Rouen, maintained their
right to the same charges on a field gu. in 1668.
Vide
Nobiliaire de Normandie, Cardonnay.
Cardale. Or, a chev. per pale az. and gu. betw, three
Cornish choughs ppr.

Cardeill.

Or, a cross formee gu.

Cardell (Ireland). Ar. a fret couped gu.
Cardelyon, or Cardelon. Ar. a chev.

gu. betw. three

crosses crosslet fitchee sa.

Cardemen.
Cardemen.

Ar. on a chief sa. a lion pass, of the first.
Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chief az. a Uon

pass, guard, or.

Carden, or Cawarden

(Garden ; extinct temp. Edward
m. Lecbe). Sa. a sling betw. two pheons
wolfs head erased sa. pierced with an arrow

III. the heiress

ar.

Crest

Carden
Same

Capps (Martham,
Capps.

Per fesse, gu. and az. three plates. Crest A demi lion &z.
crowned gu. on the shoulder three plates.
Carbonell (co. Norfolk). Gu. a cross ar. a bordure engr.

—A

ar.
cos.

Arms.

first.

Capps (Kent). The same, without the escallop.
Cappus (Kent). Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils

slipped

sa.

(Hodiford, co.Kent,

abranch of the Cheshire famUy).

Ar-,ns.

Carden

(Templemore, co. Tipperary, bart.). Ar. a mascle
A pheon sa. Motto
gu. betw. three pheons sa. Crest
Fide et amore.
Carden (Bamane, co. Tipperary, descended from a common
ancestor with the harts, of Templemore). Same Amu, Crest,
and Motto.
Cardeton. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosses crosslet

—

—

fitchee sa.

Capron (Stoke Doyle

and Southwick Hall,

co.

Northampton).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. gu. and az. on a chev.
engr. ar. betw. two lions combatant in chief erminois and a
cross flory in base or, three mullets sa., for Cafbom 2nd
;

and

O

Cornwall). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three Moors' heads

(co.

ppr.

or.

Capel

Capell

Capd

on a chev. betw. three lozenges ar. each
charged with an erm. spot, another chev. gu.,

3rd, sa.

lozenge

—

Capbon {ancient). Crest A cross flory or, in front of a
demi man affronts in armour ppr. garnished gold holding
in the dexter hand an arrow, the barb downwards also ppr.
the sinister hand resting on the cross. Mottoes
Above the
crest, Vigilate et orate ; under the arms, Sub cruce salos.

—
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Cardew.
Crest

Per

fesse or

and

sa.

in base

three

bezants.

—Out of a ducal coronet a plume of four feathers.

Cardife

(Ireland).

heads couped

sa.

;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three Moors'
sa. three water-bougets or,

2nd and 3rd,

(or ar.)

Cardiff.

See Kebdiffe.

Ar. three blackamoors'
Ire. 1596).
quartering Kibkton.
Gu. three chev. or.
(Glamorganshire).
Cardiff,
Cardiffe (Ireland). Ar. a chev. betw. three door staples
cyett— giUiflower, sUpped and leaved ppr.
sa.

Cardiffe (Fun. Ent.
heads couped

sa.,

Town
A

of

;

AB

O
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Oaidiffe.
Cardiffe.

Az. a fesse or, betw. six martlets ar.
Az. a fesse betw. six martlets or. Crat
cbapeau gu. turned up or, a martlet sa.
Caxdigun, Earl of. See Bbodenell.

—On a

Town of.

Cardigan,

No^rms.

Corporation seal repre-

an antique castle triple towered and embattled, on
reverse a ship under sail.
Cardigun, or Cardican (Wales). Quarterly, ar. and
erm. a bend gu.
Cardizaew, or Cardinden. Ar. on a chief sa. a lion
sents

pass. or.

Oardin, or Garden.
erased or.

Ar. on a bend gu. three lions' heads
statant sa. in the mouth an arrow

—A wolf

Crest

a fesse engr. betw. three door
hinges ar. Creat A dromedary ppr.
Cardinall (Hadley, co. Suffolk). Same Arms.
Cardingi;on. Sa. three woolcombs or, teeth outwards.
Crest
A bull pass, per fesse sa. and ar.
Cardinglon. Ar. a fesse embattled and counter embattled
(Essex).

—

Sa.

—

sa. fretty or,

Cardinis

betw. three lions pass. gu.
Ar. a chev engr. gu.

Cardmaker, or Cardemaker

(Essex).
Per fesse gu.
ar. (another ar. and gu.) a pale counterchanged, three
greyhounds' heads of the second, collared of the first.
of (London). Gu. on a cross
Cardiaakers,
ar. betw. the four ace cards ppr. (viz. the ace of hearts and
diamonds in chief, the ace of clubs and spades in base), a
Crest
lion pass, guard, of the first.
On a wreath an armed
arm erect, holding in the hand an ace of hearts all ppr.
Supporters Two men in armour complete ppr. garnished
or, on each a sash gu.
Cardmene, or Cardmewe. Ar. on a chief sa. a lion

and

Company

—

—

Cardon.

first.

Sa. a cross

Cardonnel

bow

in

bend betw. two pheons

ar.

(Chirton, co. Northumberland; granted 1773).

—

Ar. two chev. betw. three trefoils slipped vert. Crest ^A
goldfinch ppr. on the breast a trefoil vert.
Cardonnel, De. Quarterly, Ist and 4tb, same as last.
2nd and 3rd, ermines on a chief or, three griffins segreant
Same as last. iyo»o— L'esperance me console.
sa.
Crest
Cardos. Ar. on a chev. az. three eagles displ. or.
Cardozo (granted to Samuel Nonez Cabdozo, of Hackney,
merchant). Sa. five bezants in saltire a chief indented ar.
thereon three stalks of tobacco, each consisting of three
leaves ppr. Crest A derai savage affrontee ppr. holding in
his dexter hand a stalk of tobacco, as in the arms, and his

—

—

sinister

hand resting on a triangle gold.

Cardwell.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three maidens' heads
A knight in comerased ppr. ducally crowned or. Crest
plete armour ppr. vizor up, on the top thereof a plimie of
feathers gu. in his dexter hand a battle-axe of the first.
Cardwell ( Viscount Cardwell). Ar. a chev. sa. in base a
maiden's head erased ppr. ducally crowned or, on a chief of
the second two maidens' heads erased ppr. ducally crowned
or.
C\-est
A man in armour holding in the dexter hand a
war mace all ppr. charged on the breast with a cross patt^e
gu. Supporters— On either side a man in armour holding in
the exterior hand a battle-axe all ppr., charged on the breast
with a cross patt^e gu. Mottoes Agissez honnStement;

—

—

—

and Vaillant et veillant.
Careill. Ar. three bars betw. as many mai:>.lets sa.
Carell. Sa. three bends ar. in chief a castle of the
second. Crest— A sword in pale surmounted by two crosses

Carem,

Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.
Caresville. Ar. three bars gemels sa.
Cares'well. Or, fratty gu. a fesse erm.
Careswell. Ar. two bars genielles sa. (another, three
bars).

Sa. three bars gemelles ar.

Carett.

Or, on a chief indented sa. three roses ar.
(Carew Castle, co. Pembroke, Haccombe, co. Devon,
Antony, co. Cornwall, &c.
of Anglo-Saxon origin, descended, in common with the Lords Windsore, the Fitzgeralds
Fitzmaurices of Ireland, and several Welsh famihes derived
from Osborne Fitzgerald, Lord of Ynysymaengwyn, from
Walter Kilz Otho, Castellan of Windsor, son of Otho, the
Bazon, tfmp. Edward the Confessor. Sir Nicholas Carew,

Carew

;

Knt.,

who

of OeoROE

(/.

in 1449, left five sons:

Carew, Earl of Talnrss

;

2,

I,

Tbomas

(Sir),

ancestor

Nicholas, of Haccombe,

whom

derived the Caeews of Haccombe, barts.
3,
Hufiii, who il. s. p.; 4, Ai.kxandek, of Antony, co. Cornwall,
ancentor of the Cakews of Antony, extinct baronets, and of
the late Riclit Hon. Kkoinald I'ole-Cakew
6, William
(Sir), ancestor of the Cakews of Crowcombe, co. Somerset).
Or, three Uoncels pass, in pale u. armed and langued gu.

from

;

;

168

—

d. ». p. 1629).
Same Arms. Crest A Uon pass. sa. Supporters Two heraldic antelopes gu. crined, attired, and
hoofed or.
Mottoes En esperance je vis and Felice chi
puo.

—

—

Carew (Haccombe,

;

Devon, baH.). Arms and Crest, same
as Carew, of Carew Castle. Supporters
Two heraldic
antelopes gu. armed and unguled ar. Motto— 'SU consciri
co.

—

sibi.

(Antony, Cornwall; hart., extinct 1748).

Carew

of

As Cabbw,

Castle.

Carew

(Pole-Caeew, now of Antony, Cornwall). 1st and
4th, Cabew, as the preceding 2nd and 3rd, Pole, az. sem^de-lis a lion ramp. ar.
Crests
let, as Cabew of Carew
Castle; 2nd, Pole, a Uon's gamb. gu. armed or.
Carew (Beddington, co. Surrey, a distinguished branch of
the great House of Cabew
Anne, dau. and heir of Sir
Nicholas Cabew, K.G., of Beddington, m. Sir Nicholas
Throckmorton, Knt., of Pauler's Perry, and the descendants
of this marriage assumed the surname, and were raised to
the degree of baronet, 1715, title extinct, 1762). Arm^, &c.,
;

—

Cabew

as

Carew

of

Castle.

Carew.

See Hallowell-Cabew.
(Garry voe, co. Cork; Sir Bobebt Cabew, son of
Bobeet Cabew, Esq.j of Garryvoe, temp. Charles L, is stated
to have been descended from Adam Mountooheby de
Cabew, the first of the name settled in Ireland. Fun. Ent.,

Carew

Same Arms

Ulster's Office).

as

Cabew, of Carew

Castle,

with a mullet for diff., quartering, quarterly ar. and gu., for
Tdite. Crest
An heraldic antelope pass. az. corned, maned,
tufted and unguled or.

—

Carew (Castle Boro,

Wexford; Baron Carew).

Quarterly,
2nd, per pale gu. and erm. a
saltire coimterchanged
3rd, ar. three eagles displ. gu.
ducally crowned or; 4th, quarterly, ar. and gu. Crest An
1st, or,

co.

three lioncels pass. sa.

;

;

—

and corned or. Supporters
an heraldic antelope gu. corned and crined

heraldic antelope pass. sa. crined

—On either side
Motto

or.

—Nil adtnirari.

Carew (Ballinamona,

co. Waterford, descended from Thomas
Cabew, younger brother of Shapland Cabew, Esq., of Castle
Boro, CO. Wexford, ancestor of lord Carew). Arms, Crest,
and Motto same as Lord Carew.
Carew (Woodenstown, co. Tipperary, descended from Ltnn
Cabew, younger brother of Kobebt Cabew, Esq., of Castle
Boro, CO. Wexford, ancestor of Lord Carew). Arms, Crest,
and Motto, same as Lord Carew.
Carew (cos. Surrey, Gloucester, and Kent). Ar. three lions
pass in pale sa. armed and langued gu.
Carew (Kent). The same, within a bordure chequy or and

bordure gobony).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils

sa. (another, the

Carew.

or, as

many

estoiles of the first.

Carewell.
Carewell.

Sa. three chev. ar.

Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
(Guernsey, descended from the Casts, or Cabets, of
Devon). Ar. on a bend sa. three roses of the field. Crests
A swan ar. wings endorsed 2nd A horse's head and
1st
neck bendy of six ar. and sa. armed with a shield plate, and

Carey

—

:

;

:

bridled or.

Carey
for

crosslet fitch^e in saltire.

Careswell.

—

—

;

(Scotland).

pass, of the

—

Crest
A mainmast, the round top set off with palisadoes or,
a lion issuing thereout sa. Supporters Dexter, a lion sa.
sinister, an antelope gu.
Motto J'espere bien.
Carew (Sari of Totness. Sir George Cabew was created
Baron Carew of Clapton 1605, and Barl of Totness 1625

Carew

paleways ppr.

Cardinall

AB

O

(Baily of Guernsey, 1875). Same Arms, a crescent sa.
Crest
A swan rising ppr. Motto Sine maculft.

—

—

diff.

Carey. Gu.

a chev. betw. three lions' beads erased or, on a
chief per fesse nebulee ar. and az. a pale of the last, charged
with a pelican close of the third, vulning her breast of the
field.
Crest— A wolf pass, reguard. per pale ar. and gu.
holding in the mouth a rose branch flowered of the second,

leaved and stalked vert.
(Edinburgh). Az. three bars ar. on the upper bar

Carfrae

three crescents of the
Fortis in fide.
Motto

—

first.

Crest

—A

tower embattled

ar.

Cargrill (Scotland). Erm. a saltire gu.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish choughs

Carhill.
ppr. as

many estoiles

or.

Carigres. Ar. on a bend sa. three birds of the first.
Carigrs. Ar. a bend az. betw. three choughs ppr.
Carlgrs. Ar. a bend gu. betw. three magpies ppr.
Carill (London). Ar. two bars sa. in chief three martlets of
the

last.

Carington, or Smjrth

(co.

Warwick.

Visit.

Warwick

Leicester, conflrnied by the Deputies of Camden, Clarcnccux, to Francis Smyth, of Wooton, grandson of Sir JouN
Smyth, and 5th in descent from John Cabrinoton, or
Smith, d. 1446, who was 6th in descent from Sir Michael

and

CAB

ClBBiMOTON, Standard Bearer to Bichard I., and d. in the
Ar. a cross gu. bctw. four peacocks az.
Holy Land).
A peacock's head erased az. ducally gorged or.
C)-est

—

Carin^on

Carrington).
Or, a chev. cottised
betw. three demi grififins, the two in chief respectant each
for
mullet
dlff.
gu.
Crest—
An elephant's head
other sa. a
erased or, eared gu. charged on the neck with three fleursSupporters Two griffins sa. wings
de-liz, two and one az.
elevated or, the dexter charged with three fleurs-de-lis
the
sinister
with three trefoils slipped palepalewise gold,
wise of the last. Motto Tenax et fidelis.
Carkeridgre (Godmasham, CO. Kent). Ar. on a fesse engr.
(^Lord

—

—

(Scotland).

covered cups of the

Carkettle

last,

(Scotland).

Az. on a bend or, betw. three
many boars' heads erased gu.
Ar. on a bend betw. two mullets gu.
as

three crescents of the first.
ppr.
(Fun. Ent. of Dr.

Carkham

Crest

—A

griffin's

head erased

Cabkbam, surgeon to a regiment
24 March, 1677). Ar. three lions ramp, and a

in Dublin, d.
bordure gu.

(London, granted 10 Dec. 1530). Sa. a bend engr.
cotised or, over all a label of three points ar.
Carkile (London). Sa. a bend invected betw. two cotises
or, over all a label of three points.
Carle. Az. three pomegranates or, seeded gu.
Carle. Gu. a chev. betw. three ducks rising ar.
Carleill (Sewerby, co. York). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three Cornish choughs ppr. beaked and legged gu. as many
^A Moor's head in profile,
mullets of six points or. Crest
couped at the shoulders ppr.
Carlell, or Carlyle (co. Stafford).
Or, a cross formee

—

Ku.

Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils pierced or.
Or, on a chev. vert three eagles displ. of the

Carleton

(BrightweU and Holcombe, co. Oxford, Saroti
Dorcltester, created baron 1626, and
viscoimt 1628, extinct 1637, see Lowndes Stone, of Brightwell).
Ar. on a bend sa. three mascles of the first. Cre.--t
Out of a ducal coronet an imicom's head crined ar. armed
Supporters
or
and sa.
Dexter, an unicorn sa.
barry
crined and hoofed ar. armed barry sa. and ar. sinister, a
Carleton and Viscount

—

—

;

leopard ppr.
Viscount Carleton, of Clare, co. Tipperary, extinct
(
Same Arms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an
1825).
unicorn's head ar. horned and maned gold. Supporters
Two leopards guard, spotted ppr. each collared dancettee
Motto Quaerere verum.
az.
Carleton (Clare, co. 'Tipperary, and Greenfield, co.
Ar. on a bend sa. three mascles of the field.
Cork).
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, an unicorn's head ar. the
horn twisted of the first and second. Motto Nunquam non

Carleton

—

—

—

—

paratus.

Carleton

(Surrey, Bedfordshire, Linton,

Cambridgeshire,

—

and London). Arma same as Viscount Carleton. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an unicorn's head sa. the horn
twisted of the first and second.

Carleton
Carleton

(Weting, co. Norfolk).

Or, a lion ramp. gu.

—

Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour or, garnished gu.
holding in the hand ppr. a baton gold.
(L/ondon, 1383). Or, on across engr. gu. betw. two
roses dexter bendways and as many griffins' heads erased

Carlill

sinister bendways of the second, five martlets of the first.
Carlill, or Carlyle (Northumberland). Ar. on a cUcv. sa.
betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. as many estoiles or.
Carlill. Or, a cross patonce gu. in the dexter chief a rose

Carlisle, Earl of. See Howard.
Carlisle, City of (Cumberland). Vert the base wavy of
six ar. and az. thereon a castle betw. two roses or, on a chief
gu. a lion pass, guard, of the fourth.

Carlisle, See of. Ar. on a cross sa. a mitre labelled or.
Carlisle Priory (Cumberland). Ar. on a cross sa. a mitre
with labels or.

Erm. on a

fesse gu. three castles triple-towered

or.

Carlni3make.

a

fesse or, betw. three boars' heads
erased and six crosses crosslet fitch«5e of the second.
Carlos or Careless (granted 21 May, 1668, to Col.
William Carlos or Careless, of Broomhall, co. Stafford).
Or, on a mount in base an oak tree vert over all on a fesse
gu. three regal crowns of the field.
Crest
A sword ar.
hilt and pomel or, and a sceptre of the last in saltire, enfiled
with a civic crown vert. Motto Subditus fideUs Eegis et
salus Regni.
Carlow (Holbeach). Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards'
heads sa. as many annulets of the first.
Carlowe, or Carlow (Wales). Az. three spears in bend

Sa.

—

—

or,

headed

ar.

sa.

(Carleton. near Penrith, Cumberland).

hand a javelin

ar.

Carleton {Baron
pheons

—

three pheons ar.

ar.

Crest

DorcMster).

Erm. on a bend

sa.

three

— A dexter arm embowed and naked to the

elbow, shirt folded above the elbow ar.

and vested over gu.
the hand grasping an arrow in bend sinister, point downwards ppr. Supporters Two beavers ppr. the dexter gorged
with a mural coronet, the sinister with a naval coronet,
both or. iVfo»o— Quondam his vicimus armis.

—

Carleton

(Market

three pheons ar.

Hill, co.

Crest

Erm. on a bend

Fermanagh).

sa.

— A dexter arm embowed, holding an

arrow ppr. the arm naked to the elbow, the shirt folded
above it ar. and vested above it gu.
Carlfe (Kent). Or, a fesse betw. three horses courant sa.

—A ram

ar. attired or, in

flames of

fire

Carlhaw, Carlhow, or Charlhow.
bendways or, headed ar.
Carlife (London). Or, on a

ppr.

Az. three spears

cross engr. betw. four rosea gu.

—

martlets of the first. Crest A martlet or, holding in
the beak a sprig of two roses gu. leaved and stalked vert.
five

Carliell, or Carlisle (Kirkhampton,

co.

Cumberland).

Or, a cross flory gu.

Carlil (Northumberland).

Ar. a cross betw. four lions ramp,

Sa.

three

(Lord Carlyle, of Torthorwald, co. Dumfries; the
heiress in. Sir James Dodglas, of Parkhcad, and the title
was re-granted to her son in 1609. See Bi'rke's Extinct and
Dormant Peerage). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a cross flory
2nd and 3rd, or, a cross gu. for Cobsbie,
or, for Carlyle
en surtont, az. a saltire ar., for which was afterwards substituted, ar. a man's heart gu. on a chief az., three stars of
Two dragons' necks and
the field, for Dooglas. Crest
heads addorse vert. Supporters On either side a peacock
Huniilitate.
Motto
in its pride ppr.
Carlyle (Limekilns, 1736). Or, a cross flory gu. in dexter
Crest
.A. dexter arm holding a
chief a crescent of the last.
writing pen ppr. il/of<o^Humilitate.
Carlyle. See Carlill, Northumberland.
Carlyon (Tregrehau, co. Cornwall). Sa. a plate betw. three
castles ar. each charged with a cross crosslet gu. quartering Hawkins, Scobell, TBEDE^HAM, Tirrel, Killiowe,
;

—

—

—

—

—

Enys, Gwavas, Pomerot, and Hookeb. Crest A demi lion
ramp. gu. ducally crowned or, collared ar. holding betw.
Motto Turris tutissima virtus.
his paws a bezant.
Carlyon. Gu. a chev. enhanced ar. Crest In the sea a

—

—

Carlyon

Cornwall). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two cross
and a castle in base sa.
(Langrigg, co. Cumberland, granted 1740). Vert
a dragon sejant with wings expanded betw. three escallops
A dragon's head erased per pale vert and or,
Crest
or.
gorged with a collar charged with three escallops counter(co.

crosslets fitchee in chief

Carzualt

—

changed.

Carmarthen, or Camarden
and London).
and erased or.

(Chiselhurst, co. Kent,

Az. a fesse betw. three hons'

gambs

erect

Crest — A lion's gamb as in the arms.
Carmarthen, Towrx of. The seal represents a castle with

a tower at each end, the middle of the castle surmounted
with another tower the castle arched in base from the
dexter tower to the sinister, within the arch a lion coucbant
guard., on the two outside towers a Cornish chough.
of (London). The same Arms as
Carmen,
the CiTT OF London.
Carmichael (that Ilk and Hyndford, co. Lanark: Lord
Carmidiael and Earl of Hyndford, titles extinct since 1787.
;

Company

The heir of line and owner of the estates is Sir W. C. J. Cabmichael Anstbdtheb, Bart.). Ar. a fess wreathed az. and
A dexter hand and arm in armour erect holdgu. Crest

—

—

Dexter, a knight
Supporters
ing a broken spear ppr.
armed at all points holding in his right hand a marischal's
baton ppr. ; sinister, a war horse ar. furnished gu. Motto

-r-Toujours prest.

gu.

Carliles.

(Cornwall).

boars' heads in fesse betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Carlyle

pillar ppr.

Erm. on a
Crest
A dexter arm embowed
elbow
gu. doubled erm. holding in the
ppr. vested to the

Crete

—

Carluyake, or Carlujmake

field.

bend

Or, a cross flory
gu. in the dexter chief a rose of the last. Crest An arm
embowed in armour holding in the hand all ppr. a spear ar.
Carlill (Kent and Cumberland). Or, a cross flory gu.

Carliton.

Carkike

Carlesse.
Carleston.

Carlill (Cumberland and Westmorland).

of the second.

sa. three cinquefoils or.

Carkettle

CAB
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Or,

on a chev. betw. three birds

sa. as

many

Carmichael
Cabmicbaeu

cstoiles or.

169

(Skirling,

co.

Peebles, bart.).

See Gibson-

A

A
:

;

CAB

;

—

MottoCrest— A woman's head attired ppr.
first.
Fortune helps the forward.
Garmichael (Little Blackburn, 1672). Ar. a fess wreathed
az. and gu. a bordure counter compony of the second and
Motto— Pro me ipso et aliis.
first.
the

Oarmichael

(granted 1868, to John Carmichael McOsTBicH, of the city of Cork, merchant, on his assuming
license the surname of Carmichael in lieu of
McObtbich). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Carmichael, ar. a
fess tortille az. and gu. betw. three crosses patee of the
third 2nd and 3rd, McOstrich, per fess gu. and az. three
fishes haurient ar. betw. eight cross crosslets fitchee of the
Issuing from a mural
Ist, Carmichael:
Cresli
third.
crown a dexter arm in armour embowed the hand holding
a broken spear all ppr., the arm charged with a cross patee

by royal

;

—

McOstbich Out of a mural crown ppr. an
head az. holding in the beak a horse shoe or,
and charged on the neck with a cross crosslet fitchee of the
gu.

2nd,

;

:

ostrich's

Motto— TouioMTS

last.

Oarmichael.

prest.

Hee Febrall.

Oarmick

(Eniver, co. Mayo, Fun. Ent. of Michael Carkick of that place, d. Dec. 1635, son of Dermot Carmick,
of Learn, in the same co., second son of James Carmick, of

Callan, co. Kilkenny, son of Richard Carmick, of
place).
Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops of the field.

CarminO'W (Carminow, CO.

same

Came

(Ewenny, co. Glamorgan. The heiress m. Turbebville). Arms, as Cabne, of Nash.
(Dimlands, co. Glamorgan).
Amnt, &c., same as
Cabne, of Nash.
(St. Donats Castle, Bridgend).
Ami and Crest aa
Cabne, of Nash. Motto En toute loyal.

Came

Came

Came.

—

Or, three lions pass. sa.

Carnegie

(Kinnaird, co. Forfar, Earl of Southe'V). Or, an
eagle displ. az. beaked and membered gu. charged on th&
breast with a covered cup of the field. Crest A thunderbolt ppr. Jl/otio—Dread God. Supporters Two greyhounds
ppr. collared gu.
Carnegrie (Pitarrow, co. Forfar, a cadet line which
eventually succeeded to the representation of Kinnaird, and
of the Earldom of Southesk). Per pale or and ar. an eagle
displ. az. beaked and membered gu.
Crest
A demi eagle
displ. as in the arms.
Motto Video alta sequorque.
Carneg:ie {Earl of Northesk, as borne by the first six earls).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, an eagle displ. az. beaked and
membered sd. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a pale gu.
Crest
leopard's head fuUfaced ppr. Motto
Tache sans tache.
Carnegie (Earl of Northesk, as now borne). Or, an eagle
displ. sa. armed and membered gu. and as an honourable
augmentation, charged on the breast with a naval crown
gold, over the eagle the word " Trafalgar." Crests Ist
The stem of a naval line-of-battle ship on fire ppr. 2nd: Out
of a naval crown or, a demi leopard ppr.
Supporters Two
leopards reguard. ppr. each supporting a banner ar. charged
with a cross of St. George, and thereon inscribed Britannia
Victrix, staff ppr. thains round their necks, from which is
suspended on the breast the medal of merit. Motto—Taxiiio
sans tache.
Carnegie (Finhaven, co. Forfar, from James, second son of
the 2nd Earl of Northesk). The quartered coat of the Earlg
of Northesk, within a bordure per pale gu. and ar. charged

Cornwall; the younger branches

—

Cannynow, or Carminaw^ (Cornwall).
Az. a bend or, a chief of the last. Crest — A dolphin naiant

Oarmino'wr,
or.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—
—

—

CreH A leopard's
with eight escallops counterchanged.
full faced ppr.
Motto Tache sans tache.
Carnegie (Kinfauns, co. Perth, descended from Alexander,
fourth son of the 2nd Earl of Northesk, and now represented
by Baroness Gray, as heir of line). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
the quartered coat of the Earls of Northesk within a bordure
per pale gu. and ar. charged with eight escallops coimterchanged; 2nd and 3rd, per fess ar. and sa. on a chev.
counterchanged betw. two torteaux in chief, and a plate in
base a fleur-de-lis of the third, for Blair. Crest A leopard
from the shoulder with a collar gu. charged with escallops

—

head

of this family were the Carminows of Boconnoc, the CarKIN0W8 of Fentongollan, the Carminows of Eesprin, in St.
Winnow, the Carminows of Trenowtb, the Carminows of
Folmawgan, &c.). Az. a bend or. Crest A dolphin embowed or. In the great Scrope and Grosvenor controversy
temp. Richard II. respecting the bearing of this coat, it was
deposed by one of the witnesses that the same arms had
been long borne by Carminowe, and was allowed by the
Earl of NorthamptoV; when the matter was brought before
him in France.

—

ar.

Carnegie

(Craigo, co. Forfar).
Or, an eagle displ. az.
beaked and membered gu. charged on the breast with a
Motto Ales aspicit
book of the first. Crest A star ppr.

—

—

astra.

Oarmmack

(Cornwall). Ar. semee de crosses crosslet sa.
a fesse az. betw. three boars' heads of the second.

Oamaby.
lion's

head

Camac.

Ar. two bars az. in chief three hurts. Crest
charged with a chev. ar.

—

in pale, issuing sa.

Quarterly, ar.

and pomels

and

az.

two swords in

salfire ppr.

betw. four mullets, one, two, and one,
counterchanged.
Ci-est
On a crescent per pale gu. and
erm. a sword ppr. hilt and pomel or, point upwards.
Rivett- (Derby, bart.). Quarterly, ar. and az.
two swords in saltier ppr. betw. three mullets, one in chief
and two in fesse, and a crescent in base counterchanged,
quartering Rivett.
Crests
A sword erect, pommel and
hilt or, issuing from a crescent erm. the internal part gu.,
for Carnac an arm erect couped at the elbow per pale ar.
and sa. in the hand ppr. a broken sword of the first, hilt
and pommel gold, for Rivett. Motto Sic itur ad astra.
Oarnarvon, Earl of. See Hebbebt.
Carnarvon,
of. Three eagles displ. in fesse.
Camcross (granted 15 Nov. 1814, to Joseph Hcoh Cabnhilts

OAK
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Oannicliael( Balmedie). Ar. a fess wreathed az. and gn.
a bordure of the second.
Oarmichael (Nutwood, Surrey, hart. 1821, representative
of Balmedie). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, as the last 2nd and
3rd, ar. a burning cup betw. three chess rooks in fess or, a
tordure of the last, for Smtth, of Athenry. Crest and Mctto
as £arl of HynSjvri. Supporters Dexter, a chevalier in
complete armour holding in his dexter hand a spear ppr.
sinister, a horse ar. furnished gu.
Oaniiich.ael (James Cabmicbael, of Ballinblea, second
brother to Balmedie, 1672). Ar. a fess wreathed az. and
gu. a bordure the second charged with eight crescents of

or,

—

Oamac,

—

;

—

Town

CBogs, Lieut-Col. R.A.).
Az. a buck's head erased ar.
attired or, pendent from a crimson ribbon bordered blue, in
the centre chief a representation of the golden cross,
presented to him by King George III., for the signal

displayed by him in the Peninsular War.
Also to William Cabncbuss, only surviving brother of
Joseph Uooh Cabncross: betw. the attires of the stag as
aforesaid, and in place of the said gold cross a saltire ar.
surmounted of another gu. Creit A dagger erect ar. hilted
and pommelled or, betw. two branches of laurel ppr. Motto
Certaminc parta.
(Nash, CO. Glamorgan). Gu. a pelican on her nest
with wings displ. or, feeding her young and vulning herself
ppr. Crtil—\ pelican displ. with two heads sa. issuing
from a ducal coronet ppr.
Mottoes— Aboyo the shield,
" En tout loyal," under the anns, " F/ sgobaith sydd yn
Intrepidity

—

—

Came

suw."

Carnegie

(Leuchland, co. Forfar). Or, an eagle displ. az.
holding in his dexter talon a rose slipped in pale ppr.

Carnegie

—

adversity.

Carnegie

Or, an eagle displ. az. in chief a
(Newgate).
Crest
Two
buckle betw. two annulets of the second.
dexter hands gauntletted issuing out of a cloud conjoined,
and supporting a flaming heart ppr. Jl/o«o— Armis et

—

animis.

Carnegie

(Major-General Nicholas Cabneoie, H.E. I.C.S.,
an eagle displ. az. beaked and membered gu.
A demi eagle
within a bordure engr. of the second. Crest
Motto Video
displ. az. beaked gu. looking to a star or.
alta sequorque.
Carnegry (John Allan Cabneot, third son of James
Carnegt, of Prince of Wales' Island, 1826). Or, an eagle
displ. az. armed and membered gu. surmounted on the
breast with a star of eight points ar. a bordure engr. of the
Crest— A demi leopard
third, charged with eight bezants.
ppr. Motto Tache sans tache.
Caraegy (granted 3 November, 1830, to John Allan
Cabneot, Esq., 92nd Regiment). Or, an eagle displ. az.
beaked and membered gu. within a double tressure flory
Crests
Ist: A lion pass. ppr.
counterflory of the second.
holding in his dexter fore-paw a banner az. charged with a
A demi leopard ppr. Motto Tache sans
saltire ar. ; 2nd
1815).

Or,

—

—

—

—

—

:

tache.

Carnell

(Ireland).

crescent of the

Carnell (Kent).

A

cross engr. ar. in the

first

quarter a

last.

Ar. a bend sinister cotisec sa. on a canton of
the last a castle of the first.
Ar. three bends wavy la. on a canton
(Yorkshire).

Oamell
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(Ballindarg, representative of Gallery, co. Forfar,

1740). Or, an eagle displ. az. beaked and membered gu.
Crest
holding in the dexter talon a thistle of the last.
dexter arm vambraced ppr. holding an escutcheon az.
charged with a St. Andrew's cross ar. Motto— Lojal in

\A

A

CAB

—

castle of the

three escallops sa.
Carney. Ar. a chev. betw. three buglchorns strinfred sa.
A swan's head and neck erased, in the bill an
Crest

—

annulet.

Carney

(Fun. Ent. of Lettice, dau. of Edwakd, son of
Richard, son of Uichabd Garnet, and wife of Hugh EidGATE, Councillor at Law, buried at St. Werburgh, Dublin,
11 July, 1671, and confirmed by St. George, Ulster, to Sir
Bicbaud Carney, Athlone, afterwards Ulster). Ar. three
lions ramp. gu. on a chief az. a sphere betw. two pheons or.
A gauntletted hand lying fessways holding a sword
Crest

—

ppr.

all

Carney

Fun. Ent., Ellen, wife of
Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
on a chief of the last a gauntletted hand couped at the
two
pheons
all or, quartering
wrist, holding a dagger betw.
per pale or and sa. three lions' gambs erased barways
counterchanged. Crest A gauntletted hand lying fessways
holding a sword erect all or.
Carney ^KilImallock, co. Cork). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
armed and langued az. on a chief gu. three pheons or.
Motto
Crest A gauntletted hand ar. holding a sword ppr.
(Cashell, co. Tipperary;

Edward Carney,

d. 8 Jan., 1658).

—

—

•^Semper

Carnick.

Camie.
Crest

—A

fidelis.

Ar. a fcss dancettee betw. three eagles displ. gu.

Erm. a chev. betw. three hunting horns strung sa.
hand fessways issuing from a cloud, and pointing to

a crosier

Carnon.

in pale all ppr.

Per pale

ar.

and gu. four

piles

wavy conjoined

in

base counterchanged.
(originally of Camsew ,in Mabe, co. Cornwall,
the heiresses m. Pbideaux and
afterwards of St. Kew
GoDOLPiiiN. Visit. 1620. The family of Thomas, on purchasing the barton of Carnsew, adopted the name and iirms of
Carnsew). Sa. a goat pass. ar. attired, bearded, and unguled or. Crest A hound pass, reguard. ppr.
(Astwitt, CO. Westmoreland).
Quarterly, px. and
sa. on a bend gu. three martlets of the first.
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three eagles displ. ar. on
a chief or, a lion pass, of the field.
Carnwath, Earl of. See Dalzell.
Caron (Killinfanghin, co. Westmeath, derived from the
house of O'Neill through a fourth son). Ar. a lion ramp.
and in chief two dexter hands couped at the wrist gu.
Carong'es. Bendy of six ar. and az. two leopards pass. or.
Carong'es. Bendy of six az. and ar. a sword in fesse of the
last, hilt and pomel or, betw. two lions counterpass. gold.
Caroone (Surrey). Ar. a bend sinister az. semee of rieursde-lis in dexter bendways or.
Carpendale (confirmed to Rev. Maxwell Cabpendale,
Rector of Tamlaght, diocese of Armagh second son of Rev.
Thomas Carpendale, by Jane, his wife, dau. of John Maxwell, D.D., Archdeacon of Clogher). Az. two bars betw.
in chief three cross crosslets and in base a crescent, all or.
Crest
A hawk's head erased ppr. charged with a cross
crosslct of the arms.
Mntto Data fata secutus.
Carpenter (Earl of Tyrconnel, extinct 1833, descended
from an ancient Herefordshire family). Paly of six ar. and
gu. on a chev. az. three cresses crosslet or. Crest A globe
in a frame, all or.
Supporters Two horses per fesse embattled ar. and gu.
Per acuta belli.
Motto
Carpenter (exemplified to Hon. Walter Cecil Talbot, of
Kiplin, CO. York, second son of Henry John Chetwynd,
eighteenth Earl of Shrewsbury, Waterforcl, Jfex/oi-rf, and
Talbot, by Lady Sarah Elizabeth Bebesford, his wife, dau.
of Henry, second Marquis of Waterforcl, and his wife. Lady
Susan Carpenter, only dau. and heir of George, second Enrl
of Tyrco-anel, upon his assuming the name of Carpenter
instead of that of Talbot, by royal licence, 1868, in compliance with the provisions of the will of Sabab, Countess of
Tyrcomiel, widow of John Delaval, last Earl of Tyrconnel).
Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chev. az. three crosses

Carnse'w

;

—

Camus

Camus.

—

—

—

crosslet or,

and

—

—

(for distinction)

a canton erm.

Crest

—

globe in a frame or, charged (for distinction) with a cross
crosslet az.
Motto Per acuta belli.
Carpenter (Carbadoes, formerly in Ireland granted by
Roberts, Ulster, 1646). Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chev.
sa. three plates, each charged with a cross pattee of the
second. CreH
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the

—

:

—

paws a cross pattee
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Carpenter

(Fun. Ent. of Capt. Philip Cabpenteb, princi-

pal Serjeant at

Carpenter

arms

Same Armt.
John Carpenter,

of Ireland, d. 1675).

(Ireland, Fun. Ent. of

2

d.

March, 1655, aged 70 years, buried at

first.

Warwick, Har. MSS.). Or, three chevrons vert.
Carnell
Carnerd (Suffolk). Az. a fesse betw. two chcv. or.
Carnes (Scotland/. Gu. three martlets within a bordure or.
Camesh, or Garnesh (Suffolk) Ar. achev. az. betw.
Ico.

erect

CAR
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of the last a tower triple-towered of the first. Crest An
arm embowed in armour holding a sword all ppr.
Carnell. Ar. three bends sa. on a canton of the second a

vert.

Motto

—Audaces

fortuna juvat.

Same Arms,

Naas, CO. Kildare).
cross crosslct sa.

Carpenter

Crest

St. David's Church,
the plates charged with a

— An alligator ppr.

The same Arms.

(granted 1661).

Crest—

church ppr.

Carpenter

(London, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, and
Kent). Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chev. az. three crosses
crosslet or.
Cre^t
A sphere or, in a frame sa.
Carpenter (London). Az. two bars or, in chief three
crosses crosslet of the second. Crest A stag's head ar. with
two wings endorsed az.
Carpenter (Somersetshire granted 1663). 'Vert an escallop shell ar. betw. two palets or.
Crest
A snail pass. ppr.

—

—

;

—

the shell ar.

Carpenter

(Cobham, co. Surrey and Sussex granted 4
March, 16G3). Ar. a greyhound pass, and a chief sa. Oi-est
A greyhound's head erased per fesse sa. and ar.
Carpenter. Or, an eagle displ. sa. Ci-est—A dexter arm
embowed in armour holding in the hand ppr. a hammer or.
Carpenter. Per pale or and az. an eagle displ. counterchanged. Crest An arm in armour erect and embowed
grasping a passion nail all ppr.
Carpenter. Per pale indented az. and sa. three eagles
displ. or.
Crexl
A falcon with wings expanded ar. beaked,
legged, and belled or.
Carpenter. Az. two lions ramp, combatant or.
Carpenter (Worcestershire). Paly of six az. and gu.
Cre<t
A coney sejant ar.
Carpenter (Kent). Per pale vert and gu. a bend erm.
Carpenters, Company of (London). Ar. a ciiev. engr.
betw. three pairs of compasses, expanded at the points sa.
Carr (Bristol). Gu. on a chev. ar. three estoiles sa. in chief
Cre-^t
A stag's
a martlet or, charged with a crescent sa.
head ar. attired or, gorged with two bars gu. betw. the bars
a martlet as in the arms.
Carr (Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a bend betw.
three Cornish choughs sa. as many leopards' heads of t\xcf

—

;

—
—

—

—

field.

Carr

co. Lincoln,

(Sleaford,

and Lancashire).

Gu. on a

chev. or, three estoiles sa. Crest— A stag's head ar. charged
with two bars gemelles gu. attired or.
Carr (borne by the Rev. Edmdnd Cabr, rector of Quatt, co.
Stafford, a descendant of the old border family of the name).

—

Crest
Gu. on a chcv. ar. three mullets .>ia. pierced.
Motto Tout droit.
stag's head erased ppr.
Gu. on a chev. ar.
three estoiles sa. Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. (another,

—

Carr, or Carre (Northumberland).

—

couped).

Carr

and

(Beccles, co. Suffolk,

Carr, Esq., of those places
wife of

Arthur Walford,

d.

Esq.,

on a chev. betw. three mullets
mullets of the

Carr

Enfield, co. Jliddlesex:

s. p.,

when

became

his sister

Johw

Eleanor,

his heiress).

ot six points or, as

many

Sa.
like

field.

Gu. on a chev.

(Scotland).

ar. three mullets sa.

Carr, or Carre (York and Bristol). Same Arms.
Carr. Ar. on a bend sa. three boars' heads erased or, in
base a Cornish chough ppr. Crest — A lion's head erased or.
Carr. Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three bucks' heads erased
Crest
A dexter arm erect
or, as many mullets of the field.

—

couped below the wrist ppr. holding a dagger ar. hilt and
pomel or.
Carr. Gu. a chev. ar. charged with three mullets of thein the chief quarter a lion pass. or.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three roses of the field.
Or, on a
(Newcastle, an old Northumbrian family).
bend betw. three Cornish choughs sa. as many lions' heads
A lion's head erased or. Motto
erased of the field. Crest
field,

Carr.

Carr

— Est

—

nulla fullaeia.

Durham).
Gu. on a chev. ar. three
Carr
Same Crest and Motto.
estoiles sa.
Carr (Ireland). Gu. on a chev. betw. three pheons ar. as
(Cocken,

many

co.

estoiles sa.

(Ireland, certified with the two quarterings of Carpenter and Welsh, by Betham, Ulster, to Rev. Thomas Cabr,
of Aghadoe, descended from Sir George Carr, clerk of the
council of Munster, who was son of William Cabr, Esq., of
Southey Hall, co. York). Az. a chev. betw. three estoiles

Carr

—

—

An estoile ar. Motto. Fida clavo.
(Fun. Ent. of Ursula, dau. of Thomas Carr, son of Sir
George Cabr, co. York, d. 26 May, 1675). Same Arms, &c.
Carr (Stackhouse in Giggleswick, co. York). Gu. on a chev.
engr. ar. three midlets sa.
Carr (on the monument of Dame Bbidget Caeb, co. York,
1621). Gu. on a chev. ar. three mullets sa.
ar.

Carr

Crest

A

O

AB

{FUcourU Somerset and Earl of Rochfster, created
Viscoimt 1611, and Earl 1613, d. i. p. m. 1645). Gu. on a

chev. ar. three mullets sa. in the dexter chief a lion pass,
guard, or. Supporters Dexter, a lion Ruard. gu. sinister, a
A stag's head erased
stag or, attired and hoofed ar. Crest
iVofto— Probitas sibi ipsi securitas.
or, attired ar.
orginally
from
Newcastle). QuarCarr (Bishopwearmouth,
terly, 1st and 4th, as Cabr, of Newcastle; 2nd and 3rd, gu.
on a mount vert a swan ar. membered, collared, and chained

—

Dale. Crest— A
See Keb.

or, for

Carr.

Carxack.

;

—

lion's

head couped

Somerset).
Ar. three hurts each charged
Crest
chev. or.
A bull's head cabossed per

—

pale gu. and ar. armed counterchanged.
Carre (Scotland). Gu. on a chev. ar. three mullets of the
Crest
first, in the sinister chief a crescent of the second.
stag's

Carre

Motto

head erased ppr.

—

—Tout droit.

betw. three Cornish
choughs ppr. as many leopards' faces of the field.
Carre (Kiddell-Carre, Cavers). Gu. on a chev. ar.
three stars of the field, all within a bordure chequy of the
second and first, quartering ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
ears of rye slipped and bladed ppr., for Riddell. Crest
stag's head erased ppr. with ten tynes or. Motto Tout
Ar. on a bend

(Worcester).

sa.

—

—

droit.

Carre

(Guernsey). Chequy ar. and az. on a chev. gu. three
mullets or, a chief erm. charged with a lion pass. sa. Crest
A dcmi lion erased ermines collared or, holding a spear with
a banner of the arms minus the chief.
Carres' (formerly of Carreg, now of Cefnmine, &c., co. Carnarvon). Az. a chev. betw. three dolphins haurient ar. the
back, fins, head, and tail or.
Carrel (Jersey). Erm. three lozenges (carreaux) az.
Carrell (London). Ar. on a cross engr. gu. betw. two roses,
one in the dexter chief point, and one in the base oini'ter
point, and as many griffins' heads erased in the other points,
of the second five martlets or.
Carrell (London). Gu. six martlets, three, two, and one, ar.
Carrell, or Carril (Sussex and Kent). Ar. on a bend sa.
a rose betw. two griffins' heads erased or, within a bordure
engr. az. Crest A lion's head erased vert, winged ar. and
sa. on the neck two bends or.
Carrell. The same without the bordure.
Carrell (Harting, and Wamham, co. Sussex). See Cabbill.
Carrell. Per bend ar. and sa. on a canton gu. a lion ramp,
guard, or, within a bordure counterchanged.

—

—

Carrell.

Bendy

and

ar.

on a canton of the second a

sa.

castle of the first.

Carrell.

Gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure engr. and

gotiony ar. and sa.

Carrell

Barry of six

(Ireland).

sa.

and

ar.

on a chief of the

last three martlets of the first.

Carrell.

on a chief indented

Or,

sa. three

(Scotland).

Gu. three martlets

ar.

within a bordure

cettee betw. three talbots pass. sa.

cart wheels or.

peacocks az.
gorged or.

Crefit

Or,

— An

a

fesse dano.strich ar.

—

—

or.

Carrier

(Gosport, co. Hants).
crosses crosslet ar. Crest—

Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
of a ducal coronet or, a
dragon's head vert.
Carrill (Sussex and Surrey; Sir John Cabtll. of Wamham,
SerJeant-at^Law to Henry VIII.; from his first marriage
descended the CABRiLLSofTangley Park, co. Surrey, and the
Cabbills of Bonlons, co. Sussex; and from his second mar-

OM

Cabbills of Harting). Ar. three bars sa. in chief
many martlets of the last. Crest On a mount vert a stag
lodged, roguard. ar

rlagf; the

—

Oarrinuton

(Cheshire).

Ar. on a bend sa. three lozenges

llflil.

Oarrinerton, or Carrynton.
a ducal coronet
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or,

—

Carringrton

(Field Head, Sheffield, co. York). Ar. on a
az. cottised sa. betw. two horse shoes of the second a
unicorn's head erased or, betw. two bezants. Crest
Three
horse shoes or, thereon a unicorn's head. Motto
Ferro non

bend

Same

a unicorn's bead

Arins.

la.

Crest— OvX

—

—

gladio.

Carrique, or Karrick. Sa. three cinquefoils
Carrol, or Carroll. Ar. a cross crosslet sa.
bear's head sa. muzzled or, betw.

or.

two wings of the

Crest—X
last.

Carroll. See O'Caeboll.
Carroll (confirmed to Cootb Alexandeb Carroll,

Esq., of
Ashford, co. Wicklow). Ar. two lions combatant gu. supporting a sword erect in pale ppr. in the dexter chief point a
cross flory sa. Crest
On the stump of a tree a falcon rising
belled ppr. charged on the breast with a cross flory sa.
Motto
Flecti non frangi.
Carroll (Ballynure, co. Wicklow). Ar. two lions combatant
gu. supporting a sword of the first, hilted and pommelled or.
Crest
On the stump of an oak sprouting new branches ppr.
a hawk of the last, belled or. Motto In fide et in bello

—

—

—

—

forte.

Carroll

Fun. Ent. of Elizabeth Legge, d. 17 Sept.,
James Carroll, Knt., Lord Mayor of
two lions ramp, combatant or, supporting a
sword ppr., pomell and hilt gold.
Carron, or Caron (Scotland). Gu. a chief or. Crett-'X
camel's head per fesse ar. and az.
Carron. Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.
Carrone. Ar. a bend az. semee of fleurs-de-lis or.
Carrowe (William Cabbowe, Citizen and Draper of London,
grandson of William Cabbowe, of Abridge, co. Essex, gent.,
descended from a younger sen of the House of Cabew.
Visit. London, 1568).
Or, three Uoncels pass, in pale sa., a
border of the last. Crest A mainmast broken, the round
top set off with palisadoes or, headed ar. a lion issuant
thereout sa. collared per pale of the first and second.
Carruthers (Howmains, Scotland). Gu. two chev. engr.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A seraphim volant ppr.
Motto Promptus et fidelis.
Carruthers (Steward Depute of Annandale, 1672). The
same Arms, within a bordure ar. Crest A serapbin standing, vested ppr.
Motto Paratus et fidelis.
(Dublin.

wife of Sir

1613,

Dublin).

Sa.

—

—

—

—

—

See

Wade.

Carsacke, or Carselacke.

Carse

Ar. a buirs head erased sa.

or.

Mabk

Cabse, of Fordelcarse, Scotland). Ar. on
betw. four crosses crosslet fitchee gu. five
field.
Crest A crescent surmounted of a
Nil fatalla terrent.
cross crosslet fitchee or. Motto
Carse (Cockpen, eo. Edinburgh). Ar. on a saltire vert betw.
(Sir

saltiie vert,

—

—

four cross crossletsgu. as many crescents or.
(Bokelly, Sheriff of Cornwall, temp.

Carsen

Henry

VI.).

Sa. a goat ar. attired or.

Carset, or Careyset

Sa. three roses ar. leaved vert.

Erm. on a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu. stalked
and leaved vert as many escallops or. Crest— An ostrich ppr.
Mnlln Garde bien.
Carrid^e (London). Sa. on a pile ar. a spear hook of the
Crest
field.
On a mount vert a spear hook sa.
Carrier (Wirksworth, co. Derby; the co-heiresscs in. Anson,
Pabkeb, and Gemt). Sa. a bend betw. three spears' heads

as

(Warwickshire). At. a cross gu. betw. four
Crest
A peacock's head erased ppr. ducally

crescents of the

beaked and legged or, holding in the mouth a broken spear
of the last, headed of the first.
Or, a chev. gu.

Carrick.
Carrick.
Carrick.

of the

—

or.

Carringrton, Baron. See Cabington.
Carringi;on (Sponton, co. York). Gu. a fesse betw. three

a

or.

Carrick, Earl of. See Butler.
Carrick, or Carrack (co. Gloucester).

of

;

armed

roses ar.

Carreus

(Carrington, co. Chester: the chief line became
extinct temp. Elizabeth
the junior branches were the
Cabringtons of Devonshire and the Cabbingtons of Missenden Abbey, co. Bucks). Sa. on a bend ar. three lozenges
of the field. Crest
A unicorn's head ar. armed and crested

Caruthera-Wade.

Or, a cross patonce gu.

Carrett, or Caret.

I

Carringrton

Carringrton

or.

Or, a fesse dancettee betw. three talbots pass. sa.

CEtrrant (co.
with as many

CAB
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Carr

(Devonshire).

Gu. a bend or, betw.

six bezants.

Carsey, or Carse

(Lincolnshire).

Per

saltire az.

and

or,

a fesse gu.
Carsey (Dykelborough, co. Norfolk). Gu. a bend engr. ar.
betw. six bezants. Crest— A hand and arm couped at the
elbow and erect, vested az. purfled and cuffed ar. holding in
the hand a bunch of gillyflowers, all ppr.
Carsist. Gu. a bend ar. betw. three bezants.
Carslake (Devonshire). Ar. a bull's head (another, three)
erased sa.
Carslake (Harston, co. Devon the heiress m. Wood). Ar.
a mullet sa. betw. three trefoils vert, the slips of the trefoils
;

in chief pointing to the mullet.

Carson

(Keg. Ped. Ulster's Office).

compony

Carson

ar.

and

Erm. a bend counter

sa.

Ar. a chev. betw. three
(Spinfield, co. Bucks).
Crest
An elephant's head erased trunk
crescents gu.
Virtute et valore.
elevated ppr. Motto
Carstairs (Kilconquhar, co. Fife, afterwards Bbdcb
Cabstaibs, of Balchrystie). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three
primroses, slipped ppr., quartered (1766) with, or, a saltire

—

—

and chief wavy of the

la«t, for

Bbocb, of Kinross.

<*»<—

CAB
The sun darting

its
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rays on a sunflower ppr.

Motto

—

^Te

gplendente.

Oarstairs

(Woodhurst,

co.

Huntingdon,

1810).

Az. on a

chev. ar. bctw. three sunflowers slipped ppr. as many
buckles of the field. Crest and Motto as the last.
Carstake (Devonshire). Ar. a mullet betw. three trefoils

—A

AB

O

squirrel sejant gu. cracking

of laurel springing up before
stags winged gu. attired ppr.

Carteret

(Jersey;

him

a nut ppr. on a branch,

vert.

Siqiporters

Malet de

Lieut.-Col.

—Two

Cabtebet).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. four fusils conjoined in fesse ar.,
DE Carteret 2nd and 3rd, gu. three round buckles or,
Malet. Crest— On a mound vert, a squirrel sejant cracking a nut ppr. Motto Loyal devoir. Supporters {used by
the Seigneurs de St. Ouen, impressed on the seals of Public
Deeds of the Bailwick of Jersey, during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, when the Seigneurs de St. Ouen were
the Bailiffs or Chief Magistrates)— Two winged deer gu.
for

;

for

slipped vert.

Carstellaw

Sa.

(Scotland).

on a

fesse gu.

a crescent betw.

two mullets or.
Carston. Or, on a bend

Carswell (Hach
WOETHT).

Crest

Sa. a

sa. three crosses crosslet ar.
Arundell, co. Devon; the heiress m. Lano-

bend

or.

Carswell (Staffordshire).

Sa. three bars gemelles ar.
Ar. two bars gemels sa.
Or, fretty gu. a fesse erm.
Carswell. Az. fretty ar. a fesse gu.
Cart (London, and Dunstable, co. Bedford). Ar. a saltire
gu. betw. four.palm trees, erased vert.
Cart. Ar. a stag's head cabossed, betw. the horns an estoile
gu. Crest A stag's head, holding in the mouth a serpent
ppr.
Cart. Sa. a stag's head cabossed or, an estoile for diff.
Cartarike. Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three roses of the

Carswell.
Carsw^ell.

—

—

lanerued az.

Carterick.
the

Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three cinquefoils of

field.

Carthew

(granted 4 Aug., 1823, to James Carthew, Esq.,
of Dublin).
Az. on a chev. engr. betw. three leopards'

many

faces jessant-de-lis or, as

—A dragon's
neck with a

head erased

az.

trefoils slipped vert.

Crest

langued gu., charged on the

trefoil slipped or.

Carthew.

Or,

a chev. gu. betw. three falcons ppr.

Crest

Carthew.

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three ducks az.

Same

— A falcon rising gorged with a ducal coronet and belled ppr.
Crest.

field.

Carter

(Eobertstown and Eathnally, co. Meath registered
to Thomas Cabter, Esq., Serjeant at Arms, father of the
Eight Hon. Thomas Carter, Master of the Eolls of Ireland).
Crest On a mural
Ar. two lions ramp, combatant sa.
crown or, charged with three hurts, a talbot pass. ar.
Motto Victrix patientia duris.
Carter (Watlington Park, co. Oxford). Ar. two lions combatant sa. quartering Shaen (O'Eebball, of Annaly), viz.,
On a mural crown or, a talvert a lion ramp. or. Crest
bot pass. ar. charged with three buckles az. Motto Sub
libertate quietem.
Carter (St. Columb, co. Cornwall, originally from StaffordAz. two lions ramp, combatant or.
shire. Visit. 1620).
A lion's head erased ar. Another Crest On a mural
Crest
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

coronet sa. a talbot pass. ar.
(Cold Aston and Sevenhampton,

Carter

(Kent).
Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross counterCrest
changed, a bordure sa.
A dexter arm in armour,
embowed ppr. holding in the hand a roU of paper.
Carter (London; granted 1612). Ar. a chev. betw. three
On a mount vert, a greyhound
cart-wheels vert. Crest
sejant ar. sustaining a shield of the last, charged with a cartwheel vert.
Carter (London). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three fishes
hauricnt ar.
Carter. Az. a cross flory, in the first quarter a mullet ar.
on a chief gu. three round buckles or. Crest A talbot's
head ar. charged with a mullet gu.
Carter (Massington). Gu. a cross flory or, on a chief az.
three round buckles of the second. Crest
A talbot's head

—

—

—

—

ar.

Carter

(co.

monkey

Sa. a talbot

York).

round buckles

Crest

ar.

—Out

pass, or, in chief three
of a mural coronet ar. a demi

ppr.

Carter (Letrington,

co. York, 1666).

three round buckles or.

Crest

—A

Az. a talbot pass. betw.
lion's head erased or,

fretty sa.

Carter

(granted to Emma, wife of Christophee Holdsworth
Dawson, Esq., of West6n, co. York, dau. of William Elmball Carter, Esq., and co-heiress of her brother, William
Vavasour Carter, Esq., of Weston). Per pale ar. and sa.
a talbot pass, counterchanged, on a chief engr. gu. three

buckles or.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three Catharine wheels sa. as
many cinquefoils of the first.

Carter.

Carter.

Sa. two lions ramp, combatant or.
(Hanbury, co. Worcester).
Az. a talbot pass, or,
armed and langued gu. betw. two ferm.s,ux of the second.
Carter (Fun. Ent. of James Browne, a Six Clerk in Chan-

Carter

cery, d. 16 May, 1634, whose wife was Margaret, dau. of
Eev. John Carter, Eector of Killacan, co. Westmeath).
Sa. a cross lozengy ar. betw. four quatrefoils pierced or.
Carteret, Baron. See Thtnne.
Carteret (Hawnes, co. Bedford, Barons Carteret and Farls
of Granville, extinct 1776). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. four
fusils in fess ar., for Cabtaret ; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three
clarions or.
Crest
On a branch of a tree a squirrel sejant
cracking a chestnut all ppr. Supporters Two winged deer
gu. attired of the same. Motto— Loyal devoir.
Carteret. Gu. three clarions or.
Carteret (Guernsey). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. four fusils
ar. ; 2nd and 3rd, az. nine billets, three, three, two, and one.

—
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—

co. Suffolk).
Or, a chev. sa.
Crests
1st: A niurr ppr. ducally
falcon rising ducally gorged and belled

betw. three murrs ppr.

gorged
ppr.

2nd

;

Mottoes

A

— " Bedhoh

:

fyr

—

ha heb drob,

and " Aymez

"

loyaulte."

Carthew (Canaleggy, co.

Cornwall the heiress m. Tanner).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three ducks ppr. Crest A duck ppr.
See Yobstocn.
(quartered by Bulkelet, on a monument at
Wickhamford). Or, a bend az.
Carthuze. Gu. a bend ar. betw. sis billets of the second.
:

—

Carthew.
Carthorp

A chev. betw. three quater-

Cartier (Guernsey)
foils

pierced

Cartlngrtcn.

Gu. a fesse betw. three Catharine wheels or.
(Woodthorpe, co. Nottingham
granted to
Kebecca, widow of the late William Cabtledge, Esq., of
Woodihorpe). Az. a saltire engr. or, betw. two estoiles, one
in chief and the other in base, and as many cart-wheels in

Cartledge
co. Gloucester).

Same Amis.

Carter

Cart.hew (Woodbridge Abbey,

;

either flaunch of the last.

Cartmele, Cartmail, or Kertmele (formerly

of Kertmell Priory, co. Lancaster). Per pale or and vert, a lion
ramp. gu.
Cartuther (Cartuther, co. Cornwall the co-heirs ra. Haling
and Becket). Ar. a fesse az. betw. three estoiles of six
points sa.
;

Cartwrig-ht (Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire;
Hugh Cartwbight, Uving temp. Henry VII., had three sons

—

1.
Hdgh, of Norwell, ancestor of the Cartwbights, of
Mamham, whose late representative, John
Cabtwright, Esq., so well known as Major Cartwright, d.
II. EoLAND, ancestor of Cartwright, of Aynho,
in 1824.
Erin,
CO. Northampton: and. 111. Edmund, of Ossington).

Norwell and
:

—

a fesse betw. three fireballs sa. fired ppr. Crest A wolf's
head erased or, pierced through the neck with a spear ar.
Motto
Defend the fold.
Cartwrigrht (Norwell and Mamham, and Ixworth Abbey,
Suffolk).
Same Arms, <fcc.
Cartwright (Aynho, co. Northampton). Same Arms, &c.
Cartwright (South Wheatley, co. Nottingham). Ar. two
chevTonels betw. three lions ramp. gu.

—

Cartwright

(granted to William Cartwright, Esq., of
co. Devon).
Sa. a chev.
engr. betw. four Catherine wheels, three in chief and one in
base ar. Crest Out of a chaplet of roses gu. a de.xter arm
embowed in armour, the hand ppr., holding a Catherine
wheel also gu.
Cartwright (Derby). Per chev. or and az. three pelicans
counterchanged, vulning themselves ppr.
Cartwright (Washbome, co. Gloucester; granted 15
Jaraes I.). Or, a fesse embattled betw. three cart-wheels sa.

Brimley House, West Teignmouth,

—

Cartwright (London). Same Arms, a martlet for diff.
Crest — A griffin's head erased or, pierced through with a
lance broken in the middle, vulncd gu.

Cartwright

(Scotland).

points, rays streaming in

Cartwright.

Az. a comet in the dexter chief

bend

or.

Ar. on a fesse az. two Catharine wheels of
the first. Crest A lion's head ar. charged on the neck with
a Catharine wheel sa.
Cart'wright.
Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three roses of
the

—

field.

Cart-wright-Enery.

Cartwright

See Enebt.

(exemplified to Rev.

Xwaite-St.-Mary,

and Ellingham,

Uobert Cobb, Eector of
co. Norfolk, upon hia

AB

O

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

taking the name of Caktwkioht in the place of that of Cobb,
by royal license, 25 Oct., 1865). Ist and 4th, or, a fesse gu.
tetw. three shields sa. each charged with a bomb shell or,
fired ppr., for Cast weight; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. bctw.

Crests— 1st, Cartwbight : A woirs
three cocks, for Cobb.
head or, enmed gu. transpierced by a broken tilting spear
2nd, Cobb Out of a ducal coronet a demi
ealtirewise ppr.
;

tiger ar.

Motto

—Fuimus.

:

(Ireland

;

for diff.
(Kendall, co. Westmorland).

a crescent

quarter a tower triple-towered sa.
Carvell. Ar. three bendlets sa. on a canton of the last a
tower triple-towered of the first.
Carvell. Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or.
CarvenelL, Ar. fretty gu. on a chief per fess of the first
and az. three leopards' heads of the second in chief and in
base as many crosses patt^e of the first.
Carvenell. Ar. fretty gu. on a chief per fess of the first
and az. in chief three leopards' heads of the second, and in
base as many crosses crosslet of the first.
Carveny (co. Warwick). Gu. a fesse erm. betw. two chev.

Cary

—

Viscount Falkland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a
bend sa. three roses of the field, barbed and seeded ppr., for
Caet ; 2nd, sa. two bars nebulee erm., for Spencer of
(

Spencecombe 3rd, France and England, quarterly, within
a bordure compony ar. and az. Crest — A swan, wings
elevated ppr. Supporters
Dexter, an unicorn ar. armed,
maned, tufted, and hoofed or; sinister, a lion guard, ppr.,
ducally crowned and gorged with a plain collar or. Motto

—

—

In utroque fidelis.
Cary (Lord Hunsdon and Farl of Dover; created baron 1559;
earl 1628
extinct 1765). Ar)ns and Crest same as Viscount
Falkland, with a crescent for diff. Supporters Dexter, a
ram or, spotted gu. and az. armed, ducally gorged and
chained or ; sinister, a male griffin ar., collared and chained
;

—

il/oito—Commeje trove.
(Lord Cary of Leppington and Earl of Monmouth;
created 1626; extinct 1661). Sam&Arm^. Supporters—Tva
bulls ar. attired, hoofed, and membered or, collared sa.
charged with three roses ar. Crest A swan wings elevated
ar., beaked and legged gu., a crescent surmounted with a
or.

Cary

mullet, also gu., for

di£f.

—
Motto — Come je

trovve

(Comme

jo trouve).

Cary
Cary

(Devonshire). Gu. a chev. betw. three swans ar.
(Fun. Ent. of Alice, wife of John Cart, of Dublin,
Ar. on a bend sa. three roses of
d. 25 March, 1618).
the first seeded or, barbed vert a border of the second

bezantee.

or.

Carver.
Carver.
a ducal

See Middleton, of Learn.
Out of
Ar. on a chev. sa. a fieur-de-lis or. Ci-est
coronet or, a Saracen's head couped at the

—

shoulders ppr.

Carver.
two

on a chev. sa. a fieur-de-lis accompanied by
heads cabossed betw. three crosses entrailed of

Or,

stags'

the second.
Carveth (Carveth, Mewdon, and Cowsawse, co. Cornwall).
Ar. a chev. (sometimes, engr.) betw. three talbots pass.
sa.

Carvick

(Wyke, W. E. co. York, and Moat Mount, Highwood
Or, a fesse dancettee betw. three talbots
Crest An ostrich ar. beaked and legged or,
holding in the mouth a broken spear of the last, headed of
the first. Crest Be steadfast.
Carvile (Berwick-upon-Tweed). Ar. three bends sa. (and
for services in Scotland) on a canton vert, a castle ar. on
Hill

—

;

Az. on a chev. betw.
Crest— An eagle
nine cinquefoils ar. three mullets gu.
wings expanded sa. beaked and legged or, charged on the
breast with a cinquefoil ar.
Carus (Asthwaite, co. Lancaster, 1567). Same Arms, .vith
ten cinquefoils. Crest— Same.
Carus (Fun. Ent., impalement of James Janns, Mayor of
Dublin, 1593, d. 1620; m., for his third wife, Maey, dau. of
Bobebt Cabdb, of CO. Westmorland). Ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. nine cinquefoils pierced az. as many mullets or.
0aiV3ll. Quarterly, or and vert, in the first and fourth

Oarus

AS

excerptSR.

Fun. Ent. of Jbffbet Cabtwkioht,
Per fess
of St. Patrick-street, Dublin, d. Feb., 1636).
embattled sa. and or, three Catherine wheels counterchanged

Cartwrig'lit

o

Cart, Knt. of Cockington, fell at the battle of Tewkesbury in
1471, leaving by Elizabeth, his flrst wife, a son, Robert,
ancestor of Cart of Cockington, Clovelly, Marldon, Torr
Abbey, and FoUaton; and by Alice, his second wife, another
son. Thomas, of Chilton FoUot, co. Wilts, from whom derived
the Lords Falkland and Hunsdon). Ar. on a bend sa. three
roses of the field. Crest
A swan ppr. Motto Virtute

,

Middlesex).

—
—

pass. sa.

Crest

fire ppr.

—An arm embowed

in

armour ppr. garnished

holding in the hand ppr. a sword ar. hilt and pomel gold.
Motto Sola virtus triumphat.
Carvill. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three leopards' heads ar.
Crest— K goat pass. sa. attired or.
Carwardine (Carwardine, co. Hertford). Sa. a hand bow
Crest
A wolf pass. ar. in
in bend betw. two pheons ar.
the mouth an arrow sa. embrued gu.
Carwardine (St. John's, co. Worcester. "Visit. Worcester,
or,

—

—

1682-3).

Same Arms.

(sons of late Rev. Thomas Cabwabdine,
Vicar of Earls Colney, co. Essex, descended from Sir
Thomas Carwardine, Master of the Revels to Henry VIII.).
Sa. a long bow bent in bend ppr. betw. two pheons ar.

Quartering, Holoate, Wall, Andrews, and Hablakenden.
A wolf pass, holding in the mouth an arrow the
Crest
point embrued all ppr. .Motto— On in the right.
Carwell (Norfolk). Ar. a fesse betw. three ficurs-de-lis gu.
Carwell. Ar. a fesse engr. az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

—

Jfu.

Gu. a chev.

leopards' heads ar. (another, or).

Crest

or,

—A

betw. three

leopard's head

guard, erased.

and

az.

Caryer

(Canterbury ; granted 29 June, 10 James I.). Az. a
fieurs-de-lis ar. vulning herself gn.
dove, wings elevated ar. membered gu. bearing
an olive branch ppr. all within a circle of glory, rayonnee

pelican betw. eight
Crest

—A

or.

Gu. a bend ar. betw. six bezants.
Ar. a bend gu. betw. three magpies ppr.
Caryll. Ar. three bars sa. on the uppermost two, and on
the lower one martlet of the first.
Caryset. See Carsett, Devonshire.
Carysfort, Earl of. See Probt.

Caryfit.

Carygoes.

Casamajor, Casamayor, or Casamayor^a
MAjoB, a Spanish merchant,
Bristol,

(Pot-

Don Ldiz CasaNavarre, who settled at

Hertford, founded in England by

1695.

The

late

bom

in

James Abcbibald Casamajob,

6.

1787, E.I.C.S., Resident at Mysore and Travancore, had three
daus. his co-heirs, Jane, m. 1844, William-Willooohbt,

3rd Earlof Enniskillen; Mart, m. 1839, StepuanRam, Esq.,
of Ramsfort; and Elizabeth, in. 1841, Robert Wm. Gadssbn,
Esq., of Brookmans Park, Herts). Quarterly, 1st and 4tb,
2nd and 3rd, chequy or
sa. a lion ramp. ar. langued gu.
and az. a crescent sa. Crest A lion ramp. sa.
Casbet, or Casbot. Or, a fret gu. on a canton of the
second a lion pass, of the flrst.
Casbet, or Casbot. Or, a fret go. within a bordure engr.

—

;

Casberd

Sa. three chev. ar.

Carwitham

(Carwythnm, co. Cornwall, and Paunston, co.
Devon. Vinit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a fleur-de-lis gu. a bordure
engr. of the second.
(Scotland, I6ih century). Per fesse sa.
on the flrst a deini man holding in his dexter
sword palcwaya, and in the sinister a carpenter's
ppr., and in base the branch of an oak tree

and ar.
hand a
axe all
acorncd

vert.

descended from

(Middle Temple, London). Per pale az. and gu. a
nebulae ar. betw. three lions' heads erased or.

Casbome

(Newhouse, Pakenham,

Adam de Karrt, Lord

of Castle Karry, co. Somerset, living in 1198; Sir

William

co. Suffolk).

Gu. a

lion

gorged with a ducal crown of the flrst betw. three
annulets of the second. Crest A lion pass, or, gorged with
a ducal coronet gu. JIfotto— Puro de fonte.
Case, or Casse. Barry of six ar. and vert, over all a lion
ramp. gu.
Crest On a globe betw. two wings a dove
rising all ppr.
Case (Ince; and Red Hazels, co. Lanraster, and Thingwall,
Hall, near Liverpool). Ar. on a bend engr. gu. cotised sa.
three round buckles or, quartering Oolb and Claitoh

—

Carwood

;

fess

pass, or,

Carwithen. Same Arm*.
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—

sa.

Carwell, or Carew^ell.

Cary (Devonshire

confirmed 1612). Sa. on a chev. betw. three
;
heads erased or, as many estoUes gu.
Cary (London and Bristol). Ar. on a bend sa. three roses of
the first, on a canton of the second, an anchor or.
Cary (London). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three roses of the
field, in the sinister chief an anchor of the second.
Crest
A swan ppr. wings erect, on the breast a rose sa.
co.
Donegal).
Cary (White Castle,
Amis and Crest,
same as Carts of Cockington, Clovelly, &c. ATotto—Sine
macula.
Cary (Ireland. Fun. Ent. of Cleopatra Cart, d. 28 March,
1628, wife of Sir Christopher Dehpsie, Knt.). Same Arms,
with a crescent for diff., all within a border gobony or

(London

griffins"

terells, co.

Carwardine

Carwell, or Carvele.

Cary

—

OAS
—A

cubit

Crest

hand

a round buckle

ppr.

cuff ar., holding in the

Motto

or.

— Distantia junRit.

(Hayton, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Same Artns and
(Barwjck). Ar. three bars vert, over all a lion ramp,
gu. Crest— A. dexter cubit arm erect, in armour or, holding
in the gauntlet a sword ar. hilt and pomel gold, round the
arm a scarf, the bow ar. and gu.
Case (Powick. co. Gloucester). Monument in Powick Church
to EicHABD Case, High Sheriff of Worcester, 1761, whose
mother was dau. and heiress of Eichakd Jesson). Ar. a

Caae
Case

Ci-est.

chev. betw. three

heads erased gu. quartering az. a
betw. three cocks' heads erased ar. for

griffins'

fess embattled or,

Jesson.

Casebome

(Casebome, co. Kent). Sa. two chev. betw.
three martlets or.
(confirmed to Thomas Casement, Esq., of Bailee
House, CO. Antrim). Enn. a lion ramp, guard, ppr. charged
with a muUet gu., and holding in the paws a sword erect
also ppr., pommel and hilt gold, encircled round the point

Casement

with a wreath vert; on a chief embattled gu. a tower ar.
Out of a
Crest
betw. two elephants' heads erased or.
mural crown gu. a demi tiger ramp, guard, ppr. charged
eastern
crowned
with
an
first,
and
mullet
of
the
with a
crown or, holding in the paws a sword erect ppr., pommel
and hilt gold, the point encircled with a wreath vert. Motto

—

—Dum spiro spero.
Casement (granted

17 April, 1826, to Col. William Casement, C.B., and his wife Anne, natural dau. of Lieut. -Gen.
Sir George Sackville Beowne, K.C.B.). Erm. a lion ramp,
guard, ppr., holding in the sinister paw a sword also ppr.
pommel and hilt gold, passing through a leaf of laurel vert,
on a chief embattled per pale gu. and az. a tower ar. betw.
two elephants' heads erased or. Crest Out of a mural crown
per pale gu. and az., a demi leopard guard, ppr. crowned
with an eastern crown or, holding a sword passing through a
wreath as in the arms and to his said wife the arms following for Bbowne gu. a chev. betw. three Uons' gambs, erect
and erased or, on a chief embattled ar. an eagle displ. sa.,
all within a bordure wavy erminois.
Casey (Ireland). Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles' heads
erased gu. Crest A hand fesseways issuing from a cloud,
lifting a garb.
Casey, or Casie (Raheny, co. Dublin). Az. a chev. betw.
Out of a ducal coronet
three eagles' heads erased or. Crest
Motto Per varies casus.
or, a demi eagle displ. ppr.
Cashall. Chequy or and gu. achief erm.
Cashel, See of. Gu. two keys in saltire, wards upwards

—

;

:

—

—
—

or.

Cashell. Gu. a lion
ing a plumb rule ar.

pass. ar.

Orat—A lion ramp,

support-

County, Ireland ; granted 25 July,
Cashine (Croan,
1628). Or, three piles gu. on a chief of the second a lion
An arm holding a sword in an oak bush,
pass. ar. Crest
Queen'."!

—

all

ppr.

Caskire

(Norfolk).

Gu. a chev. engr. enn. on a chief

or,

three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Oasier, or Cazier (London; descended from Flanders).
Az. a chev. betw. three swans ar. beaked and membered sa.

Casley

(originally Chastelai of France). Gu. a castle with
A lion
two towers or, embattled and masoned sa. Crest
ramp. ppr. langued and armed gu. Motto Mao mori quam

—

—

head and neck erased

Caslyworth, or Castellyn.

Gu. on a bend

ar. three

Jtfotfo—Juvant arra

parentiun.
Az. a castle or.

Cassat.

Casse

(Leicester, descended from co. Gloucester). Az.
chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased or. Crest—Out of
ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. ppr.
Casse. See Casset, co. Gloucester.

Cassell, or Cassel.

Lozengy gu. and

(Coventry).

Az.

sem^

d'estoiles or,

in pale of the second.
(Steeple Morden, co. Cambridge,

Cason

two

lions pass.

and Hertfordshire).

—

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three horses' heads erased gu. Crest
cubit arm vested purp. cuffed ar. in the hand a firelock,

A

ppr.
(Hackney, co. Middlesex). Ar. on a chev. sa. cottised
A pair of scales ppr.
gu. three fountains ppr. Crest
Cass (Little Grove, Hertford). Per chev. or and erm. on a
all

Cass

—

chev. sa. betw. two eagles' heads erased gu. in chief, and a
garb of the first in base, a harrow gold betw. two fountains.
Crat An eagle's head erased gu. charged on the neck with
a fountain, in the beak three ears of wheat, or. Motto—

—

—

alternately

saltire,

vert.

Cassels (Greenknowe,

co. Stirling, 1864).
Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. two cross crosslets fitchee in chief and a key fess ways
wards downwards in base sa. Crest A dolphin naiant or.
Motto A vise la fin.
Cassey (Deerhurst, co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. betw. three
falcons' heads erased gu. beaked or.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet two branches of laurel in orle ppr.
Cassey (an ancient and honourable family, as appears by
their arms in the windows of Worcester Cathedral, Har.
MSS. 1043). Ar. on a bend gu. three buckles or (sometimes

—

—

—

annulets;.

Casshe.
Cassidy.

Ar. on a chev.

sa.

three fountains.

...

two chev. on a canton.
a lion
pass.
Crest
A spear broken in three pieces, two in saltire,
and the head in pale ppr. banded gu. Anotlier Crest An
arm holding a short sword or dagger with a snake entwined
ppr. Motto Firm and faithful.
Cassidy (Glenbrook, Magherafelt, co. Londonderry). Per
chev. ar. and gu. two lions ramp, in chief, and a boar pass.
Crest
A spear broken into three
in base counterchanged.
pieces two in saltire and the head in pale ppr., banded
"
a caduceus," perhaps referring to
Another Crest was
gu.
Mercury and the ancient healing arts of the family. Motto—
Frangas non flectes.
Cassie. Az. a bend betw. three crows' heads erased ax.
.

.

.

—

—

—

—

Crest

— A hind's head.

Cassill, Cassilby, or Cassyll.

Gu. a lozenge

North part of MuE<!ter,
the Septs of Dal-glais and Clantaile, Beg. Fed.
of the

Az. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads
erased or.
(granted 1 Aug. 1830, to Rev. Stephen Htde
Caman, Mere Vicarage, Wilts, descended from a family
formally seated at Sheffield, Queen's Co., and originally of
French descent). Ar. three oaks eradicated, two and one,
Issuant from an earl's coronet, ppr. a boar's
vert Crest

Ulster's Office).

Cassan

—
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flory

at the points or.

Cassill.

Gu. three

fusils

crowned

or.

Casson

(Blaenyddol, Festiniog, co. Merioneth, originally
from.MilIom, co. Cumberland, and afterwards of Frith Hall,
in that county). Ar. three chev. and a canton gu. on eacb
From a tower, a dove
chev. a mullet of the field. Crest
rising az. Afo»o— Prosequor aUs.
Casson. See Smith-Casson.
Gassy, or Casle (co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. betw.
three griffins' heads erased gu.
Cassy. Ar. on a bend gu. three round buckles or, tongues
pendent. Crest An eagle displ. with two heads vert.
Cassy. Ar. on a bend gu. three roses or.
Cassy. Az. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased or.
Cassyll. Gu. a lozenge flory or.
Castel. Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the first a tower of the
second.
Casteleyat. Or, three castles triple-towered sa.
Castelford (Essex). Az. a chev. betw. three castles ar.
Castelford. Ar. on a fesse gu. three castles or.
Castelliill, or Castelliull. Az. on a chev. betw. three
lozenges (another, fusils) or, as many mullets pierced gu.

—

—

(another, sa.).
(Berkshire).

second a castle

Gu. two bars

ar.

on a quarter of the

sa.

(East Hatley, co. Cambridge). Az. on a bend ar.
A tower
three towers triple-towered sa. purfled or. Crest
as in the arms.
Castell (Stephen Pereott, lord of lystynloTi, temp.
Edward I., m. Mabley Castell, dau. and heiress of the
Lord of Castellton, co. Pembroke). Sa. three castles triple-

toweren

—

ar.).

Ar. three towers triple-towered
(co. Cambridge).
Crest— A tower ar. flammant in the top ppr.
Castell (cos. Cumberland, Warwick, and Devon). Same

Castell
gu.

Arins.
(Ireland, confirmed 1647 by Roberts, Ulster, to
James Castell (descended from an ancient family of that

Castell

first regiment sent
Irish rebels, landed in Dublin
on a pale sa. betw. six ogresses, a
tower triple-towered ar. Crest—On a tower triple-towered
ar. an arm armed and erect, iii the hand an ogress, all ppr.
Motto Arx mea Deus.
Castell (confirmed 1647 by Roberts, Ulster, to Alexansek

name

in co.

Cambridge), colonel of the

by the ParUament against the

Ubique patriam reminisci.

Cass, alias Tale (King

a
a

ar. nine crescents
counterchanged.
Crest
A hawk
reguard. supporting with the dexter claw a garland of laurel

in

Castell

castles sa.

ancestor of

langued gu.

or,

Castell

foedari.

Casneto

OAS
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arm habited enn.

28 March, 1647).

Or,

—

Castell, brother
regiment).

of the

preceding,

Same Arms and

spes.

CastelL Gu.

three bars vair.

Crest.

lieut.

Motto

in the

—Deo non

same
aree

A

A

CAS
Oastell.

Gn. a castle triple-towered ar. on the base a lion
by Molesworth, bart.

pass. sa. quartered

Casteller, Casteler, or Castler.

Ar. a fesse engr.

betw. three Catherine wheels sa.

Castelline (co. Dorset). Sa. three castles ar.
Castelline. Gu. on a bend or, three castles sa.
(Faversham, co. Kent; granted 10 Aug, 1614).
Gu. semee of crosses crosslet or, a castle ar.
Castleton (Surrey). Az. on a bend ar. three adders
embowed of the field. Ci-est A demi dragon wings ex-

Caatelock

—

Oastelyn.

Sa. a cross engr. ar.
of (Norfolk). No Arms. Corporation Seal is a castle with three towers domed, on each a
pennon in the front, over the gateway a square latticed

Town

crown

a demi

Sa. on a chev. or, betw.
(Visit. London, 1568).
three castles, therefrom issuing as many demi lions ar.
three anchors az. quartering or, on a mount vert an eagle
displ. sa.

Castelyn.

The same, within a bordure

or,

charged with

eight towers gu.
Lincoln).
Gu. in the dexter chief and
a tower triple towered, and in the sinister chief
and dexter base a lion ramp. or. C)-est On a tower a lion

Castelyon

(co.

sinister base

—

pass. or.

—

Caster

Crest
(Norfolk). Ar. three bars gemelles gu.
savage standing on a serpent ppr.
Caster (Norfolk). Sa. an eagle displ. barry of six ar. and gu.
Caster (Norfolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Caster. Az. an eagle displ. ar. charged on the body with an
escutcheon gu. thereon a leopard's face or.
Caster. Gu. a chev. betw. three buckles or.
Caster. Sa. a lion ramp, barry of eight ar. and gu.
Casterton. Ar. four lozenges gu. each charged with an
annulet or.
Castile, Kingrdom of. Gu. a castle triple-towered or.
Castile (quartered by Thomas Marburt, citizen and haberAr. a four
Visit. London, 1568).
dasher, of London.
towered castle az.
Castillon (Benham Valence, and Woodspene, co. Berks).
Gu. a lion ramp, and a castle in the dexter point, ar. Crest
A lion's head erased guard, ducally crowned.
Castillon (Italy). Gu. out of a tower ar. a demi Uon ramp,
or, a canton of the second.
Castillon. Gu. two towers triple-towered dexter bendways,
and as many lions ramp, sinister bendways or.
Castinworth, Chastelyn, or Chestline (arms of
Sir Gilbert Chastelvn, in a window of Hadsor Church,
Gu. on a bend ar. three towers sa. (also
CO. Worcester).
another ar.) on a bend gu. three lions pass, guard, or.
Castle (London). Az. on a bend ar. three castles sa. Crest
A dexter arm couped and embowed fesseways ppr. vested
gu. cuffed or, holding a pennon of the second charged with
a bee volant of the third, staff of the first.
Castle (Clcve Court, co. Somerset, formerly Hatherleigh, co.
Devon). .^ row and Crest same as the preceding. Motto—
Haec manus ob patriam.
Castle (Nicholas Castle, of Raveningham, Sheriff of Norfolk, 1433).
Ar. three castles triple-lowered gu. a dragon's
head couped at the neck gu.
Castle. Ar. a tower triple-towered sa.
Castle. Ar. two chevronels betw. three castles gu.

—

—

Castle-Acre,

or

Estacre-Honastery

(Norfolk).

Ar. a cross chequy or and az. betw. twelve crosses crosslet
fitchce sa.

Castlecomb.

Per pale sa. and az. on a sultire betw. three
ar. bursting with flames ppr., one in chief, two in
and in ba.se as many tilting spears, in saltire or,
headed of the third five moorcocks of the first, combed and

towers
fesse,

—

wattled gu. Crest
An arm embowed at the elbow in armour
garnished or, holding in the hand a pistol, all ppr.
Ar. a fret gu. on a canton of the second a

Castlecomb.

griffin

Castle-Coote, Lord. See Coote.
Caatleford (WypcrBhall, co. York).

Per fesse sa. and
over all a square castle

barry wavy of i-it;ht ar. and az.
towered at each corner of the second.
Caatleford. Ar. a chev. betw. three castles gu.
Oastleford. Sa. a ca.stlc in perspective, with four towers
turrt-ted ar. standing in water wavy az. and ar.
Oastlehill, or Castlehyll. See Castelhill.
Castlehow ^granted to William Caatleuow, Esq.). Az.
on a mount vert a castle ppr. in chief three passion crosses
or.
OreH A cantle ppr. therefrom issuant a lion az.
Rupportinc a pa.ssion cross or.
Oaatlelook (Fcversham, CO. Kent). Gu. i«mte of crosses

—
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Crest

—Out of a mural

—

in his sinister

a key

or.

Motto

—Without God

ar©

castles

nothing.
(Coberley, co. Gloucester).

Az. on a

—

mount

in base vert a tower triple-towered or.
Crest
A man in
armour couped at the knees, in his dexter hand a flag of

defiance displ. over his head, his sinister
of his sword, all ppr.
(Ireland).

hand on the pomel

Gu. three castles triple-towered

ar.

Castle-Stuart, Earl

of. See Stijaet.
Castleton (Suffolk, Surrey, and Lincolnshire). Az. on a
bend or, three adders nowed vert. Crest A dragon's head
betw. two wings expanded gu.
Castleton, or Castleton (Suffolk). Az. on a bend or,
three lampreys of the field.
Castlyn. Az. on a bend or, three castles sa. Crest
tower ppr. on the top a flag gu.
Castlyn. Gu. on a bend ar. (another, or) three castles of
the field.
Caston (Cambridge and Suffolk). Ar. on a bend sa. three
crosses crosslet fitchee of the field.
Caston (Norfolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Caston. Az. a fesse wavy (another, nebulee) erm. betw.
three crosses formee fitchee or.
Crest
A lion's paw erased
sa. holding up a cross pattee fitchee in pale erm.
Caston. Gu. three eagles displ. ar.
Caston. Ar. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased gu.
Castor. Sa. an eagle displ. barry often ar. and gu.

—

—

—

Castre

Same Arms.

(Norfolk).

Castre.

Ar. an eagle displ. barry ar. and gu.
Gu. on a bend or, three towers sa.
Casvrall (Alfred Caswall, Esq., of the Inner Temple).
Anns and Crest, as Caswell, of Hamptou Court, quartering

Castyworth.

—

TowNE, Pbtor, Whitino, and Clarke. Motto Non multa
sed multum.
Cas'well (Hampton Court, co. Middlesex. Visit. London).

—

Ar. three bars gemelles sa. Crest A dexter arm couped at
the shoulder in mail, holding in the hand ppr. a cross crosslet
fitchee or.

Casy (Impalement Fun.

Ent. of John Abbe, of St. John's, co.
Meath, d. 29 April, 1636, m. Elizabrth, dau. of Thomas
Cast, Esq., co. Chester). Ar. on a bend engr. gu. cottised

three buckles or.
(Warwickshire). Ar. on a bend gu. three buckles or.
Casye. Az. a chev. ar. betw. three bitterns' heads erased or.
Catcher (Lincolnshire). Az. a chev. betw. sis escallops ar.
in chief three and two, in base one.
Catcher. Per fesse sa. and gu. an eagle displ. erm. ducally
gorged or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet ppr. a demi leopard
sa.

Casye

—

ar. collared

and lined

Catchmaid

or.

(St. Briavels).

Or, a fesse betw. three demi

lions pass. az.

CAtchmay

(Buxmear and Troy, co. Monmouth). Ar. on a
chev. gu. betw. three demi lions ramp. az. as many bugles
Crest
A
demi lion issuant az. gorged with a coronet or.
or.
Catchpole. Or, two cubit arms issuing from the dexter
and sinister base points, habited gu. and grasping the polo
or licad of a hart cabossed in fesse sa. with a raven perched
thereupon betw. three horns ppr.
Categ-ny. Gu. three garbs ar.
Categny. Gu. three bars ar.
Cateline (Sir Robert CATELiNE,Chief Justice of the
Queen's Bench, 1.559-74). Per chev. az. and or, three lions
pass, guard, countcrchanged on a chief ar. a rose betw.

—

two

fieurs-de-lis gu.

Catelline.

lion pass. or.

sa.

segreant sans ailes

or, holding in
the talon a cross crosslet fitch^e.
Castlemaine, Baron. See Handcock.
Castleman (Formerly of Hinton St. Mary, afterwards of
Wimbome, co. Dorset). Vert on a fesse or, betw. three
goats pass. ppr. three towers sa.
Crest
A demi man in
armour, holding in his dexter hand a dagger all ppr., and

ar.

Castlemarten

window.

Castelyn

masoned

crosslet or, a castle ar.

Castleman

panded gu.

Castle-Rising',

OAT
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Sa. a cross engr. ar.

eight towers of the

on a bordure of the

last

first.

Catenham.

Gu. three bars dancett^e erm.
Catenis, Cateixys, or Catnes. Sa. two bars
cliief of the last an eagle displ. of the first.

Cater

(Uffington,

London.

and

co.

Berks,

Kerbie,

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

pass, guard, or.

Crest

—A

lion's

co.

or,

on a

Leicester,

and

Erm. on a pile gu. a lion
head erased barry of six or

az.

Cater

(London, Leicestershire, Berkshire, and HuntingdonSa. a chev. erm. betw. three salmons haurient
A demi griffin ar. beaked and legged gu.
(London).
Sa. a chev erm. betw. three piles ar.
A demi griffin gu.

shire, 1532).
ar.

Crest

Cater
Crett

—

—

A

A

OAT
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—

the
the

—

Uned

Ar. on a feue engr.

six of the first

fesse vair^ or

Same Arms, the

and

second a crescent gu.
(Lord Chief Justice, temp. Elizabeth). Per chev. az.
ox, three lions pass, guard, counterchanged on a chief
ar. a rose gu. betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the last.
Creit—A
demi leopard ramp, guard, ar. pellettee ducally gorged vert
betw. two wings of the last.

a bordure

az.

Crest

or.

— A Uon

Pleas,

of

had two

Same Arms, within
ar. collared and

bead erased

—

—

:

—

John Catesby, Justice of
Hcmphby, from whom

sons, Sir

—

Same Arms and

the family seated there. Visit, co. Butland).
Crest.

Catesby

(Althorpe-Hinton and Ashby-Legers, co. Northampton). Same Arms. Crest— Aa antelope's head couped
ar. betw. the attires or, two battle axes erect ppr.
Catesball, or Cateshull. Az. on a chev. betw. three
lozenges or, as many mullets gu.
Catesnelbogre. Gu. two lions pass, guard, in pale or.
Crest— Aq anchor sa.
Catbarne. Vert, a cinquefofl ar. on a chief az. a cat
couchant of the second.
Cathcart (Earl Cathcart). Az. three crosses crosslet fltchee
A dexter hand
istuing out of as many crescents ar. Crest
couped above the wrist and erect ppr. grasping a crescent as
^Two parrots ppr. Motto—-1 hope
in the arms. Supportert

displ. ar.

Catsznellage.

Crest

—

1703).

Az. a

—

—

1572).

crescents or.

Catworth

(Lord Mayor of London, 1443). Erm. three piles
ar. a fleur-de-Us az.
Catworth. Or, three piles sa. on a canton of the first a
sa.

(Clyfton, co.

Or, on a pale az.

— A griffin or, pellettee.

fleur-de-lis az.

(confirmed 1574, by Cooke,
Catheryns, of New Inn, co. Middle-

—

—

—

Cathie (Scotland). Crest A stag's head couped ppr.
Cathrall (Lincolnshire). Az. three fusils ar.
Cathrope. Or, a bend az. Crest On a mount

—

Ar. arose gu. seeded or, barbed vert. Crest— Aa
garland of laurel vert.
Caudecott (quartered by Newton, alias Cradock. and
confirmed with other quarterings 1567, to Sir John Newton,
of Eichmond Castle, co. Somerset). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three trees eradicated or, an eagle displ. of the field.
estoile or, within a

|

Cauell.

Gu. three

sails ar.

arms from the Fell Monument, in the
Quarterly, per fess indented or and ar.
Cavildwell (Staffordshire). Ar. on a fesse dancettee az.
betw. three lozenges lying fesseways gu. as many pikes'
heads couped and erect or. Crest A cock's head couped ar.
combed and wattled gu. betw. two wings expanded sa. hold-

Caugrhton

(Sheffield

:

Parish Church).

—

a stag

courant.

Catisby (Warwickshire). Same Arms as Catesby, of Whiston,
adding a bordure engr. gu.
Catley, or Cattley.
Gu. six escallops ar.
Crest
hand erect holding a sealed letter ppr.
Catlin, or Catlyn (Bedfordshire, and Band, co. Northampton). Per chev. az. and or, three lions pass, guard, in
pale coimtcrchanged a chief ar. Orut
^A. leopard's head

—

—

on a canton

Oatzius.

Catherns, or Catheryns

Clarenceux, to Hdmphrey
sex, as the ancient arms of Thomas Cathebns, of Clyfton,
CO. Warwick).
Same Arms, as the preceding. Crest
grifiBn stutant or, guttee sa.
Catherstone (Devonshire). Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three
lures gu. as many leopards' heads of the field.
Cathery. Sa. two boars' heads erased in fess ar. Ci-est
boar's head couped sa. holding in the mouth three arrows.
Catheryke, or Catryke. Sa. a chev. betw. three cats ar.

—

—

—

Warwick, and Middlesex, 15 Nov.,
an eagle displ. of the field. Crest

oi>.

— A cat pass, guard, ar.

ar.

—

Cathemes, Catharens, or Catherenes

Crtst—Tbe

shells or, on a chief
a wolf pass. sa. Crest A wolfs head az.
Catton (Bobebt Catton, Prior of Norwich, 1519. Arms
in the church of St. Thomas Without, Oxford. Visit. Oxon).
Ar. a cross sa. Crest On a tun a dog sejant.
Catton. Gu. two cats pass, guard, ar.
Catton. Sa. a bend engr. or, betw. three owls ar.
Catton. Sa. a bend or, betw. three owls ar. membered of
.\ horned owl ar.
the second. Crest
Catton. Az. a bend engr. or, betw. three tuns lying fesseways of the last, on each an owl or.
Cattyffe, Catiff, or Catife. Az. a chev. betw. three

human

heart or, betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee, issuing out of
A dexter hand holding up a
as many crescents ar. Crest
heart royally crowned all ppr. Motto By faith we are
saved.
Cathcart (Carbiston, co. Ayr.). The same Arms, with the
heart in the collar point ensigned with an imperial crown ppr.
Cathcart (Knockdolian, co. Ayr). Az. three cross crosslets
fitcb^e issuing out of as many crescents ar. in chief a man's
heart gu. ensigned with an imperial crown ppr. Crest
dexter hand couped at the wrist issuing out of a wreath
holding up a crescent ar. Motto
I hope to speed.
Catherike. Ar. a chev. betw. three cats pass. sa.

—

or.

Cattesby. Ar. a lion ramp, guard, gu.
Cattle (Lancashire). Gu. three escallop

to speed.
(Carleton, co. Ayr, bart.,

Gu. two lions pass, guard,

Motto— 'Ne supra.
attires of a stag or.
Catt. Ar. three cats pass, guard, in pale sa.
Catt. Ar. two cats pass. gu. (another, sa.).
Catte. Ar. a Uon pass, guard, gu.
Cattelen. See Catlyn.
Cattell (Scotland). Ar. fretty sa.
Catterall (Crooke, co. Lancaster). Az. three mascles

—
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Isle of Ely).

lion's

Sa. a bend or, betw. three owls ar.
(Binbrook, co. Lincoln, and Can* House, Howden, co.
York, originally of Thorpe Abbots, co. Norfolk; the name,
previously to 1599, was spelled Catton). Per fesse gu. and
az. two cats-a-mountain pass, guard, in pale ar. pellettee, on
a canton or, a cross crosslet fitchde sa. Crest Issuant from
a castle with two towers ar. charged with three crosses
crosslet fitchee in fesse sa. a Saracen's head affrontee ppr.
wreathed round the temples or and gu.
Motto Cautus
metuit foveam lupus. (A more ancient Crest Issuant from a
ducal coronet or, a saracen's head affrontee ppr. wreathed
roimd the temples or and gu.)
Cator, or Cattor (Visit. Oxon). Erm. on a pile gu. a lion
pass, guard, or.
Crest
A lion's head erased or, collared
with a bar gemel az.
Cator (Beckenham, Kent, and Woodbastwick Hall, co.
Norfolk).
Arms and Crest same as preceding. Motto
Nihil sine labore.
Catricke. Sa. a chev. betw. three cats pass, guard, ar.
Catryke. Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three quatrefuils or.
Catson, or Causton. Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles

Catesby, of Whiston, Northants and Easby, who m. Anjie,
dau. of John Seaton, of Seaton, co. Butland, ancestor of

Cathcart

—A

Caton

pass. sa.

by the Deputies

(Seaton, CO. Rutland, Sir

Common

Crest

Caton.

—

the

ar.

lined or.

fess betw.

crowned or.
Camden, Clarenceux,
to Sir William Catesbt, of Lapworth, ninth in descent from
John Catesby, also confirmed to Booeb db Catesby, of
Ncwenham, elerenth in descent from William de Catesby,
Lord of Catesby. Visit. Warwick. Har. MSS.). Ss^va^ Arms.
Crest— An antelope's head couped at the neck ar. betw. the
attires two battle axes erect or.
Catesby (Whiston, co. Northampton, Visit. Northants).
Same Arms. Crest A leopard pass, guard, ar. pellettee
(another, a lion pass, guard, sa. crowned or).

Oatesby

az.

and

Ar. two lions pass. sa.

(Hardmead, co. Bucks).

Catesby (confirmed

—

Catlin

three goats' beads ar.

Catesby
crowned

and

Ci-est

two wings endorsed barry of

Ent. of the wife of Natbaniel Catlin, Recorder
of the city of DubUn, 28 July, 1625).
Per chev. az. and or,
three Uons pass, guard, counterchanged on a chief of the

Catling' (Needham HaU,
Gu. a

coBared and

chief.

Catlin (Fun.

tbree cinquefoils of

sa.

Same Arms, without the

(Kent).

lion sejant guard, or, betw.

first.

Catesbury (Hertfordshire).
Catesbury (Leicestershire).

ar. ducally

or.

Catlin

first.

Cateryke.

ATT

couped at the neck and reguard.

Az. tbree masoles or.
A cat pass. or. Jnothtr Crest A cat pass, guard, ppr.
Crest
Edward I.). Az. a
Chester,
(Horton,
co.
temp.
Caterall
Ortit— On a chapeau az.
lion pass. betw. three mascles or.
turned up erm. a cat pass. ppr.
Caterall (Lancashire). Ar. a griiBn segreant gu. beaked
and legpcd or.
Caterall (Milton). Erm. on a fesse gu. three annulets ar.
Caterall (Holdemess, co. York). Sa. three mascles ar.
Caterall, or Catterall (West Witton, co. York). Az.
three mascles or, over all a bend gu.
Cateryke. Ar. on a fesse engr. gu. three qnatrefoils of
(Catheroll, co. Lancaster).

Oftterall

ing in his beak a cross pattee fitchee or.
Ar. three fleurs-de-lis betw. as many towers gu.
(Cowley). Ar. on a chev. sa. three leopards' heads
Crest— From a plume of three
jessant-de-Us of the first.
ostrichs" feathers issuing from the wreath an eagle rising ppr.
Barry of ten ar. and gu. on
CharUmont).
(£arl
Caulfeild
of
a canton of the second a lion pass, guard, or. Crest
dragon's head erased gu. gorged with a bar gemellc ar.

Caulers.

Cauley

—
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C AtT
Supporters

—

Two dragons

wings endorsed sa. each
Motto Deo duce fcrro

gu.

gorged with a bar gemelle

—

ar.

Caulfeild (Drumcairne,

co.

Arms,

Tyrone).

Crest,

and

Motto, as the Earl of CharUmont.
Caulfeild (Raheenduff, Queen's County, a younger branch

Amu,

of the noble house of Chablemont).
Motto, same as £arl of Ckarlemont.

Caulfeild (Benown,

Crest,

and

—

Roscommon, and of Donamon

co.

Cave, BrO-wne-Cave

Northampton, bart.).
'.Jnd and 3rd, az. a
1st: A greyhound
courant sa., to which on an escroll proceeding from his
mouth the word " Gardez," for motto 2nd A stork ppr.
beaked and merabered or.
Cave (Leicestershire). Az. frctty of eight pieces ar. on a
fesse or, a greyhound in full course sa. within a bordure of
the third pellettee. Ci-est Out of a fiower ar. stalked and
leaved vert, a greyhound's head per pale erm. and ermines.
(Stanford, co.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. fretty ar.
chev. betw. three escallops or. Crests
;

—

;

Arni^ &c., as £arl of Charlemont.
co.)(Nottinghamshire). Per chev. or and gu. three
counterchanged.
human hearts
Caulx (Bradborne and Brampton, co. Derby; the coheiresses m. Asu and Bagdlet). As the preceding.
Caulx. Per chev. or and gu. three bucks counterchanged.
Caundion. Ar. a fesse betw. three torteaux.
Cauudis. Or, a lion gu. tail forked (another, the lion

same

Caulz

Crest— Out of an antique crown

coward).

AV

Cave.

comitante.

Castle,

C

of the third pellettee ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three
cocks' heads gu. Crest
A greyhound courant az. Motto-

a

or,

lion's

head

:

—

Cave

{Baroness Braye).
Az. fretty ar.
Su.pporler»—'£\\ii
ramp, guard, or, winged vair.
(Stamford, co. Lincoln, and Bargrave, co. Leicester).
Same Arms. Crest A greyhound courant ar.
lions

Cave

—

Cave.

Same Arms.

Crest

—Cave Deos videt.

—A

greyhound

sa. collared or.

Motto
two, and one, or.
Caundrey.
Gaunter (Rev. Hobart Gaunter, B.D.). Barry of six or
and gu. thirteen bezants counterchanged, three, two, three,
two, and three. Crest A naked arm erect, couped at the

Gu. ten

billets, four, three,

—

— Quam

Motto

elbow holding a branch ppr.
hyems.

non

torret

the dau.
(quartered by Mabkham, of Markham
and heiress of Sir John Caonton, m. Robert Markham, of
Lord
Chief
of
Markham,
mother
John
was
and
Markham,

Caunton

:

Ar. a chev. betw. three

Justice of England. Visit. Notts).
griffins' heads erased sa.

(Ireland). Gu. six annulets or, a canton erm.
Caurler. Az. three plates.
Caus. Or, two crows in pale sa. Crest A cinquefoil per

—

and ar.
Causey (Hyngham). Ar. a grifiBn segreant sa.
Causland. Ar. two stars and a crescent in base sa. a chief
chequy of the first and second.
Causton (Causton, co. Essex). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
pale az.

Crest

—A

arm

cubit

erect habited

gu. charged with two bends wavy sa. cuff. ar. holding in the
hand ppr. a round buckle or.
Causton. ^rois, the same. Crest A wolf s head erased or.
Causton (Oxtcd, co. Surrey). Per pale gu. and az. a
leopard ramp, with a lion's tail ar. collared per pale of the
Crest
A demi leopard ar. with a lion's
second and first.
tail collared per pale az. and gu.
Causton (Robert de Causton, Sheriff of Norfolk, 1335).
Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Causton. Ar. on a bend sa. three crosses crosslet fltcbee of

—

—

the Bold.

Causton.
Causton.

Cautlow

Bendy of six ar. and sa.
Ar. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet sa.
(London).
Erm. on a chev. sa. three leopards'

heads jessant-dc-Us

Cauty.

or.

Ar. in chief two lions ramp. sa.

Crest

—A Catharine

wheel az.

Cavaler (London and

granted by Sir Thomas
Wriothesley, Garter, and Thomas Benolte, Clarenccux, to
Anthont Cavaler, of London, 10 June, 1554). Gu. a
Pegasus saliant ar. winged and mancd or, charged with a
rose of the field, within a bordure gobony of the second.
Crest A horse's head sa. maned, bridled, and armed or,
on his head a plume of three feathers, the first ar. the
second gold, the third gu.
Cavalier. Az. a Pegasus ramp, or, on his breast a cinqueCVc'f
foil gu. within a bordure golionatcdar. and vert.
.V
horse's head couped sa. armed and bridled or, on his head a
plume of feathers ar. and gu. on bis forehead a spike of the

Yorkshire

;

—

—

last.

Cavall.

Erm. a

calf gu.

Crest

— A naked

figure holding a

palm tree ppr.

two crescents gu.
Cavanag:h. Az. a lion pass. betw. three crescents ar.
Cr^.it— Out of a crescent ar. a garb or.
Cavanagh (Kun. Knt. of John CxvANAr.w, d. in Dublin 8
Oct., I6n2).
Ar. six annulets sa. three, two, and one, on u
chief az. three mullets of the first.
(Hrontry, co. Gloucester).
Sa. frctty ar. on a fcssc
or, a greyhound rouranl o( the field, within a bordure of the
third pelleltee, quaricring Oliver and Cox.
Crest— \ grey-

Cave

hound courant sa., on an cscroll proceeding from his mouth
the word Cavb.
(Cleve Hill, co. Glouce^tc^, and Sidbury Manor, co.
Devon). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. frctty of eight pieces

Cave

or,
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Az. fretty ar. a chief gu.
Barry of six or and az. on a bend engr. sa. cottiscd
gu. three escallop shells of the first.
Cave (Belmont, Mill Hill, Queensberry House, Richmond,
Surrey). Or, fretty az. a cross mqline and a bordure nebuly
gu., on a chief of tlie last two greyhounds' heads erased ot
the first. Crest A greyhound sejant or, pellctee resting
the dexter leg on a cross moline gu. Motto^Ca,ve Deus

—

videt.

(another, sails).

a greyhound courant

sa.

within a bordure

Gu. three

Crests

parchment ppr.

rolls of

—A iinicorn sejant ar.

Cavell

(Cornwall. Visit. 1620; the co-heirs m. Vivian and
Hore). Erm. a calf pass. gu. Hals says that the CavellS
bore also " az. three sails of a ship ar." in commemoration
of one of the family having been an admiral in the reign

of Henry VI.
Cavenag'h.. Per

pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp. betw.
Two dexter hand.s
three crescents counterchanged. Crest
issuing from clouds, and grasping the stump of an oak tree,

—

sprouting anew, ppr.

Cavenagli, or Cavanag'h.

(Ireland). Sa. on a fesse or,
a mullet pierced betw. two hunting horns of the field.
Crest
A stag lodged betw. two branches of laurel vert.

—

Cavenag'h.
Cavendisli

See Kavanagh.
(Cavendlsh-Overhall, co. Suffolk).
Sa. three
bucks' heads cabossed ar.
Cavendish. {Duke of Devonshire). Sa. three bucks' heads
cabossed ar. Crest— A serpent nowed ppr. SupportersTwo bucks ppr. each wreathed round the neck with a chaplet
of roses alternately ar. andaz. Motto Cavendo tutus.
Cavendish {Duke of Newcastle, William Cavendisd,
nephew of the 1st Sari of Dsvonskire, was so created 1664,
extinct 1691). Sa.me Amis as the Duke nf Devonshire, with o,
crescent for diff. Crest
A serpent nowed ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a bull or, ducally crowned gu. sinister, a lion ramp,
guard, gu. crined and ducally crowned or. Motto— Cuventio

—

—

—

;

tutus.

Cavendish
Same

as

(Baron Chesham).

Duke of Devonshire.

Arms,

greyhound

ar.

Crest,

and Motto—

— Dexter, a buck

Supporters

and

sinister, a
gorged with a plain collar gu. thereon three

ppr. gorged with a chaplet of roses ar.

az.

;

buckles or.

Cavendish

(Baron Waterpark). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
bucks' heads cabu.ssed ar. attired or, within a
bordure of the second, for Cavendish ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. two
bendlets, the upper sa., the lower gu., for Uradsiiaw.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a snake nowed ppr. Supporters— Tvio stags, the dexter per fesse indented gu. and
sa., the sinister ppr. gorged with a chaplet of roses alternately ar. and az. both attired and unguled, or. Motto—
sa. three

—

tutus.

Cavendish
Ar. a lion pass, and

In base

on a fcuc

Cave.
Cave.

Cavendo

Cavan, Earl of. See Lambart.
Cavanag'h (Ireland). SeelvAVANAcu.

ar.

Az. fretty ar. afesse gu.

(Yorkshire).

Cavel, or Locavel.

Cauntwell

wolves' heads erased gu.

Cave

Molln as

(Chykncll, co. Salop).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

last.

Cavendish

(Grimstead, co. Sussex). Ar. three piles wavy
gu. the middle one reversed.
Crest— K wolfs head or,
collared gu.

Cavendish (Andrew

Cavendisk, Sheriff of Norfolk,
two and one.

1384).

Sa. throe crosses botoncc titchee or,

Cavenham.

Ar. a saltire sa.
(quartered by Flower, of Langer, co. Notts. Visit.
Ar. on a chev. sa. a fieur-dc-lis or.
Cavemer. Or, a cross voided gu.
Caversham, Caursham, or Cauersham. Ar. a

Caver

Notts).

saltire sa.

Caverwell. Az. fretty ar. a fesse gu.
Caverswell (Cavebswell, co. Stafford,

of

whom

were Sir

'William db Cavebeswell. Sheriff in 1261, and Sir William

A

C
DB Cavekswkix, who

CaversweU

Caatle, temp,

Edward

Ar. fretty az. over all a fesse gu.
Cavill. Ar. a fesse engr. flory on each end gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet
(Scotland).
Ci-est—A. stag's head holding in the mouth a serpent
8a.
II.).

Caw

ppr.

Cawarden

(Cawarden,
Sa. (or gu.)

Stafford).

broad arrows

and Kidware, co.
hand-bow, betw. two

Chester,

co.

a

sling or

Caylway

Cayly, or Cayle
Crest

(Norfolk).

—A mascle vert.

Chequy

betw. two

chev. gu. three escallop shells of the field.
Gu. three bends engr. or.
Esq., of Bumbleswick, co. Sussex,
M.P. for Chichester, 6. in 1604). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three swans' heads, erased at the neck ar.
Cawne. Gu. across engr. or.
(Kent). The same as Canton.
Cawod, or Cawood. Chequy ar. and sa. a chief or.
(Cawoodhall, co. Lincoln).
Ar. on a bend vert

Cawley (Staffordshire).
Cawley (Wm. Cawley,

Cawnton

Cawood

three acorns or.
Cawood. Ar. three bends sa.
(Cawood, co. York). Per chev. embattled sa. and
ar. three harts' heads cabossed within a bordure per fesse all
counterchanged, the bordure charged with ten trefoils.
Cawoodley, or Cawodley (Cawodley and Studley, CO.
Devon. Visit. 1620). Az. two wings conjoined ar. over all
Crest
A hawk's leg az.
on a fesse gu. three bezants.
belled or, joined to the knee, in chief a wing ar.
Or, a bend masculy gu.
(London). Az. a lion ramp. betw. three trefoils
sUpped ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's
head ar. ducally gorged, lined, and rinsed sa.
Cawsse. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Cawston. Bendy of six ar. and sa.
Cawston. Sa. three bends ar.
(Yorkshire). Ar. on a saltire sa. five crosses
patonce or. Ci-est An arm embowed ppr. holding a cross

Cawood

—

—

—

and

ar.

and

Ai. a chev. betw. three ravens sa.

Crest—

sa.

sa.

a fesse

a canton

Gu. a cross erm.

Cayne. Az. an eagle displ. ar.
Caynes. Vair three bars gu.
Caysterton. Or, (another, ar.)

four lozenges in fess gu.
of the field.
(quartered by Sir Rogeb Atscodgr, of Luttall,
J.P. CO. Notts, tem^). Queen Elizabeth. Visit. Notts).
Or,

on each an annulet

Caythorpe
a bend

az.

Cazalet.

Az. in chief a castle with two towers ar. in base a

boar pass.

or.

Caszenove.

and a cinqnefoil in
hiked or.
Barry of ten ar. and
az. over aU six escutcheons sa. three, two, and one, eack
charged with a lion rantp. of the first. Crest A garb or,
supported by two lions, the dexter ar. the sinister az.
Supporters
Two hons erm. Motto Cor unum, via una.
Cecil (Marquess and Earl of Salisbury). Arms same, with a
crescent for diff. Crest— Svs. arrows in saltier or, barbed
and flighted ar. girt together with a belt gu. buckled and
garnished gold, over the arrows a morion cap ppr. SupTwo lions erm. Motto Sero sed serio.
porters
Cecill. Sa. three bends ar.
Cecill, or Cessell. Sa. three chev. ar.
Cecill, or Cecyll. Sa. two chev. ar.
Ceely (St. Ives, CO. Cornwall. Visit. 1620). Az. a chev. or,
base or.

Sa.

Crest

two crescents in

—A sword

chief,

in pale az.

Cecil (Earl and Marquess

of Exeter).

—

—

—

—

—

betw. three mullets ar.

Crest

— A tiger sejant ar.

Ceiferwast. Ar. three bars gemelles az.
Ceily, Celey, or Cely. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. throe
Crest — An arm in
eagles displ. sa. as many annulets or.
armour holding a pheon point upwards,

patonce or.

Ca'wthome.

ar.

erm.

Camys (Devonshire).

Cawdry. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three torteaux.
Cawle (Bucktcn, CO. Norfolk). Ar. on a fesse

Cawthome

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two
chev. of the second, three escallop shells of the first.
Caylowe. Ar. on a chev. sa, betw. three leopards' beads of
the second, as many annulets of the first.
(Hampshire).
Ar. on two glaziers' snippers in
saltire sa. four pears or, (another, adds a bordure engr. gu.).
Cayly. Gu. four bends ar.
(Norfolk).

Caymesle, or Caymesley. Chequy
shods and feathers

sa.

banded gu.

Cawnpy.
Cawson

Caylne, or Calle

enn.

ar.

Cawdor, £arl. See Campbell.
Crest— A sheaf of arrows
Cawdor.
or,
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AV
built

:

all

ppr.

Ceindall, Cendall, Cendalle, or Ceudall.

Ar.

.a

cross vert.

raven ppr.

Cawi;honie

Ar.

(Lincolnshire).

a chev. betw. three

ravens sa. on a chief of the last as many crosses cros&let of
the first.
Ar. a lion pass, paly of six or and sa. betw. three
dolphins naiant gu. on each dolphin as many bezants, all
Crent
within a double tressure flory counterflory purp.

Celny. Sa. a bend or.
Celsden. Az. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Celson. Sa. on a pale betw. two palets or, three escutcheons

Cawton.

—

dromedary

sa. bezantee.

Cay (Charlton Hall,

co. Northumberland originally Cat, or
Key, a border family of antiquity). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
vert a rose ar. betw. two bars or 2nd, az. a label of three
points ar. over all a bend or 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three
wolves' heads erased gu. and gorged with ducal coronets,
A royal eagle gorged
for WooLFF, of Bredlington. Crest
with a collar and banner vert bearing a rose ar. Motto
;

;

;

—

—

Sit sine spina.

Cay

(Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham). Ar. a bend sinister
sa. in chief an annulet gu. in base a griffin's head erased
of the second, holding in his beak a key az. impaling the
arms of Vidleb, viz., ar. three wolves' heads couped sa.
A griflan's head as in the arms. Motto Patria cara,
Crest

—

—

carior libertas.

Cay.

Az. a bend or, debruisedby a label of three points ar.
A hawk ppr. and flotant behind him a pennon vert.
round the neck and charged with the arms.
Cayle, or Keyle (Cornwall). Quarterly, embattled ar.
Crest

—

tied

and

of the

Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three mullets
first.

Cayley

(Brompton, co. Y^ork, bart. According to Sir W.
Dugdale's sketch, with crest, in his Visitation of the co.
York, 1666). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend gu. charged with
Ciest—A demi lion ramp, or,
three mullets of the first.
charged with a bend gu. thereon three mullets ar. in the
paws a battle-axe az. handle of the second, with an orna"Only
mental tuft on it, gold. Mottoes 1st: Nul q'um
one " (God). 2nd Per lucem ac tencbras mea sidera sanguine surgent.
Cayley (Wydale House, co. York). Same as the preceding.
Cayley, or Cayly (Norfolk). Chequy or and gu. a bend
(or a fesse) erm. (another, or).
Cayliff. Az. a chev. betw. three crescents or.

—

—

:

Caylin^,

co. Essex). Az. on a chev. betw. three bucks
trippant ar. as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Cely (co. Kent). Ar. eleven eyes sa. three, two, three, two,
and one. Crest A dexter hand with the two first fingers

—

....

erected
Cely (Essex). Az, a chev. betw. three mullets or. Creat—A
bundle of quillg ppr.
Cely, Ceely, or Ceily (Havering, co. Essex). Gu. a lion
ramp, or, betw. two flaunches and a gussett in base erm.

Celynyn

(Baron of Uwydiarth, in Powys. Descendants
and Myvod ; 2nd, Lloyd, of
1st, of Ehandir, Caergai,
Flinnant and Dolobran ; 3rd, Davies, of Dyffryn). Sa. a Legoat ar. attired and unguled or.
Cenino. Az. a salamander or, in a flame ppr. Crest An
escallop betw. two palm branches ppr.
Centerton. Gu. a fesse betw. three leopards' faces or.
Cercy. Ar. a saltire sa. on a chief az. three cinquefoils or.
Cerne (Lord of Melcombe, CO. Dorset, temp. Kichard I., and
of Draycote-Cerne, same co. temp. Henry III., Bichabo
Az. a
Ceene, last Lord of Draycote, d. 8 Henry VI., 1427).

—

head couped or.
(Malcombe Horsey). Per fesse ar. and gu. a lion
within a bordure or.
counterchanged
ramp,
Cerne Monastery (Dorsetshire). Az. a cross engr. or,
horse's

Cerne

sa.

Cayle.

Cely (Barking,

Gyronny
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of eight

erm and
.

sa.

betw. four

lillies ar.

Ceronen. Gu. fretty ar.
Cervington, or Servingrton

(Devonshire; extinct in
the male \ine temp. Elizabeth; the co-heirs r/i. Crokee and
Erm. on a chev. az. three bucks' heads cnbosscd
Savert).
Ci-est—A tun (or barrel) or, out of the bungbole five
or.
roses of the last, stalked and leaved vert.
Cesir. Ar. on a bend ga three leopards' faces or.
Cessfoord. Per fesse gu. and ar. in chief a cross of the
second, in base a horse's head couped sa.
Az. an eagle displ. or, armed ar.
Cesyr. Ar. on a bend purp. three leopards' faces or.
(Surrey). Gu. a chev. betw. in chief two fleurs-dt-

Cestham, or Cesthin.

Cewer
lis,

and

in base

a rose

ar.

CHA
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Chadwick

See Caylky.
Az. three lozenges or, a chief indented

Ceyley.

Chequy

(Mousley, co. Herts).

ar.

Crext

ea.

Chabot

—A pheon

(trance).

a chief and

Chad"wrorth

(There

is

a sea

(Arms

of

in the Library of
Ar. a chev. betw.

Kobebt Chacb remaining
Oxon).

Balioll College, Oxford. Visit.

three talbots' heads erased gu.
(Chesham, co. Bucks). Gu. four crosses flory, two and

Chace

on a canton or, a lion pass. az.
Gu. four crosses potence ar. two and two, on a
canton or, a lion pass. az. Crest— A lion ramp, or, holding

two

ar.

Cbace.

betw. his feet a cross potence gu.

Gu. six crosses pattee, three, two, and one, ar. on a
a lion pass. az.
Chacheinayd. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three demi lions

Chace.

canton

ramp.

or,

az. as

Chackers.

many

crescents or.
Quarterly, or and purp.

Chacombe, or Anaf

Or,

(Leicestershire).

(Thursford, co. Norfolk, extinct bart.).

and ar.
a rose
;

Crest

a cross potent quadrated, in the

1st

and 4th quarters,

3rd, a cross patt^e all countcrchanged.
wings expanded ppr., beaked, leggod, and
resting the dexter claw on a cross potent, as

2nd and

in the

—A

;

:

az.

bend gu.

Chad

—

—

a chabot.)

fish called

Chace

or.

Or, three chabots gn.

falcon,

membered

or,

in the arms.

Chad (exemplified to Joseph Stonehewee Scott, Esq.,

on his

assuming, by royal licence, 27 Nov., 1855, the additional surname and arms of his maternal great-uncle, Sir Chaeles
Chad, Bart., of Thursford and Pinckney). Same as preceding, quartering Scott.
Chad (Lichfield). Per pale gn. and ar. a cross potent and
quadrat betw. four crosses pattee, all countcrchanged.
Chadborn (Barton House, co. Gloucester). Ar. a grifiBn

slipped of the

(London).

Chadworth, or Chaworth.
martlets

to

all

pass. or.

Crest

— A talbot or.

or Saffin (Somersetshire). Az. three estoiles of
eight points, each issuing from a crescent or. Crest On a
mural crown a mullet of eight plain rays or.

ChaflBji,

—

Or, a fesse lozcngy az. in chief a mullet gu.
(Chadwick, CO. Lancaster). The eventual heiress,

Chadwick

Sabah Chadwick,

of Chadwick, d.

vnm.

Gu. an
Crest— A lily

in 1722).

Inescutcheon within an orle of martlets ar.
ar. stalked and leaved vert.
(Healey, co. Lancaster ; Mavesyn-Ridware, co.
Stafford, and New Hall, co. Warwick; descended from Jordan
Chadwtk, second son of John de Chadwtk, of Chadwyk;
the Healey estate was acquired by the marriage, in 1483, of
John Ciiadwyke, with Alice, eldest dau. and coheir of Adam

Chadwick

Okeden).

Same Anus.

Crests

—

1st:

A

lily ar.

stalked and

leaved vert; 2nd: A talbot's head gu. having the arms of
Handsacbe (crm. three croncls gu.) on the collar, and
Stans
pierced through the neck with an arrow. Motto

—

cum

Chad'wick

(Mavesyn Bidware, co. Stafford quartered by
Chadwick, of Healey, Mavesyn Ridware, and New Hall;
;

Arms

Ar. a bordure gu. charged with eight

MSS.).

martlets of the field.
(Swlnton Hall, co. Lancaster, now of Pudlcston
claiming descent from Cdadwick, of
Court, CO. Hereford
Chadwick). Gu. an inescutcheon or, within an orle of martlets
ar. all within a bordure engr. of the second, charged with
In front of two crosses
eight cronses crosslet sa. Crest
crosslet fltchee in saltire, the flower and stem of a white lily,
Motto In candore decus.
slippi-d ppr.
Chadwick, or Chadock (Cornwall). Gn. on an inescutcheon within an orle of martlets ar. a cross of the first.
Crffl
On a ducal coronet or, a martlet.
Chad'wick (Cornwall). Gu. an orle of martlets or, on a
canton ar. an inescutcheon of the first.

Chadwick

;

—

—

—

Ohadwlck

Gu. a

Gu. a talbot pass,

or,

a

lozenges az.

segreant or, on a chief erm. thrco'
peacock in pride ppr.

griffin

Crest

—A

Stoke-Sub-Hamdon, co. Somerand Winscot, co. Devon). Az. a fesse lozengy ar.
Lcnch Court, co. Worcester). Per pale gu.
and az. a griffin segreant ar. on a chief engr. erm. three
lozenges of the second. Crest On a mount betw. two palm
co. Dorset,

set,

Chafy (Bouse

—

branches vert, a peacock in

its

pride ppr.

Chaigrneau (Ireland). Sa. three Uons" heads erased or.
CreH A lion's head erased gu.
Chain. Barry of six az. and ar.
Chaiston (Scotland). Gu. two halberts paleways surmounted

—

fesse

chequy

.

.

in chief a mullet.

Chaldecotte (Quarleston). Az. three arrows paleways
Chaleners (Yorkshire). Az. three mascles or, a chief

or.
in-

dented gu.

Chalkhill

(Middlesex).
Cheveronny of six gu. and ar.
(another, gu. three chev. ar.). Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a horse's head ermines, maned gold.
Challen (Shopwhyke and Shermanbury Park, co. Sussex the

—

;

heiress. Mart Challen, vi. John Miller, Esq.). Sa. a
chev. engr. or, betw. three cherubs' heads of the last.
Crest
A demi horse salient. Motto Gloria Deo.
Challen (Shermanbury Park, co. Sussex ; a younger branch
of Challen, of Shopwhyke: represented by the Rev. John
Gratwick Challen, D.l)., of Shermanbury, son and heir of

—

—

John Challen,

Esq., who was son of Stephen Challen,
and grandson of Richard Challen, gciit.,
on whose monument, now removed, in the church of Doing,
were the arms of Challoneb). Arms, &c., as the preceding.
Challeng'e (Gloucestershire). Az. on a bend or, throe
cinquefoils of the first.
Cresl
An eagle's head sa.
Challenor (Kenwardes, in Lindfiekl, co. Sussex). Az. a
Esq., of Selsey,

Ten,v.

Coll. of

co. Wilts).

chief erm.

Chaffy.

by a

ppr.

Chad'well.

three

Az. on a bend invected ar. betw. three crescents each
surmounted by a mullet of eight points or, as many chaffinches ppr.
Crest— On a mural crown gu. charged with
three mullets cf eight points or, a chaffinch ppr.
ChafQji, or Chafln (Chetle, co. Dorset). Gu. a talbot

Chafy (Sherborne,

—

fesse betw.

Jeremiah Chaffebs, Esq., of Liverpool).

A griffin's head couped gu.
addS4i bordure sa. platec). Crest
Chaderton (Lancashire and Yorkshire). Gu. across potence
or (another, with a bordure sa. platee).
Chaderton. Gu. a cross crosslet crossed or.
Chadioke. Gu. an inescutcheon within two orles ar.
Chadock (Chadock, co. Lancaster). Gu. an inescutcheon
ar. charged with a plain cross of the field, within an orle of
Crest
A martlet ar.
martlets of the second.
Chadwell. Ar. a fesse dancett^ az. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet a dexter hand holding by the neck a swan's head

—

Or, a

.sa.

Chaffers (granted

ChaflBjl (Warminster,

—

Ar. on a bend sa. three trefoils

field.

segreant. Cre^t — A demi griffin.
Chaddock. See Chadock.
Chader. Ar. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Chaderton (Lancashire). Ar. a griffin segreant gu. (another

erased

Esq.,

Per pale gu.

and gu. on a

chief az. three cinquefoils or. Crest— A pheon or.
(Herefordshire). Go. on a chief ar. three martlets

Chabnor

Edwabd Mabion Chadwick,

of Toronto, Canada, grandson of John Cbaven Chadwick,
Esq., of Ballinard, co. Limerick). Per pale gu. and sa,
within an orle of eight martlets z.t., an escutcheon of the
third charged with a cross of the first, and in the fiist
quarter thereof a crescent of the second. Crest
A martlet
ar. holding in its bill a white lily slipped and leaved ppr.,
sinister.
borne fessways, the flower to the
Mottoes Toujoura
pret; and (over the crest) In candore decus.
Chadwick, Cooper-Chadwick (exemplified to Richah»
Cooper, Esq., of Killenure Castle, co. Tipperary, who
assumed, by royal licence, 1855, the additional surname and
arms of Chadwick on his marriage with Katuebine, elder
dau. and co-heiress of William Chadwick, Esq., of Ballinard,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Chadwick, or, an
CO. Tipperary).
inescutcheon gu. charged with a lily leaved and slipped ppr.
within an orle of martlets sa. 2nd and 3rd, Cooper, per pale
indented ar. and sa. three bulls pass, counterchanged, a
canton az. Crests— Ist, Chadwick A martlet sa. charged
on the breast with a crescent ar., holding in the bill a lily
stemmed and slipped ppr. ; 2nd, Coofeb : On a mount vert a
bull pass, per pale ar. and sa. gorged with a collar dancetteo

^.

Chabeners.

Chabnor

HA

C

(confirmed to

(High Bank,

co. Lanca.ster).

Per pale az. and

gu. an incscutclieitn crm. within an orle of fleurs-de-lis and
martlets alternately .ir. CreU In front of a lily, stalked
and leaved ppr., a martlet ar. Mollo—Deo fldeui proOcio.

—

—

—

chev. ar. betw. three mascles or. Crest
A wolf statant
reguard. ar. pierced through the shoulder by a broken spear
or, the upper part in his mouth, the lower resting on the
wrc.'ith.

Challers. Ar. a fesse betw. two chev. sa.
Challers. Ar. a fesse betw. three annulets gu.
Challeston. Ar. a chev. vair, betw. three eagles

displ.

vert.

Challice

Ar. on a fess betw. three
annulets gu. as many lozenges of the first.
Challis. Vert, betw. two bars engr. ar. three bezants.
Challis (Lord Mayor of London). Az. a bend betw. four
inullrts ar. a. chief chequy of the first and last.
Challon. Or, a bend gu. Crcsl A mermaid holding in her
dexter hand a mirror ppr.
[Smith's Ordinary).

—

;

CH A
Challoner (Cisse-Chauaneb,

Fortnall Park, oo. Surrey).

(Fun. Ent. of Robert CnALLONEB, of Dublin
Az. a chev. betw. three masclcs or, a crescent
a. Feb. 1693).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.

another fleurs-de-lis or.

Clialloner (Durham). Same

as Chalonee, of GuisborouRh.

Challons

(Devonshire. Visit. 1620). Gu. two bars betw.
eight martlets three, two, and three, ar.

Challons

(Burgundy, France; Makia Titeiiesa Challons,
of the ancient family of De Challons, of that place, vi.
1 July, 1750, Cbables Hubert O'Hara, Esq., Col. in the
regiment of Ladoga, in the service of Russi.i, son of
BoDEBicE O'Haba, Esq., of Bally Hara, co. Sligo. Ulster's
OfBcc). Gu. a bend or, on a chief az. a lion ramp. or.
Challows. Gu. two bars betw. nine martlets ar.
Chalmers (Balnacraig, co. Aberdeen). Ar. a dcini lion ramp,
issuing out of a fesse gu. with a fleur-de-lis in base of the
Ci-f.'f
An eagle rising ppr. Jl/o«o— Spcro.
last.
Chalmers (Cults, co. Aberdeen). As Balnacraig. Crest
A lion's head erased sa. Motto Avancez.
Chalmers (Asbentrees). The same within a bordure sa.
Citst
A sinister hand holding up a pair of scales ppr.
Motto Lux niihi laurus.
Chalmers, or Chambers {Baron Tartas, in France,
167'.;).
The same within a bordure gu. Crest A falcon

—

—

—

—
—

—

Motto— Hon

belled ppr.

Chalmers

pra;da sed victoria.

Ar. a demi lion ramp,
issuing out of a fess waved gu. betw. two mullets in chief
and a fleur-de-lis in base az. Crest A falcon rising jessed
(Larbert, co. Stirling).

Motto

belled ppr.

Chalmers

—Promptus

—
et

fidelis.

M.

Chal.mers, of Leith Mount, co.
Edinburgh, K.C.B., 1815). Ar. on a fess vert a sword paleways ppr. in chief a lion ramp. gu. issuing from the fess, in
base a fleur-de-lis az.
Crest
On a mount vert an eagle
rising ppr., holding in his dexter talon a sword ppr. Motto
Spero.
Chalmers (Gadgirth, co. Ayr). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
a mullet ar.; 2nd, or, a fesse chequy az. and ar. 3rd, ar.
on a fesse az. three mullets of tlie field. Crest— A demi lion
holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis gu. Motto Quid
non Deo juvante.
Chalmers (Waterside). Quarterly, as Gadgirth, within a
bordure indented or. .,1/oi^o^Victrix fortuna sapientia.
Chalmers (Kildonnan). Quarterly, as Gadgirth, within a
bordure ar. Crest
A demi lion holding in his dexter paw
a sabre ppr. Motto
Non tcmere.
Chalmers (Aldbar Castle, co. Forfar). Ar. a demi lion
ramp, issuing out of a fesse gu. with a fleur-de-lis in base of
the last. Crest An eagle rising ppr. JI/o«o—Spero.
Chalon. Gu. two bars ar.
Chaloner (Steeple Clayton, co. Bucks: founded by Sir
Thomas Chaloxeb, a celebrated writer and soldier, who
was knighted by the Protector Somerset, at Musselburgh).
Ar. a cross potcnce raguled sa. betw. four Cornish choughs
(Sir

J.

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Chaloner

(Guisborough, co. York, bart., extinct, of ancient
Welsh descent Sir Thomas Chaloner, of Guisborough, co.
York, son of Sir Thomas Chaloner, of London, d. in 1613,
leaving with other issue, William, created a baronet in
1620, d. s. 11. in 1640). Sa. a chev. betw. three cherubims'
he.ids or.
Crest
A demi sea wolf ramp. or.
Chaloner (Guisborough, descended from Kev. Edwabd
Chaloneb, D.D., Chaplain to Charles I., brother of Sir
:

—

'SVilliam

Chaloner,

Bart.).

Same Amis and

Crest.

Chaloner

(Cambridgeshire).
Ar. a fesse betw. three
annulets gu.
Chaloner (Fulham, co. Middlesex). Gu. on a chief ar. two
mullets sa. a label az.
Chaloner (Yorkshire). Az. three mascles or, a chief
indented gu.
Chaloner. Ar. two bars vert, over all a lion ramp. gu.
Chaloner (Alderman of Dublin, 1560). Ar. on a fess wavy
az. betw. three Uons' heads erased gu. as many mascles or.
Chaloner (Kingsfort, co. Meath). Same as Cualoneb, of

Guisborough.

Chalons

Gu. two bars betw. six (another
and one, ar.
Gu. two bars ar.
Az. two chev. ar. betw. three fusils or.

(Devonshire).

eight) martlets, three, two,

Chalons
Chalons

— A bear

Ar.

a chev.

az. betw. three

pass. sa. muzzled, lined,

Chamber (Derbyshire).

trefoils

and collared

gu.

or.

Ar. a fesse chequy or and az. betw.

three lions' heads erased sa.
(Visit. Notts, borne by Johm Cbambeb, Sheriff oJ
Newcastle, in 1437). Gu. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils or.
Crest
Out of a chaplet of roses gu. leaved vert, a greyhound's head ar. gorged with a belt az. buckled and studded
or, from the belt in front a chain and ring of the last.
(Gaddesby, co. Leicester, confirmed 3 Marcb,

Chamber

diff.

Challoner.

and

and Middlesex).
Crest

See BissE.

Clialloner
for

CHA
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(Devonshire).
(Sussex).

Chalons.

Or, two bars gu. (another, vert) betw. nine
martlets of the second, three, three, and three.
Or, two bars gu.
Oham. Barry of six az. and ar.

Chalun.

Chambelyn.
Chain bf

Ar. an eagle displ. gu. armed or.

(Wolsticastle, co. Cornwall, Hacton, co. Essex,
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—

Chamber

Same Arms.

1581).

Chamber

Or, three tigfrs' beads erased

(Warwickshire).

(another, wivems' heads).

.sa.

Chamber, or Chambers.
sa.

A

Ar. a chev. erm. fimbriated
betw. three chamber pieces of the last, fired ppr. Cre-^t—
demi eagle displ. per pale sa. and ar., the heads im-

perially

crowned or.
Erm. a

Chamber.
and

fesse

chequy (another, compony) or

az.

Chamber.

Qimrterly, ar. and az. (another, or aad az.) a
chev. counterchanged.
Or, a cross betw. four martlets vert.
Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
Ar. on a chief indented gu. a Uon pass. or.
Sa. three goats courant ar. within a bordure
engr. of the last.
Chamberlain (London, created a bart., 1828). Gu. within
an orle ar. charged with eight mullets az. an aimillary
sphere or.
Crest— kn eagle displ. ppr., the dexter cIrw
resting on an armillary sphere or. Motto—S-pes ct fides.
Chamberlaine. Erm. on a chev. gu. three garbs or.
Crest
A bear's head erased ar.
Chamberlaine. Erm. on a pale sa. three leopards' beads or.
Chamberlayn (Cambridge). Ar. fretty sa. on a chief of
the second three plates. Ciesl—An ass's head erased ppr.
ducally gorged or.
Chamberlajrn (London). Gu. an escutcheon ar. within .Tii
orle of cinquefoils or. Crest —Out of a mural coronet gu. a

Chamber.
Chamber.
Chamber.
Chamber.

—

demi

lion

ramp,

holding in his dexter paw a key ar.
Sa. a cher. betw. three
(London).

or,

Chamberlayn
muUets erm.

Chamberlayn

(Sufl'olk, Norfolk, and Cambridge).
Or,
on a chief of the second three bezants. Crest
gorged
or.
ducally
head erased ar.

—

fretty sa.

An

ass's

Chamberlayn (Yorkshire).

Ar. a chev. betw. three cinque-

foils sa.

Chamberlayn

(Yorkshire).
Ar. a chev. cottised betw.
three escallops sa.
Az. a chev. cottised betw. three escallop*

Chamberlajm.
or.

Crest

—An

head couped ar.
Gu. three escallops or.
Ar. a fret sa. on a chief of the second

ass's

Chamberlayn.
Chamberlayn.

three chess-rooks of the field.
Or, an eagle displ. vert, armed of the last.
(Worcester).
Ar. an eagle displ. gu.

Chamberlayn.
Chamberlayn
armed

or.

Chamberlajm.
Chamberlayn.

Gu. two keys in saltire or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens' (another,
eagles') legs erased sa.
Chamberlayn. Or, on a bend gu. three lozenges vair.
Chamberlayn. Erm. on a chief indented az. twocronellsor.
Chamberlajm. Or, a chev. betw. three leopards' faces gu.
Chamberlayne (John Chameerlayne, temp. Eichaixl H.,
descended from the Corates de Ta)tle)~vUU, founded in
England by John de Tankerville, Chamberlain to Henry I.,
who assumed his surname from his office). Gu. a fesse betw.
three escallops or.

Chamberlayne

(Sherborne, co. Oxford, John Cuamdextemp. James L, left two daus.,
his coheirs, viz.. Mart, m. 1st Sir Thomas Gage, Bart., of
Firle, co. Sussex, and 2nd Sir Wiluam Gobing, Bart., of
Elizabeth, m. John, 8th Lord
Burton, in same co.
Abergavenny. Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops or. Crest

LAVNE, the

last of that place,

;

Out of a ducal coronet

Chamberlajme

or,

—

an

head ar.
Warwick, confirmed with m

ass's

(Astley, co.

quartering by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to John
Chambeblatne, Esq., J. P., of Astley, great grandson ol
Edward Cuambeblat.ne, Esq., of Sherborne, co. Oxford).
Gu. an inescutcheon ar. within an orle of eight mullets or.
Out of a ducal coronet gu. the head of an ass ar.
Crest
Chamberlajme (Presbury, co. Gloacester, and Thoroldby,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. an inescutcheon in
CO. York).
an orle of mullets ar. 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. betw. three
escallops or. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, an ass's head
ppr. Jfotto— Prodesse quam conspici.
Chamberlayne (Prince Thorpe, co. Warwick, descended
from Sir TBoiua CaAiUBKi.AiiiE, ot Priaoe Ttiorpe and

—

;

A

:
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CH A

PresbuTT, a distin^ished diplomatist temp. Henry VIII. and
Elizabeth. Same Arms and Crest. Motto rrodesse qiiam

—

conspici.

(Cranbury Park, and Weston Grove, co.
Hants, descended from a young branch of the ancient House
Motto—Mora
of Chambeblaine, Same Arms and Crest.

Chamberlajrne

Oxford, descended from
Presbury, created a bart. 1642, extinct 1776). Same Arms,

Chamberlayne

Motto

Crest.

(Wickham,

—

co.

Virtuti nihil invium.

(Maugersbury and Oddington, co. GlouQuarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a chev. betw. three
cester).
escallops ar. '2nd and 3rd, gu. on a fesse engr. ar. betw.
three griffins' heads erased or, as many crosses patt6e fltchee
Out of a ducal coronet an ass's head 2nd
1st.
Crests
sa.
A lion's head erased, charged with three trefoils. Motto

Chamberlayne
;

—

;

:

—

Virtute nihil invium.

Clisunberlayne (Newton

Harconrt, co. Leicester. Visit.

Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops or.
Chamberlayne (Chamberlaynestown, and Athboy, co.
Meath, living there iemp. Edward IV., descended from the
Leicester 1619).

Counts of Tankeisille, now represented by Tankerville
Chamberlaine, Esq., of 0ublin, grandson of Tankerville
Chamberlaine, Justice of the Court of King's Bench, Ireland.
Gu. a chev. engr. or, betw. three
"Visit. CO. Dublin, 1619).
escallops ar. Crest— A Pesrasus.
Chamberlayne (Lancaster). Sa. a stag's head cabossed
within an orle of escallops ar.
Chamberlayne (Lincoln). Gu. a fesse ongr. ar. betw. three

ppr.

(London).

Crest

—Out of

Erm. on a pale sa. three leopards'
a Saxon coronet an ostrich in the

beak a key.

Chamberlyn.
Chamberlyn.

Quarterly, gu. and or.
Ar. a hev. betw. three leopards' heads gu.
'

Chambernon (Devonshire). Gu. crusily or, a saltire
Chambers (Derbyshire). Erm. three quadrats gu.

chief of the second a chamber piece or.
(formerly Chief Justice of Bengal, supposed to

Chambers

derive from the Cuambers, of Cleadon, co. Durham. Visit.
Essex, 1634). Gu. a chev. betw. three cinqucfoils or. Crest

and chained or.
(Hanover, Jamaica, granted 1771), Ar. a negro
cutting with a bill a sugar cane ppr. on a chief az. two pinepass. sa. muzzled, collared,

Chambers

apples or, leaved and crowned of the

Crest

last.

—An arm

in armour embowed ppr. charged with a cross couped gu.
holding in the hand ppr. a scimetar ar. hilt and pomel or.
(Biedgar HoiLse, CO. Kent, descended from
Abraham Chambers, d. 1694, possessed of the estate of the
Marshes, in the parish of Selling, in that co.). Gu. a chev.
A bear pass. sa. muzzled
or, betw. three cinqucfoils. Crest
.tnd chained or.

Chambers

—

(Geoboe Chambers, Esq., of Pitton, co. Salop,
dau. and .sole heir of Walter Calcott,
an armed
a rose ar.

who m. Judith,

Az.
Esq., of Wilscott, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon).
arm embowed issuing from the sinister or, holding
slipped

and leaved

Cham.bers

vert.

Awdley, co. Oxford). Az. an armed
hand ppr. a
and stalked vert. Crest A greyhound's
head erased ar. round his neck a belt az. buckled or.
Chambers (London and Barkway, CO. Herts). Ar. a chev.

arm couped

(Stratton

at the shoulder in fesse or, in the

—

rose gu. leaved

—

Crtsl
A bear pass. ppr.
az. betw. three trefoils slipped gu.
collared and chained or.
Cham.bers (London, granted 1723). Erm. three copper
cakes ppr. on a chief gu. a chamber or.
Cre^tt
Within a mountain vert a man working in a copper mine
holding a pick-axe elevated ppr. his cap, shirt, drawers, and
hose ar. shoes sa. the planet Venus rising behind the moim-

—

(London).

Ar. a chev.

betw. three trefoils

slipped gu.

Chambers

ar.

monument
rf.

in the cathedral there

Gu. a chev. betw. three

1616).

(Hafod, co. Cardigan).

Same Arms.

—

Crest

Chambers

(Upton on Severn, co. Worcester, afterwards of
Little Marcell, co. Hereford).
Sa. a cross couped erm. betw.
four falcons rising or, quartering vert a chev. or, betw. three
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
plates, for Pcllen.
demi eagle displ. gu. winged of the first.

—

Chambers

(granted to Robert J. Chambers, Esq., of
Keppel Street). Gu. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils or, as
Eastern crowns az.
Crest
On a mount vert a bear
pass. ppr. muzzled and gorged with an Eastern crown, from
the muzzle a chain pendent and reflexcd over the back all or.
Chambers. Sa. a cross couped erm. betw. four martlets
rising or. Crest On a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ.
gu. wings gold.
Chambers. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a demi lion ramp. sa.
in base a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Crest
^A lion's head

—

many

—

—

erased ar.

Chambers.
lions'

Chambers

—

Chambers

Chambers

—

—

(Killoyne, co. Mnyo. 1724, descended from
Chambers, of Great Plomcr, Herts). Ar. on a chev. az.

betw. three cinqucfoils gu. a mullet of the field.
bear pass. ppr. muzz'ed, collared, and chained or.

Chambers
Chambers

(Wilts).

Sa. a cross voided erm.

(Eoxley, co. York).

Ar. a fesse

betw. four
betw. three

squirrels sejant sa.

Chambers

(Lonsdon and Chambers Court, co. Worcester;
Bohert de la Chamber held lands there 1345, and Uooert
Cbambkrs, or Att-Ch*mbeb, held the same lands 1428). Ar.
a cber.sa. surmounted of another erm. betw. three chambers
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(Balmo

ry, .Scotland).

Crest

—

As Chalmers.

(Glcnormiston, co. Peebles, l«(j3). Or, on a fesse
a fleur-de-lis of the first, in chief a demi lion
issuant sa. holding in his dexter paw a sword ppr. Crest
fakon rising belled ppr. Motto Facta non verba.
Chambir. Quarterly ar. and az. a chev. counterchangcd.
Chamblayn. Gu. on a chev. or, betw. throe escallops of
the second a tower sa.
Chambley, or Chambly. Gu. three escallops or. Crest
Above a globe a ship ppr.
Chambleyn. Or, on a bend gu. three lozenges vair.
Chambo'we. Paly of six or and az. on a fesse gu. three

wavy

az.

—

—

—

mullets ar.

Chambre (Lincoln's Inn Fields, London).

Or, across ermines
betw. four martlets az. on a chief of the last a serpent betw.
Crest
first.
A cock gu. holding three ears

two roses of the
of wheat or.

Chambre
or, issuing

—

Az. an armed arm embowed
from the sinister holding a red rose slipped and

(Petton, co. Salop).

leaved ppr.

Chambre

(Ireland, descended from Chambre of Petton).
Arms, as Chambre of Petton. Crest A greyhound's head
erased ar. collared az. therefrom a cord knotted and terminated by a ring or. Motto Tutamen pulehris.
Chambre (Spratton, Northamptonshire). Gu. a chev. betw.

—

—

three cinqucfoils or.

Chambre
1435).

(John Chambre, of Thurgaton, Sheriff of Norfolk,
Az. a key in pale betw. two mullets of six points

fesswise or.

(Halhead Hall, and Kendal, co. Westmoreland).
ermines betw. four martlets rising sa. on a
arms of the city of Milan) az. a snake in pale
coronee devouring a child ppr. betw. two roses gu. Cre.it—
A cock gu. holding in his dexter claws three wlieat ears or.
ilifo«o— En Dieu est tout.
Chambre (Oulston, co. York. 1666). Or, a cross ermines
betw. four birds az. on a chief of thelast a serpent crowned
devouring a woman or, betw. two roses gu.
Chambxirgrh. Paly of six or and oz. on a fesse gu. three
mullets of the first.
Or, a cross

chief (the

martlets or.

Chambers

;

cinqucfoils or.

Chambers

Chambre

tain or.

Chambers

William Chambers,

Chambers

—

Chambers

to

head erased,

(Worcester

on a

temp. James II. and Queen Anne, descended from the same
ancestry as the Chamberlatnes, of Gloucestershire). Gu.
an inescutcheon betw. eight cinqucfoils ar. Cre.ft .\ dexter
arm couped and embowed holding up a grenade fired, all

—A bear

ass's

vair.

escallops or.

faces or.

—An

Ar. a fesse compony az. and or, betw. three
heads era.sed sa. within a bordure gu. charged with
eight escallops ar.
(Gatesby, co. Leicester ; Richard Crambcbs was
of that place, temp. Edward IV. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Erm. a fesse chequy or and gu. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, three holly leaves vert.
Chambers. Az. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces ar.
Chambers. Ar. three chev. sa.
(Kilmainham, Fun. Ent. of Thomas Chambers,
keeper of His Majesty's House of Kilmaine, il. September,
Erm. an eagle displ. with two necks erm. over all a
1596).
fesse chequy or and az.
(confirmed 1617 by Roberts, Ulster, to William
Chambers, first captain in Colonel James Castle's regiment,
descended from a nol)le and ancient family of the name in
cu. Norfolk).
.Az. a dexter naked arm embowed, couped at
the shoulder, holding a red rose with stalk and leaves ppr.
Crest
A greyhound's head erased ar. collared sa. garnished
Motto Vivam te laudaie (Deus).
or.

Chamberlayne. Gu. a cross or, a label of France.
Chamberlen (Hdgh Chamberlek, M.D., court physician,

Chamberlin

Crest

Chambers

bear pass.

potior macula.

and

HA

C

placed transverse of the escutcheon of the second, flred ppr.

A
;
;

Chamcom'be.
Chamersley.
Chames. Gu.

Ar. on a cross az. five mullets of the first.
Gu. a bend betw. six escallops or.
a chief indented erm.
(Ireland). Gu. a buglehom betw. three mullets

Chamford

Az. on a fesse

betw. three roses ar. a

or,

human

Chamier

(Montelimart and Montauban, in France, afterwards Madras, Epsom, and London: John Des Champs,
Member of Council, Madras, assumed by Royal Licence
1780, the surname and arms of Cuamieb, in compliance
with the will of his maternal uncle Antbont Chamier, Esq.,
Az. on a fess
of Epsom, M.P., Under Secretary of State).
or, betw. three roses one and two ar. barbed and seeded
ppr., a human heart gu. betw. two branches in saltire, the
one of palm the other of cypress, also ppr. Crest A cubit
arm in bend Tested az. charged with five fleurs-de-lis in
saltire or, cuffed erm, in the hand a scroll, and thereon an
open book ppr. garnished gold. The arms without the
branches in saltire were borne by the famUy of Chamier
previous to the registration of the said arms in the College
of Arms, London, on which occasion the branches of palm
and cypress were by way of distinction placed on either side
of the heart in allusion to the death of Daniel Chamiek,
Minister of the Gospel, who was slain in the bastion of
Paillas whilst assisting in the defence of the Protestant city
of Montauban against the forces of Louis XIII.
Chamier (borne by Hen^t Chamier, Esq., late member of
the Government of Madras, sometime of Dublin, third son of
John Des Champs, who took the surname of Chamier 1780).
Arms Same as last. Crest (granted to Henry Chamier,
Esq.) Out of a French noble coronet ppr. a cubit arm in
bend vested az. charged with five fleurs-de-lis in saltire or,
cufif erm. in the hand a scroU and thereon an open book ppr.
garnished gold.

—

—

—

Chamley

(allowed by Betham Ulster, to George Chamley,
Esq. of the Civil Office, Dublin Castle, 1820). Per chev. az.
and gu. in chief two helmets ar. garnished or, and in base a
garb of the last. Crest A demi griffin segreant erm. beaked
and winged or, holding betw. the claws a helmet, as in
the Amis. Motto
Cassis tutissima virtus.
Chamlin. See O'Hamlin.
or Chamond. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a
bordure gobonatcd of the second and or.

—

—

Chamon,

Chamond, or Chaum.ond

(Trenworth-Chamond, and

afterwards for several descents, of Launcells, co. Cornwall,
Visit. 1620). Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest

— A griflin sejant or.

Chamond (co. Somerset).
Chamond.
erased

Paly of six ar. and az. a fesse gu.
Ar. a chev. battelly betw. three ravens' legs

sa.

Chamondby

(Wilts).

Or,

on a cross vert

mullets of

five

counter-embattled or, betw.

fesse

Az. a lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter
paw a hind's leg erased at the first joint ar.

Ar. a chev. crcnellee betw. three falcons' heads
erased sa.
Champ. Ar. a fesse betw. three mascles gu. Crest A stag

—

ppr.

Champagne

(Portarlington, Ireland).
Josias de Champagne, of Saintouge, in France, left his native country at
the revocation of the edict of Nantes, and settled in Ireland.

His son. Major Josias Champagne, m. Lady Jane Forbes,
and was father of the Very Rev. Arthur de llobillard Champagne, Dean of Clonmacnoise, who left at his decease, with
four sons, of whom the youngest. General Sir Josias Champagne, d. Jan. 31, 1840, six daus. viz., Jane, m. to Henry,
Barl of Uxbridge; Letitia, m. to George Stepney, Esq.;
Mary-Anne, to. to Sir Charles Des Voeux, Bart. Deborah,
m. to the Rev. Samuel Close, of Elm Park Elizabeth and
Harriet, vi. to Sir Erasmus Dixon Borrows, Bart.). Az. a
lizard extended in pale ar. betw. three mullets, two and one,
or, in chief a ducal coronet of the last.
Champagne. Or, fretty of six pieces sa. on each joint a
;

;

cross crosslet fitohee of the

field.

Cham.paigne

(quartered by HusEY, of Shapwick and Stourpayne, co. Dorset). Ar. a fess sa.

Cham.paiene.
Cham.paigne.

Or,

a

fret sa.

az.

Erm.

and a chief gu.

Cham.pain, Bateman-Champain

(Halton Park, co.

Lancaster). Sa. fretty or, three pieces one way and five
the other on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp, issuant gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp, guard, gu.
(Kent). Ar. three bars wavy gu.
(quartered by Tukvile, of Thurlaston and

—

Champaine
Champaine

Kormanton, co. Leicester.
and sa. a canton gu.
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Or, fretty sa.
Or,

(Leicester).

on each joint a

fretty sa.

crosslet fitchee of the first.

Champayne

Or, three

(Kent).

hounds

pass. gu.

Champayne.

Ar. three bars nebulee gu. (another, barry
nebulee of six ar. and gu.).
Champaine. Ar. a fesse sa.
Champer. Per pale ar. and gu. a bend counterchanged.
Champernon. Gu. a saltire vair betw. twelve crosses
patt^e fitchee or. Crest A lion's head erased ar. semee of

—

pellets

and ducally crowned or.
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four crosses pattee
or (another, twelve crosses formee fitchfe or

Champernon.
fitchee

another, twelve crosses bottonee or another, quartered hj
Willooghby, at Welland, co. Worcester, twelve billets or).
Gu. a saltire vair betw. sixteen bezants.
;

Champernon.

Champernowne

(Clist
Champernowne, co. Devon,
and formerly Bees, Ferrers, and Modbury, same co. The
first members sent to Parliament by the county of Cornwall
having been William de Campo Amulphi, and Reginald

the heiress of this, the senior branch of one of the
distinguished families in England, Elizabeth, only
dau. of Sir William Champernowne, of Clist, knt., m. 1st,

Beville

;

most

William Polglas, and 2ndly, John Cergeaux). Gu. a saltire
vair betw. twelve billets or. Crest
A swan sitting ppr.
holding in the beak a horseshoe or.
Champernowne (Dartington, co. Devon, a branch of

—

Modbury.

nowne

Devon

Visit.

Amis, &c., as Cuampes-

1620).

of Clist, a crescent for

diff.

Champernowne

(Calcott, near Cricklade, co. Wilts
descended from Champernowne of Devon).
Gu. a saltire
betw. twelve crosses formee fitchee or.
Crtit
demi lion ar. holding a cross formee fitchee or.

—

vair

Champeyne

(Champeyne in Duffield, co. Derby: the coheirs m. FoncHER and Daundelin). Or, frett.y sa.
Champeyon. Ar. a sword in pale sa. witliin an orle of
trefoils

shpped ermines.

Champion

and Essex).

(lierkshire

slipped sa.

Crest

— An

Ar.

arm embowed and

ppr. garnished or, holding in the gauntlet

three

erect in

trefoils

armour

a chaplet of laurel

vert.

Champion (London). The same.
Champion (Essex). Sa. three trefoils slipped ar.
Champion (London). Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three trefoils
pean an eagle displ. of the first within a bordure
engr. az. charged with eight bezants. Crest
An arm erect
vested ar. cuff gu. holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet vert.
(Sir Richard Champion, Knt., Lord Mayor of
slipped

—

London, 1565. Visit. London, lu63).
Or, on a fesse gu.
betw. three trefoils slipped ermines an eagle displ. of the field
within a bordure engr. of the second bezantde. Crest An
aim erect couped at the elbow vested gu. charged with three
bars or, holding in the hand ppr. a rose branch of the last.
Champion. Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops az.
Champion. Ar. two bars nebulee gu.
Champion (London). Or, two wings conjoined and expanded sa. betw. three trefoils slipped ermines on a chief
gu. an eagle displ. ar.

—

Champneis, or Champney
CO.

Devon.

Visit.

Visit. Leicester, 1619.)

Vaire ar.

1620).

(Ufculum and Yamscombc,

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a border

engr. sa.

Champley

(the Crescent, Scarborough).

Gu. three escal-

lops or.

Champnes

(Yamescombe).

bordure engr.

Champney

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. within a

sa.

(Devonshire).

Ar. two fusils in pale (another,

in fesse) gu.

Champney
Champney
erm.
gorged

(Devonshire). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
(London). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three crosses
Crest
A leopard's head erased guard, or, ducally

—

sa.

Champney.

Ar. a chief gu.

Champaigne, Champain, or Cham.pigTie.
bend

ton, CO. Leicester).

Champion

field.

Chamoun.

II

Vert a

three trefoils slipped erm.

Champayn

heart gu.

a

Champane.
Champanty.

Champanty, Champaine, or Champaigne (Thurls-

ar.

Chamier.

the
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Ar. three bars

wavy gu.

(another, the bars

Crest

— A lion's gamb erased supporting a torteau gu.

Champney.

Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three crosses voided of

plain).

the same.

Champney.
Champney.

Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses engr.

Gu. a fesse

ar. betw. three

erm.

crosses (orui^

engr. erm.
Per pale ar. and sa. a lion rauip. within a
bordure per pale ga. and or.
Champney. Az. a lion ramp, or (another, ar.).
Champney. Barry nebulee of six ar. and gu. a bend ab

Champney.

A
A

CH A
Champney.

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Vert a fesse crenellue

betw. three trefoils

ar.

ena.

diampneys

(Orchardley, co. Somerset, bart., extinct).
sa. within a bordure engr. counterchanEed a
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a sword
erect gu. betw. two wings expanded ar. Motto Pro patria
non timidus perire.
Cliailipneys (Puddle Town, co. Dorset). Per pale ar. and
sa. a lion ramp, guard, gu. within a bordure engr. counterA dcmi man side/aced ppr. wreathed
1st
changed. Crests
about the head ar. and sa. vested gu. .sleeves or, cuffs of the
third holding in the dexter hand a gem ring, gold, stone az.;
2nd On a ducal coronet or, a sword erect gu. betw. two

Per pale or and
ramp. gu.

—

lion

—

—

:

:

wings expanded

Cliampneys

ar.

Per pale

(Kent).

ar.

and

sa.

a

lion

ramp,

guard, per pale gu. and or.
Clianipneys (Hall Place

and Ostenhanger, co. Kent;
descended from Sir John Champnets, Knt., Lord Mayor of
Hall Place. The heiress of
purchased
who
1534,
London in
Ostenhanger, m. in 1767, John Byete, orBuBT, of Boley Hill,
Kochester). Per pale ar. and sa. within a bordure engr.
counterchanged a lion ramp. gu. Crest— A demi Moor side-

faced, habited or, cuffs, cape, and ornaments on the
shoulders gu. wreathed about the temples of the two last,
holding in the dexter hand a gold ring with a sapphire stone

a

—

—

Chancellor

Lanark). Or, a lion ramp. sa.
on a chief gu. three mullets of the first. Crest An eagle
Motto— Quo ie surmontc.
displ. sa.
Chancellour. Ar. on a canton sa. a saltire of the field.
Chancey (Essex, and Porton, co. Norfolk). Gu. a cross
botonn^e or, on a chief az. a lion pass, of the second.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head and wings
Crest
endorsed bendy gu. and az. beaked of the first.
Chancey, or Channsy (Essex). Or, a chev. betw. three
(Shicldhill, co.

—

—

eagles displ. gu.

(Sawbridgeworth, co. Herts).
Gu. a cross ijatonce ar. on a cliief az. a lion pass. or.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head gu. charged
with a pale az. betw. two wings displ. of the last the inward
part of the wings of the second.

Chancey, or Chanceys

(Edgcott,

Northampton;

co.

Or, three (another, four)
granted 23 November, 1546).
Crc-^t
An arm erect vested ar. enfiled
chev. engr. gu.
with a ducal coronet or, holding in the hand ppr. a battle-axe

—

headed of the first.
Chancey. Ar. a chev. betw. three annulets gu.
staff gu.

Crest

— A bull's head sa. attired ar.

Chandler (London). Chequy

ar.

and gu. on a bend

sa. three

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three

(Cambridgeshire).
(temp. Kiehard
(Sir

II.).

Erm. a

pile gu.

Gu. a puise fitchec

ar.

John Chandos one of the founder Knights

of

of the Garter, his plate remains the eleventh on

Chandos

Crest— A man's head

(Baron Chindos, summoned to Parliament 1357).
Crest
An old man's head sidefaced ppr. hair
grey, on the forehead a wreath.
Chandos. Ar. a pile gu. Crest In a ducal coronet or, a
dragon's head sa.
Chandoys, or Chandoz (Cheshire). Or, a lion ramp. gu.

—

Or, a pile gu.

—

forked.

Chandoz (Cornwall).

Or, on a pile betw. six stars gu. three

cstoilcs of the field.

Ar. three branches of bay, banded vert,
crescents gu.

(Scotland).

many

betw. an

Chanenet, Chaven, or Chavenot.
nnd az. a

fe.Kse

Chanflere.

Paly of six ar.

gu.

Sa. a cross flory or, betw. twelve billets of the

Bccond.

Chanleys. Erm. on
Channell (quarten-d

a fesse gu. three lozenges of the field.
by Sir Hogeb Ayscough, Knt., of

CO. N')tt«, tcinp. Queen
two chovB. and a borderor.

Nuttall, J.P.,
NottB).

(Ockingham).

herself sa. the nest or.
boar's head sa.

Ar. a pelican in her nest vulning
A tower ar. in the gate a

Crest

—

—

Chantry.

Sa. guttee de larme a lion ramp. ar. Crttt
ramp. gu. supporting a pillar sa.
co. Chester).
Lozengy, a bend fretty.
Chanwrit. Barry of ten ar. and gu. a bordure sa. charged
lion

Chanu (Willaston,

with ten martlets of the

first.

—

Gu. a fesse

(Norfolk).

Crest
A dexter band gauntleted,
holding a pheon point upwards ppr.
Chapan (Martin, Hussingtree, co. Worcester). Ar. two
bars az. Crest A hawk rising ppr.

six billets ar.

—

Chapell, or Chappell
and

Per fesse ar.

(Cambridgeshire).

a chaplet betw. four escallop

vert,

counter-

shells,

changed.

Chapell.

Chapell

Gu. three chaplets

or.

(registered in Ireland 20 Oct.,

1686, to IIichabi>

Chapell, Esq., Doputy-Auditor-General).
Or, an anchor
sa. betw. two chaplet3 in fess vert.
Crest
A demi lioa
ramp, vert, holding in the dexter paw a chaplet or.
Chaplan (Scotland). Gu. on a fesse nebulco ar. betw. six
billets or, a rose slipped of the first.
Motto Labor omnia

—

—

vincit.

Hants; granted
griffins'

1593).

(London, and Stoneham, co.
chief indented az. three
A griffin's head erased ar.

Erm. on a

heads, erased or.

Crest

—

gorged or.
Chaplin (Blankney, co. Lincoln, descended from Sir
Francis Chaplin, Lord Mayor of London in 1677). Erm.
on a chief indented vert, three griffins' heads erased or,
quartering the arms and quarterings of Sir John Hamby,
as displ. on the knight's monument in Tathwell Church,
CO. Lincoln, viz., 2nd, az. three esquires' helmets or; 3rd,
per pale or and gu. three mullets countercluanged 4th, ar.
a cross invected gu. in the first quarter an annulet of the
second 6th, or, a chev. betw. ten cross crosslets sa. six and
four.
Crest A griffin's head erased or, niurally gorged
(lucally

;

—

Chaplin
those of

(Tathwell

Chapmn,

Hall, co.

Lincoln,

Arnut, Quarterings,

a

and

branch of the
Crest

same as

of Blankney.

Chaplin

or.

the Sovereign's side). Ar. a pile gu.
ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.

Chane

Chantrell

Blankney family).

Chandler, or Chaundler.

t.Til

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three blackbirds ppr.
(quartered by Docton, of Docton, co. Devon;
John Doketon m. Agnes, dau. and heir of Chantrell temp.
Henry VIII. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. three hounds pass. sa.
Chantrell. Ar. a chev. betw. three hounds pass. sa.
Chantrell, or Chauntrell (Woodicy, co. Berks,
Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Robert Chantrell, Esq.,
of Foxton, m. Edward Willougubt, Esq., of Grendon, co.
Notts, temp. Henry Vlll. Visit. Notts). Az. a pelican in
her nest vulning herself ar.

Chantrell

vert,

lions pass. or.

Order

Chantmarle.

;

See Chauncy.
(London). Ar. two bendlets sa. betw. five pellets

in saltire.

rtie

Ar. two bars gu.

Chanserire. Az. an eagle displ. barry of eight ar. and j^.
Chanseul. Sa. three eagles displ. ar.
Chanticler (Cornwall). Az. three cocks ar.

Chaplin, or Chapelin

Chancey, or Chauncey

Chandos
Chandos
Chandos

three escallops or.
a cheV. gu. two conpla

closes or.

Chanry.

wavy betw.

saltire vair betw. two fleurs-de-lis in pale and as many towers
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. semee of annulets
in fesse ar.
or, betw. the paws a sword erect entwined by a wreath of
oak ppr. Motto Deo non fortuna.

masclcs

HA

Chape, Chappe, or Chappes

set therein.

Chanard, or Cliannard. Barry of six or and gu.
Chance (Birmingham, registered. College of Arms). Gu.

Chancey.
Chandler

O

Channesley. Gu. a bend betw.
Chanon, or Canon. Ar. on

(fU.

Channelley

(Buckinghamshire).

betw. three martlet'! or.
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Elizabeth.

Ax. u

fcssc,

Visit.

indented,

(Weston, co. Northampton).
Gu. three covered
cups betw. eight crosses crosslet fitchce ar.
Chaplin. Gu. a fesse nebulee or, betw. six billets ar.
(Cambridgeshire).
Per chev. ar. and gu. a
crescent counterchanged a canton of the second. Crest
doxter arm in armour couped and erect, holding in the hand
a lance all ppr.

Chapman

—

Chapman (Stretton, co. Gloucester). Same Arms.
Chapman (Ireland). Smme Amis.
Chapman (Thringston, co. Leicester). Same Arms.

— An

Crest

arm embowed in. armour, holding in the hand a
broken lance bcndwise, upon the point a wreath all ppr.
Chapman (Cambridgeshire). Per chev. ar. and gu. a
crescent counterchanged, on a chief of the .second a unicorn's
head couped betw. two leopards' faces or. Crest
A falcon
ar. beaked and legged gu. supporting a garb or.
Chapman (London). The same Arms. Crest Out of a
crescent per pale or and gu. an unicorn's head also gu.
nianed, horned, and guttee of the first.
Chapman (Lincoln; granted 6 March. 1704). Per chev.
ar. and az. a crescent betw. two leopards' heads in pale
counterchanged. Crest
A fleur-de-lis or, betw. two olive
branches vert.
(Uainthorp Hall, co. Norfolk).
Per chev. ar.
and gu a crescent betw. two leopards' faces in pale counterchanged, on a canton or, three trefoils of tlie second, all
within a bordure gu. and gold, charged with bezants and

—

—

—

Chapman

torteaux.

A

.
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Chapman (London). Vert five plates in saltire.
Chapman (London and Yorkshire). Per chcv. ar.
counterchanKcd.

a crescent

Crest

—A

chief two roses

and gu.

buck's head

per

chev. ar. and gu.

Chapman
Arms.
in the

(Highbury Park,

Crest

Middlesex).
The same
in armour, holding
spear also ppr. enfiled with

co.

—A dexter arm cmbowed

hand ppr. a broken

tilting

a chaplet of laurel vert.

Chapman (Hanging Aston, co. Worcester). Same Arms.
Chapman (Scotland). Vert a saltire engr. betw. four
boars" heads, erased ar.
(Scotland).

Chapman

Vert a

and

saltire engr.

in chief a

boar's head erased ar.

Chapman (Yorksliire).

The game

of Cambridge,

.^jius as

Chapman

Per chev.

(Yorkshire).

ar.

and gu. a cross

counterchanged

Chapm.an (Edwabd

Chapman, of Resprin,

Cornwall,

co.

grandson of Edwabd Chap.man, of Hankford, co. Devon,
was living at Visit. 1620). Per chev. ar. and gu. a crescent
An arm embowcd, habited in mail
counterchanged. Crest
ppr. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a broken tilting
spear or, enfiled with a chaplet vert.
Chapman. Vert a saltire engr. betw. four sanglier.s"
heads erased ar.
Chapman. Per chcv. ar. and gu. in chief three leopards'
faces of the second, in base a crescent or.
Chapman. Per chev. ar. and gu. a crescent betw. three
leopards' faces counterchanged.
Chapman. Per chev. ar. and gu. in chief three derai lions
of the second, in base a crescent of the first.
Chapman. Per chev. ar. and gu. in chief a leopard's fkce
of the second; on a canton or, three trefoils slipped per pale
gu. and az. all within a bordure gobonatcd ar. and az.
Chapm.an (Whithy, co. York, Woodford, co. Essex, and
London). Per chev. erm. and gu. a crescent counterclianged

—

in chief three annulets of

the second.

Crer.t

— Two

spears'

a dexter arm embowed in armour
the hand gauntletted and grasping a broken tilting spear
all ppr. enfiled with an amiulet or.
Motto—Crescit sub
pondere virtus.
Chapman. Per chev. gu. and ar. three leopards' faces
counterchanged within a bordure of the second on a canton

heads

or,

in saltire in front of

and gu. a mascle counterchanged.
Westmeath, bart.). Same as
of Thringston.
Jl^o«o— Crescit sub pondere
Per fesse

ar.

(Killua Castle, co.

Chapman,
virtus.

Chapman.
sa. attired

—

Crest
A buck's head cabossed
betw. the attires two arrows in saltire gold,

The same Amis.
or,

feathered ar.
(granted, in 1573, to John Chapman, of London).
Per chev. ar. and gu. in chief three leopards' faces of the
second and in base a crescent or. Crest An heraldic antelope's head erased sa. horned, armed, and maned or, pierced
in the neck with an arrow gold headed ar. embrued gu.

Chapman

—

Chapman

John Chap.man, of West Hampnett, Sussex,
Per chev. gu. and ar. a crescent coimterchanged, a

1634).

(Sir

arm

Per bend sinister

ar.

and

sa.

—

(London). Or, an anchor in p.ale sa.
Crest
An
vested
holding a viper ppr. passing through a
.

.

ar. for diff.

Per saltire or and gu. four wtiter-bougets

counterchanged.
Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three crosses crosslet

Chaps.

fitchee gu.

Charbrone.
many

gu. as

Or,

on a chev. engr. betw. three eagles

displ.

plates.

Charcedon.

field.

(Tavistock, co. Devon).

Erm. (another, ar.) on a
eagle displ. or.
Crest— A demi eagle
with two heads per pale or and orm.
Charles (Devonshire). Barry nebulee of eight or and sa.
chief

wavy gu. an

Charles

(London).

fesse of the

field.

Erm. on a chief gu. five lozenges in
Crest— A -lemi wolf erm. holding a hal-

bert ar. ta.sselled or.

Charles

(Norfolk).
Rrm. on a chief
(another, lozenges) of the first

Charles

^.

three mascles

Warwick, and Norfolk, confirmed
by Cooke, Clarenceux, to Richard Cbables, of London, son
of Richard Charles, Esq., of Stratford-upon-Avon).
Erm.
on a chief gu. five lozenges in fesse of the field. Crest
demi griffin erm. holding a spear gu.
Charles (Ireland). Per fesse wavy gu. and srm. in chief
an eagle displ. ar.
Charles (Rev. James Charles, Scotland, 1870). Or, on a
bend betw. an eagle displ. in chief and a boar's he.ad couped
in ha.se sa. five fusils ar.
Crest
An eagle, as in the arms.
Vo^'T^Virtus auget honores.
Charles. See St. Michell, Baron of Reban.
Charles. Ar. on a chief wavy ^u. an eagle displ. or.
Charles. Erm. on a chief gu. four lozenges of the first.
Charles, or Chareles. Ar. on a bend sa. three cinque(Stratford,

co.

—

—

foils or.

Charless. Gu. a chief erm.
Charleston. Ar. on a chev. vert three
Charleston, or Charlton. Ax. a

eagles displ. or.
chev. betw. three

eagles displ. vert.

Ar. a cock gu. Crest— 0\xt of a ducal
coronet a cock's head all ppr.
(granted to Joseph Charles worth, Esq.,
of Lofthouse House, co. York). Erm. a chev. az. fretty or,
betw. in chief two eagles displ. sa. and in base a mascle of
the second.
Crest
A demi eagle sa. the wings elevated
fretty or, in the beak a mascle af the last. Motto
Justitia

Charles^worth

—

—

et virtus.

Charlet

Az. a chev. betw. three swans ar.

membered

and Moor, formerly of Clecve Piiory, co.
a bordure engr.

(Hill

Or, a lion ramp, vert within

Worcester).
az

Charleton

(Guissons, co. Sussex).

—

Erm. on a bend

sa.

three pheons ar. Crest
An arm embowed habited couped
at the elbow gu. cuffed erm. holding in thu hand ppr. a

broad arrow.
Az. three swans ar.
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three griffins' heads

erased sa.

Charleton.

Charleton

cup of an orbicular figure.
Chappell. Same Arms, a fleur-de-lis

Chappellen.

the

Charleton.
Charleton.

canton erm.

Chapoin.
Chappell

—

Charles-worth.

three trefoils slipped gu.

Chapman.

Chapman

—

Charles

adding a bordure gu.

CH A

barbed vert in base an eagle clows of tbo
second. Crest A dove ppr.
Charent. Paly of six ar. and az. a fesse gu.
Charilton. Or, a chev. engr. sa. betw. three bucks' heads
cabossed vert within a bordure az.
Charington. Gu. on a bend or, voided 8a. three swans ar.
Charingworth. Vert on a chev. ar. three pheons sa.
Crest
A naked arm emboned holding a cutlass, all ppr.
Chark (London; granted '21 January, 1604). Sa. on a
pale ar. a Greek upsilon (^) gu.
Charlemont, Earl of. See Caulfeild.
Charleners. Az. three mascles or, a chief indented gu.
Charles (Bridgenhall). Erm. on a chief gu. five fusils of
gti.

Az. a chev. or, betw. three swans ar.

CO. Northumberland
descended
from Adam de Charleton, lord of the manor of Charlton,
Northumberland, a.d. 1303; Sir Edward
Charleton, of Hesleyside, great-great-grandson of Edward
Chauleton, of Charleton Tower, in Tyndale, and of Helseyside, near Bellingham, was created a baronet in 1G45).
Or,
a lion ramp. gu.

(Hesleyside,

;

in Tyndale, co

Charlett. See Chaulet.
Charlett (Hanley Court, co.

Worcester).

Gu. a lion ramp.

within a bordure engr. ar.

Chard.

Quarterly, or and gu. over aU a label of five points

az.

Chard

(registered to William Wseaton Cuabd, Esq., of
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. two
partridges ppr. in chief and in base a greyhound courant sa.
a garb bet\V. two bugleliorns stringed or. Crest An eagle
ri.sing ar. the dexter tlaw resting on an escutcheon iz.
charged with a buglehorn stringed or, gorged with a collar
Patlie House, co. Somerset).

—

gemellc sa. and holding in the beak an oak branch slipped
ppr.

Motto

— Nil despcrandum.

ChardelO'W

(Spratling, CO. Norfolk).
three crosses crosslet fitchee az.

ChardelO'we, or Shardelowe.
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Charlett, Esq., of Elmley Castle,
Quarterly, 1st and
1785).

a,

chev. az. in

Worcester, High

4th,

—

1st:

A

stag's

head

for Newport.
Charle-ville,

or, for

Earl

Charlewood.

of.

Charlett; 2nd:

a buckle.

Crest

A

fleur-de-lis or,

See Bdrt.

Or, a chev. betw. three trefoils sUpped az.
in pale enfiled with a ducal coronet, all ppr.

—An arrow
Charley, or Charnley.
—A
lures or.

Ar.

co.

gu. a lion ramp,
within a border engr. ar., for Charlett; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a fesse betw. three crescents sa., for Newport. Crests

Sheriff,

Crest

Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

three crosses botonnee sa.
(Benley Park, co. Leicester).

Chardin

Ar. a chev. betw.

Charlett, Newport-Charlett (the late James Wakemam
Newport assumed the additional name and arms of Charlett
in 1821, on the death of his cousin Richard Bodrne

Az. a bend betw. three hawks*
holding in the dexter claw

griffin pass,

A

John STorp^E Chablet,

Charley

Esq.,

of

(conflnned to
Ftnauliy House, co. Antrim, and of the Island of Aranmore,
eo. Donegal). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three corn blue
Cy<>f-~On a chapeau gu.
bottles slipped ppr. a mullet or.
tamed up erm. a falcon's head erased ar. charged with a
cinquefoU of the first, in the beak a com blue bottle as in

Motto

the arms.

—

.Justus esto et

non metue.

Charley (Seymour Hill, co. Antrim). Same as preceding.
Charley-Priory (Leicestershire). Az. a saltire or, betw.
two ducal coronets in

pale,

and as many mitres, with

labels

(quartered by Whnddon, of Plymouth. Visit. Devon,
Ar. a chev. sa. guttle d'eau.
Charlston (Esstx). Ar. on a cross vert five eagles displ.
Out of
Crest
or (another, three eagles displ. of the field).
% ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. sa. in the bcalc a
heartsease flower ppr.
Charlston (Essex). Ar. on a.chev. vert three eagles displ.
1620).

—

of the

field

(another, sa.).
Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. vert.
(Powys Castle, co. Montgomery). Or, a lion

Charlston.

(Leicestershire).

Chamells

(Snarkeston, co. Leicester;

Az. a saltire engr. or, a labeT
Visit.

Leicester,

Az. a cross engr. or.
Crest— OvA of a ducal coronet
a demi plover or puet or, wings displ. ar.
Chamells (confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Claren1619).

ceux, to Sir William Cuabnells, Knt., of F.lmsthorp, co.
Warwicl\, great grandson of Sir Nicholas Cbabmells, of

same

Same Arms and

place).

Crest.

Chamells (Warwickshire).

Ar. a cross engr. gu.
(Leicestershire). Gu. two chev. within a bor-

dure

or.

Charnells

(Worcester, at Bracy, MacclesDeld). Az. a cross
first quarter a mullet for diff.
Az. a fesse erm. betw. three
(Leicestershire).

engr. or, in the

Chamels
clicv. or.

—

Chamey.

Gu. three inescutcheons ar. Crest On a rock
a dove holding an olive branch in its beak ppr.
Charney. Gu. three escallops ar.
Chamer. Gu. three escutcheons ar. one rebated in the
sinister point.

Charnfield, or Shamfleld.

ramp. gu.

Charlton

Castle,
and Wytheford Hall, co.
Robert Chableton, of Apley. was grandson of
Salop.
WiLUAM Kniohtlet, a younger son of the house of
Fawsey, Northamptonshire, by Awne db Chakieton, his
wife, sister and heiress of Thomas de Chableton, of Apley,
grandson of Alan db Chableton, who, in 1327, had licence
to embattle his manor bouses of Apley and Withyford,
which last, together with Aston Aer, he obtained in
marriage with Mabgebt, the heiress of Hugh Fitz-Aeb).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. a sinister canton, quarterly, Ist and
4th, gu. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one, for Zoucb
2nd and 3rd, az. on a mount vert a lion pass, guard, or, for
Fitz-Aeb. CYest Out of an Eastern coronet or, a tiger's
head and neck afTrontee gu.
Charlton (Ludford, co. Hereford, and Witton, co. Salop,
Or, u lion ramp. gu.
Crett
bart. extinct, 1784).

(Apley

;

—

—

leopard's face gu.

Chablton,

;

—

:

middle of the fifteenth century, in St. Austin's parish,
Watling-street, London, and subsequently seated at Sandithe
acre, co. Derby, whence they removed to Chilwell
;

present representative is Thomas Bbocguton Chablton, Esq.,
of Chilwell, CO. Nottingham). Az. on a chev. or, betw. three
stransar. as many cinquefoils gu. quartering Shabpe, Stbet,
Dannet, Welles, and Obton. (.rest (granted by Richard
St. George, Norroy, to Thomas Chablton, Esq., in 1612,
the coat of arms had long been borne by his ancestors) .A
iwan's head and neck erased ar. beaked gu. gorged with a
Motto Stabit conscius aequi.
chaplet vert
Charlton (Pun. Ent. of Captain Edwabd Chableton, bom
served at Tangiera,
at Hockhope, co. Northumberland
Or, a lion
and d. at Callan, co. Kilkenny, 23 March, 1685).
ramp. gu. armed and langued az. on a canton ar. a cross of the
second a fleur-de-lis for diff.
Charlton. Az. a chev. betw. six swans ar. membcred gu.
Charlton (Nicholas, son of Thomas Charlton, m. Alice,
dau. of Henbt Handlt, of Bramcott, co. Notts. Visit. Notts).
Az. a chev. or, betw. three swans ar.
Chamell (Warwickshire, and Muston, co. Leicester). Az. a
Crest
cross engr. or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
eagle displ. AnoDier Crest
A peacock close or.
Charnell (Fun. Ent. of John Cuabnell, a London merchant.
d. in iJiiblln 1 1 Aug., 1624).
Same Arms, a mullet for difT.

—

—

;

—

—

(Warwickshire and StafTordshire).

betw. two. chev. erm.
Az. a cross engr. ar. in the
crescent for dilT.

Chamell.

Gu. a fesse

first

quarter a

Chamell.

Ar. a fesse ermines betw. two chev. gu.
(Snaretton, co. Leicester).
Gu. a fesse erm.
betw. two chev. or.

Ohamellfl

OhamellB

(Leiceiterthire).

ch«v. or.

Az. an eagle displ. or,
crowned gu.
(Chamocke, co. Lancaster, seated there as early
as the reign of King John.
The representation of the
family of Chabnocke, of Ciiamocke, eventually vested in
SosANNA, dau. and sole surviving heiress of Peter Brooks,
Esq., of Astley, co. Lancaster, who was great-grandson of
Richard hBOOKE (second son of Sir Richabd Bbooke, Knt.,
of Mere) by Maboabet, his wife, dau. and heiress of Rodebt
Chabnocke, Esq., of Charnocke and Astley Susanna, the
heiress of Brooke and Chabnocke, m. 1st, Thomas Townlet
Pabeeb, Esq., of Cuerden, and 2ndly, Sir Henbt Phiup
Hoghton, Bart., of Hoghton Tower). Ar. on a bend sa.

armed

sa.

Charnocke

;

three crosses crosslet of the
Motto Soyez content.

Crest

—A lapwing

(Hulcot,

ppr.

Bedford,

co.

descended from the ancient family of Chabnocke, of Charnocke Sir John Chabnock of Hulcot, was created a baronet
in 1661
Chablotte Hebvbt, grandneice and heiress of Sir
ViLLiEBS Chebnocke, the last baronet m. the Rev. Edwabd

Vert a

feiae

erm. betw. two

;

Oblebar Smith).

Same Anns and CreH.

dharnocke (Layland, co. Lancaster,

1567).

As Cbabnocxc

and the
a pierced mullet ar.

of Charnocke, with a mullet sa. in sinister chief,
in the crest charged with

lapwing
for

diff.

Charnock
the

(Cheshire).

Sa.

on a bend

ar. three crescents of

field.

Charnock.

Ar. on a bend sa. three crosses formfe flory of

Crest— K dove ppr.
Az. a bend chequy gu. and or, betw. two
unicorns pass. ar. Crest A dexter band ppr. holding up a
the

field.

Charpentier.

—

fleur-de-lis gu.

Charon, or Charrone.

Gu.

a chev.

betw.

three

escallops ar.

Charonys.
Charter House, or Sutton's Hospital.
Or, a fesse betw. six annulets gu.

Or,

on a

chev. gu. betw. three annulets of the second as many
crescents of the first.
Charter. Erm. two torteaux a chief az. Crest An ass

—

pass. ppr.

charter

(Bishop's Lydiard, co. Somerset).

Per pale az. and
countcrchanged.

a bend engr. betw. two escallops all
Crest— \n front of a cubit arm, vested az. cuff ar., the hand
holding a scroll entwined by a branch of myrtle all ppr., an
escallop ar. A/o<io— Non sine jure.
Charon (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1617). Or, three lions pass, in pale
sa. a crescent for diff.
'
Charreys. Ar. a fesse betw. three annulets gu.
Charringlon. C}-est A dexter arm issuing out of a cloud
pointing to a star all ppr.
Charron. Sa. three water bougets ar.
Charteray. Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
Charteris (Kinfauns, co. Perth). Ar. a fcss az. within %
double tressure flory counterflory gu.
Ci'est
A Btork't
ar.

—

—

head ppr.

Charteris

(Amesfleld, co. Haddington; the heiress

lu.

the 4th

Earl of Wemyss, as recorded, 1672). Ar. a fess az. Ofj<—
An arm issuing out of a cloud, holding a sword aloft ppr.
Motto Non gladio, sed gr«tia.
Charteris, 'Wemyss-Charteris-Doug'las (Earl «f
Wmujss). See Wemtss.
Chartman, or Chartnam. Per chev. ar. and gu. three
Crest^
crosses croaslet (another, botonny) counterchanged.
Two arms in armour, vambraced, wielding a battle axe all ppr»
Chartsey (Kent). Az. a bend betw. three hawks' head,

—

eraaed ar.
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first.

—

Chamocke, or Chernocke
;

Hanley Castle, co.
Charlton (Lechmebe
Worcester, and Ludford, co. Hereford Nicholas Lechmere,
Esq., son of Edmond Lechmebe, Esq., of Handley Castle, by
EuzABETU, his wife, sister and sole heiress, of Sir Fbancis
Cbablton, 4th and last bart. of Ludford, assumed by royal
Quarterly,
licence, 1786, the name and arms of Chablton).
lit and 4th, or, a lion ramp, gu., for Chablton; 2nd and
3rd, gu. a fesse or, in chief two pelicans vulning themselves
Crests
1st
A leopard's head
of the last, for Lechmebe.
aflTrontee gu., Charlton; 2nd, in a ducal coronet or, a
pelican vulning hei°self ppr., Lechmebe.
Charleton-Lechmere (Lea Hall, co. Northumberland).
Arms and Crett as Chablton, of Ludford.
Charlton (Chilwell, co. Nottingham, resident about the
-

Chamell

Ohamells

Charnells

in fesse of the last.

Charlis

Charlton

OH A

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

HA

O

C

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

HA

ChArtsey, or Chersey.

Az. a bend betw. three falcons*
Crest
A wolf
heads erased ar. nrmed and beaked or.
]»ass. sa. devouring a flih of the second.
Cli&se, or Chansey. Gu. four crosses patonce two and
two ar. on a canton or, a lion pass. az. Crett A griffin's
head erased, holding in the beak a key.

ppr.

back of the neck
with an arrow also ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet gold,
and charged on the neck with a cross crosslet gu. 2nd,
Smith Out of a crown vallery or, a unicorn's head az. armed,
crined, and tufted of the first and charged with a crescent
of the same. Motto
Loyal % mort.
Chatterton (Cambridgeshire). Gu. a cross potent or.
Crest
A demi griffin gu. beaked, legged, and winged or.
Chatterton (impaled by William Howell, Esq., of
Eynsham, co. Oxford, whose first wife was Elizabeth
Chatterton. Visit. Oxon). Ar. a griffin ramp. gu. a border

—

Crest

(Much Hadham,

—A

ramp.

lion

Same Arms,

Herts).

sa.

,

;

—

crosses flory.

—

holding iietw. the paws a cross flory

or.

Gu. four crosses crosslet, two and two, or, on a
canton of the same a lion pass. az.
Chasey (Somersetshire). Gu. a ^iffln segreant or, on a
chief erm. three fusils sa.
Chaslion. Gu. three fusils in fesse erm.
Chassens, or Chansens. Sa. three eagles displ. or.
Chassens. Gu. three eagles displ. ar.
Chassereau. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased
Crest— A demi chevalier brandishing a sword ppr.
or.
Chasteleyne, or Le Chesteleyne. Or, three castles

Chase.

engr. az.

Chatterton.
Chatting'.
the

sword

Gu. a castle with two towers or,
embattled and masoned sa. adorned with four fans ar.
Ar. a fesse indented flory countcrflory sa.
Oliasteliou, or Chastelin. Ar. a fesse dancettee sa.

bend

in

Bromwich, co. Warwick, where the family has been
many generations). Gu. an inescutcheon ar.
charged with a plain cross of the field within an orle of
martlets of the second. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a

seated for

—

—

the points flory. Ci-est A fleur-de-lis or.
(France). Gu. three palets vair on a chief or, a

martlet gu.

Chatto

Oliastelion

(Fotts-Chatto, exemplified to William John Potts,
House Terrace, and Lincoln's Inn, Middlesex,
name of Chatto by royal
licence, 27 July, 1864).
1st and 4th, az. a bend engr. ar.
betw. two castles or, for Chatto 2nd and 3rd, gu. two bara
indented in chief sis many fleurs-de-lis or, a bend vair, for
Potts. Crests
1st, Chatto: A castle or, charged with a
fleur-de-lis az. and surmounted with a cinquefoil also az.;
2nd, Potts
A leopard sejant ppr. gorged with a collar
fleury counterfleury therefrom a line reflexed oyer the back
and resting the dexter paw on a fleur-de-lis all gu. Motto

martlet sa.

Esq., Carlton

Gu. two bars

ar.

on a canton of the

last

a tower

upon

triple-towered sa.

Chastellayne (Essex).
Chastelon. Ar. a fesse

Az. a fesse

or.

Sa.

a

lion pass.

crowned

ar.

crosses crosslet of the second.
Gu. a lion pass. ar.

Chastelper.

—

betw. six

or,

:

on a chief

or,

a tower

triple-towered az.

Chastelyn. See Castinwoiith.
Chastillon (impaled with Valence on

—Omnibus amicus.

the seal of

Makt de

Chaiicer (Geoffret Chaocer,

of Woodstock, the father of
English Poetry). Per pale ar. and gu. a bend counterchanged.

Seinpoul, Countess of Pembroke, 1347, foundress of Pembroke
Gu. three pallets vair on a chief or a
College, Oxford).

—

C,e.<t
A tortoise pass. ppr.
Chaucer (London). The same.

label az.

Chastlion, or Chastyon.

Gu.

three

lozenges

Chaucer.

Crest— Two lions' paws ar.
The same Arms.
and gu. supporting a shield, parted per pale counterchanged.
Chaucer (Suffolk). Ar. on a chief gu. a lion ramp, of

in

erm.

Chatcher, or Catcher

Chateaubriand
Motto— it seme

Chatelon.

(St.

his taking the additional

;

dancettee and in base a fleur-de-lis

— On the point of a sword in pale a maunch.

Chastelon.

fesse

— A human heart gu. pierced through with a

Castle,

Chastelian.

Crest

See Chadeeton.

Sa. a fesse or, in chief three mullets pierced of

Crest

sinister, point downwards ppr.
(quartered by Perct, co. Dorset. Visit. Dorset,
1565).
Or, a fesse gu. betw. three gads ppr.
Chattock (CoRNELios Chattock, Esq., of King's Norton, co.
Worcester, son of John Chattock, Esq., of Haye House-

tiiple-towered sa.
(France).

sa.

last.

Chattock

Chasteliai

Chastell.

pierced through the

:

—

Chase

CH A

attired or,

(London). See Catcher.
Martin, Jersey). Gu. sem^e-de-lis or.

the

field.

Chaucer

(formerly of Cateshill, in the parish of Bromsgrove, CO. Worcester).
3a. a chev. betw. three anchors

I'or.

Sa. a lion pass, guard,

crowned

or,

betw. eight

crosslets ar.

or.

Chater

(Chasthall, CO. York). Az. a chev. enn. betw. three
annulets ar. on a chief or, as many martlets gu.
Chater (Iforkshire). Per bend indented az. and ar. three
Crest
An ass pass. ppr.
cinquefoils counterchanged.
Another Crest A demi lion double queued.
Chaterton. Per chev. sa. and gu. three goats' heads
erased ar. armed or, within a bordure engr. of the third.
Chaterton. Per chev. sa. and ar. a goat's head erased and

—

—

counterchanged.
Ar. a

Chatfield.

Chaucombe

(Warwickshire, represented by the Secravks
Sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Or, on a chev. vert five mullets ar.
Barry of ten ar. and gu. eight martlets in

and Berkelets).

Chaucombe.
Chaucombe.
orle sa.

Chauflere.

Sa.

semee

Or, a

mound

of billets or,

a cross flory of the

banded

and ensigned with a

second.

Chaulas.

sa.

ar.

cross pattee gu.

on a chief purp. three
escallops of the field.
Crest
An heraldic antelope's head
erased ar. ducally gorged or. Atwther Crest
A demi Moor
Shooting an arrow from a bow, with a quiver at his back all
griffin

segreant

sa.

—

—

ppr.

Chatham (Lancashire).

Chaulx.

Gu. a cross pattee

Chaumbe, or Chamber.

three fleurs-de-lis sa. on
a chief az. three bezants.
Orest On a mount vert a
pheasant ppr. in its mouth a fleur-de-lis or, and resting the
dexter foot on a bezant. Motto Libertas.
Chattersett.
Az. an inescutcheon within an orle of

—

—

Quarterly, ar. and az. a cher.

Chaumpvent. Paly of six ar. and az. a fesse
Chaun. Ar. on a chev. gu. two chev. or.
Chaunceler

Chatte. Gu. a key in bend ar.
Chatteris. Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

a chief or.

counterchanged.

Chaunceller.

Sa. a cross flory ar.

ar.

gu.

Ermines on a quarter ar. a saltire engr. sa.
(Braffenon, co. Durham). Or, three parro-

quets vert.

Chauncy

(William de Chaunct, Baron of Shiopenbeke,
Gu. a cross pattee ar. on a chief or, a

temp. Richard 11.).
leopard pass. az.

Chauncy

(Northamptonshire). Or, three chev. engr. gu.
Az. three wolves pass, in pale betw. two
flaunches or, each charged with an anchor sa.
Chauncy. Ar. a chev. gu. within a bordure sa. bezantee.
Chatincy. Or, two chev. gu. within a bordure sa. bezantee.
(Green End, Little Munden, co. Hertford). Gu.
a cross patonce ar. on a chief or, a lion pass. az. quartering
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Chancy, ancient.
giiffin's head gu. charged with a pale vert betw. two wings
of the same, the inside gu.
Chauncy. Gu. a cross patonce ar. on a chief or, a lion
A dexter hand striking with a
pass, guard, az.
Crest

Chauncy.

martlets or.

Chatterton

Mahon,

Cork, bart.). Or, a lion's
head erased az. betw. three mullets gu. Crest An antelope's
head erased ar. transpierced with an arrow from the back of
the neck. .Wo«o— Loyal h, mort.
Chatterton (Smith-Chatteetow. Exemplified 1874 to
William Peters Smith, Esq., of Belmont, Raheny, co. Dublin
and Maria Frances, his wife, only surviving dau. of Rev.
BiCHARD Dickson of Vermont, co. Limerick, Rector of Kilkeedy, same co., by Anna, his wife, eldest dau. of Sir James
Chatterton, Bart., of Castle Mahon, co. Cork, on their
assuming by royal licence the additional surname and arms
(Castle

co.

—

;

Chatterton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Chatterton or,
a lion's head erased az. betw. three mullets gu. in the centre
chief point a cross crosslet of the last ; 2nd and 3rd, Smith
ar. on a bend betw. two unicorns' heads erased az. armed,
crined, and tufted or, a crescent betw. two lozenges of the
lut. Crtttt
Ist, Cbattutom: An antelope's head erased
of

:

:

—
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Chauncy

—

—

dagger

all

ppr.

Chaundler.

Chequy
Crest

lions pass. or.

Chaundoz.
as

many

Or,

of the

Chaunstor

ar.

and gu. on a bend engr.

sa.

three

— A pelican in her piety sa. nest rert.

on a

pile gu.

betw. six estoiles of the last

first.

(Somersetshire).

twelve billets or.

Sa.

a cross

molins

betw.

A

CHE
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CH A
Chaunterell.

Ar. three talbots pass. sa.
Ar. out of a mount in base a tree growing
vert thereon a dove rising ppr.
Chatires. Barry of ten (another, sixteen) ar. and gu. an
orle of martlets sa.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1494). Ar. on a cUev. sa.
betw. three birds az. as many annulets or.
Chaury. Gu. three palets chequy or and az. on a chief of

Chauraun.

Chaury

the second as many martlets of the first.
Chausvile. Sa. three eagles or.
Chavent. Paly of six az. and ar. a fesse or.
Cbawcer, or Claawcers. Gu. three Catherine
A tortoise pass. ppr.
or.
Cjist

Cheape
vert.

Ar. three ears of wheat slipped
or. banded vert.
Motto Ditat virtus.
(Hawkswick, St. Albans). Or, on a pile betw,

(Rossie, Scotland).

Crest

— A garb

Checkland

—

two annulets in base gu. ten cinqucfoils, four, three, two,
and one, of the field; impaling for Taylor, per pale az.
and sa. three chevronels ar. betw. as many uijicorns pass. or.
Crest
Two cubit arms erect ppr. holding two annulets interlaced sa. each arm charged with a cinquefoil gu. Motto
Omne bonum Dei donum.
Checkley (from a monument in Alwalton Church, Hunts,

—

—

Chawells.
Chawlas.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three cinqucfoils gu.
Ar. a chev. az.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar.
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up ar. a lion pass, guard,
az. ducally crowned ppr.
Chedding^on. Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three plates
(another, bezants) as many crosses crosslet sa.
Cheder. Sa. a chev. betw. three martlets ar.
Cheder, or Chedder. Sa. a chev. betw. three escallops

Chawmond.

Chediocke.

—

Cliavrcers.

Gu. three mill-wheels

Chawcombe

Or,

(Wiltshire).

1680).

wheels

—

or.

on a cross vert

five

mullets

one mullet).
Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three torteaux.
Az. two chev. or.
Or, a mound sa. environed with a circle ar. and
ensigned with a cross avellane gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Cha'Vmer (Xewton Manor House, near Alton, co. Hants,
Sa. a chev. betw. three
and of Muslane, co. Derby).
cherubins' heads or. Crest— A. sea woirs head erased ppr.
ar. (another,

Chawdrey.

Motto

—Nil desperandum.

Cha^wmey
az.

membered

CliaWTiey

Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three birds

(London).
gu. as

many

martlets of the

field.

Gu. a cross patonce

(Yorkshire).

ar.

on a chief

a lion pass. az.
See Chevening.
Chaworth (Alfreton, co. Derby). Az. two chev. or.
Chaworth (Kempsford, co. Gloucester). Same as Chaor,

Cha'nming'.

worth, of Alfreton.

Cliaworth.

(Annesley, co. Nottingham). Barry of sixteen
Crest
A castle ppr. on
ar. and gu. an orle of martlets sa.
the battlements a plume of five ostrich feathers ar.
Chaworth. (Feudal Barons. Pain de Chawobth was one of
the Barons Marchers 2 Henry III., 1217). Barry of ten or
and gu. an orle of martlets sa.
Chaworth (Lord Chaworth. Thomas de Chawobth was
Summoned to Parliament, 1299, but the summons was not
continued to any of his descendents). Az. two chevs. or.
Heir General
( Viscov.nt Chaworlh, extinct, 1699.
the Sari of Meath). Barry of ten ar. and gu. three martlehs
Cr&st
sa.
An arm in armour embowed, the hand holding

—

Chaworth

—

an arrow

ppr.

all

Su.pporters

—Two dragons orra.

Chaworth.
Chaworth.

Ar. four bars gu. a bend sa.
Barry of ten (another, eight) ar. and gu. an
orle of martlets sa. (another, vert).
Chaworth, or Chawers. Az. two chev. ar. (another,

ar.

Crest

— As Chaddeb.

Gu. on an inescutcheon betw. eight martlets
a cross of the field.

in orle ar.

Chederton. Gu. a cross potent crossed or.
Chedioke, or Chidioke (Westbury, co. Wilts).

Sa. on

%

chev. betw. three talbots' heads erased ar. as many fleursde-lis of the first within a bordure cngr. of the second.
Chedle (Chedle, or Cheadle, co. Chester; the heiress m.
Bolkelet). Ar. a fesse dancettee gu.
Chedleworth (Devonshire). Or, on a chev. gu. three
martlets ar.
Chedworth (Devonshire). Gu. achev. betw. three martlets
ar.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, guard, az. holding in the
dexter paw a battle-axe ppr.
Chedw^orth. Az. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased

—

or.
Crest — A wolfs head sa. collared or.
Chedworth. Az. a chev. betw. three greyhounds'

heads

erased or.

Chedworth
Arms,

(John Chedwobth, Bishop of Lincoln, 1452-71,

in the Hall of University College, Oxford.

Visit.

Az. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased or.
Cheecke (London, 1616). Ar. three crescents gu.
Cheek (Abingdon, co. Berks). Ar. three cinquefoils, per
pale vert and gu.
Cheek (Sir John Cheke, or Cheek, Knt., preceptor to Edward
VL, ancestor of Cbeee, of Evesham, co. Worcester). Ar.
Crest
A crescent issuant from the
three crescents gu.

Oxon).

—

horns a cross pattee fitchee

gii.

(Sir

John Cheek adopted

relinquishing his former one, a leopard sejant
collared and chained.)
Cheek, or Cheeke (Motstone, Isle of Wight). Same as
this crest,

Cheecke.

or.).

Chawrey.

Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three birds az.

beaked

—

ahd legged gu. as many annulets of the first. Crest An
arm erect couped at the elbow vested per pale sa. and ar.
holding in the hand ppr. a covered cup or.
Cha'wrey. Ar. two bars gu. betw. nine guttees, three,
three, and three, az.
Chawry (Kent). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three birds gu.
(another, az.) as

many

annulets or.
^Chawryn. Paly of six gu. and compony ar. and sa. on a
chief or, three martlets of the first.
Chawser (borne by Theobald Chawseb, whose dan. m.
Sir Beyan de Stanton, Lord of Sl'inloti, co. Notts, temp.
Edward the Confessor. Visit. Notts). Per pale or and gii.

a bend counterchanged.

Chaw^sy

(Liucolnshire).

Ar. a chev. gu within a bordure

Ohaytor

(Butterby,

Durham

;

granted by William Flower,

Norroy). Per fesse dancettec ar. and az. three cinqiiefoils
counlierchanged. Cre.<<t
A stag's head lozengy ar. and az.
Chaytor (Croft, Yorkshire, bart.). Per bend dancettee ar.
and az. four quatrefoils, two and two, counterchanged.
Crett
A buck's head couped lozengy ar. and sa. attired
or, in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Fortune le

—

—

—

veul.

Chaytor

(Spcnnilhome Hall,

Per bend dancettee
two in chief and one in base
counterchanged, quartering the ensigns of Clebvadx.
Crtitt—\si: A stag's head erased lozengy ar. and az. the
dexter horn of the first, the sinister of the second 2nd,

and

co. York).

az. three cinqucfoils,

;

Clkrvai'x.

Cheales.
armed

ar.

crowned

Cheeke, or Cheke
Enn. on a

—

Crest
A
Cheeke.

(Burton, co. Somerset, and Suffolk).

chief sa. three lozenges (another,

fusils)

or.

sword paleways, ensigned with a cross pattee.
Anm the same. Crest On a chapeau a liou

—

pass. ppr.

Cheeke

(Suffollc).
Ar. a fesse vaire or and gu. betw. three
w ater-bougets az. Crest Out of a naval coronet or, a demi
mermaid with comb and mirror ppr.
Cheeke, or Cheke (Suffolk). Or, a cock gu. beaked sa.
Cheeke. Gu. a cock ar.
Cheeke. Az. a fesse vaire gu. and or, betw. three hurts.
Cheere (Passwonh Hall, co. Cambridge). Quarterly,
erniinois andgu.; in the first quarter an escallop sa. over
Cre.^t
A talbot pass. az. colall a label of five points az.

—

—

lared or, resting his fore

paw on an

e-soallop of the last.

Cheere

«a. bezantce.

ar.

Cheeky.
Chedder.

(Westminster; granted 30 July, 1766). Quarterly,
erminois and gu. over all a label of five points az. Crest
Motto
Praemium
talbot pass. az. collared and ringed or.
virtutis honor.
Cheese (Huntington, co. Hereford). Az. alion ramp, or,
quarterly with Watkins, viz., gu. a chev. betw. three spears'
A lion's head erased or.
heads embrucd ar. Ci'est
Cheesiuan (Kent). Per chev. embattled sa. and ar. three
mullets counterchanged, all within a bordure engr. erm.
Cheesman, or Cheesemau. Per fesse embattled ar.
and sa. three mullets pierced counterchanged. Crest
dexter hand holding up a royal crown ppr.
Cheevely. Gu. a cock ar.
Cheffield (Rutlandshire). Gu. a feese betw. six fleurs-de-

—

—

—

—

CV<.t(— An arm in armour couped resting on the
or.
elbow and holding a sword all ppr.
Cheffield. Barry nebulec of six ar. and la.
lis

Gu. three eagles displ. or, ducally crowned and
Cnti An eafcle's head erased or, ducally

—

Cheflftnch, or Chifflnch (confirmed

ar.

Oheape

(Tiiomai Cheape, Consul at Madeira, 1713). Ar. on
a chev. gu. betw. three dtalks of w heat iipr. a rose of the
field
CrcAl
A garb or, banded gu. Motto— Vitiit virtus.

—

18S
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Or,

on a chief embattled gu. three leopards' faces ar.
Cheike (Essex). Ar. a cock gu. armed, crested, and JcUoped
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Ax. » cross flory or. Crest
On a ehapeau two lions supporting a garb ppr.
Cheiney. Chequy or and az. a fesse gu. fretty erm.
Ar. a chev. betw. three
Clielde'worth (Devonshire).

—

martlets ku.

Cheldon

Az. a cross or.
Gu. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads ca-

(Suffolk).

Olielisworth.
bossed

or.

Chellery.
Cbelley.

Ar. a whirlpool gu.
Ar. a bend nebulee cottised gu. Crest—A leg in
armour couped below the knee and spurred all ppr.
Clielley. Ar. on a bend cotised gu. a bendlet of the field.
Oliellory. Ar. a bend wavy gu. betw. two bendleta of the
last.

Chellton.
Clielsuin
ar.

Crest

Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis.
(Droxford). Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three garbs

— A greyhound courant

Az. two bars or, in chief three crescents
ar.
Crest A demi eagle displ. ppr.
Chelton, or Chilton. Ar. a chev. gu.
Chemell. Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief or, three mul-

—

gu.

Chemere.

Az. on a fesse or, betw. three roses ar. seeded
and barbed ppr. a human heart gu. Crest A Peer's helmet

—

or.

Chemorton.
the

Or, on a

Cheney

(Up-Ottery, co. Devon, temp. Edward I'V.).
Qu.
four fusils in fess ar. each charged with an escallop sa.
(Wollaton, Cheshire). Chequy or and az. a fei»
gu. fretty of the first.
Cheney. Ar. a fesse betw. four martlets, three in chief and
one in base, gu.
(Peckham, of Oxford, impaled Cheney, in the Crown
Inn, Aylesbury. Visit. Oxon). Same as last, with fess fretty
erm. quartering gu. a lion ramp. sa.
Cheney. Az. a cross tlory ar.
Cheney. Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend lozengy gu.
(quartered by Harbottell, of Egljngton, co.
Rutland, descended from Roger Habpottall, Lord df
Harboitall, temp. Henry I.
Visit. Rutland).
Gu. five

Cheney

Cheney

Cheney
fusils

conjoined in fess ar. each charged with an escallop

sa.

Cheney.

ar.

Cheltenham.

lets

CHE
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Chein, Chelne, or Cliien.

bend gu. three goats

ar. attired of

See Cheyney.
Gu. a fesse erm. betw. two chev. or.
Chenouth (descended from John Trevelisick, co. Cornwall,
who gave to his youngest son John a piece of land, whereon
he built a new house called in Cornish language Chinoweth,
whose descendants were always called Cuinouth, the elder
hne afterwards failed, and their lands came to this younger
branch, who still continued their adopted surname. Visit.
1620). Sa. on a fess or, three Cornish choughs' heads ppr.
Chenston. Ar. a bend gu.

Chenie.

Cheny

field.

Chendon, or Chenedon.

Or,

a

lion

ramp.

sa.

crowned

and

(Seaton, co. Rutland.

Visit. Rutland).

Chenduit

(Buckinghamshire). Az. a chev. or, a label gu.
Gu. a lion ramp, guard, ar. betw. six acorns or.
(Boda,nnan, Cornwall). Gu. four lozenges conjoined in fess ar. each charged with an escallop sa.
Chendut. Az. a chev. or, a label of three points gu.
Chene. Az. three crosses crosslet fltch^e ar.
Chenell. Paly of six ar. and az. on a chev. or, three martCrest
lets gu.
An arm ppr. vested sa. cuffed or, holding
up a covered cup ar.
Chenerton, or Chinerton (Cornwall). Ar. on a mount
in base vert a castle triple-towered and portcullis sa.
Chenevix (Ireland, 1755. Philip Chenevix, Esq., of a
family of that name in Picardy, France). Az. a cross ar.
betw., in the 1st and 2nd quarters a fleur-de-lis, and in tlie
A hand erect grasping
3rd and 4th, an escallop or. Crest
a sword ppr. hilted and pomelled and piercing a fleur-de-

Chenduit.

Chenduit

—

—

lis or.

Chenew, or Chajmow.

Ar. a chev. gu. charged with
two chevs. turned up erm. couchant dexter and sinister or.
Cheney. Erm. on a bend sa. three martlets or.
Cheney (Sherland. in the Isle of Sheppcy. Lord Cheney :
summoned to Parliament 1487, extinct 1496). Az. six lions
ramp. ar. a canton erm. These were the arms of SheuLAND and adopted by the Cheneys, on the marriage with the
heiress. The original coat of Cheney was, erm. on a bend
sa. three martlets, or.

Crest

—A

bull's scalp ar.

(Tradition

that this crest was granted by Henry VII. to
John, afterwards Baron Cheney, K.G., in remembrance of his having, on the field of Bosworth, after a
personal encounter with King Richard, cut the skull and
horns off the hide of an ox which chanced to be near, and
fixed them upon his head to supply the loss of the upper part
of his helmet. Supporters
Two greyhounds.
Cheney (Lord Cheney, of Toddington, Sir Henry Cheney,
Knt., of Toddington, was summoned to Parliament 1572,
Erm. on a bend sa. three martlets or. Crest
d. «. }). 1587).
A bull's scalp or, homed ar. Supporters Two hinds az.
spotted or and ar. collared and chained gold. Motto
Le
mieulx que je puis.
Cheney (Hollywood, co. Kildare, registered as a qnartering
to the issue of Rev. Bicbabd Johnston, Rector of Kilmore,
CO. Armagh, whose mother, Sophia Cheney, was dau. and
heiress of Geobge Cheney, Esq., of Hollywood). Az. six
lions ramp, three, two, and one, armed and langued gu. a
canton erm. thereon a bull's scalp ppr.
Cheney (Yoxall, co. Stafford, and Monyash, co. Derby).
A]-ms and Crest, as Cheney of Sherland.
3Iotto
Fato

a chev.

or.

(Berkshire). Ar. three cinquefoils az.
pierced gu.
Cheoke. Ar. three cinquefoils per pale az. and gu. Crest

—

A

bird's

head sa.

ChepstO'W.

Ar. alion ramp. gu. within a bordure of the
second, charged with eight crosses crosslet or. Cre»l An

arm

Chequer. Chequy ar. and
Cherbeot (Tournay). Per

—

prudentia major.

Cheney

(HIgham,

Same

Cheney

as

co.

Kent, and Warblington, co. Sussex).

of Sherland.

Cheney

(Badger Hall, co. Salop).
Arms and Crest, as
Cheney, of Sherland. Motto Fato prudentia major.
Cheney (Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, 1562-79). Ar. on
a chev. az. a coney pass. betw. two fishes haurient of the
first on a chief chequy of the first and second a p."ile of the
last chargeil with a rose or.
Cheney (Chesham Boys, co. Bucks). Chequy or and az. a

—

fesse gu. fretted ar.
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pale or and gu. on a fesse ar.

three escallops az.

a»

a

head, erased or.
Az. a fesse betw. three eagles' heads erased ar.
Chering^on (co. Essex). Ar. a chev. betw. three rams'
heads erased sa.
Cheriton, or Cheryton. Ar. a chev. betw. three rams'
heads erased gu. attired or.
Cheritson. Or, on a bend gu. three goats pass. ar. attired
of the field.
Cherley. Ar. a chev. betw. three blue bottles az. slipped
griffin's

Cheretsy.

leaved ppr.

—

az.

Cherbourne. Ar. two swords in saltire sa.
Cherbron. Ar. on a chev. betw. three eagles displ. gu.
many plates. Crest — A Uon's gamb erect gu. holding

vert.

—

—

armour, vambraced az. studded and garnished or,
holding a sword ppr.
ChepstO'W. Or, three scaling ladders bendways gu. each
end touching the edge of the shield.
in

Sir

—

ar.

Cheoke, or Chook

records

—

Chequy

a lion ramp. gu.
(Buckinghamshire).
Az.

az. a fess gu. fretty or, quartering ar.

Chenydoyt, or Cheyndutt

ar.

Crest

— A cross

patonce, betw. two stalks of wheat or,

Cherleton

(Lord Cherletnn, of Powysi John de Chebleton
was summoned to Parliament 1313, he m. Hawys Gadabn,
dau. and heir of Owen ap Griffith, Prince of Powys Wenwynwyn, by whom he got Powys Castle and assumed her arms,
title in

abeyance since

Chernly

Or, a lion

ramp. gu.

Erm. a chev. betw. three

gii.

Chemoke (Chester).
the

1422).

(Kuh. Ent. Ire. 1657).

cinquefoils pierced

Sa.

on a bend

ar. three crescents of

first.

Cherry

etw. three annulets
(London). Ar. a phev. engr.
gu. Crest— A demi lion ar. holding out in the paw a gem
ring or, enriched with a precious stone ppr. the collet in
pale.

Cherry

(London 1604). Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three
A demi lion ar.
annulets gu. a fleur-de-lys, for diff. Crest
holding an annulet gu.
Cherry (Shottesbrouke, CO. Berks, afterwards of Danford
and Burghfield, co. Berks, and of Buckland, co. Hereford).
Arms and Crest as the preceding. Motto^Cheiis I'espoir.
Cherry (Fun. Knt. of Edward Cherry, d. 4 June, 1614, hi*
wife was Lettice, dau. of Sir Francis Aunguieb, Knt.,

—

Master of the Rolls, ancestor of the extinct Lords Longj'ord),
Az. on a fess engr. ar. betw. three annulets or, a fleur-de-lis
of the first.

Chersey
mouth a

(London).

Ar. a wolf salient gu. holding In the

fish ppr.

Cherth. Sa. on a fesse
many e.scallops gu.

engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. as

(Surrey). Per pale, or and nr. two
keys addorscd and conjoined at the bows in bend sinister,

Chertsey-Monastery

.

OHE

the upper gu. the under az. interlaced with a sword in hend
dexter ot the second, hilted and pomelled of the first.
Cherwood. Erm. on a chev. sa. betw. three ogresses a
mullet of six points, pierced of the field.
Clierwood, or Sherwood. Erm. three pellets, on each
amullet pierced ar. Crest— A unicorn's head or, betw. two
laurel branches vert.

Clierybrond.

Gu. two swords in saltire or.
Cheryton. Ar. a chev. betw. three goats' heads erased gu.
Chesbrough.. Gu. three crosses pattee in fesse ar. betw.
as many water bougets or. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
holding betw. the paws a cross pattee or.
Chesby (Yorkshire). Ar. two bends gu. a canton erm.
Chesedon (Dorsetshire). Ar. on a chev. sa. an eagle displ.
or, betw. two martlets of the field.
Cheselborne (Dorsetshire). Az. a chev. betw. three

—

eagles' heads, erased or.

Cheselden, or Ch.esselden.

Ar. a chev. betw. three

chisels sa.

Oheseldon

(Holcombe,

Devon).

co.

Or,

on a chev. gu.

tbree martlets ar.

Cheseldon
of the

(Dorsetshire).

Ar. on a chev.

sa.

three martlets

field.

Olieseldoii, or

Gheseldyne

(Chippisham, co. Rutland).
Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses moUne gu. Crest A talbot
ar. spotted sa. collared and lined or (another, the talbot

—

couchant).

Cheselton, or Cheselden (Uppingham,
Visit. Leicester, 1619).

.

A

.

—A dog

co.

Leicester.

chev. betw. three crosses

couchant collared and lined,
line reflexed over back," and nowed.
Chesham (Lancashire; quartered by PENisxoNof Bampton,
Vert on an inescutcheon ar. a
Visit. Oxon).
CO. Oxford.
A falcon with wings extag's head cabossed gu. Crest
Another Crest Out of a ducal coronet a lion's
panded ppr.
moline

.

.

.

Crest

—

gamb

—

erect or.

Oilesliain (Chesham Boys; Elizabeth, dau. and heir of
Sir JouN Chesham, Knt., m. Sir Thomas Cheney, Knt., of
Cheney, Bucks, living temp. Henry IL; Harl. JUSS., 5181).

Same

as last.

Ohesham.
rook of the

within a bordure engr. ga. bezantee.

couped

armed

ar.

Chester

1769; descended from Sir

London, 1560).

Chester

Crest

—A

ram's head

or.

(Chicheley, Bucks, bart.,

extinct

created 1619;

William Chester, Lord Mayor

of

Same Arms, &c.

(Chicheley, Bucks; exemplified to

Esq., on his taking the name and arms of
pliance of the will of his first cousin, Sir

Charles Baoot,
Chester in comCharles Bagot

Chester,

Bart.).
Same Arms, quartering Bagot.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three buckles lozengy or.
(Earls Palatini; HcoH Lupus): Az. a wolf s head
erased ar. (Richard, his son) Gu. a wolfs head erased ar.
within an orle of cross crosslets or. (Gernons) Or, a lion
ramp. gu. (Meschines) Az. six garbs or, three, two, and
one (another, az. three garbs or).

Chester.

Chester

:

:

:

Chester

(Lee, co. Essex; granted Feb., 1639). Ar. on a fesse
gu. three cutlasses erect of the first, hilts or.
(Upley, co. Essex). Or, on a fesse gu. three cutlasses ar. pommelled of the field.
Crest— A cutlass ar. hilt
and pomel or, environed with two branches of laurel vert.
Chester (Amesbury, co. Gloucester). Gu. a lion pass. erm.
betw. three hawks' lures ar. Crest— A lion's paw erased

Chester

supporting a broken sword.
of. Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale or,
being the arms of England dimidiated, and impaling the
arms of Randolph de Meschines, Earl of Cluster, viz. Az.
three garbs, two and one, also dimidiated. According to th«
rules of dimidiation the exact half only of the coat is taken,
and therefore only one garb in chief and half a garb in base
are seen in the arms of Chester.
Chester, See of. Gu. three mitres labelled or.
Chester (quartered by Harington, Lords Harrington, and
Harrington, Bart., of Ridlington, co. Rutland. Visit. Rutland). Az. three garbs or.
Chesterfield, Earl of. See Stanhope.
Chesterfield. Az. a fesse dancettee or, in chief three fleurs-

Chester, City

:

de-lis of

the second.

Crest

—On

a chapeau a greyhound

statant ppr.

Chesterfield.

Az. a fesse indented betw. three fleurs-de-

lis or.

Chequy
first.

ar.

Crest

and

on a canton gu. a chess

vert,

—Two arms embowed, holding a chess

Chesterfield, ToTura of (co. Derby).

Chesham.

Vert, a buck's head cabossed ar. attired or,
within a bordure of the second.
Henrt
(Dublin
granted in Ireland, 1618
Cheshire, some time Sheriff of Dublin, d. 6 Oct., 1622, Fun.
Az. on a bend betw. two arrows ar. three fusils
Ent. Ire.).
gu. Crat—A leopard's head ar. jessant three roses gu.

Cheshire

;

;

.

.

On a fess

.

.

...

a lozenge

Chestennan

castle or.

(Wiltshire and Oxfordshire).

ramp, with wings displ. gu. within a bordure
Crest A demi griffin.
Motto— Semper fldelis.

a

Or,

griffin

bezantee.

sa.

—

Chester-Priory

Sa. three mitres labelled or,

(Cheshire).

two and one.

Chesterton.

Ar. a pile sa. and chev. counterchanged.
head erased.
Per fesse ar. and ax. a tower betw. four esuaUops
counterchanged.
Chestlin. Ar. on a bend battled counter embattled gu.

Crest— A

tiger's

Chestlet.

leaved vert.

Oheshull.
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Vaire

ar.

and gu. on a bend

sa. three escallops

or.

Chesildon. Or, on a bend gu. three martlets ar.
Cheslin (London). Gu. on a bend embattled ar.

three
towers triple-towered sa. Crest— A tower ar.
CQieslin (London). Ar. on a bend embattled, counterembattled gu. three towers triple-towered of the field. Crest
A fleur-de-lis per pale vert and az.
(Middlesex).
Per fesse embattled ar. and sa.
three mullets counterchanged. Crat As Cueeseman.
Chesne (France). Az. an oak tree fructed ppr.
Chesseldon. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
Chessells (Scotland). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. betw. thpee

—

Chesman

—

three castles of the

first.

Chestlyer.

Gu. a Uon pass, or, on a chief sa. a tower ar.
(Mydethall, co. Suffolk). Gu. three bars wavy,
party per barry wavy or and erm. over all a saltire of the
first.
Crest— A dexter gauntlet fesseways ppr. holding a
sword erect ar. hilt or, on the blade a man's head ppr. coupod
issuing drops of blood at the neck, with an escroll behind the

Cheston

sword with

Cheston
Chestor

this

—Ex

Motto

merito.

Same Arms, &c.

(Mildenhall, co. Suffolk).
(Gloucestershire).
Crest

tassels ar.

lion pass. betw. three
erased, holding a broken

Gu. a

— A Uon's gamb

sword

mullets gu.

Ohessendon. Ar.
Chesshyre (Little

on a chev. gu. three martlets of the first.
Easton, co. Essex). Gu. two lions' gambs
chevronways betw. three hawks' lures or. Crest A hawk's

Chesull.

lure purp. feathered or.

Chesworth

—

Chestell.

Per fesse ar. and az. a castle betw. four escallops counterchanged.
Chester (Royston, co. Cambridge, and Cockenhatch, co.
Herts, originally, at a very remote period, settled in Derby•hire Sir Uobi^bt Chester, one of the gentlemen of the Privy
Chamber to Henry VIM. obtained a grant of the Monastery
of Royston from that monarch). Erm. on a chief sa. a griflin
pass. ar. Cvf^l
A demi griffin ramp. erm. beak, talons, and
eyes ppr. A/offo— Vincit qui patitur.
Chester (Bush Hall, CO. Hertford abranch of the Chesters
of Cockenhatch, of which wm Sir Robert Chester, Knt.,
Master of the Ccrcmoniei to the Queen). Same Arms, Crest,
and Mnttn.
Chester (Blabie, co. I.eicester, descended from an undo of
the first Sir KoHERT Chester, of Royston.
Visit. Leicester,
Same A>~iiis. Cienl A dragon paB,i. ar.
1619)
Chester (Sir Wilmam Chester, Lord Mayor of London,
1560.
Visit. London).
Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. engr.
betw. three rams' heads erased, homed or, all counterchanged
;

—

;

—
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Barry wavy of six

and gu. on a bend

ar.

sa. three

escallops or.

Cheswell.

Gyronny of sixteen
(Suffolk).

gu. and erm.

Per pale gu. and

ar.

a pale engr.

(another, plain) or.

Ches-w^orth.

Gu. a

pile or.

Bromlet of Holt Castle, co. Wormarriage of William Bbomlbt, of
Badington, with Annabella, sister and heiress of Wiluam
DE Chetelton temp. Edward 111.). Ar. on a chev. gu. three
bezants, a border engr. of the second.

Chetelton

(quartered by

cester, in right of the

Chetham

(Hdhphret Cbetham, of Clayton, co. Lancaster,
the Manchester benefactor). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. u
gryphon segreant gu. within a bordure sa. bezantee; 2nU,
3rd, gu. a cross
ar. a chev. gu. betw. three fleams or
potent or. CreH—A demi gryphon gu. charged with a cross
;

potent gu.

Chetham
Chetham,
grandson,

Jl/oao— Quod tuum

tene.

(Mellor Hall, CO. Derby; descended from JImm
who purchased the estate in 1686 his great-

Esq.,

Thomas Chetham,

;

Esq., of Mellor Hall, in. in

1770, Anne, elder dau. of Edward Strode, of Southhill
House, CO. Somerset, and was father of Thomas Cbetuam
SraoDC, Esq., of Southhill, wbod. t.p. in 1827; Ricuarb

CHE
Creit

Chevall

— The same.

(Cheshire). Sa. a griffin segreant, wings displ.
a bordure gu. bezantee.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
(Ash, co. Derby).
fleams or.
Cb.ethain (Fun. Ent. of Thomas Cuetham, of Nuthurst, co.
Lancaster and Hacketstown, co. Dublin, d. 6 Dec, 1624).
Az. a chev. betw. three fleames or.
Chettle (Wall House, co. Worcester, Thomas Cheatle, of
Worcester, gent., paid a fine to avoid knitchthood at the
Thomas Ciietle of Wall House,
coronation of Charles I.
was sheriff of the co., 1710. Anne Chetle, the heiress of
the family, jii. Thomas Russell, Esq., of Powick, ancestor of
Lord Hamilton, who now represents the family. Visit.
Worcester, 1682—3). Ar. a fess dancettee gu.
Chetle (city of Wighom). Ar. a fess dancettdc and in chief
a crescent gu.
(Suffolk).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three fleams sa.
A griffin pass, reguard. ar. with wings endorsed or,
Crest
charged on the shoulder with a crescent gu.
Chetmull. Per chev. or and az. in chief three mullets of
the second in base a garb of the first.
Chettle (Suffolk). Az. a hind pass. ar. Crest On a rock a
wivern, wings endorsed ppr.
Ch.ettle. Or, three spiders az.
Chettleton, Chetelton, or Chetilton. Ar. on a
chev. gu. five bezants all within a bordure engr. of the
second.
Chettoke (Dickleborongh). Az. a bull pass. or.
Chetiwode (Oakley, CO. Stafford, bart. ; since also of
Chetwode and Ogden, co. Berks, and Whitley, co. Chester).
Quarterly, ar. and gu. four crosses patiee counterchanged.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion issuant gu.
ilotla —Corona mea Christus.
Chetwode (Ansley Hall, co. Warwick). The same Arme,
quartering the ensigns of Ludford, viz. Az. on a chev.
betw. three boars' heads coupert or, as many fleurs-de-lis gu.,
and for distinction, a canton erm. Crests 1st: The same as
foregoing; 2nd, for Lddford: A boar's head couped erm. in
the mouth a cross pattee gu. the head charged with an
or,

Ghetbaiu

Chethum

—

—

—
—

escallop sa., for distinction.

:

Cheverell (Wiltshire). Ar. three lions pass, in
Cheverell, or Cheverall (Wiltshire). Ar.
Cheverell. Ar. a chief az.
Cheverell. Ar. on a saltire
Cheverell, or Cheverill.

;

a lion ramp, and in chief three estoiles
1st: Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
ramp, gu., for Chetwode; 2nd Out of a crescent gu., a demi
man-tiger ramp. ar. corned and unguled or, for Wahdll
3rd
An eagles head erased sa. holding in the beak an
escallop gu., for Wilmot.
^fotto
Corona mea Christus.
Chetwood (Buckinghamshire). Quarterly, ar. and gu. a
cross formce counterchanged.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi lion gu.
Chetw^ood (Buckinghamshire). Ar a cross formee gu.
Chetwood. Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Chet'wyn. Ar. on a cross engr. sa. five mullets or.
vert,

—

or More. Crests

:

;

:

—

—

Chetwyn.

Az. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced or.
Chet'wyn. Az. a crescent betw. three mullets or.
Chetwyn. Ar. two chev. gu.
Az. a chev. betw. three
( Vi count Chelwynd).
mullets or. Crctt
A goa*'s head erased ar. attired or.
Supporters Two unicorn's
each gorged with a chaplet of
roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr., thereto affixed, reflexed
over the back, a Une of roses, as around the neck. Motto
Probitas vcrus honos.
(Grendon, co. Warwick, bart.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. a chev. betw. three mullets or; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
two chev. gu. Crest A goat's head erased ar. armed or.
Mottn Q\iod Deus vult fiat.

Chetwynd

—

—

.

—

Chetwynd

—

—

Chetwynd-Talbot

Chetwynde

(Earl of Shrewshunj). See Talbot.
The same as ViscouiitChaw>jnd,

(Shropshire).

the mullets being pierced.

Cheureuse. Ar. a cross gu. betw. four eagles displ. az.
Crest — An eagle displ. or, winged ar.
Cheuston. Ar. (another, or) a bend az.
Chevalier, or Chevallier (Jersey, and Aspall, Suffolk).
Az. a unicorn's head erased ar. on a chief of the last, three
sinister wings sa.
Crests— \ chevalier from the middle, in
full armour, brandishing a scimetar all ppr.
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az. five bezants.

—

second.

Cheveron, or Cheverton. Gu. two chev. erm.
Cheveroyle, CheveroU, or Cheveryll. Ar.

three

lions pass. sa.

Chevers

(Ballyhaly, co. Wexford, founded in Ireland by one
of the companions of Strongbow, at the invasion of Ireland,

Geoffrey Fil Milo Chevers was party

1172.

25 Edward

I.,

1296.

Walter Chevers,

to

a deed,

Esq., of Ballyhaly,

was chief of the family and Commissioner

for co. Meath, 3

Edward

IV., 1463, Fun. Ent. Ire., Ueg. Peds., Ulsters
Gu. three goats salient ar. crined and hoofed or.
(Macctown, co. Meath, John Chevers, descended
from Ballhaly, was transplanted to Connaught by Oliver
Office).

Chevers

Cromwell, petitioned Charles II., as chief of his family, to
be restored to his land.s, which had been granted to his
ancestor, by Henry 11., obtained a "Decree of Innocence,"
and got a grant of lands in the barony of Killyan,
Crest
Same Arms.
A demi goat salient
collared gu. crined and hoofed or.
Motto— En Dieu

—

Galway).

Chevers

Wilmot 4th,
or, for O'More

three lions

Ar. on a saltire az. five waterbougets of the field. Crest Two dexter hands conjoined,
supporting a sword in pale all ppr.
Cheverill.
Gu. a cross bettv. two lozenges in base or,
and in chief as many goats' beads erased ar. attired of the

crosses formiie counterchanged an annulet az. for diff., for
Chetwode; 2nd, or, three crescents gu., two and one, for
Wahcll; 3rd, sa. on a fess or, betw. three eagles' heads erased
for

pale sa.

sa.

raiiiii.

ma foi.
Chevers

diff.,

three

—

(exemplified 1839, to
Edward Wilmot, Esq., of Woodbrook, Queen's co., on his
assuming by royal licence, the additional surname and arms
of Chetwode). Quarterly, 1st, quarterly, ar. and gu. four

escallops gu. a mullet for

Az.

London, 1560; Kathebine, dau. of Henbt
Chevall, of London, draper, m. Thomas Gares, of same,
gent.).
Or, three nags' heads couped sa. bridled ar.
Chevallier (Aspal, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a cross gu. five
escallops of the field.
Cnst A lion's head erased ar.
langued gu. Motto— V'lAei coticula crux.
Chevening' (Chevenlng, co. Kent). 'Vert, an eagle displ.
ar. beaked and armed gu.
Chever, or Chener. Gu. three bucks ar.
Chevercot. Sa. on a bend or, three bucks trippant gu.
Cheverell, or Sacheverell (Dorsetshire. The famous
Dr. Henry Sacheverell was a member of this family.
Harl. MSS., 1542, and Nichols's Leicestershire). Same as
Sacheverele of Morley, viz.
Ar. on a saltire az. five
water bougets or, with a chief gu.
(Vi.'iit.

1667,

Chetwode Wilmot-Chetwode

many

and Hertfordshire).

(Her<?fordshire

horses' heads couped ar. bridled gu.

Chevall

Chetham

ar. as
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Chetoam Stbode, Esq., who succeeded his brother at Southhill, Sir Edward Cuetham, C.B., K.C.II., and Col. John
Cuetham). ^r)i(«, as first quarter of Cuetham of Clayton.

co.
ar.

est

Viscount Mount- Leinster. Edward Chevers, Esq.,
of Macetown, co. Meatb, was so created by James II., after
his abdication, d. s. p. in France). Same Anns.
(

Galway, Michael John Chevers,
from John Chevers, Esq., of Killigan,
brother of Viscount Mount-Leimter, now male representative and chief of the House of Chevers).
Same Arm.<',
Crest and Motto, as Chevers of Macetown.
Chevers (Drogheda, Newtown Limavady, &c., Norman
Chevers, Esq., M.D., Calcutta, descended from Jerome
Chevebs, younger brother of John Chevers, Esq., of
Same
Macetown, chief of his name temp. Charles II.).
Arms, &c.
Chevers (Monkstown, co. Dublin, descended from Henbt
Chevers, brother of Christopher Chevers, Esq., of Macetown, d. 1640, Fun. Ent. Ire.). Same Anns, <tc., with u
(Killigan, co.

Esq., descended

crescent for

diff.

Chevers, or Chouers.

Gu. a chev. betw. two goats in
one in base saliant ar

chief respecting each other and

— An arm

unnour embowed couped
the part above the elbow in fess, the hand
Crexl

a helmet close

Cheverston.
Cheverston.
Cheverston.
Cheverston.

in

all

at the shoulder,

in pale, holding

ppr.

on a bend gu. three water-bougets ar.
bend gu. three plates.
Ar. a bend gu.
Ar. on a mount in base vert, a castle tripleor,

Or, on a

toworcd and portcullis

sa.

Che'W

(Bedfordshire and London; granted 15 Sept., 1703).
Az. a Catharine wheel or, betw. two griffins' heads erased ar.
Crest
A griffin sejant ar. guttee de sang, beaked, legged,
and winged sa. reposing liis dexter foot on a Catharine
wheel gu.
Cheydock. Ar. a cross engr. sa. within a bordure of the
last
in the first quarter an annulet of the first.
Cheyndut. Az. a chain in pale or, a label of three points
gu.
Cheymew. Gu. a chev. ar. on a chief az. three leopards'

—

;

faces or.

Cheynduitt.
or.

Ar. on a bend az. three crenels reversed

A

lion salient reguard.

Gn. a

within an

ar.

Gu. a lion coward

semee of acorns

ar.

glipped or.

Cheyne

(Chel^a, co. Middlesex). See Cheney.
Cliequy or and az. a fesse gu. fretty or. Crest
buck's head erased.
Cheyne. (Straloch, co. Aberdeen). Gu. a bend betw. six
crosses crosslet fitchee ar. Ciest—A Capuchin's cape ppr.

—

Cheyne.

A

—

Motto Fear God.
Cheyne. Sec Chein.
Cheyne {VUcount Newhaven, Scotland, extinct 1738).
Quarterly, 1st, chequy or and az. a fess fretty ar., for Cheyne
2nd, or, a lion ramp, per fess gu. and sa., for Lovet 3rd,
vert, an escutcheon or, charged with a stag's head
4th, az. crusilly of cross
cabossed gu., for Chesham
crosslets or, a lion rarap. of the second ducally crowned ppr.
Ci-fxt
An ibex's head and neck gorged with a collar with one
Supporters—'DexteT, a
link of a chain affixed thereto.
lion or, powdered with cross crosslets az. and crowned with
a ducal crown ppr. sinister, an ibex ppr. gorged with a
collar, a chain thereto affixed passing betw. his fore legs and
Estimatione nixa.
refiexed over his back or. Motto
Cheyne (Innerugie, co. Aberdeen, ended in heirs female in
the 14th century). Az. a bend betw. six crosslets litch^
;

:

;

—

;

—

(Essex).

Quarterly, or and gu.
Per pale ar. and gu. on a chev. betw,
all counterchanged.
Crest
Aa

—

three gauntlets three roses
ostrich's head.

Chibnall

(Kilmersham, co. Bedford, Astwood, co. Buckingham, and CO. Northampton). Az. two lions pass, guard, or,
betw. as many flaunches erm. Crest A dragon's head
erased sa. ducally gorged and lined or.
Another Crest
A wolfs head.
Chich. Az. three lions ramp, within a bordure ar.
Chich-Priory (Essex). Or three ducal coronets gu. two
and one.
Chiche (In Sarsdons House, CO. Oxford. Visit. Oxford). Az,
three lions ramp. ar. (another, or).
Chichele (borne by the eminent prelate of the reigns of
Henry IV.,
and VI. Henry Chichele, Archbishop of
Canterbury, and his brother. Sir Robert Chichele, Lord
JIayor of London f4Il and 1421. He was born at Higham
Ferrers, co. Northampton, in 1362, the eldest son of Tuoma*
Chichele. of that place, and d. in 1443, having erected and
endowed a few years before, the College of All Souls,
Oxford. The archbishop had one sister m. into the Tookb
family, and two brothers, Sir Robert Chichele, Knt.,
Lord Mayor of London in 1411 and 1421, and \Villi«u

—

V

—

,

Chichele, also a citizen of London, and

sheriff in 1411).

Or, a chev. betw. three cinquefoils, gu.

ar.

Cheyne

(Esselmont, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, ar. three edock leaves slipped
A cross pattee fitchee ar. Motto
vert, for Mabshall. Crest
as Innerugie;

—

— Patientia vincit
Cheyne

George Cheyne,

(Dr.

Az. a bend betw. six
Crest and Motto

1720).

erm

crosses crosslet fitchee ar. a bordure

.

as the last.

Cheyne

Gu. four

(Ireland).

fusils in fess

conjoined ar. each

charged with an escallop of the field.
Cheynel. Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief

or,

three

or,

three

Paly

of six ar.

and

on a bend

az.

martlets gu.

Cheynell.
Cheynell.

Paly of six ar. and az.
Paly of six az. and or, on a chief of the second
three martlets gu.
Chejmell, or Chevill. Paly of eight ar. and az. on a
chief or, three martlets gu.
Cheyney (Bedfordshire). Sa. six martlets or, three, two,
and one, a canton of the second. Creit A bull's scalp sa.

—

•ittired or.

Cheyney (Kent,
Crest as

and Woodley, co. Berks). Same Arms and
Cheney, Lord Cheney, of Toddington,
(co. Bedford).
Az. six lions ramp. ar. three and

Cheyney
three.

Cheyney

Az. a hound pass. betw. three

Berks).

(co.

crescents or.

Cheyney

(Buckinghamshire).
Ar. a fesse gu. in chief
three martlets of the second. Crest A bear's head erased
gu. environed round the neck twice with a chain, passing
also through the mouth ar. at the end a ring or.
(co. Berks).
Same Anns.
(Drayton, to. Buckingham). Chequy or and az. a
bend gu. fretty erm. See Cheney.
(co. Cambridge).
Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend
lozengy gu. (another, five lozenges in bend gu.). Crest
cap or, turned up az. on each side a feather erect ppr.
Cheyney (Cornwall). Quarterly, ar. and gu. five fusils in

—

Che3mey
Cheyney
Cheyney

—

bend

.sa.

Cheyney

(Pincourt, co. Devon).

Gu. five (another, four)
on each an escallop sa.
Somerset).
Barry wavy az. and ar. three

fusils in fesse ar.

Cheyney

(co.

crescents or.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend gu.
lozenges or (another, ar.).
Cheyney. Gu. a fret of eight or, a label erm.

Cheyney.
Che3mey.

Gu.

martlets of the

Cheyney.
Cheyney.
Cheyney.

tliree

pales

vuir,

on a chief

or,

three

Cheyney
bcnil

Kti.

co. Cambridge, descended from Henrv, a younger son of John Chichele,
second son of William Chichele, youngest brother of the
Archbishop.
The heiress of the Chicheles, of Wimpole,
the only dau. of Richard Chichele, LL.D., m. Christopbes
Griffiths, Esq., of Padworth, co. Berks). As the preceding.
Crest
A tiger pass. ar. holding in his mouth a man's leg,
couped at the thigh ppr. the foot downwards.
Chicheley (Cambridgeshire). Or, a chev. betw. three-

—

trefoils slipped gu.

Krm. on a bcndgu. three marllcts
Ar. a bend betw. six martlets sa.
Az.

a

fesse

wavy

betw.

or.

three

crescents

Lozengy

ar. (another,

or)

and

az. a

—

—

—

2nd and 3rd, az. fretty ar., for Etchingham.
Ci-est
heron ppr. wings expanded holding in its bcalc a snake ar.
head or. Hupporters Two wolves gu. ducally gorged and
chained or.
Motto Invitum sequitur honor; or, Honor

—

—

sequitur fugientem.

Chichester

{Lord Templemore). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
chequy or and gu. a chief vair, for CmciiESTEB; 2nd and
3rd, az. fretty ar., for Etciunoham.
Crest
A heron ppr.
wings expanded holding in its beak a snake ar., head or.
Sup/iorters
Dexter, a wolf gu. ducally gorged and aline
refiexed over the back or; sinister, an heraldic tiger sa.
ducally crowned or. Motto
Invituin sequitur honor.

—

—

—

Chichester

(Groencasllc, co. Donegal, bart. extinct 1847).

Quarterly, l.^it and 4th, chequy or and gu. a chief vair; 2nd
and 3rd, per fesse. the chief ar. and the base representing
waves of the sea, in chief a dexter hand coujied at the wrist
gu. in base a salmon naiant in fesse ppr. Ciest
A heron
rising lidlding in the beak a snake ppr.
Chichester O'Neill. See O'Tfnll, Lord.
Chichester (Arlington Court, co. Devon, bart.). Quarterly,
1st, chequy or and gu. a chief vair; 2nd, barry of four gu.
and or, six trefoils slijiped three and three ar., on a chief of
the second a greyhound courant sa. 3rd, quarterly, per
fess indented ar. and gu. four crescents counterchanged;
4th, nr. two bendlcts wavy sa.
Crest
A heron rising with
an eel in his bcaU all ppr. Mntlo Firm en foi.

—

fretty or.

Cheyney. Chequy

—

—

;

Az. a cross flowered or.
rChoBhirc).

Ar. a chev. betw. three goats' heads erased
charged with as many lozenges of the third,
on a chief sa. a lion pass, guard, erm.
Chicheley. Or. three cinquefoils gu.
Chichester (Raleigh, co. Devon, bart.). Chequy or and
gu. achief vair. Crest .\ heron rising with an eel in the
beak ppr. Motto Firm en foi.
Chichester {Lurd Ikljast, Sir Arthur Chichesteu, Lord
Deputy of Ireland 1604, second son of Sir John Chichester,
Knt. of Raleigh, was raised to the Peerage of Ireland 1612,
d. .?. p. 1624, leaving his estates to his brother, Sir Edward
Chichester, ancestor of the Marquess of Donegal!, &c., &c.).
Chequy or and gu. a chief vair a crescent for diff.
Ci-est
A heron ppr. wings expanded, holding in the beak a snake
also ppr.
Two wolves gu. ducally gorged and
Sux>porters
chained or.
Motto— Ylonox sequitur fugientem; and
Inviium sequitur Honor.
Chichester (Marquess and Earl of Donerjall). Quarterly,
1st and 4lh, chequy or and gu. achief vair, for Cuicuesteb;
az. attired or,

—

three

field.

faniithcr, martlets) or.

Cheyney.

Chichele, or Chichley (Wimple,

Chicheley.

martlets gu.

Cheynell.

or and az. on a fesse gu. three

Iozenf,'os

nr.

Chichester-Nayle

—

(Calverleigh Court, co. Devon).

See

Naclt;.

Cheyney. Az. two chcv. or.
Cheyney, or De Castinets.
two

Cheyre, or Cheire-

Chibbome

orle of acorns or.

Cheyndute.
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Cheyndute.

A

lions pa«.i. or.

Cheyney.

Sec Cheney.
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Chichester
Az. semee do

estoiles,

(Hall, co. Devon; a younger branch of the
of Raleigh, deriving from Richard (the third
sou of UiciiABD DE CHicirr.sTEB, of that place), who in.
Tuu.MASiNR, dau. and heir of Simon Hall, of Hall, and thus

CuuiiKsTFRs,

A

CHI
Mqnired that

as CaicazsTES, of

RaleiKb.

CMcliester

(John Hopton Busssli. Cbicbestbs, E^q., of
Wirapole-street and Lincoln'B-inn). Chequy or and gu. a
chief vair, for Cuicuesteb, quartering sa. a chev. betw.

—

A heron
three roses ar. barbed vert, for Hopton. Crests
devouring a snake all ppr., for Cbicbesteb 2nd, out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi grifBn ramp, ppr., for HorroN.
Motto Invitum sequitur honor.
Chichester (Devonshire). Ar. on a canton sa. a standing
cop covered of the field (another, the field erm.).
Ohichester (Lord Mayor of London, 1369). £nn. on a
chev. sa. a covered cup ar.
;

—

Ohichester, Earl of.
Chichester, See of.

See Pelh&m.
Az. a Presbyter John sitting on a
tombstone, in his left hand a mound his right extended all
or, with a linen mitre on his head and in his mouth a sword
ppr.

Chichester, City of

(Sussex).

Ar. guttee de poix on a

chief indented gu. a lion pass, guard, or.

Chickerin

(Norwich).

Ar. on a chev. vert, three cockerells
of the first, membered gu.
three
Uons
ramp, within a bordure ar.
Chlckles. Az.
ChidCTOft. Ar. three escallops gu.
Chiderlegh (Cornwall and Devonshire). Or, on a chev. az.
betw. three cormorants' beads erased sa. as many acorns
slipped of the field.
Chidhille (Cheshire).

Chidiock

Ar. a fesse dancettee gu.
Gu. an inescutcheon betw.

(Dorset).

eight

martlets in orle ar.

Chidley, or Chidelly
Gu. a cock

Crest

ar.

Enn. three

(Devonshire).

ramp. gu.

Chiefly.

Chiesly

lions

—

—

Chilboume

all

counterchanged.

Crest

—A

hawk's head

erased az. in the beak a ring or, to which hangs a spur
rowel (or estoile) of the last.
Chilcot. See Comtn, of Isleworth.
Chilcot. Or, on a pile betw. two lions ramp. gu. three
wheatsheaves ppr. Crest Two wheatsheaves in saltire.
Chilcott, or Chilcote. Ar. five mullets in saltire sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a mount, thereon a stag
statant guard, ppr.
Child (had of Tylnty, extinct 1784). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. a chev. erm. betw. three eaglets close ar.
2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a bend az. three escallops of the field.
Crest
An
eagle wings expanded ar. entwined around the neck with a
snake, whose tail is waved over his back all ppr.
Supporters Two eagles reguard. ar. each with a snake entwined
round the neck as in the Crest.
A/o«o— Imitari quam

—

—

;

—

—

invidere.

Child

(Yaxloy, co. Hants and Middlesex).
Same Arms.
An eagle with wings expanded ar. enveloped round
the neck with a snake, which he holds in the beak ppr.
Crest

—

Motto— \m\i3.T\ quam
Child (Bigelly House,

invidere.
co.

Pembroke; descended,

it

is

pre-

sumed, from a younger son of the formerly ennobled House
of TiLNET, and now represented by James Mask Pbillips
Cbild, Esq., of Bigelly House). Arms and Crest same as the
Earl of Ti/liuy. Motto Imitari quam invidere.
Child (Newfield and Stallington Hall, co. Stafford, bart.).
Gu. a chev. neliulee crminois betw. three eagles close ar. in

—

the centre chief point a mullet of six points or.
Crest— An
eagle wings elevated ar. entwined round the neck a snake
ppr. holding in the beak a cross cros.slet fitchee,

wing charged with a mullet of
Imitari

quam

six points gu.

and each
Motto

—

invidere.

Child (Lambeth and

Streatham, co. Surrey). Gu. on a chev.
engr. erm. betw. three eagles ppr. a serpent nowed betw.
two cars of big wheat also ppr. Crest An eagle's wings
expanded betw. two ears of big wheat, and holding in the
beak a serpent entwined round the neck, all ppr.

—

Child

East Indies, and Dervill, co. Essex, bart.,
created 1684; extinct llf>3). Vert, two bars engr. betw.
three leopards" faces or. Crest— A leopard's face or, betw. two
laurel branches ppr. .^/o»o— Spes alit.
Child (Langley-Bury, co. Hertford). Az. a fesse embattled
erm. betw. three eagles close or.
Crest— An eagle with
wings expanded erm. holding in the beak a trefoil slipped
ven.
(Surat,
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Child (London and

Worcestershire ; granted 28 Jan. 1700).
Gu. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three eagles close ar. each
Crest
gorged with a ducal coronet or.
On a rock ppr. an
eagle rising, with wings endorsed ar. gorged with a ducaJ
coronet or, holding in the beak an adder ppr.
Child (Northwich). Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three dores ar.
Crest A dove wings open ar. with a snake twining about
her neck and body or.
Child (London, and Newton, co. Northampton). Vert, two
bars engr. ar. betw. three leopards' beads or.
Crut
leopard's head or, betw. two laurel branches ppr.
Child. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three eagles perched or.
Child (quartered by Skefinoton, of Skefington, co. Leicester.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Erm. on a chief indented gu. three

—

—

—

escallops or.

Child-Villiers

(Earl of Jersey). See Villiem.
(Hooke-Cbiu), exemplified to Albert ToEODonE
HooKE, Esq., of Finchley New lioad, co. Middlesex, upon
his taking by royal licence, 1872, the name of Child, in
addition to and after that of Hooke). Quarterly, Ist and
4th, per pale gu. and sa. on a chev. invected ar. betw. two
eagles close in chief, and a leopard's face in base of the last
three frets of the first, for Child 2nd and 3rd, or, a cross
parted and fretty in the first and fourth quarters an
escallop, and in the second and third quarters a fleur-de-lis
Crests
all az., for Hooee.
Child Upon a fret gu. an
eagle, wings elevated ar. entwined round the neck by a
serpent ppr. each wing charged with a trefoil slipped also
Upon a motint betw. two ears of wheat stalked
gu. Hook
and leaved or, an escallop az.
Afo»o*-Imitari quam

Child

;

—

;

:

:

invidere.

Childe

— A lion's head erased or.

(Kersewell, Scotland).
Gu. a chev. voided betw.
three cinquefoils or. Crest An eagle displ. ppr. Motto—
Credo et videbo.
Chiesly (Dairy, Scotland). Ar. three roses slipped gu.
Crest
stalked vert.
A rose as in the Arms. Motto—
Fragrat post funera virtus.
(Essex). Per pale ar. and
Chilhome, or
gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three gauntlets, as many
cinquefoils,
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Same Arms, Ac,

estate).

(Kinlet, CO. Salop ; descended from Sir William
Childe, Knt., Master in Chancery, through his greit-granddaughter Katherine, dau. and co-heir of William Lacon
Childe, Esq., of Kinlet, whom. Chap.les Baldwin, Esq., of
Aqualate, M.P., whose son, William Baldwin, assumed the
name and arms of his maternal ancestors). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. a cliev. erm. betw. three eagles close ar., for
Childe 2nd, quarterly, per fesse indented erm and az., for
Lacon ; 3rd, ar. a saltire sa., for Baldwin. Crest An eagle
with wings expanded ar. enveloped round the neck with a
snake ppr.
Childe. See Pembehton.
Childe (Northwick, co. Worcester. Visit. Worcester, 1634.
William Childe, of Northwick, d. 1633 he was son of
William Childe, of Pensay, sheriff of the county, 1598, and
grandson of William Childe, sheriff of the same county,
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three eagles close ar. Crest
1585).
An eagle, wings expanded ar. enveloped around the neck
and body with a snake ppr.
Childers (Cantley, co. York; descended from Hugh
Childeks, of Carr House, co. York, Mayor of Doncaster in
1604). Ar. a cross humettee betw. four buckles, tongues
Crest
A cubit arm erect habited in chain
erect gu.
armour, and holding in the gauntlet ppr. a buckle erect, as
arms.
in the
Childroy. Or, on a bend az. three martlets of the field.
Chillam (Ireland; Kun. Ent. of James Sedobavb, of
Dublin, d. 29 July, 1629, whose wife was Eleanoe, dau. of
RoBEBT Chillam, Esq., of Gaffney, co. Meath). Az. a chev.
or, betw. three lucies haurient ar.
Chilly. Gu. semee of erm. spots three fleurs-de-lis or.
Chilmick (Ragdon, co. Salop). Vert, three lions ramp,
lion sejant guard, or, supporting with
guard, or. Crest
his dexter paw an escutcheon vert.
Chilton (Wye, CO. Kent, and Cadiz, Spain). Ar. a chev. pn.
within a bordure gobonated or and az. Crest
A griffin
;

—

:

—

—

—

.\.

—

pass. sa. bezantee.

Chilton.
the

Lozengy or and

az.

an eagle

first.

displ.

erm. armed of

—

Ar. a chev. vert. Crest A boar's head couped at
the neck or, in the mouth two roses, one ar. the other gu.
leaved and stalked vert.
Az. on a chev. ar. three mullets pierced sa.
Chilton.
within a bordure of the second.
Ar.
a chev. gu.
Chilton.

Chilton.

Chilworth, or Childworth

(Devonshire).
Or, on a
A boar's head and neck
chev. gu. three martlets ar. Crest
erased sa. ducally gorged or.
Chilworth. Ar. a fesse betw. three bucks' heads couped
sa. (another, gu. and the chev. charged with a rose of the

—

field).

Chimston, or Chymerstone.
water bougets

Or,

on a bend gu. three

ar.

Chiner (Worcestershire). Ar. a chev. engr.
Chiney. Az. three crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
in

armour embowed, gauntleted, holding a

gn.
Crest

sabre,

— An arm

all

O

ppr.

Chinkerlin

Gu.

(Scotland).

a cher.

or,

betw.

three

escallops of the same.

Olunn

(Hampton Park,

and gu.

Arms confirmed
(Flintfield, co. Cork, bart.
extinct 1868. Heiress of line, Mrs. Haldane1799;
Cbinneby, only child of Sir Nicholas, the last bart. ; heir
male, Eichabd St. Leoeb Brodbick Cbinnebt, Esq.). Az.
a chev. erm. betw. three lions ramp, or, armed and langued
gu. on a canton vert a harp of the third, stringed ar. Crest
On a globe or, an eagle rising ppr. collared gold.
title

—

Or,

on a bend gu. three guttes (another, water

—A

Ar. a chev. betw. three
demi eagle, holding in the

Crest
plain crosses gu.
dexter claw a laurel branch ppr.

many

or Chipnam. Sa. two chev. ar. in chief
combatant or.
Sa. two lions pass, and counterpass. betw. as

lions

Chipman.

chev. ar.

Chipman

Ar. a bend betw. six estoiles gu.
A leopard sejant ar. murally crowned gu.
Creit
Chipmanden. Gu. a chev. vair, betw. three escallops ar.
Chipmerden. Or, a chev. sa. betw. three columbines az.
(Herefordshire).
Gu. a chev. betw. three
Creit
dolphins embowed ar.
A dexter and sinister arm
shooting an arrow from a bow ppr.
Cllippendale (Leicestershire). Az. two lion's gambs issuing
out of the base of the escutcheon, and forming a chev. ar.
betw. the gambs a fleur-de-lis or.
Creat
A lion's gamb
erect ar. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Cbippendall (London). Az. sem6e de lis or, the centre
one sustained by two lions' gambs erased ar. impaling AbmiTAOE, of Ireland. Crest
A lion's gamb erased, holding a

—

(Bristol).

Chipnam

—

—

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Chippenliam,

Town

of (WUtshire). Ar. a tree of three
large branches vert, betw. two escutcheons, viz., that on the
dexter az. ten billets ar. in chief a label of five points of the
last, the sinister escutcheon or, three legs in armour ppr.

garnished or, couped at the middle of the thigh two and one,
on each a spur of the last. Motto Unity and loyalty.
(Herefordshire). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three dolphins embowed, their tails in their
mouths, ar. an erm. spot sa. Crest A triton or merman
ppr. habited in armour, helmet or, over his shoulder a sash
ar., holding in the dexter hand a pennon, thereon the word
Jesus.
Chipper. Gu. three escutcheons or.
Chippingd.ale (Craven, co. York Humberston, co. Leicester; and Blackcnhall, co. Stafford. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Az. semee of fleurs-de-lis or, two lions' gambs erect and
erased ar. Crest
A lion's gamb erect ar. erased gu. grasping a fleur-de-lis or.

Chippenham, or Chipman

—

—

;

—

Chippiner-Wicombe,

Town of (co. Buckingham).

Sa.

a swan with wings close ar. ducally gorged and chained or.
Chirbrond, or Chiribrond. Gu. two swords in saltire
ar. hilts and pomels or.
Crest
A winged heart ppr.
Chirchman (co. Salop; quartered by Cobfibld of Chatwell
Hall Richard Corfield m. in 1530 the dau. and heir of
Cbi&cbman, of Cardington). Ar. two bars sa. in chief as

—

;

many

palets of the last.

Chimside

Motto- VI

(Edinburgh, 1672). Gu. a boar's head couped
or, a bordure nebiily of the second.
Crest
A boar's paw
erected ppr. Motto Vis et virtus.
Chisholm (Comar ; The Chisholm, Erchless Castle, co.
Inverness). Gu. a boar's head erased ar. Crest— A iexter
hand holding a dagger erect ppr., on the point a boar's head
couped gu. Supporters Two savages wreathed head and
middle with laurel, with clubs over their shoulders ppr.
Motfnes
Vi aut virtute, and above the crest, Feros ferio.

—

—

—

—

Chishull

(Essex).

Chislett

Quarterly, ar.

Per fess
escallops counterchanged.
(Kent).

Chisnall.

dupenham,
many

Chisholm

and gu. a cross pattee

counterchanged.

bougets) ar.

Chipchase, and Chiphase.

as

with a pennon gu. on which are the same arms.
et virtute.

Barry of six vair

co. Gloucester).

Chinnery

Chinston.
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of the

ar.

and

az.

castle betw. four

Ar. three crosses botonnee ga. within a bordure

last.

Chissell, or Chussell.
bend

a

Ar. three bars nebulae gu. on a
mullets or.
Crest
Three chisels ar.
two in saltire, the handles downward, and one in

—

many

as

sa.

handles or,
pale, the handle upwards.
Chiswell (London; granted 13 April, 1714). Ar. two bai-s
nebulae gu. over ail on a bend engr. sa. a rose betw. as many
mullets or. Crest A dove with wings displ. ar. beaked and
legged gu. standing on a bezant, and holding in the beak a

—

branch

laurel

vert.

Chiswell

(granted to Mciluan of Debben Hall, co. Essex,
sign manual dated 10 Dec. 1773, took the names and
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, as the
arms
last 2nd aiul 3rd, per pale ar. and az. on the dexter side two
palets sa. over all a bend or, for Frsnch. CreU
&i the last.
Chisworth. Gu. a pale engr. or.
Chis'worth. Ar. a pale engr. gu.
Chisworth. Per pale gu. and az. a pale engr. or.
Chittercrofte, or Chitecroft. Ar. a bend engr. gu.
Chitting'e (Suffolk). Quarterly, ar. and az. on a bend gu.

who by

of Fbench-Chiswell).

—

;

betw. two talbots' heads erased of the first, three quatrefoils
of the same.
Chittingre (Chester). Quarterly, ar. and az. on a bend gu.
A talbot's head erased
three quatrefoils of the first. Crest

—

ar.

Chittock, or Ohittocke.
An antelope trippant ppr.

Chittoke

(Suffolk).

Ar. a bull pass. az.

Crest

—

(that Ilk,

gu. chained or, the end terminating in a bow-knot.

—

Chitwood.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

Crest

—On a mount rert

a crow ppr.

Chiverisden.
Chivers. Ar.

Or, on a bend gu. three chevs. erm.
three cinquefoils gu. and a gyron issuing
side in chief az. Crat
A comet star, taU

—

from the dexter

towards the sinister ppr.

Chivers (Wiltshire). Ar. a chev. engr. g^iChiverton (Kerris, in St. Paul, co. Cornwall
ni.

Tbewben).

towered

the heiress
;
Ar. on a mount in base vert a tower triple-

sa.

Chiverton

(Trehunsey in Quithiock.

Visit. 1690: of this

was Ricbabd Cbiveblon, Lord Mayor of London in
1658). Same Arms.
Choare (Lincolnshire). Barry of twelve ar. and gu. three
martlets sa. Crest
On the top of a tower ar. port sa. a row

—

or Ohisenal (Lancashire). Ar. three
crosses crossletbotonnec fitchee within a bordure (sometimes
engr.) gu. Crest— A griffln segreant gu.
Chisenhall (Chisenhall, co. Lancaster). Arms, the same.
Cri:st—\ griffin pass. gu. beaked and legged ar. collared and
lined also ar. the collar charged with three crosses crosslet
of Iho first.
sa. five

mullets of the

field.

Ilk, and Sllrchcs, co. Roxburgh).
Gu. a
boar's head and nock couped ar.
quartered, IS-W, with or,

(th.it

;

on a bind az. a mullet ar betw. two crescents of the first, a
bordure of the second charged with aa many crescents in
chief and a mullet in ba.se of the former, for Scott. Creit

—
—

A

dfxtcr arm in iiniiour embowed from the shoulder, the
holding a feynictur in bend all ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a kniijlit In armour of the l.-ith century armed at all
poinU, and havini,' the beaver of his helmet up and leaning
on a Btiield chargeil with the family arms sinister, a knight
in armour, as the former, hi* left hand holding
a lance ppr
hanil

;

194,

—

Choke (Abingdon). Gu. three bars wavy ar. Cfrest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a demi stork displ. ar. beaked gn.
Choke (Avington, co. Berks Sir Francis Chokb, of Avington, knighted in 1643, grandson of Richard Choke, by the
heiress of the Covbntbts of Avington). Ar. three cinquegu. and az.
Crest
A stork's head ppr.
foil.s per pale
;

Chisenhall,

Ar. on a cross engr.

demi

(Lord Mayor of London, 1760). G«. a chev. erm. in
chief three talbots' heads erased or. Crest
A talbot's head
couped or.
Chitwin (London). Gu. a chev. betw. three estoiles or.

of feathers or.

Chiseldine. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses molinc gu.
Crest— A talbot couchant ar. spotted sa. eared and collared

Chisbolm

^A

stag ppr. attired or.

Chitty

line

and East Nisbet, Scotland). Ar. three
women's heads couped sa. attired az.
Chiscott (Kent). Per pale ar and ar. in dexter chief a castle

Chishall.

Orat—

Az. a bull pass. ar.

—

beaked gu.

Choke

(Berkshire).

Ar. three cinquefoils gu. each charged

with a hurt.

Choke.
Choke.

Gu. three bars wavy within a bordure

ar.

Ar. three crescents gu. (another, cinquefoils gu.;
another, within a bordure gu.).
another, same az.
ChoUet. Ar. a cross gu. betw. four keys palcways az.
Cholmeley (Kaston Hall and Norton Place, co. Lincoln,
bart.).
Gu. two esquires' helmets in chief ppr. and a garb
;

in base or.

Cholmeley
a

Crest— A garb or.
(Cheshire). Gu. two helmets in chief

ar.

and

giirl) in lia.se or.

Cholmeley, or Cholmondeley.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis or,
from the top ol a crescent erm. betw. two helmets
Crttt—A royal
in chief and in base a garb ol the second.
helmet or.
i.sauing

AA

CHO

(borne by Sir Rooeb Cholmelet, Lord Chief
Baron of the Exchequer, founder, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
of the free grammar school, Highgate, illegitimate son of
Sir RicBABD Cholhelst, Lieutenant of the Tower). Gu. a
Bword in fesse (alluding to the sword of justice) betw. a
helmet in chief and two garbs in base or.
Cholmeley (Cheshire). Gu. three helmets ar. (another,

antique shield per pate erminois and erm. : Lbas: A demi
unicorn erminois, supporting a staff raguly gu.
Cholwich. Per pale sa. and ar. three chev. counterchanged. Crest A lion's gamb erect and erased sa. supporting an ancient carved shield per pale or and ar.
Cholwill, or Cholvile (Devonshire; granted 1613). Ar.
on a bend az. three arrows or, feathered and headed of the
first, their heads towards the chief.
Crest— A linnet ppr.
Chooke, or Coot. Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three cinque-

—

or).

Cholmley

(Whitby and Roxby, co. York, created a bart.
from Bobert, younger son of
de Cholmondeley, deputy sergeant of Cheshire letup.
Edward I. Sir Hugh Cholmley, of Whitby, bart., chief of
this distinguished family, at the outbreak of the civil war
enrolled himself under the royal banner, and rendered great
service to the cause of Charles I., especially by his memorable defence of Scarborough Castle. The eventual heiress,
Mart, only dau. of Sir Hcgu Cholmley, the last baronet, m.
Nathaniel CnoLifLET, Esq., of London, and from this marriage descends maternally Cbomlly, late Stbickland,
bart.).
Gu. two helmets in chief ppr. garnished or, in base
a garb of the 'ast. Crest A garb or.
Cholmley (Bransby, co. York; descended from Roger,
second son of Sir Richard Cholulet, of Roxby and Whitby,
knighted at Leith in 1544). Same Arnu and Crest, with a
fleur-de-lis or, in a crescent erm. for diff.
Cholmley (Whitby, and Hildenley, co. York, exemplified in 1865, to Sir Georqe Strickland, 7th bart., of
Boynton, upon his assuming by royal licence the name
of Cholmley instead of that of Strickland, and the Anns
of Cholmley and Wentworth quarterly.
Sir William
Strickland, the 6th bart., m. Henrietta, dau. and co-heir
of Nathaniel Cholmley, Esq., of Whitby). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. in chief two esquires' helmets in base a garb
or, betw. the helmets a fleur-de-lis of the last issuant from
a crescent erm., for Cholmley; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev.
betw. three leopards' faces or, for Wentworth. Crest
full fronted helmet with bars ar. thereon a garb or.
Motto
A la volonte de Dieu.
Cholmley (Ryple, co. Worcester; granted 1599). Gu. in
chief two helmets ar. in base a garb or, on a fleur-de-lis of
the last a crescent for diff. Crett A helmet ar.
Cholmley, or Cholmeley (Yorkshire). Gu. a chev. ar.
betw. three helmets of the second.
Cholmley. Gu. a crescent erm. betw. a helmet and a garb
1641, extinct 1688: descended

foils erin

Hugh

—

—

—

in pale or.

—

—

two helmets in profile ar. and in base a garb or. Crest
demi griffin segreant sa., beaked, winged, and membered
holding betw. the claws a helmet as in the arms. Supporters
Dexter, a griffin sa., beaked, winged, and membered or, langued gu. sinister, a wolf gold, gorged with a
collar vair, armed and langued gu. Motto
Cassis tutissima

—

;

—

virtus.

Cholmondeley (Baron Delamere).

Gu. two esquires' hela garb or. Crest— A demi griffin
segreant sa. beaked, membered, or, ducally gorged and
wings elevated, or, holding betw. the claws a helmet as in
mets

in chief ppr. in base

the arms.

Supporters

— On

either side a griffin sa. beaked,

membered, wings elevated, ducally gorged, and chain reflexed over the back or. Motto
Cassis tutissima virtus.
Cholmondeley {Earl of leinster. Extinct, 1659). Gu. two
helmets ppr., garnished or, in chief and a garb of the last in
base.
Cre.ft
A demi griffin ramp. sa. holding betw. the

—

—

—

claws a helmet ppr. garnished or. Supporters Two griffins
sa., armed and langued gu.
(Holford, co. Chester, granted by Dugdale,
Norroy, circa 1666). Gu. two helmets in chief and a garb in
base a border engr. all ar.
Cholwell, or Cholwill (Lodesford. co. Devon, confirmed
28 Nov. 1613). Ar. on a bend sa. three arrows or, feathered
of the first, heads towards the chief. Crest— A leopard's

Cholmondley

face az.

Cholwich

(Chohvich, in Holberton, formerly and afterwards
of Oldstone in Blackawson, and Farringdon House, co.
Devon: the co-heirs of Thomas Cholwich, Esq., of Oldstone,
m. Lear, Fowell, and Cholwich). Per pale or and ar. three
chev. sa. over all a file of as many lambeaux gu. extending
to the sides of the shield.
Crest— A fox's head couped sa.

Cholwich, Lear-Cholwlch (exemplified to Thomas Wm.
Lear, of Teignmouth, co. Devon, on taking the additional
of Cbol«ich, 1835). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale
erniinois and erm. three thevronels sa. in chief a label of
three points gu., for Cholwicu; 2nd and 3rd, az. a fesse
raguly betw. three unicorns' heads erased erminois, for Leak.
Ortitt
Cholwich : A lion's gamb erased sa. supporting an

name

—
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lions

combatant ppr.

Ci-est

—An

ibex's

head

and one

sa.

Chorley. Ar. three trees eradicated vert.
Chorlott. Az. a chev. or, betw. three crescents aiv
Chorlton. Or, three piles and a canton ermines.
Choug-h, or Clow^es. Sa. on a chev. betw. three unicorns' heads erased ar. as many trefoils vert. Crest— A demi
lion

ramp.

sa. collared ar.

holding in the paws a halbert iu

pale or.

Choug'hton.

Ar. three swords, barways, points to the

dexter sa.
'

Chowgrhton

Chowne
sa.

(Kent).

Or, three swords in fesse az.

(Fairland, co. Kent).

in fesse ar.

Crest

—A

feathered of the

Sa. three thatcher's hooks
gauntlet ar. holding a broad arrow

first.

Chowne (The Prospect Park, near Reading, co. Berks, borne
by the late General Chowne, of that place). Sa. three
thatchers' hooks in pale ar., quartering or, on a bend cotised
betw. two garbs az. a mitre of the field, on a canton gu. a.
for Tilson.
Crests
1st : a cubit arm erect in
armour holding in the gauntlet ppr. a broad arrow sa.
feathered ar., for Chowne; 2nd: a dexter arm embowed
habited ar. charged on the elbow with a garb sa. grasping in
the hand ppr. a crozier gu. feruled or, for Tilson.

—

rose ar.,

Chowne

(Fair

Lawne,

co. Kent).

Sa. three attires of a st:ig

in pale ar.

Chowrey.
three,

Cholmly. The same Ai-ms as Cholmeley, Cheshire. Crest
A derai griflSn segreant holding a helmet.
Cholmondeley (Marquess of Cholmondelei/). Gu. in chief

two

.

erased ar. crowned on the neck gu. double horned or.
Ar. a chev. az. betw. three pheasants (cocks) vert,
beak and legged gu.
Chorley (Cheshire and Lancashire). Sa. a stag lodged ar.
Chorley (Chorley, co. Lancaster, and Leek, Stafford). Ar.
a chev. gu. betw. three blue bottles, slipped, ppr. CrestOn a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a hawk's head erased ar.
Chorley. Ar. three three-pronged forks, points upward, two

Chopin.

—

or,
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Cliolmeley

Ar. two bars gu. betw. nine guttces az. three,

and

three.

Chowthton.

Or, three swords barways az. hilted sa. pommelled gu. two pointing to the sinister and one to the dexter
side of the escutcheon.
Chrebreg-ot (Toumay). Or, three pales gu.
Chrishope. Sa. a fret or, betw. eight crescents ar.
Crest
A bear's head muzzled.
Chrisop, or Xirsop. Ar. on a chev. sa. five horseshoes
ot the field.
Crett
An antelope pass. ppr. collared and
chained or. Motto Mens conscia recti.
Christall (Aberdeen). Or, a cross calvary upon three
grieces gu. betw. two thistles in fesse ppr. Crest A lir
tree ppr
Motto Per angusta ad augusta.
Christ Church Colleg-e (Oxford). Sa. on a cross engr.
ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. four leopards' heads az. on a chief
or, a rose of the third, seeded of the fifth, barbed vert betw.
two Cornish choughs ppr.
Christ Church Priory (Canterbury). Az. on a cross ar.
surmounted with the letter I sa.
a text
Christ Church (London). Az. the representation of the
Trinity ar. being expressed by four plates, two in chief, one
in the middle point, and one in base, conjoined to each
otlier by an orle and a pall ar., on the centre plate is the
word "Deus," on the dexter chief plate "Pater," on the
sinister "Filius," and on the plate in the base the words
" Sanctus Spiritus," on the three parts of the pall the word
" est," and on each part of the orle the words " non est."
Christ College (Cambridge). Quarterly, France and
England, within a bordure gobony ar. and az.
Christenshow (quartered by Thomas Dennis, Esq., o
Menhenist, co. Cornwall. Her. Visit. 1620). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three birds' heads erased sa. as many acorns or.
Christian. Or, a cross crosslet sa. Crest A lion guard
sejant on its hind legs holding in its dc.xter paw a cross and
resting its sinister on a pyramid sa.
Christian (Unerigg Hall, CO. Cumberland, descended from
the ancient family of M'Chbiste.v, of the Isle of Man, who
for several generations have been dempsters or judges of
the n.ime appears to have been first written
tliat island
Az. a chev. humetlce
CitRisTiAN about the year IGOO).
betw. three covered cups or. Crest A unicorn's head erased

—

—
—

—

—

X

—

;

—

ar. collared Jind

Christian.

armed

or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet gu.

A
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OHB
Cnst—Tbe fignre of Hop«
on an anchor

ppr. habited in a robe ar. leaning

or.

Ar. a saltire betw. four mullets sa.

Christie.

Crest—

branch of laurel ppr.
Cliristie. Ar. a cher. betw. three wells sa. (another, gu.).
C-est—A phoenix's head in flames of fire ppr.
Cliristie (Aberdeen, 1672). Or, a saltire indented betw.
four mullets sa.

Cliristie (Balbuchlie, Scotland). Or, a saltire engr. betw.
four mullets sa. Crest— X holly stump leaved and fructed
ppr. Motto— Sit vita nomini congrua.
Cliristie (Craigtoun, Scotland). Or, a saltire invecked
A holly branch withered with
betw. four mullets sa. Crest
Sic viresco.
leaves sprouting out ppr. Hotto
Christie (Durie, Fife). Or, a saltire betw. two stars in
flank sa. in chief a demilion couped at the joints gu. and in
base a cross pattee of the last. Crett—A band holding a
Motto Pro rege.
letter ppr.
Cliristie (Bedlay, co. Lanark, 1855). Or, a saltire indented
betw. four mullets sa. on a chief of the last three crescents
Crest— A branch of holly slipped and fructed ppr.
ar.
Motto—Sic Tiresco.
Christie (Edale, co. Derby, 1866). Or, a saltire wavy betw.
Crest
A withered holly branch
four mullets pierced sa.
Sic viresco.
sprouting out leaves ppr. Motto
Gu. a
Glengarg,
co. Perth, 1874).
and
Christie (Lowden
saltire engr. ar. betw. four muUftg or, en surtout, or a fesse
barry wavy of four gu. and vert betw. three talbots' heads

—

—

—

—

—

—

Crest A withered holly
erased of the second, for Pmup.
branch sprouting out leaves ppr. Motto— Sic viresco.
Christie (Preston Deanery, co. Northampton). Az. a lamb
pass. ppr. the dexter leg supporting in bend sinister a banner
ar. staff or, oa a chief of the last a tower with two turrets
A brown bear pass.
betw. two gabions of the second. Crest
muzzled the chain reflexed over the shoulder or, on the back

—

a bezant charged with a cross sa., the dexter paw resting on
an escutcheon per pale, of the last and gu. Motto Integer

—

vitae.

Christison
a chev.

est.

(Sir

Bobest Chbistison,

Bart., M.D., 1864).

betw. three laurel leaves ppr.

—

Crest— A

Or,
passion

Motto Vitam dirif,'?t.
cross gu. on three grieces ppr.
Christmas (Essex). Gu. on a fesse or, betw. three conies
a crescent az. betw. two martlets sa.
Christmas (London). Gu. on a fesse raguly ar. three
martlets sa. a canton erm. Crest An arm cmbowed ppr.
habited or, covered with leaves vert supporting a staff
ar.

—

couped and raguly ar.
Christmas. Gu. cm a fesse betw. three conies

ar. as

many

mullets sa.

Christmas, or Christmas.

Gu. on a

fesse or, betw.

three hares ar. a crescent betw. two martlets of the first.
Crest—'An arm charged with two bars, one or, the other gu.,
holding in the hand ppr. a double branch of roses flowered
of the second leaved vert.
Christopher (London). Per chev. wavy az. and erminois a
chart of Chesterfield's Inlet betw. two cstoiles in chief ar.
and on a mount in base vert a beaver pass. ppr. Crest— Two

arms embowed vested
anchor erect

az. the

bands ppr. supporting an

CHIT

bart., wife of Evbltn, 2nd Duke of Kingston, was the well
known Dutchess of Kingston, convicted of bigamy by the
House of Lords, 1776). Erm. three lions ramp. gu. Crest
A savage man ppr., in the dexter hand a staff clubbed and
spiked or, with a buglehorn hung over the left shoulder and
wreathed about the loins and temples vert. Supporters
Two savage men, as depicted in the crest.
Chudleigrh (Ireland, a branch of the Chddleigbs, of
Devon). Same Anns, &c., as CanDLEioH, of Ashton.
Chudworth. Or, a fesse betw. three martlets sa.
Chun. Vert, on a chief ar. three palets gu. Crest A boar
pass, reguard. seizing with his mouth an arrow stuck in his

—

shoulder, all ppr.
Chun. Vair, three palets gu.
Church, or Churche (Earls Colne, co. Essex). Gu. a
fesse or, in chief three sinister gauntlets ppr.
Crest— An
arm erect in armoitr ppr. garnished ur, holding a baton of
the last.
(borne by Hbnbt Chobcb, Esq., R.N., and Her.
William Chobch, of Hampton, co. Middlesex). Gu. a
crosier reversed in bend sinister, surmounted by a swoid in
bend dexter ppr. on a chief ar. a thistle leaved also ppr.

Church

Crest

— A hand

holding a sword erect betw. two branches of
entwined round the blade, all ppr. Over the crest the

laurel,

word — Virtute.

Church (granted

1822 to Sir Richabd Church, C.B., K.H.,
Az. a lion ramp, or, over all on a bend erm. tliree
dexter gauntlets clenche ppr. Crest A demi lion ramp. or,,
brandishing in his dexter paw a battle-axe ppr. and resting
his sinister paw on a cross gu.
Church (Ffrwdgrech, St. David's, co. Brecon, exemplified to
Samuel Church Philips, Esq., on his assuming the name
of CuuBCH, instead of Philips, by royal licence, dated
6 May, 1869). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a pile gu. a
chev. of the field charged with three roses of the second
barbed and seeded ppr. betw. as many greyhounds' heads

Ac).

—

erased of the first, for Church; 2nd and
ramp. betw. four mascles saltirewise or,

—

1st,

Church

Christopher.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pineapples
C>-e»t—A stag's head cabossed
vert, in chief a torteau.

a

lion

:

;

semi of pheons, and holding betw. the paws a mascle or.
Motto Vulnera ecclesiae liberorum vita.
Church (Tunstall, co. Salop, 1747). Ar. a fesse engr. betw.
three greyhounds' heads erased sa. collared or.

—

Churchar

(Slingfield, co. Sussex).
Chequy ar. and «a. on
a bend gu. three lions' heads erased or.
Crest A tiger
pass. ar. tufted and maned or.
Churche (Essex). Ar. on a fesse engr. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased sa. collared or, as many trefoils
slipped of the last. CreU A demi greyhound sa. gorged
with a (jollar or, charged with three lozenges gu. holding a

—

—

the second.
(Betton, co. Salop).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
greyhounds' heads erased sa. as many bezants.
A greyhound's head erased erm. collared and ringed

trefoil of

Churche
three
Crest

—

or.

Churchey

(Breconshire).

greyhounds' heads erased

sa. cable ar.

3rd, sa.

for Phillips.
In front of a passion cross gu. a pelican
in her piety ar. the wing charged with a rose also gu. barbed
and seeded ppr. 2nd, Philips: A lion ramp, reguard. sa.
C-ests

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three
sa. collared or, as

— A greyhound's

many

trefoils

head erased and
collared as in the arms, in the mouth a trefoil slipped
slipped of the last.

Crest

ppr.

Christopher. Ar. a

chev. betw.

gu.

three pineapples

leaved vert.

Christopher-Nisbet-Hamilton. See Hamilton.
Chritchley (granted 1314 to James Chbitchlet,

of

Grangebegg, co. Kildare). Per pale or and ar. a chev. az.
betw. two cinquefoils in chief gu. and in base a trefoil slipped
Crest
vert.
A lion ramp, per fesse embattled gu. and az.
AfoUo— Honcsta quam splendida.
Christy (A puldrefield, co. Kent). Or, on a saltire invecked
Crest
sa. betw. four mullets pierced az. a saltier enn.

—

—

mount

thereon the stump of a holly tree sprouting
betw. four branches of fern, all ppr. Motto
Sic viresco.
Chrystie. Ar. a chev. betw. three wells sa. Crest
lion's paw erased holding a dagger ppr.
Chrystie-Miller (Craigentinny). See Millkb.
Chubbe (Uortetahire). Az. a cross or, betw. four bezants.
Crrnt
A demi lion az. holding a bezant.
Chudlei^h (Ashton, co. Devon, bart., created 1622, extinct
174."), V'i.sit. Devon, 1620:
a family of long continuance in
that county, which flourislied for scverul generations at
Broad Cleft, frequently serving the office of sheriff in the
reigns of Richard II., Henry VI., and Henry VII.
The
estate of Anhton was acquired early in the fourteenth
century by the m. of Joun Cuudleioii withTHOMAsme, dau.
of RicBAaD Pbocs. Elizabeth Chudleiob, lister of the Stb
vert,

—

—

19r.

—

Churchill

(settled in cos. Devon, Somerset, and Dorset,
during the reigns of King John, Henry III., and Edward I.
Visit. CO. Devon, 1620).
Sa. a lion ramp. ar. debruised with
a bendlet gu.
Churchill (Churchill, co. Dorset, descended from co»
Devon Sir John Churchill, knighted at Whitehall, 12
Aug. 1670. Visit. Dorset by Sir Edward Bysse Le Neve's
;

;

Kniijhls).

Same

Arnii.

Churchill

(Spencer-Churchill, Dul-e of Marlborough).
Quarterly, Ist and 4lh, sa. a lion ramp. ar. on a canton of
the last a cross gu., for Churchill; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly
ar. and gu., in the .second and third quarters a fret or, over
all on a bend sa. three escallops of the first, for Spenceb;
and, as an honourable auRmentation, in chief an escutcheon
ar. charged with the cro.ss of St. George gu. and thereon an
escutcheon of the arms of Krance: viz., az. three fleur.s-delisor; the whole arms borne upon an imperial eagle, as a
Prince of the Holy Roman Empire; above the arms a
A lion couchant
princely coronet. Crest, of Churchill
guard, ar. supporting with the dexter pnw a banner gu.
charged with a dexter hand apaumee of the first, stall or.
Out of a ducal or, a griffin's head betw.
Crest, of Spencer
two wings expanded ar. gorged with a bar gcnielle, and
armed gu. Supporters— Vc\tcT, a griffin per fesse iir. and
or; sinister, a wyvcrn ar. wings expanded, both collared and

—

—

A

CHU

chained sa. each collar charged with three escallops, also
Supporters (borne by the present Duke) Two wyvema
Ku. Motto— Fie\ pero desdichado.
Chtirchill, Baron. See Spencer.
Chuxchill (Churchill-Henbury, co. Dorset, and SomersetSa. a lion ramp. ar. debruised with a bendlet gu.
shire).
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
Cb.urch.ill. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. on a canton of the second
a cross gu. Crest A lion couchant guard, ar. holding a
banner of the last charged with a hand erect gu.
Churchill (Colleton, and Alderholt Park). Sa. a lion ramp,
Crest
A demi lion ramp,
ar. debruised witli a bendlet gu.
ar. issuant out of a ducal coronet or.

—

ar.

—

—

Churchill

(granted to Chatham Horace Chdrchill,
Colonel in the army). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. holding betw.
the paws a mural crown or, a canton erni. thereon pendent
by a ribband gu. fimbriated az. a representation of the
silver medal presented
to the said Chatham Horace
Chdrchill. for his services at the Battle of Waterloo, subCrest
inscribed Waterloo, in letters sa.
A lion couchant
guard, ar. holdmg a flag-staff erect, entwined with a branch
of laurel ppr. flowing from the staff to the sinister a banner
swallow-tailed gu. charged with an Eastern crown or.
(London). Barry of four sa. and ar. on a chief
of the second two pales of ttie first. Crest On a garb lying
fesseways or, a cock ar. beaked, legged, and wattled gu.
or
(Shropshire).
Ar. two
bars sa. in chief as many pales of the second. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.

—

Churchman

—

Chirchman

Churchman,

—

Churchman.

two bars, and as many palets in chief ar.
Chtirchward (Dimond Churchward, exemplified to Ilev.
Marcus-Dimond Dimond-Churcuward, of Totness, Vicar of
Northam, Bideford, co. Devon). Gu. on a fess ar. a fleur-delis betw. two lozenges of the first in chief a stag trippant of
the second. Crest
Issuant from three lozenges in fess conjoined gu. each charged with a fleur-de-lis or, a buck's head
couped ppr. Motto Suaviter in aiodo.
Churchyard. Ar. a chev. betw. three horses' heads erased
Sa.

—

—

sa. bridled or.

Chxirles.

Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils or.
of six or and az. a canton erm.
Ar. a chev. betw. three rams' heads
erased gu. attired or. Crest
Out of a mural coronet ppr. a
demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the paw a sword ppr. pomel

Churley (Kent). Paly
Churton (Shropshire).
and

—

—

Motto Avancez.
co. Salop; and MArannedd, co. Flint).
Erm. two chevronels gu. betw. four rams' heads erased
three in chief and one in base sa. armed or.
Crest
Out of
the battlements of a tower ppr. a demi lion gu. gorged with
a collar gemel or, holding in the dexter paw a sword also
ppr. and resting the sinister paw on an escutcheon erm.
charged with a ram's head erased sa. armed gold. Motto—
hilt gold.

Chuxton (Whitchurch,

—

Avancez.

Chute

(cos. Somerset, Kent, and Hants; descended from
Alexander Chute, Lord of the manor of Taunton in 1268.
The chief line, the Chutes of the Vine, of which was
Challoneb Chdte, Speaker of Richard Cromwell's House of
Commons, preserved a male succession until 1776, the period
of the decease of John Chdte, Esq., when the property
devolved on Thomas Lobb, Esq., great-grandson through his
mother of Challoner Chcte, Esq., of the Vine). Gu. three

swords barways, the points towards the dexter ppr. pomels
and hilts or. Crest A dexter cubit arm in armour, the
hand in a gauntlet grasping a broken sword in bend sinister
ppr. pomel and hilt or.
Motto Fortune de guerre.
Chute (Surrenden, co. Kent created a hart. 1B84 extinct
172i descended from Philip Chcte, of Appledore, Standard
Bearer to Henry VIII., who obtained, in recompense for
his gallant services at the siege of Boulogne, an augmentation to his armorial bearings). Gu. semee of mullets or,
three swords barways ppr. the middle-most encountering the
other two a canton per fesse ar. and vert, thereon a lion of
England. Crest Same as Chute, co. Somerset.
Chute, 'Wig-gett-Chute (The Vine, co. Hants, and
Pickenham Hall, co. Norfolk; exemplified to William Ltde

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

WiGOETT,

Esq.,

Chute by

royal licence in 1827,

estates of Rev.

on his assuming the additional name of
when he succeeded to the
Thomas Vebe Chute, the son of Thomas

who had

previously assumed the same name). *Juarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three swords barways, the points
towards the dexter ppr., pomels and hilts or, for Chdte
Ix>DB,

;

2nd and 3rd, erm. three mullets, two and one, az. pierced
gu.
on a chief wavy sa. a dove reguard. ppr., for Wiggett.
Crests
1st: A dexter cubit arm in armour, the hand in a
gauntlet, grasping a broken sword in bend sinister ppr.
pommel and hilt or, for Chdte 2nd A griphon's head
couped sa., holding in the beak an ear of wheat ppr. betw.
;

—

;
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:

two wings
Motto

each charged with a mullet gtL, for Wiggett.

ar.

— Fortune de guerre.

Chute

George Chewte, or Chdte,

(Sir

of Stockwell, co.

knighted by Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy
of Ireland, 14 Oct-, 1608). Gu. three swords in pale, points
to the dexter ppr., pomels and hilts or, within an orle of
mullets of the last. Crest— A hand gauntleted lying fessways
holding a broken sword all ppr.

Surrey

Chute

;

(Tullygarron, co. Kerry, and Chute Hall, came co.).
Crest, as Chdte of Surrenden, co. Kent.
Motto

—

Anns and

Fortune de guerre.

Chynedon. \t. three escallops
Chyner. Ar. a chev. cngr. gu.

gu.

—

Crest
An antelope's head
erased erm.
Chjmon- Ar. a chev. embattled betw. three ravens' heads
sa.

Chynoweth.

Sa. on

a

fesse or, three griffins'

heads erased

gu.

Chynston, or Chyneryston.

Or, on a

bend gu. three

goats ar.

Chyrfold.

Ar. a bend az. betw. two cotlses sa.
Ar. a cross crosslet fitch^e within a bordure gu.
Chyusvon. Or, a bend az. gutt<5e d'eau.
Chyver. Ar. a chev. engr. gu.
Cidderowe. Ar. on a cliev. gu. betw. three eagles displ.
sa. five annulets or.
Crest
Out of a tower ar. a demi lioa

Chysual.

—

ramp.

sa.

Cikdelees.

ar. and gu.
(an ancient Milesian family inhabiting the
Hy-Cinsallagh, co. Wexford, descended from
Enna Cinsallagb, illegitimate son of Dermot McMobogh,
last King of Lcinster, and brother of Donel Cao.mhanagh.
the ancestor of the Kavanaghs). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. two
garbs in chief of the second and a lion pass, in base sa.
Crest- A lion's head erased ppr.
Cinsallagrh. See Kinsallagh.

Per pale indented

Cinsallagh

district called

Cipriani

(London). Or, an eagle displ. sa. crowned gu.
within a bordure az. charged with three fleurs-de-lis in chief
of the first. Crest
An eagle displ. as in the arms.
Ciprus. Barry of twelve ar. and az. over all a lion ramp,
gu.
Circeater (Warwickshire). Ar. a chev. az. a label gu.
Cirencester
(Gloucestershire).
Ar. on a chev.
gu. three rams' heads affrontee of the field attired or. This
two
abbey had
other coats, viz., 1st: Gu. on a chev. ar.
three rams' heads couped and affrontee sa. attired or, in the
dexter chief quarter two lions pass, guard, of the last; 2nd:
Paly of six or and gu. in bend a crozier ar. all within a bordure az. bezantee.
Cizelley (Barking, co. Essex). Az. on a chev. betw. three
stags trippant ar. as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Clabrock, or Cleybroke (Kent and Middlesex). Ar. a
cross pattiSe gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
ostrich ar. with wings displ. erm. holding in the mouth a
horseshoe sa.
Clack (Herefordshire, and Wallingford, co. Berks ; granted
13 Nov. 1768).
Gu. an eagle displ. erm. within a bordure
engr. erminois. Crest
A demi eagle or, winged erm.

—

Abbey

—

—

Clagett (Kent and

Erm. on a fesse sa. three
Crest
An eagle's head erased erm. ducally
pheons or.
crowned or, betw. two wings sa.
Clamberlow. Quarterly, gu. and or, in the dexter quarter

—

London).

four lozenges in cross ar.

Clambow, or Clanebowe
six or

the

and

az.

on a

Paly of
with six points of

(Somersetshire).

fesse gu. three mullets

first.

Clamond

(Lansells, co. Cornwall).

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Crest

—A

Clanbrasil, Baron.

Clancarty, Earl

Clancy

of.

Ar. a chev. betw. three

griffin sejant or.

See Joceltn.
See Trench.

McGlancha, or Clancy, of
Dartry, co. Monaghan, was of Milesian origin). Ar. two lions
Crest
pass, guard, in pale gu.
A hand couped at the wrist
erect, holding a sword impaling a boar's head couped all ppr.
Cland, or Clande (Essex). Ar. on a bend gu. three
(Ireland

;

the sept of

—

escallops or.

Clanmorris, Baron.

See Bingham.
(Bishop Wearmouth, co. Durham). Ar. two lions
gu. quartering Mitchell. Crest
hand gauntleted holding a dagger in pale, on the point
thereof a wolf's head couped close distilling drops of blood

Clanny

—

pass, guard, in pale

ppr

Clanricarde,

Harquess

of.

See

Burke and De

Burgh.

Clanwilliam, £arl of. See Meade.
Clapcott (Winterborn Abbas). Az. on a
three herons ar. as many hurts.

chev. or, tietw.

AA

CI.
Clapcott.
armed

Same Arms.
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A

Crest— A buck's head couped sa.

or.

Clapeham.

Ar. on a bend sa. three covered cups of the
and in sinister chief a quatrefoil sUpped of the second.
(London and Northampton). Ar. on a bend az.
Crest
cotised cu. six fleurs-de-lis or, two, two, and two.
Hon ramp. sa. collared ar. holding a sword of the last, hilt
field,

Clapham

—

(Burley Grange, co. York). Ar. on a bend az.
Crest— A lion ramp,
six fleurs-de-lis or, two, two, and two.

Clapham (Warwickshire and Yorkshire, confirmed by the
Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to John Clapham, Esq., of
VVillinghall, co. Warwick, grandson of Thomas Clapham, co.
York). Ar. on a bend sa. six fleurs-de-lis or, two and two.
Crest— A lion ramp. sa. holding in his dexter paw a sword
ar. pomel and hilt or.
Clapham (Barnstaple, co. Devon. "Visit. 1620). Ar. on a
bend az. six fleurs-de-lis or, two, two, and two. Crest
lion ramp. sa. holding in his dexter paw a sword ar. hilt
and pomel or.
Clapham.. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three gimlets sa. (another,

—

the chev. gu.).
Ar. on a chev. gu. a wine broach (or piercer)

Clapham^
of the

first.

Clapp.

Vaire gu. and ar. a quarter az. charged with the
Crest
A pike naiant ppr.
Or, a lion ramp. sa. betw. three parsley leaves

—

or.

Clappeson.
vert.

Clare, £arl of.

See Fitzoibbon.
(Earls of Hereford and Gloucester, and Lords of Clare,
Or, three chevs. gu.
Clare (commonly called Strongbow, Earl of Pembroke,
extinct 1 176). Arms same as preceding, with a label of five
points az.
Clare (co. Gloucester). Or, thr6e chev. gu.
Clare (co. Leicester). Same Arms within a bordure az.
bezantde.
Clare (Shropshire, confirmed to Stmon Clare, of Croome
Dabitot, CO. Worcester, by llervey, Clarenceux, 1562). Or,
A stag's
three chev. gu. within a bordure cngr. az. Crest
head, cabossed gu. attired ppr.
Clare (Caldwell Hall, Kidderminster, borne by Sir Ralph
CuLBB, created a Knight of the Bath at the coronation of
Charles I.
Same Arms and
Visit. Worcester, 1682-3).

Clare

extinct 1313).

—

CrfSt.

Clare

(co.

Pembroke).

pattee fitchee of the

Clare.
Clare.

Ar. on a chief az.

three

crosses

field.

Az. a bend and chief indented or.
Erm. on a chev. sa. betw. three leopards' heads az.

as many roses ar.
Clare. Or, a quarter

gu.

Clare (Robert Clabe, of Dublin Fun. Ent.
dau. of Edwabd Seable, of Abstain Hall,
;

of his wife Joan,

co. Herts, d. 20
Or. three chevroncls ermines.
(Cambridge). Ar three chevs. gu., for Clare ;
impaling or, a cross gu., for Bevis, all within a bordure sa.
guttee d'or.
Clare, or Clarence (Honour of). Per chev. gu. and az.

June,

1639).

Clare Hall

two

A

—

the

first,

Clarg-es

The same, the ram's head erased of

&c.

(Sir Thomas Claroes, of London.
Smith's OrdiAz. a fleur-de-lis or, a border of the last verdy of

roses gu.

Claridgre.

Vaire, gu. and ar.
See Masset.
(confirmed 1819 to William Clark, Esq., of Steeple,
CO. Antrim).
Az. on abend betw. two crosses patee Htchee
or, a torteau betw. two trefoils slipped vert. Crest
A boar's
head erased sa. transfixed through the jaws with a broken
spear ppr. Motto Non eget jaculis.
Clark. Or, a bend engr. az.
Clark (Bridwell, in Halberton, co. Devon). Ar. on a bend
gu. betw. three pellets as many swans ppr.
Clark (Buckland Tout Saints, co. Devon). Erm. a lion ramp,
az. on a chief sa. a leopard's face ar. betw. two crosses
crosslet or.
Crest— A demi lion gu. collared or, on the
shoulder an estoile ar. in the paw a baton sa. Motto—
Victor mortalis est.
Clark (Bellsfield, Trowbridge, and Cumberland, Bradford,
Wilts). Or on a bend betw. two crosses moline gu. three
swans ar.
Crest
A swan ar. ducally gorged and with
chain rcflexed over the back or, charged on the wings with
an estoile gu. and resting the right foot on a cross moline
also gu.
Clark (Bishop Wearmouth, co. Durham). Ar. on a bend
engr. gu. three swans ppr. Crest
A swan ppr. reposing
his dexter foot on an ogress.
Clark-Wardlaw. See Wardlaw.
Clark (Werk, co. Northumberland). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three dragons' heads erased az. as many roses or. Crest
A dragon's head as in the arms. Motto Fortitude.
Clark (Belford, co. Northumberland). Erm. on a chev.
embattled counterembattled betw. three dragons' heads
erased az. a chaplet betw. two roses or. Crest
A dragon's
head erased az. guttee d'or with a collar embattled counterembattled, arrondie, and charged on the neck with three
annulets interlaced gold. JV/oJ^o— Fortitudo.

Clarina, Baron.

sa.

sun

li

arms.

Clargreis (Middlesex).

nary}.

or.

Clapham.

c

Monarchy). Barry of ten ar. and az. on a canton sa. a
ram's head couped of the first, armed with four horns or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a ram's head as in the

lions

Clarel.
Clarell

ramp, combatant or.
Gu. six martlets or.

(Tickhill, afterwards of

six martlets ar. three, two,

Clarenanlz (Yorkshire).

or,

Gu.

a mullet in chief

ar.

Clarence (John de
Clarence).

Clarence, natural son of the J>uke of
Per chev. gu. and az. in chief two lions com-

base a fleur-de-lis of the last.
Clarence,
of. See Plantagenet.
Clarendon, Earl of. See Villiebs.
Clarendon. Or, on a bend sa. three ostrich feathers ar.
pa.ssing through as many scrolls of the field (another, the
batant

—

—

—

—

or, in

Duke

scrolls ar.).

—

—

—

Clark

(Tal-y-garn, co. Glamorgan). Gu. a fleur-de-lis or,
and a canton erm. Crest A lion ramp, or, supporting a
shield gu. charged with a cross erm. placed upon a saltire
or, over the head "Try and Tryste."
Motto—Hon mt^or
alio, non minor.
Clark (Sir James Clark, Bart., M.D., of St. George's, Hanover
Square, First Physician in Ordinary to Her Majesty). Gu.
a fesse chequy ar. and az. betw. two crescents in chief and
a lion pass, guard, in base or.
Crest — A rock therefrom
rising a falcon ppr. belled or, and resting the dexter claw on
a ducal coronet of the last. Motto— Amsit Victoria curam.
Clark (confirmed to James Johnston Clare, Esq., of
Largantogher House, Maghera, co. Londonderry).
Gu.
three swords erect in pale ppr. hilts and pomels or, a canton
ar. charged with a trefoil vert.
Crest
Out of a mural
crown an arm embowcd in armour, the hand holding a
dagger all ppr., the arm charged with a trefoil vert. Motto

—

—

—

Aldwark, Yorkshire).

and one.
a saltire

Sa.

Clark

Virtute et labore.

Clark

(John Clark,

M.D.,

K.H.,

1824).

Sa.

a mullet

of six points pierced or, within a bordure ar. charged with
three cross crosslets fitchee of the field. C)-est
mullet of
six points ar.
Motto— Animo et scientifi.

—A

Clark

(Towers-Clark, of Wester Moffat,

co.

Lanark, 1867).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a fess chequy ar. and sa. betw.
three crescents of the second, for Clark 2nd and 3rd, per
pale or and ar. on a bend az. three mullets of the first a
bordure gu., for Towers. Crests A dexter hand holding
bendways a scymitar ppr. hiltcd and pommelled or, for
Clark; a tower or, masoned sa., for Towers. Mottoes
Fortitcr, for Clark
Turris forlis mihi Deus, for Towers.
Clark (Achareidh, co. Nairn). Gu. a bcarscjantar. muzzled,
collared, and chained ppr. betw. three mullets, two and one,
of the second. Crest A bear, muzzle, collar, and chain, as
in the arms, holding a battle-axe erect ppr.
Motto Sans
changer; (over the crest), Dan ni h-andan.
Clark (Speddoch, co. Dumfries). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Clark, sa. an estoile pierced or, within a bordure of the
last, charged with three cross crosslets fitchee of the first;
2nd and 3rd, Gilchrist, az. tho sun in splendour betw. two
crosses pattee fitchee in chief and a mullet in base ar.
Crest
Within a serpent in circle an estoile of the arms.
;

—

—

;

Clarendon.

Or, on a bend sa. three ostrich feathers, pale-

ways, ar.

Claret.

Az. a rainbow in
chief, and the Hun in bn.se,

Clarevaux

(.Sir

fe.sse

ppr. betw.

two

estoiles in

or.

Richard Clarevaux, temp. Edward

IV.).

Sa. a Hulliro or.

Clarg'e. Barry of ten ar. and az. on a canton sa. a ram's
head cooped of the first, havine two straight and two bent

—

horns or. Crent A ram'.s head, as in the arms.
(St.
Martln's-ln-thc-Kiclds, co. Middlesex, bart.,
since of Aston, near Stevenage, co. Hertford, and Uitchficid
Hall, co Lincoln, cxtLDct 1834.
Anne sister of Sir Thomas,
Claroes, Knt., father of the flrtt bart., was wife of Gen.

Clarg-es

MoNc«, afterwards Date of Albemarle, the restorer
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—

— Animo et

Motto

Clarke

scientift.

(Ardingion, Berks, descended from John Clarke,
of Inkpen, who appears la a list of Berkshire gentry

A

AA
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present representative Colonel Somerset12 Henry VI.
MoLTNECX Wiseman-Clarke. Ar. on a fesse betw. three
:

six) crosses pattee sa. three plates.

(sometimes

Crest

—

cross pattee or, betw. a pair of wings erect expanded az.
Motto Absit ut glorier nisi in cruce.
Clarke (Duke's Bridge House, Bungay Boyscott, co. Suffolk).
Ar. on a bend gu. betw. three torteaux as many swans ppr.

—

Cr/^st

—A swan

Clarke

ppr.

Clarke m. Metmott).
as

and co-heir of the late Dr. Joseph
Ar. on a bend gu. betw. three pellets

(Enfield; the dau.

ppr. a canton sinister az. charged with a
mounting ar. armed or, betw. two fleurs-de-lis in

many ewans

demi ram

chief of the last on it a dexter baton ar.
Clarke (Bridwell House, co. Devon; Tremlett, co. SomerAr. on a bend gu. betw. three pellets as many swans
set).

—

A lark rising holding in the beak an ear of
Motto Carpe diem.
Ar. on a bend gu. betw. three
(Northamptonshire).
Clarke
Crest
A lark with wings
ogresses as many swans ppr.
expanded ppr. holding in the beak an ear of wheat or.
Clarke (Spaldington, co. York). Az. three escallops in pale
ar. betw. two flaunches erm.
Clarke (Dunham Lodge, Norfolk, bart.). Ar. on a bend
cotised gu. betw. three annulets «a. as many swans of the
A mount vert thereon a lark wings elevated
Crest
first.
or, in the beak an ear of wheat ppr. the dexter claw resting
on an annulet as in the arms.
Clarke (Shirland, co. Nottingham, bart.). Gu. three swords
erect in pale ar. hilts or. Crest — A hand couped at the
wrist ppr. holding a sword as in the arms.
Clarke (Bedfordshire). Per chev. az. and ar. in chief three
leopards' heads or, in base an eagle displ. gu. Creet—A goat
salient ar. attired or, against a pine tree ppr.
Clarke (Dundon, co. Buckingham). Per chev. az. and ar.
three eagles displ. counterchanged in chief a leopard's face
A goat ar. attired or, salient against a tree vert.
or. Crest
Clarke (Snailwell, co. Cambridge, created bart. 1698, exCrest—
tinct 1S06). Or, on a bend engr. az. a mullet ar.
talbot's head erased or.
Clarke (Hyde Hall, CO. Chester, as borne by the descenCrest

ppr.

—

wheat ppr.

—

—

—

dants of Geobge Clarke, Esq., Lieut.-Govemor of New York
(son of George Clarke, of Swanswick, co. Somerset), who
m. Annb, dau. and heir of Edward Htdb, Esq., of Hyde
Hall).
Az. three escallops in pale or, betw. two flaimches
erm. quartering the Arms of Htde. Crests 1st: A pheon
ppr. ; 2nd An eagle with wings expanded sa. beaked and

—

:

membered

Clarke

or.

and Sutton, co.
the last male heir, Godfret Bagnall Clarke, Esq.,
and heir m. Job Hart Price, Esq., who
took the name of Clarke, and left an only dau. Anne, vi. to
Walter, 1st Marquess of Ormonde). Az. three escallops
Crest
In a gem ring or, set
or, betw. two flaunches erm.
Derby

(Somersall, afterwards of Chilcote

:

d. in 1786, his sister

—

with a diamond sa. a pheon ar.

Clarke

(co.

Clarke

(co.

Gloucester, and London, 1586). Or, two bars
Crtst Out of a
az. in chief three escallops of the second.
ducal coronet or, a demi lion ppr.

ramp.

lions

pen

—

Hereford.

Her.

Crest

vert.

Ar. a chev. betw. three
lion ramp, vert, holding a

Coll.).

—A

ar.

Clarke

Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. two chevs. of
(co. Essex).
the second three crosses crosslet fltchee or. Crest A grey-

hound

—

sejant sa.

Clarke

Kent).
Erm. three pales wavy sa.
Cre^t
A fleur-de-lis per pale ar. and sa.
Clarke (Ford, cos. Kent and Essex). Or, on a bend engr.
Crest
az. a cinqucfoil of the first.
A greyhound's head
couped or, charged on the neck with a cinquefoil az.
Clarke (Kent). Gu. on a fesse engr. or, betw. three cinquefoils erm. two swans' necks erased sa. beaked gu. on their
necks three guttees d'argcnt fesseways.
Clarke (Kingsdown House, co. Kent). Az. a chev. ar.
betw. three swans ppr. Ci-est
A demi grifHn ar. issuing
from flames ppr. Motto^ln medio tutissimus.
Clarke (Kent; granted 1621). Barry of four vert and gu.
three plates. Crest
A unicorn's head erased ar. crined and
armed or, gorged with a collar gu. charged with three

—

(Bridgar,

co.

—

—

—

plates.

Clarke
Clarke
Clarke

Erm. on a fesse gu. three bezants.
(Kent). Sa. two pales wavy erm.
(Hundsworth, co. Stafford, formerly of Lincolnshire).
Erm. on a fesse gu. three bezants on a canton of the second
a stag's head cabossed ar. Crest— A sinister wing or.
Clarke (Creeton, Lincoln, 1640). Gu. a saltire engr. betw.
three horses' heads couped one in chief and two in fesse or.
Clarke (Summer Hill, co. Lancaster). Az. three escallops in
pale or and two flaunches erm. on a chief ar. three lions
(Kent).
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first quartering erm. on a bend gu. three
annulets or, on a chief az. three leopards' heads affronts
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
erased of the third.
demi bull ramp. erm. homed of the first. Motto Esperanco
en Dieu.
Clarke (Hampshire). Ar. three escallops in pale betw. two
fiaunches az. guttee d'or, on a chief of the second a bull's
head couped of the third, betw. two martlets of the

ramp, of the

—

—

first.

Clarke

(Shrewsbury). Az. three escallops in pale or, betw
two fiaunches erm. on a chief ar. three lions ramp, guard,
of the field.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm

—

armed

of the

Clarke.

first.

two flaunches
of the last guttee d'or, on a chief of the second a bull's head
erased, betw. two pewits (or doves) of the first.
Clarke (London). Sa. on a bend engr. ar. three lozenges of
the flrst. Crest A talbot's head or, gorged with a fesse
engr. az. charged with three lozenges gold.
Or, three escallops in pale az. betw.

—

Clarke (London).

on a pale

Sa.

ar.

—On a plate

ar. the letter 'Y^ gu.

Motto— i^ia

Trie QTivrjQ.

Clarke

(London).

fitchee or.

Creit

the letter

over

it

"Y"

gu.

Crest

a scroll with tUa

Ar. on a bend engr. az. a cross crosslet
lion ramp, or, holding a cross

—A demi

crosslet fitchee az.

Clarke
foils

(London).

of the last.

Gu. two bars ar. in chief three cinqueOut of a ducal coronet or, a demi

Crest

—

armed, &c., or.
Clarke (London). Per fesse ar. and gu. a pale counterchanged, three greyhounds' heads erased of the .second.
Clarke (Middlesex). Gu. three bars vert, in chief as man/
bull erm.,

plates.

Clarke
Clarke

(Werk, co. Northumberland). See Clark.
(Sir John Clarke, of Stamford, Sheriff of Northamptonshire, temp. Henry VIII.). Az. fretty ar.
Clarke (Oxfordshire augmentation granted for taking
prisoner Lewis D'Oleans, 5 Henry VIII., 1513). Ar. on
a bend gu. betw. three pellets as many swans ppr. for augmentation a canton sinister az. thereon a demi ram mounting
of the first, armed or, betw. two fieurs-de-lis of the last,
Crest A ram's
over all a dexter baton of the second.
;

—

head

ar. attired.

Clarke (Sandford).

Az. two bars or, on a chief of the last

three escallops sa.

Clarke

(co.

chief three

Somerset and London).

Clarke

(co.

escallops or.

Clarke

gu.

escallops

armour ppr. holding
and feathered ar.

Or, two bars az. in

— An

arm embowed

an arrow

Gu. two bars

Hereford).
Crest

Crest

in the gauntlet

ar. in

or,

in

headed

chief three

—An escallop quarterly gu. and or.

Per chev. or and gu. three lions*
heads erased counterchanged.
Clarke (cos. Somerset and Devon). Sa. three plates.
Clarke (Kettleston, co. Suffolk; confirmed 20 Jan., 1M9).
Ar. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. on a chief
(co.

Somerset).

—

first.
Crest
An elephant's
head, quarterly, gu. and or.
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk).
Or, two bars az. over all a
nag's head erased ar. in chief three escallops gu.
Creit
nag's head erased sa.
Clarke (Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Erm. on a bend engr. sa.
three conger eels' heads erased ar. collared with a bar gemel
gn Crest A conger eel's head erased and erect gu. collared
with a bar gemel or.
Clarke (East Bareholt, co. Suffolk). Or, two chev. gu. a
canton of the last charged with an escallop of the field.
Clarke (co. Suffolk). Gu. an inescutcheon betw. four lions

of the last three mascles of the

Clarke

—

—

ramp.

ar.

Clarke

Per pale gu. and or, a bend and
(co. Northampton).
border counterchanged. Cred Out of a mural coronet ar.
a cubit arm in armour, holding a scimetar ppr. hilted

—

or.

Clarke

(Ashgate and Norton Hall, co. Derby). Gu. a bear
ar. collared of the field betw. three mullets of the
second. Crest
A bear ramp. az. collared and chained sa.
holding a battle-axe gu.
Clarke (Elm Bank, Leatherhead, co. Surrey). Gu. a bear
ramp. erm. gorged with an eastern crown or, betw. three
mullets pierced ar. Ci-est A bear, as in the arms, gorged
with a naval crown or, line reflexed over the back gu.
supporting a battle-axe erect ppr. Motto— Mceaibiia crede

ramp.

—

—

ligneis.

Clarke
Crest

(Norfolk).

Or,

on a bend engr.
joined to p, wing
co. Northampton

— An eagle's leg gu.

Clarke

az.

a mullet

ar.

or.

(Welton-place,
John Plomek,
a.ssumed by Act of Parliament, 15 George, III., the name
and arms of Clarke, on inheriting the estates of his maternal
;

A

C
ar.

chained

Olarke
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Ar. on a bend gu. betw. three torteaux as many
Crtit—A swan rising ar. ducally gorged and

ancestors).

swans

li

or.

(Ockley, co. Surrey).

Per fesse

ar.

and

az.

on a

patt^ in chief of the last, and
a heron in base of the first, three plates. Crest On a ducal
coronet or, a cross pattte of the last, betw. two phoenix
fesse ta. betw. three crosses

wings expanded

—

sa.

See Woodchoech. These
co. Warwick.
arms were confirmed as a quartering by the Deputies of
Camden, Clarenceux, to Sir Simon Clarke, 10th in descent
from Clabkb Woodchdbch, who m. Sosan, dau. and heir of
Henbt Clakke). Gu. three swords in pale ar. Creit—A

Olarke

(Salford,

fleur-de-lis per pale ar.

and

sa.

(Westminster, co. Middlesex, and Yorkshire).

Clarke

Or,

—

on a bend engr. az. an escallop ar. Crest A demi griffin,
wings endorsed or, gorged with a collar engr. az.
Clarke (Yorkshire). Ar. on a bend engr. az. a cross crosslet
A demi lion or, holding in the dexter paw a
Crest
or.

—

cross crosslet fitchee az.

(Knedlington, co. York). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three wolves' heads erased az. as many roses of the field, on
a canton sa. a lion's head erased or. Crest On a chapeau
az. turned up erm. two wings expanded out of a ducal
coronet, betw. them the word " Elmer" in Saxon characters.

Clarke

—

Motto—The time will come.
Clarke (Yorkshire). Or, a bend engr. az.
Clarke. Or, a cross raguly betw. four trefoils

— A peacock's head

Crest

slipped vert.

erased ppr. in the beak a trefoil

ermines betw. three trefoils slipped
lion ramp. or.
Olarke. Ar. a chev. betw three eagles" heads erased sa.
second
as many mascles of the first.
of
the
a
chief
on
Olarke. Quarterly, ar. and vert, a cross counterchanged.
Clarke. Erm. the field replenished with trefoils slipped sa.
a fesse gu.
Olarke. Ar. three ogresses.
Clarke. Ar. three ravens sa.
Clarke. Sa. three fleurs-de-lis betw. seven crosses crosslet
vert.

a

Or,

Crests

fesse

—A demi

ar.

(Berks: granted to John Creemes Clarke, Esq.,
Waste Court, Abingdon, co. Berks, M.P. for Abingdon,
and J. P. for that borough, eldest son of Bobert
Clakke, Esq., of St. Giles's-in-the-Wood, co. Devon,
by Graciana, his wife, dau. of John Creemer, of
Exbourne, co. Devon, and to the other descendants of the
Vert on a bend
aforesaid Robert Clarke, his father).

Clarke
of

ermine cottised or, betw. three crosses patt^e ar. as many
fwans of the third. Crest In front of a mount overgrown
with clover, a lark rising ppr. charged on the breast with a
cross patt^ ar., and in the beak an ear of wheat or. Motto
Carpe diem.
Clarke-Jervoise, Bart. SeeJERvoiss.

—

—

Olarke-Thomhill.
Clarke, or Clarkes.

See

Thornbul.

Sa. three tenter-hooks ar.

Clarke

(Sir William Clarke, knighted by Sir William
RassELL, Lord Deputy of Ireland, on a hill near EnnisGu. on a bend ar. three swans
1 Sept. 1594).
a. on a sinister canton per bend or and az. a demi goat
ramp. betw. two fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged.
Clarke (Ireland). Az. pn abend engr. ar. three torteaux.
Clarke (Cresses Green House, co. Cork, and Rossmoie, same
CO., bart. SeeTaAVERS). Ar. on a bend cottised gu. an eastern
crown or, betw. two swans ppr. the whole within a bordure
Crest
Out of an eastern crown gu. a demi dragon,
vert.
wings elevated or. Jlfotfo— Constantia et fldelitate.
Clarke (Ireland granted 1648). Erm. on afesse betw. three
Creit A seagriffins' heads erased gu. as many bezants.
killen,

—

;

—

horse vert.
(granted by St. George, Ulster, to Samobl Clarke,
Attorney-General to James, Duke of York, afterwards
James II. descended from the Clabkeb, of Willoughby, co.
Warwick, 25 April, 1667). Ar. on a bend gu. betw. three
pellets as many swans of the first, for augmentation, on
a Biniater canton of the second a lion pass, guard, or,
betw. two flaunchcH erm.
Clarke (Ireland, 1717, Simon Clarke, of Dublin, son of
John Clarke, of lloan, co. Meath). Gu. a saltire betw.
four horsct' heads craned or. Crest
A horse's head erased
or, charged with a crois patt^e gu.
Clarke (granted 4 June, 1B04, to William Clarke, Esq., of
the city of Cork, son of Sylvester Clarke, who was
econd son of William Clarke, an officer in the army
of WilHam III.)
Ar. on a bend gu. cottised az. betw.
three pellets two swans of the first an antique crown or
betw. Crat—Oa the stump of a tree couped, eradicated,

Clarke

;

—
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A

13 March, 1806, to Walter O'Donnell, Esq.,
Summer Island, on his assuming, by royal licence, the
name and arms of Clarke). Or, on a bend az. betw. three
torteaux as many swans ppr. Crest
A demi ram erminois.

and exemplified
of

Motto

—

— Vir gregis.

Clarkeson

(co. Notts).

Vert a stag trippant or (another,

ppr.).

Clarkesone

(Scotland).
Ar. a saltire vert betw. two
crescents in the flanks gu. and a crosslet fitchee in base sa.
Clarkesonn. Ar. on a bend betw. two trefoils sa. three

—

lozenges of the first.
Crest
A hand and arm couped
below the elbow in coat of mail ppr. holding in t'ae band
erect a sword ar. hilt and pomel sa. on the blade a pennon
flotant gu.
Clarkson (Kenton, co. Nottingham. Visit. Notts). Ar on
a bend engr. sa. three annulets or.
Clary. Gu. three chev. or, a label of five points over all, in
chief az.

Clary.
Clasby.

See

OClary.

Gu. a

fesse betw. three roses ar. (another, three

cinquefoils ar.).

—

Claude.

slipped vert.

Olarke.

C

and sprouting, on each side a lark perched ppr., the ffings
expanded, holding in the beak two wheat ears or.
Clarke (granted 10 March, 1806, to the heirs general of
William Clarke, Esq., of Summer Island, co. Armagh,

Barry wavy of six or and az.
A demi
Crest
unicorn ramp, collared ppr.
Claude. Vaire or and az.
Claus. Az. a chief erm. Crest On the point of a sword in
pale a cross patt6e.
Clavedon. Ar. three escallops gu. Crest— A pelican

—

vulning herself ppr.

Clavel, Clavell, or Claville

(co. Dorset,

1623).

Ar.

—

on a chev. sa. three caps of maintenance ar. Crest
buck's bead erased, and pierced betw. the horns by an
arrow.

Claver

(Buckinghamshire). Sa. a bar gemel or, betw. three
towers triple-towered ar.
Crest A lion's gamb couped and
erect or, holding a key sa.
Claver. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend engr. sa.
Claver. Sa. a fesse or, betw. three towers triple-towered

—

ar.

Clavering: (Baron Clavering, Bobebt Fitz IIooeb, son of
BooEB FiTZ John feudal Baron of Warkworth and Clavering,
assumed by the King's direction (Edward II.) the name of
the siege of Kaerlaverock, and was sumParliament 1295-1311.
Barony passed to his
dau. Eve, who m. 1st, Ralph Uffobd, 2nd Thomas db
Addley, and 3rd, Robert Benhalt). Quarterly, or and
gu. over all a bend sa.
Clavering (Axwell Park, co. Durham, bart. ; also of Whitehouse and Greencroft, in the same county descended from
Sir Alan Clavebino, younger son of Robert Fitz Roqeb
Clavering, Baron Clavering). Quarterly, or and gu. a
bend sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
ramp. az. (sometimes sa.).
Clavering' (Essex). Same Arms, the bend charged with

Clavering

moned

at

to

;

—

three mullets ar.

Clavering
Arms

as

(Callaly Castle,

Baron Clavering.

wings erect.

Motto

— Ad

co.

Northumberland).
Same
A cherub's head with

Crest

—

coelos volans.

Clavesley

(co. Somerset).
Sa. a chev. per pale ar. and or,
betw. three bulls' heads cabossed of the second, armed of
the third.
Clavill (quartered by Bbabe, or Bebb, of Huntsham and
Frankmarsh, co. Devon. Visit. 1620). Sa. three keys ar.
Claville (Devonshire). Or, three keys gu.
Clavill (co. Dorset). Vair a chief gu.
Claxson (Eastgate House and Wotton Lodge, Gloucester).
Gu. a fesse engr. paly erm. and or, betw. two porcupines in
chief, and in base a stag lodged ar. attired and hoofed of the
A mount vert, thereon a stag lodged as in
third.
Crest
the arms, the dexter forefoot supporting an escutcheon gu.
charged with a porcupine ar.
Claxton (Cheshire). Gu. a ohev. engr. betw. three harts
trippant ar. attired or.
Claxton (cos. Durham, Norfolk, York, and Kirton, co.
Notts. Visit. Notts). Gu. a chev. betw. three hedgehogs
ar.
Crest On a ducal coronet or, a hedgehog, as in tho

—

—

Arms.

Claxton

(co. Suffolk).
Gu. a fesse ar. betw. two hedgehogs
of the second, one in base, and one in the dexter quarter in
chief; the sinister quarter, harry of ten ar. and az. on a
canton of the first three martlets ar. Crest A hedgehog
sa. bezantee.
ClsLxton. Gu. on a fesse betw. three hedgehogs ar. a heart

—

of the

first.

AA

C

li

A

Cl&zton.

Clayton

Clay

Clayton

Ga. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three bucks epringing of the second, attired or.
(London).
Per pale vert and sa. a lion ramp. erm.
A lion's head per pale vert
betw. three escallops ar. Ci-est
and sa. charged with an escallop ar.
Clay. Ar. three wolves sa. two in chief combatant, one in
base pass.
Clay (Fulwell Lodce, co. Middlesex, hart.). Ar. a chev.
engr. paly sa. and or, betw. three trefoils of the second.
Two wings ar. each charged with a chev. engr. betw.
Crest
three trefoils slipped sa. Motto— Per orbcm.
Clay (Piercefield, co. Monmouth). Ar. a chev. engr. sa.
betw. three trefoils of the second. Crest Two wings ar.
displ.
Motto Clarior virtus honoribus.
Claydon (Ashdowne, CO. Essex, and London). Ar. a fesse
dancettee sa. betw. three escallops gu. Crest A demi Uou
ramp. az. vulned on the shoulder gu. murally crowned ar.
holding in the paws a cross flory fitchee of the second.
Claydon. Ar. a cross betw. four pellets. Crest An arm
in armour brandishing a sword ppr. Motto— Probitatem

—

—

—

—

—

—

quam divitlas.
Claye, or Cley

CLE
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Ar. on a bend sa.

(Bamside, co. Lancaster).
three roses or, a crescent for diff.

Quartered by Sir Richard Byron,

(co. Stafford.

of Byron and Clayton, co. Lancaster, ancestor of Lord
Byron. Visit. Notts). Ar. on a bend az. three annulets or,
in sinister chief a cross crosslet fitchee «a.

Clayton

(Harwood Parva, co. Lancaster, and Bushbury, co.
m. Grosvenob, of Bushbury). Ar. a bend

Stafford; the heir
sa.

betw. three mullets gu.

Clajrton (Thomas Clayton, M.D., King's
Physic, Head Master of Pembroke College, d.

Professor of
10 July, 1647,

Guillim). Sa. an owl and chief indented ar.
(Sheffield).
Ar. a cross sa. on a
canton gu. a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Clayton. Gu. a fesse indented ar. betw. three owls' heads

Clayton, or Cleyton

erased of the second.

Clayton. Chequy gu. and or, two chev. sa.
Clayton. Per pale az. and vert, a lion ramp. or.
Clayton-East, Bart. See East.
Cleare (Stokesby, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a fesse

az.

three

martlets or.

Ar. a chev. engr.

(Cryche, co. Derby).

betw. three trefoils slipped

sa.

Crest

—Two wings expanded

ar. semee of trefoils slipped sa.
(Tells, co. Salop).
Per fesse vert and sa.
a lion ramp. erm. betw. three escallops ar. Crest Same as
Clay, London.
Clayfield. Gu. a pale or, five roundles in saltire counterchanged. Creit A blackamoor's head coupcd sa.
Clayhills (Innergowrie, Scotland). Per bend sanguine and
An arm
vert, two greyhounds courant bendways ar.
Crest
holding an imperial crown ppr. Motto
Corde et animo.

Claye, or Cley

—

Cleare, or Clere.

Ar. a fesse az. in the dexter point

a

lion pass. gu.

Cleare, or Clere.
pass, of the

Ar. a fesse az. on a canton gu. a lion

first.

Cleare

Clayle. Ar. three martlets gu.
Clayll, or Claryll. Ar. six martlets gu.
Clajnuond. Ar. three hurts betw. six cross crosslets fitchee
guClaypoll. Erm. on a chief or, two bends az.

(Fun. Ent. of James Cleare, buried at St. Audeons,
Dublin, 1 Feb. 1675). Az. the sun in splendour or.
Cleare (Fun. Ent. of Katherine Cleare, wife of Sir
Thomas Mastebson, Knt., of Ferns, buried at Kilkenny,
30 Jan. 1596). Ar. on a fess az. three eagles displ. or.
Clearges. Or, three fleurs-de-lis az. within a bordure ar.
charged with three roses gu.
Cleather (St. Cleather, Cornwall, and Cherton, co. Wilts,
granted temp. Edward 1.). Az. a chev. betw. three daggers
with waved blades, the points to the base ar. Crest
cubit arm vambraced, holding erect a dagger as in the
arms.

Clayton

Cleather.

—

—

—

(Marden, co. Surrey, bart.). Ar. a cross sa. betw.
A leopard's gamb erased and erect ar.
four pellets. Crest
grasping a pellet. Mottoes Virtus in actione consistit,
fortius.
and Quid leone
Clayton (Hedgerley Park, co. Bucks). Same Amis, Crest,
and Mottoes.
Clayton (Lord Mayor of London, 1680). Same Arms, &c.
Clayton (Newcastle). The same Arms, the cross engr.
Clayton (Adlington, co. Lancaster, extinct bart. Henrietta, dau. and heiress of Sir Richard Clayton, m. Gen.
Robert Browne, second son of Robert Browne, Esq., of
Browne's Hill, co. Cailow, and her son now enjoys the
estates). Ar. a cross engr. sa. betw. four torteaus. Crat
dexter arm embowed, the hand grasping a dagger, the point
to the dexter, all ar.
4fy«o— Probitatem quam divitias.
Clayton (Crooke, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Arms. Crest
An arm embowed vested sa. holding a sword point down-

—

—

—

—

wards ppr.

Clayton
last.

Modern Arms, same as

(Thelwall, co. Chester).

AncUnt

Ariiis

— Quarterly,

1st

and

4th, ar.;

3rd, gu. a fret or, in the first quarter a mullet sa.

naked arm embowed, holding a dagger,

Clayton

all

2nd and
Crest— A.

ppr.

(Norfolk). Az. a cross engr. sa. betw. four torteaux. Crest A unicorn couchant ar. maned, armed, and
Unguleei or, under the dexter foot a bezant.

—

Clayton

(Norwich; Rev. William Ray Clayton, whose
only child, Mary-Anna-Ray, m. in 1836, the Rev. Aetudb
Loftds, A.m., Rector of Fincham, co. Norfolk, second son of
the late General Loftus, by the Lady Elizabeth, his
second wife, dau. of George, first Marqiiess Townshend).

Same Arms and

Clayton

Crest.

(Lostock Hall, Leyland, co. Lancaster).

Arm^, the cross charged with a

lion pass. or.

Same

Crest

—

dexter arm embowed in armour, the hand in a gauntlet
gra-'ping a sword in bend sinister, the point downwards ppr.
pomel and hilt or, pendent from the wrist by a ribband an
escutcheon gold, charged with a griffin's head erased az.
Clayton (Enfield Old Park, co. Middlesex, originally of
Yoikshire; derived immediately from John Clayton, of
London, Merchant, who resided at Forty Hill, Enfield. His
only son, Samdel Clayton, Esq., 6. in 1690, purchased in
1735, Enfield Old Park). Ar. a saltire betw. four martlets
gu. Crest
A dove with an olive branch in its bill all ppr.
Motto Quod sors fert feriraus.

—

Clayton
Clayton

—

Same Arm^.
Harwood, and Lentworth, co. Lancaster).

(Kettlewell, CO. Essex).
(Little

Ar. on a bend sa. cotised gu. three roses or.
(Doneraile, co. Cork. Fun. Ent. of John Clayton,
of that place, gent., son of John Clayton, Esq., of Thelwall,
CO. Chester, d. 1 July, 1637). Same Attm.

Clayton
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—

changed.

Per
Crest

saltire

ar.

and

sa.

—A sandglass winged

three palets counterppr.

Cleaver.

Or, a chev. ermines betw. three cords erased at
each end and tied in knots vert. Crest An arm erect
couped at the elbow, vested ar. holding in the hand ppr. a

—

chaplet of thorns vert.
Cleaver. Sa. two bars

or,

betw. three towers ar.

A lion's gamb couped or, grasping a key sa.
Cleborne (Kellerby, co. York). Ar. three chev.

Crest

—

interlaced

a chief of the last.
Ar. a chev. betw. three stags sa.
Az. a wolf saliant ar.
Clederow. Sa. on a chev. betw. three eagles displ. with
two necks ar. five annulets gu.
Clederow. Az. on a bend beW. three martlets or, as many
in base sa.

Clebuxy.
Clece.

martlets of the

field.

Clederow.
Clederow.

Gu. on a bend or, three mullets az.
Gu. a saltire engr. or.
Clederow^. Az. (another, gu.) three covered cups or.
Cleere St. Az. the sun in splendour ppr.
Cleevaulx. Or, a saltire gu.
Cleeve. Ar. on a fesse betw. three foxes' heads erased sa.
as many mullets or. Crest
A fox's head erased sa.
Cleg'at (Kent). Erm. on a fesse sa. three pheons or. Crest
An eagle's head erm. ducally crowned and beaked or,
betw. two wings sa.
Cleggr (Allerton, co. Lancaster). Sa. on a fesse betw. two
\ons pass, counterpass. ar. a mullet of the first pierced of

—

—

the second.

Crest

—An

eagle rising ar.

Cleg'g' (Little Clegg, co. Lancaster). Sa. a compound cross,
the upper and lower arms being cross crosslets fitchee, the
side arms being plain crosses, all conjoined in the centre
betw. four acorns ar.
Creit
A griffin's head couped.
Motto— Q,vd potest capere capiat.
Clegliorn (Scotland). Per pale indented sa. and ar. on the
last a mullet of the first.
Crest
A dexter hand issuing
from a cloud in the sinister, holding a branch of laurel, all
ppr. Jkfot(o— Insperata floruit.
Clegrliorn (Spain, originally of Scotland). Per fesse ar. and
az. three martlets counterchanged.
Crest
An arm in
armour embowed, throwing a dart ppr. it/ot^o— Sublimit
petimus.
Cleiveland (The Lowe, Lindridge, co. Worcester; Rev.
William Cleiveland, Rector of All Saints, Worcester, m.
1725, Elizabeth, dau. and heiress of Joshca Lowe, Esq.,
their son Rev. William Cleiveland, inherited the Lowe
estate).
Per chev. sa. and erm. a chev. engr. counterchanged. Crett The head and neck of a white fishing eaglo

—

—

—

—

erased ppr.

Cleland

(that Ilk, co. Lanark).

Az. a hare saliant ar. with

A\

a Iraiitinfr horn vert, ^mished gn- hanging abont the neck.
Crut—K falcon standing on a sinister hand glove ppr.
Supporter! ^Two greyhounds ppr. Mottoes Non sibi and
For sport.

—

Oleland

—

(Fasklne, Scotland).

;

The same, with the addition

of a chief ar. charged with a sword fesseways az. hilt and
pomel or. Crest A falcon rising ppr. Motto— Si pouvois.

—

Cleland

(Edinburgh, 1672). Az. a hare saliant guard, ar.
with a hunting horn hanging about the neck vert, garnished
Ku. within a bordure counter compony of the second and
flrst. Crest—A buck standing at gaze ppr. Crest— Ne cadam
in insidias.

Clelland

fBarbadoes, 1692). Az. a bare saliant ar. with a
hunting horn round the neck vert, garnished gu. within a
bordure wavy of the second, charged with three crescents
and as many roses of the last. Crest A rose gu. barbed
and stalked vert. Motto Fragrat delectat et sanat.
Clemell. Az. a naked arm embowed a maunch hanging
from the shoulder, holding in the hand a baton all ppr.
Clement (Chardstock, co. Dorset, and Plymouth, co. Devon.
Ar. two bends wavy gu. on a chief of
Visit. Devon, 1620).
the last, three estoiles or. Ci-est—Oa a mount vert a grifBn

—

—

sejant or.

Clement

(Kent). Ar. two bends wavy sa. on a chief gu.
three leopards" faces or.
Ar. two bends wavy sa. betw. as many leopards'
faces gu. within a bordure of the third.
Clement. Ar. two bends wavy sa. on a chief gu. three

Clement.

leopards' faces or, all within a bordure

and

gobony of the

first

nz.

Clement

(Kent). Erm. three garbs gu. within a bordure sa.
bezantee, a canton of the arms of Lonovill.
(Norfolk). Gu. three garbs ar. within a bordure

Clement
sa.

Crest— A. lion pass. ar. guttle de sang.
Paly of six ar. and az. a fesse gu.
Ar. three bars nebulee and a bend sa. on a chief

bezantee.

Clement.
Clement.
gu. as

many

leopards' faces or.

Clement.

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three portcullises or.
Clement (Lower Clapton, co. Middlesex). Per fesse indented
ar. and gu. three garbs counterchanged, all within a bordure
Ba. charged with ten crosses crosslet of the first.
Crest
lion pass. ar. guttee de sang gorged with a collar and charged
on the body with two crosses crosslet in fesse gu.
Clement (Fun. Ent. of Abraham Clement, d. at Killenacrat,
CO. Cavan, 5 April, 1677).
Ar. two bends wavy sa. on a

—

chief gu. three bezants.
Clements (Earl of Leltrim). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two
bends wavy sa. on a chief gu. three bezants, for Clements ;
2nd and 3rd, per pale indented or and gu., for Bermingham.
Crest

— A hawk ppr.

mouth a

trefoil

;

—

Supporters
Dexter, a buck ppr., in its
sinister, a buck ppr. plain collared or.

Motto^Patriis virtutibus.
(Ashfleld Lodge, co. Cavan). Same Arms, Crest
and Motto, without Berminoham quartering.
Clements (Lccas-Clements, granted 23 July, 1823, to
Theopbilus Edward Lucas, Esq., of Rathenny, co. Cavan,
on his assuming by royal Ucencethe additional surname and
arras of Clements). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two bendleta
wavy sa. on a chief gu. three bezants, for Clements 2nd
and 3rd, ar. a fess betw six annulets gu., for Lucas. Crests
Ist: A hawk close ppr. belled and jessed or; 2nd: A demi
gtjfhoa ar. beaked and membered or. il/o«o— Patriis vir-

Clements

;

—

Clementson.

Ar. on a chev. az. three wheat sheaves or.

— An arm from the elbow ppr. vested paly gu. and

cuff counterchanged, holding a

Clemsby

Clenedon

(co.

bordure engr.

Ar. three escallops gu. within a

Wilts).

sa.

Clenehond.

Per chev. engr. sa. and erm.
Ar. three covered cups sa.
Worcester quartered by Fountainb. "Visit. WorAr. a feisse wavy betw. three lions' gambs
cester, 1634).
erased and bendways sa.
Crest
Two lions' gambs, erect
sa. holding a chaplet vert, flowered or.
Clephan (Carslogie, Scotland). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on tho
head a helmet hz. Crest A dexter hand holding a helmet

Clener.

Clent

(co.

;

—

ppr.

Motto

— Ut sim

—

paratior.

Clephane (Gen. William Douglas Clephane, of Carslogie,
jii. the dau. and heir of Maclean, of Torloisk.
Their dau.
and heir m. the 2nd Marquis of Iftrrthamplon). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp, gu., in the dexter chief point
an esquire's helmet az. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a heart gu. regally
crowned ppr. within a bordure az. charged with eight
buckles or, on a chief of the fourth three mullets of the
Crest and Motto, us the last.
first, for Douglas, of Kirkness.
Supporters Two unicorns ar. horned, hoofed, and maned sa.
;

—

Clepole

(Narborough, co. Notts).

three hurts.
coronet or.

Crest

—A

fleur-de-lis

Clepsey. Gu. a fesse betw.
Clerbeck. Erm. three bars

Or, a chev. az. betw.
enfiled with a ducal

three lozenges ar.
gu. each charged with as

(Leicestershire).

Crest — A tower ppr.
or.
Clench, or Clynch (Ireland, and

Gu. a saUire

or,

palm branch ppr.

Ar. a lion ramp. purp. crowned
Bridgenorth, co. Salop).

an annulet of the last.
Clench (Ilarksled, co. Suffolk). Gu. six annulets or, conjoined
pairs,
In
two pairs in chief, and one in base, a chief of the
second (another, without the chief). Crest— Oat of a Saxon
crown or, (on the verge of the crown this Motto— Tien le
Droii) an arm erect, couped at the elbow, vested gu. cufTcd
ar. holding in tlie hand ppr. a club vert, spiked of the first.
Clench. Az. a bend vair double cottised or. Crest—
reindeer's head cabossed ppr.
Clench. Gu. a bend indented point in point ar. and sa.
or, in chief

cottised or.

Olenche.
Olendon.

Gu. (another, az.) a bend nebulee ar. cottised or.
Sa. a fesse dancett^e (another, indented) betw.
three bugle horns or. Crett—A stag's head ppr. betw. the
•ttires a cross pattee ar.

Clendon.

Or, a lion ramp. sa. (another, ar.)

Clenedon

(co.

Somerset.

eacallopt gu.

202

Vtait.

Devon,

crowned ga.
Knn. three

1620).

many

crosses pattee or.

Clere (Ormsby,
displ. or.

Ar. on a fesse az. three eagles
of a ducal coronet or, a plume of
Another Crest The sun or, betw. two

co. Norfolk).

Cvest

— Out

ostrich feathers ar.

—

wings az. on each a crescent gold.
Clere (Kilkenny, Fun. Ent. of Katherinb Clere, wife of Sir
Thomas Masterson, Knt. of Ferns Castle, co. Wexford.
She d. 1596). Arms same as last.
Clere (Kilbury, co. Tipperary: the heiress. Mart Clere, m.
Sir William Parsons, 4th bart. of Birr Castle, King's Co.).

Same as last.
Clere (London, Haggerstone,

co. Middlesex, and Barking, co.
Essex; claiming descent from the ancient Norfolk family
of Clere, a branch of which became seated at Kilbury, co.
Tipperary). Ar. on a fess engr. az. three eagles displ. or, and
Crest
Out of an antique Irish crown
in chief a trefoil ppr.
Motto Virtute non verbis.
or, five ostrich feathers ar.
Clere (Cornwall). Per pale az. and or, a sun (another, three
suns) counterchanged.
Clere. Gu. three pears or. Crest A camel's head ducally
gorged ppr. bridled gu.
Clere. Ar. a cro'ss betw. four estoiles gu.
Clere. Az. a wolf salient ar.
and Children (The Society
ClergTT-men's
for the Relief of. Granted by Duudale, Garter, and St.
George, Clarenceux, 1G84). Lozengy ar. and sa. on a chief
purpure a cross pattee or, betw. two books open of tlic first
Crest
A female
garnished and clasped of the fourth.
figure, the emblem of charity, standing on a wreath vested
in a loose garment sa., head, breast, hands, and feet, ppr.
hair dishevelled or, accompanied with three naked boys,
one on the dexter side and one in each arm of the second
crined of the third.
Clerk (Pennycuick, co. Edinburgh, bart. 1679). Or, a fesse
chequy az. and ar. betw. two crescents in chief gu. and a
boar's head couped in base sa. Crest A demi huntsman
winding a horn ppr. over it this Motto Free for a blast.
Supporters The dexter, a savage, wreathed about the head
and middle with oak, in the dexter hand a bow with quiver
of arrows slung over the shoulders and the skin of a wild
the sinister, a
beast hanging behind the back all ppr.
Druid priest with flowing beard ppr. vested and hooded ar.
holding in the sinister hand a branch of oak acorned ppr.
Motto Aniat victoria curam.
Clerk (Mavis Bank). As Pennycuick within a bordure gu.

—

—

—

Widows

—

—

—

—

tutibus.

Cretl

CLS
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CI.B

;

—

charged with eight bezants.
Motto— Amat, victoria curam.

Crest

—As

of Pennycuick.

Clerk (Bralaccan, co. Argyll, 1764). Or, a fess chequy
C^est
.\ dexter
az. and ar. betw. three boars' heads sa.
hand couped at the elbow brandishing a broad sword all
Fortiter ubique.
ppr. Motto
Clerk (James Hamilton Clerk, Lieut. R.N., 1778). Gu. a
fess chequy ar. and az. in chief a crescent of the second
betw. two cinquefoils erm. and in base a cinquefuil of the
last betw. two crescents of the second.
Crest
An oak tree
frueted ppr.
Motto
In robore decus.
Clerk (Norwich). Or, a fesse chequy az. and ar. betw. three
crescents in chief gu. and a boar's head couped sa. betw.
two mullets of the fourth in base, all within a bordure engr.

—

—

—

—

—

of the fifth.
Crest
A demi forester ppr. on the breaeta
star ar.
Motto— Amat victoria curam.
Clerk (Edmonton, co. Middlesex; Felix Cuebk, ton of

A

;

CLE
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HvMPBBET Clerk, by Elizabeth,

dan. and heiress of Isaac
Manning, of London, and grandson of James Clebe, of
Kendal, co. Westmoreland, descended out of the co. York.
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Or, on a bend enpr. az. an escallop ar. quartcrine for Manning, gu. three crosses botonee
Crfst
or.
A demi griffin or, gorged with a fess engr. az.
Gierke (Hitcham, CO. Buckingham, bart.). Ar. on a bend
gu. betw. three pellets as many swans of the field, on a
sinister canton az. a demi ram salient of the first and in
chief two Ueurs-de-lis or, over all a baton trunked.
Crest

—

—

A

head couped ppr.
Gierke ^granted 25 May, 1761). Chequy ar. and az. two
chev. gu. on a canton or, an anchor sa. Crest Out of a
naval coronet or, a Moor's head ppr.
Gierke (John Clerk, Auditor of the Duchy of Lancaster,
temp. Henry VI 1. Visit. Hunts, 1618). Barry of four gu.
and vert three plates, two and one.
Gierke (Dudley, co. Worcester, quartered by Rudino, of
rara's

—

Same

Westcoates, co. Leicester).

Watercroft.
(certified
ty

tering

Gierke

as the preceding, guar-

George,

Clarenceux, 1633, to
HcMPBRBT Clerke. of EdmontOD, co. Middlesex, gent.).
Or, on a bend engr. az. an escallop ar.
Crest
A demi
gri£Bn wings endorsed or, gorged with a collar engr. az.
Gierke (Ford. co. Kent. Philipotfs Visit. Kent, 1619). Or,
on a bend engr. az. a cinquefoil of the first. Crest— A greyhound's head or, charged on the neck with a cinquefoil az.
Gierke. Or, two bars az. on a chief of the last three escallops
of the first.
Crest
In clouds ppr. a hand ir. holding a
St.

—

—

branch

vert.

Gierke

(Westholme, co. Someriet). Or, a fesse chequy az.
and ar. betw. two crescents in chief gu. and a boar's head
couped in base sa. all within a borJure of the second. Crest
and Mottoes A demi huntsman winding a horn ppr., over
it
"free for a blast;" below arms, " Amat victoria
curam."

—

Gierke

(Burford, co. Somerset). Same as the preceding.
Gierke. Or, on a bend sngr. az. a mullet pierced ir.
Crist
On a partridge ppr. an eagle's leg gu. winged at the

—

Same Arms and

in the

arms betw three wolves' heads erased

sa.

Cleve, or Clive 'Walford, co. Salop). Same Arm.i. Crest
A wolfs head erased per pale dancettee ar. and sa.
Cleve. Ar. an esc.irbuncle sa.
Cleve. Az. an escarbuncle of eight rays or, over all aa

—

escutcheon sa.

Cleveden.

ramp. gu. crowned az.
Hon ramp. az. crowned gu.
-Or, a lion ramp, crowned sa.
Clevedon (quartered by Hillersden, of Memland, co.
Devon. Visit. 1620). Ar. three escallops gu. a border sa.
Clevehound. Per chev. engr. sa. and cnn.
Cleveland, Duke of. See Vanb.
Cleveland. Per chev. sa. and erm. a chev. engr. counterchanged. CreH A demi old man ppr. habited az. having
on a cap gu. ;uraed up with a hair front, holding in lUo
dexter hand a spear headed ar. on the top of which is fixed
a line ppr. passing behind him, and coiled up in the sinister
hand.
Cleveley. Ar. two shey. sa. each charged with five hone

Clevedon

Or, a lion

Or, a

(Essex).

Clevedon.

—

nails or.

Clever

Or, three bars az. in chief tbrc«

(co. Hertford, 1684).

moscles

on a canton of the

last a fesse ar.
Ar. a covered cup sa.
Gu. a cross betw. two fusils in chief or, and
as many bucKs' heads erased ar. armed of the second in base.
Clevland (Tapley, CO. Devon). Az. a hare salient or,
collared gu. to the collar a buglehom pendent sa.
Crest
sa.

Clever, or Clevere.
Cleverill.

—

cubit arm erect, vested az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand
ppr. a dagger of the second, hilt and pomel or. Motto
Audaces juvat.

—

Cle'W, or Cle'We.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three nailj sa.
(Nasch Court, in Thanet, co. Kent;. Ar. a

Cleybrooke

cross (ormee gu.

Cleypool, or Claypoole.
Cle3n:o.

gu-

Gierke.
Gierke.

Gu. a saltire betw. four boars' heads couped ar.
Gu. a saltire (another, engr.) betw. four horses'

heads couped

Or, a chev. az. betw. three

Gierke.

Quarterly, Ist

boars' heads or

;

and

4th, gu.

2nd and 3rd,

az.

a

saltire

betw. four

a chev. betw. three

Erm. a fesse gu. betw. ten trefoils
Or, on two bars gu. three bezants.

eagle's

head erased

ar. in the

beak a branch of

laurel vert.

Glerkson

(Kirkiton and Mansfield Woodhouse, co. Xotlingham). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three annulets or. Crest
A hand and arm clad in complete armour lying fesseways
ppr. couped below the elbow gu. grasping in the gauntlet a
Bword erect ar. hilt and pomel or, on the blade i split
pennon of the second flotant towards the sinister.
Clermont. Gu. the field replenished with trefoils, two
dolphins endorsed ar. Crest A savage ppr. wreathed about
the head and middle with leaves yen and standing on a
serpent of the last.
Clermont. Gu. two pikes haurient in pale betw. nine trefoils slipped or.
Crtst
A polecat ppr.
Clermont, Baron. See Fobtescue.
Glercwe. Gu. a saltire engr. or.

—

—

—

(Croft, co.

York, descended from Sir HAM0^a> dk

Clekvadlx, temp. Conquest, and represented by Chaitob).
Sa. a saltire or. Crest An eagle displ. (sometimes a heron)

—

ppr.

Clervaux, or Clervaulz
Clery.

See OClebt.

Clesby

(Clesby,

co. York).

(1267).

Or, a saltire sa.

Ar. three bends engr. gu. a

canton ermines.
(co. York).
Gu. a fesse ar. in chief two pl&tcs.
Crest
A deer pass. ppr.
Clesby. Same Arms. Crest An ensign ppr. coat gu.
holding a banner of the last.
Clesby (co. York). Gu. two bends ar. a canton erm.
Clesby. Gu. a fesse betw. three fusils (another, lozenges

Clesby

—

—

another, cinquefoils) ar.

Clespesby

(Clespesby). Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend
ga. three mullets pierced of the first.

2U3

—Out of a

(Moate Castle,
and Motto.

Cliburne (Chbume,
interlaced in base sa.
Sa.

(co.

bordure engr.

Clidero'we.
Clidero'we.

ducal coronet a wolfs head sa.

vincit invidiam.

Clibbom

Clidero'we
Cliderovre

Or, a cross raguly betw. four trefoils slipped Tert.

Clervaux

Motto— WtUis

Same

co. 'WeBtmeath).

co. Westmorland).
a chief of the last.

Kent).

Or, a

Aj~m$,

Ar. three chev.

on a chev. betw. three eagles

annulets gu.
(Cheshire).

slipped sa.

Sa. three plates.

— An

Ar. a chev. voided betw. three wolves' heads sa.
last an escallop betw. two round buckles of

Crest

field.

Cliderow.

leopards' heads ar.

saltire engr. or.

on a chief of the

Crest,

or.

Gu. a

Clibborn.
the

Crest

co. MiddleCrest as Clive, of Styche, the fesse

sex).

torteaux, a bordure engr. vert.

thigh or.

Gierke. Or, two bars az. in chief three escallops ;u. Crest
— An arm holding an arrow ar. feathered or.
Gierke. Az. a fesse or, on a chief of the last three escallops

Gierke.
Gierke.
Gierke.
Gierke.

CL,I

Cleure. Ar. a covered cup sa.
Cleve. See Clive, Huxley, co. Chester.
Cleve, or Clive (London and Colney Hatch,

displ. ar. five

saltire engr. gu.

Ar. three covered

cups and

a,

sa.

Gu. on a bend
Sa. three

ar. three mullets of the first.

leopards' faces

or, jessant-de-Iis

ar.

Clifden, Viscount.
Cliffe
vert.

(cos.

See Aoab-Ellis.
Ar. three popinjays
archer ppr. coat vert, shooting an arrow

York, Devon, and Essex).

Cv.st

— An

from a bow of the first.
Cliffe. See Clive, Earl of Powis.
Cliffe (confirmed to Antboht Cliffe, Esq., of Bellevue, co.
Wexford; descended from John Ciotfe, of Westminster,
who accompanied Cromwell's army to Ireland, 1649, and
obtained extensive grants of land there). Erm. on a fess
betw. three wolves' heads erased sa. a trefoil betw. two
mullets or. Crest A wolfs head erased quarterly per pale
indented or and sa. Motto In cruce glorior.
Cliffe (Witley, CO. Salop, and Matherne, co. Hereford ; Alam
Cliffe, Esq., of Witley, was sheriff of Worcester, 1691). Ar.
on a fesse betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. as many
mullets of the field. Cresi— Two lions' paws in saltire, erased,
each holding a seax (a knife or dagger) in pale ppr.
Cliffon. Ar. three bcndlets gu.
Clifford. Chequy or ana az. a fesse (or bendlet) gu. Tbe
CufFORDs of Bobbing Court, co. Kent, bore chequy or and
sa. a fesse and bordure gu. on the fesse a crescent ar.,
which ccat they quartered with Savage: these Arms of
Clifford are on the roof of the cloisters of CanterburyCathedral, and in St. Margaret's Church, in that city,
impaled with Savage. The first Lord Clifford bore chequy
or and az. a bendlet gu. which the elder line kept as
long as it continued. A second son turned the bendlet
into a bend, and placed on it three lioncels pass, or from
him the Cliffords of Frampton descend. Uoosm Clifford.
8on of Walteb tbe first, for the bendlet took a fosse gu

—

—

;

;

C
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home by the Sarlt of Cumberland, and others of
that branch.
(Earl
of Cumberland, created 1525, extinct 1643).
Clifford
Chequy or and az. a fess gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
Dexter, a wyvern gu.
or, a wyvern rising gu. Supporters
which was

—
—

—

Motto Desormais.
sinister, a monkey ppr. chained or.
Clifford (Sir Lewis Cliffokd, K.G., temp. Richard II.,
Chequy or and az.
younger son of Robert, Lord Clifford).
a less gu. a border of the last.
of
Chudleigh).
Chequy
or and az.
Clifford (Baron Clifford
a fesse gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a wyvern
^Two wyverns purpure.
Motto
rising gu. Supporters

——

Semper paratus.
Clifford (bart. extinct).

—

Chequy or and

az.

on a chief ar. a

mullet of the second. Crest— A leopard guard, liolding in
Virtus mille
the dexter paw a spear erect, all ppr. Motto

—

scuta.

Hereford). Chequy or and az. a
Clifford
Crest
A griffin
fesse gu., quartering Morgan of Tredegar.
segreant sa. Motto Semper paratus.
Clifford (co. Hereford). Same Arms, the fess charged with
(Perristone, co.

—

—

three cinquefoils ar.
Clifford (Bishop of Worcester, 1401-7). Chequy or and az.
on a fess gu. a mitre stringed ar. a border of the second.

Chequy or and az. a fesse and bend gu.
(Kent). Chequy or and az. a fesse gu. within a
bordure engr. of the tliird, bezant^e.
Clifford (co. Somerset). Chequy or and az. a bend gu.
Clifford (Frampton, co. Gloucester). Chequy az. and or, on
Clifford
Clifford

(Kent).

—

abend gu. three lions pass, of the second. Creit A hand
Dulcis amor patriae.
ppr. holding a fleur-delis or. Motto
Clifford. Gu. a chev. betw. three talbots' beads erased or.
Cre^t
A talbot's head erased gu. eared or.

—

—

Clifford.
Clifford.

Chequy or and az. a fesse sa.
Chequy or and az. on a fesse

ar. three

bendlets

Clifford
Clifford

Chequy or and az. a bendlet gu.
Chequy or and az. on a fesse gu. three

leopards'

faces of the

Clifford.

Chequy, or and

az.

on a chief gu. three leopards'

mem-

from William de Clifton, one of the collectors of the aids
for the county of Lancaster temp. Henry III., and now
represented by John Talhot Clifton, Esq., of Clifton, and
Lytham Sir Thomas Clifton, of Westby and Clifton, was
created a bart. 1642, and d. s. p. m., 1C94). Crest A dexter
arm embowed in armour holding a sword, all ppr. Motto
Mortem aut triumphum.
Clifton (Clifton Hall, co. Nottingham, bart. Title dormant
since 1869). Sa. a lion ramp, within an orle of cinquefoils
ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu., a demi peacock, per
pale ar. and sa., the wings expanded, counterchanged.
Motto Tenez le droit.
:

—

—

—

—

Clifton (Clifton Hall, co. Notts exemplified to Robert
Henry Mare hah, Esq., on assuming, by royal licence dated
6 Aug 1849, the name of Clifton instead of Markham).
;

,

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. a lion ramp, within an orle of
2nd and 3rd, az. on a chief
erniinois a demi lion issuant betw. two crosses pattee gu., for
Markham. Crests— Cuttoh Out of a ducal coronet gu. a
demi peacock per pale ar. and sa. Markham A lion sejant
guard, winged or, with a glory round the head ar. semee of
crosses pattfe gu., and supporting an ox yoke gold. Motto
cinquefoils ar., for Clifton;

:

;

:

—

le droit.

Clifton (Lord

Clifton;

Parliament 1376-88;
over all a bend erm.

Clifton (Bokenham,

JoBN DE Cliftoh waa summoned to
abeyance). Chequy or and gu.

title in

co. Norfolk).

Same Arms, on

the bend

fleur-de-lis sa. for difT.

(Toftrey, co. Norfolk).

(co. York).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed gu. within
an oile of eight cinquefoils of the second.

Henry

(Sheriff of Norfolk, temp.

and a

cinquefoils

lion

ramp,

or,

VI.).

semee of

Sa.

within a bordure sa. verdoy

of trefoils ar.

Clifton.

Sa. a lion ramp. ar. langued and armed gu. within
a bordure of the second, charged with eight trefoils, slipped

of the

field.

Clifton (arms

in a

Oxon).

Sa.

Visit.

window in Dorchester Church, co. Oxford.
a Uon ramp. ar. debruised by a bend

gi'.

Clifton.
Clifton.
Clifton.
Clifton.
Clifton.
Clifton.
Clifton.
Clifton.

Clifton
on a

Ar. a lion ramp. ar. armed gu.

Gu. a

lion

ramp.

crowned

ar.

or.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
The same, within a bordure gobonated or and az.
Gu. five bendlets ar.
Gu. billettee a lion ramp. ar.
Ar. a lion ramp. az. debruised with a bendlet or.

(quartered by

Bromley, in JIarl. M^., 1507).

Ar.

fesse sa. betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu., three cross crosslets

or.

Clinch.
in fesse

Vert, a lion ramp. ar.
and gauntleted, an eagle

Crest

—On a hand, couped

rising ppr.

Clinch (Ireland). Or, three lozenges sa.
Clindan. Or, on a bend sa. three crescents of the field.
Clindan, or Clindon. Or, a lion ramp. sa. crowned
gil-

ding's. Sa. six lions ramp. ar.
Clinkscales. Ar. two lances

three, two, and one.
in saltire sa. pennons gu.
surmounted by an esquire's helmet az. Crest A dexter
arm embowed in mail, and holding a sword ppr. Motto

—

Manu forti.
Clint (London).

Gu. a chev. betw. three garbs or.
(Earl of Huntingdon. Sir William de Clinton
was summoned to Parliament 1330, and created Earl of
Huntingdon 1337 earldom extinct, 1354).
Ar. six cross
crosslets fitchee sa. three, two, and one, on a chief az. two
mullets or, pierced gu.

sa. for diff.

(Cheshire).

Az. on a bend ar. three mullets pierced

(Hodstock). Ar. a lion saliant, tail forked sa.
(Kent). .Sa. on a bend ar. three mullets gu.

Clifton.

The same Arms. Crest— An arm lying fessewayi
vested a/,, holding in the hand ppr. a hawk ar.
Clifton (cos. l-aneaster and York). Ar. on a bend sa. three
mullets of th<! first. Crest — An arm embowed in armour ppr.
garnished or, holding In the
Bold.
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Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar., six cross crosslets
and one, on a chief az.. two mullets
pierced gu., for Clinton 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, Ist
and 4th, az. three pelicans ar. vulned ppr., forpEuiAM; 2nd
and 3rd, az. two demi belts with buckles ar. erect, the buckles
fitchee sa., three, two,

or,

;

an honorary augmentation,

in chief as

gauntlet a sword ar. hilt

in

memory

of Sir

John Pelham taking John, King

of France, prisoner.
out of a ducal coronet gu. a plume of five
ostriches' feathers ar. banded with a line laid chevronways
az., for Clinton
2nd, a peacock in pride ppr., for Pelham.
Supporters Two greyhounds ar., collared and lined gu.
Motto Loyaulte n'a honte.
Clinton, Baron. Sec Tkefusis.
Clinton (Welwyn, co. Herts). Ar. six crosses crosslet fitchee sa. three two and one, on a chief az. two mullets
pierced or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu. five ostrich
feathers ar. banded by a ribbon az.
Clinton (co. Warwick). Paly of six or and az., a fesse erm.
and a canton of the first.
Clinton (co. Warwick: arms of Sir John de Clinton, of
Coleshill, ton;). Edward III., fifth in descent from Os born
DE Clinton, temp. Henry II., nephew of Geoffrey db
Clinton, a Norman; Johanna, dau. and heir of said Sir
Crests

—

1st,

;

—

—

—

John, m. Sir John de Moontfobd, 27 Edward III., 1352).
Ar. on a chev. az. two fleurs-de-lis or.
Clinton (co. Warwick. Arms of John de Clinton, of Maxtoke, nephew of Sir John de Clinton, of Coleshill). Ar. on
a chief az. two mullets or, pierced gu.
Clinton (Wiltshire). Ar. achiefaz.
Clinton. Ar. on a chief az. two mullets of six points or,
pierced of the

Same Arms, on the bend a

gu.

Clifton
Clifton

Clifton

Clifton

Lyme).

;

mullet

on a bend

Clinton, Pelham-Clinton (Duke of NcwcasHe-under-

Az. three chain shot or.
Barry of six ar. and sa.

Clifford-Constable, Bart. See Constable.
Clifton (Clifton and Lytham Hall, co. Lancaster descended

Clifton

Sa.

;

Or, (another, ar.) three eagles displ. gu.

Clifford.
Clifford.

a

Herts and Middlesex).

the sinister chief a fleur-de-lis or.
(Harrington, co. Somerset). Sa. a lion ramp. betw.
eight cinquefoils and a tref'-il in chief slipped ar.
ar. three mullets gu. in

Clifton

—

bered az.

Clifton

cos.

I

Clinton

first.

faces ar.

Clifford.

Tenez

Clifton (London,

C L

Clinton.
Clinton.
Clinton.
Clinton.

Clinton

first.

Paly of six or and az. a chief erm.
Sa. on a bend ar. three mullets pierced gu.
Or, three piles az. a canton erm.
Chequy or and az. a chief erm.
(also borne by Lacy.
See Lact of Ireland).

Ar. a

fess gu.

Clinton, or Clynton

(Lecale in Ulster). Ar. six crosB
and one, on a chief az. three

crosslets fltchde sa. three, two,

crescents of the

first.

Clinton (Uowdetown,

co.

Louth

;

Marobet, dau.

of

Thomas

Clinton, of that place m. James Crelie, of the Newry.
Kun. Ent. Ire., 1618). Ar. six cross crosslets fitchee, ttire«,

A
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two, and one, sa. on a chief az. three mullets of the
border gobonny gu., and of the third.

Clinton, or Clynton

first,

Same Arms.

(Ireland).

Olipsham. Az. two chev. betw. three cinquefoils
Motto— Fortiter.
Crest — A boar's head couped sa.
Clisald.

Barry nebulee of six

a

ar.

and gu. on a bend

or.

embattled, with three towers domed, on each a

Clitherow

(Lord Mayor of London, 1635). Ar. on a chev.
Out
gu. betw. three eacles displ. sa. five annulets or. Crest
of a tower ar. a denii lion ramp. sa.
Clitherow (Boston House, co. Middlesex). Same Arms and

—

Crest.

Clitlierow

Same Arms, a

crescent for
Crest
Out of a tower or, a demi lion ramp, issuing sa.
di£F.
charged on the shoulder with a crescent for diff.
Clitherow (Salesbury, co. Lancaster). Gu. a saltire engr. or.
(certified

—

1779).

Gu. a fesse indented point in point, sa. and ar.
betw. three owls' heads erased of the third.
Cliton. Gu. six crowns flory or.
Clitron (Scotland). Gu. in chief three mullets ar. and in
base a boar's head erased or.
Clive (Huxley, Cheshire). Ar. on a fesse sa. three mullets
Crest— K griffin pass. ar. ducally gorged gu.
or.
Cli'Ve (Siyche, co. Salop, Lord Clive). Ar. on a fesse sa.
A griffin pass. ar. ducally gorged
three mullets or. Crest
gu. Supporters Dexter, an elephant ar. sinister, a leopard
Audacter et sincerfe.
guard, ppr. ducally gorged gu. Motto
Clive, Windsor-Clive (Baron Windsor). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. on a fesse sa. three mullets or 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a saltire ar. betw. twelve cross crosslets or. Crests
1st, a griffin pass. ar. ducally gorged gu.; 2nd, a buck's head
affronted couped at the neck ar. attired or. Supporten—
Two unicorns ar. armed, maned, tufted, and unguled or.
Mntto^Je me fle en Dieu.
Clive (VVormbridge, co. Hereford, descended from Edwaiid
Clive, younger brother of Robebt Clive, Esq., of Styche,
the grandfather of the first Lord Clive). Same Arms as
Clivb of Styche. Crest On a mount vert a griffin with
wings endorsed ar. ducally collared gu.
Clive (Whitfield, co. Hereford). Same Arms as last. Crest—
A griffin pass. ar. ducally gorged gu. Motto Audacter et

Cliton.

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

sincere.

Clive. See Herbert, Farl of Fowls.
Clive. See Cliffe.
Clive, or Cleeve (London). Ar. on a

fesse betw. three
many mullets or. Crest A horse's
betw. two wings ar.
Clivedon. Or, a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned ar.
Clivedon. Ar. three escallops gu.
Cloake. Gu. on a chev. betw. three pairs of wheat sheaves
saltireways ar. as many butts sa. Crest Out of a pliune of
ostrich feathers an eagle rising, all ppr.
Clobbs (quartered by Holte, of Stoke Lyne, co. Oxford.
Visit. Oxon). Gu. on a chev. betw. three salmon ar. as many
martlets sa. on a chief indented of the second three escallops of the first.
Clobery (Bradston, co. Devon, resident at that place for
eleven generations before Visit. 1620 the heiress m. Gltn).
Ar. a chev. betw. three bats displ. sa. Crest
An antelope's
head erased ar. attired or.

—

wolves' heads erased sa. as

head

sa.

—

;

Clockmakers,

Company

—

of (London).

Sa. a clock

the four pillars thereof erected
capital a globe with a cross

crown,

—A

on four lions, and on each
and in the midst an imperial

—

sphere or.
Supporters The
holding a scythe and an hour
glass, representing Time, and of an emperor in robes crowned
holding a sceptre. Motto
Tempus rerum iinperator.
Clode. Gu. four lozenges pierced ar. one, two, and one, in
chief a label of three points of the second. Crest A demi
lion hnlding a lozenge, as in the arms.
all

figures of

or.

Crest

a naked old

man

—

—

Clodshall

(Saltley, co. Warwick
Richard de Clodsball
was living temp. Edward IIL; the heiress, Elizabeth, dau.
of Richard Clodshall, grandson of the preceding, m.
Robert Arden Dogdale). Gu. nine estoiles three three
and three betw. two bars gemel wavy or.
Cloeshall (Pedmore, co. Worcester. Ai-ms from the church
window at Pedmore). Gu. six estoiles betw. two bars yavy

gcmels

a mount ppr. a

hawk

rising also ppr. belled

and

crowned with an antique crown or, and charged on the
breast with a rose gu.
Motto—Turns raihi fortis Deus.
Cloke (Kent). Per pale az. and gu. three griffins' heads
erased or. Crest
\ demi bear ramp. sa.

—

Cloliver.

Or,

on a chief

sa. three piles ar.

each charged

with a bezant.

or.

all

(London, from Kirkcudbright,. 1813). Or, on a
pass. ar. on a canton erm. a demi savage
ppr. holding a club vert upright in his right hand and in his
left a chain fastened to a belt az. encircling his body.
Cict

— On

Clisson. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Clist (Clist and Hennock, co. Devon; the heiress in. Tremenet). Ar three piles in point wavy az.
Clitheroe, To'WTI of (Lancashire). Az. on a mount vert
castle

Clog'Stoun

bend gu. a ram

three escallops or.
Or, a lion ramp, sa., armed and crowned gu.
Ar. three eagles displ. gu.
Clissolas. Or, a pale gu. betw. two lions ramp. sa.

a

Az. a bishop in pontifical robes seated
on his chair of state, and leaning towards the sinister, bis
left hand supporting a crozier, his right pointing to the
dexter chief, all or, the feet upon a cushion gu. tasscled
gold.

sa.

Clisdon.
Clisdon.

pennon,

CliO

Clogrher, See of.

;

or.
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Clonbrock, Baron. See Dillon.
Cloncurry, Saron. See Lawless.
Clonfert, See of. Az. two croziers in saltire or.
Clonmel, Earl of. See Scott.
Cloos (granted to Rev. Nicholas Cloos, architect of

King's

Camb., by Henry VI.). Ar. on a chev. sa. three
passion nails of the first on a chief of the second three
roses of the field.
Coll.,

Clopton

(CO. Warwick, confirmed in the pedigree of Carew,
Clopton, Sir George Carew, Lord Clopton,
and Earl of Totness, m. Joyce, dau. and heir of William
Clopton, Esq., of Clopton, who d. 34 Elizabeth, 1591,
the sixth in descent from John Cocksfxeld, who assumed
the name of Clopton, temp. Henry VII., being fourtli in
descent from Sir Walter de Cocksfield, called the Marshal
Knight, who purchased the Manor of Clopton from Jambs
Clopton, 4 Edward I., 1275. Visit. Warwick). Per pale or
and gu. a cross patt^e countcrchanged.
Clopton (cos. Bedford and Hereford). Gu. a fesse erm.

as the arms of

betw. six mascles or.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1441).

Clopton
Clopton
two
and

(Clopton, CO. Suffolk, 1586).

cotises dancettee or.

Crest

Same Arms.

Sa. a

bend erw. betw.

—A wolfs head

per pale or

az.

Clopton

Somerset).
displ. az. a mullet or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles

(co.

Clopton

(co. Warwick).
Paly of six (another, four) or and
over aU a lion ramp, countcrchanged.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1491). Same Arms.
Clopton. Az. a bend ar. cottised indented or.
Clopton. Gu. a bend or, betw. six pears erect of the
second, leaved vert.
Clopton, or Clotton. Ar. two bars gu. fretty or.
Clopton. Or, a chev. az.
Clopton. Gu. a fesse betw. six pears or.
Clopton (London). Per pale or and gu.
Closby. Gu. a fesse ar. in chief two plates.
Close. Vert a chev. ar. betw. three garbs or. Orest
garb, as in the arms.
Close, or Closs. Same.<in>M. Crest A boar sa. treadine^

az.

Clopton

—

—

among weeds vert.
Close (Drumbanaeher,

formerly of Elm Park, co. Armagh,
originally from Yorkshire, granted 1812). Az. on a chev.
betw.
three
mullets
or, two buglehorns ppr. stringed gu.
ar.
with a stirrup iron in the centre rest ppr. quartering Maxwell. C)-est Out of an eastern crown or, a demi lion ramp,
vert holding a battle-axe headed ar.
Motto Eortis et

—

—

fidelis.

Close

(Sir

Elm Park,
Crest,

Babri Close,
created a bart

Maxwell Close, of
extinct 1813). Same Arms,

third son of
,

1812,

and Motto.

Close

(Leeds, Manchester, and Nottingham.
The late John
Close, of Manchester, ai. Mart, dau. and sole heiress of

Matthew Rylance,

of Wigan and Liverpool).
Vert a
chev. ar. betw. two bezants, each charged in chief with
a cross pattee gu. and in base a garb or, quartering gu. a
rye sheaf or, pierced in pale by a lance ar. betw. two fleursde-lis of the second in fesse, for P.ylance, of Wigan.
Crest
A garb or, pierced transversely by a spear ppr. headed ar.
Clausus
mox
excelsior.
Motto
Close (Nicholas Close, Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry,
Az. on a chev. or, betw. three falcons close ar. us
1452).
many roses gu.
Clothworkers
(London. Arms granted 1530.
Crest and Supporters, 1587). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. two
hauettes in chief ar. and a teasel in base or. Crest On a
mount vert a ram or. Smiportera
Two griffins or,

—

—

Company

—

—

pellettee.

Clot'wortby

(Clotworthy, co. Devon.
Visit. 1620.)
Az. a
erm. betw. three chaplets or. Crest A stag's head
erased su. attired and charged on the neck with two mullets

cJiev.

—

A
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in pale ar. pierced through the neck with
feather and head of the second, vulned gu.

Clotworthy

(Ireland).

S&me Amu.

Crest

an arrow

or,

—A boar pass. or.

Stapleton, co. York, granted 1612). Sa. a
Crest
fesse humettee erm. bctw. three leopards' heads ar.
demi lion ramp. erm. holding a battle-axe handled sa.

Cloug'h (Thorp

—

A

headed

ar.

Olou^h
Clough

(Clifton

House, co. York). Same Arms and Crett.
Gu. three pine apples ar. a

(Minsterly, co. York).

martlet for

(Hlas Clough, CO. Denbigh,

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

—

;

—

—

Creit

or.

—A

Cloverley
Henry

manor, temp.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cyanus flowers

IV.).

slipped ppr.

Clovile, Clovell, Clovyle, or Clonvyle (West HanAr. two (another, three) chev. sa. each
fleld, CO. Essex).

—

Crest
An ostrich ar. in his
charged with five nails or.
mouth a scroll, with this Motto All is in God. Another
A demi ostrich ar. with wings expanded, in his beak
Crett
a nail or.
Clow. Per fesse ar. and sa. three greyhounds' heads erased,
counterchanged, collared, and ringed gu.
Olowes (cos. Warwick and Stafford; confirmed 28 Oct. 1576).
Az. on a chev. engr. betw. three unicorns' heads erased or,
as many crescents gu. Crest- A demi lion vert, ducally
crowned or, holding a battle-axe of the last, headed ar.
Olo'wes (originally of Sutton, near Macclesfield, subsequently
of Whiteley and Langley, co. Chester, and of Delaford, co.
.Bucks). Same Anus and Crest.
Clowes (Broughton Hal), co. Lancaster, Woodhouse Eaves,
CO. Leicester, Burton Court, co. Hereford, Cotgrave Place,
Sanr.e Arm-^ and Crett.
CO. Notts, &c.).
ClO'wes (London). Same Arms. Crest A demi lion ar.
ducally crowned or, holding a battle-axe also ar. staff gold.
Clpw^eld. Ar. two bars sa. in chief three escutcheons of

—

—

—

the second.

Cloyne, See

Az. a mitre labelled or, betw. three

of.

crosses patti-e fitchee ar.

Cludde
Edward

(Cluddeley, and Orleton, co. Salop; since the 3rd
HI., when that estate was acquired in marriage with

the heiress of Orleton, and has ever since been the chief
place of residence). Quarterly, Ist, ar. a bend double cottLsed
2nd, cnn. a fret sa.
3rd, az. on a bend sa. three martlets of the fltld; 4tli, per fess sa. and ar. six fleurs-de-lis,
three, two, and one, counterchanged.
Crext
A hawk ppr.
bclle<l or, preying on a grey rabbit, vulned in the head ku.

«.

;

;

—

Cludde

(AriK.ld,

Anns and

Crtsl, a

Clued, or Clud
four cottises

.<;a.

«rm.

CO.

Notts.

Visit.

Notts,

1614).

Same

mullet for diff.
(cop. Salop and Notts).
Ar. u bend betw.
Crest
-A bull's head, per chev. gu. and

—

and

lined,

Ar. a chief az. Crest— K wolf
holding in the dexter paw a trefoil

ppr.

Clun, Or Cloun.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

chevalier in

armour, with a baton in his hand, ppr.
(Scotland). Az. a pheon ar. betw. three horns of

full

Clunes

.a

stag or.

Clusius.

Ar. a lion ramp. vert.

Clutterbuck
ar.

(Lippiat,

co. Gloucester).

in chief three escallops of the second.

Az. a lion ramp,
Crest

—Out of a

ducal coronet, a band holding a rose, slipped and leaved,
ppr.

all

Clutterbuck

(f^tington, co. Gloucester, descended from

Richard Clutterbook, Esq., of Kings Stanley, d.
Same Arms. Crest A buck statunt ar. betw. two

—

1591).

laurel

branches ppr.

Clutterbuck

(London, Sir Thomas Clutterbuck, Mer-

chant, Consul at Leghorn, son of Josias Clutterbuck, of
and g^randson of William Cldttebbcck, Esq., of
Eastington, was knighted at Whitehall 4 Aug. 1669, and was
nominated a knight of the Royal Oak Le Neve's Knights).
Bristol,

:

Same

Ai~ins,

&c.

Clutterbuck

William Clutterbuck, second
son of JosLAB Clutterbuck, of the same place, was Mayor
of Bristol, and was knighted 27 Nov. 1683: Le Neve's
Knighln).

(Bristol,

Sir

Sanle Arms, &c.

Clutterbuck

(Warkworth,
Northumberland, deco.
scended from John Clutterbuck, Esq., of Newcastleupon-Tyne, second son of Richard Clutterbuck, Esq., of
Eastington, co. Gloucester). Same Arms and Crest.

Clutterbuck (Newark

Park. Ozleworth, Gloucester, descended from Eastington). Same Arm^ and Crest.
Clutterbuck (Hardenhuish House, co. WUts). Same Arms

and

Crest.

Clutterbuck

(Ireland ; a branch of Clutterbuck, of Eastestablished in Ireland by Major Samuel Clutterbuck, grandson of Thomas Clutterbuck, D.D., Archdeacon
of Winchester, son of Samuel, third son of Clutterbuck
ington,

Clutterbuck
nant of Ireland

—

Same Arms and
(Secretary
1724).

to

Crest.

Lord Carteret, Lord Lieute-

Arms same

as Clutterbuck of Lip-

piat. CreiL
A stag sejant gu. betw. two palm branches ppr.
Clutterbuck (Stanmore, co. Middlesex). Ar. a lion ramp,

gu. in chief three escallops sa.

Same

Crest as Eastington.

Clutton

(Cheshire, originally of Clutton, afterwards of
Nantwich, and of Chorlton, near Malpas).
Ar. a chev.
ermines, cotUsed sa. betw. three annulets gu. Crest
cock or.
Clutton. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three annulets gu. Crest
On a mount the stump of a tree, thereon an owl all ppr.
Clybery. Per pale gu. and sa. a fesse dancett^e ar. in
chief two (another, three) fleurs-de-lis of the last.
Clybury. Ar. a chev. betw. three bats sa.
Clyderow. Gu. on a bend ar. three mullets az.
Clyderow. Gu. a saltire or.
Clyderowe. Ar. three covered cups sa. within a bordure

—
—

engr. of the second.

Clyderowe, or Cletherow. Sa.
jessant-de-lis ar.
Crett — A Roman

a leopard's face or,
soldier in complete
armour, with spear all ppr.
Clyderow^e. Gu. on a bend or, three martlets az.
Clyderowe. Or, a saltire engr. gu.
Clyderoyce. Or, on a bend az. three martlets of the field.
Clyff. Ar. a fesse betw. three popinjays vert, beaked and
legged gu. Crest Two lions' paws in saltire erased, each
holding a seax in pale ppr.
Clyfton. Sa. a lion ramp, within an orle of cinquefoils ar.
Clynam. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Clynbow. Per pale or and az. a fesse gu.
Clsmde. Or, a lion ramp. sa. armed gu.
Clyndon. Or, on a bend sa. three crescents ar.
Clynduke. Az. a chev. ar.
Clynedon, or Clifton (co. Northampton). Ar. three

—

escallops gu.

Clynke. Barry of eight gu. and ar.
Clynke, or Cluyke. Harry of twelve
a cock

Clynt
or,
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Y

Clun. Per fesse az. and ar.
Clun, Clune, or Cloun.

of Eastington.

bull pass. gu.

(Cloverley, co. Salop, lord of that

Cli

Ar. a standing cup, covered sa.
Clulow (Echingham, co. Sussex). Az. fretty ar. a lion ramo.
erm. collared gu. supporting a pillar of stone ppr. Crett—
A mount vert, thereon a demi lion az. fretty ar. collared or,
holding in the dexter paw an ohve branch vert, and
supporting with the sinister paw a pillar, as in the Anns.
Clun. Az. achiefar.

(London).

collared

di£f.

and Minydon, co. Carnarvon, founded by Sir IUchaxd Cloogh, Knt., fifth son of
BiCHASD Clodgh, commonly called "Hen" or "the Old,"
who became an eminent merchant in London, and was partner of the celebrated Sir Thomas Gkesuam he d. in 1570).
Quarterly of six, 1st, az. a greyhound's head couped betw.
2nd, or, a lion pass,
three masclcs ar., for Clough
crowned az. on a chief ar. the Jerusalem cross betw. four
crosses crosslet gu. and on each side a sword ppr.
bandied gold, the augmentation coat given to Sir Richard
CLonoH, Knt., on his return from a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land 3rd, per chev. or and sa. three panthers' heads
4th, ar. a chev. betw.
erased, counterchanged, for Smith
three boars' heads sa., for Powell 5th, per pale or and az.
on a chief gu. three leopards' heads erased of the first, for
Galdecot; 6th, az. three covered cups or, for Bdtleb.
Cretts
1st A demi lion ramp. az. holding in the dexter paw
a sword ar. pomel and hilt or, for Clodoh 2nd: An arm
embowed, habited az. ruffles of pointed lace ar. holding in
Motto—Sine
the hand ppr. a, covered cup or, for Butleb.
maculU macla.
Clough (F.styn, Wales). Az. a fox's head couped bctw.
three mascles ar., for Clocgh; quartering sa. a hart
Crests
1st: A demi
trippant ar. attired or, for Llotd.
lion ramp. az. holding in the dexter paw a sword erect ar.
pomel and hilt or, for Clodgh 2nd, a hart pass. ar. attired
Motto Sine
or, in the mouth a snake vert, for Lloto.
macul& macla.
Clouile (Maroabet Clodile m. Nicholas Harrington,
Sidney Ped., by Cooke, Clarenceux).
temp. Edward III.
Ar. three chev. sa. each charged with as many nails or.
Cloun. Ar. a chief az. Crest A wolf collared and lined,
holding in the dexter paw a trefoil all ppr.
Clove (Wiltshire). Or, a camel pass. betw. three cloves
Cnst—A. camel's head couped or.
sa.
Clovel, or Clovell. Ar. two chev. sa. on each five nails

Cloug'h

Cluer

gu. and ai. over all
and jelloped of the first.
Gloucester). Az. on a saltire ar. bctw. four garbs

or, crested

(CO.

a decrescent gu.

I

'

A

Clynton (co.

Ar. a lion ramp. ga. over aU on a fets

Down).

az. three mullets of the field.

Clyplesby, or Clypsby
sa.

(Norfolk).

on a bend ru. three mullets of the

Qiiarterly, ar.

and

Crest— A. bull

first.

Quarterly, ar. and sa.

(Norfolk).

—

on a bend gu. three mullets pierced or. Crest ^The same.
Erm. on a chief gu. a lion pass. or.
Clyton. Gu. a fesse per fesse indented sa. and ar. betw.

Clyssell.

three ovls' heads erased of the

last.

Clyton (Kapon, Scotland). Gu. six ancient naval crowns
Clyvedon. Or, a lion ramp. az. crowned gu.

or.

Coach (granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 2 June, 1606, to
Or, a snake curling and
Sir Thomas Coach, of London).
Crest
A gauntlet erect or, the
erect on his tail in pale sa.
hand clenched, from the fingers drops of blood gu.
Same Arms. Crest
(London;
granted
2
Feb.
1606).
Coach
stag sejant gu. attired or, betw. two laurel branches

—

—A

vert.

Coachmakers and Coach - Harness - Makers,

Company

of

coaches

Crest

(London).
Az. a chev. betw. three
Clouds ppr. thereon the figure of
Phoebus driving the chariot of the sun or, drawn by four
horses ar. harnessed, reined, and bridled of the second.
Supporters Two horses ar. harnessed and bridled sa.
Studded or, garnished gu. housings az. fringed and purfled
of the third, each horse adorned on the head with a plume
of four feathers of the following colours, viz. or, ar., az., and
gu. Motto Surgit nubila Phcebus.
Coade. See Code.
Coakley. Erm. on a chief sa. a lion's head erased betw. two
eagles displ. or. Crest A lion pass, or, in the dexter paw
an eagle's leg erased gu.
Coane (Scotland). Sa. a pile engr. issuing from the chief

—

—

—

—

Crest

or.

—A

lily

ppr.

Gu. on a canton ar. a rose of the first. Crest—
dexter hand holding a sword in pale ppr.
Coape (DufiBeld, co. Derby). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three
roses gu. stalked and leaved vert as many fleurs-de-lis of the
Cre.it— A fleur-de-lis ar.

field.

(Famagh,

in

DuflBcld).

Ar. on a fesse embattled

betw. three roses gu. slipped ppr. as many fleurs-de-lis of
the field.
Coare (originally of France). Gu. a chev. betw. two roses
in chief ar. barbed vert seeded or, and a fleur-de-lis in base
of the second.
Coates. Or, a cross az. voided of the field, bezantee.
Coates. Gu. three boars pass. ar. Crest A swan's head
betw. two wings ar.
Coates (Whitton, co. Radnor). Gu. a greyhound statant
within an orle of roses ar. Crest Upon a mount vert a
greyhound coucbant ar. collared and lined or, resting the
dexter paw on a rose gu. Motto
Est voluntas Dei.
Coats, or Cotes (Yorkshire and Shropshire). Quarterly,

—

—

—

2nd and 3rd, paly of six or and sa. Crest
A cock ppr. combed, wattled, and legged gu.
Coates (confirmed 1859 to James Coates, Esq., of Eastwood,
CO. Down, son of Rev. Edward Coates, and grandson of
James Coates, of Abbey ShruJe, co. Longford). Quarterly,
Istand 4th, erm.; 2nd and 3rd, paly of six ar. and a{. in
the centre chief point a mullet gu.
Crest
On a mount
vert a cock ppr. combed, wattled, and legged gu. and
charged with a mullet of the last. Afotto— Vigilans et audax.
Coats (London). Per pale or and az. two dolphins erect
counterchanged, on a chief sa. a covered cup of the first
betw. two dovecotes ar. Oiest
An arm couped below the
elbow erect vested, paly of six or and az. cuff ar. holding a
covered cup as in the arms.
Coats (Glasgow, 176.3). Ar. a stag's head erased j^u. betw.
the horns a pheon az. all betw. three coots ppr. Crett
An anchor ppr. Motto Be firm.
Coats (Sir Peter Coats, Knt., 1869). Or, a stag's head
erased gu. betw. the attires a pheon az. all betw. three
mascles sa. Crest A hand holding a helmet ppr. Motto
1st

—

and

4th, erm.,

—

—

—

—

—Quo

Coats

—

paratior.
(Ferguslie, co. Renfrew, 1869).

bordure

sa.

Same

Crest

The same within a

and Motto.

Court.
(Recnlver, co. Kent).
Same Arms and Crest as the
preceding.
Cobb (Snettisham). Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief two seacobs respecting each other, and in base a herring naiant or.
Cobb (Adderbury, co. Oxford ; Wiluam Cobb, of Sandringham, CO. Norfolk, living 17 Richard II., 1393, his descendant.
Sir William Cobb, Knt., was of Adderbury, 1634.
Visit.
Oxon). Sa. a chev. betw. three fishes naiant ar. a chief or.
Crest
An elephant pass. or. /ifbtto—Virtutis stemmata.
Cobb (Oxfordshire). Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two
shovellers, and in base a fish naiant ar.
Crest An elephant

—

—

pass. or.

Cobb

(monument

of Sosan, wife of

Edmdnd Cobb,

of Snettisham, ob. 1733. Visit. Oxon). Sa. two swans in chief
ppr. respecting each other, and in base a herring naiant or.
Cobb (Yarmouth). Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two ducks
respectant and in base a herring naiant ar. Crest A duck's
head erased or, holding in its beak a herring cob ar.
Cobb (Peterbridge, Burnham-Norton, co. Norfolk). Per
chev. gu. and sa. two swans in chief and in base a fish or.
Crest
A swan's head or, holding in the beak a fish ar.
Cobb, or Cobbis (Norfolk). Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief
two teals ar. in base a fish or.
Cobb (Adderbury, co. Oocford, and Sandringham, co. Norfolk,
bart., extinct 1762).
Sa. a chev. betw. three dolphins
embowed naiant ar. a chief or. Crest An elephant or.
Cobb (Wisbeach). Gu. a chev. sa. in chief two ducks respectant, in base a fish naiant ar.
Cobb {Ulster's OfHce). Per chev. gu. and ar. in chief two
teal respecting each other and in base a salmon naiant

—

—

—

counterchanged.
(Swaraton, Hants, confirmed by Cooke, Clarenceux,
Esq., of Swaraton, as " the armes of his
auncestors." Visit. Hants, 1575). Gu. a fess or, in chief
two swans close ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
pelican's head ar. vulning herself gu.
Cobbe (confirmed to Charixs Cobbe, Esq., Newbridge, co.
Dublin, great grandson of Charles Cobbe, Archbishop of
Dublin, a younger son of Thomas Cobbe, Esq., of Northington, Hants, of the Swaraton Une). Gu. a fesse ar. in chief
two swans of the last. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu.
a pelican's head and neck vulning itself ppr. Mottoes
Horiens cano (above the crest) In sanguine vita.
Cobbe (quartered by Prowz, of Chagford, co. Devon.
Visit. 1520).
Per chev. gu. and sa. two shovellers in chief
ar. and a fish naiant in base or.
Cobbes (Bury, CO. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks gu.
Cobbett (Edmonton, co. Middlesex). Ar. a chev. humett^
gu. betw. three birds sa. in their beaks a sprig of laurel

three fijhes
Qaiant ar. on a chief of the last two shovellers sa. beaked
and legged or.
Cobb. Same Arms, with three shovellers in chief. Crest
A shoveller sa. beaked and legged or.
Cobb (Cobb's Court, co. Kent, temp. Edward II. and
Aldington, same county). Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks
gu. combs and wattles or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
ft demi leopard ramp. ppr.

—

—

Cobbe
to

Thomas Cobbe,

—

—

—

;

vert.

Crest

—A bird rising

or, pellettee

in his

beak a laurel

sprig vert.

Cobbile.

Per pale indented or and ar. a cher. gu.
Sa. a cross pattee throughout ar. charged with
four torteaux. Crest
A thunderbolt ppr.
Cobbold (Ipswich). Or, a chev. sa. betw. three holly leaves
vert, on a chief of the second a lion pass, guard, betw. two

Cobbold.

—

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Rebus Anguttis

Cobbold

Crest— A

—

Motto

lion pass, guard, or.

fortis.

(The Holy-Wells,

co.

Suffolk).

Same AntU and

Crest.

Cobbyll, or Cobhall
lis

Ar. three fleurs-de-

gu.

Cobeham.
Cobell
or,

(Devonshire).

Ar. a lion ramp, chequy or and az.

Gu.
(Ballignoth, Scotland).
ar. two mullets sa.

a cross crosslet fltchce

on a chief

Cobhazn

(Lord Cobkam of Kent ; Henrt DE Cobbam was
to Parliament 1313-39, passed to the Brookes).
Gu. on a chev. or, three lions ramp. sa.
(Lord Cohham; Sir Reginald de Cobbam, Lord
Cobham, K.G., temp. Edward 111., elected in the room of
Gii.
Sir Thomas Wale, one of the Founder Knights, 13r)2).
on a chev. or, three estoiles sa. Crest— A Saracen's heart
ppr. wreathed about the temples or and gu.

summoned

Cobham

Cobham, or De Cobham

Coatsworth (Newcastle). Ar. three bars gu.
Cobb (Bedfordshire). Gu. a chev. wavy betw.
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(New Romney; descended from Benjamin Cobb, Esq.,
of that place, who was second son of Robert Cobb, son of
Robert Cobb, of Beculver). Arm^, &c., as Cobb, of Cobb's

all

Coape.

Coape

Cobb

Cobb

pass. sa. plattte.

Clypsby, or Clypsley

or.

COB
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OL Y

(Kent).

The same Ar.w.

Crest— An old man's head, sidefaced, couped at the shoulders
ppr. with a cap gu. turned up ar. fretty sa. buttoned on the
top or.

Cobham, Lord. See Brooke.
Cobham. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp.

or.

Cobham

three eagles

(Blackbury).

Gu. on a chev.

or,

displ. sa.

Cobham

(Sterborough and Cobbam, co. Kent).
cbev. or, three estoiles sa.

Gu. on

a.

—A

COB
Cobham
Cobham

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

(Cobham, co. Berks). Same Arms.
(Kent). Gu. on a cher. or, three estoiles vert.

—

Cobhain(Kent; borne by Sir HbnbtdbCobuam, "le uncle"
Charles' UoU, temp.

Henry

Gu. a cross betw. twelve

III.).

'

fleurs-de-lis or.

Cobhani(Kent).

Gu. on a chev.

or,

(another, ar.) three

fleurs-de-lis az.

Cobham (Bishop of Worcester, 1317-28). Same Arms.
Cobham (Kent borne with a label az., by Stephen, son of
;

Henbt db Cobham.

Sir

Gu. a cross

Roll of

Arms, temp. Edward

II.).

ar.

Cobham (Shinfleld Grange,

co. Berks). Gu. on a chev. engr.
many lions ramp. sa. Cres'<
couped at the shoulders ppr., with a
fretty sa., buttoned at the top or.

betw. three cinquefoils or, as

A man's head sidefaced,

cap gu. turned up ar.
Concordia.
Motlo
Ou. on a cher. ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned
Gu. on a chev. or, three mullets az.

—

Cobbam.
Cobham.

or.

(Thomas Cobuam, temp. liichard II.). Erm. three
crescents (another, cinquefoils) gu. each charged with a
bezant.
Gu. on a chev. ar. three crescents of the field.
Gu. on a chev. or, three cinquefoils pierced az.
Gu. on a chev. or, three cinquefoils vert.
Gu. a cross ar. betw. twenty crosses crosslet or.
Cobham.. Gu. on a chev. or, three crosses crosslet sa.
Cobham.. Gu. on a chev. or, three martlets sa.
Or, four piles wavy conjoined in base gu.
Gu. on a chev. or, three crescents sa. Crest—
hind's head ar. within a pallisado crown or.
Cobiston (Devonshire). Or, a chev. betw. three griffins'

Cobham.
Cobham.
Cobham.
Cobham.

Cobham.
Cobham.

sa.

Cobleg'h

(CO. Devon, 16tli century).
Gyronny of six gu.
on a bend engr. ar. betw. two swans ppr., three hurts.
Cobleigh. Quarterly, gu. and sa. in the second and third
quarters a bird, the former holding in its beak a cross pattee
fltchee, the latter a cross crosslet fltchee ar. over all on a
bend engr. or, three hurts. Crest A cock's head erased gu.
combed, wattled, and guttee or, holding in the beak a laurel
branch ar.

and

sa.

—

Cobley, Coblegh, and Cobleigrh.
sa.

and gu. on a bend engr.

pellets.

Crest

— An arm

in

or,

Gyronny of

eight,

betw. two swans ar. three

armour embowed couped and

on the elbow, holding a sceptre all ppr.
Cobley (borne by the late Major-General Tho.mas Goblet, of
Cobleflta, near Odessa, Russia, Knight of St. George, Knight
Grand Cross of St. Anne, whose only surviving child and
heir, in. Philip, Marquis Paulucci, of Forli, in Italy.
General Coblbt was born at Dodbrook, co. Devon, the
eon of Rev. Benjamin Coblet, of Ide, co. Devon, Rector
of Dodbrook, who was lineally descended from John
Cobley, of Cobley, in South Moulton, temp. Edward IV.).
Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. on a bend ener. or, betw. two
Bwans, each holding in its beak a cross crosslet fitch^e ar.
A swan's neck with two heads ppr. guttee
three hurts. Crest
restinc

—

de poix, in each beak a cross crosslet fltchee ar.

Ooboleche, or Cobligrh. Same Arms.

Crest

head erased gu. combed, wattled, and guttee
the beak two leaves ar.

or,

—A

cock's

holding in

Oobyn, Cobben, Cobbin, Cobenn, or Coblyn.
Crest — A Uon
Vert, a gnffln secreant or, (another, ar.).
pass, guard, standing

Coche, or Cochey.
and

on a wheat sheaf fes-seways.
Gu. au eagle displ. barry of

six,

Gu. an eagle displ. barry of twelve or and az.
Harry of ten ar. and sa. over all a lion ramp.
Crest
A lion couchant erm.
Cochet. Az. a bend ar. Crest A talbot pass. sa. spotted
Cochey. Az. on a fcsse betw. three Imlls' heads erased

—

—

or

or.

ar.

collared or, five crosses crosslet fltchee sa.

{Earl 0/ Dundonnld).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
ar. a clicv. gu. betw. three boars' heads erased az., for
Cochrane; '2nd and 3rd, ar. on a saltire sa. nine lozenges of
the field, for Ht.AiR. Crest A horse pass. or. Supporters
Two greyhounds ar. collared or, leashed gu. Motto Virtute

—

—

et lubore.

Cochrane

(Alex. DnNDAs-Ross-WisHEABT-BAiLHE-ConiRANE. of Lamington, M.P., recorded 1837). (iuarterly, Ist
and 4tli, grand quarters, counterquartered, Ist and 4th, ar.
a chev. gu. betw. three boars' heads erased az. on a chief of
the second a sphinx couchant or, for Cochrane; 'Jnd and
3rd, ar. on a saltire sa. nine lozenges of the field, for Blair;
2nd, grand quarter, az. nine stars, three, three, two, and
one ar., for Raillie; 3rd, grand quarter, ar. three piles in
point gu., for W1811EART; 4th, grand quarter, countcrquartfred. lit and 4th, gu. three lion« ramp, ar., for Ross;
2od aod 3rd, ar. a man'* heart ppr. within a fetterlock la.
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—

Motto

— .\rmis

—

et industria.

(Barbaclilaw, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a boar's head
erased, and in chief three mullets disposed chevronways, az.
Crest

—A

Armis

head and garb in

spear's

saltire

ppr.

Motto—

et industria.

Cochran

(Dumbreck, co. Aberdeen). Erm. on a chief gu. a
stag's head erased or, betw. two mullets ar.
Crest
.\ stag
standing at gaze ppr. attired gu. Motto Vigilanti salus.
Cochran (Rochsoles, co. Lanark). Ar. a boar's head erased,
and in chief a crescent betw. two mullets disposed chevronways az.
Cochran (Balfour, co. Aberdeen, 1875). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. on a chief gu. a boar's head erased betw. two mullets
or; 2nd and 3rd, az. a cross patce ar. betw. three boars' heads
erased or, a bordure of the last charged with three mullets
gu., for Gordon.
Crest—\ black horse pass. ppr. Motto—

—

—

Virtute et labore.

Cock, or Cocks

(Bodmin, co. Cornwall). Lozengy ar. and
of the first three cocks of the second.
Cock, or Cocke (Newcastle). Az. a plate betw. three
cocks ar. combed and wattled gu. Crest A cock, as in the
gu. on a

fe.tse

—

arms.

Eoke (Broxboume, co. Hereford, confirmed by the deputies of Camden, Clareneeux, to Thomas
Cocke, of Monk's Kirby, co. Warwick, grandson of John
CocKE, of the former place). Quarterly, gu. and ar. O'est
An ostrich, holding in the beak a horseshoe ar.
Cock (London; Margaret, dau. of William Cock, of that
place, m. Matthew Dale, a judge in Guildhall, in 1612.
Visit. I-ondon). Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Cock (Scotland). Ar. a cock gu. on a chief az. a crescent
betw. two stars of the first.
Cock. Ar. on a chev. az. two roses of the first. Crest— On
the stump of a tree ppr. a cock gu.
Cook. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three mullets in chief, and &
cock in base gu.
Cock. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three wolves' heads erased gu.
Cock. Ar. a bend az. in chief an oak leaf of the last.
Cock. Ar. a chev. betw. three falcons' heads ei-ased, within
a bordure engr. sa.
Cock, or Cocks. Gu. three cocks ar. armed, crested, and

Cock, Cocke, or

—

jelloped or.

Cock
Cock

(Helston).

Same Arms.

(Plymouth).

Cock, or Cocks.

Az. a chev. betw. three mullets ar.
Ar. a cock gu. armed, crested, and

Cockayne. See Cokatne.
Cockayne, or Cokayne

(Cockayne

H.itley,

AstwicU;

Cardington and Souldrop, co. Beds; Twywell. co. Northants,
Soliam, CO. Cambridge; and Uinxworih and Ickleford, co.
Herts now represented by Marian Charlotte Emily, only
dau. and heiress of the late Thomas Cockayne, Ksq. of
;

ar.

Cochrane

—

three boars' heads erased az. a bordure of the second. Crest
A horse pass. ar. ilfo^o—Virtute et labore.
(Waterside). As Ochiltree, with a crescent or ia
middle chief for diff. Same Cie-<t and Mntto.
Cochran (.\shkirk, co. Roxburgh, 1813). Ar. on a chev.
gu. a boar's head couped of the first betw. two boars' heads
erased, in chief and in base a mullet betw. two cross crosslets fltchee az., all within a bordure engr. of the last charged
with three niascles of the first. Crest A horse pass. ar.

Cochrane

jelloped or.

vert.

Coche.
Cocher.

—

Cochran

Cobham

heads erased

c o c

on a chief az. three boars' heads erased of the field, for
LocKHEART. Crests 1st: A horse trotting ppr. 2nd: Out of
a naval crown or, a dexter arm embowed, clothed az., cuffed
ar., the hand holding in bend a flag of the last, and thereon
a plain cross gu. with the word, St. Domingo.' 3. At boar's
head erased or. Motto Virtute et labore.
Cochrane (Ochiltree, Scotland). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

Ickleford, and wife of Hon. Frederick Dudley Kyder, third
This family descends
son of the 1st EarL of Harrowbi/).
from .John Cokayne, Chief Baron of the Kxchequer, 1401,
younger son of Sir John Cokayne. of Ashbourne, co. Derby,

by Ckciha Treton, his wife. Visit, co. Beds, 1634, and 1639,
Ar. three cocks gu. armed,
and CO. Northants, 1681).
Crest
A cock's head couped gu.
crested, and jelloped sa.
beaked, crested, and jelloped sa.

—

Coo-kayno, or Cokeyno
ami

(Dorsetshire).

Bendy

of six gu.

iriii.

Cockayne

assumed and borne by the
Lord Mayor of London, 1751, Htytin's Help to English
Erm. three cocks, gu.
History, 1773).
(Derby, co. Derby

;

Cockborne. Ar. a fret of six sa. a chief gu.
Cockbryer. Ar. three cocks gu.
Cockburn, or Cockborne iCockburn, Scotland). Ar.
three cocks gu. Crest — A cock crowing. Motto — Accendit
cantu.

Cockburn

(Langton, hart., 1627, present representative tb«

A

coo

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Cockbusn, Bart., Lord Chief
Justice of England). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. three cocks
2nd and 3rd, gu. six mtiscles or, three,
g\x., for CocKBOKN
A cock crowing ppr. Sup-^
two, and one, for Vipont. CVesi
Two lions gu. the dexter guard. Motto Accendit
porters
Bight Hon. Sir Aisx ander

J. E.

;

—

—

—

canta.
(Admiral Sir George Cockburn, (J.C.B., brother
of the late Sir James Cockborn, Bart., of Langton). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on the first and fourth quarters, three cocks
of the last in the second and third six mascles or, three, two,
and one, over all a cross erm. surmounted of another of the
second, charged with a naval crown, gold, betw. a ship, sails

Oockbom

;

furled, in chief two towers triple towered in fesse and a
lymphad in base, all ppr. Crests— 1st Out of a naval crown
or, two arms embowed, the dexter vested az. holding a pike
erect ppr. and the sinister habited gu. supporting the upper
part of a musket with a bayonet fixed, also ppr. and over
this crest, in an escrol, the "Ita;" 2nd Acock ppr. and over
:

;

—

:

Supporters On either side a lion gn.
it, Vigilans et audax.
the dexter guard, supporting a staff ppr. with a forked
pennon, and the sinister a square banner, both of the first.
Cockburn <Rysland, and that Ilk, co. Berwick, bart. 1628).
A cock
At. a man's heart ppr. betw. three cocks gu. Crest
crowing ppr. Motto Vigilans et audax.
Cockburn (Ormiston, co. Haddington). Ar. a fesse chequy
Crest— A cock gu.
az. and of the field betw. three cocks gu.
Motto In dubiiB constans.
Cockburn (Clerkington, co. Haddington). Ar. a crescent
az. betw. three cocks gu.
Cockburn (Skirling and Stonyfleet). Ar. a spear head ppr.
A dexter arm holding a broken
betw. three cocks gu. Crest
Press through.
lance in bend ppr. Motto
Cockburn (Henderland). Ar. a mullet az. betw. three

—

—

—

—
—

cocks gu.

Cockburn

(Kewball).

Ar. a mascle az. betw. three cocks

gu-

Cockerell.
Crest

—A

000

lion's face

Cockerell

—A cock

a cross betw. four cocks gn.
betw. two wings ppr.

Or, (another, ar.)

gu.

Cockerell.

Same Arms.

London, 1861-2).

(Sheriff of

Same Attw.

Crest

—A Roman

Crett

fasces or lictor's

rod ppr.

Cockerell. Ar. on a fesse sa. three lions ramp, of the first.
Cockerell (quartered by Bory, of Culham, co. Oxford. Jane,
John Cockerell, m. Thomas Pynchpole, of
dey, CO. Essex, their great granddau., Jane, dau. of

dau. of

ManJohn

Ptnchpole, m. Edmons Burt, Esq., of Hampton Pogle.
Visit. Oxon).
Ar. a bend betw. four escallops sa.
Cockerington, or Cockerith. Ar. on a cross sa. a
mullet or.

Cockes, or Coke
Gu.

shire).

(Northey, co. Gloucester, and Hertfordon a fesse sa. three cocks of the

fretty ar.

second.

Cockes, or Cokes.

Per chev.

ar.

and gu. three cocks'

—

heads erased and counterchanged.
Crest A hand holding
a lion's paw, erased ppr.
Cockes (Rode, co. Somerset). Gu. a spur leather and buckle
or, on a chief ar. three cocks' heads erased of the field,

combed and wattled

gold.

Cocket

(co. Hertford).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three estoiles
a demi lion ramp. betw. two fleurs-de-lis sa.
Crest
man's head, couped below the shoulders and sidefaced ppr.
habited vert, the collar or, on the head a cap bendy wavy of
the last and az. turned up, indented sa.
Cocket (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk). Per bend ar. and sa.

—

three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.

Cocket (Hampton, co.

Suffolk).

Crest

—As the

last.

Same Arms, within a border

also counterchanged.

Cocket.

Or, a chev. betw. three cocks sa. armed gu. within
a bordure gobonated ar. and of the second.
Cockett (Hadsor and Droitwich, co. Worcester, formerly of
Ampton, CO. Suffolk the Worcester property came to the
family by the marriage of Edward Cockett, with Anne,
dau. and co-heiress of Thomas Froxmobe. Visit. Worcester,
:

Cockburn

(Thomas Cockborn, of Eowchester,

deputy

keeper of the Great Seal of Scotland, 1779). Quarterly, 1st
4th, ar. a pen in pale surmounted of an imperial crown
ppr. betw. two cocks in chief and a lion's head erased in
base gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. six mascles, three, two, and one,
for VipoNT. Crest— A cock ppr. Motto Vigilans et audax.

and

;

—

See Stothert.
(Sandbridge, co. Essex). Sa. three bends ar.
Cocke. Ar. a bend wavy sa. betw. three cocks gu. a canton
barry wavy of six or and az. Crest A dexter, hand couped
holding a dagger in pale, all ppr.
Cocke, or Coke (Hampshire). Same Arms. The canton
charged with a swan ppr.
Cocke (Scotland). Ar. on a chief az. two roses of the first.
A lion's paw holding a sceptre in pale all ppr.
Crest

Cocke

—

—

Cocke
Cocke

(Hertfordshire).

Per fesse gu. and

ar.

(Lancashire and Cornwall). Ar. a chev. engr. gu.
betw. three eagles' heads erased sa. on a canton az. an anchor
or.

Cocke (Plymouth, borne

by Captain William Cocke, a native
engagement with the Spanish
Devon, 1620). Same Arms. A crescent for

of that place, killed in the

Armada.

Visit.

diff.

Cocke. Sa. on a chev. or, three cinqaefoils of the first, on
a chief ar. as many columbines az.
Cocke. Vair£, or and vert a bend erm.
Cocke (co. Worcester). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three cocks'
heads erased gu.
Cocker (Croft, co. Lincoln). Ar. four bars sa. over all a
lion ramp. or.
Crest
A lion couchant guard, erm.
Cocker (Crompton, co. Lancaster). Same Arms, with five

—

bars.

Cocker, or Cockes.

Per chev. gn. and

ar. three cocks'

heads counterchanged.

Cockeram, or Cockerham

(Hillersdon and Collumpton,
CO. Devon, and Purbeck, co. Dorset.
Visit. Devon, 1620).

—

Ar. on a bend sa. three leopards' faces or. Crest
A cubit
arm erect holding in the hand ppr. an anchor erect sa.

Oockerell

(Seizincote,

co.

Gloucester, bart., Sir

Charles

Cockerell was so created 1809; his son and successor
assumed the name of Ecshout). Or, betw. two flaunches
gu. a leopard's face az. within a wreath of laurel and betw.
two game cocks in pale ppr. Crest Within a crescent a.; a
tiger's face ppr. orientally crowned or.
Supporters
Two
angels, their vests seraee of fleurs-de-lis, the hand next the
shield supporting a pennon, the dexter charged with a sun
in splendour, the sinister semee of estoiles and charged with
a crescent, the exterior hands extended and supporting a

—

—

Persian pheasant.

Cockerel! (Hampshire and

Per bend

and

ar.

sa.

—A

three

fleurs-de-lis

in

bend

counterchanged.
Crest
man's hand in profile couped
below the shoulders ppr. on the head upon a wreath ar.
and sa. a cap bendy wavy or and az.
Cockfield (cos. Essex and Warwick). Paly of four, or and
Ci-est
An eagle, perched
az. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
upon the stump of a tree, wings endorsed all ppr.
Cockfield (CO. Kent). Az. a cross betw. four cocks or.
Cockfleld (co. Norfolk). Gu. a cross betw. four cocks ar.
Cockfield. Ar. three cocks gu.
Cockfield (CO. Suffolk). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. a label gu.
Cockbam. Ar. a lion ramp, lozengy or and az.
Cockle (Scotland). Gu. three cocks ar.
Cockingrtion (Devonshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks

—

gu.

Cocklngton. Or, a chev. az. betw. three cocks gu.
Cockle, or Cokyll. Gu. (another, sa.) on a chev.

ar.

—

Crest A talbot pass.
three ogresses, a chief of the second.
gu. collared ar.
Ar. three gamecocks gu. crested and wattled
sa.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. sa.
Ar.
on a bend sa. betw. two fleurs-de-lis az.
Cockram.
Issuing out of clouds a
Crest
three leopards' faces or.

Cockman.

—

—

cubit arm, holding
ppr.

Cockram.

(co.

up an anchor

Devon).

erect, fluke

upward,

all

Ar. on a bend sa. three leopards'

faces of the field.

Cockram

(Newton). Gu. a cock standing on the back of a
ram ar. Crest— A tree, ppr.
Sa. a chev. betw. three stags' attires
(Earl
Somers).
Cocks
ar. (Earl Seiners is entitled to quarter the arms of Somers,
Crest On a mount ppr.
viz., Vert a fesse indented erm.)
a stag lodged reguard. ar. attired sa. Supportei-s On each
collar
indented vert. Motto
with
gorged
a
erm.
side a lion

—

Prodesse

Cocks

quam

—

—

conspici.

(Dumbleton, co. Gloucester, bart.;

extinct

1765).

Same Arms.

Cocks (granted to Kathebine, Countess of Stamford and
Wai-rington, dau. of Henbt Cocks, Esq.). Per pale or and
gu. a quatrefoil betw. three escocheons all counterchanged.
Sa. a chev. betw. three
(cos. Gloucester and Suffolk).
Crest— On a mount
stags' attires, fixed to the scalps, ar.
vert a stag lodged ar. attired sa. (another, the stag reguard.).
Cocks (co. Dorset). Gu. fretty ar. on a fesse of the last three

Cocks

cocks of the first.
Ar. a chev. betw. three stags' attires, fixed to the

Cocks.

scalps, az.

Guernsey).

Same Arms, the

flaunches each charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
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1634).

Cocksey
first

(Ireland).

Gu. on a bend

ar. three roses of the

(another, three trefoils slipped vert).

;
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000
Coeksey

Worcester).

(co.

a

S».

Az. a cross

Worcester).

(co.

ar.

a bordure engr.

Codford, or Codeford.
wings gu.

gu-

Coeksey.

Ar. on a bend sa. betw. two mullets of the
second, three cinquefoils or, all within a bordure gn.
bezant^e. Crest— A tiger's head, couped sa. charged on the
neck with a cinquefoil betw. two bars or.
Coeksey, Cookesey, or Cooksey. Ar. on a bend az.
Crest
On a
cottised, dancettee, gu. three cinquefoila or.
garb, lying in fesse, a cock ppr.

—

Walter Cocksfield, who purchased
(Sir
Clopton from James Clopton, 4 Edward I. See Clopton).
Paly Of four or and az. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Cockshall, or Coyshall (co. Essex). Ar. a cross betw.
Coeksfield

four escallops sa.

Cockshall.

a cross betw. four escallops ar.
Coekshutt (co. Hertford). Gu. six guttees ar. three, two,
and one, on a chief of the second a griffin segreant sa.
Crett
A demi griffin ar. collared gu. guttee of the first.
Cockshutt (Lancashire and Shropshire). Gu. guttee ar. on
a thief or, a griffin pass. sa. Crest A deml griffin sa.
Cockson. Per pale ar. and gu. two legs, couped at the
Sa.

—

—

lions pass,

ramp,

Coektree

fess raguly betw. three

Gu. a

(Yorkshire).

—

demi
demi

A
guard, ar. ducally crowned or. Crest
or, supporting a staff raguly ar.
(Devonshire). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cocks

sa.

Cockville.

Ar. a cross betw. four cocks gu.
Or, on a fesse ga. three

Cockwald, or Cockerwald.
ramp, of the

lions

Cock-worthy,

field.

Cookworthy.

or

(another, sa.; another, engr.

Ar. a

cher. az.
three cocks gu.

betw.

sa.)

Crent — A cock gu.
Cock-worthy (quartered by Teeviuan,

of

Yamescombe,

co.

Devon, Joun Tkevilian, m. Avicb, dau. and heir of Nicholas
CocKwoBTHiE, Esq. "Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a chev. sa.

ppr.

Crest

—A

square

fort,

betw. three
with four

towers ppr.

Codd, Coad, Coode, or Codde

(Cornwall).

Ar. a

chev. gu. betw. three cocks sa. armed, crested, and jelloped
of the second.

Crest

Codd, or Codde

— A hawk's

(Cornwall).

leg erased, belled, ppr.

Same Arms. CV^t—Aseapie

ppr.
(Pelicans, co. Kent).

Ar. a fesse embattled sa. betw.

three pellets.

Codd

Mastim Codd, Ssq., of Castle(Visit. Wexford, 1618.
town and Rathaspeck, J. P. co. Wexford, descended from
one of the knights who accompanied the Earl of Pembroke,
Strongbow, to the invasion of Ireland, 1172). Az. a chev.
or, betw. five bezants, two in chief and three in base.
Codd (James Codd, Esq., of Ballyumphane, co. Wexford,
1635).
Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants in chief and as

many

Crest

in base.

mouth a

—A

lion's head, erased,

holding in the

hand ppr.
Codd (co. Wexford). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. five pellets, four
in chief and one in base.
Codd (Kensington, Middlesex). Per pale ar. and or, a fesse
embattled az. betw. six pellets, three and three. Crest
On a mount vert a lion ramp. ar. pelletee, gorged with a
mural crown gu. holding betw. the forepaws an annulet or,
the dexter hind paw resting on a pellet.
Codenor. Barry of six, ar. and az.
sinister

—

Coddin^on, or Codingrton

(Ireland

;

Fun. Ent. of

William Codington, Esq., of Holme Patrick, co. Dublin,
High Sheriff of the co. 1G57, descended of an ancient family
of that name in England, certified by Carney, DUter, 1656).
Gu. a cross or, fretty az. betw. four trefoils slipped of the
second.
Crest
A wolf's head erased or, charged with a

—

trefoil slipped ppr.

Coddingion
Patrick).

(Oldbridgc, co. Meath, descended from

Same

Amu

and

Motto

Crett.

Holme

—Nee metuas nee

optes.

Code, or Coade

(Gidlcy Castle, co.

St. Austell, co.

Cornwall).

Devon, and Morval

Ar. a chev. gu. bclw. three

Cornish choughs.

Codenham.

Erm. an eagle

az. in chief a fleur-de-lis or.

displ. gu.

Crest

—A

beaked and legged
head erased or,

lion's

langucd az. charged on the neck with three

trefoils slipped

Tert.

Erm. an eagle

Codling'.

a croM patt6e

fitcbtfe or.
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displ. gu.

armed

az.

Gu. on a quarter (another, a canton)

a. charged with three

Codnam.

ar.

a bend

eagles displ. or.

Erm. an eagle

displ. ga.

charged on the breast

with a fleur-de-lis or.

Codon, or Codiin

(Suffolk).
Ar. a chev. gu. in base a
crescent of the last, on a chief az. three bezants.
Codringi;on (Codrington, co. Gloucester). Ar. a fesse

—

embattled sa. betw. three lions pass. gu. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a dragon's head gu. betw. two wings,
chequy or and az.
Codrin^on (Wroughton, co. Wilts). Ar. a fesse embattled
counter-embattled sa. fretty gu. betw. three lions pass, of
the second. Crest A dragon's head gu. betw. two wing*
az. issuing out of a ducal coronet of the
second. Motto Immersabilis est vera virtus.
(bart., created 1721).
Ar. a fesse embattled
counter-embattled sa. fretty gu. betw. three lioncels pass,
of the last. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a dragon's head
couped gu. betw. two dragons' wings chequy or and ai.
Motto Vultus in hostem.
Codrington (Bethell-Codrinotow, Dodington Park, co.
Gloucester, bart., created 1876).
Ar. a fesse embattled
counter-embattled sa. fretty gu. betw. three lions pass, of
the last.
Crest
A dragon's head couped gu. betw. two
(dragons') wings chequy or and az.
Codring1;on (Admiral Sir Edwabd Codkinoton, G.C.B., &c.,
&c.). Ar. a fesse embattled and counter-embattled gu. betw.
three lions pass. sa. in chief a naval coronet or, sails ar.
therefrom pendent a white ribbon with blue fillet with the
gold medal of Trafalgar, the word Trafalgar underneath in
black letters. Crest Out of a naval coronet or (sails white),
inscribed on the band in black letters Navabin, the three
naval flags of the allied powers in that action, viz., Bussia

—

chequy or and

—

—

—

—

(ar.

a

saltire az.),

England

(the

union jack), and France

—

(wliite flag), staffs ppr. Supporters
On the dexter a sailor,
sustaining in his right hand a cutlass; sinister, a marine
resting on his firelock all ppr. ./lfb(«o— Vultus in hostem.
Codrington (Bridgewater; Rev. Richard Chdte CodrinqTON, of Barley Hill, Chard, co. Somerset).
Ar. a fess sa.
betw. three lions pass. gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a dragon's head betw. two wings gu.
Motto Vera
virtus immersabilis.

—

Codrington.

Gu. a cross lozengy

az.

—

and

or.

Coe, or Coo (Norfolk). Ar. three piles wavy gu.
Coe. Same Arms. Crest Two swords in sakire

—

surmounted by a cross

Coe, or Coo

twelve martlets sa.

ppr.

crosslet fitchee sa.

(Norfolk).

wavy gu. betw.
An armed arm embowed holding

Ar. three piles

—

Crest

a chaplet.

Coe, or

Coo.

Vaire ar. and gu. over all three piles
first, each charged with a bird sa.
Per pale az. and gu. two lions ramp, combatant
ar. on a chief of the last a rock issuant from the sea all ppr.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. behind and above the latter a
demi hind salient iesuant az.
Coeton (Coeton, co. Salop). Ar. a fosse engr. sa. betw.
conjoined in base of the

Coesvelt.

—

three mullets gu.
(London). Per pale or and az. two dolphins counterchanged on a chief sa. a covered cup betw. two dovecotes
of the first.
Coey (granted to Sir Edward Coet, Mayor of Belfast, 1861).
Ar. per pale in the dexter half an oak tree eradicated ppr.
in the sinister, a fish naiant on waves of the sea also ppr.,
a chief az. charged with a greyhound courant of the first.
Crest— in front of a fiag-staff ppr., the flag ar. charged with
a sinister hand gu. a greyhound at in the arms. Motto—
Droit et avant.
Coffleld. Ar. a saltire sa. Crest On a cross flory flteh£«
gu. betw. two wings or, a crescent of the last.
Coffin (Portledge, co. Devon, temp. William I. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Az. semte of crosses crosslet or, three bezants.
Coffin, Pine-Coffin (Portledge, CO. Devon). Same Arms,
quartering Pine, Downe, Kelwat, Ilcombe, Wim. lade, Bibt,

Coets

—

Hondeshobe, Appleton, Gudld, Penfodnd, and Pepvs.
Crests
1st: A martlet az. charged on the breast with two

—

bezants a mullet for diff. 2nd: A pine tree ppr. Motto—
In tempestate florcico, for Pine.
Coffin (Magdclaine Island, Gulf of St. Lawrence, afterwards
o( Titley Court, co. Hereford, bart., extinct). Az. scmce of
;

Gu. three lioni ramp. ar. crowned or.
(Great EUlngbam). Ar. three piles engr. sa. on each

CoderinB:.

Codey

five plates.

Codinton. Gu. a cross counter-compony or and az. Crett
On a chapeau an eagle, wings expanded and inverted all ppr.
Codlew, or Cudlew. Or, three serpents erect wavy sa.

—

betw. three cocks gu.

Cod. Sa. a chev. betw. three cods, naiant, ar.
Codd, or Codde (Cornwall). Ar. achev. gu.
Comirh choughs

Codham.

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three

Codrin^on

thigh, counterchanged, spurs or.

Coekson

and

tn

bezants.

or.

Codd

OOF

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three wings sa.

I

Coeksey

lion

Codford.

and a bordure engr.

cross

;

OOF
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eroRses cro«sIet or, two batons in saltire encircled with
On the item
laurel branches gold betw. three plates. Crest
of a ship or, a pigeon, wings endorsed ar. in the beak a sprig
of laurel vert. Motto Esstant recte factis proemia.

—

—

Coffin (Portland,

Dorset).

co.

mullets pierced sa.
Cofflxi (Somersetshire).

Coffin

Ar. a chev. betw. three

Gu. two bars embattled
Az. three bezants and

(Somersetshire).

ar.
five crosses

crosslet or.

Coffy

Rev. Thomas Cofft, of Lynally, King's

(Ireland, 1684;

Vert, a fess erm. betw. three coons or Irish cups or.

CO.).

Crftt

—A

man

on a dolphin ppr.

riding

Motto

—Non

providentia sed victoria.
Az. four bezants within five crosses crosslet or.
Ci-est
A bird or, betw. two cinquefoils ar. stalked and
leaved vert

CofFyn.

—

Oofield, or Coofield. Gu. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Cofton. See Chaleton.
Coeran (Ireland, descended from Ricbakd de CooAK, living
temp. King John). Gu. three oak leaves ar.
Co^an (granted to the Right Hon. William Henkt Fobd
CoGAN, of Tinode, co. Wicklow, M.P., co. Kildare).
Az.
three oak leaves ar. on a chief or, a cross bottony gu. Crest
talbot pass. ppr. collared and chained or, charged on
the shoulder with a cross bottony as in the arms. Motto—
Constans fidei.
Cogun (Chard, co. Somerset). Gu. three aspin leaves ar.
Cogun (Her. Off. London). Gu. three laurel leaves ar.
in chief a mullet of six points or.
Crest
A lion's head
erased gu. semee de mullets of six points or.
Cogan (Oxford borne by Thomas Cogan, of that town, gent.,
d. 1588, grandson of Cogan, Mayor of Bristol, whose wife
was Vadghan, of Wales. Visit. Oxon). Gu. three laurel

—A

—

;

lozengy

ar.

and gu.

Cogan. Ar. three aspin leaves gu. (another, slipped ar.).
Coggan, or Cos'an. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three
an estoile or; 2nd and 3rd, paly of
on a chief of the last a griffin pass. ar. Crest
A talbot pass, collared and lined. 3fo(Jo—Constans fidei.
Cogger. Gu. on a pale erm. two lions' heads erased sa.
Crest
An arm in armour embowed holding a club ppr.
Cogrgeshall (Milton and Bengali, co. Suffolk). Ar. a cross
betw. four escallops sa. Crest— A. stag lodged sa. attired or.
Coggs (London). Sa. on a bend betw. three cogs of a miUwheel or, as many elm leaves vert. Crest Out of a mural
coronet az. a griffin's head or, charged with a cog sa.
Coghill (Coghill, CO. York, and Bletcbington, co. Oxford
Sir Thomas Coobill, Knt., of that place, was High Sheriff
of the CO. 1633. Visit. Oxon). Gu. on a chev. ar. three
pellets a chief sa.
Crest
A cock, wings expanded erm,
Coghill (Sir John Coghill, Master in Chancery in Ireland,
descended from co. York, certified by Carney, Ulster, 1686).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, erm. a chev. betw. three cocks
gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. ar. three pellets, a chief
indented of the second. Crest
On a mount vert a cock gu.
charged with a bezant.
Coghill (Coghill, CO. York, and Glan Barrahane, co. Cork,
bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a chev. betw. three
cocks gu., for Coghill; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chief indented
az. three fleurs-de-lis of the field a canton erm., for Crameb.
Crest
On a mount vert a cock wings expanded or, ducally
crowned gu.
Motto Non dormit qui custodit.
Ccghlan (John Coghlan, of Kilcolgan, King's Co. in 1654).
Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale ar.
Coghlan (granted to Sir William Mabcds Coghlan, K.C.B.,
sometime Political Resident and Commandant at Aden).
Ter fess gu. and az. three lions pass guard, ar. on a canton
erm. an anchor in bend dexter sa., surmounted by a sword
in bend sinister point upwards ppr. Crest Out of an Irish
crown or, an arm embowed in armour ppr. charged with a
bomb fired sa. the hand grasping a scimetar, both also ppr.
Motto Fortis in arduis.
Cog'hlan (granted to Lieut.-Gen. Roger Coghlan). Per
pale embattled gu. and ar. three lioncels pass, counterchanged, crowned or. Crest
In a ducal coronet or, a mount
vert thereon a tower ar. issuant therefroui an arm embowed
in armour, the hand grasping a scimetar ppr. Motto
Dnione minima vigent.
Coghlan, or Coghlen. Gu. two lions pass, counter
laurel leaves ar. in chief
six or

—

and

Cohen.

Or, a lion ramp. gu.
muzzled gu.

sa.

Crtst

—A

bear's

—

MoUo

head coupcd

Cohen

(granted to Samuel Cohen, Esq., of Park Place,
Brixton). Or, two chevronels az. betw. two griffins segrcant
in chief gu. and in base on a mount vert an oak tree ppr.
Crest
A demi lion issuant barry of eight ar. and gu. in the
dexter paw an acorn slipped ppr.

—

—

Coin.

Ciest
Two wings expanded.
Or, a pelican az.
(Ashbourne, oo.
Derby, temp. Stephen, 1150, BaUidon and Herthull, co.
Derby, Pooley in Polesworth, co. Warwick, and Calton. co.
Stafford. Visit. Derby, 1611. The representative in the 17th
century was Sir Aston Cokayne, the poet, who alienated
the whole of the family estates, and whose daus. and co
heirs in. Henslow and Tdrvile). Ar. three cocks gu. armed,
N.B. The Arms of Herthdll
crested, and jelloped sa.
(from whom the family derived the Warwickshire and other
estates, viz.) ar. two bars vert, were generally quartered
with the above and sometimes even borne as the only coat.
Crest
A cock's head erased gu., beaked, crested, and jelloped sa. (sometimes borne "couped." The crest borne in
the visitation of 1662, was a " cock gu." as in the arms).
Motto
"£n bon espoyr," and "A Tribulacione."
Cokajme (Rushton, co. Northampton, Elmesthorpe, co.
Leicester, <fcc.. Lord Mayor of London, 1619; descended
from Sir John Cokayne, of Ashbourne, co. Derby, temp.
Henry VI., and Isabel, dau. of Sir Hdgh Shirley, Knt.).
Arms As the preceding. Crest A cock's head erased gu.,
beaked, crested, and jelloped sa.

Cokain, Cokayne, or Cockayne

—

—

—

—

—

Cokayne, or Cockayne

(VkcovLnti Cullen, in Ireland,

1642 to 1810 descended from Sir William Cokayne, aboveArms and Crest as the preceding. Supporters—
Dexter, a lion guard, party per fesse or and ar.; sinister,
an ostrich ar. holding in his beak a horseshoe ppr. Motto
Virtus in arduis.
Cokajme (Lancaster Herald, 1870, whose mother, the Hon.
Maby Anne Asams, was one of the co-heirs of the Cokaynes
of Rushton, CO. Northampton, (discounts Culien).
Amis,
Crest, and Motto, as the preceding.
Cokayne. Per pale ar. and sa. a fesse nebulee counterchanged.
Coke (Earl of Leicester &ni Baron Lovd, created Baron 1728,
and Earl 1744, extinct 1769). Per pale gu. and az. three
eagles displ. ar. Supporters— T\io ostriches, each gorged
with a ducal coronet party per pale az. and gu. and a line
thereto of the last. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
an ostrich with a horseshoe in his beak ar. Jfo»o— Prudens
;

named).

leaves ar.

Cogran.

c OE.

feathers ar. two cross-crossleti fltch6e in saltire az.
Fuimus et sub Deo erimuB.

az.

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pass. ar.
Crest
A fret or.
Coghull (Coghull, CO. Chester). Ar. a cross fleury sa.
Cognose (Northumberland). Gu. a fesse and three fusils
in chief ar.

Coham

^Coham and Dunsland, co. Devon). Per chev. engr.
and erm. in chief five fleurs-de-lis, three and two, and
in base a lion ramp. or.
Crest
In front of a plume of five
gii.

—
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—

—

qui patiens.

Coke

(Holkham, co. Norfolk, Earl of Lticester, created
Per pale gu. and az. three eagles displ. ar. Crest
On a chapeau az. turned up erm. an ostrich ar. holding in
Supporters
On either side an
his mouth a horseshoe or.
ostrich ar. the dexter gorged with a ducal coronet per pale
gu. and az. line reflexed over the back of the first; the
sinister gorged with a like coronet per pale az. and gu. and
Motto Prudens qui
line reflexed over the back also az.

—

1837).

—

—

patiens.

Coke
and

canton

and Melbourne,

co. Derby,
Gu. three crescents and a
Crest— The sun in splendour or. Motto Non

(Trusley, Brookhill Hall,
of Lemore, co. Hereford).
or.

aliunde pendere.
(Trcgasa, co. Cornwall).

Coke

—

Ar.

on a bend

cottised sa.

three cats or.
Ar. a tend and annulet in the sinister comer az.
Az. three cocks ar. crested or.
Quarterly, gu. and ar.
Erm. on a bend cottised sa. three leopards pass, or,
in the sinister corner a label of as many points over a

Coke.
Coke.
Coke.
Coke.

crescent ar.

Cokefield. (Buckinghamshire).

Az. a cross betw. four fet-

terlocks or.

Cokefield (Norfolk and Suffolk). Ar. a saltire sa.
Cokefield (Suffolk). Az. a cross chcquy ar. and gu.
Cokefield. Gu. two fleurs-de-lis in fesse erm.
Cokefield. Ar. a saltire (another, engr.) sa. betw.

fo'.ir

crescents gu.

Cokefield, or Cuckfield. Gu. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Cokefind. Gu. a fleur-de-lis or.
Ookefull. Ar. a cross betw. four escallops sa.

Cokeham.
Cokeham.

Ar. a hon ramp, chequy or and vert (another,
armed gu.
Ar. a lion ramp, double queued az. fretty or.

Cokeley.

Or, a lion ramp. gu. over all a

az.

and

or)

bend sa.
Gu. thne lozenges (another,
each charged with u rose of the field.
P 2

Cokeney, or Cokney.
fusils) in fesse ar.
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Cokeney.

Gu.

ttaree fusils in fesse or.

(Yorkshire). Vert on a cross engr. ar. an
A goat's head erased ar.
Ar. on a bend go. threw
co. Dorset).
leopards' faces or (another adds a bordure engr. sa.).
^A Moor's head couped at the shoulders fullfaced ppr.
Crtst

Cokenmg'hain.
annulet

Coker

Crest

sa.

—

(Mapowder,

—

wreathed about the temples.
Same Arms, a martlet in chief

Coker.
Same

Coker
for

Same Arms,

(Bicester, co. Oxford).
Crest

difl.

—

^A

— Fiat

Motto

gu.

sa. for diff.

Cre»t—

as the last.

Coker. Ar. on a bend
Coker, or Cokers.
couped

in chief a crescent

Moor's head side-faced, wreathed ar. and

justitia.

az. three leopards' heads or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three Moors' heads

sa.

shoes sa.
sa. a mullet

with six points of the field.
Ar. on a bend gu. three leopards' beads or.
Ar. a bend cotised, dancettee gu.
(Derbyshire). Ar. on a bend sa. three leopards'
faces of the first (another, the faces or).
Cokerham. (Columbton, co. Devon). Ar. on a bend sa.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. as many leopards' faces of the

Cokerey.

Cokerfield.

Cokerham

Cokerham.

Ar. on a cross sa. a mullet of

(co. Lancaster).

—

—A

cross) sa.

Crest

cock gu. holding in the beak a violet

ppr.

Cokesey. Ar. on a bend az. three cinquefoils of the field.
Cokesford (Launton, co. Oxford; confirmed Feb. 1611).
Ar. two bars gu. within a bordure engr. sa.
Cokeworth (Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks gn.
Cokeyn. Quarterly, gu. and ar. a bend sa.
Cokeyn, or Cokeyns (co. Dwset). Bendy of sixgu. and

—

—

Colborne

Crest

Cokin

—Out

cross

compony

gu.

and

a ducal coronet a lion's paw.
Ar. a cross lozengy gu.
Ar. fretty sa. on a fesse of the first three cocks
of

(Ireland).

Cokkes.

—Out

Gu. on a chev.

ar. three peUets,

a

chief indented

of the second.

of six gu. and ar.
Ar. three torches ppr.

Colbame
1567).

(William Colbaknb, York Herald, d. 13 Sept.
Ar. a chev. betw. three bugle horns sa. stringed
Out of a coronet or, a stag's head erased ar. attired

Ci-est

gold.

—

—Seur

Motto

Colbatch

pomels

—

pelletee.

ramp.

sa.

over

all

lets fitchde of the

a

fess or,

of Alverdiscot

and Stock-

Devon, 1620). Ar. a Uon
charged with three cross cross-

Visit.

Gu. a cross ar. betw. four
swords erect of the second, hilled or.
Colbert (Francis, Count de Colbert, of the kingdom of
France 1723, m. Charlotte, dau. of William Lee, fifth son
of Nicholas Lee, of Waterford). Or, a snalie in pale sa.
Colbey. Az. a chev. belw. three escallops or. Crest An
arm in armour embowed ppr., garnished or, holding in the
gauntlet a sword also ppr.
Colborne (Lord Otlhome: extinct 1854). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three buglchorns sa.

—

BtrinKcd of the second, as many mullets pierced or, for
Colborne; 2n(l and 3rd, gu. on a chev. betw. three doves

many

Uidlet. Crests— 1st: A stag's head
couped ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet, and pendent therefrom a bugle sa. stringed gu. ; 2nd
A bull pa.ss. gu.
Supporters
Dexter, a bull gu. charged on the shoulder with
three mullets two and one i)ierced or; iinister, a stag ppr.
gorged with a ducal coronet or, and pendent therefrom by a
string gu. a bugle sa.
iMoito— Constans fldei.
Colborne (Lord aeatim). Ar. on a chev. betw. three buglehorns stringed sa., as many mullets of the first; on a chief
pellets, for

—
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ar.

hilts

and

or.

Colbrand, or Coleboume

(Colbrand in Tipton, co.
and Bowley Regis, in the same co.
see
the derivative branches were the Colbbonds,
or Colebodbnes, of Eanver, of Groby, co. Leicester, of
Dudley, co. Stafford, and of Coventry, co. Warwick). Ar.
a chev. betw. three buglehoms sa. stringed or. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a reindeer's head ar. attired gold.
Colbroke. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. over all, on a fesse or,
three crosses pat^tee fitch^e (another, crosses crosslet fitchfie)
of the field. Crest A spear in pale ppr.
Colbroke. Ar. a Uon ramp. gu. depressed by a fesse or,
charged with three crosses pattee fitchee sa.
Colbroke, or Colbrooke. Erm. a cross gu.
Colbrond. Ar. a fesse and canton gu. on the last a crescent
1381,

;

Visit. 1619;

—

—

first.

Colbrond.
Colbrooke

See Colbend.
(Devonshire). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a bar sa.
three crosses crosslet fitchee of the field.
Colbrooke. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a fesse sa. three crosses
or.

Colby

(Kensington, co. Middlesex, Finore, co. Pembroke,
Norfolk, and Suffolk). Az. a chev. betw. three escallops
and a border engr. or. Crest An arm in armour, embowed
ppr. garnished or, holding in the gauntlet a broken sword
ar. hilt and pomel gu. the broken end of the sword embrucd

with blood.

Colby

(Norfolk).

Same Arms.

—A

Crest

dexter

arm em-

armour, holding in the gauntlet a scimetar all ppr.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three escallops az. within a

in

bordure engr. of the

last.

Crest

—A

dexter

ppr. vested az. holding a dagger of the

arm embowed

first, hilt

and pomcL

or.

(granted to Rev. Frederick Thomas Colby, B.D.,
Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford, and the descendants of the
Thomas Colby, Esq., Capt. R.N., of Great Torrington,
CO. Devon).
Az. two chevronels betw. as many escallops in
chief and as many palmer's staves saltierwise in base, all or.
Crest
An arm in armour embowed ppr. holding in the
hand a broken dagger, a palmer's wallet depending from
the blade, pomel, hilt, and wallet all or, betw. two palmer'*
branches vert. Motto Non omnis frangar.
Colby. Az. a chev. or, betw. three crescents ar.
Colby. Ar. a cross moline sa.
Colchester, Baron. See Abbott.
Colchester (Gray's Inn, London; granted 20 Dec. 1626).
Ar. a chev. betw. three estoiles gu.
Colchester (London, Somersetshire, and Warwickshire;
granted 1626, confirmed by Segar, Garter, to RichardColchester, of Umington, co. Warwick). Or, a chev. betw,
three estoiles gu. Crest
A demi lion ppr. holding in the
late

—

—

second.

Colbend, or Oolbrond.

ar. a*

Gu. a cross betw. four swords

—

Colby

(Bedfordshire). Or, two bars wavy and in chief
three whales' heads erect and erased sa.
Crest
On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion's head erased or,

Bellew

last.

ar. attired

or.

maned

slipped, all ppr.

—

Colbeck

(quartered by

mullets of the

Ar. on a fesse gu. a crescent
of the first, a canton of the second.
Colbrand (Chichester, Lewes, and Bumham, co. Sussex).
Ar. three levels with their plummets or. Crest A tiger sejant

Colby.

(Middlesex).

ar. guttle

leigh-English, co. Devon.

many

a reindeer's head

Colborne, or Colbrand.

bowed

et loyal.

A dexter arm

Colbeck

as

or,

gold.

Per pale gu. and vert, a fesse dande sang betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
embowed, per pale dancettee vert and az. cufl
erm. holding in the hand a pineapple downwards, leaved and
cett^

or,

a ducal coronet

—

Cokyn. Bendy
Colan.

of

Colborne.

formee

gu-

Cokyll.

(Bruton, co. Somerset. Her. Off., cos. Wilts, Devon,
Ar. on a chev. betw. three buglehoms sa. stringed

same and garnished

of the
Crest

of the

erm.

Ookfeld, or Kokefield. Az. a

or.

—

Stafford,

six points of the field.

Cokerington. Ar. on a cross sa. a mullet pierced or.
Cokerith. Ar. a cross sa. Crest A fire beacon ppr.
Cokesay. Ar. on a bend az. three cinquefoils or.
Cokeseg'ed, or Cocksedge. Ar. a saliire (another, a

peer in consideration of services at the battles of

first

Corunna, Albuera, Ciudad Bodrigo, Nivelle, Nive, Orthes, and
Toulouse, betw. two mural crowns or. Crest
Out of a mural
crown or, a reindeer's head, ar. attired gold, betw. a branch
of laurel on the dexter, and a branch of palm on the sinister,
both ppr. Supporters On the dexter side a soldier of Her
Majesty's 52nd (or Oxfordshire) regt. of foot, habited and
accoutred, in the exterior hand a musket, all ppr., and on
the sinister side a Canadian Red Indian, holding in his
dexter hand a tomahawk, and in the exterior a spear, all
ppr. Motto
Sperat infestis.

ar.

field.

ar.

to the

Somerset).

Coker (Dorsetshire). Ar. three cokers or high
Cokeram, or Kokeram. Ar. on a cross

ooi.

embattled gu., pendent from a ribbon of the last, fimbriated
az., a representation of the gold cross and clasps presented

:

—

paws an

estoile gu.

Colchester,

Town

of

(Essex).
Gu. two staves raguly
and couped, one in pale, surmounted by another in fcs.sc,
both ar. betw. two ducal coronets in chief or, the bottom

part of the staff entiled with a ducal coronet of the last.
(Essex). Gu. a cross or, on a
bordure of the second eight mullets of six points of the first.
Colchet. Sa. a griflBn segreant ar. beaked and legged or.
Colcloug'h (Uluerton, co. Stafford, Richard Colclouch,
E3(i., of Blucrton, was living 40 Edward 111., 1367. Visit.
Stafford, and Visit. London). Ar. five eaglets displ. in crosa

Colchester-Monastery

AA

-
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Colcloug'h (Ingston, YnRston, or Erdington, and Eluerton,
CO.

Visit. Stafford,

Stafford.

1583).

Same

ing, ar. a fess betw. three martlets sa., for

— A demi eagle

displ. sa. ducally

gorged

Arm-<, quarter-

LocEwooD.

Crest

or.

Anthony Colclodgh,

Knt., of
Colcloug'h
Bluerton and Woolstanton, co. Stafford, settled in Ireland 34
Henry VIII., 1542, as Captain of the Pensioners, got a
grant of the house, abbey, and lands of the dissolved
monastery of Tintern, co. Wexford, 18 Queen Elizabeth,
1576, and was ancestor of the Irish family of Colclodgh of
(Ireland, Sir

Tintern Abbey and Duffry Hall, and the branches formerly
Sir Adam
living in Carlow, Queen's County, &c., <fec.
Colclodgh, grandson of the grantee of 1576 was created a
bart. of Ireland 1628, which title became extinct on the
death of his grandson. Sir C-esar Colclodgh, 3rd bart.,
C^SAB Colclodgh, Esq., of Tintern Abbey,
s. p. 16S7.
eighth in descent from Sir Anthony, d.s.p. 1842, when the

Abbey and

estates devolved

on

and

his cousin

heiress-at-

law, Mrs. Rosboeodgh-Colclodgh, now of Tintern Abbey.
The representative and heir male of the family is Lieut.
Col.

Beadchamp Heney

Dddley Colclodgh, Wexford

Visit. Wexford 1618; Fun.
Ar. five eaglets in cross sa. Crest
A djmi eagle displ. sa., ducally gorged or. Motto—"Ris
calcabo gentes.

Visit. Stafford 1583;

Militia;

—

Ent. Ulster's OfSce).

Colcloug'h. (RosBORODGH-CoLCLonoH, Tlntcm Abbey, co.
Wexford, exemplified to John Thomas Rosbobodoh, Esq.,
of Tintern Abbey, co. Wexford; and Mary Grey WentwoRTH, his wife, only dau. of Cksar Colclodgh, Esq., of
Duffrey Hall, in same co., Chief Justice of Prince Edward's
Island, and sole heiress of her kinsman, CesAB Colclodgh,
Esq., of Tintern Abbey aforesaid, on their assuming, by
royal licence, 1853, the additional surname and arms of
Colclodgh). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. five eaglets displ.
in cross sa., for Colclodgh; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev. or,
three roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert, for Bosbobodgh.
1st: A demi eagle displ. sa. gorged with a ducal
Crests
coronet, or, for Colclodgh 2nd On a dexter hand in fess
a dove close with a branch of oUve in his beak all ppr., for
BosBORODOH.
Mottos (over the second crest) God is my

—

:

;

—

—

(under the arms) His calcabo gentes.
Colclougrh (London, founded by Mathew Colclodgh,
second son of Bichabd Colclodgh, Esq., of Bluerton, and
brother of Sir Anthony Colclodgh, Knt., of Tintern. Visit.
London, 1568). Arms, Crett, and Motto Same as Sir
Anthony Colclodgh, with a crescent for diff.
Colclough (Delph House and Cheadle, co. Stafford, descended from Thomas Colclodgh, second son of John
Colclodgh, Esq., of Bluerton, and uncle of Sir Anthony
Colclodgh, Knt., of Tintern Abbey, which Thomas had
Delph House by gift from his father, 1522 Visit. Stafford
shield

;

—

;

and Derby

1662-4).

Same Arms as

Sir

Anthony Colclodgh,

with the proper mark of cadency.
Colclough (Burslem, descended from a younger brother of
Sir Anthony Colclodgh, Knt., of Tintern Abbey. Dugdale's
Visit., 1664).
Same Arm^ as Sir Anthony Colclodgh, with
a canton gu. for diff.
Colcombe (Alrington, co. Northampton, temp. Henry VI.).
Or, a chev. betw. three escallops az.
Coldale. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three rams' heads,
cabossed ar.
Coldham (Bury, co. Suffolk). Az. a mullet ar. pierced of
the

field.

Coldham

(Midhurst, co. Sussex ; certified by Segar). Az. a
mullet ar. charged with a torteau. Crest A dragon's head
gu. transfixed through the breast with a lance or, armed ar.
Coldham (Anmer Hall, co. Norfolk). Az. a mullet pierced
ar.
Crest
A grifBn's head couped ppr. transfixed with an
arrow.
Coldicott. Per pale or and az. on a chief of the last three
leopards' faces of the first.
Crest
A dexter hand ppr.
holding up a bi let gu. Motto Sum quod sum.
Cold'well. Az. a cross moline ar.
Cole {Earl of i'liniskillen). Ar. a bull pass. sa. armed and
unguled or, within a bordure of the second charged with
eight bezants, on a canton sinister per pale gu. and az. a
harp gold, stringed of the field. Crest A demi dragon vert
langued gu., holding in the dexter claw a dart or, headed
and feathered ar., and in the sinister an escutcheon, gold.
Supporters— Two dragons reguard. vert, each holding a dart,

—

—

—

—

—

gold.

Cole

Motto

—Deum

cole,

regem

(Leixlip Castle, co. Kildare).

serva.

Ar. a bull pass. gu. armed

—

or, within a bordure sa. bezantee.
Crest
A demi gryphon
holding an arrow headed or, and feathered ar.
Motto—

Deum cole, regem serva.
Cole (granted to Owen Blaynby
CO.

Monaghan,
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D.L.,

Colk, Esq., of Brandrum,
descended from the Colbs, long

OOIi

Ar. a buB pass. gu.
within a bordure bezantee sa. a canton of the last charged
with a horse's head couped ar. thereon a chief or, charged
Crest— A demi gryphon
with three mullets pierced gu.
segreant vert, grasping in its dexter claw an arrow with the
point downwards or, feattiered and barbed ar. Moito—

settled at

Twickenham, Middlesex).

Deum cole, regem
Cole (Cornwall).
bezantfe.

Crest

serva.

a bull gu. within a, bordure
demi dragon holding an arrow

Ax.

—A

sa.
or,

headed and feathered ar.
Cole (Slade, CO. Devon, temp. Henry IV., and London). Ar.
a bull pass, within a bordure sa. bezantee, armed or.
Cole (Stoke Lyne, co. Oxford, and Twickenham, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a bull pass. gu. armed or, within a bordure sa.
Crest A demi dragon holding an arrow or,
bezantee.
Motto Deum cole, regem serva.
headed and feathered ar.
Cole (granted to William Cole Cole, of the city of Exeter,
banker). Or, a chev. betw. three pears vert, on a chief
A bull's head couped at the
erm. a bull pass. sa. Crest
neck sa. homed or, betw. two branches of oak fructed

—

—

—

ppr.

Cole (Twickenham,

Ar- within a bordure
co. Middlesex).
bezantee a bull gu. on a canton erm. a nag's head ppr.
over which, on a chief or, three estoiles az. Ci-est A demi
dragon vert, bearing in its dexter paw a javelin armed or,
Deum cole, regem serva.
feathered ar. Motto
Cole. Ar. a bull pass. sa. armed or, within a bordure of the
second bezantee, on a canton sinister az. a harp of Ireland.
A bull's head couped sa.
Crest
Cole (Lusse, co. Hants confirmed /fer. Off)- Ar. a bull pass,
sa. collared and lined or, within a bordure of the second
sa.

—

—

—

;

bezantee.
(Shenley, co. Herts, 1640). Per pale or and ar. ahull
pass. sa. within a bordure of the last, on a chief of the third
demi dragon az. winged or, holdthree bezants. Crest

Cole

—A

ing a chaplet vert.
(Rev. George Lamont Coi:.k, of Wallisford Manor,
WelUngton, co. Somerset). Per pale ar. and or, a bull pass,
Crest
sa. within an orle of cross crosslets fitchee gu.
demi dragon ppr. holding betw. the paws two cross crosslets

Cole

—

Motto

fitchee in saltire ar.

—Deum

cole,

regem

serva.

Ar. a bull pass. gu. armed or. Crest— Out of a. ducal
coronet or, a bull's head gu. armed of the first.
(Devonshire, and Walden, co. Essex). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three scorpions, reversed, of the second.
Cole (Bill, CO. Devon an heiress of which family m. Drake).

Cole.

Cole

;

Ar. a chev. betw. three scorpions sa.
Cole (Holybome, co. Hants). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three

Crest— A naked arm holding a
scorpions reversed sa.
Motto—" Deum cole, regem
scorpion ppr. armed or.
"
Eslo quod esse videris."
serva," or
Ar. a fesse engr. sa. betw.
Durham).
(Brancepeth,
co.
Cole
three scorpions reversed of the second.
Cole (Newcastle-upon-Tyne). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
scorpions erect sa. on a chief az. as many fleurs-de-Us of the
first.

Crest

—A naked arm

erect, holding Ln the

hand

ppr.

a

scorpion sa.
Cole (from the Fun. Ent. of Margery Cole, wife of Captain
John Cornwall, d. 17 Feb. 1597). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

three scorpions sa.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three scorpions erect (another,
reversed) sa.
Cole (Devonshire). Gu. on a chev. cottised betw. three
leopards' heads ar. as many torteaux.
Cole (Coat, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Vert on a fcsse ar. three
lion's head erased gu.
Crest
lions' heads erased gu.

Cole.

—A

pierced in the neck by an arrow.
Cole (Hampshire). Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three lions*
heads erased or, four bars of the field betw. twelve ogresses.
Crest— A falcon with wings expanded ar. guttle sa. preying

on a

Cole

fish or.

(Bokeish, Woolfardisworthy, co. Devon).

Ar. an ass

pass, within a bordure sa. bezantee.

(Maldon, co. Essex). Ar. on a chev. embattled az. betw.
Cresi
three dolphins embowed sa. as many estoiles or.
leopard's head erased ar. collared and chained or, holding in
the mouth a slip of oak vert.
Cole (Oxfordshire; William Cole. Visit. Oxon; Har. MSS.,
1412). Sa. three fleurs-de-lis betw. two bendlets ar. Crest—
A bundle of arrows ar. banded with a belt buckled or.
Cole (Somersetshire). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards*
heads or. Crest An eagle displ. ar. ducally gorged or.

Cole

—

—

—

Crest
Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' heads ar.
eagle displ. ar.
Cole. Per pale erm. and sa. a fesse counterchanged.
Colebrooke (Gatton, co. Surrey, bart.). Gu. a lion ramp,
enn. ducally crowned or, on a chief of the last three martlets

Cole.

An

A

A
;
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—

wyvern, wing* expanded or, resting the
dexter foot upon an antique escutctieon gu. Motto— So\a
ppr.

Cirtt

^A

bona quae honesta.

OOIj

—

heads erased or, ten ogresses.
Crest
A snakt
wreathed about a marble pillar ppr. garnished or.
Coles (Dorsetshire). Gu. a chev. (another, colised) betw.
lions'

three leopards' faces ar.

Colebrooke. See Killington.
Colebroke (Ashwell, co. Herts).

Gu. a lion ramp. erin.

Coles.

Per pale

and gu. a

ar.

—

bull pass,

counterchanged.

or, on a chief of the last three martlets sa.
Coleby (Hampshire). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three eagles'
displ. ar. beaked and legged or.
Colegrave. Ar. two bars betw. three pbeons gu. C)-est
In a mur.ll coronet gu. two arrows in saltire or, flighted ar.

Crest An arm embowed in armour holding in the hand
ppr. a serpent entwined round the arm vert.
Coles (Preston Capes, co. Northampton). Gu. a chev. ar.
pellettee with two bars gemelles of the field betw. three

Colegrave (exemplified to John William Joseph Mart
Ljswis Manby, Esq., of Cann HaU, co. Essex, and Little
Ellingham, co. Norfolk, upon his taking the name of ColeGKAVE, instead of that of Manby, by royal licence, 18GS).
Ar. two bars gu. each charged with as many crescents or,
betw. three pheons of the second. Crest An ostrich feather

Coles

crowned

—

—

and two arrows in saltire or, barbed and flighted
Motto— ¥idei constans.
ar. banded by a mural crown gu.
Ooleliug' (Corcley, co. Salop). Vert, a grifBn segreant or.
Coleman (Langley, co. Wilts). Az. on a pale rayonnfe or,
a lion ramp. gu. Crest A caltrap or, betw. two wings ar.
Ck>leinan. Per fesse ar. and sa., a cross patonce betw. four
A horse's head erased ppr.
mullets counterchanged. Creit
Coleman. Same Amis. Creit—Oat of a ducal coronet a
greyhound's head ppr.
Coleman. Same Arms. Cfest A demi greyhound sa.
gorged with a collar ar. holding betw. the fore feet a mullet
erect az.

—

—

—

of the

first.

Coleman

(George Lovick Coleman, Esq., of Bixley Lodge,
Norwich, Sheriff of that city, 1843-4, and Mayor 1847-8).
Quarterly, gu. and sa. a cross patonce betw. an unicorn's
head erased in the first and 4th quarters, and a rose in the
second and third ar. the roses barbed and seeded vert.
A cross patonce gu. surmounted by a unicorn's head
Crest
erased ar. charged with three roses in chev. also gu. Motto
Be just and fear not.
Coleman (Merriot, co. Somerset). Per pale ar. and gu. a
Crest
A bull's head
bull pass, coimterchanged, attired or.
erased gu. charged with a crescent ar.
Colem.bert. Gu. a bend or.
Colem.ere. The same Arms as Colemobb. Crest—A harpy
with wings expanded ppr.
Colemore, or Collsrmore (Toumay, France, and Colmorc, en. Somerset confirmed by the Deputies of Camden,
Clarenceux, to William Colemore, of Birmingham, co.
Warwick, and borne by his descendant, Thomas Colemore,

—

—

—

;

heads erased or.
(Parrocks Lodge, near Chard,

lions'

co. Somerset).

bull gu. within a bordure sa. bezantee.

Coles, or Colles

(Somersetshire). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three leopards' heads ar. an ermine spot. Ci-est On a mount
vert an eagle displ. ar. ducally gorged and raembered or.
Coles (granted to James Coles, Esq., of Old Park, Clapham
Common, co. Surrey). Gu. three bezants chevronwaya
within two chevronels or, betw. three lions' heads erased
erminois. Crest Upon a moimt vert a column erect entwined by a serpent holding in the mouth a branch of olive

—

—

all

ppr.

Coleshill (Bynamy

Castle and Tremoderet, co. Cornwall).
a chief ar. guttee de sang.
Coless (Scotland). Az. on a bend or, betw. three crosses

Chequy or and

sa.

crosslet gu. as many mascles of the last.
Coless (Ualmano, Scotland). Or, on a bend

—

—

field.

Colfox.
Colfox.

on a chief ar. three foxes' heads couped gu.
on a chev. ar. three foxes' heads couped gu.
See CoLOGAN or McColgan.

Sa.
Sa.

Colibom. Ar. three cocks gu.
Colimer (Kent). Gu. three crescents

Colenley.

Or, six billets gu.

Ar. three backs' heada gu.

attired or.

Colepeper, or Culpeper (Kent
in that county; before the

—

of very ancient settle;
time of Edward HI. it was
the Colepeppers of Preston

divided into two chief branches
Hall, and the Colepeppers of Bay Hall; from the latter
descended those of Bedgebury, Wakehurst, Wigshill, and the
Which was the elder line
Lord.i Culpeper, of Tlioresway.

has not, however, been established, each claiming seniority
bore the same coat armour without difference, and
carried it on the field of battle at Poictiers one Colepeper
tr> have borne on a silver shield " a bloody bend
stated
is
engrailed"). Ar. a bend engr. gu. Cre.tl A falcon with
wings expanded ar. beaked, legged, and belled or.
Colepeper (Baron Colepeper, created 1644, extinct 1725).
Same Arms and Crest.
Supporters Two dragons ar.
ducally gorged gu. Motto I' espere.
Colepeper (Preston Hall and Oxenhoath, co. Kent). Same
all

;

—

—

—

Armt.

Colepepper.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. ten martlets gn.
of six gu. and ar. a chief az. Crest
griOin's head ppr. betw. two wings or.
Coleridgre (Baron Coleridge). Ar. on a mount vert, in base
an otter ppr., a chief gu. charged with a dove of the first,
betw. two crosses patt^e fltchee or.
Crest
On a mount
vert, therefrom issuing cars of wheat ppr., in front of across
gu. an otter also ppr. Supporters
Dexter, an otter ppr.;
sinister, a lion sa., each gorged with a garland of roses gu.
leaved vert. Motto Time IJeum cole regem.

Coleridere.

—

Bendy

—

—

—

Coleridge (Devon

was Sahcel Taylor
CoLERiDGK, the Poet). Ar. on a mount vert in base an otter
ppr. a chief gu. charged with a dove of the field betw. two
crosses pattee fltchec or. Crrtt
On a mount vert, therefrom issuing ear» of wheat ppr. in front of a cross gu. an
otter also ppr.
3/o//o— Time Devm cole regem.
Oolas (Ireland confirmed lGt7). Gu. on a chev. betw. two
:

of this family

—

;
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Colhet.

Ar. a bend

wavy

sa. (another, vert).

betw. nine (another,

eight) billets ar.

Colenwood (Northumberland).
ment

—

Ar. on a bend az. three annulets or, in the sinister chief point a cross formije fitchee of the second.
Coley. Or, a lion ramp. gu. Crest A dexter arm in
armour ppr. holding a scimetar ar. hilt and pomel or.
Coley. Ar. a cross pattee throughout wavy sa.
Coley. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three scorpions reversed sa.
Coley, or Collay. Sa. three swans' necks erased ar.
beaked gu.
Colfo'wles. Az. three wolves' heads erased ar.
Colfox. Sa. six fleurs-de-lis or. Ciest Out of a duoal
coronet or, a demi wolf gu. devouring a hand ar.
Colfox. Or, on a chief az. three foxes' heads erased of thcr

Moor's head couped below the breast in
about the temples or and gu.

—

Crest

Coleugrh.

Col^an.

wreathed

betw. two

crosses pattee az. three mascles of the field.
Colet. Sa. a chev. betw. three hinds trippant or.
hand holding a battle-axe ppr.

Visit. Warwick).
Esq., of Ashfurlong, Sutton Coldtield.
Gu. (another, az.)billettee and three crescents or. Creat
profile ppr.

Ar. a

Crest— OoX, of a

ducal coronet or, a demi dragon vert holding an arrow of
the first, headed and feathered ar.

Conns'

(granted 1672).
Per pale vert and gn. a grifSa
segreant or. Crest
A demi griffin segreant holding betw.
the talons a fusil gu. charged with a crescent ar.
Colingregr. Ar. (another, or) three fleurs-de-lis az.
Colinson (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1658). Vert on a chev. betw.
three roses ar. three griffins' heads erased az.
CoUace (Balnamoon, co. Forfar). Az. on a bend or, betw.
two cross crosslets (otherwise saltires couped) of the last
three (otherwise four) mascles gu.
CoUand. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three torteaux. Crest
A fish wheel or.
Collar (Gloucestershire). Ar. a saltire vaire or and gu.
betw. four escallops of the last.
Collar, or Collor (Gloucestershire ; confirmed 2 June,
Same Arms, the vair^ or and sa. Crest A tiger's
1669).
head erased or.
Collard (Bamston, co. Essex; granted 16 June, 1640).
Per fesse or and ar. three Moors' heads sidefaced, couped
ppr. wreathed round the temples of the first and sa. Crest
.V demi lion ramp. sa. supporting a cross bow or.
Collard. Az. three ladies' heads in fesse betw. as many

—

—

—

—

fleurs-de-lis or.

Collarde

Gyronny of
(Collard and Southcott, co. Devon).
and sa. three Moors' heads couped of the second.
Crest— A. demi lion ramp. sa. holding a scaling ladder or.
Collarde. Gyronny of six or and sa. three blackamoors*
heads In profile, couped, counterchanged.
Collas (St. Martin, Jersey). Ar. a double-headed eagle
displ. sa. armed gu.
Crest
A plain cross or. Motto
six or

—

—

Crux spes

uniea.

Collay, or Colley
shire).
or.

CoUe

(Cheshire. Hertfordshire, and

— An

elephant's head gu. betw. two wings sa.
Ar.
(N'ewcastlc-on-Tyne; granted 3 Dec. 1614).

fesse engr. betw. three scorpions erect sa.

hand

Warwick-

Sa. three swans' necks erased ar. within a bordure

Crest

holding a scorpion ppr.

Crest

a

—A dexter

A

A
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C Oli
Colle, or Coulee.

Per pale indented gu. and ar. a bull
courant counterchanged within a bordure sa. bezantee.
Colledg'e (granted to Thomas Kichakd Colledge, Esq.)Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three pomegranates leaved and
Cre.4 A mount vert
stalked or, a snake nowed ppr.
thereon in front of a pomegranate leaved and stalked ppr.
a snake as in the arms.
Collee, Colley, or Cooling'. Ar. a cross wavy (another,
A griffin segreant ar. beaked
wa^-y and humettee) sa. Crest
and legged or.
College of Physicians in Ireland (the King and
Per fess erm. and az. a dexter celestial hand
Queen's).
issuing out of clouds in chief ppr. and in base the harp of
Ireland ensigned with the royal crown, all also ppr. Motto

—

—

—Ratione

et experientia.

Collen, Collin, or Collings (High Laver,
Vert a

griffin

segreant or.

Crest

—A

griffin's

co. Essex).

head erased

(cos. Essex,

Kent, and Stafford, 1612). Same Arms.
erm.
Another

head erased or, collared
—A
Crest — A demi griffin or, collared az.
griffin's

Crest

Collen

(Little Laver,

for diff.

Crest

—A

co.

Same Arms, a crescent
head erased vert collared erm.

Essex).

griffin's

and charged with a crescent.

Collens, or Collins

(Offwell, co. Dorset).

Sa. a chev. ar.

—

guttee de sang betw. three doves of the second. Crest
ar.
Motto Volabo ut requiescam.
Collens, or Collensvrell (Barnes Hill, co. Devon). Az.
cubit arm holding a fireCrest
three firebrands ppr.

—

dove

—A

brand

all ppr.

Collens

(Upton, co. Hereford ; confirmed Oct. 1612). Vert
segreant or, a crescent for diff.
Gu. on a bend or, three martlets sa.
Collenwood. Ar. three bucks' heads cabossed gu. attired or.
Coller, or Collar (Gloucestershire and London). Ar. a
cross vair6 or and gu. betw. four escallops sa.
Colles (Luckley Grimley and Leigh Court, co. Worcester.
BicBABD CoLLE Or CoLLES, Esq., of Alfrick, "e familia
Colles orum de com, Somerset," was buried at Powick, 1440.
Gu. a chev. ar. pellettee charged
Visit. Warwick, 1619).
with two bars gemelles of the field betw. three lions' heads
erased or. Crest A seapie with wings expanded or, gutteo
sa. standing on a dolphin lying on its back of the first.
Colles (Croke-Burnell, co. Devon). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three leopards' heads ar. and twelve torteaux, four bars of
A falcon with wings expanded ppr. guttee
the field. Crest
d'or preying on a fish of the first.
Colles. Per pale indented ar. and gu. a buU pass, counterchanged, armed or, within a bordure sa. bezantee.
Crest
griffin's head couped or, betw. two oak branches vert
fructed gold.
Colles (Fun. Ent., of Charles Colles, Esq., of Magheramore, J. P., and High Sheriff, co. Sligo, third son of
William Colles, Esq., of Doghill, Kings County, Provost
Marshall of Connaught, d. 15 Nov. 1686). Gu. a chev. betw.
three lions' heads erased or.
Colless (Balnamoon, Scotland). Ar. a cross moline betw.
two mascles in chief and a boar's head erased in base sa.
Collet (Lord Mayor of London, 1486). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three hinds trippant ar. as many annulets of the first.
Collet (CO. Suffolk). Same Arms. Crest A hind trippant

a

griffin

Collens.

—

—

—

A

—

ar.

Middlesex, Thomas Collet, son of
of Southlye, co. Oxford, and grandson
Esq., of Lechlade, co. Gloucester.
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Crest
A hind pass. ar.
Collet (Highgate, co. Middlesex, and the Middle Temple,
Thomas Collet, great grandson jnf Hcmphrey Collet, of
London. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Same Arms and Crest.
Colleton (London, IS Feb. 1660, since of Exeter and Exmouth, CO. Devon, Ash Park, co. Herts, bart.). Or, three
stags' heads couped ppr. Crest
^A stag's head, as in the

Collet (Chelsea, co.
Thomas Collet, Esq.,
of Thomas Collet,

—

—

Colleton (James Edward Colleton, Esq.). Same Arms.
Colleton (Devonshire). Per pale gu. and sa. a saltire engr.
betw. four castles or.
Colleton. Or, three roebucks' heads couped ppr. Crett
roebuck's head couped ppr. collared ar.
Collett (Locker's House, Hemel Hempstead, Herts). Sa. on
a chev. voided of the field betw. three hinds pass. ar. as
many annulets of the second. Crest A stag ppr. supporting with his dexter paw an inescutcheon sa.
Collett (Wendover, co. Buckingham). Sa. on a chev. ar.
voided of the field, three annulets of the second betw. as
many hinds statant ppr.

—

A

—

(Westerfield, co. Suffolk, granted 1644).
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—

:

2nd son of Henry Colley, Esq., of Castle Carbery, took the
of Wesley in 1728, and was created Lord, Momiitr/ton
Or, a lion ramp. gu. gorged with a ducal coronet
1740).
ppr.
Crest
A dexter arm couped and erect vested az.
cuffed ar. encircled with a ducal coronet or, the hand ppr.
holding a sword also ppr. pomel and hilt gold. Motto

name

—

—

Colley

(granted 1830, to George Francis Pomeroy, Esq., of
Rathangan, co. Kildarc, on his assuming by royal licence
the surname and arms of Collky only, incompliance with the
will of his uncle, Henry, 2nd Viscount llarberton). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. ducally gorged of the first. Crest A dexter
cubit arm habited gu. encircled beneath the cuff ar. with a
ducal coronet or, the hand grasping a scimitar ppr. hilted
and pommelled of the third.
Motto Virtutis fortuua
comes.
Colley. See Welleslet.
Colley (Glasson, co. Rutland). Ar. a cross wavy sa.
Colley. Ar. a cross sa.
Colliar, or Collyar (Darlston, co. Stafford). Ar. on a
chev. az. betw. three demi unicorns courant gu. as many
acorn slips or. Crest A demi negro ppr. with pearls in the
ears ar. holding in the dexter hand an acorn branch fructed

—

—

—

or.

Colliar, or Collier.
or.

Crest

Sa. a cross pattee throughout fitchee

—A cross pattee fitchee

or,

betw. two wings of the

last.

Colliar

(Ireland).
Per pale indented gu. Jind ar. a bull
salient sa. a border of the last plattee.
Collier, or Collyer. Sa. a cross pattee fitchee or, a

canton

ar.

Collier

Or, a cross pattee fitchee gu.
a castle ppr. with a breach in the middle
a mural crown or, with the words St.
Sebastian on the circle, a cross pattee fitchee or, betw. two
wings displ. pean.
Collier (Blockley, co. Worcester. Vice-Admiral Sir Edwabd
Sa. a cross pattee fitchee or. Crest—
Collier, K.C.B.).
Motto Nemo
cross pattee fitchee betw. two wings or.
sine cruce beatus.
Dorset).
Ar. a chev.
Dimock
(Puddle,
co.
Collier, alias
Crest A wivem with wings
betw. three bats displ. sa.
endorsed ar.
Collier (co. Stafford, granted 10 October, 1629). Sa. a cross
(bart., extinct 1824).

on a canton

thereof.

az.

Crest

—On

—

—

pattee fitchee or.

Per pale
(Ireland, Sir William Collier, Knt.).
indented ar. and az. a bull pass, coimterchanged a border gu.
bezantee.
Collimore (London) Gu. billettee three crescents ar.
A demi man in profile habited gu. billettee or, collar
Crest
turned over of the last on the head a cap also gu. wreathed
and ensigned with a crescent ar. holding in the dexter band
a sceptre on the top a crescent, both gold.
Collin (Elton, co. Nottingham). Vert, a griffin segreant or,
beaked and membered gu. on a chief indented ar. two crosses
formee of the third. Crest— A talbot's head erased per fesse
indented or and ar. eared and charged on the neck with a

Collier

—

cross formee gu.

Collin (Rene Collin,

of St. Malo, in France, 1700).

Az. a

passion cross or.

Collin

(Collinstown,

now CuUenstown,

co.

Wexford, allowed

Ulster, 1725, to Richard Collin, of co. Wexdescended from John Collin, of Cornwall, who
Ar. a chev. betw. three
came to co. Wexford, 1170).
ravens close sa. membered az. Crest A demi lion sa. holding
in the dexter paw a broken lance or.
Collin (Brisbane, in Brittany, allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1768, to Francis William Collin, of that place, descended
from Collinstown, co. Wexford). Same Arm^, and Ci-est.
Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three
Collin, or Collins.

by Hawkins,

ford, gent.,

arras.

Oollett

—

Virtutis fortuna comes.

or, collared vert.

Collen

COL

chev. engr. betw. three hinds trippant ar., as many annulets
of the first. Crest
.A. hind's head couped ar. gorged with a
collar engr. sa. (another) a hind statant ar.
Collett (London, granted 7 May, 1711). Sa. on a chev. ar.
voided of the field, five annulets of the second betw. three
hinds ppr. Crest
As the last.
Collett (co. Warwick, quartered by Harman, of Moor Hall,
Harl. MSS. 6060). Sa. on a cbev. betw. three hinds statant,
as many annulets of the field.
Colley (Castle Carbery, co. Kildarc, descended from Walteb
Cowley, Solicitor-General for Ireland 1537 Richard Collet,

Sa.

on a

—

bezants as many birds sa., on a chief or, a griffin pass,
A griffin pass. gu. Another
per pale gu. and sa. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a griffin pass, per
Crest

—

—

pale sa. and gu.
(Horley, co. Surrey co-heiresses m. Sanders, of
Charlwood, co. Surrey, temp. Edward I., and Codington).

Collinden

;

AA

COL
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and a tilting spear vert in taltire, the
former hiked, the latter headed or.
Colling' (Cockleigh, co. Suffolk). Vert a griffin segreant or,
on a canton ar. a fleur-de-lis gu.
Colling- (confirmed 10 Dec. 1672). Per pale vert and gu. a
Ar. a sword

griffin

sa.

segreant or.

Colling (Eedhall, co. Durham). Same Arms.
Collingborne (Devonshire). Ar. a sal tire chequy

or and

az.

Collingborne

(Devonshire and Wiltshire). Ar. a saltire
chequy or and az. betw. four columbines ppr. Creat
ppr.
her hair dishevelled or, habited erm.
demi woman
sleeves gu. holding in the dexter hand a covered cup,

—

gold.

(Northumberland, granted by Wm. Haulksloe, Clarenceux, 13 Edward IV., 1470, to William ColingBOBNE and his heirs forever. Harl. MSS.lllb). Quarterly,
On a
or iind az. a cross pattee counterchanged. Crest
Toundle quarterly or and az. a cross pattee counterchanged.
Collingborne. Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross moline
counterchanged.
Collingrey. Or, three fleurs-de-lis az.

Collingborne

—

Collingrig, or Collyngrege.

Same Arms, adding a
bordure engr. of the second.
Collings (St. Mary Ottery and Barnshill, co. Devon.
Visit. 1620).
Az. three torches or, enflamed ppr. Crest
cubit arm erect the hand holding a torch, all ppr.
Collings (Guernsey). Az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis two and
one or, a griffin segreant holding betw. the claws an escutcheon ar., the latter charged with an anchor sa. Crest
horse's head erased ar. bridled and charged on the neck with
Motto Fidelis in
three fleurs-de-liz az. two and one.
omnibus.
Collington. Az. on a fesse or, three maidens' heads couped
below the breast ppr. Crest A stag's head erased ppr.
Collingwood (Northumberland, branches of which were
seated at Esslington, Chirton, Dissington, Lilburne Tower,
Glanton Pyke, &c.). Ar. a chev. betw. three stags' heads
erased sa. (sometimes gu.). Crest A stag at gaze in a holly
bush ppr. (a stag's head erased sa. is sometimes used).
Motto Ferar unus et idem.
Collingwood (Lord Collingwood, extinct 1810). Ar. a chev.
betw. three stags' heads erased sa. with an augmentation,
viz., on a chief wavy gu. a lion pass, guard, navally crowned
or, with the word Trafalgar over the lion of the last.
Crests
Ist The stern of the Royal Sovereign man of war, in waves,
betw. a branch of laurel and a branch of oak all ppr., being
also an augmentation 2nd A stag at gaze under an oak
tree ppr.
Supporters Dester, an eagle ppr. navally
crowned or. sinister, a lion, holding in the dexter paw a
slip of oak fructed ppr.
Motto Ferar unus et idem.
Collingwood (Northumberland). Ar. a chev. flory counterhares'
heads erased purp., each having
flory az. betw. three
in the mouth an oak leaf vert.
Collingwood (Northumberland). Ar. three chev. sa. on
each five bezants.
Collingwood (Norfolk). Gu. three bucks' heads erased ar.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

:

;

—

;

—

attired or.

Robeet Gordon Calthokp,
Cumberland, upon his taking the name of
Collingwood, instead of that of Calthorp, by royal licence
in 1868). Ar. a chev. betw. three stags' beads erased sa.
Crest
A stag
and (for distinction) a canton of the last.
atatant in front of a holly bush ppr. the stag charged (for
distinction) with a cross crosslet sa. Motto
Ferar unus

Colling'WOOd

(exemplified to

Esq., of Irton, co.

—

—

et

idem.

Collins

Vert, a griffin pass, or, a
griffin's head erased vert, crowned or.

(Betterton, co. Berks).

—A
— Per callem coUem.

chief erm.

Crest

Motto

Collins

(granted to William Collins, of Rotterdam,
Az. a griffin segreant holding betw. the claws an
escutcheon ar. the latter charged with an anchor erect sa.
in base a fleur-de-lis or, a chief dancettee of the second,
thereon two fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest A horse's head
couped ar. bridled sa. charged on the neck with three fleursde-lis, one and two, az. and gorged with a wreath of laurel
Holland).

—

vert.

Collins (Wythall

Walford, co. Hereford, as borne by John
Stratford Collins, Esq., J. P. and D.L., (of an ancient
Saxon family) great grandson of John Stratford Collins,
Esq., High Sheriff co. Hereford, 1773, who wa.s grandson of
Captain William Collins, of Opton, by Mart, dnu. and
eventual heiress of Robert Stratford, Esq., of Wythall).
Vert, a griffin segreant and a crescent or, with numerous
quarterinKs, Including Loudam, Eaton, Stoke, Stewmarch,
Langley, Hereford. Cresswell, Sturney, Dowitman, Collins,
Stratford, Furney, Abrahall, &,c.,&,c.
Crests
1st: A demi

—
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A

COL.

A dexter arm embowed
habited ar. the hand ppr. holding a scimetar or. Mottoes
Kide et virtute and Colens Deum.
Collins (Cubbuley House, co. Hereford). Same Arms and
Ci-e'ts, duly differenced.
Collins (Wiltondale, Bridstow, co. Hereford). Same Arm*
and Crests, duly differenced.
Collins (Drybridge House, Hereford, and Brange Court, co.
Hereford). Same Arms and Crestx, with the proper difference an escutcheon of pretence for Gwillim, quartering
Maude, <fcc., Ac.
Collins (Upton, co. Hereford, confirmed by Camden, Oct.
griffin

or,

collared erm.

—

;

2nd

:

;

1612).
Same Arms.
Collins (Samdel Collins, M.D.,

Fellow of Trin. Coll.,
Cambridge, descended from the ancient families of Collins,
of Devon and Somerset, who m. 1st. Ann, dau. of JoHif
BoDENHAM, Esq., and 2nd, Katherine, Dowager Countess
of Carnwith). Gu. on a bend or, three martlets sa.
Collins (Richard Collins, Esq., of Corely, co. Salop,
principal secretary to Henry, Harl of St. Albans, Lord High
Chamberlain). Vert, a griffin segreant or.
Collins. Or, a griffin segreant sa. Crest A demi griffin
segreant or, collared with a bar gemelle gu.
Motto—

—

Favente Deo et sedulitate.

Collins

(Foye, co. Hereford.
Settled there in the 15th
century. William Collins was member of the Parliament
of the 36th, 39th, 43rd, 45th and 49th of King Edward
111. for the city of Hereford. James Collins, of Foye, gent.,
who m. 1673, Mart, dau. and eventually co-heir of John
Abrahall, Esq., of Ingestone, co. Hereford, borne for arms).
Gu. on a bend or, three martlets sa. Crest A demi griffin

—

or, collared vert.

Collins, or Collyn

(Cornwall).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw.

three Cornish choughs ppr.

Collins (Ham,

co. Devon; of an ancient Kentish family.
George Collins, Esq., m. the dau. and heiress of Samdel
Pollexfen Trelawnt, Esq., of Ham, who d. in 1771, and
thus acquired the estate of Ham).
Vert a griffin segreant
or.
Crest
A camel's head erased ppr. Motto Sermoni

—

consona

Collins

—

facta.

Devon). Sa. on a chev. betw. three doves ar.
five guttes de sang.
Collins (Essex). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three bezants,
as many martlets sa. on a chief or, a griffin pass, with wings
endorsed per pale sa. and gu.
Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a griffin pass, per pale ar. and gu.
Vert, a griffin
Collins (Kent; granted 12 May, 1570).
segreant or, beaked, legged, and ducally gorged ar. Crest
A demi griffin or, beaked, legged, and ducally gorged ar.
Collins (Sittingbourn, co. Kent, London and Sussex). Gu.
on bend or, three martlets az. all within a bordure erm.
Crest
A demi griffin or, beaked and legged gu. collared erm.
Collins (Hatch Beaumont, co. Somerset). Gu. a crescent
erm. within an orle of martlets ar. Crest A demi griffin
or, armed gu.
Motto Frangas non flectas.
Collins. Ar. a boar's head couped and erect gu. betw.
three roundles per fesse or and gu. Cre^t
A demi griffin ar.
Collins.
Gu. on a bend or, three mullets of the field
(CO.

—

—

—

—

—

—

(another, three martlets sa.).

Collins

(Truthan, co. Cornwall). Sa. a chev. ar. gutt^e-desang betw. three doves ppr.
Ci-est
A dove with wings
expanded ppr. il/ot(o— Volabo ut rcquiescam.
Collins (Trewardale, co. Cornwall, shewn on an old monument, dated 1684, in the parish of lUoggan, of which place
the ancestors of the present Rev. Charles Mathew Edward
Collins were incumbents in succession from 1533 to 1684).
Same Arms, Crest and Motto. Some authorities, and amongst
others, Halse, the Cornish historian, and the present Sir
John Maclean, a very learned writer on Cornish history,
consider that the birds in the arms should be described as
Cornish choughs and not as doves, the motto being understood to apply to the crest, which is undoubtedly "a dove

—

rising ppr."

CoUinson

(The Chantry, co. Suffolk). On a fesse betw. a
and three axes in base, two mullets. Crest—

squirrel in chief

A squirrel ppr.
Collinson (Yorkshire).

Az. three cinquefoils

or,

a torteau.

on each

—

Collinson.

Crest
Ar. three cinquefoils pierced gu.
rose gu. betw. two branches of laurel crossing each other at
the toils ppr.
CoUiray. Per pale indented gu. and ar. a bull pass, counterA martlet flying over a tower ppr.
changed. C\e't
CoUiray. Same Artn^, a bordure sa. bezantee.

—

Colliray.

CoUis
gu.

Ar. three bats' wings sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads eraaed

(Ireland).
Crest

—A dexter arm throwing an arrow

ppr.

\

A

XA

;

COL
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CoUis.

Ar. a chev. gu. barruly plattee of the field, betw.
An eagle preying on a
three lions' heads erased sa. Crest
A/o((o— Mens conscia recti.
fish.
to
Edward
Sdpple,
Esq., of Ballinvarig,
(granted
1859
Collis
CO. Cork, on his assuming by royal licence, the surname of
CoLLis). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Coiiia, ar. a chev. betw.
two lions' heads erased in chief and a sea pie in base sa.
2nd and Srd, Supple, or, an anchor betw. two crescents in fess
Crests
1st,
sa. on a chief az., three buckles of the first.
Collis On a rock a sea pie ppr., charged on the breast with
2nd,
a cross crosslet or, and feeding on a fish also ppr.
Sdpple A cubit arm erect ppr., charged with two crescents
Motto
in pale sa., in the hand an anchor of the last.
Mens conscia recti.
Collison (Auchlunies, co. Kincardine). Ar. on a fesse az.
betw. three roses in chief and as many peascods in base, a
sword barways of the first, hilt and pome! or. Crest
Motto Hoc virtutis opus.
falcon's head erased ppr.
Collison (East Bilney HaU, co. Norfolk). Az. three cinqueCrett
A demi lion ramp. ar.
foils or, the middle leaf gu.
holding betw. the paws a cinquefoil as in the arms.
Collmore, or Collamore (Birmingham). Gu. three
A Moor's head couped
crescents betw. nine billets or. Crest
at the shoulders ppr., wreathed about the temples or and gu.

—

—

:

;

—

:

—

—

—

—

Motto

—Semper eadem.

—

—

—

;

Creit

—A hind's head

ar.

charged with a cross formee

sa.

Collwyn ap Tang:o

(Lord of Efionydd, Founder of the
Noble Tribe of North Wales and Pov^s, ancestor of
Williams of Aberarch, co. Carnarvon VAnoHAN, Earl of
Lisbum: Winn, Lord Newborouyh ; BicBABDS). Sa. a chev.
fifth

;

betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Colly

descended from John Colly, of
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
Ar. a
Crest
A griffin segreant sa. armed or.
Collyer, or Colliar (formerly of Wroxham and Necton,
afterwards of Hachford Hall, Norwich, and Girmlngham, co.
Norfolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three unicorns' heads couped
gu. Crest
A unicorn's head ppr. Motto Avance.
Collyer (as borne by G. S. Collteb, Esq., of London). Ar.
on a chev. az. betw. three demi unicorns courant gu. as
many acorns slipped and leaved ppr.
Collyer (Dorsetshire). Gu. on a chev. betw. three wolves'
heads erased ar. as many roses of the first stalked and
leaved vert. Crest
A demi unicorn ar. armed, maned, and
hoofed or.
Collyer (Staffordshire; confirmed 10 October, 1629). Sa. a
(Glaston, co. Rutland

Lubenham, co.
cross wavy sa.

;

Leicester.

—

—

—

—

cross pattee fitchee or.

Crest

—A

cross pattee fitchee or,

betw. two eagles' wings sa.

Collyn
griffin's

Vert,

(Essex).

head erased

Collyngrs, or

or,

Crest

CoUyns

—

—

—

1620).

Anns same
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as

Colmore

(Colmore, co. Somerset).
Gu. billettee and three
crescents or.
(granted to Fbind Cbeooe Colmoee, Esq., of Moor
End, Charlton Kings, co. Gloucester).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per chev. gu. and az. nine billets three, three, and
three ar. and three crescents two and one erminois, for Col-

Colmore

MOBE

—

2nd and Srd, Ceegoe. Crest of Colmoke Out of a
crescent or, a blackamoor's head in profile, wreathed about
the temples or and gu.
;

Colne,

or Colney.
Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. ar.
Crest— A. talbot sejant, per pale sa. and erm. collared ar.
Colnet (Hampshire). Or, on a chev. gu. three pomegranates
of the field.
Crest A dragon's head ducally gorged and
chained ppr.
Colnett. Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three columbines ar. as

—

many flower-pots of the field.
Cblog-an, or IfacColgran
riffe).

Colman

arm

in

and Island

betw. three pheons ar.

TeneCrett—

armour embowed, holding a lance

transfix-

Az. a lion ramp,

or,

all

(Ireland,

ppr.

Motto

of

Colombyne.

—Virtus probata

Colpepper.

Az. a mullet ar. pierced sa.
Ar. a bend engr. gu. Crest

—

A martlet gu.
betw. the attires of an ox.
Ar. an anchor az. surmounted by a maunch sa.
charged with three crosses pattee of the field. Crest Out of
a naval coronet a dexter hand apaumee.
Motto Dieu
donne.
Colquhoun (That Ilk, and Luss, co. Dumbarton, hart,
1625). The heiress m. a son of Grant of Grant in 1702, and
Luss went to their second son, who took the name of ColQUHODN his younger brother, who succeeded him, was
made a hart, in 1786). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. Crest
hart's head couped gu. attired ar.
Supiiorters
Two ratchColpoys.

—

—

:

hounds

—

—

—
—

Motto Si je puis.
Colqnlioun (Drumpelder, Scotland). Ar. a saltire engr.
sa. in base a rose gu.
Crest
A branch of laurel slipped
ar. collared sa.

JV/oito— Dum spiro spero.
(Kilmardinny, co. Dumbarton). Ar. a saltire
engr. sa. a fleur-de-lis gu. in chief. Crest
A stag's head
erased ppr. Motto
Festina lente.
Colquboun (Garscadden and Killermont). Ar. on a saltire
engr. sa. a buckle or. Crest
A man's hand ppr. holding a
buckle or. Motto Omnia firmant.
Colquhoun (Camstrodden, co. Dumbarton). Ar. a saltire
engr. sa. within a bordure gu. Crest A stag's head ppr.
ppr.

Colqulioun

—

—

—

—

—

Mntto—S\

je puis.

Colqnhoun

(Elstow Lodge, co Bedford). Ar. a saltire
engr. sa. within a bordure gu. Crest
A hart's head erased
gu. attired ar. Motto
Si je puis.

—

—

Colqtllte (Fowey, or Foy,
a fesse az. fretty

co. Cornwall.

Visit. 1620).

At.

betw. three cinquefoils gu.
Colquitt. Sa. three chev. ar. on each a pellet, a canton
or.
Cre-tt
A hawk, rising, ducally gorged and belled, ppr.
Colrane. Gu. two bars or, a chief indented of the last.
Colretb (Lincolnshire). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis az.
Colridgre. Gu. a cross flory betw. five martlets or.
Colrond. Ar. a fesse gu. on a canton of the second s
or,

—

crescent of the first.
(Kent). Quarterly az. and gu. a lion ramp, or, and
in sinister chief a cross formee fitchee at the foot of the

Colsell
third.

a grifSn sein'eant or.
collared erm.

Crest—

(Bury, co. Suffolk).
"Vert, a
segreant or, on a canton of the second a fleur-de-lis
A nag's head sa. bridled or, the rein hanging
down before, with a ring at the end of it.
Collys. Gu. on a chief ar. three annulets of the first.
Colman (Suffolk and Essex). Az. upon a pale rayonee or, a
lion ramp. gu.
Crest
A caltrap or, betw. two wings ar.
Colman (originally of Gornhay, in Tiverton, and afterwards
of Hillersdon, in Collumpton, co. Devon). Per fesse ar. and
sa. a cross flory betw. four mullets, all counterchanged.
Colman (Kent). Per fesse ar. and sa. a cross patonce betw.
four mullets councerchanged. Crest
A greyhound's head
sa. gorged with a coUar and ring ar. charged with three
mullets sa.
Cobnan (Fun. Ent. of Richard Colman, Chief Remembrancer
of His Majesty's Court of Exchequer in Ireland, d. 16 June,
griffin

sa.

Az. a lion ramp. ar. a label

florescit.

(Auchinchain, co. Dumfries). Az. a saltire or, in
base a hunting horn ar. viroled vert and stringed of the
second, on a chief of the third a buckle of the first betw. two
cushions gu. Crest
A hand holding a dagger erect ppr.
Motto Pro patria semper.
Collowliery. Ar. a chev. betw. three bats displ. sa.
Colls. Gu. on a chief indented ar. three annulets of the
Crest
field.
On a ducal coronet a grifiin sejant, wings
endorsed ppr. supporting an inescutcheon ar.
Collumbell (Derbyshire). Sa. three doves ar. each holding in the beak an ear of wheat (another, laurel) or.
Colltxmbell (Blyton, CO. Lincoln). Sa. three doves ar.
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a dove close ppr. in
Crest
the beak an ear of wheat or.
Coll'^ile (Gome, Ireland granted 25 April, 1670). Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the first and fourth quarters a cross
formde gu.; in the second and third a fesse chequy or and
vert.

three lions ramp. gu.

or,

of four points gu.

ing a stag's head couped

Collow

—

on a chief

sa.

Colmerley, or Colmerby.

A dexter

Collomber. Gu. a bend or.
Collombers. Gu. a bend ar.

coif

Colman. Ar on a fesse gu. three mullets or.
Colmel (Northumberland). Ar. three chev. sa. bezantee.
Colmer (Wyghton, co. Norfolk). Gyronny of eight ar. and

of co. Kent.

Colsell (quartered
Leicester.

Visit.

by Skiffington,
Leicester, 1619).

of Skifington, co.
Or, a pale az. and a

chief vert.

Colshill, or Colsell (Essex and Cornwall). Chequy or
and sa. a chief of the first, guttle de sang. Crest— An arm,
couped at the shoulder, in armour, garnished or, holding in
the hand a gauntlet, all ppr.
Colshill (Devonshire). Chequy ar. and sa. a chief or.
Colshill (Devonshire). Chequy ar. and sa. on a chief of
the

first

four gurtes de sang.

Colshill, or Colsell (Kent).
lion

ramp,

or,

Quarterly, gu. and sa. a
betw. three crosses formee fitchee at the foot,

of the third.

Colshill (London).

Chequy or and

az.

on a chief

ar.

a goat,

salient, gu.

Colshill. Chequy or and sa. a chief ar. (another, erm).
Colshill. Chequy ar. and gu. a chief or.
Colshill, or Colsell.
Chequy or and sa. a ehev. ar.
guttee de sang.

A
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C OI.
Chequy or and

Colshull.

az.

a chief

de sang.

ar. guttee

Cre-it—An arrow in pale.
Sa. on a pale betw. two palels ar. three escutcheons
Two arras, couped at the elbow, habited, holdgn. Crest
ing in the hand ppr. an escutcheon or.
Az. two barbels, haurient, respecting
(Essex).
Colston
each other ar. Crest A spear's head in pale, enflled with
a savage's head, couped, ppr.

Colson.

—

—

Colston (Essex). Ar. two dolphins, haurient, sa.
Colston, Coulson, or Coulston (Essex and London.
Visit. London, 1568, Gabbiel Colston, of London, citizen
and grocer, was second son of Robert Colston, Esq., of
Corby, co. Lincoln, by KAXaEP.iNE, his wife, dau. and coheir
of John Maloboe, Esq., of Walton, co. Leicester). Ar. two

haurient, respecting each other sa. chained
together by their necks, the chain pendent or, quartering, or,
a lion ramp, double queued gu., for Malobge. Crest

dolphins,

—

of the last.
Ar. two barbels, respecting each other, sa.
Ar. two barbels, haurient, endorsed, within a

Colston.
Colston.
bordure

sa.

Colston.

Ar. three dolphins haurient, within a bordure

sa.

Gu. two barbels, respecting each other,

Colston.

Colston

(originally of Colston

or.

subsequently of Filkins Hall, co. Oxford, and of Roundway Pi^rk,
CO. Wilts). Ar. betw. two dolphins haurient, respecting
each other, an anchor, all ppr. Crest A dolphin embowed
ppr. Motto Go and do thou likewise. These words were
adopted in memory of the philanthropic Edward Colston,
born in 1636, the eminent merchant of Bristol, who during
Hall,

co.

Lincoln,

—

—

his lifetime established schools and hospitals, and left, at
his decease in 1722, more than 300,000/. to different churches

and

and elsewhere,

charities in Bristol, London,

monument

corded on his

in

AU Saints'

fully re-

Church, in his native

Colt (Westminster

since of Leominster, co. Hereford, bart.).

;

Ar. a fesse betw. three colts in full speed, sa.
Motto Vincit qui patitur.
colt as in the arms.

Crest

—

Colt, or Coult (Canterbury,
three colts in full speed, sa.

Or,

1613).

Crest

— In a

fire

a

—

ea.

Crext

ppr. a

—A

Erm. a

betw.

ram

ar.

fesse betw. three colts in full speed,

colt in full

holding in tl>e mouth a
headed az. the other part of the

speed

sa.

spear or,
spear lying betw. his hind legs.
Colt (Essex). Ar. a fesse az. betw. three colts in

broken

tilting

fall

speed

(Hale, co. Lancaster the heiress m. Holland,
whence the Irelands and Blackburnes). Gu. a bend or.
Per fesse, gu. and ar. (another, ar. and gu.)
;

Columbers.

a cross moline, counterchangcd.

Columbers. Gu. a cross forin^e fitch^e ar.
Colveley (Hampshire). Gu. a fesse betw. three
(Colonel of Foot 1708).

plumes ar.
Sa. three doves ar.,

—

branches vert. Crest
On a cap
Motto .\udaces fortuna juvat.
Duffield Hall, co. Derby.
This
family obtained Newton, in the Isle of Ely, by marriage, 1262.
William Colvile, of Newton, was one of the Knights of the
Royal Oak, and his descendant, Robert Colvile, Esq.
(father of the late Sir Charles Henry Colvile, Knt., of
DufBeld Hall) sold Newton Colville 1792). Az. a lion ramp.
or, a label with five points gu. the whole width of the shield,
borne with fifteen quarterings. Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a Uon statant, tail xtended ar. gorged with
a label of three points of the first. Motto Persevere.
Colvile (Kempsey, co. Worcester). Same as last.
Colvile, or Colwell (Cambridgeshire ). Az. a lion ramp.
or, and label gu.
CjmJ— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
a lion pass. ar. gorged with a label of three points of the
holding in their

bills olive

—

of maintenance a dove.

Colvile (LuUington, and

—

—

first.

Colvile (Cambridgeshire and
ar.

up erm. a

and

Lincolnshire).
Az. a lion
Crest
On a chapeau az. turned
charged on the shoulder with a label of

label gu.

lion ar.

—

three points, gu.

Northamptonshire, and Nort'iiumberland).
sa.

Ar. three chev.

bezantee.

Crest

Ar. a lion ramp. az. a label gu.

(Isle of Ely).

—A greyhound's head,

Colvile, or Colwall
with

erased, ar.

Ar. three chev. sa. charged

(Kent).

annulets or.
(Eitham, co. Lincoln).

five

Colvile
Colvile

(Lincolnshire).

Or,

Or, a fesse gu.

on a

fesse gu. three lions

ramp.

ar.

sa.

Colt

Columbers

Colvile

(Essex).

—

—

Colvile, or Colyvill (Cumberland, Kent, Lincolnshire,

fesse

attired or.

Colt

Derby, temp. Richard II.; the
heiress -in. Marbury). Sa. three doves ar. legged gu. in
the bill of each an olive branch vert. Crest
A camel's head
ppr. Motto Pacem amo.
Columbers (Devonshire). Gu. a cross formee fitchfe or.
Columbers. Gu. a chief ar. a cross moline counterchanged.

ramp.

city of Bristol.

counter-

changed.

Columb. See Cclme.
Columbell (Darley, co.

Columbine

embowed, sa.
Colston. The same, within a bordure engr.
dolphin,

COL

Coltwort, or Collywarp. VairtS ar. and gn.
Colubers. Per fesse ar. and gu. a cross sarcellee,

(Colt Hall, CO. Suffolk, 1587).

—

The same Arms ae Colt,

A nag's head erm.
bart with due diff. Crest
(Garthsherrie, co. Lanark). Ar. a stag's head erased
gu. betw. the attires a pheon az. Crest
A dexter naked
arm, embowed, holding in the hand an arrow in bend
Motto Transfigam.
sinister, ppr.
Coltambe. Or, a chev. betw. three escallops az.
Colthorpe. Vaire ar. and gu.
Colthurst (Ardrum, co. Cork, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, Colthdrst, ar. on a fesse betw. three colts courant sa.
as many trefoils slipped or; 2nd and 3rd, Conwat, sa. on a
bend cottised erm. a rose gu. seeded or, barbed vert, betw.
two annulets of the first, a crescent for difl. Crest A colt
Motto
statant. sa.
Justum et tenacem.
Colthurst (confirmed to Joseph Colthdrst, Esq., of Dripsey
Castle, CO. Cork).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Colthurst,
ar. on a fess betw. three colts courant sa. as many trefoils
slipped or, a crescent for diff.
2nd and 3rd, Conway, sa. a
sa. a bend cottised erm. charged with a rose gu. seeded or,
barbed vert, betw. two annulets of the first, a crescent for
diff.
Crest
A colt courant sa. charged on the shoulder
with a crescent or. Motto
Justum et tenacem.
Colthurst (Somersetshire). Ar. a fosse betw. two colts.
Colt

—

—

—

—

;

—

pass. sa.

—

C/ ett

— A demi

lion

ramp.

(Gargrave, co. York). Same as the preceding.
(Ireland).
Ai-ms, the same.
On the
Crett
stump of a tree, a crane perched, ppr.
Colthurst-Vesey. See Vesey.
Colthurst-Brabazon. Sec Brabazon.
Coltman (Ilagnaby I'riory, co. Lincoln). Az. a cros.i
palonce pierced or, betw. four mullets ar. Crest
A nag's
head, erased, sa., manod and bridled ar. lassellcd, or.

—

—

Ooltman (Naburn Mall, co. York). Same as preceding.
Coltman (Leicestershire, Yorkshire, and London). As proceding.

Colton

(Cheshire).

crosRiet or.

Crett

Ra. a saltiro engr. betw. four crosses

— A boar

TUlned in the ohoulder gu.
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pass. ar.

armed and

bristled or,

Az. (another,

(Suffolk).

bend gu.

Crest

—A demi

hon

a lion ramp. ar. and
or, holding in the dexter paw
sa.)

a cross moline gu.

Colvile

(Yorkshire).

Or, a fesse gu.

on a chief of the

second three bezants.

Colvile

(Yorkshire).

Colvile.

Or,

on a

Or,

a

fesse gu. in chief three torteaux.

fesse gu. three crosses crosslct (another,

crescents) ar.

Colvile.
Colvile.
moline

;

Or, a fesse gu. in chief a cinquefoil az.
Ar. a cross flory (another, patt^e

another, patonce

Colvile.
Colvile.
Colvile.

;

another,
another, three crosses, patt^e).

Or, six billets gu. three, tivo,

;

and one.

Ar. three lions pass. sa. bezantee.
Ar. on a fesse gu. three lions or (another, of the

field).

Colvile.

Per

fesse, ar.

and gu. a cross moline counter-

changed.

Colvile, Colwell, or Colvyle.
each charged with

Or, three chev. sa.

five bezants.

Colvile, Az. alion ramp. ar. on a chief erm. a label gu.
Colvill (Cumberland). Or, a cross flory gu.
Colvill. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three martlets sa.
Colvill.

affrontcSc, ar.

Colthurst
Colthurst

Colvile

Or, three chess-rooks gu.

Colville (Lord Colville, Walter de Colville was summoned to Parliament 1264, title in abeyan: c). Or, a fess gu.
Colville (Lord ColvUle of CiUross). Quarterly, first and
fourth, ar. a cross moline sa., for Colville; second and

—

a fesse chequy ar. and az., for Lindsay. Crest
couped ar.
Supporters
The dexter, a
rhinoceros; the sinister, a Hercules, covered with a lion's
skin, and holding on the exterior shoulder a club, all ppr.
Mftto—OubWer ne puis.
Colville (Lord Colville, of OcWMree). Same Arms.
Colville (Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. a cross moline sa. a
mullet of the last in chief. Crest A Hercules from the
middle clothed with a lion's skin and holding in his band a
baton ppr. Motto Oublier nc puis.
third, gu.

A

—

hind's head

—

—

COL
Colville

qunrterly gu. and ar.

Crai

—

—A

hind's

bead coaped ppr.

Non obliviscar.
Mottn
Ar. on a pale az. betw. two cock
(Lincolnsliire).
pheasants endorsed, each reguard. ppr. a lion ramp, of the
Crest
A cock pheasant with wings elefield collared gu.
vated ppr. holdinc in the beak a hawk's bell or.
Oolvin (confirmed to Robert Colvin, Esq., of Lough Eske,
CO. Donegal). Ar. a cross moline gu. on a canton az. a treCre^t
A hind's head couped ar. charged
foil slipped or.
with a trefoil slipped vert. Motto— In hoc signo vinces.
Colwell (cos. York, Kent, and Worcester, Har. MSS. 1566).
Ar. three chevs. sa. each charged with five bezants.
Col'wicll (Stj'd, and Darley Moor, co. Derby, Dugdale's
Ar. a fesse betw. three bats displ. sa. Crest
Visitation).
A bat displ. ppr.
Col'wike, or Colwick (Colwick, co. Notts, Sir Giles Colwick, of that place, left two daus. and co-heirs, one wife of
Sir KicuABD Btbon. of Byron and Clayton, ancestor of Lord
Byron, who got Over Colwick as her portion, and the other
wife of Thomas Slort, of Slory, near Hereford, who had
Nether Colwick as her portion. Visit. Notts). Gu. three
fusils conjoined in fesse ar. in chief two cinquefoils or.
Colwike. Ar. sem^ of crosses crosslet fitchee az. a bend
Colville

—

—

—

of the

last.

Colwike.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. in the first quarter a
•bend az. charged with three bezants; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on
the second a cross crosslet fitchee az. andsa.
Colwike. Ar. on a bend az. three bezants pierced in chief
a cross crosslet or. Crest— An anchor in pale in the sea
ensigned with a dove and olive branch ppr.
Colwyke. Ar. on a bend az. three bezants pierced in the
sinister chief a crosslet fitchee of the second.
Crest
A hand
issuing from a cloud in pale holding a sealed letter, all ppr.
Colyear (Earl of Portmore, created 1703, extinct 1835). Gu.
on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. as many oak
trees eradicated ppr. fructed or. Crest A unicorn ramp.
Supporters Two wolves ppr.
ar. armed and maned or.

—

—

—

Motto— A'vance.

Colyn

(Boscarne and Helland, co. Cornwall, temp. Richard
II.).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three coots ppr. membered gu.
^Scotland).
Sa. a chev. betw. three
Comb, or
combs ar. Ci-eat A crane with a bunch of clover in the

Combe

—

Combe

(Cludington, co. Bucks, and Hertfordshire). Enn.
three lions pass, in pale gu. Crests Ist A dexter hand and
arm embowed in armour garnished or, wreathed about the
arm. ar. and gold holding in the hand a broken tilting spear
of the last; 2nd: An arm in armour embowed holding a
truncheon, all ppr.
(Devonshire and London, granted 2nd July, 1663).
Gu. two bars or, betw. six lozenges ar. three, two, and one.
(Cobham Park, co. Surrey, and Oaklands, co.
Sussex). Erm. three lions pass, in pale gu. Crest
An arm
embowed in armour, the hand grasping a broken tilting
spear. il/o««o— Nil timere, nee temere.
Com.be (Somersetshire). Sa. two bars betw. seven bees ar.
Crest
three, three, and one.
A demi lion sa. ducally

—

:

Combe

Combe

—

—

gorged

ar.

Combe (Earnshill,

See Maddison.

co. Somerset).

'Combe, Coombe, or Coumbe

(Stratford-on-Avon, co.

ramp. or.
(granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, to John Combe, or

Warwick).

Combe

Sa. three lions

Combes, father of the usurer, the friend of Shakespeare,
1584).
Erm. three lions pass, in pale gu. Ci-est A dexter
arm in armour embowed sa. garnished or, wreathed about
the arm ar. and gu. in the hand a broken tilting spear of the

—

second.

Combe.

Per pale
counterchanged.

Combe.
Combe.

ar.

and

sa.

a

cross betw. four martlets

az.).

(Sussex).

estoiles sa.

Com.ber

Crest

(Rev.

Or,

a

fesse dancettee gu.

betw. three

— A lynx's head or, pelletee.

Cre^t, as

rector

a descendant of the Sussex faitily).
Motto Sapiens domina-

the preceding.

—

bitur astris.

Comberback
a canton

(co. Chester, 1771).

of the last

a

Erm. three bars

az.

on

fleur-de-lis ar.

Comberford

(Comberford, co. Stafford).
Gu. a talbot
After the marriage of John Comberford with
Jouanna, dau. of John Fables, of Shittlehanger, the Com
pass.

in the

beak ppr.

Com.bermere Abbey
a bend

sa.,

over

all

Quarterly, gu. and or,
a crozier in pale of

(Cheshire).

on the

sinister side

the second.

Comberm.ere, Viscount.

Comberton

(Lincolnshire).

See Cotton.
Ar. (another, or) a chev. betw.

three martlets sa.

Comberton.
Comberton.
Comberton.
Comberton.
or,

crowned

Krm. on a fesse gu. three castles or.
Gu. a lion vaire or and az.
Gu. a lion ramp, or, tail forked crowned az.
Gu. two lions sejant guard, with one head

az.

Comberton. Sa. three helmets or.
Comberwell. Erm. on a fesse sa. three plates.
Comberworth. Chcquy or and gu. on a chief

of the

first

a lion pass. az.

Comberworth. Chequy or and gu. a chief ar.
Comberworth. (quartered by Constable, of Flamborough,.
York. Sir JIarmaduke Constable )/;. the dau. and heir
Robert Comberworth, of Somerby. Visit. Notts).
Chequy or and gu. on a chief ar. a lion pass, (another, pass,

CO.

of Sir

guard.) sa.

Combmakers, Company of (London).

Az. a lion pass,
guard, betw. three combs or. Crest A mount thereon an
elephant standing against a tree, all ppr.
Combrem. Ar. a fesse betw. three birds sa.
Combrey (Scotland). Or, on a fesse az. two pheons pointing outward conjoined by an annulet ar. in base a crescent
gu. Crest A sheaf of arrows points upwards. Motto
Ad'

—

—

—

metam.

Combriell.

Az. three lions pass. or.

Comby.

Erm. three cinquefoils sa.
(Dangenmore and Ballyburr, no. Kilkenny, of
Anglo-Norman origin). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a talbot
2nd and 3rd, az. a bugle horn ar. stringed gu,
pass. ar.
betw. three mullets or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a peacock's head ppr. Mctto So ho ho dea ne. It i»
stated in the registration of the Comerford pedigree in
Ulster's Office that Roger dk Comerford, of Staffordshire,
accompanied King John to Ireland, and "was Grand Master
of the game." It is there further stated that he adopted new

ar.

BEBFOBDs adopted the coat of Pa&les
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;

—

—

arms.

Comerford (New

Boss, co. Wexford). Az. a bugle horn an
A peacock in
stringed gu. betw. three mullets or. Crest
So ho ho dea ne.
pride ppr. Motto
(Eitzhead, co. Somerset). Vert, on a fesse betw.
three eagles displ. or, as many keys wards upwards sa.
Crest
A squirrel sejant ppr. collared dancettee and reflexed
over the back or, and holding in the paws a key, as in the

—

—

its

Comer

—

—

Motto Persevere.
(London). Ar. on a bend raguly gu. a lion pass, of
the field. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's gambar. holding a staff raguly sa. slipped at each end gu.
Gu. three garbs ar.
(co. Waterford).
Commerell (Strood, near Horsham, Sussex). Gu. a dexter
arm embowed couped below the shoulder holding in the
hand a branch of laurel, all ppr. Crest A dexter armholding a laurel branch as in the arms.
(Fun. Ent. Ire.). Erm. three lions pass, in pale gu.
Commolin. Per fesse ar. and gu. three unicorns pass,
arms.

Comes

—

Commen

—

for their

counterchanged.

own,

viz.

:

gu.

Crest

—A

fir

tree ppr.

—

Crest
A dexter hanil
per fesse ar. and az. holding up a covered cup or.

Compigne.
Compion.
Compion.

Or, three cocks sa.

Or,
Or,

a bardure engr.

Henry George Wandesfobd Comber,

ot Oswaldkirk, co. York,

Arms and

the field. These arms wereentered at the Visit, of 1583, for Comberford.
Comberford, or Cumberford (confirmed by the
deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Hdmphbet Comberford,
Esq., of Kingsbury, eleventh in descent from Allan db
Comberford. Visit. Warwick). Gu. on a cro.ss engr. ar.
five roses of the field.
Crest—Out of a ducal coronet or, a
peacock's head per pale of the last and gu. charged with six
roses counicrchangcd.
Com.berford (Dangenmore). See Comerford.
Comberford. Crest—A dove volant with an olive branch
or, five roses of

Comes

Erm. (another,

ar.) on a bend gu. three combs or.
Ar. on a chev. gu. three garbs or.
Combem.artin (Aldrington, Northampton, temp. Edward
III.).
Gu. a lion ramp, vaire or and vert (another, or and

Comber

on a cross engr.

Comerford

beak ppr.

,

COM

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

The same quartered coat within a bordure

(Blair).

maunch
a maunch

'.

sa.

Crest

—A demi talbot vert.

(another, a water bouget) within:

sa.

Comport

(Kent; granted to Christopher Comport, of
Ightham, Kent, gent., by Sir Edward Walker, Garter,
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux as
1 Dec. 1663).
many quatrefoils or. Crest A demi lion ar. charged oa
his shoulder with a quatrefoil giL holding a torteau.
Compson (Hopton Wape and Cleobury, co. Salop; Thoma9
CoMPsoN, of Hopton Wape, Esq., was sheriff, 1792). Az. three

—

garbs or.

Compton, Douglas- Compton (Marquess of No^-thampton).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a lion pass, guard, or.

COK

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

forCoMPTON; 2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a man's heart gu. ensigned with
chief
az. three stars of the
ppr.
and
on
a
crown
imperial
an
first; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three piles issuing from a chief gu. on
the last two stars of the first, all within a bordure az. charged
1st, Co.\ipton:
with eight buckles or, for Douglas. Crestx
betw. three esquires" helmets

ar.,

—

a riband inscribed
with the words NUi Dorainus ; 2nd, Dodglas : A sangUer
sticking betwixt two clefts of an oali tree with a chain and
lock holding them all ppr., and in an escroll above, this motto,
" Lock sicker." Sujjporteri— Dexter, a dragon erm. ducally
gorged and chained or sinister, an unicorn ar. horned,
maned, hoofed, and tufted sa. Mottn Je ne cerche qu'un.
Compton (Earl and Baron of Wilmington. Sir Spencer
CoMPTON, 3rd son of James, 3rd Earl of Northampton, was
created a Baron 1728, and an Earl 1730. d. unm. 1743).
Sa. a lion pass, guard, or, betw. three esquires' helmets ar.
Crest
A buck at gaze ar. attired or. Supporters Two
JI/o»o— Tout bien ou
bulls ar. armed and unguled ppr.

On

a

mount a beacon

fired ppr.

behind

it

;

—

—

—

rien.

Compton

(Carham

Hall, co.

Northumberland). Sa. a lion
Crest— On a mount

pass, guard, or, betw. three helmets az.

vert a beacon or, enflamed on the top ppr. on the beacon a
label inscribed, Nisi Dominus. Motto Je ne cherche qu'un.
^'Cheshire).
Ar. a. chev. vert.

—

Compton
Compton

(Compton Castle,
Gilbert and Chideelegh).

Devon

the co-helresses m.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three

co.

;

(Hartbury, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1773).
on a chief of the last a helmet betw.
Ar. a
two lions' heads erased or. Crest A beacon ppr. Motto—
Nisi Dominus.
(Lyndhurst and Minstead, Hants).
Sa. a lion
guard, or, betw. three esquires' helmets ppr. garnished
gold.
Crest
A demi dragon erased wings elevated, the
hody encircled with a ducal coronet.
(Piersden, Hants (Visit, of 1634), and Surrey).
Erm. on a bend sa. three close helmets or. Crest On a
chapeau purp. turned up erm. a fleur-de-lis gu.
(Somersetshire). Ar. three masclesgu. on a chief
sa. a helmet of the first betw. two birds' heads erased or.
(confirmed to Henry Compton, Ksq., of Court, co.
Limerick, commander R.N., son of Francis Compton, Esq.,
of Friarstown, same co., and of Willsgove, co. Roscommon,
by Mart, his wife, dau. and eventual heir of Henry WidenHAM, Esq., of Court). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Compton, sa.
an esquire's helmet ppr. betw. three lions pass, guard., two
and one or; 2nd and 3rd, Widenhah, ar. two bendlets gu.
on a chief az. a lion pass, of the first crowned or. Crests
Ist, Compton: A lion pass. ppr. charged on the shoulder
with a rose ar. 2nd, Widenham A lion's head erased ppr.
Motto Clementia in potentiH ; and over the Crests Be
fesse nebulee gu.

—

Compton

—

Compton

—

Compton

Compton

—

:

;

—

firm.

Compton

(Sutton, co. Somerset).

Sa. three close helmets

ON

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three
garbs or. Crest Two arms couped at the shoulders habited
erm. holding in the hands ppr. a garb or.
Comjm, or
(co. Lincoln).
Ar. three garbs betw.
nine crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
(Yorkshire). Ar. three garbs gu. (another, banded

—

Essex).

Comin

Comyn
or).

Comyns

(Wood, in Bishop's Teignton, co. Devon). Quarand 4th, gu. three garbs ppr. eared or, for Com^jns,
3rd, az. a fesse raguly betw. three unicorns' heads
erased or, for Leak. Crest A demi unicorn couped holding
a staff raguly sa. Motto Mallem mori quam mutare.
terly, 1st

2nd and

—

Comyns.
Crest

—

Az. three lozenge buckles tongues in fesse or.

— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a bloodhound sejant

ppr.

Con

(Scotland). Gu. a fesse engr. betw. a cinquefoil in
and a crescent in base ar.

Conan
Conan

chief,

Ar. a cross engr. sa.
(Fun. Ent. of Conan, searcher of the Port of Dublin,
d. July, 1602).
Ar. a fess sa. cottised gu. betw. two fleursde-lis of the second.
Conant (Lyndon Hall, co. Butland). Per saltire az. and gn.
twenty billets or, afterwards altered to "gu. ten billets or,
four, three, two, and one."
Crest
On a mount vert a stag
ppr. sustaining with his dexter foot an inescutcheon of the
arms. Motto Conanti dabitur.
Conarton, or Cornarton (Cornwall). Az. three covered
cups or (another, ar.). Crest A talbot's head erased per
pale or and gu. collared counterchanged.
Concanon (confirmed to Edmond John Concanon, Esq.,
of Waterloo, co. Galway). Ar. on a mount vert an oak tree
ppr. perched thereon a falcon also ppr. belled or, betw. in
base two cross crossleta fitchee gu. Crest
An elephant
statant ppr. tusked or. Motto— Coim can an (Wisdom without blemish).
Condie. Ar. three cinquefoils in pale gu. betw. two palets
az. on a chief vert a lion pass, of the field. Crtst
On a ducal
coronet or, a lion pass. az.
Condon (Wellerby, co. York; granted 22 June, 1827). Gn.
a fesse ar. in chief a martlet or.
Conduit. Gu. three pitchers ar.
Conduitt (Westminster granted 16 Aug. 1717). Gu. on a
fesse wavy ar. betw. three pitchers double eared or, as
many bees volant ppr. Crest Two caducean rods with
wings lying fesseways or, thereon a peacock's head erased
(Kelfield).

—

—

—

—

;

—

ppr.

Cone. Gu. a bend ar. cottised or.
Coneley. Ar. on a chev. sa. three leopards' faces or.
Coneley. Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces
many fleurs-de-lis of the fleld.
Conellish (Standerside). Az.
many swans close ar.

Conesby. Gu. three
Crest
A coney ar.

—

sa. as

betw. two flaunches erm. as

conies ar. within a bordure engr. sa.

Coney

or.

Compton.

Ar. a fesse nebulee gu. on a chief of the last
a helmet betw. two hawks' heads erased or.
Compton. Or, on a bend sa. three mullets of the field.
Compton. Sa. a lion pass, guard, ar. betw. three helmets
of the second. Crett
A beacon enflamed ppr. Motto-

—

Dam spiro spero.
Compton. ,Sa. three close helmets ftr.
Compton. Sa. a chev. betw. three doves ar.
Compton, Ar. a fesse nebulae gu. on a chief
belled or.

Comrays.

(Marton, and of Bassingthorpe, co. Lincoln). Sa. on
a fesse cotised or, betw. three conies ar. as many escallops
of the field. Crest A demi coney sa. holding a pansy flower

—

purp. stalked and leaved vert.
(Gillingham, co. Norfolk). Sa. a fesso cotised betw.
three conies ar.
Coney. Sa. a chev. or
Coney, or Coyney. Or, on a bend «a. three trefoils

Coney

slipped ar.

of the last

three helmets of the first.
Compton. Sa. three cats paaa. guard, ar. collared and

first

C

(Durham and

—

shovellers ar.

Compton

—

Comyn

Cong'alton

second.
Or, three bars sa.

on an inescutcheon of the

a canton gu.

(Scotland). Or, on a bend az. an annulet of the
betw. two pheons issuing out of the same. Crest An
archer shooting an arrow out of a bow ppr.
Motto— Ai

—

first

mctam.

Crest

Congalton
cotises

Comrie

(Earl of Northumberland. Robert Comtn was so
created by William I., 1068, murdered shortly after by the
inhabitants of the county who did not approve of the appointment). Gu. three garbs or.

Comyn,

or Chilcot (Isleworth, co. Middlesex; William
and Kobkrt Comtn, sons of Robert Comtn, alias Cbilcot,
Esq., of Tiverton, co. Devon. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Or, on
a pile vert betw. two lions ramp. «a. three garbs of the field.
Crist
On a mount vert two garbs in saltire or.

—

Comyn

(Earl of Buchan. Lord of Badenoch, Ac, 13th
Az. three garbs or. See Cdmmino.
Comyn, or Comin (Durham). Az. a chev. betw. three
Bbeavcs of cumin or. 0<«t—Two arms embowed ppr. vested
erm. holding up a sheath of cumin or.
century).
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Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

all

— A bee ppr.

Mo«o— Magna

(Dirletoun, Scotland).

within a bordure

in parvo.

The same, without the

engr. gu.

Motto

— Haeret

origini.

Congre.

Az. on a fesse betw. three falcons' heads erased

and

ar. collared

(another

Oomyn

(Congalton, Scotland).

bend gu. in chief a label of three points sa., 2nd and
3rd, ar. a fesse sa. betw. two cotises compony az. and of the
ar. a

Congre.
collared

Congey.

belled or, five crosses crosslet fitchee sa.

the bells at the front of the collars.
Az. on a fesse betw. three bulls' heads erased ar.

az.),

i. e.,

and belled or, five crosses crosslet fitcliee sa.
Az. on a fesse betw. three hawks' head erased

ar.

collared gu. set with bells of the second, five crosses crosslet
formee fitchee sa. (another, of the fleld).
Cong'ey. Az. on a fesse betw. three bulls' heads erased ar.
collared or, five crosses crosslet fitchee sa.
Az. three congers hauriant.

Conghurst.

Cong-leton, Baron.

Congleton
betw.

three

See Parnell.
(Howcr, co. Northampton). Gu. on a fesse ar.
dragons' heads erased or, as many trefoUl

slipped sa.

Congrreve (Congreve and Stretton,
CO. Chester,

co. Stafford,

Aldermaston House, Berks).

Burton Hall

Sa. a chev. betw.

A

three battle-axes ar. Crest— A falcon with wings
Non moritur cujus fama vivit.
ppr. Motto

—

Congreve

(Mount Congreve,

co. Waterford).

expanded

(Walton, co. Stafford, bart.). Same Arms. Crest
wings expanded ppr. over it the motto Perserere.
Motto Non moritur cujus fama vivit.
Congreve. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three battle-axes ppr.
Congreve (Flichity House, co. Inverness). Sa. a chev.
Crest
A falcon rising ppr.
betw. three battle-axes ar.
Motto— Hon moritur cujus fama vixit.
Congrill. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three battle-axes of the

—

—

last.

Coning. Ar. crusily fitchee gu. three garbs of the last.
Coningliam. Ar. a shake-fork betw. three cinquefoils

— In a ducal coronet

or,

sa.

a mount vert, thereon a stork

beak a snake, environed round the
neck of the second betw. two cinquefoils stalked and leaved
of the first,. holding in his

of the same.

Coningham. Sa. (another gu.) two gussets ar.
Coningsby (Coningsby Castle, Lincoln. John Coningsbt,
who was

wars at Chesterfield, temp.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two lions pass,

slain in the Barons'

King John, 1266).
gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. three conies sejant ar.
Coningsby (Hampton Court, Herefordshire, Worcester;

and Shropshire).
coney sejant ar.

shire,

A

Coningsby
Same Anns.

Gu. three conies sejant

ar.

Crest

—

Crest

—Out

—

—

and ducally crowned or. Mottoes Vestigia nulla
retrorsum, and Justi terram incolant.
Lady Maboabet
(Viscountess Coningsby,
Coningsby, eldest dau. of the Earl Coningsby, by his 2nd
billets,

Coning'Sby

was so created 1716, extinct 1761). Same Arms. Suj)Dexter, a lion gu. crowned with a ducal coronet or,
and charged on the neck with three billets gold, two and

wife,

Crest

—

Connocke

(Cornwall). Ar. a chev. dancettee betw. three
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a demi
segreant or.
Connop. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three acorns leaved ppr.
on a chief ar. as many bees ppr. Crest A crescent ar. out
of the horns an arm erect, vested az. cuff. ar. holding in the
hand ppr. a branch of oak of the last.
Connor. See O'Connob.
Connor. Vert, a saltire or. Crest A hand holding a
griffin

—

—

hawk's lure.

Connor

—

—Servus servorum Dei.

—

and a galley, her oars in action, in base, sa. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet a hand ppr. vested sa. holding the sun
or.

Connoux.
in

—

—

—

—
—
—

Crest
lion ramp, double queued, or.
dexter arm embowed in armour ppr., garnished or, the hand
grasping a short sword ppr., the hilt and pommel of the last.
Aiofto— Min sicker reag.
Conney (granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1609, to Henby
CoNNEY, Esq., of Parley, co. Rutland. Visit. Kutland). Ar.
a saltire gu. betw. four conies sejant sa. Crest On a

—

mount

vert a coney sejant or.

Conney

Lincoln, granted by Segar,
Garter, 1612, to Sir Thomas Conte, Knt., of Basingthorpe.
Visit. Rutland). Gu. on a bend double cottised or, three
torteaux, quartering ar. two bars gemelles az. in chief three
mullets gu. Crest
A talbot's head or, the tongue hanging
out of bis mouth distilling blood ppr.

(Bassingthorpe, co.

—
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Crest

—An

ppr.

Conntesse. Ar. three harts' attire in fesse sa.
Conny, or Coney (Norton, co. Lincoln). Arms, the same
as Coney of Marton. Crest — A coney sejant ar. holding in
mouth a pansy

Conny

flower ppr. leaved vert.
Sa. a fesse cottised,

(Gillingham;.

betw. three

conies courant, ar.

Conny (Ireland

Fun. Ent. of Robebt Conny, d. at Kinsale
Per pale or and az. a fleurCastle, CO. Cork, 14 Sept. 1683).
de-lis counterchanged, and a crescent for diff.
Connybeare. Ar. a saltire sa. over all a pale gu. quartering gu. a chev. or, betw. three cinquefoils ar. Crest— Ot^ a,
rock a dove, wings endorsed all ppr., holding a cross pattee
:

fitchee gu.

Conolly.

Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five escallops of the

field.

(Castletown, co. Kildare, registered to the Right
Hon. William Conolly, Speaker of the House of Commons,
Queen Anne). Ar. on a saltire engr. sa.
five escallops of the field. Crest
A dexter arm couped betw.
the wrist and elbow vested az. cuffed ar. the hand ppr.
grasping a chaplet or. Motto
En Dieu est tout.
Conolly (now of Castletown, exemplified 1821, to Edwabdin Ireland, temp.

—

—

Michael Pakenbam,

Esq., M.P., of Castletown, co. Kildare,

assuming by royal licence the surname of Conolly).
Motto Fiat Dei voluntas.
Crest same as last.
(Cottles, Wilts, and Midford Castle, co. Somerset,
confirmed to Charles John Thomas Conolly, Esq., of Midford Castle, CO. Somerset, and of Cottles, Wilts, grandson of
Chables Connolly, Esq. (of the Castletown family), by
Mabia Rebecca his wife, dau. and co-heiress of Thomas
BuBKE, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Conolly, ar. on a

on

his

—

Arms and

point a crescent gu. 2nd and 3rd, Burke, or, on a cross gu.
a cross crosslet fitchee of the field, in the first quarter a lion
ramp. sa. and in the second a sinister hand erect of the
Crest A cubit arm erect vested az. cuffed ar.
second.
charged with a crescent of the last, the hand ppr. grasping
a chaplet of roses or. Motto— En Dieu est tout. On an
escutcheon of pretence, the quartered shield of Bcffano and
DoTTO DE Dauli, in right of his wife, Ludisa Ldcy Mab;

betw. three
spurs az. Crest Out of a tower a demi griffin segreant ppr.
Connell (Ashtown, co. Dublin, granted 1688 to John Connell, Esq., Seneschal to the Duke of Ormonde). Per fess
ar. and vert a stag trippant ppr. betw. three trefoils slipped
counterchanged. Crest A stag's head erased ar. charged
on the neck with a trefoil slipped vert.
Connell, or Connely. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two spurt
in chief, and a battle-axe in base az. shaft or. Crest
bee erect ppr. Jl/o(fo— Non sibi.
Connellan (Coolmore, co. Kilkenny, granted to Peteb Connellan, Esq., of Castle Garden, co. Kilkenny). Per fess az.
and vert, a fess or, betw. in chief a pelican ar. vulned gu.
and in base a land tortoise pass, of the third. Crest An
owl perched on the stump of an oak tree, ppr. Motto Inter

utrumque.

Vert, a lion ramp, sinisterways or.

armour embowed, holding a sword all
Connter. Barry of si.x, or and gu. bezantee.

arm

saltire engr. sa. five escallops of the field, in the centre chief

Connell. See O'Connell.
Connell. See O'Connell and McConnell.
Connell, or Connel (Ireland). Ar. a chev.

Conner. Vert a

Ar. two boars' heads erased in chief,

(Ireland).

Conolly

Xotto

—

eagles displ. gu.

or, all betw. three conies pass.
Connell (Kilkenny, granted 5 Feb. 1685, to Richabd ConNELL, Esq., Mayor of Kilkenny, son of William Connell,
Esq., also Mayor of Kilkenny, both Eegisters of the See of
Ossory). Ar. on a chief sa. two book registers of the first.
A dexter hand ppr. vested sa., holding a rod ar.
Crest

sinister,

Arm*

Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three eagles displ. gu.
of a ducal coronet an eagle's head and wing*

Conolly

;

Visit. Rutland).

—Out

a griffin erminois the wings in dorso upwards.
Hertfordshire). Gu. three conies
within
a bordure engr. sa.
sejant ar.
Coningsby (Norfolk). Gu. three conies sejant within a
bordure engr. ar.
Connaught (Province of, Ireland). Per pale ar. and az.
dexter a dimidiated eagle displ. sa., and sinister a sinister
arm embowed ppr. sleeved of the first, holding a sword also
ppr. conjoined at the shoulders.
Conne (East Walton). Sa. a fesse betw. two bars gemelles

one

Coningsby (Norfolk and

Rutland.

co.

same as the preceding with a crescent for diff.
(Treworek and Treworgy, co. Cornwall. Visit.

issuing ppr.

the

created 1719, extinct 1729).
of a ducal coronet or, a plume of

{JSarl Coningsby,

ostrich feathers, thereon a coney sejant, all ar. Supporters
^Two Uons gu. each charged on the shoulder with three

porters

Crest

Connock
1620).

preceding.

Crest

Conney (Whitsundine,
and

Arms, as the

Congreve
A falcon

—

OON
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CON

—

oabet Catherine Brancaccio, Marchaa di
the

Kingdom

St.

Agata, of

of Naples.

Conolly (Marchesa de St.

Conqueror

(Frierton).

three pheons gu.
Victoria.

Conquest

Crest

Agata). See preceding.
Ar. a garland cf laurel vert, betw.
The head of a spear ppr. Motto

—

—

(Houghton Conquest,

co. Bedford).

Quarterly, ar.

a label of three (another,

five) points giu
Crest— A holly tree ppr. fructed gu.
Conquest. Quarterly, sa. and ar. in chief a label of three

and

sa. in chief

points counterchanged.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend gu.

Conquest.

Conradus

(London).
Sa. a chev. betw. three unicorns'
heads erased or. Crest A unicorn's head erased or, collared
sa. studded of the first.
Conradus. Ar. a purse overt gu.
Conran (Ireland). Az. a chev. betw. three hawks' heads
erased or. Crest A pillar entwined with woodbine ppr.
Conran (Ireland). Gu. a goat's head erased ar.
Conran. Vert, a chev. betw. three hinds' heads couped ar.
Another Coat Vert, on a chev. ar. three martlets gu. betw.
as many hinds' heads erased of the first. Lrest A hind's
head erased. Motto In Deo spes niea.
Conran (Fun. Ent. of Richabd Conban, Sword-bearer to the

—

—

—

—

—

A

;

CON

betw. on the dexter a rose, and on the
sinister a harp of the first.
ConraxL (Fun. Ent. Ire., 1617). Sa. on a chev. betw. three
hinds' heads erased ar. as many martlets of the field.
Conran (Fun. Ent. of Alderman Puilip Conban, Lord Mayor
of Dublin, d. 4 Feb. 16'25). Vert, on a chev. betw. three
hinds' heads erased ar. as many martlets of the field.
Conran (Dublin). Gu. a hind's head erased ar. betw. three
Cre&t
^A hind's
plates, each charged with a martlet vert.

a

derai

wyvern

or,

—

head erased ar.
Az. an
(Llanbrynmair, co. Montgomery, bart.).
ancient book, open, indexed, edged or, a chief embattled
of the last. This book relates to the honourable and hereditary o£Sce of Seanachie (Bard and Herald) to the O'Conors,
Bangs of Connaiight. Supporters ^Two ancient Iri.'sh bards,
habited in long white garments, with long grey hair and
beards, their exterior hands resting upon harps of a rude
and ancient form all ppr. Crest A dexter arm vested or,

Conroy

—

—

the hand grasping a wreath of laurel ppr.
Motto In Irish, signifying " History (once written in the
:
book) cannot be destroyed by time " otherwise rendered,
L'Antiquite ne pent pas labolir.
Conroy, or Conry (Ireland), Gu. three bends ar. on a
Cresl
A lion ramp, vert
chief or, as many cinquefoils az.
supporting a pennon gu.
Considen. See Constantine.
Considine. Ar. an orle gu. flory and counterflory on the
ejEterior edge vert, in the centre a dagger in pale az. hilt
Crest
A hand issuing pulling a thistle
and pomel or.
cuffed erm.

—

—

—

guns, and apparel all or., Constable 2nd : A turkey cock
sa. membered and wattled gu.
Constable. Quarterly, gu. and vaire a bordure or.
Constable. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend engr. vert.
Constable. Sa. a cinquefoil within an orle of crossea
;

crosslet or.

Constable.
Constable.
Constable.
Constable.
Constant.

Or, a fesse betw. three mascles gu.
Ar. two bars nebulee gu. within a bordure az.
an inescutcheon gu.

Or,

Az. an inescutcheon ar. over all a bend engr. gu.
Ar. a human heart gu. Crest— A human heart
betw. a pair of wings all ppr.
Constantine. Az. five leopards' faces ar. two, two, and
one, a canton or.
Crest— A. lion's gaiiib erased, holding up
the hilt of a broken sword ppr.

Constantine, or Considen (.allowed by Carney, Ulster,
to Captain Matthew Constantine, or Considen, claiming
descent from a brother of Donel Moore O'ilricn, King of

Limerick and Cashel). Per pale sa. and gu. three lions pass,
guard, in pale per pale or and ar. armed az.
Crest
Saracen's head ppr. on head a steel cap the pasctt or, the
ear pieces tied under the chin with a ribband gu.
Constantyne (Cheshire, London, and Shropshire). Or,
six fleurs-de-lis sa. three, two, and one.
Crest
A sword ia
bend sinister ppr. surmounted by a cross crosslet az.
Constantyne. Az. six leopards' faces ar. three, two, and
and one (another, with a canton or).
Consul (Robert Consul, natural son of Henry I., m.
Mabel, dau. and heiress of Kobert Fitz Hamo.n, and had a

—

—

William Consul, who is said to have been Earl of
Gloucester in right of his mother arms from a window at
Gu. three rests or clarions or.
Contry (Brook, co. Kent). Az. a pile surmounted of a fesse
betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
An ostrich's head and
son,

;

Eldersfield, co. Worcester).

ppr.

Constable (Halsham and Burton Constable,

—

Holdemess, co.
dragon's head ar.

Barry of six or and az. Crest A
charged with three bars gu. on each as many masclcs or.
A dragon's head az. charged with two bars
Another Crest
or.; another, the dragon's head harry of six ar. and gu.
charged with nine masclcs or, three, three, and three.
York).

—

Constable, Clifford-Constable

(Tixall,

co.

Stafford,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, harry of six, or and az., for
Constable; 2nd and 3rd, chequy or and az. a fesse gu.,
6Vest3— 1st, Constable: A dragon's head ar.
for Clifford.
charged with three bars gu., on each as many mascles, or
2nd, Clifford: Out of a ducal coronet or, a wyvern rising
gu. 3rd From behind a body of dark clouds a sun rising
from the rays issuant in chief a Iilly of France, aU ppr.,
surmounted by an escroll, inscribed, "Surgit post nubila
Phoebus." Motto Semper paratus.
Constable (Sir William Constable, knighted at Dublin, by
BoBERT, £arl of Es.iex, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 12 July,
1599). Quarterly, or and vair in the first and fourth quarters
a bend gu. a crescent for diff.
Constable (Sir Ralph Constable, knighted at Dublin
Castle, by Sir George Carey, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 29
Sept. 1603). Same as Constable, of Burton Constable, co.
hart.).

;

;

:

—

York, with a mullet for difl'.
(John Constable, Secretary to H.M. Envoy at
the Hague, ICHO). Quarterly, gu. and vair a bend indented
counterclianged. Crest A greyhound pass. ppr. collared gu.
Motto Impiger et fidus.
Constable ( Viscount Dunbar 1620, dormant since 1714-15).
Or, three bars az.
Orest
A dragon's head ar. with three
collars or, each charged with as many lozenges gu.
Supporters
Dexter, a bull ar. horned collared and chained or;
sinister, a lion gu. ducally crowned or.
Motto— Sans mau-

Constable

—

—

—

—

—

neck

or,

(Earl of Conway, created 1679, extinct 16S3). Sa.
on a bend cotised ar. a rose betw. two annulets gu. Crest—
The bust of a Moor in profile couped at the shoulders ppr.
and wreathed about the temples ar. and az. Supporters—
Two Moors ppr. habited on the body and legs only or, from
the waist to the knees a skirt gu. over the skirt long ostrich
feathers pendent from the waist vert, the like feathers from
the habit at the shoulder which terminate in lions' faces
wreathed about the temples or and sa. holding in their exterior hands shields az. garnished gold, on the dexter a sun
in splendour, in the sinister a crescent both of the last.
Motto Fide et amore.
Conway-Seymour. See Setmour, Marquess of Hertford.
Conway, alias Williams (Brecon). Sa. on abend cotised
ar. a rose betw. two annulets gu.
(Buckinghamshire, Gloucestershire, and Warwickshire).
Sa. on a bend cotised ar. a rose betw. two annulets
gu. Crest A Moor's head sidefaced ppr. banded round the
temples ar. and az.
(Callis).
Sa. on a bend ar. betw. two plates
(another, roundles erm.) three cinquefoils pierced gu.
Conway, or
(Callis).
Az. guttee d'or, a lion
pass. ar. betw. three dexter gauntlets of the second.
(London). Az. a chev. betw. three dexter gauntlets or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet a demi cock with
wings expanded gu. beaked and wattled az.
(Warwickshire). Az. a cross voided or.

—

Conway

—

Conway

Conwey

Conway

—

Conway

Conway, or Conw^ey.
rose (another,

Conway.

(Lord Ikrries). See Maxwell.
Constable (Manor House, Otlcy, co. York). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. and vaire over all a bend or. Constable 2nd
and ord, az. on a bend cottiscd ar. three billets sa.,
Haooerston. Crcxt A ship in full sail or, Constable ; a
lion pa.'^.s. -ir., IIauoekston.
Constable (Oak House, Battcrsca, co. Surrey). Quarterly,
gu. and vaire over all a bend or. Crest— A. ship to the

Conway.
Conway.

Quarterly, gu. and vaire over

all

;

—

sinister, salLs furled all or.

Constable

(IJuigwitii, co. York).

Gu. a fesae compony

ar.

chief a lion pass. gu.

Constable (Uromonby,

Cleveland).

Quarterly, gu.

and

vaire on a bend or, an annulet.

Constable

(.Stbicki.anu-Conbtable, Wassand, co. York).
Quarterly, Ist and 4tli quarterly, gu. and vairo over all a
bend or, for CoNSTAiii.r, 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. or, betw.
three croa-ws pattce ar. on a canton ermines a stag's head
;

couped ppr., Sthicklanu.
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lietw.

a

Sa.

on a bend ar. cotised erm. a
two annulets of the

cinquefoil) gu. betw.

Az. a lion pass, guard, paly of six ar. and or,
three gauntlets of the second all within a bordure

cnjir. of

in full sail or.

Constable-Maxwell

in

a

Conway

Everingham, co. York).
a bend or. Crest— A ship

Constable (Flamburgh and

!^a.

betw. wings expanded az. each charged with

fleur-de-lis or.

last.

vais desir.

and

CON
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Lord Mayor of Dublin, d. June, 1595, granted by Narbonne,
Ulster, Sept. 1576). Ar. three bars wavy az. on a chief gu.

Oc«t<— 1st

:

A ship

with tackle,

the

last.

three horses' heads couped ar. bridled gu.
Sa. on a bend ar. cotiseJ erin. three roses gu.
Con'way (confirmed to Edward Conway, Viscount de. CoiiSa. on a bend cotised ar. a rose gu. betw.
wii-j, in Belgium).
.Sa.

two annulets of the field, in the sinister chief point a crescent
The bust of a Moor in prolile couped at the
Crest
shoulders ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and az. and
charged on the breast with a crescent ar. Jl/ot<o— Fide et
amore.
Conwell (granted to William Edqene Edward Conwell,
M.O., son of John Conwell, Esq., of Ballymilligan, co.
Londonderry). Vert an eagle rising or, betw. four annulets
Out of a ducal cornnet or, a staff also or, with
ar.
Crest
two serpents entwined thereon ppr. Motto Age in iBteror,

—

—

—

num.

Conwy

(Bodhryddan, Soughton, Ac, co. Flint; desecndcd
fioiM the same common ancestor as the extinct Lords

Conway

of Uagley).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on

a bend

A

CON
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a rose tctw. two annulets gu., forCoNwr; 2nd
and 3rd, loiengy ar. and sa. a bordure of the last, for
Crest
A Mocr's head in profile couped ppr.
Shiplet.
Motto Fide et
wreathed about the temples ar. and az.
cotised ar.

—

—

See Kowlet-Conwt.
CSony (Bassingthorp, co. Cumberland, 1612). Gu. on a bend
A talliot's head
double cotised or, three torteaux. Crest
or, the tongue hanging out of his mouth distilling blood

amore.

—

Ar. a saltire
(Hertfordshire and Huntingdonshire).
On a mount vert
gu. betw. four conies feeding sa. Crest

—

a cony or.
•Conycliff.

Sa. three conies courant ar.

Conyers

(Sokebourne, co. Durham, descended from Sir
ttOGEB CoNYERS, Constable of the Keep of Durham, temp.
William I.). Az. a maunch or. Crest A trefoil slipped and

—

—

(Horden, co. Durham, a branch of Conyers of
Sokeburne: Sir John Conyeks, of Horden, was created a
Baronet in 1628, title extinct 1810). As Costeks of Sokeburne.
Conyers (Essex and Northamptonshire). The same, with
diff.

Conyers

(London and Hornby Castle, co. York. Baron
Conyers. Visit. London, 15G8). The same Arms, differenced
with a crescent of the second surmounted by another gu.
Crest A sinister wing gu. differenced as the
in chief.
arms.
Conyers (Copped Hall, Esses, originally of Bowlby, Whitby,
and of Scarborough, co. York). Az. a maunch or, over all
a bendlet gobony crm. and gu. Crest— A bull's head erased
or, armed sa. pierced through the neck with an arrow of
the last, barbed and feathered ar. vulned gu.
Conyers (Wakerley, co. Northampton. Jane, dau. of
Fbancis Contebs of that place, m. Owen Oglethorpe, of
Newington, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon). Az. a maunch over

—

aU a bend

Conyers
Conyers
Conyers

sinister.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1723).
(Kent).

a maunch sa.
Az. a maunch

The same Arms.

Or,

(London).

ar.

or, in chief

an annulet

—

—

sinister also ppr.

Helen Fredbica Lano,

of

Lower

Arms same as last.
1873).
Conylesh. (Lancashire). Sa. three conies courant ar.
Cony lye, or Conley. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets
pierced of the

(Earl and Baron Comjvgham.
Earldom
Barony descended under special remainder to
the grandfather of the present Marquis of Conyiigliam).
Same as the extant Marquis of Conyngham.
extinct 1781.

Conyng'h.am

Ar. a shake fork
unicorn's head erased
ar. armed and mancd, or.
Supporteri, Dexter a horse ar.
maned, hoofed, and charged on the breast with an eagle
displ. or, sinister a buck ppr., attired, unguled, and charged
on the breast with a griflin's head erased or. Motto— Over
fork over.

(Marquess Co'nyngham).

betw. three mullets sa.

Cre>t

—An

—

—

Conyngrliani.

Crest
A dexter arm in armour vambraced,
brandishing a sword ppr.
Conyston. Ar. three conies pass. ga. Crest Out of a,
ducal coronet or, a peacock's tail ppr.
Conyston. Or, three conies sa.
Coo (Norfolk). Erm. three piles wavy gu.
Coo (Heekworth, co. Cambridge). Gu. on three piles wavy

—

martlets sa.

(Nathaniel Pole,

Serjeant at

Arms

and two

Az. a chev.
Ar. a chev.

or,

sa.

betw. three bezants.
betw. three pellets in chief

escallops in base of the second.

Coode

(Slorval, co. Cornwall.
Visit. 1620; the heiress of the
Bcllee of Shillingham). Ar. a chev. go.
betw. three moorcocks sa. membered, wattled, and jelloped
of the second quartering gu. three crescents or.
Coode (Pensipple in Liskeard, Mcthleigh in Breage, and St.
Austell, CO. Cornwall). Arms, as the preceding.
Cook (Sir Samuel Cook, Lord Mayor of Dublin 1713, was
knighted 10 Jan. that yearV Az. on a fess betw. three
wolves' heads erased ar. collared gu. studded or, a fleur-delis betw. two crescents of the third.
Crest
A demi wolf ar.
collared gu. studded or, holding in the dexter paw a fleurde-lis of the last.
Cook (Bedfordshire). Quarterly, purp. and ar. in sinister
chief a horseshoe. Crest
An ostrich, holding in the beak
a horseshoe ar.
Cook (London ; Her. Off- Int. MSS. Vincent, No. 154). Ar.
a lion pass, in bend betw. two cottises gu. on a chief az. as
many estoiles or. Crest A demi lion gu. holding out in his
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—

—

—

gamb an

estoile or.

Cook

(Mildham, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.
three tigers' heads erased sa. langued of the second, each
charged on the neck with a gemel or.
Cook (Doncaster, co. York confirmed 27 Aug. 1635). Or, a
chev. gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa. armed of the
;

second.

(Northumberland and Yorkshire). Or, a chev. betw.
two Uons pass, guard, sa. Crest A demi lion pass, guard,
sa. ducally gorged or.
Cook (Kingsthorp, co. Northants, granted by St. George,
Garter, and Vanbrugh, Clarenceux, to the surviving issue
of Francis Cook, of Kingsthorp, 1711).
Per pale az. and
gu. three eagles displ. and armed or, guttee de poix,
each having about his neck a collar sa. Crest An eagle
displ. or, guttee de poix, armed sa., having about his neck a

—

—

like collar.

Cook (Pittenweem,
foils az.

Scotland). Gu. on a bend or, two cinqueon a sinister canton a cross crosslet issuing out of a

—A

crescent, of the second.

Tutum monstrat

Cook (Edinburgh,
Same

Crest

sea chart ppr.

Motto—

iter.

The same Arms within a bordure

1876).

and Motto.
Cook, the circumnavigator).

Cre-H

Cook (Capt.

Sa. a sphere or,
betw. two mullets in pale ar.
Cook (Brooklands, Blackheath Park, co. Kent). Gu. three
crescents in fesse within two barrulets or, betw. three woolCrent
packs, two and one, ar.
A caducous fesseways ppr.
in front of a demi eagle couped az. Crest Omnia vincit

—

—

labor.
(Visit.

London, 1568.

Thomas Metcalf,

citizen

and

m

goldsmith of London,
Alice, dau. of Thomas Cook, of
Tanton). Az. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. two chevronela or,
and three cinqucfoils pierced erm. two lions combatant purp.
Cooke (Wheatley, co. York, bart.). Or, a chev. gu. betw.
two lions pass, guard, sa. Crest Out of a mural crown ar. a
demi lion guard, issuing sa. gorged with a ducal coronet or.
Cooke (Owston, CO. York, descended from Henby, second
son of Sir Henry Cooke, second bart. of Wheatley, and now
represented by Philip Bryan Da vies Cooke, Esq., of Owston
and Gwysaney, son and heir of Puiup Davies Cooke, Esq.,
by Lady Helena Caroline King, dau. and eventually coheir of George, 3rd Earl of Kingston, and grandson of Bryan
Cooke, Esq., M.P., of Owston, by Frances his wife, dau. and
heir of Philip Pdleston, Esq., by Mabt his wife, dau. and
co-heiress of John Davies, Esq., of Gwysaney). Or, a chev.
gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa. quartering Puleston,
Davies, Kino, Fenton, the White Knight, &c. Ch-e^t Out
of a mural crown ar. a demi lion guard, sa. ducally gorged

—

—

or.

of Gerrald's

Town,

co.

Meath,

son of Pebiam Pole, Esq., co.
Devon, d. 1685; his second wife was ELizABtTH, dau. of
Capt CoocHE. of Cabragh, co. Cavan, and she m. secondly

12«

Cood (Ireland).
Cood (Ireland).

Cook

field.

Consoigham

Cooche

Ar. a chev. or, betw. two bezants in chief
and three in base, with a label of five points ar.

or.

(exemplified to

Kedlands, near Reading, co. Berks, eldest dau. of Fbederice.
Henry Lang, Esq., upon her assuming the name of Conyebs
instead of that of Lang, by royal licence, dated 18 March,

ar., ten

or.

(Ireland).

Cook

—

Az. a maunch erm. Crest A Moor's head sa.
wreathed and stringed ar. and az.
Conyers. Sa. oh a maunch or, two crescents gu.
Conyers. Az. on a maunch or, an annulet sa. Crest
wing gu.
Conyers (Willow Bank, Fulham). Az. a maunch or, on a
chief embattled of the last a wreath of laurel ppr. a canton
gu. thereon a representation of the gold medal presented to
Lieut.-Gen. Cbarles Edward Conyers, in commemoration
of his distinguished services at the battle of Orthes pendent
by a ribband of the last fimbriated of the first, below the
medal the word "Orthes " in letters of gold. Crest A demi
man in armour ppr. scarf gu. holding in his dexter hand a
falchion erect, transfixing a dragon, the l^ead towards the

Conyers.

Conyers

escutcheon

Cood

elder branch m.

erect vert.

Conyers

sa.

;

—

ppr.

Cony

due

coo

Joseph Pbatt, Esq., Fun. Ent. Ire.). Or, a snike in pale
embowed sa. langued gu.
Cooclie (Sir Tuomas Cooche, knighted Coronation day, 1603,
at Dublin Castle his widow m. William Ferbeb, Esq., of
Eilbeg, CO. Donegal, who d. 1637. Ulster's Office). Or, on
a cross moline gu. nine bezants. Crest A dexter hand
couped at the wrist holding a dagger all ppr. betw. a pair of
wings erect gu.
Coock. Crest A talbot sejant resting the dexter paw on aa

in Ireland,

Cooke

Thomas Alexander Cooke, Esq., of Wargrave,
adopted by sign manual, 1850, the name of Cooke,
in lieu of that of Mathews). Per pale or and az. a chev.
nebule, betw. three cinquefoUs in chief, and one in bas(>
(Rev.

CO. Berks,

A

erased, chequy ar. and az. winged gu.
Visit. 1620).
(CO. Devon, and Trerice, co. Cornwall.
Enn. on a bend coitised sa. three cats pass, guard, or.

Cooke

—A

demi cat ramp, guard, or,
Orest
Tert, fructed of the arst.

holding an oak branch

Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens' heads
erased sa. within a bordure engr. of the second.
Cooke (Thome, co. Devon the heiress m. Misson). Enn.
on a bend cottised gu. three cats-a-mounlain, ar. Crest
demi leopard guard, or, supporting a branch of oak fructed
(co.

;

—

or.

Cooke (Fullwell Heath, co. Essex). Erm. on a chev. gu.
three door-staples or, on a chief ar. as many door-staples of
the second. Crest— A wolf's head erased erm. holding in
per pale or and az.
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three
co. Sussex).
erm.
on
a chief or, as many door-staples
erased
wolves' heads
gu. Crest, as the preceding.
Cooke (Fulwell-Hache, co. Essex). Erm. on a chev. or,
the

mouth a

Cooke

trefoil slipped

(b'uUwell,

betw. three bears' heads erased erm. as many escallops gu.
chief of the second three door-staples of the third.
A bear's head erased erm. holding in the mouth a
prest
trefoil slipped, per pale, or and az.
Cooke, or Cook (Little Staybridge, co. Essex). Sa. three

on a

—

bends

Erm. on a chev. gu. three escallops
charged with as many staples of the second.

(Essex).

chief ar.

Cooke

(Essex).

or,

a

Ar. a chev. gu. in chief three nags' heads,

erased, sa.

Cooke

(Essex).

Sa. a chev. or, three horses' heads in chief

erm.

Cooke

(Clifton,

near

Bristol).

Ar. a fesse chequy or and gu.

in chief three cinquefoils of the last. Crest— Out of a mural
coronet chequy or and gu. an eagle's head ar. beaked or.

—Vici.

Motto

(William Cooke, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn). Per pale
ar. and sa. three griffins' heads erased and counterchanged,
each charged on the neck with a bar gemell. Crest
griffin's head, as in the arms.
Cooke (Lancashire). Per pale az. and sa. three eagles displ.

Cooke

—

ar.

1567).

Cooke
1708).

(BoBEET Cooke, Esq., Clarenceux King of Anns,
a cinquefoil e.-m.
Gu. sem&de-lis
(Brome Hall, co. Norfolk, bart, created 1663, extinct
az. in chief a lion
three
trefoils
Gu. on a fesse or,

...

pass. ar.

Or, a chev. compony gu. and
the second. Crest
A unicorn's
head or, betw. two wings, endorsed, az.
Cooke (Alresford, co. Hants). Gu. three crescents or, a chief

Cooke

(Giddea Hall, Essex),

az. betw.

i

—

iiree cinqiiefoMs of

of the last quartering the arms of Sater, and Bakes. Crest
erect, ppr. encircled with a wreath of laurel

—A dexter arm

hand holding an estoile ar.
(granted 1843 to John Cooke, Esq., of The Chase, co.
Or, two chevronels compony gu. and az. betw.
A unicorn's head or,
three cinquefoils of the second. Crest
betw. two wings endorsed compony gu. and az.
three plates, as
or,
betw.
on
a
chev.
Sa.
(Kent).
Cooke
many cinquefoils of the field, on a chief ar. three columvert, the

Cooke

Hereford;.

—

bines ppr.

Cooke

(Kent). Sa. a chev. chequy or and az. betw. three
bezants, on a chief ar. as majiy columbines of the third.
Gu. three
(Kent, and Broadwater, co. Sussex).
On a mount
crescents ar. a canton of the second. Crest

Cooke

—

vei* a beaver-pass. or.
Cooke (Lord Mayor of London, 1462). Or, a chev. componec gu. and az. betw. three cinquefoils of the third.

Cooke

betw. three dragons'
erect of the second. Crenl
Out of a
dragon's head erect ar.
Rev. Thomas Alexander
co. Berks.
or and az. a chev. nebulae betw. tlircc
Or, a chev.

(London).

heads couped and
ducal coronet or. a
(Wargrave,
CooKE). Per pale

Cooke

az.

—

Crest

lion

—

—

—

of the last.
Cooke (Linstead, co. Suffolk). Or, a chev. engr. gu. betw.
three cinquefoils az. on a chief of the second a lion pass. ar.
Crest
An antelope's head erased or, charged with torteaux,

—

tusked,

Cooke
lions

homed, and

tufted, gu.

ramp,

Cooke

many

or, as

cinquefoils az.

(Whitefield, co. Suffolk).

Cooke

Crest

on a chev. betw. three

Sa.

(Cotton, CO. Suffolk).

Or, a fesse betw. two lions

—A wolfs head ar. ducally gorged gu.

co. Suffolk).
Gu. an inescutcheon ar.
betw. four crosses formee filch^e, in saltire or.
granted
Cooke (Burstow, CO. Surrey
20 August, 1662).
Per pale az. and sa. three eagles displ. ar.
Cooke (Langham, co. Suffolk). Erm. on a chief az. a
griffin pass. ar.
Crest
A lion's head erased guard, ar.
Cooke (Peake, co. York, founded by Sir Thomas Cooke,
Knt., Lord of the Manor of Hackney, co. Middlesex, and
Governor of the East India Company). Arms, <fcc. as the
preceding.
Cooke (Sussex). Gu. three crescents ar. a canton erm.,
quartering, or, a cross az., for De BonnN.
Cooke (Mylton, co. Warwick). Per pale ar. and sa. three
C)-est
wolves' heads erased, counterchanged, collared gu.
A wolfs head per pale gu. and or, gorged with two bars

(Langham,

;

—

—

Cooke

Ar. two chev. betw. six martlets
(CO. Worcester).
Out of a mural coronet or,
gu. three, two, and one. Crest
an arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished of the first
holding a sword ar. hilt gold, on the arm two chevs. gu.
Cooke (Claines, Redmorley, Oliver, and Staunton, co.

—

Thomas, son of Thomas Cooke, of Claines, and
grandson of John Cooke, Esq. of Harpies, co. Norfolk,

Worcester.

recorded his descent in Visit. 1634, d. 1641, confirmed 1869,
to VV. H. Cooke, Esq. of the Green, Shalsley Kings). Or, a
Crest
An heraldic tigers
fesse betw. two lions pass. gu.
head erased ar. ducally gorged gu. studded of the first.
patria.
Motto Pro rege et
Cooke (co. York). Per pale ar. and sa. three greyhounds*
heads erased, coUared, and counterchanged.
Cooke (Wheatley, co. York, bart.). Or, a chev. gu. betw.
two lions pass, guard, sa. Crest Out of a mural crown
ar. a demi lion guard, issuant sa. gorged with a ducal
coronet or.
Cooke (CO. Cambridge; granted by Hamlcy, Clarenceux,
A grey5 Elizabeth). Arms same as preceding. Crest
hound's head couped per pale or and gu. gorged with two
bars counterchanged.
Cooke (CO. York). Gu. three crescents and a canton or.
Cooke. Sa. on a chev. or, three cinquefoils of the first, in
chief two annulets ar. on a chief az. three columbines of
the third. Crest An arm erect, vested paly of six or and
gu. holding in the hand a bunch of columbines and roses ar.

—

—

—

—

—

cuffed ppr.

Cooke.
head

lioMing l)Ptw. his gamhs a bezant.
(London). Paly of six gu. and sa. three eagles displ.
Crest
A demi eagle, per pale gu. and sa., with winga
dinpl. and ducally crowned or.
Cooke (I/jndon, and Hareflold, co. Middlesex). Ar. a bend
az in the sinintcr corner an annulet of the last.
Cooke (Kdmonton. co. Miildieiex, granted 7 .Tune, 17C0).
Vert, a unicorn pass, or, on a chief of the last a human
On a mount
heart betw. two crosses potent gu. Creai

Cooke.

—On

—

az..

—

Cooke

—

—
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—

ar.

Cooke

Crest

Ar. a fesse chequy or and gu. in chief three roses
Out of a mural coronet or, an eagle's
Crest

of the last.

and one in base, all counterchanged.
a mount vert a dcmi-unicorn erased chequy ar.
winged gu. Motto Ncc timeo, nee sperno.
Cooke (London). Erm. a lion pass, in bend betw. two
cotiics gu.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, and erased erm.
cinquffoils in chief,

ar.

—

A demi
ramp.
Cooke (Mildham, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
tigers' heads sa. maned of the first, collared or.
Cooke (Norfolk). Per pale gu. and az. throe eagles displ.
ar.
Crest On a chapeau az. turned up erm. an ostrich ar.
holding in the mouth a horseshoe or.
Cooke (Norfolk). Or, on a chief sa. a cinquefoil betw. two
annulets of the field. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, two
wings expanded per pale gold and sa.
Cooke (Norfolk). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three cinquefoils
erm. two lions combatant of the field armed gu.
Cooke (Mildham, co. Suffolk). Per pale az. and gu. three
eagles displ. counterchanged. Cre^t
On a chapeau sa.
turned up erm. an ostrich close ar. in the beak a horseshoe
Sa. three bends ar.

(Middlesex).

counterchanged.

Cooke

and

on a cross

gu.

Cooke

pass. gu.

ar.

Cooke

sejant or, resting the dexter foot

vert

Crest

coanterchanged.

Cooke

coo
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coo
—On a mount yert a demi unicom potenta unicom

(Camerton, co. Cumberland).
two lions pass, reguurd. sa. Crest
Mdtto Vis couragcux fier.

—

Cooke

(granted 20 July, IG12).

Az. two bars

of the second three annulets gu.
Sa. three bends or.

Or. a chev. gu. betw.
falcon rising ppr.

—A

Crest

ar.

on a chief

— A cockatrice with wings

expanded.

Cooke.

Chequy erm. and sa. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief of
the second a leopard's face betw. two crosses crosslct fitchee
or.

Cooke.

Per

saltire or

and

az. four eagles displ.

counter-

changed.

Cooke.

Gu. a cinquefoil (another, three) erm. betw. six

crosses crosalet fitchee ar.

coo
Cooke.

Or, on a

field.

Cooke, Gn.

a chev.

betw. three crescents ar. a canton

or,

of the last within a bordure erm.
Gu. three crosses crosslet fltchee

Cooke.

Cooke.
Cooke.

Crest

az.

and gu.

— A boar's head erased ppr.

Krm. on a bend cotised sa. three lions pass. or.
Ar. a bend componee az. and gu. an annulet of the

second.

Cooke, or Coke.

Ar. three bars az. in chief as

many

annulets gu.

Cooke

(Lodgemore and Fannhill, co. Gloucester). Same
Arms. Crest— A griffin's head erased holding in the mouth
an annulet.
Cooke (from the Fun. Ent. of Sir Bichabd Cooke, principal
Secretary and Chancellor of the Exchequer in Ireland, who
m. the dau. of Sir Chbistophee Peyton, Auditor of War,
and (1. 8 Sept. 1616). Barry of six ar. and az. in chief three
annulets gu.
(Tinncrany, co. Kilkenny, granted 20 March, 1635, by
Preston, Ulster, to Samuel Cooke, Esq., of that place, son
and heir of Ebasmus Cooke, eldest son and heir of

Cooke

Ebasmcs Cooke, Esq., of St. Edmonds Bury, co. Suffolk,
descended from the Cookes, anciently owners of the Manor
of Dbbeston, or Uppeston, in the latter co.). Pean on a
chief az. a griffin pass. ar.
Crest
A leopard's head erased

—

pean.

Cooke

(Tomduff, co. Wexford, from the Fun. Ent. of the
dau. of Sir Walsingham Cooke, who d. in 1656, and was
Az. three bars ar. on a
buried in St. Patrick's Cathedral).
chief of the last as many annulets gu.
Cooke (from the Fun. Ent. of Doctor Edwabd Cooke, son of
Allan Cooke, Esq., who d. in 1667, and was buried in St.
Patrick's Cathedral).
Gu. three crescents ar. on a canton
of the last a falcon close of the first.
Cooke, formerly Coke (Painstown, co. Carlow, descended
from Clement Coke, sixth son of Sir Edward Coke, Lord
Chief Justice of England, Anne dau. and heiress of Thomas
Cooke, Esq., of Painstown, m. 1760, Sir Thomas Bkowne,
Viscount Kenmare). Per pale gu. and az. three eagles displ.

at Wimbledon, d. 1777)*
Jlfotto—Prodesse quam

conspici.

Erm. an eagle disp). az. dncally gorged or, and
charged on the breast with a fleur-de-lis of the last.
Crest
A griffin's head betw. two wings expanded or, ducally
gorged az.
Cooks, Company of (London). Ar. a chev. engr. gn.
betw. three columbines ppr. stalked and leaved vert. Orett
A mount vert, thereon a cock pheasant ppr. Supporterg
The dexter a buck ppr. attired or, the sinister a hind ppr.
each pierced on the shoulder with an arrow or. Motto—
Vulnerati non victi.
Cookson (Cumberland). Per pale ar. and gu. two legs in
fesse in armour ppr. couped at the thigh.
Crest— A deml
lion.
Motto—'Sil desperandum.

—

—

Cookson

(Settle, Yorkshire, subsequently of Newcastle-onTyne, of Whitehill, and Neasham HaU, co, Durham, and
Meldon Park, co. Northumberland). Per pale ar. and gu.
two legs couped above the knee in armour counterchanged.
Creit—A demi lion ramp, supporting a staS ragoled ppr.
Motto—mi desperandum.

Cookson

(Kent). Same Arms.
(Whitehill Park, co. Durham, exemplified to Geobge Eobneb Retnabd, Esq., and
Augusta Sabah, his wife, upon their taking the additional
name of Cookson, by royal licence, 30 Nov. 1864). Ist
and 4th, per pale ar. and gn. a pale betw. two legs couped
at the thigh in armour, all counterchanged, and for distinction a canton gu., for Cookson 2nd and 3rd, a.;, a chev.
betw. two cross crosslets fltchee in chief and a wolfs head
erased in base az., for Reynabd.
Crests
1st, Cookjon: A
demi lion ppr. gutte de sang grasping in both paws a dab
also ppr. charged on the shoulder, for distinction, -with a
cross crosslet or 2nd, Reynabd Upon a rock ppr. a wolfs
head erased ar. semee of cross crosslets fltchee az. MottoHe quid nimis. N.B. The same arms for Cookson (his
wife) were assigned in the same patent for her, with the

Cookson, Beynard-Cookson

;

—

;

:

—

exception of the canton.
Erm. on a chev. sa. three leopards' beads jessantde-lis or.
Ci-est
A leopard's head jessant-de-Us or.
Coolin, or Cowlin. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three coots

Cooley.

—

ppr.

ar.

Cooke
Esq.,

(Milicent, co. Kildare,

upon

his assuming,

exempUfled to Thomas Tbench,

by royal

licence, in 1850 the

name

Az. on a fesse betw. three
first betw. two
demi wolf ar. holding in his paws a

of Cooke, in lieu of Tbench).

wolves' heads erased ar. a fleur-de-lis of the
crescents gu.

Crest

—A

fleur-de-liz az.

Cookney.
the

—

—

Per pale

(Broomyard, co. Hereford).

three eagles displ. ar.

monument Rev. John Cookesey,
Same Arms. Crest A talbot pass.

Cookman.

and a chief engr.

or.

Cooke

coo
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bend engr. gu. three cinquefoils of the

Gu. on three

fusils in fesse ar. as

many

roses of

field.

Cooker (Devonshire). Ar. on a bend gu.
or.
Crest
A crescent gu. within the

—

three lions' heads

horns an estoile

or.

Cookes

Worcester, bart.; created 1664,
extinct 1701
Sir Thomas Cookes, 2nd bart. of Norgrove,
founded Worcester College, Oxford). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, two chev. gu. betw. six martlets sa.
2nd and 3rd,
sa. a buck's head cabossed or.
Crest— A hand holding a
dagger.
Cookes (Bentley, co. Worcester, derived from Henet
Cookes, uncle of the founder of Worcester College). Ar.
two chevs. betw. six martlets three, two, and one, gu.,
quartering Jennetts and Denham. Crest An arm armed
with a short sword issuing from a mural crown. Motto
Deo, Regi, Vicino.
Cookes (Tarbicke, co. Worcester). Barry of six ar. and sa.
in chief three annulets of the last (another, three mullets
gu).
(Norgrove, co.
;

;

—

—

Cookesey

(Little Wolverton and Evesham, co. Worcester).
Ar. on a bend az. betw. three mullets sa. as many cinqueor, within a bordure gu. bezantce.
Crest— A wolfs

foils

head

sa.

charged on the neck with a cinquefoil betw. two

bars or.

Cookesey

(Cookesey, in Upton, Warren, Kidderminster,
Milton, co. Worcester, descended from Sir
of Cooksey, tnnp. Edward I.
1445-6, leaving his sisters his coheirs).
Ar. on a bend az. (sometimes betw. two coitises
dancettee gu.) three cinquefoils or.
A biuach of
Crest
cinquefoils stalked vert flowered ar. bound gu.
N.B.
On
the Cookesey monument at Kidderminster these arms are
supported by two otters ppr. In the Roll of Arms temp.
Edward I., the arms of Walteb de Coksey are gu. semee
Witley, and

Walter Cookset, Knt.,
HoGH Cookesey, d. s. p.

—

and a fesse ar.
(White Ladies, co. Worcester.
Visit. 1682-3,
of Worcester, d. 1648, and

of cross crosslets

Cookesey

—

commencing with John Cookset,
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Coombes

(Stratford-on-Avon, co. Warwick, borne by Wur
Sheriff of Worcester, 1651).
Erm, three lions
pass, in pale gu.

LiAM CooMBE,

Coombes, or Combs. Gu. a saltire engr.
Crest
A dexter hand holding up an escutcheon.

—

voided ar.

Coop, or Coope. Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu. Crttt
A demi eagle with two heads displ. gu.
Cooper, AsMey-Cooper (.ffari of Shaftesbury). Quarterly,

—

sa. armed and unguled
2nd and 3rd, gu. a bend engr. betw. six
On a chapeau. gu. turned
lions ramp, or, for Coopeb. Crest
up erm. a bull pass. sa. gorged with a ducal coronet and
Supporters
unguled
or.
Dexter, a bull sa.
armed and
armed, imguled, and ducally gorged and line reflexed over
the back or sinister, a talbot az. ducally gorged or. Motto

Ist

and

or, for

4th,

ar. three bulls pass.

Ashley

;

—

—

—Love,

;

serve.

Cooper (Gadesbridge, co. Hertford, granted 1765). Vert a
fesse embattled or, betw. two pheons in chief points downwards and in base two human thigh bones in saltier ar. The
thighbones were given in 1761 to show the descent from the
family, whose ensigns were sa. two shin bonet

Newton

On the ancient monuments of the Coorss
family appear the coat they previously bore of per fesse
embattled ar. and sa. three pheons' heads counterchanged.
Out of a mural crown ar. a demi spear erect ppr.
Crest
fringed or, pointed ar. surmounted of two palm branches in
in saltier ar.

—

—

Motto Nil magnum nisi bonum.
(Walcot, Somerset, bart., created 1828, extinct same
on a bend az. betw. two Uons' heads erased gu.
Crest
On a mount a
three unicorns' heads erased ar.
unicorn sejant ar. in front of two tilting spears in saltire or.
Cooper (Woolhara, New South Wales, bart., and also of Bolton-le-Moors, co. Lancaster). Az. a chev. engr. betw. two
lions pass, in chief and an estoile of eight points in base or.
A lion sejant or, collared az. supporting with the
Crest
saltier vert.

Cooper
year).

Or,

—

—

dexter paw a lance erect ppr. and suspended therefrom by a
chain gold an escochcon, also az. charged with a star, as in
the arms. JV/o«o^Perseverantia omnia vincit.
Cooper (West Rasin, near Market Basin, co. Lincoln). Az.
On a ducal coronet or,
Crest
three forks (dung forks) or.
a war horse pass. ar. saddled and bridled gu.
Cooper (Bray, co. Berks). Az. a saltire or, on a chief of
the last two chevs. paleways point to point of the first.
Crest— On a wheat sheaf a pelican ruining herself ppr.

—

A

A
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coo
Cooper
pass. sa.

a

(Wiraborne

aimed

—

gorged

or.

Crest

or.

bull pass. sa. duca/ly

Cooper

Ar. three bulls
On a chapeau ku. turned up erm.
co.

St. Giles,

Dorset).

Az. a saltire or, on a chief of the
last three lions ramp, of the first. Crest— On a mural coronet
vulning
herself
ppr.
a pelican
Cooper (Colne-Green, co. Hereford, Eatlins: Court, co.
Kent, and Stroud, co. Sussex). Ar. three martlets gu. on a
Crest
chief engr. of the second as many annulets or.
lion's gamb erect and erased or, holding a branch vert
(co.

Glouce

ster).

—

A

fructed gu.

Cooper

(Ditcham, co. Hants). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in
the second and tbi rd quarters, a pheon of the first and a
crescent s:i. in the first quarter for dill.
Cooper (London). Az. a saltire engr. betw. four trefoils
slipped or, on a chief ar. three dolphins embowed of the
Crest
A lion's head ar. erased gu. gorged with a
first.

—

chaplct of laurel vert.
Gu. on a chev. betw. three
(I'ains Hill, Surrey).
Crest
A lion
lions pass. ar. three lozenges of the field.
sejant holding a battle axe in pale, all ppr.
Cooper (CO. Warwick). Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two lions
ramp. sa. langued and armed gu. three plates.
Cooper (Carneford, co. Lancaster, 1G64). Ar. on a bend

Cooper

—

engr. betw. two

lions

ramp.

three

sa.

plates.

Crest

—

cockatrice's head.

Cooper

Or, a bend az.
(Hackesworth. co. Nottingham).
betw. two lions' heads erased gu. Crest On a mount vert a
unicorn rejant ar. armed and crined or, supporting a broken

—

tilting spear of the last.

Cooper

(Thurgarton, co. Notts; Thomas Coopeb, of that
place, in 1569, m. Elenob, dau. of Sir Michael Stanhope,
of Shelford. He was son and heir of William Cooper, of
the game, by Cicely his wife, dau. and heir of John
Az. on a chev. engr. ar.
ToLLET, of London. "Visit. Notts).
1)etw. three cinquefoils erm. two lions respectant sa. quartering ToLLET. Crest A demi man, his dress divided quarterly
and counterchanged ar. and sa., sleeves slashed, and holding

—

hand a covered cup gold, face swart, wreathed
round the temples or and az., on his head a cap of the last.
Cooper (Thurgarton Priory, co. Nottingham). Az. on a
chev. engr. ar. betw. three cinquefoils erminois two lions
A demi man, face and hands ppr., his
counterpass. sa. Crest
dress divided quarterly and counterchanged ar. and sa., his
Bleeves slashed, wreathed round the temples or and az. and
wearing upon his head a cap of the last, charged on the
breast with a cinquefoil erminois and holding in bis dexter
band a covered cup gold.
Cooper (CO. Salop). At. three martlets gu. on a chief of the
in his dexter

—

second as many annulets or.
(llicHABD CooPEB, gent., of London, son of RiciiAnD
CooPEB, Esq., of Madeley, co. Salop. "Visit. London, 15C8).
Same Arms, chief engr. Crest A lion's gamb erect or,
holding a branch vert fructed gu.
Cooper (Surrey). Sa. a chev. wavy erm. betw. three lions
ramp. or.
Cooper (Trowbridge, co. Wilts, granted 1721). Or, a saltire
az. on a chief of the second three leopards' heads guard,
coupcd of the first spotted sa. and ducally crowned ar.
Crest
A demi leopard guard, ppr. ducally crowned ar. holding in the dexter paw a holly branch vert fructed ppr.
Cooper (Winchester, 1584). Az. a fesse betw. three pelicans
ar. vulning themselves gu.
Cooper (Toddington Park, co. Bedford, and Park House,
Highgate, co. Middlesex, descended from co. Chester). Gu.
on a chev. betw. three lions pass. ar. each holding a battleaxe in his fore paw or, three lozenges sa. on a chief engr.
of the third a lozenge of the field betw. two martlets of the
fourth, an escutcheon of pretence quarterly gu. and az. on a
chev. erm. betw. three lions pass, or, as many mascles of
the first. Crest On a gazon vert a lion sejant or, holding
in his dexter paw a battle-axe and in the sinister u tilting
ipear, all ppr.
Motto Tuum est.
Cooper. Az. a tortoise erect or.
Cooper (Wortlington House, co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. gu.
charged with another erm. betw. three sprigs of laurel, each

Cooper

—

—

—

—

consisting of three leaves vert.

—A

cubit arm erect
(disposed orlewise) ppr.

Crest

holding two branches of laurel
Motto (over the crest)
Virlutc.
(.Mansion House, Bengeworth, descended from an
ancient family who possessed estates in co. Oxford, of which
family was Thomas Cooper, colonel in Oliver Cromwell's
army, by whom he was called to the Upper House in lfir)3).
Quarterly, Ist, ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets gu. three
annulets or, a chief engr. erm., for Coopeb; '2nd, .sn. on a
chev. betw. three griffins heads erased ar. three cstoiles gu.,
3rd, ar. on a bend sa. three flcurs-dc-lis or, a
for Beales

—

Cooper

;
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chief of the second, charged with a lion pass, of the third,
for Hatward; 4th, or, out of a fesse sa. a demi lion ramp.
issuaut gu., for Emms. Crest
An arm embowed in armour

—

—

Motto Frango dura patientift
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three doves ppr. Crest
dove with an olive branch in its beak, all ppr.
Cooper. Ar. three greyhounds courant in pale sa. Crest—
ppr. holding a branch vert.

—

Cooper.

A

greyhound sejant

sa.

Cooper.

Ar. a chev. ermines cottised gu. betw. three leaves
Crest— A cubit arm erect ppr. holding up a chaplet vert.
Cooper (Durham). Gu. a bend erm. betw. six lions ramp.
or.
Crest
Issuant from a tower the head of a Moorish king
wreathed and chained, all ppr.
Cooper (granted to Robert Chester Cooper, Esq., Lewes,
Sussex). Gu. on a chev. dovetailed ar. betw. two bucks'
heads cabossed in chief and a garb in base or, three martlets az.
Crest
On a mount vert a lion pass, guard, or,
the dexter fore paw resting on an escutcheon gu. charged
with a leopard's face gold.
Cooper (Bulwell, co. Nottingham, granted to the late
Samoel Thomas Coopee, of Bulwell). Az. on a chev. engr.
or, betw. two lions pass, in thief ar. and a griffin's head
erased in base of the second, three gads or square plates of
steel ppr.
Crest— Oa a mount vert in front of two battleaxes in saltire or, headed ar. a lion sejant ppr. collared of
the second supporting with his dexter paw a gad or square
vert.

—

—

plate of steel ppr.

Cooper

(Fun. Ent. of Capt. Thomas Coopeb, d. 20 Nov.
1665).
Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two lions ramp. sa.
three plates. Crest A cockatrice head erased or, gutKSe de
poix, armed, beaked, crested, and jelloped gu.
Cooper (Markree Castle, co. SUgo). Quarterly, 1st, az. on
a chev. betw. three cinquefoils or, two lions pass, respecting
each other sa. 2nd, ar. a chev. engr. betw. three martlets
az.
3rd, az. three millstones ppr., for Stnoe; 4th, ar. an
eagle displ. with two heads sa., beaked and legged gu., also
for Stnge.
Crest
A demi man affronte habited per pale ar.
and sa., in the dexter hand ppr. a covered cup or, on the

—

;

;

—

head wreathed round the temples
Motto Deo patria rege.

—

ar.

and

a cap gu.

az.

Cooper

(Killenure, co. Tipperary). Sa. a chev. wavy erm.
betw. three lions ramp. or. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned
up. erm. a bull pass. ppr. collared and hoofed or. Motto

—

—

Love, serve.

Cooper

James Coopeb Tdthill, Esq.,
on his assuming by royal licence
Coopeb only, in compliance with the
will of his relative, Honoba, relict of James Coopeb, of
Cooper Hill, co. Limerick). Sa. a fess wavy cnn. betw.
three lions ramp. or. Crest
A demi lion ramp. or. Motto—
(exemplified 1844 to

of Merrion Square, Dublin,

the

name and arms

of

—

Noli irritare leonem.
(Cooper's Hill, co. SUgo).

Cooper

See O'Haba of Annagh-

more.

Cooper-Chadwick. See Chadwick.
Cooper (Failford, co. Ayr). Ar. on a bend

engr. betw. two
ramp. gu. three crescents of the field, all within a
An oak tree with a
bordure chequy ar. and az. Crest
branch borne down by a weight ppr. Motto Kesurgo.

lions

—

Company

Coopers,

—

of (London).

Gyronny of eight gn.
and sa. on a chev. betw. three annulets or, a grose betw.
two aCzes az. on a chief vert three lilies sUpped, stalked,
and leaved ar. Crest A demi heathcock with wings expanded az. powdered with annulets or, in the beak a lily ar.
Two camels gu. bridled or, powdered with
SujqMrters
annulets of the last. Motto Love as brethren. The company sometimes use another Afo^o— Gaude Maria virgo.

—

—

—

Company of (Chester). Same bearings.
Coopers and Hellyars, Company of (Exeter).

Coopers,

Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. on a chev. ar. a grose or
drawing board betw. two adzes of the second, on a chief
of the third three lilies slipped and leaved az. MotlO"Qiii fugit molano fugit farinam.
Coore (Scruton Hall, co. York). Ar. a saltire sa. on a chief
Crest— A curlew ppr.
of the second three cinquefoils or.

—Chi scmini
Gu. on a
— A tower

Motto

Coore.
Crest

vertu racoglia fama.
chief ar. three trefoils

slipped

vert.

triple-towered.

Coortois.

Or, two piles az.

three martlets of the

Coostey

on a

fesse

chequy

ar.

and

sa.

field.

(co. Gloucester).

Sa.

a cross voided

or,

betw. four

maitlcts ar.

Coote

(cos.

Essex, Lincoln, and Norfolk). Ar. a fess. betw.
Crest
A tool's head erased sa.

three coots sa.

—

Coote

(Earl of Movntralh. Sir Charles Coote settled in
Ireland lein)). James I., and was created a hart. 1621; his
eldest son was raised to the peerage in 1660, title extinct
A coot
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three cools ppr. Crest
1802).

—

AA
A
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Si'-ppoHers —Two wolres sa. ducally gorged ar.

Motto

ppr.
Vincit Veritas.
{Earl of Bellamont, descended from Richard Coote,
third son of the first bart., who was raised to the peerage in
16C0, extinct 1800). The same Anns, Crest, and Motto.

—

Coote

Supporters

—Two wolves, ermines.

(Baron CaHle Coote, descended from Col. Chidlet
CooTB, second son of the first ttart. extinct 1827). Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto. Supportcrt Two wolves ppr.
ducally gorged or.
Coote (Ballyfin, Queen's County, bart., Premier Baronet of
Ireland). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Coote (Mount Coote, co. Limerick, descended from Col.
Chidley Coote, second son of the first bart., and brother of
Charles, first JFari 0/ Jl/oan£ra(A). Same .<irm-s, Crest, a.r\A

Coote

;

—

Dublin; since of Bellamont Forest,
Same Arms within a bordure wavy sa.

(Donnybrook,

Ireland, bart.).
Crest

—A

Coote

—
— Vivitur
Great

co.

coo.t sa.

(cos.

Lincoln and Suffolk).

Ar. three coots ppr.

Cootes.

COP

Per pale az. and gu. three boars' heads couped or.
A dexter hand holding np a pair of compasses. Motto
inccnio.

Copeng-er

(Norfolk).
Or, three bends gu. a fesse vert
(another of the second). Crest A falcon's leg belled and
wing conjoined ppr.
Copenger (London). Bendy of six or and gu. on a fesse az.
throe plates all within a bordure of the second. Crest
buck's head ar.
Coper. Az. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three cinquefoils
pierced erm. two lions pass. sa.

—

—

Copewood, or Copwood

(co. Stafford).
Ar. a pile in
sa. fimbriated and engr. gu. betw. two eagles displ. of
the second.

bend

Copfield

Gu. on a chev. erm. three martlets sa.

(CO. Suffolk).

Copham.

Motto.

Coote

Copen.

Gu. a cross

ar.

Copherst. Vert a chev. betw. three crescents or.
Cophurst. Vert a chev. betw. three scythes or.
Copildyke, Copildike, or Copledyke (co.

Copildyke, CopTildike, or Copledyke

A cubit arm erect, vested paly of four
dovecots ar. Crest
or and az. holding in the hand ppr. a covered cup of the first.

Copin

—

Cooth. Gu. a fesse betw. three escallops or.
Copale, or Cople. Ar. on a cross sarcellee
of the

az.

a crescent

Copcote. Barry of ten or and az.
Copcott, or Copecott. Barry of six

or and az.
Ar. three piles in point gu.
afterwards of Bramshill Park,
co. Oxford
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three roses gu:
CO. Hants, bart.).
Out of a fleurslipped ppr. as many fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
Motto— Mt^wo adeste animo.
de-hs or, a dragon's head gu.
Cope (Dumilly, co. Armagh). Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto.
Cope (Brewem, co. Oxford, bart., extinct 1821). Same
Essex).

Estre,

;

—

Arms.

Cope
Cope

—

Same nits. Crest A harp gu.
Armagh, exemplified 1844 to Robert
Esq., of Loughall, co. Armagh, on
assuming by royal licence the surname of Cope only).
(Ireland).

.<<

—

(co. Lincoln).

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
^London; granted 1G40). Per pale az. and gu. three

boars' heads couped or.

first.

Copdon (High
Cope (Hanwell,

Kent).

Az. three swords in bend ar. hilts and poniols or.
Crest
wiveru, wings endorsed, statani upon a wheel ppr.

Per pale or and az. two dolphins hauricnt counterchanged; on a chief sa. a covered cup of the first betw. two

(Loughgall, CO.

Copin

(London). Per pale az. and gu. three boars' heads
erased (another, couped) or, a chief of the third.
Copin. Or, a chief vair.
Copingrdale (Yorkshire). Ar. a mullet sa. on a chief of the
second three piles of the first.
Copingrer (co. Kent). Ar. four bends gu.
Copingrer (co. Kent). Bendy of six gu. and or, on a fesae
vert three plates witiiin a bordure of the first. Crest
ram's head sa.
Copingrer (co. Kent). Bendy of six or and gu. over all a
fesse az. charged with three plates.
Crest— As the last.
Coping-er (Lord Mayor of London, 1512). Bendy of six or
and gu. on a chev. az. three plates within a bordure purp.
Copingrer (co. Suffolk). Bendy of eight or and gu. Crest—

—

A

chamois deer's head

sa.

Wright Cope Doolan,

Coping-er (co.

his

bezants within a bordure of the third.
Coping-er. Bendy of six gu. and vert a lion ramp, double
queued or, within a bordure engr. ar. pellett^e.
Crest
parrot's head betw. two wings vert beaked gu., in the beak a
sprig of three marigolds ppr. leaved or.
Copinger (Ireland). See Coppinger.
Copland, Coppland, and Copsal. Ar. a cross sa.
Cre;t
A castle triple-towered ppr. ensigned with a flag gu.
charged with a cross ar.
Copland (Boston, co. Lincoln). Ar. two bars and a canton
gu. over all a bend sa.
Copland. Ar. two bars and a canton gu. (another, az.).
Copland. Gu. on a fes.se or, three trefoils vert.
Copland. Or, on a cross sa. betw. four trefoils slipped vert
five mullets ar.
Copland. Gu. on a fesse ar. (another, or) three hawthorn

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Cope, ar. on a chev. az. betw. three
roses gu. stalked and leaved vert, as many fleurs-de-lis or, a

mullet of the second for diff. 2nd and 3rd, Doolan, ar.
three crescents in pale az. betw. two pellets in fess. Ci-eUs
;

—

Out of a fleur-de-lis or, charged with a mullet
1st, Cope
gu. a dragon's head of the second; 2nd, Doolan: On a
chapeau az. turned up erm. a crescent or, therefrom issuant
a trefoil slipped vert. Motto .ffiquo adeste animo.
Cope (cos. Essex, Middlesex, Northampton, Northumberland,
and Stafford). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three roses gu.
stalked and leaved vert, as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Crtst
Out of a fleur-de-lis or, a dragon's head gu. Another
Crest
A fleur-de-lis per pale or and ar.
Cope. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three roses gu. stalked and
leaved vert, as many fleurs-de-lis per fesse or and ar.
:

—

—
—

Cope

(exemplified to

John Alexander Mainlet Pinnigab,

George Street, Westminster, and Georoina
Katherine his wife, upon their assuming the name of Cope
instead of that of Pinnigar, by royal licence dated 10 Aug.
Ar. on a chev. az. between three roses gu. stalked
1867).
and leaved vert, as many fleurs-de-lia or. Crest Out of a
fleur-de-lis or, a dragon's head gu.
Cope (Osbaston Hall, co. Leicester). Quarterly, erm. and
az. a chapeau gu. turned up of the first, betw. two greyhounds courant in pale or.
Crest
In front of a saltire
couped az. a greyhound courant or. Motto Perseverando.
Copeingre. Gu. on an inescutcheon ar. two bars az.
Copeland (London and Bootle, co. Cumbertend). Ar. two
bars gu. dcbruised by a bend sa. over all a canton of the
Esq., of Great

—

—

second.

Crest

Copeland

—

— A lion pass. ppr.

(granted to

William Tatlob Copeland,

Lord Mayor of London,

Or,

1836).

Esq.,

two bars gu. in chief

three trefoils slipped vert, on a bend over all az. as many
boars' heads erased ar.
Crest
A nag's head erased ar.
charged on the neck with a trefoil vert betw. two holly
branches fructed ppr. Motto Benigno numine.

—

co. Norfolk). Ar. two bars engr.
on a bend gu. a tower betw. two estoiles of the first.
tower
ar.
charged
with an estoile gu. issuant from
A
the battlements a talbot'a head also gu.
Motto— la arcc
alus.

—
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leaves vert.

Ar. on a cross sa. a mullet pierced of the first.
(Twickenham, co. Middlesex). Or, on a cross sa.
betw. four oak leaves vert five mullets of the field. Crest—
A nag's bead couped ar. bridled betw. two laurel branches
in perspective vert.
Copland (CoUieston, Scotland). Gu. three stars or. Crest
A knight in armour looking to the dexter, brandishing a
sword in his right hand, and bearing in his left an imperial
crown aU ppr. Motto Vici. Supporters Two tigers ppr.
Copleston (Copleston, Warleigh, Exeter, Bowdon, Woodland,
Instow, Wyke, Knighteston, Fullingcote, Upton Pyne, WearGifford and Alderdiscote, all in CO. Devon. Visit. 1620). Ar.
a chev. engr. gu. betw. three leopards' faces az. (another,
A demi tiger gu. tufted and maued or (another,
sa.). Crest

Copland

—

—

—

—

a wolf pass.

Copleston

az.).

(Shipton George, and Nash).

Ar. a chev. engr.
A wolf pass. az.
gu. betw. three leopards' faces az. Crest
Copleston (co. Devon). Or, a chev. betw. three griffins'

heads erased
facos gu.

Crest

and gu. on a

Copland.

Copleston.

az.

of six ar.

—

—

Copeman (Hemsby Hall,

Bendy

—

(confirmed 1744 to Benjamin Copeland, of Belnagan, co. Meath). Or, on a cross sa. betw. four trefoils
slipped vert, five mullets ar. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet
a swan's head and neck ppr.

Copeland

Suffolk).

az. three

—

sa.

Ar. a chor. engr. az. betw. three leopards'

Copley

(Sprotborough, co. York, bart., created 1661, exAr. a cross moline sa. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a plume of four ostrich feathers ar.
Copley {Baron Lyndhurst, extinct 12 Oct. 1863). Ar. a
cross patonce sa. within a bordure az. charged with eight
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in
escallops of the field.
armour ppr. charged with an escallop or, encircled above
the wrist by a wreath of laurel vert, holding in the gaunt-

—

tinct 1709).

—

Q2

COP
a dagger ppr.

—

hilt

Ar. a pile issuant from the dexter chief point sa. fimbriated
and engr. gu. betw. two eagles of the last. Crest An eagle
with wings endorsed or.
Ar. a pile in bend sa. fimbriated
(co. Hereford).
and engr. gu. betw. two eagles displ. vert. Crest An eagle

—

Copwood

pergere.

Copley

(Sprothorough, co. York, hart., created 1778).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross moline sa., for Copley;
2nd and 3rd, gu. a mule pass, ar., for Motle. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a double plume of five feathers ar.

—

Motto

COB
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and pomel gold. Supporter! Two
eagles ppr. collared or, pendent therefrom an escutcheon
Motto— Uiira.
ar. charged with a cross as in the arms.

let

— In cruce vinco.

(Suffolk).
Ar. on a cross sarcelly sa. a crescent or;
field). Creit
A griffin segreant
reguard. with wings expanded ar.
Copley (Surrey and Bodley, co. York). Ar. a cross moline
A griffin segreant ar. ducally gorged and lined
Crest
sa.

—

(another, five crescents of the

—

or.

in

Bredon, co. Worcester. Thomas Copley,

Bedingfield, co. Suffolk, purchased

Esq., of

Copwood.
two eagles

Copley

Copley (Norton

—

displ. vert.

Copwood (CO.

Bredon

1675.

Same Arms, Ac.

Stafford).

Ar. on a pile in bend sa. cotiscd dancett^ gn.
displ. or.

Copwood.

Ar. a pile engr. az. betw. two eagles displ. vert.
(Guernsey). Or, betw. two fiaunches gu. each
charged with a fleur-de lis of the first, a leopard's face az.
betw. two cocks in pale of the second. Crest
A cock's neck
with two heads erased gu. collars or.
Cor (Scotland). Gu. a stag trippantar. Crest An increscent
and a decrescent affrontee or.

Cociuerel

—

—

Coram.

See Corham.

His son, Thomas Copley, paid a fine for not taking knight-

Corben, Corbin, or Corbyn

hood at the Coronation of Charles I. Visits. Worcester 1569
and 1634). Ar. a cross sa. charged with a martlet or. Crest

Ar. on a chief or, three rzvcns sa. Crest
A dexter hand
ppr. holding a cross pattee fltchee az.
Corben. Ar. on a chief sa. three moorcocks or.
Corbet (Moreton Corbet, co. Salop, bart., created 1642,
extinct 1688, founded in England by Roger Corbet, one of
the companions in arms of the Conqueror, second son of
CoRBEAU, of the Pays de Caux in Normandy the senior
line of this ancient and distinguished race, Corbet of
Moreton Corbet, is represented by the present bart.). Or, a
raven sa. Crest An elephant ar. armed gold, on his back a
castle, triple-towered of the last, trappings or and sa.
The
family has also, for a length of time, borne for Crest, a
squirrel sejant or, which is etill to be seen on the walls of
the old family castle at Moreton Corbet. Mottoes
(over the
elephant) Virtutis laus actio (over the squirrel) Dum spiro
spero; (under the shield) Deus pascit corvos.

— A covered cup or.
Copley (co. York). Same Arms

(another adds on the cross,
a mullet of the first). Crest— On a goat's head quarterly ar.
and sa. attired or, four crescents counterchanged. Another
Crest A covered cup or.
Copley. Ar. a cross moline sa. in the first quarter a trefoil

—

Copley (co.

Sussex). Ar. a cross flory sa.
Ar. three leopards' heads erased gu.
Vert a fesse ar. betw. three covered cups or.
Copoldike (West Wickham, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. betw.
three crosses crosslet gu.
Copoldyke (Harrington, co Lincoln). Same Arms, field or.
A goat's head erased ar. armed and ducally gorged
Crest

Copley.
Copley.

—

and chief indented

(co.

York).

Ar. a mullet

(formerly co. Sussex). Vert a fesse indented or,
betw. three swans close ar. beaked and membered of the
second. Crest— A. stag reguard. ar. attired and unguled or,
collared gu. in the mouth two ears of barley couped vert.
Motto In constantia decus.

—

Coppen, or Coppin.

Per pale az. and gu. three boars'
heads erased or, a chief of the last. Crest Out of an earl's
coronet or, a demi griffin of the first armed sa. ducally
gorged ar.
Coppendale (Middlesex). Sa. on a chief dancettee ar.
three mullets of the field. Crest— A. stag at gaze ppr. attired

—

vair.

(co.

Creit

Hertford, 1608).

Or,

a chief of one row of

— On a ducal coronet a cock

or.

Per pale az. and gu. three boars' heads
couped or. Crest— Oxxt of a ducal coronet or, a demi griffin
az. beaked and legged of the first.
Coppinger (Ireland. A very ancient family stated to be
of Danish origin. Stephen Coppinger was Mayor of Cork
1310. Alderman John Coppinoer, of Cork, d. 1638, and
was buried according to his Fun. Ent. in Ulster's office, in
Christ Church, Cork. Thomas Coppinoee, Mayor of Cork,
was chief of his name at his death in 1636). Az. a bull's
head couped betw. ihree estoiles ar.
Coppingrer (Ballyvolane and Barryscourt, co. Cork.
Mariana Coppinger, only dau. and heiress of John CopriNGEB, Esq., of Ballyvolane, co. Cork, m. 1767 Charles
(Norwich).

Howard, afterwards 11th Duke of Norfolk, and
The late male representative, William Coppinoer,
Barryscourt and Ballyvolane,

d.

1768.

Esq., of

having devised his
estates to his nephew Morgan John O'Connell, Esq., who
m. Mart Anne, dau. of Charles Bianconi, Esq., D.L., and
left at his decease an only child, John Charles Joseph
William Coppinger O'Connell, heir of the Coppingers).
Az. a bull's head ar. Crest A demi lion ramp. Motto
Virtute non vi.
Coppinger (Buxhall, co. Suffolk. Walter Coppinger had
a licence from Henry VIII. to wear his hat in the royal
presence). Or, three bends gu. on a fesse az. three plates.
Ct-ett
A goat's head erased or.
Coppyng:er (Kent). Bendy of six or and gu. on a fess az.
d.

1862,

—

—

—

—

;

of Sir

Ognell.

See Oonell.
Vert a goat pass. ar. horned or.
Copson. Or, in chief two keys, wards downward, and in
base a double locked padlock az. Crett
The stump of a
tree lying fessewayi, couped at both ends ppr. shooting
forth a branch oprcading to the dexter and sinister vert,

Copran

adias

(

(Ireland).

—

cnsigned with a fleur-de-lis or.
Copwood (Totteridgc, co. Hertford.
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Dame Sarah

Viscountess Corbet.

Vincent Corbet,

first

bart. of

Corbet, widow
Moreton Corbet, was

—

life 1679).
Same Arms. Supporters Dexter,
a lion ppr. sinister, an elephant ar.
(Moreton, co. Salop, bart., created 1808, descended
from Bichard Cobbet, Esq., of Shawbury, brother of Sir
Vincent Corbet, the first bart of the extinct line of harts.).
Same Arms. Crests An elephant ar. armed or, with a
castle triple-towered on the back of the last with the motto
over, Virtutis laus actio; Second Crest— A squirrel sejant or;
above it the motto, Dum spiro spero. Motto Deus pascit
;

Corbet

—

—

corvos.

Corbet

(Sprowstown, co. Norfolk, descended from Moreton,

Same Arms.
John Corbet, grandson of
Eeynold Corbet, Justice of Common Pleas temp. Queen
Elizabeth, younger son of Sir Egbert Corbet, Knt., of
Moreton, was so created 1627, extinct 1750). Same Arms.
Corbet (Stoke and Adderley, bart. Corbet D'Avenant,
Esq., son of Thomas D'Avenant, by Anne Corbet, only
sister of the last baronets of Stoke, assumed his maternal
name and arms, and was created a bart. 1786, d. s. p. 18'23).
Same Arms.
Corbet (Lord Corbet: Peter Corbet, descended from
KoBERT Corbet, of Caus Castle, younger son of William
Corbet, ancestor of Moreton, was summoned to Parliament
1293-1300; extinct). Same ^rms.
Corbet (Adderley Hall, co. Salop. Richard Corbet, second
bart., created 1623., extinct 1661).

(Stoke, co. Salop, bart.,

son of Sir Andrew Corbet, first bart. of Moreton, under the
existing creation was bequeathed this estate by his kinsman,
Sir Corbet (D'Avenant) Corbet, Bart., of Stoke and
Adderley 1823). Same Arms, &c., as the barts. of Moreton.
Corbet (Barton, co. Leicester, descended from Hiebome
Corbet, one of the counsel in the Marches of Wales, fourth
son of Robert Corbet of Moreton, co. Salop. Visit. Leicester
Same Arms and Crest as the preceding, with a
1619).
mullet for

diff.

Corbet (Ynysymaengwyn,

Visit.

London,

1668).

co. Merioneth,

descended from

Robert Corbet, second son of Sir Vincent Corbet, Bart,
of Moreton Corbet). Same Arms, Ac.
Corbet (co. Hereford). Same Arms. Crest An elephant
ar. armed or, on his back a tower of the first, the trappings

—

and gold (another, the tower
Deus pascit corvos.
gu.

Corbet

three plates.

Coppull,

Suffolk).

—

Corbet

or.

Coppin

and

so created for

sa.

Coppard

Coppin

—

;

Corbet

or.

Coppandale, or Coppandall

(Staffordshire

(Chadcslcy Corbet).
bordurc engr. gu.

or,

Or,

trappings

sa.).

Motto—

a raven ppr. within a

Corbet (co. Leicester). Same Aiins,
Corbet (London). Or, three ravens
Crest— On

with two ravens.
ppr. a martlet for diff.
a mount vert a squirrel sejant or, cracking a nut

of the lust leaved vert.

Corbet,

r.u.

a lion ramp, rcp^uard. or.
Gu. on a chev. or, three ravens sa.
of Leigh, and afterwards of Sundorne

Corbet (Holyton).
Corbet (formerly

A

A
;

COB
—

in its bill vert.

Corbet (Sundome
John Dbtden

exemplified to Bev.

Castle, co. Salop;

1'igott, Rector of

Edgmond, same

upon

co.,

name of Cobbet, in lieu of that of Pigott, by
royal licence, 28 March, 1865). 1st and 4th, or, two ravens
in pale ppr. a bordure engr. gu., and for distinction in chief
his taking the

a cross crosslet also gu., for Coebet; 2nd
three fusils conjoined in fesse sa., for Pigott.

Corbet
flory

(Suffolk).
Per fesse
counterchanged.

sa.

and

and

3rd, erm.

ar. six crosses

formee

—

ppr. two, two,

and

one (another adds, on a canton gu. two lions pass. ar.).
Or, six ravens sa. three, two, and one, on a canton
gu. two lions pass, guard, ar.
Corbet (Hadley, co. Salop a branch of Cobbbt, of Moreton
Sir Robeet Corbet, of Hadley, was Sheriff, 1454). Or, three
ravens in pale ppr.
Corbet (Alcester, co. Warwick; the heiress n. Fitz
Herbeet). Or, two ravens in pale ppr. in chief a labcS of
;

three points az.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two (another, three) ravens ppr.

a lion ramp.

ar.

a lion ramp, guard, or.
crusilly a Uon ramp. or.
two bars and a canton gu. (another adds, a
bordure engr. of the second).
Corbet. Ar. (another, or) two ravens in pale ppr. within a
bordure gu.
Corbet. Ar. a cross and a mullet in the first quarter gu.
Corbet (Corbet, Scotland). Or, two ravens ppr. within a

bordure engr. gu.
(Hardgray, Scotland).

Corbet
Corbet

Ar. a raven sa.
(Towcross, Scotland). Ar. a raven sa. betw. three
A raven's head erased sa. Mottomullets gu.
Creit
Save me, Lord.
Corbett (Chaddesley Corbett, co. Worcester; Rogee Corbet,
of that place, son of William Corbett, of the same, d.
1288: reg. P.M., 17 Edward I., his son and heir William

—

William Corbett, the descendant, d.
Henry VII., leaving his sisters co-heirs). Or, a

being aged 8 years
t.p. temp.

;

and a border engr. gu.
Corbett (Elsham, co. Lincoln, and DarnhaU, co. Chester; a
branch of the Cobbets of Moreton Corbet, springing from
Thomas, second son of Robeet Coebet, younger brother of
Same Arm*, &c.,
Sir Andeew Coebet, of Moreton Corbet).
raven

sa.

as Corbet, of Moreton.

Corbett.
and

Or, a

raven ppr.

Creit

—A

wolf sejant collared

lined ppr.

Corbett.

Per fesse ar. and sa. a fesse betw. six crosses
crosslet counterchanged.
Corbett (Holland-Cokbett, exemplified to Feancis Holland,
Esq., of Admington House, co. Gloucester, and Cheltenham
in the same co., upon his assuming by royal licence the
Ar. two
additional surname of Coebett, 25 June, 1872).
ravens in pale sa. charged on the body with three erm. spots
Crest
raven
sa.
bezant^e.
A
two and one or, a border gu.
charged with three erm. spots as in the arms, and holding
in the beak a sprig of holly ppr.
Corbin (Guernsey). Ar. on a chief or, three ravens sa.
(another) per pale gu. and az. on a chief engr. or, three
ravens ppr. each charged on the breast with an erm. spot of
the third. Crest
A raven wings elevated ppr. charged on
the breast with an erm. spot and on the wing with a cross
pattee fitchfe or.
Motto Deus pascit corvos.
Corbreake. Quarterly, indented gu. and ar. Crest

—

—

—

—

Melford, co. Suffolk:

of this ancient family

were Sir William Cordell, Master of the Rolls, temp.
Elizabeth and Sir Robert Coedell, created a bart. in 166C;
the heiresses m. Kino and Firebbace). Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three griffins' heads erased ar.

Cordell.
Crest

—A

Same Arms

as

Cordall

demi savage, holding

and Suffolk.
hand a scime-

of Norfolk

in the dexter

and in the sinister a constable's baton ppr.
(Enfield, co. Middlesex;
William Cordell, of
Fulham, Master Cook to Queen Elizabeth, and Thomas
Cordell, of London, Mercer, first cousins, were grandsons
of Thomas Cordell, of Enfield. Visit. London, 1563).
Gu.
a^ chev. engr. betw. three griffins' heads erased erm.
Crest
A cockatrice wings close vert wattled, beaked, and

—

collared or.

Corden.

Ar. on a saltire botonnee betw. four demi dragons
couped and erect sa. five bezants.
Sa. a chev. or, betw. two mullets in chief of the
last and a lion pass, in base ar. crowned gold.
Crest
human heart gu. ducally crowned or.
Corderoy. Same Arms, a border or.
Corders, or Cordrey. Or, on a bend oz. three liona'
heads erased of the field.
Cordes. Or, two lions ramp, endorsed gu.
Cordingley. Ar. three mullets az. a chief gu. Crest Out
of a crown valary or, an arm embowed vested az. holding
in the hand an oak branch leaved and acomed ppr.
Cordners, Company of (Edinburgh). Az. a cutting knife
ppr. ensigned with a marquis's coronet or.
Cordoyle. Az. three tilting spears bendways or.
Cordray (Chute, co. Wilts). Sa. a chev. betw. two mullets
in chief and a lion pass, in base ducally crowned or, all
within a bordure ar.

Corderay.

Corbreake, or Corbreyke.

Same Arms, the

shield

charged with four crosses crosslet fltchee counterchanged.
prcsJ— A dexter hand holding a roll of paper ppr.
Corbreioke. Quarterly, indented gu. and ar., in the Ist
and 4ih quarters three crosses botonnde fitchee or.
Corby. Ar. a saltire engr. sa. Crest On a chapeau a dove
wings endorsed all ppr.
Corby. Same Arms. Crest In the sea ppr. a pillar ar.
Corby. Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. betw. three ravens ppr.
Corbyn (confu-med by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to Georob Corbyk, Esq., cf Hall End, co. Warwick, seven-

—

—

—

—

or

Cord-w^ainers,

Shoemakers,

Company

of

Az. a chev. or, bstw. three goats' heads erased
ar. attired of the second.
Crest
A goat's head erased
(London).

—

ar. attired or.

Cordwainers,

—

Company

of

Motto Vi nulla invertitur ordo.
Core (Bromerton, co. Norfolk).

(Exeter).

Arms,

&c.,

Same Arm*.
same as the

following.

Corey

(London; granted by patent, 1620). Sa. on a chev.
betw. three griffins' heads erased or, as many cstoiles gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a griffin's head betw. two
wings or, each wing charged with three estoiles in pale gu.

—

Corey, or Currey

(Fun. Ent. Ire., 1661).
Same Arms.
Crest—0\xt of a ducal coronet a griffin's head betw. two
wings erect all or, the latter semee of estoiles sa.
Corfe-Castle (Dorsetshire). Has not any armonial ensign;
the seal, which is very ancient, is On a ground dispersed
with martlets and fleurs-de-lis a castle with two towers,
surmounted with a tower in the centre, over each tower an
:

ostrich feather.

Corfield (Chatwall

Hall, co. Salop, 1580 originally of Corileld
or Corfhull, parish of Long Staunton, same co. Roger de
CoRFHCLi, of Corfhull, gave lands on the River Corve to
his brother in 1250 the arms appear on monuments at Car;

:

dington Church and in the Old Hall of Chatwall, 1651 :
family represented by Rev. Frederick Corfield, J. P., Vicar
Ar. three hearts gu.
of Heanor, co. Derby).
Crest
A leopard pass, holding in the right paw a palm branch all
ppr. collared and chained or. Motto— SeTv& fidem.
Corfield (Shrewsbury). Erm. on a pale az. a lion ramp. or.
Crest
A hand holding two branches of palm in orle vert.

—

—

Corbam, or Coram
Ar. a cross
beaver pass. or.

1620).

A

cross crosslet gu.
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of the field.

Cordell (Long

Cordell

Corbet.

Gu.
Gu.
Gu.
Ar.

—

tar,

trappings sa.

Corbet. Or, a raven ppr. collared ar.
Corbet. Or, two ravens in fesse ppr.
Corbet. Sa. two ravens or.
Corbet, or Corbett. Or, five ravens

Corbet.
Corbet.
Corbet.
Corbet.
Corbet.

teenth in descent from Robert Cobbtn, of co. Stafford).
Sa. on a chief or, three ravens ppr.
Corbyn. Per fesse or and az. three ravens in chief ppr.
Cordall (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk). Gu. a chev. engr. erm.
betw. three griffins" heads erased ar. Crest
A cockatrice,
wings close, vert, combed and wattled gu.
Cordall. Ar. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased fs.
Cordeler. Or, on a chief dancettee ar. three crosses pattee

;

Corbet. Ar. a raven ppr. within a bordure sa. bezantce.
An elephant armed or, on his back a tower of the
Crest
last,

cos
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descended fromCoEBET of Caus). Or, two
Same as Coebet of Moreton.
ravens ppr. Crest and Motto
Corbet (Longnor, CO. Salop). Same Arms within a bordure
engr. sa. bezantce. Crest— A raven ppr. with a holly branch
Castle, CO. Salop,

Corbam (Barton,
Coring: (Kenwyn,

sa.

(Ottery St. Mary, co. Devon.

betw. four eagles displ. gu.

co. Hants).

Visit.
Ciest

—

Same Arms.

co. Cornwall).

Ar. a millrind, in pale

betw. four martlets sa.

Coring, or Coring-e.

Erm. a chev. betw. three cinque-

foils sa.

Corinerbam, Coryngbam, or Corningrham.
an ogress a chief sa. Crest A rook ppr.
Coringham, or Corning'ham. Ar. six billets

—

and one, a chief of the last.
See Cobiton.
Orrery, Earl of. See Bovu.

three, two,

Coriton.

Cork and

Ar.
sa

A
;

COR
Cork and Ross, See

Ar. a cross patee jru. charged
with a crozier in pale enfilcd with a mitre labelled or.
Cork, City of. Or, an ancient ship betw. two castles in

—

ilottn

fess Ru.

Corke

(Cornwall).

of.

Static bene fida carinis.
Sa. three lions' tails erect

and erased

ar.

Crest— Out of a cloud a hand erect pointing

Corke.

to a star ppr.
Gu. three radiated stars of six points pierced betw.

two chevs.

ar.

Corke.
foils

and three cinquefoils pierced or.
chequy gu. and az. betw. three cinque-

Or, a chev.
of the third.

Corker

(Dublin
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 24 Nov. 1651).
Az. on a pile crm. betw. two estoiles or, a lion ramp, of the
A dcmi lion erm. holding in the dexter paw
Crest
first.
;

—

an

(granted to Edwabd Corker, Esq.,
Ar. a lion ramp. az. in
alias CoRCOB, of Dublin, 1696).
Crest
A human heart ducally
chief two human hearts gu.
crowned betw. on either side three blades of grass all ppr.
Motto Saerificium Deo cor contritum.
Corket, Cocket, or Corlet (Appulton). Per bend ar.
and sa. three rteurs-de-lis bendways counteichanged.
Corkfeld (quartered by Atscoogh, of Nuttall, co. Notts.
Az. a cross chequy ar. and gu.
Visit. Notts;.
Cormayle. Ar. on a fesse sa. three bezants.
Cormayles. Ar. three stags at gaze in pale sa.
Cormakane (Ireland, Reg. Pad., Ulster's Office). Gu. two
lions pass, guard, in pale per pale or and ar. In chief a
covered cup of the second.
Cormick (Ireland). Az. three bezants in pale betw. two
A hand coupcd in fc^se holding
palets ar. a chief or. Crest
a sword in pale on the point thereof a garland of laurel all

—

—

—

ppr.

Corn. Per pale az. and gu. a lion ramp, double queued ar.
Cornack. Az. two swords in saltire ppr. hilts and pomcls
or, betw. four mullets in chief, two in fesse and a crescent

—

A sword erect ppr. hilt and pomel or.
in base all ar. Crest
Comall, or Crownall. Erm. on a fesse gu. three
cronels or.
(Suffolk).

Az. a fesse betw. three (another, two)

—

sa.

Corney.
Crest
A

on a chev. or, three crosses crosslet gu.
head erased per pale ar. and gu. on the neck
a rose counterchanged.
Corney (Steeple Burton, co. Oxford. Visit. O.xon). Ar.
throe huntsmen's horns sa. stringed or. Crest A horn as
Sa.

—

lion's

in the arms.

Corney.
Cornfoot

Comarton (Cornwall). See Conakton.
Cornay (Low Hall, co. York). Sa. a chev.

—

chief point,

—

descended
Killbcggs, co. Mcath
from John Francis Corneille, a native of Holland, who
was a field officer in that state, and coming over with William HI. settled in Ireland). Or, three crows sa. Crest
raven ppr.
Cornelius. Erm. a chev. sa. betw. three torteaux.
Out of a cloud on the sinister side a dexter hand
Crest
fesseways ppr. holding a cross patt^c fitchee az.

Corneille (Moynalty and

;

—

—

Cornell. Ar. five castles in cross sa.
Cornell. Or, five towers triple-towered in saltire gu.
Cornell, or CornuU. Or, three chevroncls vert.

Comerd, formerly Cornerth

(Corneuth of Corncrth,
whose heiress m. Gray, afterwards of Cornerth).
Az. a fesse betw. two chev. or.
Cornue, or Corney (co. Devon quartered by
Pollard, of Langley, in that co. Visit. 1620). Ar. a chev.
betw. three buglehorns sa.
Cornewall (linmns of Burford, descended from Richard
DE CoR.NtwALL, illegitimate son of Richard, Eo.rl of Cnm-:his son, Sir Geoifret de
vmlt, the 2nd son of King John
CO. Suffolk,

Comew,

;

;

heiress of Mortimer, Baron o/ Bar/oril,
the heiress of IJurford, Anna Maria, only child of Francis
Cornewall, Baron of BurforU, rn. Geoboe Legh, E.sq., of
High I^gh, and d. 1741). Erm. a lion ramp. gu. crowned
or, a border sa. bezantee.

CoBNEWALL, m. the

Cornewall

Sir John
{Huron Fanhopc and Milhrol-e.
Cornewall, grandson of Sir Geoffrey de Cornewall by
the heiress of Burford through his third son, was advanced
to the peerage in open Parliament as Jlaron Fanhope 1431)
and created IJaron MilbroLe I44'2, d. without legitimate issue
.Same Arms.
1443).
Cornevrall (Moccas Court, co. Hereford, bart.). Same Arms,
the bordurc engr. Crestn 1st: A Cornish chough ppr.;
2nd A dcmi lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or. Mono-

—

:

vie durante.

Cornewall

(Berrington, co. Hereford, and Delbury, or
Didilliliiny, co. Sril'ip
Fbkdkbick Cobnlwall, Ksc|., of
\hc family of Kriibinoton, in Herefordshire, captain in the
•^30
;

and extended towards the

sinister

base ia

bend gu.

Cornigrton, or Coming-ton

Corningliam.

(Cornwall). Ar. a saltire sa.
Ar. an ogress a chief gii.

Cornish. (Sharnbroke,

co. Berks
bart., extinct 1770). S.i. a.
chev. embattled or, betw. three roses ar. Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. sa.
Cornish. (Essex and Kent). Same Ar}n.i. Crest A branch
of a tree couped at each end, lying fesseways ppr. with one
sprig at the dexter end vert, on the branch a Cornish chough
sa. with wings endorsed, beaked and legged gu.
Cornish (London). Ar. on a chev. gu. three lozenges of
the field, each charged with a cross crosslet sa.
;

—

—

or,

or (another, ar.).
Corne. Az. a chev. arm. betw. three pairs of annulets
linked together or.
Cornceley, Cornsley, or Conolley. Ar. on a saltire
engr. sa. five escallops of the field.
Corneilles. Gu. a man's arm, couped and embowed, the
hand holding a branch of vine fructed, leaved, and slipped,
Crest
.V man's arm as in the arms.
all ppr.

See Cobnew.

(Rydc, Isle of Wight, and Petersham, co. Surrey).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm., 2nd and 3rd, or, on a mount
vert a palm tree ppr. over all a bend az. charged with three
mullets of the second, a chief gu. thereon a griffin pass.
gold, the dexter claw graspingan arrow barbed and flighted,
also ppr.
Crest
A griffin segrcant per fesse or and gu.
wings erm. the dexter claw grasping an arrow as in the
arms, the sinister claw resting on a mullet gold.
Cornh.ill. Ar. on a cross patoncc sa. five plates.
Cornlxill. Ar. a sinister arm issuing out of the dexter

Cornish

chev. or.

id

Royal Navy, purchased the Diildlebury estate from RicnABD
Rawdewin, the last of a family long seated there. He was
father of the Right Rev. Foliott Hebrebt Walkeb CobneWALL, Lord Hishop of Bristol 1797, Hereford lSO:i, and Worcester 1838-39). Same Amis.
Crcsl
On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a lion statant ppr.
Corne'wall (Ireland). Ar. a fess betw. six martlets .sa.
Corne'wayle. Ar. a bend fusilly betw. six crosses crosslet

—

estoile or.

Corker, or Corcor

Cornard

COR
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(Blackball, co. Devon).

betw. three roses ar.

Crest

Sa. a

chevron embattled

— A Cornish chough ppr.

Cornish (Salcombe). Same Arms and Crest.
Cornuke. Barry of six gu. and ar. on a chief of
greyhound courant

the last a

sa.

Cornwall, Earl

of.
See De Bdrgo, Donstanville,
Mobeton, Gaveston, and Plantagenet.

Cornwall,
three, two,

Cornwall.

Duchy

of.

Sa. fifteen bezants,

five,

four,

and one.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure engr. sa.

bezantee.

Cornwall (Crockham,

co. Berks, granted 5 July, 1771). Ar.
a bend lozengy betw. six crosses crosslet sa.
Corn-wall (Court in St. Stephen, Brannell, co. Cornv.all).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or, within a bordure
sa. bezantee.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned

—

or.

Cornwall

(co. Essex).
Same Arms, field erm.
Same Arms, with on a bend of the last nine
martlets of the second.
Corn^wall (Cornwall). Gu. on a fesse ar. betw. three mullets
or, as many Cornish choughs ppr.
Cornwall (Bonhard, Scotland). Same Arms. Crest~\

Corn-wall.

Cornish chough hatching in the face of a rock ppr. Motto—
We beg you see warily.
Cornwall (cos. Cornwall and Devon). Ar. on a cross
pattec sa. five bezants (another, plates).
Cornwall (co. Dorset, 1008). Ar. on a fesse sa. three plates
.\ boar's head coujicd or, bendfrctty of the second. Crest
ways with the blade of a broken sword thrust down his

—

throat ppr.

Cornwall
over

all

(co.

Oxford).

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or,
sa. three (another, eight)

on a bend (another, engr.)

bezants.

Cornwall
Cornwall

(Irelaijd).
Same Arms.
Frm. a hon ramp, reguard. gu.
(co. Salop).
crowned or, within a bordure sa. bezantee. Crest A Cornish
chough ppr. Motto La vie durante.
Cornwall (co. Warwick). Or, three chev. vert.
Cornwall. Erm. a lion ramp. gu. within a bordurc sn.
bezantee. Crest— \ lion sejant gu. ducally crowned or.

—

Cornwall.

—

Ar. three lozenges in fesse betw. six crosses

crosslet (another, the crosslets fitchee) sa.

Cornwall.

Ar. three (another, five) fusils betw. six crosses
crosslet fitchee sa. three, two, and one.
Cornwall. Or, five castles in saltire (another, in ctoss) sa.

Cornwall.
Cornwall.

Erm. on a fe.sse gu. (another, sa.) three plates.
Az. fifteen bezants, Qvc, four, three, two, and ooc.

C O
Cornwall, Le
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K

a bend

Corser.

of Cornvjallis, marqucssate
Sa. guttee d'eauon a fcsse ar.
Crest— On a mount vert a stag

Corson

As. a chief gu. over

(Cornwall).

all

cos

Ar. on a chev. sa. three horses heads couped of the

first.

az.

Cornwallis (Marqwss and Earl
extinct 1823, earldom 1852).
three Cornish choughs ppr.

erased gu.

Corstorphine
hound

Cortess.

invidiam.

Cortesy

Cornwallis
Creit

(Ireland).

Ar. three

— On a mount a hind statant ppr.

Cornyn. See OCobnin.
Corona (Adlington, co. Chester).

Cornish choughs

sa.

Az. a chcv. betw. three

—

C>-(^t
A yew tree ppr.
vert.
Corpus Ckristi Colleg'e

The escocheon

(Oxford).

divided into three parts paleways, the centre divison ar.
thereon an escocheon charged with the arms of the See of
Winchester ensigned with a mitre, all ppr., the dexter side
az. a peUcan in her nest with wings endorsed feeding her
young or, vulning her breast gu., being the arms of Richard
sinister side the arms of Hogh Oldham, Bishop
of Exeter, viz., sa. a chev. or, betw. three owls ar. on a chief
of the second as many roses gu.

Fox on the
;

Corrance

(Rendlesham, Parham Hall, and Eougham, co.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three ravens sa. ag
many leopards' faces or. Crest- A raven, the dexter claw
resting on ftn escutcheon sa. charged with a leopard's face
Suffollc, 1619).

—

or.

Ker (allowed by Hawkins, TTlster, 1770,
to Anne, dau. of Eichakd Coere, Esq., great great grand-

Corre, formerly

dau. of Thomas CoRBE, Esq., of Ballingrave, co. Tipperary,
and wife of John, Count O'DoivA, Knight of the Order of
Maria Teresa). Az. on a chev. betw. three unicorns' heads
erased ar. as many estoilcs sa., quartering, gu. three masclcs
Crest A unicorn's head, as in the
or, for Weepoint.

—

arms.

Corren

Ar. a fer-de-moulin in bend az. betw.
(co. Oxford).
two Cornish choughs ppr. on a chief of the second a fleurbetw. as many demi roses streaming in base or.
Corren (t'un. Ent. of Most Kev. Hugh Cobben, Archdeacon
of Oxford and Dean of Hereford, appointed by Mary I.,
Archbishop of Dublin, 1555, d. 1568). Ar. a fer-de-moulin
in pale sa. betw. four Cornish choughs az. on a chief of the
last a fleur-de-lis or, betw. two roses of the first.
Correy. Sa. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased or,
as many estoiles of the field. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a demi griffin ppr. wings semee of trefoils sa.
Corrie (Newby, Scotland). Gu. a saltire and in chief a rose
de-lis

—

ar.

(Kelwood, Scotland). Same Arms, with a chief sa.
Ar. three chevs. interlaced gu. a chief
chequy of the second and first. Crest A demi Cupid holdinc a lighted torch in pale, all ppr.
Corrig-an (Sir Dominic John Corbican, Bart., M.D., of
Cappagh and Inniscorrig, co. Dublin, Vicc-Chancellor of the
Queen's University in Ireland, and formerly M.P. for Dublin).
Or, a chev. betw. two trefoils slipped in chief vert and a

Corrie

Corrie, or Corry.

—

lizard in base, ppr.

Crest

—A

sword in pale point down-

wards, in front thereof two battle-axes in saltire, all ppr.
Motto Consilio et impetu.
Corry, Lowry-Corry (.Earl of Behnore). 1st and 4th, gu.
a saltier ar. in chief a rose or, for Cobbt 2nd and 3rd, sa. a
cup ar. with a garland betw. two laurel branches all issuing

—

;

—

out of the same vert, for Lowby. Crests 1st A cock ppr.
2nd A garland of
(also a griffin's head vert), for Cobby
laurel betw. two branches of the same ppr., for Lowhy.
Smpporters— Two cats guard, ppr. ducally gorged and chained
or.
Mctto Virtus semper viridis.
Corry (confirmed to De Winton Cobbt, Esq., of Shaw Hall,
Gu. a saltire ar. betw. two trefoils or, in chief
CO. Carlow).
a rose of the second. Crest A cock, in its beak an ear of
wheat, ppr. Motto
Vigilans et audax.
Corsar (Scotland). Gu. three horses' heads couped ar.
Corsar (co. Forfar, 1866). Gu. a chcv. or, betw. three
Crest
.\
horses' heads couped ar. bridled of the second.
pegasus courant ar. winged and hoofed or. Motto i;?cto
;

:

:

—

—

Paly of six or and az. a fesse compony

—

sa.

and

ar.

sa.

Paly of six or and az. a fesse chequy

(co. Lincoln).

and gold.

Corthine

ducal coronets or.
Corona. Sa. a plate betw. three earls" coronets or.
Corp. Ar. three stumps of trees couped and eradicated

Vert a grey-

(King.s-Bames, Scotland).

saliant betw. three hunting horns ar.

lodged rcguard. ar. attired or, gorged with achaplet of laurel
vert and vulned on the shoulder gu. Supporters— Two stags
Motto Virtus vincit
ar. attired and gorged as the crest.

—

Ar. a bend sa. betw. three dragons' heads

(Suffolk).

Az. on a chev. or, betw. two estoiles
in chief and a lion ramp, in base ar. three torteaux. Crest
A demi lion couped, holding in the dexter paw anestoilc, the
sinister resting on a torteaux.
Corthure, or Cortithure (co. Cornwall). Ar. a f..'53e
az. betw. three stars sa.
Cortis. Gu. a griffin segreant ar.
Gorton (co. Northumberland). Sa. a maunch ar.
Corts. Gu. a griffin segreant or.
Corwey. Ar. fretty gu. a chief az.
Cory (Cory, co. Devon. Visit. 1620). Ar. a saltire sa. on a
chief az. three cinquefoils or.
Cory (co. Cornwall. Visit. 1020). Same Anns.

Cory

(co.

York).

—

Cumberland,

(cos.

Same Arms,

Northumberland,

and

Stafford).

the chief sa.

Cory (Inner Temple,

London; granted 18 March, 1G39). Or,
three mullets gu. on a chief of the second three griffins'
heads erased of the first.
(Yarmouth, co. Norfolk). Sa. on a chev. or, betw.
three griffins' heads erased of the second as many estoiles
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffins head
gu. Crest
betw. two wings expanded ppr. Motto Virtus semper

Cory

—

—

viridis.

Cory, or Corie.

Crest— A griffin's
each charged with

The same Arms.

head gu. betw. two wings expanded

or,

a mullet of the first.
(exemphfied to Rev. Heney Cobt Eade, M.A., of St.
John's College, Cambridge, Secretary to the Irish Church
Mission, upon his taking the name of Coey in lieu of that of
Eade, by royal licence, 25 May, 1864). 1st and 4th, or, three
estoiles two and one gu. on a chief wavy of the last an
anchor betw. two gryphons' heads erased of the field, for
CoBY 2nd and 3rd, per fesse dancettce ar. and sa. a pale
counterchanged, three leopards" faces of the second, for

Cory

;

—

Eade. Crests 1st. Coby
A demi gryphon gu. wings
expanded vaire or and gu., charged on the breast with an
anchor, gold; 2nd, Eade: A demi lion guard, ppr. collared
Motto Scutum
6a. supporting a cross pattee fitchee ar.
meum Jehova.
Coryn (Kenwyn, co. Cornwall. Ann, dau. and co-heir of
RicHABD CoEYN, of that place m. Richard Singleton,
whose dau. Ann m. Thomas Vivian, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Ar. a millrind betw. four Cornish
Visit. Cornwall, 1573).
choughs sa.
Coryton (Coryton and Newton Ferrars, co. Cornwall, bart.,
:

—

Visit. Cornwall,

created 1662, extinct 1739.
Crest

saltire sa.

Coryton

—A

(Pentillie

1620).

Ar. a

lion pass. gu.

Castle,

Same Arms and

Cornwall).

Crest.

Coryton.

Ar. a saltire sa. a pile counterchaHged.

Crest

—

A

marigold ppr.
Corzon. Gu. on a bend

betw. three escallops ar. tea

or,

billets of the first.

Cosance

(Higham Barrow).

Ar. a bend engr. sa. in chief

a

matchlock of the second.

Cosard
Crest

Ar. five bars and a canton gu.
head erased gu. ducally crowned or.
Ar. a bend masculy sa. Crest
A buffalo's head

(Cosard, CO. Hants).

—A

Cosars.

lion's

—

erased ppr.

Cosars.

Or, billettec sa. a lion r.amp. of the last (another

—A

demi lion ramp,
Ctest
bears over all a bend gu.).
issuing from a castle triple-towered, all ppr.
Cosby (Stradbally Hall, Queens County, originally of
Hermaston, co. Lincoln, established in Ireland by Fbancis
CosBiE, the celebrated General of the Kern, temp. Queen
Mary). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces

Corsby

or, a saltire vert, betw. a cross crosslet in
gu. a lizard erect in the dexter and a salmon in the
sinister fcsse point of the fourth, and a dexter hand couped
in base of the fifth, for Cosby 2nd, az. three shackles or, on
a canton ar. a saltire gu. betw. a sinister hand couped in

Corsellis

for

—

—

cursu.

sa.

on a canton

cliief

;

(Corsby, Scotland). Or, a cross gu.
Corselis. Az. a griffin segreant or.
(Italy).
Krm. two lions ramp, combatant gu.
Crest— An antique lamp or, flammant ppr.
Corser (Edinburgh). Ar. three horses' heads couped sa.
bridled of the field. Crest
A pegasus ppr. il/o(£o— Recto

—

chief of the last, two salmons in fesse and one in base vert,
Cosdy; 3rd, or, a pheon az., for Sidney; 4th, ar. two
bars per pale indented az. and gu. in chief three pellets, for
DoDWELL. Crest A griffin segreant gu. supporting a broken

—

spear or, headed ar.

Cosby

coursa.
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(^Lord Si/dney.

Dcdlet Alexandeb Stdnbt Cosbt,

AA

Arms and

was

so created 1768

;

sinister,

gorged and chained

ducally

extinct 1774).
Suj'porters

:

—

same as the preceding.

Crest

Dexter, a buck ppr.

a leopard guard, sa., both
Motto Sub libertate
or.

—

now

the Queen's Co.). Az. three
dishes or, on a canton ar. a saltire gu. betw. four lucies
haurient vert.
Cosen (Devonshire). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets
(Ardbally, in Leix,

pierced sa.
Cosens. Ar. on a bend betw. two dragons' head couped gu.

three doves of the field.
(Yetminster, co. Dorset). Az. on a bend or, hetw.
two lions ramp. ar. three martlets of the first. Crest
cockatrice, wings erect or.
Cosens-Weir. See Weir.
Cosgrave (Fun. Ent. of Christopher Cosgrave, alderman
and Mayor of Dublin, d. 21 July, 1620). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned gu.,for Cosgrave;
2nd and 3rd. ar. three chaplets ppr.
Cosgrave (Fun. Ent. of William Cosgrave, of Dublin,
Merchant, d. May, 1597). Or, a lion ramp. sa. ducally
crowned gu., a crescent for diff.
Cosgrave, Or, a chev. betw. three garbs gu. Crest
tiger's head erased affrontee.
Cosh (Devonshire). Ar. on a chev. sa. three fountains ppr.
Coshalme. Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
Cosin (Kent). Az. a lion ramp. ar. langued and armed gu.

Cosens

—

—

crowned

Cosine.

or.

Az. a lion ramp,

or,

guttee gu. crowned of the

second.
or.

(Sir Francis Cosker, knighted by Sir Arthur
CmcHrsTER, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 6 Oct. 1611). Or, a
compony counter compony gu. and az. betw. three

chev.

cinquefoils pierced of the last, a crescent for

diff.

Crest

—

unicorn's head and neck couped or, winged az. charged with
a crescent sa.

Cosowarth
many

Ar. on a chev. betw. three wings

(Cornwall).
bezants.

Cospatrick

(^Earl of Northumberland; so created by
William "I. 1069, the Earl fled to Scotland and became
ancestor of the Earta of Dunbar, which see). Gu. a saltire

(Cosworth, co. Cornwall and London.
John
Cosworth, Mercer, of London, second son of Robert Cosworth, Esq., of Cosworth, eventually succeeded his nephew
at Cosworth, as heir male. Visit. London, 15G8). Same
Arms. Crest A wyvein's head couped az. purfled or,

—

langued gu.

Cos3ai

(co. Dorset).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. guttee de sang
crowned or.
(London and Newcastle-on-Tyne granted 12 May,
Erm. a chev. engr. per pale or and sa.
1647).
Cosyn (Norfolk). Gu. an eagle displ. ar.
Cosyn. Az. a liou ramp, or, double queued nowed. guttee
gu.
Crest
On a mount vert a hare sejant sa. holding a
branch of flowers vert.
Cosyn. Gu. a chev. betw. three keys erect sa.
Cosyngrton (borne by Sir Stephe.s de Costngton, 23

Cosyn

;

—

Edward

Az. three roses or.
(Chorley Hall, Leicester; confirmed
13 March, 1651).
Erm. a chev. per pale gu. and or. Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, guttee de sang.
Cotchele. Or, a bend gu.
Coteel (Devonshire). Or, a bend gu. sem& de cronellsar.
Cotell. Or, a bend gu. a crescent for diff. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a leopard sejant ppr.
Cotes (Woodcote, CO. Salop possessed of considerable
estates on the confines of the counties of Salop and Stafford
from a very remote period the name is derived from the
hamlet of Cotes, in Staffordshire, two parts of a knight's fee
in which was held by Thomas de Cotes in 1167, when the
Black Book of the Exchequer was compiled, and which is
still held by the family).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm., 2nd
and 3rd, paly of six or and gu. Crest A cock ppr. combed,
wattled, and legged or.
Cotes (Hanslope, co. Buckingham, born 18 Edward III.). Ar.
fretty az. on a canton sa. a lion ramp. or.
Cresi
A cock
or, combed and wattled gu.
Cotes (Elson, CO. Leicester, and Withington, co. Stafford.
111., 1348).

Cosyns, or Cosins

—

—

—

—

—

Same Arms. Crest A cock
1609).
combed and wattled gu.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1542). Per pale or and
Visit. Leicester,

Cotes

or,

az.

two dolphins erect counterchanged on a chief gu. a covered

ar.

Cospatrick. Ar. fretty gu. a chief az.
Cossar, or Cesser. Sa. a saltire or.

cup. betw. as
Crest

—A

brown

and bridled ppr.
Cossart. Ar. abend betw. two demi lions ramp. sa.
Cossee (John Joseph Ferdinand Plunkett, Esq., of Mons,
in Hainault, born 17'J3, a descendant of the house of Eathmorc, CO. Mcath, m. Marie Gabriel Amee Cossee). Purp.
a chev. or, in chief two eagles displ. with their heads towards
each other, and in base a lion ramp, all sa.
horse, saddled

Madern

Cossen, alias

(Penzance. Visit, co. Cornwall,
Az. a lion ramp, or, guttee de
1C20, claimed 2 Charles I.).
Bang, ducally crowned of the second. Crest— A lion ramp,
as in the arms.
Cossen (Uaveningham, co. Norfolk; granted 1585). Az. a
chev. wavy betw. three eagles displ. or.
Crest
On a
chapeau az. turned up erm. an heraldic tiger sejant or.
Cossingrton. Az. a rose or.
Cost. Ar. a cross betw. four annulets sa.
Costerdine (Fun. Ent. of George Costebdine, of Colryan,

—

bom

Londonderry,

in co. Notts., d. 6

six fleurs-de-lis sa. three, two,

May,

1637).

Or,

and one.

Costerton
over

all

(Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk).
Ar. a pile gu.
two bars erm. each charged with two martlets of
Crest
A lion pass, supporting a Are beacon all

—

the second.
ppr.

Costello, or McCostelioe (Castlcmore and Edmundstown, CO. Mayo, descended from Shane McCostelloe, chief
of

five bezants.

;

Az. three roses

Cosker

CO.

Cornwall. Visit. 1620.
The
heiress m. Mtnard, and the heiress of Minard m.
Vivian). Ar. on a chev. betw. three falcons' wings az.

(Cosworth, CO.

;

Cosingi;on (Hampshire).
Cosins. Ar. a fret az.

az. as

Cosworth

Cosworth

quietem.

Cosby

COT
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COS
Esq.jOf Stradbally Hall,

liis

name,

1586).

Or, three lozenges gu.

—

Crest

—A

falcon

Motto Ne te quaesiveris extra.
Costes. Gu. two bars vair in chief as many mullets or.
Costinell (Brand). Ar. two bars indented and in chief
ppr. belled or.

thrfe trefoils slipped sa.
Costle. Or, a fease betw. two bars indented sa.
Costley. Sa. a cros.s potent fitchee ar. a chief erm. Crest
A liand erect holding a cross crosslet fitchee.
Gostomer (Yarmouth). Gu. two bars erm. in chief a lion
pa«H. or.
Crest
On a cnapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
or, betw. two wings of the first, each charged with as many
bnra of the second.
Coston (Coston, CO. Salop). Ar. a saltire vert on a chief gu.
a lion pa.Hs. of the flr»t.
Coaton. Or, on a bend sa. three croages crosslet ar.

—

—
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Cotes

(co.

many

dovecots of the

Buckingham).

first.

Per pale gu. and

az.

two dolphins

hauriant endorsed ar. on a chief or, a covered cup betw aa
many dovecots of the first.
Cotes. Ar. a cross moline engr. sa.
Cotes. Erm. on a fesse sa. three escallops or.
Cotes. Gu. a fesse betw. three escallops or.
Cotgrave (Richmond Herald, 15G6). Gu. a fesse dancett^o
betw. three buglehorns ar.
Cotgrave (Malpas, co. Chester). Gu. a chev. indented
erm. betw. three buglehorns ar.
Crest
A comet-star
towards the sinister ppr.

—

Cotgreve, and Cotgrieve.

Same Anns.

Crest

—

A comet star darting rays towards the sinister ppr.
Cotham, or Cotton. Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents ar.
Cother. Ar. three chev. engr. az. Crest —A dexter arm
embowed

in

armour

ppr. garnished or, holding in the

hand

also ppr. a cliaplet vert.

Cotherington

(quartered by Coningsbt, Har. MSB.,
Ar. a fess embattled counter-embattled sa. fretty or,
1507).
betw. three lions pass, guard, of the second.
Cotin. Az. two chev. betw. three boars' heads erased or.
Cotismore. Az. an eagle displ. ar. on his breast an
escutcheon gu. charged with a leopard's face of the second.
Cotismore. Az. an eagle displ. with two necks ar. on his
breast an escutcheon gu. charged with a bezant.
Cotlo"we, or Corlo'we.
Or, a cinquefoil betw. three
hearts gu.
Coton (Ashill, CO. Norfolk). Az. an eagle with wings elevated
ar.

Crest

— An eagle rising ar.

Cottell, Cotel, Cotele, or Cottle (Atworth, co. Wilu,
and lords of Caverton, co. Son)ersct, in 1102, said to have
come to England with William the Conqueror). Or, a
bend gu.

Cottell (North Tawton,
Or, a bend gu. quartering
Crest

— Out

co.

Devon.

Her. Visit.

1580).

Malherb Cahcbta and Godfrey.

of a ducal coronet or, a leopard sejant ar.

Cottell (Yeamoridge, co. Devon. Her. Visit. 1580). Same
Arms. Crest— On a tree ar. and sa. a demi naked man of the
a wreath about his head, in his hand an oaken branch
or. — N.B. This is the crest of Maluerb.
Oottenhaia, Eaxl of. See Pepvs..
first,

with acorns

A
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COT

(Eockforest, co. Cork. bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
nr. a cliev. gu. betw. three serpents ppr., for Cottee; 2ncl
and 3rd, az. a fess betw. a fleur-de-lis in chief and a mullet

Cotter

in base or, for

armed

Creit

—A

dexter

arm embowed

—

Motto Dum spiro spero.
grasping a dart.
Az. three evetts in pale ppr. Crest—

ppr.

Cotter

Hooebson.

(Ireland).

lion pass, repuard. ppr.
Cotterell (Garnons, co. Hereford, bart.).

Quarterly, or and

a cross engr. per pale sa. and gu., in the 2nd quarter
two escallops, and in the 3rd, one of the third, over all a
bend also sa. Cext .\n arm in armour embowed, the hand
in a gauntlet ppr. resting on an escocheon ar. charged with
Motto Xon rapui
a talbot's head sa. collared and lined or.
ar.

—

—

sed recepi.
Ar. a bend betw.
co. Norforlk).
three escallops sa. Orest—A talbot's head sa. ducally collared
and lined or. Anoth-r Crest A talbot's head erased sa.
collared or, thereon three escallops of the first.

Cotterell (South Repps,

—

Cotterell
Cotterell

(Ireland).

Same

(Ireland).

Gu.

a

chev. betw.

three

ducal

coronets ar.

Cotterell. Ar. a bend betw. six escallops sa.
Cotterell, Cotei;ell, Cotterall, or Cotterill. Ar.
Crest
A hand holding a glove ppr.
a bend nebulee sa.
Cotterells (co. Devon). Ar. a bend wavy sa.
Crest
Erm. on a bend eagr. sa. three plates.
Cottes.
dog's head (i.e., a kind of hound's head) or, collared gu. his
mouth embrued with blood.
Cottesford Launton, co. Oxford, borne by John Cottesford,
'Visit. Oxon).
Ar. two
gent., of that place, living 1634.
Crest
A bear couchant sa.
bends gu. and a border sa.
muzzled and collared or.
Cottesford (co. Devon). Ar. two bars gu. within a bordure
engr. sa. Creet A bear couchant sa. muzzled and col-

—

—

(

—

—

Cottesford. Same, the bordure charged with eight
Cottesford. Ar. on a fesse sa. th'ee bezants.

bezants.

—

his breast

Cottesmore

(Brightwell Baldwin, co. Oxfot-d, descended
Cotesmore, Lord Chief Justice of the
Visit. Oxon). The same, charging

John

Sir

Picas, d. 1439.

the escutcheon with a leopard's face or.

couchant

Crest

— A unicorn

ar.

Cottingham. Sa. three hinds countertrippant ar.
Cotting'ham., or Cottington (cos. Chester and Sliddlese\). Sa. two hinds countertrippant in fesse ar.
Cottingliam (John dr Cottingham, co. York, temp.
Richard II.). Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three plumes ar.
Cotting-ham., or Cottington. Sa. two hinds countertrippant in pale ar. Crest— Oa a chapeau ppr. a greyhound
sejant ar.
Cottington (Gloucestershire and Wiltshire). At. on a
fesse ar. betw. three roses or, as many bugle horns sa.

—

Crest
A stag's head ar. attired or, gorged with a collar az.
charged with three roses gold.
Cottington {Lord Cottington of Hanworlh, created 1C31,
extinct 1663). Az. a fesse betw. three roses or. Supporters
Two eagles ppr. beaked and legged or. Crest A stag's
head ar. gorged with a collar az. charged with three

—

—

roses or.
8 Xov. 1580).

Peverell and North Taunton, granted
Crest
Or, a bend gu.
On a ducal crown a

—

tiger sejant.

—

—

.4 griffin's

—

—

Cotton (Bishop of
Same A rms.
Cotton (Laughton,
Leicester 1619).
(Ireland)

Cotton
Cotton

Exeter, d. 1621, formerly of London).

Crest— Out of a crown vallery or, a
an ounce sejant ppr.
Az.
( l^iscnunt Combermere).
a chev. betw. three hanks of cotton, paleways ar. in chief
pendent from a ribbon gu. a representation of the medal
presented to his lordship after the battle of Salamanca, for
Cotton; quartering, ar. a lion ramp, sa., for Stapleton.
Crest
A falcon ppr. wings expanded belled or, holding in
the dexter claw a belt az. buckled of the second. Crest of
Augmeiitation Upon a mount vert, a soldier of the 3rd
regt. of Ught dragoons mounted all ppr. in the attitude of
charging the enemy, and over this crest in an escrol. az. tiie
word "Salamanca" in letters of gold. Supporters Two
falcons wings expanded and endorsed ppr. belled or, jessed
gu. murally gorged of the last. Motto
In utrSque fortuna
betw. two leaves vert.
vert, thereon

Cotton, Stapleton-Cotton

—

—

—

—

(Connington, co. Huntingdon; bart., extinct 1752.
Sir Robert Cotton, the 1st bart. created in 1611, was the
founder of the " Cottonian Library "). Az. an eagle displ.

armed

Crest

or.
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Stafford.

— An eagle

Visit.

displ. ar.

(Etwall Hall, co. Durham). Az. a chev. betw. three
ar.
Crest— A falcon ppr. beaked and belled
the dexter claw supporting a belt also ppr., buckle gold.
Motto In utraque fortuna paratus.
Cotton (Pulley, co. Salop. Thomas Cottox, of Pulley, was

—

Same Anns.

sheriff 1678).

Cotton

(Cotton Hall, co. Hants, London, and Shropshire).
Az. a chev. betw. three bundles of cotton yarn ar. Cre^t
An eagle with wings expanded ar. beaked and legged or,
holding in the dexter claw a belt az. buckle of the second.

—

Cotton (cos. Stafford and 'Worcester). Same Arms. Crest—
A hawk ar. beaked and legged or.
Cotton (Kent). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three griffins' heads
erased ar. langued az.

Cotton
Cotton

temp. Edward
Catharine wheels giL

(co. Leicester,

ar. three

The same as

(co. Stafford).

donshire, with due diff.
(Cotton Edmunds,

betw. three pellets.

C}-est

III.).

of Connington, Hunting-

Ar. a bend sa.

Chester).

co.

Az. on a chev.

—On a mount vert an eagle rising

Cotton

(Knolton, co. Flint). Arms and Crest as Cotton of
Etwall Hall.
Cotton (Soham Lodge, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a fesse cottised
gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Cotton (Suffolk). Same Arm^ and Crest, a martlet for diff.
Cotton. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three griffins' heads erased
ar.
Crest
A griffin's head erased ar. holding in the mouth
a gauntlet ppr.
Cotton. Sa. a chev. betw. three cotton hanks ar. Cre.H
A Cornish chough, holding in the beak a cotton hank ppr.
Cotton. Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents ar.
Cotton. Ar. three bars sa. over all a cotton hank or.
Cotton. Sa. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
Cotton. Ar. a lion ramp, guard, vert.
Cotton. Vert, a leopard, ramp, reguard. ar.
Cotton. Per pale ar. and sa. on a chev. betw. three fusUs
as many birds, all counterchanged.
Cotton. Az. a chev. betw. three crescents ar.
Cotton. Barry of six ar. and az. three bundles of cotton or.

—

—

Cotton.

Barry of six

ar.

and

az.

Cotton

(Ridware, co. Stafford originally from Cheshire).
Az. an eagle displ. ar. armed gu. This was the coat of Kidware, adopted by Cotton after the marriage, temp. Edward
III., of William Cotton with Agses, dau. and heirof Walter
DE Ridware the ancient bearing of the Cottons was, ar. a
bend sa. betw. three pellets. Cre~t .\n eagle displ. ar.
Cotton (Cotton-Ridware, and Connington, 157'2). Az. a bend
;

—

betw. three plates.

Cotton

(Bellaport,

co.

Stafford,

and Etwall,

descended from the Cottons of Ridware).
Ridware.

co.

Derby,

As Cotton of

a branch of the
(Getting Abbots, co. Huntingdon
Connington family: the heiress, Jane, to. Basil Fitzherbert, Esq., of Norbury and Swinnerton). As the preceding.
Cotton (confirmed by the deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to Philip Cotton, of Woodcote, co. Warwick, grandson of
Richard Cotton, of Welton, co. Leicester. Visit. Warwick).
Az. an eagle displ. ar. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, an

Cotton

;

eagle displ. ar.

Cotton (confirmed to Ven. Henrt Cotton, LL.D., Archdeacon
and Rector of Thurles, co. Tipperary). Az. an
eagle displ. ar. on a canton of the last a cross crosslet sa.
Out of a ducal coronet a demi-eagle displ. or, charged
Crest

of Cashel.

—

on the breast with a cross

crosslet sa.

Motto

—With God's

blessing.

Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
head couped ar. eared and collared or.
Cottrell (Hadley, co. Middlesex, descended from Sir Clement Cottrell, Groom Porter to King James I.). Ar. a bend

Cottrell

paratus.

Cotton

and

Leicester

cos.

Same Arms.
Same Anns.

hanks of cotton

ar.

Cottle (granted to the Rev. James Cottle, LL.D., vicar of
Or, a bend gu.
St. Mary Magdalen, Taunton, co. Somerset).

ar.

Crest

:

Cottle (Sampford

mount

co. Cambridge,
heads cra.'^cd ar.
head erased ar. Motto Fidelitas vincit.
Cotton (The Priory, Leatherhead, co. Surrey). Az. on a
chev. cottised betw. three hanks of cotton, ar. .in escallop
betw. two crosses crosslet fitchce gu. Crest On a mount
vert, in front of a lion's head erased gu. gorged with a
collar erm. a hank of cotton fesseways ar.
Cotton (Wittington, co. Gloucester). Ar. a bend sa. betw.
three pellets. Crest
Five snakes ppr. tied in a parcel,
their heads in chief.

Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins'

bart.).

or.

Az. an eagle displ. with two necks ar. on
An arm in armour
Crest
an escutcheon gu.
holding the two p.eces of a broken spear ppr.

Cottesmore.

Common

(Landwade, since of Madingley,

Cotton

lared or.

from

Cotton

or,

Ai-ins.

COT

AIU^IORY.

Crest

—

.A.

(Yorkshire).
talbot's

betw. three escallops sa.

Crest

—A

talbot's

head

sa. collared
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and lined or, the collar charged with three escallops of the
Xec teraere nee timide.
arms. Motto

—

Cottrell-Dormer. See Dobmeb.
Cotwell, or Totwell. Ar. a fosse
mullets

engr. betw. three

sa.

Cotvryn

(N'orwich).

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three ogresses.
sa. three escallops or.
pale erm. and sa. a fesse coxmter-

Cotys. Erm. on a fesse
Cou, or Couey. Per
changed.

Covich, or Couche.

Or,

two palets pi. a canton

sa.

Crest

— A deuii bear ramp.

Couchman.

Sa. three cinquefoils two and one betw. nine
Creai—A. demi lion ramp. sa. semee of
crosses crosslet ar.
crosses crosslet ar. holding betw. the paws a cinquefoil of

the

last.

Couchmaster.
Couci (iNGELBAM

Ar. two chev. couched vert.
DE Couci, Earl of Bedford, K.G. tem-p.
Edward III.). Barry of six vair and gu.
Coucy. Barry of six vair and gu.
Couden. Gu. a chev. betw. three stags' heads erased ar.
Couderors. Ar. a chev. betw. three talbots pass. sa.
Coudon (Scotland). Same Arms as Couden.
Couell (East Somerton). Az. a lion ramp. ar.

Cougrht, or Cowgrht {Arms
Church,

CO.

Oxford.

Visit.

in

Oxon).

a window in Dorchester
Gu. a bend erm. betw.

six bezants.

Ar. an eagle sa. membered gu. standing
child ppr. lying in a cradle vert swaddled or.
Couldliain (Norwich). Az. a mullet ar. pierced gu.

Coulcheife.

on a

many water

bougets gu.
Paly wavy of six or and sa. on a chief
A seagu. three griflSns' heads erased of the first. Crest
ramp.
gu.
lion
Coull (Ashgrove, co. Elgin). Ar. a lion ramp, and in chief
three spur rowels gu. Crest— X hand holding a book half
open in pale, all ppr. Motto Cole deum.
Coiilsill (Essex). Chequy or and sa. a chief of the first,
guttee de sang.
Coulson (Jesmond, co. Northiunberland). Ar. on a bend
gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest— \n her nest ppr. a
pelican feeding her young ar. vulned ppr,
Coulson (Blenkinsopp Castle, co. Northumberland). Same
Arms and Crest, quartering those of Blenkinsopp. Mottola mourai pour ceux que j'aime.
Coulson (Cottingham Castle, formerly Colston, descended
as

(Kent).

—

—

from the family of Edward Colston, of Bristol). Arms and
Crest, as Colston.
Coulson (Ayton, co. York, 1666). Ar. two dolphins haurient
respecting each other sa. collared and chained together by
their necks the chain pendent betw. them of the last.

Coulson, and Coulston. See Colston.
Coulston (St. Ives, co. Hunts). Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.
Crest — An eagle with wings
three dolphins embowed sa.
endorsed

Coult

preying on a dolphin ppr.

or,

(Invcrcsk, co. Edinburgh).

Ar. a stag's head erased

—

gu. betw. the horns a pheon az. Crest Aa arm embowed
grasping a dart ppr. Motto Transfigam.
Coult (Auldhame, Scotland). Ar. a stag's head erased with a

—

cross crosslet betw. his attires gu., in chief a label of three
points and in base a crescent az. Crest— A naked arm from
Transfigam.
the shoulder throwing a dart ppr. Motto
Coulthard (Scotby, co. Cumberland, 1784). Sa. three Catha-

—

issuing fron\

Coulthurst

—

A demi lion ramp. gu.
two horses pass. ar. Crest Two hands
grasping
the stump of a tree.
clouds
(Gargrave, co. Toik). Ar. a fosse betw. two

rine wheels ar.

Coulthurst.

Crest

—

Sa.

—Three ears

Coulton.

Az. a cross pattec betw. four mullets ar. Crest

of wheat ppr.
Gu. three mullets

—A lion's
Coumbe. Sa.
Crist

—

—

—

—

—

sa.

Coupland.

Ar. two bars and a canton or, joined to the
a bend az. Crest A salmon naiant ppr.
Coupland. Ar. on a cross sa. a mullet of the first.
Coupland (Beegne-Coupland, exemplified to Richabd
Coupland Bergne-Coupland, Esq., of Skellingthorpe, co.
Lincoln, late Capt. Royal North Lincoln Militia, and J. P.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
for the county of Lincoln).
three bars engr. az. on a bend gu. a rose betw. two escallops

upper over

—

all

first, for Coupland; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion pass. ar.
on a chief nebuly of the last a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets
Coupland A swan wings
of the first, for Berone. Crests
addorsed ar. semee of escallops gu. and resting the dexter
escallop
also
gu.
Bebgne
A demi lion gu.
leg on an
gorged with a collar gemel or, holding in the dexter paw
two arrows saltirewise points downwards ppr. and resting
Motto .lEquo adesto
the sinister paw on a fleur-de-Us az.

of the

paw

—

animo.

Coupledike.

Gu. a chev.

ar. betw. three cross crosslets

Northampton).

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three

fitchce or.

Couppe

(co.

many

roses gu. as

fleurs-de-lis or.

Courays. Ar. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Courci (Stoke-Courci, co. Somerset).
displ. gu.

crowned

Courig"e.

Ar.

three eagles

or.

Or, frctty gu.

Courtall.

Ar. on a fesse sa. three bezants.
(Gosfield Hall, co. Essex). Per pale ar. and or,
a chev. betw. three trefoils in chief and a fleur-de-lis in
base vert. Crest In front of a fleur-de-lis ar. three mullets

Courtauld
gu.

Motto

—
—Tiens i la verity.

Courtayne

(granted 12 April,

1825,

to

Henet Duggan

Az. on a cross ar. a horse
pass. sa. betw. four tigers' heads caboshed ppr. in the dexter chief a talbot pass. betw. three trefoils slipped, two and
one or, in the sinister chief a dexter hand couped at the
wrist grasping a sword of the fourth betw. five estoiles,
three in chief and two in fess, of the fifth, in the dexter
base a swan with wings elevated of the second, and in the
sinister base a crescent and lion ramp, in pale of the fifth.
Crest
Out of an Eastern crown or, a demi talbot sa. Motto
Salus per Christum (over the crest) Per mare, per terras.
Courte. Paly of six or and az. on a chief of the first an
eagle displ. sa.
Courteene (Aldington, or Aunton, co. Worcester. A
refugee family descended from William Courten, son of a
tailor at Melin, who arrived in London with his wife,
Margaret Cusiebe, 1.')68. Sir Petee Coubteen, their
grandson, was created a bart. 1622, )». Jane, sister of the
Or, a talbot
Ist Earl of Chntirfleld, and d. s. p. 1624).

CouETAYNE, Esq., 44th

—

regt.).

—

;

pass. sa.

— A demi talbot sa.

Crest

Courteis, or Courtys.

Gu. a chev. vair betw. three
heads cabosscd ar. Crest
A wolfs head couped ar.
collared and spiked sa. chained or.

—

Courtenay
ar.

a chief invecked

issuing, supporting

or.

an escutcheon.

three lions pass, in pale or.
three talbots sa.
fifteen roundles counter-

CounderO'we. Ar. a chev. betw.
Counter. I'arry of six gu. and or,

changod, three, two, three, two, three, and two.
Ar. three bucks' horns barways sa. the top to
the dexter side.
Coup (Essex and Northamptonsliirc). Ar. a cliev. az. betw.
three rose branches slipped gu. leaved vert.
Ooupar. Az. a tortoise erect or.
Coupell. Ar. on a cross sa. u mullet of six points of the first.
Couper (bart.). Or, a chev. gu. charifed with another erm.

Countesae.

—

betw. three laurel leaves slipped vert. Crest
Out of a mural
coronet ar. a hand holding a garland ppr. Motto Virtute.
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:

:

;

bulls'

colts pass. sa.

Conltman.

C OTT

Az. a ealtirc ar. on a chief or, three
On a mural crown a peUcan with
lions ramp. gu.
Crest
wings endorsed ar. beaked and legged or, vulned gu.
Couper (Gogar, Scotland). Ar. a chev. gu. charged with
another erm. betw. three laurel branches slipped vert.
Crest
A hand holding a garland, all ppr. Motto Virtute.
Couper (Balleny, Scotland). Az. a bend engr. betw. six
Crest
fishes counternaiant ppr.
A dove with a serpent
nowed in the beak ppr. Motto Estote prudentes.
Couper. Az. a saltire or, on a chief of the last two cheTS.
couched dexter and sinister vert.
Couper, or Cupper (Powick, co. Worcester; from the
tomb of Richard Cupper, gent., at Powick, d. 1740). Ar.
on a bend engr. betw. two lions ramp. sa. three plates.
Coupland (London). Or, on a cross sa. betw. four trefoils
vert five mullets ar.
Coupland. Or, two bars and a canton gu. over all a bend
(London).

—

(Fun. Ent. of Mart, dau. of John Couldame,
d. 17 July, 1633, wife of Thomas Phesant, of Donnybrook,
Sa. on a fesse erm. betw. three escallops or,
CO. Dublin).

Could«'.me

Couldwell

Couper

—

{Earl of Devon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
three torteaux, for Courtenay; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion
ramp, az., for Redvers (the old Earls of Devonshire). Crestt
1st: Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of seven ostrich
2nd: A dolphin embowed ppr.
feathers, four and three, ar.
Supporters Two boars ar. bristled, tusked, and unguled or.

—

;

—

—

Mottiies
Quod verum tutum, and Ubi lapsus. Quid feci ?
(Marquess of Exeter. Edward Courtenay, 4th
Earl of Devon of the creation of 1485, was raised to a marhis only son, Edward, 2nd Marqiiess of
quessate 1525

Courtenay

;

Or, three torteaux, in chief a label
Cre>t
Same as tUc Earls of Devon. No
of three points az.
supporters were registered to this title. The Coubtenats,
trnij). Henry VIII. and Edward VI., appear to have borne as
supporters the Bohun swans collared, and the Luttbells
would seem to have assumed them by virtue of the interExeter, d. unni. 155C).

—

A

C O
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marriage with the heir of Sir William Coortenat. Cocrseals bearing out this theory arc on

TENAT and LuTTRELL

(Sir Hcgh Codrtenat, one of the Founder
Knights of the Garter, eldest son of Hugh, 2nd Earl of Dtvon,
Garter plate still remains in the Founfather:
his
before
d.
der's Stall). Gu. three torteaiix a label of three points caeli
Creal
Out of a diical
point charged with three annulets.

Courtenay

—

coronet a plume of swan's feathers, consisting of three rows,
the first eight, the second ten, and the uppermost eleven
feathers.

Courtenay
a

(Sir Peter ConRXENAT, K.G., temp. Richard II.,
son of Hncu, 2nd Earl of Devon). Gu. three torteaux
each point charged with three

label of three points az.

annulets.

Courtenay
Courtenay

(Kelland, co. Devon). As Earl of Devon.
(Painsford, co. Devon: Ann Courtenay, the coEdmund, 7th Earl of Cork and Ossnry).
Courtenay (Molland, co. Devon desceniled from Sir
Philip Courtenay, younger son of Sir Philip Courtenay,
of Powderham, who acquired the estate of Molland by his
wife Elizabeth, dau. of Walter, Lord Hungerford; the
last male heir of this branch, John Courtenay, Esq., d. in
heiress, m.

;

Or, three torteaux on a label az. nine plates.
(Walreddon, CO. Devon; descended from James,
son of Sir William Courtenay, by Margaret, his

1732).

Courtenay
fifth

wife, dau. of Sir

Anm

Same

William Walles).

and CrcH

as the Earl of P.von.

Courtenay

descended from Sir Edmund Courtenay, of St.
Leonard's, near Exeter, second son of Sir Philip Courtenay,
of Powderham, by Elizabeth his wife, d.au. of Walter, Lord
Hungerford. Visit. 1620). Same Arms as the Earl of Devon.
Crest— A panache ar. rising from a ducal coronet or.
Courtenay (Trethurfe, Wotton, and Trcmecr, co. Cornwall,
descended from Edward, second son of Sir William

Courtenay, of Powderham, sheriff of Devon in 1483). Same
Arm.'s and Crest as the Earl of Devon.
Courtenay. Or, three torteaux a bend az.
Courtenay. Or, three torteaux a bendlet gobonated ar.
and az.
Courteney. Or, three torteaux. Crest A dolphin cmbowed ar. charged with four torteaux devouring the top of

—

a ducal cap gu. in a coronet or.
Or, three torteaux a label of three points ar.

Courteney.

on each as many hurts.

Courteney, or Courtney.

Or, a fesse az. betw. three

torteaux.

Courthope (Danny Place, co. Su.ssex the heiress. Barbara
Courthope, m. Henry Campion, Esq.). Ar. a fesse az. betw.
A demi stag salient gu. seme
three estoiles sa.
Crest
d'estoiles and attired or.
Courthope (Whiligh, co. Sussex). Same Arms as Covkt:

—

—

A cubit arm erect ppr. holdnopE, of Danny Place. Crest
ing an anchor az. fluke and ring or.
Courthope (Stodmarsh, co. Kent). Or, a fesse az. betw.
Crest
A camel's head or, vulned in the
three estoiles sa.

—

Courtin

(London). Same as Courteene.
Puly of six or and az. a fesse chequy sa. and vert.
in flames ppr.
Courtney (co. Devon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
ramp. az. 2nd and 3rd, ar. three trefoils sUpped sa. (another,
three torteaux).
CoTirtney (co. Devon). Or, three torteaux a label of three
points each charged with as many bezants.
Courtney (co. Somerset). Or, a beud gu. betw. three

— A phcenix
;

torteaux.

Courtney.
Courtney.

Or, three torteaux a label of five points az.

Or, a fesse az. betw. three torteaux.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
three torteaux 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp. az.
Courto'wn, Earl of. See Stopford.
Coiirtoys (co. Dorset). Gu. a griffin segreant or.
Courtoys (co. Dorset and London). Sa. billettee or, a fesse
erm. betw. three horses' heads couped ar.
Courtoys (Boston, co. Lincoln). Per fesse or and az. paly

Courtney

;

cbequy ar. and
six or and az. a

of six countorchanged, over all a fesse

Courtoys
chequy

Lincoln).

(co.

and

ar.

sa.

Paly of

sa.
fe.'^e

charged with three martlets of the

first.

Courtoys
and

sa.)

(London). Gu. a chev. vair (another, vaire ar.
betw. three bulls' heads ar. (another, or).
Enn. on a canton gu. an orlo

Courtoys, or Coortois.
ar.

Cresl

Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads ga.
(another, the chev. sa.).
Ar. three hedgehogs aa.
Cousland (Cousland, Scotland). Ar. two mullets and a
crescent in base sa. a chief chequy of the second and first.
Cousmaker. Az. on a chev. betw. three mullets or, as

many

trefoils slipped vert.

—

.\

castle triple-towered.

Courtoys, or Courtois.
235

estoile or.

(originally of Brabant;
certified at the
College of Arms, London, May 1779). Same Arms, quartering, az. two chevs. interlaced one issuing from the chief and
the other from the base betw. eight mullets of six points, all

Same

or.

Crest.

Coutanche

(Registrar of the Royal Court of Jersey, 1875).
Az. two bars ar. betw. six bezants, three and three. Crest
.^. mitre ppr.
Coutart (extinct in Guernsey). Ar. a fesse dancettee sa.
Couton (Cornwall). Ar. a saltirc sa.
Coutry (Boxbourne, co. Kent). Az. a pile betw. four fleursde-Us or, a chev. of the last counterchanged.
Crest
falcon's head or, betw. two wings az. each charged with a

—

—

fleur-de-lis gold.

Coiltts

Ar. a stag's head
pheon point upwards az.
Coutts (Provost of Montrose, 1672). As the last, within a
bordure engr. gu. Crest A demi Moor shooting an arrow
(Auchtercoull,

co.

Aberdeen).

attired gu. betw. the attires a

—

from a bow,

all

ppr.

Coutts.

Ar. a stag's head couped gu. in chief a pheon az.
within a bordure embattled of the last. Ci-est
A demi
centaur ppr.
Coutts (London, Banker). Ar. a stag's head caboshed gu.
betw. the attires a pheon az. the whole within a bordure embattled of the last, charged with four buckles or.
Crest
demi Moor shooting an arrow from a bow all ppr. Motto
(over crest)
Esse quam videri.
Coutts, Btirdett-Coutts (Baroness Burdett-Coutts).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Coutts ar. a stag's head caboshed
gu. betw. the attires a pheon az. the whole witliin a bordure
embattled of the last charged with four buckles or; 2nd and
3rd, Bordett: az. two bars or, each charged with three
martlets gu. Supporters
Dexter, a stag ppr. gorged with a
riband ar. pendent therefrom an escocheon of the arms of
Coutts; sinister, a lion ppr. pendant from a like riband an
escocheon of the arms of Burdett.
Cove (CO. Hereford). Gu. a bend ar. cottised or. Cratt—
Out of ducal coronet or, a dexter arm embowed in armour
ppr. holding in the gauntlet a battle-axe gu.
Cove. Ar. three piles wavy gu. betw. twelve martlets sa
Crest
A lion's paw holding a palm branch ppr.
Coveley (co. Hants). Gu. a fesse betw. three helmets ar
Coveley. Gu. a fesse or, betw. three helmets ar.
Coveley. Gu. a fesse betw. three helmets ar. respecting the

—

—

—

:

—

—

sinister side.

Coveley. Az. a
Covell (London,

Same Arms.

Oreit— A monnt

fesse betw. three heimets or.

Her. Off. c. 24).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. a
lambeaux gu. each charged with as many
bezants. Crest Out of a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
pass. ar. gorged with a file as in the arms.
file

of three

—

York). Or, a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Covell. Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five escallops of the field.
Covell. Az. a lion ramp. ar. guttde de poix armed or.
Coveney (Ilinxhill, co. Kent). Erm. on a bend
three
(co.

.

.

trefoils slijiped

Covenham Monastery

(co. Lincoln).
Gu. a saltire ar.
Az. fretty ar. a saltier parted of the last betw.
four estoiles or. Crest An heraldic tiger ramp. gu. semee
of estoiles armed and tufted or, supporting a tilting spear
Invidere spcrno.
ppr. Motto
Coventre. Erm. a cross gu.
Coventre, or Coventry. Sa. a fe.sse erm. betw. three
crescents or. Crest A garb lying fesseways or, thereon a
cock gu. combed, wattled, and legged gold
Coventre, or Coventreye (confirmca by St. George,
Deputy to Borough, Garter, to John Coventbie, Lord Jlayor
of London 1425, son of William Coventrie, of the city of
Coventry. Visit. Warwick). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three

Coventon.

—

—

—

columbines az. slipped vert.

Coventry

(Croome

D'Abitot,

Coventry, created 1697).

co.

Worcester.

Earl

of

Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three cre-

—

A garb or, lying fesseways thereon a cock
Crest
scents or.
[These bearings
gu. comb, wattles, and legs of the first.
were confirmed by Camden, 1602, to Tho.mas Coventry, of
Croome, Bencher of the Inner Temple, father of the 1st Lord
Coventry, the Lord Keeper.] Supporters— Tvio eagles wings
expanded and inverted ar., beaked and legged or. Motto
Candide et constanter.
Coventry (Bugate, co. Hants). Amu, Crest, and Motto

—

same

vert.

Crest— An

Coussmaker

Covell

t'u.

Courtis.
Crest

Courtoys.

all

(Deviock, Lostwithiel, Penkivel, and Lanivet,

CO. Cornwall,

neck

V

Couse.

recoril in the Heralds' College.

fifth

c o

as the Earl of Coventry.

A
K
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Coventry (Henbury House, co. Dorset). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto as the Earl of Coventry.
Coventry {Baron Coventry, created 1628, extinct 1719). Sa.
Supporters— Ivio
a fess enn. betw. three crescents or.
eagles ar. beaked and legged or. Crest— A garb fessewise
or, thereon a cock gu. combed and wattled of the first. Motto
Candide et constanter.
Coventry. Sa. a fesse betw. three crescents ar.
Coventry (Grange). Sa. on a fesse betw. three crescents
Crest— On a chapeau gu.
or, an eagle displ. of the first.
turned up ar.a cock pheasant ppr. beaked and membered of

—

the

c

Az. on a fesse

ow

betw. three annulets or, a Hon
pass. sa. Crest
A demi lion sa. charged with an annulet or.
Cowdrey (co. Berks). Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two,
and one. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter arm
embowed in armour ppr. garnished of the first, holding in
the gauntlet an anchor gu. stock sa. to the ring a piece of

—

ar.

—

cable of the last, entwined round the arm.

Co"Wdrey
three,

(co. Berks).

Gu. thirteen

four, four,

billets or,

and two.

Cowdrey (Herriard,

co. Hants.).

Sa. ten billets or, four,

and one.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. on a label of three points gu.
nine bezants. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
lion pass, or, gorged with a label of three points of the first.
Co'well.
Erm. a cow statant gu. within a bordure sa.
bczantee. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a cow's
head (sans attire) couped sa. bezantce. Motto Amour do
la bonte.
Cowell. Erm. a hind tripping gu.
three, two,

Cowell.

first.

Coventrey. Sa. a fesse betw. three garbs ar.
Coventry, To'wm of (Warwick). Per pale gu. and
an elephant, on
Crest

Cowden.

his

back a tower tripic-towered,

— A leopard pass. ppr.

Coverdale.
ramp, per

Per chev. nebulce gu. and

fess or

ar.

Crest

—

vert,

or.

all

—A

lion

and gu.

Coverham-Monastery (co.

York).

Or,

a chief indented

—

—

Cowell-Stepney, Bart.

az.

(Kent, Surrey, and Sussex; descended from John
CovEET, who had a command at the siege of Boulogne in
Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three martlets or. Crest
1558).

Covert

—

leopard's face or (another,

a lion's face

Covert

CowTold. Barry

or).

Gu. a fesse erm. betw.
(Slougham, CO. Sussex).
A leopard's head or.
three lions' heads erased or. Crest
Covert, or Court (co. Somerset). Paly of six, orandaz.
on a chief of the first an eagle displ. sa. (another, a demi
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head
eagle).
ar. armed and crined of the first, and charged with a mullet

—

—

gu.

Covert, or Court.
Crest

first.

Coverton.

Covin

(CO.

Or, a lion ramp. sa. guttee of the

— Same as the last.
Az. three covered cups or.
Lancaster). Or, a fesse gu. in chief three

tortcaux.

Covill (co. York). Same Ariins, field or.
Covill, or Coville. Or, on a fesse gu. three crosslets ar.
Crest
An arm in armour, embowed ppr. bound round the

—

shoulder with a ribbon tied in a knot gu., holding a club of
the first.
Co'vyn. Vert a grifBn segreant ar.
Co'W (Kent and Norfolk). Gu. a bend cotised ar.
Co'wr, Co'we, or Co'wey. Ar. three bends sa. Crest—
feather in pale ppr.
(London, and Forrest Hill, co. Kent, hart., extinct).
Ar. a saltire gu. a chief of the last, thereon two swords
ealtireways ppr. pomels and hilts or, encircled by a representation of the collar of the Lord Mayor of London, also ppr.
betw. two fasces gold. Crest A demi lion erm. gorged with
a representation of the collar of Lord Mayor of London, as
in the arms, betw. the paws a saltire gu.
Motto Aymez

Cowan

—

—

loyaulte.

—

Cowan.

Gu. a fesse betw. three annulets ar. Ci-esl
demi lion, double queued ppr.
Cowan (Scotland). Ar. a saltire and chief gu. on the last a
fleur-de-lis or.
Crest
An escallop or. Motto Sic itur in

—

—

altum.

Cowan (Glasgow,

Ar. a saltire gu., on a chief of the
1866).
a fieur-de-lis of the first. Crest An escallop shell or.
Motto Sic itur in altum.
Cowan (Loganhouse, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a saltire gu., on
a chief of the last an escallop of the first. Crest An escallop
ar.
Motto Sic itur in altum.
(J AS. CowAH, M.P. for Edinburgh).
The same, the
saltire charged with a mullet az.
Same Crest and Motto.
Coward (Wells, co. Somerset). Or, on two bars sa. three
cinqucfoils ar. two and one.
Co'ward. Ar. (another, or) on a chev. gu. three martlets of
the field on a chief of the second a chamber piece or.
CreH
A demi greyhound sa. (another, ar.) holding betw.
his feet a stag's head cabossed ar. attired or.
Cowburgh, or Cowbrougrli (Scotland). Crest—
griniii's head betw. two wings ppr.
Cowcey. Hendy of six, vair and gu. a chief or.

—

last

—

—

—

—

Cown

;

Cowcey, Cowcie, or Cowcy.

—

Sa. a chev. betw. three

Crest
'Jut of a ducal coronet, an arm in
armour, embowed, holding an anchor corded, all ppr.
Cowcher, or Coucher (Claincs and Woodmancote, in
Clifton-on-Tcmc.
John Coucher, Bailiff of the city of
Worcester, 1563, purchased the latterestatc). .Sa. on a fesse
betw. three cinqucfoils or, as m.nny martlets of the field.
CreU A bird holding a branch in its bill.
Cowdall (impaled by Thomas Andrew, of Uedditch, co.
Worcester, Harl. MSH. 1476). Gu. a chev. betw. three
bucks' heads cabossed ur.
fleurs-de-lis ar.

—

Cowdell.

Same Arms.
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See Stepney.
.
Ar. three foxes' heads erased gu. Crest
winged globe an eagle rising all ppr.
Ccwfleld. Ar. three bars gemelles and a canton gu.

—On a

Cowen.

of fourteen, ar.

and gu. a canton of the

last.

Co'wick.
as

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three dunghill cocks ppr.,

many

roses or.

Cowick

(Dublin).

Cow^ick

(Ireland).

Ar. three dunghill cocks ppr.
Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens close sa.
Cowie. Erm. on a fesse gu. three boars' heads erased or.
Crest
On the stump of a tree, sprouting out new branches,
a hawk, wings displ. all ppr.
Cowie (Furleigh Lodge, co. Surrey). Per pale erm. and sa.
a fesse counterchanged. Crest On the stump of a tree a
falcon with wings expanded ppr.
Cowleigrh (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Cornish choughs ppr.
Cowleigh (Cowleigh, co. Worcester, quartered by Harewill, Harl. MSS., 1566, also in Birtsmorton Church).
Or, a
chev. ermines betw. three cows' heads cabossed sa.
Cow^ley, Earl. See Welleslet.
Ccwley (Amsterdam, 1606). Ar. on a chev. sa. three
leopards' heads, jessant-oe-lis of the field. Crest On a mucal
coronet az. a leopard's head ar. jessant-de-lis or.
Cow^ley (CO. Stafford, quartered by Stcrton, of Sturton, co.

—

—

—

Notts.

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

Cowley (CO.

Devon).

Gu. three bendlets

or.

Ar. a bull pass. gu. within a bordure

bezantee.
(London).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. within a bordure
engr. of the second, charged with ten mullets of the first.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ermines.
Co'wley. Per pale indented gu. and ar. a bull pass, counterchanged within a bordure sa. bezantee.
sa.

Cowley

—

Cowley.

Gu. a chev. countercompony or and ar. betw.
three crosses crosslet of the last.
(quartered by Knightlet, of Fawsley). Ar. a lion
ramp, and bordure engr. sa.
Cowley. Ar. on a chev. sa. three leopards' heads or.
Cowlin. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three coots ppr.

Cowley

Cowling

(Kerthen, Trevaveneth, and Trengwainton, co.
Visit. 1620). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three CorniSh
Crest
A lion's head erased az. on the head
a chapeau.
Cowllyoke (Ireland). Ar. two battle-axes gu. in saltire
heads or, betw. four frets of the second.
Cowlson (Scotland). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three garbs ar.
Cowne. Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp. erm.
Cownterie. Or, on a chief sa. two lions ramp, respecting
each other ar.
(Oxford).
Gu. sis writing pens ar. three, two,
and one.
Cowpen. Gu. three writing pens ar.
Cow^per (Earl Cnwpcr). Ar. three martlets gu. on a chief
Crest
A lion's garb
engr. of the last, three annulets or.
erect and erased or, holding a cherry branch vert fructed gu.
Supporters— On each side a light dun horse with a large
blaze down the face, mane close shorn, except a tuft upon
the withers, a black list down the back, a bob tail, three
white feet, viz., the hind-feet and near fore-foot. Motto—
Cornwall.

choughs ppr.

—

Cowpen

—

Tuuni

est.

Cowper

(liaroness Lucas). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, De Gbet,
harry of six ar. and az.; 2nd and 3rd, Uobinson, vert a
Supporters On either
clicv. betw. three stags at gaze or.
a'ulv a wyvern with wings erect or.
Covrper (WiLUAM Cowpeb, the Poet, grandson of Spenceb
Cowper, a Judge of the Common Pleas, brother of the 1st
Earl Cowper). Same Arm», Crest, uud Motto as Earl Cowper,

—

A

cow
Cowper.
or,

Az. a saltire betw. four trefoils slipped
last three dolphins embowed of the

first.

Cowper

Az. a saltire cngr. betw. four trefoils
(co. Salop).
on a chief ar. three dolphins embowed of the
a bordure engr. gu. Crest— X lion's head ar. erased
gu. Eorged with a chaplet of laurel vert.
Cowper (Carleton Hall, and Dnthank, Cumberland). Az. a
chev. paly or and erm. in chief an annulet betw. two
Crest
martlets ar. in base a caduceus of the second.
buffalo's head erased per fess sa. and or, armed of the last,
counterchanged
crosslet
charged on the neck with a cross
Motto Industria et
in the mouth a slip of oak ppr.
slipped or,
first

—

—

perseverantia.

heads

Gloucester).

Sa.

on a chev. betw. three goats'

coup,ed ar. three pellets.

Crest

—

An arm holding a

cutlass.

Cowper
Surrey,

(Sir Eichabd Cowpek, Knt., of Temple Elfont, co.
nephew of John Cowper, serjeant-at-law. Visit.

Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two lions ramp,
Crest
A lion ramp. sa. holding paleways

London, 1568).

—

sa. three plates.

a tilting spear ar.
Cowper (Arthingworth,

co.

Northants, Shukbrough, co.

co. Leicester.

—A

Visit. Leicester,

cockatrice head
beaked combed and wattled gu.
Cowper (London). Az. on a bend ar. betw. two pelicans or,
three ogresses. Crest A bull's head erased or, billettee sa.
horned ar. betw. two wings expanded az.
Cowper, or Cooper. Gu. on a chev. betw. three lions

erased

Same Arms

as preceding.

Crest

ar. pellettee

—

—

many

mascles of the field. Crest
a battle-axe of the same.
granted 1642). Az. on a
bend engr. or, betw. two wolves" heads ar. three crosses
crosslet gu. Ancient Arms Ar. three martlets gu. on a
Crest
Out of a mural
chief of the last three annulets or.
coronet gu. a demi wolf ar. supporting a garb or.
Cowper (Sussex, 1614). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the
second and third quarters a pheon of the first. Crest
pheon ar. point upward betw. two wings gu.
Cowper (Bolton-upon-Swale, co. York). Gu. a bend erm.
(another, vair) betw. six lions ramp. or. Crest
On a castle
gu. a Saracen king's head ppr. wreathed about the temples
crowned
with
coronet
a Saxon
or.
ar. and az. and
Cowper. Ar. a chev. sa. on a chief of the second, three
leopards' heads or.
Cowper. Az. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three cinquefoila
erm. two lions combatant sa.
Cowper (Broadlands, Hants). See Cowpeb-Temple.
Cowpland. Gu. on a fesse or, three hawthorn leaves
pass, guard, ar. as

lion sejant ar. holding

Cowper

(Overleigh, CO. Chester;

—

—

—

—

(Dyffryn Clwyd in North Wales
Descendants \. Paret, of Llanbedr and Coed Merchan
II. Llotd, of Bryn Lluarth). Ar. three boars' heads couped
sa. armed or, and langucd gu.
Cowslane (Scotland). Ar. two mullets in chief and a crescent in base sa. a chief chequy of the second and first.
:

;

Ar. on a saltire gu.

—On a mount vert a raven ppr.

Cox

(Dunmanway,

five crosses flory or.

Crest

salient ar., quartering three other coats, viz., sa. a cross or,

three eaglets gu., for Penary, or Penebet, of
ar. a pale nebulee gu. oh a canton
a cross flory ar., for Middleton, of MiOdletons,
Longfield, Kent; erm. a chev. vair^ or and gu. betw. three
wolves' heads erased az., for Miller, of Addington and
Ryarsh, Kent. Crests
A demi horse ar. charged on the
shoulder without a thunderbolt ppr. over it, An tu tonitru;
and the following crest of augmentation, now borne as the
first crest
Upon a bow fasseways or, a stag at gaze ar.
attired unguled gorged with a collar and chain reflexed over
the back, gold. Motto
Chescun son devoir.
Cox (co. Gloucester and London). Ar. a bend sa. in the
sinister chief an oak leaf az.
Crest
A goat's head ar.

on a chief

ar.

Ash and Ryarsh, Kent
of the

—

(Coolcliffe

Ulster, to Col. Sir

—

Wexford, confirmed 1816, by Betham,

CO.

Williams Cox, Knt.,

K.T.S.).

Or, three

bars az. in chief a trefoil slipped vert on a canton gu. a
heads erased ar. Crest
A goat's head erased az.
armed or, holding in his mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto— Fi^e et fortitudine.
(confirmed to AVilliam Cos, Esq., of Ballynoe, co.
Limerick). Ar. three bars gu. on a canton az. a lion's head
erased or. Crest An antelope's head erased sa. crined or,
pierced through the neck with a broken spear ppr. Motto

—

lion's

Cox

—

—

Fortiter et fideliter.

Cox

(Beamonds, co. Hertford).
Or, three bars az.
quarter gu. a lion's head couped ar. Crest
A goat's
erased sa. homed, bearded, and pierced through the
with an arrow or, the wound guttee de sang.
(Chichester, co. Sussex, descended from Lawrence
son of John Cox, of Monmouth). Or, three bars az.

—

Cox

—

;

—

—

—

attired or, in the

mouth an oak

Cox

leaf az.

(Beaminster).
Sa. a chev. betw. three stags' heads
cabossed, ar.
Crest
A stag, levant, reguard. ar.

—

granted 1761). Ar. three cocks gu. two and
one, crowned or, on a chief az. a pale charged with a rose
of the second betw. two ostrich feathers of the first.
Crest
A cock gu. ducally crowned or.
Cox, alias Cokks (London). Sa. two bars humettce or,
betw. as many swans, one in chief the other in base ar.
beaked and legged gu. betw. the bars a cock of the thiid
combed legged and wattled of the fourth. Crest A dexter
arm in armour ppr. garnished or, the hand also ppr. supporting a battle-axe ar. handle gu.
Cox (Bromerton, co. Norfolk). Sa. on a chev. betw. three
griffins' heads erased or, as many estoiles gu.
Crest
Out
of a ducal coronet a griflBn's head betw. two wings.
.
.
Cox (Shropshire). Ar. a bend az. in the sinister chief an
oak-leaf of the second.
Cox (Cox Green, co. Stafford). Per chev. gu. and az. in chief
two roses ar. in base a plate (another, a bezant) betw. as
many cocks respecting each other of the third combed and
wattled gu.
Cox. Sa. a chev. betw. three bucks' scalps ar. Crcxt On
an arm ar. a bend az. the hand holding a triple branch of
pinks ppr. leaved vert.
Cox (Sheriff of Dublin, temp. Queen Anne). Arms, same as
the preceding with three hurts on the chev. Crest

—

—

—

.

—

—

wyvern

tail

nowed

ppr.

Cox

and Kidderminster, co. Worcester).
(Clent, Stone,
Arms, from the monumental inscription at Clent to Joun
Cox (who d. 1705), and at Kidderminster to Joseph Cos
(who d. 1737). Gu. three cocks ar. two and one.

—

co. Forfar, 1866).

two mullets pierced in chief and a
gu.

Crest

— A dexter arm

Or, a chev. az. betw.

lion's

embowed

head erased in base

issuing out of the sea

holding in the hand an anchor in bend sinister, cabled ppr.
Motto Praemium virtutis honos.
Cox. Quarterly, gu. and vert, on each quarter a bezant.
Cox. Barry of six or and az. on a canton ar. a cross

—

guAr. a chev. betw.

three wolves' heads

erased sa.

Cox, or Cocks

1st and 4th, gu.
between three attires of a stag, affixed to the
2nd and 3rd, az. a tower with two side-pieces
scalps ar.
ar. within a bordure or, charged with eight mullets sa.
Crest— On a mount a stag lodged reguard. ppr. Motto

a chev.

(co. Lincoln).

Quarterly

:

or,
;

—

quam conspice.
Coxan, or Coxen. Az. on a
Prodesse
Crest
lis

chief ar. three mullets gu.

— A lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-

az.

Coxe

Ar. on a bend sa. a spear head or, in the
an oak -leaf of the second. Cre<t—A domi lioa

(London).

sinister chief

ramp. ar. collared sa. holding in the paw a spear head or.
Per chev. ar. and az. a chev.
(CO. Oxford, 1737).
per chev. sa. and of the first, betw. two roses in chief gu.

Coxed

seeded and barbed ppr. and in base a garb or. Crest—
griffin's head vert, langucd ppr. issuing out of an eastern

on a
head

crown

neck

Coxeter

Cox,
on a

Coxhead. Az. a cinquefoil ar. a chief lozengy ar.
CiYs^— A lion pass, paly of six, or and gu.

Cre^t
A griffin's head
erased sa. pierced through the neck with an arrow gu.
headed and feathered ar.
Cox (Broxwood and Eaton Bishop, co. Hereford). Or, three
bars ixz. on a canton gu. a lion's head erased ar.
Crest
An

canton gu. a lion's head erased ar.

—
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;

last,

Cox, or Cock.

co. Cork, bart., registered in Ireland, 22

Jan. 1706-7, to Sir Richard Cox, Knt. and Bart., Lord
Chancellor of Ireland). Or, three bars az. on a canton gu.
a lion's head erased ar. Crest A goat's head erased az.
armed or. Motto Fide et fortitudine.

Cox

(Charton, Farningham, co. Kent, and Trevereux,
Limpsfield, co. Surrey).
Barry of ten or and az. three
escutcheons, two and one, gu., each charged with a horse

Cox (Clement Park,

vert.

Cowryd ap Cadvan

Cowtbern.

spear.

Cox

Cox (London;

Warwick, and Lubbenham,
1629).

head erased ppr. pierced through the neck by a

antelope's

on a chief of the

Cowper (CO.

cox
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Or, a saltire gu. over all a fesse sa.

Cowper (London).

A

or.

(Letchlade, co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. betw.
three cocks' heads erased gu. crested and jelloped or.
and gu.

Coxou

(Morpeth, co. Northumberland).

battled or, betw. three

Coxou

demi

Az. a fesse em-

lions pass. ar.

Sa. a chev. betw. three cocks ar.
York).
combed and wattled gu. Crest— A cock ar. combed wattled
and legged gu.
(CO.

A

X
AA

cox

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Coson.

Gu. a fesse raguly and counter raguly, betw. three
demi lions vamp. ar. ducally crowned or. Crest A demi
lion ramp, or, supporting a staff raguly ar.
Coxton. Ar. on a fesse betw. four crosses crosslet fitchee
Crest— An antelope pass. ppr.
sa. three tuns or.
Coxton. Ar. on a fesse betw. three crosses bottonee fitchee
S3, two tuns or.

—

Coxwell

(Ablington, co. Gloucester, living there temp.
Ar. a bend wavy betw. six cocks gu.
quartering ar. a mullet sa. on a chief gu. a fleur-de-lis or,

Queen Elizabeth).

—

Crest
A dragon's head
for Rogers of Dowdeswell.
betw. two dragons' wings expanded gu.
Coyking', or Coykin. Bendy of six erm. and gu.

Coyle

Or, three bars az.

(Ireland).

erased or.
(Dublin; granted 1663).

Coyne

Crest

—A hind's

Erm. on a bend

az. a

ar.

head
dove

—

betw. two pheons ar. on a canton gu. a bezant. Crest
seahorse ppr. holding a fusil ar. charged with a fleur-de-lis
sa.

Coyner (London).

Ar. a fret gu. on a chief az. three fleurs-

de-lis or.

Coyney

(Weston Coyncy, co. Stafford, temp. Henry III.).
bend sa. three trefoils slipped ar. Crest — A cubit
and cuffed or, holding in the
hand ppr. a faulchion ar. embrued with blood in three places
Motto Fide sed cui vide.
hilt and pomel gold.
Coyny, or Coyney. Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils
An oak branch ppr.
slipped of the field. Crest
Coys (Hatficld-PevercU, co. Essex). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three spears' heads ar. as many crosses crosslet of the first.
Clouds ppr. issuing rays or, out of which an erm.
Ci-cst
erect ppr. grasping a snake entwined rotind the arm,
Or, on a

arm

erect, vested sa. slashed

—

—

—

vert.

Coytmore (Coytmore,

co.

Carnarvon).

three stags' heads cabossed ar.

Crest

Gu. a chev. betw.
dagger in pale

—X

ppr.

Cozens

(Thame, co. Oxford). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three
Crest
each charged with an erm. spot gu.
A lion
ramp. sa. holding in the dexter paw a battle-axe az. handle

—

plates,

gu.

Cozens

(granted to William H^bdt Cozens, Esq., of
Per pale az. and gu. on a
Lethcringset Hall, co. Norfolk).
pile or, a lion ramp, of the second guttee d'eau collared
ar.
Crest— A lion ramp, or, guttee de sang and fretty
guCozens (Woodham- Mortimer Lodge, co. Essex. James
Beewstee Cozens, Esq.). Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three
wolves' heads erased sa. as many buckles of the field. Crest
On a mount vert a lion's gamb erect and erased sa.
charged with a cross botonee or.
Motto Confido recte
agens.
Crab (Robslaw. Scotland). Az. a chev. ar. betw. two fleursde-lis in chief and a crab in base or.
Crest A salmon
naiant ppr.

—

—

—

Same Anm.

Crab.

Crest—A. shield az. charged with a

fleur-de-Us or.

Crabb

(Caatlewich, co. Cornwall

Visit. 1620).
Az. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest A lion's gamb erased
holding a dagger ppr.
Crabb. Az. a chev. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a
crab in base or.
Crabbie (Leith 1873). Az. on a fess ar. betw. two fleurs-delis in chief and a crab in base or, a hunting horn sa. garnished
and stringed of the field. Crest A dexter arm cmbowcd
the hand holding a crabstick in bend sinister, ppr. Motto
:

—

—

—

Nunquam non paratus.
Crabtree. Ar. a cross ragul^
hand erect holding a dagger

Cracberode.
erased
in his

a chief oz.

Crest—

in the

—

A demi boar salient reguard. or,
shoulder with an arrow ppr. which he holds

Crest

sa.

wounded

sa.

in pale ppr.

Or, a saltirc ermines betw. four lions' heads

mouth.

Crackanthorp

Westmorland and Cumberland sometime after the decease of James Ceackantiioep, of Newbiggin, in Westmorland, and Bank Hall, in Cumberland,
Esq., his nephew, Curistopher Crackanthorp Cookson,
Esq., took the name and arms of Crackanthorp). Or, a
(cos.

chev. betw. three mullets pierced sa.

:

Crest

—A

holly tree

ppr.

Cracklow.

Ar. on a fesse az. three garbs or.

Crest—

issuing from a crescent ppr.
(Ilacklhorn, co. Lincoln, resident there for many
centuries the arms are recorded in the " Union of Honour,"

flame of

flre

Cracroft

:

published by James York, "containing the Nobility of
England and the Gentry of Lincolnshire in the year 1640;"
the descent can be traced from the time of Edward III.).
"Vert on a bend dancctte: ar. three martlets sa.
Crest~\
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stork ppr. supporting with his dexter foot a battle-axe staff
or,

headed

ar.

Cracroft-Amcotts

(Hackthorn and Kettlethorpe, co.
Quarterly, 1st .and 4th, Amcotts, see p. 1.5; 2nd
and 3rd, Cracroft, as above. Crcstn Amcotts and CraLincoln).

—

croft.

Craddock

Ar. on a fesse az. three garbs or.
chev. engr. sa. betw. three
heads or. Creel
A demi
dragon sans wings or, the tail environed round the body.
Cradock, or Caradoc {Baron llowden; extinct 1874).
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three boars' heads ppr. as many
garbs or. Crest— \ man in a coat of mail with an antique
crown of three points or, kneeling on one knee presenting
a sword ppr. intended for the representation of Caradoc,
the Caractacus of the Romans.
Supporters Two ibisea
ppr. wings elevated, in the beak an eel also ppr.
Motto
Traditus non victus.
Cradock (Hartforth, co. York). Ar. on a chev. az. three
garbs or.
Crest
A bear's head ppr. muzzled gu.
(co. Stafford).

Grade, or Crode. Erm. on a
estoiles gu. as many leopards'

—

—

—

—

Cradock (Woodhouso, co. Leicester). Same AriiisaaA Crest.
Cradock (Quom Court, co. Leicester). Same Arms and
Motto

Crest.

Cradock

— Xec temere nee timide.

(co. Oxford).

Ar. three boars' heads erect and

erased sa.

Cradock

(cos.

Somerset and Wilts).

three garbs or.

and muzzled

Crest

—A

bear's

Ar. on. a chev. az.

head erased

sa. billettee

or.

Cradock, or Craddock (AVales). Az. three
couped in fesse betw. as many crosses crosslet

boars' heads
or.

Crest

—

A

horse pass. sa.
Az. three boars' heads couped ar. betw. nine
crosses crosslet of the second.
Cradock, or Cradocke. Ar. three boars' heads couped
sa. armed or, langued gu.
Cradock, or Cradoke. Ar. on a chev. az. three garbs
or, in chief a lion pass. sa.
Cradock-Hartopp (Bart.). See Haetopp.
Craford (cos. Essex and Kent the Crafords of Mongham,
in the latter county, of whom was Sir William Craford,
are recorded in the Visitation of 1619).
Or, on a chev. vert
(another, sa.) three hawks' heads erased ar.
Crest

Cradock.

;

—

hawk's head couped

or.

Craford (Northumberland). Or, on a chev. vert three eagles'
heads erased ar. Crest An eagle's head betw. two wings

—

ar.

—

Crafton.

Paly of six gu. and or, a cinquefoil sa. Crest
dolphin haurient swallowing a fish all ppr.
(co. Devon).
Ar. on a bend az. betw. two talboto
pass. sa. three martlets or.
Cragrg: (Greenford, co. Middlesex). Erm. on a foss sa. three

Cragg:

crescents ar.

—

Cragrgr, or Crag:. Same Arm». Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a fleur-de-lis betw. two wings az.
Cragg (Ireland. Confirmed by Molyneux, Ulster, 5 July,
1600, to John Craoo, descended from a third brother of the
house of Crago in England). Same Arms, the bend charged
with a mullet ar. for diff.
Ciaggs (Westminster, and co. Durham, and Newland, co.
Dublin: the coheiresses of James Cbagos, Postmaster-General, were ra. respectively to Trefosis, Euot, and Newsham).
Sa. on a fesse ar. betw. three mullets erm. as many crosses
Crest
A dexter and a sinister arm,
crosslet ermines.
couped above the elbows, armed az. garnished ar. grasping
in the gauntlets a sword of the la.st, hilt and pomel or.
Cragrgrs (granted 1726 to Habiot Eliot, otherwise Craoos,
wife of Richard Eliot, Esq., of St. Germans). Quarterly,

—

engr. or and az. in the 1st quarter an escallop gu.
(granted 2 June, 1826). Sa. on a pile or, a lion pass.
guard, az. betw. three crescents gu.
Craik (Fraserburgh, 1672). Per fesse ar. and sa. a ship under
An anchor
Crest
sail or, masts, sails, and tackling ppr.
Providence.
ppr. Motto
Craig (Riccarton, Scotland). Erm. on a fesse sa. three
A chevalier on horseback, his broken
crescents ar. Ci-est

Cragrgs

—

—

—

—

Vive Deo et vivos.
spear in bend all ppr. Motto
Craig: (Gibson-Cbaio, Riccarton and Ingliston, co. Edinburgh. The first bart., so created in 1831, assumed the
additional name of Ceaio in virtue of the entail made by
Robert Craig, Esq., of Riccarton, in 1818). Quarterly: Ist
and 4th, erm. on a fcs-sc sa. three crescents ar. for Craio;
2nd and 3rd, gu. three keys fesscwisc in pale, wards downA knight on horseback in full
wards, or, for Gibson. Cre.it
armour, his right hand grasping a tilting spear shivered, all

—

armed as of the 15th
century, holding in his dexter hand a spear ppr. sinister,
a horse barbed or. Jl/uiio— Vive Deo et vives.
ppr.

.S«/'/)or<cr3— Dexter, a chevaUcr,

;

A
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CraiET- Erm. on a fesse per
C)•eJ^ same as the last.
ar.

and

fesg gu.

az. three crescents

Motto— J'ai bon esperance.

—

Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three crescents ar. CYest
A lion's head vert, collared or.
Craig^aillie (Perth, 1G72). Ar. a crow sa. betw. three
A pillar ar. Motto
fountains az. barry of the field. Crest

Crai?.

—Securum

—

praesidium.

Craigengelt

Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three
escallops of the first.
Crai&ge (Grsemsay, Orkney). Erm. a boar's head erased
A boar pass. ar. Motto Timor omnis abesto.
Crest
gu.
(Craieengelt).

roses gu. barbed vert, as

many

—

—

(Kilgraston, co. Perth).
Per pale az. and sa. a
chev. ar. betw. three crescents or. Motto Honeste vivo.
Graig'ie (Dumbamie, co. Perth). The heiress Anne, dan. of

Graig'ie

—

John Ceaiqie, of Dumbamie, Esq., one of the Lords
Justiciary in Scotland, by Susan his wife, eldest dau. of Sir
John Ingus, Bart., m. Chables Halkett, Esq., of Hali Hill,
Per pale az. and sa. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three
CO. Fife).
crescents or. Afotto— Honeste vivo.
(Glendoick,
and later family of Dumbarnie). Per
Craigie
pale sa. and az. on a chev. erm. betw. three crescents or, a
cross moline of the

Crest

first.

— A cornucopia ppr.

Motto

— Uoneste vivo.
(Craigmyle, co. Aberdeen). Az in chief two
garbs, in base a crescent or.
Craik (Colston-Pytte, co. York). Per fesse ar. and sa. a pale
counterchanged, and three crosses of the second.
Craik (Ganton, Eyton, and Heslarton, co. York). The same
with due diff.
Craik. Ar. a fesse betw. three jays sa. Ci-est An eagle's
leg erased at the thigh ppr.
Craik (Scotland). Per fess ar. and vert, in chief three roses
gu. in base a ship's sails furled or.
Craik (Fraserburgh, 1672). Per fcss az. and sa. a ship under
Crest
An anchor
sail or, masts, sails, and tackJings ppr.
ppr.
Motto Providence.
Craill (Scotland). Gu. on a bend ar. three hearts of the

Craigrayle

—

—

—

horns stringed

or, as

many

crosses crosslet fitchee sa.

—A talbot's head erased erm. eared

sa.

Citat

gorged with a collar

gu. charged with three crosses crosslet fitchee or.
14 April, 1808, to the descendants
of Bev. John Cbampton, Archdeacon of Tuam, great-

Crampton (hart., granted

grandfather of the present Sir John Fiennes Twisleton
Cbampton, Bart., K.C.B.).
Sa. an esquire's helmet ppr.
betw. two Uons pass, guard, in pale or, in chief a rose ar.
seeded or, barbed vert, a canton quarterly or and gu. in the
first a lion pass sa.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding
betw. his paws a helmet close ppr. Motto Fortem posce

—

—

animum.

Cranacb, or Cranadere

(Cranach, co. Chester; the
heiress to. Needham).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
torteaux as many mullets of the field. Crest— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi stork with wings expanded ppr.
Cranage (Pixley, co. Chester). Ar. a bend az. betw. two
bucks' heads cabossed sa. Ci'ett
Out of a ducal coronet a

—

demi monkey ppr.

Cranage

(quartered by Adams, of Chastleton, Oxon). Vert,
fifre lozenges conjoined in bend, within two bendlets betw.
as many stags' heads cabossed all or.
Cranber. Ar. on two bars gu. three martlets of the field.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a hand holding a sheaf of

—

arrows ppr.

Cranber, or Cranebume.

Az. on two bars ar. six

martlets gu.

Crane
on a

(Camborne,

staff

Crane
1606).

raguly in base vert.

King James I. granted
Gu. on a fesse betw. three crosses pattee or, as many
Crest A demi hind or, ducally gorged az.
(Sufi'olk).
Ar. a fesse betw. three (sometimes, air)
(Clerk of the Kitchen to

crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

Crane (Chilton,
and

;

—

annulets az.

Crane

Ar. a crane sa. standing;

co. Cornwall).

Crest

—A crane

ppr.

co. Suffolk, extinct bart. 1643).

Same Arms

Crest, &c., as the preceding.

Crane.

field.

Craister, or Craster
or and gu. in the

(co.

Northumberland).

quarter a rook ppr.

first

Quarterly,

Crest

—A raven

ppr.

Crake, or Creke

(Crake, co. ^^crfolk). Or, on a fesse
betw. three garbs gu. as many flcurs-de-lis of the first.
Same Arms. Crest On a chapeau ppr. a talbot

—

Crake.

sejant, or.

Crake, or Creke.
or,

KA

C

Per pale gu. and az. on a chev. betw. three bnglc-

1700).

holding in

a dexter arm, habited in a maunch
the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Sa.

Crakenthorpe
Oxon).
pierced gu.
Visit.

(in the Hall of University Coll., Oxford.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three mullets of the field

—

Orakenthorp.
a plate.

Crest

a chev. betw. three mullets
Three ears of wheat or.
Or,

—

Crakentborpe.

on each

az.

Or, a chev. sa. betw. three mullets pierced

vert. Same Crest.
CrakeiLthorpe.

a chev. betw. three mullets pierced

Ar. three mascles sa.

Crambome, and Crambume.
Crambura, or Crambury,

Az. three bars ar.
Az. on three bars ar. six

martlets gu. three, two, and one.
Or, on a chief indented az. three fleurs-de-lis of the

Cramer.

—

field, a canton erm.
Crest
On a mount a cock with wings
expanded ppr. Motto Non dormit qui custodet.
(Ireland). Per fesse dancettee az. and or, in chief
two fleurs-de-Us of the last, a canton erm. Crest A fleurde-lis or, betw. two wings conjoined and erect sa.
Cramllngrton (Newcastle-on-Tyne), Ar. two bars and in

—

Cramer

—

chief three annulets az.

Cramling'ton

AVestmoreland). Barry of six ar. and
az. in chief three annulets sa.
Cramond, Lord. See Bichabdson.
Cramlingrton (co. York). Same Arms, the annulets az.
(Auldbar, Scotland; William de Cbamond is
designed Clericus de Warderoba Domini Eegis, in a charter
of John de Strathem, 1278). Az. a bend or, betw. three
pelicans feeding their young ar.
(co.

Cramond

Cramond (Capt.

William Cbamond,

1704).

Az. on a bend

three pelicans ppr. a bordure embattled of the second.
Crest A pelican vulned ppr.
Motto 'Vulnera temno.
Cramond. Ar. a bend,(another, betw. three hearts) gu.
(Dudinghurst, co. Essex). Az. a chev. ar. betw. six
or,

—

—

Cramp

crosses crosslet fltchfe or.

Cramp.
demi

lion

Az. a chev. betw. three mullets
ramp. gu. holding a mullet or.

or.

Crest—

Motto— Fide

et

Cranfield

{Earl of Middlesex; extinct 1675). Same Arms,
Supporters Two heraldic antelopes or.
Crett
Out of a
ducal coronet an antelope's bead all or. Afotto^Dlflcilia
quae pulchra.
Cranfield. Az. a talbot pass. betw. three round buckles or.
Cranfield. Az. an eagle displ. or, crowned of the last.
Cranford (South Newton, co. Northampton). Ar. a chief
indented az.
Cranford (co. Warwick, confirmed in the pedigree of
Catesbt, as the arms of Cbanfobd. John Catespt, of
Ledbrooke, in. Emma, dau. of William C&anforo. Visit.
Warwick). Gu. a fret or, a chief ar.
Cranford. Same A)-ni3. Crest An eagle with wings
expanded ppr. supporting a flag az.
Cranford. Or, two lions pass. sa. crowned of the field.
Cranke (London). Per bend sinister az. and vert, a lion
pass, reguard. or, on a canton ar. an escallop gu.
Cranley (home by Thomas Cbanlet, Archbishop of Dublin,
d. 1417, and taken from a stone in New College, Oxford, where
there is a fine brass to his memory in the Ante Chapel.
a leopard's face betw. three ducal
Visit. Oxon).

—

—

—

...

crowns

or.

Cranmer

Or, on a chev. az. betw. three pelicans
vulning themselves ppr. as many cinquefoils of the field.
Cranmer (co. Nottingham). Ar. a chev. betw. three
C^est
A crane's neck erased az. pierced
cranes az.
through the back of the neck with an arrow ppr. barbed and
plumed ar. the neck vulned gu.
(Kent).

sa.

—

Cranmer

Hugh
and Aslerton, co. Notts.
the former place temp. Edward III.
fourth in descent from him, m. Isabel,
dau. and heir of William Aslebton, of Aslerton; bis grandson Thomas Cbanmeb, had, inter alios, two sons, John, his
(Sutterton,

Cbanmeb was

of

Kdwabd Cbanmeb,

amore.

Crampbill, or Crampill.

Crampbome
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—

—

ostrich feathers or.

Or,

sa.

Crall.

Gu. on a fesse betw. three crosses patt^ fitch^ or,
a crane az. endorsed by two annulets of the last.
Crane (borne by Fbancis Cbane, of Mortlake, co. Surrey,
who m. Maby, dau. and coheir of David Lb Maibe, oI
London. Visit. London, 1568). Per bend or and az.
Cranen (London, and co. York). Or, five fleurs-de-lis in
cross .sa. a chief wavy az.
Cranesley. Ar. a chev. gn. betw. three cranes az.
Craney (granted 1808 to Daniel Cbanet, formerly of
Portarlington, Queen's County, then of Funchal, Island of
Madeira). Ar. on a mount ppr. an elephant ppr. on a chief
per pale gu. and vert, in dexter a crane ppr., in sinister a
wolf ramp. or. Cre.'st An arm embowed vested az. cuffed
gu. holding a cutlas ppr. Motto Amor proximi.
Cranfield. Ar. on a pale az. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ar. a fleur-de-lia betw. two

(Ambury,

Ar. a saltire gu. fretty or.
granted 29 Jan.

co. Hertford;

A

A
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heir;
tenip.

and Thomas Cranmeb, Archbishop of Canterbury
Henry VIII. Visit. Notts). Ar. on a chev. az. betw.

three pelicans sa. as

many

cinquefoils or., quartering, ar. a

—

an escallop or. Crtst An eagle's
head erased russet, the neck pierced with an arrow or,
flighted and barbed ar. (another, a cock's head erased sa.
wattled and jelloped gu).
Cranmore. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three pelicans sa.
on each

fess fusily gu.

fusil

—

vulning themselves ppr. as many cinquefoils or. Crest
crane's head erased ar. beaked gu. pierced through with an
arrow ppr.
Cranstoun (Baron Cranstoun; extinct or dormant 28
Crest— A crane roosting
Sept. 1869). Gu. three cranes ar.
with its head under its wing and holding up a stone with its
right foot all ppr.
Dexter, a lady richly
Supporters
attired, upper vestment gu. under or, holding out in her
right hand a branch of strawberries ppr. sinister, a stag all
ppr.
Motto Thou shalt waut ere I want.
Cranstoun (Mockrie, Scotland). Gu. three cranes ar. within
abordure invecked of the second. Creft A crane's head
erased ppr. Motto I desire not to want.
Cranstoun (SAnnEL C. CaANSTonN, Governor of Khode
Island 1724). Gu. three cranes within a bordure embattled
ar.
Crest
A crane pass. ar. Mottto Dum vigilo guro.
Cranstoun (Corehouse, co. Lanark). Quarterly, 1st and
and 4th, gu. three cranes ar.
2nd and 3rd, or, three

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

crescents gu.,

for

Edmondstoune.

and Motto, as

Crest

Lord Cranstoun.

Oranton, or Caunton

(granted by Barker, Garter, to
John and William Ceanton, or Caonton. Visit. Warwick).
Gu. a lion pass. betw. three dolphins embowed within an
orle flory or.
Crest— A dromedary sa. collared or, bezantee,

maned aaid armed gu.
Cran-well (cos. Huntingdon and
gu. over

Crest

ar.

a

all

Cranwell

saltire sa.

Kent). Per saltire or and
charged with a crescent ar.
Gu. three cranes close

(Cranwell, co. Lincoln).

— A crane close ar.

Cranwell. Ar. on a
as many escallops or.

chev. sa. betw. three cranes close az.
Crest
On a mount vert a hare courant

—

ar.

Cranwell
Patrick's,

(Fun. Ent.

of Mrs.

Cbanwell

Dubhn, 1658). Ar. on a
mural crown or.

fess

buried at St.
betw. three cranes

close gu. a

Cranworth, Baron.

See Eolfe.

Crastein. Ar. three Cornish choughs
and as many arrows gu. one and two.

two and one,

—

close ppr. betw. a pair of

Quarterly, or and gu. in the

—

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, quarterly or and gu. in the first
quarter a raven ppr., for Cba'steb ; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a
bend ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa. each charged with as many
bezants, for Wood. Crests
1st: A raven ppr. charged on
the breast with an escallop or, for Cra'ster 2nd A wolfs
bead sa. erased or, gorged with a collar of the last charged
with three annulets gu., for Wood.
Crasy. Ar. (sometimes, or) two bends gu. betw. nine escallops of the second.
Cratford (Chelmarsh, co. Salop, and Claines and Broadwas,
Ar. a unicorn
Visit. Worcester, 1634).
CO. Worcester.
salient gu.
Crest
A demi hon ramp, guard, erminois
ducally gorged az.
Crathome (Salaby, co. Lincoln, and Crathome, co. York).
A bird
Ar. on a saltire gu. five crosses flory or. Creit
standing on a thornbush, all ppr.
Crathome (co. York). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. a mullet of
the first.
Craucure, or Cravicure. Az. a cross coupedand voided

—

:

:

—

—

ar.

Crauiurd.

Craufurd

Quarterly, 1st

4th, gu.

—

—

nota.

Crause.

Gu. on a fesse ar. three mullets pierced of the
Out of a ducal coronet a hand holding a rose
slipped and leaved ppr.
field.

Crest

Craven

—

(Earl of Craven, extinct 1697). Same Arms, Su})the following.
(Earl of Cravfn). Ar. a fesse betw. six cross cross-

^^orters, <kc., as

Craven

—

Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
wings elevated erm. beaked and fiireSupporters Two griffins wings elevated
erm. beaked and fore-membered or.
Motto Virtus in
lets fitctice gu.
griffin

statant

memberod

or.

kctione consistit.
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—

Craven.
chief

Craven

Arms

Ancieyit

wavy gu.

—

Or, five fleurs-de-lis in cross sa.

a

(another, az.).

Charles Cbavew,
of Richardstown,
co. Louth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Craven ar. a fesse engr. betw. two fleurs-de-lis and four
cross crosslets (two and two) fitchee gu. ; 2nd and 3rd,
Dobbin az. a chev. betw. three annulets, two and one or.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a griffin statant sa.
wings addorsed, beaked, membered, and a semee of fleurs(certified in Ireland to Lieut. -Gen.

:

:

—

—

Motto Fortitudine crevi.
Ar. a fesse dancettee ermines betw. six crosses

de-lis or.

Craven.

crosslet fitchee gu.

Cravon.

Ar. on a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet in chief
and one in base gu. two crosses crosslet of the field.
Craw (Auchencraw, co. Berwick). Per chev. vert and gu.
three crows ar.
Craw (East Rcston, co. Haddington). Per chev. embattled
vert and gu. three crows ar. Crest
An eagle guard, ppr.
beaked and armed gu. Motto Cui debeo fidus.
Craw (Netherbyre, Scotland). The same Arms, within a
bordure counterchanged of the second and first. Crest—
crow ppr. Motto God is my safety.
Crawcester. Quarterly, or and gu. in the first quarter a

—

—

—

martlet sa.
Az. on a chev. betw. ten cinquefoils ar. three
mullets gu. Crest
A hawk with wings expanded ar. charged
on the breast with a cinquefoil sa.
Crawford and Balcarres, Earl. See Lindsat.
Craw^urd (Loudoun, co. Ayr the heiress m. Sir Dcncan
Campbell, said to be nephew of Lochow, and her descendents were Eao-ls of Loudoun). Gu. a fess erm.
Crawfurd, or Craufurd (Craufurdland, co. Ayr tho
heiress m. 1744, Howieson, of Braehand). Gu. a fess erm.
Crest— A marble pillar supporting a man's heart ppr. Motto
Stant innixa Deo.
CraAvfurd (Auchinames: the heiress m. Crawfurd, of
Drumsoy). Gu. a fess erm. surmounted of two lances in
saltire ar.
or as borne by the Drumsoy line Quarterly,
1st and 4th, gu. a fess erm., 2nd and 3rd, ar. a stag's head
erased gu. betw. his attires a cross crosslet fitchee sa. Supporters Two bulls sa. armed and unguled or. Motto
Tutum te robore rcddam.
Crawfurd (Possill, co. Lanark). Gu. a fess erm. and in
base a ship ar. Crest— A stag's head erased ppr. bearing
betw. his attires gu. a cross crosslet or. Jl/o«/o— Omnia

Crawe.

—

:

:

—

:

—

—

Deo juvante.

Crawfurd

(Haining). Gu. a fess erm. betw. two mullets in
and a hart's head couped in base or.
Crawfurd (Linhthgow). Gu. a fess erm. betw. two mullets
ar. in chief and a hart's head cabossed in base or, attired sa.
Crest— A hart's head couped ppr. Motto Hacienus inviccliief

—

tus.

Crawfurd
first

the dau. and heir of the
Patrick Lindsay, second son of the 17th Earl

(Kilbirnie, bart. 1638

bart. m.

:

of Crawford, whence the Viscounts Garnock v. Lindsay).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fess erm., for Crawfurd 2nd
and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three crosses pattee or, for Barclay. Crest An erm. pas-it. ppr. Motto— Sme labe nota.
;

—

Craw^furd,
male

now

to Kilbirnie

Cravrfurd-Pollok

and successor

(Jordanhill, heir

to the baronetcy

;

the last

three harts, have taken the name of Pollok, as representQuarterly, 1st and 4th, vert a
ing PoLLOK of that Ilk).
saltire or, betw. three bugles in fess and base ar. garnished
and stringed gu., for Pollok; 2nd and 3rd, the quartered
A boar pass, shot through with
coat of Kilbirnie. Crests

—

See Crawford.
(liurgh Hall, co. Lincoln, bart.).

a fesse crm., for Cracfdrd; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
betw. four spots of ermine two tilting spears ppr., for
Auchinames. Crest An ermine ppr.
Motto Sine labe

and

(lord CcavsTi, of Ryton, extinct 1650). Same .^^rnu,
Supporters, &c.
Craven (Craven Lodge, co. Leicester, and Bambridge, co.
Hants). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Craven (Brockhampton Park, co. Gloucester). The same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.

;

ppr.

Crest
A Cornish
wings expanded gu.
first quarter a cock
ppr. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a cock ppr.
Northumberland).
Cra'ster (Cra'ster, Alnwick, co.

chough

Craster.

CB A

Craven

—

a dart ppr., for Pollok the castle of Dumbarton ppr. for
Sup-porters— Aj\ elephant and a greyhound
Mottoes Pollok
ppr. the latter having a collar erm.
Audacter et strenue Crawfurd: Expugnavi and (below
;

Crawford.

—

:

;

;

the shield) Sine labo nota.
Cra'wfurd (Carsburn, co. Renfrew,

first line).

Gu. a

fesi

betw. three mullets a bordure ar. Crest— A decrescent ar.
Mottn-S'inc labe luccbit.
Crawfurd (Carsburn, second line, now Macknioht-CrawFUBD). Quarterly, Ist and 4tli, gu. a foss erm. in base two
Bworils s.iltircways ppr. hiltcd and pommeled or, a bordure
wavy ar. 2nd and 3rd, sa. three lions' heads erased or, for
A sword erect in pale having on the
Mackniciit. Crests
;

—

point a pair of balances

ramp,
for

or,

for

Crawford;

all ppr., for

Macknigiit.
Nil

durum

Crawfurd; a demi lion
Quod tibi hoc alteri,
for Macknight.

Mottoes
volenti,

—

AA

C

(Earter Seton).
Gu. a foss wavy enn. betw.
Crest
An increscent chequy
three mullets ar. pierced az.
JV/o»o— Fide et diligentia.
ar. and az.

Otawfard

Orawford

—

(Capt.

David Crawfubd, 83rd

rejtt-, 1786).

Ou.

caparisoned gu. in

the head stall of the bridle a laurel
branch vert. Motto Virtute et numine.
Creag'h (Ballyandrew, co. Cork). As Cbeaob, of Dublin.
Oreagrh (Cahirbane, co. Clare). Arms and Crest, as Cbeaob,
of Dublin. Motto
In Irish, "Thoumib'crev'th," signifying,
" I give you the branch."

—

—

afess enn. betw. a star in chief ar. and swords ppr. hilted
and pommeled or, saltireways in base all within a bordure of
the last. Crest— A stag's head erased ppr. Motto Hac-

Creagrli (Dangan,

nus invictus.

Creagh

—

Crawfurd

(Thomwood, co. Lanark). Gu. a fess erm. betw.
three mullets ar. in chief and in base two swords saltireppr. hilted and pommeled or, a bordure engr. az. Crest
caatle tnple-towered ar. masoned sa. windows and

ways

—A

Orawford (Baidland and Ardmillan, co. Ayr). Gu. on a fess
erm. betw. thre« mullets ar. two crescents interlaced of the
Motto

—Durum patientia frango.

(Doonside, co. Ayr).
Gu. a fess counter embattled erm. betw. two mullets in chief and in base a hart's
head erased with a cross crosslet betw. his attires gu. Crest

—A dexter arm
Crawford

issuing from a cloud holding a stag by the

Motto— Tiitvjn

attires ppr.

te

(MountquhannyV

two cinquefoils

ar.

Crest

—A

robore reddam.
Gu. a fess erm. and in chief

cinquefoil slipped vert.

Motto

Feliciter floreat.

Crawfurd

Gu. a fess erm. betw. three crows
ppr. Motto
God feeds the crows.
(Drumsoy). See Cbawtubd, of Auchiuames.
(Comlarg). Ar. a hart's head erased sa. armed
CS-est
A dexter hand grasping a
or, distilling blood ppr.
hart by the attiring and bringing him to the ground ppr.
Motto Tutum te robore reddam.
Crawford (Drongan). Ar. three harts' heads couped sa.
Crest

ar.

(Cloverhill).

—

— A garb

Crawfurd
Crawford

—

—

Orawforde, or

Orawford

(quartered by Tbomas
LovBTT, Esq., of AstweU, co. Northants, whose dau. Eliza-

beth m.

William Chester, Lord Mayor

Sir

of

London

in

Ar. a fesse dancettee az.
London, 1568).
Crest
A dexter hand holding a lancet ppr.
Crawhall. Ar. a chev. betw. three crows ppr. Crest
crow holding in the dexter claw a battle axe. Motto
Visit.

1560.

—

——

Prsesto et persto.

Crawley.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cranes az.
Crawley (Nether Crawley, and Stockwood Park, co. Bedford). Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three storks ppr. as many
crosses croeslet of the field : quartering, ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three cinquefoils of the second as many bezants, for
Edoeblt. Crest A crane ppr. holding in the talon a fleurde-lis or.
Motto—yiitd coelum portus.
Crawley (co. Dorset). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pears
az.
Crest A lion's head erased semee de hurts gorged with
a ducal coronet gu.
Crawley (London). Sa. a lion pass., guard, betw. three
mullets ar.
Crawley. Ar. a chev. vert betw. three cranes (another,
herons) az.
Crawley (impaled as a quartering by Leonabd Pebbott, of
Drayton, co. Oxford, who m. Dobotht, dau. of Thomas
Skipwibtb, of St. Albans, co. Herts).
Gu. on a fesse or,
three fieurs-de-lis az.
Cra'wley. Vert on a chev. or, a star of eight points betw.
two roses gu.
Crawley-Boevey, Bart. See Boevet.
Crawshaw. Gu. a pale and chief or. Crest A greyhound courant ar. collared gu.
Crawshay. Erm. on a fesse az. three plates. Crest—
greyhound courant sa.
Cray (Kent). Gu. a cross engr. or, over all a bend az.
Crest
A chevalier on horseback in armour holding a sword

—

—

—

—

in pale, all ppr.

Cray.

Ar. on a bend betw. three crosses crosslet fltchee gu.
an escallop of the field.
See Cbacboft.
(cos. Cambridge and Lincoln).
Per bend vert and gu. on a bend
(co. Lincoln).

Craycroft
Oraycroft

(co. Lincoln).

Per bend gu. and vert on a bend

dancettee ar. three mullets sa.
(co. Lincoln).
Per bend vert and gu. on a fesse
dancettee ar. three martlets sa.

Craycroft

Craycroft.

Per pale vert and gu. on a bend indented ar.
three crows (another, martlets) sa.
Craye (Wickford, Isle of Ely). Ar. betw. two cottises
three greyhounds courant in bend sa. all betw. as many
eagles displ. of the last.
griffin's

many

head

Crayford

Crest

— Out of a ducal coronet

or,

a

ar. collared of the first.

SeeCBAFOBo.
(confirmed to Michael Creagh.
(Kent).

Esq., of Dublin).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three laurel branches vert on a chief
many bezants. Crest A horse's head erased ar.

—

az. as
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bezants.

Crest

—A

horse's head couped ar. betw.

two laurel branches ppr.

Creag'he

(Castle Park, co. Tipperary).

Same Arms and

Cbeaob, of Dublin.

Crealock, or Crealocke

(Langerton, parish of Littleham,
CO. Devon, a family living there since the end of the 17th
century many members of the family are buried in the old
Norman church of Littleham. William Ckealock, Esq., of
Langerton, m. 1786, Ja)<e, dau. and heir of Kev. J. Spille*,
by Mabt his wife, dau. and heir of the Rev. Edwabd
Stbaduno, descended from the Stbadlings of St. Donata,
CO. Glamorgan, and had one son, William Belton Cbsalock,
Esq., of Langerton, who vi. 18'28, Anne, only dau. and heir
of Thomas Swain, Esq., of Canonbury House, co. Middlesex,
and had issue inter alios Henbt Hope Cbealoce, C.B.,
colonel in the army). Quarterly, Ist, az. a chev. chequy ar.
and sa. betw. three garbs or, a bordure embattled of the
second, Cbealock; 2nd, per fesse ar. and sa. a horse
salient counterchanged, Spilleb; 3rd, paly of six ar. and

az. on a bend gu. three cinquefoils or, Stradling
4th, ax.
a chev. betw. three pheons or, on a chief gu. as many
maidens' heads couped ppr. crined of the second, Swain.
Crest
A griffin's head erased sa. beaked or, langued gu.
transfixed by a sword fessewise ppr. the hilt resting on the
wreath, in the beak a sprig of laurel, also ppr. .Motto—
;

—

Deo

et gladio.

Creamer

Ar. three wolves' heads erased sa. on

(Seche).

chief gu. as

Crean.
Crean.

many

cinquefoils or.

See O'Cbean.
Ar. a chev. gu. on a chief az. three crescents of tho
field.
Crest
A water bouget az.
Creasy. Or, five escallops in cross gu. Crest A greyhound'!
sa.
collared
ar.
head
Crebott (Sussex). Or, a fesse brettessed gu.
Creek. Ar. a heron volant az. membered or, betw. three

—

escallops gu.

—

Crest

—A swan

ar.

Crecroft.

See Ceacboft.
Gu. a maunch and band ar.
Gu. a cross engr. or.
Credy (co. Devon). Az. six mascles disjoined ar.
Cree (granted 6 April, 1786, to Jobn Cbeb, of Marylebone,
Middlesex, formerly of Calcutta^ Ar. three, olive branches
slipped ppr. on a chief gu. a ship in full sail of the second
betw. two bezants. Crtst A dexter hand holding a civic
crown ppr. Motto The Beward of Integrity.
Creed (Sanun, co. Wilts, granted 4 June, 1663). Erm. on a

Crecy.
Creoy.

—

—

chev. engr. sa. three leopards' faces or.
Erm. on a chev. sa. cotised gu. betw.
(London).
three estoiles of the last as many leopards' faces or. Crest
A dove with an olive branch ppr.
Creed. Same Arms, the field ar. Crest A d4?ml wolf
reguard. erminois holding in the dexter paw an estoile gu.
Creed. Per pale sa. and gu. on a chev. engr. per pale or,

Creed

—

—

and erm. three leopards' faces of the second. Crest— On an
oak branch vert a dove ar. with a sprig in his beak ppr.
charged on the breast with a cross pattee gu.
Creed (All Saints, Barnwell, co. Northampton. Arms from
the monument of Dobotht, dau. of John Cbeed, Esq., of
Oundle, ob. 1714). Az. a chev. betw. three swans ar.
Creeton. Ar. a lion ramp. vert. Ciei,t—A dragon pass,
vomiting

fire, all

ppr.

Creevey.
Crest— A

Crefe3^.

dancettee or, three ravens ppr.

Craycroft

Creag'h

as

;

Crawfurd

—

co. Clare).
Same as Cbeaob, of Dublin.
(Newcastle-on-Tyne, granted 3 March, 1684-5). Ar.
a chev. gu. betw. three laurel branches vert on a chief iz.

Crest as

ports gu.

field.
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BA

Ar. fretty sa. in each interstice a crescent gu.
griffin sejant per pale ar and sa. winged or.
Sa. on a fesse dancettee ar. three mullets of tho

field.

Oreflet.

Orefton.
Cregroe.

many

Sa. a fesse dancett^ between three mullets ar.
Gu. a saltire engr. ar.
Az. on a chev. betw. three falcons volant or, as

plates.

Crest

— An

arm

in

armour embowed cut

below the wrist holding in the hand an arrow.
Fortuna audaces juvat.

off

Motto—

—

Cregoe (Trewithian, co. Cornwall). Same Arms. Crest
An arm embowed In armour cut oft below the wrist and

dropping blood, in the hand an arrow. Motto— ¥ortana
audaces juvat, timidosque repellit.
Crehall, or O'Crehall (Ireland). Or. two bars az.
Crehington. Erm. (another, ar.) on a bend gu. three
cinquefoils or.

A

A

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

C E E
Creich.,

or Creigh

(Scotland).

Or, two bars

sa. bctw. six

martlets az. two, two, and two.
Creiglltoil (Frendraughf). See Crichto.v.
Creigrhton (Fun. Ent. of Mart, eldest dau. and co-heir of
George Creighton, d. 2 Dec. 1669, wife of Randall Adams,
Esq., of Ledwichstown, co. AVestmeath). Ar. a lion ramp.
and a border engr. az.
Creke (Cartling, co. Cambridge). Gu. a maunch within an

—

CreU
In a crescent ar. a bundle of
headed and barbed ar. tied with a ribbon gu.
Creke. Or, a fesse vaire of the fiist and gu.
Crekellayd, or Creykland. Ar. a fesse bctw. three
horses' heads couped sa. bridled or.
Creketlaid. Same Arms.
Creketofte. Az. on a cross ar. five escallops gu.
Creketot. Fusily, or and sa. Crest—A stag's head erased
orle of fleurs-de-lis or.

five

arrows

or,

or.

Creking'hani.
torteaux, over

Barry of six ar. and gu. in thief three
a bendlet of the first.
Ar. two bars gu. in chief three torteaux,

all

Crekingliam.

a baton sa.
Creking'liam. Ar. two bars gu. betw. three torteaux, a

over

all

bordure

sa.

Crekington.

Erm. (another,

ar.)

on a bend gu. three

cinquefoils or.

Crektoft. Lozcngy or and sa.
Crelie (Fun. Ent. of James Creue, of TheNewry, co. Down,
who was drowned at Eingsend, Dublin, 2 April, 1618). Gu.

—

a wolfs head erased ar. and a border erm. Crat ^A wolf's
head as in the arms.
Cremer, or Cremor (London and Norfolk). Ar. three
wolves' beads erased sa. on a chief gu. as many cinquefoils
Crest— A ram's head erased, paly of six ar. and
pierced or.
gu. attired of the first.
Cremer. Vert, three eagles displ. ar.

Cremford, or Cramford.
pass, in pale sa.

crowned

Ar. (another, or) two lions

Cremome, Baron, See Dawson.
Creecotir, Creecoxirt, or Creker.
gu.

Creneley.
necks

Gu. a cross or.
Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles

displ.

with two

or.

Gu. a fesse

or,

on a chief of the second three

martlets vert.

Crerfway. Same Anns, a bordure gobonated

Creping (co.

ar.

and

az.

Lincoln). Gu. a lion ramp, (another, salient)
ar. within an orle of billets or.
CrcH A lion pass. ppr.
holding in the dexter paw a crescent ar.
Cresacre (Bamborough, co. York, lords of that place from
temp. Henry III. to Henry VIIL; the heiress m. John More,
Esq. only son of the ever memorable Sir Thomas More). Or,
three lions ramp. gu. Ore.st A cat-a-mountain the origin
of the crest, says tradition, was the circumstance of the
death of Pebcival Cresacre, who, it is asserted, was
attacked and killed by a wild cat from one of the little woods
of Bamborough.
Oresakre, or Cresacre (co. York). Or, three lions
ramp. purp.
Creseley (Morsk). Gu. two bends ar. and a, quarter erm.
Creseley. Ar. three chev. sa.
Oresejrt. Sa. a fesse dancettee betw. three martlets ar.
Orespigmy. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion saliant, in
the dexter base a fer de moulin sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. three
bars ar. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up enn. a gauntlet
ppr. holding a cutlajss ar. hilt and pomel or.
Crespine. Gu. ten lozenges ar. four, three, two, and one.
Crest
A hydra with seven heads vert.
Oressall. Az. on a pile ar. three crescents in pale ppr.
Crest Two lion's paws erased, supporting a bezant.
Crease, or Cressy (Ouldcotts, co. Nottingham). Ar. on a
bend cotised sa. three crescents of the Held. Crest
grifiBn's head couped sa.
Crease. Gu. a chev. compony ar. and or, bctw. seven

—

—

;

;

—

—
—

—

crosses crosslet of the second.

Cressel

(Scadbury, co. Kent).
chaplets or.

a

Sa.

fesse ar. bctw. three

Cressen, or Oresson. Paly of six ar. and sa. a chev. tju.
Cressenbeyn, or Cressenber Tournay). Or, scnxSc of
(

a label of five point.t gobonated ar. and az.
Creasener. Az. on a chief ar. three chaplets gu.
Cressenor, Cresnor, or Cresnall (Morley, co. Norfolk; Suffolk, Essex, and London.
Wii.lia:. Crkssknor,
who was buried at Sudbury, in the l.ittcr county, in 14.')4,
m. Margaret, widow of I>ord Scrope, of Bolton, and dau. of
Balph Nevilc, Earl of Westmorland, K.G.). Ar. on a b.,nd
engr. sa. three crosses crosslct fltcbec or (another, ar.).
trefoilH gu.
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fired ppr.

Cresset.

Ar. a lion pass, in bend sa. depressed by abend gu.
(temp. Henry II.). Ar. a lion ramp.
sa. armed and langucd gu.
Cressey (Owlcottcs, co. Notts. Visit. Notts, and grant by
Flower, Norroy, 1580). Same Arms. Crest—Ovil of a ducal
coronet or, a demi peacock j)pr.

Cressey, or Cressie
double queued

Cressy
Cressy

(Essex). Same Arms, the field or.
(Cressy Hall, CO. Lincoln). SameJrms.

Crest

—Out

a demi eagle displ. ppr.
the Fun. Ent. of Lieut. George Cressy,
buried at St. Michael's, Dublin, 5 March, 1664). Same Anm.
Cressy, or Cres-wrick (Birken, co. York). S.ime Amis.
of a ducal coronet or,

Cressy (Ireland, from
Cressy.

Same Arms, in the dexter canton a cinquefoil gu.
Cressing-liani. Ar. three swans in pale sa. beaked gu.
Crestnox (Attleburgh). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three
crosses crosslet fitch^e or.

Creston

Gu. a

(Norfolk).

saltire engr. ar.

Creston.

—

Same Arms. Crest A lion pass, resting the
dexter paw on a roundle.
Creston. Az. three mullets or, two and one.
Cresty. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lozenges gu.
Crevaquer (of Kent). Gu. a cross, and in dexter chief a
cinquefoil pierced or.

Cres'well

(co.

gemelles sa.

hand

and

Hants, temp. Edward

.Crest

—A

sinister

arm

I.).

Ar. three bars

in chain armour, holding

ppr. a cross bottonee fitchee or.

(Purston,

co.

Northampton.

Arms confirmed

crest granted to Robert Cresswell, Esq. of Purston,

by

Dethick, Garter, 31 Elizabeth).
Az. three plates, each
charged with a squirrel gu. cracking a nut or. Ci-est
branch of a tree barways vert, thereon a squirrel gu.
cracking a nut or, betw. two twigs of hazel of the first,
fructed of the third. Another Crest A Saracen's head ppr.
Cres'well (Ravenstone, co. Leicester). Same Arms and Cregt.
Cres'well (Pinkney Park. Barnehurst, co. Stafford, and
Sid bury, co. Wilts).
Gu. three plates each charged with a
squirrel sejant of the field.
Crest— A Saracen's head ppr.
wreathed about the temples vert and ar. Motto Aut nunquam tentes aut perflce.
Creswell, or Cres'wyll. Ar. on a bend sa. three rams'
heads embossed of the field (another, or.)

—

(Kent).

Cren'way.

—

Cres'well
Ar. a cross voided

See Cbevecour.

Creneker

;

in the

or.

c Bi:

—A

dexter arm embowed and couped, holding three
stalks of wheat.
Cressener (Essex and London presumed to have descended
from the Suffolk family; Elizabeth, dau. of Georoe Cressener, Esq., of London, ))i. Sahuei Tufnell, Esq., of Langleys, CO. Essex).
Aj-ms, &c. as tht preceding.
Cresset (Essex). Ar. a bend gu. in chief a demi lion sa.
Cresset (Upton-Cresset, co. Salop). Az. a cross engr.
within a bordure also engr. or. Ci-est A demi lion ramp,
guard, ar. ducally crowned or, holding a beacon also ar.
Crest

—

—

CresS'well (Cresswell, co. Northumberland, exemplified to
Adpison John Cresswell, Esq., ofCresswell, on his assuming
in right of his wife, Elizabeth Mary Reed, cousin of Johh
Baker, Esq., of Hinton, the additional surname and arms of
Bauer).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erminois three torteaux,
two and one, each charged with a squirrel sejant ar., for
Cresswell
2nd and 3rd, gu. a goat statant armed and
;

crined or, betw. three saltires of the last, for Baker
on a
shield of pretence, Ist and 4th, for Bakeh, as above; 2nd
;

two chcvronels ar. betw. two garbs in chief or,
in base two swords in saltire ppr. pomcis and hilts gold,
for Reed.
CreUs 1st, Cresswell: A mount vert thereon
a torteau charged as in the arms 2nd, Baker A goat's
head erased ar. armed and crined or, gorged with a collar
gemcl and charged on the neck with a saltire gu. Motto

and
and

3rd, az.

—

;

:

—

Cressa nc careat.

Creswick.

Or,

a

lion

ducal coronet or, an

—

ramp, guard, gu. Crest Out of a
in armour, holding in the

arm embowed

hand a dagger ppr.

Creswick

(granted to Henry Cbeswice, Esq., of Hawthorne
House, Melbourne, Australia).
Or, guttee de poix a lion
ramp, double queued sa. bctw. two flaunches vair. Crest—
A lion ramp, double queued sa. guttee d'or supporting a
cadueeus, gold. Motto— l^n right and foar not.
Creswold (Norwich, 1C63). Az. three plates on each a
squirrel sejant gu. cracking a nut or.
Cretins' (Kent;. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets of sis.
points pierteil gu,
Crext
A bear pass, thrust through the
neck with an arrow in bend sinister.
Creting- (Suffolk). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three

—

ogresses.

Creting ; JouN DE Cbetino, was summoned to
Parliament, 1332). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced gu.
(Suffolk).
Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu
Crest
As Cbetino, Kent.

Cretingr (Lord

Cretinge

—

;
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C

Crewse

Cretowne, or Creto'wmes.
all

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. over
a fesse battelly az. within a tordure cngr. gu. (another,

the fesse ragnily).

(Beddinpton House, Surrey, and Howfield, Essex:
the heiress m. West). Gq. a dexter arm issuant from clouds
from the sinister, holding in tho hand a sword erect on the
point three crescents interlaced all ppr., quartering Golds-

Creuze

BOROOGH and Slamet.
(Titbury, co. Stafford ; Joane, dan. of Ckevcube,
of that place, m. Nicholas Bdbton, of same, living 14
Edward II., 1320. Ancestor of Ralph Burton, of Lindesey,

Crevcure

CO. Leicester,

Visit. Leicester,

14 Elizabeth, 1571.

a cross wavy gu.
CreveccBur. Az. a cross fimbriated

1619).

Or,

Orevecoeur, and Creveseur.

Tlie

same Arms.

Crest— A mountain in flames ppr.
Crevit. Sa. a cross dancettee betw. three martlets ar.
Crewe (Crewe, co. Chester From this family descends in tho
female line the present Lord Crewe). Ancient Arms Erm.
Modem Arms Az. a lion ramp. ar. Crest Out
fretty gu.
of a ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb. ar. armed gu.
Crewe (Nantwich, Pulcroft, Holt, and Aston, co. Chester).
Same as Ckewe, of Crewe.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. Crest
Crewe (Lord Creice of Stem, extinct 1721, descended from Sir
of
Speaker of the House of
Ceewe,
Knt.,
Stene,
Thomas
Commons, temp. James I., 2nd son of John Cbewe, Esq., of
Supporters
Nantwich). Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Dexter, a lion ar. gorged with a collar az. charged with
cinquefoils
or
sinister,
a
griffin
sa. wings in
or
three roses
Crest— Same as
dorso erected ar. beak and fore legs or.
Cbewe, of Crewe.
Crewe (Calke Abbey, co. Derby, bart., created 1626
descended from Sir John HABPtm, 4th bart. of Calke Abbey,
CO. Derby, who m. Kathebine, dau. and coheir of Thomas,
2nd Lord Crewe of Stene ; the great grandson of this marriage.
Sir Henby Habpoe, 7th bart. of Calke Abbey, assumed the
name of Cbbwe, by royal Ucence 1808). Quarterly, 1st and
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp.
4th, az. a lion ramp. ar.
within a bordure engr. sa.
tt-ests
1st: Out of a ducal
A boar pass, or,
coronet or, a lion's gamb erect ar. 2nd
ducally gorged gu. Motto Degeneranti genus oppi^brium.
:

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

:

—

Crewe (co. Durham). Same Arms and Crest.
Crewe (Baron Crewe, descended from John Opfley

Esq., of

who m. Anne^

dau. and heiress of John
and assumed her family name
Cbewe,
and arms, 1708). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a lion ramp.
ar., for Cbewe 2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross flory az. charged with
Crests
Out of a
a lion pass, or, for Offlet.
1st, Cbewe
ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb erect ar. 2nd, Offlet A
demi Hon ramp, guard, or, holding in the paws a slip of

Madeley, co. Stafford,
Esq., of

Crewe

Hall,

—

;

:

;

:

—

Supporters Dexter, a lion ar. collared az.
thereon three roses sinister, a griffin sa. wings elevated ar.
Motto Sequor nee inferior.
Crewe (Pen-y-bryn, co. Montgomery). See Cbewe-Beao.
Crewe (London). Same Arms as Cbewe, of Crewe.
Cre'we. Same Arms, the lion charged on the shoulder with
a mullet pierced sa. for diff.
Crew (Ireland; Fun. Ent. of Blanch Cbewe, d. 1620). Same
Arms, the lion erm. charged on the shoulder with a martlet
olive ppr.

;

beaked and legged gu.

gu. for

—

diff.

Crewell.

Barry wavy of eight sa. and ar. on a fesse
gu. three broad arrows paleways or.
Crewenliall (John de Cbewenhall, co. Warwick, fifth in
descent from Cbewenhall, of Crewenhall, temp. Henry III.,
Dugdale). Barry nebulee ar. and sa. of eight on a fesse
gu. three broad arrow heads or.

Crewes

(Liskerd and St. Garons, co. Cornwall. Founded by
of Anthont Cewse, of Liskerd, who came
from Cruse Morchard, co. Devon Inq. post mort., 24 Elizabeth, 1581. Visit. Cornwall 1620). Arms same as Cbewse,

John Crwse, son

;

Devon.

Crewker.

Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets sa. (another adds
a bordure of the second).
Crewkerne (Childhay, co. Dorset. Quartered by Le
MoTNE or MoNKE, of Powdridge, co. Devon, ancestor of the
DKke of Albemarle, William Le Motne, living 3 Henry V.'
1424, TO. Christian, dau. and heir of John Cbewkerne, of
Childhay.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. on a chev. betw, three
bugle horns sa. as many cross crosslets fitch^e of the field.
Crewkerne (Fun. Ent. of Capt. Henby Creweebne, d. Feb.
1654).
Ar. a chev. betw. three bugle horns sa.
Crews (Fotheringham, co. Northampton, and Cruse Morchard, CO. Devon). See Crdwts.
Crewse. Ar. a bend colised betw. four birds volant ar.
,
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—

;

three crosses pattee fitch^e or.

Criehe (London and

Oxford granted 1649). Erm. on a pale
three crosses formee fitch^e or, a mullet for diff. Crest
demi lion erm. crowned or, holding a cross fonn^e
fitchee of the last.
Criche. Sa. a chev. betw. two crescents in chief, and a
;

sa.

—

.\

pelican vulning itself in base, or.
(Earl of Enu). Ar. a lion ramp. az.

Crichton

—

armed and

langued gu. Crest A dragon's head, couped, vert, emitting
Supporters Two lions
flre from the mouth and ears ppr.
az. each crowned with an earl's coronet, ppr. Motto God
send grace.
Crichton (that ilk, co. Edinburgh; Lord Crichton and
Vcscount Frendraugkt ; the last Lord Frendraught joined
James II. in France, was attainted in 1690, and d. s. p. in
1698). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp. az. armed
and langued gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire and chief az.
over all on an escutcheon az. three stars ar. within a double
Crest
tressure flory counterfiory or.
A dragon spouting
out fire ppr. Supporters Two lions az. armed and crowned

—

—

;

—

—

or.

Crichton

(Sanquhar, Earl of Dumfries, a cadet of the noble
House of Fbendeadght, E w represented by the Marquess of
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp, az., for
Bute).
Crichton; 2nd and 3rd, az.. three water budgets or, for
Vallange. Crest A dragon vert, crowned and spouting
out fire or. Supporters Two lions az. crowned or. Motto
^'

—

—God send

—

grace.

Crichton Stuart (Marquess of Bute). See Stdabt.
Crichton (Brunston, Scotland), Ar. a lion ramp. az. armed
and langued gu. within a bordure cngr. of the second.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Caimes, Scotland).
Cbichton 2nd and 3rd, gu. three martlets or, for Caibnes.
Crichton (Cranston, Scotland; descended of Frendraught).
Or, a lion ramp. az. within a bordure gu.
Crichton (Crawfordstoun). Quarterly as Earl of Dumfries
Crest
A dragon's head vert
within a bordure engr. az.
God send grace.
spouting out fire ppr.. Motto
Crichton (Woodhouselee). Ar. a lion ramp. az. within a
bordure gu. Crest ^A camel's head and neck couped ppr.
Motto Perseverantia.
Crichton (London, 1770). Ar. a lion ramp. az. within a
bordure invecked vert. Crest A mastiff dog standing in a
watching posture ppr. Motto Fidelis.
Crichton (Innerneity, Scotland). Erm. a lion ramp. az.
Crichton (Ruthven, Scotland). Ar. a lion ramp. az. on a

Crichton

;

—

—

—

—

—

Ar. a bend sa.

Crewenhall.

CO.

RI

—

or.

Or, (another, ar.) a cross

voided gu.

Crevequer, and Creverquere.

c

Devon). Az. a bend per bend dancettee gu. and
ar. betw. two escutcheons or.
Cre^vys (quartered by Pbowze, of London, descended from
Prowze, of Cornwall. Visit. London, 1568). Az. a bend
per bend indented gu. and ar. betw. six escallops or.
Grey (Kent). Gu. a cross cngr. or, over aU a bend az.
Crey. Gu. a cross engr. or.
Crey. Erm. a cross gu. fretty of tlio first.
Crejrfeyt. Sa. on a fesse dancettee ar. three mullets gu.
Creyke (Marton and Eawcliffe. co. York, descended from
Sir Walter de Creyke, Governor of Berwick, 1340). Per
fesse ar. and sa. a pale and three ravens (called Creykes in
the old language of Yorkshire) counterchanged, quartering
Egglinton and Arden. Crest On a garb or, a raven ppr.
Creythorns. Az. five chevroncls or.
Criall. Or, two chevronels gu. on a canton of the last a key
of the first. Crest
Out of a mural crown a demi-lion ramp.
guard, gu. holding betw. his fore gambs a key or.
Criche (co. Derby, temp. Edward II. Cornelius Ckiche, the
last of the family, d. 1789, aged 101).
Erm. on a pale sa.
(co.

—

chief of the last three lozenges of the
ar.

Motto

Crichton
lion

Crest

az.

—A pillar

a cadet of Ruthven). Ar. a
armed and langued sa. in chief two martlets

(Easthill, Scotland

ramp.

first.

— Stand sure.
:

—

God me guide.
Vert, a cross couped and pierced
Crest
A lion pass,
or, on a chief ar. three crescents gu.
guard, az.
Crickett (Blackmore, co. Essex). Ar. three drakes' beads
A drake's head erased ppr.
erased ppr. Crest
Crickman. Ar. a fesse quarterly az. and gu. betw. three
mascles (another mullets) sa. Crest .A stag lodged ppr.
Cridland (co. Somerset). Erm. on a chev. gu. three roses
ar.
Crest
Two dext«r hands conjoined, issuing from clouds
gu.

Crest, as the last.

Motto

Cricket, or Crickett.

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Criell.
Criell.

Per

fesse or

and gu. three annulets coimterchanged.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three fleuis-de-lis ar. as

mullets of the

first.

Criell. Gu. a chief or.
Criell, or Gryll. Gu. three bends or.
Criell, or Kerriell. Same as Criol, of Albury.

many

—

A

Orierie, or Kriery

(Scotland). Per saltire erm. and az.
and base a crescent gu. in the flaunches a mullet
Motto—
Crest— A beehive sa. with bees volant or.

in chief
ar.

Indusiria.

Criketot

Edward I.). Lozengy or and sa.
See Cbickman.
Az. on a bend ar. five escallops gu.

Orest

—

demi unicorn az.
Crimes (Buckland Wonachorum, co. Devon. Visit. 1620).
Or, three bars gu. charged with as many martlets ar. on a
Crest
A martlet.
chief of the last two bars nebulee az.

—

Oringran, Crinan, or Orinzian

Ar.
(Dumfriesshire).
two halbcrta endorsed gu. in the middle fesse point three

—

Crest
A dexter arm in
arrows paleways in fesse sa.
armour embowed, holding a dagger bendways, point downwards ppr. Motto Subito.
Orink, or Croke (Scotland). Gu. on a bend ar. three

—

shields sa.

Criol

(Kent).

Criol

(Kent).

Ar. a chev. debruised of

Per

fess (another,

abend and a canton

per chev.) or and ga.,

three annulets counterchanged.
Criol (Albury, co. Hertford). Or, two chev. gu. a canton of
the second.
Crioll (Croxton). Ar. two chev. and a canton gu.
Crioll, or Eeriell (co. Leicester). Ar. two chev. and a

bordure gu.

Crioll, or
Crest

EerioU.

— A mullet

Ar. three chev. and a canton gu.
environed with clouds ppr.
(Ireland).
Ar. six mascles three, two,

Crlpis, or Crispe
and one

a label of three points gu.
(co. Oxford).

az.,

Cripping', or Cropping:

Chequy or aqd
az. three crescents gu.
Crippis. Or, on a chev. gu. three horseshoes ar.
Cripps (Ilomestall, co. Sussex; granted 25 July, 1662). Or,
on a chev. vert five horseshoes ar.

Same Anns.

Cripps.

Crest

— An arm

in

armour embowed,

holding a scimetar ppr.

Cripps

(Cirencester).

Same Arms.

Crest

—An

ostrich's

head erased, gorged with a ducal coronet, holding a horseshoe in

its bill, all

ppr.

Crips

(Northens, co. Northampton. Ulster's GflBce). Az.
three bucks trippant two and one or.
Crisp. Or, on a chev. sa. five horseshoes ar.
Crispe (Queeks and Clive Court, in Than6t, co. Kent, of
which family was Sir Henry Cbispe, Knt., of Queekes, a man
of great note temp. Henry VIII.).
Erm. a fesse chequy ar.
and sa. quartering or, on a chev. sa. five horseshoes gold,
another coat of Crispe. Crest— K cameleopard ar. pellettee,

and

collared

Crispe

lined or.

(Copcote, co. Oxford, where the family were seated

for seven generations at Visit.

chequy

ar.

Crispe
field.

and

—A

Crest

and lined

Erm. a

fess

on a chev.
cameleopard ar.
Or,

sa. five

horseshoes of the

pellettee, attired, collared

or.

horseshoes

Vert, on a chev. ar. five (another, three)

sa.

(Kent).

Ar. on a bend sa. three horseshoes of the

field.

Crispe (Hammersmith,

co. Middlesex, hart.

extinct 1749.
;
Sir Nicholas Crispe, was distinguished for the services he
rendered to the royal cause during the civil war). Ar. on a
chev. sa. five horseshoes or.
Crest
A cameleopard or,

—

and collared of the first, lined ar.
(London). Same Arms and Crest.
Crispe. Erm. a fesse compony sa. and ar. on a chief of the
second three martlets or.
Crispie. Gu. on a mount in base ppr. a stag pass. ar. in
chief two mullets or.
Crest— A. lion pass gu. resting his
dexter paw on a bezant ppr.
Crispin (Wallingford, co. Berks, teriip. Henry I.). Barry of
ei([ht ar. and gu., a bordure engr. sa.
Crispin (Wool.ston, co. Devon: the heiress to. Bbadstone).
Gu. ten lozenges ar. four, three, two, and one.
Crispin (Normandy quartered by Helsby of Gatacre, co.
Derby). Barry of eipht ar. and gu.
pellett^r, attired

Crispe

;

Crispin

aialton, co. Hunts). Sa. two arms In fcs.se, habited
ar. Joining the hands i)pr. one issuing from the dexter side,

the other from the sinister, botw. throe crescents of the
second.

Crispin

(Salisbury).

Barry of ten. ar and gu. a bordure

Cristofer. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pineapples vert.
Cristy. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three wells gu (another, of

and Critchlow. Quarterly, gu. and ar. in
the second and third quarter a martlet sa. Crest
A harp

Critchley,

ar.

—

vert.

Critoft (co. Oxford, quartered by Daunset of Brimsop).
Az. on a cross engr. ar. five escallops gu.
Croad, or Croade. Sa. on a chev. betw. three quatrefoils
ar. as many pellets.
Crest
On a cloud a celestial globe ppr.
Croapes (co. Somerset). Ar. six mascles pierced gu. three,

—

two, and one.

Croasdaile.
gu.

Crest

Az. on three chevronels

or, as

many

mulleti

— A demi man in armour, holding a sword ppr.

Croasdaile.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three cocks gu.
cock, as in the arms. Motto —Alert.

—A

Crobber.

a

Crttt

(another, or), in chief three
lozenges (another, fusils) of the second.
Crest On a
winged globe an eagle with wings expanded ppr.
Crocheman. Sa. three cinquefoils betw. eight crosses
Sa.

fesse ar.

—

crosslet fitche ar.

Crocbrod

(cos. Essex and Suffolk).
Or, a saltire ermines
betw. four lions' heads erased sa. Crest A demi boar
ramp, reguard. gu. armed or, pierced through the body
with a broken spear ar. which he has hold of in his mouth.
Crockat, and Crockett (Scotland). Ar. a chev. betw.
three mullets az. Crest
On a rock a solan goose ppr.
Crockatt (Scotland), Ar. a chev. az. betw. three mullets of
the last in chief, and in base a crescent gu. Crest
A dog
sleeping sa. spotted ar. Motto— T&}i tent.
Crocker (co. Devon). See Csoeeb.
Crockett (Little Onn Hall, co. Stafford). Ar. three Cornish
choughs ppr. Crest A Cornish chough ppr. Motto Crow
not, croke not.
Crockford. Az. three trefoils slipped or. Crest A dexter
hand holding a roll of parchment ppr.
Orodake, or Crokedake. Erm. three ogresses.
Croe (Croestoun, Scotland)/ Gu. three buckles or.
Croeker (Hoeknorton, co. Oxford, 1556). Ar. on a chev.
engr. gu. betw. three erows sa. as many mullets pierced or.
Crest
A crow sa. croWhed ar. holding in his beak an ear of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

wheat

or.

Croft

(Croft Castle, co. Hereford, bart.) Quarterly, per fesse
indented az. and ar. in the first quarter a lion pass, guard,
or.
Crest
A wivern sa. vulned in the side gu. Motto—
Esse quam videri.
Croft (Greenham Lodge, co. Berks). Same Arms and Crest.

—

Croft (co Hereford). Same Arms.
Croft (Aldborough Hall, co. York).

Quarterly, indented
erminois and gu. in the first quarter a lion pass, guard, of
the second. Crest
lion
pass,
A
guard, per pale indented
gu. and erminois the dexter fore-paw resting on a shield
quarterly indented, as in the arms.
Motto Esse quam

—

—

Croft

(Dodington, co. Kent, bart.). Quarterly, per fesse
indented or and gu. in the first quarter a lion pass, guard, of
the second. Crests 1st: A lion pass, guard, or, supporting
a shield with the arms of St. George; 2nd: A lion pass,
guard, per pale indented gu. and erminois the dexter fore -paw
resting on an escocheon ar.
Supporters On the dexter side
a lion guard, or, gorged with a wreath of laurel vert, therefrom pendent an escocheon gu. charged with a Tower gold,
and on the sinister a bull sa. horned, crined, hoofed, and
gorged with a ducal crown or, therefrom pendent an escocheon ar. Motto Esse quam videri.
Croft (Dalton, co. Lancaster; Mabel, dau. and heiress of
James Cboft, ih. Piebs Legu, of Lyme). Bendy lozengry,

—

—

—

ar.

and

Croft

and

heads.
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sa.

Creit—K hydra

vert,

with seven

sa.

Tuomas Cboft, of that place,
great grandson of William Cboft, living 28 Henry VIII.,
living
Visit,
of
was
there at
the co. 1619). Lozengy ar. and
Crest
az.
A wyvern's head couped.
Croft (Stillington Hall, co. York). Quarterly, indented or
and gu. in the first quarter a lion ramp, guard, sa. Cce-it
a lion pass, guard, sa. supporting with the dexter paw an
escutcheon pean, charged with a lion pass, guard or.
Croft (Hutton Busccl, co. York). Same Anus, quartering
(Pickleton, co. Leicester.

—

Bowes.

Croft.
Croft.

Croft

ensfr. sa.

Crispin. Barry bendy ar. and gu. counterchanged.
Crispin, or Crispine.
Barry and lozengy counterchanged

Ar. a cross flory gu.
See Christmass.

Cristmass.

videri.

(Kent).

Crispe

1634).

sa.

(Kent).

Crispe

Oxon,

Crispin.

the second).

{temp.

Crikram.
Criktoft.

CBO
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Paly of eight lozengy ar. and sa.
Fiisily ar.

(Ireliind).

and

sa.

Vert, a chev. betw. three cross crosslets

or.

Croftes

by Neville of Holt, co. Leicester.
Lozengy ar. and sa.
Crofton (Baron Crofton). Per pale indented or and az. a
(quartered

Visit. 1619).

A

CRO

—
—

wheat
Cj-e!'t
A
lion pass, guard, counterchangcd.
Dexter, a lion
Supporters
(seven ears on one stalk) or.
Dat
sinister, a stag ppr. armed and hoofed or. Mottoes
az.
Deus incrementum, and (over the crest) Pro patria et rege.
Same
Arms,
bart.).
Crofton (Mohill House, co. Leitrim,
Crest, and Motto.
Crofton (Lonjribrd House, co. Sligo, hart.). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.
Crofton (Lakefield, co. Leitrim). Same Anns, Crest, and
stalk of

—

;

Motto.

Per pale dancettee or and az. a lion pass, guard.
counterchanged. Crest Out of a mount vert six ears of
wheat or, hladed ppr.
Crofton. Per pale indented az. and or, a lion pass, guard.
counterchanged, on a chief ar. a rose hetw. two fleurs-de-lis

Crofton.

—

KU.

Crofts (Cheshire). Lozengy
Crofts (Saxham and West
bulls'

heads cabossed

armed

sa.

ar.

and

sa.

Stow, co. Suffolk). Or, three
Orest—A. bull's head cabossed sa.

—

—

—

in the second quarter a lion pass. or.

Crofts

(Westminster, granted 1772). Lozengy ar. and pean.
CreH A dragon's head vert, charged with three erm. spots.
Crofts (Dalton, co. Lancaster). Bendy lozengy ar. and sa.
Crofts (CO. York). Ar. on a bend sa. a quatrefoil or, betw.
two escallops of the first.
Crofts (co. York). Or, a buglehom sa.
Crofts (granted US July, 1709). Gu. a bend crenellee or,
betw. two bucks' heads cabossed ar. attired of the second.
Crest
On a chapeau az. turned up erm. an eagle's neck,
with two heads erased sa. gorged with an eastern crown or.

—

—

Or, three bulls' heads

couped

sa.

Crest

— A talbot

sejant erm.

Crcf ts.

Quarterly, az. and ar. a fesse counterchanged, in
quarter a lion pass. or.
Gu. on a chev. av. three cinquefoils pierced az.
Crogen-yn-Edeirnion, co. Merioneth, and 3ranasyn-Edeirnion, early barons of (their heiress, Margaret,
liaroness of Cregen and Branas, living under age 44 Kdward
111., m. levan. Baron of Kymmer-yn-Edeirnion,
derived
from Owen Bropyntyn, Lord of Edeirnion, Dinmail, and
Abertanat, son of Madoc, last Prince of Powys-Fadoc).
Ar, a Uon ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
Crogr, Croge, or Ciogg. Sa. a fesse or, betw. in chief
three crosses crosslet of the last and in base as many mullets
ar.
Crest— A cross moline betw. two ears of wheat, orleways, or.
Croge, or. Ciogg, Sa. on a fesse betw. three mullets
pierced ar. as many crosses crosslet (another, botonn^e) gu.
Crogre. Sa. on a fesse or, betw. three crosses crosslet fitch^e
ar. as many mullets gu.
Crest
A crescent gu. charged
with an estoile ar.
the

first

Crofts.

—

Croisse
Croissy

(Ireland).
Az. two bends betw. six escallops ar.
Gu. a cross or. in the dexter chief a lion ramp,
supporting an anchor with cable of the second.
Croke (Chilton and Chequers, co. Bucks, and Studley and
Waterstock, co. Oxford, descended from Nicholas le
Blocnt (brother to Sir Thomas Blodnt, summoned to Par-

hament

who, having taken an active part in the
insurrection to restore Richard 11. to the throne, was outlawed and forced to fly the kingdom. On his return to
En;;land, Nicholas le Blount is stated to have change i
his surname to that of Ckoke, and fron? him derived the
family of that name, of which were Sir John Crokc of
Chilton, Speaker of the House of Commons temp. Elizabeth;
and Sir Georue Croke" of Studley, an eminent Judge in the
reign of Charles I.). Gu. a fesse betw. six martlets ar.
Crest
Two swans' necks indorsed and interlaced, issuing
out of a crescent all ar. and holding in their beaks an annu1326),

—

let

Croke

(Marston, co. Oxford. 'Dnton Cboke. fourth son of
Sir John Ckoke, Justice of the King's Bench temp. James 1.
m. Anne, dau. and heir of Bichasd Horb, Esq., of Marston.
Same Arms and Ci-est quartering ar.
"Visit. Oxon, 1634).
on a fess nebulee az. betw. three annulets gu. six bezants.
Croke, or Crooke. Same Arms (without the quartering).
A celestial and terrestrial globe ppr.
Cre-t
Croke. Gu. on a fess betw. three martlets ar. a crescent of
the field.
Croke (Ireland). Sa. a maunch or, issuing therefrom a
hand ar. holding a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Croken (Ireland). Ar. five torteaux three and two in base a
rose gu. on a chief of the last a lion pass, of the first.
Croker, or Crocker (Croker's Hele, and Crokem Tor,
by marriage with
CO. Devon, afterwards of Lineham,
the heiress of Chcscbill; the genealogy of Cbokes of
Lineham is accurately recorded by Prince, Bisdon, and
Pole, and exhibits a descent of no less than eleven
the
John Crokers in almost uninterrupted succession
:

—

:

male of the elder branch was Cocrtenai Crokeb,
whose only dau. and heir, Mart, carried the estate of
Lirteham into the family of Bclteel. The male line was
however preserved by ihe descendants of Thomas Croker, of
Tre villas, second son of the eighth John Ceokeb of Lineham;
Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.
tee Croker, of Ballynagarde).
three ravens ppr. Some of the name, settled in Cornwall,
called the birds "Cornish choughs," but this is either an
Croker of Lineham, always bore
error or a difference.
"three ravens," and, having obtained Lineham by marriage
with the heiress of Churchill, quartered sa. a lion ramp,
The Visit, of Devon, 1620, gives the
ar. for that name.
additional quarterings of Michael and Dawnet to John
Croker, then of Lineham, viz., sa. a chev. betw. three
and, ar. on a chev. cottised az. three cinqueescallops ar.
foils or. The general crest of the family of Croker is a raven
Edward I"V. granted to Sir John Croker, who acppr.
companied him as cup and standard bearer in his expedi" A drinking cup or, with
tion to France in lilb, for Crest
three fleurs of the same issuing therefrom and charged with
a rose gu." Mottoes— Dens alit eos, and Je tiendray ma
last

or.

{Lord Crofts of Saxham, created a peer 1658, extinct
1677). Sa.me Arms anil Crest.
Crofts (Velvetstown, and Castle Wrixon, co. Cork). Same
Arms. Crest A bull's head cabossed sa. armed or, thereon
a chev. or. Motto Virtute et fldelitate.
Crofts (Churchtown, co. Cork, borne by Freeman W.
Cbofts, Esq.). Same Arms, Ci-est, and Motto.
Crofts (cos. Hereford and Salop). Quarterly, per fesse indented az. and ar. in the chief dexter quarter a lion pass,
guard, or. Crest A wivern with wings expanded sa. (another, the wivem az. with wings endorsed; another^ a lion
pass, guard, or).
Crofts (co. Norfolk). Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and
ar. in the first quarter a lion ramp, of the second.
Crofts (co. Salop). Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and az.
in the first quarter a lion pass, guard, ar.
Crofts (co Salop). Quarterly, per fess indented ar. and az.

Crofts

Crofts.

CBO

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Esq.,

;

—

puissance par ma fui.
(Ballynagarde, co. Limerick, descended from Thomas
Croker, Esq., of Trevillas. co. Cornwall, who acquired an
estate in Ireland in 1600
he was second son of the eighth
John Crokeb, Esq., of Lineham). Same Arms, Ctut, and
Motto.
Crofton (Dublin, a branch of Ballynagarde, an heiress of
which, Anne Crokeb, m. Sir Edward Cbokton, Bart., and
was created Baroness Crofton, 1797. To this branch belonged Thomas Crofton Cbokeb, F.S.A., the Writer).
Same Ai~ms, &c., as Ballynagarde.
Croker (Tallow, co. Waterford, descended from the foreOf this line was the Kigbt Hon. John Wilson
going.
Crokeb, M.P. for Down Patrick 1808 to 1832, a Priry
Councillor for Ireland). Same Ai-ms, Crest, and Motto.
Croker (St. Agnes, co. Devon). Same Arms. Crest—
flower resembling a rose standing in a flower- pot ppr.
Croker (Hooknorton and Sandford, co. Oxford, granted by
Hervey, Norroy, 1506, to John Cbokeb, Esq., of that place,
d. 6 March, 1668, he was son of Thomas Croker, Esq,, of
Ffaringdon, co. Berks. Visit. Oxon). Ar. on a chev. engr.
gu. betw. three ravens ppr. as many mullets or. Crest— A.
raven ppr. ducally gorged or, holding in the beak an ear ol
wheat of the last.
Croker (London and Batisford, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a
chev. engr. sa. betw. three ravens ppr. as many escallops
or.
Crest— An arm embowed in armour garnished or, holding in the hand an amchor all ppr.
Croker. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses gu.
Crokes (quartered by Williamson, of Tusmore, co. Oxford.
Visit. Oxon). Ar. a fesse engr. erm. betw. three eagles

Croker

:

displ. or.

Crokine (Ireland).
Crokey (Yorkshire,

Per pale ar.
on a chev. three' escallops all counterchanged. Crut
head sa. erased gu.
Crole. Vert a unicorn pass. ar. armed, crined, and unguled
CreH A unicorn's
or, betw. three mascles of the last.
head erased ar. armed and crined or, betw. two elephants'

and

—A

sa.

lion's

—

trunks

24.0

sa.

—

of ten ar. and sa. Creit A wolf pass. sa.
Vert a cross botonnee ar. on a chief of the last
a lion pass. gu. Crest An eagle displ. gu. Another Crest —
A demi lion ramp, guard, or, holding a fleur-de-Us gu.
Crombwell. Az. a lion ramp, tail forked ar. crowned or.
Crome (London). Lozengy gu. and or.

Crolly.

Gyronny

Crombie.

Crome.

gu.

Ar. a cross moline gu.
confirmed 4 June, 1406).

—

Az. a chev. betw. three

saltires engr. or.

AA

C

Crome (Ockingham,

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

RO

co. Berks,

and Bromton,

dexter

—

Crompton (Duffield

Hall, co. Derby, descended from ,Tobn
Cbompton, uncle of Sir Samuel Crompton, Bart.). Same
Amis, CreH, and Motto.

paw a

fleur-de-lis as in the arms.
(Mayden-Early, co. Berks). Same

Arms

(the chev.

plain).

Crome, or Crom.ey.

Az. three leopards' faces in bend

Cromb, Croume, or Coune.

Lozcngy or and gu.
Cromeley, or Crom.elyii (quartered by Russell and
Winter, J!arl. MSS. 10-13). Az. three fishes naiant in pale
or.

Crom.er

(Tunstall Court, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. cngr. sa.
betw. three ravens (or crows) ppr.
Same Arms, the chev. charged with
(London).
three annulets of the field.
Crom.er (Xorfolk). Or, (another, ar.) a chev. engr. gu.
(another, az.; another, barry wavy of six ar. and az.) betw.
three ravens ppr.
Cromer. Or, a chev. vair betw. three crows sa. Crest
crow as in the arms.
Cromer. Ar. three wolves' heads erased sa. on a chief gu.
as many cinquefoils or. Crest A ram's head coupcd gu.

Cromer

—

—

Cromer.
ar.

ar.

Gu. three pieces of masts couped, with the tops

two and one.
Az. a chev.betw. three saltorels or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased,

Cromie

sa.

extinct 1841).
(Stacumbrie, co. Kildare, bart.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. la chief two acorns with a leaf at
each side of their stems ppr. and in base as many roses gu.
on a chief of augmentation az. three stars or, for Cbomie ;
2nd and 3rd, az. three cinquefoils ar., for Lambart. Supporters Two Romans in complete armour, the feathers of
their helmets gu. and ar. alternately. Crests— 1st, Cbomie
;

—

:

dexter hand palm extended ppr.
A
2nd, Lambabt
centaur with bow and arrow ppr. the equestrian part grey.

A

:

;

— Labor omnia vincit.

Cromie (Ireland).

Ar. a pale bretessed sa. three torteaux in
pale on each side. Crest
A dexter hand holding a cross

—

crosslet fitchee in pale.

Cromtling'ton.

Barry of

and

az.

in chief three

Cromlyn.

Az. three salmons naiant, in pale, or.
fawn's head cabossed or.

Crommelin (Lisbum, co.

Crest

—

Antrim, confirmed by Fortescue,

arms of Nicholas Crommelin, Esq., of Lisbum,
descended from a French family, who left their native land on
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes). Az. on a chev.
betw. two martlets in chief respecting each other, and one in
base ar. a trefoil slipped vert. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet
or, a swan rising ppr.
Crommelin (De la Chebois Crommelin, Carrowdore
Castle, CO. Down, exemplified to Samuel De La Chebois,
Esq., of Lisbum, co. Antrim, also of a French refugee family,
upon his assuming by royal licence in 1809 the additional
surname and arms of Crommelin).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, as above, for Crommelin
2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev.
betw. three mullets in chief one and two or, and an anchor
In base ar., for De La Cheroih. Crests
1st, Crommelin,
Same as the last; 2nd, De La Chebois, An anchor uz.
Motto Fac et_spera.
Crompe (Stonelinch, co. Sassex). Gu. (another, sa.) a
chev. betw. three quatrefoils or. Crest
Three quatrefoils
1S08, as the

;

—

—

—

and leaved vert.
Gu. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils

erect, or, stalked

Crom.pe.

A cat ramp.

Crompe

ar.

Crest

—

Az. a chev. betw. three

cinqufifoils or.

Crompe.

See Cbchpe.
(Crompton, co. Liincaster, allowed as an e.scutchcon of pretence, to Hyde of Denton, in the Visit, of lOO).
Gu. a fessc wavy, betw. three lions ramp. or.
Crompton (Hacking Hall, and Brcightmet, co. Lancaster,
represented in the female line by Obmebod of Tyldcsley),

Crompton

Same

Arnit.

Crompton
toa).

(DrifBeld, co. York, represented

by Lord

Lylltl-

(Stafford Priory, Stone Al)bcy,

and Hilcot, co.
Arms, originally as

and Bache Hall, co. Chester).
of Crompton, but by grant of Flower, Norroy, in
1580: Ar. on a chief vert, three pheons or. Crest
Out of
a mural crown gu. a seahorse's head or, mane ar.

Stafford,

Crompton

—

Crompton

(Woodcnd, CO. York, bart. extinct; descended
from Abraham Cbompton, settled in co. Derby, son of Rev.
John Crompton, who rf. I6G9). Vert, on a bend ar. double
cotiscd erm. betw. two covered cups or, a lion pass. gu. on a
:
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herself ppr.

Cromwell (Lord

Cromwell and Earl of Ardglasi. Gbegoei
Cbomwell, son of Tho.mas, Earl of Essex (attainted 1539) was
created a peer of England 1540. The 4th Lord Cromtoell
became Earl of ArJglass ir« Ireland 1645 earldom extinct
1687. Quarterly, per fesa indented or and az. four lionis
pass, counterchanged.
Crest — On a chapeau gu. turned up
:

erm. a pelican

or,

guttee az. vulning herself ppr.

—Two buUs gu. winged ar. crincd and

Supporters

hoofed or.

Motto-

Semi mortuus qui timet.
Huntingdon. Wobgan Williams, of Welsh descent, bad a son Sir Richabd Williams,
Knt., who at the desire of Henry VIII. and in consequence
of some family connection with Cbomwell, Earl of Essex,
assumed the name of Cbomwell. Sir Bicuard Williams,
alias Cromwell, was great grandfather of Oliver Cromwell
the Protector, whose last male descendant, Oliver CbomWELL, Esq., of Cheshunt Park, d. 1821, leaving an only dau.
Elizabeth OuvERiA, m. 1831, Thomas Artcmidorus Russell,
Esq.). Sa. a lion ramp, ar., being the coat of Williaub.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexterpaw a gem
ring or. Mottoes Mors meta laborum also. Pax quaeritor
bello.
[Vincent, in his Collections for Huntingdonshire,
College of Arms, London, appends this note " Sir Bicuabd

—

co.

—

;

:

"

Cbomwell"

'

the pedigree of

Cbomwell) "ia
Oliver Cromwell, of ever damned memory,

(great grandfather of Oliver

is said to be sonne of Morgan Williams, son of Wm.
" Morgan, of Newcliurche, in the countie of Glamorgan
" (one of the Privy Chamber to H. 7) son of Howell, son of
" Madock, son of Alan, son of Owen, Lord of Kibyor, son of
" Cadogan, son of Blethyn, of Kinwyn, Prince of Powys."]
Cromw^ell, alias Williams. Gu. three chevronels ar.
betw. as many lions rai p. or.
Cromwell (co. Huntin; Ion). Ar. three chevronels gu. over
all as many lions ramp. or.
Cromw^ell (West Hallam and South Wingfield, co. Deiby).
Ar. a chief gu. over all a bend az.
Cromwell. Ar. a griffin segreant gu. over all a bend az.
CromiW^ell. Gu. six annulets or, within a bordurc engr. ar.
Cromwell. Ar. a chief gu. and bend gobonated or and az.
Cromwell. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
'•

Cromwell.

Sa. a bend engr. or, fimbriated ar.
Az. two bendlets ar. betw. three leopards' heads
one in the dexter chief point betw. the bendlets.
Cromy. Az. two bars genielles ar. betw. three leopards'
heads or.
Cron. Gyronny of eight or and sa. on a chief of the second
two leopards' heads of the first. Crest Seven arrows, one
in pale and six in saltire or, barbed gu.
Crone, or Clone. Fusily gu. and or. Crest—1\. demi flsh

Cromy.
or,

—

issuing az.

Ar. a bend betw. three croncls sa.
on a fesse gu. three cronels or.
fesse engr. erm. betw. three eagles displ.
or, as many birds vert.
Crest
An eagle displ. or.
Crook. Or, eight shields in orle sa. Crest A dexter hand
issuing from a cloud in the dexter strctclung towards a ser-

Cronwell. Erm.
Crook. Az. on a

pent, his

head

—

—

erect, all ppr.

—

Crook.

Gu. on a bend ar. three shields sa. Crest An arm
armour embowcd ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Crook (Abram Hall, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend gu. three
ill

roses of the field barbed vert seeded or.

chough

.Same Artns.

Crompton

Sir

Parliament 1308; ill
abeyance since 1471). Or, a chief gu. over all a bend az.
Cromwell (Earl of Ussex. Thomas Cbomwell, son of
Walter Cromwell, a Blacksmith at Putney, was so created
1536, attainted 1539). Az. on a fcsse betw. three lions ramp,
or, a rose gu. betw. two Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest— On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a pelican or, guttee az. vulning
to

Cronall.

sa.

(Maystown, Ireland).

of Tatshall, co. Lincoln.

John de Cbomwell was summoned

'

six, ar.

annulets sa.

See Stansfield.

(Loni Cromwell,

Cromwell (Hinchinbrooke,

Cromer.
Cromer.

Motto

Crompton-Stansfield.

Cromwell

betw. two cotises or.

charged with two palets

BO
—

—

Gu. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crc^t
Out of a mural coronet or, a demi lion sa. holding in the

Crome

C

chief az. three pheons of the fourth. Crest A demi horse
ramp. sa. vulncd in the breast with an arrow shafted or,
feathered ar. Motto Love and loyalty.

co. Middlesex).

Crooko
a

i!lii<f

sa.

Crest

— A Cornish

beaked and legged gu.

(Alderford, co. Norfolk). Ar. a heron rising az. on
iiidcntfd of the second three estoilcsor.

Crooke

(Winchester).
Gu. a saltire erm. betw. four fleursCrest
A fleur-de-lis or, the stem wrapped about
with a snake vert, the bead issuing from the middle of the
de-lis or.

—

lleur-dc-lis.

Crooke

(Crooke Hall, near Chorley,

was Samuix Crooke, Esq.,
three roses of the

first.

co. Lancaster, of

Sheriff 1717).

whom

Ar. on a bend gu.

Crooke.
Crooke.
Crooke.
as many

A2. a fesse engr. erm. betw. three eagles displ.
Az. a bend or, betw. six fleurs-de-lis ar.
Az. on a fesse engr. betw. three eagles displ.

or.

Crooketost, or Creketost. Az. on a

ar.

cross or, Qre escal-

lops gu.

Crookhays

Per pale
(Peryn, co. Cornwall. Visit. 1620).
ar. and sa. on a chev. three escallops all counterchanged.
Crooks. Gu. on a bend or, three shields of the field.
Oi-fst
An elephant quarterly or and vert.
Crooks, or Cracks. Gu. on a bend ar. three shields sa.
Crest A demi leopard ppr.
Crookshank. Or, a quarter sa. three boars' heads couped
counterchanged. Crest A dexter hand holding an ear of

—
—

—

wheat ppr.
Ar. a trefoil slipped vert betw. three boars'
within a bordure engr. of the last. Crest
in the dexter hand a cocoa nut ppr.
Motto Per ardua.
Croome (North Cemey House, co. Gloucester). Gu. a chev.
erm. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest Out of a mural
crown or, a demi lion sa. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-

heads couped

—

sa.

A demi Negro holding

—

—

—

two, and one.
Az. on a mount in base vert a pigeon ar.
Cropall. Ar. a chev. betw. three pheons az.
CrophuHj (an ancient baronial family, Agnes, heiress of Sir
John Cbophull, m. Sir John Pakbe). Ar. a saltire gu.

Crop.

fretty or.

Cambridge).

(co.

Crest

Ar. on a chief gu. three owls of

— A mountain cat pass. erm.

Cropley (Offord-Cluney, co. Huntingdon).
Crest — A cat pass. erm.
Cropley (co. Cambridge, and ClerkenweU,
Same Anns and

Same Arms.

—

—

Cropper

(Bickerstaffe, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a chief sa.
three powtec pigeons of the field. Crest A pigeon as in
the arms.
Cropper (Swaylands, Penshurst, Kent, registered to
Edward Cboppee, Esq., J.P., ofSwaylands). Or, two spears in
saltire az. on a chief dovetailed of the last as many cropper
pigeons of the first. Crest Upon a ro'ck ppr. in front of
two spears in saltire az. a cropper pigeon or. Motto Love
every man, fear no man.
Cropper (Eller Green, Kendall, Westmoreland). The same

—

—

—

Anns.

Cropper (Edwabd Denman THOENBDRon-CROPPEr.,
and heir of Edwabd Cbopper,
royal Ucence, 14th November,

only son

Esq., of Swaylands, took
1874, the

name and arms

by
of

own on marrying the only
Thoenburgh, of San Francisco). Arms,
as Ceoppeb, of Swaylands, quartering Tboenbubgb, which

Tho&nbdbgh

in addition to his

Wm.

S.

see.

Crosbie

(Holm, Scotland).
Gu. a cross or. Crest— The
stump of an oak tree growing out of a mount shooting
forth new branches ppr.
Motto Resurgam.

—

Herts,

(Sir

17

Pieece Ceosbie, knighted at Theobalds, co.
1616, son of Pateick Crosbie, alias

Feb.

MacCbossan. who was elder brother

of John Crosbie,
Bishop of Ardfert. Fun. Ent. Ulsters Office 1617). Ar. a
lion ramp. sa. betw. three dexter hands couped and erect

gu.

Crosbie (Maryborough,

Queen's County, bart.; de.-icended
from John Cbosbie, appointed Bishop of Ardfert 1600, through
his eldest son Walteb Ceosbie, Esq., of Maryborough, who
was created a baronet in 1630). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed
and langued ga. in chief two dexter hands couped and erect
of the last. Crest Three swords two in saltire points down
and one in pale point upwards entwined with a snake, all
ppr.
Motto Indignante invidia florebit Justus.
Crosbie (Lord Brandon. Sir Madeice Cbosbie, Knt., son of
David Ckosms, Esq., of Ardfert^ who was grandson of

—

—
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—

wife of Right Eev. John Rider, Bishop of Killaloe), per chev.
ar. and sa. three escallops counterchanged.

Crosbie, or Crosby.
guttees

and

—A

Per chev.

in base three

of the

ar.

and

and sword in saltire ppr.
Gu. a cross or, a bordure ar.

quill

Crosbie.

lamb ppr. supporting a standard gu.
perandum.

Crosbie.

Crosby

sa. in chief

—A

Crest

Motto

Ar. three guttees de sang.
(exempUfied to John James Loed,

Street, Dublin,

four

same counterchanged.

on his assuming by royal

—Nil

Esq.,

holy
des-

Dorset

licence,

1820,

name of Ceosbt, instead of that of Lobo, imder the
Ar. a lion pass. sa. betw.
will of William Ceosbt, Esq.).

the

—

three dexter hands couped and erect gu.
Crest
Three
swords two in saltire hilts down and one in pale hilt
upwards ppr. united by a ribbon or. Motto Indignante

—

florebit Justus invidia.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1771). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three rams pass. ar.
(London, confirmed to Vinus Hodokinson Ceosbt,
Az. on a chev. betw.
grand nephew of the above, 1821)
three lambs pass, or, as many roses ppr. Crest Betw. the
horns of a crescent per pale ar. and gu. a cross flory or.

Crosby

Crest.

(St. James,
ClerkenweU, co. Middlesex, bart.
extinct, 1713.
Sir John Ceoplet, grandson of John
Cboplet, Esq., of Soham, co. Cambridge, created bart. 1661,
Erm. on a chief gu. three owls ar.
Visit. Middlesex 1663).
Crest A lynx pass, guard, ppr.
Cropley (Bookelshall, co. Suffolk, confirmed 12 May, 1635).
Ar. on a pile gu. three owls of the field.
Cropper. Az. a cinqucfoil ar. betw. three erm. spots or.
A triangular arrow ppr.
Crest

Crosbie

Cbosbib,

Crosby
co. Middlesex).

Cropley

child of

Walteb

;

Crest

de-lis ar.

Croone (London, Her. Off.). Paly bendy or and gu. Crest
A lion's gamb erect and erased holding a snake, all ppr.
Croopes (co. Dorset). Ar. six mascles conjoined gu. three,

first.

of Sir

was so created 1758, extinct 1832). Same Arm^,
Crest, and Motto.
Supportera—Two leopards reguard. ppr.
collared and chained or.
Crosbie (Earl of Glandore. William, 2nd Lord Brandon,
was raised to an earldom 1776, extinct 1816). Same Arms,
Crest, Motto, and Supporters.
Crosbie (Ballyheigue, co. Kerry, descended from Thomas
Crosuie, younger brother of David Crosbie, Esq., of Ardfert, the father of the 1st Lord Brandon).
Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.
Crosbie (Ardfert Abbey, co. Kerry, exemplified to Rev.
John Talbot, in 1816, upon his assuming by royal licence
the name of Ceosbie instead of that of Talbot). Quaiterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp. sa. in chief two dexter hands
couped at the wrist gu., for Cbosbie 2nd and 3rd, gu. three
cinquefoUs two and one erm, for Hamilton. Cr«t— Three
swords, viz. two in saltire the pommels upwards, and one
erect the pommel downwards ppr. hilted or, enwrapped by
a snake ppr. Motto Indignante invidia florebit Justus.
Crosbie (Fun. Ent. of Fbidswold Ceosbie, d. 26 Jan. 1615,
:

Crookshank.

the

David Cbosbie, younger brother
1st bart.,

martlets sa.
Crooke (co. Worcester). Fusilly or and gu. a chief az.
Crookebois. Ar. three buglehorns stringed sa.
Crookedale. Erm. three pellets.

Cropley

CBO
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—

Motto—Te duce

Crosby.

libertas.

Per chev.

ar.

and

sa.

three

guttees

counter-

changed.

Crosby. Per chev.

ar.

and

sa. three unicorns'

beads couped

counterchanged.
Per chev. sa. and ar. three goats pass, counterchanged.
Crosele. Gu. a fesse betw. four crosses engr. or. Crest
A stag's head at gaze gu. armed ar.
Crosbould (Norwich). Az. three plates on each a squirrel

Crosby.

—

sejant gu.

Crosholme

(confirmed as the arms of Simon Crosholme,
dau. and heir of Reginald Watfobd.
Ar. a chev. betw. three buglehorns
Visit. Warwick).
stringed sa.
Crosier. Az. on a fesse ar. (another, a chev. or) betw
three crosses crosslet placed saltircways or, as many martlets
Crest A cubit arm erect vested gu. cuff. ar. holding
sa.
in the hand ppr. a crosier or.
Croske. Sa. three boars' heads couped ar. on a chief or, as
many cinquefoils gu.
Crosland (Crosland Hill, co. Tork. Visit. 1665). Quarterly,
ar. and gu. a cross botonee counterchanged.
Crosland (John Woodhead Crosland, Esq. of Thornton
Lodge, CO. York). Same Arms, a crescent for diff., quartering or, five cinquefoils in saltire gu. Crest ^A cross flory
Ultra pergere.
quarterly gu. and ar. Motto
Crosley (Berkshire). Sa. a cross betw. foui" martlets or.
A dragon's head sa. gorged with a collar or, charged
Crest
with a cinquefoil gu.
Crosley (Sir Chables Decimcs Ceoslet, of Kensingtongardens' Terrace, Hyde Park, London, J. P. for the co. of
Middlesex, and for the city of Westminster, Sheriff of London
and Middlesex, 1855). Vert, a cross flory voided or, betw.
two flaunches of the last, each charged with three martlets
of the first. Crest In front of a palm tree ppr. an heraldic
antelope ar. armed, unguled, and tufted or, resting the

who m. Maegaset,

—

—

—

—

—

dexter foot upon a cross flory gold.

Motto— Vet crucem

confido.

Crosley.

Gu. a fesse betw. three
(descended from John
Cornwall, living 24 Henry VII.,
chev. or, betw. three goats' heads

Crosman

crosses engr. or.
Croseman, of Crosse, co.
1508. Visit. 1620). Sa. a

erased ar.

A
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Crosroe, or Croseroe Treland). Or, a lion ramp. sa.
CreU — An arm in armour embowed holdinc a sword, all ppr.

Cross

John's Wood, London). Quarterly, gu. and or,
and fourth quarters a cross potent of the last.
beak a cross formee. Motto

(St.

in the first
Crest

—A

—

stork holding in his

dum

Cruce

Cross

spero

(Ireland).

and conjoined

fido.

Same

Arin$.

A

Crest— Two hands couped

in fesse, holding in pale a scimetar ppr.

—

(Darton, co. Armagh). Same Arms. Crest A stork
ppr. in its beak a cross potent fltchee ar. ATotto— Certavi et

Cross

C

BO

Crossing: (Hugh Crossing, Alderman of Exeter,
grandson of Hugh Crossing, Mayor of Exeter, 1620.
and school

Devon,

J029,
Visit.

1620,
Or, on a chev. az. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee gu. as many bezants.
(Crossley Hall, co. York). Ar. a cross crosslet gu.
(Bart.).
Gu. a chev. indented erm. betw. two
cross crosslets in chief and a saltire in base or.
Crest
demi hind erased ppr. charged with two bars and holding
betw. the feet a cross crosslet or. Motto
Onine bonum ab
seal).

Crossley
Crossley

—

—

alto.

Crossley

vici.

Cross

(Mortfield, co.

Same Arms, quartering

Lancaster).

—

Kay, ar. two bendlets sa. Crest A stork ppr. holding in
In hoc vinces.
the beak a cross ar. Motto
(Hull, CO. York.). Gu. three crosses pattee ar.
Cross. At. five crosses crosslet in saltire gu. Crest
eriffin segreant per fesse gu. and sa. winged ar. tipped or.
Cross (Wrembury Hall, co. Chester). Quarterly, erm. and
gu. in the first quarter a cross crosslet of the second, in the
On a mount vert, a stork erm.
fourth a plummet sa. Crest
beaked and membered gu. resting his dexter foot on a cross
crosslet of the last, and holding in the beak a plummet sa.
Cross. Ar. an eagle, with wings endorsed sa. charged on
the breast with a cross crosslet fltchee or, betw. four crosses
crosslet fltchee of the second, one, two, and one.
Cross (Eastbank and Ingliston, co. Renfrew). Ar. an ear of
wheat ppr. betw. four cross crosslets fitchee sa. one, two,
and one, a bordure per pale of the second and or. Crest— A.
grifSn segreant sa. armed, beaked, and winged, or. Motto
Sub cruce copia.
Cross (Bed Scar and Cottam, co. Lancaster). Gu. on a cross
flory ar. five passion nails ea. a bordure of the second.
Crest
A grifBn's head erased ar. gorged with a double
chain or, therefrom pendent a mullet pierced sa. and holding in the beak a passion nail of the arms. Motto Crede

—

Cross

—

—

—

—

—

cruci.

Cross

Bt. Eon. Bicuard
(Eccle Riggs, co. Lancaster
AsSBETON Ckoss, M.P., Secretary of State for the Home
Same Arms, &c., as his elder brother, Wm.
AssHETON Cross, Esq. of Red Scar.
Cross, or Crosse. Gu. a chev. paly of six ar. and or,
;

Department).

betw. three crosses crosslet of the second.
Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses cross-

Cross, or Crosse.

—

—

Crossley

Grossman (co.
escallops sa.

Croste
Crest

Same Arms.

(Ireland, 1725).

Somerset).

Crest

Ar. a cross ermines betw. four

— A demi lion erm. holding an escallop sa.

(Pickleton, co.

Lozengy

Leicester).

— A griflin's head ar.

Crosth. Gu. on a chev.
Crostliwaite (granted

Crossby

(Newcastle).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. betw. two
A dexter and
dexter hands couped at the wrist gu. Crest
sinister arm couped from the shoulders saltireways ppr.
vested, dexter gu. sinister az. each brandishing a scimetar

—

first.

Crossby

(CO.

York).

Same ^rm».

Crosse

(John Nobman Cross, uf Hull, Esq.). Gu. three
Crest
A stork ppr. supporting with the
dexter foot a crescent ar.
Crosse (settled at Wigan, co. Lancaster, temp. Edward I.

—

crosses pattee ar.

afterwards of Crosse Hall, Liverpool, and Crosse Hall and
Shaw Hill, Chorley). Quarterly, gu. and or, in the first and
fourth quarters a cross potent ar.
Crest— A stork ppr.
holding in the beak a cross potent fitchee ar.
Crosse (co. Somerset). Sa. a fesse and in chief two mullets
ar. pierced gu.
C)-est
A tower ar. flames issuing from the
top ppr.
Crosse (Liverpool). Gu. a cross potent ar.
Crosse (Liverpool). Quarterly, gu. and or, on the first, and
fourth a cross botonnefe ar. Crest— A stork ppr.in the beak
a cross botonnee ar.
Crosse (Broomfield, co. Somerset, seated at Fynscourt since
Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the first quarter a cross
1629).
crosslet of the second. Crest
Across pattee fitchee gu. betw.
two wings ar. each charged with a cross crosslet of the first.
Moltc Se inserit astris.
Crosse (Westminster granted 12 Dec. 1701, to Tbomab
Cbosse, Esq., M.P., for Westminster, who was created a
baronet In 17)3. Extinct 1762). Quarterly, az. and ar. in
the first and fourth quarters a cross moline of the lust.
Crest— On a chapcau gu. turned up erm. a stork az. reposing his dexter foot on a cross moline ar.
Crosse (granted April 1602). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the
first quarter a cross crosslet of the second.
Crosse. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three crosses crosslet ar.
Crosse. Ar. (another, or) on a bend sa. betw. two (another,
three) crabs of the second a cross crosslet of the field.
Crosse. Ar. on a bend cotised »a. three crescents of the

—

—

—

;

and

az.

ar. three cinquefoils pierced az.

—

and

Motto

or.

Crostin

at the foot or,

the

— Conquer or

die.

Az. a cross fretty fltchy
on a chief of the second, three fleurs-de-lis of

(Thirsk, co. York, 1665).

field.

Crosweller.

Gu. a lion ramp, or, betw. three plates each
charged with a trefoil slipped vert. Crest A lion's head
guard, and erased or, charged with a cross gu.
Crosyer. Sa. a cross betw. four bees erect or.
Crothers (granted to Robert Cbothers, Esq., M.D., Surgeon of the Tyrone Militia, son of George Crothers, of
Aughnacloy, and grandson of Bobert Crotbebs, of the
Barony of Trough, co. Monaghan). Gu. a bend wavy vairu
az. and or, betw. two lions ramp. ar.
Crest
On a club
lying fessways ppr. an heraldic tiger pass. or. Motto

—

—

Sperandum

Croton.

Crotty

—

est.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Gyronny of eight or and vert.

(Ireland).

—A

Crotty.

Gyronny of twelve or and vert.
holding up a scorpion ppr.

Crouchard.

Barry wavy of six
three crosses pattee fltchee gu
two bucks' horns gu.

ar.

and

Ci-est

Crest

az.

—A

Crest

—

hand

on a bend

or,

cross or, betw.

Crouche, or Crowche.

Ar. betw. two palets engr.
three crosses pattee sa. all within a bordure of the last.
(co. Kent).
Sa. on a pale ar. a martlet betw. two
crosses pattee of the field a border engr. of the second.
Croiicta.field. Az. a cross componee or and gu. betw. four
plates.
Crest
On a mount a palm tree ppr.
Croucbis. Ar. two palets and a bordure engr. sa.
Croucbman. Ar. two chevs. sa.

Croucbe

—

Croucbman,
Croudace (co.

Sa. a cross crosslet ar.

Durham). Gu. a chev. betw. three flenrsCrest— An angel standing, with arms uplifted on
the breast, hands clasped and vested all ppr.
Jl/ot(o—
de-lis or.

Promptus

et fidelis.

Crow, or Crowe

(Brasted, co. Kent).
Gu. a chev. or,
betw. three dunghill cocks ar. armed of the second. Crett
A camel's head or, vulned in the neck gu.
Cro'W (Bilney, co. Norfolk). Gyronny of eight sa. and or, on
a chief of the first two leopards' faces of the second. Crest
b'ive arrows sa. feathered ar. four in saltire and one in
pale, tied together with a string gu. betw. the arrows a
mascle or.
(Suffolk).
Gu. a chev. betw. three cocks crowing ar.
(Fun. Ent. of William Cbow, Esq., rf. in Dublin 22
June, 1627). Gu. a fess dancettee or, betw. three cocks ar.
armed, «ombed, and wattled of the second.
(William Crow, Custos Brcvium of the Common
Pleas in Ireland, 1607, son of John Cbow, Esq., of Brandon,
Same Arms, a crescent for diff. Crest
CO. Suffolk).
camel's head couped ar. bridled and reined sa.
Crowale, or Cruall. Gu. a chief indented or.
Crovran. Az. three wolves pass. ar. (another, collared or).
Crcwan. Az. three wolves pass, in palo ar. collared or.
Crowapes (co. Dorset). Ar. six mascles gu. three, two,

—

—

Crow
Crow

Crow

—

and one.

fi.-ld.

Crosse.

ar.

to Thomas Cbosthwaite, Esq., of
Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin, Governor of the Bank of Ireland,
High Sheriff of Dublin, 1845). Gu. a lion ramp. betw. six
cross crosslets or. Crest
A demi lion ramp, per fess ppr.

hind trippant gu.

let ar.

of the

(Scaitcliffe, co. Lancaster).
Per chev. or and
vert in chief a cross tau betw. two crosses moline fitchee gu.
in base a hind trippant ar. charged upon the shoulder with
a cross tau of the third. Crest A hind's head couped ar.
holding in the mouth a cross moline fitchee and charged
upon the breast with a cross tau gu. Motto Credo et ama.

on a fesse betw. three mullets ar. as many
crosies botonnee gu.
Crossele, or Crossley. Gu. a fesse betw. three cros'cg
formee engr. erm.
Sa.

248

Crowch

(Alswycke, co. Hertford).

Ar. on a pale sa. three

crosses pattee or.

Crowch
engr. sa.

(London, granted 1608). Same Arms,- a, bordure
Crest— On a mount vert a lamb couchantar.

A
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Cxcwch, or Crouch.

Ar. a bend engr- sa.
Crest
sword in pale betw. two branches of palm disposed orle-

Crowton.

ways

Crowton.

ppr.

Crowch.

Ar. on a pale sa. voided of ihe

field,

three crosses

forui^e counterchanged.

Crowch.

Ar. a pale

voided of the

sa.

field

within a bordure

engr. of the second.
Ar. three crosses formee in pale betw. two palets

Crowch.

a bordure engr. sa.
Ar. on a pale indented sa. three crosses pattee
A lion couchant ppr. charged on the breast with
Crest
or.

Crowcher.

—

a cross pattee or.

Crowcher.

Gu. a bend wavy vair^ or and az.
Ar. a cross pottnt sa.
Crowder (Clapham, co. Surrey). Gu. a bend wavy vair€
Crest
On the broken shaft of a tilting spear
ar. and vert.
gu. an heraldic tiger pass. or.
Crowder (John Ckowdeb, Lord Mayor of London in 1830).
Quarterly, gu. and az. a bend wavy vaire or and erm. in the
second quarter two swords in saltire surmounted by the
Boman fasces erect ppr. within a chaplet of oak vert in the
third quarter a sword erect within a chaplet of oak all ppr.
Crest
On a mount vert a tilting spear lying fessewise gu.
thereon an heraldic tiger pass, or, wreathed round the
middle with oak vert, holding a Koman fasces erect in the
dexter paw ppr. Motto
En Dieu est ma fiance.
Crowe (Dromore House, co. Clare confirmed to Thomas
Cbowe, Esq., J. P. and D.L., of that place). Ar. on a mount
vert an oak tree ppr. a canton gu. charged with an antique
Crest
On a mount vert an Irish wolf dog
Irish Crown or.
Skagh McEnchroe.
ar. collared gu. Motto
(Llanheme, co. Carmarthen, allowed to Gtles Crow,
Sir Sackville Crowe, of
of Brasted, co. Kent, in 1586.
that place, created a bart. in 1627, extinct temp. Queen
a
chev.
or,
betw.
three
Aime). Gu.
cocks ar. Crest— A.

Crow^cher.

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

Crowe

combed, wattled, and membered or.
(Beccles).
Or, two chevronels az. betw. three
ravens sa. on a canton of the second a staff erect of the first
entwined with a snake ppr. Crest On a mount vert a raven
Ba. supporting with the dexter claw a staff erect and entwined
with a snake as in the arms. Motto
Cavendo
cock

ar.

Crowfoot

—

—

Crowguy, Crowgey, or Crowg-ie.

Gyronny of eight
vert and ar. on a chief of the last an eagle displ. gu. Crest
at the elbow holding a key all ppr.

— An arm couped

Crowke. Az. a bend
Crowland, Abbey

or, betw. six fleurs-de-lis ar.
(co. Lincoln).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
knives
three
erect
in fesse ar. handles or; 2nd and 3rd,
jfu.
az. three scourges erect in fesse or, with three lashes to
each.

Crowley, or Crawley

(Middlesex and Stourbridge, co.
Worcester, granted 14 June, 1707. Ambrose Crowley, of
Stourbridge, a Quaker, disclaimed all right to arms and
gentility at the Visit. 1682-3.
His son, Sir Ambrose CrowIXT, was sheriff of London 1706-7, and got a grant of arms).
Vert on a chev. or, an estoile of sixteen points betw. two
roses gu. Crtst
On a mount vert a sun charged with a
rose gu.
Crowley. Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three herons az. as

—

many

crescent or.

Crest— A stag's head

a

or.

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three martlets sa. as
many crescents of the first.
Croxford. Ar. a chev. betw. three chaplets sa.
Croxford (in a window in Kidlington Church, co. Oxford
the arms appear as those of Robert Croxford. Isabel,
dau. and heir of Thomas Croxford, of that place, n.

George Gatnsfobd,
Visit.

Oxon).

Hampton

Esq., of

Poyle,

same

co.

A chev.

betw. three buckles sa.
Croxon. Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee sa. two tuns ppr.
Croxton (Croxton, co. Chester, temp. Henry IIL The elder

branch became extinct in the loth century, when the heiress
m. Mainwarino, an illegitimate descendant of Maixwabino
of Peover; a younger branch of the Croxtons, which represented the elder Une of the Eavenscroft family, «as of
Eavenscroft, and became extinct by the death, of Thumas
Croxton in 1696). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. debruised by a bend
componee (another, the bend gobonated) or and gu.
Croxton (Eavenscroft, co. Chester). Same Arms.
Croxton (co. Chester and Ireland). Ar. on a fesse az. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. two tuns or.
Croxton. Gu. on a fesse az. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee sa, two battering rams or.
Croxton-Priory (co. Stafford). Or, a bend betw. six
martlets sa.

Croylboys, or Croleboys.

Ar. three bugle-horns sa.

garnished or.

Crozier (Soke-Debemon,
four fleurs-de-lis or.

Cruden.

Crest

Az. two bars

three, two,

and one.

Az a cross betw.
head cabossed ppr.

co. Su/rey).

—A
betw.
—A

stag's

or,

Crest

six annulets of the last,

griffin's

head ppr.

Crudg'e (co. Devon).
Ar. on a bend az. betw. three foxes
sa. as many martlets of the field.
Cruell, or Crnll. Per chev. az. and gu. three eagles ar.
Crest
A centaur shooting an arrow from a bow ppr.

—

Cruell.

Purp. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Crug'g', or Crugge. Ar. on a bend az. betw. two greyhoimds courant sa. three martlets or. Crest .\ falcon's
head couped ar. collared gu. wings endorsed, bendy of four,
or and sa.
Cruickshank (Tillymorgan, co. Aberdeen). Or, tliree
boars' beads couped sa.
Crmckshank (Kirkton of Kinkell). As Tillymorgaii,
within a bordure engr. sa.
Cruickshank (Amsterdam). As Tillymorgan, within a
bordure gu. Crest A boar's head couped ppr. Motto Vis
fortibus arma.
Cruickshank (Berryhill). Or, three boars' heads couped
sa. armed and langued az.
Cruickshank (Banff). Or, a raven betw. three boars*
heads couped sa. Jl/o»o— Diligentia ditat.
Cruickshank (Langley Park, co. Forfar). Or, three boars'
heads couped sa. armed of the field and langued gu. within
a bordure of the last. Crest An armed hand, holding a
dagger in pale ppr. Motto Cavendo tutus.
Cruikshanks (London). Ar. a cross crosslet fitchee jfu.
betw. three boars' heads couped sa. Crest A hawk's head
erased ppr. Afo<(o— Audito et gradito.
Crukerne (Childhoy). Gu. on a chev. betw. three buglehorns ar. stringed or, as many crosses crosslet fitchee of the

—

—

—

—

—

—

crosses crosslet or.

Crowley.

CB V

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. four ravens ga

Ar. a thev. gu. betw. three herons az.
Quarterly, sa. and az. a cross
head erased sa. ducally crowned

Crown, or Ctowne.
engr. or. Crest — A lion's
ar.

second.

Crownall

(Cornwall).

Erm. on a

fesse gU. three

crowns

or.

Crownall. Erm. a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet or.
Crest — A bull's horns adhering to the scalp ppr.
Crownall. Erm. on a fesse gu. three crosses crosslet or.
Crest — A dexter hand holding a dagger in pale point downwards,

all

Erm. a fesse purp.
(Lord Mayor of London 1413 and 1423). Ar. a
chev. engr. az. betw. three crowns ppr.
Crowner. Gu. three demi tubs ar.
Crowner (Great Yarmouth). Or, a chev. engr. az. surmounted of another ar. betw. three crows sa.
Crowther (London and co. Salop). Gu. a bend wavy vair.
Crest
On a tilting spear gu. a tiger pass. or.

Crowner

—

(exemplified to

Richard William

Habnakdiston Crowther, Esq., captain 1st Kegt, of Fo--t
(the Royal Scots) upon his assuming the name of Betnonin addition to and after that of Crowther, by royal licence
21 Nov. 1874). Per pale wavy az. and gu. on a bend cottised or, three cross crosslets vert (for distinction a rose
gold).
Crest A lion ramp. ar. sem^e of cross crosslets vert,
holding betw. the fore-paws an escocheon also ar. thereon

—

a greyhound's head erased pcan (charged on the shoulder
for distinction with a rose gu.).
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(Cambray, Spain; granted 8 March, 1631). Az. three
lapwings ar. Crest A demi lion ramp, holding a bezant.
Crule. Az. three doves or (another ar.).
Crull. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cinquefoils pierced az.
Crull. Az. on a chev. or, three cinquefoils pierced gu.
Crest
An arm in armour couped at the elbow fessways,
holding a broken lance in pule ppr. the head falling towards

—

—

ppr.

Crownall.

Cro-wther-Beynon

Crule

the sinister.

Crulle, or Curie.

Vert, on a chev. ar. three cinquefoils

Crum (Thomlybank, co. Renfrew,

1868). Vert, a cross boton-

on a chief

ar. a lion pass. gu. a bordure of the
O-en .\n oak tree ppr. Motto Fear God.
Crum. See Ewiso.
Crumble, or Crumbe (Crumbe, Scotland). Vert, a cross
botonnee ar. on a chief of the last a lion pass. gu.
Cruminell (co. Leicester). Or, a cross engr. gu. a bendlet

nee

or,

second.

—

—

az.

Crump

(Bretforton. co. Worcester; William Crompe of that
place TO. 1 Aug. 1546, at South Littleton, Katbabine KtgoLET, cousin to Richard Ktghly of that parish). Ar. three
piles gu.
Crumpe, Crump, or
(co. Kent).
Gu. a chev.
betw. three quatrefoils ar. Crest A cat saliant guard, sa.

Crompe

—

A

A
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Clliinpe (Fan. Ent. of Hadde Cbomtb, d. 13 Oct. 1623, wife
of William Pobteb of Oldbridgo, co. Meath). Gu. a cliev.
betw. three cinquefoils pierced or.

Cruse

Az. three escallops

(Ireland, reg. in Ulster's OfBce).

bend betw. two bendlets and four escallops all ar. also,
Az. two bendlets betw. six escallops ar.
Cmse (co. Devon). Az. a bend indented point in point or
and gu. betw. six escallops of the second.
in

;

Cruse

Devon). Or, a chev. betw. three mullets gu.
Az. two bends betw. six escallops ar.
(Norwich and London, a family of Flemish descent,
1C33. Visit. London). Sa. a cross formee or. Crest
cross formee or. Motto— Virtus nobilitat.
Crutclifald. Az: a cross compony or and gu. betw. four
Creit On a mount vert a palm tree ppr.
plates.
Crutchley, or Cruchley. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
On a
torteaox. Crest A talbot sejant ar. Anothe-r Crest
chapeau a lion pass, guard, ducally crowned.
(CO.

Cruse, or Croise.

Cruso

—

—

—

—

Crutchley

(Sunninghill Park, co. Berks). Ar. a chev. gu.
cotised as. betw. three toiteaux, each encircled by two
branches of oak ppr. Crest On a mount vert a talbot
pejant ar. collared and line reflexed over the back or, the
dexter forepaw resting on a torteau.
Orutendon. Az. a chev. ar betw. three estoiles or. Cfrest
A goat's head erased ppr.
Oruttendon. Az. a chev. or, guttle de poix betw. three
mullets of six points pierced ar. in chief a crescent of the
last.
Crest
An elk's head ppr.
Crutvrell. Ar. two crescents in chief gu., and a savage's
head in profile in base sa. Crest— A hand holding a key

—

—

—

ppr.

Morchard Court, co. Devon
a very
ancient family, which became extinct in the direct male line
In 1804, on the death of Henbt Stubbbidoe Cbuwys, who
left two daus. his co-heirs).
Az. a bend per bend indented
ar. and gu. betw. six escallops or.
On a mount vert,
Crest
a stork ppr. holding in the dexter claw an escallop or.
Crux (Greenhouse, Milton, co. Kent; granted 10 June, 7
Charles I. 1630).
Ar. on a pale sa. an eagle displ. betw. two
crosses formee of the first, a bordnre of the second.
Crest
A demi eagle with wings expanded ar. holding in the beak
a cross formee fltch^e Sa.
Crux (Crux Hall, Harplet and Sheldwicb, co. Kent). Same
Arms.
Cryer. Or, two chevronels gu. on a canton of the last three
(Cruwys,

;

—

—

annulets ar.

Crymes

(Peckham, co. Surrey, and co. Devon). Or, three
bars gu. each charged with as many martlets of the field, on
a chief az. two bars nebulee ar. Crest
A martlet vert.

—

Orymes

(Buckland Monachorum, co. Devon, original gran-

Abbey

tees of the

after the Dissolution).

Same Atms and

Crest.

—

Orymes.

Az. two crosses tau in pale or. Crest An arm
couped at the shoulder embowed and lying fesseways habited
or, holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet of laurel vert.
Crynes. Gu. three bendlets or. Crest A lion's head

—

erased.

—

Cubit, or Cubitt.

Erm. a lion's head erased az. Crest
dexter and sinister hand issuing from clouds combating
with scimetars ppr.

A

Cubitt (Catfleld Hall, co. Norfolk). Sa. a bow and arrow ar.
Crtft — An arm in armour holding an arrow fesSfeways ppr.
Cubitt (Honing Hall, co. Norfolk). Same Arms and CreH.
Cubitt (Denbies, co. Surrey). Chequy or and gu. on a pile

—

a lion's 'head erased sa. Crest A Doric column ppr. in
front thereof two falchions in saltiro ar. pomels and hilts or.
Motto
Felix qui prudcns.
ar.

—

Cuckbome.
Crest

Ar. a fret gu. (another, sa.) a chief of the

— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.

a

handle

headed

sa.

or.

Cueling' (Fun.

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1657).
Ar. a griffla
segreant sa. a chief chequy or and az.
Cuellen,
'London).
Per fesse ar. and az. in chief
two spears in saltire of the second in base as many hawks
fesseways of the first belled or. Crest
An angel ppr. wings
expanded, the outside or, the inside az., vested of the second,

Van

—

in the dexter

hand a spear

sa.

Cuerdall

(Cuerdall, CO. Lancaster). Quarterly, ar. and sa.
four leopards' faces counterchanged.
Cuerden (Cuerden, co. Lancaster). Per bend sinister or
and az. a griffin segreant counterchanged, a bordure engr.

—

and sa. Crest A stag's head quarterly per
and az. attired of the second and first.
Cuffe (Ilchester, co. Somerset). Ar. on a bend dancettee

compony

ar.

fesse indented or

sa.

cotised az. bezantee three fleurs-de-lis of the

— An

Crest

field.

arm

erect vested az. charged with two bends ar.
cuffed erm. holding in the hand a battle-axe ppr.

Cuffe

{Lord TijratcUy, extinct 1821). Ar. on a bend dancettee
sa. betw. two plain cotises az. each charged with three
bezants as many fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest An arm
in armour embowed ppr. the hand holding the broken
staff of a tilting spear or.
Supporters Dexter, a lion az.
armed and langued gu. charged on the shoulder with a
wreath of the first and ar. thereon the crest of Ccff sinister, a griffin az. wings elevated erm. armed and langued az.
fore legged, beaked, and charged on the shoulder with an
Animus tamen idem.
escarbuncle, or. Motto
Cuffe (Earl of Desart). Ar. on a bend dancettee sa. betw.
two plain cotises az. each charged with three bezants, as
many fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest— A cubit arm erect
couped below the elbow vested or, charged with two bendlets undee az., cuff erm. hand ppr. holding a polc-axe of
Supporters Two leopards
the first staff of the second.
reguard. ppr. each gorged with a collar indented sa. charged
with three fleurs-de-lis ar. to the collar a chain of the second.
Motto Virtus repulsae ncscia sordidae.
Cuffe (Wheeleb-Cdffe, Leyrath, Kilkenny, bart.). Ar. on
a bend dancettee sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the field betw. two
Crest
cotises az. each charged with three bezants.
An
armed man embowed az. holding a baton gu. Motto—
Animus tamen idem.
Cugrler. Per fess embattled gu. and az. an arrow in bend
point upwards shaft or, headed and flighted ar.
Cuiler. Az. a lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or. Cred
broken spear in pale the top falling towards the sinister ppr.
Guillen. Gu. on a chev. betw. three dexter hands couped
at the wrist ar. a garb of the first betw. two trefoils slipped
vert.
A mermaid holding a comb and mirror all ppr.
Crest
Cuily (co. Leicester, 4 Henry II.). Ar. a chee. betw. three
mullets of six points pierced sa.
Cuinlevan, or Quinlevan. See O'Qoinlevan.

—

—

(co.

Derby).

Ar. on a chev. sa. three acorns or.
Az. a chev. betw. eight mullets

and one.

Ar. three boars' heads couped gu.
Cudlowe. Ar. three dragons' heads couped

co. Essex, nm\ Suffolk).
ncbult'c gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa. armed

of Iho second.

Creal—X gridin

Cudmore

pass. or.

(Temple and Ix)xbcare, co. Devon.
Same Arms. Crett A griffin's head gu.

—

260

—

Culane, and Culline

(Scotland).

two boars' heads

Or,

erased in chief sa. and a cinquefoil in base gu.
Culchetb (Culcheth, co. Lancaster). Ancient Arms, temp.
Edward III. Az. a bend betw. six fleurs-de-lys or. Modern
Arms Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. an eagle wings elevated

—

—

preying upon an infant ppr. swaddled gu. banded or;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a griffin segreant az. armed or. Crest— Oa
a cap of maintenance gu. turned up. erm. a blackamoor
standing affrontee holding in his dexter hand a dart all
sa.

ppr.

(Abram,

co.

Lancaster,

1C64).

Same Arms,

a,

diff.

preying on an infant gu.
Two hands
Crest
swaddled and apparelled of the first.
issuing from clouds, pulling an anchor from the sea, all ppr.

Culefer

Or,

an eagle

sa.

—

(Fun. Knt. of MiLLECANT, dau. of William Culefeb,
March, 1633, wifeof Birtch of Dublin). Ar.
sa. cotised gu. a fleur-de-lis in bend betw. two

CO. Dorset, d. 5

on a Lend

others in bend sinister or.

Culehech, or Culchech
segreant

Cudmore, or Cudnor (Kclvcdon,
fcsflc

—

cinquefoil for

(co. Suffolk).

Cudlow, or

—

Culchech.

Cudford, or Kudford.

Oudlow

—

(another,

(co. Norfolk).
Ar. a chev. and a crescent in base
gu. on a chief az. three bezants. C)w<— An arm embowed
In armour the hand gni.sping a string bow fully bent in fcsso
the arrow in palo point upwards ppr.

or, three, two, two,

—

Culcheth

Cuddon

Cuderley

—

ppr.

fire

Cuckle, or Cugrley. Vert a chev. ar.
Cudderley. Ar. on a chev. betw. three falcons'
eagles') heads erased sa. a.s many acorns or.

Ar. a

Aller).
Az. a fesse erminois betw. three demi lions ramp,
or.
Crest— On a mount vert an arm couped. at the elbow
erect vested erminois holding in the hand ppr. a battle-axo

;

Cruwys

last.

CTJL

Cad"worth, (Wemeth, co. Lancaster. Dr. Ralph CodwoETH, author of "The Intellectual System," was b. in
CO. York, 1617, son of Eev. Kalph CoD'tvoBXH, rector of

Culey

or.

Cre.it

(co.

— An ox-yoke

Chester).
in

bend

Sa.

a

griffin

sa.

Derby). Ar. a chev. sa. cotised az. betw. three
mullets pierced of the second.
Culey, or Culy (co. Derby). Ar. a chev. betw. three
(co.

niullets pierced sa.

Culey, or Cuiley

(co. Notts).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three

o^rrcsses.

Visit. IC'JO).

Culey. Or, a lion ramp. gu. ducally gorged gold. Crest—
An arm embowed, vested gu. cuff ar environed with a ducal

A

—A

Or,

two boars' heads erased in chief

sa.

and a rose in base gu.
(Laughs, co. Lanark, 1763). Az. an esquire's helmet
two boars' heads eYased in chief, and a cinqueCreH A pelican in her nest feeding her
foil in base or.
young ppr. Motto Non sibi.

Cullen

ar. b'etw.

—

—

Cullen (East Sheen, co. Surrey, hart. extinct 1730). Or,
an eagle displ. sa. armed gu. Crat An eagle displ. gu.
Cullen. See O'CcLiEN.
Cullen. See McCduxn.
Oulley (co. Devon). Az. a fesse hetw. three bucks trippant
;

—

or.

Culley

(Coupland Castle, and Fowberry Tower, co. Northumberland, a family long settled in that county). Per pale
indented az. and sa^ on a chev. engr. erm. hetw. three
talbots' heads erased or, as many roses gu. barbed and
In front of an oak tree ppr. a talbot
seeded ppr. Crest
Blatant per pale az. and or, gorged with a collar gemel ar.
in
mouth
a lily slipped ppr.
holding
the
Culleymore (London granted Jan. 1611). Gu. billettee

—

;

three crescents ar.
Culliford (Purbeck, co
Cre*t

sa.

—Two

elephants' proboscises oddorsed

ppr.

Ar. a fesa betw. three mules pass. sa.
Culling' (Woodlands). Sa. a griffin segreant or.
Crest— A griffin segreant
Cullingr. Ar. a cross wavy sa.
ar.

OuUin^e.

Vert a griffin segreant or, on a canton of the
second a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Ar. a.fessc gu. betw.

CulliUgrwike, or Kulling-nrike.
three popii^jays vert.
(Scotland).

Gu. three mullets ar. betw. aa

crosses crosslet fitchee, one

Cullowe

and two,

(Tyntagle, co. Cornwall.

many

or.

WniiiM, son

of Jobk,

and grandson of Henbt Cdllow, of Tintagell, was aged
ao at the

Visit.

1620).

Az. three garbs in pale

or.

Crttt

—

Unicorn's head ar.
(Ilawsted and Hardwick House, co. Suffolk, bart.,
extinct). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three pelicans or, vulning

Cullum.

—

themselves ppr. Crett
A Hon sejant or, holding betw. the
paws a column ar. capital and base gold. Motto Sustineatur.
Cullum (Ireland, Fun. Ent. of Sir Hugh Collum, Knt. of
Cloughouter, co. Cavan, d. 19 June, 1630). Same Arms.
Cullum, or Culme (Hastede, co. Suffolk). Same .arms.
Orut A demi lion sejant ppr. supporting a column or.
Culme (Wynckley, co. Devon). Same Arms.

—

—

Culme-Sejonour, Bart. SeeSEVMooE.
Culpeper (Preston Hall, co. Kent, hart.,

Sir Geofp.iey
CoLEPEPER, Knt., was sheriff of co. Kent. temy>. EdwaiO I.
Sir William Culpepeb was created a bait. 1627 ; e2:tinct

Ar. a bend engr. gu.

1722).

Culpeper

(Wakehursi, co.

Susses, hart.

Sir

William

Cdlpeper, so created 1628; extinct 1740). Same Ai-im.
(Astwood Court, and Feckeuhara, co. WorcesSir John Colpeppeb^ of Astwood, was sheriff of the
county 1623). Same Arms. Crest A falcon wings expanded
ar. beaked and belled or.
Culy (cos. Derby and Notts. Sir Hccn de Cult, Knt, Ump.

Culpepper
ter.

—

Edward

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pellets.
(Sussex). Or, a fesse dancettde gu. betw. three
estoiles sa.
CreU A lynx's head or, charged with three
pellets, one and two.
Cumberbatch. Gu. an eagle displ. betw. three trefoils or.
Cumberford (co. Stafford). Gu. on a cross engr. or, a rose
1.).

Cumber

of the

—

field,

Cumberland, Earl
Cumberland. Ar. a

of. See Cuffobd.
chev. sa. in chief three wolves' heads
erased of the second.
Crest
A deini wolf saliant sa.
Another Crest— A hunting horn gu. betw. two wings ppr.
Cumberland (borne by Kichaud Cdmbekland, Bishop of
Peterborough, 1691-1718. Thearmsareon his tomb, impaled
with the arms of the See, in Peterborough Catlicdral. Bishop

—

Cumberland's father was a tailor in Fleet-street, London).
Ar. a chev. aud in chief three wolves' heads erased sa.
Cumberledge (co. Stafford). Barry of six erm. and sa. on
a canton or, a fleur-de-lis gu. Crest A unicorn's head

—

erased az.

Oumbermere-Honastery (co.
251

the

sinister chief quarter

a

crosier of

first.

Cumberton.
Cumine. See

Gumming:
garbs

or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets
Cumming.

(Altyi-c,

Crest

paw a dagger

—A

lion

ppr.

sa.

Elgin, recorded 1746).

co.

ramp,

or,

Az. three
holding in his dexter

—Two

Sujjpm-ters

Cummingr-Gordon

bones

Motto-

ar.

(Altyre, bart., 1814).

Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, az. three garbs or, 2nd and 3rd, ar. three bends
sa. each charged with as many roses of the field, for Penkosb;
en surtoute, the arms, crest and supporters of Gobdon, of
Gordonstown. Crest, Supporters and Motto as the last.
Cummingr, Bruce (Major Cuas. Lennox Cummino-Bbocx,
M.P., brother of the 2nd bart. of Altyre, and m. to the
heiress of Bbcce, of Einnaird. He is now represented by
Lady Thcblow, the only child of his dau. and heir the
Countiss of Elgin). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a saltire and
chief gu. the latter charged on the sinister side with a mullet
of the first surcharged with a crestent of the second, for
Bbuce; 2nd and 3rd, three garbs or, for Cukmimo. Crests
On a chapeau a dexter arm in armour from the shoulder
resting on the elbow ppr., for Bbcce, A Uon ramp, or,
holding in his dexter paw a dagger ppr., for CnuMWO.
Mottoes
Fuimus, forBBOCE; Courage, forCoMMiKG.

—

—

Cumming, Hovell - Thurlow- Gumming: - Brace
(Baron Thurlow). Quarterly, Ist, Bbcce, or, a saltire gu.
on a chief of the last, in sinister canton a muUet of the
first charged with a crescent of the second 2ud, Ccmmino,
az. three garbs or 3rd, Tucbloj7, ar. on a chev. cottised sa.
three portcullises with cbams and rings of the first 4tb,
HovELL, or, a cross sa. Crests Ist, Bbuce: On a cap of
maintenance ppr. a dexter arm in armour from the shoulder,
resting on the elbow also ppr. the hand holding a sceptre
erect or, motto over, " Fuimus." 2nd, Ccmmino A lion ramp,
or, holding in the dexter forepaw a dagger ppr., motto over,
" Courage ;" 3rd, Thcblow A raven ppr. gorged with a chain
and pendent a portcullis ar., motto over, " Justitiae soror
fides;" 4th, Hovell. A greyhound couchant or, collared
and line reflexed over the back sa., motto over, " Quo fata
vocant."
Supporters
On either side a greyhound at,
collared and line reflexed over the back sa.
Camming: (Logic, co. Elgin). Az. a mullet betw. three
garbs or. Orest A lion ramp, or, holding in his dexter paw
a dagger ppr. Motto Courage.
Gumming: (Belugas, co. Elgin, represented by Sir Tbos.
Dick Laudeb, Bart., as heir of line). Az. a fesse ar. betw.
three garbs or.
Crest A lion ramp. gu. holding in bis
Courage.
dexter paw a dagger ppr. Motto
Cunuuing, or Gumine (Auchray, co. Aberdeen, a quo
Ccmine, of Rattray).
Az. a buckle betw. three garbs or.
Crest A sword and dagger saltireways ppr.
MottoCourage.
Gumming: (Sir John Ccmmino, Knt., 1782). Same Arms,
Crest
within a bordure ar.
A lion ramp. ppr. Motto—
Courage.
Gtimming: (Brunthill and Bimes, co. Aberdeen, as recorded,
1672. GoBDOK, of Pitlurg, the heir of line). Az. a fleurCrest— A hand holding a sickle
de-lis betw. three garbs or.
Motto Hinc gerbse nostra.
ppr.
Gumming: (Culter, co. Aberdeen, bart.). Az. three garbs
Crest
A garb or. Morto Courage.
within a bordure or.
Giinard, Bart. Az. on a fess wavy ar. betw. two barrulets
Ccest
On a rock ppr. a
also wavy or, three anchors sa.
falcon, wings expanded ar. the dexter claw resting on a
cinquefoil az. Motto
By perseverance.
Gundall, or Gundell. Or, a cross gu. surmounted by a
bend az. Crest Two ears of wheat in saltire ppr.
Gundy. Ar. two lions pass, in pale az. crowned or.
Cune (Reg. Ulster's Office). Chcqucy or and az.
Cune (Wesen-Cune, co. Stafford). Or, on a bcnd.sa. three
,

Ar. a fesse betw. three

Dorset).

Culliford (Gncombe).

Cullow

and gu. a bend sa. in the

Courage.

crescent.
(Scotland).

Cullen

nags pass.

CUN

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

CUIi

coronet or (betw. the cuff and elbon) holding in the hand a
scimetar ppr. liilt gold.
Oullamore (London). Gu. billettee three crescents or.
dcmi Turk in profile couped below the waist,
Crest
habited gu. billettee or, on the head a turban ar. cap of the
first, on the top a crescent of the third, holding in the dexter
band a Turkish sceptre of the second, having oa the top a

Chester).

Quarterly, or

;

;

—

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

trefoils slipped ar.

Guneon. Ar. fretty gu. a chief of the last.
Gtiningbame (Kilmaurs, co. Ayr., Earl of

Glencaim, title
Ar. a
in 179C).
shakefork sa. Crest A unicorn's lic-ad couped ar. armed or.
Two conies ppr. Motto Over fork over.
Supporters
Guning'hame (Corshill, CO. Ayr, bart., 1G72, descended from
Andrew, younger son of the 4th Earl of Glencaim). Ar. a
Crest
A imicorn'a
shakefork sa. in chief a crescent az.

dormant since the death of the loth Earl

—

—

—

—

head erased ppr.

Motto— Over

fork over.

Guning'bame (Craigends, co. Renfrew, descended from
William, 2nd son of the 1st Earl of Glencaim). Quarterly.
1st and 4th, ar. a shakefork sa., 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesa
chcquy
couped

az.

forward.

—A

and ar., for Stewabt. Crest
gorged chequy az. and ar.

ar.

unicorn's head
So foik

—

Motto

AAA

Ouning'liaine (Auchenharvie, co. Ayr,bart.,

1673, descended
Ar. a shakefork betw. two lozenges in fess
presentisg a lozenge or.
Cura et candore.
i/otto
Cuning-hame, or Cunyngrliame (Milncraig and Levingston, bart., 1702, descended of Craigends). Ar. a shakefork
Crest—
sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. in chief and flank.
unicorn ar. unguled, maned and armed or, lying on a mount
armour
Dexter,
a
knight
in
complete
Supporters
vert.
holding in his dexter hand a lance in pale ppr.; sinister,
a knight in the disg:uise of a countryman with a bonnet
habited az., his thighs armed ppr. and in his sinister hand a

of Craigends).
Crest

sa.

—

—A dexter hand ppr.

—

comfork

—Per

Motto

in pale of the last.

varios casus.
created

Cuninghame-Fairlie (Robertland, co. Ayr, bart.,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, and in chief
1630).
three stars gu., for Fairlie; 2nd, ar. onafesseaz. three stars
of the first, for Mube; 3rd, az. three garbs or, for Ccmmino,
over all in an escutcheon of pretence ar. a shakefork betw.
a bugle in chief and two castles in base sa., for Cuninghah.
Crets A lion's head couped or and, A unicorn's head
couped ppr. armed or. Supporter) Two knights in complete armour holding in their exterior hands batons or.
Mottoei—{eito\e the crests) Paratus sum (below the shield)

—

;

—

;

Fortitueline.

Cuninghame

(Cuninghamehead, co. Ayr, bart., 1627,
title extinct or dormant since 1724). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
grand quarters ar. a shakefork sa. in chief a star of the
1st
last; 2nd and 3rd, grand quarters counterquaitered
and 4th, ar. on a fesse az. three stars of the first, for More
2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs or, for Ccmmino. Ci-est
dexter hand holding the upper part of an anchor by the
Motto Enough in my band. Supporters
ring ppr.
coney and a falcon, both ppr.
Cuning'haxne (Caprington, co. Ayr, earlier family).
Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, ar. a shakefork sa. 2nd and 3rd, gu.
a lion ramp, ar., for Wallace.
Ciminglianie (Brighoixse and Lainshaw, co. Ayr). Enn.
a shakefork sa. a bordure wavy az. Crest A green branch
growing out of the broken trunk of an oaktree ppr.
;

—
—

—

;

;

—

Motto— Hoa obstante

Cuning'hanie

dec.
(Brownhill, co. Ayr, cadet of Laglane).

a shakefork sa. in chief a rose gu.
let of

the

Ar.

surmounted of an annu-

field.

Cuninerhame, or Cunyngrham (Lambrughton and

Caprington bart., 1669, a cadet of Laglane). Ar. a shakefork
Crest
A dexter hand holding a plumb
sa. a bordure erm.

—

rule ppr.

Motto

— Ad amussim.

Cuninghame

(Thos. Shitu Cdmkghame, of Caprington,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a shakefork sa. a bordure
1850).
erm. 2hd and 3rd, erm. a fesse az. betw. two mullets in
chief and a hart's head erased attired with ten tynes gu.
A dexter hand holding a plumb
in base, for Dick. Crests
Supporters— Two
rule ppr., and a ship in distress ppr.
Ad
horses at liberty ar. maned and hoofed or. Mottoes
amussim, and At spes infracta.
;

—

—

Ouninghame, or Cunyngham

(Sir W. H. DickCdnyngham, bart., 1669 and 1707; Arins recorded 1850).
The same quartered coat within a bordure or. Same CreUs

—

Supporter: Two horses at liberty sa.
Cuning-hame (Enterkine, co. Ayr). Ar. a shakefork sa.
a bordure az. charged with eight billets of the first. Crett
A demi lion full faced ar. holding in bis dexter paw a
Sedulo numen
scroll, and in his sinister a garb ppr. Motto

and Mottoes.

—

—

adest

Cuningrhanie

(Aikinbar, co. Dumbarton).
Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a shakefork sa. 2nd and 3rd, ar. an oaktree
fyowing out of a mount in base ppr. surmounted of a fesse
Crest
A unicorn sejant and grasping an
az., for Watson.
;

—

oaktree with his fore feet,
robur.

all

ppr.

Motto— Hitii

robori

Cuninghame

(Bams, co. Fife, ICthcentmy). Ar. a shakefork sa. in chief a mullet gu.
Cuninghaine (Stockholm, 1680, descended from Barns).
Ar. a shakefork sa. a bordure wavy az. charged with six
Crest
A martlet volant over water ppr. Motto
plates.

—

—

Prospere qui sedulo.

Cuninghame

(I'olmaise, co. Stirling, 16th century).

on a shakefork sa. a mullet

Cuninghame

ol

the

Ar.

field.

(ICdinburgh 1673, descended of Drumquhassel).
Ar. a shakefork sa. betw. three roses gu. Crest
trunk of an oak tree ppt. with a sprig vert. Motto

—

—

Tandem.

Cuningname

(Balgownle). Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, grand
quarters ar. a shakefork sa. in chief a mullet gu. a bordure
engr. of the last; 2nd and 3rd, grand quarters counterquartered; Island 4th, az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet
fltchec, for Mah; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a pale within a bordure
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sa., for

Crest— An oak tree ppr.

Ehseine, of Balgownie.

Motto— Taadem.

Oiininghame

(Glengamock,

fork sa. a rose of the

Cuninghame
shakefork

sa.

co.

Ar. on a shake-

Ayr).

field.

(John, late Provost of Ayr, 1682).
betw. three mascles az.
Motto

Ar. &

— Terra

manque.

Cunninghame

(Sir Hooh, of Craigend, Lord Provost of
Edinburgh, 1704). Ar. a shakefork betw. three mullets sa.
a bordure indented gu. fretted or. Crest A maid from the
middle upwards in antique attire holding in her dexter hand
a balance ppr. Motto Virtus prsestat auro.
Cunningham (Edinburgh, 1864). Or, on a shakefork sa.
four bezants.
Crest
A unicorn's head sa. maned and
horned or. Motto Over fork over.
Cuninghame (confirmed 1796, to Gen. Right Hon. Robekt
Cuninghame). Ar a shakefork sa. betw. three roses gu.
seeded or. Crest
A trunk of an oak tree ppr. with a sprig
issuing from the dexter side vert.
Motto— Fost prsella

—

—

—

—

—

praeinia.

Cuningham, Qun-Cuninghame

May,
on his
assuming by royal licence the additional surname and arms
of Cuninghame). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a shakefork
sa. betw. three roses gu. barbed and seeded vert, for Cn»inghame; 2nd and 3rd, az.achev. erm. betw. three cannons
fesswise, two and one, for Gun. Crest
The stump of an oak
tree fructed with a single acorn ppr. surmounted with a
scroll inscribed with the word "Tandem."
Motto Over
1826, to GEOitGE

Gun,

(exemplified 15

Esq., of Riversdale, co. Kerry,

—

—

fork over.

Cunliffe (Pickersgill-Cunliffe,

exemplified to John CtwLiFFE Pickersgill, Esq., of Hooley House, co. Surrey, upon
his assuming by royal licence, in 1867, the additional siu>
name and arms of Cunliffe). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa.
three conies courant ar., for Cunliffe; 2nd and 3rd. ar.
three eagles' wings elevated sa. on a chief gu. as many
fountains, for Pickersgill. Crfs<— 1st, Cunliffe: A greyhound sejant ar. collared sa. 2nd, Pickersgill: On a rock
ppr. an eagle wings elevated sa. bezantee holding in the
beak a cross crosslet fitchee or. Motto Fideliter.
Cunliffe (Liverpool, bart.). Sa. three conies courant ar.
Creat
A greyhound sejant ar. collared sa. j¥o«o^Fideliter.
Cunliff (Chisiehurst, co. Kent). Same Arms and Crest.
See Cuninghame.
Cupholme (Boston, co. Lincoln, granted 26 Oct. 1562). Gu.
a ram pass. ar. attired or, betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee of the last.
Crest
A ram's head erased gu. attired
;

—

—

Cunynghame.

—

or.

Cuppage.

Ar. a fesse betw.

three garbs

Cntt—A

gu

dial ar.

Cupper

(Euborne). Az. a saltire or, on a chief of the last
two chevs. one issuing from either side the points meeting
in the middle of the first.
Cupper (Glinton, co. Oxford). Ar. on a bend engr. betw.
two lions ramp. sa. armed and lancued gu. three plates.
Cupper (co. Somerset). Ar. a saltire sa. on a chief or,
three lions ramp. gu. Crest
On a mural crown ar. a pelican erm. vulning hir breast gu. beaked and legged or.
Cupper (Powick, CO. Worcester;. See Coupee.
Cupper, or Coper (Glymtone, co. Oxford. "Visit. Oxon).

—

Same Arms

as Couper.
(Norwich).
Sa. a chev. betw. three arrows or,
barbed and feathered ar.
Cure (London). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. two roses in chief or,
and in base a fleur-de-lis of the second. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a griffin's head «ing3 expanded ar. charged
on the neck with a rose gu.
Cure (Blake Hal), near Ongar, Essex). Arma a^nd Crest aa
the preceding. Motto Fais qui doit arrive qui pourra.
Cure (Kensington, co. Middlesex). Gu. a chev. betw. two
roses in chief and in base a fleur-de-lis ar.
Curington. Ar. on a brnd vert six falchions in pairs sal-

Curate

—

—

tireways of the

Curie

field hilted or.

(Ilattiold, CO. Hertford,

confirmed 17 Dec. 1586). Vert

a chev. or.

Curie (Sobcrton, co. Hants). Vert a chev. engr. or. Crul
An eagle winys expanded ppr. beaked and legged or.
Curie or Kyrle (London). Vert on a chev. betw. three

—

fleurs-de-lis or,

hedgehog

a cinquefoil gu.

Crest— On a mount vert a

or.

Curley. Vert on a chev. or, three cinquefoils
Crest— On a mural coronet or, a dragon's head
ducally gorged and lined of the

flames of

Curling

fire

(co.

first

pierced gu.
erased vert

issuing from the

mouth

ppr.

Kent).

Or, on a pile gu.

jessant-dc-lis of the field.

Crest

a leopard's head

— A savage's head

ppr. wreathed about the temples vert.

in profile

A

;;

C

TJ

Hall, co.

—

—

Cumin. See O'Cubnin.
Curr, and Cnrre (Clemenstone

and Itton Court, co. Glamorgan, descended from John Cubbe, Esq., and Mabt his
wife, eldest dau. and co-heir of Hcmpbbet TuBSERviLLE.Esq.,
of Clemenstone). Ar. a cross engr. gu. in the first and fourth
quarters a heart az., in the second and third, a rose of the

second.

Currel, or Curie

(Scotland). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. two
spur rowels in chief, and a hunting horn in base sa. stringed
of the second. Crest— A buglehom stringed and knotted.
Motto Forward.
Currell (co. Devon). Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three Cornish
choughs of the last, beaked and legged gu. as many estoiles

—

—A

peacock's head couped ppr.
Ourren (Scotland). Ar. three shields in fesse sa. Crest
A parrot's head betw. two wings ppr.
Currer (Kildwick, co. York). Erm. three bars gemel sa. on
a chief az. a lion pass. ar. Crest A lion's head erased ar.
Merite.
collared sa. rimmed and studded or. Motto
Currer (Eshton Hall, Brierly, and Kildwick, co. Tork).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Arms as the preceding, for
Cdbbeb 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a chief ar. three lions' heads
or.

Crest

—

—

—

;

erased of the

Currer

field,

for

Bichabdson.

House, co. York, exemplified to the Eev.
Danson Bichabdson Eoundell, of Clifton House, on his
assuming, by royal licence, 1806, the name of Ccbbeb.
He was third son of Kev. William Roundell, by Mart,
his wife, dau. of Rev. Henbt Bichabdson, son of Bichabd
BicBARDSON, Esq., of Brierly, co. York, by Dobotht,
his wife, dau. of Henbt Cdbreb, Esq., of Kildwick, in same
CO.).

(Clifton

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

same Arms

as

Cdbbeb

of

Kildwick, for CnBBEB; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse gu. betw.
three laurel branches ppr., for Rodndell. Crests
1st,
Cdbbeb A lion's head erased ar. gorged with a collar sa.
charged with three bezants; 2nd, Rodndell: A sword in
Merere.
pale ar. hilt and pomel or, grip gu. Motto
Currer. Erm. three bars humettve gu. on a chief az. a lion
pass, guard, ar.
Crest Same as Cdbbeb of Kildwick.
Currey. Gu. a saltire ar. on a chief sa. a rose of the second,
barbed and seeded vert. Crest A rose ar. as in the arms.
Currey (granted to Robebt Cdbbet, Esq., of Heme Hill, co.
Surrey). Gu. on a pile ar. three escocheons of the field,
each charged with a rose of the second, barbed and seeded

—

:

—

—

—

—

vert.
Crest
Betw. two oak branches fructed ppr. an
escocheon gu. charged with a rose as in the arms. Motto—
Esperance.
Ourrie, Corrie, Curry, or Corry (East Horsley, co.
Surrey, Cheshire, Bush Hill, co. Middlesex, and London,
formerly of Dunse, co. Berwick, from 1570 to 1765, descended from a cadet of Cdbbie, or Cobbt, of that Hk, Sir

Walteb de Cdbbie
Gu. a

saltire ar.

seeded vert.

Currie (Fanham

sjvore allegiance to

a rose in chief of the
A cock gu.

Crest

—

Hall, co. Hertford).

Edward
last,

I.,

1296).

barbed and

Same Arms.

Crest

—

A cock gu.
Ourrie (Newby and Kelwood,
a chief

Scotland).

Same Arms, with

sa.

Currie
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Montgomery). Same Arms.
Out of a mural crown or, a dragon's head erased vert
Crest
Finem respice.
ducally gorged and chained gold. Motto

Qnrlillfir (Maesmawr

Curry, or Cory

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Sa. on a chev
betw. three griffins' heads erased or, as many estoiles gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a griffin's head erased or
betw. two wings gold, a semee of estoiles sa.
Curry. Gu. a saltire or, in chief a rose of the last. Crest
A cock gu.

—

Curry.

Same Arms within a bordure

or.

Crest

—A demi

il/o»o— Fortis et lenis.
(London). Ar. on a mount an oak tree, all ppr.
on a chief gu. a bezant betw. two greyhounds' heads erased
lion ar.

Curry er

—

of the first. Crest
A cinquefoil vert.
Cursey, or Cursy. Az. fretty or.

Cursham, or Curson

(Rev. Thomas Leeson Cdbsham,
or Cdbson, D.C.L., of Mansfield). Arms, Ac, as those of
Cdbzon, Baron Scarsdale.

Curson

(Cropton and Croxall, co. Derby. "Visit. London,
1568). Az. on a bend, betw. two lions ramp. ar. three
popinjays vert, membered gu. collared or, quartering, vaire
or and gu. on a chief sa. three horse shoes ar., and, gu. on a
bend ar. three martlets sa. Crest— A cockatrice with wings
endorsed and tail nowed gu.

Curson

(Kedleston, co. Derby). Ar. on a bend sa. three
popinjays or, collared and membered gu. Crest— A popinjay
with wings expanded or, beaked, legged, and collared gu.

Curson

("iVater

Perry,

co.

Oxford,

bart.,

extinct

1750

descended from Walteb, younger son of Walter Cdbson,
Esq. of Kedleston, co. Derby. Visit. Oxon). Same Arm^,
&c. a mullet for diff.
(Derby). Quarterly, ar. and or, in the 1st and 4th
quarters, a martlet sa. in the 2nd and 3rd, a bend chequy
of the Ist and 3rd, cotised of the last.

Curson

;

Curson

(cos.

Derby and

Chequy or and

Stafford).

sa.

a

fesse ar.

Curson

Enn. a bend countercompony ar. and sa. Crest Two arms in armour ppr.
couped at the shoulders garnished or, holding a sword fesse(Letheringsett, co. Norfolk).

—

ways, the

the dexter gauntlet, the point to the sinister.
Curson (Norfolk). Ar. on a bend sa. three doves of the field
collared and membered gu.
Curson (Norfolk). Az. a bend chequy or and az. on a chief
gu. two Uons ramp, of the second.
hilt in

Curson (Norfolk).
Curson (Suffolk).

Ar. a bend gu. bezantee.
Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets or.
Ar. a bend sa. betw. three griffins' (another, wivems') heads erased gu.
Curson. Same Arms, adding three martlets on the bend ar.
Curson. Az. on a bend betw. two hons ramp. ar. three
popinjays vert, beaked, membered, and coUared gu. (another,
three doves of the field membered gu.).
Curson. Ar. on a bend sa. betw. three wivems' heads
couped gu. langued az. as many popinjays of the first, collared and membered of the third.
Curson. Barry of six or and az. semee of fleurs-de-lis over
all, six, five, four, three, two, and one, counterchanged.

Cxirson

(Suffolk).

Curson. Erm. a bend chequy ar. and sa.
Curson. Ar. on a fesse gu. three wolves'
the

in chief

field,

heads couped, of

a mullet of the second.

Curson. Gu. billettee on a bend or, three escallops sa.
Curson. Ar. a cross counter compony, of the first and
sa.

(Crayford, co. Kent, bart.).

Same Arms, the

saltire

Crest— A cock ppr. resting its foot upon a rose ar.
barbed ajid seeded ppr.
Currie (Bush Hill, co. Middlesex, and Minley Manor, co.
Hants). Same Anns. Crest
A cock gu.
Currie (Minley Manor, Middlesex). Gu. a saltire ar. in
chief a rose of the second, barbed and seeded ppr. Crest-^
A cock gu.
Currie (Ireland). Az. a lion pass, guard, or. Crest—An
arm in armour embowed, holding a spear, all ppr.
Currie. Ar. a saltire couped gu.
Curriers,
of (London). Az. a cross engr.
or, betw. four pair of curriers' shaves in saltire ar. handled
of the second. Crest Two arms embowed ppr. vested to
the elbow ar. issuing from clouds of the first, holding in
their hands a shave, as in the arms.
Supporters Dexter,
a buck ppr. attired and hoofed or; sinister, a goat ar. armed
and hoofed or. Motto— S^es nostra Deus.
Curror (Logie and Innerlocky, Scotland). Ar. a fesse gu.
betw. two mullets in chief and a hunting-horn in base sa.
couped.

—

Company

—

—

stringed of the second.
Curry (granted to Bliss Lodisa Cdbbt, of Manchester, to
her uncles, Fbancis and Padl Cdbbt, and their descendants).
Quarterly, or, and ar. two lions pass, in pale sa. all
within a bordure az. and gu. Crest— A griftin's head erased

charged on the neck with an annulet gu. and holding in
the beak another annulet az. Motto
Aspire.
ar.

—
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Curson.

Paly of

six, ar.

and

sa.

on a chev. gu. a

crosslet

or.

Curtain.

Ar. a chev. az. on a chief gu. three crosses

crosslet or.

Curtains.

Ar. a fret gu. a chief az.

Curtajme. Erm.

a cross

crosslet fitchee gu.

Crest-

Oa

a,

rock a leopard sejant ppr.

Cxirteis (Appledore, co. Kent.

The arms are recorded

in

an

ancient pedigree of the family, under the sign and seal of
Segar, Garter, transcnbed by John Philipot, Blanche Lion,
and also in several old MSS. in the Harleian Collection
they were remaining in glass in a window on the south side
of Romney Church, in 1612, and are to be seen in the roof
of the Cloisters of Christ Church, Canterbury). Ar. a chev.
Crest
sa. betw. three bulls' heads, cabossed, gu.
unicorn pass, or, betw. four trees ppr.
Curteis (Otterden Place, co. Kent, a branch of the family of

—

Appledore the heiress, Anna Cubteis, m. Ist, Thomae,
son of Sir Geobge Wheleb, Knt. and 2ndly, Hdmphbey
Same Ar)ns and
Esq., of Sudbury, co. Salop).
:

;

Walcot,
Ci-est.

(formerly of Tenterden and Bye, now of Windmill
Sussex, deriving from Stephen Cdbteis, Esq.,
1622, youngest son of William
CoRTEis, of Tenterden, and grandson of Thomas Cdbteis of

Curteis
Hill,

CO.

Mayor

of Tenterden, in

Appledore).

Curteis

Same Arms and

(Windmill HUl,

Crest.

co. Sussex).

Same Armi and

Crest.

A

as

Same Arms,

(Canterbury).

the cUev. gu.

Crest

la£t.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1557). Barry wavy of six
and sa. a chev. or, betw. three bezants, on a chief of the
third two dolphins, in pale, endorsed, betw. as many anchors

Curteis
ar.

(London). Barry wavy of six, ar. and sa. a chev.
betw. three torteaux, on a chief az. two dolphins haurient,
endorsed betw. as many anchors or.
Ourteis. Gu. a chev. vair betw. three bulls' heads cabossed,
Creit—A wolfs head couped, ar. collared and spiked sa.
ar.

chained or.

Ourteis.

barrulets

three

Sa.

on a chief

plates,

or,

wavy

ar.

many

—-A

three fleur«-de-lis

demi husbandman vested az. holding over
an ox-yoke ppr.
(Somerleis and Dronfleld, co. Derby). Per sa. ar.
four bears pass, counterchanged, in the centre a

Crest

or.

betw. as

two dolphins erect and endorsed, betw.

as many anchors az.
Curteis. Or, three mullets pierced gu.
Ourteis, Curtois, or Curtoys. Sa.
his shoulder

Ourteis
and

sa.,

and Curteys.

Az. a chev. dan-

—

Crest
A demi
betw. three mural coronets or.
husbandman, holding over his shoulder a ploughshare ppr.
Ourteys. Sa. a fesse betw. three horses' heads couped, ar.
cettee,

bridled ga.

Ourtham. Ar. a cross sa. betw. four eagles displ. gu.
Ourthaw, or Curlyho (co. Northampton). Gu. a fesse
ar. in chief three lozenges of the second.

Per fesse wavy ar.
co. Hants, bart.).
the rock of Gibraltar surrounded by fortifications and the sea, and in base three fleurs-de-lis of the
first, on a canton gu. a sword erect ppr., hilted and pommelled or, entwisted with a palm branch vert. Crest Out
of a naval coronet or, an arm habitee az. cuffed ar. supporting a flag-staff ppr., thereon a flag also az. charged with a
wolfs head of the second in the canton gyronny of four gu.

Ourtis (Gatcombe,
and

sa. in chief

—

az.

a white cross,

all

within a bordure gold.

Motto

—

ardtia.

Ourtis (CuUands

Grove, co. Middlesex, bart., created 1802).
Paly of six or and az. a fesse chequy ar. and sa. in base a
sword ppr. pommel and hilt of the first surmounting a key in
saltier of the second, on a canton gu. a dragon's wings erect
of the third. Cre3t A ram's head couped ar. surmounted
by two branches of oak in saltire ppr. Motto Gradatim

—

—

vincimus.

Ourtis (London

confirmed 9 May, 1632). Az. a fesse dancett^e betw. three ducal coronets or.
Ourtis (Tuddenham Hall, co. Suffolk). Az. a chev. danCrest
A lion sejant
cettee betw. three mural coronets or.
ppr. supporting with his dexter paw a shield of the arms.
Ourtis (East Cliff House, Teignmouth, co. Devon). Erm. a
chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, quartering Savage, of
Elmley Castle, co. Worcester.
Crest
An arm embowed,
habited in mail, holding in the hand ppr. a sciraetar ar.
hilt and pomel or.
Another Crest An arm erect habited in
mail ppr. garnished ar. holding in the hand, also ppr. a
sword of the last, hilt and pomel or. Motto Velle bene
;

—

—

—

—

Paly of
the same.

Ourtis

six,

or and az. a fesse countercompony of

(Registered 8 Aug. 1712 to

BobebtCobtis

of Roscrea,

M.P. for Duleek, &c.). Barry of six or and
chequy ar. and sa. three martlets of the flrst.
dolphin naiant az. pierced in the side with a feather

CO. Tipperary,

on a

Crest

fess

—A

or.

Ourtland. Or, three cinquefoils pierced gu.
Ourtler (Bevcre House, co. Worcester). Per
and

pale indented

—

sa.

—

gold.

Ourtoys.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bulls' heads go.
(The Longhills, co. Lincoln). Paly of six or and
a fesse chequy sa. and ar. Crest ^An escallop. Motto
Soyez compatissant— .Soycz courtois.

Ourtoys

—

n'estoy.

(Cumerton, co. York). Same Arms, on the chief
an escallop ar.
Curwen. Same Arms, on the chief three escallops or.

Curzon-Ho-we {Earl Howe). See Howe.
Curzon (Baron Scarsdale). Ar. on a bend sa. three popinjays or, collared gu. Crest — A popinjay rising or, collared
Anothir Crest A cockatrice wings elevated or, tail
gu.

—

—

nowed with a head at the bend thereof. Supporters
Dexter, the figure of Prudence represented by a woman
habited ar. mantled az. holding in her sinister hand a javelin
entwined with a remora (J. e., serpent) ppr.; sinister, the
figure of Liberality also represented by a woman habited ar.
mantled purp. holding a cornucopia ppr. Motto Kecte et

—

suaviter.

Curzon (Baron De

Ar. on a bend sa. three popon a bend cotised

la Zouche).

gu. three bezants, for Bisbhopp ; 2nd, az. three swans' head*
erased at the neck ar., for Hedges; 3rd, per fesse or and
gu. a pale counterchanged three Cornish choughs ppr., for
Tate 4th, gu. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one, a
canton erm., for Zodche.
Crett
A popinjay rising or,
;

—

Ourtoys.

Per pale or and vert three mannches counter-

changed.

Ourtoys

(quartered by Gat, of Goldworthy, co. Devon.
Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Visit. 1620).

Ourtoys, or Surtoys.

Onrway.

Erm. on a quarter gu. an

Sa. a lolUre engr. or,
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orlo ar.

—

—

Supporters Two popinjays wings displ. and
inverted ar. beaked, membered, and belled or. Motto—Let
Curzon holde what Curzon helde.
Ctirzon (Breedon, co. Leicester). Ar. on a bend sa, three
popinjays or, collared gu. Crest
A popinjay rising or, collared gu. Motto— het Curzon holde what Curzon helde.
Curzon (Whalley, co. Lancaster). Same Amw, a crescent
collared gu.

—

for

diff.

Curzon

(Loking, co. Berks).

Vair6 or and gu. on a bordure

sa. eight popinjays ar.

Curzon

Same Armt.

(Falde, co. Stafford).

Curzon,

Ar. on a bend sa. betw. three dragons' heads
erased gu. as many popinjays of the field.
Curzon (Croxhall). Az. on a bend betw. two lions ramp. ar.
three popinjays vert.
Curzon. Ar. a bend compony or and az. on a chief gu. two
lions pass, guard, in pale of the second.
Curzon-Roper (Baron Tn/nham). See Eopeb.
Cusac-Smith, Bart. See Smith.
Cusack (Killeen, Gerrardstown, Lismullen, and Clonard,
Per pale or and az. a fesse counterchanged,
CO. Meath).
quartering Golding, St. Laubence, Beaofokt, Holland,
and Plantaoenet. Crest A me>-maid sa. holding in the
dexter hand a sword, and in the- sinister a sceptre ppr.
Mottoes
"Ave Maria, plena gratia!" and "En Dieu est

—

—

mon

espoir."

Cusack

Ralph CnsACK, Ent., Clerk of the Crown and
Same Arms.
Per pale ar. and sa. a fesse counterchanged.
Vaire ar. and sa. Crest— A dexter hand with a
couteau sword indented on the back cutting at a quill all ppr.
Cusacke. Per pale ar. and gu. a fesse betw. three plain
(Sir

Hanaper).

Cusack.
Ousacke.

all

counterchanged.

Cusacke.
Cusance.

Sa.

a maunch and

fleur-de-lis or.

Ar. a bend engr. in the sinister quarter an

escallop sa.

Cusanor.

Sa. four fusils in

bend

ar.

seven

fusils in

on the second on

escallop of the field.

Cusanor, or Cusavor. Sa.
Cusant. Sa. a bend fusily ar.

Cusanz

two chevroncls betw. three lions ramp. or.
A lion's head erased, bendy, sinister, or and az.
Crest
ducally crowned gold,' from the mouth flames Issuant ppr.
Motto Labor omnia vincit.
Curtman (co. Devon). Ar. three old fashioned helmets sa.
Ourtoys (co. Chester). Barry of six or and az. a fesso
countercompony of the first and sa. betw. three mullets

az.

Motto—Si }e

Curwen

crosses

facere.

Ourtis.

az.

(Workington, co. Cumberland, bart., extinct I6Ui
" an ancient knlghlley family," says Camden, "descended
from Gospatric, Exrl of Northumberland," the heiress,
Isabella Cuuwen, m. John Christian, Esq., of Unerigg
Hall). Ar. frctly gu. a chief az.
Crest— A unicorn's head

injays or, collared gu., quartering, 1st, ar.

bezant.

Ourtess, Curtiss,

az.

Curyren

erased ar. armed or.

az.

Ourteis

and
Per

cus
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Ourteis

(co. Hants).

Sa. seven fusils in

bend

bend

ar.

ar.

Cushe, or Cush.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three fountains, in
the dexter chief point a mullet of the second.
Orett ^A
cock sa. combed and wattled gu.
(Aberdeen 1672). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. enslgned
on the top with a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets in chief and
a crescent in base az. Crest An anchor ppr. surmounted
by a fleur-de-lis or. Motto Spes meum solatium.

—

Cushney

—

—

Cusinglon.

Ar. three cinquefoils or.
Cussans (Jamaica; granted 1767). Or, an eagle displ. ga.
An eagle displ. gu.
in chief two barrulets az.
Crest
charged on the breast with a bend ar. thereon three fleurs-

—

de-lis sa.

Cussans, or

De Cusance.

Same Arms.

Orttt

—

dexter hand holding up a boar's head erased and erect ppr.
Oust (Bclton, CO. Lincoln). This family has two coats. The
ancient, ar. on a chev. wavy sa. a death's head ppr. Orett
A dexter arm, sleeve ar. hand ppr. holding a scroll, on which
A/oHo— In morte qules. But
Is the motto. In cruce salus.
the arms now used by the family, and borne by the Com,

—

;

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

cus

of Belton, are, erm. on a chev. sa. three fountains ppr.
quartering, in consequence of the marriage of Sir K. Ccst,
Bart., with Anne, dau. of Sir William Brownlow, Bart., or,

—

Cutler

mea

Cutler

Cust

sunt.

six

Erm. on a chev. sa. three fountains
head erased sa. coUared paly wavy of
Supporters Two lions reguard. ar. gorged
Jtfbtto—Opera illius
paly wavy ar. and az,

(Harl of Browalow).

Crt^t—K
ar. and az.

ppr.

with collars

mea

Cust

lion's

—

sunt.

Same
granted 31 May, 16G3).
lion's head erased sa. coUared gobony ar.

(Stamford, co. Lincoln;

Anns.
and az.

Crest

Custace.

—A

Az. on a bend erm. three legs couped at the

thigh or.

(Weston Hotise, Norwich, descended from Robert
CcsTANCE, an owner of estates in co. Norfolk, temp. Henry
yill., d. 15-19). Or, an eagle displ.gu. charged on the breast
with a star of six points of the first, quartering Hambleton.
A demi eagle displ. gu. on the breast a star of six
Crest
Appetitus rationi pareat.
points or. Motto
Custance. Or, a rustre sa. Crest A covered cup.
Custanton. Az. three leopards' faces ar. a canton or.
Custe (Somersetshire). Ar. on a bend dancettee sa. three

Custance

—

—

—

fieurs de-lis of the field.

Cutbert, or Cutberd(OimdIe and Warrington,

co.

North-

June, 1654). Ar. on a fesse gu. three
Crest
A lion's head
crosses crosslet fitchee of the first.
erased ar. collared gu. thereon three crosses crosslet fitchee

ampton; granted

of the

1'2

—

first.

two lions pass, gobonated ar. and gu.
Cutcliffe (Ilfracombe, co. Devon). Gu. three pruning hooks,
Fingit premendo.
blades ar. handles or. Motto
Cutcliffe (Damage, co. Devon; borne by the sisters and
co-heirs of the late Col. Cutcliffe, of Webbery, in Devonshire, one of whom m. Z. H. Dbake, Esq., of Springfield, in
the same co. A branch of the same family is settled at
Barnstaple). Gu. three pruning hooks ar.
Cuthbert (Wickford, co. Essex). Ar. on a fesse gu. a cross
pattee betw. two cross crosslets fltch^ or.
Cuthbert (Castlehill, co. Inverness). Or, a fesse gu. in
chief a serpent az. Crest A hand in a gauntlet holding a
Nee minus fortiter.
dart ppr. Motto
Cuthbert (Provost of Inverness 1672). "Vert a fesse engr.
betw. four mullets ar. and an arrow in psile surmounting the
^Tandem fit arbor.
fesse point downwards ppr. Motto
Cuthbert (Bailie of Inverness 1672). The same, but for diff.
the fesse indented on the upper, and engr. on the ixnder side.
Motto Tandem fit surculus arbor.
Cuthbert (Rosshall, co. Aberdeen, 1750). Or, a fess gu.
betw. a serpent az. in chief and a fir-tree growing out of a
mount in base vert. Crest—A hand in a gauntlet holding a
dart ppr. Motto Spero.
Cuthbert (Canada East, 1778). Or, on a fess az. three

Cutbert.

Sa.

—

—

—

—

—

—

frases ar. in chief a serpent gliding in pale of the second,

armed and langued g^i. Crest
arrow ppr. 3/ot«o— Fortiter.

Cuthbert

—A

cubit

(Dalleagles, co. Ayr, 1869).

arm holding an

Quarterly, 1st

and

and erm. a fess gu. in chief a serpent in pale
"rert, for Ccthbebt
2nd and 3rd, az. a stag's head erased
attired of ten tynes or, within a bordurc ar., for Reid.
Crest— K cubit arm erect the hand grasping a tilting spear
Nee minus fortiter.
in bend sinister ppr. Motto
Cuthbert (Witton Castle, co. Durham). Same Arms and
CreM as Cdtbebt, Oundle.
Cuthbert, or Cuthburst. Ar. three chev. sa. on each
five bezants.
Crest—On a heart gu. an eagle's claw erased
4th, per fess or

;

—

at the thigh.

Cuthbert-Kearney. See Kbasnet.
Cuthbert, or Cuthburt. Ar. on a fesse
crosslets fitchee of the field.

Crest

— On

gu. three cross
a heart gu. an eagle's

claw erased at the thigh.
Or, a serpent gliding in pale ppr. debruised by
a fesse gu. Crest An arm embowcd in armour grasping a
broken spear all ppr.
Cuthell. Or, a bend gu. Crest— On a ducal coronet or, a
leopard sejant gorged ppr.
Cutler (Lechlade, CO. Gloucester). Az. three griffins' heads

Cuthbert.

—

erased or.
(Ipswich, CO. Suffolk, granted by William Camden,
Or, three bends sa. over all a
lion ramp. gu.
Crut A demi lion gu. holding a Danish
axe, the staff gold and head ar.
Cutler (Chantey, co. Suffolk). Same Arms and Crest.
Ontler (Eye, co. Suffolk). Quarterly, let and 4th, ar. three

Cutler

Clarenceux, 21 July, 1612).

—

255
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;

many morions

as

lis ar.

an escutcheon betw. eight martlets sa. Crests 1st A lion's
head erased sa. collared chequy ar. and az. ; 2nd: On a cap
of maintenance ppr. a greyhound or. 3foti<>— Opera illius
:

C

dragons' heads erased vert; 2nd, ar. three eel spears erect,
two and one, sa. 3rd, gu. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-

Az.

(Suffolk).

langued gu.
gorged gu.

Crest

—A

sa.

three dragons' heads erased or,
dragon's head erased or, ducall/

(Suffolk).
Az. on a fesse cotised or, betw. three
dragons' heads erased of the second a cock and tvo doves
volant gu.
Cutler (Westminster, granted 27 March, 1693). Az. three
dragons' heads erased or, a chief ar.
Crest
A dragon's
head erased az. gorged with a mural coronet or, holding in
the mouth a laurel branch vert.
Cutler (Bloherby, co. Leicester. "Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Ar. three dragons' heads erased gu.
Crest
^A dragon's
head erased gu.
Cutler (Stainbrough Hall, co. York, descended from John
Cutler, Standard Bearer during the War of the Roses, temp.
Henry VI.). Az. three dragons' heads erased within a
bordure or.
Crest A wivern's head erased or, ducally

—

—

—

coUared az.
Cutler (Sidmouth, co. Devon, descended from Stainbrough).

Same Arms and
Cutler (Upton,

Crest.

Devon, descended from Stainbrough).

CO.

Same Arms and Crest.
Cutlers, Company of (London).

Gu. three pair of
swords in saltire ar. hilts and pomel or, two pair in chief
and one in base. Crest An elephant's head couped gu.
armed or. Another Crest An elephant ar. armed or, on
his back a castle of the last, t,he trappings, girth, &c., gold.
In the top of the lower two pennons inclining to the dexter
and sinister gu. Supporters ^Two elephants ar. Motto
Pour parvenir a bonne foy.
Cutt (Dartmouth, co. Devon). Sa. a bend cotised or, each
cotise charged with four fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Cutt (CO. Devon). Sa. three fleurs-de-lis in bend betw. two

—
—

—

—

cotises or.

Cuttes

(Essex). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three plates each
charged with a martlet of the second within a boidurc
gobonated or and gu.
Cutting'. Ar. fretty of eight gu. on a chief az. an escallop
A demi griffin ar. collared az. holding betw. hia
or.
Crest

—

claws an escallop or.

Cutts

(Childerley, co. Cambridge, bart., extinct 1670, des-

cended

who

firom Sir

John Cdtts, Knt. of

Tliaxted, in Esses,

settled at Childerley before the year 151G; Sir

John's

last direct descendant, Sir John Cdtts, of Childerley, was
created a bart. in 1660, but d. unm. in 1670, when the estate
of Childerley passed to a distant relative, Richard Cctts,
Esq., of Woodhall, in Essex, father of John Cctts, Lord
Cutis, of Gowran, the gallant companion in arms of the
Duke of Marlborough). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three plates.

—A greyhound's head erased

ar. collared gu. ringed or.
(Lord Cutts, of Gowran. John Cutts, Esq., of Chilthe
peerage
of Ireland, 1690, d. s.p.
derley, was BO created in

Crest

Cutts

1706).

Cutts

Same Arms and

Crest.

on a bend engr.

sa. three plates each
charged with a martlet of the second.
bezants each charged
engr.
sa.
three
Cutts. Or, on a bend
with a mullet sa.
Cutts. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three bezants within a
bordure gobony or and'gu.
Cuyet. Gu. a cross vair. Orest A goat's head erased sa.
Cuyler (St. John's Lodge, co. Herts, bart.). Per pale embattled gu. and az. an arrow in bend or, barbed and flighted
On a mural crown ppr. a battleCrest
ar. point upwards.
axe erect surmounted by two arrows in saltier or, flighted
ar. point upwards. Motto— ^(to non sagittis fldo.
Cyfer, or Syfer. Az. three bars gemelles and a chief
ar.
CreU A griffin's head ppr.
Cyfferwest (Cowame). Sa. three bars in chief a lion pass,

(Kent).

Or,

—

—

—

ar.

Cylmin, or Cilmin Troed-ddu

(Glynllifon in

Uwch

Gwir "Vae, Wales. Cilmin was contemporary with Roderick
the Great, King of Wales, with whom he came out of the
North in the ninth century, the Gltns, of Glyn Llivon, derive
from him). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a double-headed eagle
2nd and 3rd, ar. four fiery ragged stakes gu., and
displ. sa.
over all on an escutcheon ar. a man's leg couped at the
thigh sa.
Cjmric Efell {Lord of Eglwys Egle, son of Madoc, last
Descendants :— I. Davies, of
Prince of Powys-Fadog.
;

Gwysaney,

co. Flint; II. Davies, of

Harrington Hall, co.

of Tower, co. Flint; I"V. Ettons, of
Leeswood, co. FUnt; V. Wynnes, of Heartsbeatb, co. Flint).
Gu. on a bend ar. a lion p.i3s. sa.

Salop;

111.

Wynnes,

Cynric ap Bhiwallon.

See Ktmysio.

DAB
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Dacre
Crest

—

.A.

Dacre.

DABBINS (1616).

betw. two flaunches
chequy ar. and sa. Creit Out of a mural coronet chequy
leaved
vert.
an
acorn
or,
ar. and sa.
Dabbs. See Dobbs.
Dabcott. Or, two lions pass, guard, gu.
Ar. a cross flory sa. on a chief az.
(co. Devon).

Gu.

five estoiles or,

—

Dabemon

three estoiies or.

Dabemon
Dabemon

Hants and Surrey). Az. a chev. or.
(Bradford CO. Devon; ttmp. Edward I.; the
heiress m. Dennis). Same Arms.
Dabernon (Dunsland, co. Devon; tern/). Henry VI. the
Ar. a chev. and in chief three
heiress m. Aescott).
(cos.

;

escallops or.

Dabemon,

D'Abernoun

or

Dabemon,

(Stoke

co.

The same Arms.

Surrey).

Daberon

Matthew Daberon,

(Sir

Sidney

Stephen.
chev. or.

Dabeton.

Fed. by

Knt., temp. King
Clarenceux).
Az. a

Cooke,

Per fesse in chief bendy of

six or

and

sa. in

base erm.
Dabetot (confirmed temp. Henry VII. to William Dabetot,
co.Warwick. Her. Vis.). Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Dabews. Ar. a cross betw. four square buckles gu.
Dabgreene, or Dabgreyne. Ar. a chev. engr. betw.
three leopards' faces sa.
Dabitot (co. Worcester). Erm. a chief bendy of six or and
sa.

Dabitot
and

—A dove and olive branch ppr.

Crest

Worcester).

(co.

Or,

a

Erm. a chief bendy

of six, or

lion pass, guard, gu. in chief (another, in

base) az.

Dabitot.

Or, two lions pass, guard, gn.
(Redmarley Dabitot, co. Worcester).
and gu. three roundles counterchanged.
Dabitot (Geoffrey Dabitot, temp. Edward

Dabitot

Per pale or
Or,

I.).

two

lions pass, guard, that in chief gu. that in base az.

(Bedwardine, co. Worcester). Same Arms.
(Hindhp, co. Worcester). Per pale gu. and vert,
two lions pass, guard, ar.
.Dabmore. Ar. a fesse betw. three human legs couped at
the thigh sa.
Daborne (Guildford, co. Surrey). Az. a chev. betw. three
crosses patonce (another, flory) or.
B'Abrichecourt (Sir Sauchet D'Abrichecodbt, derived
from a family of that name seated and lords of the Castle of
Aubricioourt, in Hainault ; was one of the Founder Knights
of the Garter. His plate remains in his stall the thirteenth
on the Sovereign's side). Erm. three bars humettee gu.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of feathers ar.
Crest
debruised by two bars gu. each charged with three lozenges
of the first.
Dabridgcotirt (co. Hants, 1629, and co. Warwick). Erm.
two bars humettee gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
four feathers ar. charged with two bars gu. each charged
with three mascles of the first.
Dabridgcourt. Barry of six gu. and erm. a borduro of

—

—

first.

Dabridgcourt

(painted on a wall in Northleye Church,
Visit. 1574). Erm. three crosses humettee fess-

CO. Oxford.

wayB gu.

Dabrldgecourt. Erm.

on three bars humettee gu. six
three, two, and one.

escallops or,

Daccomb
ar.

Ci-eat

(Stapleton, co. Dorset).

—Two wings conjoined
— An oak

Daccome
a

scroll,

with this Motto

bend gu. (another,
betw.

three

churches

griffin

segreant

—Virtuds robore

round the tree

ar.

many

fusils

in

Gu. on a chev.

steeples

(or

spires)

or.

of

az.

Da. Costa.

Or, three broken shankbones fesseways in palo
gu. the broken parts to the exterior.
Crest— A reindeer
pass. ppr.

Dacre

(Lord Dacre. Randlph de Dacbe was summoned to
Parliament 1482. The granddau. and heiress of the fourth
lord, carried the barony out of the family.
Sec Brand,
Lord Dacre). Gu. three escallops or.
Dacre (Lord Dacre of Gilleiland. Sir Humphry Dacre,
eldc.it surviving son of Thomas, fourth Lord Dacre (whoso
barony passed throuch the dau. of his eldest son to the
present peer) was suiiimoncd to Parliament 1482
in abeyance since 1C>C9). Same Ar.ni.
;

256

descended

from Sir
of Lord

—

eagle rising ppr.
(Cheshunt, co. Hertford, and London). Or, a chey.
sa. betw. three torteaux, each charged with an escallop ar.
Dacres. Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.
Dacres. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pellets, on each an
escallop of the first.
Crest
A dove ar. charged on the
breast with an escallop or, betw. two oak branches yert,
fructed gold.
Dacton. Quarterly, per fess indented ar. and az.
Dadale. Gu. three plates.
(Tannington, co. Suffolk, and Woodton, co. Norfolk,
temp. Edward IV.).
Gu. a chev. betw. three garbs or,
Ci-est
A garb or, enflled with a ducal coronet per pale az.
and gu.
Dadley. Ar. a chev. or, betw. three bucks' horns affixed
to the scalp sa.
Crest— A naked arm embowed, holding in
the hand two slips of columbines, all ppr. Motto— In malos
cornu.

Dacres

—

Dade

—

D'Aeth

(Knowlton Court, co. Kent, hart., extinct 1808;
from Flanders; Sir Thomas D'Aeth, created a
Sir Nabborodoh D'Aeth, 3rd bart. d. unm.
1808). Sa. a griffin pass, or, betw. three crescents ar. Cresl
A griffin's head erased or. Another Cre<!t A griffin's
head couped or, holding in the mouth a trefoil sUpped vert.
D'Aeth (Huohes-D'Aeth, Knowlton Court, co. Kent. Geobob
William HnoHEs, Esq., having succeeded to the estates of
his cousin. Sir Narbobouoh D'Aeth, 3rd and last bart.,
assumed the additional name and arms of D'Aeth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a griffin pass, or, betw. three
crescents, ar., for D'Aeth 2nd and 4rd, sa. a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar., for Hcohes. Ci-est
A griffin's bead,
erased or, in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
'Dsigget. Ar. on a chief az. three crescents or. Crest An
eagle displ. gu. charged with a bezant.
Dagley. Paly of six ar., gu., or, sa., as the first, and az., a
chief erm.
Crest
Minerva's head from the shoulders
originally

—

—

—

—

—

affront^e.

Dagnell.

Gu. three bezants.

Dagmia

(South Shields, co. Durham, and Newcastle-onTyne). Ar. on a bend sa. fimbriated gold three annulets of
the field.
Dagrworth (Lord Dagworth, temp. Edward II. Thomas db

Daowoeth, summoned

Erm. on a
to Parliament 1347).
bend gu. three bezants.
Dagrworth. Or, a fesse gu. plat^e. Crest A lion's paw
erased, holding up the hilt of a broken sword ppr.
Dagrworth. (Aldington, co. Kent). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
crowned or.
Daigers. Or, an orle of estoiles gn.
Daile (Scotland, 1681). Gu. on a mount in base vert a
swan reguard. ar. Crest A swan's head and neck couped
ppr. Jl/o»o^Laudes cano heroum.
Daintry. Sa. a bend ar. betw. two cotises engr. or. Crest
A bull's head ducally gorged ppr.
Daintry (Rhode HaU, co. Chester). Sa. a bend erm. betw.
two cotises engr. or.

—

—

—

Daisie, or Deisie

(Scotland).

Ar. three daisies gu. stalked

vert.

Daisie, Deasie, or Daises
vert.

Ctest

(Scotland).

—A hawk's head erased

Erm. a palo

ppr.

Sa. a chev. betw. three crescents or.

DeAkeuy, Dakeny, or Deakene
Balowyn de Akeny,

as

Cumberland,

Dacre. Gu. three lozenges or, in chief as many escallops ar.
D'Acre. Az. on a cross ar. five escallops gu. Crest An

Dakenfleld.

robor.
Or, five

sa.).

(Stepleton, co. Dorset).

roses

co.

Thomas Dacbe, of the Abbey estate, natural son
Dacre). Same Arms, with a baton sinister.

and leaved

Dachard, Dacher, or Dacherd.

Dackcombe

a

Same Arms, a crescent

tree ppr. fructed or,

Crest

for difl.

Vert,

ppr.

(Croft Castle, co. Dorset).

(Lanercost,

—

loyaute.

;

Dabitot
Dabitot

the

Dacre

— Forte en

bart., 1716.

az.

Dabitot.

Motto

gu.

DAS.

Cumberland and Westmoreland). Same Arr.u.
demi tiger ducally gorged and chained ppr.
Same Arms. Crest A buU statant, tail extended

(cos.

Knt., temp. William

(co.
I.).

Norfolk. Sir
Az. acrossar.

betw. four lions or.

Dakeney

(cos.

Hdhpbrey Dakeney

Derby and York.

held

lands temp. Edward 1. and II. in the Peak of Derby. He
was ancestor of the Daktns, Dakeynes, or Deakinnes of
Biggin Grange, Chclniordcn, Stubbing F.dge, <fec., co. Derby,
and of Hackness, Linton, Attercliffc, Brandos Burton, &C.,
Ar. a cross betw. four lioncels gu.
CO. York).
Ancient Arms, same as the
(Linton, CO. York).

Dakyns

preceding; granted by Flower, Norroy, l.'iGS, gu.a lion pass.
guard, betw. two mullets in pale or, and as many flaunches
Crest— A dexter arm
ar. charged with a lion ramp. sa.
embowed ppr. issuin;; out of a naval coronet or, holding; a
Motto Strike
battle-axe ar. on the wrist a ribbon az.

—

Dakyns, the

Dakyns

devil's in the liempe.

(Hackness, co. York).

Same Arms.

A

;

DAK

(Biggin Grange and Snitterton
descended from John Daktns, brother of Abtbdr Daktns,
Same
Anns
(the fiaunches charged with
Esq., of Linton).
griffins sa.), Crest, and Motto.

Dakyns

Same Arms,

(Bagthorpe, co. Notts).

Orest,

and

Motto.

Dakyene

(Stubbing Edge,

Abtbdk Daketnb,

Derby;

co.

Esq., of Linton).

descended from

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Motto.

Dakeyne

descended from Thomas
grandson of Bichabd Dakeyne,
I.).
Same Arm^, Crest, and

(Parley Dale, co. Derby

Daketne,

Esq., of Bonsall,

Esq., of Stubbing, temp.

;

James

Motto.

Delacour

(granted 1869, to

John Delacocb,

Esq., Lieut.

Ar. on a saltire gu. betw. two trefoils
11th dragoons).
slipped one in chief and one in base vert, as many swords
in saltire points upwards, of the first, pommelled and liilted
An Irish wolf dog pass, ppr., gorged with a
Crest
or.

—

and charged on the shoulder with a trefoil
Motto Fortis et fidelis.
Daladowne (London). Gu. an orle of twelve escallops or.
Dalam. Erm. three cinquefoils in pale sa. betw. two
flaunches of the last, each charged with a bear pass. ar.
D' Albany. Gu. a lion rsimp. or.
Dalberg'-Acton (Baron Acton). See Acton.
Dalberoug'h, or Daldebrougrh. Gu. a lion ramp,
erm. scmee-de-lis az.
Dalbery, or Dalubury. Gu. three buglehoms ar.
collar geraelle gu.

—

slipped vert.

stringed or.

Dalbiac

(London, and France).

an

chief a spur ar. in base

Per

fesse gu.

olive tree eradicated

and or, in
and fructed

Dalbiac

(borne by General Sir James Cbables Dalbiac,
K.C.H., eldest son of Chables Dalbiac, Esq., of Hungerford Tark, co. Bedford). Per fesse gu. and or, in chief the
head and forelegs of a crocodile issuant, and in base an olive
Crest
A dove with an
tree eradicated and fructed ppr.
olive branch, all ppr.

—

Dalbie

(Brookhampton,

co.

Barry wavy

Warwick).

of six

and gu.
Or, three bars gu.

Crest— A crane

reguard. resting the dexter claw on a stone, aU ppr.
Gu. a bordure indented ar.
(Castle Donnington, co. Leicester, settled there for
several centuries). Barry wavy of six or and gu. Crest
A demi griffin segreant ppr. Motto In Deo spero.
Dalby (co. Warwick). Same Arms, &c.
Dalby. Same Arm^. Crest A demi Hercules, lion's skin
and club issuing from the wreath.
Dalby (Exton, co. Rutland Eooeb, son of William Floweb,
Sheriff of Rutland, 10 Richard II., m. Katuebine, dau. and
Her. Visit. 1618). Ar. a
co-heir of William Daleye.
bend engr, and a canton sa.
Dalby. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three round buckles or.
Dalby. Az. a chief and bordure or.
Dalby. Ar. two chevs. engr. and a canton sa.

Dalbreth.

Dalby

—

—

—

;

Daldeburg'b, or Dalderbrig'he.
charged on the shoulder with a

Gu. a lion ramp.

ar.

fleur-de-lis az.

Dalden. Ar. a cross patonce betw. four martlets vert.
Dalderby. Ar. a chev. betw. two escallops in chief and

a

cross crosslet fitch^e in base gu.

Dale

(Brentwood, co. Essex). Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three
rising ar. beaked, legged, and belled of the second,

hawks

torteaux.

Dale

(London, and co. Northampton, 1613). Gu. on a
mount vert a swan ar. merabered and ducally gorged or.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a heron ar. beaked,
legged, "and ducally gorged or.
Dale (cos. Northumberland and York). Gu. a swan, wings

—

expanded

Dale

ar.

Crest

—A

stork ppr.

charged with a bezant.

Dale

(Bristowe

citizen of

Henby Dale

;

John Dalk,
Dale, a judge in Guildhall,
the son of William Dale,
Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three
of that place,

Mathew
Mathew Dale,

London, and

in 1612, sons of
of Bristow. Her. Visit.).

cranes rising ar. seven torteaux.
Ar. three ducal coronets gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, collared gu.
Dalg'amer. Gu. a fesse betw. three boars' heads couped ar.
Dalg-ety. Or, three pehcans' heads vulning themselves sa.
Crest
A lion ramp, guard, az.
Dalg'leish (Scotscraig, Scotland). Ar. a tree eradicated,
lying fesseways vert, betw. three pheons az. Crest A book
expanded ppr. Motto DeUciae meae.
Dalliousie, Earl of. See Bamsat.
DalingTUg'g'e. Ar. a cross engr. gu. Crest— A demi lioa

—

Dales, or Dalles.

—

—

—

ppr.

Dalison

(Laughton, co. Lincoln, hart., extinct 1645, descended from William Dalison, Esq of Laughton, Escheator of co. Lincoln, temp. Henry VIII., d. 1546). Gu.
three crescents or, a canton erm. Crest— A man completely
accoutred in armour ppr. holding in the dexter hand a
battle-axe ar. handled gu. Motto
D'accompUr Agincourt.
Dalison (Hamptons, co. Kent, descended from William
Dalison, Justice of the King's Bench, second son of Willlam
Dalison, Esq., of Laughton). Same Arms, Crest, and 7tfo«o.
Dalison. Ar. a pile engr. sa.
Dallaber. Az. a boar's head couped in fesse or, betw. three
escallops in chief and six crosses crosslet in base ar.
Dallabere. Az. three boars' heads couped in fesse betw.

—

Rutland

;

az. three

—

roses gold.

Dale

Dallamer. Ar. on a bend az. three eagles displ. or.
Dallas (Petsal, co. Stafford, bart.). Ar. a bend az.
three mullets gu.

betw.
Crest— A crescent per pale or and gu.

Motto— Lux venit ab
Dallas (St. Martin's,
Thomas Dallas,
points gu.

Crest

alto.

co.

K.C.B.).

Boss, as recorded 1815, for Sir
Ar. a fess betw. five stars of six

—An increscent ar.

Surrey). Ar. on a bend sa. three hinds pass. or.
Ar. two lions pass, in pale az.
Ar. on a bend sa. three talbots (another, wolves)
courant of the field, armed and langued gu. Crest A naked
arm embowed, holding a sword bendways ppr.
Dale (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Off. Matthew Dale, of Greenwood
(co.

Dale.
Dale.

—

Hall, parish of Stoke, co. Essex, d. 5

May,

1614, buried in St.

Andrew's Church, Dublin). Same Arms.
Dale (Glanvilles-Wotton House, co. Dorset). Az. three buglehorns. Crest
A garb ppr.

—

Motto—Lax

venit ab

three mullets gn.

Orest—

crescent per pale ar. and gu.

Dallaway

(Brinscombe, Birmingham, circa 1600).
Or,
on a bei:d gu. betw. six martlets sa. a broken spear of the
field.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. or. Motto—HotaxLii sunt
tibi mores.
Dallaway (Rev. James Dallawat, late Secretary to the
Earl Marshal). Barry of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. two
pallets or, over all a tilting spear bendwise ppr.
Dallender (Poynings, co. Sussex, and Buckland, co. Surrey).
Vaire ar. and gu. a bordure az. bezantee. Crest An eagle's
head vaire ar. and gu.
Dalley. Ar. three crosses crosslet fltcbee in pale sa. betw.
two pellets, on a chief gu. a fleur-de-Us ar. Crest A demi
angel issuing, holding a grifBn's head erased ppr.
Dallliam., or
(London). Erm. three cinquefoils
sa. two and one, betw. two flaunches of the last, each charged
with a coney pass, or (another, ar.).
Dalling' (Burwood Park, co. Surrey, bart., extinct). Erm.
on a bend sa. three acorns or, slipped vert. Crest A cubit
arm erect holding a branch of oak fructed ppr.
Dalling'. Same Arms. Crest A cannon therefrom a chain
in form of an arch and within it a lion's head erased ppr.

—

—

—

Dalbam

—

—

Dalling-, alias

Bulwer

(Estwicke, co. Norfolk).

a chev. betw. three eagles close reguard.

or, as

many

Gu. on
cinque-

foils sa.

Dalling and Bulwer, Lord. See Lytton-Bdlweb.
Dalling. Erm. on a bend sa. three trefoils or, on a chief
an anchor betw. two martlets ar.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three holly leaves (anwoodbine leaves) vert, as many bezants.
Dalling. Same Arms, a chief gu. charged with an anchor
betw. two martlets ar.
DaUinger. Erm. a cross engr. gu.
Dallinghowe (Suffolk). Vert nine fleurs-de-lis ar. three,
three, and three.

Dalling.
other,

Dallingridg-e, or Dalingrise. Or, a cross engr. gu.
Dallingi;on (co. Lincoln). Per pale ar. and gu. two bends
counterchanged.
Az. a chev. betw. three doves ar.
Dally. Az. a fesse betw. three crescents ar. Cre<t An
arm erect vested sa. cuff. ar. in the hand ppr. an arrow of

Dallingrton.

—

the last.

Dallyson

Ar. three pallets gu.

Dale

(David Dale, Esq., of Darlington, co. Durham). Az.
a swan ar. betw. four bezants saltirewise. Citsl
In front

—
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Dallas- Yorke. See Yobkb.
Dallas. Ar. a bend az. betw.

gu.

confirmed 1602). Paly of six ar. and gu.
garbs or. Crest Three Danish battleaxes erect, handles or, headed ar. enfiled with a chaplet of
(CO.

on a chief

Dale.

az.

and addorsed ppr. an escutcheon

alto.

Dalbie, or Dalby.

five

of two eagles' heads erased

twelve crosses crosslet or.

ppr.

ar.

DAL
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Dakyns, or Dakeyne

(Homsey, co. Middlesex, granted 14 December,
24 King Charles I.). Ar. on a pile engr. az. three crescents
Ci-est-The sun or, rising from clouds ppr.
first.

of the

;

DAL

(Dalmahoy, Scotland, a family of distinction
and rank in Mid Lothian, temp. Alexander III. Sir John
Dalmabot, of that Ilk, was created a baronet in 1679). Az.

—

—

1st, Fitzgkrald A boar pa*8.
of cross crosslets ar. Crests
gu. bristled and armed or; 2nd, Dalton: A dragon's head
couped vert betw. two wings or. Motto Shanet a boo.

Dalton

three mullets of six points ar. pierced of the field. Crest
demi lion ramp, erminois erased gu., betw. the paws a
mullet as in the arms.
Ar. a fesse betw. three human legs
(co. Devon).
couped at the thighs sa.
Dalnbery. Gu. three buglehorns ar. stringed or.
Dalrymple (Earl of Stair). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
on a saltier az. nine lozenges of the field, for Dalrtmple;
2nd and 3rd, or, a chev. chequy sa. and ar. betw. three
water bougets of the second, for Ross. Supporters Two
Motto Quiescam. Another
Crest A rock ppr.
lions gu.

Dalton

—

—

—

A

Dalmond

— Firm.

—

—

—

Dalrymple

(Cousland, Scotland, bart. 1698
the 6th bart.
became 8th Earl of Stair). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a
saltire az. nine lozenges of the field in chief a water budget
2nd and 3rd, sa. a cross flory cantoned with four galleys
sa.
Crest
A rock ppr. Motto
ar., for Fletcher, of Cranston.
;

;

—

— Be firm.

(North Berwick, bart. 1697). Or, on a saltire
az. betw. two water budgets in flanks sa. nine lozenges of the
A rock ppr. Motto Be firm. Supporters
Crest
field.
Dexter, a lion guard, gu., sinister, a falcon ppr.

—

Daliymple

—

—

^Sir

Hugh Whitefoord Dalrymple,

Bart.,

1815, title extinct at the death of his son and successor).
Or, on a saltire az. betw. a star in chief gu. and two water
budgets in flanks sa. nine lozenges of the field. Same Crest

and MoUo.

Dalrymple Horn Elphinstone

(Logic Elphinstone,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a
bart., 1827).
betw. two water budgets in flanks sa. nine lozenges
of the field, for Dalrymple; 2nd and 3rd, or, three hunting
horns gu., for Horn en surtout, ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
boars' heads gu. a mitre or, a bordure of the third, for
Elphinstone. Crests Two horns erect per fesse or and sa.
counterchanged, for Horn a rock ppr. on which the Motto,
CO.

Aberdeen,

saltire az.

;

—

;

and an armed hand erect ppr.
Firm, for Dalrymple
holding an ostrich feather sa., for Elphinstone. Supporters
Dexter, a bull sa. armed and unguled or; sinister, an
eagle wings expanded sa. armed or.
Motto (below the
;

—

—

Moneo

munio.
Dalrymple Hay- (Park Place, co. Wigton, bart., 1798).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a saltire az. nine lozenges of
the field a bordure gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. three inescutcheons
gu. in chief an oxyoke in fesse ppr. Crests A rock ppr., for
Dalrymple; a falcon ppr. charged on the breast with an
escutcheon gu., for Hat. Supporters Two volunteers of
the corps of Wigtonshire ppr.
Mottoes
Firm, for
Dalrymple Serva jugum, for Hay.
Dalston (Dalston Hall, co. Cumberland, bart., extinct 1765,
descended from Robert de Dalston, younger brother of
Hubert de VAint, Lord of Gillesland, who assumed his
name from his residence, his de.'scendant Sir Wm. Dalston,
was created a bart. 1641, for his loyalty to Charles I. Visit.
Cumberland, 1615). Ar. a chev. (sometimes, engr.) betw.
three daws' heads erased sa. beaked or. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a falcon's head ppr.
Dalston (Acornbank, co. Westmoreland, a branch of
Dalston, of Dalston, derived from a younger son of
Thomas Dalston, temp. Henry VIII.). Same ./<rnu and Crest.
Dalton (Dalton, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
crusily a lion ramp, guard, ar. crowned or ; 2nd and 3rd,
barry of six ar. and az. in chief three lozenges gu.
Dalton (Uispham, co. Lancaster). Az. crusily or, a lion
ramp, guard, ar. a chief barry nebuldc of four of the last
and sa. Crest A dragon's head vert betw. two wings or.
Dalton (Thurnham, originally of Bispham, co. Lancaster,
the heiress, Elizabeth Dalton, elder dau. of Robert
shield)

et

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

Dalton, Esq., of Thurnham, ni. William Hoohton, Esq.,
of Park Hall, and had a son, John Hoohton, who assumed
the surname and arms of Dalton). Az. scmee of crosses

—

ramp, guard, ar.
Crest
A dragon's head
vert betw. two wings or. Supporters (as borne by Sir John
Dalton, Knt. banneret, 13!i9) Two lions, as in the arma.
crosslet a lion

(Stanmore, co. Middlesex, a branch of the Daltons,

Arms and Crest, samt^ as Dalton, of ThdbnBAM, quartering Woodward, Leybodrnb, Hastings, and
Clinton. Motto— \r\\.tr cruces trumphans in cruce.

of

Thurnham.

(Durham).

Ar. three lozenges gu. each charged

with a saltire of the

first.

Dalton

(Grant- Dalton, Shanks House, co. Somerset,
exemplified to Dalton Foster Grant, Esq., upon his taking
the name of Dalton in addition to and after that of Grant

by royal

May,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th:
a lion rarap. betw. nine cross
crosslets ar. a canton erm., for Dai.ton; 2nd and 3rd, gu.
a lion pass, guard, ar. imperially crowned ppr. betw. three
antique crowns or, for Grant 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev.
engr. sa. betw. three buglehorns of the second as many
escallops of the first, for Foster. Crestf
1st, Dalton: On
a mount ppr. a dragon's head couped vert betw. two wings
or, each charged with across crosslet sa.; 2nd, Grant:
boar's head couped ar. Motto Stabit conscius aiqui.
Dalton (Lancashire). Az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Dalton (Kingston-on-Hull, Hawkeswell, Bedale, andSleninglicence

quarterly, 1st

12

and

1826).

4th, az.

;

—

A

—

ford,

Dalrymple

:

—

Crest
A dexter hand
three spur rowels ar.
Supporters Two serpents
brandishing a sword, all ppr.
nowed ppr. Motto Absque metu.
Dalmer (London). Vert, a lion ramp, erminois, in chief

in chief

Motto

SAL
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Balmalioy

York

CO.

;

as of Bispham,

DugdaU's

Visitation,

Lancaster.

1666).

—A

Arms, same

dragon's head
vert, betw. two wings displ. or, gorged with a collar nebulee
co.

Crest

ar.

Dalton

(Myton, co. York). Az. sem^e of crosses crosslet
a lion ramp. ar.
Dalton (Dalton Haye, co. York and London. James
Dalton, one of the Judges in the Sheriff's Court in London,
and double reader in Lincoln's Inn, whose wife was Mart.
27th child of George Rolle, Esq., of Stevenstone, co.
Devon. Visit. London, 1568). Az. semee of crosses crosslet a
lion ramp, reguard. ar., charged on the breast with a mullet
gu.
Crest
A dragon's head vert. betw. two wings or,
fitchee or,

—

pellettee.

Dalton

Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar. within a

Dalton

Ar. a cross az. betw. four popinjays

(co. York).
bordure engr. or.
(CO. York)

vert.

Dalton
Dalton

(co.

Gu. a

York).

saltire

couped

ar.

(Norroy, King of Arms, 1st Mary I, d. 1561). Az.
semee-de-lis or, (sometimes, ar.) a lion ramp, reguard. ar.
A dragon's head vert purfled and winged or. Motto
Crest

—

—

God

is

my

Dalton

Defender.

(Sheffield.

From

the

Murray, formerly Dalton,

monument

in Sheffield

of

Lady John

parish church).

Gu. semee of cross crosslets a lion ramp. ar.
Dalton. Sa. three lozenges ar. on each a saltire gu. Crest
A ram's head, couped ar. attired or.
Dalton. Ar. a cross az. betw. three ringdoves vert, beaked
and legged gu.
Dalton. Ar. three bars az. in chief as many lozenges gu.
Dalton. Gu. two bars or, in chief three roses ar.

—

Dalton.

Dalton

Lozengy

ar.

and

sa.

Az. crusily and a lion ramp. ar. (formerly
the family bore also a chief nebulee ar. and sa. but this has
long been disused). Crest A wivern's head couped vert,
gorged with a collar nebulee or, betw. two wings displ. also
Motto
Patientia. victrix.
vert, inside of the wings gold.
D' Alton (Count D'Alton, of Green.istown, co. Tipperary,
created a Count of the Holy Roman Empire by the Empress
Maria Theresa, 25 April, 1777, and authoriz^'d to bear the
title and use the arms in this Kingdom by Royal Warrant
26 Oct. 1785). Az. a lion ramp. ar. armed and langucd or,
double queued, tail twisted, five fleur-de-lis of the last, two
Crests
1st: On
in chief, as many in fess, and one in base.
a ducal coronet or, ornamented with pearls on the strawberry leaves and betw. them, an eagle displ. sa. looking to
the sinister, langued gu. and crowned with a similar coronet
2nd Out of a coronet same as the last, a demi lion ramp,
ar. armed and langued or, holding in the dexter paw, an
Supporters Two lions ramp. ar. armed
olive branch vert.
and langued or. Motto Tristus et fidelis.
D'Alton (Dundonell, co. Wcstmealh, Fun. Ent. of JoHW
D'Alton, of that place, d. 20 July, 1636 he was great great
(Croft).

—

—

—

:

—

—

;

(excmpliflid to Sir James Richard
KiTZ'iKRALD, yih bart., of Castle Ishcn, co. Cork, Thurnh.Tm
Hall, CO. i.Anca.ster, and BIgods Hall, co. Essex, on his assuming the name of Dalton in addition to and before that of

grandson of Henry D'Alton, of the .same place, who was
grandson of Pierce D'Alton, Esq., of Bally more, in sameco.).
Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar. charged on the shoulder with
a crescent sa. betw. five fleurs-dc-Iis or.
D'Alton (hcg. Ulster's Office). Gu. two bars or, the upper
one charged with a cross crosslet of the field, in chief three

by royal licence dated 4 April, 1807). Quarlib, Fitzgerald: crm. a siiltiro gu.
2.-.d and
3rd, Dalton: az a lion rump, guard, within an orle

Dalubery. Gu. three buglehorns
Dalvoy. Chequy ar. and az.

—

Dalton-Fitz^erald

FiTZOEHAi
\n

o,

terly,

;
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roses ar.
ar.

strinscd of the second.

A

DAL

Daxaboys. Paly
Crest
A rock sa.

quod audes.

Darner

Dalway

—

—

Daly. See O'Daly.
Daly, or O'Daly (Killymore, Carrowna

Kelly, Duneandle,

Galway, of
ancient Celtic origin). Per fesse ar. and or, a lion ramp, per
fesse 6:t. and gu. in chief two dexter hands couped at the
In front of an oak tree ppr.fructed
wrists of the last. Crtst
Motto Deo fidelis et ilegi.
or, a greyhound courant sa.
Daly (Baron Dimsandle and Clan Conal. Lord Dunsandle
Baford, Dalystown, Quansbury, Benmore,

—

&c..,

co.

—

—

Da

eck.

as

many

—

Daly

—
—

fidelis et regi.

John Archer
Andrew William Blake, Esq.,

(Raford, co. Galway, exemplified 1837, to

Blake, eldest son of the late
of Furbough, co. Galway, on his assuming by royal licence
the surname of Daly, in lieu of Blake, in compliance with

the will of his maternal grand uncle. Hyacinth Daly, Esq., of
Per fess ar. and or, a lion ramp, per fess sa. and
gu. in chief two dexter hands couped at the wrist of the
Crest— A greyhound courant sa. collared in front of an
last.
oak tree ppr. fructed gold.
Dalyell (Binns, co. LinUthgow, bart., 1685: the heiress to.
Monteith of Auldcathie). Sa. a naked man with his arms
Kaford).

extended ppr. on a canton ar. a sword and pistol in saltire
ppr. Crest A dexter hand brandishing a scymetar ppr.
I dare.
Supporters ^Two pavilion poles ppr. Motto

—

—

Dalyell

—

(Binns, paternally Menteith).

Quarterly,

1st

and

a bend chequy sa. and ar. betw. three buckles az.,
Menteith; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a naked man ppr. a canton
Crest
ar. charged with a sword and pistol, saltirewise, gu.
A dexter hand, holding a scimetar ppr., hilted and pom4th, or,

for

—

—

Supporters Two lions sejant, guard, gu.
melled or.
(and below the arms) Eight and Reason.
Mottoes I dare
DalsmgTUg'e (Sussex). Or, a cross engr. gu. Crest
unicorn's head.
Dalyn (Johanna, dau. and coheir of John Daltn of Luttesford, m. John Vely, Esq., of Hartland, co. Devon, 18 Henry
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
VIII. 1526. Visit. 1620).
plane leaves vert as many bezants.
Dalyson. See Dalison.

—

Dalzell

:

—

Lanark, Earl of Camwath).
Sa. a
naked man with arms extended ppr. Crest A dagger erect
az. pomel and hilt or.
Supporters Two chevaliers in complete armour, each bearing a target on his exterior arm
ppr. Motto
I dare.
Dalzell (Glenea, bart., 1666; the 3rd bart. became 6th Earl
Carnwatli,
and
was attainted in 1716). The same arms
of
within a bordure ar. Crest
A dexter hand issuing out of a
cloud grasping a spear in bend ppr. Motto
I dare.
Dalzell (London 1672). As Earl of Carnwalk, within a
bordure engr. ar. Crest A demi man in armour holding a
scymetar brandished aloft ppr. Motto
I dare.
Dalzell (Lingo, CO. Fife). Sa. a naked man his arms extended ppr. betw. two stars or, a bordure of the last. Crest
A hand grasping a scymitar ppr. Motto I dare.
Dam. (Hadham, co. Hereford, granted by Cooke, Clarenceux,
Ear. MiS. 1069). Or, a griiBn pass. az. on a chief gu. three
fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
Out of a mural crown a hawk's head.
Daman. Ar. a tower flanked by a wall and two turrets, gu.
Damarell (co. Devon, temp. Edward II.). Gu. three
(Dalzell,

co.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

crescents or.

Damarell.

Per fesse, az. and gu. three crescents in fesse ar.
(Milton Damarell, co. Devon). Az. on a chief
gu. three crescents ar.

Dam.arell

Damarell

(North

Tbenchabd).

Huish,

co.

Devon;

the

heiress

m.

Same Arms.

Daxaarell (Woodbury,

Devon; the coheirs in. Bonviixe
and Maltbavees). Per fesse gu. and az. three crescents ar.
Dambernort, or Dambrenxort. Erm. two bars
humettee gu.
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co.

Gu. three cinquefoils

or,

within

annulets of the same.

Damend and Damenor.

Or, a lion ramp. az. depressed
by a fes.se gu. charged with three martlets ar.
Darner (Milton Abbey, co. Dorset). Barry nebulee of six ar.

—

all a bend engr. az.
Cre.>it
Out of a mural
a talbot's head az. eared gold.
{Earl of Dorchester in Great Britain, and Lord Milton

and g^. over
coronet

or,

in Ireland, created Earl 1792, extinct 1808). Same Arms
Supporters Dexter, a talbot az. murally gorged
Crest.

—

and
and

eared or; sinister, a talbot ar. murally gorged and eared az.
{Earl of Portarlington). See Dawson-Damer.
Damerex. Barry wavy of six ar. and gu.
Damerley. Gu. on a chief az. three crosses crosslet fitchee
ar.
Crest
A dexter hand brandishing a scimetar aloft,

Damer

—

all

ppr.

—

Same Arms. Crest A lion's head erased,
within a chain or, disposed in orle.
Per fesse az. and gu. three crosses crosslet

Damery,

;

mhrrrf wheels or.

Gu. three

Dameck, or Dameke.

Deo

;

;

;

fesse ar.

Paly of six or and gu. a dolphin hau-

rient az.

Damerley.

:

Maxwell; Caldekwood

of six, or and gu. a jaw-bone in pale az.

Damboys (France).

Power Fbench
arms Daly
Deniston; Barry; Cantillon).
and or, a lion ramp, per fesse sa. and gu., in
chief two dexter hands couped of the last. Cre-^t Before an
Supporters
oak tree ppr. a greyhound courant sa.
Dexter, a lion ramp, as in the arms; sinister, a greyhound
Motto
ppr. gorged with an Irish or pointed crown, or.
the following

quarters

Per

DAN

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

(Fun. Ent. of the wife of John Dobb, and dau. and
heir of John Dalway, buried in Dublin 8 Nov. 1620). Sa.
three lions pass, guard, ar. armed and langued gu. two and
one, those in chief counterpass.
(granted 1795 to Noah Webb, Esq., of Bellahill,
CO. Antrim, on assuming by royal licence the name of
Dalway in lieu of Webb, in pursuance of the will of
Marbiott Dalway, of Bellahill). Ar. two lions in chief
counterpass. and one in base all guard, gu. armed and
langued az. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in his
paws a staff erect ppr. on a banner appendant thereto, and
Esto
floatant to the sinister ar. a saltire of the first. Motto

Dalway

Damerley.
fitchee ar.

Damerley.
Damerley.
Damerley.

Gu. on a chief az. three crescents ar.
Sa. on a fesse ar. three escallops of the field.
Gu. three crescents in fesse ar. a chief or.
or Damnere Vaire ar. and gu. a label of

five points sa.

D'Amery, or Aumary
Same Arms
engr.
Crest
cede malis.

(Park

House,

Stourbridge).

as Damorie, of co. Somerset, the

—Ab Damorie,

bend being

Motto—1\mc

of co. Gloucester.

Damilston (Crapwood,

Scotland). Ar. a bend sa.
a turnip leaved ppr. a chief or, guttfe de
Crest
A dexter hand brandishing a scimetir ppr.
(quartered by Fodntaine, through Walshe). Sa.

Dammant.
poix.

—

Damme

Sa.

three fishes naiant in pale ar.
Damner. Or, a lion ramp. az. over all on a fesse gu. three
martlets ar.
Quarterly, per pale indented or and gu. in the 1st
and 4th quarter a quatrefoil of the second.
Per bend sinister or and az. a lion ramp, counterchanged. Crest
A gauntlet supporting a spear sa.
Quarterly, per pale indented gu. and or, on the
first and last quarters five lozenges conjunct of the second,
one, three, and one.
(Great Mylton Church, co. Oxford. Visit. 1574).
Barry nebulee of six ar. and gu. a bend az.
(co. Somerset, 15 Henry II.). Same ^mis. Crest

Damo.

Damock.

—

Damoe.

D'Amory

—

Damorie

Out of a mural coronet

or,

a

talbot's

head

az.

eared of the

first.

Damory, or Dam.oxiy.
bend az. Crest —A long

Barry wavy of
cross recrossed,

six ar. and gu. a
and standing on

three greices gu.

Damory, or Damouy.

SiameArms.

Crest

—K

wolf

courant ppr.

Damory
Crest

Barry of six ar. and gu. a bend az.
lion ramp, guard, sa.
Barry wavy of six gu. and vert, a bend erm.
Vaire ar. and gu.
Or, a lion ramp. sa. in chief a label of three

(Ireland).

— A demi

Damory.
Damory.
Dampier.
points gu.

Dam.pier

(Colingshays, co. Somerset), Or, a lion ramp. sa.
on a chief gu. a label of five points ar. Crest A demi lion
ramp. sa. ducally crowned or. Motto Dominus Petramea.
Dampier (Thomas Dampier, Bishop of St. Asaph, 1802-8,
and of Ely 1808-12). Same Arms.

—

—

Damport

(co. Chester, granted 1582).
Ar. a chev. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. within a bordure engr. gu.
Crest
A lion pass. erm. ducally crowned or, reposing the
dexter paw on an escutcheon of the last.
Damport. Az. three (another, two) spades or. Crest
Same as the last.
Damport. Az. three crosses ar. two and one.
Damport. See Davenport.
Damvers. Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced or.
Dan, or Dann. Or, a chev. chequy gu. and ar. betw.
Out of a mural coronet a
three trefoils slipped vert. Crest

—

—

—

demi monkey ramp. ppr.

Danbury.

Ar. a cross betw. four mullets gu.
(Danby, co. York). Ar. three chevronels braced, in
the base point of the escutcheon sa. on a chief of the second
A scorpion erect or.
three mullets of the first. Crest
(Swinton, co. York
descended from Sir Robert

Danby

—

Danby

Danby, Chief Justice

;

Common Pleas,

temp. E^lward IV., 5th

A

DAN

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

son of Thomab Danbt, Lord of Danhy. William Danbt,
Esq., of Swinton, High SherifT co. York, the last male
descendant of this line, d. 1833). Same Armt and Crest.
Danby (Great Langton. William Danbt, Esq., living
Same Arms, quartering, Gu.
there at Visit. YorK, 1585).
three lozenges ar. and also, Ar. on a saltire Ba. a plate betw.
;

Bix billets of the

MS.

1487).

Danby

(co.

of

Hengrave.

Harl.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu.
York). Ar. on a bend sa. three birds of the

field.

Dancastle

(co. Berks).

—

Az. a ball

or,

issuing

fire

from the

A stag's head ar. attired or, wounded in
top ppr. Crest
the neck gu.
(Colonel Sir Chables Webb Dance, K.H., son of
Geoboe Dance, Esq., R.A., Architect to the city of London).
Erm. a fcsse embattled, counter-embattled az. betw. three
lions' heads erased gu. on a chief (of honourable augmentation) or, two swords in saltire ppr. hilts and pomels gold,
wreathed round with laurel vert, on a canton gu. a mural
coronet or, pendent thereto by a light blue ribbon the
Waterloo medal ppr. underneath the medal (on the canton)

Dance

the word Waterloo, also gold. Crest— A horse's head couped
sa. wreathed round the bottom of the neck with oak vert,
bit or, bridle of the first.
Dance. Per pale ar. and or, a fesse nebulee betw. three
horse's head couped az.
Crest
lions' heads erased gu.
bridled gu. Another Crest- A horse's head couped ar.
Dance. Per pale ar. and or, three lions' heads erased gu.

—A

Crest

— Out of a ducal coronet a nag's head

affrontee.

Dance.

Per pale ar. and or, a fesse nebulee betw. three
goats' heads erased gu. attired az.
Dance. Ar. a bend gu.
Dance (granted by Carney, Ulster, to Thomas Dance, of
Dublin, gent.). Erm. a fess nebuly betw. three goats' heads
erased or. Crest— Ont of a mural crofrn or, a goat's head
az.

Dancell, or Dansell.

Or, a bend gu.

Crest—A pheon with a

Dancer.

Or, six cinquefoils gu.
piece of broken shaft therein.

Dancer

(Modreeny House,

co. Tipperary, hart.). Quarterly,
two and one, erased sa.,
2nd, gu. on a fesse or, betw. three crescents
ar. as many fleursde-lis of the field, for Seable; 3rd, ar.
on a mount vert a palm-tree therefrom a serpent descending.
1st
A talbot pass. sa. collared or 2nd An arm in
Crests
armour charged on the forearm with three estoiles in pale
gu. holding a palm branch. Motto— Vincit qui patitur.
(co. Berks).
Az. a lion or, and a dragon ar. erect

Ist

and

for

4th, ar. three talbots' heads,

Danceb

—

;

:

:

;

Dancey

(Donhead, St. Andrews, co. Wilts). Per pale ar.
and or, a fesse nebulee betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
out of each mouth the head of a spear az. Crest A horse's
head couped gu. bezantee maned and bridled or.
Dancy. Ar. on a bend vert three roses or.
Dancye (co. Lancaster). Ar. a cockatrice az. combed,
beaked, wattled, and membered gu.

—

Dand

Sa. three battle-axes ar.

Dande,
1614).

Esq., of

Vert a

Churcholme, co. Chester.

griflJn

Crest

la.st.

winged

Notts.

Visit.

segreant or, in chief three escallops

— On a mount

vert a

swan

ar.

(another,

beaked gu.
Dandale. Ar. six Cornish choughs ppr. three, two, and one.
Dandeleigrh. Ar. two bars gu. each charged with three
or),

sa.

az.

Per

fess az.

and gu. three crescents

ar.

Erm. a fesse chequy or and az. betw. three
pcllpts in chief and one in base.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi ostrich with wings endorsed ar.
Dandesey. Per pale or and ar. three bars wavy gu.
Dandezey. Per pale or and ar. three hounds pass. gu.
Dandrahen. Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and of the first betw.

—

six Bpur-rowcls of the second.

Dandrid^e

(Great Malvern, CO. Worcester). Az. a lion's
head erased or, betw. three masclcs ar. quartering the arms
of Strange and .Steono. Cre^t—A. lion's head erased charged
with a mascle ar. Motto In adversis etiam fide.
Dandsey (London). Per pale ar. and gu. two bars ncbuleo
per pale gu. and or.

—

Dandy
the

(Sapiston, co. Suffolk).

llrst

quarter a mullet ar.

•Inistcr side a

dove close

i?60

Dandy

;

first.

Dandy, or Danny

(William Dandt, alias Dannt, Esq.,
of Lanerth, co. Cornwall, Visit. 1620, grandson of Thomas
Dawndt, or Danny, of same place, descended from Danneyb, of Sheviok, same co.). Ar. on a bend coiised sa. three
cinquefoils or.

Dane (Wells, co. Somerset).
Crest

ar.

Dane

Sa. a serpent entwined and erect

—Out of a ducal coronet

or, a demi lizard vert.
William Dane, Alderman

(Stortford, CO. Hereford.

of London, son of John Dane, of the former place. Visit.
Or, a chev. engr. az. betw. three hinds
London, 1568).
pass. gu.

Crest

—A wolf

statant ar.

Dane.

Gu. on a bend cotised ar. three birds vert.
Dane (Dane Court, co. Kent). Gu. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Danelem, or Danelyn. Az. a saltire or, betw. four
bezants.

Danell.

Sa.

on a bend

ar. cotised indented or,

a crosslet

fltch^e gu.

Daneray. Ar. on a bend az. cotised ga. three mullets or.
Danerey. Sa. three covered cups ar.
Danerston (co. Suffolk). Ar. three halberds gu. two and
one.

Danes

(London). Ar. on a bend az. cotised gu. betw. six
halberds sa. three swords or.
(London). Ar. on a bend gu. three mullets or.
(co. Devon).
Erm. three battle-axes within a
bordure engr. gu.
Daneys, or Danes. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets
gu. Crest
A quadrangular castle.
Daneys. Sa. three battle-axes ar.
Danford. Bendy of six gu. and or, a chief az. Crest
man in a military habit ppr. holding a flag displ. az.
Dang'ar (granted to Henry Danoar, Esq., of Haverstock
Erm. on a bend sa. cottised engr. gu.
Hill, CO. Middlesex).
a ram's head erased or, betw. two esquires' helmets ppr.
mount
vert a demi man affront^ in armour
Crest
Upon a
ppr. the helmet adorned with three feathers az. holding in
the right hand a broken tilting spear also ppr. and supporting with the left an escocheon sa. charged with a ram's
head erased or. Motto Traditus non victus.
Dangrate. Per bend crenelle ar. and sa. (another, sa. and

Danett

Daneys

—

—

—

—

ar.).

Gu. a cinqucfoil
co. Worcester).
erm. within a bordure az. bezantee. Crest A griffin's head
erased ppr.

Dang'erfl.eld (Bromyard,

ar.

Quarterly, az.
Crest

Same

Dang'erfield.

—A

savage's head
wreathed about the temples with laurel leaves ppr.
Dangervile (Leicestershire). Gu. a einquefoil erm. within
a bordure az. (another, sa.) bezantee.
D' Angle (Sir Gdichard D' Angle, a native of Poitou, wss
appointed Marshall of Aquitaine, by Edward the Black
elected a Knight of the Garter, 1372, and
Prince, 1363
created Earl of Huntingdon for life at the Coronation of
Richard II., to whom he had been appointed tutor). Or,
billetee and a lion ramp. az.
DangTiylla, or Dang-uiloe. Gu. three bezants.
Arvis.

Daniell, Danyell, or
bury,
sa.

iSrc.,

Crest

Crest

—A

garb

and
or,

or, in

on the

De Anyers (Over Tabley, Dares-

CO. Chester, of

Norman

origin).

Ar. a pale

— A unicorn's head couped ar. attired gold.

—Nee timeo nee
Daniel

crosses crosslet or.

Dandeleig'h. Az. a canton or, a bordure gu. bezantte.
Danderle, or Danderley. Gu. on a chief ar. a crescent

Danderley.
Danderne.

—

;

(Mansfield Woodjiouse, co. Nottingham, granted to
of that place, 1575, grandson of Oliver

Rowland Dande

of the

Az. on a saltire or, betw.
co. Suffolk).
four bucks trippant ar. a leopard's head gu. 0)-est Same
as the last.
descended, says Lysons,
(Trewen, co. Cornwall
from a younger branch of the ancient baronial family of
Dawney, of Shevrock). Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three

—

and combatant.

Dancey

Dancys.

Dandy (Cretingham,

quatrefoils of the

first.

Banby (Yafforil, quartered by Kitson

AN

D

fiisily

Motto

sperno.

Daniel, Q.C, Judge of County Courts).
and erm. a lion ramp. ar. Cre^t A dexter
naked arm erect, enfiled with a ducal coronet and holding a
Sub lege libertas.
short sword. Motto
Daniel (quartered by Amhdrst, of Didlington Hall, co.
Norfolk). Per saltire ar. and or, in fess two lions ramp. gu.
in chief and in base a dexter arm couped at the elbow habited
of the third cuffed az., the hand ppr. holding a cross crosslet

(W. T.

Paly of six

S.

—

sa.

—

fltchcjp also

of the third.

Daniel (Auburn,

.^rm* same as last. Crest
a dexter arm fessways,
couped, vested gu. cuffed az. the hand ppr. holding a cross

— In front of a

CO.

Westmeath).

trefoil, slipped, vert,

cros.slct fitchec erect also cu.

Daniel, or Danyell
pale fusily sa.

Crest

—

J/o(Jo^Toujours pret.

Ar. a
(Bcscuak, co. York, 1676).
A unicorn's head couped ar. attired

or.

Daniell
and

Daniell
A

(Clifton

and Rosthernc,

co. Chester).

Same Anns

Crfst.

(Chester, Suffolk,

and

Wells).

Same Arms. Crest—

tiger pass, reguard. ar.

Daniell (Theydon

Grove, near Epping, co. Essex; Jamkb

A

A

Same Arms, quartering

ar.

a wolf

Crest
A wolf, as in the arms.
(Wigan, co. Lancaster, 1664, descended
Daniell, of Over Tabley, co. Chester). Same Arms.

from

Esq.).

—

statant reguard. sa.

DS'niell

—A unicorn's head erased
Daniel!

(Little

ar.

armed

Berkhampsted,

Crest

or.

co. Herts).

Same

Ari.is

and

See Dansey.
Gu. a cockatrice ar.
(West Lavington, co. Wilts).
Gu. a lion and a dragon or, ramp, combatant. Crest
dragon's head erased vert.
Danncey. Per pale ar. and or, a fesse nebulee betw. three
Lancaster).

Danncey, or Dauntesy

—

leopards' faces az.

Cre.^t.

—

chief two mascles of the last, in base, a panther pass, of the

CreU

first.

—On two oak branches

vert, fructed or,

meeting

saltireways in base, a pelican erm. vulning herself ppr.
Daniel! (Trelissick, co. Cornwall). Per fesse erm. and sa. in
chief two lozenges of the last, in base a talbot pass. or.
pelican encircled with two branches of laurel,
Crest

—A

ppr.

Daniel!
Daniel!

(co.

Durham).

Gu. abend and bordure engr. or.
Paly of six sa. and erm. a lion

(co. Gloucester).

ramp. ar.

—

Same Arms. Crest A cubit arm erect, holding
hand ppr. a sword, encircling the arm a ducal coronet

Daniel!.
in the
or.

Daniel!

(Beswiclt, co. York).

Gu. on a cross

or, five eagles

displ. sa.

Gu. a cross betw. four eagles displ. ar. armed az.
York). Or, (another ar.) a pale wavy sa. betw.

Daniel!.

Daniel!

(co.

eight cinquefoils gu.

Daniel!
Daniel!

York).

Ar. a pale engr. sa.
{temp. Edward II). Ar. a bend gu.
Daniel!. Ar. a tiger pass. sa.
Daniel! (Tideswell, co. Derby: a co-heiress m. Mevekeu).
Az. a, bend betw. six escallops or.
Daniel!. Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of eight fleurs-de(co.

lis ar.

Daniel!

(quartered by Sir Johx Pclteket, Lord Mayor of
London, d. 1349, son of Adam Neale, alias de Pdltenet, of
Weston, CO. Sussex. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Quarterly, gu.
and or, in the first quarter a lion pass. ar.
Daniel!. Az. on a bend or, three martlets sa.
Daniel!. Gu. a bend and bordure engr. and in chief a

William Daniell. or O'Donitell,
Archbishop of Tuam, d. 11 July, 1628). Sa. two lions ramp,
combatant, supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist

betw. three estoiles or.
Daniel! (confirmed to Robert Daniell, Esq. of NeWForest,
CO. Westmeath).
Ar. a pale fusily sa. in the dexter chief
point a crescent gu. CreH
A unicorn's head erased ar.
armed and crined or, charged with a crescent gu. Motto
all ar.,

—

—

fide et patria.

Daniell.
Daniel!.

Daniel!

See Dantell.
See Dantees.
(Daresbury, co. Chester).

Ar. a pjJe fusillee sa.
imicom's head couped ar.
(St. Austins, near Lymington, co. Hants).
Per
fesse erm. and sa. in chief two mascles of the second, in base
an heraldic tiger ar. Crest A pelican vulning herself ar.
betw. two branches of oak ppr.
Danielston (Danielston, Scotland). Ar. a bend sa.
Daniers, or Daniel (Bradley). Ar. a pale fusily sa.
Crest
A unicorns head erased.

—

Crest
A
Daniels

—

—

Danis.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu. pierced or.
(co. York). Gu. two bars betw. eight martlets
and three. Crest A demi woman habited ar.
playing on a harp or.
Danmare. Barry nebulee of six, ar. and gu. Crest—
lion's gamb issuing sa. supporting an escutcheon gu.
Dannat (William Dannat gave all his lands at South
Croxton, to his uncle. Sir William Dannatt, 33 Edward
III., 1359. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Sa. guttle d'eau a canton

Dankyrsley

—

ar. three, two,

erm.

Per

pale

ar.

and

or,

three

wolves'

collar or,

rimmed gu. charged with three torteaux.

(Ireland.)

Gu. a lion ramp.

ar. holding betw. the

forepaws a snake ppr.

Dannce.

Per pale ar. and or, three liona' heads erased ga.
in each mouth a spear-head az.
Danncey (co. Gloucester). Go. a dragon or, and lion ramp,
ar. combatant.
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heads

erased gu.

Danncey.
lions'

Per pale ar. and gu. a fesse nebulee betw. three
heads erased counterchanged.

Danncey. Per pale or and ar. three bars nebulee gu.
Danne. Quarterly, per pale indented ar. and gu. in

the
of the last.
Quarterly, per pale indented or and gu. in the 1st
quarter five lozenges conjoined in cross of the second.
(Scotland).
Or, three boars' heads gu. in the
centre an arrow paleways of the last.
Dannett (Elmbridge, co. Worcester, and Dannett's Hall and
1st

and 4th quarters a cinquefoil

Danne.

Dannere

Bruntingthorpe, co. Leicester). Sa. guttee d'eau a canton
erm. Crest
A greyhound's head couped (sometimes erased)
sa. gorged with a collar ar. charged with three torteaux.
Dannett (co. Leicester). Or, on two bars gu. three lions
ramp. ar. two and one.
Dannett (London). Ermines a canton erm.
Dannett, or Dannet (London). Sa. guttee d'or, a canton
erm.
Dannett. Quarterly, per pale indented or and gu. in the
1st and last quarters four cinquefoils of the second.
Danney, or Dancy. Az. a dragon ramp, or, and a lion
ramp. ar. combatant.
Dannsey, or Dansie. Per pale ar. and or, a fesse
nebulee betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
Crest A nag's

—

—

head gu. bezant«e, maned and bridled
See Dandy.

or.

Danny (co. Cornwall).

Danrey, or Daudie

(Laureth, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a.
sa. cottised az. three cinquefoils pierced or.
Crest
A.
horse pass, bridled and saddled ppr.
Danrey. Ar. on a bend cottised az. three cinquefoils
pierced or.
Danrey. Sa. a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Dansell. Or, a bend gu.
Dansert. Or, an inescutcheon az. over all a bend gobonated
ar. and gu.
(co. Hereford).
Barry wavy of six ar. and az.
CreH~K lion ramp, per fesse gu. and or.
(Brinsop, CO. Hereford, and
Strensham, co.
Worcester). Barry wavy of six ar. and gu. Crest A lion's
head erased ar. collared gu.
Dansey. Per pale ar. and gu. three lions' heads erased

—

bend

Dansey

Dansey

counterchanged.

—

Dansey.

Or, three bars wavy gu.
Credit
A demi savage
wreathed round the middle, in the dexter hand a sHp of the
myrtle tree all ppr.
Dansey (Rev. Wm. Danset, Rector of Donhead, St. Andrew,
Wilts). Per pale ar. and or, a fesse nebulee gu. betw. three
lions' heads erased of the last.
Crest
A horse's head
couped ar. maned and bridled or.

Dansie. Same Amu.
Dansie. See Dannset.

Crest

—
—A sea-horse ppr.

Danske. Barry of eight or and az.
Danskine (Scotland). Or, a hare lying

fesseways, a raven

feeding on his back sa.

Danskine

Gu. a goshawk or, standing on
the back of a hare courant ar. Cre.it
A beaver holding
ppr.
Motto Nee improvidua.
in his mouth a log of wood
Danson. Sa. a chev. or, voided az. betw. three garbs of
the second. Crest A garb quarterly or and gu. banded az.
Dant. Ar. a chev. betw. three Cornish chougiis' heads
erased sa. beaked gu. blood dropping from their bilU ppr
Crest
A chough's head as in the arms.
Dantree. Gu. on a bend or, (another, ar. cottised or,) three
(Stirling, 1766).

—

—

—

—

escallops sa.

Dantrey, or Dantree (Norfolk). Gu. a bend cottised
Dantry. Chequy or and az.
Danty. Gu. on a bend or, three escallops sa.

ar.

D'Anvers (Cothorp,

co. Oxford, Upton, co. Warwick, <fcc.).
chief Une was D'Anve»s, Earl of Danby. Visit, 1574).
Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets vert legged or. Crest
A water wivern or. Motto Fort en loyalte.
D'Anvers (Culworth, co. Northampton, bart. extinct 1776,
descended from Sir Jobn D'Anvers, Knt., of Culworth,
Sheriff of the co. Northamptoti, 10 Henry VII., son of
Thomas D'Anvers, 3rd son of John D'Anvers, Esq., of
Cothorp, CO. Oxford). Same A'l-ms, &c.

The

Dannat, or Dannant (cos. Salop and Warwick). Same
Arms. Crest — A greyhound's head erased ar. gorged with a

Dannc

Danncey.

—

martlet or, for diff.
Daniel! (Fun. Ent. of

Pro

Danncey, or Dauncey (Brinsop).

Danncey (co.

Daniell (Aldridge Lodge, co. Stafford). Same Arms.
A wolf statant reguard. gu.
Cre^t
Daniell (co. Wilts). Same Arms.
Daniel! (Scotland). Same Arxis.
Daniel! (co. Suffolk). Same Anns, a border sa.
Daniel! (co. Chester). Ar. two lozenges in pale sa.
Daniel! (Cheshire). Sa. two flaunches ar.
Daniel! (Cheshire). Ar. two flaunches indented sa.
Daniel! (Truro, co. Cornwall). Per fesse erm. and sa. in

all
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D A.H
LE Gett Daniell,

—

—

D'Anvers

(Swithland, co. Leicester, bart., extinct 1796).

Gu. » chev. betw. three mullets of six points

or.
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D Air

Elizabeth, dau. and beiroltbe
m. Hon. Augustus Kichabd Butler, 2nd son of
the 2nd Earl of laivsborough, who thereupon assumed the
name of Danvebs, in addition to and after that of Butler
their son, George John Butler Danvers. i as 5th Earl in
1847, and d. s. p. 1866, when the title went to his nephew,
the son of his half brother). Gu. a chev. wavy betw. three
mullets of six points radiant or, pierced az., quartering

Danvers (Butleb-Danvxbs;
last bart..

;

—

1st, Dasvers: Awyvern,
the dexter claw resting on

Butler, of Lanesborough. Crests
wings elevateJ and tail nowed or,
a shield ar. thereon a bend gu. charged with three martlets
or; and 2nd, Butler: see Lanesborough.
Danvers (cos. Northampton and Oxford). Same Ai-nis as
Cothorp, the field erm. Oresl A parrot vert in the beak
an annulet or.
Danvers (co. Warwick). Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets
Crest
A wyvern wings endorsed or.
of six points or.
Fort et loyal.
Motto
Danvers {EaH of Danby, created 1626, extinct 1643).
Same Anns as Danvers Cothorp.
Danvers (Smithwick and Kothley, co. Leicester, lOth in
Visit. Leicester,
descent from Thomas Danvers, 1270.
1519). Same Anns, field ar. in sinister chief a trefoil slipped
A parrot vert holding in the beak a slip of
Crest
ppr.
oak ppr. fructed with three acorns or.
Danwicke. Or, a chev. betw. three mullets pierced sa.
Danwikes, or Danwykes. Or, a chev. sa. in the dexter

—

—

—

—

point a mullet pierced of the second.

Danyell. Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops of the first.
Danyell, or Daniell. Per fesse az. and erm. a fesse
counterchanged in chief three lions ramp.
Danyers. See Daniell.

Danyers

(Bradley, in Appleton, co. Chester).

Danyell.
Danzells
Dapifer.
buncle

or.

See Dahiell.

See Daniell.

Gu. three cinquefoils erm.
Gu. a cross, and in the first quarter an escarof
last.
border
the
Crest
An eagle az.
a
Gu. on a cross or, an escarbuncle sa. bezants a

—

or,

border of the second.

Darbenay or Dalbenay.
,

Darbishire

(granted to

Or, two chev. and a bord ure gu.

Samuel Oukinfield Darbishibe,

Esq., of Fendyffryn, within the parish of Dwygyfylchi, co.
Carnarvon). Gu. on a pile issuant from the dexter canton

—Issuant from
armour
the hand
clouds a dexter arm embowed
pointed voided
unmailcd and grasping a
Motto—

ar. three leopards' faces of the field.

Crest

in

ppr.

cross

Ubi amor

sa.

ibi fides.

Ar. three dolphins naiant sa.
Per chev. battelly or and
(co. Dorset and London).
az. three eagles displ. counterchanged.
Crest Out of a
tower ar. two wings, the dexter or, sinister az. Anotlier
Crest— An eagle's head erased ar.
(Colebrookdale, co. Salop). Per chev. embattled az.
and crminois three eagles displ. each charged on the breast
with an escallop, all counterchanged. Crest In front of
two crosses crosslet fitchee in saltirc sa. a demi eagle displ.
coupcd erm. wings az. charged on the breast with an
Jl/o«o— Utcunque placuerit Deo.
escallop of the last.
(Walton, co. Leicester).
Ar. a fcssc betw. three

Darby

—

Darby

—

Darby

(Benington, co. Lincoln).

Ar. a chev. betw. three

—

banded or. Crest An antelope's head erased gu.
maned, tufted, armed, and attired or.
Darby (cos. Devon and Northants). Same Arms. Crest
An heraldic tiger attired with four horns, turned round like
sa.

—

rams' horns, or.

Darby
banded

Vert, a chev. betw. three gar'os sa.

(co. Suffolk).

or.

Cre^t

— A garb

ar.

banded

or.

Darby

'Stoke Court, Bucks).
I'er chev. battelly az. and
erminois, three eagles displ. two and one, each charged on
the breast with an escallop, all counterchanged. CreH

—

In front of two cross crosslets fitchee in saltier sa. a demi
eagle di.spl. couped crminois wings az. charged on the breast
with an escallop of the last. Motto Utcunque placuerit
Deo.

—

Darby (confirmed

to

Adm.

Sir

Henbt D'Esterke Darbt,

of

Leap Castle, King's Co.). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three
garbs or, a naval coronet of the first betw. two anchors sa.
pendant in the centre chief from a ribband of the second,
flmhriatcd of the field, a representation of the gold medal
conferred upon the said Admiral by command of His Majesty
in commemoration of his gallant conduct at the Battle of the
Nile, when In command of H.M.S. Bellerophon.
Beneath
the said medal the word " Nile " inscribed in gold letters
upon the
crown az.

field.

mcliora.
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—

A garb or, banded witli a naval
an anchor placed in sinister bend aa.

Crest

in front of

Motto—Spvro

—

first.

Darcie

Gu. an inescutcheon

(co. Lincoln).

ar. within

an

orle of six eagles displ. or.

Darclingrton.

Ar. a lion pass, crowned gu.
D' Arcy (founded in England by Norman de Abeci, to whom
William the Conqueror gave 33 lordships in co. Lincoln).
Az. semee of cross crosslets and three cinquefoils ar.
D'
(Lord Darcy. Philip Dabct was summoned to Parliament 1299. Barony in abeyance since temp. Edward III.).

Arcy

Same Arms.

D'Arcy

(Lord Darcy. John Dabct, brother of Philip,
lord Darcy, was summoned to Parliament 13.32. Barony in
abeyance since 1418). Same Armt.
D'Arcy (Lm-d Darcy of Chiche. Sir Thomas Dabct, Vice
Chamberlain of the King's Household, was so created

Barony extinct

Ar. three cinquefoils gu.
1639).
hair flowing ppr. vested gu. holding
in the dexter hand three red roses slipped and leaved vert.
Supporters
Dexter, a goat ar. unguled, tufted, and horned
or; sinister, a buck erm. unguled and crined or.
Motto—
Vertu cerche honneur.
D'Arcy (Lord D'Arcy of Aston. Sir Thomas D'Abct, brother
of Lord Darcy, whose title fell into abeyance 1418, was
1561.
Crest

— A demi

woman

—

summoned

to Parliament 1509
attainted 1538
title restored to his son by Act of Parliament 1548; extinct 1635).
Az. semee of cross crosslets and three cinquefoils ar. Crest

—A

;

;

bull pass.

armed, hoofed, horned, maned, and
Dexter, a tiger ar. armed gu.;

sa.

—

Supporters

horned, maned, and tufted or.
loue Dieu Grace attendant.
(Earl of Uoldervess: descended from Lord D'Arcy
of Aston, created 1682, extinct 1778). Az. semee of cross
crosslets and three cinquefoils erm.
Crest A spear broken
in three pieces or, two in saltire, the other in pale headed
banded
ppr.,
together at the middle by a ribbon gu. Supporters
Dexter, a tiger ar. maned and tusked or; sinister,
hoofed,

sinister, a bull sa.

Motto— Je

D'Arcy

—

—

a

armed and maned

bull sa.

or.

D'Arcy (Lord D'arcy of Navan.

—

Motto Un Dieu un
James Dabct, brother

Roi.

of the
1st Earl of Holdei-ness, was so created in the Peerage of
Ireland 1721, extinct 1733). Same Arms.
D'Arcy (St. Osiths, co. Essex, bart. extinct 1698 descended
from John Dabct, of Tolleshunt, co. Essex, second son of
Robert Darct, Sheriff of Essex 1420, great grandfather of
the 1st Lord Darcy of Chiche). Ar. three cinquefoils gu.
(Colchester). Ar. three cinquefoils pierced gu.
;

Darcy
Darcy

(Witton Castle, cos. Durham, and Northampton).
Az. sem^e of cross crosslets and three cinquefoils ar. Crcit
gu. turned up erm. a bull sa.
Darcy (St. Clere's Hall, co. Essex). Ar. three cinquefoils
gu. Crest
A demi virgin, holding in the right hand a

—On a chapeau
—

branch of cinquefoils,

Darcy

(co.

all

Lincoln).

ppr.

Ar. three roses gu. (another, the

tinctures reversed).

Darcy

sinister wings sa.

garbs

Durham and Lincoln). Ar. an inescutcheon sa.
within an orle of cinquefoils gu. Crest
A woman's head
couped at the breasts, hair flowing or, wreathed about the
temples with a garland of cinquefoils gu. pierced of the
(cos.

;

Darburg.

Darby

Ar. a cross sa. in the dexter canton an eagle displ.

gu.

Darcie

tufted or.

(co. Kent).

Dapifer.

Darcet.

DAR

(co.

Lincoln).

Same

Arnvs, within a bordure engr.

gu.

Darcy

Ar. an inescutcheon az. within an
orle of eight cinquefoils gu.
Darcy (co. Norfolk). Sa. a chev. betw. three dolphin*
(co. Lincoln).

naiant, eml'owed ar.

Darcy.
Darcy.

Gu. three cinquefoils

Ar. three
(another, engr.) sa.

a label az.
within a bordure indented

ar.

roses gu.

Darcy.
Darcy.

Or, an orle ermines within eight cinquefoils sa.
Ar. an inescutcheon sa. within an orle of eight
martlets gu.
Darcy. Ar. a fesse engr. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
Darcy. Ar. three escutcheons within a bordure gu.

Darcy.

D'Arcy

Sa three martlets or.
(Hyde Park. co. Westmcath, descended from Sir

John D'Arct, named Le Cousin, chief governor of Ireland
temp. Edward I., II., and ML, and Joan, his second wife,
widow of the Earl of Kddare, and dau. of De Buroh, Earl
of Ulster).
foils ar.

armed

or.

D'Arcy

Az. scm^e of crosses crosslet and three cinqueOn a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a bull sa.

Crr-:l

—

Mnlln

—Un Dieu un

Koi.

(Kiltullagh and Clifton, co. Galway).

—A

Arms, same

spear broken in three pieces or,
headed ar. and banded together in the middle by a riband
Motto
gu.
Un Dieu un Koi.
D'Arcy (New Kore-st, co. Galway). Arms and Crest same as
preceding. Motto
Un Dieu un Roi.
as preceding.

Crest

—

—

DAB
(Galwa?,

Ba.

—A

Darley

Aldby Park, co, York). Gu. six
fleurs-de-lis ar. three, two, and one. a bordure erm. Crest —
A horse's head couped gu. accoutred in armour ar. bridled

Darley

dexter arm embowed in chain armour, the hand grasping a
spear in bend sinister, point downwards, all ppr.
Darcy, alias Darsie (Galway). Or, a cross betw. four

Darley

(Reg. Ulster's

Crest

crosses sa.

Dardas.

—A

Office).

Same Arms.

Crest

cross sa.

Ar. a chev. betw. three spindles of silk sa.
Erm. a fesse chequy or and az.
(co. Wilts).

Darderne

betw. three ogresses.

Darderne

Erm. a

(co. Wilts).

fesse

chequy or and

az. in

chief three ogresses.

Darderne. Or, a lion ramp. vert.
Darderne. Gu. six crosses crosslet fitcbee or.
D'Arderna. Erm. a fesse az.
Dardes (co. Westmeath). Erm. two bars az.
Dardes, or Darditz (Darditz-Kath, co. Louth;

Fun. Ent.

of that place, buried at

Drogheda

Patbick Daeditz,
Erm. a fess sa.
1626).

of

Dardes, or Darditz (Fun. Ent. of Patrick Dakdes,
buried in St. Andrew's Church, Dublin, 12 Jan. 1601). Same
Arms, a crescent or, for di£f.
Dardes (Ireland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three bars
wavy gu., 2nd, ar. a fess wavy betw. three mullets sa., 3rd,
sa. a lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet ar.
Dare (Toumay, France). Gu. a chev. vair betw. three
crescents or.
(Norfolk).

Dare

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three dolphins or.
Ar. a lion ramp. az. betw. three crescents gu.
Crest— On a chapeau a demi lion ppr. holding betw. the paws
an increscent ar.

Dare.

Wexford, and Theydon
Dare (Hall-Dare, Newtownbarry,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a lion ramp. ar.
Bois, CO. Essex).
betw. three lozenges or, each charged with an increscent gu.
2nd and 3rd, sa. on
in chief a cross crosslet gold, for Dare
a chev. engr. betw. three battle-axes erect or, as many
A
eagles displ. of the field, for Hall. Crests For Dare
demi lion ramp. az. bezantee, charged on the shoulder with
a cross crosslet or, and holding betw. the paws a lozenge
charged with an increscent as in the arms for Hall A
horse's head couped sa. semee of mullets or, armed ppr.
bridled ar. on the head two ostrich feathers of the first and
Motto
third, and holding in the mouth a battle-axe or.
Loyaute sans tache.
Darell (West Woodfrey, co. Berks. John Darell, created
a bart. 1622, d. s. p.). Az. a lion ramp, or, ducally crowned
co.

;

—

:

:

;

—

Edmonsbury,

(St.

and York).

cos. Suffolk

Darell (Eichmond,

co. Surrey, bart., created 1795).

— Out of a

Same

ducal coronet ppr. a man's head in
profile couped at the shoulders ppr. bearded sa. wreathed
round the temples or and az. on the head a cap of the last
frettyar. tasselled gold, turned up erm.
Darell (Calehill, Kent).
Arjns and Crest Bee Dabrell.
Motto True to you.
Darell (co. Cornwall). Az. a lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned

Arms.

Crest

—

or.

Darell.

See Darbell.
Dares (Loddon, co. Norfolk). Per chev. engr. gu. and erm.
in chief a demi lion ramp. ar. betw. two crescents or.
Daresbury (Daresbury, co. Chester, quartered by Daniel,
of Daresbury). Ar. a wolf pass. sa.
Darg'ie. Barry of ten az. and or.
Darg'ies. Or, eight stars sa. three, two, two, and one.
Darker (granted to John Darker, Esq., London, 12 April,
Ar. on three mounts vert, as many hop vines with
1768).

—

A dexter naked arm embowed, in
Crest
Motto
II
a bunch of hop vine, all ppr.

their poles ppr.

the hand

—

suffit.

Darley

George Darlet, Esq., of Dublin). Gu.
ar. three, two, and one, within a bordure

(granted to

six fleurs-de-lis

erm. on a canton of the second a

trefoil slipped ppr.

A horse's head couped ar. accoutred
Motto

in

Crest—

armour ppr. bridled

— Dare.

Darley

(Wabren-Darlet, exemplified 1838 to Henry BbutSTXS Dabley, Esq., of Fitzwilliam-square, on his assuming
by royal hcence the additional surname of Warren). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Darlet, gu. six fleurs-de-lis, thr^e, two,
and one ar. within a bordure erm. on a canton of the secon
a trefoil slipped vert 2nd and 3rd, Wabben, chequy or and
az. on a canton of the serond a saltire of the first.
Crests
Ist, Darlet
A horse's head ar. armed ppr. bridled gu. 2nd,
Warren Out of a ducal coronet or, from a plume of five
ostrich feathers gu. an eagle's claw ppr. ; on a scroll betw.
the crests the word "Dare."
Motto
Per mare, per
;

—

:

;

:

—

torraB.

Same

Arms.
(Darley, CO. Derby, temp.

Edward

III.

;

the heiress

Same Arms.

m. CoLOMBtLL).

Darley. Ar. a chev.
A garb ar. banded or.

Crest—

engr. betw. three garbs sa.

Darley

(Kev. John Darley, Rector of Northill, co. Cornwall, son of Nathan Darley, of Beckles, co. Suffolk, and

grandson of John Darley, of Buttercram, co. York. Viiit.
Cornwall, 1620). Gu. six fleurs-de-lis ar. three, two, and
one, a border erm.
Darling: (Lieut. -General Sir Ralph Dabling, G.C.H.). Per
fesse crenelle az. and gu. in chief a lion pass. ar. and in base
two faulchions in saltire, blades of the last, hilt and pomels
or, on a canton erm. a mural crown of the fourth, suspended
therefrom by a ribbon gu. edged az. the Corunna medal, gold.
Crest— Out of a mural crown or, a dexter arm embowed in
armour ppr. sustaining an inescutcheon gu., thereon two
faulchions in saltire as in the arms, encircled by the ribbon
and medal of Corunna.
Darling' (London). Az. guttle d'or, on a fesse of the last

—

three crosses crosslet fitohtJe gu. Crest A female figure
ppr. habited in a loose robe ar. the body pink, flowing round
her a robe az. holding in the dexter hand a cross crosslet
fitchee gu. in the sinister a book ppr.
Darlington. Az. guttle d'eau on a fesse betw. three
leopards' heads erased or, as many crosses crosslet gu.
1st
A leopard's head as in the arms 2nd A
Crests
winged pillar supporting a globe. Motto Cruce dum spiro

—

:

;

—

:

spero.

Darlington.
crosslet gu.

Az. guttee d'eau on a fesse
Crest

Darlingrton.

— A winged

or,

three crosses

pillar.

Same Arms, adding

in chief a leopard's face

of the second.

Darlston

Az. on a bend or, cottised ar.
three Cornish choughs ppr. Crest
A hawk's head betw.
two wings expanded, barry of four ar. and sa. beaked or.
Darmin, Darmine, or Darna.yne. Ar. on a bend gu.
cotised sa. three escallops or.
Darmo. Quarterly, per pale indented or and gu. in the 1st
and 4th quarters five lozenges in cross of the second.
Dameford, or Durnford, Sa. a ram's head cabossed
ar.

armed

(co.

Worcester).

—

or.

Darnel, or

Damol

(London). Ar. on a bend betw. two
three leopards' heads or. Crest A lion's
head erased az. betw. two wings gu.
Darnell (Thornley, co. Durham). Gu. on a pale engr. or, a
lion ramp. az.
Crest
A lion's head erased az. the neck

—

fleurs-de-lis sa.

ar.

gu.

(oriainally D'Erl^,

or.

cubit

Darcy

DAB
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Fun. Ent. of Maktin Dakct, Esq., of
Galway, d. in Dublin 3 June, 1636, buried at St. Dominick's
Abbey, Galway). Ar. a cross betw. four crosses pattee

Darcy

—

pierced by an arrow in bend gu. flighted sa. betw. two wings
or.

Motto

— Deus nobiscum.
or Darnall

Darnell,

(London).

Same Arms,

pale

extinct 1640).

Az.

engr.

Darnell

(Heylings, CO. Lincoln, bart.

;

two bars betw. six mascles or, three in chief, two in fesse,
one in base. Crest A falcon's leg erased at the thigh ppr.
belled or, standing on a cock pheasant sitting also ppr.
Darnell, or Darnhill (co. Lincoln). Az. on two bars ar.

—

three mascles gu.
(Reg. Ireland). Erm. a fess az.
of.
See Blioh.

Darnish.

Darnley, Earl

Darrell, Darell, or Dorrell

(Sesay, co. York, Cale
and Scotney, co. Kent, Littlecote, co. Wilts, Pageham,
Trewornan, co. Cornwall, «fcc., all derived from
a common ancestoii William de Orrell, one of the companions
in arms of the Conqueror.
The last male heir of the
DarrellB of Sesay, Sir George Darell, Knt., left at his
decease in 1466, a dau. and heir, Joan, wife of Sir Guy
Dawnay, Knt., of Cowick. The Darells of Cale Hill still
preserve a male succession. The Darells of Littlecote, derived
from William Darell, sub-treasurer of England temp. Richard
II., and Elizabeth his wife, dau. and heir of Thomas Calston,
Hill

CO. Sussex,

of Littlecote, possessed that estate until the close of the 16th

century, when it was alienated to Sir John Popham, The
Darells of Trewornan are represented by Tbelawni of ColdAz. a lion ramp, or, armed, langued,
and crowned gu. Crest A goat's head erased ar. attired or.
Another Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a Saracen's head
couped at the shoulders ppr. bearded sa. wreathed about the
temples ar. and az. on the head a chapeau of the last, fretty
of the third, tasselled gold, turned up erm.
Darrell (Bengal, and Richmond, co Surrey, bart.). Az.
a lion ramp, or, ducally crowned ar. Crest Out of a ducal
rinick, co. Cornwall).

—

—

—

coronet or, a Saracen's bead couped at the shoulders ppr.
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bearded sa. wreathed round the temples ar. and az. on the
head a cap of the last, fretty of the fourth, tasseUed gold,
turned up erm.
Darrell (Crowan, co. Cornwall; William Dabbell of that

Same Arms.

place. Visit. 1620).

Darrell (West

Radford, co. Notts;

Edward Dabbell,

de-

scended from Dabbell, of Calehill, co. Kent, a second
branch. Visit. Notts, 1614). Same Arms, the lion charged
on the shoulder with a trefoil sa. a crescent for di£f. Same

Sarrell (co. Sussex). Same Arrm, the lion supporting a
cross crosslet fitch^e of the third (another sa.).
Darrell (co. Gloucester). Per fesse az. and erm. a pale
counterchanged, three lions ramp. ar.
Darrell (All Souls' College, Oxford). Ar. on three bars sa.
six cinquefoils of the field, three, two, and one, with a
crescent on a mullet for diff.
Darrell (Eye, co. Sussex). Gu. two bendlets
first

as

wavy

many

or,

a

roses of

Ar. on a chief
Sa.

sa. three roses of

the

ramp. betw. two crescents

or.

(Gourock, 1797). Ar. a three-masted ship under
sea ppr. betw. three oak trees eradicated and fructed
of the last. Crest A demi negro holding in the dexter
hand a dagger ppr. Motto Be watchful.

—

—

Darroch.. Ar. a chev. betw. three trees vert.
dove holding in the beak an oUve branch ppr.
Darsalloug'll

Darsett.

Crett

—

Per bend engr. sa. and ar.
a chief ar.
Devon, 1590). Gu. a fesse and

(Scotland).

Sa. three martlets, or,

Dart alias Wallis (co.
canton erm. Crest — A fire ppr.

(co. York). Per pale or and Tert, three pheons
coimterchanged.
Dartiquenave (London). Ar. a castle triple-towered gu.
on a chief az. a key erect or, betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the
A lion sejant or, semee-de-Us az. holding in
Crest
first.
the dexter paw an arrow gu.
Dartmouth, Earl of. See Leoge.

Dartfield

—

Dartmouth, Town of (Common Seal.

Visit. 1620).

Gu.

the base wavy of six ar. and az. thereon the hull of a ship.
In the centre of which sits a man representing a king in the
robes of majesty, crowned with an open coronet, in his

dexter hand a sceptre, in his sinister a mound, on each side
a lion ramp, guard, resting their fore feet on the shoulders
of the king,

(co. Dublin,

registered in Ulster's

Ar. two bars nebulee gu.

points gu. each
second.

five

Darvall.

Ar. semee-de-lis or, a label of
charged with three towers of the

Gu. on a pale or, betw. four bezants, a lion
ramp, of the field. Crest A lion's head or, collared gu.
charged with three bezants.
Darward. Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents of the

—

Dash.

Or, a fesse az. in chief a lion pass. gu. and in base
three trefoils reversed, vert.
(granted to Joseph Dash, of St. Michael's, Crooked
Lane, London).
Per fesse or and ar. a fesse az. in chief a
lion pass. gu. in base three trefoils slipped and reversed

Dash
vert.

Dashwood
Crest

or.

(West Wycombe, co. Buck.i, bart.). Ar. on a
two double cotises gu. three griffins' heads erased
griffin's head erased per fess erminois and gu.

—A.

Dashwood
Amis and

Ar. three anchors in pale sa. betw. two palcts
vert a chief gu. Crest— \ lion's head erased or, ducally
crowned gu.
Darvrent (quartered by Mitfobd through Osbaldeston,
MoLTNEUZ, and Rtvebdale). Ar. two bars gu. on a canton

Same ATtns and

(Stow Bardolph, co. Norfolk).

Cre-it.

Dashwood

(Stanford Park, co. Nottingham).

Same ^!-ni»

Crest.

Dashwood (Reccles, originally of Cockley Cley, co. Norfolk).
Dashwood

Crest.

(Goudhurst, co. Kent).
Crest

Same Arms and

—A

griffin's

Crest.

head erased

Arms and

Crest.

Dash'WOOd

(Admiral Sir Charles Dashwood, K.C.B., originally of Vallow Wood, co. Somerset). Same Arms with
the addition of the star of a K.G.C., T. and S. of Portugal, in
the dexter canton, as an augmentation to him and his

Same

descendants.

Crest.

Daspatch or Daspach.
counterchanged.
Dassett (co. Warwick).
chief of the second.

Dassett

Per pale

az.

and

ar.

a chev.

Sa. three doves ar.

Crest

—A

beaked gu. a
dove as in the arms.

York). Sa. three martlets or, a chief ar.
all within a bordure engr. gu.
Daston (Broadway, co. Worcester, and Dumbleton, co.
Gloucester). Gu. on a bend or, three estoiles sa. Crest
reindeer's head ar. couped gu. pierced through the neck
with a broad arrow or, the arrow entering the back part of
the neck.
Daston. Per fe^se, sa. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three
goats' heads of the second.
Daston. Gu. a buck's head cabossed ar.
Daston, Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Dastures (co. Wilts). Az. a fret or.
Dastures. Gu. an increscent or.
Dateborougrh. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. charged on the
shoulder with a fleur-de-lis sa.
Dateling'. Or, six lions salient (another ramp.) sa. three,
(Ricel, co.

—

Daterling: or Daveling:.

and Lincoln's Inn, co. MidAr. on a bend gu. betw. two cotises vert, three
head
couped ppr.
A
camel's
Crett
or.

—

(Trulston

Same Arnit,
Grange, co. Derby).
holding betw. the claws au

griffin vert,

escallop or.

Darwin

(Chakles Robebt Dabwin, Esq., of Down, co.
Kent, and Reginald Dabwin, Esq., of Fern, co. Derby).
Same Armn and Crest. Motto— Ca.se et aude.
Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
(Elston Hall, co. Notts).
erm. a leopard's face, jessant-de-lys, betw. two escallops all
within two bendlett gu. in chief across patee of the last, for
Dabwin; 2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and az. on a bend
nebulee a lion pass, guard, betw. two acorns slipped, all

Darwin

Cretli —

Az. on

a

saltire

or,

five

Dathell (co. Sussex). Ar. three palets sa.
Dathells (co. Suffolk). Same Arms, field or.
Datholt. Paly of six, or and sa.
Datholl.
Datlingr.

Or, four (another three) pellets.
Ar. six lions pass. sa. three, two,

Datmer.

Ar. a fesse indented ermines betw. three eaglet

displ.

and one.

—

Crest
An eagle's head erased, ppr.
of Kildaton, m. Edmond Wall,
Coolnamuck, CO. Waterford, temp. Edward II.). Per
ar. and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged within an orle

gu.

(Margabet Daton,

Esq., of
fesse

of fleur-de-lis or.

Daubene.

Ar. five fusils in fesse gu. in chief two martlets
respecting each other.
or DeAlbini {Lords Daubenty and Earls of
Bridgewater. Summoned to ParUament 1295, created earl

Daubeney

of the second a rose of the first.
Lincoln,

Darwin (Cleatham, co.

Dabwin

A demi

counterchanged for Rhodes.
grifSn sa. semee of maaclea or, charged on the shoulder
with a cross patee gold, resting the sinister claw on a shield
2nd, Ruodrs :
mr. thereon a leopard's face jessant-de-lys gu.
A cubit arm erect vested bendy of six, ar. and az. cuffed
gu. the hand holding In saltire an oak branch and vine
braach, both fructed ppr.
Ist,

;
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Samo

(Kirtlington Park, co. Oxford, bart.).

Crest.

Dashwood

Daton

field.

Darwell.

demi

fesse az. in chief a

torteaux.

D'Artois, or D'Artoys.

—A

a

two, and one.

all or.

Dartois or Dartoys
OfBce, Ireland).

ar.

gu

Dashwood

Darroch
Ball in

AU

and

per fesse or and gu.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1703). Same

field.

fesse ar. three escallops of the field.

on a

Darrell (Lillingston and Shudy Camps). See Datbell.
Darres. Per chev. engr. gu. and erm. in chief a demi lion

Crtit

fesse or

Dashwood. Same Arms.

Darrell.
Darrell.

Darwin

D
Per

Same Arms and

Ar. three bars sa. on the

field.

escallops

(London).

lion pass,

and

canton vair.

Darrell.

dlesex).

Dash

fess betw.

Crest.

the

A

:

Arms in
earldom extinct 1548, barony in abeyance.
Visit. 1574). Gu. four lozenges
On a tree a mullet.
conjoined in fess. ar. Crest
Daubeney (cos. Somerset and Gloucester, originally of
Way ford in the former co. and of Gorwell, co. Dorset; descended from James, younger brother of Giles, Lord
Daubeney : from this family derived Dadbeket, of Cote, near
Bristol; Daubeney, of Benwell, co. Norfolk; Dadbenet, of
Crest— Two
Same Arms.
Lydaird Tregoz, <kc. &c.).
dragons' wings diapl. ar.
Daubeney. Gu. flvo fusils in fesse ar. in chief three
1538,

Brampton Church, CO. Oxford.

—

martlets or.

Daubeney.

Gu. two chev. within a bordure or.
(Jane, dau. and heir of Sir Giles Daubnet, Ent.,
m. Sir RoBEBT Mabkuam, Knt., of Sedbrouke, temp.
Henry VH. Visit. Notts, 1614). Gu. a fess. fusilly ar.
Daubney. Gu. five fusils in fesse ar.

Daubney

Daubney.
Daubuz.

Gu. three

fusils in fesse ar.

a bendlet az.

Erm. a chev. gu. betw. three acorns

pendent ppr.

Crut

—A

grif&n's

slipped

and

head with wings addorsed.
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Sauce. Or, two linns pass, guard, gu. in pale.
Daueth, Daveth, or Davels. Ar. a -vivem pass.
Daufernon (co. Surrey). Az. a chev. or

az.

Ar. an oak tree eradicated and
1854).
lying (cssways ppr. betw. two crescents in chief gu. and a
Crest
A camel's head and neck couped
in base az.
ppr. Motto Be hardy.

Saug'lish (London,
pheon

—

—

Satilbeny, or Dawbeny. Ga. a lion ramp.
An eagle or, wings expanded.

Daumarle.

Gu. a crosslet &tch6e

ar.

or.

on a chief

Crest

—

two of

az.

the same.

Daumerle.
Dauncey.
ar.

Per fesse az. and gu. three crescents ar.
Or, two bars nebulae gu. a bordure gobonated
and of the second. Crest A lion's head erased ar. col-

—

Daunecourt.

Or, a chev. sa. in the dexter chief a mullet
A negro's head couped at the
pierced of the second. Crest
shoulders, habited paly of six, erm. and ermines, pendents
at the ears or, wreathed on the forehead, bats' wings to his

—

expanded on each side.
Nicholas D'AnNET, Lord of
{Lord D'Auney.
Shurrock, co. Cornwall, was summoned to Parliament 1326).
Ar. a bend sa. betw. two cotises az.
Dauney. Ar. a dragon ramp. sa.
Datin&ate, or Denewgate. Per bend embattled ar.
and sa.
Saitnt (Owlpen Manor, co. Gloucester. Mabt, dau. and
heiress of Thomas Daunt, Esq., of Owlpen, co. Gloucester,
and Gortigrenane, co. Cork, m. 1815, Thomas Anthony
Stoughton, Esq., of Ballyhorgan, co. Kerry).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three choughs' heads
erased of the second beaked gu. 2nd and 3rd. sa. a chev.
Ancient Arnis
ar. betw. three owls ppr., for Owlpen.
sa.

D'Auney

—

;

three beacons with ladders fired gu. Crest
horn or, stringed sa. Motto Vigilo et spero.
Sa.

—

—A

bugle-

Motto.

Dauntesey

(exemplified to John Buck, Esq., of Agecroft,
on his assuming, by royal licence, 1863, the
surname and arms of Dadnteset). Per fesse dancett^e or
and gu. a lion ramp, seizing upon a wyvern erect counterchanged, a bordure engr. erm. Crest
A dragon's head
CO. Lancaster,

—

erased vert, gorged with a collar dancettee or, encircled by a
chain also or. Motto Virtus sola invicta.
JDaiintre (co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. betw. three birds'

—

sa.

beaked gu.

Dauntre, or Dauwte.

Sa. three beacons fired or, the

heads erased gu.
lion

ramp.

fleur-de-lis

or.
(co.

Devon).

Ar. a chev. embattled ermines betw.

three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Davell
gu.

York). Or, a pale wavy betw. eight cinquefoils
dexter hand apaumee, charged with an eye

(co.

Crest

—^A

ppr.

Davell, or Davall

Ar. a chev. betw. three
(co. York).
Crest
A terrestrial globe ppr.
York). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets gu.
Davell. Gu. a bend ar. (another adds a bordure engr. or).
Davell. Ar. a pale lozengy sa. a bordure of the last.
Davells. Ar. a chev. crenellee betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Davenant (Davenant, CO. Essex). Gu. three escallops erm.
betw. eight crosses crosslet fitch^e or. Cre.<<t
A sinister arm
embowed, holding a chaplet of wheat, all or.
fleurs-de-lis gu.

Davell

Edward

III.).

Davenport

co.

—

(co.

—

Davenant, or D'Avenant (Oriel

College, Oxford).
Gu.
three escallops ar. betw. nine crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Davenant, or D'Avenant

Allan's Hall, Oxford).

(St.

Same Arms.

descended from

a

of Davenport, temp.

(Wheltrough, Bramhall, Henbury, Capesthome,
all branches of Davenpobt of Daven-

Blackhurst, &c., &c.,

Same Arms and

port).

Davenport

Crest.

(Chorley, co. Chester, and Davenport House,

lineally descended from Thomas Davenpobt of
Chorley, a second son of Davenpobt of Davenport). Same
Arms and Crest, with a crescent for diff.
Davenport (Welford, co. Gloucester). Same Arjm and
Motto Fortes adjuvat ipse Deiis.
Crest.
Davenport (Damwell Bank). Same Arms and Crest, the
chev. gu. and charged with three roses of the field.
Davenport (Foxley, co. Hereford confirmed to the family
of that name which settled in North Stafford, temp. Henry
VI., and borne by Rev. Geobge Hobatius Davenpobt).
Same Arms and Crest, the chev. ermines.
Davenport (Salford, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Anns, a

CO. Salop,

—

;

for diff.

Davenport
Warwick

;

(Capesthome,

co.

Chester,

and Baginton,

co.

Wiluam Davenpobt- Bbomlet,

exemplified to

Esq., of Bagintun

Hall, co.

Warwick, upon

his obtaining

a

royal licence, 1867, to discontinue the name of Davenpobt
before that of Bromley, and thenceforth use the name of
Davenpobt in addition to and after that of Bromley).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.onachev.betw. three cross crosslets
fitchee sa. a rose of the field, for Davenpobt; 2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and or, an inescocheon ar.
charged with a griffin segreant vert all within a bordure
ar. (and for distinction) a canton erm., for BromCrests— Davenpobt A man's head in profile ppr.
around the neck a rope or; Bromley Out of a ducal coronet
or, a demi lion issuant ar. (charged for distinction on the
shoulder with a cross crosslet fitchee sa.) supporting a
pennon flying towards the sinister gu. thereon a lion pass,
guard, of the first, the staff and spear erect ppr. Motto
Fear God, honour the King.

gobony
ley.

:

:

—

Erm. on a bend gu. three

mullets or.

Daventre

(co.

Northampton).

Erm.

a

cross

gu.

Daventre. Erm. a fesse gu.
Daventry, To"wti of (co. Northampton).

Has not any
armorial ensign, the seal of the town represents a man
holding with his sinister hand a tree, and in his dexter an
Sigillum commune burgi Dantrise.
axe. Legend
Davereignes. Ar. a cross gu. a bordure engr. sa.
Davernett. Az. two hands conjoined in fesse ppr. in
chief a wolf pass. ar. Crest A woodpecker close ppr.
Daverport. Az. three half spades or, the side of each
Crest
A lion pass. erm. ducally
spade to the sinister.
crowned or, resting the dexter paw on an escutcheon of the

—

—

—

last.

Davers

(Eougham, co. Suffolk, hart., extinct 1806). Ar. on a
bend gu. three martlets or. Crett A jay ppr. in the bill an
annulet or.

Davers

Anot/ter Crest

(co. Suffolk).

—A

—

talbot pass. ar.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three leopards'

many mullets of the field.
(Fun. Ent. of Sir Wiluam Davebs, Knt., d. in Dublin
Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets of six
II April, 1615).
points or.
Davers (co. Warwick). Ar. on a bend vert three martlets
heads

or, as

Davers

or.

Daveney (Colton,

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
nuns' heads couped at the shoulders ppr., borne without Crest
or ilolto since 1550.

Davenbier.

co. Norfolk).

Az. three eagles

displ.

with two necks

or,

two

and one.

Davenport

Chester,

Sir Ralph Davenpobt,
Same Arms and Crest.

(another, sa.).

Dautre. Gu. on a bend or, three escallops sa.
Davall (London, 1650). Gu. semee-de-lis ar. a
or.
Crest — An arm embowed ppr. holding a

Davell

(Calveley,

younger son of

Davent, or Davenett.

flames ppr.

Dauntre. Gu. a bend ar. betw. two cotises indented or.
Dauntsey. Per pale ar. and or, a fess rebutee betw. three
lions'

Davenport

canton

Satlllt (Fahalea, co. Cork, descended from Daunt of OwlSame Arms, Crest, and ilotto.
pen).
Daunt (Tracton Abbey, co. Cork. "Very Rev. Achilles
Daunt, Dean of Cork, descended from Daunt of Fahalea).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Daunt (Newborough, Sleiveron, Eilcascan, &c., &c., co.
Cork, branches of the foregoing). Same Arms, Crest, and

heads

—

chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. Crest A man's
head, couped at the shoulders and side head, ppr. with a
rope round the neck, or. This singular crest is supposed to
have been borne on the helmets of the Master Sergeants in
their perambulations through the Pcke Hills and the forests
of Leek and Macclesfield, to the terror of the numerous
gangs of banditti which infested in former times those wild
districts.
There is in the possession of the Capesthome
family a long and very ancient roll, containing the names of
the master robbers who were taken and beheaded in the
times of Koban, Hogeb, and Thomas de Davenpobt, and
of their companions.

lared gu.

head

DAV

Elizabeth, elder dau. and co-heir of John Davenpobt, Esq.,
to Robert Davies, Esq., of Manley, whose heiress carried
the estate to Sir Matthew Deane, Bart., but d. s. j).). Ar. a

(Davenport, co. Chester, descended from Obmcs

SE Davenport, temp. Conquest. The
extinct in 1677,
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when Davenport

direct male line

became

passed, in marriage, with

Davers

(co. Wilts).

Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets or.

Davers. Gu. bezantee, a canton erm.
Daverston, or Danderston (co.

Suffolk).

Ar. three

halberds in pale gu.

Davet, and Daveth. Ar. a wivem az.
Davey. Sa. three eagles' heads erased
ostrich's
all ppr.

or.

Crest

—An

head betw. two feathers, in the beak a horseshoe,

A
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Davey

(Redruth, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
two mullets pierced in chief and a lion pass, in base gu.
C)-est
A mount vert, thereon an
three cinquefoils or.
eagle rising az. charged on the wing with a cinquefoil or,
holding in the dexter claw a staff sa. therefrom flowing a
E perseverantia honor.
pendant gu. Motto
Daveys (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets

—

—

Daveys (London). Sa. three battle-axes ar.
David (North Wales; confirmed 20 April, 1581).
bend

ar.

Gu. on a
Crest
A lion's head erased,
and sa.
Ar. an inescutcheon gu. within a double tressure

—

a lion pass. ea.

quarterly, ar.

David.

Az. a ship in

full sail or,

on a chief

ar.

three

—A

lamb pass. ar. in the mouth a
Crest
sprig vert, fructcd gu.
(Fairwater House, Cardiff). Az. a ship in full sail,
on a chief ar. a garb betw. two cinquefoils all gu. Crest^
dove with an olive branch in the mouth ppr. Motto—
cinquefoils gu.

David
A

Pax

et copia.

David.
David.

Ar. two bars gu. on each three crosses crosslet or.
Barry of six gu. and ar. in chief three crosses

crosslet or.

David.

Ar. a cross pattee az.

David ap

(last Prince of North Wales, executed
David had a son, whose legitimacy has, on
somewhat inadequate grounds, been questioned, viz., David
Goch, Lord of Penmachno, in Carnarvon, ancestor of, I.
Lloyds, of Esclusham and Dulaseu; II.Gethins of Fedwdeg;
Sa. a lion ramp. ar. within a
III. CoTTMOEs, of Coytmor).
bordure engr. or.
David Goch. (son of the foregoing, Penmachno, co. Denbigh, derived from Llewelyn Drwyndwn. Descendants:
of Croestskin; II. Gethin, of Vedw Deg;
I. Lloyd,
III. Hughes, of Peniarth in Penmachno; IV. Powel, of
Penmachno). Same Arms.
Davidg-e (co. Somerset). Gu. on a fesse wavy betw. three

by Edward

Griffith
I.

lions pass. ar. as

demi

lion ar.

crosses pattde of the field.

Crest

—

gorged with a collar gu. charged with three

lions pass, of the

Davidson

many

crined or,

Daviell.
second.

Davies

Brecon). Ar. a dragon's head and neck erased
mouth a bloody hand.
Brecon). Az. a stag pass. ar. attired or, betw. the
attires a regal cruwn ppr.
Davies (Everton, CO. Hants). Az. three cinquefoils or, on a
chief ar. a lion pass. gu. quarfcring the arms of De Vaese,

Az. on a fesse humett^e

(Caimbrogie, Scotland).

buck couchant gu.

attired

Az. on a fesse
ar. betw. three pheons or, a buck couchant gu. attired
holding
in the
middle,
from
the
sa.
Crest— A youth,
(Curriehill, Scotland, bart. 1661).

dexter hand a man's heart

all

ppr.

Mo«o—-Sapienter,

si

sincere.
(Halltree, Scotland).

betw. three pheons ar. a buck
and Motto, as Curriehill.

Davidson

Az. on a fess wavy or,

couchant gu. attired sa.

Crest

—

three roses or.
(granted to John Evan Davies, Esq., of the city
of Bristol). Az. three demi goats guard, ar. each holding
in the paws a leek ppr.
Crest
A demi goat as in the

—

arms.

Davies

Birt Davies, Esq., Birmingham). Per chev.
az. and gu. on a chev. or, betw. two fleur.s-de-lis in chief
ar. and a lion ramp, in base of the third three pellets sa.
Crest
A lion rauip. ar. charged with three cross crosslets gu. and holding betw. the paws a piece of cable nowed
ppr.
Motto Conatimur.
Davies (Kent). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three boars"
heads couped ar. 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa.
Crests
1st: A boar's head couped and erect or 2nd: A demi
lion ramp. sa.
Davies (Sir Thomas Davies, Lord Mayor of London 1677).
Or, a chev. betw. three mullets pierced sa.
Crest
On a
chapeau ppr. a demi lion ramp. or.
Davies (London and Shropshire). Per bend sinister erm.
and ermines a lion ramp. or. Crest Two lions' gambs
erased, the dexter ermines, the sinister erm. holding a

—

betw. two stars in chief and a pheon in base ar. a fleur-de-lis
Supporters Two
gu. Crest A phoenix in flames ppr.
Motto 'Viget in cinere virtus.
griffins ppr.
Davidson (North Wales; confirmed 12 June, 1586). Gu.

—

a stag trippant

—

—

or.

Davidson (London;

confirmed by

Wm.

Cooke, Clarenceux,
A stag
1575).
Ar. a stag trippant ppr. attired or. Crest
courant or, shot through the neck with an arrow ar.
Davidson (granted to David Meter Davidson, Esq., James
Street, Westminster). Az. a slag lodged ar. in the mouth an
acorn slipped or, betw. four pheons, two and two, of the last.
Crest— Upon a mount vert a dove, wings elevated az. in the
beak two cars of com and the dexter foot resting on a
phcon or. Motto Per angusta ad augusta.
Davie (Kebgdson Davie, Creedy, oo. Devon, bart.). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced gu.;

—

—

2nd and

3rd, az. three cinquefoils,

two and one,

or,

upon a

—

Crots Ist: A paschal
chief of the last a lion pass. gu.
ri-guard. gu.;
2nd: A halcyon, or kingfisher, wings

lamb

elevated ppr., holding in the beak a branch of olive vert.
Motto
Auspice Christo.
Davie (Rev. Wh.Cdfacdb Davie, M. A., rector of Ashby with
Oby, Norwich). Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three boars' heads
Crest
erased or, three cinquefoils ea.
A talbot's head
erased ar. ducally crowned, collared, and eared or.
Davie, alias Baren (quartered by Pollabd of Longley,
CO. Devon. Visit. 1620). Ar. a uhev. sa. betw. three mullets

—

—

Ru-

Davie (Durham). Rime Anns.
Davie (granted 1664). Sa. on
three mulleu of the
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flrat,

(.Iohn

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

buckle or.
(Bishop of

Davies

St. Asaph, 1560-61, and St. David's,
1561-81, translator of part of the Bible into English, and of
part of the New Testament into Welsh, derived from

Ednowain Bendew). Per pale ar. and gu. three pelicans'
heads in piety counterchanged, on a chief az. three fleurs-delis or.

(Rev. John Davies, D.D., Mall-wydd, author of the
Welsh Grammar and Dictionary, and translator of the
Thirty-nine Articles into Welsh, derived from Marchud ap

Davies

Arms,

tho.se of

Ednowain Bendew.

1st, gu. a chev. engr. betw.
three boars' heads erased ar.
2nd, per bend sinister erm.
and sa. a lion ramp, reguard. or. 3rd, sa. a lion ramp. ar.
maned or, within a bordure of the second 4th, sa. a chev.
ar. betw. three lozenges per fesse gu. and or.
Crest
On a

(PriitlewcU).

Quarterly,
;

;

;

chapeau gu. turned up erm. a boar

—

pass. ar. collared of the

first.

Davies

(Cantray, co. Inverness). As Currieliill within
a bordure or. Crest A dexter hand holding a heart ppr.
Motto Sapienter, si sincere.
Davidson (Muirhouse, co. Edinburgh). Az. on a chev. or,

—

(co.

GiLBEKT, and Bodillieb.
Crest
A dove, wings expanded
and addorsed ar. holding in the beak a sprig vert, bearing

Cynan).

sa.

Davidson

(co.

vert, holding in the

Davies

Davies

first.

ar. betw. three pheons or, a

Davidson

DAV

turned up erm. a boar ar. armed and
gorged with a bough of the first.
Az. a bend or, betw. six escallops of the
vert,

Davies

flory counter-flory of the second.

David.

On a chapeau

(Gwysaney, co. Flint, derived from Cynric Efell,
Lord of Eglwys Egle, son of Madoc, last Prince of I'owysFadoc).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a bend ar. a
lion pass, sa., for Davies; 2nd, ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed
and langued gu., for Madoc ap Meredith, last prince
of Powys; 3rd, or, a lion ramp, gu., armed and langued
of the first, for Bleddtn ap Cynfvn, King of I'owys. Crest
A lion's head couped quarterly ar. and sa., granted to
Robert Davies, Esq., of Gwysaney, 20 April, 1581, when
the arms were confirmed. Motto Heb Dhuw heb ddym,

—

—

Dhuwa digon.
Davies (Kellio

and Kea, co. Cornwall).

Sa. a fesse or, betw.
three cinquefoils ar.
Davies (Tredrea, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. ermines betw.
three mullets pierced gu.
Davies (Hanwell, co. Middlesex). Gu. on a bend ar. a lion
pass. sa.
Crest
A lion's head couped quarterly ar. and
sa. ducally crowned or.
Motlo Honor virtutem coronat.
Davies (Pentre, co. Pembroke). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
Davies;
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. or,
a wolf saliant ar., for
betw. three eagles' heads erased ar., for Saunders. Crest
2nd, Sai'ndebs: A demi
Ist, Davies: A wolf saliant ar.

—

—

—

;

bull saliant couped at the

loins ar.

Motto

—Solem

Hereford; as borne by James
Davies, Esq., of that place, a magistrate for the county).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a griffin segreant or, for
Davies; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. sa. over all a fesse
A griffin segreant or.
engr. gu., for Powell. Crest
Davies (Tislmry, co. Wilts). Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three

(Moor Court,

co.

—

cinquefoils ar.

Davies

(Marsh, CO. Salop;

originally settled in co.

—

Mont-

gomery). Sa. a goat ar. attired or, standing on a child ppr.
Bwaddird gu. and feeding on a tree vert. Crest On a mount
vert a goat lodged ar. against a tree ppr.
Davies (Elmley Park, co. Worcester). Quarterlj, Ist and

—

a fcsac betw. two chev. ar.
on a canton or, a roie gu. Crest

ferre

possum.

Davies

A
;
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4th, ar. a goat sa. guttee d'ean, standing on a child ppr. in a
cradle gu. swaddled or, and feeding on an oak tree upon a
mount vert, for Davies; 2nd, az. nine estoiles ar., for
Baillie 3rd, ar. a fes«e couped betw. three ravens rising
Crtit
On a mount vert a goat lodged
ppr., for I'lEBCE.
;

—

—

an oak tree ppr. Motto Deus tuetur.
(Clovenshannogh, co. Roscommon, Reg. Ireland).

ar. against

Davies

Same Amu, without

the quarterings.
Davies (Thicknam, co. Somerset). Gu. a griffin segreant
or.. Crest— A. griffin, as in the arms.
Davies (co. Stafford). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three swans'
necks or, on a chief of the third a fleur-de-lis of the
first.

Davies

(Vine Hall, co. Sussex). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
mullets gu. pierced or (another, pierced of the field). Crest
a ducal coronet or, a boar's head couped sa.
Davies. Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets of the field.
Davies. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three cinquefoils ar.

—

On

Davies

Thomas Davies,

(Sir

1677,

Lord Mayor of London).
On a
Crest

—

Or, a chev. betw. three mullets pierced sa.
chapeau ppr. a demi lion ramp. or.

Davies-Iiioyd (Abtho* Lloyd Davies-Llotd,

Esq., of
Blaendyffryn, was authorized by royal licence, 31 Jan., 1848,
lo add to his patronymic the surname of Lloyd, and to
quarter, with his paternal coat, the arms of his mother's
family, under the will of David Llotd, Esq., of AUtyr Odin,
1st and 4th, Lloyd, sa. three
his maternal grand-imcle).
scaling ladders ar. in chief a spear head embrued ppr. on a
chief KU. a castle of the second 2nd and 3rd, Davies, per
chev. ar. and sa. in chief two antelopes' heads erased of the
;

—

A demi antesecond, in base a mullet of the first. Crest
lope sa. seme^ of mullets ar. holding betw. the legs a cross
Motto

crosslet sa.

Davile (Angram,
fleurs-de-lis gu.

Davile

—

Sic itur

co.

two

ad astia.
Or, on a fesse betw. four

York).

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

(Cockwold, co. York).

Same Arms,

fleurs-de-lis

sa.

Daville.
Daville.

Az. a fret or (another, ar.).
Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of eight fleurs-de-

lis ar.

Davillers

Or, three inescutcheons gu.
Ar. three inescutcheons (another, crescents)

(co. Suffolk).

Davillers.

Davis.
ar.

—

ppr.

Davis

Az. a wolf saliant ar. charged on
with a quatrefoil gu. (another, a cinquefoil).
Crest Out of a mural coronet ppr. a demi wolf saliant ar.
holding a quatrefoil gu.
Davis (Leytonstone, co. Essex). Ar. a chev. pean, in base
a lion ramp. sa. a chief indented of the last, and a canton
ermines. Crest
A demi lion issuant sa. charged on the
shoiUder with the fasces or, betw. the paws a bomb fired
ppr. JV/o»o^Decide.
Davis (originally co. Salop, afterwards Fenton House, HampGu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped
stead Heath).
ar.
Crest
A fawn couchant.
Davis (Kill, CO. Kildare; Kun. Ent. of Gerrote Davis, of that
place, d. 2 May, 1619, son of John Davis, Esq., of same
place). Sa. on a chev. ar. three trefoils slipped vert.
Davis (Kill, CO. Kildare Fun. Ent. of Lawrence, third son
buried at St. Andeous,
of John Davis, of that place,
8 April, 1634). Same Arms, a martlet for diff.
Davis ( Viscnunt Mount Cashell. Sir Paul Davis or Davts,
Knt., of St. Katherine's, CO. Dublin, and Kill, co. Kildare, was
so created in the peerage of Ireland, 1706, extinct 1736).
Same Arms. Crest A dragon's head erased vert. SupTwo leopards guard, cowarded ppr.
portei-s
Davis (Fun. Ent. of Sir Wiluam Davis, Lord Chief
Same
Justice, King's Bench, Ireland, d. 24 Sipt. 1687).
Arms, a martlet for ditf.
Crest
A wyvem's head erased
(co. Hereford).

the breast

—

—

—

;

Or,

a chev. embattled ermines betw. three

fleurs-

—

vert.

Davis

(Reg. Ireland, to Major Thomas Davis). Sa. a fess
or, betw. three cinquefoils ar. on a chief of the second three
arrow heads gu. Crest A cubit dexter arm in armour embowed, the hand holding a battle axe all ppr.
Davis (Reg. Ireland). Ar. on a bend gu. betw. two caltraps
Crest
A nag's head couped ar.
sa. three cinquefoils or.
charged on the necU with caltraps sa.
Davis, Esq.). Gu.acheT.
Hercules
Davis (Ireland, borne by
betw. three boars' heads couped ar. Crest A boar ramp. ar.
Davis (J. N. C. Atkins Davis, Surgeon-Major Royal Ar-

—

—

—

tillery,

Hollywood, co. Gloucester, hart.). Ar. a chev. nebuly
betw. three mullets in chief and another in base pierced sa.
Two Indian pikes in saltire ppr. surmounted by u
Crett
mullet pierced sa. betw. two wings vair ar. and sa. Mottn
The augmentation of the Indian
XJtili secernerehonestum.
Spear in the crest commemorates an heroic achievement of
Sir John Davis's father, the late Samuel Davis, Esq., member
of the Board of Revenue in Bengal. In 1799, after the massacre of the Political Resident at Benares, he defended his
house for upwards of an hour and a-half, armed with a spear
only, and posted in a narrow staircase, single handed, against
the treacherous attack of the usurper, Vizier Ali, and his
forces, and "thus saved the settlement, by giving time for
the cavalry, which were quartered at Beetabur, about ten
miles from Benares, to reach Secrole, and oblige Vizier Ali
to retire with his followers."
Davis (Bristol). Gu.a chev. erm. in chief two mounds or, in
base a talbot pass, ol the last. Crest Two arms embowed,
habited erm. cuSs aiz. bands ppr. supporting a mound, as in
the arms.
Davis (co. Kent; allowed June, 1772). Az. a wolf saliant
erm. Crest A wolf pass. erm.
Davis (co. Kent). Or, a cross botonnte in saltire betw. four
',

—

—

—

—

eagles displ. sa.

Davis

(London and Westminster; granted 1746). Per bend
erm. and ermines a lion ramp, reguard. erminois
on a chief az. three mullets of six points ar. Crest—
demi wolf ramp, reguard. and erased az. ducally collared
and chained or, holding in the paws a mullet, as in the
sinister

arms.

Davis

(CO. Salop).

couped

Davis.

Davis.

two towers of the
head erased ppr.
Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased ar.
A boar's head ersised ppr.

Crest

—

Davis.

A

lion's

Davis.
Davis.
Davis.

Gu. a che7. betw. three boars' heads

ar.

second.

H.P. Deputy Inspector of Army Hospitals, eldest son
James Thomas Davis, Esq., Surgeon Royal Arand Acting Deputy-Inspector of Ordnance Hospitals

of the late

the Peninsula).

in

axes, in base a

de-lis eu.

Davis

—

—

tillery

Davils.

Per

fesse ar.

Crest

—A

and

sa. in chief

leopard's

—

Sa. a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils ar.
C)-esl
head erased or, ducally crowned gu.
Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils pierced erm.
Ar. on a bend az. cotised gu. three doves or.
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three boars' beads erased

ar.
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Az. a fesse erm. betw. three unicorns' head* erased
Crest Three arrows, t?/o in saltire and one in pale

G'.i.

human

a chev. ar. in chief three battle

heart, guttee de sane, pierced with

—

a

Crest
A dexter mailed arm
dagger, all of the second.
holding a scimitar ppr. Motto I will.
Davis (Sir John Davis, Attorney-General for Ireland, 1606).
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three cinquefoils pierced ar.
Davis (Keg. in Ireland to Major Thomas Davis, temp.
Charles II.) Sa. a fess or, betw. three cinquefoils ar. on a
An arm in
chief of the second three caltraps gu. Crest
armour embowed, the hand gauntletted holding a battle

—

—

axe

all

ppr.

Davis-Goff.

See Goff.
(Newcastle-on-Tyne). Or, a fesse wavy betw. six
Crest
On an earl's coronet or, a dove rising
cinquefoils gu.
ar. holding in the beak a wheat stalk, liladed and eared, all

Davison

—

ppr.

Davison

(Lanton and Swarland, co. Northumberland).
Motto—MeTscu
Cre.H, a crescent for diff.

Same Arms and

profundo pulchrior evonit.
(Pierepoint, near

Davison

Famham,

Surrey).

Same Arm*,

&c.

Davison
canton

ar.

(Brandhall, co. Salop).
a martlet gu. Crest

Sa. three garbs or,

—An

gu. holding in the

on a

eagle displ, ar. collared

beak an ear of wheat

or.

—

Gu. a stag trippant or. Crest A stag's head
couped betw. two wings endorsed or.
Daviss. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three cinquefoils of the
same. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a hand holding a
sword waved in pale ppr.
Davitb. Ar. a wivern displ. sa.
Davoren. See O'Davoren.
Davy (Greedy, co. Devon; granted 20 April, 1594). Ar.
three cinquefoils or, on a chief of the second a lion pass. go.
A dove with wings endorsed ppr. in the beak a sprig
Crest

Davison.

—

—

vert, thereon three roses or.

Davy, or Davie

(Sandford, co. Devon). Same Ar^m.
Same Arms, the chief ar. Crest— A dove
holding in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
(Rose Ash and Beaford, co. Devon. Vi.Mt. 1620). Ar.
two chevronels sa. betw. three mullets pierced gu. Crest—'

Davy (co.

Devon).

Davy

A paschal lamb reguard. ar. holding a pennon of the last
charged with a cross gu. staff or.
London, bart., extinct; SirHuMPHBY
Davt, President of the Royal Society, was so created 1818.

Davy (Grosvenor Street,

A

A

daw
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p. 1829). Sa. a chev. engr. enninois betw. two annulets
d.
in chief or, and in base a flame ppr. (commemorative of the
invention of the safety lamp by Sir Humphry Davy),
encompassed by a chain of the first, issuant from a civic

Dawbeny.

wreath gold. Creat Out of a civic wreath or, an elephant's
head sa. ear gold, tusks ar. the proboscis attached by a
Motto Igne
line to a ducal coronet around the neck gold.

Dawberon

s.

—

—

constricto vita secura.

Gu. a fesse fusily

ar. in chief three martlets

of

the second.

Dawbeny.

Gu. a fesse fusily

ar. in chief three estoUes

or.

Edward

Az. a chev. or.
Dawbin. Paly of three and harry of the same gu. and ar.
counterchanged, in chief two cinquefoils of the second, and
in base one of the first.
Crest
A triton holding in the
dexter hand a trident ppr.
(Oliver, son of John Dawbney, both of London.
Visit. 1568).
Gu. five fusils conjoined in fess ar. the centre
one charged with a fleur-de-lis sa.
Da'wbney (cos. Cambridge and Norfolk). Ar. across betw.
{temp.

I.).

—

Davy (Lesketh How, co. Westmoreland). Same as last.
Davy (Calton, CO. Norfolk granted by W. Dethick, Garter Dawbney
;

Sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three annulets ar. a
1596).
bordure of the last. Crest A cannon or, mounted on a

—

carriage gu.
(Ingoldsthorpe and Kilverstone Hall, co. Norfolk).
Cest Out
Sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three annulets ar.
of a ducal coronet or, an elephant's head sa. armed ar. in
the front of the coronet a ring, thereto a line and ring gold,
turned over the trunk. These arms appear on tombs of the

Davy

—

family in Norfolk, as far

Davy

back as

1485.

Same Arms and

(Ufford).

Crest.

Motto

—Vim

da

vi honestae.

betw. three
dragons' heads erased close to the head or, as many cinqueCre.^t
A talbot's head erased ar. ducally
foils of the field.
crowned, collared and eared or.
Sussex,
Suffolk, and Wilts). Sa. a fesse
co.
(Beckley,
(another, ar.) Crest
or, betw. three cinquefoils erm.
lion sejant ar. supporting a column or.
(George Thomas Davy, Esq.. Sussex Square, London).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. two mullets in chief gu. pierced of
the field and in base on a mount vert a lamb pass. ppr.
On a mount vert a lamb pass, reguard. ppr scmec of
Crest
cstoiles sa. supporting a staff or. therefrom flowing a pennon
ar. the ends gu. charged with a cross pattee of the last.
^{otto—E\ hombre propone Dios dispone.
Davy. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets pierced gu.
Davye. Sa. a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils ar. a mullet
for diff.
Crest
A lion sejant ar. charged on the shoulder
with a mullet sa. supporting a column or.
(Crediton and Cannotene, co. Devon. Visit. 162P).
Az. three cinquefoils pierced or, on a chief of the last a lion
pass. gu. Crest
A halcyon bird breasted gu. head and neck
az. tail ppr. wings endorsed ar. holding in the beak a branch
vert, with three roses or.
Davyll (quartered by Floweb of Langer, co. Notts. Visit.
Gu. on a fess betw. four fleurs-de-lis or, two of the
1614).
field, in chief a trefoil ar,
Davyll (Har. MS. 1400). Or. on a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis
of the field, three of the field.
Davys. Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils erm. Crest
An ostrich, holding in the beak a horse-shoe ppr.
Davys. Gu. a stag trippant ar.
(Right Rev. Geobge Davys, D.D., Bishop of Peterborough, 1839). Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three cinquefoils aT.
Crest A Cornish chough ppr.

—

Davy

—

Davy

—

—

Davye

—

—

Davys

—

(Campbell-Davys,

Neuaddfawr,

co.

Carmarthen.

William Davys Harris, Esq., succeeded his maternal uncle.
Captain Richard Davys, in 1832, when he assumed the name
of Davys, and married in 1847 Elizabeth Jane, only dau.
of Peter Campbell, Esq., of Askomel, co. Argyle, when he
assumed the additional surname of Campbell). Quarterly,
and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three swans' necks ar. ducally
gorged or, on a chief of the third a fleur-de-lis of the first,
DAVYi; 2nd and 3rd, gyronny of eight or and sa., for
Campbell. An escutcheon of pretence, quarterly, Ist and
4th, gyronny of eight or and sa.
'Jnd, gu. an eagle displayed or; 3rd, az. a branch betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crests
Ist: A demi lion ramp. ppr. ducally colVired or, for
Davyb; 2nd: A dexter hand ppr. holding a spur or, for
Campbell. Motto Forget not.
Daw. Ar. on a pile gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet
of the field.
Crest
An eagle with wings expanded, looking
at the sun ppr.
(Cirencester, co. Gloucester, and Upfon-onSevem, co. Worcester). Gu. a fesse fusily ar. over all a
sinister Ijcndlct or.
Crest
A mulberry-tree vert, fructcd
gu. flcbruiscd by a sinister bendlct.
Da'wbeney (Cambridge). Az. a cross betw. four lions
ramp, or (another, the cross ar.).
Da'wbeney. Gu. five fusils in fesse ar. each charged with
a fleurdc-lis sa. in chief three martlets or.
Crtst— An
elrphant'n head erased per fesse vert and or.
Dawbeney. Gu. four fusils in fesse cnn. in chief three
1st

for

;

—

—
—

Dawbeney

—

mullets or.

Dawbeny.
Two

lions'

Or, two chev. within a bordure gu.

paws erased, holding a crescent

2G8

or.

Crest

—

Dawbeney

or

(co.

Crest— A leopard's face

fusily ar.

Dawbney (co. Essex).
Dawbney (co. Norfolk).

Devon).

Gu. a fesse

or, jessant-de-lis gu.

Gu. three lozenges

in fesse

erm.

Ar. a fesse fusily gu. in chief two
martlets respecting each other sa
Daw^bney (co. Norfolk). Ar. a cross betw. four buckles
gu-

Dawbney.

Davy (co. Kent). Gu. a chief arm.
Davy (Stanfield, co. Norfolk). Sa. on a fesse ar.

Davys

four lions ramp. gu.

Dawbney,

Gu. on a fesse engr. ar. three martlets of the

first.

Da-wbney.

Gu. in chief four lozenges erm.
Gu. a fesse engr. erm. in chief three mullets

Dawbney.
or.

Dawbney.

Gu. a fesse engr.

Dawbney.

Or, a

Daw^bney.

Or, a cross flory vert.

ar. in chief three escallops

bend dancett^e

Dawbney, or Da-wbeny.

vert.

Gu. a cross pattee vair.

Da'wbny. Gu. four fusils in fesse
Dawdw^en. Or, a cross pattee

ar.

gu. betw. four lozenges

vert.

Da'we. Vert upon a bend

daws volant sa. Quartered
by Teeffry, of Fowey, for Dawe, of Plymouth.
Dawe (East Chilborough, co. Dorset). Ar. on a pile gu. a,
ar. three

—

chev. betw. three crosses crosslet of the first.
Crest
lion's gamb erased and erect ar. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
co. Somerset, descended, temp. Edward IV.,
from East Chilborough, co. Dorset). Same Arms and

Dawe (Ditcheat,
Crest.

Dawes
bend

(Putney, co. Surrey, bart., extinct 1741).

Ar. on a

az. cottised gu. betw. six pole-axes sa. three

swans

ar.

Dawes

(Stapleton, co. Leicester.

Leicester, 1619).

erect staff or,

nowed

Da'wes
Arms.
dragon

sa.

Richard Dawes,

'Visit.

Ar. on a bend az. cottised gu. betw. six

—

swans or. Crest A demi battle axe
blade ar. on the point a dragon volant, tail

battle axes sa. three

bezantee.

(Stowmarket, cos. Suffolk, and Stafford). Same
A halberd erect or. on the point a flying
(or wivern) without legs, tail nowed sa. bezantee
Crest

—

vulned gu.
(London and co. Salop). Ar. on a bend sa. cotised
gu. betw. six halberds of the second three swans of the first.

Dawes
Crest

— As above.

Dawes
Dawes

(London).

Dawes

(Middlesex)

Az. three mullets ar.

(London.
Confirmed with a crescent for diff. by
Camden, Clarenceux, 1611, to William Dawes, of London,
second son of Robert Dawes, Esq., of Longstrethim, co.
Norfolk).
Ar. on a bend wavy az. three swans of the
field.
Same as Dawes, of Stapleton.
Crest

—

3a.

on a chev. betw. three mullets

—

or,

many acorns slipped and leaved vert. Cresi A dexter
arm embowed vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr.

as

an oak

slip

vert fructed with three acorns or.
Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets

Dawes, or Downes.
or.

Da'wes

(Shawe Place, co. Lancaster). Or, on a bend. engr.
betw. six battle axes erect az. three swans wings elevated
Crest
A wy vem tail nowed sa. bezanti'te, holding in bis
dexter claw a battle axe, head az. handle or.
(exemplified to Charles William Willcock, Esq., of
Burton Hill, Bailavington, co. Sussex, upon his assuming,
by royal licence, the surname of Dawes, in lieu of that of
Willcock, 21 April, 1870). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a
chev. betw. in chief two mullets, and in base an acorn slipped
or, a mullet of the first betw. two acorns slijiped vert, for
Dawes; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a fesse gu. betw. in chief two
eagles' heads erased of the last, and in base a padlock sa. a
martlet betw. two escallops of the first, for Willcock. Crests—
1st, Dawes: Upon a mount betw. two acorns slipped and
leaved ppr. an arm embowed vested sa. cuff or, holding in
the hand a sprig of myrtle ppr. 2nd, Willcock: An eagle's
head erased ,;u. gorged with a collar gcmel ar. suspended
from the beak a padlock sa. Motto— Fcslt not.
ar.

—

Dawes

;

A
;

DAW
Da'weBt.
of the

Dawson-Damer

{Earl of Portarlington).
Az. a chev.
erm. betw. three arrows paleways, points downwards ar. on
a chief of the last three martlets sa. a canton gu. charged
with a mullet gold. Crest
A cat's head, full faced, erased
near the shoulders, of a tabby colour, holding in the mouth a
rat sa. Supporters
Two heraldic tigers ppr. Motto ^Vitje

first.

Da'wikes, or Dawkes.

Or, a cbev. betw. three mullets

—

pierced sa.

Gu. a Hon pass, guard, betw. two escallops in
pale ar. and as many flaunches of the second, each charged
Out of a pallisado coronet
Crest
with a lion ramp. sa.
an arm embowed, habited, holding a battle axe fesseways

Da'wker.

—

—

—

via virtus.

Dawson

(Earl of Dcrtrey). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on
2nd and 3rd, az.
a bend engr. or, three martlets gu.
three torches erect ppr. Crest An estoile of six points
Dexter, an Irish wolf dog; sinister, an
or.
Supporters
Motto ^Toujours
elk, both ppr. collared and chained or.

ppr.

;

Dawkins

Gu. a lion pass,
(Over Norton, co. Oxford).
guard, or, betw. two roses in pale ar. and as manyflaunches
Crext
sa.
charged
with
a
lion
ramp.
each
of the second,
dexter arm couped at the shoulder, holding a battle axe
bendways ppr. on the blade a rose gu.
Dawlin. Gu. a trefoil slipped or.
Ar. on a
(Cowiclt, co. Yorli, Viscount Vowne).
bend cotised sa. three annulets of the field. Crest A demi
Saracen in armour, couped at the thighs and wreathed
about the temples ppr. holding in the dexter hand a ring
gold, stoned az. and in the sinister a lion's gamb erased or,
armed gu. Supporters Two lions or, gorged with a fesse
cotised sa. charged with three annulets ar. ducally a»*ned

Dawnay

Da^roay. Ar. on a bend cotised gu. three cinquefoUs or.
Dawndley. Az. a canton or, within a bordure gu.
Ar. on a
(co. Chester).
Dawne, Dawney, or
bend sa. three arrows of the field. Crest A crane holding
Crest
an
oak
branch
ppr.
Another
A dexter
beak
the
in

Dawn

wing

Daw^son

granted 1761).
(Penrith, co. Cumberland
chev. erm. on a chief ar. three Cornish choughs ppr.

and pointed

Dawson

—

of the

first

Barry of four az. and ar.
three arrows of the second.
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three

annulets (another, martlets) or.
(quartered by Woolcombe, of Pitton, co Devon.
Visit. 1620).. Or, on a bend cotised az. three cinqueioils of

Dawney

Dawney

(co.

Ar. on a bend cotised az. three

Devon).

roses or.

Dawney

(London). Ar. on abend vert three roses or.
Dawney. Ar. on a bend az. cotised gu. three cinque-

(Sutterby, co. Lincoln; confirmed 12 June, 1664,
James Dawson, Esq., of Sutterby, co. Lincoln, and of
Ar. two
Ballina Courte, or New Forest, co. Tipperary).
pales sa. a chev. gu. on a canton of the last a battle axe or,
Crest^A. dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or,
holding in the gauntlet a battle axe of; !.e l!;8t.
Or, three pallets sa. a
(co. Lincoln, Reg. Ireliud).
chev. ar. on a canton gu. a battle axe of the first. Crest

Dawson

—

—

—

Dawney.

(Westropp Dawson, Chailesfort, co. Wexford
exemplified, 1859, to Walter Montifobd Westropp, Esq., on
his assuming, by royal licence, the additional surname of
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a bend betw.
Dawson).
two estoiles or, three daws sa., for Dawson; 2nd and 3rd,
sa. a lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, in the dexter chief
1st:
point an annulet of the last, for Westropp. Crests
On clouds ppr. an estoile, as in the arms, an escroll above,
with the motto, Toujours propiee, for Dawson; 2nd: An
eagle's head couped erm. charged with an annulet gu., for
Motto Tourne vers I'occident.
Westropp.
Dawson (London). Gu. on a bend engr. or, three martlets.

—

go-

Dawney.

Ar. a buglehom stringed

Dawngrate.

Dawnie.

fusils

in

—

sa.

Per bend battelly ar. and

Az. five

fesse

sa.

an

or,

orle

of be-

Crest

— A talbot pass.

Dawson

zants.

Dawning'e (Beaumaris, co. Anglesea).

(another, ravens) ppr.

betw. three crescents or.
Per pale ar. and or, a fesse nebulce betw.
three lions' heads erased gu. each devouring a spear az.
Crett
A nag's head couped az. bezantee bridled ar.
ar.

Dawson

—

—

of

Dawson

—

Perseverando.

Dawtmarsh.

Dawton, or Dawnton.
ram's head couped of the

—

and

first,

attired or.

five fusils in fesse ar.

Crett.
I
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ar. cotised or, three escallops

Ar. three piles sa. on each a

Dawtree. Gu. a bend ar. cotised or.
Dawtree. Gu. on a bend ar. three escallops sa.
Daw^trey (Moor House and Doddinghurst, co. Sussex).
Crest — A unicorn ar.
five fusils in fesse ar.
Dawtrey, or Da"wtree (co. Hants). Sa. (another,

Az. a chev. erm.
on a chief ar. three

Same Anns

Gu. on a bend

sa.

—

York, 1584).

Lancaster).

—

Dawson

betw. three arrows' heads downwards ar.
daws sa. and upon a canton gu. a mullet or. Crest A cat's
head erased affrontee ar. spotted sa. in the mouth a rat
courant of the last.
co.

all or.

(granted to Benjamin Franklin Dawson, Esq.).
Az. on a saltire indented ar. five daws sa. Crest A buckle
fessways or, therein a daw sa. JWo«o— Alte volat.
(granted to Chbistofheb IIoldswobth Dawson,
Esq., of Weston, co. Y'ork). Erm. three pallets engr. gu. on
a canton sa. a stag lodged ar. Crest— Vyon a mount vert
in front of a quiver palewise or, with arrows therein ppr. a
talbot statant sa. charged with two buckles gold. Motto

—

—

wheat slipped

Dawson

—

(Wharton,

Crest

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three broad arrows or,
feathered ar.
(granted to Charles James Dawson, Esq., of
Melbourne and the Inner Temple, b;irrister-at-law). Quarterly or and erm. on a bend dove-tailed az. an estoile betw.
two martlets of the first. Crest An estoile betw. two ears

(Putney, co. Middlesex). Ar. on a bend az. cotised gu.
betw. fix battles axes sa. f.s many shovelers or. Crest On a
demi battle axe, handled or, headed ar. a dragon, sans legs,
wings endorsed bezantee.
(Groton House, Suffolk). Az. a thev. erm. betw.
three arrows paleways, point downwards or, feathered ar.
on a chief of the last three martlets sa. a canton gu. charged
with a mullet gold.
Crest
A cat's head full-faced, erased
near the shoulders ar. spotted sa. holding in the mouth a
rat of the last. Motto Vitse via virtus.
(K.dwardston HaU,co. Suffolk). Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three arrows or, feathered and barbed ar. on a chief of the
last three Cornish choughs ppr. a canton gu. charged with
a mullet of the third.
Quartering gu. a cross patoncee
betw. four cinquefoils or, for Manning. Crest A cat's head
erased guard, tabby, in the mouth a rat ppr. Motto Vita;
via virtus.
co.

—

Dawson.

Sa. five fishes ar.

Daws

Dawson (Spaldingholme,

Crest

—

—

Dawson

Az. on a bend engr. ar. three daws

(Newcastle),

A daw ppr.
Daw^son. Az. on a bend engr. or, three martlets gn.
A cat's head erased, tabby, in the month a rat ppr.

Az. a dolphin naiant

Dawnsey.

(co. Chester).

—

—

Dawson

Ai. three roses in bend betw. two cotises or.
Az. two bars ar. on a bend gu. three arrows or.
Per pale ar. and or, three lion's heads erased

Da'wney.

Dawson

ar. alighting

—

Ar. on a bend cotised az. three wolves pass. or.
Ar. on a bend vert cotised az. three roses of the

Dawney.

Dawntre

—

thereon a falcon wings addorsed sa.
Da'wson (Low Wray, near Hawkshead). Same Arvis.
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a cockatrice or.
Ancient Crest That of Dawson of Sutterby. Motto Deeds,
not words.
Da'wson (Launde Abbey, co. Leicester). On a bend engr.
Motto Manus haec inimica tyrannis.
ar. three birds sa.
(Moyola, formerly Castle Dawson, co. Londonderry). Az. on a bend or, three mullets gu. Crest An
Motto Toujours propiee.
estoile of six points or.

field.

embowed

Erm. on a canton az.
Crest— On a mount vert a talbot statant

or.

to

foils or.

Dawney.
Dawney.

three martlets

(Azerley, co. York, 1612).

Dawson

field.

or,

Dawson

tower

Dawney (Sesay, co. York).

—

sa.

Dawney

on a bend

Az. on a bend engr.

(London).

a stag lodged

or.

roses of the field.
(co. Chester).

Crest

ar.

faced.

—

Ar. two bars az. on a bend gu. three
(co. Chester).
arrows of the field.
buglehom
garnished and stringed sa.
a
Ar.
Sawne.
Ar. on a bend cotised az. three
(co. Chester),

Az. a

or, flighted

An estoile or.
gu. Crest
Daixrson (Allan Bank, Grasmere, co. Westmoreland).
Same Arins. Crest— A. cat's head erased, tabby and full-

Dawne

Bavniey

;

— A demi talhot eim. eared az. holding an arrow

Dawson

Motto—Timet pudorem.

of the last.

—

propiee.

—

—

—

—

—

A

the

DAW
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Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a rose

Dawtrey

(oo. Norfolk).

Gu. a bend cotised

ar.

Az.
az.)

;

DAW
Dawtrey.
Dawlirey.

Dawtrey.
Da'wtrey.

Dayrolles

Erm. a fesse indented chequy or and az.
(Bickerton, co. York). Erm. a chev. sa. betw. three
mullets gu.
(cos. Berks, Buckingham, Sussex, and the Isle of Ely
Per chev. or and az. three mullets countergranted 1606).
chanced. Crest Two hands conjoined ppr. fixed to a pair of

Da-xley

Day

—

wings, the dexter or, the sinister az. each charged with a
Another Crest Two wings exmullet counterchanged.
panded or and az.
(llanarabon, cos. Carmarthen and Salop). Same Arms.
^Two hands clasping each other, couped at the wrist,
Cre-'-t
and conjoined to a pair of wings ppr. each wing charged
with a mullet or.
Ar. a fesse betw. three martlets in chief
(CO. Essex).
and a chev. in base az.
(London; granted 20 March, 1582). Gu. two flaunches

—

—

Day

erm. on a chief

az. three

suns or.

Crest

—A

greyhound's

Day

six) eagles displ. ar.

Per chev.

ar.

and

az. three mullets counter-

Quarterly, ar. and gu.

betw. four roses

all

Day.

a cross quarterly and pierced

sword of the
the arms.

wrist, lying fesse-ways, habited gu.

holding in the hand ppr. a broken
or.
Crest
An anu, as in

first,

last, hilt

—

and pomel

Deach.
Deacle

Erm. three greyhounds courant in pale gu.
(London: granted 1704). Or, on a chev. az. betw.
three roses slipped ppr. an eagle displ. of the field. Crest
On a mural coronet ar. an eagle rising or, holding in the
beak a rose.
Deacon (London). Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp, or,
on a chief of the last three roses gu. Crest A horse's head
erased per fesse or and az. Motto— la utrumque paratus.

—

—

Deacon

(Longcross House, co. Glamorgan).

Az. a cross
betw. four lions or, on a chief ar. three roses gu. quartering
Lill, Head, and Boys. Crest
nag's
A
head or. Mottoes
Deo et Regi astro , over the crest Seek quiet.
Deacons (cos. Bedford, Buckingham, and Warwick). Ar. a
chev. counter compony gu. and ar. betw. three rose branch
sprigs of the second, leaved vert.
Crest A demi eagle
displ. ar.

—

—

winged

sa.

(Wasperton, co. Warwick ; confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Robert Deacons, of that
place).
Same Arms. Crest An eagle's head erased ar.
betw. two wings sa.
Agxiilar (London). Gu. an eagle displ. or, over the
head a plate, on a chief ar. three mounts vert, on each a pear
of the last, fructed of the second. Crest A lion ramp, or,
charged with a plate.
Deakin (Col. Henry James Deakin, of Werrington Park,
Cornwall). Arms and Ci-est, same as Dakyn's of Biggin
Grange. Motto Fidelitas vincit.
Deakin (Lincoln's Inn, London). See Dakeyn.
D'Albini (Governor of Jersey, 1217). Gu. four fusils conjoined in fesse ar. Crest
Two dragons' wings ar.
Dealchamber (co. Oxford). Erm. on a chief gu. a lion

Per fesse or.
(Lieut. John Day, of Sir George Bourchier's Company,
Master of the Ordnance, temp. Queen Elizabeth. Fun. Ent.
of Maubicb Smith, Clerk of the Ordnance in Ireland, d. 12
Feb., 1640, whose wife was Elizabeth, dau. of said John
Day). Per chev. crenellee sa. and ar. in chief three estoiles,
and in base an eagle displ. counterchanged armed or, a

—

De

—

diff.

Day (CO. Cork

cuff dancettfe of the

Deacons

counterchanged, slipped vert.
and az. three mullets counterchanged.

Day

crescent for

arm couped below the

—

changed.

Day.

Daywill. Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of fleurs-de-lis ar.
Dea. See O'Dea.
Dea. Ar. two serpents embowed in chief sa. and in base an

—

head erased ar. collared, ringed, and lined gu. the end nowed.
(London). Erm. on a chief indented az. two (another,

Day (co. Salop).

—

Dayton

DaAxrtrey.

Day

(Henley Park, co. Surrey).

Az. a chev. betw.
three mullets of six points in chief or, and a porcupine in
base ppr. Crest
A mullet, as in the arms.
(Bedfordshire). Or, on a fesse betw. three annuleti
gu. as many standing cups of the field.

escallops ermines.

Day

DBA
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Ar. on a bend ax. cotised gn. three cinquefoils or.
Gu. a bend ar. betw. two cotises encr. or.
Ar. on a bend sa. three pheons of the field.
Erm. a fesse chequy or and az. betw. three

confirmed to Eichabd Day, M.D., of Auckland,
New Zealand, Robekt Dat, of Cork, Merchant, and Kev.
William Tottenham Day, M.A., Hector of Bathclarin, dioc. of
Boss, sons of the late Richard Day, of Youghal, by Mary Anne
CoLUNS, his wife, and grandsons of Thomas Day, of Youghal,
by SosANNA, his wife, dau. of Jean Boviebe, a French Huguenot Officer, who served in the army of William III., and subsequently settled at Youghal). Per chev. or and az. a crescent
;

—

—

pass. or.

Dealdexi.

Ar. a cross betw. four martlets vert.
(Feversham, co. Kent). Gu. three bars ar. on a canton
of the last a tower triple-towered sa. Crest
Within a snake
coiled up ppr. a dove ar. beaked and legged gu.
Deale. Barry of six ar. and gu. on a canton of the first a

—

Deale

betw. three mullets, all counterchanged. Crest Two hands
clasping e£u:h other in fess ppr. conjoined at the wrists to a
pair of wings, the dexter or, the sinister az. the former
charged with a mullet, and the latter with a crescent counterchanged. Motto Sic itur ad astra.

—

column

—

sa.

(Fitzgerald-Dai; exemplified, 1841, to Rev. John
Robert Fitzgerald and Rev. Edward Fitzgerald, both of

D' Alton (Grenanstown, co. Tipperary Count jy Alton of the
Holy Roman Empire. The title was conferred by the Empress

Kerry, on their assuming, by royal licence, the
additional surname of Fitzgerald, in compliance with
the wishes of Robert Day, Esq., of Leighlinstown, co.
Dublin). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. or and az. three
mullets counterchanged, in the centre chief point a mullet
gu. for diff., for Day; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a saltier gu. a
cross formee ar. the whole within a bordure gobony erm.
and az., for Fitzgerald. Crest Two dexter hands clasped
together ppr. each from a wing expanded, quarterly or and
az. counterchanged, over the hands a mullet gu.
Motto
Sic itur ad astra.
Dayby. a three cinquefoUs gu. a canton of the last.
Dayley (Overbury Hall, co. Suffolk). Gu. three bucks' heads
cabossed or.
Daylwyn. See BcsOt
(Mambury, co. Devon). Gu. four fusils in fesse
erm.
Crest
Sa. a dcmi lion ramp, ducally gorged and
chained or. Jl/o«o— Toujours prest.
Dayncourt. Ar. a Un^e dancettee betw. eight billets or.
Dayncourt. Az. a fesse dancettte betw. ten billets or.
Daynos. Sa. three Danish axes ar.
Daynton. Vert a cross moline betw. two crosses crosslet

Maria Theresa, 1777, and a royal warrant, 1785, from King
George 111., authorized its being borne in this kingdom).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. armed or, double queued betw. five
fleurs-de-lis of the third.
Crests 1st: Out of a German
count's coronet an eagle displ. reguard. sa. crowned with
a single coronet or; 2nd: A demi-lion ramp. ar. armed or,
holding in the dexter paw an olive branch ppr. Sitpportei's
Two lions double queued ar. armed or. Jfotto—Justus

Day,

Spring

;

Hill, co.

—

—

—

ct fidelis.

—

Dealtry.

Dayman

(Lillingston Dayrell, co. Bucks).

ramp,

—

dancettcc ar. in chief three crescents or. Crest
A demi lion
ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a crescent sa.
(London). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish
choughs ppr. as many crosses crosslet or. Crest— A griffin's
head erased ar.
(co. Northampton). Ar. a fesse dancettte, in chief three
crescents of the second.
Dean. Ar. a lion ramp. purp. Crest A pillar winged ppr.
Dean. Ar. a fesse d*ncett^ betw. three crescents gu.
(Galway, Reg. Ireland). Az. three wings or. Crcsi—

Dean

crowned

Dean

Quarterly, Island

2nd and

on
three bars sa. six cinquefoils of the field, three, two, and
one. Cr^st A goat's head erased ppr. Motto Securb vivcrc
mors est.
Dayrell (Shudy Camp, co. Cambridge). Az. a lion ramp,
or, crowned ar.
Crmt Out of a ducal coronet a goat's head
erased ppr.
ol to— Virtuft mille scuta.
Dayrell. Ar. three bars sa. on the upper one as many roses
or,

—

ar.;

3rd, ar.

—

—

M

Dean

A demi

—

Barry of six
counterchanged.
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ar.

and

sa.

lion az.

Dean

(Galway). Same Arms, with a chief ar. charged with
a griflln holding a harp gu. Crest A wing or.
(Bamn Muskerry). Ar. two bars gu. Crest—Cn a
ducul coronet or, a crocodile statant ppr. Supporters Two
angels habited and winged az. with palm branches in their

—

Deane

of the Held.

Dayrell.

Hall, co. York).

—

—

4th, az. a lion

Cftst—

Az. five fusils in fesse
ar. surmounted with a bend gu. quartering Hdrt, Lowe, and
FowNE, and bearing upon an escutcheon of pretence the
ensigns of Hanson, Proctor, Gascoigne, and Mowbray. Crest
A hand issuing from a cloud holding a stag by the horns.
Dean (Rev. ./obn Dean, D.D., Principal of St. Mary's Hall,
Oxford, and rector of Oulde, co. Northampton). Sa. a fesse

fltchce or.

Dasrrell

Az. five lozenges coigoined in fesse ar.

A fleur-de-lis ar.
Dealtry (Lofthouse

.

on each three cinquefoils
|

exterior hands vert.

—

—

Motto

Forti et

fideli nihil difficile.
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DEA
Deane-Korgtin.

See Morgan.

Deane

previously of Wallingford,
(Mattingley, CO. Hants
Berks; confirmed by Camden, 1623). Vert on a chev.
or, beaked gu. five mullets
heads
erased
griffins'
three
betw.
A griffin's head erased or, betw. two wings erect
C)-eit
sa.
;

CO.

—

vert.

]Deaiie (John Bathubst Deane, Esq., of Bath, a descendant
of the Deanes of Mattingley). Same Amis, with the mullets
Afotto— Fortitcr et fideliter.
vert, and a crescent for diff.
Seane (co. York). Gu. two chev. within a bordure ar.
Deane (co. Berks). Sa. two bars ar. within a bordure gu.
Deane, Dedan, or Dene (Newton Patrock, cos. Devon
and Leicester). Ar. a lion ramp. purp. Crest A lion's head

—

erased ar.
(Maplestede, co. Essex, and Blackburne, co. Lincoln).
bear's
Crest
Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three chaplets ar.

Deane

—A

head couped

Deane

ar.

muzzled

Arms, a crescent for

Deane
Deane

diff.

(co. Essex).

many

Same

Ar. a fesse dancett^e gu.
Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three crows

(co. Essex).

ppr. as

or.

Essex; confirmed 8 May, 1577).

(Gosfield, co.

crosses pattee or.

Deane (Yatton,

Ar. two bars and a canton

co. Hereford).

gu-

Deane (co.
Deane (co.

Deane, or Deene

(co. Lincoln).

Gu. two (another, three)

chev. within a bordure ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1628; represented by W. C.
Deane, Esq., of Webbury, co. Devon). Ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three birds sa. as many crosses couped or.
(Deanelands granted by Dethick, Garter. To this

Deane

Deane

;

family belongs Dr. Deane, Q.C). Gu. a lion couchant guard.
A demior, on a chief ar. three crescents of the field. Crtst
lion ramp, or, holding betw. his paws a crescent gu.
Deane (Eastwole House, co. Herts). Same Arms and Crest.
(London; founded by Richard de Dene, temp.
Edward III.). Gu. a lion ramp, guard, or, on a chief ar.

—

Deane

three crescents of the field. Crest— K demi lion ramp, or,
holding in the dexter paw a crescent gu.
Deane(Sir James Deane, Knt., of London. Her. "Visit.). Gu.
a lion sejant guard, or, on a chief ar. three crescents of the
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter
first.

—

paw a

crescent gu.

Deane

(Loudon.

Deane,

Fun. Ent. of Doeothy, dau. of John
She was three times

of that city, d. 14 June, 1616.

to Henry Pebkin 2nd, to Robert Constable
Charles Calthroppe, Attorney-General for IreBarry of six ar. and az. a canton gu.
(Syeston, co. York). Gu. two bars within a bordure

married,

1st,

;

;

3rd, to Sir
land).

Deane
ar.

Deane

(Tilney Marsh, co. Norfolk). Gu. two chev. ar. each
charged with three crosses formee sa. within a bordure of
(co.

Rutland).

Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three

crescents gu.

Deane

(co.

Derby,

afterwards Buly, descended
Visit. Chester,
fesse dancettee

Matlock,

Deanes of Deane Hall, co. Chester.
where five descents are given). Or, a

froni the

1641,

gu. in chief three crescents of the last.

Deane.

Az. a sword in bend ar. hilt and pomel or, in bend
sinister a tilting spear (surmounting the sword) of the last,
headed of the second, between three fleurs-de-lis gold, one in
chief and two in fesse, and as many gem rings in base of the
last, gems gu. one and two.
Crest
A hand couped ppr.
lying fesseways, holding a fleur-de-lis or.

—

Deane

(co. Sussex).

Per bend

maunch

sinister

enhanced

az.

and gu.

with hand ar.
Gu. three bars ar. on a canton of the second a bull

in the dexter chief a

Deane.

pass, of the

John

(Berkeley, co. Wexford.

Geobgb Deane,

St.

Esq., of Berkeley, descended from Deane, of Terrenure and
Cromlin, co. Dublin). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three Cornish
choughs sa. beaked and legged gu. as many crosses pattee
of the field.
Crest
A tortoise displ. ppr. Motto Ferendo
not feriendo.
Deane-Drake. See Drake.
Deane (granted to John Deane, Esq., Mountjoy Square,
Dublin, 1808). Or, on a chev. az. betw. three doves' wings
erect ppr. each charged with a fleur-de-lis vert, as many trefoils slipped of the first.
Crest— K demi griffin segreant az.
ducally crowned or, holding betw. the paws a harp ppr. and
charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped gold. Motto

—

—

—

La

foi

me

guide.

Deanfield.
Deanfield.

Barry of four ar. and sa. a bend gu.
Barry of four ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three
mullets pierced of the first.
{Baror„ of Thomastovm, Beg. Ulster's OfHce).
Erm. a chev. az.
D'Anneville (extinct in Guernsey). Enn. a fesse gu.
Deans (Longhermiston, Scotland). Ar. a cross moline az.
surmoimted by a sword in pale ppr. hilted and pommelled or.
Crest
A sword, as in the arms, ensigned on the top with a
cross pattee az. Motto— Yel arte, vel marte.
(Capt. Jas. Deans, B.N., 1808). The same within a
bordure embattled az.
Same Crest. Motto Arte vel
marte.
Deans-Campbell (Loeg, Zetland, and Culraith, co. Ayr).
Ar. on a cross moline az. a two handed sword in pale ppr.
hilted and pommelled or, on a chief gu. a horse pass, ar.,
quartered with Campbell, of Culraith (q.v.).
Ci-est
^A
crescent issuing out of a ducal coronet or. Motto— \e\ arte,
vel marte.

Deannen

Deans

—

—

Deaphole, Deypholl, or Deypole.

Az. an eagle displ.
a lion pass, guard, gu.
Dear, or Deare. Paly of three per chev. sa. and ar.
counterchanged a chev. gu. Crest A horse at full speed,
ar.

on a chief

or,

—

saddled and bridled.
(co. Hertford and London).
Ar. a bend betw. six
mullets sa. Crest
A Catharine wheel ducally crowned or.
Dearham. (Brimelawe, co. Durham). Az. three bucks' heada
cabossed or.
Deamaan. Per chev. or and gu. in chief two cinquefoils of
the second, stalked and leaved vert, and in base a crane ar.
in the dexter foot a stone sa. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, five cinquefoils, as in the arms.
Deas (Scotland). Erm. a pale vert. Crest A bee feeding o^
a daisy all ppr.
Dease (Turbotstown, co. Westmeath). Ar. a lion ramp
gu. Crest
A lion ramp, holding a drawn dagger. Motto—

Deards

—

—

—

—

Toiyours prSt.

Deasy (granted to Rt.

the second.

Deane

or.

Deane

—

Ar. two bars sa.
Ar. a lion pass. purp.

Huntingdon).
Leicester).

BEB

heaked and legged of the second, as many crosses pattte

sa.

or,

Ar. two bars sa. each charged with three crosses
field (another, or).
Deane. Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three butterflies volant gu.
Deane. Gu. a saltire erm.
Deane. Vert on a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased
or, five mullets sa.
Deane. Az. on a bend or, an annulet gu.
Deane. Ar. two flasques sa. on each a leopard's head of the

formee of the

field.

Gu. two bars

ar. in chief three

annulets of the second.
(Cromlin and Terrenure, co. Dublin, afterwards of
co. Cork, and Berkeley, co. Wexford.
Fun.
Ent. of Euzabetb. dau. of Joseph Deane, Esq., of Cromlin, and widow of Henry Grey, Esq., of Audley Grey, co.
Dorset; buried in St. Bride's Church, Dub' in, 18 February,
1684). Ar. on a che?. gu. hetw. three Cornish chougbs

Deane

Castle-Cor,
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—

—

Death, D'Aeth, or Dick
griffin pass, or,

(Dartford, co. Kent).

armed gu. betw. three crescents

ar.

Sa.

a

Crest—

A griffin's head or, holding in the beak a trefoil vert.
Deatmore. Ar. a fesse dancettee g^i- hetw. three muUets
sa.

Deatmore.

Ar. a fesse engr. gu.

Deaton (co. Devon). Erm. afesse ga.
De Aubney. Sa. three helmets ar.
D'Auvergrne

first.

Deane.

Deane, or Deanke.

Hon. Riceabd Deasy, P.C., one of the
Barons of the Court of Exchequer in Ireland). Ar. in base
a dexter hand ppr. holding a dagger erect of the last,
pommel and hilt or, and in chief two castles gu. Crest
In front of two trefoils slipped in saltire vert, a dexter arm
erect, couped above the elbow ppr., in the hand a dagger ar.
pommel and hilt or. Motto Toujours prSt.
De Aske. Barry of eight az. and or.

(Jersey).

Or,

—

a gonfalon of three pendants

Crest A tower ar.
fringed vert.
mafonn^e sa
Motto— tioMS ne changeons jamais.
De Bag'ot (Jersey). Sa. three dolphins embowed ar.
DeBalinhard (exemplified, 1832, to John Allan Cabneoy,

gu.

Esq., of Dublin, on his assuming,

name

of

De Balinhabd

by royal

in lieu of

licence, the sur-

Carnegy).

Or,

an

eagle displ. az. beaked and membered gu. within a doublo
tressure flory counterflory of the second. Crest
On a cap
of maintenance gu. doubled erm. a lion statant, guard, sa.
crowned with a German prince's coronet or. Motto Tache
sans tache.
Barentine (Governor of Jersey, 1220). Sa. three eagles
Crest
A demi eagle
displ. ar. beaked and membered ar.

—
—

De

—

displ. ar.

De Basset. Ar. two bars az. in chief three chaplets gu.
De Bathe (Enightstown, co. Meath, bart.). Gu. a cross
betw. four lions ramp. ar.

Crest

—A

lion

ramp. ar. sup-

A
A

A

DEB

Gu. a fesse or betw. six crosses

(Branston, co. Suffolk).

Ar. on a bend gu. three

roses or.

De Beauvoir.

Ar. a chev. betw. thee cinquefoils gu. Crest
A demi wivern with wings endorsed ppr.
(Benion-De
Beadvoir). Quarterly, island
Beauvoir
4th, ar. a chev. gu. betw. two cinquefoils in chief and an
eacle in base sa.; 2nd and 3rd, vair^ or and sa. on a chief
wavy of the first an eastern coronet gu. betw. two mullets
1st: A griffin's head and neck, with wings
of the last. Cent
addorsed and couped ar. holding in the beak a branch of
2nd On a mount vert a griffin sejant or,
woodbine ppr.
gorged with an eastern coronet gu. in the beak a woodbine
3rd Out of a ducal coronet a dragon's head ppr. colppr.

—

De

—

;

:

:

;

lare'l of

the

first.

De Beauvoir (Johnstown,
Sir

co. Dublin, bart.

John Edmond Browne, 2nd

bart., of

;

exemplified to

Johnstown, upon his

assuming by royal licence, 1825, the name of De Beauvoir,
on his marriage with Mary Wright, sole next of kin to Bev.

Peter De Beauvoir.

Sir

John De Beauvoir

d. s. p. 1869.

See Browne, Bart., of Johnstown). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. three lions pass, in bend betw. two double coti«es ar. a
mullet for diff.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. two
1st: An
cinquefoils in chief, and an eagle in base sa. Crest
eagle displ. vert; 2nd A griffin's head and neck with wings
addorsed ar. holding a branch of woodbine ppr. Motto—

—

:

Conduct

Crest

—A

Debenhara, or Dabenam

Az. a chev. or, betw.
demi dragon wings ad-

(Suffolk).

Sa (another,

az.)

a bend betw. two crescents or (another, ar.).
Debenham. Same Arms. Crest In a maunch or, cuffed
gu. a dexter hand apaumce ppr.
Best (London; granted 4 July, 16l7, by Camden,
Clarenceux, to James De Best, of London, a free denizen,
son of Jambs Dz Best, of Flanders). Ar. on a fesse az.
betw. three dragons' heads erased gu. as many fleurs-de-lis
On a mural coronet or, a fleur-de-lis per pale
Crest
or.
gold and az. betw. two laurel branches vert.
BeugTiot. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bunches of grapes
pendent ppr. on a chief az. an open roll of parchment laid
in bend sinister ppr.
Debill (Inswortb, co. Cornwall). Sa. on a chief ar. a lion

—

De

—

De

;

pass. gu.

De Bilkemore

(co. Bedford).

A

bend within a bordure

engr.

De Blaquiere {Baron De Blaquiere).

Erm. a

ramp. sa.
charged on the shoulder with an estoile ar. Crest A garb or.
Supporters Dexter, a lion sa. collared and ghained, charged
on the shoulder with an estoile ar. sinister, a tiger ppr.
ducally gorged and chained or. Motto Tiens a la verite.
Debnam. Sa. a bendlet betw. two crescents or.
Debnam. Gu. six garbs ar. Crest A bear transfixed with
a broken tilting spear ppr.
Bohun. Az. on a bend ar. cotised or, betw. six lions
ramp, gold, three ^scallops gu. Crest A wolf courant ppr.
Deboroug'h. Sa. two swords in saltire ar. betw. four fleurs-

—

lion

—

;

—

—

De

—

de-lis of the last.

Debouche, or Debu^he.
ar.

Crest

water bouget az
(granted 1811 to James Florence Bourke, Esq.,
on his substiiuting, by royal licence, the surname of Dp
BoRrtn lor that of Bodrke). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three
fleurs-de-lis, two and one erm.
2nd and Snl. per fess or and
erm. in dexter chief a lion ramp., and in sinister chief a
sa.
over
all
dexter hand couped
a cross gu.
Crests
1st: An
armed arm embowed, the elbow resting on the wreath with
the hand seen in the gauntlet ppr. stringed as a bugle az.
tassledor, for De BuRGE, motto over, Nee parvis sisto; 2nd: On
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion sejant ar. gorged with.
a ducal coronet or, motto over, A cruce salus. Motto—
Semper et ubique fidelis.
Burgrh (West Drayton, co. Middlesex). Az. three fleursde-lis erm.
Crest
'A dexter arm embowed in armour,
couped at the shoulder, gauntlet open, exposing the hand,
;

—

De

—

armed

ppr.

— A cloud ppr.

Or,

on a cross sa.

five escallops

Oest

—A

staff

raguly in pale, surmounted by

an eagle

gu.

De Brevs (co.
De Brewes.

Brecon). 'Vaire erm. and gu. three bars az.
Az. a lion ramp, or, crowned gu. within an
Crest
In a ducal
orle of crossrs crosslet of the second.
coronet gu. a lion's gamb or.
Brouse. Az. three garbs or, banded gu.
Brug'es. Az. ten maaclcs or, four, three, two, and one,

—

De
De

—

onataiitnn gu. a lion pass, guard, of the second. Crest
croHs ijilvary on three gricces gu.
(Ireland).
Ar. three piles gu. in base two
flciirs (li--lis az.
A dexter hand ppr. holding an
Crest

De Bryan

—

eacallop or.

De BurKh

De Bur^h

See BuBKE.
(the Justiciary Uudcbt db Bobgii, Earl of

(\tarqu.ris of Clanricarde).
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a buglehorn

az. tassels gold.

Motto

De Burgo (Castle

—Nee

Connell, co. Limerick, bart.). Erminois a
cross gu. in the first quarter a lion ramp. sa.
Crest
A cata-mountain sejant guard, ppr. collared and chained or.
Motto Ung roy, ung foy, ung loy.
Deburgh (co. York). Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa. three

—

—

bezants.

De Caen (Jersey). Paly ar. and gu. Motto—Vive vivito.
De Capell-Brooke, Bart. See Brooke.
De Capella (Ireland, Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a fess gu.
De

all

a bend vert.

Carteret (Jersey). Gu. four fusils conjoined in fesse ar.
On a mound vert a squirrel sejant cracking a nut all
Crest
ppr. Motto
Loyal devoir. Supporters —Two winged deer

—

—

gu. langued az.

De Casnets (Coventry and

Glentham, co. Warwick). Ar.
an orle of estoiles or.
DeCastelio (Adrian de Castello, Bishop of Hereford 1504).
Ar. three bendlets embattled and counter-embattled gu.
De Cetto (confirmed to Louis Charles Augustus Adrian
DE Cetto, Esq., Capt. R.A., A.D.C, and Maximilian Henry
jEmilius de Cetto, 72nd regt., sons of Auouste, Baron de
Ar. a fees az. charged
Cetto, Ambassador from Bavaria).
with three fleurs-de-lis of the field betw. in chief an eagle
displ. sa. crowned and armed or, and in base a Uon ramp,
gu. standing on a mount vert and supporting a flag-staff

two

lions pass, within

ppr. the flag therefrom flowing to the dexter of the second,
bordered gold. Crest A plume of five ostrich feathers alter-

—

nately ar. and az. each charged with a mullet counterchanged.
Motto Altiora peto.
Decies, Baron. See Bebesford.
Decker (London; granted 6 August, 1716. Bart, extinct
1749.
Matthew Decker, a native of Amsterdam, settled in
London as a merchant, 1702, was created a bart. 1716,
d.s.p.m.). Ar. a demi buck gu. betw. his fore-legs an arrow
erect in pale or. Crest— A mountain cat courant reguard.
ppr.
Deckles, or Dekes. Az. a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses

—

crosslet fitchee ar.

Deckling-, or Dreckliug.
flagons of the

Ar. a chev. betw. three

first.

De

Chatelaine (the Chevalier Jean Baptiste Kbancoi»
Ernest de Chatelaine, the translator of Chaucer and
Shakespeare, of Castclnau Lodge, Westbourne Park). Gu.
an orle of roses and fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief of the last an
eagle displ. imperially crowned ppr.
Chesney (Guernsey; extinct). Gu. four lozenges in
fesse ar. each charged with an escallop sa.
Clifford, Baroness. See Uussbll.
Decombe. Ar. five lozenges in bend betw. two crosses

De Bolton. Ar. three bird-bolts in fesse gu.
De
De Brampton. Ar. a wivern pass. az. tail nowcd.
De Braundeston (Sir Hugh de B&adndeston). Or, three
De
bars gu. over all a bend az.
De Brandon. Ar. two chev. gu.
crosslet
De Breteville. Gu. a bend ar. surmounted by a fesse or.
displ.

ar.

parvis sisto.

over

is fate.

De Beauvoir (Jersejand Guernsey).
three cinquefoils ar.
dorsed ppr.

temp.

De Burgh

crosslet fltchee ar.

Debden

King John, who had two sons, Sir Jonit db
Boboh, one of the rebellious barons, and Sir Hubert db
Burgh, ancestor of Lord Burgh or Borough, of Gainsborough).
Gu. seven lozenges vair, three, three, and one. Crest
Kent,

—

field.

De Beaucamp (Guernsey).

DEC
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porting in the arms a dagger of the first, pommel and
Motto— 'Sec parvis sisto.
hilt or.
Debbeig. Gu. on a chief ar. three crosses pattee of the

titchec sa.

Decons(Wasperton,

co. Warwick). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a chev. gu tieiUeor, betw. three roses slipped ppr.; 2nd and
3rd, chcquy or and gu. a canton erm. over all on a bend az. a
Crest
griffin's head erased of the first betw. two birds ar.
crane's head erased with wings expanded sa. eared ar.

—

crested gu.

De

Cornewall. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or,
depressed by a bend sa. charged with three bezants.
Corona. Erm. a fesse gu. on a chief indented of the
last three crowns or.
Costa (London). Or, six broken bones, two, two, and
two, barways ar. the joints almost meeting in pale gu. Crest

De
De

—A

plume of

De Cotton.
De Courcy

o.strich feathers or.

Vert a lion ninip. guard, ar.
(lord Kinysale). Ar. three eagles

displ.

gu.

A

DEO
—

Crest
On a ducal coronet or, an eagle
dncally crowned or.
Supporters Two unicorns az. each frorged with
displ. ar.
coronets composed of crosses-pattee and fleurs-de-lis, and
Motto Vincit
cbained, armed, crined, and unguled, or.

—

—

omnia

Veritas.

De Courcy (Stockton, co.
De Cowcy. Paly of six,
head couped

DEI
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Cornwall). Same Arms.
vair and gu.
Crest A horse's

—

ar. bridled eu.

—

De Exireux.

Per pale indented ar. and gu. Crest Five
arrows gu. headed or, feathered ar. boimd by a belt of the
first buckled of the second.
Deeves. Gu. two chev. betw. three escallops or. Crtzt—
Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head gu. armed and
crined of the

first.

De Ewes (Stowall). Or, a fesse betw. three quatrefoils gu.
De Ferrers. Ar. six horseshoes sa. Crest— On a chapeau

an eagle preying on a child swaddled all ppr.
De Crey. Gu. a cross engr. or.
De Crespigny (Champion de Crespignt, Champion Lodge, De Ferrers. Same Arms, the horseshoes az.
Camberwell, Surrey, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu., in the dexter
base a fer-de-moulin pierced of the second, for Champion de
Cbespiony 2nd and 3rd, az. three bars ar., for Viekville
DE ViERViLLE. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
cubit arm mailed erect, holding a broadsword ppr. Motto—
;

—

Hens sibi conscia recti.
Cryoll, alias Deicrow^ (London and Enaeld, Middle-

De

two chev. gu. on a canton of the last a key of
the first. Crest Out of a mural crown a demi lion ramp,
guard, gu. holding betw. the gambs a key or.
De Cnrragrh (Reg. Ireland). Az. an ostrich ar. betw. two
Or,

sex, 1634).

—

crosses pattee in pale or.

De Dale,
De Dale.

or

De Dall.

Gu. three pallets

ar.

Or, a fesse gu, in chief three torteaux.

Deden

Ar. two bars sa. on the uppermost
(co. Huntingdon).
a cross form^ of the field.
canton engr. or.
Ar. fretty gu. Crest
A demi
hand fesseways, couped, holding a sword in pale, on the
point a garland all ppr.
Dedendon. Az. three escallops or.
Dedene. Ar. a fesse indented gu. a bordure sa.
Dederyke. Az. six plates, three, two, and one, on a chief
ar. a demi lion ramp, issuing gu.
Dedeyne, or Dedene. Ar. a fesse danccttee gu.
Dedham. Az. a chev. engr. and canton or.
Dedicote (brass in Hackney to Arthce Dedicote, citizen of
Or, an antelope pass. gu. on a chief
London, d. 1562).
embattled of the second three escallops of the first.
De Dreux {Earl of Richmond ; created by William the Conqueror, renewed by patent with the Dukedom of Brittany,
1268,extinct cir.temp. Edward IV. ANNE,the dau. and heiress
of Fbancis, Dvke of Brittany, the last Earl of Richmond,
married I>ouis XII., King of France). Chequy or and az. a
canton erm. Crest A ram's head erased ar. homed or.
De Doway. Gu. on a bend or, a lion pass. sa.
Deduke. Ar. a fesse vair^ or and gu. betw. three water
bougets sa.
De Diiras. Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
Dedwood. Sa. two bars ar. on a canton of the second a garb

Deden. Az. a chev. ar. and
De Den, or De Dena.

—

—

betw. four passion nails az.
(Mortlake, co. Surrey the crest granted 3 July, 1576, to
Dr. John Dee, the astrologer, by Cooke, Clarenceux.) Gu.
a lion ramp, or, within a bordure indented of the second.
Crest
A lion sejant guard, or, holding in the dexter gamb a
cross formee fitch^ az. on the cross a label with this Motto
Hie labor, and resting the sinister gamb on a pyramid ar.
thereon a label with this Motto
Hoc opus.
Dee. Or, a lion ramp, and bordure engr. gu.
Deeble. Az. three dibbles (an agricultural instrument) ar.

Dee

;

—

—

—

—A

dibble ar.
(Sandling Park, co. Kent).
Per fesse nebulec gu.
and ar. three martlets counterchanged. Crest An eagle's
head erased, per fesse nebulee gu. and ar. betw. two wings
expanded sa. Motto Facta non verba.
Creil

Deedes

—

—

D'Eincoiirt ^Knapthorpe,

co Nottingham).

Sa. a fess dan-

cett^e betw. ten billets ar.

D'Eye (Suffolk).
Crest

on a chief indented

az.

two mullets

Az. two lions pass, guard,

or,

a label of three

Or,

—On a chapeau two wings displ. or.

De Ekeney.

ar.

pheon

De

Ferrieres (Chaeles Coskad Adolphcs dc

Or, a fleur-de-lis az.

eagle displ. of the

on a chief of the second an

first.

Gu. a chev. ar. betw. ten bezants.
Or, a fesse sa.
Deepham. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three wolves' beads

Deerham

(Deerham, co. Norfolk). Az. a buck's head caCrest
A bear sejant ramp. sa. muzzled, lined,

—

bossed or.
and ringed or.
(Worgreat, co. Dorset; confirmed 13 Feb. 1664).
Vert three bucks' heads couped ar. attired or.
Deering' (co. Kent).
Gu. three bucks' heads couped
(another, cabossed) or.

—

Sa.

a chev. erm. betw. three leopards'

heads ar.
Fleete. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. depressed by a bend sa.
charged with three mullets or.
Defoiz. Ar. two bulls pass, in pale, each having a bell suspended round the neck, armed and hoofed or.
De Fontibus (John de Fontibus, Bishop of Ely, 1220-25.
Wharton's "AngUa Sacra"). Az. the sun and full moon il
chief, and the seven stars in orbicular form in base, all or.
(Sometimes the sun in chief, the moon in base, and the stars

De

in orle.)

De Fontibus {temp. King John). Ar. a chief gu.
De Fort. Ar. three mullets gu.
De Freyne, Baron. See Feench.
De Garis (Guernsey). Or, three chev. gu. Crest — A liop
pass, guard, or.

Degayne.

Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. three crosses cross-

let or.

Degrge
bend
Crest

Derby and Callow

(co.

or,

the

Gu. on a chev.

(co. Suffolk).

Norfolk and Gloucester).
Az. six plates,
three, two, and one, on a chief or, a lion ramp, of the field
(cos.

(another, a demi lion issuant

Cumberland).

Ar. three bears pass,

ppr.).

Crest

—A

portcullis

az.

Degon. Same

Arms.

Crest

—On a ducal coronet

a dolphin

hauriant ppr.

Degremont.

Gu. a lion ramp,

De Grey, Earl
and

or,

crowned

az.

(united 1859 to the Earldom, now MarQuarterly, Island 4th, barry of six ar.

quisate, ofRiroti).

2nd and 3rd, vert, a chev. betw. three stags at gaze
1st: On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a cocUwings erect or 2nd Out of a coronet adorned with
fleurs-de-lis or, a moiut vert thereon a stag at gaze of the
first.
Supporters Two greyhounds reguard. la.
Motto
QuaUs ab incepto.
De Grey {Baron Walsingham). Barry of six ar. and az. on
a chief of the first three annulets gu. Crest A wy vem'a head
az.

;

Crests

or.

—

atrice,

;

:

—

—

—

—

Supporters Two wyvems reguard. ar. collared az.
chained or, each charged on the breast with three annulets
Excitari non hebescere.
fesse
gu. Motto
in
Grey (Wrest). Barry of six ar. and az. in chief three
ppr.

—

De

torteaux.

De Grey.

Barry of six ar. and vert a saltire engr. gu.
dart and palm branch in saltire ppr.
Or. fretty az.
Dehaney, Esq., of Belgrave Square,
London). Az. a bear sejant the fore paws saliant ar. on a
canton or, a cock gu. Crest A demi bear saliant ar. muzCrest

—A

De Gmcby (Jersey).
Debaney (WiixiAM K.

—

zled gu.
sa. portcullis

ar.

gu.

Crest

portcullis

Ar. three towers triple-towered
sa. a tower triple-

—Out of a coronet
gu.

Motto—VominuB

fortissima

turris.

De Ha"villand. See Havilland.
De Hog'bton (Hoghton Tower and
the

tail

Motto

sa.

—Mai

Walton

Sa. three- bars ar.

Crest

mane,

hoofs,

ar. the ears, tip of the horns,

Deigbton.

(co.

ar. five eagles displ. of

field.

Degon

De
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a falcon close ar. Jessed anC

belled of the last.

Deggs

De Home

in pale ta.

Or, on a
and belled of the first.

Hill, co. Stafford).

az. three falcons rising ar. jessed

—On a ducal coronet

Deering

Estrivers.

de

Dieu.

Deffe, or Deyff.

Lancaster, bart.).

or.

—

—

towered

Deen.
Deen.

Bois

Ferbiebes, Esq., of Hardwick Hall, co. Monmouth). Erm.
three horseshoes az. nailed or, on a chief indented gu. two
swords in saltire ppr. pommels and hilts gold. Crest Upon a
rock a raven ppr. holding in the dexter foot a sword alsc
ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Motto Tout par et pour

De Ha'villand (Guernsey).

points ar.

Deelstuue.

Crest

az.

Supporters
gre le tort.

—^Two bulls

ar., as

le Dale, co.

—A

bull pass.

and point of
in the crest.

(Stanway Hall, Essex). Or, three buglehoms
gu. mouthed and ringed ar. the mouths to the sinister.
Crest
A cap, round at top, erm. bordered with the eyes of

—

peacocki' feathers ppr.
Ar. a lion pass betw. three crosses patt^e ga.
Crist—A fountain throwing up water ppr.

DEI
DeincOTirt
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York, temp. Edward

(co.

Erm. a

I.).

fesse

dan-

cettee sa.

De

Isney, or Deesney.

See Disnet, Norton Disney

and Swinderby.

D'Eivill (Lord

summoned

to Parliament 1264, ex-

(Guernsey and London).

Per pale az. and gu.
a phoenix ppr.
(another, a demi eagle with two heads displ. sa.) Motto—
Virtutis proemium (another, Un Dieu et un roi).
Dekerton. Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three water bougets of

an eagle

the

displ.

ar.

Crest

— Out

of flames

last.

Dekewer

(Hackney, co. Middlesex granted 1742).
Vert
on a cross engr. or, five fle«rs-de-lis sa. in the 1st and 4th
quarters a caltrap ar., in the 2nd and 3rd, a lion ramp, of
A tiger's head ppr. collared or, issuing out
the last. Crest
of a tower vert.
Dekkes. Az. a lion ramp, within an orle of crosses cross;

—

let ar.

De la Barr (Visit. London,

Az. a fes^e or. in chief
the sun betw. three roses, and in base three chev. interCrest
A plume of three feathers,
laced all of the second.
the centre one ppr. the others az.
la Barre. Ar. on a bend cotised az. three escallops or,
betw. two martlets sa.
la Beche. Vaire ar. and gu.
la Beche (on a window in Kidlington Church, co.
Oxford. Visit. 1574). Vair on a canton a garb ar. bainded or.
Delaber. Ar. a fesse betw. three crescents sa.
Delaber (Southam, co. Gloucester). Az. a bend ar. cotised
or, betw. six martlets of the last.
la Ber. Gu. a fesse nebulae or, within a bordure engr.
1633).

—

De
De
De

De

ar.

De

Bere

la

(John De la Bebe, Bishop of

Az. a bend cotised

60).

St. David's, 1447-

betw. six martlets of

or,

the

Delabyme.

Paul's
the sinister chief a cinquefoil
vert a grifhn sejant or, holding in
the dexter foot an eastern crown ar.
CO. Essex).

Gu. a bend

—On a mount

ar.

or, in

Crest

De la Foy.

Sa. a human heart or, over all two arms issuing
from the dexter and sinister base in saltire ar. the sinister
surmounting the dexter.
De la Foyle (Ireland). Az. a human heart ar. overall two
arms couped below the elbow in saltire ppr.
De la Crarde (Jersey). Ar. a bend gu. charged in

chief with a cross patt6e or, betw. six mullets of the second.
Crest
A deer hound or, collared and ringed gu.
Delabache. Or, a cross engr. gu.

—

Delahay

Ar. a sun (another, an estoile of
(co. Hereford).
sixteen points) gu. Crest A wolf's head.
(quartered by Grenville, of Stowe. Visit, co.
Cornwall, 1620). Or, a pile wavy gu.
Delahay (co. Kent). Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. four martlets
of the second two of the same or.

—

Delahay

—

Delahay.

Ar. an estoile gu.
Crest A pomeis charged
with a lion's head erased ar. collared az.
Delahay. Ar. an estoile sa. bezantee.
Delahay. Ar. a mullet of six points pierced gu.
Delahay. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. six martlets sa. (another
has the fesa charged with three mullets of the field).
Delahay. Ar. three escallops in bend gu. betw. two cotises

Ar. three escallops in bend gu. betw.

sa.

De

—

spera.

;

Delacre, or Dieulacre-Abbey

(co.

Stafford).

Sa. a

—

crozier in pale betw. three garbs or.

De Lacy (Earl

of Lincoln, descended from Hugh de Laci,
Justice of Ireland, distinguished in the conquest of Ireland,

created

extinct

1232,

1312).

Or,

a lion

ppr.

De la Hyle.

ramp,

See Delahill.
Gu. a cock or, betw. three martlets

Delaite.

purp.

De Lacy (Earl of Ulster.

Hugh de Lacy,

A cock, as in the arms.
Delaland (Pinchbeck,

Constable of Ire-

2nd son of Hugh de Laci, Justice of Ireland, was so
created by King John, but d. s. p. m.).
Same Arms.
De Lacy (Register in Ulster's OfBce to Sir Hugh de Lact,
Gu. on a chev. betw. two annulets in chief and a
Knt.)
crescent in base ar. a cross crosslet sa.
De la Condamine (Guernsey). Az. a spike of com with
three ears and leaves ar.
De la Court (extinct in Guernsey). Az. three hearts, two
and one or (another, a fesse betw. three bears' heads
land,

Crest—

Ar. a fesse dancettee

betw. six billets gu.

heart ppr.

Delaland, or Deland. Same Arms.

Crest

—A

leopard's

head issuing from a tower ppr.

Delaland. Per pale az. and gu. three lions pass. or.
Delaland, or De Albalanda (quartered by Boscawcn,
Cornwall; Joan, dau. and heir of Otho de Albalanda,
Richard II., nt. John Boscawen. Visit. Cornwall, 16'20.)
Gu. three bends ar.
Delaland (quartered by the descendants of John Sko&t,
Bishop of Hereford, d. 15b5, sixth in descent from John
Seorie, Esq., of Whalsborow, co. Cornwall, by Maude, his
wife, dau. and co-heir of Robert de la Laune.
Visit.
Comw. 1620. Har. MSS. 1440, 25). Ar. a chev. betw. three
CO.

(London).

Or, twelve escallops gu. two, three,

1

—

and two. Crest A hand and arm erect, habited
in the hand ppr. a cup of the first, out of the cup

two, three,
ar. cuff or,

also ppr.

De la Faye

(Charles de la Fate, Esq., of Wichtury, co.
Az. a stag's head cabossed ar. attired or, and a

Wilts.)

—

Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar.
Dela£eld, Feld, or Field (Madelcy, co. Hereford).

chief of the second.

billets

Delafield

la Laund (Thomas BiiRKELET, temp. Henry VIII., m.
Mabgarkt, dau. and co-heir of Thomas De la Laund, by
Kathebine, dau. of Lionel, Lord Welles. Visit. Leices.

Dub. 1607). Or,
ramp. gu. armed and langued az. charged on the
(CuUluff, co. Dublin.

Visit, co.

sliouldcr with a trefoil slipped of the field.

Delafield. Soc Keild.
Delafield (co. Lancaster).

Sa.

a cross pattec

Dclafold.

Crest

De

la Laund. Gu. a fcssc or, betw. three bezants.
Delalaund (Reg. Ireland). Ar. a fess dancettee betw.

—An

Delaford

Vaire

ar.

billets,

and

one,

sa.

pa.ss. sa.

Ford

gu.

Delalee

Rucklngham). Sa. a pale ar.
(nuarterod by Pole of Coltonibc, co. Devon.

three, two,

I
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Hereford.)
Staffed).

Ar.

a cross clicquy or and

Sa. three

eagles' heads

erased

De la Lee. Ar. on a cro.ss sa. five bezants.
Delaleig-h, Deleg'ey, or Deleg-h. Erm. on a chev. sa.
three bezants. Crest— Out of a crescent or, a cross crosslet
^tchee sa.

or.

(co.

(co.

ar.

Sa. a tree eradicated or.

la Forde. Ar. a greyhound xpringing sa.
la Forde (co. Uovon). Az. six lions ramp,

all

az.

(Ivcr. co.

Visit. 1020).

ten
four in chief fessways and six in base, three, two and

Delalee

Sa. a cross flory or.

Ar. a lion

Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three billets gu.

1619).

or.

ox's fool coupod sa.

Delafield.
Delafield.

gu.

De

Sa. three garbs ar.

and one,

co. Lincoln).

ar.

Delaland, or Deland (co. Suffolk). Az. a maunch erm.
Crest — Two dexter hands conjoined, supporting a human

erased).

Delado'WZie

De
De

1619, to

(quartered by St. George).
Az. a fess betw.
three cinquefoils or.
(Ireland). Gu. three herons ar.
la Hide. Az. a chev. betw. three fusils or.
Delahill. Ar. two legs couped at the thigh in pale go.
Crest
A caltrap az.
Delahoesse. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three fusils (another,
lozenges) gu.
Delahyde (Moyglare, co. Meath Fun. Ent. of Mrs. Joane
Delabtde, of that place, d. 6 Oct., 1610). Barry of six ar.
and gu. a bend sa. Crest A heron's head couped ar.
ducally gorged or, beaked gu. holding in the beak a snake

—

la

(granted by Camden, Clarenceux,
Erasmus De la Fodntaine, Esq., of Beleham St.

Delahern

;

De

of the last.

Delafountaine

Delahay

—

a lion

(Belchamp, St. Paul, co. Essex ; granted
Gu. a bend ar. in the sinister quarter a sixfoil

two escutcheons

Az. a crescent or.

Ohambre

fire,

many mullet« or.

or.

Fountain

sa.

la
(Uadmill, co. Sussex). Ar. a chev. sa.
surmounted by another erm. betw. three chamber pieces
fessways of the second. Crest An ass's head ar.
Delacherois (Donaghadee, co. Down granted by Carney,
Ulster, 1702, to Nicholas de la Cherois, Major in Lord Lifford's regt. of foot, then living at Lisburn).
Gu. a chev.
betw. three mullets in chief, one and two, or, and an anchor
in base ar.
Crest— An anchor erect az.
Motto Fac et

1172,

— A cock

la

Delahay (Ireland).

second.

De

De

by Camden).

Ar. a chev. sa.

tinct).

De Jersey

Ar. a fesse betw.

three Uons ramp. gu.
Az. three chevronels betw. as

Delafosse.
Crest

JD'EiviU,

DEI.

Delafors, or Delahoyse (co. Berks).

So 1a liCy

(Kindlet). Or, a fetse embattled betw. six martthree and three.
Barry of eight ax. and ar.
JJelalound (Reg. Ireland). Per pale az. and gu. three lions
pass, guard, in pale or.
Selaluce (Cheslow, co. Dorset). Gu. three bucks' heads
lers gu.

"De la LiOud.

couped

ar.

Delalune (Suffolk). Ar. three hurts
Delalynd (cos. Surrey and Sussex).
Creit

— In the sea ppr. an anchor

Delalynd.

Same Arms.

Ar. a cross engr. gu.

Crest— An escallop gu. betw. two

eagles"

wings

Crest

quartered, through Williams,

by Thomas C. H. D'Otly, Esq.,

Delalyne, or Delalune.

Delamain

ca-

— An escallop gu. betw. two

or.

De la Lynde (Dorsetshire;

Same Arms.

E.I.C.S.).

Az. a decrescent

or.

(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1786, lo James
Delamain, Esq., of Jarnac, in the Kingdom of France, b. in
Ar. three cross crosslets sa. Crest
A dcmi
1739).
Dublin,
'

—

eagle displ. ppr.
Or, three crosses gu.

Crest— A man in a
military habit az. holding a flag in bend gu.
Harcll.
Barry
of
eight
ar.
and
az.
la
De
De la March. Per fesse vert and or, a lion ramp, guard.

Delainaine.

erro.

Delamarche.

Barry of twelve

ar.

and

az. over all

a lion

martlets

sa.

three,

three,

anil

See B&aitoliko.

De la More (arms in Brampton

Church, co. Oxford. Visit.
1574).
Ar. a fesse dancettee gobonated sa. and gu. betw.
three mullets pierced of the second.
(20 Edward IV., Isabel Delamore, m. WtLLiiM
Caterlin, co. Cumberland. Visit. Cumberland, lei.")).

Vadx,

or.

Delamote. Vair, a bend lozengy gu.
De la Motte (Major-Gen. Peter De laMotte,E.I.C.S.,C.B.)u
Ar. on a mount vert a lion ramp, reguard. gu. supporting an
orange tree leaved and fructed ppr. Crest A demi lion gu.
gorged with an eastern crown or, the sinister paw resting on
an escutcheon az. charged with two medals, that on the
dexter being a representation of the medal commemorative
of Seringapatam, and that on the sinister a representatior;
of the medal commemoratiTe of Egypt. Motto Providentia
Dei conservet.
Delamotte. Vair a bend gu. Crest An ostrich's head
holding a horseshoe, all betw. two feathers ppr.
Delancey, or Delancy. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three
cinquefoils of the last.
Crest— A demi leopard guard, supporting an anchor ppr.

—

—

—

Delaney, or Delany. Gu. on a pale ar. three fishes
naiant ppr. Crest — An antelope tripping ppr.
Delangle. Per fesse or and az. in chief two acorns, and 'n
base an estoile counterchanged.

ramp. gu.

Delamarcbe, or Delamarch. Az. four
De la March.e (Guernsey, extinct. As

bars ar.

borne by the
Rev. Charles de la Marche, chaplain to Sir Bulstrode
Whitelocke, Cromwell's Ambassador to Sweden). Gu. alien
ramp. or.

Delamare

Ar. seven

one.

Delamore, alias Brandling.
Delamore. See Delamare.

Gu. a cross flory

Gu. three stags' heads couped (another,

bossed) ar. (another, or).

Delamore.

Delamore

(another, pellets).

sa.

eagles' wings or.

Delalynde.
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(co. Bedford).

Or, three bars dancettee gu.

Delamare, or Delamore

(co.

Az. two bars

Berks).

dancettee or.

Delamare

(co. Essex).

Or,

a

Delamare, or Delameere

fesse cotised gu.
(co. Essex).

az. three fleurs-de-lis (another, eagles) or.

or, collared sa.

Oxford). Gu. a maunch erm.
a maunch erm.
a maunch ar. (another, or.)
Delamare (co Suffolk). Or, a fesse betw. two bars gemelles
gu. (another, az.)
Delamare. Vert a maunch erm. Crest Aneelnaiantppr.
Delamare, or Delamayne. Ar. (another, or) three
A ship in the sea under sail ppr.
crosses gu. Crest
Delamare Sa. a cross ar.
(co.

Delamare. A z.
Delamare. Gu.

—

—

Gu. a cross pattee

flory, in

the

first

quarter an

escallop ar.

Delamare.
Delamare.
Delamare.

Delap

Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three
a fesse az. charged with a

all

(MoneUan, co. Donegal descended from the Scottisl».
family of Ddnlop). Gu. on a pile ar. an eagle displ. of the
field.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour, grasping a sword
combined with an arm sinister holding a rose, sprig and bud
ppr. Mottoes Above the crest : Merito ; under the arms : E
;

—
—

Delap
Crest,

(Parsington, co. Oxford, 10 Edward III., after
wards of co. Hants). Gu. two lions pass, in pale ar.
Delamare (co. Hants). Gu. two lions pass, guard, in pale

Delamare.

Ulster's Office).

mullets of eight points gu. over
crescent of the first.

spinis.

Ar. on a bend

Delamare

Delamare

Delany (Reg.

(Stoke Park, co. Surrey granted 1826). Same Arint,
and Mottoes, crest with two roses ar., quartering
;

Bogle.

Delap.

Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
three roses ppr.

Crest

—A

Delap. See Ddnlop.
De Liapasture (Margvis De
on a

bend

sa.

Lapasture, In Francej. Ar.
lozenges or.
Crest
A lion's head
Supporters Two lions ramp, reguard.

six

reguard. erased or.

rose branch with

—

—

Bu-

DelapUe.
Delapill

Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four roses ar.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Gu. a saltire or, betw. four

roses ar.

Delapille.

Delapinde.
Crest

Ar. a bend betw. two mullets sa.
Az. fretty ar. on a chief or, three torteaux.

— A lion's gamb erased ar. holding three pines or, leaved

vert.

Gu. a lion pass. ar. collared az.
Az. three bars wavy ar.
Gu. three breams haurient ar.

De la Mare (Richard De la Mare,

temp. Henry III., whose
dau. and heir, Matilda, m. Walter de Pole, ancestor of Sir
William de Pole, Knt., of Colcome, co. Devon. Visit. 1620).

Ar. a saltire gu. a border of the last bezantee.
Delamare. Ar. a fesse az.
Delamare. Ar. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Delamare. Gu. a Uon pass, guard, ar.
Delamare, or Delamore. Ar. six martlets sa. three,
two, and one.
Delamere, Baron. See Cholmondelet.
Delamere (co. Lancaster). Gu. a cross formee or.
la Mere (Hardwick Court and Tedstone De la Mere, co.
Worcester). Barry nebulee of six or and gu.
Delamere (Ireland, Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a fess gu. fretty
of the first in chief a label of three points of the first.
Delamere, Forest of (quartered by DoNfe, of Utkinton,
as the foresters thereof). Ar. a buglehorn sa.
Delamere. See Delamore.
la Moore (Moore, CO. Oxford; Katherine De le Moore,
of that place, m. Bartholomew Peislet, Esq., of Punchestown, CO. Kildare, buried in St. John's Church, Dublin,
4 Oct., 1638, arms impaled on Fun. Ent.). Gu. a demi lion
ramp, guard, couped ar. armed and langued az.
Delamoore. Gu. (another, sa.) a cross flory an escallop in
the first quarter ar.
Delamore (quartered by Cornwallis, of Brome, co. Suffolk.
Visit. Notts, 1631).
Same A^-ms, the escallop or.
Delamore, alias Moreing- (Moreton, co. Devon, 1620).
At. six martlets sa. three, two, and one.

De

De
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Delapine

(co. Suffolk).

Az. fretty ar. on a chief of

tlvc

second three ogresses.

Delapine

(co Kent).

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three pine

apples or.

Delapipe, or Pipe (co. Derby).
let,

and two organ pipes

Delapipe

(co. Stafford).

Az. eemie of crosses cross-

in chev. or.

Az. ten crosses crosslet

or.

Delapipe.

Az. a fesse belw. ten crosses pattee (another,
crosses crosslet) or, four, three, two, and one. Crest
^Threc
organ pipes or, enfiled with a garland of laurel vert.
la Place (Jersey). Az. three mullets or.
Delaplanch (co. Buckingham). Ar. guttee sa. a lion ramp.
of the last.

—

De

Delaplanch
sa. crc

wned

Delaplanch
Notts.

(co.

Buckingham).

Ar. billett^ a lion ramp.

or.

(quartered by Willocghbt, of Willoughby, co.

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Same Arms.

Delaplanch. Same Arms, the lion guard.
Delaplaunch. Same Arm^, the lion not guard.

A

cross molinc erm.

Crest

—

Another Crest— A hunting horn sans

strings s.i. garnished or.
(Gurteen La Poer, co. Waterford. See Power).
Ar. a chief dancettee sa. a mullet for diff.
Crest
A buck's
head caboshed ppr. attired or, betw. the attires a crucifix of
the last. Motto Per crucem ad coronam.
la Pole {Earls and Dukes of SfffoU-). See Pole.
Delapole. Gu. a saltire ar. a bordure sa. bezantcc.
Delapole. Az. two bars wavy ar.
Delapole (quartered by Wintebshull, of Little Stoke, co.
Oxford. Visit. 1574).
Az. a fess betw. three leopards'

De la Poer

—

—

De

faces or.

Delapond.

See Dsiapindb.

A
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Az. a fcssebetw. three leopard*' faces or.

Delapool.

Creat

— A crosier gu.
Delapoole (Ireland). Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four roses ar.
Delapoole (co. Middlesex). Ar. a saltire gu. a bordure sa.
Crest— Oa a chapeau a leopard

bezantee.

(another, az.)
statant ppr.

Delapoole. Az. a fesse or.
Delapoole. Or, a lion ramp.
a benrt

(another, depressed by

gu.

sa.)

m.

Sir

Thomas Chaworth,

Poole,

Knt., l.ord of Alfreton and
Same
III. Visit. Notts).

Korton, co. Derby, temp. Edward
Arrtis.

,

Ar.a chev. gu. a bordure sa. bezantee.
Per pale sa. and ar. (another, or and

Delapoole.
Delapoole.

counterchangod.
Delaport. Ar. three bars az. over all a saltire gu.
A bird standing with wings expanded ppr.
saltire engr.

a

sa.^

Crest —

De

la Poyle (Sir Walteb de la I'oylle, Knt., summoned
from Cornwall, 1277, to attend Edward I. at Worcester,

againstLlewellyn-ap-GrifBth. Inq. post-mortem 27 Edward I.).
(N.B., these arms
Ar. a saltire gu. a border sa. bezantue.
are in a window at Sutton Valence Manor House).
Delapolye (quartered by Gatnesfobd, of IdOury, co. Oxford.

Same

Visit. 1574).

Arm-%.

De la Pype.

Az. a fesse betw. thirteen crosses crosslet or,
seven above and six below.
la Reur (co. Kent). Ar. three caps (or morions) sa.
la Rever, or Delariver (co. Berks). Az. two bars
dancottee or. Crest A shepherd's flute or.
Delariver (co. Berks). Ar. a fret sa. and canton gu.
Delariver (co. York). Vaire ar. and gu. a bordure az. beCrest— A lion's paw holding a broken spear ppr.
zantee.
Delariver. Sa. two bends dancettee or.
Delariver. Ar. fretty sa. an inescutcheon gu.
Delariver. Az. two bars wavy or.
Delariver. Ar. two bars wavy az.
Delariver (Reg. Ulster's Ofilce). Gu. a saltire betw. four

De
De

—

mullets ar.

Delarocho

Sa. three roaches naiant in

(co. Hereford).

pale ar.

De la Rocque (Jersey).

Gu. a

fesse betw. three trefoils sa.

De la Ryver. Az. two bars dancettee ar.
Delaryveu. Vair a bordure gu. bezantee.
De la Tour. Az. a tower embattled, with a

cupola ar.

door gu.

Delatoure

Ar. a tower with a

(co. Dorset).

steeple az. the

Sa.

a tower

Delatune

(co. Hants).
antelope pass. or.

Delaune, or

De

Ar. a cross engr. ga.

liUne

(Blackfriars,

Ci-est~An

London; assigned

1612).

—

De la Vach, or Delavache.
a

many

label of as

cow's

tail

Gu. three lions ramp.

points gobonated or

and

az.

Crest

lions

ramp.

ar.

—

ppr.

Delavache
a label of as

Delavache

Buckingham).

many
(co.

points az.

Gu. three

Cre.it

— An ox-yoke

ar.

in pale sa.

Buckingham). Gu. a lion pass. ar.
semee of crosses crosslet gu. a lion

Or,

sa.

Delavache. Gu. three lions
Delaval (Seaton Delaval, and
land,

bart., created

1C60,

ramp. ar. crowned or.
Ford Castle, co. Northumberextinct).
Erm. two bars vert.

—A

ram's head erased ar. attired or.
Delaval {Lord Delaval, Seaton, co. Northumberland;
created 17a6, extinct 1808). Same Arms, quartering ar. a
chev. betw. three garbs sa., for Blake. Supporters
Dexter,
a man in armour, holding in his right hand a roll, inscribed
"Magna Charta," and in his left a drawn sword all jipr., rcprcBenting a baron as in the time of King John sinister, a man
in complete armour, as in the time of William the Conqueror,
Dupporting in hia exterior hand a banner gu. charged with
the arm« ascribed to William the Conqueror. Crest A ram's
head cru.scd ar. Mottr>—l)ie\i me condulse.
Crest

—

;

—

Delaval

li

ar.

three mullets sa.

Crest— A.

in the flames all ppr.

Erm. three

fusils vert.

Delavere, or Delavore. Or, a cross gu.
Crent — A stag saliant ppr.
Delavere, or Delaverty. Same Arms.

a chief vert.
Crest

—A ca

therine wheil distilling drops of blood, all gu.
Quarterly, or and gu. in the dexter quarter a
mullet of the second.
Delavil (co. Northumberland). Erm. three lozenges az.
DelaAvard. Ar. a chev. betw. three billets gu.
Dela'warde (cos. Leicester and Oxford, Governor of Fontefract Castle, 19 Edward 111.). Vair6 ar. and sa.
Dela"ware. Ar. on a bend az. three eagles displ. or.
Delavrare. Gu. a lion ramp. betw. five crosses crosslet
litch^e or. (another, an orle of eight crosses).
Dela'ware. Az. a Uon ramp. betw. eight crosses crosslet
Ctch^e or, three, two, two, and one, charged on the shoulder
with a crescent, a chief of the second
Dela'ware (impaled in a Fun. Ent. prepared for Colonel

Northumberland). Same Anns. Crest— Out of
a ducal curnnet or, a goat's head ar. attired of the flrst.
(ro.
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who was sentenced by Cromwell,

Byron,

" shott to
Ar. a fess dan-

to be

death," but was afterwards pardoned, 1661).
cettee sa.

Dela'ware

(Reg. Ireland). Ar. three bars gu. surmounted
over all a bend or.
Delaw^arre, Earl. See West.
DelSfwarr (cos. Gloucester and 'VVarwick). Gu. crusily
fitchee a lion ramp ar.
Dela'warr. Same .<4?-ms, over all a bend engr. sa. Crest— .\
bird's head couped ar. beaked gu.
Dela'wrey. Az. three leopard's faces jessant-de-lls or.
la Zouch. Gu. a fosse erm. betw. six bezants.
D'Elboeuf. Gu. a bull pass, guard, or.
Delechamber (Radmill, co. Sussex). Ar. a chev. ermines
fimbriated sa. betw. three chamberpieccs of the last, filed
ppr. Crest
An ass's head erased ar.
Delechamber. Erm. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Deleval. Sa. a fesse erm. betw. two bezants in chief and a
lion's head erased in base or.
Crest On a chapeau • lion's
head erased and crowned with a ducal coronet all ppr.
Delg°ariio. Quarterly, erm. and ermines.
Crest
sea
lion statant, holding in the dexter paw a cross moline.
Ligrne (Harlaxton, no. Lincoln granted by Camden,
Clarenceux, to Daniel De Ligne, son of Anthont, son of
John De Ligne, of Valentyne, in Hainault). Or, a chief
chequyar. and az. over all a bend gu. Crest On a mount
vert a lion sejant guard, or, the dexter paw resting on an

by a chev.

sa.

De

—

—

—A

De

;

—

arrowhead

liigne
and

az.
(co. Lincoln, 1640). Or,

a bend gu. a chief chequy

az.

Delillers (London; granted

1657). Or, three lions ramp,
az. ducally crowned gu. Crest Ademi lion ramp. az. ducally
crowned gu.
De Ii'Isle and Dudley, Saron. See Sydney.
De liisle (Guernsey). Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. sa. a
crescent of the field. Crest
A demi eagle displ. or.
De Liisle (Guernsey). Or, three mullets az. two and one.
De liisle (Garendon Park and Grace Dieu Manor, co.
Leicester). Quarterly, 1st and 4th or, on a chief az. three
lions ramp, of the field, for Lisle; 2nd, az. a chev. ar. betw.
three martlets ppr., for Phillipps; .3rd, quarterly, gu. and
az. a cross erm. betw. four lions' heads erased or, forMABCH.
Crests— 1st: A stag pass. ppr. for Lisle; 2nd: A demi griffin ppr.
gorged or, holding a shield az. charged with a lion ramp, or,
for PniLLipps
3rd A demi lion ramp. ar. holding a Maltese
cross or, for March. Mottoes
For De Lisle En bon espoir;
for Phillipps Quod justum non quod utile.
Dell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. debruised by a saltire gu. Crest
A hand erect Issuing from a cloud, holding a garb.
Dellaber. Or, a cross gu. a chief vert. Crett ^A greyhound sejant sa.
Dellaber. Gu. a fesse wavy and a bordure engr. or.
Dellabere. Az. a bend double cotised betw. six martlets

—

—

;

(co.

Delavache.
ramp.

Delavall.

DE

Sa. three boars' heads couped ar.

Gu. on a bend

salamander

ar.

ar.

Az. a cross of lozenges or, on a chief gu. a
leopard pass, guard, of the second, spotted sa. holding in
The lion (or
Crest
the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis gold.
symbol) of St. Mark sejant, wings elevated, and round' the
bead a glory all ppr. laying the dexter paw on the Gospel,
close or, covered gu. garnished gold.
Delaune (Reg. Ulster's Office). Same Armi and Crest, an
annulet for diff.
Delaunt. Or, a chev. betw. three billets gu.

March,

Delavall.

De

port gu.

Delatovn-e.

7

la 'Vale.

Delavere.

Delapoole. Ar. a bend sa.
Delapoole. Az. two bars nebulee or.
De la Poole (Mabgeby, dau. of Sir Richabd de la
Bait.,

De

:

—

:

—

:

—

or.

Dellatre

(granted by Carney, Ulster, 1C89, to John Dellatbe). Or, three inescutcheons az. each charged with a fleurthe first, on a cannon gu. a mullet pierced also of
the first.
Ci'est
A mullet or, betw. two olive branches
de-lis of

—

vert.

Dellee, Delee, or Delly.
crescents su. (another, gu.).

Ar. a fesse
Crest

betw.

— On a mountain a

three

dove

ppr.

Dellesfield

(co.

Lancaster).

Dellorty. Az. a cross or.
Dell'wood, or Delwood.
necks

sa.

perched on a

Vaire gu. and ar.
Ar. an eagle displ. with two
fesstways raguly vert.

staCF lying

A

DEL
vert.

Dellyne.

Sa. six lions ramp. ar. Crest

— On a ducal coronet

a Cornish chough ppr.

Delmar

(Kenfield, Petham, co. Kent). Az. three barrulets
A lion sejant gu.
dancettee betw. two lions pass. ar. Crest
collared dancettee, the dexter paw resting on a fleur-de-lis

—

all or.

Delme

(Cams Hall, co. Hants; descended from Sir Peter
Delme, Knt Lord Mayor of London, 1724). Or, an anchor
Ct-est
A lion pass. gu.
in pale sa. betw. two lions pass. gu.
in front of an anchor sa.
,

—

Delme-Radcliffe.

See Radcliffe.

Delm.eg'e (granted to Jdlius Delmxge, Esq., of Rathkeale,
CO. Limerick, and John Christopher Delmege, Esq., of
Castle Park, co. Limerick). Per chev. ar. and az. in chief
fleurs-de-lis gu. emerging from as many crescents of the
second, and in base a fleur-de-lis of the first emerging from a
crescent or, in the centre chief point a spear's head ppr.

two

—

guttee de sang. Crest A boar's head erect and erased per
pale gu. and sa. langued az. armed or. Jl/otf!>— Inveniam
aut faciem.

Delmy.

—

—

De

—

De

—

—

Dempsey

—

Dempsey.

within a bordure

Dempster

Vert a

fesse of the last.

Delorey.

Gu. two flaunches indented

ar.

or.

Gu. semee of

LiOvaine.

billets

and a

fesse ar.

Del See, or Dolsey. Az. two bars nebulee ar. Crest —
A demi woman naked, her hair dishevelled, wreathed round
the temples with cinquefoils gu.

Delsume

Per

(France).

cross counterchanged.

fesse or

—A

Crest

t«o wings endorsed or.
De Liune. See Deladne.
De Luton. Vert an eagle

and

az. five fleurs-de-lis in

pegasus's bead ar. betw.

lion

with two heads or, armed

or,

(Delves Hall, co. Stafford; John de Delves was
Edward L his descendant, Sir John Delves,
Warden of the Mint, temp. Henry VL,
was slain at Tewkesbury, leaving inter alias two sons, John
Delves, the eldest, beheaded 10 Edward IV., leaving two
daus., and Henrt Delves, the youngest ancestor of Delves,
Ar. a chev. gu. fretty or, betw. three
bart., of Dodington).
;

Knt., of Delves Hall,

delves (or sods of turf) sa.

Delves

Sir
(Dodington, co. Chester, bart., extinct 1725
Knt., of Dodington, descended from Henry
Delves, youngest son of Sir John Delves, Knt., of Delves
Elizabeth, only dau. of
Hall, was created a bart., 162f.
;

Thomas Delves,

;

—

—

Dempster,

afterwards

and

Crest

sa.

—

Ha'wkins

— A leg-bone

Den

(co.

three crosses pattee or.

Den, or Denne

(co.

Kent).

charged witn a leopard's face

Ar. two flaunches

Same Arms.

C>-est

—A dolphin

naiant

az.

delves).

Lancaster).
Same Arms (billets instead of
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle

(co.

—

betw. two wings sa.

Delves
delves).

Delves.

Motto

Crest

—

.-V

— Je ne puis.

Same Arms (pewter
embowed ar.

(co. Chester).

pots instead of

dolphin

Same Arms

(fleurs-de-lis instead of delves).

Demanderville.

Quarterly, or and
mount vert a stag courant reguard. ppr.
Mantinge. Ar. three garbs sa.

gu.

Crest— On a

(co. SufTolk).

lion's

Ar. two bars az. on a chief
Out of a
Ci-est

—

head.

Demardeston, Denardeston, Deveston, or Deneston (co. Suffolk). Barry of four ar. and az. on a chief
gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Crest — A cross fitchee gu. fleury
or.

Demardeston.

Az. two bars (another, pales)

ar.

on a chief

gu. a leopard pass. or.

De

ISIanley,

Demaunt.
Demeley,

Baron.

See Poksondt.
Or, two bends gu.
or Denley. Az. a chev. betw. three martlets

ar.

De

J/Ledevre (Witnesham HaU,

Medewe was

co.

Suffolk;

Peter de

of lands at Witnesham, in the 34
and those lands Ifave ever since rempined
in the family). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three pelicans vulned
ppr. on a canton a lion sejant, and in chief a label of three
points, quartering Brewster, of Wrentham Hall, co. Suffolk,
Ba. a chev. erm. betw. three estoiles ar.
Crest
A pelican,
vulned ppr. Moito Mea dos virtus.
Moleyns (Eveleigh - de Moletns, Lord Ventry).
Quarterly. 1st and 4th, sa. on a chief erm. three fusils
gu. for De Moleins 2nd and 3rd, per pale or and sa. two

Henry

seized

11. (1188),

—

De

;
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each

raguly

—

negro's head ppr. banded ar.
Ar. a lion ramp, guard, ppr.
Chequy or and az. on a fesse gu. three plates
(another, three square buckles ar.).

Denacoorte.

Denamure, Demaure, or Deumore
a bend fusily

(Toumay).

Gu.

ar.

Ar. three pole axes gu.
Az. on a chief ar. a lion ramp.

issuant gu.

Denbigh, Earl of. See Feildino.
Denbigh, Toivn of. On a mount %castle

triple-towered,

with spires and fanes on each, on the mount, before the
castle, a greyhound couchant .... on each side the castle
an escutcheon, on the dexter the arms of France and
England, on the sinister a lion ramp, over each escutcheon

a plume of ostrich feathers.
Vert a bend betw. three wheels

Denby.

Dench, or Denechye.

gu. a lion pass, or, collared of the second.

mural coronet a

sa.

staff

or.

Cieet

—An an-

telope pass. gu. collared ar.

De

Demardeston

— On a

Den.

Denbaud, or Denband.

displ. ar.

Crest

or.

Another Crest On a
vert a stag lodged ppr. attired or.
mount vert a stag lodged reguard. ar.
Den, or Dena. A r. a fret vert (another, gu.). Ciest—A

heron wings

Delves

Dempster

and palm branch ia

Motto Mors aut vita decora.
(France). Az. a chev. betw. three martlets or.
Huntingdon). Ar. two bars sa. each charged with

saltire ppr.

Denarston, or Deverston.

Kent).

-

Same Arms, within a bordure per

the fourth bart., m. Sir Brian Broughton, Bart., of BroughSame .<4rm?. C/-C5£— Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
ton).
(co.

ppr.

Demylly

Delves

Delves

wavy ia

betw. two swords

Mciresk, the heiress
m. Sir James Campbell, of Aberuchill, Scotland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a sword in bend ar. hilt and pommel
2nd and 3rd, or, a
or, surmounted by a fesse of the last
lion ramp. gu. debruised by a ribbon in bend sa. Crest
demi lion gu. holding in the dexter paw a sword in pale ppr.
Motto Fortiter et strenue.

pale ar.
displ.

ramp,

—A sphinx with wings expanded

Crcft

(Pitliver, representative of

(Dunnichen, co. Forfar).

gu.
living there 31

—

—

De

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three billets

sa.

De

chevronels betw. three griffins pass, counterchanged, for
Eveleigh. Crests 1st-. A savage's head affront^e, coupej
below the shoulders ppr., for Ds Moletns; 2nd: A goat'.?
head erased per chev. or and sa. attired of the second, in
the mouth a bunch of laurel ppr. Supporters— Ivio lions or,
Vivere sat vincere.
ducally gorged and chained az. Motto
Montmorency ( Viscount Mountmorres). Ar. a cross
Crest
A peacock in its
gu. betw. four eagles displ. sa.
pride ppr. Supporters Two angels ppr. hair and wings or,
vested ar. Motto Dieu ayde.
Montmorency ( Viscount Frankfort de MojUworency).
Same Ai-nu, Crest, Supporters, and Motto.
Montmorency (Castlemorres, co. Kilkenny ; exemplified, 1831, to Harvet Pratt, Esq., on his assuming, by
royal licence, the surname of De Montmorency in lieu of
Pratt, in compliance with the will of his mother, Sarah,
dau. of Harvey, Viscount Mountmorres). Or, a cross gu.
betw. four eaglets displ. az. Crest On a ducal crown or, a
peacock in his pride ppr. Motto Dieu ayde.
Dempsey. See O'Dempsie.
(Ireland). Vert a lion ramp, holding a dagger
ar.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet seven battle axes erect
ppr.

Sa. six lions pass. ar.

Deluer, or Delvei*.

DEN

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Ar. an eagle displ. with two necks in bend

Dellwood.

—

Vert a

saltire engr. betw. four

— A unicorn's head betw.

crosses crosslet fitchee ar. Crest
two branches of laurel in orle ppr.

Dendy

(granted to Richard Cafftn Dendt, and to the
descendants of his grandfather, Richard Dekdy, of Grigg.s
or Gulshaw, on Towerhill, in Horsham, co. Sussex, September, 1793). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. ; 2nd and 3rd, az. a
mullet erm. over all on a bend invecked cotised sa. three
cinquefoils or. Crest On a mount betw. two slips of lauris-

—

tinus vert a bezant charged with
JI/o«o— Respicio sine luctu.
az.

Dendy

a unieom's head.couped

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Dorking, co.
quarterly, vert and erm. a griffin segreant betw. four
escallops, three in chief and one in base or; 2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, az. and or, in the first quarter a mullet of the
Crest
On a mount vert a swan ar. beaked gu.
second.
Surrey).

—

resting

its

dexter claw on a pheon ppr.

Motto

— Per ardua

stabilis esto.

Dene, or De Dene

Dene

(co. Hereford).

(co. Essex).

Ar. a fesse dancettee gu.

Gu. two bars and a canton

Dene, De Den, or Dedene

(co. Leicester).

ramp. purp.
Dene (Newton Petrock, co Devon.

Arms.
fitchee.

Crest

—A

dexter hand

Visit.

ar.

Ar. a lion

1620).

Same

holding a cross crosslet

Ar. a lioa pass. purp.
Ar. a fesse indented betT. three crescents gu.
Barry of six gu. and ar. on a canton of the last »

tower triple-towered of the first.
Vert a saltire engr. ar. betw. four crossesk

Denenslie.

erosslet fitchee or.

Denet.

Az.

five

forefinger to

Ar. a chev.

sa.

betw. three

mullets gu.

Dengaine.

Az. a fesse indented betw. six escallops ar.
On a mount a stag feeding ppr.
Cj-est
Dengaine. Az. a fesse indented or (another, ar.).
Dengaine. Az. a fesse dancettee betw. thirteen billets or.
Dengate. Per bend embattled sa. and ar.
Dengayne, or Enga3nie (Arunsted, co. Norfolk). Az.
a fesse dancettee betw. six escallops ar. (another, escallops
A tower sa. cupola and flag gu.
Crest
or).
Dengayne. Or, a fesse dancettee sa.
Dengayne. Gu. a fesse dancettee ar. (another, or) betw.

—

—

six (another, ten) crosses crosslet or.

Dengayne.
mullet for

Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. six escallops gu. a

diff.

Denhanx

(West Shields, 169S; the heiress m. Sir Thomas
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. thre«
Stewart, Bart., of Coltness).
Crest
A crane holding in the
cranes' heads erased or.
Motto Cura dat victoriam.
sinister claw a stone ppr.
Denham (Fairwood Park, co. Fermanagh a branch of the
Denuams, of West Shields; James Denham, Esq., was
high sheriff of Fermanagh in 1815). Same Arms, Ci-est,
and Motto.
(co. Bucks, London, and co. Surrey; borne b^
Denham, the Poet). Gu. three fusils erm. Crest A lion's
head erased ermines.
Denhanx (quartered by Habinoton, Bart., of Ridlington,
the first hart. m. the dau.
through Sapcote, of Burleigh
and co-heir of Sapcotb). Gu. four fusils conjoined in fess
erm.
(co. Cornwall).
Same Anns, a bordure erm.
(Devonshire and Kent). Gu. five (another, four)

—

—

;

Denham

—

;

Denham
Denham

lozenges in fesse erm.
Gu. three bezants.

Denham.
Denham.
the

Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets or (another, of

field).

Denham.

Ar. a fesse betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
(Fun. Ent. of Mrs. Mart Smith, formerly Denhav,
buried at St. Andrew's Church, Dublin, 23 July, 1596). Gu.
three fusils coQjoined in fess erm. in chief a castle with two
towers ar.
Gu. a chev. betw. tbrde lions' gambs erased

Denham

Denham.

an

estoile or.

(Kilnwick Percy, co. York). Ar. a bend gu. betw.
a unicorn's head erased in chief and a cross crosslet fitchee of
the second in base. Crest A dexter arm embowed, vested az.
cuff or, the hand ppr. pointing with u forefinger lo a star

—

gold.

Denison. Same Arms.
demi mermaid, holding
the sinister a

comb

Denham.

Quarterly, or

and

sa.

in each quarter three

martlets counterchanged.
Quarterly, gu. and or, in each quarter three
martlets in bend counterchanged.
Gu. four fusils in fesse erm. in chief a pile or,
betw. two single arches ar. base and capitals of the third ; in
base a double arch as in chief.
or Dinant. Gu. a fesse engr. erm. a bordure
engr. ar.
Denhany. Az. a bear saliant ar. oa a canton or, a cock gu.
Ci-eH
A demi bear saliant ar.
Denis (St. Mary's and Blackmonstone, co. Kent, hart., extinct
1778 Rev. Jacob Denis, bom at La Bochefocault, in Angoumois, fled from France at the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
and settled at the city of Chester; his son, Peteb Denis, was
created a bart. 1767, and d. s. p.). Ar. a chev. engr. betw.

Denham.
Denham.

Denham,

—
;

three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Crest

—A

hand grasping a snake

ppr.

Denis-Tottenham.

See Tottenham.

Denisell, Densell, or Denstall
Devon).

Sa. a mullet

Cornwall and

surmounting a crescent

in pale ar.

(Lord LontUsborouf/h). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, erm.
a bend az. cottised sa. betw. in chief a unicorn's head erased
and in base a cross crosslet Qtch^e gu., for Denibon; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. a shake-fork betw. three mullets sa. one in chief
and two in base, forCoNTNOHAM. Crests 1st, Denison: issuing from clouds to the sinister, a dexter arm ppr. habited gu.
cufTcd ar. the arm charged with a covered cup or, and pointing with the flrst finger to the sun also ppr. 2nd, Contnou am
a unicorn's head erased ar. armed and maned or. Sujyporters
--Dexter, a horse ar. maned, hoofed, and charged on the
•houldcr with an eagle displ. or; sinister, a stag ar. attired,
.inguled, and charged on the shoulder with a griffin's head
eranrd or, both charged with a crescent ta. for diiT. Motto
Adveria virtutc repello.

—
;
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—Out

of a naval coronet

»

hand a mirror, and in

Denison

(Beckett-Denison, Meanwood Park, Leeds, co.
York).
1st and 4th, ar. on a bend betw. a unicorn's head
erased in chief and a cross crosslet fitchee in base sa. three
bezants, for Denison;

2nd and

—Denison

A

3rd,

Beckett, of Somerby

arm in bend
dexter, vested vert, cuffed erm. charged with a cross crosslet
or, the hand ppr. pointing with a forefinger to an estoile
radiated gold.
Crest

(see p. 64).

Denison
pellets

:

sinister cubit

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three

(Keg. Ireland).

a torteau.

Denley, or Deiley.

Gu. a

lion

ramp, guard, ar. crowned

or.

Denley, or Demley.

Or, three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Denman

(Baron Denman).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three
heads erased gu. three erm. spots or. Crest— A raven
rising ppr. in the beak an annulet or. Supporters
On either
side a Uon gu. charged on the body with five erm. spots in
cross or. Motto
PrudentiSi et constants.
(London). Az. a chev. betw. three lions' heads
erased or. Crest A raven rising sa.
Denman, or
(Newshall Grange, co. York). Ar.
three lions' heads erased gu.
Denman. Ar. a fesse betw. three lions' heads erased giu
Crest
A demi gray friar, habited ppr. holding in the dexter
hand a lash.
Denmark, Prince of (Did-e of Cumberland: George,
Prince of Denmark, Consort of Queen Anne, so created 1689,
Or, three lions pass, guard, az. crowned ppr.
d. s. p. 1708).
sem& of hearts gu. Supporters His garter plate exhibits
(There was no exemplithe royal supporters of Denmark.
lions'

—

—

Denman

—

Dennam

—

—

arms at the creation of the Dukedom.)
Denn (Galway; Juliana, dau. of Robert Denn, of that
place, cir. 1612, m. Stephen Lynch of the same). Az. three
wings or, on a chief ar. a griffin segreant holding a harp
fication of

guin chief as

many

co.

Huntingdon).

fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest

Az. three bars erm.
of a chapeack

—Out

gu. turned up erm. a demi peahen issuant wings

displ.

ppr.

Denn

Sussex). Erm. on a bend sa. three
Out of a ducal coronet a camel's head

(Eversficld, co

mullets or.

Crest

—

or.

Denn (co.

Kilkenny; Thomas Denn, Esq., of Grenan, temp.
Queen Ehzabeth; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. three lions
ramp, two and one sa.
Dennam. Ar. on a bend az. three stars of the field.
Denne (Denne Hill, Kingston, Elbridge, Bishopsboume, and
Az. three
Lydd, CO. Kent, and Winchilsea, co. Sussex).
Crest
On a
bars erm. in chief as many fleurs-de-Us or.
chapeau vert, turned up erm. a demi peacock, wings expanded and elevated ppr.
Denne (Adsham, co. Kent). Same Arms. Crest— Oa »
chapeau vert, turned up erm. a peacock in pride ppr.
Denne (co. Kent). Ar. a chev. wavy gu. betw. three fleurs-

—

de-lis az.

(cos.

'Deniaon

—

Crest

in the dexter

ppr.

Denn (Temsford Hall,

erm.

all

yiseount Ossington, extinct . the Bight Hon.
John Evelyn Denison, of Ossington, co. Nottingham, Speaker
of the House of Commons, was created yitcount Ossingttm,
13 Feb., 1872, and d. 7 March, 1873, when the Viscounty
became extinct). Ar. a bend gu. betw. a unicorn's head
erased in chief and a cross crosslet fitchee in base az.
Crest
A dexter arm vested gu. cviffed ar. pointing with the
(

Denison

chevronels or.

Deng', Deng-is, or Dency.

Denison

—

Gu. a demi lion ramp. ar.
Gu. a fesse dancettee ar. a bordure engr. or.

Denevill.

Denew.

DEN
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BEIT
Dene.
Dene.
Dene.

:

Denner.
Dennet.

Quarterly, gu and ar. a label az.
Ar. a demi Uon ramp. gu.
Dennet (London). Sa. guttee ar. a canton erm. Orut ^A
boar's head erased ar.
Dennett (Isle of Wight). Same Amis and Crest. Motto-^
Per Dei providentiam.
Dennett. Sa. a fesse indented ar. in chief three escallops
or.
Crest
A demi wotfsa. collared indented ar.

—

—

Denney.

See Denny.

Dennill, or Dewnill

(co.

Leicester).

Gu. a

fesse

dan-

cetee or, within a bordure engr. ar,
(Holcombe, co. Devon. Sir Robert Dennis, Knt., of
Holcombe, m. temp. Henry VIII., Hon. Mary Blount, dau. of
WiiLiAU, fourth Lord Mountjoy, K.G.; he was eldest son of

Dennis

Thomas Dennis, of the same place, who was seventh in
descent from Waltkb Dminxs, of Giddicoke, within the

Sir

|
'

A

DEN

betw. a unicorn's head erased gu. homed or, in chief and
a cross crosslet fitchee of the third in base. Crest— A dexter
arm in pale ppr. clothed gu. cufl'ed erm. holding an antique
shield sa. charged with a muUet or.
iUo»o— Adversa virluto
sa.

repello.

—

Dennistoun

(Golfhill, co. Lanark).
Per fess ar. and enn.
betw. a unicorn's head erased in chief and a cross
C>est A dexter arm in pale ppr.
the hand holding an antique shield sa. charged with a
mullet or. JtfoUo— Adversa virtute repeUo.
Dennistoun-Bro-wn. See Bkown.
(SarL of Norwich.- created 1626, extinct 1660, male
representative of the family Denny, bart., of Tralee, descended from the uncle of the first Earl).
Gu. a saltire ar.
betw. twelve crosses pattee or.
(Tralee Castle, co. Kerry, hart., representing Dentjt,
£arl of Norwich). Same Arms. Crest A cubit arm vested
az. turned up ar. holding five wheat-ears or. Motto
Et
mea messis erit.
(Gillingham, co. Norfolk, hart., extinct; William
Dennt, of that place, was so created 1642, d.s.p.m.). Same

abend

;

son of Jobn Dennis, of Orleigh. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Same Arms, an annulet or, for diff.
Dennis (co. Devon, borne by Sir Tbomas Dennis, of Holcombe, whMi he received the honour of knighthood, 6 Henry
VII.). Same Armt, within a bordure engr. gu.
Dennis (Menheniot, co. Cornwall. Thomas Dennis, of that
place. Visit. 1620. Great grandson of Thomas Dennis, Esq.,
of Holcombe, co. Devon). Same Arms as Holcombe. Crest
A griffin's head erased erm.
Dennis (Bicton, co. Devon, and Isle of Wight). Same Arms.
A tiger's head erased erm.
Crest
Dennis (Kingsale, co. Cork founded by Gabriel Dennis,
of CO. Devon, temp. Charles II.; Arms and Crest from the
seal on the will of Ven. William Dennis, Archdeacon of LisSame Arms. Crest An heraldic antelope pass.
riwre).
Dennis (Lord Tracton, Right Hon. James Dennis, Chief
Baron of the Court of Exchequer in Ireland, a member of
the family of Dennis, of Kinsale, co. Cork, so created 1780,
and d.s.p. 1782. His lordship's estates devolved on his nephews,
Bev. Meade Swifte, and JohnSwifte, Esq.,Barrister-at-law,
eons of TaoMAs Swifte, Esq., of Lynn, co. Westmeath, by
Frances his wife, only sister of Lord Tracton). Gu. onachev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, as many annulets of the first, a canA castle, with two
ton chequy of the second and az. Crest
towers ar., from each tower a banner floating to the sinister
gu. Supporters Two greyhounds ppr. plain collared and
chained or. Motto Suaviter sed fortiter.
Dennis (confirmed to Sir James Dennis, K.C.B., of the same
family as Lord Tracton). Gu. on a chev. betw. three fleursde-lis or, as many annulets of the field, a canton chequy sz.
and in augmentation, in chief above a branch of olive and
palm in saltire a mural crown of the second. Crest
castle in masonry ar. with two towers, each surmounted with
a ball, from which a flagstaff thereon a flag gu. charged with
an eastern crown or. Motto Suaviter sed fortiter.
Dennis (Waterford from the seal on the will of Samcel
Dennis, of that place, 1700).
Gu. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, as many annulets of the first. Crest
A castle with two towers ar. from each tower a flag floating

Henbt Dennis,

Denny

—

;

Arms.

(Raveningham and Thurlton Langley, co. Norfolk,
and of Great Yarmouth
granted 9 March, 1663).
Same
Arms.
Denny (Waltham Abbey, co. Essex). Same Anns. Crest
A cubit arm vested and turned up ar. holding in the hand
ppr. four ears of wheat or.
Denny (granted to Thomas Anthony Denny, Esq., of Connaught Place, H>de Park, London, eldest surviving son of
Henry Deknt, of Waterford, merchant).
Ga a saltire
betw. nine crosses pattee, three in chief and a like number
on each side ar. in base a Uon pass, guard, or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown ppr. a cubit arm vested az. cuff ar.
the hand also ppr. holding five wheat-ears or.
Motto
Et mea messis erit.
Denny. Ar. a chev. within a bordure engr. sa. quartered
by Boscabbock.
Dennys, or Denis. Or, on a chev. az. three crescents
Creit
Out of a ducal coronet a plume of five ostrich
ar.
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

Denouac.

Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two, and one.
Crest
Betw. two wings a globe, thereon an eagle with wings
expanded.
Denree (Reg. Tllster's Office). G«. three trumpets fessways

—

—

in pale or.

Densel.

Sa. a crescent betw. the points a
(another, an estoile of eight points)

to the sinister gu.

Sa.

a chev. betw.

Den sell.

three fleurs-de-lis ar.

arm couped

grasping a snake

all

ppr.

Dennis (Dyrham

and Pucklechurch, co. Gloucester). Gu. a
bend engr. ar. betw. two leopards' faces or, jessant-de-lis of
the second.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. az. bezantee.
Dennis (Dorking; borne by John Dennis, Esq., of that place,
a branch of Dennis, of Pucklechurch). SanaeAjyiis. Crest
A wolf sejant ramp, with the forelegs sa. collmed and
chained or. Motto Dieu ^ la mer.
Dennis (co. Gloucester). Az. on a bend engr. betw. three

paws an anchor

Ci-est

all

—A

lion reguard. holding with

both

ppr.

Densill.

Ar. a bend betw. three crosiers gu.
Denston. Ar. a chev. betw. two couple closes engr. sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter hand holding a
sword, the bl.ade w avy in pale ppr.
Denston. Az. two lions pass, guard, or.
Denstone. Ar. two lions pass, guard, gu.
Densy. Gu. a cross moline pierced or. Crest Onachapeaa
a stag pass. ppr.
Dent (Shortflatt Tower, Belsay, Newcastle-on-Tyne). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a bend per bend gu. and sa. three
2nd and 3rd, cru. two
fusils conjoined of the field, for Dent
chevronels or, betw. three hawks belled ar., for Hedley.
Crests
Ist.for Dent A panther's head affront^e erased, w ith
flames issuing from the mouth and ears, transpierced by an
arrow barbed and flighted, the pheon towards the dexter, all
A swallow rising out of clouds ppr.
ppr. 2nd, for Hedley
Dent (Sudeley Castle, co. Gloucester). Erm. on a bend
nebuly az. three lozenges of the field. Crei<t An heraldic
tiger's head erased erm. sem^o of lozenges az. flames issuing
from the mouth ppr. Motto Concordia et industria.
Dent (co. Leicester). Gu. a chev. and a bordure engr.

—

—

—

leopards' heads ar. jessant-de-lis or, a martletof the field for

—

diff.

(co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

Kent).

gu.

Dennis.
de-lis ar.

Dennis.

Az. (another, gu.) three leopards' faces

—

Dennis.
Dennis.

or, jessant-

Crest
A leopard's head and neck couped ppr.
Gu. a bend engr. ar. betw. three leopards' beads

;

—

the second.

or, jessant-de-lis of

Ar. on a chev. az. three crescents or.
See Dents.

Dennistoun

(that Ilk, co. Renfrew ; the original estates
devolved, in 1399, on co-heiresses, m. to Cdnningbame, of
Kilmaurs, and Maxwell, of Calderwood). Ar. a bend sa.

—

hfad erased gu. homed or, in chief, and a cross crosslet fitchee
of the third in base.
Crest
A dexter arm in pale ppr.
clothed gu. cu8"ed ar. holding an antique shield sa. charged

—

— Dexter,

Supporters

a lion gu.

an antelope

;

ar.

Dent

—

Ar. a bend sa. betw. a unicorn's

head erased gu. homed

or, in chief and a cross crosslet fitchee
of the third in base, on a canton of the field a demi Uou

ramp. az.

and Motto, as the last.
(Kelvin Grove, CO. J.,aDark).

Ar.a bend engr.

I

'
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a fesse dancett^e ar. in chief three
the

— A demi wolf saliant sa. charged on

—

—

Crest

Deaniatoun

Sa.

Crest

neck with a collar dancettee ar.
(London).
Ar. on a bend sa. three fusils erm.
Ar. on a bend az.
(Dent, near Newcastle-on-Tyne).
three lozenges erm.
Crest
A tiger's head erased enn.
maned sa. vomiting flames of fire ppr.
Dent (Wandsworth Common, co. Surrey). Ar. on abend
A tiger's head couped ar.
sa. three lozenges erm.
Crest
Dent (Eibston Hall, co. York, and Winterton, co. LincoUi;.

Dent
Dent

—

(Glasgow).

(London).

escallops or.

sinistc-,

or, armed az. and hoofed or.
Motto Adversa
virtute repello. (Since 1828, the family has been allowed to
revert to the old arms
Ar. a bend sa.).

Dennistoun

:

—

(Colgrain, co. Dumbarton, became representative of Dennistoun, of that Ilk). Ar.a bend sa.betw.a unicorn's

with a mullet or.

:

;

Dennistoun

14

Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa. as

counterchanged.

—

Dennis

muUet issoant ar.

many crescents or.
Densell. Sa. a crescent betw. three mullets ar.
Densllire. Ar. a pale gu. in chief a crescent betw. two
mullets, and in base a mullet betw. as many crescents, all

Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
at the elbow and erect in armour,

(co. Kent).

—An

—

feathers ppr.

;

(King's co. Reg. Ulster's Office).

—

Denny

—

Crest

—

Denny

—

Dennis

—

Denny

—

Dennis

sa.

crosslet fitchee in base gu.

fifth

—

DEN
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handred of Black Torrington, co. Devon). Enn. three bills
or Danish battleaxes ru.
Dennis (Orleigh, co. Devon. William Dennis, of that place,
1620, whose ancestors were living there temp. Edward I.,
descended from Holcombe. Visit. Devon, 1620). Sume Jlrms.
A tiger's head erased enn.
C^est
Dennis (Mallcott, co. Devon John Dennis, descended from

A

DEN

At. on a bend betw. two cotises engr. sa. three lozenges erm.
quartering az. three cranes ar. on a chief or, two roses gu.
A demi tiger sa. collared ar. resting the
Crests— 1st:
On a mount a crane,
sinister paw on a lozenge erm. 2nd
in the beak a rose slipped, and resting the claw on a serpent
perseverantiS.
Patientia
et
nowed, all ppr. Motto
Dsnt. Vert a buck's head or, within a bordure engr. of the
;

:

—

faces of the

A cherub

Dent.

Gu. two bars and a canton ar.
(Denton Hall, co. Cumberland settled at Denton,
William I., after five descents; the heiress of Sir
BicHARD Denton m. Adam Copley, whose grandson,
EicuARD Copley, left an only dau. and heiress, wife of
Adam de l'Hall, who assumed the name of Denton). Ar.

Denton

;

temp.

three cinquefoils

chief

in

Crest

sa.

— An

Edward

(Hillesden, co. Bucks, bart., extinct 1714.

—A

(co. Norfolk).

Anoihn- Crest

lion pass. ppr.

Ar. on a fesse gu. a lion ramp. or.

(another, three guard.)

Deping'S.

Az. an orle ar.
(London). Quarterly, or and gu. Crest
Motto Plutot rompe que plict.
(Sheepshead, co. Leicester). Ar. two bars az. over

De Ponthieu
tree vert.

—

—

gu.
Ar. a bend gu.

all a saltire

Depton.

De

Quetteville

(Jersey). Or, a saltire az. dcntelle sa.
Az. (another, gu.) three crescents betw. nine crosses
crosslet ar.
Crest
A pyramid, with vine growing up its side
ppr. Another Crest A hand fesseways couped, holding a

Deram.

—

—

fleur-de-lis ppr.

Deram.

eagle sa.

Denton

Crest

field.

ppr.

Depham

Deporte

second.

two bars gu.

DEB
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Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp. ar. (another,

or.)

VI. Granted that place to Thomas Denton, descended of a
Tcry antient family ; his descendant, Edmond Denton, was
Hillesden passed to the
created a bart. 1699, and d. s. p.

Deratint. Ar. a chev. betw. three delves gu.
Dera'W. Ar. a chev. betw. three billets gu. a bordure

heir male of the family; the eventual heiress, Elizabeth,
dau. of Alexander Denton, m. George Chamberlain; their
dau. m. Wenman Roberts, Esq., ancestor of the £arl of

Derbern, or Derdem. Erm. a fesse az.
Derby, Earl of. See Stanley.
Derby. Vert a chev. betw. three garbs ar. banded

Same Arms and

Leicester).

Denton

Crest

Crest.

co. Cumberland, descended from Denton,
Charles Denton, Esq., of Wamell, sold this
Same Arms and
James Lowther, 1773).

(Wamell,

of Denton.

to Sir

estate
Crest.

Denton

(Thoma.s Denton, temp. Henry VIII., m.. Joan, dau.
and co-heir of Thomas De la Laund, by Katherine, dau.
Same
Visit. Leicester 1619).
Lord Weiles.
Arms.
Denton (Ambrosden, Fifleld, and Hampton Poyle, co. Oxford.
Edward Denton, of the latter. Visit. 1574. Nicholas
Denton, 26 Edward III.). Same Arm.s. Crest A lion
couchant ar.
Denton (Cardew, co. Cumberland, descended from Denton,
George Denton sold the estate to Sir John
of Denton.
of Lionel,

—

Same Arvis

Lowther, 1688).
Crest

foils).

Denton

(martlets instead of cinque-

— A martlet sa.

(cos.

Same

couchant or.
Ai-nis.
Crest
Denton. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. (another, collared or).
Denton. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three martlets of the
lion

Denver

Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents ar.
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three crosses
(co Essex).

crosslet fitchee ar.

Crest

—A

demi

lion

ramp.

az. holding

with both gamhs a cross crosslet fitchee or.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three cinque(co. Norfolk).

Denver

as many crescents or.
Denvers (Walpole, co. Norfolk).

Gu. three dexter gauntlets pendent ar. a canton chequy or and az.
Denvile, or Devile. Gu. a lion ramp. betw. eight
lilies ar.

Denvile, or Dewile.

Ar. on a bend az. six fleurs-de-lis
of the field, two, two, and two.
Denyngsell. Ar. a fesse gu.
Denys. See Dennis.
Ar. a
(Easton-Neston, co. Northampton, bart.).
cross-patonce gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis vert, on a chief az.
Crest
demi
lion
A
a greyhound courant of the field.
erminois collared gu. holding betw. the paws a French lily
slipped ppr.
Motto Hora e sempre.
Az. three halberds or, headed ar.
(co. Devon).
Crest
A tree vert behind an antelope pass. ar.
Denys (to. Kent). Ar. a fesse ncbulee (another.wavy) gu. betw.

Denys

—

—

Denys

—

three (another, six) fleurs-de-lis az.
Denys. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu.
Denys. Ar. six fleurs-de-lis, three, two, and one.
Denzell (quartered by Fortescde, of Huckland I'illcigh, co.
Devon. Visit 1620). Sa. a crescent, within the horns a
mullet pierced ar.
Deoyle. Ar. three chev. sa.
Ar. on a bend gu.
Depden, or
(co. Hereford).

Deptun

three roses of the
by a fleur-de-lis sa.

Depden. Same

field.

Arm.<>.

— An anchor
— A dexter and

or,

Crest

Crest

surmounted

sinister hand,

wielding a two-handed sword ppr.

ramp

(co.

Suffolk).

Erm. on a

Ar. a

fesse

betw. three

leopards'

faces

gu.

(another, az).

Depden.

De
De

Ar. three cinquefoils and a canton gu.
Per chev. crenellee az. and or, three eagles displ.
counterchanged. Crest A dromedary ppr.
Derby (Walton, co. Leicester; Edward Derby. Visit.
Leicester, 1619).
Ar. a fess betw. three sinister wings

—

sa.

Derby, To'wm of

Ar. on a mount yert a
(co. Derby).
stag lodged within park pales and gate all ppr.
(co. Norfolk).
Az. three crosiers,

Dereham-Monastery
two and one,
the

or,

each enfiled with a stag's head cabossed of

last.

Derekenford

(William de Windsor, Lord of Stanwell,
temp. Henry III., m. Margaret, dau. of Sir John Debreenford). Ar. a pair of wings conjoined sa.
Dere'ward. Erm. on a chev. sa. three crescents or.
(West Derham, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1738).
Az. a buck's head cabossed or. Crest
A bear ramp, sejant
sa. muzzled, lined, and ringed or, charged on the shoulder
with an annulet ar.

—

Derham.

Same Arms.

Ar. on a chief gn. three leopards' faces or.

Penshorst. Sa. a mullet ar. (another, nr).
Peyo. Or. ten billets gu. four, three, two, and

Dephazn. Or (another,
290

ar.)

oa

Derham

Crest

—Two

hands winged and

Crest

—

Az. three stags' heads cabossed or.
A demi wolf per pale or and sa.
(Crimplesham, co. Norfolk). Same as Derham, of
(Ireland).

Derham
Derham.

Derhaugrh

(Coulston Hall, co. Suffolk).

bend betw. two bendlets
tufted and maned sa.

ar.

Crest

Sa. three martlets

—A

tiger pass, or,

Dering'

(Surrendcn-Dering, co. Kent, bart.). Quarterly, 1st
4th, ar. a fesse az. in chief three tortea«x (in augmentation) ; 2nd and 3rd, or, a saltire sa. Crest
On a
ducal coronet or, a horse pass. sa. Supporters Two horses
Motto Semni ne semni.
sa. maned or.
Dering' (co. Hants). Gu. three roebucks' heads couped or.
Dering. Gu. on a chev. ar. three trefoils slipped sa.
Dering (William Dering, temp. Henry VII., to. Eleanob,
dau. of Henry Dilke). Or, a saltire ea.
Renzy, and
Eenzi (Fun. Ent.
Rinzy,
of Sir Matiiew de Kenzi, Knt., b. at Cologne, in Germany,
d. in Dublin, 29 Aug., 1634).
Sa. a buck .springing or.
Rinzy (confirmed to Thomas DeRinzt, Esq., of Clobcmon,
Wexford,
D.L.).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, same as
CO.
preceding 2nd and 3rd, az. a cross ar. charged with five
escallops gu. within a bordure or.
Crest
lion ramp. or.
Motto Facta non verba.
Derling. Ar. a chev. betw. three porridge pots (another,
three ewers) sa.
(Dublin, Beg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three boars' heads erased az. tusked and maned or, as
many crosses crosslet of the last, on a chief of the third
three lozenges of the fourth.
Dermott (Kun. Ent. of Alderman Peter Dermott, of IJublin, d. 10 June, 1017).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three boars'
heads erased az. tusked and maned or, as many cross cross-

and

—

—

De

De

—

De

De

;

—

."V.

—

Dermond

lets of

chief az. three lions

or.

Depden.

Derby.
Derby.

in

foils sa.

Depden

or.

as in the arms.

clasped.

second.

Denton.

—A garb,

az.

quills ar.

Derham

Buckingham, Lancaster, and Oxford).

—A

— A bundle of

Crest

the last.

Dermot, or Dermott.

Gu. a fesse dancettee ar. in chief
three fleurs-de-lis of the last. Crest
A demi lion holding a
K(>i'nr in pale, thrust through a bear's head all ppr.
Dermott. See McDermott.
Dormyne. Ar. on a bend gu. cutised sa. three escallops

—

nr.

one.

a fesse gu. three leopards'

Dernall, or Dervall.
chief gu.

Ar. two bars an incscutchcon in

A
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Demested, or Dernestode. Sa. an eagle displ. ar.
Dernestode, or Dernford. Gu. a lion ramp, chequy
or und az.

Derneys.
Dernford

Gu. a fesse ar. in chief three plates.
Devon).
Sa. a ram's head cabossed ar.
(co.

attired or.

—

A cross crosslet
Sa. an eagle displ. ar. Crest
and a sword ppr. in saltire.
Ar. two wings conjoined sa.
Crest— K sphinx pass, guard, wings endorsed ppr.
Dernford. Gu. a lion ramp, or, fretty az.
Dernford. Az. two (another, three) fishes hauricnt or.
Dernford.
fitchee az.

Demford, or Derneford.

Dernley.

De Ros

Sa. a sun or.
(Baron ile Ros).

and 4th, gu.
three watcr-bougets, ar., for De Ros 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
Crests
a
chapeau gu.
Fitzgerald.
On
saltire gu., for
turned up. crm. a peacock in pride ppr., for De Ros a monkey statant ppr. environed round the loins and chained or,
Supporters Two falcons, wings expanded
for Fitzgerald.
and inverted ppr. Motto—Cvom a boo.
Derouch. Ar. a lion ramp, reguard. purp. tail reflexed from
Quarterly,

1st

;

—

;

—

betw. his legs over the back.

De Rosel

(Guernsey)

Ar. three

gu. barbed and

roses

(Reg. Ulsters Office).

Per

counterchaneed.
Derry, See of. Ancient Ar. a church ppr. (another, conUlster),
Sa. three mitres or. Modern
Carney,
firmed by
Gu. two swords in saltire ppr. pommelled and hilted gold,
on a chief az. an Irish harp gold stringed ar.
Derule. Sa. a sun in splendour or. Crest Ademiwolfgu.
Derward. Erm. on a chev. sa. three crescents ar. (another,

and gu. a

fesse

—

—

—

Derward.

a fesse betw. three crescents sa. each
ch.arged with another of the first.
Derward, or Durward. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three
Ar.

crescents gu.

Derward, or Dreward.

Sa. three roundles, quarterly,

and gu.

Derwell.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. (another,
the chev. sa. charged with three crescents or).
Derwentwater, Earl of. See Radcltffe.
Derwentwater (Derwentwater, co. Cumberland; the
heiress m. Radcltffe). Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the
second a cinquefoil of the first.
Derwick or Derawnt. Ar. a chev. betw. three billets gtL
Detwyn. Gu. a fesse and pale engr. counterchanged or.
Derycott. Or, an antelope pass. gu. on a chief of the
second three escallops of the first
St. Croix (Jersey;.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Crest
dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. holding in the hand
a passion cross (another, a cubit arm vested holding a plain

—

De

cross).

De

See Saiimarez.
Desbarres. Gu. three eagles' heads erased ar. Crest An
arm couped at the shoulder embowed and resting on the
elbow holding a spear in pale all ppr.
Des Bouverie (London). See Bouvebie.
Desbrisay. Ar. out of a mount in base the stump of a
tree shooting forth new leaves and thereon a paroquet
perched ppr. Crest A paroquet, as in the arms.
DesbrO'W. At. a fesse betw. three bears' heads and necks

Motto

— In Deo confido.

Martin

(Seigneurs of Trinity Manor, Jersey, temp.
Gu. nine billets, four, three, two, or. Crest
head or, betw. two wings sa. By a seal of
BicHARD De St. Martin, Bailiff of Jersey, appendant to a
deed dated 1367, tlie ancient arms of the family appear to
have been Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets sa.
De Sails (Count of the Roman Einpire : title allowed to be
used, and the arms to be registered, under the Royal
Warrant, dated 4 April, 18C9). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
an eagle displ. sa. crowned of the field; 2nd and 3rd, az.
three bends sinister wavy ar. a lion ramp, and crowned or,
brandishing in the right paw a sword ppr. hilt gold, over all
(in pretence) an inescutcheon, per fess, the chief or, a salix
or willow-tree eradicated ppr., the base paly of six ar. and
gu. Crests
In the centre a demi woman ppr. crowned or,
hair flowing down the back, winged in place of arms, and
from the armpits az. 2nd To the dexter, an eagle displ. sa.
crowned or, as in the arms; 3rd Sinister, a demi hon ramp,
double-queued and crowned, all or, brandishing a sword, as
in the arms, the lion cotti^ed by two tilting spears gold,
from each a banner paly of six ar. and gu. fringed, also
€0ld.
These crests all issue from coronets, those of the
dexter and sinister ducal (as are those on the eagle's and the
woman's head), while that from which the demi woman
issues is a marquis' coronet.
Supporters Dexter, a leopard
guard, or; sinister, a griffin reguard. or.
ilfo»o— Salix
flectitur, sed non frangitur
also. Pro Deo, rege, et patria.
Desart, Earl of. See Cuffe.
De Sausmarez (Seigneurs of Sausmarez, Guernsey). Ar.
on a chev. gu. betw. three leopards' heads cabossed sa. as

St.

Henry

— An

VIII.).

eagle's

:

—

;

:

:

—

;

many

castles triple-towered

or.

Crest

—A

falcon affront^e

wings expanded ppr. beaked, membered, and belled or.
Supporters
Dexter, a unicorn tail coward ar.
sinister, a
greyhound of the last collared gu. garnished gold.

—
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;

—

—

muzzled or. Crest— A bear's head, as in the arms.
Deschamps. Gu. a fesse or, betw. six plates. Crest—A.
golden fleece girt round the middle with a collar or.
De Senlize. Per pale dancettee ar. and gu. Crest A lion
pass, guard, tail extended gu.
De Silva. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. two laurel branches
saltireways in base ppr. Crest
A hon ramp. gu.
couped

sa.

—

—

—

Desland

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a saltire az. Crest
conjoined supporting a heart.
Despard. Gu. on a cross ar. five torteaux. Crest On a
ducal coronet or, a star of twelve rays ar.
Despard (granted, 1838, to William Wright, Esq., of Killaghy Castle, co. Tipperary, on his assuming, by royal
licence, the surname of Despard in lieu of Wright, in com-

Two hands couped and

—

his wife's brother,

John Despabd,

Esq., of Killaghy Castle).

Ar. three bars gu. on a canton az.
a dexter cubit arm armed in fess couped at the wrist, grasping a..dagger all ppr. Crest
A dexter cubit arm in armour
ppr. grasping a dagger with a broken blade ppr. hilted or.
Motto
I'ugno pugnas pugnavi.
Despayne. Gyronny of eight or and az. an inescutcheon ar.
Despayne. Ar. a fesse gu. a chief bendy of six of the firs!

—

—

and second.

Despencer

or).

ar.

D ET

De Saumerez, Baron.

phance with the wish of

seeded ppr.

Derpatrick, or Darpatrick
pale ar.

;

Hogh Despenceb wa«
and created Earl of Winchester, 1322, attainted 1326).
Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the
second and third quarters a fret or, over all a bend sa.
Despencer {Lord Le Despencer. Hogh Despencer, grandson
of the attainted Earl of Winchester, was summoned to Parliament, 1338. Edward, the second lord, was elected a Knight
of the Garter in the room of Henry, Duke of Lancaster, 1361,
and placed in the stall next the sovereign his barony is vested
in Mart Frances Elizabeth, Viscountess Falmouth, who sucsummoned

(Earl of Winchester.

to Parliament, 1295,

;

ceeded her grandfather, the twenty-second lord, as Baroness
Le Despencer in her own right). Same Arms. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet per pale gu. and ar. betw. two wings a
griffin's head of the last, beaked and eared of the first, ducally
gorged per pale or, and of the second. Supporters Dexter,
a griffin, wings elevated or, collared and line reflexed over
the back sa. the collar charged with three escallops ar.
sinister, a bull ar. pied sa. armed, hoofed, collared and
chained, chain reflexed over the back or.
Despencer (Earl of Gloucester. Thomas, second Lord Le
Df spencer was so created, 1337, elected a Knight of the Garter

—

—

beheaded and attainted 1400). Same Arras.
Az. a chev. engr. betw. three owls or, on a canton of
the second as many Uons pass, guard, in pale of the first.
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an owl with wings
expanded or, over the crest this Motto Vigilo.
Destunes. Gu. an increscent or.
Des "VCBUX (Indiville, Queen's co., bart. confirmed to Rev.
1388,

Dess.

—

—

;

Anthony Vinchon Desvceux, of Portarlington, formerly of Bacquecourt, Normandy; his son, Charles De Vcedx,
was created a bart. 1787). Gu. on a pale or, a squirrel sejant
in chief and in base a Moor's head couped ppr.
Crest
A.
squirrel sejant ppr. Motto Altiora in votis.
De Tabley, Baron. See Leycester and O'Btrne.
De Teissier (Baron Teissier, of France) Or. on a mount vert
a boar sa. a chief gu. thereon a crescent betw. two estoiles ar.
-A. coronet of a
Supporters
Two
Crest
French marquis.
greyhounds ppr. reguard.
Motto Nemo me impune
lacessit, and Sit ordo in omnibus.
De Teye. Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. gu. three mullets
SIarin

—

—

—

—

pierced of the

Dethick

—

first.

and Wereham, co. Norfolk).
Ar. a fesse vaire or and gu. betw. three water bougets sa.
Crest

(Bredsale, co. Derby,

— A nag's head erased ar.

DetMcke

)Sir John Dethicke, Lord Mayor of London,
and Sir Gilbert Dethicke, Garter King of Arms). Same
Anns. Crest An eagle reguard. wings expanded and inverted

—

ppr.

Dethick.

az. three horseshoes ar.
Purp. a lion saliant or, an orle of crosses

Gu. on a bend

De Tidemarch.
crosslet ar.

Detley

(co. Chester).

Ar.on a

fesse betw. six crosses crost-

let fitchee sa. three escallops or.

Detling.
^nd one.

Or (another,

ar.) six

Uons ramp.

az. three, two,

A

DET

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

by John Whaddon,

of Plymouth,
two,
CO. Devon. Visit. 1620). Sa. six lioncels ramp, or, three,
and one.
Detmore. Ar. a fcsse indented pi. betw. three mullets sa.

Setlingre

(quartered

Sa. on a chev. betw. three crescents ar. each
charged with another of the first, as many martlets vert.
Seton. Same Armt (crescents charged with another gu.
and) a bordure gohonated of the second and third. Crest
A tower ar. on the top a crescent gu.
Deton or Detton. Sa. on a chev. ar. three martlets vert.
Crest A goat's head erased ar. collared gu.
Seton. Or, two hons pass, guard, gu. a bordure az.
Setton. Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three crescents of the last,
each charged with another sa. as many martlets az.
VaJll-Saniuel (granted, 1854, to Denis Samoel, Esq.,
of Dublin, formerly of Bio de Janeiro, Brazil, on his assuming, by royal licence, the additional surname of De Vahl).
Quarterly, Ist and 4ih, De Vahl, az. a lion pass, guard, betw.
three ducal crowns or, on a canton ar. pendent from a ribband of the last fimbriated gu. a representation of the
tadge of an officer of the rose, presented to Denis Samuel
De Vahl by his Imperial Majesty Don Pedro II. by
diploma, 20 March, 1844; 2nd and 3rd, Samdel, gu. on a
cross ar. betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters a lion ramp, and
in the 2nd and 3rd quarters an eagle displ. of the second a
rose of the first barbed and seeded ppr. Crests 1st, De Vahl
Out of a mural crown az. a demi-lion ramp, ducally crowned
and holding a sceptre erect or ; 2nd, Samuel: An eagle displ.
Motto Habent
ar. surmounted by an imperial crown or.
sua sidera reges.
Valance. Barry of ten ar. and az. an orle of eleven
martlets gu. Crest A greyhound's head gu.
Devall. Sa. a bend betw. two cotises dancett^e ar. Crest
On a chapeau a greyhound sejant all ppr.

Seton.

—

—

De

—

:

—

De

—

—

Sevall.

Erm. two bars vert.
(Teddington, co. Middlesex). Cheqny or and az. a
Crest
A lion ramp. ar. murally gorged or.
fesse gu.
Motto—^on sibi solum.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three bears sa.
(CO. Surrey).
maned and hoofed or, langued gu. a bee betw. two bulls'
heads cabossed of the field. Crest A lion ramp. sa. collared
or, langued gu. in his paws a shield ar. charged with a spear
head in pale sa.
Devaynes. Ar. a fesse sa. in chief a cross gu. Crest
lion ramp, holding in the dexter paw a battle axe ppr.
Devell. Quarterly, ar. and sa.
Devendale, or Deundele (co. Hants). Ar. a cross
Crest
sarcelly gu.
A long cross az.
Devenish (granted by Narbon, Ulster, 26 Queen Elizabeth,
1583, to Edmond Devenish, of the City of Dublin). Per
fess wavy ar. and sa. three sheldrakes counterchanged
collared or. Crest
A sheldrake ar. wings expanded sa.

Devan

—

Sevas

—

—

—

—

collared or.

Sevenlsh
Crest.

(Mount Pleasant, Boscommon).

Motto

Same Arms and

— Spero et captivus nitor.

Devenish (Edwakd

Devenish, from the Fun. Ent. of his
dau., buried in Dublin, 13 April, 1614). Barry wavy of
ar.
fourteen az. and
on a fess wavy betw. three sheldrakes
sa. beaked gu. as many crescents or.
Devenish (cos. Sussex and Dorset). Vert a saltire engr. or,
betw. four crosses crosslet fitohce ar.
Crest
A demi tiger
saliant vert, in the dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchee ar.
Devenshire (co. Buckingham). Ar. a chev. betw. three

—

escallops sa.

Devenshire

Same Arms.

(co. Cornwall).

Crest

—An eagle

ppr.

Dever. Erm. a bend gu. (another,
Deverdon. Sa. a lion ramp. ar.

Deverdown.

Or, a fret gu.

—

m the dexter chief quarter a mullet ar. Crests
Ist
A boar paas. az. bristled and dented or, on a cap of
maintenance turned up erm. 2nd The castle of Limerick,
ppr.
Motto Vcro nihil verius.
Deverell, or Deverall. Gu. three stirrups with leathers
In pale or.
Crest
The rays of the sun issuing from behind
a cloud ppr.
Devereux (Earl of Salisbur;/, created by the Empress
Maud; extinct 1366). Paly of six gu. and vair on a chief
gu. and or,
:

;

—

:

—

Lord Devere<ix Sir John Devereox summoned
to Parliament, 1384; Barony pas.sed to the Fitzwalters, 1397).
Ar. a fess gu. in chief three tortcaux.
Devereux ( Vincounl Uei-eford). Ar. a fcsse gu. in chief
th/cc tortcaux. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a talbot's
.-

(

—

W

DE
—

Supporter* Dexter, a talbot ar, eared
gu. ducally gorged of the last; sinister, a reindeer ppr.
horned, gorged with a ducal coronet and lined or. Mottoes—
Virtutis comes invidia, and Basis virtutum constantia.
Deveretix {Earl of Essex, Vk^ alter, second Viscount Her^ord,
was so created 1572; extinct 1G46). Same Arms, &c.
Devereux (co. Chester). Gu. a fesse ar. in chief three plates.
Devereux (Ballymagir, co. Wexford. Visit. Wexford, 1618).
Erm. a fesse gu. in chief three torteaux. Crest A stag
eared gu.

ar.

—

trippant ppr.

Devereux (Carrigmenan, co. Wexford, certified by Hawkins,
Same Arms and

Ulster, 1772).

Devereux

Crest.

(Bosetown, co. Wexford, allowed by Hawkins,
Nicholas Devereox, Esq., of Cadiz, in the

Ulster, 1775, to

kingdom

of Spain).

Devereux

Crest.

—Per augusta ad augusta.

Motto

Crest.

Same Arms and

(Ballyrankin, co. Wexford).

Devereux,

Or,

on a

Same Arms and

fesse gu. three martlets ar.

Deveris, or Devers

Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
(co. Suffolk).
three mullets with six points of the second, pierced or.
Deverson. Ar. two bars gu. on a chief of the last a lion pass.
or. Crest
A lion's head guard, and erased gu. collared or.
Vesci, Viscount. See Veset.
Veulle (Bailly of Jersey, 1846). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
ducally crowned or, charged on the shoulder with a heart of
the first. Crest
A heart gu. betw. two wings or. Motto

—

De
De

—

—

Veuille bien.
Devey. Ar. a pile gu. Ci-est A dexter arm embowed fesseways, couped ppr. vested sa. holding up a cross crosslet
fitth^e gu.
Vic (Guernsey, bart., extinct ; Henry De Vic was created

—

De

a bart., 1649

;

his son, second bart., d.

traps sa. a chief of the last.

Devie

(Chive, co. Stafford).

Crest

Sa.

s.

Or, three cal-

p.).

—A caltrap sa.

a chev. engr. erm. betw.

three annulets or.

Deviford. Sa. a cross engr.
Devile. Ar. on a pale wavy

or,

and a bend

ar.

sa. betw. twelve cinquefoils in

pale gu. a canton erm.

Devile.

Or (another, ar.) on a fesse betw. four fleurs-de-lis,
two and two gu. (another, sa.) two fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Devill. Gu. a fesse indented within a bordure or.
Devioke. Per saltire sa. and ar. Crest A dexter hand
throwing an arrow ppr.
De Vismes, Count (France). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
or, three bendlets az. a chief of the last semee of golden
fleurs-de-lis; 2nd, az. fretty or, and semee of fleurs-de-lis;
3rd, ar. a chev. betw. two estoiles in chief and a crescent in
Crest
An eagle displ. with two heads sa. Supbase gu.
porters Two angels ppr. Motto J'aspire.
De Vitre. Gu. a chev. vair, in chief two griffins segreant
Crest
A demi griffin
or, in base a bunch of grapes ppr.
or, holding betw. his paws a bunch of grapes purp. issuing
out of an oak wreath ppr. acorned or.
Devizes, City of (co. Wilts). Per pale gu. and az. a
castle in perspective, embattled all round the front, triplethe
towered, the whole forming a hexagon or, masoned
two outside towers domed on each side, the middle tower an

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

estoile sa.

Devizmes

(Lisbon). Per chev. ar. and or, a chev. gu. betw.
two martlets in chief sa. and a crescent in base of the third.
Crest— On a scroll, with this Motto J'aspire (in lieu of a
wreath) an eagle displ. ppr.
Devlin (granted to Jeremiah Devlin, of New York, America,
son of Jeremiah Devlin, of Buncrana, co. Donegal). Az. are

—

Irish cross or, betw. three mullets ar.

Crest

—A

griffin pass.

gu. charged on the shoulder with an Irish cross, as in the
arms. Motto Crux mea stella.
Devon, Earl of. See Courtenat.
of.
See Cavendish.
Devonshire,
Devonshire (co. Cornwall). Az. three eagles or.
Devonshire. Ar. three eagles displ. gu. Crest —A cross
moline or.
(Dcwar, co. Edinburgh). Ar a chief az.
(Vogrie, co. Edinburgh). Or, a chief az. C)v<<
dexter arm vambraced brandishing a sword ppr. hiltcd and
pommeled or. Motto Quid non pro patria.
De'We (Kent). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. nine plates, five and four.
(Bucks). Sa. on a fess betw. three dragons' head*

Duke

Dewar
Dewar

—

—

Dewe

erased

or,

langued gu. as

many

cinquefoils of the field.

—A dragon's head betw. two dragons' wings expanded!

Crest
sa.

on each a cinqucfoil

Dewe

or, a lion pass. aa.
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head

—

az.).

De "Verdier (Ireland). Sa. a cross molinc or.
De Vera (Earl of Oxford, extinct 1702). See Verb.
De Vere (Curragh Chase, co. Limerick, bart.). Quarterly,

Devereux

A

or.

(Kast Grinstead, co. Sussex; confirmed aa a quartering

John Rocoe, gent., of Lewes, same co., by Segar. Garter,
Erm. a lion pa.ss. gii. lictw. three fleurs-de-lis az.
1014).

to

Dewell,

De Welle,

or Dewill. Ar. two bars gu. each
Crest— On a mount vert a hor.so

charged with five bezants.
courant ar. bridled sa.

;

DEW
DeT^ell, or

De

;

—

—

a horseshoe az.

Dewers.

Ar. on the sea in base ppr. a three-mast galley
sails furled sa. on a chief az. three boars' heads
its cable ppr.
(Stow Hall, co. Suffolk). Or, a fesse Tair betw. three
quatrefoils gu.

or.

her

Crest

— An anchor with

Dewes
Dewes

(Studley, co. Warwick, and Hagley, co. Worcester
granted 25 July, 1709). Or, three quatrefoils pierced gu. a
chief vair. Crest A wolfs head erased or, gorged with a
collar Tair, in tlie mouth a quatrefoil pierced gu. slipped ppr.

—

Dewe,

D'Ewes

or

(Stowlangtoft, bart., extinct,

1731).

Or, a fess vair betw. three quatrefoils gu.
(Dewhurst, co. Lancaster). Erm. three escallops

Dewhurst

—

Crest
A wolfs head erm.
Same Arms. Crest A wolfs
(co. Middlesex).
head erased erm. collared az. Motto Spes mea in Deo.
Dewhurst (Kenyon, co. Lancaster). Same Arms. Crest
A wolfs head erased gu.
Dewhiirst (Lymm and Oughtrington, co. Chester; borne
by Geo. Charnley Dewhtjest, Esq., J.P.). Same Arms.
A wolfs head erased or.
Crest
Dewill (CO. Hertford). Gu. scm^-de-lis ar. a lion ramp.

gu.

Dewhurst

—

—

—

—

Dewin (Gwiner,

co. Cornwall. Bau'H Dewik, of that place,
Gwiner Parish Registry. Visit.
buried 20 August, 1580.
Gu. on a chev. ar. three cinquefoils slipped sa.
1620).
Dewill. Per pale indented az. and or, a lion pass, guard.
counterchanged on a chief ar. a rose betw. two fleurs-de-lis

(exemplified to Joseph Ci.A'i'TON Jenntns, Esq.,

of King Street, St. James's, London, upon his assuming by
royal licence, the surname of De Windt). 1st and 4th, az. an
estoile or, betw. four cherubims winged in saltire, each look-

ing to the centre ar., for De Windt; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
chev. nebulee betw. two plummets in chief and a fleur-de-lis
1st, De Windt: A millin base or, for Jenntns. Crests
rind fessewise or, thereon a pelican in her piety az. semee of

—

estoiles or, the nest ppr.

gu. holding

billettee

—Memor

2nd, Jenntns
betw. the claws
;

:

A demi gryphon or,
a plummet

gold.

Arms

assigned in same
patent to Joseph Clayton Jenntns, afterwards Db Windt,
for EuzABETH Sabab, his wife, only child of John Samuel
WiLLEs Johnson, Captain B.N. Gu.'a saltire double-parted
and fretty or, betw. two woolpacks in pale ar. and as many
spurs in fesse of the second.
Dewing' (Carbrooke, co. Norfolk). Gu. on a chev. ar. three
cinquefoils sa. Crest
A greyhound's head erased ar. coland ringed gu.
Winton (Maesderwen, co. Brecon; CUfton and "Wallsworth Hall, CO. Gloucester). Per pale or and ar. a wivem
vert.
Motto Syn ar dy H<ln.
Winton (Alaesllwch Castle, co. Radnor). Per pale or
and ar. a wyvem vert betw. two spear-heads sa. Crests
1st: A wyvem's head erased vert, collared ar. the collar
embattled counter-embattled 2nd A demi lion ramp, issuing
from a mural crown, holding in his paws a rose branch, and
charged on the shoulder with a fuU-blown rose. Motto—Sy
ar dy Hdn.

Motto

virtutis

avitje.

—

—

De

—

De

—

;

De'wnill.

:

Or, a fret vair.

De Wolfe.
De Worms

Or, a lighter boat in fesse gu.
(Baron of the Austrian Empire).

Quarterly,

and 4th, az. a key in bend dexter, wards downwards, or
2nd and 3rd, or, an eagle displ. sa. over all on an escocheon
g;u. a dexter arm fessewise couped at the wrist ppr., the hand
grasping three arrows, one in pale and two in saltire ar.
Crest
Out of an Austrian baron's coronet, five ostrich
feathers or, gu., or, az., and or. Supporters
On either side a
lion collared and chained or.
Motto Vinctus non victus.
De Worth. Erm. an eagle dispi. with two heads sa.
armed gu.
Dewport. Per chev. embattled az. and sa. a lion ramp, or,
1st

—

—

—

in chief a crescent, in base a mullet of the last.

Dewy

Norfolk). Sa. on a fesse ar. betw.
three dragons' heads erased or, as many cinquefoils of the
(Stratfield,

co.

field.

Dewye. Gu. a fretty or, a chief erm.
Dewyn, or Dewin. Gu. on a chev.

ar. three cinquefoils

—

sword in pale

enfiled with a leopard's (ace.

Deyfe

(co.

Gloucester).

Sa.

a chev. erm. betw. three

leopards or.

Deyfe

Worcester). Sa. a chev. betw. three crescents
ar. each charged with another gu. within a bordure gobonated
of the second and third.
Deyis. Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces ar.
Deyle. Ar. three chev. sa.
Deyley. Gu. a leopard ramp. ar. crowned or.
Deynband. Az. on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp. gu.
D'Eyncourt (Lord D'Eyncourt. Waltek D'Etncookt, &
companion of the Conqueror, and cousin of Remipius, Bishop
of Lincoln, who built that Cathedral, was a feudal Baron; his
descendants, feudal Barons, were summoned to Parliament
in 1299 and 1332; Barony carried by an heiress to Lovell).
Az. a fess indented betw. ten billets or, four in chief and
(co.

six in base.

Deyncourt

York).

(co.

Same Arms.

—A plume

Crest

of

or and az. on a fesse gu. three plates
(another, three buckles ar.).
Crest
The standard of St.
George issuing from the wreath ppr.
Deyncourt. Or, three bars dancett^ gu.

—

D'Eyncourt

(Tenntson D'Etncourt, Bayons Manor and
Usselby Hall, co. Lincoln. The Et. Hon. Charles Tenntsom,
M.P., assumed the additional name and arms of D'Etncourt,
by royal licence, dated 27 July, 1835). Quarterly, 1st, az. a
fesse dancettee betw. ten billets, four and six or, for
D'Etncoctbt ; 2nd, gu. three leopards' faces or, jessant-delis az. over all a bend of the last, for Tenntson
3rd, ar. on
a ssiltire engr. sa. nine annulets or, for T.^gg (Earl of
Scarsdale and Baron D'Eyncourt); 4th, vair a fesse gu., for
Marmion 5th, harry of six ar. and az. a label of three points
gu. on each three bezants, for Gret; Cth, az. three cinque;

;

foils or, for

Bardolph.

Crests

—

1st,

D'Etncourt

:

A

lion

head a crown of fleurs-de-lis or, the
dexter fore paw supporting a shield, charged with the arms
of D'Etncourt 2nd, Tenntson
A dexter arm in armour,
the hand in a gauntlet or, grasping a broken tilting spear,
pass, guard, ar. on the

:

;

—

Mottoes En avant, for
Nil temere, for Tenntson.
(arms in Hasley House, co. Oxford. "Visit. 1574. Qnar>

enfiled with

a garland of laurel ppr.

D'Etncourt.

Deyne

tered by Popham, and impaled by Barbentine).
ar. betw. three trefoils or.

Deynes

Gu. a chev.

(Coddenham, co. Suffolk).
Or, two bars gu. a
bordure sa. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a dragon's
head sa. gorged with two bars gold.
Deyse. Sa. a chev. betw. three crescents erm.

—

Deyvelle, Deyvill, or Davell

(Cockwold, co York).
on a fesse betw. four fieurs-de-lis gu. two ficurs-de-lis of
the field. Crest
A cubit dexter arm lying fesseways ppr.
holding in the hand a fieur-de-lis or, on the arms and crest
a crescent for diff. Afotto— Penses coment.
Deyvill. Same Arms. Crest A fleur-de-lis gu.
Diable, Dibble, or Bible. Sa. on a chief ar. a lion
pass. gu.
Crest
On a chapeau a lion statant guard, ducally
gorged, tail extended ppr.
(Tiverton, co. Devon. John Diamond, Mayor of
that town. Visit. 1620). Gu. three fusils conjoined in fess
ar. over all a fess gu.
(Hugh Welch Diamond, Esq., F.S.A.). Ar. five
lozenges in fesse gu. each charged with a fleur-de-lis or,
betw. three mullets of the second, impaling az. three lions
ramp. ar. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter
paw a lozenge, as in the arms. Motto iliseris succurrere
Or,

—

—

—

Diamond

Diamond

—

—

disco.

Diamont

(London; granted 1612). Ar. five fusils in fesse
conjoined gu. each charged with a fieur-de-lis or. Crest
demi lion or, holding in the dexter paw a fusil gu. charged
with a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Dias. Or, a lion ramp. reguarU. gn. seizing with his month
the top of a spear in bend sinister sa. Crest
On a garlandX
of laurel a lion pass. ppr.
Dibdin. Ar. betw. two bendlets in chief and as many in
base az. a cinquefoil gu. stalked and leaved vert. Crest

—

—

talbot pass. ppr.

A

Ar. two chev. az. a canton gu. Crest—
tree,
pendent therefrom two weights.
Dexter (Reg. Ulster's Offlce, 1712). Ar. a cross mollne gn.
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Deycheler (Germany). Gu. a cross pall ar.
Deycourt. Erm a saltire purp. Crest A

—

(another, trefoils shpped) sa.
Oxford). Or, fretty vair.

Dewynell (co.
Dexter.

Dey

Deyncourt. Chequy

Gu. a lion saliant ar.

De Windt

—

betw. four parroquets vert. Crest A naked arm embowcd
holding a scimitar all ppr.
Dexwell. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three fieurs-de-lis sa,
(granted to Henet Det, of Oxborough, co. Norfolk, by
Dethick, Garter, 17 November, 1597). Or, on a chief indented
az. two mullets of the field.

feathers or.

guard, of the second.

De'wille.
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Welle.

Ar. two palets gu. on each four
Same as the last.
bezants in pale. Crest
ramp,
lion
doubled queued sa. Crest
De^^elles. Or, a
An ostrich's head and wings ar. ducally gorged gu. holding

flotant,

A

a

Dibloy, or Diblo.

Ar. a lion pass. gn. on a chief as.
three escallops or. Crest A demi Hercules, holding over
his shoulder a club ppr.

—

Gu. on a chev. or, betw.
(Cowlby, co. Lincoln).
three roses ar. as many steeples az.
Dicconson. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert a cross betw. four
binds' heads or; 2nd and 3rd, a chev. betw. three crosses

Dicam

crosslet fitch<-e.

Dicconson

Cre^t

—

.\

head

hind's

i

and

or.

(Wrightington Hall, co. Lancaster).

Quarterly,

4th, or,

;

—

:

A dexter arm embowed
2n(1, Cufton

fitchee of the last;

armour

or,

:

in

holding in the hand ppr. a sword ar. pommelled

Motto

and hilled gold.

— Adverse

fortior.

Lancaster; William Dicconson, Esq., of
Eccleston, temp. Charles I. His great great granddaughter.
Mart, m. 17'26, Kobf.rt Dillon, Lord of Terrafort, in
France). Gu. three hinds' heads couped or.
Dicey (Claybrooke Hall, co. Leicester). Az. a lion ramp,
and chief or. Crest A demi lion or. Motto Fide et amore.
Dicor (Uphall, co. Hertford). Gu. on a chev. betw. three
eagles displ. or, as many torteaux.
Dicoy. Az. a lion or, a chief of the last. Crest A lion
sejant gu. supporting betw. his paws a shield ar.
Dichfield, or Dicher (Shawborie and Muglcton, co.
Crest
A bear pass. ar.
Salop). Az. three pineapples or.
Dichfield (Ditton, co. Lancaster, 1567, 1613). Same v< cms.
pass.
sa.
A bear
Crest
Dick (Prestonfield, co. Edinburgh, bart., 1677 and 1707 the
heiress m. a son of Sir William Cuninghame, of Caprington;
and the baronetcy of 1707 went to her descendants in
virtue of a limitation to heirs of entail. See Cdninghame).
Erm. a fesse az. betw. two mullets in chief and a
Crest
hart's head erased with ten tynes in base gu.
A ship in distress ppr. Supporters On a cojnpartment
words
"Via
tuta
virtus"
are
the
the
shield,
whereon
below
placed, two white horses at liberty maned and hoofed or.
Motto At spes infracta.
Dick (Braid, Mid Lothian). Ar. a fesse az. betw. two stars in
Crest A stag's head
chief and a crescent in base gu.
Virtute.
erased ppr. attired or. Motto
Dick (Pitkerro, co. Forfar). Ar. a fess az. betw. three stars
Ciest
A dexter arm
gu. a bordure engr. of the second.
Motto Diliissuing out of a cloud, holding a pen all ppr.
gentia et candore.
Dick (cos. Antrim and Derry, and city of Dublin ; allowed to
William Dick, Esq., of Rosegarland, co. Derry, and Samuel
Dick, of Dublin, merchant, sons of Qdintin Dick, of Rosegarland, by Bctham, Deputy Ulster, 1812). Gu. a sword in
pale ar. pommel and hilt or, in chief two mullets of the
A leopard sejant ppr. Motto Semper fidclis.
last.
Crest

Dicconson

(co.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Dick

—

—

(exemplified

to

Willia.m

Wentwouth Fitzwilliam

andCurzon Street,
May Fair. Middlesex, M.P., upon his assuming, by royal
licence, the surname of Dick, in lieu of that of Home,
17 June, 1864). Gu. a sword in pale point upwards ppr.

Hume,

Esq., of llumewood, co. Wicklow,

betw. two mullets in chief or.

Motto

— Semper

Dickeson, or Dickinson

(London). Az. a chev. betv.
three crosses formee or, on a chief ar. a cinquefoil vert.
Crest
A camel's head ppr. bridled gu. on the top of bis
head a plume of ostrich feathers, under the throat a

—

bell or.

on a cross quarterly pierced betw. four
hinds' heads erased vert two cross crosslets fitchee in pale,
and as many escallops in fesse of the field, for Dicconson
2nd and 3rd, sa. on a bend ar. three mullets gu., for ClifA bezant thereon a hind's
ton. Crests 1st, Dicconson
head vert erased gu. holding in the mouth a cross crosslet
1st
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Die

Crest— A leopard sejant ppr.

fidclis.

Dick. Ar. a fesse wavy az. betw. three stars gu.
Dickard, or Dick-wai'd. Sa. three plates, on

each a

cinquetoil gu.

Dickens

(Leaton and Bobbington, co. Stafford; Churchill
and Great Malvern, co. Worcester). Erm. a cross patoncee

Dickeson

Ar. a bull's head couped
on a chief gu. a sword fessways point to the

(Reg. TJlster's Office).

sa. crined or,

dexter of the third.

Dickey, or Dickie.

Sa.

last three cinquefoils gu.

a chev.

Crest

ar.

on a

chief of the

— A ferret ppr.

Dickfield.

Ar. three pineapples gu.
(Loppington, co. Salop.

Dickin
High

Sheriff of the co., 1799).

—A

Tbomas Dicken was
Erm. on a cross flory sa. a

or, holding in
Vincit Veritas.
the dexter paw a cross cros.'ilet or. Motto
Dicking: (Bubbington, co. Stafford). Erm. across flory sa.
Dickins (Southbridge House). Erm. a cross flory az.
charged with four cinqucfoils and in the centre a leopard's
face ar.
Crest
On a mount a lion sejant sa. holding in the
dexter paw a cross flory az. Motto Semper fidclis.
Dickins (co. Stafford). Erm. a cross patonce sa.
Dickins (Scbase-Dickens, Coolhurst, co. Sussex; Cherrington, CO. Warwick). Erm. on a cross flory sa. a leopard's
face or
granted by Segar, Garter 1525, quarterly with
SciiASR, viz., az. a dolphin naiant ar. fins or, betw. three
escallops of the last, also granted by Segar, in 1616. Crests
1st A lion sejant sa. holding in the dexter paw a cross flory
or, for Dickins; 2nd
On the stump of a tree entwined by a
serpent ppr. a falcon volant, also ppr. beaked, membered, and
belled or, for Scbase.
Dickins. Erm. a cross patonce sa. a canton gu. Crest
An arm in armour couped in fesse from the elbow in pale,
holding up an esquire's helmet all ppr.
Dickins. Bendy of six erm. and gu.
Dickinson, or Diconson(Cleypole, co. Lincoln, Bradley,
CO. Stafford, and co. York).
Az. a fesse betw. two lions
pass. erm. Crest
A demi lion ramp, per pale erm. and az.
Dickinson (Lord Mayor of London, 1767). Az. a chev.

leopard's face

Crest

or.

—

lion sejant

—

—

;

—

:

—

—

betw. three crosses formee or, on a chief ar. a quatrefoil
purp.
(Birch Hall, co. Lancaster). Az. on a fesse
engr. or, betw. two lions pass, per pale or and ar. a cross
crosslet fitchee gu. betw. two lozenges sa.
Dickinson (granted 14 November, 1625). Vert a cross
betw. four hinds' heads couped or. Oesf
A tiger sejant
erm. ducally gorged or, holding up in the gamb a broad
arrow of the last plumed ar.
Dickinson. Or, a bend engr. betw. two lions ramp. gu.
Crest
Out of clouds ppr. a cubit arm erect of the lastj
holding a branch of laurel vert.
Dickinson (King Weston, co. Somerset). Same Arms.
Dickinson (Abbots' Hill, co. Herts). Az. a fesse engr. betw.
two lions pass, erminois within a bordure or, charged with
three hurts. Crest A demi lion or, holding in the dexter
paw a fleur-de-lis az. and supporting with the sinister a
bezant.
Dickinson (granted to Major-General Thomas Dickinson,
Col. iOth reg. N. I.). Az. on a chev. or, betw. two tigers
pass, guard, in chiefand as many swords insaltirein base ppr.
a boar's head erased also ppr. betw. two crescents of the
field. Crest— Upon a mount vert an elephant ppr. supporting
with his trunk a flagstaff also ppr., therefrom flowing a
Motto Forflag az. charged with two spears in saltire or.

Dickinson

—

—

—

—

tuna sequitur.

Dickinson

sa.

Dickens

Erm. on a
1625).
head or.
Cre.it
A Hon
couchant or, holding out in the gainb a cross patonce sa.
Dickens. Erm. on a cross patonce sa. a leopard's head
issuing out of a ducal coronet or. Crest
A dcmi leopard
erect ppr. Motto Hostis honori invidia.
Dickenson (Syston Court, co. Gloucester). .Az. a fesso
betw. two lions pass. erm. Crest
A dcmi lion ramp. az.
Motto
Facta non verba.
Dickenson (co. Wilts). Ar. a bend. engr. az. betw. two
lions ramp.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter arm
ppr. holding a ficur-dc-lis of the first.
Dickenson, or Dikenson. Az. a cross betw. four hind.-;'
heads couped ar. Crest
Out, of a ducal coroncta phoenix in
(London; granted

cross patonce

a

sa.

16 June,

—

leopard's

—

—

—

—

—

—

flames ppr.

(Farley Hill, Berks). Or, a bend engr. betw.
two lions ramp. gu.
Dickison (Winklcstoun, Scotland). Az. a war-wolf pass,
and three stars in chief ar,
Dickleston, or Dickeston (co. Gloucester. Her. Visit.
1631).

Ar. a pile sa.

Dickman.

Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three demi lions ramp,
A demi horse ramp. or.
hurts. Crest
(Havdingham, co. Noriolk, hart.). Az. an anchor
erect, encircled with an oak-wreath vert between three mullets pierced or, on a chief paly of seven of the last and gu.
a mural crown ar. Crest—Over an armed arm brandishing
a falchion ppr. a trident and spear in saltire or. Motto-

ar. as

many

(Rothcrfield Pipard, co. Oxford, Bodcham and
Salehurst, co. Sussex).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three

CorniBh choughs ppr. a crescent or.
(Waltholc, co. Cumberland). Or, a fesse vaire erm.
and sa. betw. three cinqucfoils of the last.
Dickes (co. Norfolk). Az. on a bend or, three martlets
gu. on a chief ar. two reindeers' heads couped of the third.

Dickes

2St

—

Dickson

ForU'S fortuna juvat.

Dickson

Alexander Dickson, K.C.B. and A.D.C.
Same Arms. Crest Before a dexter arm
armour
ppr. garnished or, brandishing in the
embowed in
hand a faulchion of the first, a trident and a boarding pike
in saltire gold, a crescent on the arm for diff.
Dickson (granted to SirJEBEMiAB Dickson, K.C.B.). Ar.
a chev. betw. three estoiles of six points wavy gu. on a chief
Crett
On a mural crown or,
of the last as many pallets or.
a stag couchant guard, ppr. attired or.
(Sir

to William IV.).

Dicker

i

:

—

—

j

'

A

Die
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Dickson, alias Dixon. Ar.
A stag's head erased
Crest
or.

—

a chief paly of six gu. and

armed

ppr.

or.

Dickson (granted to James Dickson, Esq., of Broad Street,
London). Erm. an eagle displ. az. guttee d'or, on a chief of
An eagle displ.
the second a pale betw. two mullets or. Crest
az. guttee d'or, holding in the beak a thistle slipped ppr. and
iidea et
claw
upon
an
escallop
gold.
Motto—
each
resting

—

Ubertas.

Dickson

(Blackbeck and Abbots-Eeading,

near Haver-

thwaite, co. Lancaster, originally of Burton, co. Westmoreland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three mullets ar. on a
chief or, as many palets gu., for Dickson ; 2nd and 3rd, ar.

on a chev. betw. three
callops of the

heads erased sa. as many
Benson.
Crests
1st, Dickson

goats'

for

field,

—

es:

A

dexter hand holding a sword in bend ppr. ; 2nd, Benson
A goat's head, as in the arms.
Dickson (granted to Richard Dickson, Esq., of Stocktonupon-Tecs, in the co. palatine of Durham, lord of the manor
of Beverley Watertowns, in the East Riding of the county of
York, to his descendants and the other descendants of his
Ar. three mullets gu. within a
late father, John Dickson).
bordure engr. az. bezautee, on a chief of the second three
On a mount vert, betw. two branches of
Crest
palets or.
palm a buck lodged in front of a tree all ppr.
Dickson (Fun. Ent. of Patrick Dickson, of Dublin, d. 24
Ar. a bull's head sa. couped gu. crincd or, on a
Jan. 1628).
chief of the third a sword fessways of the field, pommel and
:

—

hilt of the fourth.

Dickson

(confirmed to

Samuel Auchmdti Dickson,

E.sq.,

of Clonleharde, co. Limerick, and Beenham House, Berks,
to the descendants of his grandfather, Samuel Dickson,

and

Esq., of Ballynaguile, co. Limerick). Az. a crescent betw.
three mullets ar. on a chief or, as many pallets gu. Creit

—

Out of battlements a naked arm embowed holding a sword
blotto— Fortes fortuna juvat.
(Bughtrig, Scotland). Az. three mullets ar. on a
Crest
A dexter hand holding
chief or, as many palets gu.
As the last.
a sword in bend ppr. Motto
Dickson (Sornbeg and Inveresk, Scotland). Ar. three stars
A hart
gu. on a chief of the last as many palets or. Crat
couchant and guard, ppr. attired or, within two branches of
laurel orleways vert. Motto
Cubo sed euro.
Dickson (Wester Binning, Scotland). Az. three mullets ar.
on a chief or, as many palets gu. within a bordure engr. of
the third. Crtst
A man's heart ppr. winged ar. Motto
Coelum versus.
Dickson (Huntlaw and Chatto, co. Roxburgh). Az. a bar
or, betw. three mullets ar. on a chief of the second two pallets
gu. Crest
A dexter hand holding a sword in bend ppr.
Motto Fortes fortuna juvat.
Dickson (Chatto, Housebyres, Castlelaw, and Boughtrig).
Same Arms, with the bar engr. Same Crest and Motto.
all

ppr.

Dickson

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Dickson

and
and

(Clocksbriggs, co. Forfar, 1856). Per fess az.
ar. in chief a martlet or, betw. two mullets of the second,

and a thistle
on a chief of the third three pallets gu. Crest—
dexter hand holding a sword in bend ppr. Motto
Fortes
in base a ship in full sail in the sea betw. a garb
all ppr.,

—

(Woodville,

Same

bordure ar.

Dickson

co.

Crest

As the

Forfar).

last,

within a

and Motto.

As the last, within a borCreit and Motto.
York). Ar. on a pale sa. a crescent betw.
two lions' heads erased or.
(Panbride, co. Forfar).

Same

dure gu.

Dickyson

(co.

Dicom, or Dicons
gu. fretty of the
vert.

field,

Bedford). Or (another, ar.), a chev.
betw. three roses of the second slipped

(co.

Crest— A cock's head az. beaked

combed and wat-

or,

tled gu.

Dicome

(co. Lincoln).
Gu. achev. erm. betw. three roses
Cresf
A unicorn's head erased, quarterly erm. and gu.,
crined or, the horn gobony of the last and ar.

or.

—

Dicon, or Diconns.

Ar.

crosses crosskt fitch^e sa.
(co. Lincoln).
Ar.
leopards' faces gu.

Dicton

Dicton. Vert a bend or.
Diddier. Az. a lion ramp.

five fusils in

an antelope

or.

Crest

bend betw. two

pass. betw. three

—A demi

griffin

with

(Southouse, Scotland).
crosses pattee fitch^e ar.
Sa. three annulets ar.

Gu. a chev. betw. tb'ee
each charged with seven
gu.
the

chief line of the great family of Digby, was John Digbt, of
Gothurst, son of the renowned Sir Kenelm Digbt). Az. a fleurde-lis ar.

—

—

,

assumed the surname and arms of Digbt as heir of his uncle,
the last Earl Bigby). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a fleur-delis ar., for Digdy; 2nd and 3rU, ar. on abend gu. cottised
sa. three pairs of wings in lure of the field, a crescent gu.
for diff., for WiNGfJELD.
Crests
1st: An ostrich ar. holding
in the beak a horse-shoe or, for Digbt
2nd A griffin pass,
vert. Motto
Deo non fortuna.
Digby (North Luffenham, co. Rutland, and Eedhall, co. Lincoln; descended from Sir John Digby, Knt., of Eye Kettleby,
third sou of Kvebard Digbt, of Drystoke; the sisters and
co-heirs of the last Janes Digbt, Esq., of Red Hall, were
Mart, wife of John Fowell, Esq., of Blackhall and Dii'tford,

—

—

Crest— An ostrich ar. in the beak a horseshoe
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:

;

Devon, and Henrietta, wife of George Paunceiort,
Witham on the Hill, co. Lincoln). Same Arms, &c.,.

CO.

Esq., of

as Digbt, of Drystoke.

Digby

(Mansfield- Woodhouse, co. Nottingham).

Az. a fleur-

and a canton or. Crest— An ostrich ar. holding la
the beak a horseshoe ppr.
(exemplilicd to John Deane, Esq.. of Mountjoy Square,
Dublin, on his assuming by royal licence, 1809, the name of

de-lis ar.

Digby
Digbt

in lieu of Deane). Az. a fleur-de-lis ar., for di£f. a
charged with a crescent. Crest An ostrich ar.
holding in his beak a horseshoe or.
Motto Deo non

—

flcur-de-Iis

—

fortuna.

Diggs
1666.
d.

s.

was

(Chilham and Wootton Court, co. Kent, bart., extinct
Sir Maurice Diggs was created a bart., 1660, and

p. same year, w hen his estates devolved on his mother he
great great grandson of Leonard Diggs, Esq., of Wootton
;

Court, temp. Edward VI., who was lineally descended from
Roger de Mildenhall, of the parish of St. Stephen's, alias

Nackington,

Gu. on a cross

co. Kent).

ar. five eagles'

heads

displ. sa.

(Reigate, co. Surrey,

and Pixton,

co.

AVilts).
Same Arms. Crest— 1st: An eagle's leg couped
from the thigh sa. issuant therefrom three ostrich feathers
ar.
2nd An eagle's head sa.
Diggs (Bertram, co. Kent). Same Arms, the eagles with two
;

:

heads.

Dighton

(co.

Erm. a

Hertford).

crosses formce fitchee gu.

Crest

—A

lion pass. betw.
lion's

gamb

three
erased or,

holding a cross formee fitchee gu.
(Hostow, CO. Lincoln, London, and Vi'orcester).
Ar. a lion pass. betw. three crosses formee fitchee gu.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a hawk close ar. beaked and
legged gu. belled of the first.
Digbton (Sturton, co. Lincoln). Per pale ar. and gu. an
antelope pass, counterchanged.
Digbton. Per pale gu. and ar. an antelope counterchanged,
on a chief, per pale or and az. two crosses crosslet fitchee,
counterchanged. Crest— A squirrel sejant per pale ar. and
gu. collared or, cracking a nut gold.
Dikens. Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three violets purp.
stalked and leaved vert. Crest A bird's head, the neck az.
top of the head gu. beak or.
Dikeus, or Dickens.
Bendy of six erm. and gu.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. ducally crowned or.

Digbton

—

—

Dikes, or Dykes

torteaux.

Die'ward. Sa. three roundles gyronny of eight ar. and
Dig-by (Drystoke, co. Rutland; the last male heir of this,

—

Ax. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Crest
Air
ostrich holding in the beak a horseshoe all ppr.
Supporters
Two monkeys ppr. environed about the middle and
lined or. Motto. Deo non fortund.
Digby {Earl of Bristol, descended from a younger brother
of the ancestor of the Lords Bigbu, created 1622, extinct
1698).
Same Arms, with a mullet for diff.
Digby (Baroness of Offaley, Hon. Lettice Fitzgerald, only
dau. and heiress of Gerald, Lord Offidey, eldest son of
Gerald eleventh Earl o/Kildare, m. Sir Robert Digbt, Knt.,
of Coleshill, co. AVarwick, and was created, 1620, Baroiuss
of Offaley for life). Same Arms as Lord Bigby.
Digby (Earl Bigby Henry, seventh Lord D<gby, was created
carl 1790, extinct 1856, representative of the second or
Coleshill line of the Digdts). Same Anns, Crest, Siq)porters, and Motto.
Digby (Landenstown; descended from Essex Digbt, Bishop
of Dromore, sixth son of Sir Robert Digut, of Coleshill).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Digby (Osbertstown, co. Kildare, and New Park, co. Meath).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Digby (Welby, co. Leicester, and co. Norfolk). Same Arms,
fee, with due diff.
Digby (WiNGFiELD Digbt; exemplified to George AVingfield,
Esq., of Sherborne Castle, co. Dorset, J.P. and D.L., who

—

wings expanded ppr.

Dideston

Die'wand.

D IL

(Baron Dighy).

Diggs, or Dyges

fortuna juvat.

Dickson

Digby

or.

sa.

Crest

Dikons

(co.

—A scorpion

(co.

Bedford).

Cumberland).

Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. threo

and barbed ppr.
Ar. a chev. engr. az. betw. three cocks' beads

roses az. stalked, slipped,

Dildarne.
erased gu.

Or, three cinquefoils

vert.

—

A

Dilderby. Ar. a cliev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Dildoe (GiUingham, co. Dorset). Ar. a fesse betw. three
storks sa.

Az. three lions ramp. ar. crowned or.
(Klrkby Mallory, co. Leicester; crest granted by Sir
Gu. a lion ramp,
Gilbert Dethick, Ganer, 10 June, 1574).
per pale ar. and or. Crest A dove ar. membered gu.
Dilke (Sloane Street, Chelsea, co. Middlesex, bart.). Same

Dilford.

Dilke

—

Ar>n^ and

Crest.

(Maxstoke Castle, co. Warwick). Quarterly, let and
4th, gu. a lion ramp, per pale ar. and or, for Dilke; 2nd
and 3rd, gu. on a chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar. as
many annulets sa. a canton erm., for Fetherston. Crests

Dilke

—

DiLKt: A dove ST. beaked and membered gu. 2nd,
Fetherston An antelope's head couped gu. armed and
charged on the neck with three annulets interlaced in fesse
1st,

;

:

or.

—

.

.

a
DillingrtozL

.

.

.

crescent fordiff.

Hants). Az. a lion ramp. or.
(DUlington, co. Norfolk). Or, three hawks ppr.
on perches ar. Crest A hawk close ppr. beaked, belled,
and legged or, on a perch ar.
Sillington (Knighton-George, Isle of Wight, hart., extinct
(co.

Dillington

—

BoBEET Dillington, Esq., of Knighton-George,
1721
created a baronet in 1628. Her. Visit. 1634). Gu. a lion
;

—

Crest
A lion's head couped or, vulned witli a
broken spear ppr. guttee de sang; granted by Camden,
llJanuary, 1599.
Dillon (Ireland founded there by Bobert le Dillon, called
by the Irish "Sashnagh," or the Englishman, who came
over with King John and got grants of lands in the cos.
Longford and Westmeath). Ar. a lion pass. betw. three
crescents gu. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the
paws an estoile wavy or.
Dillon (Drumrany, co. Westmeath, descended from Sir
Eenrt Dillon, of that place, great grandson and heir male
He founded the
of EoBERT Le Dillon, "Sashnagh."
Abbey of St. Francis at Athlone, 1343.) Same Amis and

ealiant or.

—

from each gu. over all a fess az. Crest On a chapeau ga.
turned up erm. a falcon rising ar. belled or. Supporters—
Dexter, a grifBn vert, wings expanded, beaked and legged
or, armed gu. ; sinister, a falcon gu. wings expanded and
inverted, beaked, legged, and belled or. Motto
Auxilium
ab alto.
Dillon (AUanstown and Keppoke, co. Meath; descended from
Robert Dillon, second son of Sir Richard Dillon, of
Proudstown). Same Arms and Crest.
Dillon (Skryne, co. Meath, and Proudstown; descended from
John Dillon, third son of Sir Richard Dillon, of Proudstown Baron Dillon, of the Holy Boman Empire ; Francis
Dillon, son of William Dillon, last owner of Proudstown,
was so created by the Emperor Joseph II., 1767). Same

—

;

Anns.
1767)

;

—

by the Emperor of Germany, 22 Aug.
of a marquis's coronet or, a falcon, wings ex-

Crest (granted

— Out

panded

Sa. on a bend or, an anchor of the first. Crest
millrind gu.
Dilling'ham. (monument of Thomas Dillingham, M.A.,
Bector of Barnwell, son of William Dillingham, D.D.,
Uaster of Emanuel College, Camb., and Vice-Chancellor,
A fess betw. three martlets within a bordure
ob. 1704)

Dilkes.

.
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beaked and legged gold betw. the wings ao

ar.

imperial eagle sa.

Dillon

(Lord CUmbroek; descended from Gerald Dillon,
younger brother of Sir Bichabd Dillon, of Proudstown).
Arias. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a
falcon rising ar. beaked, legged and belled or. Supporters
Dexter, a griffin, wings elevated ppr.
sinister, a falcon,
wings inverted ppr. Motto AuxiUum ab alto.
Dillon (Lismullen, co. Meath, hart.). Same Arms, Crest, and

—

Same

—

;

—

Motto.

Dillon

(Killininny, co.

wife of

Westmeath; Fun. Ent. of Cicblt,

Gebrard Dillon,

Esq., of that place, buried 11 Oct.

in St. James's Church,

1684,

Dublin).

Ar. a lion pass,

guard, betw. three crescents gu.

Dillon

(registered in Ulster's Office to Sir Lucas Dillon,
Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland, tewp. Queen
Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three crescents issuant
from each an estoile all gu. over all a fess az. on a chief of
the second a portcullis or, betw. two roses of the first.
Dillon (Ardnigragh). Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three estoiles
gu. in chief two crescents of the last. Crest A demi lion
ramp, holding in the dexter paw a crescent with an estoile

Chief

Elizabeth).

—

issuant therefrom gu.
(Chirawell and Hart, co. Devon Sir William Dillon,
Knt., of Hart, Visit. 1620. Descended from Nicholas Dillon,
of Chimwell, son of Walter Dillon, of Ireland, by Anne his
wife, granddaughter of Sir Christopher Fleming, Lord Slane).

Dillon

;

—A

Same Arms

Crest
as Dillon, Earl of Roscommon.
demi
paw an estoile issuing out of a cres-

lion holding in dexter

Crest.

Dillon (Streamstown and Killynynen,

transplanted to Strokes-

town by Oliver Cromwell; descended from William Dillon,
a younger son, of Drumrany). Same Arms and Crest.

Dillon

(Kilcornan, afterwards Seigneur de Terrafort, in
France ; descended from Edmund Dillon, a younger son of
the foregoing William Dillon, who got from his father the
castle and lands of Kilcornan;
of this line were Count
Dillon, of France, Bobebt Dillon, Seigneur de Terrafort,
d. at Bordeaux, 1769; and his son, Theobald Dillon, made

—

Same Arms and Crest. Supporters ^Two lions
reguard. Motto— Dum spiro spero.
(Viscount Dillon, of Costello Gallen; Sir Theobald
Dillon, so created 1621, descended from Edmund Dillon,
of Dunnimoney, elder son of Edmund Dillon, of Drumrany,
by bis second wife). Same Arms and Crest. Supporters
Two angels ppr. vested ar. winged and crined or, each
holding in the exterior hand a palm branch also ppr. and
having a sash over the shoulder gold. Motto Dum spiro

a Count).

Dillon

—

—

spero.

Dillon-Iiee

Henrt, thirteenth Viscount
(
Dillon, being grandson of Lady Charlotte Lee, wife of
Henry, eleventh Viscount Dillon, and eldest dau. and heiress
of George Henry, second £arl of LicltJUld, assumed the
Viscount Dillon

;

cent gu.

Dillon-Tren chard. See Tbenchard.
Dills, or Dylles.
Gu. a cbev. ar. betw.
heads erased

three hawks*

or.

Dilney.

Ar. on a fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Dillwyn (Burroughs Lodge and Sketty Hall, near Swansea).
Gu. on a chev. ar. three trefoils sUpped of the first. In the
Harleian Collection the ancient arms are described, Ar. a lion
ramp. betw. three crescents gu. over all a fesse az., and aie
incorrectly figured as surmounted by a pale in Jones's History
of Brecon. These arms, however, are obviously the arms 6f
Dillon, and some branches at least of the Djlwyns, bore
Gu. on a chev. ar. three crescents of the first, till trefoils
were substituted for the crescents on the authority of tlio

Her.

Off.

Motto

— Craignez faonte.

in

1731).

Crest

Dillwyn-Lilewellyn.

Dimocke

(co.

Devon).

—A

stag's

he^

couped ppr.

See Llewelltn.
Ar. on a chief sa. three

Dimocke. Ar. a sword in pale sa.
Dimocke. Erm. on a chief sa. three

Dimond.

estoiles or.

crosses botonnee ar.

—

A cross crosslet in
Ar. three mullets gu. Crest
pale surmounted by a sword inbend sinister, point downward.

Dimond.

See Churchward.
Ar. on a fesse dancettee az. betw. three mullets
bezants, over all, on an inescutcheon of pretence
Crest
A griffin's head erased
or, a sinister wing erect sa.
ar.
Motto Magnas Hippocrates tu nobis major.
Dimsdale (Camfield Place, co. Herts, as borne by Babon
Same Arms.
Dimsdale, Baron of the Russian Empire).
Crest— Out of a baron's coronet of the Bussian empire a

&c. ; quartering: Ar.
Lee.
Dillon (Proutlstown and Biverston; descended from Sir
James Dillon, third son of Gerald Dillon, of Drumrany.
His grandson. Sir Eichabd Dillon, brought 600 Irish
troops to the battle of Verneuil, 14 Aug. 1424, 3 Henry VI.
John, Duke of Bnljord, Bogint of the Kingdom, uncle of the
King, granted him the addition of a fess over the lion on his
ehield, and a falcon volant for his crest as a reward for his
alour at that liattlc). Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three cstoiles
of six points wavy issuing from os many crescents gu. over
all a (ess az.
(ivtt— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
falcon rising ar. beaked, belled, and legged or.
Dillon (Dalgcoth ami Huntstown; branches of Dillon, of
Proudstowu;. Same Arma and Ciesl.

Dimsdale.

Dillon

Ar. a fesse sa. in chief a
mullet of the last betw. two pellets.
Dinely (co. York). Ar. a cross moline gu. in chief three
mullets sa.

additional

name

of Lee).

Same

a fess betw. three crescents

.^^rm.",

sa., for

(£fi)i nf JtofC'imvion ; created 1622;

descended from

BoBKBT Dillon, Knr.., of Moymct, co. Meath, third son
of James Dilix)n, of Proiidstown and Itiveislon; dormant).
Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three crescents an estoile issunnt
Sir
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sa. as

many

—

—

grilBn's

;

head erm.

Dimsdale

(granted to Joseph Cockfield Dimsdale, E.sq., of
Ar. on a fesse dancettec oz.
co. Essex).
A staff fesseways
betw. three mullets sa. two bezants. Crest
entwined by a serpent ppr. thereon a gryphon's head erased

Upton, West Ham,

ar.

Motto

— Quod Deus

—

vult

fiet.

Dinan. See Dynham.
Dinant. Gu. a fesse dancettee
Dinely (Stanford, co. Dorset).

erm.

—
A

DIN
ppr.

—

Crest
In a
Gu. three fusils in fesse ertn.
'Ding'lia.na.
round top or, six spears, in the centre a pennon ar. thereon a
cross gu.

Dingrham. Same

Arms, a bordure erm.

Or, a lion pass. sa.
a fleur-de-lis (another, three fleurs-de-lis) or.

Ding:liani>

Dingrham.. Gu.

Singrliaiii. Gu. three plates, each charged with an erm. spot.
Dingley (Wolverton, Isle of Wight. Visit. 1634). Ar. a
fessc sa. in chief a muUet of the last betw. two pellets. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a dragon's head or.
Dingrley, or Dinley (co.York). Ar. a fesse betw. three
Crest~A Roman head with a helmet couped at
mullets sa.
the neck ppr.
(Abbots Salford, co. Warwick).

Dingley

Ar. a feas sa. in

chief two hurts.

Dingley.
Dingrw'all.

Ar. fretty sa. in chief three mullets of the last.
Az. a buck's head cabossed or, betw. three

spur-rowels ar.
(Rainnieston, co. Aberdeen, 1792). Az. a golden
fleece suspended from the top of the shield betw. two spurOi-est
^A buck rising ppr.
rowels or, a bordure of the last.

Ding-wall

—

—Deo favente.

Motto

Dingwall-Fordyce.

See Fobdtce.

co. pevon; a branch of Dynham; this
family acquired the lands of Wortham by marriage with the
heiress of that place, ttmp. Richard II.). Gu. four fusils in

Dinliain (Wortham,

and a bordure erm. Crest
holding a lock of hair sa.

fesse
ar.

Dinjaet (granted by

— An arm couped

Gu. a cross

patent).

pierced and five roses in saltire ar.

or,

hand

circellee, quarterly

Ciest

—A

bull's

head

Eu.

Dinorben, Saron.

See Hoghes.
Dinsell. Sa. a crescent and a mullet in chief pierced ar.
Dintres. Sa. on a bend ar. three cinquefoils gu.
Dipden. Ar. a fesse betw. three leopard's faces gu.
Dipford, or Ditford (London). Or, three bars az. over all
a saltire counterchanged, a bordure invecked gu. Crest
lion's head erased or, ducally crowned gu.
Dipre. Vert a lion ramp, or, over all a bendlet engr. gu.
D'lpre (co. Kent). Gyronny of ten or and az. an escutcheon
gu. over all a baton sinister ar.
Dirby. Az. an orle or.
Dirom (Crechie, co. Banff; by patent, 1769). Quarterly, 1st,
2nd, erm. three bars gu. ; 3rd,
or, a stag's head erased gu.
gu. three skeens paleways in fesse ar. hilted or, on the point
of each a wolfs head couped close of the last 4th, az. a
griflSn segreant or.
Crest
A stag's head couped ppr.
Afo«(o^Ducit Dominus.
Dirom (Paslet-Dirom, exemplified to Thomas Alexander
Dirom, Esq., on his assuming by royal licence, 1864, the additional name of Pasley). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a stag's
head erased gu., for Dirom 2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev.
betw. three roses ar. as many thistles slipped vert, for
Crests
Pasley.
1st, Dirom: A stag's head ppr.. Motto
over Ducit dominus
2nd, Pasley
A dexter arm embowed, in armour grasping a dagger all ppr.
Motto over

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

:

;

Be sure.
Dirs. Ar. on a chev.
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Gu. three tezants. Crest A dexter hand erect,
pointing with the two forefingers to the sun in splendour

Dinpham.
all

A

vert betw. three lions ramp. gu. two

wings conjoined in lure betw. as many mullets of six points or.
Dirton. Sa. a pile and chev. ar. counterchanged.
Dir'ward. Sa. three roundles gyronny of eight, ar. and gu.

Disney

(confirmed to the 'Very Eev. Bbabazon Williaic
Disney, Dean of Armagh). Ar. on a fess gu. three fleursde-Us or, in chief a trefoil slipped vert. Crest A lion pass,
guard, gu. charged on the breast with a fleur-de-lis or.
Motto Vincit qui patitur.
Disney (granted to Lieut.-Gen. Sir Moobe Disnet, K.C.B.).
Ar. on a fess embattled counter-embattled gu. three fleurs-

—

—

de-lis or.

de-lis or,

—

Crest
A lion's head couped gu. semee of fleursand gorged with a mural crown sir. Motto— Et

decus et pretium

recti.

Disney (exemplified

to

Jaues Cathbow-Disnet, Esq., Somer-

Ar. on a fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis or, on a
canton of the second a cross pattee fitchee of the third,
quartering Cathkow, viz., or, on a chev. engr. betw.
three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis gu. as many bezants.
Crests
1st
A lion pass, guard, gu. charged with a cross
pattee fitchee or; 2nd: A dragon pass. sa. winged or,
resting the dexter claw on a leopard's face jessant-de-lis of
the last.
Disney (Lincolnshire). Ar. three lions pass, in pale gu.
Disney. Gu. a lion ramp, barry or and az.
Disraeli. Az. (sometimes gu.) a tower ar.
Disraeli (The Rt. Hon. Mary Anne, Viscountess BeaeonsjUliL,
only dau. of John Viney Evans, Esq., of Brampford Speke,
CO. Devon, and wife of the Rl. Hon. Benjamin Disraeli,
MP., of Hughenden Manor, co. Bucks, now Earl of BeaconsAt the decease of her ladyship the viscounty became
field.
extinct). Ar. a slip of vine fructed and leaved ppr. betw. two
flaunches sa., each charged with a boar's head of the field.
Supporters
Dexter, an eagle or; sinister, a lion also or,
each gorged with a collar gu. pendent therefrom an
escocheon of the last charged with a tower ar.
Disraeli (Earl of Beaconsfield). Per saltire gu. and ar. a
castle triple-towered in chief of the last, two lions ramp, in
in fesse sa. and an eagle displ in base or.
Crest Issuant
set Herald).

—

:

—

—

from a wreath of oak ppr. a

same

porters,

castle triple-towered ar.

as those of Viscountess Beacowfidd.

Sup-

Motto—

Forti nihil difficile.

Dissert, or Dysert. Gu. three sinister hands couped arDister. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates.
Dister. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Distillers, Company of (London). Az. a fesse wavy
sun in splendour, encircled with a cloud disdrops of rain all ppr., in base a distillatory double
armed or, on a fire ppr. with two worms and bolt receivei-s of
the second. Crest
A garb of barley environed with a vine
Supporters
Dexter, the figure of a
fructed both ppr.
man, representing a Russian, habited in the dress of the
country all ppr.
sinister, an Indian, vested round the
waist with feathers of various colours, wreathed about the
temple with feathers as the last, in his hand a bow, at his
back a quiver of arrows all ppr.
Motto Drop as rain,
ar. in chief the
tilling

—

—

;

—

as dew.

distil

Distisleghe.

Ar. on a bend gu. betw. two cotises dancettee

of the second, three martlets or.

Ditchfield
Ditchfield

(Ditton).

Ar. three bears

(Ditton, co. Lancaster.

sa.

Visit.

1567).

Az. three

pine-apples or, stalked gu.
Ar. a bend sa.
Ar. on a bend sa. theee martlets of the field.
Crest
A demi griffin segreant ar.
Dive (Bromham, co. Bedford, Brompton, Harleston, Holwell,
Quinton, and Wyke, co. Northampton). Gu. a fesse dancettee

Ditton,
Ditton.

—

betw. three escallops erm.

Crest

— A wivem

wings ^ndorsefl

(another, quarterly).

Dirwell.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. (another,

Gu. a pale engr. erm. surmounted by a fesse of
the last. Crest A peacock's head erased ppr.
Disert. Gu. three dexter hands couped and erect ar.
Disgremond. Gu. a lion ramp, or, crowned ar.
Dishington (Ardross, Scotland). Or, on a bend sa. three

—

of the
Crest — An
— Unica spes mea Christus.

escallops

first.

armed man kneeling.

Motto

Disker, or Disher (London; granted

23 November, 1704).

Gu. a chev. or,belw. three eagles displ. with two necks erm.
each head crowned. with a ducal coronet of the second.
Cresit
On a mount vert a centaur pass, reguard. ppr. drawing a how and arrow or, feathered ar.
Dismarys. Vert five roses in saltire or, stalked and leaved

—

ar.

Dismoes, or Dismos.
betw. three

ro.ses of

Or, a chev. quarterly, az.
the third.

Disney

and gu.

(Swinderby and Norton Disney, co. Lincoln; afterwards of the Hyde, Essex; descended from De Isnet or
D'EisNEY, of Norman ancestry). Ar. on a fesse gu. three

fleuT8-de-hs or.
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Dive.

Dive

of the second).

Dirwyn.

Crest

—

^A lion pass,

guard, gu.

Same
(CO.

A't-ms,

Dive

the fesse or, the escallops ar.
Gu. (another sa.) on a bend ar.

Northampton).

three ravens ppr.
Dive (co. Oxford).

Or, a fesse sa.

(Millwich, CO. Stafford).

Gu. a

fess dancettee or,

betw.

three escallops ar.

Divinity or Logic School

(Cambridge). Gu. on a cross
erm. betw. four doves ar. a book lying fessways of the first
garnished or.
Gu. a fessc indented or, betw. two
(CO. Aberdeen).
Crest An
escallops in chief and a spur-rowel in base ar.
eagle's head couped ppr. 3/o»o— Sedulitate.
Dix. Az. on a bend or, a martlet gu. on a chief ar. a crescent
Crest
sa. betw. two stags" heads couped of the field.
greyhound's head ar. ducally gorged gu. betw. two wings or.
Dix (confirmed by Camden, Claronceux, 1612, to Rev. JoBH
Dix, D.D.). Az. on a bend or, three martlets gu. on a chief
ar. two stags' heads erased gu., a crescent for diff. Crest
greyhound's head erased ar. ducally gorged gu. betw. two
wines, dexter sa., sinister or, a crescent for diff.
Dixes (co. Norfolk). Sa. fretty erm. a chief counter-com-

Diwie

—

—

—

pony

ar.

and

sa.

A

Az.
(Catworth, co. Huntingdon, temp. Edward III.)Crest An ounce sejant ppr.
lion ramp, and a chief or.
Motto Quod dixi
spotted sanguine, ducallj gorged or.
dixi, Dei gratia grata.
Dixie (Bosworth, CO. Leicester, bart. Wolstan Dixie, sixth

Dixie

—

&

—

;

in descent from Woistan Dixie, of Catworth, co. Hunts,
temp. Edward IV., created a bart. 1660. Visit. 1619). Same
An ounce sejant or, ducally gorged or.
CreH
Arms.

Motto

—Quod

Dixon

—

disi dixi.
(Astley Hall, co. Chester).

chief erm.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis or, a
ramp. ar.
Cumberland). An. a dove statant ppr. in

— A demi

Crest

(Knells, co.

lion

of the last, thereon three

chief two bees volant or, a chief
Crest —In front of an
pallets gu.
a dexter cubit arm erect ppr., in
also ppr. Motto Peace.
(Beeston, co. York). Sa. a

anchor in bend sinister sa.
the hand an olive branch

—

Dixon

—

a chief erm.

;

—

Crest

— A demi lion ramp. ar.

Dixon

(Rainshaw, co. Durham; confirmed 14 September,
13 James I.). Gu. on a bend or, bctw. six plates three torAn arm embowed, habited
teaux, a chief erminois. Crest
enninois, cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr. a plate.
Crest
Ar. a pale indented vert.
(co. Herts).
sphere ar. charged with a pale indented vert.
pale
az. and
Per
W.R.
York).
(Page Hall. Ecclesfield,
gu. a bend engr. ar. betw. two plates, on a chief of the third

—

—

Dixon
Dixon

—

a rose of the second betw. two torteaux. Crest An arm
embowed, vested az. semee of plates cuffed ar., the hand

Motto— Fide et constantia.

grasping a chaplet of roses ppr.
(Hillsborough Hall, c». York). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
Dixon (Littleton, co. Chester). Per chev. or and gu. on a
chev. fimbriated per chev. betw. three lions erased and
counterchanged five fleurs-de-lis reversed alternately.
Crest .4. lion's head erased per fess ar. and gu. charged
on the neck with three fleurs-de-lis of the last, and pierced
through the mouth by an arrow, point coming out at the
back ppr. feathered ar. il/o«o— Macte virtute esto.
Dixon (CO. Hertford ; granted 1630). Sa. across betw. four
hiuds' heads erased or. Crest— On a mount vert a tiger sejant
enn. ducally gorged or.
Same Arms, the cross
(Dudley, co. Worcester).
charged with a fleur-de-lis of the field. Crest On a mount
vert a leopard sejant erm. ducally gorged or.
Dixon (Ilclden, near Tonbridge, co. Kent). Or, a cross
formee throughout gu. betw. four eagles displ. sa.
Dixon (co. Kent). Same Arms. Crest. A demi hind sa.

Dixon

—

Dixon

—

—

(Hackney, co. Middlesex).

Same Arms,

the cross

flory.

Dixon

(Wymondham,

Per bend danccttee or
two talbots pass, counterchanged. Crest— A stag's
co. Norfolk).

and sa.
head erased per pale dancettee

sa.

and

or, attires

counter-

changed.

Dixon

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Bishopsthorpe, co. York).
2nd and 3rd, or, a
or, a cross bctw. four eagles displ. sa.
C)-est
A stag's head
lion ramp, guard, with two beads az.
;

—

erased.

Dixon

(formerly Bbown, Unthank Hall, co. Northumberland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per bend sa. and or, on a
cross patice throughout, betw. four eagles displ. as many
crosses crosslct all counterchanged, for Dixon; 2nd and
3rd, per pale sa. and gu. on a bend engr. with plain double
cotises betw. two escallops ar. three lions pass, guard, of the

—

A mount

vert thereon a demi
liind ar. gorged with a collar, and lined therefrom reflexed
over the bad: gu. supporting a cross crosslet sa., for Dixon;
2nd: Two escallops or, thereon resting an eagle displ. vert,
first,

for

Brown.

Crests

1st

:

in the beak a cross crosslct fitchce gold, for

Bbown.

Motto

—Suivc/. raison.
Dixon

Crest.

Dixon

(Richard Dixon

Fun. Ent. of his wife Mart, buried
Same Arms.
John Dixon, Sergeant-major in Colonel

Gu. a
ramp. ar.

(fjlcdhow, CO. York).

fleur-de-lis or,

a chief

Crest— A demi lion
(UoBERT Dixon Fun. Ent. of his wife Maddk, buried
in Dublin, August, 1617).
Same Arms.
Dixon (.Sir KoiiERT DixoN, Mayor of Dublin, knighted at the
JUansion Mouse, 22 .Sept. 1G34). Sa a fleur de-lis or, a chief
erm. Crftt—A demi boar ramp, vert armed, tusked, mnned,
and tufted or, holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis, as in
the arms.

erm.

Dixon

;
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;

at Kilcullen, co. Kildare, Jan. 1678.)

Dixon

(Registered to

Arthur Fox's regiment of foot, descended from a very ancient
and noble family of Dixon, in the Marches of Scotland, by
Roberts, Ulster, 4 March, 1646). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a weird wolf ppr. on a chief az. three mullets of the first;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a bull's head couped sa. langued gu. armed
or, on a chief of the third an armory sword ppr.
Crest
pelican in her nest feeding her young ppr.

—

Dixon

(Govanhill, co. Lanark). Ar. on a cross betw. four
lozenges sa. an eagle displ. of the field. Crest
A dexter

—

—

ppr. holding a sword bend sinister ways ar. Motto
Fortes fortuna juvat.
Dixton (CO. Gloucester, 1438). Sa. a pile ar. surmounted by
a chev. gu.
Dixwell (confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to Humphrey Dixwell, of Cotton, co. Warwick). Vert on
a chev. betw. .three fleurs-de-lis or, as many fleurs-de-lis
of the field.
Dixwell (Coton Hall, co. Warwick, bart., extinct 1757). Ar.
a chev. gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, sa. Crest A lion's
gamb. couped az. grasping an eagle's leg with a wing conjoined to it sa.
Dixwell (Terlingham, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1641, descended

—

from Coton

Hall).

Same Arms and

Crest.

,

Dixwell

(Brome, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1750, descended
from Coton Hall). Same Arms and Crest.
Dixwell (Barham, co. Kent, and Churchover and Coughton,
Same Arms and Crest.
CO. Warwick).
Dixy (CO. Leicester). Gu. two fleurs-de-lis or, a chief erm.
Dixy (CO. Huntingdon and London). Or, a lion ramp, vert

a chief gu.

Dixy

(Captain Dixy, an ofiBcer in the army of William III.
Az. a lion ramp, or, on a chief
of the last an Irish harp sa. Motto
Quod dixi dixi.
(John Dobb, Esq. Fun. Ent. of his wife, who was
buried in Dublin, 8 Nov. 1620).
Per pale sa. and ar. achev.
engr. betw. three unicorns' heads erased all counterat the bottle of the Boyne).

Dobb

—

;

changed.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1551). Per pale ar. and sa.
a chev. engr. between three unicorns' heads erased, guttced'eau and guttee de poix, all counterchanged.
Dobbes. See Dobbs.
Dobbie and Doble (Scotland). Ar. a helmet az. betw.

Dobbes

—

gu. Crest
An eagle displ.
A cross crosslct fitchee gu. Motto—
scd magno prosequor.
(granted to Leonard Dobbin, Esq., of Armagh, and
Gardiner's Place, Dublin). Gu. five mullets of six points,
two, one, and two, or, in the centre chief point a crescent of

three
ppr.

crosses crosslet fitchee

Another Crest

—

Non minima

Dobbin

—

the last betw. two flaunches chequy ar. and sa.

Crest
Out
a mural crown an oak branch acorned ppr. on the mural
crown a crescent or. Motto Re e meritc.
Dobbins. Gu. five mullets of six points or, two, one, and
two, betw. two flaunches chequy ar. and sa.
Oi-est
A staff
raguly surmounted of an eagle displ. ppr.
Dobbs or Dobbes (co. York). Per pale ar. and sa. »
chev. engr. betw. three unicorns' heads erased, all counterchanged. Crest A lion sejant affrontee, holding in each
forepaw a dagger ppr.
Dobbs (co. Warwick; Sir Richard Dobbs, alias Dabbs, was
Lord Mayor of London, temp. Edward VI.). Same Arms.
Crest— A unicorn's head erased or.
Dobbs (Castle Dobbs, co. Antrim descended from John
Donns, Deputy to Sir Henry Dockwra as Treasurer of Ulster,
1596). Same Aruis and Crest,
Motto Amor Dei etproxinii
siimma beatitudo.
Dobbsm (Waterford William Dobbtn, Esq., Recorder of

of

bezantcc.

Dixon

Dixon (Fun. Ent. of Sir William Dixon, buried at St. Werburgh's Church, Dublin, 2 Feb., 1C66). Same Arms and

hand

fleur-de-lis or,

Crest— A.n eagle displ. sa. Motto Quod dixi dixi.
Dixon (Seaton-Carew, co. Durham descended from Beeston; the arms are recorded on a sepulchral brass in the
chancel of Cheshunt Church, co. Herts, in memory of
Sir Nicholas Dixon, rector, cJ. 1448). Saras Arms. Crest
A lion ramp, holding in its dexter paw a fleur-de-lis all ppr.
Jlfo«o^Auxilium meum ab alto.
Dixon (Wallingtons, co. Berks;. Gu. a lion ramp, or, a
chief erm.

DOB
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Dixon

A

—

—

—

;

—

;

Az. a chev. betw. three annulets or.
C/c.<t
A hand couped holding the upper portion of a broken
spear all ppr. Motto
Deus dexter incus.
Dobede (Soham, co. Cambridge; John Dobede, Esq., was
High Sheriff of the county, 1837). Per pale vert and.az. n
lion ramp. ar. crowned or, on a canton erm. two swords in
faltire surmounted by a fasces impaled within a wreath all
or.
Crest On a mount vert a demi lion erased, as in the
arms, holding an escutcheon as the canton. Motto—^Droit
chacun.
&
Dobell (Kalmere, co. Sussex the coat was confirmed and
the crest granted to Walter Dobrll, of Falmere, by Camden,
Clarenceux, in 1604). Sa. a hind pass. betw. three bells ar.
Crest— On a mount vert a bind lodged ar. betw. four arrows
stuck into the mount or.
that town,

—

17'20).

—

—

;

ti

A

AA

SOB
Dobie

mnning below it ppr.
Sobie. Gu. a sword
chief of the second.

betw. two

in chief

an eagle

sa.

with water

displ. or.

In pale ar. hilted or,

two crescents in

—A hand holding a scroll of paper
betw. three annulets gu. Orest —

Orest

branches of laarel in orle all ppr.

Sobins.

Ar. a chev.
taff raguly surmounted by an eagle displ. ppr.
Dobinson (Westminster grunted May, 1816). Gu. five
estoiles saltireways or, betw. two flaunches chequy ar. and
Crest
Out of a mural coronet chequy ar. and sa. an
ga.
;

—

oak branch ppr. leaved

Soble
ar.
tire

vert, fructed or.

Somerset). Gu. a doe statant betw. three bells
motint vert a doe lodged ar. pierced in sal-

(CO.

Crest

—On a

by four arrows

Dobree

or.

(Guernsey granted 1726). Gu. a crescent per pale
or and ar. betw. three trefoils of the last. Crest On a mount
Tert a thistle ppr. Motto—Spe vivitur.
Dobree, or Dobrey. Gyronny of eight sa. and ar. a
chief erm. Crest On a ducal coronet a talbot pass, collared
;

—

—

and

lined or.

Oobson

(Lynn, co. Norfolk).

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Crest

—Two

Ar. a fesse nebulee betw. six
gambs erased in saltire

lions'

go-

Dobson
Sobyns
or.

Same Arms, the fleurs-de-lis sa.
Hereford). Az. a chev. betw. three annulets
falcon volant or.
Motto—^uod pudet hoc

(CO. Lancaster).
(co.

Crest

—A

(Lincoln's Inn).

gu. Crest
ways.

—Out of a ducal

Ar. a chev. betw. three annulets
coronet two lion's gambs saltire-

Dockeley, or Dockesey

(co. Salop).
Ar. a lion ramp,
a bend gobonated or and gu.
Ar. seven half spears, three, one, and three sa.
headed az. Crest A bridge with three arches ppr.
Dockinfield. See Ockinfielo.
Dockrell (granted to Thouas Dockeell, of Dublin, Town
Councillor). Ar. a fess az. betw. two crescents in chief of
the last and a wreath of oak leaves in base ppr. Crest
demi lion ramp, gorged with a wreath of oak leajves in base
ppr. and charged on the shoulder with a crescent of the
arms. Motto Semper eadem.
(Lord Dockwra : created 1620, extinct at death of
second lord).
Sa. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three plates each
charged with a pallet gu. Crest— A. demi lion ramp, or,
betw.
holding
the paws a plate charged with a pallet gu.
Supporters Two knights in armour ppr. a plume of three
ostrich feathers on each helmet ar. az. and gu. breeches also
gu. hose, boots, and spurs ppr., each holding in their exterior
hand a spear also ppr. the point imbrued with drops of
blood. Motto— ¥\Aes amicitiae periculosa libertas.

az. over all

Docker.

—

—

—

Dockwra

—

Dockwra

(Foulbome, co. Cambridge, 1619, and Nubume,
CO. Northumberland).
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three plates,
each charged with a palet gu.
Dockwra (London). Sa. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three
plates, each charged with a palet gu. on a chief of the
second a cross of the third.
Dockwra (co. York). Sa. three plates each charged with a
palet gu. Crest
A heart gu. within a fetterlock az.
Docminique (London). Az. a chev. ar. betw. two crescents
in chief and a mullet in base or.
Docton (Docton, CO. Devon, Thomas Docton, of that place.
Visit. 1620.
Descended from John Doketon, of KUhampton,
38 Henry VI., 1459). Per fess gu. and ar. two crescents in
chief or, and another in base sa.
Crest
A fleur-de-lis sa.
Docton (Docton in Hartland, co. Devon, and Whitleigh in
St. Budeaux, co. Cornwall
of this family was Sir Bicbakd
Docton, Knt., Justice of the King's Bench, d. 1623). Ar. a
crescent sa. on a chief gu. two crescents or. Crest
A fleur-

—

—

;

—

de-lis sa.

Doctor's Commons, or Collegre of the Professors
of Civil and Canon Law. Gu. on a bend ar. three
trefoils slipped vert, all

Dod

(Edge, CO.

within a bordure of the second.
since the reign of

Chester, settled there

Henry II.; Thomas Crewb Dod, Esq., of Edge, d. 1827,
leaving dau«. co-heirs). Ancient Arms Ar. a chev. betw.
three Cornish choughs sa. Modem Arms Ar. on a fess
gu. betw. two barrulets wavy sa. three crescents ar. Crest
A serpent vert issuing from and piercing a garb or.
Motto
In copia cautus.

—

—

DoD

2nd and 3rd, sa. a cheT. vaire or and gu. betw. three
maidens' heads affronts couped at the bust ppr. crined
gold, for WoiXET.
Crests— Doi> A garb ar. banded gu.
environed with a snake, the head issning from the middle
of the garb ppr. and (for distinction) a cross crosslet of the
second 2nd, Woixet A man's head facing the dexter in
chain mail couped at the shoulder ppr.
Motto— In copia
;

:

—

—

Dod (WoLLEY-DoD, nowof Edge;

exemplified to Bev. Chables
WoLLET, M.A., and Frances LncT, his wife, dau. of Rev.
Pellt Parker, by his wife, Frances Rosamond, dau. and
co-heir of Thomas Crewb Dod, Esq., of Edge, on their
taking the name of Dod, in addition to and after that of
WoLLKT, by royal licence, in 1868). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two barrulets wavy sa. three
creicents or, and (for distinction) a canton of the second, for
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:

;

cautus.

Dod

(Lower Hall, Broxton, co. Chester, descended from
Edge).
Same Arms. Crest A hand erect couped ppr.
holding a claw hammer sa.

Dod

—

(Cloverly, or Calverhall, co. Salop

the estate acquired

;

by the marriage, in the reign of Henry IV., of Hdgo Dod
with the dau. and co-heir of Roger de Cloverlet). Ar. a
fesse gu. betw. two cotises wavy sa., quartering Cloverlet,
a chev. gu. betw. three cyanus flowers slipped ppr.
A serpent vert issuing from and piercing a garb or.
Knackbrown, and Kingsfort, co. Sligo descended from Charles Dod, second son of Don, of Cloverley).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto In copia cautus.
Dod (Fun. Ent. of Dr. Roger Dod, Bishop of Meath, d. at
Ardbraccan, co. Meath, 27 July, 1608). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a plain fess betw. two cottises wavy gu. three bezante
2nd, sa. an eagle displ. ar. armed gu. 3rd, or, a cross pattee
ar.

Crest

—

Dod (Drumlease,

;

—

;

fitchee sa. over all a crescent for

di£f.

Dod, Dode, Dodds, or Do^g'e.

Vert three dogfishes
hands conjoined, one in armour grasping
another ppr. both couped, supporting a branch of palm and
ar.

pigeat.

Dobyns

DOD
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Az. a bridge of two arches

(Scotland).

;

a

Crest

— Two

thistle.

Dodbrook. Sa. a heron ar.
Dodd. Ar. a fesse gu. cotised wavy
crescents or. Crest — A serpent ppr.

sa. charged with three
issuing out of a wheatsheaf or. Motto
In copia cautus. These are mentioned
in the will of Dame Isabella Dodd, proved 1722, -to have
been the arms borne by her late husband. Sir Samuel Dodd,
Lord Chief Baron of His Majesty's Court of Exchequer,
and were to be assumed by the hTisbsLDd of any female who
by virtue of her will should succeed to certain estates therein
mentioned.
(Pertsey, co. Salop, 1623). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. two
bars wavy sa. all betw. three crescents of the second.
(Chlorley).
Ar. three flowers az. stalked vert (another
coat has a chev. gu. betw. the flowers).

—

Dodd
Dodd

Doddescombe
temp.

Edward III.

and Branscomb).

Doddesworth.

(Doddescombe-Legh, co. Devon; extinct
heiresses m. Biobctbt, Newenham, Prall,
;

Ar. three eaglets displ. gu.
Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three leopards*

heads umbre.

Doddin?

(Conished, co. Lancaster, 1664).

and in base a crescent or.
holding a cross crosslet fitchee az.
estoiles

Dode
Uons

(CO. Hertford).

Az. in chief two

Crest—A demi

lion or,

Az. a pale engr. enn. betw. two demi

or.

Dode. Erm.

a chief chequy or and az.
Dodenhay, or Dowdnay. Sa. a bend cotised erm.
Doderidg'e (co. Devon John Doderidge, Judge of King's
Bench). Ar. two pales wavy az. betw. nine crosses crosslet
gu. three, three, and three. Crest A lion's head erased gu.
murally gorged or.
Dodfrombe. Sa. a fesse compony ar. and gu. betw. three
;

—

crosses pattee of the second.

Dodge

Kent, Slopworth, co. Chester, co. Suffolk, and
Barry of six or and sa. over all
co. Norfolk).
on a pale gu. an eye ar. weeping and dropping or. Crest
flnned,
and purfled or.
collared,
A demi seadog az.
Dodgrin. Or, on a bend gu. three escallops ar. Crest ^An
arm couped at the shoulder, vested or, cuffed az. embowed
and resting the elbow on the wreath, holding in the hand a
sword, enflled with a leopard's face ppr.
Dodg'son (CO. Lancaster Richard Barton Dodoson, Esq.,
Ar. a fess nebulee betw.
of Beardwood, near Blackburn).
^Two lions' gambs erased in saltiro
six fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest
eadem.
Virtus
semper
Motto
gu.
Dodier. Az. a bend betw. two lions ramp. &r.
Doding^eld. Sa. a cross engr. erm.
Doding'sell. Or, a fesse gu. in chief two annulets of the
(CO.

Mannington,

—

—

;

—

—

last.

Dodingsells.

Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three mullets with
Crest
A wolf pass. gu.
Dodingsells, or Odingrsells. Ar. on a fesse betw. three
mullets gu. as many escallops of the field.
Dodingrton (Dodington, co. Somerset, and Meere, co.
Crest—
Wilts).
Sa. three buglehoms ar. stringed gu.
lion's gamb ppr. holding a flag gu. charged with a chev. or.
Dodingrton {Lord Melcombe. George Bubb assumed the
six points of the second pierced or.

—

of Dodington by Act of Parliament, temp. George I.,
pursuant to the will of his maternal uncle, George Dodiho-

name

DOD
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TON, Esq., of Eastbury, co. Dorset : was created a peer 1761,
and d. unm. same year). Ar. a chev. betw. three bugle-

borns

sa.

Dodinglon

Ar. three bugle
(Woodlands, co. Wilts).
horns sa. stringed gu. Crest A stag lodged to the sinister
Bide reguard. ar. in the mouth an acorn or, staU^ed and
leaved vert.
Dodington (co. Salop). Az. a fesse betw. two mullets
pierced in chief and a chev. in base or, a bordure engr. ar.

—

Crest— A lion's gamb erect or.
Dodington. Az. two bars or, in chief three bezants.
'Dodington OMarkiott - Dodington, Horsington,

co.

Somerset exemplified to Rev. Thomas Marriott, upon his
taking the additional name of Dodinoton, by royal licence,
1853). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Dodington, sa. three bugleboms stringed ar. 2nd and 3rd, Marriott, barry of six
indented ar. and sa. a bend az. charged with three fleurs1st, Dodington
On a mount vert
de-lis of the first. Crests
a stag sejant reguard. ar. attired or, in the mouth an acorn
of the last leaved of the first 2nd, Marriott On a rock
ppr. a talbot paly of six ar. and sa. resting the forepaw
on an estoile of the last.
Sodmaston. Per fesse az. and or, three cinquefoils coun;

;

—

:

:

;

terchanged.

Dodmaston

Ar. a cross moline sa. a bordure

(co. Salop).

engr. az., a martlet for

difiF.

Dodmer

Erm. a chev.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1529).
az. betw. three demi blackamoors ppr. robes fretty or,
on a chief chequy ar. and gu. a crescent of the fourth betw.
two pellets, charged with as many talbots gold.
Dodmer (London and York). Erm. a chev. wavy betw.
three negroes' heads couped at the breast sa. on a chief
chequy or and az. two plates, on each a talbot pass, of the

wavy

Dodmer, or Dodmore.

Erm. a chev. wavy az. betw.
three Moors' heads couped below the shoulders sa. habited
fretty or, on a chief chequy ar. and gu. a crescent betw. two
peUets, each charged with a lion pass, guard, of the fourth.
An arm party per cross gu. and sa. hand ppr. holding
Crest
wo arrows vert.
(from the windows in the library, Trin. Coll.,
Oxon. Visit. 1574, impaled by Pope). Or, four lOzenges in
cross gu. betw. as many cinquefoils ppr. on a chief of the
second a garb betw. two annulets of the first.
Dodscom.be (co. Devon). Purp. (another, vert) three

—

Dodmer

eagles displ. ar.

Dodson

Robert Dodson, of that place.
grandson of Thomas Dotson, whose mother
was dau. and co-heir of John Hey, of Hey). Ar. a bend
engr. az. betw. two Cornish choughs ppr.
Dodson (Dr. Dodson, Bishop of Elphin). Sa. a chev. betw.
The head of Janus
three Catharine wheels or.
Crest
couped at the neck ppr.
Dodson (London, temp. Charles I.). Ar. a fesse nebule gu.
(Hey, co. Cornwall;

Visit. 1620, great

—

—

Doe?

(Ballingrew). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. two cinquefoils
erm. in chief and a sword paleways in base of the second.
(Scotland).
Gu. a chev. betw. two cinquefoils in chief
and a sword paleways in base ar. hilted and pommelled or.
Dograte. Erm. on a bend sa. three leopards' heads ar.
Dog-et (co. Kent). Erm. on a bend sa. three talbots' heads
erased or (another, ar.). Crest— Oa a chapeau a bull collared
and thereto a bell pendent all ppr.
Dogrg-e. Vert three fishes haurient or, spotted gu.
Dog'gret (Honing-Serbane and Wronger, co. Norfolk). Gu.
(another, sa.) two greyhounds saliant combatant or, collared
sa. Crest
A lion's head or, gorged with a mural coronet sa.
Dog'g'ett. Ar. two greyhounds in full course gu. collared or.
Dogherty. See O'Dooherti.
Doherty (confirmed to Daniel Henry Doherty, Esq., late
Capt. 3rd Hussars). Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three trefoils slipped vert a cross crosslet fitch^e or.
Crest
An arm
in armour embowed ppr. charged with a cross crosslet
fitch^e or, the hand grasping a scimitar also ppr.
Motto
Ar nduthchas.
Doidg-e (Comb, Milton-Abbot, co. Devon). See Dodge, of
Kent.
Doiley (Bosi*, lady of Ranton, co. Stafford, dau. and heir of
William Ddston, temp. King John, m. John Doilet.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three

Doegr

—

—

—

crescents gu.
(Stoke D'Oilly, co. Northampton).

D'Oilly

Dodson

(Hurstpierpoint, co. Sussex; as borne by the late
Rt. Hon. Sir John Dodson, M.P., and by his son, Rt. Hon.
John George Dodson, M.P.). Ar. a fess nebule gu. betw.

Crest— Two

sa.

lions'

gambs

in

saltire

guQuarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fesse wavy sa.
betw. six pellets; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chief sa. three
Crest— A lion's head erased ppr.
escallops of the field.
DodsTivorth (cos. Salop and York). Ar. a chev. betw. three
demi lion supporting a
buglehorns stringed sa. Crest
long cross.
Dodsworth (co. York, 1665). Ar. a bend engr. sa. betw.
three annulets gu.
Oi-est
A cubit arm in chain armour or,
the hand ppr. g^rasping a broken tilting apear of the

Dodswall.

—A

—

first.

Dodsworth

(Newland Park, co. York, bart.). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, ar. a bend engr. betw. three annulets gu., for
D0D.SW0RTH 2nd and 3rd, per saltire ar. and sa. two trefoils
;

slipped in pale gu., for Smith.

Crests

—

Ist,

Dodsworth:

A

dexter cubit arm in chain armour or, the hand ppr. grasping
a broken tilling-spcar, the broken part imbued gxx. ; 2nd,
Smith Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's head couped at
the neck az. crined gold.
Motto Pro lege senatuque
:

—

rege.

Dod'well.

Ar. two

ban

per pale indented az. and gu. in

chief three pellets.

Dodwell
by

(Glcnmore, co. Sllgo, and Dublin granted, 10 Nov.
George, Ulster, to Hf.nkv Dodwell, of the city
;

St.

of Dublin).

armed and

Same Arms.

Crest— A demi

lion

ar. pellettco

Dokesbury

(London).
horns ar. stringed or.
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(co. Chester).
Ar. a cross voided gu.
Or, a lion ramp. az. debruised with a bendlet

gu.

Dokesworth
lions

(co. Cambridge).
Az. a cross betw. four
ramp, or (another, ar.).
(co. Essex).
Az. on a cross or, five fleurs-de-

Dokesworth
lis

gu.

Dolan.

Az. three crescents in pale or, betw. two plates a
Crest A decrescent gu.
(Thingdon, alias Finedon, co. Northampton, bart.,
extinct 1837). Sa. a helmet close betw. three pheons ar.
each pointing to the centre. Crest A griffin sejant wings
endorsed ppr.
Dolben. Same Arms. Crest A demi bull ar. gorged with
a collar of laurel leaves vert.
Dolben (Mackworth-Dolben; exemplified to Wiluam
Harcocrt Isuam Mackworth, Esq., upon his assuming, by
royal licence, 1835, the additional name of Dolben).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Dolben, sa. a helmet close betw.
three pheons ar. each pointing to the centre; 2nd and 3rd,
Mackworth, per pale indented sa. and erm. on a chev.

—

chief ar.

Dolben

—

—

gu. five crosses pattee or.

Crests

— 1st: A

Ou. a chev. erm. betw. three bugle-

A

sejant,

griffin

cock

ppr.,

Mack-

worth.

Dolbin.

Per chev. embattled ar. and sa. three martlets
counterchanged.
(Brizes, Brentwood, co. Essex).
Barry wavy of six

Dolby

and gu.
beaked or.
ar.

Crest

—A

demi

Dolesley, or Dolseley.
lets of

the

first,

on a chief

griffin

couped

Gu. on a chev.

az.

an

ar.

winged and

ar. three

estoile betw.

mart-

two leopards'

faces or.

Dolfinley.

D'Olier

Vert three dolphins in pale ar.
(granted to Isaac Matthew D'Olibr, Esq., of Col-

legnes, co. Dublin, descended from a junior branch of the
family of D'Olibr, formerly resident at CoUegnes, near

Montauban, Dauphiny, France;

settled in

Ireland at the

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes). Quarterly, Ist and 4th or,
on a chev. gu. betw. three bunches of grapes sa. a crescent of
the first surmounted with a a bezant, all within a bordure az.
Bcmee of fleurs-de-lis of the first; 2nd, az. three columns of
the Corinthian order in fess ppr. each surmounted with a dove
close ar.; 3rd, gu. on a bend or, three martlets sa. within a
A dove close ar. holding in his beak an
border erm. Crest
car of wheat or. Motto La bonte de Dieu.
Doling'. Per fesse ar. and az. a fesse dancettee per fesse
A stag's head erased
dancettee sa. and of the first. Crest

—

—

—

ppr.

Dolins. Az. on a fesse or,
many mullets of six points
lis

ar. betw.

betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. as
pierced gu.

two wings endorsed

DoUabe, or Delabere.

Crest

—A

fleur-de-

ar.

Az. a bend ar. cotised or, betw.
Crest— Oul of a ducal coronet
plume of five feathers per pale ar. and az.
Dollar. Gu. two flaunches indented ar. a bordure vert bosix martlets of the second.

languc'l ar.

Dod'worth

Gu. three stags'

heads cabossed or.
Doilly. Or, a bend az.

wings endorsed ppr., Dolben; 2nd:

betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

six fleurs-de-lis

DOI.

(Sanghall, co. Lancaster, 1749). Ar.a chev. betw. three
coulters sa.
Crest A garb or, with a coulter stuck within
the band, in bend sinister sa.

Dokesley.

second.

1662,

Doe

ppr. a

A

A

D
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0I<

—A

dexter arm embowed ppr. holding a
Crett
lant^e.
faulchion of the last, pommel and hilt or.
!Doller. Ar. -a pale fusily gu. a bordure vert bezantde.
Dolliffe (London). Az. on a chev. or, betw. three crescents
ar. as

many

olive sprigs vert.

Crest

—On a

castle ar. three,

olive sprigs vert.

Dolling' (granted by Camden, Clarenceux,

1613, to Dolling,

of Worth, in the Lsle of Purbeck, co. Dorset). Sa. a fess
dancettee ar. a chief dancettde of the last. Crest— A stag's
head couped per fess dancett^e ppr. and ar. gorged with a
fess dancettee sa. crined or.
Dolling' (confirmed to Roeeet Holbeche Dollino, Esq., of
Magheralin, co. Down, and of TamlaghtO'Crilly, co. Derry).
Per fess ar. and az. a fess dancettee per fess dancettee sa.
of the first. Crest— A buck's head ppr. attired or, gorged
with two bars dancettee ar. Motto Spero.
Dolling. Erm. on a bend sa. three acorns or.
(Pocklington, co. York descended from Alexandeb
DoLUAN, temp. Edward III., then possessed of the lordship
Az. a fess dancettd betw. eight
of Lastingham, co. York).

and

—

Dolman

;

or, banded gu.
co. Berks
granted to Thomas Dolman, by
Cooke, Clarenceux, 1587). Az. seven garbs or, four, two,
and one. Crest A garb. ar. eared and banded or.
Dolman. Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three annulets or.
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. a dolphin
(co. Stafford).

garbs

Dolman (Shaw,

;

—

Dolman
or.

Dolphin

(Eyford, co. Gloucester; formerly of Shenston
Moss, CO. Stafford). Az. three dolphins naiant fesseways in
pale or. Crest A swan's head and neck betw. two swans'
wings expanded ppr. Motto In ccelo quies.
Dolphin (Turoe, co. Galway). Az. three dolphins naiant
ppr. Crest A dolphin saliant ppr. Motto— Yiimnm in vita

—

—

—

nihil.

Dolphin

(John Dolphin, Esq., of Ruffside Hall, Hexham,
Same Arms and Crest.
Motto
CO. Northumberland).
Franco leale toge.
Dolphine. Paly bendy or and gu. a canton az. Crest—
lion pass, guard, or, holding in the dexter paw a millrind

—

sa.

Dolphingly.

dolphins naiant in pale

"Vert three

ar.

Dolseby (London). Barry nebulae of six, or and gu.
Dolseby. Ar. four bars nebvilee gu. Crest A demi

—

ar.

winged

griffin

or.

Gu. a chev. ar.
Gu. on a chev.

or,

ramp. ar. collared gu. on a canton sa. a lion
of England betw. three esquires' helmets ar. 2nd, barry of
six ar. and gu. a bend counterchanged ; 3rd, barry of six ar.
;

and gu; 4th, az. a lion ramp. ar. collared gu. Crest—
lion's head erased ar. ducally crowned or.
A/otto— Qui etat
caveat ne cadat.

Dom'vile (William Compton Domvile,

William Lewis Domenichetti,
Nottingham, whose mother, Sarah,
was sister of Thomas Makkham, Esq., of Eose Abbey, Killarney, descended of the Marehams of Kilkenny and
Kinsale).
Gu. on a chief or, a demi lion of the first betw.
two trefoils slipped ppr. Crest A lion of St. Mark sejant
guard, winged and circled round the head, supporting an
Irish harp all or.
Motto Nunquam non paratus.
(granted to

Esq., of Collingham, co.

—

—

Az. asaltire wavy betw. two fleurs-de-lis in pale

and as many mullets

Dominglon.
mascle of the

Esq., of Thomhill,

Wicklow, and Heywood, Queen's co., younger son of
Compton Domvile, Bart., of Santry). Same Arms, C)-est,
and Motto.
Dom'ville (St. Alban's, co. Herts, bart.; descended from
William Domvillk, of Lymme, brother of Gilbert Domville,
Clerk of the Hanaper).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a lion
ramp. ar. collared gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. five lozenges conjoined
in pale gu.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar. crowned or.
Motto Pax alma redit.
Dom'ville (Rev. Benjamin Babrington, vicar of St. Anne's,
Dublin, son of Benjamin Babrington, Esq., by Mabgabet
Domville, his wife, dau. of Sir William Domville, Knt., of
Dublin, assumed the name of Domville in pursuance of the
will of his maternal uncle, William Domville, Esq., of
Leighlinstown, and had the following armorial bearings
marshalled and entered in Ulster's Office, 11 May, 1769).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a lion ramp. ar. collared gu., for
Domville; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three chevronels, and in chief a
CO.

Sir

;

—

—

label of three points gu., for

—

Harrington. Crest A Saraand wreathed around
Motto—Vng dorant ma

cen's head affront^e couped at the neck

the temples, with laurel

all

ppr.

vie.

Dom'ville (co. Salop). Az. a lion ramp. ar. coUared gu.
Crest— A hand issuing from a cloud in fesse stretching to a
garland of laurel on the dexter side.
(Newton Don, co. Berwick, bart., 1667, now DonWauchope, of Edmondstone). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az.
two mullets in chief and a garb in ba£e or, in fess point a
crescent of the second for difif., for Wacchope; 2nd and 3rd,
1st,
vert on a fess ar. three mascles sa., for Don. Crests
Wadchope: a garb or; 2nd, Don: A pomegranate ppr.
1st, Wacchope: Industria ditat; 2nd, Don: Non
Mottoes

—

deerit alter aureus.

Don (Bailie of Kelso,

1672).
Vert on a fess ar. three mascles
Crest
^A pomegranate
within a bordure of the second.
Non deerit alter aureus.
ppr. Motto
(General Geobge Don, Lieut.-Governor of Jersey, 1810).
Vert on a fess. ar. betw. three crescents or, as many mascles
sa.

—

—

Don
sa.

Crest

—A

crescent gu.

gu-

Domenichetti

pomegranate slipped ppr. charged with a
Motto Non deerit alter aureus.
Az. a unicorn ramp. ar. betw.

—

Don (Alderman of London).
ten crosses crosslet

or.

Don, Donn, or Doon.

Az. a wolf saliant ar.

—

Crest

Out of a ducal coronet a mount, and thereon a stag standing
at gaze all ppr.

Donald

(Conheath, co. Dumfries). Or, an eagle displ. gu.
armed and membered sa. charged on the breast with a star
ar. betw. two cross crosslets fitchde in chief and a crescent
Crest
A garb ppr. Motto—Fac et
in base of the third.

—

spera.

in fesse or.

Paly of four ar. and vert on a chief gu. a
first.

Dominick (Great Marlow,

co. Bucks ; granted 1720).
Vert
three ohev. erm. in chief a naval crown betw. two lions'
heads erased or. Crest A stag sejant or, attired gu. gorged
with a naval crown of the last, reposing his dexter foot on an

—

antique shield vert.

Dom'vlle

(Broxton, co. Chester, temp. William I.; Oxton
and Brynsheath, temp. Henry III.
and Lymme, temp.
Edward HI., aU in same co.). Az. a Uon ramp. ar. collared
;

gu.

Domvile

four, 1st, az. a Uon

—

three martlets of the flrat, in
chief a leopard's face betw. two mullets of the second.
Dolsey. Gu. on a chev. ar. three mullets of the field, on a
chief az. a star betw. two leopards' faces or.
Dolton. Sa. a cross engr. erm.
Dolynge. Per fesse dancettee ar. and az. a feBse dancettee
counterchanged.
Domell (CO. Wilts). Ar. a bend dancettee and fesse gu.
Domell or Doynell (co. Wilts). Ar. a fesse dancettee

Domett.

of his father, and was created a bart. 1815. In 1816, Betham,
then Deputy Ulster, gave and ratified the following arms,
&c., to Sir Compton Domvile and his descendants, in conBideratioH of his descent from Anne, dau. of Sir Charles
Compton, brother of James, third Earl of Northampton, and
of his having succeeded to the Santry estates, under the will
of Henry Barrt, last Lord Santry). Quarterly, indented of

Don

(another, or).

Dolseley.
Dolseley.

D ON

Santry, co. Dublin, obtained a royal licence, 1814, confirming
his assumed surname to himself and the other descendants

Donaldson

(Hilton).
Or, a two-headed eagle displ. sa.
surmounted of a lymphad of the second, flagged of the
hand couped also of the third,
chief
sinister
a
dexter
third, in
and in the fess point a mullet of the field. Motto—Si Deus
vobiscum quis contra nos.
Donaldson (Auchmull, co. Aberdeen). Or, a two-headed
eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. surmounted of a
lymphad of the second, flagged of the third, in dexter chief a
sinister hand couped also of the third, all within a bordure
Sub cruce
of the last. Crest— A passion cross gu. Motto

—

lux.

(Templeogue, co. Dublin, bart., extinct 1768

;

Sir

Thomas Domvile, grandson of Gilbert Domville, Clerh. of
the Hanaper and M.P. for Kildare, 1613, who was son of
Domville of Lymme, was created a bart., 1686).
Same
Arms. Crest — Two lion's gambs erased and embowed ar.
Dom'vile (Santry, bart.; Charles Pocklington, son of
Christopher Pocklington, Esq., of Stanton, co. Hunts, by
Elizabeth Domvile, his wife, sister of Sir Compton Domvile, second and last ban. of Templeogue, assumed the name
of Domvile; his eldest son, Compton Domvile, Esq., of
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of Guild of Brechin, 1672). Ar.alymphad
with oars in action sa. within a bordure wavy az. Crest
The rudder of a ship ppr. il/o«o— Stire steddie.

Donaldson (Dean

—

(Physician, Paris, 1C80). Or, a lymphad sa.
flagged gu. surmounted of a two-headed eagle displ. ppr., a
bordure az. charged with eight pills or. Crest Within two
adders disposed orleways a cock crowing ppr. Motto—Tni

Donaldson

—

denter vigilo.

Donaldson (Kinnairdic,

Scotland, 1736). Or, a two-headed
eagle displ. sa, beaked and membered gu. surmoimted of a.

AA

SOH

—

—

charged with eight quatrefoils ar.

Crett

—A

garb vert.

Jlfotto^NuUi inimicus ero.
Donaldson (London, 1748). Or, a two-headed eagle displ.
sa. beaked and membered gu. surmounted of a lymphad of
the second, flagged of the third, in dexter chief a sinister
hand couped also of the third, and in sinister chief a salmon
A hand holding a dagger ppr. Motto Aut
ppr. Crest
pax aut helium.
Donaldson (Edinburgh, 1780). Or, a two-headed eagle
displ. ppr. beaked and membered gu. surmounted of a
lymphad sa. flagged of the third, in dexter chief a sinister
hand couped also of the third, a bordure engr. az. Crest
A dexter hand holding a dagger erect ppr. hilted and pom-

—

—

—

or.

Motto

— Promptus.

Donaldson

(Major Alex. Donaldson, 76th Foot, 1780). As
the last, with an escallop sa. in sinister chief. Crest
dexter arm vambraced couped at the shoulder brandishing
In omnia promptus.
a sword all ppr. Motto
Donaldson (Bannachra, co. Dumbarton, 1766). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a two-headed eagle displ. sa. beaked and
membered gu. surmounted of a lymphad ef the second,
flagged of the third, in dexter chief a sinister hand couped of
the last; 2nd and 3rd, gu. two arrows in saltire ar. surmounted of a feas chequy of the second and first, for MacACLAT, all within a bordure az. charged with eight buckles
or.
Crett
A dexter hand holding a dagger ppr. Motto
Aut pax aut helium.

—

—

—

—

Donaldson

(granted, 1853, to Edward Matthews, Esq., of
Fitz William Place, Dublin, afterwards Douglas, Isle of Man,

on

his assuming, by royal licence, the surname of Donaldson in lieu of Matthews). Or, an eagle displ. with two
heads gu. surmounted by a lymphad sa. Crest An eagle's
head erased gu. Motto My hope is constant.

—

—

Donaldson-Hudson.
Donand, or Donant.

DON
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Ijmphad of the second, flagg^ed of the third, in dexter chief a
Crest
A dexter hand
sinister hand couped of the last.
Aut pax aut helium.
holding a sword ppr. Motto
Donaldson (Scotland, 1680). Or, a lymphad flagged gu.
surmounted of an eagle displ. with two heads ppr. in base
unde a dolphin naiant also ppr. all within a bordure az.

meled

A

See Hudson.
Sa a fesse dancett^e or, in chief

—

three fleurs-de-lis of the last. Crest A savage statant,
wreathed about the middle with leaves ppr.
Vert on a chief erm. a label of five points gu.
Doncastell (Willhouse, co. Berks). Az. a fireball or, on
fire ppr.
Crett A buck's head couped or, vulned in the
neck gu.
Doncaster (William de Doncasteb, Mayor of Chester,
1316-1318).
Ar. a castle triple-towered gu., sometimes
depicted with a court yard ar. a keep in chief, a gateway in
base, and walls at the flanches, with five towers at the

Donay.

—

various corners of the building.
Gu. two bars ar. and on a canton of the
second the barbican of a castle with two towers sa.

Doncaster.

Doncaster, Boroug-h and Corporation of (co. York).
Gu. the barbican of a castle, having loopholes, gate, and
portcullis, with two pointed side towers, on each of the latter
a pennon waving ar. and ensigned on the centre of the battlement by a royal coronet or. Crest A lion or, sejant upon
a cushion erm. holding in its forcpaws the staff of a banner
ar., the flag az. fringed and tassclled gold, charged with a
castle as in the arms (but without the crown) skirted by a
river ppr. and thereon the capital letters DON, sa. Motto
Son comfort et liesse His comfort and joy.
Doncaster (co. Berks). Gu. a castle or.
Doncaster. Or, six lions ramp. sa. three, two, and

—

—

;

one.

slave tied ppr.

Creit

— A lion ramp.

Motto—Omni

Tiolentia

major.

Donelan

(Sylane, co. Galway).

Same Armt,

Orttt,

and

Motto.

Donemare.

Ar. a crescent betw. ten billets or, four, three,

two, and one.

Doneraile, Viscount.

Doneton.
Donett.

See St. Leoeb.
Ar. three crosses moline gu.
Ar. three pairs of barnacles gu. tied or (another^

tied of the first).

Doney.
Dong'an

Vert a chief erm.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. three lions pass, in pale
holding betw. their forepaws a helmet ppr. quartering
az. six bezants, three, two, and one, on a chief or, a demi
lion ramp. gu.
Oest A lion pass, resting the dexter paw
on a helmet or.
Dongran. See Donoan.
Donliam (Kirtlington, co. Notts ; Sir John Donham, Ent.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Az. on a chief indented or, a label gu.
Az. a chief indented or.
(co. York).
Donhault (cos. Northampton and Oxford ; granted 1600),
Or, a bend az.
Crest
A cherub or.
Donhead. Ar. a Uon ramp. gu. a bordure gobonated and
engr. of the last and az. (another, a bordure engr. gu.).
Doninge. Paly of eight or and vert a lion ramp. sa.
Doning'ton, or Donyngrton (co. York). Paly of six ar.
and vert on a chief gu. three mascles of the first (another,
or,

—

Donham

—

bezants).

Donithom

Gu. a chev. or, betw. thre»
(co. Cornwall).
martlets ar. Crest— A swan with wings endorsed naiant
in a lake ppr.
Donket. Gu. ten martlets, four, three, two, and one, ar.
(Ripon). Gu. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils in
chief and a bugle in base ar. Crest
In the sea a ship in
distress ppr. Motto
Disce pati.
Donkin. Ar. a cross crosslet sa. a chief gu. Crest
leopard couchant ppr.
(the late Gen. Sir Rufane Shawe Donkin, K.C.B.,
Arms same as Dcncan
<fcc. (fcc. of Caversham, co. Oxford).
of Scotland, with a chief embattled of augmentation, charged
with an elephant and on a canton a representation of one of
Sir Rufane's medals.
Motto -Tu meliora spera.
Donnar. Az. a crescent betw. nine billets ar. three, three,
and three.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour
ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand ppr. a truncheon

Donkin

—

—

Donkin

—

ar.

Donne

Crest— A wolfs

Az. a wolf saliant or.

(Mattishall.)

head erased

Donne

or.

(granted 1605).

Az. a wolf saliant

ar.,

a chief of tho

last.

Donne.

Az. a unicorn couchant ar. armed

or,

betw. tea

crosses crosslet of the third.

Donne, or Doune (Doune-Raph,
m. Ledbid and Holcomb).

heiresses

on a

and BridguU,

co.

Devon;

Paly of six ar. and az.

fesse gu. three mullets or.

Donnell.
Donnell.

See O'Donnell and McDonnell.
Ar. two lions respecting each other sa. supporting a sinister hand gu. betw. three mullets of the
second.
Donnell (Reg. Ulster's Office) Ar. on a bend sa. three
pheons of the field.
Donnellan (Ireland). Ar. a fesse betw. three stags' heads
cabosscd gu. Crest
A greyhound sejant ar.
Donnelly, or Donelly (Ireland). Sa. three fleurs-de-lis

—

Crest

ar.

— A church and spire ppr.

Donnelly

(Bally Donnelly, co. Tyrone, an old Milesian
of the Une of O'Neill, of Ulster; arms confirmed
Thomas Donnelly, Esq., Capt. H.E.I.C.S., son of

family,

Done (Utkinton,

co. Chester; Hereditary Forester of Delamere, co. Chester). Az. two bars ar. over all on a bend gu.
three arrows of the second.
Crests
1st: A buck's head
couped at the shoulders ppr. ; 2nd Two sheaves of arrows
In saltire or, bound together gu. Crest, granted 1601
horse sa. garni.shed or.
Another Crest— \ bugle horn sa.
garnisheil ar. stringed vert.
Motto Omnia mei dona Dei.
Supporters
On an ancient seal, in the Visitation of 1580,
two lions guard.; subsequently two hounds ar.
Done (Klaxyards, Duddon, and Oulton, co. Chester; the
Oulton branch represented in the female line by Sir Philip
Eoekton, M.P.). Same Arms.
Done. Vort three fishes hauricnt sa.
Donegal, Marquess of. Sec Cricbesteb.
Donelan. Ar. throe ducul crowns gu. Crest A lion's paw
erased, holding a Bcc|itr<' in jiale ppr.
Donelan, alias Donalon (Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar.
an oak tree i;radicated vert. Cretl On a mound vert a
demi lion ramp. or.
Donelan (Hillswood, co. Galway). Ar. a tree, thereto a

—

:

—

—

—

—

—
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to

John Donnelly,

Esq., of

Blackwater Town,

co.

Armagh).

Ar. two lions ramp, combatant, supporting a dexter hand
couped appaumee betw. three mullets, two and one gu.
pierced of the field, in base the sea, therein a salmon
naiant ppr.
Crest
A naked arm embowed grasping a
straight sword ppr. hilt and pommel or, encircled with n

—

pointed

Irish

crown of the

last.

—Lamb

Motto

dearg

eiren.

Donnelly

(William Donnelly,

Esq., C.B., LL.D., late

Kogistrar-General, Ireland). Same as last.
Bendy sinister or and vert, a lion ramp. sa.

Donning.

Donningrton, or Doning'ton.

Paly of six ar. and az.

on a chief gu. three bezants.

Donnison.

Quarterly, 1st, gu. a sinister hand fesseways
'ind, az. a lion
coujied, holding a cross crosslet fltchec ar.
ramp, ar.; .'ird, az. a galley ar.; 4tli, sa. a fish ar.
Donnithorne (Cuhie Lodge, Twickenham, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three Cornish choughs close ppr.
;

Crest

—A Cornish chough, as

in the arms.

;

DON
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Donnton

(Bogeb Donnton, Clerk of the Pipe in Ireland
Fun. Ent. of Phiupp-, his wife, d. 26 Nov. 1609). Ar.
points meeting in base sa. on each a goat's head
piles,
three
erased of the first homed or, quartering ar. semee of cross
crosslets az. two organ pipes in saltire gu. garnished or.
Donnexir, or Donnard. Az. a crescent hetw. ten billets

Doran

Joax Doras, Ksq., of
that place, 1641). Per pale ar. and sa. a fess betw. two
boars connterpass. that in chief pass, to the sinister aQ
counterchanged, the fess charged with a mullet gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head erased ar. gutte*
de sang.
(granted, 1690, by Carney, Ulster, to Daniel Doran,
Esq.). Per pale erm. and sa. a boar pass, on a chief three
mullets, all counterchanged. Ci-est Out of a ducal coronet
or, a talbot's head gu.
Sa. a fesse dancettee or, the upper
(co. York).
points of the fesse flory of the last.
Dorborne (Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, on a fess pi. three
bears' heads couped of the first muzzled sa.
Dorchester, Baron. See Cableton.
Dorchester. Or, six lions ramp. sa. three, two, and one.
Dorchester,
of (co. Dorset). Gu. on a rock ppr.
a castle triple-towered ar. masoned sa. surmounted by aa
escutcheon of the arms of England and France, quarterly:
on a very ancient seal of the corporation they are represented to be gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale. Legend
Commuaitates Burgi de Dorcestrise; on the reverse the bust
of a man, couped at the neck, regally crowned. Legeni
Caput Domini Edvardi Regis Angliee.
Dore, alias
(Burton and Dore, co. Hereford).
Per pale az. and gu. three bees or.
Dore (Wroughton, co. Wilts granted 1765). Per pale ar. and
gu. a bezant betw. three lions ramp. or. Crest
On a mural
crown ar. an eagle rising purp. beaked and membered or,
holding in the beak an antique shield, thereon the ancient
arms of Dore, viz., per pale az. and gu. three bees or.
Dore. Same Arms as Door. Crest Betw. the horns of a
crescent ar. a cross pattee or.
Doreland, or Dryland. Gu. guttee d'eau a fesse
nebulee ar.
Dorien, or Dorrien. Ar. a bendlet in chief and another
in base az. surmounted by a saltire gu.
Crest
A demi
savage holding over the dexter shoulder a banner.
Dorksey (co. Salop). Ar. a lion ramp. az. oppressed with
a bend gobonated or and gu.
Dorman. Az. three leopards' faces ar. Crest A lion's
paw holding a tilting spear.
Dorman. Az. two bars ar. on a lozenge in fesse sa. a lion's
head erased or.
(co. Surrey).
Ar. a chev. gu. in chief two parrots
respectant vert collared or, in base a hurt.
(Baron Dormer). Az. ten billets, four, three, two,
and one, or, on a chief of the second a demi lion ramp,
A falconer's right-hand glove fessewise
issuant sa. Crest
ar. thereon perched a falcon, wings inverted also ar. belled
and beaked or. Supporters Two falcons, wings inverted
Motto Cio che Dio
ar. legged and beaked or, belled gu.
vuole io voglio.
Bucks,
bart.,
extinct 1726, de(Lee Grange, co.
scended from Peter Dormer, younger brother of Sir WrLuam Dormer, ancestor of the Lords Dormer). Same Arms,

—

or.

Doran

(Fun. Ent. of Wiluam Donnolan, whose wife
was Jane, dau. of Balph Golbobnk, of Chriselton, co.
Chester, d. in Ireland, 30 Oct. 1624). Ar. on a tree eradicated
ppr. a martlet sa. in a crescent of the field for difT. impaling

Dorand

Donnolan

GOLBORNE.
See McDonocgh.
Donoug'liiuore, Earl of. See Hctchinson.

Bonoug'h.

Donovan.

See O'Donovan.
(Ballymore, co. Wexford, a branch of the Clan
Loughlin Sept of O'Donovan, co. Cork; represented by
BiCBABD Donovan, Esq., of Ballymore, D.L.). Ar. issuing
from the sinister side of the shield a cubit dexter arm
vested gu. cuffed of the first, the hand grasping an old
Irish sword, the blade entwined with a serpent all ppr.
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a falcon alighting

Donovan

—

—

wings and tail sa. Mottoes Adjuvante Deo in
and Vir super hostem; the latter a translation
of the slogan or war cry of the Sept, Giolla ar a-namhuid
ar. tips of

hostes,

a-bu.

Donovan

(Framfield Place, co. Sussex). Ar. an arm lying
fesswise, couped at the elbow and holding a sword erect, enA falcon,
twined round the blade a serpent all ppr. Crest
wings displ. ppr. itfotto^Adjuvante Deo in hostes.
(granted to Sir Henet Donovan, Knt., of Tralee,
Ar. issuing from the sinister side of the shield
CO. Kerry).

—

Donovan

a dexter cubit arm vested gu. cuffed az. the hand grasping
an old Irish sword, the blade entwined with a serpent all ppr.
in the dexter chief point a cross crosslet fitchee of the
second. Crest A falcon alighting ppr. in the beak a cross
Motto Adjuvante Deo in hostes.
crosslet fitchee g:u.
Donsell (co. Devon). Gu. a bend ar. a mullet or.
Donsell. Gu. a bend ar. betw. three (another, four) crosiers

—

—

or.

Donstable.
Donstable.

Donwike.

a tilting spear

Doninige

Ar. a chev. betw. three door staples sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops az.
Crest
A dexter hand holding

—

Or, a chev. sa.
all

ppr.

Henry VII.). Bendy of six, or
vert, over all a lion ramp. sa.
(from the gravestone at St. Mary's Church, Oxford, of
John Doo, Bedel to the University. Visit. 1574. J. Doo,
Bedel of the Faculty of the Law, son of William and
Habgabet Doo, of Fineham, co. Norfolk, d. 7 Nov. 1537.
Wood's Fausti). Gu. a bedel's staff ar. betw. three does' heads
erased or.
Doobel (Faurmour, co. Sussex ; granted 1695). Sa. a doe
pass. betw. three bells ar.
Doods. Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed
(Chichester, temp.

and

Doo

sa.

Doolan

(Ireland.
See Cope, of Lougheill).
Ar. three
two pellets in fess. Crest On a
chapeau az. turned up erm. a crescent or, therefrom issuant
a trefoil slipped vert.
Door (cos. Cornwall and Devon). Per pale gu. and az. three
stag-beetles, wings extended, or.
Crest
A demi tiger az.
crined and tufted or, holding betw. the feet an escallop

—

crescents in pale az. betw.

—

gold.

Dopprng:.

Or, three piles in point sa. in base as many
mullets gu. Crest
dove volant az. Another Crest A demi
eagle displ. sa.

—

—A

Doppin^

(Anthont Doppino, Clerk of the Common Pleas,
Feodary of the Province of Leinster, and Examiner of the
Court of Wards under the Archbishop of Dublin, only son
of John Doppino, Esq., of Frampton-upon-Chener, co.
Gloucester, d. in his house in Bride Street, Dublin, 8 July,
1649. ¥xm. Ent. of his dau. Jane, wife of Thomas Towees,
Esq., of Corballis, d. 22 July, 1658). Gu. a chev. erm. in
base a plate, a chief chequy ar. and of the field.

Dopping:

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

—A

chequy

Same Armt, the

ar. and az.
Crest
talbot's
collared gu. studded and chained or.

chief

head couped

ar.

(Lotown, co. Westmeath, Eeg. Ulster's Office,
descended from the marriage of the Bight Hon. John
Dopping, M.P., with Jane, dau. of Thomas Jones, Archbishop of Dublin).
Same Arms. Ciest A talbot's head
gu. eared ar. collared ani chained or.

—

Dopping-Hepenstal.

Doran

See Hepenstal.

(Ireland). Per pale sa. and ar. a boar pass, counterchanged, on a chief az. three mullets of the second. Crest
Oat of a ducal coronet or, a lion's bead ppr.

—
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—

Town

—

—

Mabbe

—

;

—

—

—

Dormay
Dormer

—

—

—

Dormer
&c.

Dormer

Dormer
Crest

Mayor

(Lord

a crescent for

of London, 1541).

Same Arms, Ac,

diff.

(Ascot, co. Bucks).

Same Arm^ and

Crest.

Another

—A fox pass. ppr. betw. two wings endorsed ar.

Dormer

Az. ten billets or, four,
(Wing, co. Rutland).
three, two, and one, on a chief of the second three martlets
of the first.
(West Wycomb). Az. six billets or, three, two, and
one, on a chief of the last three martlets sa.
(New Boss and Camlin, co. Wexford. Beg. Fed.
Ulster's Office, tevip. Charles I.). Az. ten billets, four, three,
two, and one or, on a chief of the second a lion ramp, of the

Dormer
Dormer
first.

Dormer
Dormot.
lis

(Beg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms, field gu.
Gu. a fesse dancettee and in chief three fleurs-de-

ar.

Dom

(London).

many

Ar. two bars

eagles' heads erased ppr.

wavy gu. on a
Crest

chief purp. as

—A stag's head erased

ppr.

Domey.
base a

Dopping'

BOS.

(Doransland, oo. Wexford;

Domford.
Two

Quarterly, or and gu. in chief two cinquefoils, in

trefoil slipped, all

Domford

(co.

counterchanged.
Sa. a ram's head ar. armed or.

Cornwall).

Gu. a lion ramp, chequy or and

az.

Crest

—

battle axes in saltire endorsed ppr.
Gu. a cross ar. over all a label of five points or.

Domhay.

Dorre, alias Chobbe

(quartered by Dormer). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three chub fish naiant ar. three shovellers sa. OB
a chief dancettee of the second three escallops of the first.
DorrelL Gu. a fesse betw. three bulls' heads couped or.
Dorrely. Ax. a chev. betw. three mullets of six points in

—
;
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one and two, and in base a hedgehog pass,

chief,

Crest — A
Dorrien

all or.

mullet, as in the arms.
(Thomas Dobbien, Esq.,

Haresfoot, co. Herts).
A». issuant from a mount in base three trefoils vert, in chief
cubit arm erect
a ring gu. genuned of the first. Crest
ppr. holding in the hand a trefoil slipped vert.
Dorrien (Smith- Dobbien; exemplified to Robebt Algebnon'
Smith, Esq., of Haresfoot, co. Herts, upon his assuming by
royal licence, 1845, the additional surname of Dobbien).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. issuant from a mount in base
three trefoils vert, in chief a ring gu. gem ar., for Dobbien ;
2nd and 3rd, or, a chev. cottised sa. betw. three demi griffins
couped of the last, the two in chief respecting each other,
Issuant from the battle1st, Dobbien
for Smith. Crests
ments of a tower ar. a dexter arm erect ppr. holding three
trefoils, as in the arms; 2nd, Smith: An elephant's head

—A

—

erased

Motto

or,

:

charged on the neck with three

—Preignes

Dorringrton
sister of Sir

Paly of six

fleurs-de-lis sa.

haleine tire fort.

(Sir

Edwabd Dobkington,

Knt., ire. Mabt,
bart. of Coleraine).

Tbistram Bebesfobd, first
and vert, on a chief gu. three bezants.
Per pale erm. and ermines
(co. Gloucester).

on a chief or, a

lion pass.

Dorsedly. Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Dorseley. Or, three bars vert a lion ramp gu.
Dorset, Duke of. See Sackville.
Dorset. Sa. three mullets or, a chief ar.
Dorstell.

a chev. sa. betw. three triple-towers gu.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three escallops gu. a fleur-

Or,

Dorthorp.
de-lis or.

Dorthorpe.

Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops gu.
(Wich, co. Worcester). Ar. a chev. gu. fretty or,
betw. three roses of the second, barbed, stalked, and leaved
vert.
Crest
A stork's head erased ar. betw. two wings ex-

Dotchen

—

panded

sa.

Dotson

(Heye, co. Cornwall).

two Cornish choughs ppr.

Ar. a bend engr. az. betw.
A dexter arm in armour

Crest

—

ppr. garnished or, holding a scourge with four lashes sa.
handle garnished, and the lashes ended with spur-rowels
gold.

Dottin.

Gu. three horses' heads erased or.
(Bugle Hall, co. Hants; descended from Wiluam
Dottin, Esq., of Grenada Hall, Barbadoes, Member of the
A.ssembly and Council of the Island, 1688). Pean, two lions
Orest
A doe trippant ppr.
pass, in pale per pale or and ar.
charged on the body with three torteaux in fesse.
Dotton. Sa. (another, az.) a cross engr. erm.
Doubleday (co. Middlesex; granted 5 March, 1640). Per
fesse indented or and az. two mullets pierced counterchanged. Crest An arm in armour or, resting the gauntlet
on a shield az. thereon a mullet pierced gold.
Doubler (co. Chester). Az. a cross double parted ar.
Doublet (Holland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three cronels
of tilting spears ar. 2nd and 3rd, gu. three battle axes
placed transversely ar. handles brown.
Doublet. Or, a chev. couched az.
Doug'al (Scotland). Ar. a mountain vert. Crest— A. bull's
head cabossed ppr.
Doug'al (Glenfcrness, co. Nairn). Ar. a mountain vert, on a
chief gu. a cross moline of the field betw. two lozenges vair.
Crest
A bull's head cabossed ppr. Motto—Stand fast.
Doug'al (Calcutta, 1842). Same Arms, within a bordure erm.
Same Crest and Motto.
Dougal (Glenferness; registered to Lieut.-Col. Richard
Bonet, Adjutant at Jersey, on his assuming by royal licence,
12 June, 1871, the surname and arms of Dodgal, known as

Dottin

—

—

;

—

" Doogal of Ratho

Same, as before.
Ar. a mountain vert on a
chief az. a fleur-de-lis betw. two acorns or. C>-est A lion's
head erased ppr. gorged with an antique crown or. Motto
Above the crest: Auxilio Dei; below the sliield: Stand

Dougall

").

^Scotscraig, co. Fife).

—

—

fast.

Doughty
Dohtiy).

Surrey, descended from a Saxon family of
Ar. two bars betw. three stars of six points

(co.

pierced sa.

Doughty

(Snarford Hall and Boston, co. Lincoln, and
Esher, co. Surrey). Ar. two bars betw. three mullets of
lix poinb) sa. pierced or.
Cre'l
A cubit arm erect, vested
per pale crenellec or and ar. cuffed gold, holding in the hand
ppr. a mullet, as in the arms.
(Thcljcrton Hall, co. Suffolk, originally of Louth,
CO. Lincoln).
Ar. two bars betw. as many mullets sa.
pierced or. Crest— A mullet sa. Motto
Palma, non sine
puivere.

—

Doughty

—

Doughty

(Hanworth, co. Norfolk).

Or, on a cross patonce

ga. B bezant.

Douvhty-Tiohborne.
294

See Tichborkb, Bart.

(William,

first

Earl of DougUu, and nephew of

''
Good Sir James," who was slain in Andalusia, on his way
to Palestine with the heart of Robert Bruce).
Ar. a man's
heart gu. on a chief az. three stars of the first.

Douglas

and second Earls of Douglas, who were also
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and
a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or, for
(first

Earls of Mar).
3rd, az.

Mab.

Douglas

(Abchibald, third Earl of Douglas, natural son of
James "). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Docglas, as
above; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, for the
lordship of Galloway; en surtout, az. three stars or, for
Mdbbat of Bothwell. Suppoiiers Two savages ppr.
Douglas (Archibald, fifth Earl of Douglas and second Duke

" Good

Sir

—

of Touraine,

who

fell

fleurs-de-lis or, for

az.

a

lion

ramp.

at Verneuil).

Quarterly,

and chief gu.,

three

1st, az.

France 2nd, Dodglas, as the
crowned or, for Galloway
;

ar.

;

last

;

3rd,

4th, ar.

a

Annandale.
Douglas (James, ninth and last Earl of Douglas). Quarterly,
1st, Douglas, as above
2nd, sa. fretty or, for the Lordship
of Laitderdale; 3rd, az. three stars or, for Mubbay, of
Bothwell; 4th, or, six piles gu. for Brechin; en surtout, az.
a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, for Galloway.
Crest— A. wolf
sejant ppr.
Supporters— Two savages with clubs in their
exterior hands ppr,
Douglas (Abchibald, third son of the seventh Earl of
Douglas, Earl of Moray, by marriage with the Countess
Maby Ddnbab). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three cushions
pendent within a double tressure flory counterflory gu., for
Mobay; 2nd and 3rd, erm. aman'sheart gu. in chief az. three
mullets ar., for Douglas. Crest
A peacock's head issuing
from a tower ppr.
Supporters Two savages with clubs in
their exterior hands ppr.
Douglas (Drumlanrig, co. Dumfries, now Marquis of Queensberry: descended from Sir William, natural son of James,
second Earl of Douglas and Mar, 1633 Earl, 1682 Marquis,
and 1684 Duke of Queensberry ; the dukedom, in virtue of a.
new patent of 1706, went, in 1810, to the Duke of Buccleuchy
as heir of line).
Original Arms: Quarterly, 1st and 4tlv
Douglas; 2nd and 3rd, Mar, all within a bordure engr. gu(About 1542, the heart in the Douglas coat is ensigned with
an open crown gu., this being the earliest appearance of the
crown in the insignia of any of the Douglas family). Armt
borne by the first marquis in virtue of a royal warrant
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a man's heart gu. ensigned with,
an imperial crown ppr. on a chief az. three stars of the field;
2nd and 3rd, Mab, all within a bordure or, charged with a
saltire

ar.

Dorringrton

Douglas

DOTT

for

;

—

—

—

double tressure flory counterflory gu. Crest
A heart gu.
winged and ensigned with an imperial crown or. Motto
Forward. Supporters Two pegasi ar. winged or.
Douglas (Earl of March. The first earl was second son of
the third Duke of Queensberry, the third earl became fourth
Duke of Queens bei-ry). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, the quartered
coat of Queensberry 2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar.
within a bordure of the last, charged with eight roses of the
first.
Crest and Motto, as Duke of Quemsberry.
Supjiorters
—Dexter, a pegasus ar. winged or; sinister, a lion ar.
Douglas (Kellhead, co. Dumfries, bart. 1668. The sixth
bart. succeeded to the Marquisate of Queensberry in 1810).
Quarterly, Douglas and Mar, all within a bordure engr.
gu. charged with eight bezants. Cre.it A man's heart ppr.
powdered with bezants and crowned and winged or.
Motto
Forward.
Douglas (Cavers, co. Roxburgh ; first of the line, a natural
Ar. a
son of James, second Earl of Douglas and Mat).
man's heart gu. on a chief az. three stars ar. within a bordure of the third. Crest A dexter hand holding a broken
lance in bend ppr. Motto^Do or die.
Douglas (Friarshaw and Springwood Park, co. Roxburgh,
the third bart. m. the heiress of Scott, of Bdbart., 1786
ford, and the family now take the name of Scott before
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a man's heart gu.
Douglas).
imperially crowned or, on a chief az. three mullets or, a
bordure nebuly of the fourth 2nd and 3rd, or, on a bend az.
a star of six points betw. two crescents of the first, in dexter
1st, Douglas: A dexter
chief aaword in pale ppr. Crests
hand holding a broken lance in bend ppr.; 2nd, Scott: A
Do or die
Mottoes
1st, Douglas
lion's head erased ppr.
2nd, Scott Pro patria.
Douglas (James Douglas, Lieut.-Col., Scots Foot Guards,
1696).
1st and 4th, Douglas; 2nd and 3rd, Mar; in the
centre a crescent chequy, and all within a bordure compony
A man's heart gu. crowned and winged
gu. and ar. Crest
Jl/o(/o^Forward.
or, charged with a crescent chequy.
Douglas (Earl of Angus, 1339; the first earl, son of
William, first Earl of Douglat, by Margaret Stewart,
CounUu of Angui and Mar; Marquit of Dougla* IWS.

—

—
;

—

—

—

;

;

—
—

:

—

:

A

;
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Dukedom

expired in 1761, when the
Marquisate went to the Duke of Hamilton, descended from
Lord William Dodglas, created Duke of Hamilton for life, and
Annb, Duchess of Hamilton). As borne by Archibald " BellQuarterly, 1st, ar. a lion ramp,
the-cat," fifth Earl of Angus
gu., for Angus; 2nd, or, a lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a
ribbon sa., for Abebnetht 3rd, erm. three chrevonels gu.,

jyuke of Douglas, 1703;

—

;

LiDDESDALE 4th, sa. fretty or, for LAUDERDALE; ensura man's heart gu. on a chief az. three stars of the
Crest
A peacock's head ppr. Supfor Douglas.
iirst,
porters A lady leaning against a tree ppr. and a hart ppr.
gorged and chained or, the whole surmounted by a compartment representing a park enclosed by a wreathed fence
ppr. Arms recorded, 1672, for James, second Marquis of
Douglas Quarterly, 1st, az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or,
for Galloway; 2nd, or, a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a
ribbon sa., for Abebnetht; 3rd, ar. three piles gu. for
Bbecbin 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted by
a bend sa. charged with three buckles of the field, for
Stewart, of Bonkyl en surtout, ar. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial crown ppr. on a chief az. three stars
Crest
A salamander vert in
of the field, for Douglas.
flames and spouting fire. Supporters Standing on a compartment within a circle of timber stakes ppr., dexter, a
savage wreathed head and middle with laurel, holding a chib
for

;

tout, ar.

—

—

—
;

;

—

all

ppr.

;

sinister,

—

a stag ppr. attired with ten tynes or.

—

Motto Jamais arrifere. The first marquis was the first who
crowned the heart in the Douglas coat: his arms differed
from those of the second in as far as he bore on a, base ar. a
cross counter-embattled sa., for Auchinleck.
Douglas (£aron Douglas, 1790, son, according to the decision
of the House of Lords in the famous " Douglas Cause," of
the sister of the Duke of Douglas, second wife of Sir John
As recorded for the second
Stewart, of Grandtully).
Marquis of Douglas, with the addition that the Crest is
placed on a ducal coronet surmounted by a chapeau.
Dougrlas (Earl of Forfar, 1661-1715. The first earl was
grandson of the first Marquis of Douglas). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, a man's heart gu. imperially crowned ppr. 2nd
and 3rd, quarterly, 1st Gallowat, 2nd Abebnethy, 3rd
Brechin, 4th Stewart, of Bonkyl. Crest A salamander in
Supporters Dexter, a savage wreathed head
flames ppr.
and middle with laurel, holding in his dexter hand a club
erect, and having suspended from his neck by a chain of
sinister, a
gold, a man's heart imperially crowned all ppr.
hart ppr. attired or, with a collar az. charged with three
Btars ar., and suspended therefrom a man's heart ensigned
Extinctus orior
with an imperial crown all ppr. Mottoes
Jamais arriere.
Dongl3iS {Earl of Selkirk, 1688; descended from successive
younger sons of Lord William Douglas and Anne, Duchess
Quarterly, 1st grand quarter, Douglas with
of Hamilton).
the crown 2nd grand quarter, counterquartered, 1st Galloway, 2nd Abebnetht, 3rd Bbechin, 4th Stewabt, of
Bonkyl; 3rd grand quarter, counterquartered, 1st and 4th,
gu. three cinquefoils erm., for Hamilton, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
lymphad, sails furled sa. flagged gu., for Abban; 4th grand
quarter, gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure of the second,
charged with eight roses of the first, for Dunbar.
Crest
On a chapeau a salamander in flames ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a savage wreathed head and middle with laurel,
and brandishing a club in his dexter hand all ppr. sinister,
an antelope ducally gorged and chained ppr. Afo^o— Jamais
;

—

—

;

—

;

—
—

;

arrifere.

Dougrlas

{Earl of Dumbarton, 1675 first earl a younger son
of the first Marquis of Douglas; title extinct at the death of the
earl).
second
Quarterly, 1st, Galloway; 2nd, Abebnethy;
;

Bbechin;

Stewart, of Bonkyl; en surtout, Douglas,
all within a bordure, quarterly az. and gu., the first charged
with three fleurs-de-lis and the last with three lions pass.
guard, or. Crest
A peacock ppr. Supporters Dexter, a
savage wreathed head and middle with laurel, carrying over
his shoulder a club ppr.; sinister, a hart ppr. attired or.

3rd,

4th,

—

—

Doug-las

(Glenbervie, co.
Kincardine;
William
Sir
Douglas, second son of the fifth Earl of Angus, m. Elizabeth
Adcbinleck, heiress of Glenbervie; their son, becoming
ninth Earl of Angus, Glenbervie was settled on his youncer
son, who was made a bart. in 1625; the last bart. d. 1812,
and his nephew and heir of Une, a Mackenzie, took ',he
designation of Douglas of Glenbervie, and was made a bart.
1831).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Douglas 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
cross counterembattled sa., for Auchinleck.
Douglas (Bridgeford; from third son of ninth Earl of
Angus).
Quarterly, as the second Marquis of Douglas,
within a bordure indented or. Crest
A dexter hand grasping a sword erect ppr. Motto
Petit ardua virtus.
Douglas (Wbiteriggs; from half-brother of the ninth Earl of
;

—
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Angus). Quarterly, as the second Marquis of Douglas, within a bordure ar. charged with eight holly leaves vert. Crest
—-A demi savage holding in his right hand a club erected

ATo^o— Fortis

ppr.

et aequns.

Douglas

(Baron Glenbervie, Ireland extinct 1823 ; a cadet
of Whiteriggs). Ar. a heart gu. imperially crowned or, oa
a chief az. three mullets of the field.
Douglas (Cruixton, co. Forfar; represented by Gen. Sir
John Douglas, K.C.B.). As Whiteriggs, but the bordure
engr. Crest
A salamander vert in flames and spouting
out fire. Motto
Jamais arrifere.
;

—

—

Douglas (Garrallan,

Ayr; J. Dodglas Boswell, of GarAr. a heart imperiaUy crowned ppr.
betw. two buckles az. all within a bordure gu. on a chief of
the third three stars of the field. Crest A heart ppr. Motto
co.

rallan, heir of line).

—

—

Fortis et fidelis.

Douglas (Earl

of Morton, as borne by the first three earls,
descended from Sir James Douglas, of Dalkeith). Ar. on a
chief gu. two stars of the field.
Crest— K boar pass. betw.

—

Supporters Two savages ppr.
of Morton, Eegent of Scotland, of tho
Angus branch, and son-in-law of the third earl). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a man's heart gu.
on a chief az. three stars of the field. Crest A boar ppr. in
the cleft of an oak tree fructed vert, with a lock az. holding
the clefts of the tree together. Supporters Two savages
wreathed head and middle with laurel, each holding a club
downwards in his dexter hand. Motto Lock sicker.
Douglas (sixth and later Earls of Morton, of the Lochleven
branch). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a man's heart gu. on a
chief az. three stars of the field ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three piles
gu. on a chief of the last two stars of the first.
C)-est, Sup2iorters, and Motto, as the last.
Douglas (Longniddry, co. Haddington from a brother of
the first Earl of Morton). Ar. a lion's head erased gu. oa a
chief of the last a crescent betw. two stars of the first.
Douglas (Tihvhilly, co. Kincardine). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a man's heart imperially crowned gu. on a chief az.
three stars of the field 2nd, ar. three piles gu. on a chief of
the second two stars of the first; 3rd, ar. three mascles sa.
on a chief of the second as many lions pass, guard, of the
first, for Ogstoun.
Crest
A dexter hand issuing from a
cloud holding a sword erect ppr. Supporters Two savages
wreathed head and middle with oak, each with a club in his
exterior hand resting on his shoulder ppr.
3Iotto
God

two trees ppr.

Douglas (fourth Earl

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

for us.

Douglas

Quarterly, as the
(Inchmarlo, co. Kincardine).
bordure counter-compony or
Crest— A dexter hand appearing out of a bush
holding an oakleaf ppr. Motto Tandem fit surculus arbor.
Douglas (Morton, co. Dumfries, and Whittingham, 1772).
Ar. a cinquefoil sa. on a chief gu. two stars of the field.
Crest
A hand grasping a man's heart ppr. Jl/o ( 4 o—Sicker.
Douglas (Feancis Brown Douglas, 1860). Ar. a cinquefoil sa. within a bordure wavy erm. on a cliief gu. two st-ars
later Earls of Morion, within a

and

sa.

—

—

of the

field.

Crest

and Motto, as the

Douglas (Fingland,

last.

Dumfries, 1852). Ar. three piles gu.
on a chief of the second two stars of the first, a bordure erm.
Crest
charged with three cross crosslets fitch^e sa.
man's heart gu. imperially crowned betw. two wings or.
Motto Spero.
Douglas (Earnslaw). Ar. three piles gu. on a chief az. as
many stars of the first, a bordure vair. Crest A boat in
distress surrounded with clouds and stars shooting through
Durate.
the same all ppr. Motto
co.

—

—

—

—

Douglas

Quarterly, as sixth Earl
of Morton, within a bordure az. charged with eight buckles
Crest and Motto, as Earl of Morton.
Douglas (Mains, co. Dumbarton). Ar. a fess chequy gu.
(Kirkness, co. Kinross).

or.

first betw. three stars in chief az. and a man's
heart in base ppr. Crest— An oak tree ppr. Motto —Quae

and of the

serrata secura.
(Douglas-Support, co. Lanark as recorded 1832,
for Mrs. Catharine Douglas, wife of General Charles Pie).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a man's heart imperially crowned

Douglas

;

gu. on a chief az. three stars of the field 2nd and 3rd, a
chequy gu. and of the first betw. three stars in chief az.
and a man's heart in base ppr. over all in the middle chief
in an escutcheon ar. a woman trampling a snake under her
feet and supporting in her arms a child covered with laurel
An oak tree with a
Crest
ppr. all within a bordure erm.
lock hanging from one of the branches ppr. Jl/o«o— Quae
serrata secura.
Douglas (Douglas-Support; as recorded 1871, for D.
Campbell-Douglas). Quarterly, 1st, 2nd, and 4th, as the last,
without the escutcheon ; 3rd, comiter-quartered as Campbell,
of Blythewood, q.v. Crest and Motto, as the last.
;

fess

,

—

A

Dougrlas (JoHK DonoLAj, Albany
Arms as Mains, within a bordure
with eight crescents or.

Crest

—A

Herald,
enf^r.

Same

1780).
vert,

martlet sa.

charged

Motto—

Ar. a man's heart pierced

(Bads, co. Linlithgow).

by an arrow gu. on a chief

az. three stars of the field.

Motto

—-Sapientia et virtus.

(Cliftonhall). Erm. on a chief az. three stars ar. a
bordure gu. Crest A hand holding a heart ppr. ensigned
with a crescent or. Motto Meliora speranda.
Dougrlas (Pompherstoun, co. Linlithgow). Erm. on a fess
gu. two mullets ar. betw. two fillets compony ar. and az.
Doug'las (Robert Douglas, Bailie of Musselburgh, 1673).
Ar. a heart crowned gu. betw. three mullets az.
Doug'las (Col. Robert Douglas, C.B., 1829). Ar. a man's
heart ensigned with the crown of Robert Bruce gu., in chief
three stars az. all within a bordure embattled of the second.
A man's heart ppr. Motto Jamais arrifere.
Crest
Doug'las (Bruntwood, Cheshire). Ar. a man's heart gu. imperially crowned ppr. within a bordure az. charged with
three mullets of the first, on a chief sa. as many mascles or.
A man's heart imperially crowned ppr. and winged
Crest
Forward.
gu. Motto
Doug'las (Castle Douglas, co. Kircudbright, bart., extinct
Az.
on
a chev. or, betw. two lions counter ramp. ar.
1809).
baronially crowned of the second in chief, and in base a
lymphad with sails furled, also of the second, three mullets
of the field on a canton per pale of the second and third,
on the dexter side a human heart ensigned with a regal
crown, and on the sinister a thistle leaved and seeded

Dougrlas

—

—

—

—

—

all

—

ppr.

Doug'las (Ireland; Fun. Ent.of Mrs. Douglas, a(ias Stirling,
d. 18 April, 1664).

crescent for

Erm. on a

fess az. three mullets ar.

a

diff.

Dougrlas-Compton,

See Comptok, Marquess of North-

(Baron Penrhyn).

See Pennant.

—

a branch

;

pheon towards the dexter also ppr. a chief az.
thereon three mullets of the field.

fessewise, the

Doug'las (Monteath - Douglas

;

exemplified

in

1851

to

Thomas Monteath, upon his assuming, by royal
Quarterly,
the additional surname of Douglas).

Ist and 4th, quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a man's heart gu. ensigned with an imperial crown or, on a chief az. three mullets
of the field, a canton of the third for distinction, for Douglas,
of Douglas, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess chequy gu. and of the
first, in chief three mullets az. and in base a man's heart gu.,

Douglas, of Mains 2nd and 3rd, or, a bend chequy az.
and ar. a bordure gu. a chief embattled of the last, thereon
an Eastern crown of the third, the rim inscribed " Ghuznee "
in letters sa. betw. on the dexter, pendent by a ribbon per
pale vert and of the fourth, a representation of the badge of
the third class of the Dooranee Empire, and on the sinister,
pendent from a like ribbon, a representation of the gold
medal presented to him by the King of Affghanistan for his
services at the siege and capture of the fortress of Ghuznee,
23 July, 1839, for Monteath. Oes««— 1st, Douglas: On a
cbapeau turned up firm, a salamander in flames ppr. charged
on the shoulder with a cross crossletor, for distinction, with
the Motto over, Jamais arriere; 2nd: An oak tree fructed
with a lock hanging from one of the branches all ppr., with
the Motto, Quae serata secura 3rd, Monteath Out of an
Eastern crown or, the rim charged with three bombs fired,
an oak tree, the stem transfixed by a sword, pommel and
for

;

;

:

with the Motto, Viresco.
See Gbeslet.

hilt to the dexter all ppr.,

Douf^las-Gresley.

Douin.

See O'Dwin.
Douse (Fun. Ent. of Mart Douse, wife of Nicholas Ftow,
of Dublin, Merchant, buried 8 Oct. 1605). Per fess az. and
gu. on a fess dancettee ar. three mullets of the first, in chief
a stag's head cabossed, betw. the attires a pheon, and in base
a pheon betw. two escallops all of the third.
Douth'Waite. Or, on a fess betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu.
two others of the first. Cre»t On a rock ppr. a fleur-de-lis per
pale or and gu.
Dovant. Qu. a fesse dancettee three fleurs-de-lis in chief

—

ar.

vert.

Dove.

Az. a cross formee betw. four doves volant ar. beaked
and legged gu.
Dovedale. Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross recercelee gn.
fretty or.

Dover

(Boscomb Lodge, co. Hants). Erm. a cinquefoil sa.
on a canton vert a buglehom or, stringed of the second.
Crest
On a demi tower tripled-towered ar. a demi cockatrice, wings expanded vert.
Dover, or Do'wer (co. York). Erm. a cinquefoil pierced

—

ermines.

Dover Monastery

(co.

Sa. a cross ar. betw. four

Kent).

leopards' heads or.

Tcwn

Dover,

of

Sa. a cross ar. betw. four

(co. Kent).

leopards' heads or.

Doveton

(granted to Lieut. -Gen. Sir John Dovetok,
G.C.B.). Az. on a chev. or, betw. two doves in chief ar. and
an anchor erect in base of the second three roses gu. barbed
and seeded ppr. Crest A dove wings displ. supporting with
the dexter foot a staff with a pendant all ppr. SupportersDexter, a Sepoy of the Madras Light Cavalry
sinister, a
Sepoy of the Madras Light Infantry, both habited and
accoutred ppr. and standing at ease.
Dovey (Farmcot, co. Salop). Az. a fesse betw. three doves
ar. beaked and legged gu.

—

;

Dow

(London).
doves ar.
Crest

exemplified to Aretas Aeers,
Esq., of Chilston Park, Boughton Malherbe, co. Kent, upon
his assuming, by royal licence, the surname and designation
of Douglas, of Baads, May 24, 1875). Ar. a man's heart gu.
ensigned with an imperial crown ppr. pierced by an arrow

Doug'las (Akers Douglas

licence,

—

Do'W

ampton.

Doug'las-Pennant

Colonel

Visit. London, 1668).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Cre;t—A dove ar. wings sa. charged with a crescent, as in
the arms.
(Camberwell, co. Surrey; granted 23 Jan. 1572). Per
chev. az. and vert, three doves ar. beaked and legged gu.
Crest
In a chaplet vert, banded or, a dove ppr.
Dove. Ar. on a chev. betw. three water bougets s:j. a mallet
of the first. Crest
A dove wings expanded ppr. in the beak

Dove

Sursnm.

Dougrlas

DOW
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SOV

a fesse dancettee erm. betw. three

Sa.

(Ardonhall, Scotland).

Or,

on a mullet

— Patiens.

— A dove ar.

sa.

a pigeon ar.

Motto

Do'wall

(impaled by Richard Plunkett, Esq., of Gibstowo,
temp. James I.). Az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Do'way. Gu. on a bend or, a lion pass. sa.
Dowbigrgrin. Vair^ or and az. a crescent gu. Crest—
reindeer's head cabossed ppr.
Dowda. See O'Dowda.
Do-wrdall, or Do'wdal (London). Ar. five martlets gu.
three and two. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a boar's head

—

and neck collared

or.

Do'wdall

(Reg. in Ulster's Office as "The Red Dowdaix
of Lecall," originally of Oriel, co. Louth). Ar. a fess betw.
three martlets gu.
Crest
A martlet gu. crowned ar.
Do'wdall (Smith's Ordinary, Ulster's Office). Same Arnu.
Crest— A dove holding an olive branch in the beak and
ducally gorged all ppr. Motto
Fidelis usque ad mortem.
Dowdall (Mount Town, co. Meath). Same Arms, a crescent
sa. on the fess for diff.
Do'wdall (Reg. in Ulster's Office as " The White Dowdall

—

—

of CO. Dublin," originally of Glaspistol, co. Louth).
fess betw. five martlets ar.

Crest

—A

Gu. a

martlet ar. crowned

or.

Dowdall

(Athlumney,

Dowdall,

d. 1629).

co.

Meath

;

Fun. Ent. of Edwakd

Same Arms.

Dowdall

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Gu. on a fess ar. five
martlets of the field.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, a fess betw. five mullets
gu.
Dowde. See O'Dowde.
Do'wde, or O'Do^rde (Sligo, Ireland; granted in Ireland,
14 June, 1608). Vert a saltire or, in chief two swords in
An arm embowed
cross ar. pommelled of the second. Crest
habited in mail, holding in the hand a spear all ppr.

Dowdall

—

headed

ar.

Dowdes'well (Kingham,

co. Oxford, and Pull Court, co.
Worcester; Roger Dowdbswell, Esq., son of John DowdbsWELL, of Hill House, Bushley, »n. Martha, dau. of Gilbs
Blomer, the grandson and heir of Johanna Ttndals, of

Pull Court, early in the 17th century).
fesse

wavy betw.

Dowdes'well
Dowdes'well

Ar. (another, or) a

six billets sa.

(Redmarley, co. Worcester). Same Armt.
(Hare Street, co. Essex). Ar. a fesse wavy

—

Crest
Two hands issuing from clouds,
betw. six billets sa.
wrenching the trunk of a tree asunder ppr.
Do'wdingr. Az. a fleur-de-lis or. Crest A Catharine wheel

—

az.

Dove

(East Bransboth, co. Sufifolk).
Sa. a fcsse dancettee
erm. betw. three doves close ar. beaked and legged gu.

—

Crtit
On a tower ar. a dove wings expanded ppr.
(.Stradbrokc, co. Suffolk
Robert Dove, citizen of
London, second son of Ucmkt Dove, of the former place.

Dove

;
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(Fun. Ent. of Mart Dowdino, wife of Thoku
Ar.
Beuno, buried at Swords, co. Dublin, 7 Jan. 1596).
a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs gu. as many fleurs-de-

Dowding'

lis

or.

Dowding

(DrogUeda and Dublin; Fun. Ent. of Mrs. Dowi>-

A

A

DO

W
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wo, alias MooBB, buried at St. Katherine's Church, Dublin,
28 May, 1655). Az. on a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs

many

ar. as

fleurs-de-lis sa. in chief

a

staff

ragulee in pale

or.

Dowell.
lion's

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a bordure engr. gu. Crest

head erased

—

(co.

Worcester).

Per pale gu. and

az.

three cinquefoils or.

Dowers.

Dowes

Dowett (CO. Stafford). Ar. a lion
Dowie (Wimbledon, co. Surrey).

ramp, and a bordure az.
Az. three quatrefoils
doves or. Crest The trunk of
a tree eradicated fesswise, and sprouting to the dexter ppr.,
Bunnounted by a dove volant, holding in the beak a sprig of
olive also ppr. and gorged with a collar gemel or.
Dowine. Az. a fesse engr. betw. three boars' heads erased
Crest
A dexter hand holding a dagger ppr. Motto
or.
chevronwise betw. as

—

many

—

—

fast.

Dowker.

Ar. a bull's head erased gu.
Crest—Out of a
ducal coronet sa. a plume of five ostrich feathers ar.
(Reg. Ulster's OfBce). Gu. a buck's head cabossed
bendways ar. attired or, betw. two bendlets of the last.
Dowling (Kilkenny; granted. 5 Aug. 1662, by St. George,

Dowley

MoRTAGH Dowling,

Ulster, to

Esq., of that county).

Ar. a

holly tree eradicated ppr. on a chief engr. az. a lion pass.
betw. two trefoils slipped or. Crest—
lion's head erased az.
gorged with two bars or.

A

Dowlingr. Same Arms. Crest— Out of a mural
dexter arm vested, holding a sword waved.

Do'wman

York).

(co.

^n

martlets sa.

Crest—

coronet a

Az. on a fesse dancettee or, three
a mural coronet a bunch of seven

arrows banded gu.
(Shakespeare Street, Manchester). Same Arms
and Crest.
Dowuian (co. York). Az. on a fesse dancettee ar. betw. three
garbs or, as many birds of the field, membered gu.
Do'wman (co. York). Az. on a fesse dancettee or, three

Dowman

martlets of the field.
Do'wn (Halliwich Manor House, Colney Hatch, co. Middlesex, descended from Down, of Devon). Same Arms as
DowNE, of East Downe.

Do-wn and Connor, See
saltire or,

of. Az. two keys indorsed in
suppressed by a Iamb in fesse ar.
(co. York).
Az. on a fesse dancettee betw. eight
banded gu. three grouse of the field, beaked and

Downam
garbs

or,

membered

of the third.

Do-wndale, Dovedale, or Doovedale.

Ar. a cross

Do'wne, Viscount.

See Dawnat.
(East Downe, Tutshill, Barnstaple, co. Devon ; the
last heir male, Henry Downe, d. 1805, leaving an only dau.,
wife of Robert Bdrton, Admiral B. N.). Gu. a buck's head
cabossed erm. attired or.

Do'Wne

Downe

(John Downe, Esq., of Pilton, co. Devon, grandson
EicHABD Downe, descended from Downe, of East Downe,
same county. Visit. 1620). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
Do'wne, or Doon (London). Az. a unicorn courant ar.
of

betw. ten crosses crosslet or.

couped

(Cobham,
or, ducally

co.

Az.

Surrey)

crowned

Crest

ar.

three bulls' heads
sea-lion erect gu.

—A

semee of escallops gu.
Crest— An arm
cuffed or, hand ppr. holding a crescent gold

Or,

Tested ar.
flamant.

Do'wne. Az. a wolf saliant ar. langued or, armed gu.
Do'wne, or Do'wnes. Az. a buck lodged ar. charged on
the shoulder with a mullet sa.
(quartered by Skevington, of Skevington, co. Leicester.
'Visit. 1619).
Az. a bend or, charged in dexter
chief with an annulet gu.
Downehall, or Downhall (London, Oxford, and Geddington, co. Northampton). Or, a bend dancettee sa.
Downer. Gu. a chev. or. Crest Two hands conjoined in
fesse, winged at the wrist.
Downer. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three peacocks ar. Same

Do'wne

—

Crest.

Do'wnes, Baron.

Do'wnes
Crest— A
Do'wnes

Sa.

a buck lodged ar.

—

(Eeg. Ulster's Office).
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—

erased ppr.
(quartered by Dennis, of Orleigh, co. Devon.
Visit. 1620).
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three cinque-

—

Do'wnes

(Shrigley, co. Chester). Ancient Arms
Sa. a stag
lodged ar. a bordure or, semee of quatrefoils sa. Lattr
Ai^is The same without the border.
Do'wnes (TaxaU, CO Chester; derived from Robert db
Downes, temp. King John). Same Arms.
Do'wnes (Wardley, co. Lancaster). Sa.me Arms. Crest—
stag's head erased gu. armed or.
Do'wnes. Or, on a bend betw. two. lions ramp. sa. three

—

martlets ar.

Downes.

Ar. a buglehorn sa.
(Panteb-Downes, Edwabd Downes PanterDownes, Esq., R.N.). Sa. a stag lodged ar. attired and
unguled or.
Do'wnfield. Ar. on a cross (another, a saltire) betw. four
mullets az. a crescent of the field.
Crest— A cock ppr.
Motto Virtute et labore.
Do'wnliam. Az. on a fesse erm. three mascles gu.
Do'wning (East Hatley, co. Cambridge, bart., extinct
Barry of ten ar. and vert, over all a griffin segreant
1764).
or.
Crest
An arm embowed in armour, tied round the
wrist with a bow ar. holding in the hand ppr. a broad arrow
or, feathered and headed of the first.
Downing' (Ballintoy Castle, Ireland descended from Col.
Adam Downing, 2nd brother of Sir George Downing, Ist
bart. of East Hatley). Same Arms and Crest.
Downing (Fun. Ent. of John Downing, buried at St. Werburgh's Church, Dublin, 30 Sept. 1617). Same Arms.
Do'wning: (co. Norfolk). Sa.mt Arms. Crest A bear's bead
couped in fesse.
Downing (Pynest, co. Essex). Gu. a fesse vair betw. two
lions pass, guard, erm.
Out of a ducal coronet a
Crest
swan or.
Do'wning College, Cambridge (granted, 1801). Barry
of eight ar. and vert, a griffin segreant or, wimin a bordure
az. charged with eight roses of the first, seeded and barbed
ppr. Motto — Quaerere verum.
Do'wnman. Quarterly vert and ar. in the first and fourth
quarters a fleur-de-lis of the last. Crest
A hand holding a

Downes

—

—

;

—

—

—

lancet ppr.

Do'wnroy. Sa. a cross or,
Do'wns. Gu. a stag's head
of

betw. four bezants.
cabossed ar. attired or. Crest
a tower ar. a demi lion ramp. gu. holding a battle-axe

ppr.

Do'wns.

Same Amu.

—

—

Ar. three palets gu. Crest
A wolfs head erased
on the neck with a mullet ar.
Hill.
Ar. two organpipes gu.

ppr. charged

Downshire, Marquis of. See
Do'wnton (Downton, co Hereford).

betw. seven crosses crosslet az.
(Sandhurst, co. Kent). Ar. on a chief dancettee
az. three goats' heads erased of the field.
Do'wnton (Alderton, co. Salop). Ar. three piles sa. on each
a goat's head erased of the first, attired or. Crest
A dexter
hand holding up a savage's head transfixed with a sword in

Do'wnton

—

pale

all

ppr.

Ar. three piles az. on each a goat's head couped

of the field, attired or.

Do'wnton.
Do'wriche

Gu. a bend betw. two mullets erm.
(Dowriche, co. Devon). Ar. a bend betw. two

cotises sa. a bordure engr. of the second.

Dowrish (Thomas

DowRisH, Esq., of Dowrish, co. Devon;
descended from Nicholas Dowrish, living 41 Henry IIL,

1206.
Visit. 1620).
Ar. a bend cotised sa. a label of three
points and a border engr. of the last.
Dowrish.. Ar. two bends with a label and bordure, as the
last.

Do'wrish..

Ar. a chev. betw. three hinds' heads gu.
Or, a chev. chequy ar. and
co. Hants).
az. betw. three greyhounds courant sa. collared gu.
Do'wse (CoUingborn, co. Wilts). Az. a sun ar. issuing from
a crescent or.
(co. Norfolk). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three escallops
az.
A squirrel sejant cracking a nut ppr.
Crest
Do'WSOn. Az. a bend or, surmounted by a fesse ar. Crest—
A lion ramp, per fesse or and gu.
Dox, or Doxey. Vert three sea-breams (or hakes)
haurient ar. Crest
A demi savage with a quiver of arrows
at his back, holding in the dexter hand three arrows in
pale, and with the sinister pointing to an imperial crown

Dowse (Broughton,

Dowsing

SeeBnacH.

(Downes, co. Chester).
buck, as in the arms.

(Evenwood, co. Durham).
Same Arms, in the
sinister chief quarter a cinquefoil of the last for diff.
Do'wnes, or Do-wns (Debnam, and Great Melton, co.
Suffolk).
Ar. three palets wavy gu. a mullet for diff. Crest
A wolf's head ar. charged with a mullet.

Downes

Arms. Lon.). Same Ai-nis.
buck springing ar. attired or.
Vert a buck couchant ar. Crest A buck's head
Coll.

Sa. a

Do'wnton.

guttee d'or.

Do'wne.

Wentwobth.

Downes.
Downes.

Out

moline gu.

Do'Wne

X

foils or.

Erm. a cinquefoil ermines.
Or, on a bend betw. two lions ramp.

(co. Essex).

az. three martlets (another, doves) ar.

Hold

DO

(quartered by Mitfobd, through Osbaldestom and

Do'wnes

sa.

Dower, or Door

Do'wnes

—

—

all

ppr.

A

D

ox

;

ar.

!Dozat

co.

(Clare,

Hants).

Same Anns.

— Out of a

Crest

ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp, double queued ar.
Or, a lion ramp. az. oppressed with a bend gu.
Doyle (Island of Guernsey, bart., extinct 1834 Sir John
DoTLE, G.C.B., 4th son of Charles Doyle, Esq., of Bramblestown, CO. Kilkenny, Col. 87th regt.. Governor of Charlemont,
was so created 1825, d. unm.). Ar. three stags' heads erased
gu. within a bordure compony or and az. on a canton ea.
a palm branch in bend sinister, and under it the word Egtpt,

3Doxey.

;

both gold.

Crest

— 1st

:

A Mameluke

on horseback at

full

2nd Out of
speed, in the act of throwing a djirid all ppr.
an eastern crown or, a stag's head gu. attired gold, charged
on the neck with a mullet of eight points, within an in:

;

Si(ppo)te)-.<— Dexter, a light infantry man
crescent ar.
of the 87th regt., or Royal Irish, leaning on his musket with
fixed bayonet all ppr. ; sinister, a dragoon of the 12th regt.
holding in the exterior hand a tri-coloured flag, thereon the

word Lteia.

JV/otfo— Fortitudine vincit.

JDoyle

(barH. Ar. three bucks' heads erased ppr. within a
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
bordure compony or and az.
Motto Fortitudine
or, a buck's head, as in the arms.

—

—

vincit.

Doyle

(granted, 1815, to Sir

Army,

John Milley Dotle,

Knt.,

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three stags' heads erased gu. attired or, a representation of
the golden cross with two clasps (presented to him by the
King, in testimony of the royal approbation of his distinguished military services in Spain and Portugal), pendent
from the centre chief by a crimson ribbon fimbriated purple
betw. a representation of a Badge of a Member of the
Turkish Order of the Crescent, and a representation of a
Badge of a Knight Commander of the Portuguese Order of
the 'Tower and Sword, all within a border counter compony
or and az. Crest Out of a ducal crown or, a stag's head
gu. attired ar. charged on the neck with the golden cross, as
Motto Fortitudine vincit.
in the arms.
Doyle (Arklow, co. Wieklow; Fun. Ent. of James Doyle, of
that place, buried in the parish c'nurch of Arklow, Aug.
1638, grandson of Owen Doyle, of the same place). Ar.
three bucks' heads erased gu. attired or, within a border
compony counter compony of the last and az. Crest
buck's head couped gu. attired ar. ducally gorged or.
Doyle, or Doyley (CO. Norfolk). Gu. three bucks' heads
cabossed ar. (another, or). Crest
Out of a mural crown ar.
an arm embowed ppr. vested sa. cuffed of the first, holding a
spear of the second.
Doyle (co. Suffolk). Gu. three bucks' heads ar.
Doyle. Gu. three stags' heads ar. attired or.
Doyle. Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three crescents gu.
D'Oyly (anciently De Oicm, De Oilly, and De Oyly, Barons
Doilly of Hocknaton, co. Oxford, and of Oxford Castle, Jciup.
Henry I.). Az. two bends or. This coat was assumed by the
Abbey of Openey, in Oxfordshire, founded by Robert de Oyly
Lieut-Col. in the

&c., &c.).

—

—

—

—

in 1129.

D'Oyly
Henry

(Pushill, co.

II. to

H3.i).

Oxford, flourished from the time of
Or, two bends az.

D'Oyly (GrcenlandandMarlow, co. Bucks,

temp. Henry "VII.,
afterwards of Chislehampton, co. Oxford, descended from
D'Oyly, of Pushill, same co., bart., extinct. Visit. Oxford,

—

Crest
A demi dragon ppr.
Moreton, Mereton, or Marton, and of Addcrbury, co. Oxford; descended from D'Oyly of Greenland.
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
Same Arms. Sometimes this family
bore the bends gu. to distinguish themselves from the
Greenland and Chislehampton family.
D'Oyly (I'almoor, or Parmoor, in Hambleden parish, co.
Bucks, Hulcomb, and Stadham or Stodham, co. Oxford descended from William, second son of John D'Oyly, of Green1634).

S&meArms.

D'Oyly (Merton,

;

Duston, CO. Northampton, temp. Henry III.). Gu. three bucks*
heads; and sometimes (but only in the times of Edward I.
and II.) one buck's head cabossed ar.

D'Oyly

(Pondhall, in Iladleigh Parish, co. Suffolk, and of
London, temp. Henry VI. to Henry VIII., being the Lyttchurch branch of the family above named, which settled in
Suffolk on marrying the heiress of Legat). Gu. three bucks"
heads cabossed ar. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, two
wings erect sa. bezantee.
Motto Do no yll, quoth

—

(Shottisham, co. Norfolk, D'Oyly Hall, co. Hants,
bart., settled in Norfolk about 1558, on inheriting the estates
of the Whytes of Shottisham). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto,
till the late Sir John Hadley D'Oyly, Bart., altered his crest
to " out of a ducal coronet or, two wings erect ar., resting
on the centre strawberry leaf of the coronet an estoile of six
points ar."

D'Oyly (London,

1725-1761, Bermondsey, co. Surrey, 1768;
Westminster, 1783, Newton and Rothwell, near Wakefield,
CO. York, 1789, Sion Hill, in the North Ridinj; of the same
county, 1799-1820, and the East Indies, 1824 to 1842). Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto before the alteration in the crest by
Sir John Hadley D'Oyly, Bart.
D'Oyly (Toftrees and Barrow Apton, co. Norfolk; descended
from D'Oyly of Shottisham). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto
as D'Oyly of Shottisham, before the alteration of the crest
by Sir John Hadley D'Oyly.
D'Oyly (Overbury Hall, co. Suffolk, Dedham, co. Essex,
and Hadleigh, co. Suffolk; descended from Thomas, second
son of Sir Henry D'Oyly, of Pondhall, co. Suffolk, temp.

Henry

VIII.).

Same

Ai-ms, Crest, and Motto as D'Oyly of

PondhaU.

Doyne.

See O'Doinn.

Doyne (Wells,

co. Wexford. Charles Mervyn Doyne, Esq.,
arms confirmed to his grandfather, Robert Doynb,
same place, descended from Robert Doyne, Lord
Chief Justice of Common Pleas in Ireland, son and heir of
Michael Doyne, d. 1654, second son and eventual heir of
Michael Doyne, Esq., of Knockirncy, who was brother and
of Wells

;

Esq., of the

heir of Henry Doyne, eldest son of Teige O'Doyne, of
Dublin, son of Teige O'Doyne, eldest son of Teige O'Doyne,
The O'Doinn, Chief of Hy Regan, Queen's co., 1590).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fesse dancettee betw. three

Doyne; 2nd and 3rd, az. an eagle displ. or.,
1st: A demi eagle rising ppr.
2nd:

escallops ar., for
for O'Doyne.

Crests

—

;

A holly bush

ppr. in front thereof a lizard pass. or. Motto—
Mullach a boo (Victory for the Duns, or the inhabitants of

the

hills).

Doyne

(Kilcavan, Queen's co.
Fun. Ent. of John Doyne-,
of that place, d. 18 December, 1636, son and heir of Terencb
;

Doyne, of the same place, who was brother to "The Teioce
O'Doyne," Chief of Hy Regan, 1590). Az. an eagle displ. or, a
crescent for

diff.

Doynelmore
four indented
points or.

(co. Wilts,

ar.

and

temp.

a

az.

Edward

fess

Barry of

I).

gu. a

label

of five

Draffen

(granted to Joseph Wright Draffen, Esq., of
Connaught Terrace, Hyde Park, London, formerly of the
City of Dublin). Az. a fleur-de-lis or, betw. two lions ramp,
ar. on a chief of the third three mullets gu.
Crest— Owi of a
ducal coronet or, a demi-lion ramp. gu. gorged with a chaplet
of trefoils ppr. supporting a spear, thereon a banner of the
second, charged with a fleur-de-lis, as in the arms in an
" Lesmahagow."
escroU over the crest,
Motto Per
ardua surgo.
Dragre (City of Ely ; granted 1757). Or, on a pale gu. betw.
;

—

—

displ. az. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
A demi
eagle displ. per pale or and gu. the dexter wing charged
with a fleur-de-lis of the last, the sinister with one of the
first.
Motto Invidia major.

two eagles

—

Drag-oner, or Drayner (co. Middlesex).
three helmets ar. barred or.

Drake

borne az. two bends or.
D'Oyly (Kandy, in Ceylon, bart., extinct 1824). .^rms (borne
under a modern grant from the College of Arms to the late
Sir John D'Oyly, of Ceylon, bart.)— Or, two bends az. betw.
them two fleurs-de-lis sa.
D'Oyly ntaunton, co. Stafford, /<m)7. Edw. I., afterwards of
Stcikc-Doylcy, Northamptonshire, and also of Lyttchurch,
CO. Derby, temp. Edward II. to Henry IV.
Descended from
D'Oyly of Pushill (previously of Hocknaton), co. Oxford,
but changed its coat-armour, assuming that of De Donston
or Ddbto.v, on marrying the eldest of the co-hciresses of Sir
William de Dunstow, Lord of Raunton, co. Stafford, and

Drake

family have nevertheless sometimes reversed colours,

—

D'Oylle.

D'Oyly

and
The
and

land, by the co-hcircss of More of Burfield). Same Arms
Crest as D'Oyly of Greenland and Chislehampton.
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Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, two dolphins
J3oxat
haurient addorsed az. crowned of the last 2nd and 3rd, sa.
a demi Hon ramp, issuant from the base, double queued
(CO. Essex).

(Otterton, co.

that county, 31

Crest

Sa. a fesse betw.

— A pheon

sa.

Roger Le Drak held lands ia
1303). Ar. a wyvcrn wings displ.

Devon.

Edward

I.,

nowed gu.
(Ashe, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1733. John Drake,
Esq., of Otterton and Exmouth, m. temp. Henry V., Christiana, dau. and heir of John Billet, Esq., of Ashe; his
descendant. Sir John Drake, Knt., of Ashe, was created a
and

tail

bart. 1660).

Same Arms. Crest— A dexter arm

at the elbow ppr. holding a battle axe sa.

captat muscas.
(Barnstaple, co.

Drake

Devon

;

erect couped

— Aquila non

Motto

represented by Captain John

Mebvyn CuTLirtE Drake, Royal Engineers, Knight of the
Medjidie, descended from Henry Drake, Mayor of Barnstaple, 1079, brother of Sir

Same Arms,

John Drake,

Cntt, and Motto.

first

bart. of Ashe-

AA

:

DBA
Drake

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

TVilliam Ricbabd Drake, Knt., F.S.A., Knight
Comm. Italian Orders of SS. Maurizio e Lazzaro and of the
Corona d'ltalia, Knight of the Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown, and Member of the Turkish Order of the Medjidie,
2nd Class, grandson of Henry Drake. Esq., of Barnstaple, by
Ann, sister of Sir James Hamltn, Bart.). Same as Drake
of Ashe.
Drake (Shardeloes, co. Bucks, hart., extinct 1660; descended from KicHARD Drake, youngest son of John Drake,
Esq., of Ashe, temp. Henry VIII.). Same as Drake of Ashe.
Drake (Tyrwhitt-Drake, of Shardeloes, descended from
Francis Drake, Esq., of Walton-on-Thames, brother of Sir
(Sir

William Drake,

Bart., of Shardeloes).

Same Arms, quar-

—

tering gu. three lapwings or, for Tyrwhitt. Crests 1st,
savage ppr.
Drake: Same as last; 2nd, Tyrwhitt:
irreathed about the waist and temples vert, holding over the

A

dexter shoulder a club or.

Drake

Devon.

Visit. 1620).

Same

as

Drake

(Hertford, co. Devon.

Visit. 1620).

Same

as

Drake

(Exmouth,

co.

of Ashe.

Drake

of Ashe.

Drake (Malpas, co. Chester). Same as Drake of Ashe.
Drake (Drakerath and Roriston, co. Meath; an ancient
family long settled in that county, springing from Drake,
Kicbard Drake, Esq., of Drakerath,
of CO. Devon.

was High

Arms

as

Sheriff co. Meath, 9

Drake

of Ashe.

—Virtus vera

Motto

Drake

Richard

Crest

II.,

—A wyvem

1385).

Same

of the arms.

nobilitas.

(Deane-Dr\ke exemplified to John Deane, Esq., of
Stokestown, co. Wexford^ldest son of Joseph Deane,
Esq., by Sarah, sister and sole heiress of George Drake,
Esq., of Stokestown, and dau. of John Drake, Esq., who
was grandson of John Drake, Esq., of Stokestown, the son
of Roger Drake, descended from Drake of Ashe, co. Devon,
who got a grant of Stokestown, temp. Charles II. upon his
taking the additional name and arms of Drake, by royal
;

—

on succeeding to the property of his uncle).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a fess wavy ar. betw. two stars of
six points or, for Drake 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three Cornish choughs sa. beaked and legged gu. as
many crosses pattee ar., for Deane. Crests— 1st: A dexter
arm in armour embowed grasping a pole-axe all ppr., for
Drake; 2nd: A tortoise displ. ppr., for Deanb. Motto
licence, in 1853,

;

—

Sic parvis

magna.

Drake

(granted, 20 June, 1581, by Cooke, Clarenccux, to Sir
Francis Drake, Knt., the celebrated navigator, temp. Queen
Elizabeth).
Sa. a fess wavy betw. the two pole stars
Crest
ar.
A ship under reef drawn round a terrestrial
globe with a cable by a hand out of the clouds all ppr.
Mottoes Over the crest: Auxilio divino; under the arms:
Sic parvis magna. " Such was the worth (saith Guillim) of this
most generous and renowned knight, Sir Francis Drake, as
that his merits do require that his coat armour should be
expressed in that selected manner of blazoning that is
fitting to noble personages, in respect of his noble courage
and high attempts achieved, whereby he merited to be
reckoned the honour of our nation, and of the naval
profession." The most important achievement of Drake's
eventful career was his
voyage round the world, accomplished within three years, and to this the blazonry of
the armorial bearings alludes. On Drake's return, in 1581,
the Queen visited his ship and knighted him. The applica-

—

—

tion of the heraldic ensigns is well explained in the verses,
made at the period of the royal visit by the scholars of

Winchester College, and nailed to the mainmast of the ship
" Drake, pererrati quern, novit terminus orbis,
Quemque simul mundi vidic uterque Folus;
Si taceant homines, facient te sidera notum.
Sol nescit comitis non memor esse sui".
(Buckland, CO. Devon, bart., extinct 1794. Francis
Drake, son of Thomas Drake, the brother of Sir Francis
Drake the navigator, was Created a bart 1«22). Same
Arms, Crest, and Mottoes.
Drake (Prospect, co. Devon, bart., extinct; Francis Sam0El
Drake, youngest son of the fourth bart. of Buckland, was
created a bart. 1782, d. s. p. 1789). Same Arms, Crest, and

Drake

Mottoes.

DHA

wavy betw. the two pole-stars ar.,for Drake 2nd, gu.on
a bend or, a baton az. on a chief the arms of Gibraltar, viz.,
az. betw. two pillars a castle ar. from the gate a golden key
pendent, the words "Plus ultra" inscribed under, for
Elliott
3rd, ar. three barrulets and a canton gu., for
Foller. Crests
1st, Drake: A ship under reef, drawn
round a terrestrial globe with a cable rope, by a hand out
fesse

;

—

;

the clouds, and on an escroU the words " Auxilio
divino;" 2nd, Elliott: A dexter hand in armour couped
above the wrist, grasping a scimitar all ppr., the wiist charged
with a key sa. 3rd, Fuller: Out of a ducal coronet gu. a
of

;

lion's

head

Mottoes

ar.

— Foniter

et

recte;

Sic parvis

magna; Per ardua.

Drake, or Drakes

(Withercomb, co. Devon, Norfolk, and
Ryegate, co. Surrey). Arms, as Drake, of Ashe. Crest
wivern with wings endorsed ar.
Another Ci-est A naked
arm erect ppr. holding a battle-axe sa. beaded ar.
Drake, or Drakes (Essex). Gu. a fesse cotised betw.
two frets or.
Drake (Hardley, co. Norfolk). Az. a wivem with wings
displ. or.
Crest
A reindeer's head couped or. Another
Crest
A reindeer's head erased or, ducally gorged and

—

—

—

—

attired sa.

Drake.

Ar. a wivem with wings endorsed gu. betw. two
(launches of the last.
Drake. Ar. a chev. purp. betw. three battle axes, the edges
to the sinister side sa.
Crest
An arm bent ar. thereon two
bendlets wavy gu. supporting a battle axe, staff sa. head of
the first.

—

Drakeford

(co. Stafford).

Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles

displ. sa.

Drakeley.

Ar. a chev.

sa.

betw. three drakes' heads erased

az.

Drakelo-w, or Dracelo-w

(co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three griffins' heads erased sa.
Crest
A demi man
in frock coat and hat, holding in the dexter hand an ox-yoke

—

ppr.

DrakelO"W

(co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three drakes'
heads erased of the second, beaked az.
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three hawks' heads
erased sa. as many crescents of the field.
Drane. Ar. a lion ramp. ppr. in chief three mullets gu.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ppr.
Dranfield (co. Norfolk). Ar. three palets gu.
Dransfield (co. Essex, and Stobbed Walding, co York).
Paly of six sa. and ar. on a bend gu. three muVets or.
Crest A sword in pale enfiled with a Turks head all ppr.
Dransfield. Paly of six sa. and ar. on a bend gu three

Drakelow.

—
—

cinqucfoils or.

Drausfield.

Ar. two bars sa. on a bend gu. three
mullets or.
Draper (Major-General Sir William Draper, installed K.B.,
15 June, 1772). Ar. on a fesse engr. betw. three annulets
gu. as many covered cups or. Crest
A stag's head gu. attired or, charged on the neck with a fesse betw. three annu-

—

lets gold.

ATotJo— Vicit, pepercit.

Draper (cos. Bedford, Middlesex, and Oxford). Same Arms.
Crest — A tiger's head vert tutted or, pierced through the
neck with an arrow of the last.
(Great Marlow, co. Bucks). Gu. three bends or, a
chief per fesse erm. and ar. in chief three fleurs-de-Us ea.
Crest
A camel's head erm. bridled or, maned sa.
Draper (Melton Mowbray, co. Leicester, andco. Nottingham).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three annulets gu. a mullet of the
field betw. two covered cups or.
Crest
A cubit arm erect
vested vert cuffed and puiTed ar. holding in the hand ppr.
a covered cup or.
Draper (co. Leicester). Ar. on two chev. betw. three

Draper

—

—

escallops sa. six martlets or.

Draper

(London; granted 1618). Gu. four bendlets or, on
a chief per fesse ar. and erm. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
stag's head gu. gorged with a fesse betw. two gemelles ar.
charged with a fleur-de-lis sa.
Draper (granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1613, to Draper, of
Stroud Green, co. Middlesex). Same Arms. Crest~A buck's
head couped gu. gorged with a fess ar. thereon three fleurs-

—

de-lis sa.

Drake

(Fcller-Eluott-Drake, Bart., Nutwell Court, co.
Devon. Thomas Trayton Fuller, son of John Trayt,'5N
Fuller, Esq., of Ashdown, co. Sussex, by Hon. Anne
Elliott, his wife, only dau. of George Augdstus,

first

Lord

and Anne Pallexfen Drake, his wife, only sister
of Sir Francis Henry Drake, fifth and last bart. of Buckland, having succeeded, on the death of his uncle, Francis,
Mcond lord Heathfield, to the Buckland and other estates,
Heathfield,

assumed the additional names of Elliott and Drake, and
was created a bart. 1821). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a
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Draper

(Bronlow and Walton,

co. Salop).

Bendy of eight

gu. and vert three fleurs-de-lis or.
Draper (Lord Mayor of London, 1567, Sir Christopher
Draper. Visit. London, 1568). Ar. on a fess betw. three
annulets gu. a mullet of the field betw. two covered tups or.
Another coat quartered by the same in the second quarter,
ar. on two chevrons betw. three escallops sa. six martlets
or, quartering also Aucher and Erswick.
(London).
Ar. on a fesse engr. gu. betw. three
torteaux a mullet betw. two covered cups of the field.

Draper

A

DBA
Draper

(Colebrook, co. Middlesex; confirmed 14 Oct. 1571).
Or, on a fesse betw. three annulets gu. as many covered
cups of the field.

Draper

(Newcastle).
Az. a chev. erminois betw. three
mullets of six points or. Crest— A. cubit arm erect vested
erm. holding in the hand ppr. a mullet, as in the arms.
Draper. Ar. on a fesse betw. two roses gu. an annulet of
the first betw. as many covered cups or.
Draper (Fllntham, CO. Notts, and London; Thomas Dbapeb
of the former, and his kinsman, Vincent Drapeb, of the
latter, descended from John Draper, of Flintham, temp.
Henry IV. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar. on a fess betw. three
A cubit arm
annulets gu. as many covered cups or. Crest

—

erect habited vert slashed

and

cuffed ar. holding in the

hand

Gu. two bends

or,

on each three

fleurs-de-lis

vert.

Draunfield

Paly of six sa. and ar. on a
(co. Stafford).
bend gu. three mullets or.
Drax (cos. Somerset and York; confirmed 1561). Chequy or
and az. on a chief gu. three ostrich feathers in plume issuant
of the first. Crest— K demi dragon with wings endorsed or,
out of his mouth a scroll with this Motto Mort en droit.
Anotlur Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head

—

—

(Hackney, co. Middlesex; Sir James Dbax, son of Sir
James Drax, Knt., of London, son of William Drax, of
Coventry, whose father was Vicar of Stoneley, co. Warwick,
and came from co. York. Visit. Middlesex, 1665, and Le
Crest A demi dragon or.
Neve's Knights). Same Arms.
Motto— 'blorl en droit.
Drax (Sibsey, co. Lincoln, and of the Island of Barbadoes).

—

Erle

- Dbax,
Charborough Park, co.
Abbey, co. York; Sarah Francis
Drax, only dau. and heiress of Edward Dbax, Esq., of
Charborough, to. Richard Gbosvenob, M.P. for West Looe,
who assumed the additional name of Erle-Drax; their only
dau. and eventual heiress, Jane Frances, vi. 1828, John
Samuel Wanlet Sawbbidge, Esq., who thereupon assumed
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
the names and arms of Eble-Dbax).
same Arms, for Drax; 2nd, gu. three escallops ar. abordure
engr. of the last, for Eble; 3rd, or, two bars az. each
charged with a barrulet dancettee ar. a chief indented of the
second, for Sawbridge. Crests
1st: A demi wivem or, for
Dbax; 2nd: A demi lion ramp. az. holding in the paw
a handsaw erect or, for Sawbbidge.
Motto Mort en

(Sawbbidgb

-

Dorset, and Ellerton

—

—

York).

(co.

Gu.

five fusils in fesse

and a

label of three

points az.

engr. or.
(Ruchhill, Scotland, 1763). Gu. on a fesse ar.
betw. two garbs in chief or, and an antique plough in base
of the last three trefoils vert. Crest— A. horse feeding in
some growing corn ppr. JVfoMo—Utitur ante quaesitis.
Drever (Orkney, 1809). Or, on a chev. az. betw. three griffin's heads erased gu. as many roses ar. barbed vert.
Cre$t
An eagle rising reguard. holding in the bejJt a pomegranate all ppr.
Erm. (another, or) a cheT.
(cos. Cornwall and York).
sa. cotised gu betw. three birds az.
Drew, or
(Cliff and Higham, alias Norton, co.
Devon, Broxboume, co. Hertford, and co. Wilts). Erm. a
lion pass. gu.
Crest
A bull's head erased sa. armed or, in
the mouth three ears of wheat gold.
(Drew's Court, co. Limerick; descended from co
Devon). Same Arm^. Crest A bull's head erased sa. in the
mouth three ears of wheat or. Motto Drogo nomen et

—

Drew

.

—

Drew

virtus

—

arma

—

dedit.

Cork).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Motto.

Drew

(South Broom, co. Wilts). Erm. a hull pass. gu.
within a bordure gobonated or and az. Crest A lion's head
erased gu. gorged with a collar gobony or and az.
Gu. on a chev. ar. three roses of the field
(1426).
seeded and barbed ppr.
Drew. Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three roses or, five mullets
of the first.
Drew. Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three cinquefoils or, five
mullets az.
Drew. Chequy or and az. a bordure engr. gu.
Drew. Or, a chev. sa. cotised gu. betw. three birds az.

—

Drew

Drew.
Drew.

Gu. a saltire erm.
Sa. two swords in

saltire ar. hilted or,

(co.

York).

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three

drakes ppr. a rose or.
(Draycote, co. Stafford). Paly of six ar. and gu.
a bend erm.
Draycote (Loseo, co. Derby). Paly of six ar. and sa. a
bend erm. Crest A dragon's head erased gu. scaled or.
Draycote (.Marlenton, Fun. Ent. of Mabt Dbatcote, wife
of Richard Colman, Remembrancer of the Exchequer in
Ireland, d. 26 Aug. 1625).
Or, three piles, points meeting in
base gu over all a bend erm.
Draycott, or Dracot (cos. Derby and Stafford). Paly of
six or and gu. over all a bend erm.
Crest
A dragon's
head erased gu. (another, couped vert).
Draycott (co. Stafford). Or, fretty gu. on a canton az. a
cross patonce ar.
Draycott (co. Suffolk). Ar. a cross engr. betw. four eagles

Draycote

—

—

displ. gu.

Draycott

(co. Wilts).
Ar. a cross engr. sa. in the first
quarter an eagle displ. gu.
Drayner (Cranbrooke and Smarden, co. Kent). Sa. a fesse
Dcbulee betw. three close helmets ar. plumed or
Crext
lion Bcjant ar. holding in the gambs a broken tilting spear

—

betw. foar

(co. Norfolk).

ramp.

Drayton

Per pale indented gu. and

az.

a

(co. Norfolk).

Gu. on a ch«T.

ar. (another, or)

(co. Wilts).

Az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet

fltchec or.

Drayton

(In

Hasley House,

pnlrd by Barrentine).

Drajrton.
first.

Sharpham, and the Grange, Broadhembury, co. Devon allowed to Sir Edward Drewk, Knt.,
of Kyllerton, by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1593). Erm. a lion
pass gu. Crest—On. a mount vert a roebuck saliant or.
Drewe. Ar. three roses gu. Crest Two arms from the
shoulder couped in saltire ppr. vested ar. each holding a
(Kyllerton,

;

—

scimetar in pale of the first.
Or, a chev. sa. cotised gu. betw. three moorcocks
of the second.
Dre'well. Quarterly ar. and sa.
Drewell (co. Bucks). Same Armx, in the first quarter a
crescent gu. for diff. Crest A dexter arm embowed vested
or, cuffed gu. the hand ppr. holding a covered cup gold.
Drewell (quartered by Cablbton, of Brightwell Baldwin, co.
Oxford. Visit. 1574). Same Arms, 2nd quarter gu.
Drewett (Jarrow Hall, co. Durham; exempUfied to Thomas
Dbewett Brown, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence,

Drewe.

—

1867, the name and arms of Drewbtt instead of those of
Brown). Ar. on a chev. ncbuly betw. three fleurs-de-lis ga.
a rose of the field betw. two wreaths of palm ppr. Crest—
In front of two palm branches saltierwise ppr. a fleur-de-lis

gu-

Essex and Suffolk). Ar. on a chief vert two
Crest
A greyhound courant ar.
See Dbubt.
Drewry (Brampton, co. Suffolk). Az. a chev. betw. three
birds ar. beaked and legged gu. Crtst A plume of five
feathers ar. the middle one enflUng a sword ppr. hilt, pommel, and blade or.
Drewry (Watergate, co. Su.'iscx). Ar. on a chief vert two
mullets pierced or.

—

Drewry.

or.

three roses az.

Drayton

Sa. three roundles per cross

and gu.

Drewe

Drewxy (cos.

of the last.

Drpyton

Dreward, or DrsrwBxe.
ar.

Drax, Priory

of the

—

fleurs-de-lis of the last.

droit.

linn

lion

Drew (Heathfleld Towers, co.

Same Arms.

Drax

Erm. two bars ga. in chief a
ramp, (another, pass.) of the second.
Ar. two bars gu. and in chief a demi lion ramp.
of the second issuant.
Drayton (co. Salop). Gu. two bars ar.
Drayton. Ar. a cross engr. gu.
Drayton (co. Warwick, borne by Michael Dbatton th«
poet). Az. guttee d'eau a Pegasus ppr. Crest On a sun ia
splendour ppr. a Mercury's cap vert winged ar.
Dreant. Ar. a chev. betw. three billets gu.
Dreeland (co. Kent). Gu. a fesse embattled betw. elevea
goats ar. four, four, two and one.
Dreet (co. Hereford). Ar. a saltire engr. ac. a bordore
demi

Drayton.

Drewe

ppr.

Drax

Drax

Drayton, or Draton.

Dregrhom

ppr. a covered cup or.

Draper.
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co.

Oxford.

Viiit. 1574.

Im-

Same Arms.

Gu. on a chev. ar. three crosses crosslet fltchee
CreH
A dexter hand couped at the wrist ppr.

—

holding a cross crosslet fltchee gu.
Per pale indented az. and gu. a lion ramp. or.
Crftt
An cirIc's leg couped, the thigh az. and leg or.
Drayton. Gu. on a bend ar. five trefoils slipped vert.

Drayton.

—

300

—

—

mullets or. Crest
A greyhound courant, collared or.
Arm», a canton gu. charged with a bezant
pierced through with two arrows in saltire of the third for

Drewry. Same
diff.

Driby, or Dryby

(Tateshull, co. Lincoln, 34 Edward I.).
Ar. three cinquefoils and a canton gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased sa.

Driffield.

A
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Sziley, or Drill. Or, on a fesse
gn. as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Drindall

betw. three fleurs-de-lis

Or, a fess betw. three mart-

(Beg. Ulster's Office).

lets sa.

Ar.

—On a chapeau a

—

Lahore omnia

florent.

Drinkwater (Shrewsbury). Same Arms, Crest,
Drinkwater (Irwell House, co. Lancaster). Same Arms
and Motto.

and

Motto—i^e quid

Crest.

—

Drummond

Fun. Ent. of Nathaniel
Dbinkwateb, Alderman of Dublin, d. 16 Jan. 1653, son of
Pbteb Drinkwateb, Mayor of Chester, buried betw. the
aisles of St. Nicholas Church). Sa. a cross invectedbetw. four
;

Hogh

Dbisdale,
Drisdale (Keg.
Archdeacon and Vicar-General of Ossory). Erm. a saltire
CresJ—Within a chaplet
sa. on a chief az. three estoiles or.
Motto—Son solum pane.
or, a thistle slipped vert.
Driscoll. See O'Dbiscoll.
Driver. Per pale gu. and or, a saltire counterchanged.
A heart gu. winged or.
Crest

Eev.

Ulster's Office, 1684, to

—

Quarterly, or and az. four

counter-

roses

changed.

Marquess

of. See Moobe.
of (co. Worcester). On the corporation
Droitwich,
seal, viz., a sword of state paleways, point downwards, surmounted of two lions pass, impaling, quarterly, 1st and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, gu. two barrows or.
chequy ar. and sa.
Legend— SigWlum commune ville Wytche: the seal of the
statute marchant of the town of Droitwich is, chequy ar.
and sa. impaling gu. two barrows or.
Drokensford (co. Essex quartered by the D'Oylts, of

Drog'lieda,

Town

;

;

Shottisham and the East Indies, through Legat and Mandeille). Or, six eagles displ. three, two, and one. This was
originally the coat of Tarry, whose heiress m. Dbokensfobd.
Dromer. Az. ten (another, three) billets or, four, three,
two, and one, a chief of the last.
Dromgroule (Fun. Ent. of Thomas Dbomgodle, some time
Sheriff of Dublin, d. 25 July, 1614). Az. oa a fess engr.
betw. three eagles displ. or, as many lozenges gu. Ci-est
An estoile rayed or.
(Beg. Ulster's Office).
Dromore, See of (ancient, Ealph Lambebt, Bishop, 1717).
Ar. two keys in saltire bows down gu. depressed by an open
Bible ppr. garnished and clasped or, betw. two crosses pattee

—

fltchee in pale sa.

Dromore, See of

Ar.
(modern, Henby Maule, 1731).
sem€e of trefoils slipped vert, a cross patt€e gu. on a chief
az. the sun ppr.
Dronesfield. Barry of four ar. and sa. a bend gu.
Drope (CO. Huntingdon, and London). Ar. guttee de poix,
on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, of the first
Drope (Lord Mayor of London, 1477). Same Arms.

Drought.

"

Az. a fesse or, in chief three garbs of the

last.

Crest— \ stag guard, imder a tree ppr.

Droug'h.t (granted

to

Geobge Meabes Dbought,

—

—

sitiens.

Droug'h.t (Whigsborough, King's

co.).

Same Arms, &c.

Drougrht (Glencarrig, co. Wtcklow). Same Armf, Ac.
Drowell. Ar. a crescent gu.
Drownsfield. Gu. a chevronel embattled counterembattled
(Fulham, co. Middlesex, 1616). Chequy or and az.
a bordure engr. gu. Crest An arm embowed in armour,
the hand grasping a scimitar all ppr.
Droitt (Ireland). Gu. a bar or, surmounted by a staff raguly
ar. in pale. Crest
Out of a ducal coVonet or, a plume of five

—

—

banded gu.
Drumbenog (Maynerch, Lord of Brecknock). Sa. a chev.
betw. three spears' heads ar. embrued gu.
Drumgoole. Ar. on a fesse indented gu. betw. three eagles
ostrich feathers ar.

many

mascles of the first.
(Lord Drummond, Earl of Perth, attainted
Crast
On
1715, restored 1853). Or, three bars wavy gu.
a ducal crown a sleuthhound ppr. collared and leashed gu.
Supporters Two savages with clubs over their shoukiers,
wreathed head and middle with oak, and standing on a
compartment of caltraps az. Motto Gang warily.

Drummond

—

—

Drummond (Logie Almond,
gu. within a bordure of the

301

—

co. Perth).

last.

—

—

Drummond
wavy

ramp,

Dum

(Kiccarton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three
gu. within a bordure az.
2nd and 3rd, ar a lion
;

Cbichton.

az., for

Crest

— A lion

(Kildies).

Or, three bars

Motto—

az.

—

Drummond

gu. a bordure
garland of laurel

As the

(Strageath, CO. Perth).

mullets, in fess point a crescent ar. for

arm

wavy

Crest— A

charged with eight mullets ar.
Motto Si recte facies.

az.

ramp.

spiro spero.

Drummond

diff.

last,

only three

Crest

—A dexter

in armour from the shoulder embowed, the hand bare,
holding a faulchion ppr. Motto Caute sed intrepide.
(Bellyclone, co. Perth). Or, three bars wavy
gu. surmounted by a naked man in pale naiant grasping in
the dexter hand a sword, and having his sinister hand and
feet in action all ppr.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a spear
ppr.
Per mare per terras.
Motto
(Invermay, co. Perth). Or, three bars wavy
gu. on a canton ar. a fountain az. Crest A hand holding a,
flaming heart erect ppr. Motto Loyal au mort.
(Cultmalindie, co. Perth). Or, three bars wavy
gu. in fess point a man's heart counterchanged. Crest
hand gi'asping a man's heart ppr. Motto Cum corde.
(Colquhalzie, co. Perth). Or, three bars wa%-y
gu. in chief as many stars az. Crest A rock surmounted of
a turtle dove ppr. Motto Sto mobilis.
(Blair, co. Perth, now represented by^ Geobgs

—

Drummond

—

—

Drum.mond

—

—

Drtimmond

—

—

Drummond

of Blair Drummond, as heir of line).
gu. each charged with an escallop of tlie
Dominus
nest of young ravens ppr. Motto

Hobne Dbcmmond,
wavy

Or, three bars
Crest

field.

—

—

Drummond

—A

—

providebit.

Drummond (Hawthomden, co. Edinburgh, 1672).
bars
ppr.

—

Or, three

wavy gu. within a bordure of the last. Crest A Pegasus
maned and winged or. Motto Hos gloria reddit

—

honores.

Drummond

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

(Hawthomden, 1823).
2nd and 3rd, az. three bears' heads ar. muzzled
Same Crest and Motto. Supporters Two
savages wreathed head and middle with laurel, holding clubs

as the last

;

—

gu., for FoBBES.

over their shoulders ppr.

Drummond

(Walkeb-Dbummond, of Hawthomden, hart.,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, counterchanged as the last;
2nd and 3rd, ar. three pallets gu. surmounted of a saltire
counterchanged having thereon a heart ppr. on a chief engr.
1826).

az.

a crescent betw. two mullets of the
Motto, and Supporters, as the last.

first,

for

Walkeb.

Crest,

Drummond (Williams-Dbommond,

of Hawthomden, bart.,
now borne). As the last, but substituting for Walkeb, in
the 3rd quarter, ar. a lion ramp. sa. head, paws, and tuft of
the tail of the field, for Wiluams. Same Crest, Motto, and

Supporters.

Drummond (Midhope,

Or, three bars wavy ga.
co. Perth).
within a bordure of the last charged with eight crescents of

—

Three stars chevroaways or. Motto-Ad
the first. Crest
astra per ardua.
(Concraig, co. Perth). Per fess wavy or and gu.
Two arms ppr. drawing an arrow to the head in a
Crest

Drummond

—

bow

delate reversed or.

displ. ppr. as

—

belled or.

as
Esq., of

WUlsborough, co. Wicklow, and of Belmont, King's co.).
Or, a chev. vert betw. three wolves' heads erased gu.
Crett
A rainbow issuant from clouds ppr. Motto Semper

Druce

goshawk with wings

ppr.

heads erased or.

Drochford.

—A

displ. ppr. armed, jessed, and
Supporters Two savages, wreathed head and
middle with ivy, with clubs on their shoulders ppr. Motto
Prius mori quam fidem fallere.
Drum.mond (Cromlix and Innerpeffry, co. Perth). The
same quartered coat within a bordure gu. Same Crest.
Motto Lord have mercy.

Crest

bars

nimis.

Drinkwater (DubUn and Chester

griffins'

B, TJ

;

a lion pass. gu. surmounted by a pale az.
phoenix in flames all ppr.
DriJlkwater (Salford, co. Lancaster). Per pale gu. and
az. on a fesse wavy ar. betw. three garbs or, as many billets
of the second. Crat— Three ears of wheat, two in saltire and
one in pale, or, enfiled with a ducal coronet gold. Motto

Sring'.
Crtst

D

the shoulder, holding a broadsword in the hand til ppr.
Motto Nil timeo.
(ViscourU Strathallan).
Quarterly, let and
4th, or, three bars wavy gu.
2nd and 3rd, or, a lion's head
erased within a double tressure flory
counterflory gu.

Or, three bars

wavy

Crest— \ dexter arm from

or.

—Marte

Motto

et

Supporters— DeiLter, a

arte.

savage, wreathed head and middle with oak, holding on his
dexter shoulder a club ppr. sinister, a knight armed at all
points, the visor of his helmet up, a spear resting in his
;

sinister

arm

ppr.

Drummond (Jlegginch).

wavy or and gu. in
and Motto ; or,

since

1846, the plain coat, with supporters of Co.scbaio.
(Sir Gobdos Drummond, G.C.B., 1816).

Per

a

lion

ramp, of the

last.

Per

Same

fess

Crest

Drummond
fess

chief

—

gu. in chief a martlet sa. Crest Issuing;
crown two arras drawing an arrow in a bow

wavy or and

out of a mural
Jl/o»o— Marte et arte.
all ppr.
(Lieut. Fbancis C. Bebesfobd-Dbcmmonb, 7th
Dragoon Guards, 1875). Quarterly, 1st, 2nd, and 4th, as

Drummond

ViScount Strathallan; 3rd, ar. semuc of cross crosslets fitchee
three fleurs-de-Us sa. within a bordure wavy erm., for BebesFOBD. Crest— A falcon rising, hooded, jessed, and belled ppr.
charged on the breast with a mullet or. Motto Lord have

—

mercy.

A
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Ditn
Dnuninond

(Heathcote-Drummosd

to
exemplified
Clementina Elizabeth Heathcote, relict of Gilbert, first
Lord Avtland, now Baroruss WULuughbn d'Eresby in her own
right, upon her assuming the additional surname of Drdm-

MoifD, 16 Nov. 1870).

Or, three bars

;

wavy gu. oa an

escut-

cheon of pretence over the arms of Heathcotb.

DrirmmoJid

(Marchmont Herald).

As Drummomd, within a

bordure gu. charged with eight Cornish choughs ppr.
Creat
A garb or, thereon a Cornish chough feeding ppr.
Motto Ex hoc vivo.
(Sir George Drtjmmond, Provost of Edinburgh).
As Drcmmond, in chief a martlet betw. two crescents gu.
A pheon or. Motto Consequitur quodcunque petit.
Crest
]3runinioiid (Carlowrie). As Deommond, a mullet surmounted of an annulet for diff. Crest A dexter hand holding
a curling f-tone. Motto Have at all.
(Pitkellony).
As Drcmmond, in chief a boar's
head erased gu. Crest A sword and garb saltireways ppr.

—

—

Drummond

—

—

—

—

Drummond

—

Drumson.

—

Az. a chev. betw. three flags displ. ar. CreH
A dexter hand holding a battle axe ppr. MoUo Spectemur
agendo.
Drury (co. Oxford). Ar. on a chev. vert two mullets or.
Ar. on a chief vert two mullets pierced or. Crest
greyhound courant ppr. collared or. Motto Cave ut

—

Dmry.
A

—

—

comprehendas.

Drury.

See Drewry.
(Thurston Rougham, co. Suffolk, Colnc, co. Huntington; descended from John de Drury, son and heir of one
of the companions in arms of the Conqueror). Ar. on a chief
vert a cross tau betw. two mullets pierced or. The original
coat was without the cross tau, which was added by Nicholas
DE Drdry, who went with John ofGaont, Duke of Lancaster,
into Spain, and thence to the Holy Land. Crest A greyhound courant ar.
(Ilawsted, co. Suffolk). Same ^Ijiks, without the cross

Urury

—

Drury

(Riddlesworth, co. Norfolk, bart., created 1G27,
Saxae Anns.
(Overstone, co. Northampton, bart., created 1739,

extinct 1712).

Drury

extinct 1759). Same .<4r»i.?.
Thomas Dkhby, Esq., of that
(Lcighlin, co. Carlow
from the Fun. Ent. of his dau. Katherine, wife of
Eight Hon. Sir John Kino, Knt., of Abbey Boyle, co. Eos-

Drury

;

place,

common). Ar. a bordure gu. on a chief vert a cross tau or,
betw. two mullets of the first.
(Knightstone, in Ottery, co. Devon, originally of
Bougham, co. Suffolk, and subsequently of Lesiate, co. Norfolk).
Ar. on a chief vert two mullets pierced or. Crest
Motto—ISon sine
greyhound courant ppr. collared or.

Drxiry

—

causS.

Drury

(Shotover Park, co. Oxford; descended from Eev.
of Eichard Drdbt, Esq., of
Colne, High Sheriff of the cos. Cambridge and Huntingdon,
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
1676).
Drwyherst. Erm. three escallops or.

George Drdry, youngest eon

Dry

(Lincoln's Inn, London, and Kischurst, co. Sussex). Or,
a chev. az. guttec d'or, betw. three herons ppr.
Dry. Az. a chev. ar. in chief a swan in base a quatrefoil
stalked and leaved of the second.
Drybtirgr. Sa. three martlets in fesse ar.
Dryby. Ar. three cinquefoils and a canton gu.
(Canons Ashby, co. Northampton, bart., created
Of this family was John Dryden the
1619, extinct 1670.
poet).
Az. a lion ramp, and in chief a sphere betw. two
A
dcrai lion or, sustaining in tlie dexter
estoiles or.
Crest

Dryden

—

sphere, as in the arms.

Dryden

(Ambrosden, co. Oxford, and Canons Ashby,
John Turner, Esq., m. ElizaNorthampton, bart.
niece and heiress of the seventh and last bart.
of Canons Ashby; ho assumed the name of Dryden
Same Anns and
1791, and was created a bart. 1795).
CO.

beth,

Crest.

Dryfield.

Az. a chev. betw. three acorns pendent or,

Dryland

(co.

Kent).

Gu. guttee d'eau a

fesse

wavy

—

counterchanged.

Drywood

Or, a lion pass. sa.
(Shipston, co. Essex).
betw. three acorns vert. Crest
An oak branch fructed ppr.
on
a
fesse
sa.
three
garbs
or.
Ar.
(Lincoln's Inn, London). Erm. a cat pass, and in
Crest
chief two crescents sa.
A wolfs head erased ppr.
(Ireland). See O'Ddana.
(Beackworth, co. Surrey; granted 1623). Lozengy
or and az. on a bend gu. three crescents ar. Crest Out of
a mural coronet gu. two wings expanded ar. each charged
with a bend of the first, thereon three crescents of the
second
Duberly (Dingestow, co. Monmouth; granted 1766). "Vert
on a fesse betw. two garbs in chief or, and a sickle in base
ar. handled of the second an arrow barways gu. headed and
flighted of the third betw. two estoiles az.
Crest
A dexter
arm embowed ppr. holding in the hand three ears of

—

Dualston.

Duane

—

Duane
Dubber

—

—

wheat

or.

Duberley

(Gaines Hall, co. Huntingdon).
Ees non verba.

Motto

Crest.

—

Same Arrra and

—

Crest
A cock
holding in the beak a trefoil ppr.
Dubisson. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three gannets sa. Crest
A gannet sa.
Bisson. Same ^Injis. Crest On a chapeau a gannet

Duberly, or Duberley. Same Arms.

—

—

Du

Motto— ^\\

sa.

impossibile.

of. Az. an episcopal staff ar. ensigned with a cross pattee or, surmounted by a paU of the
second edged and fringed gold, charged with five crosses
formee fitchfe sa.
Dublin, University of. Quarterly, az. and erm. in the
first quarter a book open ppr. clasped or, and in the fourth
quarter a castle of two towers ar. flammant ppr. over all in
the centre point the harp of Ireland ensigned with the
royal crown.
Dublin, City of. Az. three castles ar. flammant ppr.
Motto—Oheiientia. civium urbis felicitas.
Dublin, College of Physicians (granted by St. George,
Per fess ar. and az. in the middle chief a
Ulster, 1667).
celestial hand issuing out of clouds, feeling the pulse of a
terrestial hand all ppr. in base the royal harp of Ireland.
Bois. Ar. a canton gu. over all a bend sa. Creit—\

Du

falcon close ppr. belled or.

Du

Bois de Ferrieres (Hardwick

Hall, co.

Monmouth).

Quarterly, ist and 4th, the quartered coat of Du Bois, of
2nd and
Holland, belonging to the Dutch title of baron
3rd, erm. three horseshoes az. nailed or, on a chief indented
gu. two swords in saltire ppr. pommels and hilts gold, for
De Ferrieres. Crest Upon a rock a raven ppr. holding in
the dexter claw a sword also ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
;

—

—Tout par

et pour Dieu.
(London; granted 1634). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on
Crest A wheel or.
Jloulay (Donhead Hall, co. Wilts). Ar. a fesse wavy
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dog's head collared.
gu. Crest
Motto Sempre fidcle.
Ducane. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned or, charged
on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped vert.
Cane (Braxted Park, co. Essex; granted 1730). Ar. a
lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned or, on a canton az. a chev. of
the third betw. two acorns slipped and erect gu. Crest
demi lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned or, supporting with the
paws an anchor erect gold.
Ducarel (Lambeth, co. Surrey). Ar. three lozenges gK.
Crest
A cockgu.

Motto

DuDoys

the shoulder a mullet.

Du

—

—

—

Du

—

Ducat.

Ar. three serpents gliding fesseways in p.ilc az.
Gu. ten martlets or, four, three,

Duche, or Duchet.

nr.

Dryland

Norfolk).
Ou. on a chev. ar. betw. three
mullets or, as many crosses crosslet fitcflde sa. Crest
demi man in a military habit, holding a banner displ. gu.
iriji

(co.

—

with a cross ar.
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three garbs of the
a» many crosses cro.sslct fitchec sa.

il

Dryland.
5f

—

chaplet or.
Dryton. Ar. on a bend az. three plates.
Dryton. Ar. on a bend az. three water bougets or, a crescent of the second.
Drsrwood (Dunton, co. Essex). Or, a lion pass, guard, aa.
Crest
betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
A greyhound's
head per pale or and gu. collared az. betw. two wings

—

slipped vert.

(;li

DTTO

from a Scotch family of that name). Erm. a saltire la. on
a chief az. three estoiles or. Crest A thistle ppr. within a

Dublin, Archbishopric

tau.

Drury

paw a

A
A

.

.1(1

Dryland.
Drysdalo

Ar. guttee de sang a fcssc wavy gu.
Ar. a saltire az. betw. four crosses
a chief of tlie second.
Drysdale (granted, 16a4, by Carney, Ulster, to Eev. Ilroii
Dav^tUALb, D.D., Oxun, Archdeacon of Osaury, descended
(.Scotland).

mnliiie gu. .ind
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two,

and one.

Duchefield (co. Chester). Az. three
Ducie, Earl of. See Moreton.

pineapples or.

Ducie

(London, and Wittenhall, co. Stafford, bart., extinct
granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1622, to Eodert
Ducie, Alderman of London, Lord Mayor 1631, created a bart.
1629).
Or, a fesse vair betw. three cinquefoils gu. Crest
sea lion the forepart or, tail ar. supporting with the dexter
paw an anchor az. fluke gold.
Ducie. Or, two lions pass, guard, gu. Crest Same as the
1703;

—

—

preceding.

A

;;

DUO
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Duck (CO. Devon, and Remaby, co. Norfolk). Or, three
lions' heads erased gu. on a chief of the last as many mullets
Crest— Oa a mount vert a folcon az. wings
of the first.
expanded or, beaked and legged of the last.
Suck (Heavitree, co. Devon granted to Nicholas Duck, of
Or, on a
Lincoln's Inn, by Camden, Clarenccux, 1602).
Ch-est
An anchor
fesse wavy sa. three lozenges of the field.
erect or, around it a snake entwined ppr.
Duck (Haswell-on-the-Hill, co. Durham, hart., extinct 1691).
;

—

A fess betw. three buckles.
Duck. Az. three chaplets

—

spear-heads conjoined, as in the anns.

Ducy (Tortworth,

a chief indented of the

ar.

lost.

Ar. on a fesse sa. three mascles or.
Ducke (Lincoln's Inn; confirmed 23 June, 1602). Or, on a
fesse wavy sa. three mascles of the field.
Duckenfield (co. Chester). Ar. a cross pointed (another,
wavy) voided sa. Crest A tower embattled, thereon a flag

—

displ. or.

—

Duckenfield

(Eeg. Ulster's OfiSce). Same Arms. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm erect vested, the hand
back affrontee ppr. holding the sun in splendour gold.
Duckenfield (cos. Devon and Lancaster). Ar. a cross
sa.

—

(Southhousc, co. Edinburgh).
Gu. a cher.
betw. three crosses pattee ar.
(Sandfoord, Scotland). Gu. a chev. ar. betw,
three crosses crosslet fitch^e or. Crest
A greyhound's bead

duke was so created

attainted

th'e

(Earl of Leicester ; Robert Dcdley, younger son of
attainted duke, was so created 1561, extinct 1688).

Same Arms.
(WUlingham House,

Dudley (Clapton,

Same Arms.

co. Wilts).

on the arms and

diff.

or,

Crest

crest.

Ducket. Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend gu.
Duckett (Hartham House, Wilts, bart.). Quarterly,
4th, sa.

a

—

a crescent for

saltire ar., for

Dcckett; 2nd and

Ist

3rd, gu.

a

and

fesse

Jackson. The present
bart. also quarters 1st, GoU)STO^fE, az. on a fesse or, betw.
three saltires ar. an annulet sa. 2nd, Duckett, as before
4th, Windesoee, gu.
3rd, AxoEBDBG, gu. a lion ramp. ar.
a saltire ar. betw. twelve cross crosslets or 6th, Lancastee,
6th,
ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the last a Uon pass, or
Bedman, gu. three cushions erm. two and one, tasselled
or; 7th, Beiximgbah, ar. three horns sa. stringed gu. ; 8th,
BuRNisHEAD, ax. three bendlets gu. on a chief of the last a
lion ramp, of the first; 9th, Baskebvuxe, ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three hurts 10th, Sktnner, sa. a chev. or, betw. three
ar. betw. three sheldrakes ppr., for

;

;

;

;

;

griffins' heads erased ar. ; llth, Bingham, az. a bend cotised
betw. six crosses patt^e or, quartering erm. a lion ramp. gu.
crowned or. Crests 1st, Duckett: Out of a ducal coronet
or, a plume of five ostrich feathers, one, two, and three
Another Crest- A garb of lavender vert flowered az. banded
or
2nd, Jackson
A sheldrake, as in the arms, on the
breast a saltire gu. Motto—Je yens, le droit. Supporters

—

:

;

Two

—

parrots vert.

Duckett

(CO.

Devon).

Sa. (another, gu.) semee of martlets

or.

Duckett
ar.

Gu. a

(Grayrigghall, co. Westmoreland).
betw. twelve crosses crosslet or.

Duckett
Duckett

Westmoreland). Sa. a saltire ar.
(Hartham House, co. Wilts). Same Arms.

Out of a ducal coronet a plume of
Motto Je veux le droit.

—

Duckett

saltire

(co.

(Duckett's Grove, co.

crescent for

diff.

le droit.

Mottoes

Carlow).

Same Arms, a
;

and Je veux

cockatrice displ. ppr.

Duckworth

(Topsham, co. Devon, bart.). Ar. on a chev.
two ducks ppr. in chief and a naval crown of the
second in base a bomb fired betw. two estoUes or, on a chief
wavy also az. the words "St. Domingo" within a branch of
laurel, entwined with another of oak gold.
Crest A tower,
the battlements partly demolished, from the top flames
issuant ppr., on the sinister side a sea lion erect az. the paws
pressing against the tower. Supporters Dexter, a htunan
figure, holding in the exterior hand a sword erect ppr.
pommel and hilt or, around the head a halo composed of
seventeen estoiles of the last, across the dexter shoulder a
belt az. pendent, imder the feet the hide of an ox ppr.,
sinister a British sailor habited ppr., holding in the exterior
hand a flag-staff, thereon a flag of a rear-admiral of the
White ppr. inscribed with the word "Minorca" in letters of
gold. Motto Disciplina, fide, perseverantifi.
Duckworth (Over Barwen and Musbury, co. Somerset, and
az. betw.

—

—

—
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co. Cambridge, bart.).
Sa. on
a fesse ar. betw. two Uons pass, in chief and a sinister hand
bendways couped at the wrist in base or, a buck courant gn.
A buck's head erased ar. attired sa. the neck transCrest
pierced with an arrow barbed and flighted ppr. and gorged
with a collar gu. pendent therefrom an escutcheon of tbe
second, charged with a hand, as in the arms.
Dudley (cos. Berks and Buckiagham). Az. a chev. engr.

—

voided

or.

co.

Northampton,

bart., extinct 1.764).

—

Az.

betw. three lions' heads erased ar. Crest
On a
ducal coronet or, a woman's head with a helmet thereon,
hair dishevelled, throat latch loose ppr.
The Dudleys, of
Clapton, descended from the marriage of Dudley, of Clapton,
with Agnes Hotot, bore this singular crest, and the occasion
of its first adoption is thus recorded in a manuscript written
in 1390, by a monk who was Parson of Clapton
"The father
of Agnes Hotot, the great heiress who married Dudket,
having a dispute with one Eingsdale, about the title to a
piece of land, the competitors agreed to meet on the debateable ground, and decide the affair by combat. Hotot, on
the day appointed, was laid up with illness, but his daughter
Agnes, rather than the land should be lost, armed herself

a chev.

or,

:

—

and mounting her father's steed, went and
encountered Ringsdale, whom, after a stubborn contest, she
vmhorsed; and when he was on the ground, she loosened her
throat latch, lifted up her helmet, and let down her hair about
her shoulders, thus discovering her sex. In commemoration
of this exploit, the crest of the female head was ever afterwards used."
cap-a-pie,

Dudley
Dudley

(co. Stafford).

two

Or,

lions pass. az.

(Elmley Lovett, co. Warwick, and Hackney, co,
Middlesex confirmed, 1688, to John Dudley, of Hackney,
son of Simon Dudley, of Elmley. Har. MSS.). Same ArTiu,
a bordure az. Crest Out of a viscount's coronet or, pearled
ar. a hon's head az. 'collared gold.
Dudley. Same Arms, the bordure engr. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a lion's head az. collared and ringed
;

—

—

gold.

Dudley.
Dudley.

Az. a chev. betw. three
Or, two bends az.

lions'

beads erased or.

Dudley

—Spectemur agendo
—A

Duckett. Same Arms. Crest
Duckinfield. See Dukinfield.

—

Crest

five ostrich feathers.

Same

1561, extinct 1589).

Arms.

Dudley

Ducket

garb of lavender vert flowered az. banded

—

—

couped ppr. Motto Recreat et alit.
(Duke of Northumberla-nd, descended from Sir John
Sutton, fourth Lord Dudley, whose second son, John, assumed
thje name of Dudley ; his grandson created Earl of Warwicl;
1647, and raised to the dukedom 1651, attainted 1553). Or,
a lion ramp. az. double queued vert.
Dudley (Earl of Wancick ; the eldest surviving son of the

Dudley

Dudley

A

two Uons pass, guard.

Duddingloii

Duckenfield. Sa. a chev. betw. three crescents or. Crest
demi huntsman holding over the dexter shoulder a
ploughshare all ppr.
Duckenfield. Same Arms, the chev. charged with three
crosses crosslet of the field.
Ducket (Steeple-Morden, co. Cambridge). Sa. an orle of
martlets or.
DuckeJ; (co. Devon). Sa. a cross betw. four martlets or.
Ducket (Lord Mayor of London, 1672). Sa. a saltire ar.
(London and

Or,

co. Gloucester).

gu.

Duddingrston

Duck.

wavy voided

DT7P

Beechwood, co. Hants). Ar. a cross pointed sa. sarmoTmted
by a like cross or, in chief two gryphons' heads erased, each
surmounting four spear-heads conjoined in saltire ppr.
Crest
A gryphon's head erased, and surmounting four

(Bishop of Durham, 1476). Ar. a cross formee az.
Dudley. Ar. on a chief az. three crescents or.
Dudley. Az. a chev. engr. or.
Dudley-Janns. See Janns.
Ar. a quarter gu. charged with a lion ramp. or.
Crest
A salmon naiant ppr.
Dudmaston. Ar. a cross moline and a bordure engr. as,
in the dexter chief quarter a bird reguard. of the last.
Due. Az. a chief indented ar.
Duebeck (Normandy). Fusily ar. and gu.
Duer. Gu. on a chev. betw. three garbs ar. as mxaj
torteaux. Crest—A branch of laurel vert.
Duff (Keithmore and Braco, co. Banff). Vert a fess dancettee
erm. betw. a buck's head cabosscd in chief and tfko escallops
in base or.
Crest
buck's head ppr. Motto Virtute et

Dudman.

—

—

—A

spera.

Duff (Earl

and

a

ramp, go.,
2nd and 3rd, vert a fesse dancettee enn.
betw a hart's head cabossed in chief and two escallops in
base or, for Duff. Crests 1st A horse in full gallop ar.
vested all over with a mantling gu. charged with six escutcheons or, each charged with a Uon ramp, of the second on the
back of the horse a man in complete armour, drawn sword.
for

Fife). Quarterly, Ist

Macduff

4th, or,

lion

;

—

:

;
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shield charged as the
bU
the helmet a wreath of the colours, thereon

arm a

Ac. all ppr. on
Mcntcbeons, on
2nd : A demi lion ramp. gu. holding
lion ramp. gu.
in the dexter paw a broadsword ppr. hilted and pommelled
savages wreathed about the head
Two
Supporters
or.
and waist wiih laurel, holding in their exterior hands
branches of trees over their shoulders all ppr. Mottoes
Deo Juvante; over the second crest, Deusjuvat; virtute et
sinister

• demi

;

—

—

opera.

Suff (Vice-Admiral Bobebt

Ddff,

1781).

Vert a

fesse dan-

cettee enn. betw. a buck's head cabossed in chief and two
Crest
escallops in base or, all within a bordure of the last.
demi Uon ramp. gu. holding a sword ppr. hilt and pommel
On each side a sailor ppr. habited in a
gold. Supporters

—

A

—

blue jacket, white waistcoat and breeches, handkerchief
round the neck, hat and shoes sa. (the latter with gold
buckles) kneebands red, stockings of the third, holding in
the exterior hand a sword ppr. hilt and pommel or. Motto—
Virtute et opera.
Duff (Captain Norwich Dcft, of family of Hatton, 1829).
Vert a fesse dancett^e erm. betw. a buck's head cabossed in
chief and two escallops in base or, on a chief wavy of the
second the Trafalgar medal or, pendent by a ribbon az. ar.
and az. betw. a wreath of cypress and laurel, with the word
"Trafalgar" under the medal. Crests 1st: A demi lion
ramp, holding in his dexter paw a sword in pale ppr. hilted
and pommelled or 2nd Out of a naval crown or, inscribed
with the word "Mars," aship of war's mast, with the pendant
half-mast lowered, all encircled with a wreath of laurel ppr.
Mottoes Virtute et opera; and Cupressus honores peperit.
Suff (hart. 1813). Vert a fess dancettee erm., charged with a
mullet gu. betw. a buck's head cabossed in chief and two
Crest
A demi lion gu. holding in his
eacallops in base or.
dexter paw a sword ppr. hilted and pommelled or, and
charged on the breast with a mullet ar. Supporters Dexter,
a savage wreathed head and middle with laurel, and holding
in his hand a branch of a tree all ppr. ; sinister, a stag ppr.
attired and unguled or, gorged with a ducal coronet of the
last, and pendent therefrom an escutcheon charged with the
Mottoes —Above the crest: Deo juvante;
foresaid arms.
below the shield Virtute et opera.
Suff (Drummuir, co. Banff). Vert a buck's head couped ar.
betw. three escallops or.
Duff (Drummuir recorded 1737). Vert on a fess dancettee
ar. three mullets gu. in middle chief a buck's head cabossed
surmounted of a pheon point downwards or, in base betw.
two escallops a pheon point upwards of the last, on a canton
of the second a lion ramp, of the third. Crest A man's
heart ppr. winged or. Supporters Dexter, a savage armed
with a club ppr. sinister, a stag ppr. chained and attired or.
Mottoei Above the crest: Kind heart; below the shield Be
true, and ye shall never rue.
Duff (Barnagore House, Richmond, 1865). Per fess vert and
or, a fess dancettee erm. betw. a hart's head cabossed in
chief of the second, and two laurel leaves in base of the first.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ppr. Motto Virtute et opera.
Dtlffe (granted September, 1591, by Molyneux, Ulster, to
Tbadib Ddffe, Alderman and Mayor of Dublin). Vert a

—

;

:

—

—

—

:

;

—

—

;

—

:

—

—

—

ramp, or, a crescent for diff.
Crest
A greyhound
courant ar. collared or, a crescent for diff.
Duffe (Fun. Ent. of Phiup Ddffe, of Dubhn, buried in St.
Andeons Church there, 11 Aug. 1622). Same Anna.
Duffe, or Doufe (Alderman of Dublin, Reg. Ulster's
Office).
Same Arms. Crest A dove ar. legged gu. holding
Ld the beak an olive branch vert.
DufTe, or Doufe (Beg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms, with
a border or.
Duffe (Drogheda; Thomas Dcffe, Alderman and Mayor of
that place
Fun. Ent. of his dau. Kathekinb, who d. 23
Nov. 1610). Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Dufferin, £arl of. See Blackwood.
Duf&eld (Madmonham, co. Bucks, Ripon. co. York, and
Ireland ; Reg. Ulster's Office, toTaoMAS Doffield, Ripon, co.
York).
Sa. a chev. betw. three doves ar. membered gu.
Crest
A dove ppr. holding in the beak an olive branch vert.
Motto Semper fidelis.
Duffleld, or Duffelde (co. Buckingham). Ar. a chev.
betw. three doves sa.
Dnf&eld (confirmed to Rev. Matthew Dawson Dopfield,
Canon of Middlcham, Vicar of Stebbing, in Essex, spcoiid
son of Richard Duffield, Esq., of Thcakston, co. Yoik,
by AiTNE, his wife, heiress of her brother, Rooeb Dawson, Esq., of Carlton, co. York).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, sa. a chev. ar. betw. three doves of the last beaked and
membered gu., for Doffield; 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. erm.
betw. three arrows or, feathered and barbed ar. on a chief
of the lost three daws sa. beaked and membered go. a canton
lion

—

;

—

—
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DuK
a mullet of the third, for Dawson.
beak an olive branch all ppr. Motto

also gu. charged with
Crest

—A dove, in

its

Esto semper fidelis.
(London). Vaire or and vert a fesse gu. Crest— A.
talbot pass, or, eared sa. gorged with a plain collar ringed

Dufleld
gold.

Duffield. Vert a fesse or. (Another, ar.)
Duffield, or Duffeld. Vair a fesse gn.
Duffield. Az. three chaplets or.

Duffiu (Wapping,

co. Middlesex).
Quarterly, az. and gu.,
and 4th quarter, an estoile or; in the 2nd and 3rd,
head erased ar. in the beak an oak branch fructed
ppr. Crest
A griffin segreant, quarterly, ar. and gu. winged
and armed or.

in the 1st

an

eagle's

Dufford

—

(co. Suffolk).

Sa. a cross engr. or (another,

a bend-

let ar.).

Dufifus,

Duffy.

Baron.

See Sutherland.
Sa. on a pale erm. three crescents gu.

Crest

— An

angel ppr.
See O'Dufft.

Duffy.

Dugan, or Dugg'an.
and 4th quarter a a

Quarterly, az. and erm. in the 1st

griffin's

—A

head

or. Crest

talbot statant

ppr. collared ar.

Dug-dale

and Shustock, co. Warwick). Ar.
a cross moline gu. in the first quarter a torteau. Crest
griffin's head and wings endorsed or.
Dug-dale (Sir William Dugdale, Garter King of Arm."!).
Ar. a cross moline gu. surmounted with a garter of St.
George ppr. in the dexter chief a torteau, on the centre
(co. Lancaster,

—

of the cross a Garter's coronet or.

Crest

—A

griffin's

head,

wings endorsed or, gorged with a like coronet.
This
augmentation was granted in July, 1698.
Dug-dale (William Stratford Dugdais, Esq., of Blyth
Hall, CO. Warwick, the lineal descendant of Sir Wiluam
Dugdale, Garter).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross
moline gu. in dexter chief a torteau, for Dugdale 2nd and
3rd, harry of ten ar. and az. a lion ramp, gu., for Stratford. Crests 1st, Dugdale: A griffin's head and wings
endorsed or; 2nd, Stratford: A dexter arm embowed
habited ar. the hand ppr. holding a scimitar or. Motto—
;

—

Pestes patriae pigrities.

Dugrmore

(Swaffham, Beechamwell, and Bagthome, co.
Per pale gu. and az. a pale or, betw. two fleurson the dexter side ar. and a Uon ramp, on the

Norfolk).
de-lis

—

Crest
An eagle rising ppr.
(Auchinhuive, co. Aberdeen).
Az. three crosses
pattee ar. Crest
A dove with a laurel branch in his beak
Motto Patientia et spe.
ppr.
Dubainel (Jersey). Ar. a chev. gu.
sinister side gold.

Duguid

—

—

Duheaume
the

(Jersey).

Chequy

ar.

and vert on a bend of

a leopard's face betw. two annulets sa. a canton
Crest
A dexter hand issuant from clouds, holding:

first

—

erm.
a sprig of three roses all ppr.
(Cheshunt, co. Hertford). Sa. two bendlets within
a bordure or.
Duine (Dublin descended from Taarty, co. Aberdeen). Gu.
a sword in pale ppr. hilt and pommel or, betw. two padlocks
ar. within a bordure of the last.
Crest
A dexter hand
Motto Celer atque fidelis.
issuing.
Duke (cos. Bedford and Devon). Per fesse indented ar. and
az. three chaplets counterchanged.
Duke (Otterton and Power Hayes, co. Devon; Cosenton,
and Maidstone, co. Kent; and Richmond, co. Surrey). Per
fesse ar. and az. three chaplets counterchanged.
Crest
demi griffin or, holding a chaplet az.
(Lake, co. Wilts, representative of a branch of the
family of Duke, of Power Hayes, co. Devon. Visit, by St.
George in 1623). Same Arms and Crest.
Duke (Appleshaw, co. Hants). Same Arms and Crest.
Duke (Pinne, co. Devon Richard Duke, son of Jons
Duke, who was second son of Henrt Duke, of Otterton.
Visit. 1620).
Per fess or and az. three chaplets counterchanged.
Duke (Castle Jordan, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. of Sir Henbt

Duhurst

;

—

—

—

Duke

;

Duke, of that

place, d. 12 Feb. 159r>).

ing, per p.ile

wavy

az.

and

or, for

Same Armn,

Power.

Crest

quarter-

—A

demi

segreant ar. holding between the claws a chaplet.
(London; confirmed 1620, by Camden, Clarcnceux, to
Peter Duke, of that place, son of John, son of Peter Duke,
of France). Same Arms and Crest.
(Bcnhall Lodge and Brompton, co. Suffolk, bart., extinct 1732).
Az. a chev. betw. three birds close ar. membered gu. Crest
A sword ar. hilt or, stuck in a plume of
five feathers, three az. two ar.
(co. Suffolk).
Az. a chev. betw. three bucks' headsar.
griffin

Duke
Duke

—

Duke

attired gu.

Duke.

Az. a conej lejant ar.

A

A

D
Duke
Duke

—

Crest
A demi gryphon ar.
of the city of London.
winged az. in the beak a peacock's feather ppr. supporting a
sword also ppr. representing that of the said city of London.
Afofto—G radatim vincimus.

Mayor

Dukenfoid.
Dukenfield

Ar. a cross quarterly pierced sa.

(Pendyffryn, co. Derby). Gu. on a pile issuant
from the dexter canton ar. three leopards' faces of the field.
Issuant from clouds a dexter arm embowed in armour
Crest
ppr. the hand ppr. grasping a cross pointed voided sa.
Motto Ubi amor ibi fides.
Dukes (CO. Salop). Quarterly, 1st and 6th, erm. a lion
ramp, vert crowned and ducally gorged or 2nd, ar. a chev.

—

—

;

3rd,
gu. betw. three gillyflowers slipped and stalked ppr.
4th, ar. three bugleaz. three falcons' heads erased ar.
three
Crest
5th, sa.
pheons ar.
horns stringed sa.
dexter aim embowed to the sinister in armour ppr. garnished
or, supporting with the gauntlet a tilting lance also ppr.
therefrom a forked pennon flowing to the sinister per fesse ar.
;

;

—

;

and sa. fringed and tasseUed gold, charged with an escutcheon
of the arms of the Holy Trinity.
Dukinfleld (Fortwood, co. Lancaster, 1567). Ar. a cross
voided sa. Ci-est Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter arm
erect habited gu. holding a sun in splendour.
Dukinfleld (Dukinfleld Hall, co. Chester, hart.). Ar. a cross
voided pointed sa. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter
arm erect vested gu. in the hand ppr. the sun in splendour.

—

Motto

—

Ubi amor

ibi fides.

Dukinfleld

(HintUey, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Arms.
(Gdillemot Dolent, of the kingdom of France;
Walter Valentine Stapleton, temp. George I., m. Mary
Mabgabet, dau. of Gcillemot DnLENT). Ar. in base a duck
and three ducklings naiant in water all ppr.
Dulford, or Tulford (co. Devon). Gu. a chev. or.
Duller (Duller). Ar. on a bend sa. a lion pass. or.
Duly. Az. a chev. engr. on the outer side or, voided of the

Duleny

field.

Dumar.

Sa. a fesse
two elephants' trunks

ar.
sa.

—

Crest
On a foreign helmet ppr.
each charged with a fesse ar.
Haute, St. Gorge, Samares, Des

Dumaresq (Seigneur dc ia

—

A bull pass,
Angres, Jersey). Gu. three escallops or. Crest
Motto— Dum vivo spero.
Supporters (as
guard, ppr.
borne by Ddmaresq, Seigneurs of Samares) ^Two greyhounds
reguard. collared and ringed gu.
DumarescL (Boston, U. S. America, a branch of the Jersey
family). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Dumas. Az. a fesse or, betw. three bezants. Crest A lion's
gamb erased gu.
(granted to Henbt John Phujp Ddmas, Esq., of the
Cedars, Clapham, co. Surrey).
Per chev. flory counterflory
or and az. in chief two lions' gambs erased and in base a garb
counterchanged. Crest
Issuant from a chaplet of roses an
arm embowed in armour ppr. charged with a fleur-de-lis az.
and grasping a scythe in bend sinister also ppr. Motto—

—

—

Dumas

—

Adsum.
of. Az. an elephant pass,
tusked or, bearing on his back a tower ppr. Motto
Fortitudo et fidelitas.
ar.

Dumbernill.
canton of the

—

Gu. six roses or, stalked and slipped ppr.
Gu. a bend erm. betw. two lions ramp, or, a
Crest
An eagle displ. per pale erm. and

last.

—

erminois.

Dumbleton

(London; granted 1759). Gu. a canton or, surmounted by a bend erm. betw. two hons ramp, of the second.
Crest
An eagle displ. per pale erm. and erminois.
Dumbreck (that ilk, Scotland). Ar. a wolf pass. sa. trans-

—

a sword ppr.
Gu. four crescents

fixed with

Dumerle.

ar.

on a chief az. two more of

Southampton, 1711).
Az. three
or, on a chief of the second a demi lion ramp,
Crest
A demi lion ramp. az. holding a fleur-de-

(Swathling, co.

fleure-de-lis

issuant sa.

pommel

or,

Scotland).

—

Us or.

Dummer

(Dummer, co. Hants, and Penne Dommcr, co.
Somerset, temp. Edward II. and Henry VI.). Az. a crescent
betw. six billets, three, two, and one or.

Du Moulin
Dun (Bristol;

(Keg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a cartwheel or.
granted 1558). Az. a wolf ramp. ar. charged on
the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis gu. CV«s(— Three snakes erect
of the last, and tied in the middle in a knot ppr.
Another
Crest, granted 1605— Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's paw
erect of the last, grasping a snake ppr.
(granted 10 Feb. 1605). Az. a wolf ramp, and a chief ar.

Dun
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Gu. a sword paleways ppr.

betw. three padlocks ar.

Crest

—

and
hand

hilt

—A dexter

holding a key ppr. Motto Mecum habito.
Aberdeen). Gu. a sword in pale ppr. hilted and pommelled or, on the point of which a crescent ar. betw. three
square padlocks of the third. Crest
A dexter hand and arm
ppr. grasping a key in bend sinister az.
Jtfofto—Mecum

Dun (co.

—

habito.

Dun (co. Perth,
Dun (Aberdeen

Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
Reg. Ulster's Office, to Cbables Dcn, of that
place).
Gu. a sword erect paleways ppr. pommel and hUt or,
betw. three padlocks ar. Crest— A dexter hand couped at the
wrist ppr. Motto
Over the crest Celer atque fidelis.
Az. a wolf ramp. ar. charged on the shoulder
(1606).
with an erm. spot. Crest— Five snakes erect on the tails, tied
together in the middle with one snake fesseways or.
1803).

;

—

Dun

Dun.

:

Or, four palets gu.

Dunalfe, or Duncalfe.

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three

calves pass. sa. a mullet or.

Dunalley, Baron. See Pkittie.
Dunbar, Viscount. Sec Constable.

Dunbar {Earl of

March). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a bordui-e of
the last charged with eight roses of the field.
(Marl of Moray). Or, three cushions pendent within

Dunbar

a double tressure flory counterflory gu., for Randolph; sometimes quartered with Cbichton, Annandale, and Tbaser,
of Frendraught.

Dunbar (Westfield,

Prior to the middle of the 17th
as above; afterwards quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure ar. fbr Dunbab
2nd and 3rd, or, three cushions pendent within a double
co. Elgin).

Randolph,

century,

;

tressure flory counterflory gu., for
sword and key in saltire ppr. Motto

Randolph.
Sub spe.

—

Dunbar (Grange,

C)-est

—

Quarterly, as the last, all within a bordure ar. charged with eight frases gu.
Crest
^A
co. Elgin).

—

—

Motto Sub spe.
Gu. a lion ramp.

wreath of laurel ppr.

Dtinbar

a bordure of the
second charged with three roses and as many cushions of
the first. C>-cst A rose slipped. Motto
Olet et sanet.
Dunbar (Baldoon, bart., 1664; the heiress m. Lord Basil
Hamilton). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure of the last
charged with ten roses of the first.
Crest
A horse's head
ar. bridled gu.
Supporters— Two lions guard, ar. each
holding in one fore-paw a rose slipped gu.
Motto Firmior
qui paratior.
Dunbar (Ireland, 1747). As Baldoon, in sinister chief a
crescent surmounted of a mullet for dilf. Same Crest and
Motto.
(Hillhead).

ar.

—

—

—

—

Dunbar (Mochrum,

co. Wigtown, bart., 1694).
Quarterly,
and 4th, gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure of the last
charged with eight roses of the first; 2nd and 3rd, or, three
cushions pendent within a double tressure flory counterflory
gu. Crest
A horse's head ar. bridled gu. a dexter hand
couped fessways ppr. holding the bridle. Supporters Two
white doves imperially crowned ppr. Motto— C&udons pr»1st

—

mium

—

honos.

Dunbar (Hempriggs, co.
of his dau.
in

and

1706,

Caithness, bart., 1698; the husband
James Suthebland, was also made a
Sir James Dunbab, of Hempriggs).

heir,

as

Quarterly, as Ddnbab of Westfield, within a bordure vair6
gu. and or. Crest A demi lion ar. holding in his dexter
paw a rose slipped gu. leaved and barbed vert.
Motto—
Ornat fortem prudentia.

—

Dunbar (Newton, co. Aberdeen,

and Thunderton and DufTus,
branch has assumed the Hempriggs
baronetcy of 1698, under the designation of Dcnbab of
Northfield, since the service of Alexandeb Ddnbab, of
Newton, in 1776, to Sir Patrick Ddnbab, Bart.). Quarterly,
as Mochrum, within a bordure quarterly az. and gu. in the
centre a deer's head cabossed ppr. Cnst A dexter hand
Motto— Spem vigUantia
reaching to an astral crown ppr.
CO. Elgin.

This

—

firmat.

Dunbar-Brander

the second.

Dummer

Dun (Taartie,

bart.

Dumbarton, Royal Burg'h

Dumberton.
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rr

(city of Chester, 1740). Paly of nine az. and or, on a
bend gu. three garbs ar.
I'er chev. erm. and az. in chief three feathers
(ban.).
erect ar. betw. two chaplets az., in base a mace within a
collar ppr., representing the mace and collar of the Lord

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, the above
quartered coat, with Crest and Motto of both families.
Dunbar (Inchbrock). Quarterly, as Westfield, within a
bordure gu. charged with eight annulets or. Crest A band
Motto Sapiens non
holding an ear of wheat ppr.

(Pitgavenay).

Bbandeb, of Pitgaveney

(q.v.)

;

—

—

eget.

Dunbar

(Barmucketty, co. Elgin).
Per chev. embattled or
and gu. three cushions pendent counterchanged. Motto

Suum

—

cuique tribue.

Dunbar

(Kirkhill).

Ddnbab and Randolph

quarterly, in

centre a cross moline az. a bordure nebuly quarterly gu.
Crest

az.

—A

book expanded ppr.

and

—Consulat

Motto

et

ornat.

Dunbar

(Dura, bart., 1698). Quarterly, as Westfield, within

AAA
:
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—

• bordure nebuly, quarterly az. and gu. Crat Two sprigs
Spes dabit auxilium.
of laurel in saltire ppr. Motto
(Boath, co. Nairn, bart., 1814). Quarterly, Dunbab
Crest
and Randolph, with a star az. in the centre.
dexter hand roaching to two earls' coronets tied together all

—

Dunbar

—

Motto—Svib

ppr.

(Leuchold, co. Linlithgow). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
betw. three cushions pendent or, a borduro of the second
charged with eight roses of the first. Crest A dexter hand
holding a glove ppr. Afo«o— Sapit qui laborat.
(granted, 1833, to George Ddnbab Okb, Esq., of
Belfast, on his assuming, by royal licence, the surname of
Dunbar in lieu of Orb, in compliance with the desire of his

—

Dunbar

Woburn, co. Down).
three cushions, two and one, within a

John Gilmobe Dcnbab,

Per pale or and

ar.

Esq., of

double tressure flory counterflory gu. all within a bordure
Crest
A demi Hon ramp, or, armed and langued gu.
holding in his dexter paw a red rose sUpped ppr. leaved and
barbed vert. Motto Ornat fortem prudentia.
Dunbar (Eeg. Ulster's Office, 1708, to Capt. David
DnNBAB). Or, within a double tressure flory counterflory,
three cushions gu. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in
the dexter paw a rose ar. slipped and leaved ppr.
Dunbar,
of. Az. a castle ar. masoned sa. windows

—

vair.

—

—

Town

and

Dunch

Gu. two bars

(co.

(Little

Witnam,
ar.

an antelope's head

maned, armed, and

A

demi antelope

Duncombe
Per

az.

Same Arms,

az. bezant<5e

(Lord

and

attired gold.
the chev. engr. or. Cre*t

armed, maned, and attired

FLvenham;

engr. gu.

pale

on a canton of

Sa. a chev. betw. three
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or

towers triple-towered
Berks).

ar.

co. Berks).

ar.

or.

created 1747, extinct 1763).
three talbots' heads erased

counterchanged.

Duncombe

(Earl of Feversham). Per chev. engn". gu and
ar. three talbots' heads erased counterchanged.
Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a horse's hind leg sa. the shoe ar.
Supporters Dexter, a horse of a dark iron-grey colour,
guttee-d'or, ducally gorged of the last; sinister, a lion ar.
powdered with fleurs-de-lis sa. his head adorned with
a plume of six feathers ar. and az. issuing out of a ducal
coronet or. Motto
Deo, regi, patriae.

—

—

—

Duncombe (Pauncefort Duncombe,

Great Brickhill Manor,

Bucks, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. engr.
gu. and ar. three talbots' heads erased counterchanged, in Uie
centre chief a cross crosslet gold, for distinction, for DunCO.

combe; 2nd and

—

fort.

3rd, gu. three lions

ramp,

ar., for

Paunce-

Chests
1st
Out of a ducal coronet or, a horse's leg
shoe ar. charged (for distinction) with a cross crosslet
gold, for Duncombe
2nd A lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned
or, and charged on the shoulder >vith an escallop sa., for
Pauncefort. Motto Non fecimus ipsi.
(Barley End, co. Bedford).
Per chev. engr. ar.
and gu. three talbots' heads erased counterchanged.
(Morton and Whitchurch, co. Bucks). Per chev.
flory and counterflory or and sa. betw. three talbots' heads
erased and collared, all counterchanged. Crest A talbot's
head erased gu. eared sa. collared ar.
(Ivinghoe, co. Bucks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
per chev. engr. gu. and ar. three talbots' heads erased
counterchanged, for Duncombe; 2nd, gu. on a chev. ar. three
bucks' heads erased sa. a chief nebulee ar. and sa., for
Woodboffe, of Poyle Park, Famham, co. Surrey; 3rd, ar. on
a saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis or, for Hawkins, of Nash Court,
Boughton-under-Blean, co. Kent.
Crest— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a horse's hind leg sa. shoe ar.
(Oriel College, Battersden, Sheriff of Beds,
temp. Queen Elizabeth).
Per chev. flory counterflory gu.
and ar. three talbots' heads erased counterchanged.
(Copgove, co. York; maternally descended from
Duncombe, Lord Ptversham, extinct). Per chev. engr. gu.
and ar. three talbots' heads erased, counterchanged. Crest
Out of a ducxil coronet or, a horse's hind leg sa. shoe or.
Motto Deo, regi, patriae.
(Battlesdenbury, co. Bedford, Ivinghoe Aston,
and Muchbrickhill, co. Bucks; Wastop, Shalford, Tangley
Park, and Shere, co. Surrey ; cos. Sussex, Wilts, Worcester,
and York). Same Arms. Ci-est Out of a ducal coronet or, a
horse's hind leg couped at the thigh sa. shoe ar.
Another
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb. sa. grasping
a horseshoe ar.
(Tangley Park, bart., extinct 1706; descended
from Ivinghoe Aston). Same jirms.
(Dundas, co. LinUthgow). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Crest
A lion's head full-faced, looking out of an oak bush
ppr. Supporters
Two lions gu. and below the shield, for a
compartment, a salamander in flames of fire ppr. Motto—
Essayez.
(Kincavel, co. Linlithgow, afterwards Blair Castle,
CO. Perth).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa. a salamander
pass, through a fire ppr.
Crest A lion's paw erected ppr.
Motto Essayez hardiment.
Edinburgh).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
(Arniston, co.
:

sa. the

portcullis closed gu.

Dunboyne, Baron. See Butleb.
Duncalf (Otringham, co. York). Ar. achev.
(Foxley, co. Chester).

:

;

gu. betw. three

calves sa.

Duncalfe

Dxrir

Warwick).
the second a toweV sa.

Dunch (CO.

spe.

Dunbar

nncle,

Duncastle

—

Duncombe

Ar. three calves sa.

Duncan-Haldane (Earl of Camperdown). See Haldane.
Duncan (Seaside and Lundie, Scotland). Gu. a chev. or, Duncombe
betw. two cinquefoDs in chief, and a hunting-horn in base
garnished az. Ci-est A ship under sail. Motto Disce

—

ar.

—

pati.

Duncan

Gu. a representation of
(Earl of Camperdown).
the gold medal conferred upon the first Viscount by George I II.
with a naval crown,
ensigned
for the victory off Camperdown,
and subscribed Campebdown, betw. two roses in chief, and a

buglehom

—

in base ar. strung and garnished az. Crest
dismasted ship ppr. Motto (above) Disce pati. Supporters
Dexter, a female figure, winged, crowned with a celestial
crown, a scarf across her garments, resting her exterior
hand on an anchor, her interior hand holding a palm branch;
sinister, a sailor holding in the exterior hand a union flag, the
tri-coloured flag wrapped roxmd the staff. Afo«o— Secundis
dubiisque rectus.
Gu on a chev. betw. two
(Ardounie, Scotland).
dnquefoils ar. in chief and a hunting-horn of the same in
base, viruled and stringed az. three buckles of the last.
Crest
A greyhound issuant ppr. collared or. Motto—Viv&t

—

—

Duncan

—

Veritas.

Duncan

Gu. on a chev. betw. two cinqueand a hunting-horn in base or, three buckles

(Mott, Scotland).

foUs in chief
az.

Duncan

Gu. on a chev. betw. two
(Edinburgh, 1786).
dnquefoils in chief ar. and a hunting-horn in base or, stringed
and virolcd vert three escutcheons of the field. Crest
dexter hand grasping a scymitar ppr. hilted and pommelled or.
Motto Deo juvante vinco.
Gu. a chev. engr. or, betw.
(Parkhill, co. Forfar).
two dnquefoils in chief ar. and a himting-hom in base of the
ship
in distress in the sea ppr.
Crest
^A
last garnished az.
Motto— Disce pati.
(Bevebisoe-Ddncan, Damside, co. Perth, 1813).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a chev. erminois betw. two cinquefoils in chief ar. and a hunting-horn of the last in base
Btringed az., forDoNCAN; 2nd and 3rd, vert two beavers combatant or, the btise wavy ar. and az., for Beveridge. Crest
1st A ship under sail in a sea ppr. the maintop sail and foretop sail each charged with a cinquefoil gu. and the foretack
with a hunting-horn of the last stringed az., for Duncan; 2nd
Out of a mural crown or, a demi beaver ppr., for Bevebu>ob.
Mottoen—Vhce pati ; Persevcrando.
Duncan-iyiorison. Sec Mobison.
Duncan (Marjlcbone, London, bart., extinct 1774; Sir
William Duncan, M.D., Physician Extraordinary to George
III., younger brother of Alexander Duncan, grandfather of
Gu.
the Ist Viscount Duncan, was socrcated 1764, d. s. p.).
two roses in chief and a buglehorn in base ar. stringed and

—

—

Duncan

—

Duncan

—

:

g.irni.sh('d oz.

Duncan, or Duncum.

Sa.

five eagles displ. in cross

ar.

Duncombe

Duncombe

Duncombe

—

—

Duncombe

—

—

Duncumb
Dundas

—

—

Dundas

—

—

Dundas

a bordure erm.

Crest

—A

Supporters

Essayez.

lion's

— Dexter,

head couped
a lion gu.

;

or.

Motto—

sinister,

au

elephant ppr.
Melville).
Ar. a lion ramp, gu- within a
( yiscount
bordure az. charged with three boars' heads couped or.

Dundas

Crest— A lion's head affrontee gu. strugglinsr through an oak
bush all ppr. Supporters Dexter, a leopard reguard.; sinister,
Above the crest Essayez; below
a stag, both ppr. Mottoes

—
—

the shield

:

Quod

:

potui pcrfeci.

Dundas (Beechwood, co.

Edinburgh, bart., 1821). Ar. a lion
A lion's head fullramp. gu. a bordure engr. erm. Crest
through
a bush of oak ppr. Supporters
faced gu. looking
sinister, an elephant ar., each
Dexter, a grey horse ppr.
charged on the shoulder with a thistle ppr. Motto—

—

—

;

Duncanson

(Major Rodebt Duncanson, Scotland, 1692).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two sheaves of arrows in chief gu.
banded of the first, and a buglehom In base of the second,
A dexter hand appaumee
itringed and garnished or. Crest
ppr.

—

Motto

— Hens
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—

ot

manus.

Essayez.
(now Hamilton-Dundas, Duddington, co. Edinburgh.) Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a lion ramp, with a
heart betw. the paws gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three cinqaefoila

Dundas

A

A
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erm. within a bordure potent counterpotent of the second
and first, for Hamilton, of Westburn. Ci-ests 1st: A dexter
hand holding a star az., for Dundas; 2nd: A dexter hand
grasping a lance in bend ppr., for Hamilton. Mottoes—
Essayez and Et arma et virtus.
Dundas (Newhalls). As Duddington, on a chief az. three
Cre^t
stars ar.
A hand holding a scroll. Motto Revise.
Dundas (Manor, co. Perth). Ar. a lion ramp, with a heart
betw. the paws gu. surmounted of a crescent or. Crest
dexter hand holding a star az. Motto E.ssayez.

—

;

—

—

—

—

Dundas

(Richmond and

Llanelly, bart., 1815; title extinct).

Ar. a lion ramp, with a heart betw. the paws gu. in middle
chief a crescent az. charged with a mullet of the field.
Crest

—A dexter hand

Two

lions reguard. ppr. collared gu.

ppr. holding a mullet az.

—

Supporters

—

and pendent from each

Motto Essayez.
Dundas (Philipston descended from Newliston, co. Linlithgow). Ar. a lion ramp, within a bordure gu. Crest A demi
lion guard, ppr. issuing out of a bush of oak vert. Motto
collar

a heart of the

:

last.

;

—

—

Essayez.

DXTBT

—

a demi lion ramp. gu. Crest An orb ar. banded and
surmounted by a cross patt^e or.
Dung'an (Fun. Ent. of William Duncan, Esq., Recorder of
Dublin, second eon of John Duncan, Esq., of Dublin, d.
11, buried in St. John's Church, 19 Dec. 1622).
Same Arins,
or,

with a crescent for diff., and impaling O'Brien.
(Earl of Limerick, created 1685, extinct 1715).
Same Arms. Crest A lion pass, or, supporting with the
dexter foot a close helmet ar. garnished gold. Supporters
Two lions ramp. ar. guttle de sang, each charged on the
shoulder with a pellet.
Dung-annon, Viscount. See Hill-Trevob.
(co. Lincoln).
Az. a chief indented or. Crest—
A martin pass, or, betw. two spears erect.

Dungun

—

—

Dunham
Dunham

(Kirklington, co. Notts). Same.^)-7B«, a label of
three points gu.
Dunhead. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a bordure gobonated of the

second and az.

Dxxnhead, or Dunhed.

Or,

a Uon within a bordure

engr. gu.

Dundas

Dunholme. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates.
Dunk. Ar. a lion's head erased gu. Crest —A lion's

Dundas

Dunk.

(Breastmill, co. Linlithgow). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
within a bordure compony of the second and first. Same
Crest and Motto.
(Fingask, co. Perth, now Carronhall, co. Stirling).
Ar. a lion ramp, within a double tressure flory counterflory
gu. Crest
A lion's head fullfaced, crowned with a ducal
coronet and looking through a bush of oak all ppr. Supporters—Dexter, a lion ppr.
sinister, an eagle with wings
erected ppr. Motto Essayez.
Tixua.da,s {Baron AmesburT/). The same Arr.i'^, with a crescent
gu. in dexter chief for di£f. Same Crest and Motto.
(Deans-Ddndas, of Barton Court, co. Berks).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd, ar. on a chief gu.
three garbs or, for Whitley; 3rd, az. a cross moline ar.,
for Deans.
Crests
1st: As above, for Dcndas; 2nd: A
stag's head ar. attired or, in the mouth the end of a scroll
tearing the Motto
Live to live, for Deans.
Mottoes
Essayez, for Dundas Arte vel marte, fur Deans.
{Sari oj Zetland). Ar. a lion ramp, within a double
tressure flory counterflory gu. a bordure az.
A lion
Creit
full-faced, crowned with a ducal coronet or, looking through
a bush of oak ppr. Supporters Two lions ppr. crowned
with antique crowns or, each gorged with a chaplet of oak
leaves vert fructed or, a shield pendent to each, the one ar.
a saltire and chief gu. on a canton of the field a lion ramp,
az. the other lozengy ar. and gu.
Motto Essayez.
(Barton Court, co. Berks, and Aston Hall, co. Flint;
exemplified to Sir James Whitley Deans-Dundas, G.C.B.

—

;

—

Dundas

—

—

—

;

Dundas

—

—

—

Dundas
in 1808,

arms

of

when he assumed, by royal licence, the name and
his wife, Hon. Janet Dundas, only child and heiress of

Charles, Lord Amesbury). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
lion ramp, within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.,
for Dundas 2nd, ar. on a chief gu. three garbs or, a canton
erm. for diff., for Whitley; 4th, ar. on a cross moline az.
a sword in pale ppr. a border embattled of the second,
for Deans.
Crests
1st, Dundas:
A lion's head affrontee
ppr. ducally crowned or, looking through a bush of oak
fructed also ppr. 2nd, Whitley A buck's head couped ar.
attired or, charged on the neck with a rose gu. for distinction;
3rd, Deans A sword erect ppr. on the top thereof a cross
patt^e az. Mottoes
Over Dundas crest Essayez; over the
Whitley crest Live to live over the Deans crest Arte
vel marte.
Dundee, To'wn of. Az. a pot of growing lilies ar.
Crest
A lily ar. Supporters Two dragons vert taUs knotted
togother, below the shield. Motto, above the crest— Dei
;

—

;

:

:

—

:

;

:

—

:

—

Bomum.

Dundonald, Earl of.
Dune. Sa. an eagle displ.

See Cochbanb.
with two heads ar. on the breast
an escutcheon gu. charged with a leopard's head, all within
a bordure or.

Dune.
Croit

Sa.

an eagle

displ.

— A mullet, quarterly,

Dune.
fitchtl-e

with two heads ar. a bordure or.
ar.

and

sa.

Az. a unicorn armed or, betw. twelve crosses crosslet
of the second.

Dunedin,

New

Zealand, See of. Gu. St. Andrew
bearing his cross ppr. on a canton az. three estoiles, each of
eight points.

Dunersale

(Wingrave, co. Bucks, andTangley,co. Surrey).
Sa. a fesse gobonated or and gu. betw. five escallops ar.
Dunfermline, Baron. See Abercromby.
Dunford. Sa. three rams' heads cabossed ar. armed or.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar. in the mouth a dexter hand
couped at the wrist ppr.
Dimford. Gu. a crescent or, and bend ar.
Dungan (Dublin, by Patent; John Duncan, Esq., of that
city, d. 1592). Az. six plates, three, two, and one, on a chief

—
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head

collared or.

See Dunch.

Dunkeld, Bishop of

(Scotland). Ar. a cross calvary sa.
betw. two passion nails gu.
Az. on a fesse ar. three garbs gu. Crest An arm in
armour, couped at the elbow in fesse, holding a cross crosslet

—

Dunkin.
fitchee.

Dunkley. Erm.
Crest

—A

a

vert

fesse

betw.

three

mullets gu.
and lined

falcon's leg erased at the thigh, belled

ppr.

Dunlop
Dunlop

(Dunlop, co. Ayr). Ar. atwo-headed eagle displ. gn.
(Dunlop; as recorded 1838). Quarterly, l8tand4th,

for Dunlop; 2nd and 3rd, counter-quartered,
and 4th, gu. a lion ramp, ar 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fess chequy
ar. and az., all for Wallace.
Crest
A dexter hand holding
a dagger erect all ppr. Motto Merito.
Dunlop (Garnkirk, co. Ayr, 1672). Ar. a two-headed eagle

as the

last,

1st

;

—

displ. gu. in

A

—

dexter chief point a mullet az. for

rose slipped ppr.

Motto—^

diff.

Crest

—

spinis.

Dunlop

(Carmyle and Garnkirk, 1779). Ar. a two-headed
eagle displ. gu. in dexter chief a rose of the last, a bordure
az.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a dagger in bend sinister
ppr.
Mottoes
Above the crest Merito ; below the shield

—

E

—

:

spinis.

Dunlop

(Rosebank,

Lanark, 1792).

Ar. a two-headed
eagle displ. gu. beaked and membered sa. in chief a lozenge
betw. two stars az. in base the sea waved vert. Crest
hand holding a sword ppr. Motto Merito.
(Househill, 1672). Ar. a two-headed eagle displ. gu.
in dexter chief point a martlet az. for diff.
Crest
A dext«r
hand holding a sword ppr. Motto Merito.
Earl of. See Murray.
(Kelvinside, co. Lanark, 1770;. Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, vert three garbs or, banded gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
co.

—

—

Dunlop

—

—

Dunmore,

Dunmore

;

and in base a ship at anchor with ensigns flying
or, for Crawford, of Possill.
Crest
An anchor in the sea
Spes anchora tuta.
ppr. Motto
Dtinmo'W Priory (co. Essex). Sa. a cross ar. betw. four
fess erm.

—

—

mullets or.

Dunmuxe (Edinburgh,

1672).

'Vert three garbs or.

Motto—

Molor ut alam.

Dunn

(Tannochside, co. Lanark, 1771). Gu. a sword in pale
ppr. hilted and pommelled or, betw. three square padlock.",
two and one, and two buckles in fess of the third. Crest
A dexter hand ppr. holding a key in bend sinister or.

—

Motto

Dunn

— Mecum habito.

(granted by Camden, Clarenceux,
Ddnn, Knt., D.C.L., Master of Requests).

1607, to Sir

Daniel
and

Quarterly, 1st

charged on the shoulder with an erm.
spot sa., for Dunn; 2nd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a
3rd, gu. a fess vair, in chief a
bendlct sa., for Bkancue
unicorn pass. betw. two mullets or, a border engr. of the last,
Five snakes erect banded by another
for Wilkinson. Ci-est
4th, az. a wolf ramp.

ar.

;

—

or.

Dunn

(Bircher, near Leominster). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
a wolf saliant or ; 2nd and 3rd, sa. three round bucklc.«,
CreH Six snakes erect, contrary
tongues downwards or.
posed, three and three, encircled with a ribbon.
Dunn. Az. on a chev. or, betw. three boars' heads ar. a.
Crest Two swords in
lozenge gu. betw. two keys sa.
saltire ppr. entwined with a ribbon az. thereto a key pendent
az.

—

—

sa.

Dunnag'e.

Or, a chev. gu. betw. three paiTots' heads erased

Cresl

—

cherry-tree

all

ppr.

.\

parrot holding in the beak a branch of

ppr.

A

Creit

bet\r. three trefoils

Gu. a chev.
sword in pale,

—A

slipped ar.

with a leopard's head

enflled

cabossed.

]Dunne. Gu. on a canton ar. a lion's head erased az. Crat
^Two lion's paws supporting a piUar ppr.
]Duiine (Sir Daniel Donne, Knt., Judge of the Admiralty,
10 James 1.). Az. a wolf saliant or, and a chief ar.
(Gatley Park, co. Hereford). Az. a wolf saliant or.
Dunne. See Dotne and O'Doyne.
(brittas, Queen's co., whose late representative,
Major-Gen. Francis Plunkett Dcnne, was lineal descendant
of 15ABNABT DoiNE, fourth SOU of Teioe D'Doyne, Chief of
Hy-Regan. 1590, certified by Molyneux, Ulster, 1660). Az. an
eagle displ. or, on a mount a holly bush, in front thereof a
jUo»o—Mullac a boo.
lizard all ppr.
(ArJs, Queen's co.; descended from Terence Dotne,
of Kilcavan, same co., brother of Teige O'Doyne, Chief of
Hy-Began, 1590). Same Artm, a crescent for di£F.
Dxiune (O'Doinn, Fun. Ent. of James Dunne, buried in
St. Katherine's Church, Dublin, 17 July, 1600).
Sa. an eagle
displ. or, and a border compony az. and gu.
(Lord Agkburton, created 1782, extinct 1823).
Bendy sinister of fourteen or and vert, over all a lion ramp,

—

Sunne

Dunne

Dunne

Dunning

— An

couped at the neck ppr. attired or. Supporters
Two antelopes ppr. each charged on
the breast with an acorn sUpped also ppr. gorged with
collars bendy of eight or and verL
Motto Studiis et rebus
Crest

sa.

antelope's head

—

—

ar.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis

or,

within a bordure gobony

Henry Michael Dcnphy,

Esq., of the

Middle Temple, barrister-at-law). Vert two foxes combatant
ar. in base a mullet or, on a chief of the last an antique Irish
crown gu. Ci-mI A pelican in her piety ppr. gorged with
an ani-ique Irisli crown gu. the nest charged with a mullet
also gu.
Motto Generosa virtus nihil timet.
Dunraven and Mountearl, £arl of. See Qoin.
Dunsandle, Lord. See Daly.
Dunsany, Saron. See Plunkett.

—

—

Dunscalfe.

Ar. a chev. betw. three calves sa.
(London). Per chev. gu. and az. three bucks

D iinscombe

in full course or.

Danscom1;)e. Per

chev. az. and gu. three bucks tripping

Dunscombe

(confirmed to Nicholas Ddnscohbe, Esq., of
co. Cork).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a chov. erm. bet^v. three talbots" heads gu. ; 2nd and
3rd, ar. two bars and In chief a demi griffin segieant sa.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a horse's fore leg sa. hoof

King William's Town House,

Motto

Dunse

— Fidelitas

Dunsford
ground

vincit.

(Dunse, Scotland).

beads erased

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three boars'

ar.

(Tiverton,

in base vert

Devon).
Ar. on a piece of
a beehive sa. bees volant counterco.

volant ppr.

Dunsford. Same Arms.
eagle's

Crest

—Out

of

a mural coronet an

head ppr.

lion

Ci-est—Out of a ducal coronet a

ramp.

Dunslay

(Aldei-man of York, 1811).
Gu. on a chev. or,
three martlets of the field, in chief a leopard's face betw. two
mullets of the second.
(Scotland, 1867).
Vert three garbs or, banded

Dunsmure
Crest

— An anchor or.

Dunsmure
Crett

Northampton,
and Raunton, co. Stafford; Rosa, eldest dau. and t-o-heir of
William de Ddnston, ra. John D'Oyley, of Stoke D'Oyloy,
CO. Northampton, since when the D'Oyleys have borne tlio
DoNSTON arms). Gu. a buck's head cabossed ar. Crest—
man's head in profile ppr.
Dunston, or Duston (Hopton, co. Suffolk). Gu. a buck's
head cabossed or.
Dunston, or Duston. Gu. a bull's head cabossed ar.
Sir

armed

or.

Dunston (Kendal, co. Westmoreland).
Duntze (bart.). Ar. a paschal lamb
miUlet betw. two eagles' wings.
ponens.

Dunwioh, Town of
ship of

Sa. three

combs

pass. ppr.

or.

—

Cnst

—Nunquani

Motto

pra;-

The seal represents a
three masts on the waves, the mainmast ensigned with
(co. Suffolk).

a flag of St. Geoige, the sails furled, the other two masts
broken off at the round top, on the water four fish swimming
to the dexter.

Dun-wrich Priory.

Gu. a cross

Duny. Gu. three garbs or.
Dunyng- (Rye, co. Sussex).
Dupa.

ramp.

ar.

Bendy

sinister of eight or

and

sa.

gamb

Az. a lion's

erased in fesse betw. three chains

or.

Dupont.

Ar, a bend betw. three billets gu. Crest- A flag
from the wreath, staff ppr.
Duporcb. Sa. three lions' ramp. or.
Duport (.Sheepsheil, co. Leicester. Henry Duport. Visit.
1619. Sixth in descent from William Poport, who came
from Caen, in Noimindy, to England, tern,). Henry IV. certified by Scgar, Garter).
Per chev. embattled az. and sa. in
dexter chief a crescent ar. and in sinister a muDet or, in base
a Uon ramp, of the last, a border gu. Ci-est On a rock
vert a falcon ppr. (another), on a rock ar. guttee de sang, a
falcon ppr. beaked gu. Supporters On mounts vert t«o
savages, wreathed about the middle with leaves ppr. brandishing in the exterior hands a spiked club ar. Motto
or, issuing

:

—

—

—

(Leith).

Motto— Sfea anchora tuta.
The same within a bordure or. Same

and Motto.

Dunsmure

James Dunsmure, Edinburgh). The same
Same Crest and Motto.
Dunstable-Priory (co. Beds.). Ar. on a pile sa. a
horse-Hhoe interlaced to a staple affixed to the centre of the
(Dr.

within a bordure ar.

pile or.

Dunstable. .Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three door
Crest— X swan's head ar. betw. two wings sa.

staples ar.

Dunstable (co. Cambridge). Same Arms, the chev. ar.
Dunstable. Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
Dunstanvill (Earl of Cormoalt. Reginald de Dunstanson of Ilcnry I., was so created 1140, extinct
I J 7.")).
Gu. two lions pa.s.s. guard, or, a baton sinister az.
Dunstavile or Dunstavill. Or, a fret and canton gu.
Ctest
A demi friar holding a lash.
VI LL, natural

—

Dunstavile or Dunstavill.

Ar. a fret gu. on a canton of the second a lion ramp, guard, (another, pass, guard.)

or.

Dunstavile.
Dunstavile.

.Same Arms, with a border cngr. sa.
Or (another, ar.) a fret gu. on a canton of the

second a lion pass, of the

Dunster

first.

(Scarington, co. Somerstt;
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Duport

(Guernsey). Same Anns, Supportern, and Motto.
a rock ppr. guttee de sang a falcon also ppr.
beaked and legged gu.
(formerly Hancorn, HolUngboume, co. Kent; descended from the Duppas of co. Hereford). Az. a lion's pawerased in fesse between two bars of chain or, on a canton of
Crest

—On

Duppa

—

the second a rose gu. Crest
An arm in armour holding a
lion's paw erased or.
(Mary-le-bone, co. Middlesex).
Or, on a mount
vert a tree ppr. on the top thereof a dove rising of the last.
Dupre. Ar. two palets gu. a quarter or, charged with a
crescent of the second.
Crest
A rose per fesse az. and

Dupratt

—

or.

Dunsford. Same Arms.

az.

holding a tilting spear sa.

first,

Invitis ventis.

or.

demi

of the

Dunston, De Dunston, or Duston (co.

barways

and gu.

Dunphy (granted to

ar.

Gu. a buck's head in base ar. attired or, in the dexter chief
a castle of the third.
Dunster. Gu. three stags' heads cabossed ar. Crest—Out
of the top of a tower ar. an arm embowed, vested gu. culTed

vert, a lion

honestis.

Dunois.

DUB
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DTJIT
dunnage.

granUd

17 June, 1664).

Du Pre (Wilton Park, co. Bucks).

Az. a chev. or, betw. two
mullets in chief and a lion pass, in base ar. from the centre
chief a pile issuant of the second. Crest
A lion ramp. ar.
resting the dexter hind paw on a fleur-de-lis gu.
Dupree. Az. a chev. or, betw. two mullets in chief and a

—

—

Crest
A lion ramp. ar.
(Guernsey). Or, a Uon ramp. gu. debruised by a
bend az. charged with three bezants, on a chief of the third
two fishes naiant in pale ar. Crest A demi lion gu. Motto

lion pass, in base ar.

Durand

— In

—

niisericordift

Durand.

Gu. a

Dei confldo.

lion

ramp,

ar. hilted of the second.

Durant (co.
Durant (co.

Cornwall).

or, in

Crest

the dexter

paw a

cutlass

— A yew tree ppr.

Ar. a cross sa.

Derby granted June, 1606). Sa. a cross crossA boar ar. bristled,
erm. a crescent or, for diff. Crest
armed, and unguled, or, pierced in the side with a broken
spear ppr. vulned gu.
Durant (Sharpham, co. Devon). Sa. a cross crosslet engr.
betw. four annulets or. Crest
A boar bendy of six or and
sa. pierced through the back by a sword in bend sinister
ppr. and resting the dexter foot upon a cross crosslet gu.
lleati qui durant.
Motto
Durant (co. Oxford). Sa. a cross potent cnn.
Durant (co. Middlesex). Sa. a cross crosslet ar. Crest
dragon pass. gu. holding in the dexter claw a sword erect ar.
point bloody, hilt and pommel or, on the blade a ducal
coronet of the last.
Durant (liarndon, co. Rutland). Sa. a cross pattee erm.
Durant (co. Rutland). Sa. a cross flory erm.
Durant. Vaire en point ar. and az.
;

—

let

—

—

—

DVB
Durant.
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or and enn. a cross patonce gu.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a greyhound's head sa.
Ciest
charged on the neck with an estoilc of the first.
Durant. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three buglehoms sa.
Durant (co. Hants. Her. Visit. 1634). Sa. a fcsse dancettee
Crest— A fleur-dear. in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the last.

Per

—

sa., for

Motlo

(Long

Castle,

Same Arms and

Salop).

the

last,

Crest.

C.

Henderson Ddrham, K.C.B.). Quarterly,

broken

ppr.

all

Mottoes, as the

last.

now Ddbham-'Weib,

of Boghead,
CO. Linlithgow).
Or, a crescent gu. on a chief az. three
mullets ar. over all a bendlet engr. of the second.
Crest
An increscent gu. Motto Augeor dum progredior.
(Duntarvie, co. Forfar). Or, on afess az. betw. two
crescents, the upper one inverted gu. three mullets ar. Crest
A hand pulling a thistle ppr. Motto— \ive Deo.
Dui'ham. Gu. three lozenges in fesse erm.
D'urham. Gu. four lozenges in fesse erm. within a borduro
engr. ar.

—

1680,

—

—

Durham

—

accoutred ppr. in the position of " attention."
X)urbin (Bristol). Erminois on a bend gu. three mullets ar.
A talbot pass, reguard. liver colour, charged on the
Crest
shoulder with a bezant, the dexter paw supporting a lance
or, headed ppr. thereon a banner displ. gu. charged with a

—

Durie

gauntlet ar.
sinister a

Per mare per terras.

:

and

staff

Benjamin D'Ubban). Az. on a chief ar. a demi
Crest
The sun shining on the stump of a
Supporters (granted to Sir B. D'drban) A soldier
tree ppr.
of Her Majesty's 51st regiment of foot on the dexter, and on
the sinister a Portuguese dragoon, both habited, armed, and

(that Ilk, co. Fife).

Az. a chev. betw. three crescents

ar.

— Issuing

Surbin.

baron's coronet a dolphin
hor.ses ar. saddled and
the crest: Victoria non pr(Eda;

—Two

— Above

Durham (Edinburgh,

—

— On a

EcTHERFORD, as abovc.
C7-est
A dolphin naiant ppr.
Supporters— De-x.tCT, a sailor Jiolding in his exterior hand a
French tricolor flag, lowered and surmounted by a liritigh
red flag, inscribed "Guadaloupe" all ppr.; sinister, a horse
reguard. ar. holding in his mouth a French tricolor flag, the

of

a lion ramp. ar.
(Sir

T

—

buglehoms

(London). Ar. two
bars gu. on a canton of the last a cinquefoil of the first.
created 1676, extinct 1709). Gu.

ramp. gu.

TJ

orie gu. in chief three martlets

4th, ar. a crescent gu. on a chief az. three mullets of
the field, in collar point a mullet of the third ; 2nd and 3rd,

Durant-Water, or Drinkwater

lion

Jt/o»ocj

below the arms

Duras (Earl of Fever^kam,
D'TTrban

Crest

Supporter.-:

Durham (Sir P.

— Beati qui durant.
Ar. achev. engr. sa. betw. three
gnmished or, stringed az.

Udthebford.

bridled gu.

1st

Durants.

D
an

3rd, ar.

;

hauriant ppr.

lis ar.

Durant

Caldekwood

for

saltire

Same Arms. Crest
arm holding a

dexter

Durborn, or Duborun.
heads erased

muzzled of the

ar.

Durboroug-h (co.
chcvaliei' holding

Cornwall).

all

on a

from a cloud

first.

Same Arms.

(Grange, co. Fife).
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three crescents or, a bordure invected of the last.

Crest

Sa. on a pale ar. a crescent of the field. Crest
couped at the wrist and gauntleted, holding
a dagger, thereon a savage's head couped affront^e all ppr.

A hand

—A demi

the bears' heads

Crest,

lis

ar.

in fesse,

(London
three,

pcUettee.

field.

dolphins naiant

—

During".

Durley
and

Durborough, Durburg:, or Durbtirg-h.
Durbtirgh.
Durcbfield.

Durie

in the

ppr.
fesse sa. three bears'

a sword ppr.

Durborough. Same Arms
erased of the

club

Or,

embowed

—A horse's head couped az. gorged with

eastern crown or.
Durming' (Dublin ; granted by Narbonne, 'Ulster).
escarbuncle or, and a border gobony ar. and az.

Sa. three

ar.

Sa. three dolphins hauricnt in fess ar.

Az. three pineapples or.
(Gilhngham). Per pale ar and

granted 2 May, 1709). Az. six fleurs-deand one, within a bordure engr. or,

;

two,

Crest

an

Gu. an

Durneys.

—A

Gu. a lion ramp. ar. collared az.
Durnf ord. Ar. a bend wavy sa.
Durning (Bispham, co. Lancaster). Az. a chev. betw. thre«
antelopes saliant ar. Crest — A demi antelope erased az.
D'urno. Barry of six ar. and vert, on the first three tortea ax
in pale. Crest A dexter arm brandishing a sword ppr. Motto

temples or and az.

Ex recto decus.
Duroiire. Ar. an oak

Durdo

or,

on a

cliev.

betw.

many crosses crosslet of the first.
James's, 'Westminster; confirmed 10 September,

three ostriches gu. as

Durell

(St.

Az. a lion ramp, erminois ducally crowned or. Crest
Saracen's head full-faced ppr. on the head a cap az.
fretty ar. tufted gold, doubled cnn. wreathed about the
1771).

Durell

Same Arms and

(Jersey).

Motto

Ci-est.

—

—

Durrant

generosus.

Durell, or Darell

Eeg.

(Ireland,

Ulster's Office).

Sa.

a

chev. engr. ar. betw. three plates.

Duresme.

Ar. on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis or.
Ditrcversale. Sa. a fcsse chequy or and gu. betw. six
escallops ar.

sa.

Durham, Earl of.

See Lambton.
Az. a cross hetw. four lions ramp, or,
the mitre over the arms is encircled with a ducal coronet.
Durham, Church of (on a charter under the hand and seal
of John Cosin, Bishop of Durham, 26 April, 1671). Az. a
cross patoncee betw. four lions ramp. or.
Durham, Deanery of. Az. on a cross or, betw. four
lions ramp, or, the letter D, sa.
Durham, City of. Az. (another, sa.) a cross or.
Durham-Monastery. Az. a cross betw. four lions
ramp. ar.

Ditrham, See

on a cross gu.

Durham,

(co. Norfolk).
Az.
(another, three) crescents ar.

Durward

—

cutting at a pen

crosslets or, flve

Dur'wyn.

Du

ppr.

Silva

(Portugal).

eng^r.

ermines surmounted by a pale

Or, a lion ramp. gu. encircled

by a

wreath of brambles ppr.
DusseatLX. Ar. afesse sa. flory andcounterflorygu. Crut
A ram's head erased ar. armed or.
Duston. See Dunston. Gu. a buck's head cabossed ar.

—

attired or.

Duthie

(Drumlithie, co. Kincardine, 1773). Or, a lion ramp.
gu. within a bordure az. Crest— A dexter arm erect ppr.
holding a sword in pale of the last, hilt and pommel or. Motto
Data fata secutus.
Duton. Sa. a cross engr. erm.

(Largo, co. Fife, 1672).

Or, a crescent gu. on a
Crest— A dolphin naiant ppr.

—

Motto —Victoria non proeda.

Durham
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all

Gu. a fesse

also engr. erm.

;

(Largo, 1792; the heiress m., 1822, Ddnbas, of
Amiston).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a crescent gu. on a
chief az. three mullets of the field, for Ddbham; 2nd, erm.
on a saltire gu. betw. two palm branches ppr. flve mascles or,

—

Durward

—

chief az. three mullets ar.

Erm. a chev. betw. three

Arms. Crest A demi man ppr. vested
gu. holding up a gem ring.
Erm. on a
(co. Essex, and Cloughton, co. York).
chev. sa. (another, az.) three crescents or.
(co. Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents or.
Dur'ward (Scotland). Ar. a cross gu.
Durward. Erm. on a chev. sa. three annulets or. Crest
A dexter hand holding a scimetar indented on the back and

(Ardownic, co. Forfar).
Or, on a fess engr. az.
three mullets ar. in base a crescent gu. Ciest—A dolp'.Jn
naiant ppr. Jl/o«o— Ulterius.

Durham

six crosses

chequy or and gu. betw. six

Durward. Same

Durham
Durham

Sa. a fesse

(Booking, co. Essex).
crescents or.

five fleurs-de-lis of

sem^e of

— Labes pejor morte.

escallops of the second.

University College, Oxon 'William
of Durham, the founder. Visit. 1574). Or, a fleur-de-lis az.
each leaf charged with a mullet of the first.
(Grange, co. Forfar).
Or, on a fesse az. three
mullets ar. and in base a crescent gu.
CreU—Two dolphins
hauricnt addorsed ppr. Motto
Ultra fert animus.
(in the Hall of

Motto

D'urward

field.

Durham

an arrow.

crosslet gu.

one.

Or,

— A boar ar. bristled, armed, and langued or, pierced

Durversale.

Dureim

Essex).

Derby).

in the side with

Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. or.
Durham, or
(co. Chester).
Az. three crescents betw. seven crosses crosslets ar. three, one, two, and

the

Crest

(co.

Durren. Gu. three lapwings or.
Durren. Ar. a chev. betw. three einquefoils gu.
Durvassall (co. Warwick). Ar. a bend sa. betw.

of.

Durham-Priory.

Durham (co.

tree ppr.

Sa. a fesse dancettee ar. in chief
three fleurs-de-lis of the second.
CreU—A lion ramp. ar.
holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis or, and in the mouth
a sword ppr. hilt and pommel of the second, point downwards.
D'urrant (Scottow, co. Norfolk, bart.). Erm. a cross crosslet

Fidelis et

Dutonge.

Dutry
1

Or,

(London,

an anchor
bart.,

az.

extinct;

Dennis Dutet, one of the

Directors of the East India Company, was created a l>art.
1716, d. «. p. 1728). Az. a stirrup betw. three estoiles or.
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Sutton

(futton, co. Chester. Odakd, the ancestor of this
came in with the Conqneror from him descend the
Wabbuktoks, of Arley). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 2nd
and 3rd a fret or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume
family,

;

—

of five ostrich feathers gu., az., or, vert, £ind tenne.
(Hatton, co. Chester). Same Arms, &c.
(Sherborne, co. Dorset, bart., extinct 1743.

Sutton
Sutton

sister of the last bart.,

Same

Sherborne).

Sutton (Baron

A-~ms.
Sherborne).

Same

a crescent

Ai-nis,

for diff.

Crest— A plume of five ostrich feathers ar., az., or, vert, and
gu. Supporters ^Two wolves ppr. collared gu. charged with
Servabo fldem.
three garbs or. Motto
Sutton (granted 1647, by Roberts, Ulster, to Lieut. Bichabd
Crest
Out of a
Dctton). Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers, ar., gu., or,

—

—

—

ar.,

and

Sutton

sa.
(CO. Chester).

Quarterly, ar.

and gu. on the

Ist

and

4th quarters a fret of the last.
Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 1st and
(CO. Chester).
4th quarters a bend sa., in the 2nd and 3rd a fret or.
Sutton. Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 1st a crescent of the
second, in the 2nd a fret or.
(Bulkley and Cheadle, co. Chester). Ar. afcsse dancettee gu.
Sutton (William de DnrroN, co. Chester, 17 Eichard 11.).
A cross fitchee, the upper and two side pieces terminating; in

Sutton

Sutton

lozenges.

Sutton (granted to Fbedebick Hansbbow Dctton, Esq., of
Dover Street, Piccadilly, and of Anlaby, in the cos. ol Light
and Eyre, in the province of South Australia, sometime MemQuarber of the Legislative Council of the said province).
terly, erm. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret
within an orle or.
Crest
A fret fessewise gu. in front of a
plume of five ostrich feathers alternately or and ar. Motto
Servabo fidcm.
Suval, or Duvall. Ar. a bend gu. Crest A lion sejant
per pale ar. and gu. sustaining a shield, as in the arms.
Vernet, or Duvernette. Az. on a chief ar. three

—

—

—

Su

—

water bougcts gu. Crest
A stag pass. ppr.
Gu. a cross voided ar. Crest On the stump of
a tree, growing out of a mount vert, a dove rising ppr.
Swaris (London). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three eagles'
beads erased sa. as many roses or. Crest A demi lion ramp,
ar. pellettee, holding in the pavs » battle axe or.
Swig-an. See O'Dwigan.
Swyer. See O'Divyeb.
Syall (Mile End, co. Middlesex; granted 1758). Ar. a
cinqucfoil gu. on a chief of the second three crosses pattoe of
the field.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.
garnished or, holding a banner gu. fringed, and charged with

—

Suxbury.

—

—

a cross pattee

Syall

ar. staff

and

tassels of the second.

(Berkswell, co. Warwick).

crosses patttje fitcli&i of the field.

Ar. on a chief gu. three

CreH

—An

armed arm,

holding a banner charged with a cross pattee, as in the
arms.
Syas. Ar. an eagle displ. betw. two palets gu. a chief of the
last.
Creft
Out of a ducal coronet a hand, holding by the
neck a swan's head erased.
Syce. Per chev. embattled or and gu. in base two battle
axes in saltire ar. a chief az. parted from the field by a fillet
wavy of the third, a demi lion ramp, naissant of the same,
holding in both paws a trident of the first. Ci'est A demi
panther guard, enraged ppr. murally gorged gu. and
crowned with an antique crown or, sustaining a banner, per
bend embattled ar. and az. a sword in bend sinister ppr. staff
of the la.st.
Syce-Sombre. Sec Sombbb.
Sycer (Uphall, co. Herts, and Hackney, co. Middlesex, bart.,
extinct 1676.
Sir Robebt Dtceb, created 1660, son of
RoBF.BT Dyceb, and grandson of William Dtceb, both of
Wrentham, co. Suffolk f granted by Byshe, 13 Charles II.
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three eagles
displ. or, as many tortcaux.
Crest
^A griffin's head erased
ar. ducally gorged or.
Sychfield (Essex, Ditton, co. Lancaster, and Shabery, co.
Oxford).
Ar. three pineapples gu.
Ci-e$t
A porcupine

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Sycons.

Ar. a bend fusily sa.
York). Ar. a f«-sse sa. in chief three mullets cf the
Cir.il
On a ducal coronet or, a swan with wings
cndorgrd ducally gorged ppr.
Sye. See Dee.

Sye

(co.

second.

Syer

—

(Tottenham, co. Middlesex, bart.>.
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Or,

—

YM

Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a goat's head ar.
of the first.
Motto Terrere nolo, timere nescio.
(Alpington, co. Devon, formerly of Wincanston and
Koundhill, to. Somerset). Same Arms and Crest.
(Marylebone Park, co. Middlesex). Same Arms and

gu.

—

armed

Dyer
Dyer

Crest.

Annb

m. James Napes, Esq., of
Ix)ughcrew, co. Meath; her son, James Lennox Napeb, succeeded to the estates and assumed the name and arms of
Pdtton; his son, James Dutton, was created, 1784, Lord

DcTTON,

D

a chief indented

Syer

(co. Hereford).
Per chev. crenellee gu. and or, throe
mullets countcrchanged.
(Aldebury, co. Hertford, and Stouchton, co. Huntingdon granted by Dethick, Garter, 1575). Sa. three goats
pass. ar. attired or.
Crest
A go.it's head erased ar. holding
in the mouth a pansy ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
Dyer (Waters Place, co. Hereford). Sa. » fesse cngr. or,
betw. three goats pass. ar. Crest A Saracen's head in profile
ppr. on the head a cap or, verged round the temples chequy

Syer

—

;

—

and az.
(William Matthew Thiselton Dteb, Esq., of Great
Per chev. ar. and or, on a chev. vert. betw.
two mullets in chief gu. and a portcullis in base sa. three
pigeons ppr. Crest Out of a crown vallery or, a goat's head
sa. armed and gorged with a collar gcmel gold.
Dyer (William Andbew Dteb, Esq., of London, representative of the RussELLS, of Fordham Abbey, co. Cambridge, and
descended from Ouver Cromwell). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a saltire az. betw. four lions ramp, gu., for Dyer; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three roses of
the first, for Russell. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. langucd
and armed az. Motto Che sark sard.
Dyer (Malberow, co. Devon. Visit. 1620). Or, a chief indented gu. 8 mullet for diff. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a goat's head sa. armed of the first, on the neck a mullet
ar.

Dyer

Russell Street).

—

—

—

—

for diff.

Company

Dyers,

of (London). Sa. a chev. engr. ar.
betw. three bags of madder of the last, corded or. Crest
Three sprigs of the grain tree erect vert, fructed gu. Supporters
Two leopards ramp, guard, ar. spotted with various
colours, fire issuing from their ears and mouth ppr. both
ducally crowned or. Motto
Da Gloriam Deo.
Dyes, or Diss. Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces

—

—

—

Crest

ar.

— A demi

Dyevrin,

Gu. a

lion vert.

fesse

erm. over

all

a pale engr. of the

second.

Dyffe.

Sa. a fesse betw. three leopards' faces ar.

Dyg'hton.

Dyke

Or, a pile sa.

(Horeham,

Or, three cinquefoils

co. Sussex, bart.).

— A cubit

arm

hand in a gauntlet
holding a cinquefoil slipped also sa.
(Kretche-ille Lawson Ballantine-Dykes, Dovenby
Quarterly, 1st ard 4th, or, three
Hall, CO. Cumbe land).
cinquefoils sa., for Dykes;
2nd and 2rd, ar. on a
cross betw. four mullets az. a sword ppr. pommelled and
hilted or, for Ballantinb.
Cre.tts
1st, Dykes: A lobster
vert; 2nd, Ballantine: A griffin couped. Mottoes
Prius
frangitur quam flectitur, for Dikes; Nee cito ncc tarde, for
Ballantine.
Dykes. Ar. on a chief indented gu. three bezants.
Dylderne. Ar. a chev. engr. az. betw. three cocks gu.
Dylkes. Gu. a lion ramp, per pale ar. and or. Crest
dove with an olive branch in the beak all ppr
Dylles, or Dills. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three hawks'
heads erased or.
Dylney. Ar. on afes.'se gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Dymock, or Dymott (co. Lancaster). Gu. on a chief
sa.

Crest

in armour, the

sa. garni.shert or,

Dykes

—

—

—

or,

a lion pass. sa.

Dymock, Dymok, or Dymoke
chief sa. three cstoilcs or.

Crest

(co.

— Out

Devon).

Ar. on

a

of a ducal coronet or,

a rod raguly vert.

Dymock,

alias Collier

(co. Stafford).
Ar. on a chev.
demi unicorns courant gu. a lion pass. ar.
crowned or. Crest— A demi negro ppr. with pearls in the
ears ar. holding in the hand an acorn branch fructed or.
Dymock (co. Warwick; granted 1581). Per bend sinister
erm. and ermines a lion ramp. or. Crest — A hand and arm
in urmour erect ppr. holding a tilting spear sa. headed ar.

sa. betw. three

embriicd gu.
(Penley Hall, co. Flint, and EUesmere, co. Salop;
descended, through David ap Dai Madoc, whose name, by
mutation, became David Damoc, or Dtmoce, from Bya
Sais, posse.ssed of large estates in North Wales and Salop at
the time of the Conquest). Same Arm* and Crest. MottoPro rege et lege Dimico.
Dymock. Ar. a sword in pale gu.
Dymock. Sa. a sword in pale ar. hilt and pommel or.
Dymock. Ar. a cross pattee gu. in each end a small semicircle (or a cross pattee with one engrail).
Ar. on a chief az. three mullet*
(co. Devon).
pierced or.

Dymock

Symooke

A
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Symocke

(Erdington, co. Warwick). Az. three boars pass.
in pale ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass. or.
Ar. a sword erect sa. hilted gu.
The Honourable the
(Scrivelsby, co. Lincoln.

Dymok.

Dymoke

Queen's Champion). Sa. two lions pass. ar. crowned or. Crests
1st; A iword erect ar. hilt and pommel or; 2nd: A lion
pass. ar. :rowned or; 3rd: The scalp of a hare, ears erect
Motto Pro rege Dimico.
ppr.
(Grebby Hall, co. Lincoln). Same AT~ms, &c.
(Wells-Dymoke. Exemplified to Edmund Lionel
Wells, Esq., of Shrubs Hill, Sunningdale, co. Berks, upon
his taking, by royal licence, 27 August, 1866, the additional
name of Dtmoke, in right of his descent from Edward
Dymoke, Esq., of Grebby Hall, co. Lincoln, second son of
Sir Edward Dtmoke, Champion at the coronation of Charles
Crest
IL). Sa. two lions pass. ar. ducally crowned or.
The two ears of an ass sa. Motto Pro rege Dimico.
(London). Ar. fire fusils in fesse
Dymon, or
gu. each charged with a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three mullets
Crest
A cJemi lion holding in the paw a fusU gu.
sa.
charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
(Tiverton, co. Devon). Ou. three fusils in fesse ar.
over all a fesse of the tirst. Crest A lady's arm from the
elbow, erect, enfiled with a bracelet.
Dymond. Ar. five fusils in fess gu. each charged with a

—

—

Dymoke
Dymoke

—

—

Dyman

—

Symond

—

fleur-de-lis or, betw. six martlets sa. three,

two, and one.

Symond

(Bampfylde House, co. Devon). Quarterly, 1st
five fusils gu. each charged with a fleur-de-lis
or, conjoined in fesse betw. three mullets sa. two and one,
for Dymond; 2nd and 3rd, gyronny of eight erra. and sa. a
lion ramp, ppr., for Williams.
Crest— Dymond: A demi
lion ramp. ppr. holding betw. the paws a fusil gu. charged
with a fleur-de-lis or.
Motto Semper constans.
Dynant. Gu. a fesse dancett^e erm.
Djrne, or Dynne (Heydon, co. Norfolk). Sa. a marlion's wing in fesse ar. betw. four crosses formee or, two and
two. Crest
A plume of feathers or. Another Crext Out of
a ducal coronet a marlion's sinister wing ar.
Dyne (co. Northumberland). Gu. on a bend or, three birds

and

4th, ar.

—

—

—

Dyot

(Lichfield, and Freeford Hall, co. Stafford.
Sir Gilbert
Dethick, Knight Garter, confirmed by a patent dated 20 Feb.
1562, still in the possession of the Dyots of Freeford, the old
family arms, with a crest to John Dyot, of Stichbrook and

Lichfield).

Crest

(Westfield, co. Sussex). Ar. two bars gemelles betw.
three escallops gu.
Dsme. Gu. a fesse dancettee or, betw. three escallops erm.
Dyne. Or, a fesse sa.
Dyncaster. Ar. on a bend az. three escallops or.
Dyneiey (Feversham, co. Kent, Branby, Melbome, and
Swellington, co. York). Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three mullets
of the second.
Dyneiey. Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets sa. Crest
dragon's head erased ppr.
Dyneiey (Charleton, Hanley Ca-<*!e, Bromsgrove, and Redmarley, co. Worcester). Ar. a fess sa. in chief a mullet
of the last betw. two pellets.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a dragon's head of the same.
Dynevor, Baron. See Rice.
Dynge, or Dyng'ey. Ar. a chev. betw. five (another,
three) eagles displ. sa.

—

—

Dyngiiam.
Dyng'iey.

Gu. three bezants.
Ar. a fesse in ctiiof an ogress betw. two mullets

Or,

a

tiger pass. sa.

—A tiger pass.

ar.

armed

armed and langued gu.
and ringed

or, collared, lined,

Dypden. Erm. on a chief az. two lions ramp. or.
Dyper, or Diprey (CornwaU). Vert a lion

ramp,

or,

oppressed with a bend gu. (another, the bend engr.).

Dyraunt. Az. three fishes naiant in pale ppr.
Dyrby. Az. a cross couped or, an orle of the last.
Dyrbyne. Gu. a fesse depressed by a pale erm.
Dyrton (co. York). Per pale sa. and ar. a chev.

counter-

changed.

Dyrward, or Dyrwame.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three

—A cup

crescents of the first (another, or). Crest
Sa. three chaplets gyronny ar.

Dyrward.
Dyrwell.

or.

and gu.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az.
Gu. a fesse engr. ermines, depressed by a pale of

Dyrwln.
the same.

Dysart, Earl of.
Dysart, Borough

See Tollemachb.
of. Ar. a tree eradicated ppr.
Dyson, an heiress, m. temp. Queen Elizabeth, William Fowke, of Gouston, co. Stafford). Az. the
sun in splendour or.
Dyson (Inkberow and HoUowfields, co. Stafford). Per pale
or and az. the sun per pale sa. and of the first. Crest
On a
mount vert a paschal lamb ar. the head surrounded with a
nimbus or. Motto Mortale non opto.
Dyson (Willow Hall, co. York, and Everton, co. Lancaster).
Same ArMs and Crest, quartering Edwards, co. York (in
right of his imcle, John Edwards, Esq., of Northowran),
viz., per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp. or.

Dyson (Euzabeth

—

—

Motto— Ctxxci dum

spiro fido.

Dyson.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. in chief two crescents betw. as
mullets pierced sa. in base three of the same gu.

many

Dyster.

sa.

Dyne

AQ

E

—

of the first. Crest In the inside of an escallop or, the point
in base a lion pass. sa.

Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles

ilispl.

with two heads

or.

Dystyngton

(Dystyngton, co. Cumberland ; the heiress to.
Barry of twelve ar. and gu. on a canton of the

Dykes).
second a cross of the

Dyve

first.

Gu. a fesse dancettee or, betw. three
two bats' wings gu. a horse's
head reguard. vert (another, a wyvern vert, wings endorsed
gu)Dsrverle. Sa. on a fesse ar. three escallops of the first.
(co. Northants).

escallops erm.

Crest

— Betw.

Dsrward, or Dyrward.
and

Sa. three roundlets

gyronny

ar.

az.

Dyx

(Wykmer, co. Norfolk). Az. on a bend or, three martgu. on a chief ar. two reindeers' heads couped of the
Crest
A greyhound's head erased ar. ducally gorged
gu. betw. two wings, the dexter or, the sinister sa.
Dyxon. Or, a cross gu. dovetailed at the ends betw. four
eagles displ. sa.
Crc.U
A demi hind sa. bezantee.
Dyxton. Sa. on a pile ar. a chev. gu. Crest A palm tree
fructed and leaved ppr.
lets

—

third.

—

—

sa.

Dyngley, or Dynby.

Dynlxam

{lord Dynham.

Pariiamenl, 1295.
dancettee erm.

Dynham,

or

Dinbam

and Spalding,

ford

Barony

Ar. in chief three mullets sa.

Ouver

Dinan, summoned to
1500). Gu. a fess

in <ibeyance,

(Allington, co. Kent,

co. Lincoln;.

«iu. five fusils

and Stam-

conjoined in

Dyniiam

(Wortham, CO. Devon. John Dinham, Esq., of
Wortham, Visit. 1d20, sixth in descent from Otes Dinham
and Agnes his wife, lau. and co-heir of William Wortham,
Lord of Wortham).
Gu. four fusils in fess and a border

Middlesex, and

—

Dynham.

Gu. four fusils in fesse erm. Crest A beU az.
Crest
Gu. three fusils in fesse erm.
In a
round top or, six spears, in the centre a pennon ar. thereon
a cross gu.
Dynham. Gu. a fesse fusily ar.
Dynliam. Gu. five fusils in fesse erm. betw. three bridge
arches on columns ar.
Dynham. Gu. in chief three bezants.
Dynill (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a fess sa. in chief a pellet
betw. two mullets of the last.

DynJiam.

Dynsey. Ar. three lions pass. gu. armed az.
Dyntees, and Dyntrey. Sa. on a bend ar.

—

Az.
Crest— K leo-

co. Suffolk).
ar.

—

—

—

chough sa.
Eagar (granted to Eusebius McGillycuddy Eagar, Esq., of
Clifton Lodge, and Lickeer House, Glancar, co. Kerry, whose
ancestors were established in that county between 1652 and
Az. a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu. gorged
I6G5).
with an antique Irish crown of the last, a chief erm. Crest
A demi lion az. gorged with an antique Irish crown, and
charged on the shoulder with a mullet or. A/o»o— Facta non
verl a Cornish

—

verba.

Eagrar.

Sa. fretty ar.

—A quill in
Eagle

three cinque-

Saxmundham,

pard's face ar.
Ar. on a fesse betw. two cinquefoils az. three garbs
Crest
A mitre or, charged with a chev. gu.
of the field.
Eady. Erm. a chev. gu. in chief two fleurs-de-lis vert. Crest
A fleur-de-lis environed with a serpent.
Eaens. Sa. a fesse betw. two fleurs de-lis in pale or. Crest

On a mount

erm.

Crest— A.

on each crossing a torteaux gu.

Creit

pale ppr.

(CO. Suffolk).

lion's

gamb

and one.
grasping an eagle's

Sa. six lions ar. three, two,

erect

and erased

or,

leg erased at the thigh gu.

gu.

Dyon

(Tathwell, co. Lincoln). Or, a saltire gu. surmounted
by another erm. on a chief of the second three saltorels engr.
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(co.

a chev. engr. betw. three leoparus' faces

Eadon.

foss ar.

foils

EADES

Eagleby.
last.

Ar. two bars sa. in chief three martlets of the

A

AAAA

E AG
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Eagles. Or, a fesse betw. three eagles displ. az. Crest—Two
lions' paws in a saltire ppr.
Eag'lesfield, or Eglesfield (Alwarby, co. Cumberland).
Ar. a crescent az. betw. three eagles displ. gu.
Eag'lesfield, or Egrlesfield (co. Kent). Ar. three eagles
displ. gu. armed sa. (another, az.).

Eagrlesfield, or Eglesfield. Same Atvis, field or. Crest
Out of a tower a demi greyhound holding in the dexter paw
a branch of palm ppr.
Eaglesfield. Or, on a saltire az. five plates.
Eagrlesham (Scotland). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three eagles
ga. abordure of the last.
Eagrleston. Ar. an eagle displ. sa. membered purp.
Eagrleston. Ar. a cross sa. in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis

—

co. Norfolk, High Sheriff of the CO., 1653).
betw. two bars gemelles or.
Paly of ten or and gu. a mullet in chief ar. Crest
gamb erect and erased, holding an arrow in bend

(Heydon,

Az. a

fes.se

Earle.

A

AS

lion's

—

sinister, point

Earles

downwards

all

ppr.

August, 1660). Erm. on a cross gu. five
cross gu. betw. two wings erm.
Earlesman (co. Hants). Ar. guttle de sang, on a chief az.
three ducal coronets or.
Earning' (London; granted 6 December, 1662). Ar. on a
bend engr. betw. two plain cotises gu. three eagles displ. of
(granted

crowns

the

or.

1

Crest

—A

first.

Earnley

(co. Cornwall i.
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. two
(another, three) eagles displ. with two necks or.
(co. Kent).
Ar. a bend cotised betw. three eagles

Earnley

gu-

Eaines.

Crest—
Or, from a fess« sa.a lion naissant gu.
ramp. gu.
Eales (Rimton Holme, co. Norfolk; granted 2 Nor. 1670).
Per pale or and sa. a fesse engr. and in chief three fleurs-de-lis
counterchangcd.

demi

lion

—

Ar. three eels embowed in pale sa. Crest On an eel
embowed vert an eagle displ. ppr.
Earner (Sir John Eamee, knighted 1794; Lord Mayor of
London, 1801 and 1802). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. two
lions pass, in pale or; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a chief ar. three
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
lions' heads erased of the first.
a demi-lion ramp, guard, ppr. collared or, holding in the
Motto StrenuS et
dexter gamb a dagger of the first.

Eales.

—

—

Eames

(co. Somerset).

—

Or, a fesse sa.

a demi

lion

ramp,

A demi lion ramp. sa.
issuant gu. Crc.^l
Ar. a fret and canton sa.
(Whaplod, co. Lancaster). Ar. fretty sa. on a canton

Earby.

Earby

gu. a chaplet of the field.
(quartered by Amhukst, through Evening ami
Morris). Erm. three saltires gu.
Eardley {Lord Eardley; extinct 1824). Ar. on a chev. az.
three garbs or, on a canton gu. a fret of the third. Crest

Earde

—

—

Supporters Two bucks ramp,
Motto Non nobis solum.
Eardley (formerly Smith, Hadley, co. Middlesex, bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. az. three garbs or, a
canton gu. charged with a fret of the first, for Eakdlet 2nd
and 3rd, vert three acorns slipped or, for Smith. Crests
a falcon, wings
Stag courant gu. attired or, for Eardley
endorsed ppr. belted or, in the beak an acorn slipped and
leaved also ppr., for Smith. Motto Spes, decus et robur.
Eardley. Quarterly, or and az. on a bend vert three martCrest
A sword in pale ppr. enfiled with a
lets of the first.

buck courant gu.

attired or.

reguard. gu. attired or.

—

;

—

;

—

—

leopard's face gu.

Eardley-Wilmot, Bart. See Wilmot.
Eare (Wotton, co. Norfolk). Gu. on a bend betw.

six crosses
fitchee, ar. three mullets sa.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils slipped or.
Earl, or Erlley. Same Amis. Crest On the point of a
tilting spear ppr. headed ar. a dolphin naiant of the first.
Earl. Gu. on a chev. betw. three escallops in chief and a
dolphin in base ar. as many trefoils sa. all within a double

formee

Eare.

—

tressure engr. of the second, the outer bordure or.

Crest

—

nag's head erased sa. maned or.
(Allerton Tower, co. Lancaster, bart.). Or, three pallets gu. each charged with an escallop in chief of the field.
Crest
A lion's gamb erased, holding an arrow in bend sinis-

Earle

—

ter the barb downwards ppr. pendent by a chain gold, an
escutcheon gu. charged with an escallop or. Motto Servare

—

modum.

Earle

(Ashton-undcr-Lyne,

co.

granted

Lancaster;

to

Nicholas Earle, Esq.). Gu. a chev. betw. two escallops in
chief and a seahorse in base ar. a bordure erm.
Crest

—

Upon a mount
battle axe in

vert a lion's

bend

sinister

—

gamb brazed

az.

grasping a

and encircled by a wreath of oak

Motto Ne tentcs aut perfice.
(Bishop of Worcester, 1662). Erm. on a chief engr. sa.
three antique crowns or.
Earle (Craglethorpe, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1697 granted
1558).
Gu. a fess betw. three sheldrakes ar. Crest
A lion's
bead erased or, pierced through the head with a broken
spear ar. the point embrucd gu.
Earle (Swallowfield Place, co. Uerks). Gu. three escallops,
a bordure engr. ar. Crest A lion's head erased or, pierced
with a broken dart ppr.
Earle (Topsflcld, co. Essex). Gu. three escallops a bordure
engr. or. Crest— A nag's head erased sa. maned or.
Earle (Boston, co. Lincoln). Same Artta, an annulet or, for
ppr.

Earle

:

—

—

diff.

Earle.

gu.

Earnley (co. Sussex). Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles displ.
or. Crest — A savage's head affront^e, couped at the shoulders,
wreathed about the temples, issuing therefrom a plume of
three ostrich feathers all ppr.
Gu. a fesse betw. three wheels or. Crest—
cross pattee fitchee or, bordured gu.

Earnshaw.

Earnshaw (Cayground,

co York quartered by Marshall,
Or, a heroil sa. on a chief of the
thereon three annulets of the first.
Earth (Dinton, co. Wilts). Ar. three stags' heads couped sa.

Gu. on a

fesse or,

three magpies ppr.

membered

of

;

of Ardwlck, co. Lancaster).
last,

collared or.

Earth
Eason.
and

St. Stephen's, near Saltash, co. Cornwall,
III.
the heiress m. Bond). Same Ai-i^u.
Per chev. or and gu. in chief two lions pass, guard.
base a boar pass. aU counterchanged.

(Earth,

Edward

temp.

prosper^.

the

Earle

E

in

;

East

(Hall Place, co. Berks, bart., extinet 1128. William
East, first bart., created 1766, was grandson of William
East, of the Middle Temple, admitted 1675, whose father,
Gilbert East, was of St. Botolph Without, Bishopsgate,
whose family was of note for a considerable time in the city
of London). Sa. a chev. betw. three horses' heads erased ar.
Crest
A horse pass. sa. Motto J'avance.
East (Rading, co. Bucks). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
East (Calcutta, bart.). Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three horses'
heads erased ar. two crosses calvary chevronways of the
first, their heads towards the centre of the field.
Crest
horse erm. supporting with the dexter foreleg across calvary
in bend sinister sa. Motto
iEquo pede propera.
East (Clatton-East, Hall Place, co. Berks, bart.; exemplified to East George Clayton, second son of Sir William
Clayton, fourth bart. of Marden, by Mart East, his wife,
sister and heiress of Sir Gilbert East, last bart. of Hall
Place
he assumed, by royal hcence, 1829, the additional
surname of East, and was created a bart. 1838). Same
Arrns, Crest, and Motto, quartering Clayton.
East.
Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three horses' heads
erased sa.
Eastchurch. Az. a saltire vaire ar. and gu. betw. four
suns or. Crest
In clouds ppr. the sun or.
Eastcott. Sa. three escallops ar.
Eastday (Saltwood, co. Kent). Az. a griffin scgreant ar. a
chief of the second. Crest
On a mount vert a hind lodged

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

ppr.

Easte.

See Estk.
Easterlingr. Paly of four ar. and az. on a bond gu. three
cinquefoils of the first.
Easterlingr, or Stradling-. Paly of six ar. and az. on
a bend gu. three cinquefoils or.
Eastfield Lord Mayor of London, 1429 and 1437). Sa. a
chev. erm betw. three maidens' heads, couped ar. crincd
or.

Eastfield.
Crest

—A

Ar. two bars gu. in chief three cinquefoils sa.
hawk, wings expanded ppr. beaked, legged, and

belled, or.

East Qrinstead,

Town

of (co. Sussex). The seal of the
corporation represents a double rose imperially crowned, on
the background the word Sussex divided thus, Sns on tho
dexter, sex on the sinister.
Easthope(Kir Grove, co. Surrey, bart., extinct). Or, two
bendlcts engr. az. betw. as many boars' heads erased sa. Crest
Out of a crown vallery or, a horse's head ar. maned
gold, charged on the neck with two bendlets engr., as in the

—

arms.

East India Company (incorporated by Queen

—

with the zodiac in bend or, betw. two

first.

812

Elizabeth).

Az. three ships of three masts, rigged, and under full sail,
the sails, pennants, and ensigns ar. each charged with a
cross gu. on a chief of the second a pale, quarterly, az. and
gu. on the Ist and 4lh, a fleur-de-lis; in the 2nd and 3rd, a
lion pass, guard, all of the second, betw. two roses gu. seeded
Crest
or, barbed vert.
A sphere without a frame, bound
split

pennons

fiotant

A
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ar. each charced in chief with a cross eu. over the sphere
these words, " Dcus indicat." Supporters Two sea-lions or,

—Deo ducente

Motto

tails ppr.

the

"East India

—

nil

nocet.

Company

—

—

—

senatus Anglias.

East Land Company (incorporated

temp. Elizabeth and
confirmed by Charles II.). Or, on the sea in base
asliip of three masts in full sail all ppr. the sails, pennants,
and ensigns ar. charged with a cross gu. on a chief of the
Crest
An alio camelus,
last a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Supporters Two bears ppr.
Motto—
or ass-camel ppr.
Despair not.
Eastland, or Estland. Az. a bend or, cotised ar. betw.
Crest
An. arm in armour
six horse-shoes of the second.
erabowed ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Eastland. Az. a bend or, cotised ar. betw. six wicker
baskets of the secend.
East LOAV, TowTl of (Cornwall), has no armorial ensign.
The seal represents an antique one-mast vessel, in it a man
and boy, against the side of the hulk three escutcheons, each
charged with three bends.
Eastly (the dau. and heiress of Eastlt m. Richard Hollis,
Stoke, CO. Warwick, temp. Kichard II.). Ar. a lion ramp. az.
armed and langued gu.
Eastman. Gu. in the dexter chief point an escutcheon ar.
charged with a lion ramp. sa.
Crest A swan collared and
I.,

—

—

—

—

lined ppr.

Eastoft.

A

Sa. six escallops or, three, two,

dagger and pen in

Eastoft.
mouth

Crest —

and one.

Motto — Artis vel martis.
—A stork with an eel in

saltire ppr.

Same Arms.

Crest

its

ppr.

Easton

(Easton, co. Devon). Per chev. gu. and or, three sea
dragons, ducally crowned, counterchanged (another, dragons
sans mngs). Crext
A yew tree ppr.

—

East'wich.

Eastwood

Ar. guttce de sang, a fesse gu.
(Castletown Castle, co. Louth, originally from co.

Nottingham; granted by Carney, Ulster, 1658, to John Eastwood, who was Sheriff and Lord Mayor of Dublin, temp.
Charles II.).
Or, three stags trippant sa. that in base
standing xmdcr a tree ppr.
A wild boar az. with a
Crest
of acorns in its mouth ppr. The family, however, now
use for crest, a stag couped at the loins ppr. Motto
Oriens

—

branch

—

sylva.

Eastwood

(Flockton Nettus, co. York
granted 1747). Sa.
a chev. erm. with two couple closes or, betw. three swans ar.
beaked and membered of the third, the two in chief respecting each other.
;

Eastwood, or Estwood.

Same Arms.

Cre't

—On

a

ducal coronet per pale or and gu. a lion pass, guard, per
pale of the second and first crowned ppr.
Eaton (Blaekden, co. Chester). Quarterly, ar. and gu. a
cross patonce counterchanged in the first quarter a mullet
of the second, later Anns (after their marriage with the

GoosETREYs)

— Ar.

a chev. betw.

tliree

of the
sa.

(New, estabUshed by Act of Parliament in 1G98, and united with the foimer). Ar. across
gu. in the dexter chief quarter an escutcheon of the arms of
France and England, quarter'y, ihe shield ornamented and
Crest
A lion ramp, guard, or, supregally crowned or.
porting betw. the fore paws a regal crown ppr. Suppoi-trrs
Two lions ramp, guard, or, each supporting a banner erect
Motto Auspicio regis et
ar. charged with a cross gu.

Charles

Eaton.

squirrels

sejant

H

EC

Ar. on a bend cngr. sa. three bucks' heads cabossed
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head

—

first.

armed

ar.

Eaton.

Ar. semee of trefoils ppr. two annulets braced in the
nombril point sa.
Sa. a chev. enn. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Gu. a bend wavy cotised or.

Eaton.
Eaton.

Eaton

(Rainham, co. Essex). Same Anns, bend and cotises
Crest
A stork ar. beaked and legged gu. holding in the
beak an ostrich feather or.
Eaton. Or, a cross sa.
Eaton. See Eton.
Eburton. Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three annulets sa, aa
many crosses botonnee fitchee ar.
Ebury (arms displayed in Brasenose College, Oxford. 'Visit.

—

or.

'Vert a cross crosslet or.

1574).

Eccles

(cos. Norfolk and Suffolk, tonp. Edward I.).
Ar. on
a saltire gu. two crozier staves saltireways or, surmounted
with a lion's head of the first.
Eccles (Kildonan, co. Ayr). Ar. two halberts saltireways az.
Crest
A broken halbcit az. Motto Se defendendo.
Eccles (Shanock, co. Ayr;. Same Arms, witliin a bordure

—

—

gu.

Eccles

Tyrone descended from
same as Eccles, of Kildonan.

(Eccles Ville, Fintona, co.

Kildonan).

—

Anns and

Crest,

;

Motto Nee deficit animus.
(Cronroe, co. Wicklow; a scion of Kildonan; Elizabeth, sister and heiress of the late Hugh Eccles, Esq., of
Cronroe, m. 1874, Capt. the Hon. Henry W. C. Ward).
Same as Eccles, of Kildonan.
Eccleshall (co. Worcester). Sa. a bend betw. six martlets

Eccles

or.

Eccleston (Eccleston,

co. Lancaster; Basil Thomas ScabisBRooK, Esq., assumed the surname and arms of Eccleston
in compliance with the wish of Thomas Eccleston, Esq., of
Eccleston, and d. 1789). Ar. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a

fleur-dc lis gu.
Crest — A magpie
Eccleston, or Ecclestone.

ppr.

Same Arms.

Crest

—

^A

dexter hand holding a dagger in pale all ppr.
co. Lancaster; as borne by the
late Thos. Birley Eccleston, M.D., 4th R.L. Militia, who
d. s. p. 186b).
Same Arjns a^d Crest, quartering erm. on a
chief sa. three escallops or, for Taylor.
Motto Spero

Eccleston (Newton le Willows,

—

meliora.

Eccleston

(Sheils-Ecclcston; exemplified 1806, to George
Sheils, Esq., of Drumshallon, co. Louth, on his assuming,
by royal Ucence, the additional surname of Eccleston, in
compliance with the will of William Eccleston, Esq., of
Drumshallon).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross sa. in
dexter chief a fleur-de-lis gu. in sinister a shamrock vert;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. sa. betw. two dexter hands in
chief and in base a mullet gu. Crest
A magpie ppr. Motto
Omne solum forti patria.
Eclling-ham (Echingham, co Sussex Simon db Echinghaji,

—

—

;

Lord of

Echingham,

Thomas Echingham,

Sheiiff

of

Sussex,

1234-35-36;

Sir

Echingham, temp. Henry VI.,
left two daus. co-heirs, Margaret, wife, first of William
Blodnt, son of Lord Muanljii>/,second, of Sir John Elrington
and Anne, wife, first of Sir Goddard Oxenbwdge, second, of
Az. a fret
Roger Fiynes.
Har. MSS., 1562, 100).
Knt., of

;

ar.

descended from
Eching'liani (Barsham, co. Suffolk
Richard Echingham, Esq., brother of Sir Thomas Echingham, Knt., of Echingham, temp. Henry VI. Har. MSS.,
1449, 97). Same Arms.
;

Eaton

(co. Chester).

Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. with

two heads gu.

Eaton (Tolethorpe
a

or,

fret az.

;

hons' heads gu.

and 3rd,
between three

Hall, co. Eutland). Quarterly, 1st

2nd and
Crest

4th,

— A lion

or, a
or,

bend

az.

bearing a bow ppr.

Eaton

(Dunuioyhn, co. Limerick, hart., extinct.
Fun. Ent.
of Simon, only son of Sir Simon Eaton, Bart., d. 19 Nov.,
1G84, buried next day in St. Patrick's Cathedral).
Or, a fret

vert.

Eaton
Eaton
An

Reg. Ulster's Office). See Etton.
Chapell Bar, co. Nottingham). Or, a fret az. Crest—
head erased sa. in the beak a sprig vert. Motto

(Ireland,

—

eagle's

Vincit oiunia Veritas.

Eaton (CO. Wilts). Same Arms.
Eaton (Temple, 1687). Quarterly,

ar. and sa. a cross patonce,
counterchanged, the first quarter charged with a mullet of
the second, a label for diff.
Eaton (Eaton, CO. Chester). Same Arms, without the
mullet.

Eaton (CO. Salop). Same Arms.
Eaton (CO. Worcester). Sa. three bars ar.
Eaton, Eaten, or Eton. Erm.

A

313

—

Eching-ham, Etchingham, or Itching-ham

Crest—

Crest

—

(Coole,

Wexford
descended from Arthur Etchingham, or
Itcdingham, brother of John Etchingham, Esq., of Dunbrody, temp. Charles I., d. 1684; John Itchingham, Esq., of
Coole, forfeited after the battle of Aughrim). Same Arms
CO.

and

a lion ramp. az.

a fesse az.
boar's head erased, holding in the mouth a sword.
Or,

(Dunbrody Abbey, co.
Wexford; descended from .Sir Osborne Echingham, Knt.,
son of Sir Edward Echingham, Knt., of Barsham, who was
granted by p.atent, 4 Oct. 1545, the dissolved Monastery,
with the Abbey and Barony of Dunbrody, co. Wexford.
Jane, dau. and heiress of John Etchingham, Esq., of Dunbrody, temp. Charles I., m. 1660, Sir Arthur Chichester,
afterwards second £arl of Bonegall ; the estates are now
vested in Henry, Lord Tempkmore). Az. fretty ar. Crest
An eagle ppr. holding in dexter claw a staff or, and
pennant gu.
;

Crest.

Echingham

crow's head erased sa.

Eaton, Eaten, or Eton.

Eching-ham, or Etching-ham

(co.

Kent).

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

church

bell ppr.

Echingham, or Eckingham.

Same Amis, a border

engr. or

Echington.

Sa. a plate betw. three castles »t.

A

A
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H

Ecllliii(PittaiJro, co. Fife). Quarterly, Ist, or, a stag in chief
3rd, ar. a lymphad sa.
jfu. ; 2nd, az. a hound in pursuit ar.
;

4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar.
tiSigs gu.
Or, a lymphad
3Bclllin (Clonagh, co. Kildare, hart.).
Crest
A talbot
with sails furled sa. forked pennon ppr.
Motto
Rumor
acerbe
tace.
pass. ppr.
£clllin (Ardquin and Echlinville, co. Down). 1st and 4th, or,
a galley ppr. 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse chequy purp. and ar.
Crest
in •hief a deer at full speed pursued by a dog all ppr.
A talbot pass. ar. spotted sa. langued gu. Motto Non
;

—

—

;

—

—

sine prseda.

EcUin

(confirmed to Henbt Echun, Esq., of Kirlish, co.
Tyrone, second son of Daniel Moobe Echun, Esq., of
Quarterly,
Echlins Grove, co. Down, and of Dublin).
1st and 4th or, an antique galley with sails furled sa. a forked
pennon gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fess chequy ar. and az., in
the centre point over all a white rose ppr., on a chief ar. a
Crest
deer at full speed pursued by a hound also gu.
talbot pass. ar. spotted sa. gorged with a collar az. and charged
on the shoulder with a rose, as in the arms. Motto Non sine
;

—

—

£ckersall

Middlesex, and co.
Worcester; granted 1764). Ar. on a bend betw. six martlets
gu. three lozenges of the first, each charged with a saltire of
the second. Crest— A dexter arm in armour embowed ppr.
and inverted, charged with a lozenge, as in the arms, and
holding in the hand ppr. an esquire's helmet of the last,
garnished or.
Eckersall (Bury, co. Lancaster). Same Arms.
Eckfoord (Scotland). Ar. in a sea vert a seahorse issuing
(Lincoln's

ramp. ppr.

Crest

£cking'hani.
XiCking^ton.

—A

Inn

Fields,

co.

griffin statant or.

See Echingbam.
Ar. on ti bend cotised gu. three cinquefoils

or.

Eckley

(Credenhill Park, co.

Hereford;

descended from

ECK1.ET, ofEckley's Green, benefactors to Hereford Cathedral,
1200; the late John Edmund Ecklet d. s. p. m., leaving
three daus. co-heirs, Jane, wife of Francis William Herbert,

now

of Credenhill,. JcLiA, and Frances). Or, on a saltire gu.
a leopard's face transfixed with two swords saltireways of the
field.
Crest
A leopard's head erased gu. Motto—Gests.

—

proevenicnt verbis.

Barry wavy of six ar. and sa.
Ar. three bars nebulae sa.
Sa. three piles wavy ar.

XiClesfield.

Eclesfield.
Xicleston.

—

or.

Crest

Per bend

sinister

—A man's head

erm. and ermines a lion ramp.

within a helmet ppr. the beaver

open.

Eden

(co. York).
Az. three helmets ar.
Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two chev. az. each charged
with three garbs or, as many escallops of the field.
Eden. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three garbs or. Crest An
ostrich ppr. holding in the beak a horseshoe.
(Swaldale). Az. on a bend gu. three dolphins-

Eden.

—

Edenham
ar.

Edensor. See Ensok.
Ederby, or Enderby.

Per pale ar. and sa. three bars
dancettee counterchanged.
Ar. on a chev. gu. five bezants (another,
five lozenges or).
Edes (co. Bedford). Same Anns as Eades. Crest A lion's
gamb erect or, enfiled with a chaplet vert.
Edg:ar (co. Berks). Az. five lozenges or, each charged with
an escallop gu. on a ehief of the second a griffin's head betw.
two fleurs-de-Us of the third.
Edgrar {Lord of Nithsdale). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Edgrar (Wedderlie, co. Berwick). Same Arms. Crest
dexter hand holding a dagger point downwards. Mottoes
Over the crest : Man do it; below the arms Salutem disponit
Deus.
Edgrar (Keithock, co. Forfar, 1672). Sa. a lion ramp. betw.
a garb in chief and a writing pen in base ar. Crest
dagger and quill in saltire. Motto Potius ingenio, quam vi.
Edgrar (Dantzic, 1685). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. betw. two garbs
in chief of the second, banded gu. and a bezant in base.
Crest
A withered oak branch sprouting out leaves ppr. Motto
Apparet, quo latebat.
Edgrar (The Red House, near Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Per chev.
or and az. in chief two fleurs-de-lis of the second, in base five
lozenges of the first, each charged with an escallop gu. Crest
An ostrich's head betw. two wings expanded or, eaeh
charged with as many bends az. in the beak a horseshoe

Ederstone.

—

—

—

:

Barry of six or and sa. a chief paly of ten of the
and second.
Edefln. Barry of six sa. and or, a chief paly of ten of the
first and second.
Edefsm (co. Worcester). Erm. three barrulcts gu.
Eden (West Auckland, co. Durham, and Maryland, North
America, bart.).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three garbs or,
banded vort, as many escallops sa. Crest A dexter arm in
armour embowed couped at the shoulder ppr. the hand grasping a garb bendwise, as in the arms.
Motto Si sit prufirst

—

—

dentia.

(Maryland, North America, bart., created 1776, now
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, a

merged

in the preceding).
crescent for dilT.

Eden (Bnron

Auckland). Same Ai-tns and Crest. Supporters
ar. the doxter guard, charged on the shoulder
with a flciirde-lis or, the sini.ster charged on tlie shoulder
with a castle or. Motto— Hi sit prudcntia.
{Edrl of Auckland.- the second baron was so created,
1839, d. unm. 1849). Same Aryng, &c.
(Bamn Henley). See Henlet, Baron Henley.
(Beamish Park, co. Durham
granted to John
Methold, EHq., second son of Henrt Methold, by Dorotht
hfai wife, eldest dau. of Sir John Eden, fourth bart., of West

—Two horses

Eden

Eden
Eden

;

Auckland, upon his assuming by royal licence, in 1844, the
name and arms of Eden). Gu. on a clicv. betw. three garbs
or, banded vert, as many escallops sa., quartering Methold.
Crt'ti
Ist, Eden: a dexter arm in armour embowed couped
the Bhoulder ppr. the hand gra.iping a garb bendwise,
In the arms; 2nd, that of Metuold.
Motto Si sit

—

—

prudentia.

—
—

—

(co. Suffolk).
Az. five lozenges in fesse or, eaeh
charged with an escallop gu. on a chief of the second an
eagle's leg erased betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the third.
Edg'ar. Az. a cross formee betw. four martlets or.
Edgrcumbe (Earl of Mount-hdrjcumbc). Gu. on a bend
ermines cotised or, three boars' heads couped ar. Crest
boar pass. ar. gorged with a wreath of oak leaves, fructed
ppr. Supporters
Two greyhounds ar. guttee de poix, gorged
with a collar dovetailed gu.
Motto Au playsir fort de

—

—

—

Dieu.

Edgrcumbe

(Edgcumbe House,

co.

Devon).

Same Arms,

and Motto.
(Edge, co. Chester).

Per

fesse sa.

and gu. an eagle

displ. ar.

Edg'e (London, and
demi nioree or

Same Arms.

co. Stafford).

Crest

—

sea-lion ppr.

Edg-e(.Strelly, CO. Nottinj;hani; granted 9 May, 1709). Same
Arms, with the addition of, on a chief or, a rose betw. two
annulets of the second. Cred A reindeer's head couped

—

—

and chained or. Motto Semper fidelis.
Edg'e (confirmed to Benjamin Booker Edge, Esq., of Clonbrock House, Queen's co., J. P., whose family is traditionally
a branch of Edge, of Stre'.ly, co. Nottingham). Per fess sa.
and gu. an eagle displ. ar. on a chief or, a cinquefoil betw.
two annulets of the second. Crest A reindeer's head couped
ppr. collared and chained or, and holding in its mouth a
trefoil vert.
Motto Semper fidelis.
Edg'e (confirmed to John Dallas Edge, Lieut. 22nd Foot, son
ppr. collared

—

—

of

John Edge,

(cinquefoils sa.),

of Cretty Ard, Queen's co.).
C7-est, and Motto.
Ar. a hawk ppr.

Same Arms

Edg'e, alias Ha-wkins.
legged

Edgre.

beaked and
couped and raguly vert.
Ar. on a chief gu. three maidens' heads couped

or,

standing on a

staff

ppr.

Edgrebaston (co.
bend

Leicester).

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over

all

a

az.

Edg'ebaston. See Egbaston.
Edg'ebury, alias Wilkinson

(Dcptford, co. Kent). Az. a
unicorn pa.ss. rcguard. or. Crest
On a mount vert a bird
supporting a pennon az. and gu. the ends flotant, the top
ar. thereon a cross of the fourth, the staffer.

—

sa.

Edg'ecumbe
CO.

Devon).

(Lower Edgecumbe, originally Eggcscombe,
Gu. on a bend erm. betw. two cotiscs or, three
The original Crest A boar's head in

boars' heads couped sa.
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—

—

Edge

See Fades.

Edefin.

t
a

—

feathers ar.

Crest,

£de (Saxmundham).

Eden

—

ar.

(Rowborne, co. Lincoln). Ar. a cross sa. in the
first quarter a fleur-de-lis gu.
Crest— A cock pheasant ppr.
Ecton. Barry of eight ar. and gu. a canton sa. (another,
charged
with
the canton
a cross patonce or). Crest A dexter
hand holding a laurel branch ppr.
Xlcton. Ar. three bars gu. on a canton sa. a cross formee

or.

(Ballingdon Hamlet, co. Essex, and Sudbury, CO. Suffolk, 1634). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two chev.
az. each charged with three escallops of the field, as many
garbs or. Crest
A demi dragon sans wing.s vert, holding a
rose branch flowered ar. stalked and leaved of the first.
Eden, Edon, or Iden ^Sandwich, co. Kent, and co. Suffolk).
Az. a cliev. betw. three close helmets or. Crest A plume of

Edg'ar

Scleston

Eddows.

EDa

Eden, or Edon

—

A
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EDa

a sprig of laurel erect (another, a boar pass,
a
ar. armed, crineU, and membered or, gorged with a chaplet
of oak vert, fructed of the second). Motto Au plaisir fort
disb

all ar.

—

de Dieu.

Edgrell

Ar. on a chev.

Midddlesex).

(CO.

many

roses gu. as

betw. three

sa.

plates.

(Standerwick Court, Beckington, co. Somerset). Ar.
on a chev. embattled sa. betw. three cinqucfoils gu. as manyCrest— K falcon rising ai guttee de sang, belled or,
bezants.
resting the dexter foot on an antique shield of the fiist,
Motto Qui sera
charged with a cinquefoil as in the arms.

Edgell

.

—

sera.

Edg-ell (WyATT-EDOELi,, Milton Place, co. Surrey exemplified
to Edgell Wyatt, Esq., son of Richabd Wtatt, Esq.,
of Eghaui, by 1'biscilla, his wife, dau. of John Edgell, Esq.,
of Milton Place, upon his assuming by royal licence, 22 Oct.
1813, the additional surname and arms of his maternal grandQuarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
father).
three cinqucfoils gu. as many bezants, for Edgell; 2nd and
;

3rd, sa. a fesse dancettee ar. betw. three eagles displ. or, a
1st: Ademilionramp.
chief of the last, for Wtatt. Crexts
holding in the dexter paw a cinquefoil gu. slipped and leaved

—

Tert, for

Edgell

;

2nd

A

:

demi

lion per pale crenellce or

and

holding in the dexter paw an arrow gu. headed and
Honesta bona.
feathered ar., for Wyatt. Motto
Edgerley (Milton, co. Ojiford on a tombstone in Milton
Visit.
Ar. on a chev.
Edgebley.
1574).
Robert
Church,
sa.

—

;

betw. three cinquefoils gu. as many bezants.
See Egerton.
Per chev. or and az. three (another,
(co. York).

Edgertou.
Edgew^orth

uounterchanged.
Edgevrorth (Edgeworthstown, co. Longford; descended from
Fbancis Edgewobth, brother of Edward Edgewobth,
Bishop of Down and Connor, 1593. Mabia Edgewobth, who
attained high reputation in literature, was daughter of
BicBARD LovELL EDGEWOBTH, Esq., of EdgeworthstowD,
the well known writer on education and inventions). Per
chev. gu. and or, three martlets counterchanged. Crest
On a ducal coronet a pelican feeding her young or. Mottosix) martlets

—

—

Consians contraria spernit.

Edgeworth

Longford; descended from
BoBERT Kdgewobth, second son of Sir John Edgewobth,
Knt., of Edgeworthstown). Same Ai-ms, Crest, and Motto.
Edgill. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three cinquefoils gu. as
many bezants. Crest A demi lion ramp, holding in the
dexter paw a cinquefoil gu. slipped and leaved vert.
Edgley, or Edgerley (Wrenbury, co. Buckingham, and
Milton, CO. Oxford). Ar. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils
(Kilshrewley, co.

—

many

gu. as

Edgworth
on a bend

;

Edgworth
wavy

bezants.
also borne by Worth).
Ar.
(Reg. Ulster's Off.
three lions' heads erased or.
(England, Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. two bars

sa.

Crest

^u.

— A cherubim

ppr.

Ar. three crosses crosslet fitchee
Edie
gu. Crest A cross crosslet fitchfe gu. and a skean in saltire
Motto Crux mihi grata quies.
pgr.
Edieok, or Egioke (co. Worcester). Sa. a griffin pass.
erm. beaked, legged, and ducaUy gorged or. Crest 'A demi
grififin erm. beaked and legged or, holding a broken tilting
spear ppr.
Edinburgh, Bishop of. Az. a saltire ar. in chief a
mitre of the last, garni.shed or
Edinburgh, City of. Ar. on a rock ppr. a castle tripletowereri embattled sa. masoned of the first and topped
with three fans gu. windows and portcullis closed of the last.
Crest— An anchor wreathed about with a cable both ppr.
Supporters
Dexter, a maid richly attired, hair hanging down
over her shoulders ppr.; sinister, a doe also ppr.
Motto

(Moneaght, Scotland).

—

—

—

—

—

Nisi Dominus, frustra.

Edinbxirgh, University

Ar. on a saltire az. betw.
a thistle in cliief ppr. and a castle on a rock in base sa. a book

expanded

or.

Edington
couped

of.

(Balbertoun, Scotland).

Az. three savages' beads

Az. two lions pass. or.
couped, distilling blood ppr.

Edington. Same Amis, a
and

Oest—A savage's head

bordure of the

cinquefoils of the

(co. Wilts).

Or,

ona

last (another,

cross engr. gu.five

a fess

or,

Vair on a chief gu. a leopard surmounted of
charged with an eagle displ. sa. crowned of the

second.

Edlye, or Edlys.

Ar. on a saltire gu. a leopard's face

—

—

Edmeston

(co.

Berwick).

Lodge, co.

chenonels betw. as many

fleurs-de-lis

Edmands

Or, two
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Or, three crescents gu. within

bordure cngr. az.
Edmond. Gu. a tricorporated lion issuing out of three points
of the escutcheon, all meeting under one head in fesse ar.
armed and langued az.
Edmond. Or, a chev. az. Crest A demi lion ppr. supporting a long cross gu.
Edmond. Ar. a chev. az.
Edmondes (cos. Hants and Sussex). Or, a fesse vair, in
chief three martlets gu. a crescent for diff. Crest A dragon's
head erased quarterly az. and ar. semee of roundles
cotmterchanged, a crescent sa. for diff.
Edmondes (Baylis Court, co. Sussex). Gu. a fesse vair, in

—

—

—

Crest
A dragon's head erased ar.
charged on the breast with three pellets.
Ar. a fesse dancettee, in chief three martlets
gu. within a bordure engr. sa.
Edmondes. Or, on a cross engr. sa. five cinquefoils of the

chief three martlets or.

Edmondes.
first.

Edmondes

Az. an eagle volant

(Lidington, co. Lincoln).

or.

Edmondes

(Truro, co. Cornwall; Evebabd Edmondes,
1620, son of Richard Edmondes, Esq., of Lidington,
Rutland, descended from Edmondes, of Lidington, co.

Visit.

CO.

Same

Lincoln).

Edmonds

At^iis.

(Winslow, co. Buckingham, and co. Cornwall).
Crest
A Uon couchant guard, betw. two wings

—

Same Arms.
endorsed aU

or.

Edmonds

Or, on a cross within a
(co. Cambridge, 1619).
bordtue both engr. sa. five cinquefoils of the field. Crest
A greyhound sejant sa. bezantee collared or.
(cos. Cambridge and Essex). Ar. on a cross engr.

—

Edmonds

sa. five cinquefoils or.

Edmonds
foils of

the

Or,

on a

1600,

by

(co. Essex).

saltire engr. sa. five cinquc-

first.

Edmonds

(granted

Camden, Clarenceux,

to

Thomas Edmonds,

of Plymouth, co. Devon). Or, a chev. az.
on a canton of the second a boar's head couped betw. three
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up
fleurs-de-lis of the first.

—

betw. two wings az.
(Sir Thomas Edmonds, Clerk of the CounciL
Or, a chev. az. on a canton of the
Visit. London, 1568).
second a fleur-de-lis of the first.
(granted to Sir Clement Edmonds, Clerk of the
Council, July, 1610, by Camden). Az. a chev. betw. three

erm. a fleur-de-hs

or,

Edmonds

Edmonds
quadrats

or.

Edmonds
of

(Dedington, co. Oxford

Humphrey Edmonds.

;

John Edmonds,

eldest son

on a chev.

az. betw.

Visit. 1574). Or,

—

three griffins' heads erased gu. as many estoUes or. Crests
1st: A griffin's head erased gu. holding in the beak a cross
pattee fitchee or 2nd On a globe ar. banded or, a griffin's
;

:

head gu.

Edmonds

(co. Oxford).
three estoiles of the field.

Or, (another, ar.)

on a chev.

az.

Edmonds

(Wolborough, co. York). Per chev. or and sa.
three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Crest— A. ship with three
masts under full saU ppr.
Edmonds (London, and co. Suffolk). Ar. a fesse sa. in
chief three martlets of the last. Crest—A sinister wing erect
per pale ar. and or.
Edmonds (London). Ar. a fess betw. three martlets sa.
(London). Per chev. embattled gu. and sa, three

Edmonds

Edmonds.

Same Arms.

C)-est

—A wing

erect per pale ar.

or.

Edmonds

(granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1610, to Sir
Clement Edmonds, Clerk of the Council). Az. a chev. betw.
three warriors' shields or, on each a thunderljolt chased.

—An arm

in

armour embowed

ppr. throwing

a pheon

az. handle ppr.

Edmonds. Or, on
Crest —A greyhound

a cross engr.

sa. five roses of the field.

sejant sa. bezantee, collared

and chained

or.

Edmonds.

transfixed with two palmers' staves in saltire or.
(Sutton, co. Surrey, and Oakley

Middlesex).

—

Crest

first.

Ediscalkie.

Crat—A

head erased ar. holding in the beak a cross crosslet
two wings also ar. each charged with a thistle
ppr. Motto
Vincit veritas.
Edmeades (Nursted Court, co. Kent). Erm. a fesse dancettee paly or and vert, betw. two horses' heads erased in
chief and three arrows in base, one in pale surmounted by
two in saltire, pheons downwards, sa. Crest Five arrows interlaced or, surmounted by a crescent sa.
Edmerston. Az. on a bend or, three torteaux. Crest
dexter hand throwing a dart ppr.
griffin's

fitchee az. betw.

and

Crest.

Edington-Priory

M

thistle slipped in base ppr.

martlets or.

ar.

Edington.

gu.),

£D

and a

in chief az.

Gu. a tricorporated lion

ar.

Crest

armour embowed, holding in the hand a
ppr. Motto— Agaae in pace, leo in bello.
in

—An *nn

battle

axo

all

ED
Edmonds.

M

a chev.

Or,

boar's head of the
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on a canton of the

sa.

last

a

Edxidee

E D-W

(Wimpole

Street,

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

first.

Edmondson

(London, Mowbray Herald Extra. Granted
18 March, 1765). Az. a fesse arm. betw. two bars KeinelM
enffr. or, in chief as many swans respecting each other,
Crest
A lion
wings elevated, and in base a lion ramp. ar.
ramp, or, gorged with a bar gemelle gu. supporting a pennon
az. staff of the second, headed ar.
Edmondson (co. York). Gu. a pale wavy erm. betw. six
Ciest—A demi lion sa. holding an escallop
escallops or.

—

or.

Crest

and Shipdham,

—A

Edridg'e (Pockeredge House,
ar. in chief

Crest

a pheon betw. two

co.

Norfolk).

head erased gu.
Gu. a lion ramp.
heads erased of the last.

lion's

co. Wilts).

lions'

— A lion ramp. ar.

Edridgre.

Gu. two wolves' heads erased in chief and a lion
ramp, in base ar. in the middle chief point a pheon of the
last.
Crest— \ hawk standing on a fish ppr.
Edrik. Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Edringrton (Baron Edrington, summoned to Parliament
1336 dormant since the reign of Henry VI.). Or, two lions
:

Edmondston

Fun Ent. of
(Braiden Island, co. Antrim
Archibald Edmondston, of that place, buried in the parish'
church of Templecoram, co. Antrim, grandson of Sir James
Edmondston, Knt., of Dontreath, in the Sheriffdom of StaGu. a gem ring or, gemmed az. betw. three crescents
ling).
of the second.
(London; granted 12 Jvme, 1640). Per chev. embattled gu. and sa. three martlets or.
Edmonstone (that Ilk, and Ednam, Scotland). Or, three
CYest
crescents gu.
A camel's head and neck ppr. Siq^porters~T\\o camels ppr.
Edmonstone (Duntreath, co. Stirling, bart.). Or, three
crescents within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a swan's head and neck
Crest
3iipj)oyters
Two lions ramp. gu. Motto— Virtus
ppr.
auget honorem.
Edmonstone (Newton). Or, three crescents gu. in the
honour point an annulet of the second surmounted of a
mullet of the first. ^Jotto
Be hardie.
Edmonstone (Newton as recorded, 1775). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, three crescents gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. two spears
in saltire ppr. betw. four spots of ermine, for Crawford, of
Auchinanes. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in his
paw a battle axe ppr. Mottoes Above the crest: Be hardy;
below the shield God shaw the right.
Edm.onstone (Bellewen and Broich). Or, three crescents
gu. in the honour point an annulet of the second surmounted
Crest
A hand drawing a semiof a creseent of the first.
Motto Gadge and measure.
circle with a compass ppr.
St. (King and Martyr, Worcester Cathedral,
ascribed by Glover to Edward Ih", Elder, stabbed 946). Az.
three crowns or.
Edmund. Ar. a chev. betw. three garbs gu.
(Lyndhurst, near Southampton, co. Hants). Az.
an eagle, wings endorsed o». Crest A winged lion couchant
guard, or.
(Worsborough, co. York, 1663). Per chev. cmbattled or and sa. three fleurs-rte hs counterchanged.
Creit
An ancient ship of three masts under .sail upon the sea all
ppr. Motto Over the crest: Votis tunc velis.
(Worsborough Hall, co. York. The Edmonds'
arms were granted to Thomas Edmonds, 1 Jan. 1647, but at
the Restoration this was considered null, ami a new grant
;

Edmons

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

:

—

—

Edmund,

Edmunds

—

Edmunds

—

—

Edmunds

W. Dugdale to Henry Edmunds, 1 Sept.
1665; borne by William Henrt Martin-Ed.munds, grandson of Henry Martin, Esq.. of Colston Bassett, co. Notts,
was made by

Sir

by Mart Elizabeth, his wife, eldest dau. and co-heir of
Francis Offley Ed.mdnds, Esq., of Worsborough Hall, co.
York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. embattled or and
sa. three fleurs-de-iis counterchanged, for Edmunds; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. two bars gu., a crescent for diff., for M.\rtin.

Edney

(Captain Walter Edney, of Dublin; Fun. Ent. of
Mary, his wife, buried in the church of St. Nicholas Without, 14 Nov. 1 39).
Sa. a lion's head erased betw. three
crosses pattee ar.

Ednor, Edenham, or Ednower. Or, on a bend gu.
three dolphins ar. Crest
A griffin's head erased gu. beaked

—

or.

Edno'wain Bende'w (Lord of Tcgaingle, a.d.

1079,

Founder

of the .\lll. Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys). Ar. a
chev. betw. three boars' heads couped su. Crest
A boar's

—

head couped
dagger ppr.

Edno'wain

sa.

langucd gu. and tusked

or, transfixed

by a

(Lord of

nr.

Ednyfed Vychan

(Lord of BrynfTcnigl, Chief Councillor, Chief .Justice and General of Llewellyn ap-Iorwcth,
King of North Wales, derived from Marchudd ap-Cynan,
I-ord of Abcrgelleu and llrynffenigl, Founder of the VIII.
Noble Trihc of North Wales). Same Anii».

Edolph (co. Kent).
Sdolpbe (IlinxcU,
nrnicd,

and

(co. Surrey).
Ar. a lion ramp, per fesse gu. and vert
within an orle of pinks, shpped and leaved ppr.
(Longcroft, co. Linlithgow).
Az. a fesse ar. surmounted of a marble pillar gu. issuing out of a base wavy of
the field.
Crest A tortoise ppr.
Motto Nee flatu, nee

Edward

ar.

attired or.
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Enn. ona bondaz. three cinquefoils or.
Erm. on a bend sa. three
An ibex's head erased sa. maned,

co. Kent).

Cre*t

—

—

—

fluctu.

Edward

(Balruddery, co. Forfar, 1867).
Or, a fess wavy
gu. surmounted of a pillar sa. issuing out of a moimt in
base vert.
Crest
A tortoise or. Motto Nee flatu, nee

—

—

fluctu.

Edward

(Farington Hall, co. Forfar). The same Arms,
within abordure gu. Same Crest and Motto.
Edward. Az. a chev. ar. betw. two mullets in chief or, and
in base a buck's head cabossed of the second, attired gold.
Crest
A buck's head couped or.

—

Edwardes

(Baron Kensington). Quarterly, ) stand 4th, erm.
a lion ramp, sa., for Edwardes; '2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev.
betw. three crosses botony or. Crest— Upon a mount Vert a
wy vern, wings expanded ar. Supporters Two reindeer ppr.
attired and unguled or.
Motto Garde la foi.
Edwardes (Shrewsbury, bart.). Gu. a chev. engr. betw.
three tigers' heads erased at the neck ar. Crest
A man's
hc.id and shoulders affront^e in armour, the helmet open
vizored ppr. garnished or. Motto— A vyno Duw dervid.
Edwardes (Khyd-y-Gors, co. Carmarthen). Quarterly, 1st,
su. a lion ramp, within an orle of cinquefoils or; 2nd, gu.
a chev. or, betw. three bowers' knots
3rd, sa. three
bucks' heads caboshed ar.
4th, chequy or and sa. a fesse
ar.
Crest
A demi lion or, holding betw. the paws a bower's
knot.
Motto Aspera ad virtutem est via.
Edwardes (Gileston Manor, co. Glamorgan). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. a chev. embattled and counter-embattled or,
betw. three sea horses naiant ar. ; 2nd and 3rd. erm. a
lion ramp. sa.
Crest
A bear's paw, holding a battle axe ar.
Mottoes
Vigilate, and Gardez la foi.
Edwards (Ness Strange, co. Salop; derived, through
Tho.mas ap Llewelyn, from Einion Efell, Lord of Cynllaeth,
in CO. Denbigh, living 1182, son of Madoc, last prince of
Powys-Fadoc). Per fesse sa. and ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Crest
Within a wreath of the colours a lion
ramp, as in the arms.

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

Edwards

(Dolscran,

co.

Same Anns and

Merioneth).

Crest.

Edwards (^Garth,

co.

Montgomery,

bart.

;

Mart

Cornelia,

only child of Sir John Edwards, Bart., M.P., m. 1846,
Henry Kobert Charles, Marquess of Londonderry).

and

George
Quar-

and or, a fess betw. four
lions pass, guard, all counterchanged
2nd and 3rd, sa. on
a fess betw. a lyin ramp, in chief ar. and a (leur-de-lis in base
terly, 1st

4th, quarterly, gu.

;

—

snakes interlaced ppr. Crest A lion pass, guard,
per pale or and gu. resting the dexter paw on an escutcheon
of the last charged with a nag's head erased ar.
Edwards (Pyenest, co. York, bart.). Az. on a bend nebuly
ar. cottised or, a fleur-de-lis betw. two martlets of the field.
Crest
Out of a crown vallery or, a talbot's head ar. sem^-delis az.
Motto Omne bonum Dei donum.
Edwards (co. Bedford). Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three
nags' heads erased sa.
Ed'wards (City of Bristol). Erm. a chev. per pale or and sa.
or, three

—

Crest

—

— An eagle

Edwards
1620).

Lys

Uradwen, near Dolgelly, co.
Merioneth, Founder of the XV. Noble Tribe of North
Wale.").
Gu. three snakes nowed in a triangular knot

clBquefoil.s

pass, in pale az.

Edsir

ramp.

di.'ipl.

az.

(Lelant, CO. Cornwall;

Thomas Edwards.

Ermines an antelope ramp.

or.

Ci-esl

Visit.

— An antelope

sa. bezunt<;e attired or.

Edwards (Trematon,

Saltash, ro. Cornwall).

Per. chev. az.

and or, in chief a cross crossletbetw. two garbs, and in base a
garb betw. two cross crosslets all counterchanged. Motto

—

Perseverando.
Edwards (Famcott, co. Salop, formerly of Lea Castle, co.
descended from TcDO»
Salop, and of Chirk, co. Denbigh
Per btnd
Tkevor, a chieftain of the Marches of Wales).
Cfrest—
sinister erm. and ermines, over all a lion ramp. or.
A man's head sidefaced in a helmet all ppr.
Ed'wards (Chirk, co. Denbigh, and Welham, co. Leicester).
Same Arms. Crest A lion's head erased per bend sinister
erm. and ermines.
;

—

A

A

;

E
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Edwards

(Arlesey Bury, co. Bedford; William Bedford,
Captain E. I. Company, son of Rev. William Fuller BedFOBD, by Margaret, his wife, dau. of Bichard Edwards,

arms of Edwards,

assumed the name and
Nov. 1792, having
Richard
Same Arms. Crests 1st: the
1789).
feathers surmounted by a heron plume;
Esq., of Arlesey,

succeeded

licence, 20

by royal

the

to

Edwards, who

estates of his maternal uncle,

—

Prince

d.

of Wales'

2nd: An esquire's
helmet ppr.
Arms. Crest
York).
Same
(Northowran,
co.
Edwards
lion's head erased per bend sinister erm and ermines.
Ed'wards (Liddorne and Lea, co. Salop). Same Anns.
A man's head sidefaced in a helmet all ppr. Motto
Crest

—

—

—

A vyno Duw dervid.
Ed'wards (Exeter, co.

Devon, and Taunton, co. Somerset
Visit.
descended from Edwards, of Ludlow, co. Salop.
Crest—An ibex pass. sa.
Same Arms.
Devon, 1G20).
bezantce attired and maned or.
Edwards (Brislington, CO. Somerset). Same .<4n)is. Crest—
A demi Uon ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a castle ar.
Edwards (Prestbury, co. Gloucester). Same Arms, a
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or,
bordure engr. of the last.
holding belw. the paws a castle ar.
Edwards (Henslow, co. Bedford). Per bend sinister sa. and
.\ helmet ppr. garnished or,
erm. a lion ramp. or. Crest
thereon, on a wreath, a plume of feathers ar.
Edwards (Exeter). Samt^ Arms. Cre.it An ibex pass. sa.
bozant^e, maned, armed, and attired with tivo stiaight homs

—

—

—

or.

Edwards (co. Somerset, Middle Temple, London, and Bristol).
Same Anns, a border

Edw^ards

(Isle

engr. or.

of Ely,

and Portlade,

co. Sussex.

Arms

from a monument in Wisbeach Church, to Thomas Edwards,
Higli Baihff of the Isle of Ely, temp. Queen Anne). Ar. a

—

Crest
On a ducal
ermines betw. three martlets sa.
coronet ar. a tiger pass. or.
Ed'nrards (Essex and Loudon). Ar. a fesse betw. si-K martfess

lets sa.

Edwards

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three boars'
Crest
A boar's head erased,

(co. Flint).

—

heads erased at the neck ar.
as in the arms.

Edwards
A man's

(.Shrewsbury, co. Salop).

head in a helmet in

Edwards
Edwards

Same Arms,

(co. Salop).

Same Arms.

Crest

—

profile all ppr.
field az.

Hereford, said to be derived from Edwards,
Ar. a cross flory engr. betw. four
Crest
Out of a ducal
Cornish choughs sa. armed gu.
coronet or, a demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw
a sword ppr.
Erm. a lion
Salop and Huntingdon).
(cos.
ramp gu. Crest An ibex pass. sa. armed, tufted, maned,
(co.

Baron of

Aniiiesey).

Edwards

—

—

and double horned

Edwards

or.

Denbigh, subdescended from

(originally of Maes-yr-hen-Uys, co.

Flint,
of Gouldgrievc, co.
Eoderick the Great, King of Wales). Gu. a chev. betw. three

sequently

roses ar. the coat of

Rhodbi Mawb; and

also the peculiar

arms attached to the name, viz., sa. a stag tripping or,
Mtired and unguled ar. on a chief of the same three falcons
Crest
ppr., quartering Ktnaston, of Hordley (jeAicAsee).
A lion's head erased ermines betw. two palm branches ppr.
Motto Heb Dduw heb ddim, Duw a digon; which signifies,
Everything with God, nothing without God.
Edwards (Old Court, co. Wicklow; confirmed by Carney,
Ulster, 1683, to Richard Edwards, Esq., of co. Wicklow). "Vert
a stag pass, or, attired and unguled ar. (derived from the coat
of Hedd Molwynog, seventh in descent from Rhodri Mawr),
with, as an augmentation in 1C80, on a chief ar. three falcons
ppr., quartering Ktnaston, Grey, Cherleton, Holland, and
Plantagenet. Crest A lion's head erased erm. betw. two
palm branches issuing. Motto Heb Dduw heb ddim, Duw
a digon.
Edwards (late of the Manor House, Bishop's Lavington, co.
Wilts seated at Tilshead Manor, 20 Henry VIII., as appears
from a MS. copy of a court roll of Sir Thomas Seymour
under Elizabeth Ryperose, abbess of Wilton, the surname
being then George, since then the name of Edwards has
been adopted through an intermarriage). Or, on a chev.
engr. betw. three heraldic tigers' beads erased sa. as many

—

—

—

—

;

falcons rising ppr.

Ed'wards

and Kent). Erm. a lion ramp, gtiard.
on a canton or, an eagle displ. with two necks
unicorn sa. with two horns or.
Edwards (Tyrington, co. Norfolk, and London). Erm. a
lion ramp, guard, az. on a canton gu. an eagle displ. with
two necks or.
Ed'wards Lord Mayor of London, 1679). Erm. a lion ramp.
AS. on a canton or, an eagle dispL sa.
gu.

armed

sa.

Oi-(st

(cos. Salop

az.

—A

(
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Edw^ards (Reedham

Hall, co. Norfolk, co. York, and LonJames Edwards, son of Sir James F-dwards, Knt.,
Lord Mayor of London, 1679, and grandson of W ii,uA>r
Edwards, of Welsh descent, who settled in co. York, was
created a hart. 1691, extinct 1764).
Erm. a lion ramp,

don;

guard, az. a canton or.
(London). Ar. a chev. gu. in chief two bucks'
heads cabossed ppr. and in base on a mount an oak tree all ppr.
(London). Ar. a fesse ermines cotised sa. betw.
three martlets of the last. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a
tiger pass sa. maned of the first.
London). .Vz. a bend vaire gu. and ar. cotised
of the third, betw. two eagles displ. or. Crest
An eagle's
head erased ppr. ducally gorged or.
(London;. Az. on a bend betw. two cotises ar.
three martlets gu. Crest
A talbot's head issuing out of a
marquess's coronet.

Edwards
Edwards

Edwards

—

(

—

Edwards

—

Edwards, or Edwardes

(Visit. London, 1568).
Ar. a
ermines betw. three martlets sa. Crest
.\ lion's gamb
couped and erect erm. grasping a goat's leg erased sa.

—

fess

armed

or.

Edwards

(Haverfordwest, co. Pembroke).
Erm. a lion
Crest
On a mount vert a wivern ar.
(Llandaff House, co. Glamorgan). Per pale erm.
and ermines a hon ramp, or, between two tlaunches ar. each
charged with a spear paleways sa., quartering sa, a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar., for Richards. Crest An oak
tree, on the dexter side a gate ppr., on the sinister a lion
ramp, against the tree gu.
(Ashill, co. Norfolk).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar.
on a fesse betw. three martlets sa. a cinquefoil or, for
Edwards 2nd, quarterly, gu. and ar. in the 1st and 4tli
quarters a cross potent or, for Cross 3rd, per. chev. ar. and
gu. a crescent counterchanged, for Chapman.
Crest
martlet sa. charged on the wing with a cinquefoil or. Motto
Quid leges sine moribus.
(Hardingham Hall, co. Norfolk). Same Anns,
Crest, and Motto.

ramp.

sa.

—

Edwards

—

Edwards

;

;

—

—

Edwards

Edwards (Pentre,

co.

Montgomery, and

Cilcen, co. Flint).

Ar. a falcon, wings elevated ppr. belled, beaked, and legged
or, holding in its dexter talon a martlet of the last, all within
a bordure engr. or.
Edwards (cos. Lancaster and Denbigh; confirmed by Sir

George Naylor in 1S25 to Joshua Edwards, of Manchester).
a pile az. and a chev. counterchanged betw. three
Crest
On a mount vert
a horse's head erased or, charged on the neck with a chev.
gu. betw. two branches of oak ppr. Motto
Duw ydi cia
Or,

—

horses' heads erased of the second.

—

cryfdwr.

Edwards

(Toxtcth Park, Liverpool, and Broughton, co.
Lancaster). Same ^rnis. Crest
A man in complete armour
resting the dexter hand on a sword, point downwards ppr.,
and supporting with the sinister hand a shield of the
A vynno Duw dervid
arms.
Motto Over the crest
(what God wills will be accomplished); under the arms:
Duw ydi ein cryfdwT (God is our strength).
(Rhyl, North Wales). Ar. a cross flory engr.
betw. four Cornish choughs sa. armed gu.
Ed'wards (Waks). Quarterly, or and gu. in each quarter
a lion pass, guard, counterchanged. Crest
A lion pass,
guard, or.
(Trematon Hall, near Saltash). Per chev. az. and
or, in chief a cross crosslet betw. two garbs, and in base a
garb betw. two crosses crosslet. all counterchanged. Crest

—

—

:

Edwards

—

Edwards

—

In front of two wheat stalks ppr. a griffin's head erased per
chev. or and az. Motto Perseverando.
Ed'wards. Ar. two chevronels ea. betw. three eagles' heads
On a ducal coronet or, a tiger pass. sa.
erased gu. Crest

—

—

maned and

tufted gold.

Edwards-Moss, Bart.

Edwards

See Moss.
(Rhyd-y-G6rs, co. Carmarthen).

Quarterly, 1st,
sa. a lion ramp, witlvin an orle of cinquefoils or; '2nd, gu. a
3rd, sa. three bucks'
chev. or, betw. three bowers' knots sa.
heads cabossed ar. 4th, chequy or and sa. a fesse ar. Crest
A demi lion or, holding betw. the paws a bower's knot sa.
Motto— AiTpera. ad virtutem est via.
;

;

—

Edw^ards

(Thomas Edwards, Esq., of Dublin; from the Fun.
Ent. of Sir Edward Fisher, Knt., of Prospect, co. Wexford,
d. Dec. 1631, whose wife was Auce, dau. of said Thobias
Edwards). Ar. a chev. engr. az. frctty of the firet betw. three
Cornish choughs sa. beaked and legged gu.
Edwin. Ar. a cross betw. four Cornish choughs sa. Crest
A lion sejant holding betw. the forepaws an escutcheon, both

—

per chev. gu. and or.
Ar. a saltire sa.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1698).
betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. Crest
A chough, as in the
arms.

Edwin

—

A

ED
Edwin.

Sa.

an eagle

W

bound together with a ribbon

membered gu.

(Wales).

Sa.

a

lion

ramp.

ar.

armed and langued gu.

Edwyn

(Lord of Tegaingle, co. Flint, founder of the XII.
Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys). Ar. a cross flory
engr. sa. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. armed gu.
Az. a cross flory
(first King of Northumberland).

Edwyn
or.

Edwyn.
Edye.

Or, an eagle displ. sa.
Gu. (another purp.) three old men's heads couped at

the shoulders ar. crined ppr.

Eedes
Dean

to Eichakd Eedes,
Az. a chev. engr. betw. three
out of a laurel

(monument, Worcester Cathedral,
of Worcester, d. 1604).
Crest

leopards' faces ar.

—A

lion's foot ar.

vert.

Eeking'S, or Ekins (Eaundes,
bend lozenjry

—A
a

lion's

sa. betw.

grmb

co. Northampton).
Ar. a
two crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Creat
a lozenge or, charged with

erect sa. holding

cross, as in the arms.

Eel.

Ar. three eels naiant sa.

Crest

— A boar's

head couped

or.

—

Ar. three eels az. Crest A dexter arm in armour
fesseways couped, holding a cutlass enfiled with a boar's

Eeles.

head couped

all

ppr.

Effard (Guernsey). Vert three martlets, two and one, ar.
Effing'ham, Earl of. See Howabo.
Efiiydd Ap Gwenllian (founder of the XIV. Noble Tribe
of North Wales and Powys). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
lion ramp, or; 2nd and 3rd (the arms of his mother, Gwen-

llian, dau. and heiress of Rhts ap Mabchen), az. betw.
three nag's heads erased ar. a fesse or.
Egran. Az. two palets ar. over all a saltire or. Ci-est
cross patriarchal gu.
Egfin (co. Tipperary Patrick Eoan, Esq., of Annamaidel,
Gu. a tower ar. supin that county, temp. Chables I.).
ported by two men in armour, their exterior hands resting on
their hips, in each of the others a halbert all ppr. in chief a

—

;

snake

or.

Egran

(granted 1715, to Darby Egan, Esq., of Uskean, descended from Egan, of Ballymac-Egan, co. Tipperary). Quarterly, 1 st, gu. a to wer ar. supported by two knights in complete
armour, holding in their interior hands a battle axe all ppr.
in chief a snake barways or 2nd and 3rd, or, on a bend vert,
three plates 4th, gu. on a tower as in the first quarter, a swan
statant ar.
Crest
On a tower or, a knight in complete
armour couped at the knees, holding in his dexter hand a
battleaxe all ppr. Motto Fortitudo et prudentia.
Egrar [teinp. James II.). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three boars'
heads couped sa.
Eg'baston. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over all a bend of the first,
charged with three mullets sa.
Egbaston (quartered by Hlddlemobe). Per pale indented
or and az.
Eg'bert (King of England). Az. a cross flory or.
Egcenon. Gu. a lion ramp, or, crowned ar.
Egrecombe. Gu. abend erm. cotised or, between three boars'
On a wreath or, garnished with
heads couped or. Crest
laurel leaves vert, a boar's head erect ar.
Eg'cope (Ipsley, co. Warwick). Ar. a chev. betw. three
boars pass. sa.
Egrerley (Milton, co. Oxford). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
cinquefoils gu. as many bezants.
Crest
A Cornish chough
ducally gorged ppr.
Egerton ( ligerton and Oulton Park, co. Chester, bart. descended from Philip, surnamed Gonoii, or the Red, who obtained the manor of Egerton, Malpas, co. Chester, from Wion
DE Egerton, temp. Henry III., and assumed that surname
Sir Rowland Eoebton, Knt., of Kgerton, his lineal heir male,
obtained a baronetcy 1617). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Eoebton, ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three pheons sa.
2nd and
3rd, Gbey, barry of six ar. and az. a label of five points
gu. Crests— \sl: Three arrows, one in pale, two in saltire,
points downwards or, barbed and feathered ar. banded
together with a riband gu.; 2nd: A falcon, wings expanded,
Dexter, a
standing on a falconer's glove all ppr. Supporters
lion ar. ducally crowned or sinister, a wivem or, each gorged
with a plain collar az.and pendent therefrom an escutcheon
gu. charged with three pheons, two and one, ar. Motto
Virtuti non annis Hdo.
Egrerton {liaron Qrey de Wilton. Sir TnoMAS Eoebton,
seventh bart. of Egerton, was so created 1784, d. «. p. m.
1814, when the barony ceased, and the ancient baronetcy of
Egerton reverted to the heir male of the house of Egerton,
llio grandfather of the present bart.).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
betw. three pheons sa. quartering az. two bars ar. in chief
a label of five points of the last. Crest Three arrows, one
in pale and two in saltire or, headed and feathered sa.
;

;

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

—

;

—

—
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displ. or,

Edwin Ap Taithwalt

;

gu. Supporteis—'DexleT, &
or; sinister, a lion ar. ducally crowned or. Motto
Viituti non armis fido.
Eg'erton (Earl of Wilton. Sir Thomas Egerton, seventh
bart. of Egerton; Lord Grey de Wilton was created 1801,

—

wyvem

£nrl of Wilton, with special remainder to Hon. Thomas Gbosvesob, second son of his dau. Eleanor, wife of Robert,
first Marquis of Westminster, who assumed the name and
arms of Egerton on succeeding to the title). Ar. a lion
ramp. gu. betw. three pheons sa.
Crest
^I'hree arrows,
points downwards, one in pale and two in saltire or, headed
and feathered sa. tied together with a ribbon gu. Supporters
Dexter, a wyvem wings inverted or
sinister, a lion ar.
ducally crowned or. Motto Virtuti non armis tido.
Eg'erton {Duke and Earl of Bridgewater. Created duke
1720, extinct 1829; descended from Sir Thomas Egebton,
illegitimate son of Richard Egerton, son of Sir Ralph
Egebton, second son of Philip Egebton, Esq., of Egerton).
Ar. a Uon ramp. gu. betw. three pheons sa.
Crest
On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion ramp, of the first, supporting an arrow erect or, headed and feathered ar. Supporters
On the dexter side, a horse ar. gorged with a ducal
coronet or ; on the sinister, a griflin segreant ar. gorged with
a ducal coronet or, beaked and legged of the last. Motto

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Sic donee.

Egerton

(Earl of Ellesmere.

Lady Lodisa Egebton,

sister

and last Dake of Bridgewater, m. Geobge, first
Marquis of Stafford. His Grace devised the greater part of bis
estates to his nephew, George, second Marquis of Stafford
(created Duke of Sutherland 1833) with remainder to his
second son. Lord Fbancis Leveson Goweb, who assumed the
name of Egebton, and was created Earl of EUesmere 1846).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three pheons sa. Crest
On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a Uon ramp. gu. supporting a
pheon ar. Supporters Dexter, a horse az. ducally gorged
or; sinister, a griffin or, ducally gorged az. Motto
Sicdonec.
Egrerton (Baron Egerton. Descended from Hon. Thomas
of the third

—

—

—

Egerton, of Tatton, third son of the second Earl of Bridgewater, whose granddaughter and eventual heiress, Hester
Egerton, m. William Tatton, Esq., of Withenshow, and
was great grandmother of William Tatton Egerton,
created a peer 1869). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three
pheons sa. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
ramp, also gu. supporting an arrow palewise or, pheoned and
flighted ar.
Supporters Dexter, a gryphon ar. gorged with
a ducal coronet az. and pendent therefrom a pheon sa.
sinister, a lion gu. gorged with a plain collar ar. and pendent therefrom a pheon also ar. Motto.— Sic donee.

—

—

—

Egerton. Same Arms.

Crest
An arm gu. the hand ppr.
holding a sword ar.
Egerton (Shaw, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Arms, quartering ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets vert as many crosses
pattce fitchee of the first.
Egerton (co. Essex). Same Arms, a border engr. sa.

Egerton
Egerton

(co. Stafford).

Same Arms,

field or.

(Dublin). Gu. a fesse betw. three pheons ar. on a
canton or, a dexter hand couped at the wrist ppr. holding a
broken sword erect sa. embrued ppr. Crest A lion sejant
gu. supporting in the dexter paw a battle axe, staff of the
last, head ar. in the sinister paw a laurel branch ppr.
Egerton (co. Salop). Sa. three pheons ar.
Egerton (Betley, co. Stafford). Sa a fesse erm. betw. three
pheons ar.
Egerton. Ar. a chev. betw. two demi lions in chief and a
mullet in base g;u. Crest
A lion ramp. ppr.
Egerton. Sa. a chev. betw. three pheons ar. Crest K
buck's head erased sa. attired or.
Egerton. Gu. on a fesse betw. three pheons ar. as many
pheons of the field.
Egerton. Ar. on a bend sa. three pheons of the field.
Egerton. Or, a fesse gu. fretty of the first, within a bordure

—

—

—

engr. of the second.

Eggebarston,

Eggebaston,

(quartered, through

or

Edgebarston

De Boodon, by

the D'Oylys, of Shotti.sham, co. Norfolk, and the East Indies).
Ar. a lion ramp,
gu. debruised by a bendlet or.
Hutchins states that this
(South Eggerdon).
family bore the Egebton Arms, viz.
Ar. a lion ramp, guard.
gu. betw. three pheons sa.
Egginton (granted to Gardiner Eoginton, Esq., of Klngslon-upon-Hull, merchant, eldest son and heir of Gardiner
Egginton, of the same place, merchant, deceased, and grandAr.
son of Robert Egginton, of Nottingham, docoascd).
six eaglets displ. three, two, and one, .sa. a chief nebulae az.
Crest
A talbot sejant ar. cared sa. gorged with a collar per

Eggerdou

—

—

fesse nebulae or

ppr.

oud az. the dexter paw

resting

upon a sphere

A

E

aa
York).

Ella, co.

—

affrontee erased ar.

E^ham

Ar. a chev.

Kent).

(co.

on a chief gu. a

Eg'ioke

sa.

betw. three ogresses,

Warwick).

Ar. a chev. betw. three bears

Egiocke (Egioke and Shumock Court, co.
Worcester; Thomas Egioke, of Egioke, "a gentleman of
great repute," was Regardcr of the forest of Feckenham,
6 Henry IV.). Az. two cinquefoils in chief and a fleur-de-lis
Crest
A griffin pass, per pale or and az.
in base or.
Eg'ioke. Per pale az. and ar. a griffin pass, (another, scgreant)
counterchanged. Crest As the last.
Eg'land (co. Lincoln). Gu. two bars betw. sis martlets ar.

Egrioke, or

—

—

two, two, and two.

Egleing-ham, or Eg'lenhani.

Per

(another, in-

fcsse

dented) gu. and or, three mullets counterchanged.

Egrlenham
or,

Per

Northumberland).
a mullet counterchanged.
(co.

Eg'lenton

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
three martlets of the last. Oi-est
fore paw on an antique shield.

BoBERT Eglesfield,

lion

ar. three, two,

sa. in chief

ramp, resting the

and one.

Oxon;

hall of Queen's College,

1511, founder of the College. Visit. 1574).

—

Ar. three eagles displ. gu. legged and beaked or. 0>-est
dexter hand appaumee charged with an eye ppr.
Or, three
Eg'lesfield (Eastham, co. Kent, and co. York).
eagles displ. gu.
Eg'lesfield (Alneburgh Hall, co. Cumberland, temp. Henry
VIII.). Same Arms, field ar.
Egleshall. Sa. a bend betw. six martlets
Eg'leston (co. Lancaster). Ar. a cross sa.

or.

betw. four fleurs-

Egleston

Lancaster). Ar. three piles wavy sa.
Ar. a cross sa. in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis

(co.

Eg'leston.

of the second (another, the eagle gu.).

Crest

—A

t."tlbofs

head

era.sed sa. collared ar.

Egleston.

Per pale gu. and vert an eagle

armed

displ. ar.

Einfort. Sa. (another, gu.) a fret engr. erm.
Einfort. Same Anus, field gu. a bordure ar.
Einion Sais (Wales). Ar. three cocks gu. combed and

Elidyr ap

Hhys Sais.

Erm. a lion ramp. az.
(Lord of Cynllaeth, living 1182, son of Madoc,
last Prince of Powys-Fadoc).
Per fesse sa. and ar. a lion
ramp, counterchanged armed and langued gu.
Einion ap Ithel (Esquire of the Body to John of Gaunt,
Duke of Lancaster; derived from Kirid Flaidd, Lord of
Penllyn
his dau. and co-heiress m. Meredith ap-Ievan,
eighth in descent from Owen Gwynedd, Prince of North
Wales, and ancestor of the Lloyds of Ehiwaedog, co.
Merioneth). Vert a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar.
Einion ap Sitsyllt (Lord of Merionydd, in North Wales,
derived from Gwyddno Garanhir, Lord of Cantref Gwaelod.
Descendants 1, Pcgh, of Malhavorn, Dol y Corstwyn, and
Dol y Vonddu 2, Pkice, of Gwernle Trewylan 3, Mokgak,
of Aberhaves; 4, Lloid, of Plas Uuom).
Ar. a lion ramp.
sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, two and one gu.
Einsham. Az. on a saltire engr. ar. five martlets sa.
Eiseldon. Ar. a lion saliant gu. collared or.
Eiseldon. Gu. two bars betw. six martlets ar. three, two,
;

;

;

and one.

Eiston

(Scotland).
Sa. a boar's head couped betw. three
ramp. ar. CVm{— The sun rising out of a cloud ppr.
Motto Veritas.
Ekeney. Sa. a lion pass, guard, or. Crest— Oa a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a pheon az.
Ekeney. Sa. two lions pass, in pale or.
Ekington. Ar. on a bend az. betw. two cotises'gu. three
lions

—

cinquefoils or.
Crest — A sand-glass gu.
Ekinglon, or Ekinton. Ar. on a

(Joseph Eglin, Esq., of Kingston-upon-Hull, mercHant). Ar. a chev. vairo az. and or, betw. two eagles displ.
in chief sa. and a merchant ship under sail in base ppr. on a
chief of the second three roses of the field. Crest
A mount
Tert thereon an eagle rising or, surmounted by an anchor
and cable in bend sinister sa. the dexter claw holding a rose

—

gu. slipped vert.

Eg'lingrham

Northumberland). Per
three mullets counterchanged.
(co.

Eglinton, Earl
Eg'linton
g'.mmed

fesse indented gu.

See Montgomekie.
Gu. three

of.

(Eglinton, Scotland).

gem

rings or,

az.

(Weston Favill, co. Notts).
Ar. a bend lozengy sa.
betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
Crest
A lion's gamb
couped sa. holding a cross crosslet fitchee gu. bendwise.
Ekles. Ar. two halberts in saltire az. a bordure i>er bordure
indented gu. and or.
Crest
A broken halbert, the top
hanging down az. Motto Se defendendo.
Eklys. Or, on a saltire gu. a leopard's face ar. struck
through with two swords saltireways of the last.
Ekney. Az. two lions pass, guard, or, armed and langued
gu. in chief a label of three points ar.
Ekring'ton. Ar. three water bougets sa.
Ar. a sword point upwards in bend sa.
(co. Kent).
Crest Betw. the attires of a stag, attached to the scalp, u
boar's head erased and erect ppr.
Eland, or Elane. Ar. on a bend gu. three escallops of
the field (another, or).
Elboro'we. Ar. a fesse humettee az. betw. two talbots

—

co.

Warwick).

Ar. two

— A demi

and in chief three martlets sa. Crest
wings expanded or, charged with a mullet for
bars,

Eg'losh.oyle, or Egleslioyle (Egloshayle,

eagle,

diff.

co. Cornwall:

the heiress m. Kestell). Ar. a cross sa. in the dexter chief
a fleur-de-lis gu. (sometimes, sa.).

Egrmanton

(co. Lancaster).
Barry of eight ar. and gu.
a lion ramp. sa. crowned or. Crest
A hand holding
a cross pattee fitchee both gu.
(co. Lincoln).
Or, on a fesse betw. four fleursde-lis gu. two others of the first.
(co. York).
Or, on a fesse betw. four fleurs-delis gu. a cross pattee betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Ar. a cross botonn^e az.
Egmont, Earl of. Sec Pekceval.
Egmore. Ar. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils gu. as

—

all

Egmanton
Egmanton
Egmon.
many

bezants.

Eerremond.

Or,

of the field.

a lion ramp.

Crest

—A

charged with a fleur-dehead gu. crowned with an

az.

lion's

imperial crown.

Egnremond.

Or,

a

lion

ramp. az. semce-de-lis of the

Elam

—

bars gu.
See Wtndham.
Egrenhall, or Egrevale. Az. two (another, three) bars
ar. on a chief of the second a demi lion ramp, issuing gu.

Egrevale, or Egrewall.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on

abend

sa. three bezants.

Egrworth

(Iteg. Ulster's Office).
Gu. on a chev. engr. betw.
or, three roses of the first.
(Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops
of the field.

two chcvronels

Eilie
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—

Crest A covered
Az. a sea-teal gu. winged or.
betw. two wings ppr.
Elchefield (co. Oxford). Barry wavy of six ar. and sa.
Elchefield. Ar. two bars wavy sa.
Elcock (Beg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three
cocks of the last, each standing on a mound.
Elcocke (Stockport and Poole, co. Chester, temp. Henry VII.).
Ciest Out of a
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four cocks ar.
mural coronet or, a demi cock az. combed, beaked, and
wattled of the first, in the beak an ear of wheat of the same.

Elcliani.
cup

or,

—

Elcocke

(CO Chester).

Same Arms,

saltire

wavy

ar.

Same

Crest.

—

Elcocks.

Ci-est
Gu. a saltire ar. betw. four cocks or.
of a mural coronet a cock's head gu. holding in the be.ik
an ear of wheat or.
Elcotts (co. Lincoln). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three fleurs-

Out

de-lis vert as many martlets or.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
(Seighford Hall, co. Stafford).
three partridges close ppr. Crest A falcon rising or, beaked,
membered, jessed, and belled gu. his mouth embrued of the

Eld

—

last.

Eld

first.

Egremond. Ar. three
Egremont, Earl of.

15"

—

pass. sa.

Eglionby, or Eg'leby (Edmarsh,

over

bend gn. (another,

Ekins

—

or.

E^lin

or,

or,

and one.

cotised) three cinquefoils pierced or.

de-lis gu.

and

or.

Az. a fesse dancettee betw. thirteen billets

four, three, three, two,

:

fesse indented gu.

Ar. two bars

—A

Egrles. Sa. six lions ramp.
Eg'lesfield (arms in the

lis

Gu. a lion couchant

Einion Efell

pass. sa.

and

EU'worth.
Eincourt.

legged or.

lion pass. or.

(Ipsley, CO.

ELD
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Same Arms,

quartering
erm. on a bend tetw. two unicorns' heads erased az. three
preceding/
Smith.
Crest
As
the
lozenges or, for
Vert three savages' heads
Egrg'leton, or E^leton.

Egrg'inton (Kirk

(London, 1733).

Same Arms &nd

Eldecur, or Elercur.
combed gu. beaked

Elder.

Crest.

Ar. a fret az.

—A cock

Crest

sa.

or.

Ar. a fesse wreathed of five pieces gu. and vert
betw. two mullets in chief and a crescent in base of the
second.
Elder (Fairfield, co. Lanark, 1869). Ar. a fcss wreathed gu.
and vert betw. two muUeta of the second in chief and a
dolphin hauriant az. in base, a bordure of the third for diff.
A dexter hand holding a roll of paper ppr. Motto—
Crest
Virtute ducc.

—

AA
;

Elderbeke

(co. Esses).

Gu. three chev. arm. (another, ar.

another, four).

Elderton, or Uderton.
Crest — A fox's heart ppr.
Elderton. Or, five annulets
chief az. an

Sa. three water

merman

Eldred

on a chief of the

bougets ar.

and

two roses

one,

on a

Essex). Az. a cross formee
Crest
globes az.
an escallop or.

—

last three

or triton ypr. holding in the hands

and London granted 159.;).
bend ragulee sa. three bezants.
Eldred (Saxham Magna, co. Suffolk, created a bart. in 1641,
extinct 1653; descended from a very ancient family which
claimed Saxon origin). Or, on a bend raguliie sa. three
(cos. Norfolk. Suffolk,

;

bezants.

Eldred.

Crest
Or, a bend ragulec sa. in base a mullet gu.
dexter hand couped fesseways, reaching to a laurel

crown

all

ppr.

Eldred, or Eldridge.

Or, a bend ragulec sa. in chief a
martlet gu. beaked of the second.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a fesse dancettee sa. bezantee
betw. five herons of the second, membered gu. Crest
heron, as in the arms.
Eldres. Per chev. az. and ar. a bordure engr. gu. Crest
A camel's head couped ppr.
Eldres, or Eleris. Per chev. ar. and az. a bordure engr.
Crest
A winged globe ppr.
or.
Elerker. Ar. fretty az. a chief of the last. Crest— A cock
beaked,
combed,
and wattled gu.
sa.
Elers (Chelsea, co. Middlesex of German extraction, represented by Cabew Thomas Elers, Esq., of Oldbury, co. Kent).
Arms (originally borne in Germany, and registered in the
Gyronny of twelve pieces ar. and
College of Arms, London)
Crest
An
gu. in the centre point an inescutcheon or.
escutcheon of the arms betw. two doves' wings ppr. Motto
Gloria virtutis umbra.
Elerton. Ar. on a chev. sa. three bucks' heads cabossed of
the first.
Elestoue (co. Lancaster). Ar. three piles wavy sa.
Eley (Utterby, co. Lincoln). Ar. a fcsso betw. six fleurs-deCrest
lis sa.
A cubit arm erect vested ar. holding in the

Eldring'ton

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

hand

ppr. a fleur-de-lis sa.

Eley, or Elye

(co.

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Crest

York).

Ar. a fesse engr. betw. six
in armour holding a hawk's

—An arm

Elford (Shipston, co. Devon, John Elford,

temp.

inherited Slieepster, co. Devon, from his mother,

Henry VII.,
Joan Scud-

Visit. 1620).
Per pale ar. and sa. a lion ramp. gu.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, erased per pale ar. and sa. ducally
crowned or.
Elford (Bickham, co. Devon, created bart., 26 Nov. ISOO;
Difficilia quae
extinct 1837). Same Arms and Crest. Motto

AMORE.

—

—

pulchra.

Cornwall). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto (the
field per pale wavy), quartering gu. three .stirrups ar.
Elford. Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the second and third
quarters a fret or, over all on a bend sa. three mullets of the
(CO.

first.

Devon).

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis hetw. seven

mullets

or.

Eling-worth

(co. Surrey).
Ar. a fesse flory counterflory
gu, betw. three escallops sa.
Eliot (Port EUot and St. Gennans, co. Cornwall. Edward
Eliot, Esq., of Coteland, co. Devon, descended from Walter

Eliot, who was returned as one of the gentry of that county,
1433, was father of John Eliot, Esq., of jt. Germans, co.
Cornwall, and Thomas Eliot, whose son, liicHARD ICliot,
a. 22 June, 1609, possessed of Port Eliot, the site and lands
of the Priory of St. Germans, which was obtained from the

Champernuwne family in exchange for lands at Cotelands.
Inq. Post. Mort. 7 James I. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a fess
gu. betw. two bars wavy gemells az.
Crest — An elephant's
head couped

ar. collared gu.
(£arL of St. Gei-mans). Same Arms and Crest. SupTwo eagles reguard. wings expanded, each charged
on the breast with an erm. spot.
Motto Prsecedentibua

Eliot

jiorters

—

—

insta.

Eliot (Clapham, co. Surrey). Same Arms.
Eliot (St. Germans, 1726). Same .^rms and

Crest,

impaling

quarterly, engr. or ivnd az. in the 1st quarter an escallop gu.
(This impalement was granted, 16 July, 1726, to Hariot
Eliot, wife of Richard Eliot, of St. Germans, and dau. of

Right lion. James Craggs, Secretary of State).
See Elvott.

Eliot (Busbridge, co. Surrey).
Eliott (Stobs, CO. Roxburgh,

bart.

1666).

Gu. on a bend

—A dexter arm holding a

engr. or, a baton az.
Crest
ppr.
Motto Peradventure.

—

cutlass

Eliott

(Stobs; recorded 1859). Gu. on a bend engr. or, a
baton az. on a chief of the last a castle betw. two pillars ar.

masoned sa. the gate of the castle of the last charged with a
key of the second, and below the same the word " Gibraltar."
Crests
1st: A dexter hand in armour, holding a cutlass in
bend ppr.; 2nd: An open dexter hand paleways, charged
with an eye ppr.
Supporters
Dexter, a ram, sinister, a
goat, each ppr. gorged with a laurel branch vert, and treading
on a mural crown or. Mottoes Above the 1st crest: Fortiter
et reete; above the 2nd: Credunt quod vident; under the

—

—

—

Eliott (Lord

lleathfieiil, 1787, 1st lord a brother of Sir John
Eliott, of Stobs: title extinct 1831). Gu. on a bend engr.
or, a baton az. on a chief of the last the fortress of Gibraltar,
and under it, Plus ultra. Crest A dexter arm charged with
a key, the hand holding a cutlass ppr. Supporters Dexter,,
a ram sinister, a goat, each wreathed with flowers round tho
neck ppr. JV/o«o— Fortiter et recte.
Eliott (Sir John Eliott, Bart., M.D., 1778, title extinct at
his death).
Gu. on a bend engr. or, a flute az. a bordure of
the second charged with eight midlets of the third. Crest
A dexter hand holding in bend sinister a flute round which
a serpent is entwined all ppr. Supporters —Dexter, a bay
horse
sinister, a sea horse, both ppr.
Motto— Hon sine
Deo.
Eliott (Borlhwickbrae, co. Selkirk now Eliott-Lockhart).
Gu. on a bend engr. or, a baton az., within a bordure of the
second surmounted of another of the third, the last charged
with four crescents and as many mullets ar. and of the second
alternately.
Crest
A dexter hand erect ppr. holding bendways a horseman's lance also ppr. headed ar. Motto Hoc
majorum opus.
Elioth (Middlcton, co. York). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. two
mullets in chief and a stag's head erased in base or.
Eliott. Or, two bars sa. in chief three crescents gu.
Elis, or Elo'W. Sa. three legs couped at the thigh ar.
Elisdon, Elisden, or Ellisdon (co. Essex). Ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three crosses crosslet gu. (another, three

—

—

;

—

;

Elfred

(Hoo, co. Sussex; granted 11 July, 1632). Erm. on
a saltire az. betw. four griffins' heads erased gu. a leopard's
Crest
faie or.
On a mount vert a lamb couchant ar. betw.

—

two olive branches ppr.

Elgin and Kincardine, Earl

of. Sec Bruce.
Az. seven suns or, three, three, and one. Crest
Out of a mural coronet a fire-beacon betw. two wings ppr.
Elliani. Az. three suns or.

Elham.

Elham.

I'l^r

bond crenellee

ar.

and

—

sa.

Elibank, Baron.

See Mcrrat.
Elicott. Loicngy az. and or, a bordure gu.
Elidur (Wales). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three ravens ppr.
Elidyr ap Rhyasaia (Lord of Eyton,&c., co. Denbigh,
fiftli In descent from Tudor Trevor, said to have relinquished
his paternal coat for the followini;, wliich has been borne by
his descendants, the Ettons, of Kyton and Khuabon, and
others.
I'.yton pedigree, by Handle Holme, 1674).
Erm. a
lion r;imp. az.

Elingham, or Elinham.
eagles

fco.

crosses crosslet fitchee sa. on a canton cu. a rose or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Per fess az. and sa. in
base six annulets, three, two, and one, and in chief three

shield: Soyez sage.

lure ppr.

Elford

Gu. a fesse betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Elingham. Per chev. gu. and sa. three herons' heads
erased ar. beaked or.

Elington

ar.

Or, on a

—A

Eling'hani.

Elinglon
gu. two, two,

eagle displ. of the first bctw.

Eldon, Earl of. See Soorr.
Eldred (Olavers, Stannaway. co.
fitchee or,

ELK
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£ liD

(liv|)l.

sa.

armed

Ar. a fcssc gu. betw. three

of the second.

Crest

— An

cagk'a

head couped ppr.

Eling'hani

(co.

Norfolk).

Ar. a fesse betw. three c.igks

di.ipl. sa.

Eling'hain.

Eliugham.
hcadi era«cd

Eling'hani.

Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles displ. gu.
Per chev. sa. and gu. three eagles' (or hawks')
or.

Per pale gu. and or. throe mullets counter-

clianged.
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;

—

—

cro.sses pattee).

Elison

Per bend gu. and or, a fleur-de-lis in
counterchanged.
Eliston (Cogshall, co. Essex). Per bend gu. and vert an
eagle displ. ar. beaked and legged or. Crest
An eagle's
head ar. beaked and erased gu. murally gorged az.
Eli'ward (Reg. Ulster's OfTlce). Erm. on a chief or, a dcinl
liiiii ramp. az.
Elkin, or Elkyn (London; granted 1558). Gu. on a fesse
Crest
ai'. betw. two tigers pass, or, three mullets pierced sa.
A demi heraldic antelope or, armed and tufted sa.
Elkington (Sliawell, co. Leiiosicr; coiillrmed by Camden,
Clarenceux, 22 Oct. 1608. to Thomas Elkinoton, of London,
and his uncles, Henry, Tuomas, and Edward Elkington.

bend

(Scotland).

sinister

—

—

A

E

li
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K

and their issue. Descended from Eleington, of Elkington,
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Gu. six crosses
CO. Northampton.
crosslets, three in chief and three in base betw. two flaunches
Crest— Oat of a mural coronet chequy or and sa. emar.
battled of the first a demi griflSn segreant ar. winged gu.
holding in the dexter claw a gold ring gemmed of the
second.
Elkinglon. Gu. two flaunches ar. each charged with
three crosses crosslet of the first.
Elking'ton. Gu. three ducks betw. nine crosses crosslet
ar.

Ella
and

(attributed to a King of South Saxons).
gu. four crescents counterchanged.

Ella, or Eller (quartered by Draper,
Notts.

of

saltire

or

FUntham, co.
surmounted

Sa. a fess dancettee

Visit. Notts, 1614).

of three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Rev. Henbt

Ellacombe

Per

Thomas Ellacombe, Vicar

of

Bitton, CO. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
Crest
A stag's head erased, murally
stags courant ppr.
Motto—NuUa. fraus tuta
crowned and chained all ppr.

—

Lozengy or and az. a
(co. Devon).
In a maunch or, cuffed gu. a hand
Crest
bordure gu.
clenched ppr.
Visit. 1620).
Ellacott (Exeter and Milbury, co. Devon.

—

Same Arms.
Ellacott (co Devon).

Az. two bars lozengy or.
Ellam. Per bend embattled ar. and sa.
(AUerton Hull, near Liverpool). Erm. two bars sa.
each charged with three elm leaves or. Crest An elm tree
ppr. Motto Nee spemo nee timeo.
Elland. Gu. two bars ar. betw. six martlets of the last,
Crest
A demi lady, holding in her
three, two, and one.
dexter hand a garland of laurel all ppr. ^
Ellard. Sa. on a bend erm. three human hearts gn. Crest
On a torteaux a stag or, standing on a mount vert.
Elleis, or Elles. Per bend sinister ar. and gu. a hand in
a gauntlet couped grasping a lance in bend, bearing on the
top thereof a helmet all ppr. in the sinister chief a spurrowel of the first, and in dexter base a horse's head couped

EUames

—

—

—

—

See Law.
Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four cinquefoils gu.
Crest
A savage, wreathed about the head and middle with
laurel leaves, and holding over his shoulder a, club all
ppr.
Ellerdon (Carmouth). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
crosses crosslet gu. as many fleurs-de-lis or.
Ellereck. Sa. three chess-rooks ar.
Ellereck. Ar. a lion saUant sa.
EUerker (Ellerker, co. York). Ar. a fesse betw. three water
bougets gu. Crest A talbot's head ar.
Ellerker (co. York). Az. a fret ar.
Ellerker (Bisby, co. York). Az. a fret ar. and chief or.
Two dolphins hauriant and endorsed az. and or,
Crest
enfiled with a ducal coronet per pale all counterchanged.
Ellerker (co. York). Ar. fretty az. a chief of the last.
Ellerker (co. York). Az. a saltire betw. four crosses cross-

Ellercar.

—

—

—

let or.

Ellerker

(co. York).

Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four

cinquefoils gu.

Ellerker.
Ellerker.
Ellerker.
Ellerker.

Az. a bend fretty and chief ar.
Sa. three roses (another, chess-rooks) ar.
Gu. three water bougets ar. (another, or).
Ar. a chev. betw. three talbots' heads erased sa.
Crest
A talbot's head erased sa.
Ellerton. Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads sa.
Ellerton, Ar. on a chev. sa. three bucks' heads cabossed of

—

field.

—

—

—

—

—

piety ppr.

—A

Ar. a wolfs head erased sa.
Crest
wolfs head
erased sa.
(co. Middlesex).
Ar. on a chev. az. three fleurs-de-

Ellick
lis or.

Ellicombe

(co. Devon).
Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
stags courant ppr. Crest— A. dexter arm in armour embowed,
wielding a sword all ppr.
Ellicombe (granted to Hdgh Mtddleton Ellicombe, Esq., of
Culverlands, co. Devon, Treasurer of the city of Exeter,
eldest surviving son of Rev. William Ellicombe, Rector of
Alphing^n, in same co., and the other descendants of his said
father). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three stags courant
ppr. as many crosses pattee of the field. Crest
A stag's
head erased ppr. attired or, betw. the attires a cross pattee
fltchee and gorged with a collar embattled counter-embattled
gu. chained gold.
Ellicombe. See Ellacombe.
Ellicot. Lozengy or and az. a bordure ar. Crest A hawk
with wings expanded and belled all ppr.

—

—

Elling'bridge.

Chequy

ar.

and sa.
and go. three

Per chev. sa.
falcons' heads
erased ar. beaked or.
Or, six annulets sa. three, two, and one, on a
chief ar. three mullets of the second. Crest^-A lion's paw
holding up a cross pattee fltchee sa.
Ellingrton. Ar. two fleurs-de-lis and five crosses crosslet
fltchee sa. on a canton gu. a rose or.
Elllng-worth (Mitcham, co. Surrey). Ar. a fesse flory
counterflory betw. three escallops sa.
Elliot (London). Barry wavy of eight az. and ar. on a fessa
gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
demi seahorse az.

Ellingrton.

—A

fins or.

Elliot (Penshaw, co. Durham, bart.). Or, on a fesse engr.
cottised wavy gu. an annulet betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the
and seeded
charged with two fleurs-deUs palewise, and resting the sinister foot on as many annulets
interlaced or. Motto —Labor et Veritas.
Elliot (Minto, CO. Roxburgh, 1693). Gu. on a bend engr. or,
a baton az. all within a bordure valr. Crest A dexter hand
issuing from a cloud and throwing a dart ppr.
Motto Non
first;

in chief three roses of the second, barbed

ppr.

Crest

—A demi seahorse

az.

—

—

eget arcu.

ElUot-Murray-Kynynmound (Earl of Minto).
1st

terly,

4th, ar.

a chief

Quargrand quarters, quarterly, 1st and
sa. stringed and garnished gu., on
three mullets of the first, for Mokrat, 2nd and

and 4th

a buglehorn

az.

3rd, az. a chev. ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, for

MOUND

Ktntn-

2nd and 3rd grand quarters, gu. on a bend engr. or,
az. within a bordure vair, for Elliot; over aU a
chief of augmentation ar., charged with a Moor's head
couped in profile ppr., being the arms of Corsica. Ci-est
dexter arm embowed, issuant from clouds, throwing a dart all
ppr. Afo«o (over crest) Non eget arcu. Supporters
Dexter,
an Indian sheep, sinister, a fawn, both ppr. Motto Suaviter
;

a baton

Ellerton

(Bodsyllan, co. Carnarvon
exemplified to John
Lodge, Esq., who assumed the name and arms of Elleeton
by royal licence, 1838). Ar. betw. two cbevronels three
bucks' heads cabossed sa., quartering Lodge [which see].
Oi-est
A buck trippant or, his neck encircled with a chaplet
vert.
Motto Spero infestis metuo secundis.

—

I.I.

Oxford).

Elling'ham.

sa.

Ellenborough, Baron.

;

—

Ellesbury. Az. a cross ar.
Ellesdon (Lyme Regis and Charmouth).
chev. sa. betw. three crosses flory gu. as
lis

E

Per pale indented gu, and ar.
four lions ramp, coimterchanged.
Ellesworth. Paly of eight indented ar. and gu.
EUetson (Parrox Hall, co. Lancaster). Az. on a chev. embattled ar. betw. three griffins' heads erased or, as many
martlets of the field.
Crest
A griffin's head erased gu. du
cally gorged or.
Elley. Gu. two dolphins hauriant endorsed or. Crest An
anchor az. entwined wiih a serpent ppr.
Elley (Hampstead; descended from co. Hants). Ar. three
lions az. over all a bend gu.
Crest
A cubit arm erect
couped below the elbow, habited ar. holding in the hand ppr.
a fleur-de-lis sa.
Ellice (Wyke House, near Brentford). Or, three frontfaced
helmets ppr.
Crest
An arm erect couped below the elbow
in armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a snake entwined
round the arm ppr.
EUice (Clothal), CO. Herts). Same Arms.
Ellice, Gu. a stork sans head ar. Crat A pelican in her
(co.

Ellick.

latebris.

Ellacott, or EUicot

the

Ellesworth

many

—

Elliot
Ar.

on a

fleurs-de-

or.

—

—

—

et fortiter.

the

(Larriston, co. Roxburgh).

Gu. on a bend

Elliot

(Larriston;

as recorded 1793).

flute of the first, in sinister chief point

Ellesfleld. Barry wavy of six ar. and sa.
Ellesfield (quartered by Ppdset, of Elsfleld, co. Oxford.
Visit. 1634).
Ar. two bars nebulee sa.
Ellesfield. Barry nebuMe of six or and sa.
EUesmere, Earl of. See Egekton.
Ellesworth. Per pale gu. and ar. two lions ramp, counterchanged. Crest
A dexter arm in armour, embowed, couped,
«nd holding a club ppr.

—
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or,

a

flute

of

first.

—A dexter arm grasping a spear ppr.

Gu. on a bend or, a
a mortar ppr. Crest
Motto Apto cum

—

lare.

Elliot

(Arkleton, co. Roxburgh). Gu. on a bend indented or,
a flute of the first.
Crest— A demi man in armour ppr.
Motto— Pro rege et limite.
Elliot (Binks and Swynside, co. Roxburgh, 1697). Gu. on a
bend or, a baton az. a bordure of the second charged with
six garbs of the third.
A gentleman in a watching
Crest

—

A

£

li I.

posture, holding a pike in his

hand ppr.

or,

1779).

Gu on

a bend invecked

three crescents ar, a baton az.

Crest

or,

Gu. on a bend invecked or,
guard, ar. imperially crowned
J(/o<(o—Vellera fertis oves.
Elliot (Fogge-Elliot, Elvet Hill, co. Durham; exempUfied
to John Fogoe, Esq., of Bolton-le-Moors, upon his taking, by
royal Ucence, 1827, the additional surname and arms of
Eluot, on the death of his maternal granduncle, John
"Walton Elliot, Esq., of Elvet Hill). Quarterly, lstand4th,
gu. on a bend engr. or, a baton az., for Eluot; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a fesse betw. six annulets sa. three mullets pierced of
1st
A dexter arm holding a
the field, for Fogge. Crests
cutlass ppr., for Elliot; 2nd: A unicorn's head couped
flute az. in chief a lion pass,

Crest

ppr.

—A ram

ar., for

three fleurs-de-lis or.
the neck or.

Crest

— A demi seahorse

az. scaled

on

Ar. (another, or) a fesse gu. betw. two bars gemelles

wavy sa.
Elliot (Binfield Park, co. Berks, Farnborough, co. Hants,
and Stonehouse, co. Gloucester
exemplified to Geobge
Henbt Glasse, Esq., Lieut. -Col. Berks Militia, upon his
assuming, by royal licence, 1811, the name of Elliot instead
;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Elliott, erm.
a fesse az. with two double cottises indented vert; 2nd
and 3rd, Glasse, ar. a fleur-de-lis between three mullets within a bordure gu.
Crests
Elliot
An elephant's
head ar. erased gu. about the neck two barrulets invected
ert; Glasse: A mermaid holding a looking-glass and a comb
in her hand ppr.
Elliot.
Erm. a fesse betw. four cotises wavy gu. two
flaunches or. Crest A demi eagle gorged with a wreath,
wings elevated. Motto— Hocet differre paratis.
Elliott (Keg. Ulster's Office, as the arms of Sir Thomas

of that of Glasse).

—

:

—

Elliott, co. Wilts).

Ar. a fesse betw. four cotises wavy az.
a chev. gu. betw. three

in chief three pellets, quartering Ar.
castles triple-towered sa.

Elliott (John Elliott, Mayor and Alderman of Dublin.
Visit. City of Dublin, 1607).
Ar. two bars wavy per pale az.
and gu. Crest— An elephant's head couped sa. eared and
tusked ar.
(Ireland Sir John Elliott, third Baron of the Exchequer, knighted at Dublin Castle, 14 Feb. 1608). Ar. a
fess gu. betw. four bars wavy az. in chief three pellets.
;

Crest— An elephant's head couped ar. charged with three
tusked or.
to Thomas Elliott, Esq., of Johnstown
House, CO. Carlow, son of Thomas Elliott, of Kathcrogue, co.
Carlow). Gu. on a bend engr. betw. two trefoils slipped or, a
baton az. Crest— A griffin .sejant gu. holding in the beak a
snake ppr. and charged on the shoulder with a trefoil sUppcd
or.
3/o(!o—Occurrent nubes.
pellets in pale,

Elliott (confirmed

Elliott (granted

to

John Eluott, of the

city of

Dublin,

merchant).

Gu. on a bend or, a baton az. within a bordure
engr. ar. charged with eight escallops of the third. Crest
cubit arm naked and erect, holding a Highland broadsword

—

A

pommel

ppr. hilt and

Ellis (Lord

or.

Scaford.

826

;

his son

s.

Motto

— Persevcrando.

Charles Rose Ellis, Esq., was so
to the Barony of Howard de Walden,

on the death

of his maternal great grandfather, the 4th Earl
Lord Sea/ord d. 1845, when the Barony of
of Bristol, 1803.

Seaford

was

inherited by Lord Howard de JValden).
Erminois on a cross sa. five crescents ar. Crest— On a mount
vert a goat's head erased ar. iS'u;)po)-£o-s— Dexter, a goat ar.;
sinister, an eagle reguard. ppr.
Motto— tJoa raodo scd

quomodo.
Ellis (Baron Ilntaard de Walden).
Quarterly, 1st, Ellis,
erminois on a cross sa. five crescents ar.
2nd, Hervey, gu.
on a bend ar. three trefoils vert; 3rd, Kelton, gu. two lions
pa.ss. ar. ducally crowned or; 4th, Howard, gu. a bend betw.
six cros« crosslcls fltchcc ar. on the bend an csrutchcon or,
charged with a demi lion erased and pierced throup,'!) the
;

mouih with an arrow, within a double

—

tressure «ory counler-

flory all ga.
Crest
A gnat's head ar. i.ssuing from a mount
vert.
Supfiorters-On either side a lion ar. on the neck
•within a collar gcmcl gu. three trefoils slipped vert. Motto—

Non quo
Ellis

Crest

— A female figure

3r<I,

naked

Elys

Henry

(Sir

Elys, Yorkshire). Or, on a cross
Arms, temp. Edward II. Har.

(Eoll of

five crescents.

sa.

;

MSB., 4033). And Sir John Elts.
(Roll of Arms).

Same

Arriis.

1392-7.

Elys (Kiddall Hall, co. York; Sir John Elts, of
Kiddall Hall, and his brother, Sir William Elys, of Everingham, temp. Edward 111.. Elys, of Kiddall Hall, terminated
in an heiress, who m. Rev. Randall Borroughes, at the end
of the 18th century, and Elys, of Everingham, ended in an
heiress in the 16th century. Constable Maxwell now

Ellis, or

quartering the arms). Or, on a cross sa. five crescents ar.
Crest
A woman naked, her hair dishevelled or (borne te:mp.
Edward III., as depicted on a helraeton a stained glass window
in the chapel of the house of Mr. Vavasodb, at Hazclwood.
Visit. York, 1585, Har. MSS., 1394).
Ellis (Shinfield, co. Berks, and Swallowfield, co. Wilts, temp.
James I.). As Ellis, of Kiddall and Stoneacre (Monumental
Inscription, Shinfield Church).
Ellis (West Haningfield, co. Essex.
Visit. Essex, 1612). Az.

a mermaid or.
Ellis (Cornwall).
Same as Ellis, of Kiddall. Crest—
mermaid with mirror and comb (Monumental Inscription,

Scnnen Church).

Ellis (Orford, co. Suffolk, and their descendants, viz.,
Welbore Ellis, Esq., of the Albany, London, Charles
Ellis, Esq., of Maidenhead, Capt. T. R. Ellis, &c.). Same
Arms as Ellis, of Kiddall.
Ellis (Anthony Ellis, D.D., Bishop of St. David's, 1752-61).
Ar. three eels in pale barways naiant sa.

Ellis

(Norfolk;

borne by Rev. Joseph Ellis, of Norwich,
Samoel Bukdon Ellis, Ellis-Jervoise,
origin).
Ar. three eels naiant in

ob. 1712, the late Sir

and others of Norfolk
pale sa.

Ellis

(borne by the late

Thomas Flower

Ellis, of Camberwell Green, Rev.

Ellis, Esq.,

Richard

Edward Chadncy

descended from Richard Ellis, of Edington,

<fec.,

Ellis,

co. Wilts,

buried there, 1703).
Ar. three eels naiant in pale sa. Crest
A dolphin crowned.
Ellis (Bradsay, co. York. Visit. York, 1585. Har. MSS.
Or, on a cross sa. five crescents or.
1394).
Ellis (Thomas Ellis, Esq., of Sandwich, M.P. <emp. Edward
III.
arms in Ash Church, near Sandwich). Az. on a fess
ar. betw. six cross crosslets fitchee of the second three

—

;

pellets.

Elliott

1

Ellis; 2nd and

ar., for

—

Fogoe.

;

created

Agar.

—

Ellis, or

:

Elliot (co. Salop). Ar. on a fcsse az. betw. four barrulets
wavy of the second three martlets or.
Elliot (CO. Suffolk granted by patent, 1614). Or, a fesse gu.
betw. four bars gemelles wavy sa. Crest— An elephant's
head or, eared and armed gu.
Elliot. Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two bars gemelles wavy az.

Elliot.

or, for

—

ppr.

—

ramp,

crescents

ppr. with hair flowing down to her waist. Supporters Two
greyhounds sa., the dexter charged on the body with three
crescents in pale, and the sinister with as many crosses
recercel^e disjoined ar. Motto Non haec sine numine.

betw.

— A kingfisher ppr.

3fo»o— Quid pure tranquillis.
Elliot (Wolflee, co. Koxburgh).
a

sa. five

az. a lion

tuta.

Elliot (Edinburgh,

ELL
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quomodo.
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Viicounl Cii/den).

Quarterly, Istand 4th.

Ellis (Swineshead,
on a

fess ar.

co. Lincoln.

Visit.

betw. three crescents or, as

Lincoln, 1565). Ou.
many escallops ai.

— A garb vert bezantce.
Ellis (Wyham, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1742).
Same
Arms. Crest — A crescent gu. surmounted by an escallop or
Crest

(Har. MSS., 1550, p. 35). The arms, Ar. on a fess betw. three
as many escallops gu., are in the Church of
Kingston-on-Soar, co. Notts.
Ellis (Thomas Ellis, M.iyor of Norwich, 1460-74). Sa. on a
crescents or,

chev. betw. three women's heads erased ar. crined or, as
many roses gu., quartering Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
many leopards' faces of the field (Weever'a

crescents az. as

Funeral Monuments,

Ellis (Bourn

p. bOl).

now Bourn

Hall, co. Cambridge; possessed by Nicholas Ellis, temp. Henry VII., Inq. p. m.
Charles Ellis, Esq., of Meldreth, and John Ingle Ellis,
Esq., of Shepreth, are descended from this family). Barry
Castle,

of six gu. and erm., as depicted in stained glass in Bourn

Church.

Ellis (Northopc,

CO.

Plas-Ucha and Tybbin Bychen,
Ar. on a bend vert three

Flint,

in the township of Cairvalblough).

wolves' heads erased of the

field.

Ellis (Bodvol and Rhyllceh,
Devon,

and

Llanfairfcclian,

flcursdc-lis ar.

and a

quartering, quarterly,

over

all

a bend

or,

label

co.

Canarvon, Chudleigh, co.
Carnarvon).
Sa. three

of

four points of the second,

co.

and 4th, gu.
'.ind and 3rd, vair
Constable.
Crcsl—A fleur-de-lis

1st

for

;

ar.

Elys (Stoneacre in Otham, co. Kent). Same as
Klvs, of Kiddall (on stained glass windows <fec., 16lh century).
t>C5(— Same a.s Klys, of Kiddall (Visits. Kent, 1619 and
Stonkacbe was sold (unp. Queen Anne.
1GG3).
Ellis, or Elys (Chisdhur.st, co. Kent. Visit. Kent, 1574).
Same iis Elys, of Kiddall. Crest A goat's head couped or,
charged with a p:do sa. thereon three crescents ar. (Pedigree
in liar. MSS., 1144, p. 7, tigned " Wm. Ryley, Norroy King
Ellis, or

—

of

Arms").

A

E
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r,nifi (St Albans' co. Herts; descended from Ellis, of Chiselhurst granted to Johk Ellis, Esq., of St. Paul's Churchyard,
Az. on a fess betw. six cross crosslets
Sheriff of Herts, 1668).
Creit
A demi lion ramp. ar.
fitchee ar. three torteaux.
collared gu. bearing three cross crosslets fitchee ar.
£llis (Wardhouse, co. I^eitrim, Abbeyfeale, co. Limerick,
;

—

Dublin, and Cranbourne, near Windsor, all descended from
Capt. RoBEBT Ellis, who, terap. Elizabeth, went over to
Ireland descended from Ellis, of Stoneacre). Arms and
Crest, same as Ellis, of Stoneacre.
SUis (Edward Shipley Ellis, Esq., eldest son of the late
John Ellis, Esq., M.P. for Leicester ; descended from Ellis,
Same Arms as Ellis, of Kiddall.
of Dinnington, co. York).
£llis (William Smith Ellis, Esq., of Hydecroft in Chartwood, CO. Surrey, and the Middle Temple, barrister-at-law
descended from the Pembury and Harden branch of the
Ellises of Stoneacre). Same Arms and Crest as Ellis, of
Stoneacre.
descended from Elus, of
Xillis (Redcliffe Parade, Bristol
Same Arms and Crest, as Ellis, of
Escrick, CO. York).
KiddaU.
£llis (Prestwich, co. Lancaster). Gu. a mermaid with mirror
;

;

;

and comb ar.
£llis (Glasfryn,

co. Merioneth). Ar. amermaid gu. crinedor,
holding a mirror in her right hand and a comb in her left
Crest
A mermaid, as in the arms. Motto Wrth ein
ffrwythau yn hadnabyddir.
£llis (granted to the family of Sir Henry Walton Ellis,
K.C.B., killed at Waterloo, son of Major-Gen. John Jotner
Ellis, of Kempsey, co. Worcester). Gu. on a fess or, betw. two
crescents in chiefandinbaseanum ar. three escallops of the
field, pendent from the chief point by a ribbon and clasp, a
representation of the gold cross and clasp presented by command of the Prince Regent to Sir Henry W. Ellis, for services
in the Peninsula on a chief embattled of the second, pendent
by a ribbon gu. fimbriated az. a representation of the Waterloo medal, beneath itthe word "Waterloo," betw. abranch of
palm and another of cypress ppr. Crest Out of a mural
crown or, a cubit arm in bend vested gu. cuffed az. the
band grasping a sword ppr. pommel and hilt gold, the blade
broken and encircled by a wreath of oppress, pendent by a
ribbon from the wrist, a representation of the Waterloo medal,
&s in the arms. Mottoes
Decorum pro patria mori over
the crest Bella dextra.
Ellis (granted to William Ems, Comm. R.N., son of John
Abigail Ellis, of Great Yarmouth). Ar. a cross parted and
Crest
Three escallops
fretty sa. four crescents in cross az.
az. in front of a mermaid wreathed across the shoulder with
red coral ppr. Motto Primus.
Ellis (Wyddial Hall, co. Herts). Enn. a lion pass, guard,
gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head gu.
crowned of the first. Motto Forte et fidele.
Ellis (Overleigh, co. Chester, 1574). Erm. a lion ramp. az.
Crest— K female affrontee ppr. couped at the waist habited

—

—

gold.

;

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

gu. crined or.

Ellis

(Glasfryn, co. Carnarvon).

—

Sa. a chev. betw. three

Crests
1st: A mermaid gu.; 2nd: An arm
embowed in armour, holding a broken spear-head ppr.
JWo«o— Gweithred a ddengys.
Ellis. Gu. a Hon ramp. ar. tail forked, armed or, oppressed
fleurs-de-lis ar.

with a bend (another, a fess) az.
Ellis. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder with a
dolphin of the field.
Ellis (Trevoar; quartered by Carew, of Bickley, co. Devon.
Visit. 1G20).
Ar. three eels coiled vert.
Ellis. Ar. on a cross sa. five escallops or, in the first quarter
a spear-head az.
Ellis. Gu. six plates, three, two, and one.
Ellis. Ar. a saltire gu.
Ellis (Ireland; granted to John Ellis, descended from an
ancient famOy of that name in England, who served as captain of a company of foot, under Sir Arthur Chichester,
Lord Deputy of Ireland). Ar. a cross sa. betw. four escallops
gu.
Crest
A swan, wings expanded, murally gorged all

—

ppr.

Motto

—Mors mihi

vita fide.

(EUicstoun, co. Roxburgh).
Az. three eels naiant
fessways in pale ar.
Crest
A lily close in the flower ppr.

—Sub sole patebit.

Ellis

—

(co. Essex).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw.

three crosses patonce gn.

a crescent of the

Ellishank

chev. charged with

field for diff.

York).

(co.

Same Arms,

Gu. three chev. interlaced

a-,

on a

chief or, a lion pass. az.

Ellison (Hebburn,

co.

Durham).

three eagles' heads erased
erased or.

Ellison (Rotherham,
eagles'

ar.

Gu. a chev.
Crest

—An

or,

betw.

eagle's

head

Gu. a chev. betw. three

co. York).

heads erased or.
Per pale gu. and vert an eagle displ. or. Crest
head erased per fesse or and gu. gorged with a

—

Ellison.

An

eagle's

mural coronet

Ellison.
sa.

Crest

az.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three

—A greyhoTind

Ellison (Boultham

griffins'

heads erased

sa.

Hall,

co. Lincoln).
Gu. a chev. or.
betw. three griffins' heads ar.
Crest
A griffin's head
erased ppr. collared or. Motto— ?s^im sequimur.

Ellison (Carr-Eluson

—

exemplified to Ralph Carb, Esq.,
co. Northumberland, and Dunstanhill, co.
Durham, upon his assuming the additional name of
Ellison, by royal licence, 1871).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
,

of Hedgeley,
pal.

gu. a chev. vair cottised or, betw. three eagles' heads
erased of the last, for Ellison; 2nd and 3rd, ar. within two
bendlets az. an estoile betw. two lions' heads sa. the whole
betw. three Cornish choughs ppr., for Cakr.
Crests

—

Ellison An eagle's head erased or, gorged with a coll.nr
vair, holding in the beak a branch of three roses gu. leaved
:

and slipped ppr.; Carr: A lion's head erased or, in front
thereof a demi katharine wheel az. Motto Nee te quaesi-

—

veris extra.

Elliston

(London). Per pale gu. and vert an eagle dispK
or (another ar.). Crest
An eagle's head erased ppr. gorged
with a ducal coronet ar.
Elliston (co. Lincoln). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three griffins'
heads ar. Crest A griffin erased ppr. collared or. Motto
Spen sequimar.
Elliston (TilUngham, CO. Essex. Visit. Essex, 1G34). Same
as Aliston.
Ellis'worth. Per pale indented gu. and ar. four palets
counterchanged. Crest A rose gu. betw. the attires of a

—

—

—

—

stag ppr.

Ellisworth.
Ellisworth.

Per pale gu. and ar. a pale engr. or.
Per pale gu. and ar. a pale engr. or, betw.
ramp, counterchanged.
Ellisworth. Gu. a pale engr. or, betw. four lions ramp. ar.
Ellmer (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev. embattled counter-embattled betw. three demi lions ramp. az.
Elinor (London Her. Off., London). Ar. on a cross sa.
betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. five bezants. Crest
Out of
a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head sa. beaked gu. charged
with a bezant betw. two wings displ. gold.
Ello'way. Or, a fesse az. over all a bend gu. Ci-est
dragon's head gu.
Elluker. Az. fretty ar. a chief of the last.
Ellwell. Erm. on a chev. engr. betw. three eagles with two
necks displ. gu. ducally gorged or, as many annulets of the
two

lions

;

—

—

last.

Ellwood (co.

York). Az. a chev. ar. in chief two mullets or,
base a buck's head cabossed of the second, attired of
the third. Crest
On a mural coronet a stag sejant ppr.
EllMryn (Wigenhall, St. Germains, co. Norfolk; quartered
by D'OiLY, of Shottisham, co. Norfolk, and the East Indies).
Ar. a chev. az. betw. three bears" heads couped sa. muzzled
in

—

or.

—

Elly. Ar. a fesse engr. betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest ^An
arm erect couped below the elbow, habited ar. grasping in
the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis sa.

EUyot

See Eliot.
(cos. Devon, Essex, and Surrey).
Her. Visit.). Ar. a chev.
(Aylesbury, co. Bucks.
five
points
gu.
three
stars
of
betw.
vert
Ellys. See Ellis.
Sa. three eagles displ. with two heads
(co. Suffolk).

Ellys

Elman

Elmbride. See Elmerugc.
Elme, or EUem (Elmside,

co.

Berwick).

Gu. a pelican

in her piety ar. vulned ppr.

(Southside, Scotland). Or, three helmets, the beavirs
open ppr. Crest A gauntleted hand grasping an adder ppr.
Afo£(o— Sperno.
Ellis (Saughton Mills, Scotland). Gu. a sword in bend ar.
betw. two helmets or.
Crest
A gauntlet surmounted of a
dove holding an olive branch in her beak ppr. Jiotio— Pax

—

—

finis belli.

Ellis-Jervoise. See Jervoise.
Ellis, or Ellowe. Sa. three legs
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Ellisden, or Elesden
Ellisdon, or Elysden.

ar.

Ellis

Motto

E liK

in pale ar.

Elmeden, or Elmedon.
crescents of the field.
Elmeet (Holland). Or, a fesse

Ar.

on a bend

wavy

az.

Crest

sa.

three

— A horses

head bridled ppr.

Elmer

betw. four
(Risby, co. Lincoln).
Cornish choughs ppr. Crest On a chapcau az. turned up
erm. two wings expanded, out of a ducal coronet.
Elmer. Per bend embattled ar. and gu. six martlets
counterchanged.

—

Ar. a cross

ea.

A

1! li

K

co. Worcester, and Croham, co.
Surrey). Cliequy ar. and sa. (A roll of arms temp. Henry
HI., adds on a chief or, three elm leaves slipped ppr.) Crest
A griffin's head.
(from the monument of Thomas Elmes, Esq., of
Warrington, co. Lancaster, who m. Amn, dau. of Robebt
Clabke, of Ford, 1653-1686. Church of Warrington St.
Mary). Erm. two bars sa. each charged with five elm leaves

—

XUmes

or.

(Lilford, CO.

Northampton). Same Arms. Crest

—Out

of a ducal coronet or, a woman's head and neck couped
below the breast ppr. crined of the first.
Elnies (Stanfield, co Lincoln). Same Armt, bars charged

with three elm leaves.
Elmesly. Vert an eagJe displ. ar.
£llliested. Erm. a bend gu.
'Rl-m'hn.'pi (co. Norfolk). Ar. a fess betw. three eagles displ.
sa. (another, the fess gu.).
Elmllirst (Elmhirst, co. York). Barry wavy of six ar. and
Crest
sa. a canton paly wavy also of six ar. and sa.
mount vert therefrom issuant rays of the sun, in front of a
In Domino confide.
hurst of elm trees ppr. Motto
ElmhirBt (West Ashby, co. Lincoln). Same Aiins, Crest,
and Motto.
Elmore. Ga. on a chief or, a dolphin az. Crest—The top of
a halbert issuing from the wreath.
Elmsall (late Gbeaveb, Thomhill, near Wakefield, co. York).
Sa. three bars engr. betw. ten elm leaves erect or, quartering
quarterly, gu. and vert an eagle displ. or, holding in the
mouth a slip of oak ppr., for Greaves. Crests 1st, Elmsali.
An oak tree, entwined round the trunk with a vine branch,
2nd, Gbeaves: Onamount vertastagtrippant
fructedppr.
Motto Amicta vitibus
or, in the mouth a slip of oak ppr.

—

—

—

;

:

—

\ilmus.

Elmslie.

—

three love-knots sa.
Crest
^A demi wolf
issuing ppr. holding in pale a spear tasselled also ppr.
or Elmey. Gu. five bezants in saltire betw. two
flaunches or, each charged with a lion ramp. sa. Crest
Or,

Elmy,
On
sa.

—

a chapeau a tower ppr.

Elzaye

(Nettlested, CO. Suffolk).

on a chief

of the first three

Gyronny of eight or and

elm leaves

vert.

Elnett. Ar. a saltire sa. masoned and pierced of the field.
Elphick. Ar. on a chev. betw. three eagles with two heads
gu. as many plates.

Elphin, See

of.

two crosiers indorsed in saltire or,
ar. in chief a mitre of the second.
Elphinstone (Lord Blphinstone). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three boars' heads erased gu. armed of the first. Crest
A lady from the middle well attired ppr. holding in her dexter
hand a tower ar. and in her sinister a laurel branch ppr.
Supporters Two savages, wreathed head and middle with
laurel, and carrying clubs on their shoulders ppr.
Motto
Cause causit.
Elph.iii8tone (William Bclleb Fullebtom Elphinstone,
15th Lord £1] hinstone).
Quarterly, 1st grand quarter,
Elphinstone, as above 2nd grand quarter, counterquartered,
Ist, gu. a chev. within a double tressure flory counterflory, ar., for Fleming, 2nd, az. three frases ar., for
Fbaseb, 3rd, ar. on a chief gu. three pallets or, for Keith,
4th, or, three bars wavy gu., for Dbummond
3rd grand
quarter, ar. a chev. betw. three otters' heads erased gu.
within a burdure of the last, for Fullebton
4th grand
quarter, sa. on a cross ar. square pierced of the field four
eagles displ. of the first, in the dexter quarter an arm embowed ppr. issuing out of a naval crown, the hand holding
a trident or, for Bdlleb. Same Crest, Supporters, and
in base a

Sa.

lamb couchant

—

—

—

;

—

—

Two winged

stags or.

—Sub

(Sowerby, co. Cumberland, bart. 1815). Ar.
guttee de sang, on a chev. embattled sa. betw. three boars'
heads erased gu. two swords ppr. hilted and pommelled or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown ppr. a demi woman affrontee
habited gu. in her dexter hand a sword hilted and pommelled
or, in her sinister an olive branch vert.
Motto Semper

—

—

paratus.

Elphinstone

Edinburgh).
Ar. a chev,
sa. betw. three boars' heads erased gu. within a bordure of
Two
arms
in
the last. Crest
saltire, in the dexter a sword,
in the sinister a laurel branch all ppr. Motto— In utrumque
paratus. The last of the line m. the heiress of Bbdce, of
Airth, quartered or, a saltire and chief gu. in the dexter
canton a mullet of the field, for Bbuce, and bore for Crest
Saracen's head ppr. Motto
Do weU and let them say.
Elphinstone (Hichabd Elphinstone, of Meylcholm, second
son of Calderhall, 1678). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three boars
Ci-est
heads erased, a bordure engr. gu.
A griffin sejant
sa. holding in the dexter paw a garland of laurel vert.
Elphinstone (William Elphinstone, son of Elphinstone,
of Calderhall, 1678). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three boars'
heads erased gu. a crescent of the first surmounted of
Crest A lady above the middle
another of the second.
well attired, holding a garland in her dexter hand. Motto
(Calderhall,

co.

—

—

—

—

—

—Merito.

Elphinstone

(Glack, co. Aberdeen). Ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. three boars' heads erased gu. an episcopal mitre of
the first. Crest A dexter hand holding a garb ppr. Motto
Non vi sed virtute.
Elphinstone (Logic, co. Aberdeen, bart., the heiress m.
General Robeet Dalbtmple). The same within a bordure
Crest
A dexter hand holding a writing pen fullgu.
Sedulitate. See Dalbtmple.
feathered ppr. Motto
Elphinstone (Leys). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
three boars' heads erased gu.
Elrict (co. Leicester). Ar. three bars az.
Elringi;on (Welcom, Maltravers, co. Dorset). Ar. a fesse
dancettee sa. bezantee betw. six storks of the second, beaked
and legged gu.
Elring'ton (cos. Essex and Middlesex). Ar. a fesse dancettee
sa. bezantee betw. five Cornish choughs, three and two, of
the second.
(Ireland). Ar. a fesse dancett^ sa. bezantee
Crest
betw. six storks of the second.
A stork, as in the

—

—

—

—

Elrin^on

—

arms.

Elrinertou

(co. Middlesex).
Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa,
betw three Cornish choughs ppr. aa many bezants. Crest

The Roman

—

fasces in pale ppr.

;

(co. Suffolk).

Elsake

York).

—

—

imibrS..

Elphinstone

Elrlngi;on

(Baron and Viscount Keith ; titles conferred
on the fourth son of the tenth Lord Elphinstone; the
viscounty became extinct at his death, the barony at that of
bis eldest dau.).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads
erased gu. Crett, as Lord Elpltinstone. Supporten Dexter,
a savage ppr. wreathed head and middle with oak leaves vert,
in his exterior hand a club resting on his right shoulder, on his
breast a shield az. charged with three fleurs-de lis or, at his
feet an anchor sa. sinister, a stag ppr. attired and unguled
or, collared az. the collar charged with three cinquefoils ar.
and pendent therefrom a shield of the last with a chief gu.
charged with three palleis or, the dexter hind foot resting on
an anchor sa.
Elphinstone (Lady William Godolphin Osbobne Elphinstone, second dau. of Viscount Keith, 1873). Quarterly,
l«t and 4th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads erased
gu. armed ar., for Elphinstone; 2nd, counterquartered,
Fi.KMiNo and Fbaseb; 3rd, Keith (v. tupra under Lord
Kli-minstone) In the centre of the quarters a mullet ar.
£lphinatone (Lord Balmtrinoch, flnt lord and third ion of

—

Motto

Elrington

Motto.
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the third Lord Elpkinstone, attainted 1746).
Ar. on »
chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads erased gu. as many
buckles of the field. Crest
A dove ar. with a snake ppr,
linked about its legs. Supporters ^Two griffins ppr. beaked
and armed or. Afotto-^Prudentia fraudis nescia.
Elphinstone (Lord Coupar; title conferred on the second
son of the first Lord Baimerinoch, devolved on his death *.p»
on the third Lord Baimerinoch). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three boars' heads erased gu. as many hearts of the field.
Crest
A stag lodged in front of a tree ppr. Supporters

;

Elphinstone

;
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'ElnieTXLgg (Elmenigge,

£lmes

A

(co.

Northiunberland).

Sa. three water bougets

ar.

a

fret)

(co.

on a chief

or,

Ar. three water bougets sa.
Gu. three chev. interlaced ar. (another,
a lion pass, guard, az.

Elsing'-Priory

(Spitalfields, London).
Ou. a lion ramp.
harry of eight ar. and sa.
Elsiner- Gu. two bars or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Elsley (Patrick Brompton, and Mount St. John, co. York).
Quarterly, or and ar. five roses in saltire gu. seeded and
barbed ppr. Crest A sagittary reguard. ar. charged on the
side with a rose, as in the arms, drawing with his hands a bow
and arrow ppr. Motto Sans Dieu rien.
(Gunby). Sa. three castles ar.
Elsome, alias
Elson (Barham, co. Sussex). Ar. a chief az. overall an eagle
Crest
A demi eagle displ. ar. billettce sa.
displ. gu.

—

—
Yesom

—

beaked

Elston

or.

(Elston, co. Nottingham).

Per pale gu. and vert an

eagle displ. ar.

—

(Foxton, CO. Durham). Same Arms. Crests A demi
lion holding a mullet ar.
Elston. Gu. a saltire betw. four escallops ar. Crest On a
chapeau an escallop betw. two wings all ppr.
Elston (Brockholes, co. Lancaster). Paly of six ar. and gu.
on a bend sa. three mullets or.
Els'well. Or, on a chev. engr. betw. three eagles displ. with

Elston

—

two necks gu. as
patt«e gu.

many plates.

Crest

—On a bezant a croM

Sls'wike, or

Elswyke

Ar. on a chev.

(co. Lancaster).

many

engr. gu. betw. three eagles displ. of the second aa

Gu. three

Elsyiig"-Priory.

fleiirs-de-lis in

bend

fleurs-

thess-

sa.

(timp. Richard

£ltOU

(Elton, CO. Chester

Ar. four chessrooks sa.

I.).

founded by Thomas de Helton,
and gu. on a bend sa. three mullets of

I'aly of six ar.

1268).

;

first.

Elton
and

(Clevedon Court, co. Somerset, hart.). Paly of six gu.
on a bend sa. three mullets of the second. Crest

—

or,

An arm embowed in armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet
a scimitar ar. pommel and hilt or, tied round the arm with
Motto

a scarf vert.

— Artibus et armis.

EHon-SIarvrood

(Widworthy Court, co. Devon, bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, paly of six gu. and or, on a bend sa.
three mullets of the second; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three goats' heads erased ar. Crests 1st: A dexter arm
embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, adorned with a scarf
about the wrist tied vert, the hand in a gauntlet holding a
falchion ppr. pommel and hilt gold 2nd On a mount vert a
ram couchant ppr. attired or. Motto Artibus et armis.

—

;

:

—

Elton

(Thornton, co. Chester; branch of Hillerby). Paly of
and gu. (or, gu. and ar.) over all on a bend sa. three
mullets or.
Elton (Redland, originally of Ledbury, co. Hereford, and
Kewent, co. Gloucester). Paly of six or and gu. on a bend
Crest
A dexter arm embowed
Ea. three mullets of the first.
vambraced ppr. holding fesseways a falchion ar. pommelled
and hilted or, and encircling the arm at the elbow a cordon
six ar.

—

nowed

Elton

vert.

Same
Berks, and London, Her. Off., London).
Arms. Crest Out of a mural crown gu. an arm vested or,
turned up ar. holding in the hand ppr. a mullet of the
second.
Barry wavy of
Elton, alias
(co. Hereford).
ten ar. and az. a lion ramp or. Ci-est A lion's head affrontce
erased or, collared az.
Eltonliead (Eltonhead, co. Lancaster, Harl. MSS., 1549).
Quarterly, per fesse indented sa. and ar. in the 1st quarter
(co.

—

Serbome

—

Eltonhead
and

Quarterly, per fesse indented
(co. Lancaster).
the 2nd and 3rd quarters three bezants.
Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three buglehorns sa.

sa. in

Elvedon.

—

Gu. six billets erm. Crest A lion sejant or.
(East Dereham, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three martlets sa. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, issuant from
the summit of a rock and holding a vine branch all ppr.

Elvet.

Elvin

—

Motto

—Spectemur

agendo

;

and over the

crest

:

Elvenaca

—

Crest
Three
Or, a bend gu. over all a fesse az.
arrows, one in pale and two in saltire or, flighted ar. headed
ppr. environed with a serpent of the last.

Elwat.

Ar. a fesse sa. in chief two pellets.
(Habelsthorpe, co. Notts, and Worleby, co. Lincoln;
exemplified with three quarterings to William Elwets, Esq.,
of Broxton, co. Notts, by Cooke, Clarenceux). Or, a fess az.
and a bend gu. Crest Five arrows, four in saltire and one
in pale or, flighted and barbed ar. entwined by a snake gu.
Elwes (Geoffrey Elwes, Alderman of London, m. the dau.

Elwes

—

of

Robert Gabot, of Acton Bumell, co.
Same Arms, a mullet for diff.

Salop.

Visit.

London,

Northampton). Same Arms, quartering Gabbott and Caret. Crest Five arrows or, entwined by
a snake ppr. Motto Deo non fortuna.
(Billing Hall, co.

—

—

(Stoke, CO. Suffolk, bart., extinct 1778).

Same Anns,

and Motto.

Crest,

Elwes (The Crescent,
Same Arms,

Esq.).

Elwill

(Exeter;

Bedford;

Dudley George Caby Elwbs,

&c., a crescent for

bart., extinct 1778;

John Elwill,

to Sir

diff.

granted 11 Dec. 1701,

Knt., who was created a

bart. in 1709).

Erm. on a chev. engr. betw. three eagles

displ. with two
heads gu. each gorged with a ducal coronet or, as many
annulets of the last. Crest— An arm erect and couped at
the elbow, habited sa. cufi ar. the hand ppr. holding a fleece
or.

Elwtn

(Thorpe, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
martlets sa. Crest A stag's head erased ppr. horns or.

—

Elwin
Same

—

—

—

El'WOrth.

Or, a fesse embattled sa. masoned of the first
betw. three chamber-pieces of the secondCrest
On a

—

mount an ermine

pass. ppr.
Az. two bars or, in chief three bezants.

Elworthjr.

—A

Creci

cap ppr.

steel

Elw^ke.

Ar. three boars pass. az.

El-wyn, El-wynn, or Elwin. Gu. three scoops fessways, and in base as many crescents ar. Crest
A demi
savage holding over the dexter shoulder a hammer ppr.
Elwyne (the heiress of Elhyne to. William Cobbe, of

—

co. Norfolk, temp. Henry 'VL
Visit, Oxford,
Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Ely, Marquess of. See Loftus.
Ely, See of. Ga. three ducal crowns or.
Ely,
of.
Gu. three keys erect or, wards to the
dexter.

Sandringham,
1634).

Dean

Ely-Priory

Or, three key* az.

Cambridge).

(co.

two and

one, the wards in chief.

Ely

(CO.

Barry of ten az. and

Essex).

ar.

over

£ill

a bend

gu.

Ely. Ar. a fesse engr. betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu.
Elyard. Or, three bars az. surmounted by a bend giu
Crest — An arm in armour embowed, holding a scimetar.
Elyman, or Elling'hani. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three
eagles displ. sa.

Elynam.
Elyndon
the

Sa. three imperial eagles or.
(co.

York).

Ar. on

a bend

sa.

three crescents of

first.

El3m^.

Az. three bends betw. six boars' heads couped ar.
Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles displ. gu.

Elsmgham.
Elyng-ton.

and as many crosses

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
one and two.

Elyot

(CO.

Hants).

Sa. a fesse ar.

Elyot. Per saltire or and gu. four mullets counterchanged.
Elyott, Elyot, or Eliot (formerly of Green Place,
Wonersh, co. Surrey, since of Busbridgc, same co.). First
coat, az. a fesse or; second coal, or, on two bars gu. three
crescents of the field. These coats have also been borne
quarterly. Crest A griffin's head couped, wings endorsed sa.

—

collared ar.

(Tottington, co. Norfolk, Sheriff of the county, 1719).
Anns, chev. engr.
(Skutterskelfe, co. York).
Or, on a chev. betw. four

Elwon

martlets, three in chief
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and one in base gu. three mascles

Cathanger,

co.

Somerset;

Or. on a fesse dovetailed betw. three falcons'
1751).
an escallop betw. two crosses crosslet of the field.

granted
bells

gu.

Elys.

See Ellis.
Ar. a lion ramp, reguard.
(Windsor, co. Berks).
purp. crowned of the second. Crest—A lion sejant ramp.
reguard. purp.
Embery. Sa. a man ar. holding in the dexter hand a club
or.
Crest
A dexter arm couped and embowed, holding a
sword in pale, enfiled with a Saracen's head in profile all

Eman

—

ppr.

Embery.
pillar az.

Chequy ar. and az. on a chev. engr. or, three
on a chief gu. a lion pass, of the first. Crest .\
enwrapped by a serpent ppr. the base of the pillar

masonry

ar.

anchors

1668).

Elwes

(Clayton Priory, oo. Sussex). Ax. a chev. ar. in
chief two mullets or, in base a buck's head cabossed of the
second, attired of the third.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed
in armour, the hand brandishing a baitle axe all ppr.
Motto Fide et sedulitate.
Elw^OOd (granted to the descendants of William Elwood,
Esq., of Loghmaske, co. Mayo).
Erm. on a chev. gu. betw.
three shamrocks slipped vert, as many bezants, on a chief
of the second a demi lion or. Crest
A lion ramp. gu. resting;
the forepaws on the trunk of an oak tree ppr.

Elyott (London and

floreat vitis.

Elw^as.

Elwes

or.

crosslet fitchee of the last,

three plates.
ar.

—

Elwood

£ltoft

the

betw.

or,

cotises of the last.

Xilthaxu (CO. Cornwall). Ar. a bordure az.
£ltoft (CO. Lincoln). Or. on a chev. gu. betw. three
de-lis vert as many martlets of the field.
£ltoft, or Eltofts (Famiey, co. York). Ar. three
rooks

—

of the first
Crest
A stag's head collared, in front thereof
three mascles conjoined in fesse. Motto Dum spiro spero.
(CO. York). Erm. on a chief gu. a Hon ramp, issuant

Elwood

plat«s.

two
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EI.S

—

sa.

Embroiderers,

Company

of

Paly of six

(London).

and az. on a fesse gu. betw. three lions pass, guard, or,
two broaches in saltire betw. two quills of gold thread.
Crest
A dove displ. ar. encircled with glory ppr. S«j)Motto Omnia
poriers Two Uons or, guttee de sang.
ar.

—
—

—

desuper.

Embroiderers,

Company

of

Gu. two
on a chief of

(Bristcrf).

broaches in saltire ar. betw. two trundles or,
the second a lion pass. gu. The ancient arms of the Company
were Paly of six erm. and az. on a fesse gu. betw. three
lions pass, guard, or, two broaches in saltire betw. two empty
quills of the last.

—

Embroiderers, Company of (Chester). Same Arms.
Emenfleld. Gu. an inescutcheon betw. eight martlets in
Crest — A hand holding an escutcheon or, charged
orle ar.
with a martlet ppr.

Emenhall
two chev.

(co.

az.

Norfolk).

Or

(another, ar.), a fesse betw.

A

SUB
—

Umer.

Aa. two lions pass. or. Ci-e»t Out of a ducal coronet
a demi lion ramp, guard, ppr. holding in the dexter paw
a sword also ppr. hilt and pommel gold.
Enaerick (co. Norfolk). Barry of six or and sa.
Emeris (Louth, co. Lincoln originally a French family,
settled iu co. Norfolk, England, after the massacre of
Or, three bars wavy betw. two flaunches
St. Bartholomew's).
Ba. on a chief of the last a bezant betw. two cinquefoils of
In front of a boar's
the first, quartering Atkinson. Crest
head and neck couped sa. gorged with a collar gemel three
cinquefoils. Motto Emeritus.
Emerle, or Emerley. Az. two covered cups ar.
Emerson (Foxton, co. Durham granted to Raffe Emerson,
or,

;

—

—

;

by Wall, Garter, temp. Henry VIII.).
and vert on a bend engr. az. three
Crest
A lion ramp, vert bezant^e grasping
lions pass. ar.
axe
gu. headed ar.
paws
battle
a
in both
Emerson (granted to Abthub Emebson, of Dublin, gent.,
1692). Per fess dancett^e or and vert on a bend engr. gu.
betw. two roundels counterchanged three lions pass. ar.
Crest A demi lion ramp, vert senile of torteaux, armed and
langued gu. holding betw. the paws a battle axe, staff of the
last, headed ar.
Emerson (Newcastle-on-Tync). Az. on a bend ar. three
torteaux. Crest A sinister wing ppr. thereon a bend or,
Esq., of that place,

fesse indented or

Per

—

—

—

charged with three bezants.

Emerson

—

Lincoln and Norfolk). Same Arms. Crest
Clouds issuing rays of the sun all ppr.
Em.erston (quartered by Kocse, Lord of Modbury, co.
Devon William Rouse, temp. Henry IV., m. Alice, dau.
and heir of Thomas Emeeston. Visit. 1620). Az. on a bend
(cos.

;

or, three torteaux.

Emery, or Amery

Ar. three
(Little Baddow, co. Essex).
bars nebulee gu. in chief as many torteaux. Crest Out of a
mural crown ppr, a demi horse ar. maned or, collared gu.
studded gold.
(The Grange, Banwell, co. Somerset). Same Arms.
Crest
Out of a mural crown a demi horse collared. Motto

—

Emery

—

—

Fidis ot suavis.

Emery

Gu. three bars or, in chief as many
Crest
A demi unicorn ramp, and
erased gu. hoofed and armed or, crined sa.
Emery (co. Kent). Barry of six gu. and or, in chief three
Kent).

(co.

cinquefoils of the second.

—

cinquefoils slipped of the second.

Barry of six or and sa. Crest Out of a ducal
a boar's head and neck sa. collared ar.
or Earn (co. Berks, and London). Or,
Emes,
out of a fesse sa. a demi lion ramp, issuant gu. Crest
or,

Emme,

demi

ramp.

lion

Emes

(co.

—

sa.

Cornwall).

Gu. on a fesse battelly betw. three

martlets ar. as many escarbuncles of six rays sa.
Ar. on a fesse embattled counter(co. Cornwall).
embattled gu. betw. three cinquefoils sa. as many martlets

Emes

of the fieH.

Gu. a

fesse indented erm.

Emesley, Ernele, or Evell.
three eagles displ.

or,

Ar. on a bend sa.
the heads pointing to the sinister.

Emesly, or Elmesley. Vert an eagle displ. or.
Emline, or Emley (Helmedon, co. Northants).
man

statant, wre;itheil about the loins

Sa. a

and temples,
Crest —

—

Collegre (Cambridge, founded in 1584, by
Walter Mildmay, Knt., Chancellor and Treasurer of the
Exchequer), Ar. a lion ramp. az. holding in the dexter paw
a chaplet of laurel vert, in chief a scroll sa. thereon the
word F.mmancel gold.
See Emes, Ac, co. Berks.
Emmerson. Or, on a bend az. three lions pass. ar.
Crr.H
A cock ppr.
Emmesey, or Emesey (co. Buckingham). Gu. a fesse
Sir

Emme.

—

Emmett

(Westminster, and Emmot^ co. Lancaster). Per
pale az. and sa. a fesse engr. erm. betw. three bulls' heads
cabossed or. Crest
On a cliapcau a unicorn's head erased

—

ppr.

resting the

Same Arms. Crest — A hind
dexter paw upon a beehive ppr.

Empring'ham

(Grimsby

Magna,

00.

sejant

reguard.

Derby).

Ar.

Az. achcv. betw. three crosscRforniee
adorned or, lined az. charged in the
Interior with a cross formee of the third.
(Hippie Hall and Yokcfleet Hull, llowdon, co.
York). Siatae ArmtaatlCrtst. Motlo
Corona nica Christus.

«r.

Cient

or.

Enby, or Eneby. Paly of six ar. and gu. abend sa.
Endas, or Eneas. Bendy of six az. and gu. over all a
lion ramp. or.
Crest — A castle triple-towered ppr. domed
gu.

Enderbie

Ar. three chev. sa. over

(co. Bedford).

all

a bend

erm.

Enderbie, or Enderby.

Ar. a fesse vert betw. two
barrulets gu. Crest
In a maunch a hand clenched.
Enderbie. Ar. three bars dancett^e sa. in chief a pale erm.

—

Crest

— A swan

sa.

Enderbie. Gyronny of eight ar. and sa. a pale erm.
Enderbie. Per pale ar. and sa. two bars dancettee
counterchanged.
(London; granted 12 Aug. 1778). Az. the mast of
a vessel issuant from the base, thereon a sail hoisted and
pennant flying ppr. betw. two estoiles in fesse or, representing the Arctic and Antarctic polar stars. Crest A whaling^
harpooner in the attitude of striking ppr.
Enderby. Ar. a chev. sa. a pale erm.
Endersour (Wilnecote, co. Stafford). Ar. a fesse az. betw.
three horseshoes sa. Crest A cubit arm vested gu. holding^
in the hand ppr. a sword ar. hilt and pommel or.
Endfield. Ar. on a canton gu. a mullet or.
Enell. Vert an eagle displ. or. Crest A mermaid with
mirror and comb ppr.
Enemead. Quarterly or and ar., in the 1st and 4th, two
lions ramp. sa. ; in the 2nd and 3rd, as many lions ramp.

Enderby

—

—

—

Gu. an escutcheon ar., an orle of martlets or.
Ar. an eagle displ. ppr.
(Caktwbicht-Enebt, Ballyconnell, co. Cavan; exemplified 1864, to Stewaet Ddbance Davies Cabtwbight,
Capt. 15th Hussars, and to his wife, Constanxe Isabel Eneby,
a ward in Chancery, only child and heiress of William
Hamilton Enebt, Esq., of Ballyconnell House, co. Cavan, on
their taking, by royal licence, the surname of Enery, in addiQuarterly, 1st and
tion to and after that of Cabtwbight).
4th, per chev. ar. and az. an eagle displ. ppr. in the dexter
chief point an annulet gu., for Enery 2nd and 3rd, or, on
a fess embattled sa. betw. three steering wheels of the second
arose ar., for Cartwright; an escocheon of pretence per
Crests
chev. ar. and az. an eagle displ. ppr., for Enery.
1st
On a rock a falcon close ppr. holding in its beak an
annulet gu. for Eneby
2nd A griffin's head erased or,
charged with a rose gu. and pierced through the neck with
broken
in
the
middle,
vulned, above it on an escroU
lance
a
the motto. Defend the fold, for Cabtwbight. Motto Sans

Enery.

Enery

(co.

—

York).

— A tent

Empson

ar.

—
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:

;

—

changer.

Enfantleroy

Ar. a canton gu. charged with a mullet or.
(co. Dorset).
Gu. three infants' heads couped

at the shoulder ppr. crined or.

Enfantleroy.

Erm. three princes' heads crowned and
mantled ppr. couped at the breast.
Enfiield, or Emenfield (co. Essex). Gu. an inescutchcon
Crest
A hand holding aa
or, an orle of eight martlets ar.
estcuttheon or, charged with a martlet ppr.
Enfield (co. Middlesex). Ar. on a canton gu. a mullet or,

—

(another, ar.).

Barry of six gu. and ar. on a chief or, a lion pass,
a btnd sa.
Enfield. Ar. on a canton sa. a mullet or, pierced gu.
Engaine (Baron Engaine summoned to Parliament 1299,
extinct 1322, revived by new summons 1342, abeyance 13C7).
Gu. a fess indented betw. seven cross crosslets, four in chief
az.

over

all

;

and three
a

hordiire vert charged with eight martlets or.

Empson

—

Emson.
Emsone.
Emyly,

Enfield.

danctlli!c crni.

all

Empson.

Enestfield.

utili.

Emmanuel

Emmott.

Empson

:

holding with both hands a tree eradicated, all ppr.
A demi wild man, as in the arms, holding with both hands
a club over the right shoulder all ppr. Motto Honestum
pixtulit

Ar. two bends sa. Crest A lion guard, sejant
holding in the dexter paw a long cross gu. and resting
the sinister upon a triangle pierced sa.
(quartered by Cableton, of Brightwell Baldwin,
Visit. 1574).
Same Arms, bends engr.
CO. Oxford.
Quarterly, let and 4th, or, two bends engr. sa.;
2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three escallops or.
Emrich, or Emrike. Barry of six or and sa.
Emsley, or Emslie (Scotland). Vert an oagle displ. ar.
Motto— Freaez garde.
Crest A thistle leaved ppr.
Ar. two bends engr. sa.
Az. a chev. betw. three water bougets or.
or Emelie. See Emline.
Enard. Ar. on a bend gu. three crosses crosslet fitchee
or,

j

Emesey, or Emeseux.

wild

—

Empson.

Enenfield.

—

Emeryke.
coronet

EN a

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

in base.

(Sir Nicholas Engaine, Knt., (/. 8 Edward It.,
Alice, dau. of Walter Ffalconbbidoe. Visit.
Notts, IC14). Gu. a fess dancettee betw. six crosses crosslet

Engraine
1315,

1)1.

or.

Eng'aine.

Engraine
lops ar.

Az. a fesse dancettee betw. six escallops or.
(Beg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms, fess and escal-

AA

A

EN a
Enguine.

Gu. a

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

fesse dancettee or, in chief three crosses

Gu. a fesse dancet-

(co. Essex).

tee betw. six crosses crosslet or.
Gyronny of twelve ar.

Eng'ayne.

sa. six crosses cross-

Az. crusily a fleur-de-lis enn.
Eng-ayne. See D'Engatne.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
(co. Kent).
a chief gu. a lion pass. or.

Engham

Eng°hain, or Eng'leham

(co.

Norfolk).

Or,

pellets,

on

two bars

sa.

Eng'ham, or Edingrham

(Goodneston, co. Kent). Same
Arms, with the addition of, on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard.
Two lions' ganibs erect or, holding a fireball ppr.
Crest
or.
Engliam. Gu. a fesse betw. two chev. ar. Crest An arm
vested
az. turned up and indented ar. holding in
embowed,
the hand ppr. a snake vert entwined about the arm.
Per pale or and vert a cross moline gu.
Engliam. Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure engr. sa.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend gu.
Barry of six or and sa. over all a fesse counter-

—

—

Engham.

Engham.
Engham.
changed.

Engheyn, or Enghien.

Gyronny

of twelve ar.

and

sa.,

six crosses crosslet in orle or.

England

(Great Yarmouth; granted by Byshe, 1671, to Sir
George England). Gu. three lions pass, in pale ar. each
charged on the shoulder with an erm. spot. Creit A lion's
head erased ar. charged with an erm. spot.
England (Reg. Ulster's OEBce). Ar. two bars wavy gu.

—

—A cherub ppr.

Gu. a bend

(Sherborne, co. Dorset).

or, cotised

ar.

Englebert

(London, and cos. Middlesex and Pembroke).
Gu. a bend cotised ar.
Englebord. Az. nine fleurs-de-lis or, a chief indented ar.
Engledue. Or, a chev. embattled betw. nine mullets gu.
A greyhound's head erased sa. collared ar.
Crest
Englefield (Englefield and White Knights, co. Berks, and
Wotton Basset, co. Wilts, bart., extinct 1822; descended from
Hasculfds de Englefyld, Lord of Englefyld temp. King
Canute; Sir Fr.ANCis E.nglefield, of Englefield and Wotton
Barry of six gu. and
Basset, was created a baronet in 1612).
An arm couped at the
ar. on a chief or, a lion pass. az. Crest
elbow, vested per pale az. and gu. cuffed ar. holding in the
band ppr. a branch vert. Another Crest An eagle displ. per

—

—

—

pale az.

Englefield

(Ricote Church, co. Oxford impaled by QcatreMATNE. Visit. 1574). Barry of six ar. and gu. a bend az. on
a chief or, a lion jiass. guard, of the third.
Englenton (Hiber). Ar. two bars sa. in chief as many
;

martlets of the last.
(London).

Ar. a cross sa. in the dexter chief a

Englethorpe. Gu. a cross engr. ar.
Englis, or Unglys. Sa. six lions

sa.

annulet or.
Barry of eight or and gu. on a chief of the second
a lion pass, of the first.

Enkshop, Enksthorp, or Enkesthorp

(co. Essex).

or.

Ennesey. Gu. a fesse dancettee
Enne-w (Colchester, co. Essex).

erm.

Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
three hons' heads erased gu. as many mullets or. Crest
hon's head erased gu.
Ennis ( Ballinahown Court, co. Westmeath, bart.). Per pale
ar. and or, a hon's head erased betw. three estoiles az. a
bordure of the last, charged with eight roses of the first.
Crest
A boar's head erased pierced by an arrow all ppr.

—

—

—

charged with an estoile az. Motto Virtute et valore.
Gu. on a chief ar. a saltiie az. Crest An anchor
az. surmoimted by a fleur-de-lis.
Enniskillen, Earl of. See Cole.
Ennys (co. Cornwall). Gu. on a fesse embattled counter-

—

Ennis.

embattled betw. three doves ar. as many cinquefoila sa.
Crest
A hand holding a sheaf ppr.
Ennys. Bendy of six ar. and gu. a lion ramp. or.

—

Ennys.

Enoke

Sa. three bendlets or.

Worcester). Per pale az. and ar. a grifBn pass.
wings endorsed, counterchanged. Crest A demi lion holding
paws
in the
a serpent nowed ppr.
Enold (co. Kent). Az. on a cross or, a martlet gu.
Ensing (ChildUam and Windham Ensing, co. Norfolk). Sa.
three swords in fesse, points in chief ar. pommels or.
Ensing (co. Kent). Sa. three swords erected ar. pommels
or, two and one.
(co.

—

Enson

(Burton-on-Trent, co. Stafford, 1395).
Ar. three
martlets sa. on a chief wavy az. as many Danish battle axes
Crest

or.

a sword

Ensor.

—An arm

ar.

armour ppr. garnished

in

pommel and

ramp, per

or,

hilt gold.

Or, a cross engr. az., a chief gu.

Crest

holding

—A

lion

holding a fleur-de-lis gu.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a chev. betw. three horseshoes sa., for Ensor; 2nd and
fesse sa.

Ensor (Rollesby

and

or,

Hall, co. Norfolk).

and 4th, sa. a fesse fusily or, for Mapes 3rd
barry nebulee of eight, or and sa., for Blont. Crest

3rd, quarterly, 1st

—A

4th,

;

unicorn's head ar. horned and muned or.
Ens'well (Enswell, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend engr.
On a mount vert a
Crest
sa. three mullets of the field.

—

hind statant ppr. collared ar.
(Sandwich, co. Kent, and Westminster). Az. a chev.
betw. three falcons' bells or.
Entwisle (Foxholes, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend engr.
Crests
1st: A hand fesseways
sa. three mullets of the field.
couped above the wrist ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis erector;
2nd A dexter arm in armour embowed, holding with the
hand, by the hair, a Saracen's head erased and affrontee all
Motto Par ce signe ^
ppr.
Another Crest A heart gu.
Agineourt.

—

ramp.

ar. three, two,

and one.

:

English

(RicHAKD English, temp. Richard II. his dau. and
SIargaret, vi. William Oldbeffe. Visit. Leicester,
Erm. a bend az.
1619).
;

heir,

(CO.

Lim

oln).

(cos. Kent, Lancaster, Stafford, and Essex).
Sa.
three lions pass, in pale ar.
three
covered
hand
Sa.
cups ar.
Crest
A
holding a covered cup ar.
English. Erm. three lions pass, in pale gu.
English. Erm. three lions pass. sa. two and one.
English. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three hons pass. sa.
bezantee as many mascles of the first (another, lozenges).
English (Ovington Manor and Bocking, co. Essex). Sa.
three lions pass, in pale ar. CreH
A hon sejant on a mount
vert laying his dexter paw on an antique shield sa.
English. Az. a lion ramp. ar. in chief three mullets or.

—

—

(Stockley English

and Bradninch,

co.

Devon).

Sa.

on a chev. gu. betw. three lions ramp.
of

branch of a rose

the

field

(another,

bezants).

sa. as

Crest

—

and stalk ppr.
English (Mable English m. William Anneslev, Esq., of
Ruddington, co. Notts, temp. Henry VII.).
Erm. on a chief
or, a demi lion issuant vert.
English (granted to William English, Esq., of Farmley, co.
Dubhn, whose ancestors were originally from Scotland). Per
pale az. and gu. a hon ramp, or, and in chief three estoiles of
six points ar.
Cre.ti
A demi lion ramp. sa. holding betw.
his paws an estoile of six points or. Motto Nisi Dominus
tree, flowers gu. leaves

—

foustra.
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extinct 1642).

ravens

sa.

Enys (Enys,
witliin

of Flore, co. Northampton, bart.,
Ar. a chev. (sometimes, engr.) betw. three

co. Cornwall).

a bordure gu.

Crest

Ar. three

wivems

in pale vert

—Three ostrich feathers ar.

Enys

Quarterly,
(formerly Hunt, Enys, co. Cornwall).
4th, ar. three wivems volant in pale vert a bordure
Ents 2nd and 2rd, gu. on a fesse embattled counterembattled betw. three birds ar. as many cinquefoils sa. all
within a bordure compony of twelve pieces or and sa., for
Motto
Hunt.
Crest Three ostrich feathers erect ar.
Serpentes velut et columbae.
(Cornwall). Gu. on a fesse embattled betw. three birds
1st

and

gu., for

;

—

—

Enys

ar. as

many

quatrefoils sa.

Enys, or Evys.

three lioncels ramp. ar.

English. Ar.
many lozenges

—

—

Enyon (Sir James Enyon,

Same Arms.

English.

English

Northumberland). Sa. three hons ramp. ar.
(co. Devon).
Gu. on a bend ar. three chev.

Ent

fleur-de-lis gu.

English
English

ar.

Enkpen.

and

and gu.

Engleston

(co.

Englysvill

Gu. a cross erm. and an annulet

counterchanged.

Englebert

a bordure

az.

Engs. Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Enkesthorp. Gu. a cross engr. erm. in the first quarter an

Engayne.

Crest

BD

£

chequy or and

fesse

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three billets ermines
(another, sa. guttee d'eau).

Englys
and

let or.

pile

Gu. a

Englo'wise,

crosslet of the last.

Enguyne, or Engaine

a

Engloss.

—

Ar. two bars crenellee gu.
(Canterbury). Per fesse gu. and or, a pale
counterchanged, three eagles displ. of the last. Crest On a
chaplet vert, flowered or, a falcon rising of the last.
Epiter. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bells sa. Crest

Epes, or Epps

—

—

cinquefoil gu.

—

Ar. three bars gemelles sa. Crest A dexter hand
ppr. holding up a mullet of six points or, charged with a
crescent sa.
Erchebold, or Erchebald. Erm. a saltire and chief

Ercall.

gu.

Erchededekne.
Erde. Erm. three

Ar. three chevronels gu.
saltires gu.

:

E
Erden, or Erdon

Same Arvis.
(co. Kent).
Gu. a cross crosslet and chief ar.
Ar. on a chev. gu. five bezants.
Erdeswick (Sandon, co. Stafford). Ar. a bend sa.
Erdeswicke (co. Stafford). Ar. on a chev. gu. five bezants.
Cmi Out of a ducal coronet gu. a boar's head per pale ar.

Erdeix

(Shropshire).

Erdeston.

—

langued of the first.
Erdeswick (Eichabd Ebdeswick, great grandson of Hugh
Ebdisswick. Visit. London, 1568). Same Arms and Crest.
Erdeswike. Ar. a boar's head couped gu.
Erdingrton (co. Berks). Az. two lions pass, guard, or.
Erdington (co. Leicester). Az. three liona pass, in pale

and

sa.

or.

Brdingrton

Az. two lions pass.

(Barrow, co. Leicester).

or.

Erdinerton

Northumberland).

(co.

three water bou-

Sa.

gets ar.

Erdingloii.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder
with a cinouefoil of the first, a bordure of the second. Crest
A hand holding a ball sa.
Ei^ling^oii. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three lions' gambs erased

—

and a bordure gu.
Erdinton (co. Warwick, temp. Henry VI., and co. Salop).
Or, two lions pass, in pale az.
Ereby. Ar. a fesse and canton sa.
Ereby. Sa. a fret ar. on a canton or, a cinquefoil az.
Eredy (London). Az. six mascles or, three, two, and one.
Crest
Out of a coronet two wings all ppr.

—

Ereedeeke.

Sa. three chev. ar.

Ereford, or Eresford.

Eresby.

Sa. five fusils in

Or, three battering

glove a falcon

rams

az.

bend

Crest

or.

—On

a

sinister

Eresty. Gu. a fesse dancett^e erm.
Eringlion (Wolcomb, co. Dorset). Ar. a fesse

Same Arms

(Denton, co. Northumberland).

—

as

Ebrington of Errington, a crescent for diff. Crest A unicorn's
head erased quarterly ar. and gu.
Erisby. Ar. on a chev. betw. three annulets gu. as many
crescents of the field. Crest A broken balbert ppr. Motto

—

—Auxilio Dei.

Eriom, Erion, or Eriyon.

Ar. a fesse (another, a chey.)

betw. three martlets sa.

Erisa, or Erisy
Esq., of Erisa.

(Erisa,

his

Vivian, of Treviden).
•egreant or.

Descended from John Eeisy,

wife,

Sa.

Eichaed Ebisa,

Cornwall.

co.

Visit. 1620.

and Joane,

d. 1328,

d.

dau. of Bichard
betw. three griffins

1354,

a chev.

Erisenbein (London). Or, semee of trefoils gu.
Erisey (Erisey, co. ComwaU, tem-p. Edward I. the
;

John West,
Crest

or.

Erisey

Esq.).

heiress

m.

Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins segreant

—A cinquefoil erm.

(co.

Cornwall).

Same Arms.

Crest

— A stag tripping

ppr.

Erie

(originally Beckington, co. Somerset, temp.

Henry

II.

afterwards Ashburton, co. Devon, and Charborough, co.
Dorset). Gu. three escallops and a bordure engr. ar. Cres-J
lion's head erased or, pierced with a spear ar. embrucd

—A
Erie
Sir

(Bramshott Grange,

Hants; borne by Right Hon.

co.

William Eble, Lord Chief

1869-66).

Erleg'h

Gu. three escallops

(co.

Justice of the

Common

Pleas,

or.

Somerset). Same Arms.
Az. on an escutcheon or, a chev. gu. and

Erlescamp.
chief erm.

Erley, or Erly

(co. Chester).

Gu. a

fesse ar. in chief

three plates.

Erley, or Erly. Gu. a chev. betw. three birds ar.
A hand erect ppr. holding a gem ring or, stone gu.

—

Crest

Erlisman

(Wcstoter, Isle of Wight). Ar. guttee de poix on
a chief indented az. three Saxon crowns or.
Erly. Gu. a fesse, three escallops in chief ar.
Erly. Ar. a fret and canton sa.

Enneine.

Ermin

Gu. six roses ar. three, two, and one.
Ashby, 1401). Erm. a saltire gu. on a chief

(Ca.stle

of the last a lion pass, guard, or.

Ermine, or Enuind

(co. Cornwall).

Or, a chev. betw.

three escallops az.

Ermin^land, or Ermyland

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. on a

betw. six billets gu. three Cornish choughs ppr.
(another, three martlets). Crest Out of an antique cro\vn
a domi lion gu.

fesse

—

Ermln^loo

(arms in the chapel of Ball. Coll., Oxon.;
quartered by Compton. Visit. 1574). Ar. a fess betw. six
billetfi gu.
Enuynd. Or, a chev. betw. three escallops az.
Brndon. Ar. two chev. gu.
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of.
lion

issuing from the

Erneley.

See Cbeiohton.
ramp. az. Crest

— A dragon's

mouth and

Ar. on a bend

head, flames

ears ppr.
sa.

three eagles displ. of the

field.

Ernelle

(co. Kent).

displ.

Crett

or.

scimetar

all

—A

Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three eagles
chevalier on horseback wielding a

ppr.

Ernelle.

Ar. a bend sa.
Ar. a falcon (another, a raven) volant sa.
Erneys (Speke, co. Lancaster, Lords of Speke, temp. Edward III.
the heiress m. Sir Henbt Nobees, temp.
Bichard II.). Ar. on a mount in base vert an eagle rising,
wings endorsed sa. beaked and legged or.
Erneys, or Erney (co. Cornwall). Or, a chev. az. betw.
three escallops of the second.
Ernfield. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three mullets pierced of
the field.
Ernie (Emle, co. Sussex, and Whetham, co. Wilts; de-

Ernes.

;

scended from BicHAED Ebnle, of Emle, temp. Henry III.,
the ancestor of Sir John Ebnle, Knt., of Emle, Chief Justice,
K.B., whose descendant, Sir John Ebnle, Knt., of Whetham,
CO. Wilts, was Chancellor of the Exchequer and a Privy
Councillor, temp. Charles II. and James II.
The family
name, Eabnley, or Ebnle, is derived from a village in Sussex,
so called from the Saxon words "Earn "and "Lege," the
place or habitation of eagles, and, in allusion, the eagles are
borne in the arms). Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles displ. or.
Crest
An eagle displ. vert. Another Crest A man's head
sidefaced, couped at the shoulders ppr. on the head a long
cap, barry of six or and sa. at the end two strings and

—

Emle
dancettee sa.

platec betw. five Cornish choughs ppr.

Eringrton

Erne, Earl
Erne. Ar. a

—

tasselled gold.

ppr.

all

EBB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

D

It

(Etchilhampton,

co.

Wilts,

bart.,

extinct 1787;

a

branch c{ Ebnle, of Ernie). Same Armjt, &c.
Ernley (John Ebnlet, Sheriff of Wilts, temp. Henry "VII.).
Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles displ. or.
(quartered by Tidebleigh, of Tiderleigh, co. Devon.
Bobebt Tidebleigh, of that place, temp. Henry VIII., m.
Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Anthony Eenley. Visit.
Same Arms.
1620).
Ernold (co. Kent). Az. on a cross or, a martlet gu.
Ernst. Gyrormy of twelve ar. and az. Crest An eagle
looking at the sun all ppr.
Emton. Ar. a heron sa.
Ernyon. Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Erping-bam, or Eppingrham (co. Norfolk). Vert an
inescutcheon within an orle of eight martlets ar.
Erping'bam. Same Arms, the inescutcheon erm.
Erping'hani. Gu. an inescutcheon within an orle of martCrest
lets ar.
A pyramid of leaves vert and sa. issuing out
of a ducal crown or.
Erpingrwold. Or, a lion ramp. sa.
Errington (Errington and Beaufront, co. Northumberland).
Ar. two bars, in chief three escallops az.
Crest
A cock gu.
combed and wattled sa.
Erringrton (Walwick Orange and High Warden, co. Northumberland, and Hele, co. Wilts a branch of Ebbington, of
Errington). Same Arms.
Eirin^on (Cassina, near Colchester, co. Essex). Same
Arms. Crest A unicorn's head erased per pale ar. and gu.
Errington (Ponteland, co. Northumberland). Same Arms
and Crest.
Errington (Chadwell Hall, and Lexden Park, co. Essex, and
Ashbourne, co. Derby). Same Arms and Crest.
Errington (Hooton, co. Chester, bart., and Sandhain House,
Bowland Stanley, Esq., second son
CO. Northumberland.
of Sir Thomas Stanley, ninth li.art. of Hooton, assumed by
royal licence, 1820, the surname of Errington only he s.
his brother. Sir William Thomas Stanley Massey Stanley,
tenth bart., as eleventh bart., 1863. Sir Thomas Stanley
Massey Stanley, ninth bart., m. 1805, Maby, only dau. and
heirofSirCARNABY Hagoerston, fifth bart. of Haggerston, by
Frances his wife, dau. of Walter Smyth, Esq., ofBrambridge,
CO. Hanbf, and Maijy Errington his wife, si.stcr and eventual
heiress of Henry Errington, Esq., of Sandhoe, co. Northumberland, descended from John Ebbington, second son of
GiLiiERT Errington, Ksi|., of Errington, temp. Edward IV.).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Errington, same as the preceding,
a crescent for diff. 2nd and 3rd, Stanley, ar. on a bend
Crent
A stag's head
az. three stags' heads cabossed or.
couped at the neck ar. attired or, the tongue hanging out gu.
Erringrton (CUntz, co. York; represented by Geoboe
Errington, Esq., M.P., co. Longford, eldest son of the late
Michael Errington, Esq., of Clintz, by Uosanna, his wife,

Emley

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

dau. of Amhkose

Arms

More O'Ferrall,

as Errington, of Errington.

erased per pale ar. and gu.

Esq., of Halyna).
Crest

Same

—A unicorn's head

A

EBB
Erroll, Earl

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

See Hat.

of.

Skene in pale

Ersenben, or Erysenkyn.

Vert twelve trefoils slipped
another adds a label gobonated ar. and gu.).
Erskine (Sari of Mar). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a bend
betw. six cross crosslets fitchee or, for Mab 2nd and 3rd, ar.
a pale sa., for Ebskine. Crest A dexter hand holding a
Supporters Two
cutlass ar. hilted and pommelled or.
Motto Je
griffins gu. winged, beaked, and armed or.
pense plus.
Erskine {Earl of Mar and Kellie). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Mar; 2nd, Ebskine, as above; 3rd, gu. an imperial crown
within a double tressure flory counterflory ar., for the earldom of Kellie. Additional Crest A demi lion guard, gu.
Motto Decori decus artdit avito. Same Supporters.
Erskine (James Ebskine, second son of John, Earl of Mar,
Marl of Buchan by marriage, 1627, with Mabt Douglas, the
Countess). Quarterly, 1st, az. three garbs or, for the earldom
of Buchan ; 2nd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar., for Stewart
3rd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. within a bordure gu.
charged with eight buckles of the field, for Stewart, of
Damley 4th, ar. three piles gu. on a chief of the last two
stars of the first, for Douglas ; on an escutcheon of pretence,
quarterly, Mab and Ebskine. Crest A dexter hand holding
abatonppr. Supporters Two ostriches ppr. Motto Judge
nought.
Erskine (Lord Cardross ; first lord, the third son of John,
Earl of Mar ; the fourth lord s. to the earldom of Buchan).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters, gu. an eagle displ. or,
armed and membered az. looking towards the sun in his
splendour in dexter chief, for Cabdboss 2nd grand quarter,
counterquartered, Mab and Erskine, as above; 3rd grand
quarter, counterquartered for Stewabt, of Kirkhill, 1st and
4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar., 2nd and 3rd, az. three
garbs or. Crest A dexter hand holding up a boar's head
erased on the point of a Skene thrust through the same
Supporters Dexter, a horse ar.
sinister, a griflin
ppr.
per fess ar. and sa. armed and membered gu. Motto— Fortigu.

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

—
—

;

tudine.

Erskine

(Earl of Buchan, of the Cardross

line).

Quarterly,

arms of the earldom of
and 4th, az. a bend betw. six
crosses crosslet fitchee or, for Mar, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a pale
sa., for Erskine; 3rd, for Stewart, of Kirkhill, quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a fesse chequy az. and ar., 2nd and 3rd, az.
three garbs or 4th, ar. three bars gemelles gu. surmounted
of a lion ramp. sa. armed and membered az., for Fairfax
over all, on an inescutcheon gu. an eagle displ. or, looking
1st,

az. three garbs or, the feudal

Buchan; 2nd,

quarterly, 1st

;

;

towards the sun in

its

splendour, placed towards the dexter

chief point, being a coat of augmentation for the lordship of

Cardross.

—

A dexter arm holding a club or baton
Supporters Two ostriches ppr. Motto Judge

Crest

raguled ppr.
nought.

—

—

Erskine

(Baron Erskine). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a pale sa., for
Ebskine; 2nd; az. a bend betw. six cross crosslets fitchee or,
for Mar; 3rd. or, a fess chequy az. and ar., for Stewart; 4th,
ar. three bars gemelles gu. surmounted of a Uon ramp. sa.
armed and membered az., for Fairfax. Crest A dexter arm
embowed, couped below the elbow, the hand grasping a club
Supporters Dexter, a stork holding in the beak a
all ppr.
snake all ppr. sinister, a griffin gu. charged on the breast
with a mullet or. Motto ^Trial by jury.
Erskine (Torry, co. Fife). Ar. on a pale sa. three cross
crosslets fitchee or, a bordure az. charged with six stars of
the third.
Crest
A dexter hand and arm erected, holding a
dagger in pale ppr.

—

—

;

—

—

Erskine

(Carnock, co. Fife, and

Cardross, co. Stirling).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. an eagle displ. or, armed and
membered az. looking towards the sun in his splendour in

dexter chief, for Cardross 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, Mab and
EvsKiNE all within a bordure per pale or and ar.
Crest
sword erect, bearing on the point a boar's head ppr. Motto
;

—

:

— Fortitudine.
Erskine

(Linlathen, co. Forfar).

As the

last,

the bordure

Same Crest and Motto.
(Charles Erskine, fourth son of second lord
Quarterly, as Carnock and Cardross,
1678).
within a bordure tripartite or, ar. and gu.
Crest
A boar's
head erased and erected ppr. Motto Fortitudine.
Erskine (Alva, co. Stirling, bart., 1666). Quarterly, 1st tnd
4th, Mab; 2nd and 3rd, Erskine: a bordure quarterly, or
and vert. Crest A dexter arm from the shoulder gavmtleted, grasping a sword ppr.
Motto Je pense plus.
engr. for

diff.

Erskine

Cardross,

—

—

—

—

Erskine

(Tinwald, co. Dumfries). Quarterly, 1st, az. a fess
betw. six cross crosslets fitchee or, for Mab 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
pale sa. a linn's head erased gu. in dexter chief, for Erskine;
;

4th, gu.
first,

on a

fess

betw. three cushions ar. a mullet of the
Crest
dexter hand ppr. holding a

for Gbiebson.
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;

—A

ssc

and pommelled or, within a garland of
Mottoes Above the crest: Je pense pln»Perspicax audax.
Erskine (Lord Rosslyn)- See St. Claib.
Erskine (Earl of Kellie, descended from Sir Alexanbe*
Erskine, of Gogar, younger son of the fourth Lm-d Erskine,
and brother of John, Earl of Mar ; on the extinction of this
branch the title reverted to the Earl of Mar).
Quarterly
1st and 4th, gu. an imperial crown within a double tressure
flory counterflory or, a coat of augmentation, 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a pale sa., for Ebskine.
Crat A demi lion ramp, guard,
ar. hilted

—

olive leaves ppr.

below the arms

:

—

gu.

Supporters—Two

griffins

— Decori decus addit avito.

armed and winged

or.

Motto

Erskine

(Carabo, co. Fife, bart., 1666; the first bart. was
brother of the second Earl of Kellie, both first and second
barts. were Lyon King of Arms, and the sixth bart. s. to
the earldom of Kellie). Quarterly, as the last, with a crescent
ar. in the centre of the quarters.
Crest
A garb or, banded

—

on

and thereon a cock in a crowing postur«
ppr. Supporters Two sportsmen vested ppr., he on tbtt
dexter holding a bended bow and arrow, he on the sinister a
golf club. Motto Excutit inde canit.
Erskine (Cambo. co. Fife, bart., 1821). Quarterly, Island
4th gu. a regal crown within a double tressure flory counterflory or
2nd and 3rd, ar. a pale sa. all within a bordure
wavy erm. Crest A garb fesseways or, banded az. thereon
a cock ppr. wings expanded, charged with a baton wavy
sinister of the second.
Motto Veillant et vaUlant.
Erskine (Sheefield, co. Roxburgh). Ar. on a pale sa. a cross
crosslet fitchee or, a bordure az.
Crest
A dexter arm from
the elbow ppr. holding a cross crosslet as in the arms. Motto
az. lying

its side,

—
—

;

—

—

—

—Think

well.

Erskine

(Bolgonie, co. Fife).

bend betw. six cross

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ai.

crosslets fitchee or, for

a
Mab; 2nd and

a pale within a bordure sa.
Erskine (Dun, co. Forfar, the heiress m. the first Marquis of
Ailsa, and Erskine of Balhill became heir of line).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a pale sa., for Erskine; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
sword in pale ar. hilted and pommelled or. Crest A griffin's
head erased ppr. holding in his mouth a sword in bend ppr.
and on the blade the Motto in Domino confido. Supporters
Two griffins gu. winged and armed or.
Erskine (Kirkbuddo, co. Forfar, a cadet of Dun). Quarterly,
as the last, within a bordure embattled az. Crest A demi
griffin holding in his dexter talon a sword ppr.
Motto
3rd, ar.

—

—

—

—

Ausim

—

et confido.

Erskine

(Pittodrie,

Quarterly,

Ebskine

;

co.

Aberdeen, now Knight-Ebskine).

1st, ar. on a pale sa. three fleurs-de-Us or, for
2nd, or, three pales in point gu., for Bbechin 3rd,
;

gu. on a canton az. a spur, the rowel downwards or, for Knight 4th, ar. three negroes' heads couped
ppr. banded of the field, for Moir.
Crest
A demi lion ramp.
gu. holding in his dexter paw a thistle ppr., and in bis
sinister a fleur-de-lis az.
Mottoes Above the crest: Je
pense plus below the shield Fisus et fidus et regia duxlt.
Erskine ( Dublin Fun. Ent. of Sir James Erskine, created
K.B. at the coronation of James 1., buried in St. Michael's
Church, Dublin. March, 1636). Ar. a pale sa. a mallet on a
ar. three pallets

;

—

—

;

:

;

crescent for

diff.

Erskine

(West-Erskine
exemplified 1872, to Williak
Alexander Erskine West, Esq., M.A., late of Delgany,
CO. Wicklow, now of Lake Alexandrina, South Australia,
eldest son of Rev. William James West, Rector of Delgany,
by Elmina, his wife, dau. and co-heiress of Alexanse&
;

Erskine, Esq., of the ancient Scottish family of Erskine, of

Dun, N.B., on

name

by royal licence, the additional surQuarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, 1st and

his taking,

of Erskine).

2nd and 3rd, gu. a sword in pale ar.
for Erskine
2nd and 3rd quarters,
ar. a fess danccttee sa. betw. a crescent in chief gu. and a
Crest
1st, Erskine :
trefoil slipped in base vert, for West.
A griffin s head erased gu. charged with a mullet erm.,
holding in the beak a sword bendwise, point upwards ppr.
2nd, West Out of a mural crown ppr. a griffin's head az.
charged with a trefoil slipped or. Mottoes Jour de ma vie;
and over the crests In Domino confido.
Erswick (quartered by Sir Curistopheb Draper, Ent.,
Lord Mayor of London. Visit. 1568). Erm. a fess chequy
sa. and ar.
Ers-wryke. Ar. a bend sa.
Erthe (Scotland). Or, a chev. sa. on a bordure az. thns
crescents ar. Crest
A cock crowing. Motto Audax.
4th,

ar.

a pale

pommel and

sa.,

hilt or,

;

—

:

—

:

—

Eryse. Sa. a chev. betw. three
Escales. Gu. six escallops ar.

—Out

—

griffins or.

three, two,

and one.

of a ducal coronet gu. seven ostrich feathers ar.
Escales (temp. Henry 111.). Gu. three escallops ar.

Escallers.

Ar. a fesse betw. two chev.

sa.

Orett

A

per fesse nebulee

Bany

(co. Leicester).

and

ar.

sa.

of five

counterchanged, a canton

go.

Gu. a

(co.

Leicester).

fesse betw. three mascles ar.

Gu. fretty

1652).

—

Orest A mermaid
Ar. a fesse betw. three annulets gu.
with double tail extending to the dexter and sinister side.
Eschallers, or Escalers. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three

torteaux.

Esche, or Eschey.
Eschelaston. Ar.
bend

Gu. three demi lions pass. or.
a lion ramp. gu. depressed by a

ar.

on a chief

or,

Sheriff

a

of Norfolk,

lion pass, of the

Barry paly of

five ar.

Crest— A galley,

and gu.

gu.
Escot (co. Cornwall). Sa. six escallops or, three, two, and
A lion pass, per pale sa. and ar.
one. Crest
Escott. Same Arms, escallops ar. Crest An ostrich gu. in
sails furled sa. flags

—

—

the beak a horseshoe or.

Escore, or Estewers.

Ar.

eradicated

a tree

vert

fructed gu.

Esdaile (descended from Sir James Esdaile, Lord Mayor of
London in 1778, a French protestant, who settled in England
after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes). Gu. a lion's
head erased betw. three mullets of six points or. Crest

—

helding

ramp,

lion

in

points or.
(Cothelstone House,

Esdaile

the paws a

mullet of

co. Somerset).

six

Same Arms

nulets of the field, in the sinister chief a cross pattee per
pale of the third and second.
Or, on a bend az. three pairs of hands clasped of
the field. Crest A chevalier on horseback brandishing a

Esing'old.

—

sword ppr.
Ar. on a bend sa. three dexter hands couped
(another, lions ramp.) of the field.
Esing^on (co. Gloucester). Sa. five lozenges in cross or.

Esing'old.

Eskeney.
Eskinton

Az. two lions pass, guard, or.
(London granted October, 1608). Gu. six crosses
and two, betw. two flaunches ar.
Eskle (co. Leicester, temp. Edward III.). Ar. a lion ramp,
gu. charged on the shoulder with a cinque foil of the field.
Esling'e. Az. a bend cotiscd betw. six boars' heads ar.
;

crosslet or, two, one, one,

(another, or).

Eslinglion.

Sa.

three swans betw. nine crosses crosslet

fitchee ar.

Eslingrton.

Ar. two bars az. in chief three mullets of six

points of the last.

Esme, or Esmey.

Or, a fesse sa. in chief a demi lion
ramp. gu. Crest — A savage wreathed about the head and
middle with leaves, in the dexter hand a club, the top resting
on the ground all ppr.
Esmien. Erm. a saltire engr. sa.
(co. Cornwall).
Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp,
erm.
(Newelmo Church, co. Oxford, on a brass on the
Robert Esmond, Esq., d. 16 Sept.
floor of the north aisle
1474. Visit. 1574.) Ar. a pule surmounted by a saltirc, both

Esmond
Esmond

;

untincturcd.

Esmonde

(Ireland, Johnstown,
Robekt
co. Wexford
E8M0NDE, Esq., ofthatplace. Visit. Wexford, 1618. Descended
from Sir Geoffbet de Estmont, Knt., of Huntingdon, who
accompanied Strongbow to Ireland, and settled at Johnstown, where his descendants remained until dispossessed by
Oliver Cromwell). Erm. on a chief gu. three mullets ar.
Esmonde (Lord Esmonde, Baron of Limerick, co. Wexford,
created 1622, represented by the present Sir John Esmonde,
tenth bart., M.P.). Erm. on. a chief gu. three mullets
pierced ar. Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a man's head
;

—

—

all ppr.
Supporters Two small
beaked, fore-legged, rayed, collared, and chained

in profile, wearing a helmet
griffins gu.

MniCo

Erm. on a

— Malo moriquam foedari.

Bally trammon and Ballyna8tra,co. Wexford, bart).
chief gu. three mullets ar.
Crest— Oat of a mural
(

coronet gu. a man's head in profile wearing a helmet
Motto Mnio mori quam foedari.

all

ppr.

—

Exnule. Or, a cross lozengy vairiS.
Espajme, or Espalne. Quarterly,

vert

and

or,

a bend

of the second.

Espeake. Sa. three Catharine wheels ar.
Espeke, or Espec (co. York). Gu.
wheels

three

Catharine

Esplem, Esplin, and Espline.

Per fesse gu. and
erm. a pale counterchanged, three mascles or.
Esse (the parent stock from which derived the numerous
family of Ashe, co. Devon). Ar. two chev. sa. on each a
mullet of the field. Crest A cock or, beaked gu.
Esse, or Ashe (Sowton, co. Devon, and co. Somerset).

—

Esse

(quartered by Bebbt, of Croscombe and Chittlehamp-

ton, CO.

Devon.

Essengi;on.

Visit. 1620).

Same Arm3.

Sa. five fusils in cross or.

Essex, Earl

of. See Capel.
(cos. Bedford, Buckingham, and Essex).
Quarterly,
or and gu. a cross patonce in saltire counterchanged.
Essex (Bewcot, CO. Berks, bart., extinct temp. Charles I.).
Gu. an orle ar. (another, of the same place, ar. an orle gu.).
Essex (Lamborne, co. Berks). Quarterly, 1st and 4Dh, ar.
an orle gu.; 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three
eagles displ. of the first. Crest
An eagle's head or, in the
mouth a hawk's leg erased at the thigh gu.
Essex (co. Berks). Az. a chev. erm. fimbriated or, betw,
three eagles displ. ar.
Essex (London). Az. a chev. embattled erm. betw. three
eagles displ. ar.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet erm. a

Essex

—

(co.

griffin's

head

I^ncaster). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or,
of the last.

a bordure engr.

X\0

or.

Essex

(Fun. Ent. of Sir Edward Essex, knighted at Dublin,
5 Aug. 1599, buried in Christ's Church Cathedral, 2 Sept.
following). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three eagles displ. or.
Essex. Ar. a chev. chequy erm. and gu. betw. three
cronels sa. on a chief az. a rose betw. a leopard's head and
a buck's head or.
Essex. Quarterly, or and gu. a saltire fretty all coimter-

changed.

Essex.
Essex.
Essex.

Gu. a cross and bordure engr. or.
Ar. a fesse dancettfe gu.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. two crosses crosslet engr.

or.

Essex (co. Middlesex).

Az. a chev. erm. fimbriated and engr.
betw. three eagles displ. or. CreH
An eagle's head or,
gorged with a ducal coronet per pale az. and aa.
Essington (Cowley, co. Gloucester; confirmed 28 July,
1610, by Segar, Garter).
Ar. five fusils in cross or. Crest
A hand ppr. holding a fusil or.
Essingt;on (Ribbesford House, Bewdley, co. Worcester)
Sa. on a cross ar. five fusils conjoined in cross az.
Crest
On a mount vert a fusil fussways ar. in front of a cubit arm
erect ppr. the hand holding a fusil.
Motto
Sea or land.
Essing'ton (quartered by Haselbio, of Sutton Bonninton,
CO. Notts.
William, son of Simon Haselrig, Lord of
Haselrig, co. Leicester, temp. Henry V., m. the dau. and
co-heir of Sir Robert Essington. Visit. Notts, 1509). Ar.
two bars, and in chief three cinquefoils az.
Essington (Halsted, co. Lincoln). Az. on a chev. betw.
three grieces or, five mullets of 'the field. Crest A horse's
head erased ar.
Estafcren (co. Denbigh). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Estanton. Vaire ar. and sa. a canton (another, a quarter)

—

—

—

—

—

gu.

Crest

—A wivern

Estatford.

or.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on the shoulder a cinquefoil of the first, over all a baton az.
C7-e<t
A dexter hand
holding a sword by the blade in bend, hilt upwards ppr.
Estatford. Or, on a chev. betw. three martlets gu. as
many bezants.

—

Estbery. Barry wavy of six sa. and ar.
Estbery, or Isbury. Ar. three bends wavy
Estbury. Bendy wavy of six ar. and sa.
Estbury. Sa. three bars nebulee ar.

sa.

Estby

(co. Lincoln).
Sa. a bend betw. six estoiles or.
(cos. Devon and Cornwall.
John Estcott, Esq., of
Launceston, Deputy to the Office of Arms for Devon and
Cornwall. Visit. Cornwall, 1620. Descended from Kichabd
DE Estcott, temp. Henry I.). Sa. six escallops or, three,
two, and one. Crest A sea gull, wings expanded sa.
Estcourt (Shippenmayne, co. Gloucester; granted by Camden, Clarcnceux, 1600, to Thomas Estcodbt, Esq.). Erm.
on a chief indented gu. three estoiles or, quartering sa. a
fess betw. three eagles' heads erased or.
Crest
Out of a
mural coronet az. a demi eagle, wings expanded ppr. beaked

Estcott

—

—

or.

Estcourt

ar.

Bapeke

Gu. on a canton ar. a martlet sa.
hands issuing from clouds conjoined in fesse,
(France).

—

Crest.

Esbarton. Gu. six lions ramp. ar. three, two, and one.
Crest — A demi lion per chev. or and vert.
Esguston. Ar. on a bend quarterly, gu. and az. three an-

Esmonde

—Two

supporting a heart inflamed ppr.

Same Arms.

az.

Esclabor.

demi

Espinasse
Crest

Sschallers, Escalers, or Eschalles (co. Cambridge).

or.

Espigrornel (Nicholas Espioornel,
first.

Eschabor, Eshabore, or Estabor

and

EST

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

ESC
Sscanton, or Stanton

(Newton, co. Wilts, and co. Gloucester, bart.,
Erm. on a chief indented gu. three estoiles

extinct 1684).

EST
Estcourt

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
and Darrington Hall,
Out of a mural coronet az.

(Estcourt, co. Gloucester,

Same Arms.

CO. York).

Crest

—

wings expanded ppr. beaked or.
Estcourt (The Right Hon. George Thomas Jobn SothebonEstcouet). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chief gu. three
mullets or, within a bordure of the last, charged with eight
cinquefoils sa., for Estcoort; 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a bend indented betw. six cross crosslets ar. three eagles displ. sa. a cana demi

eagle,

—

ton erm for distinction, for Sotheron Crests 1st, Estcodrt
Issuant from a mural crown per pale az. and gu. a demi eagle
each wing charged with a mullet of six points also
az. 2nd, Sotheron A double-headed eagle displ. per pale ar.
and ga. charged on the breast and each head crowned with
a mural coronet or, on each wing four cross crosslets counterchanged.
Estday (Saltwood, co. Kent). Az. a griflBn segreant ar.
Crest On a mount vert a hind lodged ar.
Este. Az. three fleurs-de-lis or, within a bordure parted per
bordure dancett^e over all, exterior ar. interior gu. Crest
A garb or, banded gu.
Este, East, or Easte (Hay Hall, Yardley, co. Worcester).
Gu. a pair of wings conjoined in lure or.
.

:

displ. or,

:

;

—

—

Esteby.
Esteley

bend or.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. charged on
(co. Leicester).
the shoulder with a cinquefoil erm.
Esteley, or Estley. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on the shoulder
a cinquefoil of the first a label of three points az. C>est
On a ducal coronet three daggers, two in saltire and one in
Sa. six estoiles in

—

on a chief
betw. two plates, each

Or, on a cross pattee az. five martlets ar.

of the second a fleur-de-lis of the

first

charged with a biUet az.
Per pale gu. and az. three

Esteney.

lions

ramp.

ar.

tJstengrave. Erm. a lion ramp. gu.
Ester. Ar. two bars wavy az. on a chief gu.

three bezants.
Estercombe (co. Somerset). Gu. a lion ramp. betw. eight
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
crosses crosslet fitchee ar.

—

a

Ar. a cross patonce

sa.

Estotevile, Estotteville, or Estotvile.

Barry of
eight (another, ten
another, twelve) ar. and gu. over all
a lion ramp. sa.
Estoujges. Az. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet crossed
and fitched or, a bordure engr. of the last.
;

Estower, Estewer, or Esture (co. Hants). Ar. a
cherry tree fructed ppr. Crest — A goat statant ar.
Estrange (co. Gloucester). Ar. two lions pass, in pale gu.
Crest — A chevalier on horseback at fuU speed, holding a
broken lance ppr.

Estrange

Gu. two

(co. Gloucester).

adds a bend

lions pass. ar. (another,

or).

Estrange. Same Arms,
Estrange. Same Arms,

within a bordure engr. or.
the bordure indented ar. over

many bends az.
Estrange. Same Arms,

all^

as

the bordure engr. ar. over

all a-

bendlet erm.

Estudy, or Estney.
ramp,

Estur

Per pale gu. and

three lions-

az.

ar.

(Jersey and Guernsey).

See Estowee.

Estures.

Sa. a fret ar.

Esturmy

(quartered by Setmoub).

Ar. three demi lions

ramp. gu.

Est-well.
of the

Barry of six

ar.

and gu. over

all

three lions ramp,

first.

Est-wrrey.

Ar. a chev. vert betw. three bunches of ashea--

keys ppr.

Etchingham.

pale or.

Esten.

ETO

Eston^wey, or Eston'we.

griffin's

head az. beaked gold.
Gu. a fesse betw. three

Esterham.

Esterley, or Asterley
CO. Lincoln).

Sa. a

(East

estoiles ar.

Newton and Willingham,

bend betw. three

estoiles or.

Crest

— An

alant (or mastiff dog) pass. ar.

Esterley, Esterlys, or Esterllis. Paly

of six ar.

See Echingham.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. five torteaux.
Gu. a fesse ar. in chief three plates.
Ethelfield. Sa. three bars wavy ar.
Ethelred. Az. a cross counter-potent fitchee or.
Etlielstan (co. Leicester). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
martlets gu. as many bezants. Crest A broken spear.
Etbelstan (co. Leicester). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. charged
with a cinquefoil of the first, a baton in bend az.
Ethelstan. Or, an eagle displ. purp. armed gu.
Ethelston (Wicksted Hall, co. Chester; Har. MSS., 2042).
Az. on a pile betw. two cross crosslets in base or, an eagle
displ. purp.
Crest
A ram's head couped sa. charged with
three cross crosslets chevronwise or. Motto Dat et sumak

Etclun.
Etellun.

—

—

Ethelystan Glodrydd

and az.
Esterling-.

Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend gu. three
towers triple-towered or.
Estfield (Lord Mayor of London, 1530 and 1538). Sa. a
chev. erm. betw. three maidens' heads couped at the
shoulders ar. with hair dishevelled or.
Est^astou. Ar. on a bend quarterly az. and gu. betw.
three crosses formee of the last as many annulets of the

{Prince of Ferlys, the country
bciween Wye and Severn, Founder of the IV. Koyal Tribe of
Wales).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three boars' heads
cabosscd sa. langucd gu. tusked or; 2nd and 3rd (the coat of
his mother, Rhingor, dau. and heiress of Gronwy ap Tudor
Trevor, Lord of Whittington, co. Salop), per bend sinister
erm. and ermines, over all a lion ramp. or.
Etlieredge, or Etkridge. Ar. a fesse engr. betw. six
fleurs-de-lis sa.

first.

Estingrave

Etheresset.

Estling'.

Etherington

(co. Kent).
Az. billettee a cross ar.
Az. a bend cotised (another, three bends) betw.
six boars" heads couped ar.
Crest A demi talbot gu. in the
dexter paw a battle axe ppr.
Estling-. Bendy of eight ar. and az. six boars' heads couped

—

or, lant^ued

gu.

Estmerton, or Esmerten.

Ar. on a bend cotised sa.
Crest
three mullets of the field (another, the mullets or).
Two dexter hands fesseways couped and conjoined ppr. supporting a cross crosslet fitchee sa.
Estmerton. Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets of six points

—

Az. a leopard ramp. or.
(Great Driffing and Ferriby, co. York).

Per

—

pale ar. and sa. three lions ramp, counterchanged. Crest
A tower decayed on the sinister side, on the battlement

a

leopard's face ppr.

Etliering1;on (Kingston-upon-Hull, co. York, bart., extinctSame Amis, &c.
1819).
Etherington (co. York). Same Arms, adding a chief ar.
Ethersall (co. Lancaster). Az. a lion ramp or.

Ethlington

(Ethlington, Scotland).

Ar. three boys' heads

erased gu.

Etienne, or Stephens

or.

Estmond (co. Dorset). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three mullets or.
Estmond (Cranworth, co. Norfolk). Erm. a saltire engr. sa.
Estoft, Esteote, and Estotes (co. Lincoln). Sa. six

—

Per pale
(extinct in Guernsey).
or anS vert a chev. betw. three Cornisli choughs counterCrest
On a rock ppr. a salmon lying fesseways

changed.

—

ar. in tlie

mouth a

Ci-est
two, and one.
A lion's gamb,
quarterly, gu. andar. holding a crescent or.
Eston (Eston, co. Devon). Per chev. gu. and or, three sea-

Etolney.

Crest
On a
horses ducally crowned all counterchanged.
mount vert five ears of wheat erect or, stalked and leaved of
the first.
Eston (Southwark). Or, on a cross patonce az. five martlets
of the field, on a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis of the first
betw. two bezants, on each an escallop sa.
Eston. Ar. a cross az. betw. four pellets, each charged
with a martlet or.
Eston. Or, three covered cups az. (another, gu.).
Eston. Az. a chev. betw. three mullets or.
Eston (co. Kent; Sir Edward Eston, temp. James I.). Or,
a cross pattee cu. betw. three covered cups sa.

Eton

escallops or, three,

—

Estonne, Estolk, or Estonke
Cornwall.

(co. Essex).

Cambridge and

Sa. a cross flory ar.

Or, on a cross patonce az. five marta chief of the second charged with a plate.

(co. Surrey).

lets of the first,

(cos.

a cross pattee or.

Sa.

Estonne, or Estonce

Estonne

—

Deus.
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rose gu. leaved

Gu. a fesse

and stemmed

vert.

ar. in chief three plates.

plume
two wings ppr.
of a

—

Out
head betw.

Crest

of five ostrich feathers ar. a griffin's

College. Az. three lilies slipped and leaved ar. two
and one, a chief per pale az. and gu. on the dexter side a
fleurs-de-lis and on the sinister a lion pass, guard, or.

Eton (Baron of Stockport, co. Chester,

by tenure). Ar. a chev.
betw. three double-headed eagles displ. gu.
Eton (cos. Chester and Lancaster). Ar. on a bend engr. sa.
three bulls' heads erased of the first.
Eton, or Etton (co. Chester). Ar. on a fesse gu. three
plates.
CreH A hand holding a dagger in pale, thrust

—

through a boar's head couped ppr.

Eton, or

Eaton

(Springfield

Hall,

co.

Essex,

—A

Crest
Or, a fret az.
Leicester and Somerset).
head erased ar. devouring a tun or. Another Crest
head erased sa. in the beak a sprig vert.

Eton
Eton

Warwick).

—A bird's

Ar. a fret az.
Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles dispU

(Eton, CO. Salop).
(CO.

cos.
lion's

A

(Gilling,

co.

York).

Barry of ten

(another, six) ar. and gu. on a canton sa. a cross patonce
or.

Eton.

Or, on a chev. az. three leopards' faces of the first,
on a canton gu. a cross patonce ar. charged with five
Cre<l-~A stag at gaze, a crucifix betw. the horns.
pellets.
Motlo—Car me persequeris.
Eton. Ar. a cher. engr. betw. three boars' heads couped

Quarterly, ar. and

az.

a cross patonce counter-

changed.

Eton.
Eton.

Or, a cross sa.

Ar. semee of trefoils ppr. two annulets braced in the
nombril point sa.
Etone. Ar. three bars gu. a canton sa.
Etrock. Sa. three rocks ar.
Ettleman. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three torteaux.
Ettou. Sa. a chev. enn. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Etton (the dau. and co-heir of Sir Miles Etton, Knt., of
Gilling, m. John Roos, of Laxton, cir. temp. Henry VI.
Barry of six ar. and gu. a crescent for
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
diff.

Etton. Sa. on a bend betw. three leopards' faces or, as
many elm leaves vert, on a canton ar. a cross moline
g".

Etton.

Barry of eight or and az. on a canton sa. a cross
patonce of the first.
Burry of fourteen gu. and ar. on a canton sa. a cross
patonce or.
Etton. Ar. three bars gemelles gu. on a canton sa. a cross

Ettou.

p;itonce or.

Etton

—A

gaze ppr. charged with a fleur-de-lit
and a saltire wavy, couped in fess gu. and betw. the horns a
Motto Cur me persequeris ?
crucifix ar.
Eustace (Castlemore, co. Carlow). Gu. a saltire or. Crest
stag's head cabossed, betw. the horns a crucifix all ppr.
Motto Soli Deo gloria.
Eustace (Newstown, co. Carlow). Arms, Crest, and Motto,
Cres-<

stag

(Reg. Ulster's OCBce).

Gu. a bend vairc

crui.

and

az.

cotiscd ar.

Etton

Gu. a dexter hand couped
(Keg. Ulster's Office).
bendways botw. two bendlets ar.

Etton.
Ettrick

See Kton.
(High Hams, co. Durham).

—

same

as the preceding.

—

—

—

Gwernwy

Eunydd

;

ramp.

or.

Enre

Quarterly, or
(co. Buckingham, temp. Henry III.).
and gu. over all on a bend sa. three escallops ar. (another,
cinquefoils).
Crest
A horse's head ar. Motto Artis vel

—

—

martis.

Eure

(Har. MSS., 1480, fol. 303, impaled by Harborne, co.
Oxford). Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa. three mullets
Two lions' ganibs erect gu. holding an escallop
Crc't
ar.
.Sif/j/'0)'<e)-s— Two leopards guard, or.
Motto Vince
ar.

—

—

malum

bono.
Eure (liishops-Middlcham, co. York). Same Arms. Crest
Two lions' gambs or, supporting an escallop ar.
Eure. Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three trefoils slipped
sa. as many crescents or, all within a bordure engr. of the
Crett
second.
A stag's head erased az. attired ar. charged
on the nock with a sun or.
Eustace (Z,o,-(Z Pur Hosier and VUcount Baltinglass: a great
and powerful house established in Ireland temp. Henry II
attainted 1.585; the late Rev. Charles Eustace, of Robertstown, CO. Kildarc, claimed the title, and was declared by the
report of H.M. Attorney-General for Ireland to have proved
his right to the dignity of Vaeounl Ballinrjlasa, subject to
the reversal of the attainder. Mr. Kcstace's grandson. Col.
EoBEBT J. Kustaci;, late COth Rifles, is his senior co-heir
general. The lale .Mr. KnsTACEs nephew, Henrt Eustace,
Esq., of Corbally, Queen's co., is heir male, and as such inherits the right to the Viscounty of Bnltinrjlass). Or, a saltirc
gu. Cre^t A stag statant, betw. the horns a crucifix, all ppr.
Supporters Two angels ppr. Mottn^Cur me persequeris?
Eustace (granted, IM64, to Rev. William Arthuhs, M.A.,
Vicar of Strad bally and Moyanma, Queen's co., reputed son
of Lieut, -General Sir .John Rowland Eustace, K.H., upon
bis taking, by royal licence, the surname of Eustace, in
lieu of Arthurs). Or, a saltire gu. within a bordure wavy
AZ. in the centre chief point a fleur-de-lis of the second.

—

—

;

—

—
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Sa. a saltire betw. four martlets ar.

Ci-cst

—

A.

hand holding a close helmet ppr.
Eustace. The same, within a bordure erm.
Eustace (Baron of Malpas). Or, a pale fusily gu. (another,
az a cross patonce ar.).

Eustace.
Eustace.

Az. abend ar. betw. six martlets or.
Az. abendar. betw. ten crosses crosslet fitchec

or.

Eustacbius. Or, a cross engr. gu.
Euston. Or, a cross sa. betw. four covered cups
— A boar pass. sa. armed, bristled, and hoofed ar.
Euys. Ar. two bars crennellce.

gu.

Crest

Evans

(Rhyd-y-Carew, co. Montgomery; descended from
Llewellin, Lord of Yale, temp. William I.; the heiress,
Sarah Evans, rn. Charles Davies, Esq., of Llivior). Az. a
lion ramp, guard, or.
Crest
A stag trippant ppr. homed
and hoofed or.
Evans (Trefciler, Plas-Gwyn, and Henblas, co. Anglesey).
Quarterly, 1st and 6th, ar. three war saddles, two and one, sa.
stirrups or; 2nd, or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa.
3rd, ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. each holding in
the bill an erm. spot; 4th, sa. a lion ramp. ar. within a
bordure engr. or. 5th, or, a chev. betw. three mullets sa.
Crest
A cubit arm erect, holding in the hand a torch
inflamed, also erect, all ppr. Motto Heb Dduw heb ddim
Daw a digon.
Evans (Eyton, CO. Hereford; descended from Evans, of Tre-

—

;

;

—

—

feilirand Henblas, co. Anglcsea). Quarterly,

Ar. a Hon ramp, and a
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding a marshal's
chief gu. C'rtst
staff sa. tipped at each end or.
Ettrick (London). Soitne Ann^.
Etwall. Gu. two bars betw. nine martlets ar.
Barry of eight ar. and gu. on a canton sa.
(CO. Yorii).
A huntsman mowing with a scythe ppr.
a cross or. Crct
Aiiotkcr Crest
A lion ramp, guard.
Euery. Quarterly, or and gu. over all a bend sa.
Euias (co. Kent). Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils erm.
(Lord of Llys Gwernwy, in
ap
Descendants: 1. Simont, of
Dyffryn Clwyd, a.d. 106G.
Leeswood; 11. Pritch.^iid, of Hope; 111. Meeedith, of Pentre
V. Gbiffiths, of
Bychan
IV. Lloyds, of Giesford;
Derwlwyn; VI. Davies, of Alington; VII. Almob, of
Almor; and VIII. Alington, of Alington). Az. a lion

Ety

at

—

—A

Eustace.

sa.

Eton.

EVA

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

ETO
Eton, or Etton

1st,

ar three war

and one, sa., stirrups or, a mullet for diff.; 2nd, or,
a lion ramp, reguard. sa. 3rd, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Cornish choughs ppr. each holding in the bill an erm. spot;
4th, sa. a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure engr. or, on an
escutcheon of pretence or, a fesse az. cotised gu. charged
with two garbs of the first, for Weaver. Crest A cubit arm
erect, holding in the hand a torch inflamed, also erect, all
saddles, two

;

—

ppr.

Evans

(Moreton Court, co. Hereford; of ancient Welsh
Quarterly, per fesse nebuly erm. and sa. three
boars' heads in chief and one in base, erased, counterchanged,
quartering Ar. two chevronels, and in chief three griffins
pass, az., for Finch: Cre^t
A lion ramp, reguard. bendy of
six erm. and sa. supporting a tilting spear erect ppr. enfiled
with a boar's head erased sa. Motto
Libertas.
Evans (The Hill House, co. Hereford this family inherited
their estate, in 1806, from Richard Clarke, Esq.).
Per
pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar. armed and langued
or, a crescent for diff.
Crf.s(— Out of an earl's coronet or, a
dexter arm cmbowed naked, brandishing a dagger ar., pommel and hilt gold guttee de sang.
Evans (Llaneurgain, co. Flint). Ar. a chev. betw. three
boars' heads couped sa.
Evans (Northopc, co. Flint, and co. Salop). Same Amu.
Crist
On a ducal coronet or, a boar's head fesseways erased
descent).

—

—
;

—

sa.

Evans

(co. Montgomery
now of Portsea, co. Southampton).
Ar. a lion pass. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-hs gu. Crest
;

—

lion pass. sa.

Evans

(Oswaldestre, co. Salop).

fleurs-de-lis sa.

Crest

—An

gu. euffor, holding in the
stalked and leaved vert.

Ar. a fesse betw. three

arm embowed and erect, vested
hand a pink or gillyflower ppr.

Evans

(Watstay, co. Denbigh, descended from Thomas
Evans, Esq., of Oswestry, Attorney-General in the Court of
the Marches. Jane, dau. and heiress of Etton Evans, )».
Sir John Wtnn, Bart., who changed the name of the place to
Wynnstay). Same Arms.

Evans (London). Same Arms.
Evans (Shrewsbury). Or, a cross moline betw.

four lozenges

az.

Evans

(Llanrwst,

Wales).

Ar.

three

spears'

heads

sa.

enibiucd gu.

Evans

(Tre Castell, Wales).

Gu. a lion ramp, within a

bordure indented or.
(Wales).
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three boars' heads
couped sa.

Evans
Evans

Ar. a cheT. gu. betw. three birds az.
Gu. three chev. ar. Crest— A. paschal lamb pa««.
holding a banner all ppr.
Evans. Sa. a lion ramp, reguard. or.

Evans.

(Wales).

A

EVA

(descended from nhirid Flaidd, a chieftain of North
Wales, temp. William I.)- Vert a chev. erm. betw. three
wolves' heads erased ar. langued gu.
Evans (Welland, co. Worcester). Ar. a cross flory engr. sa.
betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. on a chief az. a boar's head
couped of the first, tusked or, langued gu.
Evans (Upper Mill Pool, co. Montgomery, Thomelow House,
CO. Worcester, and Whitboume Hall, co. Hereford). Per pale
ar. and gu. a lion pass, reguard. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in
chief, and in base a buniile of rods banded, all coimterChanged. Crest A lion pass, reguard. ar. charged with
three crosses moline gu. and the dexter paw resting on a
bundle of rods banded, also gu.
Evans (the Venble. Thomas Evans, Archdeacon of WorcesAr. a fess engr. betw. three eagles' heads erased sa.
ter).
An eagle's head erased sa.
Crest
Evans (Marsh-Gibon, co. Bucks). Ar. an eagle displ. with
two heads sa. Crest An eagle's head betw. two wings sa.
holding in the beak a rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Evans (Tuddenham, co. Norfolk, and Dene, co. Oxford).
Ar. three boars' heads couped sa.
Evans (Norwich granted 177'i). Per chev. ar. and az.
betw. in chief, a slip of oak fructed and a rose gu. stalked and
leaved vert, a book of the third, edges and ornaments gold,
charged on the centre of the cover with a fret of the last,
and in base an eagle rising or. Crest A dexter arm erect,
couped at the elbow, habited barry wavy of six iiz. and or,
cuff ar. holding in the hand a parchment roll both ppr.
Evans (ForUe Abbey, co. Dorset). Quarterly, Island 4th, ar.
three boars' heads couped sa. langued az., for Evans; 2nd
and 3rd, az. a cross pattee erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis
Crest
A demi lion reguard. or, holding
ar., for Wabd.
betw. the paws a boar's head, as in the arms. Motto—

EraiXS

—

—

—

;

—

—

Libertas.

Evans

(Allestree Hall, co. Derby). Gyronny of eight ar. and
quartering Per
vert a Uon ramp, guard, or, for Evans
bend indented ar. and gu. two lions' heads erased counterchanged, ducally crowned or. Crest— In a charger, a boar's
head erased ar.
Evans (granted to William Evans, Esq., of Lynnon, co. Carnarvon). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three martlets sa. two
swords in saltire ppr. pommels and hilts or, entwined by a
double chain of the last. Crest The Roman fasces fesseways,
thereon a lion ramp, holding in his dexter paw a scymitar all
;

—

ppr.

Evans (granted

to Lieut.-Gen. Sir De Lacy Evans, G.C.B.).
Ar. a mural crown gu. betw. three boars' heads couped sa.
Crest
Out of a mural crown gu. a demi Uon reguard. or,
holding betw. the paws a boar's head couped sa. Motto—

—

Espana agradecida.

Evans
twice

(Dublin Fun. Ent. of John Evans, Alderman and
Mayor of the City, d. 1 Jan. 1632, buried in St. John's
Bendy of six ar. and gu. on a fess az. betw. three
;

Church).

eagles displ. sa. as

many

{Lord Carbery; George Evans, eldest son of Bight
Hon. George Evans, so created 1715). Ar. three boars'
heads couped sa. langued gu. Crest A demi lion ramp,

—

reguard. or, holding betw. the paws a boar's head, as in the
arms. Supporters Two lions reguard. or, ducally crowned

Motto

—

—

Libertas.

Evans-Freke.

See Fbeke, Lord Carbery.
Evans (Portrane, co. Dublin descended from Etbe Evans,
brother of George, first Lord Carbery). Ar. three boars"
heads couped sa. Crest A demi lion ramp, reguard. or,
holding betw. the paws a boar's head, as in the arms.
Motto Libertas.
Evans (Ash HOl Towers, co. Limerick, and Miltown Castle,
CO. Cork
descended from Thomas Evans, brother of George,
first Lord Carbery).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Evans (Knockaderry, co. Limerick; confirmed to Thomas
D'Arcy Evans, Esq., of Knockaderry). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. three boars' heads couped sa. langued gu., for
Evans; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three cinquefoUs gu., for D'Aect;
Crests
1st, Evans: A demi lion ramp, reguard. or, holding
betw. the paws a boar's head, as in the arms 2nd, D'Abcy
A tilting spear broken in three pieces, the head in pale, the
others in saltire ppr. banded gu. Motto
Libertas.
Evans (Kilcrecne, co. Kilkenny; hart., extinct. Sir Wiluam
Evans, eldest son of Thomas Evans, Captain of a troop of
horse, temp. Charles I., was created a bart. of Ireland, 1682;
his dau. and eventual sole heiress, m. Francis Mobres, ancestor of the Viscounts Mountmorres and Fra^ikj'ort). Ar.
three boars' heads couped sa.
Evans (Gortmerron, co. Tyrone; descended from Edward
Evans, High Sheriff, co. Kilkenny, 16C5, brother of Sir William Evans, Bart., of Kilcreene). Krm. three boars' heads
couped sa. langued gu. Crest A demi lion ramp, reguard.
;

—

—

;

—

;

—

—
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erm. holding betw. his paws a boar's head, as in the arms.

Jl/o»o— Libertas.

Evans

(granted to Rev. George Evans, of Armagh, and to
Thomas, Robert, and Edward Evans, Esqs., sons of Edwabd
Evans, Esq., of Dungannon, co. Tyrone). Erm. three boars'
heads couped sa. armed and langued gu. Crest A demi
lion ramp, reguard. erminois, holding betw. the paws a boar's
head, as in the arms. Motto
Libertas.
Evans (Da viES-EvANS exemphfied to Herbert Da vies, Esq.,
upon assuming, by royal licence, the name ot Evans). 1st and
4th, ar. on a pile vert a chev. or, betw. three spear heads of
the first, for Evans 2nd and 3rd, or, on a pale betw. two
eagles displ. vert an eagle displ. of the field, for Davies.
Crests
1st, Evans: A wolfs head ar. guttee de sang gorged,
with a collar gemel and erased gu.
2nd, Davies A lion
ramp, or, semee of crosses pattee fitcli6e az. gorged with a.
collar dancettee with a chain reflexed over the back sa.
Motto Fide et virtute.
Evans-Fitz-Henry. See Fitz-Henry.
Evatt. Per pale or and gu. two lions, pass, counterpass. in

—

—

;

;

—

;

:

—

counterchanged.
holding a torteaux.
fesse

Crest

—A

paw

lion's

erased ppr.

Evaydon. Ar. a fesse az. in chief a label gu.
Evayne. Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Eve. Quarterly, sa. and or.
Eve. Barry of ten ar. and purp.
Eveby. Paly of six ar. and gu. (another,

ar.

and az.)a bend

sa.

Evefield.

Gu. an inescutcheon

ar.

betw. eight martlets

or.

Eveing-, or Eveng.

Ar. a fesse gu.

Eveleigh

(West Eveleigh, Clyst St. Lawrence, and Holcombe, co. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1564). Per pale or and sa.
two chevronels betw. three griflins pass, counterchanged.
Crest A goat's head erased per. chev. or and sa. armed of
the last, in the mouth a branch of laurel ppr.
Eveleig-h (Blackball and Coplands Mead, co. Oxford, borne
by the Very Rev. John Eveleigh, Dean of Ross, 1661, sou
of John Eveleigh, M.A., Principal of Hart Hall, co. Oxford,
whose father, John Eveleigh, Esq., of Holcombe, was
grandson of John Eveleigh, Esq., of West Eveleigh. Visit.

—

Same .^njisand

Devon).

CVfsi.

Eveleig-h-de-Moleyns

(exemplified to

Dayeolles Bla-

KENEY, Lord Ventry, on his assuming, by royal licence,
3 Nov. 1874, the prefix surname of Evtsleigh, as one of the
co-representatives of John Eveleigh, Dean of Ross).
1st and 4th, De Moleyns; 2nd and 3rd, same
as Eveleigh, of West Eveleigh. Crests
1st: Db
MoLETNs; 2nd As Eveleigh, of West Eveleigh.
Evelick (Scotland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fesse
chequy ar. and az. 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp. gu. debruised with a baton sa. all within a bordure az. Crest
sword erect, on the point a pair of scales all ppr. Motto—

Quarterly,

—

Arms

:

;

—

Recta vel ardua.

mullets or.

Evans

az.
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:

Evelin, or Avelin

(co. Surrey).
Gu. a griffin ptiss. or, on
a chief of the second three mullets sa. Ci-est A demi hind
erm. vulned on the shoulder gu.
Evell. Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles displ. of the first.
Evelyn (Long Ditton, co. Surrey, hart., extinct 1692;
descended from Thomas Evelyn, eldest son of Geobob
Evelyn, who purchased W^otton, co. Surrey, 1579). Az. a
griffin pass, and a chief or. Crest
A griffin pass, or, beaked^
forelegged, and ducally gorged az. Motto Durete.
Evelyn (Godstone, bart., extinct 1671; descended from Sir
John Evelyn, Knt., second son of George Evelyn, of
Wotton). Same Arr)is and Crest.
Evelyn (Wotton, co. Surrey; Wiluam John Evelyn, Esq.,
now of Wotton). Same Arms, &c.

—

—

Evening' (Evening,

Evens (co.
Evens.
demi

Or, five chevronels az.

co. Kent).

Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-Us or.

Ar. three boars' heads sa. couped gu.

lion

Everard

Essex).

—

ramp. sa.
(Much-Waltham,

Crest—A.

Essex, bart., extinct 1745,
since of Broomfield Green, co. Essex). Ar. a fesse wavy
betw. three estoiles gu. Crest
The bust of a man in profile,
couped at the shoulders ppr. on the head a long cap, barry
wavy of eight or and sa. turned up gold.
Everard (Middleton, co. Norfolk; descended from Muchco.

—

—

Waltham). Same Arms. Crest A man's head in profile
couped at the shoulders ppr. having on a cap or, fretty sa.
Motto Say and do.

—

Everard
ton,

and

(Broomfield, CO. Essex, Yelvertoft, co.
Cartfield, co. Norfolk).

three estoiles ar.

Everard

Crest,

same

Northamp-

Gu. a fesse nebulee betw.

as the last.

(Shenton, co. Leicester, Richard Everard, great
grandson of Richard Evebabd, of same, who d. 1556.
Visit. 1619).
Gu. on a fess betw. three estoiles ar. as many

A

EVE
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mallets sa. (another, in the house at Shenton, gn. a fes3
nebulee betw. three estoiles ar.). Crest, same as the last.

Everard (Barleston, co. Leicester; John Evebabd,

descended

from a second son of Shenton. "Visit. 1619). Same Arms.
Crest
A man's head couped at the shoulders ppr. crined sa.
on his head a cap or, charged with three bars wavy of the

—

second.

Everaord

(cos.

Kent and

Suffolk).

Ar. a fesse betw. three

estoiles gu.

Everard (Gillingham,

Ar. a fesse nebulee gu.
betw. three estoiles of the second pierced or. Crest A man's
co. Norfolk).

—

head in profile ppr. having on a cap or, fretty sa. (another,
wears the cap barry ar. and sa.).
(Harkdown, co. Suffolk). Gu. three annulets engr.
Crest Three annulets conjoined or.
or.
Everard (Denston, co. Suffolk, and co. Sussex). Gu. on a fesse

Everard

—

—

ar. betw. three estoiles or, as many mullets sa.
Crest
man's head couped at the shoulders ppr. on the bead a cap

Everard

(Luckton, co. Worcester). Or, a chev. vert betw.
three lions' heads erased sa.
Everard. Ar. on a cross gu. gnttee de poix five lions

ramp.

Or,

(co. Suffolk).

on a bend gu.

three

Everard (co.

Suffolk).

Everard, or Evard.

crosses

II.).

Ar. on a

Same Arms.
Az. on a bend

Lincoln).

Quarterly,

ar.

and

ea.

a

flower or, stalked and leaved vert.
and Snenton, co. Notts, and Ashwell,

Everingham (Laxton
CO. Eutland.

Same Arms.

Visit. Eutland, 1618).

Everingham.

Ar. a fesse sa. a label gu.
Ar. a fesse betw. three estoiles gu.
Crest
demi lady holding in the dexter hand a balance auj
scales, equally poised ppr.

Everit, or Everitt.

—A

Everitt

(F. W. E. Everitt, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, co. Middlesex).
Per chev. ar. and gu. two chevronels betw. three
escarbuncles counterchanged. Crest A gryphon segreant or,
winged vair^ of the last and gu. supporting a tilting spear
erect ppr.
Everond. Ar. on a chief sa. three mullets pierced or.

ar.)

on a chief gu.

six mullets

(Eandlestown, or Eandillstown, co. Meath;

des-

;

—

—

Virtus in actione consistit.
Everard (Fethard, co. Tipperary descended from a second
son of Eandlestown Fun. Ent. of Nicholas Evebard, Esq.,
of that place, d. 4 Jan. 1633). Erm. on a chief per pale sa.
and gu. in the dexter a demi lion ramp, or, and in the sinister
a mullet of the last betw. three crescents ar.
Everard (Ballyhay, CO. Tipperary, bart., extinct descended
from Fethard; Fun. Ent. of Sir Bedmond Evebabd, Bart.,
d. 20 Feb. 1686). Same Arms.
Everard (Beg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chief gu. three
mullets pierced or.
Everdon. Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three crosses crosslet
of the second as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Crest On
the top of a Doric pillar ar. a terrestrial globe ppr.
Everdon. Erm. a chev. betw. three mascles gu.
Everdon. Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Everdon. Ar. a fesse az.
Everers. Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Everest. Ar. a harp gu. Crest—On the point of a sword a
mullet ppr.
Everest (granted to Lieut.-Col. Geobce Evebest, East India
Company). Per fesse az. and sa. on a fesse indented betw.
three cinqucfoils ar. as many storks' heads erased of the
second. Crest
Upon a broken battlement ppr. a stork sa.
resting the dexter foot upon a cinquefoll or. Jfo»o— Semper
otium rogo divos.
;

;

;

—

—

Everet, Everett, and Everatt. Gu. three bears' heads
couped ar.
Crest — An arm in armour couped, holding a
spear, resting the elbow

on a chapeau

all

ppr.

Everett

(Biddcsdon House, co. Wilts). Gu. a chev. paly of
eight or and az. betw. three mullets ar. Crest— A griffin's
bead erased sa. collared gemel of three pieces, the middle
the others ar.
(Ilcytesbury and Upton Lovell, co. Wilts). Same
Arms, a bordure wavy of the second. Crest— A griffin's head
Ba. cra.scd gu. charged with three barrulets, that in the
middle ar. the other two or, over all a pallet wavy erm.
Motto Fcstina lentp.

or,

Everett

—

Evereux, or Evreux.

Per pale indented ar. and gu.
Park, co. Sussex). Erm. on a bend sa.
three mullctB or.
Everid. Or, four chevronels gu.

Everfleld (Dcnne

Kent; borne by Boceb de Averincu,
A.D. 11H9, and his descendants; a junior brunch of the
Lordsof Kolkf-Htonc and Vicomtosof Avranche, in Normandy,
now represented by W. A. T. Amhub«t, Esq of Didlington
(Plvcring, co.

,

Hall, CO. Norfolk.

Visit. Kent, 1574, &c.).

— A wiv<;m sejant

Everingrham

or,

Or, five chev. az.

wings expanded gu.

(Baron Everin'jli'ihi, summoned to Parliament
1309, in abeyance 1371). Gu. a Ijon ramp. vuir.
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Chester). Gu. a fesse ar. in chief three mullets
of the second (another, bezants).

and gu.

(cos.

on a bend

Lincoln and York). Quarterly, or
three fleurs-de-lis (another, es-

sa.

(Wyiton on Wear). Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend
of the second three escallops ar., quartering or, a cross
sa.

Erm. (another,

cended from Maktin Evekabd, who accompanied King John
to Ireland, 1 187 his son, Boger Everabd, m. Ouvia Bandill,
heiress of BandiUstown).
Gu. a fess wavy betw. three
estoiles ar.
Crest
A pelican in her piety ppr. Motto

Crest

(co.

bend gu.

Evering'ham (co. Suffolk). Ar. a fesse cotised az.
Evering'ham (co. York). Gu. a lion ramp, vair crowned
or.
Crest — A demi lion ramp. ar. holding a rose branch,

Evers
ar. three crosses

ar. (another, three mullets).

Everin^

Everin^ham

callops) ar.

field.

crosslet fitchee gu.

Everard

vert.

Evers, or Eure

(Esmond db Ev'ard, temp. Bichard

chief gu. three mullets of the

Everard.

—

Gu. a lion saliant vair. Crest A demi lion ramp,
a rose branch, flower or, stalked and leaved

ar. holding

Everoys (co.

or.

crosslet fitchee of the field.

Everard

York).

E VI

(Barton upon Humber, co. Lincoln, and co.

—

sa. fretty or.

Everard

Evering'ham

Evers

(co. Wexford, Beg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. on a bend sa.
three fleurs-de-lis or (another, of the field).
Eversby (quartered by Vebnet, extinct Viscount Fermanagh).
Az. two chevronels or, on a canton ar. a lamb pass, gu,
holding a pennon or.
Eversfleld (Catsfield, and Denne Park, High Sheriff, co.
Sussex, 1822). Erm. on a bend sa. three mullets pierced or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet a camel's head all or.
Eversfleld, or Ersfield (Charlton Court, Steyning, co.
Sussex). Same Arms and Crest.
Eversfleld (co. Sussex). Erm. on a bend betw. three martlets sa. as many mullets or.
Evershead (Evershead, co. Surrey; confirmed 8 April,
1696).
Ar. on a chief sa. three mullets of six points or.
Ci-est
A mullet of six points or, betw. two wings ar.
Everton (Balstead and Newton, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a fesse
betw. three crosses patonce sa. as many fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A buck's head erased or, pellettee, attired sa.
Everton (co. Warwick), Ar. on a fesse sa. three mullets of
the field.
Everton (Coleshill, co. Warwick. Her. Visit.). Sa. a chev.
ar. betw. three pears or.
Everton. Ar. a stork sa. beaked or.
Every (Eggington, co. Derby, bart.). Erminois two chevronels az. betw. two others gu. Crest
A demi unicorn ar.
guttee de sang and crined or. Motto Suum cuique.
Every (cos. Stafford, Somerset, and Devon granted by
Camden, Clarenceux, 1604). Or, four chevronels gu. Crat
A demi unicorn gu. crined, attired, and hoofed or.
(co. Kent).
Or, five chevronels sa.
Ar. a fesse az. a label of three points gu.
Eves (co. Kent). Sa. a fesse ar. betw. three trefoils erm.
Crest Three legs in armour united at the thigh, flexed at the
knee, and spurred ppr.
Eves (WiLLiAu Eves; his dau. Joan m. John Oliph FoxGRAVE, CO. Kent, Alderman of London. Visit. 1568). Per
pale sa. and gu. an eagle displ. with two heads and a border
engr. ar.
Az. on a bend or, three Moors'
(co. Hereford).
Moor's head sidefaced
heads couped in profile sa. Crest

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

Every
Everyngham.

—

Evesham

—A

ppr. in a helmet or.

Evesham, Borough of (co. Worcester).

Az. a prince's
coronet betw. two ostrich feathers in chief and a garb in
base or, all within a bordure sa. bczantee. (Henry, Prince of
Wales, son of James I., obtained for Evesham its Charter of
Corporation, hence the coronet and ostrich feathers of the
Prince of Wales, the garb of the earldom of Chester, and the
border bczantee of the duchy of Cornwall).
Az. a chain in chev.
(co. Worcester).
fastened to a padlock on the dexter and a ring on the sinister
betw. three mitres ar. labelled or. This coat is derived from
a legend told of the founder of the Abbey.
Evett (Woodhall, co. Worcester. Visit. 1634). Or, on a
A demi dragon or,
cross pattce flory gu. a bezant. Crest
holding betw. the feet a cross, as in the arms.
a
Evias (co. Kent). Sa. fesse or, betw. three cinquefoil*
enn. (another, three trefoils).

Evesham Abbey

—

A
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Evinerton

(Spalding, co. Lincoln; granted by Camden,
Clarenceux, 1612, to Nicholas Evinston, of Halsted, in that

Az. on a chev. betw. three mariners' cross staves or,
the first. Crest A horse's head ar. erased gu.
gorged with a plain collar az. tied behind in a bow.
(ancient
arms certified by Segar, Garter. Visit.
Eving^on
Middlesex, 1663). Ar. a fess az. a label of three points gu.
Evingiion (Caswell, co. Lincoln, and Enfield, co. Middlesex;
John Evington, of the latter, son of Fkancis Evington, of
the former, m. Dobotht Fokd, of Enfield attested by Penson
and Vincent, 10 Oct. 1614. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Ar. a
fess gu. betw. three steel caps az. lappetted or.
Crest
On a
mural crown az. a unicorn's head ppr. caparisoned and
CO.).

—

five mullets of

;

—

plumed of the

Evington

first,

horned

or.

Same Arms and

Neots, co. Huntingdon).

(St.

Crest.

E'vington, or E-vingrdon (Enfield, co. Middlesex granted
10 Oct. 1614). Same Arms. Crest Out of a mural crown a
;

—

horse's head ar.

armed and

bridled or, crested with a

plume

of three feathers, one of the first and two az.
(Evington Court, co. Kent). Same Amis.
Az. three bars ar. in chief as many plates.

third.

gu.

Ewing-

Audaciter.
(London, .1870).
with three mullets ar.

Ewing-

— On

a

serpent disposed orleways a boar's head erased and erect
ppr.

—

cherries ppr.

Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of the second
first.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
female's bust, breast gu. face ppr. hair gold.
Ewarby. Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five mullets of the

—

Ewart

(granted to William Ewabt, Esq. of Glenmachan
House, CO. Down, and Glenbank, co. Antrim). Or, three
swords, two in saltire and one in fess betw. a cross crosslet
fitch^e in chief and a dexter hand couped in base gu.
CreU A hand erect, gauntleted ppr. holding a cross crosslet
fltchee gu.
Motto In cruce spero.
(Scotland). Ar. on a fesse az. betw. a dexter hand
couped in chief and a heart in base gu. two swords in saltire
of the field, hilted and pommelled or.
Ewayas. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three estoiles sa.
or E-wbancke (co. Durham). Sa. three chev.
interlaced in base or, on a chief of the last as many pellets.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a dragon's head or.
(Kirton Drive, co. Lincoln, and Everton, co.
Lancaster). Same Anns, &c.
Sa. three chev. interlaced in base or, on a chief
of the last as many annulets sa.
Ci-est
Out of a ducal
coronet a dexter and sinister band, each holding an ostrich

—

Ewart

Ewbank,

—

Ewbank

Ewbank.

—

feather.

E'we

(temp. Rich.

I.).

Barry of ten

ar.

and gu. in chief a

label of nine points vert.

Ewen

(co. Essex).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

fleurs-de-lis

or.

Ewen (in Heme Church, co. Essex).
or.

Crest

—On a mount

Ewens, or Evens
wavy betw. two

Ermines a bend cotised

a stork statant ppr.
(cos. Dorset and Somerset).
vert'

fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest

Sa a

—On a mount

fesse

vert a

curlew rising ppr.

Ewer

(Luton, co. Bedford, and Lees-Langley, co Herts).
a chief gu. three crosses patt^e ar.

Or, a tiger statant sa. on
Crest

— A pheon

or,

headed

ar.

gu. environed with a snake ppr.
(Bishop of Bangor, 1 77 1).

Ewer

Ewer. Ar. two bars gu.
Ewerby. Ar. a saltire engr.
mullets of the

Crest

first.

sa.

—An

mounted on a broken dart

PiGOTT.

Ewers.

on a chief of the second two
eagle displ. per fesse vert

(arms in

Brasenose

Same

Visit. 1574).

Sa.

two

talbots'

—

Coll.,

Oxon, impaled with

Exall

(St. Ives, co. Huntingdon).
Erm. on a bend az. three
Crest
An eagle's head erased sa. charged on
the neck with three estoiles in fesse or.
Exeter. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three church bells sa.
Crcit
Out of a ducal coronet two arms in saltire each
holding a scymitar in pale all ppr.
Exeter.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three billets (another,

—

—

delves) sa.

Exeter, Marquess of. See Cecil.
Exeter, See of. Gu. two keys in saltire

—

or,

betw. two

—

Cean

(Ireland).
Quarterly, gu.
third charged with a saltire of the

and
first.

or,

the second and

Crest

—The moon

complement ppr.
Ewing (Keppoch, CO. Dumbarton). Ar. a chev. embattled
az. ensigncd -Hitli a banner gu. charged with a canton of
the second, thereon a saltire of the first, all betw. two
mullets in chief and the sun in bis splendour in base of the
in her
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surmoimted

Az. a stag's head cabossed or, betw.
the attires a cross pattee fitchee of the last.
Exeter, Precentor of. Ar. on a saltire az. a fleur-deUs or.
Exeter, Chancellor of. Gu. a saltire ar. betw. four
of.

cross crosslets or.

Exeter, Treasurer

of.

Gu. a

saltire engr.

betw. four

leopards' heads or.

Exeter College

(Oxford; founded in 1316, by Walter
Stapledon, Bishop of Exeter, Lord High Treasurer of
England, and Secretary of State to Edward II.). Ar. two
bends nebulee within a bordure gu. charged with eight
pair of keys, endorsed and interlaced in the rings or, the

wards in

chief.

Exeter, City of

(co.

Devon

;

ratified

and confirmed by

Visit. Devon, 6 Aug. 1654).
Harvey, Clarenceux.
Per
pale gu. and sa. a triangular castle with three towers or.
Crest (granted, along with the supporters, 6 Aug. 1564)
demi lion ramp. gu. crowned or, holding betw. the paws a
bezant surmounted with a cross botonnfe gold. Supporter*

—

—Two pegasi

ar. wings endorsed, maned and crined or, on
the wings three bars wavy az. Motto
Semper fidehs.
(Fun. Ent. of John E^^ham, buried 26 Nov. 1668, in
Dublin).
St. Michan's Church,
Or, a cross vair.
Exilby. Ar. a chev. gu. a bordure sa. bezantt-e.
Exisy (Cornwall). Or, three escutcheons gu. each charged
with a griffin segreant of the field.
(London). Ar. a chev. chequy of
Exme-w, or
the first and gu. betw. three escallops of the last, a bordure of
the second bezant^c.
(Wales).
Ar. a chev. compony or and gu. betw.
three escallops sa. a bordure of the third charged with
leopards' heads and annulets of the second.
Ar. on a chev. compony of the first and gu. three
escallops of the field.
Exme-w. Ar. a chev. compony of the first and gu. betw.
three escallops sa. a bordure of the third- charged with
leopards' heads and bezants, six of each interchangeable.
Crest
A dove ar. holding in the beak a text
or, from a

—

Exham

Exmere

Exmew

—

R

Exmewe

(Lord Mayor of London, 1517).
Ar. a chev.
compony purp. and of the first betw. three escallops gu. a
bordure of the last charged alternately with three leopards'
faces or,

Exmies.
Exmill.

quatrefoil vert.

Ewing

or,

of a sword in pale ppr. hilt gold.

sprig of laurel ppr.

Arvis.

heads erased in pale
staff raguly or.

flaunchcs erm. Crest A
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, an heraldic tiger pass.
sa.
Crest
A demi heraldic tiger ramp. or.
Ewes. Or, three cinquefoils (another, trefoils) gu. Crest

Ewers
A

Kent). Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three mullets of six point*

(co.

sa.

Exmew.

Same Arms.

ar.

Ewerby

the bordure charged

(Ballikinrain, co. Stirling).
As Levenfield, the
bordure charged with three martlets ar.
(Ewyas, co. Hereford). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three

Exeter,

field.

—

last,

E-wing:

estoiles or.

Az. on a chev. betw. three pilgrims' staves or,
as many mullets of the first.
Evre. Per cross or and gu. over all on a bend sa. three
escallops ar.
Crest
A parrot feeding on a branch of

two mullets of the

As the

estoiles sa.

Evinton.

Ewarby.

Quarterly,

Ewyas

E-wyas.

and

(Glasgow, 1869; descended of Keppoch).
;

Ewyas

Crest

YC

ramp, n his dexter paw a mullet

and 4th, as the last, within a bordure az. 2nd and 3r<I,
ar. a bend gu. betw. three bunting birds ppr., for Bontink.
Crest and Motto, as the last.
Ewing- (Levenfield, co. Dumbarton, 1870). Ar. a chev. gu.
ensigned with a banner of the second, charged with a
canton az. thereon a saltire of the first, all betw. two
mullets in chief and the sun in his splendour in base of the
second, a bordure indented, also of the second, charged with
three crescents of the first for diff.
Crest— A. demi lion
ramp, holding in his dexter paw a mullet gu. Motto—

Evington

Same Arms.

lion

1st

Eving'ton.

Evington, or Evinton.

E

—A demi
Motto — Audaciter.
Crest

and as many bezants.
Or, a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
Or, a cross lozengy gu. and vair.

Exmouth, Viscount. See
Exmyle. Or, a cross vair.
Exton (Lord Mayor of London,
twelve crosses crosslet

Pellew.
1386).

Az. a cross ar. betw.

fitcht-e or.

Exton. Same .<4nus. field gu. Crest —The sail of a ship ppr.
Eychebald (co. York). Erm. a saltire and chief gu. Orut
—A boar's bead in bend couped sa.

AA

;

EYE
Sye.

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

—

Crest
on a chief az. two mullets ar.
On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. two wings ppr.
Eye, Town of (CO. Suffolk), has no armorial ensign the
seal has the word eye under an antique ducal coronet.
Eyer. Ar. on a bend sa. three quatrefoils of the field. Crest

Or,

;

—

A talbot's head
Eyers. Ar. on a

gu. collared az.
chev. sa. three quatrefoils of the field, a
charged
with eight bezants.
bordure
Eyland, or Eg-land (co. Lincoln). Gu. two bars betw.
Crest
On a chapeau az.
six martlets ar. two, two, and two.
turned up or, a martlet gu.
Eyland, or Eland (co. York). Same Anm, the martlets
three, two, and one.
Eyland (co. York). Ar. on a bend gu. three escallops or.
Eyland, or Eland (co. York). Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a
bend gu. three escallops betw. five bucks' beads cabossed of
the first.
Eyland. Sa. on an inescutcheon ar. a bend gu.
Eyles (London, bart., extinct 1768. Alderman Francis
Etles, a Director of the East India Company, son of Sir John
Etles, Knt., Lord Mayor of London, 1688, descended of an
ancient family in co. Wilts, was created a bart. 1714). Ar. a
fess engr. sa. in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the last.
Eyles (Coleshill House, co. Bucks). Ar. a fesse engr. sa. in
chief three fleurs-de-lis of the last.
Crest
A lion's gamb
erased, lying fesseways ar. holding a fleur-de-lis sa.
Eyley. Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops of the first.
Or, a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
(co. Cornwall).
Vert a cross moline betw. eight
(co. Essex).
crosses crosslet fitch^e or.
Ejnuore. Vert a cross sarcelly indented az. betw. three
ar. spotted

engr. of the second

—

—

Eymes
Eymont

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Eynes

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three demi greyhounds courant sa. as many bezants.
Eynes. Or, on a fesse gu. three bezants, in chief a greyhound courant az.
Eynfield. Gu. an inescutcheon within an orle of eight
martlets ar. (another, the tinctures reversed).
Eynford, Eynesford, or Eynsworth (co. York).
Gu. a fret engr. erm. (another, ar.). Crest A hand holding
an ear of wheat or.
Eynford. Same Arms, a bordure ar.
(co. Salop).

—

Eyre

(Bromham, Wedhampton, Chalfield, New Sarum, BrixChilhampton, Newhouse, «fcc., co. Wilts; descended

worth,

Hbmphbet lb Hetb, of Bromham, whose great-grandson,
Oalfbidus deEtb, of Bromham, was living temp. Edward II.

ftrom

the derivative branches were the Eibes, of Botley Grange, co.
Hants, the Etbes, of Eyre Court Castle, co. Galway, of whom
was Lord Eyre, and the Etbes, of Macroom, co. Cork.) Ar. on
a chev. sa. three quatrefoils or. Crest On a cap of maintenance ppr. a booted and armed leg, couped at the thigh,
quarterly (sometimes, per pale ar. and gu.) ar. and sa. spur or.
Motto Virtus sola invicta.
Eyre (cos. Derby, York, and Nottingham; Hope, Padley,
Hirst, Holm Hall, Chesterfield, Newbold, Ac, in the firstnamed county; Keveton and Laughton, in the second;
and Rampton and Grove, in the last; descended from
William le Etb, of Hope, temp. Henry III.). Same Arms

—

—

and

Crest.

Eyre

(Hassop, co. Derby).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on
sa. three quatrefoils of the field, for Etbe
2nd,
sa., for Radcliffe; 3rd, ar. on a bend betw.
three gillyflowers gu. an anchor of the first, a double tressure
flory counterfiory vert, for Livingston.
Crest
A leg erect
In armour per pale ar. and sa. couped at the thigh gu. knee-

a chev.

ar.

;

a bend engr.

—

—

cap and spur or. Motto Si je puis.
Eyre (Rampton, co. Notts). Same Arim as Etbe,

of

Bromham

Eyre

(Shaw House,

co. Berks).

Same Arrm

as Etbe, of

Bromham.

Eyre

(Lindley Hall, co. Leicester).

Same Amis

as Etre, of

Bromham.
(Ryton, co. Notts; descended from Etbe, of Hope, co.
Derby; Georoe Eire. Visit. Notts, 1614). Same .(4r((i.t as
Eire, of Bromham.
Great— A. leg couped at the thigh,
quarterly, ar. and sa. spurred or.
Eyre (Helton, co. Leicester; Rowland Etbe. Visit. 1619).
Same Arms as Etbe, of Uruinham.

Eyre

(Nonnanton-upon-Sore, co. Notts).
Same Arms as
Etrc, of Bromham, an annulet fordiff.
(.Salisbury.
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Same Arms as
Etbe, of Bromham, quartering ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
birds sa. Crest
An armed leg couped at the thigh per pale

Byre

—

ar.

and gu.
(I'urbock, co. Dorset;

descended from Thomas Etre,
of Sarum.
Visit. Middlesex,

Thomas Eyre,
Same Arms and Crat.

fourth son uf
1663).

E

YT

Buckingham).

Az. a chev. betw. three ears of com
ar. slipped or.
Crest— A. phoenix close ppr.
Eyre (co. Derby). Ar. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils or, a
bordure az.
Crest
An armed leg couped at the thigh,
quarterly, ar. and az. spur or.
Esrre (Din.ston, co. York). Same Arms as Etre, of Bromham.
Crest
Aleg couped at the thigh, quarterly, ar. and sa. spurred
(co.

—

—

or.

Ejrre
1634).

(Hartlebury, co. Worcester; formerly Eters.
Visit.
Same Arms as Etre, of Bromham, with a torteaux in

chief

Eyre

(Warrent Bramshaw,

Bromham.

of

Crest

—An

co. Wilts).

armed

Same Arms

as Etre,

leg couped at the thigh,

—

and sa. spurred or. Motto Sola virtus invicta.
(Lower Brook Street, London; Sir James Etbe, M.D.).

quarterly, ar.

Eyre

Same Arms as Etre, of Bromham.
Same Arms as Eyre, of Bromham, with a canton
Cre^t
An armed leg couped at the thigh, quarterly,

Ejrre.

—

and

vair.

vair

sa.

Eyre

(Lord Mayor of London, 1445). Gu. a porcupine saliant
ar. quilled and chained or.
Eyre (London). Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three leopards'
heads of the second as many escallops of the first.
Crest—
An ibex ppr. maned, armed, and ducally gorged ar.
Eyre (co. Suffolk). Ar. achev. ermines betw. three (another,
eight) escallops gu.
Ejrre. Gu. a boar saliant ar. collared and chained or.
Eyre (Eyre Court, co. Galway descended from Etre, of Bromham, CO. Wilts; Fun. Ent., 1683, of the Rt. Hon. John Etb«,
of Eyrecourt, seventh son of Giles Etre, Esq., of Brixworth,
CO. Wilts).
Ar. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils or. Crest
leg in armour couped at the thigh ppr. garnished and spurred
or.
Motto Pro rege saepe, pro patrift semper.
Eyre (Lord Eyre; John Etre, Esq., of Eyre Court, was so
created 1760, extinct 1781).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Supjwrters Dexter, a woman ppr. vested gu. on her head a
helmet and in her dexter hand a spear, resting her sinister
hand on an oval shield all also ppr., the shield charged with a
Gorgon's head or sinister, a savage man girt about the loins
and holding in his exterior hand a club all ppr. charged on
the sinister breast with a quatrefoil or. Motto
Pro rege
ssepe, pro patria semper.
Eyre (Eyre Ville. co. Galway). Same Arms, Ci-est, and Motto
as Etre, of Eyre Court.
Esrre (Upper Court, co. Kilkenny). Same Arm*, Crest, and
Motto as Etre, of Bromham.
Eyres (co. NorfolK). Ar. on a chev. gu. three cinquefoils
ppr. Cre^t A leg in armour ppr. Motto
Si je puis.
Eyringrhazn (co. Devon). Ar. two bars az. in chief three
escallops of the second. Crest~On a chapeau ppr. a fleur;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

de-lis or.

Eyseldon, or Eysseldon

(co. Devon).
Ar. a lion ramp.
gu. collared or.
(East Hendred, co. Berks, and Isleworth, co.
Middlesex, 1299, Inq. post. mort. 28 Edward I., possessed a manor there, temp. Edward III., Close Roll, 49
Edward III. Thence are descended Etston, of East Hendred,
by the marriage, temp. Henry VI., of John Etston with
Isabel, dau. and heir of John Stowe, of Burford, co. Oxford,
by Maud de Arches, his wife, heiress of East Hendred, now
represented by Charles John Eyston, Esq., of East
Hendred). Sa. three lions ramp, or, quartering, Ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three crows ppr. beaked and legged or, Stowb;
Gu. three door-arches ar. their capitals and pedestals or.
Arches; Erm. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or, Tdrbervile; Sa.
three greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared or, Beringtom;
Gu. a cross moline ar. on a chief of the last three grasshoppers vert, Thatcher; Az. three chev. or, on the upper
one an annulet sa. for di£f., Lewknor. Crest An estoile of
eight points or.
Eytend. Gu. two bars betw. eight martlets ar.
Eyton (Eytonon-the-Wildmoors, co. Salop descended from
Robert de Etton, witness to a grant made to the Abbey of
Shrewsbury, tnnp. Henry II.; Thomas Etton, High Sheriff
of CO. Salop, 1840, represented the family that year;. Or, a

Eyston

—

;

Eyre

Eyre

Ejrre

886

—

quartering gu. two bars erm. Crest
A reindeer's
the mouth an acorn slipped vert, fructed gold.
(Gatcsby or Gadsby, co. Leicester). Anthony and
Simon Etton, grandsons of Richard Etton, of Perie, co.
Same Arms. Crest—
Stafford.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
fret az.

head

or, in

Eyton

head ar. holding in the mouth a tun or.
(lOyton, Erddlia, Ber.sham, <fec., co. Denbigh; derived
through John, Steward of Bromticld and Yale, 1439; Madoo
DE Eyton, who il. 1331, as stated on his tomb in Gresford
Church; and Elidtr ap Ruts Sais, [wlvim see); from Ttdib
Thkkob, Earl of Ihrrford in the tenth century). Erm. a lion
ramp. az.. quartering, Ttdib Trefob, Ac. Crest Out of a

lion's

Eyton

—

A

ET T
Motto— "Vis

Byton

unita fortior.

(Rhiwabon,

Denbigh

co.

;

John ap Eus Etton, who

distinguished himself on Bosworth Field, 1485, was a member
of this family, and his eflBgy in Rhuabon Church is decorated
with the collar of SS, the reward of his bravery. The eventual
heiress, Mabt Eyton, was m. to Richard Evans, son of

Thomas Evans, of Oswestry, Attorney-General for the
Marches; and their son, Evan Evans, of Watstay, in
Bhuabon, left an only dau. and heiress, Jane Evans, m. to
Sir John Wynn, Bart., of Gwydir, and jure uxoris, also of
Same
Watstay, a name changed by him to Wynnstay).
Arms as Etton, of Eyton, Denbigh.
Syton (Leeswood, co. Flint; (Useended from Ctnkic Efell,
son of Maboc ap Mebedydd ap Bleddtn ap Ctnftn, Prince
of Powis). Az. on a bend ar. a lion pass. sa.
Byton (CO. Northampton; granted 1577). Erm. a lion ramp.
Crest
A demi dragon, wings endorsed ppr. collared,
az.
winged, and Uned ar. holding in the dexter paw a sword
of the last, hilt and pommel or, the point embrued gu.

—

Eyton

(cos.

Northampton and Rutland).

Ar. crusUy, three

fleurs-de-hs az.

Eyton (co.
Eyton.

Salop).

Az. three crescents or.

Quarterly,

sa.

P Ai
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a demi dragon, wings endorsed ar. holding
dncal coronet
in the dexter paw a sabre of the last, hilt and pommel gold.
or,

and

ar.

a

cross

flory

cotmier-

changed.

Eyvardley

Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of
(co. York).
the second two mullets of the first.

Eyvell. Az. a chev. ar.
Eyvell, or Eynell. Az. a bend

or,

on a canton

ar.

a

holy lamb gu. carrying a banner of the second.
Eyvers. Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis of the fleW
(another, or).

Eyves

(Fishwick, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Sa. a chev. hetw.
three cross crosslets ar.
Vert a ctobs sarcelly betw. six crosses crosslet

Eywen.

fltch^ or.

FtiggB

(Wiston, CO. Sussex, afterwards of Mystole, co. Kent,

Gu. two bends vair. Crest— On a wreath an ostricb,
wings expanded ar. beaked, legged, and ducally gorged or,
holding in the beak a horseshoe ppr.

bart.).

Fahie (granted,

1825, to Rear-Adniiral Sir William Chabies
Fahie, K.C.B., EOiuof John Davis Fahie, Esq., of the Island
of St. Christopher's, President H.M. Council at Tortola, and
grandson of Anthony Fahie, of St. Christopher's, of an old
Connaught family). Az. a dexter hand couped in chief,
thrusting a sword ppr. into a boar's head erased in base or.
Crest
A dexter arm couped below the elbow, grasping a
javelin, the point downwards ppr.
{Smith's Ordinary, Ulster's Office). Az. a hand couped in
chief, sticking a aword ppr. into a boar's head erased in base
or.
Crest An arm couped below the elbow in pale ppr.
holding a broken spear or.
Fahy, or Fay. See Fat.
Fainford. Az. three bars nebulee or.
Fair. Gu. an anchor or, betw. two mullets in fesse ar.
Crest— A wheatsheaf or, entwined with two snakes vert.

—

Fahy

—

Fair
Fair

Gu. an anchor or.
(RnxTLEDGK-FAiR granted, 26 Oct. 1857, to Janb Rottledge-Fair (and her issue), wife of Thomas Rdttledge. Esq.,
of Cornfield, Holymount, co. Mayo, and only child of
Robert Fair, Esq., of Bushfield, same co., on her assuming,
by royal licence, the additional surname and arms of Fair).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a saltire ar. betw. four fleursde-lis or, a crescent az., for Fair; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a stag
trippant ppr. on a chief engr. az. three estoiles wavy or, for
EcTTLEDGE. Crests 1st, Fair On a mount vert a ^ove with
an oUve branch, in its beak and a trefoil or, on its breast, aQ
ppr. 2nd, Euttledge
An oak tree ppr. pendent from a
dexter branch thereof by a ribeind az. an escutcheon or.
Motto Verax atque probus.
Fairbairn. Gu. an eagle, wings endorsed or, a bordure
erm. Crest A griffin pass. sa.
Fairbairn (Sir Peter Fairbairn, Knt., 1839). Ar. on a chey.
betw. three boars' heads couped gu. as many bezants. Orttt
(Scotland).

;

—

;

:

:

—

—

—A dexter hand holding the worm
Motto

FASER.

Ar. on a fesse ta. three crosses crosslet or, a
bordure az. bezant^e.
Faber (physician to King Charles II.). Per fess ar. and az.
two mullets in chief sa. in base a rose or.
Fabian. Enn. three fleurs-de-Us, a bordure engr. gu. Orest
—On a chaplet or, flowered gu. a fleur-de-lis of the last, from
hetw. the flowers two spUt flags ar. each charged with an
erm. spot.

Fabian, or Fabyan

(co. Essex).

Same Arms.

—

Crest

A lion's gamb erect,

holding a sceptre in pale or.
Fablye. Ar. a chev. betw. three catharine wheels sa.
Crest A cross crosslet ga. betw. two ptilm branches vert.
Faconberge, or Facombrig'e. Ar. two bars engr. sa.
Faconberg-e. Ar. three lions pass, in pale gu.
Faconbergre. Ar. two bars fusily az. (another, ea).
Faconbridgre. Ar. a lion ramp, within a bordure invecked

—

az.

Crest

— A yew tree vert.

Faconbridgre.
first

Or,

a

fesse az. the chief paly of six of the

Gu. a balance or,
and sword ar. hilted and pommelled of the second in saltire,
surmounted by a shield also of the second, charged with the
royal arms of- Scotland. Motto
Suum cuique.
Fadeley, Fadirle, or Fadyrley. Ar. on a fesse gu.
(Scotland).

—

three martlets or.

Fa^an

Ar. two bends gu. in chief a cock sa.
(Derry Fagan and Faganstown, co. Meath, afterwards

f eitrim and

Fairbairn).

Fairbairn
Arms.

Crest

Same Arm^,
(Ardwick,

—The

borne by Sir

;

and Motto.
Lancaster, hart., 1869).

sun in splendour ppr.
;

—

or.

Fairbome

(Newark, co. Notts). Az. a falcon volant ar.
An
armed, jessed, and belled or, a bordure erm. Crest
arm in armour couped fesseways, holding a sword erect
enflled with a Turk's head affrontee with a turban all ppr.
Motto Tutus si fortis.
Fairebome. Same Anns. Orest— A hand couped and vambraced holding a sword in pale, on the point thereof a savage's

—

—

head affronted ppr.
lions'

Gu. a chev. ar. in chief a bezant betw. two
heads erased of the second. Crest A cockatrice dlspl.

his

—

chev. gu. and erm. in chief three covered cups or. Crest
griffln ar. winged and tufted or, supporting in the talons
an olive branch vert, fructed gold. Motto Deo Patriaeque

—

fldelis.

Fagran

(Fun. Ent. of Alderman Christopher
of Dublin, 1573, d. 1598). Same Arms, <fcc.

Fagan, Mayor

Fa^an

(cos. Cork, Kerry, Wexford, Dillon's regiment in
France, &c. Reg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms, &c.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Erm. three covered cups

Fag'an

Hertford, Lancaster, Lincoln, and London;
Or, a lion ramp. sa. betw. two
(sometimes, three) fleurs-de-lis az. Crest A demi lion ramp,
sa. holding betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis az.

Fairclougrh (cos.

granted 2 Nov. 1583).

Faircloug'h
Crest

—A

—

three bends sa. a chief or. Crest A cross
surmounted by a sword in bend sinister, point
downwards.

Ar.

crosslet

Fagre-vile, or Fagenil (co. Suffolk).
gu. a bead vert (another, vair).

337

Quarterly, or and

(cos.

lion's

—

Same Armi.
Bea.brd and Hertford).
or, grasping a fleur-de-lis az.
sa. a cross patonce

gamb
Or,

on an inescutcheon

ar.

Fairfax

Sa. a cross flory ar. a bordure engr. or.
(Walton, co. York). Ar. three bars gemelles gn.

—

surmounted of a lion ramp. sa. Crest On a cap of maintenance ppr. a lion pass, guard, sa. Motto Je le feray
durant ma vie.
Fairfax ( Viscount Fairfax ; created 1628, extinct 1741). Ar.
three bars gemels sa. surmounted of a lion ramp. gu. Crest
A lion's head erased sa. collared gemels or. Supportert
Two lions sa. armed and langucd gu.
Fairfax (Stcdman and Dunsley, co. York. Dugdale, 1665).

—

—

—

Same Arms with a canton

Fairfax

az.

—

ppr.

Fairconrt.

of

Same
Motto—Sempet

(Northmore, co. Oxford granted, 19 Aug. 1640).
Per pale or and gu. a cross botonnee betw. four cinquefoils
counterchanged. Crest A dexter arm in armour ppr.
couped at the shoulder, lying fesseways and erect from
the elbow, holding in the gauntlet a cross botonnee fitchew
all

Derry Fagan, d. 1248. Richard Fagan, Esq., chief of
name, forfeited his estates in consequence of his adhesion
to James II. Visit. Dublin, 1607. Reg. Ulster's Office). Per

;

ppr.

Crest,

co.

Fairbeard

Faircourt.

Bloike, co.

all

Andbbw

eadem.

Dubhn descended from John Fagan,

Fage.

(Woodsley House, Leeds

Fairbrother.

and gu.

Faculty of Advocates

Faden.

of a lever-screw

—Ne cede arduis.

Fairbairn

(Steeton and

az.

Denton

Castle,

co.

York

;

Saron

Fairfax of Cameron, in Scotland). Or, three bars gemelles
Crest
A lion pass,
gu. surmounted of a lion ramp. sa.
guard, sa. Supporters— Dexter, a lion guard, sa. ; sinister,
a bay horse. Motto Fare fac.
reFairfax (The Holmes, co. fioxburgh, bart., 1816;

—

—

u
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Az. a chev. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief
and a Camperdown medal in base or, the medal being
pendent by a striped ribbon ar. of the first and of the third,
with the word "Camperdown" underneath, and on a chief
a representation of H.M. ship Venerable, engaging the Dutch
Admiral's ship, Vryheid, at the battle of Camperdown, all
A lion pass. ppr. Motto (over the crest) Fare
ppr. Crut
corded, 1836).

—

—

fac.

Fairfax

(now Bamsat-Faibfax, Bart., 1836 ^ as recorded
Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters, ar. three bars
1876).
gemelles sa. surmounted of a lion ramp, gu., for Faibfax
2nd grand quarter, per pale ar. and or, an eagle displ. sa.
armed, beaked, and membered gu., for Rahsat; third grand
quarter, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, az. a branch of palm
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, 2nd and 3rd, gu. three annulets
ar. stoned or, in the centre of the quarters a crescent or, all
for MoNTGOHEBiE. Crtst
Motto—
^A Uon pass, guard, ppr.
;

—

?are

fac.

(Deeping Gate, co. Lincoln).
canton gu.

Ar. four bars and a

(FowUngton and Walshingham, co. Norfolk, and
Setton, CO. York). Ar. three bars gemel gu. over all a lion
ramp. sa. ducally crowned or. Crest A lion's head erased
sa. gorged with three bars gemel or, ducally crowned of the

—

Ar. three bars gemel gu. over all a
crowned or. Crest A lion pass. sa. Another
Crest
A goat's head erased ar. charged with three bars
gemelles gu. attired on the neck gu. and ducally gorged
York).

(co.

ramp.

—

sa.

—

or.

Fairfax

(Caldeck, co. Cumberland).
dexter chief a trefoil slipped az.

Fairfax.

Same Arms,

in the

Ar. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased gu.

—

Fairway
Fairway

—

—

—

—

Chequy

az. a fesse wavy sa. betw. two
barrulets gu.
Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five (another, nine) plates
charged with an erm. spot.
Crest— A. cockatrice's head
erased sa.

(London.
Visit. 1658.
Willlam, Geoboe, and
HoaiPHRET, sons of John Faibrefax, co. Lincoln " descended
of a younger howse in Yorkshier"). Ar. a lion ramp sa.
Bormounting three bars gemels gu. Crest A lion's head
erased sa. charged with three bars gemels and a mullet in

—

chief or.

Fairfield.

Sa.

a chev.

—A

of the last.

Ciest

ar. surmounted by a cross pattee
demi savage affrontee handcuffed

ppr.

Fairford. Az. a chev. betw. three lions' beads erased ar.
Crest — On a chapeau a talbot sejant all ppr.
Fairford. Same Arvis. Crest Out of a mural crown a

—

spear issuing surmounted by two laurel branches in saltire
ppr.

Fairford

(quartered by Gbenvile, of Stow, co. Cornwall.
and Har. MSS. 1164). Barry wavy of eight

1620,

and or.
Ar. gutte* ie sang, three lions pass, reguard.
crowned or.
Fairfowl (Wester Lathallan, co. Fife). Ar. three parrots
ppr. a bordure engr. gu.
A parrot ppr. Motto
Crest
ar.

Fairford.
az.

—

—

Loquendo

Fairholm. (Craig Hall, Scotland).
Crest — A dove with an olive branch

Or, an anchor in pale gu.
in its beak ppr. Motto

—

Ar. a lion ramp. az. armed and langued

gu-

Falcon

(Garston House, Herts, and Workington, co. Cumberland). Or, a chev. az. betw. three falcons close ppr.
Motto
Vis, courageux, fier.
Falconbere (Ireland; confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1684, to

—

Joachim Falconbebq, of Pomerania, in Germany, who served
under James, Dake of Ormonde, in Ireland). Perfess indented
az. and or, in chief two eagles' legs erased a la quise of the
second, armed gu. in base a wreath of laurel ppr. Crest
sword of state unsheathed and erect, environed with an olive
branch ppr. Motto Germana fides candorquc.
Falconer (Halkerton, co. Kincardine, Lord Falconer, of
Halkerton, 1647 the eighth lord ». in 1778 to the earldom of
Kintore). Gu. three hawks' lures or; afterwards. Or, a falcon's
head ppr. issuing out of a man's heart gu. betw. three
mullets az.
since the beginning of the 17th century, Az. a
falcon displ. betw. three mullets ar. on his breast a man's
heart gu. Crest An angel in a praying posture or, within an

—

;

;

—

orle of laurel ppr.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, an
anchor gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a boar's head erased sa. al!
within a bordure az.
Crest
Same as the last. Motto
Spero meliora.
(Greenhill, 1751).
;

—

—

Fairholme

(Chapel-on-Leader, co. Berwick). Or, an anchor
Crest— A dove with an olive branch in its bill ppr.
Motto Spero meliora.
Fairle'we. Az. a fesse nebulde erm. betw. three lions' heads
erased or, crowned ar.
Falrlie (of that Ilk, Scotland). Ar. a chev. betw. three water
bougets sa.
Falrlie (Bruntsfleld, Scotland). Or, a lion ramp, and in chief
three stars gu.
Crest
A lion's head couped or. Motto
Paratus sum.
Falrlie (Braid, CO. F.dinburgh). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw.
the paws a star of the last debruiscd with a bcndlet az.
Crest
A unicorn's head couped ar. Motto— I am ready.
Falrlie (Holmes, CO. Ayr, 1849). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three water bougets of the second as many mullets or, a
bordure erm. Ciett A lion's head couped ppr.
Motto—
ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

Mcilitare.

—Two

Supporters

Motto—

falcons ppr.

Vive ut vivas.

Falconer (Sir David Falconeb, of Newton, nephew of the first
and father of the fifth Lord Halkerton). Or, a falcon's head
crowned with an antique crown issuing out of a man's heart
hetw. three mullets az.
within two branches of laurel ppr.

all ppr.

Crest

— A falcon perched
— Armis potentius

Motto

aequum.

Falconer

(Balmakdlie,

issuing out of a heart
gu. as

many

bezants.

a

ppr. betw. three stars az.

head
on a chief

Cre»t— A falcon rising ppr.

Motto—

all

Scotland).

Or,

falcon's

Fortiter sed aptc.

waved

for diff.

His

dustria.

mullets az. on

perching ppr.

—

—

—

—

chief
et in-

bore.

three

hawk

Falconer

(Phesdo, Scotland). Or, a falcon's head issuing out
of a man's heart ppr. betw. three mullets az. all within a
Crest
bordure of the last charged with eight plates.
Motto Paratus ad
falcon perching and hooded ppr.

—

—

sethera.

Falconer

Ar. a falcon's
(Lentran, co. Inverness, 1868).
head ppr. issuing out of a man's heart gu. betw. three mullets
a bordure of the last. Crest A man's heart gu. winged
Motto Cordi dat animus
with two falcons' wings ppr.

—

az.

—

alas.

Falconer (co. Derby). Ar. three martlets gu. In chief as
many ogresses.
Falconer (co. Hants, and Cogenhoe. co. Northampton). Sa.
three falcons ar. beaked and legged or.

banded

Crest

—A

garb

or,

ar.

Falconer (co. Leicester). Ar. ihrce falcons close gu.
Falconer (Lord Mayor of London, 1414). Paly of six ar. and
Crest
A trefoil
sa. on a bend vert three trefoils slipped or.

—

slipped or.

Falrlie (Convinoham-Faiblie,

Itobcrtland and Falrlie, co.

Quarterly, Istand 4th, or, a

bart.).

Uon ramp, and

in

chief three ttara gu., for Kaiblie; 2nd, ar. on a fc«« az. thrro
•tars of the flrat, for Murk
3rd, az. three garbs or, for
;

CcMMiNQ over all, in an cicutcheon of pretence ar. a shakefork betw. a bugle in chief and two castles in base sa., for
;

Cdmriiioham.
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Crests

—A

lion's

head couped

or,

and an

Falcron. Gu. a iion ramp. ar. over all a bend erm.
Falcron, Fallcron, or Fakeron. Gu. a Uon ramp,
a bordure

ii

II

As

Balmakellie, with the
A falcon rising ppr. Motto Vi
Crest
grandson and representative, in 1720,
head issuing from a heart ppr. betw.
a bordure vert four bezants. Crest A
Motto Virtus potentior auro.

(London, 1680).

Or, a hawk's

Fide et firme.

Ayr,

and

Fakejrt.

Falconer

placet.

Fairholm

ar.

—

(another, sa.).

Fairfax

Visit.

:

:

Falconbridgre.

last.

Fairfax

all

—

Fakerlay.

Fairfax

AL

—

Fakeuham,

Fairfax

lion

F

unicorn's head couped ppr. armed or.
Supporters ^Two
knights in complete armour, holding in their exterior hands
batons or. Mottoes Above the crests I'aratus sum ; below
the shield Fortitudine.
Fairne (Tarlogie, Scotland). Gu. a stag ar. lodged in a
thicket of trees vert, in chief betw. the attires three stars of
the second.
Crest
A greyhound courant ppr. Motto—
Quiescens et vigilans.
Fairs. Or, a fesse betw. three anchors az.
(co. Devon).
Sa. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.
(London). Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
Fairweather. Az. a chev. betw. three mullets in chief ar.
and the sun in base or. Crest The sun in splendour or.
Motto Volvitur et ridet.
Faith, or Fathe. Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five plates,
on each an erm. spot.
Crest
A crane perched on the
stump of a tree ppr.
or Feckenham. Barry of ten ar. and ar.
six escutcheons sa.
Crest
A square padlock az.

or,

crni.

Faldo (co. Bedford). Gu. three stags' heads cabosscd or.
Three arrows gu. headed and feathered
attired ar.
Crest
ar. two in saltire and one in pale, enflled with a ducal coronet

—

PaUdner

(confirmed to Bichabd Hehst Fitz-Bichabt>
Faxxinek, Esq., of Mount Falcon, co. Tipperary, and Kilmakuddrick, co. Dublin, J. P.). Or, three falcons close ppr. in
CYest A falcon's lure
the centre chief point a mullet gu.
ppr. charged with a mullet gu. betw. two wings az. Motto

—

—

FortunS favente.
Or, three falcons
(Anne Mount, co. Cork, bart.).
Crest
A falcon's lure
close ppr. belled gu. a mullet for diCf.
ppr. betw. two wings az. Motto FortunS favente.

PalMner

—

—

Palkiner

(Abbotstown, co. Dublin, bart., extinct 1815).
Or,
three falcons close ppr. belled gu.
Palkiner (Dublin ; Daniel Falkiner, merchant, 1729). Ar.
hawk's lure
three falcons gu. jessed and belled or. Crest
ppr. the string nowed betw. a pair of wings ar.
Palkner (Castle Town, co. Carlow Hdgh Falknbb, Esq., J.P.
and D.L., High Sheriff, 1847). Az. a falcon rising ar. ducally
crowned or, charged on the breast with a human heart gu.
betw. two estoiles in chief and a trefoil in base of the second.
Crest On a mount vert an angel in a praying posture or,
within an orle of laurel ppr. Motto Vive ut vivas.
Palkner. Ar. three hawks' heads erased gu. Crest On
the stump of a tree ppr. an escutcheon pendent.
Palk'^orth. Ar. on a cross patt^e gu. five escallops or.
Pall (Dunbar, Scotland). Ar. a fesse chequy gu. and of the

—A

;

—

—

—

—

betw. three boars' heads couped az. Crest
A cornucopia ppr.
(Guernsey).
Az. a lion ramp. betw. three trefoils

first

Palla

slipped ar.

PaUagre. Ar. three buckets sa.
Palle (Jersey). Ar. on a chev. brtw. three martlets sa. as
many fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Palle (Eev. Philip Fallb, M.A., the historian of Jersey).
Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets sa.

Palleny. Barry of ten ar. and az. a bend and chief gu.
Falleron. Gu. a lion ramp. or.
Pallesby. Ar. two chev. gu. Crest A demi antelope ar.
Fallesley (co. Buckingham). Same Arms, field or. Crest —

—

A

dexter

arm from

the shoulder, extended ppr. holding

an

anchor az. cabled sa.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents or.
Pallofield (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, of the wife
Basset,
of Wicombe, co. Cornwall, dau. of Fallofield).
of
Az. three boars' heads erased and erect ar. langued gu.
Pallon. 'Az. an increscent ar. within an orle of eight estoiles
or.
Crest
A hand holding a millrind.

Pallew.

—

Pallon, or O'Fallon (Eunnymede,

co.

Boscommon, now

co. Gal way). Ar. two greyhounds
ramp, combatant az. supporting a sword betw. them ppr.
pommelled and hilted gu., quartering Netterville, Fox,
Dillon, &c. Crest A hawk rising ppr. jessed and belled
or.
Afo«o —Fortiter et fideUter.
Pallone (co. Galway). Gu. a greyhound ramp. ar. holding in
the forefeet a lance bendways or.
Orest
A demi grey-

of Netterville Lodge,

—

—

hound

(Fallowes,

co.

Chester;

a younger branch of

Alsfobd, of Aldford, resident for many generations at
Fallowes Hall, and afterwards at Haywood Hall, in Aldersubsequently removed to co. Derby). Vert a camel

ley;

(Hickling, co. Kottingham).

Az. billetteo

or,

a

canton enn.

Panacourt. Sa. a cross patonce ar. a bordure engr. or.
Crest
A chevalier in full armour, wielding a sword ppr.
Panamborg'e. Az. a cinquefoU within an orle of escallops

—

or.

Pancourt.

—^Two

Crest

SSi.

a cross

flory ar. within a

staffs raguly,

banded with

bordure engr. or.

olive ppr.

Pancourt.

Ar. a cross patonce az. within a bordure or.
{£arl of Westmorland). Az. three dexter gauntlets,
backs affrontee or. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a buU's
head ar. pied sa. armed of the first, charged on the neck
with a rose gu. barbed and seeded ppr. Supporters Dexter,
a griffin per fesse ar. and or, gorged with a plain coUar and

Pane

—

a bull ar. pied sa. collared and Uned or,
at the end of a line a ring and three staples of the last.
Motto Ne vile fano.
Pane {Hscount Fane; created 1718, extinct 1766). Same
Arms and Crest. Supporters—two leopards guard, ppr.
lined sa.

sinister,

;

—

collared or.

Pane

(Wormsley, co. Oxford, a branch of the noble house of
Westmorland; descended from Henbt Fane, Esq., brother
of the eighth Earl, by Charlotte, his wife, dau. and co-heir
of Bichard Lotheb, Esq., of Myles's, co. Essex).
Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto, as the Earl of Westmorland.
Pane (Fulbeck, CO. Lincoln). Same.4rm«. Crest A gauntlet
or, holding a sword ppr. hilt and pommel gold.
Pane (Hamltn-Fane, Clovelly Court, co. Devon, borne by
Nevile Hamlin Batson Fane, son of Col. Henbt £dwari>
Hamltn-Fane, by Sdsan Hester, his wife, dau. of Sir
James Hamltn-Willlams, last bart. of Clovelly). Az. three
dexter gauntlets, backs affrontee or.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a bull's head ar. pied sa. armed of the first,
charged on the neck with a rose gu. barbed and seeded

—

—

ppr.

Pane

(Ponsonbt-Fane, Brympton Park, co. Somerset; as
exemp'dfied to the Hon. Spencer Ponsonbt, C.B., on his
assuming, by royal licence, the surname and arms of Fane).

1st and 4th, az. three dexter gauntlets or, for
Fane; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. betw. three combs ar.,
for Ponsonbt.
Crests
1st, Fane
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a pied bull's head ppr. charged on the neck with a
rose gu. Motto oyer
Ne vile fano. 2nd, Ponsonbt: On a
ducal coronet az. three arrows, one in pale and two in
saltire, points downwards, entwined with a snake ppr.
Motto over Pro rege, lege, grege.
Panel. Sa. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.
Fanh.ope (co. Devon). Erm. a lion ramp. gu. crowned

Quarterly,

—

:

—

—

or.

Panhope

(co. Cornwall).
Same Arms, within a bordure sa.
(another, the bordure bezantue).

Panmakers, or Pan-stick Makers, Company of
Or, a fan displ. with a mount of various devices
colours, the sticks gu. on a chief per pale gu. and az. on
the dexter side a shaving iron over a bundle of sticks tied
together of the first, on the sinister side a framed saw in pale
of the last. Crest A hand couped ppr. holding a fan dispL
or.
Motto— Arts and trades united.

(London).

—

Pannell, or Faunell

or.

Pallowfield (co. Cumberland). Sa. three escallops or.
Crest
On a chapeau a lion guard, collared and crowned with

—

a ducal coronet

all

ppr.

(Dublin). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa. in base
an anchor reversed, fluke az. the stock sa. the bar ppr.
hooped and ringed or. Crest A naked cubit arm grasping
a dagger ppr. hilt and pommel or. Motto— Dum spiro spero.
Pallun. Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents or.
Pallvesle, or Pallesle (co. Northampton, temp. Eichard
II.).
Gu. two chev. or.
Palsha'W (Sir James Falshaw, Lord Provost of Edinburgh,
bart. 1876). Az. a chev. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a
battle axe in base ar. Crest
A dexter hand holding a white
rose, slipped and leaved ppr.
Motto—la officio impavidus.
Palmouth, Earl of. See Boscawen.
Palstofe, or Falstolfe (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk).
Quarterly, or and az. Crest A hawk sa. wings expanded,
holding in the mouth an acorn branch vert, fructed or.
Palstofe. Quarterly, az. and or, on a bend gu. three
escallops ar.
Crest— An oak tree vert.
Palstofe. Or, on a fountain a demi lion az.
Palstolfe (co. Suffolk). Quarterly, or and az. over all on a
bend gu. three crosses crosslet of the first. Crest Same as

—

—

—

—

Falstofe,

erf

Palsyde (of
Palvesley
;

CO. Norfolk.
that Ilk). Gu. a fesse or, betw. three bezants.

(Baron Falveslen, summoned to Parliament
extinct 1392). Gu. two chev. or.
(Alderlcy, co. Chester). Vert a camel statant or.

Falwitz
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(co. Northampton).
Or, (another,
a bend gu. a bordure of the last bezant^e.
Pannell (co. Northumberland). Ar. a bend gu. a bordare

ar.)

sa.

Palls

1383

Panconrt

and

ar.

Pallowes

PAN
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PAZ.

Pannell.
for diff.

Pannell.

a chev. betw. three

escallops ar. a mullet go.
ducaJIy gorged or.
Per fesse erm. and or, a cross sarcelly (another,
Sa.

Crest

—A tiger sejant

sa.

moline) gu.

Pannell.

Sa. a cross or (another, ar.).
Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a buck's head all or.
Fanner. Gu. a fesse ar. betw. three leopard's faces or.
Fanning:. Az. fretty ar. a chev. gu. Crest A dexter hand
ppr. vested sa. holding a millrind az.
Fanning (Ballingarry and Fanningstown, co. Tipperary,
and Stone House, co. Waterford. Ulster's Office). Or, a
chev. betw. three doves ppr. Crest A cherubim ppr.
Fansham. Per pale indented, six martlets, two, two, and
two, cotmterchanged.
Fanshaw (Fanshawgate, co. Derby; represented by FanSHAW, of Dengey Hall, co. Essex). Or, a chev. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis sa.
Crest
A dragon's head erased, flames of
fire issuing from the mouth all ppr.
Fanshawe (Dengey Hall, co. Essex descended from and
representative of Fanshaw, of Fanshawgate). Same Anm
and Crest.
Fansliaw^e (Paisloes, co. Essex; descended from the preceding). Same Arms and CreU.
Peinslxa'We ( Viscount Faiifhaice. Sir Thomas Fansuaw, K.B.,

Pemner.

—

—

—

—

;

A

FAN

—

Fanshawe,

Sir Kichabd
Cambridge University, fourth son of

extinct temp. William III.

Knt., M.P.,

Henby Fanshawe, M.P., Westbury, was created a
Same Arms and Crest.
1650).

Sir

Fansha'W

bart.,

—

;

——

cruce victoria.
Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet az. a wivern sa.
Fantlaroy, or Fantlier (co. Wilts). Gu. three infants'
Crest
heads ar. crined or.
A fleur-de-lis or, betw. two
vitje ratio in

Fanshawe.

—

—

wings expanded

az.

Cornwall). Gu. three infants' heads couped
at the shoulders ppr. crined or.
Crest
The head of a
balbert issuing from the wreath ppr.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend vair.
Fag.uier. Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets az. Crest A hand
pruning a vine all ppr.
Az. three toads or.
Farang-e (Dublin Henbt Farange, 1812). Ar. two barrulets gu. betw. two lions pass, in chief of the >ast, and a trefoil
(co.

—

Fanwyke.

—

Faramond.

;

in base vert.
Crest — A demi lion ramp. gu.
Farby, Ferby, or Fereby (co. Kent).

—

Sa.

a

fesse erm.

betw. three goats' heads erased ar. Crest
A cinquefoil or.
Farby, or Farely. Or, a chev. betw. three water bougets
sa.

Fardell

(co. Lincoln). Az. on a bend erm. betw. a unicorn's
bead erased in chief and a lion ramp, in base erminois an open
book ppr. betw. two roses gu. barbed and seeded vert. Crest
—On a mount vert a demi lion ramp, erminois, holding
betw. the paws an open book, as in the arms, charged on the
shoulder with a rose gu. Motto
Non nobis solum.
Farebrother (Chabi.es Fabebbotheb, Esq., Lord Mayor of
London, 1834). Or, on a fesse betw. three crosses pattee in
chief and a mullet in base gu. as many bezants. Crest
greyhound's head couped ar.
Farell (cos. Hereford and Warwick). Per pale ar. and sa.
Ci'est
A boar's head couped sa. gorged with a collar ar.
charged with three torteaux.

—

—

—

Fareway.

Sa. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.
(Hill Bishop, co. Somerset).
Sa. a chev. engr.
betw. three escallops ar. Crest
A tiger sa. ducally gorged,

Farewell
tufted

—

and armed

or.

Farewell. Same Arms.

Crest

—An

of twelve ar.

and

az.

Crest

—A plough

ppr.

Fargrus.

Or, a lion ramp. sa. on a chief az. a cross crosslet
betw. a mullet on the dexter and a rose on the sinister ar.
a mullet for diff.

Farhill

(Chichester, co. Sussex).

Or,

on a chev.

az. three

falcons' heads erased of the field.

Farie

Az. an anchor in pale ar. a
eagle displ. ppr. charged on the breast

(Kamie, co. Lanark).

chief or.

Crest

with an anchor

Fariley.

— An
ar.

— Corde mente manea.

Devon

Sa. three bezants.

the heiress m. Cooper).
in pale ar. armed and crined or.

Faringrdon

Faringdon

(co.

Devon).

(Little

Farringdon, co.

Sa. three unicorns courant

;

Same Arms, a bordure

engr. ar.

(co. Lancaster).

Sa. three cinquefoils pierced

(co. Lancaster).

Ar. (another, or) a fesse gu.

ar.

Faringdon

;

Farley

(co.

Farley.

—

(Lord Mayor of London,

Faringe.

Faringham, Farnham, or

Fameham (co. Stafford).

Quarterly, ar. and az. four crescents countcrchanged.

Crest

—Out of an carl's coronet or, a Moor's head from the shoulders
ppr.

Faringham.

—

—

de-lis sa.

of Mount Hovell, co. Cork,
afterwards of Dunsinane, co. Wexford, represented by Rev.
Hugh Hovell Baskerville Farmar, eldest son of Hugh
Hovell Farmar, Esq., of Dunsinane, descended from Robert
Fermob, claiming to be third son of Sir George Fermob, of
Easton Neston, co. Northampton, and Mary Cdbzon, his

who

wife,

Queen

settled in Ireland, temp.

Elizabeth,

where

he obtained grants of land, chiefly in the counties of Cork
and Tipperary, and was the founder of this branch of the

tEBMOR

Same

as the extinct jSaWs o/ PomOut of a ducal coronet
or, a cock's head gu. crested and wattled gold. Motto
Hora
e sempre.
family).

.^ ruts

fret, with a crescent for diff.

Farmar

—

Crest

—

William Russeh,
Cecil_ Fabmab, eldest son of William H. Fabmab, Esq.,
J. P., only son of Willlam Russell Fabmab, Esq., of same
place, brother of Hugh Hovell Farmab, Esq., of Dunsinane).
Same Arms. Crest A lion's head erased gu.
Motto

(Bloomfield,

co.

Wexford;

—

— Fortis et fidelis.
(London;

granted Dec. 1611).

Ar. five pomeis

in saltire, a chief indented gu.

Farmbrough

(Denbigh Hall, co. Bucks). Gu. three cross
crosslets bendwise betw. two bendlets engr. the whole betw.

—

as many garbs or. Crest
A dexter arm embowed, vested
gu. holding a plough paddle, handled, alsogu. bladedor, the
arm garnished with a wreath of wheat ears ppr. Motto
Deus noster refugium.
(Mount Pleasant, co. Sussex, bart. ; descended from
a younger branch of Fabmab, cos. Cork and Wexford). Ar.
a fesse sa. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
Crest
leopard pass, guard, ppr.
(Bumstead, co. Essex). Ar. on a fesse betw. thre»
bucks' heads couped gu. as many buglehorns or.
(Uatcliff, co. Leicester; John Fabmer, of that place,
6. 1 589, great grandson of B abtholomew Fabmeb, of the same.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Sa. on a chev. betw. three lamps
ar. flammant ppr. a leopard's face betw. two mullets gu.
Crest
A dexter arm couped at the elbow gauntleted, holding a lamp ar. flammant ppr.
(co. Leicester; granted 1663).
Same Arms, without the leopards' face on the chev. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a salamander in flames ppr. Motto— Zsio

—

Farmer

—

Farmer

—

Farmer

Farmer
Farmer

1323).

or.

Farmar, or Fermor (formerly

crosses crotslet fltchcc sa. three lions' heads erased or.
Ar. two bars gcmellcs gu. in chief a lion (another,
two lions) pa.ss. of the second.

1329,

and

sa.

—

vigilans.

1313,

Per pale

three pales sa.
Crest— An antelope's head
erased, pierced through the neck by a short spear ppr.
Farley (EflSngham, co. Surrey). Per pale or and erm. a
cross crosslet gu. on a chief dancett^e of the last a lamb pass,
ppr.
Crest
On a mount vert before a calvary cross gu. a
lamb pass. ppr. Motto ToUit peccata mundi.
Farley (Tdrneb- Farley; exemplified to Rev. Chable*
Turner, Rector of Easthain, co. Worcester, third son of
Jacob Tdbneb, Esq., of Parkhall, Kidderminster, by his wife,
the dau. of Thomas Farley, Esq., of Henwick, co. Worcester, upon his assuming, by royal licence, in 1848, the additional name of Farley).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Fabley,
paly of six sa. guttee d'eau and or; 2iid and 3rd, Tdbneb,
sa. within a cross voided a cross pattee fitch^e betw. four
millrinds sa. Crests
1st, Farley: A boar's head couped
paly of six, as in the arms; •2nd, Turner: A lion guard, sa.
charged on the body with three crosses patteo fitchee ar.
resting the dexter fore-paw upon a shield of the last, charged
with a millrind also sa. Motto— Avito viret honore.
Farlough (co. Lancaster). Or, a lion ramp. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis sa.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, holding a fleurOr,

Or, on a fesse gu. betw. ten

1308,

Warwick).

—

—

betw. three leopards' faces sa.

Faringdon, or Farringdon
and

CO. Lancaster, son of Sir Henry Fabyngton, of FarynRton
by Dalton, Norroy, 1560). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three leopards' faces sa. 2nd and 3rd, gu. three
cinquefoils ar.
Crest
A wyvern ar. sans wings, ducally
gorged gu. chained or. Motto Domat omnia virtus.
Farlegh (co. Devon). Ar. six chevronels, the first, third,
and fifth gu. the second, fourth, and sixth sa.

Farmer

Motto

Faringdon, or Farring-don

(Farington Straw, co. LanAr. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa. Crest—

caster).

A wyveni sans wings ppr. crowned about the neck or.
Farington (confirmed to William Fartnoton, of Worden,

Farmary
heraldic tiger sejant

aa.

Farey. Gyronny

Farin^on, or ffarington

—

(Dronfield, co. Derby). Or, two chev. erm. betw.
A dragon's head erased or,
three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
charged with two chev. ermines.
Fanshawe (augmentation granted to Thomas Fanshawe,
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Fanshawe, or, a chev. betw.
1649).
three fleursde-hs sa. 2nd and 3rd, for augmentation, chequy
Crest
A dragon's head erased ar.
ar. and az. a cross gu.
Supporters ^Two dragons ramp. sa.
breathing fire ppr.
scaled upon the neck or, breathing fire ppr. Motto— Dux.

Fantleroy

FAB
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•Mest son of Sir Henst Fanshav, Ent., M.P. for Westbury,
descended from Fanshawgate, was created a viscount 1661,
Same Arms and Crest. Supporters Two
extinct 1716).
dragons or, flames of fire issuing from their mouths ppr.

Fanshawe (bart.,

A

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three Cornish choughs

ppr.

Farington. See Fauihotom,
840

Vairo ar. and sa.
(Holbeach, co. Lincoln. Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Out of
Sa. a chev. betw. three lamps ar. flames or.
Crest
a ducal coronet or, a salamander in flames ppr.
Farmer (London, cos. Northampton, Salop, and Worcester).
Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three lions' heads erased gu. as
many anchors or.
Farmer (Somerton, co. Oxford, temp. Henry VIII.). Same
Arms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a cock's head gu,
(co. Leicester).

—

—

crested and Jelloped gold.

A

A

FAB

Farnliam

(Nether Hall, co. Leicester; descended from
Thomas Farnham, second son of Robert Fabnham, Esq., of
Quomdon, the grandson of Sir John Fabnham, temp. Edward

(East Baraham, co. Norfolk). Ar.
on a saltire az. {sometimes sa.) betw. four lions' beads
martlet
or,
and four bezants, a chief of the
a
gu.
erased
second charged with an anchor and two palets of the fourth.
Crest— -A cock's head gu. combed and wattled or, in the
beak a rose of the first stalked and leaved vert.

Farmer
Farmer

Quarterly, or and az., in the 1st and 4th quarters a
crescent of the second (another, a mullet).
(Quomdon, co. Leicester; descended from
Benjamin Farnham, a younger son of Farnham, of Nether
Hall, and his wife, Sabah, dau. and co-heiress of Edwabd
Farnham, Esq., of Quorndon). Quarterly, or and az. in the
III.).

Farnham

Northumberland). Same Arms.
(Nonsuch Park, co. Surrey). Ar. a fesse sa. betw.
three lions' heads erased gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
Motto—
or, a cock's head gu. crested and wattled gold.

Hora

(co.

—

—

Crest
and 2nd quarters a crescent of the second.
eagle or, wings close, preying on a rabbit ar.
Quarterly, az. and or, four cresv;ents counterchanged. Crest An eagle preying on a coney ppr.
Ist

An

e sempre.

and

Farnham.

Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three
(co. Worcester).
heads erased gu. as many acorns slipped or.
Farmer. Ar. on a saltire sa. betw. four lions' heads erased
gu. a martlet or, and as many bezants, on a chief of the
third an anchor betw. two palets az.
Farmer. Bendy of eight or and gu. on a chief ar. three

Famham.

Farmer

(Clairvil,

Same Arms,

Sussex).

co.

Crest,

Motto.

Farmer

pellettee.

Farnwell

(co. Gloucester).
Ar. a lion sejant gu. holding in
the paws a psilm branch vert, a bordure engr. sa.
Famw^ell. Ar. a lion sejant gu. a bordure engr. sa.
Farofeld (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. three boars' heads
couped and erect ar., quartering, ar. a cross engr. gu. Crest

fleurs-de-lis az.

(Hatwood-Farmer; exemplified

to

Chables Hat-

wood, Esq., of Comberford Hall, near Tamworth, on his
assuming the additional name of Fakmeb, by royal licence,
Per pale sa. and az. two chevronels engr.
6 Aug. 1871).
Crest
Upon the
ar. betw. three lamps of the last fired ppr.
battlements of a tower ar. a salamander statant vert,
Esto vigilans.
collared or, in flames ppr. Motto
Farmer (granted to Joseph Farmer, Esq., of Sydney, New
South Wales, and Finchley New Road, Middlesex). Per chev.
dovetailed gu. and ar. in chief two lions' heads erased of the
Upon
last, and in base a salamander in flames ppr.
Crest
a mount vert an antelope ar. semee of estoiles sa. armed and
unguledor, resting the dexter forefoot upon a fountain ppr.
Motto Agendo honeste. Arms assigned in same Patent
to his wife Caroline, dau. of Edward Harlet, of Cleobury
Mortimer. Az. two bendlets or, betw. as many swans'

— A lion pass. ar.

Farquhar

—

or, betw. three sinister hands
ramp. sa.
couped paleways gu. Ci-est A dexter hand couped, as in the
arms. Motto—Sto, cado, fide, et armis.
Farquhar (Mounie, Scotland). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a lion
3rd,
rsimp. sa. ; 2nd, az. a sinister hand in pale couped ar.
4th, ar. an oak tree
or, a galley with masts and tackhng sa.
slipped vert. Crest A star ar. issuing out of a cloud ppr.
Motto Vertitur in diem.
Farquhar (Polesden, co. Surrey, bart., 1796). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. betw. two sinister hands couped in chief gu. and a
crescent in base az. Crest An eagle rising ppr. Motto

—

;

;

Mente manuque.

Farqtihar

(co. Suffolk).

a fesse gu. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.

Crest

Same Arms, with a

(Mauritius, bart., 1821).
crescent az. in chief for diff. Same Ci-est and Motto.
(Invercauld, co. Aberdeen; claim descent
from Donald Fabquhabson, eldest son of Farquhab, Chamberlain of Mar, temp. Robert II., who was son of Sha*
Macduff, a scion of the Marmaors of Fife). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, or, a Hon ramp. gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fir tree
growing out of a mount in base fructed ppr. on a chief go.
the royal banner of Scotland displ. on a canton of the field,

Ar. five pomeises in saltire, a chief

Farming-ham, or Fran:ilingrliam

Farquharson

Ar.

—A sea-

ramp. az.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three martlets of the

last.

;

Farmor.

Enn. a chev.

sa.

betw. three roses gu. seeded and

leaved ppr.

Farmery

(co. Lincoln).

Ar.

five pellets in saltire,

a hand issuing from the sinister side holding a dagger also
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. holdppr. point downwards.
ing in the dexter paw a sword ppr. Supporters Two wild
Fide
et fortitudine.
Motto
cats reguard. ppr.
Farquharson (Finzean, co. Aberdeen; descended from
Donald, son of Findla More Farquharson, slain at Pinkie in
1547. The Fabquhaesons of Finzean contest the chiefship of
the clan with the Fabquhabsons of Invercauld). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. in chief three fir trees eradicated vert, on a canton
Crest
ar. a flag az. charged with a saltire of the fourth.
demi lion ramp. gu.
originally
Cumino
Aberdeen
Farquharson (Haughton, co.
of Kellas, co. Moray. John Farquharson, Esq., of Haughton,
son of Aleiandeb Ogilvie, Esq.. who assumed the name
and arms of Fabquhabson, on inheriting the estates of his
maternal ancestors paternally he derived from the Ogilvies,
of Findlater). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp. gu.
armed and langued az. 2nd, az. a bezant betw. three garbs
Crest
or; 3rd, ar. a fir tree growing out of a mount vert.
The sun rising out of a cloud ppr. Mottoes— Abo-ve the crest:
lUumino; below the arms Memor esto majorum.

a chief

—

indented gu.

Farmour.

Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three lions' heads erafed
gu. as many anchors or.
Crest
A cock's head erased gu.
combed and wattled or, holding in the beak a branch of
flowers ar. leaved vert.
Farnaby (Kippington, co. Kent, bart., extinct). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, az. on a chev. or, betw. three stoiki ar. as many
roses gu. barbed vert, for Farnaby; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three
bars gemelles gu. on a bend or, a lion pass, of the second,
for Llotd.
Crest— a stork ar.
Farnall (co. Dorset, and Burley Park, co. Hants). Or,, on a,
bend gu. three annulets of the field within a bordure of the
second bezantee. Motto
Persevere.
Farnall (Manor House, Lee, co. Kent). Same Arms and
Motto.
(granted to Thomas Fabncomb, Esq., of Kennington, co. Surrey).
"Vert on a chev. engr. betw. three
cini|uefoils or, as many griffins' heads erased sa.
Crest
cockatrice's head couped sa. combed and wattled or, betw.
two wings of the first, each charged with a cinquefoil of the

—

—

;

;

Famcomb

—

;

—

:

Farquharson

(Inverey, Scotland, a cadet of Invercauld).
2nd and 3rd,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a Hon ramp. gu.
az. three bears' heads couped ar. muzzled gu. within a bordure wavy of the second, all within a bordure gu. charged

second.

Farnden

(Sedlescomb, co. Sussex; granted Feb. 163i).
Purp. a chev. vaire or and gu. betw. three leopards' faces of
the second. Crest On a mural crown or, a leopard's head
purp.

;

—

Fame.

—

—

—

in chief with a lion pass, guard, ar. imperially crowned or.
The sun rising out of a cloud ppr. Motto Non
Crest

Farneby.

semper sub umbra.

Farra

Ar. two bars gu. each charged with
three cinquefoils or, a chief indented of the last.
Farrant (co. Kent). Sa. two bars erm. betw. nine fleurs-deOut of a ducal coronet or, a pelican's head ar.
Crest
lis or.
vulning her breast betw. a pair of wings gu.
Farrant (Northsted House, Chelsfield, co. Kent). Ar. on a
chief per pale gu. and sa. two crosses patonce vair6 or and
A cubit arm erect, vested az. cuff ar. charged
Crest
az.
with a cross patonce vaire of the last and gu. the hand

ai-med and langued az.
Gu. two bars gemelles ar. on a bend of the second

a lion pass, of the

field,

lion pass. sa.

Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three bucks' heads
erased ar. attired or.

Famehill. Bendy of six az. and erm.
Farneiax. Erm. a fesse gu.
Famham, Lord. See Maxwell.
(Querne, or

Quomdon,

co.

—

Leicester;

Tbomab

Farnbam, sixth in descent from Sir John Farnham, Knt.,
of the same place, temp. Edward 111. Visit. Leicester, 15(J3).
Quarterly, or and az. in the 1st and 2nd quarters a crescent
Of the second.
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(co. Norfolk).

—

Farnefold.

Famham

—

—

Ar. a lion pass. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
(co. Kent).
Gu. two bars gemelles ar. on a bend

Farnery
a

—

—

—

or,

—

—

—

lion

armed

Ar. a lion

—

Farmin^ham.

Ayr; Jane Farquhab, heiress
John Gbat, of Kilmerdenny).

(Gilmilnscroft, co.

of Gilmilnscroft, m. in 1777,

—

heads erased ar.
Farmercy (London).
indented gu.

—

Or, a crescent az.
(London).
Gu. on a chev. ar. three ducks
az. in base a shacklebolt of the second, a bordure engr. or,

Farnother

lions'

Fanner

FAB
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Farmer, or Fermor

I

grasping an anchor cabled ppr.
Farrant (Mitcham, co. Surrey, and Harden, co. York;
granted by Flower, NoiToy, 1686). Ar. on a chief gu. two
A cubit arm erect, Tested rair.
crosses patonce vair. Crest

—

A

A

FAS
hand ppr. a

ar. holding ia the

cuff

THE GENERAL AKMORY.
battle

axe of the

second.

Parrant, or Farrand

Ar. on a
(Charlton, co. York).
chief gu. two crosses crosslet of the first.
Farrar (Hull, co. York). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three
horseshoe sa. betw. two
horseshoes of the first. Crest—

A

wings

ar.

Farre.

Gu. a

saltire or,

surmounted of another of the

betw. four fleurs-de-lis of the second.
(Great Bursted and Eastwood, co. Essex.

Farre

first

Her. Visit.

Same Arms, fleurs-de-lis ar.
Farre, or Farr (Beccles, co. Norfolk). Same Arms.
Farrell, or O'Ferrall (Connaught, Ireland the Princes of
Annaly). Vert a lion ramp. or. Crest On a ducal coronet
1634).

—

;

a greyhound courant gorged with a collar, to which

is

by a broken chain suspended over him, a regal crown
Motto

affixed
all

ppr.

— Cu reabtha.

1707, to

(Dublin

HicHAED Ferrall,

of

by Hawkins, Ulster,
Dublin, eldest son of Kichard
;

certified

Febball, Esq., of Ballenry, co. Longford, descended from
William O'Febball, Bishop of Ardagh, 1486). Same Arms.
A dexter hand appaumee gu.
Crest
Farrell (Dalyston, co. Galway; exemplified 5 March, 1855,
to Chables Faebell, Esq., son of John Cabkoll, of Edgeworthstown, co. Longford, by Mabgabet, his wife, dau. of
Chables Fabbell, Esq., of Dalyston, on his taking, by royal
licence, the name and arms of Fabbell, in Ueu of those of
Cabboll). Per fess or and vert a lion ramp, counterchanged,
on a canton gu. an Irish harp of the field. Crest On an
eastern crown or, a greyhound courant per pale ar. and sa.
gorged with a coUar gu. therefrom a broken chain of the last.
Motto Cu reabtha.
Farrell (co. Warwick). Sa. three palets or.
Farren (Ireland and France, Eeg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a

—

—

—

(Harrold, co. Bedford, Great AmwcU, co. Hertford,
and CO. Somerset; granted 1609). Ar. on a bend engr. gu.
A horseshoe ar. betw.
three horseshoes of the field. Crest

—

two wings
and

sa.

(Cole BrayfieUl, near Olney, co. Bucks).

Same Arms

Crest.

Farrer, or Farror (co.

Hertford, London, and Ewoot, co.

—

Same Arms, bend sa. Crest
York; granted 1609).
Another Crest A horsehorseshoe sa. betw. two wings ar.
shoe ar. betw. two wings or. Motto Ferre va ferrae.
Bucks).
Ar.
on a bend sa. three
(Brayfield,
co.
Farrer
Crest A horseshoe ar. betw. two
horseshoes of the field.
wings volant sa.
Farrer (Bentlo, co. York Fun. Ent. Ulsters Office, 164-3,
Sir RoBEBT Fabbeb, Knt., Captain of the Guard to the Earl
of Leicester. Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, buried at St.
Audeons, Dublin). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three horseshoes

—

—

—

;

of the

field.

Farrer

(Chichester, co. Sussex). Gu. a fer-de-moline pierced
over all a baton in bend az.
Farrer (Mainsforlh and Bradbury, co. Durham). The heircs?,
ar.

Bedecca Farbek, m. Robert Wben,

Esq.,

of Binchester).

Ar. three horseshoes sa. evidently borrowed from Ferrers,
Earl of Dobij.
Farrer (Edmond Fabbeb, Esq., Petygard3 Hall, Swafiliam,
CO. Norfolk). Ar. a lozenge betw. three horseshoes sa. Crest
A crescent or, betw. two wings ppr. issuant from a ducal
coronet gold. Motto Ferr6 va fcrme.
Farrer (Ingleborough, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a bend engr. sa. three horseshoes of the field, for
Fabbeb; 2nd and 3rd, or, guttee de sang a bend gu., for
Crest
LoxHAM.
A horseshoe betw. two wings erect ppr.
Moll n — V err va fermc.
Farriers,
of (London). Ar. tliree horseshocp
Crest
An arm embowed issuing
aa. pierced of the field.
from clouds on the sinister side all ppr. holding in the hand
& hammer az. handled and ducally crowned or. Supporters
Two horses ar. Motto Vi et virtute.
Farrington (Blackheath, co. Kent, bart.). Erm. on achev.
gu. betw. three leopards' faces sa. as many bombs or, fired
ppr.
Crest
A dragon, wings elevated, tail nowed, vert
bezanli-c, gorged with a mural crown ar. and chain reflcxcd
over the back or, charged on the body with two galtraps
fesscways gold. Motto
Lc bon temp vicndra.
Farrinffton (Wcrdon). See Fabinoton.
Farrini^ton (co. Devon). Or, (:inolhcr, ar.) on a fessc gu.
betw. nine crosses crosslet fltchuc sa. three leopards' faces of
the lielil.
Farring-ton (co. Lancaster). Gu. three cinquefoils ar.
Creit
A wivern aana wing.s, tail extended vert.
Farrington, or Farington (London). Same Arms.

—

—

—

r.

Company

—

—

—

—

—

—

Crest

—

Farringlon

(Chichester, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1719;
Thomas Fabbington; descended from a younger son of Fabrington, of Farrington, was an Alderman of Chichester, and
three times Mayor, he d. 1572, his descendant. Sir Bichabd

Fabrington, of Chichester, was created a bart. in 1697).
Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces gu.
Az. on a bend or, three martlets sa. Crest-—
A lamb pass. ar. bearing a banner pink, the staff ppr. sur-

Farriug°tou.
mounted by a

cross or.

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three leopards' faces sa.
three horseshoes of the first.
thistle ppr.
Devon). Sa. a chcv. erm. betw. three es-

Farrow. Ar. on a bend sa.
Crent — A lion's paw holding a

Farway

(co.

callops ar.

Farwell.
or.

Crest

Sa. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three leopards' faces

—Two oak branches orleways

Farw^ell.

vert acorned or.

Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops ar.

Faryndon.

Or, on a fosse gu. betw. thirteen crosses crossthree lions' heads erased ar.
Gu. on a fosse betw. two chev. engr. or, three
roses of the tirst. Crest A Cornish chough, ^Viugs expanded

let fitclice sa.

Fasant.

—

ppr.

Fasart

(co. Surrey).

Sa.

on a

fcsse betw.

two chev.

or,

three

roses gu.

Faslake.

Ar. a chev. betw. three Catharine wheels sa.
bend betw. two lions' heads erased sa. Cresi

Fassett.

Or, a

—A dolphin's head reguard. issuing from the wreath swallow
ing a negro ppr.

saltire or.

Farrer

Farrer

(John Fabrinoton, citizen of London, Geobgb
Fabrington, a priest, and Richard Fabbincton, Alderman
of London in 1609, sons of John Fabrington, of co. Sussex,
" descended of a younger bowse of Fabrington, in Com.
Lane." Her. Visit.).
Ar. a chcv. gu. betw. three leopards'
heads purp., quartering, gu. three cinquefoils ar. Crest
wyvern sans wings, tail extended vert.

Farring-ton.

Farrell, or Ferrall

F ATJ

Farrin^on

— A wivern vert.
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Fassett, or Faussett

(co. Lincoln).
Ar. on a bend sa.
throe bucks' heads cabossed of the field.
(co. Suffolk).
Quarterly, or and au. on a bend gu.
three crosses crcsslet ar.
Fastolfe. Quarterly, or and az.
Fastolfe (Hugo Fastolfe, Sheriff of Norfolk, 1389),
Quarterly, or and sa. on a bend gu. three escallops ar.
Fatlie. Ar. a saltire engr. sa. pierced erm.
Fattor (Higham, co. Norfolk). Sa. two swans in pale ar.
betw. as many flaunches or.
Fauconberg {Lord Fauconhcrrj. Walter de Fadconbebo
was summoned to Parliament 1295-1301; Joan, dau. and
heir of the sixth baron, m. Sir William Nevill, youngest
son of the first Earl of Westmorland, who was summoned
jureuxnris, 1429-1461. See Neville, Lord Faiiconherg a:aO^
Earl of Kent). Ar. a lion ramp, double queued az.
Fauconberg- {Lord Eauconberg). See Nevill.
Fauconberg (Earl of Fauconberg). See Belastse.
Fauconberg: (temp. Edward 1.). Ar. a lion ramp. az.
Fauconberg' (Visit. Oxon, 1574). Sauic Arms, with a.
border sa.
Fauconberge. Sa. a cinquefoil pierced within an orle of
eight escallops ar.
Fauconbridge, or Fawconbridge. Ar. a lion ramp,
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of thrc«
az.
ostrich feathers banded ppr.
Fauconbridge. .Vr. a lion ramp. az. depressed by a

Fastolfe

—

bend

or.

Fauconer
temp.

John le Fadconer, Knt., of Derby and Notts,
I.).
Ar. three falcons belled gu.
Cornwall).
Gu. on a bend wavy ar. three water

(Sir

Edward

Fauell (co.
bougots

sa.

Faugam. .\x.
Faugen (Reg.
compony

ar.

threebendscomponyof the
Ulster's Office).

Or,

first

and gu.

three bends

counter

and gu.

Faukeham. Ar. a fesse betw. three annulets gu.
Faukenner (co. Surrey). Paly of eight ar. and sa.
on a bend of the

last three cinquefoils or.

Crest

over

all

— A falcon

ppr. belled or.

Faukenner.

Paly of eight az. and ar. on a bend gu. three

trefoils or.

Faukenor. Ar. three falcons gu.
Faukes. Erm. three mascles sa.

in chief as

Faulcaly.

Or, across engr. gu. a chief az.

Faulconer

(eo.

Hants).

Paly of six ar. and

many

sa.

pellets.

on a bond

vert three trefoils slipped ar.

Faulconer
Faulconer

Ar. three falcons gu.
(co. Northampton).
Ar. three falcons gu.
bordure of the last.
Faulconer. Sa. three falcons volant ar. menibcred or.
Fauldar. Ar. three chaplets vert, roses gu. Crest On
viountain a beacon inflamed all ppr.
(co. Leicester).

—

a,

•

A
;

AU

P

—A

and D.L., High Sheriff, 1847). Az. a
falcon rising ar. ducally crowned or, and charged on the
breast with a human heart gu. betw. two estoiles in chief
and a trefoil in base of the second. Crest On a mount vert
an angel in a praying posture or, within an orle of laurel ppr.
Motto Vive ut vivas.
to?ni, CO. Carlow, J.P.

—

—

Ar. three falcons gu. Crest-' K lure or, bctw.
wings ppr.
Or, two bars gu. surmounted by a bend sa. a

Faulkner.
two

falcons'

Faulkner.

—

Crest
A cross moUne, pierced gu.
(Jersey and Guernsey). Ar. a cock statant ppr.
(Sharsted, CO. Kent). Ar. three lions ramp. sa.
demi
and langued gu. ducally gorged or. Crest

bordure az.

Fanltrat

Faunce
armed

—A

lion ramp. sa. langued

wings

3fb«o—Ne

ar.

Faunt

and gorged as in the arms, betw. two
Visit.

1619.

Sir

William

Facnt, seventh in descent from William Facnt, co. Himrs,
descended from the Barons Hardy in Ireland, 18
Bichard II., 1380). Ar. a lion ramp. betw. five crosses
Crest
A naked boy crined or, in the
crosslet fitchfe gu.
dexter hand a paper windmill of the last.
Fauntleroy (Crundall, co. Hants; granted 8 Dec. 1633).
Same Arms as Fantleeoy, co. Wilts.
Fauntleroy (Fauntleroy's Marsh, co. Dorset; Vis. temp.
Elizabeth). Gu. three infants' heads couped at the shoulders
lineally

—

ppr. crined or.

(Heppington, co. Kent; descended from Brtan
Fadssett, Esq., of Rochester, by Mabt his wife, dan. and
heir of Hesbi Godfrey, Esq., of Heppington). Or, a lion
ramp. sa. debruised by a bend gobony ar. and gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa. holding in the paws a Tuscan
column inclined bendways, gobony ar. and gu. the base and

Faussett

—

capital or.
(Jersey).

Favell.

Ar. a winged hind or.

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three escallops ar.

Crest—

a maunch ppr.
Northumberland).
Ar. (another, or) a bend
and bordure gu. bezants.
Favell (Kirby Hall, Catterick, co. York. Dugdales VisitaSa. a chev. betw. three escallops ar. (another,
tion, 1666).
Motto En Dieu ma foi.
or).
Favenc (granted to Abraham Favenc, Esq., of London).
Az. a Spanish merchant brig under sail ppr. on a chief invected ar. two mulberry leaves, the points opposed to each
Other, on each leaf two silk worms also ppr.
Crest
On a
bale of Piedmont thrown silk a falcon ppr. beaked, membered, and beUed or, gorged with a collar, therefrom a chain
Teflexed over the back gold.
Favencourt. Sa. a cross flory ar.
Favesend (co. Chester). Gu. a chief or.
Favyle. Per fesse erm. and or, a cross moline gu.
sword in

Favell

pale, supporting

(co.

—

—

Fawcett

(Branton,

Northumberland and Durham

cos.

borne by John Fawcett, Esq., of Durham, son of Eev. John
Fawcett, M.A., and grandson of Christopbeb Fawcett,
Esq.,

Recorder of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who d. in 1795).
ramp. sa. debruised by a bend compony gu. and
Crest
A demi Hon sa. holding betw. the paws an arrow

Or, a lion
ar.

—

erect or, feathered ar.

Fawcett.
of the

Ar. a Uon ramp. sa. over

first

sill

a bend gobonated

and gu.

Fawcon, or Falcon,

Ar. three falcons gu.

Crest

—

Four arrows, points downwards, and bow in saltire.
(co. Derby).
Gu. three falcons or.
Fawcon (co. Northampton). Ar. three falcons gu. a bordure

Fawcon, or Falcon
sa.

Fawconberge.
Fawconbridge

Or, a fesse az. in chief three palets gu.
Essex).
Ar. ten lozenges in fesse

(co.

sa.

Fawconbridge.
Fawconbridge.
Fawell.

Ar. three lions pass. gu.
See Facconbebg.

Or, a cross moline gu.

a chief az.
Ent., 1625, James Fa wether, Master of the
Free School, Dublin). Per saltire ar. guttee de sang and
az. two lions pass, in fess or.
Favrkes (Karnley, co. York; descended from Falcasius b^
Faknelby, temp. Henry III.; the last male heir, Francis
Fawkes, Esq., of Famley, d. in 1786, having devised his
estate to his kinsman, Walter Hawkswobth, Esq., of
Hawksworth, who assumed in consequence the surname and
arms of Fawkes). Erm. a mascle sa. Crest A falcon ppr.

Fawetber (Fun.

—

Motto— A Deo

Fawkner.

Paly of six ar. and

343
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Crest

on a bend gu. three

Fawlconer
many

Derby).

(co.

—

sa.

^A trefoil,

Paly of six

ar.

and

ar.

trefoils slipped or.

Ar. three martlets gu. in chief as

ogresses.

Fawlconer

Hants, and Cogenhoe, co. Northampton).
Sa. three falcons ar. beaked and legged or. Crest—A garb
or,

banded

(co.

ar.

Fa^lde

(Bavensden, co. Bedford). Gu. a fleur-de-lis betw.
three bucks' heads cabossed or, attired ar. Crest Three
arrows, two in saltire and one in pale gu. headed and
feathered ar. issuing through a ducal coronet or.
Fa'wler (co. Salop). Az. on abend engr. ar. betw. three lions
pass, guard, or, as many crosses pattce sa.
Fa'wnes (Leamington). Ar. a buglehom betw. three
crescents sa.

—

Fawn.es. Same Arms, each
Orest

—An apres

crescent charged with a bezant.

ar.

Fawnes.

Az. three crescent* betw. nine crosses crossletor,
and one.
(BeUingsby, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend vert three
bucks' heads cabossed of the field. Crest A stag's head
erased ppr.
Fawside, or
(that Ilk, co. Haddington). Gn.
a fesse or, betw. three bezants.

Fawset

—

Fawsyde

Fawsitt

Walkington Hall, Beverley,
York exemplified to John Daniel Ferg<7son, Esq.,
upon taking the additional name of Fawsitt by royal licence,
19 Dec. 1866). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, pean
debruised by a bendlet gobony ar. and az. betw. two bugleCO.

(Fbbgdson-Fawsitt,

;

horns stringed gu. and, for distinction, in the centre chief
point a cross crosslet az., for Fawsitt; 2nd and 3rd, az.
three buckles chevronwise betw. as many boars' heads
couped ar., for Ferguson. Crests 1st, Fawsitt: A demi
lion pean, supporting a piUar erect gu. thereon a buglehom
or, stringed az. the lion charged on the shoulder, for distinction, with a cross crosslet or: 2nd, Ferguson
In front of
a cubit arm ppr. grasping a dagger erect also ppr. pommel
and hilt gold, a buckle ar., over which the motto. Arte et
marte. Motto Dominus providebit.
Fawssett (F. Fawssett, Esq., M.D., Louth, co. Lincoln).
Ar. on a bend vert three stags' heads cabossed of the first, aa
escutcheon of pretence for Boucbieb. viz., sa. three leopards'

—

:

—

pass, in pale or, spotted of the

—

on a bend vert three
as in the arms.

Crest

first.

—A

stag's

head

Motto Vincit qui se vincit.
(Ballymoon, co. Kildare Fun. Ent., 1629, Meuoe Fat).
Vert a dexter arm Lssuant from the sinister side of the
shield, and a sinister arm from the dexter, vested or, cuflfed
ar. the hands ppr. grasping a sword erect Of the third,
pommel and hilt of the second, the blade thrust through a
dragon's head couped of the last.
(Demegara, co. Westmeath, Ulster's Office; borne by
Fat, of FaybrooK and Moyne Hall, co. Cavan; descended
from Gerald Fat, of Demegara, High Sheriff of Westmeath, A.D. 1565). Same Arms. Crest A dragon's head
couped or. Motto Toujours fidfele.
(Reg, Ulster's Office). Az. issuing from the base of the
shield a dexter and sinister arm chevronways, vested or,
couped ppr.

Fay

;

Fay

—

—

Fay

hands ppr. fingers crossed.

Fay

(Beg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. nine
each charged with an erm. spot.
(Portcullis Pursuivant temp. Edward
Per fesse or and az. a chev. betw. three eagles
VI.).
displ. all counterchanged, on a chief gu. as many lozenges
plates,

Fayery, or Fayry
erm.

Fayrew^eather, or

Fawether

(Brissett,

co.

Suffolk;

Gu. six billets or,
three, two, and one, on a chief of the second a lion pass,
A lion's head erased gu. billettee or.
vert.
Crest
Fayreweather (co. Suffolk). Az. six billets or, on a chief
ar. a lion ramp. gu. billettee of the second.
Fayrford. See Faibfobd.
Fayting' (Worcester and Woodcote Bromsgrove, monumental
inscription. All Saints Church, Worcester). Ar. six hearts,
three, two, and one gu. distilling blood from the sinister side
On a mount vert a
ppr. betw. two bars gemels sa. Crest
holly leaf ppr. Motto Fideli distillant sanguine corda.
Fazakerley (Fazakeriey, co. Lancaster). Erm. three bars
Her.

Off. Int.

MSS.

Vincent, No. 154).

—

—

—

vert.

Fazakerley (CO.
at the neck ppr.

a swan

Lancaster). Gu. three men's.heads couped
on each a cap ar. Crest On a mount vert

—

close ar.

Fazakerley (co. Lancaster). Sa. three swans ar.
Fazakerley (Kirkby, co. Lancaster, 1664). Erm.

three

bars vert, a canton gu.

Feake, or Feeke

et rege.

trefoils slipped or.

Favrkoner (cos. Bucks and Hants).

three, three, two,

tentes aut perfice.

(Fossion, co. Leicester.

Fawel
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(Sloane Street, Chelsea). Paly of six sa. and or,
dragon's head
on a chief ar. a falcon close ppr. Crest
and neck, wings addorsed, oouped at the shoulders ppr.
Faoucneb,
Esq.,
of CastleFaulkner (confirmed to Udgh

TaTilkner

Sa.

a

(co. Stafford,

London, and

co. Surrey).

fesse dancettee or, in chief three fleurs-de-lis ar.

—Out

Ci-ett

of a ducal coronet or, a demi ostrich with wings

PEA
expanded

ar.

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

beaked gu. holding in the mouth a horseshoe

(Norwich). Az. in fesse three fleurs-de-lis betw. four
mullets ar. three in chief and one iu base.
Feamland. Gu. sem^e of crosses crosslet a plain cross or.

Feamley

(Hetton, co. Northumberland, and Sutton-cumLound, CO. Notts). Or, on a bend vert three bucks' heads
A talbot pass. ar.
cabossed ar. attired of the first. Crest
through feme vert, collared and lined or.
Fearon (co. Sussex). Gu. a chev. betw. three horseshoes or.
Crest In a ducal coronet a falcon's head ppr.

—

—

(Edmonton, co. Middlesex). Az. a dexter hand couped
Crest— pheon gu.
at the wrist and clenched in pale ar.
point upwards.
Featherston (Ireland). See Fethebston.

Feast

A

Featherstonliaug'h

(Featherstonhaugh, co. Northumber
See Fethebstok.
(Hopton, co. Worcester representing
the Kirkhaugh branch of the very ancient family of Fethebland).

Featlierstonhaugli

;

BTONHAOGH, of Fetherstouhaugh Castle, and Barhaugh, co.
Northumberland, descended in the direct male line from the
of the race who settled on the Tyne, and who was a chief
of those Saxons who landed in England about the beginning
of the eighth century). Gu. two chev. engr. betw. three
ostrich feathers within a bordure also engr. all ar. Crest
An heraldic antelope's head erased gu. surmounted by two
ostrich feathers in saltire ar. Motto Ne vile velis.
Feauliteau (Clapham, co. Surrey). Vert on a bend betw.
two garbs or, three vine leaves of the field. Oi-est A squirrel
sejant cracking a nut all ppr.
Fecbtiry, or Feksbury. Gu. four bars or, a canton ar.
(another, the canton or).
Fecharde, or Fecher. Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. sis
first

—

—

—

crosslets gu. three cinquefoils of the

Fecher

Felbich.
Felbridgr.

gold.

Feake

first.

Gu. on a cross crosslet
fltch^e ar. betw. four demi lions or, five pellets, on a chief
paly of four of the second and az. a fish naiant counterchanged.
Fecher. Or, a fesse gu. and bend sa. Crest A spur-rowel
betw. two wings ppr.
Fecher. Ar. on a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet sa. three
(Hatfield,

co.

Hertford).

—

cinquefoils of the field (another, or; another, plates).

A

Feckenham (Worcester).

controversy
Sa. a chev. ar.
arose in 1332 between Sir John Sitsylt and Sir William Feckenham as to the right to bear " Barry ar. and az. six escutcheons sa. with as many lions ramp, of the field incensed
gu.," and was decided in favour of Sitsylt, Duncombe,
Herefordshire.
Fedelo'w. Ar. three leopards' heads erased gu. Crest An

—

ermine Blatant ppr. collared and lined sa.
Federton. Or (another, ar.) three roses gu.
Feilden (Didsbury, near Manchester). Ar. on a fesse az.
three lozenges or, quartering Broome, viz., sa. on a chev. or,
three broom sprigs vert. Crest A nuthatch feeding on a
hazel branch all ppr.

—

Feilden
Feilden

(Langley, CO. Derby). Same Arms and Crest.
(Witton, co. Lancaster; descended from Rakdle
Feilden, or Fielden, who was appointed, in the Queen's Charter
dated 1567, one of the original Governors of the Blackburn
Grammar School his descendant, Joseph Feilden, Esq., of
Witton, m. Maegaket dau. and co-heiress of William Letland, Esq., of Blackburn). Ar. on a fesse cotised az. betw.
two martlets in chief sa. and in base a rose gu. barbed and
seeded ppr. three lozenges or, quartering, Ar. on a fesse sa. a
lion pass. betw. two escallops of the field, in chief nine ears of
barley gu. three, three, and three, each three banded with a
string or, for Letland.
Cnsl A nuthatch perched upon a
branch of hazel fructed, in the beak a rose gu. slipped vert.
Motto Virtutis praemium honor.
Feilden (Mollington Hill, co. Chester; a younger branch of
the Witton family). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, as the
preceding.
Feilden (Feniscowles, co. Lancaster, bart., descended from
Witton). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, as the preceding. The
family has another crest, A palm tree with weights suspended
to its branches, with the allu.sive motto, "Crescit sub ponderc
Tirtus." Sec Denbigh, Earl or.
Feildingr (Enrl of Denb^yh). Ar. on a fesse az. three lozenges
or.
Crest
A nuthatch with a hazel branch fructed all ppr.
Supporlfrs— Two bucks ppr. attired and ungulod or. Motto
Virtutis praemium honor. (The German arms are On the
Austrian eagle displ. sa. a shield, quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a fesse az. three lozenges or; 'InA and 3r(l, or, a lion
ramp. gu. ducally crowned az. over the eagle a cap of a count
of the rmpirc, pink turned up crm. Creat A palm tree,
with weights suspended to its branches, and the allusive
motto, " Crescit sub ponderc virtus."
;

—

—

—

—

:

—

84A

perially
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Gu. a bend ar. cotised
Or, a lion saliant gu.

crowned betw. two wings

Felbridge.

li

or.
Ci-est

all

— A man's heart im-

ppr.

Or, (another, ar.) a lion saliant sa.

—

Or, a lion saUant gu.
Crest A tower embattled
thereon a bird rising.
Felbrigrg'e (Simon Felbbigge, son of Sir Rogeb Bigot, who
assumed the name of Felbbigge, being fourth in descent from
Simon le Bigot and Maud his wife, dau. of Eichabd, and
sister and heir of William de Felbbigge, co. Norfolk, was
appointed standard bearer to Richard II., 1395, and elected a
Knight of the Garter 1397). Or, a lion ramp. gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a plume of ostrich feathers erm.
Felbury (co. Northumberland). Vert a goat eUmant ar.
Feld (Pagen Hall, co. Gloucester). Or, a fesse betw. an eagle
displ. with two necks in chief and a stag's head cabossed in
base all sa.
Feld (quartered by Willoughbt, of Willoughby, co. Notts.
Visit. 1614).
Az. a fess betw. three eaglets displ. ar.
Feld (co. Hants). Az. three garbs or.
Feld. Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two dolphins chevronways respecting each other or.
Felde (Madley, co. Hereford). Sa. three garbs or.
Felde. Az. a fesse or, betw. three eagles displ. ar. guttee
de sang.
Felde. Sa. a chev. betw. three garbs ar.
Felde. Ar. a chev. vert betw. three pomies.
Felde (Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. three garbs ar.
Feldingham, or Fillingham. Erm. a bend az. Crat

Felbrigre.

—

—\

three teazles or.
Ar. on a fesse (another, a bend) az.
three lozenges or. Crest— On a branch vert, fructed or, a
woodpecker ppr.
slip of

Felding' (London).

Feldon, or Felding
Crest
A wild man ppr.
Feldue. Ar. on a fesse az.

—

Felford, or Felforl.

Leicester).

(co.

Same

Ar^ns.

three fusils or.

Lozengy

az.

and erm.

Felford

(Exeter College, Oxford, William Felfobd. 'Visit.
1574)
a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs
sa. beaked and legged or, a border of the second.
Felingrham. Gu. a fesse betw. three martlets ar.
Felix. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a cross or; 2nd and 3rd,
az. a millrind of the second.
Crest
A covered cup gu.
Fell (St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, co. Middlesex). Ar. three
lozenges in fesse vert betw. as many damask roses ppr. seeded
or, barbed of the second. Crest
Out of a mural coronet gu.
a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, holding
in the hand ppr. a tilting spear of the last.
Fell (Swarthmoor Hall, co. Lancaster). Same Arms and

—

—

Crest.

Fell

(London).
Or, three lozenges conjoined in fesse az. on
the middle one a Catharine wheel, thereon a cross patt^
fitchee of the first, in chief a rase betw. a portcullis and a
leopard's face of the second, all within a bordure gu. charged
with four lozenges and as many escallops alternately ar.
Crest
A hand holding a clarionet ppr.
Fell (Attercliffe Forge, Sheffield). Ar. three lozenges conjoined in fess betw. as many mullets of eight points, pierced

—

az.

(Newcastle). Same Arms. Crest— A Catharine wheel,
ensigned on the top with a cro.ss pattoe fitchee or.
Quarterly, or and gu. a bend az. Crest A lion sejant

Fell

—

Fell.

ppr.

Fell

(Hall Court, co. Hereford). Or, two bars sa. charged
with three crosses pattee fitchde ar. two and one. Ci-est
or, a demi eagle displ. and ducally
gorged.
Fell (John Fell, Bishop of O.tford, 1676 to 1686). Same

—

Out of a ducal coronet

Arms.
Fellbridgre, or Fellbrygrere

(co.

Gloucester).

Gu. two

(another, three) lions pass. crm.

Fellgrate (Yaxley,

co. Suffolk).
Az. two bars ar. betw. six
mullets or, three, two, and one.
Crest
A griffin sejant
saliant ar. pierced through the breast with a broken spear
or, holding the point in his mouth.
Fellinpham. Sa. a bend ar. betw. three covered salts or.
Fellingrham. Gu. a fesse betw. three martlets ar.

—

Fellowes (Ramsey

Abbey,

co.

Huntingdon, and Haverland

dancettee erm. betw. three
heads erased or, inurally crowned ar. Cnst A lion's
head erased and crowned, as in the arms, charged with a
fesse dancettee erm.
Motto Patientia et pcrseverantia cum
magnanimitate.
Fellowes (Kggesford, co. Devon; HenrtAbthdb Fellowes,
Esq., High Sheriff, co. Devon, 1775, second son of Coulson
Fellowes, Esq., of Uamsoy Abbey, d. 1792, and devised
Eggesford to his nephew, Hon. Newton Wallop, second son
Hall, CO. Norfolk).

Az. a

fe.'se

—

lions'

—

A
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of John, second Earl of Portsmouth, by his wife, Ueania
Fellowes, who thereupon assumed the name and arms of
Fellowes by royal licence, 1794, and s. his elder brother as
fourth Earl of Portsmouth, 1853). Same Arms, Crest, and

Motto.

Pellowes
Cre'it,

(Shotesham Park,

Norfolk).

co.

Same Arms,

and Motto.

of Arms, temp. Henry VIII.).
Ar.
ermines three grifiSns' heads erased or.
Fellowes. Az. a fess nebulee erm. betw. three lions' heads
Crest
Out of a cloud a dexter hand
heads erased or.
fesse nebulee

—

holding a club all ppr.
Felt. Gu. a buck"s head couped at the neck ar. attired or.
On a mural coronet or, a stag pass. ppr.
Crest
Felter. Az. three bendlets ar. a bordure of the last charged
A dexter hand
with eight fleurs-de-lis of the first. Crest
ppr. holding up a cup or.
Feltgrave. Or, on each of three chev. gu. three fleurs-de-

—

—

lis ar.

Feltham

(London).

pards' faces or.

two bars erm. in chief three leoarm in armour holding in the
the pieces in saltire all ppr. Motto

Sa.

Crest

— An

gauntlet a broken spear,
Portanti spolio palma.

—

Company

Feltmakers,

(London).

at the -nrist gu. betw.

—

—

;

—

;

:

bezant.

Felton

(co. Gloucester).
Gu. two lions pass, in pale ar.
(another, within a border flory counterflory of the last).
Felton (co. Gloucester). Per pale vert and gu. a hon pr.ss.

ar.

Felton

(co. Suffolk).

Ar. (another, or) on a

bend

cotiscd

az. three plates (another, bezants).'

Felton.

second.

Femynor (cos.

first.

Az. bezantee three dragons' heads ar. spotted sa. in
each mouth a cross cros.-let fitchee or.
Fenne. Sa. three garbs ar.
Fenne. Vert a cross betw. four eaglets ar.
Fenne. Gu. on a cross betw. four eaglets or, a cross pattee
of the

field.

Fenne.
Fennell

Gu. a cross niillrind pierced or.
(Fun Ent. Ulster's Office, 16C3, Dr. Fesnell,
buried in St. Michan's Church, Dublin). Az. on a chev. or,
betw. three pelicans ar. as many mullets gu.
Fenner (co. Middlesex). Vert a cross ar. charged with a
cross formee gu. betw. four eagles displ. of the second.
Fenner (co. Sussex). Same Arms. Crest An eagle displ.
ar.

membered

Fenner.

sarceliy gu.

York).

Or, a fesse

wavy

sa.

betw. three fen-

cocks ppr.
(Sir

Thomas Fencotts, temp. Edward

and co-heir m.
Leicester.

II.

;

his dau.

Wiluam

Nevill, Knt., of Holt, co.
Visit. Leicester, 1619). Or, a chev. gu. a chief
Sir

indented vert.
Ar. fretty gu.

Fencourt.

Crest

—A

portcullis sa. chains

Az. a dexter hand holding up on the point of a
sword ar. an otters head couped or.
Fenell. Gu. a bend erm. betw. two martlets or.
Fenes. Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Feneux. (co. Kent). Vert a chev. betw. three eagles or.
Feney. Gu. a cross moline or. Crest Out of a heart a
dexter hand holding a dagger in pale all ppr.

—

Arms, with a mascle

or.

Ar. a fesse betw. six aspen leaves vert.
Az. three Uons ramp. or. Crest— A bridge of three
arches ppr.
(London). Sa. a fesse dancettee (aaother. Indented)

Fenis.

FenkeU
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betw. four eagles displ.

ar.

or,

a

cross formee sa.

two chev. sa.
Gu. a fesse betw. three bezants in
a crane in base ppr.
Crest
A crane's head
Vigilat et omat.
ppr. Motto
Fennor (co. Sussex granted 10 Nov. 4 Philip and Mary).
Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw. three marine wolves (or seadogs) naiant sa. finned, ventred, and dented of the first,
langued of the second. Crest A mermaid holding in her
dexter hand a dagger all ppr.
Fenouillet (London; granted 23 April, 1761). Vert on a.
pile cotised or, betw. two beehives of the last an anchor in
pale az. cabled gu.
Crest
A demi pegasus reguard. or,
winged gu. holding a banner vert, charged with a beehive
of the first, staff of the second. Motto
Industrie et spe.
Fenroder. Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three heads in profile
couped ar. as many crosses pattee fitch^e of the first, on a

Fennison (Edinburgh).
chief

and

—

—

,

—

—

—

chief of the third three eagles' legs erased at the thigh
sa.

Fenrother

Gu. on a chev. ar. three ducks az.
first, a bordure engr. or, peUettee. Crest
couped betw. two branches orleways ppr.
Gu. three mascles or.
Crest
A Cornish
chough rising ducally gorged ppr.
Fenton (Fenton, co. Notts; Sir Geoffrey Fenton, Knt.,
principal Secretary of State for Ireland, d. 9 Oct. 1608, next

membered

(London).

—

of the

A boar's head
Fentiman.

—

brother of Edward F'enton, Esq., of Fenton, d. s. p., fourteenth in descent from Sir Richard Fenton, Lord of Fenton.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Ar. a cross
Visit. Notts, 1614.
betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa., quartering or, a lion ramp. gu.
lion

ramp,

Mallory, and

ar.,

arm embowed
gold.

Bretofts.
in

armour

semee of cross crosslets and a
Out of a ducal coronet an
in the hand a sword ar. hilted

az.

Crest
or,

—

.<4nofAer Crtst (Reg. Ulster's Office)

ended with a ducal coronet

or, crest

—A

fleurs-de-lis sa.

and arms charged with

for diff.

Kent, and Crake, co. Vork).

tco.

Crest

—A

Ar. a cross betw.
entiled with a

fleur-de-lis

Fenton (co. Nottingham). Same Arm^ and
Fenton (Glynamel, near Fishguard, co

Crest.

Pembroke; the
family claims descent from Sir Geoffrey Fenton, Chief
Justice of Ireland, temp. Elizabeth). Same Anas as the preceding. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet an arm in armour
embowed holding a dagger all ppr. Jl/o(«o— Gwell angau na

—

gwarth.

Fenton

(Consall;
;

Sir

William de Fenton, Constable of NewJohn Draycott re-leased lands in Consall

Richard de Fenton, temp. Richard II.). Ar. a cross
betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa. Ci-est Out of a ducal coronet a
dexter arm embowed in armour, the hand grasping a sword
point downwards all ppr.
Fenton (the arms appeared in York Cathedral, Oct. 1414).
Vert six falcons' heads erased or.
Fenton (co. York). At. a cross gu. betw. four fleurs-deto

—

az.

Fening-ley.

on a cross

Fenner. Erm.

castle, 1255

Fender.

Feney, or Feny. Same

or.

Az.

four fleurs-de-lis sa.
ducal coronet or.

Norfolk and Suffolk). Erm. two chev. gu.
Or, a cross sarceliy gu. and chief ar. (another, the
chief charged with three mascles of the second).
(co.

Arms and

Fenn.

Fenton

Fencall.

Fencotts

S.ame

(co. Suffolk).
Same Arms. Crest— A dragon's head
erased az. collared ar. on the collar three escallops of the

a crescent

Felton. Gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Feltwell. Ar. two lions pass. sa.
Felvile. Per fesse erm. and or, a cross

Fencote

(London).

Fenn

collared ar.,

Gu. two lions pass, in pale ar. a baton gobonatcd
and az.
Gu. a buck's head or.
Ar. on a bend az. three garbs or, a bordure of the

of the second

Felton.
Felton.

—

Fenn, Fenne, or Fenoy

—

of

Ar. a dexter
two hatbands nowed az.
Crest
A naked ana
in chief a hat sa. banded of the third.
embowed ppr. holding in the hand a hat sa. banded az.
Felton {Baron Fclton, summoned to Parliament 1313, abeyance 1402). Gu. two lions pass. erm. crowned or.
Felton (Felton, CO. Northumberland). Same Arms.
Felton (Litoham, co. Norfolk; Sir Thomas Felton, son of
Sir John and grandson of Sir Robert Felton, both of same
place, attended the Black Prince to Bordeaux, 1355, witnessed
his marriage, 1361, and served under him in the French
wars; elected a Knight of the Garter, 1381). Gu. two lions
pass, in pale erm. ducally crowned or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, two wings inverted gu. quilled gold.
Felton (Playford, co. Suffolk, hart., extinct 1719; descended
from Thomas Felton, Esq., of Playford, 4 Henry VIII., son
of Thomas Felton, Esq., of Shotley, by Margebt, his wife,
dau. and heir of Thomas Sampson, Esq., of Playford Elizabeth, only dau. and heir of Sir Thomas Felton, of Playford,
bart., by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. and co-heir of JAsrES
Howard, Earl of Suffolk; m. John Hervey, Earl of Bristol).
Same Arms.
Felton (Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Same Arms.
Felton. Same Arms. Crests 1st: In a ducal coronet a
pair of wings or and ar.
2nd A stag lodged gu. ducally
gorged and lined or, attires vert, at the top of each branch a

hand couped

Fenn

Crest.

Fellowes (Nonoy King
on a

TSTX

betw. three mullets ar. Crest— A mullet sa. (another coat
has the tinctures reversed).
(East Dereham, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a fesse az. three
escallops of the first, a bordure engr. of the second. CrcU
di jgon's head erased.

lis sa.

Fenton

(Underbank,

co. York).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.

a

cross betw. four fleurs-de-hs sa., for F'enton 'ind and 3rd,
ar. a fesse dancettee. in chief three leopards' he.ids sa., for
;

West.

Crest

—A

fli»ur-de-hs

issuing from a ducal coronet

ppr.

Fenton

(Millearn).

Gu. a bend engr. betw. two crescents

AA

PEN
ar.

Crest

— A palm

—Per ardua
Fenton

tree

Motto

surge.

(of that Ilk, Scotland

;

the heiress m. the

first

Lord

Gu. a bend engr. ar.
Fenton (Baikey, Scotland). Ar. three crescents gu.
Fenvother. Gu. on a chev. betw. three pairs of shackles
or, as many moorcocks sa. a bordure engr. of the second
Fraser of Lovat).

couped below the elbow, holding the upper part of a broken
lance ppr. headed or.
£'ergns. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. Crest A demi lion ppr.
crowned with a mural crown or.
Fergrus (the island of Montserrat, 1783). Ar. a lion ramp.
gu. on a chief az. a crescent betw. two mullets of the first.
FergTishill (Scotland). Ar. an eagle with wings expanded

—

(?u.

pellettee.

Fenweeke.

Gu. a fesse betw. six martlets ar.
Feu'wlck (Fenwick, co. Northumberland, bart., extinct
from De Fenwtke, Lord of the Castell »nd
descended
1697
Tower of Fenwick, temp. Henry I. the last direct male heir,
the celebrated Sir John Fenwick, of Fenwick and Wallington, bart., was executed for high treason in 1697). Per fesse
Crest
A phoenix
gfU. and ar. six martlets counterchanged.
in flames ppr. gorged with a mural crown. il/o(to— Perit ut
ivat. Ancient Motto Toujours fldfele.
Fenwick (Longframlington and Long Witton, co. Northumberland James Fenwicse, Esq., of Longwitton, m. Jane,
only child and heir of John Mannebs, Esq., of LongframSame Arms, quartering, ar. a fesse betw. three
lington).
martlets sa., for Babbatt; vert a lion ramp, within a
bordure engr. or, for Heaton, as well as the arms of
Mannebs. Crest A phoenix in flames ppr. gorged with a
mural crown. Motto Toujours loyal
Fen-wick (Edmonton, co. Middlesex). Same Arms and
;

;

—

—

;

—

—

Cre*t.

Fenwick (PalUon,
Arms,

FEB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

growing out of a rock ppr.

Crest,

near Sunderland, co. Durham).

Same

Fenwick

Ulster, to

(certified, 29 June, 1647,
Colonel EoGER Fenwick, who landed in Dublin, Nov. 1646,
with his regiment he was third son of William Fenwick,
Esq., of Stanton, co. Northumberland, who was son and heir
of RiCHABD Fenwick, Esq., of the same, descended from
Fenwick, of Fenwick, in same county). Same Arms, a
Same Cnst. Motto
crescent charged with a mullet for diff
A tout jours loill Colonel Fenwick quartered, 1st, ar. a
;

—

hon ramp.

a
fess betw. three torteaux;
border engr. of the last; 3rd, erm. a miUrind paleways
2nd, gu. a

ar.

sa.

(Hallaton, co. Leicester).

Same Arms.

Crest

—

phcenix ar. wings gu. gorged with a ducal crown or, issuant
from flames ppr.
Fenwick (Addison Fenwick, Esq., Bishop Wearmouth, co.
Durham). Same Arms. Crest— A. phoenix in flames ppr.
gorged with a mural crown. Motto Virtute sibi praemium.
Fenwick (Rev. John Fenwick, Rector of Thurning, co
Crest
A phoenix in flames ppr.
Norfolk). Same Arms.
gorged with a mural crown ar. Motto Peril ut vivas.
Fenwick (Ireland; Fun. Ent. of Joseph Fenwick, buried in
Same Artns.
St. James's Church, Dublin, IZ July, 1664).
Fenwick, Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three martlets sa. two
sugar canes of the Held. 'Crest A beaver pass. ppr. holding
in the mouth a sugar cane or.
Fenwicke Per pale ar. and sa. six martlets in pale, three
and three, counterchanged.
Fenwike. Per fesse gu. and ar. three martlets counterchanged.
Fenwyke. Ar. three martlets gu. on a chief of the last as

—

—

—

—

many

martlets of the field.
Quarterly, gu. and or, a bordure counterchanged,
over all a chev. vair.
Feny. Gu. an ink moline or.
(Paul's Cray, co. Kent). Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three
On a mural coronet or, a
goats' heads erased ar. CreU

Fenwyke.

Ferby

—

Ferby.

two wings sa.
See Febbbt.

Fercoll

(co. Gloucester).

granted to Sir Andbew Febguson,
Az. a buckle ar. betw. three boars'
heads couped or. Crest A thistle ppr. with a bee alighting
thereon or. Motto Dulcius ex aspens.
Fergnson (exemplified, 1843, to John Magennis, Esq., of
Buit House, CO. Donegal, on his assuming, by royal licence,
the surname of Febguson in lieu of Magennis, in compUance
with the desire of his maternal uncle, Andbew Febguson,
Esq., of Burt House). Az. a buckle or, betw. three boars'
heads erased ar. Crest On a thislfle ppr. a bee or, winged
Motto Dulcius ex aspens.
az.
FergTison (London). Az. a buckle ar. betw. three boars'
heads erased or, within a bordure of the second, charged with
An arm in armour,
four crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Crest
Motto True to the
grasping a broken spear all ppr.
Bart., 1801, extinct).

;

—

—

—

—

—

plate betw.

Ar. a cross betw. four lozenges

Ferguson

(Major James Febguson, 1691). Az. a buckle ar.
betw. three boars' heads couped ar. within a bordure embattled of the second. Crest A dexter hand issuing from a
cloud, grasping a broken spear in bend ppr. Motto Arte et

—

—

FergTison

(Craigdarroch, co. Dumfnes). Ar. a lion ramp,
az. on a chief gu. a star betw. a cross crosslet fitchee and a
rose of the field. Crest
A dexter hand grasping a broken
spear bendways ppr. Motto Vi et arte.
Fergruson (Pitfour, co. Aberdeen). Az. a buckle ar. betw.
three boars' heads couped or, within a bordure of the second
Crest
A crescent or, rising from a cloud ppr. Motto—

—

Fare.
Fere.
Fere.

Az. an anchor or.
Gu. a cross moline or.
Gu. a cross mo'.ine ar. over all a bend az.
Fereby. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three lions' heads erased

—

Virtute.

(Raith, co. Fife). Ar. a lion ramp az. betw.
three buckles gu. a chief chequy az. and of the first. Creit
A demi lion ppr. holding betw. the paws a buckle gu.

—

Motto

— Fortuna comes.

Ferguson-Davie, Bart. See Davie.
Fergusson (Kilkerran, co Ayr, bart., 1703).

Az. a buckle
betw. three boars' heads or, quartering Dalbymfle.
On a thistle leaved and flowered ppr. a bee or. Motto
Crest

ar.

—
—Ut prosim

Gu. on a bend gobony az. and ar. betw. two
lions' heads erased of the third, three leopards' heads or,
within a bordure gobony of the last and second.
Fereis. Harry of ten or and gu. a bordure az.
Ferell. Ar. a leopanl's head gu, jcssant-de-lis or.
Ferendon (co. Devon). Sa. three unicorns courant in pale

alits.

Fergusson

(Ministerof Strickmartin, 1672). Az. on a chev.
ar. betw. three boars' heads couped or, a mullet of the first.
Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.
Fergusson (John Fergusson, E.N., 1757). Ar. a ship of
war under sail ppr. on a chief az. three boars' heads couped
ar.
Crest— A. dexter hand grasping a broadsword ppr.
Motto Pro rege et patria.
Fergusson (Kinnaird, Scotland). Az. on a chev. ar. betw.
three boars' heads couped or, a buckle betw. two falcons of
the first. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. Motto Virtus sibi

—
—

(London, 17S5). Az. on a chev. betw. three
boars' heads couped or, a buckle gu. betw. two stars of the
field.
Crest
A palm tree ppr. Motto Sub onere crescit.
Fergusson (Splttlehaugh, co. Peebles, bart., 1866). Ar. a
lion ramp. az. on a chief engr. gu. a mullet betw. two cinqueCrest —A dexter hand grasping a broken
foils of the first.
spear in bend all ppr. Motto (over the crest) Vi et arte.
Feriman (co. Worcester). Gu. three horses' heads couped
ar. bridled sa. a bordure engr. of the second.
Feringdon. Gu. (another, az.) three cinqucfoils ar.
Feriuges. Ar. two bars gemel gu. in chief a lion pass, of

—

—

—

—

last.

Feringham.

Az. a saltire engr.

ar.

Ferington. Erm. on a chev. az. three bucks' heads or.
Ferington. Paly of six gu. and vair, a chief or.
Ferington. Or, two bars gu. on a chief of the last a lion
first.

Ferley, or Farlegh. Ar. six chev.
many gu.
Ferlington. Sa. five fusils in fesse or.

Ferm

(of that Ilk, Scotland).

heads erased gu.
Ferman. Barry wavy of ten

Or, a fesse az. betw. three
ar.

and

az.

Fermer, Fenmer, and Ferimor

and leaved

Femxin.

fl»e

vert.

Fergus

(confirmed, 1742, to Macbath Febgdh, Esq., of
Fallbowcr, i;o. Mayo). Az. a fess betw. a star of eight rays
in chief and a lion ramp, in base or. Crest
A naked hand

—

846

Suffolk).

on a chev.

sa.

three

first.

mascles conjoined in bend or. Crest
stag's head collared or, in the mouth a cinquefotl az. stalked

Gu.

three sa. and as

lions'

martlets of the

or.

—

—

praemium.

FergTisson

pass, of the

sa.

Fereby.

—

FergTison

the

RU.

Ferford.

—

last.

anirao.

and Motto.

by Preston,

Fenwick

Fergnson (Londonderry

(cos.

Norfolk and

Erm. two chev. gu.
Ar. a cross engr. gu. on a chief of the last a lion

pass, guard, or.

Fermingham.
weasels ar.

(London).

Gu. a fesse erm. betw.

two

;

FEB
Fenningb am

John Kebmor came

England from Picardy, temp.
Edward III. His descendant. Sir Henhy Febmob, Bart., of
Welches, was so created 1725, with remainder to Cbables
EvxRSFiELD, Esq., of Devon Place). Gu. a chev. vair betw.
A tiger pass. erm.
three lions ramp. or. Crest
;

to

—

Fermor

(Earl of Pomfret, extinct 1867). Ar. a fesse sa.
betw. three lions' heads erased gu. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a cock's head gu. crested and wattled or. Suji-

porfers

—

—Hora

—Two lions ppr.

Fermor.

Mctto

See Farmak.

Femandes.

Cresl

—

—

ppr.

Per bend dancettee ar. and gu.
(Parwich and Snitterton, co. Derby, Temple-Belwood,
Lincoln). Per bend indented or and gu. Crest A garb
betw. two wings expanded per pale indented of the first
(co. Stafford).

Feme
or,

—

and gu.
(Temple-Belwood, co. Lincoln, and co. Stafford;
granted l.'i78). Per bend or and gu. two lions' heads erased
counterchanged. Crest A talbot's head ar. eared and collared gu. garnished and ringed or, issuing out of a feme

Feme

—

ppr.

Feme

Per bend indented ar. and gu.
erased counterchanged, crowned or. Crest
ppr. a garb or, banded gu.
Per fesse ar. and gu. a lion ramp, and a bordure
counterchanged.
Feme. Per bend dancettde or and gu. Crest A garb or,
betw. two wings expanded, the dexter per pale dancettee or
and gii. the sinister gu. and or.
Femeland, or Fernland. Gu. sem^e of crosses crosstwo

On

(Bonsall, co. Derby).

—

lions' he.Tds

mount

a

of

feme

Feme.

—

let or.

Femeley, or Fernley
Sutton, CO. Suffolk).

Or,

(cos. Chester and Lancaster, and
on a bend vert three bucks' heads

—A talbot pass.

cabossed ar. attired of the

field.

through feme

and Uned or.
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three

Feme'wold

vert, collared

(co.

Sussex).

Orest

ar.

bucks' heads erased ar.

Femley

MVest Creting, co. Suffolk; Sir Thomas Gbesham,
founder of the Royal Exchange, m. Anne, dau. of William
Fernlet. Visit. London, 1568). Or, on a bend vert three
stags' heads cabossed ar.

Ferns, See

of.
Sa. two croziers indorsed in saltire or,
suppressed with a mitre labelled of the last.
(Scotland). Or, a fesse az. betw. three lions' heads
erased gu.

Ferny

Feron, or Ferron

(ScoUand).
Az. a griffin ramp, or, a
C)yK
A cross pattee erm.
Gu. a chev. betw. three horseshoes or.
Ferrara,
of.
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or, a
border indented of the lastimpaled with az. an eagle displ. ar.
armed and crowned or. (These latter are the right arms of
Ferrara, the former, the arms of France, are by augmenchief of the last.

—

Feronnes.

Dukedom

tation).

Ferraby.
Ferrall.

Gu. a fesse betw. three goats' heads erased or.
See O'Farrell and O'Ferrall.

Ferrall (Carmichael

Ferrall ;
exemplified,
1852,
to
Catherine Carmichael, of Sloane Street, Chelsea, Middlesex, widow of M.^jor-Gen. Hugh Ltle Carmichael, and dau.
and heir of John Ferrall, M.D., of Jervis Street, Dublin, on
her assuming, by royal licence, the additional surname and
arms of Ferrall, in compliance with her father's will).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert a lion ramp, or, for Ferrall;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess wreathed gu. and az. in chief a trefoil
vert for diff., for Carmichael.
Crests— 1st Out of a ducal
coronet or, a dexter hand gu., for Ferrall 2nd An arm
embowed in armour grasping a broken lance all ppr. charged
with a trefoil or, for Carmichael.
Ferrand (St. Ives, and Harden Grange, co. York; granted
by Flower, Norroy, 1586). Quarteriy, 1st and 4th, ar. on a
chief gu. two crosses flory vair a cinquefoil az. (Dugdale's
Visit. CO. 1 ork)
but more commonly used as patonce vair
without the cinquefoil, for Ferrand; 2nd, ar. a chev. betw.
three crescents sa. on a canton of the second a dove with an
olive branch ppr., for Walker
3rd, gu. on a mount vert
a swan close ppr. ducally gorged and chained or, for Dale, of
Dalton le Dale. Ci-est—A hand holding a battle axe ppr.
-

:

;

:

;

;

—Justus propositi tenax.

Motto

Ferrant.

Ar. three escutcheons gu. on each six bezants.
lion or, semee of hurts.

—A demi

Crut

Sa.

347

a chev. ar. a canton erm.
See Foster.

Ferrard

(Skipton in Craven, co. York granted, 30 March
Ar. on a chief, gu. three crosses pattee vair.
Ar. six horseshoes sa. Crest—Oa a chapeau
;

1586).

Ferrars.

an

eagle preying on a child swaddled aU ppr.
Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three torteaux.

Ferrars.

Ferre
temp.

(Sir

Gcr de Febre,

Edward

Gu. a

I.).

Lord of Benhale, co. Suffolk,
de moline ar. over all a bendlet

Knt.,
fer

az.

De (Raymond de Ferbe, 1538, and
John James Emmanuel de Ferre, of Broad

Ferre,

and

his descendant,

Street, London,
Gu. three plates within a bordure chequy ar.

az.

Ferreby.

Sec Ferbt.
(London). Barry nebolee of ten ar. and az. on »
chev. sa. three martlets or.
Ferrer. Or, three bendlets sa.
Ferrer (Reg. Ulster's Office). Vair^ az. and or, on a chief
sa. three falcons' heads erased or, beaked gu.
Crest

Ferreman

Gu. two battle axes endorsed or, in base a
crescent of the last. Crest Upon a cloud a celestial sphere

CO.

(London).

merchant).

e sempre.

Ferxaour. Erm a chev. betw. three cinquefoils sa.
Two oak branches in saltire vert.

Ferne

Ferrar

Ferrard, Viscount.

crescents or.

Fermingrley. Gu. a fesse tetw. six aspen leaves or.
Perinor (Welches, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1784, of French
origin

FEB
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Quarterly, ar. and az. four

(co. AVarwick).

A

head

falcon's

era.sed ar. collared vaire gu.

and

ar.

Ferrers, Earl.

See Shirley.
Ferrers (Earlof Derby, created 1138; the eighth earl do
prived of his earldom by Parliament, tem-p. Henry IIL). Ar.
six horseshoes sa. piorced or, three, two, and one.
Ferrers (Lord Ferrers, of Chartley John Ferrers, son of
the eighth and last Earl of Derby, summoned to Parliament,
1299, barony passed to the Devereux family, 1450, vested in
the 2nd Marqueas Townshend, 1770, in abeyance, 1855;
co-heirs, Mabmion Euward Febeebs, Esq., of BaddesleyClinton, heir male also of the house of Febbebs, and Henbt
;

Townshend Boultebb,

Esq., of Springfield, co. Warwick).
Vaire or and gu.
Ferrers (Lord Ferrers, ef Wemme Sir Robert Febrebs,
younger son of the second Lm-d Ferrers, of Chartley, summoned to Parliament, 1375, abeyance 1410). Vaire or and gu.
on a canton of the second a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Ferrers (Lord Ferrers, of Groby; William Ferrers, grandson of the seventh Sari of Derby, through his second son.
William Ferrers, summoned to Parliament 1297, passed to
the Grey family 1445).
Gu. seven mascles or, three, three,
and one conjoined (being the arms of Qoinci; the seventh
Eiirl of Derby m. Margaret, dau. and co-heir of Robert de
Qoinci, Farl of Winchester, and she settled the manor of
Groby on her second son, whereupon he assumed the arms
of her family). Crest
A leopard pass, ducally gorged ppr.
;

—

Ferrers (Tamworth

the heiress, Anne Febrebs, m,
Gu. seven mascles conjoined,
a label of three points az.
Ferrers (Baddesley Clinton, co. Warwick; the only remaining male branch of the house of Febbebs, represented by
Mabmion Edward Ferrers, Esq., eldest son and heir of the
late Edward Ferrers, Esq., of Baddesley Clinton, by Lady
Castle

;

the Hon. Robert Shirley).

three, three,

and one

or, in chief

Harriet Anne Ferrers Townshend, his wife, dau. of George,
second Marquess Townshend, and through his mother, now
senior co-heir to the Barony of Ferrers, of Chartley).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vaire or and gu. (arms of the original
Earls of Derby, after the marriage of the third earl with
Peveril^; 2nd, sa. six horseshoes ar. three, two, and one,
Ferrers, ancient; 3rd, gu. seven mascles conjoined, three,
three and one or, a canton erm., Ferrers of Groby, Crest
A unicorn pass. erm. Motto Splendio tritus. Supp(yrtert
Two unicorns erm. armed, maned, and hoofed or.
Ferrers (Bashall Hall, co. York; a younger branch of
Febrebs, of Baddesley, became possessed of Bashall by

—

—

—

marriage with Jane Whyte, granddaughter and heir of

Thomas Talbot

Esq., of Bashall

;

the heiress of the family,

Dorothy, eldest sister and co-heir of William Ferbebs,
Esq., m. Richard Walmesley, Esq., of Coldcoates Hall and
Wiswall-within-Eaves, co. Lancaster, and her dau. and heir,.
Margaret, m. Hugh Hughes Lloyd, of Piymog, co.
Denbigh, and Gwerclas, co. Merioneth). Same Anns, &c.
Ferrers (Walton, co. Derby). Vaire or and gu. (another
adds a baton

Ferrers

az.).

Crest

—A unicorn

(Here Ferrers, co.

Devon

;

pass. erm.

the co-heirs m.

nowne, Poynisgs, and FlemIno). Ar. (another,

or)

Champebon a bend

three horseshoes of the field.
Ferrers (Churston, co. Devon, extinct temv. Henry "VI.
the co-heirs m. Ashford and Yarde). Same Anns.
Ferrers (Boswithgy and Trelowarren; the heiress ni.
Vyvyan Sir William Pole states that all the Ferrers in cos.
Devon and Cornwall derived from the Bere Ferrers family).
Or, on a bend sa. three horseshoes ar.
Ferrers (Xewton Park, co. Cornwall ; the heiress m. Cortton). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three cinquefoils gu. as many
horseshoes of the field (another, or).
Ferrers (Fiddington, co. Gloucester). Or, an a bend giL.
sa.

;

;

FEB

Crest— An ostrich ppr.

(Skellingthorpe, co. Lincoln, hart., extinct 1675).
Ar. on a bend gu. cotised sa. three horseshoes of the field.
Ferrers, or Ferreis (co. Hertford). Vaire or and gu. a
bordure az. Crest— Two bees volant saltirewise ppr.
Ferrers (Skellingthorpe, co Lincoln). Ar. on a bend gu. co-

Jerrers

tised sa. three horseshoes of the first.
Ferrers (Master of the Horse to the

Duke of Normandy).

Ar. six horseshoes pierced sa.
Ar. five horseshoes in saltire gu. nail-holes or.
Az. a fesse ar. and abend gu.
Sa. three crosses pomelle ar.
Gu. a cross molinc ar. over all a bend sa.
Or, six lions ramp. sa. two, two, and two.
Ireland Fun. Ent. of William Febrers,
(Dromore,
Ferrers
second son of William Febbers, co. Norfolk, buried in St.
Brides Church, Dublin, 6 May, 1658). Vaire gu. and ar. on
a chief sa. three griffins' head erased of the second.
Ferrers (Beg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend sa. three

Ferrers.
Ferrers.
Ferrers.
Ferrers.
Ferrers.

;

horseshoes of the first.
Ferres. Az. an inescutcheon vair6 ar. and gu.
Farrier (Kintrockat, co. Forfar, 1793). Or, three horseshoes
Crest A sheaf of wheat or, bound
az. within a bordure gu.

Motto

gu.

—Diligcntia

—

ditat.

Ferrier ^Kirkland, co. Renfrew). Or, three horseshoes sa.
Crest
A plumb-rule or. Motto— In recte decus.
Ferrier (Edinburgh, 1793). Same Arms, within a bordure

—

Crest and Motto, the same.
(Cairn Hill, co. Ayr). Quarterly, 1st, or, on a bend
2nd, gu. three cinqueaz. three horseshoes ar., for Ferrier
foils erm. within a bordure ar. charged with eight martlets

engr. az.

Ferrier

;

of the

field,

for

Hamilton;

3rd, quarterly, 1st

and

4th, ar.

2nd and 3rd, ar. a human
heart ppr. imperially crowned, on a chief az. three mullets
field,
for
Douglas;
4th,
ar. a shakefork sa. betw. a
of the
mullet in chief and two garbs in base gu., for Citnninghau.
Creft
A horseshoe winged ppr. Motto Advance.
Ferrier (Boughton, near Liverpool). Ar. on a bend sa. three

a

for Sandilands,

bftid az.,

—

—

horseshoes of the

first.

Gu. three palets vair, a chief or.
Ferrior (Pearston and Hasguard Hall, co. Pembroke, a
family of ancient Flemish descent, settled in that county
since the reign of Henry VII.). Or, on a bend engr. double
cotised sa. three horsehoes ar. Crest
A horseshoe winged

—

ppr.

Ferris (Hawkhurst,

co Kent, and Thackham, co. Sussex).
Erm. on a bend cotised gu. betw. a cross moline az. and an
anchor erect sa. three horseshoes or. Crest On a mount
vert an ostrich ar. charged with a horseshoe sa. in the mouth
a cross crosslet fitchee ar.
Ferris. Ar. a pale az. in chief as many piles issuing from
the top of the escutcheon, and in base three cinquefoils all
counterchangcd. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a sinister
hand betw. two wings ppr.
Ferry. Ar. two lions ramp, in pale gu. Crest— K plough

—

—

land,

Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three mullets
in chief and a swan pass, in base gu. a boar's head erased of
first.
the
Ferwley (co. Lancaster). Or, on a bend vert three bucks'
(Scotland).

heads ar.

Feryman, or Ferman
az.

Fesant

(London). Paly wavy of six ar.
on a chief sa. three martlets or.
(London and co. Surrey). Gu. on a fesse betw. two

—

engr. or, three roses of the field.
Crest
A demi
antelope ppr. collared gu.
Per fesse or and az. a fesse per fesse dancettee gu.
and or. Crest A cock pheasant ppr.
Fesard. Or, on a bend sa. three bears' heads ar. muzzled
cliev.

Fesant.

—

Az. three pheasants or, uiembered and beaked

gii.

—

Fetherston Kaugh

(Kirk Oswald, co. Cumberland; a
younger branch of the Northumbrian family the sister of
Timothy Fetherston Haogh, the last male heir, who d. in
1797, m. the Rev. Charles Smallwood, and had a son,
Tijiotht, who assumed the surname and arms of Fetbeb;

stonHaogh).

— An

Valens

Gu. a chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar.
head erased gu. armed or. Motto—

antelope's

Crest

ct volens.

FetherstonHaugh.

(Staffield Hall,
co.
Cumberland).
Gu. a chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar. Crest An antelope's head erased gu. armed or.
J/o«o—Valens et

—

volens.

FetherstonSaugh.
FethebstonHaugh,

(granted to

Alexander Stephenson

Hopton Court,

Esq.,

Worcester).

co.

Gu. two chevronels engr. betw. three feathers within a
bordure also engr. ar. Crest An heraldic antelope's head
erased gu. surmounted by two feathers in saltire ar. Motto

—

— Ne vile

velis.

Fetherston, or FetherstonHaugh

(Cumberland).

—

Gu. a chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar. Crest An
antelope's head gu. crined and armed or, charged on the
neck with an ostrich feather and annulet ar.
Fetherston (Long Wathby, co. Cumberland). Or, on a
fesse sa. three escallops of the first, with a bordure engr. az.
Crest
An antelope's head erased gu.

—

Fetherston

(Blacksware, co. Hertford, hart., extinct 1746
of the ancient stock of Fetherston, of Hetherie Cleugh, co.

Durham;

of this branch, Sir Heneage Fetherston purchased Blacksware, and was created a hart, in 1660). Gu. on
a chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar. a pellet.
Fetherston (Packwood, co. Warwick; originally of the
family of FetherstonHaogh, of FetherstonHaugh Castle;
the first notice of Fetherston of Packwood occurs in the
8th of Edward IV.). Gu. on a chev. betw. three ostrich
feathers ar. three annulets sa. the annulets were added by
Sir William Dugdale to difference the two branches of the
same family. Crest An antelope's head erased gu. homed
and langued vert. Motto Christi pennatus sidera morte

—

—

peto.

Fetherston, alias Perkinson. Gu. on a
three ostrich feathers ar. as many pellets.

FetherstonHaugh

(Bracklyn,

co.

chev. hetw.

Westmeath;

des-

cended from CO. Durham, settled in Ireland, temp. Charles I.
CcTHBERT Fetherston, son of the first settler, had three
sons, viz., I. Cuthbebt, ancestor of Fetherston, of Bracklyn; II. Thomas, ancestor of Fetherston, of Carrick, and
the barts. of Ardagh HI. Francis, ancestor of Fetherston,
of Whiterock). Gu. a chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar.
Crest
An antelope's head gu. crined and armed or. Motto
Valens et volens.
;

—

—

Fetherston

Fetherston
mullet for

Motto

(Carrick, co. Westmeath).

Same Arms,

&c.,

a

diff.

(Ardagh, co. Longford,

diff.

Crest

— An

Same Arm», a
ar. armed or.

bart.).

antelope stataut

— Valens et volens.

Fetherston (Mosstown, co. Westmeath). Same Arms,
Fetherston-Whitney. See Whitney.
Fetiplace.

Ar.

five

charged with

each

Ac.

inescutcheons az. two, one, and two,
as many billets in saltire of the

field.

Feton

Ar. two chev. and a canton gu.
Ar. on a bend az. three garbs or. Crest A chevalier
in full armour, wielding a scymetar ppr.
Fettes (Wamphray, co. Dumfries, bart. 1804, extinct 1806).
Or, a chev. betw. two mullets in chief, and in base a cross
crosslet fitchee gu.
Crest
A bee volant in pale ppr. and
over it the Jl/o((o^Industria. Supporters The dexter, a
lion ramp. gu.
the sinister, a stag ppr. collared and chained
(co. Chester).

—

Feton.

—

;

Fessys, or Fressis. Sa. a fesse betw. three roses ar.
Festing. Sa. three horned owls ar. Crest A Are beacon

—

inflamed ppr.

Fetcher

(Calai?).

Town

or.

or.

(Chilrey and Femham, co. Berks, bart., extinct
1743 founded at the time of the Conquest. Sir John Fettiplace, of Chilrey, co. Be»ks, and of Swinbrook, co. Oxford,
was created a bart. in 1681; d. s. p. m., when his daus.
became his co-heirs). Gu. two chev. ar. Crest A griffin's
head vert erased, beak gu. Another Crest A cock's head
erased gu. crested and jelloped or.
Fettiplace, or Feteplace (Sir EoMrNP Feteplace,
knighted at Christ's Church, Dublin, 25 July, 1603). Same

Fettiplace
;

Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. six crosses crosslet
az. (another, gu.) three cinquefoils of the field.
Feteplace. See Fettiplace.
Fethard,
of (co. Tippcrary). Gu. Mars with a
plunif on his head, in his dexter hand a sword mounted
above his shoulder, in his sinister hand a shield, thereon the
cross of St. George all ppr. standing betw. two lions pass.
JI/o((<>— Fidelia

standing before a tree ppr.
Fethetr (Uuiji. Richard II.).

plumes

Gu. on a chev. betw. three
Crest
An antelope's head

erased ar. armed or.

—

or.

Fesiant.

guard

extinct 1847).

hart.,

ostrich feathers ar. a pellet.

crescent for

ppr.

and

Fetherham (co. Berks). Or, a bend engr. az.
FetherstonHaugh (Fetherstonhaugh, co. Northnmbeiw

;

Ferringrton.

Fersclier
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coiised az. three horseshoes or.
holding in the beak a horseshoe ar.

ad

fidcni.

The

seal

is,

A

stag

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three

—

Anns and Crest.
Fettiplace (co.

Fetton.

ar.

848

Hants).

Gu. two chev.

escallops or.

Az. three cinquefoils ar.

—

ar. in chief as

many

A

A
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FET
Pettyplace. Gu.achev. ar.
vert, beaked and eared gu.

Crest

—A

head erased

griffin's

Feversham, Baron. See DnscoiiBE.
Feversham, Town of (co. Kent). Gu.

three lions pass.
guard, in pale per pale or and ar.
Per pale gu. and az.
(co. Kent).
three demi lions pass, guard, in pale joined to as many demi
hulks of ships or, over all in pale a crosier of the third.
Fewtrell. Per chev. ar. and sa. throe mullets counterchanged, on a chief of the second as many leopards' faces of

Feversham-Abbey

the
ar.

Crest

first.

—A

leopard's head ppr. gorged with a collar

charged with three mullets

Fewtrell- Wylde.
Fezton. Ar. a chev.

sa.

buglehoms

sa.

stringed

Az. an escarbuncle

ar.

Feyry

Per pale ar. and az. a chev. betw.
(co. BedfoM).
three eagles all counterchanged, on a chief gu. as many
Crest
A griffin ramp, wielding a sword in the
bezants.
dexter claw.
Ffaringrton CWorden Hall, co. Lancaster the Ffaringtons,
of ffarington, who have preserved a direct descent from the
time of the Norman Conquest, resided at ffarington so recently

—

;

as the reign of Elizabeth, and subsequently at Worden). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards' faces
2nd and 3rd, gu. three cinquefoUs ar. Crest A wj-vern
Ba.
ar. ducally gorged gu. a chain reflexed over the back resting
under the tail gold. This crest was granted 16 Dec. 1560,
by Laurence Dalton, Norroy; the old crest was a wyvern
vert gorged with a crown gold. Motto Domat omnia virtus.
Ffaringrton (Wood vale. Isle of Wight). Same Arms.
A dragon ar. sans wings, tail nowed, langued,
Crest
ducally gorged gu. and wreathed with a chain or. Motto

—

;

—

—

—

Domat omnia

Ffarington

virtus.

(Ribleton, co. Lancaster, 1567).

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

Erm. a chev.

(Baron Ffrench).

—

sa.

Crest

—

dolphin embowed ppr.
Supporters
Dexter, a falcon gu.
armed, membered, belled, and wings inverted or; sinister, a
unicorn gu. armed, unguled, crined, and tufted or, holding
in the mouth a rose branch with two red roses thereon.
Motto Malo mori quam foedari or Mors potius macula.
Ffrench. See French.
Ffytche (Danbury Place and Woodham Walter, co. Essex).
"Vert a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Crest
A leopard's face or, pierced with a sword in bend sinister ppr. hilt
and pommel gold.
Ftytche (Thorpe Hall, Elkington, co. Lincoln descended
from a branch of Ffitche, of Lindsell, Danbtuy Park, and
Woodham Walter, in the coimty of Essex). Quarterly, 1st,
or, a pellet betw. three cross crosslets fitchee sa., Ffytche,

—

;

—

;

ancient

;

2nd, vert a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or,

Ffytche, modern

3rd, az. across floryar.,GoLDESBOB0UGH;
gu. and or, four crosses pattee, a bordure
counterchanged, Aloeb; 5th, az. a stork close ar.
a bordure erm., Starkey; 6th, ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three torteaux as many quatrefoils or. Comport. Crests—
1st: A leopard pass. ppr. holding an escutcheon charged
with a leopard's face or
2nd A pelican, wings indorsed,
vulning her breast. Jl/o«o—Esperance.
Flan. See Fyan.
Fichcocke. Gu. a chev. erm. hetw. three portcullises cr.
Ficher. Ar. a fesse gu. and bend sa.
;

4th, quarterly,
ar. all

;

Fichet, or Fitchet

(co.

:

Somerset).

Gu. (another, .sa.)
Crest A demi lion

—

a lion ramp, or, a baton in bend erm.
pean ducally crowned or.
Or, on a chev. betw. two mullets sa.
a stag's head erased ar.
Crest ^Two hands issuing from

Fiddes, or Fittes.
clouds in

fesse

Indiutria.

349

ppr.

all

Fidoe.

Ar. four bars sa. in chief an anchor of the lilt
betw. two martlets respecting each other vert, in base a lioiv
pass, guard, gu.
Field (Stanstedbury, co. Hertford ; granted 9 March, 1653).
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three garbs ar.
Field (co. Oxford). Same Arms. Crest A dexter arm
issuing from clouds, holding a javeUn all ppr. habited gu.

—

co. York
confirmed to John
Field, of East Ardsley, the " Proto Copernicum " of England, 4 Sept. 1558).
Same Arms.
Crest
A dexter arm
issuing out of clouds fesseways ppr. habited gu. holding in.
the hand also ppr. a sphere or.
Field (Ulceby Grange, near Hull). Same Arms and Crest.
Field (Morton, Shipley, and Ardsley, co. York, and Bayside and Flushing, New York
confirmed to John Field, of
East Ardsley, 4 Sept. 1558. York's Pedigrees). Same Ainiis.
Field (co. Surrey). Or, on a pile vert three garbs of th&
;

—

;

field.

Field. Per chev.

or and vert, in chief two dolphins respecting

each other gu. in base a garb of the

embowed per

first.

Crest

—A dolphin

pale or and gu. in front of two darts in saltire

ppr. points upward.

Field

(Heaton Hall, Helmsley Lodge, and Weston House, co.
wavy of six ar. and az. a lion ramp, or, in chief

York). Barry

—

two escallop shells of the second. Crest A dexter hand ppr.
holding an armillary sphere, all surrounded by clouds ppr.
See Delafielb.

Field.

Field

(Ftm. Ent. 1610, Walter Field, of DubUn, merchant).
Uon ramp. gu. armed and langued az. charged on the
shoulder with a trefoil slipped of the field, a crescent for
Or, a
diff.

Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a chev. gu. (another, purp.) betw. three leopards'
faces sa., Worden 2nd, gu. three cinquefoils ar., Fabisgton
3rd, a cross raguly gu., Laubence, a mullet sa. for diff. Crest
A w^yvem sans wings, tail extended vert, charged with a
mullet or.
Ffolliott (Hollybrook House, co. Sligo, and Lickhill, co.
Worcester). Gu. a bend ar. Crest
A lion ramp, per pale
gu. and ar. double queued and murally crowned or. Motto
Quo virtus et fata vocant.
Ffolkes (Hillington, co. Norfolk, hart.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per pale vert and gu. a fleur-de-lis ar. ; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erased and erect ar.
on a chief of the last an eagle displ. sa. a bordure or. Crest
A dexter arm embowed, vested per pale vert and gu. cuffed
enn. holding in the hand, a spear ppr. Mottoes Qui sera
sera and Principiis obsta.

F&ench.

of olive

—

Field, or Feld (Ardestow,

See Wylde.
gu. betw. three

Barry of eight ar. and az.
(Baron of SLurie, co. Meath).

Fepoe

I 0-

Ar. three roses gu. seeded or.
Ar. three wolves' heads couped gu.
Crest
dexter hand fesseways couped, reaching towards a garland

cutfed az.

or.

Feyce.

F

Fidelow.
Fidelow.

grasping a

—

cornucopia ppr.

—

Motto

Field

(Fun. Ent. 1623, James Field, M.D., Dublin). Per pale
or and ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. charged
on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped of the first.
Field (granted, 1815, to Jane Anne Elizabeth Field, dau.
of Lieut. Michael Field, R.N., formerly of Dublin, and wife

Edmund Lodge, Esq., Norroy King of Arms). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. on a chief of the last a trefoil slipped of the
of

first.

Fielder.

Quarterly, or and az. in the 1st and 4th a cinquelion ramp, holding in the dexter paw a
fieurde-hs.
Fielding' (eo. Warwick). Ar. on a fesse az. three lozenges
or.
Crests— 1st: An eagle displ. in the centre a palm
tree all ppr.
2nd
blackbird sitting upon an oak slip
acorned all ppr.
Fields. Ar. three chev. sa. a chief gu. Crest A hand
erect issuing from a cloud, grasping a club ppr.
foil

Ciest—A

ppr.

;

:

A

—

Fiennes

(Twisleton-Wykeham-Fiennes, Baron Sfyc and
Sde).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. three lions ramp, or, for
Fiennes 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three moles sa.,
for TwiSLETON.
1st, Fiennes: A wolf sejant ppr.;
Ci-ests
2nd, Twisleton: An arm embowed vested, sa. culTed
ar. hand ppr. holding a mole-spade or, headed and armed
Supporters Two wolves ar. gorged and
of the second.
chained, as the crest. Motto
Fortem posce animuui.
;

—

—

—

Fiennes

—

Kent). Az. three lions ramp. or. Crest
Two
hands conjoined issuing from clouds, supporting a flaming
heart ppr.
Fife, Earl of. See Dcff.
Fife. Or, a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. on a chief
of the second a crescent betw. two stars of the first.
Fifehead. Or, three water bougets az.
Fifehead. Quarterly, az. wid or. in the 1st quarter a
water bouget, in the 2nd an eagle displ. cotmterchanged.
Fiffe.
Or, a lion ramp. gu. on a chief az. tliree mullets
(co.

pierced of the

Fifield.

field.

Per fesse vert and

ar.

a pale counterchanged, three

acorns or.

Fifield, alias Lowe (Bromley,
bend engr. az. three cinquefoils or.

co.

Kent).

Crest

—A

Erm. on a
falcon rising

gu.

Fig:.

Ar. three chev. betw. as

Figres, or Figrg'es.

many

pine slips vert.

Sa. a fret erm. a chief

—Two anchors

chcquy

ar.

and

in saltire az. stocks gu.

of the
Figrg". Ar. on a fesse betw. three annulets sa. as many
mullets pierced of the field.
Fig'g" (Winslow, co. Bucks). Az. on a bend or, three mullets
pierced sa.
Fig'g'ins (co. Wilts). Ar. a tree growing out of a mount
field.

vert.

Ciest

Crest

—A dexter arm holding a

cross crosslct fitchee

Pllbert, or nibutt. Vert three birds ar.

Crest

—An arm

armour holding a carved shield.
Tilchett. Ga. a lion ramp. ar. debruised by a bendlet
In

erm.
IFild.

Ar. a chev. betw. thr^'e pomeis.

a water bouget az. Crest
betw. two palm branches ppr.

Tilfed.

Or,

fltchee

—A

cross crosslet

Ar. a fesse wavy
(Caldecote Hall, co. Leicester).
A kingfisher ppr., holding
betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
Motto Non sibi sed
in the dexter claw a fleur-de-lis.

Pilgute

—

—

patriae.

Pilgute

Az. two bars betw. six
vulned ppr. Motto Virescit

(Lisrenny, co. Ixjuth).
Crest

estoiles ar.

—A

griffin

—

vulnere virtus.

Filg:ate (Lowther Lodge, co. Dublin exemplified, 19 June,
1862, to TowNLET Patten Hdme Macabtney, Esq., who
assumed the surname of Filoate, in lieu of Macabtnet, in
;

compliance with a proviso in the

TowNLET Patten Filoate,
two bars

—A

will of his grandfather,

Esq., of

Lowther Lodge).

Az

and one or. Crest
through the breast with

ar. betw. six mullets, three, two,

griffin sejant sallant ar. pierced

a broken spear or, holding the point in its beak.
Fillet, or Filliot. Gu. a bend ar.
Fililode (co. Salop). Ar. in chief a lion pass, guard, gu. in
base three leopards' faces sa.

Filioll (Woodlands,
Vair a canton gu.

Filioll
Filioll

(co.

co. Dorset,
Crest

Essex).

and Owldhall,

co.

—A unicorn's head couped

Essex).
sa.

"Vair.

(Sir Edwabd Willougubt, Knt., of Wollaton, or
Wolverton, co. Notts, temp. Henry VIII., m. Anne, dau. and
Visit.
beiress of Sir William Folioll, Knt., of Woodland.
1614). Vair a canton erm.
Filioll (co. Essex). Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. gu. three
griffins segreant of the flrst (another, ar.).
Filioll (co. Essex). Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. gu. three
trefoils slipped ar.

Filioll.

Filius.

Barry wavy of six ar. and sa. a canton gu.
Gu. a dragon's head erased ar. betw. eight crosses

crosslet or.

Filkln, or Filkyn.

Ar. (another, or) billettee on a saltire

each charged with an erm. spot of the second.
wings in lure ppr.
Filkyn, or Fulkyn (Tattenhall, co. Chester). Ar. an
inescutcheoa within an orle of ten billets sa.
Filleig'h (Filleigh, CO. Devon ; extinct temp. Henry IV., the
Gu. a fesse vair betw. six crosses
heiress m. Tbewem).
sa. five plates

Crest

— A pair of

form^ or, three, two, and one.
Fillent (Jersey). Ar. on a bend gu. three escallops or.
Motto Facta non verba.
Crest — An anchor or, cabled ppr.
Fillesworth. Sa. billettee or, a lion ramp, of the last.

—

Filley.

Same

as Filleigh.

Filling'b.am. (Fillingham,

co. Norfolk).
Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three covered cups or. Crest
A dexter hand gauntleted and holding a pheon, point upwards all ppr.

Fillingrham.

—

Erm. a bend engr.

az.

Crest

—Three

brooms.

Filling'ley.

Ar. a fesse betw. six leaves gu.
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces oh
Paly of six or and gu. a chief erm.
(East Sutton, co. Kent, bart.). Barry of six o*' and

T^llingley.
Filliol.

Filmer
a. on a

chief of the last three cinquefoils of the first. Crest
falcon volant ppr. beaked and legged or, standing on a
ruined castle gold.
Filpot. Paly of six ar. and gu. a chief erm.
Filpott. Sa. a chev. betw. three tuns ar.
Filshed. Quarterly, or and az., in the 2nd and 3rd quarters
an eagle displ. of the flrst; in the 1st and 4th, a water bouget
of the second.
Filahed. Erm. on a bend az. three roses or. Ci-est—A lion
ramp, reguard. winged ppr.
Filtelton, or Filtilton.
Gu. a chev. betw. three
goats' heads erased ar.
Filton. Ar. on a bend slz. three garba or.
Filtwikes. Ar. two lions pass, coward *a.
Fin (Scotland). Gu. a crane without the liead ar.
Finamore (Whctham House, co. Wilu). Erm. two chev.

—A

Finbam.

Ar. cm a fesse gu. betw. three bears pass. sa.
muzzled of the accond, as many plates each charged with a

mullet of the third.
{Earl of WinMltea and Nottingham).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. a chev. betw. three garbs or, for
Hatton; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a.chev. betw. three grifllns pa.ss.

Finch-Hatton

—

ea., for Finch.
Crest
A pcgosus courant
and hoofed or, ducally gorge*! of the
Supporters Dexter, a pcgasus ar. winga, mane, and
tioola or, ducally gorged of the last; sinister, a griffin wings

wings endorsed

ar. winged, m.incd,

—

last.
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—

endorsed sa. ducally gorged or. Mottoes ^Nilconsdredbi;
and, Virtus tutissima cassis.
Finch (Earl of Ayle^ord). Ar. a chev. betw. three griffiiu
pass. sa.
Crest
A griffin pass. sa. Supporters Dexter, ft
griffin sa. ducally gorged or; sinister, a lion or, ducsiuy
gorged az. Motto Aperto vivere voto.
ViJXCh. (L(yrd Finchof Fordwich ; created 1640, extinct 1660).
Quarterly of 6, 1st, Finch, ar. a chev. betw. three griffins
pass. sa. ; 2nd, sa. a fesse betw. three pelicans vulning them-

—

—

—

selves or; 3rd, ar. three eagles displ. in bend betw. two
bendlets ar. ; 4th, gu. a fesse chequy ar. and sa. betw. six
crosses pattee fltchee ar.
5th, gu. two bars erm.
6th,
or, two bendlets gu.
Crest
A griffin, as in the arms.
Supporters Dexter, a pegasus ar. ducally gorged, wings
down, the wings and collar or ; sinister, a griffin sa. 4ucaU7
gorged or, the wings down.
Finch. Ar. a chev. betw. three griffins sejreant sa.
Finch (Bedheath, co. Herts). Ar. a fesse betw. three griffins
pass sa. Crest A griffin pass. sa. Motto Nil conscire sibi.
Finch (Ireland Sir THEopHiLns Finch, knighted by the Earl
of Essex, Lord Lieutenant, 30 July, 1599). Ar. a chev. engr.
betw. three griffins pass. sa.
quartering, 1st, lozengy ar.
and az. 2nd, sa. three martlets ar. ; and 3rd, ar. a saltire
engr. betw. four martlets sa.
Finch (certified by Preston, Ulster, 17 July, 1645, to Henbt
Finch, of St. John's Parish, Dublin). Paly of six ar. and
gu. on a chev. sa, three crescents of the first.
Finch (TuUamore Park, co. Tipperary). Ar. a chev. az.
betw. three griffins pass. gu.
Crest
A griffin pass. az.
Motto Bono vince malum.
Finch (Wynne- Finch, of Vpelas,co. Denbigh). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three griffins pass, sa., for Finch ;
2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp, ar., for Wtnne. Crests 1st,
Finch A griffin pass. sa. 2nd, Wynne A lion ramp. ar.
armed and langued gu. holding in the dexter paw a rose gu.
slipped ppr. seeded or, barbed and leaved vert.
Ar. three bars sa.
(cos. Cambridge and Norfolk).
a bend erm. Crest A hind's head erased or, in the mouth a
branch of holly vert, fructed gu.
;

;

—

—

—

—
;

;

;

—

—

—

:

:

;

Fincham

—

Fincham (Outwell,

Isle of Ely).

Fincher.

az.

Chequy

and

or,

Same Arms and Crest.
on a canton erm. a lion ramp.

gu.

Finchfield.

Or (another, ar.) a fesse wavy betw. two bartwo bars gemels).
Az. a bend'ar. betw. six
(co. Suffolk).
faces or.
Crest
A dagger and sword in saltire

rulets sa. (another,

Finchinfield
leopards'

—

ppr.

Finden, or Findeme

Ar. a chev. engr.
(co. Leicester).
betw. three crosses formee fltchee sa.
(Faringdon, Hants, and London; registered to the
Rev. George Sketchley Finden, M.A., Ph.D., of London).
Az. two chevronels engr. ar. betw. three escutcheons of the
last, each charged with a cross pattee fltchee of the flrst, in
the centre point a bull's head cabossed of the second.
Crest
Upon a mount vert a bull ar. pied and yoked sa.
resting the dexter foot upon an escutcheon az. charged
with a cross patt(5e fitchee ar. JlfoMo— Suchet imd werdet

Finden

—

finden.

Findeme

(Findeme,

cos.

Derby, Cambridge, and Stafford,

temp. Edward III.). Ar. a chev. (another, engr.) betw. three
crosses formee fitchee sa. Crest An ox yoke or.
Findlater (granted to Alexander Findlateb, Esq., of the
city of Dublin, and of The Slopes, Kingstown, son of John
Findlater, of Greenock, co. Eenfrew). Az. a chev. betw.
three estoiles in chief or, and an eagle reguard. wings displ.
in base ppr. Crest On a rock an eagle reguard. wings displ.
all ppr. the breast and each wing charged with an estoile
of the arms. Motto Sit mihi libertas.
Findlay (Easterhill, co. Lanark, 1861). Ar. a chev. betw.
two roses in chief and a two-headed eagle in base gu. two
swords points downwards and conjoined at the pommels of

—

—
—

the

field,

Motto

hilted

and pommelled

— Fortis in arduis.

Fineaux

or.

Crest— A boar pass.

ar.

Vert a chev. betw. three
An eagle's
eagles displ. or (another, ar.) crowned gu. Crest
head erased or, ducally crowned ar.
Fineaux. Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

(Langham,

Fineauz

co. Kent).

—

(Lord Chief Justice of King's Bench, 1496, d. 1525).
of Langham, quartering, for Palmer, Ar. three
palmers' scrips sa. frames and tassels or.
Fines. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. debruised with a bendlet gu.
Finet (Soulton, co. Kent). Ar. on a cross engr. gu. flvo
fleurs-de-lis of the flrst.
Crest— A tower ar. semee of fleursde-lis round the top.
Fing-aH, Earl of. See Pldnkett.
Fingrlas (Wcspalstown, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. of Chbistopheb,
brother of Richabd Finolab, Esq., of that place, d, 90 March,

As FiNEADX,

A
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BicnABD Osbaldeston, Attorney-General for Ireland,
temp. Charles I.). Quarterly, Isl and 4th, ar. on a chev. sa.

Per pale sa. and ar. a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
1622).
A demi eagle displ. with two heads per pale or
Crest

Sir

and

betw. three lions' heads erased gu. a sim in splendour betw.
two anchors erect or, for Firman 2nd and 3rd, per pale or
and gu. a cross engr. countierchanged, in the centre point »
crescent also counterchanged, for Brooke. Crest In front of
two tross crosslets fitchee in saltire gu. a sun in splendonr

—

sa.

Fing'las (Reg.

Per pale

Ulster's Office).

—

ar.

and

sa.

a

fleur-

counterchanged. Crest A
and chained or.
Fiukley (London). Ar, a fesse dancett^e az. betw. three
de-lis

bear statant ppr. muzzled,

collared,

;

—

or.

martlets sa.

finlay

(Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. on a chev. betw. three roses
gu. two swords points downwards and conjoined at the pommels of the field, hilted and pommelled or. Crest An oUve
branch slipped ppr. Motto Beati pacifici.
Pinlay (Stockholm, 1756; descended of family of Balchwstie,
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three roses gu. two swords
Fife).
points downwards conjoined at the pommels of the field,
Crest
bilted and pommelled or, a bordure of the second.

—

—

—

—

A boar pass.

ppr. Motto Fortis in arduis.
(Wallyfoord, Scotland, 1794). Ar. on a chev. az.
betw. three roses gu. two swords points downwards conjoined at the pommels, bilted and pommelled or, a bordure
dexter hand and arm from the
engr. of the third. Crest
Motto— Fortia in
Shoulder brandishing a scymitar ppr.

Pinlay

—A

Jkfotto—Firmus in Christo.

Firmin

(London). Barry nebulae of six ar. and az. on a
chev. sa. three martlets or, on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard.
Crest
A demi
betw. two anchors erect of the fourth.
dragon with wings endorsed vert, holding betw. the feet a

—

Firmin.

boar's head couped

Ar. a lion pass. gu. on a chief az. a
betw. two mullets pierced of the

or,

— Firmus in Christo.

Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three lions' heads eraaed

many anchors or.
Firth (Frederick Hand
gu. as

Firth, Esq. of Cator Court, co.
Devon, J. P., eldest son of the late Thomas Firth, Esq.,of Hartford Lodge, Northwich, co. Chester). Az. a chev. engr.
erm. betw. two battle axes In chief and a garb in base or.
A mount vert thereon a griffin pass. sa. in front
Crest
Motto Deus incrementom
of a hurst of six trees ppr.

—

—

dedit.

Firth.

arduis.

Pinlayson (Scotland).

Motto

garb or.

Ar. three lozenge buckles, tongues in fesse az. Crut
sixe broken, the head in bend

—Out of a ducal coronet a battle
sinister all ppr.

Fischer.

field.

Pinley. Barry

of six sa,

and

or.

Crest— A dexter hand hold-

ing a sword ppr.

Finn (that Ilk.

Gu. a crane without a head

Scotland).

chief a mullet of the last.
Finnan. Sa. three mullets

ar. in

—A

dove

wings expanded az. in the beak an oUve branch vert.
Gu. on a chev. betw. three martlets or, as

many

pierced

or.

Crest

Finney.

mullets sa.

Finnie

Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, gu. a crane with2nd and 3rd, gu. three skeena paleways in
on the point of each a boar's head couped
of the last. Crest A dove holding in the beak a leaf all ppr.
Motto Tandem.
Pinnis. Ar. a thistle ppr. leaved vert, flowered gu. betw.
three mullets az. Crest ^A cross crosslet fitchee gu. and a
(Scotland).

out a head

ar.

;

fess ar. hilted or,

—

—

—

sword az. in

saltire.

Pinucane

(granted, 1815, to Andrew Findcane, Esq., of
Ennistymon House, co. Clare, son of Hon. Matthias
FimjCANE, Judge of the Court of Common Pleas). Gu. two

counterramp. ar. supporting a wavy sword ppr. the
downwards or, on a chief of the second three garbs
of the first. Crest A falcon rising ppr. belled or. Motto
Fide et fortitudine.
Pinzel (Frankfort Hall, co. Somerset). Per bend or and az.
a Uon ramp, to the sinister counterchanged. Crest Betw.
two buffalo horns, that on the dexter per fesse or and sa.
and that on the sinister per fesse, tinctures reversed, a demi
lion ramp, to the sinister per fesse gold and az. gorged with
a collar vair. Motto— (inoi tibi hoc alteri.
Fiold. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three garbs ar.
Fiott (Jersey). Az. on a chev. betw. three lozenges or, an
anchor erect cabled sa. Crest A demi horse ar. charged on
the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis sa. Mottoes
Malgre Tinlions
hilt

—

—

—

—

justice

Hold

;

—

firm,

Firebrass, or Firebrace

(Stoke Golding, co, Leicester,
and London, bart., extinct 1759.
Visit. Ibices. 1682.
Hestek, dau. and heiress of Sir Basil Firebhace, Bart.,
m. the fourth Earl of Denbigh). Az. on a bend or, betw. two
roses ar. three crescents sa. Motto Fideli quid obstat.

—

Firebrace

(West Indies, a branch of the preceding family,
which was William Newton Fibebkace, Esq., Member of
the Court of Criminal and Civil Justice at Demerara, d. in
of

1821).

Same Arms.

Pireth,.

Ar. a fesse eogr. gu. an annulet of the second for

Pirmagre, Ffirmag'e, or Fixmagre (Awfield, co. Suffolk).
Or, on a bend az. three leopards pass, of the
An ermine sejant ppr. collared and lined or.

first.

Crest

—

Firman

(Fimount, co. Tipperary; granted to Hcmpheet
Beooke Fibman, Esq., of Gateforth, co. York, eldest son of
the late Hdhphbey Bbooee Firman, Esq., of Brayton, same
CO., by Anne Locisa. his wife, dau. of Thomas Gibbon FitzGibbon, Esq., of Ballyseeda, co. Limerick, grandsop of

Bbooke Firman, and great-grandson of Thomas
Peibson Firman, Esq., of Firmount, by Mart, his wife,
dau. of Gabbiel Bbooke, E.sq., of Gateforth, and sister of
Hdmphbet Bbooke, afterwards Osbaldeston, Esq., of Gateforth, upon the extinction of whose descendants, the descendLieut.-Col.

Mary Brooke,

viz.,

the Fibaians, of

Firmount, became co-heirs of the Brooke family as well as of
the OsBALDESTONs, of Hunmauby, to. Vork, descended from
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—A

lion pass, tail

—

—

—

—

Arm.)

Fishbome

(London and

co. Middlesex).

Same Arm* and

Crest.

Fishbome.

Vair a chief

or.

Fishbrook. Gu. a chev. erm. in chief a portcuHis or.
Fishe (co. Bedford). Az. a fess ar. over all on a bend sa. five
mullets or.

Fishead. Erm. on a bend engr. az.
Fisher (co. Bedford, and London).

three cinquefoils or.

Az. a fesse dancett&

betw. three lions pass, guard, or.

Fisher
1660).

(co. Derby and London; granted 16 November,
Ar. a fesse counter-embattled betw. three dolphins
A kingfisher ppr. in the beak a fish
or.
Crest

—

embowed
or.

Fisher (Chilton
Crest

Condover, co. Hants). Or, a fesse cotised sa.
tiger reguard. vulncd in the shoulder

—A demi heraldic

by a spear held

Fisher

difr.

ants of his said sister,

Ar. on a chief gu. a dolphin naiant of the field.
extended gu.
Fiscoke. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three portcullises or.
Fish (The Height, co. York, Watson's Hist, of Halifax). Or,
a fess betw. three mullets sa.
Fish (Kempton Park, co. Middlesex). Az. a fesse wavy or,
betw. two crescents in chief and a dolphin embowed in base
Crest
On a rock ppr. a stork erm. beaked and legged
ar.
gfu. charged on the breast with an increscent of the last.
Fish (Coventry. Her. Visit.). Sa. a chev. wavy betw. three
A tiger's head erased erm. maned
fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
and tusked or.
Fish (Lissameon, co. Cavan, bart., extinct. Fun. Ent. 1623,
Sir John Fish, created a bart. 1621). Or, on a bend sa. five
mullets ar. over all a fess of the last.
Fishacre (co. Devon. Visit. 1620). Az. six fishes haurient
Crest
A dexter hand fesseways
ar. three, two, and one.
issuing from a cloud ppr. holding a ball sa.
three
pikes haurient in pale
Sa.
Fishacre (co. Devon).
inverted ar.
Fishacre. Gu. a dolphin embowed ar.
Fishacre (Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce). Ar. on a chev. az.
three pikes haurient or.
Fishbome (co. Durham). Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa. Cre^
lion's head couped ar. gorged with a collar sa. charged with
three fleurs-de-lis of the first. (Visit. Midd. 1634, in ColL
Crest

in his

mouth

all

ppr.

and London). Ar. on a
chev. betw. three demi lions ramp. gu. as many plates.
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a laurel
Crest
(Cottesford, co. Hertford,

—

branch

vert.

of Common Picas, 1602). Same Arms, the
chev. charged with bezants.
Fisher (cos. Gloucester, Hertford, and Stafford). Gu. three
demi lions couped ramp, or, a chief of the last.
Fisher (London, cos. Herts and Stafford; granted 1614).
Or, three demi lions ramp. gu. a chief indented of the
Crest
A demi Uon ramp. gu. holding a laurel
second.

Fisher (Justice

—

branch

vert.

Fisher (St. Giles's, co. Middlesex). Same Arms, Ac.
Fisher (Maidstone, co. Kent). Ar. on a chief g<i. a dolphin
of the first (another, or). Crest— On a branch of a
couped raguly fesseways grouting a branch at each
end a peacock all ppr.
Fisher (co. Kent). Per fesse go. and ar. in chief a dolphin

embowed
tree

of the second.

A

A
;
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Fisher

granted 26
(London, cos. Lancaster and Oxford
Gu. a chev. betw. three leaves erect ar. within
April, 1613).
an orle of eight bezants, on a canton per bend sinister vert
and az. as many fleurs-de-lis or.
;

Fisher

(Cossington, co. Leicester). Or, a kingfisher ppr. in
chief two fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest A kingfisher ppr. charged

—

on the breast with a

fleur-de-lis

—Respice

Motto

sa.

finem.

Fisher

(Eavenston, ao. Leicester; granted 30 Nov. 1771).
Ar. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest A kingfisher
ppr. in the dexter claw a fleur-de-lis sa.
Fisher (London). Or, three kingfishers ppr. Crest On
the stump of a tree couped and eradicated a kingfisher all

—

—

ppr.

Fisher

(Thornton, co. Surrey). Enn. on a fesse wavy vert
betw. three kingfishers ppr. as many fountains. Crest
Amidst bjilrushes a fountain, therefrom a kingfisher rising
in the beaK a fish all ppr. jUo»o— Favente Deo.
Fisher (London and co. Stafford granted 4 Feb. 1607).
Or, a kingfisher ppr. Crest A kingfisher holding a fish in
the mouth all ppr.
Fisher (London). Or, semee of trefoils gu. three «rescents
of the last.
Fisher (co. Middlesex). Gu. three demi lions ramp.
or, a chief indented of the second.
Crett
A demi lion
ramp, guard, holding a carved shield of Mie arms, the carving

—

;

—

—

or.

Fisher
or,

(Whittingham-Magna,
and chief erm.

Fisher

co. Norfolk).

(Bishop of Salisbury, 1813).

stags saliant combatant ar.

and lined

Crest

Gn. a dolphin

on a mount vert two
demi stag ppr. collared

Sa.

—A

or.

Fisher

(Hartwell Park, co. Northampton). Ar. a chev. vair
betw. three demi lions ramp, and erased gu. Crest
A demi

—

seadog ramp.

or.

Fisher.

Ar. on a chief or, two martlets, wings displ. sa.
Fisher (Ludlow, CO. Salop). Per bend or and gu. (another,
gu. and or) a grifiBn segreant counterchanged, a l)ordure
vair.

Fisher (Packington

Magna,

co.

Warwick,

descended from Fisher, of Dottel,

bart., extinct 1739

co. Salop

;

the heiress,

Mabt, niece of Sir Robert Fisher, last bart., m. the second
Earl of Aylesford, and conveyed Packington to her husband's
family). Ar. a chev. wavy vair betw. three demi lions ramp.
gu. Crest A demi seadog az. crined and unguled or.

—

Fisher

Middlesex, bart., extinct 1707; the
heiress, Ursula, sister of the last bart., m. Sir William
HoLTON. Bart., of Samford, and conveyed the Manor of
Bemers to him). Or, three demi lions ramp, and a chief
indented gu.
Fisher (Scotland). Az. a chev. betw. three salmon haurient
(St.

Giles's,

co.

(Newhall, Scotland, 1740). Az. on a chev. ar. betw.
heads erased in chief and a salmon naian^ in base
ppr. three stars gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding
betw. the paws an anchor az. Motto Spe et amore.
Fisher (Foremark, co. Derby; confirmed in 1730). Ar. a
fesse wavy betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Crest— A kingfisher
ppr. holding in the dexter claw a fleur-de-lis sa.

two

Fisher, M.A., Incumbent of Willenhall, same county),
Erminois a kingfisher ppr. a bordure engr. sa. cliarged with
ten crosses pattee ar. Crest A mount vert, thereon on a
stock of a tree couped a kingfisher ppr.
Fisher. Ar. on a chev. betw. two couple closes gu. betw.
three demi Uons ramp, as many bezants. Cred
Out ©f &
ducal coronet a demi lion ramp, holding betw th? paws &
gauntlet. Motto Virtutem extcndere factis.
Fisher (confirmed by the deputies of Camden, Clarencenx,
to Sir Edward Fisher, grandson of Thomas Fisher, alias
Hawkins, of the town of Warwick). Gu. a fess vair betw.
two falcons volant in chief and a dolphin embowed in base,
all ar. a bordure engr. of the last.
Cre.t
A cubit arm
erect vair^ ar. and purp. on the hand a glove holding a
falcon tasselled all or.
Fisher (Fisher's Prospect, now Courtown, co. Wexford. Sir
Edward Fisher, son of Henry Fisher, by Katherine
GiGGiNS, his wife, knighted 2 Oct. 1603, by Sir George
Carey, Lord Deputy of Ireland, granted 1,500 acres of
Hy Kinselagh, viz.. Tore or Tara Hill down to the River
Ounavarra, 9 James I., d. s. p. m. Dec. 1632, left five coheirs, one of whom, Euzabeth Fisher, m. Edward Chichester, brother of the first £arl of Dow.gal; their son, John
Chichester, sold these lands in 1711 to James Stopford,
Esq., of New Hall, co. Meath, whose son was raised to the
peerage with the title of Courtown (Knights dubbed. Fun.
Ent., <fcc., Ulster's OflBce). Ar. on a chev. betw. three demi
lions ramp. gu. as many bezants.
Crest
A fleur-de-lis
quarterly, ar. and sa.
Fisher (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a fess dancett^ betw.
three demi lions pass, guard, sa. as many plates. Crest
demi lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw a hammer
ppr.

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

Fishery

(Royal Company). Barry wavy of six ar. and az.
over all a fishing vessel with one mast, sans sail. Crest In
a princes coronet or, three tridents sa. Supporters Dexter,
a merman; sinister, a mermaid, both ppr. each holding in the
exterior hand the union banner. Motto Messis ab alto.

—

otters'

Fisher
demi

—

(Sidhamweek,

lions gu. as

co. Wilts).

many

—

Or,

on a chev. betw. three

bezants.

Fisher

(Lydenham, co. Wilts). Or, on a chev. betw. three
demi lions ramp. gu. as many plates, a mullet for ditT.
Fisher (confirmed to Rev. William Allen Fisher, Rector
of Kilmoe, co. Cork, second son of Joseph Devonsher
Fisher,

of

Woodmount,

Waterford). Or, three
kingfishers ppr. on a chief az. an ancient Irish harp of the
Cient—A kingfisher holding in the beak a fish all ppr.
field.
Motto Veritas vincit.
Fisher. Gu. three demi lions ramp, or, a chief of the last.
Cresl
An eagle displ. or.
Fisher. Or, a fesse gu. surmounted with a bend sa. Crest
On a branch trunked and raguly, lying fesseways, and
Bprouting from the dexter end a honeysuckle, a kingfisher
all ppr. holding in the beak a flsh or.
Fisher. Quarterly, az. and gu. (another, vert and gu.) a
fessf danctttiie erm. in chief a lion pass, guard, betw. two
martlets ar.
Esq.,

co.

—

—

—

Fisher.
Fifaher.

Fisher.

a bend wavy cotised ermines.
Erm. on a bend cngr. az. three escallops or.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three demi hons ramp. gu. as

Or,

escutcheons of the first.
Gu. on a cross botonnee fitchee or, betw. four demi
lions ramp, of the last as many pellets, on a chief paly of
four az. and or, a fish naiant counterchanged. Crest
rtcini seidog per cross ar. and az.
m.'iny

Fisher.

—

Fiaher

(licntlry Hall, co. Stafford;
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granted to Bcv. Isaac

—

—

Fishide.
Fishold.

Per

fesse sa.

and gu. an eagle

displ. ar.

& bend wavy cotised gu.
Fishwick (Withnell and Bulsnape, co. Lancaster). Az.
three fishes haurient or. Crest~A bull's head couped.
Fiske (co. Essex). Chequy ar. and gu. on a pale sa. three
mullets or. Cmt On the point of a triangle an estoile
Or,

—

or.

Fiske-Harrison.

See Harrison.
(Greenholme, Otley, co. York). Per pale az. and erm.
in chief three battle axes ar. the staves or, and in base an

Fison

heraldic tiger pass, of the last.

Crest

tiger or, collared gu. holding betw. the
charged with a battle axe sa.

Fitch

ar.

Fisher

FIT

(Hudsell, CO.

and Mount Mascal,
leopards' faces or.

the

Essex;

—A

demi heraldic
paws a shield ar.

Eltham, bart., 1688, extinct;
Vert a chev. betw. three
leopard's head cabossed or, in

co. Kent).

Crest

—A

mouth a sword

ppr. hilt gu.
Walter, co. Essex). Same Arms, within a
bordure gu.
Crest A leopard pass. ppr. sustaining an
escutcheon vert, charged with a leopard's face or. Another
Crest Two swords in saltire gu. enfiled with a leopard's
face or.
Fitch (Ramsden, co. Esses). Same Arms, the bordure bezantue.
Fitch (cos. Devon and Warwick). Ar. guttee de tang a cross
engr. gu. Crest A Sagittarius gu.
Fitch. See Ffytche.
Fitchett. Gu. a lion ramp. or.
Fitchett. Sa. a lion ramp, or, over all a bend erm. Crest
A lion ramp, erminois, ducally crowned or.
Fitchett, or Fitchet. Same ^jius. Crest A cubit arm
holding a dagger ppr.
Fithie (Provost of Arbroath, 1680). Az. a crane ar. Crest—
A crane's head erased ar.
Fithie (Parson of Mains, co. Forfar, 1663). Az. a crane
thrust through with a sword ar.
Fithier. liurry of six sa. and ar. in chief three bezants.
Cmt A martlet volant sa. winged or.
Fithier. Same Arms. Crest— \n angel, with the dexter
hand on the breast, the other pointing to heaven.
Fiton. Ar. on a bend gu. three garbs or. Crest A demi
black shooting an arrow from a bow ppr.
Fitter. Sa. two swans in pale ar. bealicd .tikI legged or,
betw. as many flaunchcs of the last. Crest— An antelope's
head erased ar.
Fitter, or Fitler. Same Arms, on a chief gu. a garb
betw. two floiirs-dt'-lis of the third.
Fitton (Bolyn, co. Cliester, temp. Henry 111. The senior
branch of the Fittons became extinct about the year 1370,

Fitch (Woodham

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

garbs

Fitton

heiress

m. Venables).

Fitz-Alured.

Ar. on a bend az. three

Ar. four bars gu.
Fitz-Alwyn (Lord Mayor of London, 1189 and 1212). Gn.
on a saltire ar. betw. four weathercocks, the supporters and
vanes of the second, the crosses crosslet or, five martlets of
the field.
Fitz-Amond. Ar. three escutcheons gu. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, two wings endorsed ppr.
Fitz-Andrew. Ar. (another, or) a chev. betw. three
escallops gu. a chief chequy or and az.
Fitz-Ansculph (Dudley Castle, temp. William I.). Or, two

or.

(Pownall, co. Chester; a younger branch of Fitton
the co-heiress m. Newton and Minshull). Same

of Bolyn

;

ArTns.

—

Fitton

(Gawsworth, co. Chester, bart., extinct, 1643. Founded
by Sir Richard Fttton, Knt., temp. Henry II. Thomas
I'lTTON, second son of Edmund Fitton, of Bolyn, living 1335,
Sir Edward Fitton,
in. Isabel Orbebi, of Gawsworth.
Knt., of Gawsworth, was Lord President of Connaught and
Thomond, and Treasurer of Ireland; his eldest son was
his second son, Alexander Fitton,
father of the first bart.
settled in Ireland). Ancient Arms Those of Orrebt, tIz.,
Ar. two chev. and a canton gu. Recent Arms Ar. a canton
gu. over all on a bend az. three garbs or. Ancient Crest
A garb or. Modern, Crest On a
(temp. Edward III.).
chapeau az. turned up erm. a cinquefoil ar. (sometimes
called a rose, a pansy, or a lily).
Fitton {Lord Fitton, of Gawsworth, extinct. Alexander
Fitton, Lord Chancellor of Ireland, grandson of Alexander
Fitton, second son of Sir Edward Fitton, Knt., of Gawsworth, was created a peer of Ireland by James II., 1 Jan.
1689, d. s. p. m.}. Same Arms, quartering, ar. two chevronels and a canton gu. Crest—On a chapeau gu. turned
up erm. a pansy ppr. Supporters Two bucks ar. guttee de
Vae duplici cordi.
sang. Motto
Fitton (Doddington, co. Chester, impaled by Macclesfield,
of Maer. Ralph Macclesfield, of Maer, m. Helena, dau.
and co-heir of John ffitton, of Batterby. Visit. 1583).

hons pass, in pale

Fitz-Arches

;

—

Notts, 1569).

—

—

Fitz-Armes

mullets of the first.
Fitz (Truro, co. Cornwall).

—

Ar. two bars

as

Devon; the

—

fcsse az. three

sa. in chief

three

—

heiress,

escallop ar. a centaur gu.
Vair on a chief gu. two mullets of six points
Ar. two lions pass, guard, sa.

—

—

Motto Nee temere nee timide.
(Earl of Murray). Or, three cushions within
a double tressure fiory counterflory gu.
Fitz-Edmondes (Sir John Fitz-Edmondes, knighted by
Lord Mountjoy, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 11 March, 16Q1).
Erm. on a saltire gu. a crescent ar.
Fitz-Ellis. Gu. a bend betw. six fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
An arrow in pale, point upwards, within a crescent ar.
Fitz-Elys (Robert LE Newton Roll of arms, Je/nj3. Edward
III.).
Ar. a chief dancettee az.
Fitz-Elys (Waterpirie, co. Oxford ; Waterpirie Church
quartered by Tireil). Ar. abend betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu.
Fitz-Elys (Leekland and Whiteparish ; quartered by Vane).

or.

—

;

—

—

Same Arms.

or.

Fitz- Alan (Earl

Fitz-Elys

of Arundel ; borne by Richard, 6th Earl of
Arundel, elected a Knight of the Garter, temp. Richard II.,

in

on the death of Sir Nele Loring, one of the founder knights).
Gu. a lion ramp. or.
of Arundel; borne by Richard, tenth
carl, 1330-75).
Az. a lion ramp, or, quartering Warren,
Chequy or and az. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a gryphon's
head betw. two wings. Supporters Two gryphons.
Fitz-Alan (Earl of Arundel; John, twelfth Earl, 1416-21).
Arms and Crest same as the tenth earl, quartering Mal-

—

sa.

a fret or.

—Two

heirs

of

III.,

See

;

—

Flade

or.

Fitz-Eustace

Fitz-AlLn,

in three pieces,

two in

saltire

Crest

and one

crosses crosslet or.

or Fitz-

Fitz-Eustace.

banded

Fitz-Eustace.
Fitz-Eustace.

— A spear broken

in pale, ppr.

—

Barry of eight or and gu.
Crest A sword
in pale betw. two branches of laurel disposed orleways all

vert

armed

last

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Ar. three boars" heads

on each two
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Az. a bend betw. nine
a chapeau ppr. a cockatrice

Az. a bend ar. betw. eight crosses crosslet

a

Or, a pale fusily gu.

Quarterly,

or and sa. a bendlet of the

label ar.

—

Or, three boars' heads coupcd vertlangued gu.
bars of the first.

Fitz-Alleyne.

—On

(Reg. Ulster's OfiBce).
Ar. a saltire betw.
twelve billets gu.
Fitz-Qeffrey (co. Bedford, and Ruslidon, co. Northampton).
Sa. a bull pass. or.
Cre.'it
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a demi bull ramp. sa. armed of the first.
Fitz-Geffrey (co. Bedford). Quarterly, or and gu. a

or.

Fitz-Allen.

Ci-est

Fitz-Garrett

ppr.

Fitz-Allen

Lincoln).

or.

gu.

Fitz-Allen.

(co.

sejant gu.

Fitz-Flaald,

Ar. achiefaz.

Az. a bend ar. betw. six

(co. Leicester).

crosses crosslet or.

Fitz-Eustace

Barry of eight or and gu.
(co. Salop).

Richard I.; the coAr. three hares
This coat has usually been assigned to

Or, three bars gu.

fejnp.

Hopwell on record, Roger de Hopwell, temp. Edward
bore different arms, and no other coat applicable to
Fitz-Ercald appears among the Sacheverell quarterings.
Fitz-Eustace (Ireland; from whom descended Eustace.
Eeg. Ulster's Office. See Eustace, Viscount BaltingUus).
Two coats, 1st, harry of six or and az. 2nd, gu. a saltire

horses.

(Duke of Norfolk and Earl of
Howard, Duke of Norfolk.
Fitz-Alan-Howard (Lord Howard of Glossop). See
Howard, Lord Hoteard of Glossop.
Fitz-Alan (Arundel, co. Sussex, and Clun, co. Salop). Gu.
a lion ramp, or, enraged az.
Cest On a mount vert a
horse pass. ar. in the mouth an oak branch ppr.
Fitz-Allan (Sir Maior Stanton, grandson and heir of Sir
Bbtan de Stanton, Lord of Stanton, co. Notts, G Edward the
Confessor, m the dau. of Thomas Fitz-Allan. Visit. Notts,
1569).

Derby; extinct

(co.

Longford and Sacheveeell).

i;i.

playing bagpipes gu.
HopwELL. It occurs as the first quarterings in some of tho
old monuments of the Sacheverells of Morley, but there is
not on record any trace of a match between Sacheserell
and an heiress of Hopwell. The only person of the name

Fitz-Alan-Howard

Fitz-Allan,

;

fleurs-de-lis ar.

—

Supporteis

(temp. King John, terminated in heiresses arms
Whaplode Church, co. Lincoln). Gu. a bend. betw. six

Fitz-Ercald

Fitz- Alan (Earl

Arundel).

;

Fitz-Dtincan

Ar. three eagles vert.
Fitz-Akerley (co. Lancaster). Erm. three bars vert.
Fitz- Alan (Earl of Arundel: Feudal Earls of the Castle of
Arundel. The Earldom of Arundel the premier Earldom of
England passed by an heiress to Howard, afterwards Duke
of Norfolk, and in the noble family of Howard it was confirmed by Act of Parliament, temp. Charles 1.). Az. a lion

TRAVERs,

chief of the last

(Earl of Plymouth ; Charles Fitz-Chaeles,
illegitimate son of Charles II., was so created 1675, d. s.p.
The royal arms of France and England, quarterly
1680).
with Scotland and Ireland, a baton sinister vair. Crest On
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion statanf guard, or,
imperially crowned ppr. collared vair, chained ar.
Supporters
Two dragons gu. collared vair, chained ar.
Fitz-Clarence (Earl of Munster). Arms and Crest—The
royal ensigns, over which a sinister baton gu. Supporters
Dexter, the lion of England sinister, the horse of Hanover.

—In an

ramp, and a border

a

Sa. fretty ar. on

Fitz-Charles

;

Crest

points az.

three roses gu.

Mart, dau. and heir
of Sir John Fitz, Knt., of Fitzford, by Gertrude, his wife,
dau. of Sir William Couetenat, of Powderham, m. first, in
secondly, Hon. Thos. Darcy;
1608, Sir Alan Pebct, K.B.
thirdly. Sir Charles Howard; and fourthly, Gen. Sir
Richard Granville). Ar. guttee de sang a cross cngr. gu.

Fitz.
Fitz.
Fitz.

many

Fitz-Chamberlyn.

escallops of the last.
(Fitzford, co.

Visit, co.

chief az.

(co. Lincoln).

;

—

Same Arms, a crescent for difF.
Fitton. Ar. on a bend az. three chev. or.
Fitton. Az. three cinquefoils ar.
Fittynell. Paly of sis or and gu. on a

az.

(quartered by Meeino, co. Kent.

Erm. a

Ar. three torteaux.
Fitz-Aucher. Erm. on a chief az. three lions ramp. or.
Fitz-A-wry (Ireland; Beg. Ulster's Office). Barry of eight
ar. and gu.
Fitz-Barnard (Holcomb Burnell, co. Devon extinct temp^
Edward I.). Vert on a chief gu. two mullets ar.
Fitz-Sarnard (co. Kent). Vair on a chief gu. two mullets
or, pierced (another, vert; another, sa).
Crest A cup or.
Fitz-Barnard. Gu. three Uons ramp. ar.
Fitz-Beauchamp (co. Bedford). Gu. fretty ar. a label of
three points of the last.
Fitz-Brewes. Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet or.
Fitz-Byset. Gu. on a bend ar. three escallops sa. a label of

—

—

Fitz

PIT
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FIT
when the

I

bordure

vair.

AA

Fitz-QefErey. Gu. three chev. vair.
Fitz- Gerald (Ireland; founded in that

saltire gu.

kingdom by one of

the companions of Strongbow, Maueice Fitz-Gerald, eldest
eon of Gerald Fitz-W alter, by Nesta, his wife, dau. of
Rhts ap Grofftdd, Prince of South Wales). Ar. a saltire gu.
FitZ-Gerald {DuL-e of Leinster, Marquis and £arl of KilCrest—
dare. Chief of the GeralUines). Ar. a saltire gu.
monkey statant ppr. environed about the middle with a
Sapporters Two monkeys
plain collar and chained or.
ilotto—Crom a
environed and chained as the crest.

—

boo.

(Lord LecffXe; Lord Charles James FitzGerald, second son of the first i)uie of Leinster, so created
1800, d. s. p. 1810). Same Arms, Crest, Supporters, and Motto

Fitz-Gerald

as the ducal house, with a crescent for

on a canton the arms of King,
porting a dexter hand ar.

diff.

Ar. a saltire gu.
Gu. two lions ramp, sup-

co. Kildare).
viz.,

Fitzgerald

(Celbridge, co. Kildare, afterwards of Muntco. Sussex). Ar. a saltire gu. Thomas
Fitzgerald, Esq., having married the only child of Major
Bichabd Pcrefot Jebvoise, of the Koyals, brother of
George Pubefoy Jervoise, Esq., of Herriard House, co.
Hants, bore on an escutcheon of pretence, sa. a chev. betw.
Crest and Motto, as Fitzgerald,
three eagles close ar.

ham, near Worthing,

Duke of

Leinster.

Fitz-Gerald

Fun. Ent. 1649,
;
Esq., High Sheriff of the county). Ar.
a crescent of the first for diff.
Fitz-Gerald (KUrush, co. Kildare. Fun. Ent. 1624, Kose,
At. on a saltire gu. a
wife of Maurice Fitz-Gerald).
(Wa'terstown, co. Kildare

Walter Fitz-Gerald,

on a

saltire gu.

crescent of the first for diff.
(Molinatagh, co. Meath. Impalement Fun. Ent.
of the foregoing, whose wife was Margaret, dau. of Gerald
Fitz-Gerald). Ar. on a saltire gu. a crescent of the first

Fitz-Gerald

charged with another for

diff.

Fitz-Gerald

(Timahoe, co. Kildare. Fun. Ent. 1624, RedAr. on a saltire gu. a mullet of the
first charged with a crescent for diff.
Fitz-Gerald (Fun. Ent. 1631, Mahel Fitz-Gerald, wife of
KicuARD Lane, of Tulske, co. Roscommon). Ar. a saltire
gu. a border engr. compony erm. and az.
Fitz-Gerald (Loughcurran, Queen's co. Impalement Fun.
Ent. 1633, Ann, dau. of Sir Terence Dempsie, Viscount
Clanmalier, and wife of Gerald Fitz-Gerald). Ar. a saltire
gu. a border az.
Fitz-Gerald (Drinanstown, co. Kildare ; Fun. Ent. 1624,
Mary, wife of James Fitz-Gerald). Ar. on a saltire gu. a
crescent of the first for diff. a border az.
Fitz-Gerald (Osbertstown, co. Kildare. Impalement Fun.
Ent. 1629, Meliok Fay, of Ballymony, Whose wife was
Elizabeth, dau. of Maurice Fitz-Gerald). Ar. on a saltire
gu. a crescent of the first a border sa.
Fitz-Gerald (Fun. Ent. 1567, Cicely Fitz-Gerald, wife
first, of Dardes; second, of Alderman Kitz-Simo.ns, of Dublin).
Ar. guttee de I'armes on a saltire gu. a mullet betw. four
annulets of the field.
Fitz-Gerald (Ticroghan. Impalement Fun. Ent. \G-22,
Hon. Christopher Barnewall, whoso first wife was Elizabeth, dau. of Sir Edward Fitz-Gerald). Ar. a saltire gu.
See Fitz-Geeald-Kenney, of Kilclogher.
Fitzgrerald (granted 182,5, to Charles Fitzgerald, Esq.,
of Navinstown, co. Kildare, of a family long seated at Navinstown, and Gamraonstown, in that county). Ar. a saltire gu.
within a border gobony of the first and az.
Crest

mond Fitz-Gerald).

—

monkey

pass, in front of
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Fitz-Gerald (Mount Ophaly,

A

an oak

tree all ppr.

Motto— Crom

a brudh.

Fitzgerald

(Little Island, co. Watcrford, and Boulge Hall,
granted to John Fitzgerald, Esq., of lioulge Hall,
son and heir of the late John
I'URCELi., Esq., of Naseby, CO. Northampton, and of Boulge

Crest

—A boar pass. erm. fretty gu.

Supporters

—Two male griffins ar. chained and spiked on the breast and
shoulders or.

Fitz-Gerald
Fitz-Gerald

(The }rhite Knight). See Fitz-Gibbon.
(Knight of Glyn: descended from John FitsJohn Fitz-Gerald, second son of John Fitz-Thomas FitzGerald, Lord of Decics ami Desmond, by his second wife).
Erm. a saltire gu.
Crest
A boar pass. gu. bristled and
armed or. Motto Shanet a boo.
Fitz-Gerald (Knight of Kerry : descended from Maurice
Fitz-John Fitz-Gerald, third son of John Fitz-Thomas
Fitz-Gerald, Lord of Decies and Desmond, by his second
(Note. The arms on the
wife).
Erm. a saltire gu.
Fun. Ent. of William Fitz-Gerald, Knight of Kerry, d.
6 Nov. 1640, bears the saltire charged with a cross formee
ar., and are impaled with O'Conor).
Crest
An armed
knight on horseback all ppr. Motto Mullachar a-boo.
Fitzgerald (Castle Ishen, co. Cork, hart. ; descended from
Thomas Fitz-John Fitzgerald, fourth son of John FitzThomas Fitzgerald, Lordof Decies and Desmond, by his second
wife). 1st and 4th, Fitzgerald, erm. a saltire gu.
2nd and
3rd, Dalton, az. a lion ramp, guard, within an orle of cross
1st, Fitzgerald
A boar pass. gu.
crosslets ar.
Crests
2nd, Dalton
bristled and armed or
A dragon's head
couped vert betw. two wings or. Motto Shanet a boo.
Fitzgerald (Newmarket-on-Fergus, co. Clare, hart.). Erm.
a saltire gu. Crest A chevalier in complete armour on
horseback at full speed, his sword drawn and beaver up, all
Fortiset fidelis.
ppr. Motto
Fitz-Gerald (Dromana, co. Waterford,; Fun. Ent. 1626,
John Fitz-Gerald). Erm. on a saltire gu. a mullet or.
Fitz-Gerald (BaUard Reg. Ulster's Office). Erm. a salCi-est
tire gu. a mullet or, for diff.
A boar pass. gu. armed
and bristled or, charged with a mullet gold for diff.
Fitzgerald (Gurtcen, co. Watcrford; Barons of Bumchurch, derived from the Desmond line of Fitzgerald). Erm.
a saltire gu. Crest A boar pass. gu. bristled and armed or.
Motto Honor probataque virtus.
Fitz-Gerald (Turlough, co.Mayo, andMaperton, co. SomerSame
set ; descended from the Barons of Bumchurch).
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
FitZ;Gerald (Kilveghny, co. Cork. Impalement Fun. Ent.
1629, Darby O'Dwire, Esq., of Clonyhorpa, co. Tipperary,
whose wife was Eleanor, dau. of John Fitz-Gerald). Erm.
a saltire gu. on a chief ar. three annulets of the second.
Fitzgerald (Judkin-Fitzgerald, Lisheen, co. Tipperary,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a saltire gu., for Fitzbart.).
gerald; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three boars'
Crest
heads sa. langued of the second, for Jddkin.
chevalier in complete armour on horseback at full speed,
his sword drawn and beaver up, all ppr.
Fitzgerald (Lord Fitzgerald and Vesey ; created 1826,

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

:

:

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire gu., for
2nd and 3rd, or, on a cross sa. a patriarchal
cross of the field, for Vesey. Crests 1st: A chevalier equipped
on horseback, at full speed, and holding a sword erect ppr.
for Fitzgerald; 2nd: A dexter hand in armour, holding a
Supporters Dexter, a
laurel branch ppr., for "Vesey.
griffin
sinister, a wild man supporting on his exterior
shoulder a club ppr. Motto Shanid h boo.
Fitz-Gerald (Foster-Vesey-Fitz-Gerald; exemplified to
Hon. Letitia Leslie Foster, widow of Hon. John Leslie
Foster, one of the Barons of the Exchequer in Ireland, and
sister of William, Lord Fitzgerald and Vesey, and to her
issue, upon her assuming, by royal licence, 1860, the additional surnames of Vesey and Fitz-Gerald). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. a saltire gu., Fitz-Gerald, quartering, or,
on a cross sa. a cross patriarchal of the field, Vesey 2nu and
extinct 1860).

Fitzgerald

;

—

—

;

—

;

CO. Suffolk;

3rd, ar. a chev. vert. betw. three buglchorns sa. stringed

and the

(granted to the male descendants of
FitzIst:
Hon. Letitia Foster- Vesey- Fitz-Gerald)
Gerald On a ducal coronet or, a boar pass. gu. charged
armour
Vesey
hand
in
A
with three annulets ar. ; 2nd,
3rd, Foster
A stag
holding a laurel branch all ppr.
Shanet
trippant ppr. Motto (granted same as the crests).

Hall,

Little Island, eldest

who assumed by

royal licence, 1818, the

surname and

on his marriage with Mary
Frances, only dau. and eventual heir of John Fitzgerald,
Esq., of the Little Island). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire gu. a mullet on a crescent for diff., for Fitzgerald
2nd
and 3rd, ar. a saltire betw. foui boars' heads coupcd sa., for
PcRCELL. Crests 1st: A monkey ppr. environed about the
middle and chained or, a mullet on a crescent for diff.,
Fitzgerald; 2nd: A cubit arm holding a sword ppr. pommelled and hilted or, pierced through the jaw of a boar's
head coupcd sa. vulned and distilling drops of blood, the
sleeve az. turned upar., for Pobcell. Over the 1st crest on
an cscroU the Motto Crom a boo.
Fitz-Gerald (Earl of Dtsmond, attainted 1601. Maurice
Fitz (iERALD, youngcr brother ofJoiiN Fitz-Gerald, Ist liarl
of Kildare, was created Barl of Desmond, 1329). Erm. a

arms

of Fitzgerald, consequent

;

—

—
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gu., Foster.

Crests

—

:

:

;

:

—

a boo.

Fitzgerald (MAOBATn-FiTzoERALD; exemplified 1810, to
John Fitzgerald Maorath, Esq., of Bellflcld, co. Limerick,
on his taking, by royal licence, the additional surname of
Fitzgerald, in compliance

with

the will

of

his

uncle,

Esq., of Bellfleld). Erm. a saltire gu.
charged with a mullet for diff. or. C'resf— A boar pass. gu.
charged with a mullet or. Motto Shanet a boo.
Fitzgerald (arms confirmed to Anne, widow of Richard
Basset Wilson, Esq., of Cliff Hall, co. York, only surviving
chihl and co-heiress of William Fitzgerald, Esq., of

William Fitzgerald,

—

Adclphi, CO. Clare, and arms and crests to the descendants

A

;:

FIT
of her grandfather,
carragh, co. Clare).

couped or. Crest
charged with a
a boo.

—A
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Wiluam

Fitzcebald,

Esq.,

Kil-

Erm. on a

saltire gu. a boar's head
boar pass. gu. bristled and armed
couped of the last. Motto Shanet

—

saltire

or,

of

Fitzgerald-Osborne

(Lord of Ynys-y-Maengwyn and
Corsygedol, in Merioneth, designated by Welsh genealogists
by the further denomination of Osber Wyddel, or the
Stranger from Ireland, and more commonly Osbwm Wyddel,
or Osbom the Irishmen. This chief was of the same stock as
the FiTZGEBALDS, Lordsof Desmond, in Ireland, and emigrated
thence to Wales about the middle of the thirteenth century,
where being in high favour with Llewelyn ap lorworth.
Prince of North Wales, he obtained from that monarch
grants of Ynys-y-Maengwyn, and Cors-y-gedol, and other
extensive possessions, and became progenitor of several of
Descenthe most eminent families in the principality.
dants: I. Vaughans, of Cors-y-Gedol II. Yales, of Plas-yn;

III. Llotds, of Plas-Enion; IV. Rogebs's, of BrynYale
tangor V/ Lloyds, of Carrog VI. Lloyds, of Rhagatt
VIII. Morgans, of
VII. GwTNS, of Ynys-y-Maengwyn
Draws Vynydd; IX. Lewises, of Festiniog; X. Jones's, of
Maes-y-Gammedd XI. Wynnes, of Glynn; XII. Wynns
(by change of name Nanneys), of Maes-y-Neuadd ; XIII.
Wynns, of Peniarth). Erm. a saltire gu.
Fitz-Gerald-Day. See Day.
Fitz-Gerard (co. Lancaster). Gu. a leopard's face ar.
;

;

;

;

;

crowned

or.
(co.

Gu. a lion ramp, guard,

Lancaster).

or (another, the field az.

Fitz-Gerold.
crowned

ramp.

or.

Fitz-Henry (Kilkevan, co. Wexford

descended from Mevlek
Fitz-Henry, who accompanied Strongbow to Ireland, 1172.
Fun. Ent. of Cicely, dau. of Mathew Fitz-He.ney, Esq., of
Kilkevan, and wife of Patrick Saesheld, E.sq., ofTullie, co.
Kildarc, d. 9 Jan. 1620.
Visit. Dublin, 1C07).
Gu. a chief
;

or.

Fitz-Henry

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Gu. three lions ramp.
a chief of the last.
(granted 1812, to William Fitz-Henby, Esq.,
formerly of Ballymackesey, co. Wexford). Gu. three lions
ramp, two and one, and a chief or. Crest A lion ramp. gu.
Motto Henricus a Henrico.
Fitz-Henry(EvANs-FiTz-HENRY; exemplified I812toWiLiJAx
Evans, Esq., of Ballymac Wilham Roe, co. Cailow, upon his
marriage with Mary, dau. of William Fitz-Henby, Esq.,
formerly of Ballymackesey, co. Wexford, upon his taking, by
royal licence, the additional name of Fitz-Henby, in compliance with the will of his father-in-law). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. three lions ramp, two and one, and a chief or; 2nd
and 3rd, erm. two boars' heads couped in chief sa. and one
in base gu.
Creats—lil
A lion ramp, gu., for Fitz-Henry :
2nd
A demi lion ramp, per fcss or and gu. holding in
the paws a boar's head erased az., for Evans.
or,

Fitz-Henry

—

—

:

Fitz-Gerard
crowned

FIT

of Kilkevan, co. Wexford, obtained a grant of Kilfynan from
James I., and was created a bart., 4 Nov. 1622). Gu. a chief
or, a crescent for diff. quartering, ar. on a saltire betw.
twenty escallops gu. five escallops of the first.
Fitz-Haute. Or, a cross engr. gu.
Fitz-Henry (co. Essex). Erm. on a chief az. three liona

and the

ar.

lion erm.).

Qu. a lion pass, (another, pass, guard.)

ar.

or.

Fitz-Gibtoon (The White Knight; descended from Gerald
FiTZ-JoHN Fitz-Gerald, eldest son of John Fitz-Thomas FitzGebald, Lord of Decies and Desmond, by his second wife,
HoNORA, dau. of The O'Conor Don. His father, by virtue of
his royal seignory as a Count Palatine, created him a knight,
as well as his brothers, the Knights of Gli/n and Kerry. N.B.This Gerald, the first White Knight, was fostered by Gibbon
O'CuNYNE, of Thomond, and so was sometimes called Gibbon,
from whence the names Fitz-Gibbon and Clan-Gibbon.
Maceice Fitz-Gibbon, the fourteenth and last known
White Knight, d. s. 2>- temp. Charles I.). Erm._ a saltire
gu. on a chief ar. three annulets of the second. Cixst
boar pass. gu. charged on the body with three annulets

—

fcssways ar.

Fitzg-ibbon

(Earl of Clare; extinct 1864). Erm. a saltire
gu. on a chief or, three annulets of the second. Crest
boar pass. gu. bristled or, charged on the body with three

—

—

Supporters Dexter, a lion gu. sinister, a
griffin ar.
Motto Nil admirarl.
Fitz-Gibbon (granted 26 Dec. 1873, to the Hon. Gerald
Normanby Dillon, who, with his wife, Lady Louisa Isabella Georgiana Fitz-Gibbon, of Mount Shannon, co. Limerick, dau. and co-heiress of Richard Hobart Fitz-Gibbon,
the third and last Earl of Clare, assumed, by royal licence,
the surname of Fitz-Gibbon, in lieu of Dillon). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, erm. on a sal»ire gu. a mullet or, on a chief of
the third three annulets of the second, for Fitz-Gibbon fJnd
and 3nl, ar. a lion pass. bctw. three crescents gu., for Dillon
an escutcheon of pretence, erm. a saltire gu. on a chief or,
three annulets of the second, for Fitz-Gibbon. Crests 1st
A boar pass. gu. bristled and armed or, charged with a
bezant betw. two annulets of the second, for Fitz-Gibbon ;
2nd
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws an
estoile ar., for Dillon.
Motto Nil admirari. (His issue
to bear the 1st and 4th quarterings of Fitz-Gibbon without the mullet, and the fi.rst crest charged with three
annulets gold.

—

;

;

;

—

:

—

:

Fitz-Henry
Fitz-Henry

York). Ar. a cross engr. sa.
Lincoln). Same Arms, on the cross

(iCelfield, co.

(co.

annulet or, for
ends ppr.

diff.

Fitz-Henry.

Crest— A. wyvera vomiting

Per fesse erm. and

fire

an

at both

az. three lions

ramp, in

Fitz-Henry. Az. fretty or, a chief of the last.
Fitz-Henry, or Fitz-Harry. Ar. on a cross

engr. sa.

chief or.

an annulet

or.

Fitz-Henry.
Fitz-Herbert

Vaire or and gu. a chief sa.
(Baron Fitz-Herbert ; descended from Herbert Fitz-Herbert, Lord Chamberlain to Henry I. and
King Stephen, summoned tb Parliament 1294. His brother,
Peter, was ancestor of the Earls of Panbroke, Montgomery,
Carnarvon, and the extinct Earls nf Huntingdon). Ar. a
chief vaire or and gu. over aU a bend az.
Fitz-Herbert (Swinnerton, co. Stafford, and Norbury, co.
Derby. This family trace an uninterrupted male descent
from the Norman Conquest, and still hold lands granted so
early as the reign of Henry I. the manor of Norbury was
conferred upon William Fitz-Herbert, anno 1125, by William, Prior of Tutbury, and the original grant remains in the
possession of the lord of the manor). Ar. a chief vaire or and
gu. over all a bend sa.
Crest A dexter arm aimed and
gauntleted ppr. Motto Ung je servirai.
;

—

—

Fitz-Herbert
Arms and

(Begbrooke, co. Oxford. Visit. 1C34).

Same

Crest.

Fitz-Herbert

(Tissington, co. Derby, bart.). Gu. three
ramp. or. Crest A cubit arm in armour erect, the
hand appearing clenched within a gauntlet all ppr. Motto—

—

lions

Uns je serverai.
Fitz-Herbert (Baron

St.

Helens,

extinct 1839).

Same

—

Arms and Crest, a crescent for diff. Supporters Two
unicorns erm. ducally gorged, lined, hoofed, crined, and
homed or. Motto Intaminatis honoribus.

—

Fitz-Herbert (Mayne and
border engr.

Hinton Martcl).

Same Arms, a

or.

Fitz-Herbert

Ar. a chief vair (another,
all a bend engr. sa.
Per pale az. and gu. three lions ramp.

(co. Leicester).

vair^ or and gu.) over

annulets).

Fitz-Gibbon

Kerry Beg. Ulster's Office,
1782, to James Fitz-Gibbon, M.D., of Bordeaux, eighth in
descent from Sir Edward Fitz-Gibbon, Knt., of Ballycalling, CO. Kerry, d. 1596).
Erm. a saltire gu. on a
chief ar. three annulets of the second.
Crest
A boar
pass. gu. bristled and armed or, charged with three annulets
(Ballycalling, co.

;

—

Or, three chev. gu.

Fitz-Hamon, or Fitz-Hamond

(Lord of Gloucester,
temp. William II.). Az. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Fitz-Hamon. Same .^rms. Crest A dexter hand holding
a tilting spear in bend ppr.
Fitz-Harding (Lord of Berkeley). See Berkeley, Earl of

—

Berkrley.

Fitz-Harding.

ar.

Fitz-Herbert.

Gu. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet

Limerick, bart. Sir Edward FitzUarbis, Knt., a younger son of Matbew Fitz-Henry, Esq.,
(Kilfinin, co
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Gu. six lions ramp,

or,

three, two,

and

one, within a bordure engr. ar.

Joseph Fitzherbert-Bbockholes, Esq., of Claughton, co.
Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three
brocks sa., for Beoceholes
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chief vair or
and gu. overall a bend sa., for Fitzherdeet. Crests Ist:
A brock, as in the arms 2nd A cubit arm in armour erect
ppr. the hand appearing clenched within a gauntlet lined gu.
;

—

;

rimmed

:

or.

Fitzherbert

ar.

Fitz-Harris

Ar. a bend cotised engr. betw. six martlets

sa.

Fitz-Herbert.

Fitz-Herbert. Per pale az. and gu. three lozenges ar.
Fitz-Herbert-Brockholes (exemplified to Wiluam

ar.

Fitz-Gilbert.

Fitz-Herbert.

(exemplified to Thomas Fitzhebbebt, Esq., of
Shantonagh, co. Monaghan, and of Black Castle, co. Meath,
son of Thomas Rotu^vell, of EockCeld, co. Mcatb, by

A

Sbantonagb, by Maby, his wife, sister of Samuel Ecxton,
who assumed the surname of Fitzherbebt, and dau. of
JohnRcxtok, Esq., of Ardee, and LetitiaFitz-Hebbeet, his
•wife, upon his assuming, by royal licence, 19 Sept. 1863, the
surname and arms of Fitzhebbebt in lieu of those of Bothwell). Ar. a chief vaire or and gu. over all a bend sa.
charged with a crescent of the field. Crest— A dexter cubit

arm

erect, the

hand clenched, armed and gauntleted

—Ung

Motto

charged with a crescent gu.

ppr.

all

je servirai.

Fitz-Herbert

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Per pale ar. and gu.
three lions ramp. ar. a border gobony of the second and
third.

Fitz-Heron.

Fitz-How.
and handled

sa.

hooped

or.

(Wanendon,

BuckingCrest—

co.

bam). Erm. on a chief gu. three martlets or.
Cornish chough ppr.
Fitz-Hiig'h. (COS. Oxford and York, temp. Edward

Az.

III.).

three chevronels in base interlaced or, a chief of the last.
On a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a wivem, wings
Crest
expanded ar. sans legs. Anot/ier Crest Out of a chapeau

—

—

up erm. a demi

Fitz-Hngrh {Lord
abeyance

segreant ar.

summoned to Parliament

1273,

Same Amu.

1512).

Fitz-Hugrh.

griffin

Pitz-Hvgh,

Ar. three chev. braced in base az. in chief a

sun gu.

Fitz-Hugh.
Fitz-Hugh.

Az. a fretty or, a chief of the second.
Ar. a fesse betw. three bougets sa. hooped

or.

Fitz-Hugh (Plas Power,

co.

Denbigh).

—A martlet ppr.

Erm. on a

three martlets or. Crest
ation placing all my glory.

Fitz-Humfrey, or
Quarterly, ar. and sa.

mouth a

sinister

chief gu.

—In moder-

Motto

Humphrey

(co.

—A dragon's head

Essex).

vert, in the

buffalo sa.

armed

or.

Fitz-Jam.es '(Duke

of Berwick ; James Fitz- James, K.G„ the
celebrated Marshal of France, natural son of King James II.,
attainted 1695). The royal arms of James II. within a
bordure compony gu. and az. the gu. charged with the
lions of England and the az. with the fleurs-de-lis of France.

—On a chapeau turned up erm. a dragon
gorged with a
charged with
Supporters— Dexter, a unicorn
gu.

Crest

pass. ar.

three fleurs-de-lis or.

collar az.

ar. attired or, collared

and

chained az. the collar charged with three fleurs-de-lis or;
Binist«r, a dragon gu. collared and chained or, the collar
charged with three fleurs-de-lis az. No motto recorded.
Fitz-James. Emu a rose gu. leaved vert, seeded or.
Fitz-James (cos. Dorset and Somerset). Az. a dolphin
naiant ar. betw. three mullets or (another, cinquefoils)
pierced gu. Crest A dolphin ar. devouring the top of an
antique cap. az. turned up erm.
Fitz-JefiErey. Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure vair.
Fitz-John (co. Essex). Barry of six sa. and ar. in chief
three plates.

—

Fitz-John

Same Arms. Crest— On a chapeau

(co. Lincoln).

a salamander in flames ppr.
Fitz-John. Az. a chief indented or.
Fitz-John. Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure vair.
Fitz-John. Per pale gu. and az. three lions ramp. or.
Fitz-John. Chequy ar. and gu. (another adds a chief
erm.).

—

Fitz-John

—

;

—

;

;

:

—

—

Virtute non verbis.
Fitz-Maurice {Earl of Orkney). Quarterly, 1st, az. a ship
at anchor, oars crossed in saltire, within a double-tressuro
flory counterflory or, for Obkney
2nd, quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. three cinquefoils erm., for Hamilton, 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a ship sails furled sa., for Abban
4th, ar. a human heart
imperially crowned ppr. on a chief az. three mullets of the
field, for DocGLAs.
Supporters Dexter, an antelope ar.
armed, ducally gorged, chained, and unguled or sinister, a
stag ppr. attired, unguled, plain collared, and chained or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an oak-tree fructed and
penetrated transversely by a frame-saw ppr. the frame gold.
;

—

J»fo»o—Through.
Fitz-Maurice (Duagh, co. Kerry descended from the fifth
Lord of Kerry). Ar. a saltire gu. and a chief erm. Crest
A centaur drawing a bow and arrow ppr. the part from the
waist ar. Motto Virtute non verbis.

Az. five lozenges in fesse or.
(Ueg. Ulster's Office).
Barry of six erm. and

gu.

—

Fitz-Maurice
Grandison).

(quartered
by
saltire gu.

Gu. a bend betw. six lozenges or.
Fitz-Langley. Ar. a fesse betw. three oak leaves vert.
Fitz-Langley, or Fitz-I>ongley. Ar. a fesse betw.
six oak leaves gu.
Fitz-Lewes. Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils sa.
Fitz-Lewis (co. Essex). Ar. a fesse betw. six annulets gu.
Ore>l
A bull statant per pale or and purp. hoofed and

—

armed

Sa.

Fitz-Lewis (Thomdon,

co. Essex).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

lets ar.

moorcocks gu. (another, sa.) three, two, and one.
Sa. on a saltire engr. ar. an inescutcheon or,
charged with a cross gu.
Fitz-Neale. Erm. en a fesse gu. three bucks' heads
six

Fitz-Morris.

cabossed or.

Fitz-Neel, or Fitz-Nele (co. Buckingham). Paly
ar. and gu.
Crest
On a chapeau ppr. a cinquefoil or.
Fitz-Neel. Paly of six ar. and gu. on a fesse az.

(co.

Northumberland).

Gu. a fesse

mullets pierced or.
(temp. Bichard II.).
fesse az. three martlets or.
Fitz-Neel. Ar. two pales gu.

Fitz-Neel

Fitz-Nell, Fitz-Neele,

Cloves ar.

(co. .Stafford).

Gu. a

Crest— A catliarinc wheel ar.

d5G

fesse betw. three

three

Ar. three palets gu. on

and Nowell.

a

Same Arms as

Fitz-Neale.

Fitz-Nichol.

Gu. a cinquefoil pierced betw. six escallops

ar.

Fitz-Nicholas.

Erm. a chief quarterly or and gu.
and cinquefoil and escallops
a cinquefoil within an orle of eight escallops ar.

Fitz-NichoU.

Sa. (another, az.

Fitz-NicoU, or Fitz-Nicold
Quarterly, gu. and or, a bend ar.

Fitz-NicoU.

(Beg. Ulster's Office).
Crest

—A

falcon rising ar.

beak a cross formee

fltchee gu.

Sa. a cinquefoil betw. six escallops ar. three,

two, and one.

Fitz-Nicoll. Gu. two palets ar.
Fitz-Oliver (Reg. Ulster's Office).

Erm. on a

chief gu.

three ravens ppr.

Fitz-Osbert.
(another,

Ar. on a chief oz. three crosses patt<;e
the field.
Crests
A demi

crosses crosslet) of

—

vert.

Fitz-Osborne

(co. Suffolk).

Gu. three bars gemcllcs

or,

a

ar.

Fitz-Osborne.

Gu. a bend ar. surmounted by a fesse vert.
Crest
The head of a spear az.
Fitz-Otes (Fitsholl, co. Norfolk). Bendy of six or and ax. a
canton erm.

—

betw. three purtridgcs ar. a bendlct oz.

Fitz-Marmaduke

of six

—

canton

trefijils ar.

Fitz-Marmaduke

Viscountess

a cinquefoil within an orle of mart-

Fitz-Michael. Barry of eight or and gu. a quarter erm.
Fitz-Mores, Fitz-Morris, or Fitz-Moores. Ar.

dragon

sa.

Villiebs,

Erm. a

Fitz-Michael.

belled or, holding in the

Fitz-Jues.

—

;

or)

Fitz-John.

;

—

countercbanged.

—A

(Ireland
descended from William, second
son of Gebald Fitz-Walteb, by Nesta, his wife, dau. ol
Rhys ap Geufftdd, Prince of South Wales, whose grandson,
Maubice Fitz-Batmond, who m. Joanna, dau. of Miles
Fitz-Henbt, Chief Governor of Ireland, was father of
Thomas FiTZ-MAnEicE, first Lord of Kerry and Lixnaw, d.
1289.
Reg. Ulster's Office). Erm. a saltire sa.
Fitz-Maurice {Earl of Kerry ; Thomas, twenty-first Lord of
Kerry, was so created 1722; earldom merged in the marquessate of Lansdowne, 1818). Ar. a saltire gu. a chief erm.
Crest
A centaur per fess ppr. and ar. bow and arrow also
ppr. Supporters Dexter, a lion gu. sinister, a griffin or.
Motto Virtute non verbis.
Fitz-Maurice {Earl ofShelburne; Hon. John FiTz-MAuaicE,
youngest son of the first Earl of Kerry, assumed the name of
Pettt, and was created an earl, 1753; his son was created
Marquess of Lansdowne, 1784). Anns, &c., see Marquess of
Lansdovme.
Fitz-Maurice (Pettt-Fitz-Maubice, Marquess of Lantdowne, Earl of Kerry and Shelbume). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
erm. on a bend az. a magnetic needle pointing at a polar star
or, for Petty
2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire gu. a chief erm.,
for Fitz-Maubice.
Crests
1st: A bee-hive beset with bees,
diversely volant ppr.
2nd A centaur drawing a bow and
arrow ppr. the part from the waist ar. Supporters Two
pegasi erm. bridled, crined, winged, and unguled or, each
charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis az. Motto

;

Quarterly, ar and sa. four leopards' faces

Fitz- James (Lewston, co. Dorset; of which family was Sir
John Fitz-James, Chief Justice of the King's Bench temp.
Henry VIII. The co-heirs m. Stbode, of Newnham, and
Haslet, of East Bamet). Az. a dolphin naiant embowed ar.
Crest

Ar. two bars gu. a label az.

;

JFitz Crest

hand gu.

Fitz-Humfrey.

Fitz-Martyn.
Fitz-Maurice

—

Gu. a fesse betw. three herons ar.
Ar. a fesse betw. three well hougets

Fitz-Hugh, or Pitz-Hewe

gu. turned
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Letitia, his second wife, dau. of Jahes Cokbt, Esq., of

FIT

Castle,

and Warden

of the Forests, co. Berks, temp. William the Conqueror,
eon of Otho, a Baron of England in the 16th year of Edward

the Confessor, who possessed numerous and extensive lordships in cos. Berks, Surrey, Buckingham, Dorset, Middlesex,
Wilts, Somerset, and Hants. Descendants: I. Fitzgebald,
Duke of LeiiuUr. II. Fitzgerald, Earl of Desmond. III.
OsBOSN Fitzgerald, Lordof Ynysymaengwyn, co. Merioneth.
V. The Knight of Glyn. VI.
IV. The White Knight.
The Knight of Kebbt. VII. Fitzgerald, bart., of Castle
Ishen. VIII. Cabew, Earl of Totnes. IX. Cabew, bart., of
Haccombe. X. Cabew, bart., of Anthony. XI. Cabew, of
Hamworth. XII. Cabew, of Carew. XIII. Cabew, Lord
Carew. XIV. FiTZ-MAnBiCE, Lord of Kerry, Marquess of
lansdowne. XV. Grace, feudal Barons of Courtstown and
XVI.
Lords of Graces country, now of Mantua House.

Grace Castle.
Also of the foUowin);
branches: I. Gebabd, bart., of Bryn. II. Gebabd, Lord of
Gerards Bromley. III. Gebabd, of Brandon, Earl of MacclesJUld. IV. Gebabd, bart., of Fiskertou. V. Gebabd, bart.,
VI. Gebabd, of Crewe.
VII. Windsob,
of Flambards.
Lord Windsor, Earl of Plymouth. VIII. Wyndsobe, feudal
baron of Eston, or Estaines). Ar. a saltire gu. See FitzGebald, Luke of Leinster.
Fitz-Ouxse (co. Somerset). Ar. on a bend sa. three bears'
heads erased ar. muzzled of the second.
Fitz-Ourse. Or, a bear pass. sa. Crest An anchor and
cable sa. and a sword az. hilt or, in saltire.
Fitz-Paine. Per pale ar. and sa. a fesse counterchanged.
Fitz-Patrick (Lord Upper Ossory, Chief of the Irish Sept
of MacGillie Phadruig, created 1541, attainted 1691). Sa. a
saltire ar. on a chief ar. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
A dragon
reguard. vert, surmounted of a lion guard, sa. dexter paw resting on the dragon's head, tail extended sa. Supporters
Two lions sa. armed and langued gu. Motto Ceart laidir
a boo.
Fitz-Patrick {Earl of Upper Ossory, extinct IS18). Same
Arms and Crest.
Supporters
Two lions sa. collared,
chained, and ducally crowned or.
Motto-— Fonis sub forte

Gbace,

bart.,

of

—

—

—

—

—

fatiscet.

Fitz-Patrick (Lisdoonvama, co.
Dabby Fitz-Patbick, Esq., eldest

Clare; Fun. Ent. 1637,
son of Flobence Fitz-

Patbick, of the same place, descended from McGilla
Patrick, Lord of Upper Ossory). Same Arms.
Fitz-Patrick (Akipe Fun. Ent. 1674, Thady Fitz-Patbice,
M.D., son of Teigde Oge Fitz-Patbick, grandson of Debmot
FiTZPATRicK, of BaUyrellin, and great grandson of Teigde
Oge McTeigce Fitzpatbick, [of Muindrihid). Sa. a saltire
ar. on a chief of the last three pellets.
Fitz-Patrick (Lord Castletown). Sa. a saltire ar. on a chief
az. three fleurs-de-lis or, within a bordure wavy of the
second. Crest A dragon on his back ppr. surmounted by a
lion pass. sa. the whole debruised by a bendlet sinister wavy
Two lions sa. ducally gorged and chained
ar. Supporters
or, each charged on the shoulder with three fleurs-de-lis
Fortis sub forte fatiseet.
cold. Motto
Fitz-Patrick, Az. six lions ramp. ar. three, two, and
;

—

—

—

Fitz-Piers.

{Baron Fitz-Payne, summoned to Parliament,
1299; abeyance, 1354). Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale
ar. over all a bend az.
Fitz-Payne. Ar. a hawk's lure gu.
Fitz-Payne (Chebeton Fitz-Payne; the heiress m.
AusxiLL, CO. Devon). Ar. two wings conjoined gu.
Fitz-Payne (co. Gloucester). Gu. two lions pass, in pale
ar. over all a bend az. (another gobonated or and az.).
Fitz-Payne. Barry of six ar. and az. a bend gu.
Fitz-Pearce (Sir James Fitz-Pearce, knighted by Lord
Mountjoy, Lord Deputy, at Dublin Castle, I May, 1600). Ar.
a saltire gu. in chief a crescent sa.
Fitz-Peirs. Gu. three chevronels compony ar. and az.

Fitz-Pen, alias Pliippen(co.

Cornwall, St. Mary Ottery,
Truro, co. Cornwall,
and Ireland monument in Truro Church to Owen Fitz-Pen,
of Ireland, eldest son of Robert Fitz-Pen, of Weymouth,
and great grandson of Henry Fitz-Pen, of St. Mary Ottery.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Ar. two bars sa. in chief three
escallops of the second.
C)-est
A bee volant in pale or,

Devon, Weymouth,

co.

Dorset,

;

—

winged

vert.

Fitz-Pere'wes,

or Fitz-Perrens

(co.

Gloucester).

Erm. three mascles

in fesse gu.
{Earl of Essix ; passed to the Bohdns, 1227. See
Mandeville, Earl of Essex). Quarterly, or and gu. a bordnre vair.

Fitz-Piers

Fitz-Piers.

—A

Gu. two chevronels chequy

ar.

and

bell az.

Fitz-Piers.

Ar. a chi«f indented sa. fretty or.
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az.

Crest

Gu. three lions ramp, or (another, a bcrJurs

enjjr. ar.).

Fitz-Piers.
Fitz-Piers.

Erm. three

fusils in fesse gu.
Quarterly, or and gu. an inescutoheon sa.
Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure engr. sa.
serpent entwined round two hunting spears in pale

Fitz-Pomery.
Crest

—A

ppr.

Fitz-Halpll

(Xether-Whiteacre, co Warwick Balpb Fitzplace, temp. King John, purchased
Manor of Glascot, co. Warwick (Dugdale) ;
Anne Fitz-Kalph, to. Tbo.mas Glascote, grandson of John
Glascote, or Glascoke, 38 Henry III. Visit. Essex, 1614).
Or, three chevronels gu. each charged with as many fleursde-hs or.
Fitz-Ralpb (co. Berks). Barruly ar. and az.
;

Kalph, Lord of that
lands in the

Fitz-Halph.

Barry of six

buckles of the second.

Fitz-Ralph

C)-est

Henry

(temp.

Fitz-Ralph.

and gu.

ar.

in chief

—A square padlock
Or,

III.).

two bars

three

az.

az.

Or, three chevronels gu. fretty ar.

Fitz-Ralpli. Barry of six ar. and

az. three chaplets of roses

gu. leaved vert.

Fitz-Randall.

Az. a chief indented or.
(Langton Hall, co. Notts, 1614, and ChesterEdward Fitz-Randolf, 1640. Visit. Notts,
Ar. a chief indented az. Crest— Od. a chapeau or,
1614).
turned up az. a wyvern of the last.
Fitz-Randolfe. Az. fretty or, a chief of the last.
Fitz-Bandolpb (co. Northumberland). Or, a chief indented az.
Fitz-Kanulph (cos. Derby and Nottingham, temp. Henrj
II.).
Az. twochev. or.
Fitz-Raulf (CO. Suffolk). Or, three chev. gu. each charged
with as many fleurs-de-lis ar. (another, of the first).
Fitz-Raulf (co. Suffolk). Gu. a fesse vair.
Fitz-Raulf. See Fitz-Ralph.
Fitz-Raynard, or Fitz-Raynold. Gu. six lions ramp.
ar.
Crest
Two wings conjoined ppr.
Fitz-Raynold (co. Lancaster). Purp. three lions ramp.

Fitz-Randolf
field, CO.

Derby

;

—

or.

Fitz-Raynold (co. Suffolk). Gu. three buglehorna or.
Fitz-Reand. Or, a fesse and two chev. gu. a canton of tho
last.

Fitz-Rery
Rebv).

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1682, Robert FitzAr. a lion ramp. az. crowned and armed or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Per pale sa. and erm. a

Fitz-Rice
fesse

counterchanged.

Fitz-Ricbard

(co.

Lincoln).

crosses crosslet fitchee ar. as

Az. on a fesse betw. three

many

torteaux.

Fitz-Richard

(Lord Mayor of London, 1260, 1201, and
Quarterly, ermines and erm. a fesse counterchanged.
1266).
Fitz-Richard, or Fitz-Roand. Or. a fesse, chev. and
canton gu. Crest Two dolphins endorsed haurient ppr.
Fitz-Richard. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa.
Fitz-Richard. Per pale sa. and erm. a fesse counter^
Changed.
Fitz-Richard. Or, a cross gu. in the first quarter a lion

—

ramp.

sa.

Fitz-Rith

one.

Fitz-Payne

CO.
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FitZOtho (Walter, Castellan of Windsor

(Colletrath, co.

Dublin;

impalement on Fun.

Ent. of Richaed Lutteball, of Sprickleston, same co., d.
1619, whose wife was Anne, dau. of Richard Fitz-Rith).
Ar. a lion ramp. az. crowned or, armed and langued gu.

Fitz-Robert

(co.

Northumberland, temp. King John).

Or,

two chev. gu.

Fitz-Roe

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. six crosses crosslet gu.
three, two, and one, on a chief of the last a lion pass, of the

first.

Fitz-Rog'er

(co. Lincoln).
Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa.
(co. Buckingham).
two chev. gu. in chief a lion pass, of the second.
Fitz-Ronard. Or, two chev. gu. on a canton of the second
a lion pass. ar. Crest A dove standing on a serpent nowed

Fitz-Ronard, or Fitz-Roward
Or,

—

in a love-knot ppr.

Fitz-Routb.
canton of the

Fitz-Row

Or,
last

a

fesse,

and

a mullet of the

in base a chev. gu.

on a

first.

(CO. Waterford,

Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. six
and one.
Quarterly, per fesse indented az. and or.
Quarterly, or and az. in the second and third
quarters a rose of the first.
roses gu. three, two,

Fitz-Row.
Fitz-Rowe.

Fitz-Roy
gu.

a

(illegitimate

son of Henry

I.).

Ar. on a canton

lion pass, guard, or.

Fitz-Roy

(Duke of Richmond and Somerset, E.G., illegitimate son of Henry VIII. created 1625, extinct 1536). France
and England, a bordure quarterly, erm. and compony ar.
and az. a baton sinister of the second, on an inescutcheon
quarterly, gu. and vaire, or and vert, a lion ramp. ar. on
ft chief as. a cattie betw. two budu' heads cabossed ax.
;

of ClevelaTid. B&bbasa Villiebs, Mistress
to Charles II., created DucJiess of Cleveland, 1670, with
remainder to two of her illegitimate sons by the King;
Koyal arms of England, over all a baton
extinct 1774).
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
sinister erm. Crest
Btatant guard, or, ducally cro^yned az. collared compony
countercompony erm. and az. Supporters Dexter, a lion

Pitz-Roy (Duhe

—

—

guard, or, gorged with a coUar compony countercompony
sinister, a greyhound collared as the dexter.
erm. and az.
Motto Secundis dubusque rectus.
Fitz-Roy (Duke of Southampton. Chables Fitz-Rot, illegitimate son of Charles II. ; bo created 1674, extinct 1774).
Same Arms, &c.
Pitz-Roy (Duke of Northumherland. Geokgf. Fitz-Rot,
so created 1683, extinct
illegitimate son of Charles II.
Eoyal arms, &c., of England, debruised with a
1716).
Crest
On a chapeau
sinister baton compony erm. and az.
gu. turned up erm. a lion statant guard, or, ducally
crowned az. collared compony countercompony erm. and az.
Supporters Dexter, a lion guard, or, ducally crowned compony countercompony erm. and az. sinister, a greyhound
ar. collared compony countercompony erm. and az.
Pitzroy (Duke of Grafton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, France
and England, quarterly 2nd, Scotland 3rd, Ireland the
whole debruised by a baton in bend sinister compony of six
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
pieces ar. and az.
a lion statant guard, or, crowned with a ducal coronet az.
and gorged with a collar countercompony ar. and of the
fourth. Supporters Dexter, a lion guard, or, crowned with
a ducal coronet az. and gorged with a collar countercompony
sinister, a greyhound ar. gorged as
ar. and of the second
Et decus et pretium recti.
the dexter. Motto
Soulkamplon).
Same Arms, a crescent
Pitzroy {Baron
for diff.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
statant guard, or, crowned with a ducal coronet az. and
gorged with a collar countercompony ar. and of the fourth.
Supporters Dexter, a lion guard, or, crowned with a ducal
coronet az. and gorged with a collar countercompony erm.
and of the second sinister, a greyhound ar. gorged as the
dexter. Motto Et decus et pretium recti.
Pitz-Roy (Kempston, co. Norfolk). Same Arms, a crescent
;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

for diff.

Pitz-Simmoiis.

Sa.

on a

fesse betw. three crescents ar.

—

another of the field. Crest An eagle with wings expanded
looking towards the sun all ppr.
(Simons Hide, co. Herts; Sir Richard FitzSiMON, Lord of that Manor, was one of the Founder Knights
of the Garter, he occupied the 8th stall on the Sovereign's
Bide, son of Sir Hugh Fitz-Simon, grandsonof Sir John FitzSiuoN, and great grandson of Simon Fitz-Adam, who was
Lord of the same Manor, 1239). Ar. three inescutcheons,
two and one gu.
Pitz-Simon. Sa. a fesse betw. three crescents ar.
Pitz-Siiuon (temp. Edward III.). Az. a lion ramp. crra.
(another, with a label of four points gu.).
P^tzsimon (Ireland). Erm. on a chief gu. three mullets

Pitz-Simon

Fitz-Symon (co.

Az. an eagle

Hertford).

displ. or,

a cantoa

erm.

Fitz-Symon.

Ar. three escutcheons gu. Crent—A. dexter
and sinister hand wielding a two-handed sword ppr.
Fitz-Symon. Gu. a chief or (another, tinctures reversed).
Fitz-Symon. Sa. a fesse betw. six crescents or (another,
ar.).

Fitz-Symond (co. Lincoln). Az. a lion tamp. erm.
Fitz-Symond (cos. Norfolk and Northampton). Sa. a fessa
betw. three crescents ar. Crest — A hand issuing from a
cloud holding a club ppr.

Fitz-Symond. Same

Anns, a chief of the second.
(co. Essex).
Az. five eagles displ. in cross
a canton erm. (another, of the second). Crest A dragon's
head pierced through the neck with a spear in bend sinister

Fitz-Tliomas

—

or,

ppr.

Fitz-Thomas
sive,

and

(Lord Mayor of London, 1262 to 1265, inclu-

Same Arms.

1269).

Fitz-Thomas, alias Fitz-G-erald

—

Erm. a

(Ireland).

saltire gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a sceptre entwined with a serpent betw. two wings ppr.
Fitz-Thomas. Ar. a griffin's head erased (another, couped)
sa.

Fitz-Tiptoft, or

De Gurney (co. Norfolk).

Ar. a saltire

engr. gu.

Fitz-Urse.

on a bend sa. three bears' heads couped ar.
Crest
Out of the top of a tower, issuing from

Or,

muzzled gold.
the wreath, an

Fitz-Urse.
Fitz-Vrian.
saltire gu.

in

armour wielding a scymitar

Same Anns.

and

Fitz-Vrian
Fitz-Vrian
Fitz-Vrian

—

arm

Or, a bear pass. sa.

ppr.

all

—Two

battle axes in
az. heads or, betw. the tops a bird sa.
Crest

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Same Arms, a bordure engr. gu.
(Llangadock, co. Carmarthen; granted 20 Feb.
Same Arms, a crescent of the field, a bordure engr.

1526).

( Wales).
(Wales).

gu. bezantde.

Fitz-Vrith.

Or,

on a bend

sa.

three rams' heads couped

ar.

Fitz-Wakelin.

Barry of eight

ar.

and gu. a

lion

ramp.

erm.

Fitz-Walker, or Fitz-Walter

(co.

Buckingham).

Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis of
the first.
Fitz'wallen (co. Essex). Or, two bars and a canton gu.

Fitz-Walter
ment

(Baron FUz-Waltcr; summoned to ParliaRatcliffe family 1432). Or, a fesse

1295, passed to the

betw. two chevronels gu.

Fitz- Walter.

Same Arms.

Crest

— A winged heart ppr.

Fitz-Walter (Lord Fitz-Walter). See Bridges.
Fitz-Walter. Ar. a fesse betw. two chev. gu.
Fitz-Walter (quartered by Coplestone). Ar. a chev.

betw.

three buckles gu.

Fitz-Walter. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend az.
Fitz-Walter. Gu. on a bend ar. three fleurs-de-lis
Fitzwarin. Gu. a fesse or, betw. six martlets ar.
Fitzwarin. Ar. on a bend az. three bezants, in the

az.

sinister

chief a cross cro.sslct fitchee of the second.

ar.

Pitz-Simon
Alderman,

(Fun. Ent. of Thomas Fitz-Simon, of Dublin,
d. Jan. 1595).
Sa. on a fess betw. three

many

crescents ar. as

Pitz-Simon

(liallymadraught, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. of
d. 21 Dec. 1614).
Sa. three crescents ar.

in chief a label of two points, and in fcss another of one
point of the last, the points issuant out of the crescents.

Pitz-Simond
crescents ar.

Fitzsimond

(Beg. Ulster's Office).
Crest

— A dove

Erm. a

.

fesse

Sa.

a

fess betw. three

ar.

chcquy or and

az.

Fitz-Simonds. Gu. three escutcheons ar.
Fitzsimonds. Ar. on two bars sa. three crescents, two and
ar.

Pitz-Simons

—

Ar. three escutcheons gu. Crest
A boar pas.s. reguard. pulling from his shoulder an arrow.
Fitz-Stephen (Norton, co. Devon). Gu. an eagle displ. with
two heads ar. (another, or).
(Ireland).

Fitz-Stephen.
Fitz-Stevens

Az. three mullets or.
(Ireland;
Fun. Ent. of Robeet FitzStevens, of Dublin, merchant, d. 24 Oct. 1598, Reg.
Ulster's Office).
Per pale erm. and gu. a saltire counterchanged. Crest— A. wolFs head erased gu. holding in the
mouth a snake ppr.
Fitz-Symon (Dublin). Sa. on a fesse betw three crescents
ar. u.'i many cstoiles az.
Crest
A dcmi parrot close vert,
gorgocl with a collar gu. beaked of the last.
Fltz-Symon (co. Essex). Gu. three escutcheons ar.
Fitz-Symon (co. Hertford). Az. the field replenished with

—

e&gh's

(co. Dorset).

Quarterly, per fesse indented gu.

and erm.
III.).

(cos. Dor.set and Somerset, temp. Edward
Per fesse indented erm. and gu. in the first quarter a

fret of the List.

Fitz-Warine

(Baron Fliz-Warine : summoned to ParliaBouchier family 1429). Quarterly,
per fess indented ar. and gu.
Fitz-Warine (Baron FUz-Warine : summoned to Parliament 1342, abeyance 1414). Same Arms, in the first quarter

ment

a

1295, passed to the

fret gu.

Fitz-Warren, or Fitz-Warine (co. Devon).

Ar. three eagles diapl. vert.

Quarterly,

per fesse indented or and gu. (another, ar. and sa.).
Fitz(co. Lancaster, temp. Henry III.). Quarterly,
per fesse indented ar. and gu.
Fitz(co. Somerset). Quarterly, per fesse indented
erm. and gu. Chxst—A holy lamb reguard. ppr. with banner

Warren

Warren

sa.

Fitz-Warren

(co.

York).

Gu.

a bend

ar.

betw.

six

bezants.

Fitz-Warren.

Gu. a fesse

or, betw. six

masclcs (another,

martlets) ar.

Fitz-Warren.

Quarterly, gu. and
counterclianged (another, or and gu.).

Fitz-Warren.

Per pale

sa.

and

or,

ar.

a chief indented
a chief indented

counterchanged.

Fitz-Warren

Quarterly, per
(Whittington, co. Salop).
and gu.
Cliequy or and az. (another, or and

fesse indented ar.

Fitz-Warren.

disj)]. or.

Fitz-Sjrmon.
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Fitz-Warin

Fitz-Warine

cstoiles az.

John Fitz-Simon,

one
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Fitz-Warjme

(Jesccnded from Goabine, who, temp, the
Conqueror, acquired by his good sword Whittington Castle,
Salop.
Sir William Fitz-Wakyne was appointed
Governor of Montgomery Castle 1330, was elected a Knight
of the Garter cir. 1345, in theroomof SirSAUCHET d'AbkichecouRT, the first of the Founder Knights who died). Quarterly,
CreH A wyvem ar. eared
per fess indented erm. and gu.
and langued or. Another Crest A wivem, wings expMHued
CO.

—

—

gu.

Fitz-Water

(co.

Cumberland).

Ai. a chev. sa. bctw. three

Fitz-Water

Or

(co. Essex).

(another, ar.) a fesse betw.
lesse with

two chevs. gu. (another, charges the

a crescent

ar.).

Fitz-Water
temp.

Henry

Crest

(Milo Fitz-Wateb, Constable of England
Gu. two bends, the upper or, the lower
ramp. or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three chaplets
(co. York).

I.).

—A

Fitz-Water

lion

A

li

(Oldward, co. Surrey, and co. Lincoln, 1640).
Crest
A tiger pass. sa. ducaliy gorged

—

Lozengy ar. and gu.
and lined ar.

Fitz-William.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslct
a bordure of the last bezantde.
Crest— A. phoenix az.
beaked or, in flames gu.
Fitz-William. Lozengy ar. and gu. Cest A trefoil
stalked raguly and slipped ar.
Fitz-William. Ar. on a bend sa. three estoiles of the
sa.

—

field.

Fitz-William.,

buckles gu.

ar.

Fitz-William

F

Barry of eight

ar.

and

az. three chaplets

fu.

Fitz-William.

Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and gu.
in the first quarter a mullet of six points sa.
FitzwUliams (co. Essex). Lozengy ar. and gu. a bordure
az. charged with six bezants and as many fleurs-de-lis gold,
alternately.

Fitzwilliams

(co. Cornwall).

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. four roses gu. three
square buckles or.
Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend az. three

Az. three bends or.
fesse a fleur-de-lis
betw. the points of a crescent, both or.
Fitz-Williams (co. Lincoln). Ar. a cross engr. sa.
Fitz(CO. Norfolk).
Az. three griffins pass. or.

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Fitz-With.

Fitzvrilliams.

sa.

Fitz-Water.

Fitz-Water.

Fitz-Water. Ar. a chev. sa.
Fitz-Well (co. Buckingham).

betw. three round buckles gu.
Paly of six ar. and gu.
(Reg. trister's Office). Quarterly, indented

Fitz-Werrey
ar.

and

sa.

Fitz- Wight. Gu. two bends engr.

Crest

or.

—On a chapeau

Lozengy

With

Gu. two bends

(Walthamstow, co. Essex, hart.). Ar. on a
pale gu. three escallops or, over all a chev. engr. countercharged, on a chief waves of the sea, thereon a ship repre-

senting an English vessel of war of the 16th century, with
four masts, sails furled all ppr. colours flying gu. Crest
On a
vert a hand in armour in fesse couped at the wrist

—

Fitz-Wig-ht. Ar. three griffins pass, in pale ar.
Fitz- William {Baron Fitz-William ; summoned to ParliameBt 1327, not summoned after). Lozengy ar. and gu.

ppr. charged with an escallop

Fitz-William

Motto

[Earl of Southamptcm ; created 1537, d. s.p.
Same Arms, a muUet for diff.
1543).
Fitz-William {Earl of Filzwilliam). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, lozengy ar. and gu.
2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. betw.
three leopards' faces or. Crests 1st: Out of a ducal coronet
or, a triple plume of ostrich feathers ar.
2nd A griffin pass.
ar. Supporters ^Two savage men, wreathed about the heads
and waists with leaves, and in their exterior hands a tree
eradicated, the top broken all ppr. Motto Appetitus ration!
;

—

;

—

:

—

pareat.

(Merrion, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. of Sir
Knt., d. 5 March, 1595). Gu. on a
three popinjays vert, beaked and legged gu.

BiCHAKD FiTZ-WiLLiAM,
bend cotised

ar.

Crest— In front of a peacock's

tail

ppr. a greyhound's head

erased ar. collared and spotted gu.
(Ballydongan, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. 1635,
Esq.). Same Amu, a crescent for

Fitz-William.

Nicholas Fitz-William,
diff.

VitzwiUisilQ. (Viscount Fitiwilliam; extinct 1833). Gu. on
a bend cotised ar. three popinjays vert, beaked and legged
gu. (These arms appear from various entries in Ulster's
Office to have been the family arms of Fitz-William, of
Merrion, co. Dublin, but it appears from an entry in the
Lords' Entries that the second Viscount Fitz-William, when
created Earl of Ti/rconnel, adopted the arms of Fitz-William,
of Sprotborough, which were used by the subsequent viscounts who succeeded after the earldom expired). Crest
In front of a peacock's tail ppr. a greyhound's, head erased ar.
spotted gu. plain collared or. Supporters
Two ostriches ar.
each holding in the beak a horseshoe or. Motto Deo adju-

—

—

vante,

—

non timendum.

Fitz-William

(Earl of Ti/rconnel; the second Viscount
Fitz-IVilliam so created 1663, d. s. p. 1667).
Lozengy or
and gu. fN.B. These arms appear on his Fun. Ent. in

—

Ulster's Office).

Fitz-William (Jobstown, co. Dublin
FiTz-WiLLiAM, of that place,

Fun. Ent. of William
of the plague at
Gu. on abend cotised ar.

who

;

d.

Merrion, co. Dublin, 23 Aug. 1605).
three popinjays vert, beaked and legged of the field.
Fitz-William (co. Dublin Fun. Ent. of Christopher FitzWiLLiAM, merchant, a natural son of the house of Jobstown,
d. 14 Nov. 1620). Same Arms, a border gobony or and sa.
Fitz- William (Eeg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a fesse betw. six
;

(Gainspark Hall, co. Essex,

Milton, cos.

Northampton and Lancaster, and Westminster). Same Arms
and Crest as Viscount Fitz-William, of Merrion.
Fitz-William (co. Esses). Lozengy ar. and gu. a bordure
az. bezants.
Fitz-William. (Chaworth, co. Lincoln). Lozengy erm. and
gu. Oe?(— Out of a ducal coronet or, a double plume of
feathers ar.

Fitz-William

(Mablethorp, co. Lincoln).
Lozengy ar.
and gu. in fesse a fleur-de-lis of the second, a bordure sa.
bezantee.
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and holding a fleur-de-lis erect
or.
Supporters On either side an eagle, wings elevated ar.
collared gu. and charged on the breast with a shamrock vert.

—

— Dulcis amor

Fitzyay. Gu.
of the

a

patriae.

saltire or,

on a chief of the last three mullets

first.

Flacket

(Dovebridge, co. Derby, 1611). Ar. on a fesse betw.
three foxes' heads erased gu. as many lions' gambs erect
and erased of the field. Crest A fox's head erased gu. shot
through the neck fesseways with an arrow sa. feathered ar.
Flaherty. See O'Flahebtie.

—

Flam.ank, or Flamock(Buscane,co.

Cornwall; Bernard

Flamanke, descended from Richard Flamanke, of Bukian,
temp. Henry VI.
Visit. 1620).
Ar. a cross betw. four

—

mullets gu. pierced or, quartering Peverell.
Crest
Saracen's head ppr. banded round the temples or.
exemplified to Rev. William
Phillipps, upon his assuming, by royal licence, the additional
surname of Flamank). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross
gu. betw. four mullets of the last, each charged with a
bezant, for Flamank,; 2nd and 3rd, ar. aUon ramp, within an
orle of saltires sa., for Phillipps.
Crest
A lion ramp. sa.
semee of saltires ar. and holding betw. the paws an escarbuncle or. 3/o(fo—Virtus ad astra.

Flamank (Phillipps-Flamank

;

—

Flambert

(cos. Cambridge and Essex).
Gu. on a chev.
engr. ar. three dolphins vert (another, az.).
Flambert. Gu. on a bend ar. three dolphins embowed

vert.

Flam.ens.

Gu. three mascles

or.

Flammicke, or Flammyke.

Ar. a cross betw.

four

mullets gu.

Flam.sted

(Ruston and Denton, co. Northampton).
Or,
three bars sa. on a chief of the second a lion pass, of the first.
Crest
A talbot's head ar. erased gu. gorged with a bar
gemelle or, eared of the last.
Flamvill (Aston, co. Leicester Sir Robert Flamvill, Knt.,
8 Edward III., 1334; his grandson, Sir William Flamvill,
left a dau. and heir, m. Richard Tobvill, of Normanton,
same co. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Ar. a maunch az. (another,
another, mauacU
the maunch charged with three bezants
gu.).
Crest— Tvio battle axes endorsed saltireways ensigned
by a dove all ppr.
Flanagan. See O'Flanagan.
Flanagan (Drumdoe, co. Roscommon). Ar. on a chev. gu.
two lions ramp. or.
Crest
A hand holding a dagger.
Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.

—

;

;

—

—

Flanders

escallops ar.

Fitz-William

or.

Fitzwygxam

mount

ppr. a lion pass, guard, az.

Fitz-William

and gu. in

ar.

Warwick, temp. Richard II.;
descended from Hugh de Flanders, third son of Gerard
DE Odingsells, Baron of Makerstoke, co. Warwick, in right
of his wife, Basilia, dau. and heir of Geoffret, Lord Lindsey,
Visit. Leicester,
Baron of Makerstoke, te^np. Henry II.
(Flandres,

CO.

Ar. a fesse gu. in chief three mullets sa.
Crest
Or, a lion ramp. sa. over all a bend gu.
A harp gu.
Flanders. Same Arms, a bordure engr. gu.
Flanders. Barry of six ar. and sa. in chief three mullets
gu1619).

—

Flanders.

Flanders.

Sa. fretty or.

TLA
Gjronny

Flanders.
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of eight or and az. an incscutcheon

Flanders. Ar. three mullets in chief pierced gu.
Flanders. Sa. a lion ramp. or.
Flanders, Earldom of (this was the fourth peerdom
Or, a lion sa.

France).

Flandringliam.

of

armed and langued gu.

Az. a fleur-de-lis

ar. in chief

a lion pass,

of the last.

Flandringham, or Flandringre.
pass, guard,

and

Az. in chief a lion

in base a fleur-de-lis or.

Flanke. Sa. three flower pots ar.
Flarmey. Sa. a cinquefoil erm.
Flasliman. Per pale or and az. two chevs. counterchanged.

—Out of

a ducal coronet two arms from the elbows in
each holding a scymitar in pale all ppr.
Flatesbury (Ireland, Eeg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev. betw.
three lozenges gu. Crest On a mural coronet or, a stag
sejant erm.
Flatesbnry. Ar. a chev. embattled betw. three lions
ramp. gu.
Az. three lions
Flattesbury (Eeg. Ulster's OfBce).
ramp. or.
Crest

saltire,

—

Flatterbnry, Flattesbery, or Flatebury (Ireland;
James Flatterbdry Johnson; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office of
Egbert Ash, Esq., of Naas, d. 11 April, 1608, m. Elizabeth,
dau. of James Flatterbubt). Ar. a chev. betw. three lions
ramp. gu.

Flaunders
hill, or

(Flaunders, co.

Wheatley,

Warwick

;

quartered by

of Shepey, co. Leicester.

Whet-

Visit. 1619.

EicHARD Whethill, of that place, 1402, m. Margaret, dau.
and co-heir of John Flaunders). Ar. a fess gu. in chief
three mullets sa.
Flazal. Az. a chev. betw. three pheons or.
Az. a fesse betw. two fleurs-de-lis
(co. Oxford).
or.
Crest On a mount vert a talbot sa. collared and lined
or, the end of the line tied up in a knot.
Flay (Thomas Flay, of E.xeter, Doctor of Physic, and Eobert
Flay, of Chaldon, co. Devon. Visit. 1620). Erm. on a pale
az. three birds ar.
Crest
On a mural crown gu. a snake

Flaxney

—

—

FLE

WOOD, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland under the Protectorate;
and George Fleetwood, pre-eminently distinguished in the
service of Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden, by whom he was
created a baron of that kingdom). Same Arms.
Fleetwood (Rossall, co. Lancaster; descended from Edmund
Fleetwood, Esq., of Eossall, youngest son of Thomas
Fleetwood, Esq., of Hesketh. The male line terminated
with Edward Fleetwood, Esq., of Eossall, whose co-heiress,
Margaret, vi. 16 Sept. 1733, Eoger Hesketh, Esq., of North
Meols, CO. Lancaster (a descendant of a younger branch ot
the Heskeths of Eufford, co. Lancaster), and from this
marriage descended the late Sir Peter Hesketh Fleetwood, Bart., of Eossall). Same Arms. Crest— A wolf pass,
reguard. ar.

Fleetwood (Hesketh-Fleetwood;

Eossall Hall, co. LancasQuarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale
nebulee az. and or, six martlets, two, two, and two, counterchanged, a canton ar., for Fleetwood 2nd and 3rd, ar. on
a bend sa. three garbs or, a chief az. thereon an eagle displ.
with two heads ppr. all within a bordure erm., for Hesketh.
1st, Fleetwood
A wolf reguard. ar. charged on the
Crests
breast with a trefoil vert; 2nd, Hesketh: A garb erector,
Motto
in front of an eagle displ. with two heads ppr.
Quod tibi hoc alteri.
Fleetwood (Hesketh-Fleetwood; granted to the reputed
son of the late Sir Peter Hesketh-Fleetwood, Bart., of
Eossall Hall). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale nebulee az.
and or, six martlets, two, two, and two, counterchanged, a
canton ar., for Fleetwood; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend sa.
three garbs or, a chief az. thereon an eagle with two heads
displ. ppr. all within a bordure erminois, for Hesketh; the
whole four quarters within a bordure wavy quarterly erm.
and az. Crests 1st, Fleetwood A wolf statant reguard. ar.
charged on the breast with a trefoil vert, and on the body with
a pale wavy az. ; 2nd, Hesketh A mount vert, thereon in
front of an eagle with two heads displ. ppr. a garb or, banded
gu. the whole debruised by a bendlet sinister wavy az. Motto
ter, bart., extinct 1866).

;

—

:

—

—

:

:

—Quod

tibi

hoc

alteri.

Fleetwood.

Ar. on a chev. az. an escallop of the first.
(London). Per pale nebulee or and az. six,
martlets, three and three, counterchanged.
Fleetwood (Carrington Manor, co. Bedford; Fun. Ent.
1639, Hester, Lady Lamhart, dau. of Sir William Fleetwood, and widow of the first Lord Lamhart). Same Arms.

Fleetwood

ppr.

Flecke

(co. Surrey).
three escallops of the

Ar. two bars

sa.

each charged with

first.

Fleeming

(The Wergs, co. Stafford settled there upwards
of 400 years.
Mart, only child of William Fleeming,
Esq., and niece and sole heiress of John Fleeming, Esq.,
of the Wergs, m. 1794, Eichard Fryer, Esq., M.P. for
Wolverhampton). Erm. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
crosses pattee fitchee sa. a Cornish chough betw. two
crescents ar. Crest
On a mount vert a cross pattde fitchee
or, thereon perched a Cornish chough ppr.
Fleet (co. Kent). Chequy or and gu. a canton ar.
Fleet (London). Ar. two bars sa. on the upper one as many
escallops of the first.
Crest
A sinister arm embowed,
habited sa. puffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a club of the
second.
Fleet. Same Arms. Crest—A goat, holding in the mouth a
;

—

—

trefoil ppr.

Fleet.

Fleete

Fleetwood, knighted by Lord
Same Arms.
Crest(Eeg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms.
Miles

(Sir

Mounljoy, Lord Deputy, 29 April, 1602).

Fleetwood
A wolf pass, reguard. ar.
Flegg (Bray, co. Berks).
changed.

Crest

—Two

two laurel branches in

Per pale or and

lions'

gambs

sa.

a chev. counter-

in saltire sa. enfiled with

orle vert.

Ar. a chev. engr. gu.

Flegrg:.

Fleg-gh.

Per pale ar. and or, on a chev. (another, engr.)
per pale sa. and az. a martlet of the second.
Fleg-h, or Flig'ht (London). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa.
betw. three pellets a fleur-de-lis betw. two conies of the
first.

Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp. ar.
(co. Kent).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over

Fleming:
all

a bendlet

sa.

Fleete (London;

granted 13 May, 1691). Az. on a bend
betw. two dolphins embowed ar. three escallops gu.
Crest
A sea-lion guard, erect, the upper part or, holding
an escallop gu. the lower part ppr.
Fleets. Chequy or and gu. a sinister quarter ar.
Fleetwood (Calwick, co. Stafford, bart., extinct 1780;
formerly of Penwortham, co. Lancaster; descended from
Henry Fleetwood, living 3 Henry VI., son of John Fleetwood, Lord of the Manor of Plumpton Parva, co. Lancaster,
living temp. Edward III., whose descendant, Eichard
Fleetwood, Esq., of Calwick, was created a bart. 29 June,
Per pale nebulee az. and or, six martlets counter1611).
changed. Crest A wolf pass, reguard. ar. charged on the
breast with a trefoil vert.
Fleetwood (The Vache, co. Bucks; descended from Sir
George Fleetwood, Knt., of the Vache, knighted 11 May,
1603, M.P. for Chipping- Wycombe, 28 Elizabeth; eon of
Thomas Fleetwood, Esq., of The Vache, M.P. for Bucks,
6 Elizabeth, second son of William Fleetwood, Esq., oif
Hcskcth, CO. Lancaster, great-grandson of John Fleetwood,
Esq., of Little Plumpton).
Same Anns.
Fleetvrood (Aldwluckle, co. Northampton; descended from
Sir William Fleetwood, of Cranford, co. Northampton,
younger son of Thomas Hesketh, Esq., of Hesketh. Of this
family was George Fleetwood, colonel in the Parliament's
ervice, one of King Charles's Judges, and a Lord of Oliver
Cromwell'i other house; the celebrated General Fleet-

wavy

Fleetwood

or,

—

—
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(Lord Slane, created 1537, dormant 1726).

chief chequy or and gu.

Crest

Vair a

—A mortar piece casting out a

bomb with flames all ppr. chains and rings gold. Supporters Two greyhounds ar. collared and armed gu.

—

Motto

— Bhear na Righ gan (AngUce, May the king

live for

ever).

Fleming:

(

the twenty-second Lord Slan,
p. m. 1726). Same Ai-ms, &c.

Viscount Longford

so created 1713, d.

s.

;

Fleming

(Gernonstown, co. Meath Fun. Ent., 1635, Thomasine, wife of Thomas Flemino, second son of Patrick
Fleming, descended from a younger son of the Lords Slane).
;

Same Anns, a

crescent for

diff.

Fleraing

Fun. Ent. of his
(John Fleming, Dublin, 1621
Same Arms, a martlet for difT.
wife, Katharine Wafer).
Fleming: (Sebastian F'lemino, Drogheda, 1609: Fun. Ent.
of his wife Jane, dau. of Robert Bisse, of Dublin). Same
Arms, a border gu.
Fleming: (Thomas Fleming, of Dublin, merchant: Fun. Ent.
of his wife, 1639). Same Arms, an annulet sa. a bordure of
the

;

last.

Fleming'

John Fleming, D.D., of
(Visit. Cornwall, 1620.
Wadda' College, Oxford, and Thomas Fleming, Esq., of
Landithe, co. Cornwall, grandsons of John F'le.ming, settled
at Bristol, son of John Fleming, of the province of Munstcr,
represented by Nicuolls, of Trereife, near Penzance).
Chequy or and gu.
Fleming: (Eydal, co. Westmoreland, bart.). Gu. a fret ar.
Crest
A serpent nowed, holding in his mouth a garland of

—

olive

and vine

Fleming

all

ppr.

(Bcckcrmet,

—

Motto Pax, copin, sapientia.
Cumberland). Same Artiu.

co.

F

li
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Fleming'

(Wath, co. Cumberland). Az. two bars ar. on a
chief of the second three lozenges gu.
Fleming: (cos. Essex, Hants, Kent, and Salop). Gu. a chcv.
betw. three owls ar.
Fleming: (co. Gloucester). Gu. fretty or. a fesse az.
Fleming: (Stoneham and Southampton, co. Hants; confirmed
3 June, 1584, to the founder of the family, Sir Thomas
Fleming, Knt., Lord Cliief Justice of England, temp.
James I.). Gu. on a chev. betw. three owls ar. an erm. spot
Crest— An eagle displ. sa. beaUed, legged, and ducally
sa.
gorged or.
Fleming: (Sir Thomas Flemino, Lord Mayor of London.

Same

Visit. 1568).

Bicbard Flemikg, Bishop of
(co. Lancester
Lincoln 1420-31, founder of Lincoln College, Oxford). Barry
of six ar. and az. in chief three lozenges gu.
Fleming (quartered by Stanley, of Dalgarth and Aws;

thwaite.

Visit.

Fleming

Cumberland,

(co. Lancaster).

Same Arms.

1615).

Ar. two bars

sa. in chief

three

gadflies of the second.

li

E

to the estates of his

of Sir Daniel Flemino,
Eydal). Gu. a fret, ar., for Fleming, quartering
HncHES, quarterly, or and ar. a lion ramp. az. betw. three
fountains ppr.
Crests
A serpent nowed, holding in the
mouth a wreath of olive and vine leaves all ppr., for Fleming ;
a lion couohant the dexter paw resting on a fountain, for
fifth bart. of

—

—

HoGHEs.

Motto Pax, copia, sapientia.
Ar. a fesse engr. gu. in the dexter chief a rose of

Fleminge.
the

last.

Flemyng

(Shareston, co. York; granted by Flower, Norrov,
Az. two bars ar. on a chief of the last three maunchcs
Crest
A dolphin ar. crowned az. and charged with six

1571).

—

pellets.

Flemjmg. See Fleming.
Flemyng'ham. Sa. a chev.

erm. betw. three covered

cups or.

Flerior.

Or,

Fleshe.

Ar. a fesse engr. gu. in chief an annulet of the

on a chief

az. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

last.

in

Fleshing.

Ar. a fesse indented gu.

fesse erm. betw. seven crosses crosslet fitchee ar. (another,

Flesh.ing.

Or, two bars gemelles az.

Fleming:

(co.

Salop and Wales).

Gu. three crescents

Crest— A dexter hand in armour holding a sword

or).

all

ppr.

Fleming (Eustow, co. Devon). Gu. a fret ar.
Fleming (Manchester). Same Arms. Crest— A
nowed

holding in the

ar.

mouth a chaplet

vert.

Fleming

(Rayrigg and Belfield, co. Westmorland). Same
Crest
A serpent nowed, holding in his month a
garland of olives and vines all ppr.
il/otto— Pax, copia,

—

sapientia.

Fleming

(co. York).
water bougets gu.

Barry of six

ar.

and

az. in chief three

(Brompton Park, co. Middlesex, bart., extinct
1763. Sir John Fleming, created bart. 1763, was son of
BoBEST Fleming, Esq., of Achonry, co. Sligo, by Kathabinb
Spence, his wife he d. s. p. m. his dau. and heiress, Jane,
Ar. a chev. gu. a double
TO. the third Earl of Harrington).
tressure flory counterflory of the last. Crest A goat's head
;

;

—

_

Az. two bars ar. on a chief of the
(co. York).
second three cushions of the first tasselled or.
Fleming (co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis
Eu.

Fleming (Wales).

Gu. three crescents erm. (another, semee

Fleming. Chequy

or

and gu. on a chief of the

first

three

birds az.

Fleming.

Or, a chev.

az. betw.

three bulls' heads sa.

guttee d'or.

Fleming (Bratton

Fleming, co. Devon, extinct temp. Henry
the co-heirs m. Bellew and Dillon). Vair a chief
chequy or ind gu.
Fleming (Stoke Fleming; L0OT, dau. and heir of Stmon A.
Fleming, to. Mohcn, circ. 1140). Vair a fess chequy ar. and
gu. (sometimes a chief).
Fleming (granted to Sir Francis Fleming, Lieutenant of the
Ordnance, 1549).
Gu. a chev. betw. three owls ar. on a pile
in chief or, a cannon az. discharged ppr.
Fleming. Barry of six az. and ar. in chief three lozenges
;

or.

co.

Fletcher

(Hutton, co. Cumberland, bart., extinct ]7r2;
descended through the sixth son, Thomas Fletcher, from
Henry Fletcher, Esq., of Cockermouth, who entertained
Mary Queen of Scots on her journey to CarUsle, 1568).
Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four pellets, each charged with a

Fletcher

field,

points downwards.

(Clea Hall, co. Cumberland, bart.).

Sa. a cross

engr. ar. betw. four plates, each charged with an arrow of
the first. Crest
A horse's head ar. charged with a trefoil gu.
Motto Martis non Cupidinis.

—

—

Fletcher (Tambank,

co.

Cumberland).

Same Arms,

and Motto.

Crest,

—

(co. Chester).
Same Amu. Crest A pheon per
and sa. point upwards.
(Kenward, co. Kent). Ar. a cross engr. sa. betw.
four pellets, each charged with a pheon erect of the first.
Crest
A horse's head erased ar. Motto Martis non

pale erm.

Fletcher

—

—

Cupidinis.

Fletcher (Lawneswood,

of crosses crosslet or).

descended from the
marriage of Thomas Fletcher, Esq., of Water Eyton, living
temp. Elizabeth, with Margaret, dau. and heiress of Balf
Ar. a cross engr. sa. betw. four
Alport, of Cannock).
pellets, each charged with a pheon or, on a canton az. a
co. Stafford

;

—

ducal crown gold. Crests 1st: A horse's head erased ar.
On a chapeau gu. a
gorged with a ducal crown az. 2nd
Sub eruce salus.
scaling ladder or. Motto
Fletcher (Moresby and Tallantire, co. Cumberland). Ar. a
cross engr. sa. betw. four pellets charged with as many
pheons of the field. Crest A nag's head ar. charged with a
Another Crest A horse's head erased ar.
trefoil gu.
Fletcher (co. Stafl'ord). Sa. a cross flory betw. four escal

—

;

:

—
—

lops ar.

Fletcher

(St. Lawrence, London; Fun. Ent., Ulster's Office,
William Fletcher, slain before Gloucester, and
buried in the Collegiate Church there). Same Arins, im-

1643;

Fleming.
Fleming.
of the

Gu. a cinquefoil pierced erm.
Az. a cinquefoil erm. charged with an annulet

first.

Flem.ing.

Az. three bars ar. on a chief of the last as
pair of wings conjoined gu.

many

(Cumbernauld; Earl of Wigtown; title dormant
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a chev. within
Fleming; '2nd,
az. three frases ar., for Fbaser. Crest
A goat's head erased
ar. armed or. Supporters Two harts ppr. attired with ten
tynes or, each with a collar az. charged with three frases ar.
Motto Let the deed shaw.
since 1747).

a double

tressure flory counterflory ar., for

—

—

—

Fleming

(Ferme, bart., 1666). Quarterly, as the
chev. in the 1st and 4th quarters embattled for diff.

A palm tree ppr. Motto—Sub pondere cresco.
Fleming (Borde, Scotland). Gu. a chev. betw.

last,

the

Crest

—

three frases

aU within a double tressure flory counterflory of tbo
Crest— A goat's head erased and attired or. Motto—

second.

Let the deed shaw.
Fleming (Barrochan,
az.

Eenfrew).

Or,
third.

a

fesse

chequy

ar.

Crest and Motto,

as the last.

land;

upon

(Huohes-le Fleming, Eydal

exemplified to
his

Hall, co. WestmorGeorge Ccmberland Hughes, 1861,

assuming, by royal licence, the additional
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—

an arrow also ppr. headed or.
Leicester, and Coventry, co.
Warwick). Sa. a cross flory ar. surmounted of another of
Crest
the first betw. four escallops of the second.
A demi
talbot ramp. az. eared or.
Fletcher (Chichester, co. Sussex; granted 15 Dec.
Sa. on a cross flory betw. four escallops ar. a cross
1767).
couped of the first, a canton erm. Crest A talbot pass. ar.
(Swinford,

co.

—

—

pellettee.

Fletcher

(the Ecv. John Kendall Fletcher, D.D., of the
University of Oxford, Chaplain to King George IV. and
Sa. a cross
Vicar of Yamscombe and Ashford, co. Devon).
flory ar. surmounted of a plain cross az. betw. four escallops
Crest
A bloodhound az. ducally gorged or.
of the second.
Dieu pour nous.
Motto
Fletcher (Stej nesby, co. Derby granted, in 1731, to John
Fletcher, Esq., High Sheriff of the county in 1732, whose
family had realized a fortune by the collieries). Ar. on a
cross engr. sa. a compass dial in the centre betw. four pheons
or, a chief gu. charged with a level staff betw. two double
coal picks of the third. Creit A horse's head couped ar.
guttee de sang.

—

—

;

co.

surmounted by a bend of the

Fleming

paling az. a chev. betw. three quatrefoils slipped ar., for
Vincent. Crest A dexter arm in armour embowed, holding
in the gauntlet all ppr.

Fletcher

Fleming

and

Queen Elizabeth, and grandson of Egbert Fletcher,
Leicester. Visit. 1620). Erm. a cross moline sa.
to

Fletcher

ppr.

Fleming

ar.

Ar. a fesse per fesse indented gu. and or,
double cotised az.
Fletchar (Cury and Nawgam, co. Cornwall Godolphin
Fletchar, son of Egbert Fletchar, Chaplain in Ordinary

phcon of the

Fleming

VI.

Fleshing.

;

serpent

—Pax,

Motto

copia, sapientia.

Arms.

kinswoman,

Anne Fbederica Elizabeth, widow

gu.

^rm.!.

Fleming'

F

Le Fleotng on succeeding

name

of

—

A
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FliB

Erm. a
cross engr. betw. four escutcheons sa. each charged with a
Three
Crest
wavy
az.
bordure
within
a
pheon ar. all
arrows, two in saltire and one in fess ppr. diverging from each
ancle a flenr-de-lis az. and surmounted in the centre by a
Motto Alta pete.
saltire wavy sa.
Fletclier (Mawgan, co. Cumberland). Erm. a cross moline

Fletcher

(Peel Hall, near Bolton, co. Lancaster).

—

—

sa.

granted
(London, and Woodstock, co. Oxford
26 April, 1613). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three laurel leaves of
three
az.
sinister
vert
and
per
bend
canton
a
on
second,
the
Crest
A fleur-de-lis
fleurs-de-lis or, betw. eight bezants.

Fletcher

;

—

or, pellettee.

Fletcher

(Condover, co. Salop).

ar. ducally

crowned

Sa.

two pole axes in

saltire

or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa. Crest— Out
of a ducal coronet or, a plume of three ostrich feathers az.
handed gold.
Fletcher (granted to Caleb Fletcher, Esq.). Az. two
horses' heads erased erm. and in base an anchor with cable

Fletcher.

on a chief wavy of the last three hurts, each charged with
a pheon ar. Crest A dexter arm embowed in armour, the
hand grasping an arrow, all ppr. behind the arm an anchor
erect or. 3/o(<o— Nee quaerere nee spemere honorem.
Fletcher (granted to Geobge Hamilton Fletcheb, Esq., of
Barrow Hedges, co. Surrey). Az. three arrows in triangle,
the barbs pointing to the centre or, on a chief ar. an anchor
or,

—

erect sa. betw. two dolphins respecting each other ppr.
impaling Wansey, or, a leopard's face betw. three dexter
gloves gu. Crest— In front of a fembrake a centaur ppr.
Droit
wielding with the dexter hand a spear or. Motto

—

comme ma
Fletcher.

fleche.

changed.
Bashir, co. Westmeath Beg. TJIster's Office,
Benjamin Fletcheb, son and heir of Col. Benjamin
Fletcher, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the
province of New York, province of Pennsylvania, and county
of Newcastle, and Vice-Admiral of the same, who was son
and heir of William Fletcher, Esq. (slain at Gloucester,
3 Sept. 1643), and of Abigail Vincent, liis wife, dau. and
heiress of Henry Vincent, Esq., London). Sa. a cross flory
;

to

betw. four escallops ar. quartering Vincent, viz., az. a chev.
betw. three quatrefoils slipped ar. Crest An arm in armour
embowed, holding in the gauntlet an arrow all ppr. point or.
Motto Per angustum.
Fletcher (Carrow, co. Cork, bart.). Sa. on a cross engr.
erm. betw. four plates, each charged with a pheon erect az.
a sword in pale ppr. on a canton or, a wreath of laurel vert.
Ci-est
Out of a mural crown or, a horse's head erm. gorged

—

—

—

with a wreath of laurel vert.
(confirmed by Preston, Ulster, 164.5, to Robert
Fletcher, an officer in His Majesty's train of artillery,
descended from the Fletchers, of co. Chester). Sa. a cross
engr. ar. betw. four plates, each charged with an arrow of
the field.
Crest
A pheon per pale erm. and sa. point
upwards. Motto Hie hodie eras urna.
Fletcher (Beg. Ulster's Office; descended from co. Chester).
Same Ariiw!, the plates charged with pheons. Crest
horse's head erased ar. mancd or. Same Motto.
Fletcher-Bougrhey. See Bodohey, Bart.
Fletcher-Vane. See Vane, Bart.
Fletcher (Saltoun, Scotland). Sa. a cross flory betw. four
escallops ar.
Crest
A demi bloodhound az. gorged with a
ducal crown or.
Supporters
Two griffins ppr. Motto
Dieu pour nous.
Fletcher (Aberlady, Scotland). Same Arms, within a
bordure engr. ar. for di£f. Crest. A demi lion ramp. az.
holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet fltchee ar. Motto

Fletcher

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Fortis in arduis.

Fletcher

Fletham.

FL

O

Sa. three unicorns' beads ar.

Flett.

Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils sa.
(CO. Bedford).
Ar. two lions pass, guard, sa.
lions' gambs, supporting an escutcheon ar.
Flet'wlck. Ar. two Uons pass. sa. and two bars of tho
second charged with as many escallops of the first.
Fletwlck. Ar. a Uon pass, guard, sa. tail forked.
Fletwlcke. Sa. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Fleury (Ireland). Az. a saltire or, betw. four eels naiant
wavy of the last. Crest A lion pass, holding a crescent.
Flexney (Alderman of Oxford, d. 1578 St. Michael's, Oxford).
Sa. a fesse betw. two fleurs-de-lis or.
Flinn. See OFlinn.
Flint (Norwich). Az. on a chev. betw. three flint stones ar.
two lions combatant gu.
Flint (Professor, St. Andrew's, Scotland). Vert a chev.
betw. three flintstones ar. Ci-est
An estoile. il/o«o— Sine

Fletwlck
Crest

—Two

—

;

—

macula.

Flint.

A

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three crescents erm.

Crest

—

gamb

erect sa. holding a branch of laurel ppr.
Flint (the late Sir Charles William Flint, Knt.). Per chev.
gu. and az. in chief two demi lions ramp, couped, in base »
lion's

—

or.
Crest
A flint ppr. thereon an estoile or.
(granted by Clifford). Vert three flintstones ar.
Flint. Vert three leopards' faces ar.
Flint. Sa. a lion ramp, or, a bordure engr. of the last.
Flint. Sa. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three crescents or,
each charged with a mullet of the first, two lions combatant
of the field.
Flintarne. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Flintham (FUntham, co. Notts ; quartered by Draper, of
John Draper, temp. Queen Elizabeth, m. Anne,
that place
sister and heir of Bobebt Hcsset, descended from Sir Huon
Hossey, Knt., of Flintham, temp. Henry IV.
Visit. Notts,
Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets sa.
1614).
Flitt. Or, on a pale az. three antique crowns of the first.

key paleways

Flint

;

Quarterly, sa. and ar. a cross flory counter-

Fletcher (Low

—

;

(BaUinshoe, 1763). Sa. on a cross flory betw. four
a, crescent
gu.
Crest and Motto, same as

escallops ar.

—

Crest
On a mount a dov&all
Flockart. Ar. a chev. sa.

Floelte.

ppr.

See Flote.

Flood

(Bramber Hill, Honiton, co. Devon, Esq.). Or, on a
chev. az. three cinquefoils of the field. Crest— A demi lion
ramp. az. crowned or, holding a cinquefoil gold.
Flood (Flood Hall, Farmley, Paulstown Castle, and Viewmount, CO. Kilkenny. The name of Flood is one of distinction in Ireland, and the high reputation, as patriot,
orator, and statesman, of the Bight Hon. Henry Flood, of
Flood Hall, and Farmley, has given it historic importance).
Vert a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar., confirmed
temp. Elizabeth, to Sir Thomas Flcdd, of the co. of Kent.
Crest— A wolfs head, as in the arms. Motto-\is unita fortior.

Flood

Kilkenny, and Banna Lodge,
Frederick Flood, younger
brother of John Flood, Esq., of Flood Hall, was created a
bart. 1780, d.s.p.m.). Same Arms, Crest, and Mottt).
Flood (Solly-Flood, Slaney Lodge, and Bromley, co. Wexford; exemplified, 1819, to Frederick Solly, Esq., maternal
grandson of Sir Frederick Flood, Bart., of Banna Lodge
and Slivney Lodge, co. Wexford, on his assuming, by roya!
Quarterly, 1st
licence, the additional surname of Flood).
and 4th, vert a chev. betw. three wolfs' heads erased ar.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three sole fishes haurient
ppr. within a bordure engr. sa. Crest A wolf's head erased
ar.
Motto Vis unita fortior.
Flood (Lloyd-Flood granted, 1839, to William Llotb.
Esq., of Farmley, co. Kilkenny, on his assuming, by royal
licence, the additional surname of Flood, by the desire of
John Flood, Esq., of Flood Hall, Kilkenny). Vert a chev.
betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. Crest A wolfs hfad
erased ar. Motto Vis unita fortior est.
Flood. Or, a griffin segreant vert.
Flood. See Fludd.
Florack.
Ar. two chev. betw. three cinquefoils gu.
CO.

(Newtown Ormonde,

Wexford,

co,

hart., extinct 1824;

—

—

;

—

—

(another, sa.).

Saltoun.

Fletcher

(Dunans, co. Argyll). Sa. on across flory ar. betw.
in dexter chief and sinister base of the last, and
as many quivers filled with arrows in sinister chief and dexter
base three crescents in pale vert. Crest— Two naked arms
shooting an arrow out of a bow sa. Motto Becta pete.
Fletchers,
of (Londoh). Az. a chev. betw.
three arrows or, headed and feathered ar. Crest
A demi
nngfl ppr. with wings endorsed or, vested and holding
a bundle of arrows gold.
Flete. Ar. a chev. aa. in base a trefoil slipped of the

two escallops

—

Company

—

second.

Fletewikes, or Flytewikes.

Ar. two lions pass,
guard, sa. Crest An arm embowed, vested and cuffed ar. in
the hand ppr. an arrow ta. headed and feathered of the first.

—

36^

Florence, Dukedom of. See Tuscany.
Florence. Az. a cross flory ar. (another, or).
Florio (originally of Spain granted 1G14). Az.

a heliotrope
from the stalk, sprouting out of two
Crest— A
ppr.
in chief the sun in splendour
;

(or sunflower) or, issuing

leaves vert,

eun or.

Flory
lis

ar.

Flory.

(co. Somerset).
seeded or.

Gu. a

Az. a crescent betw. three flcuts-de-

fleur-de-lis ar.

Ar. a fesse indented point in point, or and go.
betw. two barrulets az.
Flote, or Floelte. Ar. a chev. sa. In base a trefoil slipped
of tho second.
Crest—Out of a ducal coronet a reindeer's

Floshing'.

head ppr.

A

FLO
Floto

(France).

lisaz.

Or, a lion ramp. sa. over all a bendlet ru.
Ar. two bars sa. on each as many (another, three)

Plote.
Flote.

escallops of the

first.

Flote. Ar. a chcv. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
Flote, or Fleet. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over all on a bend
sa. three mullets or.

Flowde
Crest

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. on a cross sa. five crescents or.

— Out of a tower a greyhound's head erased

sa. in

the

mouth a

ar. collared

Ashbrook).
Ar. two chevronels betw.
Flawer (
three ravens ppr. each holding in the beak an erm spot sa.
tetw. the chevronels three pellets. Crest A raven, as in
Supporters Two tigers reguard. ppr. ducally
the arms.
gorged and chained or. Motto Mens conscia recti.
FlO'wer (Fun. Ent. 1674, Captain Thcmas Flower, buried at
Finglas, co. Dublin). Ar. on a chev. betw. three ravens,
each holding an erm. spot in the beak all sa. three mullets of

—

—

—

first.

Flower

(Fun. Ent. 1681, Sir William Flowek, buried at
Gu. three towers ar.
Flower (confirmed by St. George, Ulster, 1681, to Captain
Thomas Floweb, nephew to Sir William Flower, Colonel of
one of His Majesty's Regiments of Guards). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. two chevronels betw. three ravens, each holding
in the bill an erm. spot all sa. bctw. the chrevronels three
Finglas, co. Dublin).

2nd and 3rd, gu. three towers ar. Crest— A raven
holding an erm. spot sa.
Flower (certified, 1655, by Carney, Ulster, as the arms of
Lieut. Peter Flower; descended from Flower, of Estham,
Erm. a cinquefoil vert, on a canton or, a cross
CO. Kent).
crosslet fitchee gu. Crest
A boar statant az. armed, hoofed,
and bristled or, langued gu.
FlO'wer (Whitwell, co. Rutland; descended from Wiluam
Flower, High Sheriff of the co. 10 Richard II. Her Visit.
Ermines a cinquefoil erm. Crest A flower erm.
1618).
pellets

;

—

—

(HucUnall and Langer, co Notts. Edward Flower,
Thomas Flower, kinsmen. "Visit. Notts, 1614 and
Erm. a cinquefoil ermines. Crest A lion's head
;

B.D., and
1631).

—

erased ar.

Flower

Brecon).

(co.

(cos. Kent, Northampton, and York).
Erm. a cinquefoil gu. Crest A lion's head erased sa.
Flower (co. York arms of William Flower, Norroy King
of Arms, tanp. Queen Elizabeth).
Ermines a cinquefoil
pierced ar. Crat
A lion's head erased ar. charged with a

—

;

—

mullet gu.
(Isle of

Ely, co. Cambridge).

Per

fesse ar.

—

and

az.

Crest
A stork
with wings elevated ppr. beaked and legged gu.
FlO'wer (Park Hill, Croydon, co. Surrey). Or, two flaunches
vert, in pale three escutcheons of the last, each charged with
a fleur-de-lis of the field. Crest Issuant from clouds a cubit
arm erect, in the hand a rose and lily each slipped ppr.
jl/ot(o— Flcres curat Deus.
Flower (Lobb, co. Oxford, and Woodford, co. Essex, bart.).
Per pale az. and gu. a unicorn or, on a chief invccked erm.
three gillyflowers ppr. over the centre flower a sword in bend
dester also ppr. pommel and hilt gold, surmounted saltireways by a key of the last. Crest A demi lion per i)ale erm.
and erminois, gorged with a chain within a collar gemel or,
in the dexter paw a gillyflower ppr. Supporters Dexter, a
unicorn or, collared az. therefrom pendent an escutcheon
erm. charged with a key erect gold, holding in the mouth a
gillyflower ppr.;
sinister, a roebuck ppr. collared az. therefrom pendent an escutcheon erm. charged with the mace,
representing that of the city of London erect or, in the mouth
a gillyflower as the dexter. Motto Perseverando.
Flower (co. Nottingham; granted 1681). Same .ii-ms *nd
Crest as- VUcou7il Ashbrook.
Flow^er (Chilton, co. Wilts). Sa. a unicorn pass, or, on a
chief ar. three pinks gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Crest—

in chief two fleurs-de-lis gu. in base one or.

—

—

—

—

unicorn's head couped ar.

Flower, or Flore.

Az. a fleur-de-lis and a bordure

or.

Flowerdew
and

sa.

counterchanged.

Floyd

(bart.).
Sa. a lion ramp, reguard. ar. on a chief embattled or, a sword erect ppr. pommel and hOt gold, enfiled
with an Eastern crown gu. betw. two tigers' faces also ppr.

—

Crest
A lion ramp, reguard. ar. murally crowned gu. bearing
flag representing the standard of Tippoo Sultan flowing to
the sinister ppr. Motto— Patiens pulveris atque solis.
Floyd (co. Brecknock). Ar. a griffin segreant az.
Floyd. Ar. a cross sa. Crest A griffin sejant az. holding
in the dexter paw a garland of laurel vert.
Floyd (Ireland; descended out of Wales; impalement Fun.
Ent. 1675, Doctor Cardiff, buried in Christ's Church, Dublin).
Ar. three lioncels couchant gu.
Floyd (Reg. Ulster's Office). Vert a chev. betw. three wolves*
heads erased ar. a crescent for diff.
Floyer (Floyer Hayes, co. Devon; John Floteb, of that place,
VI. Jane, dau. of John Carew, of Anthony, temp. Queen
Elizabeth. Visit. 1620). Sa. a chev. betw. three arrows ar.
Crest—A stag's head erased or, holding in the mouth an arrow

—

ar.

Floyer
Floyer

(Metrith, co. Somerset)
Same Arms and Crest.
(Martin Hall, co. Lincoln).
Same Arms. Crest .\
buck's head erased or, holding in the mouth an arrow ppr.
Motto Floret virtus vulnerata. Qaarterings Basshe; Croke;

—

—

—

Martin

Loundres

;

Floyer

;

Wadham,

(TrVest Stafford,

<fcc.

co. Dorset).

A

Same Arms. Crest-the mouth an arrow.

buck's head erased or, holding in
J/of<o— Floret virtus vulnerata.
Floyer (Hints, co. Stafford). Ar. a chev. betw. three arrows
sa.

Flud.

Ar. on a cross sa. five crescents or (another, betw.
four crescents sa.).
1572, to

heir of

(Millgate,

co.

Kent;

granted 10 Nov.

Thomas Flood, Esq., of Millgate, co. Kent, son and
John Fludd, Esq., of Morton, co. Salop). Vert a

Crest— Ou.1 of a ducal
chev. betw. three wolves' heads ar.
coronet ar. an ounce's head ppr.
(Fun. Ent. of Margaret, wife of Richard Flubd, of
Dulilin, d. 28 Jan. 1614). Vert a chev. erm. betw. tluxe
wolves' heads erased ar.
Fludd. Sa. three horses' heads erased ar.
Flude. Erm. a chev. betw. three crescents gu. Crest An
arm couped at the shoulder, embowed, and resting the elbow
on the wreath, holding a sword in pale, entiled with a Saracen'a

Fludd

Sa. a cinquefoil erm.

Flower, or Flo'wre

Flower

co. Norfilk). Per
chev. engr. ar. and sa. three water bougets counterchanged.
Crest— An arm couped at the shoulder, resting the elbow oa
the wreath in a maunch ppr.
Flowerdue. Per chev. engr. ar. and sa. three hinds tripping

Fludd, or Flood

foliated vert.

Flower

Flo'werdue, or Flo'werde'w (Lopham,

a

hind's leg erased ppr.

Viscount

the

POD
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Ar. a bend lozengy gu. bctw. six flcurs-dc-

(Hetherset, co. Norfolk). Per chev. invccted ar.
three sea lions counterchanged. Crest A demi man

—

habited az. wreathed about the temples ar. and sa. holding
hand a sprig of two roses gu. stalked and leaved

in the right

ppr.

—

head couped ppr.

Fludyer

Monmouth, bart.. Lord Mayor of Lona cross patonce betw. four escallops ar. each

(Trostry, co.

don, 1761).

Sa.

—

charged with a cross patonce of the field. Crest ^An escallop
as in the arms, betw. two wings elevated ar.
Or, on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three pellets,
(co. Hants).
each charged with a martlet of the field, as many fleurs-dc-hs
gold. Crest A cubit arm in armour erect ppr. holding in the
gauntlet a hawk's lure or, stringed gu.
Flye, or Flyght. Or, on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
pellets, each charged with a martlet of the field, a flear-de-lis
betw. two conies courant respecting each other ar.
Flygrestliorpe. Vaire ar. and sa. a saltire gu.
Flyn. See O'Fltn.
Flynt (co. Norfolk). Sa. on a chev. engr. or, betw. three
crescents erm. two lions combatant gu.

Fly

—

Flynt.
Crest

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three crescents of the second.

— A human heart purp. winged or.

Flynton (Laceby, co. Lincoln). Ar.
Foche (Wotton, CO. Kent; granted
1576).

a cross lozengy gu.

by Cooke, Clarenceux,

Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. six lozenges or.
Erm. on a chcv. gu. three roses
(co. Bedford).

Focliebury
or.

Foden, or Fodon

(co. Stafford).

Ar. on a fesse az. betw.

—

Out
three crossbows strung sa. as many arrows or. Crest
of a ducal coronet or, a pike's head az.
Foden (Market Overton, co. Rutland). Same Arms. Crest
Upon a mount vert a unicorn sejant ramp.ar. armed, maned,
and unguled or, supporting with the fore feet a crossbow sa.
Fodering, Fodringray, or Fodringhay. Quarterly,
gu. and or, a cross lozengy ar. in the second quarter an

—

eagle displ. of the third.

Flowerdew (co. Norfolk

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, of Thomas
Per chev. engr. sa. and
ar. three sea bears pass, counterchanged.
Flowerdew (impalement. Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1674,
ARTHna Ward). Per fcss ar. and sa. three sea bears counterchanged.

Flowerdew,

;

Esq., d. 8 June, 1619).

3G3

Same Armj, the eagle or. Crest— A crane
beak a bimch of clover vert.
Fodringay. Ar. a bend nebulee counter-nebulee, betw. six

Fodringay.
ar. in the

crosses crosslet gu.
Quarterly,

Foderingh.ay.

or

and gu. a cross lozengy

A
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FOD
Foderingrsliey

Ar. three Saracens' heads

(co. Dorset).

couped at the shoulders

Fodringliain

(co.

sa.

Az. a bend ar. betw. six mullets

York).

—

Crest
A buck ppr.
Keg. Ulster's Office). Az. two lions ramp,
combatant supporting a garb or, in dexter base a crescent
ar., and in the sinister, the harp of Ireland.
Fogre, or Fogge (Turton and Entwisle Hall, co. Lancaster;
Ar. on a fess betw.
Sir Marmaduke Constable's Roll, 1558).

of the last.

Fograrty (Ireland,

three annulets sa. as

many

mullets of the

See also

field.

Eluot (Fooge-Eluot).
Fogelston, Fog-helston, or FoTilstone.

Gu. on a

on a fesse betw. three annulets
Crest

first.

co. Kent).

Ar. (another, or)
as many mullets pierced

sa.

—A unicorn's head

Fo^g'.

ar.

Ar. on a fesse betw. six annulets
pierced of the first. Two Crests
1st

—

couped

ar.

;

2nd

:

sa. three

mullets
unicorn's head

A

—

Fokeram, or Fokerham

(co. Berks).

a bend engr. (another, lozengy) az.

Or (another,

Crest

—A

ar.)

long cross

vert.

Fokeray, or Fokerhay

(co.

Chequy

Devon).

or

(another, ar.) and az. a fesse vaire gu. and sa.

Fokeray, or Foiikeray

(co.

cinquefoils sa.

Foley

(Dublin; granted by Fortescue, Ulster, 1793, to John
Foley, Esq.). Gu. a chev. betw. three phcons points downwards ar. a border of the last, charged with eight roses of
the first.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding ia the
dexter paw a pheon point upwards ar.
Folier (Scotland^. Erm. a chev. az. betw. three mullets sa.
on a chief of the last three boars' heads and necks erased ar.
Folifat, or Folifoot. Ar. a fesse betw. two lions pass,
reguard. sa.
(co. Northampton, temp. Henry II.).
Gu. a bend ar.
Foliot; summoned to Parliament, 1295,
abeyance, 1326). Same Arms.
Foliot (Lord Foliot). See Folliott.

gu. a fesse vair.
(co. Devon).
Chequy or and
a fesse vaire ar. and sa.
Fokerey. Vair a fesse gu. charged with another wavy sa.
Fokerhani (cos. Berks and Derby). Or, a bend lozengy az.
Fokesley. Gu. two bars ar.
Fokiston. Ar. a chev. gu.
Folborne (co. Cambridge). Or, a chev. sa. in chief two
dragons respecting each other of the second.
Folborne. Or, a chev. betw. three dragons sa. Crest
sinister hand couped fesseways ppr.
Folchard. Sa. a chev. betw. two covered cups or.
Folcher.
Erm. on a bend gu. three bezants (another,

az.

—

plates).

Worcester; granted to Rodebt Folct, of StourAr. a fesse engr.
1671).
betw. three cinquefoils, all within a bordure sa. on a
Creit
canton gu. a ducal coronet or.
A lion sejant ar.
holding betw. his feet a ducal coronet or.
Folebarne. Or, a chev. betw. three fish-wheels sa. Crest
(co.

by Walker, Garter, 12 Dec.

—

—

Three holly leaves

Foleburne.

vert,

banded gu.
two wiverns pass,

Or, a chev. sa.

each other, of the

chief, respecting

displ.

in

last.

Foleford. Az. three laurel leaves or.
Folehurst. Gu. a fret or, and a chief ar.
Folet. Gu. a bend ar. (another, or). Crest —On a chapeau
ppr. an escallop or.

Per fesse erm. and or, a cross moline gu.
Foley (Baron Foley). Ar. a fesse engr. betw. three cinquefoils sa. all within a bordure of the last.
Crest
A lion
ramp. ar. holding betw. the fore-paws an escutcheon charged
with the arms. Supporters Two lions ar. scmeeof cinquefoils sa.
Motto Ut prosim.

—

—

—

co.

Kent,

bart.,

extinct

1782).

Same

Arms.

Foley

(Ridgway, co. Pembroke.
The Folets possessed
lands in that county from a very early period
1383 is
the date of the deed of feoffment, from Adam Horton,
Bishop of St. David's, to John Fowley, and Ellen, his wife,
in which the feoffee is styled "Constabularius castri nostri
dc Llcwhawn ct magisteropcrumnostrorum "). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto, as lord Foley.
Foley (co. Worcester granted to Robebt Folet, Esq., in
1C71). Same ./<7-))w, with, on ii canton gu. a ducal coronet or.
Crest
A lion sejant ar. holding betw. his paws a ducal
;

;

—

coronet or.
Foley (Prestwood, co. Worcester; Hon. F.dwabd Folet, second son of Tbomi«, third Lord Foley, m.. Eliza Mart,
dau. and heiress of John Hodoetts, Esq., of Shut End
House, and I'rcstwood, March, 1790). Quarterly, 1st and

same as Lord Foley ; 2nd and ord, Hodoetts, of Prestwood, viz., az. on a chev. betw. three doves in chief and a

4th,

flcur-do-lig in

base or, three crescents vert.

Crests— 1st,

Kolet Same as Lord Foley; 2nd, Hodoetts A horse's head
trm. pierced through the neck with a broken spear ppr.
:

:

JUoUo—Vt prosim.
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sa.fordiff.

Foliot.

Crest

— A battle axe ppr.

Erm. two (another,

Same Arms, a

martlet

— Hope to come.

Motto

three) bars nebulae gu.

Folishe, or Fonlish. Gu.

a fret or, and chief ar. (another,
the chief charged with three mullets pierced sa.
(Walton, co. Derby, bart., extinct 1610, and Aldwarke, co. York descended from Sir Thomas Fcljambb,
Bailiff of the High Peak, Derbyshire, 1272; Sir Francis
Foljambe was created a bart., 1622, d. s. p. m., when
the representation of this very ancient family devolved on

Foljambe

his kinsman, Peter Foljambe, Esq., of Streeton, ancestor
of Foljambe, of Osberton, co. Nottingham, and Aldwarke, co. York). Sa. a bend betw. six escallops or, Ci-est
A jarobe unarmed, excepting the spur, quarterly, or and
sa.
In 1513, Godfrey Foljambe, of Walton, had another
crest granted to him, but it does not appear to have been
adopted by his descendants, viz., a calopus or chatloup pass,
or and sa. the horns quarterly in like manner. Motto—
Soyez ferme.
Foljambe (Osberton, co. Notts, and Aldwarke, co. York;
representative of Foljambe, of Walton, descended from
Roger Foljambe, Esq., of Linacre Hall, second son of Henbt
Foljambe, Esq., of Walton, teitip. Henry VI.). Same Amu,
Crest, and Mottoes as Fouambe, bart., of Walton, with numerous quarterings.
Foljambe (Wakefield, co. York). Sa. a bend or, betw.
six escallops ar.
Crest
An armed leg couped at the thigh,
quartered, or and sa. spurred gold.
Foljambe, or Foliambe (Croxdon, co. Stafford). Same
Arms, within a border gu. a crescent for diff. Crest A leg
couped at the thigh, quarterly or and sa., spurred gold,
charged with a fess indented gu. a crescent for diff.
Folke, or Fulke (co. Stafford). Ar. a fesse betw. three
mullets sa.
Folkeray (Buckland Baron, co. Devon Johanna, sister and
heir of Gregory Folkeray, of that place, m. Roger Hockmore, of Buckyate ; she was sixth in descent from Michael
FoLKRAY, temp. Henry II., son of Fdlcherius, mentioned in
Domesday Book, quartered by Hockmore, of liuckland.
Vi.sit. 1620). Chequy ar. and sa. afess vairii of the first and gu.
Folkes(Hillingdon, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct). Per pale vert
and gu. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Crest— A dexter arm enibowed,
vested per pale vert and gu. cuff erm. holding in the hand a
spear ppr. Moltoes Qui sera sera; and, I'rincipiis obsta.
Folkes (CO. Middlesex; granted 11 March, 1C85). Same
Arms. Crest A dexter arm erect, habited per pale vert and
gu. cuff turned up erm. the hand holding a javelin ppr.
Folkeston. Per pale gu. and ar. a fosse ncbulee counter-

—

—

—

;

Foleville.

(Halstead,

Foliot (co. Norfolk). Same Anns.
Foliot (Bromyard, co. Worcester).

;

Chequy or and

Devon).

Fokeray, or Foulkeray

Foley

—

—

Foliot {Baron

—

bridge,

;

A unicorn's head couped ar. powdered with Foliot

:

mullets sa.

Fogrgre. Ar. two bars sa. in chief three mullets of the last.
Fog'O (Row, CO. Perth, 1830). Ar. a fess sa. charged with
three mullets of the field betw. two annulets in chief and
two crosiers saltireways in base of the second, a bordure gu.
Crest
A cross cros.«let fitch^e gu. ^Totto Fuimus.

Foley

and Wistow, co. Huntingdon a branch of
the noble family of Foley, represented by Henry Foley
Esq., of Tetworth, son and heir of the late Major-Gen.
Richard Henry Foley).
Ar. a fesse engr. betw. three
cinquefoils sa. all within a bordure of tlie last.
Crest
A lion
ramp. ar. holding betw. the fore-paws an escutcheon charged
with the arms. Motto Ut prosim.
Foley, or Foyley. Ar. a fesse engr. betw. three

—

chev. ar. three crescents sa.

Fogg', or Fog'g'e (Richbury,
of the

FOL

Foley (Tetworth

—

—

changed.

Folkeworth.

Ar. on a cross patonce gu. five escallops or.
Crest— An ostrich holding in the mouth a broken tilting spear

all i)pr.

Folkingham

(Barton, co. York).

Ar. a chev. betw. three

ciiKjucfoils sa.

Folking'ham. Sa. a bend betw. six escallops ar.
Folkstayn. Per bend nebulae ar. and gu. (another,
and

gu.

ar.).

Follefait (quartered by Rawdon; Fun. Ent. 1634, Sir
GEORiiE Uawdon, Bart., a Privy Councillor in Ireland). Ar.
betw. two lions pass. sa.
Ar. guttce de poix on a chief engr. gu. a lion pass,
guard, of the field. Crest
A garb ppr.
FoUett. Or, three palm branches vert. Ccaf— A wolf pass.
reguard. transfixed with an arrow.

a

fess

Foller.

—

A

—

FoUey (London.

John Follet

;

and

his dau.

heir, Scisselt,

William Coopeb, of Thurgarton, co. Notts. Visit.
Notts). Ar. on a chev engr. gu. betw. three martlets az.

m.

many cinquefoils of the field.
Az. three elm (or oak) leaves or.
Folling'ham. Sa. a bend ar. betw. three covered
Folliot

Northampton).

(CO.

Crest

Folliot

—On a chapeau

salts or.

Barry wavy of six erm. and

Fonte

Galway; Keg. Ulsters Office). Ar. crusily
sa.
Crest A demi lion sa.

(co.

—

Jordan, Lord Foliot, settled at Morton
Foliot, temp. Henry I., and held lands at Pyrton, temp.
Edward III. Visit. Worcester, 1569). Ar. a lion ramp,
double queued purp. crowned or. (Nash says these are the
arms of Stukt, which Folliott adopted through an intermarriage with that family).
Folliott (Lord Folliot, of Ballyshannon, extinct 1716; Eight
Hon. Sir Henry Folliot, son of Thomas Folliot, Esq., of
Pyrton, by his second wife, was knighted by the Earl of
Essex, Lord Lieutenant, 6 Feb. 1599, and was created a
A nag's
peer, 1G19). Same .^rms, a crescent for diff. Crest
head ar. Issuing from a ducal coronet or. Supporters Two
lions ramp. purp.
Folliott (HoUybrooke, co. Sligo; descended from a common
ancestor with the Lords Folliot). Gu. a bend ar. Cre^t—X
lion ramp, per pale gu. and ar. double queued, murally
crowned or. Motto Quo virtus et fata vocant.
Folliott (Stapely House, co. Chester, and co. Londonderry;
descended from co. York). Same Arms. Crest A lion ramp,
per pale ar. and gu.
FoUsand (Scotland). Gu. a chev. ar.
Follye. Sa. a cross moline ar. Crest An escallop or, betw.
two olive branches ppr.
Follyoll (CO. Dorset). Vert a canton az.
Folman. Ar. a fesse ermines betw. three crowns sa. Crest
A wolf courant per pale ar. and erm.
Folman. Gu. a chev. vair betw. three ducal coronets or.
Folnarby, or Folgrnarby. Ar. three swans volant sa.
Folshurst (Crewe, co. Chester). Gu. a fesse or. Crest
unicorn's head couped or.
Folton. Gu. two lions pass. erm. Crests 1st: Out of a ducal
coronet a pair of wings or and ar. 2nd A stag lodged gu.
ducally gorged and lined or, attired vert, at the top of each
branch a bezant.
Folthorpe. Ar. a saltire engr. az.
Folunyll (co. Leicester). Vaire sa. and ar. a quarter gu.
Per
Fol'vile (Ashby, cos. Buckingham and Huntingdon).
fesse ar. and or, a cross moline gu.
Folvile, Fovell, or Fol'vlll (co. Chester granted by
Camden, Clarenceux, 1599). Gu. a chief ar. over all a cross
A garb per pale or and vert, the band
moline or. Crest
Fovendo foveo.
counterchanged. Motto over
Folvile, or Folleville. Per fesse erm. and or, a cross
sarcelly gu.
Crest
A griffin's head erased, in the beak a
sword ppr.
Folvile (Kersby, co. Durham). Barry nebulee of six ar. and
of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

—

—

—

canton gu.
Folvill (John Folvill, temp. Edward
sa. a

I.

;

Mabel, his dau.

John Woodford, living 1335. Visit. Leicester,
Same Arms, impaling per fess. erm. and or, a cross

heir, to.

moline gu.

Folyott.
Folyott.

Gu. a bend betw. six crescents

;

on a chev. sa. three crosses crosslet of the field.
Cretit
A Moor's head ppr.
Fones. See Fownes.
Fonlode. Ar. three leopards' faces sa. a lion pass, in chief
3rd, ar.

—

gu.

(France).
Gu. (another,
three bars ar. in chief a saltire engr. or.

Fonnereau

az.)

(Edmonton, co. Middlesex, and Christ Church
Park, CO. Suffolk; descended from Zachabt Fonnereau, of
La Rochellc, who came to England after the revocation -^f
the Edict of Nantes). Gu. three chev. ar on a chief az. a sun
in splendour or.
Crest A sun in splendour or.
Fonnereau. Same Arms. Crest A Uon ramp, supporting
a garb ppr.
Fontaine (London). Gu. a bend or, in the sinister cliief a
cinquefoil erm.
Fontaine. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three estoiles in chief and
a crescent in base gu. Crett—An eagle's head erased ppr.

—

3G5

—

sa. as

a

many

field.

Henbt Fookes, knighted by the Earl

(Sir

fitcheo

of the last

of Essex,

Lord Lieutenant, 1599). Vert a fleur-de-lis ar. Crest— An
arm in armour embowed vert, the hand grasping an arrow

Foord

(Impalement Fun. Ent. of Lady Fookd, buried at
St. Werburgh's Church, Dublin, 6 Feb. 1673).
Az. three
hons ramp. or.
Foord (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. three lions ramp, crowned
or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, crowned or, armed and
langued gu. Motto— iso\i iritare leonem.
Foord. Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three bezants as many

—

—

Crest
A flag displ. gu.
(London). Az. a rose betw. two martlets in pale or,
and as many flaunches of the last, on each a rose gu.
Foorth (impaled by St. John on a monument at Longthorp).
Gu. two bends ar. on a canton or, a greyhound courant
issuing from the sinister sa.
Foot (Brentford, co. Middlesex; grantoil Dec. 1769). Az.
on a bend erm. cotised or, three leopards' faces ppr.
Foot, or Foote. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three trefoils
sUpped vert two trefoils of the field. Crest A greyhound's
head per fesse ar. and sa. collared gu.
Foot. Or, a chev. sa. in dexter chief a trefoil sUpped of the
second.
Crest
A demi griffin reguard. gu. winged or,
holding a flag displ. of the first, charged with a crescent ar.
Foote (Tiverton, co. Devon). Same Arms. Crest A naked
arm erect ppr. holding a trefoil slipped sa.

cinquefoils gu.

Foorth

U

—

—

—

Foote
Crest

(London; Lord Mayor of London,

— An arm

Same A rm^.
hand ppr. a

1651).

erect vested sa. cuff ar. in the

trefoil slipped sa.

Foote

(Veryan, Lambesso in St. Clements, and Truro, co.
Cornwall of this family was Samuel Foote, the comedian
;

and dramatist.

The

representative,

when Lysons

wrote,

waa

Henet Foote, Esq., of Wood, near Tavistock). Vert a chev.
betw. three doves ar.
Crest
lion's head erased ar.
charged with an erm. spot sa.
Foote (Cornwall, temp. Henry VI., and Charlton Place, co,
Kent). Vert a chev. betw. three martlets ar. quartering, az.
a sword in bend, point downwards ppr. betw. two mullets of
six points pierced ar., for Hatlet.
Crest
A lion's head
erased ar. charged on the neck with an erm. spot sa. Motto
Pedetentim.
Foote (London). Gu. six lozenges ar. three, two, and one, a
chief indented or.
Foote (co. Suffolk). Az. four mascles ar. in cross a chief
indented of the second.

—A

—

—

Foote, or Foots (London and
Crest

—Out

of a

mural coronet

charged with three

Same Armt.

co. Sussex).
or,

a spear

sa.

headed

ar.

plates.

Foote

(granted to Henry Wells Foote, Esq., of Harrington.
Square, London). Gu. two chevronels or, betw. as many doves
in chief and a cross pattee in base ar.
Two crosses
Crest
patt^e fitchee in saltire gu. thereon a pelican in her piety ai
wings fretty gu. Motto Excidit amor nunquam.
Foquett (Stride House and Newport, Isle of Wight). Ar. a
squirrel sejant cracking a nut ppr. a bordure az. charged
with eight fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A horse's head ar. in
mail az. on the head a plume of ostrich feathers of the first,

—

—

—

ar.

Az. six annulets or, three, two, and one.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. voided sa. in
the voidure three Moors' heads couped of the second 2nd

Fondre.

Founder, or Fondrass

Fonteg'ha'yne. Az. fretty or, on a canton
lion's gamb erased of the field.
Foog-e. Ar. on a fesse betw. three annulets

ppr.

claimed to descend from

—

raven's

yoimg ones ppr.
Or, a cross sarcelly gu. a chief az.

Fookes

ppr. a wivern sejant vert.

(Pyrton, co. Worcester;

William, brother

and

nest, with

Fontall.

mullets of the

collared or, as

Folliford.

1619).

Fontaine, or Fontain. Same Arms. Crest— A

a lion ramp.

scando.

and

FOB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

FOL

Pollett (Sir William Webb Follett, M.P., Her Majesty's
Solicitor-General, son of Benjamin Follett, Esq., of Topsham,
Barry of twelve gu. and ar. a bend sa.
near Exeter).
Motto Quo virtus ducit
Crest— A demi griffin segreant.

gu.

.

bridled or.

Forbes

{Lord Forbes).

muzzled gu.
ppr.

Crest

Supporters

—A

—Two

— Grace me guide.

Az. three bears' heads couped ar.
stag's head attired with ten tynes
bloodhounds ppr. collared gu. Motto

Forbes

(Monymusk, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1628; generallydesigned "of ritsligo" after 1781, when the fifth hart, became
heir of Une of the Pitsligo branch; arms borne by the firstfive barts.).
Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three bears heads
couped of the last, muzzled gu. a man's heart ppr. Crest .V
man's heart ppr. winged or. Motto Spe expecto.
Forbes (Monymusk or Pitsligo; as recorded for Sir William
Forbes, sixth bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last;
2nd and 3rd, counterquartcred, for Forbes, of Pitsligo, viz.,
1st and 4th, az. three bears' heads couped ar. muzz'.ed gu.
for Forbes, 2nd and 3rd, az. three frases ar., for Feaser.

—

—

—

Crest
Issuing out of a baron's coronet a "nand holding a
Supporters Two bears ppr.
scymitar erected all ppr.
Mottoes
Above the crest Nee timiden^c temere; below ttie
Shield Adversis major par seeundis.

—

:

—

:

A

A

;

FOB
;

the last, muzzled gu. a man's heart ppr., for Fokbes, of Monymusk; 2nd grand quarter, counterquartered, Fobbes and
3rd grand
Fbasek, aa in the last, for Forbes, of Pitsligo
quarter, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, or, a bend gu. surmounted of a fess chequy az. and ar. in chief a crescent of the
third, for Stuabt, of Fettercairn, 2nd, or, three pallets gu. a
chief vair, for Belsches, 3rd, ar. three piles in point gu., for
Wishabt; 4th grand quarter, counterquartered, 1st and 4th,
gu. on a chev. ar. a rose betw. two lions combatant of the
field, for Hepbcbn, 2nd and 3rd, az. a cross pattee betw.
three mullets, a double tressure flory counterflory or, for
MoRHAT, of Glendoick. Crests— 1st, Forbes Issuing out of a
taron's coronet a hand holding a scymitar erected all ppr.
A dexter hand grasping a sword ppr. 3rd,
2nd, Stdabt
Hepbdbk A horse's head couped ar. furnished gu. Supporters— Tvio bears ppr. Mottoes Fobbes Nee rimide ncc
;

:

;

:

:

—

:

Hepbcbn: I keep traist.
Az. on a chev. betw. three

Stcabt: Avant;

temere;

Forbes

(Balfluig, co. Aberdeen).

bears' heads couped ar. muzzled gu. a man's heart ppr. betw.
two skenes of the first, pommelled or. Crest— A Skene piercing

Motto— Hon

a heart ppr.

Forbes
Crest

Forbes

Same Arms and Motto.

;

Jonathan Forbes-Leslie,

of Rothie and

Badenscoth, 1862). Quarterly, Ist grand quarter, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, ar. on a fess betw. a boar's head erased
in chief and baae az. three buckles or, for Leslie, 2nd and
3rd, az. a fess chequy ar. and of the first betw. three boars'
beads erased or, a bordure indented of the second, for
Gordon; 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, az. a dirk in pale ar.
hilted and pommelled or, surmounted of a wolfs head couped
of the third betw. three bears' heads couped of the second,
muzzled gu. on a chief also of the second and issuing out of
the lower part thereof a demi otter sa. crowned with an
antique crown of the fourth or, for Forbes. Crests Leslie
A griffin's head and neck erased ppr. ; Forbes : A bear's head
and neck couped and muzzled ppr. Mottoes—Lesiab : Grip

—

:

Forbes: Spe expecto.
Forbes (Prof. William Forbes, of Glasgow, of the line of
Corsindae, 1731). Az. three bears' heads couped ar. muzzled
gu. within a bordure erm. a crescent of the second for di£f.
A book expanded ppr. Motto Virtute me involvo.
(^rest
Forbes (Eobslaw, co. Aberdeen, 1678). Az. a Skene in fesi
ar. hilted and pommelled or, betw. three boars' heads couped
of the second, muzzled sa. C/-e4t— A dove ppr. Motto Virtute
fast;

—

—

—

cresco.

Forbes

(Corse, co. Aberdeen). Az. a cross pattee fltchee or,
betw. three bears' heads couped ar. muzzled gu. Crest—
wreath of thorns ppr. Motto ^Eosis coronat spina.
Forbes (Craigievar, co. Aberdeen, hart. 1630; eventually

—

Same Arms.

representative of Corse).

—

Crest

—A cock

ppr.

Supporters Dexter, a knight in armour of the fifteenth
century ppr., having the beaver of the helmet up, and leaning
on a shield or, charged with the arms of Scotland sinister, a
bear ar. muzzled gu. Motto Watch.
Forbes-Mitchell (Thainston, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, az. a cross pattee fitchee betw. three bears' heads
2nd and
couped ar. muzzled gu. a bordure of the second
3rd, sa. a fess wavy betw. three mascles or, for Mitchell.
Fobbes A cock ppr. ; Mitchell: A phcenix rising
Crtfts
from flames ppr. Mottoes Watch; Nulla pallescere culpa.
Forbes (Balgownie, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, 1st and 4th
grand quarters, az. a cross pattee fltch^e betw. three bears'
heads couped ar. muzzled gu. a bordure of the second ; 2nd
;

—

;

—

:

—

and 3rd grand quarters, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, az.
three frases ar., 2nd, or, a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a
ribbon sa., 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar. all within a bordure az.
charged with eight garbs or, for Fbaser, of Fraserfield.
Crtxt—A cock ppr. Motto Watch.
Forbes (Earl of Granard). Az. three bears' heads couped
A bear pass. ar. guttee de sang
Crest
ar. muzzled gu.
muzzled gu. Supporters Dexter, a unicorn crminois, armed,
maned, tufted, and ungnled or; sinister, a dragon, wings expanded erm. Motto Fax mentis inccndlum glorioe.
Forbes {Lord Forbes, of Pitsligo; the Monymusk branch arc
heirs of line, and Forbes, of Nnwe, claims to be heir male).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three bears' heads couped ar.
2nd and 3rd, az. three frases ar., for Fbaser.
muzzled gu.
Cvr.st—A hand holding a sword ppr. Supporters— T\to bears
ppr.
Motto Nee timide nee temere.
Forbes (Newc, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1823; arms aa recorded

—

—

—

—

;

—

Ib.i."!).

Quarterly, as the

—Two bean

pollers

nituotur.
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ar.

last.

Crest

—A

falcon ppr.

Motto—Mtiixa ibunt

qui ad

Sup-

8umma

—

—

;

—

—

Virtuti inimica quies.
Forbes (Ballogie, co. Aberdeen).- Per fess az. and ar. in chief
three bears' heads couped of the second muzzled gu., in base
as many unicorns' heads erased sa. Crest
A sheaf of arrows
ppr. Motto
Concordia praesto.

—

—

Forbes

Quarterly, as Tolquhon, within a borCrest A small sword in bend ppr.

(Auchredie).

—

dure chequy ar. and gu.
Motto Scienter utor.

—

Forbes

(Culloden, co. Inverness).

Az. on a chev. betw. three
many unicorns' heads
Motto Salus per

bears' heads couped ar. muzzled gu. as
sa.

Crest

—An

—

eagle displ. or.

Christum.

—A hand issuing from a cloud holding an anchor all ppr. Forbes
(Colonel

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
2nd and 3rd, az. three bears' heads

(Rires, co. Fife).

ramp, gu., for Wemtss
couped ar. muzzled gu., for Fobbes. Crest A greyhound
pass. ppr.
Motto Hinc delectatio.
Forbes (Tolquhon, co. Aberdeen; now Forbes-Leith, of
Whitehaugh). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three bears' heads
couped ar. muzzled gu.
2nd and 3rd, ar. three unicorns'
heads erased sa., for Pbeston. Crest-^A stag's head attired
with ten tynes ppr. Supporters— Two greyhounds ppr. collared
gu. Motto
Salus per Christum.
Forbes (Waterton, co. Aberdeen, 1672). Quarterly, as the
last, on an escutcheon of pretence ar. a sword and key gu. as
Constable of Aberdeen. Crest
An eagle displ. ppr. Motto—

erased

deest spes.

(Alford, co. Aberdeen, 1733).

Forbes

FOB
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I'orbes (MonTinusk or Pitsligo as recorded, I3C5, for Sir John
Hepbdrs Stdabt-Fobbes, eighth bart.). Quarterly, 1st grand
quarter, az. on a chev. ar. betw. three bears' heads couped of

(Foveran, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1700).

Quarterly, Ist

and 4th, az. a cross pattee betw. three bears' heads couped ar.
muzzled gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. three unicorns' heads erased
sa., for Preston. Crest
A stag's head couped gu. attired ar.
;

Motto— Cu.n,

—

et candore.

Forbes

(Brux, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
martlet ar. betw. three bears' heads couped of the second,
muzzled gu., for Fobbes; 2nd and 3rd. or, three bars gu.
within a bordure wavy vert, for Cameron. Crest
A hawk's
head erased ppr. Motto— Hec mons nee subtraliit aer.
Forbes (Skellater, co. Aberdeen, 1767). Quarterly, 1st and
4tli, az. a martlet betw. three bears' heads couped ar. muzzled
gu. a bordure of the last; 2ndand3rd,az. a chev. betw. three
boars' heads or, within a bordure coimter-compony of the
second and first, for Gordon. Crest A hand holding a
dagger erect, on its point a bear's head couped -ppr. Motto
Solus inter plurimos.
Forbes (Echt, co. Aberdeen, earlier line). Az. a fess chequy
ar. and gu. betw. three bears' heads couped of the second,
muzzled of the third. Crest ^A sandglass ppr. Motto
Fugit hora.
Forbes (Millbowie, co. Aberdeen). Az. a skene in pale ppr.
with a wolfs head couped or, on the point betw. three bears'
heads couped ar. muzzled gu. Crest A bear's head muzzled

—

—

—

—

—

—

as in the arms, within

an

orle of olive branches vert.

Motto

—

Virtute non ferocia.

Forbesher. Erm. on a fesse engr. betw. three

—

griffins'

heads

erased sa. a greyhound courant ar. Crest On a chapeau tlie
sun in splendour ppr.
Forbesher. Erm. on a chief sa. three unicorns' heads

couped

Forcer

ar.

Durham

granted by Flower, Norroy, in
betw. three leopards" faces ar.
Crest
as many annulets of the first.
A fox sejant ppr.
gorged with an arrow or, feathered ar.
Forcer. Ar. three bars gemellcs gu.
Forcher. Erm. on a bend gu. three plates.
Ford (Ember Court, co. Surrey, bart.). Per pale gu. and or,
two bends vair, on a canton of the second a greyhound courant
Crest
sa.
A greyhound's head sa. erased gu. muzzled or.
Motto Omnium rerum vicissitudo.
Ford (White Waltham, co. Berks). Ar. on a fesse dancettce
sa. seven bezants, in chief a bear couchant of the second.
Ford (Islington, cos. Derby, Surrey, Sussex, and Wilts). Az.
A demi lion ramp,
three lions ramp. ar. crowned or. Crest
1575).

(Kelloe, co.

Sa.

—

on a chev. engr.

;

or,

—

—

—

crowned or.
(William Ford, Esq., J.P., of Ellel Hall, co. LanPer fesse or and erm. a lion ramp. az. Crest—
caster).
demi lion ramp. Afo«o— Excitat.
Ford (Enfield Old Park, co. Middlesex). Samo Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
Ford (Abbey Field, co. Chester). Samo Amis. Crest A
lion's head erased az.
Ford (Chagford, Ashburton, Bagtor, and Nutwcll, co. Devon;
supposed by Prince to be descended from Fords, of Fordmorc,
Per fesse ar.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
in Moreton Hampstead.
and sa. in chief a greyhound courant, in ba.se an owl, a
bordure engr. allcounterchanged. Crest A demi greyhound
ramp. sa. charged with three acorns in bend betw. two
bendlets or, betw. as many branches vert, fructed ar.
Another Crest A martlet or.
Ford, or Alford (Fordmore, co. Devon, temp, Edward I.).

Ford

—

—

—

A

FOB

A

Forest.

Ar. a wolf saliant sa.
i"ord (Bejdey, and Canterbury, cos. Gloucester and Kent).
or
and
bends
voire
az. on a canton of the second an
Gu. two
anchor sa. Crest Out of a naval coronet ppr. a bear's head
sa. muzzled gu.
Ford (London; Richabd Fobd, Lord Mayor of Ix)ndon, 1671).
Gu. two bends vair, on a canton or, an anchor sa.
Ford (CO. Suffolk). Gu. two bends vair, on a canton or, a greyhound courant az. Creit A greyhound's head erased ar.
Ford. Gu. two bends vair, a canton or (another, on the
canton three pellets).
Ford, or Forth. Gu. two bends ar. on a canton or, a

Forest.

Gu. a

or,

third
Ford (Prating, co. Essex).

—

—

greyhound issuant

Ford (co.
ramp.

sa.

Az. afesse dancettee bctw. three lions

Middlesex).

or.

(Ford, co. Devon). Sa. (another, gu.) a pomegranate
branch slipped and fructed or (another, ppr.).

Gu. an eagle

Ford de

Ford

la

and

displ.

chief ar.

(quartered by Pois).

a

Sa.

tree eradi-

cated or.
(Montrose, Scotland,

Ford

1804). Gu. two bends vaire ar.
a greyhound courant sa. betw. two
demi greyhound sa. holding in his
paws an oak branch acomed ppr. issuing out of a tower gu.
charged with an anchor ar. itfotto— Persevere.
Ford (JoNES-FoBD exemplified to Miss Cecil Clabe Jones,
only child of John Cabstaibs Jones, Esq., of Gelli Gynan,
CO. Denbigh, by his first wife, upon her assuming the additional surname of Fobd by royal Ucence). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, Fobd, sa. two bendlets nebulde ar. betw. as many
2nd and 3rd,
roses of the last, barbed and seeded ppr.
Jones, gu. on a chev. or, betw. three escutcheons ar. each
charged with a boar's head couped of the first, aa arrow

and

sa.

on a chief

towers gu.

Crest

or,

—A
;

;

palewise ppr.

Ford.

See Foubde.

Barry wavy of

six or

and

az.

on a chief gvL two arrows in saltire betw. aa many castles ar.
On a mount vert a peacock ppr.
Az. three lions ramp, or, a label of as many

—

Fordayne.

Forde
Sir

Sir Ambbose Fobde, knighted at Leixlip by
(Ireland
Geobge Cabt, Lord Deputy, 2 Aug. 1604). Az. two
;

flaimches or, charged with three roses in fesse, the centre
rose gold, the two exterior (on tiie flaunches) gu. betw. two
martlets of the second. Crest A demi Uon ramp, crowned
Motto Lucrum Christi mihi.
or, armed and langued gu.
Forde (Coolgreany, co. Wexford, and Seaforde, co. Down,
Same Arms. Crest
originally of AVelsh extraction).
Incorrupta fides nudaque Veritas.
martlet or. Motto
Suffolk).
Or,
co.
four
bends az.
Forde (Hadley,
Forde. Sa. six lions ramp, three, two, and one or, crowned

—

—

—

—

Forde. Ar. three cocks gu. beaked and legged or.
Forde. Az. a fesse indented betw. three lions ramp. or.
Fordele (Wraxham). Gu. a griffin segreant ar.
Fordeor. Erm. a lion ramp, per fesse gu. and az. guttle
d'eau.

Forder, or Fordore
and gu.

Fordesham.

(co. Surrey).

fretty or.

Crest

Erm. a

lion

—A hawthorn

Ar. on a cross engr.

ramp, per

tree vert.

mullets pierced

sa. five

first.

Forester (Baron Forester).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly,

per fesse indented ar. and sa. in the 1st and 4th quarters a
buglehom of the last, garnished or, for Fobesteb 2nd and
3rd, az. a fesse nebuly betw. three crescents, two and one,
erm., for Weld. Crests 1st, Fobesteb: A talbot pass. ar.
collared sa. and line reflexed or 2nd, Weld A wy vem sa.
guttee d'or, collared, wings elevated, and line reflexed over the
back gold. Supporters On either side a talbot ar. collared sa.
therefrom pendent a buglehom, as in the arms, line reflexed
over the back or. Motto—Semfer eadem.
Forester (Rev. Townsend Fobesteb, D.D., Prebendary of
Worcester). Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and sa. in the
1st and 4th quarters a buglehom stringed of the last.
Crest
A talbot pass. ar. coUared and chained or.
Forester (co. York). Ar. a chev. gu. in chief two leopards'
faces of the last, in base a buglehorn sa.
Forester. Az. a fer de moline betw. four crosses pattee
;

—

(Bishop of Ely, 1388).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

crosses patonce or.

Fordringliam

(co. York).

Az. a bend betw. six mullets

or.

Fordsham (co.

Essex).

Ar. on a cross cngr. sa. five estoilcs

or.

Fordyce

(Ayton, co. Berwick). Gu. a dagger paleways ppr.
point upwards, betw. three bears' heads couped or, muzzled

of the

first.

Crest

— A camel's

head couped at the neck ppr.

Jo— Persevere.

Fordyce

(Dingwall-Fobdtce, Brucklay and Culsh, co.
Aberdeen, as recorded, 1846). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az.
three bears' beads ar. muzzled gu., for Fobdtcb; 2nd, az. a
buck's head cabossed or, betw. three mullets pierced ar., for
Dingwall; 3rd, gu. a fess chequy ar. and az. in chief a
mullet of the second, the base wavy of the third, a bordire

—

engr. or, for Lindsay. Crests
1st: An eagle volant ppr.
holding in the claws an escroU with this Motto Altius ibunt
qui ad summa nituntur, for Fobdtcb 2nd
stag lodged
ppr. with Motto In arduis fortis, for Dingwall.
Porein. Gu. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one.
Forens. Sa. a pale engr. ar.

—

Forest (Merbome,

co.

Huntingdon).

hinda' beads erased gu.
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—

;

:

A

Ar. a fesse betw. three

:

—

—
or.

Foricall, or Ficaulte. Or, a cross moline gu. and chief
ar.
Crest— Two lions' gambs endorsed gu.
Forican. Same Arms. Crest An elephant's head erased
sa. eared and armed ar.
Foril. Gu. two bends vair, on a canton or, a demi greyhound sa.
Foriiiglon. Gu. three cinquefoils ar. Crest—X dragon

—

tail

Foringrton.
pass, of the

Forke

(co.

extended, per fesse vert and or.
two bars gu. on a ciiief of the last a lion

Or,

first.

Ar. a saltire az.

York).

Forking'ton.

Sa.

on a

— A demi greyhound

fesse ar. three leopards' faces go.
sa. collared or.

Forlesse (Whatcombe,

co. Berks; granted 26 June, 1637).
Gu. eight estoUes in orle ar. on a canton of the second a lion
ramp. sa. armed and langued of the first.
Forlingrton. Gu. three palets vair, a chief or.
Forlong: (Keg. IHster's OfBce). Gu. three palets ar.

Forman

(Luthrie, co. Fife, Lyon King of Arms, 1555).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. three camels' heads erased or,
each with a bell ar. attached to a collar gu. about her neck,
for Fobman
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three salmon
;

haurient

ar., for

Fishke.

Forman, or Foreman (London

and co. Leicester Lord
Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on a
chev. sa. three martlets or, on a chief gu. a lion pass. betw.
two anchors gold. Crest A demi dragon ramp. vert.
Forman, or Freman. Az. three bars nebulee ar. on a
chev. sa. as many martlets or, a chief gu. charged with a
lion pass, guard, betw. two anchors gold.
Forman (co. Lincoln). Same Arms.
;

of London, 1538).

—

Forman, or Fomens

(co. Norfolk).

Sa. five fusils in

pale ar.

Forman (co. Northumberland).

or.

Fordham

iV/o(

slipped of the

Mayor

gu.

fesse az.

—

Forest. Ar. a fesse betw. three trefoils slipped az.
Forest, or Forrest. Ar. three oak trees vert.

Crest

points gu.

—

Orat

tree all ppr.

Gu. a fesse counter-compony ar. and imrp. betw.
ten billets, four, three, two, and one, of the second. Crat
A squirrel sejant cracking a nut ppr.
Forest (France). Gu. an orle of eight martlets ar.
Forest. Gu. a dolphin in pale ar.
Forest. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three owls gu. a trefoil

sans wings,

Fordam, or Fordliain.
Crest

mount an oak

Ar. on a
grenade fired ppr.

;

Ford

Ford.
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on the port a cross fonnee of the

crowned

caatle ar.

Sa. five fusils in fesse ar.

Forman.

Az. three bears' heads erased ar. collared gn.
each charged with four bells or.
Formans (co. Northampton). Gu. a pile engr. ar.
Formtoy. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief az. two doves ppr.
Crest
A dove ppr. Motto Semper fldelis.
Fornam. Per pale or and az. three crescents counterchanged.
Fomars. Ar. a pile engr. sa.
Forneaiilx, or Fomeatix. Sa. (another gtu) a bend

—

—

betw. six crosses crosslet or.
Devon). Or, a chief sa.

Fomeatrx (co.
Forneatix

(co. Norfolk).

Sa. five fusils in fesse ar.

Fomeche, or Foznech.

Sa.

a chev. embattled

or,

betw.

three rosep ar.

Fomenz.

Sa.

Forneys, or

a

pile

indented ar.

Fomens (co. Norfolk).

Sa. a pile cngr. ar.

Crest— K wheel az.

Fornivall. Ar. three martlets gn.
Forrest. Ar. on a mount a grove

Crest— An

Forrest.
Forrest.

of trees vert.

Crest— A.

in fesse, holding a cross crosslet fitch€e.
mount in base three oak trees all ppr.
oak tree ppr. Motto Vivant dum virent.

hand couped

Forrest.

Ar. on a

—

Gu. semee of martlets

ar.

Ar. three fletuB-de-Ua aa.

A
;;

FOB
Forrest

(Ireland,

Reg. Ulster's

Sa.

OflBce).

on a

fess betw.

three hinds' heads erased and erect ar. an oak tree ppr.
(Comieston, Mid Lothian, hart. 1838). Ar. three oak
trees issuing out of the ground vert, on a chief gu. as
many ears of rye slipped and barbed or, the whole within
Motto Vivunt
a bordure erm. Crest An oak tree ppr.

Forrest

—

—

dum virent.
Forrest (Leschenault,

mount a

Ar. on a

Australia, 1875).

—

the hand ppr. holding across botonny fitchee in bend sinister
Vivunt dum virent.
of the second. Motto
Forrester {Lord Forrester, of Corstorphine, Scotland title
now belongs to the Earl of Verulam. See Gbimston). Ar. a
fess gu. betw. three hunting horns sa. garnished or, stringed
gu. Crest A ratchhound's head erased or, collared gu.
Dexter, a ratchhound or, collared gu. sinister,
Supporttrs
a greyhound ar. Motto Hunter, blow the horn.
Forrester (Garden, co. Stirling, and Strathcndry, co. Fife
heiress r/i. a son of Douglas, ofKirkness, in the 17th century).
Az. three hunting horns sa. garnished gu.
Forrester (Alexander Fokbesteb, cadet of Garden, 16S0).
Ar. a pellet betw. three hunting horns sa. garnished gu.
Crest— A dexter hand holding a hunting horn, as in the arms.
Motto Its good to be loun.
Forrester (Sir Andrew Foerester, 1680). Ar. a chev. betw.
three hunting horns sa. garnished gu. Crest A lily growing
through and surmounting a bush of thorns ppr. Motto
Spemit pericula virtus.
Forrester (Garbeth, co. Stirling, 1874). Ar. on a fess wavy
betw. three hunting horns sa. garnished and stringed vert
two mullets of the field. Crest A hunting born, as in the
arms Motto Hunter, blow the horn.
Forrester (Dundee, 1672). Ar. a ratchhound courant betw.
Crest
A greyhound with a Isash
three hunting horns sa.
Recreation.
ppr. Motto
Quarterly,
per
fesse
indented ar. and sa. in the
Forrester.
Crest
A talbot
first quarter a buglehorn of the last.
slatant ar. collared, lined, and ringed or.
Forrester. Ar. a buglehorn sa. stringed gu.
Forret. Sa. three boars' heads couped ar.
Fors. Or, three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Forsan. Ar. on a bend cotised az. three roses or. Crest

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

A griffin's head per fesse az. and or.
Forse (CO. Norfolk). Ar. achiefgu.
Forser (Kelboe and Harberhouse,
Sa.

many

on a chev. engr.

granted

;

—

or.

(Forstallstown, Rochcstown, Ringvillc,

&.C.,

&c., co.

Kilkenny; a family settled in that co. since the invasion of
1172; Richard Forstall was one of the Gommissioners
appointed, 1359, to coUectarmed horse and footmen from the
Barony of Shillelogher, in that co.). Sa. three pheons ar.
points down. Crest
A greyhound's head couped ar. collared
and chained or. Motto In corda inimlcorum Regis.
Forstall (Carrigglony, co. Kilkenny, New Orleans, U.S.
America, and the Island of Teneriffe.
Gharles Edward
Forstall, of New Orleans, b. 1810, descended from Peter
Forstall, Esq., of Garrigglony, who got a grant of land
in CO. Clare, 30 June, 19 Charles II., 1666).
Same Arms,

—

Crest,

—

Forstall (New

Ross, co. Wexford, afterwards Edinburgh
descended from Carrigglony; John Forstall, Esq., of
Broughton, Edinburgh, d. 1871, leaving three daus. his coheirs; Mart Forstall, m. P. F. Comber, Esq., late of the
Royal Mint, Melbourne, Australia; Katiierine Fob.stall, m.

Henry Vesey Colcixdoh, Esq., Solicitor; and Margaret
Fobbtall). Same Arms, Crest, and Motlo.
Forstall (Mullinahown, co. Kilkenny; allowed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1735, to Marcus P'orstall, of the Kingdom of Spain,
fourth in descent from Edward Forstall, Esq., of the
former place). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Forstall (Dublin; Fun. Ent., 1082, Lore Forstall, of
Dublin, merchant, descended from Forstallstown).
Same
Anns.

bart.,

—

(Aldermaston, co. Berks, hart., extinct 1741 Sir
George Forster, Knt., of Harpden, co. Oxford, descended
from CO. Northumberland, m. Elizabeth, dau. and heir of
John Delauere, Esq., of Aldermaston, and was Sheriff, co.
Berks, 1516). Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three arrows ar.
;

Forster (cos. Somerset and Warwick). Same Arms. Crest
— A hind's head gu. ducally gorged and lined ar.
Forster, or Foster (Island of Jamaica, the Grange and
Grove House,

co.

Buckingham,

Brickhill, co. Bedford, &c.,

Same

.(< DIM and Crest.
(John Frederick Forster, Esq., of the Priory,
Lancaster, Chairman of Quarter Sessions at Salford, co.
Lancaster, descended from the foregoing family).
Same
Ar)iu and Crest.
Forster (John Forster, Esq., Upper Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square).
Same Arms. Crest An arm embowed in
armour, holding in the hand a spear broken at the 'top

&c.).

Forster

—

all ppr.

Forster (Egham,

Middlesex, and Battle, co. Sussex).

co.

Same Arms.

Forster

Same Arms.

(Westminster).

Crest

—A

buck

sa.

attired or.

Forster

Cumberland, and London; Her. Off., London,
Ar. on a chev. vert betw. three buglehorns sa.
c. 24).
stringed or, an escallop of the last.
Crest
An arm in
armour embowed ar. braced or, holding a broken tilting
(co.

—

spear gold.

Forster

(London).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three buglehorns
a pheon ar. Crest A dexter arm in armour embowed
ar. purfled and braced or, round the arm a sash vert, holding
in the hand ppr. an arrow of the third broken off at the bead,

—

sa.

barbed gold.

Forster (Lysways

Sa. on a chev.
an annulet betw. two escallops
of the first. Crest— In front of a stag's head erased ar. attirecl
or, collared and line affixed thereto sa. two pheons also sa.
Motto—Sit Fors ter felix.

Hall, co. Stafford, bart.).

cotised betw. three pheons or,

(Barton Green, co. Salop). Quarterly, per fesse inar. and sa., in the 1st and 4th quarters, a buglehorn of
the last strung or, in the 2nd and 3rd, a pheon ar.
Forster (quartered by Perrott, of Drayton, co. Oxford.
Visit. 1574).

Forster
Forster

Same Arms.

(co. Salop).

Ar. a buglehorn strung sa.
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three
Crest A talbot's head erased or,

(Battle, co. Sussex).

—

bucks' heads cabossed or.
collared and ringed gu.

Forster

(Trotton, cos. Sussex and Worcester).
Sa. on a
chev. ar. betw. three pheons or, as many escallops of the
Crest
A stag's head erased ar. attired or, gorged
with a collar and line gold.
Forster (co. Suffolk). Ar. on a chev. betw. threo lions
Crest— Out of a
pass. sa. as many arrows in pale of the first.

—

field.

mural crown chequy ar. and sa. a stag's head ppr. attired or,
holding in the mouth an arrow ar. Motto Think on.
Forster. Sa. a buck trippant ar; betw. three plates, on
each a pheon of the field, a bordure gobonated of the second
and gu. Crest An arm embowed, habited sa. charged with
a pheon or, betw. two bezants in pale, holding in the hand
a bow and arrow ar.
Forster. Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three arrows or, feathered

—

—

ar.

Forster.

Erm. a boar

pierced of the second.

pass. az.
Crest

on a chief

—A demi boar

or,

two mullets
armed and

az.

bristled or.

Forster

(Coolderry, co. Monaghan, bart.). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three pheons ppr. points down. Crest An arm embowed
in armour, the hand bare, grasping the butt end of a broken
spear all ppr. Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.
Forster (Killigh, co. Dublin. Visit. Dublin, 1607. Fun.
Ent. of Eleanor, dau. of John Forster, Alderman and
Mayor of Dubhn, buried in St. John's Church, Aug. 1697).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three pheons ar. points down.
Forster (Kilgrecge, co. Dublin. Visit. Dublin, 1607). Erm.
on a canton sa, an owl ar. a crescent for diff., quartering Ar.
on a mount vert two lions ramp, combatant, supporting an
oak tree growing out of the mount all ppr. and Az. a dexter

—

hand couped at the wrist and erect ar. betw. an arrow in
chief and a sword in base fcssways of the last, pommel and
hilt or.
Crest— A hind's head couped ar. collared aud
chained

(Alnwick, CO. Nortbamberland).
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—

extinct 1623). Same Arms. Crest A stagsa. attirecl gold
guttee d'or. Another Crest An arm in armour ppr. holding a
broken tilting spear or.

—

and Motto.

Porater

Crest— A buck

Northumberland,

dented

Durham

—

Forstall

Castle, co.

Forster
co.

or, betw. three leopards' faces
annulets of the field.
Crest
A fox sejant ppr.
wounded in the neck by an arrow or, feathered ar.
Forset (Billingsley, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend sa. threo
bucks' heads cabossed of the field.
Forset, or Forsett (co. Middlesex, 1611).
Or, a lion
ramp. sa. over all a bend gobony ar. and gu. Crest A demi
lion sa. supporting a column gobony ar. and gu. the capital
and base or.
Forsham. Chcquy gu. and or, a chief ar. Crest—
talbot's head ar. cared gu. spotted sa.
Forsolder. Az. a cross sarccUy betw. four crosses formt-c

1575).

ar. as

betw. three bugleboms sa. stringed gu.
trippant ppr.

Forster (Bamhorougb

Forster

forest of trees ppr. on a chief az. three stars of eight points
Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested az. cuff ar.
of the first.

—

FOB
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Ar. a chcT. vert

Forster

or.

(granted, 1812, to Forsteb

Hill Forsteb,

Esq., of

A

FOB

;

—

Hill. Crests 1st: An arm in armour, holding a
2nd A talbot'a head
broken spear ppr., for Forsteb
Motto—Yit& potior
erased gu. collared or, for Hill.
or, for

:

;

libertas.

Forster

(Haihe-Fokster; exemplified, 10 Aug. 1875, to Eev.
Arthur Newborgh Haire, of Ballynure, co. Monaghan, son
of Kev. Hamilton Haire, of Mount Bailey, co. Louth, and
Charlotte Forsteb, his wife, on his assuming, by royal

licence, the additional surname and arms of Forster).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a chev. engr. betw. in chief
two arrows, points downwards, and in base a rose ar. a
crescent gu., for Fobster 2nd and 3rd, per pale or and gu.
;

two bars counterchanged, a chief indented erm. thereon a

—

A

1st, Forster
Crests
cross crosslet gu., for Haibe.
hind's head erased gu. collared and chained or, in the mouth
Haire
A
dcmi lion ramp,
;
2nd,
arms
arrow
of
the
an
couped ar. gorged with a collar dancettee gu. betw. the paws
:

:

—

a cross crosslet of the arms. Motto Odi profanum.
Az. a cross moline or, betw. four crosses pattee of

Forster.

the second.

—

Crest

or.

chev. betw. three griffins segrcant gu.

Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.
segreant az. armed and membered sa. crowned

(that Ilk, Scotland).

three griffins

— A demi

Forsytb

griffin vert.

Motto— InstSLurntor

(Tailzerton and Nydie,

ruinae.

Ar. a chev.

Scotland).

engr. gu. betw. three griffins segreant vert, armed and membered of the second. Crest and Motto, as the last.
Forsyth (Scotland). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three griffins

—

segreant vert, armed and ducally crowned or. Crest
demi griffin vert, armed and ducally crowned or.
Forsyth. Same Arms, chev. and griffins gu. Ctesl—X
covered cup gu.
Fors3rth (granted to Thomas Forsyth, Esq.). Ar. a chev.
engr. betw. two gryphons segreant in chief az. and a seaCrest— A gryphon segrcant erm.
horse erect in base ppr.

—

Molto
supporting with the forepaws an anchor sa.
Instaurator Ruinx.
Fort (Read Hall, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, az. and gu. a
castle with two towers ppr. a chief ar. thereon a bee volant
A rock ppr. thereon a
also ppr. betw. two mullets sa. Crest
lion sejant gu. bezantee gorged with a collar gemel or, in

—

the dexter forepaw a cross crosslet fitchee sa. Motto
et

—

Fortis

audax.

Forte

Somerset). Ar. three mallets gu. (another, sa.)
A cock gu. holding in the beak a daisy ppr.
Crest
Fortersley, or Fortryshey (co. Dorset). Ar. three
Saracens' heads sa. wreathed of the field.
Fortescue (Winston, co. Devon; the senior line of the
(CO.

—

house

Fortescue,

of

whose

last

male

representative,

Edmund Fortescue,

Esq., left five daus. co-heirs, Mart, to.
the Right. Hon. William Fortescue. Master of the Rolls;
Elizabeth, d. unm., 1768; Sarah, d. young, 1703; Dorothea, ire. Thomas Bubt, Esq., son of Sir Thomas Burt, Knt.,
of Exeter; and Grace, d. vmn., 1743. Of these daus. the
only one to leave issue was Dorothea, wife of Thomas Bury,

and heir, Catherine Burt, ra. Rev.
Nathaniel Wells, Rector of East AUington, co. Devon, and
had, with other issue, a son Edmund, who assumed the surname and arms of Fortescue). Az. a bend engr. ar. cotised
or.
Crest
An heraldic tiger pass. ar. armed, maned, and
Forte scutum salus ducum. The founder
tufted or. Motto
of the family. Sir Richard Le Forte, protected William the
Conqueror at Hastings, by bearing a shield before him, from
which event the French word "escue" was added to the
original word of " Forte ;" and to the same circumstance the
Esq.

;

her dau.

—

motto

—

Fortescue

(Earl of Clermont, created 1777, extinct 1806).

—

Same Arms. Crest A leopard pass. ppr. dexter paw resting
on an escutcheon ar. Supporters Two moose deer ppr.

—

each gorged with a cellar of
Same as Earl Fortescue.
crined

or,

Motto—

trefoils vert.

Fortescue

Az. a bend
( Viscount Clermont, extinct 1829).
engr. ar. betw. two cotises or. Crest— A leopard pass. ppr.
supporting with the dexter paw a shield ar. Supporters

—

Two moosedeer

ppr. attired or, gorged with a chaplet of
Motto Forte scutum salus ducum.
(Lord Clemwnt). Az. a bend engr. ar. cotised

trefoils ppr.

Fortescue

—

Crest— An heraldic tiger ppr. supporting with his foreplain shield ar. Supporter! Two moose deer ppr.
each gorged with a collar of trefoils also ppr.
Motto Forte scutum salus ducum.
Fortescue (Parkinson-Fortescue, Lo^-d Carlingford).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a bend engr. ar. cotised or, a
crescent for difif., for Fortescue 2nd and 3rd, per chev. gu.
and az. on a chev. engr. betw. three ostrich feathers erect
of the third as many pellets, for Parkinson. C)-ests
1st:
An heraldic tiger ppr. supporting with his forepaw a plain
shield ar. charged on the shoulder with a crescent sa. for
diff., for Fortescue
2nd A falcon, wings addorsed ppr.
belled or, and charged on the breast with a pellet, in the
ostrich
feather
ar.
Forte scutum salus
beak an
Mottoes
ducum; and, over the Parkinson crest, Si celeres quatit
pennas.
Supporters Same as Lord Clermont's, duly difor.

—

paw a

attired or,

—

(Fallapit, co.

Devon,

bart., extinct

Edmund Fortescue, Knt., of Fallapit, was
1664, d. s. p. m.).
Same Arms, &c.

Fortescue

1632.

Sir

created a bart.

Ai. a bend engr. ar. plain
tiger statant ar. armed,
Supporters Two greyhounds ar.
each ducally collared and lined gu. Motto Forte scutum
(Earl Fortescue).

cotised or.

Crest

— An

maned, and tufted

Jieraldic

—

or.

—

ducum.

Fortescue
Same Arms,

—

:

;

—

—

ferenced.

Fortescue

(Wood, co. Devon, bart., extinct .1686; descended from the marriage of Sir Henry Fortescue, Chief
Justice, Common Pleas, in Ireland, with Joan, his first wife,
heiress of Wood ; the eventual heiress of this branch, Elizabeth Fortescue, m. Lewis Fortescue, Esq., of Preston;
their descendant,

Peter J'ortescue, was created a

bart.,

p. m.). Same Arms as Fortescue, of Fallapit.
Fortescue (Stapleford Abbots, co. Essex). Az. a bend engr.
1C67, d.

s.

ar. cotised or.

Fortescue

Crest

—A leopard

pass, guard, ppr.

(Cookhill, co. Worcester,

and Wethell,

co.

War-

wick; derived from Nicholas Fortescue, groom porter to
Henry VIII., illegitimate son of John Fortescue, of Spirelston, CO. Devon). Az. a bend engr. ar. betw. two cotises or,
a border gobony of the second and first. Crest A tiger

—

pass. or.

Fortescue.

Az. a bend engr. ar. cotised

or,

a bordure gu.

(another, of the second).

Fortescue.

Ar. fretty

sa.

on a chief of the

first

three roses

gu. leaved vert.

Forth
as

(London). Az. a rose betw. two martlets in pale betw.
Crest
flaunches or, each charged with a rose gu.
hind's head couped vert guttee or, collared and lined of

many

—A
the

last.

Forth

(Butley Abbey, and Hadleigh, co. Suffolk). Gu. two
bends vaire or and sa. on a canton of the second a demi
Crest A bear's
greyhound couped courant of the third.
head sa. muzzled gu.
Forth. Gu. a lion ramp, or, supporting a staff raguly of tho

—

last.

Forth

(Rickmondsworth, co Herts; Reg. Ulster's Office,
temp. William HI., to Capt. Samuel Forth, of Colonel
,Eim. an Irish harp or, betw.
Wolseley's regt. of horse).
.\ cubit dexter arm embowed,
three martlets gu. Crest
naked, and encircled with a ducal coronet, the hand grasping
a broken sword all ppr.
Forthing-ham (co. Southampton). Az. a bend betw. sis

—

mullets ar.

refers.

Fortescue

salus

Chichester Fortescue, Ulster King of Arms, 1788; derived
from Sir Faithful Fortescue, Knt., son of John FoRTBscnB,
Esq., of Buckland Filleigh, by Susannah, his second wife,
sister of Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, as Fortescue, of Fallapit.

;

Forsyth. Ar. a
Crest
A cup gu.
ForS3rtll

FOB
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Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. enn.
betw. three pheons ar. a crescent for di£f., for Fobster 2nd
erminois betw. three leopards' faces
chev.
and 3rd, gu. a
Forest, co. Dublin).

(Earl of Clinton, created 174G, extinct 17ol).
<fec.,

as Earl Fortescue.

Fortescue>Aland

(Lord Fortesciie, created 1746, extinct
1781).
Same Arms. Crest A leopard pass. ppr. resting
the dexter paw on a shield ar. Supporters
Two leopards
ppr. murally gorged or.
Motto— Ab Earl Fortescue.
Fortescue (Buckland Filleigh, co. Devon). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto, as Earl Fortescue.
Fortescue (Dromisken and Ravensdale, co. Louth; Sir

—
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—

(Seneschal, Poictou, and Aquitaine, temp. Henry
Ar. three mullets gu.
Fcrtibus (Earl of Albemarle, ODO.who m. a sister of William
Ar. a chief
the Conqueror, was so created, extinct 1259).

Fortibus
III.).

gu.
(granted, 1775, to Wuliam Fortick, of the city of
Dublin, descended from a family resident at Utrecht,
Holland). Gu. two lions ramp, supporting a castle with two
towers triple-towered ar. on a chief az. a sinister hand
couped at the wrist appaumee betw. two estoiles or. Crest

Fortick

—

A

Motto— Vootc.
Gyronny of eight or and gu.

martlet sa.

Forton,
Fortrose, Viscount (extinct 1781). SeeMcKENziE.
Fortyre. Ar. three boars' heads couped sa. langucd
Crest

—A lion ramp, sustaining a tilting

Forts, or

Forty.

De

Fortibus.

or.

spear ppr.

Gu. a cross patonce vair.
Or, a fesse embattled az. betw. three mullets gu.

A

FOR
Crtit— On

laurel in orle

Forward
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ducal coronet a mullet hetw. two branches of

a.

all

ppr.

(co. Lancaster).

Sa. a chev. tetw. three crosses

pattee ar.

Forward

(granted, 1780, to HoB. William Howard, second
son of Kalph, Baron nf Clonmore, on his takin.<?, by royal
licence, t!ic sumanie of Forward). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on
Crest
A lion pass. gu.
the shoulder an erui. spot or.
charged as the arms.
Fosbery (Cloranc and Curragh Bridge, co. Limerick). Az.
A pheon supported
a saltire betw. four cinqucfoils ar. Crest
by two bears' paws erased all ppr. Motto Xon nobis solum.
Fosbrooke, or Folbrooke (co. Northampton). Az. a

—

—

—

saltire bctw. four cinqucfoils (another, roses) ar.

Fosbrooke (Shardlow Hall,

and Ravenstone

Hall, co. Derby).

Crest— Two bears' gambs sa. supporting a
Arnif.
spear erect ppr.
Foscot, or Foxcot (co. Berks, temp. Henry VL) Ar. on a
bend cngr. az. three stumps of trees couped and eradicated

Same

of the

first.

—

Same Arr,is. Crest A dove on
an olive branch ppr.
Foshaugh. Gu. three poleaxes erect in fcsse ar. over all a
fesse chequy of the first and second.
Foskett (Rosehill, Abbots Langley, co. Herts). Quarterly,
erm. and gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters a lion ramp, of the
second, over all an arrow in bend sinister, point upwards or.
Crest An arm embowed in armour, holding in the gauntlet a
crossbow all ppr.
Foskett. Or, a bend chequy gu. and ar. betw. two cotises of
A broken spear in pale, the end hanging
the second. Crest
in bend ppr.
Fossard (Doncastcr, co. York, temi). Richard 1.). Or, a bend

Foscott, or Foxcott.

—

—

sa.

Fossard. Gu. six bends or.
Fosset. Ar. on a bend sa. three
armed

of the

Foster

or,

Ar. a chev. bctw. three buglehoms vert

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three buglehoms vert, on a
chief of the second as many leopards' faces or. Crest
stag's head, quarterly, sa. and ar. attired or.
Foster (Rev. John Foster, Rector of Foxearth, near Sudbury,
Same Arms as the last.
CO. Suffolk).
Foster. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three buglehoms sa. stringed
of the second. Crest An arm embowed, holding a broken
tilting spear ppr.
Foster (Copdock, co. Suffolk). Ar. three buglehoms stringed

—

—

sa.

Foster.

Ar. a chev. vert bctw. three buglehoms, and a
bordure sa. bezantce.
Foster (co. Berks). Ar. a chev. betw. three buglehoms
stringed sa. Crest A stag's head erased ppr.
Foster (Green Street, co. Kent, Watling Street and Sutton
Maddox, co. Salop). Quarterly, per fcsse indented ar. and
sa. in the first and fourth quarter, a bugUhorn of the second,
garnished and stringed or. Crest A talbot pass. ar. collared
gu. lined or, nowed at the end.
Foster. Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and gu. in the first
quarter a liuglehom sa.
Foster (Brickhill, CO. Beds, and The Bogue, co. Lancaster).
Ar. a chev. vert bctw. three bugles sa. stringed gu. Crest
An arm in armour embowed, holding in the hand the head of

—

—

—

—

Motto Si fractus forlis.
Foster (The Bogue Kst.ate, Jamaica, Egliam, Kempstonc,
CO. Beds; this family, long connected with the Island of
Jamaica, is descended fifim the ancient house of I'^orster, or
Foster, of Bamborough Castle, co. Northumberland). Arms,
tilting-spear ppr.

same

Foster

a.s

(co.

the preceding.

Northumberland). Az. a chev. or, in chief two
and in base a buglehorn of the last.
Northumberland).
Ar. on a chev. vert three

leopards' faces

Foster

(co.

leopards' faces or.

Foster

(co.

Same Arms, the bend wavy.

(Iden, co. Sussex; Fun. Ent., 1639, Margaret, dan.
John Foster, Esq., and wife of Tuomas Harding, of
Maryborough, Queen's Co.). Same Anns, the bend engr.
Foster (cos. Essex and Suffolk). Az. (another, gu.) a lioa
ramp. ar. guttee de sang (another, de I'armes).
Foster (co. Huntingdon). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
pheons ar.
Foster (Lord Mayor of London, 1434). Same Arms.
Foster (cos. Lincoln and York). Sa. a chev. engr. erm.
betw. three broad arrows or, feathered ar.
Foster (Wich, co. Worcester). Sa. on a chev. ar. betw three
pheons or, as many escallops of the field.
Crest
An
antelope's head erased ar. attired, armed, and collared or,
a line and ring flowing from the front of the collar gold.
Foster (Dowsby, co. Lincoln). Sume Arms and Crest.
Foster (Barbadoes). Ar. on a chev. .sa. betw. three lions
pass. ppr. as many arrows of the field. Crest
Out of a mural
crown chequy ar. and sa. a buck's head ppr. attired or, in
the mouth an arrow of the first.
Foster. Az. a lion ramp. or.

of

—

—

Foster.

Sa. (another, gu.) a chev. (another, engr.) betw.

three pheons or.

Foster.

Sa. a buck trippant ar. betw. three bezants, each
charged with a pheon of the field.
Foster (London). Same ^cKis, a border gobony or and gu,
Foster. Az. a cross sarcelly betw. four crosses formee or.
Foster (Wadsworth Banks, and Heptonstall Slack, near
Halifax).
A bend or, betw. a demi unicorn erased in chief,
and four crosses crosslet flory in b.ase. Crest A cubit arm
erect, vested, holding in the hand a battle axe fesseways.
Foster (descendants of the late Rev. Robert Foster, I'rebendary of the Cathedral Church of Wells). Per chev,
embattled or and vert, three eagles displ. counterchanged.

—

—An eagle

Foster.

displ. or.

Vert a chev. betw. three butterflies volant ar.
Reg. Ulster's Office).
Sa. a chev. erm.

(Ireland;

betw. three pheons, points downwards ar.
(Alderman John Foster, Mayor of Dublin, from th*
Fun. Ent., 1640, of his dau. Margaret, wife of Christopher
Bisse, Remembrancer of the Court of Exchequer). Same
Arms, in chief a mullet ar. charged with another gu. for

Foster

stringed or.

Jtc.,

FO T

(co. Essex).

Foster

Foster.

a brokcu

Foster
Foster

Crest

bucks' heads cabosscd

first.

York).

(co.

A

Northumberland).

leopards' faces in chief

Foster (Norwich,

Az. a chev. bctw. three

and a crescent in base or.
Ar. two bucks' heads

hart.).

ei-a.scd

ppr.

bctw. two chevronels az. the wliole betw. three buglehoms
sa. stringed gu.
Crest— A buck ppr. the dexter forcpaw
resting on an inescutclieon gu. charged with a castle ar.
Afo<(i>— Virtutc ct labore.
Foster fAnstey Hall, co. Cambridge; granted to Khenezer
Foster, I'.sq.).
Az. on a pile betw. two buglehoms In
base stringed or, another buglehorn stringed of the field.
Crest
A demi stag or, flem(;e of pheons and holding betw. the
legs a buglehorn az.
Motto rrjEmium honor.
Foster. Ar. on a bend sa. three bucks' heads cabosscd or.
Crttt
A lion's head erased ar. collared gu.

—

—

—
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diff.

Foster

(Viscount Fcrrard and

Lord

Oriel).

See Skef-

FINGTON.

Foster - Skeflangton

(Viscount Massereene). See SkefFINGTON.
(Stonchouse, co. Louth, bart.). Ar. a chev. vert betw.
three buglehoms sa. stringed gu. Crest
A stag pass. ppr.

Foster
Motto

—

Foster

—

Divini gloria ruris.

(Ballymacscanlan, co. Louth).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Motto.

Foster

(granted to IIenrt Foster. Esq., of Coomie Castle,
CO. Cavan).
Ar. a chev. vert betw. three buglehoms sa.
stringed gu. Crest
A stag pass. ppr.
Foston (co. York). Paly of six or and az. a chief gu.
Foston (arms of Thomas Foston, in the chapel of UniversityCollege, Oxford. Visit. 1574). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. three
crescents of the field. Crest A gate az.
Fother, or Folcher (co. Derby). Erm. on a bend gu.
thice plates.
Fotber. Gu. two chev. ar. on the first a fleur-de-lis of the

—

—

field.

Fother, or Fodyr.

Gu. a fesse dancettee or.
(Burton, co. Lincoln, and Barliam, co. Kent;
Feb. 1G05). Gu. a cross composed of nine lozenges,
Crest
A falcon, wings exat each end a fleur-de-lis or.
panded ppr. beaked or, holding in the mouth an acorn
gold, leaved vert.
Fotherby. Gu. two chev. ar. on the first three fleurs-de-lis

Fotherby
gi-anted,

of the

'28

—

field.

Fotherg-ill (Ravenstonedale,

co.

Westmoreland).

Vert a

buck's head couped or, a bordure engr. of the last.
Fothergill (Caerleon, co. Monmouth; descended from
FoTUEROiLL, of Ravenstouedole).
Same Arms. Crest—
talbot collared.

Same Arms. Crest— On a rock alionr.nnip.
and chained or, in the dexter paw an arrow sa.
Fothering-ay. Quarterly, gu. and or, a cross fusily ar.
Fotheringham (I'ourie, co. Forfar). Erm. three bars gu.
Crest
A griffin scgrcant ppr. St(j>2>orters Two naked men
wreathed about the head and middle with laurel ppr. Motto
Fothergrill.

ppr. collared

—

—Be it fapt.
Fotheringham

—

(Lawhill, Scotland).

—

Erm. three bars gu.

on each bar a buckle or. Crest A grifiBn's head couped ppr.
Motto Be it fast.
Fotheringham (Bandean, Scotland). Erm. three bars gu

—

—

A
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OT

F

within a bordure of the second.
erased ppr. Motto Be it fast.

Crest

—

Fotherley

(co. Lincoln).

—A

griffin's

Gu. a fesse dancettee

or.

head
Crest

—A lion's gamb erased or, grasping a woirs head erased ar.
Fouachin, Fauchin, or Fashion (extinct in GuernOr,

sey).

on a

fret sa.

semee of plates, a

bull's

head erased

of the field, the collar gu. charged with three bezants betw.
four leopards' heads cabossed ar. Crest— An arm vested gu.

holding a lynx or.

Foulcanley.

Or, a cross (another,

a chev.) cngr. gu. a
Lincoln).

Sa. a

bend

betw. six escallops or (another, ar.).
Foulchampe. Per pale sa. and az. six escallops ar. three,
two, and one.
first

—

—

Ne quid nimis.
6a. on a
Foulerton.
Crest

fesse ar. three otters'

heads

sa.

— A Cornish chough sa.

Fouleshurst

(cos. Chester,

Esses, and Leicester).

Gu.

fretty or, a chief erm.

Foulhtirst

Lancaster). Gu. a fret or, on a chief of the
second two mullets of the first.
Foxilion (co. Derby). Sa. a bend betw. six escallops or.
Foulis (Colinton, co. Edinburgh, bart. 1634). Ar. three
Crest
A dexter hand couped,
laurel leaves slipped vert.
holding a sword in pale, supporting a wreath of laurel all ppr.
(CO.

—

—

Motto Mente manuque prsesto.
FoTilis (Woodhall, co. Edinburgh; cadet of Colinton, succeeded eventually to the representation of that family). Ar.
Crest
three laurel leaves shpped vert within a bordure erm.
A flowerpot with a branch of laurel springing out of it.
deficit.
Motto Non
Foulis (Ravelstoun, co. Edinburgh, bart.; attainted 1746).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three laurel leaves vert a primrose or.
Crest
K dove volant, holding a leaf in her beak ppr. Motto

—

—

—

—Thure

Foulis

et jure.
(Batho, Scotland).

leaves vert, as

many

Ar. on a chev. betw. three laurel
plates.
Crest
A dove holding in the

—

olive branch ppr.
Motto—Vsis..
(Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. a holly branch betw. three
bay leaves slipped vert. Motto I rise by Industry.
Foulis (Ingleby Manor, co. York, bart.). Ar. three laurel
leaves erect ppr.
Out of a crescent ar. a cross
Crest
formee fitch^e sa. Another Crest A demi unicorn winged.
Foulis (Heslerton, co. York; descended from Foulis, of
Ingleby Manor, a branch of the Scotch house of Fonus,
of Colinton).
Same Arms. Crests— \%X. A demi unicorn
winged ppr. 2nd Out of a crescent ar. a cross formee

beak an

Foulis

—

—

—

:

;

:

Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets sa.
Foulke, or Fulko (Wickwonen, co. Worcester). Ar. on a
chev. gu. betw. three owls sa. as many lozenges of the field,
each charged with an erm. spot, on a chief az. three acorn
branches or. Crest A squirrel sejant az. bezantee gorged
with a collar or, holding in the paws an acorn branch vert,
(co. Stafford).

—

fructed gold.

Foulke.

Per pale indented or and gu. a bordure counter-

changed.

Foulke. Gu. a fesse or, betw. six martlets ar.
Foulkes. Gu. crusily fitchee or, a lion ramp, ar.,

Crest

—k

head erased and collared per pale ar. and sa. counterchanged.
Poulkeworth. Ar. on a cross flory gu. five escallops of
lion's

the

derived through

;

Arms, those of Hughes, of Gwerclas, viz., ar. a lion ramp.
sa. armed and langued gu.
Sa. on a cross engr. or, five pellets. Crest
X
greyhound's head erased sa. collared or.
Foulslierst (co. Lancaster). Gu. a fret or, on a chief of

—

Fouller.

the second two mullets of the field.
(Crewe, co. Chester). Same Arms, the chief
erm. Crest
A unicorn's head erminois attired or.
Foulson (Hu.st-Foulson). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
chev. ar. in chief a mullet betw. two crescents and in base a
crescent betw. two mullets or., for Foulston 2nd and 3rd,
az. an arrow in bend ppr. betw. two bendlets ar. the whole
betw. six leopards' faces or., for Hunt. Crests 1st, Foulstos

—

—

:

A

demi lion gu. gorged with a collar and charged on the
shoulder with five mullets saltirewise ar. holding in the
mouth a crescent or.; 2nd, Hunt: A leopard's face az. in
front of two arrows, points downwards, in saltire ppr. betw.
two wings or each charged with a cross potent az.
Foulston (co. Devon). Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents
ar.
Crest — A demi lion ramp. ar.
Foultliebury (co. Beds). Erm. on a

gu. three

chief

roses o>

Foultliorpe. Ar. a cross moline sa.
Founder, or Foundaure. Ar. a bend betw. two

—

lions

ramp. az.
Out of a ducal coronet a grifiBn's head
Crest
betw. two wings all ppr.
Founders, Company of (London granted by Cooke,
Clarenceux). Az. a laver pot (i.e. a vase) betw. two taper
candlesticks or.
Crest
A fiery furnace ppr. two arms of the
last issuing from clouds on the sinister side of the first,
vested az. holding in both hands a pair of closing tongs sa.
taking hold of the melting pot in the furnace ppr. Motto
;

—

—

God

the only founder.

Foundling Hospital.

Per fesse az. and vert, in chief a
crescent ar. betw. two mullets of six points or, in base an
infant exposed, stretching out its arms for help ppr. Crest
A lamb pass. ar. holding in its mouth a sprig of laurel vert.
Suppoi-ters Two emblematical figures
the dexter, representing Nature, and the sinister Wisdom. Motto
Help.

—

—

;

—

Fountain, or Fountay^ie (Uawcombe and

Stokenham,
CO. Devon; John Fountaine, of the latter place, aged 32.
Visit. 1620).
Ar. three bars gemcls gu. on a canton az. a
Crest
An eagle's head erased, holding
lion pass, guard, or.
in the beak a snake.
Fountain (Belchamp St. Paul, co. Essex granted -22 Feb.
1619).
Gu. a bend or, in the sinister chief a cinquefoil ar.

—

;

(another, erm.).

Fountain (Loch

fitch^e sa.

Foulke

Merioneth

Morgan ap Robert, of Branas, from Rhts-ap-Ievan, Baron
of Kymmer, Crogen, and Branas, in Edeirnion, ancestor of
Hughes, of Gwerclas, Baron of Kymmer-yn-Edeirnion).

;

Az. a cross betw. a pelican in her nest in

(Scotland).

and fourth quarters, and a cinquefoil in the second
and third ar. Creit A stag's head gu. armed ar. Motto
the

co.

Foulshurst

chief ar.

Foulchampe, or Foulgreham (co.

Fouler

P OXJ

Foulks (Cilan-yn-Edeimion,

bezants.

quo

Crest

Ar. on a fesse az. three

Hill, Scotland).

—An

eagle rising ppr.

— Praeclarius

Motto

difficilius.

Fountaine

(Narford Hall, co. Norfolk. "Visit. Norfolk, 1563.
Elizabeth Fountain-e, sister and heiress of Sir Andrew
Fountaine, the heiress of this family, which flourished iu
Norfolk, temp. Henry III,, m. Col. Edward Clent her only
dau. and heiress, Elizabeth Clent, m. Capt. W. Price, anil
left an only son, Brigg Price, Esq., of Narford, who assumed
Or, a fesse gu. betw. three
the name of Fountaine).
An elephant ppr. Motto
elephants' heads erased sa. Crest
"Vix ca nostra voco.
Fountaine-Wilson. See Wilson.
Fountains-Abbey (co. York). Gu. a cross betw. four
lions ramp. ar. (another coat, az. three horseshoes or,
;

—

—

two and one).

field.

Foulks.

Ar. two sugar-canes in saltire ppr. surmounted by
a fleur-de-lis gu. on a chief az. three plates, each charged
with a mullet sa. Crest Out of a tower ar. a demi eagle sa.
beaked or, holding in the mouth a fleur-de-Us gu.
Foulkes (Eriviatt, or "Yr Eifiad," co. Denbigh; derived
from Gronwt ap-Davvdd, usually styled "Y
Pextvtn," one of the few Welsh chieftains who espoused the
cause of Edward I., in his conquest of Wales. Gbonwt,
descended from Marchijdd, living in the ninth century,
head of one of the Fifteen Tribes of North Wales).
Gu.
three boars' heads erased ar. in pale, quartering Eoberts, of
Rhydonneu and Bryntangor, Jocelvn, of Stansteadbury,
Salusburt, of Bryn-y-Barkit, and WTNffE, of Macs-y-Coed.
Crest
A boar's head, as in the arms. Motto (as used by
some families of the name) Jure non dono.
Foulkes (Rev. Henky Foulkes, D.D., Principal of Jesus
College, Oxford, 1827).
Or. three boars" heads couped
in pale sa.
Crest
A boar's head, as j.i the arms.
Foulkes (Medland, co. Devon). Kz three lions pass, in

—

—

—

—

Fountavill.
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ar.

Fountbery, Ferontbery, or

an incscutcheon of tho

Faukethbery

(co.

—

Erm. on a chief gu. three roses or. Crest
cross pattee ar. enwrapped by a snake vert.
FountingMen. Az. a fret or, on a canton of the second
a lion's gamb erased and erect of the first.
Fourbins. Or, a chev. az. betw. three leopards' faces sa. u
bordure gu. Crest A sheaf of arrows ppr. banded gu.
Fourches. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Fourde (Penshurst, co. Kent Margaret, eldest dau. and coheir of Richard Fourde, to. John Ashfield, of Estborpe, co.
Visit. Oxon. l.'J74).
Sa. in
Oxford, cir. Reg. Henry VI.
chief two lions ramp, addorsed or, in base bendy wavy ar. and
Bedford).

—

;

az.

Fourdes
lions

(co, Sliddlesex).

ramp.

Fournier.
volant or.

Az. a fesse danccttee betw. threo

or.

Az. a
Crest

Fournivall.

pale ar.

Az. three bends

last.

hawk

volant ar. seizing a heron also

— A martlet per

fcs.se az.

and

Ar. a bend gu. betw. six mai

ar.

ilets sa.

A

Ar. fretty

on a chief of the

sa.

mullets of the first.
(Bluntisham, co.

Fowbery

last

two

Durham, and Newbald, co. York).
Vert a staR pass. ar. attired or. Crest A stag's head ar. atcharged on the neck with three trefoils slipped vert,
one and two.
Fowbery (co. Huntingdon). Same Arms. Crest A stag's
head ar. attired or, charged on the neck with three trefoils
slipped vert, one and two, holding in the moutU a rose gu.
stalked and leaved vert.
Fowell (Fowell's Combe, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1692; an
Anglo-Saxon family, stated to have existed at Fowell's Combe
previously to the Conquest. Sir Edmond Fowell, of Fowell's
Combe, Knt., M.P. for co. Devon, was created a baronet in
his grandson. Sir John Fowell, of Fowell's Combe, the
1661
third and last baronet, M.P. for Totnes, d. in 1692, when the
male representation of the family devolved upon his kinsman,
William Fowell, Esq., of Black Hall and Diptford). Ar. a
chev. sa. on a chief gu. three mullets pierced of the first.
Out of a mural crown ppr. an antelope's head ar.
Crest
Another Crest A griffin's head erased ar. struck
attired gu.
through the breast with an arrow ppr. Motto—Jioa ostento

—

tired or,

—

;

—

—

Bichard L, who, by his extraordinary vigilance, having saved
the Christian camp from a nocturnal surprise, received the
honour of knighthood on the field from his sovereign, who
says tradition, caused the crest which Sir Richard then bore
a hand and lure, to be changed to the vigilant owl). Az. on
a chev. (another, engr.) betw. three lions pass, guard, or, as
many crosses form^e (another, moline) sa. Ci-est An owl ar.
ducally gorged or.
Another Crest A cubit arm habited az.
holding in the hand ppr. a lure vert, feathered ar. lined or,
twisted round the arm.
Fowler (Hamage Grange, co. Salop, bart., extinct 1773;
descended from William Fowler, second brother of Brien
FowLEB, Esq., of St. Thomas). Same Arms, <fec.
Fowler (Pendeford, co. Stafford; descended from James
Fowler, youngest brother of Bbien Fowler, Esq., of St.
Thomas). Same Arms, &c.
Fow^ler (Stonehouse, co. Gloucester granted 13 March,
Quarterly, az. and or, in the 1st quarter a hawk's
1606).
lure and line of the second. Crest
An ostrich's head or,
betw. two wings ar. holding in the beak a horseshoe az.
Fowler (co. Leicester). Gu. a chev. betw. three herons'
heads erased ar.

;

and Motto.
Fo'well (Plymouth and Harewood House, co. Cornwall; descended from John Fowell, Esq., barrister-at-law, town clerk
of Plymouth, a younger son of Richard Fowell, Esq., of
Fowell's Combe, grandfather of Sir Edmond Fowell, the first
bart.). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Fowell (Corsham, co. Wilts descended from Bichard
Fowell, a younger son of Fowell, of Black Hall). Same
Anns, Crest, and Motto.
Fowey. Erm. on a chief gu. three cinquefoils ar.
Crest

;

Fowick.

Ar. a fesse betw. three annulets gu.
(Lowesby, co. Leicester, bart.). Vert a fieur-de-lis
ar. Crest— A dexter arm embowed, habited vert, cuff ar.
holding in the hand an arrow or, barbed and fliglited of the
second, point downwards. Motto Arma tuentur pacera.
(cos. Dorset, Stafford, and London). Same Arms.
Crest
An Indian goat's head erased ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1653). Sa.me Arms and Crest.
(DubUn; impalement on Fun. Ent. 1660, of Doctor
Tate). Vert a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three escallops ar.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1666, Colonel John Fowke,
buried at Ardee, co. Louth. He was son and heir of John
Fowke, third son of Boger Fowke, third son of Fowke, of
Brewood, co. Stafford). Vert a fleur-de-lis ar. a mullet on a
crescent or, for diff. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
sword erect entwined with a serpent descending, all ppr.
(Elmsthorpe, co. Liecester). Ar. a chev. gu. on a
chief of the last three mullets pierced of the first.
(granted 1580). Az. a fleur-de-lis ar. on a chief indented of the last a lion pass. gu.
(London). Sa. two bars ar. Crest— A golden fleece

Fowke

—

Fowke

;

—

lion pass. gu.

FO'wler (Horton

Hall, and Leek, co. Stafford). Az. (another,
gu.) on a chev. ar.betw. three lions pass, guard, or, as many
crosses pattee sa.

Fowler (granted

1693 Edward Fowler, Bishop of GloucesPer pale gu. and sa. on a chev. or, betw. three
guard,
erm. crowned gold, as many quatrefoils
lions pass,
vert.
Crest
A stork ar. membered gu. holding in the bill a

•

Fowkes

—

cross formee fitchee or.

Fowler.

(Alderman Fowkes, of Dublin, Beg. Ulster's

Office).

—

two wolves' heads erased gu. a bordure engr.
charged with eight escallops of the field.
Ar. three cocks or, beaked and legged gu.

Or,

of the last

collared az.

(granted to John Fowler, Esq., of Clifton, co.
Quarterly, per pale indented az. and or, in the
lure, and in the 2nd and 3rd a

Gloucester).
1st

and 4th quarters a hawk's

lion pass, counterchanged.

—

:

—

Fowler

(Gunton Hall,

arm vested

az.

vert, string twisted

A griffin's head erased ar. pierced through the neck
with an arrow gu. barbed of the first, vulncd of the second.
Fowle (River Hall, co. Sussex). Gu a lion pass, guard, betw.
three roses or, barbed vert. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or,
an arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished gold, holding in
the hand ppr. a battle axe al.so gold.
Fowle (Chute Lodge, co. Wilts). Same Arms and Crest.
Fo'wle (Market Lavington, co. Wilts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. three roses or, barbed and seeded
ppr., for Kowle; 2nd and 3rd, az. a stag's head cabosscd ar.
an annulet for diff., for Leooe. Crents Ist, Fowle: Out of a
ducal coronet or, a dexter arm in armour embowed ppr.
garnished and holding in the hand a battle axe gold. '<;nd,
Leooe Out of a ducal coronc^t or, a plume of feathers ar.
and az. Motto Boutez en avant.
FO'wler (Uicott, co. Bedford). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three
lapwiiiKS or, as many crosses pattce sa. Ci-est
An owl ar.
•lui-ally gorged gu.
Fowrler (St. Thomas, co. Stafford descended from Sir Richard
iowLER, of Foxlcy, co. Butkinghani, a Crusader, temp.

Fowler

—

:

—

—

;
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co. Suffolk).

Same Arms.

Crest

—

grasping in the hand ppr. a hawk's luro

round the arm.

Fowler (Thomwood

—

— An ostrich's head couped

chev. ar. betw. three Uons pass, guard, or, as many crosses
pattee sa. Crests 1st, Fowler: An owl ar. ducally crowned
An arm erect vested per pale az. and
or; 2nd, Englefield
Motto
gu. cuffar. the hand holding a branch of laurel ppr.
Sapiens qui vigilat.

A lion
Az. a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three escallops ar. Crest
pass. az. charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis or.
Fowkroy. Or, three Uons pass, in pale sa. Crest— A lion's
gamb holding an ostrich's feather ppr.
Fo'^lchampe. Sa. a bend betw. six escallops ar.
Fowle (Sandhurst, co. Kent, and Salhurst, co. Sussex). Ar. a
chev. gu. on a chief of the last three mullets of the first.
Crest

Crest

the beak a horseshoe sa. betw. two wings ar. each
charged with two cinquefoils in pale az.
Fowler (Windlesham House, Bagshot, co. Surrey). Az. on a
or, in

cubit

ppr-

Fo'wkes

;

ter, 1697).

Fowler

Fowke

Sir

bart., 1628, was descended from
owner of the Manor of Berners, or
1548). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three

Barnersbury, Islington,
herons or, as many crosses formee gu.
In a glass window in Waterstoke
(co. Oxford.
Church, to William Fowler and Cicely, his wife. Visit.
Ar. (another, or) three wolves' heads erased gu. a
1574).
bordure of the last charged with eight caatles or.
FO'wler (co. Salop). Ar. three leopards' heads sa. in chief a

Fowke
Fowke

Fowke

first

Esq.,

Fowler

Fowler.

—

(Islington, co. Middlesex, bart., extinct 1656,

Thomas Fowler,
Thomas Fowler,

—

Fowke

—

—

Fowler

sed ostendo.

Fo'well (Black Hall and Diptford, co. Devon descended from
William Fowell, Esq., of Black Hall, 6. 1556, second son of
BiCHABD FowHiLL, of Fowhill's Combe, grandfather of Sir
Edmond Fowell, of Fowell's Combe, the first bart.). Same
Arms,

FO W

THE GENERA.L ARMORY,

FO U
Foutesberst.

Lodge, Kensington, and Braemon, co.

Quafterly, az. and sa. three crosses pattee betw. two
chevronels or, in chief two lions pass, guard, of the last, and
Boss).

—

an owl ar. Crest An owl ar. collared and charged
on the breast with a cross pattee gu. wreathed about the
head with ivy vert and resting his dexter claw upon a cross
in base

—

Motto Sapiens qui vigilat.
(Scotland). Az. a cross or, betw. a pelican of the
second feeding her young in the Ist and 4th quarters, and
a cinquefoil ar. in the 2nd and 3rd.
Fo'wler-Butler. See Butler.
pattee or.

—

Fowles.

Crest
Ar. three laurel leaves erect vert.
crescent ar. betw. the horns a cross pattde fltchoe sa.
Fowleshurst (co. Salop). Gu. fretty or, on a chief ar. two

mullets pierced sa.

Fo'wliche.

Fowlingre

Gu. a

fret or,

betw. three annulets gu. as

Fow^lish.
of the

and chief of the

(Ireland, Beg. Ulster's Office).

Gu.

many

last.

Ar. on a chev.

trefoils slipped or.

fretty or,

on a chief of the second two mullets

York).

Ar. a cross moline, a crescent for

first.

Fowlthorpe

(co.

dilT.

Fowndowre.

Ar. a bend betw. two lions ramp. az.
Thomas
(I'lymouth, co. Cornwall
FowNEs, descended from Wiluam Fones, Esq., of Saxby, co.
Az. two eagles
Visit. 1C20).
Worcester, trmp. Henry V.

Fow^nes, or Fones

displ. in chief

and a mullet

;

in base ar.

A

FO
Fownes

(co.

Devon

;

W

A

more than

heads erased or, within a bordure flory of the second, and on a
canton of the same a drinking cup of the third, bearing three
fleurs-de-Us ppr. on the urn, and charged in the centre with
a rose gu. The canton was granted to commemorate the
descent of the Fox family from a branch of the Crokers, of
Lineham. Crest A fox sejant or, collared flory az. the
paw resting on a fleur-de-lis az. Motto Faire sans dire.
Fox (Embleton-Fox). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Fox, sa. on
a fesse engr. betw. two foxes pass. ar. a fox pass, of the field;
2nd and 3rd, Embleton, erminois on a bend nebuly az. a
fleur-de-Us betw. two crescents or. Crests
1st, Fox
A fox's
head erased ar. gorged with a collar engr. sa. within a chain
in arch or; 2nd, Embleton: Issuant from clouds ppr. a
crescent ar.^betw. the horns a fleur-de-lis or. Motto
Non
imniemor beneficii.
Fox ^Malton and Thorpe under Willows, co. York). Gu. a
chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased or.
Fox (Edward Fox, Bishop of Bath and Wells, 149'2-94; of
Durham, 1494-1501 and of Winchester, 1501-28 Lord Privy
Seal and Counsellor to Henry VH. and VIII., obit 1528;
Founder of Corpus Christi Coll., Oxon.). Az. a pelican in her
piety or, vulned ppr.
Fox. Same Arms, a bordure or.
Fox (CO. Cornwall, Brishngton House, Bristol, <fec.). Az. on a
bend engr. erm. cotised or, three foxes' heads erased gu. a
border of the second.
Ci-est
A fox sejant gu. collared and
chained or, supporting with the sinister paw a pennon, staff
ppr. flag az. semee de lis gold. Motto J'ay ma foi tenu tk

two centuries, previously of Saxby Saphy, co. Worcester).
Same Arms. Crest A stump of an oak, with a branch on
each side ppr.
FO'Wiies (CO. Stafford). Same Arms.
Fownes. Az. three eagles displ. ar. Cresl .K hawk holding in the dexter claw an ear of wheat ppr.
Fownes. See Fownes-Luttrell.
Fownes (Woodstock, co. Kilkenny, bart., extinct temp.
George III.; granted to William Fownes, Esq., Joint
Kangcr of the Phoenix Park, High Sheriff of Dublin, 1697,
and Lord Mayor, 1708, created a bart., 1724; his great
granddaughter, heiress of the family, Sarah Fownes, m.,

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

Motto E{ vitam impendere vero.
Fox-Strang-ways {Earl of Ilchester). See Steangwats.
(Little Eppleton, co. Durham).
Erm. on a chev. az.
Crest
On a chapeau az.
three foxes' heads erased or.
turned up erm. a fox sejant or. Motto Video et taceo.
Fox (Missenden, co. Bucks). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
cocks gu. on a chief az. a fox courant or. Crest
A lion
sejant guard, or, supporting with the dexter foot a book gold.
Or, two bends az. on a chief of the last a
(CO. Lincoln).
fox courant of the first.
Fox (Youlgrave, co. Derby). Or, a chev. gu. betw. three
Crest A fox pass. az.
foxes' heads erased az.
Fox (cos. Hereford and Leicester and Ludlow, co. Salop).
Ar. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased gu. Crest

Fox

ma puissance.
Fox. Gu. on a

chev. erm. a pale az. charged with a pelican
vulning herself or, betw. three lions' heads erased of the
last, within a bordure gold hurtee.
Fox. Or, three foxes' heads couped gu.
Fox. Ar. on a bend betw. two lions pass. az. three foxes'
heads erased or.
Fox, or Sionnach (Kilcourcy, co. Tipperary). Ar. a
lion ramp, and in chief two dexter hands couped at the
wrist gu.
Crest
An arm embowed in armour, holdinjj a
sword all ppr. Motto Sionnach aboo.
(Fox Hall, CO. Longford; Fun. Ent. of Sir Patrick Fox,
Knt., of Moyvore, co. Westmeath, d. Jan. 1618; descended
from the ancient Irish Sept of O'Sionach, Anglice Fox). Az.
a sceptre in bend betw. two regal crowns, and a chief or.
Crest
A sceptre betw. two wings. Motto Nee elatus nee

—
—

—

Fox

—

—

—

fox pass. gu.
(Greet, Yardley,

Same Arms and

and King's Norton,

co.

Worcester).

dejectus.
Visit.

(Ireland; Smitli's Ordhiary).
Same Arms. Crest
fox sejant ppr.
(Province of Munster," Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. three
foxes pass, in pale sa.
(registered to Rev. Smyth Whitelaw Fox, M.A., of
Bathmines, co. Dublin, and of Cupidstown, co. Kildare).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chev. gu. three foxes'
heads erased or, a canton of the second, charged with a
trefoil of the third, for Fox
2nd, gu. three plates, on a
chief ar. a lion pass, of the field, for Masdoce 3rd, sa. a
chev. betw. three boars' heads fessways couped ar., for
Whitelaw. Ci-est—Oa a ducal coronet ppr. a fox sejant or.
Motto Fortitudine et sapientia.
(granted, 1840, to Edwin Ftdell Fox, Esq., of Bath,
and the other issue of Edward Long Fox, Esq., M.D.). Az.
on a bend engr. erm. cotised or, three foxes' heads erased
gu. all within a border of the second. Crest A fox sejant
gu. collared and chained or, supporting by his sinister paw a
flagstaff, thereon a banner az. semee of fleurs-de-lis or.
Motto— J'&y ma foi tenu & ma puissance.
Foxall (London). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three foxes' heads
erased gu. Crest— A grifiBn's head or, erased gu. ducally

Fox

—

hea^

Fox

or.

Fox.

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three foxes' heads erased gu.
collared and ringed or, as many bezantsi
A fox's
Crest
head erased gu. collared and ringed or.
(London, and co. York). Erm. a chev. az. betw. three
foxes' heads erased ppr.
Crest
A fox's head as in the arms.

—

Fox

;

;

—

Fox

(High Holbom, co. Middlesex granted 12 June, 1632).
Erminois a chev. betw. three fgxes' heads erased gu. langued
;

—

Fox

ar.

Fox

Northampton Anne, dau. of Michael
that place, m. Walter Savage, of Clanfield, co.

(Chacombe,

Fox, of

co.

;

—

Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Oxford.
Gu. a chev. erminois betw.
three lions' heads erased or, on a chief barry nebulee ar. and
purp. a pale az. charged with a pelican of the third, all within
a border of the same charged with ten hurts. Ci-est A fox

—

per pale ar. and gu. in the mouth a rose
branch flowered of the last, stalked and leaved vert.
Fox (co. Northampton). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three lions'
heads erased ar. on a chief of the second a fesse nebulee
charged with a griffin's head of the first.
Fox. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three lions' heads erased or, a
chief per fesse wavy az. and gold.
Fox. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or, a chief
ar.
Crest
On a mount an oak tree growing among grass
pass, reguard.

gorged of the

(London). Ar, two bars gu.
Foxall. Ar. a bend engr. az.
Foxall (Ireland; confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1649, to
Lieut. Thomas Foxall, who served Charles I. in the regiment of foot under command of Col. Anthony Hungerford).
Gu. a chev. chequy ar. and sa. betw. iliree foxes' heads

—

Crest— A horse's head couped sa,
erase4 of the second.
pierced through the neck with the shiver of a lance gu.
Foxcote (CO. Huntingdon). Or (another, ar.) on a cross az.

Eer pale vert and sa. a cross paltee ar.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. betw. two crosses
potent sa. and vert a fox pass. ar.
Fox (co. Essex). Quarterly, sa. and vert a cross crosslet ar
Fox. Or, three foxes' heads erased ppr. a bordure ar.
semec of eagles displ. sa. Crest— An eagle displ. sa.
(co. Essex).

—

five escallops of the field.

Foxcote.
Foxcott.
Foxcroft

Ar. a bend engr. az.
Ar. on a bend az. three cronels reversed or.
ll.arl. M.S.
(Halifax and Newgrange, co. York,
4360.
For Tull pedigree of this family, see Poulsons
" Beverlac"). Az. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased or.
Foxlay. Sa. three garbs ar. banded or, a chief of the

Fox(Bramham Park, co. York).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, enUva
chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased gu., for Fox; 2nd and

a lion ramp. gu. withi« a border sa. on a canton of
a harp and crown or, for Lane.
(Grove Hill, Falmouth, co. Cornwall; claiming descent
from the noble family of Fox). Erm. on a chev. az. three foxes'

3rd, ar.

the

first

second.

Fox
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last.

Foxall

ppr.

Fox

—

Fox

1619.

WiLUAM Fox, great-grandson of George Fox, of Market
Bosworth). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
(London).
Ar. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased
gu. collared or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a greyhound's

Fox

—

—

Crest.

Fox (Osmaston Hall, co. Derby). Same Ai-ms.
Fox (Ratchff and Bosworth, co. Leicester.

—

Fox

;

Fox

;

;

the Treasury to King Charles II., d. 28 Oct. 1716; granted
at Brussels by Sir Edward Walker, Garter, 30 Oct. 1658).
Erm. on a chev. az. three foxes' headserased or, on a canton
On a chapeau
of the second a fleur-de-lis of the third. Crest
Supporters
Dexter, a
az. turned up erm. a fox sejant or.
fox ar. gorged with a collar gobony gu. and of the first,
thereon three roses of the second, and holding in the mouth a
sinister, a fox ar. gorged as the
rose slipped and leaved ppr.

—

:

—

William TiGHE, Esq., of Rossana, M.P.). Erm.achev.
gu. betw. two eagles displ. in chief az. armed or, and a
Out of a ducal coronet
mullet in base of the second. Crest
or, an eagle displ. az. armed gold.
(Lord Holland, created 1762, extinct 1869 descended
from llight Hon. Sir Stephen Vox, Lord Commissioner of

Fox

—

—

1765,

dexter, chained or.

FOX

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

resident in that county for

Foxley
]

Gu. two bars ar.
(co. Berks).
leg erased at the thigh sa. belled or.

Crest

—A

hawk-'i

FOX
Foxley

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
At. a fesse engr. betw. three

Xorthamptoii).

(co.

cinquefoils sa.

Foxley.

Ar. a cross ena;r. betw. four cinquefoils sa.
Foxley (co. Dorset; crsntcd by Camden, Claronceux, to
Job:< Foxlet, Shaftesbury, co. Dorset, 1609). Ar. a saltiie
chequy or and sa. betw. four trefoils of the second.

Foxton (co.

Cambridge and London).

Ar. a chev. (another,

engr.) gu. l>etw. three buglcliorns sa. garnished or.
rose ar. barbed vert.

Crest

—

A

Fox'well.

Per chev. vert and erm. in chief two leopards'
Crest

faces or.

—A galley ppr.

Foxwest (London). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses
Crent — A reindeer's head erased ppr.
fitchee sa.
Foy.

Paly of eight

sa.

and

eel

Foy, or Le Foy. Ar. six pellets, three,
Foyle (cos. Hants and Dorset, 1609). At.

two, and one.
a cross counterbetw. four trefoils slipped of the
second. Crest A horse's head ar. criued gu. gorged with
two bars compony or and sa.
Foyle (cos. Dorset and Stafford). Ar. a saltire betw. four
sa.

and

—

—

viridis.

Franceis

ppr.

compony

—

—

crosslet

Crest— An

a crescent gu.

ar.

FBA

a hurst ppr. on a chief wavy az. three fleur.s-dc-lis or. Crest
A mount, thereon a hurst as in the arms, from the centre
tree a shield pendent gu. charged with a fleur-de-lis or, strap
az.
Motto Virtus semper viridis.
France. Ar. on a chief gu. three lions ramp. or. Crcsi~Oa
a mount vert an ermine ppr.
Prance (Ystym Colwyn, Oswestry, co. Salop). Ar. on
mount in base a hurst ppr. a chief wavy az. charged with
three fleurs-de-lis or. CreU
A mount, thereon a hurst as
in the arms, from the centre tree a shield pendent gu. chargeil
with a fleur-de-lis or, strap az.
Motto Virtus semper

or,

—

trefoils slipped sa.

Foyle

(co. Hants).
Gu. a saltire chequy or and of the first,
betw. four crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
Crest A cross crossbetw. two wings expanded chequy or and gu.
Foyle (Somerford-Keynes, co. Wilts). Gu. a saltire compony
coimter-compony or and az. betw four crosses crosslet iitchde
ar.
Crest
A cross crosslet ar. betw. two dra^'ons' wings
chequy or and az.
Foyle (Reg. Ulster's OtBce). Or, a rose az. barbed vert.
Foyster (granted to Samdcl Foyster, Esq., of St. Pancras, co.
Middlesex, by Heard, Garter, and Lock, Clarenccux, 28
June, 1784).
Az. a chev. erminois betw. two buglehorns in
chief and a stag's head erased in base or.
Crest
A demi
stag ppr. attired and unguled or, collared with a bar gemelle
gu. thereto suspended a buglehom gold, stringed of tho

—

let fitchee ar.

—

—

(Lord Mayor of London, 1400). Erm. on a canton
a harp ar. Crest A hand issuing from a cloud seizing
a stag by the horns all ppr.
Franceis (Gifford HaU, co. Suffolk). Gu. a chev. engr. erm.
betw. three falcons displ. ar. beaked, legged, belled, and

—

sa.

jessed or.

Franceis, Fraunceis, or Francis

(Foremark, co.
Derby, 13G0; Jane, dau. and heiress of William Fkau.ncts,
Esq., of Foremark, m. Sir Thomas Burdett, Bart.). Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Crest— A falcon
rising or, in its beak a vine branch fructed ppr.
Franceis (CoxUench, descended from Foremark). Same

Arms and

Frances

Somerset).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
mullets pierced gu.
Frances. Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. gu. Crest
An eagle, -wings endorsed or, standing on a branch of grapes
reflexed over his head, fructed ppr. leaved vert.
Frances. Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles displ. -with two
heads gu.

—

Frances, or Francey.
gu. (another,

Frances
az.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets

sa.).

Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles dispL
The stump of an oak shooting forth a branch

(Scotland).

Crest

from the

third.

Crest.
(go.

—

sinister vert.

James, Westminster; granted 1757). Or, on
a chev. engr. gu. betw. two storks rising in chief az. beaked
and membered of the second, and in base on a mount vert

Francey. Ar. two chev. betw. three mullets sa.
Franceys. Vert a fesse counterflory of fleurs-de-lis
Franch. Ar. a cross triparted sa.

an ash

Francham.

Fraig^neau

(St.

tree ppr. three annulets of the

Crest

first.

—A

stork

beaked and membered gu. holding in the beak a slip

close ar.

Framework

Company

Knitters,
of (London). Ar.
sa. garnished or, with work pendent in base
gu. Supporter3— Dexter, a student of the University of
Oxford, vested ppr. sinister, a woman ppr. vested az. handkerchief, apron, and cuffs to the gown ar., in the dexter
hand a knitting-needle, and in the sinister a piece of worstedknit gu. Motto
Speed, strength, and truth united.
Quarterly, ar. and az. four crescents countera knitting frame

;

—

Framham.
changed.

Framing-ham

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three

(co. Norfolk).

Cornish choughs ppr.

Crest

—A demi Moor, brandishing a

scymitar, and therewith attacking a tiger issuing

on the

a chev. betw. three crescents erminois.
(llartlip, co. Kent).
Gu.
a chev. betw. three close helmets ar. plumed or. Crest -in
elephant or, armed gu. gorged with a chaplct vert.
Framling-ham. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three Cornish
choughs sa. beaked and legged of the second. Crest
A lion's head erased guard, or, sem^ of hurts and
Sa.

Framling-ham, or Fremlin

—

—

torteaux.

F^amlingham.

Ar. a (esse sa. (another, az.) thereon
another dancettee of the first (another or).
Fram.pton (Moreton, t«nij>. Edward III., and Buckland, co.
Dorset). Ar. a bend gu. cotised sa. Crest
A greyhound
sejant ar. collared gu. ringed or. Motto Perseverando.
Frampton (Upway, co. Dorset). Sa. three bars ar. in chief

—

many

—

crescents or.

Frampton, or Fram.ton.

Sa.

two

lions'

paws

issuin.^

out of the dextiir and sinister base points chevronways ar.
armed gu.

Frampton.

Barry of six

second three crescents

Framsham

(co.

ar.

and gu. on a chief of the

Gu. three bars

Framyngham

Quarterly, ar.

and

az. four

many crescents or.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw.
camel's head erased az.

ar. in chief as

(co. Suffolk,

three Comi.sh choughs ppr.
bezantee.

1584).

Crest— A

France, Kingdoza of (ancient). Az. scmt-e-de-lis or.
France, Kingdom of (modem, changed by Charles VI.).
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

A

Francies.

Francis

Erm. three bars sa.
Derb; and Essex).

Gu. a

(cos.

.Sujiporters— Two iingc\s.

Crest —

fleur-de-lis or.

3'rance(IJostock
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saltire betw. four

crosses formee or.

Francis

(Cookmaines, co. Hertford). Ar. on a chev. -wavy
betw. three eagles displ. gu. as many estoiles of the first.
Crest On the trunk of a vine tree fructed an eagle, wings

—

elevated

Francis

all

ppr.

Derby; granted 4 May, 1577).
Per bend or
sa. a lion ramp, countcrchanged.
Crest An eagle displ.
erm. beaked and membered or.
Francis (co. Derby ; Har. MS. 1400). Ar. a chev. betw.
three eaglets gu.
Francis (granted, 1806, to Sir Philip Francis, K.C.B., JI.P.
for Appleby, co. Westmoreland, son of Rev. Phiup Francis,
D.D., Trin. Coll., Dublin). Per bend sinister sa. and or, a
lion ramp, countcrchanged, charged on the shoulder with a
shamrock countcrchanged of the field. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder
with a shamrock or, holding in the paws a garb of the last.
Francis (granted to Thomas Jobn Francis, Esq., captain IGth
(the Queen's) Regiment of Light Dragoons (Lancers), eldest
son and heir of Thomas Francis, Esq., late of Ghwathodde,
CO. Glamorgan, and the Mall, Hammersmith, Middlesex).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three eagles displ. gu. as many trefoils
of the field. Crest A falcon rising ppr. guttde dc sang, in the
beak a vine branch fructed also ppr. Motto Ou le sort,
(co.

—

—

—

—

Appelle.

Fi'ancis (Quy

Per chev. or and vair,
in chief two eagles displ. gu.
Upon a mount vert, in
Crest
front of three cars of wheat or, a dove ar. beaked and membered gu. in the beak a .sprig of olive ppr.
Francis (Uicuard Francis, one of the Gentlemen of tho
Ordnance in Ireland; Fun. Ent. of his wife, 1656). Per bend
sa. and or, a lion ramp, countcrchanged.
Francis (co. Derby). Per bend az. and ar. a lion ramp,
Hall, co.

Cambridge).

—

or.

Warwick).

crescents countcrchanged.

Pramton.

VII.).

and

sinister side.

Framinghay.

a.s

Gu. three crescents ar. a chief erm.
(Bluemantle Pursuivant, temp.
Vert a saltire invecked or.
Franche. Sa. a cross triple-parted and fretted ar. Crest—
A griffin segreant ppr. collared and lined or, the end of the
line and ring turned off and held in the bill.
Francheville. Ar. on a chev. az. six bUlcts of the field.

Franche, or Franke
Henry

of ash tree ppr.

or.

Hall, co. Chester).

Ar. on a

mount

in base

countcrchanged.

Francis, or Frannoes

(co.

Derby

;

Aucb, dau. and

co-

heir of Sir John Francis, Knt., wife of William Stavelt,
Esq., of Bigncll, co. Oxford, d. 20 Oct. 1500. Visit. 1574).

Ar. a chcy. gu. betw. three eagles di^pl.

so.

A

F R
Francis

Ar. a
(co. Devon, and Combflory, co. Somerset).
bctw. three mullets gu. pierced of the field.
{Colchester, co. Essex), i'cr fessc az. and or, a lion

clicv.

Francis

Norfolk).

(co.

Az. (another, gu.) a saltire betw.

Ar. a chev. bctw. three eagles displ.
Out of a ducal coronetor, a dtmi eagle displ. gu.
gu. Cri'st
Francis (Gifford Hall, co. SufTulk). Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three falcons rising ar. legged, beaked, and belled or.
Francis. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three doves volant ar.
(co. Stafford).

—

—

—

A dove, in the beak an olive branch ppr. Motto
Insontcs ut columbEe.
Francis. Sa. on a bend gu. cotised of the same, three owls
Crest

or.

Francis

(granted to Thomas John Fkancis, Esq., Capt. 16th
Light Dragoons, eldest son and heir of Thomas Krancis, late

and the Mall, Hammersmith,
Ar. on a chev. betw. three eagles displ. gu. as
many trefoils of the field. Crest A falcon rising ppr. guttee
de sang, in the beak a vine branch fructed also ppr. Motto
of Ghwathodde, co. Glamorgan,

Middlesex).

—

— Ou

le sort appelle.

Francis, or Fraunces.

Per fesse indented

ar.

and

sa.

three cocks, each charged on the neck with a bar gemell^e

countcrchanged.
Franck. Vert on a saltire engr. or, a lion's head erased gu.
CiT.sJ
Out of a mural coronet or, a lion's head gu. betw. two
wings erminois.
Franckcheney (co. Devon). Erm. on a chief gu. three
lions ramp. ar.
Francke (Grimsby, co. Lincoln, temp. Richard 11., and cos.
Essex and Sussex). Ar. a bend engr. sa. betw. two Cornish
choughs ppr.
Crest On a staff raguly fesscways or, a
Cornish chough ppr.
Francke (cos. Derby and Lincoln). Vert a saltire engr. or.
Francke (Knighton, co. York). Gu. three hawk close ar.
all

—

—

beaked and belled or.
Or, a bend engr. sa. in the sinister chief a Cornish
chough ppr.
Francke. Ar. a bend dancett<5e sa. betw. two Cornish
choughs ppr.
Francke (Fun. Ent. of John Feancke, printer, some time
Sheriff of Dublin, d. Oct. 1620). Sa. a bend dancettee or,
betw. two martlets ar.
Francke. Gu. a saltire engr. or, a mullet for diff.
Francklin (Westlington, co. Bucks; George Francklin,
Sheriff of Bucks, 1729; Joseph Franckli.n, Sheriff of Bucks,
Ar. on a bend az. three dolphins embowed ppr.
1803).
Francklin (Moor Park, co. Herts, bart., extinct 172S;
formerly Skipton, co. York). Ar. on a bend az. three dolphins
naiantof the field.
Francklin (co. Devon). Az. a bend betw. two dolphins

Francke.

haurient,

embowed

Francklin
Bedford).

—

Crest
gu. a dolphin haurient betw. two parrots or.
dolphin's head or, erased gu. betw. two olive branches vert.

—

Motto

Sinceritate.

a landscape
ppr.

Crest

Catharine, Colman, London granted 1760). In
a fountain, thereout issuing a palm tree all
;

field

— A dexter arm habited purp. purfled and diapered

holding in the
Jl/oi(o— Sub pace copia.

or, cuff ar.

band ppr. a palm branch

vert.

—

Francois.

Gu. apale vair. Crest On the stump of a tree,
shooting forth branches, a hawk, belled ppr.
Francois. Or, ten crescents gu. on each a hawk's bell ar.

Francois.

Erm. three bars

sa.

Frandolph, or Frandolfe

Or (another,

ar.)

two

lions pass, in pale gu.

Frank
Crest

(Alderton,

—A hawk

co.

Suffolk).

Vert a

saltire

engr. or.

close, belled or.

Frank

(Boughtridge, Scotland). Vert on a saltire engr. ar.
five fleurs-de-Us of the first.
Crest
A lion saliant, tail
forked ppr. Motto Non nobis nati.
Frank (Campsal, co. York; granted to Frederick Bacon
Frank, Esq.). Per saltire az. and vert on a saltire indented
or, a falcon ppr. belled gold.
A morion ppr. thereon a
Crest
falcon also ppr. guttde de larmes and belled or. Motto Esse

—

—

—

qnam

(co.

(Knighton, co. York, 1665, and Campsall, co. York).
Vert a saltire engr. or. Crest A falcon ppr.
Franke. Vert a saltire or (another, fusily).

—

See

(Thirkelby, co. York, bart.). Az. a dolphin
or,
on a chief of the second two

embowed

—

—

—

ar.

Frankland

(Rye, co. Hertford; granted 3 March, 1568).
Az. a dolphin embowed or, on a chief of the second a bird of
the first coUared ar. betw. two saltircs couped gu. Crest
An
anchor sa. enfiled with a dolphin ar.
Frankland (co. York). Gu. a dolphin betw. two annulets
in pale or, on a chief of the second a martlet sa. betw. two
saltircs couped of the first.
Frankland (London). Gu. a dolphin naiant ar. on a chief
of the second three saltires couped az.
Franklin (Rainham, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend betw. two
lions' heads erased gu. a dolphin embowed of the field betw.
as many martlets close or, collared az. Crest
A conger
eel's head erect or, erased per fesse gu. betw. two branches

—

—

vert.

Franklin (late Governor of New Jersey).
Crest
A dolphin's head in pale ar. erased

Same Ar;ns.
gu. finned or,
betw. two branches vert. Motto— Vto rege et patria.
Franklyn (co. Kent). Gu. on a bend bctw two dolphins
or, three lions' heads erased of the first (another, tinctures

—

reversed).

Franklyn

(Moore, co. Hertford, and co. Jliddlescx). Ar.
Crest
A dolphin
embowed ppr. finned gu. pierced through the sides with two
fishing spears in s.iltire or, tied at the top.
Franklin (Sir John Frankli.v, K.C.B., the Arctic voyager).
Same Arms &c.
Franklin (Clemenstone, co. Glamorgan, and Baglan House,

on a bend

same

co.).

az. three dolphins of the field.

Same Arms,

Franklin

—

ifec.

Az. a
dolphin ar. en-

(Beccles, co. Suffolk).

dolphin embowed ar. a chief or.
twined round an anchor erect sa.
(granted, 1341, to Sir

Crest

—A

Richard Franklin, Mayor

Ar. a dolphin naiant in the sea ppr. on a chiel
gu. a trefoil slipped ar. betw. two saltircs couped or. Crest
An anchor, the fluke upward in pale, entwined with a
dolphin all ppr. Motto Anchora labciitibus undis.
Franklyn (co. York). Ar. on a bend engr. betw. three
lions' heads erased gu. a dolphin betw. two birds or.
Crest
A fish's head in pale or, erased gu. bctw. two sprigs vert.
Frankljni. Az. on a bend bctw. two dolphins embowed or,
three lions' heads erased gu.
Crest
greyhound's head
brown, collared or, betw. two wings ar.
Franklyn. Ar. on a bend betw. three lions' heads erased
gu. two dolphins or.
Franklyn. Ar. on a pale gu. a dolphin lianriant of the
first betw. two saltires engr. of the second, on a chief az. a
Crest— A hind's
lion ramp, of the first betw. two birds or.
head erased or, charged with three pellets bctw. two wings
expanded vaire or and az.
Franks. Vert on a saltire or, a tortcau. Crest On the
trunk of a tree a hawk ])pr. charged on the bre.ist with a
torteau. AnoOier Crest— On the stump of a tree ppr. a falcon
of Limerick).

—

—

—

—A

—

or.

Franks

and pommel gold.

17

or.

Viscount.

—

Az. a fesse

—

375

(rowncd

:

Crest.

Leicester; granted 6 Feb. 1689).

Frank

ar.

Crest— A dolphin ar. hauiiant, and
gu.
entwined round an anchor erect ppr.
Mottoes
1st:
Libera terra, libcrque animus; 2nd (assumed by the present bart.)
A'lo hecho Pccho
'What can't be cured must
be endured.
Frankland-Kussell (Thirkelby, co. York, bart., the
seventh bart. assumed the additional name of Russell, and
d. s. -p. m. 1849). Az. a dolphin naiant embowed or, on a chief
of the second two saltircs coupcdgu., quartering, Russell, viz.,
ar. a hon ramp. gu. a chief sa. thereon three roses of the field.
Crests— 1st: A dolphin ar. haurient and entwined round an
anchor erect ppr., for Frankland; 2nd; A goat slatant ar.
gorged with a mural crown, armed and hoofed or, for
Russell. Motto
Libera terra, libcrque animus.
Frankland (from the monumental inscription in Chichester
Cathedral, for Hesrt Frankland, Vice-Admiralof the Red).
Az.' a dolphin or, on a chief of the last two saltircs couped
gu.
Crest An anchor erect sa. entwined by a dolphin

Franks

embattled erm. betw. two dexter arms vambraced ar.
garnished or. Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a dexter
arm vambraced, as in the arms, holding a falchion ar.
hilt

naiant

—

videri.

Franke

Gu. a lion

Montmorency.

Franklyn, or Frankland

or.

(Gonalston, co. Notts, and Great Barford, co.
Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two lions' heads erased

Franco (St.

(Pomfret).

Frankford De Montmorency,

saltircs coujicd

four crosses crosslet or.

Francis

Franke

Frankland

ramp, counterchangcd.

Francis
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A

("Woodhill Hatfield, co. Hertford).

—

Sic vos non vobis.
(Teddington, co. Middlesex).

Motto

Same Arms and

Ar. a bend betw. six
lions ramp. sa.
Crest A stag's head erased ppr.
Franks (Carrig, co. Cork). Vert on a saltire or, a griffin's
head erased gu. in the centre chief point a mullet of the
Out of a mural crown or, a griffin's head
second. Crest
gu. betw. two wings erminois, each charged with a muUet
sa.
Motto Sic vos non vobis.
Franks (Ballyscaddane, co. Limerick; confirmed to John

—

—

—

A

A

FB A
and Motto.
Gu. on a chev.

Crest,

Frankton.
Frannes.

or,

Franshan, Fransham, or Francham.

Fbaser

Indented ar. and az. six martlets counterchanged.
Franton. Sa. two lion's paws in chev. ar. issuing from the

;

—

for Uoss.

—

ar. three
holding in his
cherubim with
Motto In
or.

3rd,

Per pale

2nd and

3rd, ar. a lion ramp, gu.,
Crest An ostrich's head, holding a horseshoe
Motto In God is all.
Fraser (Lord Saltoun). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three
frases ar., for Fbaseb; 2nd, gu. a hon ramp, ar., for Ross;
f raaes ar., for

ppr.

three mullets sa.
Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet ar,
Fransham. Gu. three crescents ar. a chief erm.

—

—

Wishart. Crest An ostrich
beak a horseshoe ppr.
Supporters Two
wings expanded and vested in long garments
piles gu., for

God

—

is all.

Fraser

base.

Fraser

two co-heiresses in 14th
century divided the property, who m. Sir Patrick Fleming,
ancestor of the Earls of Wiglon, and Hat, of Locherworth).
Az. five frases ar. two, one, and two.
Fraser (Lord Lovat). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three
Ciest
frases ar 2nd and 3rd, ar. three antique crowns gu.
A buck's head erased ppr. Supporters—Tvio bucks ppr.
(Oliver Castle, co. Peebles;

;

—

Motto— Je suis prest.

Fraser

(Inverallochy and Castle Fraser, co. Aberdeen; descended from a younger son of Simon, eighth Lord Luvat : on
failure of heirs male these estates passed to the second son
of the heir female. General Alexander Mackenzie Fraser,
1803, for whom are recorded the following arms). Quarterly,
lit and 4th, az. a crescent or, betw. three frases ar 2nd and
3rd, ar. three antique crowns gu. ; all within a bordure
;

—

—A stag's head ppr.

Motto Je suis prest.
Fraser (Strichen, co. Aberdeen; descended from a second
son of Alexander, sixth Lord Lovat ; the representative of
this branch became twelfth Lord Lovat). Quarterly, as Lord
Lovat, within a bordure gu. Crest— A stag's head couped
ppr. Motto Vive ut vivas.
Fraser (Struy, co. Inverness; from a third son of Hcgh,
fifth Lord Lovat). Quarterly, as Lord Lovat, within a bordure
A stag's head couped ppr. attired or. Motto
or.
Crest
Amicum proba, hostem scito.
Fraser (Eskadale, a cadet of Struy). Quarterly, as Lord
Lovat, within a bordure indented ar. charged with eight
A stag's head erased ppr. attired or,
crescents gu. Crest
charged with an increscent and a decrescent interlaced ar.
Motto Vel pax vel bellum.
Fraser (Belladrum, co. Inverness). Quarterly, as Lm-d
Lovat, within a bordure engr. quarterly, ar. and gu. Crest
erminois.

Crest

—

—

—

—

—

—A

stag starting ppr. attired or.

Motto—Yirtatis

laus

(Auchnagame, co. Inverness). As Belladrum, the
bordure charged with eight mullets counterchanged. Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. attired or, charged with a star
Pace et
of eight rays issuing from a crescent ar. Motto

—

—

bello paratus.

Fraser
game.

As Belladrum, the bordure charged
annulets counterchanged.
As AuchnaCrest

(Fingask).

with eight

Motto

—

— Ubique paratus.

Fraser

(Farraline, co. Inverness). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
a bend engr. betw. three frases ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar.
three antique crowns gu. Cre-^t A sword ppr. hilted and

az.

;

—

pommelled
Motto

(Fraserfield or Balgownie, co. Aberdeen; from William, second son of William Fraser, eleventh Lord Saltoun ;
now represented by Forbes, of Balgownie, as senior co-heir
of lino). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three frases ar.; 2nd,
or, a Hon ramp, debruised by a riband sa., for Abernetut;
3rd, gu. a lion ramp, ar., for Ross, all within a bordure az.
charged with eight garbs or. Crest An ostrich ppr. holding
Two angels with
in his beak a horseshoe az. Supporters
Mottoes— Ahovo
wings displ. their habits az. fringed or.
the crest: Quam sibi sortem; below the shield: In God is

—

—

all.

Fraser (Tyrie, co. Aberdeen).

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. three
3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar. armed and
the centre of the quarters a crescent ar. Crest
Motto—
ostrich holding in his beak a horseshoe ppr.

frases ar.

langued

— An

In God

;

2nd and

sa. in

is all.

Fraser

(Broadlands, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, as the last,
Motto
fleur-de-lis in the centre of the quarters.

and with a

— In God

I trust.

Fraser

(Findrack, co. Aberdeen, 1864, as representing
Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters, az. three
for Fraser; 2nd grand quarter, counterfrases ar.,
quartered, Ist, az. three boars' heads couped or, 2nd, or, three
lions' heads erased gu., 3rd, or, three crescents within a

DuRRis).

double tressure flory counterflory gu., 4th, az. three frases
a bordure nebuly gu., for Gordon, of Invergorden 3rd grand quarter, counterquartered, Ist and 4th,
gu. a boar pass, or, for Baird, 2nd, az. a unicorn saliant
ar. armed and unguled or, a bordure of the last, charged with

ar. all within
;

eight half thistles ppr. and as many half roses gu. stalked
and leaved ppr. conjoined paleways, for Kinnooll, 3rd, ar.
three inescutcheons gu., for Hay. Crest A stag's head
Motto I am
Supporters— Two stags ppr.
erased ppr.

—

—

ready.

Fraser

actio.

Fraser

or,

—Ready.

and an

olive

branch

also

ppr.

in

saltire.

Fraser

(Leadclune, hart., 1806).
Quarterly, as Farraline,
and in the 1st and 4th quarters a canton gyronny of eiglit
Jo
or and sa. Crest A buck's head erased gu. Motto
Two stags ppr. armed and unguled
suis prest. Supporters
or, collared az. and pendent from each collar an escutcheon
gyronny of eight or and sa. each supporter resting his foot

—

—

—

on an anchor ppr.

Fraser-Tytler

(Balnain).

See Tttlkr.

Fraser

(Dr. William M'Kinnon Fbaser, of Bath, 1798).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a bend engr. betw. three frases
Crest
ar.; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three antique crowns or.

—

head erased ppr. on

stag's

Motto

— Je

its

neck the rod of Fsculapius

or.

suis prest.

Fraser

(Major Charles Fbasbr, brother of the last, 1803).
the last, with a crescent erminois in the centre of the
quarters. Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. Motto—Je suis

As

—

prest.

Fraser

(Philip Fbaser, Provost of Inverness, descended of
Foyers, 1C92). Quarterly, Ist and 4lh, az. a fess betw. three
2nd and 3rd, ar. three antique crowns gu. Crest
frames ar.
hand pointing upwards with the forefinger ppr. Motto
Estote semper parati.
Fraser (Col. A oousTOs Simon Fra8Eb,I814). Quarterly, as Lord
Lovat, all within a bordure embattled quarterly, az. and gu.
In the centre of the shield pendent from a mural crown or, a
representation of the gold cross conferred in testimony of his
•ervicei at Vittoria, St. Sebastian, Nive, and Toulouse.
Crest
A buck's head ppr. attired or. Motto Je suis prest.
;

—

A

—

Fraser
title
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Fbanks, Esq., J.P., D.L., eldest son of Sir John Franks,
Knt., Judge of the Supreme Court, Bengal). Same Arms,

of

—

(I'hilorth, co.

Aberdeen; before succeeding to tho

Lord Saltoun).

37G

Quarterly, lit and 4th, az. three

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az.
(Kirkton, co. Forfar).
three frases ar.
2nd, gu. a lion ramp, or, all within a
bordure indented or. Crest A bunch of strawberries ppr.
Motto Nosce teipsum.
Fraser (Hospitalfield, co. Forfar; heir of line of Kiekton,
paternally Allan, 1851). The same, with the addition of a.
canton erm. Crest— A talbot's head erased, holding in the
mouth a bunch of strawberries ppr. Motto Nosce teipsum.
Fraser (Lord J^raser of Muchalls, 1633, dormant or extinct
Crest
A bunch of strawsince 1720). Az. three frases ar.
;

—

—

—

—

Supporters— A falcon and a heron ppr. Motto
is in God.
Fraser (Phopachy, co. Inverness; now represented by
Fraser, of Torbreck). Az. three frases ar. within a bordure
compony of the second and first. Crest A phoenix ppr.
Motto Non extinguar.
Fraser (Ross Herald, 1680). Per pale az. and ar. three frasos
counterchanged. Crest A winged globe surmounted of an
eagle rising ppr. Motto
In virtute et fortuna.
Frater. Ar. two bars betw. nine martlets gu. three, three,
and three.
Fratinge. Quarterly, gu. and or, a label of three points
berries ppr.

— All my hope

—

—

—
—

az.

Fraunceis

(Fraunceis Court, co. Devon, temp. Edward II.,
afterwards of Combe Flory, co. Somerset one of the co-heirs
m. Prideacx, whose descendants bore the name of Fraunceis,
represented by Gwynn, of Forde Abbey). Ar. a chev. engr.
betw. three mullets gu.
Frauuces (Isabel, dau. and co-heir of John Plessinoton,
grandson of Sir Bodert Plessinoton, Treasurer of the
;

Exchequer, temp. Edward III., to. Sir John Fbaunces, Knt.,
whose dau. and co-heir, Alice, ra. Roger Floweb, of
WhitwoU, CO. Rutland. Her. Visit. 1618). Ar. a chev. betw.
three eagles displ. gu.

Fraunceys

(Lord Mayor of London, 1342 and 1355).

Gu. a

saltire betw. four crosses crosslet or.

Fraunceys
bend

(Lord Mayor of London, 1352 and 1353).
and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged.

Per

sinister or

Frauncis. See Fbanceis.
Fraxines. Gu. a chev. betw three combs ar.
Fraybrougrh. Or, three human hearts betw.

eight crosses

crosslet gu.

Fraye.

Erm. on a

fesse sa. three beehives or.

stag pierced in the side with

an arrow

all

ppr.

C>-eil

—

A

\
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Frayle. Or, a fesse ^. on a canton of the second a cinqueCrest— A. horse ramp. ar.
foil of the first.
Fraynes (Reg. Ulster's Office). Barry of four gu. and ar.
on a chief erm. a demi lion ramp, of the first.
Frear (London granted Feb. 1602). Sa. on a chev. ar. betw.
;

three dolphins or, as many castles of the first.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three escallops sa. as

Freaston.

many

bezants.

Frebant

Gu. crusily a cross or.
Frebody (East Grinstead, co. Sussex; granted to John
Fbebodt, of Udimore, co. Sussex, by St. George, Clarenceux,
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three human hearts or. Crest
1634).

Buckingham).

(co.

—

A leopartt
Freby. Ar.

sejant reguard. ar.

a chev. pierced with a bend gu. on a canton

az. a fleur-de-lis or.

Cresl

—A

castle sa. ports

and windows

gu-

Ar. two chev. gu. on a canton az. a fleur-de-lis

Freclie.
or.

Frechevile (Stavely, co. Derby). See Frescheville.
Freckelton, or Freckleton (co. Huntingdon).
chev. betw. three covered cups or.

muzzled

or.

Another

Crest

—A

Crest

camel's head coupcd ar.

tridled or.

(co. Essex).

Az. a chev. betw. three covered

for

Deane:

Keren Jo

noQ

(confirmed to Geoege St. George Freeman, Esq.,
of Waterford, mayor of that city, 1873, eldest son of Samtiei,
Freeman, Esq., of Enniscorthy, co. Wexford). Gu.acivio
crown or, betw. three lozenges ar. Crest— A demi lion gu.
holding betw. his paws a civic crown as in the arms. Motto

— Nee temere nee timide.
Freeman

(London, and Eberton, co. Worcester.
Her.
Az. threo lozenges in fesse or.
Crest— A demi
wolf ar. holding betw. his paws a lozenge ar.
(Battisford, co. Gloucester, and
Emlode and
Blockley, co. Worcester. Visit. Worcester, 1G.J4).
Same
Arms, a mullet for diff.
Visit.).

Freeman
Freeman

(Springfield, co. Essex). Ar. on a pile az. three
lozenges of the field. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. gorged
with three lozenges in fesse ar.
Freeman (Pylewell Park, CO. Hants, and Fawley Court, co.

Freeman
wolf at

;

—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three lozenges or, for
2nd and 3rd, gu. a cave ppr. therefrom issuing a

full

speed reguard.

ar., for

Williams.

Crests

—

1st:

A

demi lion gu. charged with a lozenge or, for Freeman;
2nd a lion ramp, gorged with a chaplet of oak leaves ppr.
crowned with a naval coronet or, for Williams. Motto

—

Libcrtas et natale solum.

(London, cos. York and Wilts).
Az. threo
Crest— A demi lion ramp, erased gu. holding a

lozenges or.

cross flory or.

or.

Freckton, or Frekleton

(co. Lancaster).

Ar. a fleur-

de-lis gu. (another, tinctures reversed).

Frederick

(Westminster, since

Burwood

of

House,

co.

—

up erm. a dove as in the arms, in the beak an olive branch
ppr. JUb«o— Prudens simplicitas beat.
Frederick (Hampton, co. Middlesex). Same Arms, Crest,
(Sir

Charles Frederick,

installed

Knight of the

Bath, 26 May, 1761). Or, on a chief az. three doves, ppr. Crest
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a dove, holding in the
beak a sprig of laurel all ppr. Supporters Two men armed
cap-i-pie, on their heads esquires' helmets with visors close,
each man holding in his exterior hand a tilting spear all ppr.
and each looking from the arms.
Motto Pretium et causa

—On

—

—

Maer).

Anns.

(Housley, co. York; impaled by Macclesfield, of
crescent for diff.

Same Arms, a

Freeman
Freeman

(co.

Northampton).

(London).

Ar. on a chief az. three martlets of

field.

Free.

Vert three horses courant ar. bridled or. Crest—
head ppr.
(Scotland). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
martlets sa. an annulet or.
C)-est
The sun in splendour.
Motto Always the same.
Freebody. See Frebody.
Freekby, or Freshby. Sa. on a bend betw. three leopards' faces or, as many oak leaves vert, a canton ar.
charged with a cross form^e gu.
Freeland (Gretham, co. Hants). Ar. a chev. ermines betw.
three mullets gu. Crest— A leopard pass. ar. pellettee.
Freeland (Oaklands, co. Sussex). Same Arms and Crest.
Motto— Libera, terra liberque animus.
Freeland (Combrook Park, Manchester; confirmed to
BoBERT Freeland, Esq., of Cornbrook Park, and his descendants, and the descendants of his father, John Freeland,
late of Westermains, co. Dumbarton).
Az. a bend chequy or
and gu. betw. two bears' heads couped ar. muzzled of
the third. Crest
A hear's head couped ar. muzzled gu.
gorged with a collar counter-compony or, and of the second
betw. two mullets az. Motto Res non verba.
Freeline (Ford and Hutchings, co. Sussex, bart.). Per fesse
indented or and gu. three unicorn's heads, two and one,
erased counterchanged.
Crest
A unicorn's head erased
per pale indented erm. and gu. armed, tufted, and crined or.
fox's

Freebairn

—

—

—

—

—

—

Motto
Nunquam nisi honorificentissime.
Freeling (Bryanstone Square, London). Same Arms,

Crest,

and Motto (unicorns' heads couped).
Freeling. Gu. three unicorns' heads couped ar. maned,
homed, and tufted or. Crest A unicorn's head, as in the

—

arms.

Freeman-Mitford

(Baron Redesdale). See Mittobd.
(Castle Cor, co. Cork; representative of two
ancient Irish families, Deane, of Terrenure and Cromhn,
CO. Dublin, and Freeman, of Castle Cor).
Quarterly, 1st

Freeman

and 4th, gu. three lozenges ar., for Freeman; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three martlets sa. as many crosses
patteeof the field, for Deane.
Crests
1st: A demi lion
ramp. gu. holding a lozenge in his paws ar., for Freeman

—

;

tortoise

377

displ.,

ppr.,

for

Deanb.

Az. three lozenges ar.

(Higham Ferrars, co. Northampton).
Same
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. charged with a

—

lozenge ar.
fusils in fesse or.

head erect

Crest

Quarterly, erm. and az. three

— Out of a ducal coronet

az. a boar's

ar.

Freeman

(Flower, co. Northampton). Erm. three lozenges
conjoined in fesse sa. on the middle one a bezant. Crest In
a ducal coronet a wolfs head all ppr.
Freeman (Richmond). Az. three fusils or.
Freeman (Stratford-upon-Avon, co. Warwick). Ar. three
lozenges sa. Crest A demi lion ramp, holding betw. the
paws a lozenge gu.
Freeman (co. York). Az. three lozenges in fesse or,
(another, ar.). Crest A demi fox ar. holding a lozenge or.
Freeman. Same^njij, a bordure ar. Crest A demi lioa
ramp. gu. holding a cross flory or.
Freeman. Gu. three lozenges or. Crest A demi lioa
ramp. gu. charged with a lozenge or.
Freeman. Vert (another, az.) three fusils in fesse or.
Freeman. Gu. a cross betw. twelve crosses crosslet or.
Freeman. Or, on a chev. per pale ar. and gu. three fleursde-lis counterchanged.
Freemasons' Society, use the following Arms, Cres',
and Supporters, viz. oa. on a chev. betw. three towers ar.
a pair of compasses open chevronwise of the first. Crest
dove ppr. Supporters Two beavers ppr.

—

—

laboris.

Frederick

Freeman

Gu. three lozenges ar.
gu. holding a lozenge in the paws or.

(Gaines, co. Hereford).

— A Uon ramp.

Freeman (co. Northampton).

and Motto.

Frederick

Freeman
Crest

Or, on a
Surrey, and Shawford House, co. Hants, bart.).
Crest
chief az. three doves ar.
On a chapeau az. turned

A

auda;

Freeman

Freeman

Same Arms.

1603, d. 27 Feb. 1609).

Freckleton

2nd:

et

:

(Fun. Ent. of Sir Ferdinando Freckleton-,
knighted at Dublin Castle, the coronation day of James I.,

the

FBE

Liber

fericndo.

Oxford).
Sa. a

—A bear's head ar.

Freckleton

cups

Freeman:

Mottoes— For

—

—
—

:

—

—

Freemasons(Gateshead-on-Tyne, 1671). Same Arms.
A tower or. Motto The Lord is our trust.

—

—

Crest

Freer

(Stratford-upon-Avon, co. Warwick).
Sa. a chev.
Crest— A dolphin, as in
ar. betw. three dolphins naiant ppr.
the arms.
Freer (George Freer, Esq., of Glasgow). Ar. a saltire betw. in
Crest
chief a mullet and in base a martlet az.
A swan ppr.

Motto

Freer

—

— Non sine periculo.
(Kev.

Hereford).

—Out

Richard Lane Freer, Rector
Az. a

chev. betw. three

of Bishopstonc, co,

dolphins naiant ar.

an antelope's head all ppr.
Essex, and Charlton, co. Salop).
Cresl
Out of a ducal
Sa. a chev. betw. three dolphins ar.
coronet a hind's leg all ppr.
Free'wrood. Ar. on a chev. sa. an escallop of the field.
Crest

of a ducal coronet

Freere, or Fryer

(co.

Freford, or Freeford.

—

—

Gu. a bend masculy ar. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet an eagle's head all ppr.
Freford (co. Cornwall). Gu. five fusils in bend ar.
Freford (co. Leicester). Gu. five mascles in bend ar. in the
sinister comer a martlet or.
Freford. Gu. a bend betw. six mascles ar.
Fregusius, or Tregxisius (quartered by James Stewakd,
of Killymoon, co. Tyrone, 1783). Az. a lion ramp. ar. ducally
crowned or.
Frehamton. Ar. on a bend gu. three cinquefoils or.
Freig'n, De. Erm. two bars gu. in chief a demi Uon cf tU©
second.

X

A

;

;

F

SE

Preigne

(Carrig, co.
all a sinister bendlet or.

Office).

Ar. a

bend gu. over

Freinde. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three bucks' heads erm.
Freke (Ewem Courtney, co. Dorset; Robekt Fbeke, Auditor
of Treasury, temp. Henry VIII. and Queen Elizabeth). Sa.
two bars or, in chief three mullets of the last.
Freke vHannington, co, Wilts descended from Ealph Fueke,
;

second son of Sir Thomas Fbeke, Knt., of

Ewem

Courtney).

Same Arms.

Freke

(West Bilney, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1764; descended from William Fbeke, third son of Robeet Fkeke,
Esq., of Ewem Courtney, co. Dorset, Auditor of the Treasury,
temp. Henry VIII. Gbace, sister and heiress of Sir John
Bedmond Fbeke, bart., m. in 1741, the Hon. John Evans,
second son of Geobge, Lord Carbery). Same Arms. Crest
A bull's head couped sa. attired, collared, and lined or.
Freke (EvANS-FnEKE, Baron Carbery). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, sa. two bars or, in chief three mullets of the last, for
Fbeke; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three boars' heads couped sa., for
Evans. Crests 1st, Fbeke A bull's head couped at the neck
sa. coUared and chained or; 2nd, Evans: A demi lion ramp,
reguard. or, holding betw. the paws a boar's head, as in the
arms. Supporters Two lions reguard. or, ducally crowned
Motto Libertas.
az.
Freke (Hosset-Fkeke; exemplified to Ambrose Denis
Hdsset-Fbeke, Esq., of Hannington Hall, co. Wilts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. two bars and in chief three mullets or,
and for distinction a canton of the last, for Fbeke 2nd and
3rd, harry of six erm. and gu. per pale counterchanged, on
a canton of the second a cross patonce ar., for Husset.
Crests
1st, Fbeke: A bull's head couped sa. collared and
chained or, charged for distinction with a cross crosslet gold
2nd, H083ET: A boot sa. spurred or, and turned over erm.
smrmounted by a heart ppr. supported by two arms embowed
in armour, hands gauntleted also ppr.
Frekley. Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed ar.
Frelket. Ar. a crossbow betw. three martlets sa.
Fremantle (Baron Cottesloc). Vert three bars erm. Burmounted by a lion ramp. gu. muraUy crowned or, in chief two
A demi Uon gu. issuing out of a mural crown
plates.
Crest
or, holding a banner, quarterly, ar. and vert, the staff gold,
and charged on the shoulder with a plate. Supporters On
cither side an eagle, wings expanded and inverted sa. Motto—
Nee prece nee pretio.
Fremargan. Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. or.
Frame (Lippiat, co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. sa. in chief a

—

—

:

—

—

;

—

—

—

bar. cngr. gu.

Fremingliam.

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three Cornish choughs

ppr.

Fremond.

Per chev. erm. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Frenband. Gu. a cross betw. twelve crosses crosslet or.
Crest
A demi lion gu. holding in the deKter paw a, trefoil

—

Frenbingrham.

Sa. a fesse az.

—

Erm. a chev. sa. Crest
Freyne).
dolphin embowed ppr. Supporters Dexter, an ancient Irish
warrior habited, supporting with his dexter hand a battle axe
head downwards, and bearing on his sinister arm a shield all
ppr; sinister, a female figure, vested and scarf flowing ar. all
(Baron

X)e

—

lipr.

Motto

French

—Malo mori quam

(confirmed, 1811, to

Esq., of

Tyrone

CO.

—

French Merchants' Company (incorporated by Edward
Quarterly, az. and gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters
fleur-de-lis or; in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a lion pass.
guard, of the last, over all a cross ar. Crest A lion ramp,
guard, or, supporting an anchor sa. beamed of the first.
Supporters Two dolphins ppr. ducaUy crowned and finned
IV.).

a

—

—

or.

French

(co.

haurient,

French

Devon).

embowed

Sa.

a bend

betw.

two dolphins

ar.

(.Stream, CO. Sussex).

Gu. a bend betw. two dolphins

ar.

French
BiniRtcr

—A

^Pershore, co. Worcester. Visit. 1634). Per bend
cngr. or and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged.

fleur-dc lis sa. seeded or.
(Bclturbct, co. Cavan, Ireland; granted in Ireland
26 July, 1C82). Per bend sinister cngr. or and sa. a lion ramp,
betw. two fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Crett A fleur-de-lis
or, charged with a trefoil vert.
Cirtt

(Cuskinny, co. Cork). Vert three foxes. Crcit—A
dolphin. Motto
Veritas vincit.
French. Sa. a bend ar. betw. two dolphins naiant or.
Crest
In a crescent ar. a lieur-de-lis sa.
French. Per pale sa. and ar. a wolf saliant counterchanged.
French. Ar. two bemllcts betw. as many dolphins sa.
French. Per pale sa. and az. a wolf pass. ar.
French (Thornidikes and Frenchland, co. Berwick). Az. a
chev. betw. three boars' heads erased or.
French (Bailliestown, co. Lanark). Az. a chev. betw. two
boars' heads erased or, in chief, andabczant in base. Crejl

—

—

—

A

Motto

ship in full sail ppr.

Frenche. Ar. a fesse engr.
Frenchefoyle (co. Essex;
TO.

— Par commerce.

gu. in chief a rose of the hist.

Alice FBENCHEroTLE,

John Glascote, or Glascoke, temp. Henry

Essex, 1614).

Frend (co. Cambridge).

Visit.

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three bucks'

heads cabossed ar.

—

Frend. Same Aryns. Crest A beacon
Frend. Gu. a chev. betw. three bucks'

Frend (Boskell,
head as

heiress,

III.

Sa. a chev. betw. three cinqucfoils ar.

in the

CO. Limerick).

—

Motto

arms.

fired ppr.

heads cabossed erm.

Same Arms. Cresl — A bucks
Aude et prevalibis.

Frend.

Or, a chev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed sa.
(another, the bulls' heads gu.).

Frendband
Frende.
gu.

Or,

armed

Frene

Buckingham). Gu. a cross crosslet or.
a chev. sa. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed

(ce.

ar.

Bendy

of six az. and ar.
Crest— \ physician's quadrangular

(co. Hereford).

Frene.

Same Arms.

cap ppr.

Frene
temji.

and the Bower, co. Worcester,
Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure cngr.

(Nenc-Sollers, co. Salop,

Edward

III.).

sa.

Frene. Gu. two bars per fesse indented ar. and az.
Frene. Gu. a bend indented per bend indented or and
Frene. Gu. three bars vaire ar. and sa.
Freneland. Gu. semee of crosses crosslet a cross or.

Frenes

az.

Gu. two bends indented or.
and gu. (another, az. and or.).
Lancaster).
Vert three harts' beads ca-

Hereford).

(co.

Frenes.

Bendy

Frennelly

(co.

of six or

bossed ar.

Frennes.

Per bend

az.

and

ar.

two bends engr. counter-

changed.

Frenney

(Ireland,

Beg. Ulster's

gu. a bordure of the

Office).

Or, a fleur-dc-li3

last.

Frennoy. Gu. three pallets vairc ar. and gu.
Frenny. Or, a fleur-de-lis sa.
Freny, or Frenney. Same Arms, a bordure gu.
Frenye. Erm. four bars gu. in chief a lion ramp,

of

tiio

last.

Frenye, or Freyne. Erm. two

bars gu. in chief a lion
ramp, of the second.
(Roydon, co. Norfolk, and Finningliam, co. Suffolk).
Or, two leopards' faces in pale gu. betw. as many flaunches of
the last. C)-cst
Out of a ducal coronet gu. an antelope's
head ar. armed or. Mottoes Traditum ab antiquis servare

French

—

378

—

Frere

(Rt.

O.C.B.).

—

ayme

frere.

Hon.

Sir

and, Frere

Henbt Babtle Edward Fbebe,

Same Arms,

Crest,

Bart.,

and Motto.

Frere

foedari.

Abthub Fbench,

Galway). Same Arms and Crest.
French (Monivea Castle, co. Galway). Same .i^cms and Crest.
Motto— Ma]o mori quam foedari.
French (Cloonyquin, co. Eoscommon). Same Arms and Crett.
French-Brewster. See Bbewsteb.
French (Cranficld, co. Essex). Az. a bend or, betw. two
dolphins embowed ar. Crest
A crescent per pale ar. and
or, betw. the horns a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.

House,

French

Frere

slipped or.

French
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Westmeath, Reg. Ulster's

William
(Water Eyton, co. Oxford, bart., extinct
Frebe, Esq., of the city of Oxford, J. P. Visit. 1574. Ei>ward,
and heir, was created a bart. 1620, but d. .«. j).). Or,
an ear of barley betw. two bars huraeltec gu. two flaunchcsof
the second each charged with an ear of bailey of the first.
Crest
Two arms embowed erect, holding a wheatshcaf.
Frere, Fryer, or Freer (The Blankets, Clains, co,
Worcester). Sa. a chev. betw. three dolphins embowed naiant.
ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an antelope's head ar.
armed, crined, and tufted gold.
Frescheville (Lord Freschville, extinct 16S2 ; Stavcley, co.
Derby, and cos. Devon and Nottingham, temp. Henry MI.
Sir Ralph Fbescheville, Knt., was summoned to Parliament
as a Baron, 29 Edward I. his descendant, John Fresche;

his son

—

—

;

ville, wagcreatedii(ironJ!'rcsc/j«j)iHe, of Stavcley, in 1G64; his

Christian, rii. to
Charles, Duke of Bolton; Elizabeth, m. first to Philip
AVarwick, Esq., and secondly, to Conyebs D'Arct, second
Earl of Iloldei-ne.is ; and Fbances, m. to Col. Thomas Colepeppeb). Az. a bend betw. six escallops ar. CreH A demi
angel issuing from the wreath ppr. crined and winged or, on
the head a cross formcc of the last, vested ar., and the
arms in armour ppr. holding in both hands an arrow in bend
Supporttrs— Two angels
gold, feathered and headed also ar.
habited as in the crest, each holding an arrow.
Frescheville, or Freshwell. Same Arms. Crest—
lonlship left three daus., his co-heirs.

—

gem ring or, stoned gu.
Frese. Erm. on a chev.

sa. three

withered branches ar.

A

F

SE

Fresell, or Fresill.
^

and one.

two,

Crest

Sa. six roses ar. (another, or) three,

—A

hand issuing from the wreath

plucking a rose from a bush ppr.

Fresell, or Fresill.

Sa. six quatrefoUs ar. (another, or)

and one.
Place, Bctchworth, and Upper Gatton, co.
Per bend ncbulee or and az. two bendlets betw.
Ci-est
A demi angel ppr.
six escallops allcounterchanged.
winged or, vested ar. the arms in chain mail holding a lance
in bend point downwards also ppr. charged on the breast
with a cross botonnee and on the head a like cross gu. Motto
Nobilitatis virtus non stemma character.
Freshford. Gu. a bend fusily ar.
Fresh. Ar. a fesse engr. gu. in chief an annulet sa. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a horse's hind leg erect all ppr.
Fresh. Per pale sa. and a.:, a wolf saliant ar.
Fresh. Per pale sa. and gu. a leopard pass. ar.
three, two,

Freshfield (Moor
Surrev).

—

—

—

Freshacre. Az. five
A savage's head
Crest

—

haurient or, three and two.
crowned ppr. vested

fishes

affront^e ducally

paly or and gu.
Ar. a fesse engr. gu. betw. three annulets sa.
Ar. a fesse engr. ga. in chief an armulet of the

Freshe.
Freshe.
last.

Freshfield

(co.

Az. a bend betw. six escallops

Derby).

ar.

mount

vert a stag

(Aloor Place, Betchworth, co. Surrey; descended
Arms
from the ancient baronial family of Frescheville).
JI/o£io^Nobilitatis
and Crest as Fbeschville, of Staveley.

virtus uon stemma character.
Fresh'Tlll. Same Arms as Frescheville.

Az. a fesse erm.
two arrows)
in chief enfiled with a ducal coronet

(Heybridge Hall,
Crest

in saltire ar. their tails

co. Essex).

—Two

fishes (another,

or

Fresill, or Freyshill. Ar. three roses gu.
Freskerell. Per bend ar. and gu. a lion ramp, counterchanged.

Gu. three crescents

fleurs-de-lis or.

Az. a cross ar. betw.

twelve fleurs-de-lis or.
Cornwall). Gu. a bend lozcngy ar.
Fressylles. Sa. nine crosses ar. three, three, two, and

Freson (co.
one.

Freston, or Freeston (Mendham,

Az. on
co. Norfolk).
three leopards' faces gu.
Crest
A demi greyhound ramp. sa. collared or.
Freston (Warmfield, co. York). Same Arms. Crest
demi grayfriar ppr.

—

or,

—

(cos.

Norfolk and Suffolk).

Ar. on a chev. sa. three

co. Suffolk).

Az. on a fesse or, three

cinquefoils gu.

Freston
Freston

(co. Suffolk).

—

or.

Freston

(co.

York).

Ar. on a fesse indented az. three

mullets or.

Freswater

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1661). Gu. a dexter
at the wrist betw. three cinquefoils

hand apaumee couped
ar.

Fretevile (Ralph Feetevile's arms
Oxford.

choughs

Visit. 1574).

Freton.

in

Brampton Church,

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three Cornish

beaked and legged or.
Quarterly, ar. and or, over

sa.

Frethorue.

Ar. a bend gu.

Crest

—

^A

all

a cross engr.

1327, but

Or, a cross patonce gu.
co.

Warwick).

Ar. on a cross gu. a

cross lozengy vair.

Freville

Hcgh Willoughbt,

(Sir

Knt., of Willoughby, co.

Henry VI., m. Margaret, dau. and co-heir of
Baldwin Freville she rn. secondly Sir Richard Bing-

Notts, toap.
Sir

;

ham, Chief Justice of the King's Bench.

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Or, a cross patoncee gu.

Freville.

a cross gu. betw. four lozenges vert.
(Northiam, co. Sussex, and Ilmer, co. Bucks; descended from Richard Frewen, Bailiff of Worcester, 1473. Of
this family was Accepted Frewen, Archbishop of York, d.
in 1664). Erm. four bars az. a demi lion ramp. ppr. issuant
in chief. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. langued and collared
gu. bearing in the paws a caltrap az. Jtfotto— Mutare non est
Or,

Frewen

—

meum.
House, Northiam, co. Sussex, and Cold
Overton Hall, CO. Leicester; abranchof Frewen, of Northiam).
Crest, &.c.

—

Frewke.

Vert a saltire engr. or. Crest A goat's head
erased sa. armed and bearded ar.
Frewod. Ar. on a chev. sa. an escallop of the first.
Freyne (co. Kilkenny). Erm. two bars gemelles gu. in chief
a demi lion ramp, issuant of the last.
Freynes. Az. three bends embattled counter-embattled
or.

Freysell.
Freysell.

Sa. six cinquefoils ar. three, two,

and one.

Ar. six roses gu. three, two, and one.

Freysley.
Fribourg.

Or, three crescents gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three demi fleurs-de-lis or.

— A unicorn's head erased erm. maned and homed or.

Vert a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three horses ar. bridled of
the second.
Ar. (another, or) three bars vert.
Friend. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed
ar.
Crest
A stag's head cabossed ppr.
Frier (St. Martin's, co. Stamford, and Baron, co. Lincoln).
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three dolphins embowed or, a canton
erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an antelope's head
ppr.
Frier (Scotland). Az. a chev. betw. three dolphins uaiant

Frie.

—

—

ar.

Friere.
Crest

palets gu. on

Or, three

a canton

az.

a dart ar.

— Out of leaves vert five tulips or.

Friskenny
and three

Or, three bars vert.

Az. a saltire betw. four crosses

(co. Lincoln).

az.

— A plume

of five ostrich feathers, two or.
wreathed round the middle or and gu. with

Crest

strings at each end.

Frisknay. Same

Friskney

Amu and Crest.

(John Frisknet

;

his dau.

-,n.

Anthont Conkt,

whose grandfather, Robert Connt, of Bayonne,
came to England with Isabel, Queen of Edward

in France,
II.

Visit.

Rutland, 1618). Az. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet or.
Friskney. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three quatrefoils of the
last, stalked and leaved vert.
Frisley, Fryteley, or Frytheby. Ar. three fleursde-lis

gu.

Fristoke, orFritlielstoke-Priory(co.
and

Devon). Vaire

sa.

Frith

two garbs in

saltire
(granted by Camden).
base a sickle fesswayS ar. handled of the second. Crest
Above a grove of trees ppr. the sun in splendour or,
beneath clouds ppr.
Frith-Heatley. See Heatlet.
Frobisher (co. Devon). Erm. on a fesse engr. az. betw.
three griffins' heads erased sa. a greyhound courant ar.
Frobisher (Fumingley, co. Nottingham, originally of DonErm. on a fesse engr. betw. three griffins'
caster, CO. York).
heads erased sa. a greyhound courant ar. gorged with a

Az. in chief

or, in

unicorn's

head

ar.

on a cross gu. a lozenge ar. betw. four lozenges
on the centre one a cross of the second.
(co. Cambridge, and Tamworth
Castle, CO. Warwick).
Gu. three crescents erm.
Frevile. Same Arms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an
old man's head couped below the shoulders ppr. vested gu.
turned back erm. on his head a cap of 'the third, tasselled
Or,

vair.

Frevile, or Freville

—

—

collar gu. fimbriated or.

Frobyfar

BoU'..

Frevile

never afterwards).

Freville (Tamworth,

ar.

pcllettec.

Frevil.

Or, a maunch vair€ ar. and gu.
Freville (Baron Freville, summoned to Parliament

crosslet or.

Ar. a chev. betw. six cinquefoils sa.
(Altofts, co. York).
Ar. a fesse dancettee betw.
three mullets vert. Crest A talbot's head erased gu. eared ar.
the ears charged with three bars sa. gorged with a collar

CO.

the second.

Fris, or Frise.

cinquefoils of the field.

Freston (Menham,

a

Frie.

or.

Fresmes. Az. a cross betw. twelve
Fresmes, or Fresnes (France).

Freston

side of

Frevill.

Crest

Fresley.

a fesse

—

chapeau gu. turned up ar. a wing endorsed or.
Frevile. Ar. on a cross gu. betw. four lozenges vaire or and
sa. five lozenges of the first, each charged with a cross of

Same Anns,

last.

Freshfield

betw. two fishes ar.

Frevile (co. Worcester). Ar. a cross lozengy vair.
Frevile. Or, a cross flory gu. Crest On each

Frewen (BrickwaU

—

On a
Ss-me Arms. Crest
lodged per fesse or and gu. attired of the

Freshfield.

Freshwater
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Worcester; Sir Baldwik Frevile; arms from
his seal and Roll of Arms, temp. Edward II.). Or, on a cross
pattee gu. five lozenges vair. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
a garb all ppr.
Frevile (Wickenford, co. Worcester; Sir Alexander de Fre(co.

—

vile, Roll of

Arms, temp. Edward

II.).

Or,

a cross masculy

(Doncaster, co. York). Erm. on a fesse engr.
betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. a talbot ar. collared and
lined gu. line twisted into a hank at the end or.
Froddingrham (Holdemess). Az. a bend betw. six mullets
or.

Frodham.
Crest

Ar. on a cross sa. five lions pass, guard, or.

— A dexter hand holding a fleur-de-Us.

Frodingham (co. York).

gu.

379

Az. abend ar. betw. six mullets or.

FBO
Prodsham

Crest

five estoiles or.

— An

escallop ar.

Frodsham, or Frodesham

(co. Essex).
Or, on a cross
engr. sa. five mullets of the first.
''Feversham, co. Kent; depicted on the cloisters
of Canterbury Cathedral). Ar. three bars sa.
Frogenhall, or Frogrnall. Sa. two bars or, a chief ar.
Frogg. Ar. a fesse engr. betw. four annulets sa. two in
chief, and as many in base.
Froggat. Quarterly, az. and or, in the 1st and 4th quarters
parrot feeding on a bunch of cherries
a mullet ar. Crest

Frogenhall

—A

Froude

(Kingston, co. Devon; granted 1765). "Vert a chcr
engr. erm. in chief two garbs or, in base a lion ramp, of the lastCrest
A stag reguard. ppr. attired, collared, andunguledor,
in the mouth a sprig of oak vert, fructed ppr.
Frowicke (Wyley, co. Herts, and North Mims, co. Middlesex). Az. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or (another, ar.)
Fro'wicke (Oklford, co. Surrey). Same Amis.

—

Frowicke

(Lord Mayor of London, 1435 and 1144).

Arms, a mullet

Frowicke

Place).

Froghall, or Frognall

Az. three frogs ppr.
(co. Kent).
Sa. two bars

embowed

or,

a

Frogrmer

gambs couped and
armed gu.

erect, the claws

Ar. a griffin segreant

(Claynes, co. Worcester).

—

betw. three crosses crosslet sa. Crest
A demi griflin, wings
endorsed ar. holding betw. the claws a cross crosslet sa.
Gu. on a chev. ar. three bars gemelles sa.
rising ar. jessed and belled or.
Frognall. Per pale az. and purp. a lion ramp. erm.
Frohock (London, and co. Cambridge granted 1764). Or,
a chev. engr. ermines in base a lion ramp. gu. on a chief
vert two garbs of the first. Crest A stag ppr. charged on
the shoulder with an estoile ar.
Frohock. Az. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or, as

Frogmorton.
Crest
A falcon

—

;

—

trefoils slipped vert.

Froishe

(Lord Mayor of London, 1394). Ar. a fesse engr.
gu. in chief an annulet sa.
From. Az. on a fesse betw. three griffins segreant or, a
cross crosslet gu. Crest
A demi griffin segreant or, holding
in the dexter claw a cross crosslet gu.
Fromantrill. Erm. three bars az. a bend gu.
Frome (Kennet, co. Wilts). Ar. six martlets gu. three, two,
and one. Crest A greyhound couchant betw. two branches
of laurel disposed in orle ppr.
(Puncknoll, CO. Dorset; borne by the lord of the
manor). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fesse betw. three
griffins ramp, gu., for Fhome; 2nd, quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a lion ramp. betw. twelve crosses crosslet or, for De
Bbewosa, 2nd and 3rd, gu. two bars ar. in chief three plates,
for De Moeles; 3rd, az. a lion ramp. ar. in a chief three

—

—

Fxome

escallops of the second, for
crosslet az. betw.

two wings

Clcttebbuck.

fleurs-de-lis

Crest

or.

Crest

—A

cross

ar.

Fromond, or Fromount.

—A

Ermines a chev. betw. three
arm holding up an

dexter

Fromonds

(Cheyham, co. Surrey, and Hadlow, co. Kent).
Per chev. ermines and gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis
(co.

— A tiger pass.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three trefoils slipped

York).

Crest— An old man's head ppr. betw. two sprigs of laurel

vert.

Essex).

Essex and Worcester).

Sa. (another, az.) three griffins pass.

Froyle.

Sa. three lions' paws erased or.
per pale gu. and az. collared ar.

Frost

(co. York).
Ar. a chev. (another, a fesse) gu. betw.
three trefoils slipped az.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three owls gu. a quatrefoil

Frost.
or.

Frost

(co. Suffolk).
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three trefoils az.
trefoil slipped betw. two wings erect az.
(granted to Kocert Frost, of Lambeth, co. Surrey).
Ar. a chev. az. betw. two thistles slipped in chief and a
hind's head erased in base ppr. Crest A grey squirrel sejant
ppr. sem^c of estoiles sa. collared and chained or, and holding
betw. the paws a hazel branch fructcd also ppr.
Frost ^granted to the Rev. William Fbost, of Thorpe, co.
Norfolk). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pellets, each charged
with a trefoil or.
Crest
A trefoil betw. two wings all az.
Afotio
E t'Tra ad coelum.
Frost (Meadows Fbost, Esq., J.P., of St. John's House, co.
Chester, and Mcadowslca, co. Flint). Erm. three pelicans
chevronwisc betw. two chevroncls gu. the whole betw. three
trefoils az.
Crest
Betw. two wings erm. each charged with
a trefoil az. a mount vert, thereon a trefoil also az. Motto
E terra germino ad coelum expando.
Frost (Sir TIIO.VIAS Gibbons Frost, Knt., of DolcorsUwyn, co.
Montgomery). Ar. a pelican vulning betw. three trefoils
slipped vert.
Crest
On a mount vert betw. two wings erect
az. each charged with a quatrefoil ar. a trefoil slipped of the
second. Mnlto
E terra ad coelum.
Frothingham (South Frothingham, co. York). Az.abend
ar. bitw. six mullets or.
Crrst
A Rtag Irippunt ppr.
attired gu.
(In an ancient seal, the mullets of six points.)
Froud. Az. three lions ramp, or, ducally crowned gu.
a borduro erm.
Crut A Saracen's head ta betw. two

Cresl—A

Frost

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ostrich feathers ar.

— A demi lion

(John Anthony Fbuctuozo, Esq., of Langham
Place, London, in. 1815, Jane Maria, eldest dau. of Manuel
Antonio Xogoeira, of Oporto, in the kingdom of Portugal).
Ar. on a fesse wavy betw. three vine leaves vert as many
bezants, each charged with a bee volant ppr. Crest On a
mount vert, in front of an orange tree fructed ppr. two
Thyrsi in saltire also ppr. Motto Fructus per fidem.

—

—

Fmen

Erm. three bars

(London).

most a lion issuant
paws a caltrap az.

sa.

Crest

az. out of the upper-

—A demi

lion ar. holding in tho

Company

of (London). Az. on a mount
in base vert, the tree of paradise environed with the serpent
betw. Adam and Eve all ppr. Motto
Arbor vitae Christus,
fructus per fidem gustamus.
Fry (Witheridge, co. Devon. "Visit. 1620). Gu. three horses
courant ar.
(Exeter, co. Devon, and Tarrant Gunfold, co. Dorset).
Vert three horses courant ar. bridled or. Crest An arm
embowed in armour, grasping a sword, enfiled with a Moor's
Fruiterers,

—

Fry

—

head

all

ppr.

Fry. Gu. a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three horses courant ar.
Crest
A demi horse saliant ar.
Fry. Ar. a fesse betw. three beehives sa. the field replenished

—

with bees volant of the second.

Fry. Per pale

vert

and gu. three horses courant

ar. bricUcd

or.

Frye

(Yartye, Deer-Parkwood,

and Dulcis,

co.

Devon, temp.

—

Edward IV.). Gu. three horses courant ar. Crest A dexter
arm embowed in armour, grasping in the hand ppr. a sword
of the last, hilt and pommel or.
Frye (St. Winnion, co. Cornwall). Same Arms and Cre.t.

— In rebus arctis.

Fryer

(Clan, co. Essex, London, and co. Worcester).
Sa. a
chev. betw. three dolphins embowed ar. Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, an antelope's head ar. attired, crined, and

—

tufted gold.

Fryer
and

vert.

Crest

Fructuozo

Motto

escallop.

Frost

Froxmare (co.
in pale ar.

Sa. three lions'

to the sinister side of the field or,

Crest

(cos.

— Two arms

Sa. a griffin segreant betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee ar.

chief ar.

Frogle.

many

Sam<»

for di£f.

Middlesex). Same Anns. Crest
vested az. holding a leopard's face or.
(co.

Froximore, or Froxmore

ppr.

Frog-gratt (Fulmer

or.
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Ar. on a cross engr. sa.

(Elton, co. Chester).

(Chatteris, Isle of Ely, co. Cambridge).

—
—

Same Jrmt

Motto Jamais arriSre.
Fryer (London; granted 10 April, 1572). Same Ai-nis, a
canton erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an antelope's
head ar. armed, crined, and tufted gold.
Fryer (Lord Mayor of London, 1721). Same Arms and
Crest.

Crest.

Fryer, Frere, or Frear

(London). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three dolphins embowed ar. as many towers triple-towered of
the first.
Crest— On a tower sa. o cock or, the tower
environed with a serpent ar. darting at the cock.
Fryer (Harleston, co. Norfolk). Or, a crescent betw. two
leopards' faces in pale az. betw. as many flaunches gu.
Fryer (Thomes, co. Stafford). Or, two flaunches gu. as many
bars humett^e of the second, charged with three leaves of
the

first.

Fryer

from Fbteb, of
oak leaves vert betw. two flaunches
Crest— A castle ar.
az. each charged with a castle ar.
entwined by a branch of oak fructed ppr. thereon a cock sa.
combed and wattled gu. Alotto Mea fides in sapientiA.
Fryer (Great Bloxwich, co. Stafford). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, same Arms as the preceding; 2nd and 3rd, Fleemino, of
the Wergs. Sec Fleming, of the Wergs.
Fryer (Fyninghain, co. Suffolk). Or, two leopards' faces
(the Wergs, co. Stafford, descended

Thomes).

Or, seniee of

—

betw. as many flaunches gu.
Az. (another, gu.) a chev. engr. ar. betw. three
Crest
An heraldic antelope's
dolphins or, a canton erra.
head erased per fesse ar. and gu. gorged with a ducal coronet
or, attired of the second.
Fryer. Ar. a chev. betw. three dolphins sa.
Fryer (co. Clare Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a chev. ar. a
in pale

Fryer.

—

;

—

An heraldic
Crest
crined and ducally gorged or.

canton erm.

tiger's

head couped

ar.
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Fryer

(Reg. Vlster's OfiBce, to nEXNALTE Frteb, of the
Dublin Mountains). Per pale or and sa. two chevronels
counterchanged, in the dexter chief a lion ramp, of the
second.

Frytll (Thomes, Shenstone,
FuTTH,

Sa.

1583).

co. Stafford

fn^nted to Thomas

;

on a chev. embattled beiw. three poleaxes

many

annulets sa.
Fryton. Erm. on a fesse gu. three annulets or. Crest
head
ducally
gorged and chained ppr.
An heraldic tiger's
Frjrts, or Frys. Ar. three bars vert.
Fucourt, or Fuecourt (France). Ar. fretty gu.
Fuddle (Scotland). Ar. on a fesse betw. two mullets in chief
gu. and a dove in base az. a mastiff's head coupcd of the
the blades ar. as

or,

—

field.

York).
Out of an

(co.

—

Cfcxt
Ar. on a fesse sa. three crescents or.
antique coronet or, a demi lion az.
Per pale gu. and az. six escallops or, three,
two, and one.
Fulcher (co. Derby). Erm. on a bend gu. three plates.
Crest— K demi lion holding an anchor ppr.

Fulchampe.

Fulcon.
Fulford

Ar. a cross sa.
(Great Fulford, co. Devon, written Folefort in
Domesday Book; this family is one of the most ancient in
the west of England). Quarterly, 1st, for Fulfobd, gu. a
chev. ar. 2nd, for Fitzubse, ar. a bend betw. three bears'
heads erased sa. 3rd, for Mobeton, ar. a chev. betw. three
moorcocks sa. 4th, for Bilston, or, on a bend gu. three
5th, for Bozoii, gu. three birdbolts ar.
crosses formee ar.
6th, for St. Geoboe, ar. a lion ramp. gu. a chief az.
7th, for
Cantilupe, az. three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis or; 8th, for
St. Albtn, erm. on a cross gu. five bezants
9th, for ChalLONS, gu. two bars and an orle of martlets ar.
Crest
bear's head erased sa. muzzled or. Motto
Bear up. (The
arms, as above given, are cut in stone of an ancient date, and
are over a fine gateway of the old mansion).
Fulford (co. Devon, and PoDard, co. Dorset; granted 1623).
Sa. a chev. betw. three bears' heads erased ar. muzzled gu.
Crest
A bear's head erased ar. muzzled sa.
Fulford. Ar. a chev. betw. three fishes' heads erased sa.
Fulham. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three teazles stalked and
leaved ppr. Crest A greyhound's head ppr.
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

Fulham.

Same Amu.
Crest
On a mount vert a lion
an escutcheon ar.
charged with a teazle, as in the arms.
Fuljames (Woodbrooke, co. Somerset; impaled by Sir John
Cotton, as appears from his monument in Minster, co.
Cornwall, 1676). Az. a bend betw. six escallops or.
Fulke {Earl of Anjou). Gu. three roundlets vair, a chief or.
Fulke (Ta^Joi,?, Earl ofAvjou). Gu. two lions pass, guard, or.
sejant or, supporting with the dexter foot

Fulkeram, or Fulkroy.
a chief vaire of the

first

Chequy

ar.

and

sa. (another,

and gu.

Fulkney. Gu. a cross moline per pale or and erm.
Fulkworth. Ar. on a cross pattee gu. five escallops or.
Crest— K dexter arm vested erm. in the hand ppr. a sword
wavy az. headed or.
Fvilkyn.
Sa. billeitee

ar.

on a

saltire

of the last nine

golpes.

Ar. on an inescuteheon sa. a crescent
of the first, an orle of martlets of the second.
Fullam (Dublin; Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a cross sa.
betw. four trefoils slipped vert, a border engr. az.
Fullarton (that Ilk, co. Ayr). Ar. three otters' heads
erased gu. Crest
A camel's head and neck erased ppr.
Supporters— T'wo savages wreathed about the head and
middle with laurel, each holding in the exterior hand a
club resting on the shoulder aU ppr.
Motto Lux in

—

—

tenebris.

Fullarton (Dreghom.

co.

Edinburgh).

Same Arms, with a

—

crescent of the last in chief for diff. Crest
^An otter's head
erased gu. Motto, as the last.
Fullarton (Craighall, Scotland). Ar. a chev. betw. three
otters' heads erased gu.
Crest and Motto, as Fdllebton, of
that Ilk, CO. Ayr.

Fullarton

(Grecnhill, Scotland). Ar. three otters' heads
erased gu. on a chief of the last two croziers in saltire of the
Crest
.\ camel's head and neck erased of the first.

Motto

—

vert.

Fuller (Hyde House and Germans,
bars and a canton gu.

—

co. Bucks).

Ar. three

Crest
On a mount vert a beacon
Motto
Fermiora futura.
Fuller (Tanners Waldren, co. Sussex). Same Arms. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a lion's head ar.
Another
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head ppr. (another,
the lion's head gu. another, or).
Fuller (Isle of Wight). Ar. three bars gu. on a canton of
the second a castle or.
Crest
A dexter arm embowcd,
vested ar. cuffed sa. holding in the hand ppr. a sword of the
first, hilt and pommel or.
Fuller (co. Kerry; confirmed to James Fbanklin Fclleb,
Esq., F.S.A., only son of Thomas Harnett Fulleb, Esq., of
Glashnacree, by Frances Diana, his wife, dau. of Fbancis
Chbistopheb Bland, Esq., D.L., of Derriquin Castle, grandson
of Captain Edward Fuller, of Sackville and Beechmount, by
Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Rev. John Blennebhaeset, and
great grandson of Thomas Fuller, Esq., Treasurer of co. Cork,
by Anne, his wife, dau. of John Pcrcell, Esq., who was
son of William Fuller, Esq., of West Kerries, by Jane, his

—

erect fired ppr.

—

—

—

— Ad summum emergunt.

Fullarton

(Rosemount, Scotland). Ar. a stag's head bet.v.
three otter's heads all erased gu. Crest
An otter's head
erased gu. Jl/o«<o— Lux in tenebris.

Fullarton

—

(Kilmichael, co. Bute).

three otters' heads erased gu. Crest
Motto— Imtl in tenebris.

Ar. a crescent betw.
A camel's head erased

—

ppr.

Fullarton

—

William Harnett, Esq., of Ballyhenry, all in
Kerry, in which county this family has been long settled.
Esq., of Ballybowler, co. Kerry, forfeited large
estates in that county, as appears by the " Desmond Survey,"
1583).
Ar. three bars gu. on a canton of the second a
mullet or. Crest
A horse pass. ppr. charged on the shoulder
with a mullet or. Motto— Yortiter et recte.
Fuller (Dominion of Canada; Eight Rev. Thomas Brock
Fuller, D.D. and D.C.L., Bishop of Niagara, son of Major
Thomas Richard Fuller, 41st Regt., a descendant of Fuller,
CO. Kerry, by Maky England, his wife, dau. of Captain
England, co. Clare). Ar. three bars gu. on a sinister
canton of the last a tower or. Crest A martlet ppr. Motto
wife, dau. of

CO.

John Fuller,

—

—

— Kidelitas in adversis.

Fuller

(Lieut.-General Sir Joseph Fuller, G.C.B., d. 1841).
Ar. three bars gu. on a chief embattled of the last, the representation of a castle with broken walls of the field, on a
canton of the last a medal of Talavera or, suspended from a
red ribbon with blue edges. Crest
Out of a mural coronet
or, on a mount vert a beacon erect fired ppr. crossed by two

—

—

saltire ppr. hilts and pommels or. Supporterb
On
lion, and on the sinister, a horse, both reguard.
and murally gorged gu. the horse bridled sa. and the lion
chained or. il/o«o—Semper paratus.
Fuller (granted to Augustus Eliott Fuller, Esq., of Rosehill Waldren and Ashdown House, co. Sussex, son and heir
of John Tratton Fttlleb, Esq., by Anne, his wife, only dau.
of the gallant defender of Gibraltar, Geobge Augustus
Eliott, Lord Heathfield). Quarterly, Ist, ar. three bars and a
canton gu.,for Fuller 2nd, ar. on a bend gu. a close helmet
ppr.
3rd, gu. on a bend or, a baton of the first on a chief az.
the fortress of Gibraltar ar. under it "Plus ultra"; 4tli, ar.
betw. two bars sa. the upper charged with a crescent
betw. two plates, the lower with another plate, a lion

swords in

the dexter, a
ar.

;

;

Fulkyn, or Fulkin.

first.

(Kinnaber, co. Forfar). Ar. on a fesse betw.
three otters' heads erased gu. two mullets of the first. Motto
Mihi terraque lacusque.
Fullarton. Per fesse wavy or and sa. three tigers' heads
couped, counterchanged.
Crest— A tiger's head couped per
fesse wavy or and sa. in the mouth a cinquefoil slipped

;

Fulborne, Fulbaron, or Fulbarron

az.)

PUL

Fullarton

pass, of the second, in chief three stags' heads cabossed,
also of the second;

second,

over

all

—

a fesse

—

the 3rd

:

;

Fortiter et recte.

See Drake.
See Hood.
Fullerton (Thrybergh Park, co. York). Ar. a chev. betw.
A camel's head erased
three otters' heads erased gu. Crest

—

Motto— Lxxx. in tenebris.
Fullerton (borne by George Alexander Downing,
ppr.

Esq.,

and of Westwood, co. Hants,
the surname and arms of Fullerton, in lieu of
his patronymic. Downing, having inherited estates from
his great uncle, Alexander Fullerton, Esq., of Ballintoy
Castle, descended from Fergus Fullarton, of Scotch
ancestry, who settled in Ireland tertip. James I.). Ar. three
of Ballintoy Castle, co. Antrim,

who assumed

otters'

camel's

heads erased gu. quartering Downing.
Motto
head and neck erased ppr.

Crest

— Lux

—

in

tenebris.

the

Follford.
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fretty or,

Fuller-Elliott-Drake, Bart.
FuUer-Acland-Hood, Bart.

Fullesburst

first.

az.

for

:

;

Ar. on a chev. betw.
three otters' heads couped gu. a crescent betw. two stars of

(that Ilk, co. Forfar).

6th,

Crests
1st: A
Parker, of Ratton.
horse pass, ppr.; 2nd: Out of a ducal coronet gu. a lion's
head ar. 3rd A dexter hand in armour couped above the
wrist, grasping a scimetar, all ppr. the wrist charged with a
key sa. Mottoes Over the 1st crest: Currit qui curat over

of the

chief ar.

(Edlaston, co. Chester).

Gu.

two mullets pierced sa.
Ar. a cber. betw. three millrinds

fretty or,

sa.

on a

A
:

(HasSeld Court, co. Gloucester; descended from
the family of Fdljambe, or Foljambe, of Walton, co. Derby).
betw.
six escallops or.
A stag, quarterly
Crest
Az. a bend
or and sa. attired gold and ar.
Fullunib. Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents or.
Fullwood. (Middleton, co. Derby, cos. Stafford and Warwick
confirmed 1579). Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets ar. Crest
A stag ppr. holding in the mouth an acorn branch vert,
A. demi stag or.
fructed or. Another Crest
Fullwood (co. Salop). Ar. three leopards' faces sa. in chief

—

—
a

—

lion pass. gu.

PullAWOOd. Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets or.
dcmi man in armour ppr. grasping a broken tilting

Fullwood.
bordure

Crest

—

spear or.

Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced ar. a

or.

Fulmerston (granted to Richard

Fclmeeston, of Thetford,
and 3 PhiUp and Mary).
Or, on a fesse betw. three sea-mewes az. a rose betw. two
Ci-est
A goat's head erased az. platce,
garbs of the first.
horned and bearded or, in the mouth a branch of eglantine
CO. Norfolk,

by Dethick, 15

July, 2

—

Middlesex, Hemington, co. Leicester, and co. Hant.<;). Gu. a
chev. betw. three mullets pierced ar. Crest
A buck tripping, in the mouth an oakslip all ppr.
(Foordehall, co. Warwick, Har. MSS. 6060). Ar.
a chev. sa betw. three mullets gu. pierced of the field.

—

Fulwood

Fulwood (Tamworth,

(Lopham and Ormesby,

co. Norfolk).

Or, on a

fcssc betw. three doves az. a rose betw. two garbs of the

co.

Warwick, Har. MSS. 6060).

Pulmerston, or Fulmeston

(Sir

Kichabd Fdlmeston,

—

temp. Elizabeth). Same Arnis. Crest An heraldic antehead erased gu. plated armed or, holding in the
roses ppr.
Ftilmerton. Or, on a chev. engr. betw. three doves az. as
many fieurs-de-Us of the first.
Fulnetby, or Fiilnesby (co. Lincoln, and Glenford, co.
lope's

mouth a branch with

Gu. three crescents ar. a chief erm.
Fulrich. Ar. three Moors' heads erased sa. wreathed or
and az. Crest— A tower, from the top thereof a plume of
Suffolk).

—

—

Funston (Wymondham).

Ar.

five crosses patt^e

ia saltiro

gu.
flowers ppr.

head

Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three gillyOut of a ducal coronet gu. a giiflin's

Crest

—

ar.

on a fesse engr. betw. three griffms'
each charged with an escallop or, a lion
pass. ar. collared gu. lined and ringed gold. Crest A unicorn's
head erased az. armed ar. and ducally gorged or.
Furches. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Furfar. Gu. three water bougets ar.
Furlong: (Davidstown, co. Wexford Mathew Furlong, of
that place at Visit. 1618, fourth in descent from John Furlong, of the Barony of Forth, in same co.). Ar. on a mount
in base vert an oak tree fructed ppr. in front thereof a boar
heads erased

sa.

—

;

pass. or.

Furlong.

five ostrich feathers ppr.

(Crewe, co. Chester, temp. Edward III.). Erm.
on a fesse gu. a fret or.
Fulsherst. Gu. a fret and chief or (another, the chief

Fulsliurst

Ar. two bars betw. eight martlets sa.
head erased ppr. Motto Liberalitas.

eagle's

—

Furnace, or Furnese (Sandwich,
a bordure of the

sejant sa.

erm.).

Gu. a

fret or,

ar. three mullets of

on a chief

six points sa.

Durham). Ar. a cross moline sa.
ar. charged on the breast with a, cross

Fxilthorp

(Tunstall, co.

Crest— Axi easle displ.
moline sa. Another Crest A horse pass. az. bridled or.
Sa. semce of annulets or, a Uon ramp. ar.
Erm. three fleurs-de-iis and a bordure engr.

—

Fulth.orp.
Fultlxorp.

Furneaulx (Paignton and
all

talbot sejant

an

Sa. a lion saliant within

orle of annulets

Fulthorpe. Ar. an incscutchcon sa.
Fulthurst (CO. Chester). Or, a fretty

a pale lozengy

last three mullets of the first.

ICouse, Lisburn, co. Antrim, J. P., son of
FCLTON, Esq., by Anne, his wife, dau.

of Braidujle

John Williamson
and co-heiress of

Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion
ramp. az. a bend gobony erm. and gu. in the sinister chief
point a mullet sa., for ^dlton 2nd and 3rd, gu. three 'wolves'
heads erased ar. in the centre chief point a crescent or,
a bordure engr. of the second, for Robertson. Crest—
A cubit arm erect grasping a broken javcUn all ppr. the
arm charged with a mullet sa. Motto Vi et virtute.
Fulton (Inchinnan, co. Renfrew). Az. diapre or, semee of
flcursde-lis of the second, on a fesse ar. a boar's head erased
On a mount vert a stag lodged rcguard.
of the first. Crest

BoBEKT Robertson,

;

—

—

ppr. Motto— Qax fccimus ipsi.
Fulton. Or, a lion ramp. az.
Fulton. Ar. (another, or) a lion ramp.

az.

a bend gobo-

HHtiil ar.

Fuluetby.

1841).

Ar. a lion ramp,

Sa. a chev. betw. three crescents ar.

a chief

erm.

Fulwar

granted 26 Feb. 1C35, by
Preston, Ulster, to Rev. Thomas Fdlwab, D.D., Chancellor
of the Cathedral of St. Finbars, who was b. at Stebbing, co.
Eg.scx).
Ar. three bars gu. on a canton of the second a book
A pillar ar. crowned and based or, thereon a
or.
Crest
(Ringrone, co. Cork;

—

took gu.
Ar. three bars gu. a canton of the last.
vert a beacon ar. flrcd ppr.
(Tanbriilgo Court, co. Surrey). Sec Fuller.
Fulwer, or Fuller (co. Hants. Visit. 1631). Ar. three

(London).

—On a mount

Fulwer

—

A dexter
bars gu. on a canton of the last a tower or. Crett
arm embowcd in armour sa. garnished, and holding in the
a sword

Fulwood

ar.

pommel and

(co. T>ancastcr,

Sa.

on a pale

ar.

a crozier

compony ar. and az.).
Fiirness. Ar. a talbot sejant

sa. in chief

lion's

three crescents gu.

paw holding a lance

all

Crest

— Out of a ducal coronet

ppr.

Furnese

gn. on a chief of the

Fulton (exemplified to John Williamson Fulton,

and gu.
(Wimple Street, London,
a bond gobony erm. and gu.

ar.

(co. Lancaster).

of the first (another coat, sa. a bend

(Waldershare, co. Kent, hart., extinct 1735. Alderpurchased the manor ioup. William
hart. 1707). Ar. a talbot sejant sa.
a border of the last.
Furneus. or, a label of three points az. a border indented

man Sir Henry Furnese
III.,

Fulton

—

ppr.

Furneaux. Sa.
Furnes- Abbey

a

giiunllct

—A

Buckfastleigh, co. Devon).
Gu.
a bend betw. six cross crosslets or. Crest Round the stem
of a tree erased at both ends in pale two serpents entwined

Furnese, Furnes, and
Fulthorpe.

Fulwer

Ar. a talbot

co. Kent).

Crest

last.

Crest— .\a

sa.

Fulsherst.

Crest

a

(confirmed to Robert Fulwood, of Tamwortli,
twelfth in descent from Robert de Fulwood, of Sidenhall, als'>
to Robert Fulwood, of Alne, all in co. Warwick).
Gu. a
chev. betw. three mullets pierced or (another, ar.). Crest
X
demi knight in armour ar. holding in the dexter hand a broken
tilting spear or, in the helmet four feathers of the first and
gnFundin. Or, four bendlets gu.
Funeaux. Per chev. erm. and gu. in base a golden fleece.
Crest
An arm from the elbow in armour holding up a cultrap ppr.

Furbusher. Erm.

first.

az.

Az.

fess or, betw. three crescents ar.

Fulwood

Furbusher.

vert flowered ar.

Fulmerston

FUR
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PTTL
Fulljanies

hilt or.

Middleton, co. Derby, Holbom, co.

and was created a

gu-

Furneux. Gu. a bend betw. six martlets or.
Furney (Perristonc, co. Hereford seated there

upwards of
three hundred years. The heiress of John Furnet, Esq., of
that place, m. in 1753, John Stratford Collins, Esq., of
Wythall Walford, co. Hereford, High Sheriff co. Hereford
Ar. a fesse az. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
1773).
Crest
A lion's head erased gu.
;

—

Furnival

(Baron Fumival, summoned to Parliament 1295,

passed to the house of Talbot, Earls of Shrewsbury, \iO'J,
afterwards to the house of Howard, Dukes of Norfolk, ia
abeyance since 1777;. Ar. a bend betw. six mascles gu.
Furnivall (co. Hertford, temp. Henry III.) Ar. a bend
betw. six martlets gu.
Furnivall (co. York). Ar. three martlets gu.

Furnivall, or Furnival. Same Arms.

Crest

— An anchor

with a cable and sword in saltirc ppr.
(Blaysdon, co. Gloucester; Rev. William Black,
son of Patrick Black, Esq., co. Perth, by Edith, his wife,
Ar.
eldest co-heiress of Peter Furnival, of Liverpool).

Fumival

on a chev. betw. three martlets' heads erased gu. as many
mullets of the

first.

Furnivall. Or, a bend betw. six martlets gu.
Furriers, Company of (Edinburgh). Erm. on a
gu. three imperial crowns ppr.
Furrington. Sa. three unicorns

armed

in

pale

courant

chief
ar.

or.

Fursdon

(Fursdon, co. Devon, temp. Henry III. Georob
FuRSDON, of that place, at Visit. 1620, descended from Walter
Fursdon, of same place, tr.mp. Edward 1.). Ar. a chev. az.
Out of a duc.il
betw. three fireballs sa. fired ppr. Crest
coronet a plume of five feathers all ppr.
Furse (Furse, co. Devon, temp. Richard I., afterwards of

—

X

in the same county). Gu. a chev. embattled counterembattled l)ctw. six halberts in pairs saltireways or. Crest
A tower ppr. Motto Ne desit virtus.
Furse (Crokemvcll, or Crediton, co. Devon Thomas Fcrse,

nalsdon

—

—

;

of that place. Visit. 1620.
and Alice, his wife, temp.

Same Arms^ a

Furse.

Descended from Thomas Furse

Edward

111.).

sejant affronte'e, holding in the dexter

—

many

co.

Devon;

Visit. 1620).

John
a

Or,

—

speed

mullets pierced of the

Motto

ar.

Fust

Crest

first.

— A horse

—Terrena per vices sunt aliena.

in full

Herbert Jenser-Fdst, Knt., of Chiselhurst, co.
Kent). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. betw. three
woodbills erect sa. as many muUets pierced of the field, for
FnsT 2nd and 3rd, az. two swords erect chevronways, points
meeting ar. pommels and hilts or, betw. three covered cups of
(Sir

;

—

Jenner. Crest A horse courant ar.
(Woodbridge House, co. Surrey).
Erm. three
elephants' trunks sa. on a chief engr. gu. a boar pass. betw.
two fleurs-de-lis or. Crest Two elephants' trunks issuing
from the wreath sa. Motto Tod (i.e., Death).
Futter (co. Norfolk, and Stainton, co. Suffolk). Sa. betw.
two flaunches or, as many swans in pale ppr. membered and
beaked of the second. Crest A goat's head erased or, attired sa. holding in the mouth a holly branch vert, fructed
the

last, for

utroye

—

—

—

gu.

Fyan

(Fun. Ent. of Nicholas Fyan, of Dublin, merchant,
Per fess sa. and erm. on a chev, or, three
trefoils slipped gu. in chief three covered cups of the third.
Fydell (Morcott, co. Rutland). Ar. two bars gemeUes
az. in chief an anchor sa. betw. two martlets respecting each
other vert, and in base a lion pass, guard, gu.
Crest
Issuing out of the rays of the sun gu.ademilionar. gorged with
a collar flory counterflory, holding betw. the paws an escutcheon or, charged with an anchor sa. Motto Esto fidelis,
usque ad finem.
d.

Oct. 1C05).

—

—

Fydell. SameArras.

Crest

—A

hind's

head couped per chev

and erm.

sa.

Fydelow.

Ar. three roses gu.
Fyers. Az. a cross ar. fretty gu. Crest A goat pass, holding
in the mouth a bunch of ivy.
Fyfe-Butler (Wedacre, co. Lancaster, 1664). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp. gu. on a chief of the second a
crescent betw. two mullets of the first, for Ftfe; 2nd and
3rd, az. a chev. betw. three covered cups or, for Bdtleb.
Crest
An eagle's head erased ppr.
FyfFe (Dron, co. Perth). Ar. a Uon ramp. gu. on a chief of the
last a crescent betw. two stars of the first.
Crest A demi

—

—

lion

ramp. gu.

Motto

—Decens

—

et

Ftffe, Capt. R.N., 1816).
Or, a lion ramp. gu.
navally crowned az. holding betw. the paws a trident sa.
Crest
Issuing out of a naval crown or, the rim encircled

—

with a branch of laurel ppr. a demi lion gu. supporting in tlic
dexter paw a sword erect ppr. pommel and hilt gold. Motto—
Virtute et opera.
Quarterly, ar. and vert three acorns slipped countcr-

MS.

1412).

Erm. on a chief gu. two

—

lions'

—

(Heffleton, co. Dorset, and Woodlands,
Surrey; descended from Samuel Fvleb, Esq., of Dover

London, and of Twickenham,

co. .'\liddlesex, barrister-

by Mart, his wife, dau. and sole heir of John I'Anson,
Esq., and niece of Sir Thomas Bankes I'Anson, Bart., of
Corfe Castle). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. three cinqucfoils
betw. nine crosses crosslet ar., for Fxlee ; 2aCi and 3rd,
at-law,
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three leopard's

Ar. within an orle a crescent sa. nine billets in.
the second. Crest A demi greyhound betw. two

—

of

Fylloll.

Vair a canton gu.

Crest

—A unicorn's head erased

sa.

Fylloll.

Or,
slipped ar.

Fylsheal

on a

fesse betw.

(co. Dorset).

Or,

two chev. gu. three

an eagle

trefoils

displ. az.

Fyn. Gu. a swan pass. ppr.
Fynbaron. Ar. a fesse gu.

betw. three bears pass. sa.
Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three mullets az. aa
bear pass. sa.
betw. four cotises gu.
Fynderne (Fyndeme, co. Derby, a very ancient Derbyshire
house, whose heiress m. Habpcr.
See Vicissitudes of
Families). Ar. a chev. (another, engr.) betw. three crosses

Fynbarow.

many plates, each charged with a
Fynchfield. Ar. a fesse nebulee

—

formee fitchee sa. Crest An ox yoke or.
(Nuneaton, co. Warwick). Same Anns. Crest
An ox yoke or, chain pendent gu.
Fynes, or Fyneaux. Az. three lions ramp. or. Crest—
peacock's head erased az. crested or.
Fynes. Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Fyneux (from a brass in Heme Church). Vert a chev. betw.
three eagles displ. or. Crest
An eagle's head erased or,

—

Fynderne

—

ducally crowned gu.

Fynmore, or Finmore.
A unicorn sejant, resting the
Fynmore, or Finmore

—

Ar. three mallets vert. Crest
dexter paw on a tree ppr.
(North Hincksey, co. Berks).

—

Erm. two chev. gu. Crest A bull's head ar. couped sa.
charged with two chev. gu.
Gu. a chev. betw. three martlets or.
Fynney (Fynney, co. Stafford). Vert a chev. betw. three
eagles displ. or, armed and langued gu. Crest
A staff raguly
or.
Motto Fortem posce animum.
Fynte. Gu. on a chev. betw. three martlets or, as many
mullets sa. on a chief of the second three mascles of the first.

Fjninee.

—

—

Crest — A basilisk or.
Fynyngr (Fun. Ent.

of William Fyntng, of London, d. at
Dublin, 4 Feb. 1611). Or, a gri£Bn sejant sa. a border az.
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. two bombs sa. fired ppr. in
chief, in base a salamander in flames also ppr. a portcullia
with chains pendent betw. two falcons affront^e, belled or.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a salamander in flames, head
to the dexter all ppr.
Motto
Ardet virtus non urit.
Fysliar (John Ftshab, Bishop of Rochester, 1515). Az. a
dolphin embowed betw. three ears of wheat or.
Fyshe (co. Hertford, and Studshaw, co. Suffolk; confirmed 16
Nov. 1633). Chequy or and gu. on a pale sa. three mullets
pierced of the first. Crest A triangle ar. voided and surmounted on the top with an estoile or.
Fysher. (co. Bedford). Or, a kingfisher close gu.
Fysher (London, 1607). Same Arms, a mullet gu. for diff.
Crest
A kingfisher ppr.
Fysher (Lydhamwicke, co. Wilts; granted 10 Oct. 1608).
Ar. on a chev. cotised betw. three demi lions ramp, guard.
gu. as many bezants. Crest
A demi Uon ramp, guard, gu.
holding a gauntlet ar.

Fyres.

—

—

—

—

—

(Studham and Hardings, co. Suffolk). Chequy ar.
and gu. on a pale sa. three mullets or.
Same Arms. Crest On a chapeau a martlet all

—

Fyske.
ppr.

Fytche
from

(Eltham, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1736, descended
Essex).
Vert, a chev. betw. three leopards'

00.

Fyton.
Fytton.
Fytton.

Az. three cinqucfoils betw. nine crosses crosslet
two, and one.
Erm. three annulets conjoined gu.
Az. scmee of crosses crosslet fitchee

ar.

three

cinqucfoils of the last.

Fytton

(co. Chester).

Ar. on a bend az. three garbs

or,

a

canton gu.

a

Fyler, or Philer
Street,

ar. betw.

fitchi-c ar. three, three,

(liar.

beads affrontee or.
Fyler (descended from Rev. Samcel Ftleb, M.A., Rector of
Stockdon, co. Wilts, b. in 1629). Sa. three cinqucfoils betw.
ni.ic crosses crosslet or.
Crest
A dexter arm vested az.
cuffed or, the hand ppr. holding a cross flory gold. Motto
Volonte dc Dieu.
CO.

a chev. engr.

faces or.

cliangcd.

Fyfield

orle

Sa.

Fyske

honestum.

Fyffe (John

Fyfield.

—

wings.

—

as

and a chief or, for
Motto Volontc de Dieu.
Ar. an inescutcheon within

cross patonco

Or, on a saltire betw. twelve billets sa. nine plates.

Fylkyn.

ppr.

ramp. sa. betw. three crosses pattee fitchee gu.
Crest
A savage's head affrontde
couped at the shoulder ppr. vested paly of six sa. and ar.
Furtho (Furtho, co. Northampton). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
crowned or.
Fury (Westminster). Az. a bend in chief a mullet of six
points or, issuing from the base three piles wavy of the last.
A dcmi lion ramp, grasping a thunderbolt or.
Creat
Fuskenry. Gu. a cross moline per pale or and erm.
Fuskney. Gu. a cross sarcelly per pule ar. and erm.
Fusswell. Ar. a cross mohne gu.
Fust (Hill Court, CO. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1779). Ar. on
a chev. betw. three forest bills' heads dimidiated per pale sa.
lion

Fylkin.

paw a dagger.
mullets in chief ar.

Crest

a

—A porcupine ppr.

orle of ten billets sa.

faces or.

and Kingstanton,
the former place, aged 30.

Fursland. Same Ams.

an

Crest

(Tattenhall, co. Chester).

Fylingrley.

Aruis.

—A

quarterly, az. and gu.

I'Anson.

Fylkin

lion

(litkington

Ft'BSLAND, of

Same

fleur-de-lis for diff.

Furser, or Furzer. Gu. three
On a mount a stag lodged all
Cre^t

Fursland

GAB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

FTTR

GABB

(Abergavenny, co. Monmouth). Barry of six or and
and az. an inescutcheon ar. on a chief of the second a pile of
the first charged T\ith three pales also of the second. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a harpy, wings expanded and ducally
gorged aU ppr. J/uao— Nullius in verba.

—

A

GAB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Gabb

(Shire Newton, co. Monmouth
Gabb, Esq., who was resident in

Quarterly,
Queen Elizabeth).
2nd and 3rd, ar. two chev. sa.,

1st

descended from John

;

co.

and

Monmouth, temp.
4th, same Arms;

for Ashe, being maternally
descended from D'Esse, D'EssEconBT, or Ashe, a family
England
at the Conquest, and from
established
in
was
which
which derived the Ashes, of Clyst, Fornyson, Heytesbury,
Same Crext and Motto.
Freshfield, Langley, &c.
Oabb. Az. two swords in saltire, points upward ar. pommels
Crest—A
griffin's
head betw. two wings holding
hilts
or.
and
in the beak a branch of palm all ppr.

Gabell
one.

Or, ten billets sa. four, three, two,

(Winchester).

Crest

— A boar's head couped or.

and

—

C)-e$t
A savage
Ar. a chev. and chief vert.
wreathed about the middle, treading on a serpent all ppr.
Gabot (.-Vcton Burnell, co. Salop; Robert Gabot, of that
place, "had this banner given him by Maximilian, the

Gabell.

Gu. a
Visit. London, 1568).
holding in the claws a flag staff bendy ar.
and sa. on it a flag of the third charged with a double-headed
eagle displ. of the second.
Gabot. Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped sa.
Gabott (London, 1625). Same Anns as Gabot, of Acton
Emperor, for his service."
segrcant

griffin

or,

Eurnell.
(Jersey). Ar. an anchor erect az. on a chief of
A greyhound's head
the last three roses of the field. Crest

Gabourel
couped

—

ar. collared

and chained

Gabriel, or Gabryell.
two, and one.

Crest

Or, ten billets sa. four, three,

— A demi savage reguard. ppr.

Gabriel (Edgcombe

Hall, co. Surrey, bart.).

or, ten billets, four, three, two,

On a mount

— In

and one of the

vert a boar's head erased sa. billetty

prosperis time in adversis spera.

Gu. three swords
(London; granted 15 Oct. 1649).
Crest
An
in bend ar. hilts and pommels or, points upward.
arm embowed in armour ppr. grasping a broken falchion ar.
hilt and pommel or.
Gacton. Or, ten billets gu. on a fesse az. three escallops ar.
Gadbery. Gu. a cross or, betw. four goats' heads erased ar
Gaddes, or Gaddez. Ar. three gads sa. Crest A stag's
head ppr.
Gaddesden, or Gadesden (co. Hertford). Ar. two

—

—

palets sa. in chief three mullets of the second.

Motto

Gadg'e

(co. Kent).

Gadsby. Sa. a
A stag pass. ar.
Gaff.

(London).

Ter

saltire az.

ar. three cinquefoils vert.

demi antelope or, collared gu.
Gafifard. Or, a cross lozengy

—

Ar. three billets sa.
and ar. a saltire gu.

chev. erm. betw. three pheons ar.

Gu. on a chev.

Gagre

Crest

—Dccrevi.

Gaddy, or Gaddez

Crest—
Crest—

sa.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gyronny of
four az. and ar. a saltire gu., for Gage; 2nd and 3rd, az. the
Sim in splendour or, for St. Clere. Crest A ram pass. ar.
armed and unguled or. Supjiorters Two greyhounds tonne
each gorged with a coronet composed of fleurs-de-lis or.
Motto Courage sans peur.
(Hengrave, co. Suffolk; Edward Gace, third, but
second surviving son of Sir John Gage, first bart. of Firle,
ancestor of the Viscounts Gmje, was created a bart. 1662).
(

yiseoiuit Gaije).

—

—

—

Gage

Same Arms and

Crest as Viscount Gage, without the quarter-

ing of St. Clere.

(Uokewode-Gaoe, bart., dormant since 1867; Sir
Thomas Gage, eighth bart. of Hengrave, and Sir Edward
Gage, nintli bart. of Hengrave, both assumed the additional
name and arms of Rokewode, but both d. s. ;>.). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, gyronny of four az. and ar. a saltire gu., for
Gage; 2nd and 3rd, ar. six cliessrooks, three, two, and one
ea., for Uokewode.
Crests
A ram pass. ar. armed or, for
Gage; A chessrook sa. winged ar., for Uokewode. Mottoes
—Over crests, Ist: Bon temps vicndra; 2nd: Tout est

—

Dicu.

and

Same Arms

Gage, bart. of Hengrave.

Crest as

(to. Devon).
Or, on a fesse sa. five lozenges ar.
(another, betw. three escallops sa.)

(Hormead,

saltire ar.

a

(co.<i.

.'ijiHire

Crest

co.

Hertford).

Per pale oz. and gu. a

— A stag pass. ppr.

Kent and Surrey).

Quarterly, az. and ar. over

all

—

—

—

—

branch

olive

in his

beak ppr.

Motto

—

(Lord Mayor of London, IC47).

a chief of the

—

I

mean no harm.

Erm. a

fleur-de-lis sa.

last.

or and sa. on a bend of the second
three crescents of the first.
Ar. three bars sa. on a canton gu. a dagger of
the first. C/ef(
.\ boar pass, per fesse or and gu. hoofed of
the last, bristled of the first.
Gaisford (Offington, co. Sussex). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three greyhounds courant sa.
Gaitskill. Gu. a lion pass. ar. combatant with a snake,
which entwines round his body ppr. a martlet or, for diff. on
a chief embattled of the second a sword erect ppr. hilt and

Gaisford.

—

pommel

gold, betw. two laurel branches ppr. inclining
towards the sword. Crc.':t
On a mountain an eagle reguard.
wings expanded ppr. collared az. resting the dexter claw on
a pellet.
Galaad. Ar. a cross gu. Crest A demi greyhound ar.
Galaway. Az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Galborne. Ar. a cross patonce betw. four martlets gu.
Galbraith (Shanwally, Donegal, and Castlcfin, Dublin, bart.,
extinct 1827). Per pale az. and gu. a trefoil slipped ar. betw.
.\ bear's head
three bears' heads erased or, muzzled sa. Crest
erased or, muzzled sa. in the mouth a trefoil slipped, as in
the arms.
Galbraith (granted, 1813, to James Galbraith, Esq., of
Shane Valley, co. Donegal, grandson of Samuel Galbraith,
Esq., of Dunduffs Fort, co. Donegal, of Scottish descent). Per
pale az. and gu. a trefoil slipped ar. betw. three boars'
heads erased or. Crest
A boar's head, as in the arms.
Jl/o«o— Quod ero spero.
Galbreath (Culcreuch, co. Dumbarton). Gu. three bears'
heads erased ar. muzzled az.

—

—

—

—

Gale, or Gall

(co.

Cornwall, Dartmouth and Crediton, co.

Devon, and Weveston,
of the

field.

Crest

co.

SufTolk).

Az. a fesse

—A shankbone and palm branch

Gale

Same Arms.
(co. Cornwall).
erased bendy wavy of six or and sa.

Crest

—A

ar. fretty

in saltire

horse's head

Gale

(Whitehaven, co. Cumberland). Ar. on a fesse betw.
three saltires az. an anchor betw. two lions' heads era.scd or.

—

A unicorn's head az. charged with an anchor or,
betw. two palets ar.
Gale (liardsea Hall, co. Lancaster; granted, 28 June, 1712,
Crest

John, Ebenezer, and Elisha Gale, all of Whitehaven).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three saltires az. an anchor betw. two
heads erased or. Crest A unicorn's head az. charged
with an anchor or, betw. two palets ar.
Gale (Scruton, CO. York the heiress, Harriet, eldest dau.
of Henry Gale. Esq., of Scruton liall, m. Foster Lechmerb
CooRE, Esq., of Firby, a lieut.-col. in the army). Az. on a
to

—

many lions' heads erased of
Out of a ducal coronet ppr.
the field, langucd gu. Crest
a unicorn's head paly of six az. and or, armed gold.

fesse betw. three saltires ar. as

—

Gale
Gale

gu.

Gage. I'er saltire ar. and gu. a cross or.
Gage. Gyronny of four ar. and az.
Gageworth, or Gagworth. Erm. on

field

a chev. gu. three

(Adhficld Hall, Queen's co).
(co.

Devon).

Same Arms and

Az. on a fesse

ar. three

Crest.

saltires of the

(another, gu.).

Gale, or Galle

Sa. a fesse ar.
greyhounds sejant of the
horse's head, bendy wavy of

(Stalbridgc, co. Dorset).

fretty engr. of the first betw. three

b( zanls.

Oahn
Jion

(Crowhurst, co. Surrey). Az. three chev.
a canton erm. Crest— A griffin's head erased az. charged
with three chev. ar.
Gainsborough, Earl of. See NoEt.
Gainsby. Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. six crosslets or.
Crest
A sprig of laurel growing out of a mount vert.
Gainsford (Idbury, co. Oxford, and co. Kent). Ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three greyhounds in full course sa. Crest A demi
woman, vested and crined or, in the dexter hand a chaplet
vert, in the sinister a rose ppr.
Gair (Nigg, co. Ross). Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa. on a chief of the
last a mullet of the first.
Motto Sero Bed serio.
Gair (Capt. William Gair, 2nd regt.). Same Arms, the chief
engr. Crest
A lion ramp, guard, gu. holding in his dexter
paw an ox yoke ppr. Same Motto.
Gairdner (Scotland, 1761). Ar. on a fret of four pieces gu. as
many hearts or, and in every interstice a rose of the second
barbed vert, in chief a crescent az.
Crest
A dove with an
ar.

;

Gage

Gage

Barry of six vair and gu.

Gainsborough

lions'

(Rands, co. Northampton, and co. Kent).

Gage

ramp.

Gaines.

ppr.

Gage

Gage

See Gettoh.
Az. a cross moline lozengy pierced ar. Crest Out
crown a garb, thereon a bird all ppr.
Gaimes. Or, a bend cotised gu.
Gaine. Ar. two bars dancettee gu. Crest— K demi lion
of a mural

Gairgrave. Lozengy

on a pile
Crestor.
Motto

Sa.

field.

Gace

wivcrn ppr.

Gaidon.

Gailie.

Gaire

or.

O Ali

(Sweden, 1781). Ar. a cross sa. in dexter chief point a
ramp, of the laat. Crest— K stag's head erased ppr.

A/o»o— Si Je

puis.

384.

second, collared gu.
Bix ar.

and

Crest— A

sa.

Gale, or Galle.

Sa.

a fesse

or,

fretty az. betw. three

A

greyhounds sejant of the second, collared of the third.
Crest— A greyhound's head erased bendy wavy of six or
and sa.
Gale. Gu. a griffin segreant or, a bordure gobony ar. and
A unicorn's head paly of six az. and or, the
Crest
vert.
horns twisted of the second and first.
Oale. Az. a fesse ar. betw. three saltires or.
Gale-Braddyll. See Bbaddtxl.
Galehault. Or, semee of estoilcs a lion ramp. az.
Gales, or Gale. Gu. a fesse betw. two chev. or.
Gall. Ar. a bear sejant ramp. sa. muzzled gu. Crest \
Patientia
ship ppr. her flags and pennant flying gu. Motto

—

—

—

vincit.

—A

and vair a cross gu. Crest
sejant gu. holding a banner staff and spearhead ppr.
Galla^lxer (Ireland). See O'Gallagheb.

Gall.

Quarterly, or

Galland.

—

ramp. betw. three crescents gu. Crest
per pale or and gu.
(Keg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a chev. betw. three

cocks gu.

Gallard, or Galiard

(Reg. Her. Office, London). Az. a
bend ar. betw. three roses or, stalked and leaved vert. Crest
An arm embowed vested gu. holding in the hand ppr. a
rose or, slipped and leaved vert.
Gta^llaway. Az. three lozenges in chief or.
Gallay, or Galley (Bath, co. Somerset). Sa. a fesse ar.
fretty of the first betw. three greyhounds sejant of the
second, collared or. Crest
^A nag's head bendy wavy of six

—

—

ar.

and

sa.

six sa.

on a chief of the second three cocks of the first.
An antelope pass, quarterly, sa. and ar.
Crest
Galliglltly (Liverpool, 1800). Erminois a lion ramp, doublequeued gu. issuing from an antique crown az. in chief two
Crest
thistles ppr.
A lion's head issuing gu. crowned with
an antique crown or. J/of^o— Hactenus invictus.
Gallop. Ar. on a bend gu. a lion pass. or. Crest Aboarpass.
sa. thrust through with a broken spear ppr. muzzled ar.

and

or,

—

—

—

Gallot

Erm. three chev. the centre gu. the

(France).

others sa.

—

Galloway {Lord

Dunkeld). Ar. a lion ramp. az. C)-est
mound or, bespread with rays of the sun ppr. betw. two ears
of corn in saltire and ensigned with a cross crosslet gold.
Two eagles volant ppr. Motto Higher.
Supporters
Galloway (Sandyhill, co. Lanark). Ar. a lion ramp. az.
on a chief erm. three antique crowns of the second. Same
Crest and Motto.
Galloway, Earl of. See Stewart.
Galloway, See of. Ar. St. Ninian standing and fullfaced ppr. clothed with a pontifical robe purp. on the head a
mitre, and in the dexter hand a crosier or.
Gaily (a Huguenot family took refuge in England at the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes). Gu. on a chev. or, betw.
two mullets in chief ar. and a cock in base of the same, beaked
gold, a chain sa.

—

—

;

Gallyhalt. Or, sem6e of estoiles az. a lion ramp. gu.
Galton. Erm. a bend gu. a canton sa. Crest— A bull's head
erased gu. ducally gorged or.
Galton (Clavcrdon Leys, co.

Daewin Galton,

(Lota, co. Cork; descended from Geoffbei db
Galwey, younger son of Sir John de Bcbgo. alias De,
Galwey, d. 1400). Same Arms. Crest A cat sejant ppr
collared and chained or. Mottoes Above the crest Vinclus
sed non victus below the shield Vincit Veritas.

Warwick; represented by
and D.L.,

Esq., of Claverdon Leys, J. P.

(Payne-Gallwey, Bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
per fesse or and gu. in chief an eagle displ. sa. in base a
castle ar., for Gallwey
2nd and 3rd, gu. a fesse betw. two
lions pass, ar., for Payne. Crests— 1st, Gallwey
A cat pass,
guard. 2nd, Payne: A Uon's gamb erased, holding the lower
part of a tilting-lance in bend.
;

:

;

Gam

(Wales).

G^mack

fleurs-de-Us gu.

Motto

—Gaudet

luce videri.

(Hadzor, co. Worcester).

(Clerkenshiels, co. Edinburgh).

Gu. a bend engr.

See Gamage.
(Coyte and Royiade, co. Hertford). Ar.
in bend gu. on a chief az. tbree escallops or. Crest
segreant or.

Gamage

five

—A

Ganlage

(Wales). Ar. a bend lozengy gu.
three escallops of the field.

fusils

grifBn

on a chief

az.

Gamage

(Alderman Anthony Gamage, of London, son of
CO. Norfolk, and grandson of John Gamage, of
Glamorgan. Visit. London, 1568). Same Armt,
the escallops or, quartering Horne.
Gamag'e. Ar. a bend lozengy gu. a chief az.
Gamage. Ar. on a bend az. three mascles of the first, a
chief of the second charged with as many escallops or.
Gamage. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu. a chief az.
Gambell, or Gamble. Gu. a fleur-de-lis or, a chief
erm. Crest A crane, in the beak a rose stalked and leaved

Wesenham,

Coytiff, CO.

—

all

ppr.

Gambler

{Lord Gambier, created 1807, extinct 1833). Erminois a fesse wavy az. betw. three starlings sa. beaked and
legged gu. Crest Out of a naval crown or, an eagle displ.
erminois, charged on the breaist with an anchor sa. Supporters Dexter, a sailor, habited ppr. supporting a cross
calvary gu. ; sinister, a female figure, representing Hope,
vested ar. zoned gu. mantle az. fringed or, on her breast the
sun in splendour gold, her sinister hand resting upon an
anchor sa. Motto Fide non armis.
Gambler. Erminois a fesse wavy az. betw. three Cornish

—

—

—

choughs ppr.

Gambon

(cos. Devon, Dorset, Norfolk, and South Wales.
Quartered by Wyndham and Hdyshe). Ar. a fesse betw. three
men's legs couped at the thigh sa.
Gambone, or
(Visit. Cornwall, 1620. Hannibal
Gamon, or Gambone, Rector of Mawgan, great-grandson of
John Gambon, or Gamon, Esq., of Gamon House, near
Padstow, CO. Cornwall). Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Gambon, or Gazaon. Ar. on a chev. gu. three mullets
or, in chief an annulet sa.
Crest
A torteau betw. two
wings ppr.
Gambon, or Gamon. Az. three eagles' legs erased a la

Gambon

—

quise or.

Gamboun. Ar. on a chev. sa. three mullets or, pierced gu.
Gambo'W (Spain). Per pale vert and ar. on the first a
wolf saliant ar. on the second three mulberry leaves vert,

two and one.
heads

(llinton, co. Salop,
ar.

and of Wales).

Sa. three spears'

embrued gu.

(Wales). Ar. three cocks gu. crested and jelloped or.
(Wales). Sa. three lozenges ar. on each a torteau.
Crest— A cross crosslet fitchee and palm branch in saltire

ppr.

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Game.

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Gamell, or Gammill.

Motto.

Sa. a chev. betw. three spears' heads ar.

embrued

gu.

Galton

(Warley Hall,

co. Salop).

Two

Motto.

Galtrim

(Dublin and Dundalk; John Galtrim, son of
Visit. City of Dublin, 1607).
Gu. two
pommels and hilts or, betw. four martlets

Walter Galtrim.
swords in
of the

—

ar.

Game
Game

—

Galton

bend lozengy gu. on a
Crtst
A dexter hand

Gamadgre.

betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu. an eagle's head erased ar. betw.
two bezants.
Crest
On a mount vert an eagle erm.
looking up at the sun or, the dexter claw resting on a

co.

Ar. three cocks gu.

Ar. a
chief az. three escallops of the first.

Game

Duddeston House,

:

;

;

Gallwey

Samuel Tektius Galton, Esq., of
Warwick). Erm. on a fesse engr.

eldest son of the late

—

—

holding a pen in pale ppr.

Or, a lion

Galliard (London). Az. a bend betw. three roses or.
Galliers (Stapleton Castle, co. Hereford). Paly of

Galwey

Gamach, or Gama^e.
lion

A stag lodged
Gallard

O AM
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a Aii

saltire ar.

last.

Qalway, "Viscount.

See Abcndel.
descended from William de Galwet,
eldest son of Sir John de Bcrgo, alias De Galwey, </. 1400,
younger brother of Uuck de Bdrgh, ancestor of the nobio
house of Clanbicaede. Sir Geoffrey Galwey, the head of

Qalwey ^bart. extinct;

the family, (eiu^. James I., was created a Baronet of Ireland).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a cross gu. five mullets of the
field; 2nd and 3rd, ar. the representation of Baal's Bridge,
underneath, the date 1361. This second coat was granted by
Lionel, Duke of Clarence, to the first Sir John de Galway,
for bis signal services in defending Baal's Bridge, Limerick,
•gainst the great force of O'Brien, of Thomond.
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Or, three mallets sa.

Crest

—

heads aUdorsed gu.
(Newton, co. Brecknock). Or, a lion
Games, or
pass, guard, gu.
Sa. a chev. erm.
granted 1614).
(co. Leicester;
An eagle's head or, betw.
betw. three c.ngles close ar. Crest
two wings erm.
Games. Or, a lion pass. gu.
Gamin. Gu. three bezants, each charged with a human
Crest
An armed arm embowed, grasping a
head ppr.
sword, both ppr. round the arm a garland of laurel vert.
lions'

Gaymes

Games

—

—

Gamlyn
Crest

Sa. three mullets or.
co. Lincoln).
of a ducal coronet a trefoil slipped, betw. two

(Spalding,

—Out

wings expanded of the last, all or.
Ar. three cocks gu. armed, crested, and jelloped

Gamme.
or.

Gammell (Drumtochty,

Ar. a chev. betw.
co. Kincardine).
three hearts fcssways in chief gu. joined and pierced by a

A

A

GAM

the third, hilted and pommelled or, disposed saltireways.
A pelican with wings displ. pierced witli an arrow from
Crest
behind all ppr. Motto Moriens sed invictus.
(Shotover House). See Maitland.
Quarterly, or and jru. a cross erm.
Gamull (co. Chester; Reg. Coll. of Arms,
or
Gamoll,
Crest
A human he^rt
Or, three mallets sa.
London).
ppr. crowned or, betw. two win,^s displ. sa. purfled gold

—

—

Gammie

Gammocke.

—

(another, on a ducal coronet an estoile or, environed with

two snakes

vert).

Gamoll, or Gamull

(co. Chester).

Or, a fosse betw.

two

barrulcts gu. over aO three escutcheons vair.
Gamolle {tump. Edward HI.). Or, abarrulet betw. two bars
gciiulles gu. over all three escutcheons vair.

Gamon

(Minchenden House, co. Middlesex). Az. two chev.
human legs couped at the thigh ar. Cre^^t
boar pass. ar. charged on body with a pale sa. thereon a
leopard's face or. Motto Virtus in arduis.
Ar. a fesse engr. betw.
(By field, co. Hereford).

—

betw. three

—

Gamon

three mullets gu.

Gams

(Xcwton, CO. Brecknock).

spears' heads

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

Chester, tem-p. Edward I'V.
the senior
male line became extinct by the death of Sir Francis Gamcl
Or, three mullets sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal
in 1654).
coronet or, a trefoil slipped gold betw. two wings sa.
Gam'ul (Crabwall descended from the foregoing family,
extinct in the male line, 1759, property vested in Faimor, of
;

—

;

Nonsuch Park, a maternal descendant).

Same Anus and

Crest.

Gamuell

'Westmeath; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. three lions
ramp, az, on a chief gu. a demi lion ramp. or.
Gara. See O'Gara.
Garband. Az. a tilting spear and battle axe in saltire ar.
headed or. in chief an arrow barways of the second, feathered

and pointed

Garband

(Storton).

Ar. on a chief

gti.

Garbett

(Robert Garbett, Exon of the Yeoman Guard in

;

—

—

bete.

Garbitt (Acton Burnell, co. Salop). Same Arms.
Garbonell. Az. on a cross ar. five escallops gu.
(Jamaica; granted 28 Oct. 1768). Or, a battle
axe in bend sinister, surmounted of a lance in bend dexter,
and in chief a dart barways pheoned and flighted all ppr.
Garbridge (Walsingham and Sparham, co. Norfolk). Sa. a
Crest
fesse betw. two chev. or.
A bundle (or sheaf; of
reeds ppr. banded about the middle with a wreath ar.
and sa.
Garbyn, or Garbin (co. Cambridge). Ar. two bars sa.
Gard (co. Kent). Az. on a chev. ar. three birds vert mcmbered
gu. on a chief or, three griffins segreant sa. Crest A tower
ar. betw. two laurel branches vert.

—

Garden.

—

engr. sa.

Graziiboun.

Ar. on a chev. sa. throe mullets of the field.
Ganlard (France). Sa. a fesse betw. six martlets or. Crest
A dexter hand brandishing a sabre ppr.

—

Erm. a

fret gu.

on a chief

of the

second three crescents ar.

Erm. a fret gu. on a chief of
Crest— \ stag sejant ar. ducally

(Libsey, co. Lincoln).

the second three plates.

gorged

or.

Gansell. Or, three bars
Gansell, or Gonsell.

gu. a quarter erm.
Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chief

a fesse dancettte or.
(co. Lincoln).
Barry of six or and gu. over all a
bend vair. Crest A wolfs head or, gorged with a collar
az.

Gaut

—

vair.

Gant {Earl

of Lincoln, Baron Gant ; Earldom inherited from
the family of Romare, temp. King Stephen; Bai-ony by
Bummons to Parliament, 1295, extinct 1297). Barry of six
or and az. a bend gu.
Gant, or Gaunt. Same Arm.i. Crest— \ millrlnd ppr.
Gantlet (Netherampton, co. Wilts granted 19 July, 1670).
Gu. a chev. betw. three gauntlets ar.
Gantlet. Az. a gauntlet ar. on a chief or, two ro.se3 gu.
Ganuble. Or, on a chief gu. three trefoils slipped ar. Cixst
;

— A lion pass,

Ganuble

tail

extended ppr.

(Spalding, CO. Lincoln).

a sinister baton gobony

Gape

(St.

ar.

and

Same Amis, dcbruiscd by
Or, three

sa. betw. twobendlets vair.
Crc.it— \ lion
reguard. or, pellcttec, gorged with a collar vair.
Gapper. Az. on a chief ar. a lion pass. gu. Crest Out of
an antique coronet or, a demi lion ramp. gu.
Gapper. (co. Somerset). Gu. a fcB.se betw. three crosses
crosslct fltch^e in chief and a lion ramp, in base or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a cross

bend

pa.'fl.

—

—

rrosslet fltthee or.

Gar

(Heg. Ulster's Office).

heads cabossed sa.
Gar (Reg. I Iter'.i OITlcc).
sa. Uucally

crowned
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or.

demi

(Ballynecurra,

ramp.

griffin

Ar. a clicv. betw. three stags'
Ar. an eagle displ. with tno heads

sa.

three crescents of the

Same Anns.

Cork).

co.

Motto

Gardegrave. Lozengy

ai-.

Crest

— Toujours fidele.
and

sa.

on a bend of the

—
last

fii'st.

Az. a chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

(another, or).

Gardemo'w.

Garden

Ar. on a chief sa. a lion pass, of the first.
Cambridge). Ar. two bars sa. a label gu.
Az. three baskets or. Crest
A mallard amongst

(co.

Garden.

—

flags all ppr.

Garden
Garden

Ar. two chev. engr. gn.
(that Ilk, co. Fonar). Ar. a boar's head erased sa.
armed or. Crest Two dexter hands conjoined ppr. holding
a cro.ss crosslet fitchee or. Motto Cruciata cruce junguntur.
Garden (Troup, co. Banff, now Garden-Campbell). Ar. a
boar's head erased sa. armed gu., now quartered with
Campbell, of Glenlyon. See that name.
Crest
A boar
pass. ar.
Motto Vires animat virtus.
Garden (Borrowfield, co. F'orfar). Ar. a boar's head erased
Crest
A dexter hand holding a
sa. betw. three mullets gu.
pahn branch disposed in orle ppr. Motto— Vi\e le roi.
Garden (Leys, co. F'orfar). Ar. a boar's head erased sa. betw.
three cross crosslets fitcheo gu.
Garden (Minister of Balmcrino, 1678). The same, within a
bordure counter compony sa. and ar. Crest A rose slipped
ppr. Motto Sustina et abstine.
Gardener (Himbleton, co. Worcester; granted by Cooke,
Clarenceux, 1592, to Hichard Gardener, Esq., of that place).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pomegranates ppr. leaved vert.
(that Ilk).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Crest

—Out

of a

mural crown or, an armed arm emboweJ
hand a flagstaff, thereon a split pennon
two staves in

ppr. holding in the
gu.

flowing to the sinister, charged with

saltire, fired gold.

Gardener

(Histon, co. Cambridge; Kokesforth, co. Norand Shrewsbury). Per fesse ar. and sa. a pale countcrchanged, three griffins' heads erased of the second. Crest
A griffin's head erased sa.
Gardener (I'.eiwick-on-Tweed; granted 24 April, 1580). Sa.
a chev. erm. betw. three buglehorns ar. stringed or. Crest
On a book sanguine, clasped and garnished or, a falcon
folk;

—
—

volant of the

sa.

Alban's, CO. Hertford; granted 1684).

lions pass, in

iti

14SG
from whom derived Francis Garbett, Esq., of Huntington Park, CO. Hereford, sheriff of co. Radnor, in 1790;
represented by Walsham, Bart., of Knill Court).
Gu. a
griffin segrcant or, supporting a knightly banner, flowing to
the dexter ar. and thereon an eagle with two heads displ. sa.
Crest
An imperial eagle as on the banner. Motto Gare la

See Hornyold).
At. in base a mount vert, thereon a
poplar tree betw. two lions ramp, combatant crowned
with counts' coronets all ppr.
Crest
A demi lion gu.
crined or, holding in dexter gamb a dagger ppr.
Ganeston (co. Cornwall). Ar. six eagles displ. vert.
Ganeth (co. Cambridge). Or, a lion ramp. sa. billettee ar.
Ganfield. Or, three bars gu. a canton erm.
Ganfield (co. Leicester). Or, three bars gu. on a quarter ar.
a bend fusily gu.
Ganford, or Granford. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a bordure

Gannoke

or,

(Righton, co. Salop).
Gu. a griffin
segroant or, supporting a standard ar. charged with an imperial eagle, the staff twisted of the third and sa. the foot
gold, head and tassels also of the third.

Garde

—

Gandey.

(Lincoln, 1640).

Barry of seven gu. and

Lincoln).

Garbed, or Gabit

three trefoils slipped of the first.
Sa. a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Gu. three saltircs ar. Crest Asaltiregu.
Oandolfl (Richmond, co. Surrey, Genoa, and Lombardy.

Gamys.

Gannocke

of the third.
(co.

chief three bezants.

—

Same Anns, &c.

(Knitton, co. Stafford).

Gam'vill, or

Gara (co.

Garbrand

embrucd ppr.

Gamul (Bucrton, co.

Gamull

GAR
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chain az. and in base a branch of laurel ppr. and a sword of

Gardener

last.

Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three griffins'
two lions pass, respecting each other ar.
Same Arms, the lions
co. Lincoln).
Crest— A. Turk's head ppr. turban or and az.
gold.
Gardener. Sa. a chev. betw. three half spades ar.
Gardeners, Company of (London). Tlie field a landscape, the base variegated with flowers, a man ppr. vested
round the loins with linen ar. digging with a spade, all of the
Supporters-Two
Crest— A basket of fruit all ppr.
first.
emblematical female figures with cornucopia, representing
plenty.
Motto In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou cat thy
(Calais).

hcad.s erased az.

Gardener

(Northall,

—

bread.

Gardener

(Thomas Gardeneb,

citizen of

London.

Visit.

GAR
—

and leaved

Quarterly,
(Earl of Blessington, extinct 1829).
1st and 4th, or, a fesse chequy ar. and az. betw. three lions
pass, sa.; 2nd snd 3rd, or, a griffin pass. az. on a chief sa.
Crest
An eagle's head erased
three pheons heads ar.

—

Supporters~J)exiei, a man in combetw. two wings.
plete armour garnished or, on hit cap three feathers,
two ar. and one gu. sinister, a queen in her royal vest;

az. over all a mantle purp. doubled erm.
her feet bare, hair dishevelled, and ducally crowned or.

ments gu. girded

— Nil desperandum.

(WHALLEX-SMTTHE-GAEDiifm, Eoche Court, near
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
co. Hants, hart.).
heads erased az. two hons counterpass. of the field,
A Saracen's head
quartering Whaluey and Smith. Crest
couped at the shoulders ppr.
Gardiner, apWinchester;
Stephen
of
Gardiner (Bishop
pointed 1531, deprived 1550, restored 1553, d. 1556). Az. on a
cross or, betw. four grifBns' heads erased ar. a cinquefoil

Gardiner
Farnham,
griffins'

—

pierced gu.

Gardiner

(Bishop of Lincoln; John Gabdineb, appointed
Or, a buck's head cabossed gu. betw. the
attires a mullet of the last.
1695, d. 1705).

Gardiner

Eobebt Barlow Gardiner, M.A., forWadhurst, co. Sussex). Same Anns, with

(Kev.

merly "Vicar of
a canton az. thereon a mitre of the first, labelled ar. Crest
A stag's head cabossed ppr. betw. the attires a mullet sa.
pierced and pendent from a chain or.
Gardiner (cos. Berks and Bucldngham). Gu. a chev. betw.
three griffins' heads erased ar. a chief crenellee or. Crest
A griffin's head erased az. charged with three bends or.
Gardiner (Blandford, co. Dorset). Per fesse embattled az.
and purp. on a chev. or, betw. three griffins' heads erased
Crest
A griffin's head erased
ar. as many escallops aa.
bendy of six az. and purp.

—
—

—

Gardiner (Tollesbury, co. Essex). Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
Crest
A griffin pass, reguard. sa.
Gardiner (Ivingsbury, co. Herts). Per pale or and gu. a

—

counterchanged.
(Cudsden, co. Oxford; Sir Thomas Gardiner,
Per
Knt., Solicitor-General to Charles I.; d. Oct. 1652).
pale gu. and or, a fesse betw. three hinds tripping counterchanged.
Gardiner (Thundridgbury, co. Herts). Per pale or and gu.
on a fesse betw. three hinds pass, as many lozenges all
counterchanged. Crest Two halberts in pale, enwrapped
round by a snake ppr.
Gardiner (London). Per pale or and gu. a fesse betw. three
hinds trippant all counterchanged. Crest A Saracen's head
sidefaced ppr. erased at the shoulders gu. wreathed round
the temples ar. and of the second.
Gardiner (Wigan, co. Lancaster). Or, on a chev. gu. betw.
three griffins' heads erased az. two Uons counter pass, of the
fesse betw. three hinds pass,

Gardiner

—

—

Sa. a chev. betv.-.
(Letherhead, co. Surrey).
three buglehoms stringed ar. on a pile in chief of the second
a covered cup gu. a bordure or, charged with eight pellets.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a goat's head gu. attired

—

gold._

Gardiner
Gardiner

(London).
Same Arms. Crest— A man's head
ppr. thereon a cap gu. turned up ar. crined and bearded sa.
Gardiner (Coombe Lodge, co. Oxford). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, same Arms, for Gardiner; 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a cross
five mullets

—

sa.,

for

Boddam.

Crest

—A

griffin's

head

Motto Deo non fortunse.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1478). Purp. on a chev.
on a chief embattled of the third a
cross potent or, betw. two griffins' heads erased of the

erased.

Gardiner

ar. three escallops az.

second.

Gardiner

(London, and Beccles, co. Norfolk).
betw. three tigers' heads erased or. Crest

—A

Gu. a chev.
rhinoceros

Gardiner

(certified at the College of Arms, London, May,
1779).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a griffin pass, with wings
endorsed az. on a chief sa. three pheons ar. 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a fesse chequy ar. and az. betw. three lions ramp. or.
Crest
A griffin's head or, gorged with a chaplet of laurel
vert betw. two wings expanded az. Motto Persevere.
Gardiner (co. Oxford, 1578). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three
griffins' heads erased ar. (another, or).
Crest
A stork ppr.
Another Crest— A griffin sejant, resting his dexter foot on a
;

—

—

—

sa.

Gardiner

(Kichard Gardiner, D.D., and Canon of Christ
Church, Oxford, d. 20 Dec. 1670). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
two griffins' heads erased in chief and a cross formee in

co.

Surrey).

Az.

a
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VIII.).

—

industry.

Gardiner

Ar. on a fret gu. a rose in every
barbed vert, betw. four hearts or,
a bordure az.
Crest Out of a mural crown or, seven
battle axes ppr. one in fess and the rest in bend dexter
and bend sinister. Motto Omnia superat virtus.
Gardinis. Ar. two bars sa. a label of five points gu.
Gardner (Baron Gardner). Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three
griffins' heads erased, az. an anchor erect betw. two lions
guard, counter-pass, of the field. Crest— A demi griffin az.
collared and lined, and supporting in the claws an anchor or.
Supporters Two griffins, wings elevated az. beaked, membered, and gorged with a naval coronet or, each resting the
3Iotto
interior hind foot on an anchor, with cable sa.
Valet anchora virtus.
Gardner (Chatteris House, Isle of Ely, co. Cambridge).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a saltire betw. three griffins'
heads erased, one in chief, two in fesse sa. and a woolpack in
base az. another saltire or, for Gardner; 2nd and 3rd, az.
on a chev. or, betw. two boars' heads erased in chief and a
padlock in base ar. a lozenge gu. with two keys chevronA griffin's head
Crests
1st, Gardner
wise sa., for Dunn.
erased ar. surmounted by two branches of laurel in saltire
ppr. 2nd, Dunn Two swords in saltire, the points upwards
ppr. pommels and hilts or, tied with a riband vert pendent
Motto Fide et amore.
therefrom a key sa.
Gardner (Rev. Laurence Gardner, D.D., Sansaw, Shrewsbury). Per fesse ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged three
Crest
A griffin's head
griffins' heads erased of the second.

(Madras, 1789).

interstice of the second,

—

—

—

—

—

:

:

;

—

—

erased sa.

—

Lincoln and Salop). Same Arms. Crest An
elephant's head erm. eared sa. armed or.
Gardner (Lord Mayor of London and of Suffolk). Per fesse
or and sa. a pale counterchanged, and three griffins' heads
erased of the second.
Gardner ^Tunbridge Wells, co. Kent). Az. on a chev. betw.
three griffins' heads erased ar. as many martlets sa. Crest

Gardner

(cos.

;

—

A griffin's head erased gorged with a mural coronet.
Gardner (co. Middlesex). Sa. a chev. betw. three buglehoms
A reindeer's head ar. attired or.
stringed ar. Crest
Gardner (Kirkton, co. Lincoln). Az. a chev. betw. three

—

buglehoms

ar.

(co. Lincoln,
Quarterly, ar. and sa.
griffin's head erased or.

and Wallbearswick, co. Suffolk).
2nd and 3rd quarters a
Crest
An elephant's head couped

in the

—

erm.

Gardner, or Gardener

(Wallingham and Bishop's
Norton, co. Lincoln). Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three griffins'
heads erased az. two lions combatant ar. Crest A Saracen's
head full faced ppr. erased at the neck gu. wreathed about
the temples of the last and az. on his head a cap or.
Gardner, or Gardener (London). Per chev. ar. and
purp. in chief three escallops az. in base a griffin's head
erased or, on a chief of the second a cross formee betw. two

—

griffins'

heads erased of the

first.

Worcester). Per chev. az. and gu. on a chev.
betw. three lions' heads erased ar. as many escallops sa.
Gardner (London). Gu. on a bend cotised or, a leopard's
face betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Gardner (co. Somerset). Sa. a chev. betw. three spades
(co.

ar.

Gardner

(Stoke-Ash, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three griffins' heads erased az. two lions ramp. or.
Gardner ico. Herts; Richard Gardner, Sergcant-at-Arms
to Henry VIII., his brother, William Gardner, of Bermondsey Street, d. 1597 ; sons of William Gardner, co. Herts.
Az. a griffin pass. or. Crest— On a ducal
Visit. London).

coronet or, a lion pass, guard, ar. (another, a demi unicorn
erased ar. crowned and horned or, crined sa.).
(Bermondsey, CO. Surrey). Same .4r/.i.5. Crest—A

Gardner

base or.

Henry

Per fesse ar. .and sa. a pale
and three goats' heads erased all counterchanged.
Gardiner (Reg. Ulster's Office, to Sir Robert Gardiner,
Chief Justice of the King's Bench, 1586-1604). Gu. a chev.
betw. three heraldic tigers' heads erased or.
Gardiner (Dublin; granted by Carney, Ulster, 1683, to
William Gardiner, of that city, merchant). Or, a griffin
pass, wings expanded az. on a chief sa. three pheons points
down ar. Crest A griffin's head couped or, betw. two
wings az. gorged with a chaplet vert. Motto— Honor rewards

Gardner

pass. ar.

book

and Peckham,

(Haling
(temp.

Gardner

field.

Gardiner

or,

Gardiner

griffin pass. or.

vert.

Gardiner

Motto

OAR
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gu. and az. in the second and third
quaiters a griffin segieant or, holding in the dexter claw a
ring gemmed of the last, over all on a bend cotised of the
last a leopard's face, holding in the mouth a round buckle
CreH A leopard pass. ar.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis gu.
peUettee, holding in the dexter paw a pine apple or, stalked
Quavfeily,

186S).

A

.

GAS
demi unicorn erased
or.

AnotJier Crist

—On

ar.

on a chief sa. three pheons
head couped or, gorged with a chaplet

Or, a griffin pass. az.

—A

Crest

griffin's

vert betw. two wings az.
Gardner. Vert a griffin pass,

Gardner.
maned

sa.

Gardner

Az. a

Ar. on a bend betw. six lozenges sa. three

cinquefoils or.

ar.

and a chief or.
A demi nnicorn
Crest

—

(Buspar, co. Sussex.

Visit. 1634).

beads erased

or, as

Per

fesse gu.

and

ar. six pales

Az. on a chev.
martlets

many

wavy counter-

changed.

Per pale or and gu. on a fesse betw. three hinds

two lozenges

counterchanged
Gardner. Ar. a griffin's head erased sa.
Gardner (granted to Robert Panting, Esq., upon his
assuming, by royal licence, the name of Gaedneb). Per fesse
ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged three gryphons' heads
erased of the second.
Gardner. Gu. a bend vair double cotised or.
Gardner (Torwoodhead, co. Stirling). Gu. on a fret of four
pieces gu. as many hearts az. and in every interstice a rose
of the second. Crest A griffin's head erased ppr.
Motto
In virtute et fortuna.
Gardner (Edinburgh, 1784). Same Arms, a crescent or,
in chief for di£f. Crest A griffin's head erased ppr. charged
with a crescent or. Motto Virtute et fortuna.
Gardners. Purp. on a chev. ar. three escallops az. on a
chief ereneUee of the third a cross potent or, betw. two
griffins' heads erased of the second.
Gardoyle, Garville, or Gardley. Paly of six or and
all

—

—

—

fesse dancett^e gu. three crosses cross-

Az. a bend betw. a stag's
and three crosses crosslet
fitchee in base of the second.
Crest
A palm tree growing
out of a mount with a trefoil ppr. Motto
Concussus surgo.
Garioch (title of Lord Garioch, Scotland). Or, a fesse chequy
az. and ar. betw. three open crowns gu.
Garland (Quatre Bras, co. Dorset). Paly of six or and gu.
a chief per pale of the second and sa. in the dexter chief a
chaplet ppr. in the sinister a demi lion ramp, issuant ar.
Crest

Gardner,

on a

(Kinstair, co. Aberdeen).
in chief attired or,

—

or,

horned gold.

ea.

Gardner.

Or,

let fitchte ar.

Garioch.

head couped

griffin pass. or.

crowned

ar. betvr. three grififtns'

—

Gardyn.
Gardyne

Ar. two bars sa. a label of five points gu.
(Middleton, co. Forfar Bbdce-Gabdyne, of MiddleOr, two chev. engr. gu. betw.
three boars' heads erased sa.
Gare (co. Kent). Az. three lions ramp. ar. on a chief gu. a
demi lion issuant or.
;

ton, senior co-heir of line).

Garein, or Guarein.

Cheq«y or and

az.

on a chief

ar.

crescent gu.

Garen. Chequy

or and az. a chief of the

first.

Ci-esl

a

—

cross crosslet fitcb^e gu.

Garenne. Chequy

—Two lances saltirewise ar. interlacing a chaplet ppr.

(Whitfield, Blacktorington, and Exeter, co. Devon.
Or, three pales gu. on a chief per pale gu. and
a chaplet and a demi lion issuant ar.
Garland (Michaelstowe Hall, co. Essex, and Woodcote Grove,
CO. Surrey). Same Arms. Crest On a mural crown or, a lion
sejant reguard. ar. the dexter paw resting on an escutcheon of the second charged with a garland ppr. Motto
Visit. 1620).
sa.

—

—

Libertas.

Garland

Gu. two bars

Lincoln).

(co.

— A lion's

bezants.

Crest

paw

Garfield

(Kilsby, co. Northants, and Tuddington, co. MidBenjamin Gabfield, Esq., of the latter place, grand;
son of Ralph Gabfield, of the former. Visit. Middlesex,
Or, three bars gu. on a canton erm. a cross of the
1663).
second quartering, 1st, sa. on a chev. betw. three lions ramp.
ar. an annulet gu.
2nd, ar. on a chev. betw. three crosses
crosslet gu. as many fleurs-de-lis or
3rd, barry of six ar.
and az. a lion ramp. gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet «r, a

dlesex

;

;

—

cross calvary gu.

Garfield.

Or, three bars gu. on a canton erm. a cross
formee of the second. Crest— Out of a human heart a hand
holding a sword all ppr.
Garfoote (Hyde, co. Essex, and Famham, co. Suffolk, 1634).
Sa. a bend betw. six goats saliant ar. attired or.
Cres(— Out
of a mural crown sa. a goat's head ar. attired or.
Garforth (co. York). Sa. a bend betw. six goats pass. ar.
Crest—0\it of a ducal coronet or, a goat's head ar.
Garforth. Sa. a bend betw. three goats pass. ar. Crest
wolf courant ppr.
Gargan (cos. Suffolk and Sussex). Ar. three lozenges gu.

—

(another, fusils).

France). Gu. the field replenished with
or (another, within a border gobony ar. and sa.).

Gu. two quartrefoils in chief, and
a fleur-de-lis in base or. Crest
A lion poisson ramp.
Gar^ate. Per bend ax. and or (another, ar. and az.) three
fleurs-de-lia betw. two cotiscs counterchanged.
Gargrinton, or Garwinton. Sa. a chev. betw. three
garlick heads ppr. Crest
A vine branch, fructed and leaved

—

—

ppr.

Gargrave

(co. Lancaster). Ar. on
crosses crosslet fitchte of the field.

a chief indented gu. three

Gargrave

(Snapthorpe, co. York).
Lozengy ar. and sa.
on a bend gu. three crescents or. Crest A falcon rising ar.

Gargrave

—

York descended from Sir John Garobave, Master of the Ordnance to Henry V. in France; the
male

(Nostel, co.

heir. Sir

;

Richabd Gargrave, Knt.,

Sheriff of co.

York, 3 .James I., dissipated in extravagance the whole of his
great estates). Lozengy ar. and sa. on a bend of the second
three crescents of the first.
Crest
As the last.

Gargrave

—

^co.

York).

Or, on a chief indented gu.

crossci crosslet fllchee ar.

388

a

three

battle

axe

Garland
Garland

(co. York).
Same Arms and Crest.
(Fun. Ent. of Edwabd Godoh, Alderman of Dublin,
30 July, 1631, m. as second wife, Ellis Garland). Ar. au
eagle displ. with two necks sa. armed, beaked, and ducally

d.

gorged

or.

Garland

Same Arms. Crest— A. horso

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

pass. ar. hoofed or.

Garlehampe

(co.

Middlesex).

Sa.
first

an

estoile of six points or,

betw. three covered cups

of the second.
Ar. three heads of garlick ppr.

Garlick.
arm erect
the

in armour, holding in the

last, also erect,

Garling".
chief az. as

pommel and

hand

Crest— A. dexter
ppr. a Qutlass of

hilt or.

Ar. on a chev. gu. three mullets of the field, on a
many suns or. Crest A fish's head erased per

—

fesse ppr.

Garlington

Sa. three gadbees volant ar.

(co. Hereford).

Garlynape (co. Middlesex). Sa. three covered cups ar.
Garman, Garmon, or Germon. Ar. on a bend

az.

three escallops of the first. Crest An oak tree, therefrom
two weights pendent ppr.
Garmon. Ar. three bars (another, wavy) gu.
granted 1 758). Vert three fiying
(co. Lincoln
Crest
fi.shes in pale ar.
A shark's head reguard. couped

Garmston
ar.

;

—

swallowing a Negro

thieo

man

Motto

ppr.

— Opera

di9

miriflca.

Garmyn.

Ar. a fesse betw. three crosses pattee sa.

Garnant. Ar. three pellets.
Garnatt, or Garnet (co. Essex,

and Westminster). Az.
three griffins' heads erased or.
Crest
A squirrel sejant,
holding in the forepaws a branch of hazel ppr.
Garnault, Per pale or and az. barry of six, and a chief
charged with a pale, and its cantons divided, per bend, dexter
and sinister respectively, all counterchanged, over all an
escutcheon ar.
Garneg'an (co. Suffolk). Ar. three fusils gu.
Garnegan. Barry of eight ar. and gu. over all a fleur-de-

—

lis sa.

Garnegrott.

Or,

two bars

az.

Garneshe, or Garnishe
az. betw. three escallops sa.

Gargrate (Toumay,
fleurs-de-lis

or, in chief

erased, holding

ppr.

—

or and az.

Gargrate, or Gargrat.

—

Garland

charged with an annulet of the

az.

last

Garg'rave.

Gargrave.

ar.

Gardner.

GAB
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crined and armed sa. ducaJly crowned
a ducal coronet or, a lion pass, guard,

or,

an eagle

displ. gu.

(co. Suffolk).

Crest

Ar. a chev. engr.

— A mermaid ppr.

Garnett

(Quernmore, co. Lancaster). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
ducally crowned, and a bordure nebulee or, on a canton of
the last an eagle displ. with two heads sa. Crest A demi
lion ar. gorged with a v/reath of oak ppr. holding betw. the
paws an escutcheon gu. charged with a buglehornor. Motto
Diligontia et honore.
Garnett (Wyreside, co. Lancaster). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
ducally crowned, and a bordure dovetail or, on a canton of the
Crest— A demi lion
last a cross pattee fitchee of the field.
ar. gorged with a collar dovetail gu. holding betw. the paws
an escutcheon or, charged with a cross pattee fitchee also gu.
Garnett. fiamc Arms. Crest A dexter hand holding up a
swan's head and neck erased ppr.
Garnett. Az. three griffins' heads erased or.
Garnett. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three wolves' heads

—

—

—

erased or; 2nd and 3rd (ancient coat), gu. a lion ramp. ar.
ducally crowned or, a bordure engr. of the last.

Qarnett-Botfleld. See
Garneys, or Garnish

Botfiei.d.
(Laxfleld, co. Suffolk, temp. King
afterwards of Heveningham, Kenton, Mickfield, and
lledcsham, same county, and of Gelderton, co. Norfolk).
.lohn,

A
;

GAB

GAB
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—

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops az. C/v«f A cubit
arm. erased grasping a scimetar embrued all ppr. hilt and
pommel or. Mottoes " Goddes grace governc Gameys," and

Garrene. Chequy

" Hectar non Frangar."

Garrett.

—

Gamier

(Weekham,

sinister, point

Hants).

co.

downwards, bctw. a

sword

a

Az.

in

fleurs-de-lis in cliitf

—

bend
and
head

an oak branch acomed ar. in base. Crest A griffin's
gu. betw. two wings ar. ciiarged with a torteau.
Same Arms. Crest
(Rookcsbury, CO. Hunts).
lion's head erased ar.
Gamier (granted to John Cabpenter-Garnieb, Esq., of Mount
Tavy, CO. Devon, and Rookcsbury, co. Hants). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, az. a sword bendwise, point downwards ppr., betw.
in the sinister chief a fleur-de-lis and in the dexter base
an oak branch or, a border embattled also or, for Garnier;
2nd and 3rd, per pale indented or and az. an eagle displ. and
in chief two pellets counterchanged, for Carpenter. Crest
In front of a lion's head erased az. gorged with an oak

—

Gamier

—

wreath

or,

Garnon

three fleurs-de-lis gold.

(Gamons,

co. Herts,

and Harnhill,

co. Gloucester).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. two lions pass, or, a bordure az.
3rd, ar. a chev.
2nd, sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
betw. three dolphins embowed haurient az. Crest A demi
crowned
ducally
gorged
or.
Motto Nid
and
ramp.
sa.
lion
;

—

—

(South

Muskham and

Visit. Notts, 1614,V

Nottingham.
head cabossed gu. a mullet
Carlton,

Ar. a stag's

co.

(Grimstead,
Ar. three piles wavy gu. the middle one issuant
CO. Sussex).
from the base. Crest A wolfs head or, collared gu.
Garnon. Ar. a fesse betw. three crosses formge sa. (another,

—

Garnons

descended from
(Colommendy, co. Denbigh
Bicbard Garnons, and Catherine, his wife, dau. and sole
heiress of John, second son of Griffith Vaughan, Esq., of
;

Gu. two lions pass, or, a bordure az. quarterCoresgedol).
ing Vaughan, Wynne, of Llanwnda, and Wynne, of Leeswood. Crest A demi Uon ramp, ducally gorged and crowned
J/o((o(Welsh)—Nid cyfoeth, ond boddlondeb; (English)
or.
Not wealth, but contentment.
Garrad (London; granted 18 Dec. 1632). Az. two lions
ramp, guard, addorsed or.
Garran. Ar. a sword in pale az. hilt and pommel or, surmounted on the point by a mullet gu. over all a saltire
couped sa.
Garrard (Newberry, co. Berks, and Domey, co. Buckingham, bart., extinct 1767 founded by Sir Wiluam Garrard,
Knt., of Dorney, co. Buckingham, Lord Mayor of London in

—

—

;

was

his son. Sir

John Garrard,

Knt.,

in

1601;

descended from Thomas Garrard, Esq., of Sittingbournc, co.
Kent. 'Visit. London 1568. Sir John's son and heir, another
Sir John Garrard, of Lamer, was raised to a baronetcy by
King James I.). Ar. on a fess sa. a lion pass, of the tirst.

Crest — A leopard sejant ppr.
Garrard (Drake-Garrard,

Crest

— A demi monk, in the dexter

lash.

See Gerrotte.
(Fun. Ent. 1598, Ulster's Office, Thomas Garbett,
of DubUn). Ar. a saltire and a bor-

Garrett

Alderman and Mayor

der gu. a crescent for diff.
(Kilgarron, otherwise Janeville, co. Carlow).
Erm.
on a fesse az. a lion pass. or. C>-est A lion pass, languedguresting the sinister paw on a trefoil. Motto Semper fidelis.
Garrick (Hampton, co. Middlesex; borne by the celebrated
David Garrick). I'er pale or and az. on the dexter compartment a tower gu. and on the sinister on a mount vert a
seahorse ar. mane, fins, and tail of the first, on a chief gold
three mullets of the second. Crest— A mullet or.
Garrig'. Chequy or and az. a chief of the first, charged in
the dexter chief point with a crescent gu.
Garro'wr (Bolnore, Cuckfield, co. Sussex). Az. a bend betw.
a buck's head erased in chief and three crosses crcsslet fitchee
in base all ar. Crest
On a mount vert a palm tree ppr.
charged with three torteaux, two and one.

Garrett

—

—

—

Garroway
a

pile

Crest

(co. Hertford,

surmounted by a

—A

and Chichester,

co. Sussex).

Ar.

fesse betw. four leopards' faces gu.

griffin pass. or.

Same Arms.

(East Sheen, co. Surrey).

On a rock a Cornish choueh ppr. beaked and
Garselang: (London). Az. three mascies ar.

;

;

—

:

;

:

—

—An

heraldic tiger sejant ar.

resting the dexter

paw on a tun

maned and

tufted sa.

or.

Garrard

(Langford, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1728). Az.
two lions ramp, guard, combatant ar.
(London). Az. a lion ramp, (another, pass.) betw.
two flaunches ar. on a canton gu. a lion's head erased of the
second.
Crest
A hind sejant reguard. resting the dexter
foot on a beehive ppr.
Motto Certe cruce salus.
Garratt (Bishops Court, co. Devon). Ar. on a fesse sa. a
lion pass, of the first.
Crest A lion pass. enu. resting the
dexter paw on a fleur-de-lis or.
Garratt (John Garratt, Esq., Lord Mayor of London in

Garrat

—

Same Anus

—
—

—

Garrard, of Domey.
Crest
A lion pass. erm. resting his dexter paw on a fleur-de-lis or.
Garra-way. Az. a bend betw. three escallops ar. Cresi— An
escallop betw.

two wings.

389

as

Garsett (Norwich

Crest

—

legged gu.
a bordure engr.

confirmed by Camden to Robert Gabsett,
Esquire of the body to J ames I son of Robert G arsett. Alderman of Norwich). Ar. a saltire betw. four mullets gu.
;

,

.

Crest

—A bow

erect gu. stringed sa. with

an arrow

or,

Garsey. Az. a lion ramp. or.
Garshall, or Garshale (cos. Warwick and

beaded

Leicester,

temp. Edward I.). Quarterly, ar. and az. (another, gu.) on
a bend gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Grarside. Ar. a galley, her sails furled sa. flags gu. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee of the

last.

Crest

— Two daggers

in saltire ppr.

Garstang, or Gorstang-.

or, a chief
a bordure engr. gu.
Garstin. Ar. on a pale sa. a pike's head couped or. Crest
A dexter hand holding a broken hammer.
Garstin (Bragganstown, co. Louth, and Coolderry, co.
Monaghan; confirmed to Rev. Anthony Garstin, M.A.,
of those places. Rector of Mansfieldstown, diocese of Armagh,
and to the other descendants of his ancestor. Captain Symon
Garstin, of Leragh Castle, co. Westmeath). Same Arms,
in the dexter chief point a fleur-de-lis gu.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a dexter arm in armour embowed, in the
hand a dagger all ppr. the arm charged with a fleur-de-lis
Gladio et virtute.
gu. Motto
Garstin (Dublin and Killiney, co. Dublin; John Ribton
Garstin, Esq., J. P., descended from Garstin, of Leragh).

Az. three mascies

ar.

—

—

—

Same Arms and
Lanier, co. Herts

Jane, dau.
and heiress of Sir John Garrard, third bart. of Dorney, in.
Montague Drake, Esq., of Shavdeloes; their descendant
assumed the additional name of Garrard, 1767). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. on a fesse sa. a lion pass, of the first
2nd
and 3rd, ar. a wivem with wings displ. and tail nowed gu.
Crests
1st
A leopard sejant ppr. 2nd A naked dexter hand
and arm erect, holding a battle axe sa. headed ar.
Garrard (London). Az. two lions combatant ar. Crest
wivem, tail nowed ppr. pisrced through the neck with a spear
or, headed ar.
Garrard (Fellingham, co. Norfolk; granted by Camden,
Clarenceux, to Wiluam Garrard). Az. in base out of waves
of the sea ppr. a rock of the last, on either side a tun
joined together by a chain passing through the sea all or.

1824 25).

Ar. a saltire gu.

az.

az. feathered ar.

the tinctures reversed).
Or, on a bend az. three escallops of the field.

Garnon.

Crest

and

gn-

for di£F.

Garnon, or Gernon, alias Cavendish

1555, as

hand a

Garro'way

cyfoeth, ond boddlondeb.

Garnon

Garret.

or

Crest.

Garston.

Ar. on a fesse az. betw. two Cornish choughs ppr. in
lion pass. gu. crowned or, a fort of the
first.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet ar. a wivern or, charged
on the breast with a fireball sa.
Garstyde (co. York). Per pale gu. and az. a chev. betw.
three boars' heads couped or, a chief ar. Crest A stag per
pale gu. and sa. attired and hoofed or.
Garter (co. Norfolk). Or, on a cross quarterly pierced az.
four caltraps of the field. Crest— A caltrap or, embrued on
the upper point ppr.
Gta,rter (Brigstock, co. Northampton; granted 2 July, 10
James I.). Same Ar>ns and Crest.
Garter. Chequy erm. and or.
Garth (Morden, co. Surrey, and Headlam, co. Durham; a coheir of this family, which has been located at Morden for
three centuries and a half, Elizabeth, second dau. of
Richard Garth, Esq., of Morden, m. Wiluam Lowndes
Stone, of Brightwell, co. Oxford, and succeeded, at the
decease of her elder sister without male issue, to the estate of
Morden). Or, two lions pass, in pale betw. three crosses
crosslet fitchee sa.
Crest
An Indian goatar. attired, eared,
chief,

and in base a

—

—

—

collared,

and lined

or.

Garth, or M'Grath

(Galloway, Scotland).
per pale and chev. ar. and gu.

Gartherne. Sa. a chev. betw. three
Garthside. Erm. a cross pattee az.
coronet

or,

a cross pattee

Garton (co.
Gai*ton
chief

Crest

—Out

of a ducal

az.

Chequy

ar.

and

az.

Gu. a chev. or, betw. two bezants in
head erased in base of the second.
(Woolavington,co. Sussex; descended fi-om Tuokas

(co. Suffolk).

and a

Garten

Kent).

Quarterly,

spears' heads ar.

griffin's

G-
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AK

Gatiton, of London, merchant, livingr temp. Queen Elizabeth,
by Joan, his wife, dau. and heiress of Sir Kichard Burfokd,

Knt. the heiress. Mart Garton, m. Eobert Orme, Esq.).
Sa. nine tilting spears ar. in parcels, three in each, tiz., one
A leopard's
in pale and two in saltire, handed or. Crest
head erased or, ducally gorged gu. on the head two straight
;

—

horns of the

last.

Gu. a chev. ar. on a chief sa. a griffin's
Garton
head erased or, betw. two bezants.
Garton (co. York). Per chev. sa. and gu. in chief two
(co. Sussex).

York). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three bezant.';.
Per chev. gu. and sa. in chief two bezants, in base
head erased or.
Gu. blUettee or, a chief indented of the last.
Chequy or and gu. on a fesse az. three escallops of

(co.

Garton.
a

griffin's

Garton.
Garton.
the

first.

Gu. a chev. ar. betw. two bezants in chief, and in
head erased or.
(that Ilk, co. Dumbarton). Ar. a saltire betw.
Motlo
Crest— An eagle displ. ppr.
four holly leaves vert.

Garton.
base a

griffin's

Gartshore

—

I renew my age.
Gartshore (Alderston). See Stirling, of Craigbumat.
Gartside (PLOchdalc, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. on a bend sa.

three mullets of the

Crest

field.

—A

greyhound statant

ar.

Garvagh, Baron. See Cakning.
Garvey (Aughna^onn, co. Down;

Stephen Gaselee, Knt., one of the

Judges of the Court of Common Pleas).
Or, ten billets az.
four, three, two, and one.
Crest
An arm embowed in
in the hand ppr. a dagger ar. hilt and

—

armour, holding

pommel

or.

—

Gaskell

(co. Lancaster).
Erm. three bars vert. Crest Out
of waves of the sea a dexter arm issuant from the elbow,
holding an anchor cabled all ppr., over the crest the Motto
Spea.

—

Gaskell

(Kiddington Hall, co. Oxford, and Beaumount Hall,
Barry of six per pale erm. and vert counterchanged a Uon ramp. gu. betw. two fleurs-de-hs in chief and
an annulet in base or, for Gaskell, quartering, gu. on a
chief ar. a hon pass, guard, gu., for Brooks. Crest
An arm
in bend sinister entwined by a cable, and surmotinted by a
rainbow all ppr. Motto Spes.
Gaskell (Thornes House and Lupset Hall, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a pale sa.a conger eel's head coupcd and
erect or, for Gaskell 2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev. betw. three
windmill sails crossways or, a martlet for diff., for Milnes.
Cnsts 1st A stork ppr. collared or, pendent therefrom an
escutcheon sa. charged with an annulet or, and the dexter
foot resting on an escallop gu.
2nd: A garb or, banded by
a fesse dancettee az. charged with three mullets pierced gold,
for MiLNEs. Motto
Scio cui credidi.
Gaskell. Gu. on a chev. betw. three falcons close ar. as

—

—

;

—

—

chevronels betw. three crosses pattec gu. Crest A lion pass.
guard, gu. Motto Mirior invictus.
Garvine (Edinburgh, 1674). Az. three garvinc fishesnaiant
A hand holding a fish ppr. Motto Always
ar.
Crest

—

—

—

:

;

—

many

Patrick Garvbt, Esq.,
was Principal Secretary to Sir Henry Bagenal, Marshal of
Ireland, ierap. Queen Elizabeth; allowed by MacCulloch,
Erm. two
Ulster, to his descendant, James Garvet, 1760).

crosses crosslet fitchee of the

first,

a crescent for

difT,

on a chief erm. three spearheads sa. the points embrued ppr.
Crest
On a mount vert under an oak tree ppr. a greyhound
couchant sa. collared or, resting the dexter paw on a:»
escutcheon or, charged with a fleur-de-lis az.
Gason (Ickham, co. Kent; granted in 1598). Az. a fesse

—

betw. three goats' heads erased of the third,
On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a goat's

erm. cotised

ar.

attired or.

Crest

—

head coupcd ar. bearded and attired or.
(Richmond, Nenagh, co. Tipperary, formerly of Ickham, CO. Kent; settled in Ireland in tlie year 1640). Same
Arms and Crest. Motto Fama semper vivit.
Gason (co. Kent; granted 10 June, 1547). Az. on a fesse
engr. betw. three goats' heads cOuped ar. collared gu.
attired or, a hurt charged with a sun ppr. betw. two jnascles
Crest
A goat's head conped ar. armed or, gorged on
sa.
the neck with three masclcs sa.
Gason (co. Kent). Az. on a bend engr. ar. betw. three rocbucks' heads couped or, collared gu.a hurt betw. two masclcs

Gason

helping.

Garvine

(George Garvine, writer, Irvine, 1674). Az. three
garvine fishes fesseways in pale ar. the midmost looking to
Semper
the sinister and the others to the dexter. Motto

—

fidus.

Garway

(Lord Mayor of London, 1640). Ar. a pile betw.
four leopards' faces gu. over all a fesse of the second.
(The Lea, CO. Hereford). Same Arms.
(co. Worcester; the heiress of this family m. Sir

Garway
Garway

Gu.
KiGiL BovER Greslet, Seventh bart. of Nether Scale).
a pile betw. four leopards or, over all a fesse az.
Garway. Ar. a pile surmounted by a bend gu. betw. four
Crest
A leopard's head erased
leopards' faces of the last.
thrust through the neck with an arrow in fesse ppr.

—

Garwinton.

Ar. (another, or) a chev. betw. three leaves

gu-

Garwinton.

Sa.

fesse danccttce betw. three leojiards'

a

Sa.

a chev. betw.

three

pomegranates

—

pierced of the third.
Az. a bend erm. cotised ar. betw. three goats' heads
Out of a ducaV
Crest
erased of the second, armed or.
sa.

Gason.

—

coronet az. a goat's head couped ar.

Gaspar. Az. a star within a crescent or.
Gasselyn, or Gasselyne (co. Wilts). Or
ten billets az. four, three, two, and one.

(another, ar.)

Crest

Gesset

(Norwich).

—An

eagle

Ar. a saltire betw. four mullets picricd

gu.

ar.

Gar'wynton.

Or, on a cIrv. betw. three

gu. a ducal coronet of the

Qascoigne

woodbine leaves

first.

Quarterly, 1st and
York).
4th, ar. on a pale sa. a demi lucy erect coupcd or, a canton
gu., for Gascoigne; '-nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. sa. betw. two
Crest
pellets in chief, and a fish in base gu., for Oliver.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lucy erect of the last,
charged with a pellet.
Gascoierne-Trench. See Tre.vcii.
Gascoig°ne (quartered by Xevill, of Leversedgo. "Visit.
Ar. on a pale sa. a conger eel's head
liar. MS. 14a7).
161'J.
coupcd or, in the dexter canton a cross crosslet fitchec of the
(Parlington,

co.

—

second.

Gascoigne

—

displ. sa.

faces ar. (another, or.)

Ganwinton.
pendent

QAT

(the late Sir

CO. Lancaster).

bezants.

Garton

Gaselee

(co.

Gascoigrne.

Durham).

Sa.

three

Same Arms.
conger

eels'

heads coupcd

and

erect or.

Gascoine

(Fun. Ent. of the wife of John Miles, SherilT of
Ar. on a fcss
Dublin, whose maiden name was Gascoine).
sa. a lucy naiant or.
Gascoyne (Cardington, co. Bedford). Ar. on a pale sa. a
demi luty (or conger's head) erect couped or.
Crest
A demi lucy's head erect or, betw. two ostrich feathers.
Gascoyne (Sir William Gascoyxe, knighted in Ireland by
RoiiERT, L'arl of £js(x, Lord Lieutenant, 30 July, 1599).

—

Satin; Arui.i.

Or, btUcttce az. a bend gn.
ramp. ar. collared gu.
Ar. four lozenges In fess conjoined gu. e.ich
charged with an annulet or.
Gastingres. Ar. five lozenges in bend sa.
Gaston. Chequy ar. and gu. three escallops in. bend or.

Gasterton.

Crest— k\\ owl

sa,

Moync, and Sethury, co. Gloucester).
Clicquy ar. and sa. on a chief or, three bucks' heads coupcd
of the second. Crest— \ lion's head erased ppr. gorged with a
chaplct veit.
Gastricke. Ar. a bend lozengy az.
Gatacre (Gatacre, co. Salop; a family seated at that place
since the time of Henry III., which lands were held of the
crown by military service, and acquired originally by grant
from Edward the Confessor). Quarterly, gu. and erm. in the
2nd and 3rd quarters three piles of the first, over all on a
fesse az. five bezants.' Crest— \. raven ppr.
Gataker (Mildenhall, CO. Suffolk; descended from Rev.

Gastrell

(Shipton

rector of St. Edmund's, Lombard Street,
London, younger son of William Gatacre, of Gatacre, co.
Salop). Quaiterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, gu. and enn., in
the 2nd and 3rd quarters three piles issuing from the chief
and pointing to the base of the first, over all on a fesse az. five
bezants; 2nd, ar. alien ramp, per fesse sa. and gu. 3rd,
ar. a cross pattee fleury, at the ends sa.
Gataker (William Gataker, Esq.). Quarterly, gu. and erm.

Thomas Gatacre,

;

Gascoyne, or Gascoigne

Norfolk, Kcrby, co.
Northampton, and (jawthropc, Las.singnoft, and Parlington, CO. York). Same ArniK.
Cr<st—^ut of a ducal coronet
or, a demi lucy erect of the last.
Gascoyne (co. York).
Az. (another, sa.) throe lucics'

heads coupcil

Gastelyne (co. Hants).
Gasteneys. Sa. a lion

(co.

or.

Oascoyne-Cecil {Marquus
300

of SulMury).

See Cecil.

a chief danccttce of the first.
Erm. a garb. az. on a canton of
(co. Somerset).
of a mural crown ar. a
the second an annulet or. Crest—
dcxicr arm embowod, habited az. cuffed erm. holding in tho

Gatchell

QM

hand a chaplct

of

wheat ppr.

AA

GAT
Gateford

bend betw.

Sa. a

(co. Salop).

Gateford.
Gateford.
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six goats climantar.

Sa. three goats pass. ar.
Gu. three goats' heads erased or.

Crest

— A demi

(Colliton, CO.

lions ramp. or.
Per pale gu. and
A demi lion ramp,

Ermines three

Devon).

Essex, and Semer, co. York).

(co.

—

ramp, guard, or. Orest
guard, or.
(Gosberton, co. Lincoln). Same Amis.
Gates, or Gate. Sa. bezantee, on a chief erm. three
mascles gu.
Gates, or Gate. Sa. three swords in bend or.
Gatesby, or Getesbery. Gu. a cross or, bctw. two
goats' heads erased ar. in chief, and as many lozenges Tair
in base (another, the lozenges in chief and the goata' heads
az. three lions

Gates

in base).

Gatesden

Ar. two palets sa. in chief three
(co. Warwick).
mullets of the second. Creit
A dexter arm embowed, vested
gu. cuffed ar. holding a tilting spear ppr.
Gatesden. Az. five lioncels ramp, three and two or.
Gatesford (co. Chester). See Gatefobd.
Gateshead, Trades of (charter of incorporation by John

—

CosiN, Bishop of

Durham, 24

April, 1671).

Freemasons. Sa. on a chev. bet^v. three towers or, a pair
of compasses open chevronwise az.
Bbicklaters and Tilers. Az. a chev. or, in chief a fleurde-lis ar. betw. two brick axes palewise of the second, in base
bundle
of laths of same.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed
a
vested per pale or and gu. cuffed ar., holding in the hand
ppr. a brick axe or. Motto In God is all our trust.
Glaziers. Ar. two grazing irons in saltire betw. four
closing nails sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
lion's head couped betw. two wings expanded or.
So.pporters Two naked boys ppr. each holding a long torch
enflamed or.
SccLPTOKS. Gu. a chev. betw. two chipping axes in chief
ar. and a mullet in base or.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed
az. cuffed ar. holding in the band ppr. an engraving chisel

—

—

—A

—

—

or.

Az. a chev. betw. three phoenix heads
close or, in flames ppr. SupTwo leopards ar. spotted sa. ducaUy crowned, collared, and chained or.
Pewtereks. Az. on a chev. or, betw. three antique limbecks ar. as many roses gu. Orest Two arms embowed
ppr. holding in both arms, erect, a dish ar. Supporters
Two sea horses or, tails ppr. Motto—In God is all my
Crest

or.

—

—A phoenix

—

—

trust.

PLnMBEBS.

Ar. on a chev. betw. a cross staff fesseways
by two plummets az: all in chief, and in base a
level reversed of the second, two soldering irons in saltire
or, betw. a cutting knife on the dexter and a shave hook on
Ea. inclosed

—

the sinister side of the first. Crest A triple fountain ar.
issuing, water ppr. on the top an angel, holding in the dexter
hand a sword and in the sinister a pair of scales all or.
Saddlers. Az. a chev. betw. three manage saddles complete or.
Crest
A horse pass, and on his head a plume of
three feathers ar.
Supx)orters Two horses ar. hoofed and
bridled or.

—

Gatfield.

—

Ban'y of six or and gu. on a canton erm. a cross
of the second.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a cross gu.
Gatbwite. Gu. a chev. or. Crest A mastiff ppr. chained
and collared or.
Gatonby (Gatonby, co. York). Erm. a chev. gu. betw. three
mullets az. Crest Two swords in saltire ppr.
Gattie, Gattey, or Gatty. Or, a Uon ramp. sa. in the
dexter paw a torteau. Crest A stork sleeping, in the foot
a stone.

—

—

—

—

Gattiscombe.
Gatty. Az. two

Purp. three eagles displ. ar.
shinbones in saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis
or.
Crest A pheasant rising ppr.
Gatty (granted to the Rev. Alfred Gatty, D.D., Sub-Dean
of York, and Vicar of Ecclesfield, co. York (the historian),
the Rev. Robert Henry Gatty, of Buckden, co. Huntingdon,
and to Charles Henry Gatty, Esq., of Felbridge Park, East
Grinstead, co. Sussex). Per fess sa. and az. in chief a demi
cat issuant guard, ar. and in base a shin bone in bend, surraounted by another in bend sinister, betw. four fleurs-de-lis
or.
Crest
An embattled gateway, thereon a cock phea^^nt
rising all ppr. Motto
Non cate sed caute.
Gatward (Reed, co. Hertford). Paly of six or and az. on a

—

—

—

fesse dancettee sa. three mullets ar. pierced gu.

Oauden

(John Gauden, Bishop of Exeter 1660, and of WorMonument at Worcester). Az. a chev. erm.
or, a border of the second.
Gauden. Gu. three talbots' heads erased ar. collared and
ringed az. CreM—A peacock's head ppr.
cester 1662.

betw. three leopards' faces

391

w

fesse paly of four gu.

estoiles sa.

two hurts.

Gauldesborougrh.

Az. a cross patonce or.

Crest

—

pelican ruining hei'self ppr.

Gaulfield.

—

three bars gu. a canton erm. Crest
dexter hand, vested gu. cuffed ar. holding up the sun ppr.
(Highfield and Leek, co. Stafford; descended from
Or,

Gaunt

John Gaunt, Esq., of Rowley, co. Stafford, 6. 1670, grandson of BoGEK Gadnt, Esq., of Rowley, descended of a family
who, by long tradition, claimed descent from the ancient
Earls of Lincoln). Barry of six (sometimes of eight) or and
az. a bend gu.
C>-est—A. wolfs head or, gorged *ith a collar
vair.

Gaunt
bend

(Canterbury).
vair.

Crest

—A

Barry of six or and gu. over all a
wolfs head gorged with a collar

vair.

Gatint, De. Barry

A cross
Gaunt.

of eight or

and

az. a

bend gu.

Crest

—

pattee fitchee sa.

Gu. three gauntlets ar.

Gauntlet, or Gauntlett.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, sa. Crest— 0\i\, of a ducal
coronet a bear's head muzzled all ppr.
Gausil. Ar. on a bend sa. three trefoils or.
Gaussen (Brookman's Park, co. Herts). Az. on a mount in
base vert a lamb pass. ar. on a chief of the last three bees

chequy gu. and

volant ppr.

ar.

Crest

;

—A hive with bees volant

Gauston. Sa. three
Gautier (Lorraine).

all

ppr.

estoUes or, a bordure engr. of the last.
Or, three pineapples vert, two and

one, a bordure engr. gu.

Gautier

(Jersey). Az. a chev. or, betw. three swords in
pale ar. hilted of the first.

Gavell (Cobham,

granted 12 Aug. 1572). Sa.
on a chief or, three pheons of the first.
demi buck reguard. or, viilned on the shoulder

an eagle
Crest

Paper Stainees.

erased
porters

aA

on a

and ar. betw. three
a lion pass. betw. two fleurs-de-lis, each divided
per pale counterchanged.
Gaudine (that Ilk). Ar. two chev. engr. gu. Crest
savage's head couped ppr.
Gaughton. Ar. a bend gobony gu. and of the first betw.
Or,

—

antelope ppr. collared or.

Gates
Gates

Gaudg-e.

co. Surrey;

displ. ar.

—A

gu.

Gaven, or Gavren

(co. Wilts).

Crest

az. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Erm. on a

saltire engr.

—A dexter hand holding up a

ducal coronet capped betw. two laurel brandies all ppr.
Gu. a fox pass. or.
(Gaveregan, co. Cornwall).
Az. a goat pass. ar. horned or.
Gaveston (Earl of Cornwall; Piers de Gaveston, the
favourite of Edward II., beheaded 1314). Vert six eagles
displ. or, beaked and membered gu.
Gavine (Langton, co. Benvick). Ar. a sword in pale az.
ensigned with a mullet gu. surmounted by a saltire couped
sa.
Crest In a sea a two-masted ship in full sail ppr.
Motto By industry we prosper.
(Claxton, co. Norfolk, Stapleton and Ipswich, co.
Suffolk).
Vert a tortoise pass. ar. CreU On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. two swords erect on their hilts ar. hilts and

Gavenor.

Gaveregran, or Gavereran

—

—

Gawdy

—

pommels

Gaw^dy

or.

(Harliston

extinct 1723).
and gu.

Ga'wdy

and West Herling,

Same

Ai-ms. Crest

(Crows Hall,

of the third bart.).

Ga'wdy

co. Norfolk, bart.,

—A wolf pass, per pale ar.

co. Suffolk, bart., extinct at the

Same Amis and

(Wallington, co. Norfolk).

death

Crest.

Same Arms,

tinctures

reversed.

Gavrdy

(co.

Norfolk).

a fesse gobonated gu. and ara demi Uon ramp, and two fleurs-

Or, on

betw. three estoiles sa.

counterchanged.
(cos. Lancaster and Hants, and Horsington, co
Erm. on a saltire engr. az. five fleurs-de-hs or.
Ga'wen. Ar. on a chief sa. three mullets pierced of the
de-lis

Gawdy

Somerset).
first.

—

Gawer.

Gu. three hons ramp. ar. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a boar's head erect sa. betw. two ostrich feathers

ar.

Gawler.
Crest—A
all

—

Gu. on a bend ar. three caltraps sa. Crest
Another Crest A mullet sa.
Ar. a Uon pass, in bend betw. two coti.ses gu.
hawk holding in the dexter claw an ear of wheat

martlet sa.

Ga'wler.

—

ppr.

Ga'wsell (WaUington and Wiggenhall,

St. Mary's, co. Nor.
Barry of six or and az. a canton erm.
Gawse'worth. Ar. two chev. and a canton gu. Crest— A.
savage's head in profile ppr.
Gawthern (co. Nottingham). Ar. a bend compony gu.
and az. betw. two pellets.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet
or, a wyvern's head sa.
Gawtree (Boston, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend sa. three

folk).

—

w

A

a-

cats-a-mountain, their

tails

betwixt their legs and over their

Gu. three crescents or, a bordure engr. ar.
(Gouldesworth, co. Devon. The heiress of Curtots of
Goldworthy, and a co-heiress of Gamond, or Gambon, m.
into this family, which was originally of Hampton Gay, co.
Oxford, and appears to have settled at Goklsworthy in 1420.

Gay

Or,

on a

was

poet,

of this family.

Visit.

Devon,

1620).

fesse sa. betw. three escallops az. six lozenges con-

joined ar.

Gay (co. Devon).

Or, a chev. betw. three escallops az.

Crest

— On a chapeau gu.

turned up erra. a lion pass, guard, or,
charged on the breast with an escallop az.
Gu. crusily or,
(Elmsted and Peckham, co. Kent).
three lions ramp. ar. Crest A demi greyhound ramp. sa.

Gay

—

collared or.

Gay

(Alborough, co. Norfolk). Az. on a fesse per pale gu.
and or, betw. three mullets of six points of the second, a
demi lion ramp. betw. two fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.
A fleur-de-lis or. Motto Toujours gai.
Crest
Gay (Thurning Hal!, and London Lode House, Upwell, co.
Norfolk). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Gay (Bath, CO. Somerset). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three
Crest
A greyhound courant ppr. Motto
escallops or.
Stat fortuha domus.
Gay. Az. a lion ramp, and a bordure or, a canton of the

—

—

—

—

last.

Gay.

Az. on a bend erm. (another, ar.) three mullets sa.

Erm. on a chief gu. three cinquefoils ar.
Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. ar. Crest— A hand ppr.
holding a sword ar. hilt and pommel or.

Gay. Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces or, as
many fleurs-de-lis gu.
(granted to William Gat, Esq., son of the late WilLLAM Gat, Esq., of Falmouth, for 25 years Comptroller of
the Post OfBce Packet Establishment at that port). Erm. on
a pile betw. two escallops az. a falcon belled or. Crest In
front of a fir-tree ppr. a falcon ar. belled or, supporting with
the dexter claw an arrow point downwards also ppr. and
charged on its breast with an escallop az. Motto— Gv/yr yn

Gay

—

erbyn y byd.

Gayeon.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. surmounted by a bend gu.
charged with three escallops or.
Gayer (foxley, co. Berks). Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.
Crest

—

Gayer.

(Trenbrace, co. Cornwall). Erm. a fleur-de-lis sa.
A lion ramp. sa. supporting a spear.
Or, on a bend cotised sa. three cinquefoils of the

field.

Gayer.

Ar. on a chief gu. three cinquefoils of the first.
co. Norfolk; granted to FbedeBiCK Gatford, Esq., of West Wretham, 1855). Sa. three
Crest
A goafs head, as
goats' heads erased ar. armed or.

Gajrford (West Wretham,

—

in the arms.

Gaynor

Meath and Longford

granted 21 Dec. 1666).
Per pale gu. and vert a lion saliant betw. three trefoils
Crest— A lion's head erased gu. charged with a trefoil
or.
(cos.

;

or.

Gaynsford, or Gaynsforth.

Gu. a lion pass, guard.
buckles or. Crest
A rose gu. slipiicd and
leaved vert, and a spear ppr. in saltire.
three
bars
gu.
canton
erm.
Gaynsford. Or,
a
Gaynsford (liibury, co. Oxford; John Gaynsford, fourth in
descent from Sir John Gaynsford, Knt., of Crowhurst, co.
Surrey. Visit. 1566). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three greyhounds
courant sa. collared or. Crest A demi woman, vested and
crinedor, holding in the dexter hand a garland vert, charged
An anchor with double
with four roses gu. Anotfier Crest
ar. betw. three

—

—

—

(Casiolton,

co.

Same Arms.

Visit. 1568).

Surrey, and
Crest

—A

London.
Her.
demi maiden couped

below the waist, habited gu. crined or, holding in the
dexter band a wreath vert, and in the sinister a rose branch
ppr.

Gaynsford

(co.

Gaything'e.

Kent)

Same Arms.

two barrulets sa. all
betw. three goats' heads erased gu. armed or.
Gaythold. Or, a bend sa. betw. two cotises engr. of the
Ar. three pellets betw.

lant.

Gayton.
Gayton.

Ar. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Crest
Three legs conSa. an eagle displ. or.
joined in armour, flexed at the knee and spurred all ppr.
Gayton. Ar. a fesse betw. six fleurs-de-lis gu.
Gayvrood (London). Gu. three towers triple-towered ar.
Gealag'h (allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1756, to Silvester
Okai.aoh and his nephew, James Gealaoh, both of Nantes,
In Kraac«; descended from Juhm Gralaou, son of Col. Johm

—
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Art

O'Neill, Prince of Tyrone,

as O'Neill.

Crest

Geale

who

d.

— A naked arm em— Haec manus pro

Motto

Ar. three stocks of trees couped and eraCrest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a hand holding a fleur-de-lis ppr.
Geale-Brady. See Brady.
Geare (Gillingham, co. Kent, and Heavitree, co. Devon).
Gu. two bars or, on each three raascles az. on a canton of
Crest
the second a leopard's face of the first.
A leopard's
head az. ducally gorged or, betw. two wings gu.
Geare (co. Devon). Same Arms, leopard's face az.
Gearing: (Winterton, co. Lincoln). Gu. two bars or, on each
three mascles of the first, on a canton ar. a leopard's face of
the first.
Geart. Or, two lions pass. betw. three crosses crosslct
(Ireland).

—

dicated sa. sprouting anew.

—

fitch^e sa.

Geary

(Polesden, co. Surrey, since of Oxonhoath, co. Kent,
bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. two bars or, charged
with three mascles az. two and one, on a canton ar. an
anchor sa. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. voided betw. three
Ont of a naval
fleurs-de-lis gu. a bordure of the last.
Crest
crown a dexter hand and arm in a naval uniform all ppr.
supporting a flag ar. charged with a cross couped gu.
Motto Chace.
Geary (co. Hertford). Gu. two bars ar. each charged with
three mascles of the field, on a canton or, a leopard's face
;

—

—

Crest

— An antelope's head

erased, quarterly ar.

attired or, charged with three mascles,

and

sa.

two and one, counter-

changed.

Geary

(co. Surrey).
Gu. two bars ar. on each three mascles
first, a canton erm.
Crest An heraldic antelope's
head erased, quarterly ar. and sa. on the centre of the

—

of the

quartering a lozenge erm.

Geary-Salte

(London; exemplified to William Geary,
licence, the name of Salte in
addition to that of Geary, 1798). Az. on a chev. or, betw.
three muUets per pale or and erm. three mascles gu. Crest
A demi lion per pale or and sa. charged on the shoulder
with two mullets in fess counterchanged.
Gebes. Lozengy ar. and gu. on a bend az. a fleur-de-lis
betw. two pairs of annulets interlaced of the first.
(that Ilk). Az. three pikes haurient ar. Crest
A pike's

upon assuming, by royal

—

Ged

—

—

head ppr.

Motto Durat, ditat, placet.
(Rachan, Scotland). Gu. an inescutcheon ar. betw.
three pikes' heads couped or. Crest
A pike's head couped
Capta raajora.
ppr. Motto
Gedding' (co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three griffins'
heads erased or.
Gedding (Icklingham, co. Suffolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three
eagles' heads erased or.
Gedding' (co. Suffolk). Ar. three mullets gu.
Gedding. Chequy ar. and gu. on a fesse az. three buckles
Crest
or.
A demi savage holding a scimetar ppr.
Gedding, or Jenyns (granted, 1516, to William Jenyns,
Lancaster Herald, and allowed to his grandson, Galfridcs
Jenyns, of Ipsley, co. Warwick. Visit. Warwick, 1619). Az.
a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased ar. on a chief or, a
lion pass. gu. betw. two tortcaux.
Gedeon. Az. a fleece ar. in chief six guttees d'eau.
Gedge. Az. three cinquefoils in bend or.
Geding (co. Suffolk). Ar. on a fesse az. three buckles of the

Geddes

—

—

—

field.

Gedinge.

Gu. three chev. ar.
Ar. two fishes in saltire
(Enderby, co. Lincoln).
A bird perched on an oak plant ppr.
Gedney (Hudderley, co. Lincoln). Az. two lucies in saltire
Crest Two lucies, as in the arms.
ar.
Gedney (co. Suffolk). Or, three eagles displ. sa.
Gedney. Or, on a fess betw. three leopards' faces gu. as
many eagles displ. of the field.
Gedney (quartered by Stamford, of Rowley, co. Stafford).
Or, on a fess gu. betw. three leopards' faces of the second,
three eagles displ. of the field.
Gedon (Alderman of Dublin; Keg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a
chev. betw. three roses ar.
Gedrinke, or Geding. Chequy or and gu. on a fesse az.

Gedney
az.

Crest

—
—

fluke and lined or.

Gaynsford

Arms same

bowed, holding a sword all ppr.
patria pugnando vulnera passa.

az.

(another, gu.).

Gay.
Gay.

Gayer

O'Neill, brother of
1519).

loins of the field.

Gawyn.

John Gat, the

GEE
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three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Buthley, co. Leicester; Eustace Gee, aged 30. Visit.
1619 seventh in descent from Alexander Gee, of same place,

Gee

;

temp. Henry V.). Gu. a sword in bend ar. hilt and pommel
Crest
A dexter gauntlet erect ppr. grasping a sword,
as in the arms.
Gee (London and co. York; originally of Rothley, co.
or.

—

Leicester).

Same Arms and Crest,
Same Arm*.

Gee (Manchester).

.

GEE
G66, or Gliee.

antl

ar.

a sr.ord in bend

counterchanjrod.
Geekie (London).

—

—

—

—Out

Ar. three chev. sa.
(granted by Sir Edward Bysse, Clarenceux, 1676, to
SirKoBEBT Geffeey, Knt., thenSheriff of theCity of London,
and afterwards Lord Mayor). Ar. six billets sa. on a chief of
the second a lion pass, or, armed and langued gu. Crest
A lion's head erased or, billett^e sa.
Gefifery (Lord Mayor of London, 1686; granted by Bysse,
Clarenceux). Ar. six billets sa. on a chief of the second a

GefFery

—

lion pass. gu.

Cornwall). Or, five billets in saltire sa.
GefEry. Az. a fret (another, fretty) or, on a chief ar. a lion
pass, guard, gu.
C}-est
lion's head erased ar. ducally
(co.

—A

crowned az.
GefiEry. Gu. three lions
GeflErys (co. Worcester).
a chief crenellee of the

;

—

many bezants.
Gell (Hopton, CO.

Derby, bart., extinct 1719. Sir John Gell,
of Hopton, the celebrated Parliamentary leader, was created a
baronet in 1042 ; his grandson. Sir Philip Gell, of Hopton,

the third bart., d.s.-p. in 1719; his sister and heiress m.
William Etbe, of Highlow, and their second son, John
Etre, inheriting the property, assumed the surname and
arms of Gell; he was grandfather of Phiup Gell, Esq.,
of Hopton, and of Sir William Gell, Knt., the classical
antiquary). Per bend az. and or, three mullets of six points
in bend, pierced and counterchanged. Crest
A greyhound

—

statant sa. collared or.

(Westminster; granted 6 March, 1631).

and gu. a rose betw. two mullets

Per bend ar.
bend

of six points pierced in

tilting spear all ppr.

Genevill: Ludlow Castle, co. Salop, and
Trim Castle, Ireland, tem^). Edward I; Joan, dau. and heir of
Sir Peter de Geynville, m. in 1301, Roger Mortimer, Earl
of March, in her right, Lord of Meath and Trim. SirSiMOM
de Getnville, Knt., younger brother of Sir Peter, was summoned as a Baron to Parliament in Ireland, 3 Edward II.).
Az. three horses' bits or, on a chief erm. a demi lion issuant
gu-

Genevill.
demi

lion

(Middleton and Wirk. co. Derby granted in 1731). Same
Arms. Crest A greyhound sa.
Gell. Az. on a bend engr. betw. two lions' heads erased or,

—

;

three cinquefoils gu.

Gellatly (Loughton,

Geney, Genney, or Jeny.

Az. an inescutcheon ar.
within an'orlc of eight martlets or. Crest— A. hand issuing
out of a cloud in fesse, holding a cross pattee fitchce ppr.
Or, a bordure az.

co. Essex, 1870).

antique crown or,
in the dexter paw a thistle ppr. Crest
crowned with an antique crown or.

—A

lion s

head

eraseil

J/o{(o— Ilactenus in-

victus.

(Tplands, co. Kent).

Same Crest and Motto.
Gelliat, or Gellyot

Same Arms, a bordure

gu.

Tork). Erm. on a bend sa. three
another, fishes) erased ar.
Gellibrand (Pauls Cray, co. Kent, temp. Henry VIII., and
Chorley Hall, co. Lancaster).
Ar. two swords in their
scabbards in saltire sa. hilts and chapes or.
Gellibrand ^Peele, co. Lancaster, 1665). Same Arms, a
canton gu.
Gellibrand (Eamsgrcve, co. Lancaster). Same Arms, a
boars' heads (another,

(co.

wivems

;

—

—

Genney
erm.

(Fun. Ent. of Stephen Gennings, Clerk of Works
Queen Elizabeth, buried 4 Nov. 1599). Az. a
chev. betw. three griffins" heads erased ar. on a chief or, a
lion pass, guard, gu. betw. two torteaux.
Gennison (Fun. Ent. of Nicholas White, Esq., ofDufferiDj
CO. Down, d. 5 March, 1625, m. Elizabeth Gennison).
Az.
on a bend wavy betw. two swans ar. three roses gu. seeded
of the second, leaved vert.
(Henn-Gennys, Whitleigh, co. Devon; exemplified
to Edward Hen.v, Esq., m. Mary, only dau. and heir of
John Gennys, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal Ucence, 1802,
the additional name of Gennys). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or
and ar. a lion pass, guard, per pale az. and gu., for Gennys ;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a falcon sa. bezant^e, belled or, in the beak a
sprig of myrtle ppr., for Henn. Crests Genn"Y8 An eagle
per pale az. and gu. the wings elevated, each charged with a
bezant, from the beak an escroU ar. thereon the words "Deo
gloria;" Henn: A hen pheasant ppr.
Genon, or Genron. Az. a cross or, pierced of the field.
Genor. Sa. three cups or (another, ar). deit A dexter
hand holding a baton gu. tipped or.
Gens (Antwerp; Agnes, dau. of Sepastian Gens, of that

Gennys

—

:

—

place,

m. Alderman James Harvey, of London.

Visit.

1568). Or, three fleurs-de-lis sa. on a canton of the last
three martlets ar. a border of the first.
Gensill (co. Sussex). Or, on a chief sa. two mullets ar.
Genslor, Genslwyr, or Genflor. Ar. three escallops

gu. on a chief az. three crosses crosslet or.
Steeple Bumstead, co. Essex). Erm.
on a chief indented sa. two eagles displ. or. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. erm.
Gent (CO. Essex). Erm. on a chief indented az. three eaglci

—

Gent

(Norton and Muscott. to. Northumberland). Sa. a fesse
counter-compony ar. and of the first betw. three lions' heads
A demi griflin gu. wings endorsed or,
erased or. Crest
holding a pink (or gillyflower) of the first, stalked and leaved
Another Crest A griffin segieant or, holding in the
vert.
beak a gillyflower gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Gent (Moyns, co. Essex. In the 15th century the family
acquired the estate of Moyns, by the intermarriage of
WiLLLAM Gent, living 1463, with Joan, dau. and heiress of
William le Moyns. The grandson of this marriage. Baron
Gent, of the Court of Exchequer, is described "as a very
considerable person in his time, and the glory and ornament

—

—

Erm. a chief indented sa. quartering
of his family";.
Moyne, viz., or, a cross engr. sa. a label of three points
Crest— A demi eagle displ.
gu. on each three bezants.

(Blackford, Scotland). Ar. an ark in the water ppr.
ensigned by a dove with an olive branch in the beak vert.
Crest
A man trampling on a serpent ppr. Motto Oivino

Gentill

robore.

Gentill

—

—

Gelstable, Gelysale, or Gellisdale.
trippant (another, saliant) or, attired ar.
hand holding a sword in pale all ppr.

Northumberland).
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turned

betw. his legs and elevated over the back or.
Or, three piles meeting in point az. Crest A Cornish
chough rising betw. two spear heads in pale ppr.
Gennett. Ar. two chevronels gu. betw. six martlets sa. three,
two, and one. Crest
A chevalier on horseback wielding a
scymitar all ppr.
(co. Norfolk).
Paly of six or and gu. a cliicf

Genn.

erm.

cinquefoil in chief gu.

Gellie

(co.

charged with eight martlets of the

field.

Geney. Gu. an eagle displ. ar. (another, or).
Genbaver. Ar. a cross betw. four lions ramp. gu.
Genkins (co. Chester). Sa. a lion pass, guard, tail

displ. or.

Erm. issuing from an
a demi lion ramp, with two tails gu. holding

coronets gu.

Az. three barnacles in pale or, on a chief erm. a
ramp. gu. crowned of the second.

Gent (Doddinghurst and

counterchanged

Genevill

Gene-vrille.
Same Arms.
hand brandishing a broken

of a cloud a dexter

in Ireland to

Or, three hawks' lures lined gu. on
last as many leopards' faces of the
Crest— On a mount vert a sea-pye, wings expanded
ppr. legged and beaked gu.
Geirveis (Benathleck, co. Cornwall
Thomas Geirveis,
descended from Johv Geirveis, of Helston, 17 Edward II.
"Visit. 1620).
Ar. a chev. betw. three garbs sa.
Geldaxt (Dr. Geldabt, CO. Cambridge). Vert a lion ramp.
reguard. and ducally crowned or, betw. three arrows of the
last.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, reguard. or, and crowned o'
the last, holding an oak branch ppr.
Gelks. Erm. on three chev. az. betw. nine annulets gu. as

Gellatly

or

Gennings
pass, in pale ar.

first.

Gell

Genevel,

Genevill [Baron

Geney.

sa.

Gefifery.

Gell

Gene-vrill,
Crest

Ar. a chev. az. betw. two roses in chief
gu. barbed ppr. and a bear's head erased sa. in base.
.V dexter hand holding a sickle ppr.
Crest
Geere (Kenc, to. Devon; John Geebe, of that place. Visit.
Gu. two bars or, each charged with three niascles az.
1620).
on a canton of the second a leopard's face of the third.
Geeringr. Gu. two bars ar. on each three lozenges of the
Crest
A savage's head affrontee ducally crowned ppr.
first.
Geff (Hubome, co. Berks'; granted 1 April, 1579). Erni. on
a canton sa. a saltire or, a martlet for diff. Crct On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a tiger couchant ar. tufted and
maned sa. armed or, charged on the body with a martlet of
the fourth.
Geffe, or Gefiy. Ermines on a canton ar. a saltire engr.

Gefifry

GEN
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Per pale gu.

Vert a hart

Crest

—A

dexter

Or, two bars az. betw. three

(co. Lancaster).

Or,

on a chief

sa.

two mullets of

six points ar. pierced gu. (another, three cinquefoils).

—Two

lions'

paws

or,

(co Sussex).

Crest

holding a bezant.
Or,

on a chief

sa.

two mullets of the

(another adds, pierced gu.).
Gu. three roses ar. a chief of the last. Crest On
a ducal coronet or, an estoile of twelve points.
Gentleman (Ballyhorgan and Mount Coal, CO. Kerry;
granted to Goodman Gentleman, Esq., of those plates).
field

Gentle.

—

AA-
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GE ir

with two heads in chief sa. and an
esquire's helmet in base ppr. a chief indented gu. Crest
demi eagle displ. with two heads sa. on each wing a trefoil
Motto Truth, honour, and courtesy.
or.
Gentleman-at-Arms, Corps of. Gu. two battle axes
in saltire or, in chief a crown of tlxe second, lined crm.
Motto Per tela per hostes.
Gentou (co. Cumberland). Gu. a chev. betw. three es-

Enn. two eagles

displ.

—

A

gamb

lion's

GEB

erect

and lined

tasselled

and erased erm. holding a

lure gu.

or.

Gerard

hands couped gu. a crescent of the second charged with
another of the first for diff. Crest A greyhound pass. ar.

(Harrow-on-the-Hill, bart., extinct 1715; descended
from the second son of William Gesabd, Esq., of Ince).
Same Arms and Crest.
Gerard (Astley, co. Lancaster, 1567). Same Arms, a
crescent on a crescent for diff. Same Crest, charged with a
crescent on a crescent.
Gerard (co. Berks). Az. a chev. engr. erm.
Gerard (Crewood, co. Chester). Az. a lion ramp. crm.
ducally crowned or, over all a bend gu.
Gerard (Etwall, co. Derby). Az'. a lion ramp. crm. crowned
or.
Crest
Two wings expanded sa. Another Crest A lion's
gamb erect and erased erm. holding a lure gu. garnished
or,
and lined
tasselled ar.
Gerard (co. Lancaster). Az. a lion ramp. erm.
Gerard (Sir William Gerard, Lord Chancellor of Ireland,
knighted by Sir Henry Sydney. Lord Deputy). Same Anns.
Gerard (Fisherton, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct). Ar. on a
bend sa. three lions pass, guard, or.
Gerard. Gu. a lion pass, guard, ar. crowaed or.

collared vert, the collar studded with fleurs-de-lis or.

Gerard

—

—

callops ar.

Genton

Per bend ar. and sa. a staff raguly
(co. Warwick).
counterchanged (another, tinctures reversed).
Sa. a bend raguly ar.
Geoffrey. Erm. on a canton ar. a saltire engr. sa.
GeofEreys (Her. Off. London). Sa. a grifBn segreant and a
bordurc cngr. or.

Genton.

Geoghegan

(confirmed by Koberts, Ulster, 1646, to Lieut.

of Col. WQliam Warren's regiment
Ar.
of foot, descended of an ancient family in Ireland).
a lion ramp. sa. crowned and collared or, betw. two dexter

Bryan Geoghegan,

Col.

—

—

—

(Biddings, co. Chester. The heiress in. circa 16C0,
of Lymm;. Az. a lion ramp. erm. ducally

Geogrhegran.

Wm. Domvile,

Georg:.

crowned

See Mac-Geoghegan.
Ar. a cross patonce sa.
Georire (Park Place, co. Middlesex, and St. Stephen's Green,
Ar. on a fesse engr. gu. betw. three
CO. Dublin, bart.).
falcons rising az. beaked, legged, and belled or, as many
bezants, each charged with a lion's head erased sa. on a
canton vert a harp gold, stringed of the first. Crest
falcon, as in the arms.

—

George

(Cirencester, co. Gloucester).

Same Anns, without

the canton.
George (Trenouth,

Salathiell George,
co. Cornwall;
Osmonton, co. Dorset, and Come, co.
fess
Ar.
on
a
betw. three doves
Gloucester. Visit. 1620).
Tolant az. as many bezants, each charged with a Uon's head
erased sa. Crest A demi talbot ramp. sa. gorged with a
collar dancettee, and eared or, betw. two laurel branches
descended from

—

vert.

George
sa.

(Whittington, co. Worcester).
a border engr. sa.

Oeorgre

(Scotland).

falcons rising az.
a sunflower ppr.

Or,

Emi. a

lion

ramp.

(another, ar.) a fess betw. three

membered gu.

Crest

—The sun shining on

George.

Ar. on a fesse engr. gu. betw. three parrots, wings
expanded and addorsed az. as many bezants, each charged
with a parrot's head erased sa.
George. Or, on a fesse betw. three falcons rising az. membered gu. as many bezants, each chsirged with a lion's head

—

erased sa. Crest A demi talbot sa. gorged with a collar
indented and eared or, betw. two fir branches vert.
George (Bath, formerly of co. Norfolk). Ar. on a fesse
engr. gu. betw. three doves volant az. beaked, belled, and
legged or, three bezants, each charged with a lion's head
erased sa. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. holding a sla.3

—

Georges, or Gorge

(Westminster and Hayes, co. MiddleLozengy or and az. a chev. gn. Crest— A greysex).
hound's head ppr.

a

Erm. on a saltire gu.
boar pass. az. armed and

(island of St. Christopher).

leopard's face or.

—A

Crest

bristled or.

Georges.

Gu. six lozenges or, three, two, and one.
F.Mex, formerly co. Somerset). Per chev. az. and
gu. a chev. engr. or, surmounted of a plain chev. sa. betw.
three falcons close ar. beaked, legged, jessed, and belled of
Crest
On a mount vert an eagle
the third, collared gu.
ri.sing az. wings erminois, gorged with a collar, and in the
beak a mascle or, the dexter claw supporting a sword erect

Gepp

(co.

—

ppr.

pommel and

hilt gold.

Gerald

Erm. a saltire engr. gu. a
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
border of the last.
(Lord G^ard, of Gerards Bromley; created 1603,
extinct 1707). Ar. a saltire gu. quartering Ar. a Hon ramp,
erm. crowned or. Crest A lion's gamb couped and erect
erm. holding a hawk's lure gu. tasselled and garnished or.
Gerard {Earl of Macclesfield; created 1679, extinct 1702).
Ar. a .saltire gu. a crescent for diff.
Gerard {Lord Gerard ; Sir RonEBT ToLVEa GEaxBD, thirteenth
Ar. a saltire gu. Crctt
bart. of Bryn, was so created 1876).
A lion ramp. erm. crowned or. Supportnt Two lions
erm. ducally crowned or, gorged with a collar gemcl gu.
and supporting a tilling spear ppr. Motto— ^n Dieu est mon

Gerard

—

—

or.

Az. a lion ramp.

(Kingsley, co. Chester).

—

a bend

ar.

gu-

Gerard

Az. a lion ramp.

(Hide).

ar.

crowned

or,

a bordure

crm.

Gerard.
Gerard.
Gerard.
Gerard.
Gerard.

Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets sa. pierced gu.
Ar. (another, or) three chevi-onels gu.
Gu. three inescutcheons erm.
Erm. a fret of six sa. a chief gu.
Per. fesse ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged, three

negroes' head ppr.
Ar. on a saltire gu. three crescents or.
Ar. on a fesse az. three fleui-s-de-lis or.
Gerard (Rochsoles, co. Lanark, 1807). Az. a lion ramp, or, on
a chief embattled erm. a falchion in bend sinister ppr. liiited
and pommelled or, surmounted by the Punja (one of the insignia borne before the Emperor Shah Allum) saltireways also
ppr. Crest Out of a mural crown ar. a lion's gamb erect
erm. holding in bend sinister the Punja, as in the amis.
Motto Hand inferiora secutus.
Gerberg. Erm. on a chief gu. three lozenges or.

Gerard.
Gerard.

—

—

Gerbrand.

Gu. a

fieur-de-lis or.

Grerbridge (Walsingham,

co. Norfolk).

a

Or,

fesse betw.

two. chevronels az.

Gerbridge

Erm. on a chief gu.

lozenges
or (another, lozenges of the field).
Cres£
A lion's paw
holding a thistle ppr.
Gerbridge. Gu. three inescutcheons erm.
Gerby. Ar. a fret vert, on a canton sa. a stag at gaze
(co. Suffolk).

—

five

ppr.

Gercom.

Paly of six ar. and gu.

ppr. collared gu. in the

mouth a

Crest

—A

segreant

griffin

and ring or.
Quarterly, or

line

Ger corny le, or Gerconly.

raguly couped ppr.

Georges

Gerard

and

gu.
quarter a lion ramp, of the second.
Gerd, or Gird. Az. a chev. crm. betw. three lozenges or,
each charged with an antelope's head erased ppr. attired of
the third.
Gerdelley, or Gerdilley. Az. a chev. (another, engr.)
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest A dexter hand brandishing a sword ppr.
Gerdston, or Gerdeston. Gu. a saltire lozengy ar.
Gere (Heavitree and Kenney, co. Devon, and Great Broughton,
Dugdalc, 16G5). Gu. two bars or, on each three
CO. York.
masclcs az., on a canton of tho second a leopard's face of
(another, az.) in the

first

—

the third.
(co. Devon).

Gere

Gu. a fesse crm. betw.

six.

mascles or.

Gere. Erm. a fleur-de-lis az.
Gerebzoff. Per pale two coats,

1st, ar. out of clouds, from
the dexter an armed arm embowed i.isuant, the hand grasping
a scymitar all ppr; 2nd, Or, a .spread eagle dimidiated on the

dexter

Crest

sa.

—Out

of a marquis's coronet ppr.

pattce or, surmounted by a

human

a cross

heart gu. flamant ppr,

betw. two wings sa.
Geredot. Gu. three crescents ar.

GereU.

Sa.

on a cross

or, five pellets,

a bordurc cngr. of the

second.

Gergan, Gergand, or Geerewood.
ar.

three

castles

Per pale gu. and
counterchanged (another, tinctures re-

versed).

Gergawd, or Gerwood.

Per pale gu. and

ar.

three

eagles counterchanged.

eiiperancc.

Gerard

(I ncc, co. Lancaster; descended from the house of
Bryn. Visit. Lane. 1567). Az. a lion ramp. erm. crowned
or, a crescent for diff., quartering Ince and IIeitom. Crest

—
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Gering

(Winterton, co.

Lincoln).

charged with three mascles of the
leopard's

face

of

the second.

Gu. two bars or, each
on a canton aa. a
An antelope's head

field,

Crest

—
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erased, quarterly, ar. and sa.
counterchanged, attired or.

charged with four mascles

G-erling'e (Outwell, co. Norfolk, and co. York). Ar. on a
bend gu. betw. two cotises sa. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
A unicorn's head erased ar. collared sa.
Gerling'Iiaiu. Ar. three mascles gu.
Sa. three gadbcos
G-erlingrton (ilakeford, co. York).

—

volant ar.

Gerling'toil

Same Arms,

Lincoln),

(co.

border engr. or.
iDake of Dorset, extinct

Germain

gu. and a

field

(Westminster, bart., extinct 1718).

Az. a cross

for diff.

—

resting on the elbow, holding a tilting spear in pale ppr.
Ar. a cross vaire gu.
(Preston, co. Lancaster).
and or, in the 1st and 4th quarters an eagle displ. sa. Crest

German

—A

demi lamb ppr. supporting a flagstaff or, therefrom
flowing a pennon ar. the ends gu. and charged with a rose
also gu.

German

Paly wary of six ar. and gu.
Ar. a stag's head cabossed gu.
Gernain (Edward Gekmin, D.D., co. Hunts, 1613). Paly
wavy of six erm. and gu. Crest Three lilies ar. stalked
(co. Cornwall).

Germin

(co. Essex).

—

vert.

Ar. a chev. betw. three stags' heads

(Powershall).

cabossed

sa.

Germingrham

Ar. three lozenge buckles

(co. Suffolk).

gu.

Germon (co. Kent).
Germy ^co. Suffolk).

Barry nebul^j of six ar. and gu.
Ar. a lion ramp, guard, gu.
Germyn, or Germin. Ar. a chev. betw. three harts'
Crest
A unicorn's head betw. two
heads couped sa.
branches of laurel disposed orleways.

—

Germjm.
Germyn.
Germyn.
Germyn.

Ar. three crosses pattee (another, patoncc) sa.
Erm. three piles in jwint gu.
Gu. three escallops erm.
Gu. a fesse embattled ar. betw. three leopards'

faces or.

Germyn, or Germine.

Gu. three inescutclieons erm.
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three buglchorns of the

Gernald.

Crest

d. 1517).

Same

—A horse pass. ar. hoofed or.

Gernon

(Athcame Castle, co. Meath; descended from
Thomas Gernon, younger son of Cbbistopbeb Gernon, Esq.,
of Drogheda, and brother of Richard Gernon, living 1738,
who settled at Bourdeaux). Same Arms and Crest. Motto—
Parva contemnimus.

Gerondon-Abbey
over

all in

Gu. a cinquefoil erm.

(co. Leicester).

bend a crozier

or.

Ar. a cross gu. betw. four lions

pass, respecting each other sa.
ar.

a

(Harrow, CO. Middlesex).

saltire

gu.

;

2nd and

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
a lion ramp. erm. crowned

3rd, ar.

Gerrard

(Longhide, co. Somerset). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
a bordure erm.
Gerrare, or Greenere. Ar. three chalices sa.
Gerre (co. Hertford). Gu. two bars ar. on each three
mascles az. on a canton of the last a leopard's face of the
second. Crest
A lion's head guard, or, gorged with a collar
gu. charged with three mascles gold betw. two wings displ.
of the same.
Gerrey (co. Lancaster). Same Arms. Crest A buck's
head erased, quarterly, ar. and sa. charged with four mascles
counterchanged.
Gerrotte (Fun. Ent. of Thomas Gerkotte, Alderman and
Lord Mayor of Dublin, buried at St. Audeons, 14 Feb. 1598).
Ar. a saltire and a border gu.
Gerson (Gerson, co. Lancaster). "Vert a cross engr. or.
Crest
An arm in armour couped at the shoulder, in fesse
from the elbow in pale, holding up a helmet all ppr.
Gertheston. Ar. on a fess sa. three crosses pattee or.
Gerton. Gu. twelve billets, five, four, two, and one, a chief
indented or.
Gervais (Cecil, co. Tyrone; confirmed to Francis John
Gervais, of that place).
Az. a chev. or, betw. in chief two
lions ramp, respectant ar. and in base a white rose leaved
and slipped ppr. in the centre chief point a crescent of
the third. Crest A lion's head erased ar. charged with a
Motto Sic sustenta crescit.
fleur-de-lis az.
Gervaise (Jersey). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three escallops sa
Gervays (isle of Ely). Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three Corn-

crowned

or,

—

—

—

—

ish

choughs

Gervays.

first.

Gernance. Sa. three covered cups ar.
Gernech, or Gernish. Ar. on a chcv.
many

annulets or.

(Tanfield,

Eichmond).

escallops sa. as

Gernegran
an eagle

Cj-est

az. betw. three

Ban-y of ten or and

gu.
Ar. three lozenges gu.

displ.

Gernegan.

az.

Gerneg'an.

Barruly or and az. an eagle

displ.

of the

first.

Gernegran.

Ar. three bucks' heads gu.
(Speko, co. Lancaster; the heiress m. Moltneux).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, a bordure of the last.
Gemeth. Gu. three escallops or (another, ar.).
Gerney (co. Essex). Ar. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter

Garnet

chief quarter a cinquefoil az.

Gerney
Gerney

(co. Norfolk).

—

three
fesse,

Ar. three piles wavy gU; meeting in
the base ptrint and a bordure or.
Gernon (co. Hereford). Gu. two lions pass. ar. a bordure
(co. Hereford).

az.

Gamon

Nottingham).

(co.

Or, a hart's

head cabossed gu.

(BaUeweU, co. Derby).

on a bend

Or,

Paly wavy of six

ar.

gu.

and gu.

az. three escallops of the field.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads couped sa.

(another, buck's heads gu).

Gernon.
Gernon.

Ar. three harts' heads cabossed gu.

on a bend

an escallop ar.
co.Meath; descended
from EoGERDE Gernon, who went to Ireland with Strongbow,
1172. Fun. Ent. Edward Gerkon, Ulster's Office, 1G21). Ar.
an eagle displ. sa. armed, beaked, and gorged with a chapOr,

course in pale or.
chev. gu. betw. three

full

Gervays

(Bonathlac, co. Cornwall; descended from Jons
Gervets, Esq., of Helston, living in 1329, and Nicholia, his

dau. and heiress of John Bonathlac, Esq., of
Bonathlac; the heiress, Elizabeth, only child of Richard
Gervets, Esq., of Bonathlac, m. Charles Grtlls, Esq., of
Court, in Lanreath). Ar. a chev. betw. three garbs sa.
quartering Trevannion, of Tregaddar.
Gerveis, or Gt«.rvies (Pratling-Magna, co. Leicester).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
Gervilance, Gerviland, or Gervylan. Ar. three
wife,

(Isle of Ely,

and

hawks ar. Crest
Grervis (Great Pettley,
three

co.

Worcester).

a chcv. betw.

Sa.

— A tiger's head erased ar.
co.

granted by Camden,
Sa. a chev. erm. betw three hawks
Leicester;

ar.

Gervis
Gervis

Sa. three beehives or.
confirmed by
(Master of the Pipe Office, co. Essex
Camden, Clarenceux, to Arthur Gervis, Master of the Pipe
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a chev. betw. three
Office).
doves ar. a fieur-de-lis az. 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. betw.
(co. Suffolk).

;

;

Gernon, alias Candislie. Ar. three piles wavy
Crest — A wolfs head couped az. collared and ringed or.
Gernon, alias Pike. Gu. three piles wavy ar.
Gernon.
Gernon.

ppr.

Gerveis. Gu. three greyhounds in
Gerveis, or Gervais. Ar. a

Clarcnceux, May, 1614).

holding a club ppr.

Gernon

Az. three beacons with ladders or, fired gu.
fire beacon betw. two wings

—On a mural crown gu. a

Gervis

(co. Suffolk).

Gernon, or

ar.

saltires vert (another, the tinctures reversed).

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

Same Arrns, the Hon giiard.
Gernon, Gernun, or Geimoun (co. Essex). Ar.
piles wavy gu.
Crest
A hand issuing from a cloud in

Gernon

—

escallops sa.

Crest— An allcrion

gu.

Gernon

Gemonstown, who

or.

engr. or.

Germain, or Gerrajm. Sa. a crescent betw. two mulCrest
A dexter arm couped and embowed
lets in pale ar.

displ.

Arms, a crescent

Gerow, or Gerrow.
Sec Sacsville-

18-43).

Gekmain.

Germin

Esq., of

Gerrard

Germaine

GEB,

Thomas Geenon,

az.

(Gemonstown and

Killincoolo,

—

three trefoils slipped ar. as many pellets. Crest A demi lion
ramp, guard, or, supporting a banner, staff encircled with a
coronet ppr. on the pennon ar. a cross gu.
Gervis (Tapps-Gervis, Hinton-Admiral, co. Hants, bart.
See Mevrick). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli, ar. betw. six ostrich
2nd and
feathers sa. a cannon ball of the last, for Gervis
3rd, az. on a fesse or, betw. three rhinoceroses ar. as many
Crests
1st, Gervis: A plume of
escallops gu., for Tapps.
three ostrich feathers gu. and sa. bound by a wreath of laurel
2nd, Tapps A greyhound
or, standing upon a mount ppr.
couch.int per pale ar. and sa. charged on the body with two
escallops fesseways counterchanged. Motto Be just and fear
;

—

;

:

—

not.

Gery

let or.

Gernon (Drogheda, Dublin,
of the wife of

Bourdcaux, and Paris. Fun. Ent.

Roger Gernon,

and Ecg. Pcd.

;
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of Dublin, Ulster's Office, IG'iO,

descended from John Gernon, second son of

(Bushmead Priory, co. Bedford; descended from
Thomas Gebt, Esq., of Royston, co. Herts, Sheriff co.
Cambridge, 1509. The last male heir, William Gert, Esq.,
of

Bushmead,

d. 1802, leading three daughters, his co-heirs.

A

AA

aE

An arm couped, embowed, vested, and

Mart Seuna, vi. John Milnes, Esq^ of Becldngham
Eleanob, m. Hcv. Thomas Milnes;
CO. Lincoln;
m. Rev. Hdgh Wade, who assumed, on his
Hesteb,
and
marriage, the surname and arms of Gebi). Gu. two bars
ar. each charged with three mascles of tlie field, on a canton
Crest
An anteor, a leopard's face az., quartering Wade.
lope's head erased, quarterly ar. and sa., charged with four
mascles counterchanged, attired or. Motto llcntis honestae

pui'fled at the shoulder
the part above the elbow in fesse, the hand in pale, holding
a palm branch ppr.
Gibbe. Ar. three halberts in fesse sa. heads to the sinister.
Crest
A Bengal tiger pass, guard, ppr.
Gibbons, or Gibbins. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. surmounted
by a bend or, charged with three crosses pattee fitchec sa.
Crest
A cubit arm holding a fish ppr.
Gibbes (Fackley, co. Oxford, bart.). Ar. three battle axes

viz.,

Hall,

—

—

—

—

gloria.

Gesors, or Gessors.
CreM

— A talbot sejant

Gesse.

Az. billettoe and a lion ramp.

or.

Gibbes
Gibbes

—

ar.

A

sheldrake ppr.
(Reg. Ulster's Offic ). Az. fretty or, on a chief ar. a
lion pass, guard, gu.
Ge"7ill (quartered by Cave, of Boroughdon, and Andkewes,
Erin, on a chev. sa.
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
of Pisbrook.
three brocks' heads erased ar.
Geylslane. Chequy or and gu.
Geynes (Yolgrave, co. Derby). Gu. a bend vairc ar. and

Gettry

sa.

gu.

Crest

— The

Vairc or and az.

head erased

Ar. a fesse betw six fleurs-de-lis
sun in splendour or, at each ray a flame of

Geynville

(Karl of Ulster; arms in a window in Dorchester
Church, CO. Oxford. Visit. 1574). Az. three barnacles open
or, on a chief erm. a demi lion ramp. gu.
Geyton, or Geiton (cos. Northumberland and Rutland).
Ar. crusity az. three fleurs-de-lis of the last.
(Fun. Ent. of Mabgabet Getton, widow of

Geyton

Thomas

UsHEB, and mother of Henry Usheb, Lord Primate of Ireland,
Gu. a chev. betw. three cinqucfoils pierced
d. Jan. 1597).

Ghest, Guest, or Geast (Row

Heath, co. Worcester;
descended from John Gheste, of Handsworth, co. Stafford,
teinp. Henry VII., represented by Dugdale, of Merevale.
Her. Visit. 1634). Az. a chev, or, betw. three swans' heads
A swan's head erased ppr. betw. two
erased ppr. Cresl

—

ostrich feathers or.

Erm. a serpent

az. devouring an infant ppr. on
a canton of the second a Catherine wheel ar.
Ghinucci (Jebome de Ghinucci, Bishop of Worcester,
1523-30;.
Vaird or and vert, a serpent in bend wavy ppr.
within an annulet az. a quatrcfoil ar. all within a border of
the last.
Ghisnes {Dmon Ghitnes : summoned to Parliament, 1295).
Barry of six vair and gu.
Ghisnes (Chokes, co. Northampton, 33 Henry 111.). Same

Aitiu.

Ghrimes.

—

—

Gibbins.

Or, a chev. gu. betw. three leopards' faces az.

Gibbon

(co. Dorset).
Sa. a lion ramp, guard, crowned or,
betw. three escallops ar.
(Bishops Bourne, co. Kent). Same Arms. Crest
a demi lion ramp, guard, ar. ducally crowned or, holding
betw. the paws an escallop gold.
Gibbon (Rolvenden, co. Kent; granted 6 April, 1629). Or,
a lion ramp. sa. betw. three pellets. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. an escarbuncle or.
Gibbon. Ar. a boar's head couped in pale az. in the mouth
a garb or.
Gibbon. Ar. a griffin segreant sa. betw. three crescents

—

Gibbon

—

Gibbon, or Guybon
ramp.

(Sheriff of Norfolk, 1513). Or, a lion
debruised by a bend gu. charged with three escal-

sa.

Gibbon.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. depressed by a bend gu.
charged with three escallops or.
Gibbon (cos. Lancaster and Suffolk). Or, a lion ramp. sa.
over all two tilting spears in saltire gu. headed ar.
Gibbons (Stanwell Place, Middlesex, bart.). Gu. a lion
ramp, or, debruised by a bend ar. charged with a torteau
betw. two crosses pattee fitchee sa. Crest
A lion's gamb
erased and erect gu. charged with a bezant, holding a cross
Gratior est a rcgc pio.
pattee fitchee sa. Motto
Gibbons (Sittingbourne, co. Kent, bart.). Az. a lion ramp,
in chief an escarbuncle betw. two escallops.^ and in base an
Crest
escallop betw. two escarbuncles all or.
A morion
Kido Deo et ipse.
ppr. thereon an escarbuncle or. Motto
Gibbons (The Leasowes and Corbyns Hall, co. Stafford).
Sa. a lion ramp. betw. three escallops ar. Crest A demilion rcguard. sa. holding betw. the paws an escallop ar.
Gibbons (co. Glamorgan, temp. Henpy VIII.) Or, a lion
ramp. sa. armed gu. debruised by a bend of the last, charged

—

—

—

—

—

with three crosses pattee fitchee ar.
(Ditcley, co. Oxford, and New Hall, co. Warwick;
Thomas Gibbons, grandson of John Gibbons, alias Payne, of
Gu. alion
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Little Sutton, CO. Warwick.
ramp, or, over all on a bend ar. three crosses pattee sa.
Orest
A lion's gamb erased gu. holding a cross pattee

Gibbons

—

fltclide.

On. on a cross

ar. five

mullets of the

chief of the second three escallops of the
talbot sejant sa. collared ar.

Gib

(Gibbings Grove, co. Cork; certified in Ulster's
Ar. on a bend betw. three fleurs-de-lis
two in .chief and one in base az. a crescent or. Crest
demi lion ramp. ppr. holding in his paws a fleur-de-lis az.
Gibbins. Or, a lion ramp. sa. over all on a bend gu. three
escallops ar. Crest A lion ramp. sa.
Office to that family).

lops ar.

ppr.

Ghinucci.

fesse-

trefoil vert.

Geynton, or Gejrton.
lire

— An arm

Gibbingrs
of

—

griffin's

arm armed

ppr.

sa.

Esq.,

.

—

— An

de-lis of the first.

male heir, d. s. p. 1803). Per fesse sa. and
ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Geton (Reg. Ulster's OCBce). Gu. a bend dancettce betw.
two cotises ar.
Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
Gettene

beak a

on a chief az.
branch fructed

Gibbines, Gibbingrs, or Gibbins. Same Arms as
GiBBENS. Creat — On a ducal coronet or, the attires of a stag

Brithdir, the last

ppr. in the

Vert three cats pass. ar.
two cats respecting each other
guttee d'or, a cross pattee gold, in base a

Or, on a chev. sa.

ways ppr. vested ar. cuffed and purflcd at the shoulder sa.
from the elbow in pale holding a palm branch of the first.
Gibbes. Paly bendy ar. and gu. on a bend az. two fleurs-

(Fedwdeg; descended from David Goch, Lord of
Arms, those of David Goch, viz., sa. a lion
Penmachno).
ramp. ar. a bordure engr. or.
Gethingre. Ar. three pellets in fess betw. two bars sa. all
betw. three goats' heads erased gu. attired or.

Geynes, or Gynes (co. Lancaster).
Geynes. Gu. a chief vair. Crest A

Same Arms.

Devon).

(Perrott, co. Dorset).

vert, leaved gu.
Az. three battle axes or. Orest
or, holding a battle axe ar.
Gibbes. Same Arms, battle axes ar. Crest

counterchanged.

Ambbose Gethyn,

armour, garnished

in

holly

Gethin

Ar. a chev. engr. az. betw. three birds rising
a bordure engr. of the second.

steel,

Gibbes.

—

Gethyn.

(co.

Gibbes.

—

arm embowed,

in a steel gauntlet, grasping a battle axe, as in
Jl/ot<o—Tenax propositi.

the arms.

Ar. three dogfishes in pale sa.

(Peyton, co. Brecknock, and Southweld, co. Essex).
A buck sejant ar.
Az. a buck saliant ar. crowned or. Crest
crowned or, betw. two wings endorsed of the first.
Gethin (Gethinsgrott, co. Cork, and Percy Mount, co. Sligo,
Crest
On a
Vert a stag saliant ar. armed or.
bart.).
chapcau ppr. a stag's head erased ar. armed and ducally
gorged or. Motto Try.
Gethin (co. Salop). Per fesse sa. and ar. a lion ramp.

(co.

— An

hand

or, the

GetMn

Gethjm

Crest

sa.

ea. collared ar.

Montgomery;
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s

field.

first,

on a

Crest

—

(granted to Rev. Benjamin Gibbons, of PooUands,
Sa. a lion ramp, or, betw. three
ar. on a chief engr. of the last three crosses
A demi lion rcguard. or, gorged with a
pattee gu.
Crest
collar sa. pendent therefrom an escutcheon of the last,
charged with a cross potent ar. betw. the paws an escallop,
al.so ar.
Motto Fide et fortiludine.
Gibbons (Shrewsbury). Paly of six ar. and gu. on a bend
A demi lion ramp. «a.
sa. three escallops of the first.
Crest
Ilartlebury, co. Worcester).

escallops

Gu. a dexter hand holding a broken
bttw. two spur» or, leathers of the second.
Motto
Armis frango.
Gibb (granted to Thohis A. GiBn, Esq.). Gu. a cubit arm erect
grasping an arrow in bend sinister, point downwards, betw.
four mullets In cross or.
Crest— lisu&nl from a wreath of
cinqucfoils vert a stag's head or, couped gu. attired ar.
Gibaut (.lersey). Az. a tower or, uiasoncd sa. C)-e»t
towrr, n.i in the arms.
Gibbard. Gu. on alicndcoliicdar. alionpass. az. Crest
(Caribber, Scotland).

fipcar ar.

—

—

—
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Gibbons

—

—

—

liolding

an escallop

Gibbons. Bendy
bend

ar.

sinister of six ar.

and gu. over

sa. three escallops of the first.

Gibbons.

Gu. three

lions pass or,

a bend az.

all

on a
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(impalement Fun. Ent. 1632, of a dau. of John
Gibbons, Alderman of Dublin, wife of Fagan). Gu. a lion
ramp, or, on a bend ar. three crosses formee sa.
Gibbons (recorded by Leveret, Athlone, to Captain Gibbons,
second Captain of the regiment under command of Col.
Robert Tothill, which landed at Dublin, 3 May, 1649). Gu.
a lion ramp, or, armed and langued az. on a bend ar. three
Crest
A naked arm erect touped below
crosses formfe sa.
the elbow, holding in the hand a salmon all ppr.
Gibbs (CO. Derby, and Stoke, co. Suffolk). Ar. three battle

Gibbons

in

Cumberland, Essex, Northumberland, and
Az. three storks rising ppr.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb ppr. grasping a club gu.
spiked gold. Another Crest A stork rising ppr. in the beak an

Mawdesley

Hall.

Crest

—A

Hall,

Same Arms, quarand Mawdeslet, of

stork rising ppr.

on a

Gibson

(Teede, co. Lancaster). Gu. two bars humettee ar.
betw. three lions pass, in pale or.
(cos. Lancaster, York, and London),
Barry of six
erm. and sa. a lion ramp. or. Crest— A stork close ar. in
the bill an oak leaf vert.
Gibson (London). Paly of six gu. and vert a tent ar. poled
and garnished or, on a chief of the last a fret betw. two
crescents sa. CreH An arm embowed in armour, garnished
or, holding a battle axe sa. (another, holding in the hand
ppr. a maul or beetle sa. handled ar.).
Gibson (East Beckham and Thorpe, co. Norfolk; granted
Paly of six ar. and sa. on a chief of the first a fret
1591).
betw. two crescents of the second.
A stork ar.
Crest
beaked, legged, and ducally gorged gu.
Gibson (Saffron Walden, co. Essex, and Balder Grange, co.
York). Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief erm. a fret gu.
betw. two torteaux, quartering Wyatt. Cre't
On a mount
vert a stork ar. beaked, membered, and gorged with a collar
gu. pendent therefrom an escutcheon az. charged with a
barnacle or. Motto Recte et fideliter.
Gibson (Sandgate Lodge, co. Sussex). Gu. three keys
fesseways in pale or, in chief a portcullis of the last. Crest
A pelican vulning herself and feeding her young ppr.
gorged with a mural crown or. Motto Coelestes psmdite

Gibson

propositi.

—

co. Somerset, and Clyst St. George,
Devon). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Warwick; confirmed by Camden's
(Honington,
co.
Gibbs
Deputies to Sir Henbt Gibbes, Knt., of Honington). Sa.
three battle axes in pale ar. Crest Three broken tilting
spears or, two in saltire and one in pale, enfiled with a wreath

—

—

and erm.
three battle axes sa. Crest An arm embowed in armour,
garnished or, and charged with a cross couped gu. in the
hand ppr. a battle axe, as in the arms. Motto Tenax
ar.

—

—

—

propositi.

—

Gibbs.

Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three holly branches vert,
fructed gu. two cats respecting each other ar. on a chief az.
gutt^ d'or, a cross pattee of the last.

—

and gu. on a bend az. two fleurs-de-lis
the dexter chief point of which as many annulets con-

or, in

Rigmaden

(co. Kent).
Per pale gu. and vert a tent or,
chief of the third a fret betw. two crescents sa.

CO.

Lozengy

vert.

(Whelprigg, co. Westmoreland).

Gibson

(Tyntesfield,

Gibbs.

branch

tering GoDSALVE, of

—

Per fesse

—

—

olive

Gibson

—

ar. andsa.
Gibbs (Aldenham Park, Herts).

(cos.

Ix)ndon).

—

Gibbs

surmounted by

Ar. three battle axes in

pale sa.

Gibson

—

—Tenax

sinister or,

(Sainthurst, co. Gloucester).

Gibson-Maitland, Bart. SeeMAixLASD.

axes in pale sa.
Gibbs (South Perrott, co. Devon). Same Arnui, a bordure
A leopard pass, guard, erm.
ermines. Crest
Gibbs (co. Hertford). Az. three poleaxes in pale ar. garnished or. Crest An arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished
or, holding in the gauntlet a poleaxe ar.
Gibbs (Elmestone, co. Kent). Ar. three battle axes sa.
As the last.
Crest
Gibbs (CUfton Hampden, Oson). Same Arms, a bordure
nebuly sa. Crest In front of a rock a dexter arm embowed
in armour, the hand in a gauntlet ppr. holding a battle axe

Motto

bend

in

a Maltese cross ar. fimbriated gold.

Gibs

—

sa.

GIB

bend dexter, and a key

ar.

—

joined of the first.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three filberts sa. two cats com-

portse.

Gibbs.

Gibson

batant of the field.
Gibbs. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards' faces az.
Gibbs (Derry, co.Cork, and Ballynoran and Inchigeelagh, in
same co. confirmed to John Gibbs, Esq., son of John Gibbs,
Esq., of BaUynoran, co. Cork, son of Rev. John Gibbs, of
Inchigeelagh, co. Cork, second son of Daniel Gibbs, of
Derry, grandson of Daniel Gibbs, of Cork, who bought
Derry, co. Cork, in 1703, and to the other descendants of
the said Daniel Gibbs, the purchaser of Derry). Ar. three
Ci-est
battle axes in pale sa.
A griffin's head erased ar.
pierced through the back of the neck with an arrow or,
..l/b»o— Frapper au
barbed and feathered of the first.

Scotch extraction).
chief a portcullis of the last. Crest
A pelican vulning herself and feeding her young ppr. gorged with a mural crown
or.
Motto Coelestes pandite portae.
Gibson (Swindon, co. Wilts). Az. three storks, wings ex-

;

—

but.

Gibbs

(The Yews, Sheffield, co. York certified in Ulster's
Office to John Gibbs, of that place, only surviving son of
John Gibbs, Esq., of Ballynoran, co. Cork). Quarterly, 1st
;

and 4th,
2nd and

three battle axes erect in fess sa., for Gibbs
demi lions ramp, erminois a
Bennett.
Crest
A griffin's head erased ar.
pierced through the back of the neck with an arrow or,
barbed and feathered of the first. A/oUo— Frapper au but.
Gibeon (co. Essex). Paly of six ar. and gu. on u bend sa.
plate,

ar,

;

3rd, gu. betw. three

—

for

three escallops of the

Gibion.

ar.

and gu. on a bend

sa.

three

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
Crest
crowned or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head
couped gu. bezantce.
Gibon. Az. a lion ramp. betw. three escallops ar. Crest
A demi wolf ramp, reguard. ar. collared gu.
Gibon. Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles' legs erased sa.
Gibon. Gu. a lion ramp, or, depressed by a bend ar. charged
with three crosses patt^ sa. Crest A lion's paw holding a

—

—

—

cross pattee or.

Gibon.
saltire,

Gibon.
Gibons. Masculy
or,

panded

ar.

Gibson

an annulet

and gu. on a bend

(co. York).
Paly of six ar.
three escallops of the first.

Gibson

sa.

York; confirmed 16 Jan. 1655). Gu.
a stork betw. three crescents ar. beaked and membered or.
Gibson (Coome Abbey, cos. Warwick and Worcester; Sir
Isaac Gibson, knighted 1674, d. 1706, buried at Worcester).
Same Arms.
Gibson (Yelland, co. Lancaster settled in that country in
the reign of James I., and, traditionally, derived from Scotland the co-heirs, Sarah Gibson, d. unm., leaving her proand Anne Gibson, m.
perly to Gibson, of Myerscough
(Staveley, co.

;

;

;

William Wickham,
rising ppr.

Esq.,

Ci-ests— 1st

A

:

2nd

co.

Az. three storks

York).

stork rising ppr. in his beak

olive

branch vert

gamb

ppr. grasping a club gu. spiked gold.

Gibson

;

Out of a ducal coronet

:

(Myerscough and Quernmore Park,

Gibson

an

or, a lion's

co. Lancaster).

Cre^t.

(Barfield,

co.

Cumberland

Same

;

a younger branch of

Arvis.

Gibson-Leadbitter.

See Leadbitter.
(Fun. Ent., 1641, Richard Gibson, a Justice of the
Peace, co. Carlow, third son of Richard Girson, Esq., of
Amwell, CO. Notts). Az. three pelicans ar. wings elevated,
beaked and legged gu. a martlet for diff.
Gibson (Fun. Ent. Major Seafodl Gibson, buried in St.

Gibson

Barry of six erm.
on a canton gu. a castle of the

Peter's Church, Drogheda, 15 Jan. 1671).

and

sa.

a lion ramp,

or,

third.

Ar. a lion pass. sa. depressed by two battle axes in
staves gu. headed of the first.
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three lions' heads erased sa.

Gibons.

—

Gibson, of Myerscough).

escallops or.

Gibon.

;

—

Same Arms and

first.

Barry of eight

and Sullington, co. Sussex of
Gu. three keys fesseways in pale or, in

(Shalford, co. Surrey,

ar.

and gu. on a bend

sa.

two

fieu.-<!-de-lis

for diff.

Same Arms and

Crest as

Gibbon, of Rolvcnden,

Kent.

Gibons, or Gibus,

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards'

faces az.

Gibraltar, See

of. Ar. in base, rising out of waves of
the sea a rock ppr. thereon a lion guard, or, supporting a
passion cross erect gu. on a chief engr. of the last a crosier
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Gibson-Carmichael

(Skirling, co. Peebles, bart., 1628).

wreathed az. and gu. within a,
bordure of the last, forCARMicHAEL; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three
in
pale
or, for Gibson
4th, erm. on a fess. sa.
keys fessways
three crescents ar., for Cbaig. Crests 1st: An arm embowed, holding a broken lance top pendent ppr., for Carmichael: 2nd: A pelican in her piety ppr., for Gibson.
Motto CcElestcs pandite portae.
Gibson-Craigr. See Cbaio.
Quarterly,

1st,

ar.

a

fess

;

—

—

Gibson-Maitland.

Gibson-Wright
CO. Stirling,

1773).

See Maitland.

(Cliftonhall, co. Linlithgow,

and Kersie,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three keys

A
;

paleways in fess

or,

wards downwards; 2nd and

3rd, az.

a

chev. betw. three battle axes or, all within a bordure of the
Crest— A dexter arm in armour, issuing
last, for Wbight.
out of a cloud and grasping a scymitar ppr. Motto Pro
republica
semper.
rege saepe, pro
Gibson (Durie, Scotland). Gu. three keys fesseways in pale
Crest
A pelican in her nest
or, the wards downward.

—

—

feeding her young ppr. Jlfotio— Panilite ccelestes portee.
Gibson (Pentland, co. Edinburgh, bart.). Gu, three keys
Crest and
fessways in pale or, within a bordure vaire.
Motto, as the last.
chequy
or
Gibthorp (co. Lincoln). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli,

and

az.

;

2nd and

3rd,

erm.

Gibthorp, GytJiorpe, or Gilthorpe.

Ar. two bars
gu. a bordure sa. Crest—A naked arm embowed, holding a
dagger ppr.
Gibthorp. Quarterly, or and erm.
Gibthorpe (co. Iwancaster). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm.
2nd and 3rd, chequy or and gu.
Giddy (St. Erith, co. Cornwall granted 11 June, 1770). Or,
a fosse engr. vert, in chief a lion pass. gu. in base three
Crest A lion pass. gu. in the
torteaux, two and one.
;

—

dexter

paw a banner

az. thereon a cross or, the staff and

point ppr.
(Tredrea, co. Cornwall, and Eastbourne, co. Sussex).

Giddy
Same

Amu and

a chev. betw. three martlets

ar.

Per
(Spalding, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1824).
chev. vert and or, in chief a rose of the second betw two
Crest
fleurs-de-lis ar. in base a lion ramp, reguard. az.
stag's head erased ar. attired gu. gorged with a pallisado
coronet or, in the mouth a slip of oak vert, fructed gold.

—

Gidion (London). Same Amu and Crest.
Gidley (Gidley, CO. Devon. Bartholomew

Crett
An
arm couped at the elbow vested or, charged with two bars
wavy az. holding in the hand ppr. a buck's head cabossed

Gifford, or Giffard

(Burstall, co. Leicester; and Burton,
created a bart. 21 Nov. 1660, extinct 6 June,
1736; also St. James's Abbey, co. Northampton, and co. Oxford).
Gu. three lions pass, in pale ar. Crest An arm
couped at the elbow, vested or, charged with two bars wavy
az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a buck's head
cabossed gu.
Gifford (Claydon, co. Bucks). Ar. three lions ramp, in pale
gu.
Gifford (co. Buckingham). Gu. three lions pass, reguard.
CO. Wilts

Gidlet, of this
was an officer in the service of King Charles II., and
appears to have been in arms for the King before the
Bestoration, by a large silver medallion in the possession of his
representative, who, at the time Lysons wrote, was Gidlet,
of Iloniton; exempUQed by Edward Byssbe, Clarenceux, in
1671). Or, a castle sa. a bordure of the second bezantte.
Crest
An eagle issuant or, the wings sa. bezantee.
Crest
Gidley (iloniton, co. Devon). Same Arms.
griffin's head or, betw. two wings elevated sa. bezantee.
Giffard (Earl of Buckingham: WiUiam I. created, 106G,
Walter Giffabd, the first earl of the kingdom. He was
Bon of Osborne de Bolebec, by Aveline, his wife, sister of
Gunnora, wife of Richard I., Duke of Normandy, father of
Bichard II., father of Robert the Devil, father of the
Conqueror; extinct 1164). Gu. three lions pass, in pale ar.
Giffard (Lord Giffard of Jirimifield : Sir John Gitfard,
descended from a brother of the first Earl of Buckingham,
summoned to Parliament 8 Oct. 1311, attainted 1322). Gu.
three lions pass, in pale ar. languedaz.
GifEard (Chillington, co. Stafford; descended from BrimsQuarterly, Ist and 4th, az. three stirrups with
field).
leathers or, two and one; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three lions
Crests
Ist: A tiger's head coupcd, full-faced,
pass. ar.
spotted various, flames issuing from his mouth ppr. 2nd,
granted 1013: A demi archer, bearded and couped at the
knees, in armour ppr., from his middle a short coat paly ar.
and gu. at his middle a quiver of arrows or, in his hands a
bow and arrow drawn to the head or. Motto Prenez
halclne, tirez fort. (Anglice, Take breath and puU strong.)
Giffard.
Gu. three bars engr. ar. Crest A deer's head
coupcd ppr. Motto Spire not.
Giffard. Barry of siy gu. and erm. in chief a lion pass. or.
Giffard (co. Leicee'cr). Ar. a chev. betw. three roses az.
a bordure gu.
Giffard (quartered by G«envile, of co. Cornwall. Visit. 1C20).
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or, each charged with three pellets.
Giffard (Jersey). Erm. a fesse betw. three lozenges in
chief, and as many lions in base all sa.
Giffard (Avcton Giffard, and Weare Giffard, co. Devon,
temp. Henry II., also of Ilalesbury and Brightley, in the
same co.). Sa. three lozenges conjoined in fcsse erm. Ci'est
A cock's head erased or.

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

(Kikorrall, co. Wexford
representative of John
Giffard, eldest son of Col. John Giffaed, of Lrightlry, the
distinguished Cavalier: of this Unc is .Sir Haroinue Stanley
fiiFFAHD, Q.C.). Same Arvis and Crest.

GifTord

—

;

(Tiverton and Ilalswortb, co. Devon).

Same Arm^.

Cie.ti
A cock's head erased or, holding in the beak a sprig
of three leaves vert.

Gifford (Twyford,
York;

ton;

co.

Ducks; Accott, co. Devon; Scotton,
Hunts; Stenos, co. Northampco. Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1674).

I'.atllcbridge, co.

and Canwoll Park,
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;

—

erm.

Gifford

Sir Alexander Gifford, Knt.,
RoUof Arms, Henry III. and Edwardl.). Ar.

Worcester;

(co.

d. before 1279

;

ten torteaux, four, three, two, and one.

Gifford (GoDFKET Gifford, Bishop of Worcester, younger
brother of Sir Alexander Gifford, consecrated 1268, d.
30 Edward I., 1302, when his nephew John, son of William
Gifford, was found to be his heir). Same Arms.
Gifford (co. Worcester; Sir John Gifford, Knt., Roll of
Arms temp. Edward II., 1308). Same Arms.
Gifford (Itchell, co. Hants; Sir John Gifford, Knt., of
Har. MS. 5865,

the co. 2 Henry VI.

d. 10 June, 1444;

;

Same Anns.

f. 3).

(Castle Jordan, co. Meath, bart., extinct, descended

from Itchell. Fun. Ent. of Elizabeth, sister of Sir John
Gifford, Knt., of Castle Jordan, and wife of Sir WiLliam
Collet, Knt., of Edenderry, d. 24 March, 1629). Same
Arms. Crest A cubit arm erect, vested gu. slashed and

—

cuffed ar. the
or,

family,

—

same as Giffaed, Earl of Buckingham.

Gifford

Gideon

CO.

Amu

Itchell, Sheriff of

Crest.

Gidersh, or Giderchs. Gu.

Giffard

aiG
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aiB

hand ppr. holding four

stalked and

barbed

roses of the

Motto

vert.

—Mali

first

seeded

mori quam

foedari.

Gifford (Northall, co. Middlesex, descended from Itchell;
monument in West Twyford Church, Har. MSS.). Same

—

Crest A hand holding three gillyflowers all ppr.
co. Cork Col. John Gifford, eldest son of
William Gifford, and grandson of William Gifford, Esq.,

Arras.

Gifford (Aghem,

;

Same

of Northall, got grants in co. Cork, 28 Sept. 1666).

Amu and Crest.
Gifford

(Polemaloe,

to Canada, 1822;

now Pilltown, co. Wexford, emigrated
Jasper Gifford, brother of Col. John

Aghem, got grants of Polemaloe,
Office).
Same Arms.
Crest
A

Gifford, of
Ulster's

—

armour embowed, the hand holding a

— Potius mori

quam

Motto

&c., 1660; Reg.

dexter

arm

in

gillyflower all ppr.

foedari.

Gifford

(Ballysop, co. AVexford; descended from RavensCBOFT Gifford, second son of Jasfeb Gifford, the grantee
of Polemaloe). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Gifford (Theobald, son and heir of Sir Brtan de Stanton,
Lord of Stanton, co. Notts, 6 Edward the Confessor, m. the
Gu. ten
dau. of Sir John Giffoed.
Visit. Notts, 1569).
bezants, a canton erm.

Gifford.

Ar. a cross engr. sa. over

all

a gorge, or

wliirlpool,

az.

Gifford (Baron
with leathers
C>-est

Az. a chev. betw. three stirrups

Gifford).
or,

a bordure engr.

ar.

semce of

pellets.

—A panther's head couped affrontce but*, two branches
—

of oak ppr. Supporters Dexter, a bay horse ppr. charged
on the shoulder with a portcullis or ; sinister, a greyhound
ar. charged on the body with three erm. spots in pale. Motto

— Non sine numine.
Gifford (Elmdon, CO. Warwick, andco.
wick).

Gifford

Stafford.

Visit.

War-

Az. three stirrups with leathers and buckles or.
(Roddinghurst, co. Wilts). Same Arms, a bordure

engr. ar. pellettee.
Ar. crusily sa. a lion ramp. gu.
Gifford, Erm. a fcsso gu. on a chief of the second a lion

Giflford

pass, or

Gifford. Or, a cross lozengy (another, engr.) sa.
Gifford. Chequy or and gu. a canton of the second.
Gifford. Erm. a saltire engr. ar.
Gifford (Yestcr, .Scotland; ended in co-heiresses in the loth
century, the eldest the ancestress of the Tweeddale family).
Gu. three bars erm.
Gifford (Shcriffhall, co. Edinburgh). The same, within a

bordure engr. of the

field.

Gifford

Gu. three bars erm. within a
(Busio, Shetland).
bordure or.
Crest A hart's head erased ppr. armed or.
Motto Spare when you have nought.
Giffingrs. Az. frctty ar. on a thief or, two mullets gu.
Gig'f^e, or Qigeris (co. Suffolk). Sa. a fret erm. a chief

—

—

—

A lion statant sa.
cheiiuy ar. and of the first. Crest
Gig'grer (Mace-Giooer, Heading; granted, by royal warrant, to James Mace-Gigcer, Esq., of Reading, and his i.ssue,

I

;
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Gi a

25 March, 1803). Per chev. gu. and erminois in chief two
arrows erect or, points downwards, flighted and pheoned ppr.
iu base a cross crosslet fitchee of tlie first. Oi-est A cubit arm

—

hand a

ppr. in the

cross crosslet fitchee,

surmounted of two

—

Motto Gratitude.
salcire, as in the arms.
Gigg'ins (Fun. Ent. of Katherine Giggins, d. 15 Oct. 1620,
wife of Henry Fisheb, and mother of Sir Edward Kisher,
Knt., of Fisher's Prospect, alias Courtown, co. Wexford).
Quarterly, or and sa. a saltire engr. gu.
Crest
A dexter
Giffon. Or, two chev. gu. a canton az.
arm holding a swan's head erased ppr.
Gilbard (co. Sussex Margery, dau. of Gildard, of that CO.,
m. ".\FFABEL Partridge, Esq., of London, Principal GoldVisit.
smith vnto our Sou'eyne Lady Quene Elizabeth."
London, 15C8). Ar. a talbot pass. sa. on a chief indented of
arrows in

—

;

the lasi three bezants.

Gilbard

Ar. on a chev. sa. three roses of
(co. Devon).
the field. Crest— A squirrel cracking a nut ppr. (another,
within a bordure gu.
Gilbard (co. Devon). Erm. on a chev. sa. three roses ar.
Gilberd (quartered by Richard Wilkynson, citizen of London, grandson of John Wilkinson, of Goldhanger, co. Essex,

by Jane, dau. and heir of John Gilbebd.
Same Arms, the chev. engr.
156S).
(The Priory, Bodmin, co. Cornwall).

Gilbert

—A

gu. three roses of the field. Crest
hill vert feeding on a crop of nuts ppr.

Visit.

London,

Ar. on a chev.

squirrel sejant on

Motto

a

—Mallem mori

quam muture.
Gilbert (John Davies Giddy and

his two daughters, who,
by royal licence, dated 7 Jan. 1818, were authorised to take
the surname and arms of Gilbert only). Ar. on a chev. gu.
three roses of the field. Crest— A squirrel sejant gu. cracking

a nut or.
(Trelissick, co. Cornwall, and Eastbonme, co. Sussex
John Davies Gilbert, Esq., only son and heir of Davies
Giddy, Esq., and his wife, Mary Annx, dau. and heiress of
Francis Gilbert, Esq., of Eastbourne, assumed, by royal
sign manual, dated 10 Dec. 1817, the surname of Gilbert).
Same Amu, with a canton gu. for diff. Crest A squirrel
sejant gu. cracking a nut or, charged on the shoulder with a
J/oUo—Teg yw Heddwch.
cross crosslet gold for diff.
Gilbert (co. Cornwall, Compton, Bridgerule, and NorthPetherwin, CO. Devon, and Togenton and Bleckington, co. Sussex).
Visit. Devon, 1620). Same Amu, a bordure gu., and Crest,

Gilbert

—

same county; and the Bev. John Gilbert, of Chedgrave:
sons of the late Henry Gilbert, Esq., and grandsons of
Thomas Gilbert, Esq., of Chedgrave, 6. in 1694). Same
Arms, bars engr. Ciest A stag's head or, on the neck a

—

—

or.

Gilbert

(Woodford, co. Essex). Same Ai-ms and Crest, with
a mullet for diff.
(granted 26 Dec. 1759). Gu. an armed leg couped
at the thigh or, betw. two broken spears of the last headed
ar. on a chief of the second two eagles displ. sa.
Crest On a
mount vert an arm embowed iu armour or, grasping a
broken spear of the last headed ar.
Gilbert. Ar. a chev. betw. three negioes' heads couped

Gilbert

—

ppr.

Gilbert.

on a fesse betw. three annulets
erm. spots of the first.
Gilbert. Barry of <ix or and az. a bend gu.
Gilbert,
Ar. on a chev. gu. three cinquefoils of the
first pierced of the second, a bordure engr. of the last.
Gilbert (DubUn Fun. Ent. of the wife of Mr. Sheriff Gilbert, buried at St. Patrick's Cathedral, 17 June, 1651). Ar.
a chev. engr. per pale gu. and or, betw. three Moors' heads
erased ppr. wreathed about the temples of the second and
gii.

as

Or, (another, ar.)

many

;

third.

(Reg. XJlster's OfBce, to Sir William Gilbert, of
Queen's co.). Ar. on a chev. sa. three roses of the first, quartering, 1st, Castillon, gu. a castle ar. issuing from the battlements a demi lion ramp, or, a canton erm. 2nd, Poyton, or,
a bend sa. in sinister chief a rose gu. Crest A squirrel
sejant gu. holding betw. the paws a nut or.

Gilbert

;

Gilbert, or Giles.
Gilbert. Barry wavy

Gilbert

(Scotland).

slipped vert as

—

armour ppr. the hand darting a broken lance in bend
the point

sinister,

ar. staff or.

the hand dropping, grasping a broken spear or, headed ar.
the point downwards.
Anotherfirest Out of a mural coronet
or, a demi lion ramp. ducaUy crowned of the first, holding a
battle-axe sa. headed ar.
Gilbert, alias Kniverton (Toulgreve, co. Derby, 1300;
the heiress to. Barnesly, tewp. Charles I.). Gu. a bend
vaire ar. and sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a grifiBn's

—

—

head gu. beaked of the
CO.

first.

and Sandwich and Westbury,
Gu. a saltire or, on a chief erm.
Crett—A griffin's head az. beaked or,

(Savratt, co. Hertford,

Kent; granted 1593).

three piles of the

field.

gorged with a collar erm.
Gilbert (Somerson, co. Suffolk, and London; Sir Eobert
Gilbert, Knt., co. Suffolk, son of Henry Gilbert, citizen of
London, third son of Bichard Gilbert, of the first place.
Visit. London, 1568).
Az. a chev. erm. betw. three eagles
displ. or.

Gilbert

Crest

— An eagle

(Mayfield, Sussex).

displ. az.

Same

ArrAS.

Creit

—An

ea£,'.e's

head ppr. issuing out of rays or.
Gilbert (North Burlingham, co. Norfolk confirmed to
Thomas Gilbert, of that place, by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1576).
Gu. two bars erm. in chief three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a stag's head erm. attired of the
;

—

first.

Gilbert (William Henry Gilbert,
Norfolk;

BoBERT Gilbert.
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trefoils

fleurs-de-lis or.

—

shell ppr.

Gilborn.

Ar. a cross flory bctw. four birds dose gn.
(London).
Az. on a chev. or, three roses gu.

leaved vert.

Crest

—A

tiger saliant ar. lined

and collared

or.

Gilborne

Same Amis,

(co. Kent).

within s bordure of the

second.
(Staynton, co. Lincoln). Az. a fesse wavy aT. betw.
^A tower or, with a dragon's head
three estoHes or. Crest
issuing from the top and the tail out of the door ar.
Gilby. Ar. a fesse sa. in the dexter chief a square buckle

—

gu-

Gilby.

Ar. a fesse wavy betw. three estoiles ai.
Gilchrist, afterwards BothwickGilchsist, Scotland, 1803). Az. the sun in his splendour or,
betw. two crosses pattee fitchee in chief and a mullet in base
Crest— The sun rising out of a cloud ppr. Motto
ar.

Gilclirist (Dr. Jobs

Gilbert (Selby, co. Leicester; Wiluak Gilbert, son of
Hugh Gilbert. Visit. Leicester, 1019). Same Arms,ii mullet
for diff. Same Crest.
GDbert (cos. Hereford and Monmottth). Same Arms. Crest
—An arm in armour embowed ppr. severed below ihe wrist,

Gilbert

many

Gu. an armed leg couped at the thigh in pals
^A aiail in the
betw. two broken spears ar. headed or. Crest

Gilby

who became

—

a cross sa. five plates.
of six ar. and az.
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. t^re«
Or, on

Gilbertson.

possessed of Thurgarton Priory,
CO. Nottingham, by bequest from the Cooper*, and in consequence took the name and arms of Cooper in 1736). Sa. an
armed leg couped at the thigh in pale bctw. two broken
spears ar. headed or. Crest A dexter arm embowed in

;

Esq., of Locko,

—

(co.

Gilborne

;

—

with plain cottises gu. Motto Tenax propositi.
Salop).
Gu. a bend vair.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, an eagle's head gu. beaked gold.
Gilbert (Brent Ely, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three leopards' faces az. as many roses or. Crest
On a
mount vert a demi eagle displ. az. on the breast a mullet
fess engr.

Gilbert

without the cross crosslet.
(Locko, co. Derby; originally, at a very remote
period, of Gilbert's Place, parish of LulUngton subsequently
of Barrow
William Gilbert, Esq., of that place, purchased
Locko, temp. Elizabeth, and was ancestor of John Gilbert,

Gilbert

OIL,

Esq.,

of Cantley, co.

Esq., of Postwick

Hall, in the

—

hope to speed.

Gilchrist (Dunoon,

Az. the sun in bis
splendour or, betw. two crosses pattee iu thief and a water
bouget in base ar. Crest A lion ramp. ar. supporting in his
forepaws a pennoncelle ppr. the flag az. charged with a
horse pass, also ar. Motto Slea gloria fides.
Gilclirist (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1657). Ax. a lion pass,
sa. a chief az. charged on the dexter with a cross pattee and
on the sinister with a covered cup both or.
Gildart (Liverpool, co. Lancaster; granted 20 Dec. 1759).
Vert .a Uon ramp, reguard. crowned or, betw. three arrows
of the last. Crest A demi lion ramp, reguard. or, crowned
gold, holding in the dexter paw an oak branch ppr.
Gildford. Ar. two bars gemel sa.
Gildisbtirg:li (quartered on the Gates Monument, in Broadco. Argyll,

1874).

—
—

—

Ar. three piles in point gu.
(Eastbourne, co. Sussex; Elizabeth Gildridge,
the heiress, m. in 1074, Nicholas Evebsfield, Esq., of
Chequy or and gu. on a
Charlton Court, near Steyning).
chev. az. three annulets of the first. Crest— A sinister arm
embowed in armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a club in
pale or, above the gauntlet a dexter hand ppr. couped gu.

was Church).

Gildridge

grasping the club.
Sa. a cross in
(Gilston, or GUcstoun, co. Glamorgan).
saltire (or a Julian cross) ar., quartering, az. a chev. betw.
three coronets or, adorned with two ostrich feathers ar.
Giles, or Gyles (Astley .ind Piickley, co. Worcester;
JouN Gyles, of Prickley, aged 33, son of Sashjel Gylbs, of

Giles

A

A
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GIL
Solhamptoa in Astley, aced
Gu. a cross betw. four chalices

Visit. Worcester,

63.

on a

or,

pelicans vulning themselves ppr.
it three pansy flowers ppr.

Crest

ciiief of

—A

1683).

the last three

chalice or, out of

Giles
Giles (White

.^r)?v»,

;

—

Gu. on a cross betw. four
heads full-faced ppr. on a

(Kailzie, co. Peebles, 1850).

chalices or, as many lions'
Crest
A chalice or,
chief of the second three pelicans sa.
issuing therefrom three pansy flowers ppr. Motto Pensez

—

Gillbande.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three cinquefoils of the first
pierced of the second.
Ar. on a bend sa. three roses of the field.
(Whitefield House, co. Cumberland). Az. five
hearts in saltire or, on a chief ar. a rose gu. betw. two trefoils
slipped vert.
Crest
A stag's head or. Motto Honore et

—

—

Gille (London and

as

many

as many
gu. bezantee holding betw. the paws an acorn branch leaved
ppr.
Gilesburgrh. Ar. three piles gu. over all a bend az.
Gilford (co. Kent). Or, a saltire sa. betw. four martlets az.
An angel couped at the breasts ppr.
Crest
GiUiam, or Gillham. Ar. a savage gu. holding a club
over the shoulder vert. Crest Three savages' heads conjoined in one neck, one looking towards the dexter, the other
first.

Crest

—A

squirrel sejant

—

—

the sinister, and one upwards ppr.
Gill (co. Devon). Lozengy ar. (another, or) and vert a lion
of the first.

co. Devon).

Same Arms,

quartering
fore-paw on a

—

A boar pass, resting its
Crest
Motto In te, Domine, spes nostra.
Gill (Anstey, and of Wigill, co. Hertford, 1634). Lozengy or
and vert a lion ramp, guard, gu. in chief a mullet for difl".
Gill (co. Hertford). Sa. two chev. ar. each charged with
three mullets of the first, on a canton or, a lion pass. gu.
A hawk's head az. betw. two wings or, fretty vert.
Crest
Gill (Sudbury, co. Northants, and London, 1633). SamtArms.
A demi eagle ar. wings expanded fretty az.
Crest
Gill, or Gille (London granted to Alexander Gill, Head
Master of St. Paul's School, London, 1614). Per pale or and
Crest A salamander gu. issuant
ar. a chief dancett^e sa.

—

—

—

;

—

in flames of fire ppr.

granted about 1506). Ar. on a bend sa. three
field, on a canton az. a lion pass. ar.
A falcon's head couped az. betw. two wings or.
Sa. on a bend or, three mullets of the first, on a canton

Gill (London

;

mullets pierced of the
Ci-est

—

Gill.
az.

lions'

heads erased, two and one, in chief, and as many crosses
one and two, all counterchanged, as many cinque-

of the

Gilles.

(Scraptoft, CO. Leicester).

—

Gillespie-Stainton
CO. Leicester,

well,

;

;

Gill (Bickham Park, co. Devon; descended from a family of
Gill, resident and possessed of landed property in the parish
Erminois
King Stephen).
with two heads sa. on a chief indented
gu. a boar's head erased 6etw. two crescents ar. Crest
boar paas. sa. the dexter forepaw resting on an increscent or.

of Tavistock, since the reign of
displ.

—

Motlo^ln te, Domine, spes nostra.
Gill (granted, 1803, to Wiluam Gill,

Mayor

of

—

elevated vert fretty or.

William Henut Gill,
Sa.

Esq., of Eshing House,
two chevronels erm. each charged with

three mullets of the

Crtit—A

falcon's

field, all

betw. three lions pass, guard, ar.
ar. charged with three mullets

head couped

palewiae sa. betw. two wings vair.
Gill (granted to Kobert Gill, Captain

—Out of

an Eastern crown a demi

Madras Army).

lion vert holding

Crest

a sword

ppr.

Gillam

on a chev. or, betw. three dolphins
embowed ppr. as many bowers vert. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a iliagon'a head ppr.
(co. Essex).
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Sa.

Quarterly,

and

Ist

and Bittes-

a

4th, az.

—

;

Gillet, alias Chandler (Ipswich, co. Suffolk).
Erm.
on a bend engr. sa. three lucles' heads erased ar. collared with
a bar gemel gu. Crest A lucy's head erect and erased gu.
collared with a bar gemel or.
Gillet, or Gillot (Broadfleld, co. Norfolk). Same Arms,
Crest
A lucy's head erased and erect or,
lucies' heads or.

—

—

Gillett (Halvergate,

co. Norfolk).

head erased and erect

—

Same Arms. Crest
gu. Motto—S^pes

or, collared

in Deo.

Gillett

(Visit. Notts. 1614).

heads erased ar. Crest
paw a battle axe ppr.

Gilliat (granted

to

Erm. on a bend

sa. three lucies'

—A lion ramp, holding in the dexter

John Sadndeks Giluat,

Esq., of Padding-

on a fess betw. four martlets, two
and two, three ears of wheat of the field. Crest On a mount
vert in front of a garb or, two fronds of fern in saltire ppr.
Gillibrand (Chorley). Ar. two swords in saltire sa. hilled
ton, CO. Middlesex).

Or,

—

ar. points to chief.

1800).

Az. alymphad, oars, mast, tackling,

sail or, flagged ar. a bordure erminois, on a chief of
the third two shepherds' crooks in saltire sa. betw. a dexter
band couped fessways, holding a dagger in pale in the dexter,
and a cross crosslet fitchee in the sinister chief point gu.

and

Crest— A cat courant ppr. ilfo»o—Touch not the

cat,

but a

glove.

Gilling'liani (Gilllngham, co. Kent borne by Thomas, tho
last De Gillinoham, one of whose two daus. and co-heirs ni.
John de Gbensted). Quarterly, erm. and ru.
Gilling'ham. Az. a fesse or, betw. three swans ar. Crest
A dexter arm couped and embowed ppr. vested sa. cuffed ar.
holding up a sword in pale enfiled with a leopard's face ppr.
Gilliot. Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. six martlets sa. three ears
Crest
of wheat, stalked and leaved or.
A garb or.
Gillis (Scotland). Per fesse engr. or and az. a galley of tho
first betw. a hand couped fesseways, holding a dagger in pale,
and in the sinister canton a cross crosslet fitchee, all within
a bordure gu. Ci-ext—\ cat courant ppr. Motto Touch
;

Esq., Lord

London). Sa. two chev. the upper one erm. the other ar.
charged with three mullets of the field and in base a cinquefoil of the third, on a canton erminois a lion pass, guard.
A falcon's head erased az. betw. two wings
Crest
az.
to

(Biggarshiells, co. Lanark,

1873).

—

Gillies (Jamaica,

Same Anns.

CO. Surrey).

—

three-masted ship, sails furled and flags flying in chief, a
crosslet fitchee betw. a pelican in her piety, and a dexter arm
fessways couped below the elbows, the hand holding a dagger
erectall ppr., for Gillespie; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev. ar.
betw. three boars' heads erased of the second, as many cinquefoils of the first, for Stainton. Crests
A wild cat saliant ppr.
for Gillespie ; A fox saliant ppr. collared or., for Stainton.
Qui me tanget psenitebit, for Gillespie
Mottoes
Moderate
manent, for Stainton.

mea

Gill (granted

on a chev. engr.

sa. betw. three crosses formde
martlets of the first.
Gilles. Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three martlets or. Crest—
A hand ppr. holding an escallop or.
Gillesboroug'h. Or, three piles in point gu.
Gillespie (Scotland). Per fess or and az. a galley of the first
with oars, mast, and flag gu. in dexter chief a hand couped
holding a dirk in pale, and in sinister chief a cross crosslet of
the third.
Gillespie (Newton, Scotland). Az. a chev. wavy ar. betw.
three roses gu. slipped or. Crest
An anchor ppr. Motto
Tu certa salutis anchora.

lucy's

eagle

first.

Or,

many

gu. as

bull's

an

—

annulets of the first.
Per fesse gu. and or, on a bend engr. ar. betw. three

crosslet,

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Castleton).

co.

collared as in the arms.

a lion pass, of the second.

Sa. a maunch erm. betw. four
two and two, over all on a pale or, three
heads erased gu.
Gill (Wyrardisbury House and Remcnham House, co. Buckingham). See Gyll.
Gill (Norton, co. Derby, tevip. Elizabeth, and of Car House,
near Rotherhara this family, from the similarity of arms,
appears to be descended from the Gells, of Hopton). Per
bend or and vert (sometimes az.) three mullets in bend
counterchanged.
Gill (The Oaks, Norton, and Sheffield a branch of the preceding family, whose heiress m. Bichaed Baosbaw, Esq., of

Gill

—

Warwick). Lozengy or and vert a lioa
ramp, guard, ar. Crest A demi parrot, wings expanded vert.
Gillers. Sa. on a chev. betw. three peweets' heads erased ar.

foils

CoENisH.

diemi

Gillbande.
Gillbanks

Gilles.

crescent.

—A

Northumber-

(co.

Chequy or and gu.
Crest— \ dexter arm embowed
and cuffed az. holding up a covered cup or.

& moi.
Giles, or Gille. Per fessc gu. and az. on a bend ar. betw.
two lions' heads erased and three crosses crosslet fitch^e or,

ramp,

Ci-est

or.

virtute.

branch vert fructed gold.

Gill (Ward House,

winged and beaked

griffin vert,

ppr. vested

chief ar.

Same Armt,
Ladies, Aston, co. Worcester).
the chief ar. charged with three eagles displ sa.
Giles (Bowden, co. Devon Sir Edwak0 Giles, Knt., of that
Per chev. ar. and az. a lion ramp,
place. Visit. 1620).
Crest
A lion's gamb erased
counterchanged collared or.
and erect ppr. charged with a bar or, holding an apple

cinquefoils of the

aijj

Az. a fesse betw. two chev. or.

Gilland, Gilsland, or Gillesland
land).

Same

(Powick, CO. Worcester).

Giles

Gillam.

—

—

—

—

not the

cat,

but a glove.

Gillman

Sa. a nag's head erased or,
(l-'oley, co. Hereford).
betw. three dexter hands couped ar.
co. Cork, hart., extinct 1815; Sir John
Sa. a
St. Leceb Gillman was so created 1 Oct. 1799).
dexter leg couped above the knee or. Crttt—Kn eagles

Gillman (Curriheen,

n
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hokd eroMd
Motto

sa.

holding in the beak a

—Non cantu

lion's

gamb

escutcheon gu. charged with a galtrap ar.

erased cr.

Giney (co.

(The Betreat, Clonakilty, co. Cork; confirmed to
Bennett Watkins Gilxman, of that place, second son of
Hebbebt Gillkan, Esq., of Bennett's Grove). Same Arms,
an annulet for diff. Crat A griffin's head erased sa.
charged with an anntilet or, and holding in the beak a bear's
paw of the last. Motto— 'Son cantu sed actu.
Gillock. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. on a chief of the second three

Ginkell

{Sari of Athlone, created 1692, extinct 1844). Ar.
two bars dancettee »a. Crest— A. pair of wings erect ar.
charged with two bars dancettee sa.
Supporters— Two
griffins, wings expanded or.
Motto—'ii&lo mori quam

foedari.

;

—

Ginsall. Valr^ or and az.
Gipp, or Gypses (Welmetham and Horningsheath,

co. Kent). Az. a fesse engr. betw. sis
Crest— Out of a mural coronet or, two wings
elevated az. each charged with three estoiles in pale gold.
Gipps (Howlets, CO. Kent). Same Arms and Crest.
Gipps. Same Arms. Crest Out of a cloud a dext ,i arm
holding up a wheatsheaf all ppr.
Girard (Jersey). Gyronny of six or and az. a chief of the first.
Girandot (Jersey; granted by the Parliament of Dijon).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a Uon ramp. sa. armed and langued
gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. ar. Crest— A lion ramp. sa.
Motto Nil desperandum.
Girardot (Allestrey, co. Derby ; descended from an ancient
French family). Same Arms.
Girardot (Car Colston, co. Nottingham, formerly of Allestree, co. Derby; descended from an ancient French family;
now represented by the Rev. John Chancodbt Gibabdot,
M.A., incumbentandpatronof Car Colston, co. Nottingham).
Same Arms. Crest A demi lion ramp. sa.
Girdler (co. Stafford). Az. a fesse erm. cotised or, betw.
three goats' heads erased ar.
Girdler (Clarke, co. WUts). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
lozenges ar. each charged with a goat's head erased of the

—

;

—

—

ar.

first.

Girdler.

at the thigh in pale sa. charged below the knee with a bar
or.

Crest

—A man's leg, as in the arms, issuing out of

many

Company of (London). Per fesse az. and or,
a pale counterchanged, three gridirons of the last, the
handles in chief. Crest A demi man ppr. representing St.
Lawrence with glory round his head or, issuing out of clouds
of the first, vested az. girt round the body with a girdle of
tbe second, holding in the dexter hand a gridiron of the
last, and in the sinister a book ar. "Motto
Give thanks to

(Craigmillar, co. Edinburgh, bart., 168S; the dau.
and heir of the fourth and last bart. m. Wiluam Littu^
of Libberton). Az. a chev. betw. two fleurs-de-hs in chief or,
and a writing pen f uU feathered in base ar. Crest A garland
of laurel ppr. Motto Perseveranti dabitur.
Gilmour (Little-Gilmodb, of Craigmillar and Libberton,
Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, as the last
2nd, sa. a saltire
1811).
ar. charged with a crescent gu., for Little; 3rd, gu. three
bears' heads erased ar. issuing out of the dexter base a lance,
and out of the sinister base a Lochaber axe, both in pale and
of the last, for Bankine. Same Crest and Motto. Supporteis

—

—

—

—

;

God.

Girdlestone (Samcel
race, Regent's Park).

—

ar.
I

(Townsend, co. Lanark, 1754). Az. a chev. ar. on
a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis betw. a writing pen full
feathered of the first in the sinister, and a bible sa. on the
dexter, in base a trefoil vert. Crest— An old Gothic church
window ppr. Motto In limine ambulo.
Gilmcor (South Walton, co. Eenfrew, 1869). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three trefoils slipped vert as many hunting horns
stringed of the first. Crest A dexter hand fessways couped,
holding a writing pen ppr. Motto Nil penna sed usus.
Gilmour (Eaglesham, co. Eenfrew). As the last, with the
chev. engr. for diff. Same Crest and Motto.
Gilpin (Hockliffe Grange, co. Bedford, bart.). Or, a boar
pass. sa. in chief two roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
Crest
In front of three tilting spears points upwards, one in
pale and two in saltire ppr. as many mascles interlaced

—

—

—

—

fessewise or.
(Scaleby, co. Cumberland, and co. 'Westmoreland).
a boar pass. sa. Crett A pine branch vert.
(Bungay, co. Suffolk). Same Arms. Crest Three
halberts, two in saltire and one in pale ppr. tied with a ribbon,
thereon the word Foy. Motto— Voe foy mesme.
Gilpin. Or, a boar statant sa. Crat A dexter arm embowed in armour, holding in the hand ppr. a sprig of laurel

—

—

Gilpin

—

vert.

—A

Gilsland.

"Vert a stag springing or.
dexter arm
Crest
ppr. vested ar. cuffed az. holding up a caltrap of the first.

Gilson

(Fun. Ent. of John Gilson, d. in Dublin 22 April,
1610).
Or, on a bend «a. betw. two eagles displ. az. armed
and langued gu. three crosses crosslet of the first.
Gilstrap (Fomham Park, co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. engr.
vert betw. in chief two escutcheons gu. each charged with a
galtrap of the field, and in base a talbot's head erased of the
third.
Crut A cubit arm erect in armour ppr. grasping an

—
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on a

Gibdlestone, Esq., of Chester TerPer pale gu. and az. a griffin segreant

fesse dancettee or, three crosses pattde of the first.

—

A griffin's head erased az. in the beak two arrows in
the pheons downwards gold, gorged with a collar
dancettee or, thereon three crosses pattee gu.
Girflet. Or, a crequer plant of seven branches eradicated
Crest

rising ppr.

Gilmour

Or,

—

Girdlers,

Giliaour

Gilpin

Az. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-hs ar. as
Crest
A hand issuing from the wreath pulling

hurts.

a rose from a bush ppr.

rays or, the foot in chief.

Two hawks

—

—

Gilman (co. Gloucester). Same Arms, tinctures reversed.
Gilman (Deptford-Strand, co. Kent). Ar. a man's leg couped
gemel

(Newsham,

estoiles or.

—

ramp.

co.

gold.

Gipps

—

lion

—

Az. a fesse betw. six estoUes or. Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, two wings expanded az. semee of estoilei
Suffolk).

—

—

—

A

vert.

(Wallhouse, co. Linlithgow
granted 1676, and the
supporters, 1824). Gu. on a saltire ar. five martlets volant
Crett
raven on the face of a rock ppr.
of the first.
Motto Tutum refugium.
Supporter! ^Two ravens ppr.
G-illon. Or, three fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest A dexter hand
holding up a bomb, fired ppr.
Gillow (Preston, co. Lancaster, and Lilystone Hall, co.
Essex). Az. a lion ramp. ar. on a chief of the last three
Crest
A horse pass. sa. saddled and
roses of the first.
Alis et animo.
bridled gu. Motto
Gillow. Gu. a Uon ramp, or, on a chief of the last three
fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Gillson. Vert on a pale ar. betw. two annulets or, a pile
gu. Crest
A leopard's head erased erm. ducally gorged az.
Gillson (Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, on a bend sa. betw. two
eagles displ. az. three crosses crosslet of the first, quartering,
gu. a demi dragon ramp. or.
Gill Tim (Middleton Hall, co. Northumberland). Sa. on a
chev. or, betw. three dolphins hauriant ppr. as many castles.
Crest
A dolphin, as in the arms.
Gilly (Hawkdon, co. Suffolk). Sa. on a bend ar. cotised erm.
a rose ppr. betw. two annulets of the field. Crest A demi
griffin ramp, wings erect ar. holding in the dexter paw a
saltire or. Motto over
Ab aquila.
Gilman (co. Norfolk). Ar. a man's leg couped at the thigh
in pale sa.
Crest—On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a demi

—A

gu. a chief erm.

Gu. on a pale ar. three pheons az.
Crest
savage's head affrontee ppr. betw. two branches of laurel

first.

Gillon

Chequy or and

Norfolk).

Ging'er.

—

—

Motto— Canixie

secure.

sed actu.

OiUman

roses of the

OIS

saltire,

I

—

Crest
An arm in armour embowcd ppr. tied at the
shoulder with a sash gu. and holding a club sa. spiked or.
Gu.
two bars ar. in chief three annulets of the
Girson.
second.
Girle. Gu. a cross engr. or. Crest A garb or.
Girling' (Stradbroke, co. Suffolk, and East Dereham, Twyford, Yaxham, Foulsham, Bintry, Foxley, Seaming, Gressenhall, Bradenham, and Holt, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend
per bend gu. and az. betw. two cotises engr. sa. three fleursCrest
demi griffin az. holding betw. the claws a
de-lis or.
fleur-de-lis gu.
Girlingiion, or Gerlinston (Girlington, co. York, and
Thurland, co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. betw. three bees
(another, butterflies) volant sa. (another, tinctures reversed).
A demi griffin, wings endorsed or, holding a bezant.
Crest
Girling'ton (co. Lincoln, 1640). Ar. a chev. betw. threo
butterflies volant sa.
Girvan (Achaime, Scotland, 1770). Az. three salmon naiant
fesseways in pale ar. Crest A dove holding in her beak an
sa.

—

—A

—

—

—

Motto Home.
Gisbome (Yoxhall Lodge, co. Stafford, and Horwick House,
descended from John Gisbobne.
granted
1741
Derby
CO.
Erminois a lion ramp. sa.
Esq., of Derby, b. 1644).
Out of a
collared ar. on a canton vert a garb or. Crest
mural crown ar. a demi lion ramp, ermines collared dove-

oUve branch ppr.

;

;

—

tailed or.

Gisbome

(Ireland). Or, on a fesse sa. betw. three bunting
horns stringed gu. a greyhound courant ar. Crest A horse's

head

—

az. bridled or.

Gisby

(CO.

York).

Lozengy or and

oz.

a canton erm.

GI

Barry of six indented ar. and sa.
(CO. Gloucester).
Lozengy gu. and vair, on a canton or, a mullet
A dexter hand couped fesseways, holding
pierced sa. Cvett
a rose branch with one rose all ppr.
Gise. Per fcs'^e ar. and vert, in chief a demi lion ramp. gu.
Giseburn, or Gysburgh, Priory of (co. York). Ar.
a lion ramp. az. debruised with a bend gu.

Gise

Oise.

—

—A

lion's head
Vert a stag springing or. Crest
issuing from the w reath ppr.
co.
Suffolk).
Az.
a
fcsse
or, betw.
(Tuston,
Gislingham
three swans ar. beaked and legged gu.
Gissing', or Gissingre. Ar. on a bend az. three cables

Gisland.

rcguard. or.

displ.

Rword

Crest

—An

arm

in

armour brandishing a

Gisors.

Ar. a lion ramp. betw. ton billets sa.

^st (Wormington Grange, co. Gloucester).

Ter pale gu. and
sa. on a chev. engr. crminois betw. three swans' heads and
necks erased crm. as many fleurs-de-lis az. Crest A swan's
head and neck erased erm. collared gu. betw. two palm
branches vert.
Gist, or Gest. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three swans" necks
Great
A swan's head and neck erased betw.
erased ar.

—

—

two ostrich feathers

ar.

Giustiniani

(Coxmtcss of Niwburgk). Quarterly, 1st grand
quarter, gu. a tower ppr. on a chief or, an eagle displ. sa.,

2nd grand quarter, quarter!)-, 1st and 4th,
a lion ramp, sa., 2nd, per pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp.
sa., 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three snakes erect ppr
for SlAnoNT; 3rd grand quarter, chcquy or and az. a fc.<;se
4th grand quarter, ar. on a bend gu.
gu., for Clifford
betw. three gilliflowers slipped ppr. two and one, an anchor
of the field, all within a tressure flory counterflory vert, for
Levingstove. tSupportera Dexter, a wild man, wreathed
about the temples and loins with oak ppr. sinister, a dapple
Rrey horse, bridled and saddled gu.
Gladdish (William Gladdish, Esq., of Gravesend, J.P.
CO. Kent). Quarterly, az. and ar. on a fcs.se eotised crminois
betw. three demi lions counterchani^cd of the field, as
many eagles' heads erased sa. Crexl .V mount vert, thereon
an eagle rising reguard. or, holding in the mouth and dexter
claw a tilting spear in bend sinister sa.
Gladstanes (that Ilk, co. Roxburgh) Ar. a savage's head
couped, distilling drops of blood, thereon a bonnet composed
of bay and holly leaves all ppr. within an orlc of eight
martlets sa. Crest
A demi griffin, holding in the dexter
t.alon a sword ppr.
Motto Fide et virtute.
Gladstanes (Whitelaw). Same Arms, a bordnrc invecked
for Giustiniani

;

or,

,

;

—

;

—

—

gu.

—

and Motto, as the

Crtxt

Gladstanes

(Edinburgh).

diire indented gu.

Same

The same as of that
and Motto.

Ilk,

a bor-

Cresl

—

— Fide

Motto

et virtute.

(Coldaston, temp.

James

afterwards of Edelston,
granted 168C). Erm. a

I.,

Tupton, and Stubbing, co. Derby;
chief az. over all on abend gu. a sword ar. hilt and pommel
or.
Crest
()n a mount ppr. a Hon sejant ar. guttee do sang,
holding in the dexter paw a sword erect or.
Glagg. Gu. on a bend ar. (another, or) three cinqucfoils of

—

the

field.

Glanfield.

Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Az. scinfSe of crosses orosslet three fusils

Glanill(co.

Suffolk).

in pale ar.

Glanton.
Glantun.
Glanvile
or.

Creat

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three crosses moline or.

Glanvile, Glanvill, or Glanville.
Crest

—Out

of a inaunch or, a dexter

Glanvile, or Glanvill
York).

Same Arms.

hand clenched ppr.
and Broomhall,

(co. Suffolk,

co.

Ar. a chief indented az.

Glanvile. Az. on a chief or, a lion pass. gu.
Glanvile. I'cr pale az. and gu. three saltires ar.
Glanville (HalwcU and Killworthy, co. Devon; reputed

to

have derived from the famed RANULni de Olanvillic,
Boron dc Bromholme, co. Suffolk, temp. William the Conqueror, ancestor of the .t'ar(s n/ Cheater and Suffolk-). Az.
three B.iltircs or. Crest On a mount vert, a stag trippant ppr.
Glanville Tavistnik, co. Devon; John Glanville, Juj-tico
of the Common I'leas. third son of John Glanville, of that

—

;

Visit. 1C20).
Same Arm.i, a mullet
On a mount vert a buck utatant ppr.
(Broadhinton, co. Wilts; descended from Sir

place, d. 27 July, 1000.
for diff.

Crrsl

Glanville

;

John Glanville,

Sir

Artns and

—
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of Broadhinton, the Speaker.)

with due

Crest,

Sami;

diff.

Glanville (Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. a chief indented sa.
Glasbrook. Or, a lion pass. sa. on a chief gu. three fleursde-lis ar.
Crest
A demi lion gu. ducally crowned or.
Glascock, Glascott, Glascote, Glascoke, or Glas-

—

Essex originally from the Manor of Glascott, co.
Warwick, Har. MSS., allowed at Visit. Essex, 1614, as the
arms of John Glascock, Esq., of Highestre, co. Essex, eldest
son of John Glascoke, or Glascott, eighth in descent from
John Glascote or Glascoke, Esq., living 38 Henry III., a.d.
Erm. a chev. betw. three cocks az. armed, crested,
1253).
(CO.

;

and jelloped

or.

Glascock

(Dyves Hall, and Chiche, co. Essex
allowed to
Esq., of Powers Hall, in Witham, eldest son
of RicHAr.D Glascock, brother of the foregoing Joii.s
Glascoke or Glascott, of Highestre. Visit. Essex, 1G14).
Same Arms, a crescent for niff.
Glascock (Much Dunmow, Downe Hall, and Rokeswell, co.
Essex; confirmed by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1571, to William
Glascock, of the former place, and his brother, John Glascock, of the latter).
Same Arms, on the chev. a mullet or,
for diff.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head
per pale ar. and vert.
Glascock (Duary, and Ballyroan, in the Queen's co.. Music
Hall, Kilbride, co. Dublin, and the city of Dublin
descended
from Downe Hall.
Beg. Ulster's Office).
Visit. Essex, 1614.
Same Arras. Crest A cock az. armed, crested, and jelloped
or, holding in the beak an annulet gu.
Motto— Wgil ct
audax.
Glascock (Heyrons, Felstcdbury, and Aldham, co. Esscjc,
and Wormcrley, co. Herts; confirmed by St. George, Clarenceux, to Sir William Glascock, Knt., of Wormerley, Master
in Chancery, knighted 1661, and his son, Sir William
Glascock, Knt., of Aldhamhow, Judge of the Admiralty of
Ireland. Visit. Essex, 1G34). Erm. on a chev. sa. betw. three
cocks az. armed, crested, and jelloped or, a bezant. C7est
An antelope's head erased ar, attired, crineO, and langucd or,
gorged with a collar vert, garnished gold.
;

John Glascock,

;

—

—

Glascock

(llcrtshobury,

Farnham, and

Same Arms, a

Brices, co. Essex.

crescent for

diff.

Crest

— An antelope's head erased ar. attired, crined, and langued
gorged with a collar

sa.

Glascott

(Aldcrtown, co. Wexford, 1656 to 1810, descended
Essex; arms on the seal of John Glascott, Esq.,
of Aldertown, d. 1707, whose father settled at Aldcrtown,
1656, where his descendants resided until 1810, when John
Glascott, Esq., of AUlenown, d. .«. p.). Az. two eagles' legsbarways erased a la quise ar. armed or. Crest An eagle
Motto
displ. with two heads gu. armed and beaked sa.
Virtute dccoratus.
Glascott (Killowen, co. Wexford, 1810; represented by John
Henry Glascott, Esq., J.I'., an accomplished genealogist;
and herald, whoso skill and learning have contributed largely
Mr. Glascott is eldest son
to the production of this work
of John Glascott, Esq., of Killowen, d. 1871, the eldest
son of John Glascott, Esq., of Killowen, d. 1841, who was
nephew and residuary legatee of the last John Glascott,
Esq., of Aldertown, d. 1810). Same Arms, impaling for Mrs.
Glascott, Louisa Rebecca, dau. of John McGuire, K.«q.,

from

CO.

—

—

;

arms of McGuire, of Knockaninny. Oes<— On a
ducal coronet or, an eagle displ. with two heads gu. armed
and beaked sa. Motto Virtute decoratus.
Glasfurd (Borrowstounness, Scotland, 1672; now represented by Col. Charles Glasfurd, Bombay Staff Corps). Ar.
a bend engr. betw. two spur rowels in chief gu. and a bugleTralee, the

Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses patonce ar.
co. Cornwall).
Az. three saltires
A buck pass. ppr.

(I.jiunceston,

—

(Catchfrench, co. Cornwall, and Cleveancry, co.
Wilts
derived from John Glanville, eldest son and heir
of Jclids Glanville, Esq., Barrister-at-law, youngest son of

or,

(Fasque and Balfour, co. Kincardine, bart.).
Ar. a savage's head affrontee distilling drops of blood, about
the temples a wreath of holly vert, within an orlc flcury gu.
all within eight martlets sa.
Crest
Issuant from a wreath
of holly vert a demi griffin sa. supporting betw. the claws a
sword, the blade cnfiled by a bonnet of holly and bay also

vert.

Glanville

Visit. Essex, 1G64).

last.

Gladstone

Gladwin

John Glanville, M.P. for Totnes, Speaker of the House of
Commons, 1640, second son of the Judge; his grandson
John Glanville, Esq., sold Broadhinton, and d. ». «.),
Same Amis and Crest, with due diff.

cok

ppr.

all
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S

—

and garnished sa. Crest
buglchorn, a,s in the arms. Motto Mente et manu.
Glasg'ood. Ar. on a fesse betw. two bars gemels gu. three
eagles' heads erased or.
Glasg-ow, Earl of. See Botle.
Glasgow (Scotland). Ar. achev. az. betw. two flshea naiant
in chief sa. and an oak tree growing out of a mount in base
vert.
A martlet sa. Motto— Lord, let Glasgow
Crest
l\orn in base of the second, stringed

—A

—

—

flourish.

Glasgow

(Mountgreenan, co. Renfrew, 1807). Ar. a cocoanut tree fructed ppr. growing out of a mount in base ver:,
on a chief az. a shakefork, betw. a martlet on the dexter,
and a salmon naiant on the sinister all ar. the last holding
Crest— A demi negro holding in
in the mouth an annulet or.

A

OLA

ppr.

all

—Parcere

Motto

Ar. on a mount in base vert an oaktree ppr. the stem at the base thereof surmounted by a
also
ppr. with a signet ring in its mouth
back
its
on
salmon
or, on the top of the tree a redbreast and in the sinister fess
point an ancient hand-bell both also ppr.
Glasg'OW, City of. Same Attm. Cresi—The half-length
figure of St. Kentigern affrontee vested and mitred, his right
of.

hand raised in the act of benediction, and having in his left
a crosier all ppr. Supporters Two salmon ppr. each holding
MoUo Let Glasgow
in its mouth a signet ring ppr.

—

—

flourish.

Glasier, Qlasyer, or Glazier
three pheons ar. a chief erm.

Crest

(co.

Az.

Lancaster).

— A man's heart charged

with a cinquefoil.
Chester Fun. Ent. of the wife of Sir Thomas Asn,
Knt., of Trim, co. Meath, d. Jan. 1632). Az. three pheons ar.
a chief erm. a bordure engr. or.
Glasier (Lea, co. Chester). Az. three pheons ar. a chief
erm. Crest but of a ducal coronet gu. a dragon's head and
neck betw. two wings displ. or.
Glass (Sauchie, Scotland). Ar. a fleur-de-lis betw. three
A mermaid with mirror
mullets within a bordure gu. Crest
and comb ppr. Motto Luctor, non mergor.
Glass, or Glas (East indies; representative of Sauchie,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fleur-de-lis betw. three
1812).
mullets gu. a bordure of the last 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend
az. betw. two roses gu. barbed vert, three buckles or. Crest
As the last. Supporters— Two horses ar. saddled and bridled
Motto Luctor, non
ppr. the housing gu. fringed or.
mergor.
Glassford (that Ilk, co. Lanark). Ar. a bend engr. betw.

Glasier (co.

:

—

—

—

—

;

—

two spur-rowels gu.
Ar. a bend engr. betw.
(Douglastoun, 1769).
two spur-rowels gu. Crest—Two hands conjoined issuing out
of clouds, grasping a caduceus ensigned on the top with a cap
of liberty aU betw. two cornucopias all ppr. Motto— PriscsL

Glassford

fides.

Glassford.

lozengy sa.
Crest

—A

griffin's

head betw. two wings, each charged with three bezants.
Or, a bend engr. sa.
Scotland).
Ar. a fleur-de-lis betw. three
mullets gu. within a bordure of the last.
Glastinges.
Ar. five fusils in bend
Glastings, or
Crest— An arm in armour embowed ppr. holding a
sa.

Glastenbury.
Glaster (Glack,

Ar. (another, or) a saltire gu. on a chief of the
second three leopards' faces or.
Vert a cross
(co. Somerset).
Glastonbury

Monastery

ar.

on a canton of the

last the

Virgin

Mary and her

child ppr. (another coat, vert a cross botonnee ar. on the
dexter chief quarter the Virgin Mary holding the infant in
her dexter arm and in the sinister a sceptre all or, in each of

the other quarters a ducal crown of the last).
Ar. two (another, three) bends engr. gu.

Glatingbras.

Glavill (CO. Suffolk). Az. three lozenges in pale ar.
Glaziers, Company of (London). Ar. two grazing

irons

on a chief
A lion's head couped or,
gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
Supporters Two naked boys
betw. two wings expanded az.
Motto
ppr. each holding a long torch inflamed of the last.
Da nobis lucem, Domine. (The Company have sometimes

in sadtire sa. betw. four closing nails of the last

—

—

—

—

used another motto, viz.
Lumen umbra Dei.)
Glaziers, Corporation of (Gateshead-on-Tyne,

St.

Norroy, 1612, confirmed by Segar, Garter, 1632).
lozenges in fess ar.

Gledstanes

George,
Az. three

(exemplified In TJIster's Office, 1871, to

Mon-

TRAT Vance Gledstanes, of Fardross, co. Tyrone, late
57th Eegt., to Robert Gledstanes, Esq., junior, his
brother, and to their father, Robert Gledstanes, Esq., senior,
of Twickenham, King's co., on their taking, by royal licence,
the surname of Gledstanes in lieu of that of Hobsidoe).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, per pale or and ar. within an orle of

lieut.

martlets sa. a savage's head couped, dlBtilling drops of blood
and wearing a bonnet composed of bay and holly leaves all
ppr., for Gledstanes
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. engr.
betw. three buglehorns stringed gu. a trefoil slipped or, for
;

Hornidge.

Crests

—

1st,

Gledstanes:

A

demi

sa.

griffin

holding a spear ppr. transfixing a savage's head couped, distilling drops of blood and wearing a bonnet composed of bay
and hoUy leaves, as in the arms; 2nd, Hornidge: Out of
park palings ppr. a demi huintsman affronts, habited gu.
belt and cap sa. winding a horn or, motto over, Virtutia
laus actio. Motto
Under the arms Fide et virtu te.
Gleen. Erm. three mascles in fesse gu.
Gleg (Dr. Thomas Gleg, Edinburgh, 1672). Sa. two lions
counterpass. ar. collared gu. Crest A falcon preying on a
partridge all ppr. Motto
Qui potest capere capiat.

—

:

—

—

Glege, or Gleke

Gu. a sword in bend

(co. Chester).

ar.

(another, or).

Glege

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Glegg

Sa.

a

lion pass. ar.

(Baskerville-Glegg, Old AVithington and Gayton
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. two lions

Hall, CO. Chester).

counter-pass, in pale ar., for

Glegg; 2nd and

3rd, ar.

—

a

Crests
1st,
chev. gu. betw. three hurts, for Baskerville.
hawk, wings expanded, preying on a partridge,
Glegq :
all ppr.
A forester, vested vert, edged
2nd, Baskerville
or, holding over the
right shoulder a crossbow gold,
and with the other hand, in a leash, a hound pass. ar.
Motto Qui potest capere capiat.
Glegg (Irbie and Blackford Hall, co. Chester). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, sa. two lions counterpass. in pale ar. a crescent
within a crescent for diff., for Glegg; 2nd and 3rd, sa. three

A

;

:

garbs

or,

Glegq
all

A

:

Birkenbead: A goat saUant ar. attired
the fore feet on a garb ppr.
two lions pass, guard, ar. depressed by as many

2nd,

ppr.;

or, resting

Glegg.

—

Crests
1st,
a border ar., for Birkenhead.
hawk, wings expanded, preying on a partridge,

Sa.

—

—

—

—

(Norwich and Hardwick, co. Norfolk,

bart.,

Gleig

(Scotland). Ar. a bend engr. betw. a lion pass, in chie.
Crest A rose gu.
and a Uon counterpass. in base gu.
seeded or, barbed vert.
Glen. Ar. three martlets sa. Crest—Aa arm embowed
vested sa., in the hand ppr. a heart gu.
Glen (Glasmount and Balmuto, co. Fife the heiress m. in
1400, Sir John Boswell). Same Arms.
Glen (Bar, co. Renfrew, Scotland). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three
martlets sa. Crest A martlet sa. Motto Alta pete.
Glen (Stratton Audley Park, co. Oxford). Ar. a fess gu.
betw. three martlets sa. Crest— A martlet sa. Motto Alta

extinct

—

1745).
Erm. on a chief sa. three lions ramp. ar. Crest
Saracen's head affrontee ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.

;
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—

—

—

pete.

Glendee (John Glendee, B.D., Dean of Cashel, 1676-94).
Ar. a cross betw. four bees sa. Motto Pro rege et grege.
Glenden. Ar. three tilting spears sa. on each a banner

—

guco.

(that Ilk,

Rox-

burgh, and Partoun, co. Kirkcudbright; descended from
Adam de Glendonwtn of that Ilk, a person of rank, temp.

Alexander III.; ended in co-heiresses, of whom the senior
m. Gordon, of Letterfourie). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross
parted per cross, indented and countercheinged of the same.
Crest— The sleeve of a coat or, upon the point of a sword.

—Have

Motto

Glendor.

faith in Christ.
Or, a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet gu.

co. Leicester; John de Belgrave, of Belgrave, 12 Edward IV., 1472, m. Kathebine, dau. and coheir of Hdoh Glene, of Glene. Visit. Leices. 1614). Erm.

Glene

(Glene,

three mascles in fess sa.

Gleneagles
eagle's

(that ilk).

head erased

or.

Ar. a saltire engr.
Motto Suffer.

—

sa.

Crest—An

See Grant.
Glenelg, Baron
Glenester. Per fesse dancett^ gu. and or, in chief a lion
Crest— A boar pass. sa.
pass. ar. a crescent for diff.
charged with a pale ar. thereon a leopard's face ppr.
mascles in fesse gu.
three
Erm.
(co.
Leicester).
Glenflleld
Glenfield (co. Leicester). Erm. a feese betw. three mascles
(extinct 1866).

gu-

sa.

—

Glendon-wyn, or Glendinnmg
1671).

Az. two grazing irons in saltire betw. four closing nails sa.
on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Crest A lion's .head
Supporters Two
couped betw. two wings expanded or.
naked boys ppr. each holding a long torch inflamed or.
Glazebrook (Glazebrook, and other parts of co. Lancaster,
and Toronto, Canada). Or, a lion pass. sa. on a chief gu.
three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest— A demi lion ramp. gu. ducally
crowned or. Motto Dum spiro spero.
Gleadow (borne by Rev. Thomas Readek Gleadow, of
Frodeslay, co. Salop, and by the other descendants of Thomas
Gleadowe, Esq., of Hull, d. in 1814). Per chev. or and az. in
chief three crosses pattee gu. and in base a dove, wings
expanded, of tne flrst, beaked and legged of the third. Ci-est
A lion's head erased az. charged on the neck with a cross
pattee or, betw. two wings of the last, each charged with a
cross pattee of the first.

and

hand a bow and arrow ppr.
Gledhill (Barkisland, Halifax; granted by

palets gu.

baton sa.

Glaston.

Gleane

Leigh, co. Chester). Sa. three
(another, ar.)
CVcg(— Cupid holding in the

—

See Glasfdrd.

Glastenbury (co. Dorset). Ar. a bend
Glastenbury. Or, a bend fusily sa.

botonnee

Gleave, or Gleaoe (High
crescents or,

Bubjectis.

Glasg'OW, See
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the dexter Hand a sugar cane

\

Glover

See Bctler.

(extinct 1858).

Olenham, Gleman, or Gleznham

(Glenham, co.
Crest—
Suffolk). Or, a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
hawk, wings expanded ar. beaked and legged gu. belled
or.

Olenham.
Olenham.

Olennon

Mcbbay, Dulce of Athole.
Erm. three mascles in fesse
a ducal coronet a hand holding a swan's
in

wings

Motto

sa.

—
—Generosus etanimosus.

Ar. three martlets sa. beaked and
legged gu. on a chief of the last a pennon with a staff sa. and a
claymore in saltire of the field, the former inscribed with the
word "Bonnie." Crest An eagle preparing to rise ppr.
Motto Eirich as a ghleannan.
Olenton (co. Warwick). Ar. (another, or) three piles az. a
(Brazil, 1859).

—

—

canton erm.

Crest

—A

cubit

arm

erect ppr.

Olincester.
(co.

Gu. on a chief dancettee or, a lion pas.s. sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three salmon

Cornwall).

spears sa.

Olisson (Rampisham,

co. Dorset).

Sa.

on a bend

ar. three

Olisson, or Cliston

(co.

Somerset).

crescent within an annulet for

Same Arms, with a

diff.

Gloag (Lake-Gloag, Edinburgh

exemplified 1SG6). Quarterly, Istand 4th, or, a bend wavy az. betw. a lion pass, in chief
sa. and a lion counter-pass, in base gu., for Gloao
2nd and
Srd, or, a chev. gu. betw. three lions' gambs erect and
erased az., for Austin; en surtout, sa. a bend betw. six
cross crosslcts fitchde ar., for Lake. Crest
An eagle with
wings expanded ppr. Jl/o(to— Nunquam senescit.
Olodrydd (one of the Royal Tribes of Wales). Quarterly,
;

;

—

and

4th, ar. three boars'

heads couped

sa.

;

2nd and

3rd,

gu. a lion ramp, reguard. ar.
of.
Vert on a pale gu. betw. two
horseshoes, each horseshoe betw. three nails, two in chief
and one in base, all meeting with their points to the shoe ar.
a sword in a scabbard az. hilt, pommel, and studding of the
scabbard or, on the point of the sword a cap of maintenance
gu. turned up erm. on a chief per pale or and purp. a boar's
head couped ar. betw. two demi roses, the dexter gu. barbed
vert, the sinister of the third barbed vert, each issuing rays

Gloucester, City

from

its

head or. The arms
Ricbabd Bell, Knt., Alderman
of Gloucester, temp. Henry VIII., the original

centre, pointing to the boar's

for the Corporation

by

Sir

of the city
arms of the city being, or, three chev. gu. betw. ten torteaux,
three, three, three, and one.

Gloucester. Earl

See Clare.
Gloucester and Bristol, See of. Az. two keys in
saltire, the wards upwards or, for the See of Gloucester,
impaling sa. three ducal crowns in pale or, for the See of
of.

Az. two keys in saltire

or,

the wards in chief.

Dean of. Az. on a fcss or, three crosses
first, on a quarter of the second the sun
appearing in chief environed with a demi circle gu. on each
side of the quarter a demi fleur-de-lis conjoined to the side

Gloucester,

pattee fitchte of the

first.

Gloucester

(co. Gloucester).

Ar. three lions gu. a bordure

cpcr- az.

Gloucester.
Gloucester.
Gloucester.
Gloucester.

Gu. two bends or.
Gu. three fishes haurienl ar.
Gu. a cross chequy or and sa.
Az. a fesse ar. in chief two leopards' faces

—

;

betw. three crescents ar.
(co. Oxon).
Ar. four hounds gu. a bordure sa.
charged with eight crescents or.
Glover. Sa. a bend ar. betw. three herons' heads erased of
the second.
Glovers,
of (London). Per fesse sa. and ar.
a pale counterchanged, three rams saliant of the second, two
and one, armed and unguled or. Crest A ram's head ar.
issuing from a basket of the last betw. two wings expanded
gu.

Glover

—

Glovers and Skinners, United

Company

of

Erm. on achief gu. three regal or imperial crowns
ppr.
Motto—SoM Deo gloria.
Glowcester. Gu. on a chief danccttfe or, a lion pass. sa.
Glubb. Gu. a water bouget ar. Crest A demi Uon az.

—

bezantee.

Glyborne. Erm.

on a chief indented az. two roses ar.
(Ewell, co. Surrey, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. an
eagle imperial displ. sa. guttle d'or; 2nd and Srd, ar. three

Glyn

brands sa. enflamed ppr. with an escutcheon of pretence
charged with a man's leg couped at the thigh sa.
An eagle's head erased sa. guttee d'or, in the beak a
brand ragule fired. Jl/o»o— Pro libertate lege sancta.
Glyn (Gaunts, co. Dorset, bart.). Ar. an eagle displ. with
two heads sa. guttle d'or. Crest An eagle's head erased sa.
guttle d'or, in the beak an escallop ar. Motto Firm in my
fiery
ar.

Crest

—

—

—

trust.

Glyn

(Baron Wolverton ; George Grenfell Gltn, eldest son
George Carr Glyn, fourth son of the first bart. of Gaunts,
was 60 created 1869). Same Arnn and Crest. Supporters
Two eagles, wings elevated sa. guttee d'or. Motto Fidel
of

—

—

tenax.

Gljrn (Dursington House, Sheering,

Ar. an eagle
co. Essex).
with two heads sa. guttee d'or. Crest, as Gltn, bart.
Ar. an eagle displ. with two necks sa. within a bordure
of the last bezantee. Crest A demi lion sa. charged with
three bezants, one and two.
Glyn (Glyn, parish of Cardinam, co. Cornwall Nicholas
Gltn. 'Visit. 1620). Ar. three salmon spears sa. CrcU
A demi talbot erm. eared or. Motto Diy weres agan dew
displ.

Glyn.

—

;

—

—

ny.
(Fairy Hill, Isle of Wight, and Boyton, co. Cornwall).
Crest, and Motto, same as preceding.
Gljmd'wrd'wy (in Merioneth, Lords of; derived from, and

Arms,

eventually representatives of Griffith Maelor, Lord of
Bromfield, eldest son of Madoc, last Prince of Powys-Fadoc.
L Owen ap Griffith Vvchan, last Lord of
Glyndwrdwy, the memorable Owen Glendoweb; II. Tudor
AP Griffith Vychan, Lord of Gwyddelwcrn, in Merioneth.
See Owen ap Griffith Vvchan, and Tddor ap Griffith).

Descendants

:

Arms, those of Griffith Maelor, Lord of BromQeld.
(Glynn, co. Cornwall an ancient family extinct in the
elder branch in the early part of the 14th century, when tlio
heiress m. Sir John Cabminow; the younger branch became
afterwards possessed, by purchase, of the seat of their ancestors, and from it derived the subsequent Gltnns, of Glynn.
The Gltnns, of Boyton, Lanhydrock, Morvel, and Hclston,
Ar. three salmon spears, points
bore the same Arms).
downwards sa. Crest— A demi talbot erm. eared or.
Glynne (Hawarden Castle, co. Hint, bart., extinct 1874;
Katiierine, eldest sister of the last Bart., ni. 1839, Right
Hon. William Ew art Gladstone, First Lord of the Treasury,
1868-74). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. quartering,
ar. three brands raguly sa. fired ppr. with an escutcheon of
pretence ar. charged with a human leg couped at the thigh
An eagle's head erased, in the beak a brand
sa.
Crest

Glsmn

or,

in base a fish

hauriant of the second.
(Car CoUton, co. Nottingham).
Sa. a chev.
iiotw. two martlets in chief and a cross boionnce fltchce in
base ar.

Gloucester

Glover

(Norwoods in Cudhams, co. Kent, and Tatsflold, co.
Sa. a fesse embattled erm. betw. three crescents ar.
of a mural crown a demi lion ramp, holding
betw. the paws a crescent.
Glover (co. Norfolk, ICU granted by Camden, Clarenccux).
Sa. a chev. crniinitca betw. three crescents ar.
Crent
An
rnglc dlipl. ar. charged on the breast with three spots of
'1 minltes.
Another Crest
A dragon pass. az.
Glover (Homncy, co. Kent, and London). Same Arms and
.Surrey).

CreH—Out

;

—

—

C,Y,,(.

Glover

Crest.

Glyn

Bristol.

Gloucester Monastery.

of the

Same Armsuni

(London; granted 1602, by Camden, Clarenceux, to
Sir William Glover, Sheriff of London, 1603).
Same Arms,
a bordure or. Crest On a chapeau ppr. two wing.^ gu.
Glover (Ambassador to the Turks, 1606). Sa. a cliev. betw.
three crescents ar. a bordure of the last.
Glover (co.Norfolk granted 1611). Sa. a fesse embattled erm.

(Exeter).

mullets pierced gu.

1st

;

17 Aug. 1606).

Company

Olenton, or Glynton. Chequy az. and or.
Olindore. Per pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp. sa.

Olinne

—

Glover

(Tyrawley, co. Mayo). Gyronny of eight or and ar.
A mullet pierced betw. two
four mullets pierced sa. Crest

Olennie

(confirmed to Alexandee Glover, of the Kxcheqner,
by Camden, Clarenceux). Same Anns, with a fleur-de-lis or
for diff.
Crest
A fleur-de-lis gu. betw. two wings sa.
Glover (London, 1604, Ashford, co. Kent, and Coventry, co.
Warwick; granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 4 March, 1577).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three crescents ar. Crest
A crossbow
az. betw. two wings or.
Glover (Thomas Glover, Esquire of the Body to James I.,
son of Thomas Glover, of Coventry confirmed by Camden,

—

Kr. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three golpes.

Olenlyon, Baron. Merged
Glenn, Glen, and Qlene.
Crest— Out of
Ba.
head erased ppr.

OLT

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

QL E
Earl of

Gleng-all,

;

—

raguly

sa. fired ppr.

Glynne

(Sir

William Gltnne, knighted

Sir Arthur Chiehcster,

(Somorsct Herald, temp. Queen Elizabeth).

Armj and

C'-m'.
<lOJi

Same

an eagle

Lord Deputy,

7

at Dublin Castle

by

June, 1606).

Ar.

displ. gu.

Glysson.

Sa. on a bcni! ar. three mullets pierced gu.

U

A
;

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

GO A
Qoad

queued

bctw. three lions double

or,

ar.

Goadefroy.
in

Gu. a chcv.

(Cruxton).

Gu. an anchor

ar. stock or.

armour embowed, holding

C\-iit

— An arm

a sword

in the gauntlet

all

erased or.

Qoarge

Masculy or and az.
Gu. a saltire ar. on a chief of the last
three escallops of the first. Crat
A goat pass. ar. armed
(co.

Worcester).

Q-oat, or G-oate.

—

or.

Goater.

Or, a fesse engr. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee

Cresl

—A wolf

sejant or, grasping a cross crosslet fitchee

gu-

Goatham.

Per

and

fesse embattled gu.

pass, counterchanged.

Orett

three goats

ar.

—A hunting horn

sa.

garnished

and stringed gu.

Goatley

(Canterbury). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. over all on
CreH A sphinx
a saltire engr. gu. a crescent for diff.
couchant or, wing on the back ar. face and breast ppr.
Goband, or
(co. Lincoln).
Gu. two bars or,
in chief three bezants.
Gobard (Coventry, co. Warwick; confirmed to Jons
GoBABD, of that place, son of Peter Gobard, of Ficardy,
settled in England temp. Henry VIII.).
Or, a bend betw.
six martlets gu.
Crett
A mermaid holding a dagger ppr.
Goband. Ar. three fishes, two and one, and a bordure sa.
Gobel. Paly of six az. and gu. on a chief ar. a wivcrn vert.

—

Gonband

—

Crest — A wivem vert.
Gobeon (Visit. Leicester,

1619; quartered by Tcrpen).
Quarterly, or, and barry of six ar. and gu. a border sa. charged
with ten fishes naiant of the second.
Gobion (Gobion, co. Bedford an heiress of this family m.
Sir Ralph le Boteler, circa, temp. Edward L). Quarterly,
or, and barry of six ar. and gu. a bordure sa. charged with
eight fish ar. (a second coat, barry of ten ar. and gu. a label
;

of five points az.).

Gobion

(co. York).
three points sa.

Barry of eight

and gu. a

ar.

Gobion, Gobyon, or Qobyns.

label of

Ar. three gudgeons
and a bordure engr. sa.
Crest
In water a swan
swimming, with wings elevated ppr.
Gobion. Bendy of six or and az. a lion pass, guard, ar. on a

—

haurient,

chief gu. three saltires of the third.

Gobion.

Barry of eight

ar.

Lincoln).

(co.

sa.

three

Gu. two bars

in chief three

or,

bezants.

.\

betw, three eagles' heads
or, holding in the beak ii
first, stringed of the

hawk's head

;

;

erased

or, five

(John Yate, Lord of Lynford, co. Berks, temp.
and heir of Richard Goddard,
Esq., of Upham, co. Wilts. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Gu. a chcv.
vair betw. three crescents erm.
Goddard. Erm. a cross pattee sa.
Goddart (Scotland).
Gu. a chev. vair betw. three
crescents ar. Crest
A stag's head affrontee couped gu.

Henry

VIII., m. Joan, dau.

—

attired or.

Godden

(Leybom Castle, co. Kent; Her. Off.). Gu. two
bars or, over all a bend ar. charged with three talbots'
heads erased sa. Crest On a garb lying fessways a biri.
close, in the beak an ear of wheat, all or.
Goddin (co. Kent). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards'
faces or, a bordure of the third.
Godding'e. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three grilllns' heads
erased or.

—

Goddiston

or,

crosses potent of the last.

Goderidge

Gobsms

Devon).

Ar. a cross fusily betw. four

eagles displ. sa.

Goch (Wales). Per pale az. and sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Goche (co. Norfolk). Per pale sa. and ar. a che v. betw. three
counterchanged.
See Goddabd.

talbots pass, all

Godard.

Godard

(Alderman of London
£rm. a cross patonce sa. in the

;

(co. Devon
granted by Camden, Clarcnceus).
Ar. a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa.
(co. Essex).
Ar. on a bend gu. three crescents
;

Erm. a

(co. Essex).

saltire engr. gu.

head issuing sa.
Gu. three palets lozengy

buffalo's

Godewyn.
Godfray

ar.

and

Crest

—

sa.

(Jersey). Ar. a griffin segreant sa. a border of
the last bezantee. Crest A demi griffin or. Motto
Deus
est pax.
Godfrey (Hurst and Romney, co. Kent; in the reign of
Charles II., a younger branch settled in Ireland).
Sa.
(sometimes az.) a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads or, vulning
themselves ppr. Crest A demi Saracen ppr. holding in the
dexter hand a cross crosslet fitchee ar.
Godfrey (Lydd, Heppington, Hodiford, Norton Court, &c.,
CO. Kent).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto Corde fixain.

—

—

—

Gu. an eagle displ. or.
head betw. two wings or. Another Crest

(Walpole, co. Norfolk).

— An eagle's

—

An eagle's head erect or.
Godard. Gu. a lion ramp.

ar. a bordure of the last, charged
with nine escallops vert.
Godard. Quarterly, gu. and ar., in the second and third
quarters an eagle displ. sa.
Godard. Per chev. gu. and sa. three falcons' heads erased

Godfrey

Godard. Ar. a fesse betw. three horseshoes gu.
Godard, or Godherd. Gu. a fesse chequy or and az.
Godbold (Hatfield, co. Essex, and Westhall, co. Suffolk).
Az. two bows strung in saltire or.

Ci-est

— An arm

in

armour

arm or andaz. with the ends flotant
holding in the gauntlet an arrow sa. feathered and headed

ppr. wreathed about the
ar.

Godbold

((Jodalming, co. Surrey). Same Arms.
Crest—
An arm embowed in armour ppr. holding an arrow.
Az. two bows strung or, one within the other in
saltire.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a griffin's head
betw. two wings gu.
Qodby. Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three men's heads ppr. Crest

Godbow.

—

tree.

Seal of

HnoH dk Gondeby,

of

co. Sussex,

Henry IV.

ruining themselves ppr. as many crosses crosslet gu. Crett
pelican with wings endorsed or, gorged with an
eastern coronet az. holding in the beak a cross crosslet

—A

fitchee gu.

Godfrey

(co.

405

Bedford, and Dartford, co. Kent).

Wood Hay,

co.

Wu.uah Goddard, 3

Hants

;

granted

Dec. 1536. Visit.

Ar. a

griffin

segreant sa.

Az. a cross potence or, betw. four
crosses pattee of the second.
Godfrey (co. Cornwall). Az. three bulls' heads erased and

crowned

(Bolleyne).

or.

Godfrey

(Wilmington, co. Kent).

Az. three

griffins pass, in

pale or.

Godfrey

(Basenes). Gu.
eight cinquefoils ar.

Godfrey.
bezantee.

an iuescutcheon

Ar. a griffin pass.
Crest

sa.

or,

withinan orleof

within a bordure engr. aa.

— An eagle displ. sa.

Godfrey.

A

Or, a cross gu. betw. four martlets sa.
leopard's head couped az.

Godfrey.

Barry wavy

ar.

and gu. on a bend

Ci-esl

sa.

—

three

bezants.

Godfrey

(Bushfield, co. Kerry, hart.).

wings endorsed

(London, and East

by Barker, Garter, to

and Tamworth, co. Warwick; granted
on a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads erased or,

(co. Stafford,

Sa.

1765).

Godfrey

ar.

Goddard

a

—

confirmed 15 Aug. 1598).
first quarter an eagl. displ.

RU.

Godard

sa.

or.

s«.

(co.

Essex). Ar. four crosses crosslet betw. three

Ar. on a fesse betw. two lions pass, guard,
fleur-de-lis betw. as many crescents or.

Godeston

componee gu. and

Gobyan, or Gubyon.

Goch, or GofF

(co.

Goderich.

Paly of eight ar. and gu. on a bend
three escallops or.
(CO. York).
Barry of ten (another, of eight) ar. and
gu. on a bend sa. three escallops or.

Sa. a fesse

lozenges conjoined in fess vert.

Goddard

Godeston

1

—

(Cliffe Pypard, Upham, and Albourn, co. Wilts
an ancient Saxon family, settled at a very remote period in
COS. Hants and Norfolk, and Wilts since the time of
King John).
Gu. a chev. vair betw. three crescents ar.
CreKt—A stag's head couped at the neck and affrontee gu.
attired or. Motto — Cervus non servus.
Goddard (Swindon, CO. Wilts; derived from Thomas Goddard, of Upham, second son of John Goddard, of XJphani
and Cliffe Pypard). Same Arms, <fcc., as the preceding.
Goddard (Purton, co. Wilts a younger branch of Goddard,
of Cliffe Pypard, descended from the second son of Francis
Goddard, Esq., of Standen Hussey and Chffe Pypard the
heiress, Margaret Goddard, m. in 1792, Robert Wiijonn,
Esq., and had four daughters; the eldest m. to Ricuabd
Miles, Esq.). Same Arms, &c.
Goddard (Beeby, co. Leicester; Wiluam Goddard, of that
place, 6. 1583, great grandson of William Goddard, of the
same place, who was descended from the co. Berks. Visit.
Leicester, 1G19). Az. on a fess betw. three hawks' heada

betw. three

Gobotesley.

—A

Cresl

lure gu. capped vert, garnished of the
second.

martlets sa.

and gu. on a bend

escallops or.

Gobond

Crest

OO D

five fusils in fesse

Goddard

PPr.

gu.

Az.

1634).

Crest

—A

a sceptre

griffin

or.

sa.

Ar. a griffin pass,
betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
sa. holding in the dexter forepaw

pass.

Mottoes— God friend

;

aud, Deu.s et libertas.

;

GOD
Godin.

Crest— An ox yoke in

Sa. three ostrich feathers or.

benrt sa. strapped az.

—

Dominus providebit.
Godiniirton. Or, two

—

lions pars, jruard. sa.

Godley

(granted, 1810, to John Godlet, Esq., of Killigar, co.
lycitrira, son of John Godlet, Esq., M.P. for Baltinglass,
and grandson of Rev. William Godlet, ^ctor of MuUaghbrack, co. Armagh). Ar. three unicorns' heads erased sa.

gu. two and one, and three trefoils slipped vert, one
unicorn's head erased ar. homed gu.
Crest
charged with three trefoils slipped vert. Motto Sans Dicu

—A

and two.

—

rien.

Godman (granted, 1579, to Thomas Godman, of Leatherhead,
Per pale erm. and ermines, on a chief indented
pass. vSrt. Crest On a mount a black cock with

CO. Surrey).

—

a lion
wings displ. all ppr.
(Park Hatch,

or,

Godman
Farm,

co. Sussex).

co. Surrey,

Same Amis and

and Merston Manor
Motto Coelum

—

Crest.

quid quaerimus ultra.

Godman,

alias Bailey (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. on a
cross or, four greyhounds' heads erased sa. in dexter chief a
covered cup of the second.
Godmanston, or Goodmanston. Az. an eagle displ.
or.
Creit
A man's leg couped at the thigh ppr.
Godmonton. Ar. an eagle displ. az
Godolphin, Baron. See Osbornb.
Godolphin (Baron and Earl of Godolphin, Earldom extinct
1766, Barony 1785; descended from John de Godolphin, lord
of the manor of Godolphin, co. Cornwall, circa Conquest
Stdnet Godolphin, Lord High Treasurer of England, was
created Baron Godolphin, ofRialton, inl664, and made Earl of
Godolphin in 1706). Gu. an eagle with two heads displ. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Godolphin, in Cornish, signifies a
white eagle, which was always borne in the arms of this
family).
Crest
A dolphin naiant embowed ppr Supporters
Two eagles reguard. wings displ. ar. Jl/oao— Francha Call
Toge.
Godolphin (Trewarvencth, co. Cornwall, temp. Henry VIII.).

—

—

—

Same

and

//ri/i.-t

Crest.

Godolphin
Castle,
1599).

(Sir William Godolphin, Knighted at Dublin
by Robert, Earl of Essex, Lord Lieutenant, 13 July,
Az. an eagle displ. ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Oodrevy

(Godrevy in Gwithian, co. Cornwall ; the heiress
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three blackamoors'
TO. Tregendak).
in
profile
heads
erased sa.
Godsal (Iscoyd Park, co. Flint). Per pale gu. and az. on a
fesse

wavy

ar. betw.

crescents sa.

Crest

—

three crosses pattee

or,

as

many

head erased paly of six

griffin's

.\

indented ar. and sa. beaked or.

Godsall.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

griffin's

head erased paly

and sa.
(Buckenham-Fcrry, co. Norfolk). Per pale wavy
three
crosses
gu. and az.
formee in fesse or, betw. as many
of six indented ar.

Godsalve

Per pale gu. and az. on a fesse
wavy ar. betw. three crosses formee or, as many crescents sa.
Godsalve. Per pale gu. and az. on a fesse nebulee or,
(co. Suffolk).

betw. three crosses pattee of the third as many crescents sa.
Crest— A griffin's head erased paly wavy of four ar. and sa.
in the mouth a branch vert.
Godsalve (Edward Bldndeville, Esq., of Newton Flatteman, co. Norfolk, temp. Henry Vlll., to. Elizabeth, dau. of
Thomas Godsalve. Visit. Notts, 1C14). Per pale gu, and
az. on a fess wavy ar. betw. three crosses pattee or, as
many crescents sa.
Godschall (Lord Mayor of London, 1742). Az. three bends

wavy

ar.

Godschall.

Or, a cross patoncc sa.
holding a crescent.

Crest— A

lion's

paw

Godsell, Qodsall, and Godseel. Sa. a cross botonnue
or.
Crest
An arm erect holding a spade ppr.
Godson. Gu. a fesse betw. six martlets or. Crest .\n arm
embowed in armour, the hand grasping a sword enfiled with

—

—

a crown of thorns

all

ppr.

Godstone.

Ar. three martlets in fesse betw. four crosses
crosslot fltchtSc sa.
Crest On a chapcau ppr. a talbot's head
issuing ar.

—

God'weston.

Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three
flcurs-dolis of the first.

Godwcston

Compton Scorphyn,
Har. MSS. 1100, ll(i7, and 15C3, certified by
Cooke, Clarenceux.
Visit, of that co. 1619).
Ar. three
innrtlots sa.
Crest
Out of a ducul coronet a plume of five
CO.

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards'

Godwin.
Godwin.

Or, three palets lozengy sa.

Or, three lions ramp. sa.

(quartered by Palmer, of

Warwick.

—

OBtrich feathers alternately ar.
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and

sa.

on a canton of the

last

tiiree bezants.

Godwin.
Godwin.
Godwyii

Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Paly of six gu. and vair.

(co. Kent).
Or, two lions pass. sa. on a canton of
the second three bezants.
Oxford). Or, a fesse betw. two thev. az.
Goff (Hale Park, Fordingbridge, co. Hants. descended from
a family formerly settled in cos. Waterford and Wexford

Godwyn (co.

;

;

Joseph Goff, Esq.). Az. a chev.
betw. two fleurs-de-Us in cliief and a lion ramp, in base er.
Crest
A squirrel sejant ppr. Motto Fier sans tache.
Goff (Davis-Goff, Horetown, co. Wexford; exemplified 7 May,
1845, to Strangman Davis, Esq., on his assuming, by royal
licence, the additional surname and arms of Goff, in compliance with the testamentary injunction of his maternal uncle,
Jacob William Goff, Esq., of Horetown). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. a chev. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a
lion ramp, in base or, a crescent for di£f., for Goff; 2nd and
3rd, per pale gu. and ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads
couped counterchanged, for Davis.
Crest
A squirrel
sejant ar. Motto Honestas optima politia.
certified in Ulster's Office to

—

—

—

—

Goff (Oakport,

Roscommon confirmed to Thomas William
that place, M.P. for co. Roscommon, 1859).

co.

;

Goff, Esq., of
Az. on a chev. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a demi
ramp, couped in base or, an annulet gu. CresI .A.
squirrel sejant ppr. charged on the shoulder with a fleur-delis or, and holding in its forepaws a nut also ppr.
Motto
Honestas optima politia.
Goffe (Woodbury, co. Devon). Ar. a cross lozengy betw.

—

lion

—

four eagles displ. sa.
(Stockwell, CO. Surrey

Gofton

;

granted by Camden, Claren-

ceux.) Quarterly, az. and erm., in the 1st and 4th quarters a
unicorn's head erased ar. ducally gorged or, armed and

—

crined of the last. Crest
On a chapcau gu. turned up ar. a
rose or, betw. two wings expanded az.
Goges. Gu. three estoiles ar.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
plates, each charged with a fleurs-de-lis az. on a chief ar. a
demi lion naissant of the field betw. two anchors in pale of
the third.

Goghe

Gogrhe, or Goug-h

(Sir James Goghe, knighted by Sir
George Carey, Lord Deputy, 29 Sept. 1G03). Az. a chev.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a lion ramp, in base or.
Goghe. Az. a boar ar.
Gog-ill (Terrington, co. Norfolk). Or, on a bond sa. three

crescents of the first.
(Traverston, co. Tipperary).

Going

Ar. on a mount vert a
palm tree, therefrom a serpent descending ppr. Cj-es( An
arm. embowed in armour charged on the fore-arm with three
estoiles in pale gu. holding a palm branch all ppr.
Going (Ballyphilip, co. Tipperary). Same Arms and Ortst.

Motto

—

— Dum spiro spero.

Gokin, or Gookeine (Ickham,

crescents ar.

Godsalve

Godwin (co. Dorset).
faces or.

Gu. two bars or, over all on a bend ar.
(London).
On a carb fcsswise a
three lions' heads erased ppr. Crest
bird close, in the beak an ear of wheat all or. Motto

Goding'

homed

GOL
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co.

Kent;

granted in

by Segar; the family occurs in the Kent Visit, of
1619 and in that of 1663). Gu. a chev. betw. three cocks or.
Crest— On a mural coronet ar. a cock or, beaked, barbed, and
1609,

membered

Golafer

gu.

(Golafers, in Nafford

Harry wavy of six ar. and gu.
(Fyflcld, co. Berks;
knight of the shire, and in
employed in an embassy to

Golafre

Fyfield

Church

is

and Berrow,
on a bend sa.
in

1.337

13b9 Sir

co. Worcester).

six bezants.

John Golafre was
John Golafre was

France; in the north aisle of
the monument of Sir John Golafre, who

died in 1442, with hi.s arms depicted on the tomb). Ar. four
bars wavy gu. over all on a bend sa. three bezants.
Goland. Gu. two bars or, in chief three bezants.
Golbore. Erm. on a chev. gu. three escallops ar.
Golborne (originally, at a very remote period, of Golborae
Ar. a
David, and subsequently of Overton, co. Chester).
cross patonce gu. betw. four martlets of the second a label
KU.

Golborne

Ar. a cross pattee betw. four
(co. Chester).
martlets gu.
A man's leg couped above the knee
Crest
vert spurred or.
Golborne. Ar. a cross betw. four martlets gu.
Golborne. Ar. on a bend sa. three crosses patonce or.
Golcar, or Goldear. Gu. a cross patoncc or.

—

Gold and Silver Wire Drawers, Company of
(London).
Az. on a chev. or, betw. two coppers in chief of
the second, in base two points in saltire ar. a drawing iron
betw. two rings (i.e. tools used by wire drawers) sa. Crest
Two arms embowed, vested gu. cuffed ar. holding betw. the
bands ppr. an engrossing block or. Supporters Dexter, an

—

—

X

GO

;
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li

Indian ppr- crowned with an eastern crown or, vested round
the middle with feathers pendent alternately ar. and gu.
holding over his shoulder a bar of silver; sinister, a man
vested I'pr. (called in the grant "a silk throwster ") in his
Motto Amicitiam trahit
sinister hand a hank of silk ar.

—

amor.

Gold

(quartered by Pine, of Estdown, co. Devon. Visit. 1620).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three roses or, as many roses of the

GO

li

Golding.

Chequy or and ar. a cross az.
Golding (Fun. Ent. of William Golding, of Dublin, merchant, d. 16 Feb. 1607). Az. six Cornish choughs or, three,
two, and one.

Golding

(The Grange, Portmarnoik, co. Dublin Andrew
Golding, son of Richard Golding, and jiranilson of Walteb
Golding, all of same place. Visit DubUu, 1606). Az. five
;

martlets in saltire or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Golding

field.

Gold

(impaled by St. John, on a monument for his wife,
Mabt, dau. of Sir Nathan Gold, Knt., in Lenthorp Church).
Or, on a chev. betw. three roses ar. three thistles slipped
of the first.
Gold (co. Dorset). Ar. three roses gu. seeded or.
Gold (London). Gyronny of four az. and or, a lion ramp.
guard, of the first.
Gold (co. Somerset). Or, on a chev. az. betw. three roses
vert, as many bunches of grapes of the first.
Gold (Alarston, co. Wilts). Or, on a chev. betw. three roses
Crest
An eagle's head
az. as many pineapples of the first.
erased az. in the beak a pine or. Another Crest A demi lion

—

ramp.

—

or.

Gold.

Gyronny of four

az.

and

ramp, counter-

or, four lions

changed.

Gold.
the

A

—

Goldingham

(Barnham,

Goldingham.
lis

Az.

co.

wavy gu.

Ar. a bend
and erased or.

Suffolk).

a,

Norfolk,
Crest

—A

and

lialsted,

gamb

lion's

co.

erect

cross engr. ar. betw. four fleurs-de-

erm.

Goldingham. Barry nebulee of six gu. and ar.
Goldington (co. Bedford). Ar. two lions pass. az.
Goldington (co. Sussex). Barry nebulae of six ar. and
Goldington.

abend

Or,

flory counterfloryaz.

Crest

gu.

—Out

of a ducal coronet or, a cock's
az. and or, a lion ramp, guard, of
two pot guns sa. (another, az.).
Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three
seeded ar. as many bunches of grapes of

Gyronny of four
on a canton

first,

Ban-y of six erm. and sa. a
ramp. or. Crest An arm in chain armour embowed,
garnished at the wrist or, tied with ribbons ar. and sa. the
hand ppr. holding an arrow gu. point gold.
Golding (Fun. Ent. 1607, Wiluam Golding, of Dublin,
merchant). Az. six goldfinches or, three, two, and one.
griffin

Gold (Reg.

ar.

Ulster's Office).

roses slipped vert,

the last.
(Chief Justice of Munster; Beg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three goldfiaches in chief and a rose in base

head ppr.
Ar. on a bend az. a fleur-de-lis or.
Gu. a chief nebulee erm.
Gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Ar. a bend az. semee-de-lis or.
Or, on a bend az. five fleurs-de-lis of the

Goldington.
Goldington.
Goldington.
Goldington.
Goldington.

first

Gold

vert.

Oolde

Sa. semee of roses
two and one,
and another in base all of the second.
Gu. two bars ar. in chief three
Office).

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1656).

ar. seeded or, leaved vert, three goldfinches,

in chief a fleur-de-lis,

Golde

(Beg. Ulster's

plates.

Goldacre. Az. a cross flory or.
Goldacre, or Gouldacre. Gu. a

Golden

—

and lined

or.

Crest—

Ar. three trefoils triple-fitched vert.

cinquefoil ppr.

Goldesborough, or Goldestorougli.

Az.

a cross

—A dexter hand holding a trident ppr.
Essex, and Goldesburgh,
Az. a cross flory ar. Crest —A pelican, wings

patt^e or.

Crest

Goldesburgrh. (Chipping Ongar, co.
CO. York).
endorsed, vulning her breast ppr.

Goldesburgrh
Crest

— A demi

Az. a cross patonce ar.

(Lincoln's Inn).
lion

Goldesburgh

ramp.
Kent).

(co.

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three

acorns or.

Goldfinch, or
and

az.

Goald£nch

on a chief

or,

(co. Kent).

a lion pass, guard,

sa.

Paly of six ar.
A camel

Crest

—

pass. ppr.

Goldford.
Goldfrap.
Crest

Ar. four barrulets sa.
Gu. on a chief ar. three crescents of the

first.

—A wolfs head erm.

Goldie-Scot

(Craigmuie, co. Kirkcudbright, 1SG3). Quar1st and 4th, or, on a bend betw. two griffins' heads
erased az. a mullet betw. two crescents of the fiist, for Scot;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three trefoils slipped vert,
for GoLDiE en surtout, ar. two bends sa. the upper one engr.,
for Leveb.
Crests
1st, Scot:
A slag trippant ppr.; 2nd,
Goldie: a garb or. Mottoes 1st, Scot: Fidehter amo;
2nd, Goldie Quid utiUus.
terly,

;

—

—

:

Golding

(Halstead, cos. Essex and SuffoUc). Gu. a chev. or,
betw. three bezants.
(co. Essex, Cavendish and Postingford, co. Suffolk).
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three bezants. Crest A dragon's head
erased vert, collared and lined or.
Anot/iei- Crest
A garb

Golding:

—

—

or.

Golding:

Gu. a chev. or, betw. three marigolds of the last, stalked and leaved vert.
Goldney (Ceechfield, Bradcnstoke Abbey, and Rowden
House, CO. Wilts; Gabbiel Goldnet, the descendant of a
family long settled in that co., and formerly at Bristol,
M.P. for Chippenham since ls65).
Per pale gu. and az.
on a bend betw. two eagles displ. ar. three garbs sa. banded
or.
Crest
A garb, as in the arms, motto over. Si je puis.
Motto Honor virtutis praemium.
Goldoury (1528). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three wolves' heads

—

cross pattt'c or.

(Gainsborough, co. Lincoln). Gu. a chev. ar. betw.
three bezants. Crest
^A dragon's head erased vert, collared

Golden.

Goldman

(Sandford).

—

erased of the second.

Goldsbrough. Ar. (another, or) three piles gu.
Goldsbrough. Ar. three pales gu.
Goldsborough, and Goldbrough. See GoldesboBODGH, and GoLDESBtnSGH.
(St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park, co. Middlesex,
Per saltire erminois and erm. on a chief gu. a goldfinch ppr. betw. two roses or, (being the family arms), over
an escutcheon gu. charged with a tower gold, and ensigned by
the coronet of a Baron of Portugal. Crests
1st Out of the
coronet of a Baron of Portugal ppr. a demi dragon,
wings elevated or, holding in the claws a rose gu. shpped
ppr. ; 2nd: A demi Uon ar. in the paws a bundle of twigs
erect or, banded az. Supporters Dexter, a lion ar. ducally
crowned and charged on the shoulder with a rose gu.
sinister, a wyvem, wings elevated or, and charged on the
shoulder with a rose gu. By royal licence, dated 6 J une,
1846, the late Sir Isaac Lton Goldsmid, Bart., was authorized to accept and use in this country the title of Baron de
Goldsmid and Da Palmeira, conferred upon him by the
Queen of Portugal, in manifestation of the important services
rendered by him on various occasions to the Portuguese
nation, and as a public testimony of her royal munificence,
and also to bear and use certain additional armorial bearings. The arms being the escocheon of pretence and coronet
over.
The first crest and the supporteis were added to the
family arms, and appertain to the title of baron conferred
upon him by the Queen of Portugal. Mottoes Over crests:
Quis similis tibi in fortibus, Domine (Exod. xv. 11); under
the arms: Concordia et sedulitate.
Goldsmith (Ireland; Fun. Ent. 1679). Az. on a chev. ar.

Goldsmid
hart.).

—

—

—

betw. three goldfinches of the last as many crosses crosslct
of the first, on a chief or, a lion pass, of the field.
(Exton, co. Hants).
Gu. on a chev. ar. three

Kent).
Sa. (another, gu.) a chev. betw. three
wolves' heads erased ar.
Goldingr (co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Golding (London). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three bezants.
ilfotto^Sparsa Coegi.

Goldsmith

Golding. Ar. three
Golding. Sa. on a
ar. as many pellets.

Goldsmiths,

(co.

Golding (Maiden

mullets gu.
chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased

—A

—

Golding(ColsonBassett, CO. Notts; Edwabd Golding. Her.
Visit. 1614).
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three bezants a trefoil
sa.
Crest A griffin's head erased gu. collared or.
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crosses crosslet sa. on a chief or,
stork sa. bezantee.

Goldsmith.

a

lion pass. gu.

Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief

Cresl

or,

—

a lion

pass, guard, sa.

Company

of

(city of Dublin;

confirmed
by Preston, Ulster, 1638). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
harp or, stringed ar. 2nd and 3rd, az. a covered cup betw.
two round buckles in fess or.
;

Erlegh, co. Berks). Gu. a chev. or, betw.
three bezants. Crest
hind's head with an oak branch in
the mouth all ppr. Motto
Pro Deo et Eege.

—

:

Goldston, or Goulston

(co. Salop).
Gu. on a chev.
betw. three saltires ar. an annulet sa. Crest
A Minerva's
head ppr.
Golds-worthy (Reg. College of Arms, May, 1779). Perpale
or and ar. thiee mullets in bend sa. betw. two bendlets gu.

—

OOL
Crttt

—An

eagle's

ar.

holding in

the beak a holly leaf vert.
Ooldswortliy. Ar. on a bend colised sa. three martlets
A griffin's head erased sa. holding in the beaU a
Crest
or.

—

holly leaf vert.
(Dover, co. Kent; granted 1749). Az. two batons
in saltire or, betw. as many anchors in fesse of the last the
Crest
lion's paw
like number of boars pass. In pale ar.

Goldtrap

—A

erased az. betw. two wings elevated or, holding a baton of
the last.
Goldwell (Godinton, co. Kent, and co. Norfolk). Az. a
chief or, over all a lion ramp. erm.
Goldwell. Az. a chief or, over all

—

or.

Goldwell.

Az. a chief or, over all a lion ramp. ar. billettee.
(Bridgham, co. Norfolk). Az. a chief or, over all
a lion ramp. ar. guttle de poix.
Goldwell (arms in a window in the chapel of All Souls,
Oxford, arms of Jacob Goldwell, Bishop of Norwich. Visit.
Per fess or and az. a lion ramp. erm.
1574).
Golever. Vaire ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Golever, or GoUoner. Ar. a bend gu. betw. three
griffins' heads erased »a.
Golever, or Goloner. Sa. a bend betw. three griffins'
heads erased ar. Crest A mermaid, with comb and mirror

Goldwell

—

ppr.

Dorset; descended from John Gollop,
of North Bowood, and Temple, co. Dorset, living temp.
and now represented by Georoe Tilly
Henry VIII.
Gollop, Esq., of Strode House). Gu. on a bend or, a lion
pass, guard, sa. Crest A demi lion bendy or and sa. holding
in the dexter paw a broken arrow gu. Motto Be bolde, be
wyse.
Gollop (Berwick). Same Arms, &c.
Gollwin de Hochnant (Wales). Sa. a chev. betw. three
(Strode,

co.

;

—

—

roses ar.

Golofer
bend

(co.

bend

Oxford).

Ar. four bars

wavy

gu. over

all

on a

sa. three bezants.

Golofrey.
sa.

ar.

and gu. over

all

on a

three bezants.
(oo. Stafford).

—

Az. a buck's head

cabossed or. Crest A demi griffin ppr. collared and sustaining an anchor az.
(Ipswich, CO. Suffolk). Or, two bars sa. in chief
three fleurs-de-lis of the second.

Golton

Goltshed.

Ar. on a mount in base vert a dove statant ppr.
Two wings conjoined or,
Crest
thereon a dove statant ppr.
(co. York).
Sa. three bends erm.
Gozneldon. Ar. on a fesse wavy gu. three mullets or, on
a canton az. a fleur-de-lis of the third. Crest Out of a
cloud an arm in armour embowed and gloved, wielding a
spiked mace all ppr.
(Porton, co. Wilts; granted by Sir Edward
Walker, Garter, 1662). Ar. on a fess wavy gu. three mullets
or, on a canton az. as many fleurs-de-lis of the third. Crest
A demi griffin ar. holding betw. the claws a mullet'or.
(Chiswick, co. Middlesex; descended from
RooER Gomeldon, second son of William Gomeldon, Ksq.,
of Porton. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Same .,<rmj and Cie^f.
Gomersall (London. Visit. 1568, by Dethick, Garter).
Sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three dexter gauntlets ar. Crest
On a crescent or, a dexter gauntlet ar. grasping a battle axe
g:u. pointed and headed of the second.
Gomery, or Gourey (co. Bedford). Or, two lions pass.
guard, in pale az. (another, the tinctures reversed).
(Clerkcnwell, co. Middlesex; granted 24 Jan. 17C1).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on a chief gu. two scaxes (i.e. Saxon
swords) in saltire of the first, hilts and pommels or. Crest
Two lions' gambs in saltire sa. erased gu. each holding a
seax erect a.s in the arms.
(Field-Marshal Sir William Matnard Gomm, G.C.Ti).
Same Arms and Crest. Supporters (granted 1859)— Dexter, an
ancient warrior in armour ppr. mantle and surcoat ar. resting
the exterior hand on a sword also ppr.
sinister, a female
figure vested ar. holding in the dexter hand a passion cross,
and in the sinister a book, both or. Motto Per constanza e
Bperanza.

—

in chief two roses gu.

Gomblewhat

—

Gomeldon

—

Gomeldon

—

Gomm

—

Gomm

;

—

Gomney,

or Qom.oney

three leopards' faces of the
(co. Hereford).
gu-

Gomonde
Gonerby.
az.

(co. Essex).

field,

crowned

Az. on a bend ar.
or.

Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets

Erm. a griffin segrcant gu. over all on a fesse
two (another, three) bulls' headg cabossed or.
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Erm. a
segreant gu. over all on a fesse az. three bucks'
cabossed or.
Gonner. Az. a cross engr. ar.
Gonnor, or Gusmor. Az. a saltire ar. gutt^ de
Crest
A stag's head ppr. in the mouth a five-leaved

—

z\imn
heaua

sang.
flower

or, leaves vert.

Gonorey. Or, two lions pass,
Gonowers, or Gonwers.

guard, az.
Ar. a bull pass. gu. armed

or.

Gonrany.

a chev. betw. three

Sa.

bulls'

heads cabossed

Gonsell, Gonsel, or Gonsley.

Paly of six

ar.

and

gu. a chief dancettee or.

Gonston
Gonston

Devon).

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three pellets.
(co. Essex, and London).
Ar. three bars wavy
sa. each charged with as many plates, on a chief gu. a cu)verine betw. two anchors or. Crest An antelope's head ar.
guttle de sang.
Gonston, or Gunston (London). Ar. three hounds
pass. sa. each charged with as many plates, on a chief gu. a
gun betw. two anchors or.
(co.

—

Gonston. Barry of four az. and ar.
Gonton, Gorton, Gouton, or Gunton

(Peter-

Northampton). Gu. three bucks or. Creit—
coronet a black's head affrontce ppr.
Gonton. Gu. three round buckles or, points to the sinister.
Gonvill (Terrington and Uushworth, co. Norfolk, Founder
of Gonvill College, Cambridge). Ar. on a chev. betw. two
couple-closes indented sa. three escallops or. Crest— K dove
ar. beaked and membered gu. holding in the beak, by the
borough,

CO.

Out of an

earl's

stalk,

a flower gentle, stalked vert.

Gonvill and Caius College

(Cambridge; founded
by Edmund Gonvill, Rector of Terrington
and Rushworth, in Norfolk, who called it Gonvill Hall.
Afterwards it was further amply endowed by the learned
antiquary. Dr. John Caics, who obtained leave from Queen
Mary to be a co-founder, whereupon it was called Gonvili
and Caids College). Ar. on a chev. betw. two couple-closes
in the year 1348,

indented

sa. three escallops shells or, for Gonvill, impaling
sem^e of flowers gentle, in the middle of the chief a sengreen resting upon the heads of two serpents in pale, their
tails knit together, all proper colours, resting upon a square
marble stone vert, for Caius, the whole within a horduro
gobony ar. and sa. Crest A dove ar. beaked and membered
gu. holding in the beak by the stalk a flower gentle stalked

or,

Barry wavy of six

Goloner, or Golover

Gonerby, Gonorby, or Gonby.

or.

a baton ar. billettee
Crest
Out of a well or, a vine and two columbine
sa.
branches ppr.
Qold'well. Az. a lion ramp. betw. seven billets ar. a chief

Gollop

aoo
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head erased per pale or and

—

vert.

Gonway, or Goneway.

Ar. a chev. coupcd betw. three

crosses formee fltcli^e sa.

Gonys.

Quarterly, vair and gu.
(Clewer Park, co. Berks, bart.). Per pale ar. and sa.
on a chev. betw. three talbots pass, two escallops counterchanged, on a chief engr. gu. a wheel betw. two leopards'
faces or. Crest A talbot per pale sa. and ar. gorged with a
wreath of oak and resting the dexter forepaw on a wheel or.
Motto Fide et virtute.
Goocb. (Brompton, co. Middlesex). Same Arms and Motto.
Crest
.4. cubit arm erect
vested per pale embattled or and
ar. grasping in the hand ppr. a dragon's head erased also

Gooch

—

—
—

ppr.

Gooch (co.

Norfolk). Paly of eight ar. and sa. a chev. of the
betw. three greyhounds of the second, spotted of the

first

Crest — A greyhound pass. ar. spotted and coll.ired sa.
Goocbe, Gocbe, or Qoodge (Alvingham, co. Lincoln;
field.

Dr.

Barnabt Gooche, Master

Magdalen College, Cam-

of

Az. three boars ar. eared, tusked, and
Brompton, co. Middlesex.
Gooche, or Goche (London, and Mettingham and Bungay,
CO. Suffolk).
Same Arms and Crest as Gooch, bart.
Good (Fellow of Baliol College, ob. 16B0). Gu.'on a cross
engr. five erm. spots.
Good (Girlby and Oneby, co. Lincoln). Gu. a chev. betw.
three lions ramp. or. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, an otter
bridge, 1614).

hoofed or.

Crest

— As Gooch,

—

pass. ar.

Good

(Redmorley D'Abitot,

co. Worcester.
Visit. 1634).
Gu. a chev. or, betw. three lions ramp. ar.
Goodall (Earlstonham, co. Suffolk granted 1 March, 1612).
Gu. an eagle displ. ar. armed or, on a canton of the second a
chaplet gramine vert. Crest An eagle displ ar. beaked and
membered or, gorged with a chaplet gramine vert.
Goodall. Gu. two arrows in saltire ar. headed or, betw.
;

—

—

A dexter arm embowed habited ver',
Crest
holding in the hand ppr. two arrows in saltire ar. fuathercd
four plates.
or.

Goodbow.
Goodchepe.
changed.

Az. two bows in saltire

Per

fesse or

and

or, stringed sa.

sa. throe rustres counter-

\

aoo
Goodchild

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Durham). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three parrots vert beaked and legged gu. as many annulets
A parrot, as in the arms. 3/o«o —Vincit omnia
Crest
or.
(Pallion, co.

—

Veritas.

(granted to Thomas Goodchild, of London, and
Per pale erminois and
29 Sept. 1808).
erm. on a chev. az. betw. three parrots vert, beaked and
Crest
A pellet, thereon a
legged gu. as many bezants.
parrot, as in the arms, in the beak an annulet gu.
Goodchild. Ar. on a chev. sa. three bezants.
Goodday (Terling, co. Essex). Ar. a fesse wavy betw. two
Crest A greyhound sejant erm. collared
leopards' faces sa.
and lined, reflexed over the back and tied in a knot

Ooodchild

of Valctta, Malta,

—

—

or.

Gooddaye

(Penlowe,

Essex,

co.

Higham

Ferrers,

co.

Ar. a fesse
Northampton, and Kettlebaston, co. Suffolk).
wavy betw. two leopards' faces in pale sa. Crest A greyhound sejant erm. collared and lined or.
Ooode (VVhitstone, co. Cornwall; the heiress to. Badcock.
Gu. on a chev. betw. three lions
Visit. Cornwall, 1621).
ramp, or, as many cinquefoils of the first. Crest A talbot's
head erased gu. ducally crowned or.

—

—

Gk>odere, or Goodyear

(Burhope, co. Hereford, bart.,
Gu. a fesse betw. two chev. vair. C)-est
extinct in 1776).
lion's head erased and crowned with an imperial crown

—

A

ppr.

Ooodden

(Bower Hinton and Martock, co. Somerset, temp.
and Over Compton, co. Dorset). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. on a bend betw. two demi lions ramp, erased or,
three lozenges vaire ar. and gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend
gu. betw. two demi lions ramp, couped sa. armed and
langued of the second, three lozenges vaire ar. and az.
Crest— A griflBn's head erased or, with wings endorsed vaire
ar. and gu. holding in its beak an olive branch ppr. Motto

Edward

VI.,

;

—Jovis omnia plena.

(D.D., Bishop of Cariisle; consecrated 1807).
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three guttees de sang.
Crest
A demi

—

wolf ramp. ppr. holding betw. the paws an escallop ar.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pellets. C>-est
.\ tower sa. inflamed at the top ppr.
Ooodenoug'h. Vert a lion ramp. or. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a lion crouching or.
Ooodenoug'h. Per chev. erm. and gu. on a chief ar. a
lion's head erased az.
Crest
A hand holding a dagger in

Qoodenou^h.

—

—

—

pale

ppr.

all

Gu. a fesse betw. two chev. vair.
beak an ear of wheat all
posse videntur.
Oooderick (Kirkby, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw.
two lions pass, guard, sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. as many
crescents or. Crest A demi lion ramp. sa. collared or, supporting a battle axe ar. handled gu.
Ooodfello'W (Inner Temple, London; granted 16 April,
Sa. three leopards' faces in fesse betw. two bars
1665).
gemelles or.
Crest

(co. Gloucester).

—A partridge holding
Motto

ppr.

in the

—Possunt quia
—

Goodfellow.

Sa,

on a

fesse double cotised or, three leopards'

—

Crest
A horse ramp. gu.
(Chilton Cantelo, co. Somerset). Az. on a chev.
betw. three boars' heads ar. langued and couped gu. as

faces of the field.

Goodford
many

Crest

pellets.

on the neck with a

Goodhall

— A boar's head ar. langued gu. charged

pellet.

(Holywell,

Or, a j.ile sa. on a
Crest— A boar's head erased
and erect sa. plattee, ducally gorged or.
Goodhand (co. Lincoln and London). Chequy ar. and gu.
on a fesse az. three sinister gauntlets of the tirst. Crest

canton az. a

Lincoln).

co.

saltire engr. ar.

—

An armed arm embowed
pommel

(Market-Raisen, co. Lincoln).

hands couped and erect

Goodhand
pheons

ppr. holding a sword ar. hilt

and

or.

Goodhand

Ar. three dexter

(Fun. Ent. rister's 0«ace,

1C52).

Az. three

or.

(Langley Park, co. Kent). Gu. a buck trippant
two bees volant or, on a chief nebulee of the
third a cross of Lorraine of the field betw. two eagles displ.
sa.
Crest
A beehive or, betw. two bees within a rainbow
terminating in clouds ppr.
Another Ce-t—Oa a ducal
coronet a lion pass. ppr.

—

Goodhugh

(Scale, co. Kent).
talbots pass. ar.

Gu. a chev. vair6 betw. th.ee

Goodison.

on three pales

Goodlad
or.

sa. as

co.

many

(co. Lincoln).

Ar.

spears' heads of the field.

Suffolk,

and

co.

—A wing ar.
Per pale

and

ar.

sa.

changed, in chief a sword of the
a frame a globe ppr.

a

llrst,

saltire engr.

pommel

gu.

counter-

Crest— In

Goodlake

(Letcomb Regis, co. Berks). Per fesse az. and
a lion ramp, counterchanged. Crest—On a mount vert a
woodwift, or wild man, ppr. holding up his club gold. Motto

or,

—Omnia bonadesuper.
Goodlake

(Wadley House,

Same Arms,

co. Berks).

&c.,

quartering Mills.

Goodlaw

Lancaster;
granted,
1531,
by
Flower, Norroy). Az. a chev. ar. betw. two leopards' facc9
in chief, and a cross pattee fitch^e in base or.
Crest—
griffin sejant ar. supporting with the dexter claw a coluuii*
(Aspall,

co.

az.

Goodlegh

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. two bars az. on a
canton gu. a raascle ar. bottony at each comer or.
(Scotland). Or, a fesse gu. betw. two lions pass,
guard, sa.

Goodlet
Goodlet

(Empshaugh). Or, on a fesse gu. betw. two lions
pass, guard, sa. a fleur-de-Us betw. as many crescents of tliu
field.

Goodlock.

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops ar.

(another, or).

Goodmadam.

Or, six torteaux, three, two,

each a mullet of the

and one, on

field.

Goodman (Golborn,

co. Chester, co. Hertford, and London).
of eight erm. and sa. an eagle displ. with two heads
Cresi— The battlement and upper part of a tower ar.
thereon a woman couped at the knees, habited az. hair dishevelled or, in the dexter hand a rose gu. stalked and leaved

or.

vert.

Goodman

(Chester, and Blazon, co. Leicester, 1619).
pale sa. and erm. an eagle displ. with two necks ar.

Goodman

(Ruthyn,

Or, a

Per

Denbigh

granted 1572). Per pale
;
with two heads or, on a canton
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a demi eagle displ. with two heads erm.
(Dean of Westminster, d. 1601). Per pale erm. and
az. an eagle displ. with two heads or, on a canton of the
second a martlet of the third.
Goodman. Per pale ermines and erm. an eagle displ.
with two heads per pale ar. and sa.

erm. and

sa.

co.

an eagle

displ.

—

az. a martlet of the third.

Goodman

Goodman

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Sa. three demi greyhounds courant in pale dexter, and as many mullets pierced,
in pale sinister, ar.

Goodman

(Loughlinstown, co. Dublin

Goodman, and

wife of

John Walsh,

;

Rose, dau. of Jamk*

Esq., of Shanganagli,

Sa. on a chev, ar. betw. three buck**
heads cabossed or, as many trefoils slipped gu. on a chief
d. 26 July, 1609).

daneettee of the second three hurts.
(co. Kent).
Ar. three martlets betw. four

Goodmanston

crosses crosslet sa.

Goodmanston. Ar. an eagle displ. gu. membered or.
Goodneston (co. Kent). Ar. three martlets and four
crosses crosslet sa. one, two,

Goodreed

and one.
Gu. an anchor in pale ar.

(Ribstan, co. York).

stock or.

Goodrich

(Rev. Charles Goodrich, Rector of Bitterins
Parva, co. Norfolk).
Or, two lions pass. betw. ten crosses
crosslet sa. Crest
A demi lion ramp, holding betw. the paws

—

a cross crosslet

sa.

(Seling Grove, co. Essex).

crosslet a lion

ramp.

or.

Crest

holding in the dexter

paw a

Az.

scniijo of

—A demi lion

crosses

ramp, couped

cross crosslet or.

Goodrick

(Isle of Ely, andStanmore, co. Middlesex).
Ar on
a fesse gu. betw. two lions pass, guard, sa. a fleur-de-lis bclw.
two crescents or. Crest A demi lion ramp. sa. collared or,
supporting a battle axe ar. handled gu.
Goodrick (East Kirkby, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a fesse betw.
two lions pass, guard, sa. a fleur de-lis betw. as many cres-

—

cents or.

Same

Crest as the last.

a fleur-de-lis betw. two
in chief three books of the second,
base a leopard pass. sa.
Goodricke (Ribstone Hall, co. York, bart., extinct 1833 the
sisters, and eventually co-heirs of Sir Henry Goodricke, the
Or, on a fesse gu.

leaves of the

first,

field, in

;

(Whershed, Deback,

Norfolk).

fesse

betw. six lions' heads erased gu. Crest— A griffin sejant,
wings expanded or, guttce de sang, claws and beak sa.

4U9

Crest

Goodlad.

crescents of the

Gooding, Gooden, or Good-wen
Cheffield,

Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chief az. three
first.
Crej<t—A peacock's head ppr.
(London). Per pale vert and erm. an eagle displ.

mullets of the

Goodrick.

See Goodteb.

Gooding, Qoodyng, or God-wyn
and

(Henley, co. Oxford).
Sa. two Uons pass, or, oa
a chief of the second three pellets.

ar.

in chief

Goodier.

all

ppr.

Qoodinge

Goodrich

sa.

Goodhart
ar.

GOO
Crest— Oa a mount a hedgehog

Arms.

Gyronny

Ooodenoug'h

Ooodere

Gooding. Same

Thomas Goodricke,
the eighth bart.; Mart, m. to Charles Gregory Fairfax,
Esq., of Gilling CasOe, co. York and Euzabetu). Ar. oa a
sixth bart., were Harriett, wife of Sir

;

AAA
;

{ease gu. betw.

two

lions pass, guard, sa. a fleur-de-iis betw.

—

as many crescents or. Crest A dcmi lion erm. armed and
langued gu. issuing out of a ducal coronet or, holtiing in the
battle axe ppr. handled gold.
Goodricke (Richakd Goodbicee, Esq., of Stanware, d. 1562,
nephew to Thomas Goodbicke, Bishop of Ely, 1534-54, and
Lord Chancellor). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two lions pass,
guard, sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two crescents or. Crest
demi lion ramp, guard, sa. Motto Fare wel til then.
Goodricke (Holtoake-Goodbicke, Bibstone Hall, co. York,
Ebancis Holyoake, Esq., of Morton Bagot, co.
bart.
Wai-wick, succeeded to those estates under the will of Sir
Eabbt James Goodbicke, seventh bart. of Bilstone, 1833,
on condition thai he should keep up the Quorn pack of
hounds, and thereupon assumed tlie name of the testator).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two lions
pass, guard, sa. a fleur-de-lis ar. betw. two crescents or, a
canton gu. fordiff. 2nd and 3rd, per pale or and gu. a buck's
head cabossed betw. two crosses patt^e in pale, all counterCrests
1st: Out of a ducal coronet or, a derai
changed.
lion enn. holding in the paws a battle axe or, and charged
on the shoulder with a cross crosslet gold for diff.
2nd On a mount vert an oak fructed ppr. around the lower
part of the stem an escroll, thereon a cross pattce gu. betw.
the words "^acra quercus."

paws a

—

—

;

;

—

:

Goodridgre
that place.

Devon; Walter Goodkidge, of

(Totness, co.

Ar. a fess

Visit 16-0).

crosslet fitchee of the last.

Crest

sa. in chief

three crosses

— A blackbird ppr.

Ar. on a fesse gu.
Goodridge
betw. three lions pass, guard, sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two
crescents of the field.
Goodrood. Gu. an anchor ar. stock or. Crest A unicorn's
(Charlew, co. Gloucester).

—

head gu. collared

or.

Goodsinging-.

Gu. semee-de-lis an eagle displ. ar.
Goodson. Erm. achev. gu. betw. three quatrefoils or, stalked
and!9 ived vert. Crest A wolfs head erm. collared gu.
Goodwin, or Good'wyn (Upper Winchingdon, co.
Bucks). Per pale or and gu. a lion ramp. betw. three fleursCrest
A demi lion ramp. ar. gorged
de-lis counterchanged.
with an heraldic coronet gu. Motto De bon volore.
Iva,
co. Cambridge, and Diss, co.
Goodwin (Stoneham
Norfolk). Or, three palets sa. on a chief gu. as many martOut of a ducal coronet ar. a nag's
Crest
lets of the field.
head or, maned and bridled of the first.

—

—

—

—

Goodwin

Dugdale's Visit.
(East Grinstead, co. Sussex.
Ar. on a bend ragulee gu. a lion pass, of the field.
Goodw^in (Rawmarsh, co. York. Visit. Dugdale, 1696;
descended from the preceding). Same Arms.
1696).

Goodwin (Torrington,

Or, on a
co. Devon, and co. Suffolk).
heads erased gu. an annulet of the field.
sejant with wings expanded or, guttee de

fesse betw. six lions'

Crest

—A

grifiBn

poix.

Goodwin (Pleintrce, co. Hertford).

Ar. on a bend gu. betw.
Crest—
two demi lions ramp. sa. three mascles vair.
griffin's head ar. wings endorsed vair.
Goodwin (London, and co. Lincoln, 1640). Or, a lion pass,
guard, sa. on a chief gn. three lozenges vair. Crest

—

lion .sejant guard, sa. holding a lozenge vair.
(llinshlcywood, co. Derby). Or, a fesse betw.'six

GOod'Win

—

A griffin sejant with wings
heads era.sed gu. Crest
Motto Fide et virtute.
or.
Goodwin (Hammersmith, co. Middlesex). Or, two bars
betw. six lions' heads erased gu.
(Dorking and Guildford, co.
Goodw^in, or
Surrey, and Lewes, co. Sussex). Gu. two bars or, betw. six
An arm embowed,
lozenges ar. three, two, and one. Crest
vestfld or, cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr. a lozenge gold.
Goodwin (Arlscot, co. Wanvick). Or, a lion pass, guard.
sa. on a chief gu. three mascles vair.
GOod'Win. Or, two lions pass, guard, sa.on a canton of the
Crrtt
A demi lion ramp, guard, sa.
last three bezants.
holding in the paws a bezant.
Goodwin
Charles Goodwin, Esq.).
GOod'Win (granted to
Quarterly, or and gu. a lion ramp. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in
Crest
chief and a mascle in base all counterchanged.
demi lion ar. ducally gorged gu. charged on the body
betw.
the
paws
a fleursand
holding
with three loz'^nges az.
lions'

—

expanded

Goodwyn

—

—

—

(Reg. Ulster's Office, 1698). Gu. a lion ramp, or,
langued az. betw. three fleursdc-lis of the second. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. az. holding
betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis gold. Motto Lilia candorem
pectus Leo nobilc monstrat.
(Keg. Ulster's OfBcc). Or, a fess betw. six lions'
heads erased gu.
Crest
A griffin sejant, wings elevated

—

—

—

(Ireland; Fun. Ent., Captain

410

—

bezants.

Wiluam Goodwin,

Crest

—A dove and olive

branch ppr.

Motto

—Pro

bona ad meliora.

Goodwyn
Devon
Or.

a

;

(Kesgrave, co. Suffolk, and Torrington, co.
of the latter place. Visit. 1620).
betw. six lions' heads erased gu. an annulet for

Henry Goodwyn,

fess

Crest

diff.

—A

griffin sejant,

wings

ar.

expanded

guttefi

de

poix.

Goodwyn (East Grinstead, co. Sussex

confirmed by Camden,
Clarenceux, to John Goodwyn, Esq.).
Gu. two bars of,
ni"ie lozenges ar. three, two, and one.
Crest
.\n arm
embowed, vested gu. the hand ppr. resting on a lozenge
;

—

ar.

Goodwyn

(Wells, co. Somerset).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three leopards' faces or.
(Winnington, co. Warwick. Her. Visit.). Gu. a
chev. erm. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
Good'wyn. Or, a fesse betw. six lions' heads erased gu.
Goodwyn. Lozengy vair and gu.
Goodyear (Hythorpe, co. Oxford, and Polesworth, co. War
wick). Gu. a fesse betw. two chev. vair.
Goodyer, or Goodier (Windsor, co. Berks, cos. Middlesex
and Oxford; granted 1579). Sa.me Arms. Crest A partridge
holding in the beak three ears of wheat all ppr.

Good'wyn

—

Goodyere

(Cuddington Church, co. Oxford Walter Goodtebe. Parson of the Church, d. 1513. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
;

Same Arms.

—

Az. three boars pass. ar. Crest A rose stalked and
Motto Audaces juvat.
Googe. Per pale sa. and ar. a chev. betw. three talbots
pass, counterchanged on a chief gu. three leopards' faces

Googe.

—

leaved ppr.

or.

Googh, or Googe.

Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks

sa.

aimed gu.

Goold, or Gould

(Fun. Ent. of Dr. James Field, of
Dublin, d. 25 Feb. 1623, to. Mary, dau. of James Gould,
Chief Justice of Munster). Ar. a fess sa. betw. three goldfinches in chief vert and a cinquefoil in base of the last
pierced or;
Goold (Old Court, CO. Cork, bart.). Az. on a fesse or, betw.
five goldfinches, three in chief and two in base ppr. three
mullets gu. Crest A demi hon ramp. or. Motto Deus

—

—

mihi providebit.

Goold (Dromadda

and Rosbrien, co. Limerick; confirmed
to Yen. Frederic Falkiner-Goold, Archdeacon of Raphoe
and Rector of Raymochy, co. Donegal; descended from
a branch of the family of Goold, Bart., of Old Court, co.
Cork). Az. on a fess or, betw. five goldfinches, three in
chief and two in base ppr. three mullets of the field, in

the centre chief point a crescent of the second for diff.
A dcmi lion ramp, or, charged on the shoulder with
Crest
a crescent gu. Motto Deus mihi providebit.
Goold (co. Dorset). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu.
as many bunches of grapes ppr.
Goold. Per saltirc or and az. a lion ramp, counterchanged.

—

Crest

—

—On a mount

vert

Goold, or Gould
trefoils slipped

ar.

a buukle

gu.

an ermine

pass. ppr.

Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crcii— Within the horns of a crescent
(Scotland).

or.

Gooseling.

A

linn's

Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents or.
paw erased gu. holding up a fleur-de-lis or.

Goosetrey, or Goosetree
betw. three squirrels sejant gu.

(co.

Crest

Bucks).

—A

stag's

Crest—

Ar. a chev.
head erased

or.

Ar. a chev. sa. surmounted of a cross
Out of a ducal coronet per pale
az. and gu. a demi leopard ramp, guard, or, collared and
lined of the second.
Gordane. Sa. three leopards' faces jessant dc-lis or.
Gordnee. Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased
Crest
On a mural coronet gu. a grifiin's head, as in the
ar.
(CO. Surrey).

pattcc of the last.

Crest

—

—

arms.

Gordon

or.

Goodwin

buried at Christ Church, Dublin, 4 May, 1597). Per pale ar,
and gu. a Hon ramp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged.
Goodwing- (Fun. Ent., Ireland). Gu. an eagle reguard.
wings endorsed standing on a mallard all ar.
Goodwing (Dublin; John Goodwino, Sheriff of Dublin,
1597, son of William, and grandson of Matthew Goodwing.
Visit, city of Dublin, 1607).
Gu. a falcon reguard. wings
expanded ar. beaked, legged, and billed or, charged on the
breast with a crescent gu. and holding in the claws a mallard
gold.
Crest
An ostrich ar. legged sa. charged on the breast
with a crescent gu.
Goodwright. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. two crescents in
chief sa. and a dove with an olive branch in base ppr. three

Gophill

de-lis of the second.

Goodwin

Goodwin

GOB
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GOO

(1445, Barl,

Duke of Qordvn.

On

and

1599,

Marquess of Huntly, 1684,
fifth duke in 1S36, the

the death of the

AA;

A

GOB
dukedom became

extinct,

passed to his kinsman, the jSVirio/^ftojmc)- Quarterly, 1st, az.
three boars' heads couped or, for Gordon 2nd, or, three
3rd, or, three creslions' heads erased gu., for BADENOcn
cents within a double tressure gu., for Seton; 4th, az. three
In a ducal coronet or, a
Ci-esl
cinquefoils ar., for Fbaseb.
stag's head and neck aEfrontee ppr. attired with ten tynes of
;

;

—

—

Supporters Two deerhounds ar. each gorged
first.
Motto
with a collar gu. charged with three buckles or.

the

— Above

the crest: Bydand; below the shield:

Animo non

astutia.

Gordon-lJeiinox

(Duke of Richmond, Gordon, and Lennox).

See Lennox.
Gordon (Enrl of Aboyne, 1660 the first earl was third son
of the second Marquess of Iluntly ; the fifth earl succeeded
Az. a chev. betw. three
to the marquessate of Huixtly).
boars' heads couped or, within a double tressure adorned
with fleurs-de-lis within and crescents without of the last.
A demi lion ramp. gu. Supporters Two chevaliers
Crest
in complete armour, each holding in the exterior hand a
halbert all ppr. Motto Stant caetera tigno.
Gordon (Cluny, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1627; title extinct at
death of first bart. later Gobdons of Cltmy do not belong to
Quarterly, as Marquess of Huntly, with a
this branch).
;

—

—

—

;

—A

boar's head couped or,
crescent ar. in fess point. Crest
in the mouth four arrows gu. feathered and pheoned ar.

Motto— Tioe well

and

let

them

say.

Gordon

(Gordonstown, co. Elgin, bart., 1625). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, the quartered coat of Hontlt; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. three mullets or, for Scthebland all within a bordure
A cat-a-mountain saliant ar. armed az. Supporters
or. Crest
Dexter, a deerhound ar. with a collar gu. charged with
three buckles or; sinister, a savage wreathed head and
middle with laurel ppr. Motto Sans crainte.
Gordon (Gight, co. Aberdeen; from a third son of the second
Earl of Huntly). Quarterly, as Earl of Huntly, within a
bordure quarterly, or and gu.
Gordon (Gight; paternally Davidsons, the heiress was
mother of Lord Byron). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a star
betw. three boars' heads couped or; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a
fess engr. betw. three ptaeons ar. a buck's head erased of the
field, for Davidson. Crest
A buck's head and neck affront(5c
ppr. Motto Bydand.
Gordon (Newton, co. Aberdeen ; cadet of Gight). Az. a
Moor's head couped ar. banded or, betw. three boars' heads
erased or, a bordure engr. of the last. Crest
A dove with
an olive branch in its beak ppr. Motto I hope.
Gordon (Lctterfourie, co. Banff; from a fourth son of the
second Earl of Huntly. In 1806, the representative of this
branch assumed the Gordonstown baronetcy; arms as recorded 16S4). Quarterly, as Earl of Huntly, within a bordure
indented ar. Crest
A stag at gaze ppr. Motto Dum sisto
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
heads couped or, for Gordon;
2nd and 3rd, or, three crescents within a double tressure
flory counterflory gu., for Seton.
Crest
A lion's head ppr.
Motto Divisa conjungo.
Gordon (Abergeldie, co. Aberdeen; from third son of the
first Earl of Huntly ; the heiress vi. a son of Gordon, of
MLnmorc, from whom the later Gordons, of Abergeldie,
descend). Quarterly, as Earl of Huntly, within a bordure
quarterly, ar. and gu. CVeai—A deerhound ar. Afo«o— God
(Glastirim, co. Banff).

frasc ar. betw. three boars'

—

—

—

Caithness).
fear.

Gordon

(Dalpholly and Invergorden, bart., 1705, also from
of Drummoy, son of the Dean of Caithness;
heirs of hne, the descendants of the sisters of the third bart.,
whom, the i'orio/Cj-oniaWi* and DnsDAS.of Amiston). Quarterly, as Earl of Huntly, within a bordure nebuly gu.
Crest
A dexter hand issuing from a heart holding a flaming
sword ppr. Supporters Dexter, a greyhound sinister, an
antelope ppr. Motto Corde manuque.
Gordon (Aberdeen, 1680). Quarterly, as Earl of Huntly,
within a bordure sa. charged with eight bezants. Crest In
the sea a ship under sail ppr. Motto Fertur discrimino

John Gordon,

—

—

—

;

—

—

fructus.

Gordon

(Pitlurg, co. Aberdeen; now Gordon-CumminoSkene; descended in common with the branches that follow
from John ("Jock ") Gordon, of Scudargue, natural son or
grandson of Sir Adah Gordon, of that Ilk, whose dau. and
heir was ancestress of the Saris of Huntly).
Az. three
boars' heads couped or, within a bordure of the last, quartered
(1834), az. three garbs within a bordure or, for Cu.mmiko;
and az. three skenes ar. pommelled or, having on their
points as many wolves' heads couped of the last, for Skene.
Crest
A dove ppr. Supporters Dexter, a warrior holding
in his dexter hand a shield, in his sinister a spear all ppr.

—

—

Motto— I

a wild boar ppr.

sinister,

Gordon

hope.

Az. a roundle chequy or and
of the first betw. three.boars' heads of the second. Crest
stag lodged ppr. Motto Bydand to the last.
Gordon (Rothiemay, co. Banff; passed by heiress in I7th
century to Barclay, of Towie). Az. asaltire ar. betw. three
Absit fraus.
boars' heads couped or. Motto
Gordon (Park, co. Banff, bart., 1633; title extinct or
dormant; Duff-Gobdon, of Park, the heir of line). Az. a
dexter hand vambraced grasping a sword erect ar. hiltcd
and pommelled or, betw. three boars' heads couped of
the last.
Crest
A sinister gauntlet ppr. Motto Sic
(Faskine, co. Banff).

—

—

—

—

—

tDtus.

Gtordon

Az. a sal tire betw.
(Cflenbucket, co. Aberdeen).
three boars' heads erased or, a bordure counter-compony of
Crest
A boar's head couped and
the second and first.
erected within an adder disposed orleways ppr. Motto—
Victrix prudentia.
Gordon (Edinglassie, co. Banff). Az. a cross moline betw.
three boars' heads erased or. Crest A boar's head erased,
Motto Ant mors aut vita
in his mouth a sword ppr.

—

—
—

decus.

Gordon

Az. on a chev. betw.
(Avochie, co. Aberdeen).
three boars' couped or, a hand grasping a sheaf of an'ows
ppr.

as recorded 1858). Quar1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3rd, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, ar. three inescutcheons gu., 2nd and
3rd, az. three cinquefoils ar. a crescent gu. in the centre of
the quarters, and all within a bordure of the last, for Hat, of
Eannes. CreH A stag's head cabossed within two branches
Motto Byde
of laurel conjoined at the top all ppr.
terly,

—

—

together.
(Tetachie, co. Aberdeen).

Gordon

Az. a sheaf of arrows or,
betw. three boars' heads couped of the second. Motto

Ever

—

faithful.

Gordon

for us

Gordon

(Beldomie and 'Wardhouse, co. Aberdeen-; descended from Adam Gobdon, Dean of Caithness, fourth son
of the first Earl of Huntly). Quarterly, lstand4th, az. alien
ramp. ar. betw. three boars' heads couped or 2nd and 3rd,
az. three boars' heads erased ar. within a bordure engr. of
the last. Crest
A cross crosslet fitchee gu. Motto In hoc
;

—

—

spes mea.

Gordon

Adam Gokdoit, Dean of
Az. three boars' heads erased or.
Orest
boar's head, as in the arms.
AfoJio— Forward without
Gordon, of Drummoy, third son of

Chjrdon (Hay-Gordon, of Avochie,

vigilo.

Gordon

oos
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and the marquessate of Ilunlly

(Cadiz,

Az. a lion ramp. ar. betw. three
boars' heads couped or, in middle chief a star of the second.
Oi-est—K cross calvary gu. Motto Spero.
Gordon (Xeres le Frontera, 1835). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
betw. three boars' heads couped or, in middle chief a covered
cup of the last, all within a bordure of the second. Crest—
cross crosslet fitchee gu. betw. two wings expanded or. Motto
In hoc spes mea.
1790).

—

—

Gordon

(.South Carolina, 1776; descended from Beldomie).
Quarterly, 1st, az. on a fess ar. betw. three boars' heads
couped or, a wolfs head couped sa. 2nd, or, three lions'
heads erased gu., for Badenoch 3rd, or, three crescents
within a double tressure flory counterflory gu., for Seton
;

;

4th, az. three frases ar., for

affrontfe ppr.

Fbaseb.

C)esl

—A

;

hart's

head

Motto— kmmo.

Ckirdon (tmbo,
411

co.

Sutherland, bart., 1631;

(Gordonbank, co. Berwick, 1700). Az. on a chev.
betw. three boars' heads couped or, a hand grasping a sheaf
arrows
ppr. a bordure of the second charged with eight
of
A dexter hand issuing out of a cloud,
crescents gu. Crest
Motto Legibus et
grasping a sheaf of arrows all ppr.
armis.
Gordon (Lessmoir, co. Aberdeen descended from 'W'ilijaii,
second son of John Gordon, of Scudargue, bart. 1625, title
dormant since 1839). Az. a fess chequy ar. and of the first
A hart's head
betw. three boars' heads erased or. Crest
Dexter, a savage; sinister, a
Supporters
couped ppr.
il/oj<o— Bydand.
griffin both ppr.
Gordon (Buthlaw, co. Aberdeen). As Lessmoir, with a
mullet ar. in chief for diff. Crest A Doric pillar or. Motto
In recto decus.
Gordon (Bothney, co. Aberdeen). As Lessmoir, within a
bordure nebuly ar. Crest A man presenting a gun all ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Motto

— Vel pax velbeUum.

Gordon

(Birkenbum,

—A

bordure ar. Crest
with a crescent ar.

Gordon

co.

Banff).

gaze ppr.

Motto

—

As Lessmoir, within a
and charged

hart's head couped ppr.

—

Bydand.
Az. a lion pass, guard.
heads erased or. Cresl A hart at
Non fraude sed laude.
Motto

(Terpersie, co. Aberdeen).

ar. betw. three boars'

from John

—

;

—

A
A

GOB

(Badenscolh, co. Aberdeen ; co-helresses m. Forbes,
of Blackford, and Leslie, of Bothie). As Lessmoir, within
a bordure indented ar. C)-i»t A hart's head cabossed ppr.

—

—

Still

Gordon

bydand.

(Lichiston,

As Lessmoir,

Banff).

co.

in middle

chief a bear's head ar. for diff.
(Craig, co. Aberdeen;

Gordon

from a younger son of
William, second son of John Gordon, of Scudargue). Az.
three boars' heads erased or, within a bordure ar. Crett
boar's head, as in the arms. Motto Byde.
Gordon (Tilliangus, cadet of Craig). Az. three boars' heads
couped or, a bordure wavy of the second charged with three
unicorns' heads erased sa. and as many stags trippant ppr.
.Mot(o— Nunc mihi grata
Crest A stag lodged ppr.

—

—

—

quies.

Gordon

Az. a mullet betw. three

(Auchintoul, co. Banff).

A demi boar ppr. Afo«o—Bydand.
Gordon (Ardmealie, co. Banff; recorded

Crest

—

Quarterly,

1700).

az. three boars' beads erased or, within a bordure
of the last charged with eight crescents gu. ; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a demi otter issuing out of a bar wavy sa., for Meldbcm.
Crest
A boar's head erased ppr. Motto Byd bee.
Gordon (Haddo, bart., 1642; Earl of Aberdeen, 1682). Az.
three boars' heads couped or, within a double tressure
flowered and countertlowered alternately with thistles and
fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
Two naked arms from the shoulder
holding a bow ready to let fly an arrow ppr. Mottoes
Above the crest: Fortuna sequatur; below the shield: Ne
nimium. Supporters Dexter, a senator of the College of
Justice in his robes ppr. sinister, a minister of state in his

—

—

—

—

;

robes also ppr.
(Nethermuir, cadet of Haddo).
Az. three boars'
heads couped or, within a bordure per fess ar. and or. Crest
A dexter hand issuing out of a cloud and throwing a dart

Gordon

—

all

ppr.

Gordon-Oswald

(Scotstown, co. Renfrew
descended
from Auchlenchries, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
az. a savage wreathed head and middle with laurel, having a
quiver of arrows by his side and a bow in his sinister hand,
the dexter hand pointing to a cornet in dexter chief point all
ppr. within a bordure erm., for Oswald 2nd, az. three boars'
heads couped or, within a bordure per fess ar. and of the
second, and charged with three cushions pendent by the
comers of the third, for Gordon 3rd, counterquartered, 1st
and 4th, ar. a laltire engr. sa., 2nd, ar. a saltire betw. four
roses gu., 3rd, or, a bend chequy ar. and sa. all within a
;

;

;

bordure wavy

ar., for

Haldane.

Crests

—

1st,

Oswald

:

A

ship under sail ppr. 2nd, Gordon A dagger erect piercing
a boar's head erased all ppr. Mottoes 1st, Oswald Non
mihi commodus unl; 2nd, Gordon: Non astutia.
Gordon (Braco, cadet of Haddo). Az. three boars' heads
couped or, within a bordure per pale ar. and or. Crest
dexter hand holding a dart ppr. Motto
Sequor.
;

:

—

:

—

—

Gordon

(Knockespock, co, Aberdeen; as recorded 1674).
Az. a pheon betw. three boars' heads erased or. Crest
stag's head ppr. attired or. Motto Dum vigilo tutus.

—

—

Gordon

(Northcourt, Isle of Wight; paternally Grant,
bart., 1818). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a rose ar. betw. three
boars' heads erased or, for Gordon 2nd and '3rd, gu. a tilting
spear betw. three antique crowns or, for Grant; all withih a
;

bordure embattled quarterly ar. and or.
Crest— Issuing
from a mural crown ar. a dexter arm in armour embowed
ppr. charged with a mullet gu. and garnished or, the hand
grasping a falchion also ppr. transpiercing a boar's head
erased and erected or. Motto^Animo non astutia.
Gordon (Sir Wiluam Gordon, K.B., 1779). Az. a tilting
spear in fess ar. the point to the dexter side betw. three
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
arm erect ppr. vested in armour also ppr. and holding in the hand a sword ar. hiked and pommelled or. Supporters—Two greyhounds ar. each gorged with a belt rimmed
and buckled or, to each belt a shield pendent gu.
Gordon (Bailie of Banff, 1674). Az. a buckle betw. tlirco
boars' heads cou]ied or.
Crett— A ship under sail ppr.
boars' heads erased or.

—

cubit

Motto—tiW arduum.

Gordon

(Hallhead and Esslemont, co. Aberdeen now Wolrice-Gordon). Az. a fess betw. three boars' heads couped
;

—

—

Crest
A hart's head ppr. Motto Bydand.
(London, 1865). Az. three boars' heads couped or,
on a chief ar. three stars of six points of the first. Crest
stag's head erased ppr.
Motto Vigilando.
Gordon (Demerara, 1800). Az. three boars' heads couped
or, in chief three frases az.
Crest— \ buck's head and neck
affrontee erased ppr. attired or, gorged with a ducal coronet
of the last Motto—Truth prevails.
Gordon (Clony, co. Aberdeen, 1753). Az. three boars' heads
or.

Gordon

—

412

or,

—

—

second and
tegmine.

Gordon

Crest

first.

—An

oak tree ppr.

—Sub

Motto

Ayr, 1807). Az. on a chev. erm. betw.
three boars' heads erased or, a stag's head erased gu. Creit
A stag's head erased ppr. Mottoes Above the crest Bydand below the shield Dum vigilo tutus.
(Millrig, co.

—

—

:

:

;

Gordon

John Tatlor-Gordon,

(Dr.

Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. three boars' heads erased or, within a bordure
sa.
2nd and 3rd, erm. on a chev. az. three escallops ar.
betw. as many anchors of the second, for Taylor. CreHs
1837).

;

—

A

spreading oak ppr.
2nd, Taylor: A stork
ppr. holding an anchor az. Mottoes 1st, Gordon 1 byde;
2nd, Taylor Dum spiro spcro.
Gordon (Lochinvar, co. Kirkcudbright Viscount Kenmure :
title dormant since 1847).
Az. a bend betw. three boars*
heads couped or, afterwards changed to az. three boars*
heads erased or. Crat A demi savage ppr. wreathed head
and middle with laurel.
Supporters Two savages ppr.
Motto Dread God.
Gordon (Culvennan, co. Kirkcudbright, cadet of Lochinvar
the heiress m. 1740, a younger son of Sir Alexander
Gordon, of Earlston ; arms as recorded for her son). Az. a
bezant betw. three boars' heads erased or, a bordure of the
second charged with nine lozenges of the first. Crest
dexter naked arm issuing out of a cloud and grasping a
flaming sword all ppr. Motto Dread God.
Gordon (Glasgow; descended from Culvennan, 1813). Az.
three boars' heads erased or, within a bordure engr. ar.
Crest
A palm tree ppr. Motto Deo fidens.
Gordon (Earlston, co. Kirkcudbright, bart., 1706). Az. a
bezant betw. three boars' heads erased or.
Crest
dexter hand holding asword'ppr. AfoUo— Dread God.
Gordon (Holm, co. Kirkcudbright). Az. three boars' heads
erased or, within a bordure of the second charged with eight
crescents of the third.
Crest
A hand holding a writing

Gordon:

;

—

:

;

;

and 4th,

—

aoR

within a bordure chequy of the first and last.
Crest A spreading oak tree gu.
Motto Sub tesmine.
Gordon (Tobago, 1788). Az. three buckles in fess betw. as
many boars' heads couped or, a bordure chequy of the

couped

1st,

boars' heads couped or, within a bordure of the last.

1st

;
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Gordon
Motto

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pen ppr.

Motto—Time Deum.

Gordon

(Dingeuch, co. Kirkcudbright). Az. a bend engr.
betw. three boars' heads erased or. Crest A hand holding
a baton erect ppr. Motto Maneo non fugio.
Gordon (Shirmers, co. Kirkcudbright). Az. a bend betw.
three boars' heads erased or, a bordure of the second
Cre>l
A demi savage holding in his right hand a baton erected
on his shoulders, in his left an ear of wheat ppr. MottoTarn pace quam proelio.
Gordon (Evans-Gobdon, of Brockley, co. Suffolk). As the
last, the bordure charged with four crescents az. for diff.
Same Crest and Motto.
Gordon (Troquhan, co. Kirkcudbright). Az. a bend betw.
three boars' heads couped or, armed and langued ar. a
bordure of the second.
Crest A savage's head erased ppr.
Motto Fear God.
Gordon (Newark, 1674). Az. a billet betw. three boars'
heads couped or. Crest A crescent ar. 3/o«o^Gradatim

—

—

—

—

—

—

plena.

Gordon

(London, 1680).
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three
boars' heads couped or. Crest
A dexter hand holding a
Time
Deum.
dagger ppr. Motto
Gordon (Aikenhcad, co. Kirkcudbright, 1806). Az. three
boars' beads erased or, a bordure engr. of the last charged
with three escallops sa. Crest A demi savage wreathed head
and middle with laurel, holding a club over his shoulder all
ppr. Motto— Dread God.
Gordon (Clifton, New Zealand, 1874). Az. a bend wavy ar.
A boar's head
betw. three boars' heads erased or. Ciest
erased or. Motto Maneo.
Gordon (More-Gordon, of Charlton, co. Forfar, 1863). Per
chev. az. and erm. in chief two boars' heads couped or, in
base a Moor's head ppr. banded and wreathed or and gn.
Mottoes
Above the
Crest— A buck's head cabossed ppr.
below the shield Deo favente.
crest I byd my time
Gordon (Smitd-Gordon, Bart., of Floiida Manor, co. Down).

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

:

;

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, per fesse aiz. and gu. two barrulets
engr. erm. betw. three boars' heads erased or, for Gordon;
3rd, ar. on a bend cottised betw. two unicorns' heads
erased az. three fusils or, on a canton gu. a sword erect ppr.
pommel and hilt gold, the blade encircled by an Eastern crown
Issuing from
1st, Gordon
of the la.st, for Smith. Crests

2nd and

—

:

the battlements of a tower ar. a stag's head affrontee ppr.
all betw. two palm branches vert; 2nd, Smith (crest of augmentation) a representation of the ornamental silver centre
piece of the service of plate presented to Lieut.-Gen. Sir
Lionel Smith, G.C.B., by his European and native friends
at Bombay, all ppr. ; Srd, Smith: Out of an Eastern crown or.
:

A

;

a dexter arm embowed in armour, encircled by a wreath of
laurel, the hand grasping a sword all ppr.
Oordon-Moore. Sec Moore.
confirmed by Cooke,
Q-ore (CO. Essex, and London;
Clarenceux, to Gerbard Gore, Alderman of London, 1587).

—

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslct or. Crest On a
mount vert a tiger saliant ar. tufted and maned sa. ducally
gorged or.
(Manor Gore, co. Donegal,

Gore

Gu. a fesse betw.

bart.).

—

Crest
A wolf ramp. ar.
crosses crosslet fitchee or.
il/o»o— Sola salus servire Deo.
collared gu.

three

Gore

(Earl of Ross, sixth bart. so created 1772, d. s. p. 1802).
Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchce or. Crest
Two leopards ar.
wolf ramp. ar. collared gu. Supporters
Motto Sola salus servire Deo.
plain collared gu.
Core (Earl of An-an). Gu. a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchce or, quartering, for Sadnders, of Saunders Court, co.

—

—

—

line of that family

Wexford, as representative of the senior

in Ireland, ar. a chev. betw. three elephants" heads erased
sa. on a chief gu. betw. two plates a sword in pale, the blade
A wolf ramp. ar.
broken ppr. point hanging down. Crest

collared gu. Supporters

—

—Two horses

Motto

ar.

— In hoc signo

vinccs.

Same
(Lord Annaly : created
Sup(without the quartering). Crest, and Motto.
porters
Dexter, a knight in complete armour, the dexter
hand resting on the shield all ppr. sinister, a horse ar.
Gore-Booth, Bart. See Booth.
Gore (Okmsbt-Gore, Baron Harlech). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

Gore

extinct 1793).

176G,

Arr,}S

—

;

gu. a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or, for Goke
2nd and 3rd, gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or,
Crests— 1st, Gore: An heraldic tiger ramp. ar.
for Ormsbt.
;

manod and

tufted sa.

2nd,

;

bowed

in armour, holding in
armour, coupcd at the thigh

an

a hon or.

sinister,

Gore

Ormsbt A dexter arm emthe hand a man's leg also in
:

all

maned and

heraldic tiger ar.

Motto

aon
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GO It

ppr.

Supporters— Dewier,

tufted sa. ducally gorged or

— Ig hoc signo

vinccs.

(Knox-Gore, Belleek Manor, co. Mayo, bart., created
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fcssc betw. three

6 Dec. 1868).

tween him and Wabbcbton, of Cheshire ; and the latter
gentleman, establishing his right to the arms in the court of
Henry, Earl of Lancaster, Earl Marshal, Gorges had assigned
to him— Lozengy or and az. a chev. gu.
which his posterity
bore for some time, until they assumed again their ancient
hereditary coat). Ar. a gurges (or whirlpool) az.
Gorges (Baron Gorges; summoned to Parhament, 1309-22,
but not afterwards). Ar. a gurges (or whirlpool) az.
Gorg'es (quartered by Chichester, of Rawleigh. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Erm. a fess betw. three cinquefoils gu.
;

Gorges (Lord Dmndalk ;

created 1620, extinct 1712). Lozengy
or and az. a chev. gu. Crest
A greyhoimd's head couped
ar. gorged with a bar gemels gu.
Gorges (Kilbrew, co. Mcath). Same Arms.

—

Gorges (Bradpole). Lozengy or and az.
Gorgon. Sa. three leopards' faces or,
;

Gorgys. Erm. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils gu.
Goring (Earl of Norwich : created 1646, extinct 1671).

Goring

(Highden, co. Sussex, bart.). Ar. a chev. betw. three
annulets gu. Crest A lion ramp, guard, sa.
Goring ( Kingston, and Frodlcy Hall, co. Stafford derived
from Henrt Goring, second son of Georoe Goring, Esq., of
Ovingdene, co. Sussex). Same Artns, &c.
Goring (Whiston Park, co. Sussex). Same Arras and
Crest, quartering Fagg.

—

;

Goringe.
Gorland.

;

(Barrow Court,

co. Somerset).

Crest

cross crosslets fitchce or.
collared gu.

Gu. a

fesse betw. three

wolf's

head saliant

—A

ar.

Motto— In hoc

Gore-Langrton.

signo vinccs.
See Langton.

(Tyrcdagh Castle, co. Clare). Gu. on a fesse betw. three
cross crosslets fitchce or, a trefoil slipped vert. Crest An
heraldic tiger saliant ar.

collared.

— In

Motto

—

hoc signo

vinces.

Gore
Gore

(Derrymore, co. Clare). Same Arras, &c.
(Vernon-Gobe; Dcrryluskan, co.Tipperary; descenJcd
cxempUfied to
from Gore, of Tyredagh Castle, co. Clare
;

Georgina Katherine Vernon, widow of Charles Vernon,
Esq., of Royal York Crescent, Clifton, co. Gloucester, upon
her assuming, by royal licence, 1876, the additional name of
Gore, in compliance with the testamentary injunction of
Lieut. -Col. George Gore, 9th Queen's Koyal Regt. of Lancers).
Gu. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet or, a trefoil sUpped
vert.
(Enfield, co. Middlesex).

Gu. a fesse betw. three crosses

crosslet or, a crescent for diff.

Gore

(Aldrington and Surrcndon, co. Wilts). Or, three bulls'
heads cabossed sa. Crest A bull's head couped at the neck

—

sa.

Gore.

Az. three lions ramp, or, on a chief gu. a demi lion

ramp, of the second.

Gore. Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. ar.
Gore. Or, three bars gu. in chief as many torteaux.
Qorey, To'Wn of (co. Wexford; granted 24 Nov.
Per

Ar. a fesse betw. three annulets gu.
Ar. on a bend per bend az. and gu. cotised three
charged with a fleur-de-lis, all counter-

each

lozenges,

in base a

1G23).

purp. in chief a cross of the laat,

in its bill of the first, in dexter
a lion pass, guard, of the second, and in the
sini.stcr a rose gu. seeded and barbed vert.
Gorge (Hillingdon, co. Middlesex, and Ashton, co. Somerset;
Febdinando Goboe, grandson of Sir Febbinando Gosce.
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Lozengy ar. and az. a chev. gu.
Crest
A greyhound's head couped ar. collared az. studded

—

Gorley

Sir

Theobald Rcssell, son

and heir of Sir Theobald Russell, by Eleanor, his wife,
sister and heiress of Ralph de Gorges, assumed his maternal
surname of Gorges, and also adopted the armorial bearings of
the familf, which occasioned a dispute, 2 Edward III., be-
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cross

Erm. three mullets gu.
Crest—
beaked or.
Gormagan (The Grange, co. Carlow; Fardarocoiia Gormagan, of that place, whose dau. Ellen, 7/1. Edmond Byrne,
Esq., of Ballycapell, co. Wicklow; impalement on liis Fun.
Ent. 1624). Gu. a talbot pass. ar. betw. three swords erect
of the last, pommels and hilts or.
Gorman. Gyronny of eight erm. and sa. an eagle with two
A horse saddled ppr. at full speed.
heads displ. or. Crest
Gorman. See O'Gorman.
Gorman (granted to John Gobman, M.D., son of Patrick
MacGobman, late of Ballintapper, co. Monaghan). Az. a lion
pass. erm. betw. three daggers erect, two and one, ar. hilted
and pommelled or. Crest A dexter armed arm cmbowed, the
hand bare, grasping a sword, the blade wavy all ppr. Motto
Primi et ultimi in hello.
Gormanston, Viscount. See Preston.
Gornay (co. Suffolk;. Ar. a saltire engr. gu.
Gornay. Or, a lion ramp. sa. a bordure gu.
Gornay, or Gomaye. Az. a bend or, betw. three flshes

Gorm
An

(Sutton, co. York).

(Scotland).

eagle's

Or, three cocks' heads erased az.

head erased

sa.

—

—

—

Gumay,

morland).

or Gurnard

(Kendal,

co.

West-

Paly of six or and az.

Devon, Essex, and London. 1622). Ar. a cross
Gorney
On a
engr. gu. in the first quarter a cinquefoil az. Crest
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion pass. ar. resting the
The original Crest On a
dexter paw on a cinquefoil or.
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a fish in pale ar. the head in
(cos.

—

—

base.

Gorney (co. Essex).
faces gu.

Gorney

or.

(Wraxall, Langford, &c.

three

naiant ar.

fesse point

Gorg-es

—

Gorney,

and
swan with an eel

saltire ar. or, az.

Gorland, or Goreland. Ar. three sahires vert.
Gorley, Gorely, or Goorlay (co. Kent). Erm.
martlets gu.
Crest
A hand in armour holding a
crosslet fitchfe in pale all ppr.

Gore

Gore

Same Anas and

(Sussex).

Crest.

changed.

vinccs.

Gore

Same

(Burton, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1724).

Arms.

Goring

outer side and cngr. on the inner side ar. a crescent for diff.,
A wolf saliant or 2nd, Knox:
1st, Gore
for Knox.
Crests
A falcoo close perched on a rest ppr. Motto In hoc signo

—

Ar.

a chev. betw. three annulets gu.

Goring, or Le Goring

:

of

(Gorhambury, co. Herts borne by the descendants
of Sir Hugh de Gorbam, temp. Richard II. Visit. Lincoln,
1562).
Gu. three shackbolts conjoined in fess or.
Gorham (cos. Northampton and Lincoln). Same Arms.
Gorliam (St. Neots, co. Huntingdon; a branch, it is supposed, of the Northampton family). Same Arms.
Ci-est—
A griffin's head couped betw. two wings all or. Motto—
Ready and faithful.
Gorham. Same ^^nia. Ccfst— A sword in pale, supporting
on the point a garland of laurel ppr.

cross crosslets fitchee or, all within a bordure ar., for Gore;
2nd and 3rd, gu. a falcon rising or, within an orle waved on the

—

jessant-delis

the second.

Gorham

crowned

Az. on a bend cotised

ar. three leopards"

or.

(Maiden, co. Essex, and co. Norfolk). Ar. a cross
engr. gu.
Gorney (co. Norfolk). Ar. a cross engr. betw. four estoilcs
gu. (another, mullets of six points).
Gorney (William Hardino, citizen of London, Visit. 1568,
m. Makoabxt, dau. of Willulm Gokhei). Ar. on a crou

A

AA

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

aoTt

cng:r. betw. four mullets of six points pierced gu. a cross of
the field.
Ar. a cross engr. gu. betw. four muUeta of the
A merman ppr. holding a target or.
second. CVesf

Qomey.

—

Oorran. Ar a sword in pale az. hilt and pommel or, surmounted on the top by a mullet gu. over all a saltire couped
sa.

Gorrie, or

Qorry

Sa. a cher. betw. three

(Scotland).

mullets in chief aud a lion ramp, in base or.
eagle's

head

Gorton

Crest

— An

sa.

Gort, "Viscount.

See Vebekek.

(Gorton, and other places, co. Lancaster). Gu. ten
goat's head
a chief indented of the last. Crest

—A

billets or,

erased ar. ducally gorged or.

Gorwood, or Gturwood
chev. ar.
jamais.

from Savoy). Az. a
head ppr.
Motto Pour

(originally

Crest— A unicorn's

Gosell, or Gonshill

—

(Wallington, co. Norfolk).

six or and az. a canton enn.

Crest

Barry of

—Out of a ducal coronet

or, a talbot's head erm.

Gosell, or Goushill

(co. Suffolt).

Barry of six

and

ar.

gu. a canton erm.

0^sew~yn, or Otoswyn. Chequy or and ar.
Gosford, Earl of. See Acheso.n.
Gosfrigit. Ar. a bend gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr.

Goshall

Or, on a hurt a cinquefoil pierced of
(co. Kent).
the field, and on a chief indented az. two bezants, each
charged with a cinquefoil pierced of the second.
Gosh,all. Az. a lion ramp, or, crowned gu. betw. ten crosses
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
crosslet of the second.
lion's gamb erect gu. holding an arrow of the first, headed

—

of the second.

Gosliell, or Go'wsley.

Faiy of six ar. and gu. a chief

dancettee or.

Gosholme.

Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
Goskar. Ar. a bend betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
on a chief sa. as many mullets of the field.
Cornish chough holding in the beat a mullet. Motto—Spes
mea in Deo.
Goslett (Marshfleld, co. Gloucester). Gu. a chev. betw. three
pheons or. Crest— A stalk of wheat and a palm branch in

—

saltire ppr.

Goslike, or Gost'wyke.

Ar. a bend gu. betw. six birds
sa. on a chief or, three horses' heads couped az. bridled of
the first. Crest A griflin's head couped betw. two wings gu.

—

Goselyn

Gu. a chev. betw. three
eagle's head erased sa. charged

(London).

—

crescents erm. Cixst An
with a crescent erm.
Gosling' (Ilassobury, co. Essex).

Crest

—

a cross formee ar.
Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents or (another,

Gosling.

crescents erm.).

Gosnall, or Gosnolde

(Ipswich and Otley, co. Suffolk).
Crest
Tcr pale crcnellee or and az.
bull's head guard.
couped at the neck per jale or and az.
Gosnall. Per pale crcnellee or and az. two fleurs-de-lis of
the first.

—A

(Beaconsfleld, co.

Buckingham).

—

Per pale crc-

and vert. Crett A bull's head per pale or and
horns counterchanged.
Gosnold (second Justice of Munster, Eeg. Ulster's Office).
Per pale crcnclMe or and az.
Gosnold (I-un. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1G58). Quarterly, 1st
and •llli, per pale crenellee or and az ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
fleur-de-lis sa. thereon three bezants.
nellee or
vert,

Gospatric.

Gu. a bezant.

Gospatrick (William Bibd,
GosPATKicK.

Visit.

gu. a chief az.
(quartered by
on a saltire ar. a martlet sa.

Gospatrick

Esq., of Pireth, 1295,

Cumberland,

1615).

Chequy

m. Emme
ar. and

—A

in pale

and Northam, co. Devon).
Az. a beanleaved and fructed ppr. on chief ar. an eagle
A greyhound's head erased ar. collared gu.
ringed and garnished or.
Gossett (Eltham House, co. Kent). Az. an annulet and
three bean-pods (gausses) leaved and stalked, proceeding
therefrom and ranged en pairle or, on a chief ar. an eagle
displ. sa.
C7-cst—A greyhound's head erased ar. collared
gu. ringed and garnished or.
Gossinge, or Gosson. Ar. on a bend gu. three eagles
of the field.
Gossinton (Estevende, temp. Richard U.). Az. a rose
pierced or.
Gossip (Hatfield, co. York; the eldest branch of the Gossips,
of Thorp Arch). Per fesse indented ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged three goats' heads erased, two and one, and as many
crosses pattee fitch^e, one and two, of the first. Crest
Two
goats' heads erased, addorsed, the dexter az. the sinisterar.
quarterings, Wilmee, Thweno, Bbuce, De Arches, Hatfield,
&c.
Gossip (Randall Gossip, Esq., of Thorpe Arch, W.R. co.
York). Same Arms and Ci-est.
Motto Prospice respice.
Gossip. Or, three double quatrefoils vert. Crest—A mart(Jersey,

wreath

or,

displ. sa.

Crest

—

—

—

let sa.

Gost (London). Erm. on a pile sa. three pheons or. Crest
A pheon or, betw. two wings expanded ar.
Gostomes, or Goston (Stockwell, co. Surrey; granted

—

by Camden, Clarenceux, to Sir Feancis Goston, or Gostomes, Knt.). Quarterly, az. and erm. in the 1st and 4th
quarters a unicorn's head erased ar. crined, armed, and
Crest On a cap gu. turned up ar. a rose
ducally gorged or.
or, betw. two wings az.
Gost'wick (Willington, co. Bedford, hart., extinct 1766).
Ar. a bend gu. cotised sa. betw. six Cornish choughs ppr.
on a chief az. three mullets or. Crest A griffin's head
betw. two wings expanded gu.
Gostwick (co. Bedford, Master of the Horse to Henry VIII.).
Ar. a bend gu. betw. six Cornish choughs sa. on a chief az.
three horses' heads couped of the first, bridled or. Crest
griffin's head betw. two wings expanded gu. pattee.
Gost'wick (co. Cornwall). Ar. a bend cotised gu. betw. six
martlets sa. on a chief or, three mullets of six points

—

Gu.

(Epeom, co. Surrey; granted to Henrt Gosse, Esq.).
Or, frctty az. on a pile engr. sa. threes pheon.i ar.
Crest
phcon 8u. entwined by a branch of oak or, betw. two wings

—

gold, guttee do sang.

Az. on a saltire ar. five gutt^s dc sang.
Gosselin (.Jersey, Guernsey, and tlie Priory, Ware, co. Herts).
Qu. a ciitv. betw. three crescents erm. Creit A negro's

—

f

J

I

—

vert.

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

Maet Gostwick, buried

at St. Patrick's Cathedral, 28 Feb. 1639, wife of Sir Maubice
Ar. a bend gu. betw. tw»
Williams, Knt., of Dublin).
sa.

beaked and legged of the second, on &

chief or, three mullets az.
Gu. a cross or, in the 1st and 4th quarters a
lozenge vair, in the 2nd and 3rd, a goat's head erased ar.

Gotesbury.
Gotesby.

Gu. a cross

or,

betw. two lozenges in chief vair

and as many goats' heads erased in base ar.
Gotesley. Erm. three goats' heads erased gu.
Gotesley, or Gotysby (Har. MS. 1336).

Ar. a lion
oppressed with a saltire engr. gu.
Gotham. Or (another, ar.) a bend sa.
Gotham. Erm. a bend sa. CresJ—An eagle, wings endorsed,
perched upon the stump of a tree ppr.
Gotham. Erm. a bend gu.
Gotham. Erm. on a bend gu. three barrnlets wavy or.
Gothard (Newcastle). Gu. an eagle displ. or. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a buck's head ppr. JfoMo—Aquila non
capiat muscas.
Gother (ante-chapel. New College, Oxford). Sa. on a fesse
or, three mullets gu. in chief a lion pass, of the second, in
base three fishes side by side haurient ar.
Gotley, or Gottelley. Erm. a goat's head erased gu.
A demi lion ramp, holding a sword bladj
attired or.
Crest

ramp.

sa.

—

—

wavy

all

ppr.

Gotsan, Gotesham, or Goteshan.

Az. a cross ar.

billets or.

Gott

Per
(Battel, CO. Sussex, and London).
Crest
A
a bordure counterchanged.
ermines betw. two wings exp.Tuded erm.

—

Gottes
greant

griffin's

and
head

"Vert a griffin se(Biborough, co. Cambridge).
Crest
A greyhound's head erased ar. collared

—

or.

and lined

or.

Gottington.
the

saltire ar.

two she-talbota pass, counterpass. ppr.
Crest A horned owl
one surmounting the other.
Sa.

—

ppr.

Gosselin.

,

^

—

sa.

Gosse
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ppr.

all

Gosset

betw. twenty

Talbot and Littleton).

Gospatrick. "Vair a pale sa.
Goss, or Gosse. Ar. nine mullets in saltire gu. Crett —
A falcon, wings expanded and inverted ppr. ducally gorged or.

bead ppr.

Ar. three owls gu. a quarter az.
hand couped at the wrist erect, holding a dagger

Cornish choughs

Vert on a chev. ar. betw.
three crescents or, each charged with an erm. spot sa. a lion
ramp. gu. betw. two crosses form^e fltchee az. Crest An
eagle's head erased erm. on the neck a bezant charged with

oo tr

Gosset, or Gossett.

Gostwick

plattde.

Gosling:, or

Gosnold

;

Gothers.
Goucell.

Sa. guttle d'caU three

©pen cups with handles

Or, two barsaz. a canton crni.

Crest

ar.

— A unicorn

pass. or.

Goudie

(Scotland).

Ar. a chev. betw. two trefoils slipped in

I

J
i

A

oou
chief vert and a

—

Mctto

Crest

—A

garb

Honcstas.

or.

;

—

;

—

Gough

(Bristol, CO. Gloucester, cos. Eadnor
Ar. tlircc boars' heads couped sa. armed or.

(Oklfallings

Crest

gu.

and Somerset).

and Perry

fesse ar. betw. three boars'

Hall, co. Stafford). Gu. on a
heads couped or, a lion pass. az.
ar. devouring a broken spear

— X boar's head couped
Motto — Domat omnia

by Susan,

Hon. Frederick GocchCaltuokpe, on his taking the surname and arms of GoncH
only. The licence extended to his issue). Same Amu as
GoucH, of Perry Hall.
Gough (Marshe, co. Salop). Sa. three nags' heads erased
(exemplified, 1845, to the

ar.
(Jlcriatt, co.

Somerset).

Gu. on a fesse

three boars' heads couped ar, a lion pass, of the
A boar's head couped at the neck ar.

—

or,

field.

betw.
Crest

Gough (co. Warwick). Chequy or and az. a fesse enn.
Gough (co. Lincoln, 1040, and Wales). Az. three boars
two and one.
Ar. on a chev. gu. three lions pass, guard, or.
Garrett Gouoh, settled in Ireland, 1530,
Beg. Ulster's Office, by Carney, Ulster). Az. a chev. betw.
two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a Uon ramp, in base or. Cj est
pass. ar.

Gough.

Gough

(Ireland;

— A wyvem,
Gough

tail

nowed

ppr.

(KilmanahaD, co. Waterford; allowed by Hawkins,

Ulster, 1717).

Same

.(^rTris.

Gough

(Ballyorley, CO. Wexford; Clement Gough, Esq., of
Ballyorley, temp. William III., dcsfcended from the preceding,
TO. Mart, dau. of Biceabd Donovan, of Clonmore, same co.).

Same Arms.

Gough.

Gough

—

—

;

—

—

—

cross of the

first,

the staff gold.

Gould

(Upwey, CO. Dorset; exemplified to Hamilton Llewellyn Jackson, eldest surviving son of Thomas Jackson,
Esq., of Fanningstown, co. Limerick, and grandson of
Thomas Jackson, Esq., of same place, by Babbaba Gould,
his wife, dau. of William Eead, Esq., of Bradford, co.- Wilts,
and Babbaba, his wife, sister and heiress of James Gould,
Esq., of Upwey, upon his assuming, by royal licence, 1871,
the name of Gould in place of Jackson). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per saltire az. and or, a lion ramp, counterchanged, for
Gould 2nd and 3rd, ar. a greyhound courant ermines
betw. three eagles' heads erased sa., for Jackson. Crest
An arm embowed vested vert, holding in the hand a flagstaff
ppr. therefrom flowing a banner or, charged with three
barrulets wavy az. on a canton ar. a cross gu. Motto
;

—

—

Revirescat.

Az. a lion ramp,

or,

betw. three scrolls ar.

A demi lion ramp, or, holding a scroll ar.
Gould (Admiral Sir Davidge Gould, G.C.B.).
and Crest. Motto— A Nilo Victoria.
Gould.

Gould

and sa. six crosses
Or, a lion ramp. gu.

Paly of six
(Ireland).

ar.

Crest—'

Same Arm»

crosslet or.
Crest

—A martlet

See GoFF.
(granted, 1816, to

Geoege Gough,

Esq., of

Woods-

Goulding

(North Newherbar, co. Kent; confirmed 13 May,
1672). Ar. a cross voided betw. four lions pass. gu. Ci-est
A lion sejant sa. supporting with the dexter foot au
escutcheon or.
Goulding (Ireland). Ar. a cross betw. four demi lions
ramp, couped gu.
Crest
A hawk ppr. jessed, belled, and

—

—

hooded

or.

Gouldingham

Ar. two bars wavy gu.
(Nantwich, co. Chester). Gu. on a fesse or,
betw. three martlets ar. as many fleursde-lis az.
GouldsiZLith (Crayford, co. Kent). Gu. a chev. betw. three
goldfinches ar. on a chief or, a lion pass, of the field. Crest
A Cornish chough ppr. guttee d'eau.
Gouldsmith (co. Kent). Gu. on a chev. betw. three goldfinches ar. as many roses sa. a baton of the third, on a chief
of the second a lion pass, of the first.
Gouldwell (Wisbeach, co. Cambridge, and Bury St. Edmund's, CO. Suffolk). Az. a chief or, over all a lion ramp,
ar. billettee sa.
Crest
Out of a well or, a branch of columbines stalked and leaved vert, flowered ppr.

—

—

Crest— A boar's

billettee sa.

boars' heads cou^ied or, a lion pass. gu.

head couped at the neck

or,

tusked ar.

Motto—Giixila

diverso via una.
Ar. (another, or) a bend
gobonatcd gu. and ar. betw. two pellets.
(Guernsey, extinct).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
Uons ramp. sa.

Edward

II.).

Ar. a lion

(quartered by Pbideaux).

(Overton, co. Chester).

Ar. a cross betw. four

martlets gu.

(Right Hon. Hekrt Goulbubn, M.P., Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Edwaiid Goulbubn, Esq.,
Scrjcant-at-law, sons of Hunbee Goli.uubn, Esq., of Portland
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ar.

ar.

Ar. a fess betw. three

pellets.

Goulston (Maboabet Goulston,
tein]].

Edward

Leicester.

heiress of Melton Mowbray,
Thomas, son of John Dbapeb, co.
Notts, 1614). Gu. a chev. betw. three

VI.,

Visit.

7i!.

swans' heads erased ar.
Ar. two bars nebulae gu. over all on a bend
sa. three plates.
Crest
An ostrich's wing of five feathers
alternately ar. and gu. charged with a bend, as in the
arms.
Goulten (granted to Thomas Morse Goulten, Esq., of
Aldmondsbury, co. Gioucester).
Gu. two battle axes io

Goulstone.

sa.

Qoulborne

Gouldwell.

Goulston

Gooie

Goulburn

Gu. (another, az.) a lion ramp.
(A chief of the last sometimes added).
Az. a chief or, over all a lion ramp.

(co. Kent).

billettee sa.

Goughton. Az. throe bucks or.
Goughton, or Gowtheton.

(Duutish, CO. Dorset, temp.

(co. Norfolk).

Goiildsmith

Gouldwell

18^

—

—

town, CO. Limerick; descended from Bight Kev. Francis
Gough, Bishop of Limerick). Az. on a fess ar. betw. three

ramp.

—

or.

Gough

Gouis

his wife, dau. of the fourth

Viscount ClutAr. a cross betw. four doves gu. Crest A dove
with an olive branch in its beak all ppr.
Gould (Frome BeUett and Frampton, co. Glamorgan). Per
saltire or and az. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Crest
An arm embowed, vested gu. cuffed or, holding in the hanil
ppr. a banner paly of six az. and gold, on a canton ar. a
cross of the first, the staff also gold. Motto Non nobis esti.
Gould (Exeter, temp. Edward 111. ; Combe in Staverton,
temp. Elizabeth, and afterwards of Hayes and Downes, co.
Devon; the elder branch became extinct at the decease of
AViLLiAM Gould, Esq., in 1726; his co-heirs m. Bulleb and
TucKFiELD a younger branch was of Lew Trenchard). Per
saltire az. and or, a Uon ramp, counterchanged.
Crest
demi lion ramp, bezantee.
Gould (Lew Trenchard, co. Devon; the last male heir,
Edwabd Gould, Esq., of that place, d. in 1788, leaving »
sister and heiress, Maroabet, wife of Cuables Bajukg,
Esq.). Per saltire or and az. a lion ramp, counterchanged,
for Gould, quartering Babing. Crest A demi lion ramp. az.
bezantee.
Motto Probitate et labore.
Gould (Dorchester and Edmonton, co. Middlesex). Per saltire
az. and or, a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Crat ^An arm
vested vert, holding in the hand ppr. a banner or, charged
with three bars wavy az. on a canton ar. a rose gu.
Gould (Fleet House, co. Dorset). Same Arms. Crest An
arm embowed, vested gu. cuff or, holding in the hand ppr. a
banner paly of six az. and of the second, on a canton ar. a

Gould.

virtus.

Gough

Place,

iBynd).

—

On a
Az. three boars pass. ar. Crest
dexter gauntlet in fesse a hawk, wings expanded, all ppr.
annulets
conjunct
az.
five
Ar.
Goug'es.
Goug'h ( discount Gough). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a
mount Tcrt a lion pass, guard, or, supporting with the
dexter paw the union flag ppr. and over the same, in chief,
the words " China, India," in letters of gold; 2nd and .3rd,
az. on a fesse ar. betw. three boars' heads couped or, a lion
pass. gu. (being his family arms), in the centre chief point,
pendent from a riband ar. fimbriated az. a representation of
the badge of the Spanish Order of Charles III. ppr. and on a
chief a representation of the cast wall of the fortress of
Tarifa, with a breach betw. two turrets, and on the dexter
turret the British flag flying also ppr. Crests— In the centre,
on a wreath, a boar's head couped at the neck or on the
dexter side, on a mural crown ar. a lion pass, guard, or,
holding in the dexter paw two flag-staves in bend sinister
ppr. the one bearing the union-flag of Great Biitain and
Ireland, surmounting the other, the staff thereof broken,
with a triangular banner flowing therefrom, being intended
to represent a Chinese flag, having thereon the device of a
dragon, in an escroll, above the word "China;" on the
sinister side, on a wreath, a dexter arm embowed, in the
uniform of the 87tU regiment, being gu. faced vert, the hand
grasping the colour of the said regiment displ. and a
representation of a French eagle reversed and depressed,
the staff broken ppr. in an escroll above the word "Barros^."
Sup-porters
On the dexter side a lion reguard. or, gorged
with an eastern cro^vn gu. with chain reflexed over the back
gold, the rim of the crown inscribed "Punjab" in letters
on tlie sinister side a dragon (intended to reprealso gold
sent the device upon a Chinese flag, granted to Viscount
Gough in the crest of honourable augmentation) or, gorged
with a mural crown sa. inscribed with the word "China,"
and chained gold. Mottoes Over the family crest, "Faugh
a Ballagh; " over the first crest, "China; " and over the
third, "Barrosa;" under the arms, " Goojerat."
Ck>ug'e (Wales).

Gough.

GOU
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tortoise in base gu.

—

A

oon
Baltire

betw. as

in pale

—

and two mullets of

six

A cubit arm -vested gu. cuffed
points in fesse all or. Crest
ar. tiie liand ppr. holding a battle axe sa. suspended from
the wrist b7 a chain an escutcheon

anchor also

Goulton

Motto

sa.

York).

(co.

or,

charged with an

—Animo et fide.
Or,

fleuTs-de-lis of the last.

two bars

Crest

G-ounery, or Gouneris.

many

in chief as

sa.

—A fleur-de-lis sa.
Gu. a chev.

or.

Gouneys.

Gu. a chev. erm.
(Mayor of Bristol; granted 22 Dec. 1662). Gu.
three cannons barways in pale ar.
(arms in Aylworthes House, Tackley,
Goure, or
Visit. 1574).
Az. a chev. betw. three wolves'
CO. Oxford.
heads erased or, (another, griffins' heads).
Gourlay (Kincraig, co. Fife). Sa. an eagle displ. ar. armed
and beaked gu. Oid Arms Ar. three martlets gu. Crest
A demi eagle, as in the arms. Motto Profunda cemit.
Gourlay (AnsTiN-GonKiAT, of Kincraig, 1865). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chev. betw.
three lions' gambs erect and erased gu. a crescent of the
1st, Godrlat: A demi eagle displ.
field, for Austin. Crests
ar. armed and beaked gu. ; 2nd, Austin An eagle displ.
with two heads per pale or and gu. on each wing a crescent
Supporters Two eagles ar. armed and
coimterchanged.
beaked gu. Mottoes 1st, Gourlay: Profunda cemit ; 2nd,

Gouning

Gower

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

Virtute non

Austin
(Dantzic, 1672).
Sa. an eagle displ. ar. armed
and beaked gu. a bordure engr. or. Crest A salmon naiant
ar.
Motto Ditat et alit.
Gournay (Feudal Baron of Yarmouth, co. Norfolk). The
Arms are said to have been " pure sable," but paly of six or
and az. has been attributed to them.
Gournay. Az. on a bend cotised ar. three leopards' faces
(another, crowned) gu.
Qourney, or Gurney (Harpley, Westbarsham, Keswick,
and Norwich, co. Norfolk, 28 Henry II.). Ar. a cross engr.
:

vi.

Gourlay

—

—

gu.

Gourney.
Gourney.

Ar. a cross engr. betw. four estoiles gu.
Erm. a saltire engr. gu.
(co. Somerset, and Dartmouth, co. Devon; Thomas
Gourney, of the latter place. Visit. 1620). Ar. a cross
engr. gu. in the first quarter a cinquefoil vert.
Gourney (confirmed by Camden, Clarcnceux, to Sir Thomas
Gourney, Knt., High Sheriff co. Essex). Ar. a cross engr.
gu. in the dexter chief a cinquefoil az. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a lion statant, tail extended ar. the right

Gourney

—

paw resting on a cinquefoil or.
Gousell, or Goushill. Paly
az.

a barrulet indented

Gousell.
barrulets

of six ar.

and gu. on a chief

or.

oc,

two

Az. three roses or.

Derby).

az.

a canton

Barry of six or and gu. a canton

erm.

m

Gower

(Sutherland-Leveson-Gower, Duke of Sutherland).
Quarterly of eight, 1st, quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry of eight
or and gu. over all a cross flory sa., for Gower, 2nd and 3rd
az. three laurel leaves or, for Leveson 2nd, barry of eight
ar. and gu. over all a cross patonce sa., for Gower
3rd, gu.
three organ rests or sufflues or, for Granville, Earl of Bath ;
4th, ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three pheons' heads sa., for
Egerton, Duke of Bridgewater; 5th, ar. on a bend az. three
bucks' heads cabossed or, for Stanley; 6th, gu. two lions
pass. ar. for Strange, of Knockyn; 7th, barry of ten ar. and
gu. over all a lion ramp, or, crowned per pale of the first and
second, for Brandon, Duke of Svffolk, on a canton chequy or
and az. a fesse gu., for Cufford, Earl of Cumberland : 8th,
Eoyal arms, over all on an escutcheon of pretence, su>
mounted by an earl's coronet gu. three stars within a bordure
or, charged with a double tressure flory counterflory of the
field, being the arms of the ancient Earls of Sutherland.
Crests
1st: A wolf pass. ar. collared and chained or, for
Gower; 2nd: A cat-a-mountain ppr., for Sutherland. Supporters—Dexter, a wolf ar. collared and chained or; sinister,
a savage, wreathed about the temples and waist with laurel,
holding in the dexter hand a club resting on the shoulder
ppr. and supporting with the sinister hand an antique shield
charged with the arms of the ancient family of Sutherland.
iV/o«o— Frangas non flectes.
Gower (Leveson-Gower, Earl of Granville). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, barry of eight ar. and gu. a cross flory sa., for Gower ;
2nd, az. three laurel leaves or, for Leveson 3rd, gu. three
rests or, for Granville.
Crest
A wolf pass. ar. collared
and lined or. Supporters— Two wolves ar. plain collared and
line reflexed over the back gold, and charged on the shoulder
with an escutcheon gu. thereon a clarion or. Motto—
Frangas non flectes.
Gower (Woodhall, Colemers Boughton, Droitwich, <fcc., cos.
Worcester and Essex). Az. a chev. betw. three wolves*
heads erased or. Crest A wolfs head erased or.
Gower (Earl's Court, co. Worcester ; John Gower, illegitimate son of Arnold Gower, of the Woodhall family his dau.
and heiress carried Earl's Court to the Ingram family. Har.
MSS. 19816). Same Arms as Gower, of WoodhaU, with a
;

;

—

—

Paly of six ar. and gu. in chief a bar indented

or.

Gouston

Northumberland).
and gu.

(co.

first

Govan (Cardrona,

Per

saltire or

and cheqoy

Gu. on a crescent

co. Peebles).

ar. three

Az. a chev. betw. three

Az. a chev. betw. three talbots ar.
Ar. a fcsse betw. three talbots pass.

sa.

— A demi eagle or.

Gower

(cos. Warwick and Worcester).
betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
in Inkberrow, co. Worcester). Az. a chev.
or, betw. two birds' heads erased ar. langued gu. and a
mullet gold in chief, and two mullets with one bird's head in

Gu. a fesse erm.

Gower (Thorpe

a

Gower

mullet gu. over all a saltire couped sa.
Gove. Ar. a cross lozengy betw. four eagles displ. sa. Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a demi monkey sa.
Gover. Az. a saltire ar. Crest In a maunch or, a dexter

broke,

Govan (Scotland).

Or, a sword in pale az. cnsigned with

—

—

hand apaumec ppr.
Gover. Az. on a saltire ar. five gutties de sang.
Goverley. Erm. three martlets gu.
Govery (Stangod, co. Lincoln). Or, three bends erm.
of the

CO. Worcester, 1533).

talbots pass. ar.

Gower (Durham).
Gower (co. York).

base.

stars az.

Govis

;

—

Crest

Gousley.

of the

—

Gower (Visit.

erm.
(co.

—

sinister bendlet.

Goushill. Ar. a fess betw. six martlets sa.
Goushill (co. Essex). Barry of six or and

Goushill

dexter arm in armour embowed, holding a boar's head on a
broadsword all ppr., for Gow. Mottoes Finn, for Steuart;
Caraid ann am fbeum, for Gow.
Go^wby. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three woodbine leaves or.
Gowcell (Dinner, co. Norfolk). Or, two bars az. in chief a
fleur-de-lis sa. a canton erm. Crest
A unicorn pass. or.
Gowcell. Barry of six or and az. a canton erm. in chief a
ducal coronet sa.
Gowdie. Vert a tortoise pass. ar.
Gowe. Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens sa. each holding
the beak an erm. spot of the second.

;

Paly of six ar and gu. on a chief indented

wavy az.

Gouseton.

aow
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many anchors

(London).

Ar. three

lions'

(Abel Anthony Gower, Esq., of Glandovan, co. Pemwho d. in 1837 his brother Admiral Sir Erasmus
Gower, who d. in 1814, and their nephews and executors,
HoBERT Frederic Gower, Esq., of Glandovan, and Abel
Lewis Gower, Esq.). Same Arms and Crest, quartering
or, a cross patonce gu. and three snakes nowed in triangle
ar.
Motto
Frangas non flectes.
Gow^er (Ireland). Barry of six ar. and gu. in chief three
Two wings displ. or.
pallets.
Crest
Gower (London. Tomb of the Poet Gower). Ar. on a chev.
;

—

—

heads erased gu. collared

—

(London). Ar. a lion's head couped gu.
Crest
demi lady ppr. richly attired az. holding in the dexter hand
n balance of tho first.
Govis. Vair a bend lozengy gu.
Govia. Quarterly, gu. and vair a bend or.
Gow-Steuart (Little Colonsay, co. Argyll, 1864). Quarteriy,
Ir.i und 4th, or, a lion ramp. betw. three mullvls az. over all
a fcHS chcquy ar. and of the third, all within a bordure of
the third, for Stedart; 2nd and 3rd, vert on a fytn ar. betw.
& cat-a-mountain sejant guard, in chief, and a dexter hand
couped holding a dacgcr erect in base ppr. three holly leaves
of the first, for Gow. Crests
A demi lion holding in hit
dexter paw a Lochabcr axe in pale ppr., for Steuart; a

—

416

Go-wer

Gower

—

Crest
A talbot sejant.
(Stanesby, co. York). Erm. a cross flory gu.
Ar. four bars gu. over all a cross crosslet
(co. York).

az. three leopards' faces or.

first.

Govia

sa.

Gowis.

lion's head erased gu.
granted 1749). Per pale gu. and az.
betw. three bezants in chief and a phcon in base
A bezant charged with a mount vert, thereon a

Ar. a

Qowland (Durham
two bars
ar.

or,

Crest

;

—

stag trippant ppr.

Gowland

(co.

Hereford

;

borne by John Samuel Gowland,

Esq., of Cagebrook, in that county).

Govrshell, or Goshall.

Gowtheton.
pellets.

Same Arms and

Crest.

Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets gu.
Or, a bend gobony ar. and gu. betw. two

A
;

a

OT

Gu. billettee three mullets ar.
Az. on a bend betw. two eagles displ. ar. three
Ci-est
garbs vert, on a chief or, as many mullets sa.
greyhound's head per pale ar. and or, betw. two roses gu.
difP.
the
neck
for
stalked and leaved vert, a mullet sa. on
Qoylin. Per pale gu. and az. on a bend betw. two eagles
displ. ar. three garbs vert, on a chief or, as many mullets

Ooylin*

—

pierced sa.

Gu. on

a fesse betw. three eagles ar. as

many

Per pale gu. and az. on a bend betw. two
eagles displ. ar. three garbs vert.
Qoylyn. Per fesse ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged three

Goylingr.

eagles displ.

sa.

Ooyter. Gu. billettee three cups
Graa, or Grey. Ar. on a bend

with handles ar.
betw. two cotises az. three

grifBns pass. or.

Devon).

(co.

Erm. a

fesse sa. betw. three cinquefoils

gn-

Oraas

Visit.
(quartered by Coplestone, of Coplestone.
Erm. a fess betw. three cinquefoils gu.

Devon, 1620).

—

Ar. a bend gu. Crest An eagle displ. or, gorged
with a chaplet of leaves vert.
(Bishops Lydiard and Enmore, co. Somerset, and
Bochford, co. Essex). Per pale az. and gu. a lion pass. ar.
vulned in the shoulder ppr. betw. three boars' heads erased
On a mount vert a boar's head erased or, guttee
Crest
or.

Graben.

Qrabham

—

—

de sang and entwined by a snake ppr.

du

Motto

L'esperance

salut.

Grace

(Barons of Courtstown, and Lords of Grace's country,
Gu. a lion ramp, per fesse ar. and or. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. Supporters (as they appear on the
Olivek Grace, in Jerpoint Abbey, co. KilSir
of
monument
kenny) A demi lion and a talbot. Mottoes En grace affie

CO. Kilkenny).

—

—

—

and, Concordant nomine facta.

Grace
now

(B.illylinch Castle, co.

Kilkenny, and Shanganagh,

Same Arms,

Gracefield, Queen's County).

and

Crest,

Motto.

Grace (Mantua House,

co. Roscommon Oliver Dowell John
Grace, Esq., J. P. and D.L., of Mantua House, co. KosGracefield,
Queen's co., M.P. for the former co.,
and
common,
chief of his house, and male representative of the ancient
feudal Lords of Courtstown, bore a shield of nine quarterings).
Gu. a lion ramp, per fesse ar. and or, quartering Windsor,
Crests
1st: A demi lion
JinTLER, Sheffield, DowELL, &c.
2nd: An arm embowed in armour, holding a
ramp. ar.
dagger nil ppr. Mottoes En grace affie and, Concordant
nomine facta.
;

—

;

—

;

Grace (Grace Castle, co. Kilkenny, bart.). Quarterly, 1st,
gu. a lion ramp, per fesse ar. and or, for Grace (modern);
2nd, gu. a saltire ar. betw. twelve crosses crosslet or, for
Grace (ancient, alias VViNDSOR); 3rd, or, a chief indented
az. in bend three escallop shells counterchanged, forBcTLER,
Lord Dunboyne; 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three garbs gu., for
Sheffield, Dukeof BackinghamandNormanby. Crests
1st,

—

Grace A demi lion ramp. ar.
2nd, for Sheffield
A
and neck erased or. Mottoes Over the crests:
grace affie; under the arms: Concordant nomine facta.
Grace (Knole House, co. Sussex; as borne by Sheffield
Grace, Esq., of that place, Barrisler-at-law, LL.D., K.S.A.,
brother of Sir William Grace, Bart.). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
for

;

:

:

—

boar's head

En

Grace

(Ellington,

co.

Durham,

cos.

Somerset and Wilts).

Gu. a lion ramp,

or, within an orle of cinquefoils of the
Crest
A lion pass, per fesse ar. and or.
(London). Ga. semee of cinquefoils, a lion ramp. ar.
Grace. Or, a lion ramp. vert.
Grace. Az. three lions ramp, or, a chief ar.
Grace (Ellington, co. Hunts). Gu. semte of cinquefoils or,
a lion ramp, per pale ar. and or.
Grace (Burley, Leeds). Gu. a lion ramp, per fess erm. and
erminois betw. two roses ar. barbed and seeded ppr.
Grace. Az. three lions ramp, or, a chief of the first fretty

—

second.

Grace

Meath; confirmed to BtcBAXD
Gradwell, Esq., J. P., of Dowth Hall aforesaid, and of Carlandstown, co. Westmeath, second son of Georgb GbaowbUii
Esq., J. P., of Preston, co. Lancaster, and grandson of John
Gradwell, Esq., of Clifton, same county). Or, two foxes
courant in pale ppr. in the centre chief point a rose gu.
Crest
A stag trippant ppr. collared and chained or, charged
with a rose gu. Motto Nil desperandum.
Grady (Ireland). See O'Gradt.

—

Grace.
Grace.

co.

—

See Graham.
Graeiue (Hamond-Gr.'eme, Holly Grove, co. Berks, bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three roses and a bordure gu. on
a chief sa. three escallops of the first, for Grame
2nd and
3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. betw. two pellets, each charged with
a martlet of the field in chief, and in base a wreath of oak'
leaves ppr. three escallops of the first, all within a bordure
engr. vert, for Hamond. Crestt
1st, for Graeme: Two arms
erect, issuing from clouds, in the act of removing from a
spike a human skull, above the skull a marquess's coronet,
all betw. two palm branches ppr., motto over, "Sepulto
;

—

" 2nd, for

v^resco

;

eagle's

head

Grafford.

Grafton,

Hamond

Az. a fesse betw. three lions ramp, or (another, ar.).
Gu. a lion ramp, per fesse indented ar. and or.

— A demi

ramp. ar.
Grace. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three round buckles gu.
Gracedieu. Ar. a fesse dovetailed in base gu. betw. three
lion

Graden

(Eamslaw, co. Berwick; heiress, in the 17th century
m. James Douglas). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three otters sa.
each devouring a salmon of the second, as many pheons or.
Crest
A demi otter erect sa. devouring a salmon, as in the
arms. Motto Ad escam et usum.
Gradock, or Gradocke. Ar. three boars' heads coupcd
•a.
Crest A horseshoe az. betw. two eagles' wings ppr.

—

—

—
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Out of a naval crown

or,

an

Ar. two lions pass. sa. crowned or.

Duke

of. See Fitzrot.
(Shrewsbury, Little Missenden, co. Bucks, co.
Chester, and London). Per saltire sa. and erm. a lion ramp,
or.
Crest
On the trunk of a tree couped and eradicated or,
an eagle volant gold.
Grafton (Ralph de Grafton, of Grafton Flyford, Sheriff of
Worcester, 10 Richard L, 1198). Sa. a fret ar. the field replenished with fleuis-de-lis or.
Grafton (Grafton Flyford, co. Worcester, and co. Stafford
BicHARD Grafton, of Grafton Flyford, " had many possessions
in the cos. of Worcester, Stafford, and Salop." Robert
Grafton, grandson of the above, was "Bayley of ye Citty of
Worcester," temp. Edward IV.). Per saltire sa. and erm. a
Crest
lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu.
Same as the
preceding (another, Har. MSS. 1450), on a tun lying fessways
or, a falcon rising ar. supporting by the dexter claw a spear
erect, the handle behind the tun.
Grafton (1605). Gyrormy of four erm. and sa. a lion ramp,
On a tun or barrel or, a falcon with wings exor.
Crest
panded ar. holding in the claw a sceptre of the first.
Grafton. Or, a chev. gu. a canton erm.
Grafton (Grafton, co. Chester). See Milneton.
Gragor, or Gregor. Or, three boars az. on a chief of the
second a lion pass, of the first.

Grafton

—

—

—

Graham (1458,

Lord Graham ; 1504, Earl; 1644, Marquess:
and 1707, Duke of Montrose). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on
a chief sa. three escallops of the field, for Graham; 2nd and
3rd, ar. three roses gu., for the title of Montrose.
Crest—
A falcon ppr. beaked and armed or, killing a stork ar.
armed gu.
Sup^iorters
Two storks ppr. Motto Ne

—

—

oUie.

Graham (Braco,

co.

Perth; from the second son of the third

Quarterly, 1st and
£iirl of Montrose, bart. 1625, extinct).
on a chief engr. sa. three escallops of the field 2nd
and 3rd, ar. three roses gu., for Montrose. C>-est ^Two
hands issuing out of a cloud, in each a sword, the dexter
flourishing aloft, the sinister in a defensive posture. Motto
Defendendo vinco.
4th, or,

—
;

—

Graham, or Graeme

(Orchill, co. Perth; from the third
son of the second £arl of Montrose ; heiress m. David Graham,
a cadet of Inchbrakie, and their line also ended in an heiress).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a boar's head couped gu. on a chief
sa. three escallops of the first;

gu., for

Montrose.

Graham

Motto

2nd and

3rd, ar. three roses

— Prosequor alis.

(Killearn, co. Stirling;

from William Grar^u,

Rector of Killearn, son of the second Earl of Montrose).
Quarterly, as Mo.ntbose, within a bordure quarterly gu. and
sa.
Crest— A falcon ppr. beaked and membered gu. SupMotto Praediee
portcrs A falcon and a stork both ppr.

—

—

memor.
(Inchbrakie,

Perth; from a
the latest cadet of

co.

younger son of the first earl, and now
Montrose). Or, a wall fessways ar. broken down in some
on a chief sa. three escallops of tho
Crest
A dexter hand holding a garland ppr. Mott<h^
first.
parts, in base a rose gu.

—

A Deo

victoria.

Graham (Buckly vie,

torteaux.

:

sa.

Graham, or Graem.e

ar.

Crest

Grad'well (DowthHall,

Graeme.

garbs vert.

Oraas
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Ck>yler.

Qoyling'.

;

CO. Stirling;

cadet of Inchbrakie).

a stag courant betw. three roses gu. on a chief
escallops of the

Cubo

first.

Crest

— A stag

sa. as

lodged gu.

Or,

many

Motto

—

at excubo.

Graham

Or,
cadet of Inchbrakie).
three roses within a bordure gu. on a chief sa. as many
t'/es£— Issuing from a cloud two arms
escallops of the field.
erected and lifting up a man's skull encircled with two
(Gorthie, co. Perth

;

A

QUA
Motto— Se]>u\to

all

viresco.

Graham

(Graemeshall: cadet of Gorthie). Or, a lion ramp,
of
az. betw. three roses gu. on a chief sa. as many escallops
the field. Crest A lion couchant lying under a sword in pale

—

—

Motto Nee timide nee temere.
(Breckncss, co. Orkney). Or, a lion's paw erased
be»w. three roses gu. on a chief sa. as many
erected
and
A lion's paw, as in the arms,
escallops of the field. Crest
grasping a sword erected in pale ppr. Motto Nee temere
ppr.

Graham

—

—

nee timide.

Graham-Stirling

(Duchray; cadet of Inchbrakie, as recorded 1798). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a bend engr. at.
betw. two roses gu. three buckles or, for Stieuno; 2nd, or, a
•wall broken down in some parts az. betw. a crescent in the
collar point and a rose in base gu. on a chief engr. sa. three
3rd, ar. a saltire engr.
escallops of the field, for Gbaham
;

az. on a chief of the last three stars of the field, for Morbat.
Crest— An eagle displ. ppr. in his dexter talon a sword, in his
Supporters Two lions ar.
sinister a pistol of the last.

—

crowned

Mottoes— For right;

or.

and,

Noctcs dicsque

prae-ito.

Graham

(Callendar, co. Stirling; descended from a younger
brother of the first Earl of Montrose). Or, a man's heart gu.
ensigncd with an imperial crown ppr. on a chief sa. three

—

—

An escallop or. Motto
escallops or. Crest
(I^ondon, 1779). As the last, with the chief engr.
An oak sprig with an acorn in the cup ppr.
Crest
for di£f.

Graham
Motto

—

Spero meliora.

—

Alteri proses saeculo.

Graham (Dumblane, 1672).

Ar. on a chief sa. three escallops
or, for diff. a crescent of the second surmounted by a mullet
Non oblie.
of the third. Motto
Graham. (Fintry, co. Stirling, afterwards co. Fonar; descended from KoBERT, son of Sir William Gbaham, of Kincardine, by his second wife, the Princess Mart, dau. of
Kobert III.). Or, three piles sa. within a double tressure
flory countcrflory gu. on a chief of the second as many
escallops of the first. Crest— A phoenix in flames ppr.

—

Motto—Bon

(Claverhouse, co. Forfar; cadet of Fintry, 1688,
Viscount Dundee, title extinct, 1700). Or, three piles wavy
sa. within a double tressure flory counterflory gu. on a chief
of the second as many escallops of the first.
As the last, with the chief
(Potento, co. Forfar).
indented for diff. t're««— flame of fire ppr. Motto Semper

Graham

—

A

Eursum.

Graham

(Duntroon, co. Forfar; became representative of
Clavei house, 1703, now paternally Stirling). As Claverhouse,
with the chief engr. for diff. Crest A flame of fire ppr.
A/o((o— Recta sursum.
Graham, or Graeme (Garvock, co. Perth; from a younger
brother of the first laird of Fintry). Or, three piles gu. on a
A lion ramp,
chief sa. as many escallops of the first. Crest
Noli me tangere.
gu. Motto
(Balgowan, co. Perth, 1814; Baron Lynedoch ; title
extinct 1843). Or, three piles sa. within a double tressure
flory countei-flory gu. on a chief of the second a rose betw.
Crest
A dove ppr. afterwards an
two escallops of the first.
eagle ppr. Su})port( rs— Dexter, a dapple grey horse reguard.
bridled ppr. ; sinister, a peasant of Andalusia, habited and
bearing on the exterior shoulder a hoe ppr. Motto Candide

—

—

—

Graham

—

—

et secure.

Graham. (Mubbat-Gbaham, of Murrayshall). See Mubbat.
(Edrl of Stratheam, Menteith, anil Airth. Earldom
of Airth claimed by Mrs. Barclay Allabdice). Quarterly,
1st and 4lh, or, on a chief sa. three escallops of the field ; 2nd
and 3rd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. in chief a chevronel

Graham

ppr.

Stewart, of Stratheam.

Hupporters

Crest

—Ttvo lions guard, gu.

—A

falcon's

Motto

head

—Uycbtand

reason.

Graham <Gartur,

co. Stirling; descended from second son of
second Earl of Menteith, eventually representative of the
Quarterly, as the last. Crest
line, and now extinct).
dove ri.sing with a twig of palm in her beak ppr. Motto
grace.
Peace and
(Gartmore, co. Stirling; hart. 1665, title extinct;
claims to be heir male of the Enrlt of Menteith). Quarterly,
1st and 4lh, or, a pale gu. charged with a crescent ar. on a
chief sa. three escallops of the field
2nd and 3rd, or, a fe.ss
chequy az. and ar. in chief a chevronel gu. Crest An eagle
displ. in his dexter paw a sword in pale ppr.
Supporters
Two lions guard, ppr. Motto For right and rea.son.
(Vmcount Preston; peerage extinct). Quarterly,
as Earl of Menteith, with a crescent gu. in the centre of the
quartern.
Ciest
A demi vol ppr. Supportcrx An eagle
and a lion, both crm. armed gu. and crowned with ducal
crowns or. Motto Reason contents me.

—

—

Graham

;

—

—

Graham

—

—
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Graham

—

—

As the

(Eske, co. Cumberland, bart., 1629).
but without the supporters.

Graham

—A crown

—Reason

Motto

vallery or.

last

As the

(Netherby, co. Cumberland, bart., 1783).

Crest

last.

contents

me.

Graham

(Norton Conyers, co. York, bart., 1662). Arms,
Cre^t, and Motto, as Eske.
(Kirkstall, co. York, bart., 1808). Per pale indented
erminois and sa. on a chief per pale of the last and or, three
Two armed arms issuing
escallops counterchanged. Crest
out of the battlements of a tower ppr. holding an escallop sa.

Graham

—

Motto— YiieViter

et diligenter.

Graham

(Morphie, co. Kincardine. The present Gbabahs,
of Morphie, are paternally Babclays, descended from a
maternal aunt of the last of the old line). Sa. a chev. betw.
three escallops ar.

Graham

Robebt Gbaham,

(" Master

citizen in

London and

taylor to his Majestie, lineally and lawfully descended of the
house and familie of Morpbie, in the Kingdom of Scotland,"
1680).
Sa. on a chev. az. betw. three escallops or, a rose gu.

—

barbed vert. Crest A blade of thistle and a
Motto Hinc decus inde tegmen.
saltire.

—

Graham

fig leaf

ppr. in

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

(Airth, co. Stirling, 1730).

on a chief sa. three escallops of the first 2nd and 3rd, ar.
fess embattled betw. three roses gu. Crest
A dexter hand
holding a sword in pale ppr. Motto Non immemor.
(Burntshields, co. Renfrew, 1854). Or, on a chief
Crest
A falcon ppr.
erm. three escallops of the field.
beaked and armed, and killing a stork ar. armed gu. Motto

or,

;

a

—

Graham
Ne

—

—

—

oublie.

Graham

(Glasgow,

Or,

1817).

on a chief ermines three

— An eagle reguard.

rising from
Motto Souvenez.
Graham-Maxvrell (Williamwood). See Maxwell.
(Meiklewood, CO. Stirling). Or, on a chief embattled
sa. three escallops of, the field.
Crest
A star ppr. Motto
Auxiliante resurgo.

escallops of the field.

the top of a rock

all

Crest

ppr.

—

Graham

—

—

Graham
CO.

fin.

Graham

pu., for

;
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branches of palm, and on the head a marquess's coronet
ppr.

A

(Dougalstone,

Ayr).

now Graham-Camprell,

of Shirvan,

a heron volant ppr. on a chief sa. three
An escallop or. Motto Pignus
field. Crest

Or,

—

—

escallops of the

amoris.

Graham

(Newark). Or, on a chief sa. three escallops of the
base a boar's head erased of the second. Crest
head coupcd ppr. Motto Fides et amor.
(Limekilns). Or, a buckle az. betw. three cinquefoils gu. on a chief engr. sa. three escallops of the field.
Crest
A naked arm rising brandishing a spear both ppr.

—

field, in

—

pelican's

Graham

—
— Pro rege.

Motto

Graham

(monument

Elmley Castle Church, 1699; Euzkfirst Earl of Coventry, and dau.
Or, on a fess sa. three escallops of the

in

BETH, second wife of Thomas,
of

Richard Gbaham).

a crescent gu. for diff.
(granted to the co-heirs of Arthdr Graham, Esq.,
of Hockley Lodge, co. Armagh). Or, a bordure sa. on a chief
of the second three escallop shells of the first.
(Governor of Drogheda, Sir James Graham, Knt.
his only dau. and heiress, Ellen, m. Sir Arthur Rawdon,
second bart. of Moira ; Fun. Ent. of Sir George Rawdon, first
bart., (/. 18 Aug. 1G84).
Ar. on a fess sa. three escallops of
the field, a canton crm.
field,

Grahaza

Graham

Graham

(Drumgoon, co. Fermanagh, and Ballinakill, co.
Galway; confirmed to Robebt Gbaham, of those places).
Or, a rose gu. barbed and seeded ppr. on a" chief sa. three
escallops of the

cuffed ar. the

— Ratio mihi

first.

Crest— An arm embowed vested az.
staff raguly gu.
Motto

hand ppr. grasping a
sufficit.

Graham-Toler. See Toler.
Graiden (Scotland). Ar. two chev.
Grailly

John de Gbailly, one

(Sir

engr. gu.
of the Founder Knights

of the Order of the Garter, Captal of Buch, a fort situate on a
promontory fourteen leagues from Bordeaux, now called

" La

de Buch; " his Garter Plate remains in the Captals'
on the Sovereigns' side). Or, on a cross sa. five
escallops ar.
Crest
A man's head in profile with asses'
tfitc

Stall, third

—

ears ar.

Graing'er

Gu. a pomegranate slipped and

Essex).

(ro.

leaved or, seeded of the

Graingrer, or

Grave

first.

Az. on a fcsse betw. two
seeded gu, as many
Crest
A dexter arm
cuffed ar. hand ppr. holding by the
(London).

pomegranates, stalked and leaved
portculli.ses with

or,

chains of the third

—

coupcd nz. purfled or,
chains gold a portcullis gu.
Grainfirer (co.Wutcrford granted by Vanhrueh, Clarenceux,
and Li' Neve, Norroy, 17l(i, to John Grainceb, Teller of the
Exclie<iuer, pi)n of Richard (Jrainoeb, of Watcrford, and
allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 178P, to William Grainger, of
Licgo, in Germany, grand nephew of said John Gbainoeb).
;

A

A

GB A
fess betw.

Az. on a

as

or,

—

many

port-

—

lion

ramp.

and

co.

Gu.

Warwick).

billettee or,

a

a bridge of two arches over a river, the
dexter end in perspective showing the passage over, at the
sinister end a tree issuing from the base against the bridge,
on the centre an escutcheon of the arms of the family of
Cornwall, viz., ar. a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure sa.
seal represents

Gramston. Paly of six ar. and az.
Granard, Earl of. See Foubes.
Grance, or Grancey. Gu. a lion
within a bordure engr. of the third.
vert, frufted gu.

Grancester, or Grauncester.

Grange
Grange
gamb

—A

Crest

or,

a

gu.

—

three eagles displ. or.
Grandison, summoned to Parliament,
1299, in abeyance, l.'!74). Same Anns.
Grandison, or Grandson (co. Lancaster). Paly of six
ar. and az. on a bend gu. three eagles displ. or.
Grandison (co. Lancaster). Paly of six ar. and az. on a
bcnil fcn. three escallops or.

Grandison( Buron

Grandison, Grandeson, Grandson, and GranPaly of six ar. and az. a bend gu.
supporting a portcullis ppr.

Crest

Grandison, or Granson. Az. an eagle displ.
Grandison. Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend

—A lady

or.

gu. three

Leicester).

Gu. a pale
cros.slet

or.

gu.

—

—

Ar. three chev. gu. (another adds
human heart a hand wielding

Vaire ar. and

sa.

on a bend of the

second three eagles displ. or.
Vair on a bend gu. three eagles displ. or.
Az. three mullets within a bordure engr. or.
Ar. two chev. within a bordure gu.
Az. six martlets ar. three, two, and one.
Grandorg-e. Az. three arrows or.
Grandvell. Sa. on a cross engr. or, five pellets, a bordure also
engr. of the second. Crest— A. greyhound's head sa. collared
and ringed or.

Grandon.
Grandon.
Grandon.
Grandon.

York).
Ar. on a fesse counter-embattled sa.
betw. three pellets, on each a wolfs head erased or, a martbetw. two crescents of the third. Cnst
A wolf pass,
paly of four or and sa. holding in the mouth a pen of the
(co.

—

let

first.

—

Grane.

Per bend vert and gu. an eagle displ. or. Crest
boar pass. sa. collared and lined or.
(France). Ar. on a chief gu. a lion ramp, of the
first crowned or.
Crest A serpent entwined round a pbcon

Oranell

—

ppr.

4.iy

ppr.
Or, a crescent betw. two mullets in pale sa.
(Tettenhall Regis, co. Stafford, as depicted on

deed, temp. Charles
ar.

Crest

Sa. a chev.

1.).

— A griffin ar.

Motto

erm. betw. three

a

griffins

— Honestas optima pohtia.

(Wales).

Or,

a

lion

ramp. sa.

guttcSe d'eau.

Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend gu.

(Exeter).

(Chelsfield, co. Kent; Sir Thomas de Granson,
descended from Otho de Granson, Lord of the fort and
territory of Granson, in Burgundy, attended the Duke of
Lancaster on his expedition to Calais, 1369, and was elected a
Knight of the Garter same year). Paly of six ar. and az. on
a bend gu. three eagles displ. or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet gu. a plume of feathers ar.
Gransum. Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend gu. three
round buckles or.
Grant (that Ilk and Freuchie; s. 1811, through maternal
descent, to the earldom of Seojield, see Ogilvie). Gu. three
antique or eastern crowns or.
Crest
A burning hill ppr.
Suj'/iorters Two savages ppr.
Motto Stand fast. The hill
of the crest is Craigeleachie (opposite Rothiemurchus), and
the fire was lighted to call the whole clan together in
Strathspey, the seat of the Grants in Morayshire. When
drawn up in battle, the motto of the chief was "Stand
fast," and the inferior chieftains re-echoed it to their troops,
as "Stand firm," "Stand sure," &c.
Grant (Clarie, and Leaston). Gu. a lion pass, guard, ar. imperially crowned ppr. betw. three antique crowns or.
Crest
A boar s head couped ppr. Motto Stabit conscius aequi.
Grant (Lurg). Gu. a lion ramp, or, in his dexter forepaw a
crescent ar. betw. three antique crowns of the second. Creft
A hill, on the top of wliith is a forest all ppr. Motto

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Stabilis.

Grant

(Easter Elchies, co. Banff). Gu. a lion ramp. betw.
three antique crowns or. Crest A unicorn's head and neck
ar.
Supporters Two griffins ppr. beaked and membered
gu. collared and chained or. Motto Audentior ito.
Grant (Ilothicmurchus, co. Elgin). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli,

—

—

—

gu. three antique crowns or; 2nd, or, afesschequy az. andar.
betw. three wolves' heads couped sa., for Stewart, of Atholc;
3rd, az. a dexter hand vambraced holding a sword erected
in pale az. hilted and pommelled or, betw. three boars' heads
couped of the third, for Gordon, all within a bordure wavy
or.
A dexter hand and arm armed, holding a broadCrest
sword ppr.
Mottoes Pro patria; and. In God is all my

—

trust.

Crest— OmX, of a

Warwick).

;

Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp, or, on a chief of
the last as many escallops gu. a border compony of the
second and last. Crest A griffin's head erased sa. beaked
and eared or, charged with three bezants.
Granger. Gu. a pomegranate in pale sUpped or. Crest
dexter arm couped and embowed, holding three ears of wheal
1668).

—

bucklos (another, mullets) or.

Grandmesnill, or Grandmain.
Grandoe. Or, a fesse betw. six crosses

all

(Wolsinghara, co. Chester, Bishops Auckland, co.
John Grange, of the latter. Visit.

Durham, and London

three escallops or.

—

son.

—A lion'g

bunch of pomegra-

nates or.

Granson

Bishop of
Exeter 13i8-69, and benefactor to the College. Visit. Oxon,
I'aly of six ar. and az. on a bend gu. a mitre betw.
1674).
two eaglets Mispl. or.
Grandetoft (co. Lincoln). Sa. an eagle displ. ar.
Grandford. Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure ar. Crest
A hawk perching on a fish ppr.
Grandford. Ar. two lions pass. gu. crowned of the first.
Grandford. Or, two lions pass. sa. crowned of the first.
Grandford. Ar. a saltire gu.
Grand-George, or Graundorg-e (Donington, co.
Lincoln).
Az. tliree ears of guinea-wheat couped and
bladed or, two and one. Crest A stag's head ar. gorged
with a bar gemel gu. Another Crest
A stag's head couped
per pale sa. and or, guttee counterchanged.
Grandin. Az. throe mullets or.
Grandin. Az. six mullets or, three, two, and one.
Grandison {Baron Gmndiaon, summoned to Parliament,
1299, and d. s. p.).
Paly of six ar. and vert on a bend gu.

(co.

(London^

Grannson

—

Warwick). Same Arms, a bordure az.
Gu. a pomegranate or. Crest

(co.

Granlesse, or Grantz
Erm. on a chief

Granden. Ar. three chev. gu.
Grandeston (Exeter College; JohnGrandeston,

a label vair).
a cutlass ppr.

sa.

erect and erased ppr. holding a

Granger.
crowned or,
holly branch

ar.

Grancourt. Sa. (or gn.) scmee-de-lis or.
Grancourt. Ar. a saltire gu.
Grand. Vaire or and az. a bend gu.
Grandall (co. York). Erm. a cross pattee gu.
Grandall, or Grauudall. Erm. a cross engr.

haftcd

—

and hoofed

Granger
ramp.

lion pass, guard, gu.

Grane

Per saltire or and sa. four griffins' heads erased counter,
changed. Crest A demi antelope or, attired, maacd, anncd-

all

bezartee.

Grandon

Grange (Bulbeck, co. Cambridge, and Swaffbam, co. Norfolk)

Grange

ar.

Gramore (co. York). Ar. three lozenges gu.
Grampound, Town of (co. Cornwall). The corporation

Grandon (co.

an A.
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two pomegranates

Crest
A dexter arm embowed,
cullises with chains ru.
vested az. bezantee cu£fed ar. the hand ppr. holding by the
chains or, a portcullis gu.
Oramary. Gu. billettee or, a lion ramp. ar.
Q-rammer (Ware, co. Herts). Az. billettee ar. a lion ramp,
of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp. az. billettee or.

Grammer ^London

:

Grant

(Ballindalloch, co. Elgin; later family, a branch
Gu. a target ppr. betw. three antique
Crest
crowns or.
A dexter hand grasping a dirk ppr.
Mnttn Ense et animo.
Grant (.Macpherson-Grant, of Invereshie and Ballindalloch,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, us the last; 2nd and
bart., 1838).
3rd, per fess or and az. a lymphad of the first, mast, oars, and
tacklings ppr. ensigned gu. betw. a hand couped fessways,
holding a dagger in pale in the dexter canton, and in the
sinister a ero.ss crosslet fitchee. a bordure gu., for JIacphebsoN. Crest A dexter hand holding a dirk in pale. Mottoes
Above the crest Ense et animo and below the shield
Touch not the cat, but a glove.
Grant (Monymusk, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1705). Gu. three
antique crowns within a bordure erm. Crest A Bible displ.

of Rothiemurchus).

—

—

—

—

:

;

—

—

—

Mottoes Above the
Supporters Two angels ppr.
below the arras Jehovah Jireh.
crest Suum cuique
Haddington;
represented by Sir
Grant (Prcstongrange, co.
George GrantSuttie, Bart., and Dundas, of Arniston, as
heirs of line. SeeGRANT-ScTTlE). Gu. three antique crowns or,
within a bordure erm. on a canton ar. a demi otter issuing
Crc.<t
A Hercules' head ppr.
out of a bar waved sa.
ppr.

:

Motto

:

;

—Non iufciiora secutus.

—

—

OB A

A
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co. Inverness). Gu. three antique crowns
Crest
a bordure chequy of the second and first.
savage ppr. Motto I'll stand sure.
Ch^ant (Shewglie and Bedcastle). Gu. on a fess ar. betw.
three antique crowns or, a lion pass, guard, of the first, imCrest
A banyan tree ppr. Motto
perially crowned ppr.

ChttXlt (CorriiDony,
or, within

—

—

A demi

—

—

Ghrant (Baron
crowns

or,

a

Gu. on a

Glen'.lg).

fesse betw. three antique

lion pass, guard, of the field, imperially

crowned

—

Crests
Ist: A
ppr. betw. two cinquefoils also of the first.
banyan tree also ppr. Supbamiog mount ppr. 2nd
porter* Dexter, a tiger; sinister, a stag, both ppr. the latter
:

;

—

A

gorged with an eastern crown or. itfotto—Stand fast.
Gu. three an(Sir Patbick Gbakt, G.C.B., 1861).
tique crowns or, a bordure of the second charged with three
burning mountain ppr.
wreaths of laurel vert. Crest

Grant

—Stand

Motto

—A

(Gartinbeg, 1672).
Gu. three antique crowns or,
a bordure engr. of the second. Crest The trunk of an oaktree sprouting out some leaves with the sun shining thereon
ppr. Motto Te favente virebo.
Grant (Dalvey, co. Elgin, bart., 1688). Arm», Crest, and
Motto, as the last.
Supporters Dexter, a Highlander;

—

—

—

a negro, both ppr.
Gu. three an(Sir Maxwell Gbant, K.C.B., 1816).
crowns within a bordure engr. ar. pendent from
middle chief a representation of the cross conferred on him
for his conduct in the Peninsula, the Pyrenees, Nivelle, the
Mive, and Orthes, on a chief embattled ar. a tower of the first
betw. a sword, hilt upwards, encircled with a garland of
laurel all ppr. on the dexter, and on the sinister, the badge
of the Ottoman order of the Crescent pendent by a ribbon all
ppr. Crest The stump of an oak tree sprouting forth fresh
Mottoes
branches, the sun looking down thereon ppr.
Above the crest Te favente virebo below the shield Valour and loyalty.
Grant (Glenlochy, afterwards Kilgraston, co. Perth). Gu. a
chev. erm. betw. three antique crowns or. Crest
A mountain in flames ppr.
Motto Ferte cito flammas.
Grant (Sir James Hope Gbant, G.C.B., 1861). As the last,
within a bordure embattled or. Same Crest and Mqtto.
Also additional Crest A Roman fasces erect ppr., and Motto
Leges juraque serva.
Grant (Carron, co. Banff), Gu. a dove ar. holding in her
beak an olive branch vert betw. three antique crowns or.
Crest
An adder nowed, with the head erect ppr. Motto
Wise and harmless.
Grant (Ballindalloch, 1672). Gu. a boar's head couped betw.
three antique crowns or. Crest An oak tree ppr. Motto
Suo se robore firmat.
Grant (Wester Elchies, co. Banff, 1811). Arms, Crest, and
sinister,

Grant
tique

—

—

;

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Motto, as the last.
(Dunlugas, co. Banff). The same, within a bordure or.
Crest
A dexter hand, holding a branch of oak ppr. Motto
Radicem firmant frondes.
Grant (Auchemack, co. Aberdeen). Gu. a star of seven
points wavy ar. betw. three antique crowns or.
Crest

Grant

—

—

—A

—

burning hill ppr. Motto Stand sure.
(Lewis Gbant, Adjutant of Chelsea College, 1780). Gu.
a cross pattee fitchee ar. betw. three antique crowns or, a
bordure invecked of the second. Crest
A two-handed sword
in bend ppr. hllted and pommelled or, over u man's head of
the first. Motto
Have at you.
Grant (Sir William Keie-Geant, of Blackburn, Knt. of the
Imperial Order of Maria Teresa, in Germany, 1794). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a cinqucfoil ar. betw. three antique
crowns or; 2nd, or, on a cross engr. sa. cantoned with four
roses gu. three lozenges or, for Keib; 3rd, ar. a saltire and
chief gu. with a mullet in dexter chief, a bordure indented
of the second, for Bbcce, of Wester Kinloch en surtout, a
medal or, charged with a profile of Francis II., Emperor of

Grant

—

—

;

Germany, with legend, "Imp. Caes. Franciscus II.; P. F.
Aug." Crest An arm in armour embowed grasping a

—

sword

all

ppr.

Mayor

(Goltho, co. Lincoln; John Gbantbau, Lord
of London, 1328). Erm. a griffin segreant gu.
Crest
griffin ramp. gu.
Motto Honore et amore.

—A demi

Grantham (Dunham,

—

co. Lincoln).

coward gu. beaked and legged az.
couped at the shoulders ppr. crined
(Sunbury, co.

Motto— Vorthxid'me.

bordure

az. within a

sa.

Chequy or and

Lincoln).

(co.

charged with eight

trefoils

sUpped

ar.

Grantham

Gu. a target betw. three antiquo
A man's hand erect couped below the
a dagger all ppr.
Grantley, Lord. See Norton.
Grantmesnel, or Grantmains (Lord of Hinckley,
temp. AVilliam the Conqueror, left five daus. co-heiresses).
Gu. a pale or.
crowns

(Scotland).

or.

Crest

—

wrist, holding

Granville, Earl of. See Goweb.
Granville, Earl of. See Cabtebet.
Graoville (Bideford, co. Devon, and Stow,

co. Cornwall).

—

Gu. three sufflues or organ rests or. Crest On a cap of
maintenance gu. turned up erm. a griffin or.
Granville (Earlof Bath: created 1661, extinct 1711). Same
Arms and Crest. Supporters Two griffins or.
Granville (Lord Lansdowne; created 1712, extinct 1734).
Same Arms, Crest, and Supporters. Motto Deo, patriaBf

—

—

amicis.

Granville

(Calwich Abbey, co. Stafford).
Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, gu. three sufflues or organ rests or, for Gbanville \
2nd and 3rd, or, three quatrefoils pierced gu. a chief vair.
Crest
On a cap of maintenance gu. turned up erm. a griffin
pass. or. Motto
Deo, patriae, amicis.
Granville. Vert on a cross ar. five pellets. Crest On a
mural crown ar. a serpent nowed vert.
Grape (New Windsor, co. Berks; granted 1764). Vert a
talbot pass, in base or, in chief two pheons of the last. Crest
A stag erminois, collared gu. grazing on a mount vert.
Gras, or Qrasse. Az. a fesse betw. three lions ramp.

—

—

—

—

ar.

Grasay, or Grassey.
Grase (co. Devon). Erm.

Az. a lion ramp. or.
a fesse betw. three cinquefoils gu.

Grassall, or Grassell. Ar. a bend componee gu. and
az.
Crest — An arm in armour embowed, holding a dagger
ppr.

Grasse.

Az. three lions ramp, or, a chief ar.
Az. five billets barways conjoined io
fesse, three and two, gu. betw. three escallops or.
Grassell. Ar. a bend gobonated gu. and az.
Grassell. Gu. two bars engr. ar. (another, field sa. bars

Grasse

(co. Suffolk).

or).

—

Grattan.

Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure az. Crest
dove holding in the dexter claw a sceptre, and standing on a
barrel all ppr.

Grattan
Gyronny

(granted

by Camden, Clarenceux,
and sa. a lion ramp. or.

of eight erm.

Feb.
Crest

1603).

—On a

tun or, a falcon ar. wings elevated, holding in the dexter
claw a sceptre gold.
(Enniskillen, co. Fermanagh; confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, to Bev. Charles Grattan, Master of Portora
School, fourth son of Patrick Gbattan, Senior Fellow,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per saltire
Trin. Coll., Dublin).
erm. and sa. a lion ramp, or, for Gbattan 2nd and 3rd, ar.
two bars sa., for Breeeton. Crest On a tun or, a dove,
wings elevated, holding in the dexter claw a sceptre all

Grattan

;

—

Grattan-Bellew. See Bellew.
Gratton. Gu. a pale per saltire

—

—

sure.

Grant

head

ar.

Cre^t
A burning mountain ppr. Motto Slabit.
(Litchborough). Gu. a fesse dancett<5e erm. betw.
three crowns or. Crest
A conical hill flred at the summit
ppr. issuant therefrom a cross calvary or. Motto Stand

—

segreant

—

Grattan

—

griffin

—A Moor's

Middlesex;

(Abcrlour, CO. Banff, 1810). Gu. three antique crowns
or, in fcss point a dexter arm in armour fessways couped
ppr. garnished or, holding a cross crosslet fltchce of the

last.

Crest

ppr.

Gant

Grant

Erm. a
or.

granted 27 July,
1711). Per pale erm. and ar. on the first a griffin ramp. gu.
beaked and membered az. on the second upon a mount
three pine trees all ppr. over all a chief of the fourth
charged with as many crescents or.
Crest
A mercurial
cap placed above a scymitar, the edge downwards, and
a caduceus saltireways, thereon a Turk's head full faced
erased at the shoulders, ensigned with a turban all ppr.
Grantham. Sa. a fesse erm. in chief two covered cups

Grantham, Town of

fast.

Grant

—

GrEUitham

Grantham

Bevirescimus.

OBA

(Tinnehinch, co. Wicklow

;

as borne by the Rt. Hon.

Henby Grattan, M. P.). Same /Inns and

Crfst.

Motto

— Pro

patria viverc et mori.

a human heart ppr. an eagle's

Qratwich, or Grotwick.

az.

and

or.

Crest

—On

leg.

Or, a chev. engr. gu. betw.

three pellets.
(Hlllcriidown House, co.

Down). Gu. a boar's head
couped In fesso betw. three eastern crowns or. Crest— An
oak tree fritted ppr. Motto— Suo se robore flrmnt.
Grantbridfre. Ar. a bordure m. od a canton gu. a fleurde-lis of the field.
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Gratwick

(Ham,

Surrey).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
hurt.s, each charged with a fret of the field.
Gratwick, or Grot'wick (Korkington, co. Sussex). Or,
co.

three hurts, each charged with a fret of the field. Creit—Ao
head or, in the beak a horseshoe ar.

ostrich's

A

OB A
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Oraungre.

A/, a chev. betw. three lions ramp, or, on a chief
of the second three escallops gu. a bordure gobonated or

and gu.
(Beg. Ulster's OfBce). Ar. a saltire gu. a chief
the last, in the dexter chief a pheon point down of the first.
Ulster's Office). Gu. a Tine tree fructed ar.

Graunt ,(Reg.
over

all

a bend erm.

Graunt

(quartered by Sir Thomas Honke,
Knt., of
Potheridge, father of George, Dulce of Albemarle : Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Williau Obaunt, m. John le

MoNKE,

Edward

living 17

IV., 1487.

Visit.

Devon,

1620).

Gu. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee ar. a lion
(Northbrokes, co. Warwick.
Har. MS. 6060).
Erm. on a chev. gu. five bezants.
Q-ravatt (Her. Off. London). Az. a fesse embattled erm.
(another, pean) betw. three wolves' beads erased ar. Crest
A wolf pass, per pale erminois and ar.
Grave (Hatfield, co. Berks; granted 17 Feb. 1773). Ar. a
fesse az. betw. three escutcheons sa. each charged with a
Within an annulet az. a like
lion ramp, of the field.
Crest
escutcheon, as in the arms.
Orave (Thanks, co. Cornwall, Westflrle, co. Sussex, and
Heyton, co. York). Gu. an eagle displ. or, beaked, membered, and ducally crowned ar.
Crest
A demi eagle erased
or, beaked gu. environed round the body with a ducal coronet

—

—

—

co. Antrim
certified, 1719, byHawkins, Ulster, to RicHAjLD Gravett, High Sheriff of
descended from John Geavett, who served against
the Earl of Clanricarde, 18 Queen Elizabeth, 1575). Ar. a
leopard's face betw. two swords erect gu. Crest
An arm
armed gu. the hand naked, holding a sword ppr. Motto—
Per varies casus.
Gray {Baron Gray). Gu. a lion ramp, vithin a berdore
engr. ar. CreH
An anchor (sans cable) in pale or. SupTwo lions guard, gu. Motto Anchor, fast anchor.
porters
Gray (Ballegamo, co. Perth). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. in his
dexter paw an anchor or, a bordure engr. of the second.
Motto Anchor fast.
Gray (Warriestoun, 1672). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. in bis dexter
paw a stalk of wheat ppr. Crest A lily slipped, seeded,
and bladed ppr. Motto Viget in cinere virtus.

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
(Penrith, co. Cumberland).
Gu. an eagle displ.
ducally gorged or. Crent Within a ducal coronet a demi
eagle or.
Orave (London and York ; granted 12 June, 1591). Gu. an
eagle ar. wings expanded, ducally gorged or.
Crest
demi eagle erased or, beaked gu. environed with a ducal
coronet ar.

—

—

Orave. Gu. a demi lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Grave, or Qrane. Per bend gu. and vert (another,
and gu.) an eagle

—

—

displ. or.

(Ireland). Ar. on a fesse batelly counter-batelly sa.
betw. three pellets, each charged with a talbot's head erased
field, a martlet betw. two escallops or.
Crest
cock sa. combed and wattled gu.
Oraveley (Graveley, co. Herts). Sa. a cross pointed ar. in
the dexter chief point a mullet of the last.
Oravell, or Gravill. Gu. three buckles or. Crest—Oat
of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. ppr.
Oravene. Ar. a fesse componee or and gu. betw. three
crosslets fitchee of the last.

—

of the

Graves

(Baron Graves). Gu. an eagle displ. or, ducally
crowned ar. on a canton of the last an anchor ppr. Crest
A demi eagle displ. and erased or, encircled round the body
and below the wings by a ducal coronet ar. Su^^porters
Two royal vultures, wings close ppr. Motto Aquila non

—
—

—

capiat muscas.

Oraves-Sawle, Bart.

See Sawle.
(Mickleton and Poden in Church Honeyboume, co.
Gu. an eagle displ. or, beaked, membered,
and ducally crowned ar. betw. eight crosses crosslet of the
second. Crest A demi eagle erased or, environed with a
ducal coronet gu. holding in the beak a cross crosslet fitchee
of the last. Motto
Superna quaerite. Other Mottoes (used
St various times by the family) Esse quam videri; Gravis
dum suavis; and. Graves disce mores.

Oraves

Gloucester).

—

—

(co. Salop).

Graves.

—

Or, a trefoil slipped vert.

Ar. a fesse ermines betw. three lions' heads erased

Crest

— A squirrel sejant ermines.

(confirmed to

Very Kev. Cbables Graves, D.D.,

Dean

of the Chapel Royal, S.F.T.C.D., consecrated Bishop
of Limerick, 1866, son of John Crosbie Graves, Esq.,
of Dublin, Barrister-at-!aw, by Helena, his wife, eldest
dau. and co-heiress of Rev. Chables Perceval, Rector
of Churchtown, co. Cork, and grandson of Very Kev.

Thomas Ryder Graves, Dean of Connor). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per pale gu. and az. an eagle displ. ducally crowned
or, in the

dexter chief point a cross patonce of the

last,

for Graves ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chief indented gu. three
crosses patt^e of the field, a crescent for di£f., for Perceval
(this quartering

confirmed to the descendants of his father,
Esq., only).
Crest
^A demi eagle
or, encircled round the body below the
wings with a ducal coronet gu. each wing charged with a
cross patonce also gu. Motto
Aquila non captat muscas.
Graveshend (co. Kent). Or, three eagles displ. erm. a
canton of the second.
Graveshend, or Gravesend (co. Kent). Erm. on a
bend sa. three martlets or. Crest A lion's gamb gu. charged
with a bezant, and holding up a cross pattee fitchee or.

—

John Crosbie Graves,
displ.

—

and erased

—

—
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—

—

Gray

(Edinburgh, 1680, cadet of Schivas, co. Aberdeen). Gu.
a Uon ramp. ar. holding betw. his paws an anchor az. environed with an adder ppr. Motto Secura quse prudentes.
Gray (Haystoun, 1672). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. holding in bis
dexter paw a writing pen ppr. Crest— A fox reguard. ppr.
Motto Concussus surgo.
Gray (Dr. George Gray, Calcutu, 1749). Same Amu,
Crest, and Motto.
Gray (Carse, co. Forfar). Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure
wavy ar. Crest An anchor fessways fastened to a cable
ppr. Motto Anchor fast.
Gray (Camtyne, formerly of Dalmamock, co. Lanark; now
represented by Mrs. Anstbdthee Thomson, of Charlton, as
heir of line). Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three cinquefoils ar.
all within a bordure engr. of the last.
Crest
An anchor
cabled, stuck fast in the sea all ppr. Motto
Fast.
Gray (William Gray, Dingwall, Pursuivant, 1726). Gu. a
lion ramp. ar. within a bordure engr. of the last, charged
with eight thistles ppr. Crest— \ heart ppr. J»/b«o— Con-

—

—

—

—

—

stant.

vert

Orave

Graves

;

—

—

ar.

Grave
Grave

Graves

OB A

(Carrickfergtw,

—

pass. az.

Oraunte

sa.

Gravett
Bristol,

Grauzisell
ot

;

Gray

(Francis Delaval Gray, Esq., 14th Light Dragoons,
son and heir of the late John Gray, Esq., of Hartsheatli
Park, CO. Flint, and, maternally, a descendant of the ancient
family of Delaval). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. within a.
bordure engr. a lion ramp. ar. 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. two bars vert; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fesse az.
betw. an eagle displ. with two heads in chief and a lioa
ramp, in base sa. Crest Out of a mural crown a phoenix
in flames ppr. Mottoes— Over the crest : Clarior e tenebris
under the arms Vixi liber et moriar.
Gray (William Gray, Esq., of York). Barry of six ar. and
az. on a bend gu. three roses of the first.
Crest— Oa a
cbapeau a wivern gu.
Gray (Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham). Vert a lion ramp.
within a bordure ener. ar. Crest An anchor erect or, the
rope waved ppr. Motto
Anchor, fast anchor.
Gray (Dow land, co. Essex; granted 1634). Gu. a lion ramp,
or, within a bordure engr. erm. a canton of the last.
Crest
A ram's head couped ar.
Gray (co. Essex). Ar. a bend vert cotised indented gu.
Gray (co. Essex). Barry of six ar. and az. a bend gu.
Gray (Exeter). Or, on a bend az. three mullets of the first.
Gray (London; granted April, 1635). Barry of six ar. and
az. on a bend gu. three chaplets or.
Gray (Gray's Inn, co. Middlesex). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a
bordure gobonated of the last and sa. bezantee.
Gray (Newcastle-upon-Tyne). Same Arms. Crest^-Oa a
ducal coronet or, a phoenix in flames ppr.
Gray (Martin and Tarbrook, co. Norfolk. Visit. 1634). Ax.
a fesse betw. two chev. or.
Gray (Ouchester). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. Crest A scalin);
ladder of two rows, ensigned with a ram's head couped all
ppr.
Motto De bon vouloir servir le Roy.
Gray. Barry of six ar. and az. in chief three torteaux depressed with a label of as many points erm. Crest— la a ton
or, a unicorn pass. erm.
;

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

Gray

(Farley Hill Place, co. Berks, and Crompton Fold, CO.
Lancaster). Az. a hon ramp, within an orle of annulets ar. a
bordure indented erm. Crest Upon a rock ppr. a bear's paw
erect and erased sa. grasping a snake entwined around
Motto Tenebo.
it also ppr.
(East Bolton, co. Northumberland). Gu. in an orle of
eight fleurs-de-lis a lion ramp. ar. the whole within a bor-

—

—

Gray

—

dure engr. erm. Crest A bear's paw grusping a snake.
Ar. a bend vert cotised gu.
Ar. three bars az. on a bend gu. as many leopards*

Gray.
Gray.

faces or.

Gray.

Barry of six ar. and az. on a bend gu. three escallops
(another, fleurs-de-lis) or.
(Charleville House, Rathraines, co. Dublin ; granted

Gray

to Sir

Jobs Guxt, Knt., M.D„ Cbaiiman of the Waterworks.

GB A

—

erect sa. entwined, as in the arms, with a ribbon az. with the
•'
Vartry " inscribed thereon in letters of gold. Motto

word

— Anchor,

fast

GB E
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Committee, Dublin Corporation). Ar. an anchor erect sa.
entwined by a ribbon az. with the word "Vartry" inscribed thereon in letters of gold (commemorative of the
zeal and ability evinced by Sir John as Chairman of the
[Vartry] Waterworks Committee of the Dublin Corporation),
on a canton of the third a castle of the first flammant ppr.
Crest
An anchor
(as in the arras of the City of Dublin).

anchor.

Gray

(granted, 1813, to James Gkat, Esq,, of Ballincor,
King's CO., son of Fbancis Gbat, Esq., of Lehana, co. Cork).
Ar. three closets az. in chief as many annulets gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in his mouth an annulet, as

Nov. 1613, buried in Lismore Church). Per
and gu. three leopards' heads erased or, pcUettee,

d. at Affane, 28

pale sa.

langued az.
(Greaves, temp. Henry III., Beeley and Stanton, co.
Derby, and Mayfield, co. Stafford). Per bend vert and gu,
an eagle displ. or, armed and langued of the second,
quartering Allen, Let, Newton, and Harthill. Crests-~Ist
A demi eagle displ. or, winged and langued gu., for
Greaves 2nd A king of the Moors armed in mail, crowned
or, kneeling on his left knee and delivering up his sword, for
Newton. Mottoes Aquila non captat muscas; Superna
quaero and, Huic habeo, non tibi.

Greaves

:

:

;

—

;

— Greaves

—

Motto Prcestare et prodesse.
See Aschdau..
Ar. a bend gu.
Graydon. Az. a cross betw. four mullets ar. Crest Two
lions' paws erect supporting an escutcheon.
Graydor, or Grayndor. Or, a fesse betw. six crosses
crosslet gu.
Graye (Slaldon, co. Essex). Ar. on a chey. betw. three
storks' heads erased gu. as many roses of the field.
Grayhurst. Az. on a pale ar. three crescents gu. Crest
A dove az. in the beak an olive branch vert.
Grayne. Per bend gu. and vert an eagle displ. or.
Graynsly, or Gransby. Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. aix
in the

arms

Gray-Archdall.

Graybow.

—

—

crosses crosslet or.

Graytowyers.

Erm. on a chev. betw. three squirrels gu.
each with a nut branch fructed or, as many roses ar.

Grazebrook, or Greysbrook.
beaked

or,

on a chief

Ar. an eagle displ. gu.
each charged with a

sa. three bezants,

—

Crest
A bear's head or, muzzled sa. charged
on the neck with three fleurs-de-lis fesseways az.
Grazebrook (Audnam, near Stourbridge, Stourton Castle,
borne by Michael
CO. Stafford, and Dallicott, co. Salop
Philups Grazebrook, Esq., formerly of Audnam, but now
of Hagley, co. Worcester, eldest son of the late Michael
Grazebrook, Esq., J. P., D.L., of Audnam, who succeeded to
fleur-de-lis az.

;

the male representation of the family on the death

s.j).

of

his cousin, the late Thouas Worrall Smith Grazebrook,
Esq., of Dallicott House and Stourton, only son of Thomas

Worrall Grazebrook,

Esq., of Stourton Castle.

This family

descended immediately from Michael Gbasebrooee, or
Gretsbrooke, who settled at Stourbridge about the year
1640, younger son of John Gretsbrooke, of Middleton, co.
Warwick, who d. in 1636, by Mary, his wife, dau. of Willi au
CoLMORE, Esq., of Birmingham). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
ar. an eagle displ. gu. armed or, on a chief sa. three bezants,
each charged with a fleur-de-lis az.; 2nd and 2rd, ar. three
coneys gu., for Gretsbrooke (ancient), quartering Wobball,
Needs, &c. Crest-^K bear's head or, muzzled sa. charged
on the neck with three fleurs-de-lis in fesse az. Mottoes
Nee sinit esse feros and. Bear and forbear. See Gretsbrooke.
Greame (Sewerby House, co. York). Or, on a chief sa.
Two wings endorsed or.
three escallops of the field. Crest
Greame (Ireland, Kun. Ent. of Sir Georoe Gbeahe, Knt., of
Castle Warning, d. 23 Dec. 1619). Same Arms, a crescent ar.
on a martlet gu. for diff.
Greain.es(Lynanstown, Queen's co. Fun. EnUofSirliicuABD
Gbeames, Knt., d. 7 Nov. 1620). Same Arms.
Greanhall. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three buglehoms
is

—

;

—

stringed of the

beak a cross crosslet fitchee ar., for Greaves; 2nd and 3rd,
erm. two bars engr. one az. the other gu. in chief three roses
of the last, on a canton of the same a lion pass, ur, for
Lancashire. Crest Out of battlements ppr. a demi eagle
displ. or, wings gu. the breast charged with a red rose, in
the beak a cross crosslet fitchee ar. Motto Spes maa ia

—

—

Deo.

Greaves
an eagle

(Kent, and St. Leonard's Forest, co. Sussex). Gu.
displ. or, crowned ar.
Crest, as Greaves, of

Greaves.

Greaves.

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three fetterlocks az. a
mullet or. Crest A dexter arm embowed in armour, thrusting
a dagger ppr.
Greaves-Banningr. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale ar,
and sa. two bars, both charged with as many roundels,
on each an escallop all countercharged, for Banning 2n(i
and 3rd, per saltire vert and gu. an eagle displ. or, in the

—

;

beak a cross

crosslet fitchee ar.,

and

for distinction, a cross

—

Greaves. Crests 1st, Banning: Upon a key
fesseways, wards downwards or, an ostrich ar. on the breast
an escallop sa. 2nd, Greaves Out of battlements ppr. a demi
eagle displ. or, wings gu. in the beak a cross crosslet fitchee
ar. and on the breast a rose gu. the battlements charged (for
distinction) with a cross crosslet also gu. Motto^K Deo non
forttma.
crosslet or, for

:

;

Greaves-Bagrshawe.

See Bagshawe.
(Page Hall, and Elmsall Lodge, co. York). Quarterly, 1st, quarterly, gu. and vert an eagle displ. in the beak
a slip of oak fructed or, for Greaves 2nd, ar. on a fesse gu.
betw. three pellets as many bustards or, within a bordure

Greaves

;

engr. az., for Bdstabd; 3rd, ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
trefoils slipped sa., for Clay
4th, sa. three bars engr. betw.
ten elm leaves erect or, for Elmsall. Crest— On a mount
vert a stag trippant or, in the mouth a slip of oak ppr.
;

Motto

— Deo non fortuna.

Greaves

(Kingsnorton, co. Worcester).
a chief sa. three escallops of the first.

Or, a mullet gu. on

Greaves, Greves, or Grevis (Mosley

Hall, co.

Town

of

(co. Lincoln).

Ar. a chev.

betw. three boars* heads couped sa.
Greathead. Erm. a martlet gu. Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a martlet, wings endor.scd sa.
Greatheed (Guy's Cliff House, co. Warwick). Az. on a
saltirc betw. four fleurs-de-lis or, a torteau, quartering the
ensigns of Bebtie. Crest
A fleur-de-Ua or, upon a mount

—

—

Worces-

Richard Greves, Knt., of Mosley, High Sheriff of
Worcester 8 James I., 1609.
Visit. 1634).
Ar. on a fess
ter; Sir

az. betw three pellets, each charged with a lion's head
erased of the field a griffin pass. betw. two escallops or.
Crest
An eagle with two heads displ. sa. beaked and membered or (another, a squirrel holding betw. the paws an

—

escallop or).

Glreaves (The Cliff, co. Warwick). Same Arms and Crest.
Grebell (Canterbury). Sa. a cross engr. within a bordure or.
Crest
A greyhound's head erased at the neck ar. pellett^e,

—

and ringed or.
(co. Northampton).
Erm. two flaunchcs az. each
charged with three ears of wheat couped or. Crest A demi
eagle holding in the dexter claw a branch of laurel vcrt.
Greby. Ar. a fesse sa. on a canton of the second a mullet of
collared

Greby

first.

Great Grimsby,

(Irlam Hall, CO. Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per saltire vert and gu. an eagle displ. or, holding in the

the

—

first.

Greby, or Ghreyby. Erm.
with three arrows

two flaunches

az.

each charged

or.

Greby, or Greyby.

Ar. six lions ramp. gu. three, two,

and one.

ert.

Greatheed (exemplified, 1826,

totheHon. Charles Perct, on
his aasuming, by royal licence, the names of Greatheed and
Bertie, under the will of Bertie Bertie Greatheed, Esq., of
Ouy's Cliff). Az. on a saltire or, fimbriated ar. betw. four
fleursde-lis of the second a torteau. Quartering for Bertie,

ftr. three battering rams barways in pale ppr. armed and
garniHhcd az. The .said coats charged for distinction in the
centre point with a fusil gu. Crests
Ist, Greatheed: On a
mount vert a fleur-de-lis'or, the top of each leaf surmounted
by a torteau, and the centre one charged for distinction r/ith
a fusil gu. 2Dd, Hkrtie: The bust of a man couped and
affronli'e ppr. Uucully crowned or, the breast charged for
diiilln<:M(in with a fusil or.
Greatrakes (Affane, co. Watcrford. Fun. Ent. of thecelebraicU Valcntink Gkiatraiuu, of the reign of Charles II.,

—

;
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Grechanton, and Grechmerton.

Ar. a fesse sa. in
chief three crosses pattee gu.
(Gredon, co. Berwick). Or, on a fesse sa. betw. three
bears' heads gu. as many escallops of the first.
Greeke (granted by Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Greeee,
Baron of the Exchequer, 1576). Or, a trefoil slipped betw.
two chevroncls sa. Crest The trunk of a tree eradicated

Gredou

—

and sprouting branches ppr. pendent from the trunk a

cir-

cular shield or, thereon a sun az.

Greeke

(London, 161l).
Or, a trefoil slipped betw. two
chev. sa. Crest
A trunk of a tree couped at the top and
erased at the root ppr. towards the top two branches vert,
thereon hung on a belt gu. a Grecian target or, embellished
with a star az.
Greek School (Cambridge). Per chev. ar. and sa. in chief

—

QBE
;

—

—

—

three fleurs-de-lis or.

Green (Araunah Gbeen,

Esq., of Chiddingly, co. Sussex,

who,

changed his patronymic, Verral, for the
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert three stags
trippant, two and one, betw. two crosses crosslet in chief
and one in base or, for Gbeen 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fesse compony or and az. betw. three mullets, two in chief and one in

upon

his marriage,

name

of Green).

;

—

base ar., for Verbal. Crests
1st, Gbeen: In front of a
spear erect ppr. therefrom pendent a buglehorn sa. stringed
gu. astag statant or; 2nd, Verbal: A mount vert, thereon
an antelope erm. homed or, the dexter forefoot resting on a
hurt charged with a cross crosslet gu.
Green-Price, Sart. See Price.
Green (Poulton Hall, co. Chester). Az. three bucks trippant
erminois, on a chief or, three crescents sa. Crest
A demi
buck springing per fesse or and az. charged with two crescents counterchanged.

—

Green

(John Geobge Gbeen, Esq., of Buckden, grandnephew
of the late Dr. John Gbeen, Bishop of Lincoln, descended
from an old and respectable Yorkshire family). Az. three
stags trippant or.

Green.

Ar. on a fesse wavy gu. betw. two torteaux in chief,
each charged with a bull's head couped of the field, and in
base a ship in full sail ppr. a grifiSn pass. betw. two escallops
or.
Crest
On a mount vert a squirrel sejant ppr. holding

—

an escallop az.
(Abingdon, co. Berks, and London). Az. a pheon
betw. three bucks trippant or. Ci-est A stag's head erased
and attired or, charged on the neck with a pheon sa. underneath which are three guttees de sang.
Green (Great Kingshill, co. Buckingham; granted 13 Dec.
1768). Az. a chev. engr. ar. guttee de sang fimbriated or, in
base an estoile of the second, on a chief embattled gold,
two leopards' heads vert.
Crest
Out of a mural crown
ar. a demi lion ramp. purp. in the dexter paw a slip of laurel

Green

—

—

Tcrt.

Green (Boys'

Hall, co. Essex, and co. Oxford; confirmed by
Az. three bucks trippant (another, courant) or.
and Barnet, co. Herts). Az. three bucks
trippant or, a crescent for diff. Crest
A buck's head erased
erm. attiied or.

Camden).

Green

(Bristol,

—

Green

(.Samford, CO. Essex).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned
a bordure engr. of the third.
Green (co. Essex). Per fesse sa. and ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged, a bordure engr. gu.
Green (co. Kssex). Ar. on a cross engr. gu. an annulet or.
Crest
A lion sejant per pale or and sa.
Green (Gurlincham). Ar. a buglehorn betw. three griffins'
heads erased sa.
Green (Dunsby, Spelding, co. Lincoln, and Great Caddesden,
CO. Herts).
Az. three bucks trippant or. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet a buck's head all ppr.
Green (cos. Hertford and Nottingham, and Awkeley Hall,
CO. York).
Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three pellets, each
charged with a lion's head erased of the first, a griffin pass,
betw. two escallops or. Crest A woodpecker picking a staff
couped, raguled, and erect, all ppr.
Green (co. Kent). Gu. a cross crosslet erm. a bordure
gobonated ar. and sa.
or,

—

—

—

Green

(co. Leicester, and Drayton, co. Northampton).
Ar.
a cross engr. gu.
Green (London and Norwich). Az. a chev. embattled betw.
three bucks or. Crest— A buck's head erased or, attired ar.
murally gorged and chained of the last.
Green (Milton-Chevsdon, co. Somerset; granted 1529). Ar.
a fret az. charged with nine bezants, on a chief sa. a stag
trippant or, betw. two mullets of the last pierced gu. Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested vert, cuffed or, holding in the hand

—

a bunch

of holly ppr. fructed gu.
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the Greek letters A Q in base a grasshopper of the first,
on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or, charged on the side
with the letter G of the second.
Green (Marass, CO. Kent, hart., extinct 1825). Per chev.
vert and ar. in chief two castles of the second, in base
another, surrounded by a fortification ppr. over all a chev.
Crest
Out of a mural
or, charged with three torteaux.
crown gu. a horse's head ar. maned or.
Green (Milnrow, co. York, bart., extinct 1831). Or, three
leopards pass. ppr. on a chief sa. a demi griffin segreant
betw. two cinquefoils erm. holding a key also ppr. Crest
A griffin's head erased sa. langued gu. doubly collared or,
betw. the collars a cinquefoil, as in the arms, holding in
j^quam scrvare mentem.
the beak a key or. Motto
Green (Sampford, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1676). Per fess
sa. and ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Green (Leventhorp, co. York; granted as a quartering to
CuABi£s Chadwick, of Healcy Hall). Ar. on a bend vert

Green

(co. Norfolk).

Az. a chev. betw. three bucks trip-

pant or.

Green

(co. Norfolk, and Wilby).
betw. three bucks trippant or.

and gu. a chev.
head erased

Per pale

az.

Crest

stag's

—A

az. attired or.

Green

(Knapton, co. Norfolk). Az. a fret engr. ar. betw.
three bucks pass. or. Crest
dragon without wings pass,
per fesse or and vert.
Green (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a cross engr. gu. five crescents
of the field.
Green (co. Northampton). Az. three bucks pass, or (another,

—A

ppr.).

Green (co. Northumberland).
Green (co. Oxford, 1605). Az.
diff.

Crest

—A bucks head

or,

Az. three bucks pass. ar.
three bucUs or, a mullet for
charged on the neck with a

mullet sa.

Green

(Newby,

co. York).

Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-

de-lis sa.

Green

(Stock Newton).

Same Arms.

Crest

— A demi

grey-

hound.

Green
Green
Green

Vert a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Or, a cross engr. gu.
(Wykin, co. Warwick, and Kolleston, co. Leicester).
Az. three bucks trippant, within a bordure or, quartering
Crest
Out of
Pell, Eobtbey. Jocelyn, Babdolf, &c.
park pales, in a circular form, a stag's head ppr. attired
(co. Suffolk).

(co. Suffolk).

—

or.

Green

(Stanleche, co. Wilts, and co. York). Ar. on a cross
engr. gu. five crescents or, a chief az. charged with three
A griffin's head erased, quarterly, or and
bezants. Crest
sa. in the beak a trefoil slipped of the last.
Green (Horsforth Green, co. York). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis sa. as many escallops of the field.
Green (granted by Le Neve, 1725). Gu. on a Uon ramp,

—

—

within a bordure engr. ar. a boar's head couped sa. Crest
rose gu. barbed vert, seeded or, environed by two laurel
branches of the second.
Green. Ar. three griffins' heads erased sa.

A

Green.
Green.

Gu. a demi lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Ar. fretty sa. on a canton of the second a buck

pass. or.

Green. Az. a fesse betw. three Catharine wheels ar.
Green. Chequy or and ar. (another, or and az.) within a
bordure gu.
Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three leopards' faces sa.
Green (Thundercliffe Grange, Sheffield; granted by Richard
6 Oct. 1612, to Thos. Gree.v, of Cawthorn, co.
George,
St.
York, father of James Gbeen, of Thundercliffe). Az. three
demi lions ramp, erased erminois. Crest Out of a mural
crown gu. a demi lion ramp, erminois.
Greene (Bancke, co. York, 1666). Same Arms and Crest.
Green (Little Sandford, co. Essex). Gu. a lion ramp, per
fesse ar. and erm. crowned or.
Green. Ar. three bars az. on a bend gu. as many bezants.
Green. Per chev. az. and gu. three bucks in full course

Green.

—

or.

Green

(Poulton Hall, co. Chester). Az. three stags trippant
on a chief of the last three crescents sa. Cnst A demi
per
fesse or and az. charged with two crescents counterstag
changed. Motto Virtus semper viridis.
Green (Alkley, co. Nottingham). Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three
pellets, each charged with a lion's head erased of the field, a
Cr(st
A woodpecker,
griffin pass. betw. two escallops or.
with his beak against the trunk of a tree ppr.
Greenacre (co. Lancaster). Gu. a saltire engr. or.
Greenacre. Sa. three covered cups ar.
Greenaker. Vert (another, sa.) a chev. betw. three garbs

—

or,

—

—

ar.

Greenaker.

Ar. a torteau betw. three cups covered sa.
(Barrington Grove, co. Gloucester, and BurGu. a chev. betw. three covered
cups or, on a chief ar. three griffins' heads erased az. beaked
Crest— A griffin's head erased az. pendent from the
gold.

Greenaway

ford Priory, co. Oxford).

beak an annulet

or.

(Grappcnhall Hall, co. Chester; borne by Edwabd
Ar. on a bend sa. three buglehorns
Esq., J. P.).
Cresi
A buglehorn betw. two
or, stringed of the field.
wings ar. Motto Alta pete.
Greenall (Linholm, Keswick, co. Cumberland; Jatoes
Fe.vton Greenall, Esq., J. P., Lieut.-Colonel 9th Lancashire
Same Anas, Crest, and Motto.
Rifle Volunteers).
Greenall (Walton Hall, CO. Lancaster, bart.; Gilbert
Greenall, Esq., M.P., was so created 1876). Or, on a bend
nebuly plain cotised vert three buglehorns stringed of the

Greenall

Gbeenall,

—

—

—

Betw. two wings or, a pommc surmounted by
Crest
Alta peto.
a buglehorn, as in the arms. Molto
Az. three stags trippant or, quartering,
(Lichfield).

first.

Greene

—

A

GBE
—

—

with a mullet for

diff.

(quartered by Vbkney, of Compton, co. Warwick.
Har. MS. 1167). Az. three stags trippant within a border

Greene
or.

Greene. Chequy or and

az.

a bordure gu.

az. and sa. three bucks trippant or.
Greene (Slyne, co. Lancaster, temp.

Greening'.

Greenland.

an ancient

I.,

Vert a chev. per pale,
erm. and erminois betw. three stags trippant, each per pale as
the chev. Crest A demi stag springing per fesse erm. and
erminois, on the shoulder an escallop az. Motto Kal y Gallo
(Anglice) As I can the device of the Williamses, of CwmdQ,
maternal ancestors of this family.
Greenough (Regent's Park, London). Ar. on a bend engr.

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

trippant or.

Greene

(Kilmainham; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chev.
each charged with a stag trippant or,
a horse's bit betw. two stirrups of the last.
az. betw. three pomeis,

(Greeneville, co. Kilkenny).

—Out

Az. three stags

trip-

of a ducal coronet a stag's head or.

Motto— 'Sec timeo nee sperno.
Greenfield, or Greenville.

Vert on a cross

ar. five

torteaux.

Greenfield (Rhyddgaer, co. Anglesey, and Brynderwen,
Per saltirB gu. and vert
granted in 1839).
CO. Monmouth
;

—

three clarions or. Crtst A gryphon with wings elevated or,
Motto Injussi
resting its dexter claw on a clarion gu.

—

virescunt.

Greenfield. Gu. three clarions or, a crescent for diff. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a griffin statant ar. beaked
and membered or.

—

Quarterly, or

and

a lion ramp, counter-

az.

changed.
fesse vert

and

or,

a lion ramp, counter-

changed.

Greenford

(Levanton, co. Kent). Gu. a chev. erm. bet^.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's
three squirrels or. Crest
head and neck az. betw. two wings ar. Motto Fide sed

—

—

cui vide.

Greenhalg'Ii (Greenhalgh, Brandlesome,
caster, 1664).

Btringcd or.

&c.,

co.

Lan-

Ar. on a bend sa. three buglehoms of the
Crest— \ buglehorn sa. stringed or.

flrtt

Greenhalgrh, or Greenow.

Greenham
Barry of ten
foils

Same Arms, <fcc.
(Impalement Fun. Ent. 1661, Ulster's Office).
ar. and gu. on a chief of the last three cinque-

pierced or.

Greenham.
and a

Ar. a chev. betw. two crosses formee in chief

pass. or.

powdered
ol

his

Creiit

Vert two bars erm.

—A

mullets,

in

mother.

Greenhill

(Greenhill, co. Middlesex). Vert two bars ar. in
chief a leopard pass. or. Ci'tst, as the last. Motlo—'Honi\s

;

Same ArrM.

*r. ('Uiother, or).
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:

de-lis az.

Ar. on a bend engr.

sa. three

bugleborns

field.

(co.

Nottingham).

Ar. on a chev. sa. three bulls

Greenow.

See Greenhalgh.
Ar. three griffins' beads erased sa.
(Steeple Grange, co. Derby; granted 1714;
in the following year, Rohert Greensmith, Esq., was High
Vert on a fesse or, betw. three doves
Sheriff of the county).
close ar. beaked and legged gu. each with an ear of wheat
in the bill of the second, as many pigs of lead az. Crest—
dove as in the arms, standing on a pig of lead.
Greenstreet (Sittingbourne, co. Kent, 1451). Barry of
eight ar. and az. on a canton of the second a martlet or.
Greenstreet (Milton-by-Sittingbourne,co. Kent, 1614). Ar.
five bars az. on a canton of the first a martlet sa.

Greensill.

Greensmith

Greenstreet

(Linsted, co. Kent Laurence Greenstreet,
gent., d. 1451, Har. MSS. 3917). Barry of eight ar. and az.
on a canton of the second a martlet or.
Greenstreet (SeUing, co. Kent; quartered by Addison, of
Newark House, near Maidstone; William Addison, in.
Mart, dau. of Peter Greenstreet, ob. 1733, of Selling, by
Anne, dau. of the Rev. Henrt Dbrino, Vicar of Thurnham,
Kent). Same Arms.
Greenstreet (Faversham, co. Kent; John, Robbst, and
Michael Greenstreet, Mayors of Faversham). Same
Arms.
Greenstreet (Ospringe, co. Kent; confirmed in 1642, to
Peter Greenstreet, of Ospringe, ob. 1644). Same Arms,
canton charged with a double-headed eagle or.
Greenway (co. Warwick). Gu. a chev. betw. three covered
cups or, on a chief of the last as many griffins' heads as.,
quartering, ar. three scaling ladders in bend gu., for
Keltnge.
Crests— Ut: A griffin's head erased az., for
Greenway 2nd A lion sejant or, holding in the dexter
paw a scaling ladder gu.
Greenway (cos. Berks and Bucks). On. a fesse or, in chief
three griffins' heads erased of the second, within a bordure
gobonated ar. and az.
Greenway (Baynefords House, co. Oxford. Visit. 1674).
Gu. afess or, on a chief of the last three birds vert, legged of
the first, a border gobony ar. and sa.
Greenway (co. Devon). Gu. a chev. betw. three covered
cups or, on a chief ar. as many griffins' heads erased az.
Crest
A griffin's head erased az. holding in the mouth an
anchor gu.
Greenw^ay, or Grenway. Ar. a chev. fracted sa.

Crett

—A

;

:

;

—

betw. three crosses crosslct fltchee of the last.
Barry of four or and gu. in chief five birds
vert, membered of the second, within a bordure gobonated

Greenway.
ar.

and

sa.

(Greenwell Ford, co. Durbam).

demi

griffin

segrennt

Crest

Or,

two bars

— An eagle's head

beaked gu. gorged with a cbaplet of laurel vert.
Same Arms.
(Greenwell Hill, co. Durham).
Crest— A. crane's head couped ar. beaked gu. gorged with a
wreath of laurel vert. .^/o»o— Viresco.
ar.

Greenwell

Greenwell (liroomshields, CO. Durham). Same Arms.
Crest — A crane's head couped ar. beaked gu. wltb an olive
branch round the neck

Greenwood

alit arten.

Greenhill.

—

az. betw. three ducal coronets gu.

domi griffin gu.
commemoration
with thirty-nine
being the thirty-ninth child of one father and

chief a leopard

buglehoms ar., for Gkbenhodgb, quartering, ar. a
chev. gu. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and an eagle in
base az., for Bellas. Crests 1st: A sun in splendour ppr.
enclosed by a buglehorn sa. stringed gu. rimmed and
mounted or 2nd
A stag's head erased per fesse indented ar. and gu. attired or, holding in the mouth afleur
az. three

Greenw^ell

sultire in base sa.

Greenhaug-h. See Greenhaloh.
Greenhill (London; granted 1698).
in

—

pass, of the field.

England descended from John Greene, a
descendant of the Greenes, of co. Northampton, who emigrated to New England in 1635 was a companion of Roger
Williams, and a party to the Providence Purchase from the
Gardiner Greene, Esq., of
Indians
his descendant,
Boston, m. Elizabeth Clarke Coplet, sister of Zwd LyndCrest
A buck's head or.
hursl). Same Arms
Greene (Kilmanahan Castle, near Clonmel, Ireland). Az.
three bucks trippant or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a
huck's head or. Motto— iiec timeo nee spemo.
Greene (Kilranalagh, co. Wicklow). Az. three bucks trippant or. Crat A buck's head or. Motto Nee timeo nee
spemo.
Greene (Wexford; Reg. XJlster's Office). "Vert three stags

Per

— A dexter arm

—

stringed of the

Az. three

or.

Greene (New

Greenford.

Crest

(Titley Court, co. Hereford).

Greenough.

Greenford.

Ar. three saltires vert.

—Viresco.

Greenould

Crest

hni

couped and embowed, holding up a bomb fired all ppr.
Ar. a fleur-de-lia betw.
(that Ilk, co. Berwick).
three mullets gu. within a bordure of the last.
Greenlees (Dr. Robert Grbenlees, Scotland, 1750). Ar. a
fleur-de-lis vert betw. three mullets gu. within a bordure engr.
of the last. Ci-est A sprig growing out of a mount ppr. Motto

shoulder with a trefoil vert.
Greene (Greene's Norton, co. Northampton).

or.

nag's

:

James

—

pant

Crest

Greenlaw

family now represented by Thomas Greene, of Slyne, near
Lancaster, and of Whittington Hall, Burton, co. Westmoreland, Esq., M.P.). Vert on a fesse invecked or, betw. in chief
two pheons ar. and in base a buglehorn ar. stringed gu. three
Crest
A stag ppr. gorged with a
fleurs-de-lis of the last.
collar invecked vert, a shield suspended therefrom or,
charged with a rose gu.
Greene (Alderman of Chester, 1602). Gu. a lion ramp, per
fesse ar. and sa. crowned or, langued az. charged on the

Greene

—A

Ar. a cross engr. go.

ar.

Greenly

Greene (Navestock, co. Essex). Az. a stag trippant or.
Crest — A stag's head or.
Greene (Mitcham, co. Surrey; granted Jan. 1663). Per pale

bucks trippant
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a cross wavy sa. in the deiter chief quarter an eagle displ.
of the last, for Webb, and, or, a torteau betw. four saltircs
bummettie gn., for Jevon. Crest A stag's head erased or.
Qreene (confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux, to Sir William
Gkeene, CO. Oxford, 1603;. Az. three stags trippant or, a
mallet for diff. Crest A buck's head couped or, charged
ar.

(cos.

three saltires ar.

paws a

saltirc ar.

vert.

Derby and York). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
Ciett—A. demi lion or, holding betw. the

A

QBE
Greenwood
and

(Brookwood Park,
(co. Lancaster).

co.

Sa.

Hants).

Same Arnu

a chev. erm. betw. three

Ar. a fesse
co. York, 1594).
betw. three mullets in chief and as many ducks in base all
Crest
A mullet betw. a pair of duck's wings expanded
8a.
Motto— XJt prosim.
sa.
Qreen'wood (Burgh Castle, CO. Suffolk). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three saltires ar. Crest A lion sejant sa. holding a

—

—

saltire ar.

(Castleton, frreenwood,

Same Arms and

Oxford).

Greenwood.

and Norton Bruin,

co.

Crest.

Per chev.

three escallops or.

sa.

and

ar.

—

a chev. erm. betw.

A tiger sejant or.
Hall, co. York).
Per chev. sa. and
three saltires couped counterchanged.

Crett

Greenwood (Swarcliffe
a chev.

ar.

betvi.

Crest — A tiger
Green'wood.

sejant or.
Or,

on a

fesse gu. betw. three leaves vert as

many escallops ar.
Greer. Gu. a pale

—

enn. charged with a bend az.
Crest
hand vested gu. cuffed or, holding a trefoil vert.
Greer (The Grange, MacGregor, and Tullylagan, co. Tyrone,
and Sea Park, co. Antrim confirmed to the Irish family of
Gbeeb, claiming descent from the clan Macgbegoe, in Scotland). Az. a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu. betw.
three antique crowns of the secom), on a canton ar. an oak
tree eradicated, surmounted by a sword in bend sinister,
ensigned on the point with a royal crown all ppr. Crest
An eagle displ. ppr. charged on the breast with a quad;

—

—

rangular lock ar.
Motto Memor esto.
(cos. Hereford and Salop).
Ar. a saltire engr. az.
within a bordure also engr. or.
Crest
A cock's head

Greet

—

erased or.

Greete

(Stavely, co.

York; confirmed

1656).

chief gu. three bucks' heads cabossed or.

greyhound

Erm. on a
A demi

Crest

—

ar. collared az.

Gretham.

Gu. three mullets or, one and two. Crett—Two
hands issuing holding a two-handed sword ppr.
Grethead. Az. a saltire or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar.
Ctv.st—A fleur-de-lis, as in the arms.
Grceve. Ar. a fesse indented, three leopards' faces in
Ar. a fesse indented betw. three

leopards' faces sa.

Greffy, or GrefEry

(co. Warwick).
Per fesse ea. and
erm. in chief an eagle with two necks or (another, the

per chev.).
Grefield. Ar. on a bend gu. four lozenges of the first.
Gregr (Norcliffe HaU, co. Chester, and Coles Park, co. Hertford, 1875).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. out of a mount in
base vert a fir tree surmounted by a sword bendwise ppr.
on a canton az. an antique crown also ppr., for Greg; 2nd
and 3rd, az. on a pale engr. or, betw. two mullets in chief of
the second, and As many crescents in base ar. a lion ramp,
gu., for LiGHTBOOT.
Crtsi
A dexter arm in armour erabowed, the hand grasping a scymitar ppr. Motto— Ein doe
and spair not; also, S'Bioghal mo dhream.
Gregrg' (Gropenhall, co. Chester). Or, three trefoils slipped
betw. two chevronels sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a stork's head and neck per pale ar. and sa. holding in the
beak a trefoil slipped of the second.
Gregg- (Ilkeston, co. Derby descended from the preceding
family). Same Aryns and Crest.
Greg-g (Hapsford and Bradley, co. Chester). Same Arms.
Crest
A stork's head and neck ppr. in the mouth a trefoil
field

—

—

;

—

slipped vert.

Gregg

(co. Derby; granted 25 June, 1725; and Hammersmith, CO. Middlesex). Or, three trefoils slipped betw. two
chevronels sa. in the dexter chief point an eagle reguard.
wings expanded of the last. Cre.-i —Out of a ducal coronet

an

eagle's head and neck per pale ar. guttee de sang and
holding in the beak a trefoil slipped of the last.
Gregg (Wallington, co. Surrey). Same Arins and Crest.
Gregg (Middle Temple, London granted by patent 25 June,
1726).
Or, three trefoils slipped betw. two chevronels sa. in
the dext«r chief point an eagle's leg erased of the second.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head and neck
per pale erm. and sa. holding in the beak a trefoil slipped of
the last.
sa.

;

—

Gregg.

Ar. three lions pass, guard, in pale az.
lion pass, guard, az.

Gregge-Hopwood (Hopwood Hall,

Crest

—

co. Lancaster). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, paly of six ar. and vert
2nd and 3rd, or,
three trefoils betw. two chevronels sa. Crest— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a grifiSn's head per pale ar. and sa. holding in
;

the beak a

Ar. three boars pass. az. a chief of the

— A hind's head erased gu.
Gregor. Or, three boars az. on

laat.

Crest

a chief of the second a lion

Gregor

(Trewarthenick, co. Cornwall; ancient).
Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three partridges ppr. the word "Gregor"
signifying " partridge " in Cornish.
Crest
A garb

—

or.

Gregor

(Trewarthenick, co. Cornwall; modern).
Erm. a
chev. gu. betw. three partridges ppr. a chief of the second,
tliereon two escutcheons or, each charged with an eagle
displ. vert.
Crest
A Saracen's head affrontee surmounting
a javelin in bend all ppr.
Gregorie (Pliston, co. Devon). Az. within three incresceatt
or, as many mullets ar.
Gregorie (Lenton, co. Nottingham). Gu. on a chev. betw.
ten crosses crosslet or, three crosses crosslet of the first.
Crest
A garb or, banded gu.
Gregorie (Dunkirk, 1783). Ar. a fir tree upon a mount in
base ppr. surmounted of a sword in bend also ppr. hiltedand
pommelled or, supporting on the point an imperial crown in
dexter chief point of the last. Crest The trunk of an old fir
tree fallen, from which issues a vigorous shoot ppr. Motto

—

—

—

Non

—

deficit alter.

Gregory

(Welbt-Gbegort, Denton Hall, Lincoln, bart.)
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a chev. betw. ten cross crosslets, six in chief and four in base or, three cross crosslets of
the field, a canton for distinction, for Gregory 2nd and
3rd, sa. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar., for Welbt.
Crests
1st, Gbegort
Three garbs or, banded gu. the centre
one charged with a cross crosslet sa. for distinction; 2nd,
Wblbt: a cubit arm in armour issuing in bend sinister
from clouds, holding a sword, pommel and hilt or, over
flames of fire issuant from the wreath ppr.
Motto—Per
ignem per gladium.
;

—

:

Gregory

(Styvechall, CO. Warwick
confirmed, with five
quarterings, by Camden's deputies, to John Gbeoobt, Esq.,
of Styvechall, grandson of Tbomas Gbeoobt, Esq., of Asford-

by,

;

and thirteenth in descent from John Gregobt, Lord of
Or, two bars az. in chief a lion pass, of the last

Freseley).

—
—

armed and langued gu. Ci-est A demi boar ramp.
collared and crined or. Motto Vigilanter.

sa.

Gregory

chief sa.

Greeve, or Grive.

or,

Gregor.

pass, of the first.

crosses pattee ar.

Oreen.'wood (Norwich and

Greenwood

GRE
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Creft.

Oreenwood

A

trefoil vert.
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(co. Kent; derived from a Leicestershire branch of
the family of Gbegobt, of Styvechall, co. Warwick, and now
represented by the Rev. Francis T. Gbegobt, M.A., Vicar
of St. Mary, Piatt, in Wrotham). Same Arms. Crest

—

demi boar ramp.

sa. langued gu. unguled, crined, and
Motto Vigilanter (another, rpijycpiirt).
Gregory (High-Hurst, co. Lancaster, and Rodington, co.
Salop. Visit. 1567). Per pale ar. and az. two lions ramp,
endorsed counterchanged. Crest Two lions' heads endorsed
and erased ar. and az. collared counterchanged.
Gregory (Harlaxton Manor, co. Lincoln, Rempstone HaU,
CO. Nottingham, and elsewhere
George Gbegort, Esq., of
Nottingham, who derived his descent through a younger,
branch from a family long seated at High-Hurst, co. Lancaster,
and whose father obtained a grant of armorial bearings at
the Visit, of Notts in 1662, m. Susanna, sister and co-heir of
John Williams, Esq., of Rempstone HaU, co. Nottingham,
and was father of George Gbegort, Esq., of Rempstone HaU,
who acquired a considerable estate in Lincolnshire, through
his marriage with Anne, sole dau. and heir of John Obton,
Esq., of the city of London, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. and

collared or.

—

—

;

heir of Daniel Ttbwhitt, Esq., who was son and heir of
Scroop Ttrwhitt, Esq., and Elizabeth, his wife, eldest dau.
and eventual co-heir of Sir Daniel de Lione, Knt., of Harlaxton, CO. Lincoln; the last male heir, George Gbegobt,
Esq., of Harlaxton, d. s.p. in 1860, and was succeeded, under
the entail of the will of his uncle, Geobge de Ligne Gbegobt,
Esq., by the late John Shebwin Sberwin, Esq., of Braracotc,
CO. Nottingham, who assumed in consequence the name and
arms of Gregory, by royal licence). Gu. on a chev. betw.

ten crosses crosslet or, three crosses crosslet of the
Crest Three garbs or, banded together gu.
Motto

first.

—Cmx

—

scutum.

Gregory

(Normanton).

Gu. on a chev. betw. ten crosses
Crat Three

crosslet or, three crosses crosslet of the first.

garbs

or,

—

banded together gu.

Gregory

(Greenwich, co. Kent, and Westminster, co. Middlesex). Or, two bars az. in chief a lion pass, of the last,
ducally crowned gu. Crest Out of a mural coronet per pale
or and az. a demi boar saUant ar. crined and armed of the
first, coUared of the second, vulned in the breast gu. with an
arrow gold feathered of the third.
Gregory (Stockwith, co. Lincoln). Or, two bars az. in chief
a Uon ramp, of the second. Crest Out of a ducal coronet

—

—

or,

a maiden's bead ppr. vested go.

A

A

GBE

(Lord Mayor of London, 1451). Per pale ar. and
ramp, guard, endorsed counterchanged.
Or, two bars az. in chief
co. York).
a lion pass, of the second crowned of the first.
Gregory (Capt, William Filmeb Gkegobt, B.N., of Hanbury
Mount, CO. Worcester). Per. pale ar. and az. on a pale
betw. two lions ramp, addorsed three cross crosslets ar. all
counterchanged. Crest Two lions' heads erased and addorsed
az. semee of cross crosslets ar. in front of a garb fessewise
Motto Nil desperandum crux scutum.
or.
Gregory (Ashfordby, co. Leicester; William Gbegoet, &.
1570, descended from Richard Gregorie, Lord of Freseley
and Ashfordby, d. 20 Edward I., 1291. Visit. Leices. 1619).
Or, two bars az. in chief a lion pass, of the last, quarterinc,
2nd, az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned
1st, ar. a saltire engr. sa.
3rd, erm. a fess paly of six or
or, debruised by a bend gu.
az.

two

lions

Gregory (Lastingham,

—

—

;

;

and gu. 4th, sa. two lions pass, in pale ar. crowned or; 5th,
air a fess gu. fretty or. Crest A deml boar ramp, couped
sa. collared or.
Gregory (Reg. TJlster's Office, to Sir Henry Gregory).
Barry of eight or and az. on a chief of the last a lion pass, of
the first. Crest A lion's head erased, collared or.
Gregory (Dr. John Gregory, Scotland, 1766). Ar. a fir tree
growing out of a mount in base vert surmounted by a swoid
in bend, ensigned by a royal crown in the dexter chief point
all ppr., in the sinister chief and dexter base a lion's head
A sphere ppr. Motto Altius.
erased or. Crest
Gregson (Murton and Burdon, co. Durham). Ar. a saltire
An arm couped at
gu. a canton chequy or and az. Crest
the elbow, vested bendy wavy of six, and environed round the
wrist with a ribbon ar. and gu. holding in the hand ppr. a
;

—

—

—

—

—

battle axe or, handled sa.

Gregson
Cre.~t

—A

wavy

QBE
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Gregory

;

Greinvile

(Stow and Aldercombe, co. Cornwall; Sir Geobok
Greinvile, Knt., of Stow, and Thomas Greinvile, Esq., of
Aldercombe. "Visit. 1620). Gu. three clarions or. Cresl—A.

demi

griffin or.

Greiseley (co. Stafford).
Greisty. Ar. a chev. sa.

"Vair^ gu. and erm.
betw. three escutcheons gu. each
charged with a griffin segreant or.
Greive. Ar. a fesse engr. voided gu. betw. three square

padlocks of the second.
Crest
dishing a scymitar ppr. Motto

— An

arm

in

— Hoc securior.

Greive

armour bran-

Northumberland). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three
fetterlocks az. a mullet betw. two crescents or.
Crest
martlet sa. Motto
J'ai la clef.
Grelley, or Grayley (co. Lancaster). Gu. three sinister
bendlets enhanced or. Crest
A hand holding a fish ppr.
Grelley. Vaire ar. and gu.
Grelley. Gyronny of ten ar. and sa.
Grely. Ar. on a chief sa. five escallops or.
Greman. Gu. two bars or, in chief three griffins' heads
erased of the second, a bordure ar. (another, a bend gobonated ar. and sa.).
Gremer. Vert three eagles displ. ar.
Gremiston. Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend sa. three
round buckles or. Crest Out of a crescent ar. a lion's face
sa. crowned with an antique crown or.
Grenald. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three buglehoms of the(co.

—

—

—

—

field.

Grenald. Gu. a cinquefoil betw. eight crosses crosslet ar.
Grenalder. Or, a fesse betw. five crosses crosslet gu.
Grendall (St. Bright's, co. Cornwall). Az. a cross quarterly
erm. and

betw. four Cornish choughs of the

or,

last, collared

ar.

(Moor House, Hawkhurst, co. Kent). Same Aritis.
cubit arm in armour charged with three bendlets
holding in the gauntlet a battle axe of the last,

Grendall
or.

Crest

Huntingdon). Ar. on a cross az. five garbs
lion pass, guard, or, sustaining with the dexter

(co.

—A

paw

cellce engr. az. a canton

a flag ar. staff sa.
Grendon (Grendon, co. Warwick, trmp. King Stephen). Ar.
two chev. gu. Crest A decrescent or.
Grendon {Baron Grendon, summoned to Parliament 1299
abeyance temp. Edward 111.). Same Amu.
Grendon (co. Gloucester). Same Anus.
Grendon (Sarsdon House, co. Oxford. Visit. 1574). Same

also ppr.

Grene.

sa.

headed

or.

Gregson

(Lowlyn, co. Durham).

Ar. a

saltire gu. recer-

chequy erminois and of the last.
A cubit arm couped ar. charged with a bendlet wavy
Crest
az. betw. two others gu. tied round the wrist with a riband
of the same colours and holding in the hand ppr. a battle
axe or, the staff sa. entwined with a wreath of oak fructed

—

Gregson
of

(granted to Rev.

Whinburgh with

William Gregson, M.A., Rector

Westfield, Norfolk).

each charged with as many crosses pattee
of the

first

in chief three annulets ar.

couped chequy

Gregson

ar.

and

sa. encircled

Gu. two bars erm.
fitch^e, at the foot

Crest

—A

griffin's

head

by an annulet or.
by the late Mat-

(Liverpool, co. Lancaster; borne

Esq., F.S.A., author of the " Portfolio of
Lancashire Fragments," <fcc.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
saltire gu. a canton chequy or and az., for Gregson; 2nd,
paly of six erm. and az. 3rd, per chev. gu. and or, three
gates counterchanged, for Yates. Crest—»An arm couped at
the elbow, vested bendy wavy of six ar. and gu. holding by
the head in the hand ppr. a battle axe erect or, handled
sa. environed round the wrist with a ribbon. Motto
Virtute

thew Gregson,

;

—

Gregson

(co. Lancaster).
Ar. a saltire gu. over all three
bars sa. a canton chequy or and az.
(Mount Plunkett and St. John's, co. Ro.scommon;
confirmed to Patrick Greuan, Esq.)
Or, a trefoil slipped
Tert, on a chief sa. three escallops of th^ first.
Crest
demi lion gu. gorged with three escallops or. Motto Ne

Grehan

—
—

ubiies.

Ar. a tree growing out of the base vert,
betw. two daggers paleways in base ppr. Crest A demi
(Ireland).

—

armed

bull issuing sa.

az.

on each three ears of wheat

or.

Gu. three dexter hands couped
and disposed bendways ar. two and one, within a bordure
engr. of the second. Motto
Signantur cuncta manu.
Greig (Eci Ics, co. Berwick, 1820). Gu. three dexter hands
couped and disposed erect ar. within a bordure or. Crest
A dexter arm in armour cmbowed, brandishing a scinictar
ppr.
Motto Strike sure.
Greig (Lcthangie, co. Kinross, 1846). Gu. three dexter
bands erect couped or, within a bordure of the last charged
with as many martlets sa. Crest A martlet sa. Motto
(Ballingrie, co. Fife).

—

—

—

—

Nee

—

sorte nee fato.

Greig
quare

Ar. fretty az. on each joint a bezant, on a chief gu.
a buck trippant betw. two mullets or, pierced.
Ar. a fess dancettee and in chief three leopards'

Grene.

faces sa.

Greneham.

Barry of twelve ar. and az. on a chief gu.
three six-foils pierced or.
Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa. three leopards' faces

Greney.
or.

Grenfeld (co. Wilts). Vert a lion ramp. or.
Grenfell (Taplow House, co. Buckingham).
rests or.

Crest

Gu. three organ-

—On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a

griffin

pass. or.

Grenford.

Per fesse vert and or (another, ar.) a lion
Crest
A hunting-horn gu. viruled

r.Tmp. counterchanged.

—

or.

(Glcncarsc, co. Perth, 1856). Gu. a cross moline or,
pierced of the firld betw. three dexter hands erect

couped

ar.

dtirally

gorged

Crest

—A

or.

falcon riding ppr., jessed, belled,

.^/o((o— Certum pete flncm.

Oreike.

Or,

Greilly.

Or, on a crosJi sa. five escallops ar.

two chcv.
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Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three wolves or, the two
in chief combatant.
Grenford, or Grensted. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
squirrels sejant or.

Grenfylde.

Ar. on a bend gu. four lozenges of the
Gu. three round buckles or.

Grenill.

field.

Grenker. Ar. a cross voided gu.
Grentemaisnill (Hinckley, co.

Leicester;
Lord High
Henry I.). Gu. a pale or.
Same Arms. Crest— A plume of ostrich

Steward of England,

Grentmesnell.

tem}).

feathers ar.

or.

Greiby. Erm. two Haunches

Greig

Arms.

Grenford.

et labore.

Grehan

—

sa.

and

Grenville (London). Vert on a cross or, five torteaux.
Crest
A sinisteij arm couped and embowed, extended to-

—

wards the

sinister ppr. vested gu. holding a

bow bent

sa.

Grenville (TEMPLE-NDOENT-liBVDGES-CHANDOS-GnENVILLE,
Duke and Marquess nf Buckingham and Chandos). Quarterly,
1st and 6th, vert on a cross ar. five tortcaux, for Grenville,
2nd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, an eagle displ. sa., for
Leofric 2nd and 3rd, ar. two bars sa. each charged with
;

three martlets or, for Temple 3rd, erm. two bars gu., for
Ntir.ENT
4th, ar. on a cross sa. a leopard's face or, for
Crests
1st,
1'hydges
5th, or, a pile gu., for Chandos.
Grenville: A garb vert; 2nd, Temple: On a ducal coronet
;

;

;

—

a martlet or; 3rd, Brtdoks: The bust of an old man in
profile, couped below the shoulders ppr. habited paly of six
ar. and gu. semee of rouiulles counterchanged, wreathed
round the temples of the second and az.; 4th, Chandos: A
Saracen's head couped at the shoulders and affrontee ppr.
wreathed about the temples ar. and sa.
Sapporleri
Dexter, a lion per fesse embattled or and gv.; sinister, a

—

!

QBE
horse

ar.

sem^

of

eaglets
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sa.

Motto

—

quam

Terapla

heads erased

dilecta

Grenville (Baron

GrenviUe, of Wotton-under-Bernewood,
CO. BuckinKham; extinct 1834). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert
2nd, or, an
on a cross ar. Ave torteaux, for Gbenville
eagle displ. sa., for Leofbic, Earl of Mercia : 3rd, ar. two
bars sa. each charged with three martlets or, for Temple.
Crest
A garb vert. Supporters Dexter, a lion per feese
embattled gu. and or; sinister, a horse ar. semee of eagleta
sa. each collared ar. banded vert, charged with three torRepetens exempla suorum.
teaux. Motto
Chrenville {Lord Glastonbury: created 1797, extinct 1826).
Sanje Anns and Crest as the Puke of Buchinghnm and
Chandos. Supporters Dexter, a lion per pale embattled or
and gu. sinister, a horse ar. semee of eaglets sa. both plain
collared.
Motto Uni aequus virtuti.
Grenwell (granted by Camden, Clarenceux). Or, two bars
Crest
az. betw. three ducal coronets gu.
A swan's head
and neck couped ar. beaked gu. gorged with a branch of
laurel vert.
GreBhall. Quarterly, ar. and ar. on the second three
cinquefoils of the first, over all a bend gobonated of the
second and gu.
Greshall, or Qrassell. Quarterly, ar. and az. on a bend
gobonated gu. and of the second six cinquefoils of the
:

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

first.

GBB

Gressingrham.

Ar.

a buglehorn

betw. three

Gresson. Or, a bend chequy ar. and sa.
Gressy. Erm. on a chief sa. an imperial
Qrestingthorpe. Erm. a maunch gu.

Greswolde

grifllns'"

sa.

eagle or.

Yardley, CO. Worcester, and Solihull and Malvern.
Hall, CO. Warwick; an ancient family recorded in Visits.
COS. Warwick and Worcester, direct male Une extinct).
Ar.
a fess gu. betw. two greyhounds courant sa.
No C>-est
appears to be registered to this family in Coll. of Arms, but
(

a greyhound pass, was sometimes used.
(London. Visit. London, 1568. Dorotht, dau.
and heir of Roger Greswolde, of London, third son of

Greswolde

RicHAKD Greswolde,

of Solihull,

in.

John Weld).

Same

Amu.
Greton. Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure az.
Grevalder. Ar. a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet

gu.
(Shinley, co. Hertford, and co. York ; granted 1623).
Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three pellets, each charged with «
lion's head erased of the first, a griffin pass. betw. two
escallops or. Crest
A squirrel sejant sa. charged with two
bends sinister ar. holding an escallop or.
Greves. Per chev. ar. and gu. three fig leaves counterchanged.

Greve

—

Grevill, or Greville (Campden, co. Gloucester, Milcote,
Bcauchamp Court, and Warwick Castle, co Warwick con;

Qxesham.

temp. Edward III.; subsequently of Holt, in the same co., of Osterley Park, co.
Middlesex, and Titsey, co. Surrey; of this family was Sir
Tbomas Gresham, Founder of the Royal Exchange, fourth
in descent from James Gresham, Esq., of Gresham. Visit.
London, 1568). Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three mullets
pierced sa. Crest
On a mount vert a grasshopper or.
Oresliain (Limpsfield, co. Surrey, bart., extinct 1801 MabMADUKE Gresbam, son of Sir Edward Gresham, Knt., of
Titsey, was created a bart. 1660).
Same Amis and Crest.
Q-resbaiu (Lord Mayor of London, 1547). Ar. a chev. ermines
betw. three mullets pierced sa. on a chief or, a trefoil slipped
vert betw. two griffins' heads erased sa. collared gold.
(London). Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three mullets
pierced sa. on a chief gu. a pelican and two griffins' claws
couped or (another, two hinds' heads erased or).
(John, Sheriff of London. Augmentation granted
Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three mullets sa. pierced
1537).
of the field, on a chief or, a cinquefoil (in picture a trefoil
slipped) az. betw. two hinds' heads erased sa. about their
necks a bar gemelle ar. on each erasure a bezant langued gu.
Crest
A grasshopper ppr. about the neck a gemelle gold,
holding in the mouth a pawnee flower ppr.
C^resham (Walsingham, co. Norfolk). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three mullets ar.
Gresham. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced sa. on a
chief or, a trefoil slipped gu. betw. two foxes' heads erased
of the second.
Gresham. Colleg'e. Ar. a chev. enn. betw. three mullets
pierced sa. Crest— On a mount vert a grasshopper or.
Gresley {Baron Gresley: summoned to Parliament 1308,
extinct 1347). Vaire erm. and gu.
Gresley (co. Derby, temp. William the Conqueror). Same

(Gresham,

CO. Norfolk,

—

;

Gresham
Gresham

—

Arms.

Gresley

(Drakelow, co. Derby, bart., and also of Nethersale
Same Arm.*. Crest— A Uon pass. erm.
Motto Meliore fide quam

Hall, CO. Leicester).

armed, langued, and collared gu.

—

fortuna.

Gresley

(Docglas-Greslet, High Park, co. Worcester;
Robert Archibald Douglas, Lord of the Manor of Salwarpe, co. Worcester, assumed, 1830, the name of Greslet,
in compliance with the will of Philip Gresley, Esq.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vair^ erm. and gu. a canton vert for

Greslei

Ciests —

2nd and 3rd, Docglas.
1st,
gorged for distinction with a collar
vaire erm. and gu.; 2nd, Douglas, motto over, Jamais
arrifere.
Motto Meliore fide quam fortuna.
Gresley (arms in Ricote Church, co. Oxford, Visit. 1 574 also
in Thame Church; impaled by Quatbemaine).
Vaire or
and gu.
distinction, for

Gresley

:

A

;

lion pass. ar.

—

;

Gresnore (Yeton). Sa. a cross patonce ar.
Gresque (Lafby, co. Lincoln). Vaire ar. and gu. guttee
de sang. Crest
A lion pass. ar. guttee sa. collared gu.
Gresque. Sa. three cinquefoils ar. on a chief of the second

—

a demi buck gu. attired or.
G]?essall. Ar. a bend componee gu. and az.
Gressall. Quarterly, ar. and az. on a bend gobony gu. and
of the second six cinquefoils of the first.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three inescutcheons g\x.
each charged with a griffin segreant or. Crest A talbot

Gressey.

—

•ejant sa. collared and lined or.
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firmed, with five quarterings, by

Camden's Deputies, to Sir
Knt., of Milcote, eighth in descent from
William Grevill, of Campden). Sa. on a cross engr. or,
five pellets, a border engr. of the second.
Crest
grey-

Edward Greville,

—A

hound's head ersised sa. bezantee, gorged with a collar
ar. charged with three pellets.
Grevill. Sa. on a cross engr. or, five pellets, in the first
quarter a mullet of the second, on a chief chequy gold and
az. a griffin pass. erm.
Grevill. Ar. six lions ramp. gu.
Grevill. Ar. on a cross sa. five bezants within a bordure
engr. or.

Greville

{Earl of Brooke and Warwick, now head of the
house of Greville).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a
cross engr. or, five pellets, a bordure engr. of the second^
for Greville; 2nd, or, fretty az., for Willoughbt; 3rd,
gu. a fesso betw. six crosses crosslet or, for Beaccuamp.
Crests
1st
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a swan, wings expanded and elevated ar. beaked of the first; 2nd: a bear
sejant ar. muzzled gu. collared and chained or, supporting
a ragged staff of the first. The bear and ragged staff belongs
to the Saxon Earls of Wancick, derived from the chivalrous
GcTT.
It was adopted by the Newbubghs, the first Earls of
Warwick, after the Conquest.
Supporters Two swans,
wings addorsed ar. legged, beaked, and ducally gorged gu.
Motto— \i\ ea nostra voco.
Greville (GREviLLE-NncENT, lord Greiille). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. two bars gu. and a canton of the last for
diff.,
for NncENT;
2nd and 3rd, sa. on a cross engr.
or, five pellets, a bordure of the last, for Greville.
Crests
1st, Nugent
A cockatrice ppr. wings elevated and
charged on the breast with a pellet for diff. 2nd, Greville:
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a demi swan, wings expanded
and elevated ar. Supporters Dexter, a swan, wings inverted
ar. ducally gorged gu. charged on the breast with a pellet;
sinister, a cockatrice, wings elevated and endorsed vert,
gorged with an antique Irish crown or, combed and wattled
gu. Mottoes Over the 1st crest Deorevi; under the arms i

—

:

—

—

:

;

—

—

:

Vix ea nostra voco.

Greville (Arle's Court, near Cheltenham. Visit. Worcester,
1634).
Same Anus as Greville, Earl of Warwick, border
plain.

Grevis, or Greves.

Grey

See Greaves.
{Lord Grey of CoUnor ; summoned to Parliament 12D9,

abeyance

1495).

Barry of six

ar.

and

az. in chief three-

torteaux.

Grey {Lord

Grey of Wilton: summoned to Parliament 129.%
attainted 1603; descended from Codnob). Same Arms, with
a label of three points ar. Cre<t On a hand lying fessways
couped at the wrist ar. bracelet or, a falcon of the last

—

—

wings expanded. Supporters Dexter, awyvemor sinister,
a hon ar. ducally crowned or.
Grey of Rulhyn ; summoned to Parliament 1322,
descended from Wilton, abeyance 186i). Same Arms as
Supporters Dexter, a wyvem or;
Grey, of Codnor.
sinister, a lion ramp, reguard. gu.
Grey {Earl ami. Duke of Kent, ; the fourth Lord Grey of
;

Grey {Lord

—

Ruthyn created

earl 1465, the twelfth earl

1710, extinct 1741).

—
— On

Same Arms

created duke-

as Gbey, of Codnor.

a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wyvem or.
^Two wyverns or. Mutto—Voy est tout.

Crest

Supporters

GSE

Grey of Groby, Marquess of Dorset, and Duke of
Suffolk: attainted 1554; summoned to Parliament 1449, the
lord
created marquess 1475, third marquess created
third
Same Anns as
descended from Ruthyn).
dulte 1651
Grey, of Codnor, with a label of three points erm.
Grey (Lord Grey of Groby, and Earl of Stamford and Warrington : male heir and representative of the house of Grey
Barry of six ar. and az. Crest
descended from Groby).
A unicorn pass. erm. armed, maned, tufted, and unguled
Supporters Two
or, in front of a sun in splendour.
unicorns erm. armed, maned, tufted, and unguled or. Motto
;

—
;

—

— A ma

and Viscount L'Isle; created 1483, extinct
Same Anns as Gbey, of
1512; descended from Groby).
L'Ule,

Codnor, with a label of three points ar.
created 1535, attainted 1541;
(Viscount Graney ;
Same Arms as Grey, of Codnor,
descended from Groby).
points
erm.
with a label of three
Ores (Lord Grey of Rotherfield: summoned to Parliament
1297; John, second lord, was one of Founder Knights of the
Garter, title passed to the Viat^unts Lovel, attainted 1487;
descended from Codnor). Same Arms as Gkey, of Codnor,
with a bend gu.
Grey (Lord Grey of Powis : summoned to Parliament 148'2;

Grey

£arl of Tankervillc, in Normandy, abeyance 1552). Gu. a
lion ramp, and a border engr. or.
(Lord Grey of Werke, and Earl of Tankeriille ; created
1642 and 1695, extinct 1706; descended from Powis). Same
Anns as Grey, of Powis.
Grey (Lord Grey of Howick, and Earl Grey ; descended from
Powis). Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. ar. Crest
A scaling ladder or. Supporters Dexter, a lion guard,
purp. ducally crowned or; sinister, a tiger guard, ppr.
Motto
De bon vouloir servir le roy.
Grey (Falloden, bart. descended from Howick). Same
Anns, a mullet for diff. Crest A scaling ladder in bend
sinister or, hooked and pointed ar.
Motto De bon vouloir

Grey

—

—

—

;

—

—

Northumberland, bart., extinct
1706 descended from Sir Thomas Grey, Knt., of Heton,
brother of Sir John Grey, who was created Earl of Tanker(Chillingham.

co.

;

in

ville

Normandy by Henry

V.,

Same Arms

1418).

as

Grey, of Powis.

Grey, or Gray

(Segenhoe, co. Bedford, Essex, and Pellvert cotised dancettee gu.
at the waist ppr. hair flolant
or, holding in each hand a sprig of laurel vert.
Grey (Norton, near Stockton-on-Tees). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto, as Earl Grey.
Grey (Southwick, co. Durham Sir Arthur Grey, of Wil-

ham,
C'e.it

a bend
—A dcmi womanAr.couped
CO. Hertford).

;

ton,

temp.

Elizabeth).

Barry of six

and

ar.

az.

Crest

—

Upon

a .sinister glove lying fessewaye ar. a falcon rising or,
encircled with a band of honeysuckle ppr.
(Morw ick, co. Northumberland a branch of Grey, of

Grey

;

Howick.

John

Gri;y, Esq., of Morwick, Major-General in

Same Anns,

the army, C.B.).

Crei^t,

and Motto, as Earl

Cry.

Grey

Charles Edward Grey,

Knt.,
Surrey, appointed one of the

(Sir

Oaks,

CO.

Supreme Court

Madras

at

K.C.H., of the
Judges of the

Ralph William

in 1820, son of

Grey. F.sq., of Backworth, co. Northumberland, by Elizabeth Brandling, his wife). Barry of six ar. and az. on a
bend gu. three bezants or.
Grey (co. Derby, and Broadgate, co. Lincoln). Barry of six
ar. and az. in chief tliree torteaux, and a label of five points
of the second.

Grey

and Barton, co. York). Barry of
a bend gobony or and gu.
Ar. a bend az. betw. two cotises wavy

(Jofard, co. Lincoln,

six ar.

and

az.

over

Grey

(co.

Grey

(co. Hereford).

Essex).

ch:iplets or.

label of as

many

ar.

and

az. in chief three torteaux,

»

points erm.

Grey

(Thrandeston, co. Suffolk).
Gu. a lion ramp. enn.
double queued ar. a bordure engr. of the last. Crest
.\
unicorn pass. gu. bezants, crined, armed, hoofed, and
ducally gorged or.
Grey (Wolbeding, co. Sussex, and Barton, co. York). Barry

—

—

of six ar. and az. a bend gobonated or and gu. Crest
Out
of a ducal coronet per pale or and gu. a demi eagle, wings
elevated ar.

Grey

(Kingston Mereward). Barry of six ar. and az. a label
on each three bezants. Crest A badger

—

ppr.

Grey

Barry of six &x. and az. as
many fleurs-de-lis or, three, two, and one. Crest On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wyvern or.
Grey. Barry of six ar. and az. on a bend gu. three leopards*
(Beverley, co. York, 1666).

—

faces (another, jessant-de-hs) or.

Grey. Barry of six ar. and az. over all a fleur-de-Hs or.
Grey. Sa. three lions" heads erased ar.
Grey. Gu. seven lozenges or, three, three, and one, joined
together, over

Grey.

all

a bend gobonated ar. and az.

Quarterly, ar.

each as

many

and

az.

a

label of three points gu.

on

bezants.

Grey Tauyers, Company of

(London).
Erm. on a
chev. sa. betw. three squirrels ppr. with beads and chains of
gold about their necks, three roses ar. Crest A squirrel
sejant ppr. as in the arms.
Grey, or Gray (Ireland; Patent 1612). A r. three bars az.
in chief as many annulets gu.
Crest
A griffin's head
erased ar. beaked or, holding in the beak an annulet gu.
Grey (Impalement Fun. Ent. 1607, Mary Gkey, buried at
St. Katharine's, Dublin, wife
1st, of John Jenninob ; 2nd,
of William Pigott, Mayor of Dublin
and, 3rd, of Giles
Allbn, also Mayor of Dublin). Barry of six ar. au point en
point vert and sa.
Greybe. Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three leopards' faces

—

—

—

;

sa.

servir le roy.

Grey

Barry of six

Stafford).

of five points gu.

puissance.

Grey (Lord

OBI
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Grey (Lord

Crist

all

Ar. two bars az. on a bend gu. three

— On a mount vert a bar or.

Grey

Barry of
(Langley and Donnington, co. Leicester).
and az. aborduregobony counterchangcd, onacanton
quartered or and gu. a boar pass, of the first within a borCrest
dure sa. bezantce.
Out of a ducal coronet az. a
riemi peacock in pride ppr.
Grey (llchcster, CO. Norfolk). Az. a fcsse bctw. two chrv.
or.
CiT.it
A dragon's head or.
Grey (.Merton, co. Norfolk). .Same Armn, chcv. erm.
Grey (Chillingham and HcrwicU, co. Northumberland, terniK
Henry V.). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a bordure engr. of the
last.
Crests
2nd: A ram's
Ist: A scaling ladder ar.

Greyby.

Or, a fret sa.

pass, of the

on a canton of the second a buck

first.

Greyfleld, or Grefield. Ar. on a bend
of the

gu. four lozenges

field.

Greyley. 'Vaire ar. and gu. a bordure sa. bezantee.
Greynald, or Grenald. Ar. on a bend engr. sa.
buglehoras of the

three

field.

Gresmdour. Or, a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
Crest — A squirrel sejant holding in the paws a nut all ppr.
Greynor. Vert a chcv. betw. three garbs ar.
Greys.

Quarterly, ar. and az. over
mullets or.

all

on a bend

sa.

tbrco

Greysbrooke, or Greisbrooke
ford,

and Middleton,

co.

Warwick

;

(Shenstone, co. Stafas tricked in the Harl.

15G3, and as represented on the seal of Robert Greysbrooke, gent., of Middleton, 1668. This family was origin
ally of Gresbrokc (hodie Greasbrough), co. York.
The first

MS.

of the family who settled in co. Stafford was Bartholomew
DE Gkesbroke, who purchased an estate in Shenstone from
Roger de Grenilon in the reign of Henry III. The elder line

continued at Shenstone until 1728, when, on the death *. p.
of Robert Greisbrooke, of that place, the estates were sold
by Greisbrooke Cramp, his nephew and heir. A junior
branch established itself at Middleton early in the 16th century. John Greysbrooke, of Middleton, son of Robert and
grandson of Alurf.d, all of Middleton, the then rcpresentjitive of this branch, d. intestate in 1636, and administration of
his effects was granted to Michael, his son, lineal ancestor
of the present Michael Phillips Grazebrook, Esq., of Hagley,
CO. Worcester.
The other children of John were Robert, of
Middleton, 1668, who <^ without male issue, John, who
d. s. p. in 1640, and George, who appears also to have d.
issueless).
Ar. three coneys gu.
Greystock (Lord Grcystock; summoned to Parliament 1295;
abeyance 1569).
Barry of six ar. and az. three chaplets

six ar.

—

—

—

head

Grey

;

ar.

(Ilorton, co.

Northumberland),

Ar. two bars az. on a

henil gu. a bezant.

Grey

(Whitilngton,

4r2S

Envil

or

Enville,

and

Klnver,

co.

Greystock.
roses

Barry of six

leaved

gu.

— Volo non

Motto

Greystock.
Greyve. Ar.

vert.

ar.

Crest

and

—A

az.

three chaplets of
guard, or.

lion pass,

valeo.

Gu. three lozenges ar.
a fesse dancettee betw. three leopards' heads

sa.

Greywith.

Az. a gri£Rn segreant or.
Bucks, and Littleton, co. Middlesex). Ar.
boars pass, of the first.
Grice (Brokedish, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, gu. and az. on a
Crest
A boar
bend ar. three boars |i:is3. sa. armed or.
pass. sa. ducally gorged or.
Grice. Or, a chcv. gu. betw. tbre« boars' heads erased at

Qrice

(Ivcr, co.

on a bend

sa. three

—

A

the neck ppr.

bead couped

Crest

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
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—Betw. two wings a blackamoor's
Edwabd Lysaght,

sa. ear-rings or,

and ducally gorged of the

last.

(Impalement Fun. Ent. 1675, Alderman Daniel
HcTCHiNsoN, Lord Mayor of Dublin, 1651). Quarterly, gu.
and az. on a bend ar. three boars pass. sa.
Gridley, Gredley, or Qrelley. Gu. three bendlets
enhanced or (same as Gbellet or Gbedlet, Barons, of
Out of a ducal coronet a demi lion
Crest
Manchester).
ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a pheon ppr. Motto
Devant si je puis.
Orierson (Lagg, co. Dumfries, bart., 1865). Gu. a fesse or,
betw. three quadrangular locii» (or fetterlocks) ar. (an earlier
coat was gu. a saltire and chief ar. the latter charged with

—

three cushions of the

— Hoc

—

first).

Orest

—A

lock, as in the arms.

securior.

Orierson (Snowdown

Herald, Scotland,

1672).

Ar. a

fir

growing out of the middle base vert, surmounted
a sword in bend', bearing upon the point an imperial
crown ppr. within a bordure gu. charged with four fetterCrest
A branch of fir ppr. Motto
locks of the first
tree
of

—

—

Spem renovat

anni.
(Milton Park, co. Kircudbright, 1875). Gu. on a fess
betw. two fetterlocks in chief or, and a boar's head erased of
fetterlock or. Motto
the last in base a mullet az. Orest

Orierson

— Hoc

—A

securior.

Oriesdale

Erm. on a bend engr. az. betw. a
and an anchor cabled in base all ppr. three
Crest
A dexter hand fesseways couped

(London).

dolphin in chief
crosses flory or.

—

holding a sword in pale ppr.
John Gbieve, Russia, 1784). Ar. on a fess gu.
betw. three fetterlocks az. a mullet or, a border of the
third.
Crest— A dexter arm armed holding a dagger ppr.
Motto Quia fidem servasti.
Grieve (Moscow, 1784). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto,
bordure engr.
Orieves. Ar. three hurts, a chief embattled gu. Crett
pelican's head erased vulning ppr.
Orieveson (granted to Henbt Jodn Gbieveson, Esq., J. P.,
of Nevill Holt, co. Leicester). Per pale or and az. two wings
conjoined in lure and elevated betw. four escallops saltirewisc
all counterchanged.
Crest
An escallop or, surmounted by
a mascle az. betw. two wings also az. each charged with an
escallop gold.
Motto— Ceienter sed certe.
Oriffeth. Erm. a lion ramp. gu. Crest A griffin's head
erased or (another, ppr.). Motto
Non crux sed lux.
Oriffeth. Az. a fesse betw. three lozenges ar.
Oriffeth. Gu. six escallops ar. three, two, and one, a chief
embattled of the second.
Oriffies- Williams, Bart. See Williams.
Oriffln {Lord Griffin of Braybroke ; created 1688, extinct
Sa. a griffin segreant ar. beak and forelegs or.
1742).
Orifl^ (Lord Braybrooke). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. a
griffin segreant ar. beaked and forelegged or, for Gbiffin;
2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a saltire ar. a rose
seeded and barbed ppr., for Neville, 'Jnd and 3rd, or, fretty
sa. on a canton per pale erm. and gold, a galley with sails
furled of the second, also for Neville. Badges
on the
dexter a rose gu. seeded or, barbed vert, on the sinister a
portcullis or. Crests
1st: A talbot's head erased sa., for Gbiffin; 2nd: A bull ar. pied sa. armed gold, and charged on
the neck with a rose gu. barbed and seeded ppr. Supporters
Two lions ramp, reguard. ar. maned and tufted sa. gorged
with a chaplet of laurel vert. Motto Ne vile veils.
Oriffin (Bartherton, co. Chester). Ar. two bars gu. a griffin
segreant sa.
Oriffin (London one of the six clerks of the Court of Chancery).
Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Cre^t
Out
of a ducal crown or, a demi griffin erm. menibered or.
Oriffln, or Griffith (co. Stafford). Gu. on a fesse dancett^e betw. three griffins segreant or, as many martlets sa.

and

frilled,

Orieve

(Dr.

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

;

Crest

—

—A woman's head couped

at the breast ppr. hair flotant

or.

Griffin

and

Gu. on a fesse dancettee
betw. six lions pass, or, three martlets sa.
Griffin (Penrith, Wales). Gu. on a fesse betw. three lozenges
or, each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the first, a demi rose
betw. two griffins segreant of the field.
Oriffin (CO. York). Erm. a bend gu. cotised or.
Griffin. Gu. three griffins' heads, two in chief couped ar.
and one in base erased or.
Griffin. Gu. a Uon ramp, or, within a bordure invecked ar.
Griffin. Az. three eagles displ.' or.
Oriffin (Violet Hill, Bray, co. Wicklow; confirmed to
Edwabd Lysaght Gbiffin, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, second
son of the late Right Rev. Henry Gbiffin, D.D., Bishop
of Limerick, by Jane Eybe, his wife, dau. and co-heiress
(cos. Stafford

ar.

429

Suffolk).

GBI

of

or,

Orice

Motto

A

Barrister-at-law).

Quarterly, 1st and
ar. on a chev. betw. three bucks' heads erased
gu. an annulet betw. two fleurs-de-lis or, for Gbiffin;
2nd and 3rd, ar. three spears erect in fess gu. on a chief az.
a lion pass, guard, or, a crescent for diff., for Lysaght.
4th,

Crest

— A demi

griffin

secreant ar. charged on the shoulder

with a fleur-de-lis az.

Motto— h'ide

Griffin-Stonestreet.
Griffith (Munster

et fortitudine.

See Stonestreet.

Grillagh, co. Londonderry, bart.)

Quaron a fesse betw. three lozenges ar. a
Geiffith 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev.
erm. betw. three EnRlishmen's heads in profile, couped at
the neck and bearded ppr., for Gbiffith, of Penrhyn. Crest
—On a ducal coronet a griffin segreant or, charged on the
shoulder with a trefoil vert. Motto
Jovis omnia plena.
Griffith (Bristol; granted 1 November, 1623). Barry of six
ar. and sa. three griffins segreant or.
Ci-est
A wolf's head
couped sa. semee d'estoiks or.
Griffith (Penrhyn, co. Carnarvon).
Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three old men's hedds in profile, couped at the neck
terly,

1st

and

4th, az.

trefoil slipped vert, for

;

—

—

ppr.

Giriffith (Woodhouse and Barrow-Super-Soar, co. Leicester ;
Francis Griffith, aged 16, 'Visit. 1619, grandson of Fbancis
Gbiffith, Page to Henry Gbey, Duke of Sn^o/i, temp. Henry
VIII.).
Per chev. ar. and gu. three stags' heads cabossed
counterchanged.
Griffith (Wales). Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Griffith (Wales). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three stags' heads
cabossed per pale of the second and or.
Griffith (co. York). Erm. a bend gu. cotised or.
Griffith (Burton Agnes, co. York, bart., extinct 1656; Sir
Henry Gbiffith was so created in 1C27 his dau. and eventual heiress, Fbances, m. Sir Matthew Boynton, of Boynton
and Barmston, bart.). Gu. on a fesse dancettee ar. betw. six
lions ramp, or, three martlets sa.
Griffith (Wichnor, co. Stafford). Same Amis.
;

Griffith.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A woman's head couped

at

the shoulders ppr. hair or.

Griffith (William Griffith,
Arviu
Crest — A female head

Esq., co. Gloucester).

Same

a£front6e ppr. and over it the
Motto A fin.
Griffith. Or, a Uon ramp. sa. Crest A lion ramp. sa.
Griffith. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. two Saracens' heads in chief
couped or, wreathed az. and sa. in base one of the same
erased of the second, haired and bearded of the third. Crest
A buck's head cabossed per pale or and ar.
Griffith. Az. a fesse betw. three fusils (another, lozenges)

—

—

—

ar.

Griffith.
or,

Gu. on a fesse indented betw. six

griffins

segreant

three martlets sa.

Griffith. Sa. three crosses pattee or, a label ar.
Griffith. Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
stag's head erased holding in the mouth a sprig of oak ppr.
Griffith (John Griffith Gbiffith, Esq., of Bangor, co. Carnarvon).
Paly of eight gu. and sa. a lion ramp, or, a

—

—

bordure nebulae of the last. Crest Upon a mount vert a lion
statant, tail extended erm. charged on the body with tliree
crosses pattee in fesse gu.

Griffith (John Griffith,

Esq., of Llwynduris, co. Cardigan;
registered in the College of Arms). Per chev. gu. and ar.

two chevronels counterchanged betw. as many men's heads
in profile, armed in helmets, vizors up ppr. garnished or, in
chief, and a lion ramp, reguard. sa. in base, for Griffith;
quarterly, vert and erm. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a trefoil slipped ppr. on a bend wavy ar. a tinquefoil gu. betw.
two caltraps sa., for Sandham. Crest Griffith: A griffin
reguard. sa. wings elevated or, in the mouth an arrow, the
barb, downwards ppr. the dexter fore^claw resting upon a
man's head in profile armed in a helmet, as in the arms.
Motto Le bon temps viendra.
Griffith. Gu. a cross ar.
Griffith, or Griffon. Sa. a griffin segreant or.
Griffith, Ap-. Or, a lion ramp. gu. Crest A buck's head
cabossed per pale or and ar.
Griffith Maelor (Lord of BromJUhl, eldest son of Madoc
AP Meredith, last Prince of Powys-Fadoc. Descendants:
I. Owen ap Griffith Vychan, Lord of Glyndwrdwy, celebrated as Owen Glendoweb; II. Tcdob AP Griffith Vychan,
Lord of Gwyddelwern). I'aly of eight ar. and gu. over all a
lion ramp. sa.
Griffith ap Cynan (King of North Wales, Founder of the
I. Royal Tribe of Wales, derived from Anabawd, King of
North Wales, eldest son of Rhodbi Mawe, King of Wales.
Descendants: I. Princes of North Wales
II. David Goch,
AP David, Lord of Penniachno; III. Kodebick, ap Owen
GwYNEDD, Lord of Anglesea). Gu. three lioncels pass, in

—

—

—

;

pale ar.

armed

az.

A

ap Jenkjm (Wales

quartered by Glynne Mttton,
Esq., of Pontyscowred and Korth Cleobury, co. Salop). Sa.
owls
ar.
three
betw.
a chev. or,
Grifiith. ap Nicholas (co. Herts). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three Cornish choughs of the last, beaked and membered gu.
Gri£B.th (Garn, co. Denbigh derived from Madoc Ddd, of
North Walce, a descendant of Edwin, Lord of Tcgengl). Paly
;

;

and

of six ar.

sa.

Griffith. (Caer Rhun, co. Carnarvon, Brongain, co. Montgomery, <fec. descended from Idnerth Benvbas, Lord of
Maesbrook, descended from Edwin, Lord of Tegengl). Ar.
a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.
on a chief az. a boar's head couped ar. tusked or, and
;

Kent). Ar. a trefoil betw. two chev. sa.
Grieer (Bealing Parva, co. Suffolk). Ar. three lions pass, in
pale az. a bordure of the last.
Grig's. Ar. two chev. sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a
dexter hand holding up a swan's head all ppr.
Grig'gre. Gu. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Grigrgrs. Gu. three ostrich feathers ar. Crest A sword in
pale enfiled with a leopard's face ppr.
Grigfson. Gu. two bars ar. on a chief of the last three mullets of the first.
Crest
A ram's head erased ppr.
Grigson (Sahara Toney, co. Norfolk borne by Rev. William Grigson, M.A., of Saham Toney). Gu. two bars in
chief three annulets ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a

Grigrg'

(co.

—

—

—

;

—

head chequy ar. and sa.
Per fesse gu. and az. on a bend engr. betw. two
heads erased ar. as many crosses crosslet fitchee or, a

griffin's

langued gu.

Griffith (Rev. Thomas Griffith, M.A., Prebendary of St.
Paul's, son of Benjamin Griffith, by his wife, the dau. and
co-heir of Richard Jackman, Esq.). Or, on a bend gu.
betw. two grifBns segreant az. three mullets pierced ar.
quartering, Jackman, viz.. Per saltiie ar. and sa. two eagles

—A

displ. of the last.

Crest

grififtn's

head erased

sa.

guttle

Griles.
lions'

cinquefoil pierced of the second.

Griles

(Tavistock, co.

hog

Devon;

Or, three bends

Visit. 1620).

Wiluam Griles, of that place.
Crest
A hedge-

—

enhanced gu.

ar.

Grill.

dor.

Griffith (arms
Visit.

in the

Crown

Sa. a

Oxon, 1574).

Inn, Aylesbury, co. Bucks.

wyvern

or.

Griffith (Prince of Upper Powys). Or, a lion's gamb erased
in bendgu.
Griffith, ap, Sir Hovrel, Knt. Gu. a chev. or, betw.
and
Rhys
Margaret, m. in 1G40 Howel ap Evan Vtchan,
Bart.,
of
Mostyn,
co.
Flint).
Gu.
a
ancestor of Mostyn,

heiress,

chev. ar. betw. three plates.

derived from Sir
Griffith Lloyd, Knt., of co. Carnarvon, living in 1322).
Llyn.
Arms as Llotb, of
Griffith (co. Warwick). Sa. a griffin segreant ar. a crescent

Griffith (Llwyndegrust, North Wales;

for diff.

Griffith (Penprompren, co. Cardigan, and Trevalyn Hall,
an ancient family in that county, of which
CO. Denbigh
was John Griffith, Esq., High Sheriff of the county in
;

1757).

Ar. a lion pass. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Crest

lion pass. sa.

Griffith ap Llewellin (son of Hwlkyn ap Howell ap
Yerworth, which Howell altered his paternal coat of arms.
He was descended from Hwva ap Kynddelw, "one of ye 15
Tribes in accompt amongst ye Brittaines

Gu. a

lion pass.

(Lord of Ross and Rhyvoniog;

lineally

").

ar.

Goch

Griffith

descended from Marchddd ap Cynan, Founder of the VIII.
I. Conway, of
Noble Tribe of North Wales). Descendants
BrynEirin; II. Hoghes, of Cefen Garlley; III. Lewis, of
Llwyn Gwrcn; IV. Lloyd, of Dolin Ederion). Or, a griflin
:

segreant gu.
Griffith (Fun. Ent. of Judge Griffith, buried in Christ
Church, Dublin, 2 Nov. 1666). Sa. semee of roses and a lion

ramp.

ar.

Isle of Anglcsea).

Gu. a chev. betw.

three lions ramp. or.

Griffiths (Thorn Grove Park, near Worcester).
ramp. gu. Ci-est A demi lion ramp. gu.
Griffiths. Gu. a chev. betw. three Saxons' heads

Or,

a lion

—

—

—

—

Sheriff, 1771.

The

lute representative,

Grikfiths, Esq., sold the estate).

Leighton Delahorb

Ar. three boars' heads

See Jkrmyn.

Leicester).
Barry ar. and az. a bordure gti.
Az. three crosses tau or.
(London; granted, 1575, by Cooke, Clarenceux, to
Thomas Grymes, of London). Or, on three bars gu. as many
martlets of the first, on a chief of the second two bars

Grime.

Grimes

—

nebulee ar. Crest A martlet vert.
(Bonchurch, near Newport, Isle of Wight). Or, a
bordure engr. az. on a chief sa. three escallops ar. Crest
A pair of wings addorsed or.
Grimes (Henry Grimes, Esq., of Cotton House, near Rugby,

Grimes

I'er pale

Oflite).

Gu. three escallops

ar.

in

or and sa. a chev. betw. six martlets

all

c'liinlerchangod.

Qrigby. Erm. on

a fcsse betw. three mullets gu. a bull pass.
Crest
An ounce's head erased ppr. collared ar. charged
with two niiillets gu. the edges of the collar dovetailed.
QtTiffg (grantcrl to John Grigg, Esq.). Gu. achcv. betw. three

—

(or

—

Warwick, J.P. and D.L.). Same Anas and Crest.
Sa. a horse's head erased or, betw. three mullets
ar.
Crest
A horse's head couped or, betw. two wings expanded ar.
Grimes. Barry of six ar. and gu. on the second bar a boar's
head couped of the first, over all the trunk of an oak in bend,
leaved ppr. a bordure engr. sa.
Grimoud (Scotland, 1866). Gu. a fesse or, betw. two camels'
heads erased of the second, collared of the first, and campaned aT. in chief and a wolfs head also erased of the last in
base. Crest
A camel's head, as in the arms. Motto Gaudct
CO.

Grimes.

—

—

—

patientia duris.

Grimsbie

temp, llcnry VIII.).

(Brachlowe, co. Leicester,

Barry nebulae of six sa. and or, on a chief
Crest— A demi ram saliant sa.
first.

ar. three birds of

the

Grimsby

(Drakelow, co. Leicester; William Grimsby, of
Henry VI., 1459; his only dau. and heir, Anne,
Robert Vincent, of Messingham, co. Lincoln and
2nd, Richard Waterton. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Barry
nebulae of six sa. and or, on a chief ar. three birds of the
that place, 38
1st,

;

first.

Per chev.

az.

and

ar. in chief

two chcvronels

of the second.

Grimsby.

Per chev.

sa.

and

ar.

two chcvronels counter-

changed.

Grimscot
)/i.

(Grimscott in Launcells, co. Cornwall; the heiress
Lanodon, of Keverell). Sa. three swords in pale ar.

liiltedor.

Grimsdith

temp. Henry

(Grimsditch, co. Chest

Ver
complete armour

tinct in the chief line in 1726).

seizing on a

man,

in

griffin or,

yinj;

on

his

III.,

ex-

armed gu.
back ppr.

Grimsditch

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. of Joan, widow of Ralph
Grimsditch, Farmer of the Customs of the Port of Dublin,
d. 25 April, 1607, and of her son, George Grimsditch, Customer of the Port of DubUn; d. 26 April, 1616). Same
Aritis.

Grimsditch

(arms in Tarven Church).

Ar. a wolf pass,

sa.

young

cel.-i)

horse's head <T:ised ur.

4;i0

willi tails in the

Ar. a griffin segreant
beaked and legged or. Crest— Two lions' heads erased,
rollared, and en<lorsed ppr.
Grimsha'W (Nicholas Grimshaw, Esq., of Preston, co. Lane.'istcr).
Rixme Arms. Crest A griflin, as in the arms.
Grimsha^w• (The New House, in the Forest of I'cndle, co.
s.i.

chief three piles of the last.

Crigt:.<i

Grimbald (co.

Grimshaw (Grimshaw, co. Lancaster).

cimpf'rt sa.

Grifflths-Jermyn.
Griffon (Reg. Ulster's
GrifFyn.

demi

—

Grimsby.
in profile,

two in chief couped ar. charged with an erm. spot sa. the one
per fcsse of the last. Crest A stag's head
cabossed per pale gu. and az. betw. the attires or, an cstoilc
of eight points gold.
Griffiths (CO. Hereford). Ar. on a fesse dancettee gu. voided
of the field three blackbirds ppr. in chief a griflin segreant
betw. two crickets of the second. Crest
A woU's head sa.
BPmee d'cstoiles or. Mottn Firmitas et sanitas.
Griffiths (Henry St. George Griffiths, Esq.). Ar. two
bars dancelt<;o gu. betw. in chief a griffin segreant betw. two
grasshoppers, and in base three ravens sa.
Griffiths (Dinthill, co. Salop; of whom were Samuel
Griffiths, Esq., Sheriff, 1759, and Joseph Griffiths, Esq.,
in base erased

—A

;

1)1.

Griffiths (Chwaen,

or.

Crest
Sa. a cross couped and pierced ar.
chevalier in armour, holding a scymitar ppr.

Grills, or Grylls (Launceston, Calstock, and Laurethoe,
CO. Cornwall
Sampson Grills of the former, Mark Grills
of the second, and John Grylls of the latter. Visit. 1620).
Or, three bendlcts enhanced gu. Crest
A porcupine pass,
ar.

three stars of the second.
(Gloddoeth, in Cryddyn, whose dau.
Griffith ap

—A

asi
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mouth

Afotto— Utprosim.

ar.

Crest

—

—

Lnneaster).

Grimshaw

Same

Anitt.

(Andcrshaw Lodge,

co.

Lancaster).

Same

A rms,

Grimsted, or Grimstead.

Gu. two bars

— A dexter arm couped, resting on the elbow,
towards the sinister ppr.

vair.

Crest

holding a

bow

A

A

Q-rimsted

Gu. two bars vaire, vert and

(co. Dorset).

Grimsteed

(co. Dorset).

Grobham.

(Bishop's Liddiard, co. Somerset, and Wishford
Ped. Ent. Visit. 1623. Arms granted by
oo. Wilts.

or.

Ar. three bars vert.

<Grjmslon Garth and Kilnwick, both in the East
Ar. on a fesse sa. three mullets of six
Kicling CO. York).
points or, pierced gu. Crest A stag's head, with a ring
Motto Faitz proverount.
neck,
ar.
the
round

G-rimston

—

Qrunston

—

(Bradtield, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1700.

Mart,

m. Sir Capel Lucktn, Dart., of MesBinghall, whose grandson, Wiluam LncKYN, assumed the
surname of Geimston, and was ancestor of the £aiU of
Ar. on a fesse sa. three mullets of six points
Veimlam).
pierced or, in the dexter chief point an erm. spot. Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. attirod or. itfotfo—Mediocria

Bister of the last bart.,

Magna,
Camden,

for

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.

dexter chief point an erm. spot, for Geimston 2nd, sa. a
fesse dancettee betw. two leopards' faces or, for Ldckin;
;

buglehoms sa., for Fobrestek. Crest — A stag's
head erased ppr. attired or. Supporte-rs Dexter, a stag reattired
ppr.
or sinister, a griffin reguard. or. Motto
guard,

3rd, ar. three

—

;

—Mediocria firma.
Orimston
heads

(co.

Devon).

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars'

sa.

Orimston
Devon.
couped

(quartered

Visit. 1620).

by Hilleesdon, of Memland, co.
Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' beads

sa.

Oriiuwood.

Az. a pale ar. surmounted by a chev. or,
charged with three mullets of the field. Crest—On the top of
a tower, an eagle issuing, wings endorsed, holding in the
beak an acorn slipped all ppr.
Orimwood (exempUfied to Jeffrey Gbimwood Gkimwood,
Esq., of Woodham Mortimer Lodge, co. Essex). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, az. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three mullets in
chief fessways and a saltire couped in base ar. 2nd and
8rd, or, on a chev. gu. betw. three wolves' heads erased sa. as
;

—

oval buckles of the first. Crests Ist A demi wolf
ramp, collared, holding betw. the paws a saltire 2nd : A
lion's gamb erased and erect sa. charged with a cross
crosslet ar. and holding in the paw a buckle or. Motto

many

:

;

—

AuxUio

divino.

Grindal, or Grindall

Gu. a cross moline or.
embowed, the hand holding
by the blade a eword, point downwards, all ppr.
Grindall. Or, a cross quarterly erm. and az., in the 1st
and 4th quarters a dove az. collared ar. in the 2nd and 3rd,
a dove of the last collared of the third. Crest A demi lion
ramp, per pale or and az.
Crest

—A dexier arm

(co.

York).

in armoiir

;

—

Grindall

Quarterly, or and az. (another,
ar. and az.) a cross quarterly erm. and of the first betw. four
pea-hens collared, all coimterchanged, of the second and
('20

Dec. 1759).

ar.

Grindall.
Grindall.

Erm. a

cross patonce gu.
Barruly ar. and gu. a cross fiory sa.
Grindlay. Quarterly, or and az. a cross quarterly erm.
and of the first, betw. four pheons coimterchanged of the
field.
Crest
A pea-hen ppr. Motto—Hon degener.
Grindley. Az. a cross betw. four pheons or. Crest A buffalo's head erased gu.

—

—

Grindoure

(Forest of Dean, co. Gloucester). Per pale or and
vert twelve guttees in pale counterchanged, four, four, and
four.

Orisewood

(London, and Daylesford, co. Worcester). Ar.
environed with a laurel vert, betw. three garbs
or.
Crest
A demi lion guard, ar. environed
with laurel vert, holding a garb, as in the arms. Motto— K\\
desperandum.
Grisley (Manchester, co. Lancaster). Gu. a bend with two
bendlets enhanced.
Grisley, Grely, and Grelley. Gu. a bend or, in chief
a bar gemelle of the last. Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding a lozenfje or.
Grisley. Gu. on a bend ar. three crosses flory sa.
Grismund (Worcester, Monument in St. Martin's Church, to
Richard Grismcnd, and Elizabeth, his wife). Or, a bend

a

lion pass,

az.

—

banded

—

compony of the first and gu.
Grissell (Norbury Park, co.

Surrey).

Or,

two barrulets

—

many greyhounds courant sa. Crest
greyhound's head erased sa. round the neck a double chain
or, pendent therefrom an escutcheon gold charged with a
bugle stringed sa.
Gritton. Or, a bend sa. betw. two lions' heads erased gu.
Crest
A lion's face betw. two wings ppr.
Grizzlehurst (Grizzlehurst).
Ar. three boars statant,
bones in their mouths, all sa.
Grobber, and Grobbere. Sa. a fesse ar. in chief three
lozenges of the last.
dancettee gu. betw. as

—

431

lion pass.

erm. wounded in the

boar's head couped or.

Knt., descended

from the

diEF.

(Johnstown, co. Wexford; granted by Hawkins,
John Gbogan, Esq., son and heir of CoaNELiDS Grooan, and grandson of John Grogan, all of same
place, with an escutcheon of pretence for his wife, Katuebine,
Ulster, 1757, to

dau.

(Earl of Verulam).

—A

Grogran

CO.

fesse sa. three mullets of six points pierced or, in the

Crest

preceding, d. 5 July, 1629; Fun. Ent. Coll. of Arms). Same
Arms, impaling for Whitmore, vert frctty or, a mullet ar.

firma.

on a

Gu. a

1599).

shoulder gu.

Grobham (Sir Richard Grobuam,

—

Orimston

QBO
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and heir

Major Andrew Knox,

of

of Rathmacknce,

Wexford). Barry of six or and sa. on a chief az. a lion
pass, of the first, an escutcheon of pretence gu. a, falcon
rising or, within an orle ar. the inner rim engr. the outer

wavy.

Crest

—A

lion's

head erased

sa.

Motto

— Honor

et

virtus.

Grogran (Harcourt Street,

Dublin, bart. Sir Edward Grogan,
M.P. for Dublin, iS41-65, male heir of Grogan of Johnstown).
Barry of six or and sa. on a chief engr. az. a lion pass, of the
first.
Crest
A lion's head erased sa. charged with a mullet,
or.
Motto Honor et virtus.
Grog-an-Morg-an (Johnstown Castle, co. Wexford; exemplified to Hamilton Knox Grogan, Esq., of Johnstown,
upon his assuming, by royal Ucence, 1828, the additional name
of Morgan, in compliance with an injunction in the will of
hiskinsman, SamdelMorgan, Esq., of Waterford). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a gritfin segreant sa., for Morgan
2nd and
3rd, harry of six or and sa. on a chief az. a lion pass, of the
Crests
A reindeer's head cabossed or;
first.
1st, Morgan
2nd, Grogan A lion's head erased sa., motto over
Honor
Motto Fidus et audax.
et virtus.
Grome (Rattlesden, co. Suffolk). Or, three piles gu. on a
chief az. two helmets close of the first. Crest A dexter
arm in armour ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand a
;

—
—

;

—

:

—

:

—

—

gauntlet ppr..

Grono Uwyd-y-Penwyn

(derived through Idhon, third
son of Idnerth-ap-Edryd, from Marchudd, Founder of the
VIII. Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys. Grono was
a distinguished military leader, and was instrumental in
obtaining for Edward 1. the sovereignty of Wales Descendants: 1. Vadghans, of Plas-Neuadd, in Llanvair; 2. Winns,
of Melai; 3. Wynnes, of Garthewin). Gu. three boars'
heads in pale erased ar.
Grono (Wales). Gu. on a garb or, three martlets sa.
Grooby (Rev. James Groobt, Vicar of Swindon, co. Wilts).
Gu. seven mascles, three, three, and one, or. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, an eagle displ.
Groom. Erm. three piles az. each charged with a cross
pattee fitchee or, on a chief gu. two helmets close ppr.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or,
holding in the hand a gauntlet, both ppr. suspended from
the wrist by a pink riband a shield gold, thereon a pile gu.
charged with a cross pattCe fitchee ar.
:

—

—

Groom, or Groome.
az.

Crest

—On the

Ar. three piles in point gu. a chief
top of a torteau winged gu. an eagle

standing, with wings displ. or.

Groome

Greswolde Monument, Yardley
(Kimenhall
Church, CO. Worcester). Or, three piles meeting in base gu.
on a chief indented az. two helmets close of the first.
Groombridg'e. Ar. three inescuteheons or, bordured gtl.
Crest Out of a mural coronet a garb, and thereon perched
a crow all ppr.
Grosby. Ar. a maunch sa. (another, gu).
CJrose (Richmond, co. Surrey; granted 1756; the arms of
Francis Grose, F.S.A., the antiquary). Or, on a mount
betw. two lesser ones vert a lamb sa. holding with the
dexter foot a banner erm. charged with a cross clech^e gu.
Crest
On a mount vert a lamb holding a banner, as in the
arms.
Grosett (Logic, co. Clackmannan). Az. three mullets in
fess ar. and in base as many bezants.
;

—

—

(Lisbon). Az. three mullets in fesse ar. and as many
bezants in base, in chief an acorn of the second. Crest
Motto Pro patriA.
dexter hand holding a sword ppr.
Grossett-Mnirhead. See Moirhead.
Gross. Sa. on a fesse betw. three mullets pierced ar. as
many crosses crosslet gu. Crest On a ducal coronet or, »

Groset

—

—

—

talbot pass. ppr. collared and lined gold.
Quarterly, ar. and az.
(co. Norfolk).

Grosse

on a bend ea.

three martlets or.
co. Cornwall; the heiress m. Bdlleb, of
Quarterly, ar. and az. (another, or and az.)
on a bend sa. three martlets or.
Grosse. Sa. a fesse betw. six crosses crqsslet ar.
Grosse. Quarterly, ar. an<Laz. on a.bend sa. three multots

Grosse

(Camborne,

Shillingham).

A

GBO
Crest

or.

—Out

hand holding a

dagger ppr.

Orosset, or Grossett.
Cre.'it

At. nine

— Four arrows points downwards

trefoils in cross vert.

and a strung bow in

saltire all ppr.

Grossome.
Grosvenor.

bend chequy

Or, a

ar.

and

sa.

Az. a Rarb or. In the time of Eichard II. a
protracted litigation arose between Sir Robert le GrosVENOB and Sir Richard le Scrope, relative to the bearing
"Az. a bend or," which both used. The dispute, known as
the ScRoPE and Gkosvenob Controversy, was decided in
A talbot statant or. Supporters
favour of Scbopb. Crest
On each side a talbot ramp, reguard. or, gorged with u
Nobilitatis, virtus, non stemma
Motto
plain collar az.
character.
Grosvenor (Duke of Ifestminxtn-). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a portcullis with chains pendent or, on a chief of the last
in pale, the arms of King Edward the Confessor betw. two
united roses of York and Lancaster, being the arms of the
city of Westminster, granted to the duke's ancestors as a coat
of augmentation; 2nd and 3rd, az.a garb or, the family arms
of Grosvenor. Crest A talbot statant or. Supporters On
each side a talbot ramp, reguard. or, gorged with a plain
Motto Virtus non stemma.
collar az.
Grosvenor (Baron Ebury). Az. a garb or, a mullet for
diff.
C^-est
A talbot statant or. Supporters On either
side a talbot reguard. or, gorged with a plain collar az.
charged on the shoulder with a mullet of the second. Motto
Virtus non stemma.
Grosvenor (co. Chester). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

flory counterchanged.

—

Grosvenor

Az. a garb or. Crest A horse
(co. Dorset).
tourant, saddled and bridled all ppr.
Grosvenor (Leek, co. Stafford). Paly of ten gu. and or, a
cross moline ar. betw. four crows sa.
Grosvenor (co. Stafford). Gu. a bend or, a bordure erm.

Grosvenor
Az. a garb

(Bushbury, co. Stafford. Vi.sit. Stafford, 1583).
betw. three bezants. Crest A talbct statant

—

or,

1619).

Coldfleld, co.

Same Arinsand

Warwick.

Visit.

Warwick,

Crest.

Grosvenor, or Gravenor

(High Grosvenor, Whitmore,

Bridgnorth, and Dallicott, co. Salop,

<fcc.

The

heiress of the

€Bos^ENORS, of Dallicott, Sarah, only child of Wiluam
Grosvenor, of that place, m. in 1709, Edward Smith, son
of JoiiN Smith, Esq., of Hilton, and was buried at Claverley
in 1763, leaving issue William Smith, Esq., of Dallicott
House, who j)(. Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Samuel
Hurtle, Esq., of Sutton, and d. in 1792, aged 80, leaving
issue a dau. and heir, Mart, in. to Robert Wilkes, Esq., by
whom she had issue (with sons who d. issueless), a dau. and
heir, Elizabeth, m. in 180;') to Thomas Wobrall Grazebrook, Esq., of Stourtoa Castle, co. Stafford. Mr. GrazeBBOOK d. in 1816, and was s. by his only son, the late
Thomas Wobrall Smith Grazebbook, Esq., of Dallicott
and Stourton, on whose decease unni. in 1846, the Dallicott
and Stourton cst.itcs devolved upon his only sister, Elizabeth, wife of George McKenzie Kettle, Esq., now of Dallicott jure uxoris).
Az. a gavb or, betw. three bezants.
Cre.-'i

— A talbot pass, or, collared

Grosvenor.

Grosvenor

gu.

(Wade's

Mill, co. Herts).

Leicester).

Az. a garb

or,

betw.

Az.a fesse betw. three garbs or,

batnUd gu.
Grote (George Gbote, Esq., formerly M.P. for the city of
London, eldest son of George Gbote, Esq., Sherifl
Kent in 1809). Ar. on a mount vert three pine trees jipr. a
dexter side or.
Crest
A pine tree betw. two elephants'
probosccs erect ppr. Motto I'rodesse quam conspici.
Grout (granted to Joseph Grout, Esq., of Hackney, co.
Middlesex). Per chev. ar. and or, on a chev. gu. betw. two
tigers' fares in chief ppr. and an eagle di.'ipl. in base sa. a
boar'a head era-^ed of the second, betw. two spear heads
erect of the first. Crcft
On a mount vert a dexter arm
cmbowcd in armour ppr. garnished or, the hand grasping a
javelin in bend sinister, iioiiit downwards, surmounted by
two branches of oak also ppr.
Grovall. (iu. a chief dantettcc or.
Grove (Grove Place, co. Ilucks, and London). Erm. on a

—

—

—

engr. gu. three cseallups ar.
Grove (Agmondesham, co. Bucks). Same Arms.
(Walbury, co. Eggex). Same Arms. Crest— \ talbot
pass. sa. collared ar.
clii-v.

Grove
Grove

(co.

Wilts).

Same Arms.

collared ar.

(Groveshot).
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Erm. on a chev. engr. gn.
three escallops, the centre one or, the other two ar. Crest
talbot statant sa. collared ar.
Motto Ny dcssux ny
dessoux.
Grove (Rev. Charles Grove, and Henby Thomas Grove,
Esq., of Oldstock, near Salisbury).
Erm. on a chev. engr.
gu. three escallops or.
Crest— A talbot pass. sa. collared ar.
Motto Ni dessus ni dessous.

Same Ar)M.

co. Wilts, bart.).

—

A

—

Grove
a

(Nuneham-Courteney Church.
betw.

chev.

reversed).

Grove

Crest

three

Crtsi—A talbot

pass.

ea.

pineapples

— A hand holding a

(Dunhead,

Visit.

or

Oxon.

Gu.

1566).

(another,

tinctures

thistle ppr.

Erm. on a chev. engr. gu. an

co. Wilts).

escallop or, betw. two others ar.
ducally collared or.

Crest

—A

talbot pass. sa.

Grove

(Shenston Park, co. Stafford). Ar. a chev. engr. gn.
betw. three stumps of trees eradicated and erased ppr.
quartering, ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets gu. as many
estoiles or.
Cregi
On a mount vert a dragon statant ppr.
collared and chained or, charged on the shoulder with aa
cstoile gu.
Motto
Laudo manentem.
Grove. Ar. a sun gu.
Grove. Ar. (another, or) a bend engr. az.
Grove. Per bend vert and gu. an eagle diepl. or.

—

—

Grove

(Rowley Regis,

Monument

co. Stafford.

at Aldridge).

Ar. three leaves vert on a canton gu. three crescents of
the field.
Grove (Fun. Ent. Ireland, 1597). Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
three cocks vert as many roses or.
Grove (co. Donegal; Fun. Ent. 1681, Thomas Grove, of that
CO., buried in St. John's Church, Dublin).
Ar. on a chev.
engr. gu. three escallops of the field.
Grove (Dublin; Fun. Ent. 1597). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
cocks az. as many roses or.
Grove (Castle Grove, co. Donegal; Reg. Ulster's Office).
Erm. on a chev. gu. three escallops ar. Crest A lion ramp.
gu. Motto Gloria finis.
Grover. Per bend gu. and or, a pale vair. Crest Out of
a cloud, in the sinister, an arm embowed holding a garland

—

—

all

—

ppr.

Grovyll. Gu.
Groze. Gu. a

a chief indented or.
cross or, in the dexter chief quarter a lioa

ramp, supporting an anchor cabled all gold.
(North-Mims Parsonage, co. Herts). Erm. on a chie
embattled gu. three roses or. Crest
A griffin's head erased
per pale ar. and gu. charged with a rose counterchanged.
Grubb (Horsendon, co. Bucks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm.
on a chief embattled gu. three roses or, for Grubb 2nd and
3rd, ar. two bendlets engr. sa. surmounted by a label of three
points gu., for Ratcliffe.
Grubb (Potterne, co. Wilts). Vert on a chev. ar. betw. three
dcmi lions ramp, or, as many crosses crosslet sa. Ci-est

Grubb

—

;

—

lion's

head

Grubb

az. ducally

(co. Wilts).

crowned

or.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

lion's

gamb

-a.

holding a rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Gu. a lion ramp. erm. vulned on the shoulder
ppr.
Cre.^t
A cock ppr.

Grubbam.

—
Grubbam (Bishop's

Same Arms.

Lcdiard).

Crest

—A

rose

gu. stalked and leaved vert.

Gruffe

(Wales).

Chequy or and

leopards' faces of the

three bezants.

Grove

(Feme,

Gruffeth

Sa. a cross patonce ar.

Grosvenor (co.

Grove

of flowers

or, collared gii.

Grosvenor (Sutton
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of a ducal coronet or, a

az.

on a

fesse gu.

three

first.

Wicknor, co. Stafford, and Wigmore, co. Warwick).
Gu. on a fesse indented ar. betw. six lions ramp, or, three
martlets sa. Crest— A. demi woman habited gu. face ppr.
(

hair or.

Gruffith.

ap Kad'wg'an.

Oi.aUon ramp.

az.

langued

gu.

Grull, or Grail (Grace Court

Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarramp. erm.
Ar. on a fcss cotised az.
betw. three pelicans ppr. a mural crown or.
Grumley (Ireland). Vert a bend or, bttw. two anchors ar.
Crest
A vine branch ppr.
Grumstead. Ar. on a fesse betw. two bars nebulce sa. a
lion i)a3s. of the tield.
An antelope's head couped ar.
Crest
terly, gu.

Grumley

and vert a

;

lion

;ReK. Ulster's Office).

—

—

attired or.

Grundie

(Turgarton, co. Nottingham). Ar. on a cros.i engr.
betw. four lions pass, guard, gu. five martlets or. Crest
A demi leopard ramp, guard, sa. bezant^e.

Grundy (Tlie

—

Oaks, co. Leicester).

Same Arms.

demi leopard affrontee ppr. bczantce.

Crrd

—In Deo

Motto

—

solo-

sal us.

Grung-field

(Tressenfleld, co. Suffolk).

three dexter gauntlets of

tlie first.

Crest

Or, on a chief az.

— A gauntlet or.

Grushill.

Gry.
Gry.

Gryce

Ar. a fesse Ijctw. six martlets Sa.
Sa. a crescent betw. two inullcts in pale ar.

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three mullets purp.
Quarterly, or and az. on a bend sa.
(co. Norfolk).

A

A

QBT
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—

Crest
A boar ar. ducally gorged,
three boars pass. or.
hoofed and armed or.
Oryfflth. Az. a boar ar. betw. ten trefoils slipped of the

Erm. a bend gu.

cotised or.

;

pierced of the

Gu. two

(Prince of North Wales).

armed and langued

(Rev. UicHARD LiERVEYs Grtlls, of Hclston, CO. CornIn the confirmation to William Grtlls, Esq., of
the crest, dated 13 June, 1557, occur the
following remarks: "I, Robert Cooke, Clarenceux Roy
d'Armes, being required of William Grtlls, of Tavistocke,
CO. Devon, Arm. to make searche in the registers and
recordes of myne offtce, for the auntiente arms and creaste
belonging to the name and family, whereof he is descended;
wh'upon at his requeste, I have made search accordingly,
and doe finde that he maie lawfully bcare, as his ancestors
heretofore have home, hereafter following," <fcc. <fcc.). Or,
three bendlets enhanced gu., quartering, Beere, Gervets,
wall.

Tavistock, of

BONATHLACK, TrEVETLOS, TREVANION, GlYNN, PoLKINGHORNE, <fcc.
Crest
A porcupine pass. ar. il^o«o— Vires
agminis unus habet.
Grylls (Tavistock, co. Devon. Visit. 1620). Az. three bends

—

enhanced or.
(Authingham,

Grjrme

Norfolk).

co.

Az. three crosses tau

or.

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms.
three pilgrims' staves in pale gu.

Gryme.
Gryme.

Az.

Crett

—

ppr.

of six points pierced of the

Or,

on a cross gu.

first,

on a

George Gbtmes, knighted
hilt or,

—

of escallops or.

hand holding a bow ppr.
Grymsby. Per chev. sa. and

Crest

ar. in chief

sa.

—A

and

ar.

sinister

two chev.

or.

(another, the chev. ar.).

Per chev. ar. and sa. two chev. counterchanged.
Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. six crosses crosslet

or.

Quarterly, gu. and az. on a
armedor, a bordure of the last.
Quarterly, gu. and az. on a bend ar. three boars pass.
sa. armed or.
Crest
A lion sejant sa. collared and lined or.
Gryse (co. Norfolk). Quarterly, gu. and az. on a bend ar.

bend

(Wakefield, co.

York).

ar. three boars pass. sa.

Grys.

—

three boars sa.

Gnales.

Quarterly, or and gu. four lions pass, counter-

changed.

Guay.

Or, a lion

ramp, reguard.

sa.

Gubbay

(granted to Moses Gi'bbat, of Poona, East India).
Gu. three keys erect or, on a chief ar. a rose gu. slipped,
leaved, surmounted by a branch of palm and a branch of
willow, saltirewise all ppr.
Crest— A pelican ar. standing on
a rose branch slipped ppr. and charged on the wing with
a key gu. Motto
Probitas fons honoris.
Gubbins. Vert a fesse erm. betw. six bezants. Crest An
arm from the elbow vested, holding a holly branch.
Gube. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three pine apples or.
Gubyon. Or, a lion ramp. sa. depressed by a bend gu.
charged with three escallops ar. Crest A demi lion raiup.
sa. charged with three escallops ar.
Gubyon. Gu. a cross pattee ar. over all a label az.
Gueriet. Az. an eagle displ. or, debruised by a ribbon gu.
Gnerin (a noble French family, established at Champaign,
Isle of France, and Auvergne, from which derived the Rev.
J. GtJERiN, of Norton Eitz-Warren, near Taunton).
Or,
three lions ramp. sa. langued, armed, and crowned gu.
Guerin (Guernsey). Lozengy ar. and sa. a bordure gu.
Guest (Dowlaia, co. Glamorgan, hart.). Az. on a chev. or,
betw. three swans' heads erased ppr. as many crosses moline
8».
Crest
A swan's head erased ppr. gorged with a collar
or, and underneath charged with a cross moline, as in the

—

—

—

—
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or,

betw. three shovellers'

;

;

—

;

;

—

—Pax optima rerum.

promoting

Motto

Guildeford

Richard Guildford, K.G. 1500,
and Sir Henby Gdildefobd, K.G. 1526, d.
(Sir

d.

28

1532).

Or, a saltire betw. four martlets sa.

Guilford.

Az. a Uon pass. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

— A dragon's head.

iVoUo^Animo et fide.
Guilford, Earl of. See North.
Guilford. See Gcldeford.
Guilford. Or, a saltire betw. four martlets sa. on a canton
Crest

—

Per chev.

in chief three cinquefoils of the second.

Grys

Az. a chev.

Lincoln granted 1617). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
or, three bends erm.
2nd and 3rd, gu. five watercress leaves
in saltire ar.
Crest
Four feathers, the two outside ones or,
the others gu.
Guevera (co. Lincoln descended from Spain). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, three bends erm.
2nd and 3id, gu. five
watercress leaves pendent in saltire ar. all within a bordure
inscribed. La mayor, victoria de ellas es el bien mere cellas.
Crest, as the last.
Guiana, See of. Ar. a cross az. charged in the centre
with a passion cross or, on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard,
holding in the dexter paw a crosier erect, all of the third.
Guid (Scotland). Ar. on a chev. gu. three bezants, in base a
dove with an olive branch in the beak.
Guidott (co. Hants). Per saltire nebulee or and az. in
pale two crescents gu. on a chief az. a Uon pass, guard, betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, one and two.
Crest
A falcon with
wings endorsed ppr. holding a laurel branch stalked and
leaved vert, fructed or.
Guidott (descended from Antonio Gdidotti, a noble
Florentine, who settled in England in the 16th century.
In 4 Edward VI. he received a grant of the following augmentation On a chief sa. a lion pass, ("peditans") betw.
Crest
three fleurs-de-lis or.
A gerfalcon ppr. wings elevated, beaked and membered or, in the beak a branch of

Sept. 1506,

field.

Grymesby. Ar. three chev. sa.
Grymsby, or Grensby (co. Essex).

Grymsby.
Grymsby.

field.

heads erased ppr.

a peace.
mullets

at Dublin Castle by
Lord Deputy, 1603). Gu. a sword ar.
surmounting a battle axe of the last,
headed of the second in saltire, on a chief of the second three
escallops of the last. Crest A griffin's head erased sa. sem^e
(Sir

of the

;

olive vert, fructed or, in allusion to his services in

five

George Carey,

pommel and

1608,

—

patonce or.

Grymes, or Grymelles.
Sir

Lionel Gdest, knighted at Leixlip, co. Dublin,
George Carey, Lord Deputy, 5 May, 1604 Fun. Ent.,
Ulster's Office).
Ar. on a fess sa. three cross crossleta
(Sir

Sir

:

five crosses

Ar. on a cross az. five crescents of the
chief of the second three hezants.
Grymer. Vert three eagles displ. or.

Grymes

by

Guevera (to.

az.

Grylls

Grsrme. Ar.
Roman fasces

Guest

Guest, or Gheast.

field.

ap Cynan

lions pass, in palo ar.

Gryme

—A

Az. a chev. or, betw. three swans' heads erased ppr.
swan's head erased ppr. betw. two ostrich feathers

or.

and Tan-y-bwich,
Gryflydd
Margaret, only rtau. and heiress of Evan
CO. Merioneth
Griffith, Esq., High Sheriff of Merioneth in 1770, m. WilLiAH Oaklet, Esq.). Ar. on a chev. sa. three mullets
(Bach-y-saint, co. Carnarvon,

OtryfSyth.

—Feno non

Motto

gladio.

Guest.
Crest

second.

Oryffithe.

OTTI

arms, betw. two ostrich feathers gold.

gu. a pomegranate gold. Crest A tree raguly, couped at the
top or, flamaut gu. Anot/ur Ci-est On a chapeau gu. turned
up erm. and charged with an escallop or, an ostrich's feather
erect gold.
of (co. Surrey). Sa.
Guilford, or Guldeford,
on a mount vert a castle with two towers embattled, on each
tower a spire, surmounted with a ball from the battlements,
betw. the towers a tower triple-towered all ar. and charged
with an escutcheon, quarterly, of France and England under

—

Town

the battlements of the castle two roses in fesse or, the port
ppr. charged on the centre with a key and portcullised both
gold, on the mount before the port a lion couchant guard,
of the fourth, on each side the castle, in fesse, a woolpack of
the third paleways, the base of the field water ppr.
Guillam. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three dolphins naiant
erabowed ppr. as many towers of the field. Ci-est A dolphin
hauriant embowed ppr.
Guillamore, Viscount. See O'Gradt.
Guille (Bailly of Guernsey, 1511). Az. a chev. betw. three
mullets of eight points or. Crest- A mullet of seven points
Motto—Uaptim ad sidera tollar.
or, betw. two wings ar.
Guille (Jersey). Az. a chev. betw. three stars of seven
points or. Crest
A star, as in the arms. Motto E coelo

—

—

—

—

lux mea.

Guillim

(Westbury and Minsterworth, co. Gloucester, 1571).
An
Ar. a lion ramp. erm. gorged with a collar or. Crest
arm embowed in armour, holding a broken sword all ppr.
Guillim (Langston, co. Herts). Sa. a horse's head erased
or,

—

betw. three gauntlets ar.

Gtliilim (Newry,

co.

Down; Fun. Ent.

of

Pabb Guiixim,

drowned near Ringsend, Dublin Harbour, 2 April, 1618). Ar.
a lion ramp, guard, sa. armed and langued gu. a martlet for
diff.

Guinness

(granted, 1814, to Rev. Rosea Guinness, LL.D.,
Rector of St. Werburgh's, and Chancellor of St. Patrick's,
Dublin, grandson of Richard Guinness, Esq., of Celbridgp,
Per saltire gu. and az. a lion ramp, or, on a
CO. Kildare).
chief erm. a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu. Crest—
boar pass, quarterly or and gu. Motto Spes mea in Deo.
Guinness (Grattan-Guinness, Beaumont, co Dublin; ex-

—

emplified 1866, to Bev.

WiLUAM SmxH

Gbattan-Guuiness,

A

M.A., of Beaumont, on his assuming, by royal licence, the adQuarterly, 1st and
ditional surname and arms of Gkattan).
4th grand quarters, quarterly, 1st and 4th, Gdi'nness, per
saltire gu. and az. a lion ramp, or, on a chief erm. a dexter
hand couped at the wrist of the first, 2nd and 3rd, Geattan,
quarterly or and gu. in the 1st quarter a trefoil slipped vert,
2nd and 3rd grand quarters, Lee, ar.
all within a bordure az.
on a fess betw. three crescents sa. a trefoil slipped or, a canton
lion
of the first, and a chief of the
with
a
ramp,
gu. charged
same, thereon a mullet az. betw. two torteaux, the said canton
being borne in commemoration of descent from the famUy of
Smyth. Crests 1st, Gdinness: A boar pass, quarterly or
and gu.; 2nd, Grattan: On a mount vert a falcon, wings
elevated, holding in the dexter claw a sceptre all ppr., motto
Motto Spesmea in Deo. Quarterover, Es.se quam videri.
ing and crest of Lee, granted to the above Rev. William
;

—

—

Smtth Grattak-Guinness and

his younger brothers, viz.,
on a fess betw. three crescents sa. a trefoil or. Crest On
a pillar ar. encircled by a ducal coronet or, an eagle preying
en a bird's leg erased ppr.
Guinness (Ashford, co. Galway, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, Goinness, per saltire gu. and az. a lion ramp, or, on a
chief erm. a dexter hand couped at the wrist of the first, a
crescent for diff. 2nd and 3rd, Lee, ar. on a fesse betw.
three crescents sa. a trefoil or. Crests
1st, Gcinness: A
boar pass, quarterly or and gu. a crescent for diff. 2n(i,
Lee On a pillar ar. encircled by a ducal coronet or, an
eagle preying on a bird's leg erased ppr.
Supporters
(granted, by royal warrant, May, 1867, to Sir Benjamin Lee
Guinness, Bart., and the heirs male of his body, upon whom
the dignity of a Baronet shall descend in virtue of the limita-

—

ar.

—

;

;

:

—

tations of the patent of the 15th April, 1867) On either side
a stag gu. attired and gorged with a collar gemel or, pendent
therefrom by a chain gold, an escutcheon, that on the dexter
charged with the arms of Gdinness, and that on the sinister
with the arms of Lee. Motto
Spes mea in Deo.
Guise (Elmore, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1783 an ancient
family descended from Sir William Gybe, who came to
England with William L). Gu. seven lozenges vair, three,
three, and one. N.B. These are the arms of De Buroh.
ANSEL^rE Gyse m., temp. Henry II., Magotta de Bdrgh,
dau. of Hdbert, Farl of Kent, and got with her the Manor
of Elmore, when he assumed her family arms. The previous
arms of the family were, erm. a chevronel gu.
Guise (Highnam, co. Gloucester, bart.). Gu. seven lozenges
vair, three, three, and one, on a canton or, a mullet pierced
C}-esl
Ba.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a swan rising ppr.
collarcil and chained gold.
Supporters (granted by royal
warrant, dated 12 July, 1863, to Sir John W. Gdise, Bart.,
G.C.B., and the heirs male of his body, to whom the dignity
of a baronet shall descend, under the patent of creation)—
Dexter, a swan ar. crusily and langued gu. beaked and
membered sa. collared and chained or; sinister, a bear sa.
billety and collared and chained or, langued and armed gu.
The warrant for these supporters recites that Her Majesty
has been pleased to grant her special licence for their use,
"in order to give a testimony of her approbation of the
services of the aforesaid Sir John W. Guise." Motto
Quo
honcstior eo tutior.

—

;

—

—

—

Guise, or

Qwyse (co. Gloucester).

Lozcngy gu. and

vair,

on a canton or, a mullet of six points sa.
Lozengy, couped per fesse ar. and sa.
Ar. an ink nioline gu.
Guising'. Ar. on a bend az. three eagles displ. or.
Gulby. Az. a chev. or, betw. three crosses moline ar.
Crest
A naked arm embowed, thrusting with a sword, point

Guise.
Guise.

—

downwards

ppr.

Gulby. Az. a chev. or, betw.
Quldeford (Ilcmsted Place,

three crosses sarcelly ar.
co. Kent, temp. Richard I.,
bart., created 16Sr>, d.s.p.
The dau. and heiress of Sir
Edward Gcldeford, Knt., Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports,
and Constable of Dover Castle, m. John Dudley, Dvke of
Nnrthiimljcrland, the male line of the family being continued

by Georoe Guldeford, Esq., of Hemsted, Sir Edward's
younger brother). Or, a saltire betw. four martlets sa. on a
canton ar. a pomegranate ppr. seeded gu. Crest A flrc-

—

branil flamant ppr.

Guldeford

(cos.

Cumberland and Northumberland).

(Scotland).

Ar.

ar.

betw. three tadpoles

or.

two bars gcmtllcs

(cos. Stafford

and York).

Or,

sa.

Gu. a cross formcc ar. a label sa.
Gull (Rrook Street, Hanover Square, London, hurt. In consideration of the great skill and unremitting attention
evinced by Sir W. W. Gull during the dangerous illness of
(cii

lifdford).

4,34,

:

;

;

—

—

or.

Gullan

(Scotland).

Gu. a chev.

ar.

betw. three fleurs-de-lis

or.

Gullat, or Gullet. Or, a cross botonn^e gu.
Gulline. Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

—

or,

a

mullet of the first. Crest
A falcon belled ppr.
Gullon. Gu. on a saltire ar. five martlets volant of the first.
Creit
rock
with a blackbird sitting in a cavity all ppr.
A
Motto Tutum refugium.
Gully (.Major William Slade Gdlly, of Trevcnnen. co.
Cornwall, grandson of Samuel Coryn Gully, Esq., by Mary
Slade, his wife, heiress of Trevennen, and great-grandson
of John Gully, Esq., by Susanna, his wife, dau. and co-heir
of John Coryn, Esq., of Trevorder). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosses crosslet sa., for Gdlly;
2nd and 3rd, ar. three nags' heads erased sa. a chief gu., for
Slade, quartering also Powne, Coryn, &c. Crest Two keys

—

—

in saltire.

Motto

—Nil

—

sine cruce.

Gulston (Wymondham,

CO. Leicester; granted by Camden,
Clarenceux, to Joun Gulston, of Gray's Inn, and Theodorb
Gdlston, sons of William Gulston, Esq., of Wymondham).
Ar. two bars nebulee gu. over all on a bend sa. three plates.

—

Crest
An ostrich's wing erect, feathers alternately ar. and
gu. on a bend sa. three plates.
(Gray's Inn, co. Middlesex, and co. Herts). Same

Gulston

Arms and

Gulston
Arms and

Gulston

Crest.

(Dirleton and

Derwydd,

co.

Carmarthen).

Same

Crest.

(exemplified to Frederick

Bigg, Esq., of West
Clandon, co. Surrey, who, by sign manual, assumed the surname and arms of Gulston). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry
nebulee of six ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three plates, for
Gui.ston; 2nd and 3rd, per pale erm. and az. a lion pass. gu.
crowned or, within a bordure engr. of the third, charged
with eight fleurs-de-lis or, for Bigo.
Crest— An ostrich's
wing, the feathers alternately ar. and gu. charged with a
bend, as in the arms.
Gul'way. Az. three lozenges or, a chief of the last.
(Witham, co. Essex). Ar. a chev.
Gumars, or
betw. three lions' heads erased sa.
(Chiswick, co. Middlesex). Ar. on a fesse wavy
gu. three mullets or, on a canton az. a fleur-de-lis of the
Crest
third.
A denii griffin, wings endorsed, ar. beaked
and legged gu. holding a mullet or.
Gumbleton (Glunatorc, co. Cork). Same Arriis. Crest
A dcmi griffin with wings endorsed ar. beaked and legged
gu. holding a mullet or. Motto
Memento mori.
(Islcworlh, co. Middlesex).
Erm. on a bend engr.
gu. betw. three flrurs-de-lis az. as many escallops or.
Gumley. Erm. on a bend engr. gu. three escallops ar.
(Kethard, co. Tippcrary; granted by Hawkins, Ulster,
I'OS, to William Gdn, Esq., of that place, descended from
an ancient family of the name in Munster). Gu. on a chev.
or, three mullets az. on a chief of the second two flint muskets full cock in saltire ppr. a border erm. Crest Two

Gunas

Gumbleton

—

—

—

Gumley

Gun

—

in saltire, points

upwards ppr. pommels and

hilts or.

JV/o((o— Dum spiro spero.
(Raltoo, CO. Kerry). Ar. three cannon barrels fessways
Crest
A dexter hand couped at the wrist erect ppr.
Motto— \invit amor patria;.
See Cuninghame.
See Monro.

Gun

sa.

Az. a chev.

Gulford, or Guildeford

Gulion

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, he was created a baronet 8 Feb.
1872, and granted by Her Majesty in the same year an
augmentation to his arms). Az. a serpent nowed or betw.
three sea gulls ppr. with the following honourable augmentation, viz., a canton erm. thereon an o.strich feather ar. quilled
or, enfiled by the coronet which encircles the badge or plume
of the Prince of Wales gold.
Crests— l?,t (of honourable
augmentation) A lion pass, guard, or, supporting with the
dexter paw an escutcheon az. thereon an ostrich feather ar.
quilled or, enfiled with a like coronet 2nd
Two arms embowed, vested az. cuffs ar. the hands ppr. holding a torch or
fired also ppr.
Motto Sine Deo frustra.
Gull (Sandwich, co. Kent). Paly of six or and sa. (another,
az. and ar.) a chief of the first.
Crest
A dexter arm in
armour, couped at the shoulder, lying fcsseways, embowed
and erect from the elbow, holding in the hand all ppr. a
battle axe ar. handled or.
Gull (co. Kent). Paly of six ar. and az. a chief or.
Gull (Richard Bird, of Pinchbeck, no. Lincoln, temp.
Henry VI., m. Lucr, dau. and heiress of Robert Gull.
Visit. Cumberland, 1615).
Paly of six sa. and ar. a chief

Bwords

two hars, each cotised

Guides

GUN
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curi

ppr.

—

Gun-Cuninphame.
Gun-Monro.
Gunby. Ar. a lion ramp. az.
Oundry. Or, two lions pass,
«(eini lion

Gunman

—

guard, in pale az. Crest
holding in the dexter paw a aivord all or.
(James Gunman, Esq., of Dover). Vert an eagle

—A

A
;

;

GUN
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—

with two heads ar. ducally gorged gu. Crest Out of
a naval coronet ar. an anchor erect sa. cable or.
of (London). Ar. two guns in
Gunsmiths,
saltiic ppr. in chief the ktter G, in ba.se the letter Y sa.
each crowned with a regal crown, on the dexter side in
fesse a barrel, and on the sinister three balls all of the
displ.

Company

second.

Gunn

Gu. three lions ramp. ppr. on
(Irstead, co. Norfolk).
an escutcheon of pretence erm. on a bend az. three escallops
Cresl
A hon ramp. ppr. holding a
ar. within a bordure or.

—

(Sutherland). Ar. a galley of three masts, her sails
furled and oars in action sa. flags gu. within a bordure az.
on a chief of the third a bear's head of the lir.st, muzzled of

—

Cirsl
the second bctw. two mullets of the field.
Motto— Aut pax aul
doxter h.and wielding a sword ppr.
bellum.
Ar. a ship under sail in a sea in
(co. Caithness).
base all ppr. on a chief gu. three mullets of the field.
Gunner. Az. a saltire ar. guttee de sang. Cj-e<t A lion's

Gunn

—

head erased or.
(Eltham, co. Kent, bart., afterwards of Horton,
CO. Northampton). Gu. on a fesse erminois betw. three doves
ppr. as many crosses formee per pale of the first and az.
Cie.'St—A dove holding in the dexter claw a caduceus ppr.
Motto Iniperio regit unus sequo. The first bart., as a Knight
Dexter, a stag ppr.
of the B;ith, bore for Sojiporters
collared pily; sinister, a fox ppr. collared as the dexter.
Motto Iniperio regit unus aequo.
Gunning" (Castle Coote, co. Roscommon derived from the
GcNKiNGS, of Kent; the last male heir in the direct line,
General John Gcnnino, left an only dau. and heiress, in.
Major James Pldnkett. General Gunning's sisters were
Mary, Countess of Coventry : Elizabeth, Baroiiess Hamilton,
wife successively of the Dukes of Hauiilton and Argyll; and
Catherine, in. to Robert Travis, Esq.). Gu. on a fesse
erm. betw. three doves ar. ducally crowned or, as many

Gunning'

—

—

—

;

crosses pattee of the

Gtirnay.

Or, three piles (another, pales) gu.
Sa. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads or.
Paly of six ar. an<i az. a bend gu.

Gurnay.
Gurnay.

Gurney

—

Crefts

Cornwall).

(West Barsham, co. Norfolk). Ar. a cross engr. gu.
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a gurnet fisli
with the head downwards; 2nd: A wrestling collar

1st:

in pale,

Kent, Somerset, and Gloucester; the Kentish
branch, of which was the Right Rev. Peter Gunning,
Bishop of Ely, who d. nnm. in 16S4; arms on the bishop's
Tomb in his Cathedral). Gu. on a fesse betw. three doves ar.
as many crosses patt^e of the field.
Gunning (Swainswick, co. Somerset granted 17G5). Gu.
on a fesse ar. betw. three doves ppr. a barnacle az. betw.
two crosses paltee of the field. Crest An ostrich holding
in the beak a horseshoe all ppr. charged on the breast with
a cross pattee, as in the arms.
Gunning (co. Kent). This family originally bore . three
billets in fesse
but on 9 May, 1670, the son of Bishop
Gunning obtained from Walker a grant of the following
Gu. on a fesse betw. throe doves ar. as many crosses pattee
of the field. Crest A dove ar. supporting with the dexter
paw a crozier.
Gunter (Racton, co. Sussex, of Welsh extraction; Frances
Catherine, only dau. of Sir Charles Gdnter Nicboll, K.B.,
tn. William Legge, second Earl of Da.rtmoutk).
Sa. three
dexter gauntlets ar.
Crest
A stag's head couped per pale
gu and sa. the attires countcrchanged.
Gunter (co. Brecon). Sa. a chev. betw. three gauntlets,
fingers clenched or.
Crest
A stag's head per pale gu. and
;

—

.

.

.

Gurney

(Norwich, Keswick, Earlham, North Runcton, <fec.,
Same Arms, &c., as the l"st.
(North Runcton, co. Norfolk).
Same Arms and

CO. Norfolk).

Gurney
Cre<t.

Gurney, or Gurnard
of London,

was created a

and

az. per fesse

six or

head erased
spear heads

or,

Richard Gurnet, Lord Mayor

(Sir

x. p. 1647).
Paly of
countcrchanged.
Crest
A lion's
gorged with a palisado coronet, composed of

bart. l(;4l, d.

—

az.

Gurney, or Gurnard

(London
granted 26 July, 1633
London, c. '24). Same Arms and Crc^t.
and
Aylcsham,
Gurney (Causton
co. Norfolk).
Ar. a cross
engr. gu. in the dexter quarter a crescent az.
Gurney (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. on a chev. bctw. two
cotises ar. three leopards' faces gu. crowned or.
Gurnut. Az. three griffins' heads erased or.
Gurteen (granted to Stephen Humphreys Guhteen, Esq.,
Per chev. sa. and or, in chief two
of Bleane, co. Kent).
bulls' heads cabossed, and in base a lion ramp, counterCrest
demi
heraldic antelope sa. armed,
A
changed.
Her.

;

Off.

—

hoofed, and crined or, supporting betw. the legs a tilting

spear gold.

—

Az. a chev. ar. Crests 1st: A unicorn's head
2nd Out of a mural coronet a castle ruined in the
and therefrom an arm in armour embowed, holding
a scymetar all ppr.

GurVT'OOd.
issuant;

:

centre,

Gushill.

first.

Gunning (cos.

.

.

:

—

—

—

sa.

Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets sa.
(London). Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend gu.

Guson

three round buckles or.
Gussand. Az. five lozenges in bend or (another, ar.).
Gusset. Ar. two gutties de poix.

Gussey

(Woodland, co. Devon). Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three
ramp. gu.
Gusthart (Robert Gdsthart, Esq., M.D., 1750). Ar. three
lions

—

An eagle
passion nails pileways in point cinbrued. Crest
displ. sa. pierced through with an arrow bendwise ar.
Motto— AyiUis novit honores.
Guston. Barry of four az. and ar. on a chief of the second
three hurts. Crest A demi wolf gu.
Guthxie (that Ilk, co. Forfar). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
a lion ramp. gu. 'ind and 3rd, az. a garb. or. Crest

—

—

;

dexter hand issuing, holding a drawn sword ppr. Supporters Two chevaliers in full armour, with batons in the
dexter hands, the visors of their helmets up ppr. Motto

—

—

Sto pro veritate.
Guthrie (Carsbank, Scotland).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.

a cross sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs or,
bordure engr. gu. Motto Pietas et frugalitas.
;

—

all

within

a

Guthrie

Quarterly, 1st
(Kingedward, co. Banff, bart.).
and 4th, or, a Uon ramp, reguard. gu. holding in the dexter
paw a cross crosslet fitch^eaz. 2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs
Crest— A lion's paw issuant, grasping a twig of a palm
or.
branch ppr. Motto Sto pro veritate.
;

Gunter

Sa. three
(Chichester and Emley, co. Sussex).
gauntlets ar. within a bordure or.
Crest
A stag's head
erased per pale sa. and gu. attired or.

—

Gunthorpe

(Thomas Gcnthorpe, of Tuxford-in-the-Clay
monument in the church there. Visit. Notts). Gu. a bend
and border gobony ar. and az. the former charged with two
hons' heads erased of the second betw. three leopards' faces

—

(Halkertoun, co. Kincardine). Quarterly, 1st and
lion ramp, reguard. gu.; '2nd and 3rd, az. three
garbs or, all within a bordure indented ar. Crest— A falcon,
wings erected, standing on a dexter hand in fess couped

Guthrie

a

4th, or,

behind the wrist ppr.

Motto—Ad

alta.

(Provost of Forfar, 1672). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
or, a lion ramp, reguard. gu.; 2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs
Crest— A cross crosslet
or, all within a bordure indented ar.

Guthrie

or.

Guntliorpe.

Gu. a bordure and bend gobonated

ar.

and

az. on the bend betw. two Uons' heads erased of the second
three leopards' faces or. Crest A lion's head erased, gorged
with a plain collar.

—

(co.

Northampton).

Gu.

three

roimd buckles

Ar. on a chev. sa. three escallops or.
Gurdon (As.sington Hall, co. SutTo!k). Sa. three leopards'
faces je.ssant-de-lis or.
Crest
A goat chmbing a rock, wiih
a sprig issuing from the top ppr.
Motto Virtus viget in

—

—

arduis.

—

Motto Ex unitate incremcntum.
(Lunan, co. Forfar). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
ramp. gu. 2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs or.

fitohee az.

Guthrie
a

lion

;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs or, banded gu. all
within a bordure waved gu. Cre<t—A demi hon ramp. gu.

Guthrie

or.

Gun'vill.

(Craigie, CO. Forfar).

cross sa.;

holding in his dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchee gu.
Above the crest: Sto pro veritate; below the
Mottoes
shield Nee tumidus nee timidus.

—

:

Gurdon (Letton,
Gurdon.

GTJ T

Per bend ar. and gu. two bendlets
betw. three fleurs de-lis all countcrchanged.
Gournay, or Gurnay (tcnij). William the Conqueror, and
Henry 111.). Paly of six or and az.
(co.

or.

be/.ant.

Gunn

Gunton

Gurlyn

co. Norfolk).

Same

CO.

Gurlin.

Ar. on a bend per bend gu. and az. betw. two
countcrchanged three fleur-de-lis of the first. Crest
On a mural coronet gu. an eagle with wings endorsed or, in
the beak an acorn, stalked and leaved ppr.

—

cotises

435

{Baron Oranmore; arms of Guthrie, of the .Mount,
Ayr; borne under the limitations of an entail as his only
arms). Quarteriy, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. surmounted of a fess ar. charged with a
mount betw. two edock leaves vert; 2nd and 3rd, az. three
garbs or. Crest A dexter hand erect holding a sword ia

Guthrie

Ai-ms, Ac.

Or, a fleur-de-lis gu. (another, az.).

—
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tend an ppr. and over the crest an escroU, with the motto,
" Sto pro veritate." Supporters — Dexter, a knight in chain
armour ppr. holiling in the exterior hand a battle axe, and on
the other arm a shield gu. charged with two lions pass, guard,
or; sinister, a like knight, the armour covered by a surcoat
ar. and hanging from the sinister arm a shield ar. thereon
the arms of Browne, viz., barry of eight or and az. an
eagle displ. with two heads sa. surrounded by an orle of
Motto Fortiter et fideliter.
of
martlets gu.
Ci-est
Browne (formerly used) A griffin's head erased ppr.
Outhrie (Rev. B. R. Lingard-Gdthrie, of Taybank, co.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters,
Forfar, 1871).
counterquartered, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross sa., 2nd and 3rd,
az. three garbs or, banded gu. all within a bordure indented
of the last for diff., for Guthrie
2nd and 3rd grand
quarters, barry of six or and vair on a bend engr. sa. four
escallops ar., for Lingabd.
Crest A demi Uon ramp. gu.
holding in his dexter forepaw a cross crosslet fitchee az.
Sto pro veritate ; below the
Mottoes Above the crest
shield Nee tumidus nee timidus.
Gutteridge, or Guttridge, Ar. a cross gu. betw. four
mullets pierced sa. Cresl
A swan pass, crowned with an
antique crown all ppr.
Guttyns (co. Salop). Gu. on a fesse betw. three goits'
heads erased ar. as many pellets.
Guven. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Guy, or Guise (Dunsley, co. Herts). Gu. seven lozenges
vair, three, three, and one.
(Oundle, co. Northampton, and co. Wilts).
Az. on a
chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces or, as many fleurs-de-lis
gu. Crest A lion's head az. betw. two wings expanded or,

—

—

;

—

—

:

:

—

Guy

—

(Danes Hall, co. Essex). Ar. three bends az. on a
canton sa. a lion pass, guard, or. Crest A demi lion ramp,
guard, or, gorged with a collar per pale az. and sa.
Guyemon. Chequy or and az. a chev. erm.
Guylemin (co. Hertford, and Troyle, co. Anglesey, Wales).
Ar. a man's leg in pale sa. couped at the thigh gu. gartered
or.
Crest
An eagle's head erased sa. beaked gu. in the
mouth a lion's gamb or, erased of the second.
Guyling. Barry of ten ar. and az. a lion ramp. gu. Crest
An arm embowed ar. holding a scymitar of the last, pommelled or, hand ppr.
Guynes. Vaire or and az. a quarter erm.

—

—

—

(granted to

John Gdyon,

F.sq.,

of Richmond,

co.

Per paie

az. and gu. on the dexter side two lions
supporting a tower ar. in base a scymetar, the
pommel and hilt towards the sinister betw. two other scymetars, the pommels and hilts towards the dexter ppr. and on
the sinister side on a bend of the third betw. three fleursde-lis ar. six pellets, all within a bordure also of the third.
Crest
Out of a mural crown ar. charged with three pellets

Surrey).

ramp,

or,

—

a demi

Per fesse or and

az.

a

lion

ramp. gu.

Guyse.

Ar. an ink moline gu.
Or, a bend engr. cotised sa.
Gvraethvoed (King of Cardigan, and by marriage. Prince
of Gwent, head of one of the Royal tribes of Wales). Or, a

Gu3rthold.

ramp.

Gw^atkin

—

sa.
(co.

Cornwall).

Krm. three harvest

flies

gu.

G'watkin

Gweirydd ap-Rhys Goch

(Lord of Tal Ebolion iu
Anglesey; from Gweirydd, derived the Foulkes's of Gwernygran, co. Flint). Ar. on a bend sa. three lions' heads
cabosscd of the first.

Gwerry.

Erm. two bars gu. on a canton of the

last

a mul-

G'werystan
and

(Prince of Powys).
gu.

Az. a lion ramp.

ar.

head,

tip of tail

two crosses pattee of the

co. York).
Az. five lozenges in fesse
each charged with an escallop gu.
Ci-est
An eagle
perched ppr.

—

ar.

Gw^illiain

(Wales).

Az.

three

bucks'

heads cabossed

(originally of co. Montgomery, and subsequently oi
Icklingham, co. Suffolk). Az. a pale engr. erminois betw
four unicorns' heads erased ar. horned, maned, and tufted
or.
Crest— From rays of the sun a unicorn's head, as in the
arms, collared gu. ringed or. Another Crest From a mount
vert the sun rising in its splendour ppr. therefrom issuant a
unicorn's head couped sa. armed and crined or, in the moulli

—

Gwine.

Or, a bordure vair.

Gwiunell. Or, a fesse vert
Crest
An arm couped at the

bet^. three mural crowns gu.
shoulder, vested gu. embowed,
and resting the elbow on the wreath, the hand towards the

—

sinister holding a

bow

ppr.

Gwinnet

(Moreton Hall, co. Hereford, and Penlline Castle,
Glamorgan). Az. a chev. betw. three spear hearts ar.
embrued ppr. within a bordure or. Crest A horse's head
sa. gorged with a wreath of oak or, in the mouth a broken
spear in bend sinister, point downwards, embrued ppr.
Gwinnett (Cheltenham, and Brockhampton Park, co. Gloucester). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three spear heads pjir. embrued gu.
Crest
A horse's head couped sa. holding in
the mouth a spear in bend, head downwards, and embowed
CO.

—

—

ppr.

Gwinnett

(Wistaston). See Ttler.
(Lord of Bryn, co. Denbigh). Ar. three grey
hounds courant in pale sa. collared or.
Gwriad (King of the isles). Ar. three fusils conjoined in
fesse gu. each charged with an eagle displ. or.
(Brecon Sonning. co. Berks, 1688 and St. Martin's-

Gwxgyn

;

;

Same Anas as Gwtnne, of Trccastle.
embowed in armour ppr. the gauntlet
grasping a sword below the hilt in bend sinister ar. pommel

in-the-Fields, 1768).
Crest

— A dexter arm

and

hilt or.

Motto

—Gogoniant

yr clethaf (glory to the

sword).

Gwyn (Baron's
ramp.

Hall, co. Norfolk).
Ci-eH

or.

—A

lion

ramp.

Gu. a chev. betw. three
or.

Gwjm (Garth, co. Brecon). Ar. three boars' heads sa.
Gwyn (Dyffjyn, co. Glamorgan). Sa. a fesse or, betw. two
swords, the point of that in chief upwards, the other downwards, both in pale ar. hilted of the second. Crest
A hand
ppr. holding a dagger erect ar. hilted or, thrust through a
Motto Vim vi repcllere
boar's l-.ead couped of the second.

—

—

licet.

G'wyn (Llandovery, co. Caermarlhcn). Same A7-ms. Crest—
A gauntlet, holding a sword ar. the point through a dragon's
head erased

or,

vulned ppr.

Gwyn (Wadham College,
and

Ar)iis

co. Oxford, d. 20 Sept. 1683).

Crest.

Gwilliam
the

(Wales).

dexter

Az.
chief

on a cross sa. five crescents
quarter a spear's head erect

sa.

Gwillim

(Brainge Court, co. Hereford, there before 1500;
the hpircBs m. James Collins, Fsq., of Drybridge House, co.
Hereford). Ar. a lion ramp, ei mines collared or, quartering

£avknuill. Madde, and others.

430

Sam-

—

(Pont-y-corred, co. Brecon).
Same Arms. Crest a
sword erect in pale ppr. point downwards, pierced through

Gw^yn

sa.

(Cilazbury

field ar.

and Newton,

co.

Brecon).

Same Arms,

swords gu.

Gwyn (Maeslech, co. Brecon).
Gvryn

Gwyn

or.

in

first.

Gwilt

a boar's head

G-wrillavrne (Plompon,

or,

—

Gwyn

let or.

feet,

—

lions

A garb or.
(Townhope, co. Hereford, and Nonsuch House,
Chippenham). Erm. three bees volant ppr.
Gwavas (Gwavas, in Sithney, originally Hicks, assumed the
name of Gwavas, temp. Elizabeth: the co-heircss m. Veale,
and Carlton). Ar. three battle axes ppr.
Crest

;

Gwjm

lion ppr.

Gujn^eon, or Qujrrien.

lion

(Whitchurch, co. Hereford; William Gwilum,
Esq., was Sheriff co. Hereford, 1692). Same Arnis.
G'willim (Langstone Court, co. Hereford, of whom waa the
learned John Gwillim, author of "The Display of Heraldry ").
Sa. a horse's head erased or, betw. three gauntlets couped ar.
Gwrillym (Bewsey Hall, co. Lancaster; now represented by
Thomas Littleton, fourth Lord Lilford). Sa. a horse's head
erased or, betw. three gauntlets ar.
Gwilt (originally of co. Montgomery, and subsequently of co
Surrey, and also of Westminster granted, 1826, to George
and Joseph Gwilt (the latter an architect). The second
crest was granted to Joseph Gwilt in 1828. Both crests are
derived from the bearings of Smith, of Camden, co. Gloucester).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on a chief dancettee of the
last three saltires couped or.
Crest
A dexter cubit arm
couped ppr. holding a saltire, as in the arms, surmounted by
a fleur-de-lis sa. Second Crest, borne by the Westminster
family
On a saltire or, interlaced by two amphisboenae az.
langued gu. a rose of the last barbed and seeded ppr.
Gwilt. Per pale gu. and az. on a chev. embattled betw.
three estoiles or, as many lozenges sa.
G'wilt. Per fesse gu. and ar. on a pale engr. erminois betw.
four unicorns' heads erased counterchanged a key sa. betw.

a cross pattee fitchee gold.

collared ar.

Guyan

Guyon

a wsr

G'^illim

Sa. a lion ramp, reguard. or.
Derby). Az. a bend lozengy ar.
(I'akenham, co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three

(co.

lions s-aliant or.

Gwyn

(Abcrcrave, co. Brecon, and Baglan House, co.
Glamorgan). Sa. a fesse or, betw. two swords, that in chief
point upwards, the other downwards, both in pale ar. hilted
of the Hccoiid.
Crest
A hand ppr. holding a dagger ar.
hilted or, tliru.<^t through a boar's head couped of the second
Motto Viui vi rcpellcre licet.

—

—

A

a WY
Qyryn.
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bordure vair.

Or, a

Crest

—A

cannon mounted

PPr-

Gwyn.

Or, on a chev. couched sinister betw. three birds
five mullets ar.
C)xst
A stag's head erased ppr. betw.
the attires a cross crosslet fitch^e.
Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. or.
G-wyn (Ford Abbey, co. Devon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
pale az. and gii. three lions ramp, ar., for Gwtn
2nd, ar. a
chev. sa. in chief a pile of three points gu., for Pkideaux;
3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced gu., for

—

sa.

Owyn.

;

—

CreUs Gwtn: A lion ramp, ar.; Fraunceis:
Motto Expectes et sustineas.
(registered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1701, to Right Hon.
Francis Gwyn, a Privy Councillor in Ireland and State Secretary to Lawrence, first Earl of Rochester, Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland; Francis Gwtn's ancestors bore the surname of Herbert temp. Henry VIII.).
Per pale az. and gu. three lions
ramp, ar., an escutcheon of pretence, quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a chev. sa. in chief a label of three points gu.
2nd
and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu. Crest A lion
ramp. ar.
Gwynbourne (arms in a window in Lincoln College. Visit.
Oxon, 1574). Gu. senile of cross crosslets three boars' heads
coupcd ar.
(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1C98, to John Gwtnn,
of Cork, grandson of John Gwynn, of Welshpool, co. Montgomery, who came to Ireland ieiup. Queen Elizabeth). Ar.
three nags' heads erased gu.
(John Gwtnne, of Gwynne Vale
House,
Crickhowell, South Wales).
Same A7-ms and Crest as Gwtn,
of Llandovery.
(Trecastle, Hay, co. Brecon, and Glanbrane Park,
CO. Caermarthen).
Sa. a fesse or, betw. two swords, the one
in chief pointing upwards, the one in base downwards, blades
ar. hilts and pommels of the second.
Cest A hand couped
at the wrist ppr. holding a dagger, blade ar. hilt or, thrust
through a boar's head erased sa. Note The ancient crest
was a dragon's head erased vert, on the point of a sword.
(Garth, co. Brecon). Gu. a lion ramp, reguard.
or.
Crest
A lion ramp, reguard. supporting betw. the forepaws a boar's head all or.
Gwynne. See Vadghan.
(Ireland). Az. abend lozengy ar. and gu. Crest
A dolphin naiant az.
Gwyxdyr (Wales). Az. three crowns, two and one, or, on
an inescutcheon sa. a lion ramp. ar.
(Wiston, CO. Brecknock). Gu. a chev. erm.
Gwythold. Or, a bend sa. betw. two cotises engr. of the
Fbadnceis.

A

—

pine tree ppr.

Gwyn

;

—

Qwynn

Gwynne

Gwynne

—

—

Gwynne

—

—

Gwynne

Gwys

second.

Paly bendy sinister ar. and gu. on a bend az. two

fleurs-de-lis or.

Gybbon (co. Dorset).

Sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, betw.
the second. Crest— A demi lion ar.
holding in the paw an escallop of the first.

escallops

crowned

or,

of

Gybbons, or Guybon
lion
ar.

ramp.
CreH

sa. overall a

—A

demi

(Stratchet, co. Norfolk). Or, a
bend gu. charged with three escallops
ramp. sa. charged with three

lion

escallops in pale ar.

Qybons

(co. Lancaster,

lion pass. sa.

over

all

and Darsham,

two

co. Suffolk).

tilting spears in saltire gu.

Ar. a
headed

of the second.

Gybons, or Gibbons

(co. Glamorgan, Ditley, co. Oxford,
and Newhall, co. Warwick). Gu. a lion ramp, or, over all
on a bend ar. three crosses forraee sa.
Crest
A lion's
gamb erect and erased gu. holding a cross formee fitch^e

—

sa.

Gybons.
all

Gyles.

Per fesse gu. and az.
cinquefoils of the second.

Gyles.
Gyles.
Gyles.

many

gu. as

on a bend engr.

Ar. two partisans in saltire gu. headed sa. over
a lion pass. or.

Glyde

martlets or.

Or, on across sa. five plates.
(London). Per fesSe gu. and az. on a bend engr. ar.
betw. two lions' heads erased, each holding in the mouth
a cross crosslet or, three cinquefoils of the second.
Gyll (Barton, co. York. Dugdalc's Visit. 166G). Sa. a pale
betw. four fleurs-de-lis or, a canton ar. Crest
The head of
an eastern king couped at the shoulders in profile ppr.
crowned and collared, a chain passing from the rim of the
crown behind to the back of the collar, all or.
Gyll (Haughton le Skerne, co. Durham; derived from

Gyles

—

Thouas Gyll,

of Thriscrosse, Knaresborough, co. York,
living in the 16th century ; the sisters and co-heirs of Tbo.mas

Gyll, Esq., Barrister-at-law, of Barton, who d. in 1780, were
Anne, wife of Francis Hartley, Gent., of Middleton Tyas,
CO. York; Jane, m. to Thomas Bdckton, of Dalton Gales, co.
York; Euzabeth, Mart, and Alice, m. to Ralph Hobson,
of Kneeting).

—^The head

Sa. a pale betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Gyll
Gyll

Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
(granted, about 1586, to Ralph Gyll, "Keeper of the
Queene's lyons at the Tower of London ;" four generations of
this family, viz., I. Thomas, II. Ralph, HI. Robert, and
(co. Essex).

IV. William, were Lion Keepers at the Tower). Ar. on a
bend sa. three mullets pierced of the field, on a canton az. a

—A

head az. winged or.
and Wyrardisbury, co.
from co. Cambridge, in which
county the family was resident from the reign of Bichard II.
until about the year 1456, when John Gyll, Esq., of
Buckland, m. a lady of that place, and removed thither.
His grandson, John Gtll, to. Margaret, dau. and heiress of
George Canon, Esq., of Wyddial-Hall, and, dying in 1546,
left a son and heir, George Gtll, Esq., grandfather of Sir
George Gtll, Knt., direct ancestor of the present family).
Sa. two chev. ar. each charged with three mullets of the
field, in base a cinquefoil of the second, on a canton or, a liott
pass, guard, gu.; quartering, for Flemtno, quarterly, Ist
and 4th, gu. a chev. within a double tressure flory counterflory ar.
2nd and 3rd, az. three cinquefoils ar. all within
a bordure or, charged with eight fleurs-de-lis az. Crest
hawk's head az. betw. two wings fretty vert.
Motto

lion pass. or.

Gyll

Crest

(Wyddial Hall,

Buckingham

;

falcon's

Hertford,

co.

originally

—

—

Virtutis gloria merces.
(co. York).
Sa. a fesse betw. four fleurs-de-lis or
(co. Hertford).
Sa. a bend or, over all a chev. ar.
charged with three mullets of the first, on a canton of the
second a lion ramp. gu.
Gylle. Lozengy or and vert a lion ramp, guard, ar.
Gylles, or Gyles. Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. betw. three
crosses pattee gu. as many martlets of the first. Crest
dexter hand holding a spiked club ppr. spikes or.
Gylver (co. Hants). Per pale gu. and sa. a griffin segreant

Gyll
Gyll

—

ar.

Gylwike.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets az.
(London, 1520). Sa. on a bend ar. cotised of the
Crest
A dexter arm in armoor,
holding in the hand ppr. a spiked club or.
Gynes. Vaire or and az.
(co. Hertford).
Az. a griflin segreant or, on a chief
indented erm. three pellets. Crest On a garb or, a bird close

Gymber

last three chevronels gu.

—

Gynn

—

Gynney

Gynney. Paly of six or and gu. a chief erm.
Gyrlyn (Wellingham, co. Norfolk). Az. on

—

or,

as

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Gyhewe.

Ar. achev. gu betw. two mullets in chief sa. and
a cinquefoil pierced of the second in base.
(Bowden, co. Devon ; Sir Edwabd Gties, Knt., son of
John Gyles. Visit. 1620). Per chev. ar. and az. a lion
ramp, counterchanged, collared or.
Crest— A lion's gamb
erased and erect ppr. charged with a bar or, holding an apple

Gyles

Gyles

Crest

an eastern king couped at the shoulders in
profile ppr. crowned and collared, a chain passing from the
rim of the crown behind to the back of the collar all or.
of

two on the dexter gold, those on the sinister gu.
Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces

branch

three

Gyles.

(Stout's Hall, co. Gloucester).
Az. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, as many mullets pierced of the field.
Crest Out of an earl's coronet or, four plumes issuant,

Gye.
many

ar.

Per fesse gu. and az.
Per palegu. and az. a griffin pass. or.
Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. betw. three crosses formee

;

Gybbes.
three

O YS

four uncovered cups or, on a chief ar. three pelicans with
wings elevated sa. vulning their breasts ppr.

vert, fructed gold.

(Ireland impalement on the Fun. Ent., 1652, of Mrs.
Francis Gyles, wife of Bichard Francis, one of the Gentlemen of the Ordnance in Ireland). Per chev. sa. and or, a
lion ramp, counterchanged.
Gyles (co. Kent). Per pale az. and gu. a griffin pass. or.
Gyles (London granted 28 July, 1679). Gu. a cross betw.
;

;
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az.

bend

(co. Norfolk).

of the first

Cheqny or and gu a

and gu. betw. two

chief erm.

a bend per
on the

cotises engr.

outside sa. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest— K demi griffin az.
wings, beak, and legs or, holding a fleur-de-lis per pale of the
first and gu.
GsrrlyXL. Ar. on a bend cotised

az. three fleurs-de-lis of the

first.

Grysors (Lord Mayor of London,

1245, 1246, 1249, 1311,

and

Az. a lion ramp. ar. within an orle of billets and a
bordure engr. or.
Gyssard. Gu. two bars erm. in chief a lion pass. or.
Gysse (co. Bucks). Gu. six lozenges vair, three, two, and
one, on a canton ar. a mullet of the field.
Gysseling- (Algorlcy, co. Lincoln). Vair guttee counterA lien pass. erm. collared gu.
changed.
Crest
1314).

—

A

Ar. on a bend

Gyssingre, Q-yslyngr, or Gymsjdngr.
az. three eagles displ. or.

Crest

—A

ramp.

lion

winged

az.

Or, a lion ramp. az.

Gytties (Elmeston, co. Kent). Ar. three battle axes sa.
An arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, hold(;,g^i

—

ing a battle axe ar.

Gyttingrs

many

ar. as

fesse betw. three goats'

Gu. on a

(co. Salop).

heads erased

Thomas Hackett, Lord Mayor

of Dublin
descended fron»
an ancient family long settled in Ireland). Gu. three hakes
haurient in fess ar. on a chief or, three trefoils slipped ppr.
Ci-est
Out of a mural crown ar. an eagle displ. with two
heads sa. Motto Spes mea Deus.
Hackett (Moor Park, King's co., and Riverstown, co. Tippcrary; confirmed to Thomas Hackett, Esq., and the de-

—

or.

G-yssors.

HAD
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OY

tilting spears

Crest—Tvro

pellets.

;

—

scendants of his grandfather). Sa. three piles pointing to
the base ar. the centre one charged with a trefoil slipped
vert, on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Crcd A demi
panther ar. spotted az. collared gu. charged on the shoulder
with a trefoil slipped vert, and holding in the dexter paw
a branch of the last. Motto Virtute et fidelitate.
Hackett (Hackettstown, co. Carlow). Az. three hake
fishes haurient in fesse ar. on a chief of the second three
shamrocks ppr. Crest An eagle displ. with two heads ppr.
issuing from a ducal coronet, surmounted by a tiara resting
on two snakes. JV/o^o— Fortitudine et prudentia.
Hackett, alias
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. on a
saltire engr. sa. nine plates, each charged with an erm.

—

in saltire.

—

HABERDASHERS, COMPANY OF
See LojfDON, Principal Corporate Companies

Haberdashers, Company of

(London).

of.

Same

(Exeter).

as the

Habekdashebs Company of London.

Haberiam

Lancaster).

Ar. three

Northumberland).

Erm. two

(Haberiam-Eurs,

co.

crosses couped sa.

Habert

(cos.

Norfolk and

fishes naiant az.

—

ar.

Habingrdon (Hindlip and Wichenford, co. Worcester, and
Brockhampton, co. Hereford; of the Hindlip family was
Thomas Habingdon, the antiquarian collector for the HisAr. on a bend gu. three eagles
tory of CO. Worcester).
Crest— An eagle displ. or, ducally crowned az.
(Granted 1577).
Habing-don (Dowdeswell, co. Gloucester, of the Wichenford
See Abingdon (Dowdeswell).
line).
Hable, or Habley. Ar. a chev. canton and bend gu.
Hacche {Baron Hacche, summoned to Parliament 1299, d.
displ. or.

Or, a cross engr. gu.
Ar. on a bend cotised gu. three
(co. Gloucester).

Hacclut

mullets or.

(Haccombe, co. Devon, teiuj). Henry IIL, the
Crest—
Ar. three bends sa.
m. Ebcedekne).
dexter arm from the shoulder, holding a bow and arrow all
heiress

ppr.

Haccombe

(Smith's Ordinary). Lozengy az. and sa. Crest
dragon's head erased vert sealed or.
Hacebellow (Beg. Ulster's Office). Sa. on a fess ar. an
annulet of the field.
Gu. three demi lions pass, guard, or.
(co. Devon).
Hachatt. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a bar indented of the

—A

Hach

second.

(Hache and North AUer,

co. Devon).

Gu. two demi

lions pass, guard, in pale or.

Hacher.

Az. a chev. betw. six escallops ar. three, two, and

one.

Hachet, or Hanchet.

Per

fesse gu.

and

ar.

on a chief

of the second another indented of the first.
Hachet. Ar. on a bend sa. cotised gu. three fleurs-de-lis
or.

Hack

Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross betw. four

(co. Essex).

escallops counterchanged.

Hackebecke.

Or, two bars az.
(Heatbcote-Hacker, East Bridcford, Old Hall, co.
Nottingham). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. three pomeis,
each charged with a cross or, for Heathcote; 2nd and 3rd,

Hacker

a cross vair betw. four mullets or, pierced of the field,
Hacker. Crests— Ist: On a mural c vn az. a pomeis
charged with a cross or, betw. two win^ displ. erm., for
Hkatiicote; 2nd: A woodpecker standing on the top of a
sa.

for

Hacker.
Hinlham,

tree eradicated ppr., for

Hacker

spot.

Fun. Ent. of Johh
Gu. three plumbers' hammers
An eagle displ. with two heads per
or hacketts ar.
Crest
pale az. and gu. betw. the heads a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Spes mea Deus.
Hackett (co. Waterford Sir John Hackett was Ambassador for Henry Vlll., Ulster's Office). Same .i^niw, with a
chief or, charged with a rose gu. betw. two estoiles az.
Hackford. Chequy or and vert. Crest A swan with wings
endorsed ar. standing on a trumpet or.
Hackford. Ar. two bends ncbulee sa.
(Killcdmond,

Hackett,

co.

Tipperary

;

d. 15 April, 1639).

—

—

;

—

Hacklet, Hackluyt, or Hacklute
and

Salop).

Ar. on a bend cotised

Gloucester
three mullets

(cos.

gu.

pierced or.

Hacklet, or Hackluit
cotised

wavy

(co.

gu. three mullets or.

Salop).

Crest

Ar. on a bend
holding a

— A hand

hunting-horn ppr.

Haccombe

Hache

Hay

Hackett

flaunches sa.

Habg'ood. Or, on an anchor betw. three
A sword and quill in saltire ppr.
Crest
Habileyne. Or, on a cross sa. five eagles

1336).

—

Az. a
cross vaire or, and of the fir.st betw. four mullets pierced of
the second. Ci-esl On the trunk of a tree fesscways a moorcock ppr.
Hacker. Ar. three wolves pass. gu.
Hacket (co. Buckingham and London). Ar. three fleursCrest
de-lis in bend betw. two cotises gn.
A demi panther
ar. spotted az. or and gu. holding a branch vert flowered of
the fourth.
Hacket (Scotland). See Halket.
Hacket. Az. three fl.^hcs haurient ar.
Hackett (St. .lohn'.s, Worcester). Ar. two bends gu.
Hackett (Sir Waiter Hackett, one of the Knts. of co.
Notts, lemp. Edward J.).
Ar. two bends gu.
Hackett, or Halkett. Sa. three piles meeting in the
baw; ar. on a chief gu. a lion pa^s. guard, or. Crest A demi
eagle with two heads displ. per pale gu. and or, wings
coiinterchnnged, each head ensigned with a crown.
Hackett (Dublin confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 16tl8, to Sir
(Trowell and

co.

Nottingham).

—

—

—

;
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Hacklet

Gu. a bend dancettee ar. cotised or.
Ar. three shoemakers' knives gu.
Ar. three battle axes erect, two and one gu.
Hackluyt, or Hackvill (Yetton, co. Hereford and
Gu. three hatchets or.
CO. Salop).
(co. Norfolk).
Sa. two bars vair.
(Hutton, co. Salop).
Or, a chev. betw. three
herons' heads erased gu. Crest A heron's head ersised ar.
gorged with a ducal coronet gu.
Hackwell. Or, ?i ass's head erased sa.
kewill (Totness and Exeter, co. Devon;
Hackw^ill, or
(co. Salop).

Hacklet.
Hackluit.

Hackon
Hackshaw

—

H

William Hackwill, Solicitor to Anne, Queen of James I.,
and Kev. George Hackwill, D.D., Chaplain to Charles,
Duke of York, afterwards Charles I. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Crest — A trefoil
Or, a bend betw. six trefoils slipped purp.
slipped purp. betw. two wings expanded or. Anotha- Crest
A human heart gu. betw. two wings displ. or.
HackAvill (co. Lincoln). Same Arms and Crest.
H^ackworthy (co. Devon). Ar. two bends wavy sa.
Hacon (Ipswich, co. Suffolk, and Whiteacre, co. Norfolk;
granted 2 June, 1.536). S;i. two bars vaire ar. and vert, la
Crest
A falcon
chief a falcon close or, betw. two bezants.
barry of six ar. and vair.
barrulets
vaire ar.
Norfolk).
Sa.
two
Hacon (Toporoft, co.
and vert, in chief a martlet or, betw. two plates.
Hacote. Ar. on a bend az. three lions ramp. or. Crest—

—

—

On a ducal coronet a martlet all ppr.
la Hadd (Canterbury,

Hadd, or De

Gu.
co. Kent).
three bucks' heads cabossed or, on each a cross crosslet
Crrst
On a mount vert a talbot sejant ar. eared
fitchee ar.
sa. ducally gorged gu. on the dexter side of the mount a

—

laurel branch ppr.

Hadd (co.

Vert on a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet
bucks' heads cal;0^scd az.
Hadd. Gu. three stags' heads eabus.sed ar. betw. the attires
of each a cross formee of the last.
Hadden (Lanerick). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire
2nd ur. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. 3rd,
engr. sa.
or, a bend chequy ar. and sa. in the centre over the quarterCrest
An eagle's head erased or.
ings, a crescent ar.
Motto Suffer.
Haduen. Ar. three roses gu. a chief of the last. Crest An
arm embowed bran<tishing a scymetar ppr.
Hadderwick (Pitcullo). Gu. a lion pass, guard, chequy
Crest
A dexar. and az. betw. three pheons of the second.
ter arm from the elbow, holding a roll of paper ppr. Motto—
Ne timras recte fixciendo.
Hadding-ton, Earl of. See Hamilton.
Haddock (co. Lancaster). Ar. a cross sa. in the first quarMT
fitcliee or,

Kent).
as

many

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

HAD
a

—A dexter hand holding a

fish all ppr.

Haddou. Or, a man's leg couped at the thigh az. Ci-est —
A man's leg couped in the middle of the thigh in armour ppr.
garnished and spurred or, embowed at the knee, the foot
upwards, the toe pointing to the dexter side.
(Haden Hill, co. StaffurU). Or (sometimes, ar.) a
human leg embowed, couped at the thigh az.
Hades'well. Ar. a fesse betw. three boars pass. sa.
Sadfield. Erm. on a chev. sa. three cinquefoils or. Creit
An arm embowed, habited az. holding in the hand ppr. a

Haden

—

trefoil slipped or.

Hadfield.

Ar. a pale gu. in fesse three cinquefoUs counter-

changed.

Crest

— An

escallop or.

Hadham.

Ar. a bend betw. six buckles az.
Gu. three wells ar. masoned sa. Crest X
demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the paws a battle axe az.
Hadley (co. Hereford, ajid London granted 16»5). Gu. two
chevronels betw. three falcons ar. beaked, legged, and belled
Crest
or.
A falcon ar. beaked, legged, and belled or,
holding in the mouth a buckle of the last.
Hadley (co. Somerset). Gu. three round buckles ar.
Hadley (co. Herts). Gu. a chev. betw. three falcons ar.
Hadley (London). Az. a chev. and fesse ar. in chief three
annulets or
Hadley (Lord Mayor of London, 1379 and 1393). Az.achev.
betw. three annulets or, over all on a fesse of the second as
many martlets gu.
Hadley (Cranbrook Park, co. Essex granted to Simeon

—

Hadis'well.

;

—

;

CH4BLES Hadley,

Esq.,

Alderman and

Sheriff of London).

betw. as many falcons belled ar. in
the centre chief point a buckle, the tongue erect of the second.
Crest
Upon a mount vert a falcon belled ar. supporting in
the dexter claw a buckle, as in the arms, and holding in the
beak three ears of wheat or. Motto God is my help.
Hadley. Ar. a pair of compasses, and in base an annulet

Gu. three chevronels

;:
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Crest

fleur-de-lis of tlie last.

AX

or,

—

—

H AI

mullet of the second, for Haffenden ; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a wolf
saUant or, collared of the field, in chief a cross pattce betw.

two estoiles and in base an cstoile of the second, for Wilson.
Crests— 1st, Haffenden: A gryphon's head erased sa. pendent from the beak an escutcheon ar. charged with a mullet
sa.
2nd, Wilson
A demi wolf or, guttilx de sang holding
betw. the ptiws a cross pattee gu.
Haffey (confirmed to Henry Haffey, Esq., of Bath, formerly
of Armagh). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief az. two crosses
pattee or. Crest A demi lion ramp. az. armed and langued
gu. grasping in the dexter paw a cross pattee or. Motto
Avise la fin.
Hag-an (confirmed to Bobebt Hagan, Esq., Capt. R.N., son
;

:

—

—

of John Hagan, Esq., late of Magherafelt, co. Londonderry).
Ar. two sea lions ramp. gu. supporting an anchor in pale sa,
in base a salmon naiant in waves of the sea all ppr.
Crest
Out of a naval crown or, a demi negro affrontee with

broken manacles depending from each wrist, grasping in the
dexter hand the Union Jack displ. on a flaf,itaff, and in the
sinister hand on a similar staff the cap of liberty all ppr.
Motto Vota vita mca.
Hag'ar (Bourne, co. Essex; granted 1605). Or, on a bend

—

sa. three lions pass. ar.

Hag:ar

(Baynccast, CO. Cambridge).

lions pass, of the

Hag'ar.
Hag'ar.

Ar. on a bend sa. three

first.

Gu. on a bend

or, three lions pass. sa.
three chevronels vert, each charged with a

Or,

mullet ar.

Hag'art

(Eastbui-y Manor, co. Surrey, late of Bantaskine, co.

Stirling, 1814).

Per bend

az.

and

on a bendsa. betw. two

or,

of sixteen points, counterchanged, a lion pass. ar.
betw. as many crosses moline of the second. Crest
lion
ramp. ppr. Motto Sans peur.
estoiles

—A

—

Hag'ell.

Erminois a

Crett—ka

pile gu-

olive

branch slipped

ppr.

Hag'ell e.

Gu. two bars

or, in chief

an escutcheon of the

last.

sa.

Hadley.

Gu. on a chev.

or,

three crosses patonce of the

Hadley.

Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates, over

all

a

Hadley.

Az. a chev. surmounted of a fesse betw. three
annulets or.
Hadley (Reg. Ulster's OfBce). Gu. three oval buckles ar.
tongues fessways.
Hadlo'W. Ar. a lion ramp. az. guttce d'or.
(cos. Oxford and Lincoln).
Ar. three fleurs-de-lis

Hadnam
az.

Hadnoll (co. Hants). Or, a maunch sa.
Hadokes. Ar. a cross sa. in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis
of the second.
Crest — A talbot's head erased sa. collared
ar.

Hadow^ie

(Scotland).

Ar. three hunting horns

sa. stringed

gu.

Hadringrdon. Erm. a
Hadshall. Or, a cross

cross voided gu.

Hadsley

—

Az. on a chev.

(co.

Essex).

engr. gu.

three crosses

Cambridge). Sa. a chev. betw. three hawks
On a ducal coronet or, a lion ramp. gu.
Hadsor (Middle Temple, London). Gu. three bars erm.
betw. ten crosses form^e cr, three, three, three, and one, a
canton of the last. CreH Out of a ducal coronet gu. a
dragon's head or, holding in the month leaves vert.
Hadsor (Drogheda; Fun. Ent. 1620, Elizadetu, dau. of
Crest

—

—

Nicholas Hadsor, and wife of Christopher
of Dublin, merchant). Sa. two bars ar. on a
crosses crosslct fitchee of the second.

Hadstock (co. Suffolk).

Haggar

Fitz-Wiluam,
bend gu. three

Or, a chev. gu. pierced with a

bend

and canton erm.
Had'wen (granted to Sidney John Wilson Hadwen, Esq.,
Dean House, Sowerby, co. York). Per pale az. and sa. a stag's
Or, a chev. gu.

head caboshed ar. on a chief or, two setter dogs' heads erased
respecting each other ppr. Crest— A rock overgrowTi with
heath, thereon a grouse, a thistle all ppr. Jl/oUo— Had on
and win.

Hadwick

co.

Cambridge, and

Crest—
Ar. on a

co. Essex).

bend

sa. three lions pass, of the first.
Crest
vert a talbot pass, or, collared and lined gu.
Az. a mullet of six points ar.

— On a mount

Hagrg'ard.

Hagrgard

(William Meybohm Rider Haggard, Esq.,

J.P.,

D.L., of West Kradenham, co. Norfolk; the representative of
an ancient family which came from co. Pertfi, teru-p. James I.)
Quarterly, 1st, az. a mullet of six points ar., for Haggard;
2nd, erm. on a chief indented az. three martlets or, each

holding in the beak a trefoil slipped ar., for Rider; 3rd, vert
a chev. betw. three garbs or, for Amyand 4th, ar. on a mount
a man in armour holding a tree grow ing from the mount all
ppr., for Meybohm. CreMs
1st: A mullet of six points, as in
the arms, for Haggard, motto over, Micat inter omnes 2nd
Out of a mural crown per pale or and az. a snake erect ppr.
holding in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert. il/oUo—Modeste
conabor.
;

Hagg'att, or

Ar. three himting-homs sa.
Barry of eight az. and ar. on a canton gu. a Hot.
(Scotland).

ramp. or.

Haffenden

(Homewood, co. Kent, and ClearweU Court, co.
Gloucester). Chequy ar. and sa. on a bend az. three mullets

or.

Haget

(co.

Somerset; temp. Henry VI.).

Ar. two bends gu.

Hag'g'er. Vert a lion ramp, within an
demi lion gu. supporting a long cross az.

Hag'g'erston (Haggerston
Az. on a bend cotised

bart.).

Castle,

(Hagley,

co.

Henrt de Hacgeley,

orle ar.

co.

Worcester;

—A

Crest

—

Northumberland

ar. three billets sa.

lion pass. ar.

Hag'g'erston. Same Arms. Crest
Hag'g'erstone. See Sup-pleracnt.
Hag'gitt. See Wegg-Prosser.

Hag^ley

erm.

Hadstocke.

(Coume,

;

or,

(co.

volant or.

Or, a fesse betw. three cramp-irons sa.
stork's head ei'ascd ppr.

—

potent sa.

Hadys.

(Bermondsey). Az. a chev. or, betw. two doves close
and in base an oak tree ppr. Crest A dove

rising ar.

Hag'en.

fesse az.

Hadson

Hagren

in chief ar.

first.

Crest

—

talbot erm.

arms from the

seal of

Exti-eator of co. Worcester, 1395

the
;
coat seems to be that of Mortimer). Per pale or and az.
three bars counterchanged, in chief two palets, and as many
cantons also counterchanged, an inescutcheon ar. Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowed, holding in the gauntlet a

—

battle

axe

all

ppr.

Hague

(Slicklcgate, co. York descended from a Berkshire
family of that name). Per chev. or and ar. two mullets
az. in chief and a crescent gu. in base.
Ch-est
A giiffin's
head erased ar.
(Stanley Hall, near Wakefield). Ar. a bend az. on a
Crest
chief gu. three martlets of the field.
A martlet
;

—

Hague

—

ar.

Haffenden

(exemplified to Rev. John 'Wilsok, of Stillingon a.ssuming the name of Haffenden, by royal

ton, CO. York,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, chequy ar. and sa. on
a bend az. three escutcheons of the first, each charged with a
licence, 187'2).
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Haidon

(co.

chief gu. a

Haig', or

Ar. three bars gemelles az. on a

Devon).

wivem

Haigh.

or.

saltire betw. in chief a crescent
reversed, in aexter fess a decrescent, in sinister fess an.

Az. a

AA

and

in base a crescent ar.

Crest

holding over the dexter shoulder a hammer.
(Bemerside, co. Roxburgh). Az. a saltire cantoned
with two stars in chief and base, and with as many crescents
Motto
addorsed in the flanks ar. Crest— A rock ppr.
^Above the crest Tyde what may and below Sola virtus

Haig:

—

;

:

:

the base; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a fesse
Two hands holding a sword
gu. three crescents ar. Crest

(cadet of Bemerside, 1672). As the last, charging the
Motto Jam
saltire with a primrose slipped ppr. for diff.

—

(Doncan-Haldane, Earl of Camperdown).

Haldane.

Haldane
Haldane

Ar. a bend engr. gu. a chief sa.

(Gleneagles, co. Penh).

ducal coronet or, a bull's head ar.
Hailard. Ar. three bars betw. ten fleurs-de-lis az. four,
three, two, and one.
Haine (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three martlets

Haldenby

—

sa.

Haines

(co. Berks).
Ar. a fesse az. bezantee betw. three
annulets of the second.
Gu. three crescents paly wavy ar. and az. Crest
On a crescent an arrow in pale all ppr.
Haines. Or, on a fesse gu. three bezants in chief a greyhound courant az. collared ar. Crest— An eagle displ. az.

—

Haines.

semee of

estoiles ar.

fesse betw. three annulets gu.

on a

Ar.

many

as

ducal coronets or.

Hair (Scotland).
Haire (Armagh
Q.C.,

IIaip.e,

Ar. a chief sa.

Manor,

Fermanagh;

co.

confirmed

and heir of Robert Haire,

Esq., son

to

Esq.,

and grandson of James Haire, of Armagh, and
Gu. two bars or, on a chief indented ar.

their descendants).
thistle ppr.

fasces ppr.

—A lion ramp. ar. supporting the Roman
Domine speravi.
Motto — In
Crest

te

Haire-Forster.

See Forster.
Az. two bars danccttee erm. betw. six crosses
crosslet or, three, two, and one.
Hairstans (Craig?, Scotland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
chev. or, betw. three keys fesseways ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
savage's head couped, distilling drops of blood, thereon a
bonnet composed of bay and holly leaves all ppr. within an
Crest
orle of eight martlets sa., for Gladstanes.
A dexter
arm holding a key ppr. Motto Toujours fiddle.
Haitlie (Mellarstanes, Scotland). Or, on a bend az. three
boars' heads erased of the first.
Haitlie. Az. a sword bcndwayg ppr. hilt in chief or, betw.
two mullets of the last. Crest A hand holding four arrows,

Hairsiiet.

;

—

—

—

downwards all ppr.
De la Haize (London; originally of France,
1757).
Erminois a saltire gu. on a chief of the last three
escallops or.
Crest— A wolfs head ppr. erased gu. charged
on the neck with an escallop or.
Hake (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three hakes haurient
points

Haize, or

Az. three hake-flshes haurient ar.

Hake (Peterborough,

Gu. a bend betw.
co. Northampton).
two boars' heads erased bendways ar.
Crest
A sword
erect ar. hilt and pommel or, entiled with a boar's head
couped az.
Hake. Az. three bars or, a bordure engr. ar.
Hakebeche, or Hakbeech. Or, two bars az.
Hakebeche (Emneth, co. Norfolk). Or, on two bars az.

—

three ducal coronets of the field.
(co. Gloucester).
Or, an eagle displ. sa. collared

Hakeford
ar.

Hakeford.

Or, an eagle displ sa. a

Hakehed (Reg.

Ulster's Office).

bend ar.
Gu. three bakes haurient

ft'ssways ar.

Hakeluyt

(co. Gloucester).

mullets of the

field

crusily

Ar. on a bend cotised gu. three

(co.

Kent, temp.

and three hake fish haurient ar.
(co. Salop).
Gu. three poleaxcs

Haket
Hakewood.

Henry

IIL).

all

Sa.

or.

Crest

—

ppr.

Halampton. Ar. on a bend gu. three eagles di.spl. or.
Halanton. Az. a bend ar. betw. three eagles displ. or.
Halaton.

Halbayne

and ar.,
Motto

—

for

Menteith.

Ci-est

—An

or,

a bend
head

eagle's

erased or.
Suffer.
(Lanrick, CO. Stirling).
Same Arms, with a
crescent gu. in the centre for diff.
Haldane-Oswald. See Oswald.
Halden (Hulden, co. Kent). Ar. a chief sa. (another, az.)
over all a bend engr. gu.
(Haldenby, co. York). Vert a fesse betw. three

—

covered cups or.
Crest
A swan close ar.
legged gu. in the beak a sprig of laurel vert.

beaked and

Haldenby. Az. five cinquefoils in cross ar.
Haldimand. Gu. a chev. betw. three annulets

— A sea-lion sejant ppr.

Crest

or.

Haldon (HaUlon, Scotland).
Hale (Sir Frank Van Hale,

Gu. two lions pass, guard, ar.
eighth son of Frederick de
Halle, stated to have been a natural son of Albert, King of
the Romans, was among the followers of the Earl of Derby
into Gascony, 1344, and was elected a Knii;ht of the Garter,
Gu. a wyvern, wings elevated and crowned or,
1359).
pendent from the neck an escutcheon of the field, thereon
an eagle displ. with two heads ar. all within a border az.
charged with six lioncels ramp, and as many fleurs-de-lis
On the battlements of a
alternately of the second. Crest
castle ar. a wyvern sa. wings addorsed guttee d'or, gorged
with a ducal coronet, therefrom a chain reflexcd over the
back all gold, in the dexter claw a sword erect az.
Hale (Somerton Hall; granted to Joseph F.aton Hale, Esq.).
Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three escutcheons az. each
charged with a cinquefoil of the field three towers of the
last.
Crest
Ui)on a rock a tower ppr. surmounted by a sun
in splendour or, and resting upon the battlements a scaling
ladder in bend sa. Motto Turris fortis mihi Deus.
Hale (Alderley, co. Gloucester; of this family was the celebrated Sir Matthew Hale). Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three
Crest
cinquefoils of the last.
A heron's head erased ar.
Hale (King's Walden, co. Hertford). Az. a chev. embattled
and counter-embattled or. Crest A serpent ppr. entwined
round five arrow-sliafts or, headed sa. feathered ar. one in
pale, four saltirewise.
Motto Vera sequor.
Hale. Ar. on a pale fusily gu. a leopard's head or.
Hale (granted to the Venerable Archdeacon Hale). Per
pale az. and gu. on a chev. betw. three arrows, points downward or, a cross pattee of the second, all within a bordure
An arm embowed, vested az. fretty ar. cuffed
erm. Crest
or, the hand ppr. grasping two arrows also ppr.
Motto

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

principibus.

Haleig'h.well.
armed or.

Or, on a

bend gu. three goats

pass.

ar.

Halengrton,

Az. a bend ar. betw. three eagles displ. or.
Halep (Lamorran, co. Cornwall; a family of consideration
in the 14th and 15th centuries). Or, three bendlets sa.
Hales (Woodchurch, co. Kent, also of Hales' Place, Canterbury, bart., extinct 1802). Gu. three arrows or, feathered
and barbed ar. Crest A dexter arm embowed at the elbow
in armour ppr. garnished or, and bound about with a ribbon
gu. holding an arrow, as in the arms.
Hales (Beaksbourne, co. Kent; since of Brymore, co.
extinct 1824).
Same Arms and Crest.
Somerset, bart.
Motto Vis unita fortior.
Hales (Coventry, co. Warwick, bart., extinct ante 1812).

—

;

—

Same Arms.
Ar. a fesse betw. three
(co. Devon).
heads erased sa. Crest A griffin sejant ar.
(Hackbendon, co. Kent). Gu. on a saltire ar. betw.
four demi lions ramp, or, a cross of the first pierced vert.
Hales (Coventry, and Tunstall, co. Kent). Gu. three broad
arrows or, feathered and headed ar. Crest An arm emgriffins'

—

Hales

Az. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.

a chapcau a garb

sa.

Hales, or Hals

(another, or).

Haket, or Hacket

On

chequy

Cum

gu.

Hake.

—

ar.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
saltire can-

a saltire engr. sa., for Haldane; 2nd, ar. a
toned with four roses gu., for Lennox; 3rd,

Haldane

Lincoln)

—

a

Crest

Gu. two leopards

(that Ilk, co. Peebles).

Az. a saltire cantoned
Haigrll
with a star in chief and in base, and with two crescents addorsed in the flanks ar. Crest— A rock ppr. Mottoes Sola
virtus invicta; and, Tyde what may.
Haighton (Chaigeley, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend cngr.
Out of a
Crest
sa. three bulls' heads cabossed of the field.

(Grainsby Hall, co.

James

See

Duncan.

ar.

hyems.

Hain^.

—

in pale ppr.

Haldane
globe ppr.

invicta.

Haig:

transit
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— A demi savage vert issuing from

B AI
increscent,

Gu. three bucks' heads or.
(co. Devon). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two flaunchcs

of the laKt.

—

towed

in

armour

ppr. garnished or, holding in the

hand

ppr.

headed gold, round the arm a scarf vert.
Hales (Holt, CO. Norfolk). Gu three arrows or, feathered
and barbed ar., quartering, sa. a chev. betw. three fers-demoline erm. on a chief ar. a lion pass, gu., for Tcrneb and
Crest
ar. three tortcaux and a chief pu., for Baselet.
dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, and bound
round about with a ribbon gu. holding in the hand ppr. an
an arrow

ar.

;

Halbecke. Or. two bars gu.
Hnlberdyn. Gu. a chev. betw.

three halberts ar. staves
or.
Cre.^t
A wolf ramp, reguard. ppr.
Halcro (Scotland). Quarterly, Isl and 4th', ar. a mountain

—

—

arrow, aa in the arms.

4M

I

A
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Hales (granted to Edwakd Hales, Esq. .North Frith, co. Kent).
Per chev. engr. or and gu. in chief two arrows erect, points
downwards sa. and in base a srifEn's head couped of the
Upon a mount a garb vert, in front thereof a
CVest
first.
shield or, char^'ed with a griffins head couped sa. Motto

—

—

Vis unita fortior.
Hales (Mychurch, co. Somerset). Sa. a chev. betw. three
Uons ramp. ar.
Hales (co. Stafford). Ar. three broad arrows az.
Hales. Az. a chev. embattled ar. (another, or).
Hales. Sa. a fret and canton ar.
Hales. Barry of eight az. and ar. on a canton gu. a lion
pass. or.

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three annulets gu. as many
estoiles or (another, the estoiles of the first).
Hales. Sa. a chev. betw. three lions pass. ar.
Hales. Ar. three battle axes in pale barways sa.
Hales, Gu. three arrows ar. points downward, barbed

Hales.

or.

Hales.

Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the first quarter three
arrows or, feathered of the second, in the second quarter a
lion ramp. sa. within a bordure engr. of the same.
Hales. Ar. a bend engr. vert.
of (co. Gloucester). Ar. in
Hales, or Hailes,
bend dexter a crosier gu. surmounted with a lion ramp, of
the last, all within a bordure sa. bezantee.
Hales (confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux, 1616). Sa. on a
fess or, betw. two chevronels ar. a cinquefoil gu. a border
erm.
Az. a chev. ar. betw.
Hales-Owen(co. Salop).

Abbey

Abbey

three fleurs-de-lis or.
Paly of six ar. and sa. on a chev. gu. a cross

Haleston.
crosslet or.

Haley

(London, and Edgware-Bury, co. Middlesex).

Az.

—

three goats pass. ar. a chief of the last. Crest
A goat's
head erased ar. gorged with a chaplet gu.
(Eartham, co. Sussex). Or, on a cross az. a cinquefoil

Haley

—

betw. four mascles of the field. Creit
On a crescent ar. a
cross patonce gu.
Halfacre (Whiston, co. Cornwall). Erm. on a chev. vert
betw. three Mons' heads erased gu. as many acorns or.
Halfehide (granted 1560). Ar. two chev. conjoined in
fesse sa.
Crest
A greyhound sejant or, collared az. garnished and ringed of the first.
Halford (Wistow, co. Leicester, bart., extinct 1780). Ar. a

—

greyhound pass. sa. on a chief az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Welham, co. Leicester, bart., extinct). Same .^cmj.
(Paddock House, near Canterbury, a branch of the
preceding).
Ar. a greyhound statant sa. collared or, on a
chief az. three fleurs-de-lis of the third.
Crest
A demi
greyhound sa. collared or. Motto Virtus in actione con-

Halford
Halford

—

—

sistit.

Halford

(Wistow Hall, co. Leicester, bart.
Sir Henry
Va'jghan was created a bart. 1809; he was son of James
Vacghan, Esq., M.D., by Hester Halford, h.s wife, cousin
of Sir Charles Halford, last bart. of Wistow, and assumed
the surname of Halford 1814). Ar. a greyhound pass. sa.
on a chief az. three fleurs-de-Us or.
By royal warrant
of augmentation, in 1837, a rose ar. was substituted for
the centre of the fleurs-de-lis; and as further augmentation,
on a canton erm. a staff entwined with a serpent ppr. and
ensigned by a coronet composed of crosses pattee and fleur.sde-hs or. Crests
1st (of augmentation)
A staff entwined hy
a serpent ppr. and ensigned by a coronet composed of crosses
pattee and fleurs-de-lis 2nd A greyhound's head couped at
the neck sa. collared or.
Motto
Mutas inglorius artes
(To exercise, unambitious of glory, the silent arts). This
motto is an elegant quotation from Virgil's description of the
physician lapis. Supporters
Two emeus ppr. each gorged
with a coronet composed of crosses pattee and fleurs-de-lis
;

—

:

:

:

—

—

or.

Halfpenny. Chequy

ar. and sa. on a chief or. a rose gu.
leaved vert, seerted of the third. Crest
A lion sejant ppr.
holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchee or, resting
the sinister on a triangle gu.

—

Halfpenny.

Ar. a mullet gu. pierced of the first.
co. York).
Barry of
foar ar. and gu. a hend or, betw. two bulls' heads sa.
Halgrhton. Or, two bars gu. on a chief ar. three opeii
bowls of the second, the insides of the third.
Halgrh-well, or Halwell (Halwcll, co. Devon; extinct
about the year 1500; the co-heiresses were six sisters the
eldest m. to Beat; the second to Brooke, Lord Cobham
the
third to Vernet, and afterwards to Catesbt; the fourth to
Pecham: the fifth to Bruges; and the sixth to Lifield).
Ar. on a chev. gu. three annulets or.
Halnead. Erm. five bars gu. over all three escutcheons

Halg-ate, or Holgate (Helsworth,

—
.-
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two and one.
beaked and belled
or.

Haliburton.

Crest

—A

falcon with wings

expanded ar.

or.

See Haltborton.

Haliday (Carnmoney,

Antrim; confirmed to Alexander
son and heir of William
descendants;. Ar. a sword paleways, the pommel within a crescent in base gu. on a cantoa
az. a St. Andrew's cross of tlie first.
Crest
A boar's head
couped ar. langued and tusked or. Motlo Virtute parta.
Haliers. Quarterly, ar. and az. a bend eu.
Halke (Selling, near Feversham, co. Kent). Gu. a fesse

Henry Halidav,
Haliday,

Esq.,

co.

Esq.,

and

eldest

tlieir

—

—

—

betw. three hawks belled or. Cres: A dexterarm embowed
in armour, holding in the hand a battle axe all ppr.
(Bathiliet, co. Fife).
Or, three falcons' heads
erased gu. Crest
A falcon's head, as in the arms. Supporters Two falcons ppr. hooded and belled or. Motto la

Halkerston

—

—

ardua

—

nitor.

Halkett

(Pitfirrane, co. Fife, bart., 16G2

and 1697

only the
latter baronetcy belongs to the present family, who are heir*
of hne, and paternally Wedderbubns).
Sa. three piles
cpnjoined in base ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
A falcon's head erased ppr. Sapfiorlers Two falcons
close ppr. jes.sed and belled or.
Mottoes Over the crest:
Fides sufficit; uniJcr the arms Honeste vivo.

—

—

;

—

:

Halkett

and Dumbarnie, co. Fife). Amis, &c.,
Hackett, Bart., quarterly with Cbaigie, of

(Hall Hill

as those

of

Dunbamie.

Halkett

(Gen. Sir Colin Halkett, G.C.H., Ac, Ac, Col.
the late Major-General Frederick
of the Halketts, of Hall Hill, co. Fife).
Sa. three piles ar. on a chief gu. i Uon pass. or.
Crest
falcon's head erased ppr. Sapimrters On the dexter, a horse
ar. gorged with a chaplet of laurel vert, therefrom suspended
the Peninsula medal, inscribed in an escroU beneath, "Vento
del poso; " on the sinister, a lion reguard. gu. gorged with a
chaplet of laurel or, pendent therefrom the Waterloo medal
and ribbon. Motto Fides suflicit.
Halkett, Baron (Hanover). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, three
piles conjoined in base ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard,
or, for Halkett: 2nd, or, three crescents, within a double
tressure flory counterflory gu., for Seton; 3rd, ar. a fesse
wavy sa. issuant therefiom a demi otter of the last, ducaJly
31st Foot, eldest son of

Halkett, a scion

—

—

—

—

gu., for Meldrc.m.
Crest
A falcon's head erased
Supporters On either side a falcon ppr. gorged with a
wreath of laurel vert and murally crowned or. Motto— Fides

crowned

—

ppr.

sufficit.

Hall

(Middleham, co. Bedford). Ar. a cross moline sa. in the
dexter chief a fleur-de-Us gu.
(Horton Hall, co. Bucks, and of London). Ar. oa a
chev. betw. three talbots' heads erased az. a bezant.
Hall (Lord Llanover ; extinct 1867). Per pale ar. and or, on
a chev. betw. three talbots' heads erased, their necks
encircled with mural crowns, three hawks' lures ppr. Crest
A griffin's head or, with a hawk's lure ppr. in the mouth
and a palm branch vert behind. Motto Turpiter despe

Hall

—

—

ratur.

Hall (Wamham,
1589).

and London. Visit. London,
Ar. semee of crosses crosslet and three talbots' beads
co. Sussex,

erased sa.
Hall (Banbury, co. Oxford. Visit. 1634. Akthont Hall,
of that place, great grandson of Uichard Hall, of Stoarford,
in same co., Judge of Assize, temp. Henry VII.). Ar. an
eagle displ. gu.
Hall, or Hull (co. Cambridge). Az. an eagle displ. or.
Hall (Haninsley, co. Cambridge). Ar. a chev. gu. fretty of
the first, betw. three demi Uons ramp. az. on a chief of the

second as many chaplets or.
(Barton Hall, and HoUybush, co. Derby; Lorenzo
O'Toole, Esq., of Ballyfod, co. Wexford, m. Harriett, dau.
and heir of Hcgh Hall, Esq., of HoUybush, and had a son,
Lorenzo Kirkpatrick O'Toole, who assumed, by royal
Az. three talbots'
licence, the name and arms of Hall).
heads erased sa. betw. eight cross crosslets gu.
Hall (co. Devon). Sa. a chev. betw. three talbots' heads

Hall

erased ar.

Hall

(CO.

Devon).

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three chaplets

or.

Hall

(co.

Devon).

Gu. a bend vair betw. six crosses crosslet

(co.

Devon).

Ar. four lozenges in pale gu. on each a

ar.

Hall

leopard's face or.

Ar. a broad arrow gu. feathered or, betw.
three harts' horns of the third.
Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw.
(Brittly, co. Durham).
three demi lions pass. az. on a chief gu. as many annulets of

Hall(co. Devon).

Hall
the

first.

Hall

(Streatham, in the Isle of Ely)

Ar.

a chev. gu.

frcttjr

first

.

—

—

;

heads erased sa.
(Kennington, co. Kent).

talbots'

Hall

Az. three halbcrts in pale or.

— A horse's

head sa. in armour ppr. bridled and armed
or, on the head two feathers, one az. the other gold.
Hall (CO. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three
lions ramp, of the second, on a chief gu. as many roses of the
third, barbed and seeded vert.
Hall (CO. Leicester). Gu. a lion ramp, guard or, crowned
Crest

Lincoln and Middlesex, and Middle-Walton, co.
Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three demi lions
ramp. az. on a chief gu. as many chaplets of the third. Crest
A dragon's head coupcd az. collared or.
Hall (Grantham, co. Lincoln; Sir Henry Sijtton, Knt., of
Averham, co. Notts, temp. Henry VIIL, in. Alice, dau. of
Ar. three talbots' heads
Francis Hall. Visit. Notts).
(cos.

York).

—

erased sa.

Hall

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
heads erased sa. a bordure gu.
Hall (Grantham, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
Crest
A taltalbots' heads erased sa. as many estoiles or.
bot's head erased or, pellettee.
Hall (Grantham, co. Lincoln). Sa. three talbots' heads
erased ar.
Hall (Gretford, co. Lincoln). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
talbots' heads erased sa.
a plume of feathers ar. thereon a demi lion ramp, of the
(Spalding, co. Lincoln).

talbots'

—

—

first.

Hall

(co. Lincoln).

Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three
an estoile or.
Vert on a saltire engr. ar. five mullets

(eo. Lincoln).

Same Arms,

(co. Lincoln, 1640).

heads erased

lions'

Hall

sa.

fTu.

Hall

tinctures reversed, mullets

or.

Hall

Ar. three talbots'
langued gu. betw. nine cross crosslets of the
last.
3/o»o— Esto quod esse videris.
Hall (Cilgwyn, co. Cardigan, and Greville House, co. Middlesex, lineally descended in direct line from the noble
family of Fitzwilliam, by the branch Fitzwilliams, of the
Hall (hence the name), settled at the Hall Place, co. Norfolk).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry of eight gu. and erm. over all
three escutcheons ar. 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. ar. betw.
three talbots" heads ppr. collared or, and langued gu. as
many blue bells also ppr. Crest— A. demi lion ramp, holding a flaming sword imbrued all ppr. Motto Vive ut vivas.
(Walton-on-the-Hill,

heads erased

co.

Surrey).

sa.

;

—

Some

ancestors of the family bore in the 1st and 4th quarters,
of twelve, five shields, and a talbot's head for crest.
Hall (Greatfond Hall, co. Lincoln, Skclton Castle, co. York,
Wratling
and
Park, co. Cambridge; of the Fitzwilliams, of
Cliscby).
Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three talbots'
heads erased of the second an estoile or. Crest
A talbot's
head erased sa. spotted or.
Hall (Arrow's Foot, co. York, a branch of the Halls, of
Greutford Hall). Same Aitns and Crest. Motto Remember,
and forgot not.
Hall (Hlacklands Park, co. Wilt.'). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
talbots' heads erased sa. an estoile or.
Oreit
A talbot's
head erased sa. spotted or. Motto— Kane quam videri.
Hall(Ashfnrd, co. Kent; granted, ir)83, by Cooke, Clarenceux).
Ar. three halberts in fosse headed ppr. handles or. C)-est
A horse's head coupe<l sa. maned ar. bridled silver, tassellcd
gold, upon the head armoto- ppr. with a spiUe upon the forehead or, and therefrom issuant two ostrich feathers, the
dexter gu. the sinister gold.

barry

—

—

—

—

Hall

York; Edward Hall, citizen of London.
ir)6H).
Ar. a fess betw. two greyhounds courant sa.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi greyhound sa.

(.Skipton, co.

Visit.

Crfxt

—

coU.ircd gold.

"Hall (Sawfortb and Harborough,
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co. Lincoln).

Ar. a chcr.

li

betw. three demi lions ramp. gu. on a chief of the last as
many chaplets or. Crest A greyhound's head erased gu.

—

collared or.

Hall
Hall

Gu. three talbots' heads erased ar.
(Rev. George Hall, D.D., Master of Pembroke College,
Oxford).
Ar. a chev. betw. three talbots' heads erased
sa.
Crest— A talbot's head, as in the arms.
Hall. Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. two columbines ppr.
Cre^t
A dove, in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
Hall (co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three talbots' heads
couped sa. Creit A talbot's head, as in the arms.
Hall (cos. Berks and Oxford). Erm. five barnUets gu. over all
(Ore, CO. Sussex).

—

—

three escutcheons or, a mullet for

diff.

Hall

(Whatton Manor, co. Nottingham). Az. a bend betw.
three talbots' heads erased ar. on a chief or, three roses gn.
barbed and seeded ppr. Crest A crescent ar. surmounted
by a grifBn's head erased sa. in the beak three ears of wheat
or.
Jl/otto—-Persevere.
Hall (Costock, CO. Nottingham). Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.
three talbots' heads erased sa.
Hall (London granted 18 May, 1768). Or, on a chev. sa.
betw. three demi lions pass. az. five barrulets ar. on a chief
gu. three chaplets of the fourth. Crest A mural crown ar.
thereout issuing a dexter arm embowed, habited az. fretty of
the first, cuffed or, in the hand ppr. a dagger of the last,

—

;

—

hilt

ar.

Hall

HA
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betw. three demi lions ramp, az on a chief of the
Bcconil as many chaplets or.
Hall (Newsham, co. Durham). Ar. a chev. engr. az. betw.
three talbots' heads sa. on a chief of the second as many
Cre,t
A talbot's head erased ar.
mullets of the first.
Korged with a colUr chequy or and az.
Sail (CO. Essex). Or, four bars sa. on three escutcheons ar.
as many church bells of the second, clappers of the first.
Sail (CO. Essex). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Hall (Exeter; granted 20 March, 1684). Sa. three talbots'
beads erased ar. collared gu. with rings on the collars or.
A talbot's head erased sa. eared ar. gorged with a
Crest
chaplet or, garnished with roses gu.
Hall (Banbury, co. Oxford Anthony Hall, great grandson
of Richard Hall, of Swarford, same c». Visit. 1634). Ar.
an eagle displ. gu.
Hall (High Meadow, co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. betw. three

of the

Hall
the

and pommel gold.
(London). Or, on a chief sa. a cross moline fitch^e of
Crest
A demi lion gu. supporting a cross moline

—

field.

fitchee or.

Hall

(London and Laventhorpe, co. York). Ar. a fesse betw.
two greyhounds counint sa. collared or.
dest On a
chapeau gu. turned up ar. a greyhound sejant erm.
Hall (London). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three talbots' heeds

—

erased pean.
(London). Ar. three talbots' heads erased sa. collared
or, betw. five crosses ci'osslet gu.
Hall (Hoxton, CO. Middlesex; granted April, 1G1;h). Az. on
a chief erm. a liim pass, guard, of the field.
Hall (co. Middlesex, and Northale and Kynersley, co.
Salop; Har. MS. 1404).
Gu. a wivern or, within a bordure
az. charged with a verdoy of fleurs-de-hs, interlaced with an
enurny of lions pass, of the second. Crest— On the stump of
a tree couped or, a wivern, wings endorsed sa. collared,
ringed, and lined of the first, the line reflexed over the
back, grasping in the dexter claw a sword ar. hilt and

Hall

pommel

Hall

gold.

(co. Norfolk).

—A

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three chaplets or.

demi buck saliant sa. attired or, gorged with a
collar of the last charged with three chaplet.": of the first.
Hall (Salisbury). Ar. on a chev. betw. three columbines az.
stalked and leaved vert, a mullet of six point.^ or.
Crest

Hall

Worcester, Rotheihithe, &c.
Visit.
Ar. three talbots' heads erased sa. betw.
nine croes crosslets az. Creit A dragon's head couped az.

(Henwick,

co.

Leicester, 1G19).

—

collared ar.

Hall

(Mathon, co. Worcester. Visit. Leicester, 16)9).

Arms and

Hall

(RedcriiT,

Ai-ms and

Hall

Same

Crest.

near London.

Crest,

a crescent for

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

Same

diff.

(liishop of Bristnl, 1691-1710).

Sa. three talbots'

heads

erased betw. nine cross crosislcts ar.
co. Sussex, Goldings, co. Herts, London,
Ar. three talbots' heads erased sa. betw. nine cross
&c.).

Hall (Warnham,
crosslets gu.

Hall

(Wilsborough, co. Kent; granted 27 June, 1599. Visit.
"A
Gu. three polcaxes in pale or. Crest
Kent, 1619).
horshead coupe sables armed with ShaflTcron and brydeled
argent, purfled or plumed gould and goulcs."
Hall (co. Salop). Sa. biUettee two bars erm. in chief a
hound's head erased betw. two chaplets or. Crest— A buck's

—

head armed

or, collared sa.

—

Crest
A demi buck saliant or, eared
gorged with a fesse wavy betw. two cotises of the last.
Hall (co. Salop). Ar. on a chev. cotised gu. three chaplets

Hall.

Same Arms.

sa.

or.

Hall

Ar. three talbots' heads
(Hermitage, co. Chester).
erased sa. Cre-^t A talbot's head sa.
Hall (CO. Somerset). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three chaplets

—

or.

Hall

(South Newington and Banbury, co. Oxford, and co.
Warwick). Ar. an eagle displ. gu. Crest A dcini eagle
with wings endorsed sa. collared or.
Hall (Moundcsmere, co. Southampton granted 1767). Paly
of four or and uz. on a bend ar. three human hearts ppr.
each pierced with two arrows saltireways of the first. Crest
A demi wolf ar. in the dexter paw a hiarJ, as In the

—

;

—

arms.

A
;

H Ali
Sail
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Susses, and London
John Hall,
Visit. 1568).
Ar. sem^ of crosses crosslet three
Citizen.
talbots' heads erased sa.
'P'nil (Captain James Hall, B.N.). Ar. on a bend engr. az.
betw. two anchors sa. three talbots' heads erased of the
A dexter cubit arm in bend, vested az. semee
Crett
field.
of escallops ar. grasping a dagger sheathed, point downwards ppr. Motto Always ready.
Hall (Ipswich, CO. Suffolk; confirmed 8 Feb. 1587). Era.
five barrulcts gu. over all three escutcheons or.
Sail (Coggeshall, co. Essex, and co. York). Same Arms.
Sail (Coventry, co. Warwick). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
columbines slipped ppr.
Sail (Bradford, co. Wilts). Sa. three poleaxes ar. Crest—
An aim erabowed in armour ppr. garnished or, holding a
poleaxe ar.
Sail (co. York). Sa. a chev. betw. three dexter hands

(Wamani,

co.

;

—

—

couped

Sail.
Sail.
Sail.
Sail.
Sail.
Sail.

chequy

Sail-Dare.

Sec Dare.
(Hallam, CO. York).

Sallam

Ar. a lion ramp. az. guttce

(West Hallam, Kirk Hallam, and Hallam Parva, co.

Same

Derby).

Ai-nis.

Sa. a cross erm.

C>-est

— On

a mount vert a buU

Salle.

Salle, or Sale. Az. a chev. counter-embattled or.
Salleley, Ballely, or HalUley (Hackney, co. Middle-

Erm. two bars gu. the
other with one escutcheons or.

or.

Sail, or Sull. Erm. three lozenges gu.
Sail, or Hull. Az. three eagles displ. ar.
Sail. Vert a grifiBn ramp. ar.
Sail. Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three
Crest

— \ dragon's head couped

first

charged with two, the

Az. a chev. flory counterflory ar. betw. three mart-

sex).

—

lets or.

Sallep
Salles

Or, two bends sa.
granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1603).
Az. a chev. embattled counter-embattled or.
Crest
Five
arrows, one in pale, the others saltireways or, flighted ar. encircled by a serpent ppr.
Salles (Upwimborne, co. Dorset). Gu. three greyhounds'
heads erased ar.
Salles, Sale, or Sales. Sec Hale.
Salles. Az. a chev. betw. three covered cups or.
Salles. Gu. three arrows or, barbed and feathered ar.
Sallesfield. Ar. two bends wavy sa.
Sallestowe. Paly of six ar. and sa. on a chev. gu. a cross(co. Cornwall).

(London

;

—

let or.

Sallet

(Higham, near Canterbury).
Or, a chief engr. sa.
over all on a bend engr. gu. three bezants. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi lion ar. holding in the paws a
bezant.
Sallet (Stedcombe, in Axmouth, co. Devon, purchased 1691
originally from Barbadoes). Same Armsemi Crest.
Sallet (Cannons, co. Sliddlesex). Same Alias. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion.
Sallet (Whitchurch, co. Middlesex; certified at the College
of Arms, London, May, 1799). Same Arms, a crescent for
diff.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
holding betw. the paws a bezant.
Sallet (Crockhorn, co. Somerset). Same Arnus. Crest
demi lion holding a bezant.
Salleton. Sa. a. chev. or, betw. three garbs ar.
Sallett. Same Arms as Hallet. Ci-est A dexter hand
holding a key ppr.
Sallewell (co. Devon). Ar. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Hallewell. Ar. on a chev. sa. three bezants.
Sallewell. Ar. on a chev. sa. three annulets of the field.
Crest
A boar's head erect sa. betw. two ostrich feathers

—

—

—

—

lions

ramp,

az. collared or.

(Sir John Hall, K.C.B., M.D., Inspector-General of
and Chief of the Medical Staff of the Army, son of
John Hall, Esq., of Littlebeck, Westmoreland). Or, on

Hospitals,

a

pale betw. two battle axes erect sa. three talbots' heads
couped of the field. Crest On a wreath the battlements of
a tower, thereon a cock entwined by a snake all ppr. Motto
Perseverantia et cuia quies.
11 (Westbank House, co. Chester).
Barry of six erm. and
vert on a chief az. a talbot's head erased betw. two martlets
or.
Crest
A demi buck ppr. collared or.
Sail (Newsham and Great Chilton, co. Durham; descended
from the Halls of Greatford). Ar. a chev. engr. betw.
three talbots" heads erased az. on a chief of the second as
many mullets or. Creft A talbot's head erased sa. (The
junior branches of London, <fec. bore the crest, collared
counter-compony or and az. and the mullets in the arms

—

—
.

—

—

—

—

ar.

Sallewton. Gu.
Bailey (London).

a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Az. a chev. betw. three annulets

or,

over

many martlets gu.
Wiits and Somerset, Yard House, near
Taunton, Iford Park, Wilts, Chapel Cleeve, co. Somerset,
and Westcombe Park, co. Kent, Warminster, Ac). Sa.
three helmets ar. garnished or, a border engr. of the second.
all

on a

fesse of the last as

Salliday

Crest

(cos.

— A demi lion

— Quarta

ramp,

or,

holding an anchor az.

Motto

saluti.

Salliday

ar.).

Sail

(Birtley, Conset, and Framwellgate, co. Durham, subsequently of Dublin, and of co. Antrim afterwards of Bishop
Wearmouth). Or, a chev. sa. fretty of the first betw. three
demi hons pass. az. on a chief gu. as many chaplets ar. a
martlet for diff.
Sail (Greencroft descended from Bobebt Hall, living in
the fifteenth century). Same Arrru.
;

;

Sail

Scotland). Az. a fesse
or and gu. betw. three herons' heads erased ar.

Az. a chev. betw. three covered cups or.
Vert a chev. ar.
Per bend vert and or.

—

Sn

alta.

(Fullbar, CO. Renfrew,

gu-

Ar. a chev. and bend gu. on a canton of the second a
crescent of the first.
Sail. Gu. a dragon displ. ar. on his breast an escutcheon
purp. a bordure az. verdoy of fleurs-de-lis or.
Sail (Clifton, CO. Y'ork, and the Grange Hall, co. Chester;
descended from the ancient family of Clifton, co. York,
resident at Leeds, 1700; Scarborough, 1750; and Manchester; the late John Hall, Esq., of Mersey Bank House,
Eeaton Norris, and Manchester, co. Lancaster, a magistrate for that county and the borough of Stockport, who
represented this family, and rf. 1 Oct. 1843, was eldest
brother of the present Vice-Chancellor Hall, present representative). Sa. on a chev. betw. three dexter hands couped
and erect, each within an annulet ar. a wreath of laurel vert
betw. two roses barbed and seeded ppr.
Crest
A tilting
spear erect surmounted by a sword and laurel branch
saltirewise all ppr. Motto
Aut pax aut helium.
Sail. Ar. four bars humettee gu. on the second a leopard's

late

— Per ardua ad

Motto

griffin ppr.

Sail

Az. an eagle displ. or, ducally gorged ar.
Ar. three lozenges in pale gu.

Sail.

Sail

—

Sallam.

—

az.

—

—

Sallam
three dolphins

Ar. three piles sa.
Ar. three crosses crosslet fitchee in bend az. betw.
two bendlets gu. Crest A dove and olive branch ppr.
Sail. Or, on a bend sa. three chevroncls of the first betw.
two lions ramp, of the second.

head

—

d'or.

ar.

Sail. Gu. a lion ramp, crowned or.
Sail. Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. betw.
embowed all counterchanged.
Sail. Gu. a lion ramp, or, crowned az.

SaU.

H A I.

Donegal). Vert a chev. or, betw. three storks' heads
erased ar. all within a bordure of the second charged with
eight trefoils slipped of the first. Crest
On a mount a stork
ar. holding in her dexter claw a pellet.
Motto Cura
quietem.
Sail (Dunglass, co. Haddington, bart., 1687). Az. a chev.
ar. betw. three storks' heads erased at the neck or.
Crest
A stork standing on a mount in a watching posture ppr.
Motto Dat cura quietem.
Sail (London, cadet of Dunglass, 1787). Az. a chev. enfjr.
ar. betw. two storks' heads erased in chief and a saltire
couped in base or, a bordure of the second. Crest— A. demi
CO.

(Narrow Water,

co.

Down).

three talbots' heads erased sa.

Ar. a chev. engr. betw.

Crest

—A

bear's head

muzzled

(Uodborough, co. Gloucester;
derived from
Edwabd, second son of Henry Hallioat, of Minchin
Of this
Hemptou, son of Walteb Hallidat, the minstrel.
branch was Sir Leonard Hallidat, Lord Mayor of London
in 1605). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Salliday (Tullibole, co. Kinross). Ar. a sword erected in
pale ppr. hilted and pommelled or, the pommel within a
crescent, in bsise gu. a canton az. charged with a saltire of
the first. Crest A boar's head couped ar. armed or. Motto

—Virtute

—

parta.

Salliday

ppr.

Hall

(Mainwarra, co. Galway, and Merville, co. Dublin).
An}is., &c.
(Ramelton, co. Donegal, and Barbadoes; allowed by
Betham, 1810; granted to William Hall, Esq., of Sully,

Same

SuUl
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Ar. a
(Castledykes, co. Kirkcudbright, 1779).
sword erected in pale ppr. hilted and pommelled or, the
pommel within a crescent in base gu. a chief erm. and a
dexter canton az. charged with a saltire of the field. Crett
arm armed, couped below (he shoulder ppr.

—A dexter

—

of

Army

Same

Hospitals, &c.).

Halliday

as

of TuUibole,

the field being erm. and the additions of a mural crown above
the point of a sword, a wreath on either side of the same.
Cre~t, as Tullibole, transpiercing the boar's head with a
sword.
Halifax, Viscount. See Wood.
Halifax, or Halsrfax (co. York; granted 9 Oct. 1573).
Or, on a pile engr. sa. betw. two fountains three crosses
cro?slet of the first.
Hallifax (Waltham Lodge, Chelmsford, co. Essex). Same
A moor-cock, wings expanded, per bend sinister
Ai-..is. Crest
sa. and gu. combed and wattled of the last, ducally gorged
anil charged on the breast with a cross crosslet or.
Hallifax (Chadacre Hall, co. Suffolk descended from the
Wateehocses, through a younger branch which took the
name of "De Halifax," from the place of their abode).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or.on a pile engr. sa. betw. two fountains
2nd and
three cross crosslets of the first, for Halifax
3rd, ar. on a bend sa. three owls of the field, for Savile.
A moor-cock, wings expanded, combed and wattled
Crest
ppr. ducally gorged and charged on the breast with a cross

—

;

;

—

crosslet or.

Hallig^well

(Holwcll Sir Richard Halligwell, of Holwell,
m. Anne, dau. and heir of Sir John Nordurt, Knt., by
Elizabeth, eldest sister and co-heir of Ralph Boteler,
Baron S<'dl(y, and had a dau. and heiress, Jane, mother, by
her husband, Edmdnd Baron Braye, of a son and heir, John
Baron Bbate). Or, on a bend gu. three goats ar. attired of

the

;

granted by Hawley, Clarenceux, 16 March, 5 Edw. VI.). Az. a chev. flory counterflory
ar. betw. three martlets or, a lily gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Crfst—An arm couped, vested az. the shirt apparent, holding
in the hand a flagon gold.
Halling'tou (co. Cambridge) Ar. on a bend gu. three
;

Hallington, or Hallowton.
crowned
head sa.

Crest

or.

Anthony

three tortoises displ. or.
Gu. three crescents or, a label of five points
componee of the last and az.
Halperton, or Haperton. Gu. crescent or, a label of
three points az. on each an estoile of the second.
Halpin. Ar. fretty sa. a fleur-de-lis gu. Cnsl Out of a

—

tower ar. a dcmi griffin sa.
Halram. Gu. fretty ar. a fesse or.
Hals (Beauford and Hardwick, co. Devon; Philip Hals,
son of Thomas Hals, of Hurdwick, in same co.
Visit.
Devon, 1620). Ar. a fess betw. three griffins' heads erased
sa.

Halsall

(Halsall, CO. Lancaster, 1567).

Or, three dragons'

heads erased az.

Halsall

Ar. three heraldic

(Melinge, co. Lancaster, 1600).

heads erased az.

tifiers'

Halsam

(co. Lincoln).

Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards'

(co. Leicester).

Ar. a lion ramp. az. billettee of the

faces gu.

Halsby
field.

Halse

(FcntongoUan and Tresawsen, co. Cornwall derived
from John Hals, appointed one of the Judges of the Common
Pleas in 1423, who built the ancient mansion of Kenedon, in
Devon. His direct descendant. Sir Nicholas Hals, purchased
Fentongollan, the seat of the Carminows, in 1600. John
Halse, Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, d. 1490, was of this
family.
From a younger branch, of which was Wiluam
Hals, the historian, derived James Halse. Esq., late M.P.
for St. Ives).
Ar. a fesse betw. three griffins' heads erased
;

—

Halse

(Kenedon and Efford, co. Devon; originally from co.
Cornwall, settled at Kenedon, temp. Edward III. The daus.
and coheirs of Matthew Hals, Esq., of Efford, in the reign of
Charles II. m. Elford and Teelawny).
Ar. a fesse betw.
three griffins' heads erased sa. Crest A griffin sejant, wings

—

endorsed

Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a greyhound's

ar.

Cuthbert Halsell, knighted

in Dublin, 22
Ar. three lucies' heads couped and erect az.
(co. Devon).
Or, a fesse betw. three griffins" heads
(Sir

July, 1599).

Halsey

erased sa.

Halling'ton.
Halling-ton.

Hallirand,

Az. a bend ar. betw. three eagles displ. or.
Ar. a bend gu.
or Hallirard. Ar. on a fesse sa. three

crescents or.

Hallis.

Gu. a fesse jmbattled counter-embattled or, betw.
three leopards' faces ar.

Halli'wrell.

Or,

on a bend gu. three goats trippant

ar.

attired of the field.
(Pike House, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend gu.
three antelopes pass, of the first, attired or. Crest— A. griffin

Halliw^ell

expanded ar. beaked and legged gu.
(co. Devon, 1C07).
"Vert a chev. ar. guttee de
sang betw. three phcons or. Crest A crossbow erect or,
betw. two wings gu.
Hallom (co. Northumberland). Sa. two bars vaire ar. and
pass, wings

Hallman

—

vert.

Hallom.

Sa. a cross engr. erm.

a grenade

Crest— A hand gu. holding

Lawrence Hallop,

guttle de poix.

Cornwall;

teiiip.

Henry

Visit. Cornwall, 16>0).

Maud, dau. and co-heir
VI., m. Richard lios-

Or, three bends sa.

Halloran (co. Kent). See O'Halloran.
Hallow. Gu. three crescents ar. a bordure engr. or(another,

—An

eagle displ. reguard. or, holding in the dexter claw a gword in pale ppr.
(London). Su. a fesse erm. betw. three crescents
ar.
Cre.it
A dcmi lion ramp, guard, purp.
Hallowes (originally of Hallowes in Dronfield, subsequently
of Dethic, and of Glapwell, co. Derby). Az. on a fesse ar.
betw. three crescents of the Gecond as many torteaux.
Creal

Halloway

—

Crest— A dcmi

griffin

ramp.

sa.

winged

ar.

Hallpenny

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a pelican az. betw.
three crosses formee sa.
Halls (co. Salop). Ar. two piles issuing from the dexter and
sinister chief points sa.

Halls.

Ar. four lions pass, guard, in bend sa. betw. two
double cotiscs of the last.

Hallusby. Sa. a sallire or.
Hallwell (Ilalwcl, CO. Devon). Sec Halywel.
Hallys. Sa. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. ar.

Halnaby.
Halnesby.
Halo'wton

Ar. a fesse betw. six fleurs-de-lis sa.
Su. a cross sarcclly or.

(John de Halai'ohton, or Halton, Bishop of
J4).
Gu. a hand erect ar.

Carlisle, 129.'-

1

;i
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Halsey

(Gaddesden Park, co. Hertford).
Ar. on a pile sa.
three griffins' heads erased of the fiist. Crest A dexter hand
ppr. sleeved gu. cuffed ar. holding a griffin's claw erased or.
Motto Nescit vox missa reverti.
Halsey (co. Hertford). Ar. three boars' heads oouped in
pale sa.
Crest
A sword erect ar. hilt or, on the blade a

—

—

—

boar's head couped sa.

Halsey

(co. Surrey).
Ar. guttee de poix on a pile az. three
heads erased of the first ducally gorged or. Crest
a garb lying fesseways or, a griffin's head sa. guttee
d'cau ducally gorged ar.
Halsey (Henley Park, co. Surrey). Ar. three boars' heads
erased in palesa. Crest— On a sword erect ppr. pommel and
hilt or, a boar's head erased transfixed sa.
Halsey. Ar. on a fesse betw. three griffins' heads erased gu.
a miUlet of the first.
Halshall. Ar. three snakes' heads az.
(co. Suffolk).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three leo-

—

griffins'

On

Halsham

fired ppr.

Hallom. Sa. a cross ar.
Hallop (Trewonwall, co.

ar.).

(Fun. Ent. of Mary, wife of
Halpeny, or Hakpeny, d. 18 Feb. 1G81). Vert

Halperton.

Halsell

eaeles displ. of the field.

cawen.

Halpeny, or Harpeny

sa.

first.

Halliley (Hackney and London

of

HAL
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H All

(pnsping a dagger also ppr. hilted and pommelled or, and
Motto Merito.
distilling drops of blood from the point.
Halliday (Sir Andrew Hallidat, K.G.H., Deputy Inspector

pards' faces gu.

Halson

(co.

York).

Or,

a

fesse

chequy

and

ar.

az. in chief a

lion pass. gu.

Halsted, To'wn of
of one fleur-de-lis

Halsted

Az. a coronet composed

(co. Essex).

and two leaves

or.

(Sunning, co. Berks, and London

granted 10 May,
Gu. an cajjle displ. erm. beaked and legged or, a
chequy of the last and az. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
chequy or and az. a demi eagle issuant erm. beaked
1687).

;

—

chief
gold.

Halsted

(Rowley). Gu. an eagle displ. erm. beaked and
legged or, a chief chequy or and az.
(London). Gu. an eagle, displ. erm. a chief chequy

Halsted
ar.

and

az.

Halsted.

Gu. two bars

Halstow.

ar. in chief three plates.

Paly of six

ar.

and

az.

on a chev. gu. three

cri^sscs crosslet of the first.

Hals-well

(Ilalswcll

bars wavy ar. over
Hals-well. Gu. a
ar.

Crest

— An

all

and Wells,
a bend gu.

co. Somerset).

Az. three

cross betw. twelve crosses formee fltchee

ounce sejant ppr. resting the forepaw on a

shield gu.

Halswell.

Gu. across betw. twelve crosses crosslet

fltchee

ar.

Halswell

(Nicholas Halswell

;

arms

Cloister of All Souls College, Oxford.

wavy

az.

and

ar.

a bend gu.

in

a window of the

Visit. 1574).

Bany

HAL
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Halthom (Fun.

Ent. Ulster's Office, buried in St. Werburgh
Church, Dublin, 1668). Ar. three bars sa.
Haltemprise-Priory (co. York). Sa. a cross patonce
quarterly ar. and gu. (another coat, sa. a cross fleury
ar.).

Haltoft, or Holtoft.

Ermines three lozenges erm. meet-

ing in the fesse point.

Saltofte (CO. Norfolk).

Ar. three lozenges ermines a bordure

engr. sa.

Haltofts.

Ar. three lozenges in triangle ermines (another,

tinctures reversed).

Haltom, or Haltun.
of the

Ar. on a chev. sa. three

hammers

field.

Halton

(Samford, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1823). Per pale
Crtst A lion sejant ar. holding
lion ramp. ar.
paw a broken lance ppr.
Halton (Greenthwaite HaU, co. Cumberland, temy. Eichard
Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. or. Crest, as the
II.).

—

and gu. a

az.

in the dexter

lion

ramp.

Per pale gu. and

az.

a

or.

Halton

Per pale az. and gu. a lion ramp. ar.
(Bristol).
charged on the shoulder with an escarbuncle of the second.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or.
(CO. Lancaster).
(co. Lincoln, 1640). Per pale gu. and vert a lion ramp.

Halton
Halton
ar.

Halton (co. York). Gu. a saltire engr. or.
Halton. Ar. a grifBn pass, (another, .'Jegreant) wings displ.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet gu. a griffin's
sa. armed gu.
head sa. bctw. two wings, the dexter or, the sinister az.
Halton (Halton Craven, co. York). Ar. two bars az.
Halton. Ar. two bars az. on each as many escallops or.
Halton. Gu. a lion ramp, or, depressed by a bend crm.
Halton. Az. two hars ar. in chief three escallops or.
Halton. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three garbs ar.
Halton. Sa. a cross engr. erm.
(confirmed, 1707, by Hawkins, Ulster, to John
Haltridge, Esq., High Sheriff, co. Down, 1699). Or, a stag's
Crest
head cabossed betw. three hearts, one and two, gu.

Haltridgre

—

An

Gu. in a crescent

label of three points az.

dagger

in pale,

embrued

or,

Crest

a mullet of the second, a
dexter hand holding a

—A

at the point all ppr.

Halxton, or Halperton.

Gu. a crescent

or,

a

label of

three points ar. each charged with a mullet of the second.

Haly

(Ballytially, co. Cork, formerly of co. Limerick;
allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1775). Vert three bars wavy ar. in
Crest
A mermaid with comb and
chief a mullet pierced or.
mirror all ppr. il/oJ<o— Sapiens dominabitur astris.
Halyburton (that Ilk, co. Berwick). Or, on a bend az.
three masclcs of the first.
Halyburton (Lord Dirleton ; ended in co-heiresses in the
16th century). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd, or,
three bars gu., for Cameron; 3rd., ar. a bend gu., for Vaux.
Crest
A Moor's head ppr. banded ar. Supporters Two
naked Moors ppr. banded head and middle with ar. Motto

—

—

—

—Watch wecl.

Halyburton

—

Motto

Or, on a

many

—

— Watch

co.

az. three lozenges of the

Haddington).
fir.5t.

Crest

—

bend
boars head

Or, on a

—A

couped and erect ppr. Motto Majorcs scquor.
(Newmains, co. Roxburgh). Or, on a bend az.
three mascles and in the sinister canton a buckle of the first.
Crest
A stag at gaze ppr. il/o((o— Watch weel.
Halyburton (cadet of Egliscairnie, 1672). Or, on a bend
the upper side waved and the under side engr. az. three
lozenges of the first. Crest A boar's head couped and erect
ppr. Motto Majores sequor.
Halys. Barry of fourteen ar. and az. on a canton or, a lion

Halyburton

—

—

—

pass. gu.

Halywell.

Ar. on a chief sa. three bezants.
or
Vert three salmon naiant.
chapeau a unicorn's head erased ppr.
Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar. armed gu.

Ham,

Hame.

Ci-est

—On a

Ham.

Hamberbras.

Hambert (Rye,

Chequy or and gu. a chief ar.
Gu. a bend crm.

co. .Sussex).

Hambey (157.5).

Quarterly, 1st, sa. three esquires' helmets
or; 2nd, per pale or and sa. three mullets counterchangcd;
3rd, ar. a cross engr. sa. 4th. ar. a chev. betw. eight crosses
;

and three in base.
or Hambly. Sa. on a pale ar. three torteaux.

crosslet sa. five in chief

Hambley,
Crest

;

—

Hambury.

Hamby

—

inside of the wings or.

Hamden (Francis Hamden,

temp. Henry VIII., left an only
dau. and heiress, m. Sir .Tohn Branche, Knt., Alderman and
Mayor of London. Visit. London, 1568). Ar. a saltire gu.
betw. four eagles displ. az. quartering or, three piles wavy
meeting in base gu. a chief of the last.
or
(Hartwtll, co. Bucks, und Rothwell, CO. Northampton).
Ar. a saltire gu. beiw. four eagles
displ. az.
Crest— An eagle's head erased az. Another Crest
A talbot pass. erm. collared and lined gu. the end of the
line tied in a bow-knot and rcflcxed over tlie back.
(London). Sa. a fesse betw. two. chev. erm.
(co. Cornwall).
Vert two salmon hauriant ar.
(Sir James Hamilton, one of the knights
who jousted at the tournament held at Dunstable, 1308,
2 Edward II.). Ar. fretty of eight pieces gu. each charged
in the midst with a fleur-de-lis or.
Hamelin. Chequy or and sa.
(co. Buckingham).
Az. a chev. dancettee or.
Hamell, or Hamel. Az. a fesse betw. three gi ilhns pass.
or.
Crest
A crescent or.
(co. Suffolk). Ar. fretty and the field replenished
with fleurs-de-lis gu.
Gu. semcc-dclis fretty or.
(co. Cambridge).

Hampden

Hamden,

—

Hamden
Hame

Hamelden

Hamell

—

Hamelyn

Hamelyn, Hamelen, Hamelin, Hamelyng-, and
Hamelyne. Ar. three bulls pass. sa. Cred — A hand
pulling a rose from a bush ppr.

Hamelyn

—A dolphin hauriant

Ham borough.
445

ar. within

an

orle of crosses

ramp. erm.

lion

Ar. fretty gu. on a chev. of the second a fleur-

de-lis or.

Hamelyn

(quartered by Berkeley, of AVymondham Ley;
descended fiom Sir Thomas Berkeley, co. Leicester, brother
Visit. Leices. 1619).
Maurice, second Lord BerkeUu.
Gu. a lion ramp. erm. ducally crowned or.

of

Hamelyne

(co.

Leicester,

temiK

Edward

III.).

Same

Arms.

Hamelyng.

Gu. fretty

dexter

Crest

paw on a

the field replenished with
seahorse couchant, resting the

ar.

—A

cross puttee ar.

Hamend.

Hamer
lions

Az. three attires of a stag in pale or.
(Hamer, co. Lancaster). Sa. a bend or, betw. two

ramp. ar.
Gu. a cock
lion's head

up erm. a

Crest

or.

— On

a chapeau az. turned

ar.

Hamersley

(Lord Mayor of London, 1687; Pyrton Manor,
Gu. three
CO. Oxford, and co. Stafford; granted 1614).
rams' heads co"ped or. Crest
A demi griffin or, holding a

—

cross crosslet titchce gu.

Hamersley

and London granted by Camden,
Clarcnceux, 1614, to Hugh Hamersley, of London, son of
Richard Hamersley, Esq., co. Stafford). Gu. three goats'
heads.
Cre<t
A demi griffin segreant or, holding betw. the
(co. Stafford

:

—

claws a cross crosslet fitchee gu.
Ar. on a
(Preston-Jacklyn, co. York, 1C66).
chev. betw. three hammers sa. a trefoil for diff. or.
(Hamerton, Wigglcsworth, and HelKfield Peel,
Crest
A greyhound
CO. York).
Ar. three hammers sa.
couchant. Motto
Fixus adversa sperno.
Hamerton. Same Arms. Crest A hand holding a broken

Hamerton
Hamerton

—

—

hammer
sa.

—

ppr.

Hamerton (co.
Crest

—A

Hamerton

Ar. a chev. betw. three hammers
swan issuant, wings addorsed and distended

(co.

Stafford).

York).

Ar. a fesse betw. three lions ramp.

sa. tails forked.

Hamerton.

Hames

az.

Gu. a tower

Gu. a

(Keg. Ulster's Office).
ducally crowned or.

Hamelyn.

Hamer.

weel.

Halyburton (ICgliscairnie,
wavy

—On a mount

sa.

—

fleurs-de-lis or.

bend az. betw.
lozenges of the first.
Crest
A negro's head and neck in profile couped at the
shoulders and armed with a helmet ppr. Supporters Two
(Pitcur, co. Forfar).

three boars' heads erased sa. as

cats ppr.

Ar. a tower

Hamelton

ostiich ppr.

Halxton.

Crest

within an orle of crosses
Crest, aa
crosslet of the last and guttee de sang alternately.
the last.
Hamboroug'h. Gu. a castle or, betw. eight guttees d'eau.
Hamboroug-h (Steephill Castle, Isle of Wight, and Pipewell
Quarterly,
Hall, CO. Northampton, of Hanoverian origin).
1st and 4th, ar. senile of cross crosslets az. and guttle de
sang a tower sa., for Hamborocgh 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a
fesse betw two chev. erm. two covered cups az., for Holden.
Crest
On a mount vert a horse courant ar. powdered with
cross crosslets az. and guttees de sang, motto over: Foresight.
Motto Honestura utiU prjcfcr.
Hambrois. Sa. on a bend ar. three escallops gu.
Az. a chev. or, in chief a lion pass, guard, ar.
(CO. Lincoln; granted 12 March, 15G8).
Az. three
close helmets or. CreU
A hawk volant ppr. beaked, legged,

and

(Soutji Winfleld, co. Derby).

d'or, alternately.

vert a horse courant ar.

Hamborougrh..

preceding.

Halton

HAST

and guttees

crosslet or,

Quarterly, ar. and sa. (another, ar. and vert).

(Fun. Ent. of Margaret, dau. of

CO. Leicester,

and wife of Jaues Watson,

Wiluam Hames,
Sheriff of Dublin,

A
;

H AU
Nov.

d.

1630).

Sa.

on a

pierced ar. a lozenge of the

Eameston.

Erm. a

HAM
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fess or,

betw. three cinquefoils

field.

saltire

chequy or and gu. betw. four

ppr. on a chief az. three stars of the first, for Dougla*.
Crett and Motto, as Duke of Hamilton.
Supporters— Aa

Duke of Hamilton, except being gorged with an

earl's

coronet.

bezants.

Luke's, Chelsea). Gu. a fesae betw. a roebuck
courant in chief or, and three estoiles in b;tse ar.
Gu. a fesse or, in chief a buck courant of the last,
and in base three mullets ar. two and one.
Hamfield, or Hanfield (co. Essex). Or, a chev. sa.

Hamilton

Hamford

4th, Dooglau.
Crest
Issuing out
a ducal coronet an oak tree penetrated by a frame-saw
ppr. on the tree a martlet ar. Motto Through. Supporters
An antelope and a stag ar. each attired and unguled or,
gorged with a ducal coronet and chained of the last.
Hamilton (BaUloon, co. Wigtown; from the sixth son of
Anna, Duchess of Hamilton, and the granddau. and heiress
of Sir David Dunbar, of Baldoon. This branch, in 1744, s.
to the earldom of Selkirk, see under Douglas).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, counterquartered, Hamilton and Arran; 2nd,
Douglas 3rd. gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure of the
•second, charged with ten roses of the field, for Dunbab.
C>-est and Motto, as Duke of Hamilton.
Sup/io^-ters
Two
lions guard, ar. each with a rose slipped gu. in one of his

Hamey

(St.

Hamey.

(co. Lincoln).

Gu. a bend

ar.

betw. six mullets

Hamig'Ston.

Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three demi
Crest
lions erased vert as many trefoils slipped erm.
era^ied
gu. ducally gorged ar.
dragon's head
Hamill (Ireland). Az. two bars erm. C)•^st— On a ducal
coronet a leopard sejant piir.
Hamill-Stewart. See Stkwart.
Hamilton (Cadzow, co. Lanark; Earls of Arrcr.i, Marquesses and Dukes of H'liuiUoyi, Earls, Marquesses, and
Duke of Abercnrn, Duke^ of Chatella-auU in France, &c., &c.
present heir male, James, Duke of Abercorn, K.G. See post).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm., for
Hamilton ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a ship with sails furled and oars
sa., for the Earls of Arran. Crest— Ont of a ducal coronet or,
an oak, fructcd and penetrated transversely in the main stem
by a frame-saw ppr. the blade inscribed with the word
"Through," the frame gold. Supporters Two antelopes
ar. homed, ducally gorged, chained, and hoofed or. Mottoes
Through; and. Sola nobilitat virtus.
The origin of the
crest and motto of the Hamilton's is thus narrated: Sir
Gilbert Hamilton, the founder of the family, having slain
John de Spencer in a rencounter, fled from the Court of
Edward 11. of England, and sought safety in Scotland.
Being, however, closely pursued, he and his attendant
changed clothes with two woodcutters, and taking their saws,
were in the act of cutting through an oak tree when his
pursuers passed by. Perceiving his servant notice them.
Sir Gilbert hastily cried out "Through," which word, with
the oak and saw through it, lie took for a crest, in commemoration of his dehverance. The legendary crest appears
for the first time on the seal of the first Earl of Arran. Trior
to the IGth century the crest was a boar's head. The Earls of
Arran quartered gu. three cinquefoils erm. (or sometimes,
ar.), for Hamilton; with ar. a galley, sails furled sa., for

—

—

—

Abban.

Hamilton

(Duke of Hamilton and Brandon. In terms of
the patent of 1G43, the dukedom of Hamilton descended to
the dau. of the first duke, the Duchess Anna, wife of Lord
William Douglas; and, since 1761, ihc Duke of Hamilton
has been heir male of the Angus branch of the house of
Douglas). Quarterly, four grand quarters, viz., 1st and 4th,
quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm.,
for Hamilton, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a ship with her sails furled

2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st, az. a lion
for Arran;
ar. crowned or, for Galloway, 2nd, or, a lion ramp,
gu. debruiscd by a bendlet sa., for Abernetht, 3rd, ar.
three piles gu., for Wisiiabt, of Brechin, 4th, or, a fesse
chequy az. and ar. surmounted with a bend gu. charged
with three buckles of the first, for Stewart, of Bonkill.
Over these feudal quarterings of Douglas an escutcheon,
charged with the arms of Douglas, viz., ar. a man's heart
gu. imperially crowned ppr. on a chief az. three stars of
Out of a ducal coronet or, an oak tree
the field. Crest
fructed and penetrated transversely in the main stem by a
frame-saw ppr. the frame or. Supporters Two antelopes
ar. ducally gorged and chained or, armed and hoofed of the
aa.,

ramp.

—

—

last.

—

Motto

quess

bestowed 1696, on the
fifth son of Anna, Duchess of Hamilton, has passed by
female succession to the Fitzmaurice family arms borne by
the first earl). Quarterly, 1st, az. a ship or, sails furled of
title,

;

the

last, flags

flying gu., for

Orkney; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly,

—

Hamilton and Arran;

of

of the second.

Hamilton

{Earl of Orkney;

Through.

and Duke of Ahereorn, Marof Hamilton, Viscount Strabane, Baron Paisle;/, &c.,
(Earls, Marquesses,

&c. present head and heir male of the house of Hamilton, and
representative of the male line of the Kegent James, second
;

Earl of Arran, and first Duke of Chatel lerault)
Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm., for Hamilton; 2n<l and 3rd, ar. a ship with sails furled and oars sa.,
for Arran; in the point of honour over all an escutcheon az.
charged with three fleurs-de-lis or, and surmounted by a
l"'rencli ducal coronet, for Chatellerault.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, an oak fructcd and penetrated transversely
in the main stem by a frame-saw ppr. the blade Inscribed with
the word "Through," the frame gold.
Suiiportcrs Two
antelopes ar. homed, ducally gor^jcd, chained, and hoofed or.
Motloea — Through; and, .Sola noliilitas virtuH.
Hamilton (Eirl of Ruiilen: title, which was bestowed,
icn7, on the fourth 8on of the Duchess Anna, went to her
heirs female, and was extinct at the death of the fourth
Duke of Quemiberry). Quarterly, Hamilton and Arban, as
above; en suitout, Ar. a nian's heart gu. imperially crowned
.

—

—

—

—

;

—

forepaws.

Hamilton
first

(Lord Bargeny ; from a legitimated son of the
Marquess of Hamilton; title dormant or extinct since
when the estates went to the Dalrymples, of North

173G,

Berwick, heirs of line

of the second lord).
Quarterly.
coiiipony ar. and
the former charged with hearts gu. the latter with
mullets of the first. Crest A crescent gu. Supportei-s
Dexter, an antelope ar. armed and unguled or, with a collar
gu. charged with three cinquefoils erm. ; sinister, a savage
ppr. with a shoulder-belt gu. charged with three cinquefoils

Hamilton and Arran, within a bordure
az.

—

—

wreathed head and middle with laurel vert, and holding
hand a garb or! Motto J'espfere.
Hamilton (Samuelston, CO. Haddington from Sir JonN
Hamilton, of Clydesdale, natural son of the first Earl of
Arran).
Gu. a roundle chequy ar. and az. betw. three
cinquefoils of the second.
Crest A masclc or.
Motto I'll
ar.

—

in his sinister

;

—

—

deceive no man.

Hamilton (Gilkerscleugh,

co. Lanark
descended from Sir
of Finnart, natural son of the first Earl of
Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within a double trcssure
flory counterflory gu.
Crest
Issuing out of a ducal coronet
or, an oak tree fructed and penetrated transversely by a
frame-saw all ppr. Mottoes Above the crest: Through;
below the arms
In arduis fortitudo.
Supporters Two
antelopes ar. horned and hoofed or, each gorged with a
collar gu. charged with three cinquefoils ar. with a chain
reflcxed over its back of the second.
Hamilton (Blair; from John Hamilton, Archbishop of St.
St. Andrews, natural son of the first Earl of Arran).
Quarterly, Hamilton and Arran, within a bordure compony of
eight pieces ar. and gu. charged alternately with a saltire of
the second and a buckJe of the first. Ci-est
An oaken plant
ppr.
Motto Dum in arborem.
Hamilton (Lord Belharen and Slenton first lord descended
from John Hamilton, of Broomhill, natural son of .Tames,
Lord Hamilton, and the heiress of Hamilton, of Udstone;
same arms borne by the second lord, husband of the first
lord's granddaughter, who was of the Uaploch line, v. infra,
and by the subsequent lords of the Wishaw line, who succeeded as heirs male of the second lord). Gu. a sword in
pale az. hilted and pommelled or, betw. three cinquefoils of
the second. Crest— A. horse's head and neck ar. bridled
gu. Supporters
Two horses ar. bridled gu. Motto Rido
through.
Hamilton (Silverton Hill, co. Lanark, bart., 164C from a
younger brother of James, Lord Hamilton). Gu. a gilleflower
stalked and leaved ppr. betw. three cinquefoils erm. all
Crest
A horse's head and neck
within a bordure or.
coupod ar. maned or. Motto Stimulis majoribus ardens.
Hamilton (Cobairdy, CO. Aberdeen; from Silvcrtonhill).
Gu. three cinquefoils ar. within a bordure of the second
charged with four saltires coupcd, alternating with as many
;

James Hamilton,
Arran).

—

—

—

:

—

—

;

—

—

:

—

—

—

A cinquefoil ar. Motto— 'Non
mullets of the first. Crest
niutat genus solum.
descended from
(Westport, co. Linlithgow
Silvcrtonhill, and now represented by the Ferrier-HamilTONS, of Kirkland, co. Renfrew, as luirs of line). Gu. three
cinquefoils erm. within a bordure ar. charged with eight
Two branches of oak crossed in
martlets of the first. Crest

Hamilton

;

—

saltire

and fructed

Hamilton
I'rovost of

jipr.

.rt/o«o— Addunt robur stirpi.

(Orbislon, co.

Lanark from Gavin Hamilton,
Church at Bothwell, younger
;

the Collegiate

brother of James, Lord Hamilton, and of the

first

Alexander
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A
;

H AM
erm.

Crest

—

Motto— Quis

accusabit.
Hamilton (DaUell, CO. Lanark; cadet, and eventually repacquired Rosehall, co. Lanark, by
resentative of Orbiston
marriage with the dau. and heiress of Sir Akchibau} Hamilton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a mullet ar. bctw. three cinquefoils erm. on a chief of
the second a rose of the first, for Hamilton, of Kosehall.
An antelope ppr. armed and unguled or. Supporters
Ci-est
•
Dexter, an antelope ppr. gorged with an open crown and
hanging thereto or; sinister, a savage ppr. wreathed
chain
a
head and middle wit-i't laurel, holding a club over his shoulder
Motto Quis occursabit.
or.
Sazailtou (Kilbrackmont, co. Fife, cadet of Orbiston).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. three cinquefoils ar. 2nd and
Srd, ar. on a bend sa. three escallops or, for DrsuiNCTON.
Cre.it
A hand pulling up a cinquefoil ppr. Motto Et ne;

—

—

—

;

—

—

glecta virescit.

(Haggs, co. Lanark, hart., 1671). Gu. a salmon's
ar. with an annulet through the nose or, betw.
three cinquefoils of the second. Crest— A salmon hauriant
ar. having an annulet through the nose or.
Hamilton (Kaploch, co. Lanark; from the eldest son of
Tbomas Hamilton, of Darngaber, younger brother of Sir
James Hamilton, of Cadzow). Gu. a heart betw. three

head couped

cinquefoils ar.

(fari o/ Clanbrassil; descended from Eaploch;

extinct; i?aro»i iJi'Jfcim the heir of line Hamilton, of
Killyleagh, co. Down, the male representative). Gu. three
title

;

on a chief or, a iion pa.ss. guard, of the first
his dexter hand a caltrap az.
Crest
A denii

cinquefoils ar.

holding in
antelope ar.

—

armed

supporting a heart ppr. Supporters
—Dexter, a lion gu. gorged with the royal tressure or;
antelope
ar.
gorged with the royal tressure gu.
an
sinister,
Qualis ab incepto.
Motto
Hamilton ( Barnes, co. Dumbarton, cadet of Eaploch). Gu. a
man's heart or, betw. three cinquefoils erm. a bo rdure indented
of the second. Crest
A man's heart gu. charged with a
Motto Faithful in adversitie.
cinquefoil ar.
or,

—

—

—

Hamilton

(Claud Hamilton Hamilton, paternally Brown,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a man's heart or, betw.

1865).

three cinquefoils erm. a bordure indented per pale of the
second and third 2nd and Srd, az. a chev. chequy ar. and
Crest
6a. betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second, for Brown.
A man's heart gu. charged with a cinquefoil ar. Motto—
;

—

co.

Lanark

;

from John Hamilton, of

Neilsland, youngest son of the third laird of Raploch,

Hamilton, of Udstone, of the Bruntwood

and the
line,

v.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a mullet ar. betw. three
cinquefoils erm., for Ha.milton, of Bruntwood; 2nd and Srd,
infra).

gu. a man's heart shadowed or, betw. three cinquefoils erm.
as his paternal coat.
Crest
A boar's head erased ppr.

Motto

— Ubique

—

fidelis.

Hamilton

(Barncleuth, co. Lanark, from a second son of
Udstone, circa 1690). Quarterly, l.stand4th, gu. a mullet ar.
betw. three cinquefoils erm., for Hamilton, of Bruntwood;

2nd and Srd, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, the same coat
repeated, 2nd and 3rd, gu. a man's heart shadowed or, betw.
three cinquefoils erm., these two coats for Hamilton, of
Udstone.
Crest
A sphere ppr. Motto Dat decus ori-

—

—

gin!.

Hamilton

(Presmennan, co. Haddington, 1672, father of
the second Lord BcUiaren). Gu. three cinquefoils erm. within
a bordure quartered vairy and countercomponed both ar.
and of the first. Crest A dexter hand holding a writing pen
ppr. Motto Tarn virtutc quam labore.
Hamilton (Pencaitland, co. Haddington, youni.'er brother of
the second Lord Betkarm, through whose granddaughter the
Belhaven estates passed to heirs female). Gu. a chev. betw.
three cinquefoils erm.
Crest
An arm issuing out of a cloud
holding a pen ppr. Motto
Tarn virti.te quam labore.
Hamilton (Christopher-Nisbet-Hamilton, of Diikton,
heir of line of Presmennan, 1855, and inheritor of the Belhaven estates). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a sword paleways
ar. hjlted and pommelled or, betw. three cinquefoils of the
second, for Hamilton; 2nd ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
boars' heads erased sa. as many cinquefoils of the first, ihc
chev. ensigned with a thistle ppr., for Nisbet; Srd, ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three pineapples ppr. a chief sa., for Christopher. Supiiortcrs Two horses ar. bridled gu. Motto
Bide through.
Hamilton (Wishaw, co. Lanark; from a third son of
Udstone, 1690
this branch eventually became Lords Belhaven). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a mullet ar. betw. three
cinquefoils erm.
2nd and Srd, gu. a man's heart shadowed

—

—

—
—

—

;

;

417
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—
—

—

like

a saw ppr.

Hamilton

Motto

—

Fideliter.

from a younger son of John Hamilton, of Neilsland, and the heiress of Udstone). Gu. three
cinquefoils erm. within a bordure quarterly engj. ar. and
invecked az. Crest An oak tree fructed ppr. Motto
Obsequio non viribus.
Hamilton (Capt. Frederick Hamilton, cadet of Alillbum,
1672).
Gu. a man's heart or, betw. three cinquefoils erm. a
bordure embattled of the second charged with six crescents
of the first. Cre.tt
Two twigs of oak in saltire ppr. Motto—
(Neilsland;

—

—

—

Fortiter qui fide.

from the second son of
co. Lanark
Thomas Hamilton, of Darngaber, younger brother of Sir
James Hamilton, of Cadzow). Gu. a mullet betw. three
;

cinquefoils ar.

Hamilton

(Aikenhead, afterwards Holrahead, co. Renfrew,
cadet of Torrance). Gu. a hunting horn betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Crest— A hand holding an oaken slip ppr. Motto
Virebo.
Hamilton (Westbum, co. Lanarlc, cadet of Torrance
afterwards Hamilton-Ddndas, of Duddingston; as recorded
Gu. three cinquefoils erm. a bordure potent counter1672).
potent of the second and first. Crest A. hand grasping a
lance in bend sinister ppr. Motto— Et arma et virtus. See

—

—

under Ddndas.
(Archibald Hamilton, cadet of Westbum, mt).
As the last, with a castle ar. masoned sa. in the centre for
diff.
Same Crest and Motto.
Hamilton (Gilbert Hamilton; Glasgow, 1787). As
Westbum, with a holly leaf or, in fess point.
Crest
dexter hand grasping a lance in bend sinister ppr. the hand
charged with a star gu. Motto Et arma et virtus.
Hamilton (Bourtreehill, co. Ayr, cadet of Torrance heiress
Gu. a fleur-de-lia
TO. the twenty-first Sari nf Crawford).
A saw placed across the
or, betw. three cinquefoils ar. Crest
trunk of an oak tree both ppr. Motto— Sa.v/ through.
Hamilton (Sundrum, co. Ayr; from a brother of Bourtreehill).
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis or in fess betw. as many
also

Hamilton

—

—

;

—

il/o(<o-^Through.
Crest, as the last.
co. Ayr, now Craighlaw, co. Wigtown,
cadet of Torrance). Gu. a mullet betw. three cinquefoils ar.
A dolphin pursuwithin a bordure wavy of the last. Crest
ing another fish in the water ppr. Motto Honestiun pro
cinquefoils ar.

Hamilton (Ardoch,

Fidclis in adversis.

Hamilton (Udstone,
heiress of

betw. three cinquefoils erm. all within a bordure ar.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a sword indented on the back
like a saw and a quill crossing each other saltirewise ppr.
Motto Tarn virtus quam honos.
Hamilton (Newton, a younger son of Wishaw, 1740). Quarterly, as the last, with a martlet ar. in the centre for diff.
Crei^t
A dexter hand holding a sword indented on the back
or,

Hamilton (Torrance,

Samilton

Hamilton
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Gu. an annulet or, betw. three cinquefoils
An antelope's head ppr. armed and nnguled or.

of Silvertonhill).

—

—

—

patria.

Hamilton

(Dr. Alexander Hamilton. Edinburgh, 1785
Gu. a star or,
descended of Kinkell, a cadet of Torrance).
betw. three cinquefoils ar. a bordure of the last charged with
four fleurs-de-lis vert, alternating with as many crescents az.
Crest
A fir tree with a frame-saw across the trunk ppr.

—

Mo^to—Through.

Hamilton

heiress m. Crawford, of
Gu. three holly leaves conjoined at the stalk or,
betw. as many cinquefoils ar. Crest A dexter hand holding
a holly leaf ppr. Motto Semper virescens.
Hamilton (Fairholm, co. Lanark ; from youngest son of
Hamilton, of Darngaber; elder co-heiress m. 1866, James
Stevenson, of Braidwood, who takes the name of StevensonHamilton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th. gu. a mullet ar. betw.
three cinquefoils erm. a bordure of the last, for Hamilton;
2nd and Srd, ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. on a
Crests
chief sa. three mullets of the field, for Stevenson.
Hamilton A hawk rising ppr. belled or, holding in the
pommelled
or;
hilted
and
also
ppr.
a
sword
dexter foot
Stevenson A dexter hand issuing from a cloud and holding
Thankful, for Hamil
Mottoes
a wreath of laurel all ppr.
ton Coelum non solum, for Stevenson.
Hamilton (Invcrdovat, CO. Fife, 1700; descended from
George Hamilton, of Boreland, co. Ayr, second son of Sir
David Hamilton, of Cadzow, and Jonetta Keith; the
representative of this branch m. the heiress of Inglis, of
See under Inglis).
Mardiestoun, and took her name.
Quai terly, 1st and 4th, gu. a crescent ar. betw. three cinquefoils erm. a bordure embattled or; 2nd and Srd, ar. on a
chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads erased gu. armed of the
second, a crescent of the first, for Elphinstone, of Inverdovat.
Crest
The trunk of an oak tree sprouting ppr. Motto

(Woodhall, co. Lanark

Jordanhill).

—

;

—

—

:

—

:

:

—

—

Hinc

orior.

Haddington also from Boreland,
Hamilton
present heir of Une, James Gibson Stakke). Gu. a martlet
betw. three cinquefoils ar. a bordure embattled or. Cre*l
(Olivestob, co.

;

—

;

HAM
An

antelope's head gorged

— Invia

Motto

Hamilton

(Blantyrefami, co. Haddington; also from Boreland). Gu. three cinquefoils arm. within a bordure counterCiest
A trunk of an oak
indented ar. and of the first.
couped in pale sprouting out two branches ppr. Motto— Kon

—

deficit alter.

Hamilton

(Bruntwood and Udstone, co. Lanark; from
Andrew, fourth son of Sir David Hamilton, of Cadzow, and
JoNETTA Keith line ended in an heiress, who m. successively
;

Hamilton, of Neilsland, and Hamilton, of
a mullet ar. bctw. three cinquefoils erni.
ar.

battled of the second.

Motto

Broonihill).

Gu.

Lunurk, cadet of Bruntwood).
betw. three cinquefoils erm. a chief em-

(Little F.arnock, co.

Gu. a mullet

Ci-est

— N'on nietus.

—A

boar's

head erased ppr.

Hamilton

(Bangour, co. Linlithgow, from Little Earnock).
Gu. a mullet betw. tliree cinquefoils ar. a chief of the second.
Crest

—X

ship in distress ppr. ^Vo«o— Littora specto.
(Dr. Thomas Hamilton, brother, of Bangour,
last, with a martlet gu. on the chief for diff.
Per varios casus.
ship in distress ppr. Motto

Hamilton

As the

167J).
Crest

—

.\

Hamilton

(Sir

—

Wm. Hamilton, Lord

Justice Clerk, 1672).
chief for diff.

As Bangour, with an annulet gu. on the

— A ship in distress ppr.

—

Motto Littore sistam.
Lanark; from John, younger son
of David Hamilton, of Cadzow, and Jonetta Keith heiress
m. Buchanan, of Spittal and Leny; arms as recorded, 1810).
Gu. on a chcv. betw. three cinquefoils ar. a boar's head
couped of the first, in the middle chief an annulet or. Crest
Issuing out of a ducal coronet an oak tree fructed and
penetrated transversely in the stem by a frame-saw ppr. the
frame or.
Hamilton (Cambuskeith. afterwards Grange, co. Ayr from
Walter, younger brother of David Hamilton, of Cadzow,
the husband of Jonetta Keith). Gu. a lion rarap. ar. betw.
Motto
three cinquefoils erm. Crest An oak tree ppr.
Crest

Hamilton

(I'.ardowie, co.

;

—

;

—

—

Viridis et fructifera.

Hamilton (Some and Sanquhar, co. Ayr: from Cambuskeith).
Gu. three cinquefoils within a double trcssuie Uory couuterflory or.

Hamilton

(Colquhot, co. Peebles, from Sanquhar). Gu.
Crest
Cupid
three cinquefoils betw. two liasques ar.
bow,
with his
quiver, and arrows ppr. Motto— Q,i\os dedit

—

arcus Amor.
Hamilton (Innerwick, co.Haddington from John, second son
of Sir Walter Fitz-Gilbert, and the heiress of Sir Kogeb de
Glay). Gu. a fess chequy ar. and az. betw. three cinquefoils
erm. in chief a buckle of the second.
Hamilton (Earl of Iladdin'/ton . from Innerwick).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a chcv. betw. three cinquefoils
ar. a buckle az. betw. two erm. spots, all within a bordure or,
charged with eight thistles vert, for Hamilton; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a fess wavy bctw. three roses gu., for the title of £arl of
Melrose, which was afterwards exchanged for Earl of
Haddington. Crest Two dexter hands issuing out of clouds
joined fesSways and holding a branch of laurel.
Supporters
^Two spaniels ar. collared gu. Motto I'raesto et persisto.
Since 185'J, the arms are borne quarterly, 1st and 4th, counterquartered, Hamilton and Melrose, as above; 2nil and 3nd,
Baillie, of Jcrvieswoode, Iq.v.) and the crest and motto of
BAiLbiB, of Jcrvieswoode, arc borne in addition to those above
;

—

—

—

givin.

Hamilton

from Sir Andrew
(Redhouse, co. Haddington
Hamilton, brother of the first Sa.rl of Haddi»'jtoii)- CI"- on
a chcv. betw. three cinquefoils erm. a buckle az. all within a
bordure embattled or. charged with eight thistles vert,
Crest
Two dexter hands Lssuing out of
flowered gu.
clouds joined fessway-o, and holding two brandies of laurel
disposed in orle ppr. jV«»o^l'erstando prajsto.
Hamilton (Little I'rcsion, CO. Fife, and Fala, co. Edinburgh;
from Patrick, bruther ol the first Earl of Haddington ; the
heiress m. Sir John Dai.uvmhle, Bart., of Cousland, ancestor
of the present Earl oj Stair). Gu. on a chcv. betw. three
cinquefoils ai. as many buckles az.
Crest
A greyhound's
head couped ppr. culiareil gu. garnished or.
Motlo
;

—

—

—

Fidftle.

Hamilton

(Taster Binning, co. Linlithgow, cadet of Inner-

Gu. on a chev. bctw. three cinquefoils ur. a buckle
az. bctw. two erm. spots all within a burdure of the second,
clurged with eight trefoils slipped vcia. Crest The trunk
of an oak sprouting forth a new twig ppr. .fl/otto- -Through
wick).

—

God

Hamilton
ar.

virtuti pervia.

Hamilton

revived.

Hamilton (Preston, CO.

Haddington, and Fingalton, co. Renfrew, hart., 1673, tlic oldest cadet of the house of Hamilton).
Ou. three cinquefoils within a bordure ar. Crest--\ deini man
brandishing a Hwoid

4iU
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and attired ga.

aloft jipr.

Mollo—PH)

patria.

Gu. on a

(Cairnes).

a man's heart ppr.

—Credo,

Crest

fess betw. three cinquefoils

— A Bible expanded ppr.

Motto

lego.

Hamilton

(Mount Hamilton,

Armagh, cadet

co.

of

Caimes

Gu. thr»e cinquefoils erm. within
or.
Crest
Within an adder disposed in a circle a cock in a guarding posture all ppr. Motto
Adest prudenti animus.
Hamilton (Riseland, Tobago, 1800). Gu. a spur rowel or,
betw. three cinquefoils ar. all within a bordure engr. erminois.
Crest
Issuing from a ducal coronet an oak tree with a saw
across it all ppr. on the iron part of the latter the word
" Through," as motto.
Hamilton (Dr. James Hamilton, London, 1825). Gu. three
cinquefoils within a bordure erm. on a canton ar. in front of
three arrows in bend a Roman fasces surmounted by a bow
in bend sinister all ppr.
Crest
Betw. two cornucopias or,
filled with fruits and grain ppr. a hand holding a dagger
erect also ppr. hilled and pommelled or. Mottoes Above the
crest Through
below the arms Ser libre o morir.
Hamilton (Minard, co. Argyll, 1863). Gu. three cinquefoils
ar.
Crest
An oak tree ppr. crossed by a frame-saw ar.
Motto Through.
Hamilton (Fahy, co. Galway; descended from James
bart., 1682, title extinct).

a bordure per pale

—

and

ar.

—

—

—

—

:

—

:

;

—

Hamilton, eldest son, by his first wife, of Sir William
Hamilton, Knt., of Manor EUerston, son of Sir George
Hamilton, second son of first lord Paisley : allowed by Bryan,
then Deputy Ulster, 1768, to Patrick Hamilton, Colonel in
the service of Her Imperial Majesty Maria Teresa).
Gu.
three cinquefoils pierced erm. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, an oak tree transfixed by a frame-saw all ppr.
Motto—
Through.
Hamilton (Woodbiooke, co. Tyrone, bart. descended from
Sir William Hamilton, Knt., of Manor EUerston, same co.,
son of Sir Claiide Hamilton, secoml son of first Lord Paisley,
by his second wife, by Beatrix Campbell). Quarterly, Ist
and 4tli, gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm.; 2nd.ind 3rd, ar.
a lymphad sa. over all on a chief of honourable augmentation
ar. a mount, thereon a castle, a Spanish flag flowing from

—

;

the battlements all ppr. beneath inscribed, "Alba de
Tormcs." Crests 1st, of augmentation A mount, thereon
a castle, as in the arms, motto over. Alba de Tonnes; 2nd:
Out of a ducal coronet or, an oak tree transversed with a
frame-saw all ppr., motto over. Through. SUjijiorters Two
antelopes ar. ducally gorged, chained, and hoofed or. Motlo

—

:

—

— Sola nobilitas virtus.

Hamilton-Russell

{Viseoimt Boyne: descended from
Hon. Frederick Hamilton, youngest son of first Lord
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. betw. two chevronels a

Paisley).

cinqupfuil, all betw. three crosses crosslet fituhee gu., for

Rdssell; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm.,
Crexts
1st, Rdssell: A goat pass. ar. colfor Hamilton.
lared gemell, and charged on the body witli an escallop sa.
2nd, Hamilton: Out of a ducal coronet or, an oaU tree transMotto over Through
versed with a frame-saw all ppr.
Supiwrtcrs Two mermaids ppr. hair dishevelled or, each
holding in the exterior hand a mirror gold. Motto Nee

—

—

—

—

tinieo nee sperno.

Hamilton

(The Mount, co. Middlesex, bart.; descended
from Hon. William Hamilton, brother of James, second Earl
of Abercorn). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three cinquefoils
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lymphad with her sails furled sa.
ar.
Crext
Out of a ducal coronet or, an oak tree fructed and
transver.sed with a frame-saw ppr. the frame gold.
Motlo
Through.
Hamilton (Trebinshun House, co. Brecon, bart.; descended
from Sir Fdward Hamilton, K.C.B, second son of the tirst
;

—

—

Bart, of the Mount).
cinquefoils erm.
furhil sa.

Cresl

,

Quarterly,

2nd and 3rd,

— Out

ar.

1st aii<l

4th,

gu.

a lymphad with her

three
sails

of a ducal coroiiei. or, an oak tree

ppr. fructed or, transversed with a frame-saw also ppr. Motto

— Through.

'H.a.xn.ilton (Bnron Glenowley, extinct 1680; descended from
HuGU Hamilton, second sun of Malcolm Hamilton, Arch-

bishop of Cashcl, d. 162S, whose second son, Hik.h Hamilton, was su created 1660; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OHice, of the
Arclibishop and his elder brother, Sir Claud Hamilton,
Gu. ihree
Knt.. of Castlecroome, co. Antrim, d. lUJO)
Cresl
On a mount vert an
cinquefoils erm. pierced vert.
oak tree transver.sed with a frame-saw both i)pr.
Hamilton {llaronx and Courtis tiamUton, of the Kingdom
of Sweden; descended from Captain John Hamilton, third
•on of Malcui.m Hamilto.v. Archbishop of Cashel, d. 16'^8).
Same Arms and Crest as Lord OU-miwley.
Hamilton (Castle, Hamilton. cu.Cavan. exemplitled, 1776, to
Ahtiiur Clcil, I'"sq., of Salisbury, upon Ins assuming the
name of Hamilto.i, as nephew and heir of Sir I''JiA^cM

—
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Hamilton). Quarterly, I st and 4th grand quarters, quarterly,
Island 4th, gu. three cinquefoils erm., for Hamilton, 2nd
and 3id, ar. a chev. chequy gu. and of the first betw. three
bugles sa. garnished or, for Temple ; 2nd and 3rd grand
quarters, barry of ten ar, and az. over all six escutcheons,
three, two, and one sa., each charged with a lion ramp.
Crest
A sheaf of seven arrows or, headed
of the first.
and feathered ar. banded gu. surmounted by a morion

—

ppr.

Hamilton

(Fuu. Ent. Major Robert Hamilton, buried in
Gu. a fesse
St. Michael's Church, Dublin, 3 May, 1666).
counter-compony az. and ar. betw. three cinquefoils of the

last.

Hamilton

{Earl of Clanhrassil and Viscount Claneboye,
extinct 1675; Sir James Hamilton, Knt., of Killyleagh, co.
Down, eldest son of Rev. Hans Hamilton, Vicar of Dunlop,
CO. Ayr, was created Viscount Claneboye in the Peerage of
Ireland, 1622; his successor was created Earl of Clanhrassil,
The representation of
1647, the second earl d.s.p. 1675.
the family eventually devolved on James Hamilton, Esq., of
Neilsbrook, co. Antrim, whose dau. and eventual heir, Anne
Hamilton, m. Hans Stevenson, Esq. their only son, James
Stevenson, had an elder dau. Dorcas Stevenson, in. Sir
;

John Blackwood,

Down, and was
Baroness Dvffenn and Clan(boye, a peerage
by her descendant, Frederick Temple, Earl of
Dvfferin and fifth Baron Dvfferin and Claneboye, K.P., senior
heir-general of the Hamiltons, Earls of Clanbrassil). Gu.
three cinquefoils pierced erm. on a chief or, a lion pass, of the
field.
Crest
A demi antelope erect and affront^e erm.
homed and unguled or, holding betw. the hoofs a human
heart gu. Sujiporters Dexter, a lion gu. armed and langued
created,

Bart., of Ballyleidy, co.

1800,

enjoyed

—

—

gorged with a double tressure flory counterflory or;
an heraldic tiger erm. armed, langued, and gorged
with a double tressure flory counterflory gu. Motto
Quahs
ab incepto.
Hamiilton (Killyleagh, co. Down descended from Gawin
Hamilton, brother of James Hamilton, Esq., of Neilsbrook).
Gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm. on a chief or, a human
heart of the field. Crest, same as the Earl of Clanbrassil.
Hamilton (Ballygally, co. Londonderry, and The Curragh,
CO. Kildare; descended from Gawin Hamilton, third son of
the Vicar of Dunlop). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, as
az.

sinister,

—

:

Killyleagh, a crescent for

diff.

Hamilton

(Monella and Hamilton's Bawn, co. Armagh,
1730; Hans Hamilton, eldest son of John
Hamilton, Esq., of Coronary, co. Cavan, was so created
bart., extinct

Same Arms,

1662).

Hamilton

&c., as Killyleagh.
(Bailieborough, co. Cavan, Carlow, and

Summer

descended from James Hamilton, Esq., of
Bailieborough, second son of John Hamilton, Esq ., of
Coronary). Same Arms, &c., as Killyleagh, with a mullet
Hill,

Dublin

;

for diff.

Hamilton (Sheephill, now Abbotstown,co. Dublin

descended
from James Hamilton, Esq., of Sheephill, second son of James
Hamilton, Esq., M.P. for Carlow).
Same Arms, &c., as the
last, the mullet charged with a crescent for diff.
Hamilton (Ballymacoll, co. Meatb, Fitz-William Place,
;

Dunboyne Castle, &c., &c. cadets of Sheephill).
Same Arms, &c., as Sheephill.
(Tullybrick, CO. Armagh, and Eock Hamilton,
CO. Down; descended from Francis Hamilton, Esq., of
Tullybrick, third son of John Hamilton, Esq., of Coronary).
Same Arms, &c., as Bailieborough.
Dublin,

;

Hamilton

Hamilton

(Newcastle and Bangor, co. Down descended
from William Hamilton, Esq., of Newcastle, fourth son of
the Vicar of Dunlop, now represented through the co-heirs,
the daus. of James Hamilton, Esq., of Bangor, by Viscount
Bangor, and the Earl of Carrick).
Same Arms, &c., as
Killyleagh, with a martlet for diff.
Hamilton (Erinagh and Tollymore, co. Down descended
from William Hamilto.v, Esq., of Erinagh, third son of
William Hamilton, Esq., of Newcastle, m. Ellinor, dau. ol
Phelim McGenis, of Tollymore, and heiress of her brother,
buried at Downpatrick, Jan. 1680; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office).
Same Arms, <fec., as Newcastle.
Hamilton {Earl of Clanbrassil and Viscount Limerick;
extinct 1798; James Hamilton, Esq., of Tollymore, grandson
ofWiLLiAM Hamilton, Esq., of Erinagh, by Ellinor McGems,
his wife, heiress of Tollymore, was raised to the Irish
Peerage 1756 the eventual heiress of the family. Lady Anne
Hamilton, m. Robert, first Earl of Roden). Same Arms as
the former Earls of Clanbrassil, quartering, vert a lion ramp,
or, on a chief ar. a dexter hand apaum^e couped at the wrist
gu., for McGenis.
Same Crest and Motto as the former Earls
of Clanbrassil. Supporters Dexter, a lion gu. armed and
Ungucd az. gorged with a double tressure flory counterflory
4.49
;

;

;

—

H All

or; sinister, an antelope ar. crined and unguled or, gorged
with a double tressure flory counterflory gu.

Hamilton
Down

;

(Dundonald, Granshaw, and Mount Collier, co.
descended from Patrick Hamilton, youngest son of

the Vicar of Dunlop).

an annulet

Same Arms,

&c., as Killyleagh, with

for diff.

Hamilton(Cornacassa,

Monaghan; confirmed to James
Coniacassa, J. P., High Sheriff 1830,
late Dacre Hamilton, of Cornacassa,
James Hamilton, Knt., of Monaghan,
CO.

Hamilton, Esq., of
son and heir of the
and grandson of Sir
and their descendants). Gu. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils
erm. on a canton or, three holly leaves conjoined vert.
Crest
Out of three cinquefoils in fess conjoined or, an
oak tree fructed and penetrated transversely in the main
stem by a frame-saw ppr. frame and handles gold. Motto
Semper virescens.
Hamilton (confirmed to Robert Hamilton, M.D., of
Clifton Mount, Jamaica, eldest son of Rev. Archibald
Hamilton, M.A., and grandson of Robert Hamilton, Esq.,
of Hill, Curragh, co. Kildare; and their descendants).
Gji. a crescent ar. betw. three cinquefoils pierced erm. on a
chief or, a heart of the first.
Crest
A demi antelope
affront^e ar. armed and unguled or, charged with a crescent

—

—

—

gu. holding betw. the forelegs a heart, as in the arms.
Motto Qualis ab incepto.

—

Hamilton

(confirmed to Sir William Osborne Hamilton,
K.H., formerly Governor of Heligoland). Gu. on a chev.
erm. betw. three cinquefoils ar. a sword in pale, the
blade passing through a wreath of laurel all ppr., on a
canton or, an eagle displ. with two heads sa.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, an oak tree ppr. the trunk thereof
transfixed with a sword in fess, the blade wavy ar. pommel
and hilt or over the crest the motto. Through.
Hamilton (granted to Lieut. -Col. John Hamilton, Capt.
Coldstream Guards, grandson of Patrick Hamilton, of

—

;

Garrison, co. Fermanagh). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
trefoil or, betw. three cinquefoils erm.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. an
ancient ship of three masts with sails furled sa. over all a
cross counterchanged.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,

—

charged with three bombs fired ppr. an oak tree transfixed
with a framed saw ppr. in a scroll above the crest the word
"Through." Motto Through.
Hamilton (Saint Peter Port, Guernsey; confirmed to
William Henry Hamilton, Esq., son of William Henry
Hamilton, Esq., of Saint Peter Port, by Rachel, his

—

Euas Blanchemain, of Saint
Peter Port, and grandson of John Hamilton, a native of
Ireland). Quarterly, Island 4th, gu. three cinquefoils pierced
erm. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lymphad with her sails furled sa.
over all in the centre chief point a mullet counterchanged.
Out of a ducal coronet or, an oak tree fructed ppr.
Crest
and penetrated transversely in the main stem by a framesaw, frame and handles or, suspended from the tree by a blue
ribbon an escutcheon quarterly ar. and gu. charged with
a mullet counterchanged.
Hamilton (granted to Sir James Hamilton, Knt., of
Belfast, J. P., formerly Chairman of the Belfast Harbour
Commissioners, second son of Rev. George Hamilton, of
wife, only surviving dau. of

;

—

Armagh and

Carrickfergus, by Anne, his wife, dau. of
of Armagh). Per pale indented az. an<l
gu. a boar's head erased or, betw. three cinquefoils pierced
ar.
Crest— On a mount vert an oak tree ppr. the trunk surmounted of a shield gyronny or and sa. Motto Virtua

Thomas Campbell,

—

acquirit honorcm.

Hamilton

(Fyne Court, co. Somerset;

John Hamilton,

and of Howden, co. Devon, eldest son
and heir of Andrew Crosse, Esq., of Fyne Court, by Mary
Anne, his wife, eldest dau. of Captain John Ha.milton, of
Garrison, co. Fermanagh, representative in the male hne of
the family of Crosse, assumed ths name and arms of Hamilton by royal licence, long resident in co. Somerset). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Hamilton, per chev. ar. and gu. three
cinquefoils within a bordure nebuly all counterchanged; 2nd
and 3rd, Crosse, quarterly, ar. and gu. in the first quarter a
1st, Hamilton: On a
Crests
cross crosslet of the second.
mount vert betw. two wings ar. an oak tree, penetrated
2nd, Crosse (held under
transversely by a frame-saw ppr.
a grant from Camden, Clarencerx, setting forth that the said
crest is assigned to the "ancient arms of Sir Robert Crosse,
Knt., a son of William Crosse, of Charlenge, co. Somerset,
descended of a house long bearing arms") A cross pattec
fitchee gu. betw. two wings ar, each charged with a cross
Motto Se inserit astris.
crosslet of the first.
Hamilton (Sir Lawrence Hamilton, one of the knights
who jousted at the Tournament held at Dunstable, 2 Edward
Esq., of that place,

—

;

:

—

II.,
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Ar. fretty of eight pieces gu. each charged iu

the midst with a fleur-de-lis or.

A

H AK
Samley

az.

(quartered by Tbeviuan, ofTamscombe, co. Devon.
Ar. three talbots pass. sa. (another, quartered

Visit. 1620).

Hamley.

of Powdridge, talbots az.).
Same ..^rTiis. Crest A garb lying fesseways.

Hamley

(Fun. Ent. 1683, Ulster's Office,

by Monk,

wife of

—

CapUin Rogep. Bbettbidge,

Jane Hamlet,

of Castle Magner, co.

Gn. three esquires" helmets or.
Hamley. Gu. three crescents ar.
TTamlin. Gu. a lion ramp. enn. crowned with an antique
crown or. Crest— Seven arrows, points upward ppr.
Hamlin (Hamlinstown Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev.
Corkl.

;

Gu. a lion ramp. erm. ducally

(co. Leicester).

crowned

or.

Hamlin.

Ar. two bars indented gu.
(Impalement Fun. Ent. of Roland St. Lawrence,
Alderman of Drogheda, d. 9 July, 1C33, m. Alson, dau.
of Alderman Thomas Hamlike, of same place). Ar. a chev.

Hamline

betw. three lions sejant gu.
(Paschoe and Leawood, co. Devon, 1611). Sa. two
ewords in saltire, the points upwards, hiltcd and pommelled
or, quartering Calmady and Pollexfen [which sec]. Crest
Motto Caute sed strcnuc.
griflin guard.
(Clovclly Court, co. Devon, hart.). Or, a falcon
0)-est
sa. belled gu. betw. three roses of the last leaved vert.
A swan ar. collared gu. wings endorsed, beaked and legged
or, holding in the beak a birdbolt sa.
Hamlyn-Fane. See Fane.
(Suffolk). Vert two lucies endorsed in pale or.
Az. on a bend or, three demi lions of the field.
Erm. three crescents chequy gu. and az.
HammencoTirt. Ar. three mallets sa.
Vert two dolphins haurient endorsed ar.
(Pall Mall, London).
Gu. three rams' heads
couped or. Crest A demi griffin segreant or, holding in the
dexter claw a cross crosslet fitchee gu.

Hamljm

—

—

Hamlyn

—

Hamme

Hamme.
Hamme.

Hammer.
Hammersley

—

Hammersley.

Same Arrm.

Crest

—Two

lions'

gambs

holding up a crescent.

Hammes, Ham.me,
three demi lions or.

or

Crest

Hames.

—On

Az. a chev. betw.
a ducal coronet a lion pass,

ppr.

Hammet (granted 1803).

Perfessear. and gu. apale counterchanged, over aU a lion ramp, erminois, on a canton of the
From the battlements of
second five fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
a castle of three towers ppr. a demi lion double queued issuant

—

erminois, betw. the

paws a

(Cavendish Square, London, bart.).
Paly of
four or and vert, a bordure erm. charged with seven hurts,
on a chief az. a lion pass. ar. Crest A demi lion per pale or
and vert holding in the dexter paw an escarbuncle gold.
Motto Laudari a laudato.
Hammingrton, or Hamigrston (Dover, co. Kent). Ar.
on a chev. sa. betw. three demi lions ramp, erased vert as
many trefoils erm. Crest A dragon's head erased sa. ducally
gorged ar. charged on the breast with three guttees d'eau in

—

—

—

Hammil

(Ronghwood, co. Ayr). Quarterly, 1st, gu. a mul2nd, az. a crescent ar. ; 3rd, ar. a shakefork sa. 4th,
gu. a fleur-de-lis or. Crett
^A fleur-de-lis or.
Supporters

—

;

Ar. a cross gu. betw. four mullets pierced of the

second.

Hammon,

(Ellingham, co. Norfolk). Or, on a chev. sa. three
Cornish chouglis ar. Crest An elephant's head ar. ducally
gorged and cared or.
Az. three tilting spears bendwaye or.
Per fesse az. and or. a chev. gu.
Erm. three buglelioms stringed gu.
(Huron Hammond). Ar. on a chev. pean botw.
thifc iiiullots sa. a sun in splendour or. Crest— hctw. a stag's
attires a falcon rising ppr. each wing charged with a miillit
or.
Supporters On eitlicr side a falcon, wings elevated i)pr.
gorg.'d with a chain or, pendent therefrom an escochcon nr.
charged with a mullet sa.
Motto Per tot discrimitia

—

Hammon.
Hammon.
Hammon.

Hammond

—

—

Hammond
lictw.

(co.

Kent;

certified

May,

1779).

three lions' heads erased or.

wings expanded

ar.

beaked and legged

or,

Ci-est

Az. a fosse

— An

betw. two

eagle,
stag.s'

(Cheara, co. Surrey).

or.

4&0

—

Wingham, co. Kent;
descended from Thomas Hammond, who purchased, in 1551,
the manor of St. Alban's). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
AlbaiL's Court, near

(St.

each charged with a martlet of the field, as many
a bordure engr. vert.
Crest
An eagle's head
erased sa. enfiled with a rose gu. the rose issuing rays or.
Motto Pro rege et patrift.
(Wistaston Hall, co. Chester). Per chev. engr.
gu. and ar. three oxenheads ppr. Crest A boar pass. ppr.
(General Sir Francis Thomas Hammond, of
Plumpton, CO. Suffolk, G.C.H., Lieut.-Governor of Edinburgh
pellets,

—

escallops or,

—
Hammond

—

Hammond
Castle).

Same Arms and

Crest as

Hammond,

of St. Alban's

Court.

Ham.mond.

Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa. a cross
first.

Hammond

(Fun. Ent. of Col. Hammond, buried in Christ
Church, DubUn, 19 Oct. 1654). Ar. five crescents in cross
az. a crescent for diff.

Hammond (Mount

Hanover, co. Wexford, extinct; Mount
Hanover sold to the ancestor of Glascott, of Killowen.
Fun. Ent. of Nathaniel Hammond, of DubUn, merchant, d. 12
Oct. 1622, TO. SnsAN, dau. of Richard Pbocdfoot).
Or, on
a chev. sa. three martlets ar. in chief a cross crosslet fitchee
of the second.

Hammy.

Az. a chev.

or,

betw. three half elm leaves of the

last.

Hammys,

or

Hammye.

Sa.

a

fesse

or,

betw. three

ciuquefoils ar. (another, erm.).

Ham

Gu. a crescent or, in chief a label az. charged
with an estoile on each point of the second.
Hamner. Az. a chev. betw. three demi Uons ramp. or.
(co. Kent).
Ar. two bends az. a bordure engr. sa.
Hamon. Ar. a lion ramp. az.
Hamon. Per pale az. and or, a chev. gu.
Hamon. Az. three lilting spears in bend or, beaded ar.
(Seigneurs of Samare's, Jersey). Az. a lion ramp,
guard, or. Crest A lion, as in the arms. Motto En tout
Ti

ell.

Hamon
Hamon

—

—

loyal.

Hamon (arms of William Hahon,

a

Monk

CO. Oxford, set up in the church there.
Ar. a chev. gu. a chief az.

Hamond

Prior, of Cogges,

Visit.

(Windingham and Fampisford

Oxon, 1574).

Hall,

co.

Cam-

bridge, CO. Herts, Tuddington, co. Middlesex, Haling House,
Per pale gu. and az. three demi
CO. Surrey, and co. York).

Crest— A wolfs head erased quarterly

lions pass, guard, or.

or and az.

Hamond (co. Hants). Or, five crescents in cross az.
Hamond (Isle of Wight). Same Armi, tinctures reversed.
Hamond

Sec Gb£he.

Ar. on a chev.
betw. two pellets, each charged with a martlet ar. in
chief and an oak wreath ppr. in base three escallops or, a
bordure engr. vert. Crest—Out of a naval crown or, the
sails ar. an eagle sa.
Jl/o<to— Paratus et fidelis. Supporters
Dexter, an eagle reguard. sa. sinister, a stork ppr. each
navally gorged with a line reflexed over the back or.
(co. Kent).
Az. three demi lions pass, guard, or.
Crest
A wolfs head erased quarterly per fesse indented or
(Holly Grove, co. Berks, bart.).

sa.

—

;

Hamond

—

az.

Hamond

(co.

Per pale

Kent).

az.

and

or,

three demi lions

pass, guard, in pale ar.

House, South Wotton, and
Swafifham, co. Norfolk). Az. three doves (another, martlets)
betw. two chev. or. Crest On a rocky mount ppr. a dove
rising ar. holding in the beak a sUp of olive vert.
(Chertsey, CO. Surrey granted to John Hamond,
M.l)., i" physician to Henbt, Prince of Wales," by St. George,
Norroy, 1607). Or, five crescents in cross az. on a canton of the

(West Acre, High

—

Hamond

;

—

Crest
A crescent ar.
last an ostrich's feather in pale ar.
within an annulet az. charged with eight estoiles or.
Ar. a chev.
(Over Dinsdalo Hall, co. York).
betw. three mullets sa.
Leonard Hamond,
(Tuddington, co. Middlesex

Hamond
Hamond

;

grandson of Leonabd Hamond, Esq., of Itoyslon, co. Herts.
Per pale az. and gu. three demi
Visit. Middlesex, 1CC3).
Crcsl
lions pass, guard, or, quartering three roses or.
wolf's head erased quarteily or and iiz.
(Ilrasted, co. Kent).
See Haymon and Hevman.

—

Hamond.

Ou. three demi

lious pas.s.

Sec

Hamound (co.

Hammond.
Salop).

einquefoils az. as

Hampden

honis ppr.

Hammond

Per pale or and az.
Crest
A wolfs head

Hamond

reriiin,

enn.

Hammond

— Hamond

serpents.

Hammok.

Bucks and Kent).

three demi lions pass, counterchanged.
erased per pale indented or and az.

and

fesse.

let or;

(cos.

Hamond-Qraeme, Sart.

pellet.

Hammick

Two

Hammond

pattee fitchee of the

betw. three spaniels sejant gu.

Hamlin

H AK
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(Halwyn, co. Cornwall; traceable to the 13th
century, and extinct in 1427, when the heiress m. ChamferMowNE. A younger branch settled at Treblethick, temp.
Henry VII., and was represented, when Lysons wrote, by
BicBABD Hamlet, of St. Colomb). Ar. three talbots pass,

Hamley

A

many

Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
niarllots or.

co. HueUs; arms of John
Hampden, twenty lliinl Hereditary I.onl of arenl Hampdtii,
d. 1754, who left his estates to Hon. Robert Trevob, fourth

((ireut

Hampden,

A

HAM
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Lord Trevor, created, 1776, Viscount Hampden, son of Thomas,
first Lord Trevor, who was second son of Sir John Trevor,
Knt., of TreTallyn, by Ecth, his wife, dau. of John
Hampden, Lord of Great Hampden. Of the diverging
branches are the Hampdens, of Kembell, Wycomb, Brails,
HartweU, and Prestwood, co. Bucks, Emington, co. Oxford,
and Abingdon, co. Berks). The original Anns were Ar. a
raven croaking ppr. but they were changed at a very early
Ar. a
period by Sir Reginald Hampden to the following

—

;

:

—

—

Crest
A talbot
gu. betw. four eagles displ. az.
Blatant erm. collared, ringed, and lined gu. the end of the
Motto Vestigia nulla
a knot over his back.
saltire

—

line tied in

Same Arms.

Crest— A. peacock's head coupcd

az.
saltire interlaced sa.

Hampden.
Hampnes.

1849). Ar. four bendlets in
betw. four eaglets displ. az.
sa. three cinquefoUs or.

Erm. on a chev. engr.
Az. a Hon ramp. or.

Hampson (Taplow,

—Out

Bucks, bart.)

co.

of a mural

coUared of the

first,

crown

rimmed

Ar. three hempbrakcs
a greyhound's head
Motto Nunc aut nun-

ar.

or.

—

quam.

Hampsted (co.

Gu. a bend chequy or and

Norfolk).

Hampsted. Gu. achiefar.
Hampsted, or Hamsted.
three fleurs-de-lis or, as

Hampton
a bordure

many

Az. on a bend

az.

betw.

ar.

escallops gu.

Gu. a

(co. Gloucester).

chequy or and

fesse

az.

ar.

Hampton

(Henllys,

Anglesey, a.d.

co.

settled in co. Lancaster).

Gu. on a

previously

1460,

fesse or, betw.

a mullet in

chief and an escallop in base ar. three martlets az.

wivem

Motto— X Deo

vert in bullrushes ppr.

Hampton
Norwood,

sa.

three bezants.

(Wolverhampton, and Norton HaU, co. Stafford;
granted by Dugdale, 23 April, 1664, to Francis Hanbobt,

of

Wolverhampton, gent.).
Az. a chev.

Hanbury.

Same Anns,
or, in chief

the bend purp.
a lion pass, guard, of

the second.

Hanbury.

Or, a bend vert cotised sa.
(Hanbury, co. Worcester; seated there from a
remote period).
Or, a bend engr. vert plain cotised sa.
Crest
Out of a mural crown sa. a demi lion ranip. or, holding
in the paws a battle axe of the first helved gold.

Hanbury

—

of Pont-y-pool).

Hampden (Bishop of Hereford,

sa.

on a bend engr. gu. cotised

Hanbury

Hanbury

(

Hampden.

Crest

Or,

Hanbury (Colebrooke, CO.

retrorsum.

Hampden (Earl of Buckinghamshire). See Hobabt.
Hampden Viscount Hampden). See Trevob.

sa.

H AN

Hanbury (co. Stafford).

—

descended from co. Stafford, and of
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three

(London;

Middlesex).

CO.

cinquefoils az.

Hampton

Crest

et rege.

Crest

— A wolfs head erased sa.

(Wolverhampton,

co. Stafford).

gu. betw. three cinquefoils az. as
wolfs head ar.
(Blechingly, co. Surrey

Hampton

many

Great Coggeshall, co. Essex).
bend engr. az. cotised sa. C)cs(— Out of a mural crown
gu. charged with two estoiles or, a demi lion ramp, guard,
erm. holding in the dexter paw a battle axe ppr.
Hanbury (granted to D. B. Hanbcrit, Esq., Clapham, co.
Surrey). Or, a bend engr. vert cotised sa. a bordure engr. of
the second charged with four trefoUs slipped of the fji-st. Crest
Out of a mural crown sa. a demi lion or, charged on the
shoulder with three trefoils slipped, one and two, and gorged
with a collar gemel vert, holding in the dexter paw a battle
.axe, staff sa. head gold.
Hanbury (Bateman-H anbury. Lord Baleman). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a bend engr. vert, plain cotised sa. in chief a
crescent on a crescent for di£f., for Hanbdbt; 2nd and 3rd,
or, on a fesse sa. betw. three Muscovy ducks ppr. a rose of
the field, for Bateman.
Crests
1st, Hanbury: Out of a
mural crown sa. a demi lion or, holding in the dexter paw a
battle axe sa. headed gold; 2nd, Bateman: A duck's head
and neck betw. two wings ppr. Supporters Two lions ar.
gorged with plain collars, each charged with a rose betw. two
fleurs-de-lis or, and chains of the latter affixed to each collar,
.and reflexed over the back.
Motto— Kec prece, nee pretio.
Hanbury-Tracy (Baron Stideley). See Tracy.
Or, a

—

—

—

Hanbury-Leig-h

Ar. on a chev.

bezants.

Monmouth; abranchofHANDcnT,
Same Arms, Ac.

(Holfield-Grange,

Crest

—

granted 6 Aug. 1662, to
Eev. William Hampton, Kector of that place). Gu. a fesse
chequy ar. and sa. a bordure or. Crest—A. demi eagle displ.
;

or.

(Pontypool, co. Monmouth Capel Hanof Pontypool Park, Lord-Lieutenant,
CO. Monmouth, assumed the additional surname and arms
of Leigh in right of his descent, through the Tracts, from

buby-Leigh,

;

Esq.,

Thomas,

first Lord Leigh of Stonelcigh).
Quarterly, 1st and
bend engr. vert plain cotised sa., for Hanbury; 2nd
and 3rd, gu. a cross engr. ar. in the first quarter a lozenge of
the second, for Leigh. Crests— 1st, Hanbury Out of a mural
crown sa. a demi lion ramp, or, holding in the paws a battle
axe sa. 2nd, Leigh A unicorn's head erased ar. armed and
crined or. Motto Nee prece, nee pretio.
(co. Lincoln).
Ar. a cross engr. gu. in the dexter
chief quarter an annulet of the second.
Hanby. Az. three goats couchant ar. attired or. CrestTwo arms in armour cmbowed, holding a heart all ppr.
Hanby. Az. a bend ar. betw. six mullets of the second.

4th, or, a

:

Ham.pton

(Wales).

Gu. a fesse

ar.

and

label of five points

of the second.

Hampton

(Archbishop of Aimagh.
topheb Hampton, Lord Primate of

Fun. Ent. of Crniisall Ireland, d. 3 Jan.
erm. in chief a label of five points or.
Hampton. Ar. a chev. componee az. and purp. betw. three
martlets gu.
Crest
A greyhound sejant holding in his
mouth a hare.
(quartered by Deake, of Ashe and Otterton John
Dbake of the latter, temp. Henry V., m. Christian, dau.
and co-heir of John Billet, by Alice, his wife, dau. and
co-heir of Wabren Hampton. Visit. Devon, 1620). Gu. on
a fess ar. two mullets sa.
(Norwood, co. Middlesex; Egbert Hampton, Esq.,
grandson of Francis Hampton, Esq., co. Stafford. Visit.
Middlesex, 1663). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cinquefoils az.
Crest
A tiger's head erased ar.
1624).

Gu. a

fess

—

Hampton

;

Hampton

—

Hampton.

Per

fesse gu.

and

or,

three cinquefoils counter-

—

Hanby

Hanchet

(Hinkworth, co. Herts).

Ar. a fesse chequy or and az. betw. six martlets

gu-

Hampton.

Per

and ar. three roses counterchanged
barbed and seeded vert and or.
Hampton (Lord Mayor of London, 1472). Gu. a fesse componee or and ae. a bordure ar.

Hampton.
Hampton.

fesse gu.

Gu. a fesse ar.
Gu. on a fesse ar. a mullet

sa.

Hamptonne (Hamptonne, St. Lawrence, Jersey).

—

—

Han

three garbs or.
Leicester).
Gu. a plate, on a chief ar. three
cocks of the first. Cresl
A cock's head crminois, combed,
wattled, beaked, and ducally gorged gu.
Hancock (London, 1635). Erminois on a pile sa. a gauntlet
or.
Crest
A cock or, combed and wattled gu. armed sa.
supporting a palm branch vert.
Hancock. Or, a chev. cotised betw. three griffins' heads
couped sa. the two in chief respecting each other.
Hancocke (Combe Martin, co. Devon granted 1538). Gu. on
a chief ar. three cocks of the field. Crest A demi griffin ar.

Hamste. Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils or.
Hamsted. Az. on a bend fimbriated ar. betw. three

Hamton

of the

(Rockbere, co. Devon, whose heiress m. Billet,
Gu. on a fesse ar. two mullets sa.
(impaled by Latiheb, of Duntish).
Az. a fe.ss
dancett^e betw. three martlets or.
Hanacre, De. Ar. on a chief gu. two mullets of six points
pierced or.
of Ashe, CO. Devon).

or

Hannam.

Quarterly, or and
three crosses pattee ar. Crest
demi griffin ar. holding betw. the paws a helmet az.
Sftubere. Az. a chev. ar. in chief a lion pass, guard, or.
all

on a bend
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sa.

—

or.

Hancocks
fleurs-

first.

Ham.well

Hanam, Hanham,

—

armed

many escallops

—

;

Gu. three

mullets pierced or.

de-hs or, as

Sa. three dexter (another,

hands couped at the wrist ar.
Hankford. Sa. a chev. harry nebulde ar. Crest ^A demi
cupid holding in the dexter hand a torch ppr.
Hank'wood. Ar. on a chev. sa. three escallops of the field.
Crest
On the stump of a tree sprouting anew ppr. a shield of
the arms pendent.
Hancloo. Ar. a hon ramp. az. guttee d'eau, crowned or.
clow, Hancler, or Haneler. Ar. on a chev. sa.
sinister)

Hancock (co.

changed.

Hampton.

gu. over

:

;

—

(Wolverley Court, and Woodfield, co. Worcester,
Per chev. az. and
Fairfield and Marston, co. Hereford).
gu. in chief betw. two cocks respecting each other in base, a
hon ramp. or. Crest On a moimt vert a cock gu. holding in

and

—

the dexter claw an ear of wheat. Motto— B,eileem time.
(Gregory Stoke, co. Somerset). Sa. a chev. betw.
three cocks ar. combed, legged, and wattled gu.
Ar. three
or
(co. Cornwall).

Hancoke

Hancombe,

Hantombe

bendlets sa.

Hancott.
Hancre.

Hand.

Erm. on a bend gu. three mullets or.
Az. two bends ar.
Ar. a chev. az. betw. three dexter hands gu.

—A stag trippant ppr.

Citst

A

Hand

(Dublin; Stmond Hand, merchant; Fun. Ent. 1G40,
of his dau. Ellenob, wife of Kobebt Jobdan, Esq., of BarbcsChequy ar. and sa. a lion ramp. az.
town, CO. Dubhn).
armed and langued gu. holding betw. the paws a dexter hand

couped at the vrist ppr.

Handacres, or Handesacres.

Erm. three crenels

„
,
Handasyd, or Handyside
s"-

.

(Gains Park, co. Huntingdon, and Scotland). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on a chief az. three
dexter
hand couped at the
Crest
A
first.
the
of
mullets
wrist and erect ppr. Motto Munifice et fortiter.
Az. five cinquefoils, two and one, and three

—
—

Handby.

crosses crosslet fitch^e, one and two, ar.
Sa. three hands in gauntlets ar.

Handchett.
Handchicke.

Sa. three dexter

hands couped

ar.

over

paws a

Cresl

fusil

Handcock

co.

Erm. on a chev.

all

Westmeath).

sa.

betw. two cocks ar. armed, crested, and
A demi Hon ramp. az. holding betw. the
ar. charged with a cock gu.

a dexter hand
jeUoped gu.

—

now £aron
( Viscount,

Casllemaine).

Same Arms

sinister,
SupiJorfers— Dexter, a lion guard, az.
a cock ppr. Motto Vigilate et orate.
Handock (Waterstown, co. Westmeath a branch of the
Castlemaine family). Same Arms and Crest.
Handcock. Sa. a chev. betw. three cocks ar. combed,
Cresf— Out of the sea an arm
legged, and wattled gu.
embowed, holding a bait spade.
Ar. a fosse gu.
HUl
House,
co. Longford).
Handcock (Cole
betw. three goats pass. sa. bearded, unguled, and armed or.
A goat, as in the arms. Motto Perseverando.
Crest
Handcock (Dublin Alderman Mathew Handcock, Mayor of
Dubhn; Fun. Ent. of his son-in-law, Alderman John
Gu. a dexter hand couped and erect ar. on
SuELTON, 1603).
a chief of the last three cocks of the first. Crest A cock

toad Crest.

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

Handcock

Ar. issuing out
(Dublin; Eeg. Ulster's Office).
of the sinister base an arm fessways vested az. cuffed of the
first, hand ppr. thereon standing a cock gu. combed and
wattled or.

Handcome

by

George, Clarenceux, to
Handcome, of London, and co. Warwick). Gu. a cross ar.
Crest
A lion sejant or,
in the chief quarters two estoiles or.
collared gu. thereon two estoiles of the first.
Handeloe (WiUiamstrip, co. Gloucester). Ar. a lion ramp.
(1634, granted

St.

—

Ar. on a saltire gu. betw. four lions' heads erase!
the field.
Crest
Two arms in armour

—

sa. five mullets of

embowed, holding a

battle

axe

all

ppr.

Handyside

(Scotland, 17th century). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
within a bordure engr. of the last.
(London, from Scotland, 16S0).
Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. on a chief az. three mullets of the first. Crest A.
dexter hand appaumee ppr. Motto Munifice et fortiter.
Hanercroft (confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1646, to Captain
William Hanercboft, who commanded a troop of horse in
Vert a fess betw. three lions
the service of Charles I.).
saliant ar. armed and langued gu. collared sa.
Crest
demi Hon ramp. gu. collared sa. holding betw. the paws an
open book ppr. Motto Vita more fide.
Haners (London, and co. Norfolk, 1634). Or, on a fesse sa.
three millrinds ar.
Hanett. Ar. on a cross sa. five plates.
Hanford (Watton, co. Lincoln). Gu. threfc mullets ar.
Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested or, cuffed ar. holding in tho

Handyside

—

—

—

—

hand

an

ppr.

estoile gold.

Hanford

(Wollashill; one of the knightly families of co.
Worcester, recorded in the first edition of Mr. Shiblet's work.
Noble and Gentle Men of England). Sa. a star of eight rays ar.
Crest— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wivcm of the first,
wings expanded ar. Motto Memorare novissima.

—

Hanford
Hanford
Hanford

Same Arms.

Chester).

(co.

Gu. a bend betw. six mullets ar.
Somerset). Ar. two bends wavy sa.
Essex). Or, a chev. sa.
{Baron Coleraine ; created 1762, extinct 1824). Erm.
a griffin segreant per fesse or and az. Crest A demi griffin
segreant or, holding betw. the paws an escarbuncle gold.
Supporters Two griffins az. beaked and forelegged ar.
armed and langued gu. Motto Artes honorabit.
(co. Lincoln).
(co.

Hang'efi.eld

(co.

Hanger

—

—

—

Hanginside, or Hanoreshaw

(Scotland). Ar. a lion
ramp, within a bordure engr. sa.
Ar. on a cross gu. live escallops or.
(Dean's Court, near Winboume, co. Dorset, and
Newston Park, co. Wilts, bart.). Quarterly, or and gu. on a
bend engr. sa. three crosses pattee fitchee of the first. Crtst
A griffin's head erased or, ducally gorged.
Hanham. Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa. three crosses
formee ar.

Hangrrest.

Hanham

—

Hanillo (Borstall).
Haningfleld. Or,

See Handle.
a chev. sa.
Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three demi
hons ramp. vert, three plates, each charged with as many

Hanington.

az.

Handen.

Ar. a fesse embattled counter-embattled gu. betw.
three escallops of the second.
Ar. a chev. az. betw. three lion.s' heads

Handerside.

erased gu. a bordure engr. of the second.
Handfield (Ashford, co. Kent). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. betw.
nine crosses crosslet of the la^t.
Crest
An eagle's head
couped, wings elevated and ducally crowned.
Handford (co. Somerset). Ar. two bends wavy sa.

—

Haudish. Sa. three arms armed ar.
Handish. Sa. three hands with gauntlets ar.
Handle, or Hanillo (Borstall, co. Oxford;

Erm. on a chief gu. three bucks' heads

ar.

(another, or).

(Newark, and Muskham Grange, co. Notts,
Pointon House, co. Lincoln, Culvcrthorpe Hull, co. Lincoln,
granted 1614).
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three goats pass. sa.
bearded, unguled, and armed or. Crest A goat, as in the
arms.
Handley (Bramcote, co. Notts; granted by Segar, Garter, 21
June, 1612). Ar. a fcss gu. betw. three goats courant sa.
armed and unguled or. Crest A goat, as in the arms.
Handley a.ondon, 1738). Gu. a fess or, betw. six masclcs

—

—

Uic second.
or,

betw. six maseles of the second.

a bunch of

quills ppr.

Motto

—

Equity.
last

a crescent

(co.

Kent).
Oxford).

Gu. three crescents ar.
Ar. a lion az. guttce d'cau crowned

ar.

Henry Hankey, Alderman

(Sir

of London,

d. in

whom

derived Hanxey, of East Bcrgholt, co.
Suffolk, of London, and Fetcham Park, co. Surrey). Per
pale gu. and az. a wolf saliant erminois, vulncd on tho
shoulder of the first. Crest
A demi wolf erminois.
Hankford (co. Devon). Sa. on a chev. ar. another wavy

from

—

Hankford

(Exeter College; Richard Hankford, Knt., "of
the blood and consanguinity of the Founder." Visit. 1674).
Ar. two bends nebulec sa.
Hankford (quartered by Gbeinvile, co. Cornwall, brought in
by Maby, d. 1623, dau. and heir of Sir John St. Leoeb, m. Sir
Richard Gbeinvile. Visit. 1620). Sa. a chev. vaire ar.

and gu.

Hankford.

Gu. billettec a fesse ar.
(Greenhouse, co. Gloucester).

Hankins
a

lion pass. gu. in base three bars

az. three bezants, for

vair betw. three
left

—A

Moor

Quarterly, 1st ami
sa. on a chief

wavy

Hankins; 2nd and

pelicans' heads

frontfaccd,

with

erased

gu. a fesse

for

a bow hung

shoulder, and a quiver of arrows,
all

3rd,
or,

Machen.
over

the

and holding in the

ppr.

Hankinson

(co. Middlesex). Ar. a fosse gu. fretty or, betw.
three ducks sa. Crest— A demi phoenix, wings elevated or,
issuant from flames. Motto Vi et animo.
Az. a fosse danccttee betw.
(co. Buckingham).

—

or.
(Sir

Richard ITandsabd, knighted

11 Oct. 1C04;

Klin. Eiit. of

hi.'? wife, 1619).
Gu. three mullets pierced ar.
Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets gu.
(Ulcombe, co. Kent).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. the

Handshall.

Handvile

a wolf saliant

1736;

hands oxtcndod a snake

Handlow (to.
Handsard

(Churton, co. Chester; granted, 14 Elizabeth, to
Per pale gu. and
Esq., Mayor of Chester).

Hankey

Crest

two chev. gu. on a canton of the

first.

Handlovr

Hankey

4th, or,

Handley. Gu. a bend
Cresl — A hand holding
of the

second.

Hankepenny. Chequy ar. and sa. a chief or.
Hankes. Bendy of six az. and or, a chief erm.

gu.

Handley

Handlo. A r.

(Mayor of Chester; granted 6 Sept. 1580). Gyronny
and gu. a wolf ramp, or, armed sa. langued of the

of eight az.

az.

in pale ppr.

Handley.

erm. spots.

Hanke

Henry Hankey,

arms on an
impalement in the Manor House of Chadlington.
Visit.
Oxon. 1574). Ar. a lion ramp. az. bezantee, crowned or.
Handley, or Hanley. Or, a fret gu. Crest—A sceptre

<jf

Handy.

—

fretty or.

Handcock (Portleek,

HAN
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H Air

—

Bcmee of crosses pattve of the second. Crc.it An eagle's
head erm. ducally crowned or, betw. two wings ppr.
field
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Hanley
throe

hawks

Hanley
Hanley
Hanley

(co.
(co.

or.

Devon).
Devon).

(cos.

attired or.

Ar. a buckle lozengeways sa.
Ar. fretty gu. a canton of the first.
Az. three goats ar.

Devon and Cornwall).

A

HAN
Hanley.
Hanley.

Ar. a mascle depressed by a fcsse sa.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or, within a bordurc

Hansard

(Lifford, CO.

three mullets ar.

Haulon
Haulon.
Hanlon.

Hanmer (Hanmer,

Hansby, or Hans

puttee sa.

or,

—
—

—

Hanmer

—

third, belled gold.

Hanmer (Elwcny Maptis, co.
Hanmer.
Hannam.

Sa. three goats pass. ar.

Salop).

Vert two dolphins endorsed

or, (another, ar.).

Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa. three crosses

Hannam.

Hannay, or AJiannay

(Sorbie, co. Wigtown).
Ar.
three roebucks' heads couped az. collared or, with a bell gu.
pendent from each collar.
(Mochrum, co. Kirkcudbright, bart., 1630, heir male
of Sorbie). Ar. three roebucks' heads couped az. collared
or, a bell pendent from each collar.
Crest
A cross crosslet
fitchee, issuing out of a crescent sa.
Supporters Two roebucks ppr. Motto Per ardua ad alta.
(cadet of Sorbie).
Ar. three roebucks' heads
couped az. with a mullet in the collar point for diff. Crest
A cross crosslet fitch^e issuing out of a crescent sa. Motto
Per ardua ad alt.T.
Hannell. Ar. a bend gu. a bordure erm.
Hannell. Ar. on a cross sa. five plates.
Hannes (co. Oxford; granted 3 Dec. 1641). Per pale gu.
and az. on a fosse dancettee betw. three mullets ar. as many

Hannay

—

—

—

—
—

ramp.

Crest

or.

Az. a chev. betw. three dcmi
ppr. collared or, betw.

— A stag's head

the attires a cross pattee gu.
Sec Hannyle.
Hanning: (Dillington House,

co.

Somerset).

Erm. on a

Crest

—A

stag's

(co. Cornwall).

Or, a

chev. sa.

Az. a fesse dancettee betw.

three griffins pass. or.

Hanrott

(London). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa.
gorged with an antique crown or, on the breast a human
heart ppr. holding in the dexter claw a dagger and in the
sinister claw achapletof laurelallppr. Crest
An eagle displ.
with two heads sa., motto over, Perseverando.
Motto
Humani nihil alienum.
Hansard (co. Lancaster). Gu. three martlets ar.
Hansard (cos. Lincoln, Suffolk, and York). Gu. three
mullets ar.

—

(co. Sussex).

—

Gu. a crescent betw. three mullets

(Thomas Cornwallis, of London, merchant, 2
Richard II., a.d. 1377, in. Jane, dau. and heiress of William
Hansard. Visit. Notts). Gu. a crescent betw. three mullets
ar.
(co.

Westmoreland).

Gu. a bend

ar.

a mullet lor

diff.

Hansard.
Hansard.
Hansard.
Hansard.

Gu.
Gu.
Gu.
Gu.

Hansard (Fun.
3 Oct.,
1619).

Hansom

a bend ar.

Crest

or.

an estoile of eight points ar.
a bend betw. six mullets ar.
Ents. of

Anne Makburt, Lady Hansard,
Sir

Richard Hansard,

Gu. three mullets pierced
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— An antique crown

three estoiles or.

and of her husband.

—

buried

in St. John's

Church, Dublin, 24 Oct. 1667). Erm. on a canton sa. a fleur-de-lis or.
(Abingdon, co. Berks, and London; Sir Robert
Hanson, Lord Mayor of London 1675). Ar. three mascles
(another, lozenges) sa. on a chief of the second as many lions
ramp, of the first. Crest
lion ramp. sa. holding a mascle

Hanson

—A

ar.

Hanson (Gilstcad

Hall, near Brentwood, co. Essex).
Or, a
chev. chequy ar. and az. betw. three martlets of the last.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a dove close, holding in the

—

beak a sprig of olive all ppr.
Hanson (Peckham, co. Surrey, and Rastiicke and Woodhouse, CO. Y'ork). Or, a chev. counter-componee ar. and az.
betw. three martlets sa. Crests On a chapeau az. turned
up ar. a martlet, wings endorsed sa.
Hansted (co. Northumberland). Gu. a bend chequy or and

—

az.

Northampton and Northum-

(cos.

Gu. a chief chequy or and az.
Gu. a chev. chequy or and az. surmounted by a

Hansted.
bend erm.

Hantevill
lion

ramp.

Hante'vill
an

Devon).

Sa.

scmee of crosses botonnce, a

(temp.

Edward

I.)

Sa. a lion saliant ar. within

orle of crosslets of the second.

Hantey.

Gu. an inescutcheon
Ar. a cross formee

Hantom.
the

(co.

ar.

ar. within
sa.

an

orle of plates.

betw. six lions ramp, of

last.

Hantvile, or Handville

(cos.

Devon and

Kent).

Ar.

semfie of crosses crosslet fitchee sa. a lion ramp, of the second.

Crest— An eagle's head erm. ducally crowned

or,

betw. two

wings.

Hant'vill.

Sa. a lion ramp.

crosses crosslet of the second.

ar.

within an orle of eight

Crest

—An ox-yoke

in pale

gu. bows to the sinister or.
griffins

Bucks).

(co.

ramp.

Hanvill

(co.

Az. a fesse

indented betw. throe

or.

Bucks.)

Az a

fesse indented betw. three

mart-

Ar. a chev. quarterly, sa.
and gu. embattled counter-embattled az. billettee of the field,
betw. three ravens' heads erased of the second.
(impalement on Fun. Ent. 1661, Charles, drslEarl
of Mountrath, whose second wife was the dau. of Sir Robert
Hanwat, Bart., Scotland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
roebucks' heads erased az. attired or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three
crescents sa. issuant from each a cross crosslet fitchee of the
A demi Uon ramp, holding a cross crosslet
last.
Crest
fitchee.
il/o«o— True to the end.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions
(co. Kent).
ramp, vert as many trefoils slipped erm.
Hanyton. Gu. on a fesse ar. three mullets sa. pierced of

—

Hanynton
the second.

Happen

(co. Oxford).

Hara, or O'Hara
Preston, Ulster, to

Ar. a mullet pierced gu.
(Coolany, co. Sligo; granted, 1635, by
Esq., of Coolany).
Vert

Kean O'Hara,

on a pale radiant or, a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, pean, armed and langued gu.
holding in the paws a chaplct of oak leaves ppr. Motto

—

ar.

Hansard

Hansard

Sa. billettee or, a cross flory of the last.
(Fun. Ent., Ulster's Ofiice, Mrs. Hanso.m,

Hanway

head erased ppr.

Hanningfield, or Havingrfield

Hansard

Crest

Hanslore.

lets or.

chief gu. three bucks' heads cabossed or.

Buckingham).

Northampton and Warwick).

(cos.

Ar. a cross crosslet fitch^e az. betw. two bars gu.
leopard sejant ppr.

Hanwood, or Ham'wood.

Hannill.

Hannyle (co.

Hansiop, or Hanslap

Hanvill

crosses crosslet sa.
lions

—

berland).

Hanney, or Haney.

— Fractua

New

and

;

Hansted, or Hasted

form^e titchee ar.
See Hanam.

Hannay

Motto

ppr.

Hansby

;

Hanmer
Haumer

Office).
Gu.
armour embowed holding

all

Giles, Beverley,

(St.

ar.

Joiinde
Macclesfield, Constable of Carnarvon Castle, temp. Edward
his
mother's family, she
I., assumed the name of Hanmer from
being heiress of that place. The family is now represented
by lord Hanmer). Ar. two lions pass, guard, az. armed
and langued gu. Crest On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a
lion sejant guard, ar.
Motto Gardez I'honncur.
(Baron Hanmer). Ar. two lions pass, guard, az.
armed and langued gu. Cral On a chapeau az. turned up
erm. a lion sejant guard, ar. Supporters Dexter, a swan
ar.
sinister, a stork ppr. each holding in the beak a rose
JV/oao— Gardez I'honneur.
ppr. leaves vert.
(Holbrook Hall, co. Suffolk; a branch of Hanmeii,
of Hanmer). Same .^rmj. Crest, and Motto.
(Beachfield, co. Salop). Same.<4rnis and Crest.
(Porkington, co. SalopV Az. a lion pass, guard,
coward or. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a cubit arm
erect, vested quarterly ar. and az. cuffed erm. on the hand ppr.
a falcon close of the first, beaked, winged, and legged of the

—

in

Malton,
granted 10 Oct. 15S2). Az. three sheldrakes close
a chief erm. Crest A pheon or.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Quaiterly, erm and az.
on a cross or, five pellets.
Hanslape (Thorp, co. Warwick. Har. MSS. 60G0). Ar. two
bars gu. over all a cross in pale az.

York

CO.

co. flint, bart., extinct 1746; Sir

Hanmer

—An arm

Crest

pugnatu.

Ar. three talbots pass. az.
Gu. three crescents ar.
(co. Kent).
Gu. three plates.

See O'Hanlon.
Hanlow. Ar. a lion ramp. a^.
Hanly. See OHanlt.
Hanmalyn. Gu. a lion ramp,

Donegal, Reg. Ulster's

a broken sword

in the gauntlet

az.

Hanley.
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ar.

d.

d. 5 Oct.

—

Virtute et claritate.
Haradon. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three eagles' heads
erased sa. as many crescents or.
Harbe, or Har'bey (Asby, co. Northampton). Sa. a fesse
An eagle's head
indented erm. betw. eight billets ar. Crest
erased or, betw. two wings sa. bezantee.
Harberton, Viscount. See Pomerot.
Harbin (Somerset; granted in 161b to Robert Harbin, Esq.,
Az. a saltire voided betw. four
of Newton, co. Somerset).
Crest— A gauntlcted hand, couped above the
cronels or.

—

wrist az. holding a spur or, leathered sa.
Quarterly, 1st

Harbord {Baron SvjffUld).

and

4th, quarterly.

HAB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
—On

az. and ftu. an imperial crown or, betw. four lions ramp, ar.,
2n(l and 3rcl, ar. a fleur-de-lis gu., for Morfor Hakbord
On a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a lion
Crest
DEN.
couchant ar. Supporters Dexter, a lion ramp, or, coUared
sinister, a leopard guard, ppr. coUared and
and chained az
chained or. Motto jEquanimiter.
Harborne (cos. Chester and Middlesex). Gu. a fish naiant
;

—

—

;

—

ar.

Harborne

(Yarmouth, co. Korfolk, andco. Middlesex. Visit.
London, 1563). Gu. on a fess or, betw. three bezants a lion
Crest
A bezant betw. two lions' gambs sa.
pass. sa.
Harborne (granted 1582). Same Arms and Crest. Another
On a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. an eagle displ. or.
Crest
Harborne (Thackley, co. Oxford; John Harborne, High
Visit. Oxon, 1634).
Gu. a lion
Sheriff of the co., 1632.

—

—

pass, or, betw. three bezants.

Crest —

ing the dexter paw on a bezant.

A. lion sejant or, rest-

Motto

—Deus industriam

for

Crest

diff.

Harborne

(Sheen Lane, co. Middlesex; granted by Camden,
Clarenceux, 1613). Az. a lion pass, or, betw. three bezants.
On the stump of a tree couped and eradicated ppr. an
Crest
eagle displ. or, beaked and legged gu.
Harborough, Earl of. See Sherard.
Harbotell (co. Northumberland).
Or, three escallops

—

(Ankerwycke,

Harbottell
Kutland
icicles

(Basingthorpe, co. Lincoln, and Eglington, co.

descended from Roger Harbottell, Lord of HarHenry I. Visit. Rutland, 1618). Az. three

;

temp.

bottell,

hendways

Harbottle

for

—

Crest

— A demi

of six ar.

and

Harbred
ramp.

wavy

falcon or, with wings expanded, barry

York).

Gu. a cross vair betw. four

lions

close

Or, two bars gu. in chief three escallops of the

second.

Harcourt.

Harcourt

Or, two bars and a chief gu.
(EllenhaU, co. Stafford. Visit. 1583).

Gu. two

bars or.

Hard. Or, a chev. engr. az. betw. three hedgehogs sa.
Hardacre. Sa. two boars' heads erased in chief ar. Crest —
eagle rising reguard.

ppr.

all

Hardbeane (co. Lincoln). Ar. three bean-cods veit.
Hardby. Gu. billettee a fesse and chev. ar.
Hardcastle.

Sa.

leopards' faces gu.

on a chev. betw. three
Crest

—A lady

dexter hand the sun, and

Hardcastle

castles ar. as

many

attired az. holding in the
in the sinister the moon ppr.

and The Lodge, Holt,
on a chev. betw. three castles ar. as many
leopards' faces gu.
Crest
A caatle ar. Motto Deus mihi
munimen.
Hardde. Vert a lion ramp. or.
(Netherhall, co. Suffolk,
Sa.

—

hogs

—

Ar. a cross engr. az. betw. four hedge-

sa.

Hardehill, Hardesball, or Hardshall (co. Leicester).
Or, a cross engr. gu. a martlet vert for

Hardel

diff.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1215).

Vert a fesse flory

counterflory or.

Ar. on a bend betw. two lions' heads erased sa.
three crosses crosslet or. Crest A soldier firing a gun ppr.
Or, a bend az. cotised gu.

—

Hardell.

or.

Harbright

(Eeg.

XJlster's

Gu.

Office).

three

leopards'

Harde'vrick. Gu. a

saltire engr. ar.

betw. four mullets or.

Hardey (London).

faces or.

Harbron

(co. Chester).

Gu. a hawk

ar.

Harbron.

—

Gu. a fish naiant ar. Crest A hand holding an
anchor ppr.
Harby (Aldenham, co. Herts, Adston and Astley, co. Northampton). Gu. a fesse dancettee erm. betw. ten billets ar.
four in chief and six in base. Crest A demi eagle erased,
wings expanded sa. bezantee.
Harby (Aldenham, co. Herts, bart., extinct 1674, originally
from cos. Northampton and Cambridge). Same Arms.
Harby, or Harvy (Lord Mayor of London, 1272 and
Ar. two bars wavy sa. on a chief of the second three
1273).

—

Ar. on a bend engr. gu. a crescent betw.
two leopards' faces of the first, a chief az. charged with
three Catharine wheels or. Crest— A cock's head bendy ar.
and sa. betw. two wings, the dexter or, the sinister gu.

holding in the mouth a sceptre of the last.
Chequy or and.gu. on a bend ar. three horseshoes az.
Hardgrravc (co. Lincoln). Az. a fesse or, fretty gu. betw.
three hinds trippant ar.
Hardg'rave. Ar. a grifiBn segreant az. (another, gu.).
Hardgrave. Ar. a griffin segreant sa. forelegs gu. armed

Hardfeild.

or.

Hardgrave, or Hardgrove.

crosses pattee fitchee or.

Harby

Ar. a griffin segreant
per fesse gu. and sa. armed or. Crest A water bouget gu.
Or, a cross engr. gu. in the first quarter a martlet

—

(Atweston, co. Northampton granted 1599). Gu. a
fesse erm. betw. ten billets ar. four, three, and three.
Crest
A heron's head erased or, betw. two wings ex-

HardMll.

panded

Hardie

;

—

sa.

Harbye

(Canons Ashby, cos. Northants and Cambridge,
and London. Her. Visit. 1568). Gu. a fesse dancettcSe erm.
betw. ten billets ar. four in chief, three, two, and one, in
base. Crest
A heron's head erased or, beaked sa. betw.
two wings expanded of the last bezantee.
Harbyn. See Harbin.

—

Harcarse

(that ilk, co. Berwick).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Harcla

(Earl of Carlisle ; created by Charter 1322, forfeited
same year). Ar. a cross gu. in the flrst quarter a martlet
sa.

Harcourt
Oxford,

a peacock

Hardeley.

az.

(co.

co.

diff.

Harcourt.

Harde, or Hardy.

or.

Brecon). Same Arms (another, the icicles
A dexter arm embowed, vested az. cuff ar. holdar.). Crest
ing in the hand ppr. a club or.
Harbottle (co. Suffolk). Same Arms, a bordure (njr. erm.
(co.

or,

Bucks;

descended from
Philip Harcourt, Esq., brother of the first Viscount,
and son of Sir Phiup HAacoup.T, of Stanton Harcourt,
CO. Oxford,
by Euzabeth, his second wife, dau. and
heiress of John Lee, Esq., of Ankerwycke). Same Arnit,
Crest, and Motto, as Harcourt, Earl Harcourt.
Harcourt (Winsham, co. Chester). Same Anns, a mullet

CO. Norfolk).

gu.

coronet

ppr.

Harcourt

On a rock an

beat.

H AB
a ducal

Nuneham Courtenay, co.
Harcourt in Normandy, correctly

(Stanton Harcourt and

originally from

styled by Collins

"an

ancient and illustrious family;" its
representative at the opening of the eighteenth century was
Sir Simon Harcourt, Lord Chancellor of Kngland, temp.
George 1., who wa.s created Baron and Viscount Harcourt:
his grandson Simon, second Viscount, was advanced to an
earldom 1749, and was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 1772.
At the death of his lordship's last surviving son, Field
Marshal \VlLt,IA^f, third Earl Harcourt, G.C.B., in 1830,
the Peerage honours became extinct, but the estates deTolved on Edward Vernon, Archbishop of York, nephew
of Simon, first Enrl Harcourt, and are now enjoyed by
by his Grace's grandson, Edward William Harcourt, Esq.,
of Stanton Harcourt and Nuneham Courtenay).
Gu. two
bars or. Crest On a ducal coronet or, a peacock close ppr.
Supporters (of the Lords Harcourt}— Tv/o lions or, each
gorged with a bar gcmcl gu.
Mottoes— Lo bon temps
viendra; nl»o, Gesta verbis praivenieut.

—

Harcourt

(Crulby and Dadlington, co.

Leicester, 1619).

451.

Same Armt

Leicester.

Visit.

as the Earl Harcourt, a mullet

az.

Gu. a dexter hand fesseways, holding a
downwards, betw. two mullets or.
Ar. three chev. gu. a canton sa. Crest— On a serpent nowed a hawk perched all ppr.
Harding (King's Newton, co. Derby; granted 3 July, 1711).
Gu. on a chev. ar. fimbriated or, three escallops sa. Crest
A mitre gu. banded and stringed or, charged with a chev. ar.
fimbriated of the second, thereon three escallops sa. Motto —
Audax omnia perpeti.
Harding (co. Kent). Per pale ar. and sa. two wolves and
tliree cinquefoils counterchanged, a bordure per pale gu.
and or.
Harding (Lieut.-Coi. Harding, Upcott House). Ar. on a
bend az. three martlets or. Crest A falcon disi^l. ppr.
Harding (Barasct, co. Warwick). Erm. a fesse chequy or
and az. Crest On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a boar

dagger

(Scotland).

ar. point

Hardiman, or Hardyman.

—

—

—

pass. or.

Harding

(Comb Martin and Upcot,

co.

Devon; the learned

Thomas Harding, D.D., Fellow of New College, Oxford, the
antagonist of John Jewell, Bishop of Salisbury, born at
Comb Martin, was a son of this family). Ar. on a bend az.
three martlets or.

Harding

Crest

—A

falcon,

(Coaley, co. Gloucesti'r,

wings expanded.
and Uockfields, co. Mon-

Gu. three greyhounds in pale courant or, collared
Crest
A demi leopard ramp, erased erm. attired and
gorged with a chain or.
Harding (HouldingBeld, co. Durham). Gu. three greyhounds
courant in pale or, collared az. (another, ar.).
Harding (William Harding, citizen of London. Visit. 1568).
Gu. three greyhounds courant in pale or, collared az. Crest—
A demi leopard ramp. erm. gorged with a collar az. bezant^
chained or.
Harding (London; granted 30 Aug. 1568). Or, onab«nd
mouth).
az.

—

A

A

H AB

az. three martlets ar. a sinister canton of the second, charged

with a rose of the
Crtit

first,

—A demi buck

betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the third.

ppr. attired or, holding

an anchor

of the

last.

Harding

(Newtownc,

Ar. on a bend az. three

co. 'Wilts).

Vert three acorns

Harding. Ar. a
Harding-Nott.

or.

See Nott.
(Robert Harding, Treasurer's Eemembrancer in
Ireland, 1655, Fun. Ent. of his dau. 1660). Or, on a bend az.

three martlets ar.
(allowed

by Betham,

Harding, Esq., of the Treasury).
two annulets gu. three martlets

Ulster,

1820,

to

Henrt

Ar. on a bend sa. betw.
Crest A martlet or,

—

or.

billettee gu.

Ar. on a bend az. three

(Reg. Ulster's Ofilce).
a canton ermines.

or,

Harding (Maryborough, Queen's co.
{d.

wife of

1639),

Thomas Harding,

Fun. Ent. of Margaret

;

HnoH Harding,
of the former).

of Dublin, third son of
Ar. on a bend sa. three

martlets or.

Hardinge

(granted to Rev. Henbt Sirre Hardisge, of
Monkstown, co. Dublin). Ar. a bend becw. two mascles gu.
on a canton or, a fleur-de-lis az. Crest A raven rising ppr.

Motto

—

— Non meUor patribus.

Hardinge

(Boundes Park,

Kent, bart.).

Gu. on a chev.
ar. fimbriated or, three escallops sa. and as an honourable
augmentation, on a chief wavy of the second a dismasted
French frigate with her colours struck, towed by an English
frigate all ppr. Crtst Of augmentation, on a wreath a hand
fessewise, couped above the wrist, habited in naval uniform,
holding a sword erect, surmounting a Dutch and French flag
in saltire, on the former inscribed "Atlanta," on the latter,
"Piedmontaise," the blade of the sword passing through a
wreath of laurel near the point, and a little below, through
another of cypress, with the motto "Postera laude recens."
Family Crest A mitre gu. charged with a chev. as in the
arms. Motto Postera laude recens.
Hardinge ( Viscount Hardinge). Gu. on a chev. ar. fimbriated
co.

—

—
—

—

Crest
A mitre gn. thereon a chev.
charged with three escallops sa. Supporters
On either side a Uon ppr. that on the dexter muraUy
crowned or, and supporting a flagstaff ppr. therefrom flowing
to the dexter a flag or, and that on the sinister crowned with
an eastern crown and supporting a like staff, therefrom flowing to the sinister a flag also or. Motto Mens sequa rebus in
or, three escallops sa.

ar. fimbriated or,

—

—

arduis.

Hardington, or Harrington

(co.

betw. three escallops gu.
Hardishall (quartered by Colepepeb.

Elizabeth Colepeper, widow

York).

Or,

a

fesse

Fun. Ent. 1610, of
Ar. a

Henst Dillon).

of

martlet of the

Hardishull
martlets, six

Hardisty

Or, a cross engr. vert, in the

first

quarter a

last.

(co.

and

Warwick).

Ar. a chev.

sa.

betw.

ten

four, gu.

Az. a lion ramp. betw. three fleursde-lis or, a chief vair.
Crest
A boar's head couped ppr.
pierced through by an arrow.
Hardies (Lord Mayor of London, 1254 to 1258 inclusive).
Or, a bend betw. two cotises sa.
Hardly (London). Az. a chev. betw. three annulets or.
debruised by a fesse gu.
Hardly. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three plates, over all a fesse
(co.

York).

—

az.

Hardman.

Per bend gu. and or,
gu. betw. two fleurs-de-lis az. Crest
a rose ppr.

on a chief ar. three lions
A hand issuing, pulling

—

Hardman (Liverpool and Rochdale,
a

Ar. on
co. Lancaster).
fesse engr. gu. betw. three crosses patonce of the second

many crescents of the field.

—

Crest
A naked arm embowed,
couped at the shoulder, holding a mill-pick ppr.
Erm. a lion ramp. az.
Kent, bart., extinct 1764; descended
from Philip de Hardres, living temp. King John and
Henry III. According to tradition, the gates of Boulogne
were at Hardres Court, having been given by Henry VIII. to
a member of the family who attended him at the siege). Gu.
a lion ramp. erm. debruised with a chev. or, (denoting the
tenure of Hardres by knights service of the castle of Tunbridge, CO. Kent, the ancient seigniory of the Earls of

as

Hardness (co. Kent).
Hardres (Hardres, co.

—

Oloucester, who bore or, three similar chev. gu.).
Crest
buck's head couped or and erm. attired gu. and az.
Hardres (co. Kent). Gu. a lion ramp. erm. tail forked,
depressed with a chev. or.
Hardres. Per chev. or and as. three cups counterchanged.
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Hardwick, or Hardwicke
saltire engr. az.

on a chief

(another, roses) of the

first.

(Hardwick, co. Derby). Ar.
second three cinquefoils
Crest
On a moimt vert a stag
of the

—

courant ppr. gorged with a chaplet of roses ar.

Hardwick

(William Hardwick, Esq., of Diamond Hall,
Bridgenorth, co. Salop).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Crest
On a mount vert a stag courant gorged with a chaplet
of roses all ppr. a crescent for diff. Motto
Cavendo tutus.
Hardwick (Lindley, co. Leicester, 3 Henry VIII.). Gu. a
saltire engr. betw. four mullets or, quartering Languam, of

—

—

Gopsall.

Hardwick

(Sheffield).

Hardwick.

Gu. a

Same

Arm.i.

betw. four mullets pierced

saltire engr.

ar.

Hardwicke, Earl of.
Hardwike. Ar. a saltire

SeeYoBKE.

engr. az. on a chief of the second
three cinquefoils of the first.
Crest
An ostrich's feather
enfiled with a ducal coronet all ppr.
Hardworth. Ar. a bend sa.
(bart., extinct;
Admiral Sir Thomas Masterman

—

Hardy

Hardy, G.C.B., was captain of the "Victory," at Trafalgar,
and was created a bart. 1806, d. s. p. to.).
Pean on a
chev. betw. three escallops ar. as many dragons' heads ppr.
Crest
Out of a naval crown or, a dragon's head, as in the

—

arms.

Hardy

(Toller

Hardy,

Wilmer,

Knt., 1732).

co.

Sa.

Dorset Hatchment, Sir Thomas
on a chev. betw. three escallops
first.
Crest—
the hand ppr. a
;

many dragons' heads erased of the
dexter arm embowed in armour, holding in
or, as

dragon's head erased sa.
(London). Ar. on a bend engr. gu. a crescent betw.
two leopards' faces of the first, on a chief az. three Catharine
wheels or. Crest An eagle's head, bendy of four ar. and sa.
betw. two wings, the dexter or, the sinister gu. in the beak
a pansy flower ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
Hardy, or Haordye. Same Anns. Crest A heart within
a fetterlock gu.
Hardy. Sa. on a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar. as
many griffins' beads erased of the field. Crest An arm
embowed in armour, gauntlet ppr. garnished or, holding a
griffin's head, as in the arms.
Hardy (Wetwang, co. York, 1665). Ar. a cross engr. az.
betw. four boars pass. sa. Crest A demi eagle ar. wings
displ. gu. charged on the breast with two bendlets sa. in the
beak a rose branch.

Hardy

—

—

—

—

chev. betw. three martlets sa.

Hardishall.

(Peel and Bromborongh, co. Chester).
Sa. a
chev. ar. betw. three hands erect, couped at the wrist of the
second. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a cubit arm az.
cufl'ed ar. holding in the hand ppr. an oak branch of the last
fructed or.

a

Harding

martlets

Az. a fesse gu. in
in base as many fishes
haurient and six crosses crosslet fitchee of the last.
Hardrishall (Fun. Ent. Ireland). Ar. a chev. betw.
three martlets sa.
chief three leopards' heads or,

—

saltire engr. az.

Harding

Harding

Hardreshall, or Hardresham.

Hard'ware

martlets or.

Harding'.
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Hardy

(Letheringsett Hall,

co.

Norfolk).

Quarterly,

1st

and 4th, per chev. ar. and or, in chief two bomb shells fired,
and in base an eagle's head erased ppr., for Haedy 2nd
and 3rd, per pale az. and gu. on a pile or, a lion ramp., for
;

—

Cozens. Crests
1st, Hardy: A dexter arm embowed ppr.
charged with a pellet betw. two chevronels or, and grasping
an eagle's head fesseways also ppr. 2nd, Cozens A lion
ramp, or, guttee de sang and fretty gu. Motto— Fes^r one.
(Guernsey). At. a chav. potent counter-potent or and
sa. in middle chief point a crescent ar. on a chief of the first
a lion pass. gu. Crest An ostrich feather or.
;

:

Hardy

—

Hardy (Dunstall

Ar. on a bend
invected plain cotised gu. three Catharine wheels or, on a
chief of the second as many leopards' faces of the third.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or,
entwined by a branch of oak vert charged with two Catharine
wheels, the one above and the other below the elbow gn. the
hand grasping a dragon's head erased ppr. Jl/oHo^Ann6 de
Hall, CO. Stafford, bart.).

—

foi

hardi.

Hardy (Chilham

Castle, co. Kent).

Arms, &c., as the pre-

Park, co. Kent).

Arms, Ac, as Habdt, of

ceding.

Hardy (Hemsted

Dunstall Hall.
Ar. on a bend gu. a leopard's face betw. two crescents of the field, on a chief of the second three Catharine
wheels of the first.
(confirmed to Pmtip Dixon Hardy, Esq., of
Greenfields, co. Dublin). Per pale gu. and az. on a chev.
betw.
three griffins' heads erased or, three escallops
ar.
Crest
A griffin's head erased or, charged with
of the first.

Hardy.

Hardy

—

an

Motto—SpeB in Domino.
(Eeg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend gtu three caUia-

escallop gu.

Hardy

A

HardyshuU.

Gu. two bars or, a chief indented of
lion couped ar. ducally gorged or.
Supporters Two dragons erm. armed and langued gu.
wings elevated and endorsed. Motto— Oii profanum.
Sare {Lord Coleraine; created 1625, extinct with the third
Gu. two bars or, a chief indented of the last. Crest
lord;.
A demi lion ramp. ar. ducally gorged gu. Supporters Two
dragons erm.
fiare (Stow Bardolph, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1764). Gu.
two bars and a chief indented or. Crest A demi lion ramp.
ar. holding a cross crosslet fitchee gu.
Motto Non videri
{Earl of Listowel).
Crest

the last.

—

—A demi

—

—

—

—

sed esse.
(Stow HaU, co. Norfolk, bart.
Thomas Leigh, Esq., of
Stow Hall, son of Thomas Leigh, Esq., of iTer, co. Bucks,

Hare

;

and grandson of Thomas Leigh, Esq., of London, by Mary
Hare, his wife, sister of the last bart. of Stow Bardolph,
assumed the surname of Hare, and was created a bart. 1818).
Same Arms. Crest — A demi lion ramp. ar. ducally gorged

—

or.

Sare

Motto Non videri sed esse.
(Docking Hall, co. Norfolk a younger branch of Habe,
;

of Stow).

Hare

(co.

Same Anns and Crest.
Norfolk).
Same Arms.

Crest

—A

demi

lion ar.

—

holding across patonce fitchee gu. Another Crest A demi
ramp. ar. gorged with a naval coronet gu.
(Walsoken, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw.
three griffins' heads erased az. on a chief gu. a mullet betw.
two martlets or.
(co. Norfolk).
Or, two bars gemelles gu. a chief indented ar.
Crest
A demi lion ar.
(Court Grange, co. Devon). Gu. two bars or, a chief
indented ar. Crest A demi lion ramp, ducally gorged.
Motto Odi profanum.
(Scotland). Az. two bars and a chief indented or.
(co. Suffolk).
Gu. two bars or, a chief indented ar.

Hare

—

Hare

—

—

Hare
Hare

Crest

(Bosbury, co. Hereford;

descended from Johw
Harford, of Bosbury, Esq., by Anne, his wife, dau. of
BicHARD ScROPE, Esq., of Castlecombe). Sa. two bends ar. on
a canton (the arms of Scbope) az. a bend or. Crest Out of
flames ppr. a phoenix or, wings az. fire issuing from the
mouth.
Harford (Blaise Castle, co. Gloucester). Same Arms and
Crest.

Harford
and

(Sirhowy House, co. Monmouth).

Same

Amu

Crest.

Harford
and

(Falcondale, Lampeter, co. Cardigan).

Same Arms

Crest.

Harford.
Harford.

Az. a bend cotised ar. betw. six lions ramp.

or.

Sa. an estoile of eight points ar.

Harford

(Henry Harford, Esq.). Paly of six or and sa.
a bend counterchanged.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
two flags, the one gold the other sa. both staves of the

—

first.

Harforth

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
bucks' heads cabossed or.

Hargrest.

Ar. on a

fess.

az. three

Or, a griffin ramp. az.

Vert three annulets

Harg'e'vill.

Harg'il (Clementhorp,
canton erm.

Crest

ar.

Gu. three mullets or, a
gu. a lion's head

co. York).

—Out of a ducal coronet

or.

lion

Hare

Harford

—

orle of martlets gu.

Sare
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riue wheels or, on a chief gu. a crescent of the third betw. two
leopards' faces of the first.
Ar. a chev. sa. within an
Hardyshill, or

—A lion ramp. ar.

Hargrlas

Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. two martlets or, in chief
three griffins' heads erased gu.
Hare. Ar. three Cornish choughs ppr.
(Charles John Hare, Esq., M.D., of Beeston, co. York,
and Etchingham, co. Sussex). Or, eight arrows interlaced
ealtirewise and banded gu. on a chief sa. three mullets ar. a
canton »f the last, thereon a gate of the third, the whole

or (another,

Hargrave

(co. Lincoln).
Az. a fesse ar. fretty gu. betw.
three stags in full course or, attired of the second. Crest
stag's head erased per fesse or and az. attired ar.
Another
buck's head erased per fesse or and gu. fretty az.
Crest

—

—A

attired of the second.

Hargrave

(co. Chester).
Ar. a griffin segreant per fesse
gu. and sa. beak and claws or.
Harg'raves. Az. a fesse betw. three stags courant or.

Crest

Hare.

Ar. a stag trippant gu.

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

attired vert.

Harg'onell. Ar. three annulets vert.
Harg'ost. Ar. a griffin segreant az. armed
armed gu.).

—Out of a ducal

coronet two branches of laurel in orle

ppr.

Hargrreaves

(co. Lancaster).

Quarterly, or and vert oa a

erm. betw. three stags courant counterchanged a

fesse

fret

Hare

—

within a bordure erm. Crest A demi lion ar. semee of
mullets gu. supporting a flagstaff ppr. therefrom flowing
towards the sinister a pennon gu. charged with a mullet ar.

Motto

— By watchfulness,

by steadfastness.
(co. York; confirmed by St. George, Norroy,
Gu. a cross vair betw. four lions pass. or.
Crest

Harebread
1603).

An

—

Hareford (Bosbury,

co. Hereford).
Sa. two bends ar.
Az. two bars or, on a chief sa. three harts'
heads of the second.
Hare'ward. Sa. on a chief ar. three falcons' heads erased

Hareford.

first.

(co. Warwick).
Az. a bend wavy betw. two
bucks' heads erased or.
Hare'wedon. Ar. on a bend gu. five lozenges of the field
(another, a lozenge or).

(Blakcnham,

co. Suffolk,

and Besford and Wotton-

Shottrey, co. Worcester). Ar. on a fcsse nebulee sa. three
hares' heads couped or (another, the heads erased ar.). Crest
A hare's head erased or.

—

Harewell.

Ar. on a fessc
erased bendways ar.

Harewell.

wavy

sa.

three hares' heads

Harewood, Earl of. Sec Lascelles.
Harewood. Sa. on a chief ar. three harts'

—

Harhun

mullets pierced of the field.
Gu. three mullets or, a quarter erm.
{Baron JIarington: summoned to Parliament,

Haring'ell.

Hariugrton

tinct 1614).

—

buckled, and the end hanging

Haring'ton.

each charged with an escallop

or.

Harfett

(co. Kent; granted 9 May, 1564).
Az. three mullets
a canton of the la»t, a bordure counter-componec of
the second and first.
CreH—A demi dolphin erect ppr.
(another, a dolphin enibowcd ppr.).

or,

Buckb).
I'cr pale ar.
paw.t erased countcrchangcd.
(co.

Hardest, or Hartfleet.
Harford (co. Devon). Ar. a
chief sa.
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Sa.

a

fret

Motto—iiodo

gu.

ar.

a bordure coniponec of the

Or,

a chief gu. on a bend

second and vert.

Haringi^on

(co.

Derby).

az.

an

Gu. a chief or, a bordure az.
Crest— A lion's
Or, a bend az. a chief gu.

(co. Leicester).

paw holding a

(Boyntonhall, co. Norfolk).
Az. a fcsse gobonated ar. and gu. betw. three owls of the
iccond.
sa.

down

firmo.

Haring'ton.
heads erased of

Hareworth, or Harworth
Ar. three lozenges

Sa. a fret ar.
Harington, of Exton; created 1603, ex-

Same Arms.

Hariuglon (Ridlington, co. Rutland, bart.). Same Arms.
Crest
A lion's head erased or, round the neck a thong

Haringrton
or,

Harfield

attainted 1554).

Haring'ton {Baron

Haring'ton

field.

Harfe.

—

annulet or.

two lions pass, crowned or.
Ar. two lions pa.ss. guard, sa.

Sa.

Harew^ell.

the

or and az. a fesse
counterchanged.
gorged with a collar ar. fretty gu. in the mouth a sprig of
heath ppr. Jl/ot«o^Vincit amor patriae.
Harg'reaves (Broad Oak, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, or and
vert on a fesse erm. betw. three stags courant counterchanged
a fret gu. Crest A buck's head erased vert, attired or, with a
collar ar. charged with a fret gu. in the mouth a sprig of oak
ppr.
Motto Fortitudine et prudentia.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend sa. thrcs

13'34,

Hareware

Harewell

Per pale nebuly
erm. fretty gu. betw. three bucks courant
Crest A buck's head erased az. attired or,
Hall, co. Lancaster).

—

ostrich's feather in pale ar.

of the

Hargrrea'ves (Bank

and gu. three

lions'

Az. three escallops or.
fesse fufily gu. a lion pass, in

thistle.

(Glaston, co. Rutland.

Haringi;on.

Harlot

Visit.

Rutland,

1618).

a bend gu.
Or, a chief gu. a bordure sa.

a chief az. over

all

(Lord Mayor of London, 1481).

Per pale ermines and

Or, erminois three crescents counterchanged.

Haris (co.
Harison.

Devon). Sa. three crescents ar. a bordure or.
Az. on a fcsse or, betw. six crosses pattec ar.
three estoilos gu. all within a bordure engr. of the second,
charged with eight pellets.

Harison

(citizen of

and a chief or.
a broken column or.
displ.

Harison

London.
Crest

Visit. 1568).

Gu. an eagle

— A snake vert entwined around

1614). Ar. a fess
three anchors az. quartering
ar. a fess gu. betw. two cotiscs engr. sa.
Harken, Or, two bars dancettec gu.

(.John Harison.

flory countcrfiory

gu. betw.

Visit. Notts,

A

HAH
Harkeyn.
Harkness

;

Or,

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

—

:

;

— Constantia in ardua.
Sa. three inescutcheons ar. each
lion ramp. az.
Crest — A Moor's head ppr.

Harla'W.

charged with a

Ar. three piles meeting in the base point

Harlegrh.

Or, a

bend

sa.

cotised sa.

Harlen. Gu. three crescents ar.
Harleshall, Sa. three stars or.
Harleston (South Kendon, co.

Ar. a fesse erm.

—

last.

Harleston.
Harleston.
Harleston.

Az. an inescutcheon or, (another, ar.).
Ar. a bordure az.
Ar. a fesse erm.
Harlewln (co. Devon). Az. a fesse ar. in base three apples
of the last. Crest
A tower, on the top thereof a crescent.
Harlewin. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three garbs ar.
Harlewin. Az. sem^e of fleurs-de-lis ar.
Harle'wyn. Ar. three lions ramp. gu. crowned or.
Harlewyn. Az. fretty and semee-de-hs or.
Harley (Earl of Oxford; created 1711, extinct 185?). Or, a
bend cotised sa. Crest A castle triple-towered ar. out of the
middle tower a demi lion issuant gu.
Supporters Two
angels ppr. habited and wings displ. or.
Motto Virtute

—

—

—

—

et fide.

Harley

(Thomas Haelet, Bishop of Hereford, 1553-54, arms
in the west window of Magdalen College, Oxford.
Visit.
Oxon, 1574). Or, on a bend double cotised sa. a fleur-de-lis

two,

Ar. three piles sa.
Ar. two palets sa.
(co. Devon).
Az. semee-de-lis ar.
(co. Suffolk).
Az. nine fleurs-de-lis ar. three, three,

and one.

Harling:
unguled

(co. Suffolk).

Ar. a unicorn sejant sa. armed and

—

inflamed ppr.
Az. a fesse dancettee bctw. three martlets or.
Ar. a saltire engr. az.
Gu. a fesse vair, in chief a unicorn courant or,
betw. two mullets of the last, a bordure engr. of the third.
Hai'lo'W (co. Essex). Sa. three inescutcheons ar. on each a
lion ramp. gu.

Harlingr.
Harling:.
Harling:.

Harlo-W (Gray's Inn,

London, and Preston, co. Northampton
Gu. a fesse vair betw. six billets or.
Crest
from betw. the horns of a crescent

granted 1629).

— A cinquefoil

or, issuing

Per

saltire or

and

az.

two martlets in pale and as

cinquefoils in fess all counterchanged.

Harlow.

Per saltire or and az. on a chief of the
of the second, charged with a cinquefoil gold.
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first

a martlet

—A

cannon

(Hardwick, co. Kent). Paly of six or and az.
Harlston. Ar. a chev. sa. in the dexter point a bird of the
last.

Harlston.

Sa. a cross erm. betw. four crescents or.
(South Ossenden, co. Essex).
Ar. a fesse erm.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a stag's head
erm. attired of the first, bearing betw. the attires a hawthorn
bush fructed ppr.

Harlstone

—

cotised sa.

Harlstone

(Secretary to the Master of the Bolls, 1640).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Harlwyii.

Ar. three human legs couped at the thigh sa.
Harlyston (arms in the Library, Ball. Coll. Oxford. Visit.
Oxon, 1574).
Az. three fleurs-de-lis erm. quartering, quarterly or, and paly of six of the last and gu. in the 1st and 4tU
quarters a lion ramp. az.
Harlyston. Paly of six or and sa.
(co. Dorset).
Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa.
three crosses formee fitchee or.

Harman

Harman

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three perukes

Kent).

(co.

ppr.

Harman (Taynton,
Paule Harman,
Peter Harman, of

of

Oxford

co.

;

Edmond Harmak, grandson
who was son of

of Ipswich, co. Suffolk,

the Stilyard. Visit. 1674). Sa. three
ar.
Crest
An arm erect, vested ar. cuffed or,
holding in the hand ppr. a halbert gold, handled gu.
(John Harman, alias Veset, Bishop of Exeter,
Magdalen College, Oxford, son of William Harman, Esq., of
Sutton Coldficld, co. Warwick, b. 1455, d. 1555, aged 100 years,
buried at Sutton Coldfield, where a monument was erected to
him; having been educated by a man named Votset or
Veset, he sometimes was known by that name appointed
Bishop of Exeter, 1519. Visit. 1574).
Ar. on a cross sa. a
buck's head cabossed and four martlets of the first, on a chief
az. a cross flory betw. two roses or.
(Moore Hall, co. Warwick confirmed by Dethick,
Garter. Visit. 1619). Ar. on a cross sa. a buck's head cabossed
betw. four martlets of the field.
Crest Out of a ducal
coronet sa. a buck's head ar.

—

currycombs

Harman

;

;

—

Harman (Harman Hall,

co. Sussex).
Quarterly, ar. and gu.
az. three roses of the first.
Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, an arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished of the
first, grasping two sprigs of roses ar. stalked and leaved vert,
seeded gold.
(Eendlesham and Mulford, co. Suffolk). Az. a chev.
betw. six rams accosted counter-tripping, two, two, and two,
ar. attired or.
Crest
A demi old man ppr. beard and hair
ar. wreathed about the head with leaves vert, in the dexter
hand the stump of a tree erased of the last, fructed or,
chained round the body, with the end of the chain in the
sinister hand, gold.
Harzaan (Antigua, West Indies). Same Arms, quartering
Cahdsac, per pale or and az. a fesse counterchanged. Crest
A demi man ppr. crowned with an eastern coronet or,
chained round the waist, and holding the end in the sinister
hand of the last, the dexter hand holding a withered tree
torn up by the root ppr.
(cos. Carlow and Longford ; Fun. Ent. of Sir Thomas
Habman, Knt., M.P., Carlow and Kildare, buried at Christ's
Church Cathedral, 14 Dec. 1667). Sa. a chev. bctw. three

—

on a bend

Harman

—

—

Harman
rams

pass. ar.

armed and unguled

Harman, brother

Harman

of Sir

or.

(Palace,

co.

descended from William

Thomas Harman).
Wexford;

Same Anns.
Henet

descended from

Habman, youngest brother of Sir Thomas Harman). Same
Anns. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter arm in
armour, couped at the elbow, erect ppr. doubled down ar. the
hand grasping two roses ar. and gu. stalked and leaved vert.

—

— Dieu defend

le droit

Harman

(granted to Lawrence Parsons, Esq., of Newcastle, CO. Longford, crealed Earl of Rosse, 1806, by Fortescue,
Ulster, 26 Aug. 1792, upon his taking the name of Harman,
in compliance with the will of his maternal uncle. Very
Quarterly, 1st
Bev. CuTTs Harman, Dean of Waterford).
and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three rams pass. ar. attired or, for
leopards'
faces
ar.,
for Parsons;
2nd,
gu.
three
Harman;
3rd, sa. a fess betw. three talbots pass, or, each holding an
Crest— Out of a
arrow in his mouth ar., for Sheppard.
ducal coronet or, a dexter arm armed erect in pale, couped
at the elbow, doubled down ar. grasping two shps of roses
gu. and ar. stalked, seeded, and leaved ppr.

Harman (Ayres, co.

vair€.

Harlow.

Crest

ppr.

Harlston

Motto

or.

Harling-, or Harlingliani (co. Suffolk). Ar. a unicorn
cUmant sa. armed and unguled or.
Crest A bombshell

many

mounted

Ar. a fesse erm.

(co. Essex).

Harman (Belenacarrig, co. Cavan;

of the field, a border engr. gu.

Harling'
Harling:

Harlston

Harman
Essex).

betw. two bars gemelles (another, barrulets) sa. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet a stag's head browsing a hawthorn all ppr.
berried or.
Harleston. Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four fleurs-de-lis az.
Harleston. Or, a chev. sa. in dexter chief a bird of the

Harley.
Harley.
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two bars az.
(confnmed to Kev. Eohert Harkness, Eector
of Stowcy, CO. Somerset, son of William Hahkness, of
Gyronny of eight or and erm. each
Dublin, merchant).
piece charped with a crescent alternate gu. and az. over
Crest
A dove close per pale or and
all a lion ramp. sa.
vert, holding in the beak an olive branch of the second
Motto Hope in God.
f ructed of the first.
Sarlakenden (Woodchurch and Tunstall, co. Kent, and
Karl's Colne, co. Essex). Az. a fess erm. bctw. three Uons'
Betw. the attires of a stag or, an
heads erased or. Crest
eagle reguard. wings expanded ar.
Harland (Sprcughton, co. Suffolk, bart.). Or, on a bend
wavy betw. two sea-lions sa. three bucks" heads cabossed ar.
A sea-lion sa. supporting an anchor ppr. Motto Per
Crest
juga per fluvios.
Earland. Or, on a bend betw. two sea-lions erect on their
Creit
tails az. three stags' heads cabossed of the first.
sea-lion, as in the arms, ducally crowned or, holding betw.
his paws an anchor gold, fluked sa.
Harland. Sa. a cross patonce or.
Harland (Sutton Hall, near York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a bend sa. cotised az. three bucks' heads cabossed or,
in the sinister chief point an escallop gu., for Hahland 2nd
and 3rd, quarterly, sa. and gu. an eagle di.spl. with two
heads ar. a bordure invected counterchanged, for Hoare.
1st, Harland:
Crests
A demi seahorse ppr. charged on
the shoulder with an escallop gu. and holding in the claws a
buck's head cabossed or 2nd, Hoaee An eagle's head erased
sa. charged on the neck with an erm. spot or, pendent from
the lower member of the beak an annulet gold.
Motto

Harle.

!

Kent; descended from Henry Harman,
Clerkof the Council to Henry VII. Har. WSS.). Ar. achev.
purp. betw. three ostrich feathers sa.
Harmantle. Or, two bars az.
Harmanvill. Or, two bars gu.

A

H AB
Harme
Harme

Az. a sphere or.
(Eeg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a maunch gu.
chev.
betw. three annulets gu. an annuon
a
Ar.
Harmer.
(co. Surrey).

the

let of

Sa. three chev. interlaced ar. on a chief or,
A book expanded ppr.
Crest
Gu. a Uon ramp, or, guttee de poix.

—

ramp. gu.

Harper

a

lion

Crest— X boar

Ar. a Uon ramp. sa.

Kent).

(co.

and crined gu.
George Harper, Knt., of Sutton.
2nd Edward VI.). Sa. a lion ramp, or,

pass, or, ducally gorged

Harper

Kent;

(co.

Sir

Sheriff of Kent, 1547,

first.

Banner.
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a bordure engr. of the second.

Harper

William Harper, Mayor

(Sir

of

London.

Visit.

Harmon

Az. on a fess betw. three eagles displ. or, a fret betw.
two martlets of the first. Crest Upon a crescent or, charged
with a fret betw. two martlets az. an eagle displ. of the

Harmon

last.

Harnxlyn.

156S).

(Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. in base a crescent gu.
issuant therefrom a rose branch vert, flowered az.
Quarterly, per
(co. Gloucester; granted 1615).
fesse indented or

and

sa.

on a bend

—An arm vested

of the last three lozenges

holding in the
hand ppr. two rose branches vert, one arching to the right,
other to the
white
rose,
the
with
a
the
top
and flowering on
left, in Uke manner, with a red rose.
Hamag-e (Belswardyne, co. Salop, bart.). Quarterly, 1st
of the

Crest

first.

and 4th.
2nd and

sa. cuff ar.

ar. six torteaux, three, two,

3rd, erm. three

Uons ramp.

and one, for Habnage;
a bordure or, semce

ar.

—

Crests
1st, Harnage
of crescents az., for Blackman.
Out of a ducal coronet a Uon's gamb holding a torteaux,
motto over, Deo duce decrevi; 2nd, Blackman; A demi
griffin or, sem^e of crescents az. collared gu., motto over,
:

Fide et fiducia.

Harnag'e

(Shenton and Shrewsbury, co. Salop). Ar. six
Out of a ducal coronet
torteaux, three, two, and one. Crest
Deo duce
ppr. holding up a tort^au. Motto
Uon's
paw
a

—

—

Harne

(Eeg. Ulster's OfBce). Erm. a water houget gu.
(HamehuU, co. Gloucester. Har. MSS. 1566,
quartered by Walsh, of Shelsby, co. Worcester.). Or, three

HamehuU

(Ballyhenry, co. Kerry). Az. a fess or, betw. two
lions' heads erased in chief and a crescent in base ar.
SEarnett. Ar. a pale sa. surmounted by a saltirc gu. a chief
A hornet fly, wings elevated ppr.
az.
Crest
Ar. a chev. sa.
(co. Bedford).
Harneys, or

—

Harnous

guttge d'or.

Crest

—A

stag's

head

sa. guttle d'or, attired

gold.

Eamge.

Gu. a bend betw. three trefoils ar.
Gu. a fesse or, betw. three mullets in
chief ar. and a mascle in base of the second.
BLarnoys. Ar. on a chev. sa. three guttees or (another
adds, a crescent in chief gu.).
Harokins. Or, on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils az. as
many escallops ar. on a chief per pale gu. and sa. a griffin
Crest
A griffin's head chequy ar. and sa. betw.
pass. erm.
two wings, dexter or, sinister gu.
Harold (Waltee Habold Fun. Ent. of his dau., Bose, wife
of Edward Bee, Sheriff of Dublin, d. 12 April, 1614). Gu. an
escarbuncle or, betw. three estoilesar.
(Alrick).

—

;

Harold, or Harould
counterflory or.
Crest — A

(co. Salop).
Vert a fesse flory
hawk's lure ppr.
Gu. an escarbuncle betw. two estoiles

(co. Suffolk).

Harper.

Harper

Or,

a chev. gu. a chief vair.

(Swarkeston and BridsaU, co. Derby, and

New

Ross,

Wexford: aUowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1752, to Mary,
dau. of Thomas, son of Basil Haeper, of New Ross, and wife
of Phiup Walsh, then residing in France). Per bend sinister
ar. and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged, a border gobony or
and gu. Crest A lion's head erased per pale or and gu.
Harper (Cambusnethan, Scotland, 1673). Ar. a lion ramp.
sa. holding in his dexter paw a harp az. a bordure engr. of
the second. Crest A boar pass. ar. Motto Et suavis et
CO.

—

—

—

Harper
Deum

Ar. a fess az. betw. three harps

(Edinburgh, 1870).

sa. stringed or.

Crest

—A harp, as in the arms.

—To

Motto

laudamus.

couped and

(Harpetre, co. Somerset,
flory at the ends cu.

Harpfield, or Harpsfield

1138).

(Loudon).

Ar. a saltirc

Ar. three harps

stringed or.
(North Chapel, co. Lincoln).
Gu. a mullet ar.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Marflcet, co. York ; confirmed 9 July, 1657). Sa.
a harp ar. stringed or.

sa.

Harpham

Harpham
Harpur

Devon, and Stafford, bart., now
Henry Habpob, seventh bart.,
Ar. a lion ramp, and a
boar pass, or, ducaUy gorged anj

(Calke, cos. Derby,

Crewe, Bart., of Calke
assumed that surname,
;

—

Sir

1808).

bordure engr. sa. Crest A
crined gu.
(Berianherbert, co. Devon; Nicholas Habpcb, of
that place. Visit. 1620, grandson of John Harper, a younger
Same Arms,
brother of Habfeb, of Swarkeston, co. Derby).
a crescent for diff.
Crest
A boar pass, or, chained and

Harpur

—

collared gu.

Harpur

(Chilvers Coton, co. Warwick, and Burton Hall, co.
Northampton). Ar. a lion ramp, and a bordure engr. sa.

Crest— On the battlement of a tower masoned ppr. a boar's
head erased fesseways.
Ar. two bars az. each charged with a Uon's head

Harpur.

erased or.

or.

Harold. Gu. a fesse ar. betw. three estoiles or.
Harold. Gu. an escarbuncle betw. three estoiles or.
Harold. Gu. a cross moUne (another, three crosses moline)

Harow

two bars (another, bends) ga.
Essex). Vert on a fesse cotised

(co.

or, three cres-

wavy sa.
ramp, bendy wavy of eight

Ar. guttee de poix a fesse

Gu. a lion

ar.

Gu. two bars enn. a canton of the last.
or Harwedon. Ar. on a bend gu.

bend betw. ten

Crest

—A

(Guernsey). Gu. a chev. betw. three hares' heads
erased ar.
vrest
A hare couchant ar. betw. two bushes

Harriard

five

Harries, or Harris. Ar. a Uon ramp. gu. over all a
chev. or. Crest
An oak tree growing out of a mount
among long grass ppr.

(co. Oxford).
Ar. a mullet gu. (another, pierced
another, an estoile gu.).
See Halpent.
Bedford). Az. on a fesse or, betw. three eagles
displ. ar. a fret betw. two martlets gu.

Haii>er

(confirmed to Joun 11 arpeb. Treasurer of Christ's
and Alderman of the city of I^ndon, son of John
IIarpeb, of Walton, co. Lancaster, by William Segar, Garter,
and borne by the late Tbistbah Harpeb, Esq. quartering
Hospital,

Stbacoet and Kobebts, whose heiress m. John Suepuebd,
Esq., of Kensington). I'er fesie ar. and or, a hon ramp, per
fesse gu. and az. all within a bordure gobonated of the

erm.

— A Uon's

last, lined

head erased per

of the

ar.

(Tregwint, co. Pembroke settled there for several
Az. three muUets pierced or. Crest
A mullet
;

fesse or

first.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a bordure engr. sa.
Hereford). Sa. a chev. ar. and canton

—

Pembroke). Same Arvis and Crest.
Motto Integritas semper tutamen.
Harries (Llanunwas, co. Pembroke). Same Arms.
Harries (Cruckton and Tong Castle, co. Salop, bart., extinct;
Sir Thomas Harries, of Tong Castle, a learned lawyer, was
created a bart. 1623; his only dau. and heiress, Elizabeth,
m. William Piebbepont, Esq., of Thoresby. From Abthdb
Harries, Esq., of Prcscot, third son of John Harries, Esq.,
of Cruckton, co. Salop, and brother of Sir Thomas, of Tong,
descended the family of Harries, of Cruckton). Barry of
eight erm. and az. over all three annulets or. Crest
hawk ar. beaked and belled or, preying on a pheasant of
(Priskilly, co.

—

—

the

first.

Harring-ham. Gu. three fishes haurient ar.
Harrington, Earl of. See Stanhope.
Harringrton (Kelston, co. Somerset; granted 12
Sa. a fret

second.
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Gu. three leopards pass.

pierced or.

Harries

;

Crest

Hants).

centuries).

billets sa.

Ar. a mullet of six points pierced

Harpeny.
Harper (co.

and gu. collared of the

(co.

—

Harpden

second and third.

a chev.

and

hind's head or.

Harper (co. Essex).
Harper (Amcrly, co.

debruised with

Harreys

Harries

Or, a

Harpden (co. Gloucester).

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

_

lozenges or.

Harows.

Vert a herring
co. Kent).
stork ppr. in the beak a herring

Cray Place,

—A

ppr.

az.

Harowdon.
Harowdou,

Crest

ppr.

—

cents gu.

Harowden.

(Foot's

haurient ar.

or.

Or,

Haro'wden.

sa.

Harrance
Harres.

erm.

Harold.

sa.

(London). Per fesse ar. and sa. a Uon ramp, counterchansod, a bordure gobonated or and gu.
(Bambury). Ar. on two bars az. three greyhounds'
heads erased or.
Harper. Erm. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.
guard, or.

Harper

Harpetre

roses gu.

Harnett

Harold

Harper

fortis.

decrevi.

Harnie

—

humettee

ar.

Feb. 16C8).

a bordure chequy of the

first

and

A

HA
Harringi;on
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Somerset).

(co.

Sa.

a fret ar. a bordure

counter-coniponee ar. and sa.

Harrington

Cumberland,

^co.

Wickham,

Hornby,

co.

Essex, and Ridlington, co. Rutland). Sa. a fret ar.
(Woi-den, co. Devon). Same Arms.
(co. Essex).
Sa. a fret or.
(Honington-Sibble, co. Essex). Sa. a fret ar.

Harrington
Harrington
Harrington

charged with nine

(Boreatton, co. Salop, bart., extinct 1685; SirTeoMAS
Harris, of Boreatton, Master in Chancery, created a bart.

in 1622).

Harris
(Bangworth, co. Leicester).

a

Sa.

fret ar.

and

label of three points

a

Sa.

fret ar.

(Bishton, co. Salop). Sa. a fret ar. on a chief
of the second three trefoils slipped vert. Crest A lion's head
erased or, gorged with a collar gu. betw. two trefoils slipped

—

and ring ar.
(Sir Henkt Harrington, knighted at Christ's
Church, DubUn, 24 April, 1574. Fun. Ent. 1G12). Sa. a
vert, to the collar a line

Harringrton
fret ar.

Harrington.

Sa. a fret ar.

Crest

—A

lion's

head erased

or, collared gu.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a fret ar. over all
a label of three points gu. charged with nine bezants 2nd
and 3rd, ar. a cross patonce sa. Crest A lion's head erased
;

—

gorged with a label of three points gu. charged with nine

bezants.

Ar. on a bend gu. three eagles displ. or.
Or, a cross gu. voided ar.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards' faces

Cornwall, Eyston, co. Devon, and co. Hertford).

(co.

and a bordure

ar.

Crest

—On a

stump

of a tree raguly, lying fesseways vert, a falcon rising erm.

—

Another Crest
On the stump of a
tree lying fesseways a hawk, wings expanded ppr. beaked,
membered, and belled or.
Harris (co. Cornwall). Gu. fretty ar. a canton of the second.

Harris

(cos.

or.

Devon and Monmouth). Sa. an antelope saliant
and maned or. Crest A demi antelope,

—

ar. attired, tufleJ,

as in the arms, saliant

and erased.

(Cricksey, co. Essex). Or, on a bend engr. az. three
cinquefoils ar. pierced of the field.
Crest
demi hare
saliant ppr.

—A

Harris

(Maldon, co. Essex). Or, on a bendaz. three cinquefoils pierced of the field.
Crest
A talbot sejant or. AnoiUer
Crest
A buck's head chequy ar. and az. attired or.
Harris (granted to George David Harris, Esq., of the
Bahamas). Sa. on a fesse wavy betw. three sea dogs courant
or, as many Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
In front of a roclc
ppr. a demi sea dog or, gorged with a coUar gemel sa. and
grasping a Cornish chough also ppr.
Motto—True aui}

—

—

—

fast.

sa.

Harrington
temp.

field.

Harris

Harris

Harrington.

Harrington.
Harrington.
Harrington.

—

beaked and legged

throughout gu.

Harrington

or,

az. three
Crest
A demi pegasus gu. wings endorsed or.
Chester and Devon). Ar. on a fesse betw. three
Moors' heads couped at the shoulders sa. as many martlets
or.

(cos.

Sa. three crescents

a fret ar. and

or.

Same Arms.
Erm. on a bend

(Kenegie, co. Cornwall).
(Windsor, co. Berks).

hedgehogs

of the

crescent or.

Harrington (Hanwell, co. Middlesex).
Crest — A leopard's head conped ppr.
Harrington (Stepney, co. Middlesex). Sa.

—A hedgehog

Mst.

sa.).

Harrington

Crest

az.

(Hayne, co. Devon, bart., extinct 16S6; William
Harris, temp. Edward IV., descended from Harris, of
Radford, m. Thomasine, dau. and heiress of Walter Hatne,
Esq., of Hayne).
Sa. three crescents ar. a border of the

Harris
Harris

—

hedgehogs

Or, three

Harris

fleurs-de-lis gu.
(Hayton, co. Lancaster). Sa. fretty ar. over
Crest
all a label of three points or.
A lion's head erased
or, gorged with a belt buckled gu. (another, a lion's face

Harringrton

HAB

Harris

Edward

(Sir
I.).

John de Hakbington, Knt., co.
Ar. a chief gu. and a bend az.

Harrington (co. Notts). Same Arms.
Harringwell (Frickley). Ar. on a bend

Notts,

Sir

sa. three

martlets

granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1604, to
Serjeant-at-law).
Barry of eight erm.
.An eagle preying on a
Crest

—

az. three annulets or.

cock ppr.

Harris, or Harries

—An

Gu. six

plates, three, two,

and one.

Creat

antique crown or.
Harris (Earl of Malmeslnmi).

kz. a chev. crminois betw.
three hedgehogs or, on a chief ar. the eagle of Prussia displ.
Ba. beaked, legged, and langued gu. on the breast the cipher

F. E., and over it the electoral cap, in the dexter claw a
and in the sinister a mound all gold, and on each wing
a trefoil ar. Crest A hedgehog or, charged on the side with
three arrows, one in pale and two insaltire ar. and across
them barways a key az. Supporters Dexter, the Prussian
eagle, wings elevated sa. crowned and charged on the breast
and wings as that on the chief of the arms sinister, a reindeer ppr.
Mottoes
Over the crest, on an orange-coloured
label: Je maintiendrai, the motto of the House of Nassau;
under the shield Ubique patriam reminisci.
Harris {Baron Harris). Vert upon a chev. embattled
erminols betw. three hedgehogs or, as many bombs sa. fired
ppr. upon a chief of augmentation ar. the gates and fortress of
Seringapatam, the draw-bridge let down, and the Union flag
of Great Britain and Ireland hoisted over the standard of
Tippoo all ppr.
Crest
On a mural crown or, a royal tiger
pass, guard, vert, striped or spotted gold, pierced in the
breast with an arrow of the last, vulned gu. charged on
the forehead with a Persian character for Hyder, and
crowned with an Eastern coronet, both of the first. Supporters
Dexter, a grenadier soldier of the 73rd regiment,
in his regimentals ppr. supporting with the exterior hand a
sta£f, thereon hoisted the Union flag of Great Britain and
Ireland, over that of the standard of Tippoo Sultan, and
beneath the tri-coloured flag entwined, inscribed with the
word " Republique " sinister, a Malay soldier in his uniform
sceptre,

—

—

;

—

:

—

—

;

ppr. supporting a like

staff, thereon hoisted the flag of the
E. I. Co., ar. striped barwise gu. with a canton over the
standard of Tippoo Sultan, with the tri-coloured flag entwined
beneath, as on the dexter, inscribed with the word
" Franpaise " all ppr. Motto My prince and my country.
Harris (Cherston, co. Devon; Sir Edward Harris, Chief
Justice of Munster, and his cousin, Arthur Harris, gra..'.!sons of Walter Harris, co. Monmouth. Visit. Devon. 1620).
Sa. an antelope saliant ar. armed and crined or.
Crest

—

—

demi antelope, as
Visit.

(co. Salop;

Thomas Harris,

and

of the 6eld.

Harringworth.

Harris

Harris

(Radford,

in the arms.
co.

Devon, 1620).

Devon, and Lanrest,
Sa.

(co. Cornwall.
with a border ar.

three crescents ar.
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Visit. Cornwall, 1620).

escallops or.

Harris
Crest

(London).

Sa. three crescents and a bordure ar.
imperially crowned or.

—A winged heart gu.

Harris

Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
betw. two fusils of the field.
Harris (Middle Temple, London; granted 10 April, 1671).
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three cinquefoils of the first.
Harris (Abcot, co. Salop). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three
hedgehogs or. Crest A hedgehog or. Another Crest— .\.
pelican in her piety ppr. (another, a demi pelican ppr.)
(co. Essex).

hounds gu. a trefoil

or,

—

Motto

—Ubique patriam

Harris

Harris

reminisci.

(Stockton, co. Salop).

hedgehogs

or.

Crest

(co. Surrey).

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three

—A hedgehog

or.

Sa. a chev. betw. three

hedgehogs

ar.

Ar. a chev. erminois betw. three hedgehogs or,
a label for di£f. Crest— A hedgehog or, charged on the
Motto— Vbiquc patriam reside with a key in pale az.

Harris.

minisci.

Harris

(Cousland).

Ar. a thistle vert flowered gu. betw.

three hedgehogs sa.
Harris. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over all a chev. or.
Harris. Erm. oaa bend az. three urchins or.

(Cusgame, co. Cornwall quartered by Wilu.^ms, of
TreguUow, bart.). Sa. a tilting spear fesswise betw. three

Harris

;

crescents ar.

(Rosewame, in Camborne, co. Cornwall). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, per pale sa. and az. on a fesse engr. betw.
three crescents or, as many crosses fitchee sa. ; 2nd, sa.
three crescents ar.; 3rd, gu. three paschal lambs ar., for
RowE. Crest— A falcon rising erm. belled and spurred or.

Harris

Harris

(Ratcliffe Hall,

co. Leicester;

John Dove Harris,

Az. on a pile betw. two cinqueCre-tt-A fembrake
foils in base ar. a cinquefoil of the field.
ppr. therefrom rising a dove reguard. az. beaked and memJIfoUo— Virtute ct
vert.
trefoil
a
bered gu. in the beak
Esq.,

M.P.

for Leicester).

opera.
co.

Cornwall.
Crest

— An

eagle displ. or.

Harris

(Loughton, co. Esses, and Prickwell,
Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three wolves' heads
erased sa. a lozenge or, betw. two fishes of the first.
Harris (co. Hants). Erm. five bars gu.
Harris (co. Kent). Erm. on a chev. az. betw. two anchors
in chief and a crescent in base gu. a cinquefoil betw. two
CO. Sussex).

Same Arms,

(Ireland; Fun. Ent. of Sir Thomas Southwell, Knt.,
of Mr.
of Polenelony, co. Cork, d. 1626, vi. Anne, dau.
of
Serjeant Harris, and sister of Sir Edward Harris, one
Sa.
the Justices of the Court of Chief Pleas in Ireland).
three crescents ar. in chief three plates.

Harris
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Harris

(Sir

Ireland.

Edttaed Uabris, Judge of the King's Bench in

Fun. Ent. of his

ar. in chief as

many

Sa. three crescents

wife, lt)37).

(Impalement Fun. Ent., 1GG6, Judge GRirnTii).
Barry of eight erm. andaz. three annulets or.
Sarris (Lakeview, Blackrock, co. Cork; confirmed to
William Fbittie Harris, Esq., of that place (of the family
of Harris, of Assolas, co. Cork), son of the late William
Harris, of Kilbarny, and grandson of Richard Harris,

of Lisgriffin Castle, co. Cork, and their descendants). Az.
a chev. hetw. three hegdehogs or, on a chief ar. as many
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding
cinquefoils pierced gu.
Jndustria
hetw. the paws a cinquefoil pierced gu. Motto

—

—

Veritas et hospitalitas.

—A

beaked and membered or.
(Reisby and Burton-Stath,
Anns.

Sarrison

(Fiske-Harrison,

Same

co. Lincoln).

Copford

Hall,

co.

Essex).

and 4th, az. two bars erm. betw. six estoiks,
2nd and 3rd, ar. three crescents
three, two, and one ar.
barry und^e az. and gu. Crest A stork, wings expanded
Motto Ferendo et feriendo.
ar. beaked and membered or.
Harrison (Hurst and F'inchampstead, co. Berks granted
;

—

—

;

Or, on a chief sa. three eagles displ. of the field.

Crest

Out of a ducal coronet or, a talbot's head of the last guttee

de poix.

HarrisonfReading, CO.

Berks). Same^nns.
Cc€s(— Out of
a ducal coronet or, a talbot's head ppr. collared gu. Motto
Amicitia permanens et incorrupta.
Harrison (Linethwaitc, co. Cumberland). Per pale gu. and
az. an eagle displ. or, murally gorged of the first, betw. two
pheons in fcsse ar. a chief indented erminois.
Crest— The
fasces fessewise ppr. banded gu. surmounted by an anchor
erect entwined by a cable all or.
Harrison (Snelston HaU, co. Derby). Az. three demi lions
or, a canton ar.
Crest
A demi Hon or, supporting a chaplct

—

—

of roses vert.

Harrison

(Galligreaves Hall, Blackboume, co. Lancaster).
Az. a demi lion couped betw. three pheons or. Crest Within

—

a wreath or and az. a talbot's head erased of the last, collared
gold.
Motto Not rashly nor with fear.
Harrison (Downe Hill, co. Kent). Az. two bars erm. betw.
six estoiles ar. three, two, and one.
Crest
A chapeau gu.
turned up erm. on either side a wing expanded ar.

—

—

Harrison

(Gouldhurst, co. Kent). Sa. three lozenges conjoined in fesse erm. Crest A demi lion ramp. ppr. holding
in the paws a lozenge erm.

—

Harrison

Lancaster, and Elkington, co. Northampton; granted 10 Sept. 1616).
Or, on a cross az. five
pheons of the field. Crest An arm vested az. purfled or,
cuffed ar. holding in the hand a broken dart ppr. pheoned
(Atcliff, co.

—

Another Crest— A snake vert entwined round a broken
column ar (another, or).

gold.

Harrison

(Poulton-le-Fylde, co. Lancaster). Or, a cross sa.
Crest
An arm cmbowcd in armour ppr. garnished or, holding a broken spear, the head dependent ppr.
Harrison (Lincoln's Inn Fields). Same Arvts. Crest— An
arm erect, couped below the elbow, habited az. cuffed ar. the
hand holding an arrow ppr. barbed or.

—

Harrison

(London;

descended from Durham).
Az. an
ducally gorged ar.
Crest— On a chajieau
az. turned up and indented erm. a bird with wings endorsed
eagle

<\i^,].

or,

Fa.

Harrison

(co.

Lancaster).

Or, on a cross az. four pheons

or.

Harrison

(London).

Per fesse or and

Crest— Out of a
feathers of the last and ar.
pale sa.

crown

or,

an anchor erect in
a plume of ostrich

ar.

(London).
Az. an eagle displ. or, a chief erm.
Crest— On a chapeau az. turned up erm. an eagle, wings
sa.

Harrison

(London Her. Off.). Az. an eagle displ. gorged
with a ducal corunet or, a chief erm.
Harrison (Norton Place, co. Lincoln; quartered by Sir
MoNTAGDE CiioLMELET, Bart., 1840). Az. on a chief or, three
eagles displ. sa.
;

Harrison
or.

(Tydd St. Mary, co. Lincoln).
Az. a fleur-dc-li»
Crest— An ostrich with a serpent in its mouth. Motto—

Deo non

fortunft.

(London; confirmed to John Harbison, of London, by Cooke, Clarcnceux, 5 May, 1.'.76). Gu. an eagle
displ. and chief or.
Crest— A snake vert entwined roimd a
broken column or.
(Newcastle).

alias IIebs, of

Ar. an eagle displ.

liai-py

on a

sa.

—

Crest Out of a
ppr. crined sa. gorged wiili a laxe

gold.

Harrison

by Yarmouth,

(Caister,

Same

co. Norfolk).

as

—

quartering Habgbave and Flight.
CreU Same as
Motto ^'irtus in arduis.
Harrison (Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk, Jlelboume, Auslast,

—

la.st.

traUa,

Motto

and Burgh

1574).

Or,

—Out

Same^nus and

Castle, co. Suffolk).

— Le culte en

Harrison

Crtst.

difliculte.

and North Riding

(London,

co.

York; granted

on a chief gu. three eagles displ.
a talbot's head

of a ducal coronet

of the field.
or,

guttee de

poix.

Harrison

(Acastor,

Caton, and Flaxby, co. York).

three demi lions ramp. or. Crest
holding a laurel branch vert.

—A

demi

lion

Az.

lamp.

ar.

(Greenbank, Ambleside, co. Westmoreland). Az.
three demi lions ramp. or. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar.

—

Motto— \inc\i

qui patitur.
Harrison (Hendon, co. Middlesex, and of the City of Westminster: Bluemantle Pursuivant of Anns, 1767; Windsor
Herald, 1774; Norroy King of Arms, 1784; and Clarenceux
King of Arms, 1803). Az. three demi lions ramp, erased or,

—

each crowned with an Eastern crown ar. Crest Out of a
mural crown az. a demi lion ramp, or, crowned with an
Eastern crown ar. in the paws a laurel garland adorned
with four damask roses ppr.
Motto
Absque virtute

—

nihil.

Harrison

(Kogebs-Habbison; exemplified to George Harbison Rogeks-Harrison, Esq., Blanche Lion Pursuivant
Extraordinary, now Windsor Herald). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, Harrison, az. three demi lions ramp, erased or, each
crowned with an Eastern crown ar. 2nd and 3rd, Rogers, or,
three stags trippant ppr. in the centre chief point on an inescutcheon gu. a lion ramp. ar. (in allusion to his office of
Blanche Lion Pursuivant). Crests 1st, Harrison: Out of a
mural coronet az. a demi lion issuant or, crowned, as in the
arms, and holding betw. the paws a chaplet of roses ppr.
2nd On a ducal coronet or, a lion ramp. ar. (also an allusion
to his office) 3rd, Rogers On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
stag trippant ppr. gorged with a coronet of a King of Arms,
therefrom a chain passing betw. the fore legs or. The following Crest was subsequently granted, in token of his
maternal descent Out of a coronet composed of trefoils
gold a plume of five ostrich feathers alternately ar. and
;

—

;

:

:

;

—

or.

Harrison

(Rogers-Harrison, Hendon, co. Middlesex).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three demi lions ramp, erased

or, each crowned with an Eastern crown ar., for Harrison;
2nd and 3rd, or, a crown vallery gu. betw. three stags
trippant ppr., for Rogers. Crests— \&t, Harrison: Out of a
mural crown az. a demi lion ramp, or, crowned with an
Eastern crown ar. in the paws a laurel garland adorned with
four damask roses; 2nd, Rogers: On a crown vallery or, a
stag trippant ppr. charged on the shoulder with a trefoil
vert.
Motto Absque virtute nihil.
Harrison (Ripley, co. Surrey; granted, 31 March, 1819, to
RoiiERT Harrison, Esq., of Ripley, and exemplified, 14 May
following, to Robert Steebe, second son of Lee-Steebb
Steere, Esq., by Sabaii his wife, eldest dau. of the said
Robert Habrison, Esq., who assumed, by sign manual, the
surname and arms of Harrison). Per pale az. and sa. three
demi lions ramp. erm. each gorged with a collar gemellce
gu. Crest A demi lion ramp, erminois cra.sed gu. holding
betw. the paws a garland of laurel ppr. encircling a mascle

—

—

of the second.

Harrison

and Stainbum, co. Cumberland,
John Falcon, Esq., of Whitehaven, upon

(Winscales

his assuming, by

royal licence,

Quarterly, 1st and

4th,

three falcons ppr.

belled

the

name

of

Harri.son).

two bars gemelles sa. betw.
2nd and 3rd,
three hares courant ppr., for Harrison;
erm. two chevroncls engr. paly az. and sa. betw.
ar.

or,

for

F'alcon.

Crests

—

1st,

Harbison: Upon a mount vert a stag courant regunrd.
sa. semee of quatrefoils, attired and ungulcd or, holding in
the mouth an arrow in bend sinister ppr.; 2nd, Falcon:
On a fret sa. a falcon rising ppr. belled or, and holding
Motto Vite, courageux,
in the beak a lure of the last.

—

fler.

Harrison

Harrison

a

or,

exemplified to

Harrison

expanded,

co. Norfolk).

Harrison

Quai-terly, 1st

—

ducal coronet

Crest

Sarrisou (co. Essex). Az. two bars erm. betw. six estoiles or,
Ci-est
stork, wings expanded ar.
three, two, and one.

16'2C).

Great Plumstead,

Rychabde Hebtson,

chief az. three crosses patti-e fitchee or.

plates.

Sarris

Harrison

HAK

Garter, a.d. 1549, to

Same Arm» and

Harrison, or Haryson (co.
4G0

Norfolk

;

Ciesl.

granted by Barker,

Harrison-Broadley. Sec Bboadlet.
Harrison. See Slater-Harrison.
Harrison (granted to William Harbison,

Esq.,

F.S.A.).

—

Az. a demi lion ramp, couped betw. three pheons or. Crest
A talbot's head erased az. collared or, within a wreath gold

and

of the

first.

I

(Fun. Ent. 1630.

Peter IIabrison, Cursitor and

a Six Clerk in Chancery). Ar. on a chev. engr. pu. betw.
three hares saliant ppr. as many bezants, a mullet for diff.
Crest
A coney holding betw. the paws three ears of wheat

—

all

Vert a lion ramp, and a

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

(London). Per chev. az. and gu. in chief two bucks
drinking ar. attired or, in base a well of the third.
Hart (Highgate, co. Middlesex). Gu. a bend betw. three
fleurs-de-lis ar.

(Hampton- Wick,

Harrison

(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1648, to Williasi
Harrison, of Dublin, Gent., descended from an ancicut
family in England). Ar. two bends gu. on a chief sa. an
eagle displ. or. Crest A dcmi eagle displ. murally gorged

—

co.

three fleurs-de-lis or.

Hart

chief or.

(Grimmons).
Crest

field.

—A

Middlesex)

Crest

—A buck

Sa. a

bend engr. betw.

pass. ppr.

Gu. on a chief ar. three harts of the
head ppr.
Motto Via una, cor

—

hart's

unum.

Hart.

Per chev. gu. and az. three bucks or. Crest— A lion'a
head erased erm. ducally crowned or.
Per chev. az. and gu. in chief a fountain, in base
two hearts counter-trippant or.
Hart. Ar. three bucks' heads couped sa.
Hart (Fun. Ent. of Mrs. Rose Legge, alias Hart, widow of
Robert Legge, buried at St. Michael's, Dublin, JIarcli, 1607).
Gu. a bend betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Hart (Fun. Ent. of Capt. Pierce Hart, buried at St. John's
Church, Dublin, 9 Sept. 1604). Gu. a chev. erm. Ijetw. three

Hart.

or.

Harrold

(Limerick; Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a pall flory
betw. three plates, one and two, each charged with an
Crest
A demi angel ppr.
vested gu. crined and winged or.
Harrold (Ireland). Gu. an escarbuncle of eight rays or,
betw. three .mullets ar. a label of three points of the
ar.

—

estoile of eight points of the field.

last.

Harrow.

Erm. three harrows conjoined in the nombril
point of the escutcheon gu. with a wreath ar. and of the
second, toothed or. Crest
hand vested gu. cuffed or,
holding a baton az.
!Earl of. See Ryder.
Ar. guttee de poix a fesse wavy
(co. Chester).

—A

Harrowby,
Harrowdin
sa.

Harrowdon. Ar. on a bend gu. five lozenges or.
Harrower (America). Az. a fesse betw. three harrows
teethed gu.

Crest

— A garb ppr.

Harrower (Enzievar).
Crest — A garb ppr.

Ar.

(Poston, co. Hereford).

fesse betw. three lozenges az.

— An

a bordure of the

angel's head couped below

or.

a

Crest

last.

the breast ppr., wings

expanded, vested az.

Harryson. Gu. an eagle displ. or, a chief of the second.
Crest — A serpent entwined round a broken piUar or.
Harryson. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three escallops sa. a bordure engr. of the

last.

Harsack, or Harseck
dented

escallops of the

Harsick

Or, a chief in-

Norfolk).

Ar. on a fesse betw. three chev. gu. two
first.

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. a chief indented

Harsick, or Hartsick
and

(co.

sa.

Harsetongue.

(co. Suffolk).

Per

sa.

fesse indented

or.

Harsnet

Az. two bars dancettee erm. betw.
nine crosses crosslet or. Crest
A dexter hand holding a
sword, blade wavy ppr.
Harsnet (Samuel Harsnet, Bishop of Chichester, 1609-19,
and of Norwich 1619-28, Archbishop of York 1628-31; granted
by Camden, Clarenceux, 1613). Az. two bars dancettee erm.
betw. six crosses cros.slet or, three, two, and one.
Harst. Ar. (another, erm.) a sun in splendour gu.
Harswell (Basford, co. Warwick allowed, with nine
quarters, by Glover, Somerset).
Ar. on a fess wavy sa.
three conies' heads couped of the field.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet a conie's head couped or.
Hart (LulUngstone Castle, co. Kent; originally of Westmill,
(co. Sus.sex).

—

;

—

where Stephen Hart was seated, temp. Edward
III.
John Hart, Esq., of the Middle Temple, m. Elizabeth,
only sister and heiress of Sir John Peche, of Luilingstone, a
Knight Banneret, and Lord Deputy of Calais, and had a son
and heir. Sir Perctval Hart, Knt., of Luilingstone, ancestor of the Harts, of Luilingstone, whose eventual heiress,
Anne, only dau. and heiress of Sir Percyval Hart, Knt., of
Luilingstone, M.P. for Kent 9 and 12 Queen Anne, to. first,
John Blcet, Esq., of Holecomb Regis, co. Devon, by whom
she had no issue; and, secondly, Sir Thomas Dyke, Bart., of
Horeham, co. Sussex). Per chev. az. and gu. three harts
trippant or.
Crest
A lion's head couped erm. ducally
crowned gu.
Hart (Yarnacomhe, co. Devon; seated there prior to
1640).
Gu. a bend betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. quartering
Prowse, sa. three lions ramp. ar. langued and armed gu.
Crest— A fleur-de-lis ar. issuing from a cloud ppr. Motto
CO. Hereford,

—

—

Deo adjuvante vincam.

Hart

Hart

Gu. a

fesse betw.

—

three fleurs-de-hs or.
Hart (Tendon). Gu. on a chief indented or, three
hearts of the first.
(co.

York).

46]

Ar. a bend betw. three fleursCrest— A heart inflamed issuant out of a castle
Motto Coeur fidfele.
Hart (Scotland). Vert on a saltire or, a trefoil gu. on a
chief of the second a crescent betw. two stars of the first.
Hart (Baltully, co. Fife). Gu. on a chief ar. three hearts
ppr.
Crest
A dexter arm grasping a spear all ppr.
Hart (Edinburgh, 1773). Ar. two hearts inflamed ppr. Crest
A dexter arm grasping a Bcymitar ppr. Motto—Fide ct
amore.
Harte (co. Kent). Sa. a fesse or, voided of the field betw..
gu.

—

—

four mullets of the second.
(Melton Mowbray, co. Leicester). Sa. a bend engr.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A stag ppr.
Harte (Fulham, co. Middlesex, and Wallpoole, co. Norfolk,
1634).
Ar. three lozenges sa. charged with as many escalloi:.*

Harte

—

or.

Crest

—A stag's head erased

a flower of the

last stalked

sa. attired ar. in

and leaved

the

moutU

vert.

Harte. Sa. a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils of the last.
Harte. See O'Hart.
Hartelowe. Ar. a cross gu. a label of five points az.

Harter

(granted to James Coluer Harteb, Esq., of
Broughton Hall, near Manchester). Ar. a lion ramp, doublequeued betw. three mullets of six points az. pierced of the
field.
Crest— A stag springing from a fernbrake ppr. and
gorged with a collar az. Motto Deo omnia.
Hartery. Ar. a saltire flory gu.
Harteshill. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. six mullets gu.
Hartesliorn. Az. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads ca-

—

bossed ar.

Hartfleet

(co.

Kent).

Hartford

(co.

Bedford).

sa. three

bucks' heads of the

Hartford (co.
a nut

Az. three escallops or.
Or, two bars undee az. on a chief

Chester).

field.

Ar. a squirrel sejant gu. cracking

or.

Hartford
citizen,

Gent.).

(co. Huntingdon, and London
John Hartford^
Visit. London, 1589, son of Thomas Hartford,
Barry nebulee of six or and az. on a chief sa. three
;

stags' heads cabosscd of the

first.

Crest

couped at the elbow, vested per pale
the hand ppr. a stag's horn sa.

— A dexter arm erect

ar.

and gu. holding in

Hartford.

Az. three chevronels betw. as many harts" heads
cabossed or. Crest A parrot's head gu. betw two wings

—

vert.

Hartford.
Hartford.

Gu. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads or.
Az. two bars cr, on a chief sa. three harts
heads couped or.
Hartford. Ar. on a fesse sa. three bucks' heads cabosscd
or.

Hartford.

Gu. on a fesse

ar. three bucks'

heads couped

sa.

Hartford. Gu. three eagles displ.
Hartford. Sa. a bend lozengy ar.
Hartford. Sa. two bends ar.

or (another,

ar.).

Hartg'ift. Ar. three harts' heads couped sa. attired or.
Hartgrill (Kilmington, co. Somerset). Ar. three bucks' heads

Hartgrave

(Bollingbroke, co.

Lincoln).

in

Az. a fesse ar.

—

A dcmi man
armour, wielding a scymitar in the sinister hand and

fretty gu. betw. three hinds courant or.

Ar. three lozenges az. each
cnarged with an escallop or. Crest
A stag's head erased,
with an oak branch in the mouth all ppr.
Hart (Lord Mayor of London, 1589). Sa. a chev. ar. betw.

Hart

(Kilderry, co. Donegal).

de-lis

triple-towered ar.

cabossed sa.

(Chester Herald, d. 16 July, 1572).

three fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Boston, CO. Lincoln).

fleurs-de-lis or.

Hart

—

or,

—

Motto Sedulo numcn.
Az. a chev. betw. three harrows

Harry, alias Henry

sa.

Hart

Hart

ppr.

Harrison

H AE
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H Alt
Harrison

Crest

regally crowned ppr.

Hartgnll.

Ar. three bucks' heads cabosscd sa. Cr<sl—X
buck's head erased sa. attired or.
(co. Leicester).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
talbots of the second.

Hartham
human

Sa. a chev, or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Harthell.
Harthill.

Barry of

six ar.

and

vert.

Ar. on a mount ppr. a stag lodged gu.

A

HAS

Hartree

—

ar. attired or.

Hartland, Baron.

See Mahon.
(The Oaklands, co. Devon). Ar. on a bend sa.
three bucks' heads erased or, quartering Dixon. Crest—
buck's head erased or.
Hartley (Manchester, co. Lancaster. Visit. Lancaster, 1664).
Ar. on a cross gu. pierced of the field four cinquefoils or, in
the 2nd and 3rd quarters a martlet sa. Crest A martlet sa.
holding in the beak a cross crosslet fitchee or.
Hartley (Bucklebury House, co. Berks; representative of

Sartland

—

the WiNCHcoMBEs, of that place).
Mottn Vive ut vivas.

—

Same Arms and

Crest.

engr. gu. four quatrefoils or, in the 1st and 4th quarters
a martlet sa. Crest Upon a monnt vert a martlet sa. in
the beak a cross pattee fitchee or. Motto Sub hoc signo

—

—

vinces.

Hartley

(granted to John Haktlet, Esq., of Catteral
Hall, Giggleswick, co. York). Gu. a cross erm. on a chief
Crest
A heart, as in the
ar. three hearts of the field.
arms, ensigned with a crown vallery or, betw. two wings
barry of six az. and or.
Hartley (Settle, Giggleswick, co. York). Same Arms,
a canton erm. for di£f. Crest A heart, as in the arms,
ensigned with a crown vallery or, betw. two wings barry
of six az. and or, the heart charged with an erm. spot gold,

—

—

for diff.

Lodge, near Eichmond, co. York).

Or, a chev. betw. three annulets gu. over all

a

fesse ar.

—A

stag couchant reguard. ar.
Hartley (Beech Park, ClonsiUa, co Dublin; confirmed to
BiCBARD Wilson Haktlet, Esq., and the other descendants
of his grandfather). Ar. on a cross gu. pierced of the field
four cinquefoils or, in the 1st and 4th quarters a martlet
6a. and in the 2nd quarter a rose of the second barbed and
seeded ppr. Crest Out of a mural crown or, a stag's head
ppr. holding in the mouth a rose gu. barbed and seeded ppr.

—

Motto

—Spectemur agendo.

Hartxnan.

Quarterly, Istand 4th, sa. ademi man in armour
couped at the thighs ppr. garnished or, vizor open, brandishing a poleaxe of the first; 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a bend wavy
betw. two dacrescents ar. three estoiles pierced sa. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi man, as in the arms, betw.
two wings, each charged as the second quartering in the arms.
Hartop (Little Dalby, co. Leicester). Sa. a chev. erm.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
betw. three otters ar. Crest
pelican ar. vulning herself ppr.
Hartop (Buckminster, co. Leicester; granted by Segar,
Garter). Sa. a chev. betw. three otters pass. ar. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a demi pelican, wings endorsed ar.
vulning her breast gu.
Hartop (co. Kent). 6a. a chev. betw. three falcons' heads
couped ar.
Hartop. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three tigers ar. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a pelican or, vulning herself gu.

—

—

—

—

Hartopp

(Freathby, co. Leicester, bart., extinct 1762).

—

Sa.

a chev. betw. three otters pass. ar. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi pelican, wings endorsed ar. vulning herself gu.

Hartopp (Cbadock-Haetopp, Freathby, co. Leicester, bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. ar. betw. three otters

Hartopp; 2nd and 3rd, per saltire gu. and ar.
and three boars' heads, two and one, couped,
countcrchanged, for Cbadock.
Crest
An arm in armour
couped at the elbow, lying fessewisc, the hand holding a
sword erect, transfixed with a boar's head, and out of a ducal
pa.ss. ar., for

crusily,

—

coronet or, a pelican ar. vulning herself ppr.
Hartopp (Cambridge and Leicester; granted 18 May, 1596).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three otters pass, of the second
(another, ar.).
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
pelican ar. vulning herself ppr.
Hartpole (Sir William Hartpole, knighted by Sir George
Carey, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 2 Oct. leO.'J). Gu. a chev.
ar. on a chief of the last a Uon's head era.scd betw. two
UiTtcnux.

Hartpole

or.

Crest

—

betw. three pellets.
Or, a chev. sa. betw. six martlets gu.
Hartsliorn (granted to Wiluam Hartshorn, Captain halfpay 24th Foot).
Per fesse dovetailed ar. and gu. in chief
two stags' heads cabossed of the last, and in base a bugle of
the first, garnished and stringed or. Crest
A demi wolf
ppr. gorged with a collar, therefrom pendent a bugle or, and
supporting a sword, point downwards also ppr. Motto

Hartshill.

—

—

Fortiter in angustis.

Hartshome.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bucks' heads
A buck's head erased sa.
(exemplified to Mathew \Veh>, Esq., of
Dublin, on his assuming, by royal licence, 2 Feb. 1811, the
surname and arms of Haetstbonge in lieu of those of Weld,
in compliance with the will of John Haetstbonge, of Brackendstown, co. Dublin). Per chev. invected or and sa. in
chief three pellets, in base a stag trippant of the first. Crest
A demi savage ppr. capped ar. holding in his dexter hand
a sword hilted or, point downwards, and in his sinister

cabossed

Hartley (GiUfoot, near Whitehaven). Same Arms, &c.
Hartley (Wheaton Aston, co. Stafford). Erm. on a cross

(Middleton

(granted by Yoimg, Garter, 1855).
Gu. a demi
couped betw. three mullets of six points pierced
A stag's head erased ppr. in front of a saltire
engr. gu. Jlfo^o^De quo bene speratur.
Hartridge (co. Kent, and Tyshurst, co. Sussex). Or, on a
chev. sa. three hawks' heads couped ar. Crest—Oa a portcullis sa. lined and studded ar. a lion pass, also ar.
Hartrow (confirmed 19 March, 1579). Or, a mascle sa,

stag

betw. the

forepaws a sword ppr. Crest A hand in armour coupcd
below the wrist erect ppr. holding a sword of the last.
SartingloiL. Or, a stag's head cabossed gu.
Hartington. Gu. a fesse betw. three bucks' heads cabossed

Crest

HAS
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Earthlll. Per pale or and sa. two bars vert.
Sartigran. See O'Habtican.
Sartig'an. Az. a lion ramp. ar. brandibhin^

Hartley

A

Crest

sa.

—

Hartstrong'e

—

hand a

battle

axe

or,

hilt

ppr.

—Sub

Motto

libertate

quietem.

Hartstrong
or

and

of the

(South Repps, co. Norfolk). Per chev. engr.
in chief three ogresses, in base a hart tnppant

sa.

first.

Hartswell.

Ar. three pheons sa.
Or, a saltire betw. three hearts gu.
on a chief ar. three crescents sa.
Hart'well (cos. Kent and Northumberland, and Preston,
CO. Northampton). Sa. a buck's head cabossed ar. betw. the
attires a cross formee or.
Crest
A beetle pass. gu. wings
endorsed sa. horns ar.
Hartwell (Dale Hall, Essex, bart.). Sa. a buck's head
cabossed ar. attired or, betw. the attires a cross pattee fitchee
of the last, in chief a lion pass, guard, per pale of the second
and third, on a canton erm. two bars per fesse az. and gu.
Crest On a mount vert, surrounded with seven pales, the
second and fifth charged with a spear's head sanguinated ar.
a hart lodged, the dexter foot on a well of the last and in the
mouth a sprig of oak vert. Motto Sorte sua contentua.
Hartwell (co. Cornwall). Ar. on a fesse wavy sa. thre«
hares' heads erased of the first.
Hart'well (co. Northumberland). Sa. a hart's head
cabossed, in base betw. the attires a cross formfie fitchee ar.
in chief two harts or.
Hartwell. Sa. a buck's head cabossed ar. attired or, betw.
the horns a cross pattee, fitched at the foot, of the last.
Crest In a park paled or, a stag lodged ar.

Hartsyde

(Scotland).

—

—

—

—

Hart'well.

Sa. two lions pass. ar. crowned or.
Gu. three lozenges ar.
Harty (Birchlngton, co. Kent). Or, on a fes.se sa. three
falcons volant of the field. Crest
A falcon's head erased
ppr. betw. two wings expanded or.
Harty (Prospect House, Roebuck, co. Dublin, bart. granted
to Robert Wat Habtt, Esq., Lord Mayor of Dublin, created
a bart. 1831). Or, on a fess sa. betw. three trefoils slipped
vert as many falcons volant of the first. Crest Betw. two
wings erect or, each charged with a hurt, a falcon's head
erased ppr. charged on the neck with a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Malo mori quam focdari.
Harvagre. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. tail forked, in chief three

Hartwell.

—

;

—

—

tortcaux.

Harvag'e.

Ar. six torteaux, three, two, and one.
Ar. on a bend gu. five lozenges or.
Harvell. Ar. on a chet. gu. five bezants.
Or, a
(Cambridge and Storbrook, co. Suffolk).
chev. gu. in chief two leopards' heads of the last. C)-est
demi leopard ar. spotted sa. Iiolding betw. the paws an

Harvedon.

Harvey

—

increscent erm.

Harvey

Buckingham,

Gu. on a
a borCrest— A lion reguard. ppr. sui)porting an
Motto—
wing
sa.
charged with a bat's

(Langlcy Park,

bend engr.

co.

bart.).

ar. three trefoils slipped vert, all within

dure wavy or.
escutcheon ar.
Probitas verus honos.

Harvey

Devon; Richard Habvet, of that
grandson of Thomas, fourth son of
John Harvey, K.sq., of Thurley, co.
Same Arms as Hervet, Marquis of lirisiol, viz.,

(Ailsbcare, co.

place. Visit. 1620, great

Queen's co. ; Fun. Ent. of George
Hartpole, Esq., of Grange, In same co., d. Feb. 1632). Gu.
a chev. embattled ar. on a chief of the ladt a tortcaux betw.
two lions' heads erased sa.
(Shrewl,

462

Thomas, second son of
Bedford).

gu. on a bend ar. three trefoils slipped vert.

Harvey

(Emocu Uaavei, Esq., of Aigburth, Liverpool).

AA

A

;
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H AB
stag's head cabossed az. a cubit arm
engr. betw. three leopards' faces gu. Cresl —

H AB

Enn. a

cliev.

Harvey

—

—

Harvey

or, holding in the dexter paw a trefoil slipped gold.
(London; William Habvet, Comptroller for the
Sheriff of London, grandson of William Harvey, of same
Or, on a chev.
certified by Camden, Clarenceux).
place
betw. tliree leopards' faces gu. as many trefoils ar. Crest
leopard pass. ar. ducally gorged and chained or, charged on
the shoulder with a trefoil vert.
Harvey (co. Essex and London). Or, a chev. betw. three
Crest
A leopard ar. ducally gorged and
leopards' faces gu.

and lined

Harvey
;

—

—

lined or.

Harvey

(Alvington, Isle of Wight,

York; granted

1638).

Same Arms,

and Wormersley.
chev. engr.

Crest

co.

—

leopard pass. ppr. gorged with a collar engr. gu.
(Eastry, co. Kent descended from the HAavETS, of
Eythome, settled there in the fifteenth century; from the
same stock spring the Habveys, of Cowden). Ar. on a chev.
embattled gu. betw. three bears' gambs erased and erect

Harvey

;

—

Two bears'
Crest
ermines as many crescents enninois.
gambs, the paws supporting a crescent as in the arms.
Harvey (John Spkingett Hakvet, Esq., Accountant-General
of the Court of Chancery, son of the Rev. Bichabd Haevet,
of Eastry, by Catheeine, his wife, only child of John
Same Arms and Crest, on the arms
Spkingett, Esq.).
a canton gu. charged with an eagle displ. ar. ducally crowned
or, standing on a serpent nowed in fret ppr.
Harvey (co. Kent; borne by Admiral Thomas Habvet,
son of Admiral Sir Henbt Habvst, K.B., of Walmer, a
descendant of Habvet, of Eastry). Az. on a chev. embattled betw. two bears' paws erased in chief and an
anchor erect in base or, a bomb on fire accompanied by two
crescents sa. on a canton of the second a slip of oak fructed

ppr. grasping a crescent or.

Harvey
and
the

(St.

Lawrence, Bamsgate,

co. Kent).

Same Ai-mt

(Ickwell Bury, co. Bedford;

a younger branch of

Habvevs, or Hebvets, of Thurley, co. Bedford, and
Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three

Finningley Park, co. York).

—

many trefoils ppr. Crest A leopard pass,
bezantee, gorged with a ducal coronet and chained or, holding
in his dexter paw a trefoil slipped ppr.
Motto Recto
leopards' heads, as

—

faciendo

trefoil

slipped ppr.

Harvey.

Az. on a bend betw. two mullets in chief and a

mascle in base
arm holding a

ar. three trefoils slipped vert.
trefoil slipped

Crest

Harvey
famed

—A cubit

and erect ppr.

Harvey. Ar. three trefoils slipped vert.
Harvey, or Harvy. Ar. three lions' heads
(Chigwell, co. Essex

;

erased sa.

William Haevet, M.D., so

for the discovery of the circulation of the blood, \va8

the last male heir. Admiral Sir Kuab
Habvet, G.C.B., of Bolls Park, Chigwell, d. in 1830, leaving
six daus. his co-heirs, viz., Louisa, m. to William Lloyd,
Esq., of Aston, co. Salop
Emma, m. to Lieut. -General
AVilliam Cobnwallis Eustace, K.C.H.; Mabia, m. to the
Bev. William Toweb, of Weald, co. Essex Geobgiana, to.
to William Dbummond, Esq.
Eliza, m. to Thomas William Bbamston, Esq., M.P., of Skreens; and Mabt, m. to
of this family

;

;

;

;

B. G. C. Fane, Esq.).

Or, on a chief indented sa. three
crescents ar. Crest
A dexter liand couped at the wrist and
erect ppr. over it a crescent reversed ar., motto over,

—

Temeraire.
Supporters (granted to Admiral Sir Eliab
Habvet, G.C.B.) Dexter, a Triton, holding over the dexter
shoulder a trident, laurel entwining it, all ppr.
sinister,
a horse ar. gorged with a naval crown or, on the rim the
"
word Trafalgar" sa. hanging to it by a white ribbon with
two blue stripes the Trafalgar medal or. Alotto ^Redoubtable et fouguex.
Hairvey (Comb-Nevile, co. Surrey descended from Daniei.
Habvet, fourth son of Thomas Habvet, of Folkestone, and
brother of Dr. Haevet, the celebrated physician). Same
Arjns and 6rest,.
Harvey (Rev. Bicbars Habvet, Vicar of Eastry, co. Kent,

—

;

—

;

Same Arms.

d. 1778).

Harvey

(Eargy Castle,

CO. Leicester

Or,

;

co.

Wexford, originally of Eosworth,
former county as early as 1590).

settled in the

on a chief indented

sa. three crescents ar.

Crest

arm embowed in armour, grasping a sword
pommel and hilt or. Motto Semper idem.
dexter

Harvey

—

—

ppr.

Wexford descended from the eldest son
of the Rev. Willlam Hakvet, of Bargy Castle, by his second
wife, Dorothea, dau. and heiress of Chbistopheb Champnet,
Esq., of Kyle). Same Arms and Motto.
Crest
A dexter
hand couped at the wrist and erect ppr. above which a
(Kyle, co.

;

—

crescent reversed ar.
(Mintiagho, Innishowen, co. Donegal, and Goldington Hall and Bolnhurst, co. Bedford). Gu. on a bend ar.

Harvey

Crest.

Harvey

holding a

erect,

leopard pass.
(granted to Capt. Habvii, K.N., C.B.). Az. on a
pale ar. betw. two eagles displ. or, eacb surmounted by an
anchor erect of the last, a trident sa. entwined by two
Betw. a branch of oak and
branches of laurel ppr. Crest
another of laurel a dexter cubit arm erect ppr. the hand
holding a trident or, on the staff a flag hoisted az. thereon
the word " Bosario " in letters of gold. Motto Dieppe.
Gu. on a bend ar. three
(cos. Devon and Suffolk).
Ci-est—A leopard sa. bezantee collared
trefoils slipped vert.

neminem

Harvey

Harvey

timeas.

Harvey

(Sir James Habvet, Lord Mayor of London, 1582,
son of William Habvet, Gent., of Cotwalton, co. Stafford
his son, Sir Sebastian Habvet, Lord Mayor of London,
Or, on a chev. betw. three leopards' heads gu. a
1618).
crescent of the field. Crest A leopard pass. ar. spotted sa.
ducally gorged and chain reflexed over the back or.
Harvey (co. Middlesex). Or, on a chev. betw. three leopards'
faces gu. as many trefoils slipped ar.
Crest
A leopard pass.
ar. spotted sa. ducally collared and chained or, on the
shoulder a trefoil slipped of the first.
Harvey (Tonbridge and Cowden, co. Kent). Sa. a fesse
wavy, and in chief three crosses formee ar.
Harvey (co. Suffolk). Sa. on a bend ar. three trefoils slipped
vert, in chief a fleur-de-lis enn.
Crest
A demi leopard sa.
bezantee, holding in the paw a trefoil vert.
Harvey (Thorpe, co. Norfolk). Erminols on a chief indented
gu. three crescents ar. CVest— Over a dexter cubit arm erect
ppr. a crescent ar. betw. two branches of laurel also ppr.
Motto Alteri sic tibi.
Harvey (Crown Point, co. Norfolk, bart.). Enninois on a
chief indented gu. a representation of the gold medal presented to Sir RoBEBT John Habvet for his services at the
battle of Orthes, pendent from a ribbon gu. fimbriated az.
beneath the word "Orthes," betw. two crescents ar. a canton
enn. thereon a representation of a badge of the Order of the
Tower and Sword. Crest Out of a mural crown or, a dexter
cubit arm erect ppr. above a crescent ar. betw. two branches
of laurel also ppr. Motto
Alteri sic tibi.
Harvey (Wormersley, co. York). Erminois a chev. engr.
betw. three leopards' faces gu. aett—A. leopard pass. ppr.
gorged with a collar engr. gu.
Harvey. Gu. on a chev. erminois six trefoils slipped vert
(thecrm. and trefoils inclining the same way as the chev.)
on a chief or, a stag's head cabcssed az. betw. two mullets of
the field. CVc»t— Issuant from a crescent or, charged with a

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

three trefoils slipped vert. Crest A lion pass, guard, ppr.
holding in the dexter paw a trefoil slipped vert.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Captain Geoboe Habvet,
Constable of the Fort of Maryborough, d. 1 Oct. 1599). Gu.
on a bend ar. three trefoUs slipped az.
(confirmed by St. George, Ulster, 1665, to Sir Petee
Habvet, Knt., one of the farmers of His Majesty's Customs

Ar. three lions ramp.

in Ireland).

many

az. as

crescents or.

Crest

sa.

—A

on a chief indented
demi lion ramp. sa.

holding in the dexter paw a crescent or.
(granted to Robebt Habvet, Esq., of Killiane
Castle, CO. Wexford, grandson of Rev. Jamm Haevet by
Martha, dau. of John Beauchamp, Esq., of Ballyloughane,
CO. Carlow, in token of his descent from the Beauchamp
family, then extinct). Gu. a fess betw. six trefoils slipped
or. Crest—A bear ramp, supporting himself on a staff raguly

Harvey

all

ppr.

Harvey.

Ar. on a mount vert a hare saliant ppr.
co. Aberdeen).
Gu. a fesse or, betw. three
mullets in chief and a mascle in base ar.
(Broadlcy, co. Aberdeen). Az. on a bend or, three
trefoils vert.
Crest
A trefoil vert. Motto— Ve\ect&t et

Harvey (Elrick,
Harvey

—

omat.

Harvey (Castle Semple, co. Renfrew).

Gu. on a bend erminois
three trefoils slipped vert, on a chief ar. a buck's head
cabossed sa. betw. two mullets of the first, and in the sinister
chief point a cross pattee of the fourth.
Crest
Out of a
crescent or, charged with a buck's head, as in the arms, a
cubit arm ppr. the hand grasping a trefoil slipped, erect vert,
the arm charged with an crm. spot or.
Motto Omnia

—

—

bene.

Hairv^ey (Sir Geobge Haevet, President of the Royal
Academy,

1871).

—A

vert.

Crest

vert.

Motto

Harvey.
Harvie.

—

Dclectat et omat.
Sec Hebvet.
Az. a fesse betw. three martlets or.

boar's head

Scottish

Az. on a bend ar. three trefoils slipped
dexter hand ppr. holding a trefoil slipped

and neck issuing

—

Crest

sa.

Harvie.

Az. a fesse or, betw. two martlets in chief and a
Catharine wheel in base ar.
(Hale, parish of Linkinhom, co. Cornwall Baldwin,

Harvy

;

A

H AB
eon of

John IIarvy.

harrows

Harvy

Ar. a chev. betw. thres

Harwood (Dcane,

Az. on a chcv.

(London).

a crescent

Sa.

embattled

or,

three

on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces

;ju.

Harvy, or Harvey

—

(cos.

Norfolk and Suffolk).

Ar. three

A lion couchant gu.
saddles sa.
Ar. two bars nebulce sa. on a chief of the last three
Crest

Harvy.

crosses patti^e fitch^e or.

Harvye (Brockley, co. Somerset).

Sa. a fesse or, betw. three

squirrels sejant ar. cracking nuts of the second.
squirrel sejant ar. tail or, cracking a nut gold.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three guttces d'or.
(llayne, co. Devon; settled there for

Crest

—

alias
(co. Salop).
Or, a chev.
betw. three stags' heads cabossed sa. each holding in the
mouth a sprig of oak ppr. fructed of the first.
Har'wood (Newmarket, co. Cambridi^e, Exning Hall, co.
Suffolk).
Az. a fesse compony ar. and gu. betw. three owls
of the second.
Crest
An owl ar.
(The Cloisters, Bath). Ar. on a chev. betw. two
stags' heads cabossed in chief and a lion ramp, in base gu.
three mullets or. Crest— K stag's head cabossed gu. betw.
the attires a fret ar. and on either side a palm branch ppr.

—

Harwood

jVo»o— Generosus

Harwood.
of the last.

three centuries; the last male heir, Charles Hakwaed,
Dean of Chichester, left an only dau. and heiress, who in.
the Rev. Charles Ulake, of Woodstock, who took the name

Harwood.

Gu. on a cross crosslet ar.
in 1816).
A leopard
betw. four guttecs d'eau, five annulets az. Crest
statant crm. collared or, surmounting a cross crosslet fitchee
sa. from the collar a chain or, reflexed and attached to the

and arms of Harward,

—

(

Cornwall and Worcester).

on a bend gu. three eagles

az.

Chequy or and

displ. of the first.

Har'Ward

Az. on a chev.
(Little Chelsea, co. Middlesex).
betw. three doves ppr. as many acorns of the last.
(Alborough, Pensshoppe, and
Guessnore, co. Norfolk). Az. a fcsse paly of six gu. and
ar.

Harward, or Herward
vert betw. three owls ar.

Harward

(co.

Dorset

Henrt Harward,

;

Fun. Ent. of Millicent, wife of

of that co., d. in Dublin, 5 March, 1633).

Sa. a fcss paly of six or

and gu. betw. three owls

ar.

a mullet

for diff.

Harward

(Merrow, co. Surrey). Az. a lion ramp. ar. over
on a fesse or, three roses gu. Crest A demi stag ramp,
crm. ducally gorged and attired gu.
Harward. Sa. on a chief ar. three birds' heads erased of
the first.
Harward. Az. a fesse gobonated gu. and ar. betw. three

—

all

owls of the third.

H&.rwar8
a

fess

(Stoke, co.

wavy betw. two

Warwick). Quarterly,
stags' heads couped or

betw. three owls ar. as

1st
;

and

4th, az.

2nd and 3rd,

many

on a
Out of pallisadoes or, a stag's head gu. attired of the
and gorged with a wreath or and az.
Hairwedon (Harwedon, co. Northampton). Ar. a bend gu.
surmounted by a bend fusilly or.
Harwedon. Ar. a bend counter-componee or and gu.
Harwedon (co. Chester). Ar. guttce de poix a fesse wavy
fess or,

az.

Crest

pallets vert.

—

first,

— An owl ar.

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three martlets ar. Cre<t
or, a triple plume of twelve ostrich

feathers, three, four,

Harwood.

and

five.

Gu. a fesse humettee betw. two lions

pass.

(another, pass, guard.) or.

Hasard

(co. Gloucester).

three escallops of the

muzzled

on a chief or,
bear's head and neck

Gu. four bars

first.

Crest

—A

ar.

or.

Hasard

(Syngleton, co. Essex, temp. Edward
chev. gu. over all a lion r.imp. of the last.

III.).

Or, three

Hasbroug-h, or Hasburgrh. Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Hascalerton. Ar. three lions ramp. gu. crowned or.

Hase

(Berkhampstead,

co. Hertford).

— From a bush a hare courant

Crest

all

Gu. a hare saliant

ar.

ppr.

Hase

(Lord Mayor of London, 1614). Erminois three lions'
heads erased sa.
(Great Melton, co. Norfolk; granted 1750). Erm. a
fesse engr. or, betw. three lions ramp. ppr. quartering az.
two combs in fesse betw. a broken lance barways or, one
piece in chief, the head respecting the dexter side, the other
half towards the dexter base point, for Lo.mbe.
CreH
.V
falcon rising erminois belled ar. charged on the breast with
an estoile 6f sixteen points also ar. in the centre an crm.
spot.
Another Crest For Lombe, two lances in saltire or,
each charged with a small pennant gu.
Hase. Erm. a fesse engr. ar. betw. three lions ramp ppr.
Crest
A falcon volant erm. belled ar. charged on the breast
with an estoile of the last.

Hase

—

—

—

Hase. Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Hase, or Hayes. Ar. on a pale sa. betw. two palets engr.
az. three bulls'

heads couped

or.

Haselday (co. Cambridge). Ar. a cross flory sa.
Haselden (Goldington, co. Bedford). Same Arms.
Haselden (Stamford, co. Lincoln). Gu. a cross patonce or,

—

on a chief az. three round buckles of the second. Crest
head ar.
Gu. a cross flory or, on a chief
Crest
az. three round buckles of the second.
A talbot'.s
head ar. charged on the neck with a mullet gu.
Haselerton (Great Grimsby, co. Derby). Gu. six lions
ramp. ar. crowned or, three, two, and one. Crcsl A flag az.
charged with a cross ar.
Haselerton. SumeArms. Crest A sword in pale ensigncd
talbot's

sa.

Harwell.

Haselden, or Carter.

See IIabewell.

Harwich, Borough, of

(co.

Essex).

Gu. a

portcullis

—

with chains pendent or, nailed and pointed az. Crest An
antique ship with one mast or, in water ppr. on the head and
stern towers ar. one also fixed near the top of the mast, on
the sinister side the sail furled, and on the mast-head a split

pennon

flotant gu.

Harwine
A

et paratus.

Az. a fesse gobony gu. and ar. betw. three owls
Crest

— Out of a ducal coronet

sa.

cross.
cos.

Whorwood

Harwood,

more than

Harward

Az. a chev. erm. betw. thn*

CO. Hants).

martlets ar.

leopards' faces sa.

Harvys.
Har'Ward

HAS
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Visit. 1G20).

sa.

Harvy (London).
or,

A

(London;.

Or, three trefoils .slipped vert.

Crist

—

—

—

with a cross patt^e gu.

Haseley, Hasley, or Hassely

hatchet.

Harwood, Herwood, Horwode, and Whorwood
.Saxon origin, seated at a very remote period in cos.
Lincoln and Cambridge; from this ancient line derived the
families of the name BC.ited at Compton, Sandwell, and
Stourton Castle in the co. of Stafford, at Halton, co. Oxford,
and in the cos. of Berks, Salop, Hants, &c.). Chequy or and
borne by Sir
az. on a bend gu. three eagles displ. ar.
noBERT Herwood, of co. Cambridge, temp. Edward I. the
cos. Stafford and Berks Haewoods altered this ancient
bearing for "ar. a chev. betw. three stags' heads cabosscd
sa. (sometimes gu.);" but at what period has not been
(of

;

;

ascertained.

Har'wood

—

(exemplified to

Henrt Harwood Pennt,

Esq.. of

Cromarty House, Porchcster Terrace, Hyde Park, Barristerat-law, son of the Rev.

Henry Penny,

.M.A., of

Chcssington

by Sarah, his wife, only child of John HaewooD, r.sq., on his assuming, by royal licence, the surname of
Harwood). Ar. on a chev. betw. three stags' heads cabosscd
(ju. as many eagles displ. or.
Crest
A stag's head cabosscd
gu. holding in the mouth a slip of oak ppr. fi-ucted or,
betw. the attires a buglohorn stringed also gu. Motto
Hall, Surrey,

—

—

fesse gu.

Ar. a
(co. Suffolk).
betw. three hazel nuts or, husks and stalks vert.

Crest — A leopard's face or.
Haselfoot (Boreham Manor,

Quarterly, 1st and
co. Essex).
and or, four lozenges conjoined in cross
counterchanged 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a fcss engr. or, betw.
three bezants, each charged with a peacock's head erased
Crest
A demi peacock or,
az. as many mascles of the field.
wings expanded az. holding in the beak a snake twined round
the neck ppr.
Haselfoot (Paske-Haselfoot; exemplified to Theophiu's
Paske, Esq., of Wandsworth, co. Surrey, on his assuming, by
royal licence, the surname of Haselfoot). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, Haselfoot, quarterly, az. and or, four lozenges in
2nd and 3rd, Paske, quarterly, sa.
cross counterclianged
and ar. in the 1st and 4th quarters three flcurs-dc-lis of the
A demi peacock or, wings expanded az. in
second. Crest
the beak a snake twined round the neck ppr.
Haselin. Ar. on a bend sa. three roses or.
Hasell (Dalcmain, co. Cumberland). Or, on a fesse nz.
4th, quarterly, az.
;

—

,

—

—

.\
betw. three hazel slips ppv. as many crescents ar. Crest
squirrel sejant cracking a nut betw. two oak branches all ppr.

Hasellfoot

Suaviter.

Hairwood (Hagboum

and Streatlcy,

Berks, and Crickhcrilh and Tern, co. Salop; descended from the ancient
Saxon house of Habwood). Ar. a chev. betw. three stags'
heads cabosscd gu. Crest A stag's head cabosscd gu. holding
tn its mouth an oak bough ppr. acorncd or.

—

4€1.

co.

Per pale or and az. four
(London, 1656).
lozenges meeting in the fesse point counterchanged. Crest—
expanded
az. in the beak a snake
A demi peacock with wings
ppr. entwined round the neck.
Haselrig-g (Noselcy, co. Leicester; Thomas Haselbiooe,
living at Visit. Leicester,

1619; descended from Simow db

A

HAS
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Hasilbioo, Lord of W'otteslade and West Brunton, eo. Northumberland, to whom Edward I. gave the Manor of Yetham
Corbet, 1280). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three hazel leaves vert.
A maiden's head couped at the shoulders ppr. hair
C)-est

—

dishevelled or.
Haselrig'g' (Sutton Bonnington, co. Notts descended from
Haselbio, CO. Leicester. Visit. Notts. 1569). Same Anns,
;

—

a crescent for diff. Cresl On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
a man's head in profile ppr. crined and bearded or.
Haselrigg: (Weteslade and West Brunton, co. Northumber-

Same Arms.

land).

Kaselwall CHaselwall, CO. Chester). Az. a chief or.
Haselwood, or Hasselwood (to. SuffoU:). Ar.

on a

Haselwood

—

(Belton, co. Rutland.

Visit. 1618).

betw. three hazel leaves vert.
Haskell. Vaire ar. (another, or) and sa.

mount an apple

Ar. a chev.
Crest

—On

a

—

—

clouds conjoined and supporting a heart inflamed ppr.
Sa. a cliev. erm. (another, or) betw. three Catha-

Haslack.

rine wheels ar.

Haslazn

(confirmed by Roberts, Lister, 1G47, to Captain
Francis Haslam, descended from co. Oxford). Ar. a cross
betw. four hazel leaves slipped ppr. a crescent for diff.
Crest
On a mount in front of a hazel tree a lamb couchant
all ppr.
Haslatine. Gu. a cross patonce or, on a chief az. three
round buckles of the second. Crest— A talbot's head couped

—

ar.

Haslefoote, Per

pale az.

and

ar.

a cross lozengy counter-

Per pale or and az. a cross lozengy counterTwo wings endorsed erm.
Hasler (Aldingboume and Barkfold, co. Sussex). Per
chev. gu. and sa. three lions ramp. ar. each charged on the
shoulder with a cross pattee az. Crest
A squirrel sejant
cracking a nut ppr. collared gemel az. betw. two branches
of palm also ppr. Motto Qui nucleum vult, nucem frangat.
Haslett (granted to William Haslett, Ksq., of Londonderry, and Summerhill, co. Donegal, only son of William
Haslett, Esq., of Derrymount, co. Derry). Ar. on a bond az.
betw. two lions' heads erased gu. three round buckles or, on
a canton sa. as many candlesticks of the last.
Crest
talbot's head couped sa. gorged and chained or.
Motto
Semper fidelis.
Haslewood (Oldington and Newton, and of Bridgenorth,
CO. Salop).
Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three owls sa. as many
lozenges erm. on a chief az. three hazel branches or. Crest
A squirrel sejant az. collared or, charged mth three bezants
in pale, holding a hazel branch ppr. fructed or.
Motto
Quod me mihi reddit amicum.
Haslewood (descended from Thomas IIaslewode, Esq., of
Oldington, co. Salop, temp. Henry V.).
Same Arms and
Crest as last.
Motto Quod me niihi reddit amicum.
Hasling: (Mepham. co. Kent). Gu. a fesse embattled erm.
changed.

Crest

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

betw. three talbots pass. or.
Crest
mouth a broken tilting spear ppr.

Haslington. Gu. three mullets
Haspurgr. Gu. a fesse ar.

— An

ostrich, in the

Hassell

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1600).

Hassell.

Hassenhull.
Hasset. Ar. a

ar.

six points pierced gu.
chev. erm. betw. three dolphins naiant az.
Erm. a chev. az. betw. three holly

(Normandy).

leaves vert.

Hast

(Wyndham, co. Norfolk). Per chev. or and gu. three
greyhounds in full course counterchangcd. Crest A stag's
head erased gu. attired ar. ducally gorged or (another,

—

collared ar.).

Hast. Ar.
Hastake.

a sun gu.
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three Catharine wheels

or.

Gu. a cross patonce
round buckles of the second. Crest

Hastang:

(borne by the late General Hassabd, Royal
Ar. three bars az. in chief three escallops of

—

— An escallop.

Motto Vis en espoir.
Hassard (Gardenhill, co. Fermanagh). Gu. two bars ar. on
a chief or, three escallops of the first. Crest— An escallop or,
motto over, Vive en espoir. Motto Fortuna viani ducit.
Crest

Hassard (Glenville,

—

co. Waterford).

Same Anns,

Crest,

and

Mottoes.

—

Hassell.

Vert three adders erect ar. Cresl A dexter arm
habited vert, cuffed ar. holding in the hand a branch
all

ppr.
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on a chief az. three
talbot's head couped

(co. Stafford).

Az. a chief gu. over

all

a lion

or.

Hastang

(Leamington and Newbold, co. Warwick, temp.
Same Arms.
(Baron Hastang ; summoned to Parliament 1311,
abeyance temp. Edward 111.). Same Arms.
Hastang". Per fesse gu. and az. a lion ramp. or.
Hastaug:. Az. a chief gu. over all a lion ramp, or, depressed
by a bend ar.
Hastang-e (Sir Robert de Hastange, co. Stafford; MS. arms
from Visit. Stafford, 1583). Az. a lion ramp, double queued
or, a chief gu.
Hastang'e (Sir John de Hastange, co. Stafford; MS. arms
from Visit. Stafford, 1583). Az. a lion ramp, or, on a chief
gu. a label of three points ar.
Hastday (Saltwood, co. Kent). Az. a griffin sogreant ar. a
chief of the last.
Crest
On a moimt vert a hare sejant

Henry

II.).

Hastang"

—

ppr.

(Sunnings, co. Berks
descended from Rowley, co.
Lancaster; Beg. Ulster's Office, Smith's Ordinary). Gu. an
eagle displ. erm. a chief chequy or and az. Crest
Out of a
;

—

mural crown az. an eagle displ. erm. beaked
Hasted. Gu. a chief chequy or and az.

or.

Crest

— A wheel

ppr.

Hasted. Erm. a mullet of six
Hastie (Scotland). Or, on a

points gu. pierced or.

ground in base vert, a lion
crowned az.
{Baron Hastings : summoned to Parliament 1264,
title p.issed to Grey of Ruthin, 1391).
Or, a maunch gu.
Hastings (Earl of Pembroke: the iounh Baron Hastings
was so created 1339, extinct 1391). Same Arms.
Hasting-s (Baron Hastings, of Gressing Hall; summoned to
Parliament, 1342, vested in Astley, Bart. See Astlet, Lord
Hastings). Sa.me Arms.
Hastings (Earl of Huntingdon). Ar. a maunch sa. Crest
A bull's head erased sa. crowned, gorged with a ducal
coronet and armed or. Supjyorters Two man tigers affront^e
saliant of the last, royally

Hastings

—

—

—

visages resembling the human face ppr. Mottoes
In vcritate victoria and, Honorantes me honorabo.
Hasting'S (Lord Hastings of Loughborough ; created 1558 and
or, their

;

Same Arms

as the Earl of Huntingdon,
Oxford Sir Edward Hastings, Knt.,
descended from Sir Miles Hastings, Knt., of Delsford, co.
Worcester. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Same Arms, a crescent for
1643, extinct 1666).

Hastings

(Elford, co.

extinct 1868).

—

Engineers).
the second.

or,

—A

;

diff.

(Hassal, co. Chester).

Hassard

Same Arms.

and sa.
Erm. a mullet of

Vaire

Hastingrs (Rawdon- Hastings,

or.

Per chev. ar. and or, three
pheons sa. Crest An arm embowed, couped at the elbow,
vested or, turned down at the wrist ar. holding a dart with
the point downwards or, feathered ar. barbed sa.
Hassall (Hankelow and Nantwich, co. Chester). Same Arms
and Crest.

erect,

or and sa. three pheons
counterchangcd.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet a hand
holding three arrows, points downward.

Hasted

changed.

Haslefoote.

of laurel

Middlesex). Same Arms and Crest.
Hassell, or Hassall. Per chev.

ramp.

(Oxted, co. Surrey). Per chev. gu. and az. a chev.
Crest
A lion's head
engr. or, betw. three lions ramp. ar.
erased ppr.
Haskins. Same Arms. Ci-est Two hands issuing from

Hassal

E.sq., of St. Gilcs's-in-the-Fields, co.

ar.

tree fructed ppr.

Haskins

Samn

of Wraysbury).

Crest.

(John Hassell,

Hastaline.

ppr. fructed gold.

Haselwood

Anns and

Hassell

Hassey

chev. gu. betw. three leopards' faces sa. as many lozenges
erm. a chief az.
(Maidwcll, co. Nonhants, Wickwarren, co.
Worcester, and co. Oxford). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
owls sa. as many lozenges erm. on a chief az. three hazel
Cnst A squirrel sejant az. collared or,
branches or.
charged with three bezants in pale, holding a hazel branch

E AS

Hassell (Robert Pbous Hassell, Esq.,

Marquess of Hastings:
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a maunch sa., for
ar. a fesse betw. three pheons sa.,

Hastings; 2nd and 3rd,

—

Rawdon. Crests Ist, Hastings: A bull's head erased
armed and ducally gorged or; 2nd, Rawdon On a mural
crown ar. a pheon sa. with a laurel branch issuant thereout
^Two bears ar. muzzled gu. chains affixed
ppr. Supporters
to the muzzles and reflexcd over the back or, and fastened by
for
sa.

:

—

a staple to a trunk of a tree erect ppr. held betw. the forepaws. Motto Et nos quoque tela sparsimus.
(Abney-Hastings, i'ario/Zou(iou»)- Quarterly,
1st and 4th, Hastings, ar. a maunch sa.; 2nd and 3rd,
Adney, or, on a chief gu. a demi lion issuant ar. Crests
1st, Hastings: A bull's head erased ermines attired and
2nd, Adney: A demi lion or, the
ducally gorged ar.
sinister paw resting upon an antique shield, charged with
Dexter, a chevalier in
the arms of Hastings. Supporters
armour, holding a fipear in the right hand ppr. and plumed
on the head with three feathers gu. situster, a lady nobly

—

Hastings

—

;

—
;

;

HAS

—

my

time.

HastirLgrs (Abnet-Hastings, Willesley Hall, co.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a maunch
bart., extinct).

Leicc.'iter,

sa. a
Hastings; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a
Crests
1st: A
chief gu. a dcmi lion ramp, ar., for Abset.
buffalo's head erased erminois, armed and ducally gorged or,
left
paw
resting
the
lion
ramp,
or,
A
demi
2nd
Hastings
for
on an antique shield, charged with a maunch as above, for
Abnet. Motto In veritate victoria.
Hastingrs (.\gmondesham, co. Bucks, and cos. Dorset and
Ar. a maunch sa. Crest— A bull's head erased
Leicester).
sa. attired ar. ducally gorged or.
Hasting°S (Cambridge). Erm. on a chief az. two mullets or.
Hasting'S (co. Derby, Dringham, co. Norfolk, co. Oxford,
and Fennlck, co. York). Or, a maunch gu.
Hastings (co. Gloucester). Barry of twelve ar. and az. over
all an inescutcheon or, charged with a maunch gu.
Hastiugs (co. Gloucester). Or, a uiauuch gu. over all a

bordureengr. of the

last, for

—

:

;

—

bendlet az.

Hastings

Ar. a

(Cillesby, CO. Lincoln).

middle chief point a

maunch

sa. in

the

trefoil slipped.

Northampton; granted 10 July,
Hastings
Krra. three lozenges in bend betw. two bendlets
1685).
A demi panther guard, ppr. supporting a lozenge
az. Crest
(Uinton,

co.

—

or.

Hasting'S

(co.

Nottingham).

Or, a

maunch

gu. with a label

of three points az.

Hastings

(co.

Northumberland).

three niaunches sa.
Hasting'S (co. Oxford).

Ar. a

Ar. a fcsse gu. betw.

maunch

sa.

Crest

—A

in

—

fesse

and two mullets

Hastings

in chief gu.

(co. Stafford).

or, tail forked,

a

York). Ar. three matinches sa.
Per fesse vert and or, a bull counterchanged.
Barry of ten ar. and az. on an inescutcheon
a maunch gu., an orle of martlets.of the last.
(co.

Hastings.
Hastings.
or,

Hastings.
Hastings.
Hastings.
Hastings.
Hastings.

Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges az.
Ar. a fesse lozengy az.
Ar. a chief or, over all a lion ramp. gu.
Gu. a bend or.
Or, three maunches gu.
Hastings (Daylesford, co. Worcester; home by Waiiren
Hastings, Governor General of India). Or, a maunch gu.
Crest
A bull's head gu. armed or. Motto Mens a;qua in

—

—

couped in pale or, quartering the arms of Cliffe, viz.
quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a fesse betw. three wolves'
heads erased sa. as many mullets or; 2nd, ar. on a bend
cotised sa. three mullets of the first; 3rd, az. fretty ar.

a
or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, betw. the
paws a sphere, a cross pattee fitchee stuck therein.
Hatch (quartered by Bekrt, of Crcscombe and Chittlehampton, co. Devon. 'Visit. 16'20). Gu. two lions pass,

Tovm of (co. Sussex). Per pale gu. hxd az.
on the dexter three demi hons pass, guard, issuing from the
and conjoined to as many hulks of ships on the
sinister ar. The corporation seal is very ancient; on one
side an antique ship with tv,o flags, on one the above arms,
and on the other the arms of England, viz., three lions pass.
guard, in pale; on the reverse of the seal St. Michael slay-

Hastings,
centre,

ing the dragon.
Ar. a mullet of six points gn. pierced or.
Hastolph. Quarterly, 1st, quarterly, or and az.; 2nd, az.
a fret or 3rd, sa. a cross patonce or; 4th, a bend betw. six
Trc.vt
cro.sscs crosslct fltchde sa.
A crow volant, in the
beak an oak branch acorncd all ppr.
HaS'well (Scotland). Per fesse danccttcc sa. and ar. in chief
three mullets, and in base a boar's head couped all counterchanged.
Hass'well. Or, on a bend gu. three goats ar. attired of tho

Hastlehill.

—

first.

Hatband Makers, Company of

(London). Az. on
a chcv. betw. three hatbands or, as many mcrillions sa.
Hatbeane (impalement run. lint. Ulster's Office, 1034).
Ar. a crescent gu. betw. three beanpods slipped vert.
Hatch (CO. Devon). Gu. two demi lions pass, guard, or.
Crfft
A lion's head cabosscd ar.
Hatch (Windsor, co. Berk.-i). Gu. two demi lions pass.
guard", couped or.
Crest
.\ boar's head.
Hatch. Or, a crois engr. gu. (anollicr, the tincture?
reversed). Crest— A flag in bend.
Hatch. Gu. a cross cngr. or.
Hatch. Sa. two demi lions pas.i. guard, or.
Hatch (liuBiiistock, CO. Cornwall; CuniBTOpnKa Hatch,
descended from JEriKKT Hatch, temp. Edward III. 'Visit.
1620). Gu. two demi lions pass. or.

—

—

4GG

—

bordure engr.

guard, ar. a border engr. or.
(Hatch, co. Devon; a co-heiress of
Kobert Hatch, Esq., of Saterlcigh Park, co. Devon; the
representative of this family ra. John Drake, Esq., of Barnstaple, ancestor of Robert Hacche Drake, Esq., Commander E.N., and Zachart Hammett Drake, Esq., of
Springfield, co. Devon). Gu. two demi lions pass, guard, or.
Crest
A lion's head cabossed ar.
Hatch (Auler and Chittlehampton, co. Devon ; Thomas
Hatch, Esq., of Auler, m. the dau. of Sir John Chichester,
Bart., of Raleigh.
"N'isit. Devon, 1620).
Gu. two demi lions
pass, guard, or.
Hatch (Ardee Castle, co. Louth confirmed to William
Hatch, M.D., grandson of Thomas Hatch, Esq., and
descendants).
Gu. two demi lions pass, guard, conped
in pale or, on a chief ar. a cannon mounted ppr. Crr.st

Hatch, or Hacche

—

;

—

A

ramp, or, armed and langued gu. charged
on the breast with a pile of shot ppr. and holding in the
paws a staff also ppr. thereto affixed a flag ar. charged with
a cross of the second. il/o»o— Fortis valore et armis.
Hatcher (Carby and Bytham, co. Lincoln). Az. a chev.

demi

lion

betw. six escallops ar. Crest An arm embowed vested az.
charged with three bars ar. holding in the hand ppr. a

branch of

olives vert.

Hatchet, or Hatchett.
and four

interlaced, five gu.

Hatcliff.

Az. two bars

or,

— A lion ramp. ar. guttee

Hatcliffe

(Hatcliffe,

Crest

—A

az.

Ar. nine annulets in saltire
Crest
A thunderbolt ppr.

over

—

all

a lion ramp. gu.

co.

Lincoln).

Az. three quatrefoils

lion pass. gu. holding in the dexter

Hateley
boars'

Crest

sa.

paw a cutlass erect ar. hilt and pommel or.
Hatcliffe (co. Sussex). Az. three cinquefoils or.
Hatecliffe (co. Lincoln). Az. three quatrefoils slipped

or.

(Scotland).
Or, on a bend az. cotised gu. three
heads erased of the field. C>tst An otter's head

—

erased sa.

Hateringdon.

Erm. a cross gu. surmounted of another

ar.

Haterington. Sa. a cross or. voided of the field.
Hatfeild (Hatfeild Hall, co. York). Erm. on a chev. sa.
three cinquefoils ar. Crest
A buffalo's head erased or.
Hatfeld. Ar. ten crosses crosslct gu. four, three, two, and

—

one.

Hatfield

(Willoughby, co. Notts

Henry 'VIIL

arduis.

;

Gu. two demi lions pass, guard,

(Sutton, co. Surrey).

slipped ar.

Az. a lion ramp,

chief gu.

Hastings

Hatch

—

demi

her hands a comb and mirror all ppr.
Hastings (co. Oxford). Or, a fesse betw. two mullets gu.
Hastings (co. Oxford). Or, a lion pass. gu. a label az.
Hastings (Scotland). Or, a maunch gu. Crest A bull's
head couped or, armed gu.
Hastings (Somerset Herald, temp. Henry VIIL). Or, a

mermaid,

HAT
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dressed, plumed on the head with three feathers ar. and
Motto I bide
holdiiifr ill the k(t hand a letter of challenge.

;

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Thomas Hatfield, temp.
Erm. on a chev. sa. three

cinquefoils or.

Hatfield.

Paly of six gu. and ar. on a chev. or, two bars
gemel, a bordure sa. and a chief quarterly erm. and az.
Hatfield (Thorpe Arch, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
erm. on a chev. cngr. sa. three cinquefoils or, for Hatfif.u);
2nd and 3rd, per fesse indented ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged, three goats' heads erased, two and one az. and as
many cro.sscs pattee fitchee, one and two, of the first, for
1st, Hatfield: A dexter cubit arm vested
Gossip. Crests
sa. cuffed ar. the hand ppr. holding a cinquefoil slipped or
2nd, Gossip: Two goats' heads erased addorsed, the dexter
az., sinister ar.
Motto Pax.
Hatfield. Sa. on a chcv. or, betw. three lions ramp. ar. a

—

—

mullet of the

field.

Hatfield

(Carlton, Norwell, and Willoughby, co. NottingErm. on a chev. gu. three mullets or.
Hatfield. Erm. on a chcv. sa. three cinquefoils ar.
Hatfield, or Hitfield. Ar. a chcv. engr. betw. three
cinquefoils sa.
An ostrich's feather enfiled with a
Creit

ham).

—

ducal coronet or.

Hatfield (Alexander Hatfield,

Esq., of Twickenham, co.
Erm. on a chev. engr. sa. three cinquefoils or.
erect couped below the elbow, habited sa.
holding in the hand ppr. a cinquefoil slipped

Middlesex).
Crest

— An arm

cuffed ar.
or.

(confirmed by Carney, Ulster, to Ridoel^t HatMayor of DuMin). Erm. on a chev. sa. three
cinquefoils ar. quartering ar. on a bend az. three fusils of
the field, each charged with a phcqn point downwards
gu. Crest— \ talbot's head erased ar. collared or.
Hatherfield. Az. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Hatherley, Baron. See Wood.
Hatherley (London and Briotol, 1442). Ar. on a bend fu.

Hatfield

field, Lord

A

A
A
;;

HAT
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betw. two lions' heads erased ea. three crosses patt^e of the

of six ar.

andgn.

a fesee dancettee or.
Hatheway (Rewardine, in the Forest of Dean, co. Gloucester). Sa. a buglehorn garnished and rimmed, stringed

on a chief

;

3rd, ar. three bendlets sa.

canton of the last a tower of the
three fleurs-de-lis or.

field.

Hatherton, Baron. See Littleton.
Hathersage, or Hathersegre. Paly

HAV

five cinquefoils in cross ar.

az.

ar.

Hatton

first;

(Archdeacon of Ardagh.

Hatton,

J. P., cos.

4th, ar.

on a

on a chief giu

Fun. Ent. of Ven. Edwabo

Monaghan and Fermanagh,

d.

1

Oct.

Az. on a chev. betw. three garbs ar. a trefoil slipped
of the field betw. two mullets gu.
Hatton (Clonard, co. Wexford confirmed to Viluees la
ToccHE Hatton, Esq., Lieut. Col. in the Army, and the
descendants of his great-grandfather, John Hatton, Esq., of
Clonard). Az. on a chev. betw. three garbs or, an annulet
gu. Crest A hind statant or, charged with an annulet, as in
the arms. Motto
Virtus tutissima cassis.
Hatton. Sa. a chev. engr. erm. a bordure ar.
Hatton. Sa. a cross engr. erm.
Hatton. Ar. a bend gu. charged with three bars indented
1632).

;

Hatheway

(co.

a buglehorn garnished

Sa.

Gloucester).

ar.

Hatheway, or Hathaway. Same
demi

Arms. Crest—
ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis.
Paly of six ar. and sa. on a bend or, three

lion

Hatheway.

pheons of the second.
^ithey (co. Devon).

membered gu.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

Sa. three birds ar.

Hathom (Overairies, co. Wigtoim).

a chev. gu. betw. three hunting horns vert, stringed of
the second; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse chequy az. and ar. surmounted by a bend engr. gu. all within a double tressure of
the last, in chief a buckle of the second, for Stewabt. Ci-est
lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. grasping a hawthorn tree fructed, and in the dexter paw a scimetar defending the same ppr. Mottoes Above the crest Fidelitate
etamore; below the arms SufBbulatus majores sequor.
Hathome. Or, on a bend sa. three mullets ar.
Hathorpe. Sa. a chev. betw. three owls or.
Hathorpe. Sa. a chev. engr. ar. (another, or).
Hatley (Aylesbury, co. Buckingham, Coxton, co. Cambridge,
and St. Ede's, co. Huntingdon). Az. a sword in bend ar.
hilt and pommel or (the hilt to the dexter chief point), betw.
two mullets of six points pierced of the third. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet an antelope's head or, armed, tufted, and
maned sa. pierced through the neck with a broken spear
ar.

—A

—

:

:

—

gti-

Hatsell

(CO.

Middlesex

;

granted, 1708, to Sir

Knt., a Baron of the Exchequer).
erect

and erased ppr.

Crest

—On

a

Hesby Hatseli.,

Erm. three vipers' heads
mount vert a like viper's

head, holding in the mouth a branch of rue ppr.
Quarterly,
(co. Berks, Orsett, co. Essex, and London).
Crest—
ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three chaplets or.
falcon's head quarterly ar. and gu. betw. two wings expanded

Hatt

—

—

or.

Hatton. Lozengy

gu. and erm.
Ar. three hats sa.

Hatworth.

mented with a cinquefoil

Crest

—A

hat ga. orna-

or.

Hauckford

(arms in Exeter College, Oxford, of Sir Richard
Hauckfoed, Knt., "of the blood and consanguinity of the
Founder."
Visit. Oxon. 1574).
Ar. two bends nebulcc
sa.

Haugherne. See OHacghebne.
Haugrhton (Haughton, co. Chester). Sa. three bars ar.
Crest — A bull's head couped ar. charged on the neck with
three bars sa.

Haug-hton
and

(cos.

Chester and Lancaster).

Barry of six

sa.

ar.

Haugrhton

(Beckbury, co. Salop). Ar. a cross sa. in the
first and last quarters an owl ppr.
Haug'hton. Sa. three bars and a canton ar. Crest
pelican's head and neck vulning itself ppr.
Haughton. Ar. three bars sa. on a chief of the second two
mullets of the first.
Haug'hton. Ar. three bars gu. in chief three covered cups

—

of the second.

Haug'hton.

Ar. a cross sa. in the chief dexter quarter an

owl gu.

Haule

(Wye, co. Kent).

Erm. on a pale

sa. three martlets

or.

sa.

Hatt, or
Hatter.

Hatte. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three annulets az.
Paly of six or and gu. on a chief of the second a

griffin pass. ar.

Hattley

Az. a sword in bend ar. pommelled

(Brecon).

and billed

or,

the point downwards betw. two mullets of the

second.

Hatton

(Hatton,

CO.

Chester;

William the

temp.

Con-

In 35 Edward I., Matilda, sole dau. and heiress
JoHK Hatton, Esq., m. Balph Vebnon, of Shipbrooke
the Vebnons held the lands of Hatton until temp. Henry IV.
or v., when Petbonilla, dan. and co-heir of Balfh Veenon,
The estate was sold by
of Hatton, m. Hdgh Button.
Dobothy Ddtton and John Massie, of Coddington, her
husband, circa 1699 from Hugh Hatton, of Great Aldersey,
of this family, descended Sir Chbistofeeb Hatton). Az. a
queror.
of

;

—

chev. betw. three garbs or. Crest
A hind statant or.
{Visco^int Hatton; created 1682, extinct in 1762).
Az. a chev. betw. three garbs gu. Crest
A doe pass. or.
Motto (sometimes
Supporters Two horses ar. bridled sa.
"
")
inscribed on the reins
Gwillim
Quid ni tandem.
Hatton (Long Stanton, co. Cambridge, bart., extinct 1812).
Same Arms as Viscount Hatton, a mullet for diff.
Hatton (Finch-Hatton, Earl of Winchilsea). Quarterly, 1st
and 4ih, az. a chev. betw. three garbs or 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
chev. betw. three grifBns pass, wings endorsed sa. Crests
1st A griffin pass, segreant sa.
2nd A pegasus courant ar.
winged, maned, and hoofed or, ducaUy gorged of the last.
Supporters Dexter, a pegasus ar. wings, mane, and hoofs
or, ducally gorged of the last
sinister, a griffin, wings endorsed sa. ducally gorged or. Mottoes
Nil conscire sibi
Virtus tutissima cassis.
Hatton (cos. Cambridge, Chester, Gloucester, and Northampton, Shrewsbury, co. Salop, and Harringham, co. Warwick). Az. a chev. betw. three garbs or.
Crest
A hawk
close ar. holding in the beak an ear of wheat or.
Another
Crest A hind trippant or.
Hatton (Cambridge). Ar. three hurts each charged with a
bend of the first, on a chief vert an eagle displ. or.
Hatton (London). Sa,mG Arms, Crest A'demi bear ramp,

Hatton

—

—

—

;

:

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

sa.

Hatton

;

—

Hausellynn
bend

—

of the second.

Havelock

(Sir Henby Havelock, K.C.B., the famous
General in the Indian Mutiny, d. at Dilkooska, near
Lucknow, 24 Nov. 1857; his son, Sir Henby Mabshman
Havelock, V.C, was created a bart. 22 Jan. 1858). Vert a
castle ar. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a cross crosslet
Crest
fitchee in base or.
A lion ramp. gu. powdered with
erra. spots, and charged on the shoulder with a castle ar.
sustaining a Danish battle axe ppr. Motto
Fidelitcr.

—

—

Havenell. Sa. a cross ar.
Haverfordwest, To'wn of

Pembroke). The arms
are generally said to be an old man's head in profile couped
at the neck. The seal represents a castle triple-towered on a
motmt, from the centre a man blowing a horn, on each of
the other towers a flag, the tower supported by two heraldic

—

;

467

(co.

tigers.

Havering'
ramp,

ar.

Ar. on a

Crest
betw. three mullets gu.
A bull's head, as in tho
arms.
Havard. Or, a bulls head cabossed gu. betw. nine mullets

Havering:

(co.

I.).

—

Northampton). Sa. a cross engr. erm. within
Crest
A hind pass. or.
Quarterly, 1st, sa. a cross engr. erm. 2nd, az.

six mascles gu. three, two,

Nottingham; temp. Henry

(Baron Haustcd : summoned to Parliament 1332,
extinct).
Gu. a chief compon^e or and az.
Hauterill. Gu. sem^e of crosses crosslet a lion ramp. ar.
Haute'vill (co. Devon). Sa. semee of crosses botonn^e a
lion ramp. ar.
Hautten (co. Oxford; granted 1566). Or, on a fesse cotised
gu. betw. three asses' heads erased sa. a unicorn in full
course ar. Crest An ass's head erased betw. two sprigs of
thistles ar. stalked and leaved vert.
Havard (Devyncock, co. Brecon). Ar. a bull's head cabossed

Havering

Erm.

(co.

sa. three roses or.

Hausted

(co. Dorset).

collared of the

a bordure

Hatton.

(Maidstone, co. Kent
granted 23 Nov. 1584).
Or,
on a saltire sa. five mullets of the first. Crest An ermine
pass, ducally gorged or.
Hault (co, Norfolk). Sa. four lozenges erm. a bordure
engr. ar.
Hatindsart (Ecg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a saltire betw. four
annulets ar.

and

(Holdcmess).

one.

Hatton

Hatilt

tail

Ar. a lion ramp,

tail

queued gu.

first.

(co. Wilts).

Ar. senile of crosses crosslet a Uon

queued gu.
(quartered by Pole, of Colcombe, co. Devon;

John Pole, temp. Henry VI., m. Euzabeth, dau. and heir
of John Havebing. Visit. 1620). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

—

points or.

Havers

(Thelton Hall, co. Norfolk; descended from John
Havers, of Winfarthing, Steward of the Howard family,
whose son, Thomas Havers, of Winfarthing, purchased
Thelton in 1592. The present representative of the family
Arms granted
is Thomas Havers, Esq., of Thelton Hall.
Or, on a fesse sa. three chessrooks of th? field. Crest
1568).
A griffin sejant ar. beaked and forelegs or, ducally collared
and lined gold.
Havers. Same Arms. Cresl A griffin sejant erm. ducally
gorged and chained gu.
Haversage. Paly of six or and gu. a chief of the first.
Haversedge. Paly of six or and gu. a chief of the last.
Haversliam. Az. a fesse betw. six crosses pattee ar. Cresl
On a ducal coronet or, a mullet sa.
Haversham. Az. a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet ar.

—

—

—

(quartered by WiLLonGHBT, of Willoughby,
Az. a fess betw. six cross

Visit. Notts, 1569).

CO. Notts.

Havert

Ar. a bull's head

(Wales).
mullets gu.

Havilland

cabossed

betw. three

a branch of this family settled in co. Dorset, circ.
Purbeck in that co. Challoner's Ord. of
Arms, 15S3; arms with ped. in Visit. Gloucester, 1623, as of
Hawkesbury. Visit, co. Somerset, 1672, as of Charllnch,
and Langford-Budville. Modern pedigree recorded in the
Ar. three towers tripleCollege of Arms, London, 18C6).
towered sa. portcuUised gu. Crest Out of a crest coronet
sa. a tower triple-towered ar. portcuUised gu.
Motto
;

1480, of the Isle of

—

Dominus

—

fortissima turris.

Haugh.

or

Ar. a chcv. betw. ten crosses crosslet
gu. Crest-rA. poplar-tree growing out of a mount ppr.
Havrard (co. Cornwall). Chcquy or and az. on a bend gu.
three eagles displ. ar.
(Isle of Hartry, co. Kent).
Or, a bull's head
cabossed betw. three mullets sa. Crrst
An arm vested sa.
turned up or, holding in the hand ppr. a human heart gu.
Ha'ward (confirmed by Camden, Clarentcux, 1616). Ar.

Haward

—

two bendlets and a border gu. impaling ar. a greyhound
statantsa. collared or. Crest
On a stump of a tree couped
and eradicated ppr. a falcon alighting also ppr. belled or.
Haward. Quarterly, ar. and sa. a saltire engr. couriter-

—

changed.

Haward.
Haward.

Gu. a bend

betw. three mullets sa.

a lion ramp.

ar.

crowned

ar.

changed.
(Appleton and Wolston, co. Lancaster).
Ar.
guttee sa. a fesse nebulee of the second.
(Widnes, co. Lancaster, 1665).
Quarterly, sa.
and ar. a cross flory counterchanged, a bordure erm. Crest

Hawarden

of a ducal coronet or, a stag's

head erm. horned of the

—

ppr. holding in the

Ha'wes

(London).
canton erm.
(London).

mouth a

sprig of laurel vert.

Az. on a chcv.

ar. three cinquefoils gu.

a

Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces

ar.

Hawes,

or

Hawse

(London).

Az. on a chev. ar. three

pass, within a bordure engr. gu.

Stafford

(Weston and Stoke Albany, co. Northampton, cos.
and Warwick). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three leopards'

faces or.

Ha'wes.

Az. on a chcv. or, three cinquefoils gu. a canton
charged with a lion pass, of the third betw. two steel gads
Crest
A buck's head erased ppr. attired or, in the
mouth an oak branch vert fructed gu.
Ha'wes. Az. on a chev. ar. three cinquefoils purp. on a
canton of the last a lion ramp, per pale gu. and sa.
Ha'wes. Per chev. ar. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.
Hawes. Az. on a chev. or, three cinquefoils purp. on a
canton ar. a Uon pass. sa.
Ha'wes. Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet gu.
Hawes. Gu. three bulls' heads couped or.
Ha'wford (co. Cambridge). Az. on a fesse betw. tlirce
fleurs-de-lis ar. a greyhound courant sa.
ar.

—

ppr.

Ha'wford

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis in chief

(co. Leicester).

and

a greyhound pass, in base ar.
Ha'wkborne. Ar. a cross moline or, betw. four acorns gu.
husks and stalks vert, on a chief az. a mitre or, betw. two
birds.

Ha'wke

(Baron Hawlce).

pilgrims' staves purp.

Ar. a chev. erminois betw. three
A hawk rising erm. beaked,

Crest

—

and charged on the breast with a fleur-de-lis or.
Supporters Pexter, Neptune, his mantle of a sea-green
colour edged ar. crowned with an eastern coronet or, his
dexter arm erect darting downwards his trident sa. headed

—

on a dolphin also sa. sinister,
a sea-horse or, sustaining in his fore fins a banner ar. the staff
broken ppr. Motto—Stniic.
Nicholas
(Treriven and Altenon, co. Cornwall
Hawke. Visit. 1620). Bendy of six az. and or, a chief
erm.
Ha'wke. Ar. a chev. erminois betw. three flagstavcs ppr.
Crest
A falcon rising ppr. charged on the breast with a

Hawberk.

Barry nebulee of six or and vert.
(co. Leicester).
Ar. on a bend sa. three gem-

Hawberke

rings conjoined or.

Hawberke.
in threes.

;

Ar. on a bond sa. nine annulets or, interlaced
Cresl
A hand holding a dart ppr.
Gu. gutte d'cau a castle or.
Gu. across cros.<;let or, betw. eight guttees

—

Hawborgh.
Hawborough.
d'cau.

;

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Hawke.

first.

Per pale az. and gu. a wolf saliant

or,

vulned in

the shoulder of the second.

Ha'wkeford.

Gu.

Hawkepenny

.

billettce

Chequy

Ha'wker

(co. Essex).

Hawker

(co.

Wilts).

a fesse

ar.

and

ar.
sa,

a chief or.

hawk ar. belled or.
hawk standing on a perch ar.

Sa. on a trestle a
Sa. a

—

or.
Crest
A hawk's head erased or.
Parish House, co. Hants). Same Armstmil
quartering Eyves and Baneston. iV/oWo— Accipiter
prsedam nos gloriam.
Hawker. Same Arms. Crest—A dexter hand ppr. holding
a hawk's lure or.
Ha'wker. Az. a cross vair<S or and of the first betw. four
Cresl— Oa the
mullet.f of the second pierced of the field.
stump of a tree lying fo.sseways a hawk ppr.
Hawkeridge (Hawkworthy, co. Devon). Gu. a bend wavy
ar, in the sinister chief point a falcon standing on a perch

beaked and legged

Hawker (Long
Crest,

Hawdenby, or Hoodenby.

Vert a

fesse

ar.

betw.

three covered cups or.

(Baslngham and

Norfolk; granted 15
Nov. 1559). Sa. a fesse humettce erm. betw. three griffins'
heads erased of the last. Crest
A griffin's head erased erm.
Ilclg.iy,

co.

—

collared an<l lined or.

Ha'we, or Hagh.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. ten crosses crosslet

nf the last.

Hawe. Ar. on a bend az.
Haweis (Trcworgy and
from CO.

.Suffolk).

three lions ramp. or.

Kelliow, co. Cornwall; originally
Ar. a fesse wavy betw. three lions pass.

armed and langucdgu.

Hawerk.

Hawes

Hawes

Hawke

See Maude.

Hawarden

or,

—

silver, resting his sinister foot

Quarterly, az. and ar. a saltire engr. counter-

Hawarden. Viscount.

Hawe

—

belled,

Haward. Ar. a bull's head gu.
Haward, or Haward. Gu.

—Out

Hawes

Hawes

(de Havilland Manor, in Guernsey, since 1176;

originally of the fief of Haverland, in the Coutantin, Nor-

Haw,

—

cinquefoils purp. a quarter of the second charged with a lion

crosslets ar.

mandy

—

heads erased ar.
Crest
A goafs head sa. in the mouth a
holly branch vert. Another Crest
A greyhound's head sa.
ducally collared and lined or.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1574). Az. on a chcv. or,
three cinquefoils gu. on a canton ar. a lion pass, guard.
within a bordure engr. sa.
Ha'wes (London, Ipswich, and Belstead, co. Suffolk, !\nd
Tadworth Court, co. Surrey, 1623). Az. a fesse wavy betw.
three lions pass. or. Crest Out of a mural coronet az. a
lion's head or.
Ha'wes (Sir James Hawes, Knt., Lord Mayor of London.
Visit. 1568).
Az. on a chev. or, three cinquefoils pierced
purp. a canton erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
stag's head ar. attired gold.
Ha-wes, or Ha'wys (London and Walsham, co. Suffolk.
Az. a fesse wavy betw. three lions pass.
tem}^. Edward III.).
or, armed and langued gu.
(London). Az. on a chev. or, three cinquefoils gu. a
canton erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a stag's head

Hawes

(another, the crosslets or).

Haversham

HAW
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HAV

Havering'. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. tail forked. Ct-est A lion
ramp, holding a spear flagged gu.
Havering:. Ar. a griflBn scgreant gu. a bordure az.
Havering:. Ar. a lion ramp, double-queued gu. within an
orle of crosslets of the last.
Haverington. Sa. a fret of eight ar. a label of three

Barry nebulee of six or nnd vert.
(Wimborne, co. Dorset).
Sa. three greyhounds'
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or.

Hawreridge

(co.

Devon).

Ar. a bend

wavy

sa.

an arm

issuing from the sinister of the last, on a glove of the

hawk

first

a

or.

Ha'wkes

(Manor of Edon, co.
btzantcc a lion ramp. ar.

Notts.

Her,

Visit.).

Gu.

A
A

HAW
Hawkes
O-est

—

Az. three bends
On a chapeau ppr. an owl with
(co. Stafford).

a chief enn.
wings expanded

or,

ar.

Hawkesford.
A prifBn
Crest

—

Hawkeston

Sa.

two bars

or, in chief three martlets ar.

pass. sa.

demi naked man ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and
az. the hands extended and manacled at each arm, with a
rope passing behind his back all also ppr.
Hawkins (co. Devon). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three oak
slips or.

Henry

(to. Chester, temp.

Erm. a

IV.).

fesse

Hawkins

pu. fretty or.

bezants.

Hawkestone

Hawkins

(Hawkestone, co. Salop; George HawkeSTONE, Esq., of Hawkstone, wac Sheriff, 1416). Erm. afesse
gu. fretty or, a bordure engr. of the last.
Hawkesworth (Hawkesworth, co. York, bart., extinct
1735).

Sa. three falcons close ppr.

Hawkesworth, or Hawksworth.
Crest — A sinister hand in fcsse issuing from

Same

Ai-ms.

a cloud in the

dexter, reaching to a serpent ppr.

Hawkeworth
crosslet gu.

(Burhope Hall,

Crest

—A

cubit

CO. Hereford).

arm

Or,

a cross

erect, vested or, cuffed ar.

holding in the hand ppr. a cross crosslet gu.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three escallops of the

Hawkewood.
first.

Crest

— A hawk's head

Hawkewood.
Hawkewood.
Hawkey. Gu.
hawk

three thistles or.

tree vert.

Crest

—A

hand couped

and Rushall, co. Stafford). Ar. a
and legged or, standing on a trunk of a
A lion's paw gu. charged with a chev.

Crest

—

co.

Kent; the co-heirs of Thomas

Hawkins, Esq., of Nash Court, d. 1800, were 1st, Bridget,
M. Lord Ttynham; 2nd, Mart, m. Sir Edward KnatchBUix, Bart.; 3rd, Anne, m. Lieut.-Colonel Woodroffe,
of Poyle Park, co. Surrey; 4th, Eleanor, m. Henry
GooLD, brother of Sir George Goold, 2nd bart.
Colonel
Woodroffe left an only dau. and heiress, Mary Theresa, m.
Harold
Francis
Duncombe, of H.M. 74th regt.). Ar. on a
saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis or, quartering, az. a chev. betw.

—

three demi Uons ramp, or, for Hames. Crest
On a mount
" In Edward the Third's reign," says
when the French King, John, was a prisoner in
England, the King of Navarre declared war against the kingdom of France, and collected men-at-arms from all parts, for
he paid them largely out of the treasures he had amassed.
The Navarrois took the towns and castles of Creil-upon-Oise,

vert a hind lodged or.

—

Barnes, "

and Mauconseil after the taking of the Castle of
Mauconseil, it was garrisoned with three hundred men, under
the command of Babigois, of Derry, an Irishman; Franklyn
and Hawkins, two squires of England, A.D. 135S." The
origin of the arms is derived, most likely, from this expedition, the saltire being used as a scaling ladder, and the
fleurs-de-lis being on the standard of France, which was
Herielle,

;

taken from the castle of Mauconseil.
Hawkins (The Gaer, co. Monmouth, and Tredunnock, same
CO.).
Ar. on a saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest—On a
mount vert a hind lodged or. Motto Toujours pret.
Hawkins (Kelston, co. Somerset, bart.). Ar. on a saltire
engr. sa. five fleurs-de-Us or. Crest On a mount vert a hind
lodged or. Motto
Pro Deo et rege.
Hawkins (Trewithan, co. Cornwall, bart., extinct 1829). Per
saltire or and ar. on a saltire sa. five fleui-s-de-Us of the first,
a bordure gobony or and of the third. Crest A cubit arm
erect vested ar. charged with two fleurs-de-lis in pale az.
holding in the hand ppr. a baton or, tipped sa.
Hawkins (Pennans, co. Cornwall). Per pale ar. and or, on
a saltire sa. a lozenge charged with a fleur-de-hs gu. betw.

—

—

—

—

four others or.

Hawkins

(Plymouth
borne by Sir John Hawkins, the
naval commander, tewp. Queen Elizabeth; granted by
Harvey, Clarenceux, anno 8 EUzabeth, 156S: Sir John
;

Hawkins was

William Hawkins, Esq.,
of Plymouth, and grandson of John Hawkins, Esq., of
Tavistock). Sa. on a point wavy a lion pass, or, in chief
three bezants: in 1671 an addition was granted by Cook,
6.

in 1620, the son of

Clarenceux, viz., on a canton or, an escallop betw. two
palmers' staves sa. Crest (granted with the first of these
coats, in token of a remarkable victory over the Moors)
demi Moor ppr. bound and captive, with annulets on his

—

arms and ears or.
(Thomas Hawkins, Esq., of Sharpham Park, co.
Somerset, great-great-grandson of the Kev. NathaniF.l
Hawkins, Vicar of Ashill, who is presumed to have been of
the family of the great naval commander. Sir John Hawkins).
Same Arms and Crest.
Haw^kins (Norton, co. Devon; descended from the family of
Sir John Hawkins, the navigator).
Same Arms, &c.
Hawkins (Lewell, co. Dorset). Sa. on the waves of the

Ha'wkins

sea ppr. a lion pass, or, in chief three bezants.
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in chief three
co. Hereford).

on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils az. as many escallops
on a chief per pale gu. and sa. a griffin pass. erm. Crest
A falcon's head chequy ar. and sa. beaked or, betw. two
wings expanded gu.
Hawkins (co. Berks). Or, on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils az. as many escallops ar. on a chief giL a grifBn pass, of
the field. Crest
A demi eagle ar.
Hawkins. Per pale or and az. a chev. betw. three lions
ramp, counterchanged.
Hawkins (Marsham, co. Berks). Or, on a chev. betw. throe
cinquefoils az. as many escallops ar. on a chief gu. a grifBn
Or,
ar.

—

—

(monument of Isaac Hawkins and Ann, his wife,
church of Burton-upon-Trent). Or, on a chev.
gu. betw. three cinquefoils sa. three escallops ar. on a
chief of the second a greyhound courant of the last, impaling
Watson, barry of six ar. and gu. three crescents, two and
one, erm. on a chief of the second two lances in saltire, tho
heads broken off or.

Hawkins,
(Nash Court,

or,

and Sherington,

d. 1727, in

or.

Hawkins

a Uon pass,

Sa.

(co. Gloucester,

Hawkins

(co. Salop,

ppr. beaked

Kent).

(co.

pass, of the third.

or.

Az. a chev. betw. three escallops ar.
Ar. two bendlets nebulce sa.

holding a curling stone.

Hawkings
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Crest—

Edge

alias

beaked and legged

or,

(co.

Ar. a

Salop).

hawk

ppr.

standing on a staff couped and raguled

vert.

Hawkins,
Gu. a

alias Fisher (Hawkesnest,

fesse

Crest

last.

co.

Warwick).
and a

vair betw. two falcons volant in chief

embowed

dolphin

base

in

ar.

a

— A dexter arm couped at

and erect from the elbow, habited

bordure engr. of the
the shoulder fesseways

hand ppr. a
and belled or.
(Dunnichen). See Dempster.
Hawkins (Enniscorthy Castle, co. Wexford; granted to
Anthony Hawkins, Esq., of that place). Per chev. ar. and
valr, in the

falcon perched ar. beaked, legged,

Hawkins-Dempster

vert a trefoil counterchanged betw. three hinds trippant ppr^
a bordure gu. Crest A falcon, wings addorsed gu. charged
on the breast with a trefoil slipped or, and standing on a lure

—

az. stringed gold.

Hawkins
of Dublin).

(Fun. Ent. 1680, Alderman William Hawkins,
Per chev. ar. and vert three hinds trippant ppr.

Hawkins (Rathfriland,

co. Down, descended from Alderman
William Hawkins; of this family were John Hawkins,
Ulster IQng of Arms, and his sons, James Hawkins, Bishop
of Raphoe, and Sir William Hawkins also Ulster). Same
Arms. Crest A falcon ppr. rising, belled or, perched on a

—

lure gold.

Hawkins
on a

—

Motto Providence with adventure.
(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

1669).

Ar.

saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis or.

Hawkirke.

Hawks.

Barry nebulee of six or and vert.
Erm. two bars vert. Crest— la the sea

a.

column

ppr.

Hawkshaw

(Sir

John Hawkshaw,

F.B.S., C.E., of Great

two hawks rising,
and in base upon a mount a hurst ppr. Crest Issuant from the battlements of a tower sa. a hawk's head or,
gorged with a collar gemel also sa.
Motto My lure is

George

Street, Westminster). Az. in chief

—

belled or,

—

truth.

Hawksha'W
of

(granted to Rev. William Hawkshaw, Rector
Fermonamorghan, diocese of Derry, grandson of Rev.
of Kilmarron, co. Monaghan).
Ar. a

John Hawkshaw,

chev. gu. betw. three hawks' heads erased ppr. each gorged
with a ducal coronet or. Crest
A hawk's head erased and
gorged, as in the arms. Motto Perseverance.

—

—

Hawksworth
Hawksworth

(Hawksworth).
(cos.

falcons close ar. beaks

Hawkwood.

Sa. three falcons close ppr.
Gloucester and York).
Sa. three

and

bells or.

Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops of the

field.

Hawkworthy

(quartered by Acland, of Acland, co.
Devon; Robert Acland, temp. Richard II., in. Cicely,
dau. and co-heir of Richard Uawkwortut.
Visit. 1620).
Ar. two bends wavy.
Haw^le. Per bend or and vert. Crest— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a mullet gu. betw. two laurel branches orleways
vert.

Hawle.

Or,

two chevronels gu. on a canton of the second a

crescent ar.

Hawles

(Isle

of Wight).

Sa. three

goats' heads

erased

ar.

Hawles

(Oregresing, co. Sussex).
Sa. three greyhounds'
heads erased ar.
Crest
A greyhound's head sa. ducally
gorged, ringed and lined or.

—

;

HAW
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Ha'wleston.

Ar. on a fesse gu. three martlets or.
(Leyboume Grange, co. Kent, hart.). Vert a
Crest
A dexter arm in armour ppr. garsaltire engr. ar.
nished or, holding in the hand a spear in bond sinister,
point downwards also ppr.
Ar. a barbed arrow in pale, feathered
(co. Devon).

Hawley

;

—

Hawley

betw. three buglehoms sa.
{Lord Hawley: extinct 1772; descended from the
Hawleys of COS. Somerset and Dorset; created 1646).
Vert a saltire engr. ar. Crest An Indian goat's head,
holding a three-leaved sprig of holly all ppr. Motto Suivez
moi.
or,

Hawley

—

—

Hawten

(Leigh or Ley, co. Oxford John Hawten. Visit.
1574).
Or, on a fess cotised gu. betw. three asses' headi
erased sa. a unicorn courant ar.
Crest
An ass's head
erased or, betw. two sprigs of thistles ar. sprigged and leaved
;

—

vert.

Hawten

(Colthrope, co. Oxford
Thomas Hawten, Visit.
grandson of Gerrard Hawten, younger brother of
Esq., of Leigh or Ley).
Same Arms and

1634,

;

John Hawten,
Crest.

Hawthorn

Wigtown, 1769). Ar. a chev.
and a hawthorn tree
growing out of a mount in base of the
third.
Crest
A hawthorn tree ppr. Motto Slabo.
Hawthorn (Overairies). See Hys thorn.
betw. two

(Castlewig, co.

cinquefoils in chief gu.

vert, flowered ppr.

—

—

(William Heiibt Toovky Hawley, Esq., of West
Green House, near Hartford Bridge, co. Hants descended
from Robert Hawlet and Scsan, Lady Erie, his wife, dau.

Ha-wrton, or Haugrhton (London, Her.

William Fienes, third Fiscount Saye and Sele; this
Robert Hawlet is supposed to have been a son of Francis,
Lord Hawley, so created in 1646). Same Arms. Crest

—

Hawtre

betw. four

Hawtre

(Clarenceux King of Arms, d. 22 Aug. 1577).
Vert a cross invecked ar.
Per bend or and vert. Crest A falcon with
wings endorsed.
Hawley. Ar. a saltire engr. sa.
Hawley (Brentford, co. Middlesex). Erm. a cross engr.

Hawtre

Haw^ley

;

of

A thunderbolt ppr.

Hawley

Vert a

(co. Lincoln).

saltire engr. ar.

mullets or.

Hawley

—

Hawley.

Off. c. 24).
Ar.
three bars sa. in chief two mullets pierced of the second, a
crescent for diff. Crest
A bull's head erased ar. armed sa.
Per bend az. and ar. a cross moline
(co. Bedford).
per bend or and of the first.
(co. Bedford).
Sa. three lions pass, in bend betw.
four cotises ar. crowned or.

—

(co. Bucks).
four cotises sa.

Hawtre.
the

Ar. thrc^

jons ramp, in

bend betw.

Ar. on a bend cotised sa. four lions pass, guard, of

first.

Hawtrey

(Ascott, co. Middlesex). Ar. three lions pass, in
betw. two bendlets of the last.
(Bodicot, co. Oxford. Visit. 1636). Ar. three
lions pass, guard, in bend betw. four bendlets sa.
Crest ^A
lion's head erased or, fretty sa.
(Earl of Erroll. " In the reign of Kenneth III.," says
Douglas, "about 980, the Danes having invaded Scotland,
were encountered by that King near Loncarty, in Perth-

bend

sa.

Hawtrey

gn-

Hawley.
Hawley.

Or, a cross engr. gu.
Vert on a cross engr. ar. five mullets gu.
(Dartmouth, co. Devon; quartered by Coflestone;
Elizabeth, dau. and heir of John Hawley, by Emma, his
wife, dau. of Sir Robert Treviltak, m. John Coplestone,
Esq., of Coplestone. Visit. Devon, 1620). Or, three buglehorns sa. stringed gu. with an arrow in pale of the second
through that in base, point downward, barbed and feathered
ar. betw. two mullets infess of the second.
Hawley (liuckland, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1774). Vert
a saltire engr. ar.
Hawley. Az. three goats couchant ar. attired or.
Hawley (Ore, co. Sussex). Gu. three talbots' heads erased

Hawley

—

Hay

the Scots at first gave way, and fled through a narrow
where they were stopped by a countryman of great
strength and courage, and his two sons, with no other
weapons than the yokes of their ploughs; upbraiding the
fugitives for their cowardice, he succeeded in rallying them;
the battle was renewed, and the Danes totally discomfited.
It is said that after the victory was obtained, the old man
lying on the ground, wounded and fatigued, cried 'Hay,
Hay which word became the surname of his posterity
the King, as a reward of that signal service, gave him aa
much land in the Carse of Gowrie as a falcon should fly over
before it settled ; and a falcon being accordingly let off, flew
over an extent of ground six miles in length, afterwards
called Errol, and lighted on a stone, still called Falcon-stone;
the King also assigned three shields or escutcheons for the
arms of the family, to intimate that the father and the two
sons had been the three fortunate shields of Scotland." This
legend, first told by Hector Boecc, was invented to explain the
arms, which arc at least as old as 1292, and in turn suggested
the crest, motto, and supporters). Ar. three escutcheons gu.
A falcon rising ppr. Supporters Two men in country
Orest
habits, each holding an ox-yoke over the shoulder ppr.
Motto Serva jugum.
(Fudie, co. Aberdeen). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three inescutcheons gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three in(Seaficld, CO. Aberdeen).
cscutcheons gu. Crest An increscent ppr. Motto Donee
shire

;

pass,

:

ar.

Hawleys.

Sa. a fret

and canton

bowed, throwing a dart ppr.
Ha'wlingr. Barry of ten
Crest

— An arm embowed

last,

pommelled

Hawmes

or,

hand

ar.

ar.

CreH

ar.

and

az.

—An arm em-

a Uon ramp. gu.

holding a scymitar, blade of the

ppr.

Vert two

(co. Suffolk).

fishes

endorsed in pale

ar.

Hawortb
stags'

(Haworth, co. Lancaster). Az. a bend betw. two
heads couped or. Crest A stag's head couped gu.
around the neck two twisted cords ar.

—

attired or,

Haworth.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

wolf pass, collared,

paw a trefoil.
(Hullbank House, and Rowlston Hall,

holding in the dexter

Haworth

co.

York

a branch of the family settled at Barham Wood. co. Herts.
The present Benjamin B. Haworth-Booth, Esq., of Hullbank, has taken, by royal licence, his additional surname.
See Booth). Same Arms. Crest A stag's head gu. attired
or, gorged with a laurel wreath ar.
Motto Quod ero spero.
Haworth (Thurcroft, CO. Lancaster). Az. a bend or, cotised
ar. betw. three stags' heads couped of the second.
Haworth (Manchester). Az. a bend or, betw. three bucks'
heads couped ar.
Haworth (Highercroft, co. Lancaster). Az. a bend cotised
betw. two stags' heads couped or. Same Crest as Haworth,
of Haworth, twisted cords or.
Ha'worth (Parkhead and Dunscar, co. Lancaster). Same
Arms and Crest, a mullet for diff.

—

—

Hawrobyn. Ar. a fessc nebulae sa.
Haws, or Hawse. Gu. a fret
second.

Haws.

Cresl

— A sphinx

Per chev.

ar.

statant,

ar. a canton of the
wings expanded.

and gu. three

fleui'S-de-Us counter-

changed,

Ha'wsted

(co.

Northampton).

Gu. a chief chcquy or and

az.

Ha^wrtayne

(The Ley, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1674). Or,
on a fi'ss cotised gu. betw. three asses' heads erased sa. a
unicorn courant ar. Crett An ass's head erased or, betw.
two sprigs of thistles ar. sprigged and leaved vert.
Ha'wte (llaw)and, co. Sussex). Sa. threo talbots' beads

—

Or, a cross engr. gu.

Cresl

Hay

—

—

impleat orbcm.
(Dalgety and Ardcndraght, co. Aberdeen; descended
from a second brother of the first Sari of Erroll ; heiress
Ar. a cinqucfoil az. betw.
TO. Cuthbert, of Castlehill).
three inescutcheons gu.
(Sir David Hay, physician; descended of Dalgety,
1692). Ar. three inescutcheons gu. witliin a bordure az.
Crest
Au ox-yoke with a sercharged with six frases ar.

Hay

Hay

—

pent

entwined

round

it

ppr.

all

Motto

— Fortius

dum

juncta.
(Lctliam; from Dalgety, 1693).

Hay

Ar. three inescutcheons
gu. within a bordure indented az. charged with three frases
An oxyoke entwined with laurel and
Crest
of the field.
Motto— Vtrt laurea fides.
olive ppr.
Dalgety).
Ar. a fcss nebuly betw.
from
(Cardenie;
An ox-yoke erected in pale
three inescutcheons gu. Crest

—

Hay
gu.

—

Motto— ll'xnc honor

et opes.

Hay

Ar. three Ines(Park, co. Wigtoun, bart., 1663).
cutcheons within a bordure gu. Cresl A falcon displ. ppr.

—

Motto— Strya. jugum.
Hay (DalrympleHay,

— A dragon's head and Hay (Leys,

wings per pale or and gu. on the breast a clnqucfoil.
Gu. an inescutchcon ar. betw. eight cinqucfoils in

Hawte.

of Park Place, bart.).

See Dxir

from a younger son of the first Wll.LiAM DE IIata, of Erroll). Erm. three inescutcheons gu.
A stag's heart cabossed ppr.
Crest
(PATERsoN-BALrouB-HAY, of Lcys and Randerson, 1872).

Hay

oric or.

Hawte.

Hay

—

—
—

IIYMPLE.

era.'icd ar.

Hawte.

'

Ar. on a bend az. three lions ramp. or.
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CO. Perth:

—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the

last;

2nd, or, on a chOT.

(

AA

A

:;

;;

HAY
—

—

Hay

HAT

THE GENExiAL ARMORY.

aa. betw. two trefoils vert in chief, and a garb in base of the
last, banded of the first, an otter's head erased sa., for
IUlfoub; 3rd, ar. three pelicans feeding rheir young ppr.
in nests vert, on a chief gn. three crescents of the first, for
Taterson. Orift A Lowland Scots countryman, demi figure
vested grey, waistcoat gu. bonnet az. and feather ppr.
bearing on his right shoulder an ox-yok-e ppr. broken at one
extremity. Motto Primus e stirpe.
Ar. an acorn
(Megginch, co. Perth, cadet of Leys).

ppr. betw. three inescutcheons gu.
Ar. three
(Pitfour, co. Perth, cadet of Megginch).
inescutcheons gu. within a bordure chequy of the first and

Hay

of Tester; over all upon an escutcheon ar. three escutcheons
gu., for the paternal coat of Hat.
Crest
A goat's head
erased ar. armed or. Supporters ^Two bucks ppr. attired
and unguled or, each gorged with a collar az. charged with.
three cinquefoils ar. Motto
Spare nought.
Hay-Ne"Wi;on (Newton, co. Haddington). Quarterly, IsC
and 4th, the quartered coat of Tweeddale, in the centre a
mullet gu. for diff. 2nd and 3rd, vert a lion ramp, or, on a
chief of the last three roses gu., for Newton. Crest
demi lion ramp, or, brandishing a scymitar ppr. hilted and
pommelled of the first. Motto Pro patria.

—

—

—

;

—

—

Hay

(now Baxbd-Hat, of Belton, co. Haddington). Quarand 4th, the quartered Tweeddale coat within a
bordure gu. 2nd and 3rd, per pale gu. and or, a boar pass,
counterchanged, for Baibd.
Same Crest and Motto as
Marquess of Tweeddale.
(Drummelzier). As Marquess of Tweeddale, quartering
the arms of Seton, Viscount Kingston (g.r.).
Ci'est and
Motto, as Marquess of Tweeddale.
(Linplum, co. Haddington). Quarterly, as Marquess of
Tweeddale, within a bordure ar.
Crest
A goat's head
erased ar. armed or, and charged with a crescent az.
Mottoes Above the crest Spare nought below the arms
Malum bono vince.
(Smithfleld and Haystoun, co. Peebles, bart. 1683).
Quarterly, as Marquess of Tweeddale, within a bordure vert
charged with unicorns' heads couped alternating with
mullets ar. Crest
An ox-yoke in bend or, with bows gn.
Motto Pro patria. Supporters Dexter, a countryman ppr.
holding over his shoulders an ox-yoke or, the bows gu.

terly, 1st

last.

Hay

(Kewhall, as recorded 1773 ; afterwards became representative of Pitfour). Ag the last, with a crescent az. in
Crat A naked arm in pale, holding three stalks
fess point.

—

of wheat ppr. betw. the hand and the wheat ears an ox-yoke
in fees gu. Motto Diligentia fit ubertas.
(Seggieden, co. Perth, cadet of Pitfour; as recorded,

—

Hay

1809 the heiress m. 1859, Col. H. M. Dbcmmond, youngest
son of Admiral Sir Adam Dbciihond, of Megginch). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a bull's head betw. three inescutcheons
cu. a bordure chequy of the second and first; 2nd and 3rd,
per fes3 sa. and ar. on a cbaplet four quatrefoils counterA demi countryman, holding
clianged, for Naibkb. Crtit
Motto
over his shoulder an ox-yoke or, the bows gu.
Dexter, a countryman
Diligentia fit ubertas. Supporters
ppr. holding over his shoulder an ox-yoke or, the bows gu.
sinister, a talbot ppr.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th gi-and
{Earl of KinnouU).
quarters, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, az. a unicorn saliant
ar. armed, maned, and unguled or, a border of the last
charged with eight demi thistles vert impaled with as mauy
demi roses gu., for augmentation, 2nd and 3rd, ar. three escutcheons gu., for Hat 2nd grand quarter, counterquartered,
1st and 4th, or, three bars wavy gu. surmounted of a scymitar
in pale ar. hilted and pommelled of the field, for DBtTMMOND,
2nd and 3rd, or, a lion's head erased within a double tressure
flory counterflory gu. a coat of augmentation, likewise for
;

—

—

—

Hay

;

—

Dbu.mmokd.
Crest
An aged Lowland Scots countryman
coupcd at the knees, vested in grey, waistcoat gu. bonnet
az. bearing on bis shoulder an ox-yoke ppr. Supporters
Two young Lowland Scots countrymen habited as the crest,
the dexter holding over his shoulder the coulter of a
plouc;h, the sinister a paddle, both ppr. Motto ^Benovate

—

—

animos.

Hay

(E.

W.

Amiioi, Hat,

Lyon

Clerk, 1824).

Quarterly,

a unicorn saliant ar. armed, maned, and unguled or,
within a bordure of the last charged with eight half thistles
vert impaled with as many half roses gu. ; 2nd, or, a lion's
head erased within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
3rd, ar. three inescutcheons gu; 4th. or, three bars wavy
gu. surmounted of a scymitar in pale ar. hilted and pon»melled of the field, aU within a bordure gu. Crest and Motto,
as Earl of KinnouU.
(BoBEBT WiixiAM Hat, Commissioner for Victualling the
Navy, 1824). Qviarterly, as the last, within a bordure erm.
1st, az.

Hay

Same

Hay

Crest

and Motto.

(Lochloy,

—

—

—

Hay

—

—

:

Paris, CO. Perth, 1778). Ar. a falcon's head erased betw.
three inescutcheons gu. a bordure of the last.
Crest
plough ppr. Motto NU desperandum.

—

—

Hay

(Woodcockdale, co. Linlithgow, 1672 the family afterwards adopted the name of Bbuce on marrying the heiress
of Kinnaibd). Ar. a fess wavy betw. three inescutcheons
gu. a bordure of the last. Crest A demi arm ppr. holding
an ox-yoke or, with bows gu. Motto Hinc incrementum.
(Carriber, CO. Linlithgow, 1720). As the last, the fess
charged with an otter's head erased ar. for difl".
Crest
dexter arm holding the bow of a plough ppr. Motto
Laboranti palma.
(Monkton, 1G72 the heiress m. Mitcbelson, of MiddleIon).
Ar. three inescutcheons gu. within a bordure engr.
az. powdered with frases of the field.
(Naughton, co. Fife, earliest cadet of ErroU the property through two female descents came afterwards to Hats
of the Megginch branch).
Ar. three inescutcheons gu.
within a bordure indented of the last.
(Locherworth, co. Peebles; Earl and Marquess of
Tvieeddale). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three cinquefoils ar^
for F&ASE&; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three bars erm., for Giffobd,
;

—

Hay

—

—
—

A

Hay

;

Hay

;

Hay
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;

Hay

—

—

sinister,

—

a royal stag ppr.

Hay

(Craignethan, co. Peebles, cadet of Haystoun). Quarand 4th, az. three frases ar., for Fbaseb; 2nd, ga.
three bars erm., for GifFOBD ; 3rd, vert a unicorn's head
erased ar. en surtout ar. three inescutcheons gu., for
terly, 1st

Hat.

Hay

(Monkton, co. Haddington heiress m. Sir Alexakder
Hat, of Whitburgh, descended of Lochloy, v.^upra). Ar.
three inescutcheons gn. within a bordure engr. az. charged
;

with eight frases of the

Hay (Edinburgh, 1672).

field.

Quarterly, as Marquees of Tweeddale,

differenced by a mullet charged with a crescent in the centre.
Crest

—A

buck's head cabossed ppr.

Motto

— Venter

and

gain.

Hay

Quarterly, as
(Alderston, co. Haddington, bart. 1703).
in the centre a key fessways wards

Marquess of Tweeddale,
downwards sa. Crest

—A

—

goat's

head erased

ai.

homed

or.

Motto Spare nought.
(Bannes, co. Aberdeen, 1764 ; represented by LeithHat, of Leith HaU, as heir of line
GcOBDon, of Avochie,

Hay

;

the heir male). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three inescut
cheons gu.
2nd and 3rd, az. three cinquefoils ar., for
Fbaseb; in the centre a crescent for diff. Cred X goat
puss. ar. armed and unguled or.
Motto Spare nought.
(Faichfield and Cocklaw as recorded for Charles Hat,
a judge of the Court of Session, under the title of Lord
Newton, 1806). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three inescutcheons gn.
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. erm. betw. three
pheons ar. a bordure indented of the third, for Mudie in
the centre of the quarters a crescent gu. Crest
A goat pass,
ar. armed and unguled or.
Motto— Spare nought.
(Laxfirth, Shetland). Ar. a mullet az. betw. three inescutcheons gu. a bordure of the second. Crest A goat's
head ar. horned or, charged on the neck with a mullet az.

—

;

—

Hay

;

;

—

Hay

—

Motto—Jilalum bono

jugo.

Hay

20

Hay

;

Ar. three inescutcheons gu.
within a bordure of the last. Crest An ox-yoke erected in
pale or, with bows gu.
Motto Serva jugum.
(Strowie, co. Perth). As the last, the bordure charged
with eight crescents ar. for diff.
Crest
An ox-yoke gu.
in pale ensigned with a crescent ar.
Motto—Cresco sub
co. Elgin).

Hay

;

vincitur.

Hay

(London, 1672). Ar. three inescutcheons gu. within a
Crest
bordure counter-compony of the last and first.
Motto
dexter hand holding an ox-yoke ppr. with bows gu.
Valet et vulnerat.
(Leith, 1685). Ar. three inescutcheons gu. each charged
with a garb or, banded of the second. Crett An ox-head
couped ppr. Motto Nee abest jugum.
(Konigsberg, 1807). Ar. three inescutcheons gu. within
a bordure engr. sa. charged with eight annulets or. Crest

—

—

Hay

—

—

Hay

—

Two arms from

the shoulders embowed vested in russet,
grasping an ox-yoke or, the bows gu. Motto Pro patria.
Hay. Gu. on a fesse betw. six martlets ar. two martlets sa.
Crest
A hand holding an annulet or.
Hay. Ar. a bend sa. an orle of martlets counterchanged.
Hay. Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three martlets gu.
Hay. Ar. three escallops in bend sa. cotised gu.
Hay, or
la Hay. Ar. a pile wavy gu.
{Earl of Carlisle; created 1622, extinct 1660). Ar. three
escutcheons gu.
(Bobertsbridge, co. Sussex, temp. Edward TV., and of
Glynboume, in the same covmty the last male heir, Tbokas
Hat, Esq., Lieut-Colonel of the Sussex Miiitia, and M.P. for

—

—

De

Hay

Hay

;

AA

Hay

settled in that co. for several centuries.

three inescutcheons gu.
ppr. belled or.

Crest—A falcon

Visit. 1618).
ar.

Ar.

wings expanded

Hay

confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1723, to
(St. Malo;
Kdwabd Hat, Esq., of St. Malo, fourth in descent from
Egbert Hat, eldest son of Matthew Hay, Esq.. of TacumCrest
A falcon ar. wings expanded
shane). Same Arms.
Serva jugum.
ppr. belled or. Motto
(Castlebame, co. Longford Kun. Ent. of William Hat,
of that place, d. March, 1634). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
Haycock. Erminois an elephant statan*; az. on a chief of
the last the sun in splendour betw. two beehives ppr. Crest—
An heraldic antelope sejant erminois, coUared gu. the dexter
fool resting on a beehive or.
Haycock. Az. two garbs in chief and a mullet in base or.
Creit—On a ducal coronet per pale gu. and or, a lion pass,
per pale counterchanged.
Hayday (Weston, co. Hereford). Gu. on a bend or, three

—

—

Hay

;

leopards' faces vert.

Hayday (London).
Hayden (Sir John

Same Arms, bend

Hatden, knighted by Robert, Earl of
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 5 Aug. 1599). Barry
and
az. on a chief gu. a bar dancettee or.
of twelve ar.
Haydock (Haydock, co. Lancaster descended from Hugh de
Etdock, mentioned in the " Testa de Nevill." The eventual
heiress, Joan, dau. of Sir Gilbert Haydock, in. Sir Peter
Legh, of Lyme, co. Chester). Ar. a cross sa. in the dexter
;

chief quarter a fleur-de-lis of the second.

Haydock, Haidocke, or Heydock (Grcywell, co.
Hants. Visit. 1612) Same Arms. Crest — A deini swan with
ar.

ducally

gorged,

Hayeby.

lined,

and beaked

Haydock

(Banyton, co. Oxford; Thomas Haydock, living
at Visit. 1574). Same Arms, quartering ar. a goat's head
Crest
A swan rising ar.
erased sa. betw. three cocks gu.
beaked or, ducally gorged and lined gu.
Haydock, or Heydock (cos. Lancaster and Oxford). Ar.
three sparrow hawks close gu.
(Christopher Hatdoke, Esq., Alderman of Preston in 1562).
Arms and Crest, same as Hatdock, co.
Lancaster.
(Bowood or Boughwood, Epford, and Cadhay, co.
Devon; Robert Hatdon, Esq., of Bowood, tenth in descent

—

Haydoke

Haye, De

Hayse

la. Ar. three escallops in bend gu. cotised sa,
(Westminster, co. Middlesex, bart.). Quarterly, 1st

and 4lh, ar. a chev. az. betw. three escutcheons gu. each
charged with a leopard's face or
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion
ramp. gu. betw. three pheons az.
Crest
On a perch ppr.
a falcon, wings endorsed or, an escutcheon pendent from the
beak, as in the arms. Motto Nil desperandura.
Hayes (Windsor, co. Berks, and London granted 13 May,
Ar. a chev. betw. three tigers' heads sa. erased and
1662).
;

;

langued gu.
Hayes (Wardrobe and Litley, co. Chester; granted 1C15).
Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces or, a crescent
gu. Crest A demi lion holding a pheonar. staff or.
Hayes (co. Devon). Az. on a pale or, three bulls' heads of

—

the

field.

Hayes (co.

Devon). Az. on a pale betw. two endorses or,
three bulls' heads couped of the field.
(Rockingdon, co. Essex).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three dragons' heads erased vert as many bezants.
(co. Essex).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three boars'
heads erased and erect vert as many bezants.
(Nowton and Kettleburgh, co. Sufl'olk; granted 1703)
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three escutcheons gu. as many
leopards' faces of the first.
Crest
A demi leopard ramp.
reguard. collared and chained or, supporting an escutcheon
gu(confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux, 1G13, to Sir
Thomas Hates, of London). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erminois
three lions' heads erased sa.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess embattled gu. in chief three martlets sa. Crest— A fox pass.
erminois.
(Wardrop, granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1615).
Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces or, a crescent
of the field.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the

Hayes
Hayes

—

Hayes

;

Hayes

paws a

flagstaff gold,

Hayes (Hayes,
heads couped

Hayes
Crest

Hayes

Same Arms, a bordure gohonated
(Baconstrope, co. Norfolk).

a cross engr. counterchanged.

or and az.
Quarterly, ar. and gu.

Crest— A talbot

ar. spotted

sa.

Worcester). Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross
engr. counterchanged, in the first quarter a Cornish chough
(co.

many

Salop).

Az. three mullets

or,

on a chief

ar. as

pellets.

Haye (Monkes

Hall and Chorlton Hall, co. Lancaster, 1CC4).

man in armour ppr.
(Battel, co. Sussex).
Ar. on a fesse gu.
betw. six martlets sa. two martlets or.
(granted 1628).
Erm. on a chief az. two martlets or.
Crett—A dexter arm cmbowcd, vested gu. turned up and
indented ar. holding in the hand ppr. a scythe in bend or, the
blade arching to the right.
(Halnaked, co. Sussex, temp. Henry I.).
Ar. a fesse,
and in chief three martlets gu.
Haye. Ar. on a chief sa. a griffin's head erased betw. two
mullets pierced or.
Az. a demi

Haye, or Hay

Haye

Haye

Haye, or Hay. Ar. a mullet gu.
Haye. Gu. a lion ramp, or, crowned ar.
Haye. Az. three mullets or (another, ar.).
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heads erased

sa.

(Great Badgebury, co. Kent

;

granted 8 May, 1689).

—

the last and gu.
Middlesex).

heads couped sa.
(London, 1613).
sa.

Crest

— A wolf

Az. on a pale

or, three bulls'

Erminois three wolves' heads erased

pass, erminois.

Hayes.

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three boars' heads erased
ermines as many ewers gu.
Hayes. Gu. a fesse or, betw. three bezants.
Hayes. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three dragons' heads of the
last erased per fesse gu.
Hayes (Drumboe Castle, co. Donegal, bart.). Ar. a chev.
betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. Crest
A griffin's head
erased. Motto Dieu me conduise.
Hayes (granted to Henry Hates, Esq., of Stratford, Rathgar,
Per
CO. Dublin, son of Andrew Hayes, Esq., of Dublin).
pale gu. and sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces or,
a pheon of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, holding
in his paws a flagstaff, therefrom a pennon gu. and charged
on the shoulder with a pheon sa. Motto Renovate animos.
Hayhurst (Parkhead, co. Lancaster; depicted on a window
in Whallcy Church). Ar. a chev. az. charged with a sun or,
betw. three hay-rakes ppr.
Hayle. Ar. eight bars gemcUes az. on a canton gu. a lion

—

—

—

—

pass. or.

Hayles. Gu.
hand

sa.

Haye (co.

lions'

sa.

Crest
Erm. three escutcheons gu.
A falcon volant ppr.
jessed and belled or, gorged with a ducal coronet per pale of

Hayes

statant az.

ar.

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three boars'

Erm. three

(co. Hertford).

— A leopard's head

from Robert Haydon, of Boughwood, living 19 Edward I.,
1290. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. three bars gemels az. on a
chief gu. a fess dancett^e or.
Crest— A lion ar. seizing
on a bull courant sa.
Haydon, or Haidon (Johk Haidon, mercer, Sheriff of
London, d. 1583; descended from Boughwood). Same Arms
and Crest. Motto Ferme en foy.
Haydon (Woodbury, co. Devon, London, and co. Surrey).
Same Arms.
Haydon ^Adam Haydon, illegitimate son of Roger Haydon,
of Nether Stowford, 7 Edward II., who was son of Robert
Haydon, of Boughwood, 19 Edward I. Visit. London, 1568).
Same Arms, a border compony gu. and or.
Haydon (Grove, Watford, and Oxley, co. Herts). Quarterly,
ar. and az. a cross engr. counterchanged.
Crest— A talbot

—

pennon

co. Hants).

or.

Hayes (Hadley, co.

Haydon

—

—

Haydon

Haydon

Crest

or.

—

gu.

Haydon.

—A phcjn

Az. three storks ar. a chief erm.

Hayes

ar.

Exsex,

wings expanded

HAY
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H A"sr

Lewes, d. unvx. in 1786; the Lakghams, of Cottesbrookc,
Ar. on a
CO. Northampton, now represent the Hat family).
fesse gu. betw. six martlets sa. two martlets or.
family
Wexford,
a
Ballinkeele,
co.
and
(Tacumshane

a fesse

or,

betw. two chevronels ar.

Crest

—

ppr. holding a torteau.

Hayles.
Hayles.

Sa.

a

chev. ar. and bordure erm.
or, betw. two chev. ar. a borduro

fe.ssc or,

Sa. a fcssc

erm.

Hayles.

Ar. a chev. gu. in chief three roses of the second.
Salop: granted 1701, to Wm. Hayley, of
Or, on a cross az. a einquefoil betw.
A crescent ar. charged with
four mascles of the first. Crest
a cross pattee gu.
Hayley. Or, a fret gu. Crest— A demi boy ppr.
Haylis. Or, a chev. sa. on a chief of the second three

Hayley

(co.

Cleobury Mortimer).

—

roses gu.

Haylis.

Or, a chev. sa. betw. three roses of the second, a

chief of the last.

Haylord, or Haylard.

Ar. three bars betw. ten fleursand one.
Crest—
Gu. three cocks' heads erased or.
scymitar and caduceus in saltire, ensigncd with a round bat.
de-lis az. three, three, three,

Hayman.

A

HAY
Hayman

(Myrtle Grove and South Abbey, Youghal, co.
Cork; a branch of a Somersetshire family, derived from
the younger of two brothers, Sami'el Hatman, who went
to Ireland in the suite of the Dulce of Ormonde, Lord
Lieutenant 1662, and settled in the town of Youghal, where
he purchased, in 1670, part of the estates of Sir Walter
Kaleigh). Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three martlets sa.
1st: A demi Moor,
Crests
as many cinquefoils pierced or.
full-faced, wreathed round the temples, holding in the dexter
hand a rose slipped and leaved all ppr. 2nd A martlet sa.
Motto Coelum non solum.
(Hayne, CO. Devon the heiress to. Harris). Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three martlets sa.
(granted to John Hatne, Esq., of Gloucester Square,
Hyde Paris). Erm. on a fess nebulygu. three quatrcfoils ar.
Crest
On a tortoise ppr.
in chief a greyhound courant sa.
an eagle displ. bendy of si.x sa. and ar. in the beak a rose
Motto Lahore et honore.
also ar. shpped ppr.
Ha3m.e (Dorchester). Quarterly, 1st, or, on a fess gu. three
bezants, in chief a greyhound courant ppr.; 2nd, quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. a crescent or, 2nd and 3rd, erm. a chief
dancettee gu. over all on a fesse az. four bezants; 3rd, sa. a
4th, barry of six sa.
chev. or, betw. three leopards' faces ar.
and gu. a chief paly of six or and sa. an escutcheon of
pretence erm. Crest On a tortoise ar. an eagle displ. or.
The crest confirmed to Thomas Hayne, of Fryer Waddon,
CO. Dorset, by William Segar, Garter, 1607.
(Dartmouth, Honiton, co. Devon; granted 1702). Or,
on a fesse inveckcd az. a rose ar. seeded of the first, barbed
Tertbetw. two. plates, in chief a greyhound courant sa. Crcxt
A tortoise ar. thereon an eagle displ. ppr. beaked and
legged gu. having upon each wing a plate, and on the breast
a rose of the first.
(Fryer Waddon, co. Dorset; granted 4 Sept. 1G07}.
Or, on a fesse gu. three plates, in chief a greyhound courant

—
;

:

—

Hayne

;

Hayne

—

—

;

—

Hayne

—

Hayne
az.

Hayne

(Haddon, Jamaica, and Burderop Park, near Marlborough, CO. Wilts). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three martlets sa.
Crest
An eagle, wings expanded and distended, preying on
a tortoise all ppr.
Hayne, or Haynes. Ar. on a fesse nebulCe betw. three
annulets gu. six bezants.
Haynelles (co. NorfolU). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three fleurs-

—

wavy

ar.

Haynes

Gu. three crescents paly

(Reading, CO. Ecrks).

and

Ar. on a fesse

wavy

az. betw. seven

or.

Erminois on a fesse sa. a
on a canton gu. a leopards face

(Chelsea, co. Middlesex).

greyhound courant

ar.

jessant-de-lis or.

Hajmes

(Hackney, co. Middlesex; confirmed 1578).
Ar.
three crescents barry wavy az. and gu.
Haynes (co. Salop). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three demi
greyhounds courant az. as many bezants.
Haynes (Thimbleby Lodge, Northallerton, co. York).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three crescents paly

wavy

gu.

and

2nd and 3rd, gu. two billets ar. Crest— A stork, wings
the beak a serpent of the last.
Chequy or and gu. a
(co. Surrey).
bend az. a griffin's head erased betw. two falcons ar. a canton
erm.
Haynes. Or, on a fesse gu. three bezants, ih chief a greyhound courant sa. collared of the second. Crest An eagle
displ. az. semee of estoiles or.
Haynes, or Hayne. Ar. a fesse nebulce az. betw. three
az.

.\ bull's head couped
broken spear ar.

Hajrter

;

displ. ppr. in

Hajmes, or Heynes

—

—

cinquefoils (another, trefoils) ar.

Hayton

(William Chcte Havton, Esq., of Moreton Court,
near Hereford). Sa. a cross engr. or. Crest
A cock gu.
combed, wattled, and legged or, holding in the beak a heart's-

—

ease slipped ppr.

Hayton (co.

Essex). Vert a bend ar.
Ar. on a bend sa. three bucks' heads cabossed of
A buck's head, as in the arms.
Ar. three church bells sa. Crest— A. hand holding

Hayton.
the

Crest

field.

Hayton.

Ar. three hulls

—

pa.^s. sa.

Hayverd, or Haverd.

Or, a fesse sa. in chief a cross

crosslet gu.

Hayvills.

Gu. a chev. or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Quedgeley House, co. Gloucester).
Ar. on a.
on a chief of the second a lion
pass, of the third.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a demi
lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis or.

Hajrward
bend

sa. three fleurs-de-lis or,

—

Hasrward

John Hayward,

the historian, temp. ElizaAr. guttee de sang a fesse nebulee gu.
Hay"ward (Dewes Grove, Sandhurst, co. Gloucester granted
175C).
Ar. on a bend betw. two roses gu. barbed and seeded
ppr. another rose betw. as many fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief of
(Sir

beth).

;

—

the second a lion pass, of the fourth. Crest A mural crown
or, thereon a demi lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder
with a rose, holding in the dexter paw a rose of the second,
barbed and seeded ppr.
Or, three lions ramp. gu. over all
(co. Hereford).
a bendlet sa.
(Acton Round, co. Salop; granted 15 Feb. 1560).
Or, a bull's head betw. three mullets gu. on a chief sa. a lion
pass. erm. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee of the field.

Hayward

Hayward
Crest

—Two

crosses crosslet fitchcc or,

bull's

head cabossed

Hayward, Ha'ward,
lion

ramp.

ar. ducally

Hayward (Tandridge Hall,

sallireways, enfiled

sa.

or Heyward
crowned

Hasrward, or Heyward
Crest — A unicorn courant ppr.

(of the

(Brocton, co. Salop).

or.

North).

co. Surrey).

—

chief a talbot pass, of the second. Crest
collared sa. a ring of the first to the front of the collar.
Ar. a bull's head gu. betw. three mullets sa.
Gu. a chev. or, betw. three
(Fellwell, co. Norfolk).

Haywell

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Haywood

Stafford).

Ar. on a bend cotised gu. three

(co. Stafford).

Ar. a firepan sa. inflamed ppr. a

(co.

plates.

Haywood
crescent for

diff.

Heywood.

Haywood,

Ar. three torteaux in bend
or
betw. two cotises gu. a bordurc of the second. Crest On
the stump of a tree a falcon rising ppr.
(Sillins, co. Worcester; Edward Waldron Hatwood, Esq., of Sillins, High Sheriff co. Worcester, 1875).

—

Haywood

Same Ai-ms and

Crest.

Haywood.

Ar. on a fesse engr. gu. betw. three martlets
sa. collared or, as many cinquefoils erm.
Ar. two bends gu. a bordurc of the last. Crest
A tiger's head ar. armed and mancd or, pierced through
the neck with a broken spear sa. headed gold, vulncd

—

cu.

Barry of six ar. and sa. three cotton hanks or.
Ar. on a bend engr. gu. three plates, a bordure

of the second.

Hazard.

ppr.

Hays

Or, a sun gu.
Hays, or Hayes (London). Ar. on a pale betw. two palcts
engr. sa. three bulls' heads couped or.
Hays. Erm. a fesse engr. or, butw. three lions ramp. ppr.
Cre4'.
A hawk, wings displ. erminois.
Hays. Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three mullets sa. Crfst
monkey pass. ppr. collared round the loins and chained or.
Hays. Erm. on a chev. az. three roses or. Crest An arm
embowed in armour or, wielding a scymitar ppr.
Haystacke. Or, a chev. gu. pierced by a bend erm.
Haytefeld. Erm. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils
(co. Dorset).

—

—

—

sa.

Hayter

(Salisbury).
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Az. three

bulls'

heads couped or.

Crest

Same Anns.

two bars ar. in
Atalbot's hcadar.

Sa.

Hajrward.

Haywood.
Haywood.

(Dallamore, co. Devon). Gu. a fesse or, betw. three
bezants, quartering Trevt and Hele.
Crest
A swan's head

—

a sickle ppr.

Ha3rton.

upwards.

Hays

ar.

—

Haywood.

—

pierced through the neck witli a

Az. an escallop betw.
and as many flaunches guttee de poix.
(Southill Park, Berks, bart.).
Az. an escallop betw.
three bulls' heads couped or. Crest A bull's head erased
sa. semce of escallops or, and pierced through the neck
with a broken spear in bend sinister, point upwards, ppr.
Motto
Via vi.
Hajrtfield. Erm. on a chev. sa. (another, engr.) three

two annulets

annulets gu. (another, of the second).
Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three crescents of the last,
as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Crest Three Moors'
heads conjoined in one neck, facing the dexter sinister and

Hayns.

or,

(East Creech, co. Dorset).

Hayter

Gu. a

az.

(co. Berks).

bezants three annulets

Haynes

—

with a

de-lis ar.

Haynes
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Az. two bars ar. on a chief or, three escallops gu.
escallop gu.
Crest— On the top of an anchor in
.\z. a garb or.
the sea, a dove holding in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
Hazleriggr (Xosely Hall, co. Leicester, bart.). Ar. a chev.
Crest— On a chapeau gu.
betw. three hazel leaves vert.
turned up erm. a Scot's head ppr. Motto— Vro aris ct focis.
Hazle'wood (Belton, co. Rutland). Ar. on a saltire gu.
betw. three owls sa. as many lozenges ar. each charged
with an erm. spot, on a chief az. three branches of hazel or.
Crest
\ squirrel sejant az. bezantcc, cracking a nut.
Heacock (Newington, co. Middlesex; granted 1746).
ErminoLs an elephant az. on a chief of the second the sun
Crest
A hind sejant
in splendour betw. two beehives or.
Crest

— An

Hazard.

—

—

A

HE A
Head

—

Head

;

;

Head

—

Head

Headlam

—

—A

key in

saltire ppr.

Heald

(James Heald, Esq., of Par's Wood, Didsbury, co.
Quarterly, gu. and az. in the 1st and 4th
Lancaster).
quarters an eagle, wings elevated or, in the 2nJ and 3rd,
a fret of the last, over all a fesse ar. thereon, betw. two
crosses pattee a rose of the first, barbed and seeded ppr.
Crest On a mount vert a bundle of arrows fesseways, the
points towards the dexter ppr. bound gu. thereon an eagle,
wings elevated erminois, in the beak a sprig of oak also ppr.
the dexter claw resting on a cross pattee, as in the arms..
Motto ^Mea gloria crux.
Heale (Highfield, co. Herts descended from William Hele,
Esq., of South Hele, co. Devon, temp. Henry V.).
Same
Amu, <fcc., as Hele, of South Hele.
Healing'. Ar. on a chev. betw. two couple closes sa. three

—

—

;

escallops or.

Healinge. Or, on a chief az. two mullets ar.
Healy, or Healey. Az. three boars' heads

couped in
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
statant guard, ppr. ducally gorged or.
Heane (Ruardeane, co. Gloucester; arms from a brass plate
taken out of the church of the monastery of Abergavenny,
in memory of Sir John Atte Hene, Knt., of Esme, co.
Surrey, d. 1432). Per fesse or and ar. a fesse sa. issuant
therefrom a demi lion ramp. gu.
Heanton (Old Port, co. Devon; the heiress m. Somastek).
Vert a bend or.
Heaps. Ar. a chev. betw. two crescents in chief and a
dexter arm embowed couped fesseways, wielding a sword all
gu. Crest A cross crosslec fltchee betw. two branches of
palm in orle ppr.
Heapy. Ar. three peahens close ppr. Crest A cubit arm
erect vested, holding in the hand a lamb ppr.
Heard (co. Somerset; Sir Isaac Heard, Garter King
of Arms; granted 1762). Ar. a Neptune crowned with an
Eastern crown of gold, his trident sa. headed or, issuing
from a stormy ocean, the sinister hand grasping the head of
a ship's mast appearing above the waves, as part of the
wreck all ppr. on a chief az. the Arcticpolar star of the first
betw. two water bougets of the second. Crest— K swan,
wings elevated ar. beaked and membered sa. charged on the
breast with a rose gu. barbed and seeded ppr. ducally
crowned, collared, and chained or.
pale ar.

Crest

—On

—

—

Heard

(Manchester, 1868).

Ar. three hearts in chief gu.

—

a demi otter issuing out of water all ppr.
Crest
swan with wings expanded ppr. Motto Recte et sapicnter.
Hearing: (Eye, co. Suffolk). Or, on a pale betw. two palets
in base

—

gu. three eagles displ. of the first. CYest
wings expanded ar. ducally gorged.

—A

griffin segreant,

Hearle. Ar. a pale surmounted by a roaunch
A hand holding a crosier in bend sinister.

gu.

Crest —

Hearne

(Sir William Hearne, Knt., of Maidenhead, co.
Berks, SherilT of London, 1797; descended from Alderman
Sheriff of London, 1618). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three herons ar. -Crest— A heron's head ducally gorged
all ppr.
Motto— Leges, Juraque servat.

Richabd Herne,

Heame,

or

Heam.

counterchanged.

Per fesse ar. and az. three chnplets
Crest— On a mount vert a horse at full

and bridled ppr.
Hearon (W. n. Hearon, Lord Mayor of York in 1827).
Arms, &c., same a> Heron, of Shacklcwcll, co. Mlddlcscic.
Hearon (Sir Nicholas Hearon, knighted at Drogheda by
Sir Henrt Sydney, Lord Deputy, 1566).
Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three herons ar. beaked and legged or.
Heart. Qu. on a chief ar. three human hearts ppr. Oral—
speed, Riddled
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reguard. enninois, collared gn. reposing the dexter foot on a
beehive or.
Ar. a chev. ermines
(Hermitage, co. Kent, bart.).
betw. three nnicorns' heads couped sa. Crest A unicorn's
head couped ermines. Motto—Study quiet.
Moses Mendez, of I^ondon, m. Ann Gabkielix,
(bart.
dau. of Sir Fbancis Head, foarth bart. of Hermitage his
father of Sir Fbancis Head, Governor of
was
second son
Canada, who assumed the name and arms of Head, and was
created a bart. 1837). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
(Seaton, co. Devon). Sa. a chev. betw. three unicorns"
heads erased ar. Crett A unicorn's head erased ar.
Same Arms and Crest.
(co. Berks, and London).
Headfort, Harquess of. SeeTATi^s.
(Kexby, co. York, 1665). Gu. a chev. or, betw.
three lambs' heads erased ar. Crest
A demi griffin segreant
holding a spear all ar.
Headley, Baron. See Winn.
Headworth. Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a
cross moline or.
Heald. Ar. on a chev. betw. three bombs sa. fired ppr. as
many bezants, a chief of the second. Crest
sword and

Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi hon ar. holding In the
dexter paw a heart gu.
Heartston. Gu. a chev. ar. guttee de poix betw. three
leopards' faces of the second.

Heatcock, alias Arras

Bucks).

(co.

Ar. on a cross

sa.

five fleurs-de-lis ar.

Heath.

Eden, co. Durham, Twickenham, co. Middlesex,
Visit. Lond. 1508/.
Per chev. or and
two mullets of the second, in base a heathcock
of the first, combed and wattled gu.
Crest
A cock's head
erased or, combed and wattled gu.
(Little

and Lynn,

CO. Norfolk.

sa. in chief

—

Heath

(Mile End, co. Middlesex;

granted 21 June, 1707).
Per chev. embattled sa. and ar. in chief two mullets of six
points or, pierced gu. and in base a heathcock of the first,

combed and wattled

Heath.

ppr.

Per chev. crenellee sa. and ar. in chief two estoilcs
a heathcock sa. combed and wattled gu.
cock's head sa. crested and jelloped gu. betw. two

of the last, in base
Crest

—A

branches vert.

Heath

Thomas Heath, Esq., of that
Robert Heath, of the same, and grandson of
BiCBABD Heatb, of the city of Oxford, by Dorothy, his
wife, dau. and co-heir of Sir John Cornwall, Knt., of
Shelwell. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Erm. a chev. sa. betw. three
moorcocks gu., quartering Cornwall, viz., erm. a lion ramp,
(Shelwell, co. Oxford

;

place, son of

gu. a border engr. sa. bezantee.

mant

Crest

— A tower

ar. flam-

ppr.

Heath

confirmed by Carney,
Ulster, 1695, to Samuel Heath, Esq., son of William Heath,
Esq., of Land, co. Stafford, descended from Bradstad, co.
Kent, by Anne Wobth, his wife, dau. of Peteb Wobth, Esq.,
of Tidderington, whose male issue having failed on the death
of his grandson, John Wobth, in 1695, the estates devolved
on the above Samuel Heath). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gn.
a cross engr. ar. betw. twelve billets or, for Heath; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a cross ragulee couped sa., for Worth.
Crest—A.
heathcock holding in the beak a branch of heath all ppr.
Heath (Kepyer, co. Durham; granted 4 Aug. 1558; the
Heaths, of Kepyer, derived from John Heath, of London,
Warden of the Fleet, d. 1591, son of John Heath, of
Twickenham, and grandson of John Heath, of Heath, co.
Middlesex; the eventual heiress of the family, Elizabeth,
only dau. and heir of John Heath, Esq., of Old Durham, m.
John Tempest, Esq.). Same Arms. Crest A heathcock's
head erased sa. wattled gu. Motto Espere mieux.
Heath (co. Hertford). Az. a bend per pale gu. and or, a
bordure counterchanged.
Heath (Eatonbridge, co. Kent). Ar. a saltire engr. betw.
twelve billets gu.
Heath (Brasted, co. Kent, Lyndsfeild and Tanridge, co.
Surrey from the Surrey family derived Sir Robert Heath,
Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas). Ar. a cross engr.
betw. twelve billets gu. Crest A wolfs head erased per pale
sa. and or, ducally gorged ar. holding in the mouth a broken
spear of the second, headed of the third.
Heath (Pedingham, co. Sussex). Same Arms, quartering
(Tidderington, co. Chester;

—

—

;

—

Comber.
(Nicholas Heath, Bishop of Rochester, 1540-44;
Bishop of Worcester, 1544-55; Archbishop of York, 1555-60;
Lord President of the Marches of Wales, 1653-56. Har.
MSS. 12,443). There are four coats ascribed to this prelate,
viz., 1st, vert a chev. engr. ar. betw. three plates, each
charged with a Cornish chough with a bird's claw in the
beak sa., for Cuve; 2nd, per chev. sa. and ar. in chief
two mullets and in base a heathcock counterchanged, for
Bedford 3rd, ar. three pellets, two and one, the first
charged with a cross of the field, for Cole 4th, az. a chev.
engr. or, betw. three plates, each charged with a martlet sa.
Heath (Ford Hall, co. Warwick). Vert on a chief ar. three

Heath

;

;

cinqucfoils az.

Heath

(co. Stafford).

moorcocks of the

Heath

(co.

cro.sslet of

Heath

the

Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three

last.

Suffolk).

Ar. three pellets, on each a cross

first.

(Fordall, co.

Warwick).

Vert on a chief

or, three

mullets sa.

Heath.

Vert on a chief ar. three cinqucfoils az.
Heath (Fun. Ent. of Heath, Searcher of the Customs for the
Port of Dublin, d. 1 Dec. 1619). Gu. on a bend or, cotised
ar. three moorcocks ppr. an annulet for diff.
Heathcoat-Amory, Bart. See Amory.

Heathcote

(Chcsterflcid, CO. Derby, temp. Edward IV.; descended from Gilbert Heathcote, Alderman of Chester, d.
1690; the baronets of Normanton (now Lords Aveland) and
Hursley derive from this stock). Erm. three pomeis, each
charged with a cross or. Crest On a mural crown az. a
pomcis as in the arms, betw. two wings displ. crui.

—

—
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Heathcote
Heathcote

(Baron Aveland). See Willoughby.
(Normanton, co. Rutland, Stamford, co. Lincoln,
and Durdans, Epsom, co. Surrey). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli,
enn. three ponicis, each charged with a cross or 2nd and
Crest
On a mural crown az. a
3rd, az. a saltire engr. enn.
pomeis, as in the arms, betw. two wings displ. erm.
Seathcote (Hursley Park, co. Hants, bart.). Erm. three
pomeis, each charged with a cross or. Creit On a mural
coronet az. a pomeis charged with a cross or, betw. two
wings displ. erm.
HeatllCOte (Brampton and Cutthorp, co. Derby, a.d. I6I4;
the late Cornelius Heathcote, Esq., of Brampton, assumed,
on inheriting the estates, the name and arms of Kodes, of
Barlborough [.«ee that name]. Same Amis as Heathcote,
;

—

—

of Chesterfield.

Seathcote

(Connington Castle, co. Huntingdon).
Erm.
On a
three pomeis, each charged with a cross or. Crest
mural crown az. a pomeis, as in the arms, betw. two wings
displ. erm.
Heathcote (Longton Hall, CO. Stafford). Quarterly, Island
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw.
4th, same Amis as the last
three horseshoes sa., for Edensob. Crest, same as Heath-

—

;

cote, of Chesterfield.

Heathcote

(Apedale Hall, co. Stafford). Erm. three pomeis,
each charged with a cross or, quartering the arms of Geeslet,
Mr. Heathcote being (through his mother, who eventually
became co-heiress) a co-representative of the elder branch of
the Greslets, of Drakelow. Crest— On a mural crown az. a
pomeis, as on the arms, betw. two wings displ. erm.
Heathe. Ar. on a cross sa. five crosses crosslet or.
Heather (cos. Derby and Surrey). Paly of six az. and or,
on a chief of the second a fesse dancett^e gu. Crut A lion's
paw. sa. holding up a heart gu.
Heathfield. Az. three garbs ar. Crest An arm cmbowed, vested vert, and cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr.
a sword of the first also ppr.
(Charlton Park, co. Gloucester). Az. on a cross
wavy ar. betw. four pigeons' heads erased or, five hurts.
Crest —A mount vert, thereon a hawthorn tree ppr. pendent
therefrom by a riband gu. an escutcheon az. charged with
a pigeon's head gold.
Heatley (Fieth-Heatlet exemplified to John Firth,
Esq., of the city of Waterford, on his assuming, by

—

—

Heathom

;

royal licence, 1848, the. surname and arms of Heatley, in
comphance with the will of his maternal uncle, Charles
Ueatlet, Esq., of Eockview, co. Waterford). Vert on a
bend ar. betw. two boars' heads erased or, three mullets of
the field. Crest
A sword erect entwined by two snakes all

—

on a bend vert three boars' heads erased sa.
Heaton, co. Denbigh). Ar. on a bend engr. sa.
three bucks' heads of the field. Crat
A buck's head, as in
the arms.
Heaton, or Heton (Grovelay Hall, co. Worcester, Winkell,
CO. Lincoln, and London).
Ar. six trefoils slipped vert, two
and one, two and one. Crest A pelican or, legged sa.
vulning herself ppr.
Heaton (Claremont, Leeds). Ar. two bars sa. betw. a decrescent and increscent in chief and an increscent in base
Or,

Heatou (Plas

—

—

az.

—

Heaton.

Gu. three nags' beads erased ar. Crest
A nag's
head erased ar.
Heaton, King's co. ; confirmed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1715, to Francis Heaton, son of Very Rev. Ricbaku
Heaton, Dean ot Clonien, and grandson ot Francis Heaiun,
Esq., of Morehouse, co. York).
Vert a lion ramp. ar. Crest
lion Jucully crowned, plain collared and chained all ppr.
Heaven, or
(quartered by Blocnt). Az. tiiree
boars' heaUs couped close or, betw. nine crosses crosslet

Heaton (Mount

—A

Hevyn

fitchee ar.

Hebborn.

Gu. on a chev.

counter-pass, of the

ar.

a,

cinquefoil betw. two lions

gu. Cje.s<— A tritoa
holding in the dexter hand a trident all ppr.
(formeriy of Easthope Park, and now of Appleton,
CO. York; an ancient family in the North Riding of that
county).
Erm. on a chief az. three crescents or. Crest— A.
demi lion ramp. az. supporting betw. the paws a crescent or.
Motto Re e merito.
(co. Oxford).
Emi. on a chief indented az. three
crescents or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a leopard's
face betw. two wings az.
Heber (Marton, co. York confirmed by Dethickand Camden,

(Hebbornc, co. Northumberland). Ar. three uncovered cups (sometimes described as lamps) sa. in t-ach a
flame ol fire ppr. The origin uf these arms appears to have been
the summit of Ros Hill, which immediately overlooks
the httle Peel of Hebborne, was the station of the chief
Deacon for the East and West Marches. The fiaming lamp is,
therefore, the blazing crescent of a border beacon.
:

Hebborne (Hardwick,
five points

co.

Durham).

Same Anns, a

label ot

gu. quartering gu. a chev. beiw. three trefoils

slipped ar., for

Hoton,

Hardwick.
Hebbs (Corton, co. Dorset). Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three
swans close ar. as many lions' heads erased gu. Crtst—A
lion's head erased or, gorged with a chaplet of roses gu.
Hebden, or Hepden (Hebden, Craven, co. York; the
co-heirs m. Sir Piers Tempest, of Bracewell, Knt., and Sir
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of

five fusils in fesse

Hebden

—

Hebdon

—

;

in 1569, to Reginald Heber, Esq., of Marton; the last male
heirs of this family were Richard Heber, Esq., of Hodiiet

and Morton,

d. 1833, and his brother, Reginald Heber,
Bishop of Calcutta, d. 1826). Per fesse az. and gu. a lion
ramp, or, in the dexter chief point a cinquefoil ar. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lady's head and shoulders in
profile ppr. crined or.
Motto Prest daccomplir.
Heber -Percy (Hodnet Hall, co. Salop; Aloernow
Charles Percy, Esq., of Hodnet, co. Salop, assumed the
additional surname and arms of Heber, on his marriage
with Emily, dau. and co-heir of Reginald Heder, Bishop of
Calcutta).
Quarteriy, 1st and 4th grand quaiterings, 1st
and 4th, quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, az., for
Brabant, 2nd and 3rd, gu. three lucies haurient ppr., for
LncY, 2nd and 3rd, az. five fusils in fesse or, for Percy; 2nd
and 3rd grand quarterings, per fesse az. and gu. a lion ramp,
or, in the dexter chief point a cinquefoil az. a cross crosslet
for diff., for Heber; an escutcheon of pretence
Hebeb,
without the diff,
Crests— \st, Percy: On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a lion statant az. tail extended 2nd, Heber.:
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lady's head and shoulders ppr. in
profile crined or.
Motto Esperance en Dieu.
Heber. Same .(i mis. Crest ^A lion's gamb holding a palm
branch ppr.

—

—

;

—

Heberden

—

James's, 'Westminster; granted 1752).
Erminois four lozenges conjoined in fess vert, on a chief az.
an annulet betw. two suns or. Crest On a mount vert a tiger
sejant reguard. erminois, collared of the first, holding in the
dexter paw an escutcheon az. charged with two suns in chief
(St.

—

and an annulet

in base or.
(London). Same Arms, with five lozenges in
wolf sejant erminois, collared vert, holding
in the dexter paw an escutcheon az. charged with two suns
in chief ppr. and an annulet in base or.
Hebert. Gu. a cross ar. surmounted by a bend az. Crat
A fish naiant ppr.
Heberton. Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three mullets sa. as

Heberden

Crest

fess.

—A

—

trefoils slipped ar.

Hebleth-wayle (Sedbergh and Malton,

co. York
descended
from James Heblethwayte, of that place, temp. Henry VX.).
Ar. two palets az. on a canton or, a mullet pierced sa. Ci-tst
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi wolf ramp, ermines.
Heblethwayte (co. Norfolk). Ar. two palets vert, on a
;

—

canton

or,

Heborne
two

a mullet gu.
(co. Chester).

Gu. on a chev.

ar.

lions pass, coimter-pass. of the first.

buckle

a cinquefoil betw.
Crest A round

—

the point of the tongue in chief.
(Cambridge).
Ar. the Hebrew letter
f\ sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or, charged on the
side with the Hebrew letter, as in the arms, of the second.
Hecnedon. Or, a fesse danccttee betw. nine mullets, four,
three, and two, gu.
Hecllins(Hole, co. Cornwall;. Ar. across patonce, quarterly
gu. and az. betw. tour lions' heads erased sa. Crest
lion's head or, issuing from the centre of a rose gu. barbed
or,

Hebrew School

—

vert.

Hector.

Ar. three bends gu. on the centre the sun or.
Out of a mural coronet ar. masoned sa. a demi lion
holding
az.
a palm branch vert.
Hector. Ar. three bends gu. an sstoile az.
(MoLWTNOG, Lord of Uwch Aied, Founder of the IX.
Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys; descendant-s,
Lloyds, of Havodunos, co. Denbigh Lloyd, of Llwyn y Maen,
Iolo Goch, the celebrated bard of Owen GlenCO. Salop
Jower). Sa. a hart pass. ar. attired or.
^Henry Hedd, Sheriff of London his Jau. Mart, in.
Richard Allen, of London, gentleman, temp. Henry VII.,
Visit. London, 1608).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three unicorns'
heads erased ar.
Hedderwick vPitcullo, Fife, 167'2). Gu. a lion pass, guard,
chequy ar. and az. "aetw. three plieons of the second.
Crest
A dexter arm from the olbow, the hand holding an escroll
by one end ppr. Motto- -Ne cimeas recie laciendo.
Hede, or Hedesa ^cu. Kent,
London). Sa. a chev.
Crest
erm. betw. three unicorns' beads couped ar.
An
escallop ur, betw. two branches vert.
Crest

—

Hedd

first.

Hebborne
this

HED

Thomas Dymok). Erm.

many

ppr.

Heatley.

A

;

;

Hedd

;

—

md

—

A

—

mascles of the

Sedg'es
erased

H E Ii
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HED

(London; granted 25 Nov. 1637). Az. three swans'
heads erased ar. Crest A swan's head erased ppr.
Sedges (Alderton, co. Wilts). Same Avrm and Crest.
Hedg'es (Romney, co. Hants). Sa. on a chief or, three

Sed^res

first.

(Finchley, co. Middlesex).

Az. three swans' heads

or.

Heland

York). Gu. abend betw. six martlets or.
Helbert (granted to John Heldebt Helbebt, Esq., of
Gloucester Place, Portman Square).
Gu. a lion ramp, or,
supporting a battle axe ppr. in chief three roses ar. Crest
A mount vert, thereon a stag trippant ppr. in the mouth a
rose gu. slipped of the first, the dexter forefoot resting on
an escutcheon gu. charged with three arrows, one in pale
and two ill saltire, the pheons downwards also ppr.
(co.

—

Hedges-White (Earl of Bantry). See White.
Sedingham. Erm. a bend cngr. gu. guttee d'eau, on a chief Helborne
az. a buck's

head couped

or.

Hedingrham-Nunnery

(co. Essex).

Ar. a billet in pale

surmounted of another in fesse gu.
Ar. a bend engr. betw. two crescents sa.
Hedlam (Siainton, co. Durham). Gu. a chev. or, betw.
three lambs' heads couped ar.
Hedley, or Headley (co. Huntingdon). Gu. on a chev.
betw. three falcons ar. membered and belled or, a cross
az.

Hedisham.

—

Ci-ut
A martlet or.
(Newcastle-on-Tyne). Gu. a chev. betw. three falcons ar. beaked and legged or. Crest An arm embowed
habited, holding in the hand a spear.
Sedley (co. Salop). Ar. on a bend az. three leopards' faces

crosslet fltchee sa.

Hedley

—

crosses crosslet or.

Hele

(CO. Dorset).
Gu. a bend fusily erm.
Crest— On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. an e;igle ar.
(Hele, in the hundred of Harwidge, &c., co. Devon;
Walteb Hele, of that place. Visit. 1620; descended from
Sir Rogeb Hele, Knt., of Hele, temp. Henry III.).
Ar. fire
fusils in pale gu. the middle one charged with a leopard's
face or.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an eagle

Hele

—

close or.

Hele

(Cornwood, co. Devon

Same

wall, 1620).

or.

Hedney, or Hedeney.

Az. an estoile or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three
(Morton, Holdemess).
mens" heads sidefaced, couped at the shoulders sa.
Hedry. Paly of six az. and or.
Hedworth. (Harraton, co. Durham). Ancient arms, on a
bend three quatrefoils since the match with Dabcy the
family has borne ar. an inescutcheon sa. within an orle of

Sedon

;

cinquefoils gu.

Crest

—A

female's head affrontee couped at

the breast ppr. hair flowing or, wreathed about the temples
with a garland of cinquefoils gu. pierced gold.
Hedwortll (Durham). Ar. three chev. braced in base sa.
A lion couchant sa. against an oak ppr.
Crest
(co. Lincoln).
Ar. an inescutcheon and orle of

—

Hedworth

cinquefoils gu.

Heeley, or Heely.
ramp.
all

(co. Durham).
Ar. three pots sa. fire issuant
ppr. a label of as many points gu.
Crest— K fiend's head
couped ppr. winged or.
Heldersham (co. Suffolk). Gu. a clicv. ar. betw. three

Crest

or.

—A

Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three lions
dexter hand brandishing a scymitar

ppr.

Heende

(Lord Mayor of London, 1391 and 1404). Ar. on a
chev. az. three escallops of the field, on a chief of the second
a lion pass, of the first.
Heeper, or Heper. Sa. a chev. or, and canton erm.
Crest
A leopard couchant guard, ppr.
Heesee, Le. Ar. a fess sa. betw. three lions ramp. gu.
Heete (co. Hereford). Per pale gu. and or, a bend and
border counterchanged.
Heg'ens (Scotland). Ar. a saltire betw. a cross-gate in chief
and in base, and a crescent in each flank gu.
Hegerty. See O'Heoekty and O'Haoebty.
Sa. a fesse componee or and az.
HeglifTe. Ar. on a chev. or, a demi lion ramp. gu.
Hegrlise. Erm. on a chief or, a demi lion ramp, issuant

—

Hegham.

;

Thomas Hele.

Visit.

Corn-

.,4r?ns.

Devon; descended from John Hele, Esq.,
of Holberton, second son of Nicholas Hele, Esq., of Hele;
the daus. and co-heirs of the last Rogeb Hele, Esq., of
Holwell were Juliana, m. first, to Pebecbine, third Duke
of Leeds; secondly, to Chables, second Earl of Portmore:
and Chabitt, wife of the Bight Hon. George Tbebt, of
Plympton). Same Arms.
Hele (Fleet Damarel, co. Devon, hart., extinct 1677 descended from Thomas Hele, Esq., of Fleet, High Sheriff of
the county in 1601, eldest son of Nicholas Hele, Esq., of
Hele, by Mabgeby, his second wife, dau. of Eichabd Downe,
Esq. Sir Thomas Hele, of Fleet, was created a bart. in
1627). Same Arms.
Hele (Wembury, co. Devon; derived from Sir John Hele,
Knt., Serjeant-at-law, fourth son of Nicholas Hele, Esq., of
Hele, by Maboeby Downe, his second wife the heiress of
the Wembury branch m. Sir Edwabd Hdngebfobd, K.B.
(Holwell, CO.

:

;

;

From

maternally, descends Sir

line,

this

Warwick Hele

Same Arms.

Tonkin).

Hele, or Heale

(Bovey Tracey, co. Devon ; Ellis Heale,
of that place, Visit. 1620, grandson of Nicholas Hele, Esq.,
of Hele). Gu. five fusils in bend erm.
Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. an eagle, wings expanded or, beaked
legged
or.
and
Helebeke. Gu. six annulets or, three, two, and one,
a border cngr. ar.
Helers. Quarterly, ar. and az. a bend gu.

—

Helesby.

Heley

Or, a .saltire sa.

Gu. four lozenges engr.

(Heley, co. Lancaster).

(arms in a window in Queen's College, Oxford.
Erm. on a chief or, a demi lion ramp. vert.
Visit. 1574).
Heiford. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bucks trippant gu.
Heigrh (Cheshim). Ar. a cross sa. on the dexter chief a
fleur-de-lis of the second.

Heigrhazn (Hunston
chequy or and

Hall, co. Suffolk, 1577).

az. betw. three nags'

Sa.

heads erased

A nag's head, as in the arms.
Heierham (co. Bedford). Paly of six

a

ar.

fesse

Helfordes.

Az. a chev. betw. three lozenges ar.
three bends gu. in chief a label sa. Crest
armour, couped at the thigh, the knee bent ppr.
garnished and spurred or.
Heligran (co. Cornwall). Gu. on a bend or, three bucks'
heads of the field.
Heligran. Paly of six or and gu. achiefaz.
Helinbridg'e (co. Gloucester). Chequy ar. and sa. a bend

Crest

—

and

on a chief
charged with

az.

gu. three escallops or. Crest
An escallop or,
a mullet gu.
Heierham. Az. a cross flory betw. six herrings or.
IIei(?hingi;on (Graystone and Mesliett, co. Durham).
Erm. on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased az. as

many crosses crosslet fitch^c or.
Heigrine, or Hig-^ins (Cralgforth,
m. John Uubn-Mdbdock, Esq., of

co. Stirling; the heiress

Gartincaber).
Az. a
a unicorn's head in chief and base ar. armed
Ru. in the dexter flank a decrescent, in the sinister an increscent of the second. Cre.'t On a rock a dove with an
olive branch in the beak all ppr.
Motto Kirme dum fide.
Hein^ave. Ar. a chief indented gu. Crest A dragon's
hrad erased gu. collared or.
Heire. Gu. a chev. lozengy or and az.
Heire. Ar. a fesse vaire gu. and of the first.
Heisham. Ar. a bend engr. betw. two crescents sa. Crest
A lion ramp, holding in the dexter paw a battle axe all
saltire betw.

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three
bulls' heads cabosscd of the first.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a bull's head armed of the flrit.
(CO.

Lancaster).

—

Heken, or Hekin^.
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Sa.

a

leg

—

in

gu-

Helin^sale, or Heligsal.
ar.

griffin

tegrcant ar.

in

bend erm.

Helias.- Ar.

vert.

Heglise

Bieiton

Hele

Gu. three bars humett<!e

ar.

Helion.

three stags' heads (three quarter) couped at

Ar.

the neck

sa.

Helion.

Ar. a buck's head ea.
Devon extinct temp. Edward I.).
Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets or.
Helisbe (co. Chester). Ar. a saltire sa.
Heliston. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces gu.
Hell (Hellcourt, co. Kent). Erm. three lozenges gu.
Hellam. Vair a bend gu. Crest On a mural coronet or,
an eagle, wings endorsed, in the beak an oak branch

Helion

(Asseriston, co.

;

—

ncomcd

all

Hellard

ppr.

(co.

Cornwall, and Mitcham, co. Surrey).

Sa. a

bend

flory ar.

Hellard, alias Hig-hlord (London;
ICSO).

granted 26 May,

Same Arms.

Hellard, and Helard.
counterflory ar.

Hellenes

(cos.

Crest

Sa. a

bend betw. two

celiacs flory

— A demi Hercules ppr.

Hereford and Salop). Sa. on a bend cotised

three stags' heads cabossed gu.
(Lostwithiel, co. Cornwall).

Heller

or,

Gu. a chev. vair betw
A Cornish chough erm
three ducal coronets or. Cresl
Another Crest An eagle, wings endorsed or, preying on
a snake nowed ppr.

—

—

AA

HE
Hellerd
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li

(Bridlington, co. York; granted 1470).

Sa. a

Ar. seven lozenges conjoined sa. three, three,
and one, each charged with an erm. spot of the first.
Helton (CO. York). Sa. three annulets ar. a chief of the
last fretty of the field.
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a sinister wing ppr. charged with a chev. of the first.

betw. six fleurs-de-lis of the last.
Quarterly ar. and gu. a bend az.
Sa. a bend and chief ar.
Helles (Helles Court, co. Kent; arms in the Cloisters of
Canterbury Cathedral). Erm. three lozenges gu.
Helles, Gilbert de (Helles Court, Sheriff of Kent, 30
Edward III. Cloisters of Canterbury Cathedral). Sa. a bend
This coat was probably derived from Antincha.m, of
ar.
Antingham, co. Norfolk, who bore the same arms.
Helles, or Hilles (co. Kent; quartered by Wildtos and
HouDAT, who ))i. liciresses. Berry's and Ilasted's Keni).
Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Hellias. Ar. three hands gu. in chief a label sa.
Helliar (Exeter). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three mullets or.
Helliard. Or, a chev. betw. three nuillets az.
Hellier (Woodhouse, co. Stafford; confirmed 17G3 to Sir
Sa.mlel Hellieb, High Sheriff, co. Stafford, d. s. p. 17S4,
and bequeathed his estates to Kev. Tuomas Shaw). Az. a
chev. ar. guttiSe de sang betw. three mullets or. Crest
cock ar. guttce de sang, combed and wattled gu. Motto
Pro repuljlicii semper.
Hellier (exemplified to Rev. Tuomas Shaw, of Woodhouse,
CO. Stafford, who assumed the name and arms of Helliek,
by royal licence, 178G, in compliance with the will of Sir
Sa.muel Hellier). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a chev. ar.
guttee de sang, betw. three mullets or, for Helliek; 2nd
and 3rd, or, a chev. invectcd pean betw. three eagles displ.
Crests
1st, Hellier
sa., for Shaw.
A cock ar. guttle de
2nd, Shaw: A hind's head
sang, combed and wattled gu.
quarterly ar. and or, pierced through the neck with an
arrow, headed az. the feather broken and dropping ar.
Hellis. Per pale ar. and gu. a lion pas.s. or.
Hellis. Sa. a fesse counter-embattled betw. three leopards'
cotisetl ar.

Hellers.
Helles.

—

Helton.
Helton.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three bezants,
a bordure engr. gu.
(quartered by Shebard, of Stapleford, co. Leicester.
Visit. 1619.
Thomas Sherard, temp. Henry VIII., m. Margaret, dau. and heir of Sir John Helwell, Knt.). Ar. ou
a chev. sa. three bezants, a border engr. gu.
Hel'wisll (Worleby). Or, a fesse az. over all a bend gu.
Hely, or Helly. Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards'
faces gu. guttee d'or, a sun of the last.
Crest
An arm in
armour holding a broken tilting spear ppr.
Hely-Hutchinson {Earl of Donovghmore). See Hutchin-

—

SO.N.

Hely.

Vert flory

ar.

a lion ramp.

—

Az. a cross flory ar. betw. four mullets pierced or. Crsst
A cock sa. beaked, legged, combed, and wattled gu. standing
against a cro.ss flory fitchee or.
Helyard, or Hyldeyard. Az. a chev. ar. betw. three
mullets or. Crest
A cock sa. combed and wattled gu.
Helyen, or Helion. Or, a hart's head cabossed sa.
Helyon. Or, a bucks head couped at the neck sa.
(George Willoughby Hema.ns, Esq., eldest surviving son of the late Capt. Hemans, of the 4th Rcgt. of
Infantry, by Felicia Dorothea Hemans, his wife, the poetess,
elder sister of Sir Thomas Henry Browne, of Bronwylfa,

—

:

Hemans

The family of Hemans was of Danish or German
and became connected by marriage with the
AVynnes, of Garthewin, co. Flint, and with a branch of the
WiLLonoHBYs, of Parham). Or, fretty az. orpr all the bust
of a man, couped at the shoulders and alTrontce ppr. Crest
CO. Flint.

faces or.

extraction,

Hellis, or Hallis.

Same Anns,

field

gu. fesse or, and

charges ar.

—

Hellis. Sa. (another, gu.) a bend and chief ar. Crest
hand holding an ear of wheat ppr.
Hellis. Sa. a fesse battellee ar. betw. three leopards' faces

A lion

pass, guard, ppr.

Sa. a fesse crenellue betw.

three leopards' faces

or.

Hemenford, or Hemford (Estocke,

a bend flory countciiiory

CW'oodbury,
Crest

ar.

—An

Devon).
Sa.
escarbuncle of eight
co.

points ar.

Hellyon.

Gu. fretty

a fesse or.
Helman. Ar. three bendlets az. a borduro gu.
(co. Worcester).
Ar. on a bend sa. three pheons of
ar.

Helme

Crest— X plieon ar.
Helme (Standish House, near Stroud). Or, on a pile az.
betw. two griffins segreant rc.'.pecting each other gu. an
esquire's helmet ppr. garnished or.
Crest— On a mount
vert a demi dragon az. holding in the dexter claw a cross
crosslet fitchee or, and supporting with the sinister an
escutcheon gold, charged with au esquire's helmet ppr.
Motto Cassis tutissima virtus.
Helmebridg'e (co. Gloucester). Clicquy sa. and ar. a bend
first.

—

gu.

on a

Arthcr Helps, K.C.B., Clerk of the Privy
and his sons. Rev. C. L. Helps, and Ed.mcnd Helps,
Per saltire erm. and az. in chief and in base a lion
ramp. gu. and in each flunk three cross crosslets fitchee or.
Ciest—An eagle's head erased ppr. in front of two cross
crosslets fitchiSe, the points meeting in saltire or.
Motto
(the late Sir

Esq.).

—

Auxilia auxiliis.
Helsby (Helsby, co. Chester). Or, a saltire sa. quartering
2nd, Hatton; 3rd, Crispin; 4th, Acto.n; 5th, Frodsham;
Cth, Cuolmo.ndelet; 7th, Kingsi.ey
8th, Kingslet; 9th,
;

Sylvester; 10th, Stourton lltli, Stanley; 12th, Aldley:
13th, Bamville; 14th, Sylvestlb; loth, Stoorton
16th,
Hooton: 17th, Leftwicu; ISth. Haughtdn; 19th, Gros;

;

20lh, Mouberley
21st. Downes; 22nd, Pdlford
Habington 24tli, Klemyng; 25lh, Cancefield. Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in his dexter paw a plain
cross gu. and in his sinister paw a saltire sa.
Motto En

VE.NOR;

—

;

23rd.

;

;

—

e.?t

mon

Helsham.

csperance.
Ar. a fesse engr. betw. three leopards' faces gu.

Crfst— An esquire's helmet ppr.
(Legatts Rath, co. Kilkenny; confirmed to GcsTAVus Helsham, Esq., of St. Mary's Hall. King's Lynn, co.
Nerfolk, grandson of John Helsham, Esq., of Kilkenny;
descended from Capt. Arthcb Helsham, grantee under the
Act of Settlement of the castle and lands of Legatts Rath).
Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three leopards gu. a crescent or.
CreH An esquire's helmet ppr. charged with a crescent gu.
Motto Cassis tutissimus virtus.

Helsham

—
—
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fesse betw.

co. Somerset).

Ar,

gu.

(co. Norfolk).

Or (another,

two chev. gu. three escallops

Hemenhall, or Henninghall (Thomas

ar.

de Hemenhall,
Or, on a fesse

or Henniball, Bishop of Norwich, 1336).
betw. two chev. gu. three escallops ar. Crest

—A

bear's

scalp sa.

Hemerford.

Hemery

Ar. on a fesse gu. three martlets of the field.
Sa. a crescent betw. five mullets of six

(.Jersey).

points pierced or, two, two, and one.
Motto
Flecti non frangi.
ar.

Crest

—

Hemgra've.
escallops ar.

Or,
Crest

—A

stag's

head

on a fesse betw. two chev. gu. three

— A bear's scalp sa.

Hemg'ra've. Ar. a chief indented gu.
Heming, or Hemming-. Ar. a water
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a Uon
crowned and gorged with a ducal coronet

Heming (Hanbury and Evesham,
5814).

Council,

sa. collared

Hemenhall, or Hemnall
ar.)

Hellord, or Highlord

—

—Verite sans pcur.

Motto

a chev. betw. three drakes

or.

Dieu

or.

Helyar (Coker Court, co. Somerset, originally from co. Devon).

;

Helps

heads cabossed

Hel'well

—

Hellis.

bulls'

Hel'well, or Hell'well.

—

the

Vert a lion ramp. ar.
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three

of the first.

;

—

HESC

Helsto'we.

bend

Barry wavy of six

ar.

and

co.
az.

botiget sa.

Cresl

—

statant guard, az.
or.

Worcester. Har. MSS.
on a chief gu. (another,

sa.) three bezants.

Heminge
or,

as

(co. Hertford).

many

Gu. on a fesse betw. three mascles
on a bordure engr. of

escallops of the field,

the second eight torteaux.

Hemingham (co. Norfolk).

Ar. a chief indented gu.
Barry of eight ar.
a bend fusily gu.
(Bentley and Springrove, co. Worcester). Ar. on
a chev. engr. az. betw. three lions' heads erased gu. an
ostrich, wings endorsed of the first, in the beak a key
Crest
betw. two pheons or.
An eagle, wings expanded
ar. charged on the breast with a pheon sa. and supporting
with the dexter claw an escutcheon erm. thereon a pale az.
charged with three leopards' faces or.
Hemm.ing'way. Sa. on a fesse wavy betw. three swans
Crest
close ar. as many muUets gu.
A swan's head and

Hemington, or Hemmington.
and

az.

Hemming

—

—

neck couped ppr.
(Rathkeany, co. Tipperary). Or, on a fesse gu.
betw. two chev. and a star az. for difif. three escallop shells
ar. Crest
A greyhound courant ppr. collared gu. Motto
Constanter ac non timide.
Hempnall, or Hennall {temp. Edward II.). Ar. on a
fesse betw. two chev. gu. three escallops of the first.
Hemsted, or Hemstead. Gu. a fesse ar. on a chief of
the second three mullets of the first. Crest The top of a
halbert issuing from tlie wreath.
Hems-worth (Hemsworth, co. York). Per saltire ar. and or,
Crat A dexter arm embowcd iu
a leopard's face aa.

Hemphill

—

—

—

—

AA

HEK
armour, the gauntlet grasping a sword

all ppr.

transflxing a

(Shrophatn Hall, co. Norfolk ; descended from
Same Arm» and Crest. Motto—Manxxs hooc

Hemsworth).

(Abbey ville, co. Tipperary granted to Thomas
Hemsworth, Esq., and his brother, Henbt Hemswosth, of
Shropham Hall, co. Norfolk, and the descendants of their
grandfather). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
(Hooton). Ar. on a bend az. three stars or.
Eemyngton, or Heiiyngi;oii (co. Chester). Barry of
six or and az. a bend lozengy gu.
Henbury. Ar. six cinquefoils sa. three, two, and one.
;

Hemy

—A primrose ppr.

Henchman,

Hinchman

or

Northampton). Ar. a
stringed gu. on a chief of

(co.

chcv. betw. three buglehoms sa.
the second three lions ramp, guard, of the
head erased gu.

first.i

Crest

—

Henckell

(Georgz Henckell, Esq., of Welbeck Street,
Cavendish Square, London). Ar. three bars enarched in the
Out of a ducal coronet or, two proboscides
gu.
Crest
middle
of an elephant, contrary, embowed.
Hend, or Hende. Az. a lion pass. betw. three escallops

—

ar.

—A

demi cupid, holding

Ar. on a chev. az.
(co. Lancaster).
three escallops of the flrst, on a chief of the second a lion
Crest
A lion's head erased ar.
pass, of the field.
H^nden. Az. a lion pass. betw. three escallops or. Crest

—

—

A greyhound courant in front of a tree ppr.
Hender (Botreaux Castle and Veriam, co. Cornwall; John
Hendeb, of the former, d. 1611, leaving four daus. and coheirs, Edwabd Hendeb, of the latter, signed Visit. 1620).
Crest
Az. a Uon ramp, within an orle of escallops or.
sword erect ar. the blade wavy, guttee de sang, with flames
of fire ppr. issuing from the sides and top, hilt and pommel

—

or.

Hender (co. Cornwall). Az.
Henderson (Eandalls Park,

three broad arrows gu.
Surrey, 1866). Gu. three piles
issuing from the sinister or, a chief engr. erm. Crest
cubit arm erect ppr. holding in the hand a star of eight
Motto Sijla
points wavy, ensigned with a crescent ar.

—

—

(quartered by Ptne, of Estdown, co. Devon.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three birds' legs gu.
Hendy, or Hendey. Ar. a bend vert, cotised gtj.
Ci-est
The stump of a holly bush shooting forth new leaves
ppr.
Hendy. Bendy lozengy az. and gu. an orle of martlets
Visit. 1620).

—

or.

Hene.

Per fess or and
ramp, issuing gu.

(Fordell, co. Fife, bart., 1664; title extinct or

dormant; heir of line, G. W. Henderson -Mebceb, Esq., of
Gu. three piles issuing out of the sinister side ar.
Fordell).
on a chief of the last a crescent az. betw. two erm. spots.
(An older blazon is, per pale indented sa. and ar. on a chief of
the second a crescent vert betw. two erm. spots). Crest
cubit arm ppr. the hand holding a star or, ensigned with a
crescent az. Supporters Two mertrixcs erm. Motto Sola

—

—

—

(Chesters, co. Haddington).

As Fordelt,, old

blazon, with a rose gu. in fess for diff.
(St. Laurence, Scotland, 1672).

Henderson

(Hainton, co. Lincoln. Or, a greyhound courant
sa. betw. three leopards' faces az. a bordure engr. gu.
Crest
A greyhound courant sa.

—

(Walkeb-Heneage, Compton Basset, co. Wilts).
a greyhound courant sa. betw. three leopards' faces
az. a bordure engr. gu. on a mullet a crescent for diff.,
Or,

quartering, Az. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three plates, each
trefoil slipped ppr., for Walker.
Crests

—

charged with a

Heneage: a greyhound courant sa. differenced as
the arms 2nd, Walker A demi heraldic tiger saliant, per
pale indented ar. and sa. armed and langued gu. maned and
1st,

in-

—

—

Henderson

indented or and sa. three roundles in fess counterchangcd.
A dexter hand ppr. holding a star of six points wavy
Crest
Motto Virtus nobilitat.
or, ensigned with a crescent az.
Henderson (Glasgow, 1872). Ar. three piles issuing from
the sinister sa. on a chief wavy az. an anchor betw. two
crescents of the flrst. Crest A lion ramp, supporting in his
forepaws a trident ar. Motto Secure amid perils.
Hendis. Ar. a bend vert cotised gu.
Hendley (Hendley, co. Lancaster). Az. on a mount vert
a hind lodged (another, grazing) ar.
Hendley (Ireland, Reg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms, a
mullet for diflf. Crest— An heraldic antelope's head erased

—

—

—

—

homed and

collared or.

Hendley. Az. on a mount vert a stag
A column entwined with woodbine ppr.

Hendley

(Cuckfleld, co.

bart., extinct in 1675).

eight martlets or.

Hendley

Ci-est

of Sir

Same Arms and

Hendmarsh.
tree

Hendon

—

—

descended from

Walteb Hbndlbt,

Bart., of

John
Cuck-

Crest.

(co. Kent).
quoucd, crowned or.

Hendmarsh.

reguard. ar. Crest

Sussex, and Courseom, co. Kent,
Paly bendy gu. and az. an orlc of
A martlet rising or.

(Gore Court, co. Kent;

Hendlet, brother
fleld).

Ar. a lion ramp, guard, vert,

Uon ramp, crowned vert. Crest— An
ppr. appendcnt thereon an escutcheon gu.
Or, a

(co. Kent).

Az. a lion pass. betw. three CBcallopB

or.

Hendrick

(granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 1703, to John
HnfDBicK, Sheriff of the City of l>ulilin, descended from a
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:

tufted or.

Heng'ham.

Gu. on a fesse

or, three hurts.

Crest

— Among

clouds a globe ppr.

Hengrott, or Henscott

Devon). Ar. on a chcv. sa.
betw. three ogresses, each charged with a leopard's face or,
two pales gold. Crest A savage's head affrontee, couped at
the shoulders, vested and ducally crowned.
Hengrave (co. Suffolk). Ar. a chief dancettee gu.
Hengrave, or Hempgrave. Ar. a chief indented gu.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet a leopard's face ducally
gorged.
Hengscot (co. Devon). Erm. on a chcv. betw. three
(co.

—

—

leopards' faces az. four plates.

Hengscott.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces az.
as many bezants, each charged with a pellet. Crest A stag's
head erased and attired or, charged on the neck with two

—

Henhull.
over

all

and

Quarterly, ar.

sa.

a

stag's

head cabossed

or,

a bendlet gu.

Henhull (Henhull, co. Chester

Har. MSS. 1535). Gu. a fesse
per fesse indented az. and ar. betw. three leopards' heads
;

affrontee erased of the last.

Hening

(London
descended from co. Worcester). Or, on
a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads erased of the second as
many pheons ar. Crest On a chapean az. turned up erm.
;

—

Heningfield

last.

(Essex, temp.

Edward

1.).

Or, a chev. sa.

Heningham, or Heveningham (cos. Norfolk, Stafford,
Per pale

dented sa. and ar. two attires of a hart coiinterchanged, on a
Crest
chief gu. a crescent or, betw. two erm. spots.
wheel. Motto Sic cuncta caduca.
(Eildon Hall, co. Eoxburgh, 1825). Per pale

ppr.

a demi lioa

sa. in chief

Heneagre

a lion sejant of the

virtus nobilitat.

Henderson

a fessc

ar.

nails in saltire sa. betw. four pellets.

virtus nobilitat.

Henderson

and gu.
hand a torch

of eight erm.

in the dexter

Hendscombe

;

Hendy, or Hinde

oak

Crest

Az. three leopards' faces

Bendy

Heneage

buffalo's

tail

in Brabant).

—Out of a ducal coronet or, a crescent gu.

Crest

Hendrie, or Hendry.
ppr.

inimica tyrannis.

Hems'wortli

Crest

name

family of that
or.

leopard's face sa.

Hems'worth

HEN
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Quarterly, or and gu. on a bordure s.i.
eight escallops ar.
Crest An old man's head in profile
ppr. habited round the shoulders gu. on the head a cap or,
turned up erm. the cap charged with three guttees de sauj
(another, the cap az. guttee d'or).
Ar. a fesse betw. two chcv. sa.

and

Suffolk).

—

Heningham.
Henkelagh (Eeg.

Ulster's OfiBce).

Per pale dancettee

ar.

and gu.

Henkency, or Henkney.

Per pale indented or and

gu-

Henkley, or Henkely.

Per pale indented ar. and gu.
(Henley, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1740; Kohert
Esq., of Henley, was High Sheriff for the co. 1613,
his great grandson was created a bart. 1660). Az. a lion
ramp. ar. crowned or, a border of the second semtc of
torteaux.
Henley (iTrtrJ of Northington : created 1764, extinct 1786).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, a border of
the second charged with eight torteaux, quartering Ar. three
battering rams ppr. armed and garnished az., for Bertie.

Henley

Henley,

Henley (Baron

1st and 4th. gu. on a
banded vert, as many escallops
sa., for Eden; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or,
a bordure of the second charged with eight torteaux,
for Henlet.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour couped at the
shoulder ppr. and grasping a garb or, banded vert. Supporters Dexter, alionar. scmecof torteaux, ducally crowned
or, having a plain collar of the last, rimmed az. on the collar
three escallops sa. and pendent therefrom a sliield gold,
charged with an eagle displ. with two heads sa. sinister, a
stag ar. attired and hoofed or, serace of torteaux, :ind
collared as the lion.
Mollo^Si sit prudcntia.
Henley-Ongley (Baron Ongley). See Onolet.
Henley (Nortliington, co. Hants). Ax. a lion rantp. ar.

Henley).

chev. ar. betw. three garbs

Quarterly,
or,

—

—

;

A

HEN
or,

—

Henley (The Itight Hon.

Joseph Wakner Henlet, of ^Vater-

pery, CO. Oxford, M.l". for that shire). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
supporting a rudder or, on a chief of the second an anchor sa.

—

Crest
An eagle, wings displ. or,
hetw. two tiefoils ppr.
holding in the de.\ter claw an anchor ond cable sa. and in
Pcrseverando.
the beak a trefoil ppr. Molto
Henley (co. Kent, and Rothcrhithc, co. Surrey). Fusily az.
Same Crest as the
and gu. an orle of eight martlets or.

—

last.

Henley (co.

Kent). Ar. a saltirc pcan betw. four ogresses,
on a chief az. a hind couchant or.

Henley

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three pales

(co. Salop).

ar. (another,

2nd and 3rd, or.
Taly
(Forshomc, co. Kent).
Crut

paly of eight gu. and ar.)

Henly, alias Hendley
bendy

and gu. an

az.

;

—

orle of ciglit martlets or.

martlet with wings endorsed or.
(co. Gloucester).

Henling^on

Ar. a label of five points

Az. six garbs or, three, two, and
A demi lion ramp. gu. maned and armed or,
one. Cre^t
holding a mullet az.
Henlyon. Or, three bucks" heads coupcd sa. attired of the

—

first.

Henn, or Hene

(Wingficld, co. Berks, bart., extinct cir.
1700 Henry Henn was so created 1642). Verta chev. or, in
A demi lion
chief three lions ramp, of the second. Crest
ramp, guard, holding a battle axe ar.
(Paradise, co. Clare; confirmed to Thomas Rice Henn,
;

—

Henn

Gu. a lion ramp. ar. on a canton of the last a wolf
Esq.).
Crest
On a mount vert a hen
pass. sa. langued of the first.
pheasant ppr. Motto Gloria Deo.
Henneber. Per chev. az. and or, on a chief engr. of the
second an eagle cUspl. sa.
Henneker, or Henniker (Kewton Hall, co. Essex;
granted 1765). Or, on a chev. gu. three estoiles ar. in chief
two crescents az. in base an escallop of the last. Crest An
escallop or, charged with an estoile gu.
Hennessy (Ballymacmoy, co. Cork). Gu. a boar pass.
ppr. Crest An arm embowed in armour, holding in the
hand a battle axe all ppr. Motto Vi vivo et armis.
Hennessy (Cognac, France a branch of the Ballymacmoy
family).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Hennidgre.
Or, a greyhound courant sa. betw. three
leopards' faces az. a bordure engr. gu. Crest— An eagle's
head erased ppr. Motto— Deo duce.

—

—

—

—

—

;

Henniker-Major

(Baron Henniker). Quarterly, Island
two crescents in chief, and in base
Hennikeb; 2nd and 3rd, az. three
columns or pillars of the Corinthian order, on the top of
each a ball or, for Major. Crests 1st, Major A dexter
arm embowed, habited gu. cuffed ar. charged on the elbow
with a plate and holding in the hand ppr. a baton or; 2nd,
Henniker An escallop or, charged with an estoile gu.
Supporters Dexter, a stag ar. gorged with a chaplet of oak
leaves ppr. therefrom pendent a shield gu. charged with an
escallop or sinister, an otter az. ducally gorged or, pendent
therefrom a shield of the arms of Major. Motto Deus
major columna.
Henniker (Newton Hall, co. Essex, bart.). Same A^-ms
and Crest. Motto Dens major columna.
Henniker- Wilson. See Wilson.
Henning' (Poxwell, co. Dorset; granted 20 May, 9 James
I., 1610).
Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on a chief gu.
three plates. Crat A seahorse ar. enclosing in his paws a
4th, or, a chev. gu. betw,
escallop az., for

—

:

:

—
;

—

—

—

plate.

Henning'

(Wolveton, co. Dorset).
Same Arms. Crest—
seahorse ramp. ar. holding in the paws a plate.
Gu. on a fesse betw. three masclcs or, as many
escallops of the field, on a bordure engr. of the second
semee of torteaux.

Henning'.

Henningrfield

Henningham.

Or, a chev. sa.
Quarterly, or and gu. a

(co. Suffolk).

charged with escallops

Henraghty (Ireland).

bordure

sa.

ar.

Az. a griffin pass. or. Crest— On on
esquire's helmet a dolphin naiant.
Henrie, or Henry. Az. a fesse betw. three pelicans ar.
vulned ppr. Crest A pelican's head erased vuhiing itself
ppr. 3/o<(o— Fideliter.
(Kylemore Lodge, Letterfrack, co. Galway, and
Stratheden House, Knightsbridge, co. Middlesex; confirmed
to Mitchell Henry, Esq., now M.P. for Galway, and the
descendants of his grandfather). Per pale indented ar. and

—

Henry
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gu. on the dexter side a rose of the second, a chief az.
charged with a lion pass, of the first. Crest Out of a crown
ppr. a demi lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws a ducal
coronet or. Jl/oUo— Vincil Veritas.
Henryllis. Paly of six ar. and az. a fesse gu.
Henscot (co. Devon). Erm. a chev. compouee az. and or,
betw. three leopards' faces of the second.
Henscot (co. Devon). Ar. on a chev. componee or and az.
betw. three leopards' faces of the third as many hurts.
Henscot (Fun. Eut. Ulster's Office). Erm. a chev. paly of
six ar. and az. betw. three leopards' faces of the last.
Henscott (quartered by Bcbnby, of Bratton, co. Devon;
John Bcrnby, temp. Edward IV., vi. Wilmot, dau. and heir
of Henscott. Visit. 1620). Erm. on a chev. ar. four pellets
betw. three leopards' faces az.

—

Henscott.

Erm. on a chev. betw. three

leopards' faces

az. four plates.

Henshall.

Or, two chev. vert on a canton gu. a lion's head
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a hand vested
holding a sun ppr.
Hensha'W (Henshaw, co. Chester ; the heiress of the elder
branch m. Thobnycroft).
Ar. a chev. sa. hetw. three
heronshaws or moor hens sa. Crest A falcon belled, wings
elevated, preying on a mallard's wing ar. guttee de sang.
(Bassets Fee and Billinghurst, co. Sussex;
descended from co. Chester).
Same Anns.
Hensha-W (co. Chester; granted 20 Dec. 1565). Quarterly,
ar. and az. a cross charged with five crescents all counterchanged, in the dexter chief and sinister base points a

erased ar.

ar. cuffed gu.

—

az.

Henlock, or Herlock.

an

HEP
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within a borilure of the second charged with
eight tortcaux. Crest A lion's head erased ar. charged with
hurts, ducally crowned or.
Henley (co. Somerset, lOlJ). Same Avul': and Crest (another,
the bordure charged with pclkts).

crowned

A

Henshaw

fleur-de-lis of the second, in the sinister chief and dexter
base a dolphin embowed of the first.
Crest
A griffins
head couped per pale ar. and az. charged on the neck with
three bars counterchanged, in the beak an olive branch vert,

—

fructed or.

Henshaw

(Great Jlarlow, co. Essex, and Ix)ndon). Ar.
a chev. erm. betw. three cocks sa. beaked and legged gu.
Crest
A falcon or, ducally gorged and belled az. preying
on a wing gold, guttee de sang.
Hensha'W (Gloucester; quartered by Stamford, of Eowley,
CO. Stafford).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three lozenges ai'. as
many bells sa. (.MS. Pedigree of Stamford).
Hensha'W (George Henshaw, 1597; Fun. Ent. of bis dau.
Margaret, wife of Christopher Bisee, Second Eemembrancer in Ireland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three shovellers sa. ; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or and
az. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged.
Henshawe. Gu. on a chev. betw. three lozenges ar. as
many church beUs sa.
Hensley. Gu. a tree growing out of the base or. Ci-esl
beech tree ppr.
HenslO'W (co. Hants). Ar. on a cross gu. five lions' heads
erased or. Crest An eagle with wings expanded, supporting a standard ppr. flag gu.
HenslO'we (Visit. Surrey, 1623; borne by Philip HensLowE, Gentleman Sewer of his Majesty's Chamber). Gu. a
lion statant guard, or, a chief az. semee-dc-lis of the

—

—

—

second.

Henson. Gyronny of twelve ar. and gu.
Henston (co. Lancaster). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Hentington. Ar. a file of five lambeaux in chief az.
Hentley.

Ar. a chev. hetw. three bucks' heads couped

sa.

Hen-vUle. Sa. a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses crosslet ar.
Crest
An eagle's head erased hetw. two wings or. Motto

—

—

Virtus vera nobilitas.
(Looke). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
(Hamblecote, co. Stafford a noble
refugee family from Lorraine, which settled in England
temp. Queen Elizabeth, and for several generations carried
on the glass trade in the neighbourhood of Stourbridge, co.
Worcester, and at Newcastle-upon-Tyne). Gu. three acorns
A " ffire-boulte and ffireslipped or, two and one. Crest
Motto "Seigneur, je te prie garde ma vie."
ball" or.
(From on old painting upon vellum of the arms of " Mr.
Joshua Henzell, of Hamblecott (Amblecott, near Stourbridge) CO. Stafford, gentleman, who was the sonne of
Annanias Henzell, de la maison de Henzell, tout pre la
village de Darnell, en la Pie (pays) de Lorraine." The said
Joshua Henzey was buried at Oldswinford, April 14, JG60).

Hen'ville

Henzell, or

Henzey

—

—

Hepbome,
Ar. a lamp

or

Hebbome

sa. fired

Hepbome,

alias

;

(Hardwick, co. Durham).

ppr. a label of three points gn.

Bichardson (Tottenham High

Cross,

Gu. on a chev. ar. a cinquefoil betw.
two lions counterpass. of the first, in the dexter quarter aa
annulet or. Crest
A round buckle or, the point of the
tongue upwards, charged with an annulet gu.
Hepburn (Haiies, £arl of SothmUand Duke <>/ Orkney).
CO. Middlesex, 1608).

—

;:

HEP

chevronels gu., forSouLis; 4th, or, a bend az., for Vacx.
A horse furnished and tied to a tree ppr. SupCrest

—

jVo»o— Keep

porters— Iwo lions fcuard. gu.

Hepburn

(Bucban-Hepbcrn,

traist.

Smeaton, co.

;

Crests

—

Hepburn: A horse ar. furnished gu. tied to a
2nd A sunflower in full blow towards the
the dexter all ppr. Supporters Dexter, a lion gu.
1st,

tree ppr.

sun

in

—

Mottoes

—

a heron with a snake in its beak ppr.
and, Non inferiora secutus below the shield

sinister,

Keep

:

;

tryst

;

;

Domum antiquam redintegrare.
Hepbum-Stuart-Forbes-Trefusis

{Baron Clinton).

See Trefcsis.
{Whitsome, co. Berwick). Gu. on a chev. ar. a
rose betw. two lions combatant of the field, in base a buckle

Hepburn
or.

Hepburn

(Eiccarton, co. Kincardine). Gu. on a chev. ar.
a rose betw. two lions combatant of the field, in base a
buckle ar.
Hepburn (Keith). Same Arms, with a crescent ar. in chief.
Cre-'i
An anchor pendent in pale ppr. Motto Expecto.
Hepburn (Blackcastle, co. Haddington). Gu. on a chev.
ar. a rose betw. two lions combatant of the first, in base a
buckle in shape of a heart of the second. Crext A horse's
-•
head couped ppr. garnished gu. Motto Keep traist.
Hepbtirn-Belshes (Blackcastle and Invermay, 1804).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last 2nd, or, three pallets gu.
3rd, az. a cross pattue betw. three
a. chief vair, for Belshes
mullets, all within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.,
CreH A horse's liead couped ar. furnished
for Murray.
gu. Supporters On a compartment consisting of the trunk
of an oak tree eradicated, with leaves sprouting out ppr.
two lions ppr. collared and chained or, each collar charged
with three torteaux. Mottoes Above the crest: Keep tryst;
below the arms Revircsco.
Hepburn (Bearford, co. Haddington). Gu. on a chev. ar. a
rose betw. two lions counterpass. of the field, in base three
cannets of the second.
Hepburn (CIcrkington, co. Haddington). Gu. on a chev.
ar. a rose betw. two lions counterpass. of the first, all
witliin a bordurc erm.
Crest
A horse furnished and tied
Motto Keep Iryst.
to a tree ppr.
Hepburn (Humbie, co. Haddington). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. on a chev. ar. a rose betw. two lions combatant of
the first; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three laurel leaves vert, for
FocLis. Crest
An oak tree ppr. and a horse pass, saddled
and bridled gu. Motto Keep tryst.
Hepburn (Nunraw, co. Haddington). Gu. on a chev. a rose
betw. two lions counterpass. of the first, within a bordure
engr. of the second.
Hepburn (Waughton, co. Haddington). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. on a chev. ar. a rose bclw. two lions combatant of

—

—

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

the

—

2nd and 3rd, an
Rutherford.

first;

sa., for

orle gu. in chief ar. three martlets

Hepburn (Dr. George Hepburn,

Edinburgh,

Gu. on

1G72).

a chev. ar. a rose betw. two lions counterpass. of the first,
in base a starstone ppr. Crest A mort's head overgrown with

—

moss

Jl/f)((o— Virtute et prudcntia.

ppr.

Hepburne-Scott

Hepden
gu.

(Burwash,

Creil

—A

lion

{Baron Policartk). Sec Scott.
Erm. five fusils in fesse
co. Sussex).
pass, or, coming out of a mountain cave

ppr.

Hepell

(co.

Northumberland).

Erm. an inescutcheon and

a b'lrilure engr. gu.

Hepell (CO. Norlhumberland). Erm.
Hepenstal (Dopping-Hepenstal;
Anthont DoppiNO,
his assuming,

a bordure engr. gu.
exemplified to

Ralph

Esq., of Derrycassan, co. Longford, on

by royal

licence, 1809, the additional

surname

and arms of Hepenstal). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev.
erm. and ar. on a chev. gu. betw. in chief a cro.ss crosslct
of the third, and in liase an eagle displ. sa. three cinquefoils
of the second, for Hepenstal; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev.
erm. in base a plate, a chief chequy ar. and az. a bordurc
fngr. or, for Doppino. Cre.^ts lat, Hepenstal: A pelican
in her piety ppr. on the breast a cro.ss crosslct gu.
2nu,
Doppino A talbot's head ar. chained or, and gorged with
a collar engr. gu. thereon three bezants. Motto Virescit

—

;

:

—

vulncrc virtus.
Heppell (co. Kiirthumberland; borne by William Heppell,
Esq., U.N.). Erm. an orlc within a bordurc engr. gu.
Crest

— A man-of-war
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in full sail ppr.

]

Hepstall.

Quarterly, gu. and sa. in the second and third
quarters a fleur-de-Us or, over all a bend of the last.
Hepton. Gu. a chev. ar. in chief two leopards' faces of the
second.

—

Hepworth.

Erm. three cinquefoils az. Crest Out of a
mural coronet a dcml lion ramp, holding up a palm branch

all

Haddington,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a chev. ar. a rose
betw. two lions pass, combatant of the field, for Hepburn
2nd and 3rd, ar. three lions' heads erased gu., for Buchan.
bart.).

yew
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ru. on a chev. ar. a rose betw. two lions
countercombaiant of the first, for Hepucrn; 2n(l, az. a ship
or, her sails furled ar. within a double trcssure flory counterflory of the secontl, as Du.ke of Orkney: 3rd, erm. three
Quarterly, Isl

ppr.

Hepworth

(Pontefract, co. York). Ar. a bend sa. betw.
ramp. gu. Crest A wyvern vert issuing out of a
ducal coronet or. Motto Loyal ii mort.
Herald (co. Hereford). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three stars of

two

—

lions

—

six points sa.

OflBce, or College of Arms. Ar. a cross
betw. four doves, the dexter wings expanded and inverted az. C)-est — On a ducal coronet or, a dove rising az.
Supporters
Two lions ramp, guard, ar. ducally gorged or.
The three principal officers of the College have arms of
office, which they bear impaled on the dexter side, viz..
Garter King of Arms, ar. a cross gu. on a chief az. a ducal
coronet encircled with a garter betw. a lion pass, guard, on
the dexter, and a fleur-de-lis on the sinister, all or; ClarenCECx, ar. a cross gu. on a chief of the second a lion. pass,
guard, or, crowned of the last; Norrot, ar. a cross gu. on a
chief of the second a lion pass, guard, crowned of the first
betw. a fleur-de-lis on the dexier, and a key on the sinister,
of the last. Each of the above has a coronet which he may
bear over his arms.
Herault (Bailly of Jersey, ICll). Ar. on a mound a palm
tree vert, a bordure gu.
Herben. Erm. on a fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Herberiour. Gu. a fesse betw. three horseshoes or.
Herbert (Eurl of Pembroke and Huntiw.hion, and Baron
Herbert of Herbert, summoned to Parliament as a baron
1481, created Earl of Perabroke 14C8, title changed to Huntingdon by charter, 1472, earldom extinct 1491 Barony of
Herbert vested in the Duke of Beaufort ; Lady Euzabeth
Herbert, only dau. and heir of William, second Earl of Pembroke, afterwards Earl of Huntingdon, m. Sir Charles
Somerset, Earl of IVorcester ; his descendant, the fifth carl,
was created Marquis of Worcester, and the third marquis
was created, 1G82, Duke of Beaufort). Per pale az. and gu.
three lions ramp. ar.
Herbert (Colebrook, co. Monmouth; borne by Sir Richard
Herbert, of that place, son of Sir William Her-

Heralds'
gu.

—

;

hert ap Thomas, of Raglan Castle, co. Monmouth, and
youngest brother of William, trst Earl of Pembroke of the
original creation. Sit Richard was ancestor of the Herberts,
of Colebrook, whose male line terminated at the decease, in
1709, of Sir James Herbert, whose only dau. and heir,
Judith, m. Sir Thomas Powell, Knt. the Lords Herbert, of
Chirbury; of the Herberts, i'aWso/jPowis/of the Herberts,
of Tintern and of the Herberts, of the co. Kerry). Per
pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar. armed and langued or.
Crest
A bundle of arrows or, headed and feathered ar. six
in saltire, one in pale, girt round the middle with a beltgu.
buckle and point extended gold.
Herbert {Lord Herbert, of Castle Island, and of Chirbury;
created 1629, extinct 1G91).
Per pale az. and gu. three
lions ramp. or.
Cre.<:t
.\ bundle of seven arrows, six in
saltire and one in pale or, headed and feathered ar. banded
gu.
Supporters
Dexter, a lion ramp. gu. armed and
langued az. bezantee sinister, a lion az. scnice of flcurs-dclis or, armed and langued gu.
Herbert (Hibbcsford, co. Worcester, descended from Sir
Henry Herbert, bi other of Edward, Lord Herbert, of
Chirbury. Ilcr. Visit. 1G34).
Same Arms as Herbert,
Earl of Pembroke and Hmilingdon. The visitation erronethe Walkers, of
border
gobony.
Through
ously adds a
Wootton, CO. Salop, the representation of this branch of the
Herberts appears to be vested in the Salwavs, of Moor
Park.
Herbert {Lord Herbert, of Chirbury; created 16a4, extinct
1738).
Per pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar. armed and
langued or.
Crest Seven arrows erect or, headed and
feathered ar. banded gu. buckle and studs gold. Supporters
;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

sinister, a lion
Dexter, a lion or, senice of cinquefoils gu.
Motto Constantia et fortituaz. semce of fleurs-de-lis or.
;

—

dine.

Herbert

{Earl of Torriroton . created 1C89, extinct 1716).
.Same Arms, a mullet for did.
Herbert {Earl of Poiois created 1748, extinct 1801).
,-

Same Arms.
ing in the
Sii.i>porlers

Crest

— A wyvern, wings

mouth a

sinister

— Dexter, a

expanded vert, holdhand couped at the wrist gu.
semcu of roses, armed and

lion ar.

sinister, a lion az. sem^i: of fleurs-de-lis or.
langued gu
Motto I'ortitudine et prudentia
Herbert {Earl of Powlt; Edward Olive, second Ecirl of
;

—

A

;

HEB
PovU, K.G. assumed, by
arms of Herbebt). Per pale

surname and

az. and gu. three lions ramp,
Crest— A wyvem vert, holding in the mouth a sinister
Supporters Dexter, an
bond coupei at the wrist gu.
elephant sinister, a gnrtin, wings expanded, both ar. the
latter gorged with a ducal coronet gu. and charged with five
ar.

—

;

mullets in saltire sa. Motto^A\xda.cteT et sincerS.
Herbert (Llanarth, co. ilonmouth derived immediately
;

William ap Jenkin,
alias Herbert, of V.'erndu, near Abergavenny, and elder
brotiier of Sir Thomas ap Gwilum, Knt., father of the celebrated Sir William ap Thomas, Knt., of Raglan, ancestor
of the Herberts, of Raglan, represented by the Duke of
Beaufort as heir general). Per pale az. and gu. three lions
from Howell ap Gwilum,

third son of

—

ramp. ar. Crest (as borne at present) A blackamoor's head
couped sa. wreathed about the temples ar. and gu. but on
the monument of Sir William ap Thomas, of Raglan, co.
Monmouth, nephew of Howell ap Gwillim ancestor of the
;

family of Llanarth, the crest appears to be "a Saracen's
affioutee ppr. three annulets suspended from each
ear or, turbaned ar. and gu." Motto Asgre Ian diogel ei
pherchen literally, A pure conscience is a safeguard to its

bead

—

;

(Clytha,

co.

Monmouth).

Same Amis,

&c.,

as

Herbert (Muckruss,

Kerry; descended from Sir William
Hebbeet, son of Sir Matthew Herbert, of Colebrook, and
co.

represented by

He^ry Arthur Herbert,

Esq.,

of

Muckruss, M.P., heir male of the family of Herbert, of

Baglan

Same Arms and

Castle).

Crest as

Herbert, of Cole-

(Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery).

and gu. three

lions

ramp.

—A

Per pale az.

wyvem, wings
mouth a sinister hand couped
Crest

ar.

elevated vert, holding in the
Dexter, a panther ramp,
whst gu. Supporters
guard, ar. spotted of various colours, fire issuing out of the
mouth and ears, dai..-ily gorged az. ; siiiister, a lion ar. gorged

—

at the

with a ducal coroi^et gu.

Herbert

Motto

— Ung je aerviray.

(Marquis of Poieii ; created 1687, extinct 174^).
Crest, Supporters, and Motto as the preceding,

Same Arms,

with a crescent for diS.
Per pale az. and gu. three
(h'arl of Carnarvon).
Uons ramp. ar. Crest A wyvem, wings elevated vert, holdsinister
hand
couped at the wrist gu.
the
mouth
a
in
ing
Supporters Dexter, a panther guard, ar. semee of torteaux

Herbert

—

—

and

hurts, flames issuant

from the mouth and ears ppr.

a lion ar., each ducally gorged per pale az. and gu.
and chained or, and charged on the shoulder with an erm.
spot sa. Motto Ung je servirai.
Herbert (Durrow, in King's Co. ; Sir George Herbert,
created a bart. 1630, extinct 1712; Fun. Ent. of Sir Edward
Herbert, Knt., of Durrow, d. 3 Oct. 1629 ; descended from
the Earls of Pembroke). Per pale az. and gu. three lions
ramp. ar. a border gobony of the last and sa. and a cinquefoil
in chief pierced of the second.
Herbert (Troy, in Wales, and Rathkeale, co. Limerick). Per
pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar. a border gobony or
and of the second, in every alternate compartment of the
bordare two bezants.
Crest
Same as that of the Earl of
Pembroke and Montgomery.
Herbert (Conington, co. Hunts). Per pale az. and gu. three
lions ramp. ar. a bordure gobony of the second and sa. in
every second division of the bordure a bezant.
Herbert (Kennei-Herbert; exemplified to John Kenket,
Esq., of Lockarrig, co. Cork, on his taking, by royal licence,
sinister,

—

—

surname and arms of Herbert, in compliance with the desire of John Herbert, Esq. of Castle Island,
CO. Kerry).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale ar. and sa. three
lions ramp, two and one, counterchangect, armed and langued gu., for Herbert; 2nd and 3rd, per pale or and az. a
fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents, two and one, counterchanged, for Kennet.
Crests
1st: A bundle of twelve
arrows in saltire or, headed and feathered ar. belted gu.
and buckled gold, for Hskbert; 2nd: A dexter cubit arm
erect, vested gu. cuffed ar. the hand grasping a paper scroll
ppr., for Kennet.
Motto— Ung je servirai.
Herbert. Ar. three pales gu. on a chief of the first as many
1842,

liie

Oitit -On a
tower ppr. a flag flotant to the sinister gu. staff sa.
(Beg. Ulster's Office).
Gu. three leopards'
heads erased reguard. ar.
Herbright. Ar. three cocks in bend betw. two cotlses
sa.

Hercold.

Vert a

fesse flory coimterflory or.

Hercy

(Grove, co. Nottingham). Gu. a chief ar. quartering,
erm. a chief az., fur Arches 2nd, ar. on a saltire engr.
sa. nine annulets or, for Leke; 3rd, sa. a castle or, for Somebs ;
4th, ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges sa., for Stavelet;
5th, ar. semee of crosses crosslet fitchee three fieurs-de-Us
gu., for Talbot; 6th, erm. two bars gu. in chief a demi
lion of the second.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
man's head ppr. wreathed about the temples.
Hercy (Cruchfield, co. Berks). Same Anns, Crest, &c.
Hercy (Oxford; John Hercy, aged 30, 1634, sixth in
descent from Sir Humphrey Hercy, Knt., of Grove, co.
Notts. Visit. 1636). Gu. achiefar. Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a Saracen's head couped ppr. encircled with a
wreath ar. hair sa.
Hercy. Or, three hedgehogs pass, in pale gu. (another,
1st,

;

—

—

Hercy.

Erm. on a chev. engr.

sa. three cinquefoils or.

(Hugh Hercy, temp. Richard

auilitional

,

—

lapwings' heads erased az.
Herbert. Ar. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a lion pass. or.
Herbert. Or, three chevronels gu. a chief vair.
Herbert (lliddletou Qhernhow, co. York, 166.0). Per pale az.
and gu. three lions ramp. ar. a bordure compony gu. and

Ar. on a bend
betw. three goats' heads erased az. a crescent betw. two
cinqueloils of the field. JI/o((o— Deus spos mea.
Herbottyll. Ar. three bears sa. muzzled or.
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(Brachr.ie, Scotland, 1672).

Ar. a chief

Hercy.

Gu. a chief ar. a bordure gobony of the last and az.
(London). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three water bougets
A demi goat saUant ppr. attired or, ducally

Herd.

—

Crest

sa.

gorged gold.

on a

Erm.

(co. Lincoln).

fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Herdby, or Herdeby.
biUets ar.

Herdby.

Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. ten
three, two, three, and two.
Gu. a fesse dancettee betw. nine billets- ar. four

above and

five

below.

Herdson (co. Kent). Ar. sem^e-de-lis
Crest — A demi leopard ramp, ducally

gu. a cross engr. sa.

gorged and chained

ppr.

Herdson

(London; George Stoddard, of London, 'Visit.
London, 1568, m. Anne, dau. of Henry Herdson, of same
place). Ar. a cross sa. betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu.
Here. Ar. the trunk of an oak tree sprouting afresh sa.
Out of a ducal coronet or, two dexter wings az.
Crest
Hereford, Viscount, See Deyereux.
Hereford, Earl of. See Clare.
Hereford, See of. Gu. three leopards' faces reversed

—

jessantrde-lis or.

Hereford

Gu. three eagles
(Sufton Court, co. Hereford).
Crest
An eagle displ. ar.
Worcester).
Same Arms,
Hereford (The Lowe and Moore, co.

—

displ. ar.

eagles erm.

Hereford. Or, on a
Crest— An arm from

chief indented az. three annulets ar.

the elbow ppr. holding an annulet

or.

Hereford.
Hereford.

Sa. five fusils in

Ar.
a martlet of the
second.

ar.

bend

or.

mascles in fesse gu. each charged with
first, in chief a lion pass. sa. collared of the
five

Hereford. Sa. a
Hereford, City
on a bordure

of.

ramp. ar.
Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale

az.

ten saltires of the second.

lion

lion pass, guard, ar. holding in the dexter

ppr. hilt

and pommel

or.

Supporters

Crest

paw a sword

—Two

lions

—

erect

ramp.

guard, ar. each gorged with a collar az. charged with three
Invictae fidelitatis prg;mium.
buckles or. Motto
Gu. a wivem or, on a
(co. Pembroke).
chief az. three mullets pierced of the second
Herenden (London, co. Rutland, and Maidstone, co. Kent;
John Herenden, 23 Henry VII., m. the dau. and heir of

—

Hereford-Priory

Visit. Rutland, 1618).
quartering Strickland.

Strickland.
or,

Ar. a raven sa. beaked

Hereward

Chequy or and az. on
(Sheriff of Norfolk, 1300).
a bend gu. three eagles ar.
Gu. a chev. chequy or and az.
Herford, Hereford, or Hurford (co. Devon). Ar. a

Herey, or Hery.
fess

demi

—

lozengy gu. a lion pass, guard, in chief sa. Crest
lion ramp, guard, sa. four drops of blood on breast and

flank.

Hergest (Shenston, co. Hereford).
Hergreve. Ar. a griffin segreant

Herham.
palets

or.

Herbertstone

II.).

gu-

Herdbon, Herdban, or Herbon

brook.

Herbert

Gu. three leopards' faces ar.

Herbrigrht

Hercy

Herbert, of Llanarth.

now

Herbright.

sa.).

possessor.

Herbert
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royal licence, the

wavy

Paly wavy of six

Ar. a griffin scgreantsa.

per fesse gu. and az.
and gu. (another, or, three

gu.).

Herice, or Heriz.

Heriok

ar.

Or, three

hedgehogs

sa.

(London, 1605). See Hebrick.
(London). Per pale erm. and ermines three crescents counterchanged.

Heriet

HEB
three

or.

Eerile

(co.

Per pale enn. and gn.
Crest
A hind's head

—

counterchanged.

crescents

couped

ar. eight martlets in

Gu. on a bend

ar.

a

cinquefoil betw.

two

lions

pass, of the field.
Sering'. Az. eix herrings hauriant ppr. three, two,

and

(Owsley-Minor, co. Warwick, temp. Henry VII.).
Vert on a bend ar. a cinquefoil betw. two lions pass, guard.
g«-

Same

Eerin? (Island

of Jamaica).

Eerineraud.

Gu. three herrings hauriant ar.
Az. semee of crosses

Beringuud

(co. Sussex).

Eeringdon.
Eeringe (co.

croeslet, six

a bend sa.
and Owsley-Minor, co. Warwick).

Or, a chief gu. over all

Salop,

of crosses crosslet, six herrings or, three, two,

Az.

and

—

—

i.

hauriant ar.
Eeringrave. Ar. a chief indented go.
Eeriot (TrabTown, Scotland) Ar. on a fesse az. three cinquecrosslet, six herrings

the field.
(Jeweller to King James VI.) Ar. on a fesse transposed az. a crescent betw. two stars of the first.
Eeriot (Bamomie, co. Fife, now Maitland-Heriot). Ar. on
foils of

Eeriot

fess vert betw. three escallops az. three
Ci-est

field.

cinquefoUs of the

—A demi man in complete armour brandishing a

— Dexter,

a chevalier in complete

Supporters

Bword ppr.

armour holding in his hand a lance or spear all ppr.
an eagle with wings expanded also ppr. Motto

—

;

sinister,

^True

and

Eeriot.

Quarterly, erminois and ermines, three crescents
counterchanged, two and one. Crest An arm embowed in
armour ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand a dagger of

—

and pommel of the second.
Ar. a mullet az. on a chief of the last three roses

first, hilt

Eeriot.

first.

—

Az. a fesse betw. three hedgehogs ar. Crest On a
mount vert a crane holding in the dexter claw a stone ppr.
Eeris. Or, three boars pass, in pale sa.
Eeris. Or, on a bend az. three cinquefoils of the first.
Eeritagre (Byrton-Dassett, CO. Warwick confirmed to John

Eeris.

;

Heritage, of that place). Bendy of six ar. and sa. on a
chief gu. three crosses crosslet or.
Seritage. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief two mullets of the
second. Crest A bear's head muzzled and parted per chev.

—

and

sa.

betw. two wings parted per fesse of the last and

(South Wingfield, co. Derby, and Gonalston, co. NotI.).
Az. a fesse betw. three hedgehogs
ar. (another, az. three urchins or).
Eeriz (co. Leicester). Az. three hedgehogs or.
Eeriz, alias Smith (Withcock, co. Leicester, temp.
Henry VII.). Az. a fesse betw. three hedgehogs ar. quartering Smith, of Withcock, co. Leicester.
Eeriz. Az. a chev. erm. betw. three hedgehogs or.
Eerize (Sir John Herize, temp. King John, and Sir Morris
Herize, Chamberlain to Richard, Earl of Cornwall, King of
the Romans. Visit. Notts, 1614). Az. three hedgehogs or.
Eerland. Or, on a bend wavy betw. two sea lions ramp,
az. three bucks' heads cabosscd of the first.
Crest
On sea
ppr. a sea lion ramp. az. ducally crowned or, holding an

tingham, 27 Edward

—

sa.

Eerland. Sa. a cross formi-c
Eerie (Frideaux, co. Cornwall;

or.

descended from John Hearle,
Northumberland. Visit. 1620). Gu. a
fe.ss or, betw. three shovellers ppr.
Another Coat Gu. three
escallops and a border ar.
Eerie, or Hearle (Pcnryn in Trelissock, co. Cornwall;
a younger branch of the preceding family; the co-hcircsscs
m. Krancis Rodd, Kaq., of Trcbartha Hall, Captain Wallis,
and Rev. Henrt Hawkins Trehatne, of Sydenham, co.
Devon). Same Armn, Ac, as the preceding.
Eerie (Grammond, co. Cornwall). Sa. a fesse or, betw. three

West

Ilrarle,

co.

—

shovellers ar.

Eerie

(co.

Devon).

Gu. a chev.

or,

betw. three shovellers

ar.

Eerie

—

Gu. a bend ar. (another, or).
Or, two bars az.
on a chev. gu. betw. three falcons rising a
crescent.
Crest An arm holding a dagger ar.
(Preston, co. Lancaster, and Wyfold Court, Checkendon, co. Oxford). Or, on a pale engr. az. betw. two fieursde-lisin fesse of the last a shuttle in pale, the thread pendent
of the first. Crest
In front of two palm trees ppr. a lion
couchant guard, erminois, resting the dexter paw upon a bale
of cotton ppr. Motto Fido non timeo.
(Borchell-Hebne, Bushy Grange, co. Herts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. ermines betw. three herons sa.,
for Herne; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. betw. three cross

Hermentall.

Or,

Eermon

—

—

—

Heme

as many fleurs-de-lis of the first, fcr
BcBcuBLi.. Crests 1st, Herne: Out of a ducal coronet or, a
heron's head ppr. ; 2nd, Burchell A lion ramp. az. supUsque ad aras.
ported by a tree vert. Motto
(Panfield Hall, co. Essex, London, and
or
Shacklewell, co. Middlesex, 1600). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three herons close ar. Crest— A heron's head erased ar.
croEslets fltchee sa.

—

—

Heme,

:

Heron

ducally gorged and beaked or.

Heme (Godmanchester, co. Himtingdon).

—

Gu. a chev. erm.

A heron or.
betw. three herons ar. Crest
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three herons ar.
(Sir Thosias Herne, of Haveringland, Sheriff co.
Or, three bars gemel gu. on a canton of
Norfolk, 1620).
the last five lozenges in saliire of the first.

Heme

Heme.

See Hearne.
(co. Chester;

Hemshill

Hernshiix
1369.

to.

Visit.

Sir

Oxon,

Hernway. Ar.
Heron (Baron
extinct with

the dau. and heir of Sir

John Stoner,
1666).

living 34

Edward

John
III.,

Or, three roses gu.

three herons' heads erased sa.

Heron;

first

Baron).

summoned

to Parliament 1371,
Gu. a chev. betw. three herons

ar.

Heron

(Baron Heron: summoned to Parliament 1393,
Same Arms.
Heron (Ford Castle, co. Northumberland, temp. Edward I.).
Crest
A heron, in the arms.
Same Arms.
Heron (Bokenfield, co. Northumberland). Gu. three herons
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a heron's head ppr.
ar.
Heron (Newark-upon-Trent, co. Notts, since of Stubbers, co.
Lincoln, bart., extinct 1854). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same
Arms as Heron, of Bokenfield 2nd and 3rd, same Arms as
Heron, of Ford Castle. Crests 1st Same as Heron, of Ford
Motto—ArivA
Castle 2nd Same as Heron, of Bokenfield.
extinct 1404).

—

m

—

first.

Eeriz

anchor

Eerman

Heme.

trusty.

of

ar. betw. three owls ppr.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or.
Quarterly, indented ar. and
(co. Buckingham).
sa. on a bend of the second betw. three martlets of the first
as many fleurs-de-lis of the last.
(Middleton-Stoney, co. Oxford ; confirmed 10 Dec.
1630). Vert a lion pass, or, armed and langued gu. betw.
three annulets ar. Crest A lion couchant guard, or, under
a palm tree ppr.
Ar. a chief indented gu.

Hermon.

one (another, three herrings ar.). Crest A bull's head sa.
ducally gorged and crowned or.
Eering'liaiii. Gu. three herrings in pale ar. Crest On a
chapeau dolphin hauriant all ppr.
Eeringham, or Eerringham. Az. sem£e of crosses

ar.

Gu. a chev.

Eerman.
Herman.

Ai-ms.

herrings in pale or.

of the

Berley.

Eerman

one.

Eerins

the

Esq., of Thorpe, near Ncwark-upon-Trent, co.
Nottingham. Visit. Notts, 1614). Gu. a garb or, thereou

Herlingi;on.

'S.ering.

a

MoLTWsnx,

three birds sa.

Lozengy ga. and

Kent).

orle or.

sem^
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Herlet, Herriot, or Heiriott.

(Wclford, co. Northampton).

Gu. a fesse betw. throe

shovcUiTB ar.
(Wyard, co. Oxford; John Herlb, alias Vttham,
temp. CJuecn Elizabeth; his dau. Ethelred, to. Edmonu

Eerie

482

;

—

;

:

:

petit ardea.

Heron

(Chipchase, co. Northumberland, bart., extinct 1801).
Crest— A heron close ppr. holding in
Gu. three herons ar.
the bill a standard staff, the banner fiotant, thereon the word
''Hastings." Motto Nil desperandum.
Heron (General Peter Heron, of Moor, co. Chester). Same
Arms and Crest, as Heron, of Bokenfield. Motto Ardua

—

—

petit ardea.

Heron
Heron

(Applyndon, co. Durham).

Ar. three herons az.
(East Thickley, co. Durham, 1575). Gu. on a chev.
Out of a ducal
betw. three herons ar. a cinquefoil sa. Crest
coronet or, a heron's head and neck ppr.
Ipswich, co.
Northumberland,
and
and
Essex
(cos.

—

Heron

—

Az. three herons close ar. Crest A heron ar.
Essex and Stafford). Ar. three herons az.
Sa. a heron
(co. Northumberland, and Scotland).

Suffolk).

Eeron
Heron

(cos.

ar.

Heron

(Croydon, co. Surrey). Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three
Another Crest—
herons close ar. Crest A heron close ar.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a heron's head ppr.
Heron (that Ilk, co. Kirkcudbright heiress m. Sir John
Maxwell, of SprinKkcll; arms and supporters now borne by
Ar. two lions
their second son, who suoci'cdpd hi.s mother).
ramp, affront^e supporting betw. their forepaws a rose gu.
sialked and leaved vtrt. Crest— \ demi lion ar. holding in his
Supporters Two
dexter paw a cross crosslet tltthic gu.
hcronsppr. A/oHoea— Above the crest: Parvaleur; abovetho

—

;

—

shield

:

Ad ardua

teudit.

HEB
Heron (co. Stafford).
Heron (co. Surrey).

three herons ar. as many cinquefoils sa. Crest
head erased ar. ducally gorged or.
Heron. Sa. two chev. or, betw. three herons ar.

—

^A

heron's

Herondon. Ar. a heron volant in fesse az. membered or.
Herondon. Same Anns, betw. three escallops sa.
Heronvile.
Heronville

Az. three herons

ar.

(Wednesbury, co. Stafford. Pedigree of ComberHist, of Wednesbury). Sa. two lions pass. ar. crowned

ford.

two

Sa.

crowned

lions pass. ar.

on each

or,

shoulder a fleur de-lis az.

Herper.

Gu. a chev. ar. Crest A stag sejant ppr.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. thr ee owls ppr.
Herst. Ar. an estoile of sixteen points gu.
Herst. Quarterly, or and az. four suns counterchanged.
Herst, alias Qrove. Ar. a star of eight points az. Crest
A grove of trees ppr.
Herst, alias De La
(arms in glass at Malvern;
quartered by Poplesham). Ar. the sun ppr.
Hert (Bovy-Tracy, co. Devon). Sa. a bend betw. three fleurs-

—

Hay

de-Us ar.

guard, or.

Crest

—A

griffin

on a chief gu. a Hon pass,
statant ducally gorged ppr.
az.

an inescutcheon within an

"Vert

orle of

martlets ar.

Herrays

Gu. on a bend ar. a rose betw.

—

Ar. a fesse

Tair^ or and gu. Crest
A bull's head couped ar. homed and
eared sa. gorged with a chaplet of roses ppr. Motto Virtus

—

nobilitat.

Herrick

(Eev. Samuel Hebrick, Rector of Brompton, co.
Northampton, representative of Robert Herrick, Esq., M.P.,
William Heebick,
Knt., of Beaumanor). Same Arms, Crests, and Motto.
Herrick (Febrt-Herrick, Beaumanor Park, co. Leicester).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess vaire or, and gu., for
Herbick 2nd and 3rd, barry of six or and gu. on a bend
indented ar. three Uons pass. sa. twoflauncheserm., forPEBRT.
Ore^ts
1st, Herrick;
2nd, Perrt: A hind's head erased
ppr. semee of annulets or, in the mouth a pear tree branch
sUpped ppr. fructed or. Motto Virtus omnia nobilitat.
Herrick (Shippool, co. Cork; descended from John Herrick,
Esq., bom in 1612, who is presumed to have been seventh
son of Sir William Herrick, the purchaser of Beaumanor).
Arms, (fee, as Herrick, of Beaumanor.
for Leicester, elder brother of the first Sir

;

—

—

Herries

(Lord Merries, of Terregles. See also Maxwell).
Ar. three urcheons sa. Crest
A buck's head or, attired
with ten tynes ar. Supporters Two savages with clubs over
their shoulders ppr.
Motto
Dominus dedit.
Herries (Rotterdam second son of Halldykes, 1747). Ar.
a crescent betw. three urcheons sa. Same Crest and Motto.
Herries (third son of Halldykes, 1787). Ar. three urcheons
sa. within a bordure wavy gu.
Crest
A buck's head erased

—

—

—

;

—

—

Motto Dominus dedit,
(Mabie). As Lord Herries, with a crescent az. in

gu. attired vert.

five fusils in

(Archbishop of Canterbury, 1750). Gu. three lucies
haurient ar. betw. nine crosses crosslet or.
Herring: (Lethendy, co. Perth). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
on a bend ar. a rose betw. two lions ramp, of the field;
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. or.
Herring- (Carsewell). Gu. on a fesse ar. a rose betw. two
lions ramp, of the first.
Herringr. Az. senile of crosslets, three herrings ar. Crext
A boar's head couped in fesse, pierced through the snout
with four arrows ppr.
Herring: (Gilmerton, co. Edinburgh). Gu. on a bend ar. a

—

rose Iictw. two lions pass, of the

field.

Herringham

Herring-, or

(co.

Dorset; quartered,
H. D'Otlet, of the

through Williams, by Thomas C.
E.I.C.S.) Gu. three herrings haurient in fes-se ar.
(Winterboume, Herrington). Same Arms.
Herring-. See Bering.
Herris (Woodham Mortimer, co. Essex). Or, on a bend gu.

Herring

—

three cinquefoils of the field. Crest A talbot sejant or.
(Sandon, co. Essex). Erm. (another, or) on a bend
engr. az. three cinquefoils or. Crest, as the last.

Herris

(Cryxsey, co. Essex confirmed 19 Nov. 1578). Or,
az. three cinquefoils pierced of the field, a mullet
;

on a bend
diff.

Herschel

(CoUingwood House,

co.

Kent, bart.).

Ar. on a

vert a representation of the forty-feet reflecting tc'e-

Bcope

with its apparatus ppr. a chief az. thereon the
astronomical symbol of Uranus, or the Georgium Sidus,

irradiated or.
eagle,

Crest

— A demi

wings elevated

Hersett (co.
Hersewell.

Hersey

bend

(co.

Worcester). Az. (another, sa.)

or.

Hertford, or Hartford.
Crest

—A

Gu. three eagles displ. ar.
head gu. betw. two wings

parrot's

vert.

Gu. on a fesse or (another, ar.) three buclis*
heads cabossed of the first.
Hertford,
of. Ar. on a mount vert a stag couchant

(co.

Norfolk).

or.

terrestrial sphere ppr.

Motto

—

thereon

Coelis exploratis.

Or, a chief indented sa.

Sa. three estoiles ar.
Kent). Gu. on a chief ar. a label of three points

az.

Arms. Seal Represented in a landscape a hart stooping down his head as going
to drink at a ford, all within a ribbon, on which was the
Motto Sicut cervus anhelat ad fontes aquarum.
Herthale (co. Derby). Ar. two bars vert.
Herthall. Ar. two bars vert, over all a bendlet gu.
Herthall, or Herthull. Or, two bars vert.

—

Hertham

Northumberland).

(co.

Or,

an

orle az. (another,

purp.).

Hertham.
Herthey,

Paly of six

and gu.
or Hertley. Or, a bend betw. two
ar.

cotiaes

sa.

Herthull

(Herthull and

Derby, Pooley its
Polesworth, co. Warwick, &c., &,c. the heiress m. Cokayne,
of Ashbourne, co. Derby, temp. Henry IV.). Ar. two bars
vert, quartering Ednesob, Eossington, Detville, Savage,
Ballidon,

co.

;

&c.

Hei^hull

BiCHABP DE Hebthull, Knt.,

(Sir

co. Notts,
Ar. two bars vert.
Ar. a hart pass. sa. Crest A stag's head
or, collared gu. betw. the attires a cross pattee az.
Hertingiion. Az. two lions pass. or.

temp.

Edward

I.).

—

Hertinglon.

Hertingi;on. Vert a

fesse betw. three stags' heads cabossed

ar.

Hertingiion.

Erm. a

ramp. gu. crowned or.
Devon). Ar. a crozier in pale or,
enfiled with a stag's head cabossed sa. (another coat, gu. a

Hertland-Abbey

lion

(co.

bend betw. three pears

Hertland («o. Devon).

or).

Ar.onabendsa. three harts' heads or.

Hertlaw (co.
Hertley

Northumberland). Ar. a cross gu.
Ar. a cross gu. in the first quarter a martlet sa.
Ar. a cross gu. in the dexter canton

(co. Suffolk).

a martlet.

Hertley. Or, a bend cotised sa.
Hertley, or Hetley. See Supplement.
Hertlingiion. See Supplement.
Hertog-. See Supplement.

Herton. See Supplement.
Hertslet (Edward Hektslet,

Esq., C.B., Librarian anj
Keeper of the Papers, Foreign Office). Barry dancettee of
eight az. and or, impaling, Gu. a lion ramp. ar. langued a/,
debruised by a fess sa. in chief a ducal coronet or. Crest

—

A demi Uon ramp. ppr. crowned with an Eastern diadem or,
and resting the sinister paw on a closed book sa. tluspul
and hinged gold. Motto Fato fortior virtus.
Hervesell. Or, an orle sa.
Hervey {Marquess of Bristol). Gu. on abend ar. three trefoils

—

slipped vert.

Crest

— An

ounce pass.

sa. bezantee, ducally

and chain reflexed over the back

collared

or,

holding in

tlic

—

dexter paw a trefoil slipped vert. Supporters Two ounce.-'
sa. bezantee, ducally collared and chain of each reflexctl
over the back or. Motto — Je n'oublieray jamais.
{Lord Hervey, of Ross and Kidbrooke, created
16'20 and 1628, extinct 1642; descended from a common
ancestor with the Marquess of Bristol). Same Arms and
Supporters Two leopards or, pellettee.
Crest.

Hervey

—

Hervey-Bathurst

(Lainston,

co.

Southampton,

hart.).

on a bend ar. three trefoils
2nd and 3rd, sa. two bars erm. in
chief three crosses formee or, for Bathdbst. Crests 1st,
Hebvet: An ounce sa. bezantee, collared and lined oi,
holding in the dexter paw a trefoil slipped vert; 2nd,
Bathorst A dexter arm embowed, habited in mail, holding
in the hand ppr. a club with spikes or. Motto Je n'oublieiai
Quarterly,

sUpped

Ist

and

vert, for

gu.

4th,

Hervet

;

—

:

—

Jamais.

483

—

Hertford College, Oxford. No

Hertla-w.

chief.

Herring:

mount

Hertford, or Herford

g>l-

co. Leicester, seated at

Streton, in that county, in the 11th century).

Herrys

displ. ar. (anothci-,

Town

lions pass, of the first.

Herrer. Az. three hedp-ehogs or.
Herrick, or Eyrick (Beaumanor,

Herries

See Conway.

Gu. three eagles

Hertford.

pass. gu.

omnia

of.

Hertford).

(another, erm.).

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars

(co^ Lancaster).

Herren (Sylington, Scotland).
two

Hertford (co.
or).

Erm. a cinquefoil

Herping-ham.

an

—

Hersey.
Hersey.

Hertford, Marquess

or.

Herovill.

for
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Gu. three herons ar.
Per pale gu. and az. on a chev. hetw.

H EB
Hervey

Gu. on a bend

(I'hurley, co. Bedford).

three

ar.

trefoils slipped vert.

Hervey

Same

(Kidbrooke, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1642).

Armi.

Hervey

(cos. Cornwall and Somerset).
Sa. a fesse or, betw.
three squirrels sejant ar. Crest
squirrel sejant ar. tail
or, cracking nuts.
(Tiddington, co. Oxford). Az. three pack-saddles
sans stirrups or.
Hervey. Gu. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or, as

—A

Hervey
many

Gu. on a bend

(Killiane Castle, co. Wexford).

three trefoils slipped vert.
holding in the dexter paw a

Crest

—A

ar.

cat-a-mountain ppr.

Motto

trefoil slipped vert.

—Je

n'oublicrai jamais.

Hervieu

(Victor Alexandbe IIerviec-Ddclos, M.D., son
of Nicolas Hebvieu-Duclos, of Normandy, by Jeanne, his
wife, dau. of Piebbe Fbancois Lentaisoe, an officer in the
French army Dr. HEiiViEO was Lieut. Commandant of a
company of grenadiers, in the Royal Volunteers of Calvados,
at Bayeux, in 1815, and d. in Dublin, 1831). Az. three acorns
or.
Crest
A wolf ramp. or.
Hervy. Vert a lion pass, guard, ar. Crest An ox-yoke
in bend gu. bows or.
;

—

Hervy.
Hervyll

—

Or, a chev. betw. three leopards' faces gu.

(Her. Visit.

ar.

and Odiham, co. Hants. See Habwood). Chequy or and az. on a bend gu. three eagles displ.
with two heads ar.
Herw^ard (co. Norfolk). Az. a fesse componee sa. and or, in
the

first

(co. Salop,

quarter a mullet pierced ar.
Ar. a cross crosslet gu.

Herward.

(Epplin, co. Devon).

couped

sa. collared of the
ppr. holding a snake.

Chequy or and
hand holding a pistol ppr.

Ar. three bucks' heads
A cubit arm erect

Crest

first.

Hesdingr.

Hese, or Hesey.

—

a chev. emi.

az.

Ar. three

human

Crest

—A dexter

legs gu.

—

Heseltine.

Gu. a bull's head cabossedar.
Crest
Aswan,
wings endorsed ar. crowned with an antique crown or.
Hesill. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three trefoils vert.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up ar. a flame ppr.
Hesill, or Hesyll. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three trefoils

—

slipped gu.

Hesilrigrg'e (Nosely,

co. Leicester, hart.). Ar. a chev. betw.
three hazel leaves vert. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a man's head in profile, couped at the shoulders ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a stag ppr. ; sinister, a talbot ar. pied
8a. and gorged with a plain collar gu.
Motto—Pro aris et

—

—

focis.

Hesketh
liencl s.i.

(Rufford Hall, co. Lancaster,

three garb.s or.

Hesketh

Oreit

— A garb

(I'ebmob-Hesketh;

Geobge Hesketh,

Ar. on a

hart.).

or,

exemplified

banded
to

Sir

az.

Thomas

and Lady Anna Maria Abaiiella
William, fourth JEarl
of Poiitfret, and sister of George William Richard, last Earl
of Pom/ret, and also to Thomas Geoboe Hesketh, their
Bcconrl son, upon their assuming, by royal licence, 18G7, the
surname of Febmob, in addition to and before that of
Hesketh). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a bend sa. three
garbs or, for Hesketh; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess sa. betw.
three lions' heads erased gu., for Febmob.
Crests
1st,
Hesketh A garb or, banded az. 2nrt, Febmor Out of a
ducil coronet or, a cock's head gu. combed and wattled

Febmob,

Bart.,

his wife, eldest dau. of Thomas

—

:

:

:

or.

See Fleetwood.
(Gwyrch Castle, co. Denbigh). Or, on a bend sa.
betw. two torteaux three garbs of the field, quartering BamroRD and Llotd. Crests 1st: A garb or, charged with a
cross pattec; 2nd: A rose ar.
.Tnl
A dexter arm couped
at the shoulder, and embowed in armour, holding a scythe
all ppr.
Motto
In Deo mea spes.

Hesketh

—

;

Hesketh.

(Aughton,

:

—

(co.

Lancaster).

(co. Lanca.stcr).

Ar. a cross flory sa.
Ar. on a bend az. three garbs or.
betw. three leopards' faces or.

Ou. a chev.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet
484,

or,

co. Lancaster, 1664).

cotised gu. three garbs or.

Crest

—

(Preston, co. Lancaster,

three garbs or, a canton az.

^A

Ar. on a bend sa.

garb

Crest

or,

banded

az.

Ar. on a bend sa.

Ifie-i).

—A

garb

banded

or,

sa.

Hesketh

Same Arms.

(Poulton, co. Lancaster, 16R4).

— A garb

or,

banded

Crest

az.

Heskett

(Lancaster Herald, 1713). Erm. on a bend sa. three
garbs or, in the sinister chief a ro'e gu. Crest
A. garb or,
charged with a rose gu. the stalk and '-^aves twisting round
the garb.
Heslerton (Eotford, Heslarton, andV'averthorpe, co York).

—

Gu. six lions ramp. ar. crowned or.
Ar. on a fesse wavy betw. two birds ^fwallows)
volant in chief, and on a mourt ir. base a wolf p.iss. az. a
beznnt betw. two mullets.
Cnst A demi wolf betw. two

Hesse.

—

Hester.
Creift — A

Ar. on a bend sa. three swans close of the
parrot gu. holding in the beak a ring or.

two arms embowed in

field.

Hetherfield, or Hethersett.
(another, guard, or).
chev. gu.

Crest

—A

Az. a lion ramp, ar
sinister wing charged with a

Hetherfield. Az. three leopar^.s segreant or.
Hethering-ton, and Hetherton. Per pale
ramp, counterchanged.

Crest

—A

ar.

lion's

and
head

erased gu. within a chain ar. both ends issuing frora the

wreath in

orle.

Hetheringrton (Richard Hethebington,
Lune Vale).

Tortola, and of Burton, in

A leopard's face.
Hetherinston

Sa.

Esq.,

a

Governor of

fret ar.

Crest

—

Fun. Ent., Geobge
Hethebington, d. 29 Dec. 1619). Per pale ar. and gu. a
lion rarap. counterchanged, armed and langued az.
(Tuble, King's

Co.;

Hetherington

(Fun. Ent. of Margaret, wife of David
Hethebington, Esq., of Ballyroan, in the Queen's co., d. 8
May, 1618). Same .i^rjns. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a tower, quarterly ar. and gu.
Hethering'ton (Ballyroan, Queen's co.
granted by
Roberts, Ulster, 1648, to Aiithub Hethebington, son of
Fergus Hetherington, Esq., of that place, descended from

—

;

an ancient family of that name in England).
with a canton of the second for diff. Crest
four towers per fess or and gu.

Ss^me

—A

A

Hethersall.
Eetherset.

lion

ramp.

Amu,

castle with

ar. pellettce.

Az. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Hetley (Bulbridge House, co. Wilts). Gu. on a chev. ar.
betw. three sparrow-hawks ppr. a cross crosslet fitchee
sa.
Crest
On the stump of a tree a sparrow-hawk all

—

ppr.

Heton

(CO. Lancaster).
Ar. on a bend cngr. sa. three bulls'
heads cabossed of the first,
Vert a lion ramp. ar. (another, a bordure engr. ar.).
Gu. a lion pass. ar.
Vert billettee or, a lion ramp, of the second within
a bordure gu.
Heton. Ar. on a saltire az. five water bougets or, (another,
of the field) a bordure gu.
Heton. Erm. on a chev. gu. three mullets or.
Heton (Winkell, co. Lincoln, and London; Francis Heton,
citizen and goldsmith, of London, younger son of Geobge
Heton, of the former place. Visit. London, 1568). Same

Heton.
Heton.
Heton.

Arms,

itc, as

Heuband

Heaton, of Grovcley.

(co.

Warwick).

Sa. three leopards' faces jessant-

dc-lis ar.

Heubright. Ar. two bendlets betw. three cocks sa.
Heuer. Quarterly, gu. and vert on a chev. betw. three cats
Crest — A cat
pass, guard, or, as many garbs of the first.
sejant ar. in the

Hesketh-Fleetwood.

Hesketh
Hesketh

wood and Bold.

Hesketh

sa. three lions

HervT'ell. Ar. a lion coward pass. sa. Crest— A dexter hand
holding up a boar's head erect couped ppr.
Herwell. Ar. two Uons pass, coward sa.
Herwesell. Or, an inescutcheon sa.
Herwill. Az. two lions pass. ar. crowned or.
HerwiUe. Sa. two lions pass. ar. ducally crowned or,
charged on the shoulders with a fleur-de lis az.
Herwood (impaled on Fun. Ent. of Capt. Philip Carpenter,
Principal Serjeant-at-Arms of Ireland, d. 1075). Gu. a fess
huraett^e betw. two lions pass. ar.

Serworth

gu.
(North Meols, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend *a.
three garbs or, a chief az. thereon an eagle with two heads
displ. ppr. all within a bordure erminois, quartering Fleet-

Hesketh

wings.

two Uons pass, in pale

Sa.

153-3).

duca'ly crowned or.

Herward

armour, the hands ppr. supporting a leopard's face, as in the
arms.
Hesketh. Ar. on a bend sa. three garbs or, a bordure

Hesketh

trefoils slipped vert.

Hervey
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mouth a

goldfinch ppr.

Heuph (Ilolmwood Park, Kent,

1865). Az. a fess betw. three
arrows paleways, points downwards or. Crest A unicorn's
head ar. Mottfl Per ardua.
Heusch (Charles IlErsoH, Esq., of Bedford Square). Az.
on a bend betw. a cross cros.slet in chief and a trefoil slipped
in base, all within a bordure or, a falbot'a head erased sa.
Crest
A trefoil slipped or. betw. two wings ar.
Heuxton (co. Bedford). Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards'

—

—

—

faces ar.

Hevell.
lion

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. six martlets sa.
ramp. ppr. supporting an anchor reversed az.

Crest

—

^A

A

HEV

(Heven, co. Hereford).
Az. crusily fitchee three
boars" heads couped or.
Eeveningiiaiii. Per saltire or and gu. on a hordure engr.

Beveninghara.

(co. Norfolk).

Quarterl/, or

and gu. on a

sa. eight escallops ar.

bordure engr.

(Cuckfield, co. Surrey; descended

from the Heyebs, of

Hever Wood, co. SuiTey, temp. Henry VIII.). Quarterly, gu.
and vert on a chev. betw. three leopards pass, or, as many
garbs of the

Crest

first.

Hever, or Heuer.

—A leopard sejant
Gu. a cross

ar.

or.

Crest

—A phoenix in

displ. or,

—

charged on the breast with a

Crest
A coney sejant sa. collared ar. Ano'Jier
Crest— A talbot pass. ar. holding in the mouth a sword
Motto Ambo dexter.
Eewett (Netherseale, co. Leicester, bart.). Gu. on a chev.
embattled betw. three owls ar. on the head of each an Eastern
crown or, as many bombs, fired ppr.
Crest
Out of a mural
crown or, the stump of an oak tree with branches, thereon a
hawk ppr. gorged with an Eastern coronet, and belted of the
first.
Supporters Dexter, a buffalo
sinister, a tiger ppr.
on the shoulder of the tiger a trefoil.
Motto— Ke tc

crescent sa.

—

—

—

;

quaeseveris extra.

fiames ppr.

Eeverley. Or, on a bend az. three escallops of
Heverston, Haverston, or Haverton.

the

field.

Or,

on a

a cross botonnee ar.
Heverton. Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three mullets sa. as
many crosses botonnee fitchee ar.
(London, 1687).
Sa. two talbots' heads couped or,
betw. as many fiaunches erm.
(Enmeath, co. Norfolk). Same Jrms, talbots' heads
fesse gu. betw. three mullets sa.

Hewar

Hewar
erased.

Heward

and gu. an eagle

ppr.

sa. eight escallops ar.

Hever

HEW
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Heven

Simon Hewakd, Knt., M.D.,of Carlisle). Or,
saltire ppr. pommels and hilts sa. betw. two
cinquefcUs in fesse, another in base, and three hearts in
(Sir

two swords in

chief gu.

all

embowed

in

within a bordure az.

Crest

—A

dexter

arm

armour ppr. garnished or, entwined by a
hand in a gauntlet, holding a sword also ppr.
pommel aud hilt gold, the blade piercing a heart, as in the
serpent, the

Hewett

(Headley Hall, co. York, bart., extinct 1822).
Gu.
a chev. engr. betw. three owls close ar. Crest On the stump
of a tree ppr. a falcon close or.
Motto Ne te qusesiveris
extra.

Hewett (Pishiobury,

(confirmed by Molyneux, Ulster, 1617, to Nicholas
Hewakd, Chief Chamberlain of the Exchequer in Ireland).
Per fess paly of six gu. and sa. counterchanged, three wings
C-rest
A swan's leg couped a la quise with wing displ.
ar.
conjoined ar.
(Boton). Az. a fess gobonee ar. and gu. betw. three
owls of the second.
(Alburgh). Az. a fess gobonee ar. and vert betw.
three owis of the second.
Hewarde, or Eastward (London, and Tonbridge Court,
Sa. two bars ar. in chief a taibot pass, of the
CO. Surrey).

—

co. Hertford, bart., extinct 1689).

(Viscoxcnt Hewett; the second bart. of Pishiobury
was so created in the peerage of Ireland, 1639, and d. s. p.
same year). Same Arms.

Hewett (Heckfield, CO. Hants;

Ch.eles Hewet; impalement
Richard Fobsteb, Mayor
of Dublin). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three owls ppr. a rose
slipped or, betw. two cinquefoils of the last.
Hewett (Tir Mab Eliis, Llantrissant, co. Glamorgan descended from Hewett, Bart., of Headley Hal!, co. York).
Arms and Crest, same as Hewett, of Headley Hali. Motto
Fun.

Ent., 1626, of his son in-law,

;

—

foi.

He'wett

(Lord Mayor of London, 1559). Az. on a fesse flory
covmterfiory betw. three lions pass, guard, or, as many birds
sa.

Hewett (London).

Gu. three

Eewett

Heward

Eewett (Sir Edward

last.

Az. two talbots' heads erased or, betw.
as many fiaunches erm.
Hewatt, or
(Scotland).
Az. a chev. ar. surmounted by another gu. betw. three owls of the second.
Crest
The sun rising out of a cloud ppr.
Motto Tost
tenebras lux.
(co. Devon).
Ar. fretty gu. a canton of the second.
Crest
A wolf reguard. ppr.
Hewe. Gu. betw. two bendlets indented ar. three chessrooks
erm.
(Oxborough, co. Norfolk).
Sa. two talbots' heads
erased in pale or, betw. as many fiaunches erm. Crest
demi dragon az. wings endorsed or, collared and lined gold,
holding the line in his forelegs.
Hew^es, or
(Bromaam, co. Wilts). Ar. a lion ramp.
reguard. sa.
He'wes. Ar. two bars betw. seven crescents sa. three in
chief, the like number in fesse, and one in base.
Hewes. Ar. on a fesse gu. two gadbees or. Crest A pea-

Hewat

—

—

Heway

—

Hewer

—

Hues

—

head erased az.
Hewes. Gu. fretty ar. a canton of the last.
Hewes (William Hewes, and his next brother, James, citizen
and grocer of London, Visit. 1568, sons of John Hewes,
gent., of Donyvord, co. Somerset).
Ar. on a bend sa. three
fish naiant of the field, fins' and tails or, a mullet gu. for diff.
Crest
An elephant's head couped. az. bezantee, eared and
crowned ar. a mullet or, for diff.
Hewes (Fun. Ent. of Mrs. Hewes, alias Edwabds, buried in
Christ's Church Cathedral, 1654).
Ar. on a chev. betw.
cock's

—

three leopards' faces sa.

Hewester

(London).

£is

many

(Ampthill).
three owls ar.

Sa.

Osboeuib, Knt., clothworker, and Mayor
London, Visit. 1568, 7?i. the dau. of Hewett, and impaled her arms). Az. on a fess flory counterflory betw. three
lions pass. ar. as many lapwings ppr.
Crest A lapwing ppr.
Bewgill (Smeaton and Hornby Grange, co. York). Sa. two
battle axes in saltire ar.
Crest
A nag's head erased sa.
Az. an estolle of six points or.
Eew^ick, or Eevrike. Gu. on a chev. or, three crosses
of

—

—

Eewham.

crosslet flory sa.

He'wick, or Eewikes. Gu. bezants a lion ramp. ar.
Hewike, or Eewicke. Vert six bezants, three, two, and
one.

Eewls.
bouget

Gu. a

fret ar.

three owls ar.

a chev. counter-embattled betw.

Crest—The stump of a tree ppr. thereon a
Motto Ne te qusesiveris extra.
Ar. a chev. betw. three owls sa.
Crest
A cross
pattee betw. the horns of a crescent gu.
Hewetsou. Az. three plumes of ostrich feathers ar. two
and one. Crest A serpent nowed, the head in pale or, holding in the mouth a garland of laurel vert.
(Thomastown, co. Kilkenny; Fun. Ent. Rev.
Cbbistopheb HtwETsoN, Rector of Howth, and Treasurer of
Christ Church Cathedrai, d. 5 April, 1633).
Per pal« erm.

—

falcon close ar.

—

Hewetsou

4S5

Crest

— On

a chapeau ppr. a water

sa.

Hewlt).

See Hovis.

Eewish

(co.

Gu. fretty

Cornwall).

ar.

a canton

of the

second.

Hew^ish.
of the

He'wit

(co.

Ar. on a bend sa. three pikes haurient

Devon).

field.

(CO.

Derby).

Az. on a chev. flory or, betw. three lions
many lapwings ppr.
Sa. a chev. en^. betw. three owls

pass, of the second as

Hew^it

(co. Stafford).

ar.

Eewit.

Sa. a chev. or.

—A demi

Crest

huntsman

ppr. coat

gu. firing a gun of the first.
( Viscount Lifford).

Eewitt

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three
a stump of a tree, with one branch

Crest— On
growing thereon, an owl
vulture or, wings inverted
owls ar.

all

ppr.

Supporter^

— Dexter,

a

gorged with a plain collar az.
thereon three bezants sinister, a griffin or, wings elevated
Motto Be just and fear not.
ar. gorged as the dexter.
Eewitt (Burgatia, Roscarberry monument at Bodmin, 1861).
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three owls. Crest An owl perched
on the trunk of a tree all ppr. Motto Be just and fear not.
ar.

;

—

;

—

—

(Ireland; Ephbaim Hewitt, Esq., of Ballylane, co.
Wexford, m. Mart, dau. of Thomas Hab.man, Esq., of Palace,
same co., and d. 1S23, leaving an only dau., DsnoBAii
Hewitt, m. Rev. Wiluam Hinson, Rector of Bosdroit, same
CO.).
Same Ai-ins and Crest. Motto After darkness comes

—

Hewet (London). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three owls ar.
light.
Hewet (Hedley Hall, co. York). Gu. a chev. engr. betw. He'witt (London,
Hewet.

paws erased and erect

(London, and co. York). Az. on a fesse flory betw.
three lions pass, or, as many magpies ppr.

Eewitt

plates.

Ar. a pale within a bordure (another,

engr.) az.

Hewet

lions'

erm.

Heward

Heware (Marshland).

Same

Arms.

Hewett

Une pure

arms.

Heward

—

—

—

on a pile gu. three escallops of
Cr€st—A falcon close upon a. lure ar. lined and
1586).

Or,

the first.
ringed or.
Gu. «
(Alveston, co. Warwick; granted 1764).
Cresi On the trunk of an
chev. engr. betw. three owls ar.
old tree, from which spring fresh branches, a homed owl all

Hewitt

—

ppr.

Eewitt

(Lddlow-Hewitt,

Littleton-on-Scvcrn, co.

Glou-

cester: exemplified to Thomas .^btucr Lcdlow, Esq., on bis
assuming, by royal licence, the addilion.tl surname of

Ubwiit).

Ar. two elievroaels indented gu. betw. Uirce

A

E£ W

Orett—The trunk of a tree fessewise eradicated
ppr. therefrom rising a falcon belled or, fretty gu. in the
beak an acorn slipped also ppr.
He'wrlet. Sa. on a fesse ar. three roses gu. Crest On a
mount vert, semee of weeds, an oak tree ppr.
owls

i>pr.

—

Hewlett, or Ho'wlett (Dublin

assicned by Carney, Ulster,
1662, to Geoboe Hewlett, Lieut, of the City of Dublin
Sa. on a fess
Militia, and High Sheriff of the same city).
;

betw. three owls' heads erased and affrontee ar. as many
roses gu. Crest An owl's head erased and affrontee ar.
ducally gorged or.
Ar. a pile issuing from the chief and
(co. York).
two from the base gu.
He'wling'. Enn. three roses per pale or and gu.
Hewrnarclie. Sa. an inescutcheon ar. charged with a
fesse lozengy gu. within an orle of martlets of the second.
Heworth, or Hepwortli. Ar. a saltire betw. four

—

Hewley

mullets gu.

Hevrscott

Hawse

Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards'

Devon).

(CO.

many

faces az. as

palets of the

(granted 10 Dec.

first.

1573).

erased ppr. hair and beard
nowed ar. and az. on a chief

or,

Gu. a Saracen's head
round the temples a fillet

of the fourth three roses of the

second.

Hewson

Brunswick Square, London).
Street,
and erm. an eagle displ. or, in the first
A bull's head couped
quarter a lion pass, guard, ar. Crest
ar. armed or, in the mouth a torch of the last emitting
(Hunter

Quarterly, gu.

flames of

—

ppr.

fire

Hewson

(Fun. Ent. of the wife of Col. John Hewson,
Governor of Dublin, buried in Christ Church Cathedral,
15 Jaa. 1652). Quarterly, gu. and erm. an eagle displ. or,
in the dexter chief quarter a lion pass. ar.
(London William Hewson, temp. James I. his
dau. Kathebine vi. John Wood, Esq., of Lumley, co. Nottingham. Visit. Notts, 1614). Az. three chev. interlaced
or, a chief of the last and a border compony ar. and gu.
Hewster. Sa. a fesse dancett^e or, in chief three fleurs-deCrest
Out of a coronet ar. an ostrich's head and
lis ar.
wings of the same, holding a horseshoe or.
Hewster. Ar. a pale engr. az. a bordure of the last.
Az. three chev. fretty in
(Wigtoft, co. Lincoln).
base or, on a chief of the second a crescent sa. charged with

Hewson

;

;

—

Hewston
a mullet

ar.

Hexstall

(Hexstall, co.

Warwick, and

co. Stafford).

Quar-

and sa. a bend betw. two fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Trenarren, co. Cornwall originally of Kingston, co.
Devon). Or, a tower triple-towered betw. three battle axes
Crest On a tower sa. a demi lion ramp, or, holding in
sa.
terly, gu.

Hext

;

—

the dexter

Hext

paw a

axe of the first.
Devon: John Hext and his brother,

battle

(Stavton, co.

William Hext, of Constentin, co. Cornwall. Visit. 1620).
Same Anns.
Hext. Same Arms. Crest A stag's head cabossed, ducally

—

gorged

or.

Hextall.

Quarterly, gu. and sa. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters
a fleur-de-lis ar. over all a bend of the last.
Hexton. .Sa. (another gu.) a chev. betw. three leopards'
faces ar.

Crest

— A leopard's face sa. jessant a fleur-de-lis or.

Heycock

(East Norton, co. Leicester). Or, a cross sa. in
quarter a fleur-de-lis.
Lincoln).
Heydon, or
(cos. Hertford and
Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross engr. counterchanged. Crest
the

first

Headon

— A talbot pass. ar. spotted sa.
Heydon (co.

Norfolk).

Quarterly, ar. and gu. a cross engr.

counterchanged.

Heydon.
buplchom

Quarterly, ar.

in the first quarter

a

sa.

Gu. three bezants, a label of as many points ar.
Ar. on a bend az. three eagles displ. or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. four mullets, two in
and two in fess nr. a canton erm.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1656, of Peter Heydon,

Heydon

Heydon

son of John Hetdon, and grandson of Richard Hetdon).
Quarterly ar. and gu. a cross engr. counterchanged, in
dexter chief a martlet of the second, and in the sinister a
crescent of the

first.

Heyes

(Rutington, CO. Essex; granted 2 Aug. 1563). Ar.
az. betw. three snakes' beads erect and erased
TCrt, as many bezants.
Crest
A snake's head erect and
erased vert, ducally gorged or.

on a chev.

—

—

Heyford, and Hejrforde.
Out

Gu. a maunch or. Crest
two branches orlcways all ppr.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bucks springing gu.

of a ducal coronet

Heyford.

Heygrate

(Southend, co. Essex, hart.). Gu. two bars ar. on
a bend or, a torteau betw. two leopards' faces az. Crest
wolfs head erased gu. Motto
Boulogne et Cadiz.
Heygeys. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three demi dragons couped

and erect

vert.

Heyham.

Paly of six ar. and az.

Heyhurst

(Parkhead, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a chev. az.
betw. three hayrakes ppr. a sun or.
Heyland (co. Suffolk). Az. a lion ramp. ar. a bend gu.
Heyland (co. Suffolk). Ar. a bend gu.
(co. York).
Gu. a bend betw. six martlets or.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. a martlet sa.
Heyland (Glendaragh, co. Antrim, and Tamlaght, co. Deny;
confirmed to Alexandeb Chables Heyland, of the Bengal
Civil Service, late Judge of Ghazeepore, India, second son of
Langfobd Rowley Heyland, of Glendarragh, co. Antrim,
and Tamlaght, co. Derry, and grandson of Rowley Heyland,
of Castle Roe, co. Derry, and the descendants of his said
grandfather). Az. a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued gu.
surmounted by a bend of the last, charged with a tower
ppr. Crest Out of battlements of a tower ppr. charged with
a cross crosslet gu. a nag's head ar. -WoMo— Faveat fortuna.
Heylin (Alderton, co. Salop). Sa. three nags' heads erased
ar.
Crest
A bear pass. sa. gorged with a collar and bell

Heyland

—

—

—

or.

Heyliston, or Heylston

(London). Ar. a chev. engr.
betw. three leopards' faces gu.
(co. Surrey).
Ar. three horses' heads erased sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. sa.
Heylyon, or Helion. Gu. fretty ar. a fesse or.
(Somerfleld, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1808, a very
ancient family in that co. ; Tcnterden Free School was
founded by a Heyman near 400 years ago. Ralph Heyman
purchased the Manor of Haringe temp. Henry VII. His
grandson, Peteb Heyman, m. Elizabeth, only dau. of
William Tilde, Esq., of Somerfield, who brought that place
to her husband
Henry Heyman, fourth in descent from
them, was created a bart. 1641).
Ar. on a chev. engr. az.
betw. three martlets sa. as many cinquefoils or. Crest
Moor fullfaced, wreathed round the temples, holding in the
dexter hand a rose slipped and leaved all ppr.
Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three martlets of
the last as many cinquefoils or.
Heynault (Reg. Ulster's Office). Per pale or and sa. two
chevronels, in the dexter chief a lion ramp, all counter-

Heylyn

—

Heyman

;

—

Heyman.

changed.

Heynes
arrows
first.

Or, a chev. betw. three
co. Bucks).
on a chief crencllde az. as many mullets of the
Crest
An eagle's head erased erm. ducally gorged

(Turston,

sa.

—

or.

Heynes (Wilden

Hall, co. Suffolk

(Lord Mayor of London, U77}.
betw. three bucks trippaot gu.

486

:

confirmed 20 Sept. 1575).

Same Arms.

Heynes, or £ynes

(Dorchester, Charlebury, co. Oxford,

and CO. Salop). Or, on a fesse gu. three bezants, in chief &
greyhound courant sa. collared of the second. Crest 1st:
An eagle displ. standing on a tortoise 2nd: An eagle displ.
az. semee d'estoiles or.

—

;

Heynes (London).
and

Ar. three crescents paly

wavy

of six gu.

az.

Heynes.

Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three demi hinds couped
bezants.
Gu. seni<!e of crosses crosslet a cinquefoil or.
Ar. a fesse wavy (another, nebulae) az. betw. three
annulets gu.
Heynes. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three demi lizards couped
az. as

many

Heynes.
Hejmes.

Heyngrave.

Ar. a chief indented gu.
vaire or and gu.
Heybick, Esq., of Thurmaston Lodge,

Heyre. Ar. a fesse
Heyrick (William

—

Ar. a fesse vaire or and gu. Crfst A bull's
gorged with a chaplct of ro.ses ppr.
Heyrick (Manchester, co. Lancaster, 1664; descended from
Ar. a
Sir William Heyrick, of Beaumanor, co. Leicester).
Cresl
A bull's head couped ar.
fesse vaird or and gu.
round the neck a garland of laurel vert, horned or, tipped
sa. the ears and moruth of the last.
Heys (Wioodside, co. Renfrew, 1875). Ar a fesse betw. three
Incscutcbcons az. Crest— A demi lion ramp. az. supporting
Motto Inviclus nianeo.
in its paws a banner ar.
Heys. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three lions ramp. gu.
(London). Gu. an anchor in pale or, on a chief
CO. Leicester).

head erased

ar.

—

—

Heysham

of the laat three torteaux.

Heysham.

Same Amis.

Crest

Ax. a cbev.

sa.

—A

ensigncd with a ducal coronet.
(Stagenhoe Park, co. Herts

Heysham

attiri'il or.

Heyforde

—

—

vert.

and gu.

Heydon.
Heydon.
pall'

HEY
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Thornton Heysham,
preceding.

Eiiq.,

of

stag's

;

head cabossed

as borne

that place).

by Rob«bT

Same

a» the

A
;

HEY
Heyteabury, Baron.

Heytesbury

See A'Codkt and Holmes.
Per pale indented gu. and vert a
(co. Wilts).

Town

of

(co. Wilts).

Arms on

seal, viz.,

cross mounted on three degrees, ensigned on the top
with a fleur-de-lis, on each side of the cross an escutcheon,
thereon a chief and two chev.
Heyth, or Hythe (co. Kent). The corporation seal represents an antique vessel with one mast, two men in the vessel,
one blowing a horn, and two men lying on the yard-arm.
Heyton (Birchley, co. Lancaster the heiress m. Gebaed,
of Ince, circa 1550). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three stags' heads
cabossed of the field, a crescent for diff.
Heyton (co. Lancaster William Heyton, citizen and tailor
of London, eldest son of Bbtan Heyton, of the former
place. Visit. London, 1568). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three
Oes£— Out of a ducal
bulls' heads couped of the field.

a long

;

;

coronet gu. a bull's head ar.

Heyton
his dau.

(Heyton;

Mabgaket,

CO. Gloucester,

tingham.

and

Richabd Hetton, Ump. Henry Till.
jk. William Pendock, Esq., of Gotherton,
whom Pendock, of Tollaston, co. Not-

from

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Ar. six

trefoils,

three, two,

one, vert.

(Heyton). Az. three arrows in pale and a chief or.
(co. Lancaster).
Vert a lion ramp, guard, ar.
Heyton. Vert a lion ramp. ar.
Heyton. Vert a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. ar.
(Middle Temple, London; granted 1 Dec. 1768).
Az. a chev. per pale or and erm. betw. three garbs of the
second. Crat A dexter arm embowed, habited gu. holding

Heyward

—

in the hand ppr. a tomahawk of the last.
(Middle Temple, London, and co. Norfolk, 1611).
Ar. on a pale sa. three crescents of the field. Crest— On a
wing ar. a pale sa. charged with three crescents of the

Heyward
first.

Heyward

(Wenlock, co. Salop). Per chev. gn. and az. a
erm. ducally crowned or. Crtit An ibex pass,
erm. armed, crined, and tufted or.
Heyward (co. Salop). Gu. a Uon ramp, or, crowned ar.
Heywarde (Lord Mayor of London, 1570). Gu. a Uon
ramp, guard, ar. crowned or.
wick. Gu. a Uon ramp. ar. betw. nine plates.
Hesrwood (cos. Lancaster and Middlesex, 1694). Ar. three
torteaus betw. two bendlets gu. all within a bordure of the
last.
Crest
A falcon on the stump of a tree with wings

—

lion ramj).

Hey

—

displ. all ppr.

Heywood (Maristow,

co. Devon).
Same Arms and Crest.
(Claremont, co. Lancaster, hart.).
Ar. three
torteaux in bend betw. two bendlets gu. on a canton of the
last a cross pattee or.
Crest
On a mount vert the trunk of
a tree with two branches sprouting therefrom, and entwined
by ivy, thereon a falcon with wings displ. ppr. Motto Alte

Heyw^ood

—

—

volo.

Heywood

(Heywood, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. three torteaux betw. two bendlets gu. Crest On a mount vert a trunk
of a tree, thereon a sparrow-hawk perched ppr.
(Stanley Hall, Wakefield). Ar. three torteaux in
bend betw. two bendlets gu.
(Hope End, co. Hereford). Ar. three torteaux
in bend betw. two bendlets gu. on a canton of the last a cross
pattee or.
Crest
On a mount vert the trunk of a tree, with
two branches sprouting therefrom, and entwined by ivy,
thereon a falcon with wings displ. ppr. J/o«o—Alte volo.
(Little Lever, co. Lancaster).
Ar. three torteaux
betw. two bendlets gu. on a canton of the last a cross pattee
or.
Crest
On a mount vert the stump of a tree branched,
perched upon the sinister branch a falcon, wings expanded

—

Heywood
Heywood

—

Heywood

—

all ppr.

Az. a saltire or, within a bordure
of the last charged with eight mitres of the field.
(Yewtree, co. Lancaster; granted to Lawbence
Heywobth, Esq., of Yewtree, in the parish of West
Derby, co. Lancaster, at one time M.P. for Derby). Erm.
two barmlets wavy az. betw. three bats sa.
Crest
crescent az. issuant therefrom fire ppr. betw. two bats' wings
(Lichfield).

Heyworth

—

—Nil dimidium

Motto

est.

Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Crest— A lion's
holding a broken spear all ppr.

Hiatt.

paw

erased,

Hlbbens, or Hibbyns

(Weo, co. Salop). Or, on a chev.
embattled betw. three castles gu. as many guttes of the

Barry of eight and a pale counterchanged.

—A hand holding a

Crest

millrind ppr.

Hibbert

(Thomas Hibbebt, Esq., of Birtles Hall, co. ChesArms, &c., same as Hibbebt, of Portland Place,
London.
Hibbert (BuckneU Manor, co. Oxford). Arms, <tc., as Hibter).

bebt, of Birtles Hall.
Park, co. Bucks). Arms, &c., as Hibbebt,

Hibbert (Chalfont
of Birtles

Hibbert

HaU.
(Braywick Lodge,

co. Berks).

Arms, Ac, as pre-

ceding.

Hibbert

Munden House, Watford, co.
exemplified to Abtbcb Henry Holland, Esq., second
Sir Henby Tbubstan Holland, Bart., upon his
(Hollani>-Hibbeet,

Herts
son of
assuming, by royal Ucence, the additional surname of
Hibbebt). Quarterly, Ut and 4th, erm. on a bend nebuly
sa. three crescents ar. in the sinister chief point a crosa
bottonee fitchee of the second, for Hibbebt; 2nd and 3rd,
per pale ar. and az. sem^e-de-Us a lion ramp, guard,
counterchanged, debruised by a bendlet engr. gu. Crests—
1st, Hibbebt
In front of a dexter cubit arm erect ppr.
vested az. cuff erm. holding in the band a crescent ar. a
demi Catharine wheel also ar. 2nd, Holland Out of a
crown vallery or, a demi lion guard, per bend ar. and az.
charged with a bendlet engr. counterchanged and holding in
the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis ar.
Hibbert-Ware. See Wabe.
Hibbins (Redmarley, co. Worcester, and co. Hereford J confirmed by Segar, Garter).
Or, a chev. betw. three castles
;

:

;

triple-towered gu.

Hibbottes

(Sir

Thobias

Exchequer

in Ireland;

Hibbottes,

d.

16 Oct.

Hibbottes, Chancellor of the
impalement Fun. Ent. of Lady

1620).

Sa.

three leopards'

faces

jessant-de-lis ar.

Hibbs

(Tunbridge Wells, co. Kent). Az. a chev. engr. betw.
three ssilmons ar. on a chief gu. as many storks of the second
ducally crowned or. Crest A demi stork, wings expanded,
ducally crowned or, holding in the beak a salmon ar.
Hiococks (London; granted 1707). Vert a garb or. Crett
On a mural coronet ar. a sun in splendour ppr.
Hiccox (Edwabd Hiccox, Esq., of Stratford-on-Avon, co.
Warwick). Quarterly, vert and or, in the 1st and 4th quarters
a garb of the last.
Hicham. Gu. on a chief or, three torteaux, a crescent for
diff.
Crest
On a mount vert a stag springing ar. attired
and unguled or, on the dexter part of the mount a branch of

—

—

—

laurel of the

first.

Hichcoke.

Ar. on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis or, within a
bordure engr. of the second. Crest In a tower gu. embattled

—

or, a lion's

head of the

last.

Hiche. Per fesse or and ar. three estoiles sa.
Hiching. Sa. a fesse chequy or and az. betw. three horses
heads erased ar. Crest — An anchor in pale sa.
Hichins (co. Cornwall). Ar. a cross formee quarterly,
quartered az. and gu. betw. four
langued of the second.

Hichins (London).
Hickcombe. Az.

Sa.

a

lions'

heads erased

sa.

castle triple-towered ar.

three broad arrows or, a chief of the

second.

Hicke.

Per fesse or and sa. three estoiles counterchanged.
(Shipston-on-Stour, co. Worcester; confirmed by
Henby Hickes, Esq., of St. Paul's,
Covent Garden, son of Henby Hickes, Esq., of Strettonsuper-Foss, co. Warwick, and grandson of William Hickes,
Esq., of Shipton). Az. a fess wavy betw. three fleurs-de-Us

Hickes

Anstis, Garter, 1722, to

—A

hart's head couped ar. attired or.
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three clarions or.
Hickes (Silton Hall, co. York). Gu. a fesse wavy betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A buck's head couped at the
shoulder or, gorged with a chaplet vert. Motto
Tout en

Crest

Hickes.

—

—

bon heure.

Hickes

(Luxulion, co. Cornwall;

William Hickes,

Visit.

1620, d. 1636. Monument in the church there). Arms, same
as Hext, of Stavton and Constentin.
Hickey. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. on a chief erm. a saltire

—

A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.
holding in the hand a truncheon of the

engr. az.

Crest

garnished

or,

second.

Hickey

first.

Hibbens. Same Arms.
crowned,

ar.

or.

Heyworth

hand ppr. grasping a crescent

:

Heyton
Heyton

sa.

elbow, Tested as. cuff erm.

Hibbert.

chev. or.

Heytesbury,

HIO
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Crest— A lion's head erased ducally
betw. two ostrich's feathers ppr.
Sa. an estoile of six points or, betw. two flatmches

all

Hibberd.
erm.

(Dublin; Fun. Ent., William Hickey, Doctor of
Physic, buried in St. James's Church there, 9 Sept. 1677).
Gu. a Uon pass, or, on a chief ar. a saltire engr. az.

Hickey (Ireland).

Gyronny of eight sa. and or, on the first
and on the last as many oak leaves counterchanged. Crest A lamb reguard. holding over the dexter
shoulder a flag, charged with an imperial crown.
four acorns,

Hibbert

(Portland Place, London).
Erm. on a bend sa.
three crescents ar. Crest—An arm erect couped below the

487
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C

—

Sickey.

Gu. a lion pass, or, a chief of the last. Crest
wivem with wings expanded, holding in the mouth a human

hand ppr.
alickford, or Huckford.

Vert a chev. betw. three
bucks' heads cabossed or. Crest A demi Bwan, wings endorsed ppr.
Hickford (co. Worcester). Az. on a fess betw. three
leopards" faces ar. as many pellets.

Sickle

—

Gu. a lion pass, or, on a
chief ar. a saitire engr. az. charjied with a lion pass, guard,
erased
ar. pierced through
of the third. Crest A lion's head
the mouth with a cross crosslet fitchee gu.
Sickle (Kilelton, co. Kerry). Gu. a lion pass, or, on a chief
C^-est
A dexter ann embowed in
ar. a saitire engr. az.
armour ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand a truncheon
Motto Honor virtutis praemium.
gold.
Eickie (gianted by Carney, Ulster, 1688, to Michael Hickie).
Gu. a lion pass, or, on a chief ar. a saitire engr. az. Crest
A lion's head couped ar. betw. two palm branches vert.
Motto Virtus sub pondere crescit. The following additions
were confirmed by Vanbrugh, Clarenceux, 1712, to the said
Michael Hickie, then of Billing, co. Northampton, viz.,
A lion pass, guard, ar. to be borne in the centre of the
Baltire in his arms, and the lion's head in his crest to
be pierced through the mouth with a cross crosslet fitch^e
(Billing, CO.

Northampton).

—

—

—

—

—

Eickinson

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, Isabel IIickinson,
wife of Luke Nightingale, Esq., of Ballycran, co. Wexford,
buried in St. John's Church, Dublin, March, 1631.) Ar.
two bars gu. each charged with three martlets of the
Geld.

Sickling'

(Green's Norton, co. Northampton). Az. three
bars or, in chief as many lious' heads erased of the second.
Crest
A leopard's head erased or, pellett^e.
Sickling:. Ar. three bars az. in chief as many lions' heads

—

erased of the second
BickmarL (Gainsborough, CO. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1781;
descended from Robert Fitz-Hickman, lord of the manors
of Blosham and Wicliham, co. Oxford, 50 Henry III., 1272;
WiLLOUGHBT HiCKMAN, Esq., of Gainsborough, his descendPer pale indented ar. and
ant, was created a bart. in 1643).
az.

Crest

—A

talbot couchant ar. collared

and lined

az. at

the end of the line a knot. J/ofto— Toujours fidfele.
(Oaken, CO. Stafford granted to Nathan Hickman,
of Oaken, and the descendants of Richard Hickman, his
grandfather, by St. George, Garter, and Le Neve, Norroy,
Per pale indented or and az. two fleurs-de-lis in fesse
1708).
counterchanged. Crest A talbot couchant ar. spotted sa.

Sickman

;

—

collared gu.

Sickman

(co. Clare; impalement Fun. Ent. 1683, Hugh
Perceval, Esq., of Gortvadroma, same co., whose wife was
Per pale indented ar. and az. on the
ItHODA Hickman).
dexter side three roses in pale gu. and on the sinister as

many

in paie of the first.

Sickman (Fenloe, co. Clare).
Crest

—A talbot

— Per tot discrimina
Sicks

Per pale indented ar. and az.
and chained gu. Motto

sejant ar. collared

(Beverston, co. Gloucester, bart.,

now Hicks-Beach).

(Campden,

co. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1629

;

Via-

Campden; Baptist Uicks, youngest brother of Sir
Michael Hicks, Knt., of Beverston, the ancestor of Sir
Michael Hicks-Beach, Bart., was created a bart. 1620,
and in 1628 was raised to the Peerage, with special recount

Edward Noel,

next year,
when the Peerage passed according to the limitation. See
Noel, Earl of Gainsborough, extinct 1798). Gu. a fess wavy
A buck's head couped at
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
the neck ov, (forged with a wreath of laurel ppr.
Sicks, or Sickes (Rickols, co. Essex, and London).
Crest
Gu. a fesse wavy betw. three flenrsde-lis or.
buck's head or, gorged with a chaplet of cinquefoils of the

mainder

to his son-in-law. Sir

d.

—

—

last leaved vert.

Sicks (Wilbraham

Temple, co. Csmbvidge). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, gu. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, for Hicks;
2Dd and 3rd, per bend sinister or and sa. a lion ramp,
counterchanged, holding lietween the paws a gauntlet az., for
Crests— \st, Hicks: A buck's head couped or,
Simpson.
gorged with a chaplct of roses leaved vert 2nd, Simpson
An ounce's head ppr. erased and ducally crowned gu.
charged on the neck with a gauntlet or. JV/o((o— Tout bien
ou rien.
Sicks (Trevitick, In Alternon, and Luxilion, co. Cornwall).
Ar. a tower triple-towered betw. three poleaxes
;

:

s:-..

Sicks

(London, and Ceccles, co. Norfolk). Az. two palets
betw. nine flcurf-dc-lis or. Crest A griilln sejant az. gorged

—

—

Eickson

(Kent, and Williats, South Mims, co. Middlesex).
two eagles' legs erased a la quise in saitire sa.
(Fermoyle, co. Kerry originally from co. Cambridge, settled for a considerable time in Kerry, where members of the family have for more than a century filled the
highest county offices confirmed to Robert Conway Hickson,
of that place. High Sheriff co. Kerry, 1855-56, grandson of
EoBEBT Hickson, and the descendants of the said Robert
Hickson). Or, two eagles' legs erased i la quise in saitire sa.
in the centre chief point a trefoil vert. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a grifiBn's bead sa. beaked of the first, charged
with a trefoil gold. Motto Fide et fortitudine.
Sickson (Dingle and Ballintaggart, co. Kerry descended
from Hickson, of Fermoyle). Arms, Crest, and Motto, as the
Or,

Sicksou

;

:

—

—

;

preceding.

Sickton. Or, three eagles displ. sa.
Hide. See Hyde.
Hide- Abbey (co. Hants). Ar. a lion
pale of the

ramp.

and conjoined

of the last two keys addorsed

en a chief
bows in

sa.

in the

first.

Side

(Albury, co, Hertford, bart, extinct 1665; Bridget,
only dau. and heir of Sir Thomas Hide, of Albury, bart., who
d. in 1665, m. Peregrine Osborne, Duke of Leeds). Ar. achev.
betw. three lozenges az. on a chief gu. an eagle displ. or.
Side (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a chev. betw. three lions
pass. or.

Sidon

(co.

Devon).

Gu. three bezants.

Hiet. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a chief indented of the second.
HiflFerman. Per fesse vert and gu. on a fesse betw.

—

three crescents in chief ar. a lion pass, guard, az. Crest
in armour erect, holding in the gauntlet a broken

An arm

sword ppr.

hilt

Sigrate, or

and pommel

Highgate

or.

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1661).

Vert a gate or.
Sigden. Per pale az. and vert a chev. betw. three bucks'
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
heads erased or.
a phoenix in flames ppr.
Sigden. Per pale az. and vert a chev. betw. three bucka'
heads or, on a chief ar. a torteau betw. two leopards' faces
of the first (another adds, on the torteau a lion's head

—

erased

ar.).

Eigford
Sigiord

Az. three bucks' heads cabossed or.
Vert on a chev. betw. three
bucks' heads or, as many mullets sa.
Eigford, or Hickford (Twining, co. Gloucester). Vert
on a chev. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed or, as many
(co. S.ilop).

(CO. Worcester).

mullets gu.

Gu. two bars

(co. Suffolk).

or, three leopards' faces sa.

wings endorsed

Sec Beach.

Sicks

—

Eigg-at

rerum.

HIa

with a collar embattled counter-embattled or, beaked, legged,
and holding in the dexter foot an arrow gold.
Sides (Kilmacanoge, co. Wicklow, and Mount Anville, co.
Dublin: granted to Richard John Hicks, Esq., and the
descendants of his great-grandfather). Quarterly, gu. and
or, a fess wavy, quarterly erm. and sa. betw. three fleurs-delis counterchanged.
Crest
A stag's head couped ar. attired
gu. gorged with a chaplet of trefoils vert. Motto Donner
et pardonner.

Crest

ar.

over

—An anchor

all

on a bend
two

az. betw.

or.

Siggens

(Bury, CO. Somerset). Ar. guttde de poix on a
Crest
Out of a tower
three towers of the first.
Another Crest A castle gU.
gr.. a lion ramp, issuant ar.
Ar. a rose gu.
or
Higgenbottom.
Higginbotham,

—
—

fesse sa.

—

Crest
A dexter and sinister arm
vert, seeded or.
shooting an arrow from a bow all ppr.
Eigginbotbam (Glasgow, 1809). Same ..^j-iiui, on a chief
Crest
A sinister
of the second two Cornish choughs ppr.
and a dexter arm shooting an arrow from a bow all ppr.

barbed

—

Motto

—By aim and by

effort.

Eiggins, or Eiggons

(co. Hereford, and Shrewsbury).
Vert three cranes heads erased ar. Crest A griffin's head
erased or, gorged with a collar gu.
Eiggins (co. Salop). Ar. guttee de poix a fesse ea.
Biggins (Moreton Jeffreys, and Thing Hill, Withington,
Per fesse vert and ar. a pale counterchanged
CO. Hereford).
three cranes' heads erased of the second, and as many
Cr<s«— A gryphon's head erased
lobster claws erased sa.
or, gorged with a collar sa. charged with a lozenge ar. betw.
Motto
claw erased gu.
lobster's
the
bc:ik
a
two plates, in

—

— Faithful and true.

Eiggins

John Higgins, Mayor, 1654, and
Ar. a chev. vaire of the
1680).
three
hurts, each charged with a lion's
first and gu. betw.
gamb erased of the field.
Eiggins fSkellow Grange, co. York). Erm. on a fesse sa.
Out of a tower la. a lion's hMd
thicc towers ar. Crest
(Worcester:

James Higgins, Mayor,

—

;

HIa
Hiegrins
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(TurTcy Abbey, co. Bedford). Vert three cranes'
heads eraeed ar. Citst
A griiBn's head erased or, gorged
with a collar gu.
Hig'g'ins (Eastnor, co. Hereford; borne by the late Rev.
Joseph Higgins, Rector of Eastnor and Pixley, J.P. for the
counties of Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester, the representative of an ancient family derived immediately from the
marriage, in l.iSl, of Howard Higgins, Esq., with Mary,
dau. of

—

Thomas Cltnton, Esq., of Castleditch, by Margaret.
dau. of Richard Tract, Esq., of Toddington.

his wife,

Paly of six or and az. on a chev. cotised
firm, three crosses pattee gu., quartering, for Cltnton, paly
of six or and az. a chev. erm. per pale dancettee az. and or;
and for Yonge, ar. on a bend sa. three griffins' heads erased or.
Crat A garb ppr. charged with two crosses pattee gu.
Motto, allusive to the crest
Patriam hinc sustinet.
Hig'grins (London). Ar. guttee de poix on a fesse of the
second three towers double-towered or.
Crest
Out of a
tower double-towered sa. a demi griffin ar. holding in the
dexter paw a sword of the last, hilt and pommel or.
Higrg'ins (Glen?ry, CO. Waterford; granted to Joseph
Napier Higgins, Esq., Q.C.).
Per chev. ar. and vert, a
crescent bctw. three cranes' heads erased counterchangcd.
Crest
A grifiBn's head erased or, charged with a crescent gu.
and gorged with a collar of the last, thereon three bezants.
Motto Pro patria et virtute.
Hig'g'ins (Scotland). See Heigine.
CO. Gloucester).

—

—

—

—

—

Hig'grinson

(Saltmarshe, co. Hereford). Per fesse or and
on a fesse per pale sa. and gu. a tower of the second
betw. two bezants, quartering Barnebt and Lutlet. Crest
A tower, as in the arras, in front of the portal thereof,
pendent by a riband az. an escutcheon gu. charged with
three bezants, two and one, for Higginson, and the crest of
ar.

—

Bar NEB r.

Higg'inson

(granted, 1764, to Joseph Higginson, Esq., of
Mile End, co. Middlesex). Vert a chev. quarterly or and
gu. betw. two garbs in chief and a sun in base of the second.
Crest— A dexter hand erect betw. two stalks of wheat flexed
in saltire issuing from a human heart all ppr. in the hand a
book shut sa. garnished or.
Hig'g'inson (Lisbum, co. Antrim; granted to Henry
Theophilcs Higginson, Esq., of Lisburn, Registrar to the
Bishop of Down and Connor, grandson of Rev. Tho.mas
Higginson, Rector of Lisburn).
Sa. three towers in fess
ar. betw. six trefoils slipped, three in chief and three in
base or.
Crest Out of a tower ppr. a demi griffin segreant

—

armed and beaked

vert

Motto

or.

—Male

mori

quam

foedari.

Sig'g'S (CoUcsbome, co. Gloucester).
Ar. a chev. betw.
three bucks couchant gu. Crest
A buck's head gu. attired
or, pierced through the neck with an arrow headed gold,

—

feathered ar.
Hig'g:s (Charlton Kings, co. Gloucester). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a chev. betw. three bucks couchant gu. 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a dexter arm embowed, vambraced or.
Hig'liam (Higliam, co. Chester). Chequy or and sa. on
a chief of the last a lion pass, guard, of the first. Crat
;

—An

arm embowed

in

ppr. a sword ar. hilt and

mail,

pommel

hand all
round the arm a sc^rf

grasping
or,

in the

gold.

Sighata

(co. Bedford).

Paly of six

ar.

gu. three escallops or, (another, of the

Highaia
a fesse
ar.

Hig-ham

az.

on a chief

(Stannard, co. Berks, cos. Essex and Suffolk).

—

(Eastham,

co.

Sa.

horses' heads erased

Essex, Sutton, in the Isle of Ely,

Norfolk and Suffolk.) Sa. a fesse counter-componee or
and az. betw. three horses' heads erased ar. Crest A nag's
head erased ar.
Higham (Cooling, co. Suffolk). Or, a chev. sa. over all a
bend engr. ar. Crest— A talbot pass. sa. collared and lined
or, at the end of the line a coil or knot of the same.
Sigham (co. Norfolk). Per pale or and vert, a fer-de-moline
cos.

—

in cross gu.

Higham-Ferrars,

Town

of

(co.

Northampton).

The

corporation seal, which is very ancient, represents in chief a
dexter hand, couped at the wrist, the little finger and the

next doubled

in, the others pointing to the dexter side, under
the hand nine men's heads in profile couped at the neck, five
in the upper row, the centre head looking to the dexter side,
all the other eight looking to the centre of the seal.
Hig-haiu (Echingbam, co. Sussex). Paly of six or andaz. on
a chief sa. a lion pass, guard, of the first. Crest— An arm
embowed in armour ppr. holding a broken sword ar. hUt or,
tied round the arm with a sash of the first and gu.
&ig'nam. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. an orle of crosses crosslet
fitchec gu.

480
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Hig'h.am. Az. a bend cotised ar.
Highfi.eld (co. Suffolk). Gu. a chev.

ar. betw. three

aconis

or.

Highfield

(co.

Gu. a chev. betw. three buckles, tho

York).

tongues pendent or.
(co. Chester; impaled by Bedell, of Hamerton).
Az. a chev. betw. three oak slips acomed or.
Sig'hg'ate (Hayes, co. Middlesex, and Rendlesham, co.
Suffolk).
Gu. two bars ar. on a bend or, a torteau bctw. as
many leopard.s' faces az. CreU A m olf s head erased

Hig'hfield

—

gu.

Hig-hmore

(Armathwaite, co. Cumberland, temp. Henry
Erm. a crossbow bent, point downwards, betw. three
moorcocks sa. Crest A moorcock ppr.
Hig-hmore (Harby-brow, co. Cumberland, temp. Edward IV.,
and Strickland, co. Dorset a branch probably of the Highmores, of Armathwaite). Ar. a crossbow pointed upwards
betw. four moorcocks sa. beaked and membered gn.
Crest (granted in 1683)
An arm in armour ppr. brandishing
a falchion ar. hilt and pommel or, betw. two p'ke staves
gu. headed gold.
Hig-hmore (Sherborne). Same Arms. Crest A talbot's
head couped at the neck.
Higson. Ar. three boars' heads couped in fesse gu. Crest—
A hand couped in fesse charged with an eye ppr.
Hiklingre. Ar. three bars az. on a chief of the last as many
lions' heads erased or.
Hilary. Ar. three fleurs-de-lis az. an orle of eight crosslets
iV.).

—

;

—

—

fitchee sa.

Hilary.

Ar. a fesse componee or and sa.
(Kingsdon, co. Somerset; granted 1708).
Per
saltire gu. and or, two garbs in pale of the last, in fesse as
many roses ppr. Crest On a mount vert a sunflower ppr.
betw. two ears of wheat, stalks interlaced or.
Hildersham (co. Cambridge). Sa. a chev. betw. three
cresses formce flory (another, patonce) or.
Hildersham. (Molton, co. Suffolk). Sa. a chev. engr. or,
bctw. three cinquefoils of the last, charged in the middle with
a torteau.
Hildersham. (co. Suffolk). Sa; a chev. betw. three crosses
crosslet or.
Crest
A swan devouring a fish ppr.
Hildesley (Cromers GifTord; William Hildeslet, grandson
of William Hildeslet, Esq., of Bcnam, co. Berks; descended from William Hildesley, living at Byneham, 50
Edward III., 1375. Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Or, two bars
gcmclles sa. in chief three pellets. Crest On a mural crown
a griffin's head betw. two w ings expanded ar.
Hildyard (Wynestead, co. York, and East Horseley, co.
Surrey; an ancient and eminent family, co. York).
Az.
three mullets or, (and sometimes ar.) a chev. betw. three
mullets ar. Crest Originally, a reindeer ppr. subsequently,
The latter
a cock sa. beaked, legged, and wattled gu.
crest was granted to this family for the valour shown by
members of it at the battle of Towton, between the Houses

Hilborue

—

—

—

—

;

York and Lancaster, when Sir Robert Hildyard was
commanding under the banner of Lancaster.
(Patrington, CO. York, bart., extinct 1814 Eobest
Hildyard, Esq., of Patrington, was created a bart. 1660, he
was youngest son of Sir Christopbeb Hildyard, Knt., of
Wynestead). Same Arms and Crest.
of

slain,

Hildyard

Hildyard

;

(Flintham, CO. Notts;

Blacsborne Thoroton-Hildyard,

first).

componee or and az. betw. three
A horse's head erased ar.

Crest

and

H

exemplified to

Thomas

Esq., of Flintham, J.P.

and D.L., High Sheriff of Notts in 1862). Az. a chev. betw.
three mullets or. Crest A game-cock beaked, legged, and
wattled gu.
Hilicke. Ar. a chief indented (another, dancettee) sa.
Hiling-. Or, a mullet within a bordure sa. bezantee.
Hill (Hillsborough, co. Down; Fun. Ent. of Sir Moses or
MoYSES Hill, Knt., who accompanied the Earl of Essex

—

to Ireland, 1573, ancestor of the

Marqaess of Downs/lire, d.

betw. three leopards pass, guard.
many escallops gu.
Hill {Marquess of Downskirc). Quarterly, 1st, same Armf,
for Hill; 2nd, per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion
ramp, or, for Trevor; 3rd, gu. a cinqucfoil or, for Eowb;
4th, ar. a chev. az. betw. three trefoils shpped per pale gu.
Feb. 1629).

Sa.

on a

fess

or, spotted of the field, as

and

vert, also for

Rowe.

Crest

—A

reindeer's head

—

couped

Supporters Dexter, a
gu. attired and plain collared or.
leopard or, spotted sa. dueally gorged and chained gu.
sinister, a reindeer gu. attired, unguled, and plain collared
or.
Mottoes Per Deum et ferrum obtinui; and, Ne Tentes

—

aut Perfice.
Hill (Buntingdale and Court of Hill, co. Salop the daus. and
co-heirs of the last Thomas Hill, Esq., of Court of Hill, were
LocY, m. first, in 1780, to Thomas Humphrey Lowe, Esq., of
Bromsgrove, and secondly, in 1803, to Thomas Fowler, Esq.,
of Abbey Cwnhir, co. Radnor; and Anna Maria, /,i. in 1787,
;
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Hlli

to Theophilcs Eichasd Salwbt, Esq., of the Lodge, co.
Erm. on a fess sa. a tower triple-towered ar.
Salop).
TTill (Viscount Hill). Same Arms. Crest— A tower ar. surmounted with a garland of laurel ppr. Supporters Dexter,
a lion ar. murally crowned or, gorged with a wreath of oak
sinister, a horse ar. bridled and saddled ppr.
firucted ppr.
murally gorged gu. Motto Avancez.
TTill (NoEL-HiLL, Baron Berwick).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Same Arms, on a canton gu. a martlet or, for Hill; 2nd,
or, fretty gu. a canton erm., for Noel; 3rd, or, a chev.
betw. three stags' heads cabossed gu., for Habwood.
Crests— 1st, Hill: A stag statant ar. 2n(], Noel: On the
battlements of a tower ppr. a hind statant ar. collared and
A stag's head cabossed sa.
3rd, Habwood
chained or
Supporters Dexter,
in the mouth a sprig of oak ppr.
a pegasus ar. gorged with a plain collar sa. thereon a
sinister, a stag ar. attired or, gorged with a
martlet or
plain roUar sa. thereon a leopard's face gold, and a chain
Qui uti Bcit, ei
reflexed over the back also gold. Motto
bona.
Sill (Standish Hall, near Wigan, co. Lancaster). Same

—

;

—

;

:

;

—

;

—

and Motto as Lord

Arm.-!, Crest,

Hill.

Hill (co. Bedford). Sa. on a fesse betw. three cats pass, or,
as many crosses mollne of the field.
Hill (co. Berks). Same Arms.
Hill (CO. Berks). Sa. on a fesse ar. betw. three ounces pass,
guard, or, as many escallops gu.
Hill (CO. Berks.) Sa. on a fesse ar. betw. three cats pass,
Crest
a cross moline betw. two escallops gu.
goat's head per pale indented gu. and az. collared

guard,

—A

or,

and armed

Hill

or.

(Heligan,

Devon,

Hill's Court,

—A
or.

Hill

(Oltveb Hill, of Sbilston, co. Devon, and Bicbabd
Hill, of Truro, co. Cornwall, sons of Eobebt Hill, of the
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
former.
water bougets sa. Crest A dove ar. in the beak an olive

—

branch

vert.

Hill

(Hillstope, co. Cornwall; William Hill, descended
from RoBEBT Hill, of Hill Top, who came into England with
the Conqueror. Visit. 1620.) Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
garbs or.
EU.11 (Sir BoBEBT Hill, one of the Judges of the Common
Ar. a chev. betw. three water
Pleas, temp. Henry VI.).
bougets sa. Crest A dove ar. in the beak an olive branch

—

;

1615).

Per chev.

ar.

and

three cinquefoils counterchanged.
Hill, Serjeant to the Cellar to Henry VIII.
Visit. Hants, 1634).
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four mullets ar.
Hill (CO. Gloucester). Sa. on a chev. betw. three owls
sa.

Hill (Bichabd

ar. as many mullets pierced gu. a bordure engr. erm.
Hill (granted to Capt. Henbt Hill, of Knutsford, co. Chester).

Az. a chev. paly of six ar. and sa. betw. two horses' heads
erased in chief of the second and in base as many swords in
aaltire ppr. pommels and hilts or.
Betw. two branches
Crest
of palm ppr. a boar's head couped or, in the mouth a trefoil
vert.
Motto Auxilio divino.
Hill (co. Worcester granted to William Hili., Esq., F.B.A.S.,
of Worcester, descended from Humphbey Hill, Esq., of Little
Witlcy, CO. Worcester, living 1712. William Hill's son, by
Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Thomas Bowlet, Esq. of Stourport, is Thomas BowLET Hill, Esq., of St. Katherine'sHill, co.
Worcester, M.P., High Sheriff of that county, 1870). Erm. a
chev. chequy or and az. in base on a mount vert a Cornish
chough ppr. Crest On a mount in front of a fcmbrake ppr. a
talbot or, collared az. resting the dexter foot on three annulets interlaced gold.
Motto Avancez.
Hill (Hill's End, co. Hertford, London and Finchley, co.
Middlesex). Per chev. embattled ar. and sa. three cinquefoils counterchanged.
Crest
On a mount a branch vert,
Trith three cinquefoils ar.

—

—

;

—

—

—

Hill (Lewisham, co.
CrMt—A stag's head

Vert three talbots pass. ar.
erased ppr. holding in the mouth an
acorn branch vert, fructed or.
Hill (CO. Kent). Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Hill (CO. Kent, and London). Sa. a chev. betw. three lions
paBB. guard, erm.

Hill (Wye,
pass. ar. as
ppr.

Hill

CO. Kent).

many

(co. Lincoln).

oountcrchanged.

4U0

Kent).

Sa.

on a

escallops gu.

Per chev.

fesee betw. three leopards

Crtst—A

ar.

and

stag's

head erased

sa. three

cinquefoUa

;

gu-

Hill

(London, 1616). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three talbots'
heads erased ar. Crest A talbot's head erased ar. betw.
two laurel branches vert.
Hill (London). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. on a
chief of the second three roses of the first.
Hill (London). Az. two bars or, a canton sa.
Hill (London). Az. two bars ar. on a canton sa. a chev. betw.
three pheons of the second.
Hill (London quartered by Acstbet, co. Hunts). Per chev.
embattled three cinquefoils counterchanged.
Hill (John Hill, gentleman, of London, whose ancestors were
of the North. Visit. London, 1568). Sa. a fess erm. betw.
two cats-a-mountain pass, guard, ar.
Hill (London). Ar. on a chief sa. three roses of the

—

;

first.

TTill (Tuddington, co. Middlesex). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three leopards' faces ar.
Crest
A talbot's head couped sa.
guttee d'eau, gorged with a collar gu. rimmed and studded

—

or.

Hill

(co. Middlesex, and Bromsgrove, co. Worcester).
Erm.
a chev. chequy or and sa. Crest A talbot pass, or, collared

—

Gu. two bars erm. in chief a lion
pass, per pale or and ar.
Crest A boar's head and neck sa.
in the mouth a broken spear ppr. headed ar.
Hill (Yarmouth and Lynn, co. Norfolk). Gu. two bars erm.
in chief a lion pass. or. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a demi lion pass, or, betw. two dragons' wings expanded
of the first, each charged with as many bars of the
(Hales, co. Norfolk).

—

—

second.

Hill, or

Hull

(Silvington, co. Salop).

Or,

—

on a chief vert

three bulls' heads couped of the first. Crest On the horns of
a crescent vaire or and az. a bull's head erased gold.
Hill, alias Hule (Parva-Drayton, co. Salop). Az. an eagle
displ. ar. over all a bend gu.
Hill (Bridgwater, co. Somerset). Gu. a chev. engr. betw.
three garbs ar.
(Taunton, co. Somerset).

Hill

garbs or.

an

Tert.

Hill (Ashbome, co. Derby granted

— A fleur-de-lis az.

Rowland Hill, Lord Mayor of London, 1549, a
Hdmpbbet Hill, of Court of Hill his niece

and co-heiress, Alice Babkeb, m. Sir Thouas Leigh). Gu. two
bars or, on a canton sa. a chev. ar. betw. three pheons of the
fourth, charged with a wolfs head erased betw. two mullets

gu.

Heligan, descended from Sir John Hill, of Kenston, co.
Somerset).
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four mullets ar. Crest
demi leopard ar. spotted of all colours, ducally gorged

(Sir

descendant of

Hill

;

Crest

or.

Hill

co.

1620

H IL
of London, 1484).

Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three lions pass, guard, ar.
TTill. Gu. three barrulets erm. in chief a lion pass, guard.

and Somerset; the Hills, of

Cornwall, Visit.

co.

cos. Hants, Lincoln,

Hill (Lord Mayor

olive

Crest

branch

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
in the beak

—A dove with wings expanded,
all

ppr.

Hill (Denham Place,
Hill (Pounsford, co.

Bucks).
Somerset).

co.

Same Arms.
Gu. a chev. betw. three
eagle, wings expanded

— An

a bordure ar. Crest
ppr. in the beak an acorn slipped
garbs

or,

Hill

vert, fructed or.

(Rothwell, CO. Northampton
quartered by Cokatne).
Gu. a chev. vair betw. three garbs or.

Hill
or,

;

(Taunton, co. Somerset). Az. three dolphins embowed
on a chief of the last as many hurts. Crest A squirrel

—

sejant ar. collared

and lined

or.

Hull (Littlepipe, co. Stafford; granted 1560).
Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, a canton of the last.
A lion ramp. ar. pierced through the breast with a
broken spear in bend ppr. the head gutt<5c de sang.
Hill (Bury St. Edmunds, co. Suffolk). Gu. two bars erm. in
chief a lion pass. or. Crest A boar's head couped sa. in
the mouth an acorn or, leaved vert, another acorn as the
last stuck upon the head.
Hill. Sa. on a fesse ar. betw. three cats pass, guard, or, a
Crest
A buck's head
cross moline betw. two cocks gu.
per pale gu. and az. the nose or, collared of the last.
Hill. Az. two bars ar. on a quarter sa. a chev. betw. three
pheons of the second, charged with a wolfs head erased
Cre/tt
A wolfs head erased az.
betw. two mullets gu.
thereon two bars ar. in the mouth a trefoil shpped vert.
Hill. Erm. a chev. compon^ ar. and gu. Crest— A talbot
Hill, alias
Crest

—

—

—

—

pass. ppr. collared gu.

Hill.
Hill.

Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets gu.
Gu. on a chev. engr. erm. betw. three garbs

cinquefoil of the

Hill.
Hill.

ar.

a

first.

Erm. a chev. lozengy gu. and or.
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three goats' heads erased of the

second, armed or.
Hill. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three lozenges sa.
Hill (Dennis Park, co. Stafford, and Blaenavon, co. Monmouth). Gu. two bars erm. in chief a lion pass, per pale
Crat A fleur-de-lis ar. Motto Esse quoin
or and ar.

—

videri.

—

A
A

HIL

(Alveston, co. Gloucester). A*, on a chev. betw. three
ar. three mullete sa. a bordure erm.

Hilla ry

chev engr. erm. betw. three leopards'
Crt^t
A talbot's head and neck couped sa. eared
faces ar.
cinquefoils
semee
of
ar. gorged with a collar gu. edged,
and
ringed, and studded or.
TTill (Ditton). Sa. on a chev. engr. erm. betw. in chief two
garbs or, and in base on a mount vert a garb, also or, betw.
two reaping hooks erect ppr. three palets gu. each charged
with an erm. spot of the third. Crest Upon a mount vert
betw. two ears of wheat or, a tower triple-towered ppr.
charged with a passion cross or.

Hillary

Hill
owls

Hill

(co.

Sa. a

York).

—

—

Hill

(Castle-Morton,

Worcester, Oakhill,

co.

co.

Hereford,

Pepper Hill, co. Salop, and Stallington Hall, co. Stafford;
Sasah, only child and heiiessof Ricbard Clabke Hill, Esq.,
of Stallington Hall, m. 2s Jan. 1835, Sir Smith Child, Bart.,
of Newtield, co. Stafford, M.P.). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three
A hawk ppr. belled or.
wild cats pass, guard, ppr. Crest
Hill (Weston Coyney, co. Stafford; Walter William Hill,
Catherine,
dau.
and
heir of Edward Cotnet,
Esq., ra. Mart
See
Esq., of Weston Coyney, and took her name, 1788).

—

COVNET.

Hill
Hill

(Honiley, co. Warwick). Vert six talbots pass. ar.
(granted to Edward Smith Hill, Esq.). Gu. a saltire
betw. two martlets in pale and as many garbs in fesse or.
Crext
A demi leopard ppr. gorged with a collar gemel or,
holding betw. the paws a star of eight points or. Motto
Par negotiis neque supra.
Hill (John David Hat Hill, Esq., J. P., Gressenhall Hall, co.
Norfolk). Gu. two bars erm. in chief a lion pass. or.
Crest
boar's head erased ppr. holding in the mouth a trefoil
Tert.
Motto Spe labor levis.
Hill (Henry Edward Hill, Esq., Oxford). Vert three
talbots pass. ar. Crest
A buck's head erased, in the mouth

—

—

—A

—

—

an oak sprig ppr.

Hill (Very Rev. John Hill, Dean

of Kilmore; Fun. Ent. of
Vert on a chev. betw. three
armed and langued gu. a mullet of the

his wife, Ulster's Office,

talbots pass. ar.

HIL
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1634).

last.

Hill (Hacketstown, co. Carlow granted by
1648, to Arthur Hill, formerly of Winter's

Roberts, Ulster,
Park, Oxenhall,
CO. Gloucester, and descended from Hill, of Hillhouse, in
same co.). Sa. on a chev. invected betw. three bears' heads
erased ar. as many pellets. Crest
A greyhound sejant ar.
;

—

Sa. crusily three fleurs-de-lis

(co. Leicester).

a bordure engr.

and

ar.

(Daver, co. Norfolk). Ar. a fesse chequy or and
sa. (another, of the first and sa.) in chief a mullet of the

third.

Hillary

Ar. a fesse counter-componee or and

(co. Norfolk).

gu.

Hillary

(Hadlcy,

Suffolk).

co.

Same Arms, a mullet

sa.

for diff.

Hillary.

Sa. three crosses crosslet,

two and one, and

five

and two.
Ar. six crosses crosslet fitchee sa. three, two, and

fleurs-de-lis ar. one, two,

Hillary.
one.

Hillas

(exemplified

George William Webb,

to

Esq.,

sometime of Zurich, Switzerland, and Esther Henrietta,
his wife, dau. of Robert William Hillas, of Rutland
Square, Dublin, and Seaview House, co. SUgo, on their
assuming, by royal licence, 1846, the name of Hillas, in
lieu of that of Webk).
Per saltire ar. and sa. in fess two
mullets pierced of the second, in the chief and base points two
crescents or. Crest Within an annulet or, a mullet pierced
sa.
Motto Per ferrum obtinui.
Hille (Spraxtun, co. Oxford; arms of .John Hille, in Exeter
College. Vi.^it. Oxon, 1666). Gu. a lion ramp, or, debruised
by a bend erm.

—

—

Hillersdon

(originally of Hilleisdon,

in Collunipton,

co.

Devon, settled at Membland temp. Henry VI.). Ar. on a
chev. sa. three bulls' heads cabossed of the first. Crest
squirrel sejant ppr. collared and cracking a nut or.
Hillersdon (Membland, CO. Devon; Richard Hillersdow,
of that place.
Visit. 1620).
Ar. on a chev. sa. three bulls'
heads cabossed of the field.

—

Hillersdon

(Hoclyfe, co. Bedford; granted 1596). Ar. on a
chev. within a bordure engr. sa. three bulls' heads cabossed
of the first. Cre^t
A squirrel sejant ppr. coUared and
cracking a nut or.
Hilles (quartered by Browne, of London, Her. Visit. 1563,

—

through Margaret, dau. of John Lucas, Esq., of Halden).
Az. a fess betw. three stags statant.
Ar. a fesse sa. betw. six martlets gu.
Hilliar, or Hillyar. Quarterly, erm. and gu. on the 1st
and 4th a crescent of the second.
Crest
A harp or.
Hilliard (co. Durham). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three mullets
of the second. Crest A cock sa. combed, legged, and beaked

Hilley.

—

—

collared az.

Hill (Brooke

Hall,

co.

Londonderry,

Sa. a chev.
Crest— A talbot's

bait.).

erminois betw. three leopards' faces ar.

head couped sa. guttee d'eau, collared gu. studded and ringed
or.
Motto Ne tentes aut perfice.
Hill (St. John's, CO. Wexford). Ar. two bars ermines,
in chief a lion pass. gu. Crest A demi lion gu. Motto—
Candide me fides.
Hill (Graig, Doneraile, co. Cork; settled there for upwards
of two centuries, having been previously of Kilmallock,
CO. Limerick; granted 1560).
Az. a chev. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis or, a canton of the last.
Cre-;l
A lion ramp.
ar. pierced through the breast by a broken spear in bend
ppr. the head guttle de sang.
Motto Ne tenta, vel

—

—

—
—

(Lambhill, Scotland, 1676). Ax. a mount or, with the
sun arising and appearing over the top in his splendour ppr.
Crest
A Bible expanded ppr. Motto Veritas superabit
montes.
Hill (Merrylee, co. Senfrew, 1865). Same Aii^is, within a
bordure erm. Same Crest and Motto.
Hill (James Matthew Hill, Edinburgh and Bengal, 1858).
A2. a mount ar. with the sun arising and appearing over the
top in his splendour ppr. on a chief or, a wolfs head erased
of the first betw. two eastern crowns gu. Crest
A dexter
arm in armour embowed, the hand grasping a dagger all
ppr.
Motto Esse quam videri.
Hill (Joseph Hill, London, 1858). As the last, within a bordure gu. Same Crest and Motto.
Hillarey, and St. Hillary. Sa. three leopards' faces

—

—

—

—

jessant-de-Iis ar. betw. nine crosslets fitchee of the second.

the

last.

(Marlborough, and of Holdemess).

Hilliard, or Hillary

Ar. semce of crosslets sa. three fleurs-de-lis of
A griffin's head holding in the beak a key

Ci-est

—

Place, co. Essex, afterwards of Biprg
House, CO. York, bart., extinct 1855). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis
ea. betw. six crosses crosslet az. a bordure of the second.
Crest Out of a mural crown gu. a cubit arm armed ppr.
garnished and the joints embattled or, the gauntlet holding
a chevaltrap of the last, round the arm a scarf vert. Sup-

—

porters—Two

lions ar. each gorged with a collar or, fimbriated sa. charged with a fleur-de-lis betw. two crosses
crosslet of the last. Jfo»o— Virtuti nihil invium.
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See Hildtard.
Warwick, and Maringe, co.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis az. betw. six crosses crosslet
fitchee sa. a crescent gu. for diff.
Crest— A cubit arm erect
in armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a coltrap ar. round
the arm a sash vert.

Hill iard

(co.

York).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three mullets of six

points ar.

Hilliard. Az. a cross moline betw. four mullets or. Crest
An arm embowed in armour, grasping in the band a spear

—
all

ppr.

Hilliard.
de-lis

Ar. a cross crosslet fitchee sa. betw. three fleurs-

gu.

Cre<t

(Caherslee, co. Kerry).

— A cock ppr.

Hilling, or Hiling.

Or,

Az. three

a mullet

mullets or.

sa. pierced,

a bordur©

of the second bezantee.

Hilling'. Or, on a mullet sa. an annulet of the first,
a bordure of the second bezantee.
Hillinge. Paly of six sa. and or, two lozenges in pale
counterchanged.

Hillion

Or, three lions ramp. sa.
Gu. a fess bclw. two frets ar. (another, the fess

(co. Essex).

Hillion.
or).

Hillis.

Per pale or. and gu. a lion pass. ar.
Gu. on a bend cotised or, three roses of the field,
seeded of the second, barbed vert.
Cr'ist
A demi eagle,
wings displ. or, holding in the beak a rose gu. stalked and
leaved vert.
Hillock, or Hillick. Ar. a chief indented sa. Crest—
pheon az. betw. two wings ppr. out of the pheon a branch

Hillman.

—

of laurel vert.

Hillon.

ppr.

Hillary (Danbury

(co.

York).

Hilliard

perfice.

Hill

Hillarie.

Hilliard

Ar. on a canton

sa. three

ducal coronets in bend

or.

Astell, of Colne Parke, co. Essex). Erm. on a
fesse sa. a tower with two turrets ppr.
Crest
A tower, as in
the arms.
Hills. Ar. a cross betw. four crescents az. a chief of the
A horse courant gu. in the mouth a broken
last.
Crest
spear's head sa.
Hills (Chelsea, co. Middlesex, and the Isle of Sheppey, co.
Kent; granted in 1784). Vert three hillocks ar.

Hills

(late

—

—

A

AA

;

HIL
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(Eight Kev. Geobge Hillb, Bishop of BritiEh
Columbia, 1859). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Hillson. Ar. a cross couped betw. four pheons az. Crest

Hills

—

A bull's head
Hilltoa (CO.

erased.

Motto

— Courage.

—Tant que je puis.

eagles

(co.

displ.

Ar. a bordure engr. gu.

or.

Suffolk).

Crest

ar.

Az. a saltire erm. betw.
leopard sejant erm.

—A

(Boston, CO. Lincoln). Or, on a chev. gu. betw.
three fleurs de-lis vert as many martlets ar.
Ar. an eagle rising sa. arnied

Hiltoft

Hiltoft, or Hiltofte.

Hilton (Hilton,

co. Durham; one ofthe great baronial families
Of this ancient
of the Palatinate Barons of the Bishopric.
house were Eobektde Hilton, of Hilton, and Alexander de
Hilton, of Hilton, who both had summons to Parliament, the
former in 1295, the latter in 1332. The last male heir of the
JPalattve Barons of Hilton was John Hilton, Esq., M.P. for

unm.

Carlisle in 1727, d.

1746, leaving his three sisters his co-

Anne, m. SirBicHAUD Mosgrave, fourth hart.,
Elizabeth, m. Thomas YorNGHCSBAUD,
of Hayton Castle
Esq., of Budle; and Catherine, m. to John Briscoe,
D.D., of Crofton, co. Cumberland Eleanor, only dau. and
heiress of Sir Richard Mdsgrave Htlton, fifth bart., and
grand-daughter and heir of Anne, Lady Mosgrave, in. WilUAH JoLLiFFE. Esq., M.P. for Petersfield, whose grandson, Sir
William George Jolliffe, Bart., ofMerstham, was created
lord Hyltnn, 1866). Ar. two bars az. Crest On a close
helmet, Moses's head in profile, glorified, adorned with a rich
diapered mantle all ppr.
Another Crest or Cognizance
stag couchant ducally gorged and chained or. Supporters
Two lions az. anciently two conies and two stags were
used as supporters.
Hilton (Baron Hilton: summoned to Parliament 1332;
passed to the Widdringtons, Lords Widdrington, attainted
1716). Same Arim and Crest.
Hilton (South Shields, co. Durham, co. Sussex, London, co.
Leicester, and the Island of Jamaica; descended from Henbt
Hilton, younger son of Sir William Hilton, of Hilton, by
Annb, his wife, dau. of Sir John Yobke). Same Anns and
heirs, namely,

;

:

—

—

—

;

Crest.

Hilton (William Hilton, Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland
Fun. Ent. of his dau. Margaret, wife of Capt. Andrew
Wilson, brother of Sir John Wilson, Knt., of Wilson's Fort,
CO. Donegal, d. 15 Nov. 1639).
Same Arms, a crescent
diff.

Hilton

(Rea Hall, co. Stafford, claiming descent from
Hilton, of Hilton Castle, co. Durham). Same Armn, &c..
Hilton (Dyons, co. Durham). Gu. on a bend ar. cotised or,
three martlets sa.
(cos.

crowned

Lancaster and York).

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

Hilton

(Millwood, co. Lancaster; descended from Hilton, of
Hilton, CO. Westmoreland, 1664). Sa. three annulets ar. in
chief two saltircs couped of the second.

Hilton

(Swyne, co. Durham a branch of Hilton, of Hilton,
which adopted the arms of the family of Lascelles, whence
they maternally descended; the daus. and co-heirs of Sir
Eobebt Hilton, Lord of Swync, d. 1431, were Isabel, wife
of Robert HiLDTARD, Esq., and Elizabeth, wife of John
;

Melton,
two

Esq.).
(CO.

Ar. throe chaplcts gu.
Sa. three mullets in base and

Westmoreland).

saltires in chief ar.

—

Hilton.

Az. two bars ar. Crest
A hand vested barry ar.
holding a holly branch ppr.
Hilton. Or, a chief countcr-compon^e erm. and az.

and

sa.

Hilton.
Hilton.

Sa. three saltires ar.

Hilton
Edward

Az. two bars ar. in chief as many mullets or.
farms in Bletchingdon Church, co. Oxford, of
Hilton, B.D., d. 14 July, 1530. Visit. Oson, 1566).

Sa. in chief

two

ealtires couped,

and in base three annulets

Hilton

holding a buglehom, as in the

Sa. a fesse

cbequy or and

az. betw. three horses'

ar.

Hinckes, Hincks, or Hinks.
on a chief of the

Paly of six or and az.

last three annulets of the first.

(Chorlton,

all

Crest

—

^A

ppr.

Gu. a

Chester).

co.

ramp. enn.
Crest
A demi

lion

—

an orle of bezants and plates alternately.
lion gu. guttle de larmes, gorged with a collar dancettee
ar. the sinister paw resting on an annulet or. JUotto—ln
cruce et lachrymis spes est.
(confirmed to Rev. Thomas Dix Hincks, LL.D.,
Professor of Hebrew at the Belfast Institution). Sa. a lion

ramp.

ar.

an orle of

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Hinchley,

Or, two piles

gti.

Sa. a lion's
Crest

—A

bead cabossed

leopard couchant

ppr.

ju-inchley,

Hinchley
HinLbliff

Ar. two piles vert, a chief sa.
Paly of six or and ru.
(London). Or, a wivcrn betw. three flcurn-dc-lis

vort.

Hinchman.
on a cbie;

six bezants.

Ar. a chev. betw. thn-c huglehoms sa. stringfC
tccond at many lions ramp, of the fiist.

oi the

—A

demi

lion

ramp,

resting on a bezant.
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three goats' heads
az. collared and attired or, as many lozenges of the first, on
a chief sa. a lion pass, guard, of the fourth. Crest
griffin's head couped betw. two wings, collared and charged
on the breast with an escallop.
(London). Ar. on a chev. sa. three escallops of the
first, on a chief az. a Hon pass, of the field.
Crest
A hlnd'.s
head couped ppr. coUared or, holding in the mouth a rose
gu. stalked and leaved vert.
(Mayor of Calais, 1557). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
talbots pass. sa. collared or, as many bezants. Crest A demi
talbot ar. collared sa. holding betw. the paws a key or, ward

Kent).

—

Hind

—

Hind

—

upwards.
Hind. Gu. a chev. betw. three hinds or. C^e«<— A cockatrice
or, on the trunk of a tree raguled ar.
Hind. Same Arms. Crest An ensign in full dress, with
cocked hat, holding the union standard of Britain all

—

ppr.

Hind.

Az. a fesse betw. three lozenges ar.
(Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham). Ar. a chev. betw.
three escallops az. on a chief of the second a Uon pass, of
the first. Crest A demi pegasus ar. maned ov, holding a
sword of the first, hilt and pommel gold. Motto Tutum tc

Hinde

—

—

robore reddam.

Hinde (co. Lancaster).
Hinde (Hodgeworth, co.

Same Arms and

Ci-est.

Bucks granted 1583). Gu. a chev.
Out of a ducal coronet
betw. three hinds trippant or. Crest
ar. a cockatrice volant or.
(Laxton, co. Nottingham). Same Arms and Crest.
Hinde (co. Cambridge). Sa. three hinds' beads erased ar.
Hinde (co. Cambridge). Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges
or, on a chief of the second a lion pass. erm.
Hinde (co. Cambridge). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
goats" heads erased az. attired and collared or, as many
lozenges of the last, on a chief sa. a Uon pass, guard, erm.
Hinde (London). Gu. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant
or, a lion's head erased az. betw. two hurts, each charged
with a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Hinde (London). Per chev. or and sa. three pheons counter-

—

;

Hind

changed.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three
first, a chief of the
Crest
second charged with a lion pass, of the field.
lion's head erased ar.
Hinde. See Hodgsok-Hinde.
Hinde, or Hynde. Sa. a pelican in her nest feeding her
co. Salop).

(Evelith,

many

escallops az. as

young

escallops of the

—

ar.

Hindeston

(co. Devon).
Gu. a naked arm couped ppr.
holding a battle axe ar.
Hindley (Hindlcy, do. Lancaster, 6 Henry Vfl.). Az. a
(Quartered by Cclstag lodged (sometimes at gaze) ar.
An arm in armour erased fcsseways, holding
cheth). Crest
a scymitar in pale, enfiled with a boar's head couped.
Hindmarch. Gu. on a mount vert a hind couchant ar.
Ar. a Hon
Hindmarsh, or
(co. Kent;.
vert, tail double queued, crowned or.

—

Hendmarsb

Hindmarsh, Hendmarsh, or Hyndmarsh
Same Arms.

land).

Creit—A demi

lion

ramp.

(Scot-

JV/o«o— Nil

nisi patria.

Hindmarsh.

Hine

Ar. a lion ramp, guard,
Gu. an inescutcheon voided

vert,

crowned

or.

ar.

Dartmouth, co.
Devon). Ar. on a fesse engr. az. three anchors or, in chief
a greyhound counint sa. Crest— On a tortoise ar. an eagle
rising, holding in the beak a sprig of heath, and gazing on
(grantee',

the sun

Hine

all

to

John Hine,

Esq.,

of

ppr.
Or, three hinds' heads erased sa.

(Bristol).

Gu. a naked arm emholding a battle axe erect
all ppr.
Crest
A squirrel sejant cracking a nut all ppr.
Hing'ham (co. Norfolk). Per fesse or and vert a miUrind

Hing-enson

(co.

Buckingham).

bowed, issuing from the

4'J2

Crest

jamb

ar. the sinister

Hindsey.

ar.

«ii.

Hinchud.

Hinde

or.

Hilton

ar.

arms.

Hind (co.

or.

Hilton

ramp.

Hincks

collared.

for

HIN

lion

hand holding a scorpion

on a chief az. three mullets
four

demi

Hincks

Hiilyard. Az. three mullets or.
Hillyer (cos. Devon and Oxford).
Silming'h.ani

—A

heads erased

—

Ar. two bars az.
Crest
Moses's
head affront^e couped at the shoulders, illumined ppr. Motto
Sussex).

Crest

—

Binister,

A

;

;
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HI N
Cnst — A

horse's head furnished with cart harness

six crosses crosslct fitchee gu.

Hing'ston

Gu. an arm in armour

(Holbeton, co. Devon).

—A

Crest
hind's head
ppr. holding a Datiish battle axe ar.
couped or, holding in the mouth a holly slip ppr.
(co. Chester).
Gu. a chev. engr. per pale erm.

Hinkley
and

az.

Hinkley, or Hinckley. Per pale indented ar. and gu.
Crest— On a ducal coronet or, a star of twelve points ppr.
Hinkly.

Gu. a pale or.
Gu. two bars gemelles

Hinkpenn.

a chief indented

or,

(London).
Or, a saltire gu. on a
Crest
chief of the second three lions' heads erased ar.
lion's head erased or, betw. two wings ar.
(London). Az. on a saltire engr. ar. five martlets

—

Hinsham

Per

nebula gu. and

fesse

counterchanged.

Crest

—A

three

ar.

Hinsha'W

(Scotland, 1871). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. within a
bordure engr. per pale of the second and gu. Crest A fox's
holding
in the mouth an olive branch ppr. Motto
head

—

—

yigilantia.

Hinson

(Fordham, co. Cambridge, Tavistock, co. Devon,
and Hunts Court, co. Gloucester; descended from William
EiNsoN, Esq., of Fordham, 23 Henry VII., a.d. 1507. 'Visit.
Middlesex, 1663). Az. a chev. betw. three suns or.
Hinson (Fulham, CO. Middlesex, and of Dublin granted by
Preston, Ulster, 1644, to Thomas Hinson, of Dublin and
Fulham, son of Richakd Hinson, second son of Thomas
Hinson, Esq., of Fordham, for service done in Ireland.
Keg. Her. Coll. London. Same Arms, a bordure erm. Crest
A fleur-de-lis per pale erm. and az.
;

—

Hinson, alias Powell

(Pengethley, co. Hereford, bart.
William Hinson, second son of Thomas Hinson, of Dublin,
by Anne, dau. of Edwakd Powell, Esq., of Fulham, s. to the
estate of his maternal uncle. Sir

Edwakd Powell,

Bart., of

Pengethley, on condition of his calling himself Powell, alias
Hinson, and was created a bart. 1661, d. s. jj. m. 1681).

Same Anns and

Hippisley

(Gamely, co Somerset, and Stanton, co. Wilts;
granted 1564). Sa. three mullets pierced betw. two bendlets
or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ppr. a hind's head erased
or, gorged with a collar sa. charged with three mullets of the

—

first.

Hippisley

(Warfield Grove, co. Berks, bart.). Sa. three
mullets pierced in bend betw. two bendlets and as many
annulets or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a hind's
head erased sa. gorged with a collar gold. Sv.jiporters—
Two eagles reguard. sa. wings expanded pean, beaked and

—

membered

or, on the bre.-'.st of each, pendent by a chain
shield, thereon the arms of Winemburg, viz., or, three stags' horns barways sa.
Motto
Amicitise virtutisque fcBdus
the inscription of the great
Order of Wirtemburg. The Family Motto is Non mihi,
sed patriEB.

—

:

Hinstoke.
crowned

Sa.

a chev. erm. betw. three

lions

ramp.

ar.

or.

Hintinge.

Az. ten plates, four, three, two, and one.
Hinton (Hinton). Per fesse indented sa. and ar. six fleursde-lis counterchanged.
Hinton (South Denchworth and Kingston-Lisle, co. Berks,
CO. Salop).

Same Arms.

Crest

—An

eagle's leg erased,

encircled by a serpent ppr.

Hinton

(co.

Per fesse indented sa. and or,
and sa.
and Deverel-Langbridge, co. Dorset),

Cumberland).

six fleurs-de-lis counterchanged ar.

Hinton (co. Derby,
yen a bend or.
Hinton (co. Essex).
Hinton (co. Salop).

Vert a bend ar.
Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets of
the field. Crest— The paschal lamb ar. glory or, carrying a
banner of the first, charged with a cross gu.
Hinton (Ringwardine, co. Salop). Same Arms as Hinton,
of CO. Salop, with a crescent in chief.

Hin.ton

(Rushton, co. Chester). Az. on a bend sa. betw.
two poppies gu. stalked vert, three martlets ar.
Hinton (quartered by Stanley, of Dalgarth and Awsthwaite. Visit. Cumberland, 1615). Per fess indented or

a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
Erm. on a chev. sa. five martlets ar.
Gu. on a bend ar. cotised or, three martlets sa.
Per fesse indented sa. and or, on a chief ar. two
fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Hinton. Per fesse indented sa. and or, in chief three fleurssa.

Hinton.
Einton.
Hinton.

de-lis ar.

Hinton

Salop
Anne, dau. and co-heir of Gkiffith
Hinton, of that place, m. Thomas Cludde, of Orleton, in
same co., 30 Henry VIII., 1538. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar.
in chief two estoiles, and in base three arrows, two in
saltire and one in pale ppr. flighted of the field, barbed
az. banded gu.
Hinton (llalstone, co. Wexford confirmed to Tucmas
Hinton, Esq., of that place). Ar. on a bend az. cotised
gu. betw. six trefoils slipped vert three doves close of the
first.
Crest
A mount vert, thereon an eagle's leg erased,
the claw pressing down the neck of a serpent entwined
around the limb all ppr. Motto- Assurgam.
(Little Durnford, co. Wilts; granted to Edwabd
Hinxman in 1549). Or, a chev. betw. three buglchorns sa.
tringed gu. on a chief gu. three lions ramp. or. Crest—
(co.

;

;

—

—

Hinxman
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Berks;

descended from
RicHABD Hippislet, Esq., who received large grants of land
in CO. Somerset from John-o'-Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster,
temp. Edward 111.). Sa. three mullets pierced in bend betw.
two bendlets or. Crest A hind's head erased ppr. gorged
with a collar sa. and or, surcharged with three mullets
Place, co.

—

pierced.

Hippisley

(Ston Easton, co. Somerset). Sa. three mullets
pierced in bend betw. two bendlets or. C/est—A hind's head
erased ppr. gorged with a collar sa. charged with three
mullets pierced or.

Hippisley

(Shobrooke Park,

Same Ai-ms and

Devon).

co.

Crest.

Hippon

Az. three keys erect, one and two,
fleurs-de-lis, two and one, all or.
(Hackney and Bushy Park, co. Middlesex). Or,
three mullets betw. two bendlets sa.
Crest— A hind's head

betw. as

(Featherstone).

many

Hipsley
or,

gorged with a bar gemelle sa.
Moor House, co. York).

Hird (Low

Az. a fess betw. three

stags trippant or.

Hird

(Bradford, co.

York).

head erased gu horned,

Crest.

martlets

sphinx guard, wings endorsed

ppr.

Hippisley (Lambome

ea.

and

quarterly or and vert, hand ppr. holding a buck's

or.

Hipkiss.

from the neck gold a

erm.

Hinks, or'Hincks

and

arm

cubit

horn

ppr.

HiJig°liaia (co. Suffolk). Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure
engr. sa. semde of estallops ar.
TTing-ham. Per pale or and vert a cross fourchee gu.
Hing^&ni. Ar. a leopard coward pass, reguard. sa. betw.

HIT

Same Arms.

Crest

— A buck's

or.

Hirme (Heveringland,

co. Norfolk).
Or, three bars gemelles
gu. on a canton ar. five lozenges in saltire of the second.
A talbot pass. sa. collared and lined or, the line coiled
at the end.

Crest

—

Hirst, or Hirste.

Gu. on a chief indented ar. three
annulets az. Crest A hand cutting a feather with a scymitar engr. on the back.
Hirst (Rotherhani, co. Y'ork). Ar. a sun in splendour gu.
Hirst (Howarth, co. York). Ar. a sun in splendour gu.
on a chief az. a rose ar. betw. two sinister hands apaumec
or.
Crest
A hurst of trees ppr. pendent therefrom a shield
ar. charged with a cinquefoil vert.
Motto Eflflorescent.
Hirst (Clough House, co. York; granted 28 Oct. 1820). Ar. a
sun in splendour gu. on a chief az. a rose ar. betw. two

—

—

—

—

hands couped or. Crest A hirst of
hangs a shield charged with a cinquefoil.
sinister

Hirward. Ar. a cross crosslet gu.
Hislop (Tothill, CO. Devon, bart.,
Thomas Hislop, G.C.B., Royal

trees,

extinct;

upon which

Lieut-Gen. Sir

was so created,
181.3, d. s. p. m.).
Ar. on a mount a buck touchant
under a tree all ppr. and for honourable augmentation,
on a chief az. a mount vert, thereon a lion in the act of
tearing the standard of the Mahratta Prince, Holkar, and
beneath the word " Madripore." Crests 1st, of augmentation
A soldier of the 22nd Light Dragoons mounted and in
the position of attack ppr.
2nd Out of a mural coronet a
Motto (over the first
buck's head couped ppr. attired gold.
crest)
Deckan.
Hitch (co. Worcester). Per fesse or and sa. three estoiles
Artillery,

—

:

;

:

—

counterchanged.
Hitch (cos. Worcester, Berks, and Gloucester). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a bend vair betw. two cotises indented sa.
2nd and 3id, per fesse or and sa. three estoiles counterCrest
changed.
An antelopes head erased sa. tufted,
armed, and maned or, vulned through the neck with a birdbolt gold, feathered ar. holding the end in his mouth. Motto
Avi numerantur avorum.
Hitch (Wcndlubury, co. Oxford; William Hitch, Esq., of
that place, son of John Hitch, of Keniston, co. Beds, and
grandson of lior.ER Hitch, of the s:inie place, who was second
son of John llnru, of IhirduiiU, in .^ame co., ihcsonand
heir of Thojias llncii, of Inukton Fills, co. Voik. Visit.
Oxon, 15G6). Ar. a bend vair betw. two cotises indented gu.
Crest An antelope's head erased sa. horned and vulned

—

—

—

A

through the neck with an arrow
mouth.

Hitcham (confirmed,

1604, to Sir

or,

holding the end in the

or,

—

ar.

Hitchcock. Gu.
An alligator ppr.
HitchizLS

Crest—

a chev. betw. three alligators ar.

Crest— A castle ar.
Out of a mural coronet a garb, on the top a
Sa. a castle ar.

Another Crest
bird perched ppr.
Ar. a cross fiory, quarterly gu. and az. betw.
On an heraldic rose
Crest
four lions' heads erased sa.
placed horizontally gu. barbed vert, a lion's head erased

Hitcbins.

—

or.

Vert a chev. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed

Hitford.
or.

Hiwis, or Hewis

(Stowford, co. Devon; the heiress m.
quartered by Coplestone, of Coplestone, co. Devon.
Gu. fretty and a canton ar.
(CO. Cambridge, and Greenwich, co. Kent ; confirmed
Or, two eagles' legs erased in saltire sa.
1617).
Hizam. Ar. a lion pass, reguard. sa. betw. six crosses

Hawlet

;

Visit. 1620).

Hizon

pattee fitch^e of the second.

Hizard.

Ar. a lion pass, coward sa. in chief a cross formee

(granted, 1715, to Eev. Benjamin Hoadlt, D.D.,
successively Bishop of Bangor, Hereford, Salisbury, and
Winchester). Quarterly, az. and or, in the first quarter a
pelican of the second vulning herself ppr. Crest Upon a

—

terrestrial orb or, a dove, wings expanded, holding an olive
branch in the beak ppr. Motto Veritas et patria.
Hoar (Geokge Hoab, Esq., of Twyford, co. Hants). Quarterly, sa. and gu. over all an eagle displ. with two heads
Crest
An
a bordure invecked counterchanged.
ar.
eagle's head erased ar. charged with three erm. spots,
pendent from the beak an annulet.
Hoar. Same Arms as Hoabe, of Gloucester. Crest A fox
courant ppr.
Hoard. Per fcsse or and ar. in chief a Cornish chough sa.
Crest A lamb ppr. holding a flag gu. charged with a saltire

—

—

—

—

(London; derived from Sir Bichakd Hoaee, M.P.,
Lord Mayor of London 1713, and now represented by Henrt
HoAKB, Esq., of Staplehurst, co. Kent). Sa. an eagle displ.
with two heads ar. charged on the breast with an erm. spot

—

of the first, within a bordure engr. of the second. Crest
An eagle's head erased ar. charged with an erm. spot sa.
Motto In ardua.
Hoare (Stourhead, co. Wilts, hart.). Sa. an eagle displ.
with two heads ar. charged on the breast with an erm. spot,
Ci-est
An eagle's head
a bordure engr. of the second.
erased ar. charged with an enn. spot. Motto In ardua.
Hoare (Annabelle, co. Cork, bart.). Sa. an eagle displ.
with two necks, within a bordure engr. ar. Crest
A deer's
head and neck ppr. erased ar., motto over, Venit hora.

—

—

—

—

Motto— Dnm

spiro spero.

(Factory

Hill, co.

Same Arms, &c.
Hoare, or Hore (co.

Cork; a branch of Hoare, of Anna-

tresiure flory counter

on a chev.

or,

betw. three

—

—

ppr.

(West Wickham, co. Buckingham).

Ar. a threelegged trivet sa.
(co. Middlesex).
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three fishes
naiant ar. on a chief of the second as many herons sa. membered and beaked of the first. Crest A demi heron volant
sa. beaked gu. holding in the beak a fish ar.
(Sioke-Gursy, co. Somerset).
Sa. three escutcheons
or, each charged with an eagle displ. of the field.
Crest
demi tiger az. armed, maned, and tufted ar. pierced through
the body with a broken spear or, headed of the second,
vulned on the shoulder gu. the spear entering the breast and
coming out at the shoulder.
(Tooting, CO. Surrey). Ar. a bend wavy az. betw.
two falcons close ppr. beaked, legged, and belled or. Crest
On a dexter glove lying fesseways ar. a falcon, as in the

Hobbs

—

Hobbs

—

Hobbs

—

arras.

Hobbs (Quedgely, co. Gloucester).
Hobbs (Weybridge, co. Surrey,
betw. three swans ppr. as

many

Same Arms and
Sa.

1634).
lions'

Crest.

on a chev.

heads erased of the

field.

Hobby (co. Hereford).
hawks

az. as

many

Ar. on a chev. embattled betw. three

roses or.

Hobby (co.

Kent; granted 6 June, 1580). Ar. a fesse sa.
betw. three hawks ppr. belled and jessed or. Crest A tiger
ramp, reguard. ar.
(Hailes, co. Gloucester).
Ar. a fesse betw. three
martlets sa.
(Wickingham, co. Norfolk
granted June, 1613).
Ar. on a saltire vert seven escallops of the first.
Hoberd, or Hobert. Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
A demi lion gu.
(co. Somerset).
Az. three crescents ar. betw.
the horns of each a mullet of six points of the last. C^ttt

—

Hobby

Hobeck

;

—

Hobhouse
A

—

griffin sejant ppr.

an eagle displ.
An eagle's head erased

Gloucester).

—

Sa.

within a bordure engr. ar. Crest
sa. gorged with a bar gemclle or.
(Trenouth, co. Cornwall; Richabd Hore.
Visit. 1620).
Az. on a bend or, three torteaux.
Hoare, or Hoar (co. Middlesex). Ar. an eagle displ. with
two necks, within a bordure engr. sa. Crest A deer's head

Hoare, or Hore

—

erased.

(London).

Az. a bull's head couped ar. winged and
Sa. an estoilc of eight

—

rays or, betw. two flaunches erm. Crest
A bull
pale sa. and ga bczantce, in the nose a ring
porters Dexter, a stag; sinister, a talbot, both
reguard. each gorged with a collar radiant and

—
Motto — Auclor pretio.sa facit.

pass, per
or.

ppr.

Sup-

and

lined or.

and Intwood, co. Norfolk). Sa. an
estoile of eight points or, betw. two flaunches erm.
Cre/t
A bull pa.ss. per pale sa. and gu. bezantee, in the nostrils nn
annulet or. Another Crest A bull's head couped sa. scmec
(Itlickling

—

—

—

fruit ppr.

Az. on a fesse betw. six acorns

or, as

many

roses

gu-

Hobleday

(Thornton, co. Warwick allowed by Camden's
Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets or, a border
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
engr. sa.
Crest
ramp, bezantee.
Hoblethorne. See Hobberthorne.
Hoblethwayte (Scdberg, co. York). Ar. two pales az. on
a canton or, a mullet sa. pierced gu. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi wolf erm.
(Bodreyn and Nanswhyden, co. Cornwall; Thomas
Deputies;.

;

—

—

Watcrford).
Sa.

an

Same Arms, &c.

estoilc of six points or, betw.

Visit. IG20,

three flcur8-<ie-lis ar.

Hobberthome
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(co.

Lincoln;

Lord Mayor of London,

and Thomas Hoblyn, of Nanswhyden,

former place five generations before 1620). Az.
betw. two flaunches erm. Crrst A tower ar.
Hoblyn (Colquite, CO. Cornwall). Sec Petlb-Hoblyn.
(Merlnglon, co. Durham; confirmed 16 Jan. 1667).
Ar. a chev az. betw. three hurts, a chief of the second. Cr'^st
A griflin's head couped ar. betw. two wings elevated az.
a fesse

—

or,

Hobson

—

Mnlto

— Fortiludine.

Hobson

(CO. Lincoln).

Sa. a cinquefoil ar.

a chief c'nequy

or and az.

(Cambridge, 1676). Ar. on a foss betw. two chev.
A lion's head erased or, issuing
three billets ar. Cenl
from a ducal coronet ehequy or and sa.
(Wingwood. Lsle of Wight). A r. on a chev. engr. az.
betw. three torteaux as uamy cinquefoils of the field, a chief

—

sa.

Hobson

two flaunches erm.
S.-i.

HoBLYN,

settled at the

Hobson

of estnllcs or.

Hobart (Dromore, co.
Hobart (co. Suffolk).
Hobart.

—

Hoblyn

or.

'E.ohst.Tt (Earl of Buekhirfhrimshire).

Hobart

(Westbury College, co. Gloucester, and Chantry
House, CO Wilts, bart.). Per pale az. and gu. three crescents
therefrom as many estoiles irradiated or. Crest
Out of a mural crown per pale az. and gu. a crescent and
estoile, as in the arms.
Motto—Spes vitae melioris.
Hobhouse (Baron Sroughton, of Broughton Gyfford;
extinct 1869; Sir John Cam Hobhodse, second bart. of
Westbury, was so created 1851, d. s. p. m.). Same Arms,
Supporters Two horses sa. each charged
Crest, and Motto.
on the shoulder with an estoile radiated or.
Hobhouse (Hadspen House, co. Somerset; descended from
Henry, younger brother of John Hobhouse, Esq., of Westbury College, CO. Gloucester). Ssune Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Hobilder, or Hobildod. Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets or, a bordure of the second.
Hobilliou (London). Ar. three hop-poles sustaining their
ar. issuant

Hoble.

belle).

armed

Sa.

Hobhouse

ar.

Hoare

Hoast

a double

co. Wilts).

swans ar. as many lions' heads erased of the field. Crest
Betw. the horns of a crescent ar. an estoile or, all betw. two
wings gu.
Hobbins (Eedmarsley, co. Hereford). Or, a chev. betw.
three castles triple-towered gu. Crest A stag's head issuant

or,

fitchee gu.

Hoadly

Hoare

Hobbes (Sarum,

Hobbs

(CO. Oxford).

—

Sa. a mascle within

1546).

flory ar.

Eobebt Hitcham). Gu. on

three torteaux.
Hitchcock (Preshute, co. Wilts). Ar. on a cross az. five
fleurs-de-lis or, in the dexter chief quarter a lion ramp. gu.
A lion's head erased or, in the mouth a round buckle
Cy^st

a chief

HOB
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HIT

ehequy or and

az.

HOB
Sobson

a
Crest
A panther's head erased and
chief chequy or and az.
guard, ppr. fire issuing from the mouth and ears, gorged with
a collar chequy or and az.
Hobson (Marylebone Park, co. Middlesex. Visit, co.
Hants, 1634). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three torteaux as
many cinquefoils of the first, a chief chequy or and of the
second. Crest A griffin pass, per pale erm. and or, beaked,
membered, and holding in the beak a key gold.
Hobson (co. Middlesex, 1633). Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
three torteaux three cinquefoils or, a chief vaire or and az.
A lion's head affiont^e ar. charged with three
Crcit
(Spalding, co. Lincoln).

—

Sa.

ft

cinquefoil erm.

—

—

(Chichester, co. Sussex).

betw. three torteaux as

A leopard's head

Hobson

ar.

(Shipley,

Ar. on a chev. engr. az.

many cinquefoils

of the

field.

Crest

—

semee of torteaux.
Ar. a chev. betw. three

co. Sussex).

leopards' faces az.

Ar. a chev. engr. az. betw. four lozenges gu.
each charged with a cross or.
Hobson. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three torteaux as many

Hoburne.

Gu. semee of crosses crosslet

ar.

a Uon ramp,

Gu. a lion pass,

or,

betw. eight crosses crosslet

Hoddar, or Hodder.
Crest

—An angel

Ar. three halberts sa. beaded az.

in a praying posture ppr. betw.

two laurel

branches vert.

Hodder

(Bingabella, co. Cork). Ar. three pole-axes erect
in fess ppr. Crest
fire ship in full sail ppr.
Motto
Igne et ferris vicimus.

—

—A

(Mooke-Hoddeb, Hoddersfield, co. Cork). Quarand 4th, ar. three pole-axes erect in fesse ppr., for
3rd, az. on a chief indented or, three
mullets pierced gu., for Moobe. Creits 1st, Hodder: A
fire-ship with her courses set, fire issuing from below the
rigging ail ppr. 2nd, Moore Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Moor's head in profile all ppr. Motto— Fer ignem ferria
terly, 1st

Hodder; 2nd and

—

:

vicimus.

Hoddenet.

Quarterly, per fesse indented ar. and gu.

Hoddy (co. Devon).

Hobury.

Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of crosses crosslet

fitchee ar.

—

Hobnsb.

Crest
Gu. three fusils in fesse ar.
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a savage's head affront^e couped at the
shoulders ppr. vested gu. on the head three ostrich feathers
ar.

Hoby

(Bisham, co. Berks, and co. Kent, bart., extinct 1766:
descended from Sir Thomas Hoby, Knt., of Bisham, Ambassador to the Court of France in 1566. Visit. Worcester,
Ar. a fess sa. betw. three hobies ppr. This family
1069).
frequently used as its paternal coat one of its quarter! ngs,

Badland,

viz.,

ar.

three fusils

—

upon

slippers in fess gu.

Crest
A hoby rising, beaked, legged, and
Another Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
tiger ramp. ar.
Hoby, or
(Neath Abbey, co. Glamorgan, and Ewler,
Ar. three fusils upon sUppers gu. Crest
CO. Worcester).
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a tiger ramp. ar.
(co. Leicester).
Az. a bend (another, a pale) betw. six

threaded

or.

belled or.

—

an heraldic

Hobby

—

Hoby

mullets or.

Radnor, 1561).

(co.

Crest

close sa.

Ar. a fesse betw. three hoby birds

— A hoby-bird, wings elevated

Sir William

Lord Deputy, 1593). Ar. three fusils in fess
of a ducal coronet a fish's head ppr.
Hobyn. Ar. a hart pass. ppr. attired or.
Hocid (Scotland). Gu. a dexter hand couped fesseways betw.
two mullets pierced in fesse of six points ar.
Hockenhull (Hockenhull, co. Chester). Ar. an ass's head
erased sa. Crest A buck's head and neck erased per fesse
ar. and or, pierced through the nostrils with a dart in bend
gold, feathered also ar. barbed az.
Hockenhull (Duddon). Same Arms, with a canton gu.
Hockin (Lydford, co. Devon granted 1764). Per fesse
wavy gn. and az. a lion pass, guard, or, beneath the feet a
Fitz- William,
Crest

Chequy

az.

—Out

—

;

musket

lying horizontally ppr. semee of fleurs-de-lis
of the third. Crest
On a rock a seagull rising all ppr.
Motto Hoc in loco Deusrupes.

—

—

Hockin. Ar. a lozenge buckle tongue in fesse sa.
Hocklay. Or, a fesse betw. three lozenges gu.
Hockleton (co. Salop). Vert a lion ramp. ar.
Hockley. Or, a fesse betw. three mascles gu.

—
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ass's

head erased

a

Crest— A garb entwined with
two serpents ppr.
chev.
Or, a
gn. surmounted by a pale sa. Crat—
An eagle rising, looking at the sun ppr.
Hodge (impalement Fun. Ent. of James Tatloub, Sheriff of
Dublin, d. 20 Dec. 1605, m. Isabel Hodoe). Ar. three chevar. betw. three annulets or.

ronels az. in chief three inescutcheons gu.
(Shipton Moyne, co. Gloucester;

Hodges

Walter Hodoes,

the'

late

Rev.

D.D., Provost of Oriel College, Oxford).
Az. a fesse betw. three crescents ar. Ci-est Out of clouds
betw.
the horns a star of six points or.
az. a crescent ar.
Motto—l>a.nt lucem crescentibus orti.
Hodges (cos. Dorset and Gloucester). Or, three crescents
sa. on a canton of the second a ducal coronet of the first.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an heraldic antelope's head

—

—

ar.

homed and

tufted gold.

Hodges (Broadwell,

co. Gloucester).

Sa. three crescents or,

on a canton gu. a ducal coronet of the second.
Hodges (Hanwell, co. Middlesex; Henrt Hodoes, son of
William Hodoes, Esq., of Rigton, co. Salop. Visit. Middlesex,

1663).

Same Arms.

Crest

—An

antelope's

head

or.

Hodges
as
second.
ar.

(co.

Middlesex). Or, three crescents sa. on a canton
bars az. over all an anchor in pale of the

many

Hodges (Hemsted, co. Kent). Same Arms and Crest.
Hodges (Hanworth, co. Middlesex, and London,
Same Arms.
Another Crest

Crest—On a ducal coronet

—Out

of a ducal coronet

or,

an

1610).

a crescent sa.

antelope's

head

or.

Hodges
An

(Spickington, co. Somerset).

Same Arms.

Crest

—

head erased or, duc£illy gorged gu. Another
Crest
On a chapeau gu. tamed up erm. a crescent ar.
betw. two wings or.
Hodges (Oveme, co. Leicester). Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three talbota' heads or, each issuing out of a mural coronet
A talbot's head ar. guttee de sang, gorged with
az.
Crest
a collar gu. rimmed and ringed or, charged with three
antelope's

—

—

(Burton and Sison, co. Leicester; Francis Hodoes,
Visit. 1619).
Same Arms, a muUet-for di£f. Crest
A talbot's head couped or, guttee de sang, collared and
glorias humilitas.
Fundamentum
Motto
ringed gu.
Hodges (Broadway, co. Worcester; arms confirmed and
Or, three
crest granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1610).
crescents sa. on a canton of the second a ducal coronet of
the first. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a crescent sa.
Hodges (Sulgrave, co. Northampton). Same Arms. Crut
An antelope's head erased or, ducally gorged gu.
Hodges (co. Somerset). Or, three crescents sa. on a canton
of the second a crescent of the first.
Hodgeson (William Hodoeson, merchant, of London, son of
Thomas Hodgeson, gent., CO. York. Visit. London, 1568). Gu.
three scymitars in pale ar. hilted or, points of the first and
third to the dexter, point of the second to the sinister, a
border engr. of the second pellett^e. Crest A dexter arm
erect, couped at the elbow, habited bendy sinister of four
ar. and gu. holding in the hand ppr. a covered cup or.
Hodgetts (Dudley, Elm Lodge, Hagley, co. Worcester).
Per fesse az. and gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three doves
in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base or, three annuleta gold.
31.

—

ppr.

Ar. an
(Duden, co. Chester).

sa.

Hodgre.

aged

—

(co. Chester).

on a canton

or,

Durham). Az. a chev.

bezants.

(Wickwar, co. Gloucester; granted 23 Oct. 1772).
Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three mullets pierced sa. as many
crescents or. Crest A demi griffin segreant pean, wings
endorsed, holding in the claws a mullet gu.
Hockmore (Buckyate and Buckland Baron, co. Devon;
William Hockmore, of those places, descended from
Richard Hockmore, teinp. Richard II., m. Aones, dau.and
co-heir of John Bdcktate, of Buckyate. Visit. 1620). Per
chev. sa. and or, in chief two pairs of reaping hooks endorsed and entwined, blades az. handles of the second, and
in base a moorcock of the first, combed and wattled ru.
quartering Bcckyate, Az. a buck's head cabossed ar. armed
or, with three arrows feathered of the second, shafts of the
third, one in pale passing through the head, and two in base.
Crest
An eagle close, seizing and preying on a moorcock

of the last.

co.

Hodges

Hockly

Hocknell
Hocknell

and

Ci-esf— A trout naiant ppr.

bird ar.

couped

sa.

Thomas Postumoos Hobt, knighted by

(Sir

a

See Hodt.

Hodge (Scotland and Sunderland,

fitchee ar.

all

pale or and az. a saltire counterchanged.
Lincoln). Az. three doves ppr.

Hodby (co.

Hoddy, or Hody.

or.

HobuiT'.

Hoby

—A dexter hand holding a

sugar-cane ppr.

Hocknell (cc. Chester). Ar. three aMes' heads erased sa.
Hodbonell, or Hodbonille {temp. Edward I.). Per

label of five points az.

cinquefoils or.

Hoby

Crest

;

Hobson.

cu.

Hocknell. Same Arms.

Hodder

torteaux.

Hobson

HOD
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sa.

Same Arms, with a canton

—

—

—

—

A

HOD
An

Crest

in the

the

of

Thomas

\ViLLiA>f

assuming by royai

IIodgetts,

Same Anm, and

Chambers).

Hodg-etts

sunuune

beak an annulet.

in

lieu

that of

of

and a

in chief

—

fleur-de-lis

A horse's head erm.
in base or, three crescents vert. Crest
pierced through the neck with a spear, the stafl broken
ppr-

Hodgkins, or Hodgskins

(co. Gloucester,

and Ham-

mersmith, CO. Middlesex). Ar. a cross quarterly pierced
An eagle rising looking
betw. five cinquefoils vert. Crest
towards the sun ppr.
Hodgkinson (Preston, co. Lancaster, 1664). Or. a cross
A cinquequarter pierced betw. five cinquefoils vert. Crest

—

—

betw. two bats' wings vert.
Or, on a cross couped and
(co. Middlesex).
quarterly pierced betw. four cinquefoils vort, a cinquefoil az.
Crest— A cinquefoil or, betw. two dragons' wings displ. vort.
foil or,

Hodg'kinson

Motto—Sfu\s Dieu

Hodg'kinson

rien.

(London).

Or, on

ii

cross couped betw. four

cinquefoils vert, a cinquefoil of '.lie first.
(Overton Hail, Ashover, co.

Same

Crest.

Hodkinson

Derby: the heiress
AutTE, only dau. of Wiluam Hodokinson, Esq.. of Overton,
of the
was
grandmother
Esq.,
and
Banks,
m. Joseph
celebrated Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.). Or, on a cross couped
betw. four cinquefoils vert, a cinquefoil of the
A garb or, betw. two wings expanded vert.

Hodg'SOn

(Boston, CO. Lincoln).

Crest

first.

—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.

three cutlasses barways in pale, the points toward the sinister
part of the shield ar. hilts and pommels or, for Hodgson
2nd, lozengy ar. and gu., for Fitzwilliam 3rd, az. a chev.
betw. three cotton-hanks ar., for Cotton. Crest— A dexter
cubit arm, holding in the hand a broken and bloody hanger,
the pommel and hilt or, point gu.
Hodg-son (CO. Chester granted 1717). Gu. a garb or, betw.
three cutlasses erect ar. hilts and pommels of the second.
On a mount vert a falcon, wings close ppr. beaked,
Crest
legged, and belled or, collared dancett^e ar. and pierced
;

;

;

—

through the breast with a sword of the

last, hilt gold,

vulned

ppr.

Sodg'son (Kewby

Per chev.
Grange, co. Cumberland).
engr. or and az. three martlets coxmterchanged. Crest
dove az. winged or, beaked and membered gu. holding in the
mouth an olive branch ppr.
Hodgson (Houghton House, co. Cumberland). Sa. a chev.
Crest
A dove close az. holding in
betw. three martlets or.
his beak a sprig of laurel ppr. Motto Dread God.
Sodgson (Newcastle-on-Tyne). Per chev. embattled or and
•a. three martlets counterchanged.
Hodgson (co. Cumberland). Gu. three escutcheons ar.

—

—

—

betw. nine bezants.

Hodgson

descended
(Elswick House, co. Northumberland
from a family whose name occurs among the records of that
town, in the reign of Edward I.). Per chev. embattled or
and az. three martlets counterchanged. Crest On a rock a
dove az. winged or, in the beak an olive branch ppr.
Hodgson (co. Essex; granted 1631). Per chev. engr. or
and az. three martlets counterchanged. Crest A dove az.
winged or, beaked and membered gu. holding in the mouth
an olive branch ppr.
Hodgson (Bascodyke, CO. Cumberland, and co. Middlesex).
Same Amis and Crest.
Hodgson (Wormanby, Dover, Scotby, London, Liverpool,
Ac. quartered by Badley, of Caldbeck, with Studholme,
of Rickcrby, near Carlisle, and AVcstininster; from the seal
Per chev. embattled or and ax.
of Field-.Murshal Hodso.n).
;

—

—

;

three martlets counterchanged.
(llighthorne, co. York). Per chev. embattled or
and sa. three martlets counterchanged. Crest A dove close

Hodgson
ar. in the

—

beak an olive branch ppr.

Hodgson-Hinde

(Stella Hall, and Acton [House, co.
Northumberland). Per chev. embattled or and az. three
manlots counterchanged.
On a rock a dove az.
Creit
winged or, in the beak an olive branch ppr. Motto 3Iiscris

—

—

Ruccurrcre disco.

Hodgson

(Ilcbborne, co. Durham; derived from Richard
Hodgson, Mayor of Newcastle, 1&55, 1566, and 1530). Same
Arms. Crett A martlet az. wings or, iu the beak a laurel

—

Bprig vert.

Hodgson

(Manor House, Laochestcr,

co.

Durham).

Saitic

—

Same Arms. Crest
beak all ppr.
(Tootinj; and Buckiand, co. Surrey). Az. three

(Lincoln's Inn. London).

dove with an

Hodgson

Hodgson (Framfield,
Erm. on a

—A

olive

40G

branch

in the

co.

Sussex

or, the points to

the

;

granted by Segar in 1628).

chief gu. three cutlasses erect ar. hilts or.
Crest
head erased, devouring a hand erased at the

griffin's

Hodgson

York and Norfolk). Gu. three cutlasses ia
and pommels or. Crest A cubit arm erect,
in coat of mail, holding in the hand all ppr. a broken falchion
(cos.

—

fesse ar. hilts

cu.

Hodiam. Gu. on a bend erm. three chevronels of the first.
Crest — A lion's head erased az.
Hodiam. Sa. on a bend erm. three chevronels gu.
Hodilow^, Hoddylowe, or Hoddelow (Relden, co.
Essex, temp. Elizabeth: Grafton-Underwood, co. NorthampHampstead, co.
1618, pedigree recorded that year
Middlesex, 1696 cos. Leicester, Chester, Stanty, co. Denbigh,
in Wales, Badwell, co. Hertford, Wenham, co. Suffolk, Lonton,

;

;

don; originally of Ely, co. Cambridge). Gu. a cross pattee
a bordure engr. or. Crest A dragon's
head sa. collared or.
Hoding, or Hoddingr. 'Vair on an inescutcheon gu. a
bend of the first.
Hodington (Hodington, co. Worcester; descended from
Richard de Hodington, of Hodington, who held a hide of
land there 27 Edward I., 1298). Ar. a saltire gu. i border az.
bezanf^e this coat was allowed to Russell as a v^uartering
at Visit. 1569, but Visit. 1533 gives, ar. a saltire gu. a border
Crest
sa. charged with mullets pierced or.
On a tower ar.
a bird volant or.
Hodisham (co. Suffolk). Ar. a bend engr. sa. cotised of the

—

fitchee at the foot ar.

;

—

last.

Hodisham.

Ar. a bend engr. betw. two (another, three)

crescents sa.

Hodiswell
A

(co.

York). Gu. three wells ar. water az.

Crest—

well gu.

Hodkinson.
estoiles or.

Ar. on a saltire betw. four mullets gu. five
A shankbone and palm branch in saltiro

Crest

—

ppr.

Hodleston. See Hdddleston.
Hodlington. Ar. three crescents sa.
Hodnell, Hodvell, Hodwell, or Hole.

Az. a fessc
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Quarterly, per fesse indented or and az.
Az. an estoile of six points or.
Hodsall. Az. a fesse betw. three wells ar. Crest A well

Hodnet.
Hodney.

—

ar.

Hodsdon

(Hodsdon, co. Herts). Ar. a bend wavy gu. betw.
two horseshoes of the field. Crest A man's head couped at
the shoulders ppr. vested ar. on the head a cap or.
Hodsdon (Edgeworth, co. Middlesex; Simon, son of Thomas
HoDSDON, descended of Hodsdon, of Hodsdon, co. Herts. Visit.
London, 156S). Ar. a bend wavy gu. betw. two horseshoes
Crest—'A man's head ppr. couped at the shoulders,
az.
vested az. collared or, on the head a chapeau gu. turned up
erm.
HodsoU (London, and Hollywell and South Ash, co. Kent).
Az. a fes-se wavy betw. three stone fountains ar.
HodsoU. Az. three wells ar. Crest A well, as in the arm).
Hodson (co. Cambridge; granted 1590). Sa. a. chev. betw.
three falcons volant or. Crest— A unicorn courant reguard.
ar. gorged with a chaplet vert.
Hodson (Hollybrooke House, co. Wicklow, bart.). Sa. a
Crest
A dove close az.
chev. betw. three martlets or.
beaked and membered or, holding in the beak an olive
branch ppr.

—

—

—

Hodson, Hudson, or Hudgeson

(co.

Middlesex).

Per pale or and vert, a chev. betw. three martlets counterchanged.
Hodson. Ar. a bend wavy gu. betw. two horseshoes az.
Hodstoke. Or, a chev. gu. pierced witii a bend erm.
(Nctheway, co. Devon; descended from .Sir John Hodt,
Chief Justice of the King's Bench, son of Sir John Hody, of
Stowell, CO. Somerset, by the licircss of Cole, of Netheway;
from this family derived the Hodys, of Nothover, co. SomerAr. a fessc indented point
set, and of Pillesden, co. Dorset).
in point vert and sa. betw. two cotiscs, tliat in chief of the
CreU A bull pass. si.
last, and that in base of the second.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same
(I'illcsden, co. Dorset).
Aruis, for Hody; 2nd, a bull pass. sa. a bordure of the last
3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three Moors'
bezantee, for Cole
heads couped sa., for Juwe. Crest A bull p.iss. sa.

Hody

—

Hody

;

—

Hodye, or

Hudny

(llamon, co. Dorset).

Ar. a fesse per

and or, cotised of the third.
Hodysham. Ar. a bend engr. betw. two crescents sa.
Hoe (co. Bedford). Quarterly, sa. and ar. a bend or. See
Uoo.
fesse indontLMl vert

Ariaii.

Hodgson

amd pommels

wrist gu.

Crest.

(Presiwood, co. Stafford; granted 6 Oct. 1768).

Az. on a chev. betw. three doves

scymitars in pale ar. hilts
sinister.

ilfollc— Contiik" >;<.iiiiuiesto.
Hodg'ettS (exeinplificd in 1SG7, to
HoDGETTS Cham HERS, Ksq., upon his
licence,

HOE
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expanded ppr.

engle, winijs

:

HOE
Hoe (Foa. Ent.

Ulster's OfiBce).

Ar. an eagle displ. with two

heads az.
Ar. on a chief indented sa. three mullets or.
Hoese (Baron Hoese ; summoned to Parliament 1295; descendants not summoned since 1349;. Barry of six enn.
and gu.
Hoese (Baron Hoese, of Beechworth summoned to Parliament 1348: extinct 1361). Same Arms.
Hoet (London granted 22 March, 1663). Ar. on two bars
;

;

sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Hoey

(Dunganstown, co. Wicklow Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
John Hoet, Serjeant-at-Arms, d. 2 April, 1612). Chequy
or and gu. a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued az. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter and sinister arm in
armour, the hands grasping a sword all ppr. pommel and hilt
;

—

gold.

Hoey (exemplified to John Baptist Cashel-Hoey,

Esq., of the

Middle Temple. Barrister-at-law). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
chequy or and az. over all a Uon ramp. erm. crowned with

crown gu., for Hoet 2nd and '^rd, gu. a lion pass.
gorged with a collar sa., for Cashel. Crest A unicorn
armed and unguled or, gorged with an Irish
crown gu. Motto Iterum itemmque.

an

Irish

;

—

ar.

—

—

Hoffinan.

Erm. three lozenges gu. Crest Issuing out of
the top of a tower a demi lady ppr. attired az. holding in
hand
dexter
a garland of laurel vert.
the
Hofbnann (granted to James Rix Hoffmann, Esq., of Tork
Terrace, Regent's Park, d. June, 1838). Per bend or and
az. a bend gobony of three, gu. ar. and gu. in chief a demi
lion double queued of the second, and in base a sun in
Crest
splendour ppr.
A demi lion double queued az.
betw. two elephants' probosces erect, the dexter per fesse
gu. and ar., the sinister per fesse or and az. holding betw.
the paws a sun in splendour ppr. Motto Over the crest

—

—

Tiens a la verite.
Hofner. Or, a demi lion ramp, couped gu. Crest—The
hind parts of a lion couped in the middle of the back, the
legs towards the dexter and sinister, the tail erect.
(Harcarse, Scotland). Ar. three boars' heads erased az.

Hog

armed

Crest— An oak tree ppr.

or.

Motto— D&t

gloria

vires.

HoiT (Cammo,

Ar. a crescent betw. three boars'
and Motto, as the last.

Scotland).

heads erased az.

Crest

Hog (Newliston,

Scotland; representative of Harcarse). Ar.
three boars' heads erased az. Crest and Motto, as the last.
Two boars ppr.
(Bleridryn, Scotland, 1693).
Ar. three boars' heads

—

Supportei-s

Hog

erased az. armed and langued or, distilling drops of blood gu.
Crest— A dexter hand couped gu.
Motto Dant vires
gloriam.
(London). Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three crosses

—

Hogan

croislet sa. as

an

many

escallops or.

Creit

— On a chapeau

gu.

two wings ppr.
Ar. on a chief sa. three martlets of the

escallop or, betw.

Hogan

(Wales).

field.

Hogan.

Ar. a chev. engr. vair^ or and gu. betw. three
hurts of the third, each charged with a lion's paw erased
of the second.
fEast Bradnam EoMoift) Hogan, citizen and mercer of London, fifth son of Robekt Hogan. Visit. 1568).
Ar. a chev. engr. vaire or and gu. betw. three hurts, each
charged with a lion's paw erased in bend of the field, an
annulet for diff. Crest A lion's paw couped and erect ar.
holding in the claw an annulet gu. charged with an annulet

Hogan

;

—

hand grasping an arrow in bend
point downwards also ppr.
Motto Dat gloria
in armour, the

—

vires.

Hogg

(Norton House, co. Durham).
Quarterly, 1st, ar.
three boars' heads couped sa., for Hogg 2nd, az. a fret ar.
on a chief of the last three leopards' faces gu., for Jeftebson; 3rd, or, on a mount vert a lion ramp, az., for Jones;
4th, ar. a wolf statant sa. on a chief az. three crosses
form^e of the first, for Ewer. Crest
A boar statant ppr.
pierced in the side with an arrow or, against an oak tree
ppr. fructed or. Motto Dat gloria vires.
Hogg. Ar. three boars' heads erased ppr. Crest An oak
;

—

—

(Reg. Ulster's OfiBce). Gu. three lions pass, in pale
or, each holding betw. the forepe.ws an esquire's helmet

—

Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowed, the hand
grasping a sword aU ppr.
Az. an estoile of sixteen points or.
Hogairth, or Ho-wgart (Scotland). Az. a star of six
points or, on a chief of the last three spears' heads of the
first.
Crest— A pegasus's head or, winged ar.
Motto

Hogard.

—

Candor dat viribus

alas.

Hogelinton.

Ar. three crescents sa.
Hogesdon, or Hogsdon. Ar. three bars sa.
(Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham). Ar. three boars'
heads erased sa. Crest A boar statant ar. pierced in the
side with an arrow sa. against an oak tree vert, fruoled
guHogg. Ar. three boars' heads couped sa. Crest An oak
tree fructed ppr.

Hogg

—

—

Hogg (Chesham Place, London, bart.).

Ar. three boars' heads
erased az. langued gu. betw. two flaunches of the second,
each charged with a crescent of the field. Crest— Out of an
eastern crown ar. an oak tree fructed ppr. and pendent
therefrom an escutcheon az. charged with a dexter arm
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—

tree fructed ppr.

Hogg.

Ar. two bends gu.

Hogg

(Edinburgh, 1761). Ar. a pheon betw. three boars'
heads erased az. langued gu. armed or.
Crest
An oak
tree fructed ppr.
Motto Dat gloria vires.
Hoggart (Old Broad Street, London). Ar. a chev. vair
betw. three hearts gu. each charged with a lion's gamb
erased in bend sinister of the first. Crest A lion's gamb
erased and erect, grasping a similar gamb all ppr.
Hoggart (Tooting, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. vaire or and
gu. betw. three hearts of the third, each charged with a
lion's gamb erased in pale, paw downwards, of the second.
Crest
A lion's gamb couped and erect, grasping another

—

—

—

—

erased in bend sinister ppr.
York). Gu. three cutlasses or hangers ar.
hilted or, two points to the sinister and one betw. to
the dexter side of the escutcheon. Crest— swallow volant

Hoggeson (co.

A

sa.

Hoggeson, or Hoggson. Same Arms, field az.
A hand couped below the wrist or, the hand ppr.

Crest—
holding
the broken piece

a broken cutlass ar. hilted of the first,
from the other.
(quartered by Cuftobd arms in a window at

fallen

Hogglington

;

Great Malvern).

Hogh (co.
the

Ar. three crescents sa.
Chester). Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents of

field.

Hogh.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. ten crosses crosslet of the

same.

Hogh. Ar. a bend sa.
Hoghahad, or Hoghahed.

Valr^

ar.

and gu. abordore

sa.

Hoghe
the

Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents of
paw ppr. holding a cross pattce

(co. Chester).

—A

Crest

first.

lion's

or.

Hoghton (Hoghton

Tower, co. Lancaster, hart.). Sa. three
bars ar. with the augmentation of the rose of England and
the thistle of Scotland impaled in a canton or, quarterly
with the arms of Bold, viz., ar. a grifiBn segreant sa. Crest
A bull pass. ar. (A more ancient crest, a bull's head ar.
collared with three bars sa.). Supporters Over the gates of
Hoghton Tower, put up in the beginning of the reign of

—

—

—

Elizabeth, two bulls ar.

Motto Malgre le tort.
Hoghton (Park Hall, co. Lancaster ; four descents registered
Crest
in the 'Visit. 1613). Barry ar. and sa. a bordure gu.
A bull pass ar. homed and hoofed sa. collared or.
Hoghton (Park Hall, co. Lancaster, 1613 and 1664). Sa.
A bull pass. ar.
three bars ar. a bordure engr. gu. Crest
collared or, armed and unguled sa.

—

—

Hogillington, or Hoglington.

Hogington.
sa.

Ar. six crescents sa.

Ar. three crescents sa.

Hogshagg, or Hogshead.

Vaire ar. and gu. a bordure

bezantee.

Hogne (Scotland).

for diff.

Hogan
ppr.

embowed
sinister,

Hoe.

sejant ar.

H OL
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heads erased

az.

Ar. a cross crosslet
Crest

— An oak

sa.

tree ppr.

betw. three boars'

— Dat gloria

Motto

vires.

Hokele. Ar. two chev. betw. thret oak leaves
Hokeley. Or, on a fesse betw. three mascles
plates.

Crest

—A bee volant reversed

vert.

gu. as

many

sa.

Hokeley. Or, a fesse betw. three mascles gu.
Hokeley. Ar. a fesse betw. three fusils gu.
Hokelley. Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four cinquefoils az.
Hokenhull, or Hokenell (Hokenhull, Penton, and Tranmere, co. Chester).

Ar. an ass's head erased

sa,

Hokenhull. Sa. a star of sixteen points ar.
Hoker. Ar. a fesse betw. three mascles gu.
Hokes. Az. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Holand. See Holland.
Holand. Per fesse az. and gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Holand. Or, two bars az. in chief three escallops gu.

—An arm

Crest

an arrow ar. feathered or.
Holand. Per pale indented or and az.
Holbaron. Ar. on a fesse sa. three crescents or.
Holbe. Az. a bend betw. six mullets pierced ar.
ppr. holding

Holbeach, or Holigh.

Holbeame

Ar. a chev. engr. sa.

(Holbeame and

Cofifinswell,

co.

Devon; the

A
;

EOL
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heiress m. Maswood). Ar. a chev. enarched sa. Crut
cross crosslet gu. betw. two palm branches.
Holbeame. Ar. two bars and a cher. in chief sa.

Holbech, or Holbeach

(Famborough,

—

Mollington, co. Oxford, originally of Holbeth, co. Lincoln
derived from Sir LaweenceHolbech, living 1351, descended

from Oliver Holbech, of Holbech, living in 1223 confirmed
by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Eolbecb,
Esq., son of William Holbech, who was eldest son of Thomas
Holbech, of Fillongley, seventh in descent from SirLAWEENCB
Holbech, and to William Holbech, of Birchley Hall, grandson of Thomab Holbech, the second son of Thomas Holbech,
of Fillongley Ambbose Holbech, fifth in descent from the
said Thomas Holbech, of Fillongley). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, vert six escallops, three, two, and one ar.; 2nd,
3rd, ar. a lion ramp.
sa. a bend engr. betw. six billets ar.
gu. a bordure engr. sa. bezantee. Crest A maunch vert,
;

;

;

—

sem^ of escallops ar.
Solbeche, or Holbeame
1586).
field.

of the

escallops

1613).
Cre.it

first.

grifBn or, winged gu. holding in the dexter claw

Ar. on a

—A

an

demi

escallop

ar.

Holbert.

Az. a bend betw. six mullets ar.
(granted to William Holbebton, Esq., of Tor
House, CO. Devon). Per fesse or and az. a pale coimterchanged, over all on a plain fesse with cotises engr. erm.
betw. three mascles, as many boars' heads erased gu. Crest

Holberton

—On a mount vert in front of two tilting spears in saltire ppr.
Motto—Ot& et labora.

a boar's head erect couped gu.
(co. Suffolk).

Az. on a chev.

ppr.

Holbiche.

Ar. a chev. engr. sa.

Crest

or,

—

^A

three magpies
peacock's head

erased az.

Holbiche.

Vert six escallops ar. a bordure az. charged
with eight fleurs-de-lis or.
Ar. a fesse betw. three crescents gu.
Holbroake. Gu. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet or.
Holbrokes. Or, a fesse betw. six crosslets gu.
Holbrook (co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet gu.
Crest A lion pass, guard, tail extended ppr.
Holbrook. Or, a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet gu.
Holbrooke (Newington, co. Kent). Az. a cross or, fretty of
the first, betw. four mullets of the second.
Holbrooke (co. Suffolk). Or. a chev. gu. surmounted with
a cross formee fitchfie at the foot of the second. Crest
lion's head erased sa. charged with a chev. or, as in the
arms.
Holbrooke (co Suffolk). Or, crusily gu. a bend of the

Holboume.

—

—

second.

ppr.

—

—

(Holden, co. Lancaster).
Ar. six allerions gn.
two, and one, in the centre an escutcheon of
1st: A double-headed allerion gu. ; 2nd:
the last. Crests

—

A moorcock sa. winged or.
Holden (Erdington, co. Warwick;

Simon Holden, temp.
Queen Elizabeth, was ninth in descent from William
HoLDWiN, son of Holdwin, temp. King John). Vert a bar
erminois betw. two pheons erect in chief, and a buglehom

strung in base or.
(Reedly House and Palace House, co. Lancaster;
Renbt Holden, Esq., is son and heir of John Gbeenwood,
Esq., of Palace House, J. P., by Elizabeth, his wife, dan. of
Henrt AspiNALL, Esq., of Reedly House, which lady obtained
a royal licence, bearing date 28 July, 1840, authorizing her
and her children to take the name and arms of Holden.
The HoLDENS, of Holden and Palace House, are an ancient
family in co. Lancaster, and their pedigree appears on record
in the Heralds' Visitations). Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. erm.
betw. the fesse and upper chev. a covered cup or. Crest
A moorcock ppr. charged on the breast with a cinquefoil or.
Motto— Hec temere nee timide.
Holden (Aston, co. Derby derived from Robert Holden,
Esq., of Aston, d. 1659; Robert Holden, Esq., the last male
heir of the elder branch, d. 1746; his heiress, Mary Holden,

Holden

—

;

m. James Shuttleworth, Esq., of Gawthorp, co. Lancaster,
whose second son took the name and arms of Holden, but
dying s. p. was succeeded by his next surviving brother, the
Bev. Charles Shuttleworth, who likewise assumed his
maternal surname and arms). Sa. a fesse engr. erminois or,
betw. two chev. erm. quartering Shdttleworth, viz.,
ar. three weavers' shuttles sa. topped and furnished with
quills of yam, the threads pendent or. Crests
1st, Holden :
On a mount vert a moorcock rising sa. winged or; 2nd,
Shuttleworth A cubit arm in armour ppr. grasping in the

—

:

(co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses

Suffolk).

gauntlet a shuttle, as in the arms.

Holden

crosslet gu.

Holbrow.

Ar. a chev. betw. six crosses crosslet in chief and
four in base gu.
Holbry. Az. on a bend sa. a mullet pierced ar.
Holburne (Menstrie, co. Edinburgh, hart., 1706). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, gu. a fesse couped betw. three crescents or
2nd
and 3rd, or, an orle gu. Crest A demi lion holding in the
dexter paw a mullet ar. Motto Decus summum virtus.
Holbush. Gu. three fusils in fesse ar.
Holby. Az. a fret ar. a chief of the second.
Holcam, and Holcan. Az. two bars wavy (another,
;

—
—

nebul^) erm.

Holchief, or Holdchiefe.

Az.

a garb

or,

banded

i?u.

Holcombe

all

Amu

(Vale Eoyal, co. Chester). Same
and Crest.
Holcroft, alias Henley. Ar. a cross within a bordure
engr. sa. Crest An eagle, wings expanded sa. holding
in the dexter claw a sword ar. hilt and pommel or.
Holcroft (Balkerton, co. Nottingham). Ar. on a cross engr.
sa. a fleur de-lis or, a bordure engr. of the second.
Crest
An eagle gu. holding in the dexter claw a sword in
pale ar. hilt and pommel or, charged on the breast with a
fleur-de-lis of the last.
Holcroft. Sa. four quatrefoils ar.
Holcroft. Ar. a cross engr. sa. a bordure of the last.
Holcroft. Ar. a fesse and a bordure engr. sa.
Holcroft. Ar. a cross and bordure gu.

three,

Ar. a chev. engr. sa.
(Whitingham; confirmed June,

Holbrooke

a sword

Holcroft

Holden

vert five

Holbiche

Ar. a cross and bordure
Crest— A raven, wings

Hold. Erm. on a chief az. a garb or.
Holde. Ar. a fesse betw. two chev. sa.

granted

(Stow, co. Lincoln;

az. three lions' heads erased of the
of a ducal coronet or, a pelican's head

Holbecbe.
saltire

quartering Cdlcbeth.

sa.,

elevated, holding in the dexter claw

on a chief

gold, Tulned gu.

Holbeck

engr.

co. Lancaster).

— Out

Or,
Crest

Vert a chev. betw. three owls

ar.

Holcroft (Holcroft,

Warwick, and

co.

HOI.

Holcrew, or Holgrave.

Devon

seven descents are recorded in
the Visit, of 1620).
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three men's heads
in profile, couped at the shoulders or, wreathed about the
temples sa. and of the second. Crest A man's head fullfaced,
couped at the breast ppr. wreathed round the temples or and
(Hull, co.

;

—

az.

Holcombe

(co. Pembroke, an ancient family in that co.
Esq., Licut.-Col. Boyal Artillery,
and C.B., descended from a younger branch of Holcombe,
of Hull, settled in co. Pembroke nearly two centuries ago).
Same Arms and Crest.
Holcombe, or Holcomb. Same Arms. Crest A serpent nowed, holding in the mouth a garland of laurel ppr.
Holcot (arms in a window In Kidlington Church, co. Oxford.
Vlnit. Oxon, 166C).
Ar. a chev. betw. three buckles sa.
Holcott. Lozcngy ar. and gu. a bordure az. Crent On

Habcodkt Fobd Holcombe,

—

—

the point of a sword a stag's head cabosscd

Holcott, or Hulcott.
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all

ppr.

Lozengy or and gu. a bordure

(Darley Abbey, co. Derby, and Nuttall Temple, co.
Notts, a younger branch of Holden, of Aston the represen;

William Dbubt Holden, Esq., assumed
the name and arms of Lo^vb, of Locko,

tative of the family,

by royal

licence,

which see). Per pale erm. and sa. a fesse betw. two chev.
Crest
counterchanged.
A moorcock sa. combed and

—

wattled gu.

Holden

Worcester; descended from a family formerly
resident at Wednesbury, co. Stafford).
Vert a fess erminois
betw. two pheons erect in chief and a buglehom strung in
A dexter cubit arm vested sa. hand ppr.
base or. Crest
holding a cross crosslet Qtchce or, from the wrist a pile
erm. the ann charged with a buglehom slrung gold.
Motto Et teneo et teneor. These arms were granted to
William Holden, gentleman, on the lOth Feb. 1791, and
(co.

—

—

were confirmed, and the crest granted, 19 July, 1827, to his
grandson, the Rev. William Rose Holden, M.A. The Rev.
William lyUCAS Holden, son of the before-named William
Holden, assumed the surname of Rose in 1 785, and quArtered
the above arms with the arms of Rose. The present head of
the Holden family is William Rose Holden, Esq., of Weymouth, who has one brother, the Rev. Oswald Manoin
Holden, M.A., B.C.L., Vicar of Gailey-cutn-Hatherton, co.
Stafford.

Holden (Hockridge,

co. Kent; granted 20 May, 1663). Erm.
on a chief gu. three pears or.
(Cruttcnden).
Az. on a chev. or, betw. three spurrowels ar. five guttcs sa. in chief a crescent of the third.
Crest
An antelope's head issuing ppr.
Holden. Ar. a bend engr. gu. a chief az. Crest ^An eagle's

Holden

—

—

leg erased at the thigh ppr.

az.

Holden.

Ar. a chief

sa.

over

all

a bend engr. gu.

;
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Solden.
Solden.
Holden.
Holden.

Ar. three escallops gn.
Sa. a chev. erm. in base a covered cup ar.
Per fesse sa. and ar. a bend engr. gu.
Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet or, on a
chief of the second a lion pass, of the first.
Holden (Aston, co. Warwick). Gu. a chev. betw. three
crosses crosslet or.

Holdenby

(cos.

Northampton and Nottingham).

Az.

live

cinquefoils in cross ar.

Holdenby.
Holder (co.

Az. five cinquefoils in saltire ar.
Cambridge). Az. a fesse dancettee betw. three
pass, wings endorsed or.
Crest On a ducal coronet

griffins

—

gu. a lion sejant ur.
(South Wheatly, co. Notts).

Holder

anchors

Sa. a chev. betw. three

ar.

Holder.

—

or.
Crest Out of a
a lion sejant or.
chev.
betw.
Sa. a
erm.
thrse cats pass. ar.
Holdernes. Ar. on a bend gu. betw. six mullets of the last
a cross formee of the first.
Holderness (co. York). Barry of six or and az.
Holdemess. Ar. three cinquefoils gu. a chief of the Kist.
Betw. the horns of a crescent or, a cro.'is pattee gu.
Crest

Az. three griffins segreant

five-leaved ducal coronet gu.

Holderman.

—

Holdesheife, or Holdesheaff. Az. a garb ar.
Holdich, or Holdiclie. Az. on a chev. or, three martlets
Crest
An arm in armour embowed ppr.
sa. a chief ar.

—

holding in the gauntlet a scymitar all ppr.
Az. on a chev. or, (another, ar.) three birds sa.
Holdich (granted 1824, to the Rev. Thomas Holdich, of
Maidwell Hall, Rector of MaidweU, co. Northampton). Or,
on a chev. sa. cotised gu. three martlets of the field, a chief
vair.
Crest
A martlet sa. in front of a cross pattee fitchee
betw. two branches of palm or.
Holdiche, or Holditch (Eaworth, co. Norfolk). Az. on

Holdich.

—

a chev.

magpies (another, seapies) ppr.
Holding: (co. Middlesex). Or, a cock standing on a buglehorn ppr. Crtft A buglehorn ppr.
Holdip (London and Southampton; granted 5 June, 1725).
Erm. on a bend az. a griffin's head erased betw. two spears'
heads or. Crest On a chapeau az. turned up ar. a griffin's
head erm. collared of the first, beaked sa. holding in the
beak a broken spear or.
or, three

—

—

Holdon.

Ar. three escallops sa.
HoldsliefTe. Ar. a bend vert betw. three garbs az.
Holdston. Ar. fretty gu.
Holdsworth. (co. Warwick). Ar. the stem of a tree couped
and eradicated in bend ppr.

Holdsworth.

(Widecombe,

Devon,

from
Halifax, co. York
Arthcb Holdswokth, Esq., of Widecombe, represented Dartmouth in Tarliament). Same Arms.
co.

originally

;

Holdwayt. Sa. fretty erm.
Hole (Ebberly House, near Great Torrington, co. Devon).
an annulet

ar. betw. three lozenges or, quartering

—

Az.
Gu. two

Out of a mural coronet or, an arm in
armour embowed, holding a battle axe all ppr. Motto—
Honor virtutis prsemium.
Hole (co. Salop). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross engr.
bars or.

Crest

—

betw. four escallops all counterctaanged. Crest An escallop
sa. betw. two wings ar.
Hole. Az. an annulet betw. three lozenges ar. Same
Crest.

Holebrooke

(co. Suffolk).

Or, a chev. betw. three crosses

crosslet gu.

Holebrooke.

Or, a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet gu.
dolphins in saltire az.
Erm. a fesse counter-compon^e or and az. betw.
three crescents gu.
(co. Devon).
Gu. a fesse betw. three crescents ar.
Holford (Holford, co. Chester, temp. Edward II.; the direct
male line of the family became extinct about the year 1600,
when the heiress brought Holfobd to the Cholmondelets.
The HoLFORDs, of Weston Birt, are a branch of this ancient
house).
Ar. a greyhound pass. sa. Crest
A greyhound's

—

Crest

^I'wo

Holeman.

Holeway

—

head

sa.

Holford

OVeston Birt, Tetbury, co. Gloucester).
Ar. a
greyhound pass. sa. Crest— A greyhound's head couped sa.

Holford
Holford

(CO. Lancaster).

(Davenham,

Same Arms.
Same Arms, a canton

co. Chester).

sa.

Holford.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a mount vert a
sa. collared or, for Holfobd; 2nd and 3rd,

greyhound pass.
sa.

(co.

Rutland).

fleurs-de-lis or,

Holford
Holford

;

—

:

;

:

—

:

characters) sa.

Holgute

(Walden, co. Essex). Or, a bend betw. two bulls'
heads couped sa. Crest Out of a mural coronet ar. a bull's
head sa. gorged with a collar of the first, charged with two
bends gu. (another, collared bendy of six gu. and ar.).
Holgrill. Ar. three cinquefoils in pale betw. two martlets ia
fesse gu. on a chief az. a pelican vulning herself betw. two
combs paleways or.
Holgrave, or Holgreve (co. Chester). Ar. an inescutcheon gu. within an orle of martlets sa.
Holgrave, Holgrreve, or Hulgrave. Erm. an inescutcheon gu. Crest A hand holding a thunderbolt in pale

—

—

ppr.

Holgra've.

Holgrave.
Holinshed.

Vert a lion ramp. betw. three owls ar.
Paly of six erm. and az.
Ar. a cross sa. Crest
A bull's head and neck

—

sa.

Holinshed.

Ar. on a cross sa. a mullet or, a canton ermines.
(London; granted 1 Jan. 1770). Per chev. embattled
or and az. three lions ramp, counterchanged. Crest A lioa
ramp, per chev. embattled or and az.
Holkham. Az. two bars wavy erm.
Holl (Malton, co. Norfolk). Or, on a chev. sa. three unicorns'
heads erased ar.
Crest
A sea lion sejant or, gutt& do
sang.

Holker

—

—

Holl

(Pimlico).

tuta virus

Holland
Holland

non

Same Arms and

Crest.

Motto

— Integritas

capit.

(Baron Holland, extinct

See VassalitFox.
(Holland, co. Lancaster, temp. King John). Az. a
lion ramp, guard, betw. six fleurs-de-lis ar.
Holland (Denton, co. I.£incaster: a branch of the pre1859).

Same Arms.
(Robert de Holland, summoned to Parliament,
8 Edward II., his descendant. Sir Thomas, first Earl of Kent,
m. the Lady Joan Plantagenet, "the Fair Maid of Kent,"
and was one of the Founder Knights of the Garter). Az.
sem& of fleurs-de-Us a lion ramp. ar.
Holland (Earlof Kent ; Sir Thomas, second earl, was elected
a Knight of the Garter 1375-76, in the room of John, Lord
Mohun, one of the Founder Knights). The arms of England
within a border ar.
Holland {Duke of Exeter : John, third son of Thomas db
Holland, Earl of Kent, by Joan Plantagenet, " the Fair
Maid of Kent," was so created 1387. In 1381, he was elected a
Knight of the Garter, beheaded and attainted 1400). England,
On a chapeau
within a bordure or, semee-de-lis az. Crest
the royal lion, gorged with a collar az. charged with a fleurde-lis and ducally crowned.
Holland (Sir Otho, or Otes Holland, brother of Thomas,
first Earl of Kent, was one of the Founder Knights of the
Garter). Az. semfee of fleurs-de-lis a lion ramp, guard, ar.
Holland (Weare, Shipwash, and Upcott Avenel, co. Devon,
descended from the marriage of John de Holland, a
younger son of Robert, Baron Holland, with Elinor, dau.
and heiress of Sir Andrew Metsteo, Lord of Shipwash, 1314
the last male representative of the family, William
Holland, Esq., of Upcott Avenel, left at his decease two
daus., viz., Mart, m. Stephen Cobam, Esq., of Coham, co.
Devon; and Margaret, m. John Coham, Esq., of Bovacott,
Az. semee-de-lis a lion ramp. ar. (sometimes
CO. Devon).
ceding).

Holland

—

or).

Holland

(Conway, co. Sussex). Az. sem^e-de-lis a lion
ramp, guard, ar. Crest Out of a flame ppr. an arm issuant,
habited in a close sleeve sa. the fist ppr. holding a lion's

gamb

—

barwise erased

or,

— Fiat pax, floreat

Motto

the talons to the sinister side.

justitia.

Holland

a fesse.

Holford

HOI.

FOBD, Esq., of Kilgwyn, co. Carmarthen, who ta. in 1830,
Anna Maria Elf.anor, dau. of Thinne Howe Gwynne, Esq.,
of Buckland, and assumed in consequence, the following
year, the additional name and arms of Gwtnne). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. on a mount vert a greyhound pass. sa.
collared or, for Holford 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fesse cotised
or, betw. two swords ar. hilts and pommels gold, the one in
chief pointing upwards, the one in base downwards.
Crests
1st
From the sun in splendour or, rising from behind a
hill vert a greyhound's head issuant sa.
2nd A dexter arm
in armour ppr. issuant from a crescent ar. holding a sword
erect also ppr. hilt and pommel gold, enfiled by a boar's
head or, erased and vulned ppr. Mottoes Over the crest:
Vim vi repellere licet; under the arms Toujours fiddle.
Holford. Ar. a chev. betw. three text Ts (old English

Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three
a greyhound courant sa.

York).
Ar. a greyhound in full course sa.
(Lieut-Colonel James Pbice Gwxnne Holford, of
Buckland, near Brecknock, eldest son of John Joslah Hol(co.

4'J9

(Albert, Count of Holland, third son of Lewis,
Emperor of Bavaria, elected a Knight of the Garter 1397).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, bendy lozengy ar. and az. for
Bavaria 2nd and 3rd, or, four lions ramp., 1st and 4th, sa.
;

2nd and

Holland.
(Hendre Vawr or Plas Cadwgan, North Wales).

3rd, gu., for

Holland

A

A*, a demi lion

ramp, pxard. betw. seven

fleurs-de-lis

ar.

Solland

(Ely, co.

Angmering,

co.

Cambridge, Boston, co. Lincoln, and West
Sussex). Az. a lion ramp, guard, betw.

—

eight fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest A cubit arm erect ppr. issuing
out of rays or, and grasping a lion's gamb erased of the last.
Another Crest A wolf pass. sa.
Solland (Sandlebridge, co. Chester, bart.). Per pale ar. and

—

az. sem^-de-lis a lion ramp, guaifl. counterchanged, debruised by a bendlet engr. gu. Crest— Out of a crown
vallery or, a demi lion guard, per bend ar. and az. charged
with a bendlet engr. counterchanged, holding in the dexter

paw

a fleur-de-lis also ar.

Solland
and

Per fesse az. and gu. (another, gu.

(co. Chester).

az.) three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Holland (co.

Az. a lion saliant guard, betw.

Devon).

five

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Holland

(

ramp, within a bordure

all ar.

—

NottingPer pale indented or and gu. quartering Az.
ham).
Crest
sem6e of fleurs-de-lis a lion ramp, guard, ar.

—

wing

or.

Holland (Siston, co. Gloucester). Per pale or and gn.
Holland (co. Lincoln). Barry bendy of eight gu. and or.
Holland (co. Lincoln). Per pale indented gu. and or
and ar.).
(Hbnbt Holland, M.D., of Brook

(another, gu.

Holland

Grosvenor
Square, London). Az. sem6e-de-lis a lion ramp. ar. over
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
all a bend gu.
lion ramp, guard, tail fourchee ar. collared gu.
Holland (Quidenham and Harleston, co. Norfolk, bart.,
Az. semee-de-lis a lion ramp, guard, ar.
extinct 1729).
Crest
A wolf pass. sa. charged on the breast with a mullet
Street,

—

—

for diff.

Holland

(Wittenham, co. Berks, bart., extinct 1811; Nathaniel Dance, Esq., lord of the manor of Wittenham,
assumed the name of Holland by sign manual, and was
created a bart. 1800, d.s. p.). Per pale az. and gu. a lion
ramp. erm. betw. eight fleurs-de-lis alternately ar. and or.
Holland (granted to Thomas Lindset Holland, Esq., of

Comwalt Terrace, Regent's Park,

co. Middlesex).

Az. semee-

de-lis a lion ramp, guard, ar. on a bend gu. an ostrich
feather of the second betw. two bezants. Crest
Out of a
crown pallisado or, the rim charged with three torteaux,
a demi lion guard, ppr. holding in the dexter paw a plume
of three ostrich feathers ar.
Holland (Denton, co. Lancaster, 1567). Az. sem^e-de-Iis

—

—

a bend gu. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp, guard, ar. collared
gu. holding in the dexter ^amb a fleur-de-lis also ar.
Holland (Clifton, co. Lancaster, 1567 ; descended from Holland, of Denton). Az. a lion ramp, guard, betw. six fleursde-lis ar. depressed by a bend gu. charged with a crescent
or.
Crest
A wolf pass. sa.

a

lion

ramp, guard,

ar.

over

all

—

Holland

(Sutton, co. Lancaster, 1567).
Same Arms, a
mullet betw. the points of the crescent. Crest, 1664
Out
of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ar. holding betw. the paws
a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Holland (Heaton, co. Lancaster, 1664). Az. semee-de-lis
and a lion ramp, guard, ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a demi lion ramp, guard, ar. holding in the dexter paw a

—

—

fleur-de-lis gold.

Solland

(Dumbleton, co. Gloucester, formerly of Mobberley,
Edward Holland, M.P. for Evesham, High

CO. Chester;

Sheriffco. Gloucester, 1842). Az. crusily a lion ramp. ar.
Holland (Burwarton, Charlecot, and Pickthorne, co. Salop).
Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar. betw. ten plates, all within a

—

bordure of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp, guard,
grasping a fleur-de-lis az.
Holland (co. Surrey Wiluam Holland, citizen and merchant of London, Visit. London, 1568, grandson of Kichabd
Holland, gent.). Az. a lion ramp, guard, betw. four crosses
;

pal tec ar.

(Bcnhall Lodge, co. Suffolk).
Az. a lion ramp,
within an orle of trefoils ar. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
Motto Vincit qui se vincit.
Holland (Bognor, co. Sussex). Az. a lion rarop. within an

—

—

orl.j

of trefoils ar.

lion

ramp.

Holland

Crest— Out of a ducal coronet

or,

a demi

ar.

Westmoreland). Sa. a cross flory or.
semec of escallops a lion ramp. ar.
Quarterly, ar. and aa. on a bend of the second
thnr caKlci displ. or, in the second and third quarters
two clii'v. of the last.

Holland.

Gu. three leopards pass, in pale and a bordure ar.
Gu. two leopards pass, or, depressed with a bend
az. a bordure of the third semee of escallops ar.
Holland. Gu. two leopards pass, in pale or, a bend az.
within a bordure of tlie third, sem^e of fleur-de-lis of the
second.
Holland. Az. semee of cinquefoils a lion ramp, guard, ar.
Holland. Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale or, a bordure
ar.

Holland.

Sa. a

bordure engr.

Holland Priory

ar.

Az. a lion ramp, guard,
betw. eight fleurs-de-lis ar. over all on a bend gu. three keys,
the wards upwards or.
HoUenshed. Ar. three bars and a canton gu.
Hollery (co. Norfolk). Ar. a fesse chequy or and sa.
Holies, or Hollis (Grimsby, co. Lincoln, and Haughton,
descended from the marriage of William
CO. Nottingham
EoLLES, of Haughton (second son of Sir William Holles,
Lord Mayor of London in 1540) with Anne, dau. and heiress
of John Denzell, Esq., of Denzell, co. Cornwall; the grandson of this alliance, John Holles, of Haughton, was created
Baron Haughton in 1616, and Earl of Clare in 1624 the last
inheritor of which honorurs, John Holles, fourth Sari of
Clare, was created Duke of Jfewcastle ; his Grace left an only
child, Henrietta, wife of Edward, Lord Harley, and mother
of Margaret, Duchess of Portland). Erm. two piles in point
sa.
Crest
A boar pass. az. bristled or.
Holies {Duke of Newcastle 1694, £arl of Clare, 1624, extinct
Erm. two piles in point sa. Crest A boar pass.
1711).
az. tusked and bristled or.
Supporters Dexter, a lion;
sinister, a tiger, both or.
Motto Spes audaces adjuvat.
Holles (Lord Holies, of Ifleld, created 1661, extinct 1694;
derived from Denzill, second son of John, first Jkirl of Clare).
Same Arms and Motto. Crest A Moor's head couped below
the shoulders ppr. wreathed around the neck and temples
ar. and sa.
Supporters
Dexter, a lion or, ducally crowned
ppr.
sinister, a tiger sa. gorged with a plain collar or.
Holies (Winterbome, co. Dorset, bart., extinct 1694; Francis
Holles, eldest son of the first Lord Holles, of Ifleld, was.
created a bart. 1660). Same Arms, with a file of three
Lincoln).

(co.

;

—

(co.

Sa.

(Ju.

5(X)

three leopards' faces or, a bordure of the last.

—

—

—

—

—

;

points.

Holles

(Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle, created 1715,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three pelicans ar.
vulning themselves in the breast gu., for Pelham; 2nd and
3rd, erm. two piles in point sa., for Holles. C)-est A peacock
in his pride ar. Supporters Dexter, a bay horse sinister,
a bear ppr., each coUared or, gorged with a belt ar. buckles
and studs gold. Motto Vicit amor patria.
Holies. Same Arms. Crest A Moor's head couped and
wreathed about the temples ar. and az.
Holles. Same Arms. Crest A Uon's paw erased or, holdextinct 1768).

—

—

—

;

—

—

ing a heart gu.

Holies, or Hollys

(co. Norfolk).

Sa.

two talbots pass, and a dolphin embowed

on a bend betw.
ar. three annulets

gu-

Holles, or HoUeis.

Az. on a bend or, betw. a talbot
courant in chief and a dolphin embowed in base ar. three
torteaux.

Holles.

Sa. on a bend betw. a greyhound courant in chief
and a dolphin embowed in base ar. three roses gu.
Hollet, or Holiffe (co. Gloucester). Az. a chev. or,

betw. three crescents ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1539). Sa. on a bend ar.
betw. a talbot courant in chief and a dolphin embowed in
base of the second three torteaux.
Crest An arm embowed, vested bendy of six ar. and sa. cuffed or, holding in
the hand ppr. a branch of holly vert, fructed gu.
Holliam. Or, on a bend sa. three mullets pierced ar.
Crest
A harrow gu.
Holliam. Or, on a bend sa. three mullets ar. pierced gu.
Holliard. Sa. a chev. betw. three estoiles ar.
Holliche. Ar. a chev. engr. sa.
Holliday (London). See Hallidat.
(Bromley, co. Middlesex; descended from Sir

HoUeys

—

—

HoUiday

Leonard Hollidat, Lord Mayor

Holland

Holland.
Holland.

Holland.
Holland.

;

Az. semee-de-lis a lion
Crest A wolf pass. sa.

Ely, in the Isle of Ely).

Holland (co. Lancaster). Sa. a cross pattee or.
Holland (Stevington, co. Lincoln, and Kinton, co.
sinister
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of

London, 1605.

Visit.

Middlesex, 1663). Sa. three helnicts ar. garnished or, a
border of the last. Ci-est A demi lion ramp, guard, resting
the paws on an anchor all ppr.
HoUier. Or, a buck's head cabossed az. Crest A dexter
hand holding a fish ppr.
Hollier (London; borne by Thomas Hollier, of London,
surgeon, d. 1690; monumental tablet and Har. MSS.). Same
Arms.
Crest
On a mural crown a buck's head cabossed
holding in the mouth a bear's paw erased ar. Another Crest
A bear's paw erect and erased erm. holding a sceptre with

—

—

—

—

a fleur-de-lis gu.

HoUigran

(granted to James Hollioan, Esq., of Barbadoei).

A
A

HO L
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Per pale az. and gu. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three lions'
heads erased erminois as many holly leaves slipped vert.
A demi lion az. gorged with a collar gemel or, and
Crest
charged on the shoulder vfith a bezant, holding in the dexter
paw a branch of holly ppr.
Holling'bury. Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three pheons gu. in
A buck's
base a buck's head cabossed of the last. Crtst

—

—

head, as in the arms.

Holling'Slied

in

township of Sutton, co.
Hollinshead, the last of

the

—

—A

ar.

Holling'S'worth

(Surrey and Hartlepool, co. Durham). Ar.
a chev. erm. betw. three stags trippant ppr.
Crest
crescent ar. Motto Lumen accipe et imperti.
Hollingrton (Alvechurch, co. Worcester). Sa. a fret ar.
Hollingworth (Hollingworth, co. Chester). Az. on a bend
ar. three holly leaves vert. The family name was formerly
spelt HoLLTNWOKTHE, and is evidently derived from the holly
tree, called in Cheshire " Hollyn Tree,"' with which the
estate abounded.
Crest
A stag lodged ppr. Motto Disce

—

—

—

—

ferenda pati.
(Moseley, co. Stafford). Ar. a chev. az. in chief
four crosses formee fitchee of the second. Crest A dexter
hand pointing with two fingers to a star ppr.
Hollinshed (Hollinshed Hall, co. Lancaster). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, per bend ar. and erm. on a cross sa. a cross
crosslet fitchee or, in the dexter chief point an escallop az.

Hollins

—

for distinction, for

Hollinshed

;

2nd and

3rd, az. a

brock

—

betw. three bezants, two and one, for Brock. Crests
Hollinshed A heron ar. in the beak a cross crosslet
fitchee sa. behind the heron an arrow and bow in saltire
ppr. the heron charged on the breast with an escallop az.
for distinction; 2nd, Bbock: A boars' head couped or, betw.
two bucks' horns sa. Motto Nemo me impune lacessit.
or,

Ist,

:

—

Hollis

Devon and Nottingham). Sa. on a bend betw. a
pass, in chief and a dolphin embowed in base ar.
(cos.

talbot

three torteaux.
Hollis (Winchester, co. Hants). Erm. two piles issuing out
of the dexter and sinister chief points and meeting in the
centre of the escutcheon sa.
Crest—
Saracen's head
couped at the shoulders, wreathed round the temples sa.

A

Hollis
Crest

(Stoke, near Coventry, co.

Warwick). Same Arms.
A blackamoor's head couped at the shoulders in
ppr. bound about the temples and tied in a knot ar.

—

profile

and az

Hollis

(Ereby, co. Lincoln, and Nottingham granted 24 May,
1550).
Sa. a bend betw. two talbots pass. ar.
Crest
dexter arm embowed in armour, garnished or, holding in the
gauntlet a holly branch with berries all ppr.
;

Hollis
and

(Shire

Hollo-way

Newton House,

co.

Monmouth).

—

Same Arms

HO

(Maydenhatch,

L

Berks).

eo.

Gtu a

fesse

ar.

cotised or, betw. three crescents of the second.

Holloway (London).

Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three crescents
ar.
Crest— \ demi lion ramp, guard, purp.
Holloway (Fellow of New College, Oxford, d. 1632). Gu. a
fesse betw. three crescents ar. a canton erm. Crest— A goafs
head ar. gorged with a collar gu. charged with three crescents of the

(Hollins,

Chester; the heiress of Sir Hugh
the elder branch, at an early period, m. into the family of
Bavenscroft; the next line was Hollinshead, of Cophurst,
whose representative was Ralph Eounshed, the historian,
whose sister and heir m. Cobbet; and from the Cophurst
family descended Uolunshead, of Bug Lawton and Heywood, &c.). Ar. a cross sa. a canton ermines. Crest
bull's head gorged with a ducal coronet.
Solling'slied (co. Stafford). Ar. a cross sa. charged with
a trefoil slipped of the first, a canton ermines.
Holling-sworth (York Herald, temp. Richard III.). Az.
Crest
on a bend ar. three leaves dipped vert.
stag

couchant

X

first,

lined of the second.

—

Holloway.

Gu. a fesse betw. three crescents ar. Crest
Out of a mural coronet ar. a lion's head or, charged with a

torteau.

Holloway. Same

Arms, the

Holloway (Kensington,
or,

fesse cotised.

co. Middlesex).

a fesse gu. betw. three crescents

—Out

ar.

Paly of six az. and
a canton erm. Ci-f«t

a crescent or, an antelope's head gu. attired,
and chained gold. Motto A Deo lux nostra.
Sa. three goats pass. ar. attired or.
Crest—
goat's head erased ar. attired or, a rose in its mouth slipped
and leaved ppr.
Hollowell. Or, on a bend gu. three goats pass. ar. Crest
of

—

collared,

Holloway.

— A goat pass. ar. attired or.

Hollowell, or Holwell.

Per chev. gu. and erm. three

chessrooks counterchanged.
Ar. on a fesse
Hollyday. See Halliday.

sa.

Hollybame.

three crescents or.

Hollyw^ood, or Holsrwood.

Az. a chev. engr. betw.

three martlets ar.
Ar. a cross botonnee gu.

Holm.

Holman (co, Devon

granted June, 1608).
guttee de sang betw. three pheons or.
;

Vert a chev. ar.

Holman (London). Vert a chev. or, betw. three pheons ar.
Crest — On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an ostrich's head
ar.

Holman (Banbury,

co. Oxford). Same Arms. Crest— A bow
and arrow, the bow erect, bent and strung, the arrow fesscways on the bow all or.
Holman. Same Arms. Crest On a chapeau az. turned up
erm. an ostrich's head couped at the neck ar.
Holman (Godeston, co. Surrey). Vert a chev. betw. three
pheons or. Crest A bow and arrow drawn, the arrow fesscways betw. two wings all or.
Holman. Vert on a chev. or, betw. three pheons ar. s

—

—

fleur-de-lis gu.

Holman. Vert a chev. betw. three roses ar.
Holmden, or Holmeden (Tenchleys,

co. Surrey;
granted 20 June, 1577). Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. erm.
Crest
.'Vn otter's head couped (another, erased) or.
Holmden (Crowle, co. Worcester Ltdia, dau. and heir of
John Holmden, m. Richard Amphlete, Esq., of Hadsor).
Same Arms, the chev. each charged with three crosses

—

;

crosslet of the field.

Holmden (Thomas

Lee, second son of Thomas Lee, gent., of
m. Mary, dau. of John Holmden.
Visit. London, 1568).
Sa. a fess betw. two chev. erm.
Holme, or
(Hulme, co. Lancaster). Barry of eight
or and az. on a canton ar. a chaplet gu. Crest
A lion's head
erased gu. langued az. ensigned with a cap of maintenance.
Motto Fide sed cui vide.
The canton and the chaplet
are stated to have been an augmentation granted to Sir
Enfield,

co.

Stafford,

Hulme

—

—

William de Hulme,
the Black Prince,

Knt., of

Hulme, for his services luider

m France.

Holme (Up

Crest.

Hollis

(CO. Middlesex).
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three holly
branches vert, fructed ppr. as many doves of the last.
Hollis (Fhncham, to. Norfolk). Sa. on a bend betw. a lion
saliant in chief and a dolphin in base ar. three torteaux.
Hollis (co. Nottingham). Sa. a chev. betw. two talbots

ar.

Holland House, co. Lancaster; descended from
William Hdlme, second son of Hdlme, of Hulme. Visit.
Cheshire, 1566). Same Arms and Motto. Crest The UpHoIIand branch has latterly borne, apparently without authority, a griffin's head betw. two wings.
(CO. Lancaster).
Barry of six or and az. a canton

—

Holme
ar.

Hollis.

Az. on a bend or, three torteaux.
Hollist (exempUfied to Anthony Capeon, Esq., of Midhursl,
CO. Sussex, who assumed the surname of Hollist, 1833, by
royal licence). Sa. on a bend betw. a greyhound courant
bendways in chief and a dolphin hauriant in base ar. three
torteaux, on a chief of the second three sprigs of strawberry
fructed ppr.
Crest— Betw. two sprigs of strawberry, as in
the arms, a dexter arm embowed in armour, the hand within
a gauntlet holding a sprig of holly all ppr. Mottoes Currendo over the crest Gardez le Capron.
Holliwell (Reir. Ulster's Office). Az. a chev. engr. or,

—

:

;

betw. three hawks ar.
Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Holloway (Charles Holloway, of the Irnier Temple,

Hollon.

London, Barrister-at-law, and John Holloway, of Oxford,
sons of John Holloway, of Oxford, gent. Visit. Oxon, 1634).
Gu. a fess betw. three crescents ar. a canton erm. Crest
A goat's head erased and homed ar. collared and lined cu.
on the collar three crescents of the first

—
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Holme, or Hulme

(Overhulme, co. Stafford). Barry of
on a canton erm. a chaplet gu. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a chaplet gu. therein a garb of the
six or

and

—

az.

first.

Holme-Cultram Abbey
moline

or,

impaling

Holme-Sumner
Surrey).

Holme
attired

(co. Cumberland).
Az. a cros8
a hon ramp. sa.
(Hatchland Park, near Guildford, co.
or,

See Scmneb.
(Beverley, co. York).

and unguled

Holme (Huntington,

Ar. a stag trippant ppr.

or.

co. York).

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three

chaplets gu.

Holme

London, son of Hcoe
Holme, genL, of Codington, co. Chester. Visit. London,
1568).
Barry of eight or and az. on a canton ar. a chaplet
gu. Crest A lion's head couped or, crowned with a chapeau
az. turned up erm.
Holme (CO. York). Ar. a stag trippant gu. attired and
unguled or.

(Thomas Holme,

—

citizen of

Holme

Ar. a chcv. az. a bordemi ostrich gu. holding in

(StapTftton, co. Gloucester).

—

dure engr. sa. Crests lit: A
2nd A lion's head couped or,
the beat a horseshoe ar.
thereon a cap of maintenance az. turned up erm.
Holme. Ar. a buck az. attired or.
Holme. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. charged with three bendlets
;

Holme.
Holme.
Holme.
Holme.

lion

ramp.

:

ar. debruised

with a bend gu.
and gu.

two bars
Crest

—A

az.

on a canton ar. a chaplet of
head couped az. betw. two

grifBn's

or.

Holme

(Tranmerc, co. Chester). Barry of six or and az.
on a canton erm. a rose gu. seeded or, barbed vert. Crest
An arm couped and embowed, vested barry of six or and az.
cuffed erm. grasping a rose branch ppr.
Holme (Paull-Holme. co. York, temp. Conquest). Barry of
1st
A
six or and az. on a canton ar. a chaplet gu.
Crests
holly tree fructed ppr. 2nd (granted to Sir Bbtan EnuiE,
of Paull-Holme, In 1346, on the taking of the King of the
Scots prisoner) Out of a mural coronet gu. a hound's head
erased or. Motto
Holme semper viret.
Holmede (Coddington, co. Chester). Barry of seventeen or
and az. on a canton ar. a laurel crown gn.
Holmede (co. Chester). Barry of five or and az. on a

—

—

:

;

:

—

canton erm. a rose gu.

Holmes

(Gawdy Hall, co. Norfolk). Barry of six or and az.
on a canton gu. a chaplet ar. Creat A holly tree vert, frUcted

—

gu.

Holmes.

Barry of six or and az. in chief a mallet of the
second, on a canton gu. a cinquefoil ar.
(Brook Hall, co. Norfolk). Barry of eight or and
az.a bordure nebulae erm. on a canton of the second a chaplet
of roses ppr.
Crest
Out of a crown vallery or, the rim

Holmes

—

charged with three annulets in fesse az. a stag's head erm.
attired gold.

Holmes

House,

Barry of eight or and
az. on a canton gu. three garlands ppr. Crest
^A lion's head
erect or. Motto Ora et labora.
(Scole

co. Norfolk).

—

—

Holmes

(Lord Holmes, of Kilmallock ; created 1760, extinct
Barry wavy of six or and az. on a canton gu. a lion
1764).
pass, guard, of the first.
{Lord Holmes ; Rev. Leonabd Tocgheab, nephew of
Lord Holmes, of Kilmallock, assumed the name of Holmes,
and was created a peer 1797, extinct 1804). Same Amis.
C^obslet-Holmes, Pidford House and Newport, co.
Hants, bart., extinct 1825). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, barry
wavy of six or and az. on a canton gu. a lion pass, guard,
of the first, for Holmes; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three
hawks sa., for Wobsley. Crests— 1st, Holmes: Out of a
naval crown or, a dexter arm in armour embowed, holding a
trident ppr. pointed gold; 2nd, Wobslet: A woirs head
erased or.

Holmes

Holmes

Holmes (A'CouBT-HoLMES, Barem Heytesbunj).

Quarterly, 1st

and 4th, barry wavy of six or and az. in a canton gu. a lion
of England pass, guard, or, for Holmes; 2nd and 3rd, per
fesse or, and paly of six erminois and az. in chief an eagle
displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. charged on the body
with two chevronels ar., for A'Coubt. Crests
Ist, Holmes
Out of a naval crown or, an arm embowed in armour, the
band ppr. grasping a trident az. headed or; 2nd, A'Coubt:
An eagle displ. sa. charged with two chevronels or, beaked
and legged gu. holding in the beak a lily slipped ppr. Supporters On cither side an eagle, wings elevated sa. beaked
and membered gu. each holding in the beak a lily slipped
ppr. Motto
Grandescunt, aucta labore.
Holmes (Kctford, co. Nottingham). Barry wavy of six or
andaz. on a canton gu. a lion pass, of the first. Crest Out
of a naval crown or, a dexter arm embowed in armour,
holding a trident ppr. spear gold. Motto Justum et tenaccm

—

:

—

—

—

—

propositi.

Holmes

(Berowe, co. Cambridge). Barry of six or and gu.
on a canton of the second a chaplet of the first.
Holmes (Coddington, co. Chester). Barry of eight az. and
or, on a canton ar. a chaplet gu. (another, the chaplet
sa.).

Holmes (co. Lancaster).

Barry of six or and az. on a canton

ar. three roses gu.

Holmes

Sa. on a lion ramp. ar.

Holmes

(Hampoll. Vinit. York, 1585). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
charged with three bendlets gu. Crent—A demi griffin az.
guttee d'or, holding in the dexter claw a sword erect az.

Holmes

(co.

hilt or.

York).

gu. a chaplet of the
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Sa.

a

lion

li

ramp.

ar.

semee of croBws

Holmes

(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1608, Cioblt
Holmes, wife of Bichabd Faoan, Alderman of Dublin). Az.
a lion ramp. erm. armed and langued gu.
Holmes (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Geoboe Holmes, buried
in St. Michael's Church, 14 Nov. 1076). Ar. a lion ramp,
(Sari of Sheffield). Quarterly, Ist, az. on a fesse
dancettee ar. betw. three griffins pass, wings endorsed or, aa
many escallops gu.; 2nd, az. five cinquefoils in saltire ar.,
forHoLBOTD; 3rd, erm. on a chief gu. a demi lion ramp,
issuant or, for Elwood; 4th, az. on a fesse or, betw. three
swans' heads erased ar. ducally gorged of the second, aa

—

many

cinquefoils gu., for Baeeb.
C)-est
A demi griffin
segreant, wings endorsed sa. holding betw. the claws a ducal
coronet or. Supporters Dexter, a lion reguard. ppr. sinister, a horse bridled ppr.
Motto— ^aem te Deus esse jussit.
Holroyd (one of the Judges of the Court of King's Bench).
Az. five spur-rowels in saltire or. Crest A demi griffin or.

—

;

—

Holsall

three dragons' heads erased, fire
issuing from their mouths ppr.
Holsheff. Az. a garb ar. banded gu.
(Holsall).

Holstook
two

Ar.

(Orsett, co. Essex).

Or,

lions saliant az. three bezants.

on a bend engr.
Crest
A demi

sa.

—

betw.

man

ppr.

chained round the middle and holding the chain in bis sinis>
ter hand or, in the dexter a club raguiy ar.
Holston (Hynnamhall, co. Suffolk). Gu. a saltire countercompony or and erm. in chief a key, sinister a martlet, base
a dolphin embowed, and dexter a ragged staff all ar. on a
chief or, betw. a squirrel sejant and a bull's head couped sa.
a pellet charged with a talbot sejant ar.
Holt (Aston Hall, co. Warwick, bart., extinct 1782; Sir
Thomas Holt, Sheriff of the co. 1597, was created a hart.
1612; he was descended from John attb Holte, temp.
Edward II.). Az. two bars or, in chief a cross formee fitchee
of the last. Crest A squirrel sejant or, holding a hazel

—

branch slipped and fructed aU ppr.
Holt (Erdington Hall, co. Warwick).
Motto Exaltavit humilcs.

—

Same Arms and

Crest.

Holt

(Swaston, co. Cambridge). Ar. on a bend sa. three
fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Crest— A pheon sa.
Holt (Brereton, co. Chester). Ar. a chev. betw. three saltires
engr. gu.
Holt (co. Lancaster, and London ; granted 18 June, 1582).
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, holding
in the gauntlet a pheon sa.
Holt (Twyford and 'ortsmouth, co. Hants; a branch of
Holt, of co. I^^ncaslcr. Visit. Hants, 1634). Same Arms

—

and

C)-est.

Holt

(granted to Wiluam Holt, Esq., of Bishhara Hall,
Higher End, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend engr.
betw. two fers-de-moline in bend sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the
field.
Crest
In front of a cubit arm in armour the hand in
a gauntlet ppr. holding a pheon sa. a fer-de-moline fessewaya
of the last.
Holt (Shevington and Ince). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three
Billinge

—

fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Holt

(Stubley, co. Lancaster; Ellen, dau. of James Holt,
John Nicolls, of London, Comptroller of
the Works at London Bridge at Visit. 1568). Ar. on a bend
A pheon
engr. sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest

of that place, m.

—

sa.

Ar. on a bend engr.
Holt
sa. three fleursde-lis of the field, a crescent for diff.
Holt (Bridge Hall, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. on a bend engr.
cotised sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Holt (Ashwortl), CO. Lancaster. 1664). Ar. on a bend sa.
three flcurs-rtelis of the field. CreH
A pheon sa.
Holt, or Holte (co. Suffolk). Ar. on a bend engr. sa.
(another, az.) three fleurs-de-lis or. Ciest An arm erect
(Gristlehurst, co. Lancaster, 1667).

—

—

couped at the elbow, habited per pale az. and gu. in the hand
ar. a pheon sa.
Holt. Or, a fleur-de-lis az.
Holt. Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Holt. Per pale az. and gu. two bars or.
Holt. Ar. a chev. betw. three squirrels gu. cracking nuta.
or.

(North Mymes, co. Herts).

three bends gu.

pommel and

York).
crosslet of the field.
(co.

vert.

Or, three fleurs-de-lis az.

Or,

Holmes

Holroyd

Sa. a lion ramp, barry of six ar.

laurel ppr.

wings

a

Sa.

HO

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

HOI.

Barr/ of six
flrttt.

ar.

and

az.

on a canton

Holt, or Holte. Or, three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Holt, or Holte. Per fesse az. and gu. two
Holte. Az. three fleurs-de-lis -ar.

Holtby

bars

or.

(Tryton, co. York). Az. fretty ar. a chief of the
second.
Holte (Stoke Lyne, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1666. Wiluam
Holte, d. 7 .Ian. 1682; monument. Stoke Lyne Church).
Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.

|

A

AA

;

;

HOL

Crtit—An arm holding » baton with a pbeon on the top
of

it.

Az. two bars or, betw. the bars a barrulet environed
with an annulet of the hwt, in chief a cross pattee fltchee
of the second.
Holte (Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1596, Anns Holte, wife of
Az. two bars or, in chief a cross
Capt. H»rsT Piebs).

Aolte.

fbnnee fitcb^e

of the last.

a chief of the second.
Bolteby. Az. a
Holtheiis. Vaire or and az.
fret ar.

Holtoft

;

Holton.
map ppr.
Holton.
Holton.

ar.

Az. on a bend

or, tbree eagles displ.

gu.

Crest—

sinister.

Gu. a fesse betw. three crescents ar. Cfrest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a greyhound's bead sa.
Holwell. Or, a bend sa.
Holwell. Per chev. gu. and erm. in chief tbree chessrooks of the last.
Eol'worthey. Or, a chev. betw. tbree trefoils slipped sa.
^A greyhound collared and hned.
Crest
Hol'worthey (Palsgrave, co. Norfolk). Or, on a chev. betw.

—

many mullets of the field.
Spirit, College of tlie (Isie of Cumbrae, N.B.

three trefoils slipped sa. as

granted 30 Nov. 1874, by George Burnett, Lyon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters, az. St. Columba in a boat
at sea, on his sinister hand a dove, and in dexter chief a
blazing star all ppr. 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, counterquartered, 1st and 4th or, an eagle displ. with two heads gu.
armed and beaked az., 2nd and 3rd, parted per bend embattled gu. and ar. ; in an escutcheon of pretence in the centre
of the 2nd and 3rd grand quarters or, tbree stags' horns gu.
Holyday (Archdeacon of Oxford, d. 2 Oct. 1661). Sa. three
helmets sidefaced and close within a bordure engr. ar.
Holjrfe (CO. Gloucester). Az. a chev. or, betw. three cres;

cents ar.

Holyland.

Per pale ar. and sa. in chief two mullets and
in base a cinquefoil all countercbanged.
Crest
^A cross
calvary entwined by a serpent all ppr.

—

Holyland, or Hollyland.
foil

Per pale

and sa. a cinquebetw. three mullets countercbanged.
Crest A demi
ar.

—

savage handcuffed ppr.
Ar. two bars, the first engr. on the upper side,
the second on the under side az. betw. three roses gu. stalked
and leaved vert, betw. the two roses in chief as many mart-

Holyman.

the third.

lets of

Holyng'wortlie (Holyngworthe
a bend

Hall, co. Chester).

three hoUy-leaves vert.
Motto Disce ferenda pati.

ppr.

or,

Holyoake

—

(Tettenhall, co. Stafford,

Crest

Sa.

on

—A stag lodged

and Studley

Castle, co.

Warwick). Per pale or and gu. a buck's head cabossed
1>etw. two crosses pattee in pale all countercbanged.
Crest
On a mount vert an oak fructed ppr. around the lower part
of the stem an escroll, thereon a cross pattee gu. betw. the
words " Sacra quercus."
Eolyoake-Goodricke, Bart. See Goodbicke.
Holyoke. Az. a chev. ar. cotised or, betw. tbree crescents
of the second.
Crest
A crescent ar. Another Crest
cubit arm erect, habited gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand
ppr. an oak branch vert, fructed or.
Holywood (Dublin, Herbertstown, co. Meath, and Cartain,
CO. Kildare; Fun. Ent. of Kicuabd Holtwood, of Dublin,
d. 24 March, 1609).
Az. a chev. engr. betw. three falcons
close ar. beaked, legged, and belled or.
Holywortli. Sa. three falcons ar. armed, jessed, and belled

—

—

—

or.

Homan,

or

Howman,

alias

Feckenham

(last

Abbot of Westminster, d. 15b6). Gu. a cross fusily ar.
(Dunlum, co. Wcstmeath, bart.). Vert a chev.

Homan

or,

—

—

Hotto Homo sum.
(that Ilk, CO. Berwick). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert
a Uon ramp. ar. 2nd and 3rd, three popinjays vert, beaked
and membered gu. Crest A popinjay's head ppr.
(Sari nf Home). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert a lion
lamp. ar. armed and langued gu., for Home; 2nd and 3rd,

Home

;

—
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Home
Home

—

—

Home

—

—

maned and homed or.

—^Bemember.

Motto

Home (Benton, bart., 1698).

Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, Home;
2nd, Pepdie ; 3rd, ar. three hunting horns sa. stringed gu.,
for Forrester; 4th, gu. a pelican feeding her young ar.

—

Crest
A pelican's head ppr.
(Homes; represented by Home-Dbcmmond, of BlsJr
Quarterly,
as the last, within a
Drummond, as heir of line).
bordure engr. gu. Crest A pelican's head couped ppr.

vulned ppr., for Ellem.

Home

—

Home

(Blackadder, co. Berwick, bart, 1671). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, vert a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure erm. ; 2nd
and 3rd, az. on a chev. ar. three roses gn., for Blackaddeb.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar. collared erm. Motto—TnxB
to the end.
or
(Crossrigg;
cadet of Blackadder).
Quarterly, as Blackaddeb, within a bordure or. Crest ^A
lion's head erased ar. collared gu.
Motto ^True to the
end.
(Kimmerghame, co. Berwick). Quarterly, Ist and
4th, vert a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure engr. or, charged
with eight roses gu.; 2nd, ar. three piles engr. gu., for PolWARTH ; 3rd, ar. a cross engr. sa., for Sinclaib, of Herdmahston.
Crest A lion's head erased ar. with a collar or,
powdered with roses and fleurs-de-lis gu. Motto ^True to
the end.
(£arl of Marehmortt, Ninewells, Whitfield, &c.). See

—

Hume

Home,

—

—

Home

—

—

Home

Hume.

Home (Well Manor Farm, co. Southampton, bart., 1813).

Vert

a lion ramp. betw. two

piles engr. issuing from the chief ar.
within a bordure engr. of the last, charged with six
popinjays of the field, beaked and membered gu. Crest
lion's head erased ppr. thereon a label of tbree points ar.
the middle point charged with a fieur-de-lis az. the others
Supporters ^Two lions
with the cross of St. George gu.
ramp, reguard. ar.
(Blackadder, co. Berwick, bart., 1671). Quarterly, Ist,
az. on a chev. ar. tbree roses gu., for Blackadder; 2nd, vert
a lion ramp, ar., for Home ; 3rd, ar. three popinjays vert, for
Pepdie; 4th, ar. a cross engr. az., for Sinclair, of Hermandston. Crest An adder sa. in pale, holding in its mouth
a rose gu. leaved and stalked vert. Supporters Dexter, an
otter ; sinister, a falcon, both ppr. Motto— "Vise h la fin.
Gu. a fesse vaire or
(East Grinstead, co. Suffolk).
all

—

—

Home

—

—

Home
and

az.

Homell, or Honell

Homer

(co. Suffolk). Sa. a cross ar.
(West Town, Backwell, co. Somerset). Erm. a

fesse

Homer.

Ar. a crossbow unbent sa. betw. four cocks gu. Crest
A lion's gamb holding up a cross pattee.
Homes. Or, a fesse dancettee betw. three griffins' heads
erased az. Ci-est An antelope pass. ppr.
(Southampton).
Same Arms, a bordure of the

—

Homes

—

last bezant^e.

betw. three pheons, points downwards ar. Crest A lion's
head erased or, on the bead a cbapeau gu. turned up. erm.

Home

—

—

Home

—

Holway.

Holy

—

Home

Quarterly, as. and gn. a lion ramp. ar.
Sa. three saltorels ar.
Holtost. Sa. three dragons' heads erased and erect ar.
Hol'way (Watton in Stoke Gabriel, co. Devon. Visit. 1620.
The co-heirs m. Blackmobe and Windsor). Sa. two swords
in saltire, hilts and pommels in chief all ar. the dexter sur-

mounted by the

beaked and membered gn., tor
Pepdie, of Dunglas; over all an escutcheon or, charged
with an orle az., for Lamsell. Crest A lion's head erased
ar. on a cbapeau gu. turned up erm. Supporters ^Two lions
ar. Mottoes Over the crest : A Home, a Home, a Home
under the arms : True to the end.
(Ecdes, Scotland). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Hohb;
2nd, Pepdie; 8rd, ar. three escutcheons vert, for Hdmb, of
Broxmouth.
Crest~A lion's head erased and follfaced.
Motto ^True to the end.
(Febodsson-Home, of Bassendean, co. Berwick; as recorded I860). Per bend vert and ar. in chief a Uon ramp,
ar. in base three papingoes of the first, on a chief or, a
buckle betw. two boars' heads couped az.
Crest
On a
chapeau gu. doubled erm. a lion's bead erased vert. Mottoes
A home, a home ; and. True to the end.
(Ayton, co. Berwick ; descended from Geobob, second
son of Alexander, first Lord Home). The quartered arms
of Home and Pepdie, charged in the centre with a rose gu.
(West Beston, co. Berwick; cadet of Ayton).
Quarterly, as Ayton, within a bordure gu. Crest— A Uon'd
bead erased ar. collared gu. charged with three roses of the
first.
Motto True to the end.
(Wedderbum, co. Berwick). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Home; 2nd, Pepdie; 3rd, ar. a cross engr. az., for Sinclair.
Crest
A unicorn's head and neck ar. gorged with a coronet,
ar. three popinjays vert,

—

York). Az. a cross sarcelly ar.
Soltoft. Sa. tbree fishes' heads ersised hanrient ar.
Holtofte (Flintham, co. Notts Walter Holtofte, of that
Sa. tbree conger eels' heads couped
place. Visit. I6I4).
(co.

and erect
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Honxffrevylle

(quartered by Atscougb, Nuthall, co.
Notts. Visit. Notts, 1631). Gu. a cinquefoil within an orle
of crosses crosslet or.
(The Hyde, co. Stafford ; Wollaston Hall, Broad-

Homfray

waters House, and Bed Hill House, co. Worcester; Cowerth
Park, CO. Berks; Penny Darren Place, Bhonda House, and
Llandaff House, co. Glamorgan; Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk ; and co. York
derived from Francis Homfbat, Esq., of
Aston, CO. York, supposed to have been killed at the siegs
;

A

E OK

;

—

four palets erm. Crests 1st An otter pass, wounded in the
sinister shoulder with a spear all ppr., motto over, Vulneror
non vincor 2nd Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's
A dragon's head vert, holding in his
3rd
head vert
mouth a sinister hand couped at the wrist gu. Motto—
L'homme vrai aime son pays.
:

:

;

:

:

Homfray
Ist,

(PenUyne Castle, co. Glamorgan). Quarterly,
gu. a cross bottony erm.; 2nd, quarterly, ar. and sa.;

8rd, sa. four pales erm. ; 4th, ar. three bars gemelles sa.
An otter ppr. wounded in the shoulder with a spear.
Crest

—

—

Hotto Vulneratur non vincitur.
(The Place, Stradishall, co. Suffolk). Gu. a cross
bottony erm. Crest An otter ppr. wounded in the shoulder
with a spear.
Homfray-Addenbrooke (Wollaston Hall, co. WorQuarterly, az. and ar. a fesse wavy or, betw. three
cester).
crescents counterchanged, quartering the three coals, as in
Crest
On the banks of a river
HoMFRAT, of the Hyde.
ppr. an otter pass, per pale ar. and sa. charged with two
crescents counterchanged. Motto Vincit qui patitur.
(Wales and Rotherham, co. York, 1674).
Gu.
Crest
An otter ppr. wounded in
a, cross botonnee erm.
the shoulder with a spear.
Homill, or Hiunmell (Scotland). Ar. a bend betw.
two crescents gu.
Hozuyll (Scotland). Ar. a bend betw. a crescent in chief
gu. and a fleur-de-lis in base az.
Komyng^ord. Erm. on a chief az. seven bezants, four

Komfray

—

—

—

Homfray

and

—

three.

Honchach, or Honychtirch.

Az. on a bend

or,

(another, ar.) a boar's head betw. two mullets gu.
Sa. three pickaxes ar.
Hondesacre. Erm. three chess rooks gu.

Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet

chief a lion pass, of the second.
Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet or,

or, in

Hondon.

chief of the second a lion pass, guard, of the

Sone

(Ottery, co. Devon).

Ar. two bars

wavy betw. three

honestones az.
Devon). Ar. two bars wavy betw. three billets sa.
Crest
A sword in pale ppr. ensigned with a cross pattee.
Per pale indented az. and
(the Spa, co. Gloucester).
two lions ramp, combatant, holding a crescent all
or,
counterchanged. Crest An arm embowed in armour, holding a icymiuu- ppr.
Az. two bars betw. six billets or.
(Ireland).
Crett
On a mount, overgrown with rye grass, a birch tree ppr.
Honede. Az. a chev. betw. three lozenges or.
Honell (Ashboking, co. Suffolk). Sa. a cross betw. four
water bougets ar.

—

—

—

Hone

Honell

Honeypott (quartered

by Winofield, of Tickencote.

Visit.

Huntingdon, 1613, and

Visit. Rutland, 1619). Ar. ten torteaux, four, three, two, and one.
Ar. a chev. embattled counter-embattled
per chev. and per pale sa. and az. counterchanged, betw.
three hawks' heads erased of the last. Crest
A beehive

Honeywlll.

—

with bees volant ppr.
Ar. a chev. betw. three mascles gu.
Sa. an estoile of eight points ar. radiated.
Crest— On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a dragon pass. gu.
Honerbrigrg: (co. York). Ar. a bend betw. two cocks sa.
Hongrebrig'g' (co. York). Ar. three cocks in bend cotised

Honford.
Honford.

to Ireland with Oliver Cromwell in
Ar. on a bend betw. two eagles' heads erased gn.
three cinquefoils or. Creit
An eagle displ. ppr. gutt«e de
sang, charged on the breast with a cinquefoil or. Motto—
Altiora videnda.
Honston. Ar. a lion saliant sa.
Hontbark. Per chev. eng^r. or and az. in chief an eagle

1649).

—

displ. sa.

Honte. Ar. a bordure gu. bezantee.
Honte. Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire counterchanged.
Honte. Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils or.
Honte. Az. a chev. betw. three martlets ar.
Hontsacre, Hondsacre, or Hondisaore. Erm.
three chess-rooks gu.
(co. Lincoln).

Hontston

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed ax.
(Honychurch, temp. Henry HI.). Az. on a
a dragon's head erased betw. two mullets gu.
Honychurcll (Tavistock and Aveton-GiCford, co. Devon.
Visit. 1620).
Gu. on a bend ar. a dragon's head erased
betw. two mullets of the field.
Honychurcb. Az. (another, gu.) on a bend ar. a boar's
head betw. two mullets gu.
Honynaan (Armadale, Orkney, bart., 1804). Ar. a bend
engr. voided gu. Crest An arrow paleways point downwards
Supporters Two lions ramp, guard,
ppr. feathered ar.
Progredere ne regredere.
ppr. Motto

Honychurch
bend

ar.

—

—

—

Honyngrton.
Honjnigton.

Ar. a fesse and chev. sa.
Ar. a fesse betw. two chev. sa.
Ar. seven torteaux, two, two, two, and one.
Per fesse az. and ar. a pale counterchanged,
three kingfishers of the second.
(Pette, and Send-Newington, near Hythe, co.
Kent; granted by patent 10 Nov. 1576). Ar. a chev. betw.
three falcons' heads erased az. beaked or.
(Evington, co. Kent, bart.). Ar. a chev. betw.
three hawks' heads erased az. Crest
A wolfs head conped
erm. Motto Omne bonum desuper.
(Mark's Hall, Coggeshall, co. Essex, Elmested,
and Sibton, near Folkestone, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. betw.
three eagles' heads erased az. Crest A wolf's head erased

Honypot.
Honyton.

Honywood

—

—

—

erm.

Honywood (co.

Kent). Ar. a chev. quarterly sa. and gu.
Ar. a chev. per pale sa. and az. battelly

Honywood.

counter-battelly

betw. three

hawks' heads erased of the

third.

Honywood.
expanded

Ar.

a chev.

az. betw.

three birds, winfci

sa.

Honywood.

Ar. a chev. quarterly sa. and gu. battelly
counter-battelly betw. three hawks' heads erased az. billettds
of the

field.

Ar. a chev. betw. three talbots pass. gn.
Ar. three circles of chains sa.
on
a
fesse betw. three goats' heads erased «a.
Ar.
armed or, each having an annulet in the mouth of the last,
a.fret betw. two birds of the third.
Hoo, or Hoe. Az. a fret ar. and chief sa.
Hoo. Ar. on a fesse dancettee sa. three mullets or.
Hoo, or Hoe. Ar. on a chief indented sa. three mullets
or, (another, pierced gu.).
(Baron Hoo; extinct 1463: descended from Robert DB
Hoo, of Hoo, CO. Bedford, and Knebworth, co. Hertford, living
temp. Edward I. Sir Thomas Hoo, a distinguished soldier in

Hoo.
Hoo.

Hoo

France in the reign of Henry ill., was summoned to Parliaas Baron Hoo. His daus. and co-heirs were Aleanoix,
m. Sir James Cabew, Knt., of Bedington, co. Surrey; Janx,
and F.lizabeth, m. Sir
m. Sir Roger Copley, Knt.
John Dbvenish, Knt.). Quarterly, sa. and ar. quarterly,
quarterly, sa. and
quarterly, or and sa.
ar. and sa.
ar. within a bordure erminois; ami quarterly, sa. and
ar. a bend or, were used at various times, and by various
branches. Crests, at different periods, borne on a chapeau,
were
Ist: A griffin segreant; 2nd: A hand holding a
hautboy; 3rd A bull pass, quarterly ar. and sa.
borne by John Hoo, Serjeant-at-law,
(co. Stafford;
Quarterly, sa. and ar. a bordure
temp. George II.).
erminois. Crest Within a ring of gold a maiden's head

ment

sa.

Hong'On

(East Bradenham, co. Norfolk granted by Thos.
Hawley, Clarenceux, 20 May, 1S46).
Ar. a chev. engr.
vaire or and gu. betw. three hurts, each charged with a
lion's gamb ar.
Crest
A lion's gamb az. gripping a lion's
;

—

paw erased gu.

Honing:

(Carleton,

co.

Suffolk).

Quarterly, gu. and vert

a lion ramp. ar.

Honingrham.

(co.

York).

Ar. two crosses formee in fesse

a.

;

;

;

;

—

:

Honner, or Honnere.

Erm. on a bend gu. a cinque-

the chief point or.
Honners. Or, on a bend az. betw. three hawks' heads erased
sa. as many cinquefoiU of the first.
foil in

Honnyloe

(Walter

1614, of his dau.

Honntloe, of Dundalk; Fun. Ent.
Marion, wife of William Browne, Sheriff

Ar. two bars az. on a chief sa. three trefoils

of Dublin).

sUpped

John Honob, who went

Honywood.

Sa. three crescents ar.

(co. Suffolk).

CO.

(Honorsborough, alias Maddam, Barony of Carbery,
Cork; granted by Carney, Ulster, 1666, to Lieut. -Col.

Honywood
on a

first.

Hone (co.
Hone

Honor

Honywood

Honde.

Hondon (Lincoln).

HOO
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Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a
of Clonmel, tmder Cromwell).
3rd, sa.
cross botonnee erm. ; 2nd, quarterly, ar. and sa.

of the field.

Honnyton.

—

Ar. a fesso betw. two cheT. sa. Orett
all ppr.
Honor, or Honnor. Ar. a chev. betw. three quatrefoUa &z. stalked vert. Crttl—A serpent nowed sa. spotted or.

hand holding a dart point upwards
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Hoo

—

ppr.

Hood (FoLLER-AcLAND-HooD, Bart., St. Audries, Somerset).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, quarterly, Ist and 4th, ac. a
fret ar. on a chief sa. three crescents or, for HooD, 2nd,
chequy ar. and sa. a fesse gu., for Acland, 3rd, ar. three
bars and a canton gu., for Fuller; 2nd, Hood; 3rd,
Pebiam, gu. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces
or.
CrMt«— Ist. Hood: A Cornish chough holding an
anchor on the dexter sido in bend sinister ppr.; 2nd,

A

man's band couped at the wrist in a glove
lying (essewise, thereon a falcon perched all ppr. Motto—
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, erminois
three cats-a-mountain pass, guard, in pale az. each charged
on the body with an erm. spot or, for Tibbets; 2nd and 3rd,
az. a fret ar. on a chief or, three crescents sa., for Hood.

Crats— 1st, Tibbets: A demi cat-a-mountain guard,

az.

gorged with a collar gemel, and charged on the body with
three erm. spots, two and one or 2nd, Hood A Cornish
:

;

chough

an anchor in bend

— Dexter, a merman,

jHn-ter.''

sinister, a

Sup-

sinister or.

in his exterior

hand a

trident;

mermaid, in her exterior hand a mirror

all

ppr.

Jlfotto— Ventis secundis.

Hood

Bridport). Az. a fret ar. on a chief or,
( Viscount
three crescents sa. Crest A Cornish chough ppr. supporting with the dexter claw an anchor or. Supporters Dexter,
Neptune ppr. mantled vert, supporting with the left arm a
trident, and resting the right upon an anchor or; sinister,

a

—

—

sea-lion ar. supporting with the sinister

paw an anchor

or.

Hood

(Tidlake, co. Surrey, since of Wootton, co. Somerset,
Az. a fret ar. on a chief sa. three crescents or.
bart.).

Crest— A Cornish chough holding an anchor on the dexter
bend sinister ppr. JtfoUo— Zealous.
(CocKBDBN-HooD, Stoncridge, co. Berwick). Quarterly sa. and ar. a bend or, on a chief of the second a lion's
bead erased betw. two cocks gu. Crest A demi archer,
clothed and accoutred ppr. Mottoes Over the crest Swift
and sure below the arms Ohm sic ei'at.
(Nettleham HalU co. Lincoln). Az. a fret ar. on a
Crest
A hooded crow, in the
chief sa. three crescents or.
beak a Scotch thistle, in the dexter claw a sword all ppr.
Motto Esse quam videri.
Hood, or Hoods (Rector of Lincoln College, co. Oxford,
of Ickford, near Brille, co. Buckingham, d. 3 Aug. 1668).
Az. a fret ar. on a chief sa. three crescents or. Crest
A Cornish chough sa. beaked and membered gu.
(Bardon Park, co. Leicester; originally settled at
Wilford, near Nottingham). Az. a fret ar. on a chief sa.
three crescents or, quartering Snell, Hakbison, Fiennes,
Ac. Crest A demi talbot ppr. coUared and lined or. Motto
aide in

Hood

—

—

:

:

;

—

—

—

Hood

—

—Manners maketh man.

Hoode. Chequy or and gu. a canton sa.
Hoog'an (Castleacre, co. Norfolk). Ar. a

Hook

Hooke

—

Hooke

—

Hooke

Hooke

Crest.

(Drogheda

;

John Hooke,

Sergeant-at-law,

1703).

Same Arrm and

Hooke.

Crest, a crescent for diff.
Ar. on a cross (another, engr.) gu.

five

water bou-

(Norton Hall, co. Worcester
of Crooke'g Park, co. Gloucester).

descended from Hooke,
fess betw. three
fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. gu. charged on
the breast with a ducal coronet or.
Hooke, or Hoke. Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross (another,
engr.) betw. four escallops counterchanged. Crest
An escallop sa. betw. two wings ar.
Hooker, alias Vowell (Exeter, co. Devon). Ar. a fesse
Tair betw. two lions pass, guard, sa. Crest
A hind pass,
or, in the mouth a branch, leaved vert, flowered ar.
Hooker. Sa. a fesse betw. six fleurs-de-Us ar. Crest
demi eagle displ. gu. charged on the breast with a ducal
;

Gu. a

—

—

—

—

Hooker.

Gu. on a

fesse engr. ar. betw. three cinquefoils or,

Gu. a fesse engr. betw. three roses ar.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1667). Or, a chev. vair
betw. three lions pass, guard, la.

Hooker

A covered
Hooklay.
plates.

—

Vert an eagle with two beads displ. ar. Crest
cup ar.
Or, on a fesse betw. three mascles gu. as many

Crest

— An
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arm embowed, vested

—

—

—

—

—

a mount vert a tree ppr.
(Linkinghome, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a fesse gn.
betw. three mullets of the last as many annulets of the
first.
Crest A demi Uon holding a ring betw. the paws.
Hooper (London, Stanmore Cottage, co. Middlesex, and
Sarum, co. Wilts). Or, on a fesse betw. three boars pass. as.
as many annulete of the first. Crest— A boar's head erased

Hooper

at the neck az. bezantee, armed and crined or.
(Hendford, YeoTU, co. Somerset). Gyronny of eight
erm. and az. over all a tower ar. Crest A demi wolf
couped, holding in the dexter paw an oak branch fructed,

Hooper
all

—

ppr.

Hooper

(Grimley, co. Worcester; Geobge Hoopbb, 6. 1640,
Bishop of St. Asaph, 1703-4, and of Bath and Wells, 1704-27).
Gyroimy of eight or and erm. a tower triple-towered
sa.

Hooper

(John Eoopeb, Bishop of Gloucester, 1550-54, burned
at Gloucester, 9 Feb. 1555). Or, on a fess dancettee betw.
three flames of fire gu. proceeding from clouds ar. a lamb
couchant betw. two estoiles of the last.
Hooper. Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three falcons close az. as
many bezants.
Hoops. Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three lions' beads erased ar.
Crest
On a plate a Cornish chough ppr.
Hoops. Same Arms, within a bordure az. charged with two
crescents in chief and a mullet in base or. Same Crut.

—

— Amo.

Hoord (Parkbromage,

co. Salop).
Ar. on a chief or, a hawk
Orett— A nag's head ar. maned or.
Gu. a fret vair.
Hoote, or Hottot (co. Gloucester). Az. a chev. or,
betw. three crescents ar.
Hooton (Hooton, CO. Chester). Ar. on a bend vert three
mullets or. Crest A chevalier holding his horse by Uie
bridle with the dexter hand ppr.
Hooton. Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets or.
Hopcot (co. Cornwall). Ar. on a chev. betw. three boars
pass. sa. armed or, as many roses of the last, barbed vert.
A fox's head erased ppr.
Crest
Hopcroft. Ar. a cross engr. gu. within a bordure engr. of
the last. Crest— A steel cap.
(Craighall and Pinkie, co. Edinburgh, bart., 1628).
Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants. Crest A broken globe
surmounted of a rainbow with clouds at each end ppr. Supporters Two females vested vert, winged or, on their heads
garlands of roses ppr. each sustaining in her exterior haod
sa.

Hoome.

—

—

Hope

—

—

an anchor

az.

Motto—At spes infracta.

Az. on a chev. or,
betw. three bezants a roebuck courant of the first. Same
(Kerse, Scotland, bart., 1672).

Motto—SpeB tamen

Crest.

gu. cuffed ar.

infracta.

Hope

(Granton, co. Edinburgh, Cupbearer to Charles 1.).
Az. on a chev. or, betw. three bezants a rose gu. Same
3/o(to— Spero suspiro donee.
Crest as Craighall.
(£arl of Hopetoun). Az. on a chev. or, betw. three
A broken globe
bezants a laurel leaf slipped vert. C)-est

Hope

—

imder a rainbow with clouds at each end

—Two

all

ppr.

Su2>-

garments, hair dishevelled,
each holding an anchor in her exterior hand as the emblem
of Hope all ppr. Motto At spes infracta.
porters

ladies

in loose

—

Hope

(Bankeillor, Scotland).

Hope-Vere

diff.

Same Amu as of CraigbaJI,
Same Crest and Motto.

(Craigiehall, co. Linlithgow).

Quarterly, Ist

Earl of Hopetoun; 2nd, ar. on a fess az. three
mullets of the first, for Vebe or Weib, of Blackwood; 8rd,
Dexter,
Crests
or, an anchor in pale gu., for Faibbolm.
as £arl of Hopetoun ; sinister, on a chapeau gu. turned up
Mottoes At spes non
erm. a Uon statant az. armed or.

and

fleurs-de-lis az.

Hooker.

Hookham.

many

Per fesse or

and gu. on a pale two roses all counterchanged. Crest ^An
eagle displ. per fesse or and gu. each wing charged with a
rose per fesse counterchanged, surmounted by a rainbow
ppr.
Motto Spes mea Dens.
Hoole (Edgefield, Bradfield, co. Tork). Barry of six or and
gu. in bend as many roses cotmterchanged. Cre-'^t
An eagle
displ. gu. each wing charged with two roses and transfixed
through the mouth by a tilting spear palewise or. Motto—
Flectas non franges.
Hooley (Woodthorpe, co. Nottingham). Barry of six or
and gu. Crest A rose gu. barbed vert, seeded or.
Hooley. Az. a bend betw. three mxillets or. ft^t Out of

within a bordure or, for

coronet or.

two

Hoole (Henbt Elliott HooLE, Esq., of Sheffield).

Hope

gets or.

Hooke

Ar. on a fesse betw. three mascles gu. as

plates.

Motto

chev. vaire or and
gu. betw. three hurts, each charged with a lion's gamb erased
of the field.
(Sir BicHABS Hook, Knt., co. Tork, served in Scotland
and elsewhere under Edward I. Visit. York, 1584). Az. a
fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(RicHABD UooKE, Esq., of Alway. Visit. Gloucester,
1583 and 1623). Sa. a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
A demi eagle displ. gu. ducally gorged or.
(EicBABD HoosE, Esq., of Bramshott. Visit. Hants,
1575 and 1633). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross betw. four escallops all counterchanged.
Crest
An escallop sa. betw.
two wings ar. (Same Arms, with the escallop of the crest
issuing out of a ducal coronet, were confirmed to John
Hooke, Esq., of Bramshott, 20 Oct. 1660).
(Uanchford, co. Surrey, and Chichester, co. Sussex).

Same Arms and

also ppr.

—

—Steady.

Motto

Hood

holding in the hand ppr. a branch of oak vert, acoraed

Hookley.

Zealoaa.
( Fiscount Hood).

Hood

sa. in front of
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H OO
A

AcLAXS:

4th, as

—

—

fracta

Hope

;

and, Vero nihi verius.

(Balcomy, co. Fife, bart., 1698;. Az. on a chev. ar.
betw. three bezants as many palets gu. Cre*t A broken

—

;

HOP

HOP
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Motto At spes
globe snrmoTinted by a rainbow ppr.
solamen.
Surrey;
branch
of the ancient
a
(Deepdeene, co.
fiunily of Hope, of Craighall, long established at Amsterdam; the late representative of the family was
Eenbt Tbobias Hops, Esq., of Deepdene, co. Surrey, eldest
eon and heir of the late Thomas Hope, Esq., of Peepdene,
the celebrated author of " Anastasius," and an eminent
patron of the Arts, by the Hon. Louisa Bebesfoed, his wife,
youngest child of the Bight Bev. Lord Secies, Archbishop
of Toam). Same Amis, Crett, and Motto, as Hope, of

Hope

Craighall.

Hope

(BebestobivHopb, Bedgebnry Park, co. Kent, and
Beresford Hall, co. Stafford ; Alexarsbr James Bebbsfosi)HoFE, Esq., third son of Thomas Hope, Esq., of Deepdene,
assvuned the additional name of Bebesford, by royal licence,

Same Arms, &c.
(Cliveb Hope, Botterdam, 1767). Ax. on a cber. or,
betw. three bezants a crescent gil. charged with an annulet
of the second.
Crett A broken globe surmounted of a
rainbow ppr. Motto—-At spes infracta.
Hoi>e (Grangefleld, co. Derby; traceable to the reign of
James 1.). Ar. a chev. engr. »a. betw. three Cornish
choughs ppr. Crest A Cornish chough rising ppr.
(Bev. Cbables Stease Hope, Bector of All Saints,
CO. Derby). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three Cornish
choughs ppr. Crest A Cornish chough with wings expanded
ppr.
(Korthall Court, co. Middlesex). Enn. two chev. engr.
82. betw. three escallops gn.
(Llandriendred).
Ar. three storks sa. quartering
Muddleton, of Chirk.
(WiuxAM Williams Hope, Esq., of London). Az. a
chev. or, betw. three bezants, a bordure of the second,
quartering Williams, viz., Ar. a greyhound courant
sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. a bordure engr.
AZ. charged with ft>ur crosses crosslet or, smd as many
bezants alternately. Crests Ist, Hope:
globe fractured
ppr. charged with an anchor sa. over the globe a rainbow
2nd, Williams: A cubit arm erect, habited sa. charged
irith a cross crosslet or, cuffed gold, the band holding
two sprigs of oak in saltire ppr. acomed also gold, on the
hand a Cornish chough statant also ppr.
(Northall Court, co. Middlesex). Erm. two chevronels
engr. az. betw. three escallops gu.
(Mullingar, co. Westmeatb; Fun. Ent. of Thomas, son
of Waltbb Hope, of that place, d. 26 Feb. 1611). Ar. a pile
engr. ermines betw. two lions' heads erased gu. langued az. a
chief vair, a border vert. Crett
A palm tree ppr.
Hopkins (Oving House, co. Bucks, and Coventry, co. Warwick). Sa. on a chev. betw. three pistols or, as many roses
gu.
C)-est
A tower per bend indented ar. and gu. flames
issuing from ihe top and windows ppr.
Hopkins (Newland, co. Gloucester, and Lincoln's Inn,
London; granted 1734). Enn. on a fesse gu. a lion pass.
gnard. ar. a canton of the second charged with a rose or.
Crett— An ostrich's head couped erm. holding in the beak a
1854).

Hope

—

—

Hope

—

Hope

Hopkinson

granted temp. Elizabeth,
and now borne by Fbancis Hopkinson, Esq.).
Az. on

a chev.

(Alford, co. Lincoln

ar. betw.

;

three estoiles or,

a bordure of the third.

Crett

many

as

lozenges go.

— A demi lion ramp. sa. armed

and incensed gu.

Hopkinson

Vert three pillows

(Loftboose, co. Tork).

erm.

Hopkinson.

Az. on a chev. betw. three trefoils ar. as
many lozenges gu. a bordure of the third.
Hopkirk (Dalbeth, co. Lanark). Ou. a saltire engr. ar.
betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Crat An arm in armour ppr.
pointing with one finger to a crescent in dexter chief ar.
Motto Spero procedere.
Hopley (granted to Geobge AcoirsTas Hoplet, Esq., of
Charlestown, South Carolina, U.S., son of Joseph Hoplet,
Esq., sometime Governor of St. Vincent). Ar. on a fess gu.
cotised wavy sa. three crescents or, all betw. as many pheons
of the third, in the centre chief point a lion ramp, of the
Out of a mural crown gu. a garb or, issoant
second. Crest
therefrom a serpent ppr. IJotto— In copia cautus.
Hopley (Liverpool). Per fesse gu. and sa. a gryphon
segreant ar. betw. two flaunches vair. Crett
A stag's head
afProntee erased ppr. gorged with a collar gemel az. betw.

—

—

—

—

—

two ears of wheat or. Motto Semper vigilans.
Hoppe. Vert a swan, wings endorsed ar. Crest A demi
swan, wings endorsed ppr.
Hopper (Hermitage, co. Durham). Gyronny of eight sa.
and erm. over all a tower triple-towered ar. masoned of the

—

Crest— A tower, as in the arms.

flrst.

—Snbditoa

JIfotto

salus regni.

fldelis regis et

Hope

Hopper (Silksworth,

Hope

Crest —A tower, as in the arms.
Hopper (co. Devon). Gyronny of eight or and erm. over all

—

A

Hope
Hope

—

—

key

a tower triple-towered

(Arundel, co. Sussex).

Same Arms and

Crest.

(Tidmarsh House, co. Berks). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three pistols or, as many roses gu. Crett ^A castle in flames
ppr.
Motto Inter primos.
Hopkins (exemplified, 20 Jan. 1773, to Bond, of Hackney, on
taking, by sign manual, the name and arms of Hopkins).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. on a chev. erminois betw. three
pistols or, as many roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr., for
Hopkins ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. pean three bezants,
for Bond.
Creits
Ist, Hopkins: A castle in flames ppr.
charged with two pellets in fesse ; 2nd, Bond : A lion sejant
erm.
Hopkins (Atbboy, co. Meath, hart., extinct ; confirmed by
Portescue, Ulster, 1789, to Fbancis Hopkins, Esq., who was
created a bart. 1796, and d. i. p.).
Sa. on a chev. betw.
three dexter gauntlets or, as many roses gu. seeded gold.
Crest
A tower ar. flamiiiant ppr.
Hopkins (Maryland; gi-anted 1764). Sa. on a chev. betw.
two pistols in chief or, and a silver medal, with the French
king's bu«t, inscribed Louis XV., tied at the top with a red
ribbon in base, a laurel chaplet in the centre, a scalp on a
•taff on the dexter, and a tomahawk on the sinister all ppr.
» chief embattled ar. Crett— A rock, over the top a battery
In perspective, thereon the French flag hoisted, an officer of
the Queen's Koyal American Rangers on the said rock,
•wortl In hand, all ppr. ; round the crest this Afo»o— Inter

—

—

—

—

priiiiOB.

ar.

Hopper-'Williamson (Becorder of Newcastle-upon-Tyne).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gyronny of eight sa. and erm. over
a tower triple-towered ar. masoned of the flrst; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. three annulets, and in chief two saltires ga.

all

Same

C]-est

as the

last.

Hopper (Scotland). Ar. three roses gu.
Hopperton (near Wakefield). Gu. a crescent or,

in chief a

label of three points ar. points or, each charged with
let az.

a mul-

— A stag's

Hoppey.

Paly of six ar. and az. a chief or. Crest
head cabossed gu. betw. the altires a cross crosslet

fitchee of

the last.

Hoppey. Same
a

Arms.

Crest— A dexter hand ppr. holding

fieur-de-lis in pale az.

Hopson

(exemplified to Wiluam Onolet, Esq., of Minster,
in the Isle of Sbeppey, co. Kent, Captain in the 7th Garrison Battalion, on his assuming, by sign manual, dated

27 Feb. 1824, the surname and arms of Hopson). Per pale ar.
and or, on a chev. engr. az. betw. three torteaux as many
cinquefoils of the first, a chief engr. chequy of the second and
third. Crest
A mount vert, thereon a griffin pass, or, wings
elevated, chequy of the last and az. the dexter claw resting

—

upon a

az.

Hopkins
Hopkins

Durham). Gyronny of eight sa. and
erm. over all a tower triple-towered ar. masoned of the first.
co.

cinquefoil vert.

Hopson.

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three torteaux as many
flrst, a chief counter-coniponee of the second
and or. Crest A stag lodged ppr.
(Hopton, co. Salop, temp. King Stephen).
On.
semee of crosses pattee fitchee a lion ramp. or.
(Canon Frome, co. Hereford). Same Arms. Crett—
Out of a ducal coronet or, a gnffln's head ar. in the beak a
bleeding hand ppr.
(Hopton, CO. Hereford).
Gu. scm6e of crosses
Crest
On a lion's head erased
crosslet a lion ramp. or.
or, a bend gu. charged with three crosses crosslet of the
roses of the

—

Hopton
Hopton

Hopton

—

flrst.

Hopton (co.

Somerset, and Blithbon, co. Suffolk). Erm. two
bars sa. on «>ch three mullets or. Crest
A griflin pass. ar.
holding in the dexter claw a stone sa.
created 1643, extinct
{Lord HoptoTt, of Stratton

Hopton
1662).

—

;

Same Arms.

Hopton

(Ermeley Hall).

Ar. two bars

sa. on each three
mullets pierced of the flrst.
Gu.a lion ramp,
(CO. Gloucester, temp. F.dward I.).
or, within an orle of crosses crosslet of the Inst.
(co. Gloucester).
Ar. crusily fitchee sa. a lion ramp,

Hopton
Hopton
az.

Hopton (co.

Suffolk).
Ar. a chev. az. and label of three
points of the second, each charged with five bezants.
(Armly Hall, co. York). Ar. a fesse sa. in chief

Hopton

three martlets gu.

Hopkinson
three estoiles

(Bonsol, co. Derby).
or, as

506

Az. on a chev. ar. betw.
the third.

many lozenges gu. a bordure of

Hopton

(co. York).
Ar. two bars sa. each charged with
three mullets of six points or.

A

HOP
Bopton (CO. York).

Ar. two

ban n.

on each three mnUets

Horell

(co.

Lancaster).

Sa.

on a

fesae battelly ar. three

torteaux.

or.

Hopton.

az. (another

a chev.

At.

adds a label of three

Hopton.
Hopton.

Gu. a demi lion erect in a tun ar.
Az. a bend cotised ar. betw. six crosses patt^

Horkesley (Horkesley,
or,

a bordure engr. gu. platee.
Ar. three bares playing on bag(co. Devon).

irithin

Hopwell

pipes gu. two and one.
Hopwood (Hopwood, CO. Lancaster). Barry of six ar. and
ert, on the second an escallop of the first.
Hopwood (Chopwood). Paly of six ar. and vert. Crat
Oat of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's bead per pale ar. and

a

a pile az.

co. Lancaster).

or and vert, on a canton sa. a millrind in pale of the first.
Crat A dexter hand fessewise couped at the wrist ppr.
holding an escallop or. Motto Gradatim.
'Vert three lions
(co. Galway ; Reg. Ulster's Office).

—

—

Horan

ramp. or. Crest — A demi lion ramp. or.
Horbyn, or Horbon (co. Tork). Barry of

Crest

sa.

co. Salop).

— A nag's head couped

Az. on a chief
ar.

maned or.

Horde. Az. on a chief ar. a fleur-de-lis of the field.
Hordeby. Gu. a fesse dancettee ar. betw. ten billets of

four in chief, and three, two, and one in base.
Per pale ar. and sa. two wolves pass.
(etw Kent).
betw. three quatrefoils in pale within a bordure all counter-

Horden

changed.

Horden.

Per pale ar. and sa. two wolves betw. three
cinquefoilB in pale counterchanged within a bordure per pale
A demi wolf quarterly sa. and ar. holding
gu. and or. Creft
in the dexter foot a quatrefoil qo&rterly of the second and

—

first.

Gu.
on a cross raguly ar. an arrow in pale, the pheon upwards sa.
in the first and fourth quarters a wolfs head erased erminois.
Cre»t—kn ox's head cabossed gu. armed or, surmounting
two arrows in saltire of the last, barbed and flighted ar.

Wexford descended from Sir William
one of the Norman knights who invaded Ireland
Visit. Wexford, 1618).
in 1170.
Ar. an eagle displ. az.
Oreit
A demi eagle az. Motto Constanter.
Hore (Shandon, co. Waterford ; the daus. and co-heirs of the
last Matthew Hobe, Esq., of Shandon Castle,
were,
;

U HoBE,

—

Uabella, m. JoBK DoNELLAM, Esq., of Ballydonellan, co.
Galway; Mabt, m. 1756, Sir Patbick Bellew, Bart.;
and BoNOBA, m, 1765, Micbasl Atlmeb, Esq., of Lyons).
Same Arms, &c., with the due mark of diff.
Hore (Killsallachan, co. Dublin, a branch of Hobe, of Pole
Hore; Fun. Ent. of Mabt, dau. of Phiup Hobs, of that
place, d. 3 July, 1627). Same Armt.
Hore (Ballysbelan, co. Wexford; a branch of Hore, of Pole
Hore; Fun. Ent. of Philip Hobe, d. 24 Feb. 1630). Same
Armt, eagle charged with a crescent ar. for diff.
Hore (Harperstown, co. Wexford Matthew lb Hobe, temp.
Edward lll.,m. Aoatba, dau. and heir of Philip le Eabpeb,
Lord of Harperstown. Visit Wexford, 1618). Same Arms
and Crtit, a crescent for diff.
Afotto— Constanter.
Hore (Cadiz, in Spain certified 1767, by Hawkins, Ulster, to
Htacinth Hobe, Esq., of that place, descended from the
house of Harperstown, co. Wexford). Same Armt, Crett,
and Motto.
Hore-Buthven (Saron Ruthven). See Kothven.
Hore (Risford, parish of Chagford, co, Devon John Hobe,
of that place Visit. 1620, eighth in descent from Robebt
Hobe, temp. Edward III., m. Alice, dau. of Rowland ds
BiFFOBO). Sa. an eagle with two heads displ. and a border
;

;

;

;

engr. ar.
(confirmed to Sir Johm Hobe, co. Warwick; Edith,
dau. and heir of John Hobe, temp. Henry VII., m.
Rowland Pddset, ancestor of Pudsey, of EUesfield, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1634). Sa. three cintjuefoils ar. pieced

bend

Horem

(Trenowth, co. Cornwall).

Az. on a

ar. three torteaux.

Hore, or Horem. Same Armt. Crest— A. hand

holding

a sickle ppr.

Hore
Hore.

Hormiston

Horn

—

Motto —Nil desperandum.

ar.

a cinquefoil of the

first.

Horn (co. Salop). Gu. a fesse vair.
Horn (CO. Sussex). Gu. a fret vair.

Cfrest—An owl ppr.

H'Om.

Ar. a lion ramp, guard, gu.
(Westhall, co. Aberdeen; heiress m. Dalbthple, of
Drummore. See Dalbymple). As recorded 1685 Ar. a.
fesse wavy cotised az. betw. three unicorns' heads couped in
chief and a buglehorn in ba.se, garnished of the first, stringed
of the third. Crest A buglehorn az. garnished and stringed
ar. Motto
Monitus munitus. Altered, 1725, to or, three
hunting horns gu. Crest Two horns conjoined, parted per
fess or and sa.
Motto Moneo et munio.
(Edinburgh, 1855). Az. a fess or, betw. two hunting
horns in chief of the second and a bear's head in base erased
ar. muzzled sa.
Crest—
hunting horn or, stringed az.
Motto ^Monitus munitus.
(Hornacot. co. Cornwall).
Gu. a buglehorn
stringed or.
Hornbrook (Tavistock, co. Devon). Ar. two bars wavy
betw. six crescents, three, two, and one, az.
(Dalton Hall, co. Lancaster). Or, two chevronels
betw. three buglehoms, the mouths to dexter sa. on a chief
of the last three eagles' legs erased of the first; this family
also bore: Or, a chev. betw. three buglehoms, mouths to
Crest
sinister sa.
A buglehorn of the arms stringed, and
below the string a pheon gu.
(Ribby Hall, co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. vert in
base a buglehorn stringed sa. on a chief of the second two
buglehoms of the field. Crest A buglehorn stringed sa.
and passing through the knot in fesse an arrow, point
towards the sinister or. Motto—Crede cornu.
(Liverpool). Same Arms, &c.
Gu. on a fesse erm. betw. three
(co. Lincoln).
buglehoms stringed ar. aa many boars' heads ersised or.
(Newcastle-upon-Tyne). Ar. on a fesse betw. three
buglehoms sa. stringed gu. as many fleurs-de-lis of the

—

—

—

—

Horn

A

—

Homacot

—

—

Hornby
Hornby
Hornby
field.

Hornby.

Ar, a chev. betw. three buglehoms sa. (another,
A leopard pass. ppr.
stringed gu.). Crest
Ar. a chev. betw. three buglehoms sa. Crett
Roman soldier in full armour ppr.
Hornby. Ar. three buglehoms stringed gu.
Sa. fretty ar. a label of three points gu.

—

—

Hornby.

Hombye.

Horncastle publin;
Erm. a chev. gu. on

granted by Carney, Ulster, 1683).
two towers ar. C^-est—

a chief vert

unicorn's head erased vert, armed and maned or, charged on
the neck with a trefoil gold.
Per chev. erm. and vert, on a chief gu. three
towers ar. Crest On a chapeau a serpent nowed all ppr.
Hornden (co. Kent). Ar. a buglehom garnished and

Horncastle.

—

stringed sa.
(Pencrebar, co. Cornwall). Ar. a heron volant in
fesse az. membered or, betw. three escallops sa.
Ar. two bars vair.
(Saresden House, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Ar.
on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three unicorns' heads erased az. a

Homdon
Home.

Home

crescent or.

Hore

Here, or

erased

Hornby

JIfotto— Fortiter ac sapienter.

—

—A lizard guard, sa.

Hornby

Hordentyn. Or, a bend betw. six billets az.
Hordern (Oxley House, co. Stafford, and Dunstal Hall).

(Pole Hore, co.

Crest

or.

—

the

last,

Hore

Horley. Ar. a chev. az. betv. three magpies ppr.
Horley. Sa. a fret erm.
Hoirman. Az. a bend ar. betw. two pelicans' heads

Horn
eight ar. and

az.

Hord (Herd's Park, and Walford,

Erm. on a chief indented

or.

Horn (Germany). Or, three btlglehoms sa.
Horn (co. Norfolk). Gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three heronft

Or,

az.

Or,

ramp.

Paly nebnly of six

(Droitwich and Milton, co. Hereford).

Hopwood (co. Salop).
Hopwood (Blackburn,

az. three lions

pile

aa.

a raven

Ar. on a chev. gu. three (another,

co. Essex).

(Honniston, Scotland;.
Ar. three pelicans
vulning themselves gu.
(Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham). Gu. three herons
ar.
Crest ^A heron close ppr. holding in the bill a standard
staff, the banner flotant, thereon the word " Hastings."

—

Hopwood

Horevill, or HorvilL
five) bezants.

points enn.).

or,

HOB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

(Thomas Dabbell, Esq., Scotney, temp. Henry VII.,
m. Elizabeth, dau. and heir of James Hobne, Esq., of
Bethersden, co. Kent. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three hunting horns sa. stringed or, as many mullets of the last.
(Wesenhem, co. Norfolk ; Thomasine, dau. and co-heir
of Edwabd Hobne, m. William, son of John Gamaoe, of

Home

Coytiff, CO.

Glamorgan.

Visit.

London, 1568).

Gu.

firetty

vair.

Devon and Norfolk). Sa. a bend or.
Vert a stag s head cabossed ar. betw.

Home

(cos.

CHMS form^

Home

of the latt.

607

tbft stlires

a

Lord Mayor of London, 1487).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three talbots pass. ar. a buglehom
(co.

Cambridge,

A

AA

HOB

Hornyold (Bredon, co. Worcester).

Home (CO. Kent).
as many estoiles of six points (another, mxillets) or.
Home Kent). Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three buglehorns
t&.

(CO.

—

mullets pierced gu. Crest
A hand gu. holding
a hawk's lure ar.
(Sir William Hokne, Q.C, a Master in Chancery,
knighted when Solicitor-General, 24 Nov. 1830). Ar. on a
chev. engr. gu. betw. three buglehorns sa. stringed of the
second, as many mullets of the field. Crest A bull's head
couped ar.
(London). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
buglehorns sa. as many mullets pierced of the first.
Home, or Horn (co. Oxford). Gu. three chev. or. Crest
A unicorn's head erased az. semee of mascles or.
or, as

many

Home

Az. on a bend embattled
counter-embattled betw. two fishes in bend ar. a greyhound
courant betw. two escallops sa. all within a bordare or,
charged with ten torteaux.
Horold. Gu. three crosses moline erm.
Ar. a lion ramp, guard, gn.
(Sir Gebabd).
Horrell. Ar. three torteaux in bend cotised gu. a chief as.
Crest
A crow feeding ppr.

Horon

—

—

Horrocks

Home

—

Home

(Stoke, co. Warwick confirmed by the Deputies of
Camden, Clarenceux, to Beginalo Hobne, grandson of
Beginald Hobke, Esq., co. Salop). Gu. a fess vair.
(Auld's Arnold, cos. Salop and Sussex.). Same Arms.
;

Home

Home.

Sa. three buglehorns ar.

Crest

— A buglehom,

as in

the arms.

Home

Az. three chevronels ar.
Sa. on a chev. betw. three talbots pass. ar. a bugleof the field, stringed gu. Crest— A talbot sejant ar.
(co. Stafford).

Home.
hom

and lined or.
Erm. three

collared

Home.
couped

bulls pass. or.

Ci-fst

—A

head

bull's

or.

Home.

Gyronny of eight or and az. on a bend counterembattled arm. three unicorns' heads couped sa.
Ar. a leopard ramp. gu.
Ar. three buglehorns in pale sa.
(Edwabd Horne, Esq., of the Leasowes, Hales Owen,
Gu. three chevronels or.
CO. Salop, Sheriff 1780).
Or, three bxmting horns gu. stringed sa.
(Beg. Ulster's Office). Az. a chev. betw. three
hunting horns ar. stringed sa.
Horneck (St. Margaret's, Westminster; granted June, 177'2).
Ar. three buglehorns, one in chief and two in base, counterembowed az. adorned, stringed, and garnished or. Crest
trunk of a tree couped ppr. from the sinister chief comer
a fresh branch sprouting vert.
(co. Dorset.)
Sa. on a bend betw. six crosses form^

Home.
Home.

Home

Homeby.

Hombey

—

Homer

ar. three

buglehoms

Homer (Caleford,

Crest

Sa. three

—A

talbot eejant ar. collared

and

ar. three

Sa. on a bend betw. six crosses patt^
buglehoms stringed of the first.

fltch^e

Homer.

Ar. three buglehorns sa. garnished or.
Quarterly, 1st, sa. three
co. Somerset).
Hobneb (granted 1584) ; 2nd, gu. ahorse
armed or, bridled and saddled of the first, with a plume on
bis head and trappings, and on his shoulder a cinquefoil of
the last, on his hip an escutcheon charged with a cross, all
betw. three garbs of the second, for Malt; 3rd, az. abend
engr. ar. cotised or, for Fobtescce; 4th, sa. three mullets
pierced in bend betw. two bendlets and two annulets or, for
Hippiblet. Crest A talbot sejant ar. collared and lined or.
ilotto
Tyme tryeth troth.
Ar. three buglehorns in pale gu. Crest A griffin
sejant ppr. resting the foot on a shield of the arms.
(cO. Lincoln, 1640).
Or, a fess barry wavy ar.
and az. in chief two annulets sa. and a pellet In base.
Homhill. Or, three roses gu.
(granted 16 Dec. 1663). Barry wavy of six
ar. and az. over all three crescents sa.
Hornley,
or
Or, three buglehoms gu.

Homer

Lark

co. Lancaster).

Hill,

Or,

a fret

a bee volant betw. two shuttles in
pale of the first. Ci-est On a rock an eagle with wings
endorsed
ppr.
pendent from the beak a shield
elevated and
gu. charged with a hank of cotton ar.
Horrocks. Or, a fret az. on a chief of the last two bees
volant of the first. Crest On a mount a hawk with wings
endorsed ppr. Motto— Spe.
Horsby. Ar. two horses courant in pale gu.
Horscote. Ar. a cross sarcelly betw. four roses or. Crest—
A chevalier in full armour, holding in the dexter hand a
scymitar all ppr.
Horsburgrh (that Ilk). Az. a horse's head couped ar.
Crest
A horse's head. Motto^Xgre de tramite recto.
Horsefall (Staresgall, co. York; granted 1612). Gu- a
bezant betw. three horses' beads couped ar. bridled az. Crest
A horse's head couped erm.
Horsefall. Gu. three horses' heads couped ar. Crest—On
a ducal coronet or, a swan with wings endorsed ar. ducally
gorged gu.
Horsefield, or Horsford. Az. on a chev, ar. three lions'
heads erased of the first. Crest Out of a aucal coronet a
demi pegasus.
Horseley. Az. a fesse or, betw. three horses' heads erased
ar. bridled gu. within a bordure gobonated of the third and
last

—

—

—

—

—

vert.

Horseman

(Bipon, co. York).

Ar. three dexter hands in

pale sa.

Horseman

(granted 1590). Or, three caltraps gu. Orestr—
Flames of fire ppr. issuing from a cup or.
Horseman. Az. a horse bamacle or, betw. three plates, on
a chief per fess indented of the first and purp. two estoiles
of sixteen points of the second, in the centre of each a rose

Horsemonden.

Gu. a saltire or, over all a fesse as.
charged with three leopards' faces or.
(Worvill, co. Berks; granted 17 Feb. 1740). Ar.
a cross dovetailed betw. four mullets az. Crest Out of a
mural crown ar. a horse's head, dim colour, maned sa. gorged
with a collar dovetailed az.
Horsey, de Horsey (Great Glemham, co. Suffolk borne
by Bear-Admiral Aloebnon de Hobset, Melcombe House,
West Cowes). Az. three horses' beads couped or, bridled
ar.
Crest
A horse's Mead couped ar. armed up to the neck
and face down to the nose, with a spike in the forehead or,
bridled e
with three plumes of feathers or, az., and gu.
Horsey ^.j. Berks). Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three lions ramp.

Horsenail

lined or.

Homer.

(Preston,

on a chief of the

az.

ar.

or.

co. Somerset; granted 1684).

talbots pass. ar.

HOB
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Ar. on a chev. betw. three buglehorns

(Mells,

talbots pass, ar., for

—

—

—

Homes.

Homesey

Homibrooke

Homly,

Homsby,

or

Homeley.

Homesby (Grantham).

six crosses crosslet or.

Homsey.

Crest

Gu. a bend betw.

— A demi bear ramp.

—

;

—
.

gu.

Horsey

(Clifton, co. Dorset,

co. Somerset).

Az.

tliree

Horsey
neck

(co. Dorset).

Az. three horses' heads couped at the

or, bridled ar.

Horsey

(Diggeswell, co. Hertford, and Mortine, co. Wilts).
Az. three horses' beads couped in armour or. Crest
horse's head in armour ar. bridle and reins or.
(Honington, co. Warwick
confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Hanibal Hobset, son of

—

Horsey

;

John Hobset,
couped

bridled or.

ar.

plumed

bridled ar.

Az.

Esq., co. Wilts).
Crest

—A

three horses' heads

horse's

head couped and

az.

Horsfall

sa.

Or, on a fesse per pale ar. and sa. a fesse wavy
countcrchnneed betw. three annulets of the third. Crest
A rock ppr. 7l/o»a— Semper eadem.
Hornsey. Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet ar.
HoniBley. Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet (another,

—

(granted to James Hobsfall, of Birmingham, 19
June, 1861). Quarterly, gu. and az. a millrind fessways or,
betw. three horses' heads erased ar. Crest On the stem of a
tree leaved vert, a horse's head erased ar. a collar gemel

—

RU.

Bight Eev. Jobm
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1635, of his son-in-law, Henbt Mainwabino, Master in
Chancery). Gu. three horses' heads couped ar. bridled or.
Horsham. Az. two bends ar. (another, or) on each three

Horsfall

(Bishop of Ossory, 1686-1609;

Horsfall, a native of

fltch^e) ar.

Hornyold

(Blackmore Park and Hanley Castle, co. Worcester; name anciently written deHobninowold, Hobntnowold,
and HoBNTwoLD, oupposed to be of Saxon origin, one of the
five remaining Worcestershire families which entered their
arms at the first Visitation of the county in '1633. The then
head of the family was John Hohntold, of Standon, Herts,
and Hanley, co. Worcester, Knight of Malta, Governor of
Calais, and Auditor of the Exchequer.
He was the grantee
of Blackmore Park).
Ar. on a bend embattled counterembattled ar. a wolf pasi. betw. two escallops sa. Crest
demi unicom gu. crined, hoofed, and armed or. Motto
Fidem tene.

—

—
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and

horses' heads couped or, bridled gu.

co.

York

;

mullets gu.

Horsham.

Az. three bendlets

or,

on each as many mullets

gu.

Horsham.

Az. three bends or, on the middle bend as many
mullets pierced gu.
Horsham. Az. three bends or, each charged in the centre
wiMi a mullet gu.
Horsham,
of (co. Sussex). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
resting the dexter hind foot on the letter H.

Town

A

A

HOB
Homke.

Borsley (Horsley, co. Northumberland). Gn. three horses'
heada erased ar. Crest— A. horse's head erased ar.
Horsley-Beresford {Baron Dedes). See Bebesfokd.
Horsley (Little Hellingbury, co. Hertford). Gu. three
Crest
A horse's head
horses' heads couped ar. bridled or.
couped ar. bridled or.
Horsley (co. Northampton). Ar. a chief pi.

—

Horsley

Sa. three cinquefoils
(Sherpenbeck, co. York).
within a bordure engr. ar.
Horsley (co. York Bobebt Hobslet, temp. Richard 11.).
Gu. three horses' heads erased ar. bridled sa.
Horsley. Az. a fesse or, betw. three horses' heads erased
ar. bridled gold, within a bordure gobonated of the second
;

and first (another, of the third and vert).
Horsley. Az. on a cross quarterly pierced betw. four

many escallops of the first.
Az. a cross pierced betw. four escallops ar.

Horsman, or Horseman
pair of barnacles in pale or.
bridled and plumed ppr.

Horsman

(Sleaford, co. Lincoln).

Cre»t

—A

castle

Az. a

on

Or, three sinister

fire

Horsman

Horsman

on a chief of the

first

three quatrefoils pierced ar.

Horspoole (Simon Hobspoole, citizen and Draper of London, son of John Hobspole, of London. Visit. London, 1568).
Sa. on a cher. ar. three lions' heads erased of the field.
A demi pegasus erased, wings expanded erm. girded
Crtst
round the loins with a ducal coronet or.
Hort (Castle Strange, co. Middlesex, and Hortland, co.
Kildare, hart.). Az. a cross or, in the first quarter a rose ar.
An eagle reguard. wings expanded ppr. in the beak a
Crttt

—

—

chaplet vert.

Hortford

(co. Huntingdon; John Hobtfobd, citizen of
London, eldest son of Bobet Hobttobd, of the former county.
Barry nebulee of six or and az. on a
Visit. London, 1568).
chief sa. three stags' heads cabossed of the first. Crett
dexter arm erect, couped at the elbow, vested per pale ar.
holding in the hand a stag's horn sa.
Horton (Chadderton, co. Lancaster, hart., extinct 1821).
Ga. a lion ramp. ar. charged on the breast with a boar's
head couped az. a bordure engr. of the second. Crest
red rose seeded and barbed ppr. surroimded with two laurel
branches vert. Motto Pro rege et lege.
Horton (Howroyde, co. York). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, same
Arm* 2nd and 3rd, per bend sinister erm. and sa. a lion
ramp. ar. Same Crest as the last.
Horton (Tattemall, co. Bedford). Ar. a stag's head cabossed

—

—

—

;

sa.

Horton

orleways ppr.

Horton (WiLUAM Hobton "de

Forest," co. Cumberland).
Gu. a fesse sa. betw. three pillows ur.
(Southwark, Albert Square, Lambeth, co. Surrey,
and of Ystrad, co. Carmarthen). Per saltire or and gu. two
stags' heads caboshed in pale, and as many bugles stringed
in fesse counterchanged.
Crest
A demi stag gu. semee
of cinquefoils or, resting the sinister foot upon a millrind

Horton

—

.i/o«o—Vigilo et spero.
Horton (quartered by Osbaldeston, through Wkntwobth).
gold.

Horton.

ppr.
Az. a pair of barnacles
(cos. Norfolk and Sussex).
or, betw. three plates, on a chief indented per fesse of the first
and purp. three roses ar.
Az. bezantee a pair of barnacles or,
(co. Sussex).
Crest

—

last.

— A horse's head in armour Horwood (co. Huntingdon). Sa. three bars erm. cotised or.
^Crest — A crow, wings expanded, pierced through the breast

(Kensington, co. Middlesex).

gauntlets sa.

—

and a crossbow of the last in base. Crest An arm gu,
couped at the elbow, holding in the hand ppr. an arrow az.
feathered and barbed or, point downwards of the third, and a.
branch of roses erect ar. leaved vert, a crescent of the fourth
on the arm.
Horton. Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. ar. Crut
A cinquefoil gu. within two branches of laurel disposed

Ar. a cross formee fitchee sa.
Ar. three bars sa. in chief two mullets of the

escallops or, as

Horsley.
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At. three adders' beadti erased in pale az. itinga

Sa. a stfig's

(Howie, co. Chester).

head cabossed

with an arrow point upwards.
(CO. Stafford).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three bucks'
heads cabossed sa. a crescent or.
Horwood. Erm. four bars gemelles componee or and

Horwood
sa.

Hose

(Kentish Town, co. Middlesex granted 3 Feb. 1806).
Erm. on a mount vert a beaver ppr. a chief az. charged with
an anchor erect, cabled or, betw. two eagles' heads erased
;

—

beaked gold. Crest A reindeer's head couped ppr.
gorged with a collar erminois, fimbriated ar.
Hose. Ar. three legs couped at the thigh gu. Crest
Uon's head erased.
Hose, de la. Ar. three men's hose ga.
ar.

tired or,

—h.

Hoseason

(Jamaica, originally of Zetland ; recorded 1808).
Quarterly, let and 4th, ar. an arm In armour, holding a pair
of balances az. and in base a sword and Boman fasces in sal-

Hoseason; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a saltire gn.
a chief of the second, for Bbdcb. Crett
eagle reguard. rising from a rock ppr.
Motto—la

tire all ppr., for

a mullet

—An

of the

first,

recto decus.

Hosier

(Croukton, co. Salop). Per bend sinister erm. and
ermines a lion ramp. or. Crest On a chapeau az. turned up
or, a talbot sejant.
Hosier (impalement Fun. Ent., Eenbt Chesbibb, Sheriff of
Dublin, d. 5 Oct. 1622, m. Maboabet Hosieb). Quarterly, or
and sa. a cross, each end terminating in two eagles' heads
quarterly gu. and of the first.
Hosken (Cannes and Ellenglaze, co. Cornwall). Per pale
gu. and az. on a chev. or, betw. three lions pass. ar. as many
cinquefoils of the first. Motto
Vis unita fortior.
Hosken (monument in Bodmin Church, Bev. Anthony
Hosken, 1791). Per pale az. and gu. a chev. betw. three Uons

—

—

ramp.

ar.

Hoskins

or.

Horton

(Catton, co. Derby; seated there more than four
hundred years). Sa. a stag's head cabossed ar. attired or.
Crest On waves of the sea ppr. a spear erect or, headed ar.

—

enfiled with

a dolphin also ppr.

Horton (Wilmot-Hobton,

Bart., of Osmaston and Catten,
Derby exemplified to Sir Robebt Wilmot, third bart.,
on his assuming the additional name of Hobton). Ist and
4th, Hobton, viz.
sa. a stag's head cabossed ar. attired
or; 2nd and 3rd, Wilmot, viz. sa. on a fess or, betw. three
CO.

;

:

:

heads couped ar. as many escallops gu. the whole
within a bordure engr. of the third. Crests
Ist, Hobton:
Out of waves of the sea ppr. a tilting spear erect or,
headed and enfiled with a dolphin ar. finned gold
2nd,
WiuioT An eagle's head couped ar. gorged with a collar
engT''. az. holding in the beak an escallop gu.
Horton (The Holt, co. Northampton). Per fesse az. and sa.
a stag's head cabossed in base and in chief three roses ar.
Crest— k dolphin naiant ar. in front of a tilting spear erect
and two spears saltirewise or. Motto Perseverantia palmam
eagles'

—

;

:

—

obtinebit.

Horton
and two

(co. Kent).
Per pale ar.
otters counterchanged.

Horton

and

(Hullington, CO. Somerset,

sa.

three cinquefoils

and nford,

co.

Wilts).

Ar. on a fesse az. betw. two wolves pass, in chief and a crossbow in base gu. three martlets or. Crest— A cubit arm erect,
vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. an arrow az.
feathered and barbed or.

Horton

(co.

Somerset).

Ar. a stag's head cabossed sa.

attired or.

Horton
Horton.

(Wales).

Sa. three bends engr. a canton or.
Or, a chev. az. betw. two wolves pass, in chief gu.
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at-

granted by Segar). Barry of six
(co. Monmonth
or and vert, a bordure erm.
Two limbs of a tree
Crest
raguled and couped in saltire ar. the sinister surmounting
the dexter.
Hoskins (Higham, co. Cumberland). Per pale gu. and az.
a chev. engr. or, betw. three lions ramp. ar.
Crest
cock's head erased or, pellett^e, combed and wattled gn.
betw. two wings expanded of the first. 3fo«o—Virtute noa
;

—

—

verbis.

Hoskins (North Perrott Manor, co. Somerset).
and

a chev. engr.

Per pale gn.

—

betw. three lions ramp. ar. Crett
combed and wattled gu.
betw. two wings expanded of the first.
Motto Finem

A

az.

or,

cock's head erased or, pellettee,

—

respice.

Hoskins

(Oxted, co. Surrey). Per pale gu. and az. a chev.
engr. or, betw. three lions ramp. ar. Crest A cock's head

—

erased or, pellettee, combed and wattled gu. betw. two wings
expanded of the first.
Hoskins. Barry of six or and vert, a bordure gu.
Hoskins (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1666). Gu. achev. engr.
or, betw. three lions ramp. ar.
(Harewood, co. Hereford, bart.). Per pale az.
and gu. a chev. betw. three Uons ramp. or. Crest A lion's
head erased or, issuing out of a ducal coronet, fiames of fire
from the mouth ppr. crowned of the first.

Hoskyns

Hosk3ms

—

(Wben-Hosktns, Wroxhall Abbey, co. Warwick;
Chancos Hoskyns, second son of Sir HtTNOBBBart., of Harewood, who assumed, on marrying, in 1837, Theodosia Anke Martha, dau. and heir of
Wben,
Christopheb
Esq., of Wroxhall Abbey, the additional
surname and arms of that family, descended in direct line
from the celebrated Sir Chbistofbeb Wben). Same Arm*
exemplified to

FOBD Hosetns,

A
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as HosKTNs, Bart., quartering Wben, viz., ar. a chev. betw.
three lions' beads erased az. on a cbief gu. three crosses
Crests
Ist, as Hosktns,
croaslet or, a canton of the first.
Bart., a crescent az. for distinction 2nd, Wben A lion's
head erased ar. (formerly the bead was borne az.) pierced
by a broken spear, broken off on the dexter, cuspated on the
sinister, collared gu. with a cross crosslet of the last for disMottoes Vincula da linguae, Tel tibi lingua dabit,
tinction.
for HosETNS; Numero, pondere, et mensurS, for Wben,
ancient; Virtuti fortuna comes, Wben, modem.
Eoskyns (Bemenster). Per pale az. and gu. a chev. betw.

—

;

:

—

three lions or.

Sosse, or Hossey

Ar. a fesse betw. three

(co. Berks).

ramp. gu.
Az. a bull's head affront^e, couped at
1634).
the neck ar. attired or, betw. two wings of the last. Crest
Two wings endorsed or, charged with a crescent gu.
Eost, or Hoost (Middleburgh, Zealand, and Sandringham, CO. Norfolk). Same Amis. Crest Two wings endorsed
lions

Sost (London,

—

—

or.

Eoste, Bart.

Az. a bull's head affronts, couped at the
two wings or; and, as an honourable augmentation, in chief a naval crown, pendent therefrom by a
ribbon a representation of the gold medal given to the first
hart by the Prince Regent, for his distinguished conduct on
1st, of augmen13 March, 1811, subscribed " Lissa." Crests
tation Out of a naval crown, the rim encircled with a branch
of laurel, an arm embowed, vested in naval uniform, grasping a flag-staff, flowing therefrom a flag, inscribed " Cattaro." Zni, Family Crest: Two wings addorsed or. Motto

neck

ar. betw.

—

:

—

Fortitudine.

Eospital, Bethlehem

(founded as a Priory in 1247,
established as an hospital for lunatics in 1446, and refounded
by Edward VI. in 1546). Ar. two bars sa. a label of five
points throughout g^. on a chief az. an estoile of sixteen
points or, charged with a plate, thereon a cross of the third
betw. a human skull in a cup on the dexter side, and a
basket of bread, i.e., wastell cakes, all of the fifth, on the
sinister side.

Eospital, Sutton's, or CharterhoTise. Or, on a
Cher. betw. three annulets of the second as many crescents
of the

first.

Eosterly. Barry

of six ar. and sa.

Eoston. Ar. an inescutcheon gu.
Eostot (CO. Bedford). Az. a cross patonce

erm. betw. four

roses or.

Eotchkis

(Hoxwood, co. Salop). Per pale gu. and az. a
chev. engr. or, betw. three lions ratflp. ar. Crest
A cock's
or, betw. two wings displ. pellettee.
Eotensill. Or, on a fesse gu. three plates.
{Baron Holham). Barry of ten ar. and az. on a
canton or, a Cornish chough ppr. Crest A demi seaman
issuing out of the water ppr. holding in the dexter hand a
flaming sword ar. hilt and pommel or, on the sinister arm a
shield of the arms of Hotiiah.
Supporters Two seamen
habited, each holding a sword, the point resting on the

—

head erased

Eotham

—

—

ground

all

ppr.

ii/o«o— Lead on.

Eotham, or Hutham

(co.

York).

Or,

on a bend

sa.

three mullets ar. pierced gu.
(co. York.)
Ar. three bars sa.
Barry of six ar. and nz. a chief ermines and a
canton of the first (another, or).

Eotham

Eotham.
Eothctm.

Per fesse battelly ar. and az. on a canton

or,

a

martlet sa.

Eotham.

Az. two bars or, (another, ar.) a cbief per fesse
indented erm. and ar. a canton or.
Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets or (another, gu.
a pale lozengy ar.
another, barry of eight ar. and az. on
a canton sa. a martlet or).
Eothe. Per chev. (another, per fesse) or and vert, three
mullets counterchanged.
Eothersell (St. Bride's, London, 1615). Az. a lion ramp. or.
(Hothum, co. York, temp. Edward II.). Ar. four
bars az. a canton gu.

Eotham.

;

Eothum

Eothwayt, or Hothwarte.

Sa.

a

fret

erm.

Eotie.

Az. a chev. or, betw. three crescents ar.
(KUntham, co. Nottingham).
Sa. three dragons'
beads erect ami erased ar.
Crest A lion's gamb holding

Eotoft

—

up a human heart ppr.
Eotoft, or Hostetoft.

Az. a cross patt^e erm. betw.
four roses or, (another, az. a cross sarcelly ar.).
Sa. a boar's head erect couped ar. (another, az. a
chev. ar. betw. three bcznnts
another, sa. three congers'

Eotoft.

;

heads erased and erect

Eoton

ar.).

(co. Gloucester).

Az. a chev. or, betw. three cresseahorse couchant ar. ducally gorged sa.

cents ar. Crest— A.
sustaining an anchor aa.
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Eoton

(CO.

HOTT

York).

a

Ar.

fesse betw. three cushions sa.

(another, az. a cross ar. betw. four roses or; another, gu.

a

fesse betw. three cushions ar.).

Eoton, or Eooton.

Ar. on a bend vert three mullets or.

Eotost. Sa. three firebrands ar.
Hotoste, or Eotofte. Az. a cross moline ar.
Eotot. Az. on a chev. or, betw. three crescents ar. two bars
gemelles sa.

Eotott

(co. Gloucester).

Az. (another, gu.) a chev. or, betw.

three crescents ar.

Eotton

Cumberland).

(co.

Gu. on a canton

sa.
Crest— A martlet rising ppr.
Eotton. Erm. on a chev. gu. three mullets or.
Eotton. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or.
Eotton. Erm. five fusils in fesse gu.

Eottot.

Az. on a chev. cotised
two bars gemelles of the first.

or,

ar.

a marUct

betw. three crescents ar.

Eoublon

(Hallingbury Place, co. Essex, and Culverthorpe,
Lincoln). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. the base vert
issuing therefrom three hop poles sustaining their fruit all

CO.

HocBLON

2nd and 8rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm.
Abcbbb, 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. three
quatrefoils or, for Etbb.
Crests
1st, Hocblon: A lion's
head erased or 2nd. Abcbeb: Awivernar. 3rd, Etbb: A
leg in armour couped at the thigh ppr. garnished and
ppr., for

a

;

cross sa., for

—

;

;

spurred or.

Eoublon.

Az. three

fishes naiant ppr.

Crest

hand holding up a book expanded ppr.
See Hdband.
Eou^h (Layton, co. Chester). Ar. a bend

—A dexter

Eoubtirke.

sa.

Crest—

wolfs head erased sa.
(impalement Fun. Ent., Alderman Jobn Mabfen, d.
April, 1652). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a bend sa. ; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a wolfs head erased sa.
Eougrham (Hougham, Wedington, and Barton House, co.
Kent ; Solomon Hodghau, Esq., of Barton House, Sheriff
CO. Kent 1696
descended from Bobebt de Houobau, of
Hougham, temp. Richard I.). Ar. five chevronels sa., borne
by Bobebt de Hodgham, at the siege of Aeon, in Palestine,
temp. Edward I. ; the family sometimes bore, or, on a chev.
betw. thi'ee elephants' heads erased gu. as many mullets
ar.
Crest— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a falcon ar.
with wings expanded or, beaked and belled of the last.
Eoug'ham (London ; descended from Bicha&d Hodohau,
Esq., of Wedington, d. 1606). Same Arms, &c.
Eoug'hbrig'.
Ar. on a bend fimbriated three cocks

Eoug-h

;

reguard. sa.

Eou^hford.

Ar. two bends nebulee *a.

Eougrhton, or
Petersfield,

co.

Eau^hton

(Haughton, co. Chester,
Hants, cos. Lancaster and Sussex).
Sa.

—

A

Crests
1st:
bull's head sa. attired ar.
three bars ar.
charged on the neck with three bars of the last; 2nd:
buU pass. gu.
Eougrhton (co. Lancaster). Ar. three bars sa. Ortst—A
bull's head couped gu. homed or.
Eougrhton (Alderman of London, d. 31 Dec. 1696). Sa.
three bars ar. Crest A bull pass. ar.
Eoug'hton (London). Ar. three bars sa. in chief two
mullets pierced of the last, the horns barry of the first and
second.
Eougrhton (King's Clyff, co. Northampton, and of co. Batland). Sa. three bars ar. in chief a rose or. Crest A bull's
head ar. attired or, gorged with three bars sa. on the centre
one a rose of the second.
Eoug'hton (Gunthorp, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend sa.
demi eagle displ. or, gutt«o
three eagles displ. or. Crest
de sang.
Eoug'hton (Beckbnry, co. Salop). Ar. a cross sa. in the
dexter chief and sinister base an owl ppr.
Erm. a cross engr. sa. Crest
(co. York).
ecymitar erect ar. hilt and pommel downwards or.
Eoughton. Erm. a chev. (another, two chevronels) engr,

A

—

—

—A

—

Eoughton
sa.

Eoughton.
Eoughton.

Ar. a cross

sa.

betw. four owls gu.

Gu. four leopards' faces Jessant-de-lis, two
and two, or, a canton erm.
Eoughton (Ballyanne and Kilmannock, co. Wexford;
the
represented by Hodobton, of Glashare, co. Kilkenny
late Geoboe Powell Houghton, Esq., of Kilmannock, left
John
Sir
m.
three daus. his co-heirs, viz., Anne Coote,
Mabcds Stewabt, Bart.; Alice, m. Captain Edwabd
Webbeb Smitb; and Chablotte, m. Standi&b O'Gbadt,
Esq. at the death of G. P. Hocobton, Esq., his firet cousin,
Geobge Henbt Houghton, Esq., of Glashare, became heir
male of the family. Impalement Fun. Ent., Valentine
Savage, 1670, whose wife was Maby, dau. of Thokas
HonoHTOM, Esq,, of Ballyanne). Ar. three bars sa.
;

;

A
:

HOU
See Howisom .

Hotilson.

Houlder

Az. a fesse dancett^e betw. three

(Isle of Ely).

griffins pass. or.

—Out of a ducal coronet gu.

a

Crett

lion

Houlditch.

Az. a chev. or, betw. three seag^ulls ar.
Houldsworth (Goualdston, co. Nottingham, and Coltness,
CO. Lanark). Erm. the trunk of a tree in bend raguly, eradicated at the base ppr. betw. three foxes' heads erased gu.
Crut ^A stag's head erased gu. attired and collared or, the
Motto Honos
attires bound within a hank of cotton ar.

—

—

industrise.

Houlds"worth (William Houldswoeth,

Glasgow, 1868).
Same Crest and Motto.
Glasgow, 1868).
HonLDSwoETH,
(Joseph
H.
Houldsworth
Same Arms, within a bordure engr. gu. Same Crest and
Motto.
Houldswortlx (Cranstonhill, co. Lanark, 1869). As
Gonaldston, within a bordure az. for diff. Same Crest as
Flecti non frangi.
Gonaldston. Motto
Houldswortll (John Moie Houldswobtb, Glasgow, 1869).
Same Arms, with the bordure engr. Same Orest and Motto
as the last.
Houldsworth. (W. T. Hodldswoeth, Glasgow). Same
Arms as Gonaldston, within a bordure invecked az. Same
Orest and Motto as Cranstonhill.
Houltozx. Ar. on a iesse wavy betw. three talbots' beads

Same Arms,

within a bordure gu.

—

az. as

many

bezants.

'HoultozL (Farley

Orest

— A ferret pass. ppr.

Castle,

Same Arms.
gorged with a collar wavy

Somerset).

co.

—

A talbot's head erased ppr.
charged with three torteaux. Motto Semper fidelis.
Gu. a chev- (another, engr.) betw. three

Crest
or,

—

Houndgute.

Houndsmore. Ar. three talbots* heads erased sa.
Hounslow Priory (co. Middlesex). Gu. a lion

—

—

cloud in chief, holding an anchor in the sea ppr.
(London, 1605). Quarterly, ar.
and sa. in the Ist and 4th quarters a pellet, in the 2nd and
8rd a plate.
Crest
Out of clouds ppr. a bull's head az.
sem^ of estoiles or.
Houstar. Sa. a fesse indented betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Housson, or Howson

—

Houston (Blakibton-Hocston; exemplified, 1844, toBiCBASD
Baylet Blaeiston, Esq., of Orangefield, co. Down, on his
assuming, by royal licence, the additional surname of Hodston, in compUance with the injunction of his father-in-law,
JoBN Holmes Houston, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a
chev. chequy sa. and ar. betw. three martlets of the second,
for Houston
2nd and 3rd, ar. two bars and to chief three

—

;

Blakiston. Crests
Ist, Houston
A sandglass ppr., motto over. Time 2nd :
A cock statant gu. charged with an annulet or; over the
crests the motto. In Time.
Motto Do well and doubt not.
Houstoun (that Ilk, co. Benfrew, hart., 1668; family now
represented by Houston, of Johnstone, same co.). Or, a
chev. chequy az. and ar. betw. three martlets sa. beaked gu.
Crest— A. sandglass ppr. Supporters Two binds ppr. Motto
diff.,

for

:

;

—

—

—In time.
Houstoun

(Culreoch, co. Wigloun,

and

Calderball, co.

Edinburgh; now Hodston-Boswall, Bart.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. on a fesse sa. betw. two thistles in chief and a
garb in base ppr. three cinquefoils of the first, for Boswall
2nd and 3rd, or, a chev. chequy sa. and ar. betw. three
martlets of the second, for Houstoun. Crests
1st, Boswall
A cubit arm grasping a sword ppr. 2nd, Houstoun A sandglass winged ppr.
Supporters Two greyhounds ppr. collared and chained or. Mottoes Over the Boswall crest
;

—

:

:

;

—
—

Fortiter;

over the Hoostoun crest

Per pale or and

sa.

second and ar.
(Beg. Ulster's

Houtlane
down

a

:

salttre

Office).

Hoveden (Ireland

beads erased

I

or.

511
21'

or, collared

and lined

or.

Crest

— A grey-

sa.

Hovell, or Hoovill

Hovell

(co. Suffolk).
Sa. a cross flory or.
Sa. a cross ar.
a cross ar. on a chief wavy erm. three fleursCrest— On a ducal coronet or, a leopard sejant

(co. Sussex).

Hovell.

Sa.

de-lis gu.

ppr.

Hovell, or Hovile. Sa. a fleur-de-lis or.
Hovell. Paly of six or and az. on a fesse gu.

three mullets
of six points of the first.
Ar. a chev. betw. three water bougets sa.
Hovered. Az. a chev. betw. three lozenges or.
Hovile. Ar. a bend az.
(co. Kent).
Gu. on a chev. or, three crescents sa.

Hovenell.

How
How

man

(EicHABD How, son of Sir Bichaud How, Knt., AlderLondon granted 1691). Ar. a fesse engr. sa. guttee

of

;

or, betw. three wolves'

beads erased of the second, collared
A wolfs head erased pean.
(London). Same Arms. Crest
A wolfs head sa. in
the mouth a rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.
or
(London). Ar. a fesse wavy betw. three
wolves' heads erased ea.
(Herse, co. Somerset). Ar. a fesse betw. three wolves'
gu.

How

Crest

How,

—

—

Howe

How

—

beads couped sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
wolf sa.
(cos. Essex and Suffolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three wolves*
heads couped sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a uni-

How

—

corn's head gu. attired

and crined of the

of the

Common

Pleas,

first.

Howaed, Chief Justice

temp. Edward

I.,

the immediate

founder of the noble house of Howaed, was son of Jobn
Howaed, and grandson of Eobert Howaed, or Heewabd
"filius Hawaedi," tem-p. King John). Gu. a bend betw. six
crosses crosslet fitchee ar.

Howard

(Lord Hoviard; Sir Robeet Howaed, fourth in
descent from Sir William Howaed, the Chief Justice, was

He m. Lady Maboa&et
of Norfolk, and was ancesHowaed, Dukes of Norfolk ;
abeyance betw. the Lords Stourton and
Gu. a bend betw. six cross crosslets

tor of the illustrious house of

the Barony is in
Petre since 1777).
fitchee ar.

Howard (Duke of Norfolk, Earl Marshal of England).

Quaron a bend betw. six cross crosslets fitchee ar. an
escutcheon or, charged with a demi lion ramp, pierced
through the mouth by an arrow within a double tressure
terly, 1st, gu.

flory counterflory of the

first,

for

Howaed

;

2nd, gu. three

a label of three points
ar., for Bbotheeton
3rd, chequy or and az., for Waeben
4th, gu. a lion ramp, or, for Fitzalan behind the shield
two gold batons in saltire enamelled at the ends sa. (the
insigna of Earl Marshal).
Crests
1st Issuant from a ducal
coronet or, a pair of wings gu. each charged with a bend
betw. six cross crosslets fitchee ar. 2fld On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a lion statant with tail extended or, gorged
with a ducal coronet ar. 3rd: On a mount vert a horse pass,
ar. holding in the mouth a slip of oak fructed ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a lion sinister a horse, both ar. the latter
holding in his mouth a slip of oak vert, fructed ppr. Motto
Thomas, Barl of Surrey (afterwards
Sola virtus invicta.
Duke of Norfolk), who achieved the victory of Flodden over
IV.
of
Scotland,
had a special grant from Henry VIII.
James
of an honourable augmentation of his arms to him and the
heirs male of his body, viz., "On the bend of the original
Howaed coat, in an escutcheon or, a demi lion ramp, pierced
through the mouth with an arrow, within a double tressure
flory counterflory gu," being the tressure of the Eoyal Arms
of the Scottish monarch.
Howard (Fitzalan-Howard, Lord Howard, of Glossop).
lions pass, guard, in pale or, in chief
;

;

;

—

:

;

:

;

—

Same

as

—

;

Howaed, Duke of Norfolk, with a crescent for diff.
(Greystoke, co. Cumberland
Henet Howaed,

Howard

;

Esq., of Greystoke Castle, co.

counterchanged of the

the late Lord Henry Thomas Howard Molyneux Howard,
and nephew of Bernard Edward, twelfth Duke of Norfolk).
Same Arms (with the distinction for the second house) as

Gu. three pheons points

Cumberland, son and heir of

those usually borne by the Dukes of

gu. betw. three hinds' beads sa.

granted 1585). Chequy sa. and ar. on a
bend gu. three lions' heads erased or. Crest ^A dragons
head vert issuing out of flames ppr.
Hoveden. Chequy ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three lions'
;

on a chief wavy erm,

a cross

In time.

ar.

Houton. Or, a fesse cotised
Orest — A fox courant.

hound couchant

Sa.

summoned to ParUament 1476.
MowBBAT, dau. of Thomas, Dake

Sa. three lozenges erm. a bordure engr. ar.

Housden. Ar. a fesse betw. two chevronels sa.
House. Vert a cross ar. Orest—Two hands issuing from a

cocks gu. an annulet az. for

(Ashfield, CO. Suffolk).

;

ramp.

guard, per fesse or and ar. betw. three plates, each charged
Gu. a lion ramp.
'With a cross of the first. Another Coat
guard, per fesse or and ar,
Hounston (boston, co. Lincoln). Sa. a cross erm. betw.
Orest
four lozenges of the last, a bordure engr. ar.
nag's bead or, in the mouth a holly branch vert, fructed

Houxiston.

Sa. a crescent or.
or,

three fleurs-de-lis gu.

How. Quarterly ar. and sa.
Howard (co. Norfolk Sir William

talbots sejant ar.

Hout.

Hovell (HlUington, co. Norfolk).
Hovel! (co. Suffolk). Sa. a cross
Hovell

sejant or.

prsmium
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—

Howard 2nd, Brotherton
Mowbeat; with the additional
;

;

3rd,

Norfolk, viz.

Warren

quarterings

of,

;

:

1st,

and 4th,
Dacre,

5th,

gu. three escallops ar. ; and 6th, Greystoke, barry of six ar.
az. three chaplet.s ppr.
Crest and Motto, same as those
of the Duke of Norfolk.
(Earl of Stafford: created 1640, extinct 1762).
Arms same as the Duke of Norfolk, with a crescent for diff.

and

Howard

;;

HOW
Crettt— 1st:

gu.

:

;

;

—

Motto

.\bstulit qui dedit.

Ho'ward de Walden, Lord.

See Ellis.
(Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire). Quarterly, 1st, gu.
crosslets
fitchee
ar. on the bend an escutcross
six
a bend betw.
cheon or, charged with a demi lion ramp, pierced through
the mouth with an arrow, within a double tressure flory
counterflory gu., for Howard; 2nd, gu. three lions pass,
guard, in pale or, and a label of three points ar., for
Brotherton; 3rd, chequy or and az., for Warren; 4th,
gu. a lion ramp, ar., for Mowbray in the centre of the
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned
shield a crescent for diff.
up erm. a lion statant guard, tail extended or, ducally
gorged ar. and charged on the body with a crescent for diff.
Supporters Two lions ar. each charged on the breast with a
Mottoes Nous maintiendrons ; and, Non quo,
crescent sa.

Hcward

;

—

—

—

sed quo modo.
{Lord Howard, oi Escrick; created 1628, extinct
Same Arms, Crest, and Supporters as the Earl of
1715).
Svffolk and Berkshire, charged with a mullet on a crescent

Seward
for

diff.

Soward (Earl of Carlisle).

Quarterly of six, 1st, Howar.t>,
gu. oa a bend betw. six cross crosslets fitchee ar. an
escutcheon or, charged with a demi lion ramp, pierced
through the mouth with an arrow, within a double tressure
2nd,
flory counterflory of the first, a' mullet for diff.
Brotherton, gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale or, in
;

chief a label of three points ar. 3rd, Warren, chequy or
and az. 4th, Mowbrat, gu. a lion ramp. ar. armed and
;

;

langued az.
Greystock,

Dacre, gu. three escallops

5th,

;

harry

of

six

ar.

and

ar.

chaplets

three

az.

6th,

;

diff.

—On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a statant
extended
ducally gorged
a mullet
— Dexter, a
a mullet

flinister,

a bull gu. armed, unguled, ducally gorged and

gu. Crest
guard, the
for

lion

ar.

or,

tail

sa.

for

lion ar.

Sv.pporters

diff.

lined or.

So'ward

(Baron Lanerion). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto
as the Earl of Carlisle's, a crescent for diff. Supporters
Dexter, a lion ar. charged on the shoulder with a mullet sa.
sinister, a bull gu. hoofed, armed, ducally gorged, and line
reflexed over the back or, both charged on the body with a

—

(Corby Castle, co. Cumberland). Gu. on a bend
betw. six cross crosslets fitchee ar. an escutcheon or, charged
with a demi lion ramp, pierced through the mouth with an
arrow within a double tressure flory counterflory of the first,
quartering Brotherton, Warren, Mowbray, Dacre, and
Greystoee. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
etatant guard, tail extended or, ducally crowned ar.
gorged with a label of three points of the last. Motto Sola

—

—

virtus invicta.

How^ard (Earl of Northampton

.-

created 1604, extinct 1614).

Gu. on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee ar. an escutcheon or, charged with a demi lion ramp, pierced through
the mouth with an arrow, within a double tressure flory

Howard

first,

a crescent for

(Viscount Bindon;

diff.

created 1559,

extinct 1610).

Howard

(Earl of Nottingham ; created 1596, extinct 1681).
Same Arms and Crest as the JDuke of Norfolk, with a mullet
for diff.
Supporters Two lions ar.
Motto Desier na

—

—

repos.

Howard (Earl of Effingham).

Gu. on a bend betw. six cross
an escutcheon or, charged with a demi
ramp, pierced through the mouth with an arrow, within
a double tressure flory counterflory of the first. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion statant guard,
tail extended or, gorged with a ducal coronet ar.
Supportert Two lions ar. on the shoulder of each a mullet
for diff.
Motto Virtus mile scuta.
(Dublin; confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1708, to
Doctor KALPn Howard, son of John Howard, and father of
Bobert Howard, Hishop of KIphin, ancestor of the Earls of
Wickliiw).
Gu. a bend betw. eix crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
in 1713 the following augmentation was granted, viz.:
on a canton az. a sun in splendour or. Crest—On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion statant guard, tail
rxicndcd or, ducally gorged gu. and pierced through tho
nioiitli with an arrow ppr.
(Earl of n'icklow). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a
crosslets fitchee ar.
lion

—

Howard

;

—

ppr. Supporters— Two stags ppr. ducally
gorged, each charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet
fitchee ar.
Mottoes Inservi Deo et Isetare ; and, Certum
pete finem.
How^ard (Bushy Park, co. Wicklow, bart. extinct 1873),
Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee ar. Crest On
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion pass, guard, or, holding
in the mouth an arrow in fesse ppr.
Motto Inservi Deo

mouth an arrow

—

;

—

—

et laetare.

Howard

(Castle Rising, co.

Norfolk:

exemplified to Col.
Hon. FcLKE Greville Upton, of Castle Rising, and Levens,
CO. Westmoreland, second son of Clotworthy, first Lord
Templetovm, who assumed the name and arms of Howard,
on his marriage with Mary, dau. and heiress of Richard
Howard, Esq., of Castle Rising, rf. 1846). Arms Howard,
quarterly with Upton. Crest
Howard.

—

—

Howard

(Broughton Hall,

Gu. on a bend inbetw. six cross crosslets fitchee ar.
Ci-est
A lion's head affrontee betw. two
wings, a cross crosslet fitchee issuing from the head. Motto
Virtus sine metu.
(St. Andrew's, Holbom; granted 1756).
Gu. on a
bend engr. betw. six crosses botonnee fitchee or, three crescents of the first. Crest
A lion couchant erm. holding ia
the dexter paw a cross botonnee fitchee of the second.
(The Manor Cottage, Old Windsor). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Vyse, ar. a buck's head cabossed sa. betw.
the attires a cross of the last; 2nd and 3rd, Howard, gu. on
a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee ar. an escutcheon
or, charged with a demi lion pierced through the mouth
with an arrow, within a double tressure flory counterflory
gu. a mullet sa. charged with a crescent or, for diff. Crest
Howard: On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
statant guard, the tail extended or, ducally crowned, and
charged on the neck with a label of three points ar. a mullet
sa. charged with a crescent or, for diff.
Motto Virtus
dented

co.

Flint).

or, three escallops of the first

—

—

Howard

—

Howard-Vyse

—

—

mille scuta.

How^ard-Vyse

(Stoke Place, co. Bucks, and Boughton, co.

Same Arms, &c.

Northampton).

Howard

Gu. on a bend betw. six crosses
an annulet for diff. Crest A lion ramp. ar.
holding betw. the paws a cross crosslet fitchee of the first.
Howard (London). Gu. on a bend ar. betw. six crosses
(co. Lancaster).

—

crosslet ar.

two cinquefoils of the flrst.
demi wolf ppr. holding betw. the paws a cross
fitchee or, collared gu. thereon a mullet betw. two

crosslet fltch^e or, a mullet betw.
Crest

—A

cinquefoils gold.

Howard

(Hackney, co. Middlesex). Ou. a bend or, betw.
six crosses flory fitchee ar. on a canton of the second a hind's
head erased ppr. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
demi hind saliant ppr. charged on the shoulder with

—

a cross

flory fitchee ar.

Howard

(Beinnington Hall, co. Chester). Barry of six or
on a bend erm. betw. two crosses botony gu. a shuttle
ppr.
Crest
In front of a cross botony fitchee gu. a lion
couchant or, charged on the shoulder with an estoile gu.
Motto Per fldem omnia.
Howard. Gu. a bend vaire or and az. betw. six crosses
crosslet fitchee of the second.
Crest
^Two wings expanded
gu. each charged with a bend vaire or and az. betw. six

and

az.

—

—

—

crosses crosslet of the last.

Ho'ward.

Same Arms.

—

bend. betw. six cross crosslets fitchee ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
lion ramp. gu.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
lion staiant guard, or, ducally gorged gu., holding in the

crosslet

crescent gold.

Zloward

counterflory of the
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turned up enn. a lion
tatant, tail extended or, gorged with a ducal coronet ar.
charged with a crescent for diff., for Howard 2nd Out of
a ducal coronet per pale sa. and gu. a demi swan rising ar.
Swpportprs— Dexter, a
beaked of the first, for Stafford.
sinister, a swan,
lion ar. (Howaud) with a crescent for diff.
wings expanded ar. beaked and membered sa. gorged with a
(Stafford).
pale
gu.
and
of
the
second
per
ducal coronet

On a chapeau

—

Howard

512

Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchfe ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings expanded gu.
each charged with a bend betw. six crosses crosslet, as in tho
arms.
Howard. Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
Crest
A lion's head erased collared.
Howard, Same Arms. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned
up. erm. two wings endorsed of the first, each charged with
a bend betw. six crosses crosslet, as in the arms.
Ho'ward. Per chev. az. and gu. a lion saliant erm. (another,

—

—

the lion crowned).

Howard, or Ho'wart.
counterchangcd (another, the

Howard,

Quarterly, ar.

and

az.

a

saltire

saltire engr.).

Hayward.

or
Ar. a bull's head gu. betw.
three mullets Sa.
(Toronto, Canada; James Scott Howard, Esq., of
Toronto, J. P. and Treasurer of the united counties of York
and Peel, in Upper Canada, son of the late John Howard, by
Mary, his wife, dau. of James Scott, of Bandon, descends

Howard

from a Huguenot family, named Odward, which fled from
France at the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and became established at Innishannon, co. Cork, where they
acquired property, and founded a flourishing and extensive

A

A
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Howell

business in silk and cotton manufactures. In more propitious
times, Nicholas Howabd, the grandfather of the present
representative, returned to France, and succeeded in recovering a portion of his ancestral property). Ai. a fesse ar. betw.
In chief a passion cross of the last betw. two fleurs-de-lis or,
Crett—A
»nd in base a catharine wheel of the second.
Catharine wheel ar. betw. on the dexter side, a branch of
ppr.
Motto
branch
of
cypress
sinister
a
the
palm, and on

(Prinknash Park, co. Gloucester). QBartcrly, Itt
and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar., for
Howell; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three boars'
heads couped ppr., for Jones. Crests 1st: A stag lodged
sa. in the mouth a leaf ppr.; 2nd: Out of a ducal connet
or, a lion's head sa. gutte d'eau.
Ho'well (Prince of Caerleon-upon-Uske, co. Monmouth)4
Gu. three towers triple-towered ar.

Pro

Howell, or Hovell

—

fide.

Sow^arth.

—

Az. a bend betw. two stags' heads

(co. Stafford).

Suffolk,

Eowat

(Glasgow, 1872). Per pale sa. and gu. a chev. betw.
Crest
^The sun in his splendour rising out
three owls or.
ofa cloud ppr. Motto Post tenebras lux.
trrvaray (Howay, CO. Devon). Gu. a fesse betw. three cres-

—

—

(Eynsham, co. Oxford; William Howell, Esq.
Sa. a cross or, a crescent for diff.
C)esi—A
segreant az. holding a broken spear sa.
Motto
Virtus in arduo.

Ar. three

co. Lancaster).

Howbridgre, or Howgrhbrigre

(co.

Ar. two

York).

bendlets betw. three cocks sa.

Bo'wden.

Or,

Howdenby.

on a bend sa. three mullets ar.
Vert a fesse ar. betw. three covered cups

or.

Howdon, or Hondon.

Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses
CTOSslet or, on a chief of the second a lion pass, of the first.
Crttt A dragon's head spouting fire ppr. Motto— Fetio,

—

tego.

Sowe (CtTKZON-HowK,

Sari Howe). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
a fesse betw. three wolves' heads erased sa., for Howe 2nd
and 3rd, ar. on a bend sa. three popinjays or, beaked and
legged gu., for Ctrnzon. Creati Ist, Howe Out of a ducal
or,

;

—

;

a plume of five ostrich feathers az. 2nd,
popinjay rising or, collared gu. Supporters
Dexter, a Cornish chough; sinister, a cockatrice, wings
elevated, or, tail nowed, with a head at the end thereof.
Afof to— Let Curzon holde what Curzon helde.
(Langar, co. Nottingham, and Emble, co. Somerset).
Or, a fesse betw. three wolves' heads couped sa. Crest
gauntlet lying fesseways ppr. lined gu. holding a falchion ar.
hilt or, the middle part of the blade debruised by a wolfs
or,

;

A

Sowe

—

—

head conped

sa.

(Viscount

Hove;

extinct 1814, created 1701).

—

Or, a

fesa betw. three wolves' heads couped sa. Crest Out of a
Supducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers az.

gu.

—^Two Cornish

choughs ppr. beaked and membered
placuerit Deo.
{Earl Hove ; extinct 1799, created 1788). Same Arms.
Sk., as Viscount Hove, the fourth viscount being so

porters

—Utcunque

Motto

Sowe
Crest,

created.

Sowe

(Compton, co. Gloucester, bart. extinct 1814, created
1660). Or, a fess betw. three wolves' beads erased sa. langued
Crest
gn.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of five
;

—

Howe (Cold Barwick, co. Wilts, bart., extinct 1735
from a brother of the
crescent for

first

bart. of Compton).

;

descended

Same Arms, a

{Lord Chedworth: extinct 1804, created 1741). Or, a
betw. three wolves' heads couped sa. a crescent for diff.
Crut—A dexter arm in armour erased below the elbow,
lying fessways, and holding in the hand a scymitar all ppr.
pommel and hilt or, pierced through a boar's head couped
sa.
Supporters Dexter, a lion ar. pellettee, armed and
langued gu. ; sinister, an angel ppr. face in profile, hair
brownish, habited crimson, under garments az. wings ar.
pinioned of the fourth. Motto Justus et propositi tenax.
(Emble, CO. Somerset granted 10 Dec. 1625). Same
Armi! as How, Compton, co. Gloucester.
(co. Somerset).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three foxes'
heads erased sa. an escallop of the field.
Oc«t—An arm
erect ppr. vested ar. charged with two bends wavy gu. holding a bunch of broom vert.
fess

—

—

Howe

;

Howe

How (London).

wolves' heads couped
a demi wolf ramp. sa.

sa.

Ar. a fesse engr. betw. three
Out of a ducal coronet or,
Crest

—

Howel-Coedmor

(Gwyder in Llanrwst, co. Denbigh;
derived from David Goch, of Pcnmachno). Az. a chev.
betw. three javelin points ar. embrucd gu.
Howeldon. Gu. an inescutcheon betw. six eagles displ. ar.
Howeldon, or
Ar. an inescutcheon hetw.
six eacles displ. gu.

Howedon.

Howell, or Powell

(St. Alban's, co. Hertford).
Sa.
three roses ar. barbed vert. Crest
Out of a ducal crown
or, a rose ar. stalked and leaved vert, betw. two wings

—

sa.

Howell (CO.

Kent, Stratford and Haley, co. Norfolk, and co.
Ar. two lions coi;joined with one head ramp,
guard, per pale gn. and la.

Sussex).
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Howell, Howel, Hovell, and Hovel. Same
Crest — A
Howell.

camel ppr.
Ar. two lions pass, reguard. in pale

sa.

Arms.

Crest—

beaver pass. ppr.
Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets ar.
Gu. three towers triple-towered ar.
Az. a wolf saliant ar.
Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and ar,
Gu. on a chief or, a lion pass. sa.
Howell ap Bennet. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. depressed with
a fesse gu.
Howell ap GrifiBlth (co. Montgomery). Ar. on a fesse az.
three boars' heads couped c'ose or, in chief a lion pass. gu.
Howell
(North Wales). Ou. three lions pass, in pale
or, armed and langued sa,
(co. Sussex),
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three old men's
heads couped ar.
(Killeban, Queen's qo. ; registered by Hawkins,
Ulster, on a certificate from Cooke, Clarenceux, 1585).
Chequy ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three lions' heads erased
or.
Crest— Out of flames ppr. a dragon's head issuant ar.
Motto Vlrtute et prudentia.
HoweSt Ar. five piles sa. three issuing from the chief and
two from the base, each charged with a plate. Crest
demi youth ppr. vested az. holding in the dexter hand '\
heart gu.
Howes. Same Arms. Crest—A passion nail gu. betw. two
wings ppr.
Howes, or
(Momingthorpe, co. Norfolk). Ar. a
chev. cotised betw. three griffins' heads erased and a bordure
indented sa.
Crest Three ostrich feathers or, therefrom
issuant a unicorn gu. collared, armed, and crined or. Motto
.

Howell.
Howell.
Howell.
Howell.
Howell.

Ddu

Howen

Howenden

—

—

Howse

—

—

Stat fortuna domfls.

Howes (co.

Essex

VIII., m.

Joan Howes, heiress of the family, temp.
John Glascote, or Glabcoke.
Visit,
;

Or, a fess betw. three wolves' heads erased sa.
dexter hand erect, holding an ear of wheat all

Essex, 1614).

—A

Crest

ppr.

diff.

Howe

Howe, or

—

grifiSn

Henry

ostrich feathers az.

endorsed

—

Crest

claw.

crosses sa.

Sowe

Northampton, co,

Visit. 1574).

Ho'wberiaiii (Howberiam-Eves,

:

co.

Sa. a cross or.

Howell

cents ar.

Cdkzon

(SouJgrave,

Warwick),

co.

beaked, legged, and winged az. pierced
through the breast with a broken tilting spear ppr. and
holding the bottom part of the broken spear in the sinister

conped or.

coronet

and Pack,

grifBn sejant ar.

Howg'hten.

Quarterly, az. and ar. in the 2nd and 3rd
quarters a chev. sa. charged with three mullets of the first,
over all on a bend sa. as many eagles displ. ar.
Howg'hten. Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles displ. or.
Ho'whitts. Ar. a chev. betw. three lapwings sa.
(Braehead, co. Midlothian; now represented by
Howison Craufubd, of Craufurdland, co. Ayr, and of Braehead, CO. Midlothian). Ar. a man's heart gu. on a chief az.
three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest— A dexter hand couped apauni&e
ppr. il/o«o— Sursum corda.
(Holmfoot, co. Lanark, 1783).
Same Arms.
Crest
An eagle rising ppr. Motto Nulla temerata nube.
(Ireland). Quarterly, ar. and sa. six roundlea
counterchanged, three, two, and one. Crest An antelope

Howison

Howison

—

—

Howison

—

pass. gu.

Howland
Surrey

;

Cambridge, London, and Streatham, co.
granted 1584). Ar. two bars sa. in chief three lions
(co.

—

ramp, of the second. Crest A leopard pass. sa. ducally
gorged or.
Howland. Az. crusily a lion ramp. ar.
Howlatsone (Gardenston Bigg, Scotland). Ar. a treble
violin az. stringed or, betw. two fleurs-de-Us in chief and a
man's heart in base gu. Motto Dulcedo capior.
Howlestock (co. Essex). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. betw. two

—

lions pass. az. three plates.

Howlett

(Sydenham, co. Kent; granted 1559). Per chev.
or and sa. in chief two triple-towers of the second, in base a
ship in full sail of the first. Crest An owl ar. ducally gorged
or, holding in the dexter claw a rose gu. slipped and leaved

—

vert.

Howlett

(Irel&nd).

See Hewlett.

A

HO W
Howley.

Vert a

(Archbishop of Canterbury, 1828). Az. an eagle
on the breast a plain cross gu.
How^lison (Scotland). Ar. a man's heart gu. ou a chief az.
displ. erminois,

three fleurs-de-lis or.
Or, on a canton gu. a crescent ar.
5

May,

of the city of Norwich).

1684,

Gu. a
On a

—

rose ar. seeded or, barbed vert, a chief enn. Crest
mount ppr. a pegasus volant sa. Motto Labile quod oppor-

—

tunuin.

Hownd,

Hound

or

(Callis, co.

Cambridge, and

co.

Here-

Ar. on a chev. gu, betw. three hounds pass. sa.
Crest A demi talbot ar.
collared or, as many bezants.
collared sa. holding a key or.
ford).

—

Vert six
Ho^WTidliill, or Hounhill.
Crest
A Saracen's
talbots pass. ar. three, two, and one.
head issuing ppr. wreathed round the temples or and gu.
Hownhill, Hounehill, or Ho'wndh.ill. Vert a chev.
betw. three hounds pass. ar. Crest A lion's gamb erased,
holding a tilting spear in bend tasselled all ppr.
Hownillyard (co. Devon). Sa. a chev. betw. three water

Howndhile,

—

—

bougets

Ar. a chev. betw. three water bougets sa.
Ho'wood. Ar. a chev. betw. three talbots pass. gu.
Howortll (Howorth, co. Lancaster). Az. a bend betw. two
Crest— A stag's head gu. attired or,
stags' heads couped or.
gorged with a wreath ar.
(Thurcroft, co. Lancaster, 1664). Az. a bend or,
cotised ar. betw. two stags' heads couped of the second.
A stag's head couped gu. collared ar. attired or.
Crest
Howper, or Hooper (co. Devon). Gyronny of eight or
and crm. over all a tower triple-towered sa. Crest A demi
wolf erm. holding a pine branch vert, fructed or.
Or, a fesse betw. two chev. sa.
Howse. See Howes.
(Bishop of Durham; confirmed 1605). Quarterly,
ar. and sa. in the 1st and 4th quarters a pellet, and in the
2nd and 3rd a plate.
Sa. a fesse betw. three birds' legs erased, those
in chief fesseways, the claws to the centre, that in base paleways, the claw in chief. Crest A falcon belled ppr. MottoAd finem firtolis.
Hovrson. Gu. a chev. sa. guttue d'eau betw. three leopards'

Howorth

—

—

Howsdou.

Howson

Howson.

—

faces ar.
(CO.

Lincoln, 1640).

Sa. a fcss betw. three eagles'

Sa. a

(London).

fesse danccttcc betw.

three

Howth, Earl of. See St. Lawrence.
Ho'wlon (co. Oxford). Or, on a fesse cotised gu. betw. three
a unicorn courant
betw. two branches of

—

hinds' heads erased sa.

ar.

hind's head erased or,

roses, flowered

and leaved

Howtred ^co.

Crest

Henry

"20

Vork).

Gu. on a cross

flory or, five mullets

Sa. three leopards' faces jessant-de-

III.).

lis ar.

Huband
or.

(co.

Same Arms.

Dublin).

Ci-esl

—A

wolf pass.

— Cave lupum.

Motto

Huband.

Sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

John Huband, son of Nicholas
at Visit. 1566). Sa. a chev. ar. betw.
three leopards' faces reversed jessant-de-lis or.
or
(quartered by Sherrard, of
Oxford

(co.

:

Hcband; allowed

Hauberke

Hubard,

Whitsundyne. Visit. Rutland, 1618). Ar. on a bend sa.
nine annulets interlaced in threes or.
Hubard, or
(Barleythorpe, co. Eutland).

Hubbard

Same Anns.

Hubart, Hubert, or Hubberd
Essex: granted May, 1578).

bend gu. three

lions pass. or.

(Bircbanger, co.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a
Crest
A boar's head couped

—

gu. collared, ringed, and lined ar. in the mouth a spear sa.
headed of the second.
(Calais).
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three swans' necks
erased of the second, ducally gorged gn.
(Twiford, co. Derby). Sa. three
or
leopards' heads jessant-de-lis ar. Crest A wolf pass. gu.

Hubart

Hubald

Hubaud,

Hubbald

(Stoke,

co.

—

Surrey;

granted 1707).

Gu. two

ostrich feathers in saltire ar. betw. four leopards' faces or.

—

Crest
A leopard's face or, jessant three like feathei-s, th»
centre one az. the other two gu.
(Durham). Sa. in chief a crescent ar. and in
base an estoile of eight points or, betw. two flaunches erm.

Hubbard
Crest

—A

wolf pass. or.

co. Leicester). Gu. on a bend ar. three
Crest
A Saracen's head ppr.
(Wyfordby, co. Leicester). Gu. on a bend so.
three annulets or.
Crest
A wolfs head erased.
Hubbard (Barleythorpe, co. Rutland. Visit. Rutland, 1618).
Ar. on a bend sa. nine annulets, three, three, and three,

leopards' faces sa.

—
—

interlaced or.

Vert a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased
ducally gorged giL
Quarteriy, ar. and oa. on a bend
gu. three lions ramp. or.
Hubbert (Cork, Ireland, and Isle of Teneriffe). Az. s
ar.

Hubbard, or Hubert.

Chester).

Erm. on a bend

cotised gu. three

crescents ar.

Hoxton

(SuitertonHoxton, co. Suffolk). Gu. a chev. ar.
guttce de poix betw. three leopards' faces of the second. Crest
tower ppr. ensigned with a flag az. flotant to the sinister,

Hubblethorn

BCa0 sa.

Huberk

A

Hoy

(Harold's Park, co. Essex). Chcquy or and gu. alion
ramp. ar.
(Midanbury, co. Hants, Sheriff of London, 1812-13).
Choquy or and -ju. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A dexter arm
emliowed, couped above and near the elbow, holding in the
hand a sword all ppr. pomni'-l and hilt or.
(granted to Isaac A. Hoi, Esq., of Highani Lodge, co.
Suffolk).
Vert on a fcs.sc dancettco betw. four lions' heads
erased, three in chief and one in base or, three doves az.
Crest
A griffin sejant sa. holding in the dexter claw a sword
erect ppr. pommel and hill or.
Hoy, or Hoye. Or, a uniiorn ramp. sa. Crest A demi

Hoy

—

Hoy

—

—

Fuppurling a long cross or.
(co. Lancaster).
Per pale indented gu. and or. Crest A dexter hand in fesse issuing
from a cloud in the sinister, and pointing towards a crosier
lion gu.

Hoyland, or Holland

—

in pale, issuing ppr.

Hoyland

co.

Hubbard.

vert.

of the Held.

Howzley (co.

Warwick, bart., extinct 1730; deHenri Hcbant, who held a knight fee in

(Ipsley,

scended from Sir
Ipsley,

—

—

Huband

Hubbard

fleurs-de-lis ar.

ar. stalked

—

Hubbard (Freeby,

legs erased a-la-quise or.

Hovrster

—

Huband

ar.

Hownyll.

Ho'wson

York, and their descendants).
Per pale or and erm. a
mullet sa.
Crest
An eagle's head erased ppr. charged on
the neck with a mullet sa. and holding in the beak a white
Facta non verba.
rose slipped ppr. Motto
Hoyle (confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster. 1715, to Doctor
BicHAKD Hovle, eldest son of John Hotle, Captain of a
Company of Foot in the army of Charles II., descended from
Hoyle, of Light Hazell, co. York). Ar. a fess az. betw.
three mullets sa. Crest A lion couchant or, charged oa
the shoulder with a mullet sa.
Hozier (Newlands, co. Lanark, 1824). Vair on a chief gu.
three bezants, a chief chequy or and sa. Crest A bloodhound sejant ppr. Motto Aye ready.

—

Howly.

Howman (granted by Dugdale and St. George,
to

Fketwell Wiluam Hotle, Esq., eldest son and heir ol
William Feetwell Hoyle, Esq., of Ferham House, co.
to

Howley

KoGER Howman, M.D..

Huc
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saltire ar.

(co. Lincoln).

Hoyland. Sa. a
Hoyle. Ar. two

Crest

— A boar's head sa.
(co. York).

Sa. a mascle,

a

tres.^ure

flory

mascles

(quartered by Calvelly).

Ar. on a bend

sa.

three

or.

Hubersted

(cos.

Westmoreland and York).

Vert a fusso

betw. three moles sa.
(Sunbury, co. Middlesex). Quarterly, or and sa. on
Crtst— On a
a bend gu. three lions ramp, of the first.
chapeau gu. turned up crm. a lion's head erased or, charged
with three estoiles in fesse of the first.
Hubert (extinct in Guernsey). Quarterly, or and s;\. on a
bend gu. three lions ramp, of the field. Crest On a cap of
maintenance a lion's head or.
Hubert (Burghe, co. Kent). Lozengy gu. and vair.
Hubert-Marshall. Barry of six ar. and sa. on a chev.
cngr. gu. three pheons or. Crest A demi heraldic tiger sa.
guttee d'or, armed, crincd, tufted, and gorged with a collar
gemel gold, resting the sinister paw upon an escutcheon
Motto Ducit amor
gu. charged with a pheon also gold.
or,

Hubert

—

—

—

patria;.

Barry

pily of eight or

and gu.

cross paloiue or.

lions r.omlialant sa.
Crest— A demi lion
betw. the paws a shield az.
charged with a sun gold.
Hoyle (Upper Swift Place, llipponrten, co. York, and
Dinion, CO. Northumberland). Krni. a mullet or.
Hoyle (Kastwood Lodge, Uotherhain, co. York confirmed

ranip. rcguurd. or, holding

;
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talhot ar.
ar.

Hubey, or Hulbey.

Per pale
countcrchanged.

ar.

and

sa.

a chev. betw.

three dolphins all
Huckbug'. Az. ten plates, four, three, two, and one.
Huckel. Ar. a chev. betw. three oak leaves slipped vert.
Huckford. Or, an eagle displ. sa. collared ar.
Huckle. Per chev. eniiiatlled ar. and gu. three lions ramp.

counterchangcd.

Huckley, or Hukeley.

Ar. two

chevronels

betw.

A

A
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H tro
—A

three oak lesTCB vert. Orett
tbe German imperial crown ppr.

dexter band Bupporting

Suckling', Hurting', or Hurtyng'e.

Ar. ten baits,

and one.

four, three, two,

(Buckland Baroo, co. Devon;

the last heir male of this ancient family, Sir Gregobt HockMOBE, d. in 1678, leaving a dau. and heiress, m. into tbe
GoDLD family). Per chev. sa. and or, in chief four scythes
conjoined two and two ar. tbe handles of tbe second, in base
a moorcock of tbe first. Crest— A falcon ppr. preying on a
moorcock sa. combed and wattled gu.
(Bokeyt, co. Devon).
Per chev. or and sa. in
chief two pairs of sickles conjoined ar. handles or, in base a
moorcock, bill and wattles gu. Crest A fialcon ppr. seizing

Huckmore

—

on a moorcock, aa in the arms.
At. a chev. betw. three owls as. Creit—Oa a dncal
coronet or, a fleur-de-lis ar.
Bucks (quartered by Gibbs, of Aldenham, co. Herts, and
Tyntesfield, co. Somerset). Ar. two chevronels betw. three

Bucks.

Bucksazn

Devon). Ar. on a fesse sa. three crosses
crosslet or, a bprdure az.
Buckvile (co. Devon). Or. a bend betw. six trefoils slipped
(co.

purp.

Buddesfield.
boar pass.

Ar. a fesse betw. three boars sa.

Crat

—

or.

Buddesdon, or Hudson

(Gyles^Clift, co. Warwick,
and Henvill, co. Sussex; confirmed by Cooke, Clarenceux,
to Tbouas Beaufoe, as the arms of William Hudson, or
HoDDESON, of Guy's Cliff). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. six annuCrest
lets or, two, two, and two, linked together paleways.
An eagle's leg sa. joined at the knee to a sinister wing

—

or.

Devon.

(quartered
Visit.

by PBissAnx,

1620).

of

Throwborough,

co.

Ar. a fess indented per fess sa. and

vert betw. two cotises of the second.
(originally, before the Conquest, of Hodelston,

Buddleston

York, and subsequently of Milium Castle, co. Cumberderived immediately from the marriage, temp.
Henry III., of Sir John de Hodelston, Knt., with Joan, dau.
«nd heir of Adam ob Boivill, Lord of Milium the heiress
of this, the chief line of the family, was Elizabeth, only
child of Willlah H'Udleston, Esq. of Milium, m. in 1748 to
Sir Hedwobth Williamson, Bart.). Gu. a fret ar.
Crett
Two arms, dexter and sinister, embowed, vested ar. holding
in their hands a scalp ppr. the inside gu.
Buddleston (Hutton John, co. Cumberland, a younger
CO.

land;

;

—

branch of the Hin>DLB8Toi(s, of Milium). Amu, &c. as the
preceding.
Buddleston (Sawston, co. Cambridge; derived from Sir
WiLUAM HoDLEsioN, Kut. (youngcst son of Sir John HodleBton, Lord of Milium, Sheriff of Cumberland, 35 Henry VI.),
by the Lady Isabel, his wife, fifth dan. and eventually co-heir
of John Nevill, Marquess of Montacute). Arms and Ore$t,
as the preceding. Motto Soli Deo honor et gloria.
Buddleston (exemplified to Rev. Geobge Jambs Caorr, of

—

Upwell Hall, co. Cambridge, eldest son of the late Geoboe
Cboft, Esq., who assumed in 1819 the name and arms of
HcDDLESTON Only, in pursuance of tbe will of Geoboe
Buddleston, Esq., of Croydon). Erm. a fret gu. in chief a
lion pass, guard, sa.
Two arms, dexter and sinister,
Crest
embowed, vested erm. cuff gu. tbe hands supporting a dexter
gauntlet erect ppr. encircled by a chaplet of roses gu.
Buddon. Quarterly, 1st and 4tl), or, a man's leg conped
above the knee az.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a fesse gu. five

—

and two.
Ar. a fesse per fesse vert and
betw. two cotises oounterchanged.
(co. Devon : granted 13 Feb. 1570).
Ar. a fesse indented paly vert and sa. cotised of the second. Ci-eet A bull

bezants, three

Buddy (Stewel, co. Dorset).
la.

Buddy

—

pass. sa. attired or, collared

Buddy
fesse sa.

or.

Hudson (London).

Quarterly, per fesse embattled or and
martlets counterchanged. Crest A dexter hand
erect, holding with the thumb and forefinger a bezant
ppr.
(London). Per chev. embattled or and vert thrcfl
martlets counterchanged. Crest A martlet vert winged or.
(Park Crescent, Portland Place). Or, on a fesse
betw. three boars' heads couped gu. as many lions rump, of
the field. Crest A lion's head erased or.
Hudson. Gu. on a fesse or, betw. three boars' heads erased
ar. as many lions ramp. sa.
Crest
A lion holding a boar's
head erased betw. the forepaws all ppr.
(Preston, co. Lancaster). Same Ai-ms, the boars'
heads couped. Crest A lion ramp, or, holding betw. the

—

sa. three

Hudson

—

Hudson

—

—

Hudson

—

paws a boar's head couped sa.
Per chev. embattled or and

Hudson.

owls az.

Buddie

bart.,

—A martlet

Crest

Buckmore, or Hugmore

Htr a

assumed the surname of Palmtb bjr
royal licence, 1813. See Palmeb, Bart., of Wanlip). Per
chev. embattled or and az. three martlets counteicUanged.
Hudson, second

and Uned

ar.

fesse.

Buddy (Langnam,

co. Somerset).
Ar. a fesse indented paly
Crest— A bull pass. sa. attired or.
Budelston. Gu. fretty ar. a bordure or.
Hudelton (co. Chester). Ar. four erm. spots in cross sa.
Budenett. Quarterly, per fesse indented or and gu. a label

vert and sa.

of five points az.

See Huddleston.

Gu. fretty

ar.

Hudson

(Melton Mowbray, co. Leicester, bart., extinct).
Per chev. embattled ar. and gu. three escallops counterchanged. Crest A griffin's head erased ar. gorged with a

—

mural crown gu. charged with three escallops of the

Budson (Wanlip,
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CO. Leicester, bart.

;

Sir

—

—

Hudson

martlets of the field, for Hudson; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lympbad
sa. betw. three dolphins naiant az., for Donaldson. Crests
Ist: Upon a mill-rind fesseways sa. a lion's head erased or,
gorged with a bar gemel indented gu., for Hud on 2nd In
front of a saltire az. a cubit arm erect grasping a dagger and
charged with a thistle slipped both ppr., for Donaldson.

—

:

;

Hudson (granted 10 April,

1766, to

Elizabeth Hudson, dau.

of Thomas Wilson, of Burlington, co. York, merchant, relict of Benjamin Hudson, of BurUngton, eldest son of
William Hudson, of the same place, merchant the arms of
Hudson to be borne by the descendants of William, and the
arms of Wilson by her descendants as a quartering). Per
chev. embattled or and az. three martlets counterchanged,
two and one, those in chief charged on the breast with a fret
of the first, and that in base with a fret sa. Arms of Wilson

and heir

;

—

Sa.

a wolf saliant

three

or, plain collared az. in chief

estoUes ar.

Hudson.

Ar. a cross moline betw. two lozenges in chief
and a boar's head couped in base sa. armed or.
(William Hudson, Esq., of Frogmore Lodge, co.
Herts.) Gu. on a fesse betw. three boars' heads erased ar. as
many lions ramp. sa. Creil A lion ramp, holding a boar's

Hudson

—

head erased

Hudson

all

(co.

ppr.

York,

now

of

Low

Hall, Scarborough).

Gu.

—

three falchions ar. hilts and pommels or. Crest A cubit arm
erect in coat of mail, holding in the hand all ppr. a broken
The family now quarter az. a mauncb or,
falchion gu.

through a marriage with a Conyebs,

co.

York.

Hudson's Bay Company

(incorporated 21 Charles 11.,
Ar. a cross gu. betw. four beavers pass. ppr. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a squirrel sejant ppr.
Supporters—Two bucks ppr. Motto Pro pelle cuteui.
Hud'wel (CO. Devon). Ar. a fesse betw. three bears pass,
1670).

—

—

sa.

Hue (Jersey). Ar. three bears' heads cabos.^ed sa.
Hue (Normandy, after of Jersey). Az. an eagle displ. or, in
chief two mullets of the second.

Gu. a pale erm. Crest—A crow rising ppr.
Ar. on a chief gu. two mullete or, pierced vert.
Huger (South CaroUna granted 1771). Ar. a human heart
emitting flames betw. two laurel branches fructed saltireways in chief, and an anchor erect in base all ppr. betw. two
flaunches ar. each charged with a fleur-de-hs or. Crest
Motto ^Ubi
sprig, thereon a Virginian nightingale all ppr.

Huet.

Huge.

;

(BQthway, co. Devon).
Ar. a fesse indented per
and vert betw. two cotises counterchanged of the

Budleston.
Hudleston.

az. three martlets
counterchanged. Creit A martlet sa. wings or. Another
Crest
On a rock ar. a martlet or (another, on a tower ar. a
martlet az.).
(DoNALDsoK-HuDsoN, Chcswardinc Hall, co. Chester;
exemplified to Charles Donaldson, Esq., second son of John
Donaldson, and grandson of Alexandeb Donaldson, by
EuzABETH Hudson, his wife, upon taking the additional
name and arms of Hudson, by royal licence, 30 Jan. Ia6;i, on
succeeding to the estates of his great uncle, Thomas Hudson,
Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, on a fesse dancettee betw. two
boars' heads couped in chief and a lion ramp, in base gu. two

first.

Chables Thomas

——

libertas ibi patria.

Hugesson

(The Paddock, co. Kent; granted to Huohb
HuGESsiNE by the Duke of Vandomme, and subsequently confirmed to his descendants in England, by a grant in 1624
from Sir William Segar). Ar. on a mount vert in base an
oak tree ppr. betw. two boars combatant sa. armed and tusked
or.
Cre.ll— A tree, as in the arms, betw. two wings az.
Hugesson (Linsted, co. Keut). Or, on a mount an oak
tree ppr. betw. two boars combatant az. CV«{— An oak
tree betw. two wings erect.
Hugcssen (Norton, co. Kent). Ar. on a mount vert &n oak.
tree ppr. betw. two boars erect sa. aimed or.

—YA

Eugrford, Hugforde, or Hokeford
I.).

Or,

an eagle

Hugford, or Huggeford.

Crest

—

(co. Gloucester,

displ. sa.

Vert on a chev.

betw.
mullets

or,

;

bucks' heads cabossed or, as many mullets gu. Crest
stag's head or, gorged with a chaplet of laurel vert.

Euggrard. Az. an estoile ar.
Eiiggen. Or, on a fesse betw.
many escallops of the field.
Kent).

—

Qu. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads

cabossed or.

Erm. a chev. vair betw. three lozenges
on each a lion's gamb erect and erased ar. Crett
sword in pale, enfiled with a leopard's face.
Euggins (granted 15 June, 1725, to John Hcggins, Esq.,
Warden of the Fleet Prison, London). Erm. a chev. vaire
or and gu. betw. three lozenges az. each charged with a lion's
gamb erased and erect ar.
Az. a saltire erm. betw. four fleurs-de(co. Lincoln).

—

az.

Eugh
lis or.

Az. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces

langued ar.

or,

A fox's head ar.
Ar. two chevronels sa. Crest
semee of torteaux.
(Airds, co. Kirkcudbright, 1862). Ar. on a fess sa.
betw. two cross crosslets in chief of the second and in base a
demi lion gu. issuing out of a bar wavy az. three escallops

Eughan

Crest

or.

—An escallop

or.

Motto— E man.

(Gwerelns, in EdeiTViion, co. Merioneth; derived
from OwAiN Brootntvn, Lord of Edeirnion, Dinmael,
and Abertenant, in Powys-Fadoc). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
armed and l.angued gu. C-ests 1st, Hoghes, of Gwerclas: A demi lion ramp. sa. issuing out of a ducal coronet; 2nd, RooEBS, of Bryntangor: A boar pass, fretty
gu.; 3rd: On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a dragon
gu. gorged wich an ancient regal crown, cognizance of
the ancient Princes of Wales.
Supporters Dexter, a

—

—

sa.

sinister,

;

a dragon gu.

Motto

— Kymmer-yn-

Eughes

(Plas yn Diserth and Llewerllyd, co. Flint;
derived by uninterrupted male succession from CadWALLADB, second son of Griffith ap Ctnan, King of North
Wales, and liis second wife Dtddgt, dau. of Mersdith ap
Bleddtn ap Ctnftn, Prince of Powys). Gu. two lions pass,
and a rose in chief ar. Crest (granted by St. George,
Noiroy, 1620, to William Hdohes, Esq., of Llewerllyd)
Out of a coronet or, a demi lion ar. holding a rose gu. stem
and leaves vert.
Eughes (Kinmel Park, co. Denbigh. The present representative, Hugh Robert Hughes, Esq., of Kinmel, LordLieut. CO. Flint, is nephew of William Lewis, first lord
Dinorben, and grandson of Rev. Edward Hughes, A.M., of
Kinmel Park, by Mart Lewis, his wife, niece and heiress
of William Lewis, Esq., of Liysdulas, co. Anglesea). Gu.
two lions pass, and a rose in chief ar. Crc.ft Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp, ar. holding betw. the
paws a rose gu. slipped ppr. Motto Ueb Dduw heb ddim,

—

—

a digon.

Eughes

(Tregib, co. Carmarthen). Gu. a lion ramp, or, in
a tme love knot ar. betw. four fleurs-de-lis, their stalks
bending towards the centre of the second.

Eughes

(Alltlwyd, co. Cardigan).

Ar. a chev. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis az. on a chief of the last u mullet pierced of the
Crest
field.
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a demi lion
Tamp, holding In the dexter paw a fleur dc-lis. Motto—
cyflawn sydd hy megis Llew.
(Pl&s C6ch, CO. Anglesea). Ar. a chev. erm. betw.
three Cornish choughs ppr. each holding in the beak an
erm. spot. Crtsl—A Cornish chough ppr. Motto Duw a
ddarpari'r brain.
(Pllvyn-Llangoed, co. Anglesea). Same A>tns, &c.
(Bodwryn, co. Anglesea;. Ar. an eagle with two
hc.-ids displ. «a.
Crest
An eagle's head erased sa. in the
bc.'ik a brand raguly of the same flred gu.
Motto A fynno
T)iiw, dcrfyd.
(Ystradd, co. Denbigh). Or, three lions couchant

—

Eughes

—

Eughes
Hughes

—

—

Hughes

Crrit—A

couchant sa.
Hughes (Brecon), fia. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis
Crest
An arm In armour ppr. holding a fleur-dc-li« ar.
«a.

lion

—
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Crest

or.

—A Uon couchant

or.

Eughes (Wells, co. Somerset). Same Arms and Crest.
Eughes (Donnington Priory, co. Berks). Quarterly, 1st and
a fesse cotised betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
2nd, az. three arrows, points downwards or, on a chief of
the second three Moors' heads couped sidefaced sa. 3rd,
ar. a chev. erm. betw. three unicorns' heads capped sa.
(Rev. Hdob Huohes, of Nuneaton, co. Warwick).
Erm. a Uon ramp. gu. a bordure sa. fretty or. Crest In
front of a griffin's head erased sa. a fret or.
4th, sa.

;

Eughes

Eughes

Huoues Hdohes,

(William

Esq.,

of

Clapham

Common, co. Surrey, and Ryde. lele of Wight, M.P. for
Oxford in four Parliaments, eldest son of John Hewitt,
Esq., of Clapham, by Sophia his wife, only child of the
late William Hughes, Esq., of Clapham).
Ar. on a pile
engr. az. betw. two escallops in fesse gu. a lion ramp, of the
field.
Crest
In front of a staff raguly fesseways ppr. and
thereon a lion couchant az. holding betw. the paws an
escallop, as in the arms, a tilting spear erect or. Motto—

—

Semper

vigilans.

Eughes

(Sherdley Hall, co. X.ancaster). Gu. two lions pass,
in pale and a rose in chief ar.
Crest—Cat of a ducal

coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws a
white rose ppr. Motto—Ueh Dduw heb ddim, Duw a digon.

Gu. on a bend ar. three
ramp. Crest On a chapeau

(Maidstone, co. Kent).

fleurs-de-lis, in chief a

demi

lion

—

gu. turned up erm. a demi eagle with wings elevated.
(Middleton Stoney, co. Oxford; Michael Uuobes,
son of John Hughes, descended from co. Carnarvon. Visit.

Eughes

Gu. on a bend betw. two demi lions ramp. ar. three
Crest
A heron ar. beaked gu.
(co. Northampton).
Ar. on a bend giL betw. two
demi lions ramp, couped ppr. three fleurs-de-Us or.
Eughes. Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-Us gu. Crest—
A Uon ramp, or, holding a thistle sUpped ppr.
Eughes. Gu. a fret ar. on a canton or, a pheon of the
1634).

—

Eughes

fleld.

Eughes.

Ar. fretty gu. a canton erm.
(Archerstown, co. Tipperary). Gu. on a chev. ar.
three griffins' heads erased or, three mullets az.
Crest
A demi griffin or. Afotfo—Non-sibi sed patriae.
(confirmed to Sir Frederic Hughes, Knt., K.L.S.,
eldest surviving son of Robert Hughes, Esq., of Ely House,
CO. Wexford, and the other descendants of his grandfather).
Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three griffins' heads erased gu. a
fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets of the field.
Crest— A griffin's
head erased gu. holding in the beak a fleur-de-Us or.

Eughes
betw.

.

—

Eughes

Edeirnion.

Duw

—

ar.
Crest
A hand in armour ppr. couped above the wriat
lying fesseways, and holding in the hand a fleur-de-lis ar.
co. Suffolk, hart.).
Az. a lion ramp,

fleurs-de-lis sa.

Sughes

lion

borne by Bobebt Hoohie,

Eughes (East Bergholt,

Eughes

—

Eugham.

;

Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-Us

—

three crosses crosslet sa. as

Euggins (London).

Eugh..

Eughes (Trostrey, co. Monmouth
Esq., of Cheltenham).

three bulls' heads cabossed of the second as many
pierced gu.
Eugrford. Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed ar.
Eug^ord (Dicklestone, alias Dixton, co. Gloucester, WoUas
confirmed to Johw
Hall, CO. Worcester, and co. Warwick
HooFOBD, of Henwood, seventh in descent from Eobekt
Vert
a
chev. betw. three
on
HoQFOKD, of Edmondscott).

Engget (co.

&UL

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Hxro

Hng^ord. Az. three harts' heads cabossed or.
lion's paw resting upon a shield.
temp. Edward

;

or.

—Verus amor

Motto

Eughes

patriae.

Gu. a chev. betw. three
ramp. ar.
Eughson. Quarterly, gu. and erm. in the 1st quarter a lion
ramp, or, over all an eagle displ. of the last.
Eughton (Scotland). Ar. three piles issuing from a chief
lions

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

ramp.

or.

Crest

—A

lion

sa.

Eugo

(co. Devon).
Az. on a bend engr. ar. three trees
Crest
A Uon ramp, holding in the paws a
standard ar. charged with a cross gu.
Hugo. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or, a bordure az.
Eugo. Gu. fretty or, a bordure ar.
de Graudmesnil. Gu. a pale or.
Hugon. Ar. on a chev. vaire or and gu. betw. three hurts,
a hurt charged with a lion's head erased of the fleld.
(quartered by Prideaux, of Throwborough,
CO. Devon.
Visit. 1620).
Ar. a fess gu. betw. three pellets.
Huish (Gosport and Portsmouth). Ar. on a fesse sa. a lion
pass. ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of
These arms are entered in the Alphabet of
feathers ar.
Arms, Heralds' Office, as " Huish, Huset, or Husset, of

—

eradicated vert.

Hugo

Hugworthy

—

Nottingham."
See Hdtsh.

Huish.

Huish
CO.

(Sand-in-Sidburie, co. Devon, London, and Doniford,

Somerset;

Rowland Huish,

of Sand.

Visit. 1620).

See

Hutshb.

Huitson

(Cleaseby, co. York).

Az. an estoile of sixteen

points or.

Eulbat (Famham,

co. Surrey).

pards' faces jcssant-de

Eulbert

lis

Sa.

a cross betw. four

leo-

or.

(granted March, 1639). Quarterly, ar. and sa. in
the sinister chief and dexter base a lion ramp, or, over all a
bend gu. charged with three annulets of the third.
Eulbert. Az. a bend erm. betw. six mullets ar.
Euleys. Az. three eagles displ. or, over all a bend engpr. gu.

A

Ar. an eacle displ. sa.

(co. Gloucester).

Crat

—

Hullewell. Ar. on a chev. sa. three bezants.
HuUeys, or Hullers (co. Cambridge). Az. an

dexter band holding an oak branch ppr.

Hulghton.

Sul^ave

Gu. a lion pass.

displ. ar.

ar.

Ar. a bend betw. six martlets gu.
A hand holding a thunderbolt ppr.
Crest
Holgrave.
Hulgrave. See
Hulgreve, or Huigreeve (Minshull Vernon, co. Chester).
Erm. an inescutcheon gu.
(CO. Chester).

—

Hulyn

(Lord Major of London, 1459). Ar. a
chev. az. a bordure engr. sa.
Hulke. Per ehev. crenellee ar. and gu. three lions ramp.
counterchanged.
Sulkeford (co. Gloucester). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. ducally
gorged of the field (another, or, an eagle displ. sa. collared

Eulin, or

ar).

Town

Hull,

of

Az. three ducal coronets in

(co. York).

pale or.

Hull

Buckingham, Larkbeare, co. Devon,
Durham, Battersea, co. Surrey, and London,
(co.

Osterley, co.
1616).

Sa.

—

a

Crest
chev. erm. betw. three lalbots' heads erused ar.
talbot's head erased ar. betw. two laurel branches ppr. united

at the top.
(Battersea, co. Surrey

Hull

Arms and

Crest.

confirmed 25 Jan. 1624). Same
Arwlhcr Crest A talbot's head erased ar.
;

—

collared gu.

Hull

(St. Leonard's, co. Cornwall, and Oxford).
Sa. a chev.
betw. three talbots' heads erased ar.
Hull (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three water

bougets

Hull

sa.

(co.

Devon).

Az. a chcr. ar. betw. three chaplets

or.

Hull

(Child-Ockford, co. Dorset, temp.
and belled gold.

Henry

IIL).

Or,

a

bull pass. sa. collared

Hull

(CO.

Durham).

Per pale

three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Crest

az.

and gu. a chev.

—A cubit arm

or,

betw.

grasping a fleur-

de-lis.

Hull, alias Hill

(OlnestOD, co. Gloucester).
Az. on a
chev. betw. three owls ar. as many mullets sa. a bordure
engr. erm.
Hull (Hammersmith, co. Middlesex). Sa. a chev. embattled
betw. three talbots' heads erased ar.
Hull (co. Stafford). Ar. a chev. gu. (another, sa.) betw. three

demi

three

lions

ramp.

gu.

Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
as

many

plates

(another,

bezants).

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three derai lions
gu. as many bezants, on a chief sa. two piles of the field.
Crest A dragon's head couped sa. eared gu. collared or,
charged with three torteaux, on the neck a pale ar. betw.
(co. Surrey).

—

four plates.

H\ill, or Hall. Az. an eagle displ. or. Crest— A hunting
horn az. garnished ar.
Hull. Per fesse or and ar. three suns sa. (another^' ar. a pale
lozengy gu. on the second a mullet or another, or, three
roses gu.; another, erm. three fusils gu.; another, per pale
ar. and sa. a chev. betw. three dolphins naiant counter;

changed.
(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfSce, 1662). Ar. on a
chev. az. betw. three demi lions ramp. gu. as many bezants,
a chief point en point sa. and of the first.
Hull (Clonakilty. co. Cork; Fun. Ent. 1637, Hekrt
Hdll, brother of Sir William Hdll, Knt., sons of Henrt
Hull, Esq., of Exeter, co. Devon; descended from a second
son of Hdll, of Larkbeare, in same co). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three talbots' heads erased ar. Crest
A talbot's head

Hull

—

couped

ar.

Crest

Howes

(New-

— A buck's head couped ppr. attired or, betw. the attires

a sun of the

last.

(co. Berks).
(co. Chester).

Hulles, or Hulls.

Sa.

two

piles ar.

Ar. two (another, three) piles sa.
Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

or.

Hulles, or Hulse (Sutton Courtenay, co. Berks; Malltn,
dau. of Andrew Hclles, or Holse, of that place, m. Jabtes
Tate, Esq., of Stanlake, co. Oxford.
three piles from the chief sa.

Visit.

Oxon, 1574). Ar.

Hulles. Az. an eagle displ. ar. membered or.
Hulles, or Hules. Az. a chev. ar. betw. three
liior.
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and Hullys.

Out of a ducal coronet

Same Arms.

Crest

—

a unicorn's head gu.

or,

Hulleys, or Hullies.

Az. three eagles

displ. or,

over all

a bend engr. gu.

Hulling-, or Hullingey.

Erm. three roses gu. Crest—
demi savage holding over the shoulder a tree eradicated,
and bound round the waist and temples with leaves ppr.
Hullock (Barnard Castle, co. Durham; borne by Sir John
Hdllock, Baron of the Exchequer, 1826). Ar. a chev. vair
betw. three Moors' heads couped at the neck in profile ppr.
Crest
An ostrich's head couped ar. betw. two ostrich wings
gu. in the mouth a horseshoe or.
Hulls. See Hulles.
Hullys. See Hulleis.
Hulme (Michael Hulme, brother to Walter Hulme, and
heir to James Hulme, his nephew, teitip. William the Conqueror, ancestor of Sir Michael Mannoubs, Knt., 39

A

—

Henry III.
and two sa.

Visit. Notts, 1631).

Ar. six annulets, two, two,

(Hulme, co. Lancaster).
on a canton or, a cbaplet gu.

Barry of eight or and aa.

Hulme

Hulme (Reddish, co. Lancaster). Same Arms.
Hulme (Ball-Hay House, near Leek, co. Stafford).

Ar. a
chev. ermines betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa.
See Holme.
Huls (Norbury, CO. Chester; granted 1566). Same Armj as
Crest
HoLLES.
A stag's head ppr. attired sa. gorged
with a chaplet vert, betw. the horns a sun or.
Hulse (Breamore House, co. Hants, bart.). Ar. three piles,
one issuing from the chief betw. the others reversed sa.
A buck's head couped ppr. attired or, betw. tha
Crest

Hulme.

—

—

attires

a sun of the

last.

Hulse (Bethersden, co. Kent). Same Arms.
Hulse (Norbury, co. Chester). Ar. three piles, one issuant
from chief and two from base sa. Crest — A buck's head
or, betw. the horns a sun of the last.
(Mobberley, co. Chester). Ar. three piles in point

couped ppr. collared

Hulse
sa.

Hulse, and Hulsey.
and

co.

See Hdlles.
York; granted 10 Feb.

1577).

Ar.

on a canton sa. three cronels (another, ducal crowns) in
beud or. Crest- A lion ramp. sa. holding a shield ar. within
a carved bordure.
Hulston. Same Arms. Crest A lion ramp. sa. holding an

—

—

escutcheon ar. betw. his forepaws.
Ar. fretiy gu.
Hulton (Hulton, co. Lancaster). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a hart's
head and neck cabossed ar. betw. two branches of hawthorn ppr. il/o«o— Mens flecti nescia. The following grant of
the crest was made to the family by Dalton, Norroy, 1561
"Know ye that I, Norrey Kynge of Arms above-said, consydering that Adam Htlton, of Hylton, in the county of
Lancaster, and hys ancestors, have long continued in
noblynes, bearing arms, which be sylver, a lyon ramp,
gewles armed and langued asure, quartered with sylver, a
lyon ramp, gewles crouned gold, armed and langued asure,
which he beareth for Altce, daughter and sole heire to
John Hylton, of Farnworth. Yet wanting a crest, badge,
or cognizance, hath desired me, &c. that is to say, upon a
helmet, on a wreathe gewles, a crowne golde, thereout
issuing a hart's head and necke, cabowshed sylver, horned
golde, betwene two branches of hawthorn ppr."

Hulston.

—

(Bardsley, co. Lancaster).

Quarterly, 1st

and 4th, per chev. ar. and sa. three eagles displ. collared and
charged on the breast with a fleur-de-Us all counterchanged,
for Harrop; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp, gu., for Hdlton.
Crests— 1st, Harrop In front of a saltire or, an eagle displ.
sa. crusily ar.; 2i.d, Hulton: In a ducal crown or, a stag's
head with two branches of fructed hawthorn ppr. 31otio
Terrena pericula spemo.
Hulton (Farnworth, co. Lancaster, 1507). Or, an eagle
displ. gu. beaked and membered az.
Hulton (Edward Horne Hulton, Esq., eldest son of
the late Henry Hulton, Esq., of Bevis Mount, co. Hants,
Barrister-at-law, and Recorder of King's Lynn, brother of
Thomas Hulton, Esq., of Wroxham Hall, co. Norfolk, whoassumed the surname and arms of Preston, by sign manual, in
1805, and was created a bart. in 1814). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a lion ramp, double queue'! gu. 2nd, az. a lion ramp, bar3rd, quarterly, sa. and or, in the first
riily ar. and gu.
quarter a lion pass, of the second, for Bowden. Cre<i—OM
of a ducal coronet or, a hart's head ppr. attired of the firet
betw. two branches also ppr. each bearing three roses gu.
:

Hulse, Hulsey, Huls, or

bury, CO. Berks, and Betherden, co. Kent). Ar. three piles,
one issuing out of the chief betw. two others, reversed sa.

Hulles
Hulles

eagle

bend gu.

in

Hulton-Harrop

ar.

Hull. See Hill.
Hullcott. See HoLCOTT.
HlQlers. Az. an eagle displ.
Hullers. See Hulleys.
Hxilles,

a baton

H\illey, Hullies,

Hulson (London

water boucets sa.
Hull (Hameldon, co. Surrey).

Hull

H VL
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;
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Sulton (Donington, co. Line, & Parke).
Sulton.
Sulton.
Suiton.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Az. a lion ramp, bai-iy of six ar. and gu.
Az. a lion ramp, vaire ar. and gu.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. iretty az.
(AValkerne, o. Herts, and co. Norfolk). Ar.

Humberston

>

—

three bars sa. in chief as many pellets. Crist A pjrifBn's
ar. charged with three pellets in pale.
(Mollington Banastre, co. Chester, formerly

head erased

Eumberston

Same

of Gwersyllt Park, co. Denbitrh).

as

last.

Humble

(Stratford, co. Essex, and London.
buck trippant or, a chief indented of the last.
chapeau an owl rising all ppr.

Humble (London, bart.

1634).
Ci-est

Sa. a

— On a

extinct 1745, created 1C60). Same
Ademi buck gorged witha wreath of laurelppr.
Crest
created
a bart. 1687, extinct 1705).
(Kensington;
;

—

Arms.

Humble

Same A rms and

Crest.

Humble

(Cloncoskoran, co. Waterford, bart.). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, sa. a stag trippant or, on a chief dancett^e ar.
a trefoil vert, for Homble; 2nd and 3rd, erm. two bars gu.
a fleur-de-lis for cadency, for Ncgent. Crest A demi stag
ppr. homed or, charged on the breast with a trefoil vert.

—

Motto

— Decrevi.

Humby

(granted to George Hdmbt, Esq., of Bedford Eow,
Andrew, co. Middlesex). Gu. an eagle
Crest— An eagle displ. gu.
charged on the breast and on either wing with a bee or.
(Castle-IIume, co. Fermanagh, bart., extinct 1750;
Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand
the heiress m. Loftcs).
quarters, quarterly, 1st, vert a lion ramp, ar., for HrwE,
2nd, ar. three piles engr. gu., for Polwokth, 3rd, ar. across
cngr. az., for Sinclair, 4th, ar. three popinjays vert, beaked
and legged gu., for Pepdie; 2nd and 3rd grand quarters,
quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three cinquefoils pierced crm.,for
IIamilton, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lymphad sa., for Arran.
Crest
An heraldic tiger's head erased ar. JIfoMo—True to
the end.
Hum.e (exemplified to Nicholas Loftos, Esq., of Loftus Hall,
by Hawkins, Ulster, 1736, upon his marriage with Mary
Hume, only dau. and heir of Sir Gcstavts Hdjie, Bart., of
Castle-Hume, when he adopted the surname of Hcme).
Quarterly, 1st, vert a lion ramp, ar., for Home; 2nd, sa. a
chev. engr. betw. three trefoils ar., for Loftos 3rd, gyronny
of eight ar. and sa. a saltire engr. betw. four fleurs-de-lis,
the ends converging towards the centre all counterchanged,
also for Loftus; 4th, or, a chev. gu. betw. three buglehorns
sa. stringed az., fovCREWKERN. On an escutcheon of pretence
the arms of Hcme, Bart., of Castle-Hume, as above. Crest
and Motto same as Loftcs, £arl oj Ely.
Hum.e (Ei-irl of Marchmonl). Quarterly, 1st grand quarter
countcrijuartered, 1st and 4th, vert a lion ramp. ar. armed
and langued gu., for Hcme, 2nd and 3rd, ar. three popinjays
vert, beaked and mcmbered gu., for Pepdie; 2nd, ar. three
piles engr. gu. issuing from the chief, for Pol worth; 3rd,
ar. across engr. az., for St. Clair; 4th, as the first; over
all in the centre an escutcheon ar. charged with an orange
ppr. stalked and slipped vert, ensigned with an imperial
crown ppr. Crest Out of a human heart a dexter arm erect,
holding a scymitar all ppr. Supporters Two lions reguard.
ar. armed and langued gu.
Motto— True to the end.
(Ninewells, co. Berwick; David Home, the historian,
a younger brother of this branch lands now owned by the
Vert a lion ramp. ar.
heir female, paternally a Ross).
within a bordure or, charged with eight fountains liarry
first
wavy of the
and second. Crest A lion's head erased
ar. gorged with a collar gu. charged with fountains as the
bordure. Motio True to the end.
(Whitfield, co. Edinburgh; cadet of Ninewells).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as Ninewells; 2nd, Pepdie; 3rd,
ar. a stag's head erased gu. betw. the attires a cross crosslct
fltchee of the last, for Cairncross.
Crest
A lion's head
erased ar. gorged with a collar or, charged with three
mullets gu. Motto True to the end.
in the parish of St.
disjjl.

in chief three bees or.

Hume

—

;

—

—

Hume

;

—

—

Hume

—

Hume

—

(Harries, 1802).

Vert a lion ramp.

az.

armed and

langued or, within a bordure engr. crmlnois, on a chief of
the second three pepingoes of the first, beaked and inembcred gu. Crest A lion's head ppr. Motto True to the

—

—

end.

Hume

(AuchindoUy, co. Kirkcudbright, 1867).
Per fcss
vcrt and ar. a lion ramp, countcrchflnged.
Crett
A lion's
head er,ised gu. Mntlo True to the end.
Mother branches of the family,. See under Home.
Humerston. Erm. a laltirc componee or and gu. betw.

—

Hume

—

four bezantii.

Humet

'Sandford, co. Lincoln, Constable of Normandy,
trmp. llonry II.). Ar. a bordure gu. bezanlee.
Humfifreys (Mwyn, co. Montgomery: dosiTiided paternally
from Jd.nf.btii Kf.nvbab, Lord of Maeslirook, and, by an
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heir female, from Osdobne Fitzgerald, a scion of the house
of Desmond, who settled in Wales in the 13th century,
having migrated from Ireland to support the cause of Princo

whom he was a favourite). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four Cornish
choughs ppr. on a chief az. a boar's head couped ar. tusked
2nd and 3rd, erm. a saltire engr. gn.
or, langued gu.
thereon a crescent or. Crest On a chapeau a boar pass. ar.
fretty gu. more usually described and depicted as "a boar

Llewellyn, with

;

—

in

a net."

Humfines.

Ar. three lions pass. gu.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. two palets erm.
(co. Hants).
Ar. an eagle displ. with two
heads sa. over all on a chev. gu. three roses or.
Humfreston (Humfreston, co. Salop). Ar. an eagle displ.
vert, over all on a chev. gu. three rose."! of the field.
Humfrevile. Az. billett^e a cinqucfoil within a bordure
ar. charged with a horseshoe sa.

Humfray

Humfreston

Humfrevyle

Homfrevylb, temp. Eilward I. m.
William Harbottle, Knt., co.
16IS).
Gu. a cinquefoil

(John

Margaret, dau.

of

Sir

Northumberland. Visit. Rutland,
or, surmounted by a bend az.

Humfrey (Truro,

co. Cornwall).
Gu. a cross botonnee ar.
charged with four escallops sa. Crest On a mount vert a
Cornish chough ar. wings expanded, beaked and legged gu.
gorged with a bar gemelle or.
Evimfrey (Chaldon-Huuiphrey, co. Dorset). Gu. a cross
boton^e ar. quarter pierced of the field, charged with twelve
escallops sa. Crest
A leopard pass, or, embrued at the
mouth gu.
(cos. Gloucester and Northampten).
Gu. on a
cross boton^e ar. five pellets.
Crest
A cross botonee ar.
charged with five pellets.
(Rottendon, co. Essex). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. across botonee ar. charged with five pellets: 2nd, ar.
on a chev. betw. three rooks' heads erased sa. as many
mullets of the first; 3rd, ar. three bars geinel sa., for
Cabswell. Crest A dexter arm in armour, holding in the
hand all ppr. a cross botonee fitchee ar. charged with four

—

—

Humfrey

—

Humfrey

—

pellets.

Humfrey (Leicester and

Barton, co. Northampton). Same
Humfrey, co. Dorset). Crest A harpy ar.
face ppr. crined or, wings expanded of the last.
Humfrey (London granted 20 June, 1562, by Hervey,
Clarenceux, to William Hcmfkey, ''Saye Master to the
Queen's Mint "). Sa. a chev. engr. or, betw. three bezants,
on a chief of the second a rose gu. betw. two fleurs-de-lis az.
Crest
A horse's head or, pellettee betw. two wings barry
wavy of six ar. and az.
Humfrey (London). Same as Hdmfbets, London and

Arms

—

as Chaldon

;

—

Wales.

Humfrey.

Or, on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. as
niany bezants.
Hum.frey. Quarterly, ar. and sa.
(Wroxham House, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. a lion ramp, and above the head a ducal
coronet or, with a canton of the last for distinction, for
Humfrey ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three garbs sa.
within a bordure of the last, thereon eight fleurs-de-lis of
Crests— \&l, Homfrey: On a ducal
the first, for Blake.
coronet an eagle, wings elevated, holding in the dexter claw
a sceptre or, and charged on the breast, for distinction, with
a cross crosslct gu. 2nd, Blake On a morion a martlet
3/o»o.^Coelestem spero coronam.
ppr.
Humft-ey, or Humphrey. Sa. four palets erm.
(Dublin; confirmed 26 Jan. 1638). Gu. a lion
ramp, or, surmounted by a ducal coronet of the last, armed
and langued az. Crest— On a ducal coronet an eagle with
wings endorsed, holdingin the dexter hand a broken spear

Humfrey

:

;

Humfrey

all or.

Humfrey
botonee ar.
.Sic

Donegal).
Gu. on a cross
A sphinx sejant. Motto—

(Cavanacor,

co.

five pellets.

Crest

—

olim.

Humfrey

(Fun. Ent. of Kathebine, dau. of AMcnnan
John Homfrey, of Dublin, and wife of Sir Thady Duffy,
Lord Mayor of Dublin, d. 3 March, 1622). Or, on a bond
gu. three leopards' faces of the field.
(Rishangles, co. Suffolk; confirmed 26 Jan. 1638).

Humfrey

Same Arms and

Crest as of Dublin.

Humfrey, or Humphrey
CO. Suffolk).

Same Arms and

(llolhrokc

and Dunkstone,

Crest as of Dublin.

Humfreys, Humphreys, Humfrey, or

Hum-

fry (London and Wales; granted 22 April. 1717). Sa. three
nags' heads erased ar. Crest — A lion sejant or, reposing the
(Icxti-r foot

upon

Humphery
on a chev.

a nag's

head couped ermines.

(I'cnton Lodge, Audovcr, Suirey, bart.).
or,

bclw.

As

three gryphons' heads erased ar. a

cbaplet df oak vert, a chief of tbe second, tbereon three
martlets gu. Crest A xinicom pass. ar. armed, crined, and
boofed or, the dexter foot supporting a Boman fasces ia bend
Deus protector mens.
of the last. Motto
Humphrie, or Htunphry. Sa. three
A demi grifan, wings endorsed,
ostrich feathers ar. Crest
holding betw. the claws a ducal coronet ppr.
(Swebston, co. Leicester, and Barton, co.
Northampton. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Quarterly, Ist and
4tb, az. a bend betw. four leopards' faces or ; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a cross patonce ar. quarter pierced of the field, charged
with four escallops sa. Crest A harpy ar. crined or, wings

—

—

Humphrey,

HUN
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Humphrey

—

Hungrerford (Down Ampney and Winrush,

co. Cloacester;

descended from Sir EDMimD Hcnoebfobd, second son of
first Lord Huvger/ord).
Sa. two bars w. in chief
three plates.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a pepper
garb of the first betw. two sickles erect ppr. Motto-~Et Diea

Walter,

—

mon appoi.
Hungrerford (Geobob Walker Humoebfobs,

Esq., of
Calne, co. Wilts, whose only dau. m. John, second Lord
Crewe). Sa. two bars ar. in chief three plates, quartering

Heitesburt, per pale indented gu. and vert a chev.
Crest, as

the

or.

last.

Hung'erford.

Or, on a chev. sa. betw. two chevronels
gu. three martlets of the field, a chief vair. Crest Out of m

—

displ. gold.

Hum.phrey

(Barton, co. Northampton, and Shipson, co.
Ricbakd Hduphbet, of the former, and Sir
Thomas Hdmphbbt, of the latter, Visit. Leicester, 1619,
sons of WiixiAM HcKPHBET, fifth in descent from Sir Petes
Hdmphbt, Knt., of Cirencester, co. Gloucester). Gu. a
cross boton^e ar. quarter pierced of the field, charged on

ducal coronet a garb or, betw. two sickles ppr. AnotJker
Crest A martlet sa. betw. two palm branches or, in front of
a cross form^ fitchee of the last.
Hung'erford. Az. a cross or, ringed at tbe ends, with a
ring linked to each betw. four bezants, on a chief ar. a griffin

each end with three escallops sa. Crest
or, wings displ. gold.
(Bishop of Bangor, 1697).

Hungerford.
Hungerford.

Leicester;

—A harpy ar. crined

Humphreys

Gu. a

ar.

Humphreys.

Gu. a cross patonce erm.

Crest

ramp,

lion

—A

badger

ppr.

Humphreys

(London, bart.; extinct 1737; Sir William
Humphreys, Knt., Lord Mayor of London, 1 George, 1714,
was created a baronet same year). Sa. three nags' heads
erased ar.

Humphreys

(Tbomas Hdbtfbbete, Esq., of Bodelwyddan,
Ar. on a bend sa. three leopards' faces or.
Humphries (James Hcmphbies, Esq., of Ham Frith, co.
Essex). Ar. a lion pass, guard, sa., quartering sa. three
nags' heads erased ar. Crest
A nag's head erased ar.
CO. Flint, 1660).

—

Humphrys, Humphreys, Humphries, Humphris, and Huxaphryes. Ar. a lion pass, guard, sa.
Crest

—^Three

legs conjoined at the thigh flexed at the

knee

and spurred ppr.

Humphrys (Ballyhaise House,

Cavan
D.L.). Gu. a
co.

;

granted to Wil-

lion ramp, superliam HuMFBBTs, Esq., J.F.,
intending his head a ducal coronet or, in a canton ar. a
trefoil slipped ppr.
Crest On a ducal coronet an eagle,
wings endorsed or, armed and membered gu. in the dexter
claw a broken spear head of the first.
Motto—OptimsL
sperando spivo.
Hun, or
(cos. Essex and Kent; granted 8 Sept.
Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar.
1572).
Crest A demi lion
ramp. ar. ducally gorged or.
Hun. Az. a leopard ramp, (another, pass. ar.).
Hunden. Ar. a fesse embattled betw. three escallops gu.

—

Hunne

—

Hundfield, or Hunfield.

Quarterly,

or

and gu. in

the 2nd and 3rd quarters each three plates.

three

escallops gu.

(Saxton, Sandhutten,

and North Dalton,

Bumby,

co. York, bart.
extinct 1749).
chev. engr. betw. three talbots sejant ar. Crest ^A
;

—

ar.

a mullet.

Hunger.

—

Castle,

;

the coats of the heires-ses with whom they intermarried;
BoBERT, third Baron Hungerjord, bore, quarterly, 1st, per
pale indented gu. and vert a chev. or, Hettesbdbi ; 2nd,
sa. two bars ar. in chief three plates, Fitz-John
3rd, barry
of six erm. and gu., Hdsset ; 4th, ga. three garbs ar. banded
of the field, a chief or, Pevebell; 5th, ar. three toads erect
;

BoTREACX 6th, sa. on a chief ar. three lozenges gu.,
MouNEs. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a garb bet-v.
;

— Et Dieu mon appuy.

Motto

Dexter, a griffln sa.

;

sinister,

—

Supportei-s

a bird with a long

bill,

wings

expanded and chained sa.
(Baron Hunger/ord, of Heytesbury; Walter
HnnGERFOED, brother of Thomas, fourth Lord Hunger/ord,
was summoned to Parliament 1536, attainted 1541). Same

Hung^rford
Amu,

ic.
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—

—

appuy.

Hungerford

(Cahirmore, co. Cork; a younger branch of

HmiGERFoBD,

The

of

Island).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Motto.

Htingford

(t^np.

Edward

Gu.

I.).

three

stags'

heads

cabossed ar. horned or.
Ar. six chevronels sa.
Crest
A dexter hand
holding a pair of compasses, points upward, ppr.
Hunh'olton. Ar. on a pale sa. three eagles displ. of tho

—

field.

Quarterly, az. and gu. over all a lion ramp. ar.
(Huning, co. Fermanagh Ursula, dau. of Hbnbt
HuNiNG, of that place, m. Henrt Flower, Esq., then of
Langer, co. Notts; CordellSavillb, ofClerkenwell, London,
1623, m. Kathebine, dau. of Edward Hunings, of Aye, co.
Quarterly, gu. and vert a Uon ramp,
Suffolk. Visit. 1614).
;

ar.

Somer-

Lord Treasurer, was summoned to Parliament as a baron
in 1426 he was grandson of Sir Walter de Hdmgerford, by
Elizabeth, his wife, dau. and heir of Sir Adam Fitz-Johk,
Knt., of Chevill, co. Wilts, who was the grandson of Walter
i>B HuNGEBFOBD, CO. B«rks, who m. Maub, dau. and heir of
John db Hettesbubt, co. Wilts; vested in the Sari of
loudon. The Hungerfobos appear to have borne for arms

—

A

betw. two branches of palm or.
Motto £t Dieu mon
appui.
Hungerford (confirmed by Eoberts, ITlster, to (Lionel
Anthony Hungebfobd, who arrived in Dublin with his regiment, 30 April. 1647, eon and heir of Henbt Hungebfobd,
Esq., of Marson, co. Wilts, and grandson of Henbt HnN6BBFOBD, Esq., of same place, the second son of Sir Joaa
Honoebfobd, Knt., of Down Ampney, co. Wilts). Sa. two
bars ar. in chief three plates, a crescent sa. charged with
another or, for di£t
Crest— Oat of a ducal coronet or, a
garb gold betw. two sickles ppr.
H'ongerford (Inchodony, or The Island, cow Cork ; descended
from Sir Edmund Hongebford, Knt, of Do'wn Ampney, co.
Gloucester. The connection of the Irish with the English
bouse is traced by the will of John Hungerford, of Lincoln's
Inn, 1729). Same Arms and Crest. Motto
Et Dieu mon

Huning.

—

Hung'erford (Baron Bwngerford, Farley Castle, co.
set; Sir Walter db HtmcERFOKO, K.G., of Farley

sickles ppr.

surname of Hcnoebfobd). Quarterly, 1st and 4tb,
as Hitngebford, of Farley Castle; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a
chev. sa. cotised gu. three martlets of the field, a chief
vaire, for Holdich.
Crest*— 1st, Hdnoebforb: As Farley
Castle ; 2nd :
martlet sa. in front of a cross pattee fltchte
tional

H'uning

sickles interlaced ppr.

two

Gu. a chev. betw. three crosslets fitch^ or.
Per pale indented or and vert a chev. gu.
(Dingley, co. Northampton; exemplified to

Henrt Hdngerford Holdich, Esq., of Dingley Park, High
Sheriff in 182», who succeeded to the estates of the late Johh
Peach Hdngebfobo, Esq., M.P., and assumed the addi-

Gu. a

Gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three talbots ramp,
Crest On a mount vert a talbot pass. sa.
two bars ar. betw. three plates. Crest Two

Sa.

sa.,

H'pngerford

bound

sejant ar.

Hungute.

pass. sa.

Hungham.

Hundscot, or Hundescot. Erm. a bordure gu.
Hunesdon. Ar. a fcsse counter-embattled betw.

Hungute, or Huneratt

—

Huninges
vert

(Chester,

and gu. a

lion

and Carsam,

ramp.

co. Suffolk).

—A

Crest

ar.

lion's

Quarterly,

head erased

ar.

collared sa.

Huninges.

Az. a lion ramp.

a chief or.
Hunke (Sir Thomas Hunke, knighted at Dublin Castle, by
Sir Abtbcb Chichesteb, Lord Deputy, 1606).
Ar. three
ar.

mullets sa. a bordure gu. bezantee.
hatchets, or poleaxe.^, erect or.
(co. Warwick. Harl. MSS. 6060). Ar. three mullets
sa. a bordure gu. bezantee.
Hunkes, or
(cos. Buckingham, Gloucester,
Norfolk, Warwick, and Worcester).
Gu. an inescutchcon
ar. charged with three mullets sa. within an orle of eight
bezants.
Crest— A. greyhound courant erm. collared and
ringed sa.
(Gatherley, co. Devon; John Hi^kin, desc-ended
from William Honktn, Esq.,of Southkioibare, co. CoriiwaU,

Hunkerville. Vert three

Hunkes

Huncks

Hunkin
27

Henry VI.

Visit. \6iQ).

Ar. a mascle sa. over aU afess

of the last.

Hunkin

(South Kimber and Liskeard, co. Cornwall).

Same

Aiins.

Hunlock

(London; granted 1587). Az. on a fesse brtw.
three tigers' heads erased or, as uiany mu'lf ts of tlie field.
Ctest—On a chapeau az. tui-ned up erm. a cockatrice ]i^r.

"
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StLUloke (Wingerwortb, co. Derby, bart.). Az. a fesse
b«tw. three tigers' heads erased or. Crest— Oa a chapeau
az. tamed up erm. a cockatrice, wings expanded ppr.
combed, beaked, and wattled or.
Htmnis (co. Middlesex; granted 14 Feb. 1568). Bendy of
six or and az. a unicorn ramp, vert, armed ar. Crest— Betvr.
two honeysuckles ppr. a unicorn's head couped or, charged
with two bendlets az.
StULsley. Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Hunsted. Gu. a cliief chequy or and az.

Hunsten

Sa. four lozenges in cross

(Boston, co. Lincoln).

Hunster, Hunt, or Huniste

(cos.

Bedford and Kent).

Sa. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils or (another, ar.).
(Walpole, co. Norfolk granted by patent, dated
6 Feb., 3 and 4 Philip and Mary). Sa. four lozenges, one,

Bunston

;

two, and one, erm. a bordure engr. or, quartering Denvees
hind's head couped or, holding ia
and Haltoft. Cre3t
the mouth a holly slip vert, fructed gu.
(Longnor, co. Salop, 1623). Per pale ar. and sa. on a
Crest
A hind'*
galtire a crescent all counterchanged.

—A

Hunt

—

bead couped ar. wounded on the breast with a pheon sa.
dropping blood ppr.
(Boreatton, co. Salop). Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire
Crest
A talbot sejant sa. collared or,
counterchanged.

—

lined az. the line tied to a balbert in pale of the second,

beaded of the

Per
(EowLAND Hunt, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn).
pale ar. and vert a saltire counterchanged, a canton erm.
(BicHASD BuBGEs UcNT, Esq.). Or, on a bend sa.
betw. two water bongets az. a chey. betw. three pheons of
the field, a chief gu. thereon three leopards' faces gold.

Hunt

Crest— A mount

thereon a talbot sejant or, gorged with
by a ribband az. to a spear erect ppr.
therefrom a banner flowing towards the sinister sa. charged
with a pheon, as in the arms.
(HosET-HuNT, Comp"on Pauncefoot, co. Somerset).
Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, Hunt, az. two chevronels erm. betw.
three martlets ar. a canton ar. for distinction; 2nd and 3rd,
HusET, barry of six erm. and gu. a canton ar. for distinc1st, Hunt An arm embowed vested az. cuffed
tion.
Crests
or, in the band a slip of trefoil in blossom ppr. ; 2nd,
Edset A boot sa. spurred or, topped erm. surmounted by
a heart supported by two hands issuant from clouds ppr.
and on an escroll above the words "Cor nobyle cor imvert,

collar vair, attached

Sunt

—

:

:

mobyle."

Hunt

(Chalderston, co. Bedford). Ar. on a chev. witliiu a
bordure gu. an annulet or.
(Ashover, co. Derby, temp. Henry III., and Aston,
same co., temp. Henry VIII.). Ar. a buglebom aa.
Btringed vert, on a chief gu. three mullets pierced of the

Hunt

—

(another, on a chief three roses or). Crest
A buglehorn, as in the arms.
(Chudleigh, co. Devon; traced in the Visit, of 1620
to the year 1500). Az. on a bend betw. two water bougets
Crest On a mount vert against
or, three leopards' faces gu.
a balbert erect in pale gu. headed ar. a talbot sejant or,
collared and tied to the balbert of the second.
(Exeter, co. Devon; Nicholas Hcnt, of that place.
Visit. 1620, great-grandson of Thomas Hunt, three times
field

Hunt

—

Hunt

Mayor

of Exeter).

Same Arms and

(Stockgrave, co. Devon, and of Worcester). Gu. on a
fesse betw. three cinquefoils or, a lion pass, of the field.
Crest
A boar's head erect betw. two ostrich feathers sa.
(Romford, co. Essex). Per pale ar. :icd vert a saltire
counterchanged, a canton erm. Crest A talbot sejant sa.
collared or, lined az. the line tied to a balbert in pale of the
second, headed of the last.
(Hoggesback; co. Hereford). Sa. a fesse or, in chief

—

Hunt

—

Hunt

two cinquefoils of the
(Lincoln's Inn).

—

last.

Az. a bend betw. six leopards' faces

A stag's head erased ppr.
(Kilderveston, co. Norfolk). Per pale ar.
saltire counterchanged betw. four horseshoes gu.
Crest

or.

Hunt
Hunt

and

sa.

a

(Hermyngtoft, co. Norfolk, and co. Suffolk).
Vert a
saltire or.
Crest
A lion sejant erm.
(Lyndon and Hindon, co. Itutland, and Gayton, co.
Stafford).
Az. a bend between six loopard.s' faces or. Crest
A leopard's face betw. two wings expanded or.
(.Stoke Lindon and Barradon, co. Rutland
granted by
Cooke, Clarenceux, 20 July, 1685, to John Hunt, Esq., of
Lindon and Stoke Aubency, descended from John Lb Hunt,
40 Edward III., great-grandson of Gilbert de Stoke, called
the Forester, and Matilda, his wife, dau. and heir of John
BtsoL, of Ramestborpe and Ashley.
ViHit. Rutland, 1618).
Az. a bend betw. six leopardi' faces or, quartering Uidol.
Orut A leopard's face between two wings expanded or.

—

Hunt

—

Hunt

;

—
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—

Hunt

—

—

ostrich feathers.

Quarterly, or and sa. a cross lozengy counterchanged.
Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire counterchanged, on a
canton of the second a lion pass, of the first.
Hunt. Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire counterchanged,
in chief a lion pass, guard, per pale of the second and

Hunt.

first.

Hunt.
Hunt.

Az. a chev. (another, engr.) betw. three martlets ar.
Gu. a talbot pass. betw. three pheons or, a bordure
engr. ar. pellettee.
Hunt. Ar. a bordure gu. bezantee.
Hunt. Ar. on a chev. within a bordure gu. five bezants.
Hunt. Gu. an inescutcheon ar. within an orle of bezants
(another, of crescents or).
Hunt. Sa. on a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils of the

Hunt

Gu. three mullets ar. on a bordure

(co. Norfolk).
eight torteaux.

Hunt.

Gu. a hind springing ar. betw. three pheons or,
a bordure of the last pellettee.
Gu. a hind trippant betw. three pheons or, within a
bordure of the second (another, the bordure engr. ar.)

Hunt.

pellettee.

Hunt-Foulston.

See Foulston.

Hunt (Lanhydrock,

co. Cornwall),

Per pale

ar.

and

sa.

a

counterchanged, quartering, ar. a talbot sa. sejant,
collared and chained or, and fastened to a stake.
(Reg. Ulster's Office to Captain Hunt, of Col. Chidley
Cootes' Regiment, the brother of the first Earl of Moimtra'.h,).
Sa. a chev. L<etw. six leopards' faces or, on a chief of the last
a Uon pass. gu. holding in the dexter paw a snake ppr.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm erect gu. the hand
grasping the pommel and hilt of a broken sword gold.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 16V7). Az. on a bend betw.
three water bougets or, as many leopards' faces gu.
(Curragh, co. Limerick, hart., nowDEVEBE; confirmed
by Fortescue, Ulster, 1797, with an augmentation of the
Castle of Limerick, as a memorial. Sib Vebe Hunt, the first
hart., having raised the 135th or Limerick Regiment of Infantry).
Az. on a bend betw. two water bougets or, three
leopards' faces gu., and for augmentation, on a chief of the
third a castle or port betw. two towers ar. masoned sa. with
the Union Jack of England displ. from a flagstaff erect
ppr., and in a canton of the field an Irish harp of the
Crest
A castle, as in the
second, stringed of the fourth.
arms.
Huntbach (co. Stafford). Gu. upon a fess or, fretty of the
Crest
A talbot's
field betw. three talbots' heads erased ar.
saltire

Hunt

—

Hunt

Hunt

—

—

head erased

Hunter

Crest.

Hunt

Hunt

(Longnor, co. Salop), Per pale ar. and sa. a saltiro
counterchanged. Crest A lion's head erased per pale ar.
and sa. collared gu. Uned and ringed or.
(Speckington, co. Somerset).
Az. two chevronels
betw. three martlets ar. (another, a chev. voided).
Hunt. Az. on a bend or, betw. six leopards' faces of the
second three water bougets sa. Crest On a chapeau gu,
turned up erm. a talbot statant ar.
Hunt. Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three cinquefoils or, a lion
pass. gu.
Crest
A boar's head couped and erect betw. two

second a lion pass. gu.

last^

Hunt

a

HTTir

Hunt

Hunt.

erm. a bordure engr. ar.

Hunt

i

Ilk,

ar. collared gu. fretty or.
(Hunterston, co. Ayr; sometimes styled

Prsefectua

Venatorum Regiorum

"of that

Cuninghame;
by Robebt Hunter,
in

ancient arms as reverted to in 1865,
of Hunterston, heir of line of the family). Or, three hunting horns vert, garnished and stringed gu. Crest A greyhound sejant ppr. gorged with an antique crown or.
Supporters Two greyhounds ppr. gorged with antique
crowns or. Motto Cursum perficio. [At and prior to the
commencement of the I7th century we find this family
bearing, " Vert three dogs of chase argent, on a chief of the
second three hunting horns of the first bandressit gules."
The present Hunter of Hunterston submitted his claims to
the Lord Lyon, who " ratified, maintained, and confirmed to
him " the original arms, with crest, motto, and supporters as

—

—

—

above detailed.]

Hunter (David

Hunter, Calcutta, heir male of Hunterston,
Vert three greyhounds courant ar. collared or, on a
of the second three hunting horns of the first,
A greyhound sejant ar. collared or.
Btringed gu. Crest
Su.;)por<er»— Two greyhounds ar. collared or. JV/o«o— Cur1826).

chief

sum

wavy

—

perficio.

Hunter

(Uestennet,

hounds courant

ar.

co.

Vert three greyon a chief engr. of the

Forfar, 1672).

collared

or,

—

second three hunting horns of the first, stringed gu.' Crest
A fir tree ppr. A/o£(o— Jucunditate afflcior.
Hunter (.St. Lucar, 1775). Vert two greyhounds courant In
pale ar. on a chief engr. of the last a boar's head erased sa.

A

—

betw. two hunting horns of the first, stringed gu. Crest An
anchor ppr. Motto Raised again.
Hvinter (Polmood, co. Peebles). Ar. three hunting horns
vert, stringed gu.
Hunter (BaUagan, co. Dumfries). Ar. a crescent az. betw.
three hunting horns vert, stringed gu.
Hunter (David Hunter, cadet of Polmood, 1738). Ar. a
chev. wavy az. betw. three hunting horns vert, stringed gu.
A dexter and sinister hand and arm holding a bow
Crest
and arrow in full draught ppr. Motto Fortuna sequatur.
Hunter (Ayr, 1680). Vert three collars or, on a chief indented ar. as many hunting horns of the first, garnished and
A greyhound in full course ar. collared
stringed gu. Crest
Motto Expedite.
or.
Hunter (Barjarg, co. Dumfries). As the last, within a
bordure ar. charged with four roses or, barbed vert. Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. Motto VigUantia robur vo-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(Thurston, co. Haddington). Vert three hunting
horns ar. garnished gu. on a chief of the second two boars'
heads couped of the third. Crest A stag's head erased ppr.
Motto Vigilantia robur voluptas.

—

—

Vert three hunting horns ar.
garnished gu. and strinced or, within a bordure of the last.
pale
ppr.
Motto Spero.
An
anchor
in
Ci-est
Hunter (Glencarse, co. Perth, 1792). Vert three greyhounds
in pale in full speed ar. collared gu. within a bordure or, on
a chief wavy of the second a fleur-de-lis az. betw. two hunting
horns of the field, garnished of the fourth and stringed of the
Crest —A greyhound's head and neck ar. collared gu.
third.
Motto Diun spiro spero.
H'unter (Bumside, co. Forfar). Ar. a man's heart ppr.
betw. three hunting horns vert, stringed gu.
Crest
hunting horn, as in the arms. Motto Spero.
Hunter (Manchester, 1866). Per fess ar. and vert three
himting horns counterchanged, garnished and stringed gu.
Crest— k greyhound's head erased ppr. Motto— Dwa. spiro
(Hafton, co. Argyll).

—

—

—

—

—

Hunter (Dean Bum,

co.

Roxburgh,

1875).

Per

fess

wavy

or and az. in chief two hunting horns vert, garnished and
stringed gu. in base an anchor ar. Oi-est
A dexter and a
arm shooting an arrow from a bow all ppr. Motto

—

—

sinister

Far and sure.
See Blaib.
(Mortimer Hill, co. Berks, bart.. Lord Mayor of
London, 1811-12). Or, a lion ramp. gu. betw. eight crosses
pattee fitchee sa. Crest A demi lion holding betw. the paws
a cross pattee fitchee, as in the arms.
Hunter (co. Durham). Gu. on a fesse or, hetw. three stags'
beads erased of the second as many buglehorns stringed sa.
Crest— A buglehorn vert, garnished or, stringed gu.
Hunter, alias Perry (Wotton-under-Edge, co. Gloucester).
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three lions ramp. gu. as
many buglehorns or.
Hunter (Medolmsley, co. Durham). Gu. on a chev. or,
betw. three bucks' heads erased of the second as many
buglehorns stringed sa. Crest
A deer's head. Motto
Vigilantia robur voluptas.
Hunter (Croyland, co. Lincoln; descended from James
Hunter, fourth son of Robert Hunter, of Hunterston,

Hunter

—

—

—

Same Arms as Hu.nter, of Hunterston, co.
Ayr, quartering Orbt, Howard, and Gerard. Crest A greyhound's head and neck couped ar.
Hunter (granted to William Henrt Hunter, Esq.). Per
pale vert and gu. a sun in splendour or, betw. three greyhounds courant, two and one ar. collared of the second, a
chief engr. erminois, thereon a cross crosslet fitchee also gu.
betw. two buglehorns stringed az.
Crest
A mount vert,
thereon a greyhound's head erased or, collared gu. betw.
living in 1674).

—

—

thistles issuant ppr.

Hunter (Upper

Grosvenor Street, London). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, on a mount vert a tree ppr. on a chief gu. a
crescent lietw. two mullets ar. all within a bordure gobony
of the first and fourth; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three arrows lying
fesseways in pale ar. the points towards the dexter. Crest

—

A demi lion.
Hunter (Rev.
cabossed

Joseph Hunter, F.S.A.). Or, a stag's head
on a chief indented of the second three crosses

sa.

pattee of the

Hunter.

first.

Or,

a

lion

ramp. gu. an

orle of crosses

pattee

fitchee sa.

Hunter.

Ar. three buglehorns in bend gu. stringed vert.
(Straidarran, co. Londonderry). Ar. three buglehorns bendways gu. garnished and furnished vert. Crest
A stag's head cabossed ppr. Motto .\rte et marte.

Hunter

—

Huntercombe

—

(Baro/i Huntercombe ; summoned to Parlia1295, extinct 1312).
Erm. two bar* gemels gu.
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Crest

(fu.

second.

Huntercombe
billettee gu.

(Woodborough, co. Nottingham).
two bars gemels of the last.

Enn.

Hunting', or Hurtingr.
and one.

Ar. ten hurts, four, three, two,
Crest
A dexter hand ppr. holding up a shield az.
Ar. eighteen hurts, nine, four, three, and two.

—

Hunting.
Huntingdon, Earl of. See Clinton.
Huntingdon, Earl of. See Hastings.
Huntingdon, Town of. A landscape,
tree,

on the dexter of which

Bide of the tree a

on the centre a
a bird perched, on the sinister

is

htmtsman blowing a horn,

hand a bow and arrow, on the dexter
pursued by two dogs all ppr.

side

(Winchley HaU, co. Essex).
a chief gu. three mullets or.

Huntingrdon, or Huntington.
ramp. az. Crest— X crosier ar.

Huntingdon.
Huntingdon.

in his sinister

a stag courant,
Ar. fretty

Or,

billettee

sa.

ou

a lioa

Gu. a

fesse betw. three buglehorns ar.
Ar. fretty sa. on a chief of the second

three mullets or.

Huntingfleld
ment

1294,

(Baron HuntingfUld: summoned to Parliaabeyance 1377). Or, on a fess gu. three plates.

Htintingfleld {Baron
ment

but never

1362-69,

Huntingfield

summoned

;

Same

after).

to Parlia-

Ai-rm.

Huntingfleld, Baron. See Vanneck.
Huntingfield. Quarterly, or and gu. a label of three points
sa. on each as many plates.
Huntingfield (cos. Bedford and Hertford). Gu. on a bend
ar. three lions

ramp.

Huntingfield

(co.

sa.

Hereford,

Edward

temp.

I.).

Same

Arms.

Huntingfield

Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure

(co. Kent).

(another, engr.) sa.

(Huntingfield, co. Suffolk, temp.

Or, on a fesse gu. three plates.

Htintingfield.

Same Arms.

Crest

Henry

II.).

—A dagger and sword

in saltire ppr.

Huntingfield.
lions

Hunter-Blair.

ment

Erm. two bars gemeU

Bword in pale enfiled with a man's head couped and wreathej
about the temples.
Huntercombe. Az. a chief or, over all a lion ramp, of the

Htintingfield

Bpero.

two

H'unterconxbe.

HuZLtingdon

luptas.

Hunter

Hunter

HUN
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HXTN

Quarterly, gu. and or, on a bend ar. three

ramp, of the

Huntingfield.

first.

Quarterly, or and gu. a label of five points

sa.

HTintingfield.

Quarterly, or and gu. a label of five points

az. bezant^e.

Huntingfield. Or, a cross az.
Huntingfield. Gu. a bend betw. six crosses formee

fitchee

ar.

Huntingfield. Or, on a bend gu. three plates.
Huntingfield (George Huntingfield, Esq.,
'Waring, CO. Down; impalement Fun. Ent. 1619,
in-law. Sir

George Greame,

Knt.).

Or,

on a

of Castle
of his son-

fess gu. three

plates, a crescent for ditf.

Huntingford
Gloucester,

(George Isaac Hdntingfobd, Bishop of
and of Hereford. 1815-32; the de-

1802-15,

scendant of a family whose representative, temp. William
and Slary, was possessed of a good landed estate at Tillington,
CO. Sussex).
Per fesse sa. and erminois fretty gu. a fesse per
fesse nebulee of the second and first, in chief three crosses
pattee fitchee at the foot ar. Crest A griffin's head erased
or, wings elevated fretty gu. holding in the beak a cross

—

pattee fitchee at the foot ar.

Huntington

Erm. three water bougets in
(co. Devon).
betw. two cotises cu.
Huntington. Ar. billettee a lion ramp. az.
Huntington. Ar. three lions ramp. purp.
HuntlSdon, or Huusdon. Gu. a (esse betw. three
Dugletiorns or.
Huntley (Treowen, co. Monmouth, temp. Edward III.). Sa.
on a chev. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed ar. as many
Crest
A buck's head cabossed
bugles stringed of the first.
ar. betw. the horns a bugle stringed sa.
Huntley (Boxwell, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three stags' heads erased sa. as many l)ug:ehorns stringed
bend

sa.

—

of the neld.

Crest

— A talboi

ppr. collared

and lined

or.

Huntley

^Dorking, co. Surrey, and of Wales). Ar. on a
cnev. betw. three bucks' heads erased sa. dS many buglehorns or, (another, the horns ar.).
Huntley. Ar. (another, erm.) a chev. betw. three bucks'

heaas couped

sa.

Huntley. Erm. a rliev. couped
Huntly, Marciuess of. See

Hunton (co.
three

Wilts

;

talbots pass.

erased ar.

sa.

Gordon.

granted 1578).
ar.

Crest

—A

Sa. a chev. erm. betw.

demi

talbot

ramp,

and

A

HUN
Sunton

(East Knoyle, co. Wilts). Ar. on a chev. per pale
ga. and oz. betw. three talbnts pass. sa. as many stags'
Crest
or.
A demi talbot ga. collared and
cabossed
beads
eared or, twlding bet.w> the paws a stag's bead cabossed of

—

the

last.

SuBton, or Hutton

(co. Cambridge).
Ar. three hnrt«,
each charged with a martlet of the field, on a chief vert an
eagle displ. or, all within a bordure engr. gu.
(AttercliEfe, co. York; granted to Francis
UuNTSMAN, Esq.). Gu. three escutcheons ar. each charged
with a buglehom sa. garnished or, and stringed of the Held.
front of two
Ctit A mount vert, thereon a fembrake
spears in saltire ppr. therefrom pendent a buglehorn garifotto
Esto vigilans.
nislied and stringetL as in the arms,
Sard. Vert a bend erm. betw. three escallops ar. Crest
A dear's head sa. muzzled gu. betw. two wings or.
Slirdlngr (co. Dorset). Gu. two bars wavy erm.

Suntsman

—

m

—

—

Surlblatt (Famham,

co. Surrey. Visit. Hanta, 1654).
So. a
cross betw. four leopards' faces jessast-de-lis or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a talbot's head ar. eared gn.
collared of the last, ringed and studded of the first.

—

Surlebert.

Quarteriy, ar. and sa. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a lion ramp, or, on a bend gu. three annulets of the third.
Creit
An arm bent couped at the shoulder gu. holding a
battle-axe, staff of the last, blade and gauntlet ar. at the

—

wrist a ribbon tied in a knot of the first.
Siirleston (Hurleston, and' Newton, co. Chester). Ar.
four ermines' tails in cross sa. Crest An ermine pass. ar.
Surleston (Picton, co. Chester). Ar. four erm. spots in

—

cross sa.

Zurlestone.
erm. spots

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a cross of four
'^d, ar. a bend and demi bend both engr.
chev.
betw. three stone bows sa.
a
Crest

sa.

sa.; 3rd, ar.

;

—

goat's head ar. bearded

and

attired or,

on the neck four

erm. spots in cross.

Surlestone.
Surley. Ar.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bows sa.
a crescent betw. three trefoils sa. Crest— Oixt
of a ducal coronet a peacock ppr.
(Province of Munster, Eeg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on

Hurley

a cross gu.

five frets or.

Hurlston

(Canington, co. Bedford).
betw. two bars gemelles sa.

Ar. a fesse ermines

Hurlston, or Horleston (Hurlston,

co. Lancaster).

Ar.
four erm. spots in cross sa. the heads meeting in the centre
CVej.J'— An

ermine pass. ppr.
a cross betw. four crescents erm.
(Walton Hall, Wakefield). Ar. a cross couped az.
betw. four pheons of the last, a crescent for diff.
Hurly (Tralee, co. Kerry; confirmed to Bobebt Cohwat
HuBLT, Esq., eldest son of Jobn Hitrlt, Clerk of the Crown,
J.P.).
Az. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet or, a dexter
band couped betw. two mullets gu. Crest Out of an antique
Irish crown or, a naked arm embowed ppr. holding a cross
crosslet gold.
Motto Dextra cruce vincit.
Hurrell, H\irell, or Hurle. Ar. a chev. betw. three
crossbows unbent az. Crest— A lion ramp. ppr. holding a
flag displ. gu. charged with a cross in the dexter chief ar.
Hurry (Nichoi.A8 Hdbbi, Esq., Liverpool, descended from a
Norfolk family). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. and in base two
mullets az. pierced of the field. Crest
A harpy, wings
expanded and inverted ppr. .WoMo— Nee arroge nee dubite.
Hurry (Scotland). Ar. in chief a lion ramp. gu. in base two
mullets az. Crest—A lion's gamb. Motto
Sans tache.
Hurse (Sterford, co. Hertford). Ar. the sun in splendour gu.
Crest In a wood ppr. the sun or.
Hurst (Sabrirtgeworth, co. Hertford). Same Arms and
Crest, a crescent for diff.
point.

Hurlston.
Hurlstone

Sa.

—

—

—

—

—

Hurst

(Welbery, co. Hertford; granted 1718). Quarteriy,
erm. and or, a sun gu.
Crest
A sun or, rising from
behind a castle ppr. «tanding on a mount vert.

—

Hurst

(Hinckley, co. Leicester; granted 1763). Quarteriy,
az. and gu. over all a sun or, in the Ist and 4th quarters
two fleurs-de-lis fesseways, in the 2nd and 3rd a lion pass.
guard, of the third. Crest
A dragon, wings elevated ar.
resting the dexter foot on a cross croislet or, charged
on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis az.

—

Hurst
or,

(Horsham Park,

co. Sussex).
Quarterly, erm. and
all a sun nu.
Crest
An oak tree ppr.
(Barrowby, co. Lincoln). Ar. an estoile of twelve

over

Hurst

—

points gu.

Hurst

(CO. Salop).

and as many

Hurst
gu.
ppr.

Burt

Ar. six billets az. frewy, three in fesse

Ar. the sun in his splendour
vert a hurst or group of trees

CVm(— Upon a mount
Afo«o— Pro Deo et rege.
(Aldcrwasley, co. Derby;
1611).
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2nd, gu. a wolf pa«s. ar., for
Lowe, of Alderwasley; 3rd, aa. a hart trippant ar., for
LowB, of Denby and Alderwasley 4th, ar. a bu-jlehom
betw. three crescents sa. each charged with a bezant or, for
cinquefoils or,

for

;

;

—

Fawnb, of Alderwasley. Crest A hart vass. ppr. homed,
mcmbered, and hurt in the haunch with an arrow or,
Motto

featheifed ar.

Hurysse.

—Mane

pi-sedam vesperi spulium.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three hinds' heads cabossed

of the second.

Husband.

Ar. on a fesse voided az. betw. three martlets
a mallet gu. Crest A demi griffin holding in the claws
a ducal coronet ppr.
Husband (Gesley). Ar. on a fesse voided az. betw. three

—

sa.

martlets sa. as many mullets gu. fimbriated of the second.
Ar. on a fesse cotised betw. three martlets gu.
as many mullets of the field.

Husband.
Husdell
sa.

(Monkwcarmouih, co. Durham). Per fesse or and
a pale counterchanged, three fleurs-de-lis gu. Ci-est A

demi

—

lion ppr.

Huse.

Ar. a leg in bend sinister, couped at the thigh sa.
betw. two cinquefoils gu. Crest— A dexter hand ppr. holding a cross pattee in pale or.
Husee, Hussee, and Hussy. Ar. a cross vert. Crett
A leopard pass, guard, ppr.
Husey. Or, on a fesse sa. a lion pass. ar.
Huskisson (the late ttt. Hon. William Huskisson, M.P.,
of Earth, Petworth, co. Sussex).
Gu. a chev. or, betw.
three elephants' heads erased ppr. Crest An elephant's
head erased ppr. tusked ar. Motto Tit secura quies.
Huskisson (Tilghman-Hcseisson, Easham, co. Sussex).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. on a chev. nebulee betw. three
elephants' heads erased ar. as many torteaux, for Huskis«
SON ; 2nd and 3rd, per fesse sa. and ar. a lion ramp, reguard.
coimterchanged. crowned or, for Tilqbman.
Cj-ests
1st,
Huskisson: An elephant's head erased ar. guttee de sang,

—

—

—

—

by an arrow ppr. 2nd A demi lion
Motto Spes alit agricolam.
(Milbanke-Hdseisson, Ualnaby, co. York,
bart.).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. on a chev. nebuly betw.
three elephants' heads erased ar. as many torteaux, for
Hdskiebom 2nd and 3rd, gu. a bend erm. on a canton or, a
lion's head erased of the first, for Milbanke.
Crests
Ist,
Huskisson An elephant's head erased ar. guttee de sang,
and pierced in the neck with an arrow ppr. 2nd, Milbanks: A lion's head couped gu. charged with a bend erm.
Motto Resolute and firm.
Huson (Tenterden, co. Kent). Quarterly, gu. and erm. an
eagle displ. or. Crest A ram's head erased ar. homed or.
Huson (Nabcisscs Edmond Hcson, Esq., of Springfield,
Major Wexford Militia certified by Sir Alexander Erskine,
Bart., Lyon King of Arms, 16 May, 1702, to Rev. Benjamim
Huson, Secretary to Narcissus Marsh, Archbishop of Dublin,
of Scotch parentage, descended from the house of Howison).
Ar. a heart gu. on a chief engr. az. a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Crest A harp az. stringed or.. Motto Sursum corda.
Husse. Ar. three legs couped at the thigh gu. spurred

and pierced

in the neck

;

:

—

sejant sa. crowned or.

Huskisson

;

—

:

;

—

—
;

—

—

or.

Hussey

(Baron Ilussey; Joim HrssET, of Sleford, was
to Parliament 1534, attainted 1537).
Or, a

summoned
cross vert.

Hussey

(Honington, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1734; descended from Sir Robebt Hcsset, brother of John, first
Lord Hussey). Same Arins, quartering harry of six erm.

and gu.

Hussey

(Caythorpe,

co.

-Lincoln,

bart.,

extinct

1734;

CbablBs HnssET, third son of the first bart. of Honington,
was created a bart. 1661). Same Arms.
Hussey (cos. Dorset, Essex, Salop, Suffolk, Sussex, and
Wilts).
Barry of six erm. and gu.
Crest
A boot sa.

—

spurred

or,

topped erm.

Hussey (Nash
and

Court, Mamhull,

co. Dorset).

Same Armi

Crest.

Hussey

(Ambbosb Hcsset, Esq., of Salisbury; derived
from the same ancestry as the Hcssets, of Nash Court).
Same Arm^ and CreU.
Hussey (Scotney Castle, co. Sussex). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, a cross vert charged with a mullet or; 2nd and 3rd,
barry of six erm. and gu. quartering Lake, Lucas,
Bebeelet, Calow, Bbidoe, Jemmet, &c.
Crest A hind
lodged under an oak tree ]>pr. ducally gorged and chained

—

or.

Hussey

in pade.

(Hurst, CO. Lancaster).

VlaUaUon of
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Ashbomc,
Ist, a

Quarteriy,

at the tlm» of the
fesse

betw. three

(Upwood and Wood Walton, co. Hunts; the lata
AdailralSir Riciiabd Husset Husset, K.C.B. and G.C.M.6.,
of Wood Walton, co. Huntingdon, father of the present
Richard Husstr Hcsset, Esq., of Upwood, and second
son of the late Uobert Mocdbat, Esq., of Coekaimy,

CO.

Fife,

assumed,

In

1532,

by sign manual, on

Ifi-

A

AA

HUS

point (as an honourable augmentation) a plate charged with
the turban of an Ouirah of the Mogul empire ppr. Ciest
A hind trippant ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet and
Supporters (by royal licenL-e, dated 1835,
chained or.
personal to the late Sir K. H. Hcssey) On the dexter,
a. soldier of the E. I. C. Artillery habited ppr. the exterior
hand supporting a flag flying to the sinister az.
on the
sinister a soldier of the Native Artillery of Bengal, also
habited ppr. and holding a flag flying to the dexter gu. both
inscribed with the word " Hindostan " in letters of _old.
Hussey (Moslerton, and Bredy, near Barton Bradstcck,
Barry of six erm. and gu. per pale counterCO. Dorset).
changed, on a canton of the second a cross patonce ar.
Crest
A boot sa. spurred or, turned over erm. surmounted
by a heart ppr. supported by two arms embowed in armour,
hands gauntleted also ppr. Motto— Cor immobile.
SEussey (Mamhull, co. Dorset). Barry of six erm. and gu.
CYesi
A boot sa. spurred or, topped erm.
Sussey (co. Dorset. Hador, Gowthorp, and Linwood, co.
Lincoln, and ro. Wilts) Or, a cross vert. Ci-est On a mount
vert a hind couchant reguard. against a hawthorn tree ppr.
ducally gorged and lined or.
Hussey (Phineas Husset, Esq., of Wyrley Grove, near
Lichfield, co. Stafford). Barry of six enn. and gu. quartering,
ert a fleur-de-lis ar., for Fooi.kb ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
cinquefoils az., for Wybaston; and az. a fesse embattled
betw. three cocks' heads erased ar., for Jesson. Crest
leg couped above the knee, booted sa. top erm. spurred.
Sussey (Rathkenny, co. Meath). Barry of six erm. and gu.
on a canton of the last a cross or. Crest A stag under an
oak tree all ppr.
Hussey (Sir Hcgh Hcsset, Knt., of Fllntham, co. Notts,
temp. Henry V. ; the heiress, Annb, dau. of John Hcssey,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, m. John Draper, of Melton Mowbray. Visit. Notts, 1631). Or, on a fesse sa. a lion pass,

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

jruard. ar.

Sussey (Heninston, co. Lincoln). Ar.
Sussey (cos. Nottingham and Wilts).

a cross vert.
Or, on a fesse

sa.

a

lion pass. ar.

Sussey (co. York).
Hussey (co. York).

Or, on a cross vert a mullet of the
Or, on a cross vert a label gu.

Hussey, or Husey.

Erm. a chev.

first.

az. betw. three holly

leaves vert.

Hussey.
Hussey.
Hussey,
Hussey.

Or, three boots sa.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Gu. a fesse betw. two chevronels erm.
Sa. three bears' heads erased ar. muzzled or.
Hussey (Feudal Baron ofGaltrim : descended from Sir Hugh
Hcssey, who went to Ireland 17 Henry II.).
Barry of six
erm. and gu. on a canton of the last a cross or. Crest
hind pass. ar. on a mount vert and under a tree ppr.
Motto Cor immobile.
Hussey (Earl 0/ Beaulieu; created 1784, extinct 1802;
descended from the Barons of Galtrim. N.B.
The earl
having m. Lady Isabella Montaoo, dau. and co-heir of the
Duke of Montagu, assumed at the Duke's death, 1749, his
grace's name and arms).
Same Arms as the Barons of Gal-

—

—

—

trim.

Crest

—A

griffin's

—

head couped

or,

beaked and winged

Svppo^-te^-s
Two stags ppr. ducally gorged and chained
chains reflexed over backs.
Motto Spectemur agendo.
Hussey (Dingle, co. Kerry; exemplified to Ecoene
FiNNEBTY, Esq., M.D., Surgeon H.E.I.C.S., on his assuming,
by royal licence, 1847, the name of Hosset, in lieu of
FiNNERTY, in compliance with the desire of his maternal
uncle, Edward Hcssey, Esq., of Dingle). Barry of six gu.
and erm. on a canton az. an eastern crown or. CV«st— Under
an oak tree ppr. a hind pass. gu.
Motto Uli fides ibi
sa.

—

or,

—

vires.

(Westo%vn, co. Dublin, and Mullafln and Balrath,

Meath

confirmed to Anthony Strong Hcssey,
son and heir of Gerald Hcssey, formerly
Gerald Strong (fourth son of John Strong, of Mullafln,
CO. Meath, by Mabel, his wife, eldest dau. of Sir Andrew
Aylmer, Bart., of Balrath), who took the surname of Hcssey
by Act of Parliament, 51 Geo. III.). Barry of six erm. and
gu. on a canton of the last a cross or. Crest On a mount
vert a hind pass. ar. beneath a tree ppr. Motto— Cot immoCO.

Huston (co. Cornwall). Sa.
Hustwayte (co. Lincoln.
Lincoln, 1564-1572).

a lion pass. gu. crowned
Harl. MSS.

;

only

—

bile.

Hustler

(Acklam, co. York).

Ar. on a fesse az. betw. two

—

martlets sa. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
A talbot sejant
ar. gorged with a collar az. charged with three fleurs-de-lis or.

Hustock, or Hustoke.
pass. ar.

crowned
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or.

Sa. a chev. erm. in chief a

Uon

1550.

or.

Visit,

co.

Paly of six or and az. on a chief ar. a

lion pass. sa.

Hutaker, or Huttaker.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three garbs

or.

Hutchens.

Sa. a tower ar.
Crest— A lion's head erased
gorged with a mural coronet az.
(Scotland).
Ar. a fesse vert surmounted of
three arrows, the middlemost in pale, the other two bend
dexter and sinister wise, points meeting in base gu. in chief
a boar's head erased sa.
Hutcheson (Drummalig, co. Down, and Clifton, co. Gloucester; descended from an ancient Scotcli family, of whom
was Francis Hotcheson, D.D., Professor in the University
of Glasgow, an eminent writer, who d. 1746;
Wiluam
HcTCHEsoN, Esq., of Clifton, m. Sarah Ktrle, the heiress of
John Kyrle, called "The Man of Rosa," and the dau. jh., in
1787, Philip Jones. Esq., of Cleve, co. Hereford).
Gu. three
arrows, points ujjward, or, on a chief vert a boar's head
couped of the second. Crest An arrow, pointed upwards,
or,

Hutcheson

—

Ijpr.

Hutcheson

Ar. on a fess vert betw. three
many pheons of the first.
Devon).
Ar. a cross patonce quarterly
az. and gu. betw. four leopards' faces az.
Hutching^. Erm. on a pale vert betw. two daggers, points
downward, az. hiked or, three elephants' probceces of the
last.
C>-est
Out of a mural coronet a demi lion, holding in
the dexter paw a branch of palm vert.
Hutchings (co. Somerset). Gu. a tover embattled or.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. ducally crowned or.
Hutching^ (James Hctchings, of Telscombe, co. Sussex).
Purp. on a saltire ar. an arch tetw. four crosses crosslet
fitch^e sa.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar. gorged with a
collar sa. thereon three arches, and in the mouth a cross
crosslet fitch^ or.
(Scotland).
boars' beads erase<i sa. as

Hutchingre

(co.

—

—

—

Hutchinson

(Hely-Hctchinson, Earl of Dorumghmore).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. betw.
eight cross crosslets ar., for Hin'CHrNsoK; 2nd, az. a fesse betw.
three stags' heads erased in chief ar. and a demi lion ramp,
in base or, for Hely 3rd, az. a garb or, betw. three wolves'
;

—

heads erased ar., for Nixon. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a demi cockatrice, wings elevated az.
Supporters ^Two
cockatrices, wings elevated or, collared sa. combed and
wattled gu. and each charged on the breast with a vreatb of
laurel vert. JlfoMo^Fortitergerit cnicem.
Hutchinson (Synge-Hctchinson, Castle Sallah, co. Wicklow, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale az. and gu. a
lion ramp. erm. betw. nine cross crosslets or; 2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three millstones ar., 2nd and 3rd,
ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa.
Crests
Ist: A
cockatrice issuing out of a ducal coronet all ppr. 2nd Aa
eagle's talon issuing from a ducal coronet all ppr.
Mottoes
Non sibi, sed tot:, for Hotchinson; Ccelestia canimns,
for Symgb.
Hutchinson (Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham descended
of the Hctcbinsons, of co. Coumberland, temp. Charles I.).
Per pale gn. and az. a lion ramp. ar. betw. eight crosses
crosslet or.
Crest
A cockatrice, wings expanded az.
combed, wattled, and membered or.
Another Oett—
demi lion ramp. JfotCo—Cunctanter tamen fortiter.
Hutchinson (cos. Essex and York). Same Arms.

—

—

;

:

—

;

—

Hutchinson

(Owtborpe, co. Notts; Thomas HcTcmraoH,
descent from Thomas Hctchinson, of same place.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Per pale gu. and az. semee of cross
crosslets or, a lion ramp, guard, ar. Crest
^A cockatrice az.
combed and legged or.
fifth in

—

Hutchinson-Lloyd-Vaughan. See '^acghan.
Hutchinson (Dublin granted by St. George, Ulster,
;

1676,

Daniel Hotchinson, Alderman of Dublin). Az. semee of
a lion ramp. ar. on a chief of the last
three trefoils sUpped vert.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. az.
charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped or.
Hutchinson (Skirsgill and Crossfield House, co. Cumberland, and afterwards of Newbiggin Hall and Appleby, co.
Westmoreland). Per pale gu. and az. crusily or, a lion ramp,
ar. and a canton erm.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
cockatrice, wings endorsed az. beaked, combed, and wattled
to

crosses crosslets or,

Hussey
Esq.,

HUT
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beriting Wood Walton, the present surname and arms).
Quarterly, per a cross of pearls or and gu. in the Ut
and 4th quarters a cross az., in tlie 2nd and 3rd three
lions pass, guard, two and one, gold, on the centre chief

—

—

BU.

Hutchinson (Whitton,

co. Durham). Per pale gu. and az.
and a lion ramp. or. Crest Out of
a cockatrice az. Motto Nihil humani

semee of crosses

crosslet

a ducal coronet
alienum.

or,

Hutchinson (co.

—

—

Lincoln; borne by Bingham HnTOHiNsoit,
Esq., descendant of Wiluam Hotchinson, who emigrated,
in 1633, from the neighbourhood of Boston, co. Lincoln and

HUT

England). Per pale gu. and az. sem^ of crosses crosslet or,
a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued of the third. Crest— A.
cockatrice az. crested, jelloped, and armed gu. issuing out of

a ducal crown or.
Htitcliirison (granted

to Lieut. -Gen. Sir William HdtchINSON, Knt., K.C.H., Governor of Carrickfergus, Equerry to
H.K.H. the Duke of Sxissex). Per pale az. and gu. semee of

cross crosslets or, a lion ramp. ar. on a canton of the fourth
a mural coronet of the second. Crat On a mural coronet

—

a cockatrice
wreath of laurel

or,

ar.

combed and wattled gu. gorged with a

—

Motto Perseverando.
or.
Ar. a fess
(Rockend, co. Dumbarton, 1856).
az. surmounted of three arrows, points downwards, meeting
erased
sa. in
boar's
head
chief
a
in
counterchauged,
in base
base two escallops ermines. Crest A stag's head erased gu.
il/o».o^iIemor esto.
attired or.
fiutchison (Carlowrie, co. Linlithgow, 1870). Ar. three
downwards, meeting in base ppr. surmounted
points
arrows,
of a fesse az. charged with a fox courant also ppr. Crest
JVfotio—Scientise
stag's head erased ppr. collared or.

EutcMson

—

—

A

memor.

laborisque

Sutchison
Same

HUT
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became one of the founders of Boston In America, where the
family continued, holding offices of trust and importance
until the American revolution in 1776, when the great(frandfather of the present Bingham Hutchinson, being
Governor of Massachusetts, lost, through his fidelity to the
crown, all his estates in America, and the family returned to

As the

(Edinburgh).

last,

within a bordure az.

and Motto.
Hatcb.on. Ar. on a fesse vert three pheons of the field, in
chief a lion pass, guard, gu. crowned with an antique crown
Ortst A stag's head erased at gaze. ikfoMo— Fortis est
or.
Crest

—

Veritas.

Sutetoft.

Az. a cross patt^e enn. betw. four roses or.
(granted to C. F. Hdth, Esq., Tokenhouse Yard,
Ar. two chevronels gu. in chief a human heart
of the last and in base a bat sa. with ostrich feathers ppr.
Crest Three sprigs of oak erect ppr. each bearing one acorn

Buth

London).

—

arrows, two in saltire and one in pale sa. enflled with a dacal
coronet or.
(Overthwaite, co. Westmoreland).
Same Amu,
Issuant from a tower ppr.
Crest
quartering Moltkeux.

Hutton

—

arrows sa.
Hutton (Westmorland). Gu. on a fesse betw. three cushion.^
or, tasselled of the last, each charged with a fleur-de-lis of
the field, a martlet sa. Crest Aa eagle displ. or, beaked
and legged sa. betw. two branches of laurel vert.
Hutton (granted to Matthew Hdtton, D.D., Dean of York,
July 20, 1584, by DethicU, Garter). Gu. on a fesse betw.
three cushions ar. tasselled or, a cross humettee betw. two

—

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Hutton

(Hemwick,

co.

Durham).

Vert an eagle

Crest

sa.

expanded

ar.

;

—

.

—

many fleurs-de-lis sa. Cfresl A blackamoor
wreathed about the temples and waist and holding in the

the second, as

dexter hand a trefoil slipped vert.
Sutton (Marske, co. York). Gu. on a fesse betw. three
cushions ar. fringed and tasselled or, as many fleurs-de-lis of
the field. Crest On a cushion gu. placed lozengeways an
open book, the edges gilt, with the words "Odor vitae" in-

—

Motto

scribed.

Hutton

—Spiritus gladius.

Az. three bars humettee ar.
Or, a lion ramp. gu. betw. three arrows ppr. on
a chief of the second as many bezants. Crest A serpent
emitting fire out of its mouth and nostrils all ppr.
(co.

York).

Hutton.

or.

Huthome.

Or,

on a bend

sa. three mullets of the field

(another, ar.).

fiuttolfe

Az. a chev. or, betW; three bezants.
(CO. Essex).
Erm. three bars gu. on a canton az. a cross
Crett
A whale's head erect
engr. ar. betw. four pheons or.
and erased az. gorged with a mural coronet or, thereon three
pellets, to the collar a chain and ring gold.
Euttoft. Erm. three bars gu. on a canton az. a cross engr.

Huttoft.

—

—

Hutton.
Hutton.

Sa. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed or.

Erm.

five fusils in

Suttofts

(co.

Bedford).

Az. a cross formte erm. betw. four

cinquefoils or.

Suttofts

Erm. three
(co. Hants, and Salisbury, co. Wilts).
bars gu. on a canton az. a cross engr. ar. betw. four pheons

fesse gu. (another, the fusils

pierced).

Hutton.

Gu. on a canton

and inverted

Hutton.
Hutton.

ar.

an

eagle,

wings expanded

sa.

Ar. three hurts, on each a martlet of the

a chief vert an eagle

ar.

displ. or,

—

An ostrich's head betw. two ostrich wing)
holding in the mouth a horseshoe or.
Hutton (cos. Lincoln and York as borne by Henbi Hotton,
Esq., of Lincoln). Ar. on a fesse sa. three bucks' heads
cabossed or. Crest A buck's head, as in the arms.
Hutton (Houghton le Spring, co. Durham; derived from the
HuTTONs, of Priest Hutton, co. Lancaster, described by
Glover as " familia antiqua in Lancastriensi Palatinatu nobilibus satis parentibus oriunda." The last male heir of the
direct line, the Rev. John Hdtton, M.A., of Houghton Ic
Spring, CO. Durham, and of Tenterden Hole, co. Kent, d. s.p.).
Gu. a fesse or, betw. three cushions erm. are the arms
assigned to the family in Surtees' History of Durham; but
other authorities give the following : Gu on a fesse or, betw.
three lozenge-shaped cushions erui. fringed and tasselled of
armed

first,

on

displ. or.

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed
Three double pointed darts sa. feathered and
or.
Crest
pointed ar. in a ducal crown or.
Hutton (Glasion, co. Rutland. Visit. 1618). Vert an eagle

—

displ. or.

or.

Button

(Hutton John, co. Cumberland ; traceable to the
reign of Edward III.; one of the co-heirs to- Huddleston).
Gn. a fesse or, betw. three cushions ar. tasselled of the
second, each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the field, on a canton az. a falchion of the third, hilt and pommel gold. Crest
Two eagles' heads erased in saltire, endorsed sa. enfiled
with a coronet or.
Button (Bishopwearmouth, cu. Durham). Gu. on a fesse
or, betw. three cushions erm. tasselled of the second a fieurCrest
A man ppr. wreathed round the temples
de-lls sa.
and loins vert, holding in the hand three leaves of the last.
Motto Pax.

—

—

—

Button

Durham and

Lancaster). Same Arms. Crest
A man ppr. banded round the waist ar. holding in the
hand three leaves vert. Another Crest An American ppr.
wreathed round the middle vert, holding in the dexter hand
a tobacco leaf ppr.

—

Button

(cos.

—

Cambridge). Ar. three hurts, on each a martlet
on a chief az. an eagle displ. or.
Button (Forrest, co. Cumberland). Erm. on a fesse gu.
three bucks' h<>ads cabossed ar.
Button (Thorpensty, co Lancaster, 1664). Gu. on a fesse
or, betw. three cushions erm. two fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Button (Gate Burton, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a fesse sa. three
•tags' heads cabossed or.
Crett
A stag's head, as in the
rtiis.
Motto Spero.
(CO.

of the field,

—

Button

—

Cumberland; Sir Richard Hctton,
Knt., a Judge, brother of Sir Richard Hdtton, Knt., of Penrith; descended from John db Hotton, tciiii>. Henry VL
Visit. Cumberland, 1616).
Ar. on a, fess aa. three stags'
(I'enrith, co.

heads cabodscd or.
(Gale and Hutton Hall, co. Cumberland, and Goldsborouitli, CO. York; granted 6 June, 1599).
A r. on a fesse
•a. three bucks' heads cabossed or.
Crctl
Three broad

Button

—
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Hutton (that Hk, co. Berwick). Or, three annulets gu.
Hutton (Dr. John Hdtton Scotland, 1692). Or, a
;

lion

ramp. az. betw. three arrows, points downwards, two and
one ppr. headed and feathered ar. on a chief gu. as many
bezants. Crest— A serpent catching at the finger of a man's
hand issuing from a cloud all ppr. Motto Deus quia

—

contra.

Huxham (quartered by

Baufiei.d, of Poltimore, co. Devon.
William Hdxram, of Harberton, same co.,
Visit. 1623.
disclaimed in Totness, 26 Aug. 1620, at the Visit.). Ar. a lion

ramp.

sa.

Huxham
Nov.

granted
(Plymouth, co. Devon, and of London
Ar. a lion ramp, ermines, on a chief gu. a
;

1750).

—

two crosses crosslet or. Crest A demi lion
ramp, ermines holding in the paws an escutcheon ar. charged
cinquefoil betw.

with a cross crosslet gu.
(co. Devon),
.^r. a lion ramp. sa.
Huxley (Huxley, co. Chester). Erm. on a bend, cotised gu.
A snake ppr.
three crescents or. Crest

Huzham

—

Htixley

—

Same Arms. Crest
a demi lion ramp. erm. collared of
the first, holding betw. the paws a crescent of the last.
Huxley. Erm. on a bend cotised gu. three crescents ar.
A wolTs head erased sa. gorged with a collar or,
Crest
Motto In Deo omnia.
charged with three crescents gu.
Huyde, or Hyde. Az. a chev. betw. three lozenges or,
(Edmonton,

Out cf a ducal coronet

co. Middlesex).
or,

—

a

file

—

of three points in chief gu.
(confirmed by Cooke,

Huysh

Clarenceux,

32

Elizabeth,

Sylvester Hdtsh, Esq., of Donyford; William
HuTSH, E.sq., of Dunster Rowland Hdysh, Esq., of Southbrente, all in co. Somerset; and Richard Hdtsh, of New
Ar. on a bend sa.
Inn, CO. Middlesex, gent., kinsmen).
three lucies of the first. Crest— An elephant's head coupe4
ar. ducally crowned and tusked or.
1589,

to

;

; ;
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Huish, Hewish

Enyshe, Hiwis,

(Lod Hiwis,
Lynch, Doniford, Aller, and Taunton, co. Somerset; Sand
and Clisthydon, co. Devon: cos. Derby and Nottingham;
descended from Richabd de Hywis, of I.„J Jlywis, living
Ar. on a bend sa. three roches ppr.,
tevip. King John).
taken on the marriage of Olivee Hywish, temp. Edward III.
A chev.
with the heiress of Db la Roche. Ancient Arms
betw. three roundles also, a thev. on a chief three leaves.
^An elephant's bead couped ar. crowned and tusked
Creit

—

;

—

or.

Huyshe

(Richak» Huyshe, Esq., Founder of the

Ho.spital

name at Taunton, who d. 1615, as appears by
monument in t:t. Mary Magdalene's Church). Quarterly,

bearing his
his

on a bend sa. three lucies of the first,
2nd and 3rd, ar. five fusils in fesse sa. betw. two
AvENELL.
Crest
An elephant's head couped
cottises gu.,
ar. crowned and tusked or.
Huystock. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. two lions pass. ar.
crowned or.
Hwatacre. Ar. on a chev. sa. three garbs or.
1st

and

4th, ar.

HcTSBE

;

—

.

Hwfa ap

Cynddel'W

(founder of the 1st Noble Tribe of
Korth Wales and Powys. Descendants Owens, of Bodeon, co.
Anglesey, and Orielton, co. Pembroke Owens, of Bodsiljn
Gu. a chev.
and Owens, of Penrhos, co. Montgomery).
:

;

betw. three lioncels ramp. or.
Hwitle (Sion Hill, Wolverley, co. Worcester borne by
John Hwitle, Esq., High Sheriff co. Worcester, 1774).
Az. a fesse embattled betw. three lions ramp. or.
Byatt. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a chief per fesse indented of
Crest
A denii lion ramp. ppr.
the first and second.
Another Crest— A tower gu. out of the battlement a deuii
Motto
Fac et spera.
lion ramp. sa.
Hybbinge. Paly of six sa. and or, two lozenges in pale
;

—

—

counterclianged.

Hyde

of Clarendon;

(Earl

created

1661,

extinct 1743;
wife of

Lady Anne Hyde, dau. of the first earl, was first
James II., and mother of Mary II. and Queen Anne).

Az. a
chev. betw. three lozenges or. Crest
An eagle, wings expanded gu. Supporters Two eagles, wings endorsed sa.
ducally crowned and charged on the breast with a cross
or.
Motto Deus nobis haec otia fecit.
(Earl of Rochester : created 1682, merged in the earldom of Clarendon 1723, extinct with it). Same Arms and
Supporters Two storks ar.
Crest, with a crescent for di£f.
beaked and membered gu. Motto Soyez ferme.
(Hydon, CO. Dorset). Or, a chev. betw. three lozenges
az. on a chief gu. a saltire engr. betw. two birds of the

—

—

—

Hyde

—

—

Syde
field.

Crest

—A

cock's head erased az. crested and jelloped

mouth a pansy flower of the last.
Visit. 1567).
(Denton, co. Lancaster.
Ar. three
lozenges sa. Crest
An eagle's head erased or, beaked sa.
(Ormston, co. Lancaster, 1567; descended from Hide,
of Norbury, co. Chester). Az. a chev. betw. three lozenges
or, in fesse point a crescent.
Crest
A raven or crow
gu. bezant^e, in the

Syde

—

Hyde

—

rising.

Hyde

(London; Reg. Her. Office, London). Az. a saltire
betw. four bezants, a chief enn.
Crest
A unicorn's
head erased ar. armed and maned or, collared vair.
(Henry Elwin Hyde, Esq., J. P., East Dereham, co.
Norfolk). Gu. two chevronels ar. on the upper one a mullet of
the first. Crest A stag's head erased gu.
(co. Nottingham). Gu. a saltire or, betw. four bezants,
a chief erm. Crest A unicorn's head gorged with a collar

—

or,

Hyde

—

Hyde

—

componee.
Gu. on a saltire engr. or, five torteaux, a chief
erm.
Hyde. Az. a chev. betw, three lozenges or, on a canton
gu. a lion ramp. betw. two crosses crosslet fltchce of the

Hyde.

second.

Hyde.
foil

Ar. a chev. betw. two mullets in chief

ai:

i

:i < ..

jue-

in base gu.

Hyde

(co. Norfolk).

Or, a chev. betw. tlirco lozenges az.

on

a chief gu. a saltire engr. betw. two ma lets fesswiys of
the first. Crest A cock's head erased az. combed purp. on
the neck a lozenge or, betw. four bezants, in the beak a
pansy flower ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
(Hyde, co. Bedford and co. Dorset; arms confirmed
by Cooke, Clarenceus, 1571).
Az. a chev. betw. three
lozenges or. Crest
A raven volant sa. mantled gui doubled

—

Hyde

—

Hyde

(South Denchworth and Kingston Lisle, co. Berks
an ancient and distinguished family, of which was Sir
Geosge Hyde, of Kingston Lisle. Knight of the Bath, temp.
James I., whom a pedigree, Harl. MSS. 1535, state? to have
been sixth in descent from the first of the family who settled

525

ar.

Crest— A

lion's

HYH

Same Arms as Hyde, of
South Denchworth. Crests 1st: A spear ppr. with a pennon
gu.
2nd, as Hyde, of South Denchworth.
(Komsey, co. Hants; descended from Hyde, of Denchworth.
Visit. Hants, 1634).
Gu. two chev. ar. on the
upper a fleur-de-lis az.
(Norbury and Hyde, co. Chester). Az. a chev. betw.
three lozenges or. Crest
An eagle, wings endorsed sa.
beaked and membered or.
Hyde, or Hide (Ireland; Fun. Ent. 1656). Same Arms,
on each lozenge a fleur-de-lis gu. a crescent for diff.
(Castle Hyde, now of Creg, co. Cork; allowed by
Betham, then Deputy Ulster, to John Hyde, Esq., Esquire
to the Sari of Shannon, at his installation as a Knight of
St. Patrick, 29 June, 1809).
Gu. two chevronels ar. the
upper one charged with an erm. spot. Crest A leopard's
head erased sa. bezantee. Motto De vivis nil nisi verum.
Hyde (Reg. Ulster's Office). Purp. a chev. betw. three
(Pangborne, co. Berks).

—

;

Hyde

Hyde

—

Hyde

—

—

lions pass. or.

Hyde

(Great

Hadham,

co.

Herts,

and

co.

Salop).

Same

Arms.

Hyde

(London). Per pale or and az. on a chev. engr. betw.
three lozenges all counterchanged, on the dexter side as
many gutlees d'eau, and in the sinister three erm. spots.
Crest
Seven arrows, six in saltire and one in pale, az.
feathered and headed ar. enfiled with an Eastt-m coronet

—

or.

Hyde

Katharine's, co. Middlesex; confirmed 5 Aug.
Az. on a chev. betw. three lozenges or, as many
fleurs-de-lis gu.
(Whetstone, co. Middlesex; granted 1691). Erm. an
eagle displ. ermines, debruised with achev. engr. or, charged
with three lozenges az. Crest A demi eagle displ. and
erased az. gorged with a collar ar. charged with three
lozenges or.
(co. Stafford).
Sa. a fesse betw. six martlets ar.
(co. Stafford).
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three mullets
pierced az.
Hyde. Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. ar. (another,
(St.

1637).

Hyde

—

Hyde
Hyde
or).

Hyde

(Stoke Bliss, co. Hereford Ear. MSS. 1043). Ar. on a
chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. as many crescents of the
;

field.

Hydon

Visit.
(quartered by Hals, of Beauford, co. Devon.
Gu. three bezants.
Hydon (quartered by Habington, Bart., of Ridlington,
through Sapcote, of Burleigh; Sir James Harington, first
bart., m. Frances, dau. and co-heir of Robert Sapcotb.
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
Gu. three bezants, a label of three
1620).

points az.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a chief per fesse indented of the

Hyelt.

and gu.
Gu. a chev. betw. three lozenges

first

Hyende.

ar.

on a chief of

a lion pass, of the second.
Hyer (London). Gu. a porcupine ar. collared or.
Hyett (Wotton, co. Somerset, 1573). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
a chief per fesse indented of the first and sa. Crest A demi
pegasus sa. crined or, wings endorsed, of the last.
Hyett. Same Ai-ms. Crest—A dexter hand, holding a
the

first

—

thistle in pale ppr.

Hyett

(Brampton,

co.

Hereford

Richard Hyett,

;

Esq.,

was

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. in chief

Sheriff of co. Hereford, 1601).

a fesse of the second, a crescent for

diff.

Hyett

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a chief in(co. Gloucester).
dented of the last. Crest— A tower gu. out of the battlements a demi lion ramp. sa.
Hyett (Painswick House, co. Gloucester). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a lion ramp. az. on a chief dancettee sa.
two roses ar., for Hyett; 2nd and 3rd, enn. three cats pass,
1st: A castle ppr. charged
in pale az., for Adams. Crests
with four pellets, issuing therefrom a lion's head sa. in the
mouth a rose slipped gu., for Hyett; 2nd: A greyhound's
Motto Cor immobile.
head erased erm., for Adams.
Hygate. Gu. two bars ar. on a bend or, a torteaux betw. aa

—

—

many

leopards' faces az.

Hyggins
and

base,

(Nook).

Ar. a saltire az. betw. a mullet in chief
in the flanks

and an increscent and decrescent

gu.

Hygrbam.

Hygbam,

ar.

at Denchworth).
Gu. two chevronels
head erased sa. bezantee.

Hyde

componee or and az.
Az. a bend betw. two herons ar.
(co. Devon, and Mitcham,
a bend fiory ar. Crest A ship in full sail

Sa. a fesse

or

Hybam.

Hygblord, alias Hellard
CO. Surrey).

in

a sea

all

Sa.

—

ppr.

Hygrbmore

(Femethwayt, co. Cumberland). Erm. a crossbow bent betw. three moorcocks sa. Crest A moorcock

—

ppr.

Hybam.

Az. a bend betw. three lapwings ar.

A

Hymor

fiympen, or Hymixleii

(co. Hertford).

6n. three bars

geniels erm. a chief indented of the second.

Bynd (Hesore, co. Bucks

;

Gu. a cfaev. betw.

granted 1683).

three hinds or.
(London).

Bynd

Go. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant
a lion's head erased az. betw. two hurts, each charpced
of
the second. Crett—A hand gu. bcflding
with a fleur-de-lis
an eagle's claw ppr.
or,

Bynde

(certified by Eoberts, Ulster, 1647, to Obadiah
Hymde, descended from co. Lancaster, who served for four
years in the Netherlands, and arrived in Ireland in April,
1647, as Lieut, in the Parliament Army). Ar. on a chev. az.
three escallops of the first, on a chief of the second a lion
pass, of the field, armed and langued gu. all within a border
or.
Crtit A demi pegasus ramp. ar. maned or, grasping
with the paws a sword ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Bynde. Same Arms. Crest— A hind's head couped ppr.
collared or, holding in the mouth a rose gu. leaved vert.
Bynde. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three goats' heads erased
&z. attired and collared or, as many lozenges of the first, on
a chief sa. a lion pass, guard, of the fourth. Crest
griffin's head az. collared and charged with an escallop or,
betw. two wings of the first guttle d'eau.
Bynde (Sir John Htmde, Chief Justice of Common Pleas, d.
1550). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three goats' heads erased
sa. homed and collared or, as many lozenges of the last, on
s chief of the third a lion pass, guard, erm. Crest A demi
eagle az. gattee de lanues, beaked or, collared ar. and
charged upon the breast with an escallop gold. Motto—
Miserere mei Deus.
Bynde. Sa. a lion pass. ar. betw. three escallops of the
second, each charged with a lozenge az. (Vest— An ostrich's
head couped chequy ar. and sa. in the mouth a horseshoe-

—

—

—

az.

Bynde (Hedsore, co. Buckingham

;

Bowlanc Htnde,

eldest

son of AuoDSTiN Hynde, Alderman and Sheriff of London,
1551. Visit. Notts, 1614). Gu. a chev. betw. three hinds or.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a cockatrice gold, combed and
legged gu.
(Laxton, co. Nottingham ; Auoustinb and Ricbabd
Htnde, sons of AcorsTiins Htnde, of the Inner Temple,

—

Bynde

son of AracsTiN Hynde, Sheriff of London, 1551.
Seime Arms and Crest, a crescent for

Visit. Notts, 1614).
diff.

Gu. three hinds' heads erased ar.
Ar. a fcsse betw. three boars pass. sa.

Byndford, Earl of. See Cabmicbaeu
Byndley. Ar. an eagle, wings expanded

sa.

preying on

child in swaddling clothes, the face ppr. clothes gu.

binding or.

Byndman.

and

—

Az.asaltireor. Crest
A sundial and the sun
shining thereon all ppr. Motto True as the dial to the sun.
Byndstoke. Sa. a chev. or, in chief two lions ramp, of the

—

second.

Bynell.

Sa.

a

fleur-de-lis or.

Crest

—An angel in a praying

posture ppr.

Byslop (Scotland).

Ar. a stag ppr. lodged under
tree growing out of the base vert.

a

holly

Byslop

(Abcbibald Htslop, Stationer, Edinburgh, 1678).
Ar. a stag ppr. lodged under n holly tree growing out of the
base vert, on a chief of the third a book bound or, betw. two
stars of the first. Crest
A bookbinder's folding stick and
polishing iron crossing each other soltireways ppr. Motto
Bis parva crescunt.
Byslop-Mazwell (Glengaber). Sec Maxwell.
Bytte (co. Worcester). Vert six talbots pass, three, two,

—

and one,

John

I'anson, Esq., Maby, wife of Sajidbl Fyler
Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross patonce and a chief
or.
Crett—A grifBn's head betw. iwo wings ppr.
rbbetson (Leeds, co. York, bart.). Gu. on a bend cotised
ar. bet*, two toisons d'or, three escallops of the field. Ci-est
A unicorn's head erased per fesse ar. and gn. charged with
three escallops, two and one, counterchanged. Motto—Vixi
liber et moriar.
Ibbetson (Selwin Ibbetson, Down Hall, co. Esse:^, bart.
Sir John Thomas Ibbetson, sixth bart., assumed the name of
Selwin in lieu of Ibbetson, 1825, on inheriting Down Hall;
his son. Sir Henbt John Selwin-Ibbgtson, seventh bart.,
resimied his paternal surname after Selwin). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. on a bend cotised ar. betw. two toisons d'or,
three escallops of the field, for Ibbetson ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on
uncle,

ar.

armed and meubercd

—

sa.

a crescent for

a bend cotised sa. three annulets or, for Selwin. Crests-~
1st, Ibbe7Son
A unicorn's head ar. powdered with escallops,
homed, maned, and erased gu.; 2nd, Selwin: Two lions*
gambs erased ar. supporting a torch in pale or, fired ppr.
;

JIfotto

—^Vixi liber et moriar.

Ibbotson

(granted to Chables Ibbotson, Esq., of Crofton
Az. on a bend cotised betw. two unicorns
heads erased ar. armed and crined or, an estoile betw. two
escallops sa.
Crest
A unicorn's head, as in the arms,
charged on the neck with an escallop gu. betw. four estoile»
Hall, CO. York).

—

az.

Ibbott

by Coplestone, of Bicton, through
Devon, 1620). Sa. a fess betw. three trees

(quartered

Beignet.

Visit.

ar.

Ibgrave

Per pale

(co. Hertford).

ar.

and gu.

<hi

a crosa

moline betw. two lozenges in fesse a lozenge betw. four
mullets all counterchanged. Crest
A doxterarm embowed^
vested bendy of six or and az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand

—

ppr. a cross crosslet fitch^e sa.

Ibgrave

Per fesse or and g\i. a fer-de-moline
(co. Suffolk).
betw. four lozenges counterchanged.
Ar. a chev. betw. three
lozenges gu.
Icbam. Sa. a chev. betw. three hawks ar. belied or.
Iching-ham, or Ecbingham. Az. fretty ar. Crest
A demi dragon, wings expanded vert.
Ickam (Canterbury). Ar. on a chev. sa. three keys ensigned
with a coronet or.
Ick'worth. Sa. a lion saliant ar. armed and langued ga.
a bordure gobony of the first and second.
Idecbe (co. Suffolk). Ar. a fesse betw. two chevronels gu.
Ideley (co. Oxford arms from a stone in Dorchester Church.
Visit. Oxon, 1574). Erm. a fees per fess dancettee or and gu.
Iden. See Eden.
Idio (Wyllt, Wales). Sa. a chev. betw. three spears' heads ar.

Ibyneworth, or Ibenwortb.

—

;

Byndfield.

a

Bector of Corfe Contle, d. 28 Oct. 1799, when the represent*
tion of the family de^ol^'ed on his first cousin, the dau. of Ui»
Esq.).

cocks gu.

Bynde.

diff.

embrued gu.
Idle. Gu. a fesse

or, in chief two helmets ppr. garnished of
Crest
A helmet, as in the arms.
Per pule gu. and az. a chev. erminois betw. three
helmets ppr.
Crest
A leopard pass, reposing the dexter
foot on a helmet all ppr.
Idnertb-Benfras (Lord of Masebrook, jure vxms Eva,

the second.

Idle.

—

—

dau. and heir of Cadwoan Vtchan, of Masebrook-ldnertli,
Descendants of
derived from Edwtn, Lord of Togoingle.
Idnerth: I. Bbomfields, of Mortyn; II. Lloyds, of GlanIV. Owens, of
Wynns,
Abercynlleth
;
tanad Uch; III.
of
Woodhouse, Condover, Llynloedd, Rhain, and Wilcock

VI. Gbiffiths, of Brongain and
V. Wynns, of Llangywer
Broniarth;
VII. Hdmpheeys, of Meardy Gwyd del worn
VIII. Lloyds, of Mathraval JX. Lewis, of Cil; and others).
Ar. a cross engr. flory sa. betw. four choughs ppr. on a chief
az. a boar's head coujicd close of the first, armed or, langued
;

;

ar.

Id-wal (King

of Wales).

Az. a cross patt^e fltchee betw. four

martlets or.

levan ap lorwerth

PA1T017.

;

IHO
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See Hotor, Hilton Castle.
Hymerford. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three BhoTellers ppr.
(co. Northumberland). Or, a crossbow sa. betw. four

Bylton.

second

;
;

Quarterly, az. and or, a cross patoncc gn. a chief

(Llanwyllin, co. Merioneth; derived
from Sandde Hardd, Lord of Uurlon). Arms, those of Sanddb
Hardd, vertsenice of broom-slips a lion ramp. or.
Ifield. Az. a chev. betw. three acorns or, husked vert.
CreH Out of a ducal coronet or, a dolphin's head az.

—

(I)eul, co. Kent, and Russell Square, London).
Quarterly, erm. and az. in the second and third quarters a
vine branch and bunch of grapes ppr. over all on a bend gu'.

Ig-g-ulden

ar.

Fans (Whltstone

descended from RoBEnx I'ans, Esq., Master
Ordnance to Queen Elizabeth, and one of Her Majesty's
Privy Council In Ireland). Gu. on a bend ar. three Cornish
choughs sa.
I'anson (originally of cos. Westmoreland and York, subseqnenlly of co. Northami)ton, and finally of co. Dorset;
derived through James I'anson, of Hawkcswell, Richmond,
captain of a man-of-war, temp. Henry Vi 1, from a noblo
fomlly in France the Inst male heir, John Uanees I'anson,
;

of the

1

;
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Crest—Two arms in armour
three stags' heads cabosscd ar.
embowed, placing a savage's head in profile on the point of
a pheon all ppr.
Ihones (London, and co. Salop, 1610). Az. a lion pass. betw.
three crosses fonnce fltch ce or, a chief of the second. Crtt
A lion ramp, or, supporting an anchor az. stock of the

—

fiist.

A

Ulsey.

over

Ar. three molehills ppr.

Az. a chief cheqny ar. and gu.

Xkelingr, or Iklinp.
(another, or and gu.).

Ga. a

(co. Suffolk).

fesse betw.

a canton erm.

or,

Az. a fret or.
(London). Ar. a fesse engr. betw. six cinquefoils sa.
(another has the fess charged with three crosses crosslet of

Ikensale.
Tlf-TTi

the

Crest

namy.

or

Ar. a fesse

betw.

—A peacock's head betw. two wings

beak a serpent, the

Ham,

or,

escallops

sa.

holding in Uie

—
—

—

Nulla rosa sine

Hcom.be

Devon,

(quartered by
Gu. two lions pass, guard, ar. a bordure engr. sa.
Ar. three water
(llderton, co. Northumberland).

Pynb, of Estdo^rn-

Visit.

Hderton

bougets gn.
Or, three water bougets sa.

York).

(co.

(Yarmouth, co. Norfolk).

crescents of the

first.

Gu. on a chev. or, three
leopard's face sa. betw. two

—A

Crett

or.

—

Vert a unicorn's head erased ar. Crest An ostrich,
wings endorsed, holding in the beak a horseshoe ppr.
Sa. a bend ar-. betw. three trefoils of the second.

Inbell.

Ince

(Ince, co. Lancaster). Ar. three torteaux in bead
betw. two cotises sa. Crest On a mount vert a horse sejanc
against an oak tree ppr.
Ince (city of Chester, 1613). Same Arms, a fleur-de-lis or,
on a mullet of the second for difl. Crest A tree fruited

—

—

Out of a ducal coronet

Ince, or Incli

Ar. three torteaux in bend

(co. Lincoln).

betw. two bendlets sa.

Inoent
1574).
field,

(co.

Oxford ; arms in Chyner Church.

Visit.

Oxon,

A r. on a bend engr. gu. a woman recumbent of the
holding a rose ppr. in chief a martlet of the second.

IncMquin, Baron.
Inckell.

Sa.

a bend

SeeOBaiEN.
ar.

betw.

six

martjets (another,

muUets) or.

estoile of sixteen points.

llderton

Impey

or.

spinis.

nbery (Biscaya, Spain, and Reading, co. Berks; borne by
James Ilbekx, Esq., of London and Calcutta). Ar. a chev.
Crest—A demi dragon vert,
sa. betw. three herons ppr.
wings and belly flesh-colour, holding in the claws a lozenge
fleur-de-lis
or.
az. charged with a
Hchester, Earl of. See Fox-Stkangwatb.
Ilchester, Town of (co. Somerset). In a crescent an

Citst

—

a battle-axe broken in the handle

or,

ppr.

Inckpen

Gu. two ban gemels or, a

(Golaker, co. Hants).

erm.

chiei

Inckpen, or Inckpeny

(Whitehouse, co. Hants). Gn.
two bars gemels or, a chief indented erm. Crest—A dexter
hand holding a club ppr.
Inoledon (Incledon, in Braunton, co. Devon; traceable hy
records from the time of Edward JII. the heiress m. P. B.
Webbeb, Esq. The representative of a youn^cer branch and
heir male of the family is Ikcledon, of Yeotown House, in
Goodieigh, co. Devon). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three tuns
sa. fire issuing from the bnngholes ppr.
Orest—A f^luoa
ppr. beaked and belled or.
Infant* Gu. three boys' heads couped ar. crined or.
Ineraldesthorp (co. Norfolk). Go. a cross engr. ar.
Ingraram. See Imgebbam.
Ing-e (CO. Bedford). Or, a chev. vert.
Ing'e (Thorpe Constantine, co. Stafford; descended frmn
BicHABO Inob, Esq., co. Leicester, by Jame, liis wife, dan.
and co-heiress of Alderman Wuliax Ives, co. Leicester, who
purchased Thorpe in 1631). Or, on a chev. vert three
;

llderton.

He.

Ac

two bars

sa.

Or, a chev. gn. (another, or, a fesse betw.

two chevronels

sa.).

Hes

—

Impey

Impey.

Az. three mullets or.
(Bowringsleigh, and Horswell House, co. Devon;
settled prior to 17th century at RiH, in the parish of
Buckfastleigh). Or, two chevronels engr. vert betw. three
roses KU. seeded and barbed ppr. quartering Roopb. Orest
Another
cock pheasant ar. combed and wattled gu.
A demi wivem issuing vert, collared or. Motto
Ortst

Hbert

1620).

Ar. three butfaloes' Iseads couped sa.
Immins. Gu. on a fesse betw. three loeenges or, as many
escallops of the first, a bordure engr. also of the firs^ charged
with eight plates. Crtst A dragon's bead couped.
(UammersmiUi, co. HidiUesex). Gu. on a cher.
betw. three leopards' foces or, as many cinquefoils of the

wings

twisted round the neck ppr.
Ar. a fesse betw. six escallops sa.

tail

Hamy.

or

six

Hard.

A

—Evertendo fsecundat.

field.

field).

Ham,

Motto

Crett—<k ploagh fgK,

three fusils coantercbanged.

all

TmhofF.

Ikensale, or Iskensale
two chevronel?

zHa
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III.

(co.

Ar. a fesse engr. ea. in chief three flenrs-de-

York).

of the last.
Hes. Per pale az.
lis

Crest

and

or,

on a canton ar. a Uon ramp. go.

—A wolf collared and lined ppr.

Hesley.

Az. three bars ar.
a fesse engr. betw. six fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
cubit arm erect, vested ar. holding in the hand ppr. a fleur-

Hey.

—

Ar.

de-lis sa.

Hiff (WiLUAM Tiffin Iuff, Esq., of Newington Bntts). Sa.
a lion ramp. ar. collared gu. betw. three crosses patt^ or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. collared gn. Motto—Yiy« ut

—

vivas.

saltire ppr. enfiled

—

Hinn.

Ar. a horse's head erased sa. bridled or. Crett
wolfs head erased gu.
Hlei^h. (co. Northumberland). Erm. two chev. ga.
Hley (co. Lincobi). Gu. an eagle displ. or, a bendlet of
the field.

Hley

Same Arms.
Erm. a chev. sa. Crest—
a cross crosslet fltchee in pale.
Hies, or Ilys. Az. a cross or, gnttee de sang betw.

(CO. Suffolk).

Hley, Hey, and Hney.
hand

erect holding

Hley,

four doves ar. (another, martlets).
co. Surrey).

Erm.

three bezants, in chief two eagles' heads
erased of the second. Crest An eagle's head erased sa. in
front of a saltire couped or.
JIfotto—Aqnila non capit
muscas.

Hllng'.

Per pale

—

sa.

and

or, three

lozenges in pale counter-

Erm. on a bend gn. three

Leicester).

(co.

chaplets or.

Hlingnvorth, or Hlingsworth

(co.

fesse flory gu. betw. three escallops sa.
crescent ar. a cock crowing sa.

bend

Sa. a

or,

on a

Surrey).

Crut

Ar. a

—Within

sinister canton ar.

a

a leopard's

(llsley,

Berks).

co.

Or,

two bars gemels

sa. in chief

three pellets.

confirmed to Sir Abtucb.
(co. Warwick;
Az. a chev. betw. three lions pass. or.

Ikoakam).

Ingrerham, or Ing«rh.all. Or, two polets
Ingrerham. Barry of twelve az. and ar.
Ingrerland.
erased sa.

gu.

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three hawks' beads

Crest

Ing'ersalem.

— On a plate a

thistle ppr.

Ar. seven bars gemels qz.

(Baron Ingham ; Ouver de Ingham, of Ingham,
CO. Norfolk, was summoned to Parliament 1328, d. 1344,
leaving two daus. his co-heirs). Per pale or and vert a cross
moline gu.
Ing'ham (co. Norfolk). Per pale or and vert a cross moline
gu. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an owl ppr.

disposed orleways, tails in saltire, a cock ppr.

Imagre (Whepstead and

Bury, co. Suffolk). Az. on a cross
de sang, on a canton of the second a fusil
az. gorged with a
collar ar. charged with three roundels, holding in the mouth
a cross crossUt fltchee.
Imbert. Or, biUettee a lion ramp. sa.
Zmbrie (Crubie, Scotland, 1672). Barry of eight sa. and ar.
flory ar. five guttes
field.

—

sitting in holly leaves vert.

(Marton in Craven, co. York). Quarterly, or and
vert a cross tnoline countercbanged, on a chief ar. a

maunch

Hsley, or Illsley. Same Arms. Crwt—Betw. two serpents

of the

—

Ingham

face of the second.

Hsley

battle sixes in

Or,

Ing'ham

changed.

Hlingworth

Hsake.

—^Two

BO.

Erm. a fesse gu.
Hlidg'e (John Iludge, Esq., of Brixton,
sa.

Ci-est

with a docal coronet or.

on a chev. vert three leopards' fiices of the field.
Orest
A band holding a glove ppr.
Inge (««mp. Edward I.). Or, a chev. vert.
Inerefleld, or Ing^feld. Barry of fourteen ga. and ar.
on a canton of the first a mullet of the second.
Inereham. Gu. three bars vair.
Ing'elram. Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, vair two bars gn. ; Znd
and 3rd, gu. a fesse ar.
Ingelton. Ar. a chev. betw. tiiree crescents sa. flammant
Ingre.

Ingerham

Hley, or Isley.
on a chev. engr.

leopards' faces ar. (another, or).

Crest

627

—A wolfs head erased

sa.

Crest

—Two arms embowed,

ing betw. the hands a maunch.

vested,

Motto—In

and hold-

veritate vic-

toria.

Ingham>Abbey
saltire gu.

Ingham

and

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. a cross pattee per

az..

(cos. JCent

and Norfolk).

Quarterly, or and vert,

a cross engr. gu.

Ingham (co. Leicester).
Ingham (co. Norfolk).
moline gu.

Enn. a cross patonce gn.
Quarterly, or and vert s croia

;
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IV a
Zn^liain, or Ingre

Or,

(co. Stafford).

Ingham, or Hugham.

on a chief gu. a lion
Ingrliaill, or Ing'eliain.
pellets,

a chev.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
pass, reguard. or.

Per pale erm. and vert across
arm in armour embowed issuing
Crest An
pattee gu.
holding
a sword ppr.
sinister,
from a cloud in the
In§:liaiII. Or, on a fesse ga. three escallops of the first.
Zn^liaiii. Vert on a fesse ar. three escallops per fesse or

—

and gu.

an

Sa.

240).

armed

Crest

estoile ar.

—A boar's

Harl. MSS. 1420,

head couped

ar.

or.

Ingrleby (Lankland

Same Arms.

Hall, co. Tork).

Crest

—

A boar's head erect ar. Motto— Mon droit.
Ingleby (Austwlck, co. York borne by Chbistopbek Inglebt,
:

Same .^r-njs, Crest, and Motto as last.
Ingrilby (Amcotts-Ingilbt, Kettlethorpe Park, co. Lincoln,
and Kipley Castle, co. York, bart., extinct 1854; John
Inoilbt, illegitimate son of Sir John Inglebt, sixth bart.
Quarterly, 1st and
of Ripley, was created a bart. 1781).
4th, sa. an estoile of six points ar. within a bordure engr.
compony gu. and or, for Ingilbt 2nd and 3rd, ar. a tower
triple-towered betw. three covered cups az., for Amcotts.
1st : A boar's head couped and erect ar. tusked or,
Crests
issuantout of the mouth an estoile of the iMt, for Ingilbt;
2nd: A squirrel sejant gu. cracking a nut, and collared
Esq., of that place).

;

—

or, for

Amcotts.

Ingrilby

(Bipley,

co.

York, bart.).

an

estoile ar. a
The marriage in 1602
bordure engr. gobony or and gu.
of Sir William Inglebt, of Ripley, with Cicelt, sister and
CO heiress of Gilbeet, Lord Talboys, of Kyme, brought in
numerous brilliant quarterings. Crest A boar's head couped
and erect ar. tusked or, in the mouth an estoile of the last.

Sa.

—

3fo«o—Mon droit.
Ingilton. Ar. a chev. sa.

griffins'

heads erased

—

an

John Inglebt,

sixth bart. d.

estoile of six points ar.

s.

p. 14 July,

1772).

Crest— A boar's head

ar.

Sa.

tusks

or.

In^leby (co.

Worcester). Same Arms.
(quartered by Peniston, of Hampton, co. Oxford.
Ar. an estoile pierced gu.
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Ingleby (co. Chester). Sa. a star of eight points ar.
Ingrleby (co. Norfolk). Sa. an estoile of sixteen points ar.

Ingrleby

Ingrleby (co.
Ingrleby.
Ingrleby.
Ingrleden.

York)'.

Sa.

an

estoile

erm.

Ci-est

— A lion's head

Or,

a fesse chequy

(1535).

erased gu.
ar.

and

az.

co. Lanark).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. in
chief three stars of the second.
Ingrlis (Murdieston, 1734; paternally Hamilton). Quarterlf,
2nd, gu. three cinquefoils erm. within
1 st and 4th, as the last
a bordure embattled or, for Hamilton, of Inverdovat; Srd^
ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads erased gu. armed
of the second, a crescent of the first, for Elphinstonb.
Crest
A demi lion ar. grasping in his dexter paw an oak

Sa. five fleurs-de-lis ar. two, one,
Sa.

a

—

branch slipped ppr. 3/o»o— Invictus maneo.
Inglis (Manner and Mannerhead, co. Peebles).

Az. a lion
ramp. ar. in chief three stars of the second. Crest A demi
liou ramp. ar. Motto
Nobilis est ira leonis.
Ingrlis (John Inolis, Advocate, 1672). As Manner, within a
bordure gu. Same Crest, Motto Becte faciendo secums.
Ingrlis (Newtounleys, co. Haddington). Az. a lion ramp.
ar. on a chief engr. of the second three stars of the first.
Ci-est
A star environed with clouds ppr. Motto In tenebris

—

—

—

—

—

lucidior.

Inglis (Cramond, co. Edinburgh, bart.,
dormant; C. Halebtt Craigie Inolis,

1687, title extinct or

of

Cramond, heir of

Az. a lion saliant ar. on a chief or, three mullets of
the first.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding in the
dexter paw a mullet or. Motto
Nisi Dominus frustra.
Inolis (Mauldslie, co. Lanark, afterwards Milton-Bryan,
CO. Bedford, bart., 1801, title extinct). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
within a bordure of the second, on a chief or, three stars of
six points of the field.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ppr. in
the dexter paw an estoile or.
il/o«oc»— Above the crest:
Nobilis est ira leonis; under the arms: Becte faciendo
line).

—

—

—

and two.

fleur-de-lis ar.

—

—

Ing'lis (Gen. Sir William Inglis, K.C.B., I8I5). Az. a
lion ramp. ar. within a bordure of the last, on a chief or,
three mullets of the field. Crest
A demi lion ar. Motto

—

—

Nobilis est ira leonis.
Inolis (S. B. Inolis, Captain in the

German Legion, 1815).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. in chief a frigate under sail or, betw.
two mullets of the second. Crest Out of a mural crown or,
a demi lion ramp. ar. Supporters Dexter, a sailor, vested
blue, trousers white, holding in his dexter hand a French
flag, somewhat lowered
skiister, a lion ramp, guard, ar.
collared az. the collar charged with three mullets also

—

—

;

ar.

Ing'lis (Olencorse, co. Edinburgh; Lord Justice General of
Scotland, 1867). Az. a lion ramp. ar. on a chief of the last
three mullets sa. Crest— A demi lion ramp, holding in bit
dexter

paw a mullet

ar.

Crest

— Recte faciendo securus.

Ing'lis (Broomhill, co. Lanark, 1873). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
on a chief or; three arrows banded together, points down*
ward, betw. two mullets of the third. Crest A demi UoB
ramp. ar. holding in his dexter paw a mullet gu. Motto—

—

Recte faciendo securus.
Inglis (Edinburgh). Az. a lion ramp.

Az. a fesse dancett^ or, betw. three guttees d'or.
Ing'leden (Newca»tle-on-Tyne and co. York).
Ar. on a
chev. gu. betw. three flames of fire ppr. as many mullets of
the field. Crest A phoenix ppr. Motto Ex flamma lux.
In^ledew. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu. Crest
A dexter arm embowed fesseways issuing from a cloud in
the sinister, reaching forth a garland of laurel.
Ingrlefleld (co. Berks). Barry of eight ar. and gu. on a
chief or, a lion pass. az.
Ingrlefleld (co. Warwick). Gu. two bars ar. on a chief or,
a lion pass. az. Crest An arm embowed habited per pale
gu. and or, cuffed ar. grasping in the hand ppr. a branch

—

—

ar. on a chief or, three
mullets of the fleld. Crest A demi lion holding a mullet.
Motto Invictus maneo.
Inglish (CO. Norfolk). Gu. three bars gemels or, on a

—

—

canton ar. six

Inglish

billets sa.

Gu. three bars gemels

Suffolk).

(co.

canton ar.

or,

on a

five biUett sa.

Inglish.

Quarterly, or and gu. in the first quarter a lion
ramp, of the second. Crest
An ear of wheat and a palm
branch in saltire ppr.

—

Inglish. Erm. abend az.
Inglos, or Inglosse (the

dau. of Inglossb m. Cbablcs
Hosetns, Visit. London, 1568, son of Thomas Hoskyns, co.
Monmouth). Barry of six or and az. on a canton ar. five

billets in saltire of the field.

vert.

Ing-Iefleld. Barry of ten ar. and gu. on a canton of the
Bcuond a mullet of the first.
Ingrlefleld. Ar. four bars gu. a canton of the first.
Iniirlefleld.
Closetted gu. and ar. on a chief or, a lion pass.

Ingloys

Inij-lefleld (Kun.
six

annulet, for

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1673. Katherinb
of Chbibtopher Kennf.dt, of iJuljlin).
gu. and ar. on a chief or, a lion pass. az. an

wife

iNot.Ei'iKLD,

diff.

In«rlethorp,

or Ingrlethorpe

(co.

Norfolk).

Gu. a

cruis ongr. ar.

Xnerlethorpe

(co.

Mayor of Worcester,

Inxlethorpe.

Worcester;
1610).

Richard

Ar. on a canton gu. a rose or.

Intfleton, or Inoleden (Brampton,

co.

c1j«v engr. aa. betw. three tuns of the laat,

628

Inolethobpe,

Same Arms.
Devon).
Ar. a
from the bung-

(CO.

Norfolk).

Gu. two bars gemels

or,

a canton

ar. billcttee sa.

Ingo, or Ingoe
or,

barbed

Ingo

fin.

Barry of

escallops or.

Ing-ley

Ingrlis (Murdieston,

securus.

betw. three

az. and five crosses crosslet fltchee of the second.
Ingrle. Ar. two cbevronels sa. on a chief of the second a lion
Crest— A. hand erect issuing out of a cloud
pass, of the first.
holding a sword blade waved ppr.
Inglebert. Gu. a bend cotised or. C)-est A greyhound
conrant towards a tree vert.
In^lebert, or Ingleberd. Go. on a fesse or, cotised ar.
a crescent sa.
Ing'lebert (quartered by Nbvill, of Holt. Visit. Leicester,
1619). Bendy of eight or and vert a chev. erm.
Ingleby (Bipley, co. Tork, bart., extinct 1772, created 1642

Sir

hole of each a flame issuing ppr. Crest
A hand issuing
from a cloud in fesse pointing to a serpent ppr.
Ingrlett (AUington, co. Devon). Sa. a bend ar. betw. six

;

Ingilbert. Gu. a bend or, cotised ar.
Ingrleby (23 Edward III. Visit. Yorkshire,
f.

IN o

—

vert.

(co.

Essex).

Ar. three roses gu. seeded

vert.

Az. three cinquefoils pierced or. Crest—
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head and wings gu.
Ingoldesby, or Ingoldsby (Lethenborough, Waldridge, co. Buckingham, and Newbottle, co. Noithampton,
bart., extinct 17'26; derived from Sir Roger Ingoldsby, Lord
of Ingoldsby, co. Lincoln, in 1230. Of this family were Sir
(CO. Essex).

Richard Ingoldsby, K.B., the celebrated Parli.imcntary
General, and Sir Henry Ingoldsby, of Lethenborough,
created a baronet in 1661, sons of Sir Richard Ingoldsby,
Knt., of Lethenborough, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Sir
Ouveb Cromwell, K.B.). Erm. a saltire engr. sa. CrestOut of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion gu. charged on the

A

Khonlder with an

—Fiducia

estoile gold.

creat fidem.
(co. Lincoln).

a bordure engr. or.
(co. York).

ar.

Ingroldstoy
a bordure

; ;

IKH
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isra
Ingroldsby

E

Motto (Reg. Ulstcr'8

Office)

Innes

(Edingight, co. Banff). Ar. three stars az. within »
bordure chequy of the second and first. Ci-e.it A branch of
palm slipped ppr. ilfeMo—Omatur radix fronde.
Innes (Eaemoir, co. Aberdeen). As Edingight, with a
crescent az. in the fess point for diff. Crest and Motto, as
Edingight.

—

Sa. a chev. bctw. three estoiles
Sa.

an

estoile

of six points ar.

or.

Innes

Ingroil (France).

(Leamey, co. Aberdeen, 1876). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
as Edingight, with a crescent az. in the fess point for diff.

Inffowville

2nd and

Ingoldesthorpe

Crest

displ. sa.

Inspen

Gu. across engr. ar.
(co. Norfolk, 1223).
Vert a cross crosslet fitchee in the foot or.
Ar.
a
cross
gu.
betw. four eagles
(Jersey).

—A

(Galaker,

lion
co.

ramp. ppr.
Hams; descended from Thomas

Ingpen, of that place, 27 Edward III. Visit. Hants, 1G31).
Gu. two bars gemels ar. a chief indented erm.
Ingram ( Viscount Irvine, extinct 1778 Henrt Inorah, Esq.,
of Temple Newsom, co. York, was so created in the Peerage of
Scotland, 1661 ; Charles, tenth Viscount, d. without male
Erm.
issue, 27 June, 1778, leaving five daus., his co-heirs).
on a fesse gu. three escallops or. Crest A cock ppr. Supsinister, an antelope ppr.
Dexter, a griffin ppr.
porters
homed, maned, tufted, and unguled or, ducally gorged gu.
;

—

—

;

—Magnanimus

Motto

esto.

Ingram
CO.

(Metnell-Inoram, Temple Newsom and Hatfield,
Hcoo Charles
York, and Hoar Cross, co. Stafford
;

Metnell, eldest son of Hugo Metnell, Esq., of Hoar
Cross, by Hon. Elizabeth Ingram, his wife, dau. and co-heir
of Charles, tenth and last Viscount Irvine, assumed the
gumame of Ingram). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a fess
gu. three escallops or, for Ingram 2nd and 3rd, vaire ar.
Crests
1st, Ingilah: A cock or;
and sa., for Metnell,
2nd, Metnell: A horse's head erased ar. Jtfotto— Virtute

—

;

vici.

Ingram

(Halstead, co. Essex, cos. Hereford, Warwick, WorErm. on a fesse gu. three
cester, Wilts, and London).
Crat
griffin's head quarterly, gu. and ar.
escallops or.

—A

Another Crtst—A cock ppr.
(James Ingram, D.D., President of Trinity College,
Oxford descended from John Ingram, of Codford, co. Wilts,

In^am
;

who

Same Arms.
(Upper House, in Clifton-on-Teme, and Ticknell,
Bewdley, co. Worcester; descended from John Ingram,
Esq., of Upper House, 16141. Same Arms.
d. there in 1653).

Ingram

Ingram

(Earls Court, St. John's, co. Worcester; descended

from Ingram, of Little Wolford, co. Warwick. Visit. Worcester, 1569 and 1634). Same Aitns, quartering, az. a fess
Crests 1st A
gu. over all a lion ramp, or, for Eostano.
griffin's head, quarterly gu. and ar.; 2nd
A cock ppr.
Ingram (ARcniBALn Ingram, Provost of Glasgow, 1*63).
Erm. on a fesse gu. three escallops or, all within a bordure
engr. az. charged with eight bees ppr. Crest A phoenix
in flames all ppr. Motto Ad sidera vultus.

—

:

:

—

—

Ingram.

Az..a chev. betw. three lions pass. or.

Crest

—

cock ppr.

Ingram.

Per fesse vert and ar. a pale, in chief a bull's
head erased, sind in base two garbs all counterchanged.
Crest
A bull's head erased.
Ingrram. Or, two pales gu.
Ingstub'bs ((JO. Cambridge). Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a

—

mullet of the second.

Ingwardby

(Willesley, co. Derby ; a co-heiress m. Abnet,
about A.D. 1400). Or, on a chief gu. a lion pass. ar.
Inlioff (Germany). Ar. a lion poisson, or sea-lion.
Inians. Az. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Inkepenne. Barry of eight gvi. and or, on a chief per pale
of the second and first a lion pass. ar.
Inkersall (v;o8. Hertford and Middlesex: Her. Coll.). Gu.
a fesse daucettee erm. betw. six trefoils slipped or. Crest—
A griffin's head gu. gorged with a fesse dancettle erm. betw.
two wings displ. or.
Inkledon, or Inkleton (Buckland, co. Devon). Ar. a
chev. betw. three tuns sa. flames issuing from the bongs
ppr. Crest An ibex pass. or.
Inkpen. Gu. two bars gemels or, a chief invected erm.
Inman. Vert on a chev. or, three roses gu. slipped and leaved
of the first. Crest— On a mount vert a wivern ppr. ducally
gorged and lined or.
Inn er, or Junor. Ar. on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis of
the first a bordure engr. of the second.
Innes (that Ilk, co. Elgin, bart., 1625, now represented by
the Duke nf Roxburgh). Ar. three stars of six points aii.
Crest
Within an adder disposed circleways a castle tripletowered ppr. SuppoHers Two greyhounds ar. each with a
collar charged with three stars of the first.
Motto—¥m-

—

—

—

dentia et

(Balveny, bart., 1628). Ar. three stars in chief az.
Crest
A dexter arm armed, coupcd at the elbow, holding a
hroadsnoril in pale ppr. Supporters Two greyhounds ar.

—

—

—

—

I'lo patria.
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:

ppr.

Innes

(Lochlash, co. Boss, and Coxton, co. Moray, bart.,
extinct 1831). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three stars of six
points az., for Innes
2nd and 3rd, or, on a chief sa. three
escallops of the field, for Graham.
Crest
boar's head
erased ppr. langued gu. Mottoes Be traist; and, Exempla
;

—A

—

—

snorum.
Supporters Two greyhounds ppr. the dexter
gorged witfc a collar ar. charged with three sta^s of six points
az. the sinister gorged with a collar sa. charged with three
es6allop8 or, both with chains reflexed over the back of tbo
last.

Innes

(Blairtoun,
Crest

Motto

or.

Lyon Depute).

—A primrose

stars az.

same

Ar. a fesse betw. three
a bee sucking the

ppr. thereon

— E labore dulcedo.

Innes

(Blairtoun, Scotland; as altered 9 Nov. 1688). Enn.
three stars az. Crest A thistle ppr. thereon a bee sacking
the flower thereof. Motto, as the last.
Innes (Edinb«rgh, 1672). Ar. a cross pattee betw. three
stars az.
Two hands joined fesseways, grasping a
Crest
sword all ppr. Motto Ditat servata fides.
(Bobert
Innes,
Innes
Parson of Gamrie, 1680). Ar. a fees
engr. betw. three stars az. Crest
bee ppr. Motto
labore dulcedo.
Innes (Geobob Innbs, Parson of Belhelvie, 1680). Ar. a
fess wavy betw. three stars az.
Same Crest and Motto.
Innes (Thomas Innes, cadet of Benwall, 1680). Ar. a fees
counter-embattled betw. three stars az. Same Crat and
Motto.
Innes (Towie, co. Aberdeen, 1685). Ar. a water bonget sa.
betw. three stars az. Crest A bee volant ppr. Afo«o— Provide
qui laboriosa.
Innes (Heidfaall, co. Banff, 1693).. Ar. a torteaox betw.
three stars az. Crest A bee flying upwards ppr. Motto—
Non sevit sed laborat.
Innes (Lichnet, co. Banff, 1693). Ar. a fusil fessways betw.
three stars az. Crest— A bee volant ppr. Jlfotto— Provide
qui laboriose.
Inn es (Dimkinty, co. Elgin). Ar. a chev. betw. three stars
Crest Astaraz.
az.
Mottoes Virtus ad astra; and. Sob
tigno salus.
Innes (Jamaica, 1753). Ar. a crescent betw. three stars as.
Crest
A crescent az. Mottoes Consilio et labore; and,
Virtus tollit ad astra.
Innes (James Innes, of Chelsea, 1722; his dau. Janb, m.
Thomas Pitt, Esq., of Blandford, grandfather of Thomas,
lord Camelford, and Wiluah, Earl of Chatham). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, ar. three stars az. within a bordure of the second
2nd and 3rd, gu. three swords in point conjoined in the
middle chief ar. hilted and pommelled or. Crest A dexter
hand and arm from the shoulder vambraced ppr. holding a
banner disveloped gu. Motto Pro patria.
Innes (Edinburgh, 1733). Ar. a chev. waved betw. three
stars of six points az. Crest
star of twelve points ar.
Motto Me duce.
Innes (Oifford Vale, co. Haddington, 1803). Ar. three star
of six points az. within a borAure engr. gu. Crest A Scotoli
thistle with a bee sucking thereof ppr.
Motto E labore
dulcedo.
Innes (Mitchell-Innes, of Parson's Green, co. Edinburgh,
1848).
Quarteriy, 1st and 4th, ar. three stars of six point*
az. within a bordure gu. charged with eight bezants, for
Innes 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a fess betw. three mascles or, as
many mullets gu., for Mitchell. Crests 1st, Innes: An
increscent ppr. ; 2nd, Mitchell: A hand holding a garland
of laurel all ppr. Mottoes
Ist, Innes:
Je recois pour
donner; 2nd, Mitchell Deo favente.
Innes (Thursiter, co. Caithness). Ar. three stars of five
points within a bordure indented az. Crest A star of six
Motto Dum
points or, environed with clouds all ppr.

—

—

—

—

—A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—A

—

—

—

;

—

—

:

—

—

spiro, ceelestia spero.

Innholders,

vi.

Innes

Motto

3rd. or, a fess erm. betw. three griffins' heads
erased vert, langued gu., for Bbebneb. Crest and Motto for
Innes, as the last. Creit
Bbebner A cubit arm in armour
the hand bare, holding a dart point downwards all

Company

of

Az. a chev. per
pale and per chev. gu. and ar. counterchanged betw. three
garbs or, on a chief ar. a St. Julian's cross sa. Crest An
estoile of sixteen points or, issuing from clouds in base
ppr.
Supporters Two horses reguard. ar. Motto— Biae
(London).

—

—

inh
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spes affulget. (The original motto waa.
when I was harbourlesa ye lodRcd me.)

Come, ye

blessed,

InnB of Court and Chancery:
Bebnasd's.

Per pale indented erm. and

sa.

a chev. gQ.

Az. on a bend gu. three garba
Chesteb, or SiTionD.
or, all within a bordure of the second.
Clemekt's. Ar. an anchor erect without a stock ppr.
environed on the centre with the letter C, or.
Cliffokd's. Cbequy or and az. a fesse- gu. all within a
tjordtire of the last, charged with eight bezants.
CcBsiTOB's. Gu. on a chief ar. two mullets sa. a bordnre

compony or and

Fcbnital's,
Ar. a bend bctw. six martlets ga. all
bordnre az.
Grat's. Sa. a KrifBn segreant or.
KiDDEBMlMSTBB, Or SiX CtEBKS' OFFICE. AX. OH tWO
diev. betw. three plates eigrht pellets.
Lincoln's (GwiUtm). Az. fifteen fer-de-molines or, on a
canton of the second a lion ramp. purp.
LiUicoln's. Or, a lion ramp. purp.
Lion's. Chequy or and ar. over all a lion ramp. sa.
Nbw, or OoB Lady's.
Vert a flower-pot ar. with
gffliflowers gu. leaved vert.
Sebjeants' (Fleet Street). Gu. two garbs in saltire or,
az.

Bebjbamts' (Chancery Lane). Or, a stork ppr.
Staffobd'8 (OfBce of the Bemembrancer of the Ekehequer). Or, a chev. gu. a canton erm.
Staple's. Vert a woolpack ar. corded of thelast.
Temple, Inneb. Az. a pegasus saliant or.
Temple, Muddle. Ar. on a cross gu. a paacbal Iamb or,
oarrying a banner ar. charged with a cross gu.
T^ties. Ar. on a bend gu. two garbs or, on a chief sa.
the letter T of the first.
Xonyng^. Ar^ a cbev. betw. three binds trippant sa. on a
canton or, two palets gu.
Inreya, Inrys, or Inereis. Ar. a chev. betw. three

measuring yardsgu.
(Rosemount, co. Forfar, 1840). Ou. on a chev.
or, betw. six arrows in chief, three and three, the points
upwards, two saltireways and one in pale, plumed and
banded ar. and in ba£e a hunting horn stringed of the third,
an elephant's head sa. Crtat—A rose bush ppr. Motto—

Inverarity

floreat.

Inverness, Duchess

of.

See Ui<i>ebwood.

Inwardby.

Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of the last
two mullets of the first.
Invrood (Cobham, co. Surrey). Vert a griffin pass, or, on a

chief of the second three laurel leaves of the
demi lion ramp, or, holding a battle axe az.
Znwyue. Ar. three holly leaves pendent ppr.

first.

—

Crttt

A

Junyng (co. Devon). Or, a fesse betw. two
doves sa. a canton quarterly or and gu.
Inyn^ (co. Devon). Ar. a fosse betw. two binds' heads ea. a
chief paly of four or and gu.
Inyr (styled JBarl of Eerfford). Az. three crowns or, on an
inescutcheon of the first a lion ramp, per fesse or and ar.
within a bordure of the last.
Inyr (King of Gwent). Per pale or and az. a tree eradicated
ppr. supported on the sinister by a Hon ramp. ar.
Inyr-ddu (King of Gwent). Per pale az. and sa. three
Inyner, or

fleurs-de-lis or.

Inys.
mount

—

Ar. three torteaux in bend cotised gu. Crest On a
vert a rabbit ppr. against a tree of the first, fructed

or.

lorwenth Qooh

(Lord of Moehnant, yonnger son of Mbbb*
DTTH Ap Bleddtm, Prince of Powis). Descendants: KtA8TON8, of Otley Park, co. Salop, and the Ktmabtonb, of
Hardwick, extinct barts.). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
lyera. Ar. a che". betw. three bulls' heads couped ggu
Ipffrave. Sa. on a fer-de-moline ar. five mullets gu.
Ipre (Earl of Kent: extinct 1162; creation of King Stephen,
1141).
Gyronny of eight or and az. an escallop gu. over all
a baton ar.
Ipre. Barry lozengy sa. and or. Oreit On a mount vert a
leopard couchant guard, gu. ducally crowned or.
Ipres (co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads
oabosaed gu. Crett
A unicorn's head or, collared gn.
Ipatana. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu.

—

—

and Ipstones (Ipstans or
Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents gu.
the heiress m. Rahdlb Bberbton, of
Malpas, CO. Chester). Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents gu.

Ipstana,

Ipstanes,

IpstoncB, CO. SufTolk).

Ipstones

Ipswich,

(Ipstones;

Town

of (Suffolk; confirmed in 1661). Per
pale gu. and az. in the dexter a lion ramp, guard, or, on the
«ialst«r three deml hulks of ships Joined to tlie impaled lino
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(co. Lancaster).
Ar. a chief chequy or and go. Orat
—Two halberts erased and endorsed sa.
Irbill. Sa. a bend betw. three trefoils slipped ar.
Irby {Baron Boston). Ar. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a chaplet
or.
Crest
A Saracen's head in profile ppr. wreathed about
the temples ar. and sa. (The ancient crest was a tiger's
headar. erased, maned and collared gu.). Supporters Two
antelopes gu. each gorged with a chaj'let or. Motto—

—

—

Honor

aiz.

iritbin a

Semper

—

Irball

fretty or.

banded

IRX!

—

of the last. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the paw
a ship of three masts, the sails ail furled, and round the top
of the third, on the maintop mast-head a pennon. Support
ters
Two seahorses ppr. finned and maned or.

fidelitatis

prsmium.

Irby (co. Lincoln; temp. 2 Elizabeth). Ar. fretty sa. Omt
— A wivem's head ar. gorged >vith two bars gemels gu.
Irby {temp. Richard II.). Ar. two quatrefoils and a quarter
gu-

Irbye.

Ar. a fretty sa.

on a canton gu. a cinquefoil

(another, a mullet) or.

Irdis, or Irish. Ar. a fesse az. a bendlet gu.
Irebill. Sa. a bend betw. three trefoils ar.
Ireby (cos. Cambridge and Cumberland). Ar. a fret sa. on a
canton of the second a mullet of the first. Crest A sword

—

bead ppr.
Ireby (Ireby, co. Cumberland). Ar. a fret gu. a canton az.
Ireby. Ar. fretty gu. a canton sa. Ci-est An antelope pass.
in pale enfiled with a savage's

—

ppr.

Ireford

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-delis tiz. as many goats' heads erased of the field.
Ireland, iKingtiom of. Az. a harp or, stringed ar. The
ancient arms of the kingdom after the invasion of 1172 were,
" Az. three crowns or." This was the coat of St. Edmund, and
it is possible the Anglo-Norman invaders, who were arrayed
under the banners of St. George {ind St. Edmund, introduced the bearings of the latter saint as the ensigns of their
new conquest. When Richard II. created Robebt De Vkbb,
Earl of Oxford, Dtute of Ireland, he gave him as a coat of
augmentation the arms of Ireland, viz., " Az. three crowns
"
or." Henry VIII. relinquished the old arms for the " harp
when he declared himself King of Ireland, from an apprehension, it is said, that the three crowns might be taken for the
triple tiara of the Pope. Since James I. introduced the arms of
Ireland among the quarterings of the Royal achievement, the
bearing has been " Az. a harp or, stringed ar." From a MS. in
the handwriting of Sir William Le Neve, Clarencenx, it appears on the authority of Sir William Segar, Garter, that " 'To
three crowns are je ontient arms of Ireland, the harp but an
ancient badge," and " In ye tyme of Edward ye IVth a com-

(London).

mission being to enquire the arms of Ireland it was retomed
yt ye 3 crownes were the armes." The same bearing appears
on the reverse of ancient Irish coins. Another ancient coat, as
recorded in Ulster's 0£Bce, is, Sa. a king sitting on his throne
cross-legged, holding in his right hand a lilly or. Crett—A.
tower triple-towered or, from the portal a hart springing ar.
attired and hoofed gold. The badge, as settled at the Union
with Great Britain, is the harp ensigned with the imperial
crown. A MS. in the British Museum, Add. MSS.4814,f. 8,
exhibits a banner on either side of the shield, viz., dexter, sa.
a king enthroned in his chair of state with a sceptre In his
'right hand and his left leaning on a cushion all or. sinister,
gu. a house triple-chimneyed, smoke issuant or, a stag in the
port of the first, and a tree on the dexter side of the second.
Ireland (Hutt and Hale, co. Lancaster; descended from
Sir John de Ibeland, temp. William I. the last male heir in
the direct line. Sir Gilbebt Ibeland, M.P. for Liverpool, son
and heir of Sir John de Ibeland, Knt., of Hutt and Hale,
d. 1676, leaving his two sisters his co-heirs, m. Gbeen and
Aspinwall, now represented by Blackbubnb, of Hale). Gu.
Crett— A dove and
six fieurs-de-lis, three, two, and one ar.
;

;

olive branch ppf. Motto— Amor et pax.
Ireland (Robertstown, co. Kildare a branch of the Ibelakds,
;

of the Hutt and Hale; derived from William Ibeland, ton
of Geobob Ibeland, who is said to have been brother of Sir

John de Ibeland, the father of thegreat Sir Gilbert Ibeland,
of the Hutt and Hale). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Ireland (Lydiate, co. Lancaster ; descended from Thomas,
second son of Sir John de Ibeland, of Hutt and Hale). Gu.
a spear in bend or, headed ar. the head pointing to the
end a pennon pendant of the

sinister base point, at the other

third betw. six fieurs-de-lis of the last, all within a bordure
engr. of the second pellett{-e.
Ireland (cos. Hertford and Salop granted 1601). Gu. three
fleurs-de-lis ar. on a chief indented of the last a Hon pass, of
;

the first. Crest— A fleur-dc-lls ar. entwined with a snake
reguard. vert perforating the middle leaf of the fleur.

Ireland (Owsdcn
three, two,

and one

Gu. six fleurs-de-lis,
dove and olive branch ppr.

Hall, co. Suffolk).
or.

Crett

—

^A

A

A

Ireland

Ar. a chev. enn. betw, three muUets

(co. Surrey).

gu.

Ireland

(jrranted 1601).

Gn. three fleura^e-Ufl ar. a chief

indented enn.

Ireland. Or, three crowns az.
Ireland. Gu. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Ireland. Ar. on a chev. sa. three helmets close or.
Ireley, or Irelled. Quarterly, per fesse indented or and
az.

Sa. a chev. vair^
(cos. Lancaster and Salop).
or and ru. betw. three boars' heads ar. couped of the third.
Crest— A boar's, head ar, collared vair6 or and ga.
Iremong'ers (granted to the "honuraWe crafte and feUasship of the ffraunchised men of Iremongers of the citie of
London," by Lancaster King of Anns, 1 Sept. 34 Henry VI.,
1455). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three gads of steel az. three
^Two lizards ramp, combatant coupled
swivels or. Cfmt

Iremongrer

—

gowlys ppr.
(Wherwell, co. Hants; borne by Lieut-Col.
William Ikemonoer, of that place, sonof Josboa Irehomobb,
Wherwell,
by Annb, hJs wife, dau. and heiress of
of
Esq.,
Colonel Joseph Dcssadx, and grandson of Joshua IbeMOM0B&, Ksq., of London, by Deucia, his wife, dau. of Sir
John Krteb, Bart.). Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three boars
pass. ar. as many falcons' heads erased of the field, quartering
Frteb, sa. a chev. betw. three dolphins naiant ar. a canton
enn. Ci-est—A. phoenix or, wings expanded.
Irenhampton. Ar. a fesse sa.
Ireton (Little Ireton, co. Derby, and Attenborough, co. Nottingham; nine descents are recorded in the Visit, of the
former county, a.d. 1611. Gen. Henbt Ibbton, repreaentSr
•with

Iremongrer

of the family, so notorious in the civil wars, was
at Attenton, in 1610
he m. Bbidokt, dau. of Olivee
Cbomwell, and dying in 1651, when Lord Deputy of Ireland
under the Usurpation, left one son, Henbt, who d. s. p., and
four daus. first, Euzabetb, nu to Thomas Polhill, K;q., of
Otford, CO. Kent; second, Jane, m. to Bicbaxd Lloyd, Esq.;
third, Bbidoet, m. to Thomas Bbndtsh, Esq., of Southtown,
and fourth, m. to Mr. Cabteb, a wealthy
CO. Sussex;
merchant of Yarmouth). Erm. two bends gu. Crest
squirrel sejant cracking a nut ppr. JUotto Fay ce que doy,
advienne que pourra.
Ireton (John Ibeton, Lord Mayor of London, 1659, brother
of Gen. Ibeton). Ar. two bends gn.
Ireton. Erm. (another, ar.) a bend voided gu.
Ireton (co. Oxford arms in the Church of Queen's Coll.
Per saltire or and gu.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ireton. Gyronny of four erm. and gu.
Ireton. Per saltire or and gu. (another, erm. and gu.).
Ireton (Beg. Ulster's Office). Erm. two bendlets gu. Crest
tive

bom

:

;

—

—

;

— A squirrel sejant ppr.

Iireton. Ar. a fesse and three mullets in chief gu.
Irish, or Ireys (Ireys, co. Dorset). Az. a fesse ar. over
all a bend gu.
Crest
In an oak tree eradicated and erect
ppr. a dragon or, pierced through the breast with a sword of

—

the first,

Irishe.

hilt of

the second.

a cross

Sa.

flory ar. betw.

twelve

billete

of the

second.

Irland

(Baruban,

Ar. two bars gn.

Scotland).

uppermost three mullets

or, in chief

a

boar's

on the
head couped

az.

Irland

Gu. two bare ar. in chief three mullets
and in fesse a boar's head erased of the last.
Irland. Erm. a fesse gu. fretty ar.
Irmyugres. Az. a chev. betw, four birds' heads erased or.
Imynge. Ar. a fesse betw. two hinds sa. a chief paly of four
or and gu.
Crest
A child's head issuing ppr.
Ironmongers, Company of. See London, Corporate
Companies of.
Ironmonger (co. Lincoln, 1640). Ar. a chev. vair betw.
three boars' heads couped sa.
Irons. Or, a cross indented quarterly gn. and az. Crest—
(Scotland).

—

A

cross moline lozengy pierced ar.

(Houghton-le-Spring, co. Durham). Per pale az.
and gu. a cross patonce or. Ci-est A cross crosslet. Motto
In hoc signo vinces.
Ironside (Bishop of Hereford, 1C79). Per pale az. and gu.
a cross flory counterflory or.

—

—

(co.

two chaplets

Ironside.

—A dexter

Lincohi).

Sa.

a

fesse danccttee ar. in cliicf

CreH

hand in fesse couped, holding a sword in pale,
surmounted by a laurel crown all ppr.
Or, a cross formee filched at the foot az.
(cos.

Durham and

Dorset).

Quarterly, az. and

gu. a cross flory or patonce or.
Irrell. Quarterly, per fesse indented or nnd a>.
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Ar. (another, erm.) two bends gn.
Zrton (Irton, co. Cumberland; settled there previously to
the Conquest. Visit. Cumberland, 1615). Ar. a fesse sa.
in chief three mnllets gu.
Crest
A Saracen's head ppr.
Another Crest A demi lion sa. collared ar. holding in the
dexter paw a mullet gu.
Motto Semper constans et

—
—

—

fidelis.

Irvine (now

Fobbes-Ibvine, Drum, co. Aberdeen; descended from William de Ibwin, whom Bobert Bruce appointed his armour-bearer).
Ar. three small sheaves or
bundles of holly, two and one, each consisting of as many
leaves slipped vert, banded gu.
Crest A sheaf of nine
holly leaves vert.
Supporters Two savages, wreathed
about the head and middle with holly, each carr>°ing in
their hands a baton all ppr. Motto Sub sole, sub umbra,

—

—

—

virens.

Irvine

(Fedderet, co. Aberdeen). As Drum, within a bordure
engr. vert. Crest
sheaf of six holly leaves vert, banded
gu. Motto Ope soils et umbrse.

—A

—

Irvine

a cadet who eventually succeeded to
As Drum, within a bordure indented vert. Ci-est—

(Artamfoord

Drum).

;

—Sub

Two holly leaves in saltire vert. Motto
Irvine (Murthill, co. Aberdeen). Ar. a

sole viresco.

sheaf of arrows gu.
betw. three sheaves of holly, each of as many leaves vert,
banded of the second, ilfotto—Sub sole, sub umbra,
crescens.

Irvine (Beildside, co.
vert for

diff.

stalk ppr.

Irvine

Crest

Motto

Aberdeen). As the last, within a bordure
holly leaves conjoined in one

—Three

— Moderata durant.

(Kingcausie, co. Aberdeen).

Quarterly, 1st

and

4th,

as Dnun, within a bordure chequy vert and ar.
2nd and
3rd, ar. an eagle displ. sa. armed gu. within a bordure of
the second, for Bamsav. Ore»t~A decussis like the letter X,
within a circle sa. Motto
Deo, regi, et patriae.
;

—

Irvine

As Drum, with a crescent gu. in
dexter hand holding a holly branch
Motto Sub sole, sub umbra,

(Burleigh, 1735).

fess point.

Ci-est

—A

—

consisting of three leaves ppr.
virens.

Irvine (Laimey,

As Drum, within a bordure
co. Aberdeen).
Crest
vert charged with six holly leaves slipped ar.
sheaf of holly and a lily both slipped in saltire ppr. Motto—
Condide et constanter.
Irvine (Caimfield, co. Banff). Quarterly, 1st anS 4th, the
same Arms as of Drum, within a bordure engr. vert ; 2nd
and 3rd, gu. three crescents ar., for Ouphant. Crest
cross crosslet fitchee gu. and a branch of holly slipped vert

—

—

in saltire.

Motto

Irvine

— Ferendo feres.

(Lenturk, co. Aberdeen). As Drum, within a bordure
Crest
A sheaf of holly of seven leaves, banded gu.
Motto Fideque perennat.
Irvine (Gottenburg, 1757). As Drum, within a bordure
Crest
nebuly vert.
A dexter hand holding two hoUy
branches of three leaves each crossways ppr. JIfotto Color
vert.

—

—

—

fides

—

que perennis.

Irvine

(Dublin, 1797).
As Drum, within a bordure gu.
A dexter gauntleted hand lying fessways and holding
Crest
a thistle erected in pale all ppr. Motto Sub sole, sub
umbra, virens.
Ii'vine (Bonshaw, co. Dumfries). Ar. three holly leaves slipped
vert. Crest— An arm gauntleted, the hand holding a branch

—

—

of holly consisting of seven leaves ppr. MoUo—HsmA ullis
labentia ventis.
Irvine (Dr. Cbbistopheb Irvine, 1672). Ar. three holly

—

Crest
A hand holding a bay
leaves vert, a chief of the last.
rod adorned with nine leaves ppr. with the chemical letters of

Terra, Aqua, Ignis, Sal Spiritus, Sulphur, Sol, Venus, Mer-

—

Motto Auspice summo numine.
(Auchinbedridge, co. Dumfries, 1771).

curius, or.

Irvine

Ar. a hunting

horn stringed sa. voided or, betw. three holly leaves vert.
Crest— A hand holding a branch of holly, whereon are five
leaves ppr. Motto— isil mihi tollit hyems.

Irvine

(Inchray, Scotland).

Motto

Ar. a chev. betw. three holly

CreH—Tv.o holly branches

in

saltire

ppr.

—Sequitur vestigia patitun.

Irvine

(Castle Irvine, co.

Fermanagh; descended from the

Ibvines, of Bonshaw). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three holly
Crest— A dexter arm in armour fesseways
leaves ppr.
issuant out of a cloud, hand ppr. holding a thistle also ppr.

—

Dum memor ipse mei.
(Lowtherstown, co. Fermanagh, hart., extinct 1690;
confirmed by Erskine, Lord Lyon, 1673, to Lieut. -Col.
Gerrard Irvine, of CaStlefartagh, second son of Christopher
Irvine, Esq., of Castle Irvine, who was created a bart. 1677).
Ar. afessgu. betw. three holly leaves vert. Crest— A gauntlet
Motto
i.ssuing out of a cloud holding a thistle all ppr.
Motto

Irvine

or.

Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross patonce or.

Ironside.

Ironside

Irton.

leaves vert.

Ironside

Ironside

i&v
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—

Dum memor ipse
Irvine

mci.

(Killadcas, CO. Fermanagh; descended from JoHii

brother of Christopher Irvine, Esq., of
Castle Irvine). Same Arvit &nA Crest. Motto Sub umbra,
sub sole, virescens; and over the crest, Bum memor ipse
1716,

lF-<aNB, J.

—

mei.

(Mebvtn-D'Arct-Iiivine; exemplified to Henbt
Irvine, Esq., of Castle Irvine, co. Fencanagh, eldest son
and heir of William D'Arct Irvinb, Esq., of Necame
on his assuming, by royal licence,
co.,
Castle, same
1861, the surnames of Mervtn and D'Arct before that
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess gu. betw.
of Irvinb).
three holly leaves vert., for Irvine; 2nd, az. semee of
cross crosslets and three cinquefoils ar., for D'Arct; 3rd,
Ist, Irvine: A gauntlet
or, a chev. sa., for Mervtn. Crests
issuing out of a cloud and holding a thistle all ppr., an
Dieu,
2nd,
motto
over,
Un
an Boy
above,
escroU

Irvine

—

;

D'Arct: On a chapeaugu. turned up erm. a bull pass. sa.
armed or 3rd, Mervin A squirrel sejant ppr. cracking a
nut gu., motto over, De Dieu est tout. Alotto Dum memor
:

;

—

ipse mei.

Irvine: fWoodhouse,

co. Dumfries,

bart., 1809).

holly leaves vert, in chief a mullet gu.

Crests

— 1st:

Ar. three

Achapeau

gu. turned up erm. wreathed round the crown with holly or;
A dexter arm armed and embowed ppr. charged with a
mullet gu. holding a branch of three holly leaves vert,
banded gu. Supporters Two savages wreathed head and
middle with laurel, each holding a club over hi^ shoulder all
Mottoes Haud ullis labentia ventis and. Sub sole, sub
ppr.

2nd

:

—

—

;

Ar. on a fess az. betw. three
co. Lanark).
small sheaves of holly, each containing as many leaves yert,
banded gu. three mullets 6f the first. Crest Three arrows
ppr. points upwards, two saltireways and one in pale, plumed
Motto Sub sole, sub umbra, virens.
ar. banded gu.
Irving (Uyde Park Square; granted to Clarke Irvino,
Esq.). Ar. on a cheV. gu. betw. three holly leaves vert as
many mullets of six points of the field, a bordure of the
second, upon a chief az. a fleece or, betw. two emus repectaut ppr. Crest A cornucopia fessewise ppr. in front of
an arm embowed in armour also ppr. holding a holly leaf

—

—

—

AfoMo—Sub

sole,

sub umbra, virens.

Irwin (Calder Abbey and Juetustown, co. Cumberland).
Crest — A dove holding an
three holly leaves ppr.

Ar.
olive

beak. Motto—BbmA ullis labentia ventis.
Irwin (Derrygore, co. Fermanagh; confirmed to Edward
Irwin, Esq., only surviving son of Acheson Irwin, and
grandson of George Irwin, Esq., all of Derrygore, and their
descendants). Ar. a mural crown gu. betw. three holly
leaves ppr. Crest A mailed arm fessways holding in the
hand a thistle and a holly leaf all ppr. and charged on the
arm with a crescent gu. Motto Nemo me impune lacessit.

branch in

its

—

—

Irwin

(exemplified to James Daniel Nolan, Esq., on bis
assuming by royal licence, 1867, the name and arms of
Irwin in lieu of Nolan). Per pale ar. and or, on a fess gu.

betw. three holly, leaves vert as many martlets of the first.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour fessways issuant out of a
cloud, the hand holding a sword erect enwreathed with a
thistle all ppr. the arm charged with a cross pattee gu.
Motto Dum memor ipse mei.
Irwine (Lieut.-Gen. Sir John Irwine, E.B., installed 19
May, 1779). Ar. three bunches of holly of as many leaves
each vert, tied gu. the strings flotant, on the centre a
crescent for diff. Crest— An arm couped above the wrist in
armour ppr. lying fesseways, holding in the gauntlet a bunch
of holly, as in the arms, on the arm a crescent for diff.
Supporters— Tvio savages wreathed ab'out the head and
loins with holly leaves, each holding in the exterior hand a
club erect all ppr. each club enfiled with a ducal coronet az.
Motto Sub sole, sub umbrfi, virens.
Isaac (Burisctt, in Atherington, co. Devon, temp, Henry III.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Per pale az. and purp. acrossflory

—

—

—

or.

Isaac (Boughton,

co. Worce'ster).
Sa. a bend or, on a sinister
canton of the last a leopard's face sa. Crest
A dexter arm
embowed in armour, the hand holding a sword, the blade
enfiled with a leopard's face, the point downwards resting on
the wreath all ppr.
Isaack (Exeter and Ileavitrcc, co. Devon, originally from co.
Kent). Sa. a bend or, on a canton ar. a leopard's face gu.
Cre^t—A leopard's head erased or, pellett^e and ducally col-

—

Motto— y'\oTe»cdLt.

lared gold.

Ivaackson

(Kiilfild,

•scallop.s az.

co.

a lion ramp.

Essex).
ar.

Or,

Crest

on a

—A dcml

pile

betw. two

lion ar. holding

betw. the paws an escallop ar.
Isaacson. Or, on a pile betw. two escnllops az. a lion
ramp. ar. Cieil—A dcml lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the

paws an

fRoatlop

az.

Annlher

Issuing sa. hn<ding up a bezant.
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Isack

(Brakesbome, co. Kent), Sa. a bend or, in the sinister
chief point a leopard's face of the second.
Isack. Quarterly, or and purp. a cross patt4e fltched at
each foot or, betw. four lambs ar. each gorged with a rope as.
and pendent in front.
Isall. Az. two bars ar. over all a bend gu. a bordure engr.
gobony of the second and third.
Isbery, or Isbviry. Ar. three bends wavy (another,
nebulfe) sa.
(CO. Kent).

Isely

Erm. a bend gu.
Quarterly, erm. and ar. a fesse gu. in the
2nd and 3rd quarters a bend of the third. Crest A hand
holding a roll betw. two branchcH of laurel in orle all ppr.
Isham (Bramston, co. Korthants, and London Greoout
IsHAU and John Ishau, Visit. London, 1568, third and fourth
sons of Easebt Isham, son and heir of William Isham, of
Pitesley, heir male of the house of Isham, of Isham, in
same co.). Gu. three piles meeting in base or, over all a fess
of the last. Another Coat Gu. three piles meeting in the
fess point and a fess wavy ar.
Crest
A demi swan, wings

Isely, or Isley.

Crest

—Two

lions'

gambs

—

;

—

—

endorsed ar. guttee de lanr.es.
Isham (Lamport, co. Northampton, bart.).

Gu.

a fesse

vravy and in chief three piles also wavy, points meeting in
sa.

—

Moi to

— A demi swan

with wings displ. ar. beaked
Ostendo non ostento. Another Motto—On things

Crest

fesse ar.

transitory restcth no glory.

Isham
over

umbra, virens.
Irving' rNewton,

vert.

ITH
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all

Kent and London).
a fesse of the second.

(co.

Isham, or Ipsam
wavy

three piles

(co.

Kent).

Gu. three

Gu. a

piles

wary

or,

fesse or, in chief

of the last.

Isham (co. Somerset).

Vert three

piles ar. in chief

a

fleur-de-

lis or.

Isham.

Per

fesse

wavy gu. and

ar. three piles in chief of

the second.

Isherwood

(Windsor, co. Berks; granted 1764).
Erm. two
bars gemels az. on a chief gu. a leopard (another, a lion)
Crest
A wolf's head per pale
pass, guard, or, spotted sa.
ermines and erminois erased gu.
Isherwood (Marple Hall, co. Chester, and Bradshaw Hall,
CO. Lancaster).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Isherwood, ar. a
fesse dancettee az. on a chief az. a lion pass, or; 2nd and
3rd, Bradshaw, ar. two bendlets sa. betw. as many martlets
Ist, Isherwood : A woirs head erased
of the last.
Crests
ppr. issuant out of a crescent az.; 2nd, Bradshaw: On a
mount vert a stag at gaze ppr. under a vine bninch also
Bona benemerenti benedictio.
ppr. fructed or. Motto
Isles, See of the (Scotland). Az. the figure of St. Columba
in a boat at sea, on his sinister band a dove, in dexter chief
a blazing star all ppr.
Isley (Souldridge, co. Kent). Erm. a fesse sa.
Isley (co. Kent). Erm. a fesse vair (Har. MSS. 4108).
Isley. Gu. a bend vair betw. two fieurs-de-lis or.
Islip (Simon Islip, Archbishop of Canterbury, 1349-C6). Ga.

—

—

—

a cross pattee

or.

Ismay (granted to Thomas

Henbt Ismat,

Esq., of Waterloo.

on a bend wavy az. betw. two anchors
erect of the last, a mullet betw. two crescents ar. Crest Oa
waves of the sea a seahorse reguard. betw. two coral
branches all ppr. Motto Naturae lex processus.
Isnxaye. Az. a chev. or, betw. two bezants in chief and »
CO. Lancaster).

Or,

—

—

cross crosslet fitchee in base or.

Isoed

(granted by Cooke, Clarenceux).
and one.

Ar. six leopards' faces

vert, three, two,

Ispai (co. Surrey, temp. Edward I.). Az. a chev. or.
Ispred, or Ispord. Or, a rose gu. on a chief sa. an

eagle

diapl. of the first.

Isprid. Ar. a rose gn. on a chief sa. a demi lapwing
Israel. Gu. on a pile ar. three cinquefoils of the

displ. or.
field.

rising from behind a cloud ppr.
Isted (Ecton, CO. Northampton, originally of Framfield, co.
Sussex). Gu. a chev. vair betw. three talbots' heads erased

Crest-K sun

or.

Crest

gorged

—A

buck's head erased ppr. attired and ducally

or.

Itchingrham.

Ithel-Anwyl

See Echinoham.

Descendants.
(Englefleld, in North Wales.
Llotd, of Maes y Qroes, Hallun, Argoed, and Abergele ;
Per pale gu. and or, in pale a
II. KoNDLE, of Argoed).
hymoc (mound of earth) ppr. betw. two lions ramp, addorscd
counterchanged of the field.
Ithel-Velyn (Yale, inDenbighland; eldest son of Lleweltw
AuR DoRciioo, but took a different coat of arms. Descendants
I. Wtnn, of Mallwyd and Llandyrnog; II. Price.
of Gwernflcid; III. Nicholas, of Yale; IV. Edwards, of
Hondre liippa; V. Hughes, of Abergele; VI. GRirFiXB, of
Bryn Eglwys; VII. EnwAnDi ap Rogers, of Kymono; VIII.
Lloyd, of Lliincollcn Vachan, Ac). 6a. a chev. betw. three
goats' heads erased or.
I.

:

A

ITH
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of Bryn, co. Denbigh).
couranl sa. in pale, collared ar.

Ithel (Lord

Ar. thre« greyhounds

Izod

J

AO

(Chapelizod House, co. Kilkenny).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Ar. a
(CO. Cambridge, and BiUesden, co. Leicester).
cross engr. (another, raguly) flory betw. four Cornish
choughs sa. Crest On a ducal coronet or, a Cornish chough,
wings expanded sa. beaked and legged gu.
Ivan. Ar. ihree fleurs-de-lis sa. (another, az. a lion ramp,

Ithell

—

—

Izon.

Ar. on a pale sa. three antique crowns or. Crest
couped ppr. holding a cross crosslet

A dexter hand fesseways,
fitchee in pale sa.

Izzard.
Crest

Ar. six leopards' faces vert, three, two, and one.

—A dolphip embowed ppr.

or).

Ivatt, or Ivat (London; confirmed
on

cross gu.

a

five fleurs-de-lis

27 June, 162G).

Ar.
the

of the field (another,

—

Out of a mural coronet an armed
Cresl
tinctures reversed).
cubit arm holding in the gauntlet all ppr. a fleur-de-lis or.
a fesse betw. three goats pass. ar. attired or.
An arm in armour couped and embowed, resting
CVe.-t
the wreath, holding a sword all ppr.
on
the elbow

Ive.

Sa.

—

Az. a cross pattee betw. four martlets or.
Iveagh, Viscount of. See McGennis.
Iver (Sheriff co. Berks, 1759). Ar. a fess betw. three lions

Ive.

ramp.

bz.

Iverach

(Wideford, co. Orkney). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
quarterly, or and gu. on a fess engr. sa. three crosses crosslet
2nd and 3rd, counter-quartered, 1st and 4th,
litchce ar.
gyronny of eight or and sa., 2nd, ar. a dexter hand couped
in fess grasping a dagger erect gu., 3rd, ar. a galley, sails
furled and oars in action sa. the whole within a bordure ar.
Crest— A boar's head
«!harged with three cushions gu.
;

—

Motto Nunquam obliviscas.
Iverby. Ar. a saltire engr. sa. in chief two mullets gu.
Ivers, or Jevers. Ar. on abend az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
A demi lion ramp, or, collared sa.
Crest
Ivers (Beg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, or and gu. on a
bcndsa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Ivery, or Every (from a monument in the chapel of Ford
Abbey, co. Devon). Ar. three chevronels gu.
Ivery (Dungate, co. Somerset). Ar. on a bend gu. three
oak leaves of the first.
Ives (CO. Northampton). Sa. on a fesse betw. three goats
pass. ar. attired, bearded, and unguled or, as many crescents
Outof a ducal coronet gu. an Indian goat's head
gu. Crest
c-ouped ar.

—

—

ar. guttee de sang, attired or.

Town

Ives,

of

(co. Cornwall).

Ar. an ivy branch over-

spreading the whole field vert.
(Bradwell, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
blackamoors' heads couped ppr. Crest A boar pass. ppr.

Ives

—

collared

and chained

Ives, or Ivys.

or.

Ar. three torteaux betw. two bendlets

Iveson

(Hedon, near Hull, co. York). Ar. a chev. betw.
three Moors' heads in profile, erased at the neck sa. Crest
A Moor's head, as in the arms.
Ivett. Ar. a bend sa. betw. three ivy branches ppr.
Ivett. Ar. on a cross flory gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the

—

JACK

Per saltire ar. and sa. two oak leaves
and as many acorns in fesse or. Crest— A pear

(England).

in pale veit,

tree vert, fructed or.

Jack

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two crescents in
armed arm of the second, holding a

(Scotland).

chief gu. and in base an

sword ppr.

hilt

and pommel

Jack

(Woodhall, Scotland).
divided fesseways vert.

or.

Ar. three demi holly leaves

—

Jack.

Ar. on a fesse sa. three escallops gu. Crest
A horse's
head erased, holding in the mouth a broken tilting spear.
Jacket, or Jaket. Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two
estoiles or.
Crest
Out of a cloud a dexter hand ppr. holding a cross pattee fitch^e in pale or.

—

Jackman

(cos.

Buckingham and Durham, Homchurch,

co.

Essex, COS. Hereford and Huntingdon; granted 1561). Per
saltire ar. and sa. in pale two eagles displ. of the second.
Crest
A griffin's head erased sa. guttee d'or.
(Hackman, in the Liberties of Havering, co.

—

Jackman
Essex;

Edwabd Jaceman, grandson

Jacemam,

Sheriff of London, 1564.

Same Arms and

Jackson

of

Alderman Edwako
London,

1568).

John Jackson,

gent.,

Visit.

Crest.

(Bromfield, co. Middlesex;

son of Joseph Jaceson, merchant. Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Gu. a greyhound courant ar. betw. three pheonsor. Crest
A demi greyhound saliant ar. collared or, holding betw. the

—

paws a pheon

sa.

Jackson

(Beach Hill, co. Surrey, bart., extinct). Gu. a fesse
betw. three shovellers, tufted on the head and breast ar. each
charged with a trefoil slipped vert.
Crest
A shoveller,
as in the arms, motto over, Innocentiee securus.
Motto

—

Malo mori quam

—

foedari.

Jackson

(The Manor House, Birkenhead, and Portland
Place, London, bart.).
Az. a fesse betw. two goats*
heads couped in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base ar.
two flaunches of the last. Crest Upon a ragged staff sa.
a goat's head couped ar. sem^e of trefoils vert. Motto

—

—

Fortiter, fideliter, feliciter.

Jackson

Ivyn

(Doncaster, co. York).
Per pale gu. and az. on »
erm. cotised ar. betw. three shovellers of the last a
two annulets of the field. Crest A demi
griffin gu. collared and chain reflected over the back or,
holding in the dexter claw a shoveller's head erased ar.
Motto Strenue et honeste.
Jackson (arms of Anne, wife of Hawkshaw, eldest survivinjc
dau. of Eev. James Jackson, late of Green Hammerton par
AVhixley, W.ll. co. York). Gu. two horses counter courant
in pale ar. guttee de sang.
Jackson (Arlsey, co. Bedford, bart.). Ar. on a fesse betw.
a goat's head couped in chief gu. and a ship in full sail in
base ppr. a greyhound courant betw. two pheons or. Crest
A goats head couped ar. guttee de sang, armed and bearded
or, gorged with a coUar gu. charged with three bezants,
ringed and line reflexed over the back gold.
Jackson (co. Cumberland, and Combhay, co. Devon). Or,
(another, ar.) on a chev. sa. betw. thiee eagles' heads erased
az. as many cinquefoils ar. Crest— A horse courant ar. guttee
de sang.
Jackson (Keswick, co. Cumberland, and co. Oxford). Enn.
a spear's head in pale az. embrued gu. Crest A sun or, in
flames ppr.
Jackson. Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three hawks' heads erased
sa. a greyhound courant ar. betw. two. pheons or, a bordure

Iwardby

Jackson, alias Lascelles

field.

Ivey

(Exeter).

Gu. a lion ramp.

or.

Crest

—A

demi

lion

supporting a staff raguly vert.
<city of Oxford; Tbohas Ivie, Visit. Oxon, 1634, son

ramp,

Ivie

or,

Ivie, Knt., of Westhingham, co.
from Thomas Ivie, Esq., of SodAr. a lion ramp. gu.
Ivis, Iwis, or Iwys. Ar. a chev. sa.
Ivor ap Cadifor
(Wales). Or, a griffin segreant

and heir of Sir Geobge

Wilts, fourth in descent

bury).

Vawr

(Lord of Eloed,
Carmarthen). Or, a griffin segreant sa.
Ivory. Ar. a bend vert betw. three mullets gu. Crest
lion sejant afTront^e gu. holding in the dexter paw a sword
CO.

—

pommel and

hilt or,

and in the

sinister

a fleur-de-Us

gold.

Ivye

(CO. Oxford, and West Keynton, co. Wilts).
Ar. a lion
ramp. gu. quartering ar. a fesse embattled gu. betw. three
annulets sa. Crest
A lion ramp. ar. supporting a staff
raguly gu.

—

(Tiidington, co. Gloucester). Sa. six plates, three,
two, and one, on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp. gu.
(Mapledurham, co. Oxford).
Ar. on a saltire
engr. sa. a rose of the field, on a chief of the second two
mullets pierced of the first.

Iwardby

Oxford; arms in the Divinity School, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of the
ISiSt a mullet of the first.
Izacke (Kxi-ter). Sa. a bend or, on a canton ar. a leopard's
face of the field.
Ciat A leopard's fac« erased sa. ducally
gorged or.
Izod (Tudington and Stainton, co. Gloucester). Ar. six
(co.

—

leopard.s' faces vert, three, two,

head sidetaced ppr. in
feathers gu. and ar.
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and one.

—

—

—

sa.

Ivor ap Bledvi ap Cadifor Va-wx

ar.

fess

cross crosslet betw.

Crest

—A

man's

armour or, on the head a plume

of

—

sa.

bezanty.

(Gauthorpe, co. York, 1584).

Sa. a cross patonce or, a bordure of the last.

Crest

— A bear's

head erm. muzzled and collared gu. the collar rinsed or.
(London
Francis Jackson, citizen of London,
Visit. 1568, great grandson of John Jackson, the second son
of William Jackson, Esq., of Sugthall, co. York). Gu. a
fess ar. betw. three jackdaws ppr.
Jackson (Chester Herald, temp. Henry VIII.). Vert on a
fesse or, three magpies ppr.
Jackson (West Chester). Ar. on a fesse gu. a greyhound
courant betw. two pheons or, in chief a goafs liead couped of
the second, a bordure of the last.
Crest
A goat's head as.

Jackson

;

—

attired or.

Ar. a lion pass. gu. on a
Jackson
chief of the second three battle axes of the first.
Jackson (co. Hereford). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three hawks'

Derby and

Stafford).

—

heads erased az. as many cinquefoils or. Crest On a flveleaved coronet or, a hawk's head and neck erased gu. charged
on the breast with a cross pattee fltchee gold. Motto Scuto
amoris divini.
Jackson (Claines, co. Worcester; Phineas Jackson, High
Ar. on a (ess gu.
Sheriff of the county, 3 Queen Anne, 1703).
betw. tliree coeks' heads erased sa. a greyhound courant betw.
engr.
az.
bezantee.
two pheons of the field, a border
Jackson (Wabd-Jackson, Greatham Hall, co. Durham). Az.
a fesse erm. betw. three sheldrakes ppr. Crest A sheldrake

—

—

ppr.

Ar. on a chev. sa.
(Sunderland, co. Durham).
betw. three hawks' heads erased of the second as many
Crest
A horse at full speed
cinquefoils pierced of the first.
ar. gutt^ de sang.
three pheons az. a
fesse
betw.
a
Or,
on
Jackson (co. Kent).
Crest—A demi lion ramp, or, holding
lion pass, of the first.
betw. the paws a pheon az.
Jackson (Southgate, co. Middlesex). Gu. a greyhound
A greycourant in fesse ar. betw. three pheons or. C>-est
hound pass. sa. collared or, resting the dexter foot on a pheon

Jackson

—

—

gold.

—

A hand ppr. holding
Same.<<rnM. Crest
a boar's head erased and erect sa.
(Newcastle-on-Tyne, co. Northumberland). Gu. a

Jackson (London).
Jackson

fesse betw. three shovellers ar.
1812).

Jackson (Bishop of Oxford,
Jackson (co. Northampton;

Same Amis.

granted 1689). Ar. :i greyhound
courant ermines betw. three eagles' heads erased sa. Crest
A demi horse ar. guttee de sang.
Jackson (co. Nottingham ; Right Rev. John Jackson, D.D.,
Bishop of Lincoln, 1863). Sa. a cross pattee betw. thiee pheons

—

Sa. a spearhead ar. a canton
Crest— An eagle rising ppr.
guttee
de sang a spearhead in
Ar.
Jackson (co. Rutland).
pale az. embrued gu. Crest— A sun rising ppr.
Jackson (Lochhouse, Scotland). Barry of eight or and gu. a

Oxford, 1790).

(co.

a label for

or,

lion

ramp.

Jackson
lion

diff.

An

Barry of ten ar. and az. over

(Scotland).

all

a

ramp. gu.

(Hickleton, co. York, bart., extinct 1727 ; descended
from Sir John Jackson, Knt., temp. Queen Elizabeth, whose
grandson, John Jackson, Esq., of Hickleton, was created a
baronet in 1660). Gu. a fesse betw. three sheldrakes ar.

(Hairaton, co. Durham; Sir John Jackson, Knt.,
LieutentantrColonel in the service of Charles I., eldest son of
Thomas Jackson, Esq., of Harraton, d. 1673). Or, a chev.
indented gu. betw. three eagles' heads erased sa.
Jackson (Bath, co. Somerset). Gu. a greyhound courant in
fesse ar. collared az. betw. three pheons or, on the shoulder
a torteau. Crest A dove close, in the beak an olive branch

Jackson

—

on the breast a torteau.
Jackson (Christ Church, co. Surrey; granted 16 Oct.

1700).

Az. on a chev. betw. three covered cups ar. as many cinqueCrest— A horse pass. ar. semee of cinquefoils
foils gu.
guJackson (Bedale, co. York; granted 1563). Ar. on a chev.
sa. betw. three hawks' heads erased of the second as many
cinquefoils of the first. Crest A horse infuU speed ar. guttee

—

de sang.
(Kelwoold's Grove, co. York). Gu. three auns or,
Crest The sun or, betw. two branches in

—

chief erm.

orle vert.

a poniard

Jackson

Another Crest
all

—A naked arm embowed, grasping

ppr.

At. on a chev. sa. betw. three eagles'
heads erased az. as many cinquefoils of the Held, on a chief
or, two anchors in cross of the third betw. as many trefoils
slipped of the last, each charged with twelve bezants.
Jackson (Normandy Hall, co. York). Az. a fesse erm.
betw. three sheldrakes ppr. Crest A sheldrake ppr.
Jackson (co. York). Gu. a fesse betw. three falcons close ar.
Jackson (Duddington, co. Northampton). Ar. a greyhound
courant ermines betw. three eagles' heads erased sa. Crest
A demi horse ar. guttee de sang, maned and hoofed sa.
Jacksoa (Bubnell, CO. Derby; three generations described
Ar. a lion pass. gu. on a chief of
in the Visitation of 1662).
the last three battle axes of the first. Crest An arm in armour
embowed, holding a battle axe all ppr.
Jackson. Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a Hon pacs. gti. on a
chief of the last three battle axes of the first; 2nd and 3rd, or,
three bars wavy az. on a canton gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
An arm In armour embowed, holding a battle axe
(co.

York).

—

—

—

—

all ppr.
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a pbeon, point down

ar.

a tanton

Crett—

or.

eagle close ppr.

Jackson. Ar. on a chev. betw. three daws' heads erased
az. as many cinquefoils or.
Crest
^A horse courant ar.

—

guttee de sang.
Jackson. Ar. on a fesse betw. three cocks' heads erased la.
a greyhound betw. two pheons or, a bordure az. platee.

Jackson.
Jackson.

Az. a lion ramp. ar. billettee gu.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three Cornish

chou(^

ppr.

Jackson. Vert a fesse

betw. three magpies ppr.
(Richabd Jackson, Esq., of Preston, co. Lancaster;
the representative of a family originally of co. Chester). Ar.
on a chev. sa. betw. as many falcons' heads erased az. three
cinquefoils pierced of the field.
Crest
A ftJcon's head.
or,

Jackson

Motto

—

—Malo mori quam

fcedari.

Jackson.

Ar. a lion pass. betw. three martlets or.
co. Londonderry
Fun. Ent. 1688, Williau Jackson, son of Rev. Richabd Jackson, of Whittington, CO. Lancaster, by Dorothy Otwat, his wife, dau. of
Sir John Otway, Knt., of Ingmire).
Gu. a fess betw. three
cormorants ar.

Jackson (Coleraine,

;

Jackson

(Enniscoe, co. Mayo; confirmed to General Sir
James Jackson, K.C.B., Colonel 6th Dragoon Guards, third
son of Georoe Jackson, M.P., and to the descendants of his
grandfather). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three hawks' heads

erased az. as

many

trefoils slipped or.

Crest

—A horse pass,

charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Celer et audax.
Jackson (Fanningstown, co. Limerick). Ar. a greyhound
courant ermines betw. three eagles' heads erased sa. ft-««t—
A demi horse ramp. ar. guttee de sang, maned and hoofed
ar.

—

sa.

Jackson

(Ahanesk,

Ar. a lion pass. gu. on a

Cork).

co.

chief of the last three battle axes of the

armour embowed,

in the

hand a

first.

battle

axe

Crest

—An arm

all ppr.

Jackson

(Glanbeg, co. Waterford). Same Arms. Ci-est—
armour embowed holding a battle axe all ppr.
(Forkhill, co. Armagh).
Gu. three shovellers
tufted on the head and breast ar. each charged with a trefoil
vert.
Crest
A shoveller, as in the arms. Motto Malo

An arm

in

Jackson

—

—

foedari.

Jackson (Torphin,

Gu. three suns in splendour
or, a bordure ar. a chief enn.
Crest A dexter arm in
armour embowed, holding a battle axe ppr. Motto Devant
Scotland).

—

si

—

je puis.

Jacob

descended from John Jacob, of
Dover, d. 1627, whose grandson. Sir Abraham Jacob,
Governor of Walmer Castle, was knighted at Windsor
Castle, June, 1683). Or, en a canton ga. an eagle displ. of
the field. Crest A lion ramp or, supporting a cross crosslct
(Dover, co. Kent;

—

fitch^e gu.

Jacob

Dorset; dessended from Wiltiak
Jacob, Esq., of Tolpiddle, temp. Henry VI.). Same Arm$

and

(Tolpiddle, co.

Crest.

Jacob

ppr.

Jackson

Sa.

mori quam

ar.

Jackson

a

Jackson.

in

or.

Jackson

JAO
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JAO
(cos.

(Sir Robert Jacob, Attorney-General for Ireland,
knighted at Christ Church, 5 Nov. 1601, second son of
Robert Jacob, Esq., of Bockhampton, co. Dorset, who was
second son of William Jacob, Esq., of Tolpiddle). Samo
Arms and Crest, a crescent for diff.
Jacob (Bromley and Bow, co. Middlesex, bart., extinct, and
of Gamlingay, co. Cambridge Sir John Jacob was created a
bart. 1666, with remainder, in default of male issue, to
the n-.ale issue of his brother, Robert Jacob, in reward
for his great loyalty to Charles I.
he had an estate of £3,000
per annum, but adhering to his sovereign he was deprived of
all he had by Oliver Cromwell; he was grandson of Robert
Jacob, Esq., of Gamlingay, by Katbebine, his wife, dau. of
William Abraham, of London, and his wife Jane, dau. of
Robert Bostock, co. Chester. The last male descendant
of Sir John Jacob, the first bart.. Sir Hildedrand Jacob,
Bart., d. s. p. 1790, when the title devolved on his kinsman.
Sir Clement Brtdoes Jacob, as fifth bart. who also </. s. p.).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three heraldic tigers' heads erased
Crest An heraldic tiger pass,
ppr. maned and tusked or.
ppr. maned and tusked or. Motto Tantuiii in superbos.
Jacob (.Siggin.stown, Temple Shannon, and Woodbrook, to.
Wexford, Ballinakill and Maryborough, Queen's co., and
descended from Lieut. William
Llanfawr, co. Anglesey
Jacob, who got a grant of Sigginstown and other lands la
John Jacob, his eldest son and sucCO. Wexford, 1667.
cessor, disinherited his own oldest son, whose family then
removed to the Queen's co.: of this senior line was the lata
Arthur Jacob, Esq., M.D., of Ely Place, Dublin, til*
eminent surgeon-oculist). Same Arm^, Crest, and Motto.
Jacob (Ncwhall, co. Oxford). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Jacob (Wootton Basset, co. Wilts; descended from JoBK
;

;

,

—

—

;

A

;;

AO

J
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Jacob, m. ante 1573, Stbil, daa. and heiress of Tbomas
Thokne, Esq., of Wootton Basset, and settled in co. Wilts
arms confirmed 1633. Visit. Wilts, 1674). Or, on a canton
sa. an heraldic tiger's bead erased of the field, langued gu.
Crest— An heraldic tiger pass. sa. resting the foot on an
escutcheon or.

Jacob

and Salisbury,

Wilts;
descended from Key. Thomas Jacob, Vicar of Enford, co.
Wilts, 1670). Same Arms and Ci-ut. Motto
Dum spiro
(Shillingstone, co. Porset,

co.

—

spero.

Jacob

(Canterbury, Woolavington, Waldershare, Whitfield,

and Sextries, co. Kent; descended from Amos Jacob, Esq.,
of Barrow Hill, co. Kent, d. 1688; of this line was Uebbest
Jacob, Major-General Bombay Army, and his brother, John
Jacob, C.B., Col. Bombay Artillery, Brigadier-General, and
the renowned commander of tbe Scinde Irregular Horse
also Sir George le Gbans Jacob, Knt., Commander of the
Star of India and C.B.). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, guttle
de sang a bordure gu. on a canton of the last an eagle displ.
of the field, for Jacob 2nd and 3rd, per fesse ar. and sa. a
lion ramp, within an orle of crosses pattee and crosses crosslet
Crest
On a
alternately, all counterchanged, for Long.
mount vert a lion ramp, per fesse or and gu. supporting a
;

—

Motto—Hon

cross crosslet botony fltchee also gu.

nobis

—

blade

all

Jacobs

ppr.

Quarterly, dancettee sa. and or, in
quarter a pelican of the last.
Jacoxab (Burton Lazers, co. Leicester; granted 20 April,
1672). Per chev. az. and erm. in chief two lions' heada
erased ar. Crest A hand holding two branches of palm in

the

(Ripple, CO. Kent).

first

—

Jacomb.

Per chev. az. and erm. in chief two lions' heads
erased of the seconc^. Ci-esl A lion's head erased barry of

—

and

az.

JaCQues.

See Jaques.
Jacson (Barton, co. Lancaster; Chakles Bogeb Jacbon,
Esq., of Barton, J.P. and D.L., eldest surviving son of the
late Geoboe Jacson, who purchased the Barton estate, and
grandson of Bev. Booeb Jacson, patron and rector of
Bebington, who succeeded to Somersale in 1806, at the
decease of his aunt, Frances Fitzhebbest.
The family of
Jacson was settled at an early period in co. Derby). Gu.
a fesse betw. tbree sheldrakes ar. Crest A sheldrake rising

—

ppr.

Jadewin

(London;

confirmed 21

plates, four, three, two,

Sept.

Sa. ten

1629).

—

and one, a chief or. Crest An oak
by two lions" paws erased

tree vert fructed or, supported
gold, entwined with

a

scroll,

inscribed with the JUotto

—

Bobur

in vita Deus.
(Bev. John Jasis, Vicar of Humbleton, co. York).
Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. with two heads az.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. with two
heads az.
Jaduyn. Sa. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one, on a
chief ar. a demi Hon issuant gu.
Jaffiray (King's Wells, co. Kincardine). Paly of six ar. and

Jadis

—

sa.

on a

Crext —
— Post nubila

fesse of the first three mullets of the second.

The sun beaming through a cloud

ppr.

Motto

Phoebiis.

JafEray

or.

Crest

ppr.

Per chev. gu. and erm. in chief two eagles displ.
of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head ppr.

— Out

(sometimes sa.).

Jakes

Ar. on a fesse gu. three escallops

(co. Leicester).

or.

Jakes

(London).

—

Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three escallops of

the field. Crest
A horse's head couped ar.
in the breast with a tilting spear of the last.

maned or, struck

Jakys. Or, two bars tortile of eight az. and gu.
Jalabert (granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 1748,

to Isbabi.

Jalabebt, of the city of Dublin, merchant, descended from
an ancient family in France). Ar. a British private ship of
war at anchor ppr. on a chief az. two garbs or. Crest

—

Ceres ppr.
Jalfou (granted to Isaac Jauou, Esq., of Hackney, co.
Middlesex). Ar. on a mount vert an oak tree ppr. fructed
or, a chief az. thereon three esquires' helmets gold. Crest
On

—

a mount vert a greyhound courant ar. holding in the mouth
a sword in pale, point downwards ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Jalmes. Ar. three martlets sa. Crest Out of a ducal

—

coronet or, five ostrich feathers, the three middle ones su.

and two outside ones
(co.

ar.

Hants, temp.

Edward

Gu. two liona

III.).

pass, guard, in pale ar.

Jamerdeston (co.

Az. two bars ar. on a chief gu.

Suffolk).

a lion pass, guard, or.
(Langley Hall, co. Berks, bart.).

James

Gu. a dolphin embowed or. Crests 1st An ostrich ppr. beaked and legged
2cd Out of a ducal coronet or, two laurel branches in
saltire vert, environed with a snake ppr. Motto J'aime a
or

—

:

:

;

—

jamais.
(Dublin, bart.. Lord Mayor of Dublin, 1822). Quarterly, vert and gu. a cross ar. charged with a ship in full
sail ppr. betw. four anchors erect az. in the Ist and 4th
quarters a dolphin naiant of the third betw. three croese.s
crosslet or

;

in the

2nd and 3rd a

lion pass, guard, of the

—

last betw. three trefoUs slipped of the third

Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a swan ppr. beaked gu. holding in
the beak a dart gold, feathered ar. point towards the breast,
motto over, A jamais. Motto Pro Deo, Patria, et Kege.
James (Presteign, co. Badnor). Az. aiion ramp. betw. two

—

and a scaling-ladder in base
a bordure or, charged with four roses gu. and as many
spear heads alternately sa. Crest
A lion ramp. ar. collared
and holding betw. the forepaws a rose gu. tbe dexter hindpaw resting on an escutcheon ar. charged with a spear bead,
as in the arms. Motto — Duw a Digon.
castles triple-towered in chief
ar.

—

James

(Washington and Helton Le Hole, co. Durham;
William James, Bishop of Durham, 1606-17). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, sa. a dolphin embowed ar.
2nd and 3rd, erm.
on a chief gu. three crosses crosslet or. Crest A bull's
head couped sa. armed or. These arms, which are, perhaps,
;

borrowed from Fitzjames, of

embowed

co.

—

Dorset

a dolphin
carved in wood

(viz., az.

ar. betw. three cinquefoils or), are

over a mantelpiece in a house in the North Bailey, Durham,
the property of Thomas Hoppee, Esq., which is said to have
been the residence of Fbancis James, Esq., the Bishop's

younger son.

James

(Denford, co. Berks, and Newport, Isle of Wight.
Gu. a dolphin embowed or. Crest An
beaked and legged or. Another C)-est On a ducal
coronet or, two laurel branches in saltire vert, environed
with a snake ppr.
(Slangeler, co. Carmarthen)
Gu. a dolphin naiant

—

Visit. Hants, 1634).

(Dilspro,

crescent for

diff.

As the

Scotland,

1672).

Same

and Motto.

Crest

JafEray (Edinburgh, 1672). As
for diff. Same Crest and Motto.

last,

with a

King's W^ells, with a mullet

—

—

nubila Phoebus.
Jagrer. Az. a cross pattee throughout or, cantoned with
four fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet a hand
holding a sword ppr.
Jag'O ap Id'wall {Prince of Powys). Gn. three lions pass,

—

ar.

Jag'O

(Trejago).

J&go

(St.

Or, a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.

Erme and

Helston, co. Cornwall, circa

1600
a
Jagos, of St.
;

branch of Jago, of Trejago; from the
Erme, derived Thomas Jago, Esq., of Launceston Samuel
Jagoe, of Ennis, in St. Erme; and the Jagoes, of co.
Warwick, now extinct, ancestors of tbe poet). Same Amis.
Jag:o. Or, a greyhound courant in bend sa. in the dexter
chief a hunting horn stringed of the last. Cre*t Iisuin;;
;

—
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—

ostrich ar.

James

Jaffirey (Portsmouth, New England, America; descended
from Hon. Geobge Jaffbet, Speaker of the Assembly of New
E.impshirc. The family, an influential one in New Hampshire, ended in three co-heiresses, one of whom m. David
Jetfbies, of Boston). Paly of six ar. and sa. suruiounted
by a fes.se of the first charged with three stare of the second.
Crest The sun shining through a cloud ppr.
Motto Post

22

AU

James

orle ppr.

six ar.

anew all

old tree sprouting

Jakeznau.

Janxare

solum.

Jacobs. Ar. a greyhound courant sa. a canton ermines.
Crest
An arm in armour embowed grasping a sword by thi

J

from clouds two dexter hands, both seizing the stomp of an

embowed or.
(Wyke House,
embowed ar.

James

Gillingham,

co.

Az.

Dorset).

a

dolphin

James (co.

Az. a fesse betw. three dolphins or.
Jamies (co. Kent). Sa. a dolphin in fease ar. finned or.
Ciest A buft'alo courant sa. attired or.
Jamies (Barrow Court, co. Somerset; confirmed by Camden,
Clarenceux). Sa. a dolphin naiant betw. three crosses crosslet
or.
Crest— A dolphin naiant ppr.
James (Mlchbarrow, co. Somerset). Sa. a dolphin embowed
betw. three crosses botonnee or. Crest A demi bull or,
wreathed round the middle with a chaplet of laurel vert.
James (Pantaison, co. Pembroke). Same Arms. Crest
demi bull ramp. sa. langued gu. armed and hoofed or.
James (co. Stafford). Sa. a dolphin embowed within an orle
Dorset).

—

—

—

ar.

James

(Barrock, co. Cumberland, Bumville Lodge, near
Tavistock, and Finch House, near Liverpool). Az. a dolphin
embowed ppr. Ci-est A buffalo pass. ppr. Motto Vincit

—

amor

—

patriae.

James

(Cathedine, co. Brecon).

6u. from behind bushes
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J

chief ar. three castles of the field,

stag courant ar. on a
one and two.
(Shwynbrcd, co. Brecon). Sa. a cher. betw. three
gauntlets clenched or.
James (co. Cambridge). Per pale or (another, ar.) and az.
on a chev. betw. three lions pass, guard, as many escallops
A dove ar. standing upon two
Crest
all counterchangcd.
palm branches in saltire vert.
Ar.
a lion ramp. az. betw. three
Cornwall).
(co
James
Crest Two lions' gambs erased sa. supporting
escallops gu.
Motto ^Nosce
an escallop ar. charged with a crescent az.

TWt a

James

—

—

—

Camden, Clarenceux,

18

Nov.

three fer-de-molines fesseways

IGll).

Crest

sa.

Ar. a chev.

by

betw.

Az. on a chev. or, betw. three lions
pass, guard, of the second as many purses sa.
Hanover,
Jamaica). Az. on a chev.
(Haughton
Hall,
James
betw. three lions pass, guard, erm. as many escallops gu.
quartering Haughton, Halton, Fisher, Fowler, Dbatneb,
and Pabson. Crest A demi lion ramp. erm. holding an
Gloucester).

—

—

Motto Malgre le tort.
(Park Farm Place, Eltham, co. Kent, bart., extinct
Az. on a chev. betw. three lions pass, guard, or,
1792).
ducally crowned of the last, three grenades sa. fired ppr.
Crest In a naval coronet or, a tower with two portholes in
front gold, fire issuing from the portholes and top ppr.
on the tower a flagstaff of the last, thereon a flag flotant to the
tinister gu. in a position of striking, being half down the

escallop gu.

Jam.es

—

(Wellsborough, CO. Kent, and Eiegate, co. Sussex).
Quarterly, 1st, and 4th, ar. two bars crenelle gu. 2nd, ar.
3rd, barry wavy of six
three fer-de-molines barways sa.
ar. and az. on a chief or, three swallows volant sa.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi swan with wings
Crest
expanded ar. beaked gu.
James (Creshall, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1741 ; descended
from EooEB James, third son of Jacob Van Haestbecht, who
removed from the neighbourhood of Utrecht, and settled in
England, temp. Henry VIII.). Ar. two bars embattled gu.
(Gbevis- James, Ightham Court, co. Kent; William
James, Esq., third son of Booer James, son of Jacob
Van Haestbecht, purchased the manor of Ightham Court,
Demetbius Gbevis, Esq., eldest son of
ttmp. Elizabeth
Chables Gbevis, Esq., formerly of Moseley Hall, co. Worcester, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Colonel Demetbius
James, ihiril son of William James, Esq., of Ightham Court,
assumed the additional surname and arms of James, by
royal licence, 1817). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two bars
embattled gu., for James; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a fesse az.
betw. three pellets, each charged with a lion's head erased of
the first, a grifBn pass. betw. two escallops or, for Gbevis.
Crests
Ist, James
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi swan,
wings expanded ar. beaked gu.; 2nd, Gbevis: A squirrel
holding betw. the paws an escallop shell or.
Motto^Fiic et
const an ti&.
Jam.es (granted to Right Hon. Sir William Milboubne Jambs,
Knt., Lord Justice of Appeal). Or, a chev. vair betw. three
lions' heads erased gu.
Crest
A cock gu. gorged with a
collar gemel or, the dexter claw resting on a portcullis gold.
;

;

—

James

;

—

:

—

GWNA A DDYLED DOED A

J>fo«.;—

DDEL.

James

(Stoke, co. Surrey).
Per chev. gu.
unicorns' head couped and counterchanged.

and

ar. three

(Otterbum Tower, and P.odchester, co. NorthumberSa. on a chev. ar. betw. three dolphins embowed

—

many cross crossleto gu. Crest A buffalo pass,
gu. armed ppr. the dexter forefoot resting on an escutcheon
ar. charged with a pheon sa.
Motto Deo semper confide.
(co. Worcester).
Sa. on a bend or, betw. two bezants
three martlets of the field.
(co. Worcester).
Az. a dolphin embowed ar.
(co. Worcester).
Ar. a chev. betw. three millrinds

erminoisas

—

James

James
James
sa.

Crest

Tames
Privy

Arms and

Crest.

— A garb

ar.

banded

(Astlcy, co. Worcester

Council to

;

vert.

Huoii James, Oroom of the
Visit. Worcester,
163*.

Henry VII.

HinoiNS James, Esq., of Astley,
was High Sheriff of the county 13 William III., <i. 1709). Az.
on a chev. betw. three lions paa.n. rceuard or, as many
•scallops sa.
Crfst
Outof a mural coronet az. a demi lion
rcRUHrd. or, collared alio az. holding betw. the paws an
escallop sa
(N.B. These arc the arn)8 recorded at the two
Tlnitalinns referred to above, hut on the tablet to Hiqgini
Janrs, at Astlcy, these arms are given, viz. Per chev. gu.
Pediffrec retristered 1683.

.

—

:

53G

(Pool Court, co. Worcester).
Az. on a chev. or,
betw. three lions pass. ar. as many escallops sa.
Ar. a lion ramp.
(cos. Worcester and Gloucester).
az. betw. three escallops gu.
Az. on a chev. betw. three
(cos. Salop and Stafford).
Crest
A demi
lions pass, guard, or, as many escallops sa.
lion ramp, or, holding betw. the paws an escallop sa.
Jam.es (Lord Mayor of London, 1479). Same Arms and

James

—

Crest.

Jam.es.

many

Az. on a chev. betw. three leopards' heads

or, as

escallops sa.

James

Gu. a water bouget within an
on a chief of the second a fesse per
betw. two barrulets, the upper

(the Close, Exeter).

orle of eight annulets ar.
fesse indented vert

and

sa.

—

and the lower of the third. Crest On a mount vert
bull erm. armed, hoofed, tufted, and collared or, the
dexter forefoot supporting a water bouget, and charged
on the body with two annulets, as in the arms.
James (Roseinvale). Ar. a lion ramp. az. betw. three
of the last,

a

esjcallop shells gu.

(Reg. Ulster's OfHce).

Ar.

a bend gu. a border

sa.

James

Az. on a bend betw. three
many escallops of the first.
(granted to John Jameson, Esq., of Windfield, co.
Galway, eldest son of James Jameson, Esq., of Windfield,
and Mont Rose, co. Dublin, and grandson of John Jameson,
Esq., Sheriff and Clerk of co. Clackmannan). Az. a saltire
(Reg. Ulster's Office).

lions pass, or, as

Jam.eson

cantoned in chief and flanks by Roman galleys ppr.
in base of the second.
Crest A Roman
galley ppr. the sail gu. charged with a lion pass, guard, or.
Motto—Sine metu.
Jameson (Scotland). Az. a saltire or, cantoned with four
ships under sail ar.
Jameson. Ar. two arrows in saltire, points in chief az.
cantoned with four cinquefoils of the last. Crest An anteor,

—

and a buglehom

—

homed gu.
Ar. a fess wavy vert betw.
(Glasgow, 1864).
three anchors sa. Crest
A ship under sail ppr. Motto

lope trippant or,

Jamieson
Ad

—

—

littora tendit.

Jamieson

Ar. a fess wavy
az. betw. three anchors sa. Crest and Motto, as the last.
Jamieson (Glasgow, 1869). Ar. a fess wavy vert betw. three
anchors sa. a bordure of the second. Crest and Motto, as the
(Croy, co. Dumbarton. 1865).

last.

Jamy

(Wells, co. Somerset). At. a fesse cngr. vert betw.
three escallops sa.
Jandrell. Sa. three buckles, the tongues pendent ar.
Jane, or Jeane. Az. an eagle displ. or. Crest A swan,
wings endorsed, devouring a trout all ppr.
(Kirtling, co. Cambridge, and Botalock,
Janes, or
Ar. a lion ramp. az. betw. three escallops go.
CO. Cornwall).
Crest— Oat of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion az. holding au

—

James

escallop gu.

Quarterly, ar. and az. a cross sarcelly

(co. Surrey).

counterchanged.
land).

James

James

JV/<)»o— Victor.

James

James

James

— A garb ar. banded James

vert.

James (co.

James

AK

ar.

James

teipsum.

James (cos. Worcester and Gloucester). Same Arms.
J&mea (Upminster, co. Essex, and co. Kent; granted

staff.

J

three unicorns' heads couped counterchanged, impaling Pytts).
(Korfield Court, co. Worcester. Henrt James, Esq.,
of Forfield, left four daus. co-heiresses, Elizabeth m.
HuMPHBET Pebeott, Esq., of Bell Hall; Dobothy, m. Henry
Greswold, Ksq., of Yardley; Anne, m. Thomas Kddtard,
Esq., of Rudyard, d. 1626 ; Martha, m. John Pebeott, Esq.,
Worcester). Same Anns and Crest.
(Rowley, co. Stafford; descended from Walter
James, brother of Henrt James, Esq., of Forfield). Same

and

Janes, or J'anes.

Az. a chev. erm. betw. six annulets,
two, two, and two, linked together or.
Janes, or Janns (James Janes, Mayor of Dublin, 1&93,
son of Rodebt Janes, or Janns, Master of the Ordnance in
Ireland, 1559. Visit, city of Dublin, 1607). Gu. on a bend
ar. three Cornish choughs sa. beaked and legged of the first.
Janiville, or Jamvile. Az. three pairs of barnaules or,

on a chief erm. a demi lion ramp. gu.
Sheldo.m
(Dudlet-Janns;
exemplified to Rev.
Fbancis Dudley on his assuming, by royal licenrc, 1874,
the additional surname and arms of Janns, in compliance with the will of his kinsman, Chables James
Janns, Esq., of Ennis, Commander R.N.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per pale gu. and az. on a bend engr. ar. three
Cornish choughs sa. beaked and membered of the first,
for Janns; 2nd and 3rd, or, two lions pass. az. betw. in
chief arose eu. seeded of the field and barbed vert, and In
base a trefoil slipped of the last, a bordure cngr. of the
second, for Dudley.
Crests
Ist, Janns: A lion ramp. sa.
collared gemelle ar. holding betw. the paws an escallop of
the last;
2nd, Dudley: A lion ramp, double queued •*.
holding betw. the paws a rose gu. entwined with a trefoil

Janns

—

A
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and leaved vert, motto over, Mori quam foedaii.
Jtfo«o^Honor virtutis prsemium.
Janson (co. Kent granted 1605). Quarterly, az. and gu. a
On a mount vert a hind
cross patonee and a chief or. Crest
slipped

—

;

ppr. eoUared gu.

Janson. Ar. two bundles of reeds in fcsse paleways vert.
An arm from the elbow vambraced, holding a falcon's
Crest

—

lure all ppr.

Janson (Ashby Ledgers,

Northampton).

co.

and gu. a cross patonoe and a chief
vested or, cuffed ar.

erect,

or.

Crett

Quarterly, aa.
cubit arm

—A

huldiog a cross patonee of the

Janssen

(Wimbledon, co. Surrey, bart., extinct 1777;
grandson uf Theodobe Janssen de
youngest son of the Baron de Hee-, Governor of

Theodore Janssen,
Heez,

Brussels at the period of the Duke of Alva's persecution, was
Quarterly, Ist, ar. two bundles of reeds in
so ereated 1714).
fesse vert; 2nd, per fesse or and az. two swans close in

per fesse or and sn.. a swan in fesse
a bundle of reeds vert.
Crest A quatrefoil (another, a trefoil) stalked and leaved vert.
Janvim (Jersey). Az. a chev. ar. betw. two bezants in chief
and a fleur-de-lis of the second in base. Crest A griflfin's
head betw. two eagles' wings. A^flher Crest A dolphin
embowed ppr. Motto Labor ipse voluptas. Another Motto
Pour mon Eoy.
f^sse ppr.

ppr.

3rd,

;

—

4th, ar.

;

—

—

—

—

Jaq.ues

(co.
Middlesex, bart., extinct 1650 ; Sir John
Jaqces, Gentleman Pensioner temp. Charles I., was so
created 1628, and d. ». p.). Ar. on a fesse gu. three escallops

or.

^ques

(Easby Abbey, and Silton, co. York). Sa. on a fesse
engr. ar. a lion psiss. of the first.
Crest
A lion's head erased
gu. wounded through the neck with a sword ar. hilted and

—

pommelled

or.

Jaques

(co. York; descended from Sir Booeb Jaques, of
Elvington, Lord Mayor of York in 1639, who was knighted
by Charles I.). Sa. on a fesse engr. ar. betw. three escallops
or, a lion pass. gu.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. wounded
through the neck with a sword ar. hilted and pommelled or.

—

Jaques, Jeex, or Jacques
fesse engr. az. three

couped

maned

ar.

or,

Middlesex). Ar. on a
Crest— A horse's head
struck in the breast with a tilting spear
(co.

escallops or.

of the last.

Jaques.
Jaques.

a fer-de-moline sa. five estoiles ar.
Or, on a bend sa. three bezants.
Crest
A bezant
charged with a lion's head erased ppr. collared or.
Jarberd. Or, a fesse betw. two chev. sa. (another, the
Or, "on

—

tinctures reversed).

Jarden. Ar. six mascles gu.
Jardine (Applegirth, co. Dumfries,

bart., 1672).

Ar. asaltire

and chief gu. the last charged with three mullets of the

—

field.

Crest— A spur-rowel of six points ar. Stipporters Dexter,
a horse at libeny ar. sinister, a man in armour having a
Bcymitar at his side all ppr. Motto Cave adsum.
Jardine (Sir Henkt Jakdine, Knt., King's Bemembrancer
in the Exchequer of Scotland). Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief
of the last two wings conjoined and inverted erm. betw. as
many spur-rowels of the first. Crest A dexter hand holding
up a spur-rowel or. Motto Cave adsum.
Jardine (Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. on a saltire gu. five bezants,
on a chief of the second three mullets or. Crest A hand
holding a bezant all ppr. Motto Ex virtute honos.
Jareddur (Lord of Llechwerdd Ucha, co. Carnarvon). Descendants: I. CoETHOBEs, of Coctmore
II. Lloyds,
of
Bowtyn; HI. Owens, of Garth in Abergeley; IV. Winns,
of Penheskin and V. Jones, of Beaumaris). Gu. a chev.
betw. three stags' heads caboshed ar. attired or.
;

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

Jarman.

Or, three bendlets gu.
Crest
An eagle's leg
erased in bend sinister, grasping a feather in bend dexter.

Jarrat, Jarratt, or Jarrett.
ducally crowned or, collared gu.

Sa.
Crest

a lion ramp. ar.
eagle, wings

— An

expanded ppr.

Jarrerd, or Jarrard.
and

Quarterly, per fesse indented or

az.

Jarrett.
Cresi

—A

a

betw. two flaunchcs purp.
lion pass, as in the arms, resting the dexter foreAr.

lion pass.

paw on a fleur-de-lis or.
Jarrett. Az. a lion ramp, ducally crowned

or.

Crest

—

head erased and ducally crowned or, collared gu.
Jarrett (granted 19 May, 1G96, to James JABBtxr, sop of
Wiluam Jabbett, of London, merchant). Az. a lion ramp.
ar. guttee de poix, collared gu. and ducally crowned or.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar. guttle de poix, coUared gu.
ducally crowned or.
Jarrett (Camerton Court, co. Somerset). Quarterly, 1st
•nd 4th, az. a lion ramp. erm. ducally crowned or, for
JAkBETT; 2nd, gu. a sword erect ppr. betw. three mullets
lion's

—
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B

—

three

hawks

ar.

Jarvis

(Doddington Hall, co. Lincoln).
Sa. on a cher.
engr. betw. three martlets ar. as many cinquefoils pierced of
the first, on a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis betw. two

—

escallops of the field. Crest A unicorn's head ar.
with a collar charged with three cinquefoils.

Jarvice

first.

7E

Stephens; 3rd, ar. on a mount vert a bull statant
gu. armed or, charged on the shoulder with a plain cross ar.,
for KiDLET.
Crest
A lion's head erased or, ducally crowned
and coUared gu.
Jarveis (Pratling, co. Leicester). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
ar., for

(Patling,

co.

Cambridge).

gorged

Sa. on a chev. engr.
cinquefoils pierced of

betw. three doves ar. as many
the first, on a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis berw. two
escallops of the field.

Jarvie

(Glasgow and Singapore, 1856). Ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. two goshawks belled in chief sa. and a demi lion
of the second issuant out of the base wavy az. an elephant's
head couped or, betw. two bezants. Crest An eagle rising
ppr.
Motto— AA Uttora tendo.
Jarvill. Paly of six or and az.
Jarvis, or Jarveis. Az. six ostrich feathers ar. thre«
two, and one. Cre.^t
A lion ramp. gu.
Jarvis. Ar. six ostrich feathers sa. three, two, and one.
Jarvis. Sa. a chev. betw. six (another three) lapwings

—

—

ar.

Jary

Andrew's House, Burlingham, co. Norfolk). Gu.
erm. betw. two lions ramp, respecting each other
or, three roses, two and one, of the field.
Crext
Out of
clouds two arms embowed in armour ppr. the hands also ppr.
supporting a rose, as in the arms.
Motto Mens conscia
(St.

on a

pile

—

—

recti.

Jason

(Broad Somerford, co. Wilts, bart., extinct 1738, and
Enfield, co. Middlesex).
Az. a toison d'or within a duuble
tressure flory counterflory gold.
Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a pegasus saUant, with wings endorsed,
na^•ing in the mouth a burr ppr.
Jason. Az. a lion pass, or, on a canton ar. a cross gu.
Jasper (London). Ar. an anchor sa. on a chief wavy gu.
three escallops of the first.
Crest
A standard issuing from
the wreath ar. charged with a cross gu.
Jasper. Ar. a bordure az. charged with eight martlets or.
Jaudrill. Ermines three round buckles ar. tongues pendent.
Crest
A demi antelope gu. holding betw. the paws an
escutcheon or.
Jawderill (co. Cambridge, Sutton, Isle of Ely, and Stoughton, CO. Huntingdon
confirmed by Lee, Clarenceux, to
RoBEBT Jawdebill, Esq., of Wycham, Isle of Ely, 2 July,
1597). Ar. three round buckles sa. tongues pendent.
Crest
An antelope's head ar. gorged with a belt and buckle.
Jawdrell. Sa. three annulets ar.
Jay (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three jays ppr.
Jay. Gu. on a bend ar. three roses of the field. Crest Ona
ducal coronet or, a griffin sejant az. resting the dexter foot
on an escutcheon gu.
Jay (Selston, co. Nottingham). Same Anns.
Jay (Sheriff of Norfolk, 1678). Same Arms, bend engr.
Jay (Scotland). Az. three dolphins naiant or. Crest Allon'l
paw holding a thistle ppr.
Jay. Az. a lion saliant and a canton or, a bordure engr.
of the second.
Jay. Ar. three Midas' heads erased sa. crowned or.
Jay (Holme). Gu. four chains fixed to an annulet in fess

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

saltireways ar.

Jaye

(London, and co. Norfolk granted by Camden, Clarenceux, to Alderman Henbt Jat, 1601). Gu. on a bend engr.
ar. three roses of the field seeded or, leaved ppr.
Crest—

An

;

otter pass. ppr.

Jaye

(Dorking, co. Surrey). £a. three leopards' heads erased
crowned or (another coat bears, or, three leopards' heads
Out of a ducal coronet per
erased and crowned sa.). Crest
pale or and az. a camel's head sa. bezantee.
Jeaftreson (Dullingham, co. Cambridge seated there sines
the year 1656). Az. a fret ar. on a chief of the last tbreo
leopards' faces gu. Crest A talbot's head erased ar. eared
ar.

—

;

—

Ku.

Jeanes.

Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three escallops az.
(Trent Place, bart., extinct 1787: Richabd J ebb, M.D.,
Physician to George III., son of Samuel Jebii, M.D., of Nottingham, and of Stratford, co. Essex, was so created 1778, but
d. unin.1787; he had three uncles: 1. Richabd Jebb, Blsq., of
Drogheda, grandfather of Richard Jebb, Judge of the King's
Bench in Ireland, and of John Jebb, D.P., Bishop of Limerick 11. Joshua Jebb, Alderman of Chesterfield, grandfather
of Joshua Jebb, Esq., of Walton, co. Derby, and Richabd
Jebb, Esq., of Tapton Grove, in the same county; 111. Jonw
Jebb, D.D., Dean of Cashel, father of the learned Joum

Jebb

;

A
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Jkbb, M.D., F.B.S.). Quarterly, vert and or, in the Is
quarter a falcon close ar. belled of the second, in the 4th a
hawk's lure of the third.
Jedburgrh, Borougrh of. Gu. on a horse saliant ar.
furnished az. a chevalier armed at all points, in the right
hand a Jedburgh staff ppr. lHotto Strenue et prospere.
Jee (Hart's Hill, CO. Warwick). Gu. a sword in bend ar. pomA gauntlet ar. garnished at the wrist or,
melled or. Ci-est
holding a sword of the first, hilt and pommel gold. Motto

—

—

—Deus

meo.
Jee (co. York Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1668, Eich, fourth
dau. of Col. Thomas Jee). Gu. a sword bendways, point
upwards ar. pommel and hilt or.
fortitude
;

Jefery

Ar. a fesse betw. three escallops sa.
(cos. Worcester and Northampton,
also the Middle Temple, London). Erm. three crescents a^.
on a canton gu. four crosses crosslet fitchee. Crest A boar
(Langly).

jephcott

Jeftcott, or

—

pass.

Jefferay

Simon Jbffeof this family was Sir John
Baron
Exchequer,
who d.
of the
Jbffebat, Knt., Lord Chief
at Chiddingley, in 1573). Az. fretty or, on a chief ar. a lion
Citst
A lion's head erased ar, ducally
pass, guard, gu.
crowned az.
Jefferay. Az. a fret or, on a chief ar. a lion pass. gu.
(Mailing, co. Sussex; descended from

BAT, living temp.

Henry VI.

;

—

Jefferey.

Sa. a lion saliant betw. three scaling ladders or.

a chev. ar. betw. three spears' beads of the last.
Cfntt
A lion ramp. sa.
Jefferson (London, and Bipon, co. York). Az. on a salttre
or, betw. four bezants a leopard's face of the field. d-at—A
demi griffin az- collared or, holding a bezant.

Jefferis.

Sa.

—

Jefferson

(Thicket Priory, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and
a griffin sejant, wings endorsed ar. a border engr.
of the last charged with eight pellets, for Jefxebson : 2nd
and 3rd, paly of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. a bezant betw.
two annulets or, for Donnington. Crests— 1st, Jeffebsoh :
griffin, as in the arms, gorged with a collar gemel az. in
the beak a lily slipped ppr. ; 2nd, BtniNiNGTON A horse
courant ar. gorged with a collar gu. charged with a bezant
betw. two annulets or. Motto— A cruce salus.
Jefferson (Ven. Joseph Jeffebson, M.A., F.A.S., Archdeacon
Az. a saltire or, betw. four bezants.
of Colchester, d. 1821).
Crest
A demi griffin segreant az. holding betw. the daws a
bezant.
Jeffery (London). Ar. six billets sa. three, two, and one, on
a chief of the second a lion pass, or, armed and langued gu.
Jeftery. Erm. two Uons pass, guard, gu. C7-est A demi
lion ramp, holding a scymitar ppr.
Jefferyes (Brecon and Abercywieg, co. Brecon). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. a canton chequy or and gu.
Jefferyes (Little Bursted, co. Essex; confirmed 20 Feb. 8th
James I.). Az. a fret or, on a chief of the second a lion pass,
of the first. Crest Out of a mural crown or, a lion's bead
az. ducally crowned gold.
Jefferyes (London). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three spears'
4tb, gn.

A

:

—

—

—

beads ppr.
(Earl's Croom, co. Worcester, which manor was
granted by Edward VI. to William Jeffertes, Cofferer to

Jefferyes

Henry VIII.

the heiress of the family m. Sir Robert BabkAH, second bart. of Wainflete). Per fesse embattled gu.
and or, in chief three leopards' faces, in base as many hawks'
lures, lined and ringed, counterchanged. Crest
On a mount
;

—

vert a sea-pie ash colour, wings expanded, beaked and legged

Jefferyes, or Geffreys

(Clifton and Comcastle, co. Worcester, 1569). Sa. a lion ramp, or, betw. three scaling ladders of
the second. Crest On a rock ar. a castle with two towers or,
towers domed.
Another Ci'est—On a mount vert a castle

—

ar.

Jeffrey

(co. Suffolk).

Gn. fretty

or,

on a chief

ar.

a

lion

pass, guard, gu.

Jeffrey
Jeffrey.

Erm. on a canton sa. n saltire cngr. ar.
ramp, or, betw. three scaling ladders of

Sa. a lion

the second.

—On

a ducal coronet or, a martlet ppr.
1869).
Paly of six ar. and ar. on a fess
erm. an annulet betw. two mullets sa. Crest The sun rising
from a cloud ppr. Motto— Post nublla Phojbus.
Jeffreys (Acton, CO. Dcnbifth descended Irom TudobTbevob,
and represented in 1796 by Dr. jEFTBns, Rector of Whlteford, CO. Hint).
Erm. a lion ramp. sa. a canton of the last.
Jeffreys {Lord Jffreyji, of Wcm, extinct 1703. Sir Oeobob
JBrrRiTa the Infamous, Jud^c Jeffreys of the reign of
Jatiira II., younger son of John Jeffreys, E«q., of Acton,
CO. Denbigh, by Maroarbt, his wife, dau. of Sir Thomas
Ireland. Knt., of Bew>ey, co. Lancaster, and was created a
Peer, I68^; his son, John, second and Inst Lnrd Jffrej/s, left
an only dau. and heiress, m. to Thomas, first £arl of Poin/ril)
Creit

Jeffrey (Edinburgh,

—

;
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Same Arms, a

mullet for diff. Orest—A demi lion or, jessant
a laurel wreath ppr. Svpporters Two Uons reguard. sa.
ducally crowned or. Quarterings: 1st, az. a lion ramp, or;
2nd, gu. a fess or, betw. horses' heads erased ar.; 3rd, az.
a lion pass, guard, or; 4th, erm. a lion ramp. az. 6th, gu.

—

'

;

three chevronels ar.

Jeffreys

(Slywell, co. Brecon).

a chev. embattled betw.

Sa.

three spear heads ar. embrued gu.
(co. Dorset).
Gu. three pillars ar. garnished or.
(Blarney Castle, co. Cork; Fun. Ent. 1666, Lady
Jeffreys). Erm. a lion ramp. sa. a canton chequy or and gu.
Jeffries. See Jefferyes.
Jeffries (Boston, New England, America; descended from
David Jeffries, son of David Jeffries, 6. in England

Jeffreys
Jeffreys

New England

1658, emigrated to

1677).

Sa.

a

lion

ramp,

—

betw. three scaling ladders of the second. Orest
castle with two towers or. Motto
Fac recte et nil time.
Jeffry (London and co. Worcester). Or, three hawks' lures
gu. on a chief embattled of the second three leopards' faces
of the first. Crest
On a moimt vert a bird, wings exor,

—

—

panded ar.
Jeffry. Az.

Jeffryes

blllettee

and a

lion

ramp.

or.

a chev. betw. tbree
spear heads ar. embrued gn.
Crest— On the etump of a
tree couped and shooting out new branches vert a stork ar.
(Priory, co. Brecon).

—A

Sa.

branch in saltire ppr.
of London, 1686). Ar. tit
billets, three, two, and one, sa. on a chief of the second a lion
pass, guard, or. Crest
A lion's head erased ar. oha]>ged
with three billets sa. two and one.
Jeffryes (Chiddingley, co. Sussex). Az. fretty or, on a
chief ar. a lion pass. gu. Crest A lion's head erased ar.
Jeffryes, or Jeffereys. Erm. a lion ramp. sa. a canton
of the last. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, holding betw. the
paws a chaplet vert.
Jeffs.. Erm. on a canton gu. a saltire or. Crest A pelican's
head erased, vulning itself ppr.
Another

Crest

lily

and

holly

Jeffryes (London; Lord Mayor

—

—

—

—

JefEson, or

Jephson

(London). Az. a fesse embattled or,
betw. three cocks' beads erased ar. combed'and wattled of the
second.
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow and erect,
habited paly of four ar. and az. cuffed of the first, thereon a
bend gu. holding in the band a bunch of roses ppr. stalked
and leaved vert.
Jeg:on. Az. a chev. betw.. three pelicans or, vulning themselves ppr. Crest— A pelican, as in the arms.
Jeg'on. Or, two chev. gu. a canton az.
Jegron, or Jeg'g'ins. Ar. two chev. gu. on a canton az. an
Crest
An eagle with wings
eagle, win^^s inverted or.

—

—

expanded

or,

oeaked ar.

Jehangrier (granted to Cowabjee Jebanoier).

Az. within an
sun in splendour or, on a canton ar.
the rose of England and the lotus of India in saltire ppr.
Crest
On a mound vert a low pillar, the base and capital
masoned, flames of fire issuing therefrom all ppr. Motto
Burning I shine.
Jehibenod. Ar. two swords in saltire sa. hilts and pommels
orle of eight mullets the

—

—

in base gu.

Jejeebhoy

(granted 14 April, 1842, to Sir Jamsetjeb
Jcjeebboy, of Bombay, Justice of the Peace at that Presidency, a di.stinguiehed and benevolent Parsee merchant, who
received knichthood, by patent, in 1842, was created a bart. in
1857, and was presented, by command of Her Majesty, with
a gold medal, inscribed " To Sir Jamsetjeb Jejeebhoy, Knt.,
from the British Government, in honour of his munificence and
Az. a sun rising above a representation of
his patriotism ").
the Ghautz mountains, near Bombay, in base, and in chief
two bees volant ail ppr. Crest A mount, thereon amidxt
wheat a peacock, in the beak an ear of wheat all ppr. Motto
Industry and liberality.
Jeken, or Jekin (Dover; granted 16 July. 1803). Ar. a
lion pass, reguard. ermines betw. two cinquefoils in chief
vert and an escallop in base gu. Crest— A demi lion reguard. erm. powdered with crescents gu. holding betw.
the paws a pheon sa.
Jekyl (Castle Hedingham, co. Essex, 1670). Or, a fesse betw.
Crest
A horse's head cou\>ed ar.
three hinds trippant sa.
maned and bridled sa. Studded and tasselled or.
cos.
Lincoln, Middlesex, and
Jekyll (Bocking, co. Essex, and
Nottingham). Same Arms and Crest.
Jekyll (New Street, Spring Gardens, London, and DallngSame Arms anil
ton Manor House, near Northampton).

—

—

—

Oi-est.

Per pale ar. and or, a fesse wavy
(CO. Middlesex).
A horse's head
gu. betw. three hinds trippant sa. Crest
paly wavy ar. and sa. bridled or.
fesse
sa.
a
nebulee (another,
Jelberd. Per pale ar. and

Jekyll

wavy) betw. three garbs

—

all

counterchanged.

.

U

^

A
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JEIi
Jelf (Oaklands Park,

Per chev. engr. az. and
beaked and legged gu. in hase

co. Gloucester).

enn. in uhlef two cloves ar.

—

A stork,
three cinquefoils, two and one, of the last. Crest
wings elevated ar. beaked and legged gu. in the beak a
trefoil slipped vert, on the breast a cross pattee of tho
second, the dexter paw supporting a fleur-de-lis or.
Jelibrand. Ar. two swords in saltire sa. hiked gu.
garb enJelley, or Jelly. ICrm. a ohev. sa. Crest

—A

twined by two snakes ppr.
Jellicoe. Az. on a bend
Crest

ar. three

mullets gu. a chief or.

— A cherub or.

Jelter.

Per pale gu. and

vert,

many

pass, guard, or, as

sejant guard, or.
(Ashford).

Jemmet

on a chev. bctw. three

garbs of the

field.

Crett

—A

cats

cat

Per chev. gu. and az. three unicorns'
A unicorn's head erased.
heads couped ar. Crest
Jemyn. Per chev. gu. and ar. three unicorns' heads couped
counterchanged.
and
Je&oote, Jenicot, or Jenycote (Gascoygne). Ar. a
bend sa. on a chief of the second a leopard's face or.

Jenery

—

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

1682,

Euzabeth, l-ady

Santrt. dau. of Hknet Jenekt, Esq., and wife of Bichabo
Basbt, second Lcn-d Santry). Az. a cross patt^ fitchcd at
the foot

betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

ar.

Jeney, Jenney, or Geney.

Az.

an incscutcheon

within an orle of eight martlets or.

Jenico. Barry nebulee of six gu. and ar.
Jeaicot. Ar. a bend sa. on a chief gu.

three leopards'

faces or.

—

Jening'S.

Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants. Crest
dove volant az. legged ar.
Jenina (granted by Wriothesley, Garter, to Wiluam Jenins,
of London, and confirmed to his grandson, Waiter Jentns,
by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux). Az. a chev. hetw.
three griffins' heads erased ar. on a chief or, a Uon pass,
gu. betw. two torteauz. Crest A cat's head erased guard,
gu. bezantee, holding in the mouth a cross formee fitchee

—

ar.

Jenison

(Walworth, co. Durham ; descended from Tbouas
Jenison, of Yokeflete, co. York, temp. Henry VI.). Az. a
bend betw. two swans ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a dragon's head az.
Jenison (Elswick, co. Northumberland; descended from
Balpb Jenison, Mayor of Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1597, third
son of RoBEBT Jenison, of Yokeflete; the heiress of this
branch. Mart, sister and heiress of Balpb Jenison, of
Elswick and Walworth, M.P. co. Northumberland, jind
Master of the Buckhounds to George II., m. Bobebt Sbafto,
Esq., of Benwell, co. Northumberland). Same Armt and

—

Crest.

Jenison (Nesham Abbey and Husworth

;

another branch qf

Same Amis and Crest.
Jenison, or Jenyson (Mameham, co. Notts: Tbomas
Jenison, Esq. his dau. Mabgaeet, hi. Leonard Latcock,
CO. Lincoln, son of Thomas Lacoce, of Stourton, co. Notts,
who served Henry VIII. in his French wars. Visit. Notts,
1614). Same Anas.
Jenison, of Walworth).

;

Jenison

(co. Lincoln, Ithcston, co.

Northampton,

co. York,

—

Same Arms, the bend wavy. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a dragon's head az.
Jenken (Wales). Or, a fesse sa. in chief three mullets gu.
and Wales).

Jenkens, or Jenkyns.
ermines, a

Uon ramp.

or.

Per bend
Crest

—A

sinister

wivem

enn. and

gu. standing

on a

tilting spear, without bar or vamplet, and broken
off at the point or, and bearing in the mouth the remaining
part of the shaft, armed ar.
Jenkes (Wolverton, co. Salop; granted 2 May, 1682). Or,
three boars' heads couped sa. a chief indented of the last.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed, habited sa. cuffed ar. enfiled
with a ducal coronet or, grasping in the band ppr. a sword
of the second, hilt and pommel gold.
Jenkes. Az. two bars or, each charged with a martlet
betvr. as many fleurs-de-lis of the first, on a chief of the
second a rose gu. seeded gold, barbed vert. betw. two fleursde-lis of the field.

—

Jenkin

(Folkestone, co.
of tne North). Ar. a lion

mural coronet

Jenkin

Kent; descended from Jenkins
ramp, reguard. sa. Crtat—Ox^ a

a lion

pass, reguard. sa.
(Minster, co. Kent).
Same Armt.
ar.

Crest

—A Uon

sejant ar.

Jenkin

(Stowling C!ourt,

Burwash,

co.

Sussex

;

co. Kent, and Warbleton and
descended from Thomas Jenkin,
Same Arrru and Crest, the lion

Esq., of Stowling, co. Kent).

ramp.

Jenkin

(Higher

reguard. sa.

St.

Columb, co. Cornwall). Or, a lion ramp,
A lion ramp, reguard. fa. Another
coronet sa, a Uon pass, regiord. or.

Crest

—On a moral

Crest

639

—

A

'

Jenkins

JEzr

Ricba&d Jenkins, G.C.B., of Bioton Hall, co.
Salop, eldest son and heir of Bicbabd Jenkins, Esq., of
Bitton, and great-grandson of Ricbard Jenkins, Esq., son
and heir of Thomas Jenkins, Esq., of the Abbey Foregate,
CO. Salop). Or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa., quartering Bacot
and Mdckleston. Cresi On a mural crown ppr. a lion
(Sir

—
—

pass, reguard. or.

Motto Perge sed caute.
Monmouth). Per chev. sa. and or, a
chev. engr. betw. in chief two escarbuncles, and in base
a Uon pass, counterchanged.
Crest A lion sa. charged
with two fleurs-de-lis or, and the dexter paw on an escarbuncle also gold. Motto Fidus ad flnem.
Jenkins (Rev. Richard Jenkins, D.D., Master of Baliol
CoUege, Oxford). Az. on a saltire engr. four crosses pattoo
fltchee, points downwards sa.
Crest Seven arrows, one in
pale, the rest saltlreways, encircled with an annulet or.
Jenkins (Charlton HiU, co. Salop). Or, a Uon ramp, reguard.
«a.
Crest On a mural crown sa. a Uon pass, reguard. or.
Motto Perge sed caute.
Jenkins (Wales). Per pale az. and sa. thrte fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A battle axe, handled or, headed ppr.
Jenkins. Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-Us ar. Crest
lion's gamb erased, holding a bezant all or.
Jenkins. Ar. three martlets in pale betw. two flauuchcs sa.
each charged with a Uon pass, of the first.
Jenkin son (Hawkesbury, c». Gloucester, hart.). Az. a fesso
wavy ar. charged with a cross pattee gu. in chief two estoilcs

Je nkins

(Cairleon, co.

—

—

—

—

—

—

or.

—

Crest

—A sea-horse assurgcnt

a cross pattee gu.

ar.

maned

—Pareo non

Motto

Jenkinson

az. supportinj;

servio.

(Earl of Liverpool; extinct 1851. Sir Cbable*
Jenkinbon, seventh hart, of Hawkesbury, was created lord
Hawkesbura 1786, and was raised to the earldom 1796; tlitf
third earl d. ». p.m. 1851, when the baronetcy devolved on
the heir male). Az. a fesse wavy ar. charged with a cro."*
pattee gu. in chief two estoiles or, and, as an honourable
augmentation, upon a chief wavy of the second a cormorant
sa. beaked and legged of the third, holding in the beak a.
branch of seaweed (called laver) inverted vert, being tl-.o
arms of Liverpool. Cre.'
A seahorse assurgent ar. moned
az. supporting a cross paii^ gu.
Supporter* Two hawks,
wings elevated and inverted ppr. beaked, legged, and belled
or, charged on the breast with a cross pattee gu.
Motto—

—

Palma non

—

sine pulvere.

Jenkinson

(Walton, co. Derby, hart., extinct 1739; Paot.
Jenkinson, Esq., of Walton, son of Ricbard Jenkinson,
merchant, was created a bironet 17 Dec. 1685). Az. two
barrulets or, in chief three suns ppr. Crest A seahorse's
head couped az. crined or, gorged with two barrulets gold.
Jenkinson (Walcot, co. Oxford; confirmed 16 James I.).
Az. on a fesse wavy ar. a cross pattee gu. in chief two estoiles
or.
Crest
A seahorse assurgent or, maned az. supportinj;
a cross pattee gu.
Je nkin son. Az. a fesse erm. in chief three svms or. Crett
Out of a ducal coronet az. a demi lion ramp. ar. holding a
palm branch vert. Another Crest A seahorse's bead couped
ar. crined gu. gorged with a fesse az.
Jenkinson (co. LincoUi; granted 14 Feb. 1568). Az. a
fesse wavy ar. three estoUes in chief or.
Crtst—A. seahorso

—

—

—

—

ppr-.

Jenkinson

(London ; Antbont Jenkinson, citizen of that
London, 1.568). Same Amis.
Crut A seahorse assurgent per pale or and az. crined gu.
Jenkinson (Tunstal, co. Norfolk, and Oulton, co. Suffolk;
confirmed by Harvey, Clarenceux, 8 Nov. 1663). Or, two
bars gemelles gu. betw. three boars' heads erased at the neck
Crest A bull's head ar. crined sa. the boms twisted or
sa.
and of the second.
Jenkinson (Norwich; granted 1687). Or, two barrulets
city.

—

Visit.

—

—

gu. betw. three horses' heads erased sa.
Crest
A seahorse's head couped ar. finned and gorged with two barrulets
or.

Je nkins on.

Sa. a ctaer. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Vert a griffin segreant or. CVeji— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a griffin's head ppr.
Jenkyn. Az. a bend ar. betw. six mullets or.
Jenkyn (Trekening, in St. Columb, co. Cornwall ; the co-heirs
m. St. Acdtn, Slauino, Trelawnet. and Cart). Or, a lion
ramp, reguard. sa. Crest On a ducal coronet sa. a Uoa
ramp, reguard. or.
Jenkyns (York City, and Busby, co. York). Same Amu,
&c.
Jennence, or Jennins (Bosmangan, co. Cornwall, and
CO. Salop).
Erm. a Uon ramp. gu.
Jennens (Acton, co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. thro*
griffins* heads erased, each having a plummet pendent ia
their beaks sa. Crest A griffin's head couped bctw. two
wings inverud ppr. in the beak a plummet pendent sa.

Jenks.

—

—

\

JEN

—

—

—

and

(Hill Court, co. Gloucester).

4th, quarterly, 1st

and

4th, ar.

Quarterly, Ist

on a cher. betw. three

forest bills sa. as many mullets of the field pierced, for Fcst,
2nd and 3rd, az. betw. three covered cups or, two swords
cherronwise ar. hilts and pommels of the second, for Jenner ;
^nd grand quarter, or, a fesse betw. three crescents az.
flammant ppr., for Fob; 3rd, ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three

buglehoms stringed
the

first,

for Bibt.

sa. as

Crests

—

many
1st,

crosses crosslet fltchee of

Fdst

:

A

horse at

upeed
covered

full

motto over. Swift and true; 2nd, Jenneb: A
or, betw. two swords saltirewise ar. hilt and pommels
gold. Motto Terrena per vices sunt aliena.
Jennet (Norgrove, co. Worcester). Ar. two chevronelsgu.
Out of a
betw. six martlets sa. three, two, and one. Crest
ducal coronet or, a dexter arm embowed in mail ppr. holding
hand
a
sword
ar.
pommel
and
hilt
gold.
in the
Jenney (Bredfleld House, co. Suffolk; representative of the
Jennets, of Knodisball, who are supposed to have accompanied William I. to England, and settled in co. Suffolk
temp. Edward III.). Enn. a bend gu. cotised or. Crest
On a glove in fesse ar. a hawk or falcon close or. Jessed and
ar.,

cup

—

—

—

belled gold.

Jenney, or Jenny (co.

Lincoln, Tottenham, co. Middlesex,
Erm. a bend cotised gu.
a hawk or, belled of the last.
Jenney (Great Cressingham, co. Norfolk). Krm. a bend
cotised sa. (sometimes gu.). Crest
A falconer's hand within
a glove in fesse ppr. bearing a falcon perch thereon or.
Jenney (Frisby Hall, co. Derby; descended from a family
of the name of Jenny, or Gynet, circa 1563).
Erm. a
bend cotised gu.
Crest
On a falconer's glove lying

and Fennerton,

Crest

—On a glove

co. Suffolk).
ar.

—

—

fessewise ar. a

hawk

ppr. belled or.

— Deus

Motto

niihi

providebit.

Jenney

(quartered

Leicester.

choughs

Visit.

by Skeffington,
Leicester,

1G19).

of SkefHngton,

Ar.

three

co.

Cornisli

sa.

Jenning".

Ar. a chev. betw. three hinds sa. a quarter paly
of four or and gu.
Jenning' (granted to the Rev. John Jennino, of St. Peter's,
Westminster). Paly of six ar. and az. on a fesse engr. betw.
plain cotiscs gu. a cross pattce or, betw. two bezants. Crest
On a mount vert a wolf pass. erm. in front of a cross
calvary gu.
Jenninges. Az. a clicv. or, betw. three bezants, on a chief
erm. three cinquefoils gu. Crest A jay ppr.
Jenning's (Harlington, co. Bedford). Erm. a lion ramp.

—

Jennings

(Oldcastle, co. Chester, and co. Salop). Ar. a
fesse gu. betw. three plummets sa.
A wolfs head
Crest
erased per pale ar. and vert.
Jenning's (co. Devon). Or, on a feise vert betw. three
battle axes gu. a rose betw. two denii fleurs-de-lis or.
Jennings (co. Cornwall. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Erm. a
lion ramp. gu.
Jenning's (William Jennings, Lancaster Herald, 2 May,
1626, grandfather of Jeffbet Jennings, Esq., of Ipsley, co.
Warwick). Az. a chev. betw. three griCBns' heads erased
or, a chief of the last.
Jenning's (Lord Mayor of London, l.'iOS, and co. York). Ar.
a chev. gu. betw. three plummets sa. Crest A wolfs head
erased per pale ar. and vert (another, ar. and sa.). Another
Crtsl
An eagle's head couped ppr. holding in the beak a

—

—

—

plummet

(Harwich, CO. Essex). Same Arms.
Crest—
bullB head ku. corned ar. Mntto Virtus basis vitae.
Jennings (St. John's, Westminster, co. Middlesex; granted
1760, to KoBEBT JKNNiNr.8, Esq.).
Enninois three battle
axes erect az. two and one, on a chief gu. three bendlets ar.
Oral A deiiii drugon erminois, wings endorsed ku. erased
of the laxt, holding a battle axe erect az. Motlo^W buon

—

—

verra.

Ar. a chev.

Lilesden, co. York; granted 1641).
betw. three plummets sa. tVf*t
griffin's

—

.-V.

head couped betw. two wings inverted ppr. in the beak a
plummet pendent sa.
Jenning's (Hayes, co. Middlesex). Ar. on a fesse gu. three
bezants (another, or, on a fesse gu. three ))lates). Crest
demi lion ramp, or, holding the upper part of a spear-shaft

—

of the lust.

Jennings.

Az. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased
erased guard, gu. bezantee, holding
in the mouth a cross pattce fitch^e ar.
Jennings (The Shrubbery, Dover). Az. a chev. engr. erm.
betw. three toisons or. Crest A dragon pass, vair, wings
or, the dexter claw resting on a shield az. charged with a
ar.

Crest

—A cat's head

—

—

Motto Conservabo ad mortem.
(confirmed to William David Jennings, Esq.,
Procurator-General in the Arches Court of Canterbury, son
of David Jennings, Esq., of Dublin). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
holding in the paws a battle axe ppr. on a chief az. three
ducal coronets or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
lion ramp. sa. holding in the paws a battle axe ppr.
Jennins (Milford, co. Hants). Ar. a chev. betw. three
plummets sa. Crest A demi griffin ppr. in the beak a
toison gold.

Jennings

—

—

plummet

sa.

Jennins.

Az. a chev.

Jennyns

(Ipsley,

or, betw. three bezants, on a chief
erm. as many cinquefoils gu. Crest A griffin pass. gu.
holding a buckle or.
Jennor. Or, on a cross az. four fleurs-de-lis of the first,
a bordure engr. of the second.
Jenny (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk). Paly cf six or and gu. a
chief erm. (another, the chief ar.).
Jenny. Paly of six ar. and az. an orlc of martlets or.
Crest— 0\3X of a ducal coronet or, an arm in armour
brandishing a scymitar all ppr.
Jennyng. Ar. on a fesse gu. three bezants.

—

co.

Warwick.

Visit.

Warwick,

1619).

Az. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased ar. on a chief
Crest
or, a lion pass. gu. betw. two torteaux.
A leopard's
head erased and guard, gu. bezantee, holding in the mouth a
cross formee fitchee ar.
Jennyns (co. Middlesex). Az. a cher. betw. four griffins'
heads erased or, three and one.
Jennyns (co. Middlesex). Quarterly, per fesse indented at.
and ar., in the first quarter a lion pass, of the second.
Jennyns, or Jenning's (Fun. Ent. 1599, Stephen
Jenntns, Clerk of Her Majesty's Works in Ireland). Az. a
chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased ar. on a chief or, a
lion pass, guard, gu. betw. two torteaux.

—

Jenoxire (Much Dunmow,

co.

Essex, bart., extinct 1755;

William Jenocre, was of Stowham Aspall, co. Suffolk,
.temp. Edward IV.; his descendant, Kenelen Jenodbe, was
Az. u' cross
Visit. Essex, 1634).
created a bart. 1628.
patonce betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Ar. on a
(co. Hants, and Hesse, co. Middlesex).
fesse gu. three bezants.
Crest
A demi lion erased and
ramp, or, supporting a spear erect gold, headed az.
Jenynges (co. Devon). Ar. a fesse betw. two hinds sa. a
canton paly of four or and gu.
Jenynges (London). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three fishes*

Jenyngre

heads erased

—

sa.

Jenynges

(London). Ar. a chev. betw. three demi estoiles
fesse sa. rays in baSc.
Jensmges (co. Suffolk). Or, on a fesse vert betw. three
halbcrts az. staves gti. a fleur-de-lis betw. two demi roses
paleways ar. seeded of the field. Crest A demi savage sa.
collared round the neck or, wreathed round the temples
gold and vert, holding in the dexter hand a halbcrt az.

couped per

—

staff gu.

Jenynges, or Jenninges.
griffins'

heads erased

Jenynges.

Az. a chev. betw. three

or.

Ar. three torteaux in fesse.

Jenjms

(Bottisham Hall, co. Cambridge). Ar. on a fesse gu.
three bezants. Crest A demi lion erased and ramp, or,
supporting a spear erect gold, headed az.

—

(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1624,
Nicholas White, of Dufferin, co. Down, whose wife was
EiiztBETB Jenyson). Az. on a bend wavy betw. two swans

ar. three roses gu.

(Burton, co. Somerset, and Pynsent, ro.
Devon). Ar. a chev. or, betw. three bexants, on a chief
cnu. uB many cinquefoils b'u. Cixtl A redbreast sllliug on
a morion.

—

seeded of the second, leaved vert.
West Gale, co. Norfolk).
Az. on a

Jenysonn (Bumham

bend wavy or, betw. two swans ar. throe roses gu.
JeofiFrey (London). Or, three hawks' lures (zu. on a chief
embattled of the second three leopards' faces of the first.
(Evesham, co. Worcester Kev. John Jephcott,
D.D., was Hector of All Saint.s, Evesham, 1681). Az. on a
betw.
three stars of eight points ar. as many cocks'
chev.
heads erased gu.
Jephson (Froyle, co. Hants, temp. Henry VIII.; of which

Jephcott

Jennings

640

Jenjiingrs (Bipon and

Jenyson

sa.

Jennings

tempo

JBP
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Ar. a cross flory (another, potent) betw.
Jenner
four fleurs-de-lis or. Crest— A. greyhound sejant ar.
Jenner (London; granted 1684). Az. (another, sa.) two
swords chevronways ar. hilts and pommels or, betw. three
covered cups of the last. Cretl—A. covered cup or, standing
betw. two swords in saltire ar. hilts and pommels gold.
Motto In prctium persevero.
Jenner (Harley Street, London, bart.). Per chev. az. and
or, in chief two estoiles of the last, in base a serpent nowed
Crtst
On a mount vert a lamp
ppr. a bordure engr. enn.
with three branches ar. suspended by three chains or,
Fide
et
labore.
Motto
fired ppr.
(co. Essex).

Jenner-Fnst

A

;

\

"

; ;

femily was the Bight Hon. Sir John Jepbson, of Froyle, a
Major-General, M.P. for the county, who m. Elizabeth,
dau. and heir of Sir Thomas NoBBETa, Lord President

Jermyn.

of Munster, son of Henbt, Lord Norreya of Bicote, and
thus acquired the estate of Mallow, co. Cork, Ireland.
Erm. three buglehorns sa. but Sir
Visit. Hants, 1577).
John Jephson registered, ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three lions'
heads gu. bezantee a sun in glory. Since the Protectorate,
the family has used the arms of Jesson, viz., az. a fesse embattled or, betw. three cocks' heads ar. wattled ppr.
Jephson (Spring Vale, co. Dorset, bart.). Az. a fesse embattled or, betw. three cocks' heads erased ar. wattled gu.
;

—

A cubit arm vested paly ar. and az. cuffed of the
second, surmounted of a bend gu. in the hand a pansy or
Veritas magna est.
heartsease ppr. Motto
Jephson. Ar. two bars az. betw. nine mullets, three in
chief, three in fesse, and three in base.
Crett

—

Jephson

(Sir John Jephson, knighted at Dublin Castle,
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads
18 Dec. 1605).
erased ru. bezantee the sun in his glory or.
Jephson (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1625, John Jephson,
Attorney of the Common Pleas). Az. a fess embattled or,
betw. three cocks' heads erased ar. combed and wattled

gu-

Jephson

(impalement Fun. Ent. 1657, Sir John Gifford,
whose wife was Elizabeth,
John Jephson, Knc). Ar. a chev. embattled
betw. three cocks' heads erased gu.
Jephsoa (Mallow, bart.). See Nobbets.
Knt., of Castle Jordan, co. Meath,

dau. of Sir

Jephson

(Keg. Ulster's Office,

Lorenzo Hickey

1809, to

Jephson, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a lion pass, or,
on a chief ar. a saltire engr. az. 2nd and 3rd, az. a fess
embattled or, betw. three cocks' heads erased ar. combed
and wattled gu. Crest A lion's head erased ar. betw. two
palm branches vert. il/o«o— Virtus sub pondere crescit.
Jepine (1634). Vert three pineapples or. Crest— A lion's
head erased or, billettee sa. and ducally crowned gold.
Jeppe (Sutton's Court, co. Somerset). Az. a chev. betw.
;

—

three falcons close ar.

— An eagle displ. ppr.
—

Crest

Jerard

(Pamford, co. Somerset). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three erm. spots sa. Crest An eagle displ. with two heads
or, charged with a saltire sa.
Jerard. Quarterly, per fesse indented or and az.
Jerball (cos. York and Sussex). Ar. a chief chequj or

and gu.

Jerbert. Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. or.
Jerbridg'e. Erm. an annulet sa. on a

chief gu. three
lozenges of the first.
Ar. three maunches gu.
Ci-est
An arm in
armour embowed, gauntleted, wielding a battle-axe all

—

Jeremy.
ppr.

Jereys.

Ar. a chev. betw. three blackamoors' heads couped

caps vert, fretty or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three delves gu.
Jerkanvile. Quarterly, or and az. in the
sa.

Jerires.

first

quarter a

lion ramp. gu.

Jermain (Westminster).

Vert a cross engr.

or.

Crett—

gillyflower ppr.

Jennin (Wickham

Bishop, co. Essex
granted 9 Aug.
1664).
Ar. two bars gemels betw. three bucks' heads
cabossed sa. Crest
A buck's head cabossed sa. betw. two
;

—

wings expanded

ar.

Jermin (Exeter). Paly wavy of six erm. and az.
Jermy, or Jermyn (Antingham, Merlingforth, and Wyton,
CO. Norfolk, and Brightwell and Stutton, co. Suffolk).
Ar.
a lion ramp, guard, gu. Crest A griffin, wings expanded gu.

—

Jermy.

Ar. a leopard saliant guard, gu.

—A

Crest

griffin

pass. gu.

Jermy.

Jermyn
extinct

Gu. three escutcheons erm.
(Earl of St. Atban's and Baron Jermyn; earldom
1683, barony 1703).
Sa. a crescent betw. two

—

mullets in pale ar. Crest
A talbot pass ar. ducally gorged
Supporters Two greyhounds or, collared and ringed
az. each collar charged with three fleurs-de-lis gold.

—

or.

Jermsrn

{Baron Jermyn, of Dover, extinct 1708; Henbt
Jermtn, brother of Thomas, second Lord Jei-myn of St.
Edmondsbury, was so created 1B85). Same Arms, Crest, and
Supporters, with a crescent fox

diff.

Jermyn

(Debden, Ilesset, and Kushbrook, co. Suffolk, 1400).
Crest
A greyhound's head fa. gorged with a
bar Kernel or. Another Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
greyhound's head ppr. collared gold (another, a talbot pass,
ppr. ducally gorged gold). Motto Nee ab oricnte nee ab

Same Arms.

—

—

—

occidente.

Jermyn

(Exeter, co. Devon, and Lordington, co. Sussex).
Paly of six erm. and gu.
Crett— K tiger's (sometimes a
dragon's) head erased gu.
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Ar. a lion rarap. ga

Jerne^an, or Jerxiini^ham

(Ccssey. co. Norfolk,

and

Somerleton, co. Suffolk).
Ar. three buckles lozengy gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi falcon displ. ar.

—

Jerninerham

{Baron Stafford).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.

three lozenge-shaped arming-buckles gu. tongues fesseways;
for Jebningbam
2nd and 3rd,' or, a chev. gu., for Stafford.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
Crests
1st, Jebningham
falcon, wings expanded ppr. 2nd, Staffobd
Out of a ducal
coronet per pale gu. and sa. a demi swan rising, wings
elevated, ar. beaked gu.
Supporters
Dexter, a lion ramp.
sinister, a swan ar. beaked and legged sa. ducally gorged
Motto Virtus basis vita.
per pale gu. and of the second.
Jemingrham (Longridge Towers, co. Northumberland, descended from Edwabd Jebnisoham, Esq., of Painswick, ca.
Gloucester, third son of Sir William Jebningbam, sixth bart.
of Costessy, and brother of Sir Geoboe William, Lord Stafford). Ar. three lozenge-shaped arming buckles gu. tongues
fessways, quartering, 1st, Howard, Viscount Stafford : 2nd,
;

—

:

;

:

—

—

(of Woodstock) Duke of Oloucester ; and 3rd,
Stafford, Lord Stafford. Ci-est Out of a ducal coronet or,
a demi falcon rising; wings expanded ppr. Motto Virtus

Plantagenet

—

—

basis vitae.

Jernouthe. Or, guttfe de sang a bend gu.
Jernyng'ham. Ar. on a chev. gu. fimbriated
three escallops of the

Jersey, Earl of.
Jersey, or Jercy.

engr. ea.

first.

See Villiebs.

Per pale az. and gu. an eagle displ. ar.
Crest— A phoenix ppr.
Jersey, Deanery of. Ar. three bends gu.
Jersey (arms of the Bailiwick). A seal superseding on aH
writs or contracts requiring authentication, the Great Seal
of England, was presented to the islands of Jersey and
Guernsey by Edward I., in the seventh year of his reign
This seal bore the royal arms, and
(1279), by letters patent.
was surmoimted by the legend, S. Ballivie Insularum pro
Eege Anglie +. Between 1291 and 1315, each island attained
to the dignity of a separate BaiUy, and the legend around
the seal, in the case of Jersey, was altered to its present
reading, S. Ballivie Insule de lerseye.
Sa. a chev. betw. three pheasants
(co. Worcester).

Jerveis
ar.

Crest

—A

tiger's

head

sa.

De

Jervile,

Paly of six or and az.
(co. Norfolk).
(Earl of St. Vincent; extinct 1823; Sir John Jebvis,
Admiral K.N., was so created 1797, as a reward for th»
victory he achieved over the Spanish fleet off Cape St.
Vincent; in 1801 he was created Viscount St. Vincent, with
special remainder to the issue of his sister Maby, wife of
William Henrt Eicketts, and d. s. p. 1823). Sa. a chev.
erm. betw. three martlets ar. Crest Out of a naval crown
or, enwrapped by a wreath of laurel vert, a demi pegasus ar.
maned and hoofed gold, winged az. charged on the winj;
with a fleur-de-lis also gold. Supporters Dexter, an eagle,
wings elevated and endorsed, holding in the sinister claw a

Jervis

—

—

sinister, a pegasus ar. maned and
thunderbolt all ppr.
Motto
hoofed or, wings az. charged with a fleur-de-lis gold.
Thus. This motto is a graceful and seamanlike allusion
"
"
Thus is the word of direction
implying perfect rectitude.
given to the steersman by the quartermaster when the ship
For instance, if he
is going in a perfectly correct course.
;
wish the vessel to proceed to the right, he says " Starboard
"
but if the ship be going quite as it
if to the left, "Port;
ought to do, he says "Keep thus," or "Thus" simply,
corrupted in nautical pronunciation into "Theis."
Jervis (Viscount St. Vincent). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
martlets ar. Crest Out of a naval crown or, enwrapped by
a wreath of laurel vert a demi pegasus ar. maned and hoofed
of the first, winged az. cnarged on the wing with a fleur-deSupporters Dexter, an eagle, wings elevated and
lis gold.
endorsed, holding in the sinister claw a thunderbolt all ppr.
a
pegasus ar. maned and hoofed or, wings az.
sinister,
charged with a fleur-de-lis gold. Motto Thus.
Jervis (Darlaston, co. Stafford). Same Arms, quartering,
1st, per chev. sa. and ar. in chief three leopards' faces of the
2nd, az. a cross pattee ar.; 3rd, gu. on s
last, for SwiNFEN
fesse betw. three leopards' faces ar. as many cinquefoils of
the field. Crest— An eagle's head erased betw. two wings ar.
;

—

—

—

—

;

— Virtute

Motto

et amicitia.

Humpbrt Jervis, Knt., twice Lord Mayor of
Fun. Ent. Elizabeth, Lady Jervis, d. 11 Jan.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three martlets or.
1687).
Jervis (White-Jebvis, Bally Ellis, co. Wexford, bart.)
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. erm. betw. three martlets
or, for JiCBvis; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. vair betw. three
lionsramp. or, for White. Crests 1st: A martlet ar. ; 2nd
Three arrows, one in fesse and two in saltire, gu. flighted
ppr. Motto Venale nee auro.

Jervis

(Sir

Dublin;

—

—

A
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Ar. six ostricli

(Exbridge and Exeter, co. Devon).

Jervls

feathers, three, two, and one, sa.
Sa. a
(Petlini?, co. Leicester; ffranted by Camden).
hawk's
Crett
chev. enn. betw. three hawks close ar.

Jervis

—A

betw. two wings expanded enn.
(Cbatcolme, or ChatkjU, in the parish of Eccleshall,
CO. Stafford supposed to be descended from Bobebt Jebvays
DE Chatcdlmb, 18 Edward III.). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.

head

or,

Jervis

;

three martlets or.

Jebtoise was Lord of Northfleld and
Weoley, temp. Mary I. the eventual heiress of the family m.
1729, Samobl Clakke, Esq., of Westbrommch, co. Stafford).
A tiger's head
Sa. a chev.betw. three eagles close a». Crctt
couped sa.
Jervoise (Clabke-Jebvoisb, Ids worth Park, co. Hants, bart.).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three eaglets close
ar., for Jkbvoise ; 2nd and 3rd, az. three escallops in pale or,
betw. two flaunches erminois, each charged with a cross
Jekvoise : A griffin's
pattee fltchee gu., for Clabes. Crests
bead sa. ; Cl4bke Within a gold ring, set with a diamond
charged
with a pheon
pale
and
az.
per
gu.
roundlet
ppr. a

Jervoise (Thomas

;

—

—

:

ar.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, a
(Herriard, co. Hants).
chev. betw. three eagles close ar., for Jebvoisb; 2nd and 3rd,
Pubsfot.
Crest
An heraldic
or,
for
stirrups
three
az.

Jervoise

—

head

tiger's

Jervys

sa.

(Letheringsett, co. Norfolk).

Az. achev. betw, three

beehives or.

Jervys. Sa. three beehives or. Crest
an eagle's leg erased at the thigh gu.

Jerwerth
from

whom

—A hand

ppr. holding

Ctocli (son of Mebedith, Prince of Powys,
Etmaston, of Hordley, Ac). Ar. a lion ramp.

(Lord of Mcohain, in Wales, derived from
Melientdd. Descendants: I. Owen, of Llan-y-MeiAr. a fesse betw.
11. Madbicb, of Llansaintffraid).

Uabl
;

three fleurs-de-lis aa.
(Penryn, Wales).

Jerworth

Gu. three boars' heads erased

in pale ar.

Jerworth.

Az. on a fesse or, betw. three lions ramp, of the
many crosses pattee fltoh^ la. Oral ^A crane's head
couped ppr.
Jesore. Az. a lion ramp, or, within an oric of billets ar. a
bordure engr. of the second.
Jesse (Llanbedr Hall, co. Denbigh). Ar. three demi seadogs

—

last aa

in pale

pass,

sa.

Crat—A

lion

supporting

sejant

an

escutcheon gu.

Jeason

(Coventry, co. Warwick). Ar. a fesse embattled sa.
betw. three cocks' heads erased gu. Crett ^A dexter arm
a bend or. cuffed or, holding

—

ppr. vested gu. charged with

a red

and leaved vert.
Lincoln). Or, on a bend cntiaed

rose, stalked

Jessoix

(co.

sa. three crosses

moline of the first.
Az. a lion ramp. betw. three billets or.
Jesson (London, and Hill Park, Westerham, co. Kent;
granted 1635). Az. a fesse crenellee betw. three cocks' heads
A cubit
erased ar. beaked, wattled, and combed gu. Crest
arm erect, habited paly of four ar. and az. charged with a
hend gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a marigold slipped

Jesson.

—

and leaved ppr.

Jesson (Oakwood, co. Stafford descended from an ancient
family long settled at West Bromwich, co. Stafford). Az. oa
;

a

—

—A

Jesus' College, Cainbridgre

(founded by John Au;ock,
Chancellor of England, 1497). Ar. on a fesse betw. three
cocks' heads erased sa. crested and jelloped gu. a mitre or,
all within a border of the third, charged with eight ducal
coronets of the fourth. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a cock
sa. crested and jelloped gu.
Jett (London). Ar. on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the
field, in the dexter quarter a trefoil slipped vert, in the
sinister a portcullis az.
Crest Out of rays of the sun or, a
demi swan, wings elevated sa. in the beak an arrow ar.
Jetter (Bayton, Ellowe, and Lowestoft, co. Suffolk). Az.
(another,.8a.) a fesse betw. three bats displ. ar. Crest —Out of
a ducal coronet or, a cubit arm erect in mail, holding in the
hand all ppr. the blade of a broken sword ar.
Jeune (Jersey). Sa. a stag trippant or, attired ar. Crest—
The attires of a stag ar. JkfoUo— Faire sans dire.
Jeiine (Bishop of Peterborough, 1864). Sa. a buck trippant

—

—

j
,

j

ar.

sa.

Jerwerth Voel
ched

JO A

Jessop, LL.D., of Moxmt Jessop). Ar. two bars gu. on a chief
of the last three leopards' faces of the first. CreH A cockatrice's head ppr. combed and wattled, wings displ. gu. each
charged with a trefoil slipped ar.
Jessope (Bromehall, co. York; granted 13 July, 1575). Barry
of six ar. and az. on the first nine mullets gu. three, three,
and three.
Crest
turtle dove standing on an olive
branch ppr.
Jestyn ap G-wr^ant (Tributary Prince of Glamorgan,
founder of the Fifth Eoyal Tribe of Wales). Gu. three
chevronels ar.
Jesus' Collegre, Oxford (founded by Queen Elizabeth,
1571). Az. three stags trippant ar. being the arms of Hnca
Pbice, Doctor of Laws, who contributed largely to the
building.

fesse embattled counter-embattled ar. betw. three cocks'

beads erased of the last, beaked, combed, and wattled gu.
two roses of the last. Crest ^A cubit arm erect, vested az.
charged with a bend embattled counter-embattled, and
cuffed av. in the hand a rose gu. slippe'd ppr. Motto—Con-

—

tacitumitas nutrix.
(Gillingbam, Chilcomb, Chickwell, and East
Chcquerell, co. Dorset). Ar. (another, or) two bars gu. in
chief three leopards' faces of the last. Ci-est
A cockatrice
ert with wings displ. ppr. combed and wattled gu. Another
Cre»t
A man on horseback at a charge, holding a broken
tilting spear ppr.
Jessop (Doory Hall, co. Longford). Or, two bars gu. in chief
three leopards' faces of the second ; some families of Jessop,
in Ireland, have- used, ar. a fesse betw. three leopards* faces
gu. Cre't
A dove with an olive branch in the beak all
ppr. Mntto Pax et amor.
silii

Jessope

—

—

—

—

Jessop

(Butterley Hall, co. Derby; descended from the same
parent stock as Jessop, of Doory Hall). Same Arms. Crest
cockatrice's head erased purp. combed gu. winged

—A
PPT.

Jessop

(exemplified to Bodebt Bohford, Esq., of Mount
Jennop, CO. Longford, on his assuming, by royal licence, the

Bumnme and arms

of Jessop in lieu of thoHC of Bomtobd, In
compliance with the wUl of bis maternal ancle, Bar. Thomas
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Jevan Voell

(Penkelly, Wales). Az. a chev. betw. three
armed, crested, and jelloped or.
Jevon (co. Stafford). Or, a torteau betw. three saltires gu.
Jew (Whitfield, co. Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three Jews'
heads couped at the shoulder ppr.
Jew (Evesham, co. Worcester;. Same Anns.
Jewardby. Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of the last
two mullets of the first.
Jewe (Cotleigh, co. Devon). Vert a lion ramp. erm. over all
a fesse gu.
Jewell (Salisbury, co. Wilts). Az. three gillyflowers ar.
Jewell, or Jule (Bowden, co. Devon ; of this family was
Jonjj Jewell, Bishop of Salisbury, 1560-71). Or, on a chev.
az. betw. three gillyflowers gu. stalked and leaved vert, a
maiden's head of the field, ducaJly crowned of the third, on a
chief sa. a hawk's lure double stringed betw. two falcons ar.
beaked and legged of the first. C^est A cubit arm vested
az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a gillyfiower, as in
the arms.
Jewell (quartered by Thomas Lovktt, Esq., of Astwell, co.

cocks

ar.,

—

Northants, whose dau. Eueabeth, was wife of Sir Wiluam
Cuesteb, Knt., Mayor of London 1559. Visit. London,
1568). Per pale or and az. a chev. erm.
Jewell, or Jule (Scotland). Or, a chev. az. betw. three
gillyflowers gu. slipped and leaved vert, on a chief of the
third a hawk's lure betw. two popinjays of the field. Orut—
A dexter hand holding a gillyflower ppr.
Jewkes (Wolverley, co. Worcester). Az. three eagles' heads
erased ar.
(Lowestoft, CO. Suffolk). Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three

Je^

escallops of the field.

Crest

—A

horse's

head

ar.

maned

or,

holding in his mouth a broken spear gold.
Quarterly,
(Jex-Blake, Swanton Abbots, CO. Norfolk).
1st and 4th. ar. a chev. betw. three garbs sa. a bordure
of the last, charged with eight fleurs-de-lis of the field, for
Blake ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a fesse engr. sa. betw. two plain
Crests
Ist,
cottiscs gu. three escallops of the field, for Jex.
Blake: A morion ppr. thereon a martlet ar. 2nd, Jex: A
horse's head ar. maned or, erased gu. in the mouth a broken

Jex

—

;

Motto— Bene praparatum

tilting spear gold.

pectus.

Jeys.

—

Sa. a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils erm. Cral
horse pass. ar.
Joanes (Taplow, co. Buckingham). Ar. three cocks gu.
combed and wattled or.

Joanes

(London,

and

co.

Worcester;

granted

1634).

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a lion ramp, vert, mouth bloody;
2nd and 3rd, gu. a bend or, over all a label of three points sa.
a martlet for diff. Crest A sun in splendour or.
Joanes (Wolpole, co. Norfolk). Or, a chev. engr. betw.
three swallows sa. a bordure az. bezant^e.
Joanem (Brimsey, co. Somerset). Or, on a mount in base

—

—

vert a lion ramp. az. Crett A tiger's head erased or.
(Wales).
Vert a lion ramp, ur, betw. fire cars of

Joanes

wheat of the

last,

two, two,

and one.

i

M

AA
;
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Vert a sandglass runninK, ar.
and in chief the Holy Bible expanded ppr. Crest A sandMotto Cogit amor.
glass winged.
Jobber (Aston, co. Salop). Vert a fesse enn.
Jobber (co. Stafford). Vert a chev. erm. Crest A fox

JoasB

(Collinwort, co, Banff).

—

—

—

sejant ppr.

Gu. a lion
Hall, co. Northumberland).
on a chief or, three mullets pierced az. Crest
ramp. ar. holding a battle axe ppr. Motto— ¥ot

Jobling' (Newton
nunp.

demi

ar.

lion

—

Essex; granted temp. Edward VI.).
Paly of six ar. and az. a chev. erm. betw. three eagles displ.
CO.

armed

or,

gu.
(Snayth, co. York).
in saltire).

(another,

Crest

Gu.

—On

five

escallops in cross

a hand extended

falcon close or.
Per pale az.

Jobson.

and or, an eagle
on a chief gu. three escallops ar.

Jobson

ar.

a

counterchanged,

displ.

(Windsor, co. Berks, temp. Queen Elizabeth).

Az.

three leopards' faces or.

Jobson

(London: Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1625, Katehebinb

Jobson, m.

and second.

Capt. Henkt Malbt, co. Eoscommon;
Ralph Stdlet, Knt.). Paly of six ar. smd

first,

Sir

Joce

(CO. Suffolk).

escallops of the
Sa.

Ar. on a chev. per pale az. and gu. three

first.

on a fesse

—An antelope

ar. three cinquefoils of the first.

Crest

pass. ppr.

Joce, or Joos.

Ar. on a bend gu. three water bougets

or.

Ar. a fesse betw. three (another, six) crosses formfe
aa. (another, ar. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. gu.
another, ar. three tortea\ix in bend betw. two cotisee;
another, ar. a chev. betw. three holly leaves gu. another,
sa. on a fesse ar. three wilks lying fesseways gu.).
Jocelyn (Sari of Roden). Az. a circular wreath ar. and sa.
with four hawks' bells conjoined thereto in quadrangle or.
Crest— A falcon's leg erased a la cuisse ppr. belled or. Sup-

Joce.

;

porters—Two falcons ppr. wings inverted, belled

—

mon devoir.
Jocelyn, or Jocelyne

or.

Motto

Faire

Same Arm*.
Joceys. Ar. an

(Sawbridgeworth,

(Sail

over

all

co.

Herte).

a bcndlet gu.

Erm. a trefoil
Park, co. Norfolk, bart.).
round buckles, tongues pendent ar.

slipped or, betw. three

—A demi cock, wings erected combed and wattled
seeded gold.
gu. issuant out of a wreath of roses of the
sed patriae natus.
Motto—Non
Orest

or,

last,

sibi,

Jodrell (Yeardsley Hall, co. Chester; settled there tfmp.
Edward III. William Jaudb&ell served under Edward
the Black Prince in the French wars; his Uneal descendant, Fbancis JodrelI/, Esq., of Yeardsley, High Sheriff of
Cheshire in 1716, was s. by bis granddau. Fbancbs, elder
dau. of his son, Francis Jodkell.
She m., 1775, John
BowEB, Esq., who took the surname and arms of Joskell).
Sa. three buckles ar.
Crest A cock's head and neck
couped or, wings elevated ar. combed and wattled gu.
Jodrell (Duffield, co. Derby). Sa. a trefoil slipped or, betw.
three round buckles, tongues pendent ar. Crest
A cock's
head and neck couped, wings erect or, combed and
jelloped gu. issuant out of a chaplet of roses, barbed and
seeded ppr.

—

—

Jodrell (London, and

Lichfield,

co.

Stafford;

Ermines a trefoil slipped
1707).
round buckles, tongues pendent ar.

July,

Jodrell

(CO. Stafford).

or,

granted 10
betw. three

Sa. three chaplcts ar.

Jodrell. Sa. an estoile ar.
Joel. Lozengy gu. and ar. a chief erm.
;

—

—

—

ramp. ppr.
John. Sa. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped ar.
John-ap-Hhys (South Marchog-yn-Eideimion, co. Merioneth; derived from Griffith Goch, son of Bhts-apIbvan, Baron of Kymmer, Crogen, and Blanas, in Eideirnion, ancestor of the HrcBEs's of Gwerclas, Baron* of
Kymmer-yn-Eideimion ; Maboaret (heiress of Saeth
Marchog), dau. and heiress of John-ap-Rhts, m. Thomas
Vadoham Salusbcbi, Esq., of Ponty-go, third son of
lion
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22*

third

1586,

—

battleaxes saltireways sa.
Cothy, co. Carmarthen a younger branch of
Johnes, of Hafodychtryd, descended from John, second son of
Thomas Johnes, Esq., of Dolau Cothy, grandson of Thomas
Johnes, Esq., of Llanvairclydoge, M.P. for co. Cardigan
1713-22; the late John Jobnes, Esq., of Dolau Cothy, d.
1876, leaving two daus. and co-heirs. Cbablotte, widow of

Johnes (Dolau

;

Charles Cssar Cuokhan, Esq., of Monart, co. Wexford,
and Elizabeth). Sa.vae Amis aui Crest. Motto Deuspascit

—

corvos.

Az. a lion ramp. betw. three crosses
formee fitchee or, a chief of the last. Crest— A lion ramp,
or, supporting an anchor az. fluke gold.
Johnes (co. Monmouth, 1573). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three birds sa. a lion's head erased of the field betw. two
trefoils slipped vert, a bordure engr. plattee.
Crest Two
battle axes in saltire ppr. handles or.
Johnes. Az. a lion pass. betw. three crosses patteo fltche«
or, a chief of the last.
Johns (Trewince, co. Cornwall). Ar. three Cornish choughs

—

—Two battle-axes in

sa.

Crest

saltire ppr.

Johns

(Procurator Fiscal of Glasgow, 1672). Per bend az.
and gu. in chief three stars and in base as many pbeons or.
Crest

—A crow ppr.

Johns.

Jlfo«o—Semper sic.
or, on a chief of the last threo
first.
Crest On a mural coronet a

Az. a lion ramp,

crosses

patt^ of the

serpent

nowed

—

vert.

Johns.

Az. crusily or, a lion ramp. erm.
(BsLDAM-JoBNs, Windmill Lodge, Bishops Stortford,
exemplified to Frederick Meadows NasuWooDHAM, Esq., upon his assuming, by roysd licence, 1867, the
surnames of Beldam-Jobns, in the place of those of NashWoodham). Vert three garbs chevronwise betw. as many
dexter hands couped a'^ the wrist or.
Crest
Upon a mount
vert a garb banded or, pendent from the band by a ring
also or, an escocheon vert charged with a dexter hand, as in
the arms. Motto Dat Deus incrementum.
Johnson (New York and Twickenham, co. Middlesex, ban.).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. three
escallops of the field.
Crest—An arm couped at the elbow
Supporters Two Indians
erect, holding an arrow ppr.
wreathed about the waist with foliage, quivers over their
left shoulders, bows in their exterior hands, and plumes on
Motto— Deo regique debeo. Subsetheir heads all ppr.
quently to this registration, a pedigree of Jobmson, Bart., of
New York and Twickenham, deducing the family from
Tbomab O'Neill, called MacSbane or Johkson, son of Jobn
O'Neill, Esq., of Dungannon, who was grandson of Sir
TiBLooGH O'Neill, was placed on record by Betham, Ulster,
in the OfBce of Arms, Dublin Castle, and the coat of O'Neill
was allowed, viz. Ar. two lions counter-ramp, supporting
a dexter hand gu. in chief three estoiles of the last, and in
base a salmon naiant in water ppr. Crest An arm gu.
encircled with a ducal crown or, the hand grasping a sword
CO.

Hertford;

—

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Crest—A hare

lodged among grass ppr.
John (Penzance, co. Cornwall formerly of Phillack, same
CO.). Ar. two bars sa. on a chief of the last aa many bezants.
Orest An arm in armour embowed, grasping a sword.
John. Ar. a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs sa. beaked
and membered gu. a bordure engr. of the second. Crest
Two battle axes in saltire ppr. blades or, thereon standing
a Cornish chough, as in the arms.
John. Sa. a chev. betw. three wilk shells ar. Crest

demi

:

co. Cardigan,
son of Sir Tbomas Johnes, Knt., of
Albermarles, co. Carmarthen).
Ar. a chev. sa, betw. three
ravens ppr. a bordure invected gu. bezantee. Crest ^Two

Sheriff

Johns
eagle displ. sa.

(another, az.).

Jodrell

(Lord of Mawddwy, son of William,
Lord of MawdtitBi/, living 17 Edward I., fourth son of OwEie
Ctfeilioc, Prince of Higher Pouys, afterwards called PowytWcnwynwyn). Arms, those of Bleddtn-ap-Cinftn, King
of Powys., viz.. Or, a lion ramp. gu. langucd az.
Johnes (Llanvairclydoge and Hafodychtryd descended

Johnes (London).

az. a chev. erm. betw. three eagles displ. or.

Joce.

langued gu.

John-ap-William

from James Johnes, Esq., of Llanbadam-fawr,

my country.
Jobson (Ilford,

Jobson

JOH

Ptbb* SAtusBnax, Esq., of Rug-yn-Eideimlon). Same Arm*
as HcGBBs, of Gwerclas, viz., Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and

pommel and

Johnson
ar.

hilt gold.

(Bath, bart.).

Motto—iJec

Per pale

betw. three towers or, fired

two in

fesse,

and two tiltmg-spears

sa.

ppr.

aspera terrent.

and az. on a saltire
one in chief and

saltirewise in base of the

—

Crest A tower ar. on the
second, five cocdss of the first.
battlements a cock ppr. Supporter*— Dexter, a grenadier

habited and accoutred and arms ordered ppr. sinister, a
light-infantry man habited and accoutred and arms trailed
ppr. supporting with his exterior hand a flag-staff also ppr.
therefrom flowing a banner gu. inscribed "New Boss "in
Mottoes Above the crest Vlcisti et vlviletters of gold.
mus below the shield Nunquam non paratus.
Johnson (Milton Bryant, co. Bedford granted to Nicholas
Johnson by St. George, Clarenceux, 1632). Ar. on a pile az,
three ounces' heads erased of the first. C)-est On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm- an ounce's head erased ar.
Johnson (Ohiey, Bucks). Same as last.
Johnson (Wytham-on-the-Hill, co. Lincoln; descended
from Johnson, of Olney, co. Bucks, a branch of Johnson,
of Milton Bryant).
Ar. on a pile as. three ounces'
;

—

:

:

:

;

—

:

—

chapeau gu. turned up erm. an ounce's head, as
ifotto

in the arms.

— Qui

Johnson

v!t content tient assez.
(Goldington, co. Bedford). Az. a chev. or, in chief
in base a sun of the second.
Az. a chev. betw. three
{co. Bedford and London).

two eagles volant,

Johnson

eagles rising or.
(Beaconsfield, co. Bucks). Per pale az. and gu.
a cross flory or, a chief of the last. Crest A cubit arm
habited or, grasping in the hand ppr. a cross flory of the

Johnson

—

Johnson
Crest

(co.

Chester).

Quarterly, per fcsse indented or

az. in the first quarter

—On a ducal coronet

or,

an
an

eagle,

wings expanded

sa.

eagle, as in the arms.

Johnson (co.

Chester). Ar. nine pheons meeting
and three in basesa. Crest An arm in armour,
holding in the hand all ppr. an arrow ar. with a pheon's
head or.
Johnson (Kittlesworth, co. Durham granted 20 May, 1569).
Per pale sa. and az. on a saltire ar. betw. three towers of
the last flammant ppr. and two spears saltireways in base
in point,

—

six in chief

;

—

A dexter arm embowed
cocUs of the field. Crest
firing a pistol all ppr.
(Worcester; Benjamin Johnson, Sheriff co. WorAr. a fess lozengy betw. three lions' heads
cester, 1763).
erased gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a nag's head sa.
Johnson (Hanley Castle, co. Worcester ; monument, St.
Martin's Church, Worcester, of William Johnson, d. 1711,
aged 63). Ar. a cross sa. on a chief gu. three cushions or.
Johnson (Bowden, co. Wilts; from the hatchment of James
Johnson, Bishop of Worcester, 1759-74, grandson of George
Johnson, a Welsh Judge). Ar. a bend sa. on a chief of the
Crest
A goat's head ar.
last three cushions of the first.
or, five

in

—

second three bezants. Crest Out of a ducal coronet pn
pale ar. and az. two wings expanded counterchanged.
Johnson (Ayscoughfee Hall, Spalding, co. Lincoln;. Or, a
water bouget sa. on a chief of the last three annulets of tire
first.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings erect sa.
Motto Onus sub honore.
Johnson (Pinchbeck, co. Lincoln). Ar. a chev. betw. three
lions' heads erased gu. crowned or.

—

—

Johnson (Preston, originally of Walsh Whittle, co. Lancaster).
Uon pass. gu. on a chief or, three acoms slipped vert.
(Sarre Court, co. Kent, and Temple Belwood, co.
Lincoln exemplified to John William Denne Johnson, Esq.,
J.P., son of the Rev. John Denne Hilton, by Elizabeth
Ar. a

Johnson
;

sister of Robert Popplewell Johnson,
Temple Belwood). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion
on a chief vert three acorns leaved and slipped or,
for Johnson; 2nd and 3rd, erm. two bars az. in chief an
annulet betw. two saltires of the last, for Hilton.
Crests
1st, Johnson
On a mount vert a wolf pass. sa. in the mouth
a branch of woodbine ppr.; 2nd, Hilton: Moses' head
affrontee betw. two buUrushes ppr.
Johnson (Tower, London; granted June, 1604). Gu. three
spears' heads ar. a chief erm.
C)-est
A spear's head ar.
betw. two branches of laurel vert, crossing each other over

Frances, his wife,
Esq., of

first.

and

JOH
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JOH

of the field, langued gn., quartering for
BoBBBT Johnson, B.D., Archdeacon of Leicester, the founder, in 1548, of the school at Uppingham, and subsequently
of that at Oakham Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions' hearts
eouped gu. langued az. and crowned gold. Crest On a

erased

heads

armour

Johnson

—

—

erased gu.

homed

sa.

Johnson

(Bricklehampton
Johnson, Esq., was High
fess indented or

expanded
the arms.

sa.

and

Crest

Hall,
Sheriff,

co.

R.

W.

Quarterly,

per

Worcester;

1867).

an eagle, wings
On a ducal coronet or, an eagle, as in

az. in the 1st quarter

—

Motto—YigWans.

Johnson (co. Worcester). Az. on a chev. ar. three pheons
gu. in dexter chief the sun in splendour ppr.
Johnson (Twyzell, co. Durham; the last male heir, Michael
Johnson, Esq., d. 1714, leaving three daus. and co-heirs, of
the eldest, Makt, to. first, John Bbockboles, Esq., of
Claughton, co. Lancaster, by whom she was mother of
Catbabine, wife of Chables, tenth Duke of Norfolk ; and
secondly, Richard Jones, Esq., of Caton, co. Lancaster).
Sa. on a bend or, betw. two shacklebolts ar. three pheons gu.
A leopard's face per pale az. and sa. bezant^e, from
Crest
.\.
tho mouth and ears flames of fire ppr. Another Crest

whom

—

tiger's

—

head eouped

Johnson

sa.

(co. Essex).

bezantie.
Ar. on a chev. sa. an estoile of sixteen

points or, betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
(Winford, co. Gloucester, and Tunbridge,

Johnson

co.

Kent). Ar. a fesse lozengy betw. three lions heads erased
Out of a ducal coronet or, a nag's head sa.
gu. Crest
Johnson (co. Hants). Erm. on a chief az. three bezants.
Johnson (Nethercourt and Margate, co. Kent). Quarterly,
per fcsse indented sa. and or, in the dexter chief quarter a
pelican vulning herself of the second.
Johnson ((.o. Kent, 1605). Quarterly, az. and gu. over all a
Crest
cross patonce or, a chief of the last.
An arm erect
habited per pale az. and or, holding in the hand ppr. a cross
patonce of the second.
Johnson (granted to William Johnson, B.D.). Ar. a chev.
az. betw. three pheons gu. on a chief of the second an open
book, representing the Holy Bible ppr. edged and sealed or,
thereon inscribed " Proverbs, chap. xxii. v. 6," betw. two
crosses flory of the last. Crest
A pheon, as in the arms,
surmounted by a star of ei^-ht points or.
Johnson (Warrington, co. Lancaster, 1741). Or, a lion pass,
reguard. az. on a cliief dovetailed vert three acorns slipped
and leaved of the first.
Johnson (Withcot, co. Leicester; granted 1727). Ar. on a
bend gu. three pheons or, a canton erm. Crest A demi
griffin gu. collared erm. holding betw. the claws a pheon or.
Johnson (Gainsborough, co. Lincoln; granted 7 May,
1579).
Ar. on a bond sa. three erm. spots of the first. Crest
A leopard pass, guard. »%. platte* and bczantce.
Johnson {Stamford, co. Lincoln). Ar. three boars' heads
»a. coupt'd gu.
Johnson (Thwate, co. Lincoln, Blackwall, co. Middlesex,
and CO. Norfolk). Or, a water bougct sa. on a, chief of the

—

—

—

—

—
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pass. gu.

—

:

—

the spear's head.
Johnson (London, and co. York, 1634). Az. on a chev. ar.
three pheons gu. in the dexter chief quarter a sun or.
Crest
A cock ar. combed and wattled or, on the body three
gutties de sang.
Johnson (London granted to TnoMAS Johnson, Esq., lA>nl
Mayor of the city 1841). Az. on a chev. ar. three pheons
gu. in the dexter chief a sun in splendour ppr. in base two
swords, points upwards in saltire, encircled with a double
chain all or.
Crest
A cock ar. combed and wattled or,
standing upon the fasces gold.
Johnson (London Her. Coll.). Ar. a pheon az. betw. three
mascles gu. Crest
A tiger's head erminois, maned ar.
Johnson (London). Erm. on a chev. az. three bezants, a
mullet for difT. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a swan's neck

—

;

—

;

—

—

or.

Johnson
Johnson

(London). Az. a cross betw. four pheons or.
(London). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three lions*
heads erased gu. bezantee an estoile of eight points or.
Johnson (Long Melford, co. Suffolk ; granted 1663). Ar. a
bend sa. on a chief gu. three woolpacks or. Crest A spear
or, strap gu. betw. two wings gold.
Johnson (Bury, Saxmundham, and Bildeston, co. Suffolk).
Sa. on a fesse betw. two double manacles ar. three pheons
gu. on a chief or, a demi lion ramp. betw. two lozenges az.
Crest
A leopard's head erased ppr. collared or. Motto—

—

—

Fortiter in re, suaviter in

modo.

Johnson

Gu. on a chev. ar.
(Deanery, co. Durham).
betw. three savages' heads ppr. as many pheons sa. Crest
A savage's head, eouped at the shoulders, bearded, and
wreathed about the temples all ppr. Motto Nil admirari.
Johnson (cos. Northumberland and Durham). Per chev.
gu. and sa. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three men's heads
affrontee ppr. ae many pheons sa.
Crest
In front of a
man's head affrontee, eouped at the shoulder ppr. wreathed
about the temples ar. and gu. two pheons or.
Johnson (London). Ar. on a pile az. three wolves' heads
erased of the field.
Johnson (Limehouse, co. Middlesex). Gu. on a chief indented or, four human hearts of the first, over all on a bend
of the second three peas, slipped, stalked, and leaved vert,
the pea pendent.
Crest
A triangular harrow or.
Johnson (Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk; granted 10 Sept.
Ar. a fesse embattled counter-embattled betv. three
1660).
Crest
Out of a
lions' heads erased gu. ducally crowned or.
ducal coronet or, a leopard's head and neck gu.
Johnson (co. Northampton). Az. on a bend raguly betw.
two cocks ar. crested and jelloped or. a snake vert.
Johnson (co. Northumberland). Sa. on a bend betw. two
towers ar. three pheons gu. on a chief or, a Uon pass. betw.

—

—

—

—

—

two lozenges

az.

Johnson

(I-uffenham, co. Rutland; granted 1592). Ar. a
chev. betw. three lions' heads eouped gu. ducally crowned
A lion's head eouped gu. ducally crowned or
or.
Crest
betw. two o.strich feathers ar. Another Crest— Out of a ducal

—

coronet ar. a leopard's head or.
(Uobebt Johnson, B.D., Archdeacon of Leicester,
1591-1625). Same /Inii.t.
Crest
A lion's head eouped gu.
langued az. ducally crowned or, betw. two ostrich feathers ar.

Johnson

Johnson

—

Per bend ar. and sa.
(cos. Stafford and Suffolk).
On a moimt
Crest
three trefoils slipped counterchanged.
vert an ibex sejant erm. ducally gorged, crincd, and tufted
or, attired ar.

—

A

JOH
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Johnson (granted to Bev. Cbozton Johwson, Rector of Wilmslow, CO. Cbester). Gu. on a saltire ar. betw. three towers
or, fired ppr. one in chief and two in the fianks, and two
tilting spears saltireways in

cocks of the

first.

base of the second, five

—A dexter arm embowed

Crest

Motto

fliing a pistol all ppr.

in

— Fugite fures omnes.

game

armour

(Tyldesley, co. Lancaster; Lord Mayor of London,
1646 ; represented by Obmebod, of Tyldesley). Ar. a taltire
Orest A spur erect,
sa. on a chief gu. three cushions or.
betw. two wings or, straps and buckles gu.
Johnson (Runcorn, co. Chester borne by John Johnson,
Esq., son of John Johnson, whose father, Bicbabd, son of
Feteb Johnson, was son of Bicbabd Johnson, who settled

—

;

at Higher Runcorn, at an early period). Or, a saltire vair
betw. two cocks' heads erased in pale sa. combed and wattled
Crest
A crescent
gu. and two pheons in fesse of the third.
or, issuant therefrom a pheon, the whole betw. two wings sa.

—

fidem.

Johnson.

Az. on a bend embattled ar. betw. two cocks of
the second, crested and jeUoped or, a snake vert. Ci-est—Oa
a mount vert a talbot couchant ar. collared and chained or.
Johnson. Erm. on a chev. az. three bezants. Crest— Out
of a mural coronet gu. a cubit arm erect, vested or, turned up
ar. holding in the band ppr. a scymitar of the third, hilt of
the second.

Johnson.

JOH

brother of Noble Jobnsov, Esq., of Bockenham).
Arwis,

Sam*

<fcc.

Johnson

(Reg. Ulster'a OfBce).

fleurs-de-lis ar. as

many

Gn. on a chev. betw. thre«

escallops of the field.

Johnson (granted to Sir William Giixeland Johnson, Knt.,
Mayor

Johnson

AfoMo—Servabo

;

commemoration of the Queen's first visit
to that town).
Ar. a saltire sa. betw. in chief a pile cheqny
or and gu. a chief vair, being part of the arms of Belfast, two
sinister hands conped, one in dexter, the other in sinister
fess points of the fourth, and in base a cushion of the fourth,
thereon the municipal mace of Belfast in fess of the third, on a
chief of the fourth a royal crown of England betw. St.
George's and St. Patrick's ensigns displ. all ppr. Crest
Aa
arm embowed in armour grasping a sword ppr. betw. two
of Belfast, in

—

wings erect az.

—Nunquam non

Motto

paratus.

Johnson-Walsh (Bart). See Walsh.
Johnson (Edinburgh). Ar. a saltire sa.betw.

an increscent
and decrescent in the flanks az. and a palm branch in baM
vert, on a chief of the second three cushions of the first.
Crest— A winged spur ppr. .Jfoe to—Nunquam non paratus.
Johnsonn. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three lions' headf
erased gu. bezantee an estoile or.
Crest— A greyhound's
head couped vert, collared or.
Johnston (Johnston and Caskieben, co. Aberdeen, bart.,
1626).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire ea. and on a chief
gu. three cushions or, for Johnston; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a
bend betw. three harts' heads erased ar. attired or, in chief,
and as many crosses crosslet fltchee of the second in base.

Ar. a lion pass. gn. in chief three oak sprigs
Crest
A wolf pass, holding in the mouth a
sprig of woodbine in full blossom all ppr.
Johnson. Per pale or and az. a fesse counterchanged.
Orat A mermaid, holding in the dexter hand a sceptre, and
in the sinister a mirror all ppr.
Johnson (TaihamandWelbome, co. Norfolk; borne by the
Bev. John Babhah Johnson, M.A., Rector of Welbome). Gu.
on a saltire ar. five crosses moline of the first. fle«t—
wolfs head erased per pale creneUee ar. and gu.
Johnson (Ulverscroft and Burleigh Field, co. Leicester;
Geoboe William Lillinoston, Esq., of Burleigh Field, only
son of Bev. Geobob Lillinoston, M.A., Incumbent of
Southend, co. Essex, by Babbaba Anne, his wife, only dau.
of Henbt Spooneb, Esq., of Gracechurch-street, London, and
heiress of her mother, Ann Jane, third dau. of Nathaniel
Palheb Johnson, Esq., of Burleigh Field, assumed by
royal licence, 22 March, 1859, the surname and arms of
Johnson, in compliance with the will of his grand-uncle, the
Bev. Nathaniel Falucb Johnson, M.A., Rector of Astonnpon-Trent, co. Derby). Ar. two chevronels betw. as many
griffins' heads erased in chief, and a palmer's scrip in base
Crest A grifBn's head erased per fesse ar. and gu.
gn.
holding in the beak a palmer's scrip of the last.
Johnson (Bowden Park, co. Wilts, 1679). Ar. a bend sa. on
a chief of the last three cushions of the first.
Johnson (Blackwall, co. Middlesex Henbt Johnson, grandson of Henbt Johnson, Esq., of Alborough, co. Suffolk;
descended out of co. Norfolk. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Or,
a water bouget ta. on a chief of the last three bezants.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet per pale ar. and az. two wings
erect coimterchanged.
Johnson (Walton House, co. Cumberland). Ar. on a saltire
sa. five bezants, on a chief gu. an Eastern crown betw. two
woolpacks or. Crest An estoile within a spur erect betw.

(Enappagh and Glenauls, co. Armagh). Ar. a
on a chief az. three cushions or. Crest An arm
armour embowed, holding a sword.
Motto— Nxmqviam
non paratus.
Johnston (granted to Chables Bolton Johnston, Esq., of
Dublin, son of Cbables Olivbb Johnston, Esq.). Sa. a bend
and in sinister chief a towei* ar. all within a border gobony
ar. and az.
Crest
A horse trippant per fess ar. and sa.
Motto Festina lente.
Johnston (cos. Armagh and Dublin, and the city of Dnblin
confirmed to Bev. Bichabs Johnston, M.A., Bector of Kilmore.'Diocese of Armagh, descended from William Johnston,
who served at the siege of Londonderry, 1689, and to tho
other descendants of the said William Johnston). Ar. a
saltire sa. betw. in chief a trefoil slipped vert, and in base a
heart ensigned with an imperial crown ppr. on a chief gu.
three cushions or. Crett— An arm in armour embowed, the
hand grasping a sword all ppr. charged on the elbow with a
spur-rowel gu. Motto
Nvmquam non paratus.
Johnston (confirmed to the issue of the aforesaid Bev.
Bi^BABD Johnston, M.A., Bector of Eilmore, co. Armagti

two wings elevated or.
Sa. on a fesse or, betw. a nag's head and two
buglehorns in chief and another in base ar. garnished of t\.d
second, a demi lion ramp. betw. two pheons az.
Johnson. Az. a woolpack ar. (another, ar. on a cross
raguly betw. four pheons gu. five bezants; another, ar. a

and Temple Street, Dublin, by Sophia, his wife, only dau. and
heiress of Geoboe Cbenet, Esq., of Hollywood, co. Kildare),
and of AcousTA Sophia Hamilton, his late wife, last surviving
child of Bev. George Hamilton, M.A., one of the sons of
the Bt. Rev. Hogh Hamilton, D.D., Lord Bishop of Ossory).

fructed

all

ppr.

—

—

—

;

—

—

Johnson.

chev. gu. betw. three lions pass, sa.; another, per pale az.
ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, as many
escallops of the second
another, per bend ar. and sa. three
cinquefoils pierced all counterchanged
another, gu. three
greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared or; another, gu. on
a chief indented or, four body hearts of the field, over all a
bend vert; another, az. on a saltire ar. five trefoils slipped
vert another, or, three fusils in fesse sa. ; another, az. a
fesse engr. erm. betw. three escallops or; another, per pale
and per bend or and ar.).

and gu. on a chev.

;

;

;

Johnson

(Rockenham,

co.

Cork

ion, Esq., of that place, son of

confirmed to Noble JohnWilliam Johnson, Esq., of
;

Bockenham, High

Sheriff, co. Cork, 1815, and to the other
descendants of his grandfather. Noble Johnson, Esq., Mayor
of Cork, 1809). Ar. a saltire sa. betw. a lymphad inchief of
the second and a tower in base gu. on a chief engr. of the
last three cushions or.
Crest
On a mural crown ppr. a spur
erect or, betw. two wings expanded ar. each charged with
an annulet gu. Motto— Nnnquam non paratus.

—

Johnson

(Woodlands, Vostersbeg, co. Cork( as borne by

William Johnson,
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Esq.,

J. P.

and D.L.,

of

that

place,

—

—
—

Crest
A phoenix in flames ppr. Supporters ^Two Indians
ppr. wreathed about the head and middle with laurel vert.
Motto "Vive ut postea vivas.

Johnston(MaJor James Johnston, 6IstFoot;

cadet of Caskieben, 1774). Ar. a saltire sa. cantoned with two bucks' heads
erased in chief and base ppr. attired or, and as many cross

crosslets fltchee in flanks az.

ppr.

Motto

—Vive ut vivas.

—A

Crest

Johnston

phcenlx in flames

(Holly Park, co. Down).
chief gu. three cushions or. Crest

a
—A Ar.
winged

—Nunquam non paratus.

on a
Motto

saltire sa.

Johnston

spur.

—

saltire sa.

in

—

—

—

(fourth son of

Andeew Johnston,

Esq., of

Bam Hill, Dalkey,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Johnston, ar. a saltire sa. betw. in
chief a trefoil slipped vert, and in base a heart ensigned

with an imperial crown ppr. a chief gu. thereon three
cushions or; 2nd, Cbenet, az. six lions ramp, three, two,
and one, ar. armed and langued gu. a canton erm. charged
with a bull's scalp ppr. ; 3rd. Hamilton, quarterly, gu. and
ar. in the 1st and 4th quarters three cinquefoils pierced
erm. and a canton of the second charged with a trefoil
slipped vert, in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a lymphad, sails
furled, oars in action sa.

Crest

—An arm

in

armour em-

bowed, the hand grasping a sword all ppr. charged on the
elbow with a spur-rowel gu. 3fb«o—Nunquam non paratus.
Johnston (exemplified to Bev. Alexandeb Montgomebt,
of BeauUeu, co. Louth, on his assuming, by royal licence,
1813, the surname and arms of Johnston in lieu of Montgomebt, in compliance with the will of his wife's brother,
Abtbub Jobnston, Esq., of Little Mount, co. Fermanagh).
Ar. a saltire sa. betw. three shamrocks slipped, and in base
a human heart ensigned with an imperial crown ppr. on a
Crest
chief gu. three cushions or.
A winged spur or,
N unquam non paratus.
leathered gu. Molio

—

—

A

co.

Dumfries, Earl of ffartfell and

Marquess of Annandale ; title dormant since 1792, and
claimed by Sir F. J. W. Johnstone, Bart., of Westerhall,
QuarJ. J. Hope Johnstone, of Annandale, and others).
terly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. on a chief gu. three
cushions or 2nd and 3rd, ar. an anchor gn., for Faibholm,
Sujyporters—
Crest— A. winged spur or.
of CralgiehaU.
Dexter, a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued az. crowned
with an imperial crown or sinister, a horse ar. furnished
Nunquam non paratus.
gu. Motto
Johnstone (Westerhall, co. Dumfries, bart, 1700). Ar. a
saltire sa. on a chief gu. three cushions or, in base a man's
A spur
heart ensigned with an imperial crown ppr. Crest
with wings or, leather gn. Motto Nunquam non paratus.
bart.,
QuarHall,
co.
York,
1705).
(Hackness
Johnstone
terly, 1st and 4th, Johnstone, ar. a saltire sa. in base a
human heart ensigned with a regal crown ppr. on a chief
gu. three cushions or; 2nd and 3rd, Vanden-Bbmpde, per
fesse, the chief or, the base per pale gu. and vert, a demi
eagle with two heads displ. issuing in chief sa. the dexter
base charged with a tower, the sinister with five towers in
Crests
saltire gold, the gate and portcullis of each ppr.
A spur erect, rowel upwards, with wings elevated or,
1st
leather gu. buckle ppr. ; 2nd Isstiing from the battlements of
a tower ppr. a demi eagle with two heads displ. sa. winga or,
about the neck a i)earl collar, therefrom a diamond pendant
on the breast, a s-.vord fesseways ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Motto Nunquam non paratus.
Johnstone (Hiltoun, co. Berwiek; now represented by
General F. Johnstone). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief
Crest A sword and
also engr. gu. three cushions or.
dagger ppr. hilted or, crossing each saltireways with points
upwards. Motto Paratus ad arma.
;

;

—

—

—

—

:

:

—

—

—

Johnstone

Ar. s saltire sa.
(Graitney, co. Dumfries).
betw. a mullet of the last in chief and base, on a chief gu.
Crest
An armed man on horseback
three cushions or.
Motto Cave paratus.
brandishing a sword ppr.
Johnstone (Elphinstone, co. Haddington, bart.). Quarterly, l8t, or, three crescents within a double tressure flory
counterflory gu., for Sston; 2nd, ar. a saltire sa. on a chief
of the last three cushions of the field, for Johnstone ; 3rd,
az. three garbs or; 4th, ar. achev. sa. betw. three boars'
heads couped gn. armed ar., for Elphinstone.
Johnstone (Clancbrie, co. Dumfries). Ar. a saltire inveckcd sa. betw. two. pellets in fesse on a chief gu. three
cushions or. Crest A star issuing out of clouds ppr. Motto

—

—Appropinquat

—

—

Dies.

Johnstone

(Gormack, Scotland). Ar. a saltire and chief
nebulee sa. the last charged with three cushions of the first.
A spur-rowel within two branches of palm in orle
Crest
Securior quo paratior.
ppr. Motto
Johnstone (Poltoun, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a saltire sa. on
a chief wavy of the last three cushions or. CreU. ^A spur
Sic paratior.
ppr. betw. two wings ar. Motto
Johnstone (Wardmilnes, Scotland). Ar. a saltire sa. betw.
two escallops in fesse gu. on a chief of the second three
cushions of the first. Crest A band ppr. holding an escallop
Motto—Sine fraude fldus.
gu.
Johnstone (Warristoun). Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief

—

—

—

—

—

Ar. a saltire wavy sa. on a

(Edinburgh, 1672).

Crest — A dexter hand
—Ex sola virtutes honos.

chief engr. gu. three cushions or.

a bezant.

ppr. holding

Johnstone

Motto

(Galabank,

Dumfries;

co.

descended from

Newbt; now Fulford HaU, co. Warwick). Ar. a saltire
sa. betw. a muUet in chief and a rose in base gu. and
in flanks two garbs vert, on a chief of the third
cushions or. Crest
spur ppr. winged or. Motto

three

—Nun-

—A

quam non

paratus.

Johnstone

(Lathrisk, co. Fife). Ar. a saltire sa. within a
bordurt engr. az. on a chief gu. a spur-rowel of the field
betw. two cushions or. Crest A spur placed upright, the
rowel in chief or, winged ar. and kalhcred gu- Motto

—

—

Semper paratus.

Johnstone

(Nctherwood, co. Dumfries). Ar. a saltire sa.
betw. two stars in chief and an anchor in base gu. all
within a bordure az. on a chief of the third three cushions
or.
Crett
A spur with wings or, feathered gu. Motto —

—

Caute et sedule.

Johnstone

Ar. a saltire sa. on a
chipf gu. three cushions or, a bordure wavy vert charged
with three bezants.
Crest
A winged spur or. Motto
(Pitkclrie, co. Fife, 1775).

—

—

A.ssicluilatc.

Company of (London). Gu. a ctev. ar. betw.
two pairs of comfiasses in chief extended at the points, and a
sphere in base or, on a chief of the last a pale az. betw. two
TOitt gu. seeded of the third, barbed vert, on the pale an

Joiners,
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escallop shell of the second.

Crest— A. dermi savage ppr.
wreathed about the head and waist with leaves vert, holding
in the dexter hand, over the shoulder, a tilting spear or,

—

ar.
Supporters Two naked boys ppr. the dexter
holding in the hand an emblematical female figure, crowned
with a mural coronet sa. the sinister holding in the hand a
square. Motto
Join truth with trust.
Jokes (London). Ar. on a fesse engr. sa. three escallops
or.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a cockatrice displ. gu.
Joles (Lord Mayor of London, 1615). Ar. (another, or) a
cinquefoil gu. betw. three pheons sa.
Joley. Gu. a fesse erm.
Jolles, or Joyles (London). Or, a cinquefoil gu. betw. three
pheons sa. Crest Out of a mural coronet a nag's head or.
Jolley, or Jollye (co. Lancaster). Ar. on a pile vert three
dexter bands couped of the field. Crest A cubit arm habited
veirt, charged with a pile ar. holding in the hand ppr. a
sword of the second, hilt and pommel or.
Jolley (Fun. Ent. 1602, Jolly, Her Majesty's Gunner ta
Ireland). Lozengy or and sa. a lion ramp, guard, ar.
Jollie. Ar. three gillyflowers ppr. Ci-est A hand holding
a scymitar ppr.
Jolliflfe (Cofton Hall, co. Worcester, Leek, co. Stafford, and
Buglawton, co. Chester). Ar. on a pile vert three dexter
hand^ couped at the wrist and erect of the field. Crest ^A
cubit arm erect, vested vert and cuffed, and the sleeve
charged with a pile ar. the hand grasping a sword ppr.
Jolliffe (London, and Botham and Carswell Castle, co.
Stafford). Same Arms, the pile az.

headed

—

—

—

—

—

—

Jolliffe {Baron Uylton). Quarterly, Jst and 4th, ar. on a
pile vert three dexter bands couped of the first, for Jpluffb
2nd and 3rd, ar. two bars az., for Hylton. Crest ^A cubit
arm erect, couped, vested vert, cuffed and the sleeve charged
with a pile ar. the hand grasping a sword in bend ppr.
Supporters Two lions guard, az. each charged on the
shoulder with three annulets, two and one or. Motto—Taat
que je puis.
Jolliffe (Ammerdown, co. Somerset; descended from John
Jolliffe, Esq., third son of Benjauin Jolliffe, Esq., of
Crofton Hall). Same Armt, quartering Twyfobd, viz., ar.
two bars sa. on a canton a cinquefoil. Crest A cubit arm
in armour, holding in tiie gauntlet a scymitar all ppr.
Motto ^Tant que je puis.
Jolly, or Jolley (Hatton Garden, London; granted 1692).
Az. a lion pass, guard, or, in chief three sinister hands ar.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. or. Another Crest—A demi eagle
displ. or, holding in the beak a sinister hand ar.

—

;

—

—

—

—

Jolly
Jolly

Ar. three stags lodged gu.
Ar. an ark in the water ppr. surmounted by a dove az. standing thereon and holding in the
beak an olive branch vert, all betw. three gillyflowers gu.
stalked and leaved of the fourth. Crett A dove holding aa
Motto—hmt&vl.
olive branch, as in the arms.
Jolly. Ar. a mullet gu. betw. three pheons sa.
Jollye (Leek, co. Stafford; confirmed 27 Aug. 1614). See
Jolliffe.
Jolljrffe. Sa. an eagle with two heads displ. ar. on a chief
Ah eagle's head erased sa.
gu. a lion pass. or.
Ci-ett

(London).

(Scotland, 1690).

—

—

beaked

Joly

gu. three cushions or.

Johnstone
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JOH
Johnstone, (JohMtone,

or.

Ar. a mullet gn. betw. two mullets in chief and a pheon
in base sa.
Jolys. Ar. three pheons sa. a mullet gu. for diff.
Jonas. Az. from a cloud extending along the chief ar. the
Ci-est
On a tower ppr. a
rays of the sun illumined or.
crescent or.
Jones ( Viscount Rane'lag}i). Az. a cross betw. four pheons,
points downwards, or.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in
armour, the hand in a gauntlet ppr. grasping a dart or. Supporters Two griffins erminois. Motto Coelitus mihi vires.
Jones {Earl of Ranelagh; extinct 1711; Bichabd, third
Viscount Ranelagh, was so created 1674, d. s. p. m.). Az. on
a cross betw. four pheons or, five mullets gu. Crest
dexter arm embowed in armour, holding a dart all ppr.
Motto—
Supporters Two griffins per fesse vert and or.
.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Coelitus mihi vires.

Jones (Boultibrook,

co. Hereford, bart., extinct). Ar. a chev.
betw. three crows sa. in chief a star of the Order of the
A crow sa. holding in the dexter claw the
Crescent. Crest
Motto—Vens pascit
star of the Order of the Crescent.

—

corvos.

Jones

(Foy, co. Hereford; descended from Bev. William
Jones, m. Elizabeth, second dau. and co-heir of Bcv.
Geobge Abbauall, of Foyc, about 1690). Erm. a bend
Crest A hedgehog pass,
sinister gu. over all a lion ramp. or.

—

ppr-

Jones

Quarteriy, 1st and
vulned in the mouth ppr., for

(Stanley Hall, co. Salop, bart.).

4th, ar. a lion

ramp,

vert,

;

JON
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3rd, gu. three lapwings (or peewits) or, for

2nd and
TrawHurT. CrtiU

JToires;

—

Ut, Jones The sun in splendour, each
ray inflamed or; 2nd, Ttxwhitt A savage ppr. wreathed
and cinctured Tert, in the dexter hand a club ppr. Motto
Esto sol testis. Sec Ttbwhitt, Bart.
Jozies (Cranmer Hall, co. Norfolk, bart.). Az. on a fesse or,
three grenades fired ppr. ia chief a caatle, and in base a lion
Qrest In froatof a castle ar. a lion couchant
coucbant ar.
Jfo«o—Marte et arte.
or.
Jones (Littlington, co. Bedford). Az. a cross betw. four
pheons or. Crest—On a chapeau az. tamed up or, an armed
arm embowed, tasselled gu. holding in the hand ppr. a spear,
:

—

:

—

staff of the fourth,

armed

of the second.

(Glan Helen, co. Carnarvon). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three spearheads ar. two staves of .Ssculapins chevronwise,
each entwined by a serpent ppr. Crest A dexter ann em-

Jones

—

bowed

in

armour ppr. garnished

surmounted by two
hand grasping a javelin

or,

saltire vert, the

branches of laurel in

downwards of the first, from the wrist
pendent by a ribbon an escutcheon gn. charged with a
and hilt gold. Afotto—Integritate
also
ppr.
pommel
scymitar
in bend sinister, point

et fortitudine.

Jones

Wilxiau Jones, E.C.B., Lieat.-C!«n.,
Same as Jonxs, of Glan Helen.

(Sir

Eegt.).

Jones, or Johnes

(Caton, co. Lancaster).

Col.

32nd

Quarterly,

Ist,

enn. a chev. conped sa., for Johnes, or Jones ; 2nd, sa. on a
bend or, betw. two shacklebolts ar. three pheons gu., for
Johnson, of Twyzell, co. Durham ; so blazoned in the Visit.
of Durham, a.d. 1664; in some authorities, for the shacklebolts two turrets are substituted; 3rd, quarterly, or and
gu. on a bend sa. three escallops ar., for EnsB, or Evsss
Crest
Out of a ducal
4th, az. a bend or, for Scbopb.
Vines malum
coronet or, a plume of feathers fx. Motto
bono.
Jones (Chiswick, co. Middlesex; John Jonxs, son of Thomas
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Jones, of same place.
Or, five
fosila in fess sa. each charged with a fleur-de-lis ar.
Creit
A lion's head erased sa. collaied or, stadded

—
—

—

Per bend sinister erm. anfl
ermines a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. or. Crest ^A
hon's head erased per pale ar. and sa.
Jones (Archdeacon of Hereford, d. 1823). Per bend sinister
erm. and ermines, a Uon ramp, or, within a bordure
engr. per bend sinister ar. and sa. Crest
A lion ramp.
architect).

—

—

or.

Jones

Hereford, and Bowe, co. Middlesex). Or, on a
vert a lion ramp. az. Crest
tiger's head erased

(co.

—A

mount
or.

Jones

(The Bower Park, co. Worcester.

Gu.

Visit. 1683).

a cross

crosslet on three grieces or.
(Lanvayre, co. Denbigh). Same Arvis.
(Edvin Loach, co. Worcester.
Visit. 1683).
Or, a
lion ramp, and a border sa.
Jones (Lulsley, co. Worcester). Gu. a Uon ramp. betw. six
trefoils slipped ar. a border of the last.
Jones (Worcester; granted 1602, by Dethick, Garter, to
Walter Jones, of the city of Worcester, son of John
Jones, the second son of John Jones, of Greysmund,
" with ye consent of ye Et. Honbu
CO. Monmouth,
GitBKBT, Sari of Shrewsbury, who beareth ye same
arms").
Gu. a lion ramp, and a border engr. or. Creit
A demi Uon ramp, or, holding betw. the forepaws a

Jones
Jones

—

muUet

gu.
(Abbeiley, co. Worcester).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. on a cross raguly ar. betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters a
pheon, and in the 2nd and 3rd a cross moUne or, five muUets
gu., for Jones; 2nd and 3rd, sa. three bars ar., for Less.
Crest ^A stag lodged and reguard. ppr. semee of acorns vert,
in the mouth a fern branch also ppr.
Motto Deo adjuvante.
Jones (Wateringbury Place, co. Kent). Gu. three Uons
ramp, or, on a chief of the second a fret of the first.

Jones

—

—

—

Crest

neck

head couped

talbot's

^A

ar.

chained

round the

or.

Jones

(Barrow and FUmlngham, co. Lincoln).
engr. betw. three Cornish choughs sa. Crest

a chev.
cubit arm

Or,

—A

cuSed ar. holding in the hand ppr. •
branch of marigolds also ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1620).
Az. a Uon pass.
guard, betw. three crosses crosslet flt«hte or, a chief of the
erect, vested purp.

gn-

Jones (Stratford,

Bow, co. Middlesex ; John Jones, gent.,
grandson of John Jones, of Bristol, co. Devon. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Or, on a mount Tert a lion ramp. az. Crest
A wolfs head erased or.
Jones (Buckland, co. Brecon). Vert a chev. betw. three
wolves' heads or.
Jones (Snnningwell, co. Berks, Chasdeton, co. Oxford, and
CO. Worcester). Gu. a lion ramp. .and a bordure indented or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a

—

—

mullet gu.

Jones

(co. Salop,

lion pass. betw.

the

joir

was Inioo Jones, the

and London ; granted Nov. 1610). Az. a
threa crosses fbrmee fitch^e or, a chief of

(CO.

Same Arms.

Berks).

Ortit—A

lion

ramp,

or,

grasping an anchor in pale sa.
(Tredustan, co. Brecon). Ar. a stag trippant, with
wings attached to the buttocks and hind legs ppr. betw. the
attires a rose or.
Jones (co. Brecknock). Sa. a fesse embattled erm. betw.
three boars' heads conped or. C)-est
A boar's tiead erect
and erased or.
Jones (co. Carmarthen). Ar. three bulls' beads cabossed sa.
Jones (Abermarles, co. Carmarthen, bart., extinct; descended from John ap Tbouas, of Abermarles, sixth son of

Jones

—

Tbouas ap Gbiffith ap Nicholas^ whose elder son, Sir Ehts
AP Thomas, K.G., was ancestor of lord Dynevor. Elizabeth
dau. and heir of Sir Henbt Jones, Bart, of Abermarles, m.
Sir Fbancis Cobnwalus, Knt.). Ar. on a cross ragnl^ az.
betw. four pheons gu. five bezants.
(BoBEBT Jones, Esq., of Hafod,
StdnSt, m. Captain Edwa&d Piebse,
Ulster's 0£Bce, 1655). Ar. a crescent
beads sa. langned and couped of the
of the Uiird.

Jones

Jones

last,

Jones

(London; granted Sept. 1604). Az. on a cross or,
betw. four pheons of the second five estoiles gu. Crest An
arm in pale vested or, thereon three estoUes in pale gu. ia
the hand ppr. a pheon erect ar.
Jones (Marshal of the King's Bench, London). Erm. on a
bend az. a rose betw. two annulets or, in chief a sword ia
pale ppr. hilt and pommel gold, crossed by another, the hUt
towards the dexter side of the escutcheon. Crest— demi

co. Flint, whose dau.
Meath ; Fun. Ent.
gu. betw. three boars'
second, a border engr.
co.

A

Jones

and gu. three Uons ramp.
ar. a muUet for diff.
^A buck's head erased sa.
Crest
attired or, holding betw. the horns a buglehom of the

—

—

Crest
A gauntlet barways or, holding a sword
or.
first, pierced through a boar's head
erased vert.
Jones (London). Or, aUon ramp. az. charged on the shoulder
with a bezant, in chief two martlets sa.
Jones (co. Merioneth). Or, a Uon ramp, within a bordure
az.
Crest A Uon ramp. az. holding a shield or, within a
carved bordure (another, the shield az.).
Jones (Dol-yn-Edeimion, co. Merioneth; derived from Jesttn
AP GwsoANT, Lord of Glamorgan, whose last descendant in
the direct male Une, seated at Llanrhaiadr Dyffryn Clwyd, d.
in the beginning of the 17th century, and was buried in the
parish church, where there is a monument to his memory).

pommels

erect ar. hilt of the

—

Same Arms.
(Chiswick, co. Middlesex).
Az. three nags' headt
erased ar. a canton of the last.
Jones (BatclifFe, co. Middlesex). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
crows ppr. a bordure of the second charged with eight
bezants.

Jones

co. Cornwall, and co. Wilts).
Chequy or and
on a fesse gu. three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis of the
first.
Crest
A dragon's head erased vert.
Jones (co. Denbigh). Ar. a licm ramp, vert, vulned on the
shoulder gn. Crest The Btnj ppr. at the end of each ray a
sa.

—

—

Ar. on a chev. betw. three birds sa.
(co. Monmouth).
a Uon's bead erased betw. two trefoils slipped or, a bordura
of the second plattee.

Monmouth). Sa. a stag standing at gaze ar.
and unguled or. Crat On a chapeau gu. turned np

(co.

attired

—

erm. a stag ar. attired vert.

Jones

(co.

Monmouth). Sa. a spearhead betw. three scaling
on a chief gu. a tower triple-towered of the

ladders ar.

second.

first.

(Grothkenan, co. Dentigh

—

(London). 6a. a fesse ar. betw. two daggers, one in
chief erect, and one in base pendent of the second, hilts and

Jones (Penrose,

of the

az.

first.

Jones

fire

Per pale

Jones

ilforto~Ex vero decus.
Jones (Castle March). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three nags'
heads erased sa.

ppr. collared az.

Jones, or Johnes
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ppr.

(London).

Jones

Thomas Jones, Esq., of Glanmere House,
Forest Hill, co. Kent). Az. a stag statant ar. betw. three
roses of the last barbed and seeded ppr. Crest Upon a
mount betw. two roses ar. slipped ppr. a stag lodged also
(Samoki.

flame of

—

Uon ramp.

last.

Jones

Jones

;

of this line

Jones

(Walpole

and Marshland,

co.

Norfolk).

Or,

•

—
JOH
—

canton

Crest

or.

— A lion couchant sa.

Jones

(EsthaU, co. Oxford Eice Jones, Visit. Oxon, 1634,
grandson of John Jones, of Kenioke, co. Flint, who was
grandson of Griffith ap David Goch, alias Jones, 1465).

Sa.

;

a buck

pass.

ar.

attired or.

Crest

—A

buck

pass.

ar.

Jones

and Shrewsbury, co. Salop granted 16 June,
Ar. a lion ramp, vert, vuUted in the breast gu.

(Chilton

1607).

—A

;

splendour or.
Jones (co. Somerset, 1646). Vert a cheY. betw. three wolves'
ar.
erased
heads
Jones (co. Salop, Lord Mayor of London). Ar. a lion pass,
betw. three crosses pattee fitch^ gu. a chief az.
Jones (Wales). Sa. a chev. betw. three spear heads ar.
A cubit arm erect in armonr ppr. holding in the
Crest
gauntlet a spear of the first, headed ar. embrued gu.
Jones (Edwa&d Jones, a native of co. Montgomery, was
consecrated Bishop of Cloyne, 1683, and translated to St.
Sa. three horses' heads erased
Asaph, 1692, d. 1703).

Crat

strn in

—

Ar. a lion pass.

(Bevell, co. Wilts).

armed

langued gu.

sa.

on a chief of the second a ducal coronet of the
of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp,
last.
sa. langued gu. armed of the first.
Jones (Llanarth and Treowen, co. Monmouth; the senior
branch of the great house of Hebbebt, derived immediately
from Howell ap Gwilliu, third son of Williau ap
Jenkin, alias Hebbebt, of Wemdu, near Abergavenny,
and elder brother of Sir Thomas ap Gwillim, Ent., father
of the celebrated Sir Wiluah ap Thomas, of Baglan, Knt.,
ancestor of the Hebbebts, of that place). See Hebbebt, of
or,

Crest

—Out

Llanarth.
(ITppingham, co. Butland).
Or, a lion ramp. az.
Crest
A paschal lamb ppr.
Jones (exemplified to John Henbt Whitmobe, Esq., on
his assuming the surname and arms of Jones, Chastleton
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a lion
House, CO. Oxford).
ramp, within a border indented or, a canton erm.; 2nd
and 3rd, vert fretty or, for Whitmobe. Motto Incorrupta

Jones

—

—

;

;

unguled

Bwla

6th, sa. three nags' heads erased ar..
George 7th, gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. or, for Talbot 8th, per bend sinister erm. and
ermines a Uon ramp, or, armed and langued gu., forTaEVOB;
9th, az. a wolf pass. ar. armed and langued gu., for Gelltn
AP Blaidd Bbuod. Crest A garb or. Motto Look to the
or, for

;

for Jones, of St.

;

;

—

—

past.

Jones

As originally borne— Ar.
boars' heads couped gu.
Crett
head couped gu.
Motto— Ueb nevol nerth, nid
saeth: Without help from above, the arrow flies io
(Hartsheath, co. Flint).

—

a chev. betw. three

A

boar's

sicr

vain.

Jones

Jones

and

(Fitzroy Square, London,

a lion ramp. az.

Crest

Clifton, co. Gloucester),

— A buck at gaze ppr.

(Goodrich, co. Hereford, originally of

Bwlch Gwent,

Gu. three arrows or, feathered and
CO. Carmarthen).
bearded ar. Crest A hand and dart ppr.
Jones (Nass, near Lydney, and Hay Hill, near Newnham,
CO. Gloucester
seated at the former place since the reign of
Queen Elizabeth). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. Crest A Comisb

—

;

—

chough ppr.

Jones

(Sugwas, Ponlstone, Cleve, and Mountcraig, co.
Hereford ; claiming descent from Bleddtn ap Ctnftn, King
of Powis, and settled in co. Hereford more than 300 years,
descended of the famUy of Jones, of Lanwame, co. Hereford, to whom Detbick granted arms, 10 June, 1666. These
arms were borne by Phiup Jones, Esq., High Sheriff, co.
Hereford, 1811, by Edmund Jones, Esq., M.D. and J. P., of
Mountcraig, and others). Or, on a mount vert a lion ramp,
az.
Arms, now used, recorded in Herald's College
Gu. on a bend engr. ar. betw. two stags' heads erased
erminois three trefoils slipped vert. Crest A gauntlet lying
fesseways, holding a spear enflled with a boar's head erased

—

ppr.

fides.

Jones

(Badsworth Hall, co. York).
Or, a lion ramp, az.,
quartering Lonoueville. Crest— A talbot's head couped at
gorged
with
collar
the shoulders gu.
a
dancef'ie erm. Motto
—Till then thus.
Jones (Shackerley Hall, co. Salop). Ar. a lion ramp,
vert, wounded in the breast gu.
Crests
Ist
The sun in
splendour or; 2nd: On an eastern crown or, a dragon
pass, guard, gu. Mottoes
Ovner na ovno angau; and,
Esto sol testis.
Jones (Kelston Park, co. Somerset). Erm. a lion ramp.

—

:

—

az.

Jone^

(Maes-y-Gannedd descended from Ievan, of Maes-yGannedd, son of Ievan ap Ievan, Constable of Harlech
Castle, temp. Henry VI., from Osbobne Fitzgebald, Lord of
Ynysymaengwyn). Arms, those of Osbobne Fitzoebald,
viz.
Erm. a saltire gu.
Jones (Fonmon Castle, co. Glamorgan). Quarterly, 1st,
sa. a chev. ar. betw. three spear heads ar. the points
embrued with blood (borne as descended from Bleddin
ap Maenabch, the last Lord of Brecon); 2nd, ar. a
wyvem's head erased vert, holding in the mouth a dexter
hand gu., for the Lords of Monmouth 3rd, gu. a chev. erm.,
for Philip Gwts, Lord of Wiston, co. Pembroke 4th, ar. a
stag couchant gu. the horns and hoofs or, and holding in the
mouth a branch vert, for Mallt, or Matilda, dau. and sole
heiress of Llewelltn Ych an ap Llbwelltn, a large proprietor
in Gower, co. Glamorgan. This quartered coat is taken from
a pedigree compiled at the Heralds' College, 1664, attested
by George Owen, York Herald. Crest A cubit arm erect
in armour ppr. in the gauntlet a spear of the first headed ar.
;

:

;

Jones

(Larkhill,

West Derby,

co. Lancaster).

Quarterly, 1st

a lion ramp. az.
2nd and 3rd, gu. a fesse
dancettee erm. betw. six crosses crosslet ar. Crest— A talbot's head couped at the shoulders gu. collared dancettee ar.
Motto—Tin then thus.
Jones (Ystrad, co. Carmarthen; a branch of Jones, of

and

AP Ctnftn, Founder of the IIL Boyal Tribe of North Wales
and Powis, seventh in descent fcom Bbodbi Mawb, or the
Great, King of Wales). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a lion ramp. sa.
armed and langued gu. on a chief az. three garbs or, for
Jones, of Glyn Arthur; 2nd, or, a Uon ramp, gu., for
Bleddtn ap Ctnftn 3rd, az. the Three Men of Kent guard,
in fesse ppr. wreathed and cinctured vert, bearing clubs also
ppr. and shields ar. charged with crosses gu., for Wood, of
Goodnestone, co. Kent 4th, gu. a chev. betw. three falcons
rising or, for Smallman; 5th, ar. a bull pass. sa. armed and

Or,

ar.

Jones

JON
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«agr. iMtw. three Cornish choughs sa. a hordure
Creit A battle axe and spear in saltire,
ar. bezantle.
handles gu. heads ar. mounted or.
Jones (Fakenham, co. Norfolk). Gu. a lion couchant ar. a
cfaer.

4th, or,

;

Llansadaial).
Ar. a chev. flory gu. betw. three stags'
heads cabossed ppr. Crest— A stag's head ppr.
Motto—
Heb Dduw heb ddim.
Jones (Trewythen, co. Montgomery; descended from CadwoAN, Lord of Nannau, in Merioneth, younger son of Bleddtn
AP Ctnftn, King of Powys. The senior male line terminated
In an heiress, Mabt, m. Bowen Jones, Esq., of Cefn Fenworth, descended from Jones, of Trewythen). Quarterly, or, a
lion ramp. gu. langued and armed of the first
2nd and 3rd,
sa. three nags' heads ar.
Crest— A lion ramp, as in the
arms. Motto— FrangnB non flcctes.
Jones (Derry Ormond, co. Cardigan). Ar. a chev. betw.
three boars' heads couped sa. Crest The sun in splendour
;

—

ppr.

Jones

(Gwynfryn, co. Cardigan). Ar. a cross flory sa. betw.
four Cornish choughs ppr. Crest— A demi lion ramp. ppr.
Molto Mors raihi lucrum.
Jones (Llanio, co. Cardigan descended from Daniel Jones,
of Llanio, who took the name of Jones in 1693, son of John
AP Gkiffith Goch, and grandson of Griffith Goch). Or, a
lion ramp, reguard. sa. a bordure cngr. gobony ar. and

—

;

az.

Jones

(Plympton, co. Devon

Esq., of Llanio,

High

;

descended from Thomas Jones,
Cardigan in 1739). Same

Sheriff of

Arms.

Jones (Llancrchnigog,
618

co.

Denbigh

;

descended from Bleddtn

;

—

embrued gu.

Jones

(Lancych, or Blaencych, co. Pembroke; descended
maternally from Cadifob Vawb, Lord of Blaencych). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa. armed and
langued gu. for Jones 2nd and 3rd, sa. three scaling ladders
ar. and betw. the two uppermost a spear's head of the last, the
point embrued ppr. on a chief gu. a tower triple-towered of
the second, for Llotd, of Ffoeshelig, co. Cardigan, and
Lancych, co. Pembroke). Crest A lion ramp, reguard. sa.
armed and langued gu. Motto Sine numine nihilum.
Jones (Pant-glas, co. Carmarthen). Ar. on a mount vert
a representation of a Pembroke ox statant ppr. a chief
gu. thereon a falcon ar. belled betw. two stags' beads
erased or. Crest
A mount vert, thereon a representation
of a Pembroke ox's head in profile erased ppr. bezantee.
,

;

—
—

—

—

Motto Da-ei-fydd.
(Gellicynan, co. Denbigh descended from Cowrtd ap
Cadvan, a chieftain of Duffryn Clwyd, and now represented
by John Carstairs Jones, Esq., of Gclligynan and
Hartshe.ith, co. Flint, eldest son of the late Wilson Jones,
Esq., of Hartsheath, Cefn Coch, and Gelligynan, M.P.
for Denbigh).
Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three escochcons
ar. each charged with a boar's head couped of the first,
Crest
On. a mount vert a
an arrow palewise ppr.

Jones

;

—

JON
liosti's

Motto

head couped gu. in front of an arrow palewise ppr.

— Heb ne?ol nerth nid

Jones

(granted

to

sicr saeth.

Valentine Jones,

Esq., Captain

10th

Light Dragoons, only son and heir of Valentine Jones,
Esq., late of Bailbroote House, co. Somerset, and grandPer bend sinister
son of Valentine Jones, of Belfast).

erm. and ermines a lion ramp, within a bordure engr. or.
A boar's head erased per bend sinister erm. and
Crest

—

ermines.
(Beaver Hill, co. Derby; granted to Henbi Cabman
Ar. a cross indented gu. betw. four spear
Jones, Esq.).
heads az. each betw. two laurel branches ppr. Crest In
front of a spear betw. two laurel branches ppr. a cross pattee
gu. Motto Esto fidelis usque ad mortem.
Jones. Gu. a chev. az. betw. three nags' heads erased ar.

Jones

—

—

Crest— A nag's head, as in the arms.
Jones. Quarterly, sa. and gu. a cross ar. in the 1st and 4th
quarters three lance-rests or, in the 2nd and 3rd as many
cockatrices of the last.
(granted to Moboan

son of Jacob
Jones, Esq., of Kilwendeage, co. Pembroke, a descendant
Tbencb,
a branch
Jones,
of
Moboan,
and
families
of the
of the Tbencees of Ireland). Ar. on a chev. betw. two bulls'
heads erased in chief and a lion pass, in base az. a tower
ensigned by a ducal coronet or, betw. two boars' heads couped
of the field. Crest A boar's head erased az. tusked or, in
front of a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished
,£old, the hand within a gauntlet in the attitude of striking
with a scymitar also ppr. the hilt of the second. Motto ^Pro

Jones

Jones,

Esq.,

Vert a cross crosslet

12 March, 1603).
(Sir

Booeb Jones, knighted

;

ar.

homed

or.

(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1647. to Bbtan Jones,
Esq., DubUn; descended from an ancient Welsh family). Gu.
three lioncels ramp, guard, or, on a canton of the second a
fret of the first.
Crest
A talbot's head couped ar. langued

—

Jones

—

Motto Deus fortitude mea.
(Bealanamore and Headford, co. Leitrim

—

—

Jones

ol ei arfer.

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1661).

Quarterly,

1st, or,

a

;

;

—

field.

Jones

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1676, Alderman Jones, of
Dublin). Sa. a fess embattled counter- embattled erm. betw.
three boars' heads couped or.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1677, the wife of Rev.
Doctor Jones). Per fess indented or and az. a lion ramp,

Jones

counterchsmged.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1678, Captain Jones).
a cross crossed on three grieces or.

Jones

5id

list,

and

Sir

Lewis Tobiap Jones, K.C.B., Admiral,

to the other descendants of his grandfather,

Lewis Jones, Esq., of the family of Jones, of Ardnaglass, co.
Per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or,
armed and langued gu. a bordure engr. of the third. Crest
A lion couchant or, armed and langued gu. charged on the
shouldei with a trefoil slipped vert, ilfotto— Periculom ex

Sligo).

—

alus facito.

Jones

(Walsall, co. Stafford granted to William Jones, Esq ..
of that place).
Per chev. az. and vert, in chief three suns
in splendour, and in base a lion ramp, reguard. or. Crest
Issuant from a sun rising in splendour ppr. a Uon's head vert
;

—

—

semee of bezants. Motto Diligentia.
South Wales
granted to Henbi Jones, Esq.).
Az. a goat statant ar. horned, crined, and unguled or, in

Jones (New

;

—

chief three stars of eight points of the last.
or, collared,

—

—

:

with a cross crosslet also gu. ; 2nd, Mabsham A lion's head
erased gu. langued az.
Jonetson (co. Worcester). Sa. a bend ar. betw. two fleurs:

de-lis or.

Jope

(Merry field, co. Cornwall; John Jope, son and heir of
Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Ar. two pheons in
chief an annulet in base sa.
Crest
An antelope sejant
erm. supporting with the dexter foot a shield per pale or and

Roger Jope.

—

Joplin^, or Joppling.
mullets

az.

Crest

—A

Ar. a decrescent gu. betw. three
dexter hand ppr. holding up an

escallop or.

Jopp

(Cotton, CO. Aberdeen, 1796). Gu. a garb or, on a chief
a ship in full sail in the sea ppr. Crest On a garb lying
fesseways a cock crowing all ppr. Motto
Sic donee.
Jorcey, or Jorgre. Ar. a fesse betw. three lions ramp. sa.
Crest
A hand ppr. holding a swan's head and neck erased
ar. beaked gu.
Jorcey. Per pale gu. and az. three eagles displ. ar.
Jorcey, or Jorcie. Ar. on a bend az. three water bougets

—

—

—

or.

Jorcy.

Per pale az. and gu. an eagle displ. ar. armed or.
(Windsor Forest, co. Berks, temp. Edward II.).

Jordaine

Sa. three mullets of six points pierced ar. a border erm.

Jordan

Pembroke; of AnglD-Nornian origin, the first
Wales having been Jobdan de Cantington, one

(co.

settler in

of the companions of Martin de Tours in his conquest of
Kemmes, temp. William I. At the close of the 14th or

beginning of the 15th century, Leonabd Jobdan m. the
the family, which was once widely
dispersed over co. Pembroke, is now extinct in the male
line
Frances, fourth dau. and co-heir of the late Babeet
BowEN Jordan, Esq., of Neeston, co. Pembroke, by
Martha, his wife, youngest dau. of John Adams, Esq., of
Whitland, co. Carmarthen, m., in 1807, John Hill Harries,
Esq., of Priskilly). Ar. a chev. betw. three greyhounCs
courant gu.
Jordan (co. Dorset). Az. semee of crosses crosslet a lion
ramp. or.
Jordan (Giles Jordan, of Loughborough, co. Leicester, arms
heiress of Dompledale

;

;

lion ramp, gu.; 2nd, per pale or and s,i. three fleurs-de-lis
counterchanged 3rd, sa. three nags' heads erased ar. 4th,
vert a stag trippant ar. attired or.
Jones (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Jebemiah Jones, d. in
DubUn 1661). Per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion
ramp, or, a border engr. of the last. Crest A wolf statant
ar. resting the dexter paw on a human head erased ppr.
Jones (Fun. Ent. Ambrose Jones, Bishop of Kildate, 1667-78).
Gu. three boars' heads erased in pale ar.
Jones (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1674). Gu. on a cross betw.
four mullets or, a pheon with broken staff, point downwards,

of the

retired

ar.

;
descended
from Bbtan Jones, Esq., of the city of Dublin, Auditor of
War, the descendant of an ancient family in Wales, who had
a grant of lands 1662, and was great-grandfather of Theofbilus Jones, Esq., of Bealanamore, co. Dublin, and afterwards of Headford, co. Leitrim, whose grandson, Right Hon.
Theophilcs Jones, of Headford, a Privy Councillor in
Ireland, was M.P. for the county of Leitrim, and subsequently for the borough of Coleraine).
Gu. two lioncels
ramp, guard, or, armed and langued az. on a canton of the
second a fret of the first. Crest A talbot's head couped ar.
langued and chained gu. JV/o«o— Deus fortitudo mea.
Jones (confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1683, to Eowabd Jones,
Esq., CO. Wexford, son and heir of Ven. Richard Jones, of
Croiswyan, co. Flint, Archdeacon of Ferns). Ar. a chev.
ermines betw. three boars' heads erased sa. armed or,
langued gu. Crest A boar's head erased and erect ermines.

3fo»o— Pawb yn

pheons, points down, in fess or.

Jones (confirmed to

ar.

Jones

and chained gu.

;

—

Mabsham. Crests 1st, Jones A talbot's head couped ar.
langued and chained gu. charged on the neck, for distinction,

—

buck trippant

Beg. Ulsters Office). Gu.
on a chev. betw. four mullets pierced oi, » broken spear,
pheon downwards. Crest A wing gu. semee of estoUes or.
Jones (Reg. Ulster's Office, to Alderman Jones, of Dublin).
Pat saltire ar. and az. two garbs in pale gu. and as many
co. Sligo

March,

or.

at Drogheda, 24

Az. on a cross betw. four pheons, points down or,
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow erect,
five estoUes gu.
vested or, the hand holding a pheon, point upwards ar.
Jones (Vintnerstown, CO. Londonderry; Fun. Ent. 1623, Sir
Baptist Jones). Ar. a cross ragul^e gu. on a chief sa. two
pheons, points down or.
Jones (Cuables Jon-es, Esq., 1683 Fun. Ent. of his sister,
Anne, wife of Sir Thomas Habman, Knt., of Athy). Sa. a
1606).

(Benada Castle,

co. Eildare,

—

patria et rege.

Jones-Brydges, Bart. See Bbidges.
Jones (Sir Ellis Jones, knighted at Beban,

Jones

Crest A stag
with line reflexed over the back sa. resting the
dexter foot on a shield az. charged with a star, as in the
arms. Motto Perseverantia ad finem optatum.
Jones (Mabsham-Jonbs, Hayle Cottage, co. Kent; exemplified to HenbtShovellMabsbam, Esq., upon his assuming,
by royal Ucence, the additional surname of Jones).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. two lioncels ramp, guard, or,
armed and langued az. on a canton of the second a fret of
the first, in chief a cross crosslet for distinction, for Jones;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. two bendlets az., for

—

Jones

JOB
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from

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
his tomb; d. 1415).
mullets gu., Jordan; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. or, betw.
three garbs ar.
Jordan (co. Somerset, and Chittem Whistley, co. Wilts,
Az. a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses crosslet fltchee
1604).
or, a chief of the second (another, the lion charged ivith a
crescent gu.). Crest A mount or, over it a scroll with thia
motto, Percussa resurgo. Another Crest A football ppr.
Jordan (Catwick and Charlwood, co. Surrey). Three coats
and crests.
First, temp. Edward I., viz., az. semee of
crosses crosslet, a lion ramp. or.
Crest
lion sejant
or,
sustaining a cross crosslet fltchee
this crest was
granted 1629.
Second, sa. an eagle betw. two bendleti

—

—

—A

Gu.

:

A

JOB
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—

An
Crest
three almond leaves vert.
ar. on a
almond tree ppr. fructed or. Third, sa. an eagle displ. in bend
chief or,

betw. two cotises ar. a chief or.

—A

Ci-est

demi

lion or,

issuant, resting on the sinister foot, and holding in the
dexter an eagle's head erased sa. Note. ^This alteration in
the arms and crest by grant 2 June, 1631.

—

Jordan

(Mountfield,

bend betw. two

co.

Sussex).

cotises ar.

a

Sa.

an eagle

canton or.

sinister

lion sejant or, holding in his dexter foot

an

displ.

Crest

eagle's

in

—

head

erased sa.
Gu. a lion ramp.
(Pigeonsford, co. Cardigan).
betw. eight cross crosslets fitchfe or, a chief of the second.
Jordan (co. Wilts). Per pale az. and or, a chev. betw. three
lozenges all counterchanged, on a chief gu. three martlets
of the second.
Jordan (co. Lancaster). Az. a cinquefoil erm. betw. three
serpents nowed or, a border engr. of the second. Orest
crescent or, issuing therefrom a plume of five feathers az.
entwined by a serpent gold. Motto Arte non vi.
Jordan (co. Worcester). Gu. a fess betw. three Uons' heads

Jordan

—

—

erased ar.

Jordan, or Jerdon (co. Worcester). Gu.

a fret

or,

charged

monument in the church).
betw. two cotises ar.
Jordan. Ar. a cross patonce betw. four martlets gu. (another,
az. nine lozenges, three, three, and three ; another, ar. three
mullets gu.). Crest
A martlet with wings displ. gu.
Jordan (Fun. Ent. Ulster's 0£Bce, 1634, CBRisTOPncR
JoEDAN, of Dublin). Ar. on a fess sa. a mullet of the field,
in chief issuant from the fess two demi lions ramp. gu.
Jordan (Rosleven Castle, co. Mayo). Gu. a lion ramp.
betw. three cross crosslets or. Motto Percussus resurgo.
Jordayne (London). Ar. on a fcsse betw. three towers
Crest On a
triple-towered gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
chapcau gu. turned up erm. a hawk or, inside of the wings
of the second.
Jordayne (co. Somerset). Sa. an eagle displ. in bend betw.
two cotises ar, on a chief or, three oak leaves vert (another,
Sa.

(Aldridge, CO. Stafford

an eagle

;

displ.

—

—

—

three escallops).

Jorden

(Welynton, co. Salop).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
greyhounds courant gu. Crest A demi talbot gu.
Jorden (Edward Jordek, Esq., of Priors Lee, co. Salop,
Sheriff of the co., 1720). Sa. an.eagle displ. in bend ar. betw.
two cotises or, in the sinister chief quarter a canton of the

—

third.

Jordon.

Az. a.lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet or.
Crest— Out of a mural coronet a hand ppr. vested az.
brandishing a sword waved of the first.

Jomey. Ar. three gillyflowers slipped ppr.
Jorwerth-Drwrdwn (Wales). Sa. a lion

romp,
bordure engr. of the last.
(Joseph Joseph, F.S.A. and J.P., co. Brecon).

or,

a

Joseph

Per
chev. az. and vert, in chief three garbs, and in base two
Crest
A garb or. Motto Cas ni charo
chevronels or.
y wlad a'i mago.
Joskin, or Joskyn. Gu. three sheaves of arrows points
upward ar. Crest An antelope's head ar. collared gu. armed

—

—

—

sa.

Joslln, or Josceline (Mount Tregamenian,

co. Cornwall).
Az. three escallops or.
JoBselyn. Gu. three escarbuncles ar.
Josseljme (co. Essex). Chequy gu. and az. on a fcsse of
the first an annulet or. Crest
A bear's head and neck sa.

—

muzzled

OT
Az. the sun

or,

betw. three

bezants.

Jowett, or Jo'witt.

Az. a three-masted galley, sails
furled or, flags gu. Crest A demi pcgasus reguard. wings
endorsed ar. holding a flag gu.
Jowett (Ashton-under-Lyne, Bredbury, co. Chester, and
Lower Hall, Mellor, co. Derby). Same Arr.is and Crest.

—

Motto— Ammo
Jowett. Or, a

et prudentiS.
chev. gu. betw. three lions" heads erased sa.
Jowitt (Eltofts Thomer, co. York). Az. on a chev. ar. betw.
two chaplets of oak in chief, and a Uon sejant guard, in base
or, three buglehoms stringed sa.
Crest— A lion sejaut
guard, gu. the dexter forepaw supporting an escutcheon of
the arms.

Jowles

(Alkham, co. Surrey; granted 1620). Same Anns
Joweles.
(Scotland).
Ar. a chev. az. betw. two roses in
chief gu. and a hunting-hom in base sa. stringed of the

and

Crest as

Jowsle
third.

Joy (London).

Or, a chev. vert guttle d'eau betw. three vine
leaves of the second.
Crest
falcon standing on a cinquefoil betw. two vine branches all ppr.
(co. Worcester).
Gu. on a bend engr. az. three roses of
the field.

—A

Joy,

(Wcstpans, co. Haddington).
Ar. a fesse betw. two
stars in chief az. and a hunting-horn in base sa. garnished
gu. Crest An eye ppr. Motto Je voy.
Jossey (Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. a fesse wavy betw. two stars.
Sic., aa the last.
Crest
As the last. Motto Manuque.
Josue. Per bend sinister or and gu. a bat displ. sa.
Jotibere (Jersey). Gu. an escarbuncle or.
Jotilby (Trcyes, co. Cornwall). Ar. a mullet betw. three
broad arrows sa. in cliicf another mullet of the same.
Jotile. Ar. a fesse betw. three martlets sa. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a stag's head affrontee ppr.
Jourdan. Gu. three mural coronets ar. masoned sa. Crest
Two aochors In saltire ppr.
Joumeaulz (Jersey). Az. a lobster in fesse or.
Jousey, or Jossey (Scotland). Ar. a chev. betw. two
roBcs in chief and a bunting-hom in base ta.
Jove. Ar. on a chev. per pale vert and gu. three escallops
of the first (another, ar. throe UonS ramp. sa.).
Joweles (cog. Kent and Surrey). Ar. a tower triple-towered
gu. bttw. three pbcons sa. Crest A tower gu. surmounted
with eight broad arrows falling at the top, four and four,
fretty In bend dexter and sinister ar.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Vert a lion ramp. ar. a fesso gu. Crest A demi lion
Motto Pro patri^ ej usque libertate.
Joy (Hartham Park, co. Wilts). Az. a chev. ar. in chief three
fleurs-de-lis or, and in base a lion ramp. ppr. quartering, 1st,
gu. three batile-axes in fesse or. Hall 2nd, or, on a chev.
betw. three vine leaves vert, five guttes d'eau, Jote, of Benefield, CO. Northampton, granted 1738; 3rd, ar. on a chev.
engr. betw. three talbots' heads erased sa. an estoile or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of five feathers
ar.
Motto Vive la j oye.
Joyce (Burton Joyce, co. Nottingham descended from
KoBEBT DE JoETz, Lord of Burtou, CO. Nottingham, temp.
Henry II.; the last heir, William de Joyce, of Burton
Joyce, d. s. p. temp. Henry VI.).
Paly of six or and gu.
on a bend sa. three water bougets ar.
Joyce, Joice, or Joys. Ar. three torteaux in bend betw.
two bendlets gu.
Crest
A demi chevalier in armour
brandishing a scymitar all ppr.
Joyce. Gu. a chev. betw. three pine leaves slipped ar.
Joyce (Galway settled in that co. for many years originally from Wales. Beg. Ulster's Office). Ar. an eagle displ.
gu. charged on the breast with a bar gemel erm.
Ci-est
A demi wolf ducally gorged ppr.
Joye (Benefield, co. Northampton; granted 1738). Or, on a

—

ramp.

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

—
—

chev. betw. three vine leaves vert, five guttes d'eau. Crest
A trunk of a vine with two branches, thereon a flove standing all ppr.
Joye (West Kington, co. Wilts). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. Crest
A lion ramp. ar. supporting a ragged staff or.
Joye, or Joyer. Per pale az. and gu. an eagle displ. ar.

—

membered or.
Joyliff (Eastover,

Dorset ; granted 28 March, 1664). Ar.
pheons sa.
Joyner (London, and co. Sussex; granted 1591). Az. on a bend
ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in
armour, holding in the gauntlet a battle axe, handle or,

a

co.

fesse embattled betw. three

—

headed

ar.

Joyner
cross

(Norroy King of Anns, temp. Henry VIII.). Ar. on a
first, within a border of

az. four fleurs-de-lis of the

the second.

Joyner.

or.

Jossey
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J

(Ipswich, co. Suffolk).

Joy

with three mullets sa.

Jordan

Jowers

a cross flory betw. four fleurs-de-lis or
on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis of the first,
a border engr. of the second another, or, on a cross engr.
within a bordure az. five fleurs-de-lis ar.; another, ar. a
pale az.
another, vert a pile ar. issuing out of the dexter
quarter, ou a chief or, a rose gu. seeded of the third, barbed
of the first; another, per chev. vert and erm. in chief a
peUcan or, vulning her breast ppr.).
Joyner (confirmed by Molyncux, Ulster, 1607, to Lawbbkce
Joiner, Deputy Vice-Treasurer of His Majesty's Bevcnue in,
Ireland).
Ar. on a cross engr. az. five fleurs-de-lis or, in the
1st quarter an escallop charged with a mullet for diff.
Crest
A demi lion az. langued gu. holding betw. the paws S
fleur-de-lis or, charged with a mullet also gu.
Joynes, or Geynes. Gu. a chief vair.
Joynson (Liscard, CO. Chester). Az. an eagle's head
On a mount vert an
Crest
era.sed or, betw. four roses ar.
Motto—
eagle displ. with two heads az. semee of roses ar.
Az.

(another,

ar.

;

;

—

—

Ad honorem

Joynt

indtistria ducit.

(granted to Christopher Jotnt, M.D., son of Hei«»t
JoYNT, Esq., of Ballina, CO. Mayo, by Eleanor, his wife, dau,
of William Johnson, of Molaugh, co. Mayo, and grandson
of Henry Jotnt, Esq., of Kinnaird House, co. Mayo, and to

joy
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Per pale gu. and vert an escarbuncle ot
eight rays flory or, an orle of cinquefoils ar.
Crest
An oak leaf
J-agg. Ar. three roses gu. seeded or.

ttdr descendants). Ai. on a saltire or, betw. in chief a
spur of the second winged ar. and three fleurs-de-lis, two In
the flanks, and one in base of the second, a trefoil slipped
Crest— On a mount vert a boar passant ppr. resting
vert.

Jugrgr (London).

—

vert.

the foreleg on an escutcheon az. charged with a fleur-de-lis
Motto I hope.
or.
JoyxLt (granted to William Lave Jotnt, Esq., of Grange
Abbey, Baldoyle, co. Dublin, Queen's Clerk for co. Limerick,
an Alderman and afterwards Lord Mayor of Dublin, only son
of William Jotnt, of Limerick, merchant). Az. an eagle's
Crest
head erased betw. three saltires couped ar.
Issuant out of a chaplet of oak leaves vert, two eagles' heads
Motto ^Nec
conjoined, the dexter go. the sinister az.

—

—

—

degenero.
Or, a lion ramp. az. depressed with a bend gn.
Ar. on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the first. Cfrest
armed arm ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Juba.. Ar. three pheons az. on a chief sa. as many martlets
Crest An antelope sejant ar. tufted, maned, and
or.
armed or, resting the dexter foot on an escutcheon per pale

Joyre.
Juatt.

—An

—

of the second and first.
Ar. on a chev. engi;. betw. three bears pass. sa. a
mullet of the Held.
Jnbell, or InbelL Sa. a bend ar. betw. three trefoils of

Jubbs.

the second.

Jncben, or Van Juchen.

Vert in water in base ppr. a
^Two wings exCrest
fwan, wings endorsed, naiant ar.

—

panded ppr.

Juckes

(quartered by Clitton). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
Orest An arm embluebottles (the flower) slipped ppr.
bowed in armour ppr. holding a tilting-spear erect ar.

—

or, thereto affixed the Holy Standard
of the Trinity, " per fesse ar. and sa, the device of the Trinity
or," fringed gold, the ends of the streamer forked, and floating behind the spear to the dexter.
Judd (London; Sir Andeew Jodd, Knt. his dan. Alice,
m. Thomas Smyth, Collector of the Queen's Tonnage and
Poundage, and Farmer of the Customs, temp.Queen Elizabeth.
Gu. a fess ragulee betw. three boars'
Visit. London, 1568),
heads couped ar., quartering, Az. three lions ramp ar. a

headed and taseelled

;

border of the last.
(Tunbridge, co. Kent; Lord Mayor of London, 1550).
Gu. a fesse ragulee betw. three boars' heads couped ar. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a cockatrice, wings displ. ppr.
Judd (John Phillips Josd, Esq., J.P. and D.L.,
Bidding, co. Essex). Az. a chev. paly of eight erm. and
vert betw. three garbs or, each charged with a fleur-de-lis
of the third. Crest ^A griffin's head erased per chev. or and
vert, charged with three fleora-de-liscounterchanged, inthe
beak an ear of wheat gold. Motto £t mea messis erit.
Jnde (co. Bedford). Or, a chev. vert.
Jude (co. Hants). Gn, a fesse engr. sa. betw. three boars'
heads couped ar. holding in their mouths apples ppr. eared
and tusked of the field.
Jude (London, 1592). Ar. on a chev. betw. three flettrs-deferret pass,
Ks gu. as many mullets of the first. Crest

Judd

—

—

—

—A

and lined or.
Judge. Or, a chev. vert.
Judge. See Bkehom.
Judgre (Mosstown, co. Meath allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1774, as the arms <rf Potktz Judge, great-grandson of
Abthub JtTDOE, Esq., of Mosstown). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three escallops ar. Crest An escallop or. Motto
ppr. collared

;

—

—

bend

betw. six martlets or.
Or, two bars az. on a
Jugrler (Reigate, co. Surrey).
ar.
Crest Two swords in saltire ppr.
canton sa. five billets
surmounted by a cross crossiet sa.
Juis, or Jues. Ar. a chev. sa.
Jtile. See Jewell.
Jxilius (Richmond, co. Surrey). Ar. a fesse az. betw. three
An estoile ar.
Crest
estoiles gu.
Julian, or Julion (York's Union of Honor, 1640). Ar. a
Crest
On a cbapeau gu. turned up
St. Julian's cross sa.
erm. a salamander in flames ppr.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. wielding a sword ppr.
Julien.
A lion's paw erased holding the hilt of a broken
Crest

Jugrgrell.

Sa. a

ar.

—

—

—

—

sword ppr.

Jump

(granted to Hbnet Jump, Esq., of Woodlands, Little
Woolton, CO. Lancaster). Az. a cross parted and fretty or,
in the 1st and 4th quarters a, stag's head, and in the 2nd and
?rd a rose ar. Crest A demi stag reguard. ppr. charged
on the shoulder with three roses chevronwise ar. supporting

—

a passion cross

Motto

or.

—Fortiter et

fideliter.

Jumper. Ar. two
A demi lion
Crest

bars gemels sa. betw. three mullets gu.
ppr. supporting a long cross gu.
(granted by Bysshe, 24 Feb. 1651, to William
JrMPEB, of London). Ar. two bars gemels sa. betw. three
wing ar. charged with
mullets of six points gu. Crest
two bars gemels sa. Le Neve doubts the validity of this

—

Jumper

—A

grant, as

it

was made during Oliver Cromwell's usurpa-

and

all

Bysshe's grants during that period (and also

tion,

Ryley's) were declared void.
Junor (London). Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants,
chief of the second as many cinquefoils gu.

on s

Juon (Harlston). Ar. a fesse erm. cotised sa.
Juon (North Wales). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Per pale or and az. a chev. betw. three lozenges
counterchanged, on a chief gu. as many martlets ar.
Jurdon (Wolverton). Az. sem^e of crosses crossiet or, a lion
ramp. ar. on the breast a flenr-de-lis sa.
Jurney. Az. three gillyflowers ar.
Jupp. Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased az.
A griffin pass. ppr. holding a buckle or.
Crest

Jurden.

—

Jury.

Az. three portcullises or.
armour, holding a caltrap all ppr.

Just (Monkwearmouth,

co.

Crest

Durham).

—

^A

cubit

arm

fa

a chev. betw.
Crest—-A swan's head
Sa.

three pigeons' heads erased ar.
erased ar. betw. two ostrich feathers erect of the first.
Justice (East Crichton, co. Edinburgh). Az. a sword in
pale ppr. supporting a pair of balances or, within a bordure
^A sword ppr.
Motto—'^on sine causa.
of the last. Crest
Justice (Coventry granted by Camden, Clarenceux), Sa.
crescents
three
or.
betw.
Crest
On a garb or, %
a fess erm.

—
;

—

cock gu.
(Knighton, co. Stafford). Vert (another, az.) a bextd
erm. cotised or, betw. two falcons rising of the third.
Justice. Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or. Qrest
cat sejant ramp. ppr.
Justice. Gu. on a cross conped ar. five mullets sa.
Justine, or Justyne. Gu. three chev. ar. Crest^A.

Justice

—A

stag's

head erased

affrontee or.

and ar. in chief three torteanx.
(William Juxon, Bishop of London, 1633-60, Archbishop of Canterbury, 1660-63; d.l663, leaving his nephew. Sir
William Jdxon, Bart., his heir. The representation of the

Justyne. Barry

of six az.

Totum est providentia.
Judith.
Az. a chieftain's head couped

Juxon

Judkin

family eventually vested in that of Hesketh). Or, a cross
gu. betw. four blackamoors' heads couped at the shoulders
ppr. wreathed about the temples of the field.
(Albonme, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1740). Same
Arms. Crest— Aa Ionic pillar on a base ar.
Juxton (London). Ar. on a fesse daincettee betw. five herons
sa. beaked and legged gu. eight bezants, four and four.
Juyce (co. Worcester). Gu. three laurel leaves slipped ar. la
the fess point a crescent or.
Juys. Ar. three toiteaux betw. two cotifies gu.

ar. betw. two
swords transposed barways or.
(Heyford, co. Northampton). Ar. two bars gu. in
chief three mullets of the second.
Judkin-FitzG-erald, Bart. See FitzGekald.
Juds. Gu. a bend betw. six lozenges or.
Judson, or Judgsou (Scotland). Per saltire sz. and
Crest
Out of a dueal
erm. four lozenges counterchanged.
coronet or, two dexter arms in saltire, vested gu . heading two

—

scymitars in pale ppr.
Judson. Or, a chev. purp. betw. three dragons' heads
erased vert.
Jue. Sa. a fesse betw. three goats pass. ar. armed or.
(another, per chev. sa. and ar. three elephants' heads
erased counterchanged, crowned or).
Juers. Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Jues, or Jewes. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three blackamoors'
heads couped ppr.
Jues. Ar. on a bend cotised az. three mallets or.
Juet. Ar. on a cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Juge (co. Leicester). Or, on a chev. vert three leopards'
faces of the first.
Crest Two
battle axes in saltire,
Iiandles g^. headed ppr. enflled with a ducal coronet or.

—
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Ar. two foxes saliant connter-saliant in saltire,
the sinister surmounting the dexter gu. Crest Two anchors

—

in saltire az.

Kadivor Vawr. See Cadivor.
Kadivor ap Dynawall. See CAorvoK.
Kadrodhard, or Kadrobard (Wales).
counter-saliant gu.

Crest

Ar. two foxet

—A griffin's head erased sa.

AA

Kadwale, or

Az. a cross form^e

fitcliee or.

Az. a cross formfe fitchee betw. eight estoiles
Crest— A cock's head ar. combed, wattled, and beaked
or.
gu. betw. two wings expanded sa. holding in the beak a cross

Kadwall.

formee fitchee

or.

Kadwall, or Kadwell
cross formee

Kadye.

Sa.

(Wales).

(another,

a

az.)

fitchee or.

See Cadye.

Kadyow (Scotland).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two roses in chief
and a hoUy leaf in base gu.
erm. heads or. Crest Issuing
gringole'e
cross
Gu.
a
Kaer.
out of a crescent two eagles' heads endorsed.
Tfn.g'g-.
Az. a pile issuing from the base in bend sinister or.
A falcon reguard. resting the dexter claw upon a
Crest
laurel crown all ppr.
Kahl. Ar. three demi lions ramp, couped gu. Crest
camel's head ar.
Kaines (co. Leicester). Barry of six or, az. and gu.
Kaiues. Or, on a fesse gu. three garbs of the tield. Crest

—

—

—

—

A wolf courant gu.
Kairnie (Scotland).

Or, three birds az.

on a chief gu. an

acorn betw. two mullets of the field.
Kaloway. Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa.
as

many

annulets of the field.
(confirmed to Wiu,iam Fbancis

Hane

Db Vismes Kane,

Esq.,

Gu. three fishes haurient
of Drumreaske, co. Monaghan).
Crest
A naked
ar. in the centre chief point an estoile or.
arm embowed ppr. charged with an estoile gu. and holding

—

in the hand a sword also ppr.
Gu. three trouts in fesse ppr. betw. as many estoiles
An arm embowed in armour, holding a sword
Crest
or.

Kane.

—

ppr.

Karadoc

(Wales). Az. a lion ramp, per fesse or and ar.
a bordure of the last.
Az. a fleur-de-lis ar. on a chief or, a demi lion
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm from
Crest
ramp. gu.
the elbow vested gu. cuffed gold, holding up the sun ppr.
Karblen. Az. a fleur-de-lis ar. on a chief of the last a lion

Karben,

—

pass. gu.

Karbyll.

A

Az. on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp. gu.

Crest

—

stag lodged or.

Kardoyle, or Eardaile. Ou. six annulets ar. three,
An antelope trippant erm. armed gu.
two, and one. Crest
Saxdoyle. Gu. six annulets ar. two, two, and two (another,

—

tinctures reversed).

Karedi^ (Wales). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Karkenton, or Karkingrton.

incensed gu.
Gu. three bars ar.
Crest
Out of an antique crown or, a demi lion ramp. gu.
Karkettle (Scotland). Ar. a bend gu.
Ar. two bars az. in chief
(co. Northumberland).
Crest
A triton holding in the dexter hand a
three hurts.

—

Karnabye

—

trident.

Xamabye.
a

Same Arms,

ramp, of the

lion

Earr

adding, on a canton of the second

first.

Karricke, or Carricke

(co.

Gloucester).

Sa. three

—

cinqucfoUs ar. Crest A dexter arm embowed ppr. vested gu.
cuffed or, holding a covered cup gold.
Karvell (co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards'
faces ar.

Karvell, or Karwell (Wiggen

Ar. a

Hall, co. Norfolk).

fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Karvell, or Kervell

(Watlington, co. Norfolk). Sa. three
leopards' faces Jessant-de-Us ar.
Crest
On a ducal coronet
or, a wivern gu.

—

Kassye, or Kayre
ar. three estoiles sa.

(co.

Northumberland).

Crest

—A

Gu. on a chev.
dexter hand pointing with two

fingers gu.

Kater

(originally from Lippy in Germany). Az. on a bend
engr. or, betw. two fleurs-de-Jis ar. an eagle with two heads
dLipl. sa.
Cretl
A cat-a-mountain ppr. betw. two-elephants'
trunks or.

—

Katheram.
Crest

Or,

— An arm

a club

all

in

on a bend sa. three leopards' faces ar.
armour resting on the elbow and holding

ppr.

Katherler, Eateler, or Eateller.
wheels

or.

Crest

Az. three eatharine

— On a chapcau ppr. a lion's head erased az.

ducally crowned or.

Katherley, or Katerley.

Or, three piles sa.

Crest—

hind's head ppr.

Ar. a
betw. four pineapples gu.
CreH—A demi angel
holding in the dexter hand a griffin's head erased ppr.
Katz ^Germany). Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp. az. 2nd,
az
3rd. purp. on a mount vert a tree ppr.;
4lli, ar. on a
mount in base vert a fox springing ppr.
•altire

;
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descended from Donel Caomhanaob,
or " The Handsome," son of Debmot McMubeogh, last King
Art
of Leinster, d. 1171;
Oge Kavanagh, seventh in descent
from Donel Caomhanagh, is called in "The Annals of the
Four Masters " King of Leinster. He d. 1416, having divided
Leinster between his two sons, Donel More Ka v akagh, styled
King of Leinster, and Gerald Kavanagh, Lord of Ferns,
the ancestor of Donel Spaniach Kavanagh, of Clonmullen,
from Donel Mobe
d. 1631, and the house of Borris;
Kavanagh, King of Leinster, descended Kavanagh, of
Garryhill, co. Carlow, the chief of whom, Donel Ogb
Kavanagh, of Garryhill, was executed for rebeUion, leaving
Macbice and Mobocgu Kavanagh both living in 1630.
N.B. The line of Donel Mobe Kavanagh retained possession
(Ireland

;

—

and though deprived of
and often in want, and tempted with large sums
of money by the junior and more wealthy branches, always
refused to part with this remnant of royalty, which, unfortunately, was subsequently lost during the French Bevolution
Ar. a lion pass. gu. in base two
in the last century).
of the ancient crown of Leinster,
their lands,

crescents of the last.
Arms
Leinster Sa. three garbs or.

McMdbbogb, Kings

of

—

Ea'vanag'Ii (Donel Spaniaoh Kavanagh, Chief

muUen

line

sixth in descent from

of this Sept,

of

of the Clon-

Gebald

the second son of Abt
1416; impalement Fun. Ent. 1619, Abtbdr
Eustace, Esq., of Ballyminry, co. Carlow, whose wife was
OwNT, dau. of Donel Spaniagh Kavanagh). Ar. a lion pass,
gu. in base two crescents of the last.
Ka'vanagrh (Nantes, in the Kingdom of France; allowed by

Kavanagh, Lord
Oge Kavanagh d.

of Ferns, I43I

;

Hawkins, Ulster, 1768, to Nicholas Kavanagh, eldest son of
Ignatics Kavanagh, Captain in the Iri^ Brigade in France,
who was great-grandson of Donel Spaniagh Kavanagh, of
Clonmullen). Same Arms. Crest Issuant from the horns
of a crescent gu. a garb of the last. J/o«o— Virtus sola

—

nobilitat.

Kavanagh

(Borris, co. Carlow; descended from Art Buot
Kavanagh, of St. Molin's, who was eldest son of Debmot
Kavanagh, the eldest son and successor of Dermot Kavanagh
Lahbdeabo, second son of Gerald Kavanaoh, Lord of
Ferns, 1431, now represented by Abthub McMimBOGB
Kavanagh, Esq., of Borris, M.P., co. Carlow). Ar. a lion

—

two crescents of the last. Crest Issuant
from the horns of a crescent gu. a garb or. Motto Siothchain agus fairsinge (Peace and plenty).
Kavanagrh (Baron Ballyanne; Cauib mac Abt Kavanagh,
eldest son of Abt Buot Kavanagh, of St. Molin's, and the
direct ancestor of Kavanaoh, of Borris, was so created for
Same Arms, &c., as the last.
life, 1554).
Kavanagh (BaUyleigh and Templeudigan, co. Wexford, and
Bohemia allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1774, to John Baptist
Kavanagh, Baron of Gniditz in Bohemia, son of Bryan na
Stboic Kavanagh, of Drummond, co. Carlow; descended
from Maurice Kavanagh, brother of Abt Buoy Kavanagh,
of St. Molin's, the ancestor of the house of Borris). Same
Arms as Kavanagh, of Borris. Crest Issuant from the
homa of a crescent gu. a garb or. Motto Mea gloria
pass. gu. in base

—

;

—

fides.

Kavanag°h

(Coolgreany, co. Wexford

kins, Ulster, 1717, to

;

registered by

Thomas Kavanagh,

Haw-

Esq., of that place).

Ar. in dexter chief a lion pass, guard, gu., in sinister chief
a lizard pass, vert, and in base a dexter hand apauinee
couped at the wrist of the second. Crest A dexter arm
embowed, vested purp. holding in the hand ppr. a sword

—

ar.

pommel and

Ka'vanag'h

hilt or.

allowed by Betham, Ulster,
of the Emperor of
of Bath, who was
grandson of Denis Kavan/vcjii, of Dublin, gent., son of John
Kavanagh, of tlie stock of Borris). Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto, as Kavanagh, of Borris.
Kavanagrh (Baron of Elinton Fun. Ent. of John Kavanaoh,
d. 8 Oct. 1682). Ar. six annulets, three, two, and one, sa.on
a chief gu. three niullots of the field.
Ka'vanag'h (Fun. Knt. of Brian Kavanagh, son of Morgan
MAC Brian Kavanagh, (/. 1 Dec. 1GG2, buried next day in
Ar. six pellets, three, two,
St. James's Church, Dublin).
and one, on a chief az. three mullets pierced of the field.
1825, to

Austria,

(Austria and Bath

;

John Kavanagh, in the service
son of Nathaniel Kavanagh,

;

Kavanag'h.
Kavanag'h.

Sec Cavanaoh.
Vert a cross crosslet

or,

within an orle of cross

cro.sslets of the last.

Katyng, Kating, Kattiner, and Katlyng-.

;

Ea'vanag'h

—

See Keb.

(Zair, Scotland).

KAY
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KAD
Kadwalyder (Wales).

Ka'wn

(lo. Chester).

Az. tliree bors ar.

Ka'wston, or Ka-wson.
six crosses crosslet sa.

hand ppr. vested paly
the

Kay

Ar. (another, or) a

CreH

— Out

of

and

sa.

of six ar.

bond betw.

a mural coronet a
holding a mullet of

first.

(Bass Lane

House,

co.

Lancaster;

granted to JouN

A

KAY
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kz. two bendlets ar. betw. as many
Crtit
A demi stag supporting a cornustags trippant or.
gorged
with a collar gemel az.
Motto
and
copea ppr.

Kaynes

In via recta celeriter.
(East Sheen, co. Surrey, hart.). Ar. on a bend engr. az.
betw. two griffins' heads erased gu. an annulet betw. two
Cmt A griffin's head erm. collared az.
crescents or.
charged with three crescents or, holding in the beak a key

Kajrnille.

BoBiNSON Kat,

Esq.).

—

—

Kay

—

— Fidem parit integritas.

Motto

gold.

(Edith-Weston, co. Rutland, and Woodsome, co. York).
Ar. two bendlets sa. Crett (granted by Flower, Norroy, 22

—A

Kay

goldfinch ppr.

Same Arrm and

(Glatton, CO. Huntingdon).

Crut, a

mullet for di£f.
(Milshaw, Dalton, and The Heath, co. York). Same
Arms, a mullet for diff. Crat—K griffin's head erased ar.
beaked gu. charged with a martlet sa. holding in the beak a

Kay

key or.
Same Arvis, with same diff.
Elay. Ar. on a fesse betw. a stag's head erased in chief and
a sheaf of arrows in base az. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crut
A martlet volant. Motto In Deo solo spes mea.
Kay (granted to James Phillips Kat, of Battersea, co.
Surrey, LL.D.). Ar. three erm. spots in bend betw. two
bendlets sa. the whole betw. two crescents az. Crtit On a

Kay (Newhall, co. York).

—

—

—

crescent or, a goldfinch ppr.
(granted to James Openshaw Kay, Esq., of the Elms,
Az. on a pile betw. two
Bedhampton, co. Southampton).
Crtit
lions ramp, or, a greyhound's head erased sa.
sa.
holding
in the claws three
demi griffin, "wings elevated
arrows, one in pale and two in salt ire ppr. surmounted in
the centre by an escutcheon az. charged with an annulet or.
(Sunderland, co. Durham, and North Shields, co. Northumberland).
Ar. a bend sinister sa. betw. an annulet in
chief gu. and a griffin's head erased in base cf the second,
in the beak a key az. Crtil
A griffin's head, as in the

"XAy

—

Kay

—

aims.
(Fun. Ent.

Kay

TJlster's Office, 1640,

Peter Kat, a Pursuivant

Abthcb Kat, Esq., of
Escomb, CO. Kent, Purveyor to James I.
descended from
Kat, of Woodsett, co. York). Ar. two bendlets sa. a martlet
diff.
with
crescent
for
charged
a
(ComhiU, CO. Lanark, 1874). Or, a fess gu. betw. two
torteaux in chief, and in base a griffin's head erased vert.
Crut A griffin's head erased vert, in the beak a key or.
Motto In Deo solo spes mea.
Kay-Shuttleworth, Bart. See SHnrrLEwoETH.
Kayble. Ar. a mound gu., on a canton sa. a lion pass,
Realm

of the

of Ireland, second son of

:

Kay

—
—

or.

—

Kayble. Same

Arim, the lion ramp. Crat An arm from
the eibow ppr. vested erm. cuffed, indented gu. holding an
escarbuncle of the last.
(Woodesham or Woodsome, co. York, bart., extinct
1810. John Kate, Esq., of Woodsome, descended from Sir
John Kate, Knt., living temp. WiUiam I., and his wife, the
dau. and heiress of Sir John Woodesham, Knt., of Woodesham, was created a bart. 1641 the fifth bart. d. urvni. 1789,

Kaye

;

and bequeathed his estates to John Listek, who assumed
the surname of Kate, and was created a bart. 1812). Ar.

—

two bends sa. Creiti Ist
in the beak a key or; 2nd

Kaynton.

Ar. a fesse gu.
Ar. a pale nebulee sa.

Crest

—A

mountain

ppr.

Kayre.
Kays.

Sa. a chev. ar.

Per chev. gu. and

sa. three

keys

or,

wards

to the

sinister.

Kay

Oct. 1564)

K£A

(Robert de Caiones or Katnes, Lord of Middleton,
CO. Nottingham, teni-p. King John.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Vair two bars gu.

A griffin's head erased ar. holding
A goldfinch ppr. il/ot(o-^Kynd

Kay-v^ille.

Ar. a fess flory counterflory gu.
(exemplified to James Meaba, Esq., of Dublin, on his
assuming by royal licence, 1824, the surname and arms of
Kean). Ar. an oak tree eradicated ppr. in chief two liona
combatant az. supporting a ducal coronet gu. and in base
a salmon naiant ppr. Crest A cat-a-mountain ramp, per
fess az. and gu.
Motto Inclyta virtus.

Kean

—

—

Keane

(Cappoquin House, co. Waterford, bart.).
Gu.
three salmons naiant in pale ar.
Crest— Pl cat sejant
ppr. supporting in the dexter paw a flag-staff, thereon a
union jack ppr. JI/o»o— Felis demulcta mitis.
Keane (Baron Keane). Gu. three salmons naiant in pale ar.
on a chief of honourable augmentation a representation of

—

the fortress of Ghuznee all ppr. Crests
1st: A representation of the Cabool gate of the fortress of Ghuznee all ppr.,
and on an escroU above, the word " Ghuznee;" 2nd; A cat
sejant ppr. supporting in his dexter paw a flagstaff, thereon

—

a union jack ppr. Supporters Dexter, a mounted Beloochee
and sinister, a mounted Affghan soldier, both ppr.
Motto Deus mihi providebit.
Keane (Belmont, co. Waterford ; confirmed to John Keane,
Esq., of that place).
Gu. three trout ar.
Creat—X cat-amountain sejant ppr. holding in his dexter paw a staff displaying a banner of the union of Great Britain.
Motto
soldier

—
;

—

Virtute.

Keane

(Hermitage,

confirmed to Francis
Nicholas Keane, Esq., J. P., eldest surviving son of Robert
Keane, Esq., J. P., of Beech Park, in same co., and grandson of Chables Keane, Esq., of Corbally, in same co., and
to the other descendants of the said Chables Keane).
Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st and 4th quarters a salmon
naiant ar., in the 2nd and 3rd a tree vert. Crest A wild cat
ramp, guard, ppr. gorged with an antique Irish crown or,
charged on the shoulder with a trefoil vert. Motto Felis
Clare;

co.

—

—

demulcta mitis.
Keane (Beech Park, co. Clare). Quarterly, gu. and or, in
the 1st and 4th quarters a salmon naiant ar., in the 2nd
and 3rd quarters a tree vert.
Crest
A wild cat ramp,
guard, ppr. gorged with an antique Irish crown or, and
charged on the shoulder with a trefoil vert. Motto Felis
demulcta mitis.
Kearney. See Cabnet and O'Carnet.
Kearney (Ballinknockane, co. Tipperary confirmed by

—

—

;

Preston, Ulster, 1635, to Michael Keabney, son of Patrick
Kearney, Esq., of that place). Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
az. an arm couped above the wrist lying fessways,
vested or, ine hand ppr. holding a dagger erect of the field,
pommel and hilt of the fourth betw. two pheons, points downwards of the last. Motto Sustine et abstine.
Kearney (St. Louis and St. Germans, in France allowed

on a chief

—

;

three mullets or, for Listeb;

by Hawkins, Ulster, 1771, to Frederics Laurence Kearney,
of St. Louis, descended from Keabnet, of Fethard and
Knockanglass, co. Tipperary).
Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
on a chief az. a gauntleted hand lying fessways, holding a
dagger erect ppr. pommel and hilt or, betw. two crosses
crosslet fitchee of the field.
Crest
A gauntleted hand lyinft
fessways ppr., holding a dagger erect ar. pommel and hilt

wavy

or.

:

:

Kynn Knawne Kepe.

Kaye

(Listek-Kate,

created 1812).

Denby

Quarterly,

1st

Grange,

and

co.

4th,

York,

ar.

bart.,

two bend-

Kate; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a fesse sa.
the whole within a border
Cruti
Ist, Kate
A goldfinch ppr. charged on
the breast with a rose gu. 2nd, Listeb A buck's head ppr.
erased wavy or, attired sa., in the mouth a bird-bolt bendways of the third, flighted ar. Motto Kynd Kynn Knawne
Kepe.

lets

sa.,

for

—

az.

:

;

:

—

Kayle

Cornwall). Quarterly, battelly counter-battelly ar.
and sa. Crt?t A demi talbot ducally gorged.
Kayle, or Kele (Visit. London, 1568). Quarterly, embattled ar. and sa. in the 1st quarter a mullet of the last.
Creit

(co.

—A wyvem ar. wings expanded or.

Kayle.
Crest

—

Quarterly, ar. and sa. billettee counterchanged.

—On a cbapean gu. turned up

ar.

a greyhound pass, of

the last.

Kaynell, or Keynell

(Bridestone,

co. Wilts).

Ar. a

fesse flory counterflory gu.

Kaynes, or Caignes

(Lord of Midleton, co. Notts. The
heiress Mabgabet, dau. of Robert Katnes, granddau. of
John Katnes, aged 26, 43 Henry III., 1258, fourth in descent
from RoBEBT de Caignes or Kaynes, Lord of Middleton, m.
Philip Atlesburt, of co. Buck.s, living 23 Edward III., 1348.
Visit. Notts).
Vair two bars gu.
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—

Kearney

(Blanchville, co. Kilkenny). Ar. three lions ramp,
gu. on a chief az. betw. two pheons or, a gauntleted hand in
fesse of the last, holding a sword ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Crest
A gauntleted hand or, holding a dagger ar. Motto

—

—

Sustine et abstine.
(Ballyvary, co; Mayo). Sa. on a chev. ar. three
garbs vert; 2nd, ar. three lions ramp. gu. on a chief az.
betw. two pheons or, a gatmtletcd hand in fesse of the last
holding a dagger ppr. pommel and hilt gold. Crests 1st:

Kearney

—

A

ruined castle in flames 2nd A gauntleted hand or, in fesse,
holding a dagger ar. AfoMo—Sustine et abstine.
Kearney (Ballinvilla, co. Mayo; descended from Keabnet,
Quarterly, 1st and 4tli,
of Knockanglass, co. Tipperary).
Kearney, sa. on a chief ar. three wheatsheaves vert 2nd,
ar. three lions ramp. gu. on a chief az. betw. two pheons or,
a gauntleted hand in fesse ppr. holding a dagger ppr. pommel
and hilt gold; 3rd, Kellt, gu. on a mount vert two lions
Crests
1st: A ruined castle in
supporting a tower ar.
flames ppr.; 2nd: A gauntleted hand in fesse holding a
;

:

;

—

dagger, as in the arms.

JI/d((o— Sustine et abstine.

X

;

KE A

(Eobbbt Cbcil Kkabset, Count Kearney, of the
Papal States, by patent dated Nov. 1868, third son of the
Same Arms,
late RoBEBT Keaenet, Esq., of Ballinvilla).
Crest, and Motto.
Kearney (Cdthbebx-Keabnet exemplified to Thomas
CcTHBEBT, Esq., of GaiTetstowH, CO. Cork, on his assuming,
by royal licence, 1832, the additional surname and arms of
Keabnet). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three lions ramp, two
and one gu. on a chief az. an armed arm in fess couped
below the elbow, the hand bare, grasping a dagger erect ppr.
betw. two pheons of the first, for Keabnet; 2nd and 3rd,
vert a fess engr. betw. four mullets or, surmounting an
arrow in pale, the point downwards ppr., for Cuthbebt.
A dexter armed arm couped' below
1st, Keabnet
Crests
the elbow in fess, the hand bare, grasping a dagger erect aU
A demi Uon ramp, or, debruised
2nd, Cdthbeet
ppr.
by an arrow, point downwards gu. Motto Semper fidelis.
Kearney (Atlwabd-Keabnet exemplified to James AtlWABD, Esq., of Shankhill Castle, co. Kilkenny, D.L., son and
heirof Nicholas Atlwabd, Esq., of Shankhill, by Elizabeth
Keabnet, his wife, eldest dau. of James Keabnet, Esq., of
Blanch vUle, in same co., upon his assuming, by royal licence,
dated 28 March, 1876, the additional name of Keabnet).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three lions ramp. gu. on a chief
az. betw. two pheons or, a gauntleted hand in fess of the
last, holding a dagger of the first, pommel and hilt gold, for
Keabnet; 2nd and 3rd, az. a fleur-de-lis betw. two estoiles
in dexter bend and as many increscents in sinister bend or,
Crests
1st, Keabnet
A gauntleted hand
for Atlwabd.
fessways or, holding a dagger ar. pommel and hilt gold
2nd, Atlwabd Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm embowed
vested az. cuffed ar. the hand ppr. grasping an anchor gold,
Motto Sustine et
motto over, Verus et fidelis semper.
;

—

:

:

;

—

;

—

:

:

—

abstine.

Kearney (Bdtlee-Keabnet;

exemplified to Chables James
Butler, Esq., of Drom, co. Tipperary, Lieut. 104th regt.,
grandson of Eev. Theobald Bdtleb, of Drom, by Anne
Keabnet, his wife, second dau. of James Keabnet, Esq., of
Blanchville, co. Kilkenny, upon his assuming, by royal

dated 20 April, 1876, the additional surname of
Keabnet). Quarterly, Ist and Ith, ar. three lions ramp,
a
chief
az. betw. tw0 pheons or, a, gauntleted hand in
gu. on
fess of the last holding a dagger of the first, pommel and hilt
gold, for Keabnet
2nd and 3rd, or, a chief indented az.
three escallops in bend counterchanged, for Butleb.
Crests
1st, Keaxket
A gauntleted hand fessways or, holding a dagger ar. pommel smd gilt gold 2nd, BtmiB Out
of a ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers ar.
issuant therefrom a demi falcon also ar^ motto over, Timor
Domini fons vita. Motto Sustine et abstine.
Eearsley (co. Lancaster, and I«ndon granted by Bysshe,
Clarenceux, 1662, to Henbt Keabslet, of the Liberty of the
Tower of London, gent., son of Oltveb. Keabslet, of Dean,
licence,

;

:

:

;

—

;

Or, two bars sa.
heads cooped gu. three, twt>, and one.
Crest
A demi eagle erm. winged or.
Keate (The Hoo, co. Herts, bart., extinct 1657). Ar. three
mountain cats pass, in pale sa.
Keate (Woodford, co. Essex, and QrovehurBt, co. Kent).
CO. Lancaster.

betw.

—

six

Visit. Middlesex, 1663).

lions'

Same Arms.

—A

mountain cat pass. sa.
Wexford. Visit. Wexford, 1618). Ar.
a
betw. four nettle leaves vert. Crest A boar
Btatant gu. armed and hoofed or, holding in the mouth a
Crest

Keating (KUcoan, co.

—

saltire gu.

nettle leaf vert.

Keating'

Visit.

Wexford,

1618).

Crest.

(Baldwinstown, co.

Same Arms and

Keating (Brittany,

Wexford.

Visit.

Wexford,

Crest.

in France,

settled there after the re-

allo^ved by Hawkins, TJlster, 1784, to
Chables Keating, of Brittany, great-grandson of Thomas
Keating, Esq., of Baldwinstown). Same Arms and Crest.
Keating (Clonoghinthe, co. Carlow; Fnn. Ent. 1619, Redmond Keating, of that pUce). Same Arms.

volution of 1688;

Keating

(Narraghmore,

Haubice Keating,

Keating

co.

Kildare;

of that phjcc).

(Baybush,

co.

Fun. Ent.

1683,

Same Arms.

Limerick;

allowed

by

Bryan,

Deputy

Ulster, 1767, to Valentine Keating, Esq., of that
place, descended from Keating, of Kilcoan).
Same Arms

and

Crert.

Keating
and

4th,

over

all

A

briar

— Fidelissimus semper.

Mdtto

(Kilraandan

;

Beg. Ulster's OfHce).

Quarterly, Ist

same Arms; 2nd and 8rd, az. a lion ramp. ar.
a cross pattee of the first. Creiit
paw. gn. in front of a bunch of nettles ppr. Motto

in middle point

—

— I'roviitentla divina.
Keats

;

statant guard, ppr. charged on the body with an anchor sa.
Supporters Dexter, a triton in the act of blowing a

—

cone shell all ppr. a ribbon round his neck white, edged
blue, therefrom pendent a gold medalhon representing
Victory crowning Britannia sinister, a sea lion ppr. gorged
with a collar az. rimmed or, thereon the word " Superb" in
letters of gold, beneath the collar the ribbon and medallion
;

as the dexter.

Keats

ih-ivni:

by Admiral Sir Ricbabd

Goodwin Keats,

G.C.B., of Dorrant House, Dover, Governor of Greenwich
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Berks and Gloucester). Ar. three mountain
Crest
A mountain cat, as in the

(cos.

—

cats pass, in pale sa.

arms.

Kebbell, or Kebyll

(London).

Ar. a chev. az. on a

chief of the second three mullets or, pierced sa.

Kebell

(Homerston, co. Leicester; Henbt Kebell, son of
Fbancis Kebell, and grandson of Walter Kebell, all of
that place, d. 9 May, 1571, leaving two daus., Elizabeth,
aged 11, and Mabgaret, aged 10. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Barry nebulee of six ar. and sa. on a canton gu. a crescent
of the first, quaftering, Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles
displ. ar.
Crest A demi eagle, wings displ. ar. gorged
with a bar gemellee.
Kebill. Ar. a chev. engr. gu. on a chief ax. three escallops

—

of the

Keble

field.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1510; confirmed as the arms
Ar. a chev. engr. gu. on a chief

of Keble, of co. Warwick).
az. three mullets or.

Keble

(West Creting, Old Newton, and Stowmarket, co.
Ar. three bars nebulee sa. a canton gu. Crest—

Suffolk).

displ. ar.

Keble, or Kebell
and

(co. Suffolk).

Barry nebulee of sixar.

az. a canton of the first.

Keble

(Sir Henbt Keble, Knt., tanp. Henry VIII., whose
dau. Alice to. William Bbowne, son and heir of Sir Jona
Browne, Knt., Mayor of London. Visit. London, 1568).
Ar. a chev. engr. gu. on a chief az. three mullets or.
Keble. Sa. a chev. engr. or, on a chief ar. three mullets of
the field. Crest An elephant's head couped.
Keborne. Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses pattee sa.
Kebyll. Ar. (another, or) a fesae wavy gu. on a canton sa.
a lion pass, of the field.
(Staughton Grange, co. Leicester, and Bank Hall, co.
I^ancaster; Anthoni James, Esq., assumed the name of
Keck, 1737, as devisee of his maternal grandfather. AnTHONT Keck, Esq.). Sa. a bend erm. betw. two cotises flory
counterflory or.
Oi-est
Out of a mural crown gu. a
maiden's head erm. purfled or, hair dishevelled and flotant
gold, adorned with a chaplet vert, garnished with roses ppr.

—

Keck

—

Keck

(Powts-Keck, Staughton Grange, co. Leicester; Hon.
Henbt Littleton Powts, fifth son of Thomas, second
Lord Lilford, by Harriet Leob, his wife, dau. and co-heir
of Peter Lbgh, Esq., of Lyme, and cousin of Geobob
Anthont Leoh-Keck, Esq., of Staughton, assumed tho
additional surname of Keck, Feb. 1861, upon inheriting the
Staughton estates). Same Arms and (^est.
Kedale. Ar. on a bend'az. three mullets or.
Kedall, or Keydall (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw.
three dolphins sa.

Kedall, or Kiddall.

Sa.

a

saltire

counter-embattled

ar.

(Bosetown, co. Wexford.

Same Arms and

Keating
I6I8).

Pean three mountain cats pass, in pale ar. on a
canton or, a fesse gu. surmoimted by an anchor of the third,
encircled by a wreath of laurel vert, for Keats quartering
or, a Uon pass, guard, sa. on a chief gu. three lozenges
vair, for Goodwin.
Crest— On a naval coronet or, a tiger
Hospital).

demi eagle

—

KE E

THE GENEKAL ARMORY.

Kearney

Kedmarston

(co. Suffolk).

—A demi lion ramp. ar.

Ar. three war-bells gu.

Crest

Kedslie. Gu. three palcts ar. on a chief of the second as
many torteaux. Crest— An eagle displ. with two heads ppr.
charged on the breast with a mullet ar. Motto—YmtSLS
omnia

vincit.

Kedvrelley

(Hartley and Winchfield, co. Hants; descended
from Ievan Iscod, of co. Glamorgan; Maboebt, dau. and
heiress of Lawrence Kedwellet, Esq., of Hartley, m.
James Eddteed, and was mother of the celebrated Sir BeH"
jamin Rcdtebd, M.P.). Or, a fesse indented gu.
Keeble (East Leach, co. Gloucester). Or, a chev. engr. gu.
on a chief sa. three mullets ar.

Keefe.

See CKeefe.
(London). Quarterly, creneUce ar. and sa. in the flrst
quarter a crescent of the second.
Keeling (co. Worcester, and Southill, co. Beds ; William
Keltnoe, CO. Worcester, was father of John Keltmoe,
who, by Alice his wife, dau. of Gbegobt WatebhodSe.
Esq.. had a son. Sir John Keeling, Knt., of Southill, Chief
Justice of King's Bench, 1665, d. 1671). Ar. three scaling
ladders in bend gu. Crest
A lion sejant or, supporting a

Keel

—

scaling ladder gu.

A

KE E

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Eeellngr, Kellyng', Kelyngr, or Eelyngre.
Arms.

Crest

affronts

—A sword

Same

in pale enflled with a Saracen's

head

ppr.

all

Essex).
Sa. a lion ramp, or, holding an
escocheon ar. charged with a cross crosslet fltchee gu. Crest
Out of a mural crown a demi lion as above.

Eecling'

(co.

—

(Sedgley Park, co. Stafford, and Bewarsley. Visit.
John Keelinge was Chief Justice of the King's
Bench Mart, only dau. and heiress of William Keelinge,
Esq., of Sedgley Park, m. 1738, Thcmas Fletchek, Esq., of
Cannock). Gu. betw. two lions ramp, or, a bend engr. of
the second charged with three scaling ladders of the

Keelingre
1663.

Sir

;

(North Cove and Thanderston, co. Suffolk granted
3 May, 156'2). Az. a talbot pass, or, on a chief indented .nr.
three crosses flory sa. Crest A hind's head erased sa.
;

—

bezantee.

— Five

—

:

of Scotland.

Keith, Baroness. See Elphinstone.
Keith-Falconer (Earl of Kintore). Quarterly,

Erm. a cross patoncee ermines.
pale and four in saltire, heads

arrows, one in

headed ar. banded gu.
Gu. a cross crosslet erm.
Keenlyside. Ar. three battle axes paleways, two and one
Crest
A beacon hghted ppr.
sa.
Keep. Or, a bend gu. on a canton ar. a galiey, her oars in
or,

—

—

Crest ^A weaver's shuttle in pale gu.
threaded ppr.
Keet (Canterbury; granted 1745). Erm. a fesse invecked
az. betw. two bees volant in chief ppr. and a damask rose in
A dexter erm embowed couped
base gu. barbed vert. Crest
at the shoulder, habited az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand
ppr. a battle axe of the second, staff or, entwined with a serpent vert.
Eeete (Chellesbume, co. Dorset). Az. a chev. betw. three
Crest A imicom's head erased
kites' heads erased oi.
ar. collared gu. buckled and garnished and armed or.
Eefford (co. York). Gu. a fesse embattled betw. three bees

action, of the second.

—

—

volant or.

Eeig'ans

by Roberts,

Coenelius
Keigans, descended from Keigan, of co. Westmeath, a
captain in Col. William Warren's Eegt., under the command
of Edward, L'arl oj Glamorgan). Gu. a lion saliant ducally
crowned and holding in the dexter paw a crescent all or.
Keighley. Ar. a fesse sa. Crest— A dragon's head erased
ar. charged on the breast with a mullet sa.
Keigrwin (Mousehole, co. Cornwall; of Welsh origin, descended from Jenkin Keigwin, of Mousehole, who was slain
in 1595, in an attack made by some Spanish galleys on the
towns of Mousehole, Newlyn, and Penzance). Vert a chev.
betw. three greyhounds courant ar. these arms, evidently
from the name Keigwin, or Ker gwyn, which signifies in
Cornish '' white dog," have been used by the family for full
two centuries; but a manuscript in the Heralds' OfiBce
gives a Uon ramp, crowned, as the arms of Keigwin, of
Penzance. Ciest A greyhound's head erased ar.
Keiling' (Newcastle-under-Lyne, co. Stafford). Sa. a lion
ramp, or, holding an escutcheon ar. charged with a cross
formee fltchee gu. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, holding an
(confirmed

Ulster,

to

;

—

—

escutcheon, as in the arms.

Eeiu, or Keen

on a chief

in fesse or,

Keines

(co.

Keinsham

(Cadisley, co.

Roxburgh).

Gu. a gauntlet

ar. three stars of the first.

Somerset). Az. a bend wavy cotised ar.
(co. Bedford).
Per pale ar. and az.

three

cinquefoils counterchanged.

Keir

(The Carse, co. Stirling).
four roses gu.

Keir (Calcutta

Ar. a cross engr.

sa.

betw.

descended from Whitmore, co. Berwick, 1768).
Ar. on a cross engr. sa. three lozenges or, betw. four roses
gu. Crest A mahout, or Indian elephant driver, upon an
elephant all ppr. Motto
Cum grano salis.
Keir-Grant. See Grant.
Keirie (Gogar, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a fesse counter-embattled betw. two cinquefoils in chief and a cross crosslet
fitchee in base gu.
Crest
A hand holding a rose slipped
ppr. Motto
Virtute viget.
;

—

—

—

—

Keirll

(Croft Castle, co. Hereford).
Sa. a chev. erminois, on
a chief indented ar. an estoile betw. two muUets gu.
Crest

horse's head erased ar. in the

mouth a palm branch

ppr.

Keitelby

1st

and

4th,

gu. a sceptre and sword in saltire, with an imperial crown
an orle of eight thistles or, as a coat of

in chief, within

augmentation; 2nd and 3rd, m. on a chief gu. three pallets
Keith. Crest A demi woman richly attired, holding in the dexter hand a gariand of laurel ppr. Motto
Quae amissa salva.
Keith (Lord Altrie, Scotland). Quarteriy, 1st and 4th, or, a

—

and chief gu.

—

2ncl and 3rd, ar. on a chief gu. three
Crest— A rock ppr. Supporters Dexter, a uni
horned and unguled or; sinister, a deer ppr. Motto
;

—

pallets or.

Keene.

—A

—

saltire

Keen (Scotland). See Kein.
Keen (Beg. Ulster's Office).
down

Ar. on a chief gu. three palets or»
Crest
A hart's head erased ppr. armed with ten tynes or*
Supporters Two harts ppr. attired as in the crest. Motto
Veritas vincit behind the shield two batons gu. semee of
thistles, ensigned on the top with an imperial crown
or,
placed saltireways as badges of the office of Great Marischal

or, for

field.

Keen

Crest

K£ K

ninth Earl Marisckal),

corn

ar.

— Watch the temptation.
Keith

(lord Dingwall, Scotland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a chief gu. three palets or 2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp,
Crest
A stag's head couped ppr. Motto Memento
;

—

ar.

—

creatorem.

Keith

(Ravelston, co. Edinburgh, and Dunnottar, co. Kincardine as recorded 1737). Ar. a lymphad sa. on a chief gu.
three pallets or.
Crest
A dexter arm grasping a dagger
ppr. Motto—'Fto veritate.
The principal arms and supporters of the family were recorded for Alexander Keith,
of Ravelston and Dunnottar, as heir male of the Sar^s Marischal in 1801. The heiress in., in 1833, Sir William Musbat,
of Ochtertyre, Bart.
Keith (Auquhorsk, co. Aberdeen). Ar. on a chief gu. three
pallets or, differenced by a buckle of the third.
Crest
hand holding a writing pen ppr. Motto Et loquor ettaceo.
Keith (Craig, co. Kincardine). Ar. on a chief embattled gu.
three pallets or, a bordure also embattled of the second.
Crest
A stag standing at gaze under a hoUybush ppr.
Motto— YorXii^r qui sedulo.
Keith (Craig; as recorded 1769, for Robert Keith, Ambassador to the Courts of Vienna and St. Petersburgh). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fetterlock sa. on a
chief az. three stars ar., for Murray. Crest
An ermine ppr.
Supporters
Two roebucks ppr. attired and unguled or,
both collared, that on the dexter gu. charged with three
pallets or, that on the sinister az. with three stars ar.
having chains affixed thereto passing betw. their forelegs
and reflexed over their backs or. Motto Ex candore decus.
Keith (Montrose, descended of Craig, 1737). Ar. an anchor
in pale az. on a chief embattled gu. three pallets or, abordure
also embattled of the third.
Crest A hand holding a
thunderbolt winged or. J/o»o^Fortiter qui sedulo.
Keith (Ostend, descended of Crichie, 1791). Ar. a heart gu.
within a "jordure az. on a chief of the second three pallets or,
charged with a star of the third. Crest A demi lion ramp,
ppr. Motto
Recta sequor.
Keith (Harthill, co. Aberdeen). Or, a cross crosslet fltch^
az. bet\". two crescents in chief and a fusil in base gu.
Keith unnerugie, co. Aberdeen). Ar. a chief paly of six or
and gu. within a bordure engr. sa.
Keith (Ludquhaim, co. Aberdeen). Ar. a cross crosslet
fitchee and an escallop az. in fesse, on a chief gu. three
palets or. Crest A dexter hand casting an anchor in the
water. J^otto Remember thy end.
Keith (Arthur House, co. Kincardine, 1672). Ar. a saltire
gu. on a chief of the last three pallets or, all within a
bordure compony az. and of the first. Crest
A dexter hand
holding a pike erect ppr. Motto Justa sequor.
Keith (Ravenscraig, co. Aberdeen). Ar. on a chief gu. three
palets or, quartering or, three cushions gu. within a double
tressure counterflowered of the last, for Randolph.
Keith (Tillygone, co. Kincardine). Parted per fesse or and ar.
on the first three demi palets gu. and in base a man's heart of
the last. Crest— A lure ppr. Motto Venit ab astris.
Kekebourne. Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet sa.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a lion sejant, holding a sword
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

in pale ppr.

Kekewich

(Peamore, co. Devon, originally of

co.

Lan-

settled about the middle of the 16th century in
Cornwall, in consequence of a marriage with the heiress of
Talcame).
Ar. two lions pass, in bend sa. betw. two
bendlets gu. Crest
A leopard's head and neck affrontee.
Kekewich (Ketchfrench, co. Cornwall; William Kekb
wicH, Visit. Comw., 1620, grandson of George Kekewich,
of same place). Ar. two lions pass, in bend sa. betw. two

caster;

(co.

ramp, crowned

Gloucester).

Per pale gu. and

sa.

a lion

ar.

^Qith {Earl Marischal;

the junior branches of this ancient
and distinguished race were the Keiths of Galstoun, of
Ludquhaim and Innerugie; of Northfield, of Auquhorsk, of
Garvock, of Uras, of Dunottar, and Ravelsloun, Ac. James,
the celebrated Field-Marshal Keith, so distineuished in the
wars of l-rederick the Great, was second son of William,
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—

bendlets gu.

Crest— A leopard's head and neck affrunt«e

AA
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Kele
Kele

;

See Katle.
two bar8 gu. each charged with three
many billets fesseways of the second.
demi woman ppr. hair dishevelled or, on the head

(1/ondon).

(London).

Or,

martlets ar. betw. as

A

Qrest

a chaplet vert.
Eelezaan. Gu. a bend betw. two talbots pass. ar.
Keleyne. Ar. a salt ire betw. four trefoils slipped vert.
Selford. Gu. on a chev. ar. three mullets of the first, in
chief two bucks' heads erased of the second, attired or, in
base a cat pass, of the second.
(Bleasby Hall, co. Nottingham). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per pale gu. and az. three covered cups or, on a
chief engr. of the last as many estoiles sa., for Kelham ;
2nd, az. three covered cups or, for Kelbam (ancient); 3rd,
Crest—
sa. a chev. betw. three estoiles ar., for Lanodale.
A demi eagle displ. with two heads az. semee of erm. spots

KeUiam

—

Motto Benefion each wing a covered cup gold.
ciorum memor.
Kelhull. Gu. three palets ar. a chief az.
Xeling (Hackney, co. Middlesex ; granted 30 April, 1632).
Sa. a lion ramp, or, holding in the paws an escutcheon ar.
charged with a cross pattee fitch^e as the foot gu. Crest
Out of a mural crown a demi lion or, holding an escutcheon,
as in the arms.
Xelk (Bentley Priory, Stanmore, and Lancaster Gate, co. Middlesex, bart.). Per pale az. and gu. on a bend engr. flory
or,

—

—

Crest
counterflory ar. three escallops of the second.
wolf sejaint sa. collared or, holding betw. the paws a leopard's
Motto— haitua sorte vives
face ppr. Jessant-de-lis ar.

sapienter.

Ke]^

(Walsoken House, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, ar. and
A wolf sejant
gu. three escallops counterchanged. Orest

—

ppr.

Kelke
Creat

(Kelke, co. Lincoln). Sa. a bend cotised flory or.
sejant ppr.
(Bamaby, co. Lincoln). Ar. three escallops gu.

—A wolf

Kelke
Eelke.

two bendlets

Sa. a plain bendlet or, betw.

flory

countei-flory of the last.

Kelkefield, or Eelkfeld.

Ar. a cross engr. sa.
Sell. Or, on a chev. vert betw. a lion pass, in chief
mullets in base gu. three garbs or.
Eellall. Paly of six ar. and gu. a chief az.

Kellam, or Killome
covered cups or.

Crest

(Danby,

—A

York).

co.

cross crosslet fltchee

and two

and palm

or,

with wreaths on their

(Painsford, in Ashprington. co.

Devon; the

last

male representative, John Kelland, Esq. of Painsford, d. in
1712; his co-heirs m. Stafford, Coffin, and Coobtenat).
8a. a fesse ar. in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the last.

A demi tiger saliant or, maned ar.
Kellaway, or Kello'way (Stowford, co.

Devon).

glaziers' snippers in saltire betw. four pears sa.

Orest

—

Ar. two
Crest

—

tiger pass, reguard. sa.

Kellawaye

(Sherborne, co. Dorset).
engr. of the last. Crest— A cock ar.

Same Arms, a border
combed and wattled

az.

Kelle
Kelle

(co. Cornwall).
Ar. a chev. betw. three billets gu.
(London). Per bend crenellee ar. and sa. Crest—
boar's head erased az. ducally gorged or.
Xellet (Ripley, co. Surrey; confirmed 1 Oct. 4 Edward VI.).
Ar. on a mount vert a wild boar sa. chained and armed or.
Crul—A cubit arm habited sa. cuffed ar. puffed of the last,
holding in the hand a roll of parchment ppr.
Kellet, or Kellett. Vert a saltire ar. in chief a cinque-

Kellett

Crest

— A demi wolf ramp. sa.
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar.

(Lota, to. Cork, bart.).

on a mount vert a boar pass.

sa.

;

2nd and 3rd,

ar.

a cross

—

quarter a fleur-de-lis of the last. Crest An
armed arm embowed, in armour, garnished or, holding in
the hand a baton gold.
Motto Feret ad astra virtus.
Kelley (Torrington, co. Devon). Sa. a lion ramp, or, betw.
three flpurs-dc-lif. erm.
Crest
A seahorse In water ppr.
holding In the paws a spiked ball.
Kelley. Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa. as
many annulets or.
Kelley. Quarterly, crenellee ar. and sa. Ln the first quarter
a crescent of the second.
gu. In the

az.-

Kelloway

(Roborough, co. Devon).

irons in saltire sa. betw. four
bordure engr. of the second.

Ar.

five

grosing-

Kelway pears ppr. Within

a

KeUoway.
Crest

—A

Ar. a saltire sa. betw. four pears pendant gn.
barnacle bird ar.

KeUum,

or Kelhull. Paly of six gu. and ar. a chief az.
(Kelly, CO. Devon; settled in that co. from a remote
period derived from Kelly, of Kelly, temp. Richard I.). Ar.
a chev. betw. three billets gu.
Crest
Out of a ducaj
coronet gu. an ostrich's head ar. holding in the beak a
horseshoe or.

Kelly

;

—

Kelly

(Castle Kelly, co.

combatant

ar.

chained

Kelly

(Newtown,

Galway). Az. two lions ramp,
supporting a tower triple,
Crett ^An enfield vert. Motto
or,

turretted of the second.
Turris fortis mihi Deus.

—

—

Galway). Gu. two lions ramp, combatant supporting a tower triple-towered ar. Crest An
enfield pass. vert. Motto Turris fortis mihi Deus.
Kelly (confirmed to Bobebt Hume Kellt, Esq., of Glencara,
CO. Westmeath).
Az. two lions ramp, corabatantar. chained
or, supporting a tower of three turrets of the second, in
the centre chief point a mullet of the third. Crest An
enfield vert charged on the shoulder with a mullet, as in
the arms. Motto Turris fortis mihi Deus.
Kelly. See OKellt.
Kelly (Sir Fitzeoy Kellt, Lord Chief Baron of the
Exchequer). Az. two lions ramp, or, supporting a castle
ppr. Cesf— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an enfield
vert.
Afo»o—Turris fortis mihi Deus.
Kelly (Scotland). Or, a saltire, sa betw. four fleurs-de-lis az.
Kelly (WiLLLiM Henbt Kellt, Esq., of Porchester Terrace, Paddingto;i, co. Middlesex). Or, a lion ramp. az. betw.
two flaunches of the last, each charged with a castle of the
first.
Crest
In front of two anchors in saltire sa. a castle
or.
Motto Justum perficito nihil timeto.
Kelly, Kelley, or Keylley. Or, on two bars sa. betw.
three billets gu. two and one, five martlets, three and two
(another, mullets) of the first.
Crest
A boar pass, or,
wounded by an arrow ppr.
Kelsall (TaoHAs Eelsall, Esq.). Erm. abend engr. sa.
Crest
An eagle's head erased. Motto Meliora sequentur.
Kelsall (Kelsall, \in Tarvin, co. Chester extinct at an early
period).
Erm. a bend. engr. sa.
Kelsall (Bradshaw and Heathside, co. Chester ; a younger
branch of Kelsall of Kelsall). Same Arms.
Kelsall (Boston, CO. Lincoln.andco.Middlesex;. Same Amu.
Kelsey (Bipley, co. Surrey Wiluam Kelsbt, of Bipley, ra.
temp. Edward III. Maud, dau. and heir of Sir Richard
Willoughby. His grandson, Thomas Kelset, of Bipley, left
an only dau. and heiress, LrciA, who m. cir. 1390, Sir
Nicholas Carew, of Beddington, Keeper of the Privy Seal).
Gu. a cross moline ar. surmounted of a bend az. charged
with three plain crosses couped of the second.
Kelsey (Chelmsford and Thorp, co. Essex; granted 24 June,
Sa. on a pale betw. two palets or, thre» escutcheons
1634).
co.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

Gu. three lions ramp,

heads az.

foil or.

KeUoway

—

the second.

Kelland

chev. betw. two cinquefoils in chief and a mulct In base
sa.
(Scotland). Gu. a fesse or, betw. two lilies slipped in
chief ar. and an annulet in base of the second.
Kellobery. Gu. a bend or (another, ar.).
(CO. Hants. Visit. 1634). Ar. five grosing irons in
saltire sa. betw. four Kelway pears ppr. a border engr.
of the
second. Crest— A cock ar. comb, wattles, beak, and spurs

Kello

—

Az. three

branch vert in saltire.
Kellam. Gu. a double-bodied lion guard, crowned or, a
bordure ar.
Xell&in. Ga. two lions ramp, or, crowned az. a bordure of

Xellam.

KSI.

Kelling-worth. Ar. three cinqaefolls sa. pierced or.
Kellio (Kellio in Comely, co. Cornwall extinct in the fifteenth century, when the heiress m. Tbedbnbam). Or,
a

Kekitmore. Gu. three text S's or, two and one.
Kelden. Per bend gu. and or, a pale vair.
Keldon. Gu. a pale rerersed erm.

fir«t

—

—

Kellle-UoOallum. SeeMcCALLUM.
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;

gu.

Crest

—Two

arms

cubit

erect,

vested

.a.

cuffed or,

holding in the hands ppr. an escutcheon gold.

Kelsham, or Kilsham
ar.

(co. Kent).

Sa. a fesse engr.

betw. three garbs or.

(Kelsoland, co. Ayr ; descended from Huoo db Kelso,
called the founder of the Kelsos, of Kelsoland, living 1296.
John Kelso, of Kelsoland, alienated that property in 1676:

Kelso

his second son, William Kelso, Esq., acquired the lands
of Dankeith, co. Ayr, which is now the family estate,
and possessed by its present representative). Sa. a fesse
Crest— A garb or. Motto
engr. erm. betw. three garbs or.
(over the crest)— Otium cum dignitate.

and

Kelston. Sa. a saltire engr.
Kelt (quartered by Flower,

ar. (another, or).

of Langar,

co.

on abend cotised flory
spot (another, the bend ar., liar. MSS. 1400).

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Kelton

(CO.

pierced ar.

Kelverdon

Salop).
Crest

Sa.

—A

Erm. three

cinquefoils In fesse sa.
erm. and ermines.

lion pass, per pale

(CO. Essex).

Kelverton. Gu.

Nottingham.
or, an erm.

Gu. apaleerm.

n bend vaire or and az. betw. two eagle?'
An eagle's head couped ar. gorged
Crest

—

heads couped ar.
with a cht^let of roses ppr.
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Kelway.

Ar. two thigh-bones in saltire sa. betw. four
pears or, a bordure engr. of the second.
Kel'wich. Ar. two lions ramp, in bend betw. as many
bendlets sa. Cresl- A lion's head guard, sa.
Kelyng'. Sa. on a chev. betw. three annulets or, as many

—

Kemp, Esq., of Kemp Town, Brighton; and from another,

spearheads az.

and Eelynge.

Kellyng-, Kelyng:,

EEIC

Thomas Kempe, Knt., of Olantigh, who d. in 1607, were
Mart, m. to Sir Dddlet Digges, Knt.; Anne, m. to Sir
John Cotts, Knt.; Dorothy, m. to Sir John Chichele;
and Amy, vi. to Sir Henry Skipwith. One branch of the
Kempes of Olantigh is now represented by Thomas Read

See Keeling.

settled at Lavethan,

co. Cornwall,

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets

descend the Kempes of
William Kempe, Esq., of
Teign Villa, co. Devon, formerly of Enath Castle, co.
Glamorgan, son of the late Samuel Kempe, Esq., of Rosteage
CO. Cornwall
and the Eev. Charles Trevanion Kempe,

a border of the last.
Eeinble. Az. on a bend or, cotised ar. a rose gu. bttw.
two leopards' faces sa. Crest— Betw. a branch of laurel on
the ('.exter side and one of palm on the sinister ppr. a
boar's head and neck sa. erased gu. charged with an estoile

son of the late Admiral Arthur Kempe). Gu. three garbs
within a bordure engr. or. Crest— On a garb lying fesseways or, a falccji, wings endorsed ppr. The Cornish Kempe*
bear the falcon without the garb.
(Slindon, co. Sussex the heiress, Barbara, dau. of

Kemble

(AVydell,

Wilts,

co.

and Lamborne,

Sa. on a bend erm. three leopards' faces of the

—A wolfs head trunked and embrued
Semble

Gloucester).

(co.

co.

Berks).

first.

Crest

or.

sa.

(Fun. Ent. Tnst«r'B Office, ICCO).
Ar. a chev.
betw. three mullets sa.
Keine. Gu. a cross engr. ar.
Kemelicke. Per fesse indented or and gu.
Kernes (Wales). Ar. three pheons sa.
(Cefn Mably, co. Glamorgan, bart., extinct 1735, derived directly from the marriage of David Kemeys, third son

Kemeys

of JevanKemets, of Began, a. d. 1447. Sir Nicholas Kemets,
of Cefn Mably, M.P. for co. Glamorgan, was created a bart.
1642. The eventual heiress, Jane, sister of Sir Charles

m. Sir John Ttnte,
Bart., of Halswell, co. Somerset, and Cefn Mably, co.
Glamorgan). Vert on a chev. ar. three pheons sa. Orest
On a mount vert a unicorn sejant az. armed and crined
Motto Ddw-Dy-Uas.
or.

Eemets, of Cefn Mably, fourth

—

bart.,

—

Kemiell

(Kemiell in St. Paul's, co. Cornwall).

Ar. three

Eemis

(Wickwick, co. Gloucester). 'Vert on a chev. ar.
three pheons sa. (sometimes in base a rose of the second).
Hemish, or
(co. Lancaster).
Ar. two lions
pass, in bend betw. two cotises sa.

Kemiche

Kent, Middlesex,
Gissing, co. Norfolk, cos. Suffolk and Sussex). Gu. a chief
Crest— A lion's head erased or, pierced through with an
or.
sa.

Crest

or.

—

— On

Motto Lucem spero.
(Inner Temple, London; Leonard Kempe and
Baetholomew Kempe, sons of Feancis Kempe, and grandsons of Francis Kempe, second son of Bartholomew Kempe,

herself ppr.

Kemp

gent., of Gissing, CO. Norfolk.
Crest

—A

Visit. Middlesex, 1663).

falcon ppr. hooded gu. beaked

—

Same

and beUed

Another Crest On a garb or, a pelican rising gold,
vnlning herself ppr.
(Westbroke, co. Norfolk, and South Mailing, co.
Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three garbs or, all within
Sussex).
a bordure of the second. Crest On a garb lying fesseways
or, a falcon with wings endorsed erm.
(Comistoun, Scotland). Gu. two hands holding a
two-handed sword in bend sinister, broken near the top
or.

Kemp

—

Kemp
ar.

Kemp.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three escallops
Crest
A goat statant ar.
Gu. three garbs within a border engr. or, cntoyre
of pomeis.
Cresl
On a mount vert a pelican or, charged
on the breast with a pomeis, picking at a garb gold.

—

field.

Kemp.
Kem.p

—

(co.

Devon).

Gu. a bend vair betw. three (another,

six) escallops ar.

Kemp (granted to George Brookes Kemp, Esq., of Goodyers,
Hendon, co. Middlesex). Per pale az. and gu. a mascle
betw. three garbs or, a border nebulee of the last. Ci-est—
A garb fesseways or, thereon feeding her young a pelican,
wings elevated sa. vulned ppr., charged on the breast with
three annulets interlaced, and gorged with a collar gemel
or.

Kemp

;

Esq., of Slindon, m.

Earl of Niwburgk).

third

Kempe

James Bartholomew,

Same Arms, &c.

(Spain's Hall, co. Essex,

and

co. Suffolk).
Ar. a
chev. engr. gu. betw. three estoiles az.
Orest— An arm
couped at the elbow vested ar. charged with two bends wavy
az. cuffed of the first, holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet

vert.

Kempe

(Pentlow, co. Essex, bart, extinct 1667 ; descended
from George Kempe, sixth son of Wiluam Kempe, Esq., of
Same Arms, <fec.
(Dover, co. Kent; granted 1641). Az. a fesse betw.
three garbs or, a border engr. of the last. Ci-est
A demi
griffin or, winged gu. holding a garb of the first.
(cos. Kent and Suffolk).
Gu. a bend engr. betw.
Spain's Hall).

Kempe

—

Kempe

three garbs or.

Kem.pe

(co. Norfolk).
Or (another, erm.) on a saltire engr.
gu. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.
(co. Norfolk).
Az. a bend engr. betw. three garbs,

or.

Kempe (co. Oxford

;

arms in Merton Hall

Coll.

Visit.

Oxon,

1574).
Gu. three garbs or, a border engr. of the last
(another, in the Divinity School, Oxford, the border ar.).

(London;

Edward Kempe,

Bartholomew Kempe,

Mercer, fourth son of
Esq., of Gissing, co. Norfolk. Visit.

London, 1568). Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the 1st and 4tli
quarters three garbs or, a border of the last, a martlet for
diff.

Gu. three garbs and a
a garb or, a pelican vulning

(Gissing, co. Norfolk, bart.).

border engr.

of the

Kempe

Kempe

Kemisbe. Barry of six vair and gu.
Kemor, or Kemur (cos. Gloucester,

Arms.

derive

Kempe

dolphins sa.

Kemp

whom

;

Anthony Kempe,

ar.

Kemble

arrow

that county, from

(Hinchin-Kemp

;

exemplified to Frederick

William

HiNCHiN, Ksq., of Hawley Square, Margate, co. Kent, upon

assuming the additional surname of Kemp by royal
licence, 13 June, 1868).
Per pale az. and gu. a mascle betw.
three garbs or, a border nebulee of the last. Crest On a garb
fesswise or, a pelican feeding her young, wjngs elevate;' sa.
vulned ppr. charged on the breast with three annulets interlaced, and gorged with a collar gemel gold.
Motto—
Honestas et Veritas.
Kempe (Olantigh, co. Kent; a very ancient family, of
which were Cardinal John Kempe, Archbishop of Canterbury, who d. in 1454, and Thomas Kempe, Bishop of London,
who d. 4 Henry VI f. The daus. and co-heirs of Sir
his

—
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Kem.pe

(Cavendish, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu.
betw. three estoiles az. an annulet or.

Kempenfelt

(Admiral Kempenfelt, lost in the "Eoyal
George"). Ar. on ground in base vert a man in complete
armour, standing with his sinister arm embowed, the dexter
arm holding a sword above his head all ppr. Crest A demi
man, as in the arms, betw. two wings erect.

—

Kempley, or Kemsey

(co. Salop).

Gu. three scythes in

pale ar.

Kem.psiii^ (Kempsing,

co. Kent).

Ar. a fesse and chev.

interlaced sa.

Kempson, or Kempston

(Walsall, co.

Stafford,

and

Hilbarow, co. Warwick; confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Ciarenceux, to Leonard Kempson, Esq., of Hilbarow,

grandson of Thomas Kempson, Esq., of Walsall).

Or, three
bars vert, in chief as many mullets az. Crest
A demi lion
az. gorged with a collar or, charged with three mullets of the

—

first.

Kempster.
Crest

—A

Az. a bend erminois, in chief a thistle ar.
paw holding a thistle all ppr.

lion's

Kempston, or Kempton.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a
or, three towers of the first.
Ar. a chev. sa. in the dexter point a cinquefoil of the second.
Kempt. Gu. three garbs ar. Crest A hedgehog or.

bend vert cotised

Kempstone.

—

Kempt

(Lieut.-Gen. Eight Hon. Sir James Kempt, G-CB^,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. two naked arms issuant from the
sinister base, grasping a sword broken in the centre of tlie
blade all ppr. 2nd and 3rd, gu. three cinquefoils ar. betw.
the two coats in chief the badge of British military merit
suspended by a red ribbon with blue edges from a mural'
coronet ar. the whole within a border crenellee of the last.
Crest
Out of the battlements of a tower ar. a demi lion
erminois, grasping in both paws a battle axe, blade and handla
ar. spearhead or.
Supporters Two eagles sa. that on the
dexter gorged with a chaplet of laurel or, suspended there>frora the medal, as in the arms; that on the sinister collared
or, with the ribbon and medal of Waterloo pendent.
Motto
;

—

—

— Promptus.

Kemptborne
three

bears'

(Morestow, co. Cornwall).

heads couped

Ar. a chev. betw.

and bendways

sa.

muzzled

or.

Kemptborne (co. Cornwall).
Kemptborne (Ven. Bicbard

Ar. three pine trees ppr.
Kemfthorne, M.A., Rector

A

;

Sempton

—

naiant in pale

sa.

Xemyng'

Erm. three crescents gu.
(co. Somerset).
unicorn's head sa. semee of plates.

A

Kemys. Vair three bars gu.
Xemyston. Ar. on a saltire
chief of the

sa.

Civst

—

a cinquefoil in the dexter

first.

(granted to Tbomas Kerab, Esq., Lieut.-Col, 68th
and the other descendants of his grandfather,
"William Kenah, of Castle Martyr). Barry of eight per pale
indented ar. and gu. counterchanged three fleurs-de-lis two
and one az. on a chief vert betw. two bezants a representaCrest A horse's head
tion of the badge of a military C.B.
erased ar. charged on the neck with a fleur-de-lis az. Motto
Foot, C.B.,

—

—

Eenan (Dumfries,
Crest

1G80).

Per bend
Motto

sa.

and

a«. three bars

—Nostra quaj fecimus.

—A lion ramp. az.

Bedford). Ar. a bend Tcrt, a label of three
points gu. (another, five points).

Xendall

(co.

(Twicresse, co. Leicester, and Smithsby, co. Derby
Visit. Leicester, 1619, great-grandson, of

Benby Kendall,

William Kendall, eldest son of Bartholomew Kendall, of
Twicresse, temp. Henry VIL). Gu. a fesse chequy or and
az.

betw three eagles

Kendall (Blaby,
crescent for

Hdmpheet Kendall,

Visit.

Kendall, second
Same Amu, a

cross ar. five

horseshoes sa.
(Reading, co. Berks). Erm. a lion ramp. sa.
(Warrington, co. Lancaster).
Same Arms.
Crest
On a sheaf of arrows a falcon jessed and belled all ppr.
Motto Virtue is honour.
Kendrick (Suckley, co. Worcester). Ar. five palets sa.
Crest
A hawk's head erased jessed and belled all ppr.
(Starston, co. Norfolk). Ar. a talbot pass. sa. eared
and collared or, to the collar a ring of the second, on a
chief indented az. three crosses crosslet of the third. Crest
hind's head erased ar. gorged with a collar gu. charged
with three bezants, to the collar a ring or.
Kene (co. Suffolk). Ar. a talbot pass. sa. charged on the
shoulder with a trefoil slipped or, on a chief indented
az. three crosses crosslet of the third.
Crest—A hind'B
head erased ar. pellettee, charged with a trefoil or.
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Az. a talbot pass, or, on a chief
ar. three crosses crosslet sa.
Crest
^A hind's head or,

—

—

—

Kene

—

Kene

—

pell/tee.

Kene. Erm. a cross flory sa.
Kenell (co. Kent). Or, two chevronels

gn.

a canton of

the

KenelL

Barry nebxil^ (another, wavy) of six az. and ar.
Kenelworth. Gu. a bend betw. six estoiles ar.
Keneram, or Keveram. Or, a chirf bendy of six ar.
and gn.
Kenerby. Per fesse or and gu. three lions pass, counterchanged. Crest A wolfs head erased erm.
Keney, or Keny. Az. on a fesse betw. two chevronels or,

—

three eagles displ. gn.
Sa. a chev. enc^.

co. Essex).

Same Arms.
;

—

betw. three crosses crosslet

Keningrham, or Kenyngrton.

Sa.

a pale betw. two

cinqnefoils pierced ar.

Per pale

arms on the tomb of

or,

ar.

Kenishana

diff.

(Basingbome,

(Stourbridge, co. Worcester

Edwabs EJCNDALL, 6. 1684, in Oldswinford Churchyard).
Same Arms. C)-est An eagle displ. or (sometimes with two

(Semford, co. Bedford granted 14 Nov. 1570).
and az. three cinqnefoils counterchanged.
,

ar.

—A greyhound's head couped

Ci-est

az.

charged on the neck

with three bars betw. as many guttees d'or.
Kenley (Drogheda; Beg. UUter's Office). Ar. on a bend
sa. three escallops of the field.

heads).

Kendall (Austrey,

Warwick

conSrmed by the Deputies
of Camden, Clarenceux, to Hknby Kendall, Esq., of Aidestrie, third in descent from John Kendall, a yomjger son of
Kendall, of Smithsby). Same Ai-ms.
Kendall (Felyn, co. Cornwall; Tbobias Kendall, 'Visit.
Cornwall, 1620, grandson of Nicholas Kendall, of Pelyn
Lawbence Kendall, of Pelyn, was father of Walteb Kendall, of same, Inq. Post. Mort. 1 Edward VI., who had a
son and heir, Nicholas Kendall, then aged 36 years). Ar.
a chev. betw. three dolphins naiant embowed sa. Motto
co.

;

—

Virtus depressa resurget.
(Medrose, co. Cornwall: descended from Bicbabd
Kendall, third son of Nicholas Kendall, of Pelyn. Visit.
Cornwall, 1620). Same Arms.
Kendall (Treworgie, co. Cornwall ; descended from Pelyn.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Same Arm3.
Kendall (Kingsbridge and Exeter, co. Devon; George
Kendall, Visit. Devon, 1620, great-grandson of Thomas
Kendall, of Treworpe).
Same Arms, a crescent for

Kendall

diff.

Kendall

—^Two

Kendrick
Kendrick

Keniam.

displ. of the second.

co. Leicester;

Leicester, 1819, grandson of Chsibtofheb
eon of above Baetholomew Kendall).

Kendall
Kendall

Crest

last.

-Fidelis.

or.

and ermines a lion ramp, counterchanged.
lions' gambs chevronways ermines, armed gu.
Kendolph (Wallingford, co. Berks). Gu. on a

A

Kenah

Xendall

KEN
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of Elton, CO. Hunts, formerly Archdeacon of St. Helena).
Same Ai-ms. Crest—A lion sejant.
(Jlorden, co. Cambridge, and London; granted
Az. a pelican, wings elevated, vulning her breast
1577).
betw. three fleurs-de-lia or. Crest A goat erm. horns and
hoofs or, collared and lined sa. the collar charged with three
bezants, with a ring at the end of the line.
JSempton (co. Cambridge, Hadley, co. Middlesex, and London). Az. a fesse or, in cWef three fleurs-de-lis of the
second. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a garb ar.
Xemyell (co. Cornwall). Ar. (another, or) three dolphins

—

Ar. a bend vert. Crest A hand
holding a sheaf of arrows, points downward all ppr.
Kendall (Ripon, co. York). Per bend dancettee ar. and sa.
Kendall (Thorpthules, co. Durham, 1575; descended from a
younger son of Kendall, of Bipon granted 1666). Same
Arms, in the sinister canton a umllet gu. pierced of the
flrst.
Crest— A. wolfs head erased ar.
Kendall. Per chev. ermines and gu. three pelicans' heads
erased ar. vulning themselves, on a chief az. three fleurs-delis or.
Crest
A demi pelican ar. ruining herself ppr.
Kendall (Exeter). Ar. a chev. betw. three dolphins embowed sa. Crest A lion statant, tail passed betw. his legs
and over his back gu.
Kendall (co. Hertford). Ar. a bend dancettee vert cotised
(co.

Devon).

;

—

—

Kendall.

Gu. seven annnlets conjoined in pale ar.
(another, gu. a bend chequy ar. and az. another, chequy ea.
and ar. a bend gu. another, gu. a fesse countcr-componee
or an'l az.; another, per fesse indented or and gu.;
another, ar. frctty gu. on a chief az. three escallops of the
.first; another, ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the last a
lion pasH. or; another, or, a cross vert).
Kendiife. Vert «n ant ar.
Kendlemarsh, or Kendlemarch. Per fcsae cm.
;

;
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Kenley

Per bend indented

(aaotjier, embattled) ar.

and

sa.

Kenmare, Earl of. See Browne.
Kenmnre, Viscount. See Gordon.
Keirn

(Langford, co. Somerset). Erm. three crescents ga.
crescents interwoven ar.
(Hordle Cliff, co. Hants). Per chev. gu. and az.
a chev. engr. ar. betw. two keys in chief or, and a sword
erect in baae ppr. pommelled and hilted gold. Crest— A cubit
arm erect in armour ppr. holding a key and broken sword
in saltire or. Motto
At spes non fraeta.
Kennard. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three mullets as. Crett—
A lion's gamb erased vert.
Kenna'way (Escot, co. Devon, hart.). Ar. a fesse az.
betw. two eagles displ. in chief, and in base, through an
annulet gu. a slip of oUve and another of palm in saltire
Crest
ppr.
An eagle rising ppr. from the beak an
escutcheon pendent az. charged with the sun in splendour

—Three

Crest

Kennard

—

—

gold.

Motto

—Ascendam.

Kennaway.
Crest

Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles

—A phoenix ppr.

Kenne

displ.

gu.

—

Ancient Coat Ar. three
(Kcnne, co. Somerset).
Crest
Three crescents interlaced or. Later
crescents gu.
(granted
1561)—
Erm.
three
Crest
Coat
unicorn's head az. bezantee, maned or, homed of the last
crescents gu.

and

(Button and Clevedon, co. Somerset). Same Arms
a mullet for diff.
Same Anns
(co. Somerset, Reg. Ulster's OfiBce).

Crest,

Kenne
and

—

sa.

Kenne
and

—

Crest.

Kenne. Gu.
Kenneday.
Crest

a chev. betw. six crescents or.
Ar. on a fesse az. three mullets of the

— An arm erect grasping a belt

Kennedy

(England).

—On a rock a goose

all

field.

ppr.

Sa. three esquires' helmets ar.

Crest

ppr.

Kennedy.

See O'Kennedt, or O'Cinnbidioh.
(Tombrechan, co. Tipperary; Fun. Ent. James
Kennedy, son and heir of William Kennedy, grandson of
DoNoGH Kennedy, and great-grandson of Boby Kennedy, all
of the same place, killed at Borris, co. Tipperary, by Kean
O'CarroU, 14 May, 1640).
Sa. tliree esquires' helmets ar.
garnished or. Crest An arm erect couped below the elbow,

Kennedy

—

the hand holding an oak branch fructed all ppr.
(Huou Kennedy, of Dublin, merchant, son o(

Kennedy

LiWRENCE Kennebt.

Visit. City of Dtlblin, 1607).

Same

—

Arms. Crest A demi eagle displ. sa. bezantee, holding in the
bill a cross form^ fltchee gu.
Xennedy (Bobebt EjsinnBDT, Alderman of Dublin, eon of
the foregoing. Visit. Dublin, 1607). Same At-vis and Crest,
a mullet for diff.
(Dublin; Fun Ent. 1595, Ulster's Office). Sa. a
fleur-de-lis betw. three esquires' helmets ar. garnished or.
Xennedy (confirmed by Molyneux, Ulster, 1628, to Bobebt
Kennedt, Chief Chamberlain of the Exchequer in Ireland).
Sa. an escallop or, betw. three helmets ar. garnished of the
second. Crest ^A naked band holding a horn betw. two oak
.

Xennedy

—

leaves ppr.

Sexxnedy

Sa. on a fess ar. betw.
(EUl Foot, Ireland).
three esquires' helmets close ppr. a greyhound courant

—An

ppr.

arm

Crest

armour embowed, the hand hold-

in

acomed

ing an oak branch

—Adhsereo

Motto

ppr.

all

virtuti.

Xennedy (Johnstown-Kennedy,

co. Dublin, bart. ; granted
Esq., of Johnstown, co. Dublin). Sa, on
three
helmets
close
ar. a fox courant ppr.
a fess betw.
Crest An armed arm embowed ppr. the hand grasping a
branch of oak also ppr. fructed or. Motto Adhaereo virtuti.
(granted to Geobgb Cbooeshabe Eennedt, Esq.,
of Londonderry). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosses'crosslet
dolphin naiant ppr. Motto Ayise la fin.
fltchfe sa. Crest

to

John Kennedy,

—

—

Xennedy

—

—A

See Bahus.
(Bargany and Ardstinchar, co. Ayr).
Quarterly,
ar.
a
chev.
gu. betw. three cross crossleta fitch^
let and 4th,

Xennedy-Baillie.

Xennedy

Kennedy

ea., for

2nd and

;

3rd, az. three fleurs-de-lia or, the

arms of France, borne for the aid given by Sir HccH Kesnedt
in the French wars with England.
(Kirkhill, representative of Bargany, 1678). Quar-

Xennedy

—

terly, as the lost.

Motto

Crest

— Fuimus.

^A

band grasping a dagger

Xennedy

ppr.

(Bennane, co. Ayr, representative of Bargany,
Quarterly, as the last. Crest A fleur-de-lis or, issuing

1837).

—

—

Supporters Dexter, & lady
out of two oak leaves ppr.
attired in the costume of the 16tb century ; sinister, a wyvem,
both ppr. Motto Fuimus.

—

Xennedy
on a

(Clowbum,

co. Ayr).

Quarterly, 1st

fesse az. three mullets of the

and

first,

for

and

Weib

;

4th, ar.

2nd and

a chev. gu. betw. three cross
a double tressure flory connterfiory of the second, for Kennedy, 2nd and 3rd, France, as
in the arms of Kennedy, of Bargany. Crest'—A dexter hand
holding a military girdle, on it the words " Vires veritaa,"
Motto Below the shield Non fallo.
Xennedy (Auchtyfardell, co. L^urk, 1752). Ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three crqss crosslets fltchee sa. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Crest
A dexter band holding a dagger ppr. JIforto—-Avise
Srd, quarterly, 1st

4th, ar.

crosslets fitchee sa. all within

—

:

—

la fin.

Xennedy

{Sari <if CaisilU, and Mar^is qf Ailsa). Ar. a
chev. g:u. betw. three cross crossleta fitchee sa. all within a
double tressure flory counterflory of the second.
dolphin
naiant ppr.
Supporters Two swans ppr. beaked and
membered gu. Motto—Avise la fin.
(Blairquhan, co. Ayr). Quarterly, let and 4th, ar.
ft chev. gu. betw. three cross crosslets fitchee sa. ;
2nd and

A

—

Xennedy

a lion ramp.

Srd, az.

ar.

crowned

or, for

Macdowaix.

Xennedy (Girvanmains,

co. Ayr).
Ar. on a chev. gn. betw.
three crosses croeslet fitchee sa. a boar's head erased of the
first, and in the middle chief point a man's heart of the
second. Crest A dolphin naiant ppr. Jl^otto—A vise la fin.
(Kirkmichael, co. Ayr). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two
crosses crosslet fitch^ in chief, and a boar's head erased sa.

Xennedy
in base.

—

Crest

esse probus

Xennedy

—

^A

quam

palm branch dipped vert.

Motto—MaMm

haberi.

(Kirmucks, co. Aberdeen).

ways gu. and in base a cross

Ar. two keys a&ltire-

crosslet fitchee ea.

Xennedy

(Ardmillan, co. Ayr). Ar. a chev. enalgned with
a man's heart gu. betw. three cross crosslets dtchee sa.
(Col. Alex. Kennedy, C.B., K.C.H., 1839). Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three cross crosslets fitchee sa. and in middle
chief point a fleur-de-lis az., and for an augmentation, on a
chief erm. the representation of a French ensign and flag,
with the inscription " L'Empereur Napoleon, au 105me Regiment," <fec., thereon, and a sword displ. saltireways, and over
the same the word "Waterloo." Crests Dexter: A soldier
«f the 1st Boyal Dragoons, holding in his right hand a sword
ppr., and in his left a French eagle with a tricolored flag,
having thereon the number 105; sinister: A dolphin az.

Xennedy

—

—

Motto

^Avise la fin.

Xennedy

(Underwood, co. Ayr, 1860). Ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three cross crosslets fltchee sa. a mullet pierced betw.
two lions counter-pass. or. Crest—
dolphin hauriant ppr.
Jlfotto—Vincit vim virtus.

A
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Kennedy

(Cultra, co.

Down).

cross crosslets fitch^ sa.

counterflory of the second.

Motto— Ayise la fin.
Xennell. Barry wavy

Ax. a chev. gu. betw. tbrw
within a double tressure flory
Crest ^A dolphin naiant ppr.

—

of eight az. and ar. Oieet—Two
or, the other gu.

heads erased and endorsed, one

lions'

Eennerley. Vert a fesse betw. twocrosses pattfe
A lion's gamb, holding a laurel branch ppr.

—

ar.

Orett

Eennet

(Coventry, co. Warwick; granted by Dethick, Garter, to Sir Thomas Kennet, Alderman of Coventry).
Ar. a
chev. betw. three demi lions pass. az. ducally gorged and
ringed or, tasselled of the first.
Kennet. Ar. a bend within a bonJure engr. sa. C)-e*t ^Two

—

branches of palm in

orle.

Kennett (Bbackley Kennett,

Esq.,

Lord Mayor of London,

Quarterly, or and gu. a label of three points in chief
each point charged with three bezants in pale. Crat
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm embowed in armour ppr.
the hand in a gauntlet holding an esquire's helmet ppr.
1780).
sa.

Kennett
and

(The Manor House, co. Oxford).
Quarterly, 1st
and gu. over all a label of three points sa.,
2nd and Srd, ar. three chevronels gu. a label

4th, or

for Kennett;

—

of three points az., for Babbington. Crest 1st, Kennett:
Out of a ducal coronet an arm embowed in armour, holding
in the gauntlet a helmet erect aU ppr. ; 2nd, Babbington :
A capuchin friar couped at the breast, black hair, vested
paly or and gu. on the head a cowl hanging behind of the
last.
Mottoes 1st, Kennett: Audi alteram partem 2nd,

—

Babjunoton

:

;

Honesta quam splendida.

Kenney

(marshalled for Nicholas KENWEY,of Dublin, gent,
by Narbon, Ulster, 6 March, 1571). Qnarteriy, Istand 4th, per
pale or and az. a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents counter^
changed, for Kehnxy ; 2nd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a crosa
engr. gu., 2nd and Srd, per pale az. andgu. alionramp. enn,,
for Hassan; 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three columbines
az. stalked vert an estoile or, for Hay.
CVert— A demi arm
erect, vested gn. cuffed ar. tbe hand holding a roll of parcb>

ment aU

Xenney

ppr.

(Fun. Ent. 1617,

Edwam) Eennsy,

NicHoiAS Kenney, Escheator).

eldest son of

Per pale or and az. a

fleur-

Counterchanged.
(Fun. Ent. 1599, the wife of John Yoono).
Per
pale or and az. a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents, and a
border all counterchanged.
Kenney (co. Wexford ; Fun. Ent. 1682, Bichabs Kennet,
Esq.)., Per pale or and az. a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents, all counterchanged.
(Kilclogher, co. Gal way Beg.Ulster'sOfiSce, 6 March,
1571, and confirmed to James CBBisrorHBB Fitcoebau>>
Kenney, Esq., J.P., of that place, Clogher House, co. Mayo,
and Merrion Square, Dublin, eldest surviving son and
heir of Lieut.-Col. Jahes Fitzoebald Kennet, J.P., of
Kilclogher, <Stc., by his wife Jane Olivia Nugent, only
sister of Anthony Fbancis, ninth Sari of Westmeatk, and
grandson of William BLenhey, Esq., of Kilclogher, Keelogues,
Ac, CO. Galway, Ballytamsney, co. Wexford, and Longwood,
CO. Meath (direct descendant and representative of Nicboxju
de-lis

Kenney

Kenney

;

Kenney, Esq., of Ke iney's Hall, andEdermine, co. Wexford, a
junior of Kenne, co. Somerset, Feodary General of all Ireland,
temp. Queen Elizabeth and James I.), by Bbidgbt

Fm-

ox&Ais, his wife, dau. and heiress of John Daly, Esq.,
of Dalybrook, co. KUdare, and Julia, his wife, dau. and, in
her issue, heiress of Gebald Fitzoeraid, Esq., of Bathrone,
CO. Meath, by his wife Clabe, only dau. ri Sir John Bellew,
Bart., of BeUewstown and Barmeath). Pei pnle or and as.
a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents all c Jiterchanged,
quartering Kenne (ancient), erm. three cresceni/d gn. a fleur*
de-lis az. for diff.
Crest Out of an earl's coronet or, (indicative of his representation of the Eathrone and Ticroghan
lines of the noble house of Kildare), a cubit arm erect,
Tested gn. cuffed ar. the hand grasping a roll of parchment
ppr. Motto ^Teneat luceat floreat. This family also quarters
the arms of Hay, Hassan, Kenney of Newcastle, Taylob
of Swords, O'Kelly of Kilclogher, Daly of Dalybrook, Hops
of Hopestown, Ledwich of Carrick and Grange, Fitzoebalo
of Bathrone, FrrzcEBAU) of Ticroghan, and Cabey of Port
Lester.
(confirmed to James Louis Lionel Kenney, Lietitenant in the Imperial Navy of France, and Knight of the
Legion of Honour, and St. Stanilaus, of Bussia, son of

—

—

Kenney

Thomas Henby Kenney,

Esq., ofBallyforan, co.

Roscommon,

younger brother of Lieut.-Col. Jabies Fitzqe&ald Kennet, of
Kilclogher). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Kenney-Herbert. See Heebebt.
Kenny. See KiNosBaix.
Kenninsr, or KenningB (co. Norfolk). Az. a frese esgr.
betw. three escaUops ar.

A

A

;

X EK
Kenniner

(co.

ar.

escallops

Crat—A

trefoils ppr.

eemee of

Xennion

Sa. a chev. engr. erm.

(Liverpool, co. Lancaster).

betw. in chief two crosses patonce, and in base an anchor
A demi lion ramp. ppr. holding in the paws
Crest
an anchor erect or. Mottoes Ventis secundis and, Deo

—

erect or.

—

;

Barry of six vair and gu.
Xenny. Ar. on a saltire purp. five hearts or. Crest—
A demi lion ramp, guard, holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Xenrick (Lord Mayor of London, 1662). Erm. a lion ramp.
Crest— On a sheaf of arrows fesseways or, feathered and
sa.
headed ar. a hawk close also ar. beaked and belled gold.
Another CVMt— Three arrows, one in pale and two in saltire,
bound with a ribbon ppr. thereon a hawk statant sa.

Kennis.

Xenrick

Same

(Whitley, co. Berks, bart., extinct in 1699).

Ar)ns and Crest.

Xenrick

Same Arms

(Stock and Bradley, co. Worcester).

Crest.

Xenrick
Xenrick
Xenrick

Same Armt&ni
Same Arms and C>-tst.

(Sutton, co. Norlhants).
(co. Lancaster).
(co.

Surrey

;

descended from

the

Xenrick

—

Same Amu.

Crest—

(Woore Manor,
sparrowhawk ar. standing on five arrows or.
Xensey (co. Hertford). Erm. on a bend gu. cotised az.
three escallops ar. Crest— A demi griffln erased erm. holding betw. the paws a mullet or.
Xensing'. Ar. a chev. betw. three squirrels sejant gu.
co. Salop).

crescents

in saltire or.

Crest

—

demi eagle displ. ppr.
(Thomas Gloveb Kensit, Esq., of Skinner's Hall,
London). Per chev. or and erm. on a chev. az. betw. a lion
pass, guard, in chief and the Boman fasces erect in base ppr.
The Roman fasces
Crest
three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
fesseways ppr. thereon an eagle rising reguard. or, holding in
the mouth a tilting spear, resting on the fasces in bend
of a ducal coronet a

Xensit

—

sinister also ppr.

Xent-Egleton (Fomam
extinct 1848).

St.

Genevieve, co. Suffolk, bart.,

Gu. three roses erm.

or, collared

Crest— A

lion's

head

gu.

Az. a lion pass, guard, or, a
Crest
A lion's head erased erminois, collared,
and ringed az. Ariother Crest A lion's head erased
or, collared and armed sa.
Xent (cos. Berks, Gloucester, Lincoln, and Warwick, Duvis, co.
Wilts, and co. York granted by Richard St. George). Same
Arms and Crests.
Xent (cos. Suffolk and Wilts). Gu. three cinquefoils erm.
Xent. Quarterly, gu. and or, on a label of three points sa.

(Thatcham, co. Berks).

—

chief erm.

—

lined,

;

nine bezants.

Xent.

Ter fesse or and sa. a pale and three water bougets
countercbanged (another, ar. a fesse gu.; another, gu. a
chief ar.).

Xent

(Daneston Babtbolohew Kent, Esq., of that place
Fun. Ent. of his wife, Ulster's Office, 1621). Sa. three lions
pass, guard, two and one ar.
Xent (Beg. Ulster's Office). Gu. three cinquefoils pierced
erm.
Xentbury. Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. or.
Xenthorpe. Ar. a fesse betw. three escallops gu.
;

Xentish, Eentishbey, Kentlesber, or Kentis-

bury (co. Somerset). Gu. a pair of wings conjoined ar.
over all a bendlet az. Crest A demi ostrich, wings endorsed
sa. holding in the beak a horseshoe or.
Xenton (Kenton Hall, co. Suffolk). Sa. two bars, in chief

—

three cinquefoils or.
Ar. a fret az. over all on a fesse gu. three
mullets or. Crest
A dexter hand coupcd fesseways gu.
holding a fieur-de-lis or.
Xenton. Some Arms. Creit-On a chapeau gu. turned
up or, a lion pass, guard, ar. ducally crowned or.
Xenton. Sa. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils or.
(co. Berks).
Ar. (another, or) on a bend betw.
six (another, three) crosses crosslet fitchee sa. three clnquc-

SLenton.

Xenyon

(Lord Kenyon).
Sa. a chev. engr. or, betw.
three crosses flory ar. Crest A lion sejant ppr. resting the
dexter paw on a cross flory ar. Supporters Dexter, a
female figure representing Truth, vested ar. her head irradiated, on her breast a sun, and in her dexter hand a mirror,
all ppr.
sinister, Fortitude, represented by a female figure,
vested in a corslet of mail, robe or, sash gu. on her head a
casque plumed, in her dexter hand a branch of oak, and

—

—

Xentwood

—

her sinister arm resting on a pillar ppr.
Motto Magnanl*
miter crucem sustine.
Sa. a cross lozengy ar. over all a bend gobonated
or and gu.
Crest
On a rock a dove and olive branch all

Xenyon.

—

co. Lancaster, 1664).
betw. three crosses patonce ar.

Xentwood.

Or, on a bend betw. three crosses pattce fltch^e
at the foot sa. as many cinquefoils of the first.

(Yalding, co. Kent).
Az. on a bend or, betw.
three crosses crosslet Ctchce ar. as many roses gu.
Gu. on a bend engr. ar. three nwcs of the

Xenwick.
field.
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Sa.

Kenyon (Easthall, co. Oxford, and London

;

a chev. engr.

or,

William Kemtoit,

Visit. Oxon, 1634, son of Thomas Kenton, of London). Sa.
a cross lozengy ar. in sinister chief an eagle displ. of the
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ppr. holding a halbert gu,
headed or.
Keogb (Kilbride, co. Carlow). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. a
dexter hand apaumee in the dexter, and a crescent in the
sinister xbief point, both of the second.
Crest
A boar pass,
ppr.
Motto Resistite usque ad sanguinem.

—

last.

—

—

See MacKeogu.
Gu. three escallop shells ar.
(Eari of Albemarle).
or, a swan's head and neck ar.
Supporters Two lions ducally crowned or. Motto Ne cede
(Irel&nd).

'Kevpsl
Crest

—Out o^a ducal coronet

—

—

mails.

Keppel

Elvedon, extinct 1786 Hon.
( Viscount Keppel, of
of William, second Earl of
Albemarle, was so created 1782, d. unm.). Same Arms, &e.,
a crescent for diff.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three escallops az. five martlets or, on a chief of the third
three crosses formee of the fourth,
Keppyngr. Lozengy or and az. on a chief gu. a lion pass,
or, betw. two bezants, each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the
second.
Ar. three bars gu. in chief a
(co. Warwick).
;

Abthub Keppel, second son

Keppoke

Kepwith

greyhound courant sa. collared or.
Az. on a
co. Roxburgh, sixteenth century).
chev. ar. three mullets sa., sometimes quartered with gu.
three mascles or, probably for St. Michael.
Ker (Duke of Roxburghe). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, vert on a
chev. betw. three unicorns' heads erased ar. armed and
maned or, aa many mullets sa., for Keb 2nd and 3rd, gu.
three mascles or. Crest
A unicorn's head erased ar. armed
and maned or. Supporters Two savages wreathed about
the head and waist with oak leaves, each holding with the
exterior hand a club resting upon the shoulder all ppr.
Motto Pro Christo et patri& dulce periculum.
Ker (Earl of Ker, extinct 1804; Bobebt, second Duke of
Roxburghe, was raised to the Peerage of England in thii
title, vitapatris; his successor, John, second Earl and third
Duke, d. unm.). Same Anns, Crest, Supporters, and Motto.

Ker (Cessford,

—

;

—

—

Ker

(Earl of Lothian, of the Cessford branch). Quarterly,
4th, az. the sun in his splendour ppr., as a coat of
'ugmentation; 2nd and 3rd, per fesse gu. and vert, on a
betw.
chev.
three mascles in chief or, and a unicorn's head
erased in base fiT. as many mullets of the field. Crest
Two angels ppr.
sun, as in the arms. Supporters
(Faldonside, co. Roxburgh). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, vert
heads erased of the last as
unicorns'
three
on a chev. nr. betw.
many stars gu. 2nd and 3rd, or on a bend az. three mascles

Ui and

—

—

Ker

;

of the

first,

for Halviicrton.

Ker (Littledenn,

Quarterly, Island 4th, vert
co. Koxburgh).
on a chev. ar. three mullets gu. in base a unicorn's head erased
of the second 2nd and 3rd, az. three crosses moline ar., for
;

AiNSLiE. of Dolphington.
(Moristoun, co. Roxburgh).

Ker

Quarterly, as Littledean,

Crest— A unicorn's head couped ar.
charged with three crosses moline of the first.
Motto Dulce pro patria periculum.
Ker (Grcenhead, co. Roxburgh bart., 1637). Gu. on a chev.
ar. three mullets of the first, a buck's head erased In base,
in chief a crescent of the second.
Ker (Chatto, CO. Roxburgh). Ah Greenhead, within a bordure
az.
O-Mt—The sun ppr. Motto—Begvi^er ct vigoureux.
within a bordure ar.

collared az.

folla or.

Xenward

—

;

Xeogrh

Crest— A stag springing ppr.
See Edwabds.

cracking nuts or.

Kensington, Baron.
Xensing^on. Gu. five

Xent

—

Kenyon (Peele,

marriage of

Esq., with

niece of
Virtue is honour.

erased

Ar. three martlets gu. on a chief of the second
Crest
as many martlets of the first.
An arm in armour,
holding up an esquire's helmet all ppr.
Xenworthy. Ar. a fesse counter-compon^e or and gu,
betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Kenwricke. See Kenbice.
Xenyam. Sa. a chev. engr. or, betw. three crosses patonce

ppr.

Crest.

Susannah Cbanmui, grandArchbishop Cbanmeb). Same Arms, &c. Motto

Edward Kenbick,

Out

Xenwick.

ar.

juvante.

and
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Az. a fesse betw. three
yew tree growing out of a mount

Northumberland).

—

A

KBB

—

:

—

TOlant ppr. Motto—DeMs meum solamen.
(Femiehurst, CO. Eoxburgh, sixteenth century). Az.
on a chev. ar. three mullets sa. in base a stag's head erased

Xer
or.

Kerdiffe.
Crest

or.

Az. a fesM betw. six mullets (another, martleu)
Out of a tower ppr. a lion ramp. or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three door-staples sa.

—

Kerdiffe.

Kerdiston

(co. Norfolk).
Gu. a saltire engr. ar. (another,
Crest— OvX of a tower a demi griffin ppr. Another

or).

—A dexter hand apaum^ couped fesseways ppr.
Keresforth (Keresforth, co. Tork). Az. two millrinds fesseways in pale ar. Crest — A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the
Crest

paws a millrind paleways ar.
Ar. a fesse embattled

Keresforth.

sa.

betw. three butter-

gu.

flies

Kerey, or Kercey.

Ar. a saltire gu. betw. twelve guttees

S.-1.

Xer {Lord Jedburgh).

—A

Crest

first.

Gu. on a chev.
stag's head erased

ar. three mullets of the
or.

Supporters— Tvo

J/bWo^Forward.

stags ppr.

Xer (Earl

of Ancrum). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, erm.
chief per pale ar. and gu. a lion pass, counterchanged ;

on a
2nd
on a chey. ar. three mullets of the first. Crest
A stag's head and neck couped ar. collared gu. charged
with three mullets of the first issuing out of an open crown
or.
Supporters—Two stags ppr. collared as the crest.
Motto —Tout droit.
Xer {Marquess of Lothian). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. the
Bun in splendour ppr., a coat of augmentation for the title of
Lothian 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. ar. three mullets of
the field, for Keb. Crest The sun, as in the arms. Supporters Dexter, an angel ppr. vested az. surcoat vert,
winged and crined or; sinister, a unicorn ar. armed, maned,
and unguled or, gorged with a coUar gu. charged with three
mullets ar. Motto Sero sed serio.
Xer (Abbotrule, co. Roxburgh). Same Anns as the Marquess
of Lothian, with a unicorn's head erased ppr. in the centre
of the quarters for diff.
Crest
^The sun rising out of a
cloud ppr. Afotto—J'avance.
Xer (Fenielee, co. Selkirk). Vert on a chev. ar. three stars gu.
and in base a pelican vulning herself or.
Xer (Zair, afterwards Sunderland Hall, co. Eoxburgh). Gu.
on a chev. ar. three stars of the first, in base a stag's head
erased or, gutt^ de sang ppr. all within a bordure invecked
of the second. Crest A dexter hand holding a dagger ppr.
Jtfo«o— Abest timor.
Xer (Knock, co. Banff, afterwards Blackshiells, co. Haddington). Vert on a chev. betw. two holly leaves in chief
ppr. and a unicorn's head erased of the second attired, or in
base, three mullets gu. Crest— A unicorn's head erased ar.
Motto Virescit in arduis virtus.
Xer (Samuelstoun, co. Eoxburgh). Ar. a unicorn saliant sa.
and

—

3rd, gu.

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

homed

or.

Xer Viscount of Rochester and Earl Somerset). See Cakb.
Xer (Cavers). See Cibre.
Xer (Mantalto, co. Down). Vert on a chev. ar. three mullets
(

sa.

Crest

—A

unicorn's head erased ar.

armed and moned

or.

—

Xerby. Ar. on a fesse gu. three crosses crosslct or. Crest
A hand in armour holding a pheon ppr.
Xerby. Ar. on a fesse vert three crosses pattee or.
Xercher (co. Norfolk; confirmed April, 1606, by Camden,
Clarenceux).
last as

many

Or, three crosses crosslet az. on a chief of the
bezants. Crest— cross botonn6e az. betw. two

A

Xercher

(co. Norfolk,

crosses crosslet sa.

Xerch.inall

Kebcheb

on a chief

of the North).

az. as

many

Ar. three

bezants.

Gu. three horses
courant ar. Crest A demi bay horse ppr. armed and bridled
gold, on his head three feathers az., or, and ar.
Xerchivall (Nether Dimsforth, co. York, and Orston, co.
Nottingham descended from John Kebtchivall, Master of
the Horse to Anne of Bohemia, wife of Eichard II.). Sa. three
horses courant ar. maned or. Crest
A demi horse of a roan
colour in complete armour ppr. studded and bridled or,
having upon the head a plume of feathers of divers colours.

—

;

—

Crest

—A

boar's

Ar.

head couped

guttle de poix

a

saltire

gu.

or.

Xercy. Gu. on a chief ar. a crescent of the first.
Xerdeston. {Baron Kerdeston ; Eobebt de Kebseston was
eiunmoned to Parliament 1332-37, in abeyance temp. Edward
III.).
Gu. a saltire engr. ar.
(cos. Norfolk and Suffolk, temp. Edward I.).
Gu.

Xerdeston

saltire engr. ar.

Xerdiff

(Beg. Ulster'a OflBce).

Xerdiffe

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfRce, 1609, Nicholas Kerdiffe,
Seijeant-at-Law). Ar. three blackamoors' heads in profile
sa.

—

Xerdiffe.

Az. a fesse or.
C,-est
A hind sejant reguard.
rising ppr. the dexter foot on a mount vert.
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Kerioll.

See Cbioll.
(Eeg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a fess embattled sa.
betw. three butterflies gu. Crest— A demi lion ramp. sa. holding betw. the paws a cross moline or.
Kerkbonell. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.

Kerifford

Kerkbride, or Kerkbrigrgr. Ar. a saltire engr. vert.
Kerkby (Eeg. U liter's Office). Ar. a cross gu. a border sa.

Kerkeby.
Kerkele.

Sa. two lions pass. or.
Gu. two bars or, in chief three keys

ar.

waida

upward.

Kerle.

See Ktble.
Ar. a demi lion ramp. az. a eanton of the last.
A cubit arm ppr. holding a erescent sa.
or
Ar. two bars az. in chief thiee

Kemaby.
Crest

—

Kemby,

Kemaby.

hurts.

Kerne (Truro,

co. Cornwall).

ar. betw. four crescents or.

Sa.

a

Crest

hound courant per pale or and

saltire

couped and crossed
vert a grey-

—On a mount

ar. collared gu.

Kerne. Vert six doves ar. three, two, and one.
Kerne. Ar. a chev. betw. three lobsters' claws gu.
Kerney. Vert on a chev. ar. three pheons sa.

Crest

—

unicorn sejant sa. armed and maned or.
(Northampton, 1787). Gu. on a chev. betw. a fleurde-lis in chief and a martlet in base ar. three mullets of tho
first.
Crest— A stag's head erased or. Motto Deus sola-

Kerr

—

men.

Kerr

(Col.

James Kebb,

E.I.C.S., 1806).

Same Arms, with

the chev. embattled. Same Crest and Motto.
(Bughtrigg, co. Eoxburgh, 1787). Gu. on a chev. ar.
three mullets of the field, all within a bordure of the second.
Crest
The sun in splendour ppr. Motto—A Deo lumen.

Kerr

—

Kerr (Gallowhill,

co. Eenfrew, 1867). Gu. on a chev. ar. two
mullets az. in base a fueil of the second. Crest
A stag's
head erased ppr. Motto Ingenio ac labore.
Kerrich (Geldeston Hall, co. Suffolk, a family of considerable antiquity, the name appearing in the rolls of the
borough of Dunwich, co. Suffolk, as early as 1318 ; Johw
EsBBiCHE was M.P. for the borough at Westminster, 2
Edward II., 1308). Arms (granted 17 June, 1630, to Capt.
Eebbicb, a distinguished diplomatist in the reign of
Charles I.)
Sa. on a pile ar. a galtrap of the first.
Crest
On a mount ppr. a galtrap sa. Motto Nunquam non
paratus.

—

—

—

Kerrison

—

—

(Breccles, co. Norfolk).

—

Or,

on a

pile az. three

galtraps of the field.
Crest
On a mount vert a tiger pass,
ppr. collared and lined or, the dexter forepaw resting on a

—

Motto Bien sans Dieu.
Brome, co. Suffolk, bart.).
Or,
on a pile az. three galtraps of the field the augmentation following
on a chief embattled erm. a wreath of
laurel encircling a sword erect ppr. pommel and hilt gold,
betw. on the dexter, pendent from a ribbon gu. fimbriated
az. a representation of the gold medal presented to Sir
Edwabo Kebbison for his services at the battle of Orthes,
beneath it the word "Orthes" in letters sa., and on the
sinister, pendent from the like ribbon, a representation of
the silver medal presented to him in commemoration of his
services at the battle of Waterloo, beneath it the word
"Waterloo" in letters sa. Crests Ist, of augmentation:
Out of a mural crown or, a dexter arm embowed in
armour, entwined by a branch of laurel, holding in
the hand a fiagstaff ppr. therefrom flowing a banner
forked gu. fringed or, inscribed "Peninsula "in letters gold;
2nd: Upon a mount vert a tiger pass. ppr. collared and
lined or, the dexter forepaw resting upon a galtrap, as in
the arms.
Supporters Dexter, a horse sa. caparisoned,
thereon mounted a hussar of the 7th regiment sinister, a
bay horse caparisoned, thereon mounted a dragoon of the
14th regiment, both habited and armed, their swords drawn
all ppr.
Motto Eien sans Dieu.
galtrap, as in the arms.

;

—

—

;

Ar. a chev. betw. three

escallops sa.

couped

and

:

(Parwell, co. Northampton).

Xercy, or Kersey.

Keriell,

Kerrison (Hoxne and

wings inverted saltireways or.

a
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Scott-Kebk, of Chatto, the heir of line, quarters this coat
vith, or, on a bend az. a star of six points betw. two
crescents of the field, in the sinister chief a rose gu. stalked
and barbed ppr. surmounted of a martlet ar. Crest— For
Scott A stag trippant armed with ten tynes ppr. Motto
Paci'in amo.
Xer (Sheriff Clerk of Linlithgow, 1672). Vert on a cher. embattled betw. a unicorn's head erased in chief and a stag's
heail couped in base ar. three mullets sa.
Crest
A pelican

—

Kerrison

(Birkfield

Lodge, Ipswich, co. Suffolk

;

exemplified

by and registered in the Herald's Coll., dated 12 Aug. 1806.)
Quarterly, gu. and sa. a lion ramp. betw. three annulets or,
for Sir Booeb Kebbison and bis descendants and for Dame
;

A

KEB

Aki» Kerwsom and her descendants, quarterly, or and
sa. on a bend inverted gu. three foxes' heads erased ar. Ci-est
A bundle of sugar canes ppr. thereon a dove ar. wings or,
in the beak an olive branch ppr.
Kerry (Binweston and Wortham, co. Salop). Per saltire
erm. and az. Crest A beehive sa. with bees volant or.

Mart

—

Kerry, Earl

of.

See Fitz-Maurice, Marquess of Lands-

downe.
Ar. a bend gu. and a canton
ramp. gu. holding a sword in pale ppr.
Gu. a chief ar.

Kerryll.

Crest

sa.

—A

lion

Kersa.

Kershaw (Savile Green, co. York

;

—

ppr.

Kershaw.

Gu. a chev. enn. betw. three cinquefoils or,
and leaved vert. Crest— A. ram pass. ppr.
Kershaw. Gu. a sword in pale ar. hilt and pommel or, in
base a serpent nowcd Tcrt, on a chief of the third three
stalked

martlets sa.

Kershaw

(Heskin H.ill, co. Lancaster). Ar. three crosses
Crest
crosslet sa. on a chief az. as many bezants.
pheasant ppr.
Hall,
Kerslake (Barmer
co. Norfolk).
Ar. a mullet vert
Crest
pierced of the field betw. three trefoils of the second.
On the stump of a tree, with one branch sprouting therefrom, a falcon close all ppr. Motto Ad flnem fidelis.
Kerstexaan (Canewdon; this family came into England
from Upres, in the Netherlands, 1564-66). Az. three fishes
naiant in pale or. Crest A demi man affrontee in armour
ppr. vizor up, plumed ar. holding in the dexter hand an
arrow palewise or, barbed and flighted az.
Kervill (King's Lynn, co. Norfolk). Gu. three leopards'

—

—

—

—

faces reversed or, jessant-de-lis sa.
(co. Norfolk).
Gu. a chev. or, betw.
three lions' faces ar.
(Wallington, co. Norfolk).
Gu. three leopards'
Crest
^Two lion's gambs erect
feces ar. jessant-de-lis sa.
ar. holding betw. their claws a cone reversed gu.
Kervyle (Wiggenhall, co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. or, betw.
three leopards' faces ar.
Cre&t
A goat pass. sa. attired

—

—

or.

Keryell (co. Kent). Ar. a bend and sinister canton gn.
An arm in armour embowed, couped at the shoulder,
Crest

—

the part above the elbow in fesse, resting on the wreath, the
hand in pale holding a close helmet all ppr.
Xerysae (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a boar pass. sa. tusked,
bristled, and hoofed or.
Kesackes. Per pale or and az. a fesse connterchangcd.

Kesakes, and Kesale. Same Arms.
;

the time of King John).

CreU

Ar. a chev.

—A tower

sa.

to

betw. three falcons
;

as

many

—

bezants.

Colomb, CO. Cornwall Ualpii Kete, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Ralph Kete, of Whaddon, near Salisbury,
CO. Wilts, and grandson of Williau Kete, of Hugborne, co.
(St.

;

Berks).

Ar. three cats pass, in pale Ra.
(confirmed as the arms of Kete, co. Warwick). Ar.
billett4:o vert three torteaux, two and one.
Ketelby. Az. a saltire embattled counter-embattled betw.
four martlets ar.

Kete

Keteridgre (London

granted 1593). Sa. a lion ramp. or.
Crest— OvlX, of a mural coronet a lion's head or.
Keterton. Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils .sa.
Ketford (co. Gloucester). Gu. a chev. betw. three bulls'
heails

.ir.

;

attired or.

Ketford.

Gu. on a chev. ar. three mullets of the first, in
chief two bucks' heads erased of the necond, attired or.

Or«st—\

Ketford.

stag's heart cra.sfd afTrontec, as in the arms.

Gu. on a chev.
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mullets

Ketson.
foil

on a chief or, as many
head erased, in the mouth a tre-

Sa. three fishes haurient ar.
Crest

pellets.

slipped

all

— A lion's
ppr.

Kett

(Brooke House and Suthing Hall, co. Norfolk, where the
family has been established as landed proprietors since the
time of King John). Or, on a fesse betw. three leopards' heads
erased and cabossed az. a lion pass, guard, ar. Crest ^A
leopard's head erased, as in the arms.
Kett (Kellsall, co. Suffolk; granted 1756). Or, a lion ramp,
guard, gu. betw. three leopards' heads erased and cabossed
Crest
sa.
On a mount vert a peacock ppr. Motto Rara

—

—

—

avis in terris.

Kettell

(co.

betw. three

Ear. MSS. 1535).

Chester.

Ar. a boar pass. sa.

trefoils vert.

Kettelby.

Az. a saltire embattled counter-embattled betw.
four birds ar. Orest A lion's head erased gu. in the mouth
an arrow az. feathered ar.
Kettle (London). Az. a bend betw. two bucks' heads
erased or. Crest A bundle of five arrows ppr. buckled or,

—

—

banded gu.

Kettle (Dallicott

House, Claverly, co. Salop; home by Georob
McKenzie Kettle, Esq., m. Elizabeth, only sister and sole
heiress of the late Thomas W. J. Grazebrook. Esq., of Dalli-

Az. on a fesse erm. betw. two bucks' heads erased in
lion pass, in base or, three cinquefoils gu. ; on
an escutcheon of pretence, the arms of Gkaeebbook, quartering Wilkes, Smith, and Gbobvrmor. Crctt
A reindeer's
head erased ppr. collared and chained or. Jlfotto ^Bono
vince malum.
Kettleby (cos. Gloucester and Lincoln, and Stcple, co.
Salop). Ar. two chev. sa. a file of three points gu.
Crest—
A lion's head erased gu.
Kettleby (Steeple, co. Salop. Add. MSS.). Same Arms.
Kettleby. Az. a saltire raguly betw. four martlets ar.
(another or).
Ketton. Ar. three leopards' feces sa. Crest A boar's
head couped in fesse betw. two branches of laurel disposed
cott).

and a

—

—

—

in orle ppr.

Ketton.

Az. six garbs or, three, two, and one.
Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four leaves vert.
Az. two keys barways in pale, the ward lof the one in.
chief to the dexter, and that in base to the sinister ar. CVe^rt

Ketyn.

—

A mound crossed and banded ppr.
Kevelioc, or Keveliok. Az. six garbs

or, three, two,

and one.

ar.

Slestell (Kestell, in Manaccan, co. Cornwall the heiresses
m. Lanqford and Penrose). Or, three castleffgu. Crest
A demi bull erm. attired, unguled, collared, and lined sa.
Kestell (Pcndevy, Bokedock, Bodman, Botumell, and formerly of Kestell, all in co. Cornwall; Thomas Kestell, Esq.,
of Pendevy. Visit. Cornwall 1620, descended from Pm;a
Kestell, of Kestell, ttmp. Edward 1., son and heir of John
Kestell, Lord of Kestell, to whom his father, Wiluam
Kestell, made a deed of Kestell sealed with the arms of the
family). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three falcons clo»e ppr.
Keston. Az. a fesse erm. betw. three leopards' faces per
pale or and ar.
Ketching-. Ar. on a chev. gu, betw. three cormorants sa.

Kete

many

first.

Paly of six gu. and ar. a chief ac.
Kethe. Ar. on a chief gu. three palets or.
Ketsford. Ar. a bend lozengy sa.
Ketson (co. Lancaster and London). Sa. three fishes
haurient ar. on a chief or, a lion ramp. gu. betw. two pellets,
each charged with an anchor of the third.
Ketson (London). Sa. three fishes haurient ar. on a chief
or, a pellet charged with an anchor of the third betw. two

Keux.

Kessall, or Kessell. Ar. five lozenges in cross gu.
Kestell (Kestell, in Egloshayle, co. Cornwall traceable
rising or.

pierced of the

in base or, as

Kethall.

chief

Kervill, or Carvill

Kervyle

and a cat pass,

ar. in chief

torteaux.

granted to Wilmam Kershaw, Esq.). Ar. three crosses crosslet sa. on a chief az. three
tezants, the centre one charged with a cross gu. Ortst
The stump of an oak eradicated and sprouting fesseways
ppr. thereon a pheasant, in the beak a sprig of oak also

and bearded

KET
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or, betw. two bucks' heads erased

Kevell,

Ar. a fesse flory

Keverdale

(co.

sa.

Lancaster).

and

Quarterly, ar.

sa. four

leopards' faces counterchanged.

Keverdon

(Keverdon, co. Liancaster). Per bend sinister ai:.
and or, a griERn segreant counterchanged, within a bordurc
engr. and gobonated ar. and sa. Crest
A buck's head per
pale ar. and az. attired counterchanged.

—

Keverell

(Keverell, co. Cornwall).

Sa.

two

lions pass, ia

pale or.

Keverell

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets

Warwick).

(co.

gu-

Kevennond.
Kevett

Gu. an eagle

displ. or.

Warwick

granted 1668). Ar. a chev.
Crest
A demi lion
betw. three demi lions ramp. purp.
ramp. purp. murally gorged ar. lined and ringed or.
Kevin. Sa. a chev. or, on a chief ar. three mullets gu.
(co. York).
Az. six garbs or, three, two, and one.
Crest
A demi lion or, holding betw. the paws a garb az.
Kextmell. Ar. a leopard's face betw. three mullets gu.
(Thombury, co. Gloucester, bart.). Per chev. dovetailed
ermines and gu. three keys erect, the wards upwards and
A mount vert, thereon a harr.
to the sinister or.
Crest
lodged full-faced ppr. charged on tRe body with three mullets
fesseways sa. Motto
In Domino confldo.
Key. Ar. two bends sa. Crest A greyhound's head ar.
charged with three roundlcs sa.
Key. Sa. a chev. flory at the point ar.
Keybell. Barry nebulae of six ar. and sa. a canton erm.

Kew

(Coventry, co.

—

;

—

Key

—

—

—

(another, gu.).

Keydesby.

Sa.

a

fesse ar. betw.

Keye (Milcomb, co. Oxford

;

two chev.

granted 1688).

or.

Ar. two bendlets

A

KEY
hnmettfe pnrp.
vingB endorsed

Keyes

Ortst
ar.

—A
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head coaped at the breast,
the beak a key or.

griffin's

holding in

Gu. a chey. enn. betw. three leopards'
Crtst
A griffin's head betw. two
a palm branch ppr.
Keyes (Cavanacor, co. Donegal granted to Thomas John
HuDLESTON Eetcs, Esq., Major Madras Army, and Chables
Patton Ketes, Esq., C.B., Lieut.-Col. MadrasStaff Corps, only
surviving sons of Thomas Keyes, Esq., Asst. Surg. Madras
(co. Kent).

—

faces ar. (another, or).
•wings, holding

;

Army, by Mast Anne,

his wife, dau. of

Wiluau Pattok,

Esq., of Croghan, co. Donegal). Per chev. gu. and sa. three
or, the wards of the two in chief facing each other, and
of the one in base to the sinister, on a canton ar. a lion
ramp, of the first. Ci-est An open hand couped at the wrist
ppr. holding betw. the forefinger and thumb a key or.
Motto Virtute adepta.

keys

—

—

Eeyfield.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis enn.
Keyle. Or, on two bars sa. six martlets ar. betw. three bilCrest A woman's head and shoulders aa.
lets longways gu.
face ppr. hair dishevelled, and cbaplet on the head or.
Keymer (Chelbrough, co. Dorset). Ar. three wolves courant
in pale az. a bordure of the last.
Eeymer. Ar. three wolves courant in pale az. a bordure of

—

the

Creit

last.

—An ass pass. ppr.

Keyne (Cretingham,

A

co. Suffolk).

Ar. a tallot pass. sa. ears

KI

Ii

Crest—A goat's head erased ar. dncally gorged, attired,
and bearded or.
Kiddell, alias Benner (Camden, co. Gloucester). Paly
of six or and gu. on a chief az. three lions ramp, of the first.
CV«t A talbot's head ar. gorged with a collar az. studded
ar.

—

and rimmed

Eadder

or.

(Richabd Kwdek, Bishop of Bath and Wells, 1601Ar. a saltire embattled counter-embattled sa.
(Maresfield, co. Sussex, temp. Henry VII.).

1703).

Kidder

Vert

—A hand couped below the elbow,

three crescents or. Crest
vested az. holding in the

hand

ppr.

a packet, thereon tho

word "Standard."

Kidder

(Aghaboe, Queen's

co., co.

Lancaster, and London;

allowed byBetham, Deputy Ulster, 1811, to Thomas Kiddes,
Esq., then of London, son of Thomas Eisdeb, Esq., who

grandson of Vincent Eiodeb,
a Major in Oliver Cromwell's Army). Same
Arms. Crest An arm erect couped at the elbow, vested
az. studded on the cuff or, the hand ppr. holding a sheet of
paper, thereon the word " Standard." Motto Boyne.
Elidderminster. Az. two chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Crest
A greyhoimd's head ar. gorged with a fesse dancettec
ar. charged with three bezants.
Kidley, alias Poynter (co. Devon). Gu. three pales or,
on a chief of the second as many pellets. Crest A toibot
settled in co. Lancaster, the

of Aghaboe,

—

—

—

—

Ar. a talbot pass. sa. eared and collared
ar. on a chief indented az. three crosses crosslet of the third
(another, three crosses botonnee). Cre»t Six arrows in saltire ppr. feathered ar. barbed or, tied with a ribbon sa.
Keynes, or Kesmeto (Tarent, co. Dorset, temp. Henry
I.).
Vair three bars gu.
Keynes (Milton Keynes, co. Bucks). Same Armt.
Keynes, or Keig'nes. Gu. bezantee, a chief crra. Crest
A cross crosslet fitchee gu. betw. two palm branches vert.
Keynes, or Keignes. Az. bezantee, a chief erm.

naiant az.
Eadney (London, and Market Harborongh, co. Leicester;
granted 1765). Az. on a chev. or, betw. two lambs in chief
and a ram in base ar. three lambs' kidneys gu. Crest On a
mount vert an eagle reguard. rising ppr. in the beak a
kidney, as in the arms.
Kidson (Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham). Sa. three salmon
erect ar. two and one, a chief or. Crest A unicorn's head
ar. attired and maned or, environed with palisadoes gold.
Motto— Fro rege et lege.
Kidston (Glasgow, 1871). Sa. three salmon hauriant ppr.
in fess, on a chief or, three goats' heads erased of the first.
A unicorn's head erased ar. Motto Pro rege ct
Crest

Creit
A talbot pass. sa. collared ar.
Keynes, or Keig'nes (Winckley Keynes,

Kidson.

and

collar or.

Seyne

(Kowlesby, co. Norfolk).

Same Armx, a

crescent for

diff.

Eeyne <co. Suffolk).

—

—

—

Henry II., removed into
bend wavy cotised ar.

Keynion

(co.

Lancaster).

crosses flory ar.

paw on a

Keyrs.
Keys.

Crest

co.

a chev. engr.

or,

betw. three

Sa. a chev. ar.
Quarterly, or and az. four crescents counterchangcd.

Ke3rt

(Ebrington, co. Gloucester, hart., extinct 1784; descended from William Keyt, Esq., of Ebrington, High
Sheriff of Worcester, 1632, whose grandson, John Keyt, was
created a baronet in 1660). Az. on a chev. betw. three kites'
heads erased or, as many trefoils slipped gu. Crest A kite's
head erased or. The family of Keyt appear, however, to
have borne the chev. uncharged, and thus the coat occurs
on the moniunent of William Keyt, of Ebrington, a.d.

—

1632.

Keyte (Chesselbome, co. Dorset,

London, and co. Worcester).
Crest— A unicorn's head erased ar. armed and

Ar. two bars sa. in chief
head and neck couped ppr. on a canton gu. a
crescent or. Crest A demi eagle rising ppr. Motto illaeso
lumine solem.
Kibrow. Gu. a bend betw. two lions ramp. or.
Kichard. Or, billcttde a lion ramp. az.
Kidd. Vert asaltire engr. crm. betw. four mullets of sis
points or, a chief paly of six ar. and az. Crest
Out of a
(Whiteford, co. Renfrew).

eagle's

—

—

—

az.

a pineapple ppr.

Motto— 'Ki\

let,

sine

magno

Norfolk). Az. a fesse betw. three lozenges ar.
Az. two goats saliant combatant ar* Crest
mart-

—A

wings endorsed ppr.

Kidd

—

(Kamworth, co. Lancaster). Same Arms. Ci-e.tt
head erased ar. attired or. Motto ^Nil admirari.
See Kyd.
Kiddall (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three dolphins

—

goat's

Kidd

(Scotland).

—

—

erect.
T^ifflri (Fun. Ent. 1597,

the Musters in Ireland).

counterchanged.
Kift. Ax. on a bend
escallops of the

first.

Maubice Eiffin, Esq., Controller of
Per fesse sa. and ar. a lion ramp.
betw. two lions pass. ar. three
A lion's head erased, ducally

or,

Crest

—

crowned.

Kighley

(cos.

Chester and York).

Ar. a fesse and bordure

sa.

Eligrhley (Gray,
Crest

co. Essex,

and

co. York).

Ar. a fesse sa.

—A dragon's head couped (another, erased)

sa.

Kigrhley (London Thomas Kiohley, whose dau. Bbidget,
m. Humphrey Fairfax, citizen of London, Visit. London,
;

John Fairfax, co. Lincoln, descended from co.
Ar. a fess sa. in dexter chief an annulet gu.
(co. Lancaster, South Littleton,
Visits. 1569 and
CO. Worcester, and Keighley, co. York.
Ar. on a fesse sa. a mullet of the field. Crest
1634).
three tongues
with
vert),
dragon's head couped sa. (sometimes
1658, son of

York).

—

gu. and charged with a mullet or.
Kigrhly (Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a fess sa.

Kihford.

Per bend

ar.

and

sa.

a

lion

ramp, counter-

chanced.

Kikingrton, alias Colbrooke.
on a

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

fesse or, three crosses crosslet fitchee of the second.

(Hawkehurst, co. Kent, and London). Ar. a.
chev. az. betw. three bald coots close sa. heads ar. beaks
tawny. Crest— A bald coot ppr.
Kilby (John Kilby, chosen Alderman of York, 1803). Ar.
tliree boars az. in chief as many annulets of the last.
BLilby. Ar. three torteaux in fesse betw. two barrulets ar.
Crest— A hand issuing from a cloud in fesse, pointing to a
crosier in pale

Kilche.

sa.

Kiddall

Or, a fesse dancett^ gu.
ar. collared and chained gu.
Az. a wolf saliant or, collared az. bezantee.
Crest
A peacock's head couped ppr.
Kiffin (CO. Essex). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
.Kiffin (Knolyrante, co. Salop). Per fesse ar. and sa. a lion
ramp, counterchanged. Crest On a garland of laurel orlcways a lion pass. ppr.
Tfiffiri (CO. Salop). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pfaeons sa.
two in chief, lying fesseways, point to point, and one in base

(Wales).

Kilburne

Kidd (co.
Kidd.

Kidwall, or Kidwalley.
Kidwally. Az. a wolf ramp.

Kighley, or Kightley

collared gu.

crescent
labore.

—

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three leaves pendent.
or Kinwold. Ar. a mullet sa. over all a bend

Kidwall,

Kidwell

head ppr.
Keys (granted to Hev. Bogeb Keys, and Thomas Kets, his
brother, who bad been engaged in the works of Eton Coll.,
temp. Henry VI.). Per chev. gu. and sa. three keys or, the
wards of the two in chief facing each other.
Keys (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1622, Henut
SxANtHCRST, whose wife was Stbeli,, dau. of Captain Keys).
Sa. a chev. betw. three keys erect or, wards to the dexter.
Keys. Gn. a cross crosslet or.

an

—

sinister gu.

Sa.

—A lion sejant ppr. resting the dexter

Ci-esJ— Minerva's

Kibble

—

lege.

Devon, temp.
Somerset about 1600). Az. a
co.

cross flory ar.

Same Arms.

—

(South Ferreby, co. Lincoln).
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Sa.

a

saltirc

raguly

Kilchech

all

ppr.

Sa. a lion

ramp.

(Kilchcck,

co.

ar.

LancasUr),

Quarterly,

1st

ond

X

Xlli

THfc

wrapped

an eagle sa. seizing on a
gn. swaddled or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a griffln segreant sa.
Ar. an eagle sa. seizing on a child, the face
ppr. wrapped gu. swaddled or.
Xildalil (granted to Sobiesei Kiu>ahi., Esq., of the city of
Dublin, descended of a family formerly of Christiana, Norway). Vert a chev. ar. betw. three dolphins embowed or.
A demi lion gu. holding betw. his paws a decrescent
Crest
4tb, ar.

Xilcheche.

—

az.

Motto— bi&nma

opitulare.

Xildare, See

of. Ar. a saltire engr. gu. on a chief az.
an open Bible ppr. garnished and clasped or, thereon the words
"
The Law was given by Moses, but grace and truth
in gold,
came by Jesus Christ."
Xilderbee (co. Suffolk). £rm. on a bend cotised betw. two
crosses pattee gu. three escallops or. Crest A demi cockatrice or, charged on the breast with an escallop, and on each
wing with a cross patt^ gu.

—

Xilfenora, See

of.

Ar. a red rose ppr. on a chief sa.

three mullets or.
(Scotland).
Ar. a dragon, wings displ. within a
bordure inwardly circular sa. charged with three crescents
of the first. Crest— A crescent ar.
Xillala, See of. Gu. a crozier in pale or, suppressed by
an open book ppr. garnished and clasped gold.
Xillaloe, See of. Ancient Arms Ar. a cross az. betw.
four trefoils slipped yert, on a chief of the second a key in
Modem Arms Ar. a cross gu. betw. twelve
pale or.
trefoils slipped vert, on a chief az. a key in pale or.

KilerouT

—

—

Xilhazn.

Or,

a morion gu.

Xilkenny, Sari
Kilkenny, City

See Butleb.
Ar. a castle of three towers, the
middle one the tallest and topped with a spire, on each of
the others a man issnant, with a bow charged with an arrow
all ppr. in base on a mount vert a lion pass, guard, gu.
Xillegrrave. Ar. on a chev. ea. betw. three pellets as
many bezants.
Xillegrew (Killegrew and Arwennick, co. Cornwall, temp.
Bichard II., bart., extinct 1704; the dau. of the last bart.
m. BicHAKD Erbset, Esq., of Eresey; her descendant, the
£arl of KimberUy, represents the families of West, Ebeset,
and KiLLEOBEw). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. a bordure of the
second bezant^e. Crest A demi lion sa. charged with three
bezants in pale (another, in bend).
Sillegrre'w (co. Cornwall). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
torteaux as many annulets of the field (another, three
of.
of.

—

bezants).

Killeg'rew

Devon). Gu. three mascles or.
Killegrew. Per pale gu. and az. an eagle displ. with two
heads ar. within a bordure of the last.
(co.

Killesson, or Kyllmessane. Sa. three swans ar.
Killlcke. Ar. a chev. betw. three pickaxes sa. Crest—
swan, wings endorsed ar.
(BUbil, in Spain
allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1772, to Brun or Bebnabd Paul Eillikellt, of that place,
fourth in descent from Mobtooh Eillikellt, of Castle
Lydican, co. Galway). Vert two lions ramp, combatant,
supporting a tower triple-towered or, all betw. three
crescents ar.
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm in
Crest
armour embowed, the hand grasping a spear all ppr.
Killingbeck (Leeds, co. York). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three unicorns' heads couped az. as many annulets or.
Killingrhall (Middleton St. George, co. Durham; seated
there 1390, represented by the Allans, of Blackwell and
Blackwell Grange, co. Durham). Gu. a bend raguly ar. betw.
three garbs or.
Killing'hall (co, Cumberland). Gu. abend raguly ar. betw.
two garbs or.
Killin^march (co. Oxford ; arms in the church of Queen's
Coll.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Per. fess erm. and ermines a lion
ramp, counterchanged.

Killikelly

;

—

Killing-worth, or Kilingrworth(Killingworth,

co.

Nor-

thumberland, and Sibble, co. Essex).
pierced sa.

Crest

Killingrworth.

Ar. three cinqucfoils
A seahorse az. ducally gorged or.
Ar. three scaling ladders bendways

—

KU.

Killiowe

XZK
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child, face ppr.

betw. three crosses crosslet fltchee sa. on the dexter side
three fieurs-de-lis, and on the sinister as many martlets or.
Kilmaine, Baron. See Bbownb.
Kilmarnock, Earl of. See Boyd.
Kilmeruz (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. three battle axes ar.
(another bears a chev. betw. the battle axes).
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. three swans or.
Kilminthwch (Lord of Glynllwon, in Arvon). Ar. in the
1st and 4th quarters an eagle displ. with two heads; in the
2nd and 3rd quarters three ragged staves gu.
Kilmore, See of. Ancient Arms Ar. on a cross sa. a
pastoral staff surmounted of a mitre sa. Modem Arms Ar.
a cross gu. in each quarter five trefoils in saltire slipped

Kilmesham

—

—

vert.

—

Kilmore.

Az. three standing cups or. Crest A demi eagle
with two heads, wings displ. sa. ducally gorged or.
of. See Needbam.
Kilnore. Sa. an eagle displ. ar. armed gu.
Kilpec (Kilpec Castle, co. Hereford, temp. King John ; the
heiress m. Philip Mabmton, Lord of Tamworth Castle, co.

Kilmorey, Earl and Viscount

Warwick, Baron of Scriveslby,
King's Champion, temp. Henry

and hereditary
Ar. a sword in bend

co. Lincoln,
III.).

sa,

Kilpeck

(quartered by Willocohbt, Bart., of WoUaton, co.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Sa. a sword, point down-

Nottingham.
wards, ar.

pommel and

hilt or.

Kilrenny, Burgh, of

(Scotland). Az. an open boat in the
sea rowed by four mariners on each side, the pilot at the
helm, a book suspended from the side of the boat near the
stem, the rays of the sun issuing from a cloud in chief all
ppr. Motto- Semper tibi pendeat hamus.
Kilringrton. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. depressed by a fesse or,
charged with three crosses pattee fitchee sa.
Kilsyth, Viscount of. See Livingstone.
Kilton. Or, three eagles displ. gu.
Kiltra (Scotland, 16th century). Az. a mullet or, betw.

—

two crescents ar.
Az. two crescents and a mullet in pale ar.
Kilwarby. Ar. on a bend gu. three eagles displ. of the

Kiltra.
field.

Kilvington.
Crest

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three erm. spots sa.

—Out of a cloud a hand holding a sealed letter

sdl

ppr.

Kimbell.

Ar. a fesse within a bordure engr. sa.
Kimber. Ar. three Cornish choughs sa. beaks and legs
gu. on a chief of the second as many mullets of the first.
Crest
A bull's head affi-ontee ppr. Wo£to— Frangas non

—

flectes.

Kimberley, Earl of. See Wodehodse.
Kimberley. Ar. an oak tree eradicated vert, fructed or.
Kimperley. Az. on two bars ar. three mullets gu., two
and one.

Kimpton.

Sa. a saltire ar. on a chief of the second a lion
crescent per crescent or and
Ci-est

—A

pass, of the first.

Kimpton

(Monken Hadley,

co. Middlesex; granted by
Az. a pelican betw. three
demi
Crest
A
goat ermines, horned and
fleurs-de lis or.
hoofed gold, a collar and chain about his neck sa.
Kinahan (granted to Rev. John Kinaban, M.A., Rector of
Knock Breda, co. Down). Per bend az. and gu. on a cross
couped ar. a fleur-de-lis sa. Crest A demi lion ramp. sa.
holding in his paws a battle axe ppr. and charged on the
shoulder with a cross or. Motto Deo fidens persistas.
Kinarby. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three crescents gu. Crat

Cooke, Clarenceux, 3 April, 1574).

—

—

—

—

A flag gu. flotant to the sinister.
Kinardesley (co. Salop). Gu.

crusily a lion ramp. ar.
Az. sem^e of crosses crosslet or, a lion ramp,
ar. langued and armed gu.
Kinardsly. Az. a lion ramp. ar. within an orle of crosslets
of the second.

Kinardisley.

Kinardsly

(Brailsford, co.

Derby; John Kinardslt, of

tanp. Queen Elizabeth, descended from John
Kinardslet, Esq. of Loxley, co. Warwick, temp. Edward III.
Ar. a fesse vaire or and gu. betw. three eagles
Visit. 1611).
this place,

displ. of the last.

(Lansallos, co. Cornwall

;

John Killiowe,

Visit.

1620, son of John Killiowe, d. 1602, and
grandson of Thomas Killiowe, all of same place). Or, a
chcv. betw. two roacs in chief and a mullet in base sa.
Killiowe (quartered by William Bastabd, Itccordcr of
Totncss. Visit. Devon, 1620). Same Arms, a crescent for
CO. Cornwall,

Kinardsly

(Warde End, co. Warwick; confirmed by the
Camden, Clarenceux, to John Kinabdsly,
grandson of John Kinardslet, Esq., of Brailsford, temp.
Queen Elizabeth). Same ..^rjiis. Crest On a mount vert a
greyhound sejant ar. collared or, under a holly tree ppr.
Deputies of

—

fructed gu.

Kinaston

difr.

Killovre

(Dale, co. Cornwall).
Or, a chev. sa. in chief two
cimim-foilB, in base a mullet of the second.
Crest— Two
hands issuing from clouds in chief suslainlng an anchor

(Ruyton, co. Salop a branch of Ktnaston, descended from Sir Thomas Ktnaston, Knt., the eldest son
of Sir

KooEB Ktnaston,

KiUuhurst, or Killubust
561.

(co.

York).

Ar. on a chcv.

Knt.,

was

Sheriff of co. Salop, 1462).

quartering cmi. a chev. gu.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. two
mullets in chief or, and a castle triple-towered in base ar.
Ar. a lion ramp,

Kincaid

all r'pr.

;

sa.,

(that Ilk,

co. Stirling).

A

I;

KIN
—A

Crt$t

sa.

castle, as in the

—

—

—

—

will defend.

Kincaid-LiezuiOZ.

See Lennox.
Eincaid (Thomas Kincaid, surgeon, Edinburgh, 1686).
Gu. on a fess enn. betw. two mullets in chief or, and a
castle triple-towered in base, masoned sa. a lozenge of the
Crest
first.
A dexter hand holding a chirurgeon's instrument, called bistoury, ppr. Jtfo«o— Incidendo sano.
Kincliant (Park, co. Salop; John Quinchant, as the name
was then written, a native of France, was brought into
England whilst a child in arms by his mother, the only part
of the family who escaped from his own country, teni}!.
Louis XIV.
John Qoinchant entered the British army,
became a captain in General Pulteney's regiment of foot,
and fell at the battle of Fontenoy. His grandson, John
Charlton Kinchant, Esq., of Park, was High Sheriff of co.
Salop, 1775). A2. three lions' heads, two and one, erased ar.

—

crowned

or.

Sa. a fessc erm. betw. three cres-

(Scotland).

cents ar.

Kindelan

service of the

from

Meath, and Spain certified by
Vincent Kindelan, then in the
and his brothers, descended

(Ballinakill, co.

Hawkins, Ulster,

1749, to

King

Crest

;

of Spain,

Az. a lion pass. betw. three stars of eight
arm in armour holding a sword all

Ballinakill).

points or.

—An

ppr.

Kinder

(Harrytown Hall, co. Chester). Quarterly, 1st and
a column gu. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.

4th, or,

2nd and 3rd, sa. three lozenges in fess ar. betw. as many
bucks' heads ppr. Crests
1st: On a column or, a Cornish
chough sa. beaked and legged gu. 2nd: A buck's head
ppr. couped at the neck.
Kinder, or Kynder (Ely, co. Cambridge, and co. Nottingham). Or, a column gu. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
On a column or, a Cornish chough sa. beaked and

—

;

—

legged gu.

Kinderton. Az. two bars
Kindon, or Kingrdon.
Cornish

choughs ppr.

nr.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
Cresl

— An

eagle's

three

head erased

ppr.

pattee, as in the arms.

two chev.

sa.

Ar. three lions pass, in pale gu. Crest—On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion pass, of the first.
Kinersley (North Cleobury and Badger, co. Salop, and co.
Stafford).
Az. crusily a lion ramp. ar. Crest
On a mount
vert a greyhound sejant ar. collared or, imder a holly tree of
the first, fructed gu.
Kingr (Baron King ; the eighth baron, was created, 1838, Earl
of Lovelace). Sa. three spears' heads erect ar. embrued gu.
on a chief or, as many poleaxes az. their edges to the
sinister.
Crest
A dexter arm erect, couped at the
elbow, vested az. thereon three erm. spots in fesse or, cuffed
ar. hand ppr. grasping a truncheon sa. the top broken off,
the bottom couped of the third. Supporters
Two English
mastiffs reguard. ppr. each gorged with a plain collar gu.

—

—

—

Motto

— Labor ipse voluptas.

TLmg-Noel

(Earl o/ Lovelace; exemplified to the earl upon

assuming by royal

of Noel).

licence, 1860, the additional

Quarterly, 1st and

Noel,

4th,

canton erm.; 2nd and 3rd, King,

sa.

surname

or, frctty

gu. a

three spears' heads

erect ar. the points sanguine, on a chief or, three pole-axes
az. their

gaze

edges

to the sinister.

ar. attired or; 2nd,

King

:

—

Noel A buck at
A dexter arm erect couped

Crests

1st,

:

vested az. adorned with three erm. spots in
fesse or, the cuff turned up, grasping a truncheon of a spear,
the head silver. Supporters
On either side a mastiff dog
reguard. ppr. collared gu. Motto Pensez a bien.
King: (granted to Cbables Francis King, Esq., of Broomfield,
CO. Essex).
Vert a chev. or, surmounted by another erm.
charged with three woolpacks ppr. betw. two Iambs pass, in
chief ar. and in base a golden fleece.
Ctest
In front of a
lion touchant gu. a woolpack, as in the arms.
at the elbow,

—

—

—

King: (Dashwood-Kino, West Wycombe, co. Bucks, bart. the
third bait, assumed the additional name of King by Act of
;

Parliament 1742,

rf.

1793).

(Charlestown, co. Roscommon, bart.). Sa. a lion ramp,
double queued or. Cre^t—A scallop shell gu. Motto— Spe»
tulissinia coelis.

King

(Corrard, co. Fermanagh, and Dublin, bart.). Az. on
head erased in chief and a mullet in
base or, three buckles erect gu. and, as an honourable augmentation, on a chief erm. an imperial crown within a
chaplet of trefoils both ppr.
Cresl
A dexter cubit arm

a

fesse ar. betw. a lion's

—

holding a dagger in pale all ppr. surmounted by a
inscribed "17 Aug. 1821," in allusion to the period in
which, as Lord Mayor of Dublin, he had the honour of reerect,

scroll,

ceiving George IV. on His Majesty's visit to the capital
of his Irish dominions. Motto
Audaces fortuna juvat.
(Staunton Park, co. Hereford).
Quarterly, ar. and az.
in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a mullet of six points or, pierced
of the field, over all a bend harry of six of the second
and gu. charged with a cinquefoil of the third Crest A lion

—

King

—

ramp, bendy or and az. supporting two branches composed
of two roses gu. and three cinquefoils vert, sUpped and leaved
of the last.

King (Highbury

Crescent, co. Middlesex; granted to Johm
Per pale or and az. a cross patee
betw. three lions' heads erased counterchanged.

Thomas Kino,

Esq.).

—

Crest
A lion sejant per chev. engr. or and az. supporting
with the dexter paw a spear erect gold, enflled with a
gauntlet also az. Motto
Altiora peto.
King (co. Bucks). Sa. a lion ramp, or, tail double queued.
Eling (CO. Devon, and Towcester, co. Northampton). Sa. a
lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet or, ducally crowned
Crest
ar.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi ostrich ar.
wings endorsed, beaked gold.
King (Bickenhill, CO. Warwick; granted by Dugdale. Garter,
to Thomas King, Alderman of Coventry descended from co.
Kent). Sa. a lion ramp, double queued crowned or, in chief
three billets ar.
Crest
A demi lion double queued or,
billettde az. ducally crowned gold, holding in the dexter paw
a sword ar.
King (Pyrland Hall, co. Somerset; descended from John

—

—

;

—

Meade,

Esq., of Lyng, in same co., living 1600, assumed in
1830, in compliance with the will of Richard King, Esq., of
the Rectory, North Petherton, the additional surname and
arms of King). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp. betw.
three crosses crosslet sa. and as many escallops gu., for
King 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards'
;

and

King

(Asliby Hall, co. Lincoln).
three escallops of the field.
Crest
collared and ringed gu. eared or.
lo. Kent, bart.).

three croD.us iialtec titchec or.
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lion's

gamb

erased

—

dextram.

King

(Exeter; granted 1691). Sa. two flaunches erm. a Hon
ramp. betw. three ducal coronets or. Crett Out of a mural
coronet ar. a lion's head and neck sa. charged with three
ducal coronets or.
(CO. Hants).
Or, on a pale az. three regal crowns of
the first.
Crest
An esquire's helmet ppr. garnished or.
(co. Hereford).
Ar. a lion ramp. az.
(Bromley, co. Kent). Sa. a lion ramp, guard, erm.
betw. three crosses pattfe fltchee at the foot or. Crest
lion's gamb erect and erased sa. holding a cross pattee fitchee

—

King

—

King
King

—

or.

King

(Eltham, co. Kent; granted 14 June, 1707, to Daniel
Kino, Esq., of Eltham). Per fesse indented gu. and sa. a lion
ducally crowned ar. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchtc
of the last. Crest— An ostrich's head couped ar. ducally
gorged or, betw. two ostrich feathers ppr.
(co. Leicester).
Sa. on a chev. ar. three escallops of
the field. Cresl
A Uon pass. erm. ducally crowned or.
Gu. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet
(co. Lincoln).
or,

King

—

King

fleury or.

King

(London).

—A

Crest

Sa. on a chev. erm. three escallops gu.
head erased sa. collared and eared or.
granted by Camden, Clarenceux). Sa. on a

talbot's

King (London

;

chev. betw. three crosses crosslet or, as many escallops of
the field. Crest— A dexter arm embowed in armour, hold
ing a broken spear all ppr.
(Loxwood House, co. Sussex). Same Arms and Crest.
(Towcester, co. Northampton). Same Arms.
(Midhurst). Same Arms. Crest— An ostrich's head ar.
ducally gorged or.
Ermines, on a chief ar. three
(CO. Middlesex).

King

Crcsl—A

:

mounting a branch of oak fructed in bend sinister, all ppr.
A demi griffin az. wings elevated erm. in the
dexter claw a fleur-de-lis or.
Motto Cadenti porrigo

2nd, JIeaoe:

Sa. a lion ramp. erm. betw.

—A

King (Bcllcone,

—

King
King
King

Sa.

flighted ppr.

betw. two bows chevronwise of the fourth, stringed of the
field, for Meade.
1st, King
A mount vert, thereon
Crests
an arm in bend dexter couped at the elbow, the hand supporting a tilting spear erect, the head broken, the arm sur-

on a chev. engr. ar.
talbot's head erased sa.

SceDASHWooD.

Motto—

King:

faces or, two arrows in saltire az. barbed

Kine. Ar.
Kinerby.

his

and erect sa. grasping a cross
Jamais sans esp^rance.

fitch^e

Kincraigie

KIN
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arms, and issuing
therefrom a dexter arm embowed, grasping a sword ppr.
Su'/qyortu'i
Two Highlanders armed with cuirasses, each
grasping a Lochaber axe all ppr. Motto I'll defend.
Kincaid (Lord Provost of Edinburgh. 1776). Gu. on a chev.
ar. three stars of the field, in chief two spur-rowcls or, and
Crtst
A dexter
in base a castle of the second masoned sa.
arm from tlie elbow holding a drawn sword ppr. Motto

masoned

;

escallops sa.

A

KIN
Sin^(co.

Per

Oxford).

and

ar. three roses

counter-

Sa.

(granted 1611).

formee fitchee or.
ducally gorged.
Tfi-n g (CO. Wilts).
of the

Ci-est

—A

—

talbot's

Sa. a fesse

wavy betw.

three escallops ar.

an escallop ar.
a cher. erm. betw. three fishes ar.

Sa.

—
—A demi
Crest

lion sejant ppr. holding

King.

C)-est

grifBn or.

K ing.
King.
King.

Ar. on a chev. gu.
Or,

Sa.

a
a

fesse betw.
lion

ramp,

tliree lions pass,

guard, or.

two ducal coronets sa.
crowned ar. betw. three crescents

or,

of the second.

King

Sa. on a
(borne by Bev. W. King, D.D., 1730-1740).
chev. ar. three escallops az. on a chief or, a demi dragon
gu. betw. two battle axes, the heads to the dexter of the
Crest
second, and in base a cross pattee fitch^ of the same.
A dexter arm couped below the elbow erect, habited and
roll.
holding
a
hand
cuffed, the
(London; Sir John King, Knt. Visit. London, 1568).
Cresl
On a
Sa. a lion pass, or, a label of three points ar.
ducal coronet a lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw a
lance ar. on the point thereof an annulet gold.

—

King

—

King (Coventry,

King

Wanvick, 1682) Sa. a lion ramp, queue
furche or, ducally crowned of the last, in chief three
billets ar. Crest
A demi lion ramp, queue furche az. biUettee
and ducally crowned or, holding in the dexter claw a sword
co.

—

ar.

King

(Umberslade, co. Warwick, and Hungrill, co. York).
a lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet or. Crat
lion
rsunp. issuing out of a ducal coronet or.
demi
King (Skellands, co. York, from which descended Walker
Sa. a lion ramp. betw.
King, D.D., Bishop of Eochester).

—

Sa.

three cross crosslets or.

King (Chadshund, co. Warwick). Same A'rms and Crest.
King (Preston Candover, co. Hants). Same Arms and
C}-est.

King (Fun.

Ent. 1637, Sir John Kino, Knt., of Abbey, Boyle,
Boscommon, Muster-Master-General of Ireland, and a
Privy Councillor). Gu. two lions ramp, combatant supporting with the forcpaws a dexter hand couped at the wrist all
CO.

Kingston, extinct 1761 ; Sir John King, elder
brother of Sir Bobebt Kino, ancestor of the £arls of
Kingston, was so created 1660. The fourth baron left an
only dau. and heiress, Maroabet, wife of Bichabd FitzGebald, Esq., of Mount Offaly, and had an only dau. and
heiress, whom, her cousin, Bobebt, second Earl of Kingtton).
Gu. two lions ramp, supporting a dexter hand couped
at the wrist, erect ar., quartering Blodnt,Blatnet, and Gore.
Supporters Two lions per fess ar. and gu. ducally crowned

—

Az. three

or.

a lion ramp, double queued
Motto Spes tutissima coelis.

Cre.H

— An

Sa.

ciscailop gu.

—

—

—

tutissimus ibis.
(Barra, co. Aberdeen; Lord Tthan). Az. on afesse ar.
three round buckles gu. in chief a lion's head erased, and in
base a mullet of the second.

Kin g

King

—

(Newmilne, co. Elgin). Same Arms.
Cresl A hand
holding a dagger ppr. Motto Audaces fortuna juvat.
(Rev. S. King, Rector of SaxUngham, co. Norfolk, 1845
and 1867). Az. on a fess ar. betw. a lion's head ei-ased of the
last and a water bouget or, three round buckles gu.
Crest—
demi lion ramp. gu. crowned with an antique crown or,
and holding in his dexter paw a rose ppr.
Motto Bicht do

—

King

A

and

—

fear na.

King

(Campsie, co. Stirling, 1869). Az. on a fess ar. betw.
a lion's head erased in chief and two billets in base or, three
round buckles of the field.
Crest A dexter hand ppr.

Motto

— Honos industriae premium.

—

Kingan (granted to Samuel Kingan, of Finaghy House, Dunmurray, Belfast, son of William Kingan, formerly resident
at White Abbey, Belfast). Az. a fess indented ar. betw. an
antique crown in chief or, and in base two dexter hands
clasped and conjoined, that on the dexter ringed on the
third finger with a royal signet all ppr.
Two dexter
Crest.
hands clasped and conjoined, as in the arms, the third finger
of that on the dexter side also ringed, as in the arms, thereoD
a lion ramp, guard, or. Motto A favore regis nomen.
Kingbude, or Kingsbed. Ar. a saltire engr. vert.
Kin gdom. Ar. a chev. betw. three birds sa.
Kingdom. Az. three banners bendways in pale flotant to
the sinister or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's
head gu. holding in the beak a key gold.
Kingdon (Launcells, co. Cornwall, and Compton Hall, otherwise Castle Hartley, co. Devon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a chev. sa. betw. three magpies ppr., for Kingdon
2nd and

—

—

—

;

3rd, sa. three crescents or, for

with two heads

sa.

Boughton.

Crest

—An

eagle

Motto— Re^a donum gi'atum

bonum.

Kingdon

(confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1684, to Lemeukl
Kingdon, a Privy Cour iUor in Ireland). Az. a chev. erm.
betw. three dolphins en owed or. Crest A dolphin embowed

—

or.

Kinge

(Sherborne, co. Dorset; granted 10 April, 1641). Sa.
a fesse wavy betw. three escallops ar. Crest A lion sejant
ppr. resting the forepaw on an escallop ar.
Kinge (co. Essex). Az. on a bend cotiscd or, three escallops

—

sa.

of the last.

King

(Earl of Kingston). Gu. two lions ramp, combatant
supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist and erect ar.
quartering Gobe, Blatnet, Blodnt, Fitzgerald, Fenton,
TuE White Knight, &c., <fec. Crest Out of a five-leaved
Uucal coronet or, a dexter hand erect, the third and fourth
fingers turned down ppr.
Supporters Two lions per fesse
ar. and gu. ducally crowned of the last.
Motto Spcs tutis-

Elinge

sima coehs.

Kinge

—

—

—

Hon. Bobebt Edwabd King, second
son of Bobebt, second Earl of Kingston, was so created
1806. His son, Bobebt, second Vicount Lorton, s. his cousin
James, fifth Earl of Kingston, as sixth Earl, when the
viscounty of Lorton merged in the earldom). Same Arms,
Crest, and Supporters as the Earl of Kingston, each charged
(

Dublin; Beg. Ulster's OfBce).

(Mount Pleasant, co. Waterford; confirmed 1809, by
Betham, then Deputy Ulster, to Thomas King, Esq., and
the descendants of his grandfather, William King). Gu. a
lion ramp. betw. three trefoils, two and one ar. and xs many
crescents, one and two or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a dexter hand, third and fourth fingers az. Mutto Medio

displ.

ar.

King (Baron

King

co.

(Ballylin, King's co.).

King

a chev. engr. ar. three escallops
head couped sa. collared

Sa. on

Crest

field.

a lion ramp. betw. three crosses
A greyhound's head couped,

or.

Singr.

King (Clontarf,
fusils or.

changed.

Xing'

SIN
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fesse gu.

y^iscount Lorton :

with a crescent for diff.
(impalement Fun.

King

Ent.

John
Monaghan, whose wife was

Ulster's

Office,

1632,

Bdrnet, Esq., of Ballylack, co.
Katbebinb Kino). Sa. on a chev. ar. three crescents of the
field, in middle chief a mullet of the second.

King

(Clontarf, co. Dublin.
Vi.sit. Dublin, 1600.
George
King, High Sheriff co. Dublin, son of John King, Esq., of
Clontarf, by Mart, his wife, dau. of Sir Henrt Collet,
Knt., of Edendcrry, and grandson of Mathew Kino, MusterMaster of the Army in Ireland, who was a native of the
North of England). Gu. a lion ramp, or, betw. two flaunchrs
erm.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Officr, 1680).
Sa. a lion ducally
crowned betw. tlirec cros-ses crosslet or.
(granted by Carney, Ulster, 1690, to William Kino,
Bishop of Dcrry). Az. on a chev. ar. hctw. three cstoilcs or,
aa many escallops sa.
Crest
A dexter hand ( ouped at the
Vrist erect ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchee gu.

King

Xing

—
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Az. a bend engr. enn. betw. three eagles

(co. Essex).

displ. or.

Kinge

(Gainsborough, co. Lincoln).

escallops ar.

and ringed

Kinge
of the

Crest

— A talbot's

head

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

sa.

eurcd gu. collared

or.

(co. Lincoln).

Sa.

on a chev. engr. ar. three escallops

field.

(London

escallops gu.

;

Sa. on a chev. erm. three
head erased sa. cared and

granted 1591).

Cresl

—

A.

talbot's

collared or.

Kinge

(London). Az. (another, gu.) a bend betw. two eagles
with two necks or.
Kinge. Sa. on a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet ar. as
many escallops of the field. Crest An armed arm, couped
at the elbow ppr. garnished or, holding in the gauntlet a
broken spear of the second, headed ar. and girt round the
arm with a scarf of the last.
Kinge. Az. on a bend ar. three fcrm.iils of the field
displ.

—

(another, gu.).

Kinge. Ar. a fesse
Kingescot. Erm.

dancettcc betw. three eagles displ. sa.
in the dexter chief an incscucclicon gu.
charged with a mullet or.
Kingeston. Az. a cross or, betw. four leopards' faces ar.
Cresl— Ona. mount vert a goat ar. homed or, leaping against

a tree of the

first.

Kingestone.
Icti!

Gu. three eagles

displ. or,

betw. two bend-

ar.

Kingfield, Kingsfleld,

and Kingsford.

Gu. two

bends erm.

Kingford
three bars

(Youlkston, co.

wavy erm.

ducal coronets or.

1691).
Az.
displ. bclw. two
per lesse gu. and

Cornwall; granted

in chief

0>-ul

un eagle

— An eagle

displ.

A
;

KIN

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

of the last.

Kingrscote

(Kingscote, co. Gloucester; Bobebt Nioel FitzEsq., of Kingscote, C.B., Lieut-Col. in

Habdinq Kingscote,

A D.C.

the army,

to the late

Lord Raglan in the Crimea,

and M.P. for co. Gloucester; the representative of a family
which claims Saxon descent; Nigell Fitz-Abthub, grandson of Angebcs the Saxon, living a.d. 985, m. AsEyA, dau.
of Robebt Fitz-Habdinge, by Eva, his wife, niece of
William I. ; as her dower he got the manor of Kingscote. His
son, Adam de Kingscote, had a confirmation of the manor
Ar. ten escallops sa. four, three, two, and one, on a
1188).
canton gu. a mullet pierced

"Kiugaey, or

Kingrsford.
gu.

Crest

or.

Crest

Kynsey

—An

escallop sa.

(co. Chester).
Ar. a chev. betw.
sejant gu. cracking nuts or, stalked and

three squirrels
leaved vert.

Erm.

in the dexter chief quarter a cross

—The branch of a rose

couped
bush bearing rosesppr.

See Kingsmead.

(Kingsley, co. Chester, temp. Henry II., hereditary Forester of Delamere under the Norman earls palatine

representative in the female line is Helen Kathebine,
Countess of Haddington, wife of Geobge, eleventh Earl of
Haddington, dau. and only child of Sir John Warbenbeb.
fifth bart. of Lochead, by his second wife, the Hon. Frances
Henrietta Abden, eldest sister of Bicbabd Pepper, third
and last Lm-d Alvanley). "Vert a cross engr. erm. and on an
honorary escutcheon of pretence, ar. a bugle strung sa.,
the escutcheon is sometimes borne as an additional coat.
Kingsley (Canterbury). Sa. a cross engr. erm. in the 1st
quarter a mullet or.
Crest
A goat's head couped ar.
its

;

—

(Sorrett,

(another, erm.).

Vert a cross engr.

co. Hertford).

or, in

the

Az. three conger

mouth

Kingsman

ar.

Crest, as the last.

Kingsley. Ar. a buglehom stringed sa.
Kingsley. Ar. a fesse sa.
King's Lynn, or Lynn-Regis,
Norfolk).

eels'

Borough of

heads erased and erect

of each a cross crosslet fitchee of the

Per pale

(co. Essex).

ar.

and

la-st.

az. three saltires

Barry of six or and az.

ar. three escallops gu.

Kingsmill

(Sidmanton, co. Hunts, and Aston, co. Gloudescended from John Kingsmill,
Judge of Common Pleas, d. 1604). Ar. semee of crosses
crosslet fitchee sa. a chev. erm. betw. three fers-de-moline
of the second, a chief of the third. Crest A cubit arm erect
Tested ar. holding in the hand ppr. a millrind sa. Motto
Do well, doubt not.
Kingsmill (Sir John Kingsmill, Knt., of Hermitage, near
Lucan, co. Dublin, who m. 1824, Eliza Catherine, only dau.
arid heiress of Sir Egbert Kingsmill, Bart., of Sidmanton,
cester, bart., extinct 1823

;

—

CO. Hants).

Same
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Ar. crusily fitchee sa. a
chev. ermines betw. three millrinds of the second, a chief
Cre.H
.A.
cubit arm erect, vested .ir. cu£f sa.
holdint; in the hand ppr. a millrind of the second.
Kingsmill (CO. Hants). Same^mw. Creit— A Moor's head
in profile couped at the shoulders ppr. wreathed about the
temples or and gu.

—

of the third.

Kingsmill
millrinds

Warwick). Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three
chief of the second.

(eo.

.sa.

Kingsmill

-a

(exemplified to

of Correndoo Park,

Thomas Nugent Kesney,

Esq.,

Galway, and ol Hermitage Park,
wife,
Isabel Ai'gusta Ubcce,
only child and heiress of Sir John Kingsmill, Col. Battle
Axe Guard, by Elizabeth Catherine, his wife, duu. and
heiress of Sir John Kingsmill, Bart., of Sidmanton, co.
Southampton, on his assuming, by royal licence, 18 Jan.
1866, the surname of Kingsmill, in lieu of that of Kennet).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. semee of cross crosslets fitchee sa.
a chev. ermines betw. three fers-de-moline pierced of the
second, a chief of the second charged with a Maltese cross
or, for distinction, for Kingsmill; 2nd and 3rd, per pale or
and az. a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents all counterchanged, a crescent for diff., for Kenney an escocheon of
pretence, in the 1st and 4th quarters the arms of Kingsmill,
without the Maltese cross, in the '2nd and 3rd the arms of
Bbice, otherwise Bbuce, viz. Or, a saltire gu. a chief of the
last, thereon in the dexter chief point a mullet of the first.
CO.

Dublin, and

co.

to

his

;

:

—

Crests
1st: A cubit arm erect, vested ar. cuffed ermines, ia
the hand ppr. a fer-de-moline, as in the arms, the arm
charged with a Maltese cross gu., for distinction, for Kingsmill; 2nd: Out of an carl's coronet or, a cubit arm erect,
vested gu. ruffed ar. the hand grasping a roll of parchment
ppr. the arm charged with a crescent ar. for diff., for

Kenney.

Kingston, Karl of. See King.
Kingston, Viscount of. See Seton.

Kingston (co.
Kingston (co.

Bedford).

Sa.

Berwick).

a

ramp.

lion

Same Arms,

or.

tlie lion's tail

double

queued.

Kingston (Wendover, co. Buckingham). Same Arvis.
Kingston (co. Derby). Az. three swords fessways in

pale

ar.

Kingston (cos.

Gloucester and Leicester).

Az. a cross

or,

betw. four leopards' faces ar.
Kingston (Grimslye and Bassingham, co. Lincoln). Same
Arms. Crest A goat saliant ar. against a tree vert.
Kingston (London). Sa. guttee d'eau a lion ramp. or.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet counter-componee or and sa. a
unicorn's head az. crined ar. horn gobonee of the second and

—

—

Kingston (co. York). Ar. a bend wavy cotised gu.
Kin gston (temp. Richard II.). Ar. a steel cap ppr.

Ar^n^i.

in the

Kingston.

Az. three swords in pale ar. hilted or, two erect
upwards and one betw. downwards.
Kingston. Sa. three leopards' faces ducally crowned ar.
Kingston. Chequy or and gu. a bend crni.
Kingston. Ar. a bend wavy gu. betw. two bendlets of the
last.

Kingston.

Ar. guttle de sang, on a chief az. three crowns

or.

Kingston.

Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three cinquefoils of
the second five mullets az.
Kingston (temp. George III.). Per ji.Tle az. and gu. gutf^
d'eau a lion ramp, double queued erininois.

Kingston (Mosstown,

co. Longford
granted to Alexander
Kingston, Esq., of that place, one of the Governors of the
CO. Longford).
Per pale ar. and gu. a chev. counterchanged
betw. a thistle slipped in dexter chief ppr. and a trefoil in
sinister chief or, in dexter base a trefoil slipped vert, and in
sinister a thistle slipped of the fourth.
Crest
A swan holding in its beak a thistle slipped ppr. Motto
Dei giatia.
Kingston, or Kynston. Gu. a chev. vair.
;

—

—

Kingston-upon-Thames, To-wn of

counterchanged.

Kingsmead, or Kingesmede.
on a bend

(Millbrook, co. Hants).

front thereof a feather gu.

Xiagrsley

(co.

Kingsmill

first.

Kingshaxned.

Kingsley
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crowned or, h3l(lii]g ia the beak a rose ar. slipped and
barbed vert, seeded gold.
Kingford. Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens ppr. Crest
A raven, the body to the sinister and the head reguard.
Xing'h.an (granted to William Kinguan, Esq., of Silverstream, Greenisland, co. Antrim, son of the late John
KiNGBAN, of Drumadoney and Ballymacarn, co. Down)
Az. a fess wavy ar. betw. an antique crown in chief or, and
in base two dexter hands clasped and conjoined, that on the
dexter ringed on the third finger with the royal signet all
ppr. Crest Two dexter hands clasped and conjoined as in
the arms, the third finger of that on the dexter side also
ringed as in the arms, thereon a lion ramp. or. Motto
favore regis nomen.
Singrlake (Saltmoor, parish of Stoke St. Gregory, co.
Somerset; descended from William Kinloch, or Kinglake, M.D., a younger son of the Scottish family of Kinloch,
who changed his name of Kinloch to Kinglakb upon settling
Az. a boar's head erased ar. betw. three
in England).
mascles or. Crest An eaglet perched looking up to the
sun in its splendour. Motto Non degener.
Klngley. Or (another, ar.; another, erm.) a close helmet
gu. Crest— A cross crosslet fitchee sa and sword ppr. in salAnother Crest A cock's head betw. two wings ppr.
tire.
Xing'sale, Lord. See De Codbci.
Xing'Sbtiry (confirmed by Hawkins, tllster, 1742, to Doctor
Thomas Kingsbdet, Fellow of the King and Queen's College
of Physicians, Ireland, son of Thomas Kingsbort, Esq.
descended from co. Dorset). Az. a chev. or, betw. two doves
in chief ppr. and a serpent in base nowed of the last.
Crest
A wyvem vert. Motto Prudens et innoccuus.
King's Collegre, Cambridg'e (founded in 1441, by Henry
VI., who granted thereto the foUowing). Sa. three roses ar.
barbed vert, seeded or, on a chief per pale az. and gu. a fleurde-lis on the dexter or, and a lion pass, guard, on the sinister
az.

—

(co.

Surrey).

Three salmons hauriant in pale ar. the common seal is a
tun, over it in chief a Saxon K, the whole encircled with two
;

olive branches.

Kings'well

(co.

heads erased or.
annulet or.

Hants).
Crest

Gu. a

—A

saltire betw. four lions'
parrot gu. in the mouth an

Kington

(Charlton House, co. Somerset). Ar. guttee de
wavy per pale gu. and vert three ducal coronets or. Crest
On a crescent az. five guttces d'orbctw. two
sprigs of myrtle ppr.
sang, on a chief

—

Kingthorp, or Kingsthorp.

Ar. a fosse betw. three

escallops gu.

Kinkeny.

Ar. a saltire sa. within abordure engr. of the

last.

I

—

Motto— Hon

degencr.
Klnloch (Ab^rbothrie, co. Forfar, 1672). Az. a boar's head
or.
Same Crest and Motto as the
raascles
erased betw. three
ppr.

last.

Kinloch

(Gourdie, co. Forfar). Az. on a chev. betw. three
mascles a boar's head erased of the field, in chief a fleur-deAn eagle soaring aloft ppr. Motto—
lis of the second. Crest

—

Yet higher.
Az. on a chev. ar. a
(Kilrie, co. Forfar, 1764).
mullet gu. betw. two mascles in chief of the second and a
Crest—
kn eagle reguard.
in
base
or.
erased
boar's head
wings endorsed sa. armed gu. looking at the sun ppr.

Kinloch

Motto

— Altius tendo.

Kinloch

(Kinloch, CO. Perth, bart., 1873).
head erased betw. three mascles or, a crescent of
2nd, gu. a chev.
the second in chief for diff., for Kinloch
3rd, per
embattled betw. three crescents ar., for Oliphant
countercinquefoils
fess ar. and sa. a chev. betw. three
changed, for Balneaves; 4th, counter-quartered, 1st, gu. a
broken spear and a standard saltireways ar. the last charged
with a cross of the field and fringed or, 2nd, az. a cat saliant
ar., 3rd, ar. on a saltire sa. nine mascles of the first, a bordure az., 4th, or, three bars wavy gu. each charged with an
1st,

az. a boar's

;

;

—

Crest
A young
escallop of the field, all for Smith.
eagle perched, looking up to the san in his splendour all ppr.
Motto—^on degener.
Kinloch (Gilmerton, co. Edinburgh, bart., 1686; as recorded
1829). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a boar's head erased betw.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess betw. a boar's
three mascles or;

Crest

in chief

and two mullets in base
Motto Altius tendo.

az., for

—

—An eagle rising ppr.

Rochead.

Peerbetw. four
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
age).
crescents or, for Kiknaird; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three stars ar.,
Crest— A. garland of laurel ppr. Motto
for KiRKALDT.

—

vincit.

a
Quarterly, 1st and
gu. as a coat of augmentation; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a saltire betw. four crescents or.
C7-est—A mullet betw. the horns of a crescent or, issuing out
over the
of a cloud within two branches of palm in orle ppr.
{Daron Kinnaird).

wary betw.

fesse

4th, or,

three mullets

;

Supjiorters— Two Ravages
the motto, Phoebo lux.
wreathed about the head and middle with oak leaves, their
hands which support the shield in chains hanging down to
their feet, in their other hands a garland of laurel all ppr.
crest

Mottoes

—

Kinne.

Errantia luinina fallunt; and, Certa cruce salus.

Gu. a chev.

Kinnear

ar.

(that Ilk, co. Fife).

birds ppr.

Crest

Sa. on a

bend

canary
Motto

or, three

—Two anchors saltireways

ppr.

—

hope.
Quarterly, let and 4th, as
(Edinburgh, 1818).
2nd and 3ril, ar.
EiNNEAE, of that Ilk, within a bordure or
on a fret of four pieces gu. as many hearts or, in every interstice a rose of the second barbed vert, for Gardiner.
CrcH— An anchor ppr. Motto Spem fortuna alit.
Kinner. Gu. a chief dancettee or.
Kinneram. Or, on a chief ar. three bends gu.
Kinnersby (co. Salop). Az. sem^e of cross crosslcts a lion
live in

Kinnear

;

—

ramp.

ar.

Kinnersley
sa.

a

lion

erni.

Per pale az. and
holding betw. the paws a cross pattee

an

orle of eight cross crosslets of the last.

(Binfleld

ramp.

fltchec or, within
Crest

— A mount

Manor,

co. Berks).

vert, thereon before

a greyhound sejant erm. collared

or,

an oak tree fructcd ppr.
the dexter forepaw sup-

porting a cross crosslct, as in the arms.

Motto

—Timor

Kinnersley.
Kinnerton.

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three mullets sa.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets sa.
(that Ilk, co. Fife
the heiress m. Sir William
McRRAV, of Melgund). Az. a chev. ar. in chief three fleursAn o:iU tree vert. Motto Slabo.
de-lis of the sec-ond. Crefl
Kinnoull, Earl of. See IUy-Dbummond.
cr Kinsman. Gu. a bull's heart cabossed

Kinninmond

;

—

—

Kinnyman,
arimd

Kinross

or.

Gu. two swords in saltire ar. hiltod or,
betw. four hands couped apauincc ppr.
Kinross (Scotlaml). Gu. a chev. clicquy or and az. betw.
three swords paleways ar. hilts and pommels or.
Kinsellag:h. Sec o'Cinsallaoh.
KinsellaKh (Smith's Ordinary, Ulster's Office). Ar. a fess
gu. betw. two garbs in chief and a lion pass, ia base sa.
(.S(!otland).

568

—

two heads

sa.

Kinsey

(Blackden Hall, co. Chester; allowed at Visit, co.
Chester). Ar. a chev. betw. three squirrels sejant gu.

Kinsey (Knutsford, co. Chester). Same Arms.
Kinsman, or Kynnesman (Loddington,

PipweVl-

Northampton). Per pale az. and
Crest
A buck ppr. lodged in fcru

Abbey, and Broughton,

co.

—

gu. three saltires ar.

Kinthorpe. Ar. a fesse betw. three escallops gu.
Kintore (that Ilk, co. Aberdeen). Or, a chev. betw.

three

castles gu.

Kintore, Earl of. See Keith.
Kinver. Per cliief indented or and gu.
Kinveton, alias Gilbert (co. Derby).

Gu. a bend

vaire ar. and sa.

Kinwelmarch, or Kilmarch.

Per fesse erm. and ar.

a lion ramp. sa.
(Glasgow, 1819).

Kippen

—

Ar. a saltire within a bordure
eagle, wings expanded, issuing out of

engr. purp. Crest An
a tower all ppr.
(Tewdley, co. Kent). Lozengy or and az. on
chief gu. a lion pass, of the first.

Kipping'

Kirby, or Kirkby

(Hawthorn,

co.

&

Durham, and Kirkby

Thore, co. Westmoreland). Ar. on a fesse vert three crescents or. Crest An anchor gu. entwined with a serpent

—

—

Same Arms. Crest A flaming
heart gu. betw. two branches of palm in orle vert.
(co. Kent).
Az. six lions ramp. ar. three, two, and
one, on a canton or, a mullet gu.
Kirby (lleopthams-Bank, Tunbridge, co. Kent, Sheriff of
London, 1816-17). Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the
Crest
Out of a ducal
second a lion's head erased or.
coronet per pale or and ar. an elephant's head gu. eared of
the second, tusked of the first.
Kirby (granted to Richard Charles Kirbt, Esq., C.B., of
Blandford Square, co. Middlesex). Ar. a chief embattled
gu. over all a bend sa. charged with three greyhounds'
heads erased of the first. Crest A dexter arm embowed in
armour grasping a scymitar, and in front thereof a chaplet
of roses all ppr.
Motto
Firm.
Kirby. Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a cross
Crest
On a chapeau purp. turned
moline of the first.
up erm. a cross moline ar. within a circular wreath of tha

Kirby

—

—

—

—

last

and gu.

Kirby
Kirby

Ar. on a fesse vert three crosses form^e.
Nottingham, temp. Elizabeth).
Ar. two bars
and a canton gu.
Kirby. Az. a lion ramp, or, on a canton ar. a mullet gu.
(another, gu. three crosses crosslet or; another, ar. a cross
within a bordure engr. sa.; another, ar. on a fesse gu. thre»
(London).
(co.

crosses crosslet or.

—

Ar. a stag saliant gu. armed or. Crtst
A talbot**
and lined gu.
Kirch. Ar. a slag saliant ppr. armed or. Crest On a
pillar ar. a heart gu.
Kircham, or Kirkham. Erm. three lions ramp. gu.
a bordure engr. of the last.
Kirdeston. Gu. a saltire engr. ar.
Kirhile, or Kirhir (co. Devon). Or, an eagle displ.

Kirch.
head

sa. collared

—

sa.

Kiriel

omnis abesto.

ar.

—

vert.

saltire

Kinnaird

(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1047, to Edjicnd
KiNSELiAGH, gent., of the city of Dublin). Vert two lion*
ramp, combatant or, armed and langued gu. on a chief
quarterly of the second and sa. an eft or lizard pass. ppr.
Crest
A demi eft or lizard saliant ppr.
Kinsey. Ar. a tower gu. Crest Out of the top of a tower
ppr. an arm embowed, vested vert, the hand holding a
spear fessways all ppr.
Kinsey (quartered by Welbt, of Woodhead, co. Rutland.
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
Or, pellett^e, an eagle displ. with

Kirby, or Kirkby.

Einmartou. Ar. a chev, betw. three escallops gu.
Kinnaird (Inchture, co. Perth, before elevation to the

Qui patitur

Kinsellagrh

vert.

Quarterly,

head erased

KIR
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KIN

Kinkley. Gn. a chev. engr. ar.
Kinley. Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops of the first.
Kinloch (that Ilk, and Nevay, co. Forfar, ban.). Az. a
Crest
A young
boar's head erased betw. three mascles or.
eagle perching and looking up to the sun in its splendour

Kirk

(co. Leicester).

Ar. two chev. and a canton gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. thrca

(Retford, co. Nottingham).

boars'

heads erased

sa.

Crest

—A

boar's head erect

and

erased sa.

Kirk

Gu. a crosier or, and sword ar. saltireways,
on a chief of the second a thistle vert.
Kirk (Aberfoil, Scotland). Same Arms, a bordure indented
Motto—
Crest
ar.
A crosier and dagger in saltire.
(Scotland).

—

Optimum

fjiiod

Kirkaldie
Kirkaldie

primuni.

Gu. three stars ar.
(Grange, .Scotland, bart., 1664). Gu. a chev.
betw. three stars in chief and a crescent in base or. Crest—
A man's head, with the face looking upwards ppr. Motto—
Fort issima Veritas.
Kirkaldie (Scotland, 1672). Gu. a chev. invecked ar. bctw.
two stars

(Inchture, co. Perth).

in chief

and a crescent

in base or.

;

Kirkaldy, Bur^h of

Az. an abbey of three

(Scotland).

—

pyramids, each ensigned with a cross patt^e or. Motto
Vigilando maneo.
Kirkbrid (Kirkbridge, co. Cumberland). Sa. a cross engr.
ar.

Hesket, co. C umberland descended
from Odabd, Baron of Wigton). Ar. a cross engr. vert.
Kirkbridgre (co. Northumberland). Ar. a saltire vert.
Kirkbryd (quartered by Dalston, of Dalston, co. Cumberland. Visit. Cumb. 1615), Ar. a cross engr. vert betw. four

Rirkbridgre (Ellerton in

annulets

;

sa.

Kirkby

(Kirkby, co. York;

Kirkby

(Uprawcliffe, co.

William Eibeebt, whose dau.,
Joan, m. Henbt Ludyngton, father of Nicholas Ludyngton,
London,
Visit.
1568).
Ar. two bars gu.
of
London.
citizen
on a canton of the last a cross patonce or.
Eirkby (Kirkby, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Same Arms.
Kirkby (Kirkby Hall, co. Lincoln). Same Arms.
Lancaster, 1567).

crescent for diff.
(Stainbridge, co. Hants).

Kirkby

Per pale

Same Arms, a
ar.

and gu. on a

chief sa. a lion pass. or.

Kirkby

Per pale gu. and

(co. Leicester).

sa.

a lion ramp.

ar.

Kirkby

Ar. a cross betw. two annulets

Leicester).

(co.

vert.

Kirkby (co.

Kent; Sir John Kibkby, Knt., temp. Henry IV.
his dau. and heir, Alice, m. Thomas Stoneb, Ksq., of
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Az. six lions ramp.
Stoner, co. Oxford.
or, on a canton of the last a mullet gu.
Kirkby (Kirkby-in-Ashfield, co. Nottingham). Az. a fesse
betw. two chev. erm.
Kirkby (quartered by Mitfobd through Whabton. Visit.
Durham, 1613). Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second
a cross flory of the first.
Kirkconnel (that Ilk, co. Dumfries; the heiress m. Aymeb
Maxwell, younger brother of the first Lord Maxwell). Az.
two croziers in saltire adossee, and in chief a mitre.
Kirke (The Eaves, co. Derby). Ar. a chev. betw. three
Per fesse or and gu.
boars' heads erased sa. Ancient Arms
a lozenge counterchanged. Crest A wild boar pass. sa.
Kirke (Eastham, co. Essex). Per fesse or and gu. a lozenge
counterchanged, on a canton az. a lion ramp, or, supporting
This
a cutlass blade ar. chained and collared gold.
canton was granted as an augmentation to Sir David Kibke,
Governor of Newfoundland to Lewis Kibee, Governor of
Canada and to Captain Thomas Kibee, Vice-Admiral of the
English Fleet, for their victory over the French, and the capA dexter arm embowed in armour
turing of Canada. Ci-est
ppr. garnished or, holding a cutlass ar. hilt and pommel

—

—

;

;

—

Kirkham (Ashcombe,

(Markham,

co. Notts).

—

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars'

sa.
Crest
A boar's head erect couped sa.
York). Or, a chev. az.
Per fesse or and gu. a bend erm. (another, a lion
ramp, counterchanged).
Kirke (Edinburgh, 16S2). Gu. on a saltire ar. a thistle vert,
on a chief of the second three cushions az. Crest A temple
ppr. Motto Conamine.
Kirkebrid^e. Ar. a saltire engr. vert.
Kirkeby (co. Derby). Ar. on a fesse vert three crescents

heads couped

Kirke

(co.

Kirke.

—

—

III., and Blagdon, co.
Devon, temp. Edward I. Sir Wiluam Kibeham, Knt., Visit.
Devon, 1620, sixth in descent from Kobebt Kibeham, living
5 Henry V., a.d. 1416; the heiress m. Sir Geobge Blod>t
CO. Oxford).
Erm. three lions ramp. gu. a bordure engr. sa.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar.
Kirkham (Pinhoe, co. Devon; descended from Blagdon).
Same Arms and Crest.
Kirkham (Fynnshed and Cutterstock, co. Northampton).
Ar. on a fesse gu. three bezants.
Crest— A Saracen's
head fullfaced ppr. couped at the shoulders, gorged witli a
ducal coronet or, wreathed about the temples ar. and sa.
Another Crest— A popinjay vert, beaked and collared gu.
Kirkham. Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
Kirkhill (co. Devon). Or, an eagle displ. sa.
Kirkhoven (Earl of Bellomont in Ireland, and Earnrt
Wotton in England, extinct 1683). Ar. three hearts gu.
Crest A demi negress couped at the waist in prolile ppr.
wreathed around the temples az. and ar. winged of the last.
Supporters
Dexter, a dragon sans wings vert; sinister, a
buck erm. armed and winged or.
Kirkhoven. Or, three hearts gu. Cre<t .^ beacon fired ppr.
Elirkland (Kirkland, CO. Cumberland, Kirkland, co. Lancaster, Brampton, co. Derby
founded by Gamkl, Lord of
Kirkeland, co. Cumberland, temp. William i.; now represented in the senior line by Walter Kireland, Esq., of
Wirksworth, co. Derby, and Eastbourne, co. Sussex). Sa.
three mullets ar. within a bordure engr. or, quartering,
Kibeland (ancient), sa. three mullets or. Crest On a ducaf
coronet a falcon jessed and belled all ppr., Kirkland.
Kirkland (Ashby-de-laZouch, co. Leicester; settled therft
at Ashby early in the last century the last male reiiresent;itive, Thomas Smith Kibeland, Esq., M.D., d. 1869).
.'^a.
three mullets ar. within a bordure engr. or. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a falcon close belled ppr. Motto
Facia
non verba.
Kirkland (co. Lancaster). Ar. a bend engr. sa. (another,
;

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

a saltire engr. vert).
Ar. on a mount in base veit an oak tree ppr.
debruised by a fesse gu. charged with three owls ar. Crest
An owl, as in the arms.
ar.

Kirkland.

—

Kirkland, Kirkeley,
Kirkaton. Ar. three
tinctures reversed).

(co. Lincoln).

Gu. a

fesse betw.

two chev. erm.

Kirkeby.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets gu. five
lozenges erm. a bordure engr. vert.
Kirkeby. Sa. a lion ramp, supporting a garb ar.
Kirkeby. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three cocks gu.
Kirkeby. Sa. two lions pass, in pale or.
Kiikebyrd. Ar. a cross engr. vert.
Kirkefton. Gu. two bars ar.
Kirkeland. Ar. a saltire engr. vert.
Kirkelord. Sa. three mullets ar. and a bordure engr. or.
Kirkenton, Kirkton, or Kerton (Kirton, co. Lincoln).
Gu. three bars erm. Crest A fox pass. ppr.

—

Kirketon, or Kerketon
Edward

11.).

co. Lincoln,

temp.

Barry of six gu. and ar.
Khketon, extinct Thomas de Kibketon
to Parliament 1342, but never after). Same

Kirketon (Saron
summoned

(Kirketon,

;

Antis.

Kirketon (Baron
was summoned

John de Kirketon
Same
Parliament 1362-63, d. s. p.).

Kirketon, extinct 1367
to

;

Arnu^.

Kirketon. Or, three eagles displ. sa.
Kirketon. Ar. a fesse gu.
Kirketon, or Kirkton. Az. three martlets ar.
Kirketon, or Kirton. Az. three water bougets ar.
Kirketot (co Suffolk, temp. Henry III.). Az. on a cross
five escallops
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gu.

bars

Crtst

Kirklayne, or

gemels sa. (another, the
environed with trees

—A church

York). Ar. two bars engr. sa.
Gu. two bars or, in chief three keys ar. (another,
gu. a chev. erm. another, or).
Kirkman. Sa. two crosiers in saltire or, on a chief concave
(co.

Kirkley.

;

—

mitres ar. garnished gu. Crest
A crosier and
sword in saltire ppr. Motto In Deo confido.
Kirkman. Ar. two bars sa. in chief as many palets of the
second.

—

Crest

Kirkpatrick
a

— A demi lion ramp.

ar.

(Closeburn, co. Dumfries, bart., 1685).

Ar.

and chief az. the last charged with three cushions
Crest A hand holding a dagger in pale distilUng drops

saltire

or.

—

Motto

of blood.

—

I

make

sure.

Kirkpatrick

(CuUoch, co. Kirkcudbright, 1791). Ar. a
betw. one star in chief and two in flanks gu. on a
Crest
As Closeburn.
chief of the second three cushions or.

saltire az.

—

I

—

mak

sicker.

Kirkpatrick-Ho'wat

(Mabie, co. Kirkcudbright,

ISCn.

Ar. a saltire az. betw. one star in chief, two in flanks, and ii»
base an owl gu. on a Lhief of the second three cushions or,
a bordure of the third. Crest— A dexter armed hand holding
a dagger in pale distilling drops of blood ppr. Motto I mak

—

sicker.

Kirkpatrick

(Allanshaw, co. Lanark, 1872). Per saltire
or and ar. on a saltire az. betw. two cinquefoils in flank
vert a martlet of the second, on a chief of the third three
cushions of the first. Crest— .Ki the last. Motto— Vie mak
sicker.

Elirkpatrick

(England).

.\r.

a

saltire az.

on a chief of

—

Crest
A stag's head ar.
the last a cushion of the first.
Kirkpatrick (Liverpool). Ar. a saltire az. on a chief engr.
and
Motto, the same aa
Crest,
of the last three cushions or.

of Closeburn.

Kirkslow, Kirkstowe, or Kirstow
Gyronny
of the

of twelve or

and

sa.

(co.

Lancaster).

on a canton gu. a covered cup

first.

Kirkstall- Abbey

(to.

points in base, hilts and

Az.

York).

pommels

three

swords

ar.

or.

armed

or,
Per fesse gu. and az. a griffin ar.
seizing on a dragon vert, holding a plume of the third.
Ar. three eagles displ. sa. Crest—
the elbow on the wreath, holding

Kirkswold.

ar.

Kirklay,

ppr.

Blirkley

Motto

or.

Kirkeby

Henry

temp.

az. three

gold.

Kirke
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Kirkton, or Kirton.
An arm couped, resting
three ears of wheat ppr.

AA

Kitchener.

(quartered by Nicholas Kerdiffe, Sergeant-atLaw, 1609). Az. three water bougets or.
Kirkton (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1596). Some Arms.
Kirktot (CO. Suffolk). Az. a cross ar. charged with five

Kirkton

second three branches of oak vert.

Kirkwood

Gu. three fetterlocks
of the second three pheons of the first.
confirmed to
Eoscommon;
co.
(Woodbrook,
KJLrkwood
JAKB8 KiBKWooD, Esq., J. P., High Sheriff of that co. 1848,
son of TuoMAS KiiKWOoD, Esq., of same place, J. P., High
Sheriff 1808, and grandson of James Kibxwood, J. P., and to
or,

(Scotland, 16th century).

on a chev.

the other descendants of the said last-mentioned James
Kikewood). Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three fetterlocks ar.
a pheon betw. two mullets pierced sa. Crest A pheon sa.
charged with a mullet or. Motto Spes mea in Deo.
Xirkyn. Ar. a fesse az. Crest—A demi griffin ppr. holding
in the claw an escallop or.
•yirliTig-ton. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. depressed by a fesse or,
charged with three crosses pattee fitch^ sa.
Xirriell. Or, two chev. gu. a canton of the last.
Xirsopp (The Spital, co. Northumberland). Gu. a saltire
erm. betw. two cranes in pale ar. and two garbs in fesse or.
A mount vert, thereon a crane, as in the arms, the
Crest
dexter claw resting on an escutcheon ar. charged with the
Motto—Credo.
letter K sa.
Kixatowe (co. tancaster). Gyronny of twelve or and az.
on a canton sa. a covered cup of the first, on a chief gu. three
covered cups gold.
Kirton (co. Lancaster). Gyronny of twelve or and az. on a
canton gu. a covered cup of the first.
Kirton (co. Lincoln). Barry of eight erm. and gu.
Sirton (Thorp Mandevil, co. Northampton). Quarterly, Ist,
2nd, ar. a crescent within
ar. a fesse and a chev. in chief gu.
a bordure invecked sa. 3rd, per pale or and gu. a fesse betw.
4th, ar. a fesse betw.
counterchanged
three leopards' faces

—

—

—

;

;

three hawks' hoods gu.
ar. beaked, jessed,

(co.

—A

;

wings expanded

falcon,

or, resting

the dexter claw on

Ancient Crest —'A hawk

a hawk's hood gu.
gu. beaked and legged

Xirton

Crest

and belled

close ppr.

hooded

Ar. a iessc and

Westmoreland).

a chev.

in chief

Or, a fesse and chev. in base gu.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets sa. (another,
gu. ; another, sa. a fesse erm. in chief four
another, ar. a chev.
fleurs-de-lis or, in base three pikes ar.
betw. three crosses crosslet gu. ; another, ar. six eagles
displ. sa. three, two, and one).
Kirvill (co. Cornwall). Sa. three lions' heads jessant, as
(co. Wilts).

£irtoii.
ar.

a

fesse

;

many

Kirwan.

See O'Qoibivan.
(Gregg, co. Gahvay

1499; Reg.

AngUce
Amis,

(Blindwell, co.

—

ma

et

Henry

VII.).

Same

and Motto.

Sirvxran (Castle Hacket, co. Galway descended from Cregg).
Same ..^rm^and Crest. Motto —J'aime mon Dieu, mon Roi,
et mon pays.
;

Xirwan

(Stowe Lodge, co. Galway; descended from Cregg).

Same Arms and

Xirwan

Crest.

(late of Moyne, co.

Esq., late of

Moyne,

Galway John Stratford Kirwan,
Lady Victoria Mary Rawdon
;

vi. 1859,

Hastings, third dau. of George, second Marquess of Hastings,
and co-heiress of her brother Henrt, fourth Marquess of
Hastings, Baron Hastings, Hunger/ord, Grey de Ruthyn, Ac,
Ac). Same Arms and Crest. Motto J'aime mon Dieu, mon

—

Roi, et

ma

patrie.

£urwan

(The Island of Martinique; allowed by Hawkin.<),
Michael Kirwan, grandson of Pierse Kirleft Galway in 1652, and settled at Martinique).
Same Ar^ns and Crest.
Xlirwan (Burdigala, in France; allowed by Bryan, Deputy
Ulster, 1745, to

wan, who

Ulster, 1766, to Marcos Kirwan, of that place, great-grandson
of Nicholas Kirwan, Esq., of Ballintobber, co. Mayo, the
son of Richard Kirwan, Governor and M.P. of Galway).

Same Arms and
rt mon pais.

Crest.

Motto

—J'aime mon

Dieu,

mon

—

Xirwan (Kngland).

Roi,

Gu. three crescents ar. C^-est A hand
rnct issuing from a cloud, holding a broken spear all ppr.
Kitchen. Per chev. ar. and sa. three water boiitrcts counterchanged. Crett
An arm in armour cinbowcd, issuing from

—

a cloud

in the sinister, holding

67U

a gwoid

all

h«ad

bend

in

ppr.

all

Kitching:
gu.

Crest

(co. Hereford).

Ar. a chev. betw. three bustards

— On a ducal coronet or, a wivem vert.

Kitchin^ham.

Ar. on a chev. quarterly, gu. and sa.

three bezants.

Kitching'man
April, 1616).

(Helmesley, co. York granted by Camden,
Ar. on a pile sa. betw. two crosses crosslet
;

fitchee gu. three lozenges of the field.

Kite, or
cester.
kites'

Keyte

(Cheselbome,

Lord Mayor of London,

heads erased

armed and

or.

Crest

co.

1767).

Wo^

Dorset, and co.
Az. a chev. betw. three

—A unicorn's head erased

ar.

collared gu.

Kite, or Keyte

Az. on a
(Ebrington, co. Gloucester).
chev. betw. three kites' heads erased or, as many trefoib
slipped gu.
Crest— A kite's head erased or.
Kitesford (co. Somerset). Ar. a bend lozengy sa.
Kitson (fiengrave, co. Suffolk). Sa. three lucies haurlant
A unicorn's head ar. attired and
ar. a chief or.
Crest
maned or, environed with palisadoes gold. Another Orttt
On a mount or, in flames ppr. a tinicom's head sa.
This coat was granted 13 Feb. 1568, by Dethick, Garter, to

—

—

Esq., of Hengrave, being an alteration from
the coat borne by his ancestors, which was confused, and
The older coat (granted to
greatly needed correction.
Thomas Kitson, 14 April, 1527) was, sa. three lucies in pale
ar. on a chief or, a lion ramp, of the first guttee d'or betw.
two pellets, the dexter charged with a martlet, and the sinister

Thomas Kitson,

with an anchor or.
Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief gu.

Kitson.

three

bezants.

Warwick,
granted by Segar, Garter, to Thomas Kittermaster, of
Coleshill, CO. Warwick, and Lincoln's Inn, London; confirmed to WiLUAM Kittermaster, son of Thomas Kittermaster, who was great-grandson of William Ktdebmaster,
of Coleshill, co. Warwick, and Romsey, co. Salop). Az. a
chev. erminois betw. three bezants. Crest On a chapeau
az. turned up erm. an eagle, wings expanded erminois.
Kittleby, or Kittelby (Steple, co. Salop). Ar. two
A lion's head erased gu (another, or).
chev. sa.
Crest
co.

—

—

Az. a saltire embattled betw. four martlets or.
Az. six garbs or, three, two, and one. Oat

—

An Indian goat's head
Klere, or Kleere.

ar.

Ar. (another, or) a cross betw. four

estoiles gu.

Klokefield

patrie.

Galway; settled at Tobcr Keagh,

Blindwell, prior to the reign of

Crest,

Gahvay,

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
A Cornish chough ppr.

Crest

— Mon Dieu, mon Eoi,

Kirwan

in

bull's

—

Kivellioc.
William Kirwan d.

;

Ulster's Office).

choughs ppr.

Cornish
Motto

—A

—

Kittleby.

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Xirvran

Cre^t

Kittermaster (Meriden, formerly of Coleshill,

or.

KU.

Sirton

az.

betw. two flags az. charged with a cross or.
(Meales, co. Lancaster). Gii. a chev. paly of four
ar. and sa. betw. three bezants, each charged with a lapwing
of the third.
Kitchin (London). Ar. on a pile az. betw. two crosses crossCrest
A pelican's head
let gu. an eagle displ. of the field.
erased az. beaked or, vulned gu.
Kitohiner. Ar. on a chev. quarterly, gu. and sa. betw.
three bustards of the second, as many bezants. Crest
buck's head erased, pierced through the neck by an arrow
sa.

Per fesse az. and ar. on the first a
wielding a wooden mallet ppr. on the

issuing,

demi savage

Erm. a chief wavy

Kitchin

escallops gu.
(Scotland).

Kixkwood
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ppr.

Az. a cross chequy ar. and gn.
(co. Norfolk).
(Winchester, 1601). Az. a fesse betw. two chev.
gobony erm. and gu. Crest— \ boar's head couped or, the
mouth embrued with blood.
Knaplod. Barry of six or and az. a bend gu.
Knapman (Throwleigh, co. Devon; William Knapmam, of
that place. Visit. Devon, 1620, great-grandson of William
Knapman, of the same place). Or, on a cross gu. betw. four
Cornish choughs ppr. five blocks of tin ppr. marked with the

Knaplock

letter

W sa.

Knapman.

Ar. three lions ramp, in fesse gu. Crest—
a Saracen's head couped ppr.
(Tuddenham, co. Norfolk, Needham and Washbroke,
Or, in chief three close helmets sa. in base a
CO. Suffolk).
An arm embowed in armotff
Crest
lion pass, of the last.
ppr. garnished or, the hand also ppr. grasping by the
blade a broken sword ar. hilt and pommel gold, with

sword

in pale enfiled with

Knapp

—

a branch of laurel vert.
(Little Linford Hall and Shenley, co. Bucks).

Knapp

Same

Arms.

Knapp
ramp.

Or, a lion pass, in base and
esquires' helmets sa., quartering gu. a lion

(Hambly-Knapp).

in chief three

ar.

crowned or,

for

Hamblt.

Crest— Ssune as Tuddett-

liam.

Knapp.

Ar. a cross gu. betw. four roses ppr.
(Woodcot, co. Oxford granted 2 Sept. 16C9). Sa.
a lion pass, in chief three helmets or.
Knapton. Or, a cross sa. charged with a cross calvary
Out of a ducil coronet or, two
Crest
crossed at the top ar.
arms dexter and sinister, in saltire, each holding a scymitar

Knappe

;

—

in pale ppr.

A

A

KN A
Knapton
Warwick.

Elnapton

(Boldre, Hants). Gu. a cher. dancettee erm.
betw. three chaplets or. Crest A garland gu. tloreated or,
Motto Pretium victoribus coronae.
al)0Ut a lance ar.
Knaresburgh (Knaresbrough, co. York). Ar. a lion ramp,
gu.ducally crowned or, within a bordure sa. charged with

—

—

eight bezants.

Town

of (co. York). Seal of the
Corporation represents a castle in base, on an escroU four
letters, viz., E R QB, over the castle, on a wreath, a dexter
hand in armour couped at the wrist, holding a branch of
acorns, the date 1611.
Knaresboroug-h-Abbey (co. York). Ar. a lion ramp.
gu. within a bordure of the last bezants.
Knatcbbull (Mersham Hatch, Kent, bart.). Az. three
cross crosslets fltchee betw. two bendlcts or. Crest
On a
chapeau az. turned up erm. a leopard statant ar. spotted sa.
Motto In crucifixa gloria mea.
Xnatchbtlll (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1635, Vincent
ENATCHBtnx, son and heir of Beginau> Enatcbbdll, Esq.,
of Mersham, co. Kent, d. at Kellagh, co. Kilkenny).
Az.
three crosses crosslet fitchee in bend betw. two bendlets or.
Xnatchbull (co. Kent ; granted 1574). Az. three crosses
Crestr—Ka the
crosslet In bend betw. two bendlets engr. or.

Knaresborougrh,

—

—

last.

Xnatcbbull (Bablngton,

co. Somerset).

Az. three crosses

—

two bendlets or.
Crest
On a
chapeau az. turned up erm. a leopard statant ar. spotted sa.
Motto In cmciflxa gloria mea.
Knatchbull-Hugrgressen. See Huosesssn.
Xneford. Az. a chev. betw. ten mullets or, six in chief and
fitchfe betw.

—

four in base.

Kneland (that Ilk,
'^'"ft^l

Scotland). See Clglakd.
Oxford and Gloucester).
Gu. cmsily a lion
Crut A demi lion or, holding in the dexter paw a

(cos.

ramp.

or.

—

cross crosslet fltchee az.

XnelL

Ou. semee of cross
crowned and langned az.

crosslets fitchee

a

ramp,

lion

or,

mullets of the

field.

two escutcheons,
each charged with a rose ppr. in base a point charged with
a fleur-de-lis 2nd, sa. on a chev. betw. three covered cup.s
ar. a rose gu. 3rd, sa. two bars engr. ar. on a chief or, a lion
pass. betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the first; 4th, or, an eagle's leg
couped contoume, and a sinister wing in fesse. Crest On a
mount vert a stag standing beside a vine tree all ppr.
Knevet (co. Norfolk, and Escrick, co. York). Ar. a bend
within a bordure engr. of the second.
Knevet. Ar. a bend betw. three trefoils sa. within a bordure engr. of the last. Crest— K nest with young birds
(co. Wilts.)

Quarterly,

1st,

ar.

;

;

—

ppr.

Knevet.

Ar. three chaplets gu.

Crest

— In

the sea a ship

in full sail ppr.

Knevet.

Ar. on a bend sa. three trefoils of the first within
a bordure engr. of the second.
(Rosemaryn, co. Cornwall, cos. Norfolk and Suffolk).
Ar. a bend within a bordure engr. sa.
Crest
A dragon's head betw. two wings expanded sa.
Knevett (co. Norfolk). Ar. a bend sa. within a bordure

Knevett, or Knevit

—

engr. az.

Kneys-worth, or Knesworth
don,

wavy

(Lord

Mayor of LonErm. a chev.

1505; cos. Cornwall and Stafford).
gu. betw. three greyhounds in full course sa.

Kneysworth, or Knesworth.

Or, a chev. wavy gu.
between three greyhounds in full course sa.
Crest—
buffalo's head erased gu.
Kneysworth. Erm. a chev. embattled (another, wavy)gu.
between three greyhounds courant sa. collared or.

—

Knife.

Az. three knives in pale ar. hafts or.
Crest
dove reguard. holding in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief sa. two swords in

Knife.

saltire of the first, hilts or.

Knifton

(co.

Same Arms, a border

(Banbury, co. Oxford).

of tha

second.

Derby).

(The Manor House, Glen Parva, co. Leicester).
Paly ar. audgu. on a canton of the second a spur or, a bordure
engr. sa. Crest Betw. two wings a spur or, rowel dowa<
wards, leathered and buckled gold.
Knig'ht (quartered by the Right Hon. Sir Jaues Lewis
Knight Bruce, Knt.). See Bbdce.
Knigrht (Congresbury, co. Somerset, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
and Tythegston, co. Glamorgan Robert Knight, eldest son
of Sir John Knight, Knt. of Congresbury, m. 170S, Cecii.,
dau. and heiress of Edward Tcbbekviu.e, of Sutton, and
granddau. and heiress of Richard Lodohor, Esq., of Tythegston).
Ar. three palets j<u. within a bordure engr. az. on a
canton of the second a spur or. Crest On a ducal coronet
an eagle displ. all or. Motto Gloria calcar habet.
Knig'ht (Ruscombe, co. Berks). Ar. three palets gu. on
canton of the second a spur, with the rowel downwards,
leathered or, within a bordure engr. sa.
Knight (arms in New Coll., Oxford granted by the Empero*
Maximilian to Wiluam Knioht, Fellow of this Coll. Letters
Patent, 20 July, 1514. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Per fess or and
gu. a demi sun and a demi rose conjoined counterclianged,
on the top of the demi rose two eagles' heads issuant sa.
and from each side an eagle's wing displ. of the last.
ight (Kingerby, co. Lincoln). Ar. three bendlets go. on
a canton az. a spur with rowel downwards of the first.
Knight (CO. Buckingham). Sa. a griffin segreant erm.
beaked and armed gu. a bordure of the second.
Kni ght (cos. Gloucester and York). Sa. a griffin segreaat
or.
Crest A talbot's head erased sa. bezantee.
Knight (Norroy King of Anns, d. 1593). Vert a bend
lozengy or.
Knight (Chester Herald, d. 1GI8). Same Anns, a cr«£ceBt

—

;

—

—

i».

;

Kn

—

for diff.

Kni ght

(Clopton and Althorpe, co. Northampton granted,
by Barker, Garter, to Thomas Knight, of Hoi, co.
Northampton).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three bulls' beads
erased sa. armed and ringed at the nose or, a fret betw. two
doves of the field.
Crest A dexter arm embowed, vested
bendy wavy sinister of four or anfl gu. supporting with the
hand a sword in pale, the point resting on the wreath, the
pommel surmounting a pair of spun all ppr.
Knight (co. Hants; g^ranted 1523). Ar. three palets gu. on
a canton of the second a spur or, a bordure engr. az. C)-eft
—On a ducal coronet gu. an eagle displ. or.
Knight (CO. Norfolk). Same Arms.
Knight (CO. Hants). Or, on a chev. sa. three griffins
;

1546,

—

Knell. Gu. a chev. betw. three roses ar.
Knell, or Knelly. Ar. on a chev. sa. three

Xneller

Knigrht
Knig'ht

escallops or.

crosslet

KNI
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(quartered by Feilsiko, of Newnham, co.
Erm. on a fess vert three
Har. MSS. 1167).

Gu. a bend vair.

Knight

{^Earl ofCatherJovrjh and Baron Luxhorough, extinct
Ar. three bendlets gu. on a canton az. a spur, rowel
down, leathered, all or, quartering, quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
a lion reguard. or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three boars' heads
couped sa. langued gu. Crests— A spur, rowel up, leathered,
all or, betw. two wings displ. gu. Supporters— Dexter, a lion
reguard. or; sinister, a boar sa. langued gu. ducally gorged
l'/72).

and chained gold.

Knigrht (Charwerton and Rowington,
1613).
Same Arms and Crest.
671

co.

Northants

;

granted

segreant of the first.
(Baldock and 'Weston, co. Hertford, and Betsford,
CO. Nottingham).
Sa. on a fesse ar. three quatrefoils of the
field, in chief a nag's head erased of the second.
Crest
goat's head-erased per fesse gu. and or, attired gold, holding
in the mouth a laurel sprig vert.
Knight (Chawton, co. Hants; granted 1788). Vert abend
lozengy or, in base a cinquefoil ar. Co<it A demi grayfriar
ppr. holding in the dexter hand a cinquefoil slipped ar. from
the sinister wrist a bracelet of beads pendent sa.
Knight (Rowington, co. Warwick; confirmed to Williak
Knight, of that place. Her. Visit.). Same Arms and Crest
as Knight, Earl of Catherlough.
Knight (Godmersham, co. Kent). Same Arms, a canton go.,
quartering or, a chev. gu. betw. three lions' gambs erect
sa., for Acsten.
Crest
A demi grayfriar ppr. holding in
the dexter hand a cinquefoil slipped ar. and in the sinister a
cross sa. suspended from the wrist, the breast charged with
a rose gu. 7i/oi<o— Suivant St. Pierre.
Knight (London). Same ./ii-Tn*, a crescent for diff. Crest
A demi friar ppr. vested and hooded ar. having an upper
mantle or, holding in the dexter hand a lanthoiu, purfled of
the third, in the sinister hand a paternoster gu. with a
crucifix pendent at the end.
Knight, alias Srother (London and Clerkenwel), co.
Middlesex granted 25 July, 1664). Ar. a fesse gu. frettjr
or, betw. three bulls" heads erased sa. attired of the third.
Knight (Westerham, co. Kent; granted 20 Feb. 16GJ). Per
chev. engr. sa. and ar. three griffins pass, counterchanged.
Knight (co. Middlesex). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli, vert a
bend lozengy or; 2nd and 3rd, per chev. ar. and sa. thre«
cinquefoils counterchanged, over all, as an augmentation of
honour, an escutcheon ar. charged with a cross of St.

Knight

—

—

—

—

;

George.

Knight

Northampton, 1613; exemplified, 1772, to Janb
Mary-le-bone, co. Middlesex, on her takings
the name and arms of Knight). Ar. three bends gu. on a
canton az. a spur with buckle and leathers or.
Knight (Sir Amuolb James Knight, MJ>., of Sheffield,
(co.

Davies, of

St.

—

Ci-Mt

—A

spur,

as in the

Paly of six or and
(Brockhole, co. Northampton),
gu. a canton erm.
Knig'ht (Piddington, cos. Northampton and York). Gu.
two bars ar. in chief three wolves' heads erased of the

Knig'ht

second.
eight
(Shrewsbury and Bashchurch, co. Salop
descents of this family are given in Vincent's Salop). Ar.
three palets gu. a bordure engr. az. on a canton of the
second a spur or. Crest On a spur lying fesseways or, an
eagle per fesse ar. and az. wings expanded gold, beaked and
;

—

legged gu.

Knight (Wolverley,

Ar. three palets gu.
co. Worcester).
within a bordure engr. az. on a canton of the second a spur
or.
Crcft
On a spur lying fesseways or, an eagle per

—

ar.

and

az.

wings

expanded

gold,

beaked

and

legged gu.

Knig'ht (Downton

Castle, co. Hereford, Simons Bath, co.
Devon, and Wolverley, co. Worcester; descended from
BicuABD Knight, of Downton, who acquired, about a century ago, a large fortune by the Iron Works). Same Arms,

&c.
(granted by Hawley, Clarenceux, 4 Edward VI., to
William Knight, Collector of the Subsidies for Southampton. Visit. Hants, 1634). Per chev. engr. ar. and sa. three
A griffin's head erased
griffins pass, counterchanged. C^-est
gu. beaked and dexter ear ar. the sinister sa. gorged with a

Snig'ht

—

collar or.

Knight.

Az. on a fcsse or, betw. three fishes hauricnt ar.
as many roses gu. Crest An arm couped, habited bendy of
four or and az. holding in the hand ppr. the lower half of a
flsh couped in the middle of the second.
Knigrht. Or, on a chev. sa. three griffins segreant of the
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle displ.
field.
Crest

—

—

erm.
Ar. on a canton gu. a spur or, within a bordure sa.
(another, of the second).
Enight. Az. three fishes naiant in pale ar. against their
heads as many guttees d'or, on a chief of the last three
torteaux.
Knight (Langold, co. York, 1666). Or, on a chief sa. three
Crest An eagle displ. or.
griffins segreant of the field).
Knight. Ar. on a fesse betw. three bucks' heads erased sa.
attired or, a fret betw. two martlets of the third.
Knight. Gu. three palets ar. a bordure engr. sa. on a
canton of the last a spur and leather, rowel downwards

Knigrht.

—

—

—

EocsE BocGHTON,
second son of

Per chev. ar. and sa. three trefoils (another,
cinquefoils) coimterchanged.
Knight. Az. three Cornish choughs in fesse ar. on a chief

many

torteaux.
Ar. on a canton gu. a spur leathered or, rowel
downwards, within a bordure sa.
Knight. Or, three palets gu. on a canton sa. a spur-rowel
of the field within a bordure engr. of the third.
Knight. Per chev. or and sa. three cinquefoils counter-

Knight.

changed.

Knight,

Or,

on a chief

sa.

three griffins segreant of the

field.

Knight.
Knight.

Ar. two palets az. on a canton gu. a spur, buckle

and strap

upon

(London

Knight,

Esq.,

of

Downton

Castle,

assuming, by royal licence, 1857, the name of
Knight, on inheriting the estates of his maternal grandfather).
Quarterly, 1st, ar. three pallets gu. and a bonier
indented az. on a chief of the last three spurs erector, for
Knight; '2nd, ar. on a chev. betw. three cross crosslets
fitchce sa. as many bucks' heads cabossed or, vulned in the
forehead ppr. on a chief gu. a goat pass, of the field, and a
his

crescent of the same for diff., for Boughton, of Lougbton
3rd, sa. three crescents or, for Bocgbton; 4lh, sa. two bars
;

—

engr. ar., for Rocse. Crests 1st, Bodghton: A stork's head
erased chevronny of four sa. and ar. holding in the beak or,
a snake ppr. 2nd, Knight; On a spur fessways or, an caglo
;

rising ppr. holding in the beak a spear erect gold;

KousE

:

The bust

of a

man couped

3rd,

at the shoulders ppr. hair,

beard, and whiskers sa. the head surrounded and crossed by
a riband knotted at the top, and the ends flowing from either
temple ar. Motto— Eines sit semper aequus.
Knight-Bruce. See Bruce.
Knight-Erskine. See Erskine.
Knight (registered to Henby Edmund Knight, Esq., Alderman of the City of Liondon). Or, three bendlets az. on a chief
gu. a civic wreath betw. two spurs of the first. Crest— Oa a
Roman fasces lying fessewise or, a spur, as in the arms, betw.
two wings gu. each charged with a civic wreath gold.
Motto Virtute et labore.
Knightbridge (Chelmsford, co. Essex). Ar. two bars sa.
three garbs or.
Knightley (Fawsley Park, co. Northampton, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. ; 2nd and 3rd, paly of six or and gu.
Crest
A buck's head couped ar. attired or. Supporters—
Two f.ilcons ppr. Motto Invita fortuna.

—

—

—

Knightley

(Offchurch, co. Warwick, bart., extinct 160&;

descended from Edward Knightley, younger brother of Sir
BicHABD KNiOHTUiy, Kut., of Pawsley, temp. Henry VIII.).

Same Arms.

Knightley

(Shuston, 15

P.ic. II.).

Same Arms, a borduro

engr. az.

Knightley

(Knightley and Gnowsall).
Same Arms .n»
Knightley, of Shuston, a bend engr. az. in place of the

border.
six or

(co. Stafford).

and gu.

;

Quarterly, 1st

and

4tli,

paly of

2nd and 3rd, erm.

Knightley

(Kingston-upon-Thames, co. Surrey: granted by
Camden, 1C23, to Wiluam Knightley, Esq.). Quarterly,
2nd and 3rd, paly of six or and gu. on a
1st and 4th, erm.
Crest
A stag's
bend az. a tilting-spear of the second.
bead ar. attired or, charged upon the neck with a trefoil
;

—

vert.

Knightly

(Chorley, co. Lancaster).

Vert a cross engr.

—

A goat's
erm. in the 1st quarter a mullet pierced. Orest
head ar. charged with a mullet for diff.
Knightly (co. Stafford). Paly of six or and gu.
Knightly (co. Worcester). Ar. on a fesse sa. a mullet of
the field.
Crest
A dragon's head sa. with three tongues
fiu-

Knightly.

or.

Ar. a helmet gu.
granted by letters patent, dated 14 July,
1514, to William Knight, Prothonotary of the Apostolical
Beat (and Ambassador from King Henry Vlll. to the
Emperor Maximilian), afterwards made Pishop of Bath and
Wells, d. 1647). Per fesse or and gu. an eagle with two
heads displ. sa. having on its breast a demi rose and a
denii sun conjoined into one, counterchanged of the lieUl.
Knight (Uanestown, co. Dublin; Keg. Ulster's Office). Gu.
a chev. betw. three oval buckles or.
Knight (Ueg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev. gu. on a canton
of the last a spur with leathers, rowel down, all or.
Knight (confirmed to Kichard Goold Knicut, of Santa
Cniz, in the West Indies. Planter, late Member of the Colonial
Oftlce, now of Cloncorrich Castle, co. l.eiuim, grandson
Ar. two lo.ses
of .losEPii Knioiit, of Kik-orby, co. Cavan).
in fess gu. seeded or, barbed vert, on a canton az. a spur of
thf third.
betw.
wings
ar. each
two
Cnst—A spur or,
tliarned with a rose, as in the arms.
Motto Virtus sibi
;

—

nureiiin.

Knight

(Oldtoun Cor.'by; J'rovost of Ayr, 1672). Ar. on a
lietw. rhree mullets az. a boar's head erased of the first.
Mdliii— loitu rt vcrus.

f«M

Knight

Sir

—

Or, a bordure engr. sa.

Knight.

Knight

Downton Castle, co. Herefoiu,
William Edwabd Bouse Bodghton,

Esq., of

tenth bart. of Lawford, by Charlotte, his wife. dau. of

Knightley

or.

Knight.
or, as

greant ppr. armed and langued gu. in chief two stars as.
Crest
A ship under sail in a sea ppr. Motto Darien.
Knight (Bocgiiton-Knigut; exemplified to Andrew Johnps

Thomas Andrew

TfTi ig-Vit

fesse

K NI
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KNI
Same Armi.

knighted 1841).
arms.

CJordinsiuim and Dundee,

1J7'2).

Ar. n griffin sc-

Az. a hart's head cabossed or (another, ar.).
(Carlston, co. Dorset, and of Blendworth Lodge,
Barry of eight per pale az. and or,
Hunts, bart.).
counterchanged a bend erminois, on a chief gu, a dragon's
head erased betw. two annulets of the second. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, two dragons' heads in saltire couped
at the shoulders, the dexter gu. sinister or, wreathed about
the neck with a chain of the last.
Knighton (co. Hertford). Ar. two bars az. on a canton of

Knighton
CO.

—

the second a tun or.
(Bayford, CO. Herts). Barry of eight ar. and az.
Crest
Out of a ducal cotonet or, two dragons' heads and

Knighton

—

neck.s In saltire ppr.

Knighton
canton

or,

(co. Suffolk).

Barry of eight

a tun paleways gu.

Knighton

(John Knighton,

ar.

and

az.

on a

Crest, as the last.
Vi.sit.

London, 1568, whose

dau. DioNisE, 7)1. Edmond Burton, citizen of London, son
and heir of John Burton, Esq., of Stapleforth, co. Notts,
descended from Burton, of co. York). Same y<nH«, quarterTwo
ing ar. six annulets gu. three, two, and one. Crest
dragons' heads and necks twisted in each other az. in a ducal

—

coronet gu.

Knighton.
the

Ar. a bend neliulcc gu. betw. two bendlcti of

last.

Knighton.

Vert two

lions

ramp,

in fesse or.

A"

Kir

Knotsford (Great Malvern, co. Worcester; John KNOTsroRD,

Az. a buck's head or.
fTTiill (Knill, CO. Hereford; now represented by Sir John
Walsbah, Bart., of Knill, the twenty-sixth in lineal descent
from Sir John de Knill, Knt., Lord of Knill, in the twelfth
century). Gu. crusily fitchee a Hon ramp. or. Ci-est Out of
a ducal coronet or, a plume of ostrich feathers ar.
Xnlpe (London granted 16 Nov. 1616). Gu. two bars ar. in
Cre$t
chief three wolves' heads couped of the second.
wolf's head ar. transfixed through the breast with a broad
arrow or, flighted and pointed of the first.
Xnlpe (CO. Lancaster, and Westminster). Same Arms and

Serjeant-at-Law, High Sheriff Worcester 1 Queen Elizabeth,
A.D. 1558).
Sa. on a cross engr. ar. an annulet of tho
field.

—

;

Knotshnll.
ar.

Crest.

Knotsworth. Ar.
Knott (co. Suffolk).

Knott

Knott. Same

Az. guttle d'or a chev. betw. three
Crest

—A

—A

Crest

Arr>is.

unicorn's head ar.

wolf collared and

head betw. two wings all ppr.
Gu. a bend vaire
moline

voided

field.

Knotwood (co.

—

Ar. three cinquefoils gu.
Crest
A boar
sa. seizing an arrow fixed in his shoulder.
{Baron Knovill, extinct; BoGO Knovill was summoned to Parliament 1295-1307, d. that year, leaving a son,
BoGO Knovill, then aged 30 years, of whom, or his deAr. three estoiles
scendants, if any, nothing is known).

Kiiotwood.

Knovill

sa.

throughout

Knoll, Lord of Knollsmere, Wigglesworth,
and Hellifleld Peel, co. York, whose daus. and co-heirs were,
I. Kathabine, m. to Adam de Hamebton, Lord of Hamcrton, CO. York; and II. Anastasia, who m. Sir John de
Gu. a chev. betw.
Halton, Knt., of Halton, co. York).

gu.

Kno'wler

(Stroud, co. Kent).

Ar. on a bend betw. two

crowned or. Crest
heron ppr. volant issuing out of reeds also ppr.
Another Cre*t Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi heron issuing
erm.
cotises sa. a lion pass, guard, of the field

— A demi

three roses ar.
ar.

Ar. (another, or) three cinquefoils

reguard.

and

ar.

or.

Gu. a chev.

Norfolk).

gu-

Xnoll (EuAs DE

Snolle, or Knolls.

Ar. two bars within a bordu re engr. gu.
Ar. a fret az. on a fesse gu. three mullets of the

Knotton.

(Mercaston, co. Derby, bart., extinct in 1706;

Enlveton, alias Gilbert.
Knienton. Gu. a chev. vair.
Xnoles. Az. crusily a cross

betw. three annulets

pierced or.

Knowles

—

Ar. on a chev. gu. three roses of the

a cross moline voided or 2nd
gu. on a chev. ar. three roses of the first.
Crest
An elephant statant ar. Motto Semper paratus.
Elno'wles, or Knoell (Samford Oreas, co. Dorset, and co.
Somerset). Gu. on a bend ar. three escallops sa.
(Aylesham, co. Norfolk). Gu. on a chev. ar. three

and

;

3rd,

—

—

Knolles

(Little Hampston, co. Devon).
Or, a falcon sa.
preying on a moorcock ppr. on a chief of the second three

Knowles

birdbolts ar.

Gu. on a chev.

three roses of the field.
Knalles (co. Hants). Or, three demi lions pass, guard, gu.
Crest— K griffin segreant or.
XnoUes. Or, a cross couped gu. Crest On a cloud a
sphere ppr.
Knolles (from ped. of Sir Eobebt Knolles, K.G., lord of the
manor of Scouthorpe, co. Norfolk, a "very valyant captayne
in the wars in France, temp. Edward III. and Richard II.,
who d. 17 Aug. 1407, 8 Henry IV.). Gu. on a chev. ar. three
roses of the field barbed ppr.
Knolles (John Knolles, settled in co. Hants temp. Henry
VIII.; descended of a younger branch of Sir Bobbbt
Knolles, K.G., temp. Edward III. confirmed by St. George,
Clarenceux, 1633). Same Arms, differenced with a canton
erm.
Knolls, or
(co. Chester, Chisping, co. Lancaster,
Chipping and Harpley, co. Norfolk). Gu. on a chev. ar.
three roses barbed and seeded of the field. Crest A ram's
ar.

—

;

Knowls

—

ar. attired or.

(Grove Place, co. Hants). Gu. on a chev. ar. three
roses of the field, a canton erm.
Knollys (Earl of Banbury, extinct; William Knollts,
descended from the renowned Sir Eobebt Knollts, K.G.,
the companion in arms of the Black Prince, was created
Baron Knollys 1603, Viscount Wallingford 1616, and
raised to the Earldom 1626, d. 1632; Nicholas Knollts,
alias Vacx, claimed the titles and seat as Earl of Banbury
in the Convention Parliament, 1660, as did his descendants, until the House of Lords declared the Peerage
extinct in 1813). Gu. on a chev. ar. three roses of the field
also, az. semge of crosses crosslet a cross moUne or, voided
throughout of the field. Crest An elephant ar.
Knollys (Thame, co. Oxford, bart., extinct 1772; descended
from Sir Fbancis Knollts, Knt., of Beading Abbey, younger
brother of the Earl of Banbury).
Same Arms, quartering
gu. on a chev. ar. three roses of the field, a canton erm.
Crest
An elephant ar. Motto— \n utrumque paratus.
;

—

—

Knomley. Or, three stars gu.
Knomly, Kno-w^les, or Knonvile,

(co.

Gloucester).

Ar. three mullets gu.
Sa. a

(Whitchurch,

key erect in

Southampton granted 15 April,
pale or, betw. two palets erminois.
co.

;

A lion's head erased gu.
Knotford. Ar. four fusils

Knotsford

(Studley,

sa.

573

roses of the
let sa.

field, in

Crest

chief a crescent or, charged with a mul-

— A ram's head

ar. attired or.

Kno'wles

(Cole Ashby, co. Northampton, and Walton, co.
Gu. on a chev. ar. three roses vert,
barbed and seeded of the field, on a canton of the second a
Crest— 0\xi of a ducal coronet gu. an
fleur-de-lis of the first.
Suffolk; granted 1580).

elephant's head ar.

Kno'Wlys (Heysham
Surrey). Same
recto gradu.

Hall, co. Lancaster,

Arms and

Motto

Crest.

and Stockwell,

co.

— Lento sed certo et

Az. a hawk seizing a partridge ar. on a chief of
the last three bird bolts of the first.
Winchester. "Visit. Hants, 1634).
Crest
A griffin
Or, three demi lions pass, guard, gu.

Kno'wles.

Kno'wles (Downton and

—

segreant or.

Knowling'

Knolung, of Exeter and Harburton,
CO. Devon, subsequently of Lower Washbourne, same co.
Peteb Knowling, Esq., of Lower Washbourne, d. 1796,
of these, only one had
leaving two daus. his co-heirs
issue, viz., Sabab, the younger, wife of Eev. Jonw Digby
Fowell, of Blackball and Diptford, co. Devon, and mother
by him of John Diubt Fowell, Esq., who, with his sisters,
Erm. three bends gu.
inherited the Knowling estates).
(anciently

;

KnoUys

Knot

Quarterly, 1st and

(Lovel Hill, co. Berks, bart.).

4th, az. crusily of crosslets

(co. Chester).

field.

head

chained

ppr.

;

KnoUes.

armed and

Knottisford.

derived from Nicholas de Kniveton, of Mercaston, d. 46
Edward III. Sir William KNn-ETON, of Mercaston, M.P. for
Derby 1 James 1., and twice High Sheriff of the county, was
Gu. a chev. vaire ar. and sa.
created a baronet, 1611).

—

four lozenges in fesse sa.
Az. guttee d'or a chev. of the last betw.

three crescents ar.
(co. Sussex).
crescents of the last.
crined or.

—

crosses form^e or.

Knolles

ppr.

Az. guttce d'eau a chev. raguly betw. three

crescents ar.

Az. on two bars or, three mullets gu. Crest
betw. two laurel branches vert.
Knite, or "Knight. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three
of the second.
heads
erased
wolves'
Xnlveton (Bradley, co. Derby). Gu. a bend vair betw. six

eagle's

dexter hand issuing from a cloud, holding a
all

Knotshtill.

tiger's face or,

— An

Sa. a chev. embattled betw. three crescents

—A

Crest

broken spear

—

Knipell.

Crest

XNO
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Knilegrb, or Kileg'h.

Xniveton

;

co.

1632).
Crest

roses of the

Kno'wsley.
ar.

Ar. a fess lozengy

displ. ppr.

C]-est

sa.

a chief gu.

chev. ar. three

first.

Az. a pale engr. erminois betw. two lions ramp,

— A leopard's head couped ppr., collared and lined,

with a ring at the end of the line or.
Kno'wton. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crowns sa.
BlnO'wyl (co. Gloucester). Ar. three mullets gu.
Elnox (Banfurly, co. Benfrew). Gu. a falcon volant or,
within an orle engr. ar.
Quarterly, gu. and ar. an orle counterchangcd, in
the centre an eagle volant sa. Ci-est A griffin's head betw.
two wings or, each charged with a torteau.
Knox. Ar. two keys in saltire gu. Crest A demi lion ar.
holding In the dexter paw a key gu.
(Eeg. ITlster's Office; descended of Ranfurly, 1693).
Gu. a falcon volant or, within an orle waved in the outer and
engr. in the inner side ar. Crest— A falcon close on a perch

Knox.

—

—

Knox

—

Motto Moveo et proficior.
(Rathmacnee, CO. Wexford; descended from Andbew
Kkos, Bishop of Baphoe, 1611-32, secoud son of Uchter

aU ppr.

in fesse sa.

Warwick).

Crest— A falcon with wings

Knowlys. Ar. a cross couped and pierced
Crest — A unicorn ramp. ppr.
Kno'WS (Scotland, 16th century). Gu. on a

Knox

AA

EHO

Enox, of Eanforley, co. Eenfrew; arms confirmed 1757, on
an escutcheon of pretence to John Grooan, Esq., of Johnstown, CO. 'Wexford, who m. Kathebine, only dau. and heir of
Andrew Kmoz, Esq., of Rathmacnee). Same .<<rniji.
descended from Aitdbew
(Prehen, co. Londonderry
Emox, Bishop of Baphoe, 1611-32; Andrew Knox, Esq., of
Derry, fourth in descent from the Bishop, m. Honoria,
dau. and co-heir of Alexander Tomeins, Esq., of Prehen,
Same
CO. Londonderry, by whom he got that estate).
Arms.
(confirmed to Thomas Knox, son of Thomas Knox,
Gu. a
descended from Knox, of Ranforley, Scotland).
a falcon volant or, within an orle engr. wavy on the outer
edge ar. Crat A perch, thereon a falcon close all ppr.
Motto Moveo et proficior.
(Earl of Ranfurly). Gu. a falcon volant or, within an

Xnox

;

Knox

Knox

—

—

—

—

Supporters
Crest A falcon perched ppr.
wings expanded ppr. ducally gorged, chained,
beaked, and taloned or. Motto Moveo et propitior.
(Moyne and Rappa Castle, co. Mayo). Gu. a falcon,
wings expanded, within a bordure engr. or, on a canton of
the same a fesse cbequy ar. and az. Crest A falcon close
on a perch all ppr.
Knox-Gore (Belleek Manor, co. Sligo, bart. descended
from James Knox, second son of Francis Knox, Esq., of
Rappa). See Gore.
(Netley Park, co. Mayo descended from Henst Knox,
third son of Francis Knox, Esq. of Kappa). Gu. a falcon,
wings expanded, within an orle wavy engr. or, on a canton
of the same a fesse chequy ar. and az. Crest A falcon close
on a perch ppr.
(Castlerea, co. Mayo, and Woodstock, co. Wieklow;
descended from Arthur Knox, younger son of Francis
Knox, Esq., of Moyne). Same Arms and Crest.
(Mount Falcon, co. Mayo descended from John Knox,
second son of John Kmox, Esq., of Castlerea). Same Arms
and Crest.
Enox-Browne. See Browne.
Enoyle. Gu. on a bend ar. three escallops sa.
EnyfTe. Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief sa. two swords
orle

wavy

Two

falcons,

ar.

—

Enox

—

;

Enox

;

—

Enox

Enox

;

in saltire of the

Enyvett.

Az. three knives ar. with crooked (or bent)
A sword and ear of wheat in saltire ppr.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three stags' heads couped

hafts gu.

Crest

Enyvett.

—

ppr.

Eocker.

Ar. two squirrels sejant in pale gu.
Per pale ar. and sa. a fesse nebulae counter^

Eocking".
changed.

Eoeliler.
az.

Or, three coulters of a plough fesseways in pale

Crest

—Two coulters endorsed paleways az.

Eognose

Northumberland).

(co.

Gu. a fesse
A cock

—

ar. in chief

three lozenges of the second. Crest
and wattled gu. beaked and legged or.

Eoke.

sa.

comb«<I

Az. three cocks ar. armed, crested, and jclloped or,

(another,

armed

gu.).

Eokes. Sa. three bends ar.
Eokesatton. Ar. fretty gu.
Eoking: (co. Hereford). Per pale wavy
Eokington. Gu. three cocks ar.

ar.

and

Crest

sa.

—A

unicorn's

head erased or.
Eoksrrliain. Ar. on a bend sa. three leopards' faces or.
Era^g', Erag:, Eros', or Erogre. Az. a plough in
fesse ar.
Crest
A dexter hand holding up a garland of

—

Eramer

—Juvat dum

Motto

laurel vert.

lacerat.

(Reg. Ulster's Office, to Col.

Balthazar KBAsiKn,

born in Germany, who was twenty-two years Serjeant-Major
of a regiment of foot in the city of Steinbargen, fettled in
Ireland, and was made a free denizen afterwards Colonel of
regiment of foot raised for the protection of the city of
;

DubUn,

Per fess indented az. and or, in chief two
1641).
a canton erm. Crett A fleur-debetw. two wings expanded or, penned ar. Motto
Inevitabile fatum.
Erampton. Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa. Crest
A dexter hand vested az. holding a branch of palm ppr.
Eronton. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets sa.
Elro'wi;on. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three crows ppr. as
many crescents ar. Crest An arm holding a broken spear
ppr. top pendent.
Eroye. See Kbago.
Euckfleld. Barry of four or and az. a lion counter-

—

fleurs-de-lis of the last,

—

lis

—

—

changed.

first, hilts or.

Knyfton, or Kniveton

(Uphill Lodge, co. Somerset;
descended from Kniveton, of Mercaston, co. Derby). Gu.
a chev. vaire ar. and sa. Crest An eagle's head erased or,
betw. two wings displ. sa. Motto
In Domino confldo.
Enyfton. Barry of six ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three

—

—

Eudford.

Az. a chev. betw. nine mullets

or, four,

Knyll.

See Kniix, of Knill Court.
Enypersley (co. Stafford). Az. three spades

or,

handles

Euelley, or Eewley.
the

Crest

field.

—

Ar. on a chev. sa. two mullets of
The head of a seahorse issuant from waves

ppr.
co. Lancaster, 1664).
Per bend sinister
Crest
or and az. a griffin segreant counterchanged.
stag's head couped quarterly or and az.

—

Eukefield.

ar.

Enyple.
Enyston.

Az. on two bars or, three mullets pierced gn.
Sa. a lion ramp, double queued or.
Enjrvet. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three trefoils slipped of
the first, a bordure engr. of the second.
Enyvett (Buckenham, co. Norfolk ; descended from OthoMARus de Kntvet, Lord of the Castle and Borough of
Launceston before the Conquest
Elizabeth Kntvett,
heiress of Kntvett, of Ashwellthorpe, m. Henry Wilson,
Esq., of Didlington, and conveyed to that family her right
;

The male heir of the Kntvetb of
Charles Kntvett, Esq., ofSonning, near Reading, was descended from William Kntvett,
second son of Edmcnd Kntvett, younger son of Sir EdmuiidKntvet, Knt., of Buckenham). Ar. abend sa. a bordure
engr. of the last. Crest
A demi dragon, wings az.
Enyvett (Buckenham, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1699;
Philip Kntvett, Esq., of Buckenham, great-grandson of
Sir Edmund Kntvett, Knt., of Buckenham, M.P. Norfolk,
1545, was created a bart. 1611; the second bart., Sir
Robert Kntvett, d. t. p.). Same Arms, &c.
Enjrvett (Baron Knyvett, extinct 1622; Sir Thomas Kntvett, Knt., second son of Sir Henrt Kntvett, knighted by
Queen Elizabeth, 1674, younger brother of Sir Edmund
Kntvett, M.P. Norfolk, 1545, was summoned to Parliato the barony of

Bemerg.

Hall, co. Norfolk,

—

ment, IG07, d. s.p.). Same j<r»w, &c.
(Ashwcll Thorpe, co. Norfolk; descended from
Edmund Kntvett, Serjeant Porter to Henry VJII., who
acquired the manor of Ashwcll Thorpe in right of his wife,
Jane Bourchier, dau. and heir of Sir John Bourchier,
second Lord Berners. Emma Harriett, Baroness Bemers
In her own right, wife of Sir Henrt Thomas Tyrwhitt,
third bart. of Stanley Hall, is heir-general of this family).
Same Arms, Ac.
Enyvett (RoscmRryn, co. Cornwall; Thomas Kntvet,
Visit. Comw. 1620, grandson of Henry Kntvet, second son
of Sir Thomas Knvvet, Knt., of Ashwcll Thorpe, co.
Korfolk). Same Arms, a crescent for dlCT.

Enyvett
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two,

and two.

one,

Euerden (Preston,

mullets or.

Funden
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ramp.

sa.

Sa. a fleur-de-lis erm.
brandishing a scymitar or.

ffreet

—A

demi

lion

Eulcheth, or Culcheth

(Culcheth, co. Lancaster). Ar.
an eagle sa. preying on a child ppr. swaddled gu. banded
or.

Eullin^wike.
stalked, leaved,

Per chev. or and az. in chief two rosea gu.
and barbed vert, seeded of the first. In base

—

Crest
ar.
A cubit arm erect, vested sa.
hand ppr. a chapletof laurel vert.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three birds vert.
EuUing'Worth. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pots vert.
Eumer. Gu. a chief indented or.
Eumerson. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu. Crest— .\.
griffin's head erased or.
Eutchin. Ar. on a chev. per pale gu. and sa. betw. three
Crest
pheons of the second as many crescents or.
crane's head erased ar.
(Ballymurtagh, co. Wieklow, and formerly of Mount
Howard, co. Wexford; confirmed to Rev. William Edward
Ktan, of the former place, eldest son of John Howard
Ktan, Esq., of same, grandson of John Howard Ktan,
Esq., of same and Mount Howard, and g^eat-grandson of

an ostrich feather

cuffed erm. holding in the

Eullinffwike.

—

Eyan

Howard Ktan,

Esq., of

same

places,

who

d.

1766,

whu

claimed descent from the O'Cahans, Princes of Derry). Gu.
an antique Irish crown or, betw. three fishes haurient ar.
Crett
A wild cat ramp. ppr. gorged with an antique Irish

—

crown

or.

Eychard.
tlie

mouth a

Kyd

Or, a lion ramp. sa. within

second.

Crest

—A

wolf's

head

an

orle of billets of

or, collared

gu. in

tlio

trefoil vert.

Ar. a tree eradicated vert, pendent on the
branches a buglehorn or, on a chief az. three mullets of the
field.
Crest
An increscent ppr. Motto Donee impleat
(Scotland).

—

—

orbem.

Eyd

Ar. a pine tree eradicated ppr.
(Craigic, Scotland",.
with a hunting-horn pendent from a branch or, stringed gu.

on a chief az. three mullets of the third.
toriet hycins.

Motto—^uem noa

:

K YD
Xyd

Motto

diff.

A-nns, with a crescent for

— Donee impleat orbera.

Kydale, or Kendale.

Ar. a chev. betw. three dolphins

co.

six).

Kyme

(Baron Kyme, extinct 1338 ; Philip de Ktme was
to Parliament 1295-1313; his son, William,
second Baron Kyme, summoned 1323-36, d. s. p.).
Same

—On

summoned
Arms.

—

Kydwalley.

Or, a fesse dancettee gu.

Kyerkvrald.

Per

fesse gu.

and

a

or, in chief

Kyme.

Ar. a chev. betw. three qiiatrefoils az. stalked and
leaved vert. Crest
A polecat ppr.
Gu. a chev. vert.
Or, two chev. sa.
Az. a chev. betw. three crosslets or.
(West Shelburgh, co. Dorset). Ar. three cats pass,
in pale az. a bordure of the last bezantee.
Ci-est
A cut's

base a wolf pass, reguard. vert, holding in the

a

of the third.

mouth

Kymer

(Bodfach, co. Montgomery derived, through John
Ktffin, Esq., of Bodfach, son of William ap Meredith, of
Mochnant-yn-Rhaiadr, from Einion Efell, Lord of CynElizabeth, dau. and heiress of William Ktffin,
llaeth.
Esq., of Bodfach, m. Adam Price, Esq., of Glan Miheli).
Arms, those of Einion Efell, viz., Per fess sa. and ar.
a lion ramp, counterchanged, armed and langued gu.

£yfB.n

;

Watkin Wiluams Winn,

Bart.).

—

—

Same

co.

Cornwall).

Ar. three dolphins

Ar. a fesse vaire or and az. betw. three eagles

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three crescents gu.
a bordure engr. of the second.
Kynardesley (Braylford, co. Derby, cos. Somerset, Stafford,
and Ward-End, co. Warwick). Ar. a fesse vaire or and gu.
betw. three eagles displ. sa. Crest On a mount vert a grey-

—

bound

sejant ar. collared or, under a holly tree of the first,
fructed gu.
Kynardesly (co. Salop, temp. Edward I.). Az. a lion
ramp. ar. within an orle of crosses crosslet of the second.

Kynardsley, or Keynardsley

(co. Kent). Vert a chev.
betw. three leopards' faces or. Crest A leopard's face or,
in the mouth a sword ppr.
Kynaston (Hardwick, co. Salop, bart., created 1818, extinct
1866; descended from Iorwebth Goch, Lord of Mochnant,
younger son of Meredith, Prince of Powys). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. a chev. gu. 2nd and 3rd, as derived from
Meredith ap Bleddtn, ar. a lion ramp. sa. The origin
of the first coat, erm. a chev. gu., is thus narrated
Sir Roger Kynaston was a Yorkist, and as a soldier
was reckoned one of the most able and illustrious heroes?
He was present, mounted on his white
of his time.
charger (Ar ei gwrser gwyn) at the battle of Bloreheath,
near Drayton, co. Salop, 22 Sept. 1459, under the command
of the Earl of Salisbury. At this battle Lord Audley, the
Lancasterian leader, fell, according to the family tradition,
by the hand of Roger Ktnaston. Two years after the battle,
when the Earl of March ascended the throne under the
title of Edward IV. he not only knighted the squire of
Hordley, but also assigned to him the confiscated arms of the
fallen Actdlet as an honorary addition to his own, which
were borne in the 1st quarter of the Kynaston shield.
Kynaston (Oteley Paric, co. Salop; descended from Kynaston, Bart., of Hardwick Mart, sister and co-heiress of
Edward Kynaston, Esq., of Otiey, m. James Mainwarinc,
of Brombrough, co. Chester, one of the Barons of the
Exchequer). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Crest
A lion's head
erased sa. guttee d'or.
Kynaston (Poole, co. Dorset; descended from K\'naston,
Bart., of Hardwick). Same Arms.
Kynaston (Hordley, co. Salop). Erm. a chev. gu. Ci-est
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. holding a sword ar.
hilt or, all again.st a sun of the last.
Kynaston, or Kynerston (Ryton Stokes, Shrewsbury,
Woodhouse and Shottcr, co. Salop; granted 19 April, 1569).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three mullets sa. Crest An eagle's
head erased sa. ducally gorged ar. in the beak a sprig of

;

—

;

with three erm. spots in chev.
Kyffin. At. on a chev. gu. betw. three pheons sa. a mullet
of the first.

KyfCim, alias "Wafirhaii

(co. Salop).

a lion ramp, counterchanged.
and sa.
Kyghley. Ar. a fesse sa.
Kylahy. Ar. two chev. sa.
Kylclie. Ar. a lion ramp. az.

Crest

ar.

Per

—A

and
ramp, per

fesse sa.

lion

fesse ar.

Kylchiche.

Sa. a griffin segreant,

Kyle (Scotland).
Kyle (Scotland).

wings elevated

ar.

Or, three candlesticks sa.

Ar. two candlesticks in chief sa. and a
mullet in base gu. Crest An anchor and cable ppr.
Or, three candlesticks sa. within a bordure ar.
Crest
A deer's head ppr. Motto Providentia me committo.
Kyle (confirmed to Right Rev. Sajtuel Ktle, D.D., Bishop of
Cork, whose family were long seated at Kyle, N.B., and whose
immediate ancestors settled at Camnish, co. Derry). Per
fess sa. and or, three altar candlesticks counterchanged.
Crest A lion ramp, per fess sa. and or, supporting in his

—

Kyle.

—

—

—

cross formee fitch^e ar.

—Tibi

Motto

;

—

soli.

Kyllingrbeck

(Talworth, Heningham, and Leeds, co.York).
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three unicorns' heads erased az. as
many annulets or.

—

Kylling''beck

(Chappell-Allerton, co. York). Ar. on a chev.
sa. betw. three unicorns' heads couped az. as many annulets

—On a ducal coronet a

Crest

talbot collared

and lined

—

all ppr.

Kylom, alias Draper.

Ar. on a fesse cngr. betw. three
annulets gu. as many covered cups or. Crest A buck's head
couped gu. attired or, charged on the neck with a fesse gold,
betw. three annulets ar.

—

Kymbell, and Kymberley.

laurel vert.

Kynaston
for

(Elizabeth Kymber, heiress of her father, m. temp.
Edward IV., Henry Kelly, Esq., of Kelly; her dau. Alice
Kelly, m. Richard Weeks, and their dau. and heir, John,
m. Thomas Hatdon, Esq., of Bowood and Epford. Visit.
London, 1568). Ar. two chevronels gu. a bordure engr. of

—

last.

—
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oak tree eradicated
gu.

Same

Ai-ms, a martlet

(confirmed by Roberts, tJlster, to Col. John
Kynaston, third son of Bev. Ralph Kvnaston, B.D.,
Chaplain to James I., and grandson of Roger Kynaston,
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and
Esq., of Morton, co. Salop).
langued gu. a crescent charged with a mullet for diff.
Crest
An armed arm in armour embowed, the hand holding
a sword within a sun all ppr. Motto
Honor potestate
honorantis.
Kynaston (exemplified to Rev. Walter Charles Edward

engr. sa.

Kymberlee, or Kymberley. Ar. an
vert fructed or. Cretl
A cock reguard.

(Thorington, co. Essex).

diff.

Kynaston

At. a fesse and bordure

Kymber

23*

in pale sa.

displ. gu.

Anne, m. the Bev John Nannet, of Maes-y-Neuadd, co.
Merioneth 3. Ebmina, m. Richard Hughes Kenrice, Esq.,
of Nantclwyd, co. Denbigh, and left, with other issue, a
younger son, Henrt, who assumed the name of Ktffin in
compUance with the will of his atmt, Mrs. Nannet (under
which he succeeded to the estate of Belmont, co. Denbigh). Same Arms.
Kyffin (Belmont, co. Denbigh). Per fesse indented sa. and
ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged, charged on the shoulder

the

(Kyrayell,

embowed

Kjmardby.

Arms.

or.

Kymyell

Kynansley.

KsrflBln (Maenan, co. Carnarvon; derived, through Morris
Ktffin, of Maenan, from Einion Efell, Lord of Cynllaeth.
The male heir terminated with Sir John Kyffin, Knt., of
Maenan, who left three daus. and co-heiresses: 1. Elizaof Bessels
beth, m. William Joan Lenthall, Esq.,
Ktffin John William
Leigh, CO. Berks, father of
Lenthall, Esq., of Bessels Leigh and Maenan Hall; 2.

paws a

—

head couped gu.
Kymes. Ar. a chev. betw. three quatrefoils az. stalked and
leaved vert. Crest
On a mount vert a tortoise ppr.
Kympton (Weston, co. Hertford). Az. a pelican betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A demi goat erm. attired and
hoofed or, collared and lined sa.
Kympton. Az. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

KyffilX (Glascoed; derived, through Meredith ap Howel,
of Glascoed, from Einion Efell, Lord of Cynllaeth. Maroaret, dau. and heiress of Watkin Ktffin, Esq., of Glascoed, m. Sir William Williams, Bart., paternal ancestor of
the present Sir

—

Kyme.
Kyme.
Kyme.

grifi&n pass,

ar. in
fish

a bordure engr. of the second.
Ar. on a bend gu. three leopards' faces of the
sa.

(Kesteven, co. Lincoln, temp. Henry II.). Gu. a chev.
ten crosses crosslet or (another, nine; another,

betw.

Az. two chev. erminois betw. three bezants.
a chapeau az. turned up erm. a cockatrice
erminois, wings elevated and endorsed.
Kydermaster (co. Sussex). Az. two chev. ar. betw. three
bezants. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an eagle
ar. wings endorsed.

Ar. a chev.

first.

Kjrme
armed and langued gu.
Inn, London, and Coushall,

ar.

Warwick).
Creit

Kymberlee.

Kymble.

naiant sa.

Kyddy. Sa. a lion ramp.
Kydermaster (Lincoln's
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Same

(Woodhill, Scotland).

i

Owens, Incumbent of

—

St. John's,

Huddersfield, co. York,

;

KTN
assunainfc the

name

—

Motto— l>en%

let gu.

pass, of the second.

the mullets

Ar. a bend

wavy betw.

cotises gu.

Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three crescents gu.
fitchee or, a bordure engr. of the

two crosses

crosslet

second.

Vert on a cross engr. erm. an annulet sa.
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a goat's head ar.
Creit
Xyngreston. Ar. on a bend az. three crosses crosslet or.
Xynu. Ar. two chev. sa. Crest—An eagle's head couped

Kjmgresley.

—

or.

and sa. a lion ramp, per
Crest—Two lions' gambs confesse az. guttfie ar.
joined at the bottom, guttee ar. and sa. holding a wolfs
head erased sa.
Eynnersley (Leighton, co. Salop; some historians derive
this family from co. Hereford; there is, however, no doubt
tliey adopted their surname from Kinnersley on the Wildmoors (anciently written Kinardsey), co. Salop. John be
Ktnabdbsete, the first recorded ancestor of this family, was
nephew of Sir John de Ktnaedesete, clerk of Thomas
Plantagenet, Earl of Lancaster, grandson of Henry III.).
Crest
On a mount vert a
Az. crusily a lion ramp. ar.
greyhound sejant ar. collared or, under a holly tree of the
Per fesse
and erm.

ar.

—

fructed gu.
Kynnersley (Loxley, co. Stafford; Thomas Sneyd, Esq., of
Loxley Park, assumed in 1815 the additional surname of
Kynnebsley at the decease of his kinsman, Clement KinAz. a lion ramp. ar. within an orle of
nersley, Esq.).
first,

crosses crosslet of the second; quartering Sneyd [which see\.
original arms of Kynnebsley were, az. a lion ramp. ar.

The

by Hdoo de Kynnabdsleye, who accompanied Prince Edward, afterwards
Edward I., to the Holy Land. Crests iBt: On a mount
vert a greyhound sejant ar. collared or, under a hawthorn
Necoppritree ppr., for Kynnebsley; 2nd: Sneyd. Motto
the crosses were added temp.

Henry

III.

—

—

mere, nee opprimi.

^Kynnesman

(Knaptoft, co. Leicester). Gu. a fesse chequy
or and az. betw. six cross crosslets of the second.
Az. on a fesse cotised or,
(Send, co. Gloucester).

Kyuns

three martlets gu.

Kynvrig' ap Rhiwallon

(Lord of Bromfleld, co. Denbigh.
Hwch
I. Roberts, of Havod
Descended from Kynvrio
and Plas Newydd in Llanvair; II. Broughton, of Plas Issa;
HI. Wynn, of Garwyavawr and Bersham; IV. Sonnlli, of
Stanley, Bron Deg; V. Ellis, of Alrhey; VI. Picill;
VII. Clay; VIII. Main; IX. Powell, of Alrhey; X.Ebthio,
of Erthig; XI. Edwabds, of Bron Deg; XII. Eyton,
Erm. a lion
of Erbistock; XIII. Lloyd, of Plasmadock).
:

ramp.

reguard ar. attired

(Gwcpra, Wales).

Vert a stag

Mmto).

pass,

fesse or

and gu. a

Az. six lions ramp,

lion

ramp, reguard. counter-

or,

oh a canton of the second

a mullet gu.

Kyrkeby.

Az. a fesse betw. two chev. engr.

or.

Kyrkelorde. Sa. three mullets ar. a bordure engr. or.
Crest
An antique lamp or, flammant ppr.
Kyrkeshagrh. (co. Lancaster quartered by Cbadwice, also

—

by Newall).

Or,

on a chief per pale gu. and

Kyrkton. Gu. three bars erm.
Kyrktot, Kribitot, or Blribtot

sa. three

a cross ar.

gu.

five escallops

a sword in pale

Kyrkyn.
Kyrle (co.

all

Chequy

Crett

Az. on

(co. Suffolk).

—A dexter hand holding

ppr.
gu.

and

ar.

a cross az.

Hereford
descended from Robert Crcl, of
Altone, or Old Town, near Ross, who resided, in 1295, at
Homme, now Hom Green, in the same vicinity. Thomas
Kyble, Esq., of Walford Court, co. Hereford, was living
temp. Henry VII., and left nine sons and four daus, of the
;

Earl

of

ramp.

ar.

See Elliot.

holding in the

Kyrby, or Kyrkby
on a canton

(co.

paw a garb

ar.

Sa. a lion

Essex).

granddau. and heiress
CO.

Clifton,

(co. Kent).

Az. five lions ramp,

(co. Lincoln).

or,

Kyrle

(MuchMarcIe,

chev. cngr. erm.
Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a lion's
head erased or (another, a cross crosslet or). Crest Out of
coronet
per pale or and ar. an elephant's head gu.
a ducal
eared of the second, tusked gold.
Kyrby, or Kjrrkby. Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp,
ar.

(Sutton, co. Kent).

talbot'B

—A

bull's

head erased

Kyrham

(co.

Kyriell.

Or,

Or, two chev. gu. a canton of
head cabosscd sa. Anollur Crest

ar.

Devon). Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a

jfMn. guard, of the
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co. Hereford, bart., extinct 1680; de-

scended from Thomas Kyble, fourth son of Thomas Kyble,
Esq., of Walford, in same co., <emj>. Henry VII.).
Same

Arms.

Kyrle

(Money-Kyble, Much Marcle, co. Hereford). Quarand 4th, vert a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or,
for Kyrl£; 2nd and 3rd, chequy ar. and gu. on a chief sa.
three eagles displ. or, for Money. Crests 1st: On a mount
vert a hedgehog or, for Kyrle 2nd An eagle's head sa.
erased ar. collared gemel, holding in the beak a fleur-delis or, for Money.
Motto Nil moror ictus.
Kyrslow. Gyronny of twelve orand sa. on a canton g\x. a
covered cup of the first.
Kyrton (Stephen Kybton, Alderman of London, whose dau,
Gbisild, m. Nicholas Woodrooff, Alderman of London,
son of David Woodbooff, Sheriff of the city in 1554. Visit.
London, 1568). Ar. a fess and in chief a chev. gu., quartering, Ist, ar. a crescent and a border sa.; 2nd, per pale or
and gu. a fess betw. three leopards' faces counterchanged;
terly, 1st

—

:

;

—

3rd, ar.

a

fess

Sa.

the

of

hawks' lures gu.
three fishes naiant in pale ar. a chief per
and erm. on the first as many fleurs-

fess betw. three

Kyrton.

field

de-lis or.

Az. on a fesse betw. two chev. ar. three cre»-

cents gu.
(Belper, co. Derby, and Islington, co. Middlesex;
granted 12 Feb. 1578). Ar. on a pile az. betw. two crosses
crosslet gu. a dove volant ar. beaked and mcmbered of the

first.

Kyte.

Az. on a chev. betw. three

kites'

heads erased

de Kyveliock, Earl of Chester; extinct
Az. six garbs
Earl of Chester.)

See Mesciiines,

or.

(quartered by Mitford through Osbaldeston
Quarterly, ar. and
Visit. York, 1666).
and MoLYNEus.
sa. on each a leopard's face counterchanged.

Ksrverdale

LA BARTHE

Gu.
(Smith's Ordinary, TTlster's Office).
A cinquefoil ar.
throe cinqnefoils ar. Crcxl
Labere. Az. a bend ar. cotised or, betw. six martlets of the

—

last.

lion

or, as

tulips flowered gu. leaved vert.

Kyveliok (Hugh
1232.

Az. a fesse betw. two

Kyrby.

Crest

William Hutchinson, Esq., of
Same Arm% with numerous

vi.

Gloucester).

quarterings.

many

or.

a mullet gu.

Kyrby, or Kyrkby

last.

—

third.

Kyrby, or Kyrkby

Kyrell

former, Walter, the eldest, was ancestor of the Kybles of
Walford Court, and of John Kyrle, the celebrated ''Man of
Eoss "). Vert a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest—
On a mount vert a hedgehog or. Motto Nil moror ictus:
i.e., I do not care for blows.
Kyrle (Ross, co. Hereford ; John Eyrle, called the " Man
of Ross," High Sheriff of co. Hereford, 1683). Sjime Arms
as Kyble, a crescent for diff.
Kjrrle (Walford and Ross, co. Hereford ; Vandebvobt Kyblb,
son of Thomas Kyrle, Esq., seventh son of James Kyble,
Esq., of Walford Court, co. Hereford, was devisee representative of John Kyrle, called the " Man of Eoss ;" his

Ksrtchyn

or.

Kynynmound (that Ilk). See Kinninmond.
Kynynmound (Elliot-Murbay-Kynynmound,

.\

Per

Kyrkeby.

Kjrrtun.

sa.

Kynvrier Vychan

—

or.

changed.

;

Eynnelmarch.

the

moline

bezants.

Xyneston, or Kyngeston.
two

Kyrkbryn
Kyrkby.
Kyrkby.

Ar. three bars gemels sa.
(Norwich). Or, a cross engr. vert.
Ar. on a fesse vert three crescents or.
Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a cross

;

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu. (another,

sa.).

Kyngrarby.

Kyrkalon.

Kyrke.

est nobis sol ct ensis.

Syndall. Erm. on a bend gu. three chevronels or.
Kyndwell. Az. a wolf saliantar. collared and chained or.
Kyne, or Kynes. Az. a bend wavy cotised ar.
Kyner. Gu. a chief indented or.
Kynerby. Ar. three lions pass. gu. Creit~On a chapeau
gu. turned up ar. charged with four fleurs-de-lis or, a lion

Kynerston.

LAB
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of Ktnastom, by royal licence, 1868).
Erin, a chev. gu., and for distinction a canton of the last.
in splendour a dexter arm embowed
of
sun
a
In front
Crest
in armour, the hand graspint; a sword all ppr. the arm
charged above the elbow (for distinction) with a cross cross-

on

Labey

(Jersey).

Labibard.

Ar. a St. Andrew's cross vert.
chequy of the first and gu.

Or, a chief

A

LAB

—

ramp.

sa.

Laborne.

Ar. on a bend betw. three trefoils slipped gu. as

many annulets of the field.
La Brion. Az. a cross moline

Lace.

or.

Ar. a pale gu. in fesse three mullets coimterchanged.

—A

head sa.
Lace (Ingthorpe Grange, co. York, formerly of the Isle of
lion
ramp. betw. three demi eagles displ. purp.
Man). Or, a
Crest— A. demi eagle, as in the arms, issuing out of a wreath
of oak or, in the beak an ear of wheat ppr. Motto Dum
Crest

LAD
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Ar. on a bencl ea. three annulets of fhe first, a
trefoil slipped of the second.
Laborer. Or, two bars gemels gu. in chief two crosses
couped of the second.
Laborer, or Labruer. Or, two bars gemels gu. in
Crest A hand couped fessechief a cross of the second.
ways charged with an eye both ppr.
and
gu.
on a chief or, a detni lion
ar.
Ijabome. Chequy

Iiaborer.

talbot's

—

exspiro spcro.

Lacer. Ar. on a chief gu. five roses of the field.
Lacer. Or, on a cross az. five roses ar.
Lacester. Az. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

—A

Lacey.

Az. three bendletserm. Crest
holding a rose branch ppr. leaved vert.

Lacbault. Ar. two harts' horns in saltire
Lackerstein (granted by Betham, Ulster,

bear's paw erased
sa.

to

John Lacker-

Ar. on the sea an East India
sail with colours displ. all ppr. on a
a bee volant in pale or, betw. two clasps of
Crest— A. Latin cross in pale or,
arrows banded ar.
surmounted by an anchor sa. cabled ar. Motto Deo et
iTEiN, of the city of Calcutta).

merchant ship under
chief az.

—

virtute.

Lacy

(Skipton-under-Whichwood, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon,
1634).
Gu. two bars wavy erm.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a Uon sejant erm.
Lacy, alias Hedges (London, cos. Oxford and Wilts).
Az. five swans' necks erased ar.
Lacy (Enfield, co. Middlesex). Gu. two bars wavy erm.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion sejant erm.
Lacy (cos. Northampton and Northumberland). Barry
nebulee of six erm. and gu.
Lacy (Walsham-in-tbe-Willows, co. Norfolk, and co. Suffolk).
Quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three martlets or, over
all a label of five points of the last, each charged with an
erm. spot of the second. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu.
a demi eagle, wings expanded or, in the beak an arrow
of the first, headed and feathered ar.
Lacy (Beverley, co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks'
heads cabossed sa.
Crest
A buck's head cabossed per pale
ar. and or, the horns counterchanged.
Lacy (CO. York). Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure of the
first and second charged with eight bezants.
Lacy (Lane House, Feckenham, co. Worcester). Ar. on a
bend gu. three martlets or, a bordure engr. sa. Crest— On a
dUcal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
Lacy. Or, a Uon ramp. gu. Crest A lion's face looking
out of a bush ppr.
Lacy. Or, three chcv. gu. in chief two lions ramp. sa.
(another, ar. on a bend sa. three plates; another, ar. two
bends erm. another, or, on a cross az. five cinquefoils pierced
ar.
another, ar. on a fesse gu. four pales wavy of the field
betw. three leopards' heads erased az.
another, ar. a fesse
and three martlets in chief gu. another, gu. a bordure ar.
over all a bendlet sa. another, ar. a fesse betw. three cres-

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

La Cioche (Jersey).

Az. three church bells or.

Crest— ka

cents sa.).
Ar. on a saltire engr. az. betw. four Uonspass. guard.
gu. five bezants. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
Lacy. Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three boars' heads couped

eastern crown or.
Lacock (Stourton and Burton, co. Kottingham Philip
Lacoce, Counsellor-at-law, son and heir of Geobge Lacock,
of Burton, Clerk of the Peace for the county, who was grandson of Thomas Lacock, of Stourton, served Henry VIII. in

Lacy.

by St. George, Norroy, 1613.
Ar. a dexter gauntlet sa. garnished or.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Crest
A cock ar. wattled, jelloped, and legged gu. resting
the dexter claw on a gauntlet, as in the arms. Motto Verus
honor honestas.
Lacock (Southwell, co. Nottingham confirmed 12 Nov.
1613). Ar. a gauntlet sa. studded or, a crescent for diff.
Creit—A. cock ar. combed, jelloped, and legged gu.
supporting with the dexter foot a gauntlet sa. purfled

Lacy {Lord of Meath and Earl of Ulster). See De Lact.
Lacy (Ballingarry, co. Limerick a branch of the great

;

his

wars in France

;

certified

—

—

;

or.

Lacon

(Willey and Kinlet, co. Salop; derived from John
Laken, Lord of Laken, temp. Edward III., fifth in descent
from Sir Robebt de Laktn Anne Lacon, dau. and heiress
of Rowland Lacon, Esq., of Kinlet, m. Sir William Cbilde,
Quarterly, per fesse indented az.
LL.D. See p. 193).
and erm. in the 1st quarter a hawk belled and jessed
;

Lacy.

Ar. nine pellets, three, three, and three.

;

Anglo-Norman family of De Lact). Or, a lion ramp. purp.
armed and langued gu. Crest— An eagle rising or. Motto—
Meritis angentur honores.

De Lacy (allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1756, to
Patbick De Lact, Colonel in the service of the Emperor
of Germany, descended from Lact, of Ballingarry
this
Patbick became afterwards Count of the Holy Roman
Empire, President of the Aulic Council, and Field-Marshal).
Arms, Crest, and Motto, same as Lact, of Ballingarry.
Lacy (Bruff and RathcahiU, co. Limerick; another branch
of the Anglo-Norman family of De Lact
to this branch
belonged the Russian General Maobice de Lact, of Grodno,
and also Edmond Lact, of Milltown, from whom descended,

Lacy, or

;

;

in the female line, the late British General Sir

Evans,

ar.

Ijacon
Same

(Audley, co. Essex, Eyby, co.

Lincoln, and London).

and Crest.
Lacon (Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk, bart.). Quarterly, per
fesse indented erminois and az. in the 2nd quarter a wolfs
head erased ar. Crest- A mount vert, thereon a falcon ppr.
beaked and belled or, charged on the breast with a cross
flory and gorged with a collar gu. Jl/o«o^Probitas verus
Ai~m.s

honos.

Lacon

(Llanddyn and Porkington, co. Salop derived from
Prince of North Wales; the dau. of William
Wynne Lacon, of Llanddyn and Porkington, m. Sir William
MosBis, of Clenenneu). Arms, those of Owen Gwtnned,
viz.
Vert three eagles displ. in fess or.
Lacon. Sa. a saltire or, betw. four crosses form^e ar.
Iiacy (co. Cambridge). Ar. an inescutcbeon gu. over all a
bend sa.
Lacy (CO. Cornwall). Az. (another, gu.) three shoveUers'
heads erased ar. (another, or).
Lacy (CO. Hereford, tmip. Edward I.). Or, a fesse gu. in
;

Owen Gwtnedd,

:

.Mowbray, co. Leicester, Cromwell and Beverley,
CO. York; John Lact, son of William Lact, of that place,
who was hving 1563, the grandson of Richabd Lact, of
Halifax, co. York. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Ar. six pellets,
three, two, and one.
Crest
A fret-knot ar. and purp.
Lacy (Stamford, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a saltire engr. az.
betw. four lions pass. gu. five bezants (another, the

—

lions

ramp, and four bezants).

Creit

— A demi

lion

ramp,

gu.

Lacy (London). Gu. two bends wavy erm.
Lacy (Lonsworth, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. six pellets, three,
and one.
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G.C.B.).

Arms,

De Lact

same as Lact, of

&c.,

Ballin-

garry.

Ladbroke

Az. a chev.
Mayor of London, 1748).
erm.
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow and erect, vested
gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. five quatrefoils ill
(Lord

—

cross, stalked of the second, pierced of the first.

Ladbrook, or Ladbrooke.
hawk

rising ppr. ducally

Ladd. Or, a fesse wavy
Ladde, alias Baker
fesse

wavy

Az. a chev.
gorged and belled or.

ar.

—

Crest

betw. three escallops sa.
(Terrington, co. Norfolk). Or, on a
many shelldrakes

az. betw. three escallops sa. as

ar.

Ladde, or Ladd.

Or,

escallops of the last as

on a

many

fesse

wavy

betw. three

sa.

shelldrakes ar.

Crest

— On

a

cloud a crescent ensigned with a star, all betw. two branches
of palm disposed in orle ppr.
Lade (Barham, co. Kent). Ar. a fess wavy betw. three
Crest
A panther's head guard, sa. spotted
escallops sa.

—

or.

Lade

(Nash Court,

co.

Kent).

Same Amu.

Crest

—

leopard's face ppr.

chief three martlets of the second.

Lacy (Melton

two,

—

or.

Lade

(Warbleton, CO. Sussex, bart., extinct 1746; Tbomas
Lade, second son of Vincent Lade, Esq., of Barham, was
80 created 1730). Same .^rms. Crcs!— Out of a ducal coronet
or, a leopard's head reguard. sa. bczant^e.
Lade (Gray's Inn, London). Ar. a fesse wavy betw. three
escallops sa.
Crest A panther's head guard, sa. spotted

—

or.

Lade
Lade

Same Arms.
co. Kent).
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three escallops
(Glasgow, 1867).
Crest
A panther'ts
in chief and a lion ramp, in base ar.
head erased guard, ppr. JV/ofio^Constant et ferme.
chief
of the
a
or,
on
Ladkin (co. Herts). 6a. three mullets
(Boughton House,

—

;
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crowned
second a Uon issuant gn. Crest— A. lavage's head
with a garland of laurel ppr.
Ulster,
Betham,
by
granted
bart.
Kent,
;
Laffan (Cobham, CO.
sometime physician to
to Joseph de Coubct Laffan, M.D.,
Cashel, co.
the DuU of Kent, son of Walter Laffan, of
Or, a lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter
Tipperary).
coronet or,
ducal
of
a
Crest—
az.
fleur-de-lis
forepaw a
Afo«o—Vincit omnia
an eagle displ. sa. semee-de-lis or.

OM

La

;

the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, a.d. 1685; of this
branch was John la Font, a merchant of London, in 1760).
Quarterly, 1st, sa. a rock, the sea in base and the sky in
2nd, sa. a cross moline betw. the fragments of a
chief ar.
broken lance ar., for La Font; 3rd, ar. afesse betw. three
;

crescents gu., for Ogle; 4th, or, an orle aiz., for Bebtrau.
Crest— A bull's head or, armed az. ducally gorged gu. Motto

— Prencz en

ire.

Laforey (Whitby, co. Devon,
and

on a chev.

4th, ar.

bart., extinct).

az. three mullets or,

fleurs-de-lis of the second, in base

Quarterly, 1st
in chief two

an anchor

sa.;

2nd and

—A lion

Crest
3rd, ar. a cross engr. sa. betw. four torteaux.
ramp, reguard. in the dexter paw a firebrand all

Motto

ppr.

— Loyal au mort.

—

Az. two bars danccttee ar. in chief three covered

Lag'ag'e.
or.

Crest —

Lagrenham.

—

Lake

(Welston and Buckland, cos. Bucks, Hertford, and

—

or.

Lakenlyche.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three chapeaus of the
Crest

Lakin, or Laking.
and az.
branch

Crest

a bordure

ar.

pale az. hilted or.
(co. Cornwall).

Lagherne

vert.

Lakington (WashboumR, co.

Laidlaw (Scotland).

Az. achev. betw. three escallops

Sa. three bezants.

Laingr. Per pale sa. and or, a chief dancett^e
On a chapeau az. turned up ar. a cock gu.

Laing (Morisland,

Scotland, 1672).

ar.

Per pale engr.

Crest

ar.

—

and

a chief indented counterchanged. ilfoUo— Honeste.
See Weib.
Laing'. Az. three piles in chief ar.
Per pale ar. and sa. a chief indented counterLaingr.
changed.
Lainham, Quarterly, ar. and ta. in the 1st quarter a
fleur-de-lis gu., in the 4th an erm. spot of the second.
Lainson (granted to Alderman John Lainson, of Euston
Square, Sheriff of London, 1835). Ar. on a fesse gu. cotised
dancettee betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief az. and in base a
In front of a rock
civic wreath vert, three mullets or. Crest
surmounted by a castle a ship in full sail all ppr.
Laird (Glenhuntly, co. Renfrew, 1777). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. two boars' heads erased ppr. in chief and a crescent in
Crest— A buck's head issuing ppr.
base of the second.
Motto Spero meliora.
Lake {Fiscount Lake, extinct 1848). Sa. a bend betw. six
crosses crosslet fitch^e ar., on a chief of augmentation of
the last a representation of the fish of Mogul barways per
pale or and vert, banded vert and gu. pierced with a shaft
erect headed with a crescent and by other shafts in saltire,
beaded variously with golden balls, an annulet, &c., granted
in 1807 for services in the Mahratta war. Crest A horse's
head coupcd ar. charged on the neck with a bar gcmel gu.
Supporters— DcxlCT, a grenadier soldier of the COth Regiment supporting with the exterior hand a musket all ppr.
sinister, a Malay soldier with his musket aJso ppr.
Lake (Smardon, co. Kent; Thomas Lake, M.D., d. 1595).
Sa. a bend betw. six crosslets fitchcc ar., quartering
liisHop, ar. on a bend sa. cotised gu. three bezants.
Lake (Kdmonlon, co. Middlesex, bart.). Quarterly, Ist, for
a coat of augmentation, gr:intcd to EnwAsn Lake, Chancellor of the Diocese of Lincoln, by Charles I., for services
at Edge Hill, to be borne in tlic 1st quarter, gu. a dexter
arm cmbowcd in armour, issuing from the sinister side of
the .shield, holding in the hand a sword erect all ppr. thereto
affixed a bannrr ar. charged with a cross betw. bixtcen essa.

Laing-Weir.

—

—

—

57a

sa.

Crest

and

—A

Devon).

Or, three bars

wavy

pelican in her piety ppr.
(co. Hereford).

Ar. a cross cbequy or

az.

Sa. three chev. ar.

Galway, originally O'MntLAXT; the

direct descendant of this ancient Sept

was the gallant and

Thomas Abthub Lallt,

Count Lally ToUendal,
Peer of France, and Commander-in-Chief of the French
army in India, beheaded 1766). Ar. three eagles displ. gu.
two and one, each holding in the beak a sprig of laurel ppr.
An eagle,
betw. as many crescents, one and two az. Crest
as in the arms.
Lalor (recorded by Carney, Ulster, 1659, as an impalement
to Hewitson). Or, a lion ramp, guard, gu.
Lalor (confirmed to Thomas Lalob, Esq., of Cregg, co.
Tipperary, and the descendants of his great-grandfather,
John Lalob, Esq., of Long Orchard, same co.). Vert a lion
ramp, or, armed and langued gu. Crest An arm embowed.
Tested gu. cuffed vert, the hand ppr. grasping a short sword
Fortis et fidelis.
also ppr.
Motto
Lalor (Power-Lalob exemplified by Betham, Ulster, to
ill-fated

or.

— A harp or.

Quarterly, per fesse indented erm.
ppr. vested sa. holding a palm

— A dexter arm

Lalerion (co. Devon).
Lally (Tullindally, co.

Paly of six or and gu.
Northumberland).
Crest— A dexter arm gu. holding a sabre in

four crescents counter-

mounted ppr,
Lake (Sir Thomas Lake, Clerk of the Signet. Visit. London,
1568). Sa. on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
a mullet of the field, quartering. Quarterly, ar. andsa. on *
bend gu. three mullets ar. a martlet or, for difif.
Lake (Stephen Lake, of London, Doctor of the Civil Law;
impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1627, William Cbob,
whose wife was Elueabeth, dau. of said Stephen Laeb).
Sa. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitcb^e ar.
Lakebourne. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
Lakemore. Ar. three stags' heads cabossed gu. armed

ramp.) gu.
(co.

az.

changed.
Crest— A cross formee fitch^ in a crescent, all
within an annulet or.
Lake (co. Devon). Ar. on a chief gu. two annulets braced
or, over all a bend engr. az.
Lake (co. Hants). Or, on a saltire engr. az. nine annulets
ar. on a canton gu. a tower of the third.
Crest
A cannon

Laleed, or Lallee

Lagrford

and

Quarterly, or

Stafford).

Ar. a cross betw. four lions pass. az.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a serpent erect nowed vert.
Ar. a cross betw. four lions pass, (another,

La^euham.

:

coeur.

same turned up gu.

La Foy. Ar. six pellets, three, two, and one.
La Ftill (CO. Norfolk). Gu. three helmets ar. garnished or.
cups

cutcheons of the first, on the cross a lion pass, guard, or; 2nd>
sa. on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet ar. a mullet for diCf. i
3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped sa. ; 4th,
quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend of the laist three fleurs-de-lis
of the first. Crests 1st: A chevalier in complete armour on
a horse courant ar. bridle and trappings all ppr. in the dexter hand a sword embrued gu. holding the bridle in his
mouth, the sinister arm hanging down useless, round his body
a scarf in bend of the last 2nd A seahorse's head ar. flnned
or, gorged with three bars gu.
Motto Un Dieu, un roy, un
;

Veritas.

Liaffer. Erm. on a bend az. three bUlets paleways ar. each
Crest— An eagle rising, with the
charged with a torteau.
dexter claw resting on a flintstone ppr.
Laffhan (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce, 1677). Or,
on a chief indented az. three plates.
LafFull, or L.uffull. Gu. three helmets ar. plumed or.
Font (Hinxworth, co. Herts descended from an ancient
family, a branch of La Font, de la Eoche des Arnauldcs, and
connected with the houses of VitroUes and of Toulouse de
Lautrec, Viscomtes de Lautrec, which fled from France on

AK

I.

—

—

—

;

Edmond James Power, Esq., of Long Orchard, co. TippeEdmond Power, Esq., of Gurteen, co. Waterford,

rary, son of

by Anastatia Puklan Lalob,

and sole heir of
on his assuming, by
royal licence, 1853, the additional surname of Lalob).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, guard, gu. armed
and langued az., for Lalob; 2nd, ar. a chief indented sa.,
for Power; 3rd, ar. on a chief gu. three escallops of the
Ist: A demi lion ramp, guard, gu. armed and
first.
Crests
langued az., for Lalor (this crest was subsequently found to
be incorrect, and the following was granted as the proper
crest for Lalor An arm embowed, vested gu. cuffed vert,
the hand ppr. grasping a sword also ppr.) 2nd A stag's head
affrontee or, betw. the horns a crucifix ppr., for Powbb.
Jifo»ocs— Under the arms: Fortis et fidelis over the second
crest Per crucem ad coronam
Lalynde. Ar. a cross engr. gu. Crest A maiden's head
afTrontto, couped at the breasts ppr. attired az.

John Lalob,

his wife, dau.

of Cranagh.co. Tipperary,

—

—

;

:

;

:

—

Laljmde.

Az. a decrescent or.
Lamare. Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
(Viscount Melbourne, extinct 1853). Sa. on a fesse
erminois betw. three cinquefoils ar. two mullets of the field.
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a mulC}est

Lamb

—

let sa.
or,

Supporters

on each

collar

— Two

gu. collared and chained
Motto Virtute el
sa.

lions

two mullets

—

fide.

Lamb (late Bcboes, of Burvillc,

co. Berks, bart.).

Quarterly,

and 4lh, per pale wavy ar. and erminoi.'i a clicv. betw.
three lambs pass, sa., for Lamb 2ud, per fesse ar. and erm.
Ist

;

li
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ABE

lozengy or and az. in chief three maacles of the last,
a. bordure of the fourth bezantee, in a dester canton gu. a
bend of the first charged with the taton of Knight-marshal,
3rd, az. a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three crescents
for Buboes
In chief and three mullets in base ar., for Montolied. Crests
A lamb pass. sa. charged on the body with a bezant,
1st
threon a trefoil slipped vert, for Lamb 2nd A camel's head
Supporters Two
ppr. bezantee, erased gu., for Bckges.
eagles ppr. Motto Levius fit patientia.
Ziamb (Waeben Maude Lamb, Esq., of Newcastle-on-Tyne).
Gu. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoils ar. two mullets of the
Crest
A paschal lamb ppr. Motto Psdma non
field.

•

fesse

;

—

:

:

;

—

—

—

—

sine pulvere.

Xiamb

(Barham, co. Suffolk

;

granted 3 July, 1559). Sa. a
erm. charged with a lion

fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils

—

gu. betw. two mullets of the field. Crest
A demi
lion gu. collared or, holding in the dexter paw a mullet sa.
Xiamb (Eennington, co. Kent). Same Arms and Crest, withpass.

out the lion on the fesse.

Xiamb

Sa. on a fesse or, hetw. three
two mullets of the field. Ci'tst On a
mount vert a lamb ar.
liEmb (Rye, co. Sussex). Same Arms, the cinquefoils ar.
Ijamb. Az. on a fesse wavy or, betw. two lions ramp, in
chief ar. and a paschal lamb in base ppr. three crosses
On a mount vert a gate surmounted of a
pattee. Ci'est
paschal lamb, the staff of the banner entwined with laurel
(Colston, co. Wilts).

—

cinquefoils erm.

—

(Troston, co. Suffolk). Erm. a lion ramp sa.
Liambe (Stoke Pogeis, co. Bucks). Sa. on a fesse or, betw.
three riinquefoils erm. a leopard's face gu. betw. two mullets
pierced of the field.

liambe
wife of

(Fun. Em. Ulster's Office, 1601, Dokotht Lambe,
Rowland Abgall, Secretary to the Earl of Sussex,

Lord Lieutenant of

Z<amb.

Ar. a cbev. engr. gu. betw. three paschal lambs

—

Crest A lion ramp.
Az. (another, gu.) three paschal lambs pass. ar. the
banners charged with a cross gu.
Xiamb. Sa. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoils erminois two
mullets vert. Crest— A demi lion ramp, erminois, holding
in the dexter paw a mullet vert.
Jiamb. Sa. on a fesse or, betw. three cinquefoils erm. a lion
pass. betw. two mullets of the first.
Xiamb (West Denton, co. Northumberland). Sa. on a fesse
erm. betw. three cinquefoils ar. two mullets of the field.
Crest
A paschal lamb ppr. Motto Falma non sine
pass. sa.

Xiamb.

—

—

a

fess

betw. three

—

and a greyhound courant gu.
Crest— Out of a
ducal coronet or, three ostrich feathers gu. ar. and az.
JI/o«o—Sequitando si giunge.
Liambert (Pinchbeck, co. Bucks). Gu. a chev. ar. a chief
chequy or and az. Crest— A lion's head erased ar. gorged
with a fesse chequy or and az.
Iiam.bert (Stockton, co. Durham). Gu. a chev. erminois
betw. three Iambs pass. ar. Crest A demi lamb ramp. ar.
holding a shield erminois.
Xiambert (co. Buckingham, Hull and Owton, co. York).
Gu. a chev. betw. three lambs pass. ar. a chief chequy or
and az. Crest A sphinx pass, guard, or, face ppr. holding
in the dexter foot a rose gu. seeded and leaved vert.
Xiambert (Lyston Hall, co. Essex). Gu. three cinquefoils
pierced ar. Crest A centaur ppr. 'bow gu. arrow or. Motto
tree vert

—

—

—
— Ut quocimque paratus.

1532; and Maiden Bradley,
Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.

Visit. Hants, 1634).

CO. Wilts.

three Cornish choughs ppr.

Xiambert (London and

Paris). Ar. on a mount vert an oak
on the mount a greyhound pass. gu.
Xiambert (Lord Mayor of London, 1741). Gu. three cinquefoils and a canton or.
Xiambert (London and co. Surrey granted 1737). Gu. three

tree ppr.

;

—

Crest
On a mount vert
human parts ppr. the other erm.

narcissus flowers ar. a canton or.

a centaur

pass, reguard. the

girt about the waist with a laurel garland of the first, drawing a bow and arrow gu.
(co. York).
Gu. a chev. betw. three lambs pass,

Xiambert
ar.

pulvere.

Iiam.b (Atjdouin-Lamb

Geo&oe AcdouinWicklow, on his assuming, by
the additional surname of Lamb, by tlie

Lahb, Esq., of East
royal licence, 1801,

;

exemplified to

Hill, co.

Hall Laub, Esq., of Dublin). Quarand 4th, ar. on a pale or, four bendlets sa., for
2nd and 3rd, gu. three holy lambs pass. ar. each
tearing a banner of the second charged with a cross gu.,
for Lamb.
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. Motto
Chasse pour foi.
Xiambale. Per fesse dancettee ar. and gu.
Xiambard (Lord Mayor of London, 1531). Ar. on a chev.
engr. gu. betw. three eagles sa. an annulet or.
Xiambard, or Ijam.barde. Gu. a chev. vair betw. three
Iambs ar. Crest A garb lying fesseways ppr.
Xiam-bard. Same Arms. Crest A horse's head erased or,
desire of his uncle,

Lambert. Gu. a chev. betw.
A lion ramp. ar.
Lambert. Gu. a chev. betw.

Lambert

Addocim

Surrey).

;

—

—

—

—

bridled gu.

Xjambard

(Sevenoaks, co. Kent. Visit. 1663.
William
Lambabd, topographer of co. Kent). Gu. a chev. vair betw.
three lambs ar.
Crest
A reindeer's head erased sa.
Motto Deo, patriae, tibi.
Xiambard (granted by Hawley, Clarenceux, 1551, to John
Lambabd, of Ledbury, co. Hereford, then Sheriff of London).
Gu. a chev. vair betw. three lambs pass. ar. unguled sa.
Crest A trogodice's head erased az. maned or, eared and

—

—

—

ar.

langued gu.
(Beechmont,

Iiambarde

co.

Kent).

Quarterly,

1st,

Lam-

a chev. vair betw. three lambs ar.
2nd,
HoKNE, of Lindon 3rd, Deane, of Hailing 4th, White, of
Beverley.
Crtst
A reindeer's head erased ar. Motto
BARDE, gu.

;

;

;

—

—

patriae tibi.

pierced of the

three lambs ar.

each a

Crest—

Crest— Two

fish or.

(granted to James Lambeet, Esq., of Brixton, co.
Per pale or and az. a chev. betw. two bees volant
in chief and a cinquefoil in base all counterchanged. Crest
In front of a gate or, a stag's head couped ppr. attired gold,
in the mouth a slip of oak vert, fructed or, the neck charged
with a bend az. thereon three acorns also gold.

—

Lambert (Bicbabd Lambebt, Alderman of London, and John
Lambebt, citizen of same, sons of John Lambert, second
son of Richabd Lambebt, gentleman, of Kirton, co. Lincoln.
Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two liona
Visit. London, 1568).
ramp. sa. three annulets of the first.
Lambert (Boyton, co. Wilts; descended from Richabd Lambebt, Esq., of Kirton, co. Lincoln, who purchased the estate
Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two lions
of Boyton in 1572).
ramp. sa. three annulets or. Crest A demi pegasus, wings
expanded erm.
Lambert (Castle Lambert, Kilquain, and Castle Ellen, co.
Galway). Gu. three cinquefoils pierced ar. Crest— A centaur ppr. bow gu. arrow or. Motto Ut quocunque paratus.
Lambert (Waterdale, formerly of Creg Clare, co. Galway,
1630, a branch of Lambebt, of co. York; Walter MacQuarterly, 1st
CLELLAN Lambert, Esq., of Waterdale).
and 4th, gu. three cinquefoils pierced ar., for Lambebt; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. two chev. sa., for Staunton. Crest A centaur
Ut quocunque paratus.
ppr. bow. gu. arrow or. Motto
Lam.bert (Carnagh, CO. Wexford Henbt Lambert, Esq.', of
Camagh, D.L., descended from Lampobte, of Ballyhire, and

—

—

—

—

;

Xiambaron (co. Cornwall). Sa. three chev. ar.
Xiambart {Earl of Cavan). Gu. three narcissusses
ppr. drawing

three fleurs-de-lis or.

lobsters' claws erect gu. holding in

terly, 1st

Deo

Sa. on

Ireland).

cinquefoils pierced erm. two mullets pierced of the field.

Iiam.berby. Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief two suns or.
Crest
On a ducal coronet a stag sejant ppr.
Xiambert (London, bart.). Ar. on a mount ppr. an oak

Lambert (Lord Mayor of London,

all ppr.

homed

ABC

X.

Liam.be

field.

his

bow

— On

ar.

a mount vert a centaur
gu. arrow or.
Supporters Two

Crest

—

men

in armour to the waist sa. garnished or, short
trousers gu. fringed of the second, faces, arms, knees, and
swords ppr. eswih having a steel cap, adorned with six
ostrich feathers alternately ar. and the third. Motto— Vt

—

charged with a

Xtambart

(Beau Pare, co. Meath; descended from Hon.
Ouveb Lambabt, of Painstown, second son of Charlm, first
Sari of Cavan). Gu. three narcissusses ar. pierced of the
field.
Crest— On a njount vert a centaur ppr. drawing his
bow gu. arrow or. Motto Ut quocunque paratus.
Xiam.bart (co. York), Gu. a chev. ar. a chief chequy or
and az.

—

trefoil vert,

bow and arrow

or.

Motto—VewB

providebit.

Lambert

quocunque paratus.
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representative of that ancient Anglo-Irish family;
granted by Carney, Ulster, 1683, to Patbick Lambert, Esq.,

now the

of Dunmain, High Sheriff co. Wexford). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, vert a Iamb ambulant ar. ; 2nd and 3rd, erm. an eagle
A Sagittarius pass, per pale gu. and ar.
displ. gu. Crest

Esq., of

Alexandeb Clendinnino Lambert,
and Cong Abbey, co. Mayo, and the

(confirmed to

Brook

Hill,

descendants of his grandfather). Gu. a cross crosslet or,
Crest
A centaur ppr.
betw. three cinquefoils pierced ar.
charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet or. Motto—

—

Ut quocunque

paratus.

Lam.bie (Scotland). See L'Amt.
Xi&mbom, or Xiamborne (Lamhoum,

co.

Cornwall

;

the

A

I.

AM

former. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Ar. on a chev. engr. si>.
three rams' heads cabossed of the first, attired or.
Liampergy. Sa. a chev. betw. three talbots pass. ar.
Xiampet (co. Suffolk). Ar. on a cross engr. fiu. betw. four
escallops sa. five bezants.
Xiampet (co. Suffolk). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three goats'
heads couped of the field.
Xam.pet, or
(co. Suffolk).
Ar. on abend engr.
sa. three rams' heads of the field, attired or. Crest
A Doric
pillar ar. entwined with a laurel branch vert, on the top a
flame ppr.
Xiampkyn. Barry of six ar. and az. a chief gu.
Xiamplogrh..
Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased sa.
Ijainplow, or Lampelaw.
Ar. three lamps sa.
(another adds a label gu.).
Lamplow. Az. a cross flory or.
Xamplug'll (Lamplugh Hall, co. Cumberland; descended
from Sir Robebt de Lamplugh, Lord of Lamplugh, temp.
Henry II. ofthis family was Thomas Lamplugh, D.D., Archbishop of York, d. 1691 ; John Lamplugh, Visit. Cumberland, 1615, son of Sir John Lamplugh, Knt., of Lamplugh,
who was great-grandson of John Lamplugh, of same place).
Or, a cross flory sa., quartering, 1st, per fess ar. ind gu.
six martlets counterchanged; 2nd, barry of six ar. and
gu. on a casiton of the last a cinquefoil or. Crest -A goat's
head couped sa. attired and bearded or.
Xamplug'h (Rapeb-Lamplugh the last male heir of this
old family, the Rev. Thomas Lamplugh, of Lamplugh, Rector
of Copgrove, d. s. p. in 1783, and was s. by his nephew,
John Rapes, Esq., of Abberford and Lotherton, co. York,
whose eldest son and hf ir, John Lamplugh Rapeb, Esq.,
assumed in 1825 the name and arms of Lamplugh). Or,

the rudder of a ship sa.

Xamborne (co. Essex). Or, two
Xiambome {temp. Henry VI.).
sa. three lions'

Xiambome.
a

head

lion's

chev. sa.

Erm. on a bend cotised

heads erased or.
Ar. two chev. sa.

Crest

—Out

of a tower ppr.

Xampeth

or, collared sa.

Xjamborue.

—

Ar. on a bend sa. cotised gu. three lions' heads

erased or.

Xiamport.

Ar. on a bend az. three bucks' heads coupcd

or.

Xjambrand, or Liambrund.

Ar. on a bend sa. cotised
gu. three dragons' head erased close or.
Iiambrine. Ar. on a chief gu. three boars' heads of the
field.

Ijambroke

Paly wavy of six or and sa. on
(co. Somerset).
a chief of the second three crescents ar.
Xiambton (Sari of Durham). Quarterly, 1st, sa. a fesse
bctw. three lambs pass, ar., for Lambton; 2nd, ar. a fesse

;

gu. betw. three popinjays vert, collared of the second, for
LcMLET 3rd, ar. an inescutcheon sa. within an orle of
cinquefoilsgu., for Hedwobth 4th, ar. three cinquefoils gu.,
1st, Lambton
A ram's head cabossed
Creits
for D'Abct.
2nd, Hedwobth A woman's head affrontee,
ar. attired sa.
couped at the breast ppr. hair flowing or, wreathed about
the temples with a garland of cinquefoils gu. pierced of the
second; 3rd, D'Abct Out of a ducal coronet or, an antelope's
head issuant, winged ar. attired and barbed of the first.
Supporters Two lions, the dexter gu. the sinister az. each
ducally gorged and supporting a staff or, therefrom banners
of the second, the dexter banner charged with a cross patonce
and the sinister with a lion pass, guard, of the third.
Motto Le jour viendra.
Xiarabton (co. York). Sa. a fesse betw. three lambs ar.
Cre.U
A ram's head cabossed ar. attired sa.
Iiambton. Gu. a chev. betw. three lambs' heads couped ar.
Xiaxnburne. Ar. on a bend sa. (another, cotised gu.)
three wolves' heads erased or.
Ijame (co. Kent). Sa. on a fesse or, bctw. three cinquefoils
erm. a crescent betw. two mullets of the first.
liamelin (Lamelin, co. Cornwall the heiress m. Tbelawnt).
Ar. a bull pass. sa. (a bordure of the second bezantee is
sometimes added).
Xiamelyne, or
Ar. a fleur-de-lis
(co. Bedford).
;

;

—

:

:

;

;

:

—

a cross

—

—

changed.

Xiampton

bend

ar.

—A dexter hand

;

—

az.

—
—

Faly of six or and gu. a
ppr. brandishing a scymitar

ar.

—

Xiamin^ham.

Ar. a fesse az.
Barry of six ar. and

lianxkyn.

az.

on a chief gu. a

Xianacre (co. York).
Xianbrun. Ar. on

lion

pass, guard, or.

Xiamkyn.

Gu. a

stag's

head and neck couped

heads erased

or.

Xiaminin, or Liaznniing: (co. Lincoln as borne by William Henbt Lamhin, Esq., of Shorrolds, Fulham, MiddleSa.

Crest

—A

Agnus Dei mihi

—

liamon, and Lianam.
annulet of the

Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets of the field,
on a sinister canton gu. two bendlets or, the uppermost
engr. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. gorged with a chaplet
vert, holding in the paws an escutcheon charged as th»
canton.
Xiancasliire (Polefield, Prestwich, co. Lancaster). Erm.
two bars engr. one az. the other gu. in chief three roses of
the last, on a canton of the same a lion pass. or.
Xiancashire. Erm. on a bend sa. three mullets ar. a
sinister canton gu. charged with two bends or.
Lancaster (Baron Lancaster, extinct 1334 John de LanCASTEB, summoned to Parliament 1299, d. s. %i.). Ar. two
bars gu. on a canton of the second a lion pass, guard, or.
Lancaster (Wh.liam Lancasteb, of Cokbridge, whose dau.
and hcirjii. Hugh Lowther, of Lowthcr, co. Westmoreland,
Visit. Rutland, 1615).
Or, two
living temp. Henry VI.
bars gu. on a canton of the last a mullet of the first.
Lancaster,
of.
The ancient arms of England,

—

salus.

Xiamois, or Kamois.

Gu. a chief indented or.
Per chev. gu. and ar. in base an

first.

Iiamont (that

Ilk, CO. Argyll).
Az.a lion ramp. ar. Another
a mound ensigned with a cross or.
Crest
hand couped ppr. Motto— iJe parcas nee spernas.
Xiamorat. I'urp. semee of crosses crosslet a lion ramp. or.
Xiamorle (co. York). Per fesse gu. and ar. three crescents
counterchanged.
liamorley, or Iiammorle (cos. Norfolk and York).
Per fesse gu. and ar. in chief three crescents of the second.
Crest
On a naval coronet or, a lion ramp. gu.
Xiamote. Valr a bend gu. a label of four points ar.
Lamott (London, formsrly of Flanders, 1633). Ar. three
bars humcttce sa.
liampard. Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two lions ramp. sa.

Coat

—

— Az.

;

—

three plates.

Liampay.

Cretl

Or,

Duke

quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. scmcc-de-lis or 2nd and 3rd,
gu. three lions pa.>!s. guard, in pale or, a label ar.
Lancaster,
of. Per fess vert and az. in chief a
viz.,

— A cinqucfoil az.

a water bouget

sa.

a bordure of the

quadruple-towered ar. in base a lion pass. or.
(arms in a window in the Church of Queen's
College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Ar. two bars gu. on a
canton of the last a mullet of the first.
Lancaster (Crackhousc, co. Cumberlaml, and Rainliill, co.
Lancasrcr). Same Arms. Crest A lion'.s head erased ar.
charged with a crescent gu.
Another Crest A seahorsecastle

last

Lancaster

bezantee.

(Padcrda in LInkinhomc, co. Cornwall; showing
revcn dcsfmls before 1C20). Ar. on a bond engr. sa. three
rams' heads cabossed of the field, attired or. Crest A ram's

—

—

cabossed nr. atlircd or.
(I.ampen ami Pardardayp,

Xiampen

LAHriN, of

;

Town

Xiampen
he-Ill

—

Xiancashire.

ar. betw. three paschal lambs pass, of the
paschal lamb, a* in the arms.
Motto

a fesse

sex).

or.

Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
a bend sa. cotised gu. three dragons''
Crest Two lions' heads issuing addorsed

ppr. collared or.

;

last.

Gu. a chev. betw. three lambs' heads

Forfar). Quarand 4th, az. three crosiers paleways in fess or, in
base a saltire couped ar., for L'Amt 2nd and 3rd, ar. an eagle
displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. charged in the breast
with an inescutcheon of the last, a bordure of the second.
Crest
A dexter hand erect ppr. holding a crosier or. Supporters
Two savages wreathed head and middle with
laurel, holding oak batons over their shoulders ppr.
Motto
Per varies casus.

Ar. a lion pass. ga. betw.
A savage's head ppr.

Crest

Crest

Kent).

terly, 1st

and

Xiamford, or Liambford.

(co.

cabossed ar.

Xiampuric. Or, a cross pattde fitchee sa.
Xi'Alny (now Eamsat-L'Amy, Dunkenny, co.

sa.

ar.

—A goat's head ar. attires and beard

—

Lamlyn

three trefoils slipped vert.

Crest

Xampson

;

Xiamere. Gu. three fishes sa.
liamesey, or Lambsey.

flory sa.

or (another, a goat's head erased ar. attired or). Mott<y—
Providentia Dei stabiliuntur familiae.
(Rowfant, co. Sussex, bart.). Per saltire ar. and
gu. two gryphons' heads erased in fesse and as many escarbuncles in pale counterchanged. Crest
A gryphon's head
erased gu. charged with an escarbuncle ar. betw. two '.vinss
paly of four ar. and gu. Motto Persevera et vince.
Xiampt.
Per pale ar. and gu. a saltire engr. counter-

—

wreathed round the head

LAN
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Lanheme). Ar. a fesse betw. two
Iieiress m. Abundell,
Crest— A demi lion ramp. gu. supporting
chevronels sa.
of

tin;

LtiO

latter place,

CornwaTl; John
co.
son of Joun Laufen, of the

!

ppr.

—

A

LAN

or).

lancaster.

Ar. on a chief gu. a lion ramp, guard, or
(another, gu. a leopard ramp, or, collared az.
another,
gu. a lion ramp, guard, or.).
Ulster's
Office,
(Fun.
Ent.
1598,
Xiancaster
Margery Lancaster, wife of Thomas Lawton, of Dublin). Ar. two bars
gu. on a canton of the last a lion pass, guard, or.
Lancaster, De. Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second
Crest A lion couchant
a lion pass, guard, of the first.
;

—

on a canton of the third the royal lions of England, beingthe augmentation granted to the family for "the great and
signal service performed by John Lane, Esq., of Bentley,
in the county of Stafford, in his ready concurring to the preservation of King Charles II. after the battle of Worcester."

—

A strawberry roan horse

saliant, couped at the
and garnished or, supporting betw.
the feet an imperial crown ppr. 2nd Out of a ducal coronet
or, a pair of w ings endorsed ppr.
Motto Garde le Koy.
Lane (Cottcsbroke, co. Noithants). Per pale gu. and az.
three saltires couped ar.. impaled by Bedell, of Hanierton.
Lane (Stratford, co. Warwick. Visit. Warwick). Sa. a chev.

Ciexts

1st:

flanks, bridled sa. bitted

;

:

—

betw. three arrows ar.
(co. Kent).
Or, on a chief az. two mullets of the

Lane

or.

Xance. Gu. a fesse or.
Xancedale. Ar. three torteaux, a quarter gu.
Xancelin. Ar. a fleur-de-lis gu.
Xiancell, Lancelin, or Lancelyn. Ar. on a
three mullets of the

field.

Lane
fesse sa.

Lamelyng-, or Lamlin

Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa. (another, tinctures re-

(co. Bedford).

Lancelot

Land. Gyronny

or,

Gu. on a fesse wavy betw. three swans ppr.
many crosses pattee sa. on each four

as

— An Lane

—
Ar.

Lane

Gu. abend

Lane

Crest

and

of eight or

sa.

one.

a bend gu.

Landawarnick
two bars

(Landawamick, Duloe,

Crist

sa. in chief

co. Cornwall).

a griffin segrcant az.

Landawre, Landavirrey, or Land-wrrey.
betw. two cotises indented or.

(that ilk, co. Berwick; the heiress to. the first

of Home).

Or,

an

Or,

(Coull, co. Fife).

—Olim

Motto

side az.

Earl

orle az.

Landell (Southwark,

an orle indented on the inner
Or,

—

an

orle az. betw. four

taws sa.
Crest On a mount vert a garb or, thereon an
escutcheon sa. charged with a taw gold.
(co. Lincoln, 1641).
Gu. a lion ramp, or, a canton
per bend sinister erm. and sa.
Crest
A dexter hand
apaumee ppr. Motto Ero quod eram.
Landener, Landomer, or Landew. Gu. a fesse ar.
charged with a fesse wavy sa. betw. three boars" heads couped

—

—

of the second.

Cornwall). Per bend or and vert.
Paly of eight sa. and or, a fesse gu.
Crest
hand issuing from a cloud holding a sword wavy all
(St. Ives, co.

—

Lander.
ppr.

Az. a chev.

or, fretty

sa.betw. three crosses

Landetb., or Londeth.

Erm. on a chief gu. a

lion pass.

— A winged heart ppr.

Landles.

Az. three orles or.
(Chcshunt, co. Herts). Gyronny of eight or andaz.
an inescutcheon ar. Crest A lizard ppr. Motto Ma force
d'en haut.
Landon. Or, a chev. sa. betw. three bustards vert. Crest—
A demi pegasus reguard. ar. supporting a pennon gu. tas-

Landon

—

—

Perpale

(Hyde and Bentley, co. Stafford). Or, a chev. gu.
betw. three mullets pierced az.
Ar. three chevronels sa. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. bezantee holding betw. the paws a
bezant.
(Bridgetown, co. Warwick confirmed by the Deputies
of Camden, Clarenceux, to Richard Lane; Iler. Visit.). Az.
three fireballs or, flammant ppr.
Lane. Or, a chev. ermines betw. three mullets pierced az.
A dexter arm vested ermines, turned up and indented
Crest
ar. holding in the hand ppr. a mullet az.
Lane. Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire purp. betw. four fleurs-

—

Lane (Ipswich, co. Suffolk).

;

—

de-lis

Lane.
Lane.

counterchanged.
Ar. a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet fitch^e gu.
Gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. three saltires couped

or.

Lane

(Ryelands, co. Hereford, representative of Rodd, of
Per pale az. and gu. three saltires couped ar.,
the Rodd).
Out of a crescent or, two griffins'
quartering Rodd. Crest
heads addorsed, one gu. the other az. Motto Celeriter.
(Moundsley Hall, Kingsnorton, co. Worcester). Per

—

—

—

pale az. and gu. three saltires couped or. Crest Two eagles'
heads addorsed, one gu. the other az. issuing out of a

crescent or.

Lane

(Coffleet,

saltires

couped

co.
ar.,

Devon).
Per pale az. and gu. three
quartering Veale, ar. on a bend sa. three

calves pass, of the first; and Tothill, ar. on a bend sa.
Crest
cotiscd of the same a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Two eagles' heads addorsed issuing out of a crescent or, dexter

—

gu. sinister az.

selled or.

Landon. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three camelcons
Landonthorp, or Landorthorpe. Gu.

vert.

three lions

ramp. erm.

Lane

(Sir Ralph Lane, knighted by Sir William FitzWiLLiAM, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 1583-94). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per pale az. and gu. three saltires couped ar. 'ind,
quarterly, 1st and 4th. ar. two bars az. a border engr. sa.,
2nd and 3rd, or, three water bougets sa.; 3rd, gyronny of
eight or and sa. on a canton gu. a covered cup ar.
Lane (Sir William Lane, of Horton, co. Northampton,
knighted at St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, '27 March, 1697,
by Sir William Russell, Lord Deputy). Per pale ar. and
;

Landor

(Kugeley, co. Stafford, Ipsley Court, co. Warwick,
and of Llanthony Abbey, co. Monmouth; granted 8 June,
1637). Ar. two bends gu. each charged with a bcndlet indented or. Crest
A hand and arm erect, habited bendy
of six or and gu. cuffed ar. in the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis

—

az.

Landres.

counterchanged.
(Great Yarmouth, and co. Northumberland).
az. and ar. three saltires couped counterchanged.

Lane

mo'.ine ar.

Crest

—

Lane

florebat.

co. Surrey).

Landen

Landesduke.

many

Lane

fusils of the field.

church environed with trees ppr.

or.

(Ixjndon).

membered

as

on a chief az. three

Or,

Lanclier. Or, six pellets, three, two, and
Lanchingr. Vert a saltire engr. ar.

Lander

Lane

—

(London). Gu. on a fesse wavy betw. three swans ar.
crosses formce or.
(Twickenham, co. Middlesex). Or, on afcssegu. betw.
three torteaux a trefoil slipped betw. two mullets or. Crest
A demi griffin ar.
Lane (co. Northampton). Per chev. or and az. a lion ramp.

Ar. three bends gu.

(co. Leicester).

astrolabe.

Lancelot.

Landel

—

bezants.

versed).

Landel

(Badgemore, co. Oxfoid). Per ptilc az. and gu. three
couped ar.
Cre.H
Two griffins' heads, one gu.
the other az. issuing out of a crescent or. Motto Nee
degenero.

saltires

field.

Lancellyn, Lancelin,

A
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Xiancaster Cltockbridge, co. Westmoreland). Ar. two bars
gu. on a canton of the second a mullet of the first.
Xiancaster (Richmond, co. York). Ar. two bars gu. on a
canton of the second a cinquefoil of the first (another,

Az. (another, sa.) a lion ramp, or, a bordure

erm.

gu.

three

tliat in

Landsleydown

(co.

Cornwall).

Landstroder. Erm. a chev.
Land'Wath. Gu. three bends

Sa. three chevronels ar.

sa.

vair.

Crest

— A demi pegasus

ar. guttec de poix.

Lane

(Wycombe, co. Bucks, Allhallow-Gussing, cos. Dorset,
and Hereford; Lord Mayor of London, 1695; Courteen Hall,
Hanler, Twinden, Horton, and Walgrave, co. Northampton,
and cos. Somerset and York). Per pale az. and gu. thiee
Ealtires couped ar.
Crest Two eagles' heads issuant out of a
crescent or, the dexter gu. the sinister az. (Some bear the
dexter head az. and the sinister gu.).
Lane (co. Gloucester). Same Arms and Crest.
Lane (King's Bromley, co. Stafford, and Lily Hill, co. Berks;
originally of Hyde and Bentley, Staffordshire).
Per fesee
or and az. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets counterchanged,

—
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Lane

saltires

couped, that

sinister of the

third and

first,

in the

and that

dexter chief az.,

in base per pale of the

first.

(Tulske, co.

Roscommon; Fun.

Ent. Ulster's Office.

Mabel, wife of Richard Lane). Or, ona bend betw.
two fleurs-de-lis gu. a lion pass, of the field.
Lane (Viscount Lanesborough, extinct 1724). Ar. a lion,
rarnp. sa. a border sa. on a canton az. a crown or.
Lane-Fox (£aron Biitgley, extinct 1772; George Fox,
eldest son of Henbt Fox, Esq., by Hon. Frances Lane, his
wife, sister of the last Viscount Lanesborough, assumed the
surname of Lane on inheriting his maternal uncle's estates,
and was created a peer 176'2). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same
as the preceding, for Lane 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw.
Out of a
three foxes' heads erased gu., for Fox. Crest
ducal coronet or, a demi griffin segreant sa. winged ar_
1631,

;

Supporters—Tvo bears

ar.

—

AfoWo—Inconcussa virtus.

A
;

I.

Xane

AN
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(Reg. Ulster's Office to Sir

George Lane).

Or,

on a

bend gu. betw. two fleurs-de-lis sa. a lion pass, of the first.
Crest— A mermaid holding a cup.
Xane (Roscommon, Ireland; granted 6 April, 1661). Ar.
a lion ramp. gu. armed az. a bordure sa. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi griffin sa. winged ar.
Lane-Fox. See Fox.
Xaneham (quartered by Nevill, of Holte, co. Leicester.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the 1st
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
quarter a fleur-de-lis of the last, and in the 4th quarter an

—

erm. spot.

Xanesboroug-h, Earl

Xaney
wheels

of. See Bctleb.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three Catharine

(Pulham).
ar.

Ar. on an inescuttheon within an orle of
martlets gu. a crescent of the first.
Xanfret, or Landfret. Ar. an eagle displ. gu.
Xang:. Sa. on a fesse betw. two cinquefoils in chief ar. and
on a mount in base three oak sprigs vert, acorned or, the

Xanfaunt.

text letters A, B, C, D, E, F, of the
sprigs acorned.

Xangave, or Landgrave.

field.

CVtsi— Three oak

Gu. (another,

az.)

semee of

crosses crosslet or, a fesse danoetl^e of the last.
Xang'borne. Ar. two chev. gu.

See Bickeksteth.
(Langdale, co. York). Sa. a cher. betw. three
Crest

estoiles ar.

and

Crest.

rmguled

—An estoile ar.

(Baron langdaU, extinct 1777). Same Arms
Supportas— Two bulls sa. armed, crested, and

Xangdale
ar.

(Houghton, co. York the senior branch of the
noble family of Langdale; the late Philip Langdale, of
Houghton, devised his estates to Hon. Charles Stodrton,
third son of the 16th Lord Stourton, by Mart, his wif«. dau.
and co-heiress of Lord Langdale, who thereupon assumed
the name and arms of Langdale in 1815, and was father
of the present Charles Langdale, Esq., of Houghton).

Xang'dale

;

Arms, Ac, as the preceding.

Xangrdale
Xang'dale.

(another, az.).
(Langdall,

first

Isabell, dau. of LangDALL, of Langdall, temp. Edward IV., tn. George Pereott,
of Haverfordwest, co. Pembroke, son of Owen Perrott,
Visit.
third son of Pebrott, of Narberth Castle, same co.
O.Kon, 15G6). Sa. a chev. betw. three estoiles ar.
Xangdole. Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three spears' heads az.
co.

York;

a tower betw. two roses or.
co. Cornwall

Xangdon (Keverell,

Walter Langdon, son

Xangdon
Xangdon

—

Paly of six ar. and gu. ou a chief az. a lion

pass, guard, or.

(Bratton, co. Devon; Moses Lanoesford, aged
44 years at Visit. Devon, 1620, grandson of Richard LangesFOKD, of same place). Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chief ar.
a lion pass. sa. a crescent for diff.
Xangtford (Sir John de Langffoed, one of the knights of co.
Nottingham, temp. Edward I., Visit. Notts, 1614). Paly of
six or and gu. a bend ar.
Xangfleld. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three crosses botonnee
fitclite iA the second, as many coverad cups of the field.

Xangford, Baron. SeeRowLET.
liang-ford (Alington; confirmed by Sogar,
wild goose close ar. a crescent for

Garter).

Gu. a

diff.

co. Bedford; granted March, 1C07).
and gu. on a bend of the first three eagles
displ. of the second.
Crest
In a row of partridge feathers
of (livers colours three chibbals or and ar.
Xangford (cos. Wilts and Berks). Paly of six ar. and gu.
on a chief az. a lion pass. or.

—

(Langford

Hill, co. Cornwall; seven descents in
1620; the heiress m. Wollacohbe).
Paly
of six ar. and gu. on a chief az. a lion pass, guard.

Visit. Cornwall,
or.

Xangi°ord

(Hallatrow, co. Somerset, 1620; descended from
the Lanofords of CO. WilU). Rame.^)-Hij.

Xangrford

Visit.

Oxon, 1566).

1 Edward IV., 1461.
and gu. on a chief az. a

his wife,

Paly of six

ar.

lion pa.ss. or.

Lang'ford (Sir John Langford, temp. Edward II. his sister
m. Edward Pierpoint, Esq., of Holm Pierpoint, ancestor of
;

the extinct Dukes of Kingston.
terly, ar. and gu.

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Quar-

Langford

(Langford Hill, Poundstock, Liskerd, and
Troraade, all in co. Cornwall; descended from Langford,
of Langford, co. Devon.
Visit. Cornwall, 16'20). Paly of
six ar. and gu. on a chief az. a lion pass, guard, or, a mullet
for diff.

Langford

(cos. Derby, Nottingham, and Salop).
Paly of
and gu. over all a bend ar. Crest A tiger pass,
coward gu. maned and tufted or.
Lang'ford (Bratton, co. Devon). Paly of six ar. and gu.
on a chief of the first a lion pass. sa.
Langford (co. Leicester). Paly of six ar. and gu. a bend

—

six or

first.

Landford, or Langeford

(London and co. Middlesex).
Gu. a shoveller, wings close ar. a crescent for diff.
Crest
A demi shoveller, wings displ. ar. charged with a crescent

for

—

diff.

Langford

(London).
Per pale ar. and gu. three mullets
counterchanged.
Langford (co. Northumberland). Paly of six or and gu. a
bordure ar.
Langford (Muckmaire, co. Antrim; impalement Fun. Ent.

HnoH Clotwortht, Knt., whose
was Mart, dau. of Boger Langford, from whom
descend maternally Viscount Massereene and Ferrard, and
Lord Lanrjford). Paly of six sa. and or, on a chief vert a
Ulster's Office, 1630, Sir

wife

Lang'ford

(Kilmackedret, co. Londonderry, bart., extinct;
bart. 1667, d. 18

Hercules Langford was created a

June, 1683, and was s. by his son, Sir Arthur Langford,
who d. s. p., leaving his sister. Mart Langford, his heiress
she m. Sir John Rowlet, ancester of Lord Lawjford ; Fun.
Paly of six sa. and or, on a chief vert
Ent. Ulster's Office).
a lion pass, guard, of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp.
holding in the dexter paw a trunclieon all or.
Langford. Quarterly, gu. and ar. (another, gu. fretty

—

engr. erm.).
(Island of Antigua ; granted 1759). Az.
a chev. engr. erm. on a chief ar. two stags' heads cabossed
Crest
A stags' head cabossed gu. stricken in the scalp
gu.
with an arrow or, feathered ar.
Lang'hanx (Cottesbrooke Park, co. Northampton, bart.). Ar.
three bears' heads erased sa. muzzled or. Crest A bear's
Motto Nee sinit esse
head erased, as in the arms.

—

—

—

feros.

Langham (co. Essex). Ar. a fesse gu. a label az.
Langham (co. Leicester). Az. a chev. embattled
Langham,

or

(Trungle and Pcazuice, co. Cornwall).

betw.

(Coinsholmc, co. Lincoln).
Az. a chev. embattled betw. three cinquefoils or. Crest
hare's head erased ar.
(Oopsall, co. Leicester;
Robert Lanobam,
living 19 Richard II., 1395, son of Reginald Langham, and
grandson of Robert Langham the eventual heiress of the
family, the dau. of Edward Langham, m. Richard Everard,
Esq., of Shenton, co Leicester, who d. 1556. Visit. Leicester,
Ar. three bears' heads couped sa. muzzled or.
1619).

5»2

—

Langham

;

Langham

(co. Northampton, and Pailton, co. Warwick.
Warwick). Ar. on a fesse betw. three bears' headssa. muzzled or, as many bezants.
Langham. Ar. a fleur-de-lis betw. three bears' heads
Crest
Out of a coronet gu. »
erased sa. muzzled gu.
bear's paw sa. holding a sword ar. pommelled or.
Langham. Barry of six or and az. on a bend gu. three

Visit.

Sam*

—

cinquofoils ar.

Langham.
Langharne
barne.

Ar. a fesse gu.
(Tregavethan, co. Cornwall; Stephen LanoAz. a chev. betw. three
Cornwall, 1620).

Visit.

escallops or.

Xanghergry (co.

Cornwall). Ar. a fesse ermines betw. three
greyhounds' heads aa. collared gu.
(Tregavethan,
near Truro, and St. Erme, co.
Xangherne
Cornwall). Az. u chev. betw. three escallop shells or.
Xangholme. Az. a chev. embattled or, betw. three cinqueCreU iL paschal lamb ppr. standard gn.
foils of the last.

—

Motto—in cruce

Ar\n*.

Langholme

erased

(Selford,

of six ar.

Xangford

John Newers, and Clementia,

three cinquefoils or.

bar.s or.

Xangesford

Paly

Oxford ;
with Thomas Stonor, and Richard
of
Haecourt, granted the Manor
Tackley, co. Oxford, to

Langford-Nibbs

;

of BicHARD Langdon, and grandson of John Langdon, of
Bicton, sameco. Visit. Cornwall, 16'20). Ar. a chev. betw.
three lizards' heads sa.
(Langdon, co. Cornwall. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Ar. a chev. betw. three bears' heads erased sa.
(Wolterton, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. cotised
betw. three bears' heads erased barways sa. muzzled of the
field.
Crest
On a mount vert a lyux of the last gorged with

Xangeford.

Paly of six or and gu. (some-

Edward Langford,

Sir

Paly of sis or and gu. a bend of the

Xangdall

Xangford

(co. Worcester).
times az.) a bend ar.

Xan^ord (arms in the Manor House of Sarsden, co.

lion pass, of the field.

(Wliilbistrond, co. York). Or, a chev. betw. three

mullets sa.

two

Xangford

of the

Xang'dale, Baron.

Xang'dale

AN

li

salus.

A

AK

li

Bedford;

granted 20
Jan. 1610). Sa. a cross ar. on a chief of the second three
buglehoms of the field stringed gu. Crest A buglehorn sa.
stringed gu. betw. two wings expanded ar.
Xiangrhorne (London, bart., extinct 1714). Same Arms.
Iiangrland. Per pale ar. and or, a cockatrice sa. combed
(co.

—

Iiang'lands
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I^anghom, or Langrhorne

—A

chief three hurts.

Cretf

cockatrice, wings addorsed sa.
Motto Fide sed cui vide.

—

combed and wattled gu.
(confirmed to Henet Langlet, Esq., J. P. and
D.L., of Queen's Gate Terrace, Kensington, late 2nd Life

Langley

Guards, eldest son of Henry Langlet, Esq., of Brittas
Castle, CO. Tipporary, and grandson of Oliver Langlet,
second son of Henry Langlet, Esq., of Priestown, co. Tip-

Ar. on a cher. gn. three mullets of
anchor in pale placed in the sea ppr.

perary, by Margaret, his wife, dau. and heiress of Oliver
Grace, Esq., of Brittas Castle). Quarterly, Island 4th, ar.

Motto Spero.
Liang'lee. Ar. a fesss sa. in chief three escallops of the
last (another, ar. on a fesse sa. three escallops of the

charged with a crescent or, in chief three hurts,
2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp, per fess ar. and
Grace. Crest A cockatrice, wings addorsed sa.
combed, wattled, and spurred gn. charged on the breast
with a crescent or. Motto Fide sed cui vide.
Langlois (Hamptonne, Jersey). Az. a chev. or, betw. three
crescents ar. on a chief gu. as many mullets of six points

the

(that Ilk).

Crest

first.

—

—An

first).

Xiangrley (Langley,
Paly of six

York).

a plume of

or,

Durham, and

co.

and

ar.

Sheriff Button, co.

CVesJ— In a ducal coronet
and two

vert.

ostrich feathers, three ar.

five

Sir

Arms.
Iiang'ley
Liang'ley

Henry Langlet,

sixth bart., d.

Ar. a cockatrice

(co. Chester).

sa.

Gu. a chev. engr.

(co. Essex).

s.

Same

p.).

membered

or,

gu.
betw. three

escallops ar.

—

—

—

az. (another, az.

Ijangley

and

(co.

membered, and beaked gu.
legged, and wattled gu.

Iiang'ley

Crest

—A

cock ar. combed,

(co. Lincoln).

;

in chief three pellets, a bordure of the second.
cockatrice sa. beaked or, combed and wattled gu.

ga.

liangley

(Agecroft, co. Lancaster, 1567).

wings endorsed and

tail

nowed

sa.

beaked

Crest

—

Ar. a cockatrice,
or.

liangley (Thomas Langlet and John Langlet, Aldermen,
both of London, sons of Kobert Langlet, Esq., of Althorp,
Lincoln, and grandsons of John Langlet, Esq., co.
York. Visit. London, 1568). Erm. on a bend vert three
CO.

faces or.
wattled gu.
leopards'

liangley

Crest

—A

cockatrice sa.

combed and

London;

Inn,

(Lincoln's

granted 20 Jan. 40

Same Arvis and Crest.
(London; confirmed 4 June, 1632). Per pale ar.
a cockatrice, wings expanded sa. beaked of the
second, crested, wattled, and legged gu.
Elizabeth).
or,

liangley

whom was Thomas Langlet,
whose great-grandson, John
Paly of six ar. and

(Golden, co. Salop; of

Esq., of Golden,

Sheriff 1743,

Langley, sold the

estate,

1820).

pierced of the second. Crest A rock ppr.
Ar. a wivern displ. sa.
Ar. a chev. cotised gu.
(Kalph Langman, York Herald, temp. Queen
Elizabeth). Ar. on a pile betw. two water bougets sa. a
portcullis of the first.

Langlond.
Langlond.

Langman

Langman (arms of Boger Langman,

In Hart's Hall, Oxford.

Oxon, 1574). Ar. on a chev. betw. three water bougets
a crescent of the field.
Langmead (co. Devon). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. on a chief
wavy of the last a leopard's face betw. two cinquefoils
of the first.
Crest
A boar's head and neck erased gu.
gorged with a chaplet of oak ppr.
Langmore, or Longmore. Sa. a chev. or, and canton
erm. Crest On a chapeau a greyhound statant all ppr.
Visit.

—

—

Langriche, or Langrithe
and

4th, ar. six billets sa.

3rd, gu. a lion

ramp,

or,

(London).

three, two,

Quarterly, 1st

and one; 2nd and

preying on a dragon reversed of the

Langrige, or Langrich.

Ar. six billets sa. three, two,

and one.

Langrish

(West Ashling, co. Sussex). Quarterly, sa. and
covered cups counterchanged.
(Knocktopher, co. Kilkenny, bart.). Quarterly,
sa. and or. four covered cups counterchanged.
Crest— A.
demi lion ramp. ar. Motto Medio tutissimus ibis.
Langriplover. Or, a cross flory sa.

Langrishe

—

Langrith.
Langsdale.

Ar. six biUets sa.
Paly of six or and gu. a bordure az.
Langsford (co. Cornwall). Paly of six or and sa. on a chief
vert a lion pass, of the first.
Langstaff. Az. a bend or, betw. three cocks ar.
Langstaff (granted to Joseph Langstaff, Esq., of Newcastle).
Ar. on a bend az. betw. two pheons sa. a leopard's
face betw. two escallops or, a chief engr. gu. thereon an
estoile betw. two fleurs-de-lis gold.
Crest
On a serpent

—

or, in front of

two palm branches in

saltire vert,

a

stork rising ppr.

Langston, or Langstone.

Or, a chev. gu. in chief
two (another, three) roses ppr. in base a dolphin embowed
Crest
A lion ramp. gu. supporting a pillar ppr.
Langston (Sedgeberrow and Malvern, co. Worcester. Visit.
Worcester, 1634. Henrt Langstone was patron of Sedgeberrow Church, 1551). Same Arms, roses of the second,

—

of the last.

dolphin az.

Langston

vert.

Langley

(Brokley, CO. Salop). Same Arms, on a canton
gu. a pheon or. Crest
pbeon or, betw. two laurel sprigs

—A

vert.

Langley

(Studington, co. Warwick).
chief three escallops of the second.

Langley

(co.

Warwick).

Ar. a fesse

sa. in

(co. Worcester).
Az. three fleurs-de-lis in pale
betw. two palets engr. or.
(quartered by Watneham, of Witney, co. Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Or, a chev. az. betw. in chief three roses
gu. and in base a dolphin embowed of the second.

Langston
Langston

Quarterly, per fesse indented az.

or.

and

(Rathorpe Hall, Dalton, co. York).

Ar. a cocka-

trice, wings endorsed and tail nowed, at the end thereof
a dragon's head all sa.
Langley (co. York). Per pale ar. and or, a cockatrice sa.

co. York).
Quarterly,
a fesse betw. three crescents gu. 2nd and
3rd, paly of six ar. and vert.
Cr«f— Out of a ducal coronet
;

five feathers ar.

Langley.

Per chev.
nebulae ar. and az.

gu.

and

or,

a lion ramp,

barry

Langley.

Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa. (another adds,
a label of three points ar.)

Langley.
Langley.
Langley.

Ar. a fesse betw. three oak leaves gu.
Ar. a bend az. betw. three mullets gu.
Quarterly, per fesse indented or and gu. in the
a lion pass, guard, ar.

Langley

(Coalbrook, CO. Tipperaiy).
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Visit.

hinds or.

Langston

Or, on a chev. betw.

(Sarsden, co. Oxford).

rcses in chief gu.
crosslet of the

and a dolphin

two

in base ppr. three crosses

first.

Langston

combed gu.
(Wikeham Abbey, Malton,

Langley

4th, or,

Bucks; John Langston; his dau.
Jane, to. Thomas Gifford, 12 Edward IV.,
Oxon, 1569). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three

(Cavershill, co.

heiress,

1472.

Langley

Ist

—

nowed

liangley

and

—

or, four

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cockatrice sa. crested, beaked, and membered gu.
2nd and 3rd,
gu. a mermaid with comb and glass ar.
liangley (co. Lincoln, London, and co. Salop). Ar. a fesse

Ist

;

for

last.

or).

Lancaster, Eye, co. Suffolk, Ousethorpe and
Dalton, CO. York).
Ar. a cockatrice volant sa. crested,

and

sa.

Langlet

sa.

I<aiig:ley (Bristow and Mangerfield, co. Gloucester). Gu. a
saltire or.
Crest A dexter gauntlet lying fesseways, holding a sword erect all ppr. the blade enfiled with a dragon's
head sa. couped at the neck gu.
Iiang'ley (cos. Gloucester, Salop, and Warwick). Ar. a
fesse sa. in chief three pellets (another, hurts).
Crest
On a
garb lying fesseways or, a dove close ar. beaked, and legged
gu. Motto Beare and forbeare.
Ziangrley (co. Kent). Quarterly, per fesse indented or and

and

fess

or,

—

vert,

liangrley (Higham Gobion, co. Bedford, bart. extinct;
William Langley, descended from Lanolet, of Langley.
CO. Durham, and Sheriff Hutton, co. York, was so created
1641.

a

for

Ar. a fosse

sa.

in

(seal to will of Honor Spkt, tide Langston, impaled by Sprt, dated 1689). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. in chief
three torteaux and in base a dolphin embowed of the
second.
Langstone. Quarterly, az. and ar. a bend or.
Langthorne. Ar. six cinquefoils gu. three, two, and one.
Crest A beer butt sa. in the bunghole three roses gu. stalked

—

and leaved

vert.

Langthorne.

Ar. six annulets sa.

Langton

(Langton, co. Leicester). Az. an eagle displ. wit^
two heads or, a bend sa. described by Burton to be engraved
on the monument of Thomas de Langton, at Church Langton. The brisure by a bend denotes these arms to Itava
belonged to a cadet of the familjt.
;

A

LAN
Lianglon

fWest Langton, co. Leicester). Vair.
Xiang°ton (Baron of Newlon, co. Lancaster. The first of this
family who settled in co. Lancaster was John de Langeton,
son of Robert de Lanckton, lord of the manor of West Langton, CO. Leicester he bore for arms a shield vair, as appears
ty his teal; he m. Alesia, dau. of James Banastre, and sole
heiress of his father, .Sir Robert Banastre, Baron of Newton,
and Lord of Walton-in-the-Dale, co. Lancaster his brother,
John de Langeton, was Bishop of Chichester, 1306-37, and
Chancellor of England, d. 1337 Sir Robert de Langeton,
Knt., son of John de Langeton, bore three chev. (the arms
of Banastre) within a bordure vair, but Ralph de Langeton, Baron of Newton, grandson of Sir Robert de Langeton, abandoned the bordure, as appears by his seal, 1364.
According to the Visit. 1567, the later Langtons, Barons of
Hewton, bore Quarterly, 1st and 4th, for Langton, ar.
three chev. gu. 2nd and 3rd, for Banastre, ar. a cross
patonce sa. Crest The head of a maiden affrontee couped
below the shoulders ppr. vested gu. cap and necklace or.
The barony of Newton descended to the Fleetwoods by an
heir female, Ump. James I., on the death of Sir Thomai
Through the Langtons of Broughton
Langton, K.B.
Tower, a younger branch of this famUy, are descended,
William Langton, Esq., of Liverpool, Skinker Zaohary
Langton, Esq., of Barrow House, Derwentwater, and William Langton, Esq., of Manchester, who represent the three
remaining branches of that family; their arms are Ar.
three chev. gu. a canton vair. Crest
An eagle displ. with
two heads vert, charged on the breast with a trefoil or.
Motto Loyal au mort.
Xiangrton (Broughton Tower, co. Lancaster; of the same
lineage).
Per pale ar. and or, three chev. gu. Crest
;

;

;

:

;

—

:

—

—

—

talbot

reguard.

sejant

sa.

his

ears

ar.,

as

by

allowed

William Eyley, Norroy, 25 June, 1657. The arms were
altered by Sir William Dugdale at the Visit, of 1664, to the
following: Ar. three chev. gu. a canton vair. Crest
An
eagle displ. with two heads vert, charged on the breast with
a trefoU or. Motto Loyal au mort.
Lang'ton (co. Herts; Anne Langton, descended from co.
York, m. Thomas Egerton, of London, Mercer.
Visit.
London, 1568). Ar. three chevronels gu.
Xiangrton (Winyard, co. Durham). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
a bordure engr. gu.

—

—

Langton
aged

(Herton, co. Cumberland; James Langton was
descent from Sir Robert Langton,

63, 1591, sixth in

Knt., of Newton, temp. Richard

Thomas Langton,

II.,

the grandson of Sir

of Walton, co. Lancaster.

Visit.

Cum-

Ar. three chevronels gu. in dexter chief a

berland, 1616).

(Lowe, in Hindley, co. Lancaster; descended
from Sir Robert Langton, second son of the second Baron
of Newton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. an eagle displ. with
two heads vert 2nd and 3rd, ar. three chevronels gu. Crest
An eagle displ. as in the arms.
Langton (Langtouwick, co. Berks). Quarterly, or and gu.
a bend sa.
Langrton (Windsor, co. Berks). Or, a lion ramp. sa.
Langton (Berwick). Ar. three leopards' faces gu.
;

—

1207-28).

(Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury
Per pale az. and gu. a bend ar.

Langton (Walton,

Ar. three chev. gu.
Ar. three chev. gu.
hair flotant or, on his
head a cap sa. turned up erminois, couped below the
shoulders and in armour gu.
Langrton (Langton, co. Lincoln; a family long seated in
that CO.).
Quarterly, sa. and or, a bend ar.
Crest
An
eagle or, and wivern vert, their necks entwined reguard.
Langton (Gore-Langton, Newton Park, co. Somerset).
Ariii'! and Cral same as last, quartering Gore.
^Stanton and Stanmorc, co. Middlesex granted
7 Dec. 1577). Az. two palets engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis in
chief or. Crest Outof a ducal coronet gu. a demi lion ramp,
or, holding in the paws a battle axe ar.
co. Chester;.

Langrton (Ledall, co. Lancaster).
Crest — A man's head sidefaced ppr.

—

Lan^on

;

—

Lan^on

(Iludleston,

tcrai).

Henry

Az. a chev. crm.

VI.).

Or,

on a cross quarterly

az.

and gu.

five roses

Ar.

a

chev.

betw.

three

leopards'

faces

vert.

flory gn. (uiother

Or, a saltire gu.

Barry of six or and gu. a bend ar.
(Danganmore, co. Kilkenny confirmed to HsHXT
Esq., of Danganmore, ion of
Esq., of Bath, by Mart his
wife, eldest dau. and coheiress of Jeremiah Ryan, of Newtown,
CO. Waterford).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Langton, ar. three
chevronels gu. 2nd, Ryan, quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a
bendar. six earsof ryesa., 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three
griffins' heads erased ar.
3rd, Comerford, az. a buglehom

Langton

;

Michael Faustinds Langton,
Michael Theobald Langton,

;

;

—

ar. stringed gu. betw. three mullets or.
Crest A heart gu.
betw. two wings ar.
Motto Sursum corda.
Langtree (Langtree, co. Lancaster, 1567). Sa. a chev. ar.
a canton erm. Crest A taker, wings expanded gu. membered or.
Langtree (Langtree, co. Lancaster). Erm. three chev. sa.
Langtrey (co. Lancaster, and Howlett, co. Northampton).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. three chev. sa.
2nd and 3rd,
erm. three bars az.
Languilles, or Lang-^illes. Ar. a bend betw. six

—

—

;

crosslets sa.

Lang-worth.
in the

Ar. three dragons' heads couped

sa.

vulned

neck ppr.

Lang-worthy

(Bath).

Sa. three

greyhounds courant in

pale ar. Crest — A demi stag ppr.
Langrworts, or Lang-worth (Langworth, co.

Lancaster).
Ar. three dragons' heads couped sa.
Ar. a fesse gu. three lambeaux depending in
chief az.

Lanham.

Lanham,

Landham.

or

Az. a chev. betw. three roses

or.

Lanherne

(originally Pincebna, extinct temp.

Edward

I;

the heiress m. Ardndel). Az. three covered cups or.
(co. Cornwall).
Az. three greyhounds ar.
(London;.
Sa. on a cross ar. five fleurs-de-lis
gu. on a chief of the second three buglchorns of the field,
stringed of the third.

Lanhorgy
Lanhorne

Lanigan. See Lenigan.
Lanine (co. Cornwall).

Sa. a castle ar. standing on the
waves ppr. on the same a falcon hovering, with bells or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Barry of six gu. and ar.
on a canton erm. a cross of the first.
Lankin. Barry of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. a lion pass.
or.
Crest — Two wings endorsed ar. one on each side of fc
chapeau ppr. issuing from the rim.

Lanisdale

Lanleyron, Lanlairon, or Langlaron

(co.

Corn-

Sa. three chev. ar.

Lann.

Ar. on a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee la.
three cinquefoils of the first.
Lanncelot. Or, on a chief az. a lion ramp, of the field.
Launcelot. Ar. a pale and three bendlets gu.
Lannde (co. Sussex). Erm. a cross chequy or and gu. in the
first quarter a lion ramp, (another, pass.) sa.
Lannde. Az. three trefoils slipped ar. a chief indented

Laundie

(Fun. Ent. Uhter's Office, 1610, Katherine LannGeorge Grimsdich). Az. three trefoils slipped

DiE, wife of
ar.

a chief gu.

Lannoy
all

(Bletsoe, co. Bedford).

— A chevalier's

Crest

Az. throe fleurs-de-lis or.

head armed with a helmet and plume

ppr.

Lannoy
chief

(Hammersmith).
and a pair of shears

Az. a chev. betw. two swans in
in base ar.

Lanphier

(granted by liethani, Ulster, to Thomas LanEsq., of Parkstown, co. Tipjicrary, Lieut.-Colonel
86lh Regiment, and to the descendants of his grandfather).
Paly of six gu. and ar. on a chief az. a lion pass, of the
second. Crest— A. demi lion ramp. gu. Motto
Virtute et
piiiER,

—

fidelitate.

Lansdo^wne, Marquess
Lanselatt.
Lansford.
or.

Crest

—

of.

Sec Fitz-Madrice.

Or, on a chief az. three fusils of the first.
Az. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads couped
A savage's bead couped ppr.
Ar. crusily fitchee sa. three greyhounds in pale

of the last.
(co. Cornwall).

Az. three chev. sa.

Lant

Quarterly,
(cos. Devon, Northampton, and -Stafford).
and 4lh, per pale ar. and gu. a cross engr. counterchanged, in the dexter cliicf a cinquefoil of the second; 2n(l
and 3rd, gu. a saltire or, surmounted by another vert. Crett
A dove ar. beaked and legged gu. standing on a serpent
1st

Langton, or Langham.

Ar.

a chev.

betw.

three

cinqiiefiiils jru.

Langton.
Langton.
bend

Langton.
Langton.

Lansladron

ar.

Lan^on.

Per pale or and az. a cross
moline gu. over all a bend sa.)

Lansford.

betw. three lions ramp. or.

Langton.

Langton.

wall).

fleur-de-lis sa.

Lang'tcn

Langton

LAN
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Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lizards vert.
Per fesse or and az. a cross moline gu. over

Langton.
Langton.

—
it

a

nowcd

ppr.

Lant

f.i.

Or, six annulets na. three, two,

and one.
Quarterly, or and az. a cross flory gu.

681

(Thorp Underwood, co. Northampton). Same Armt.
Crest
On a serpent nowert az. a dove ar. on the breast a
mullet of the first. Motto
Prudcntia et simj,ilicitate.

—

—

A

LAX
—

of rose tree leaved vert.
Iiant. Or, a cross ensr. ru.
liante (Exeter, co. Devon John Lante, Visit. Devon, 1620,
grandson of William Lante, who " came out of ye North ").
;

Per palear. and gu. across engr. counterchanged.
Lante. Same ^)hi5. Crest A serpent nowed rert.
Xianvoys. Ar. (another, or) two bars betw. eight cinquefoils gu. four, three, and one.
Xianwall. Az. a bend ar.
Lanway. Or, a water bouget sa. a bordure of the second

—

bezantee.

Lanwe, or Lianwo.
Iianwray (co.

Sa. a pair of

Somerset).

Sa.

a

wings conjoined

ar.

fesse or, betw. three fleurs-

two

charged with as many bezants. Orett—k woman's head
couped at the shoulders ppr. habited gu. garnished or, hair
of the

last.

Larder

(Loders, co. Dorset;

a younger branch of the co.

Devon family, extinct in 1766; the co-heiresses m. Bbowm,
Walrond, and Bragge). Erm. three piles sa. on each ao
many bezants. Crest An elephant's head sa. armed and

—

ducally crowned or.

Lardner.

Gu. on a fesse betw. three boars' heads couped
ar. a bar wavy sa.
Crest— On a chapeau a buU all ppr.
Larendon, or Laring-don.
Gu. three cinquefoils
ar.

Larg-e.

Ar. a bend az. betw. three mullets gu. Crest—
A demi savage holding a sheaf of arrows in the dexter
hand, and pointing with the sinister to a ducal coronet all

ppr.

Large, or Lorge.

Ar. a bend az. betw. six mullets gu.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1608, John Large, bom
Ar. a chev. vert, over all a lion ramp. sa.
armed and langued gu.
Largriph ^London). Ar. six billets sa. three, two, and
ope.

Large

de-lis ar.

Iiany

LAS
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Gu. on a fesse wavy betw. three swans with wings
endor.sed ar. as many crises pattee sa. each charged with
A swan's neck couped bendy of six ar.
Crest
five bezants.
and sa. thereon a rose or, on each side of the crest a branch

Xiant.

Leicester,

(co.

Ar. on a bend betw.

and London).

fleurs-de-lis gu. a lion pass. or.

C>-est

— A merman

ppr.

and hair or, tied round the temples with two
ribbons ar. and az. holding in his hand a hawk's bell hung
to two strings of the second and third.
Xiany (Ipswich, co. Suffolk, Newark, co. Leicester, and Berwick, CO. Northumberland; sons of John Lany, of Oratfield,
tail ar. fins

CO. Suffolk.
Visit. Leicester, 1619). Same ^rm.?, quartering
1st, ar. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils gu. on a chief
of the last a lion pass, or; 2nd, gu. a crescent erm. within an
orle of martlets or.
Crest— A mermaid ppr. wreathed about
the temples ar. and az. holding in the dexter hand a hawk's
bell of the first attached to

a string

vert, at the

end a

silver

tassel.

Iiany

(Dublin; John Lant, High Sheriff, 1607.
Visit.
Dublin, 1607).
Or, on a chev. engr. betw. three mullets
pierced az. as many torteaux.
Xianyon (Lanyon, co. Cornwall John Lanyon, eldest son
of Richard Lanyon, Esq., of Lanyon,
Visit. Comw. 1620).

in Picardy).

Lark, or Larke.

Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three pellets,
each charged with a lark ar. an estoile of sixteen points
field.
Crest— A hand issuing from a cloud in
fesse, lifting a garb ppr.
Larke (co. Lincoln). Same Arms. Crest A lark with
wings endorsed.
Larkan, or Larken. Or, on a fesse gu. three quatrefoils ar.
A -greyhound sejant az.
Crest
Larke. Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three torteaux, each
charged with a martlet ar. an estoile of the first, on a chief

pierced of the

—

—

Gu. on waves of the sea az. a square castle in perspective,
with a tower at each corner or, in the courtyard of the
field a falcon ppr. rising from a mount vert.
Crest
On a
mount vert within a castle with four towers ar. a falcon
standing on waves of the sea az. as above, volant ppr.
Xianyon (Wynyard, co. Cornwall ; William Lanyon, son
of Edward Lanyon, the second son of Kichard Lanvo.n,
Esq., of Lanyon. Visit. Comw. 1620).
Same Arms, with
due diff.
Lanyon (Camborne, CO. Cornwall). Siime Arms. Crest—
falcon rising, wings extended, belled.

gu. a lion pass, of the third.
(cos. Cambridge, Hereford, and
Frinsbury, co. Kent). Erm. three leopards' faces sa. Crest
A lark, wings endorsed, holding in the beak a columbine all ppr.
Larkin. Erm. three leopards' faces or, on a chief gu. &
lion pass, guard, of the second.
Larkin. Chequy gu. and ar. a cross az.
Laroche (Over, co. Gloucester, bart. extinct in 1805.
Peter Crothaire, of Bordeaux, accompanied Prince George
of Denmark to England, and assumed the name of Laroche,
by desire of the Prince; his grandson, created a bart. 1776,
d.s.p.). Quarterly, 1st and •Ith, or, a raven ppr.; 2nd and
3rd, ar. on a mount vert an eagle close looking at the sun
in his glory in the dexter chief point.
Crest A raven, as in
the arms.

Laon. Chequy

Laron

;

—

ar.

and

az. three pales gu.

a chief of the

first.

La

Porest.

Ar. a chief sa.
and tufted or.

Crest

—A

unicorn sejant ar.

armetl, crined,

Lapp

(Darnford, co. Wilts).
and hair ppr.

a mermaid, comb,

glass,

—

Lapp.
in

Or,

Same Arms. Crest A demi mermaid issuing ppr.
her dexter hand a purse gu. in her sinister a comb

or.

Lappeslode

(co.

Devon).

a chev. betw. three

Sa.

goats'

heads erased ar.

Lapslie

James Lafslie, Campsie, co. Stirling, 1797).
Or, an eagle displ. gu. beaked and membered sa. surmounted by a fesse engr. az. charged with a bezant betw.
(Rev.

—

two buckles of the field. Crest A passion cross gu. J\Iotto
Corona niea Christus.
Lapthorne. Ar. on a fesse sa. three plates. Crest A
lion's head erased or. cellared vair.
Lap-worth (co. Cambridiic). Vair on a saltire gu. five

—

—

fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest

—A

stork ppr. resting the dexter foot

on a fleur-delis or.
Gu. three lions crowned

La Rache.

or.

Larayne, or Lareyn.

Quarterly, sa. and ar. a cross
counterchanged. Crest— Out of a cloud a hand holding a
garland of laurel ppr.
Larbalestier (Jersey).
Erminois a cross-bow drawn,
charged with an arrow all ar.

Larcom

Fareham, co. Hants, bart.).
Ar. on a
mount a hawthorn bush ppr. and in chief an eagle displ.
gu. Cre^t On a cap of maintenance az. turned up erm. a
martlet sa. with a fleur-delis in its beak or. Motto
Le
(Heathfield.

—

—

roy la loy.

—

;

—

Francis Laron, knighted at Dublin Castle 13
July, 1599, by Robert, Kirl of Fssex, Lord Lieutenant).
Quarterly per fess indented erm. and az.
Larpent {Baron de Jiuckrpied, in the kingdom of
(Sir

Austria).
A military shield erect per pale, divided perpendicularly into equal parts, on the dexter side on a
field ar. a chev. acute angular erect gu., above which two
crescents, and below one; on the sinister side on a field az.
a right hand, the fingers and palm spread open, below two
fetters with chains brokLU ppr. as a true and faithful memorial of Christian charity displayed by the liberation of
many unhappy Christians lingering in Turkish servitude,
and for services rendered in the negotiations which terminated in the peace of Carlowitz in Jan. 1699.
Crest Two
military helmets craticulatcd or, open, with royal diadems,
the one with a crescent sa. the other with a right hand extended ppr. " Hochepied," name given in falconry to the
Motto Optivo
first bird that strikes the hawk in its flight.

—

—

cognomine crescit.
Quarterly, 1st
(Roehampton, co. Surrey, bart.).
and 4th, gu. a saltire or, betw. four plates, each charged with
a hurt, on a chief erm. a fleur-de-lis az., for Larpe.nt; 2nd
and 3rd, per pale ar. and az. on the dexter a chev. gu.
betw. three crescents sa. and on the sinister a dexter hand
expanded issuant from the sinister in bend, and beneath a
pair of manacles, the chains broken ppr., for De Hochepied.
C-rc4s
1st A unicorn's head ar. crined or, the neck charged

Larpent

—

Gu. a fesse ar. surmounted of another nebulee
betw. three boars' heads couped of the second, tusked

:

with a fleur-de-lis and beneath four annulets conjoined az., for
Larpent: 2nd: Out of a ducal coronet or, a crescent sa.;
3rd Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter hand issuant ppr.,
Optivo cognomine crescit.
botli for De Hochepied. Motto
:

—

Lascels,

Lardener.
sa.

Larkin, or Larkins

or Lascells

(Easton, cos.

Nottingham and

York, temp. Edward I.). Ar. three chaplets gu. Crest— Out
of a ducal coronet or, a griflin's head vert.
Lascels (Baron Lascels, abeyance since 1297 Robebt
de Lascels, summoned to Parliament 1295, left four daus.
;

liarder (Upton Pyne.

Devon Humphrey Larder, Esq.,
left an only dau. and heir, m. Anthont Coplesto.ne,
living
at Visit. Devon, 1620, nephew of Humphrey Coplestone,
Esq., of Instiw, in same co.).
Ar. three piles sa. each

585

CO.

;

his co-heirs).

Ar. three chaplets gu.
Ilarcwond, extinct 1795

Lascelles (Baron

;

Edwin La8-

celles, Esq., of Harewood, was so created 1790, d.

s.

p.

and

A

•tranis first

BaH

LAT
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LAS
his heir-at-law,

ty

•tras «.

Edwabd Lascblues,

Esq., after-

a border

Sa. a cross flory or,

of Harewood).

of the last.

a cross patonce within a
l<ascelles
bordure or. Cnst—A. bear's head couped at the neck erm.
muzzled gu. buckled or, collared of the second, rimmed and
Dexter, a bear erm. muzzled
Supporters
Studded gold.
and collared gu. buckled and chained, the chain reflexed
over the back or, the collar studded and rimmed gold, and
pendent therefrom a shield also or, charged with a cross
patonce sa sinister, a bull az. armed, unguled, and semee of
mullets or, collar, chain, and shield as the dexter. Motto
(Earl of Harewood).

Sa.

—

(Hanley, co. Worcester). Same Arms as Lathom,
of Lathom, chief dancettee.
liatham (Bradwall, co. Chester). Erminois on a chief
indented az. three bezants, over aU a bend gu. Crest On a
rock ppr. an eagle, wings elevated erminois, preying on an
Mottoes Expertus
infant ppr. swaddled az. banded ar.
fidelem
and, Secunda alite.
liatbam (from the monument of Nicholas Latham, of Brigstock Great Park, in Church of Barnwell, St. Andrew, 1620).
Or, on a chief indented az. three plates. Crest A pelican in

Xiatham.

—

—

;

—

her nest

or.

—

Latham (Weaste, Pendleton, co. Lancaster, from co. Chester^

In solo Deo salus.
Xiasoelles (Woodhouse, co. Leicester ; Sahuei. Lascelles,
Visit. Leicester, 1619, son of Hbnby Lasceli.es, of Nor-

represented by Aethub Geobgb Leatham, Esq., of Weaste).
Same Arms as last. Creit On an oak branch lying fessways, truncated and leaved vert, an eagle rising or. Motto

;

manton, CO Notts). Ar. three chaplets gu., quartering, 1st,
two bars or, each charged with three martlets gu. and
2nd, ar. a chev. betw. three talbots' beads erased gu. Crest
—Oat of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head vert, beaked
az.

;

gold.

Iiascelles, alias Jackson. See Jackson.
Xascells (Sturton and Gaytford, co. Notts;
Lascklls,

Knt.,

Visit.

Notts,

Geoeoe

from Sir

;

;

eagle's

head betw. two wings

(Elston, co. Notts; Geoboe Lascelles, Esq.,
Visit. Notts, 1614, son and heir of John Lascelu, by ElizaBBTH METHI.BT, his wifc, dau. and heir of Baetholomew
Methlet, Esq., of Elston, descended from Galfbet Lascelles, temp. Henry II.). Same Arms and Crest, a mullet

for

diff.

(Lascells,

Sowerby, Brakerberg, and Northallerton,

—

Ci-esl
A bear's head
couped erminois, muzzled gu.
mountain
vert
issuant
from the
Or,
a
(Guernsey).
Serre
I<a
base, on a chief invecked az. three estoilesof the field. Crest
A stag ppr. attired or, semee of estoiles of the same, resting the right forefoot on a bezant. Motto L'Etemel regne.
(Ancient arms— Az. a fesse and three mullets in chief ar.;
another, a stag trippant in base ar.).
liascye (co. Lincoln, temp. Edward I.). Ar. a lion ramp,

CO. York).

Sa. a cross patonce or.

—

—

ppr.

liasey.

Ar. six gun-stones sa.
(London).
Gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. three
gauntlets or.
X<aslett (Abberton Hall, co. Worcester). Ar. on a fess sa.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa. charged
three buckles or.
Finem respice.
with five bezants. Motto
Xjashmar. Az. two dolphins naiant in pale or. Crest
boar's head erased and erect sa.
I<asnian, or liarman. Or, on a chev. az. three mascles
of the field. Crest
A squirrel sejant or, holding betw. the
paws a laurel branch vert.
Ijason (London and Osworth, in the Bishopric of Durham;
borne by the six sons of William Lason, of Osworth. Visit.
liOndon, 1563). Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. counterchangcd.
Crest Out of clouds ppr. two arms embowed, vested erm.
holding in the hands also ppr. a sun in splendour or.
I<asonby, or Lasinby (co. York). Gu. a fesse betw.
three cushions ar. tasselled or, over all a bend sa. guttee

Xiashaw

—

—

—

—

—

d'or.

Xiassells

(co.

Norfolk).

Gu.

three helmets ar. plumed

or.

Iiassells

(cos.

Nottingham and York).

Ar. six cinquefoils

Gu. a

saltire ar.

a chief of the

Ar. six roses gu.
Ar. a pale fusily

last.

gu. within

a bordure az.

bezant^e.

Lassew, or Lassow.

Sa.

a cross

flory ar.

two chev.

2ndand

or;

Iiatham.

Sa. six annulets or, three, two, and one.
(Smith's Ordinary, Ulster's Office). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, on a chief az. three plates; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
fess dancettee betw six crosses crosslet or.
Lathberg'e (co. Derby the heiress of the family m. William

Latham

;

Chambebs,
VIII.

of

Gadesby,

co. Leicester,

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

living temp.

Barry of six

ar.

and

Henry

az.

on a

a cinquefoil or.
Lathbroke. Az. a chev. ar. (another, or).
Lathbury (co. Derby). Paly of six ar. and az. on a canton
or, a crescent sa.
Lathbury (cos. Lancaster and Leicester). Barry of
six ar. and az. on a canton of the second a martlet or.
Lathbury (Holme, co. Derby. Visit. 1611). Ar. two bars
and a canton az. charged with a martlet or (another, ar.).
Xiathebary. Ar. three bars az. on a canton of the second
sa.

a martlet

or.

Lathom
line,

(Lathom, co. Lancaster represented, in the female
by the Sari of Derby). Or, on a chief indented az. three
;

plates (but occasionally three bezants,

as in Sir

Harris

—

Tournament Roll, temp. Edward III.). Crest An
eagle reguard. or, rising from a child's cradle gu., depicted
in ancient windows of Astbury Church. Harl. MSS. 2157.
In an old Visitation of the county of Lancaster, in the College
of Arms, it is stated that a child was found in an eagle's
nest upon the estate, and adopted by one of the Lathams r
Nicolas's

assumed, was the origin of the

this, it is

crest.

Lathom (Parbold

and Allerton, co. Lancaster. Visit. 1664).
Crest
An oak
Same Arms as Lathom, of Lathom.
truncated
and leaved ppr. thereon a heron
fesseways
branch

—

rising or.

Lathom.
1613).
diff.

(Moosborouj:h, Ormskirk, co. Lancaster.

Visit.

Same Arms as Lathom, of Lathom, a mullet for
Crest — On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an Lafant

ppr. swaddled gu.

Lathom

banded

ar.

thereon an eagle preying or.

(Irlam, CO. Lancaster).

Same Armn

Lathom, differenced by bezants in chief in
by a bend gu. over all, in the Visit. 1664.

as

Lathom, of
and

Visit. 1613,

Lathom

(Whiston, co. Lancaster, 1664).
Same Arms as
all a bendlet gu.
(Astbury, co. Chester). Same Arms as Lathom, of
Lathom, over all a bendlet gu., sometimes dexter, sometimes

Lathom, of Lathom, over

Lathom
sinister.

Lathum. Az. two chev. or.
Latimer (Baron Latimer, of

Danby, passed to the Nbyills
1380, now vested in Lord Willoughby de Broke; William
DE Latimeb summoned to Parliament 1299). Gu. a cross
patonce or. Crest A plume of feathers or.
Latimer (Baron Latimer, of Braybrooke, passed to tho
Griffins; Thomas Latimeb, son of John de Latimeb,
brother of William, first Baron Latimer, of Danby, by the
heiress of the Bratbbooees, was summoned to Parliament
Same Arms, &c.
1299).

Latimer

(another, or).

liatch (Woodhouse,
ham).

4tb, az.

—

gu-

Xiassells.
I<assells.
Xdtasells.

I<a8sey,

and

Quarterly, 1st

3rd, gu. a fesse dancettee betw. six billets or.

liathaxn. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. two chev. or; 2nd and
3rd, ar. an inescutcheon within an orle of eight cinquefoils

canton

sa.

Xiascells

Iiascells

— .ffiquanimitate.

Liathaza.

pierced sa.
Sir

1614, descended

BicHARD Lascells, Kut., of Eastkrick, co. York, temp.
King John). Ar. three chaplets gu. with seven quarterings.
2nd: Outof a ducal coronet
1st: A buck's head ar.
CVests
or, a grifBn's head vert, beaked gold, charged on the neck
3rd: Out of a ducal coronet or, an
•with a mullet for diff.

—

—

co. Leicester,

Ar. on a fesse

wavy

and Elston,

co. Notting-

az. betw. three escutcheons gu.

as many lozenges or. Ci-eit—A lion's head or, gorged with
a fesse wavy az.
X<ate. Ar. a cross chcquy or and az.
I<ateward (l^ndon). Ar. on a fesie gu. betw. three cinquefoils per pale of the first and az. a hind trippant betw. two
pheons or. Crest A demi hawk, wings expanded sa. on the
bead two boms bent or.
lAtham (Papworth-Agnes, co. Cambridge, and Northokenbam, CO. Essex). Or, on a chief Indented az. three plates
within a bordure gobonatcd ar. and of the second.

—
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Devon). Gu. a cross patonce or, charged with,
a bordure ar.
Gu. on a cross patonce or, five
Dorset).
torteaux (another, with a border engr. az.).
Latimer (co. Suffolk). Az. a chev. ar. in chief a cinquefoU
of the second pierced, in base three crosses crosslet or.
Latimer (co. York, temp. Edward 1.). Gu. on a cross
patonce or, four escallops sa.
Latimer. Ar. on a chief gu. four crosses crosslet or.
(co.

five escallops sa.

Latimer

—

Crest
An
Latimer.

(co.

eastern crown gu.
Gu. a cross moline or, in the 1st quarter a creslast.
Crest —On a mount vert a hind sejant ar.

cent of the
collared

and chained

or,

under a tree ppr.

A

AT

I.

of Worceiter,

1535-39;

aims in a window at Hartlebury Castle, co. Worcester).
Gu. a cross patonce or, over all a bend az. semee-de-lis of
the second.

Xiatiiner. Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the last a cross
couped or.
Gu. on a cross patonce or, five
litttimer, or liatjnuer.
maunches of the field (another, seven pellets).
laatimer. Gu. a cross patonce or, on a bordure az. three
Gu. a saltire ar. charged with an annulet.
Gn. on a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet sa. three

Iiatin, or Liayton. Sa. on a bend ar. three
liatinbras (Eeg. Ulster's Office). Or, a bend
I<aton (CO. Somerset). Or, a cross moline gu.
Ijaton, Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges sa.

a ducal coronet or, a stork's head
Ar. on a fesse betw. six

escallops ga.

Crest

—Out

of

crosslets fitch^e sa. three

cinquefoils of the field.
Or, on a bend az. three greyhounds' heads erased
of the field collared ar.
laaton. Ar. a fesse betw. seven crosses crosslet sa. three,

and two.
I<aton. Ar. a fesse betw. three fusils sa.
liaton. Or, a fret vair.
I<a Touche (England). Gu. a chev. ar. in chief three
bezants. Crest A hand in armour couped in fesse, holding
a scymitar enfiled with a boar's head couped.
Xia Touche (Dublin, Marlay, co. Dublin, Harristown, co.
Eildare, and Bellevue, Glen of the Downs, co. Wicklow;
descended from David Digoes LaTocche, a Huguenot officer
in Colonel La Caillemot's regiment of French refugees at the
Battle of the Boyne). Ar. a pomegranate slipped in pale ppr.
on a chief gu. two mullets of the first. Crest A mullet or.
Motto Quid verum atque decens euro et rogo.
Az. three wedding favours, single bowed and
liatter.
Crut Out of a foreign
ribbons pendent ppr. a chief ar.
coronet of sixteen balls (nine visible), a greyhound's head
Motto — Pour trois. Another,
ar. collared and chained or.
two.

—

—

—

—

—

over the crest A t6t bien estrainz.
descended,
CO. Berks, and Esher, co. Surrey
according to family pedigrees, from Stuteville, co. Berks).
Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire engr. ermines and erm. Crest
A crossbow or.
Xiattin (Morristown Lattin, co. Kildare; a branch of De
IiATTON, of CO. Wilts, settled in Ireland, temp. King John ;
confirmed by MacCuUagh, Ulster, 1763, to George Lattin,
Esq. the heiress m. Mansfield). Per fess in chief per pale
ar. and sa. a chev. engr. per pale ermines and erm., for Db
Latton; in base ar. three crescents gu. a border or, for
Lattin.
Crest
An eagle's leg erased ar. charged with a

Ijattin (Upton,

;

—

;

—

crescent gu.

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1618,
Elizabeth, dau. of John Lattin, and wife of Gilbert
Sutton, of Ardress, same co.).
Per pale sa. and erm. a
saltire engr. counterchanged.
Ijatton. Sa. on a bend ar. three escallops gu.
liatymer (Freston, co. Suffolk). Az. a chev. ar. betw. a
cinquefoil pierced and three crosses crosslet in chief and
CO. Kildare;

four in base of the last.

Xiaud (William Laod, Archbishop
of the second as

Ijander

of Canterbury, beheaded
betw. three estoiles of six points
crosses pattee fitchee gu.

on a chev.

many

or,

Az. an orle or.

Gu. a griffin segreant within a
double tressure flowered and counter-flowered ar. Crest
Bolan goose sitting on a rock ppr.
Motto Sub umbra
alarum tuarum. Supporters Two angels ppr.
liatlder (Belhaven and Westbarnes; descended from Laudeb,
of Bass). Arms, the same as of Bass, charging the griffin's
breast with a heart ensigned with an imperial crown all
ppr. for diflf. Crest— The trunk of an old tree budding ppr.
Motto RepuUulat.
Ijauder (Hatton, Scotland). Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
liauder (Newington, ancestor of Fountainhall, 1672). Gu.
a griffin segreant sa. in the dexter canton a tower or.
Crest A balance equilibriated or.
Motto Mediocria firma.
Iiatlder (now Dick-Laddeb, Fountainhall, co. Haddington, hart., 1688).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gn. a griffin
segreant within a bordure ar., for Laxjdeb; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
a fess wavy az. betw. three mullets gu., for Dick. Crests
For Laddeb A tower embattled ar. masoned sa. thereon a
man in a watching posture full-faced, his head and shoulders
only appearing ppr. for Dick : A stag's head erased ppr.
attired or. Supporters
Two lions ar. Mottoes For Laudeb:
Tunis prudentia custos ; for Dick: Virtute.
(Bass, Scotland).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

;
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—

See Maitland.

of.

Lauderdale (Scotland). Sa. fretty or.
Lauderxnouie (Scotland). Ar. on a bend
couped of the

gu. two crosses

first.

Az. a chev. betw. three roses or.
Laugrharne. Per chev. gu. and ar. a pale counterchanged.
Crest
Out of a cloud a hand erect pointing with one linger

—

—

sun

all

Laug-her.

ppr.

Gyronny

of eight or

and

a chief gu.

sa.

Crest—

plough ppr.

Laug'hlin

liaton.

Iiaudeles.

—

Lauderdale, Earl

A

engr. az.

ar.

I<aton.

Sa.

Scotland, 1745). Gu. a giiffln segreant
ar. within a bordure of the last charged with four hearts
ensigned with imperial crowns ppr. and as many crescents
gu. Crest
A dexter hand holding a scymitar, and on the
point thereof a Saracen's head nil ppr.

to the

cinquefoils ar.

in 1644).

Lauder (Winepark,

Laudham.

fleurs-de-lis of the second.

liattin (Naas,

LAV
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Xiatimer (HroH Latixtb, Bishop

Liatimer.
laatimer.

A

(quartering on Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Fobsteb,
of Kilgreege, co. Dublin
TValter Forsteb, of that place,
temp. Henry VI., vi. JIabt, dau. and heiress of I.aughlin.
Visit. Dublin, 1607).
Az. a dexter hand apaum^e touped .^t
the wrist, betw. in chief an arrow, and in base a sword bar;

ways, points to the dexter ar. pommel and hilt or.
Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets or.

Laugrhton.

Laugringrer (Germany).

Sa. an eagle's leg and wing conjoined in fesse and elevated gu.
(Penair, co. Cornwall, and co. Suffolk). Or, on a
chief indented sa. three cinquefoils of the field.
CreM
demi bull erm. attired or, pierced through with a broken
spear sa. headed ar. vulned guttee de sang.
(Hallesworth, co. Suffolk
granted 8 Nov. 1580).
Or, on a fesse indented sa. three cinquefoils of the field, on a

Launce

—

Launce

;

—

canton of the second a lion ramp, of the first. Crest A.
band in armour ppr. lying fesseways grasping a lance or,
headed ar.
Launce. Or, a chief gu.
Launceston, or Dunheved (" the swelling hill "),
of.
Gu. a triple circular tower in a pyramidicai
form or, the first battlements mounted with cannon of the
last, all within a border az. charged with eight towers domed
ar.
Crest
In a ducal coronet or, a lion's head gu. betw.
two ostrich feathers ar.
Launceston-Priory (Cornwall). Ar. gutt^ de sang a
cock gu. on a chief of the last three roses or.
Laundeles. Az. an orle or.
Launder (New Hall, co. Lancaster; granted 19 June, 1687).
Sa. three mullets of six points in bend ar. betw. two cotises
indented or. Crest A demi unicorn sa. attired, unguled, and
crined or, the body charged with three mullets of six points

Town

—

—

bendways

ar.

Launder (Elton,

co. Nottingham).
Per saltire sa. and gu.
three mullets of six points in bend or, betw. two bendletr
dancettee of the last.
(Penneare, co. Cornwall EonEBT Ladne, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, sen of John Lacne, both of same place).
Or, on
a fess dancettee sa. three roses of the field.
Laung^on (Wilford, co. Wilts). Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief
of the last three boars' heads couped or.
Crest A dexter
arm in armour embowed, brandishing a sword all ppr.
Launslin, or Latincelyn. Ar. on a fesse sa. three
mullets of the field.
Laurence (Sherdington, co. Gloucester, 1682). Ar. a cross
raguly gu.
Crest
A demi fish erect, tail upwards, per pale
ar. and gu.
Laurence (co. Lancaster, 1567). Ar. a cross raguly gu.
Laurence (Matbew Laurence, second son of Sir Outer

Laune

;

—

—

Laurence; his dau., Elizabeth, m. Martin Freeman, of
Visit. London, 1563).
Ar. a cross ragul^e gu.,
quartering Washington, viz., ar. two bars, in chief two
mullets gu.
London.

Laurence

(certified

by Betham,

Ulster, to

Walteb Lac-

bence, Esq., of Lisreaghan, co. Galway). Quarterly, 1st and
2nd and 3rd, sa. a
4th, ar. a cross raguly gu., for Lacbence
Catharine wheel betw. two crescents in chief and a trefoil inCrest
base or, for Scott.
A demi turbot, tail erect ppr.
Motto Pro rege saepe, pro patria semper.
Laurie, or Lawrie (Maxwelton, co. Dumfries, bart.). Sa.
acupar. with a garland betw. two laurel branches all issuing
A garland of laurel betw. two
out of the same vert. Crest
branches of the same ppr. Motto Virtus semper viridis.
Laurie, or Lawrie (Plainstones, Bailie, Portsburgh,
Scotland, 1674). Per fesse gu. and sa. a cup ar. with &
garland issuing out of the top betw. two laurel branches
vert.
Crest
The trunk of an oak sprouting out ppr.
;

—

—

—

—

Motto

—

—

Repullulat.

Laurie

(Eedcastle, co. Kirkcubright, 1722). AsMaxweltown,
within a bordure ar. charged with eight boars' heads erased
gu. Crest The trunk of an oak tree sprouting ppr. above the
same across pattee fitchee gu. J(fo«o— Benedictio Dei dit»r.

—

A

li

A
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Iiaurie (CBAto-LAURiE, of Redcastle, 1857). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3id, erm. a saltire engr. gu.
betw. a mullet in chief of the second and a boar's head
erased in base az. the saltire being surmounted of a fess ar.
charged with three crescents sa., for Craig. Additional
A chevalier on horseback in full career
Crest for Cbaig

—

—

grasping a broken lance in bend ppr. Motto for Ceaig
Vive Deo ut vivas.
Iiaurie (Polmont, co. Linlithgow, Lord Provost of Edinburgh, 1774). Az. a laurel wreath betw. two slips of the
same ppr. issuing out of a cup ar. in the dexter and sinister
C'l-est
A dexter
chief points two cross crosslets fitchee or.
arm holding a slip of laurel ppr. Motto Virtutem corouat

—

—

opus.

Xiaurie (granted

to

John Ladrie,

Esq., major of artillery in

the service of the East India Company). Ar. on a pile sa. a
cup of the first issuant therefrom two branches of laurel
Out of a mural crown or, the stump of an oak
Crest
ppr.

—

tree sprouting out leaves ppr.

liaurin. Ar. a lion pass, guard, sa. a bordure engr. gu.
Cre^t— On a chapeau ppr. an eagle's head az.
Xiauriston. Erm. a fesse betw. three cocks gu. Crest
dexter arm in armour embowed holding a scymitar all ppr.

—

Motto — Justitia et Veritas.

Xiautoux (Hexton

House, Hitchin, co. Herts).

Erminois a

fesse embattled cotised gu. in chief a tower triple-towered
dexter arm in armour embowed to the sinister
Creft
sa.

—A

ppr. garnished or, supporting with the gauntlet a shield
erminois charged with a fesse embattled cotised gu.
Sa. three piles ar. on a fesse surmounting
the exterior one, and debruised by the centre one gu. two
Crest
the
second.
A dexter hand holding a
of
crescents
spear in pale ppr.
Xiauty (Scotland). Sa. three piles in point ar. surmounted of
a fesse gu. charged with as many crescents or.
Xjauzon. Ar. three serpents embowed biting their tails
A mermaid with mirror and comb all ppr.
Crest
ar.
Xia'^aclie (co. Oxford). Gu. three lions ramp. ar. crowned
A bull's leg reversed erm.
Creit
or.
Xia'vache. Gu. three lions ramp, crowned or.
Xta'vall. Or, on a cross gu. five escallops ar. (another, az.
a bend ar. (another, gu.); another, barry of six erm. and
another, az. two bars or, within a bordure engr.
gu.

Xiailty (Scotland).

—

—

—

;

gu.).

Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.
Lavelis (Castlehamock, co. Cornwall). Ar. three calves'
heads couped gu. Crest A tower triple-towered or.
Liavell (co. Oxford). Ar. a lion ramp, within an orle of eight

—

crosses crosslet fitchee az.
Or,

Xiavell, or Lanall.

on a cross gu.
eagles displ. vert five escallops ar.
Xiavell. Or, on a cross gu. five escallops ar.

betw. twelve
Crest

—A

fox

courant ppr.
(Auchenland, Scotland). Or, six lozenges gu.
Xia'^ren (Quarlewood). Ar. (another, or) six lozenges gu.
La'vender (Felmersham, co Bedford). Per fesse gu. and
ar. a pale and three gem rings counterchanged.
Lavender (co. Hertford, and London). Per fesse gu. and
Crest
A dcmi
ar. a pale counterchanged, three fountains.
horse ar. gorged with a chaplet of lavender.
Xavender (cos. Hereford and Middlesex, and London; confirmed 7 May, 16'28). Per fesse gu. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three plates.
Lavenham, or Lavingrham (co. Essex). Az. three

Xiaven

—

armed

eagles displ. ar.

Xavenham.
chief a

or.

Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and vert, in

wyvern

volant, tail

extended

or.

Xavenses.
Xaver. Or,

Ar. a bend betw. six billets gu.
on a cross gu. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A talbot's
head erased gu. ducally crowned or.
Xaver. Sa. three boars' heads or.
Xaveringr. Ar. two chcvronels sa. in chief as many harts'
heads cabosscd gu.
Crest
A shepherd's flute in pale

—

—

ppr.

Ar. two chcvronels sa.bctw. three harts' heads

cabossed gu.

Xiavering'.

Ar. a lion pass. sa. a bordure engr. of the last.

Xiaverock, Laverick, or Xiaverike. Erm.onafesse
engr. gu. a mullet ar.
C'rc.si
Two lions' ganibs erased ppr.

—

supporting a pillar

or.

Ijaverock, Laverike, or Leverike.

Erm. a

fesse

engr. gu.

Laverock, or Lesterock.

Erm. on a cross gu.

five

lavpri.cks or larks or.

Xaverye.
face of

—

paw holding a cross crosslet fitchee az.
Xaville. Erm. a bend sa.
Xavingrton. Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief

of the last three
A covered cup ar.
Ar. a saltire gu. in chief
a crescent sa. on a chief of the second three boars' heads
couped.
La'vyder. Per fesse gu. and or, a pale counterchanged,
three gem rings of the second, stoned az.
Erm. on a bend engr. betw. two
(Lord EUcnhorough)
cocks gu. three mullets pierced or.
Crest
A cock gu.
chained round the neck and charged on the breast with a
mitre or. Supporters Two eagles, wings elevated sa. the
dexter chained round the necU, and pendent therefrom on
the breast a mitre all or, the sinister with a like chain, and
pendent therefrom a covered cup also or.
Motto Compositum jus fasque animi.
{Earl of Ellenborough, extinct 1871; Edward, second
Lord Ellenborough, was created Earl of Ellenborough and
Viscount Soulhain, 1844, d. s. p.). Same Arms, Crest, Supporters, and Motto.
(Cannon Hill, Maidenhead, co. Berks). Erm. on a bend
engr. betw. two cocks gu. three mullets or.
(Bishop of Carlisle, 17G9). Ar. on a bend betw. two
cocks gu. three mullets of the field.
La'W (Stanmore and Newington, co. Middlesex). Gu. on a
chief indented ar. two wolves' heads erased of the field.
Crest
A wolf's head erased gu. ducally gorged or.
(Archdeacon of Rochester). Ar. an eagle displ. with
two heads vert, armed gu. Crest A dove, in the beak an
boars' heads

couped of the

Lavingrton (Bassishaw,

llic

Xaverye.

Az. aflcur-dc-Ilsor, in the Istquartcr a leopard's
second. Creiil .\ savage's head afTrontcc ppr.
Or, a cross gu. a chief vert.

—
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Crest

first.

—

Scotland).

Law

—

—

—

Law

Law

Law

—

Law

—

branch all ppr.
(Anstruther, Fife, 1672). Erm. a bend betw. a cock in
chief and two mullets in base gu.
Motto Trusty and
kind.
La'W (Burntoun, Fife). Erm. a bend betw. two cocks gu.
Motto
Crest A unicorn's head ppr.
Nee obscura nee
olive

La'W

—

—

—

ima.

La'W

Erm. a bend betw. two cocks
(Cameron, Scotland).
within a bordure engr. gu. Motto
Non obscura.
As Burntoun, within a
(Easter Kinevie, Scotland).
bordure gu. Crest A unicorn's head erased ppr. charged
with a crescent or. Motto Non obscura nee ima.
La'W (Newton, Scotland). Erm. a bend raguly betw. two
cocks gu. Crest
A cock's head erased ppr. Motto—tHec
obscura nee ima.
La'W School of Cambridge. Purp. a cross moline ar.
on a chief gu. a hon pass, guard, of the second charged on
the side with the letter L sa.
La'W. (Laurislon, co. Eiliuburgh Count of the Empire of
France). Erm. a bend betw. two cocks gu. a bordure in-

—

—

—

—

;

vecked of the

last.

Crest

—A unicorn

6

head ppr.

Motto—

Non obscura nee ima.
La'ward, or La'warre

(Estercombe, co. Somerset;
granted 1756). Gu. a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses crosslet
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head
fitchee ar.

—

az.

beaked gold.

Law^ard, alias Lord.

Ar. on

a fesse gu. betw. three

cinquefoils az. a hind pass. betw. two phcons or.

A

Crest

—

on the head two small horns or, wings expanded, the dexter outside gu. inside ar., the sinister outside

demi bird

sa.

of the last, inside of the third.
Barry nebulee of six sa.

Laward.
Laware.

and

ar.

Ar. a fesse danccttee sa.

Lawday (Exeter,

bart., extinct).
Per saltire gu. and sa. a
segieant or.
House, co. Lcitrim). Gu. a griflin segreant
A solan
with a double tressure flory counterflory ar. Crest
goose standing on one leg on a rock ppr.
Motto Sub
unibia alarum tuarum.
La'wdey (Exeter, bnrt extinct or dormant since 1648 Sir
BiciiARD Lawdev, Knight Banneret, slain in the civil wars
Per saltire gu.
te)ap. King Charles, was so created 1642).
and sa. a griffin segreant or.
La'we (Pnston, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. an eagle displ.
with two lieads vert.
La'wes (Itolhamsted Manor House, co. Hertford). Or, on a
chief az. three estoiles of the field, quartering Bennet, gu. a
bezant betw. three dcmi lions ramp, ar., and Wittewronoe,
ar. three bendlets gu. on a chief sa. a bar dancettce or.
Crext
On a ducal coronet or, an ermine pass. ppr.
La'weston (Laweston. Scotland). Ar. three mullets gu.
Laweston. Az. three crescents or.
Lawford. Az. seven crescents ar. three, three, and one.
griflin

Lawder (Moiigh

—

,

Xiavering'.

AW

Per fesse gu. and or (another, ar.) a pale
counterchanged.
Lavie. Or, a hind's head erased gu. betw. three crosses
pattee fitchee az.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's

La'W

Xiavallin^, or Iia'velin.

I.

Lavider,

—

—
;

A
;

AW

li
Crest

—An
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downwards and palm branch

arrow point

in

Baltire all ppr.

liawford

(the late Admiral Sir John Lawtord, K.C.B.).
Quarterly, gu. and erminois on a band wavy cotised ar. an
anchor sa. betw. two estoiles gu. Crest A demi lion ramp.
erm. holding a naval crown or, in the mouth a laurel branch
ppr. Motto In utrumque paratus.
Iiawibrd (Edwakd Lawfobd, Esq.). Az. three lions ramp.
Crest
A lion
ar. ducally crowned or, a mullet for diff.
ramp. ppr. ducally crowned, as in the arms. Motto In Deo

—

—

—

—

confido.

Xia'wfall.
copia or,

—A cornu-

Crest
Gu. three bars humett^e ar.
flowers and fruit ppr. and a trident az. in

saltire.

La'wkin, or Liawkyn.

Sa. three mullets ar. on a chief
of the second a demi lion ramp. gu.
Xja'wler (England). Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces
az.
On a dexter hand couped in fesse a falcon rising
Ci-est

—

Az. three covered cups or, a chief indented ar.
Ija'Wless {Baron Cloncurry). Ar. on a chief indented sa.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
three garbs or. Crest
man in armour in profile, visor closed, holding in the right
hand a sword all ppr. the helmet adorned with a plume of
three feathers, the exterior two gu. the centre one ar.

—

a

Suppm-ters—T>e-SLler,
sinister,

ram

a

Lawless (Reg.

bull sa.

Motto

ar.

—

armed and horned

ar.

Virtute et numine.
Or, on a chief az. three

Ulster's Office).

covered cups of the

Lawrence, or Lawrance
Chelsea, co. Middlesex).

(Reg. Ulster's OfBce). Ar. on a chief daneettee sa.
Crest
three garbs or.
A man's head in an esquire's
helmet, visor up all ppr. plumed ar. and sa.
liawlesse. Gu. a saltire betw. four boars' heads couped or.
Iiawley {Baron Wenlock). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per lesse
ar. and sa. a fesse embattled betw. three falcons belled all

—

counterchanged, for Thompson; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross
formee throughout chequy sa. and or, for Lawlet. Cresta
1st
An arm embowed, quarterly or and az. gauntleted
ppr. grasping the truncheon of a tilting spear or, for Thompson; 2nd: A wolf statant sa., for Lawlet. Supporters On
either side a wolf sa. gorged with a plain collar or, pendent
therefrom an escutcheon ar. charged with a chev. of the first
betw. three Moors' heads opposite ppr. Motto^Je veux de
bonne guerre.
Iiavrley (co. Gloucester). Ar. a fesse sa. in chief three
:

—

escallops of the last.

Xia'wndaur.

Gu. abend ar. cotised indented or.
Az. three trefoils ar. a chief indented gu. CreH
armour couped, holding a cross crosslet fitchee

liawnde.

—A hand

in

gu.

Iiawne.

Chequy

ar.

and

az.

on a chief of the

first

three

palets gu.

Iiawne.

Per pale gu. and az. three lions pass, guard, in

pale or.
(Foxhall, co. Gloucester). Ar. a cross raguly
gu. in the 1st quarter a lion pass, of the last. Crest
wolfs head ppr. charged on the neck with a crescent or.
IiawTance (co. Hants). Ar. a cross betw. four cinquefoils
gu. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a talbot sejant
of the first.
liawrence (.\shton Hall and Washington, co. Lancaster,
Fisbnry, CO. Wilts, and St. James's, co. Suffolk; descended
from Sir Robert Lawrence, of Ashton Hall, who accompanied Richard I. to the Holy Land). Ar. a cross raguly gu.
Crest A demi tuibot ar. tail upwards.
Another Crest Two

liawrance

—

—

—

—

laurel branches vert, forming

a cbaplet.

Another

Crest

—

A wolfs head couped ppr.

La^vrence

(co.

co. GlouGrange, co. Dorset; in Har. MSS.891, a curious
badge is recorded as belonging to this family, attached to
the coat of Lawrence, quartering Washington).
Same
Anns. Crest The tail and lower part of a fish erected and
couped ppr.
Xiawrence (Sandywell Park, co. Gloucester ; Walter Lawcester, Crich

—

rence Lawrence, Esq., assumed the name and arms of
Lawrence, in lieu of his patronymic Morris, by desire of
his maternal grandfather. Waiter Lawrence, Esq., of
Sevenhampton, descended in a direct line from Sir Robert
Lawrence, who acquired the arms in Palestine in 1191).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff. Crest The tail and lower
part of a fish erect and couped ppr.
Xiawrence (Iver, co. Buckincham, bart., extinct 1714).
Same Arms, on a chief of the second a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
A stag's head erased sa. plattde, attired or, ducally
gorged ar.
liawrence (St. Ive's, co. Huntingdon, bart., extinct 1756).
Same^Diis.
liawrence (Cowsficld House, co. Wilts, Mossley Hall, co.

—
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Devon).

Crest

—A demi

Chequy or and

turbot, tail erect

az.

on a bend gu.

three escallops ar.

Lawrence, Bart.

Erm. on a

an eastern
crown or, on a chief az. two swords in saltire ppr. pommels
and hilts gold, betw. as many leopards' faces ar. Crest
Out of an eastern crown or, a cubit arm entwined by a wreath
of laurel and holding a dagger all ppr.
Motto Never
cross raguly gu.

—

—

give in.

{Baron Lnwrence).

—

Same Arms and

Crest.

Sup-

Dexter, an officer of the Guide cavalry (irregulars),
of the Pathan tribe, in the province of Peshawar, habited

porters

and accoutred ppr.

sinister, an officer of the Sikh irregular cavalry, also habited and accoutred ppr. Motto Be
ready.
Lawrence (Ealing Park, co. Middlesex, bart.). Erm. a
cross raguly gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters a serpent nowed
;

—

ppr.

— A gryphons head couped

ar. in front thereof a
ppr.
Motto Mente et labore.
(Westbourne Terrace, Middlesex, bart.). Erm.
on a cross raguly gu. betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters a
fasces erect, surrounded by a wreath of oak leaves ppr.
a pair of compasses extended or. Crest On a wreath of the
colours a wolfs head erased ar. crusily, charged with a pair
of compasses extended sa.
Motto Per ardua stabilis.
Lawrence (Robert John Grews Lawrence, Esq., of Montagu Square, rf. 1838). Erm. a cross raguly gu. on a chief
of the last a lion pass, or, and canton erm.
Crest
A Uon
ramp. Motto Fortiter gerit cruccm.
Law^rence (confirmed, 1559, by Harvey, Clarenceux, to
Lawrence, Sheriff of Rugby). Az. on a chev. engr. betw.
three griffins' heads erased or, a fleur-de-lis of the field betw.
two roses gu.
Crest
A lion's paw erased or, holding a
branch of dates vert, fructed or, husks ar.
Lawrence (granted to John Lawrence, of London, and
jA>rES and Abraham, his brothers, sons of Abbaha.m Lawrence, by Bysshe, Clarenceux, 1664). Erm. a cross raguly
gu. and a canton ermines.
Crest
A saltire raguly ar.
encircled with two branches of laurel vert.
Law^rence (granted to Richard Lawrence, Esq., of Foxcote, CO. Gloucester, by Dethick, Garter, 1698).
Ar. a cross
r.iguly, in the 1st quarter a lion pass. gu.
Crest A fox's
head ppr. charged with a bezant.
Lawrence (Seaborow, co. Dorset, 1634). Ar. on a cross
raguly gu. a fleur-de-lis of the field. Cresl A demi turbot
erect, tail upwards ar.
Lawrence (London, 1634). Ar. on a cross raguly gu. five
crescents or, on a chief az. three lions' faces of the last.

Crest

serpent

—

nowed

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Crest
A dolphin naiant ppr.
(London; granted 18 Nov. 1652). Ar. a cross
raguly gu. a canton ermines. Crest Two trunks of a tree
raguly in saltire, environed with a chaplet vert.
Lawrence (West Stocklands, co. Leicester). Sa. three
lozenges ar. each charged with a saltire gu.
Law^rence. Gu. two swords in saltire ppr. betw. four
Crest
cinquefoils ar.
A sea lion parted per fesse ar. and

Lawrence

ppr.

—

— Que

Motto

Lawrence.

Iia'wrence (Sevenhampton and Sandywell Park,

—

(Delaford, Chertsey, and
Ar. a cross raguly gu. on a chief

az. three leopards' faces or.

Lawrence

field.

Xiawless

—

—

In cruce saliu.

Lawrence

ppr.

Iia^vles.

W

A

li

and Fairfield, in Jamaica; John Lawbencb
settled in Jamaica 1676, a younger son of Henry Lawrence,
Esq., of St. Ives, co. Huntingdon). Same Anns, without
the chief. Crest A demi turbot, tail erect ppr. Motto—
Lancaster,

Sa.

—

pens^.

a chev. betw. three broken swords ar. on a

chief embattled of the second as many martlets gu.
(Cirencester, co. Gloucester). Gu. two chev. ar.

Lavrrence
Crest

—A

griffin's

head erased.

Lawrence

Ar. A cross raguly
(Studley Park, co. York).
gru. quartering Aislabie, viz., Gu. three lozenges in fesse ar.
A wolfs head az. charged on the neck with a
Crest

—

crescent or.

Lawrence

(Scotland). Ar. a cross gu. on a chief of the
second a lion pass, guard, or. Crest An acorn slipped and
leaved vert.
Lawrence. Az. three martlets or, a border of the last,
charged with eight chess-rooks az.
La'wrence (Lisreaghan, co. Galway; claiming descent from
Lawrence, of Ashton Hall, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and

—

a cross raguly gu., for Lawrence 2nd and 3rd, sa.
a Catharine wheel betw. two crescents in chief and a trefoil
A demi turbot, tail erect ppr.
Crest
in base or, for Scott.
Motto Pro regc, et pro patria, semper.
Lawrens (co. Dorset, and Winchester. Visit. Hants, 1634).
4th, ar.

—

;

—

—

Ar. a cross betw. four cinquefoils gu. Cre<t On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a talbut sejant of the first.

li

AW
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See Ladeie.
liawrie (The Moss, co. Stirling, and Ceylon, 1873). Per
pale sa. and gu. a cup ar. and issuing therefrom a garland
The stump of an oak
betw. two branches of laurel vert. Crest
tree with a branch sprouting from either side ppr. Motto
I'll be wary.
Xiawrie (Kngland). Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three plates a
A monk, holding in the dexter
cross pattee gu. Crat
hand a crucifix, and in the sinister a rosary.
Xia'WTUS (Picardy). Sa. three broad arrows in pale or.
Ijawryn. Ar. a lion pass. sa. a bordure engr. of the last.
'LtSL'WS.
Gu. a fesse or.
Liawse, or Lawes (cos. Kent and Norfolk; granted
1584). Or, on a chief az. three estoiles of the field. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, an ermine pass. ppr.
Ijawselin (co. Chester). Ar. on a fesse sa. three mullets

Iiawrie.

—

—

of the first.

(Brough Hall, co. York, bart., extinct 1834; Sir
He.nbt Lawson, sixth and last bart., d. s. p., when his
estates passed to his nephew, Wiluaji Wright, son of
John Wright, Esq., of Kelvedon Hall, co. Essex, by Elizabeth liAwsoN, his wife, second dau. of Sir John Lawson,
fifth bart., who assumed the name of Lawson, and was
created a bart. 1841). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Crest (granted 1592)— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a

martlet sa.

(Brough Hall,

co.

York,

Ar. a chev. betw.
flexed arms ar. supporting

—

bart.).

three martlets sa. Crest
Two
the rising sun ppr. Motto
Leve et reluis.
Xiawson (Longbirst, co. Northumberland descended from
BoBERT Lawson, of Longhirst, whose will bears date 1610).

—

;

Same Arms and

C)-est.

X<awson (Nesham
Thomas Lawson,

Abbey,

d. 1499,

co. Durham
descended from
m. the heiress of Crahlington,
Crest. Motto— Rise and
;

Same Anns and

of Cramlington).
shine.

Xiavrson (Little Oswortb, co. Durham; confirmed 15S8)
Same Arms and C)-est.
Xiaw^son (Popleton and Moreby, co. York descended from
;

George Lawson, Knt., Treasurer of Berwick-uponTweed, temp. Henry VIII., and Lord Mayor of York in
1630; represented by Lawson, of Aldborough Lodge and
Boroughbridge Hall, co. York). Paly of four gu. and vert,
on a chev. or, a greyhound's head erased sa. betw. two
Sir

on a chief of the third an ogress, thereon
lion ramp. ar. betw. two crescents of the fourth, on
three
plates.
Crest— A. wolfs head erased ppr. charged
each
on the neck with three bezants, one and two, betw. the
bezants a collar vert. Motto Loyal, secret; Loyal, concinquefoils az.

a demi

—

—

adopted by Sir George Lawson, Knt., on his appointment as Treasurer of Berwick-upon-Tweed.
Liawson (co. York). Paly of six gu. and vert, on a chev.
ar. three wolves' heads erased sa. on a chief or, as many
ogresses.

lia'wson (Ushworth).

Per pale

sa.

and

ar.

a chev. counter-

chaneed.

Liawson

Cumberland, bart., extinct 1806; descended from John Lawson, Lord of Fawleegrave, temp.
Henry III. Wilfred Lawson, Esq., of Isell, was created a
bart. 1688; Sir Wilfred Lawson, tenth bart., d. s. p., and
bequeathed the estates to Thomas Wtbeeqh, son of Thomas
'Wtbergh, Esq., of Clifton Hall, co. Westmoreland, by Isabella Hastlet, his wife, sister of Anne, the wife of Sir
Wilfrid, he d. s. p. 1812, and was ». by his brother, Wilfrid Wtbeboh, Esq., of Brayton, co. Cumberland, who
assumed the name of Lawson, and was created a bart. 1831).
Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. counterchanged.
Ljawson (Brayton, co. Cumberland, bart., created 1831).
Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. counterchanged, a canton sa.
charged with two bars or. Crest Out of clouds ppr. two
arms embowed, vested erminois, cuffs sa. holding a sun also
ppr. J^/oUo— Quod honestum utile.
Liawson (Longhirst, co. Northumberland). Ar. a chev.
betw. three martlets sa. Crest
Two arms embowed couped
at the elbow, vested erm. cuCTed ar. supporting in the hands
co.

(Isell,

;

—

—

ppr. the sun in splendour gold.

Liawson

(Cramlington, co. Northumberland).
Quarterly,
Island 4ih, quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three
martlets sa., for Lawson, 2nd and 3rd, ar. two chev. betw.
three trefoils vert, for DeCardonnel (granted toMANSFELDT

DE Cahdonnel, Esq., ofCliirton, co. Northumberland); 2nd
and 3rd grand quarters, Hylton, of Hylton Castle, co.
Durham. Crests 1st: Two arms embowed supporting a
sun ppr., moito over, Hise and shine, for Lawson
2nd A
dove ppr,, for Oe Cahdonnel. .Mo«o— Tantque je puis.

—

;

Lawson

cnanged,

Lawson (Humble,

co.

Ar. asaltire

Haddington). Az. two crescents ar. in

chief and a star in base or.

Lord Provost of Edinburgh, 1863). Per saltire ar. and sa. asaltire gu. on a chief
three garbs or.
Crest
A garb or. Jfo^io—Dominus

—

az.

providebit.

Law^son, or Le'wson.

Ar. on a bend betw. two trefoils

slipped sa. three mascles or.
(Lawton, co. Chester settled there temp. Henry V.).
Ar. on a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. as many
cinquefoUs of the field. Crest— A demi wolf saliant reguard.
ar. vulned in the breast gu.
(Bowden, co. Devon; Stephen Lawtebhau,
temp. Edward VI., left an only dau. and heir, m. John
Stone their dau. and heir, Euzabeth Stone, m. Walter
Coplestone, Esq., of Yakhampton, co. Devon, third son of
John Coplestone, Esq., of Coplestone. Visit. Devon, 1620).

La'wlon

;

Lawterham
;

liawson

fidential

AY

(Boghall and Caimmulr, CO. Peebles).
and chief sa. on the last three garbs or.

— Lawson (Halberiot, co. Edinburgh,

—

Ijawson

Ii

Lawson

(London).
in chiof

500

:

Per pale ar. and sa. a chov. couuterol tbesecond.

an escallop

Sa. a

Uon ramp.

ar.

Lawtrell, or Lo-wtrell.

Az. a fesse betw. six mullets

ar.

Lawyne.

Gu. semee of

a fesse ar.
(St. Ibbs, CO. Herts).
Barry of six erminois and gu. on
a chief az. three Catharine wheels or. Crest On a mount
vert a Catharine wheel or.
Liazton (Lord Mayor of London, 1544). Ar. a chev. componee erm. and sa. betw. three grifBns' heads gu. guttee
billets or,

Lax

—

d'or.

L<azton

(Sir 'William Lazton. Visit. London, 1563. His
John Laxton, had a dau., Joane, heir to her uncle,
m. Thomas Wanton, citizen of London). Erm. a chev.

brother,

engr. betw. three griffins' heads erased gu.
(London). Gu. a fesse betw. three conies ar.
Barry of six ar. and gu. on a chief az.
(co. York).
three Catharine wheels or.
Liaxton (co. York). Gu. a chev. betw. three hedgehogs

Laxton
Laxton
ar.

liaxton.

Paly of six ar. and sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass,
guard, or. Crest Out of a tower ppr. a demi griffin or.
Laxton (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1677, Lady Hat, wife of
Sir James Hat, Bart.). Ar. a chev. chequy sa. and erm.
betw. three griffins' heads erased g^. gnittee d'or.
Liay, or Liey. Gu. on a chev. ar. three torteaux. Crest—
An escallop or, charged with a saltire gu. all betw. two wings

—

gold.

liay

(granted to Horatio Kelson Lat, Esq., InspectorGeneral of Customs in China). Gu. two stags' heads cabossed
fesswise or, on a chief engr. of the last a cross patonce sa.
betw. two estoiles az. Crest A demi unicorn ar. collared
vair, resting the sinister foot on a cross patonce sa. Mott(^—

—

Through.

Liayard

(St.

George's, Westminster; recorded in the CoU. of

Arms, 1779). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a chev. or, in chief
two mullets of six points of the last, the edges issuing rays
pierced of the field, in base a crescent ar. on a chief az.
three mullets gold, for Latakd 2nd, gu. a cross or, in tho
dexter chief quarter a lion ramp, supporting an anchor
;

cabled all of the second, for Gboze, anciently Croisst ; 3rd,
vert three doves volant ar., for Balairb.
Crest— 0\it of a
ducal coronet or, a mullet, as in the arms. Motto Juvanta

—

Deo.

Liayard.

6u. two bars erm. on a canton

sa.

a millrind

ar.

Laycock

(Sleaford;

Edmond Latcock,

Esq., M.D., 1770-

—

Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks sa. Crest
A cock
the dexter claw on a gauntlet ppr.
co. Norfolk).
Per pale ar. and sa. a unicorn
courant betw. three crosses crosslet all counterchanged.
A unicorn's head erased az.
Crest
Laer (co. Essex, Crlngleford and Norwich, co. Norfolk, and
Booton, CO. Suffolk). Same Arms. Crest
A mullet of six
points gu.
1820).

ar. resting

Layer (Norwich,

—

—

Layer

(Cringleford, co. Norfolk). Same Armg.
of Essex ; confirmed 1639). Or, on a
chev. betw. three demi lions gu. as many trefoils slipped of
the field. Crest— A bull's head cabossed sa.
Layford, or Layforth. Ar. a bend engr. cotiscd gn.
Layland. Ar. three staves raguly sa. fiammant at the top
Crfst
On a terrestrial globe a ship sailing ppr.
ppr.
Layland. Ar. a bend gu. coiised sa.
Per chev. gu. and ar. three annulets counterchanged (another, three annulets in chief of the second).

Layfield (Archdeacon

—

Layman.
Crest

—A

demi

Layman.
Laynne.
Layston.

bull

ramp. ppr.

Ar. on a fesse gu. three annulets or.
Ar. three wool cards sa. the back parts outward.
Vert three falcons or.

;

LAY

—

—

crosslet fitchee sa.

Xiayton

York).

(co.

Gn. a chev. betw. three crosses formee

or.

Iiayton.

Ar. on a fesse betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee
sa. a cinquefoil or (another, three cinquefoils of the field).
Layton. Sa. two bars or, on a bend ar. three escallops gu.
Xayton, or Laton. Or, a cross gu.
Layton, or Latin. Gu. a cross pattee or, on a bend az.
three fleurs-de-lis of the second.
Layton, or Leig'hton. Gu. on abendar. three escallops
of the field (another, tinctures reversed).
Iiayton. Ar. a ram sa. armed or.
Xiayworth (co. Oxford). Vair on a saltire gu. five fleursde-lis or.
Crest— A lapwing ppr. laying his talon on a fleurde-lis.

Lea (Halesowen

Grange, co. Worcester granted by Anstis,
Enox Ward, Clarencenx, to William Lea, Esq.,
1740, whose ancestor, William Lea, Esq., of Halesowen,
bore same arms when High Sheriff co. Worcester, temp.
;

Garter, and

III.).
Ar. on a pale betw. two leopards' faces sa.
three crescents or.
Crest A unicorn ar. guttee de poix,
gorged with a double tressure flory and counterflory gu.

William

—

Motto

—Contentus

paucis.

Jiea. (Saron Dudley, I'iO-bl; in abeyance since 1757; Ferdimamdo Dudley Lea, fifteenth Baron Dudley, son of William

Lea, Esq., of Halesowen Grange, by Fbamces Wabd, only dau.
and, in her issue, sole heiress of Edward, thirteenth Baron
Dudley, and William, fourteenth .Baron /(udiey, succeeded to
the Barony of Dudley on the death of his maternal uncle, 20
May, 1740, but dying unm. on 21 Oct. 1757, the title fell into
abeyance among his sisters, and his estates passed to his
nephew, Fekdinando Smith, Esq., grandfather of the present
Ferdinando Dddlbt Lea-Shitb, Esq., of Halesowen Grange,
senior co-heir to the barony). Same Aittu.
Supporters
(gi-anted 19 Nov. 1740)— Two lions double queued yert,
armed and longued gu. each gorged with a ducal coronet,
thereto a cordon passing betw. the forelegs and reflexed
over the back or. Motto—In seipso totus teres.
Lea, or Lee (co. Buckingham). Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three
leopards' faces az.

Iiea (co. Cornwall). Ar. three pine trees ppr.
XiOa, or Lee (co. Cumberland). Az. two bars ar. a bend
gobony of the last and gu.
Iiea (Lea, CO. Lancaster). Sa. three bars ar.
X<ea (co. Salop). Vert a fesse flory counterflory or.
Xiea (Astley Hall, co. Worcester). Erm. a fess dancettee
vert flory counterflory or, betw. in chief two lions pass. sa.
and in base a stag lodged ppr. collared and chain reflexed

—

over the back of the third. Crest A beaver ppr. semfe-delis or, holding in the mouth a branch ot willow also ppr.

Motto—Sfe

vitsB melioris.

Lea

(Dublin; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1623,
Sir Baptist Jones, Knt., of Vintnerstown, co. Londonderry,

whose wife was Elizabeth, dau. of Bobert Lea). Az. on a
fesse or, betw. two bamilets ar. three torteaux.
Xiea (Eildare Captain Thomas Lea impalement Fan. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1619, of his son-in-law, Norton). Ar. on a
fess az. betw. three unicorns' heads couped sa. armed or, as
;

many

lilies

;

of the last.

Lea (Thomas

Lea, Keeper of the Council Chamber, Dublin,
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, d. 7 Feb. 1673). Ar. on a fess
betw. three crescents sa. a fleur-de-lis or.
Xieach (co. Devon). Erm. on a chief sa. three crowns or.
Leach (Stoke Climsland, co. Cornwall; Nicholas Leacbe,
son of John Leache, Chancellor of the Church of Exeter.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Erm. on a chief indented gu. three
ducal coronets or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
dexter forearm griping a serpent all ppr.

—

—

Leachj'or Leache. Same .^nn*. Crest Outofadacal
coronet or, a lion's gamb holding a cross crosslet fitchee sa.

Leach (Crediton,

co.

Devon

;

extinct in 1708, at the decease

Simon Leach, K.B.). Same Arms.
XiCach (quartered by Amburst, through Everiho and Morris.
Visit. Kent, 1619).
Erm. on a chief indented gu. an annulet
betw. two crowns or.
Leach (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1666, Mrs. Wethers, alias
Leach). Erm. on a chiefindentedgu. three ducal coronets or.
I<eachveake. Gu. a saltire ar. a crescent for diff.
of Sir
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(Delemain, co. Cumberland, tenip. Henry III.).
Sa. on a bend ar. three escallops gu. Crest A lion's head
erased ar. gorged with a collar sa. charged with three
bezants.
Xiayton (co. Lincoln, Kirkby, Laton, Sazay, and Weston,
At. a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee sa.
CO. York).
Crest Out of a mural coronet two wings expanded ar. each
with
a cross crosslet fitchee sa
charged
I<aytoii (CO. Somerset). Ar. a fesse az. in chief a cross

Lftyton

Leadbitter

(Deptford, near Sunderland, co. Dnriuun).
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. as many plates three crosses patt^
sa.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet gu. a demi unicom
erminois erased of the first, armed and crined or.

—

Lealbitter
Hexham,

co.

(Gibson-Leadbittkb, Warden House, near
Northumberland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gn.

on a chev.

or, betw. three bezants as many crosses patoncS
of the field, in the centre chief point a cross crosslet of the
second for distinction, for Leadbitter; 2nd and 3rd, per
pale indented az. and sa. three water bougets chevronways
betw. as many storks rising ar., for Gibson. Crests
Ist,

—

Leadbitter: A griffin's head sa. erased gu. pierced through,
mouth by an arrow fessways or, and charged on the
neck with a cross crosslet gold for distinction 2nd, Gibson:
In front of a stork rising ar. holding in the beak an olive
branch ppr. betw. two ears of wheat or, a water bouget
sa.
Motto Fidelis.
the

;

—

Leader (Much Stoughton, co. Huntington, temp. Henry VIII.
Sir

Oliver Leader, knighted by Mary

I.).

Or,

on a

fess

betw. three ogresses sa. each charged with an escallop ar. a
lion's head erased betw. two boars' heads couped of the field,
a bordure engr. az. Crest An arm embowed, habited vert,
with two pallets gu. the hand ppr. holding a sprig of rosemary flowered ppr.
Leader (Buntingford, co. Herts, and of Moor End, Sheffield,
originally of co. Essex). Or, on a fess betw. three escallops
within as many annulets sa. a lion's betw. two boars' heads
all erased of the field, a bordure nebulee of the second.
Crest

—

— An arm embowed issuing from an annulet and vested

or,

charged with two pallets engr. sa. the hand ppr. holding a
sprig of three roses also ppr. Motto Virtus salus ducum.
Leader (confirmed to Thomas Leonard Leader, Esq., of
Ashgrove, co. Cork, son of Thomas Leader, of Springmount, CO. Cork). Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three ogtesses of
the second, each charged with an escallop of the first, a
lion's head erased betw. two boars' heads also erased or,
a bordure wavy gu.
Crest An arm embowed, habited
paly wavy of six vert and gu. the hand grasping a branch
of three roses barbed and leaved all ppr. Motto Probom

—

—

—

non

pcenitet.

Leaf (Park

Streatham).

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three
staff tree leaves slipped or, as many bees volant ppr.
Crest
A dove rising ppr. resting the dexter claw on a staff tree
Hill,

—

leaf or.

I<eahy

(confirmed to Francis Bobbrt Lbaht, Esq., of Shaaakiel House, co. Cork, and to the descendants of his grand-

Gu. a lion ramp, or, armed and langued az. ia
chief two sceptres in saltire of the second. Crest
Out of a
mural crown ppr. a demi lion ramp, grasping in the dexter
paw a sceptre all or, and charged on the shoulder with a
tower ppr. Motto ^Tout vient de Dieu.
father).

—

—

Ijeake (Stephen Martin Leake,
and Mile End,

of

co. Middlesex, Garter

Thorp Hall, co. Essex,
King of Arms, d. 1778).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a saltire engr. az. eight
annulets ar. on a canton gu. a castle triple- towered of the
third, for Leake; 2nd and 3rd, paly of six or and az. on a
chief gu. three merlins of the first, for Mabtim. Crut
^A
ship gun carriage, on it a piece of ordnance mounted all
ppr. Motto— P&Ti animo.
Leake (London). Ar. on a saltire engr. az. nine annulets

—

on a canton gu. a castle of the
mounted on a carriage all ppr.

or,

third.

Crest

—A

cannon

Leake (Southwark,

London, originally from Germany). Or,
a saltire flory, in chief a lion pass. sa.
Leake. Sa. a bend betw. three crosses botonn^e fitch^ ar.
I<eal, lieale, or Lealle.
Go. six crescents ar. three,
two, and one, a bend gobonated or and az. Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet a sceptre entwined with a serpent betw. two
wings all ppr.
Lealle. Gu. six crescents ar. three, two, and one.
Lealle, or Leall (co. Kent). Ou. a bend or, betw. six

—

crescents ar.

Lealle. Gu. a bend or, betw. six annulets ar.
L' Archier (extinct in Guernsey). Gu. three arrows barwise,
points dexter or.

Lear (Lindridge,

co.

Devon,

was so created 1660
third bart.,

to.

Sir

;

bart., extinct 1740;

Mart, only

child of Sir

Thomas Tipping,

hart.).

Peter Leak

John Lear,
Az. a fesse

raguly betw. three unicorns' heads erased or.
(London).
Az. a fesse embattled counter-embattled
betw. three unicorns' heads erased or. Crest— Two hands
issuing from clouds, grasping the trunk of an oak tree ppr.
Leardlaw. Az. three mascles or.

Lear

Learmonth
or,

on a chev.

on a bend

ar.

slipped ppr.

(Balcomic, co. Fife).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. three mascles of the first; 2nd and 3rd, az.
three roses £U., for Balcokie. C»t3t A rose

—

JlfoWo—.Spero.
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(Livingstonb-Learmonth, London, 1870). Leblount (co. Warwick). Gu. a fosse betw. six martlet*
or.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a chev. sa. three lozenges of
Lebnefe (co. Buckingham) Gu. three lions pass. ar.
Learmonth
2nd and 3rd, ar. a mascle az.
the fii"st, for
Le Bon. Ar. a chev. betw. tliree quatrefoils slipped gu.
betw. three gillyflowers slipped gu. a double tressure flory
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of ostrich feathers
counterflory vert, for Livingstone; the whole within a borA dove holding in the
ppr.
il/oUo— Confido.
dure az. Crests 1st, Leabmonth
Le
ppr.
2nd,
Livingstone
Boutillier
branch
A
dexter
olive
(Geobge Le Eoutillieb, of Grouville,
beak an
Jersey). Az. seven chevronels ar. in base a stag trippant
hand holding a sabre ppr. Mottoes Dum spiro spcro, for
of the second. Crest A cubit arm gu. cuffed ar. holding
Leabmonth Si possim, for Livingstone.
in the hand a sprig of oak fructed ppr.
Xearmonth. (Livingstone-Leabmonth, of Parkhall, co.
Motto Pro rege.
Le
Brent. Gu. a wyvern, wings erect ar.
last,
but
the
bordure
the
engr.
ar.
As
Same
Stirling).
Le Breton (Jersey and London). Az. two chevronels or»
Cresi and Motto.
Crest A rose slipped and leaved vert.
Ijeary. See O'Leabt.
Xieash (Scotland). Sa. on a fe?se betw. three mullets in Le Brett. Gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
Le
Brion (co. Kent). Az. a fer-de-moline ar.
mascles
in
base
many
ar.
a
cross
crosslet
fitchee
as
chief and
A demi lion gu. holding in the dexter paw a Le Broog (Jersey). Az. a fleur-de-lis or, on a chief ar. a lion
gu. Crest
pass, guard, gu.
thistle ppr. and in the sinister a £eur-de-lis or.
I<eask (that Ilk). Sa. a fesse betw. three mullets in chief Le Carrant ^co. Wilts). Ar. three hurts, each charged with
as
many chev. or.
mascles
in
base
ar.
Crest—
as
many
A
crescent
and
ar.
Lecawell. Ar. three sails of ships gu. Crest A unicorn
Motto Virtute cresco.
ar. horned gu.
Xieathaza (High Hall, Hemsworth, co. York). Quarterly,
Le Cerf (Jersey). Az. a fesse betw. three stags trippant ar.
1st and 4th, ar. on a chief indented az. three plates, for
Leatham 2nd and 2rd, ar. a chev. betw. three crescents sa. Lecester. Az. a fesse gu. fretty or, a bordure ar.
Crest
An eagle with wings elevated, preying on an infant Leche (Chatsworth, co. Derby). Erm. on a chief indented
gu. three ducal coronets or. The origin of the crowns in the
ppr. swaddled az. banded ar. Motto Virtute vinces.
arms is thus recorded in an old pedigree: "One of this
Xieatham (Hemsworth Hall, co. York). Per saltire erm.
auncient
family living in Barkshire, near Windsor, in ye timo
az.
three
bezants, each charged with
and or, on a chief engr.
of King Edward III. entertained and feasted three Kinges in
a saltire gu. Crest Upon a nest an eagle, wings elevated
his house, one ye King of England, ye King of France, and
Motto Virtute vinces.
or, the nest and wings fretty vert.
ye King of Scotts, which two kings were at Ihat time priIjeathersellers, Company of (London). Ar. three
soners
to King Edward; which King Edw-ird, to requite his
bucks trippant reguard. gu. attired and unguled sa. Crest
good entertainment and other favours, gave him three crowns
A demi buck gu. attired and unguled sa. Supporters The
on his chief indented gu. ye field ermine which coate is borne
dexter, a buck or, attired sa. sinister, a ram ar. attired or.
by the name and family, dispersed into many other countays,
Motto Deo honor et gloria.
as Bedford, Nottingham, York, Chester, and Lancaster."
Ijeather (Leventhorpe Hall, co. York). Ar. on a bend sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm erect ppr. grasping
cotised com pony or and of the last a fountain betw. two
a leech or snake environed round the arm vert.
mullets of six points of the third. Crest A demi lion ramp,
Leche (Carden, co. Chester, originally from co. Derby;
sa. charged on the shoulder with three mullets of six points,
descended from the marriage temp. Henry IV. of John
two and one or, holding between the paws a fountain.
Motto
Leche, with Lucy, second dau. and co-heir of William du
Nil nisi quod honestum.
Cawabden, of Carden). Same Arms, &c.
Ijeather, or Leatherland. Ar. on a bend cotised
Leche. Same Arms. Crest Two lions' gambs erased sa.
three mullets or.

Xiearmonth

;

—

—

:

;

:

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

Xieathes

(Herringfleet Hall, co. Suffolk; Cabtebet MussenDEN, Esq., M.P., took the name and arms of Leathes, as heir
to his maternal uncle, William Leathes, Esq., many years
Minister at the Courts of Brussels and the Hague. The
family of MussENDEN descended from Sir William de MdssenBEN, Grand Admiral of Kngland, temp. Henry III., and
Founder of the Abbey of Great Missenden).
Arms of
Leathes Az, on a bend betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, as
many mullets pierced gu. Crest of Leathes A demi griffin
segreant or, armed and langued gu. Motto of Leathes
In ardua virtus. Arms of JMossenden Or, a cross engr. gu.
in the dexter chief a Cornish chough ppr.
Crest of McssenBEN A dove with an olive branch in its beak all ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Legend over Crest Tending to Peace.
(Leathes and Dalehead, co. Cumberland; seated at
the former place shortly after the Conquest; the last male
heir, Thomas Leathes, Esq., d. in 1806, and was s. by his
nephew, Thomas Stbanoeb, Esq., who assumed the additional
name and arms of Leathes). Same Arms as Leathes, of
Herringfleet.
Crest
A lion's head affrontce ppr.
Xieathes (Reg. Ulster's Office, to Capt. Roiiebt Leathes, of
lielfast).
Az. on a bend betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, as many

Xieathes

—

mullets pierced gu.

Xieaton

crosslet fitchije sa.

defendc

Crest

—A demi griffin segreant or.

(Whick, co. Durham).
Crest

—A

Ar. a fcss betw. six crosses
lion

ramp.

or.

Motto

— Dieu

le droit.

Xieatt (London; granted

13 Dec. 1616). Ar. on a fesse gu.
betw. three crescents sa. from each flames of flre ppr. a lion
pass. or.
Crest— On a mural crown or, a beacon sa. fired
ppr. betw. two wings az
X^eaver, or Lever. Ar. two bends engr. gu. Ct'eat An
arm cmbowed holding a club ppr.
Xieaver, or Lever. Sa. three bears' heads couped or.
Leaves (Kensington, co. Middlesex). Or, two phcons in
chief gu. in base a garb vert, a chief dovetailed az.
(co. Essex).
Gu. three keys or.
Lebaret (France). Ar. three rustres az.
Bailly (Jersey). Az. a fortress ar. ma?onnee sa. Crest

—

Leband

Le

A

ilomi linn ppr.

.Motto

Le Blanc

— Dcus

—

fortissima turris.

(Charterhouse Square, co. Middlesex, and Rouen,
1753).
Az. a chev. betw. three cinqucon a chief of the second an eagle displ. sa. ducally

Normandy; granted
folls or,

crowned gold. Cri-.^t — An eagle displ. sa. ducally crowned
or, charged on the breast with a cinqucfoil of the last.

Motto— San!^

lachc.

59:i

holding up a crescent ar.

Lecheche. Chequy
Lechford (Shelwood,
leopards'

faces ar.

ar.

and

az.

two bars gu.

co. Surrey).
Crest

—A

Sa. a chev. betw. three

leopard's face per pale ar.

and

sa. betw. two wings expanded counterchanged. Another
Cres< (confirmed by Segar, Garter, 1605)— A unicorn's head
erased ar. maned and horned or, and bearing on the horn a
serpent ppr.
Leching-ham (co. Bedford, and Wendover, co. Bucks). Sa.
three boars' heads couped ar. a bordure engr. of the last.
Crest
A ram's head cabossed or.
Lechmere (Lechmere's Place, Hanley Castle, co. Worcester,
temp. WiUiam I. represented by Chablton, of Ludford, co.
Hereford).
Gu. a fess or, in chief two pelicans vulning
themselves of the last. Crest A pelican az. vulning herself

—

;

—

ppr.

Jjeclxmere (Baron

Lechmere, exWnct 1727; Nicholas Lechmere, second son of FvDwabd Lechmere, Esq., of Hanley
Castle, was raised to the peerage 1721, d. s. p.).
Quarterly,
Island 4th, gu. a fess, and in chief two pelicans or, vulning
themselves of the first, for Lechmere; 2nd, vert fretty or,
forWHiTMORE; 3rd, ar. a chev. engr. betw. three chess-rooks
sa., for Rook.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet a pelican or,
vulning herself ppr. Supporteis Two leopards reguard. or,

—

ducally gorged.

Lechmere

(Fownhope Court, co. Hereford; descended from
Sandys Lechmere, of Fownhope, Esq., second son of Sir
Nicholas Lechmere, of H^m.iy Castle, co, Worcester, appointed a Baron of the Exchequer at the Revolution).
Quarterly, 1st, gu, a fesse or, in chief two pelicans ar., for
Lechmere; 2nd, vert fretty or, for Wiiit.more; 3rd, ar.
a chev. engr. sa. betw. three chess-rooks of the last,
for Rook; 4th, gu. three stirrups Ic;itliei'cd and buckled
Crest— \ pelican az. vulning herself
or, for ScuDAMOBE.
ppr,

Lechmere

(The Rhyd, co. Worcester, bart,), Gu. a fesse or,

—

Crest
in chief two pelicans vulning themselves of tlie last.
A pelican az. vulning herself ppr. Motto Christus peli-

—

cano.

Lechmere

(Allcnamore, co. Hereford quartered by Pateshall, of that place). Same Ar,i>s.
Leek (llollybush, CO, Ayr, lH;fi). Ar, a chev. gu. betw.
two roses of the second in chief and a holly bush ppr. in
base. Crest
A wolfs head erased ppr. Motto Virtuti*
;

—

premium.

—

A

li
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Ar. a bull's head couped at the neck sa.
horned or, a borUure engr. of the second.
Leckey (granted by Betham, Ulster, to John Habtpole
Leceet, Esq., of Craigavoran, Queen's co., descended of a
Crest
Scottish family). Gu. a chev. betw. three roses ar.
An anchor in pale ppr. cabled or and gu. surmounted

liOCkennfeld.

—

by a boar's head erased and erect az.

J/otio— Gubernat

the

first

Ar. on a fess Tcrt three clnquefoils of

(Scotland).

(another, roses).

Lecky, or Leckie

(England).
Gu. three crescents ar.
.A.n arm embowed holding a club ppr.
Cr-isl
Lecky (Castle Lecky, co. Derry, and Ballyholland House, co.
Az. a chev. betw. three mullets or. Crest A wild
DowT:i).
Motto Semper paratus.
boar's head erased ppr.

—

—

—

Lecky (Bbow.ne-Leckt; exemplified to Raymond Saville
Beowne, Esq., of Aughentaine, co. Tyrone, on his assuming
by royal licence, 1871, the additional surname of Leckt, in
compliance with the will of his grand-uncle, Conollt
McCa [ISLAND Leckt, of the city of Londonderry). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. betw. three roses gu. a
trefoil slipped or, for Leckt; 2nd and 3rd, per chev. gu. and
Crests
az. a mullet betw. three flemrs-de-lis or, for Bkownb.
1st: A boar's head erased ppr. charged with a rose gu.,
2nd A lion ramp, or, resting the forepaw on a
for Leckt
shield gu. charged with a fleur-de-lis gold, for Bbowne.
Motto Utere dum potes.
Lecky (Bbowne-Leckt exemplified to Conollt Vt'ilham
Leckt Bbowne, Esq., of Aughentaine Castle, co. Tyrone, on
his assuming by royal licence, 1874, the additional surname
of Leckt, in compliance with the will of his grand-uncle,
Conollt McCacsland Leckt, Esq., of Londonderry).

—

:

;

—

;

Same

A)~ms, Crest,

Le Cocq

(Jersey,

and Motto.
Guernsey,

and Alderney).

Az. three

—A cock crowing, wings extended sa.
Lecpon (Wilbome, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend cotised
cinquefoils
three
Crest — A savage's head couped at
gu.
cocks or.

Crest

or.

the shoulders affront^e ppr. wreathed round the temples gu.

and

line removed from Lee to Darnhall temp. Charles I., and
became extinct in the male line at the decease of General
Chaeles Lee, the American General the heiress, Fbances,
dau. of Nathaniel Lee, Esq., of Darnhall, m. John Towns;

hend, Esq., of Hem, co. Denbigh).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a leopard's

—

leopards' faces sa.

Lee

Glamorgan). Same Arms, chev. engr.
a crescent for diff. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
leopards face sa. Motto Fortiter sed suaviier.
Lee (Quarendon, co. Bucks, and Ditchley, co. Oxford; descended from Benedict Lee, younger son of John Lke, of
Lee Hall, co. Chester granted to Sir Kobebt Lee, Knt.,
1513). Ar. on a fess az. betw. three imicorns' heads erased
Crest
sa. as many columbines or.
A falcon or, wings
close gu. preying on an eagle's leg lying fessways az.
Lee (Sir Henbt Lee, of Quarendon, elected a K.G. 23 April,

(Dynas Powis,

co.

—

—

;

—

1597, and installed 24 May following, d. 12 Feb. 1611 ; despended from Bobebt Lee, eldest son of Bichabd Lee,
Esq., of Quarendon, who altered the original bearing of his
arms). Ar. a fess betw. three crescents sa.
Lee {Earl of Lichfield: extinct 1776; descended from Benedict Lee, second son of Richabd Lee, Esq., of Quarendon).
Same Amis. Crest Out of a marquess's coronet or, a demi

—

on its capital an eagle's leg erased at the
thigh preyed on by a falcon all ppr. Sitpporters Two lions
collared with a plain collar ar. charged
each
guard, erm.
with three crescents sa. Motto Fide et constantia.
Lee (London; Thomas Lee, second son of Thomas txs,
gent., of Enfield, co. Stafford. Visit. London, 1563). Same
Arms, a crescent or, for diff.
Lee (Richabd Lee, Clarenceux King of Arms, 1594^7). Sams
Ann^, a fleur-de-lis for diff.
Lee (Binfield, co. Bucks, temp. James I.). Same Arms, a

column

'stone

ar.

—

—

mullet for

Lee

diff.

(Wincham,

faces sa.

co. Chester). Ar.

Crest

—Out

a fesse betw. three leopards*

of a ducal coronet or, a leopard's face

sa.

or.

Le Couteur

John la Hougue Boete, Jersey). Ar.
Crest—-On an ivy wreath erect or, an owl
three owls
sa. Mottoes— La, vita il fin e'l di loda la sera over the crest:
Boni virtutis amore.
Le Couteur (Bellevue, Jersey). Ar. three bendlets az.
1st: A dove holding in the beak an olive branch all
Crests
ppr. (ancient) 2nd A sword and sprig of laurel in saltire
ppr. Motto Toujours prest.
Le Cronier (Jersey). Or, a chev. az. betw. three mullets
of seven points sa.
Crest
^A mastiff ppr.
Motto Je garde
(St.

sa.

;

—

;

:

—

—

—

ma foy.
Ledbrooke.

Az. a chev. or (another, enn.).
(Great Stoughton, co. Hants).
Ar. on
a fesse sa. betw. three ogresses, each charged with an
escallop of the field, a lion's head erased betw. two boars'
heads couped or, a bordure engr. az.
Crest A dexter
hand holding a sheaf of arrows ppr.
Leder. Same Arms, field or. Crest A cubit arm habited
bendy sinister of six gu. and vert, holding in the hand ppr.
a bunch of leaves of the second.
Le Despencer, Baroness. See Stapleton.
Ledet (Braybroke, co. Northampton). Ar. a fesse danccttee

Leder, or Leader

—

—

betw. six crosses crosslet gu.

Ledet

(West Warden, co. Northampton, temp. King John).
bend gu. a bordure of the last bezantee.
Ledger. Per saltire or and gu. three palets counterchanged.
CreH An escarbuncle az.
Lediard (Cirencester). Gu. on a fesse betw. three wolves'
heads erased or, five lilies slipped and inverted pean.
Crest
A wolfs head erased per pale pean and gu.
Ledlie. Sa. three plates. Crest A ram's head couped
ar. attired or, behind the head a crosier in bend sinifiter
Or, a

—

—

—

ppr.

Ledred

XicA^eW were a branch; the chief

face sa.

navem Deus.

Leckie

LEB

this family the Earls o/

(co.

Somerset).

Ar. a chey. betw. three talbots'

heads erased gu.

Ledsam.

(Hawarden,

and Cloughjordan,

co. Flint,

Northfleld,

co. Tippcrary).

four leopards' faces counterchanged.

chough ppr.

Ledsham.

—

co. Worcester,

Quarterly, sa. and ar.
Cresl

—A

Cornish

Motto Fac et spera.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. four leopards' faces

counterchanged.

Led'wich

(allowed by Betham, Ulster, Smith's Ordinary).
Ar. a fess betw. three eagles displ. gu. Crest
An eagle
displ., as in the arms.
Ledwich. (allowed by Betham, Ulster, Smith's Ordinary).
Az. three caps of maintenance or, turned up enn.
Crest

—

—

A lion ramp, gu,
Lee (Lee and Darnhall,
593

Lee

(Stamford, co. Lincoln).

Lee

Henry

III.

;

of

or,

three

on a fesse

cotised or, three leopards' faces gu.

Lee (Pinhoe, co Devon; Richabd Lee, Mayor of Totness,
1620, and William Lee, sons of William Lee, Esq., of
Pinhoe. Visit. Devon, 1620). Az. on a fess cotised or, three
leopards' faces of the field.
Lee (Southwell, CO. Nottingham). Same Ai-ms. Crest
demi Moor vested gu. the sleeves ar. holding in the dexter
hand a gem ring, and having round the neck a collar or,
entwined round the temples with a wreath of the second

—

and

Lee

az.

1531-44; arms in the
Chamber, Magdalen College, Oxford.
Az. on a fess cotised or, three leopards*

(Edwabd Lee, Archbishop of York,

east window. Founder's

Oxon, 1566).

Visit.

faces gu.

Lee (North Aston, co. Oxford; Geobgb Lee, baptised
1 March, 1569, son and heir of Edwabd Lee, Esq., of North
Aston, who was son and heir of Thomas Lee, Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. a fess betw.
two crescents in chief and a lion's face in base sa.
Lee (Hartwell, co. Bucks, bart., extinct 1827). Az. two bars
Cicst—A bear pass,
or, a bend chequy of the last and gu.
Motto Verum
sa. muzzled, collared, and chained ar.
atque decens.
Lee (Hartwell, co. Bucks; John Fiott, son of John Fiott,
Esq., by Habbiett Lee, his wife, dau. of William Lee, Esq.,
of Totteridpc, the sen of Sir William Lee, Lord Chief Justice
of England, second son of the second bart. of Hartwell, s.
to the estates by the will of the sixth bart., and assumed the

—

of Lee). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. two
bars or, a bend chequy of the last and gu. for Lee; 2nd and
3rd, az. on a chev. betw. three lozenges or, an anchor sa.,
C«s(s— Ist; Lee: A bear pass. sa. muzzled and
for Fiott.
chain reflexed over the back ar. 2nd, Fiott A demi horse
ramp. ar. charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis for diff.
Motto Verum atque decens.
Lee (CO. Buckingham). Ar. a fesse az. betw. three unicorns'

name and arms

;

:

—

heads erased sa. charged with as many lilies or.
Lee (co. Buckingham). Ar. a fesse betw. three leopards'
faces sa.

Lee
lis

Lee

Lee

Az. three mascles or.
Chester and Leicester). Ar. a flcur-de-

(Dat;ley, co. Chester).

Lee, or Lea

(cos.

sa.

Devon, and London). Ar. a fesse counter-comand or, betw. six billets sa. a bordure engr. gu.
(Fishburn, co. Durham). Or, a chev. chequy of the first
(co.

ponee
co. Chester, temp.

Az. on a fesse cotised

leopards' faces gu. a bordure gobony erm. and sa.
(Stamford, co. Lincoln). Az. (another, vert)

az.

A
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liE E
and

ar.

a crescent for

diff.

Crest

— An

antelope's head
attired sa. holding

erased ar. peUette<^, maned, tufted, and
in the mouth a white lily slipped ppr.
Ijee (Ebford, CO. Devon; granted 1769). Gu. two bars or,
OTer all a bend entrr- vair, in chief an eagle displ. of the

second.

Crett

— A bear sejant ppr.

muzzled and chained

or.

Iiee (Plaistow, CO. Essex, and EatclifiFe, co. Leicester). Az.
two bars ar. over all a bend gu. Crest An arm embowed,
habited gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a sword erect
of the second, hilt or, on the blade a snake entwined vert.
liOe (Coldrey, co. Hants). Or, on a chief embattled sa. three
On a mount vert a bear pass. ppr. muzzled
bezants. Creit
and chained ar.
Ijee (CO. Hereford). Ar. on a cross gu. five leopards' faces of

—

—

the

field.

I<ee

Ar. on a cross gu.

(co. Herts).

of the

five wolves'

heads erased

field.

or Ijea

and Sopwell, co. Herts). Per
cbev. or and gu. in chief two lions ramp, combatant sa.
armed and langued of the second. Creit A dexter arm
embowed in armour, holding a sword ar. hilt and pommel
or, from the blade flames of fire issuing ppr.
Iiee (Delce, co. Kent, and Lanfoist, co. Monmouth an old
family in Kent, deriving from Sir Ricbabd Lee (grandson of
SmoN Lee, co. Worcester), twice Lord Mayor of London,
temp. Henry VI. The daus. and co-heirs of the last Bicbabd
Lbs, Esq., of Great Delce, co. Kent, and Clytha, co. Monmouth, Mart, m. Jobn Jones, Esq., of Lanarth; EuzABETH, d. unm. and Appolonia, m., 1792, Bobebt BeeksLBT, Esq., of Spetchley). Az. on a fesse cotised or, three
leopards' feces gu. Crett A demi Moor ppr. vested gu.
rimmed round the collar with two bars or, tied round the
waist with a ribbon ar. wreathed about the head of the last
and second, holding in the dexter hand a gem ring of the
Ijee,

(St.

Julian's

—

;

;

—

I<ee (The Abbey, Enaresborou^h).

Sa. three crowns or.
Cre»t—Aii arm in armour, holding a battle axe all ppr.
Motto Dum spiro spero.
I<ee (Grove Hall, co. York). Same Armt and Crest. Motto
Ant nunc aut nunquam,
I<ee (Lady-hole, co. Derby Dugdale's Visit. the heiress m.
ThomJiS Gbeslet, Esq., of Nether Scale). Az. three ducal
coronets or, a border ar. Crest
An arm in armour, embowed ppr. bandaged or, gauntletedaz. holding in the hand a
battle axe ppr. staff gold.
Iiee (Holborough Court, co. Kent). Az. two bars erminois.
Crest
A bear statant ppr. muzzled gu. collared and chained
ar.
AfoUo— Verum atque decens.
I<ee (London).
Az. two bars erminois, over all a bend
counter-compony of the second and gu.
Crest
A bear
•tatant ppr. muzzled gu. collared and chained ar. charged on
the shoulder with a bezant.
Iiee (Isle of Wig^ht).
Ar. on a chev. embattied sa. three

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

bezants.

Lee, or

Ijeigrli (Bilsley,

co.

Lord Mayor of
Ar. a fesse sa. in

Warwick,

London, 1602; granted 20 Dec. 1593).
chief two pellets, in base a martlet of the second.
talbot's

head

ar. collared az. to the collar

Crett

a ring and

—
line

nowed of the last.
I<ee (London; descended from

co. Chester; confirmed 25
Oct. 1583).
Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three leopards'
faces sa. a crescent or.
Iiee (CO. Middlesex granted 1592). Gu. three chevronels or.
;

— A cock ar. combed and wattled or, beaked and legged

I<E

on a chev.

sa. three lions

crowned

Sa. a lion pass. ar.

E

ramp.

ar.

or.

Ar. on a fesse az. betw. three unicorns' heads erased

many

sa. as

leopards' faces or.

Lee.

Ar. a scythe, handle sa. the blade upwards ppr.
(confirmed to John Lee, Esq., M.D., of Tralee, co. Kerry,
by Hawkins, Ulster, 1785). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
leopards' faces sa. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a lion
ramp. sa. holding in the dexter paw a sword ppr. pommel
and hilt gold. Motto Fide et fortitudine.
Lee (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Bear-Admiral Bichabd
Lee, only son of John Lee, of Londonderry, formerly of
Patna, East Indies). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. navally crowned
az. on a canton of the last pendent by a ribbon ar. fimbriated
of the canton a representation of the golden medal presented
by George III. to Bear- Admiral Lee for his services as Capt. of
the Courageiut, off Cape Ortegall, 1806). Crest
A demi lion
ramp, erminois,, navally crowned az. holding betw. the paws
a sceptre sa. Motto Courageux.
Lee (Bama, co. Tipperary). Ar. a fesse betw. three crescents
sa.
Ci^esl
On a column ar. encircled with a ducal coronet
or, a falcon dose ppr. standing on a bird's leg az. erased gu.
Motto Fide et constantia.
Lee (Dillon-Lee, Viscount JHUon). See Dillon.

Lee

—

—

—

—

—

—

Lee-Norman. See Norman.
Lee (Sir Tbeopbilcs Lee, Knt.,

whose grandfather assumed
the sunuune of M'Clellam, in addition to that of Leb.
Paternally, Sir Theopbilds Lbb derived from M'Clellam,
Lord Kirkcudbright). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as Lee, of
Lee and Damhall; 2nd and 3rd, or, two chev. sa., for
M'CLELLaN. Crest*— \&t On a ducal coronet or, a leopard's
face sa. ; 2nd : A cubit arm erect ppr. holding a sword also
ppr. hUt and pommel or, on the point a Moor's bead.
:

Motto—Dwa

spiro spero.

James Lse, Scotland and Calcutta, 1868). Gu. a fess
chequy ar. and sa. betw. three billets in chief and a crescent
in base or.
Crest The upper part of a column, thereon a
falcon preying on a heron's leg erased ar. Motto
Fide et

—

—

constantia.

Leecli

Erm. on a chief

(cos. Lincoln, Kent, and Surrey).
dancettee gu. three ducal coronets or.

Leech (city of Chester,

1613).

Same Armt, a mullet charged

with a crescent for diff.
(confirmed to Bev. John Leech, M.A., Chaplain of
Kingston College, Mitchelstown, co. Cork, grandson of John
Leech, of Bathroan, co. Mayo, and of Dublin, Deputy
Governor of Sligo, and to the descendants of his said grand>
&ther). Erm. a trefoil vert, on a chief indented gu. three
ducal coronets or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, charged
with a trefoil vert, an arm erect ppr. grasping a snake
environed about the arm also vert.
Motto Virtute et

Leech

—

—

valore.

Leech
Leech

Ar. a fesse fasily sa.
Ar. a fesse wavy sa.
betw. three leopards' faces ar.
chev. betw. three leopards' faces

(Nestaling, Scotland).
(Scotland).

Leechford. Sa. a chev.
Leechford. Ermines a
ar.

Leechford

(Shelwood, co. Surrey; confirmed by William
Segar, Garter, 22 Nov. 1604).
Sa. a chev. betw. three
lions' faces ar.
Crest A unicorn's head erased ar. maned,
bearded, and homed or, bearing on the horn a serpent

—

twined ppr.

Leechman, or Leeshman (Scotland).
cans

Orett

ar.

Gu. three

pel]'

— Industriae munus.

— A pelican ppr.

Motto

Leedes, or Leeds

gu.

I«e

Or,

Lee (Dr.

third.

Crest

Lee.
Lee.
Lee.

(North Aston, co. Oxford).

Ar. a fesse

sa.

betw. in chief

two crescents, in base a leopard's face of the second.
I<ee (Langley, co. Salop, bart., extinct 1660; descended from
BicHAHD Lee, High Sheriff of Salop, 1479). Gu. a fesse
counter-compon^e or and az. betw. eight billets ar. Crest
On a staff raguly a squirrel cracking a nut, from the dexter
end of the staff an oak branch fructed all ppr.
Lee (Coton, co. Salop, a branch of Lee, Bart., of Langley).
Same Amis, Ac.
Lee (Kitchworth, co. Sussex). Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar.
Orefl
A stag's head erased or.
Lee (Lee, CO. Sussex). Same Armt, lion or, tail forked.
Lee, or Lea (co. Wilu). Or, on a chief embattled sa.

—

—

three plates.
Lee (granted to Bobebt Coopeb Lee Bbvan, Esq., of Fosbury,
CO. Wilts, as a descendant and representative of Bobsbt
CoopEB Lee, of Bedford Square, co. Middlesex, to be borne
a* a quartering with his paternal arms). Az. three bars
engr. or, a bend lozcnKy ar. and gu.
Lee. Ar. a croes betw. four fleure-de-lis sa. Crett Out of a
docal coronet a ram's head Issuing, in the mouth a bruich
ali ppr.

—

594

(co. Berks, Molscroft, co. Lincoln,
Lincoln's Inn, co. Middlesex, and North Milford, co. York).
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa. Crett
On a staff
raguly vert a cockatrice, wings endorsed or, combed and
wattled gu.
Leeds (Croxton Park, co. Cambridge, bart.). Same Armt,
a bordure wavy of the second. Crett A staff raguly fcsseways vert, thereon a cock gu. wings expanded. Motto

—

—

—

Vigilate.

Leedes

(co.

York).

Ar. a fesse betw. three eagles displ.

gu-

Duke of.

Leeds,
Leeds,

See Osbobnb.

Town of (Town seal,

1662).

Az. a fleece or, on a
An owl ppr. Sup-

chief of the last three mullets az. Crett
Two owls ducally crowned.
portert

—

Leeds, Priory of (co. Kent).
Leegrh (quartered by Bodsb, of
Or, on a bend gu. a

—

Or, a cross voided gu.
co.

Devon.

Visit.

Devoo,

naiant air.
1620).
Leek. Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. nine annulets of the first.
Crtst A demi lion guard, holding a fleur-de-lis.
Leeke (Longford, co. Salop descended from Balph Lebk^
Ar. on ( chief gu. a flen^
Esq., of Ludlcw, same co. I'iii
Crett
A Uunian lag
de-Us or, over all a bend engr. az.
fish

—

;

—

A
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I.BE
eoaped at the thigh

ar.

— Agendo gnariter.

charged with two

fleurs-de-liB.

Motto

I<eeke (Newark-on-Trent,

co. Nottingham).
Ar. on a saltire
Crest— A peacock's tail erect, the
engr. sa. nine annulets or.
plume displ. ppr. lupported bj two eagles with wings ex-

panded ar,
(Hallom, co. Nottingham; William Leeke, Visit.
Notts, 1614, great-grandson of Jobn Leeke, Esq., eldest son of
WiLLiAU Leeke, Esq., d. 1493, both of same place). Ar. on
a saltire engr. sa. fire annuleto or, quartering Coopeb

and Smyth.
I<eeke (Normanton,
Notts, 1614, son of

—

Lefever, or Lefevre.

Ax. a pile enn. betw. three
Crest— The trunk of a tree couped and
eradicated in fesse, betw. the branches a fleur-de-lis.
Lefevre (Stepney, co. Middlesex). Sa. a chev. betw. three

of Hallom, d. 1493).

Nottingham Willlui Leeke, Visit.
William Leeke the elder, son of Alex-

co.

;

Same Arms.

Xieeke (co. Leicester). Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Xieeke (Edmonton, co. Middlesex). Or, on a saltire sa. five
annulets of the field.
Crtst
A human leg couped at the

—

thigh ar. gartered below the knee az.
liCeke (Gray's Inn, co. Middlesex descended fromco. Salop).
Ar. a chief gu. over all a bend engr. az. a fleur-de-lis in the
sinister corner of the chief or, for diff.
Crest
A human
leg ar. couped at the thigh, gartered az. passing through
several blades of grass vert.
Lieeks. Gu. two bars betw. six martlets or. Crest A tree
;

—

—

ppr.

Ijeeme

(temp.

Ijees.

(Lees, CO. Lancaster).

Edward

II.).

Or,

a

saltire engr. vert.

—

ramp. gu. supporting a flag of the arms, the ataff entwined
by a wreath of oak fructed ppr.
Xiees (Blackrock, co. DuUin, bart.).
Az. a fesse chequy ar
and sa. betw. six cross crosslets fitch^, three in the chief and
three in the nombril points or, and three billets, two in the
honor and one in the base points of the second. Crest
dexter hand couped above the wrist and erect ppr. grasping
a crescent or. Motto Exegi.
Xjees (Scotland). Gu. a fesse chequy ar. and sa. betw. nine
billets, three, two, three, and one, of the second.
Ijeeson (Earl of MUUotdn). Gu. a chief ar. on the lower
part a cloud, the rays of the sun issuing therefrom ppr.
Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws the sun
or.
Supporters Dexter, a horse sinister, a talbot both ar.
Motto Clarior e tenebris.
Ijeeson (Whitfield, co. Northampton). Gu. rays of the sun
or, issuing from a chief nebulee ar.
Leeson (co. Northampton).
Ar. a cross sa. guttee

—

—

—

—

—A

and an orb and cross in base

all or.

Crest

trefoil or.

(granted 7 July, 1789, to John Lbpetbe, Esq.,
of Old Ford, co. Middlesex).
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. two
trefoils slipped in chief or, and in base a bezant, therefrom issuant a cross pattce of the third. Crest—Six arrows
interlaced saltire wise, three and three ppr. within an annulet
or.

Lefevre (Shaw-Lefevbe

exempUfied to Eight Hon. Charles
Shaw-Lefevre, of Heckfield, co. Hants, Speaker of the
House of Commons, son of Charles Shaw, Esq., who, on
his marriage with Helene Lefevre, assumed the name and
arms of that family). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. ar.
betw. two trefoils slipped in chief or, and in base a bezant,
therefrom issnant a cross pattee of the third, for Lefevre;
2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. erm. on a canton or, a talbot's head
erased gu., for Shaw.
Crest— Six arrows interlaced saltireways, three and three ppr. within an annulet or.
Motto—
Sans changer,
Iiefe^vre (discount Sversley: the foregoing Right Hon.
Charles Shaw-Lefevre, Speaker to the House of Commons
for 18 years, was so created 1857), Sa. a chev. ar. betw. two
trefoils slipped in chief or, and a bezant In base, therefrom
;

—

Sa. three bars ar,

I<ees (granted to John Fredeeick Lees, Esq., of Wemeth,
Oldham, co. Lancaster). Per fesse or and gu. a fesse dovetail per fesse embattled betw. two falcons belled in chief and
a lion ramp, in base all counterchanged.
Crest
A lion

—

trefoils in chief

Lefevre

ander Leeke, second son of Wiluam Leeke, Esq., of Hallom,
d. 1493). Same Arms, without the quarterings.
Leeke (Balderton, co. Nottingham; James Leeke, Visit.
Notts, 1614, grandson of Thomas Leeke, second son of
Alexander Leeke, the second son of William Leeke, Esq.,

;

issuant a cross pattee of the third. Crest
Six arrows interlaced saltirewise, three and three ppr. within an annulet or.
Supporters On eitherside a talbot, that on the dexter gu., on
the sinister sa., each charged on the shoulder with a mace

—

—

Motto Sans changer.
Southampton). Ar. two bars gu, in chief three
cinquefoils sa.
Crest
A Uon couchant, tail extended or.
Ijefevre. Az. a fleur-de-lis and a mullet or, in pale,
Liefitz. Vair on a chief gu. two mullets ar.
Lie Forest. Ar. a chief sa. Crest A unicorn sejant ar.
armed, crined, and tufted or,
Lefroy (confirmed to Right Hon, Thomas Langlois Lefeot,
of Carrickglass, co. Longford, Lord Chief Justice of Ireland,
eldest son of Anthony
Lefrov, Esq., Lieut.-Col. 9tU
Dragoons, and grandson of Anthony Lefroy, Esq., of Leghorn, by Elizabeth, his wife, sister of Benjamin Langlois,
Esq., M.P., Under Secretary of State, and the descendants
erect gold.

Lefevre

(co.

—

—

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert fretty of
eight pieces ar. on a chief of the second a hood or cap
(allusive to the badge assumed by the party opposed to the
Duie of Alva) betw. two wyvems gu., for Lefroy; 2nd and
3rd, az. a chev. or, betw, three crescents ar. on a chief
gu. three mullets of the tliird, for Langlois. Crest— A demi
wyvern gu. langued and armed az. Motto Mutare spemo.
of his grandfather).

—

d'or.

Iieet (Eversden and Kingston,
Huntingdon).

sa. kindled ppr.

Ar. a fesse
Crest

—

Cambridge, and Southoe,
gu. betw. two rolls of matches
co.

Lefroy (Westham,

Judge at Surinam

co.

Suffolk).

—

a martlet for difif.
Crest
A demi bull issuing gu. gorged
with a chaplet of laurel vert.
Ar. on a bend betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. as many
mullets or, a bordure wavy gu.
Crest
A demi griffin
segreant gu. winged az. charged on the body with two fleurs-

—

de-lis or.

(Tortington, co. Sussex; granted 1738, to
of Tortington Place, and exemplified

William
1839,

to

Wiluam Fowlek

(fourth son of Thomas Fowlek, Esq., of
Walburton, by Maet, his wife, dau. of Richard Leeves,
Esq.) on his taking the name of Leeves). Gu. a fesse dancettee erminois betw. three garbs or.
Crest
On a mount
vert a swan ar. wings elevated, ducally crowned or, gorged
with a ducal coronet, thereto a chain reflexed over the back
gold, charged on the breast with three pellets, two and
one, beaked and membered sa.
ZiCeys. Sa. on a chev. betw. three lilies or, two scythes,
blades crossing each other at the points az.
Le Febvre (Guernsey). Az. a fleur-de-lis in chief, and in
base two mullets pierced or (another, az. a greyhound
springing ar. collared eu. garnished or, in chief a label of

—

three points of the second).
(Seigneur of Vinchelez-de-Bois, Jersey, 1393).
Gu. three escallops or, in chief a label of three points ar.

Le Febvre

—An escallop or.

Le Feuvre

(St.

mullets pierced sa.
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Ar. a chcv. gu. betw. three
triple-eared stem of corn ppr.

Peter, Jersey).

Crest—A

Same Arms,

co. Hants).

Crest,

and

Motto.

Same Arms,

Edmunds,

St.

Leeth.

Leeves,

(Ewshot House,

Edward Lefroy,

(Bury

Leeves

Lefroy

On a ducal coronet an antique lamp

or, fire ppr.

Leete

Crrst

(Jersey and Southampton). Ar. a chev. gn.
betw. three muUeta pierced sa. a bordure of the last.
Crest
A lion pass, couchant, cowarded ppr. Motto
Toujours.

cinquefoils or.

X<eeke

CO.

LE a

Le Feuvre

near Basingstoke borne by Christopher
formerly for ten years British Commissary
for the suppression of the slave trade,
;

brother of the late Rev. John Henry George Lefroy, of
Ewshot House). Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.
(Leftwich, co. Chester; descended from Robert
DE Wyninton, son of Lycph db Twemlowe, who m.
Matilda, dau. of Sir Richard de Wilbbabam, and his wife,
Matilda, dau. and co-heir of Waein Vernon, Baron of
Skipbrook. The son of Robert de Wyninton and Matilda,
Richard, took the name of Leftwich. In 1618, Elizabeth,
dau. and heiress of Ralph Leftwich, m. William Oldfield,
fourth eon of Philip Oldfield, Esq., of Bradwall). Ancient
Arms Ar. an escutcheon voided within an orle of eight
martlets sa. within the escutcheon a cross pattee gu. for diff.,
for WiNNiNGTON. Modem Arms Ar. on a fesse engr. az.
three garbs or.
Crest
Five leaves conjoined at base

Leftwicb.

—

—

—

vert.

Leftwicb

(co,

Salop).

Same Arms

as the

modem

in the

preceding.

Leg', or Leg'g'.

a bordure of the last.
Crest
A fountain of three raisings playing ppr.
Le Gallais (Jersey). Gu. a crescent betw. six roses or,
Crest— A cock statant, the
three in chief and three in base.
Jamais chancelant.
dexter foot uplifted. Motto
Legard (Ganton, co. York, bart.). Ar. on a bend betw. six
Crest
mullets pierced gu. a cross pattee or.
A greyhound
Motto Per crucciii ad Stellas.
or, collared sa. studded ar.
Le^ard (co. Leicester; Christopher Legard. Visit.
Leicester, 1619, thirteenth in descent from John Legard,

—

Gu. a cross engr.

ar.

—

—

—

A
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Henry III.). Same Arms, cross or, quartering,
on a bend gu. three crescents of the field 2nil, gu.

liring temp.
•

l»t, ar.

;

a bend

and

or;

3rd, ar. three water bougets sa.

Crest

—

greyhound statant, collared or, studded gu.
Iiegrat (Edinb'irgh). Ar. a cross calvary on three degrees
Crest

gu.

laegSit
ga.

—A cherub

— Jesus hominum salvator.

Erm. a lion ramp.
Essex, Kent, and Norfolk).
erect gu. supporting a mitre

(cos.

Crest

Motto

ppr.

—Two lions' gainbs

or.

Xiegut, or Leg'ethe
az. an escallop or.

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. on a saltire engr.

Xiegrat (Pondhall. CO Suffolk, temp. Henry IV., represented
by D'Otlt, of Shottisham, co. Norfolk, and the East Indies).
Ar. a saltire engr. az.

Ije^att (Hornchurch,

Essex).
Per chev. engr. sa. and
heads erased and counterchangcd,

co.

ar. three greyhounds'

collared gu.

—A sea-lion sejant ar.

Crest

ijegrlDome (Legbome, co. Notts, temp. Edward II. the
heiress m. John Atwell. Visit. Notts, 1614). Sa. two lions'
gambs erased in saltire ar.
Xieg'borne (co. Lincoln). Sa. two lions' gambs erased in
;

saltire ar.

Xie^croft. Az. a saltire erm. over all a cross gu.
Xiegreard (co. York). Lozengy or and az. a chev. gu.
lieg'ein. Az. a fesse engr. or, betw. three women's beads
couped ppr. crined of the second.
Xieg'er. Per fesse or and az. three lions' heads erased
counterchangcd. Crest A pheon with a piece of the shaft

—

sticking therein.

—

—

Xiegg (Rowan-Legg;

exemplified to William Rowan, Esq., of
Carrickfergus, on his assuming by royal licence, 1864, the additional surname of Lego). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale
az. and gu. a stag's head cabossed ar. in the centre chief

point a mullet or, for Lego
2nd and 3rd, vert a fess chequy
or and gu. betw. a trefoil slipped in chief, and in base three
cross crossleta fitch^e issuant from as many crescents of the
;

Rowan.

Crests —

1st,

Lego:

Out of a mural

crown ppr. five ostrich feathers, alternately ar. and az. the
centre feather charged with a mullet gu., motto over, Cresco
percrucem; 2nd, Rowan: A dexter hand and arm couped
at the elbow ppr. grasping a dagger also ppr. Motto—
Gaudet tentamine virtus.
Ijegrg'at, or Leggratt (England). Quarterly, ar. and or,
a saltire gu. Crest An arm erect couped at the elbow, vested
counter-componee gu. and or, holding a millrind sa.
Ijegrg'e {Earl of Dartnioulk). Az. a buck's head cabossed
ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich
feathers, three ar. two az. Supporters Dexter, a lion ar.
8emee-dc-Ii» sa. ducully crowned or, issuing thereout five
ostrich feathers, as in the crest; sinister, a buck ar. semee of
mullets gu. Motto
Gaudet tentamine virtus.
Ztegge (Baron Stawetl ; extinct 1820) Quarterly, 1st and
4th, same as last; 2nd and 3rd, az. a demi rose ar. on tlie
dexter side impaled with a demi pomegranate on the sinister
or, leaved vert.
Same Crest as last. Sapporrters Two tigers
ar. human faces ppr. armed with satyrs' horns, maned and

—

—

—

—

—

Motto— Kn

tufted or.

XiOgge

(co.

unicorn's

gorged

liOgrge
for

parole je vis.
Ar. a cross flory sa.
Crest
ar. crined, armed, and ducally

—

Cambridge).
head erased

or.
(co. Wilts).

Az. a buck's head cabossed ar. an annulet

diff.

Thomas

Lei;oe,

Lord

Mayor

dcsacndant, William Lecoe,

of

London

in

134.');

his

and m. Ann,
Or, two lions pass, counter-pass. az.
man's leg couped at the middle of the thigh,
standing on a triple tower all ppr.
Ijeer^e (Kun. Ent. Ulster's Ofllce, 1607, Joan, widow of
Robert Leooe). Sa. a lion pass, or, armed and langued gu.
settled in Ireland,

dau. of Lord Athenry).

—A

betw. three torteaiix.
(.Scotland;.
Az. on a bend ar. throe human hearts
gu. on a chief of the second as many martlets sa.
Az. a buck's head cabossed and attired or, on a
chief ar. five lozenges of the first, all within a bordure of the

"LtOgget

liOggey.
third.

Xiegh

Hall).

a
Ar. a lion ramp. go.

—

Crest
-V demi lion ramp. gu. collared or.
Motto La vie
durante.
Jjegli (Bechton, co. Chester son of John Leoh, of Booths
his dau3. and co-heirs m. Fitton and Davenpoet). Az. two
bars ar. over all on a bend gu. three dart heads ar.
liCg'h (Ridge, CO. Chester).
Gu. on a cross engr. ar. at
mullet sa.
Xieg'h (Knutsford Booths, co. Chester; descended from Sir
William Venables, Knt., of Bradwall (second son of Sir
William Venables. Baron of Kinderton) who was living a. d.
1300, and husband to Agnes, dau. and heiress of RicuabdDE Legh, of West Hall, in High Legh. Their son, John de
Legh, purchased Knutsford Booths before 28 Edward I.
From this family descend Legh, of Isall; Legh, of Bechton;
Townelet, of Towneley; Legh, of Adlington, Annesley,
Egginton, Lyme, Birch, Ridge, Rushall, Longborow, AdelBtrop, Stoneleigh, Newnh.im Regis, Stockwell; Legh, of
;

Radcliffe, of Ordsall; and Shakeblet. The
Rdth, who d. 1715-16, m. Tho.mas Penington,
whose son assumed the name of Legh).
Az.
two bars ar. over all a bend gu. Crest An arm embowed,
couped at the shoulder, vested gu. hand ppr. holding a.
sword erect ppr. a snake twisting round tl\e same ar.
Ijeg°ll (now of Norbury Booths Hall and Knutsford Booths, co.
Chester; Thomas Pennington, Esq., son of Thomas Pennington and Kdtu Legh, as above, assumed the surname
and arms of Legh). Az. two bars ar. over all a bend gu.
Crest
An arm embowed, couped at the shoulder, vested
gu. hand ppr. holding a sword erect also ppr. a snake
twistijig round the same ar. Motto
Prudens, fidelis et auciax,
liegrh, (Adlington, co. Chester; derived from Robebt db
Legh, second son of John Leoh, Esq., of Booths, by Ellen,
his wife, dau. and heiress of Thomas de Coeona, of Adlington).
Az. two bars ar. over all a bend componde gu. and
Crest
or.
A unicorn s head couped ar. maned and armed
or, on the neck a cross patonce gu.
The Leghb of Adling-

Baggilegh;

last heiress,

of Chester,

—

—

—

ton bore anciently the coat of Cobona of Adlington, differenced, viz., az. within a border ar. three ducal coronets
or, in the centre point a plate.
Xieg'h. (BagiUeigh, or Baggiley, co. Chester). Az. two bars
ar. over all a bend sa.
Crest
On a wreath a bear pass»
chained or.
Xieg'h (Gerard Legh, author of the "Accedence of Armorie,"
who rf. 1563 descended from an illegitimate son of Randal
Leoh, second son of Sir Edmund Legb, of Bagulegh, co.
Chester). Quarterly, 1st, Leoh, of Bagulegh, az. a bend sa.
surmounted by two bars ar. (in his father's arms the bend
was placed over the bars)
2nd, Baoulegh, or, three
lozenges az. ; 3rd, De Corona, erm. a fesse gu. on a chief
indented of the second three crowns or; 4th, Levenshclme,
ar. a fleur-de-lis sa. over all a label of three points gu.
Crest
A bear pass. ppr. chained or.
Xieg'h (Bruche, near Warrington, co. Lancaster, 1664 and
17'27).
Az. two bars ar. a bend gobony or and gu. and

—

;

;

—

sometimes three crowns in chief or.
Xieg'h (Lyme, co. Chester; derived from Sir Peter Legh, of
Lyme, Knight Banneret, who died of wounds received
at Agincourt, eldest son of Sir Piers Lbgh, Knt., younger
son of Robert Legh, of Adlington, d. temp. Richard II.
The last male heir. Colonel Thomas Peter Legh, of Lyme,
Colonel Leoh's sister and heiress in blood,
d. unm. in 1797.
Martha Amie Legh, m. Lawrence Ormeeod, Esq., of Ormerod).
Gu. a cross engr. ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a ram's head ar. attired of the first, in the mouth a

—

laurel sprig vert.

Xieg'h (now of Lyme, co. Chester).
The following grants
of the arms, each bearing a varied difference, were given
to Thomas Legh, Esq.
gu. a cross engr. ar. in the chief
point on an inescutchcon sa. scmee of estoilcs ar. an

arm

armour embowed

of the second, the h:ind ppr.
holding a pennon silver, the whole within a bordure wavy
ar.
to William Leoh, his next brother, the same within a
bordure wavy or; to Peter, his youngest brother, the
same within a bordure erm.; to Maria, eldest sister, the
same within a bordure ar. charged with four roses gu. to
Margaret, .second sister, the same within a bordure ar.
cliargoil with four trefoils vert; to Emma, third sister, tho
same within a bordure ar. charged with four quatrefoils
gu. ; to Mary, fourth sister, the same within a bordure ar.
charged with four cinqucfoils az. Crest Issuant out of a
ducal coronet or, a ram's head ar. armed or, in the mouth
a laurel slip vert, over all a pallet wavy gu.; to William,
the same, with tUs pallet az. to Peter, the same, with tho
in

;

:

—

;

XiOggy
head

—

I.E
of East

:

X<eg'8:e (co. Kent; quartered by Beebee, of Willey Court.
Of this family, long seated at Leggcs, near Tunbridgc, was

Ciest

Oswald db Lega,

—

—

liSg'ett. Erm. a lion ramp. gu. Crest ^Two lions' paws supporting the royal crown all ppr.
lie Q-eyt (Jersey). Erm. a Hon ramp. gu. C-est A lion's
head couped ppr. Motto Quo fata vocant.
Iiegrgr (London).
Barry wavy of ten or and az. three
torteaux, in chief as many fleurs-de-lis gu.
X/egg. Gu. a cross engr. ar. a bordure of the last.

second, for

;

London, 1347 and 13,')4). Ar. a buck's
on a chief gu. three crosses Hory or.
(East Hall, High Lcgh, co. Chester; descended from
(I>ord Blayor of

da.
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pallet vert.

Tiegh. (The Limes, Lewisham,

Leous of Ridge,

co.

co.

Chester,

Kent; representative of thederived from John Lecu,

A
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Escheator of co. Chester, 12 Henry VI., second son of Sir
Piers Legh, of Lyme). Same Arms as Legu, of Lyme.
Xeg'h (afterwards Macclesfield, of Macclesfield, co. Chester).
Gu. a cross cngr. erm.
Xeg'h (Preston, co. Lancaster, 1C64). Gu. a cross engr. ar.
a canton or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a ram's head
ar. holding a sprig of laurel vert, charged on the neck with a

—

trefoil

Xegrh

gu.

Ar. a fesse

sa. in chief

three mul-

the second.

lets of

viz.: 1st: A cinquefoil pierced erin. with the legend "SigilCommunitatis
Leyrcestrie " 2nd
Issuant from
clouds a sheaf of three arrows, points downwards, one in pale
and two in saltire, on the dexter side a scroll, thereon
inscribed " In anti trinitarios," on the sinister a cinquefoil
pierced erm., legend, "Sigill. hospitalis
s'ctze: trinitatis;
in
novo opere " 3rd: A cinquefoil pierced erm., legend,
"Sigillum: Statut Burgi Llicestrie;" 4th: A cinquefoil
piered erm., legend, "Villa. Leic. Tarlat. ;" 5th: The
Virgin crowned, holding a sceptre in the dexter liand and a
naked child in the sinister seated under a canopy with finals

lum

:

:

:

;

:

Cumberland).

(CO.

LEI

surmounted by a ducal coronet. Crest— A dragon,
wings displ. and tail nowed erm. Seals, five in number*
shield

(CO. Devon, and Wells, co. Somerset).
Ar. on a chev.
gu. three martlets or, on a chief of the second a culveria
dismounted of the third. Crest A demi hound sa. holding

—

:

below them, on a small shield a cinquefoil pierced erm.,

ar. attired or.

Xeg'h, or Xeig'h.

:

;

:

Xeg'h

a stag's head

:

:

Gu. on a cross engr.

ar. betw.

four

Xeg'h, or Leig'h. Erm. on a chev. sa. three bezants.
or Leig'ham. (co. Berks). Sa. six fleurs-de-lis
or, three, two, and one.
C/C5(
An arm couped at the

legend, "Sigill: Mioratus. Vistc: Leiccstre."
of. See Coke.
Leicester (Tabley, co. Chester, bart., extinct 1742 Meriei,
Leicester, only dau. and heir of Sir Francis Leicester,
third and last bart. of Tabley, >u. as her second husband. Sir

shoulder, the part above the elbow in fesse, the hand erect
holding a bombshell fired ppr.

John Byrne, Bart., of Timogue, Queen's co., and her
son. Sir Peter Byrne, assumed the name and arms of

heads erased

lions'

Leicester, Earl

or, five hurts.

Xegham,

—

Xeg'ham, or Leighaiu. Gu. a swan ar. membered or.
Xegide. Az. three fleurs-de-lis or, over all a bendlet gu.
Liegoos

(Crostwight, CO. Norfolk).
on a bend sa. three martlets or.

Lazor

Xeg-ot, or
lion

ramp.

Quarterly, ar.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1345).

and

az.

Erm. a

sa.

Ijegrand.

Ar. a bend betw. four mullets gu. within a bordure gobonated of the first and az.
Xe Grice (Treriefc, co. Cornwall). Quarterly, gu. and az. on
a bend ar. three boars pass. sa. Crest A boar pass. sa.

—

collared or.

Xe

Le Grys

Grice, or

Quarterly, az. and

(co. Norfolk).

gu. on a bend ar. three boars pass. sa.

armed

and

(Scoley, co. Norfolk, 1440,

and

ar.

terly,

Ci-tst—A boar sa.

or.

Le Gros

az.

on a bend

co. Suffolk).

Quar-

sa. three martlets (another,

mullets) or.

Xe Gros

Crest

ar.

or,

—A dexter

—

Xegros.
Xegryle

Gu. a cross patonce vair.
(Brockdish, co. Norfolk).

—

boar pass. sa.
Ar. on a bend betw. six mullets gu. a cross

Xegiiard.
pattec or.

—A

Crest

greyhound statant

or,

and

collared

rinsed gu.
(St. Peter, Jersey).

on a chev. betw. three

Sa.

many griffins' heads
arm embowed in armour ppr.

escallops or, as

of the

dexter

garnished

field.

or,

Crest

—

holding a

head, as in the arms, motto over, Le hardy ne querre

—

Motto

pas querelle.

Xe Hert

Sic Donee.

(Walter Le Hert, Bishop

the Divinity School, Oxford.
pass. sa.

armed

or,

Visit,

Norwich; arms in
Oxon, 1566). Ar. a bull
of

a border of the second bezantee.
(London). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.

Xehoop, or Xehook
three beehives ppr.

Xehoop.
Cre.^t

Gu. three beehives betw. nine bees volant

or.

— A rose ppr.

Xe Hunt

(Bainbeigge-Le Hont; Peter Bainbrigge, Esq.,
and Ashbourn, co. Derby, fourth in
descent from William Bainbrigge, Esq., of Lockington, co.

of Burgh, CO. Lincoln,

assumed the additional surname and arms of
royal licence, 1832). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
six leopards' faces or, on a canton of the
a gauntlet of the second, for Le Hunt; 2nd and 3rd, az.

Lincoln,

Le Hdnt, by
az. a
first

—

Warren, Lord de Tabley.
Leicester. Same Arms, a bordure ar.
Leicester. Per pale indented ar. and gu.
Leicester. Bendy sa. and or.
Leicester, Earls of ^Robert de Bellamont, or Beaumont, so created by Charter 1103, extinct l'.;04). Gu. a

Leicester

(Westbury, co. Salop).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, gu. a
sang.

az. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis or;
fret or.

Creat

— A swan's head ar. guttle de

Leicester College (Newark,

Nottingham).

co.

Gu. three
through-

out ar. charged with nine fleurs-de-lis.
Leicester (Toft, co. Chester; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1633, Sir Basil Brooke, Knt., of Donegal, whose wife
was Anne, dau. of Thomas Leicester, Esq.). Az. a fesa
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Leicester (Kilcarmick, King's co.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1684, John Leicester).
Same Arms.
Leich (Scotland). Ar. a fesse wavy sa.
Leich (Grafton). Erm. on a chief indented gu. three crowns
;

Xe Hardy
griffin's

—

lions pass, guard, or, over all a label of three points

Quarterly, gu. and az.
(another, az. and or) on a bend ar. three boars sa.
Crest

A

Leicester, and was father of the first Lord de Tablet/). Az.
a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
{Lord de TaUcy). Same Anns. Crest
A swan's
head and neck couped ar. guttee de sang. Supporters
Dexter, a bay horse caparisoned ppr. collared and chained
or, supporting a standard of the King's Regiment of Chester
Yeomanry, viz., gu. charged with the letters K. By. C. Yy.
and fringed or; sinister, a swan ar. guttee de sang, charged
on the body with five fleurs-de-Us in saltire ar. Motto—Ta
domine gloria mea (another, Pro rege et patria). See also

Leicester

cinquefoil erm.

Az. three lions ramp,

(GrefiBer of Jersey, 1875).

arm embowed ppr. vested gu.
holding by the blade a sword, point downwards ar. hiltcd or.
Deo
Motto In
confido.
a chief

:

bend betw.

a chev. embattled betw. three battle axes sa.. for Bainbrigge;
quartering Parker, gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces
or.
Crest
On a hill vert a goat sa. collared, horned, and
hoofed ar. Motto— Deus mihi providebit.
Xe
(Little Bradley, co. Suffolk, and Huntshall, co.
Essex). Vert a saltire ar.
Crest
Out of a baron's coronet
or, pearls ar. a dexter hand holding a cutlass all ppr.
Le
(Artramont, co. Wexford descended from Col.
Eichard Le Hunte, M.P. for Cashell in 1661, Captain of
Cromwell's Guard, youngest son of Sir George Le Hunte,
Knt., of Little Bradley, Sheriff of Suffolk in 1610). Same
Arms. Crest A Hon sejant ar. Motto Parcere prostratis.

—

Hunte

—

Hunte

;

—

—

Leiborne.

Or, six lions ramp. sa. (another, az. five lions
ar. a canton erm.; another, az. six lions ramp, or;
another, within a bordure or).

ramp.

Leicester, Boroug-h of

(the

arms and town

borough confirmed and enlarged by James
Gilbert, Slayor. Visit. 1619).
quartering the arms of England,
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A
m,

1.,

seals of the
to

Nicholas

cinquefoil pierced erm.

label of three points, the

or.

Leids. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three eagles
An eagle's head gu. betw. two wings or.

Leigh

{Baron LeUjh, created 1839

;

—

close sa.

descended from

Crett

Rowland

Leigh, Esq., of Adlestrop, co. Gloucester, eldest son of Sir

Thomas Leigh,

Knt., Lord

Mayor

of London, 1553).

Gu. a

cross engr. ar. in the 1st quarter a lozenge of the second.
Crest
A unicorn's head erased ar. armed and crined or.

—

—

Supporters On either side a unicorn ar. armed, maned,
and unguled or, gorged with a ducal coronet gu.
pendent therefrom an escutcheon charged with the arms of
Brydges, viz., ar. a cross sa. thereon a leopard's face or.
Motto Tout vient de Dieu.
Leigh (Baron Leigh, of Stoneleigh, extinct 1806, created
1643
descended from Sir Thomas Leigh, Bart., of Stoneleigh, second son of Sir Thomas Leigh, Knt., Lord Mayor
of London, 1558). Gu. across engr. ar. in the 1st quarter
a lozenge of the second. Crest A unicorn's head erased ar.
armed and crined or. Supporters On either side a unicorn
ar. armed, maned, tufted, and unguled or.
Motto Tout
vient de Dieu.
Leigh {Sari of Chichester, extinct 1667; descended from Sir
William Leigh, Knt., of Newnham Regis, co. Warwick,
third son of Sir Thomas Leigh, Knt., Lord Mayor of London,
1558).
Gu. a cross engr. ar. in the 1st quarter a lozenge of
tufted,

—

;

—

—

—

the second.

Leigh (Charlestown, South Carolina, bart.). Or, a lion ramp,
gu. Crest — A cubit arm erect habited, grasping a tilting
spear in fesse all ppr.
(Whitley, co. Lancaster, bart.). Gu. a cross engr. ar.
betw. four lozenges erm. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
holding a lozenge erm.
Leigh (West Hall, in High Leigh, co. Chester; descended
from Thomas de Leigh, of the West Hall, Lord of a moiety
of Lymme in 1305, eldest sou of Ricbasd de Ltmme, by-

Leigh

—

A

A
;

;

I.

E
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AoNEa, his wife, dau. and heir of Ricbabd de Leigh). Or, a
Crest
A cubit arm, vested paly of Ave
lion ramp. gtx.
pieces or and sa. cuffed ar. hand ppr. grasping the upper and
lower fragments of a broken tilting spoar, point downwards.
Another Crest Ademilion ramp, or, holding a pennon displ.
"
az. charged with two bars or, inscribed " Force avec vertue
and with a shield of the arms of Leioh, of West Hall, in
High Leigh, co. Chester, on which are three escutcheons of
pretence, with the arms of the three husbands of Aones de
Leigh, of West Hall, &c., viz., Ltume, Venables, and

—

—

;

Hatwarden.
Xieigh. (Oughtrington, oo. Chester
the West Hall, in High Leigh).
lion

A

ramp. gu.

cubit

arm

;

2nd and

;

a branch of Leigh, of

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a

3rd, ar.

a bend lozengy

erect, vested paly of six or

and

sa. Crest

—

sa. cuff ar.

holding in the hand ppr. a broken tilting spear of the third.
liBig'll (Hindley Hall, co. Lancaster, bart., extinct 1843
RoBEST Holt Leigh, Esq., M.P. for Wigan, son of Holt
Leigh, Esq., of Whitley Hall, by his wife. Mart, dau. and
co-heir of Thomas Owen, Esq., of Bispham, was created a
His estates devolved on his
bart. 1815, d. unm. 21 Jan. 1843.
nephew, the Bight Hon. Thomas Pemberton, Chancellor of
the Duchy of Cornwall, who assumed the surname of Leigh,
And was created, 1858, lord Kingsdown). Gu. a cross engr.
Crest A demi lion ramp.
ar. betw. four lozenges erm.
holding in the paws a lozenge ar. charged with a rose of
York and Lancaster.
Jteig'h (Pemberton-Leigh, Lord £ingsdov)», extinct 1867).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.a cross engr. ar. betw. four lozenges
cnn., for Leigh; 2nd and 3rd, erm. anestoile or, betw. three
buckets sa. hoops and handles gold, for Pemberton. Crests
1st, Leigh: A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the paw a
lozenge ar. charged with a rose of the first; 2nd A dragon's
head erm. erased gu. ducally gorged or, and transfixed by
Supporters Dexter, a lion gu.
an arrow fessways ppr.
charged on the shoulder with a lozenge ar. thereon a rose of
the first; sinister, a wyvern erm. ducally gorged or, and
charged on the shoulder with an estoile gu. Motto— TJt tibi

—

—

:

—

sic alteri.

IiOig'h (Standishgate, near Wigan, co. Lancaster; granted to
Richard Leigh, Esq.). Ar. two bars az. a saltire betw. two
mascles in pale and as many lozenges in fesse gu. Crest
cubit arm erect, grasping a serpent entwined about the arm
Motto—Rxt manus inimica
ppr. betw. two antlers gu.

—

tyrannis.

lieigrh, or Lee (Abingdon, co. Berks, and co. Derby).
Az. three ducal crowns or, within a bordure ar. Crest An
armed arm couped at the shoulder or, enwrapped with a
scarf az. grasping a halbert ppr.
Xieig'h (co. Chester). Az. platfe three ducal crowns or.
liSig'h (co. Chester). Ar. a cross flory sa.
Xieig'h, or Lee (co. Cumberland). Erm. three bezants.
XiOigh. (cos. Cumberland and Lancaster). Erm. on a chev.
sa. three bezants (another, plates).
Leigrh (co. Derby). Az. a plate betw. three ducal crowns or.
Xteigh (Eggington, co. Derby; the heiress m. Evert).
Same A^-ms, a bordure ar. Crest A unicorn's head ar.
crined or, armed gobony gu. and gold
Another Crest An
armed arm couped at the shoulder or, enwrapped with a
scarf az. grasping a halbert ppr.
derived from
Iteigh. (Borough of Northam, co. Devon
LziGH, of High Leigh; the co-heiresses m. Basset and
Burt). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a sinister canton of the
second an escallop or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, erminois
holding an escallop ar.
Iieigrh (Clinkford, co. Essex). Ar. a fesse sa. in chief two
pellets, in base a martlet of the second.
Ijeigh (Northcourt, Isle of Wight; descended from Sir John
Leigh, Knt., of Northcourt, in Shorwell, living 1619, son of
Barnabas Leigh, Esq., of Stoke, co. Somerset; the daus. and
co-heirs of the last John Leigh, Esq., of Northcourt, were
Amelia, m. first. General Thomas Goldib, and secondly,
the Rev. Di&vid Lloyd, Chaplain to Greenwich Hospital;
Catherine, m. Chaloner Arcedecene, Esq., of Glevering
Hall, CO. Suffolk;
Johanna, m. first, Richard Bennett
Llovd, Esq., and, secondly, Francis Love Beceford, Esq.,
of Basing Park, co. IlanU; Elizabeth, m. Alexander
Stewart, Esq.; and Mart, m. James Strachan, Esq.). Ar.
on a chief embattled gu. three plates. Crest A hind pass,

—

—

—

;

—

—

ar.

Iteigh

(Belmont, co. Chester). Gn. a cross engr. ar. in the
lit quarter a lion ramp, or, and in the 2nd a lozenge of
the second. Crest
A lozenge gu. charged with a unicorn's

—

head couped

ar.

armed and crined

or.

Motto

— Legesjuraque

iervo.

Leigrh, or

liEI

Lea

(Bradley, co. Lancaster). Ar. two bars ax.
over all a bend gobonated of the second and gu. Crest
dexter arm embowed, vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand
ppr. a sword of the second, hilt and pommel or, environed

—

with a snake vert.

Leigrh

(Barton, co. Lancaster,

Ar. a lion ramp.

1664).

sa.

Leigh

Grange,

(Singleton

co.

Lancaster,

Same

1664).

Arms.

Leigh

(Lord Mayor of London, 1602). Ar. a fesse betw. two
pellets in chief and a martlet in base sa.
Leigh (Ridware, co. Stafford). Gu. a cross engr. ar. in
the dexter canton a lozenge or. Crest A unicorn's head

—

or.

Leigh

(granted to

Roger Leigh,

Gu. a cross engr.

Kent).

Barham

Esq., of

Court, co.

ar. betw. four lozenges erm., for

—

Crest
A demi lion gu. holding
betw. the paws a lozenge ar. charged with a rose gu. and
charged on the shoulder for distinction with a cross pattee

distinction a canton or.

or.

Leigrh

(Wells, co. Somerset).
Ar. on a chev. gu. three
martlets or, on a chief of the second a culverin dismounted
of the third. Crest
A demi greyhound sa. holding a stag'»

—

head cabossed

Leigh
Leigh

(CO.

ar.

Somerset).

Or, three fusils az.

(Rushall, co. Stafford). Gu. a cross engr. ar. in the
dexter quarter an escutcheon of the second, charged with
two bars az. and a bend of the field. Crest A unicorn's head
erased sa. armed or, crined and collared ar.
Leigh (Addington, co. Surrey, 1609). Or, on a chev. sa.
three lions ramp. ar. in the dexter quarter an annulet of the
second. Crest On a mount vert a lion couchant guard, ar.
charged on the breast with an annulet sa.
Leigh (Stockwell, co. Surrey, and Could ray, co. Hants;
derived from Leigh, of Ridge. Visit. Hants, 1634). Gu. a cross
engr. and a bordure also engr. ar.
Crest
A cockatrice
az. combed and wattled gu.
Leigh (co. Warwick). Gu. a cross engr. ar. a bordure of the
second, in the dexter quarter a lozenge or.
Lei^h (Bilsley, co. Warwick ; Har. MSS. 6060). Ar. a fess betw.
in chief three pellets, and in base a martlet sa.
Leigrh (Preston, co. York). Az. two bars or, over all a bend

—

—

—

of the last.

Leigh.

Ar. a cross pattee sa. (another, sa. a lion pass. ar.
crowned or; another, ar. a culverin dismounted in fesse sa.
another, ar. a fesse sa. in chief three mullets of the second,
the middle one pierced another, or, on a chev. betw. three
annulets sa. as many lions ramp. ar.).
;

Leigh

(London; Sir Thomas Leigh, Lord Mayor 1558. Visit.
London, 1563).
Gu. a cross engr. ar. in dexter chief a
Crest
A unicorn's head couped or.

lozenge or.

—

Leig'h (Walter Leigh,

to. Mart, dau. of John Hatdow,
Henry VIII. Visit. London, 1563).
fessways sa. in chief a crescent of the last.
Leigh (Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Leigh (Leigh, co. Cornwall; Robert Leigh, of Leigh, temp.
Henry IV., and Nicholas Leigh, of Leigh, temp. James I.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Or, on a bend gu. a lucie ar.
Leigh. Or, three fusils az. (another, az. three mascles or).
Leigh, or Lea. Per chev. ar. and gu. in chief two lions

Sheriff of London, temp.

Ar. a

billet

combatant sa.
Vert on a fesse cotised or, three leopards' face*
gu. (another, az. two bars ar. on a bend or, three pheons

Leigh.

gu. another, ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.; another, ar. a chev. sa.
a label of three points gu.).
co. Surrey
dethird son of the
Rev. Peter Leigh, M.A., of the West Hall). Arms, &.C., as
Leigh, of West Hall in High Leigh.
Leigh (Southwell, co. Nottingham Gervois Leigh, alias
Lee, Visit. Notts, 1614, grandson of Geoffrey Leigh, of
Az. on a fess
same, descended from Lee, of co. Kent).
;

Leig'h (Leatherlake House, Runnymcad,
scended from Rev. Thomas Leigh, M.A.,

;

;

—

C>-est
A demi Moor
cotised or, three leopards' faces gu.
vested gu. sleeves ar. holding in the dexter hand a gem ring
and round the neck a collar or, wreathed round the temples
of the second and az.
Leigh (quartered by Larder, of Upton Pine, co. Devon.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Vert three covered cups or.
Leigh (Asfordsby co. Leicester; Gilbert Leigh and
James Leigh, Visit. Leicester, 1619, sons of Robert Leigh,
of same place, the eon of Gilbert Leigh, of Asford.sby,
Az. two bars
descended from the Leiobs, of co. Chester).
ar. over all on a bend gu. a mullet or, for diff., quartering,
2nd, erm. on a chief indented gu.
Ist, or, three lozenges az.
three ducal coronets or 3rd, ar. a fleur-de-lis sa. a mullet
;

;

Iieigrh (Woodchester P»rk,

co. Qloucester).

Same Arms and

for diff.

Leigh

Crut.

598

(Scarlets

Wargrave,

co.

Berks).

Go. a cross engi
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the dexter chief point a lozenge of the second. Crest
A unicorn's head coaped or.
Iieigrh (Bidge, in Bishop's Morchard, co. Devon ; ten descents
given in Visit. 1620). Ar. two bars az. over all a bend compony or and gu.
Leig-h (Bardon, co. Somerset, 1595; a younger branch of
Crest— A demi lion ramp,
Leigh, of Bidge). Same Ai-nu.
Motto Legibus antiquis.
or, armed and langued gu.
Allington, co. Devon.
and
East
Tiverton,
Leigh (Leigh, near
Vert a saltire betw. four eagles displ. or.
Visit. 1620).
Jjeigh. (Quithioek, co. Cornwall). Ar. a bend lozengy sa.
Lieigrh (Middleton). Ar. two bars sa. over all a bend gu.
Tieigh. (Sir Henry Leigh, knighted at Dublin Castle, 20
April, 1603, by Chables, Lord Mountjoy. Lord Lieutenant).
ar. in

—

—

Barry of six
or and gu.

ar.

and

a bend compony counter-compony

az.

diff.

lieigh (Drogheda; John Leigh and James Leioh, temp.
George II., sons of Thomas Leigh, of same place, descended
from Leigh, of Elsmore, co. Salop. Beg. Ped. Ulster's
Office).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az.
charged on the shoulder with a mullet or, for diff. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a demi lion holding in the paws a
sceptre surmounted of a fleur-de-lis all gu. armed and
langued az.
Ijeigh (Bathbride, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce,

—

John Leigh, or Lt,

of that place, claiming descent

from McLaeghis, of Leix, Interpreter to Queen Elizabeth,
who, like Sir Patrick MacCeossan, aliat Cbosbie, and many
others of the Irish, about 1585, Anglicised his Celtic surname
of McI>aeghi8, and took the appellation of Lt, Lte, or
Leigu; his descendant, Francis Leigh, Esq., of Bathbride,
M.P. for Kildare, and Escheator-General of Leicester, for-

by his adhesion to James II.). Ar.
two bars az. over all a bend compony counter-compony or
and gu. Crest (Beg. Ulster's 0£Bce)^A dexter arm embowed
vested compony counter-compony or and gu. the hand holdfeited

all

his estates

ing a sword ppr. pommel and hUt gold.
."Leig-h (Bosegarland, co. Wexford; Bobebt Leigh, second
son of John Leigh, Esq., of Bathbride, having attended
Charles II. abroad, and served him faithfully during his

was rewarded after the Eestoration with a grant
of the Lordship, Manor, Castles, <fcc., of Bosegarland, co.
Wexford; he m. Margabet, sister and heir of Sir C^esab
CoLCLouGH, Bart., of Tintem Abbey, and dying s. p. 1695,
bequeathed the Manor of Bosegarland to his nephew,
Bobebt Leigh, eldest son of his brother, Francis Leigh,
who forfeited Rathbride 1690; he dying unm. 1724, was s.
by his brother, Francis Leigh, direct ancestor of the present
Francis Augustine Leigh, Esq., of Bosegarland, D.L.).
Same Arms. Crest (borne by the present Mr. Leioh)
hand lying fesswaya couped above the wrist, cuffed or, holding
a sword erect impaling three gory heads all ppr. pommel
and hilt of sword gold.
Leight, alias Toderleig-h (co. Hants). Erm. two
exile,

—

flames in saltire gu.

Cvest

— A wolf pass. gu.

Gu. three swans close ar.
(Bandolfu de Leiohtoh, 20 Edward
Ar. three eagles' heads erased sa.

Leighton

1330).

—

J/o«o—Dread shame.

sa.

Leighton

(Bausley, or Ballesley, co. Montgomery, and of
Shrewsbury Eev. Francis Kntvett Leighton, descended
from Daniel Leighton, Lieut,-Col. in Gen. Evans' horse,
younger son of Sir Edwabi> Leighton, first bart.). Same
Arms, Ac.
Leighton. Quarterly, indented or and gu. in the 2nd
»nd 3rd quarters six (another, three) boars' beads of the first,
three and three.
Leighton (Sir Bbtam Letghton, temp. Henry VIII.). Sa.
on a bend ar. three escallops gu.
;

Leighton.
Leighton.

Ar. a
Sa.

buglehom betw.

two bars

or,

three crescents sa.
ar. three escallops

on a bend

gu.

Leighton
C)-est

—

A.

(Ulishaven,

palm

Leighwood
vert.

tree vert.

(London).

— A banyan

Crut

Leike.

co.

Forfar).

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

—Per adversa

Motto

virtus.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three tigers
tree ppr.

Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. an annulet or.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the 1st quarter a
fleur-de-lis gu.
LeinBter, Province of. Vert an Irish harp or, stringed

Leinhams.
ar.

590
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and Jaggard's House,

descended from Bichabd Leib, B.A. of Exeter,
presented to the rectory of Charlton Musgrave in 1617). Az.
fesse raguly betw. three unicorns' heads erased or. Crett
demi unicorn ramp, holding betw. the legs a staff
raguly.
CO. Wilts

;

a

—A

Le Ireys (Geoffrey

Le Ibeys, of Anstey, son of Thouas Lb
Ireys, temp. Henry III.).
Az. on a fess ar. three escallops
of the first, over all a bend gu.

Leitch (Scotland).

Gu. on a bend engr.

of the second, three escutcheons az.

or,

Crest

betw. six fusils

—A hand holding

a serpent ppr.
St. Peter's, co. Norfolk, bart.).
Or, a cross
betw. three crescents in chief and as
lozenges in base gu. Crest
A lion pass. gu. charged
on the body with three mullets in fesse or. ATotto—Trusty
to the end.
Leith (Bestalrig, co. Edinburgh). Ar. five fusils in fess sa.
Leith (Leith Hall, co. Aberdeen ; now Leith-Hay, of Bannes
and Leith Hall). Or, a cross crosslet fitchee sa. betw. three
crescents in chief and as many fusils in base gu. ; now
quartered with Hay of Bannes [which see]. Crest A cross
crosslet fitchee sa.
Motto Trustie to the end.
Leith (Freefield and Glenkendy, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a cross crosslet fitchee sa. betw. three
crescents in chief and as many fusils in base gu. a bordure
az. ; 2nd and 3rd, az. a hart trippant or, attired and unguled.
gu., for Stracban. Crest
A hart at gaze ppr. Motto
Trusty to the end.
Leith (CraighaU, Scotland). Or, a cross crosslet fitch^ sa.
betw. two crescents in chief gu. and in base three fusils aa.
two and one, all within a bordure of the third. Motto
Trusty and bydand.

crosslet fitchee sa.

—

many

—

—

—

—

—

Leith

(Over-Bams, Scotland).
Or, a chev. betw. three
fusils az.
Crest A turtle dove ppr. Motto
Semper fidus.
Leith (Hearthill, Scotland). Or, a cross crosslet fitchee ai.
betw. two crescents in chief and a fusil in base gu.
Leith (Whitehaugh, co. Aberdeen now Fobbes-Leith, the
heiress having m. Forbes, of Tolquhon). Ar. a fess fusily
sa. (or, ar. five fusils in fess sa.).
Crest A dove with
an olive branch in her beak ppr.
Jfotto— Fidus ad

—

—

;

—

extremum.

Leitrim, Earl

Leke

of.

See Clements.
Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. nine
Crest
Two eagles ar. supporting a

(Sutton, co. Derby).

annulets of the

garb

field.

—

or.

Leke

(Earl of Scarsdale, extinct 1736; Sir Fbancis Lekb,
Knt., of Sutton, was created Baron Deincourt 1624, and
raised to the earldom 1645).
Same Amns. Crest A peacock's tail erect ppr. supported by two eagles' wings
expanded ar. Supporters Two angels ppr. upper garments
purp. under garments, wings, and hair or. Motto^G\oTi»

—

—

Deo

in excelsis.

Leke

(Newark-on-Trent, co. Nottingham, bart., extinct 1682).

Same Arms.
Or, a saltire flory sa. in

(Southwark).

chief a lion pass, of the last.
I.,

(Watlesborough, co. Salop, hart.). Quarterly, per
or and gu.
Crest
A wyvern, wings ex-

fesse indented

panded

three flenrs-

last.

(Ditcheat, co. Somerset,

Leke, or Leake

Leight.

Leighton

de-Us or, a border of the

Leir, or Lear

Leith (Burgh

Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1608, Capt. Edmtjnd Leigh,
of the Army in co. Tyrone). Az. on a chev.
betw. three ducal coronets or, as many hurts, a crescent for

Xieigh (Fun.
Commander

1612;

I.EL

Leinster, Duke of. See Fitzgebau>.
Leister (Beg. Ulster's Office). Az. a fess betw.

—

Leke.

Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. nine annulets or. Crest
peacock's tail erect, the plume displ. ppr. supported by two
eagle's wings

expanded

Aiiotlier

ar.

—A

garb

or,

one.
six annulets

or

Crest

banded gu.

Leke. Sa. six annulets or, three, two, and
Leke, or Leake. Sa. a bend betw.

(another, ar. a bend engr. sa. a chief gu.).
Leke, Leake, or
(co. Lincoln).

Leyke

Ar. a chief

(another, a chev.) gu. over all a bend engr. az. (another,
sa.).

Lekeborne

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses

(co. Lincoln).

crosslet sa.

Lekeborne.

Ar. a chev.

Lekesworth

(co. Suffolk).

sa. (another, sa.

Chequy

ar.

three fusils

ar.).

and gu. on a bend

ramp, of the first.
Ar. crusily sa. a chev. of the last.
(Bricksworth. Chawsham, co. Northampton, and co.
York). Ar. a saltire sa. Crest
On a mount vert a cock gu.
combed, wattled, and legged or, charged on the breast with
a saltire of the last.
Leland. Gu. on a saltire ar. three palets az. a chief or.
Crest
A crow rising, transfixed with an arrow.
Leland. Ar. a bend gu. cotised sa.
Leley. Gu. three lilies ar.
Lello (co. Hereford). Erm. on a canton gu. a cross molina
or.
Crest
gem ring or, entwined and fretted with a
serpent ppr.
az. three lions

Lekyborne.

Lelam

—

—

—A

A
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LEI.
I^elly

Ar. a fesse betw. three roses gu. in chief a

(1680).

crescent for

Xielly.

di£F.

Lellow

Ar. two bars gu.

Buckingham).

(co.

in chief three wolves' heads erased of the second.
On a rock a fort in flames ppr.
Ar. on two bars gu. three
Iielon, or Lelow.

courant of the

field,

in chief as

many

Crest

Xielon, or Lielow. Gu. three wolves pass. ar.
liCly (Sir Petee Lelt, of the Piazza, Covent Garden, Kew
Green, Surrey, and Greetwell, co. Lincoln, the Court Painter,
knighted by Charles II.). Ar. a fesse betw. three roses gu.

—A cornucopia ppr.

Hall, co. Norfolk, and Cawthorpe, co.
Lincoln; Bridget Lelt, granddau. of John Lelt, son of
Sir Peter Lelt, the Court Painter, m. W'lliam Ostler,
Esq., of Barton, and their son, William Ostler, Esq., m.
his cousin, Ltdia Anne, dau. and heiress of David Lelt,
Crest
A corAr. a fesse betw. three roses gu.
Esq.).
nucopia ppr.
Iiem. Ar. on a bend gu. three lions pass. or.
Le Maire (London; Pavid Le Maire, Visit. London, L563,
Ar. three Moors'
son of James Le Maire, of Tournay).
Crest
A Moor's head couped ppr.
heads couped ppr.

I<ely (Framlingham

—

—

Motto— Tempera
Ije

Maistre

(locally

(Jersey).

Ar. a chev. gu. in base a marigold
du Maistre") closed ppr. on a

fleur

—A

Crest
dexter arm embowed in
chief az. three estoiles or.
armour ppr. holding in the hand a rose wreath (another, a

laurel wreath) all ppr.

Motto

— Ferme

et

—

Az. a fesse betw. three dolphin? hauriant ar. Crest In a
lemon tree ppr. a pelican in her nest or, feeding her young ppr.

Iiemaii

Ar. a fesse betw. three

dolphins

naiant gu.

Iieman

(Brampton Hall, co. Suffolk). Az. a chev. or, betw.
Crest
Out of a ducal
three owls ar. legged of the second.
coronet an owl's leg erect or.
Iieman (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1671, of the wife of
Nathaniel Stoughton, of DubUn, merchant). Az. a fcss
betw. three dolphins embowed ar.
Iiemarch. Barruly ar. and az. a lion ramp. gu. Crest An
arm in armour embowed, striking with a dagger all ppr.
Iieniarch.and (granted to Michael Joseph Lemarchand,
Per chev. embattled gu. and
Esq., of Ghazepoor, Bengal).
ar. in chief two lions' heads erased of the last, in base a ship
under sail at sea, in the centre chief point a bee volant all
ppr. Crest Out of an eastern crown or, a horse's head ar.
charged with a bee, as in the arms.
Marchant (Guernsey). Az. a chev. or, betw. three
Crest
Out of a ducal
owls ar. legged of the second.
coronet gu. an owl's leg erect or. Supporters (as shown by
the seal of Pierre Le Marchant, Seneschal of the Priory
Two grifBns
of St. Michel flu Valle, Guernsey, in 13S8)
Motto Me Minerva lucet.
ppr.
Marchant (Chobham Place, Surrey, bart.). Az. a chev.
Crest
or, betw. three owls ar. legped of the second.
Out of
a ducal coronet an owl's leg erect or.
Master (granted to William Le Master, of Cambridge, by Dethick, Garter, 17 Nov. 1587). Or, on a fess
az. betw. three pheons gu. two lions pass, of the first.
A lion's head affrontee or, pierced with a pheon in
Crest
pale issuant from the mouth.
Lementon. Az. fretty or, on a chief of the last a lion
ramp. betw. two mullets gu.
Merchant. Gyronny of eight erm. and az. a bordure
ensr.
Lenaesey (co. Warwick). Gu. an eagle displ. or, membered

—

—

—

Le

—

—

—

—

Le

—

Le

—

Le

az.

Le Mesurier, or Le Messurier
chev. betw. three dexter hands gu.

winpB extended

Leming:

(Guernsey).
Ar. a
Crest— A hawk ppr.

or.

Le Miere (Jersey).
Le Milliere. Gu.

Az. a chev. betw. three escallops or.
three roses av. barbed and seeded ppr.

(Coluhcster,

co.

Essex,

co.

Lancaster, and

co.

Erm. a cro.is patonec az.
Leming. Erm. a cross crosslet az.
York).

Lemingrton, or Lonington

(Lemington, co. York). Ar.
(another, or) a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three
boars' heads couped or.

Lemingrton.

Ar. a chev. «a. in chief three crescents,

and

In hn-^e a biiclehorn of the last.

Lemington

(UonERT Lemington, of Louchborough, d.
l.M?.
arms from his touili). Ar. on a chev. engr. az,
betw. three cr.incs gu. achovronel or.
;

COO

three crescents sa.
ppr.

Crest

—A

Ar. a buglehorn betw.
savage's head erased affrontee

Lemmin^on, or Lennington. Ar. a buglehorn sa.
Lemon (Carclew, co. Cornwall, bart., extinct). Ar. on

a

chev. betw. three mullets gu. an eagle displ. of the field.
Crest
A lion pass. gu. charged with three miMJets or.
or
See Leman.
Montais (Jersey). Sa. four fusils in fesse or, in chief an
increscent of the last.

—

Lemmon.

Lemon,
Le

Lemosy, or Lymesey
displ. or,

armed

displ. gu.

a bordure

Le Mott€e
the

last.

(co.

Warwick).

Gu. an eagle

(co.

Warwick).

Or,

sa.

Lemosy, or Lymesey

an eagle

sa.

(Guernsey).

Ar. a boar pass. sa. a bordure of

—

CreH A hoar's head sa.
(Normandy, &c.). Or, a double-headed eagle
a sun in splendour gu.

Lemprenr

displ. sa. in chief

Lempre'w, or Lempreur. Gyronny

Lempridre

of twelve ar.

and

(Seigneurs of Rozel, Jersey). Gu. three eagles
An eagle rising ppr. Su/jporlers Two

Crest

or.

displ.

—

—

knights fully armed, visors raised ppr.

Motto

—Timor Dei

nobilitas.

Lempy.

fidfele.

Xiezaan, or Lemmon (Northaw, co. Herts, bart., extinct
1762; Sir John Leman, was Lord Mayor of London, 1616).

(co. Norfolk).

Lemmington, or Lenninglon.

gu. on a chief az. an eagle with two heads displ. ar.

te tcmpori.

termed "la

and one.

four, three, two,

hounds

wolves' heads erased

of the second.

Crest

N

(Westminster; descended from
Normandy; confirmed 14 June, 14 James I.). Per chev. sa.
and ar. three Catharine wheels counterchanged. Crest
demi griflSn sa. holding a Catharine wheel ar.
Lemming: (co. Essex). Ar. fifteen gutt&s de sang, five,

—

See Lelt.

Lielon, or

liE

Lemitare, or Lemitaire

Ar. a lion pass. sa.

Lemsels, or Lomsels

(co. Cornwall).

Az. a wolfs head

erased or.

Lemster

(London). Ar. on a fesse betw. three lions' heads
erased gu. as many crescents or, each charged with a mullet
of the second.
Lemster. Ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu. as many
mullets or. Crest A demi cupid issuing, in the dexter hand
an arrow, in the sinister a bow bent all ppr.
Lemuses, or Lennuses (De Tourney). Gu. a bend or,
betw. six roses ar.
Lenale. Sa. three boars' heads couped ar.
Lenall. Ar, eleven billets sa. four, three, three, and one.
Lench (Wych, co. Worcester; Randolph de Lench, High
Sheriff, tem}y. Henry II.
Visit. Worcester, 1.533 and 1634).
Ar. two bars engr. az. each charged with three tinquefoil.s
or, quartering, Ar. on a chev. az. three cro.^ses pattee or, for
Beacfo. Crest A tiger sejant or, collared gu. resting the
forepaw on a shield per chev. of the second and first.
Lenche (Dowdeswell). Ar. two bars engr. vert, on each
three cinquefoils of the first.
(Caule, Scotland). Or, an orle indented on the inner

—

—

Lend
edge

az.

Lendrum

(confirmed to George Lendrum, E.«q., of Jamestown, CO. Fermanagh, son of James Lendrum, of sanu!

and grandson of George Lendrum, Esq., of Moorfield,
CO. Tyrone, and the descendants of his said grandfather).
Gu. three garbs or, on a chief ar. three woolpacks sa. Crist
On a mount vert a dove close, in the beak an olive branch
all ppr.
Motto La paix.
place,

—

—

Lenenholme (co. Lancaster). Ar.
Le Neve (Tivetshall, co. Norfolk,

three fleurs-de-lis sa.
co. Suffolk, temp.

and

Henry IV. confirmed to William le Neve, Clarenceux
King of Arms). Ar. on a cross sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the
field.
Crest—0[it of a ducal coronet or, a lily ar. stalked and
;

leaved vert, barbed and seeded gold.
(London). Ar. on a cross az. five fleurs-de-lis of
the field betw. two tortoises gradient vert, one in the 1st
quarter, the other in the 4th. Crest— On a mount vert
three silver lilies in one stalk, leaved and seeded all ppr.
Lenhorgy (co. Cornwall). Az. three greyhounds pass. ar.
Lenigran (Castle Fogerty, co. Tipperary William Lanioan,
Esq., ))i. Elizabeth, only dau. (and eventual heiress to her
brother James) of Thomas Fooertt, Esq., of Castle Fogerty).
Quarterly, 1st, az. on a palet ar. betw. two lions ramp,
regarding each other or, each betw. three fleurs-de-lis,
two and one, of the second, three trefoils in pale vert for
Lenioan; '2nd, az. in chief two lions ramp, regarding each
other, supporting a garb all or, in the dexter liase a crescent,
and in the einister an Irish harp, both gold, stringed ar., for
Fooartt (ancient); 3rd, vertafcs.se ar. betw. three garbs or,
for Fooartt (modern); 4th, ar. a chief vert, for Mtler.
1st: A lion ramp, or, leaning on a sword ar. hilti'd
C7-ests
gold; 2nd: An arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or,
holding a dagger ar. billed gold.
Lenihan (Limerick; granted to Maurice Lenihan, Esq.,
J. P. of that city, son of Jamkh Leniuam, Esq., of Watcrford, and

Lo Neve

;

—

A

A

;

li

—

and resting the

slipped vert,

the

BoRKE arms,

lion

ramp.

and

sa.

viz., or,

a

on an escutcheon of
a
a hand of the last. Motto

forefoot

cross gu. in the 1st quarter

in the '2nd

—

liennard (Cheveningand

and

House,
Or, on a fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
CO. Essex).
Another
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a tiger's head ar.
Coat (said to have been borne by this family. See Vincent's
Small Barony) Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three eagles'
heads erased sa. a lion pass. betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the
A demi lion ramp. ar. ducally gorged or, holding
field. Crest
in the dexter paw a rose gu.
Xennard (Earl of Sussex and Baron Dacre : earldom extinct
1715, barony is now vested in Thomas, twenty-second Lord
Dacre : Sampson Lennabd, Esq., eldest son of John Lennard,
Esq., of Cheveningand Knole, m. Margaret VvEfiti^s, Baroness
Dacre in her own right, sister and heiress of George, tenth
Lord Dacre she conveyed the barony to her husband's family
Thomas, fifteenth Lord Dacre, was created Earl of Sussex
Or, on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the
1674, d. s. J), m.).
Out of a ducal coronet or, an heraldic tiger's
Crest
field.
Supporters
Dexter, a
and
tufted gold.
bead ar. maned
wolf ar. gorged with a spiked collar, chain reflexed over
tack or; sinister, a bull gu. armed, ducally gorged
Motto Pour bicn
and chain reflexed over back or.
Knoll, co. Kent,

Bell

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

desirer.

Xieunard (Wickham

Court, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1727
descended from Sir Samcel Lennard, Knt, of Wickham,
younger brother of Sampson Lennard, Esq., of Chevening,

ancestor of the Lo>-ds Dacre and Earls of Sussex). Or, on a
fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field, a crescent for diflf.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a tiger's head ar.
Crest
Xennard. Same Arms. Crest A lion ramp. gu. semee of
Inter
estoiles or, issuing from clouds ppr.. Motto over
nubus resplendeo. (The crest granted to Lennard, Herald
of Arras, afterwards Bluemantle Pursuivant of Arms).
Xennard. Per pale gu and az. three demi lions pass. or.
Crest
A tiger's head quarterly or and az.
Xennard (Barrett-Lennard, Belhus, co. Essex, hart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th. or, on a fesse gu. three fleurs-de-lis
of the first, for Lennard; 2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and gu.
barry of four counterchanged, for Barrett, all within a
bordure wavy sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an
Irish wolf-dogs head per fesse ar. and erni. charged with an
Mottoes La loi le
escallop tarways nebulee gu. and sa.
veut, et moi ni mot
Pour bien desirer; and, Labondad para

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

medra.

Xennie, or

Xeny

bears' heads ar.
last.

Crest

(Scotland).

Sa.

on a chev. betw. three

muzzled gu. as many cinquefoils of the
ppr. holding up a covered cup

— A dexter arm

or.

Xennon

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a mount in base vert
Crest
On a mount vert a buck
a buck browsing ppr.
browsing ppr. Motto Prisco stirpe Hibernico.
Xennos, or Xenos. Az. three fleurs-de-lis ar. on a
bOrdure of the last eight roses gu. Crest A pennant parted
per pale gu. and or, tasselled of the last.

—

—

—

Xennock.

Ar. guttle de poix, a
(Gordon-Lennox, Dukr of Richmond, Lennox, and
Gordon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, France and England,
quarterly; 2nd, Scotland; 3rd, Ireland (being the arms of
Charles II.), all within a bordure compony ar. and gu.
charged with eight ro.ces of the second, barbed and seeded
ppr., over all an escutcheon of pretence gu. charged with
three buckles or, for the Dukedom of Aubigny. Crests 1st:
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion statant guard, or,
crowned with a ducal coronet gu. and gorged with a collar,
fesse sa.

Xennox

—

as the bordure in the arms; 2nd A demi lion ramp. or. Sup'j>orters
Dexter, a unicorn ar. armed, maned, and unguled
or; sinister, an antelope ar. armed and hoofed or, each
supporter gorged witli a collar compony, as the bordure in
the arms. Motto
En la rose je fleurie.
(Scotland; ancient £r(Ws o/ ie/mox, extinct). Ar. a
saltire gu. cantoned with four roses of the last.
(Woodhead, Scotland, now Lennox-Kinoaid). Ar.
a saltire gu. betw. four roses of the last, barbed vert, now
quartered with Kincaid, of that Ilk [which see\ Crest Two
broadswords in saltire behind an imperial crown all ppr.
Supporters Two savages, wreathed head and middle with
oak, holding in their hands clubs erect all ppr. Motto I'll
:

—

—

Xennox

Xennox

—

—

defend.
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Xenosey.

Gu. an eagle

displ.

with two heads

or,

a baton

ar.

Xens

(Norwich).

Az. on a chev. betw. three martlets or,

three trefoils slipped of the

Xenstofte.

Lent

field.

Or, a lion ramp, per fesse gu.

(Willi

«,M

Lent,

Edward

teinp.

and

sa.

quartered

III.,

by

BcRY, of Culham, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Quarterly, ar. and or, a cross engr. gu.
Xent. Vert a chev. erm. betw. three leaves ar. Crest

—

horse pass. ar.

PatriBB infelici fidelis.

la

LEO
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EN

their descendants). Ar. on a mount vert a buck trippant
gu. attired or, in the mouth a trefoil slipped of the second, a
chief az. charged with a castle having on each tower an
obtuse spire surmounted by a weathercock, and on an arch
Crest
over the curtain wall a cross flory all of the field.
buck trippant ru. aitircd or, holding in the mouth a trefoil

—

Xentaigrne

(Tallaght, co. Dublin

;

John Francis Lentaignb,

Esq., C.B., J. P. COS. Dublin and Monaglian, InspectorGeneral of Prisons, and Commissioner of National Education
in Ireland, represents the Irish branch of an ancient
family of Normandy, where the head of the elder branch,
GnsTAVE, Count Lcntaiqne de Logirierc, resides on his estate of
De Beauvoir, near Livarot, Calvados. The Irish branch descends from Jean Francois Lentaigne, b. 1699, d. 1780,
fifth son of Richard Lentaigne, Sieur de la Croix, d.
1720, the common ancestor of both houses). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, on a chev. az. betw. three martlets sa. a
fleur-de-lis of the field, on a chief of the second three
mullets ar., for Lentaigne; 2nd, ar. two lions ramp, combatant, supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu.

waves of the
sea a salmon naiant all ppr., for O'Neill; 3rd, sa. a bend
ar. in chief a tower of the last, for Plcnkett. Mr. Lentaigne,
C.B., bears on an escutcheon of pretence, in right of his wife,
Mary, dau. and co-heir of Francis Magan, Esq., of Emoe,
CO. Westmeath, ar. a chev. betw. three boars pass. az.
Crest
A dove ppr. charged on the breast with a mullet ar. holding in the beak a fleur-de-lis or. Mottoes Over the crest:
Prpfide, rege, et patria pugno
under the arms
Dieu
ayde.
Lentally. Quarterly, per fess indented erm. and ermines.
Xenthall (Leynthall, and Hampton Court, co. Hereford,
Lachford, Great Haseley, Burford Priory, and Yelford Hastderived from
ings, CO. Oxford, and Besselsleigh, co. Berks
Sir Rowland Lenthall, Knt., of Hampton Court, Master of
the Robes to Henry IV., and one of the Commanders at
Agincourt William Lenthall, Speaker of the House of
Commons terap. Charles I. was immediate ancestor of the
Lentualls of Burford Priory, co. Oxford, and of Besselsleigh, CO. Berks).
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three mullets
in chief three estoiles of the last, in base, in

—

—

;

:

;

;

or.

Crest

—A greyhound

Xenthall

(Lachford,

Lachford,

Visit.

co.

Oxon,

saliant sa. collared or.

Oxford William Lenthall, of
great-grandson of Thomas
;

1574,

Lenthall, the son of John Lenthall, of Lenthall). Ar.
on a bend cotised sa. three mullets pierced or, quartering
sa. a bend fusily ar., anothercoat of Lenthall, also Baolet,
PypARD, and Willie.
Xenthall (Besselsleigh Manor, Abingdon). Ar. on a bend
Crest
A greyhound saliant sa.
cotised sa. three mullets or.
collared or. Motto Azincourt.
Xenthall (Monkton, co. Devon Peter Lenthall, of that
place, at Visit. Devon, 1620, grandson of Edward Lenthall,
a younger son of Lenthall, of Lachford, who left
the CO. Oxford, and settled at Monkton). Same Armi and

—

—

;

Crest.

Xenthall

(co. Dorset).

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

greyhound

in full course sa. collared or.

Xenthall.

Ar. two

bars

sa.

each charged with

three

mullets or.

Lenther. Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three mullets or.
Lenthorne. Gyronny of eight or and sa. an eagle displ.
ar.

Xenthorp, Xenthrop, or Xeventhorp

(co.

Essex,

and Shingley Hall, co. Herts). Ar. a bend gobonated gu.
and sa. (another, az.) cotised of tbe second. Crest—A. lady
standing ppr. richly attired vert.
(co. Buckingham, and Aldwinkle, co. Northampton;
Az. a bend erm. betw. two
granted 21 March, 1584).
dolphins embowed and bendways or. Crest A tiger's bead
erased az. tufted, armed, collared, and ringed or.

Xenton

—

Xenton

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1623, Edward Lenton,
Esq., of Kilmainhain, Provost-Marshal of Ireland). Az. a
bend erm. betw. two dolphins embowed bendways or.
Xenton-Priory (co. Nottingham). Quarterly, or and ar.
over all a cross calvary on three grieces or steps sa. fimbriated of the first.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

Lentston.
Xenysis.

Gu. a bend betw. six crosses botonnee or.
Or, a saltire engr. vert.
(CO. Norfolk).
(arms in Dedington Church, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon,
1566).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Xeonard (Reg. Ulster's Office). Per fess dancett^e ar. and
az. a fess gu.

Xeon
Xeon

A

Zieonard

allowed at the funeral of Mrs.
Or, on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-Us of

(Chevening;

Lbonabd, of Knole).
the

—

Out of a ducal coronet or, a tiger's head ar.
lie Pelley (Seigneurs of the Island of Sark). Or, a chev.
gu. on a chief of the second three mascles of the first.
liepla (Isle of Ely, co. Cambridge). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
a bordure componee or and vert.
Iieple. Erm. an inescutcheon gu. a bordure engr. of the
last.

(Earl of Clanearty). See Trctch.
Az. three towers domed or, gates sa.
Xieppingrton (Louth, co. Lincoln, and Haverstock Hill, co.
Middlesex). Per chev. or and az. in chief two annulets, and
Upon a mount vert
in base a billet counterchanged. Crest

Iie-Poer-Trench
Iieport.

—

a garb

or,

az. within

a chain in arch gold.

Motto

—

Avito non sine honore.

Ijepton (Kepwick,

co. York).

Barry of six

ar.

and gu. on a

chief az. three Catharine wheels or.
Ar. on a chief az. three Catharine
(co. York).
Issuing from a castle triple-towered a
Crest
wheels or.

X<epton

—

demi lion ppr.
IjO ftuesne (Jersey).
ducibus ubique

Ar. a lion

pa.ss.

gu.

—

Motto

Suis

fidelis.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mascles (another,
lozenges; another, fusils) sa.

IjO Soulx, or lie Poitevin-dit-le Boulx (Jersey).
Az. a bend or, in chief a falcon close, and in base a lion
ramp. ar. Crest— A. falcon rising ppr.
lie Boy (Guernsey) Gu. a bend, and in the middle chief point
a crescent, both ar.
I<errier (Lieut.-Bailly of Jersey, 1875). Ar. a fesse sa. in
chief the sun in splendour ppr. betw. two crosses pattee vert, in
base a cottage also ppr., the whole within a bordure engr.
az. Crest A chapel ppr. Mottoes Pugna pro aris Bonus,

—

—

;

Justus, et utilis.

Suez

(St.

Gu. three arrows in fesse or,
Motto Vi et
lion ramp. gu.

Ouen, Jersey).

points in base.

C^-esl

—A

—

virtute.

liOScher (granted to Joseph Samuel Lescheb, Esq., of Boyles,
CO. Essex, and his cousin, William Joseph Lescheb, Esq.,
of Upton, CO. Essex, grandsons of Lawrence Lescheb, of
Or, a cross gu. on a chief az. a stork
Kertzflld, in Alsace).
Crest
In front of a
ar. beaked and legged of the second.
buglehom sa. a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, entwined by a serpent, the hand grasping a dagger
fesseways, the point towards the dexter also ppr. pommel
and hilt gold. Motto Singulariter in spe.
I<e Scot {Earl of Chester, d.s.p. 1237). Or, three piles gu.

—

—

Crest— Two battle axes in saltire az. hilted sa.
Iiesingi^ou (co. York). Ar. three saltorels enpr.

sa.

Iiesk (that Ilk). Sa. a fesse betw. three mullets in chief and
as many mascles in base all or.
I<eskes'worth (co. Suffolk). Chequy ar. and gu. a bend sa.
Ar. on a bend az. three
(that Ilk, co. Aberdeen).
or, within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
Crest— A griffin's head ppr. Motto Grip fast.
Xieslie {Earl of Rothes; now borne by the Countess of
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a bend
Rothes in a lozenge).
2nd and 3rd, or, a lion
az. three buckles or, for Leslie
ramp. gu. debruised by a ribbon sa., for Abernetht.
Supj^mters-Tvo griffins ppr.
Crest— A demi griffin ppr.
beaked, armed, and winged or. Motto— Grip fast.
Quarterly,
1st and 4lh, ar. on a
Xieslie {Lmd Lindores).
bend az. three buckles or; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp. gu.
debruised by a ribbon sa. by way of surtout an escutcheon
(fu. charged with a castle triple-towered ar. masoned sa., for
the title of Lindores. Crest—A demi anecl with wings or,
holding in the dexter hand two greyhounds' heads erased
ppr. Motto Stat promissa fides.
X<eslie {Lord Kfwark), As Lvrd Lindores, with a crescent
gu. in thief. Crest, Motto, and Supporters, as Lord lin-

Xieslie

buckles

—

;

—

X<e8lie(Findra88ie, CO. Elgin; heiress m. 1794, Sir John Leslie,
of Wardis). Quarterly, as Earl of Rothes, within a bordure
chequy gu. and or. Crut A buckle ar. Jlfo»o— Firma
durant.
Xieslie (Burdsbank, Scotland). The quartered Arms of the
Bart of Rut Urn, within a bordure parted per pale chequy and
counter-oompontc gu. and or. Crest A buckle or. Motto

—

—

—

fast.

Xieslie (Torry, co. Forfiir). The quartered coat of Bothes,
within a bordure indented nnd parted per pale az. and ar.
f^'tt

— A buckle

or.

Xteslie (Bnlquhain,

6n2

co.

—A

griffin's

head erased ppr.

co. Aberdeen).

Motto

Ar. on a fesse betw.

—

two

—

crosses crosslet fitchee az. three buckles or.
Citit
head couped ppr. charged with a cross crosslet

griffin's

JVfo«o— Firma spe.
fitchee ar.
Xieslie (Glasslough, co. Monaghan, bart. a branch of Balquhain). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a bend az. betw.
two holly leaves vert three buckles or 2nd and 3rd, or, a
lion ramp. gu. debruised by a ribbon sa.
Crest
A griffin's
head erased gu. Motto Grip fast.
Iieslie ( Jahes Leslie, Advocate, of the family of New Leslie,
Ar. on a fesse az. three buckles or,
CO. Aberdeen, 1694).
within a bordure of the second charged with as many stars
of the first. Crest A griffin ppr. winged or, holding in the
dexter talon a buckle of the last. Motto
Probitas et
;

;

—

—

—

—

firmitas.

Aberdeen). Ar. on a fess az. three
buckles or, within a bordure indented of the second. Crest
A griffin ppr. holding in the dexter talon a buckle or.
Motto Quae juncta firma.
Leslie-Melville (Earl of Leven and Melville). Quarterly,
1st, az. a thistle slipped ppr. ensigned with an imperial
crown or, as a coat of augmentation to the arms of Leslie ;
2nd, ar. on a bend az. three buckles or, for Leslie 3rd, ar.
a fesse gu. 4th, gu. three crescents within a bordure ar.
charged with eight roses of the first, both for Melville.
Crest, of Leslie: A demi chevalier in complete armour,
holding in the dexter hand a dagger erect ppr. pommel and
hilt or
of Melville The head of a ratch-hound erased sa.
Supporters 1st: Two chevaliers completely armed, each
holding in the exterior hand the banner of Scotland, for
Leslie 2nd Dexter, a ratch-hound sinister, an eagle ppr.,
Pro rege ct patria, for Leslie;
for Melville. Mottoes
and, Denique coelum, for Melville.
Xieslie (Pitcaple, co. Aberdeen). Ar. on a bend az. betw.
two mullets gu. three buckles or.
Xieslie (Wardis, co. Aberdeen, and Findrassie, co. Moray,
bart., 1625).
Ar. on a bend az. betw. two holly leaves vert
three buckles or ; quartered with Leslie, of Findrassie.
JVfo^o— Grip fast.
A
demi
griffin ppr.
Crest
Leslie (Warthill, co. Aberdeen). As Lesue, of Wardis,
without the Findrassie quarter.
Crest
A griffin's head
erased ppr. Motto Grip fast.
Leslie (TuUoch, co. Aberdeen). Ar. on a fesse az. three
buckles or, betw. as many fleurs-de-lis of the second.
Crest
An eagle's neck with two heads erased sa. Motto

Lieslie (Kininvie,

co.

—

—

;

:

;

—

Motto— WaU
Aberdeen).

fast.

Ar. on a fesse az. three

:

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hold

fast.

Leslie (Colpnay-Shiels, co. Aberdeen). Ar. on a fess
az. three buckles or, within a bordure invecked of the
Crest
second, charged with eight crescents of the first.
A buckle issuing out of a creacent ar. Jfotfo— Conamine
augeor.
Leslie (Oustens, Scotland, 1672). Ar. on a bend az. betr.

—

three oak branches
buckles or.
Crest

shppcd

—A

—

vert,

many

acorned ppr. as

hand holding a writing pen ppr.

Motto Soli Deo gloria.
Leslie, Bailie of Aberdeen, 1672). Ar. on
Motto Deus proa bend embattled az. three buckles or.

Leslie (George

—

videbit.

Leslie

Ar. a pair of wings inverted
(Aberdeen, 1672).
conjoined ppr. surmounted of a fesse az. charged with three
buckles or. Motto God guide all.
Leslie (Powis, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a bend az. three buckles or, within a bordure gu. 2nd and
3rd, az. three frases ar. within a bordure quartered or and of
the second, the first charged with three antique crowns gu.
crescent ar.
the last with as many cinquefoils ar. Crest
Motto Crescat Deo promotore.
Leslie (Dunlugas, co. Banff, 1814). Quarterly, as Earl of
Rothes within a bordure az., en surtout, per fess ar. and az. in
chief two bears' paws crossing oaltireways ppr. and in bastf
three cinquefoils, two and one ar., for Ghon, of Christiansand,
A demi griffin ppr. holding in his paws
Crest
in Not way.

—

;

—A

—

a buckle

dorfs.

Kepp

Crest

;

I<ennouth.

XiO

buckles or.
Grip fast.

Lieslie (Klncraigie,

first.

Iieonard, Lenor, or licnorey. Az. three garbs ar.
Iieonard. Or, on a fesse az. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Creit

banded
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Leslie

or.

—
— Grip

Molto

(Colonel

fast.

Jonathan Forbes Leslie,

of Rothie,

co.

Aberdeen, 1862). Quarteriy, 1st and 4th grand quarters,
counter-quartered, 1st and 4th, ar. on a fess betw. two
boars' heads erased az. in chief and base three buckles
or, for Leslie, 2nd and 3rd, az. a fess chequy ar. and
of the first betw. three boars' heads erased or, a bordure
2nd
indented of the second, for Gordon, of Badenscoth
and 3rd grand quarters, az. a dirk in pale ar. hilted
and pommelled or, on its point a wolf's head couped of
the third, betw. tlirce bears' heads couped of the second,
muzzled gu. a chief also of the second and issuing from
its base a demi otter sa. crowned with an antique crown of
;

AA

—

A ffriffln's head and neck
the fourth, for Forbes. Crests
erased ppr., for Lesue ; a bear's head and neck couped and
muzzled ppr., for Fobbes. Mottoe* Grip fast, for Leslie;
Spe expecto, for Fobbes.
Ijeslie (Nethermuir, co. Aberdeen, 1872). Per pale ar. and
or, on a bend az. betw. two crosses flory gu. three buckles
Crest
A demi gri£Bn ppr. Motto Grip
of the third.

—

—

—

fast.

Ijeslie (Ballybay, co. Monaghan; confirmed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1708, to Ven. Henbt Leslie, of Hillsborough, D.D.,
Archdeacon of Down, son of Jaues Leslie, Esq., of the same
place, and grandson of Henbt Lesue, Bishop of Meath)
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. az. three round
buckles or 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. sa. Crest An

—

;

angel ppr.

Shottisham, co. Norfolk, and the East Indies, through Db
DtmsTON, and by that family through Noel, which last
family acquired divers lands by marrying Margaret, dau. of
Gut, and sister and co-heiress to the lands of Balfk

—

Le Strange, temp. Henry II.). Same An^is. Badge Two
hands conjoined in pale, the upper or, the other gu. ilolto—
Sans changer ma verite.
Le Strang'e (Sir Nicholas Le Strange, knighted by Sir
William Fitz- William, Lord Deputy of Ireland). Gu.
two lions pass, in pale ar. over all a bendlet of the last.
Crest
A dexter and sinister hand couped at the wrist clasped

—

ppr.

Lesturmy.
Lestwiche

Gu. a chev. betw. three estoiles or.
(Lestwiche, co. Chester). Ar. an orle betw. ten

—

martlets sa. Crest A still ar.
(Grouville, Jersey).
Az. a chev. betw. two
crescents in chief and a rose in base or. Crest
bezant
charged with a rose gu. Motto Sure.

Iieslie (exemplified to Francis Cbables Beebs, Esq., of
Ballyward Lodge, co. Down, on his assuming, by royal
licence, 1850, the surname of Lesue in lieu of Beebs,
in memory of his maternal uncle, Bev. John Leslie,
Ar. on a fess betw.
of Kincraigie Castle, co. Donegal).
two cross crosslets fltch^ az. three buckles or, a crescent
griffin's
head
couped
Crest
A
ppr. charged
diff.
for
gu.
with a cross crosslet fitchee ar. JVfo«o— Firma spe.
I<eslie (exemplified to Martin Leslie Haworth, Esq., son
of Martin Edward Hawobth, Esq., of Balham Wood, co.
Herts, by Lady Mart Leslie, his wife, eldest surviving
8ister of the eleventh Sari of Rothes, and now heiress presumptive to that peerage, upon his taking the name and

Le Sueur

arms of Leslie, instead of that of Haworth, by royal
Ar. on a bend az. three buckles or.
Crest
licence).
demi griffin segreant ppr.
Xjesone (Wheatfleld and Soulgrave, co. Northampton). 6a. a
chief ar. on the lower part thereof the sun's resplendent rays
issuant thereout ppr. Crest ^The sun or, rising out of clouds

Lete, or Light

—

—

—

ppr.

Xiesone (arms confirmed and

crest granted

by Hawkins,

Ulster, 1701, to Joseph Lesone, fourth son of Hugh
Lesonb, of Stephen's Green, Dublin, descended from the co.
Northampton). Gu. a chief ar. on the lower part thereof a
cloud the rays of the sun issuing therefrom all ppr. a martlet
Crest—A demi lion ramp. gu. holding tetw. the
for diflP.
paws the sun rising out of clouds ppr.
Hotto Clarior e

—

JiO Spring' (co. Durham). Sa. an orle ar.
Xtesq.ae. Ar. (another, or) a chev. betw. three calves pass. sa.
liessietire (co. Middlesex). Gu. a blade of a sword-fish ar.
crowned or.
liessingham. Sa. three boar's heads couped and a
bordure engr. ar. Crest— A martlet sa.
Iiessing'toxi. Gn. three porches of churches with doable
doors expanded ar. (some say, gu. three ports ar.).
Crest
On a baron's coronet or, a lion ramp. g^.

—

Xiester (co. Chester). Ar. a fesse az. betw. three fleurs-delis gu.
Crest
A demi griffin segreant gu.
Iiester (Wimbome Minster, co. Dorset). Gu. a fesse betw. two
fleurs-de-li* or, in chief and the caduceua ar. in base.

—

—A demi

Crest

(Sir

—A

—

Lesume.
first

Barry of ten

ar.

and

az. three torteaux

on the

bar.

Le Taylor

(Lidgate and Stechworth, co. Suffolk John le
Tatlor, Esq., great-great-grandson of Thomas lb Tatlob,
Visit. London, 1563).
Esq., of Corlehill, co. Cumberland.
Sa. a lion pass, ar., quartering, 1st, or, a lion ramp, guard.
betw. three eagles
gu.
a
chev.
gu. collared or; 2nd, ar.
displ. sa.
Crest— A lynx ppr.
Letch. Gyronny of eight ar. and gn. an annulet counter;

—

A harp gu.
Ar. on a
(cos. Huntingdon and Suffolk).
two matches sa. rolled and fired ppr. a martlet
or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a lamp of three
branches of the same fired ppr.
Letebrooke. Az. a chev. erm.
Letemps. Vert an anchor in pale ar. Crest—Time passing
changed.

Ci-est

fesse gu. betw.

—

with his scythe over his shoulder all ppr.
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. two
(co. Gloucester).
stags' heads erased of the second, armed or, in chief and a
talbot pass, in base of the last, three mullets of the field,
pierced gold.
Letham, or Lethem. Gu. a cross erm. Crut—A
griffin's head betw. two wings, holding in the beak s

Letford

feather all ppr.
Quarterly, ar. and ermines, in the 1st quarter

Letham.

tenebris.

Iiester
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griffin ar.

holding the caduccus.

George Lester, knighted at Dublin

Castle,

6 Aug. 1599).

Az. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Iiester (Wimbome Minster, co. Dorset; exemplified to
Lester Garland, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence,
the surname of Lester only), Gu. a fesse erminois betw.
two fleurs-de-lis in chief ar. and a caducens in base ppr.
thereon the cap of Mercury of the third. Crest
A demi
gryphon, wings elevated erm. beaked and membered or, in
the claws a trident erect az. headed gold, itfotto— Favente
Deo.
liBSton. Vert ten bezants, fonr, th.ee, two, and one.
Crest
A lion pass. az. ducally gorged and chained or.
Ije Strange (Hunstanton, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1760;
derived from Hamon Lb Stbanoe, temp. Edward II., to
whom his brother, John, sixth Lord Strange of Knockyn,
gave the lands of Hunstanton. Sir Nicholas Lb Strange,
of Hunstanton, temp. Charles I., eldest brother of the
celebrated Sir Boger Le Strange, was created a baronet in
1629; the sisters and co-heirs of the last baronet. Sir Henrt
Lb Strange, were, Armine, wife of Nicholas Sttlehan, Esq.,
of Snettisham, co. Norfolk, and LncT, wife of Sir jacob
AsTLET, Bart.). Gu. two lions pass, guard, ar. Crest
lion pass, guard, or.
Ij'Bstrange (Moystown, King's co.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1686, Anne, dan. of Henrt L'Estrance, and wife of
Edmond Malone, Esq., of Ballynahown, co. Westmeath;
descended from Bichabd L'Estranoe, second son of Sir
Thomas L'Estrangb, Knt., of Hunstanton, Sheriff of Norfolk).
Same Arms, Ac. JIfotto—Memento mei.
Strangre (Knockyn, co. Salop ; quartered by D'Otlt, of

—

—

—

1*
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a

fleur-de-lis gu,

Lethbridge (Sandhill Park, co. Somerset, bart.). Ar. over
water ppr. a bridge of five arches turreted gu., in chief an
eagle displ. sa. Crett Out of a mural crown or, a demi
Motto Spes mea
eagle dispL ppr, motto over, Truth.

—

—

in Deo.

two bars gemelles betw, sxi
A stag's head erased
roses ar, three, two, and one. Crest
per fesse ar. and sa. attired or, in the mouth a rose of the
first, stalked and leaved vert.

Lethbridgre

(co.

Devon).

Sa.

—

Lethieullier, or Lethulier

(Acton, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three parrots' heads couped vert,
beaked of the second. Ci-est—A parrot ppr.
Lethieullier, or Lethxilier (Alderstock, co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three parrots* heads erased vert.

as the last.
Ar. two bars
couped of the second.
Crest,

Leton.

Le Touzel (Jersey).

gu. in

Gu. a

chief three wolves' heada

fesse or, betw. three roses ar.

—

Crest
Ont
az. three fleurs-de-lis of the second.
ducal coronet or, a demi rose gu. and a demi
inimicis
ab
me
Motto
Deus
fleur-de-lis gold conjoined.

on a chief
of a

—

defendit.

Gn. a lion ramp. ar. a bordure of the second,
a mullet for diff.
Letster. Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three crescents ar.
Lett. Gu. a saltire or, on a chief of the last a crescent betw.
two mullets sa. Crest—Three organ pipes, two in saltire
surmounted by the third in pale banded vert.
Letterington. Gu. on a bend ar. three bears sa.
Lettice. Gu. on a chev. ar. three trefoils sa.
Letton, or Lytton (co. Hertford). Ar. two bars betw.
Crest— A dexter hand
three bears' heads erased gu.
fesseways couped gu. holding up a cross crosslet fltch^

Letsler.

az.

LetT700d, alias Saracole (co. Lancaster, and London.
Same Arms as Sobocold.
Visit. London, 1633-4).

Leukenor.

Az. three chevronels

com's head couped
lure az. fringed ar.

az. platee,

ar.

homed

Crests

—

or ; 2nd

1st
:

:

A

A

uni-

hawk'-

—

Gu. a bend or, betw. six crescents ar. Crest Out
of the top of a tower issuing a Cornish chough, wings

Levall.

expanded aU ppr.

LevalL

Sa. three rams' beads couped ar. (another, ar. tea

A

A
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billete BE. four, three, two, and one
cents ar.; another, az. a bend ar.).

another, gu. six cres-

;

—

Motto

Le Vavasour

— A cock gu.

Leveale.

—

—Deo

reip et amicis.
Or, a fesse dancettee sa.

York).

(co.

Cat

Sa. three boars' heads couped bendways ar. two and one. Crcxt—A dexter hand holding a
dagger in pale with a garland of laurel pendent therefrom
(co. Kent).

Vert a

fesse

(Trewoof, co. Cornwall; Abthdr Levelis, Visit.
Cornwall, 1620, sixth in descent from Thomas Levelis, of
Castle Horneck, in same co., settled there since terup.
WilUaml). Ar. three calves' heads couped gu. Crest

Levelis

—

tower masoned

Leven, Earl

—A

vulning themselves ppr. Crest
Az. three hares ar.

Leverton.
Leverton.

of.

descended from Levtnz, of Lcvynz Hall, co. WestmoreAr. a hazel branch ppr. surVisit. Oxon, 1574;.
sa. charged with three escallops of the
A squirrel sejant ppr. within a wreath of hazel
Crest
field.
land.

mounted by a bend

—

leaves vert.

Leventhorpe

(Shingey Hall, co. Herts, bart., extinct 1800).
Ar. a bend gobony gu. and sa.
Leventhorpe (co. Kent). Ar. a bend gobony gu. and sa.
betw. two cotises of the second.
Lever (Arlington, co. Lancaster). Ar. two bendlets sa. the
Crest
On a trumpet lying fesseways a
under one engr.

—

Lever

ppr.

Same Arms, a

trefoils

Gu. two

slipped vert.

trippant sa.
Sa. three boars' heads

couped or (another, bears'

heads).

Ar. a chev. betw. three matchlocks

Crest

sa.

—

ppr.

Leveret

(Kun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1618, William Leveket,
Athlone Herald, father of Albo.ne Leveret, also Athlone
Herald). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. in chief three battle
axes erect sa., forLEVEEET; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three clievronels vair, for Tckvile. Crest A dove ar. holding in the

—

beak an

branch

olive

Leverett

Ar. a chev. betw. three

(Great Chelsea, 1662).

Gyronny of eight or and

sa.

over

all

an eagle

volant gu.

Leverick.

Erm. on a

fesse engr. sa. three mullets pierced

or.

Leverington.

Levermore

Gu. (another,

az.) three

(Lanlivery, co. Cornwall).

hares in pale ar.
Gu. three estoiles

sa.

Levermore

(Exeter,

co.

Devon).

Ar.

a

cotiscd) sa. betw. three tufts of grass vert.

embowed holding a scymitar

Leveroy. Ar.
Leverpoole.

Leversage

on a chev.

fesse
Ci-ed

(another,

— An

arm

in pale ppr.

sa.

;

Quarterly, gu. and or, a cross potcnce ar.

(Lever.scck, Whilock,

Kindcrton, and Bcchton,

The estate of Whclock was acquired by a marHenry VI., with Agnes, dau. and heiress of
Thomas Worth, who ru. Elizabeth, dau. of Thomas WheUiiip.

LocK, the male line of Whelock failing in 1439). Ar. a
chev. betw. ihrec ploughshares erect sa. Cnst—A leopard's
face jcFsant-de-lis or.

Leversage.

Gu.

three

Leversedgre

lions'

Crest

heads

—A

erased

ar.

in

the

leopard's head erased

(co.

lions'

(Vallis, co. Somerset).

three dolphins ar.

Crest

—A

Sa. a chev. or, betw.
leopard's face jessant-de-lia

or.

Leversedgre.

Gu. a cross engr.

ar. (another,

betw. four

crescents or).

Leversedge
Leversege.
Leversege.

Leverton

(quartered by Nevili,, of Ltversedgc.

Lozcngy

M.SS. M87).

ar.

Sa. three

and

bills'

Har.

sa.

heads ar.

Ar. a chev. betw. three matchlocks ga.
Croydon, co. Surrey). Gu. three

(I'urley House,
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temp.
s.

p.

:

Leveson, Esq., of Willenhall, ancestor of Leveson, of Liliesand Haling, co. Kent; represented by the
of SiUlurlayid). Az. three holly leaves or. Crest
goat's head erased erm. attired or.
Leveson, or Le'wson (Wolverhampton, co. Stafford,
hall, CO. Salop,

—

temp. Edward I.).
Quarterly, az. and gu. three sinister
hands couped at the wrist and erect ar. Cresl An arm

—

embowed

armour

garnished or, holding in the
gauntlet a battle axe, handle gu. blade ar.
Leveson-G-OWer (Duke of Sutherland). See Gower.
Leveson-Gcwer {Earl of Granville). See Gower.
Leveson (co. Warwick). Az. a fesse wavy ar. betw. three
in

ppr.

(London ; Nicholas Leveson, gent. Visit. London,
Az. a fess nebulee ar. betw. three leaves or,
quartering Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cinquefoils pierced sa.
Cresl
A goat's head erased ar. attired or.
Levet (Sherborn, co. Dorset). Sa. a fesse raguly betw. three
lions' heads erased ar.
Levet, or Levett. Paly of six ar. and az. over all a
bend paly of six gu. and or. Crest A gadfly, wings endorsed
1563).

—

—

ppr.

Levethrope.

Ar. a bend coraponee sa. and gu. betw. two

cotises of the last.

Levett (Wychnor

Park, co. Stafford
granted to John
Levett, Esq.). Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet
a bordure engr. az. charged with four crosses
crosslet fitch<;e and four fleurs-de-lis alternately or.
Crest
A demi lion ar. ducally crowned or, gorged with a collar
az. in the dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchee sa. the sinister
paw resting on an escutcheon of the third, charged with a
;

—

fleur-de-lis gold.

Levett
Levett

(Packington Hall). Same Arms and Ci-ct.
(Milford, CO. Stafford
derived from Sir Richard
Levett, Lord Mayor of London in 1700, son of William
Levett, Esq., ofSavernake, Page to Charles I.). Ar. a liou
ramp. sa. murally crowned or, and two crosses crosslet
fitchee in palo betw. two piles issuing from the dexter and
sinister chief sa. each pile charged with three crosses crosslet
Cresl
fitchee of the third.
A demi lion ar. entwined in a
sprig of laurel vert, and supporting a cross crosslet fitchee
;

sa.

Levett

(.Salehurst, co. Sossex; granted by patent, 21 Dec.
Ar. a senile of crosses crosslet fitchee, a lion ramp,
Cr(sl—i\ demi lion ramp. ar. crowned or, holding a cross

1607).
sa.

crosslet fitchee of the

Levett

first.

(Nornianton, co. Nottingham. List of Knights, co.
Sa. a fess embattled betw. thr^ wolves' heads erased

ar.

Levett
l.').')5).

a chev. betw. three

Essex). Gu.
heads erased or (another, ar.).

Leversedge

<'.

Duke

Notts).

centre a matchlock or.
guard, ppr.

de Leveson, of

Edward I., had three sons: Uiciiabd
Robert Leveson, of Wolverhampton,
ancestor of Leveson, of that place, whose heiress, Sarah
Leveson, ru. Charles Fowler, Esq., of Tcndeford; and .Joh.v
Leveson,

—

three leopards' faces or.

CO. Chester.

riage,

Ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. three
lion's paw gu. holding a

—A

fitchee sa.

vert.

leverets courant sa.

Leverett.

Crest

Levesholme. Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.
Leveson (Willenhall, co. Stafford IIiciiabd

leaves or.

A leopard's face

—

estoiles ar.

cluster of six trefoOs vert.

Leveson

—

Leverage.

vulning

three pelicans or,
pelican ppr.

crosses forniee fitchee ar.

crescent gu.

(Lever, co. Lancaster).

Lever.

pelican ar.

Crest
A hare sejant ar.
a canton erm. (another,
with eight points or).
Leveryke. Erm. a fesse engr. gu.
Levesco. Per fesse ar. and sa. in base three bezants.
Levesey. See Liveset.
Levesey (cos. Kent and Lancaster). Ar. a lion ramp, guard.
gu. betw. three estoiles vert. Crest A lion's paw issuing
ppr. supporting an escutcheon gu.
Levesey (co. Lancaster). Sa. a lion ramp, within an orle of

Cresl -On a trumpet a cock, wings expanded all ppr.
A hare ppr.
Another Crest
Lever (co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three harts

—

—A

estoiles

that place,

sa.

See Leslie.
Lsvens (William Levens, Alderman, and five times Mayor
of the city of Oxford, d. 12 April. 1616, aged 100 years;

all

Creit

wavy betw.

Levesey, or Leviesey.

ppr.

cock

a canton enn.

—

See Levelis.

Leveland

or,

Company (incor- Leverton.

porated by Queen Elizabeth, 1579). Az. on a sea in base
ppr. a ship with three masts in full sail or, betw. two rocks
of the second, all the sails, pennanl.<!, and ensigns ar. each
charged with a cross gu. n chief engr. of the third, in base a
Supporters
-A. demi seahorse saliant.
seahorse ppr. Crest
seahorses.

estoiles

herself ppr.

Levant, or Turkey Merchants,

Two
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(Normanton, co. Nottingham.
Ar. two chev. sa.

Visit. 1614,

Har. MSS.

Levett

(Kun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1619, William Levett,
citizen of Dublin).
Ar. a chev. engr. paly of the first and
gu. betw. three shovellers sa. beaked and legged of the
second.
Levilloigne. Ar. three inescutcheons az. on each as many
mullets of the Held.
Leving, or Levinge. Per chev. vert and or, three
escallops counterchanged.
Crest A sword and sheaf of

—

wheat

in saltire ppr.

Leving, or Living

(Woolwich and Bridgen, co. Kent).
Ar. on a bend az. three escallops erininois.
(High Park, now Knockdrin Castle, co. Westtueatb,

Levinge
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Quarterly, 1st, Tcrt a chev. or, in chief three escallops
bart.)'
ar., for Levinge; 2nd, az. on a chief or, three ravens ppr.,
3rd, vert three bucks trippant crowned or, for
for CoBBts
Gsbene; 4th, sa. an escallop shell or, betw. three helmets
of the second, for Kennedy.
garnished
Crest
An
close ar.
escallop ar. within a garland ppr. Motto Vestigia nulla
;

—

—

Xieving'S, or Leving'

(cos. Derby and Warwick
granted
confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenof Baddesley, co. Warwick. Visit.
Warwick). Vert a chev. or, in chief three escallops ar.
Crest Within a chaplet vert an escallop ar.
lievington (Levington, CO. Cumberland, ternp. Henry I.).
Or, a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three hoars' heads
couped of the first.
Ijevington (Saltcoats, co. Haddington). Ar. a bend betw.
two otters' (or boars' ?) heads erased gu.
Ijevingrton.' Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three
bears' heads couped or.
LevingtOJl. Gu. on a chev. ar. three cinquefoils sa.
Xievins (co. Cambridge). Ar. a chev. gu. in chief three
1

;

;

Thomas Leving,

ceux, to

—

escallops of the second.

Crest

—A

bull's

head issuing

sa.

charged with a crescent gu.

Xievins (co. Essex). Gu. billett^e or, a fesse of the last.
Xievins. Ar. on a chief indented sa. three martlets of the
first.

Levinston.

Ar. three pinks slipped gu. within a double
tressure flory counterflory vert.
Iievinz (London, cos. Northampton and Oxford). Ar. a vine
with leaves and fruit ppr. over all on a bend sa. three escalCrest A squirrel sejant in a vine garden
lops of the first.

—

all

ppr.

—

Xievinz.

Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops erm. Crest
On
a torteau a squirrel sejant ppr.
Xie'W. Az. a cross couped ar. a chief nebulae gu. rayon^e
alternately wavy and straight or.
Crest A dexter arm
holding a roll of vellum ppr.
Xie'ward. Sa. a lion ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a
mullet ar. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, holding betw. the
paws a mullet ar.
Xiewcar. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three horses' heads couped

—

—

lie'WCell

Ar. four fusils in pale gu. a bordure
sa. (another, az.) bezantee.
(co. Wilts).

Iie-wellyn, or Llewellyn.

Per pale or and ar. three
Crc/t
A pheon ppr.
lions pass, in pale gu.
Xje'wellin (confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1775, to Edward
Lewelun, son of Eobebt Lewellin, Esq., of Silvermines,
Same A-i-ms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
CO. Tipperary).
or, a man's head couped at the shoulders and affrontee ppr.

—

—

Motto—Virtus
liC'Wen

et nobilitas.

(Siston. CO. Leicester).

trefoils slipped vert.

ment

Crest

Or, a

—The

bend raguly

moon

sa.

betw.

in her comple-

ar.

IiB'wer.

Ar. on a bend sa. three ewers of the first.
Xiewes (Llysnewydd, South Wales). Gu. three serpents conjoined in triangle ar.
Cre.«t
An eagle displ. with a serpent
embowed round the body ppr. Motto Sine dolo.
Xiewes (Lord Mayor of London). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
three serpents conjoined in triangle vert; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
lion ramp. sa.
Crest
An eagle displ. sa. the feet resting on
the wreath, in the beak and enwrapped round the body a
serpent ppr.
XiCwes (Norwich). Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped

—

—

—

sa.

Xiewes

Glamorgan). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. a bordure gobonated of the second and first.
Xjewes (Wales). Chequy or and az. on a fesse gu. three
(co.

leopards' faces je?sant-de-lis of the

Xiewes.

Xiewes

ar.

Lewin (The

Hollies, Bexley, co. Kent).
Per pale gu. and or,
three bucks' heads counterchanged. Crest A buck trippant
quarterly or and az. Motto
Dieu salt tout.

—

—
Per
—A buck

(Ottrington, co. Kent).

pale gu. and az. three
trippant or, gorged

buck's heads couped or. Crest
with a chaplet vert.
(co. Kent).
Or, a chev. engr. az. in chief three
escallops gu. in base a buck's head of the last.
Crest
A sea
lion ppr. tail nowed, holding in the paws a shield gu.
charged with an escallop or.

Le'win

—

Lewin. Or, six martlets gu. three, two, and one.
Lewin, or Lewins. Or, a bend counter-embattled betw.
two trefoils slipped sa. Crest — A demi lion ."-amp. sa. holding
a lozenge or, charged with a trefoil slipped vert.
(Cloghans, co. Mayo). Ar. a bend engr. sa. betw.
trefoils slipped vert.
Crest— A demi lion sa. holding
betw. the paws a trefoil slipped vert. Motto Spes mea in

Lewin
two

—

,Deo.

Lewin. See Ross-Lewin.
Lewis (Harpton Court, co.
double parted and fretty

sa.,

Radnor,

bart.).
Ar. a cross
in the 1st and 4th quarters an

eagle displ. gu., and in the 2nd and 3rd a lion ramp, of the
second, ducally crowned or. Crest
On a cap of iii;\in-

—

an heraldic

tenance

tiger

statant

or.

— Expertus

Motto

fidelem.

Lewis

(Brecon). Ar. a dragon's head and neck erased vert,
holding in the mouth a bloody hand ppr.
(Bristol and London).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
spears heads ar.
Levris (Canterbury). Or, on a chief sa. three estoiles of the-

Lewis

Crest

field.

Lewis

— An ermine pass. ppr.

(Doncastcr;

confirmed 22 Oct. 15S6).
Sa. a chev.
betw. three trefoils slipped or.
(Stoke, co. Dorset, and co. Somerset). Erm. on a fesso
az. three boars' heads couped ar.
Crest
An antelope's head
erased sa. armed, attired, maned, tufted, and ducally gorged

Lewis

—

or.

Lewis

(cos. Essex, Hertford, and York).
Sa. a chev. betw.
three trefoils ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume
of five ostrich feathers ar.
Le'wis (Rossenden-in-Bleane, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. gu.
hetw. three beavers' tails erect ppr. Crest
A demi beaver

bend erm. betw.

Derby and Nottingham).

firist

a
a lion ramp, of the second betw.

eight crosses crosslet sa.

Xie'wesholme.

Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.

Xiewhite (Bromham,

co. Wilts).

Az. a fesse betw. three

garbs or.

Xiewin

Hertford).

(co.

Per pale gu. and az. three bucks"
or.
Crest
A buck trippant quar-

heads erased at the neck
terly or

Xiewin
of

and

—

az.

(Sir Gregory Allnctt Lewin, Knt., Barrister-at-law,
BiCBARD Lewin, Esq., of Eltham, co. Kent). Same

Arms, &c.
Xiewin. Per

embattled or and az. three stags' heads
cabossed counterchanged.
fesse
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(St. Pierre, co.

Monmouth: descended through

Philip-

Llewellen-ap-Ivob, second son of Llewellen, Lord of St.
Clair and Tredegar, from Cadivob, Prince of Divet, co. Pembroke, temp. William I.).
Or, a lion ramp, guard, sa.
Crest
A griffin segreant sa. Motto Ha persa la fide ha

—

—

perso I'honorc.
Lewis (The Van, co. Glamorgan; derived from Ivor ap
Meubig, known in Welsh history as Ivor Bach, living t(m2>.
Henry II. The eventual heiress, Elizabeth, only dau. of
Thomas Lewis, Esq., of The Van, r,i. Other, £orl of Plymouth). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Crest A lion sejant ar.

Motto

—

Le'wis

—

Patriae fidus.

(Lanishen

Court,

House, CO. Glamorgan

;

co.

Monmouth, and Lanishen

both originally from Lewis, of Van).

Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Lew^is (Green Meadow, co. Glamorgan).

Quarterly, 1st,
2nd, sa. a chev. betw. three .spear heads
ar. embrued gu.
3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-delis or; 4th, or, on a quarter gu. two lions pass, guard, of the
first.
Crests
1st, Lewis: A lion sejant ar.
2nd, Price: A
sa.

a lion ramp.

ar.

;

;

—

paschal lamb glorified or, bearing a
George.
Patriae fidus ;
and,
Mottoes

—

Lewis (Gilfach, co. Carmarthen).
Sa. a

six owls ar.

canton of the

sinister

—

ppr._

Lewis

pennon
Ofner

of

St.

na ofno

angau.

first.

Sa. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped ar.
(List of Knights, cos.

Xiewes, Carl of. See Nevill, Marquess of Abcrgarenny.
Xiewes, Town of (co. Sussex). Chequy ar. and az. on

.son

Kent).
Or, on a chev.
betw. three elephants' heads erased gu. as many mullets
co.

—

gu-

two

liEW

(Northboume Court,

Lewin

retrorsum.
10 Sept. 161

Lewin

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.

a stag trippant ar. unguled and attired and bearing betw. his
horns an imperial crown or; 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw.
Crest
three eagles' heads erased or.
A stag and an
eagle's head, as in the arms.
Lewis (Llanarchayron, co. Cardigan). Gu. on a mount in
fesse vert three towers triple-towered ar. betw. three scaling
ladders or. Crest— Out of a mural coronet gu. a demi wolf
saliant ar.
Motto Libertas.
Lewis (Gwynfe, Wales). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
2nd and 3rd,
grifiin segreant or, for Lewis, of South Wales
Crest
A demi griffin
sa. three nags' heads ar., for Lloyd.
segreant couped or.
Le'wis (Pengwcrne, co. Merioneth). Erm. a saltire gu.
Le'wis (co. Monmouth). Chequy or and sa. on a fesse gu.

—

—

;

—

three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis of the first.
(Sutton Magna, co. Salop). Gu. a griffin segreant or.

Le'wis
Crest

—A demi

griffin or.

LEW

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Gn. three eerpents

Hall, co. Warwick).

I<ewis (Malvern

a bordure engr. or.
liO'Wis, or Liewys (Ledstone Hall and Marre, co. York,
betw. three trefoils or. Crest,
chev.
Sa.
a
extinct).
bart.
1674 Out of a ducal coronet a plume of five ostrich feathers,
two or and three sa. charged with a chev. of the first.
Motto Spe tutiore armis.
liCwis. Vert a lion ramp. or. Crest On a mount vert a
greyhound couchant gu. collared or.
Xjewis. Az. a wolf ramp. ar. Crest A demi wolf ramp. ar.
Iievris (Stanford, co. Nottingham). Ar. on a fesse az. three
boars' heads couped or, in chief a lion pass. gu. Crest— Oat
of a mural coronet or, a boar's head erect erm. langued

nowed

in triangle ar. within

;

—

—

—

—

Le'wson

(co.

Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chief az. a lion pass.
crowned or. Crest— On a chapcau gu. turned up

ar. ducally

erm. a greyhound sa. collared or.
XiG'wis. Per pale indented az. and ar. three trefoils slipped
connterchanged.
liewis, or Lewes. Ar. on a fesse az. three boars' heads
couped or, in chief a lion pass. gu.
Lewis. Per fesse gu. and az. three bucks' heads couped at
the neck or.
Iiewis (Clynfiew, co. Pembroke). Gu. three serpents nowed
Crest
A nag's
in triangle ar. within a bordure engr. or.
head couped, bridled ppr. Motto, in English— Be wise as a
serpent, harmless as a dove.
Lewis (Festiniog, co. Merioneth; derived, through Ievan,
of Maes-y-Gammedd, son of David ap Ievan, Constable of
Harlech Castle, temp. Henry VI., from Osborne FitzOEBALD, Lord of Ynys-y-Maengwyn). Same Arms as OsBOENE Fitzgerald.
Xiewis (Hampton-Lewis, Bodior and Henllys. co. Anglesey).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. in the beak of each an erm.
spot, for Lewis, 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a cliev. betw. three
bucks' heads cabossed ar. a crescent of the field for diff., for
BoBEBTS, of Bodior; 2nd and 3rd quarters, Hampton, gu.
on a fesse or, betw. a mullet in chief and an escallop in base
Lewis: A Cornish
Crests
Ist,
ar. three martlets sa.
chough ppr. in the dexter claw a fleur-de-lis az. ; 2nd,
Hampton A wivern amidst bulrushes ppr. Motto A Deo

—

—

—

:

et rege.

TjiewiB (Lampeter Velfry,

co.

—

Az. a chev. erm.
arm embowed holding an

Pembroke).

An
Crest
betw. three garbs.
arrow. JV/otto—Sors est contra me.
Lewis (Thomas Lewis, Dublin; impalement Fun.
Ulster's OfiBce, 1656, of his son-in-law,
Sa. three scaling ladders ar. in chief

Ent.

displ. of

the

last.

Iie'Wis (John Lewis, Esq., of Frescoed, whose only dau. and
heir m. Col. Mabccs Tbevob, created, 1662, Viscount J)ungarmon; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office of Lord
JhiTtgannon, d. Jan. 1669).

Az. a chev. betw. three lions

ramp. or.
Iie'wis (confirmed to Abtbor Gambell Lewis, Esq., of Seatown, CO. Dublin, and ClanamuUy, co. Monaghan). Sa. on
a chev. erm. betw. three spear heads ar. a crescent gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ppr. a plume of five ostrich
feathers alternately gu. and az. charged with a chev. or,

—

Motto—hiCiA

hebb llydd.
I<ewis (Kilcullen, co. Kildare, and Grosvenor Street, Grosyenor Square, London). Same Arms, a mullet gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ppr. a plume of five ostrich feathers
alternately gu. and az. charged with a chev. or. Motto
Bidd llu hebb llydd.
Le'wiston (Lewiston, co. Dorset, cos. Durham and Hunthereon a cresc/'nt ga.

llu

betw. threo

or,

trefoils of the second.

Az. a fesse per fesse nebula or
betw. three laurel leaves erect of the second. Crest
head erased erm. attired or.
Lewston (co. Dorset). Gu. three battle axes in pale or,

and

—A

sa.

goat's

edged

ar.

Lewth.'waite

(Broadgate, co. Cumberland, Adel Rectory,
near Leeds, and Whitehaven). Erm. a cross flory az. fretty
or.
Crest
A garb or, banded by a serpent ppr. holding in
the mouth a cross crosslet fitchee gu. Motto Tendens ad

—

—

aethera virtus.

Lewyne.

Erm. on a bend gu. three
(co.

escallops or.

Kerry; Keg. Ulster's Office).
heads couped fessways of the

az. three boars'

Ar. on a fess
first,

in chief

Lewys

(Wales).

Le'wys.

Or,

a chev. betw. three

lions

ramp. gu.

a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped ar.
Sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Tuxford, co. Nottingham; Robert db Lexington, Chief Justice of Common Pleas, 26 Henry III., 1241,
eldest son of John de Lexinton, Lord of Tuxford, d. s. p. ;
his sister and co-heir m. Rowland Sctton, ancestor of the
extinct Lords Lexinton, of Aram. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar.
a cross patoncce az.
Lexinton (co. York). Sa. three saltires engr. ar. Crest
A demi lady betw. two branches of palm disposed in orle,
holding in her hand a thistle ppr.
Lexsinton, or Lesenton. Ar. three saltires engr. sa.
in chief a crescent of the second.
Lexton. Ar. on a chief az. three Catharine wheels or.
Issuing from a castle triple-towered a demi lion
Crest
ppr.
(Ley, co. Devon; Henbt Let, of Ley, captain of a company of foot, served against the Western rebels, temp.
Edward VI., and against Sir Thomas Wyatt, temp.
Mary I., sold all his ancient lands in cos. Devon and Cornwall,
and purchased the Manor of Teffont-evias, Wilts, d. 7 June,
1574, leaving three sons surviving;
he was descended
Sa.

Lexham.

Lexinton

—

—

Ley

from Henbt de Let, living 20 Richard

11.,

1396,

tingdon).

Gu. three battle axes ar.
Gu. three bucks' heads couped ar.
Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed
(co. Kent).

IiO'wkenor.

Xiewkenor

—

;

—

;

Ley

(Kempthorne and Tonacombe,

co.

Cornwall ; John Let.

of the latter. Visit. Cornwall, 1620, descended from Let, of
Ley, CO. Devon). Same Arms and Crest.
(Trevorgan Vean, in St. Erme, co. Cornwall). Ar. three
pine trees vert.
Ley, or Leys (co. Huntingdon). Sa. a chev.. or, betw. three

Ley

sinister

Ley

hands couped

(co. Stafford).

Ley, or Lea

(co.

ar.

Ar. a bend lozengy gu.
Warwick). Ar. on a chief sa. two (another,

three) scythe blades point to point ar. (another, or).
Ar. a chev. betw. threo

—

heads (sometimes bears' heads) couped sa. Crest A lion
sejant or, the dexter forepaw raised. Motto Vincendo victu«

seals'

Ley

—

(Combe Martin and Ley House, Marwood,
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.

co.

Devon).

Ley. At. a chev. betw. three birds' heads couped
Ley. Ar. on a chief sa. three plates.
Ley, or Lea. Or, a saltire sa. on a chief gu. three

martlct:

sa.

of the field.

or.

Lewknor

(West De.in, co. Sussex, andco. Worcester). Az.
three chev. ar. (another, or). Crest A greyhound courant
ur. collared or.
Annther Crest
unicorn's head erased az.
bezant*^, homed and maned or.

—A

—

Le'wknor.

Sa. »ix doves ar. three, two, and one.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three herons' heads of the
boakcd gu.
Lewne. Erm. on a bend gu. three escallops or.
Le Wright. Per pale or and gu. a lion ramp. purp.
charged on the shoulder with a cross ancree sa.

Lewley.
Btcunil,

Lews

who was

the descendant of William de Leigh, living 24 Edward I.,
1295, the sixth known possessor of a house and laud called
Leigh or Ley, in the hundred of Rowburgh, co. Devon).
Ar. a chev. betw. three bears' heads couped bendways sa.
langued gu. Crest A lion sejant or.
(Rtrl 0/ Marlborough, extinct 1679 Sir James Let (third
son of the above Henby Let, Esq.), Chief Justice of the
King's Bench in Ireland, and Lord President of the Council,
was created a bart. 1619, a baron 1622, and raised to the
earldom 1626). Sa,me Aitns, Crest, a,nd Motto. Supporters
Dexter, a lion ar. semee of trefoils slipped vert
sinister, a
lion gu. bezantee.

— Ley (co. Wilts, and Kenn, co. Devon).

—

a

lion pass. ppr.

Ley

Waltkb Cabwaeden).
an eagle

E7

Az. a fesse wavy

Lewson, or Leveson.

Le'wyres

gu-

liC'Wis.

li

Warwick).

(CO. Norfolk).

Lewsell.
bezantee.

Ar.

Or, a saltirc engr. vert.
fusily gu. within a bordure az.
An antelope's head guard, or, attired

a pale

—

Crest

sa.

Lewsell.

Ar.

bczaut4jc.
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a

pale

lozengy

within

a

bordure

az.

Ley, or Lea.
Ley. Per chev.

Ar. on a chief sa. three bezants.
or and gu.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Leybock. Ar. six lions ramp. gu.
Leyborn. Ar. on a bend sa. three annulets of the flrst, in
the sinister chief a trefoil slipped of the second.
Leyborne (co. Kent, Cunswicke, co. Westmorland, and
Caveswick, co. York).
Az. (another, gu.) six lions ramp,
ar. three, two, and one (another coat, tinctures reversed;
another, a border engr. or). Ci-«s(— An eagle leguard. witli
wings expanded az. beaked and legged or.
Leyborne (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1633, John
Shee, Mayor of Kilkenny, whose wife was LucT Letbobnb).
Same Arms, field gu.
Ar. on a chief gu. two bucks' heads cabossed
or.
Crtsl—A. buck's bead erased ppr.

Ley

Leyboum.

A

;:.

Z.

IjeybonmB.
yerted erm.

Xjeybum
Leibdkn,
ramp. ar.

two

E7

and

Sir Roger de
{Baron Leybume, extinct 1369
to Parliament 1299). Az. six lioncels

liiard

lions'

in saltire

or.
;

summoned

lieybume

(arms in a window in Dorchester Church, co.

—

;

—

—

mouth an acorn branch

vert.

N.B.

—Sir

Pbter Let-

cester, the Cheshire antiquary, writing of this coat, says
" I wonder that he should seek for a coat, as being ignorant
of the one due to him."
lieycester (Worleston, co. Chester). Same .ilnai as Leicester, of Nether Tabley, a crescent for diff. Crest A fleurde-lis per fesse or and az.
Xieycester (Poole, co. Chester; descended from Randal
Letcester, son of the first Ralph Ltcester, of Toft ; the last
male heir was Richard Leicester, Mayor of Chester, d. 1658
bis youngest sister and eventual heiress m. Randal MinSHULL, of Hampton.
Same Arms, Sk., as Letcester, of

—

Toft.

Ijeycester (White Place, near Maidenhead, co. Berks). Az
a fesse or, fretty gu. betw. two fleurs-de-Us of the second.

—

Crest
A roebuck statant per pale or and gu. attired of the
second, holding in his mouth an acorn branch ppr. Motto
Dominus illuminatio mea.

—

lieycester

(co.

fleurs-de-lis or,

Chester).

Az. a fess gu. between three

and a bordure

ar.

Leycester (co. Chester). Ar. a chev. betw. three T's sa.
(Also borne by Toft, of co. Chester).
Iieycroft. Erm. a cross pattee throughout gu. Crest
band erect vested az. holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet gu.
Iieyke. Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five annulets of the field.
Iieyland (Morley, co. I^ancaster Anne, dau. and heir of
Thomas Letland, to. Edward Ttldeslet, of Tyldesley).
Ar. on a fess sa. a lion pass. betw. two escallops of the field,
in chief nine ears of barley gu. three, three, and three, each
placed one in pale and two in saltire, and banded with a string
or.
Crest— K demi dove ar. wings endorsed az. in the beak
three ears of wheat or.
Iieyland (The Grange, Hindley, near Wigan, co. Lancaster;
John Letland, Esq., fifth in descent from James Letland,
Esq. d. 1679, seized of an estate in Asbton-in-Makerfield,
same co.). Per fess sa. and harry wavy of six ar. and az.
in chief nine ears of wheat or, three, three, and three,
bsinded gu. Ci-est On a mount vert amid flags a corn-crake
all ppr. in the beak three ears of wheat or.
Motto God

—

;

—

—

feedeth ye land.

Xieyland

(co. Lancaster).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a
a lion pass. ar. in chief three roses gu. 2nd and
two swords in saltire sa.
I<eyland (co. Lancaster). Ar. on a fesse sa. a lion betw.
two crescents of the field.
Leyley, or Lilly. Gu. three lilies ar. stalked vert.
Leyll (Scotland). Gu. a fret or.
lieyneshelme. Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.
Xiesmham. Quarterly, ar. and sa., in the 1st quarter a
fleur-de-lis gu., on the 2nd a fleur-de-lis erm.

bend

sa.

;

3rd, ar.

Iieynham (co.

Berks).

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis or, three, two,

and one.
Az. a fesse nebulce charged on each nebule with
a torteau betw. six oak leaves or.
Crest
A hand holding
an oak branch acorned or.
Xiezers, or Leyzers. Paly of six or and gu. a fesse az.

Xieynys.

—

J^'ft ll (co. Kent).

over

all

Gu. six crescents ar. three, two, and one,
a bend gobonated or and az.
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Gu.

and one.
Ar. a bull pass, coward sa. within s
Crtst An antelope trippant

six crescents ar. three, two,

(co. Norfolk).

—

bordure of the last bezantee.
ppr. collared or.

Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Az. six lions ramp. ar. three,
two, and one.
Leycester {Lord de Tabley). See Leicester.
lieycester. Or, a fesse az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
A demi lion ramp. sa. holding a fleur-de-lis.
Crest
Ijeycester (Nether Tabley, co. Chester ; a family of great
antiquity, descended from the marriage, temp. Henry III., of
Nicholas de Letcester with Margaret de Dotton, of
the eventual representative, Mcriel, dau.
Nether Tabley
and heir of Sir Francis Letcester, Bart., la. 1st, Fleetwood Leigh, Esq., and 2nd, Sir John Byrne, Bart., of
Timogue, ancestor of the Lords de Tabley). Az. a fess betw.
two fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A swan's head and neck couped
ar. gutte de sang.
Leycester (Toft, co. Chester; descended from Ralph
Letcester (a younger brother of Letcester, of Tabley),
living temp. Richard II., by Joan, his wife, dau. and heir of
Robert Toft, Esq., of Toft; as granted by Sir Gilbert
Dethick, Norroy, to Sir Rate Letcester, Knt.,ofToft, 15 May,
2 Edward VI.). Sa. on a fesse engr. betw. three falcons
volant ar. beaked and legged or, a lion's face az. langued
and eared betw. two covered cups gu. Crest A roebuck
trippant per pale or and gu. homed of the second, holding in
his

Az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fltchee or.

Iiiall.
Iiiall.

armed

XID
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paws erased

in-

Sa.

Ijibberton

(that Ilk, co. Edinburgh).

or.

Liibby.
dexter

Erm. a

arm

lion

ramp. az.

Crest

ppr. vested gu. holding

Vert a leopard's face

—Oat

a baton

of

a paling

or,

a

az. tipped of the

first.

laberton

(England). Vair on a pale gu. three leopards*
heads guard, erased or. Crest A stag's head couped az.
liicbfield, Earl of. See Anson.
liicbfield. City of. Or, a cross quarter pierced erm. betw.

—

five

N.B.

chev. gu.
M.S., Coll. of Arms, "Arms of Towns."
various times five or six different coats have been

^

given for this city.
The above having the authority of
Robert Cooke, Clarenceux, who d. 15D2, is selected as the
oldest.

liichfield.

Corporation Seal

of. The common seal
the year 1620, represents
three slain kings in armour with crowns, broken swords, and
weapons lying near them. From the rudeness of the execution it appears to be the copy of a much oldei seal, probably
that of the guild of St. Mary.
Gwillim blazons the arms of
the city, "On a landscape proper several martyrs in divers
of the Corporation,

made about

manners massacred."
Idchfield, See of.

Per pale gu. and ar. a cross potent
quadrat in the centre betw. four crosses pattee aU countechanged. Anciently the arms were blazoned, " Per pale go.
and ar. a cross potent quadrat in the centre per pale of the
last and or, betw. four crosses pattee, those on the dexter
ar. those on the sinister or." These arms are also used by the

Dean and Chapter.
Liicbfield (co. Oxford).
leopards' faces or.

Per chev.

Crest

Idchfleld. Same.f4rnii.
up erm. a garb. ppr.

sa.

and

ar. in chief three

—An arm embowed vested
bow
strung gu.
—On a chapeau gu. turned
ar.

holding in the hand ppr. a

or,

Crest

liicbfield.
Per chev. sa. and ar. three leopards' faces
counterchanged.
Liicbfield. Az. two bends ar.
Ldchford. Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces ar.
liichinfield. Per chev. sa. and ar. three leopards' faces in
chief or.

Liickton. Gu. a chev. engr. or, betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Xiidcott (Riishcombe, co. Berks Christopher Lidcott,
Esq., son of John Lidcott, Esq. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Vaire
ar. and sa. two bars or, on a chief of the last three dovecotes
:

gu., quartering, for

tUting spears

wheel

or,

erect

Burley, ar. a chief sa. over all three
counterchanged. Crest A Catharine

—

surmounted with a boar's head couped

sa. ringed

gold.

liidcott (Checkendon, co. Oxford Leonard Lidcott, second
son of Christopher Lidcott, Esq., of Bushcombe. Viiit.
Oxon, 1574). Same Arms and Crest.
Liddell (Halkertoun, co. Kincardine). Gu. on a bend ar.
;

three mullets sa.

Liiddell (Edinburgh,

Gu. on a bend betw. a cross

1672).

crosslet fitchee in chief

and a

fleur-de-lis in base ar. three
spur-rowelsof the first. Crtst
A rose slipped ppr. Motto—
Hinc odor et sanitas.
Xiiddell (Earl of Ravensworth). Ar. fretty gu. on a chief of
the last three leopards' faces or. Crest
A lion ramp. sa.
billettee and crowned with an Eastern crown or.
SupporUrt
Two leopards or, semee of golps, and gorged with mural
crowns purp. Motto Fama semper vivit.
liiddell {Baron Bavensworth, extinct 1749
Sir Henbt
Liddell, fourth hart, of Ravensworth Castle, was so created
1747, d. s. p. and was *. in the baronetcy by his nephew, Sir
Henrt George Liddell, fifth hart., ancestor of the Sari of
Ravensteorth). Same Anns, Ac.
liiddell (cos. Durham and Northumberland). Same Ann*
(leopards' faces or). Crest, and Motto.
liidderdale (St. Mary Isle, co. Kirkcudbright). Az. a cher.
Crest
erm.
An eagle's head erased ppr. Motto Fore-

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

sight

is all.

liidderdale (London; from

Same

ArDit,

within a bordure engr. ar.
beUe qui praevidet.

Motto

—Per-

Scotland, 1685).
Crut, as the last.

Lfiddiard, alias Stratton (Rockley, co. Wilts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chev. or, three mullets pierced
gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chief indented az. three escallops
of the first. Crest
demi lion ramp. ar. holding in the

—A

dexter paw a mullet gu.
liiddiat (Uumley and Walsall,
CO. Worcester).

co. Stafford,

and Wollaston,

Gu. a fesse erminois betw. three wolves' heads

AA
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couped or. Crest— A wolfs head erased per pale erminois
and gu.
Xiiddle. G'j. a fesse wavy betw. three boars' heads erased
Two lions' gambs erased supporting a column
C'lcst
ar.

—

ppr.

Ar. fretty gu. on a chief of the second three leopards'
Two hands conjoined in fesse, each hand
C)-est
faces or.
to
a wing at the wrist.
united
Xiidg°bird (Plumstcad, co. Kent, and Rougham, co. Suffolk;
granted 1740). Quarterly, gu. and az. a chev. erra. in chief
two eagles displ. ar. in base a lion pass. or. Ci-esl A mural
crown, therein a trunk of a tree ppr. sprouting vert, surmounted with a pelican of the third, vulning herself of the
fourth, ducally crowned az.
Xiidsel (CO. Kssex). Gu. three garbs ar.
liidsey (London). Gu. a fesse chequy or and az. in chief a
Crest
trefoil slipped betw. two mullets of the second.
demi griCBn segreant az. beaked and legged gu. in the de.xter

Xiidel.

—

—

—

claw a

trefoil slipped or.

Iiidwall (Bathebar, Scotland). Per fesse gu. and ar. a fesse
wavy az. with spikes on each side counterchanged, an
escutcheon surtout or.
(Uromard, Clonmore, and Cormackstown, co.
Tipperary). Ar. fretty gu. on a chief of the second three
leopards or. dcst—A hon ramp. sa. crowned or. Motto
Vis unita fortior.
Iiie (co. Chester). Ar. a bend fusily, in the sinister chief a

Xiidwell

—

crescent sa.
Ijie. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three hawks' lures ar.
Xiieuis, or Lyenys. Az. a fesse nebulae ar. guttee de
sang betw. six leaves or. Crest An arm couped at the
elbow and erect, vested ar. holding in the hand ppr. a bunch
of acorns vert, fructed or.
Iiieubenrood (Prospect Hill, near Reading, co. Berks).
Ar. three bends sa. on a chief gu. a demi buck saliant,
issuant ar. attired and unguled or. Crest Out of an Eastern
coronet gu. two antelopes' horns ar. round each a ribbon
twisted vert.
Iiievre (Rev. John Stcrge Lievbe, A.M.). Az. a chev. or,
betw. two roses in chief ar. barbed and seeded ppr. and an
eagle displ. with two heads in base of the same. Crest

—

—

—

—

hare courant ppr., motto over, II y a de ma vie. Motto
Gardezbien.
Xiife. Or, on a fesse betw. three martlets sa. as many harts
of the

field.

Xiifelde, or Liifield (co. Surrey). Or, (another, erm.) on a
chev. betw. three demi lions gu. as many trefoils slipped of
Crest
the field.
A bull's head cabossed ar. armed or,
charged on the forehead with three erm. spots, one and

—

two.

liifford, Viscount. See Hewitt.
Xiigren (Harlackston, co. Lincoln, formerly of Hainault;
granted 20 Jan. 1619). Or, a chief chequy ar. and az. over
all a bend gu.
Xiigrg'en, or Liigmey. Chequy ar. and az. a fesse gu.
Vert a saltire betw. four eagles displ.
Xtigrh (co. Cornwall).
or.

—

three

a demi swan rising ppr.
Ligrht (Horley, co. Oxford Ciikistophep. Light, of that place,
wa.s buried there 16 Aug. 1546; Ciiiiistopheb Light was of
the same place. Visit. Oxon, 1574). S&ma Anns and Crcsl,
each charged with a crescent for diff.
Lig'ht. Vert a saltire betw. four eagles displ. or.
Xiight. Gu. three swans ar.
Lig-htbody (Glasgow, 178C). Az. on a pale or, betw. two
mullets in chief and as many crescents in base ar. a lion
ramp. gu. Crett—A star issuant from a cloud ppr. Motto
;

—

Clarior e tencbris.

liightbody
base

niullet."!

ar.

(Liverpool, 1767). Az. on a pale engr. or, betw.
in thief of the second and as many crescents in

a lion ramp. gu.

Crest

—A

star issuing

from a cloud

Afot In— ClarioT e tcnebris.

ppr.

Iiightborne
ramp,
hurt*.

and

Ij

—

—

—

;

—

Motto^A
Ligonier

—

rege et victoria.

(London, and Cobham, co. Surrey). Gu. a lion
ramp, or, on a chief ar. a crescent betw. two annulets az.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, erminois issuing out of a murat
coronet gu. holding in the dexter paw a palm branch

—

vert.

Lihou

Ar. a heart in chief and a crescent in

(Guernsey).
base gu.

Lilborne. Ermines a chev. betw. three crescents or.
Lilburne, or Lilborne (Thickley, Pincherdon,
Durham). Ar. three water bougets sa.
arm in armour ppr. holding a truncheon

—A

castle triple-towered ppr. flagged sa.

co.

—A dexter
Motto— Vis

Crest
or.

Another- Crest
viri

fragilis.

Lile

Erminois, on a chief az. three lions

Middlesex).

(co.

ramp.

or.

Lilford, Baron. See Powts.
Lilgrave, or Lillgrave (co. York).

Ar. on a chev. betw.

three water bougets sa. as many estoiles or.
or Lioll (co. Kent). Gu. a bend gobonated or and az.
betw. six crescents ar.
Lill (Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1629, Elizabeth, wife of
WiLUAM Lill, buried in the Church of Trim, co. Meath).

Lill,

(co.

betw. six mullets of six points gu.

sa.

Lillburn.

Sa. three lozenges ar.

Ar. on a fesse betw. two chev. sa.

Rutland).

three roses or.

Az.

rising ar.
Crest
A plume of three ostrich feathers,
the external ones gu. the centre one ar. issuing from behind

swans

I

—

Lille

sa.

Xiigrbam. Barry of six or and az. a bend gTi.
Lig-hes, Leiglies, or Lees Priory (co. Essex).
three plates, each charged with three piles wavy gu.
Xdgrht (Lites Cary, co. Somerset). Gu. a chev. betw.

two

—

Ar. a fess
Ar. a bend lozengy betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee

Iiig'h.

li

a bend sa. three escallops ar. Crest— A human heart pierced
with a passion-nail in bend.
Lig-htfoot (London). Same Arms, escallops of the first.
Lightford. .\z. a pale rayon^e or.
Ligbtlie. Ar. on a fesse sa. an annulet of the field.
Lightolres (co. Lancaster). Vert a lion ramp, or, charged
with caltraps sa.
Lighton (Merville, co. Dublin, bart.). Barry of eight ar.
and vert, over all a lion ramp, crowned with an eastern
crown or, armed and langued az. a canton of Ireland. Crest
A hon's head erased, crowned with an eastern crown or,
langued az. Motto Fortilucline et prudentia.
Ligo (Burcot, Weston Tiirville, and Stoke Mandeville, co.
Buckingham). Or, on a pale sa. three estoiles of the field.
Crest
On a chapeau az. turned up ar. an estoile betw. two
wings expanded or.
Lig'on (Upton, St. Leonard's, co. Gloucester, and Madresfleld, CO. Worcester).
Ar. two lions pass, in pale gu. (another,
sa.).
Crest
A Saracen's head ppr. wreathed about the
temples ar. and gu.
Another Crest An old man's head
ppr. hair and beard sa.
Ligon. Chequy ar. and az. a fesse gu.
Ligonier (Earl of Ligonier and Viscount Ligonier, of Clonwell, earldom extinct 1770, viscounty 1782
Sir John
Ligonier, of an ancient French family, was created a
viscount 1757, got a new patent, with remainder to his
nephew, 1762, and was created an earl 1766, d. s. p.). Gu. a
lion ramp, or, on a chief ar. a crescent betw. two mullets
az.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a demi lion erminois
holding in the dexter paw a palm branch vert. Supporters
Two lions reguard. erminois, murally gorged gu. each supporting in the interior paw a tilting spear ppr. headed or,
thereon a banner of the arms fringed and tasselled gold.

(Manchester; granted 1662).
Az. six hons
and one ar. on a bordurc of the second ten
Crr^t
An eagle displ. az. ducally gorged, beaked

tin ee, two,

—

nieniliercd or.

Lijfhtborne (co. Somorsn). Same Aitns, bordure cngr. or.
LiKhtborne, or Likeborne. Sa. three lozenges ar.
Lightfoot (AHliford, CO. Kent). Harry of six or and gu. on
60S

Lille, or Lile. Ar. a fesse betw. six estoiles pierced gu.
Crest
On a chapeau ppr. a lion couchant or.
Lilleborne. Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. counterchanged.

—

Lillegrane
bougets

Or, on a chev. betw. three water

York).

(co.

many

sa. as

Lillie (England).

—

stars of the field.

Per chev.

ar.

and gu. three

lilies

counter-

changed. Crest
A rose gu. betw. the attires of a stag or.
Lillie (Drimdoe Castle, co. Roscommon). Az. three lilies ar.
Lining. Gu. three pikes naiantin pale, a bordure engr. ar.
Lining (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1620,
Thomas Russell, Sheriff of Dublin). Same Arms, border
plain pellettce.

Lining

Same Arms

(co. Norfolk).

the bordure

(another,

plain).

Lillinge.
erm.
LilliiiR-ton

Gu. three salmons naiant in pale
(co. Dorset).

Lillingston
German

Chequy

ar.

and

ar.,

a bordure

vert.

(Ferriby Grange, co. York, supposed to be of
A bugle
the heiress m. Spooner).

extraction;

stringed betw. three crescents.
Lighly (Kewhall, co. York).

Lilly, or

a fleur-de-lis or.

Cirst

Lilly, or Lisley

Ar. on a fesse sa.

— A dexter

(cos.

handapaumee gu.
Northampton and Rutland).

Or,

(another, ar.) on a fesse betw. two chev. sa. three roses ar.

Lilly (.Stoke Prior and Uromsgrove, co. Worcester; Nicholas
LiLi.T was fined for not taking knighthood at the coronation
of Charles I.).
Gu. three lilies slipped ar. Crest A ."iwan's

—

LIM

—

sans strings ppr.
XdUuborne. Ar. a chev.
lets

sa.

langued gu. betw. three trefoils slipped yert, a chief ai.
Crest
A leopard's head erased ar. spotted sa. betw. two oak
branches vert, acorned or. Motto Non vi sed mente.
Lind (Gorgie, co. Edinburgh, and Isle of Wight). Gu. two
spears in saltire betw. a mullet in chief and a crescent in
base all ar. within a bordure of the last, charged with four
fleurs-de-hs and as many annulets alternately az.
Crest
Two sprigs of laurel in saltire ppr. Motto Semper virescit

—

saltirewise all or.

Iiimerick, City of.

Quarterly, Island 4th, gu. a castle,
on each tower an obtuse spire with a weathercock, on an
arch over the curtain wall a cross flory ar. 2nd and 3rd,
gu. three lions of England or.
liimesey (Long Iching, co. Warwick). Gu. three eagles
;

displ. or.

Ar. two bars gu.

Crest

—A

rose

bush bearing

rose? ppr.

liiiupenie

(Her. OfiBcc).

Per pale

sa.

and gu. a mountain

cat betw. three roses ar.

Limsey

Warwick, temp. Henry

(Arley, co.

eagle displ. or,

armed

III.).

Gu. an

—

virtus.

Lind

Per pale ar. .nnd gu.
Liimbury (Limehouse,
a chev. betw. three lions ramp, counterchanged.
liiinbiiry. Ar. six cinquefoils sa. three, two. and one.
liime. Gu. three lozenges in pale ar.
Ximerick, £arl of. See Pert.
lamerick, See of. Az. in the dexter chief a crosier, in
the sinister a mitre labelled, and in base two keys indorsed
co. Middlesex).

—

—

within an orle of nine mart-

gu.

Xiimesie.

LIN
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head erasctl ar. Anot?ier Crest— A heart gu. winged or,
charced with a fleur-de-lis gold.
Iiimbery, or Lymbrey (co. Dorset). Per pale ar. and
gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp, counterchanged. Crest
A unicorn pass. gu. crined, armed, and hoofed or.
Ar. an inescutcheon sa. within an orle of
liimborne.
martlets gu. Crest— A dexter hand holding a hunting norn

(Poland, 1769).

As the

last,

within a bordure invecked

and as many annulets
and Motto.
Lind (Sir James Lind, K.C.B., 1815). As Gorgie, within a
bordure engr. ar. charged with four fleurs-de-lis and as many
annulets alternately az. Same Crest and Motto.
Linde (co. Dorset). Gu. three bucks' heads couped ar.
Liinde. Sa. three leopards' faces ar.
or,

charged with four

alternattly ar.

Same

fleurs-de-lis

Crest

Lindesay. See Lindsay.
Lindesay-Bethnne, Bart.
Lindesci, or Lindsey
^

Gu. three eagles

(co.

.See

Bethtin-e.

Warwick, temp. Henry

III.).

displ. or.

Lindesey. Or, semee
Lindear (granted by

of crosses crosslot gu. an orle veit.

St. George, Ulster,
1668, to John
Lindeae, citizen of Dublin, and then High Sheriff of the

city).
Per pale ar. and vert an eagle displ. with two
heads charged on the breast with a trefoil shpped betw.
three escallops all counterchanged. Crest— On a mount a
stag statant charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped
all

ppr.

Lindley

sa.

liimsey.
liimsey.

Gu. three allerions displ. or.
Or, an eagle displ. gu. a bordure of the second
charged with eight cinquefoils ar.
liinacre (Linacre Hall, co. Derby; twenty descents of this
ancient family recorded in Vincent's Derbyshire Peds.). Sa.
a chev. betw. three escallops ar. on a chief or, three greyA greyhound's
hounds' heads erased of the first. Crest
head erased quarterly ar. and sa. charged with four escallops cotmterchanged.
Xiinacre. Sa.a chev. betw. three escallops ar. a chief or.
(another, the chief charged with a bear's head muzzled

—

sa.).

Linaker

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce, 1620, Robert Linaker,
Sheriff of Dublin). Per pale ar. and az. an eagle's
head betw. two escallops counterchanged.
liinarce (co. York). Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

some time

ar.

Linarce. Ar. on a fesse az. five estoiles or.
liinbury, or Liimburg:!!. Ar. six cinquefoils sa.
gu. three, two, and one.
Sa. three lynxes saliant ar.

Liinch.

Ci-est

(Sklgby, co. Notts; extinct in the male line ia
1758, on the death of John Lindlet, Esq., of Skigby). Ai-.
on a chief sa. three griffins' heads erased of the field. Crest
A griffin's head erased ar. gorged with a bar gemelle

—

sa.

Lindley

(Sir

Henry Lindley, knighted at Offaley, 30
camp immediately after the

July, 1599, at the rising of the

Sa. on a chief ar. three eaglets displ. of the field.

battle).

Lindley

(Middleton Castle, co. York; impalement Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1680, Edward Lofttjs, Viscount Loftus,
of Elge, whose wife was Jane, dau. and co-heir of Jobn
Lindley, Esq.).
Ar. on a chief sa. three griffins' heads
erased of the first.
Lindores. Gu. a castle ar.
(Ingwell, co. Cumberland). Erm. on a chev. dovetailed betw. three sinister hands couped at the wrist gu. as
many fountains. Crest A lion ramp. gu. semee of buckles
or, and holding betw. the paws a fountain.
Motto Vi et

Lindow

—

—

virtute.

pierced

—A lynx

pass.

Lindow (Bdbns-Lindow,

Irton Hall, co.

Cumberland; Jonas

Lindow Burns-Lindow, only surviving son of Isaac Burns,
Esq., of Whitehaven, by Agnes Lindow, his wife, sister of
Esq., of Ingwell, co. Cumberland).
Samo

Samuel Lindow,

ar.

Iiincoln, See of.
az. the

Gu. two lions pass, guard, or, on a chief
Holy Virgin and Child sitting crowned and bearing a

sceptre of the second.
(co.

Oxford;

:

—

—

Lincolne.

Lincolne
Alderman

Ar. on a cross az. five mullets or.
(Dublin; granted by Carney, Ulster, 1689, to
Nicholas Lincolne).
Or, a lion ramp. sa.

609

Crest,

and Motto.

(Scotland;

earUest arms).

Gu. on eagle

displ.

or.

founded 1429, by Hugh
Fleming, then Bishop of Lincohi). The escutcheon divided
paleways into three parts, the centre ar. thereon the arms
of the see of Lincoln, ensigned with a mitre all ppr., on the
dexter side the arms of Richard Fleming, Bishop of Lincoln,
viz.
barry of six ar. and az. in chief three lozenges gu. the
sinister side vert three stags trippant, two and one ar.
attired or; being the arms of Thomas Scott, otherwise
EoTHEBHAM, who flrst was Bishop of Rochester, afterwards
Bishop of Lincoln, then Archbishop of York, and Chancellor
of England, Privy Seal to Edward IV., and at length a
Cardinal, imder the title of Sancta Caeciha. He finished
the college, and in 1479 refounded and Uberally endowed it.
Lincoln, City of. Ar. on a cross gu. a fleur-de-lis or.
The city seal is a castle with five towers with the above arms
placed over the port.
Lincoln. Ar. on a cross vert an estoile pierced or.
Lincoln (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1678, William
Baron). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Lincolne (cos. Dorset and Somerset, temp. Richard I.).
Quarterly, per pale indented or and gu., in the 1st and 4th
quarter a cross of five lozenges of the second.
Lincolne. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally gorged or. C'-est
A lion ramp., as in the arms.
Lincolne. Gu. a lion ramp. or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi lion ppr. crowned with an antique
crown of the first.
Lincolne. Or, a leopard ramp. sa. armed ar.
Lincolne. Or, on across gu. five estoiles ar.

Lincoln Colleg-e

Arms,

Lindsay

Lindsay

(Earl of Crawford and Batcarres).
Quarterly,
J St and 4th, gu. a fesse chequy ar. and az., for Lindsay;
2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp. gu. debruised of a ribbon in
bend sa., for Abernethy. Crest An ostrich ppr. holding in
his mouth a key or. Supporters
Two lions sejant guard.
gu. Motto Endure fort.
Lindsay {Lord Spynie ; title extinct or dormant heir of line
H. A. Lindsay-Carnegie, of Spynie, paternally a Fullerton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fess chequy ar. and
az. with a label of three points ar. in chief; 2nd and 3rd,
Abernethy, as above, (ycst An ostrich's head erased ppr.
with a label of three points ar. above the neck, holding in the
beak a horseshoe or. Supporters Two lions sejant guard,
gu. armed or, with a label of three points above the neck
Motto Toujours loyal.
or.
Lindsay (Edzell, co. Forfar). Quarterly, as Earl of Crawford, within a bordure ar.
Lindsay (SarJ of Bakarres; the sixth Earl of Balcarrcs
became, de jure. Earl of Crawford, and the right of the
seventh earl to that title was recognised by the House of
Lords). Quarterly, as Earl of Cravford, within a bordure
Crest
A tent az. fringed
az. charged with fourteen stars or.
Supand semee of stars or, ensigned with a pennon gu.
porters
Two lions sejant guard, gu. each with a collar
Astra castra numen
az. charged with three stars or. Motto

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

lumen mimimen.

Lindsay

(Deerpark, co. Devon, 1871). Quarterly, 1st, 2nd.
and4th, as in the arms of the jFa Wo/ CVaw/ord/ 3rd, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, gu. a bend betw. six cross crosslets
fitch^e ar., for Howard; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp, gu.,
Crest and Motto, as Earl of Crawford.
for Forward.
Lindsay (Sir Coutts Lindsay, of Balcarres and Westville,

A
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liindsay

quartered coat of the Earl of Balcarrta 2nd and 3rd, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, ar. a crescent gu. on a chief indented az. three mullets pierced of the field, for Tbottee,
2nd and 3rd, gu. aUon ramp. ar. crowned or, with a crescent

liindsay

of the first on the lion's shoulder, for Mowbray ; these two
As Earl of Balcarres,
Crest
coats within a bordure erm.
Dexter, a white horse ppr. sinister, a lion ar.
Supporters
armed and langued az. Motto Astra castra numen lumen

liindsay

liindsey, Earl of.

munimen.

liindsey

;

—

—

;

—

Quarterly, as Earl of
liindsay (Balgawies, co.
Crauford, within a bordure ar. a crescent or, in the centre
Forfar).

for

Perth, hart., 1666). Quarterly, as
Crest A sword
Earl of Craitford, within a bordure az.
erect, on the point a pair of balances all ppr. Motto
Kecta vel ardua.
liindsay (Kilspindie, co. Perth). As the last, charging the
Same Ci-est and
bordure with eight roses ar. for difif.
Motto.
liindsay ^Pitc.<»rlies and Cairn, co. Forfar). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. a fess chequy ar. and az. within a bordure
couater-compony of the second and third 2nd and 3rd, or,
a lion ramp. gu. debruised of a ribbon in bend sa., for AbebNETHT. Crest ^Two stalks of wheat bladed and eared, disposed in saltire ppr. Motto Non solum armis.
liindsay (Dowhill, co. Kinross). Gu. a fess. chequy ar.
and az. in dexter chief a mullet of the second, the base
A castle ppr.
barry wavy of the second and third. Crest
(Evelick, co.

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Motto Firmus maneo.
now represented by Diko(Culsh, co. Aberdeen
WELL-FoBDTCE, of Bruckley, as heir of line). As the last,
A tower ppr. ensigned
within a bordure engr. or. Crest
on the top with a crescent ar. Motto Firmiter maneo.
liindsay (Cavill, co. Kinross). Quarterly, as Earl of Crawford, within a bordure quarterly or and gu. charged with
Crest
eight martlets counterchanged.
An ostrich head
erased ppr. Motto Sis fortis.
liindsay (Lord Lindsay, of the Byres; title dormant since
1808, now claimed by Sir J. T. Lindesat-Bethdne, Bart., of
Kilconquhar). Gu. a fess chequy ar. and az. in chief three
mullets of the second. Crest A griffin's head ar. beaked gu.
Supporters Two gri£Bns gu. armed and membered or.
MoClo—Ja ayme.
liindsay (Viicount Gamoek). Quarterly 1st and 4th, az.
three crosses pattGe or, forBABCLAT 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fess
chequy ar. and az., for Lindsat; ensurtout, gu. a fess erm.,
Crett A stag's head erased ppr. betw. the
for Cbawtord.

liindsay

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

attires a cross pattee fitchee gu.
Supporters Dexter, a
Highlander ppr. with a shield gu. in his exterior hand,
sinister,
charged with a fess erm.
a greyhound ppr.
collared erm.
Motto Hinc honor et salus.
liindsay (Klrkforther, co. Fife). Gu. a fess chequy ar. and
az. betw. three mullets in chief and a hunting horn in base

—

;

of the second.

liindsay

(Pyetstone,

historian
ar.

co.

Fife; the

branch to which the

Lindsat, of Pitscottie, belonged).
Gu. a fess
and az. betw. three mullets in chief and a mascle

in base of the second.

liindsay

(Wormistone, co.

Gu. a fess chequy ar. and
second and an annulet
ostrich ppr.
3/o(to^Patientia
Fife).

az. betw. three mullets in chief of the

in

base

or.

Crett— An

—

Crest—

(Bonbill, co. Dumbarton).
Quarterly, as Earl of
Crawford, in the centre of the quarters a rose gu.
(Broadlands, co. Kincardine).
Gu. a fess chequy

liindsay
and

a fleur-de-Us of the second.
(PitscandUe, co. Forfar).
Gu. a fess chequy ar.
a mullet of the second in chief and a dirk
pale ways ppr. in base.
ar.

and

az. in chief

az. betw.

See Bebtie.
(Cumberland).
Or, an eagle displ. puip.

mem-

bered gu.

liindsey

(co.

Huntingdon).

'Vair

an

orle ar.

on a bordure

liindsey

(London, and Bucksted, co. Sussex; confirmed 20
June; 1608). Or, an eagle displ. sa. armed and membered
az. a chief vair.
liindsey (co. Warwick). Gu. three eagles displ. or, membered az.
liindsey. Ar. on a chief sa. three griffins' heads erased of
the field.
liindsey. Or, an eagle displ. sa. charged on the breast with
ten plates in cross.
liindsey (HoUymount House, co. Mayo). Gu. a fesse chequy
ar. and az. betw. three mullets of the second.
Crett
An
eagle displ. with two necks.
liinesley (Linesley, co. Lancaster). Sa. a lion ramp. betw.

—

—

eight crosses pattee fitchee ar.
Crest
An arm in armour
embowed holding in the gauntlet a sabre all ppr.
Ldnford. Quarterly, gu. and or, on the Ist and 4th an
escallop ar.
Crest
A talbot pass. ar.

—

liingard

(Curdworth, co. Warwick; confirmed by the
Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Edwabd Linoabd.
Visit. Warwick, 1619).
Barry of six orand az. on a bend sa.
three escallops ar. Crest
A wolfs head erased sa.
Lin^ard-Ghltlirie (Tay Bank, Dundee). Barry of six or
and vair, on a bend sa. four escallops ar., quartering Gdtbbib.
See Gcthbie.
liingrard. Or, a fesse bendy of eight sa. and ar. betw. three
rests gu.
Crest
A stag's head affrontee gorged with a ducal
coronet ppr.
Ling's (Beg. TJIster's Office). Az. a chev. or, betw. three
lings' beads fessways erased ar.
liing'en, or Linereyne (Lingen Castle, and Sutton, co.
Hereford a family of great antiquity in that co., in which
they held estates, tenip. Henry IIL). Barry of six or and
az. on a bend gu. three roses ar.
Crett— Out of a ducal
coronet or, a garb vert.
Ling'en, or liinga-yne (cos. Derby, Gloucester, Northampton, Salop, and Worcester). Barry of six or and az. on a

—

—

;

bend gu. (another, az.) three roses ar.
ducal coronet or, a garb vert.

Crest

—Out

of a

liingren (Penlanole, co. Badnor; a branch of the Lingeni,
of Lingen Castle). Same Arms and Crest.
Liingren (co. Northumberland). Paly of six or and az. on a
bend gu. three chaplets ar.
liingren, Ligrgren, or liigney. Chequy ar. and az. a
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour brandishfesse gu.

—

ing a scymitar fastened to the wrist

all

ppr.

—

liing-ham. Bendy of six sa. and or, a chief gu. Crest
Two branches of oak in saltire ppr.
liinghooke, or Lynlooke (Terrington, co. Norfolk).

Paly of four az. and gu. a fesse dancettee betw. three
Crest
bulls' heads erased or.
A griffin's head erased gu.
gorged with a collar dancettee or, in the beak a violet az.
vert.
stalked and leaved
liing'WOOd (Braintree, co. Essex). Az. on a saltire betw.
four fleurs-de-lis or, five annulets gu. Ci-est— A talbot's
head or, pellettte, gorged with a mural coronet of the first.

—

Tincit.

liindsay

(The Mount, co. Fife; as home by Sir David, Lyon
Arms). Gu. a fess chequy ar. and az. betw. three
mulleti in chief and a man's heart in base of the
second.
Crett
A man's heart in flamei gu. Motto
Je ayme.
liindsay (Covington, co. Lanark). Gu. a fess chequy ar.
and az. in base a mascle or.
liindsay ^ Wauchopcdale, co. Dumfries). Gu. a fess chequy ar.
and az. in chief a label of three points of the second.
liindsay (Dunrod, co. Benfrew, representative of Craigie,
CO. Ayr).
Gu. a fess chequy ar. and az. betw. three stars
of the second.
Crest
A duck with ivings expanded ppr.
Supporters Two unlcoms sejant.
liindsay fBlaoksolme, co. Renfrew). Gu. a fess chequy ar.
and az. in chief a label of three points of the second. Crett
a withered branch of oak sprouting forth green leaves ppr.
Mniin Kt mortua vircscunt.
liindsay (Linbank, co. Lanark). Gu. a foss chequy ar.
and az. bf-tw. two mullets in chief and a hunting horn in

King

(Turin Castle, co. Mayo). As Dunrod.
two-headed eagle gu. Motto
Endure fort.

gu. eight crosses crosslet or.

diflf.

liindsay

chequy

IN

li

grandfather,
$. in 1837 to baronetcy conferred on his maternal
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, the
Sir CocT-re Tbotteb, in 1821).

of

—

—

—

—

—

—

baic of the second.
(Corsbasket, co. Lanark). Gu. a fess chequy ar.
and az. brtw. two mullets In chief and a cinquefoil in base
of the second.

liindsay
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liing'wood.

Same

Arms.

— An

antelope's

head

Madlein Lingwood,

Esq.,

Crest

erased erm.

liiugrwood

(granted to Bobebt

Az. asaltire engr. erminois
betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
A talbot's head erminois
erased and oared sa. gorged with a mural crown gu.
liinisey. Gu. an eagle displ. or, membered az.
LinlithgfOW, To'wti of (.Scotland). Az. the figure of the
Archangel Michael, with wings expanded, treading on a
serpent with its tail nowcd fessways in base all ar. the head
of whioh he is piercing with a spear in his dexter hand,
grasping in his sinister an escutcheon charged with the
of Christ's College, Cambridge).

arm.s of Scotland.

—

Motto

—

Collocct in coelo nos

omnes

vis

Michaelis.

Iiinlithg'O'w,

Linne
text

Earl

(London).

of.

See Livinostone.

Sa. a trefoil or, charged with a

German

K.

Linnet.

Sa. a ehev. betw. three bears' heads

couped

ar.

A
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Crest

—

Out of a ducal coronet or,

a double plume of ostrich

feathers ar. five and four.
Sa. a chev. betw. three boars* heads erased ar.

lannet.

muzzled

gxi.

Xinnett.

Ar. semee of crosses crosslet a lion ramp. sa.
Xiinc[ue, or Liinq (co. Lincoln; descended of a family of
Or, a chief chequy
LiNQDE, in the province of Hainault).
On a mount vert
Crest
ar. and az. over all a bend gu.
a lion sejant guard, or, reposing his foot on a caltrap

—

Xinsey.

charged with seven plates
in pale (another, tinctures reversed, without the plates).
Xiinsey (Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chief sa. three
griffins" heads erased of the first.
Xiinskill. Or, an eagle displ. with two heads purp. beaked
and memliered gu. a chief nebulee az. Crest A demi eagle
displ. with two heads or, holding in the beak a scroll with
this A/of(o— Victor.
Tiint. Ar. Wiree battle axes gu. Crest— A dexter hand gu.
holding a cross crosslet fitch^ sa.
Xiinton (co. Cambridge). Ar. on a cross gu. five roses of the
field.
Crest
A griffin's head erased.
Xiinton (Drumerick, Scotland). Gu. a cross crosslet ar. betw.
Or,

an eagle

displ. sa.

—

—

four crescents or.

Linton

(Scotland).

Gu. an eagle

last three roses of the first.

on a chief of the
head erased,

displ. ar.

Crest

—Aa

eagle's

holding in the beak an acorn stalked and leaved all ppr.
Vaire or and az.
Gu. a hind betw. three pheons or. Crest
demi talbot holding in the mouth an arrow ppr.
Xiinwood. Same Anw, within a bordure engr. pelletee.
Xiion (Lord Mayor of London, 1554). Az. on a fesse engr. or,
betw. three bezants, each charged with a grif&n's head erased
sa. a lion pass, guard, betw. two cinquefoils gu.
Xiionnel. Ar. three bars gu. betw. eight estoiles sa. one,
three, three, and one.
C-est An antique crown.
Xiions.
Per pale or and az. a chev. (another, a fesse)
erm.
Xiions (Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a chev. betw. three lions
sejant guard, ar. (another, has the field ar. chev. az. and

Xiinton.

—

Xiinwood.

—

lions gu).

Xippincot

(Stoke Bishop,

co.

Gloucester,

hart.,

extinct

descended from co. Devon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
fesse embattled gu. and sa. three talbots sLitant guard, ar.;
and
3rd, sa. a chev. ar. betw. three mermaids ppr. crined
2nd
and combed or. Crest Out of a mural coronet gu. a plome
of six ostrich feathers in one row, alternately ar. and az.
Motto Secundis dubiisque rectus.
Xippingrcott(Lippingcott and Wybbery, co. Devon; Philip
LiPPiNGcoTT, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of John Lippingcott,
of Lippingcott, who was grandson of John Lippimgcott, of
;

—

—

same place, by Jane Wtbbeet, his wife, dau. of John
Wtbbebt, of Wybbery, and co-heir of her brother, William
Wibbebt). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fesse embattled gu.
and sa. three leopards pass, ar., for Lippingcott; 2nd and
3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three mermaids ar.
Xiisbone, or Xiisbome. Sa. three lozenges ar. Crest

—

A

boar pass.

or.

—

—

Xisle

(Brackley, co. Northampton, and Felton, co. North-

umberland).

See Vadghan.
Ar. three mascles az. on a chief gu. as

Xiisk (Scotland).

many mascles of the field.
Xiskerett, or Xiskerd,

of.

Seal of the

Mayor

three eaglets displ. gu. a border sa.

X'Isle {Baron Lisle, of Bongemont; dormant or extinct
1399 Bobeet de Lisle was summoned to Parliament 1311).
;

two chevronels sa.
de L'Isle, abeyance temp. Henry VI.). Gu. a
Uon pass. ar. crowned or.
Xisle, Baron. LeeLTSACHT.
Xiisle, or Lisley (Wilbraham, co. Cambridge, 1632). Or,
a fesse betw. two chev. sa.
Xiisle (Wodyton, Thruxton, and Moyles Court, co. Hants;
descended from Jobdan db Insula, temp. Henry I. The
sisters and co-heirs of the last Chasles Lisle, Esq., of
Wodyton and Moyles Court, were Mart, m. to Rev.
Chbistopheb Tailoe, D.D.
Susan, m. Thomas Mabch
Phillipps, Esq., of Garendon Park, co. Leicester; Catherine, m. first, John Manlet, Esq., and secondly, J. Tailok,
Esq., of Beading and Elizabeth, d. young. Ahbbose Lisle
Mabch Phillipps, Esq., of Garendon Park, grandson of the
second co-heiress, Susan Lisle, assumed the surname and
arms of De Lisle. Of the family of Lisle, of Moyles Court, waa
Or, a fess betw.

X'Isle (Baron

;

611

Ar.

three eagles displ. with two heads gu. (another, the eagles
with one head).

Xisle

(CO. Surrey). Or, on a chev, betw. three demi lions
ramp. gu. as many trefoils ar.
Xisle. Per pale or and gu. a point in point erm. over all a

cross

Tan

Xisle.

az.

Or,

a

fesse betw.

two chev.

sa.

Crest

—A millstone

ar. in the centre a millrind sa.

Xisle.

Or, a lion ramp. az. tail forked.

Xiisle.

Or, a fret gu.

Xisle, or Xile. Ar. a, lion ramp. az.
Xisle. Ar. a fesse betw. six martlets gu.
Xisle. Or, a chev. betw. three leaves gu.
X'Isle (Bugemont, co. Bedford, temp. Henry
crowned

lion pass, guard, ar.

III.).

Gu. a

or.

X'Isle (Kingston Isle, co. Berks). Same Arms.
X'Isle (Isle of Wight, temp. Henry III.). Same Arms.
Xisle (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1664). Erm. a lion ramp.
az.

Same Anns, semee of crosslets or.
(confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to John Lislet, of Moxhull, co. Warwick. Visit. Warwick),
Ar. three eagles displ. gu.
Xisley (quartered by Skeffington, of Skeffington, co.
Leicester. Visit. Leices. 1619). Gu. an eagle displ. or.
Xiismore, Viscount. See OCallaghan.
Xisse. Paly of six ar. and az. a fesse gu.
Xiister (Burwell Park, co. Lincoln the senior line of Listeb,
of CO. York, of which was Sir Maktin Listeb, the celebrated
physician, temp. Charles I. ; the representative is, through
the Dthokes, one of the co-heirs to the ancient barony of
Kyme). Erm. on a fesse sa. three mullets or, quartering
Banceoft, or, on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet az. thrat
garbs of the field. Crest A stag's head erased ppr.
Xister (Little Chester, co. Derby, and Manningham, eo.
York). As the preceding.
Xiisle de.

Xisley

;

—

Xister

Erm. on a fesse sa. three
head issuing from a ducal

(Hirst Priory, co. Lincoln).

mullets or.
coronet.

Crest

—A

stag's

—Betinens vestigia famae.

Motto

Xister (impalement in

Sarsdon Manor House, with the names
"B. Blout and E. Listee" written over. Visit. Oxon,

Az. on a cross betw. four doves ar. five torteaux,
1566).
each charged with an estoile of the second, quartering gu.
sem^ of crescents or, a lion ramp, ar., another coat of
I.ISTEB.

Xiister (Gisbume,

co.

York

;

fesse sa. three mullets or.

and gu.

Baron
Crest

Erm. on a
head erased per
a crescent.
attired and hoofed

Ribblesdalt).

—A

stag's

attired or, difFerenced with

—

Dexter, a stag reguard. sa.
charged on the body with an eagle displ. of the last,
gorged with a collar of SS. and portcuUises gold sinister, a
bay horse, bridled, saddled, and supporting a staff ppr. headed
or, with a banner vert, fringed, and charged with the letters
Y. L. D. gold, meaning York Light Dragoons.
Motto—
Betinens vestigia fams.
Xister (Armitage Park, co. Stafford; a branch of Listes,
of Gisbume). Same Arnls and Crest.
Xister (New Windsor, co. Berks). Vert on a cross ar. five
torteaux, each charged with a mullet or.
Xiister (cos. Derby and Westmorland, and-Wydopp, co.
Crest
York). Erm. on a fesse sa. three mullets or.
buck's head erased ppr.
Xister (Finchley, co. Middlesex, and co. Essex). Az. on a
cross ar. five torteaux, each charged with a mullet or.
Xiister (London ; granted 20 April, 1602). Erm. on a fesse
cotised sa. three mullets or. Crest— A stag's head erased per

Supporters
or,

;

Town

and Burgesses, re-incorporated 6 July, 29 Queen Elizabeth,
I57C. A fleur-de-lis betw. two beds, inscribed Sigillum, commun. burgi. de. Liskertt.
X'Isle (John L'Isle, Visit. Warwick, twelfth in descent fitjm
WiLUAM DB Insula, 21 Henry III., 1236, Dugdale). Ar.

;

Gu. a lion pass, guard, ar. crowned or.
co. Northampton, and co. Warwick).

(Yorwell,

fesse ppr.

Xasbtirne, Earl of.

I.IS

Alice, the widow of John Lisle, Esq., of Moyles Court, who
was beheaded, at the age of 80, by Judge Jeffbies, 1685).
Or, on a chief az. three lions ramp, of the first.
Crest ^A
stag trippant ppr. attired or.
Xisle (St. Marti n's-in-the-Fields, co. Middlesex). Erminois
(another, or) on a chief az. three Uons ramp. or. Crest
lion's gamb ar. holding an escallop or.

Xisle

az.

1829

AA

;

—

fesse ppr. and or,
Xiister (Rowton,

mullets ar.

Crest

attired of the last.
co.

Salop).

Erm. on a

fesse

sa.

three

— A buck's head erased ppr.

Xister

(Shipden Hall, co. York; on the roof of Halifax
church). Erm. on a fesse sa. three mullets ar. a canton gu.
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. charged on the neck with a
trefoU slipped gu. Motto Justus propositi tenax.

—

Xister (Scotland).
mori quam foedari.

—

Same Arms and

Crest.

Motto—Tioai

Gu. semee de mullets a lion ramp. or.
Xister-Kaye (bart., created 1812). See Kate.

Xiister.
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Liston

Gn. two gillyflowers in pale slipped ppr.
Crest Two hands conjoined and couped

(Scotland).

a chief raguly

—

ar.

Liston

RoBEBT LisTOK, G.C.B.,

(Sir

Gu. on a cross

1817).

raguly ar. two gillyflowers slipped ppr. Crest
plough ppr. Motto Poco a poco.
Liston. Gu. a cross raguly or.
Liston. Ar. a bend danc-ettee sa.
Liston. Vert six (another, ten) bezanta.

—

— An antique

—

—

;

issuing out of a loch in base ppr.
lions

ramp.

Litlebnry. Ar. three lions pass, in pale gu.
Litler (Tathwell, co. Lincoln). Ar. two bars

az. in chief a
within a bordure engr. sa.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three squirrels sejant
gu. Crest A filbert tree ppr. the trunk raguly, on each side
a squirrel saliant gu.
Litlington (London). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on the 2nd
and 3rd quarters a fret or, over all a bend az. charged with
three fleurs-de-lis of the third.
Litster (co. Lincoln, 1640). Erm. on a fesse sa. three
mullets ar.
An anchor and cable sa. Motto Sine
Crest
griflin pass. gu. all

Litler (London).

—

—

—

cross ar. betw. four magpies or, five
Crest A stag at
torteaux, on each an estoile of the third.
gaze ermines, ducally gorged and attired or.
Littell, or Little (Bray, co. Berks). Per chev. ar. and
sa. in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the last, in base a tower of

—

Crest

—Two daggers

Little

—

last.

Littilman, or Littleman

(Scotland).
Or, a chev. sa.
betw. a cross phttee in chief of the last and a heart in
base gu.
Little (Mtikledale and Langholme, Dumfries). Sa. a saltire
engr. ar.
Crest
A tiger's head affronti5e ppr. Motto
Magnum in parvo.
Little (Libbcrton, co. Edinburgh). Sa. on a saltire ar. a
crescent gu.
Crexl
A leopard's head or. Motto Mag-

—

—

—

—

in parvo.

Little. Ar.
and one.

six

lions

ramp. gu. (another,

ar.

Crest— A leopard's

co.

Monmouth).

sa.) three, two,

Sa. a chev. engr.

il/oUo— Magnum

head ppr.

in

as

Ar. a crescent betw. three roses

(Scotland).

Littler

(Wallerscote, co. Chester).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three squirrels sejant gu.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
(co. Middlesex).
squirrels sejant gu.
Crest
A squirrel sejant eating a nut
ppr.
Littler (as granted to Col., afterwards Gen. Sir John Hunter

Littler

—

Littler, G.C.B., claiming descent from Littler, of Vale
Royal, CO. Chester, settled in that co. since Edward 1.). Vert
two bars erm. betw. a griflin pass, in chief and an Eastern
crown in base or, in the fesse point a sword fesseways, the point
to the dexter ppr. pommel and hilt gold, all within a bordure
engr. of the last. Crest
A mount vert, thereon, in front of
a palm tree, an elephant statant ppr. the trappings gu.
fimbriated or, and charged with a sun in splendour, the
girth az. also fimbriated gold, the trunk grasping a lotus
flower slipped also ppr. Motto
Astra et castra.
Littleton (Pillaton Hall, co. Stafford, bart., extinct 1812;

—

descended from Richard Littleton, second son of Sir
Thomas Ltttleton, Knt., of Frankley (see Littelton,
Lord Lyttelton), which Richard Littleton m. Alice, dau.
and heir of William Winesburt, Esq., of Pillaton Hall).
Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops sa.

Littleton (Baron Hatherton ; descended from Moreton
Walhouse,

Esq., of Hatherton, co.

Stafford,

sister of Sir

by Frances

Edwatd Littleton,

fourth and last bart. of Pillaton; the grandfon of this mar-

Edward John Walhouse, Esq., asmmed, 1812, the
name and arms of Littleton, and was created a peer, as
Baron Hatherton, 1835). Same Arms. These, with the motto,
" Ung Dieu et ung roy," were the identical ensigns of the
riage,

great author of " The Tenures," and are scrupulously preserved by the family. Crest
A stag's head cabossed sa.
attired or, betw. the attires a buglehorn gold, hanging by a
bend'gu. Supporters Dexter, a stag ppr. gorged with a
collar or, therefrom pendent an escutcheon ar. charged with
a bugle or, therefrom pendent an escutcheon, charged as the
dexter, stringed sa. sinister, a Hon gu. gorged with a ducal
coronet. Motto Ung Dieu et ung roy.
Littleton (Stoke Milburgh, co. Salop, bart., extinct 1710
descended from a younger son of Thomas Littleton, Esq.
of Spetchley, co. Worcester, third son of Sir Thomas Littleton, Knt., of Frankley (see Lyttelton, Lord Lyttelton).
Same Aiins.
Littleton. Ar. two lions pass. gu.
Littleton (co. Leicester). Ar. a bend betw. two cotises sa.
within a bordure engr. gu. charged with eight bezants.
Littleton. Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops within a

—

;

—

bordure

sa.

mount

Az. a

bull's

head erased

or.

Crest

— On

a

vert a peacock ppr.

Litton

(Knebworth). See Lttton.
Erm. a chief dancettee az.
(confirmed to Edward Litton, Q.C, of Altmore, co.
Tyrone, a Master in Chancery, Ireland, grand.son of Thomas
Litton, Esq., ofOldtown, co. Kildarc, and their descendants).
Erm. a crescent gu. on a chief indented az. three ducal
coronets or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an ermine'*
head erm. Motto Prudentia gloriani acquirit.

Litton,

parvo.

Little-Qilmour. See Gilmouk.
Littleborne. Per pale ar. and

Litton
sa.

three chev. counter-

changed.

Littleborne.

Ar. three water bougcts sa.

Littleboys (Wickham,

and Ashburnham, co.
and one sinister,
coupod at the wrist in fesse ar. the fingers downward.
Littlebury (Killingham, CO. Lincoln). Ar. two lions pass.
Sussex).

or,

gu-

Littlewood.

Little (Llanvair Grange,

garbs

—

in saltire ppr.

Keney, co. Essex, and co.
Norfolk). Sa. a pillar ducally crowned or, betw. two wings
expanded and joined to the base, of the last. Crest A cock
standing on an arrow or, combed and wattled gu.
Littell. Az. a saltire engr. or, in chief a mullet of the

num

—

On a garb or, a bird
beak an ear of wheat vert.
Littlejohn (Woodston, Scotland, 1761). Ar. three arrows
gu. two in saltire and one in pale and banded vert betw. six
trefoils shpped of the last, two in chief, two in fesse, and two
in base.
Crest
Two naked arms issuing out of a cloud,
holding a bow in fuU bent to let fly an arrow all ppr. Motto
Crest

ar. in the

Littleton, his wife, only

Deo nihil.
Litster. Az. on a

first.

<fec.

ar. betw. three

—

ar.

Sa. a saltire ar. (another, or).

Littell. Same Arms.
Littell (Harsted and

V

— Ferio.

Or,

Vert six

Vert on a chev.

boys' heads couped ppr.

Littlejolin

a sword in pale az. surmounted by a
crescent sa. all betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Crest—
An arm in armour embowed, holding a sword ppr. Motto
Semper pugnare paratus.
Crest
An old
Xiitcott. Or, two bars vaire ar. and sa.
man's head ppr. vested sa. and ducally crowned or.
Litelcot. Gu. a cross erm.
Litham (Redborne, co. Rutland quartered by Tooke, of
Visit. Rutland, 1619).
Ar. a fess gu.
South Luffenham.
over all a bend sa.
Lithgrow (Drygrange, Scotland). Ar. a demi otter sa.

Litle.
Litle.

I

Same Arms,

—

Liston-Foulis, Bart. See Foulis.
Listowel, Earl of. See Hake.
Litchfield,

L

(Scarlets).

Littlefield.

many

ppr.

the

Littledale

Sa.

co. Bucks,

two hands, one

dexter

guard, in pale gu.
Littlebury (Stcnsby .nnd Winsby, co. Lincoln). Gu. two
lions pass, guard, in pale ar.
Crfsl
A man's head couped
at the shouklcr.-!, armed in mail all ppr.

—

Littlebury.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

lion's

paw per

fcsso

gu. and az. holding a spear sa. point or.

Littlebury (co. Lincoln). Or, two lions pa.ss. guard, gu.
Littlebury. Ar. on a bend vert betw. two lions pass gu.
tlirip caglfs displ. or.

Littlebury, Sa. three wicker baskets with handles ar.
Littledale (Bolton Hull, CO. York). Ar. a lion pa.ss. gu. on

—

a (liiffaz. three cross crosslcts of the field.
Crrnt
A dcnii
lion gu. gorged with a collar gemelle ar. holding in tho

dexter paw a

cro.ss crosslet of

spcra.

the second.

Motto

— Fac

et

—

—

Litton

(Ardavilling, co. Cork).

legged gu. hoUling in the beak a branch of sca-wced, called
Crc.it
A cormorant with wings enlaucr, inverted vert.
dorsed sa. beaked and legged gu. in the beak a sprig of lauer
Supporters
Dexter, a figure of Neptune, holding a
vert.
sinister, a merman blowing a shell
banner of the arms
and holding a banner charged with a ship. Motto— Dews
nobis h;ec otia fecit.
Livesey (Livcsey, co. L.nncastcr. Visit, co. Lancaster, 1664).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three trefoils slipped vert. Crest
A lion's ganib erased gu.
Livesey (Ka.st Church, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1G60; descended from Livesey, of Livesey. JIicuael Livesev was
BO created 16'i7 was one of those w ho signed the warrant

—

—

;

—

;

61^

Same Anns.

Liverpole. Quarterly, gu. and or, a cross pattce ar.
Liverpool, Earl of. See Jenkinson.
Liverpool, Town of. Ar. a cormorant sa. beaked and

;:
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murder of Charks
Same Anns.

for the
tion).

liivesey

(Sutton, CO.

I.,

d.

s.

m. before the Eestora-

p.

Lancaster,

Same Arms and

1664).

a bordure az.

Crtst,

liivesey, or

Livesay

(Stourton Hall, co. Lincoln, for-

merly of Livcscy, co. Lancaster). Same Arms and Crest.
Xiivie (Montague S(iuare). Or, a chev. betw. two mascles in
chief and a boar's head in base az.

r-liiving'Stone

(that

llli).

Ar. three cinquefoils (or

gilli-

flowers) gu. pierced of the field.
of LinlUhgoic).

;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. three cinquefoils gu. within a double tressurc flory coun2nd and 3rd, sa. a bend bctw. six billets or, for
terflory vert

Iiiving'Stone {Earl
;

on an escutcheon az. a tree growing
within a bordure ar. charged with eight
title of Linlithgow.
Supporters
Two savages wreathed round the head and middle with laurel
ppr. and holding in their exterior hands batons erect or.
A demi savage ppr. holding a baton or club erect in
Crest
his dexter hand, and round the sinister arm a serpent twined

Callendar; over
out of the base

all,

or,

—

cinquefoils gu., for the

—

3Iolto

vert.

— Si je puis.

'

liiving-stone {Earl

of Callendar). Quarterly, as the last,
Crest
without the escutcheon of pretence.
A dexter
hand holding a sword ppr. 3Iotto Kt domi, et foris.
liivingstone (Westquarter, co. Stirling, bart., 1699; arms
confirmed to Fenton Livingstone, of Westquarter, the heir
of line in 1854). Quarterly, Livingstone and Callendar,
Crest
all within a bordure quartered or and gu.
A savage's
head wreathed about with laurel. Motto Si possim.
Iiiving-stone (Dunipace, co. StirUng, bart., 1625). Ar.
three cinquefoils within a double tressure counterflory gu.
Ar. two gillyflowers in
Iiivingrstone (Aberdeen, 1672).
chief, and an escallop in base, all within a bordure engr. gu.
Crest
A boar's head couped, holding in the mouth a pair of
balances ppr. Motto— Yortis et sequus.

—

—

—

—

—

(Baldron, co. Stiriing). Same Arms, the borCrest
A gUlyflower slipped ppr. Motto

Xiiving°stone

—

—

dure indented.

Nativum retinet decus.
Xiiving°stone (Counteswells,

Aberdeen).

co.

Ar.

three

cinquefoils within the royal tressure flory counterflory vert,

—

Crest
A demi Herwreathed about the head and middle, holding in the
dexter hand a club erect, and in the sinister a serpent all ppr.

in the centre a cross crosslet fitchee sa.
cules,

Motto— Si je puis.
Xjiving-stone (Glentirran, co. Stirling). Same Arms, a
bordure compon&, and on each of the last a boar's head
couped.
Creit
A dexter hand brandishing a sword ppr.
Motto Ut possim.
Xiiving°stone (Kinnaird, Earl of Kewburgh). Ar. on a

—

—

bend betw. three gillyflowers gu. an anchor of the first, a
double tressure flory counterflory vert.
Crest
A Moor's
head couped ppr. banded gu. and ar. with pendles ar. at his
cars.
Svjiporters Dexter, a savage wreathed head and
middle with laurel ppr.; sinister, a horse ar. furnished gu.
Motto Si je puis.

—

—

—

Living-stone

(Viscount Kilsyth). Ar. three gillyflowers
slipped gu. within a double tressure flory counterflory vert.
Crest

—A

demi savage wreathed about the head and middle
all ppr.
Supporters Two lions gu. Motto Spe

—

—

with laurel
expecto.

Living-stone

Viscount Tiviot). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
three oranges slipped ppr. within an oile of thistles or; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. three cinquefoils gu. within a double tressure
(

—

flory counterflory vert.
Dexter, a horse ar.
Sujmorters
furnished gu.; sinister, a savage wreathed head and middle
with laurel, holding in his left liand a baton with its head
downwards or. Crest A demi man holding a baton upwards

—

/
I
LLiviugrstone

(Parkhall, co. Stirling

;

paternally Mitchell,

Ar. a mascle az. betw. three gillyflowers slipped gu.
a double tressure flory counterflory vert. Crest A dexter
hand grasping a sabre ppr. Motto Si possim.
Livingstone-Learmonth (Parkhall). See Learmonth.
Livington, or Levington (Saltcoats, co. Haddington).
Ar. a bend betw. two otters' heads couped gu. (another,
Ar. a bend engr. gu. in chief a bear's head erased az.
1766).

—

.

—

muzzled of the second).
Ar. a bend engr. gu. in chief a bear's head
erased az. muzzled of the second.
Xiivius.
Vert on a chev. in point embowed or, another
chev. of hke form gu. betw. three pomegranates slipped and

livington.

leaved ppr.

Llandaff, See of.

Sa. two crcsiers in saltire or and ar.
on a chief az. three mitres labelled gold.
I<landa£f, City of. Sa. two crosiers in saltire or, on a

chief az. three mitres of the second.

Ue-wellyn ap Griffith
613

liL O

from Griffith ap Ctnan, King of North Wales [see that
namel. Llewellyn, who was slain 10 Dec. 1282, by the
forces of Edward I. vi. 3 Oct. 1278, Eleanor, dau. of Simon
DE MoNTFORD, Earl of Leicester, by Eleanor, second dau. of
King John, and left an only dau. and heiress, Catherine,
mother, by her husband, Philip ap Ivor, Lord of Jscoed, in
Cardigan, of a dau. and heiress, Eleanor, who m. Thomas
ap Llewellyn, last Lord of South Wales, and had two daus.
and co-heirs: I. Eleanor, m. Griffith Vaughan, Lord of
Glyndwrdwy, CO. Merioneth II. Margaret, m. Sir Tcdorap
Grono, Knt., and had a son, Meredith ap Todor, father of
Owen Tcdob, progenitor of Henry Vll. and the Royal House
of Tudor). Arms, those of the principality of North Wales,
viz., quarterly, or and gu. four hons pass, guard, counterchanged.
Lle-wellyn ap Madoc (Baron of Cryniarth-yn-Edeimion,
CO. Merioneth, Bishop of St. Asaph, 3 Edward 111. (1367);
derived from Ellis, hving 22 Edward L (1284), second son
of Iorwerth, Lord of Half-Edeirnion, ancestor of the
Hughes's, of Gwerclas, Barons of Kymmer-yn-Edeimion.
Llewltn ap Madoc d. in 1335, leaving seven sisters and

(Frince of North Wales, derived

co-heirs,

viz.,

I.

Lleiki, m.

Gbono Llwyd-y-Penwyn,

of

Denbighland; II. Anghabad, of Vaerdre, m.
Griffith, Vir Goch of Newedd wen-yn-Llandderfel; III. Efa, m. Griffith ap Llewellyn, of Cors-yGedol, CO. Merioneth
IV. Myfanwy, m. Ievan Vychan,
styled Y Crach, of Llanwydelyn; V. Margaret, m. Ithel
ap Gwebgened Vychan, of Khiwaedog, co. Merioneth VI.
Nest, m. Jevan ap Y Moelwrch ; VII. Mali, vi. Llewelyn
AP Madoc, of Vaerdre in Edeirnion). Same Arms.
Lle-wellyn ap Ynyr (Lord of Yale, in Denbighland,
second son of Howel ap Moriddio ap Sandde Hardd,
Lord of Mostyn, in Denbighland.
Llewelyn greatly distinguished himself at the battle of Corwen, and his valour
was rewarded by his Prince, Gryffyd ap Madoc, Lord of
Dinas Bran, under the following circumstances. While conMelai,

in

Madoc ap

;

;

versing with the Prince after the fight, Llewelyn accidentally drew his left hand, smeared with blood, across his
sword, leaving four blood-stains upon it, which the Prince
observing, ordered him to bear tliose marks henceforth on
his shield, at the same time conferring upon him, as a substantial recognition of his services, the lordship of Gelligynan. The grant is dated in Yale, on the vigil of St.
Egidius (probably Eligius, as remarked by Sir Sam. Meyrick
in his edition of •' Dunn's Visitations," the festival falUng
on December 1) in the year 1256. Descendants: I. Lloyds,
of Yale, Trowyn and Voelvodig, and three branches,

Lloyd, of Bodidris, in Yale, bart., now extinct in the male
line; Lloyd, of Gloster, King's co., extinct in the male
line; the last of this line. Col. Hardbess Lloyd, d. unm.,
and is now represented by Vaughan, of Golden Grove; II.
Ellises, of Brondeg and Groes Newydd). Paly of eight ar.
and gu some authorities say or, instead of ar. [Authorities
Eeynold's "Display of the Heraldry of North Wales, 1739,"
Pennant's " Tour in Wales," vol. 1, p. 406, Ac.
The
first edition of the Ai-mory makes the battle
that of
Crogen, but Eeynolds says it was Corwen and it is simply
impossible it could have been Crogen, which was fought
nearly a century before the grant made to Llewelyn.
Besides,
Llewelyn was certainly contemporary with
Gryffyd, Lord of Dinas bran, whose grandfather, Gryffyd
Maelor, a distinguished chief, took part, along with Owen
Brogyntyn, at the battle of Crogen, and died 30 years later,
in 1191, the date of Crogen being 1165.]
Lle-wellyn Voelgr-wn (Main, in North Wales. DescenII. Pabby, of Main
dants
I. Matthews, of Trefanney
III. Griffiths, of Main: IV. Mobrice, of Biyn y Gwalie;
IV. Davies, of Peniarth). Ar. a lion pass. sa. a bordure indented gu.
Lle-wellyn Aurdorchog (Golden Torques, in Yale). Az.
a hon pass. or.
Lle-wellyn (Edward Tubberville Llewellyn, Esq.) Quar2nd and 3rd, Tubterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three chev. ar.
berville, chequy or and gu. a fesse erm. Crest A lamb
bearing a banner charged with a cross of St. George, a
glory round the head. iV/o«o— Vincit qui patitur.
Lle-wellyn (King of Pow-ys). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Lle-wellyn (Peterstone-super-Ely-Coedriglan, and StockCrest
A Iamb
land, CO. Glamorgan). Gu. three chev. ar.
bearing a banner charged with a cross of St. George, a glory
round the head.
Lle-wellyn (Diixwyn-Llewellvn, Penllergare, co. Gl.imorgan). Gu. on a chev. ar. three trefoils shpped of the first.
Crest
A stag's head couped ppr. Motto Craignez honte.
Llo-warch. (Holbwrch; Treasurer of GrifBth ap Llewellyn,
Prince of North Wales, and ancestor of the family of Caeb
Valwch yb Llanynys). Vert a stag trippant ar. attired or.
;

:

:

;

;

—

—

—

—

;:
;
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liLO
ap Bran

(Founder of the II. Noble Tribe of
lilot^arch
Korth Wales and towys). Ar. a chev. betw. three crows sa.
with erm. in their bills.
ZJoyd (Plymog, co. Denbigh; Gwerclas and Kymmer-ynEdeirnion, co. Merioneth and Bashall Hall, co. York. This
family, one of the most distinguished in the Principality,
derives, in common with the Royal House of Tudor, from
Uabchddd, Lord of Abergelleu, and Bryntfenigl, in Carnarvon, Founder of the VIII. Noble Tribe of North Wales
and Powys, living in the middle of the 9th century. Ainns,
those of Edntfed Vychan, viz., Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three Englishmen's heads in profile ppr., quartering the
bearings of: 1. Iwfa ap Kzndrig, Lord of Christionydol
2. Khys ap Griffith, derived from Yntb, Lord of Yale;
3. Davies, of Denbigh, derived from Ednowain Bendew,
Lord of Tegaingle, Founder of the XIII. Noble Tribe of North
Wales and Powys; 4. Hcghes, of Gwerclas, Barons of
;

name']; 5. Walmeslet, of
Coldcoates Hall, co. Lancaster, and Bashall Hall [see that
of
Plymog: An Englishman's
Crests
Isl, Lloyd,
nome].
head in profile couped ppr. ; 2nd, Hdghes, of Gwerclas :

Kymmer-yn-Edeimion

[see t/iat

—

A

lion sa. issuing out of a ducal coronet; 3rd, Wai,meslev, of Coldcoates Hall and Bashall Hall : A lion statant
4th, Talbot, of Bashall
guard, ducally crowned gu.
A talbot pass. sa. Motto Heb Dduw heb ddym a Duw a digon.
Ijloyd (Forest, North Wales; derived from Willlam Llotd,
Esq., of Forest, descended from Bbys, third son of Edryd,
fourth in descent from Makcbudd ap Cynan). Arms, those
of Mabcuudd, viz., Gu. a Saracen's head erased at the neck
ppr. wreathed about the temples sa. and ar.
liloyd (Lloyd-Mostyn, Baron Mostyn). See Mostyn.
Iiloyd (Dolglessyn in Edeimion, co. Merioneth; derived
from Ievan, second son of David ap Rhys, Baron of Kymmer-yn-Edeimion, ancestor of the Hugheses, of Gwerclas,
Arms, those of Hdghes,
Barons of Kymmer-yn-Edeimion).
of Gwerclas, viz., ar. a lion romp. sa. armed and langued gu.
(Crogen-yn-Edeimion, co. Merioneth; derived from
Gbiffith, of Crogen and Branas, second son of Ehys ap
Ievan, Baron of Kymmer-yn-Ediemion, Crogen, and Branas,
ancestor of the Hdgheses, of Gwerclas, Barons of Eymmeryn-Ediemion). Same Arms.
Lloyd (Baron of Hendwr in Edeii-nion, co. Merioneth
derived from Madoc, second son of Gbiffith, Lord of Half
Edeimion, second son of Owen Bbogyntyn, Lord of
Edeimion, Dinmael, and Abertarrad. The male line terminated with Davld ap Gwyn Lloyd, Baron of Hendwr,
who left three daus. and co-heiresses). Ar. on a chev. gu.

demi

;

—

Uoyd

three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Tyfos-yn-Edeimion,

Uoyd

co.

Merioneth

;

derived from

Thomas ap Ievan, ap Gwyn Lloyd, Baron of Hendwr).
Same Arms.
Uoyd (Aston, CO. Salop; derived, through BireABD Evan
Lloyd, of Park Promise, second son of Mebedith ap
Howell, of Glascoed, from Einion Efell, Lord of Cynlla«th).
Amu, those of Einion Efell, viz., Per fess sa. and ar. a
lion ramp, counterchanged, armed and langued gu.
Iiloyd (Cwm Bychan). See Llwyd, of Cwm Bychan.
Uoyd (Plas Enion, derived, through Bogeb Lloyd, of
Brynglas Lloyd, second son of David ap Ellis, of Plas-ynOsbobke Fitzoebald, Lord of
Ynys^y-Maengwyn).
Arms, those of Osbobne Fitzgerald,
viz., Erm. a saltire gu.
(Carrog; derived, through Gbiffith Lloyd, sixth
son of David ap Ellis, of Plas-yn-Yale, from Osbobne
Fitzgerald). Same Arms.
(liodidris-yn-Yale, co. Denbigh, bart., extinct 1700:
derived, through Llewelyn ap Ynyb, of Yale, from Sandde
Habdd, Lord of Burton. Maboaret, dau. and heiress of

Tale, CO. Denbigh, from

Uoyd
Uoyd
Sir

Evan

I.loyd,

the

laat

bart.,

vi.

Richard Vadghan,

Quarterly, 1st and
and gu.; 2nd, az. a lion ramp. ar.
Jrd, erm. a lion ramp. az. crowned or.
(Uyn, CO. Carnarvon; derived from Sir Gbiffith
Lloyd, a cliicftain of Camarvonshire, who is said to have
conveyed to Edward I. the intelligence of the birth of his
on, created Prince of Wales, and to have received the
honour of knighthood in consequence from the King). Gu. a
Esq., of Cors-y-Gedol, co. Merioneth).
4th, paly of eight ar.

;

Uoyd

chev. or, a chief erm.

Uoyd

(Khiwaedog, co. Merioneth; derived, through William Llwtd, of Rhiwaedog, eldest son of Mobys ap John,

of Rhlwaodog, of Clenncnneu, ro. Carnarvon, and of Park,
CO. Merioneth, from Roderick, Lord of Anglesey, son of
OwiN /^wTNEDD, Prince of North Wales. The direct male
line of whis family terminated with Wiluam Lloid, Esq., of

BhiKacdog, whose sister was mother of William Llotd
Dolbbn, Esq., of Rhiwaedog).
A^~ms, those of Owen
Owynbdd, viz.. Vert three eagles displ. in fess or.

Gil

lili

o

Uoyd

(Plas-yn-dre, co. Merioneth; Geobob Puck Lloyb,
Esq., of that place. High Sheriff co. Merioneth 1840, was

descent from Simon Lloyd, Esq., of Plaa-yn-dre,
second son of Lewis Lloyd, Esq., of Rhiwaedog, living in
Crest An eagle, as in the arms.
1630). Same Attm.
(Llanllyr;
derived from Cadivob ap Dyfnwai..
Bbidget, dau. and heiress of Thomas Lloyd, Esq., of
Llanllyr, in. Richabo Vaughan, second Earl of Carbery,
but left no surviving issue). Sa. three scaling ladders ar.
between the two upper ones a spear head of the last, point
imbrued ppr. on a chief gu. a tower triple-towered of the
second, being the coat of arms granted to Cadifor ap
Dytnwal, ninth in descent from Eoderic the Great, Prince
of Wales, by his cousin, the great Lord Rhys, for taking the
castle of Cardigan, by escalade, from the Earl of Clare and
the Flemings in 1164.
(Wemwylyg, co. Cardigan; derived from Cadivob ap
Dyfnwal. Elizabeth, dau. and heiress of Thomas Lloyd,
fifth in

—

Uoyd

Uoyd
Esq.,

of

Wemwylyg, to. John Lloyd,
Same Arms as the preceding.

Esq.,

of Ffoes-y-

Bleiddied).

Uoyd (Millfield,

Cardigan, bart., extinct 1750; derived
from Cadivob ap Dyfnwal. The baronetcy became extinct
in 1750, on the death t. p. of Sir Ldcids Chbistiancs Ljx>yd,

Same Armt.

Bart.).

Uoyd

co.

derived from Cadivob ap Dyfnwal, represented by LloyihPhilups, of Dale Castle, co.
Pembroke). SaaneArms.
(Pound, co. Devon derived from Cadivob ap Dyfn(Ffoes-y-Bleiddied

;

Uoyd

;

Same Arms

wal).

Uoyd

as the preceding.

(Danyrallt, co.

Carmarthen

descended from Lloyd,

;

Same Anns.

of Ffoes-y-Bleiddied, co. Cardigan).

—

Crests

A

wolf ramp. ar. a spear's head embrued betw. his
paws and piercing the dexter paw, underneath three drops
of blood; 2nd: A lion ramp, reguard. sa.
Motto Heb
Dduw heb ddim, a Daw a digon.
(Esdusbam, and Dulaseu derived from David Goca
ap David, Lord of Penmachno, whose estates passed to
eo-heiresses).
Arms, those of David Goch, Lord of Penmachno, viz., Sa. a lion ramp. ar. a border engr. or.
(Marrington, Marton, and Stockton, aU in the parish
of Chirbury, co. Salop; Sheriff co. Montgomery, 1616;
represented by Rev. William Valentine Lloyd, B.N.,
F.E.G.S., Incumbent of Marton in 1857, m. 1850, the Hon.
Caboline Amelia Sophia Aylmeb, only sister of Udolphus,
seventh Baron Aylmer). Sa. three nags" heads ar. Quarterings entered in Visit. Salop, 1584 and 1623 1st, gu. a griffin
segreant or, Llowdden ; 2nd, sa. a chev. betw. three owls ar.,
Bbocghton; 3rd, gu. three snakes nowed in a triangular
knot ar., Ednowain ap Bbadwsn 4tb, ar. on a bend vert
three wolves' heads erased of the field, Ribid Miodleton;
5th, vert a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar., Bibid
Flaidd, i. «., Wolf 6th, gu. on a bend or, three lions pass,
sa., Middleton,
of Middleton, Chirbury:
7th, ar. two
Cornish choughs in pale ppr., Ds Boulebs, or Bowdleb.
Crest
A nag's head erased ar. Motto Frangas non
1st:

—

Uoyd

;

Uoyd

:

;

;

—

—

fiectes.

Uoyd (Wygfair, co. Flint

derived from Ednowain Bendew,
founder of the XIII. Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys).
Arms, those of Ednowain Bendew, viz., Ar. a chev. betw.
three boars' heads couped sa.
(Bank House, co. Salop; granted to John Lloyd, Esq.).
Per pale gu. and sa. on a fesse engr. betw. three greyhounds
current ar. collared or, as many boars' beads erased of the
second. Crest— On a mount vert amidst heath ppr. a greyhound current ar. collared or.
;

Uoyd

Uoyd

(Welcombe, co. Warwick, London, Acombe and
Coatham, co. York; presumed to derive from the Lloyd, of
Llanynys. co. Denbigh, and descended immediately from
Gamaliel Lloyd, Esq., of Mattersey, co. Nottingham, d. in
1661). Ar. three lions dormant in pale sa., quartering Cabte,
Crest (of Cabte) borne by the family
ar. a stag trippant gu.
A dexter cubit aim in scale armour ppr. cuff. ar. grasping a

—

lizard sinisterways vert.

Uoyd
of

(Gwyrch,

Gwyrch

Esq.,

of

Chester).

Iiloyd

co.

Castle,

Bamford

Denbigh; the
m.,
Hall,

1785,
co.

heiress,

Fbancbs Lloyd,

Robert Bamfobd Hesketb,
Lancaster,

and Upton,

co.

Sa. three roses ar.

Carmarthen
descended from Idio
Wtllt, son of Sutbrie, Lord of Desmond, in Ireland, by
(Glansevin,

co.

;

Nest, his wife, dau. of Tewdwb Mawb, Prince of Soutlt
Wales. Having come to Wales to assist his uncle, Rhys ap
against Bernard Newmarch, about 1090, he
received the lordship of Llywcl, in Brecon). Ar. a lion ramp,
sa. the tail introverted, the head, paws and brush of the tail

Tewdwb Mawr,

of the field.

Uoyd

(Khagatt, co. Merioneth, Berth, co. Denbigh, &c.\
derived from the stock of TddobTbjivob, Lord of the Marches

AA

THE GENERAL ARMORY,

Lli O
Per bend

of Wales).

sinister enn.

and ermines, over

all

a

lion ramp. ar.

Gen. Sir Evan Llotd, of Ferney Hall,
Evan Lloyb, Esq.,
derived from Eltstan Glodkydd). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or; 2nd and 3rd, az. three boars'
heads couped sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's
head vert. Motto Gwell angau neu cywilydd.
XJoyd (Havod-Dinas, co. Denbigh represented by Clough,
of Estyn). Sa. a hart trippant ar. attired or.
Crest
hart trippant ar. attired or, with a snake in the mouth

liloyd (Cefndyrrys
CO. Salop,

;

K.C.H., son and heir of the late

—

—

;

—

descended from the
ancient Lords of Dyfed).
Az. a wolf ramp. ar. a bordure
enn. Crest In front of a holly tree ppr. a boar pass. ar.
semee of estoiles az. collared and chained to the tree or.
Motto Iddow Bor diolch in English, To God be thanks.
Iil03rd (co. Cardigan). Per bend sinister ar. and az. semee of
erm. spots or, over all a lion ramp, of the last, armed and
langued gu.
(Cynfell, co. Merioneth; granted 1784).
Sa. a lion
ramp, per fesse ar. and erminois.
liloyd (Laques, co. Carmarthen). Quarterly, 1st, gu. on a
bend betw. three daggers ar. a lion p.iss. sa. 2nd, ar. on a
chev. gu. three garbs or 3rd, ar. two iions reguard. sa. 4th,
sa. an eagle with two heads displ. or.
Crest An eagle preying on a bird.
liloyd (Tralwyn, co. Carnarvon). Az. on a chev. or, betw.
three spear heads ar. a torteau betw. two bulls' heads caboshcd
sa.
Crest
A lion ramp. ar. guttee de sang surmounting
two spears in saltire ppr. Motto Instanta perfectus.
liloyd (Cilcen Hall, and Plas-yn-Clan, co. Flint). Gu. a
Saracen's head erased at the neck ppr. wreathed about the
temples sa. and ar. Crest A Saracen's head, as in the arms,
ar.
Motto Dial Gwaed Cymro.
Xiloyd (Dinas, co. Brecon). Sa. a lion ramp, reguard. or.
Crest A lion, as in the arms.
co. Cardigan, bart.

;

—

—

—

Uoyd

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

liloyd (Clochfaen Llangurig,
and

co.

Montgomery).

Quarterly,

a lion ramp. sa. armed gu. a border of the
last, charged with eight annulets ar.
2nd and 3rd, per bend
sinister erm. and ermines, a lion ramp, or, for Todok. Crests
1st: A lion ramp, gu.; 2nd: Out of a ducal coronet or, a
demi lion ramp. sa. over it the motto, " Heb Dduw heb
let

4th, erm.

;

—

Ddim, a

Duw

y Digon."

Motto

— In

te,

an

(Nantgwillt, co. Badnor). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
eagle displ. gu. 2nd and 3rd, a lion ramp. or. Crest
a cap of maintenance an heraldic tiger staiant.

or.

—

;

On
liloyd

(Pale, co. Merioneth).

Crest

—A stag ar.

Sa.

a stag trippant

ar. attired

Lloyd

(William Lloyd, D.D., Bishop of Worcester, 1700-17,
son of Rev. Bichabd Lloyd, Rector of Tilehurst, co. Berks,
and grandson of Davtd Llywd, of Henbias, Anglesea). Ar.
a chev. betw. three crows sa. in each of their bills an erm.
spot.

liloyd

(quartered by Poeteb.
"Visit. Worcester,
1634).
Vert a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar.
liloyd (co. Pembroke). Sa. three foxes' heads erased ar.
liloyd (Crickadarn, co. Brecon). Az. a wolf ramp. ar.
liloyd (Leaton Knolls, co. Salop descended from Madoc
Lloyd, "Lord of Chirk Land," North Wales, a scion of the
stock of Tudor Tbevob).
Per bend sinister erm. and
erminois, a lion ramp, or, with a bordure gu. Crest
demi lion ramp. or.
liloyd (Coedmore, co. Cardigan). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. a spearhead ar. erect embrued ppr. betw. three scaling
ladders in bend of the second; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a lion ramp, gu., 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp,
within an orle of quatrefoils ar. Crest A lion ramp. ar.
Motto Fide et fortitudine.
liloyd (Bryneston, near Wrexham, co. Denbigh; Richabd
MiDDLETON Massie Lloyd, Esq., of Plas Madoc and BryBestyn, fifth son of Thomas Lloyd, Esq., of Plas Madoc and
Wrexham, grandson of the Rev. Thomas Lloyd, of Plas
Power, CO. Denbigh, derived in a direct line from Iobwebth,
Eumamed Peswyn, ninth in descent from Mabchddd ap
Cynan, Founder of the VIII. Noble Tribe of North Wales).
Gn. three boans' heads erased in pale ar.
Lloyd (confirmed, 1838, to Major Sir William Llotd, Kpt.,
of Bryneston, son of Richabd Middleton Massie Lloyd,
;

—

—

—

Esq., of that place, in consideration of his services in India).
Gu. three boars' heads erased in pale ar. on a chief em-

battled of the last a representation of the lesser hill at
Seetabuldee, extending to the village of Telpooree on the
"
"
sinister all ppr. superinscribed with

the word
Seetabuldee
in letters sa.
Crest
A boar's head erased ar. in front of two
flagstaves in saltire ppr. flowing from that on the dexter a
hanner tenne, inscribed " Nagpoor " in letters of gold, and from

—

615

O

—

—

vert.

(Bradenham Hoase, near Wycoinb, co. Bucks). Quarand az. four roebucks trippant counterchanged. dust

terly, or

—A

lion pass. gu. charged with two characters of the planet
Venus, viz., on the shoulder one thus $, and on the hip
another thus o.
Lloyd (Clockfaen, co. Montgomery). Vert three goats pass,
in pale ppr.

Lloyd

(co. Denbigh).
counterchanged.

Quarterly, or and az. four lions pass,

Lloyd

(cos. Denbigh and Kent).
Or, three men's heads ppr.
armour ar. garnished of the field. Crest A man's head
armour ar. garnished or, on a label issuing from his
mouth, and proceeding over the head, these words, " Avonno

—

in

ppr. in

div dervid."

Lloyd

(CO. Gloucester).
Ar. a quiver gu. banded and replenished with arrows or, betw. three pheons sa.
(Holyrood and Whitnester, co. Gloucester, and
Cheame, co. Surrey). Quarterly, or and az. five roebucks

Uoyd

counterchanged. Crest— A. stag's head erased sa. charged
on the neck with a crescent erm.
(co. Hants).
Az. a Hon ramp. or. Crest On a mount
vert a lion sejant guard, gu.
Lloyd (co. Hereford). Sa. three nags' heads erased ar. Crest

—

Lloyd

—

A nag's head erased ar.
Lloyd (William Lloyd,
Lichfield

and Coventry,

Bishop

1692-99,

Ar. a chev. betw. three crows
an erm. spot.

of St. Asaph,

1680-92, of

and of Worcester,

sa.

1700-17).

each bearing in the beak

Lloyd

(London and Wales; granted 1578). Ar. a griffin
segreant vert. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a cock's
head betw. two wings gu. combed, beaked, and wattled of
the first.

—

Lloyd

Domine, speravi.

liloyd

li

borne by Sir William Lloyd's lather were simply Gu.
three boars' heads erased in pale ar.
Lloyd (Lancing, co. Sussex, bart., extinct). Per bend sinistrr
erra. and pean, a Uon ramp, or, gorged with a wreath of oak
vert, and supporting in the dexter forepaw a sword erect
ppr. pommel and hilt gold. Crest
A lion's head erased per
bend sinister erm. and pean, gorged with a wreath of osk

Lloyd

vert.

liloyd (Bronwydd,

L

that on the sinister a banner vert, inscribed "Muckee" in
letters also of gold.
Jl./o«o«.i— Btlow the shield: Heb Dduw
heb Ddim; above the crest: Jure nou dono.
The arms

(co. Montgomery).
Gyronny of four, in the 1st
quarter or, a lion pass. sa. 2nd, purp. three falcons or;
3rd, gu. three horses' heads erased ar.
4th, purp. a falcon
or.
Crest— A. horse's head erased sa. maned or.
Lloyd 'co. Pembroke). Sa. three nags' heads erased ar.
liloyd (Garth, co. Montgomery, bart., extinct 1743). Same
;

;

Amnx.

Liloyd (Woking,

CO. Surrey, bart., extinct 1674; descended
from Lloyd, of Forest, to. Carmarthen). Gu. a lion ramp.
ar. a border dancettee of the last.
Xiloyd (Flaxley Grange, co. Gloucester; granted to Joseph
Skipp Lloyd, Esq., M.A., Oxford. Barrister-at-law, formerly Clerk of the Cheque and Adjutant of H.M. Body
Guard of Gentlemen-at-Arms, eldest son of Joseph Lloyd,
Esq., of Abinghall, co. Gloucester, by Penelope Skipp, his
wife, dau. and co-heir of George Skipp, Esq., of Flaxley
Grange, a descendant of John Skipp, Bishop of Hereford,
1539-52, Lord Almoner to Queen Anna Boleyn). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a griffin segreant vert betw. three roses gu.
barbed and seeded ppr., for Lloyd 2nd and 3rd, az. on a
chev. betw. three estoiles or, two roses gu. barbed and
seeded ppr. branched chevronwise vert, for Skimp. Cn'st
A cock's head couped ar. combed and wattled gu. charged
on the neck with two estoiles In pale az. betw. two wings
;

—

—

Motto Virtus rosS suavior stelia clarior.
(John Lloyd, Bishop ot St. David's, 1686, d. 13 Feb.
Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or, armed and lanRued az.
1687).
Lloyd (Hardwicke, co. Salop). Ar. an eagle with two heads
gu. a bordure of the last.
liloyd (Ludlow, CO. Salop). Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or,
quartering ar. three boars' heads couped sa.
Lloyd (Oswestry, co. Salop). Per fesse sa. and ar. a lion
Crest
Out of a five-leaved coronet
ramp, coimterchanged.
or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
Lloyd (Swan Hill, co. Salop). Quarterly, or and gu. four
lions pass, counterchanged.
Crest
A lion ramp. gu.
liloyd (Heightley, co. Salop ; Thomas Lloyd, Esq., was
Sheriff, 1736). Ar. on a bend sa. three leopards' faces of
erect vair.

Lloyd

—

—

the

first.

Uoyd (Wbittington, co. Salop).

Vert a chev. betw. three

wolves' heads erased erm. (another, ar.).
Lloyd (co. Salop). Vert a lion ramp. of.

Lloyd

(Ipswich,

CO. Suffolk).

ramp, counterchanged.

Per fesse

ar.

and

sa.

a

lion

AA

A

;;

liloyd

co.

(Forest,

Gu. a

Carmarthen).

ramp.

lion

ar.

a

border dancettte of the last.
liloyd (Wales and Maryland). Az. a lion ramp. or. Crest
A demi lion ramp, guard, or, supporting in the paws an

—

arrow in pale ar.
liloyd (Manor of Queen's Village, Lloyd's Neck, Long
New York descended from James Lloyd, of
Island,
Lloyd's Neck, who emigrated from England about 1660, m.
a dau. of Sir John Levebett, Governor of Massachusetts
the heiress of this family m. Leonard Vassall Borland,
Crest
A bird
Gu. a lion ramp. or.
Esq., of Boston).
rising or. Another Crest, borne by the Hon. James Llotd,
United States Senator from Massachusetts A pelican feeding
;

—

—

spears' heads ar.

Crest— A stag's head couped

cu.

Or, three lions

dormant

ar.

in pale sa.

Crest

embrued

—An arm

in armour, the hand grasping a lizard all ppr.
liloyd (quartered by Crawley and Crawlet-Boevey, bart.).
Erm. on a saltire gu. bctw. two boars' heads erased in pale
sa.

a crescent or.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597,

liloyd

Vert a chev. erm. betw. three

griffins'

label of three points gu.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Edward Lloyd).
heads erased ar. a

Gu. a chev. erm. a chief

liloyd
or.

Uoyd

Ar. a quiver gu. arrows
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
feathered or, betw. three pheons sa.
liloyd (Gloster, King's co. descended from Trevor Lloyd,
younger son of Evan Lloyd, Esq., of Bodidris-yn-Yale
Colonel Hakdbess Lloyd, M.P. King's co. 1807-16, the last
male heir of the family, d. unin. 1860, when the representation of the family devolved on Vadghan, of Golden Grove,
;

King's
Crest

Same Arms

CO.).

—A

lion

ramp.

ar.

as Lloyd, Bart., of

holding in the dexter

Bodidris.

paw a snake

3/o!fo— Respice prospice.

ppr.

See
(representing Lloyd, of Gloster).
Hctchinson-Lloyd-Vacghan, of Golden Grove. Samuel
Dawson Hdtchinson, Esq., of Mount Heaton, m. Mary
Lloyd, only dau. and heir of John Lloyd, Esq., last surviving brother of Colonel Habdress Lloyd, of Gloster,

and assumed thereupon the additional surnames of Lloyd
and Vauguan.
liloyd (Croghan,

derived from Hedd Molco. Roscommon
WYNOG, Lord of Uwch Aled, founder of the IX. Noble
Tribe of North Wales and Powys). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. a chev. or, on a chief erm. a canton ar. charged with an
The canton which the
eagle displ. with two heads sa.
Lloyds of Croghan bear as an augmentation were the arms
achieved by Meuric Llwyd, of Llwyn-y-maen, " a valiant
captain under the Earl of Arundel." 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
bend sa. within a bordure engr. of the second. Crests
stag's head couped ppr. the neck surcharged with a laurel
chaplet; and on a ducal coronet or, an eagle displ. with two
Spectemur
Mottoes Over the stag's head
heads sa.
agendo: and above the eagle: Eoaltius quo profundius.
liloyd (Rockvillc, CO. Roscommon allowed by Betham,
;

—

—

:

;

Owen Lloyd,
Roscommon Militia).

1813,

Colonel

Esq.,

to

of Ilockville, Lieut.-

Az. a

chev. or, a

chief

erminois, quartering, per pale dancettee or and az. a lion
guard, countcrchanged, a crescent for diff. Crest An

—

pa's.T.

eagle displ. with two heads sa.

liloyd

(Strancally Castle,

dormant

in pale sa.

—A

cubit

Ar. three lions
sa. cuffed

arm vested

holding in the hand ppr. a lizard vert.
(Stockton Hall, co. York descended from the preceding). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
liloyd (Cowsby Hal), co. York: descended from the same
family). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
liloyd (Lloydsboro', co. Tippcrary). Paly of eight or and ar.
Crest
A lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw a snake
Ynir o yale.
ppr. Motto
Xiloyd (Lishccn). As preceding.
liloyd-Flood. See Flood.
Xiloyde. Az. a boar ar. bctw. ten trefoils slipped of the
ar.

Xiloyd

—

;

—

s'-cond.

liluellin (co. Hertford).
pa.schal lamb ppr.

Gu. three chev.

descent,

ar.

CrM(—

co. Lincoln,

rcpresenlcd

1C.')4;

originally of

by ColDntl Richard

Li.l'elltn, C.B., only son of the late Richard Lloellyn,
Esq., Deputy-Lieutenant of co. Lincoln, by Maroaret, his
wife, dau. of Warren Maude, Esq., of Sunnysiilc).
Ar. a

ramp. sa. ducally crowned or.
a Cornish chough also ppr. Motto

—

Crest
On a rock ppr.
Mors niihi lucrum.
Merioneth; derived through
Mei;bic, Lord of Nannau, co. Merioneth, from Cadwoan,

lion

lil'wyd (Cwm

Hyclian,

610

Bychan, from

Angharad Llwyd,
in

ramp.

Welsh

family).

Cadwgan, Lord

and
Same Arms.

Llwyds of
Nannau; Miss

of

eminent for her research
descended from this

of Caerwys,

literature

Lord of

az.

derived through the

;

antiquities,

lilwyd

(Llwyn-y-Maen, co. Salop derived from Hedd Molwynog, founder of the IX. Noble Tribe of North Wales and
Powys). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads,
lilyddocka. Az. a Uon ramp, per fesse or and ar. within
a bordure of the last charged with eight pellets.
;

—

liOader.

Ar. a pale gu. over all a lion pass. sa. Crest
gu. two lions ramp, supporting a garb

ppr.

Loader.

Six mullets,

three,

two,

and one.

Crest

—

dragon pass. ppr.

liOades (London; granted

1687).
Sa. a wolf
Crest
On a wreath a mural coronet
therefrom an arm issuing, habited sa. cuff of the
first, the hand ppr. holding a key or.
Motto Obey and

saliant reguard. or.

30 July,

—

ar.

—

rule.

liOadsman

(North Shields, co. Northumberland). Ar. on a
bend engr. sa. three annulets of the field.
liOane (co. Kent).
Az. a lion (another, an antelope;
another, a tiger) pass. or. Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa.
brandishing a scymitar ppr.
Xioat. Bendy of six vert and ar. a chief erm. Crest
spur rowel betw. two wings ppr.
liOban. Gu. a lion pass, or, on a canton ar. a key paleways
sa.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowcd, holding a
tilting spear ppr.
liObb. Ar. two lions combatant gu. Crest A lion's head
erased collared gu.
liobenham. Gu. a chev. engr. or, betw. three owls of the

—

—

—

—

liObert, or Loberd (co. Leicester). Gu. a fcsse dancettee
or, an annulet of the second (another, a bezant).
Crest
A dexter arm embowed, vested az. holding in the band ppr.
a hunting spear point downwards sa. headed ar.
Lobert (co. Leicester). Gu. a fesse indented betw. eight
bezants, four and four.
liObley. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three apes ar. chained of

—

the second.

liOcard. Ar. a saltire within a bordure
liOCavell. Gu. three sails ar.

az.

liOcll (Drylaw, co. Edinburgh). Or, a saltire engr. sa. betw.
two swans naiant in fesse in a loch ppr. Crest A swan with
wings endorsed devouring a perch both ppr.
Motto Assi-

—

duitate,

liOCh

non

—

desidia.

Az. a

betw.
three swans naiant in lochs ppr. two in the flanks and one in
(Scotland, 16th century).

saltire engr.

base.

liOchard

(The

quartered

Byletts,

by Coningsby).

co.

Sa.

Hereford, 17th century;
three loaches naiant in

pale ar.

Locherd, or Louchard.

Ar. a saltire engr. az. witliin

a bordure or.

liOCbore (Scotland). Ar. three piles in point sa.
liOcbrayn. Ar. a fcsse wavy betw. two cotiscs az.
by a Uon

depressed

pass. gu.

Per fesse az. and or, in chief three falcons
Crest— A. hand ppr. holding up a
volant of the second.
cushion or.
Lock (Warnford, co. Southampton; Thomas Lock, Esq.,
Clarenceux King of Arms, 1784; granted 1767). Per fesse
az. and or, a pale countcrchanged, on the first three
falcons rising of the second, collared gu.
in the arms, in the

Lock (Mildenhall,

Crest

beak a padlock pendent

— A falcon, as

sa.

CO. Suffolk; granted 8 Dec. 1770).

Sam*

—

Arms, falcons ducally crowned az. Crest A falcon risinK
or, ducally crowned ar. in the beak a padlock pendent
sa.

Lock

Per fesse az. and or, a
(Norbury Park, co. Surrey).
pale and three falcons, two and one, with wings addorscd and
belled, each holding in the beak a padlock all countcrchanged.
Crest

— A falcon as in the arms.

Lock

Xiluellyn (South Withiam,
ancient Welsh

Cwm

lion

(Caerwys, co. Flint

liOck (London).

armed gu.

co. Waterford).

Crest

lilwyd

Armt, those of Cadwgan,

last.

TJoyd-Vaughan

Ulster,

Lord of Nannau).
Nannau, viz.. Or, a

On a chapeau

its young ppr.
liloyd. Sa. a chev. betw. three

liloyd.
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li li

co.

—

(London; Sir William Lock, Knt., Alderman, Visit.
London, 1563; his dau. Dorothy, in. John Cosworth, Esq.,
heir presumptive to his nephew, John Coswouth, Esq., of
Cosworth, CO. Cornwall). Perfess az. and or, a pale counterchanged, three falcons rising, each holding in their beaks a
padlock of the second.
Lockard. Ar. a saltire engr. az. within a bordure engr.
or.

Locke

(Joseph Locke, Esq., of Lowndes Square, London,
Lord of the Manor of Honiton). Az. three piles, two issuing

A
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from the chief and one from the base or, each charged with
a falcon belled, rising, of the field. Crest A falcon belled
or, wings elevated chequy of the last and az. and resting
Mente non
the dexter claw upon a padlock sa. Motto

—

—

marte.

and

Gifford, co. Wilts,

Hants
and or, a

Stourcliffe, co.

Per fesse az.
granted 5 July, 2 Philip and Mary).
pale counterchanged, three hawks with wings endorsed of the
Crest

—A

hawk with wings endorsed holding

beak a padlock

XiOCke

in the

(Sir

Quarterly,

LOD

William Lockhakt,

Solicitor-General, 1610).

three boars' heads erased ar., for Lockhart; 2nd, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads erased
of the first within a bordure gu., for Elpiii.vstone, of
Calderhall 3rd, per pale indented sa. and ar. on a cliicf of the
second a crescent vert betw. two erm. spots, for Henderson,
of Fordel 4th, ar. a cross betw. four mullets az.. for Ban1st, az.

(confirmed by St. George, Ulster,

1675,

to

Lieut.

—

;

—

ppr.

XiOckerby

(that Ilk).

Gu. a chev.

co.

ar. betw. three roses or.

West Houghton, and
Lancaster, and of the town of Derby). Or,

liOCkett (Clouterbrook,
Liverpool,

a chev. gu. betw. three
stag's head, as in the

IjOCkey (Homes,

co. Chester,

stags'

heads couped ppr.

Crest—

arms.

Essex, Hereford, and
York).
Ar. a bend betw. two water bougets sa. Crest An
ostrich's head couped at the neck ar. holding in the beak a
co.

Hertford,

cos.

—

sa.

IiOCkey.

Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoiis az.
(Lee, co. Lanark).
Old Arms Az. three boars'
heads erased or.
As recorded 1735 Ar. a man's heart ppr.
within a fetterlock sa. on a chief az. three boars' heads
erased of the first. Crest A boar's head erased ar. Supporters
Dexter, a man completely armed, the visor of his
helmet open, a spear in his dexter hand, and pendent from
his neck by a gold chain a heart ppr.
il/o«o— Corda
serrata pando.
Lockhart {Count Lockkart-Wiskart, 1780). Ar. a heart gu.
within a fetterlock sa. on a chief ar. three boars' heads
erased of the first within a bordure of the fourth, charged
with five mullets of six points or. Crests 1st: In the centre,
two flags parted per fesse ar. and gu. flotant to the dexter
and sinister, placed behind a boar's head erased ppr.; 2nd:
On the dexter, on a ducal coronet an eagle displ. reguard.;
3rd On the sinister, out of a ducal coronet a demi lion holding
in the dexter paw a sword.
Supporters As preceding.
Motto Corda serrata pando.
IiOCkhart (Carnwath, co. Lanark, 1730). Ar. a man's head
ppr. within a fetterlock sa. on a chief az. a boar's head
erased of the first, all within a bordure of the fourth, charged
with five stars of the field. Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding a banner az. charged with a saltire ar. Mottoes (above
the crest) Quid non pro patria (below the shield) Corda

XiOCkhart

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

;

serrata.

XiOCkhart (Macdonald-Lockhaet,

of Lee and.Carnwath,
bart., ISOB).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a man's heart gu.
within a fetterlock sa. on a chief az. three boars' heads
erased of the first, for Lockhakt 2nd and 3rd grand quarterings, quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp, gu., 2nd, or, a naked arm
issuing from the sinister side in fesse ppr. holding a cross
crosslet fitchee gu., 3rd, ar. a galley, her oars in action in
saltire sa. ensigned gu., 4th, vert a salmon in fesse ar., for
Macdonald. Crest A boar's head erased ar. Supporters
Dexter, a chevalier armed at all points, his visor up,
holding a spear in his hand, a sword by his side, and a gold
chain about his neck, thereat a man's heart pendent gu.
ensigned with an imperial crown or, and on his helmet a
plume of featliers, the centre gu. the other ar. sinister, a
buck ppr. Mottoes— 1st, Lockhabt Corda serrata pando;
2nd, Macdonald Semper paratus pugnare pro patria.
XiOckhart (Barr, co. Dumfries). Ar. on a bend sa. three
:

—

—

;

:

:

fetterlocks or.

XiOckhart (nephew

of Barr, 1672). Gu. on a fesse betw.
three boars' heads erased ar. a heart of the field within a

Crest— A dexter hand holding forth a key
Motto Corda serrata pando.
liOCkhart (Cleghom, co. Lanark). Az. three boars' heads
erased ar. Crest
A boar's head erased ar. Supporters
Two wild harts pir. Motto Sine labe fides.
IjOckhart (Birkhill, CO. Lanark). Ar. on a bend betw. three
boars' heads erased az. a man's heart ppr. within a fetterlock or. Crest
A boar's head erased ar. Motto Feroci
fetterlock

sa.

bendways

ppr.

—

—

—

;

NATiNB, of Corehouse.
boar's head erased ppr.

IiOcksmith.

or.

BicBABD Locke, J. P., co. Kildare, descended from the
Per pale ar. and gu. on a
LocKES, of the Isle of Wight).
Crest
An eagle's
saltire five roundles all counterchanged.
head ppr. beaked or.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three
XiOCker.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fesse
dragons" heads erased gu.
Crest
A buck's head erased
betw. three lozenges az.

key

XiOCkhart

;

liOCke (Ashton

last.

A

;

—

—

—

fortior.

chief gu.
ppr.

LiOCkton
Out

(Kirktoun, co. Lanark). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three boars' heads erased az. a man's heart within a fetterlock or. Creft—A dexter hand holding a boar's head erased
ppr. 3/ot(o— Feroci fortior.
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Crest

—Out

Crest

— A dexter

Motto—Sme

iiand holding

up a

labe fides.

chev. betw. three horseshoes sa.
of a

mural crown

(Swinsted, co. Lincoln).

ducal coronet or, a

or,

a

griffin's

Ar. a chev. az.

griffin's

head

a
head

Crest-

az.

LiOCkton
liOckton

(co. Lincoln).
Ar. a chief az.
(CO. York).
Ar. on a chev. az. a martlet of the
within a bordure engr. of the second.
Ijockton. Ar. a chev. az. a bordure engr. of the last, charged
with eight mullets or.
first

Lockwood
heiress of

(Lockwood,

Anne Lockwood,

CO. Stafford;

the

Edward

IV., ra. John ColCLO0GH, Esq., of Bluerton and Ingleton, in same co., whose
grandson. Sir Anthony Colclocgh, obtained a grant of
Tintern Abbey, co. Wexford, from Queen Elizabeth. Visit.
London, 15G3). Sa. a fess betw. three martlets ar. Crest
camel's head couped sa.
IiOck-wood (Dews Hall, co. Essex, and Gayton, co. Northampton; descended from Rev. Biouard Lockwood, Rector
of Dingley, co. Northampton, in 1530). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a fesse betw. three martlets sa., for Lockwood; 2nd
and 3rd, erm. on a bend engr. sa. three plates, for Cotts.
Crest
On the stump of an oak tree erased ppr. a martlet sa.
Lockwood (Dews Hall). See Wood.
LiOCkyer (Plymouth, CO. Devon; confirmed to Rev. Edmund Leopold Lockyeb, M.A., son of EDMt;ND Lockter,
M.D., by Eliza, his wife, dau. and co-heir of Captain
Thomas Patrickson Bkaithwaite, R.N.). Az. on a chev.
ar. betw. three lions ramp, or, as many ants fesseways
ppr. Crest
On the sea a ship under sail, her three topsails
hoisted ppr. the main topsail charged with a lion ramp,
gu. the fore and mizen topsails charged each with an
ant, as in the arms, a red ensign flying and a pennant ar. at
the maintop-gallant masthead, charged with a cross az.
Motto Sedule et secunde.
liOCkyer (1672). Az. a fesse or, betw. three daggers' heads

the family,

temp.

—

—

—

—

of the last.

Locock

(Speldhurst, co. Kent, and Hertford Street, Mayfair,
Az. a gauntlet or, in chief three mullets ar. Crest
a mount vert a cock ar. guttee de sang, the dexter foot
resting on a gauntlet gold. Motto
Victoria.
liOCres. Ar. (another, or) a fesse gu.
LiOdbroc (Thomas de Lodbroc, of Ladbrokc, 24 Edward
III.,
eleventh in descent from William de Lodbroc,
11 Henry II.
Az. a chev.
Visit. Warwick, Dugdalc).

—

bart.).

On

—

erm.

LiOdbrooke

(Lodbrooke,

(another, ar.).

Crest

co.

Warwick).

Az. a chev. erm.

— A unicorn ramp.

LiOdbrooke. Erm. a cross gu.
LiOdder (granted to William Philip James Loddeb,

Esq., of

Southampton, some time Captain in the 6th Regt. of Foot).
Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three swords erect ppr.
pommels and hilts or, as many gryphons' heads erased of the
last.
Crest
A denii gryphon or, charged with a chev. az.
and supporting a passion cross in bend also az. Mcito In

—

—

Deo confiteor.
Xioder. Erm. on a

Crest— A stag's
fesse three escallops.
head couped at the neck, betw. the horns a cross crosslet.
Sa. six annulets, three and three in pale or.
Sa. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one.
Lodg'e (Sir Thomas Lodge, Lord Mayor of London, 1562).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. crusily fitchee gu. within a bordure
Crest
A demi lion ramp, couped sa.
flory of the second.
holding in the paws a cross pattee fitchee gu.
Lodg'e (London). Az. a lion ramp. ar. crusily fiu. within
a tressure of demi fleurs-de-lis and a bordure of the

XiOder.
LiOder.

—

second.

ZiOdge

(CO. Salop).

Gu. a

lion

ramp.

ar.

within a bordure

flory or.

XiOdge

Az. a lion ramp, within a
A lion double
double tressure flory counterflory or. Crtsl

queued

(Nettlested, co. Suffolk).

—

az.

(Leeds, co. York). Per fesse gu. and sa. a lion ramp,
semee of crosses crosslet of the fii-st.
Lodg'e. Per bend sinister sa. and ar. crusily and a lion
ramp, all counterchanged.
Lodg'e (Bodsilin, co. Carnarvon; as borne by Adam Lodge,
Esq., Barrister-at-law, whose poetic works are well known).

Lodg'e
ar.

liOckhart

of a

Ar. a

A

li

ramp.

ar.

—

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce, 1607, Joan, dau. of Geoege
Lodge, and wife of Ralph GRiirasDiCH, Farmer of the
Customs of the port of Dublin). Per berid sinister ar. and

Lodg'e

sa. crusillee fitchee

a

ramp, counterchanged, armed and

lion

lansued gu.

I^odham. Ar. on a bend az.
Ijoding^on (Weldingworth,
and

az.

on a chief gu. a

seven crosses crosslet or.
Paly of six ar.
co. Lincoln).

lion pass, guard, or.

Crest

— A demi

lady richly attired az. in her dexter hand a garland of laurel
vert.

Lodwir.k.

Gu. a chev. betw. three cocks

CreM

ar.

—

cock ppr.

liOdyng'toii (London).
a Uon pass, guard, or.

Ar. three palets az. on a chief gu.

Az. a wolf pass. ar.

XiOe.

Crest

— A wolfs head

couped

ar.

collared gu. charged with three bezants.

LofEroy.

See Lefbot.

Gu. a chev. engr. enn. betw.
demi lion ramp, holding
three trefoils slipped ar. Crest
paws a cross crosslet fitchee. Motto— Fide et fortitu-

Xiofft (Troston, co. Suffolk).
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semeeof crosses patt^e fitchee gn. within
a bordure of the second charged with eight fleurs-de-lis of
A deml Uon erased sa. scmee of fleurs-dethe third. Crest
lis or, supporting a cross patt^ fitchee gu.
Az. a lion

—A

in his
dine.

her son Phiup, Duke of Wharton, inherited the estates;.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. erm. betw. three trefoils
slipped ar. 2nd and 3rd, gyronny of eight ar. and sa. a saltire
Crest— A boar's head erased and
engr. counterchanged.
Two eagles, wings inverted ar. each
erect ar. Supporters
charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped vert. Motto
Prend moi tel que je suis.
Loftus (confirmed by Carney, Ulster, to Dudley Loftds,
LL.D., Vice-Treasurer, Ireland, second son of Sir Adam
Loftus, Knt., of Rathfamham, and to his wife, Frances
Nangle, granddaughter and heiress of Thomas Nangle,
Baron of Navan). Quarterly, 1st, sa. a chev. engr. erm.
betw. three trefoils sUpped ar. ; 2nd, or, on a fess az. three
harps of the first stringed ar.
3rd, az. three fusils conjoined in fess or; 4th, gyronny of eight a saltire engr.
betw. four fleurs-de-Us, their stems converging towards the
centre all counterchanged.
Crest A boar's head erased
and erect ar. armed or. Motto Sempre in un roodo.
^i'Ott^XS (Earl of Ely, extinct 1783; descended from Nicholas
Loftus, Esq., of Fethard, co. Wexford, second son of Sir
Dudley Loftus, Knt., of Rathfamham; Henry, last Earl of
;

—

—

;

—

—

three sisters, his co-heiresses: 1st, Mary, m.
Esq., of Wilton, co. Wexford; 2nd, Anne,
Charles Tottenham, Esq., of New Ross, second son
of Charles Tottenham, Esq., of Tottenham Green, co.
Wexford 3rd, Elizabeth, m. Sir JoEUi Tottenham, Bart.,
eldest son of Charles Tottenham, Esq., of Tottenham
Green; from their son. Sir Charles Tottenham, who was
testamentary heir of his uncle, the last Earl of Ely, descends
the Marquess of Ely). Sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three
trefoils slipped ar.
Crest
A boar's head erased and erect
Ely, left

William Alcock,

m,.

See MosELT.
LiOfEt (Glemham House, co. Suffolk granted to Eenbt Capel
LoFFT, Esq.). Gu. two chevronels engr. enn. betw. three
Crest
trefoils in chief and another in base ar.
A boar's
head couped and erect ar. in the mouth a cross crosslet
fitchy gu. betw. two branches of oak fructed ppr. Motto
ar. langued gu.
Supporters ^Two eagles, wings inverted ar.
Fide et fortitudine.
each charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped vert.
LiOft (Healing, co. Lincoln). Erm. on a bend gu. a pheon in
Motto Prend moi tel que je suis. N.B. Nicholas, first
canton or. Crest A wolfs head couped gu. charged on the
Baron Loftus, of Loftus HaU, and Viscount Ely, the father
neck with a pheon transfixed through the mouth by a broken
of the first Earl of Ely, bore the same arms as Adam Loftds,
spear fesseways or, the head of the spear embrued ppr.
Archbishop of Dublin, and for Supporters, two eagles ppr.
liOfthouse. Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three trefoils slipped
charged with a trefoil also ppr.
Crest
A spur betw. two wings ppr.
ar.
liOftus-Hume
(exemplified by Hawkins, Ulster, 1736, to
Iioftie (Tanderagee, co. Armagh, formerly of Smeeth, co.
Nicholas Loftus, Esq., of Loftus Hall, co. Wexford, afterKent; settled at Westwell, co. Kent, cir. 1495; arms on a
wards second Viscount Loftus and Earl of Ely, upon his assummonument, 1678, in Smeeth Church). Sa. a chev. (another,
ing the additional surname of Hume, in accordance with
engr.) erm. betw. three trefoils slipped ar. Crest A boar's
the
testamentary injunction of his wife's father. Sir Gdstavub
head erect and erased ar. tusked or.
Mottoes Prend moy
Hume, third bart. of Castle Hume, co. Fermanagh).
and, Loyal au mort.
tcl que je suis
Quarterly, 1st, vert a lion ramp, ar., for Hume; 2nd, sa. a
LiOftus (Swincshead, co. York; Edward Loftds, Esq., of
chev. engr. erm. between three trefoils slipped ar., for Loftds;
that place, temp. Henry VIII., had two sons, Kobest,
3rd, gyronny of eight ar. and sa. a saltire engr. betw. four
ancestor of Viscount Loftus, of Elye, and Adam Loftos,
fleurs-de-lis, the stems converging towards the centre all
ancestor of Viscount Lisbume, Earl and Marquis of Ely.
counterchanged, also for Loftus; 4th, or, a chev. gu. betw.
Sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three trefoils slipped ar.
Loftus {Viscount Loftus, of Eyle, extinct 1725; descended
three buglehoms sa. stringed az., for C&eweerne.
Same
Crest and Motto as the last.
from Robert Loftds, eldest son of Edward Loftds, of
Swineshead, whose eldest son, Adam Loftus, Esq., of Monas- ZiOftus (Ballnermine and Oldtown, co. Dublin; Col< William
James Loftds is male representative of the noble house of
terevan, Queen's co., was appointed Lord Chancellor of
Ix>ftus, descended from Sir Thomas Loftds, Knt., of KiUyon,
Ireland 1619, and created a peer 1622; Jane, dau. and heiress
of the last viscount, wi. Charles, Lord Moore, eldest son of
CO. Meatb, third son of Adam Loftus, Archbishop of Dublin).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three
Henry, third Earl of.Drogheda, and her son, Henry, fourth
trefoils slipped ar.
Earl of Drnf/heda, inherited Monasterevan and the other
2nd, gyronny of eight ar. and sa. asaltiie
LoFTCS estates). Sa. achev. erm. betw. three trefoils slipped
engr. betw. four fleurs-de-lis, the stems converning towards
ar. Crest
the centre all counterchanged 3rd, az. a cross or, guttee de
A boar's head erect and erased ar. armed or,
langued gu.
Supporters Two bucks erm. attired or.
sang betw. four pelicans of the second. Crest A boar's
Motto Loyal au mort.
head couped and erect ar. langued gu., motto over. Loyal
IjOftus(ADAM Loftds, Archbishop of Dublin, Lord Chancellor
au mort. Motto Prend mois tel que je suis.
of Ireland, and one of the Lords Justices, .second son of
liOftus (Marquess of Ely descended from Sir John TottenEdward Loftus, Esq., of Swineshead, co. York, buried at
ham, Bart., of Tottenham Green, co. Wexford, by Hon.
St. Sepulcre's, Dublin, 5 April, 1605.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Elizabeth Loftus, his wife, sister of the last Earl of Ely,
Office).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, per chev. ar. and sa. a chev.
their son, Sir Charles Tottenham, having inherited Loftus
erm. bclw. three trefoils slipped counterchanged; 2nd and
Hall and other estates, assumed the surname of Loftds, was
3rd, gyronny of eii;ht, a saltire engr. betw. four fleurs-de-lis,
raised to the peerage 1785, and finally created Marqutss of
the stems converging towards the centre all counterEly 1800).
Sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three trefoils
ch.inKCd.
slipped ar.
Crest— A boar's head erased and erect ar.
I<oftus (Edward Loftds, the Queen's Serjeant, eldest son of
Sappm-ters Two eagles, wings inverted ar. beaked and
Adah Lofti's, Archbishop of Dublin and Lord Chancellor of
legged or, each charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped
Ireland, buried at St. Patrick's Cathedral, 6 Sept. 1602,
Mottoes Under the arms: Prends moi tel que je suis;
vert.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Per chev. ar. and sa. a chev. erm.
over the crest: Loyal a mort.
betw. three trefoils slipped counterchanged, a label of three
liOg'an (that Ilk). Or, three passion nails in point piercing
points gu.
a man's heart gu. Crest A passion nail piercing' a man's
IiOftus (Sir DuDLET Loftus, Knt., of Rathfamham, co.
heart ppr. Motto Hoc majorum virtus.
i'lil.lin, second but eldest surviving son of Adam Loftus,
liOg'an (Restalrig, co. Edinburgh). Or, three passion nails sa.
Anliliislii.p of Dublin and Lord Chancellor, knighted by Sir
conjoined in point, piercing a man's heart in base gu.;
William KitzWilliam, Lord Deputy, 2 Dec. 1593). Gyronny
otherwise—quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three piles conjoined
of ciylit nr. and sa. a saltire engr. betw. four fleurs-della,
in point sa., for Logan; 2nd and 3rd, ar. an eagle displ.
the .steniH converging towards the centre all counterwith two heads sa. beaked and membered gu., for Ramsay.
rli:ini{i-(l.
Crest
A buglehorn stringed ppr.
Loftus I'tconnt Lisbume, extinct 1691; descended from LiOgrat. Erm. a lion ramp. gu.
Sir Adam I.oftus, Knt., of Ratlifarnham, eldest son of Sir
LiOg°es (Richard de LogES, of Chesterton, co. Warwick;
DuDiKY lyOKTi:*, of same place; Lucia, dau and heiress of
temp. Edward I., Dugdale). Ar. three piles gu. on a canton
VUcouiU Lishurne, m. Tuomas, first Marqaeta of Wharton,
az. a buck trippaut or.
liOfft.

;

;

—

—

——

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—
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—

—

AA

A

—

ppr.

liOg'g'an, or LiOgran (Staverton, co. Berks, and co. Bucks).
Or, a lion pass. sa. in chief three Boman piles of the second.
Crest

— A stag's

head erased gu.

attired, collared,

and lined

Az. two bars wavy
ar. betw. as many crosses crosslet fitch^e or, in chief and a
8wan in base ppr. Crest— X swan ppr. Motto Divina sibi
(Scotland).

—

co. Aberdeen, 1734).
Sa. three bats wavy
within a bordure of the last.
Crest
A dexter hand
Motto Tarn marte quani
pointing with two fingers ppr.
or,

—

—

Az.
(Sir J. S. Login, of Southend, Orkney, 1855).
three tilting spears conjoined, two in saltire and one in pale
ppr. standing on a mount in base vert, each having a pennon
ar. bearing a cross pattee gu. around the middle of the
spear a celestial crown or, all within a bordure of the last,
charged with four leopards' faces, two in pale and two in
Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowed and
fess sa.
gauntleted ppr. garnished or, holding erect a tilting spear
as the former with pennon gu. and a cross pattee or. Motto
By the grace of God.
liOkard (Keg. Ulster's Office). Gu. three wolves' heads

—

—

couped fesswiiys

IiOke (London).
beUed

Ar. on a fesse betw.
lozenges of the field.

Or, on

a chief

az. three falcons jessed

Or, three pales az.,

on a chev. of the

a pair of wings conjoined of the first.
XiOker. Gu. three wolves' heads couped ar.
liOketon. Ar. on a chev. az. a mullet of the
bordure engr. of the second.

IjOkyer
ramp.

on a bend

ar. cotised

unicorn's head sa.

within a

Az. a lion ramp.

Az. a lion
ar.

collared

—

Hanover Square, Westminster). Erm.
a greyhound courant sa. betw. three escallops gu. Crest
dexter hand issuing from a heart brandishing a scymitar
George's,

—

ppr.

XiOmaz

(Parkhm-st, co. Surrey). Ar. a greyhound courant
betw. three escallops sa.
Crest
A demi greyhgund ar.
collared gu.
XiOmax (Clayton Hall, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per pale or and sa. on a bend cotised erm. three escallops
gu., for LoMAx; 2nd, ar. a griffin segreant sa. armed or, for
Grimshaw 3rd, ar. a cross sa. betw. four bezants, for ClatTON. Crest Out of a mural crown a demi lion gu. collared
and holding an escallop. Motto Fato prudentia major.
liOmax (CO. Hertford). Erm. a greyhound courant sa., betw.
three escallops gu., quartering ar. two bends sa., for Kaye.
Crest—Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion gu. holding an

—

;

—

—

escallop or.

liOmax

(granted to Eichabd Lomax, Esq., Inner Temple,
London).
Or, on a bend betw. two fleurs-de-lis gu. an
annulot betw. two escallops of the field. Crest
A demi lion
erased per bend or and gu. charged with two fleurs-de-lis
counterchanired, and holding betw. the paws an escallop
gu. within an annulet or.
Motto Nil nisi de jure.
Lombard, or Liombart (Ireland). Per pale, the dexter

—

—

a dcnii eagle imperial

sa.,

and sa.
John Hase, Esq., asthe surname and arms

the sinister fusily or

(Jlelton, co. Norfolk, bart.

of Parliament, 1762,

;

of LoMBK,

«as ercatcd a bart. 1783, with special remainder
male descendants of his niece Virtue, dau. of
Edward Hase, Esq., of Sale, co. Norfolk, and wife of
Richard Paul Jodrell, Esq., of Duffield, co. Derby.
See Jodrell, Bait.).
Az. two combs in fesse betw. a
broken lance barways or, one piece in chief, the head respecting the dexter, the other half towards the dexter
the

base.

liOmbe

(Bylaugh and Great Melton, co. Norfolk exemRev Henry Evans, of Bylaugh Hall, third son of
Thomas Browne Evans, Esq., of North Tuddenham, same
CO., upon his assuming by royal licence, 1862, the suraiue of LoHBE, under the will of Sir John Lombe, Bart.).
;

plified to
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betw. two wings

Another Crest A unicorn's head sa. winged ar. horned
mouth a rose ppr.
(co. Lincoln).
Az. a fret ar. within a bordure or.
Loudey (co. Northumberland). Az. fretty ar. within a
bordure or.
LondJiam. (co. Norfolk). Ar. three inescutcheons sa. a
or, in the

Lomond

many
or

Loudham,

points gu.

Lowdham

Ar. a bend az. crusily or.

Crest

(cos.

Norfolk and Suffolk).

—On a

chapeau ppr. an es-

callop sa.

pommels

of.

Gu. two swords in

saltire ar. hilts

and

or.

London, "University

Ar. the cross of St. George,
thereon the Union rose irradiated and ensigned with tho
imperial crown ppr. a chief az. thereon an open book also

of.

ppr. clasps gold.

London, City

of. Ar. a cross gu. on the dexter chief
quarter a sword erect (by some called a dagger) of the second.
Crest
A dragon sinister, wings expanded ar. charged with a
Two dragons with wings expanded
cross gu. Supporters
Motto Domine
ar. charged on the wings with a cross gu.

—

—

—

dirige nos.

last

self ppr.

sumed by Aet

or,

Sa.

—

Mercers (incorporated 1394; confirmed by St. George,
Bichmond Herald, 1634). Gu. a demi virgin couped below

Ar. betw. two palets gu. three fleurs-de-lis in pale
sa. a chief az.
Crest
On a chapeau a pelican vulning her-

liOmbe

armed and crined

—

Crest

of.

the shoulders, issuing from clouds all ppr. vested or, crowned
an Eastern crown of the last, her hair dishevelled, and
wreathed round the temples with roses of the second, all
within an orle of clouds ppr. il/oUo— Honor Deo.
Grocers (granted 23 Henry VIII.). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

•with
first

(Idbury, co. Oxford, and co. Salop).
maned or, collared sa.

(St.

three escallops gu.

Companies

sa.

liOnaax

erm.

(co. Norfolk.)

and

ar.

IiOkyer (Much Wenlock).
liOmas.

heads erased

thi-ee lions'

London, Twelve First, or Principal Corporate

ar.

or.

liOke, or Xiocke.

—

many

London, See

arte.

XiOgin

to

Lomber.

Lomneir, liomnyer, or Lomener

label of as

or.

IiOgie (Boddam,

or,

—

Justitae tenax.

ar.

canil.

liOgrie (that Ilk, CO. Perth; the family to which David IPs)
second Queen, or at least her first husband, belonged, ended
in the 15th century in an heiress, who m. Thomas Hat,
younger son of the Earl of Errol). Ar. two chevronels
sa. betw. three roses gu.; otherwise, Sa. three bars wavy

all

Az. two combs in fesse betw. a broken tilting spear barways or, one piece in chief, the head towards the Uuxtor,
Crest
the other half in base, a canton ar.
Two tilting
spears in saltire or, each' having a pendent gu. Motlu

az. as

or.

liOgrhlan, or Xiaucblan

LO N
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Ar. three piles in point az. on a canton gu. a
Crest A swan collared and lined
lion rarap. of the first.

liOg'es.

—

nine cloves sa. three, three, and three. Crest A camel pass,
ppr. bridled gu. on his back a bale ar. corded gu. SupMotto God
porters Two griffins per fesse gu. and or.
grant grace.
Drapers (incorporated 17 Henry VI.). Az. three clouds
ppr. radiated in base or, each surmounted with a triple crown
or, caps gu.
Crest A mount vert, thereon a ram conchant
Supporters Two lions ar. pellettee. Motto
or, attired sa.
only
Unto God
be honour and glory.
Fishmongers.
Az. three dolphins naiant in pale ar.
finned and ducally crowned or, betw. two pairs of lucies in
saltire (the sinister surmounting the dexter) ppr. over the
nose of each lucy a ducal crown of the third, on a chief gu.
three pairs of keys endorsed in saltire or. Crest Two cubit
arms erect, the dexter vested or, the sinister az. both cuffed
ar. holding in the hands ppr. a regal crown of the last.
Supporters Dexter, a merman ppr. on his head a helmet,
the body only covered in armour, in his dexter hand a
sabre, all of the first; sinister, a mermaid ppr. crined or, in
All worship
her sinister hand a mirror of the last. Motto

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

be to God only.

Goldsmiths (incorporated 1327). Quarterly, gu. and az.
in the 1st and 4th a leopard's head or, in the 2nd and 3rd a
covered cup, and in chief two round buckles, the tongues

—

fesseways, points to the dexter, all of the third. Crest
demi lady, her arms extended ppr. issuing out of clouds of

the

last,

vested gu. garnished or, cuff ar. round her neck a
her dexter hand a pair of scales of the

ru£F of the last, in

—
—

her sinister hand a touchstone sa. Supporters
unicorns or, armed, crined, and hoofed ar. Motto
Justitia virtutum regina. Another Motto occasionally used
by the Company was To God only be all glory. No;e
The crest is vested in the dress of the reign of Elizabeth.
Skinners (incorporated 1 Edward III.). Erm. on a chief
third, in

Two

—

—

gu. three princes' crowns composed of crosses pattee and
fleurs-de-lis or, \\ith caps of the first tasselled of the third.

Crest— A lizard ppr. wreathed about the neck with laurel
purfled or. Supporters Dexter, a lizard, or
sinister,
short-tailed wild cat of Norway, ramp, guard, ppr.
a martin sa. each gorged with a wreath of laurel leaves vert,
^To God only be all glory.
purfled or. Motto
Merchant-Tatloks, anciently denominated Taylors and
Ar. a royal tent
Linen Armourers (in>orporated 1460).
betw. two parliament robes gu. lined erin. the tent garnished
or, tentstaff and pennant of the last, on a chief az. a lion
A mount vert, thereon a lamO pass.
Crest
pass, guard, or.

—

leaves vert,

;

—

—

;
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holdinc the banner of the last, staff ppr. on the banner a
Supporters
all within a Rlory of the third.
Xwo camels or. Mottu^CoucordiSi parvae res crescunt.
Haberdashers, anciently called Hurrers and Milleneks
(incorporated 26 Henry VI.). Barry ncbulee of six ar. and
Two arms
Crest
az. on a bend gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
embowed ppr. issuing from clouds of the last, holding a
chaplet of laurel vert. Supporters Two Indian goats ar.
attired and unguled or. Motto Serve and obey.
Salters (incorporated 22 Henry VIII.). Per chev. az.
and gu. three covered salts or sprinkling salts {i. e. covered
A cubit arm erect issuing from clouds all
cups) ar. Crest
ppr. holding a covered salt or sprinkling salt ar. SupTwo otters sa. bezantee, ducally collared and
^lorters
a.r.

cross pattee gu.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Motto Sal sapit omnia.
or.
Ironmongers (incorporated 3 Edward

chained

IV.). Ar. on a chev.
gu. three swivels or (the middle one paleways, the other two
with the line of the chev.) betw. three steel gads az.
Two scaly lizards erect on their hind feet combatant
Crest

—

ppr. (i. e. vert) each gorged with a plain collar or, the collars
chained together, a chain with a ring at the end pendent
betw. the two Uzards of the last. Motto, anciently Asshcr
dure; at present: God is our strength.
Vintners (incorporated 15 Henry VI.). Sa. a chev. betw.
:

three tuns ar.

Clotbworkers (incorporated 1482). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. two habicks in chief ar. and a tczel in base slipped or.
A mount vert, thereon a ram statant or. Supporters
Crest

—
—Two griffins

or,

Motto—^.y

pellettee.

trust is in

God

Company

Liondon-Braziers,

of

impaled by the
.Armourers' Company, since the incorporation of the two
Companies). Az. on a chev. or, betw. two ewers (i.e. beakers)
in chief, and a three-legged pot with two handles in base of
Crest
the second, three roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert.
demi man in armour couped at the middle of the thighs
all ppr. garnished or, the beaver up, on the head a plume of
three feathers, two ar. and one gu. round his waist a sash of
the last, fringed of the second, holding in his dexter hand a
sword erect of the first, hilt and pommel or. Supporters
Two men ppr. in complete armour, the dexter of the first,
garnished or, the sinister aU of the last, on their heads
plumes of feathers, round their waists a sash, and each
holding in his exterior hand a sword as the crest. Motto
(as

—

A

—

—

are one.

liOndon

For

:

respective

Companies

the other Corporate

of, see their

names.

liOndon

(Albye, co. Norfolk; granted 10 Feb. 1664). Ar.
three crosses crosslct betw. two bcndlets gu.
Ar. a fcsse erm. betw. three towers sa. port gu.
Out of a tower a demi man in armour sidefaced,
Crest
holding in the dexter hand a sword by the blade in pale.

XiOndon.

—

Xjondon

(Tinsley, near Botherham).

Az. a lion ramp. ar.

a border erm.

liOndon

(quartered by Mitford, through Osbaldeston,
AVentworth, and Hoton). Az. a lion ramp, or, within a

bordure erm.

Ijondonderry, Marquess of. See Stewart.
liOndonderry, Port and Harbour Commissioners. Or, on a cross gu. a tower ppr. on a chief ar. the
representation of the entrance to a harbour, and a ship with
three masts sailing in, all also ppr.
Crest— A lighthouse
standing on a rock ppr.
Supporters Two dragons with

—

wings expanded ppr. each charged on the shoulder with a
tower also ppr. Motto In portu quies.
Londonderry, City of (granted by Molyncux, Ulster,

—

l(i23, at the request of .John Rowley, past Mayor of the city,
and the Commonalty thereof). A skeleton of human bones
6itting on a stone, leaning the dexter elbow on the knee,
and resting the head on the hand, the sinister hand

resting on the hip ppr. in the dexter chief a tower, in chief
the arms of the City of London,
legend— Yitu Veritas
victoria.

liOndonderry, City Seal

of. Same Arms on an escutcheon, surrounded by the legend, all within a circle circumscribed '•Civitas dc Londonderry."

liOndons.

Quarterly, or and az. in chief two cantons, in

base a chev. counterchanged, over
within a bordure of the last.

liOndres.

Per pale

ar.

and

sa.

all

an incscutchcon

ar. all

(London).
Ar. an heraldic tiger statant gu. on a
bordure sa. eight fleurs-de-lis. Crest A demi buck saliant.

—

Motto
Lionell.

—

I

am

lone.

Or, two bars nebulee gu. over all a bend az.
Gu. three rabbits ar. within a bordure engr. sa.

XiOnesby.
Crest

—A rabbit ar.

—

LiOney.

Ci-est
Per chev. engr. sa. and erm.
An arm from
the elbow, vested compon^e or and gu. holding an anchor
ppr. ringed sa.
Lioney. Ar. on three piles engr. sa. three crosses fitchge of
the first.

LiOng: (Draycot,

co. Wilts, and Wanstead, co. Essex
settled
and afterwards at Drayby marriage with the heiress of Cerne
Katherine
LoNO, eldest dau. and heiress of Sir James Tilney Long,
Bart., d. 1805, m. the Hon. William Wellesley Pole, only
son of Lord Maryborough). Sa. semee of crosses crosslet, a
lion ramp, ar., quartering Popham, Seymodr, and Child.
This coat bears a strong resemblance to that of the Preux
family, "sa. semee of crosses crosslet or, three lioncels
ramp. ar. " and supports in some degree the tradition
mentioned by Camden, of the origin of the Longs, from a
younger son of the house of Predx, which was seated at
Gidley Castle, co. Devon, soon after the Conquest, and of
which was William Le Predx, M.P. for Wilton, co. Wilts,
28 Edward I. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
ramp. ar.
Another Crest was granted by Henry Vlll. to
Sir Henry Long, of Wraxall and Draycot, for his gallantry
at Therouennc, viz., a lion's head ar. in its mouth a hand
;

at a very remote period at Wraxall,
cot,

;

;

—

liOndres, or Lendres.

Per pale

sa.

and

ar.

a chev. per

pale or and gu.

Liondres.
liOndres.
(CO.

Sa. a lion

ramp,

a bordure erm.
and one.
Kent, Warlingliam and F.llour, co. SiifTolk).
or,

Creit—A demi buck

(}20

(Potterne, Little Cheverell, Melksam,

and Collingboume

Kingston, co. Wilts derived, it is presumed, from a younger
son of the Wraxall family; Tho-mas Long, Esq., of Little
Cheverell and Potterne, High Sheriff of co. Wilts in 1652, left
four sons I. John, who d. s. p.; II. Richard, who m. Elizabeth, sister and heiress of Henry Long, Esq., of Rowde
Ashton, and was ancestor of Long, now of Rowde Ashton, co.
Wilts; III. Thomas, ancestor of Long, now of Prcshaw, co.
Hants; and IV. William, ancestor of Long, of Baynton).
Same Arms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
ramp. ar. Motto Pieux quoique preux.
Long' (Rood Ashton, co. Wilts; descended from Long, of
Potterne). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Long' (Preshaw, co. Southampton; descended also from LoNO,
of Potterne). Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.
Long' (Monkton, Farleigh, and Baynton, co. Wilts descended
from Long, of Rood Ashton).
Same Arms, dest, and
Motto.
Long: (Whaddon, co. Wilts, bart., extinct 1710; supposed to
descend from Long, of Wraxall). Same Arms.
Long: (Westminster, bart, extinct 1805; descended from
Long, of Draycot; Sir James Tylney-Long, eighth and last
bart., d. s. p., when his estates devolved on his sister,
Katherine Tylney-Long, wife of William, fourth Earl of
Mortiinr/ton).
Sanic Arms.
Long: (granted in 1589, to Gifford Long, Esq., of Rowde
Ashton, Sheriff of co. Wilts in 1024, whose granddaughter,
Elizabeth, m. Richard Long, Esq. of CoUingbourne Kingston).
Sa. a lion pass. ar. on a chief of the second three
crosses crosslet of the first.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet a
lion's head erased sa. guttee d'eau.
Long: (Longville, Jamaica, and Hampton Lodge, co. Surrey
descended from John Long, of Netheravon, co. Wilts, d.
1630; Samdel Long, his grandson, having participated in
the conquest of Jamaica by Penn and Vcuablos, became a
person of great consideration in that island, wliire his greatgrandson, Edward Long, Esq., filled tlie office of Chief
;

:

—
—

;

—

Justice of the Vice-Admiralty Court).

Sa. a lion pass. ar.

holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet filcliee or, on a
chief of the second three crosses crosslct of the field,
Out of a
quartering Tate, Zouche, and St. Maur. Crest
ducal coronet or, a lion's head ar. guttle de sang. Motto
Pieux quoique preux.
Long' (Varon Faniborough, extinct 1838). Same Arms and
Crest.
Supporters Two lions reguaid. ar. guttee de sang,
each gorged with a ducal coronet or, thereto pendent an
escutcheon sa. charged with a cross crosslet ar. Motto

—

—

—

—

Ingcnuag suscipit

artes.

(Trowbridge, co. Wlits;

granted,

1661,

to

Tbomai

Long, Esq., of Trowbridge, a descendant of the Lonos, of
Wraxall, and borne by Long, of Whaddon and Beckingtou).
Sa. semee of crosses cro.sslet a lion ramp. ar. all betw. two
flaunches erm. Crest
Out of a crescent or, a lion's head

—

sa. guttle d'eau.

Or, six annulct.s az. three, two,

tiger pass. or.

Long:

Long'

a chev. gu. (another, counter-

changed).

Lone

liOne

erased gu.

alone.

We

liON

Gloucester; Walter Long, son of Walter Lono,
Henry Vlll., the grandson of Roui.rt Long, a
younger son of Long, of the co. Wilts. Visit. Devon, 16'20).

Long'
Az. a

saliant ar. attired or.

(co.

living temp.

A

LON
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semee of crosses pattee a

Sa.

mullet for

lion

ramp.

ar.

on the breast a

diff.

liOng' (North Melton,

Walter Long,
Same Arms.

co.

Devon

Thomas Lono, second son

;

temp. Henry VIII.

of

Devon, 1620).

Visit.

liOng: (Isle of Wight; Simon Lono; his dau. Mart, m. Sir
William Allen, Knt., Mayor of London in 1572. Visit.
London, 1563). Sa. semee of crosses crosslet a lion ramp,
ar.

a border engr.

Long:
a

(Souldan, CO. Hertford, and Barrow, co. Suffolk). Gu.
on a chief of the last three crosses crosslet

of the

Crest

first.

—A lion ramp.

gu. holding a saltire engr.

or.

Quarterly, 1st and
IjOng' (Spixworth Park, co. Norfolk).
4th, gu. a saltire engr. or, on a chief of the last three cross

2nd and 3rd, or, two leopards' faces in
pale betw. two flaunches gu. Crest A lion sejant ramp. gu.
supporting a saltire gu. engr. or.
Long: (West Hackney, co. Middlesex). Or, a lion ramp,
crosslets of the 1st;

—

betw. three escutcheons sa. each charged with a quatrefoil
of the first. Crest Upon a mount in front of a tree ppr. a
couchant vert. Motto Confide recte agens.
Sa. semee of crosses crosslet
liOng' (Reg. Ulster's Office).
and a lion ramp. ar. langued and armed gu. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a lion's head gu.
liOng: (Keg. Ulster's OfBce to one of Oliver Cromwell's
colonels, sent to Ireland 1649).
Sa. a lion ramp. ar. armed
and langued gu. betw. two flanges erm.
liOng (Clerkenwell, London). Per bend sinister ar. and sa. a
Crest
lion ramp, of the field crusily counterchanged.
lion's head erased per pale ar. and sa. charged with three
guttees counterchanged, two and one.
Long: (London). Or, crusily a lion ramp. gu. Crest
Motto Iram leonis noli timere.
lion's head erased gu.
Long: (Swinthorpe, co. Norfolk). Ar. three pales sa. each
charged with ihree leopards' heads or. Crest On a mount
vert a greyhound courant sa. collared and lined erm.
Long:. Sa. semee of crosses crosslet a lion ramp. ar. within a
Crest
bordure chequy or and gu.
Out of a five-leaved
coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
Long:. Gu. semee of annulets or, a lion ramp. ar.
Long. Vert three lions ramp. or.
Longaspee, or Long-sparde. Az. six lions ramp, or,
three, two, and one.
Long'ayne. Barry of six or and az. on a bend gu. three

—

—

wyvem

—

—

—

—

—

—

cinquefoils of the

first.

Long:bet. Lozengy az. and or.
Long' Bo'wstring' Makers Company (London).

Az.

a hank or knot of bowstrings
bows.

Crest

— A man

arrow of the

last.

in pale or, on a chief ar. three
vested ppr. shooting with a bow and
Motto Nee habeo, nee careo, nee

—

—

or, six crosses crosslet

gu.
(co. Gloucester).
Gu. a saltire engr. or.
of a ducal coronet a phcenix in flames ppr.

Long'e

(Wilton, co. Hereford, temp.

on three crescents gu. as many mullets
charged with a plate.
towered ppr
gu. each

a mullet of the

Henry

I.).

Or,

Ar. three crescents

Crest

—A

tower

triple-

Ar. three crescents gu. each charged with

field.

Long:c]iampe.

Gu. an annulet betw. three crescents or,
within a bordure erm.
Vair two palets or.
Long:croft (co. Worcester). Gu. on two bars ar. six martlets sa.
C>-est
A bull's head couped.
Long:croft (Charles Beare Longcroft, Esq., of Hall Place,
Havant). Per fess nebuly gu. and sa. a hon ramp. ar. betw.
six cross crosslets botonnee fitchee in pale or.
Crest
A demi
lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws three annulets interlaced or, and charged on the shoulder with a saltire gu.

Long'champe.

—

—

—Nunc ut

Motto

diff.

Longe

(New Ross, co. Wexford; Tuomas Longe, of Dublin,
merchant, 1607, was son of John Longe, burgess of New
Ross, who was great-grandson of Thomas Longe, also a
burgess of New Ross.
Visit. Dublin, 1607).
Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. armed and langued gu. betw. five crosses crosslet
of the second, a border of the third.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
Longe (Richard Longe, Clerk of the Court of Chancery,
Ireland
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, of his dau., d. 20 Feb.
1624).
Sa. three greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared
gemels of the first.
Longeford, or Longford. Az. a chcv. betw. three
boars' heads or.
Longespee. Gu. three swords in pale ar.
Longespee (Reg. Ulster's Oflftce). Or, three chevronels gu.
in chief two lions ramp. sa.
Longespee (Earl of Salisbury, extinct 41 Henry III.,
A.D. 1256. See Deverecx, £art of Salisbart/.
William,
illegitimate son of Henry II., surnamed, from the long swor J
he carried, " Longespee," m. Eva, dau. and heir of William
De Everedx, second -Earl of Salisbur;/, of the creation of the
Empress Maud, and became, jure uxoris, third Earl of Saltsbury). Az. six lions ramp, or, three, two, and one.
Longevile. Sa. a hawk's lure ar.
Longfield (Kilbride, co. Meath; confirmed by Hawkins,
Ulster. 1714, to William Longfield, son of Robert Longfield, ancestor of Longfield, co. Cork). Gu. a chev. orm.
betw. seven crosses crosslet fitchee, three in chief and four in
base ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp,
gu. 7l/o»(T^Parcere subjectis.
Longfield (Longueville descended from John Longfield,
younger brother of Robert Longfield, Esq., of Kilbride, co.
Meath). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.

—

;

—

:

Longfleld(

discount Longueville, extinct 1811: Richard Longfield, Esq., of Longueville, was created a baron 1795, and
raised to a viscounty ItiOO, d. s.p., when the estates devolved

on his cousin and heir male, John Longfield,
Arms, Crest, and Motto.

Longfield

(Bramcote Hills, co. Nottingham; as borne by
John Sherwis Longden, Ksq., of Bramcote Hills, who
assumed the name and arms of Shebwin in 1818, under a
provision in his father's will, and who subsequently assumed
the name of Gregory only, and the arms of Gregory in 1860,
upon succeeding to the estates of the family of Gregory, of
Harlaxton, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. two
bucks' heads cabossed sa. an eagle's head erased betw. two
escallops or.
Crest
An eagle with wings expanded ppr.
charged on the breast and on either wing with an escallop
az. supporting with the dexter claw a buck's head cabossed

—

also ppr.

Az.

three

chapeau gu. turned up

bars
or,

dancett^e

or.

Crest

—On

a

a dove with wings endorsed

az.

(Spixworth Park, CO. Norfolk; Francis Lonce, Esq.,
Eecordcr of Yarmouth, purchased the estate of Spixworth

621

Esq.).

Same Arms,

Same
Crest,

and Motto.
(Castle Mary, co. Cork).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

MiAlo.
of. See Pakenham.
Longford (Longford, co. Derby. Visit. Notts, 1G14). Paly
of six or and gu. a bend ar., quartering, 1st, paly of six ov
and gu. on a chief az. a bar dancettee of the first; 2nd, ar. a
fess dancettee betw. ten billets sa. a label gu. ; 3rd, quarterly, ar. and gu.
Longford (Mansfield and Sutton, co. Nottingham ; Roger
Longford, of the former, and Thomas Lonoford, of the
latter, sons of Thomas Longford, Esq., of Mansfield, the
grandson of George Longford, a younger son of Longford,
of Longford.
Visit. Notts, 1569).
Same Arms, a crescent
for diff.

Longford
Longford
the

(The Hough, co. Lancaster). Same Arms, <fcc.
(co. Leicester).
Paly of six ar. and gu. a bend of

first.

Longford, or Langford.
Longford.
Longforde.

Crest

Per pale

ar.

and gu. three

— A boar's head erased az.

Az. a sheldrake ar.
Ar. a fesse indented betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchee gu.

Longhurst.

a chev. gu. Crett
head holding in the beak

Sa. five bendlets ar. over all

— In a ducal coronet or, a griffin's
a key ppr.

Longland

(Toymoke, co. Buckingham). Ar. on a chcv. gu.
betw. three pellets as many escallops of the first. Crest
Oo
a mount vert a garb or.
Longland. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pellets, on a chief
az. a cock betw. two crosses fitchee ar.
Cr^st
An arm
couped or, pclletttJe, hand ppr. holding a crosslet fitchee

—

—

Su.

Longland.
the

Longre

(Waterloo House, co. Cork).

mullets counterchanged.

olira.

Long:den

Longden.

—Out

Longford, Earl

ar.

Longcliainpe, or Longrchamp.

Longrchampe.

Crest

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1610). Sa. three greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared vert, a mullet or, for

Longfield

euro.

Longrchampe

N

Longe

or.

saltire engr. or,

LO

sometime towards the close of the seventeenth century).
Gu. a saltire engr. or, on a chief of the last three crosses
crosslet of the first.
Crest— A lion sejant gu. holding a
saltire engr. or.
Motto Pro fide ac patriae.
Long'e (Calais). Sa. on two pales betw. three leopards' heads

first.

couped

or,

Longland

Ar. on a chcv. gu. betw. three pellets a cock of
On the stump of a tree eradicated and

Crcxt

—

a dove ar.

(John Longland, Bishop of Lincoln, 1521-17;

A
;
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I.ON
in the Hall of

arms

New College,

Oxford.

Visit.

Oxon, 1566).

At. on a chev. gu. betw. three pellets a cock of the field, on
fillet in chief vert a rose or, betw. two leopards' faces of the

a

Ijonglevers, Longrwers, or Longvillers

(co.

York).

crosslet ar.

bend betw. six crosses

Sa. a

(Kev. Chakles T. Longlet, late Head Master of
Harrow School, consecrated Bishop of Bipon, 1S36). Quarfesse indented or and az., quartering Bond, ar. on
per
terly,
a chev. sa. three bezants. Ci-est—A lion sejant ar. Motto

Xiongley

—

Esse quam videri.
liOngley (co. Kent). Per

pale

and per

fesse

indented or

az.

and vert, per fesse counterchanged. Crest An arm couped at the shoulder resting
on the elbow, and holding a sword in pale enfiled with a
savage's head couped ppr.
Xiongrman. Az. a rose or. Crest A dexter hand in
fesse holding an anchor in pale environed with clouds all

IjOngley.

Paly of six

ar.

—

—

ppr.

Zjongman (co. Somerset,
shaped buckles

or.

and London). Gu. three lozenge
Crest— A lion ramp. az.

(granted to William Churchill Longman, Esq.).
and or, in pale two trefoils and in fesse as
In front of an oak tree
roses counterchanged. Crest
ppr. a greyhound sejant erm. holding in the mouth a trefoil
or, and resting the dexter forepaw on a rose gu.

XjOngrman
Per

saltire gu.

—

many

IiOngmore

Erm. on a chev.
two leopards' heads and a

(The Myths, Tewkesbury).
betw.

az. three cross crosslets

lion pass.

XiOUgmore (Hpmphbet
impaled in

1663;

Longmobe, Mayor of Worcester,
Andrew's Church, Worcester, by

St.

Edward Cookset, who

1692-3,

d.

in

right of his wife,

Jane, dau. of George Longmore, of Upper Arley). Sa. a
chev. or, and a canton erm. Crest Two spears or.
Xiongridg'e. (Wallbottle). Perpalear. and gu. three fleursCrest
An arm embowed, vested,
de-lis counterchanged.
holding a garb.
Xiongrsdon (Little Longsdon, co. Derby, temp. Edward I.).
An eagle displ. with two heads.
Xjongshare. Ar. two serpents erect and endorsed or.
XiOng'Speare. Sa. three palets or, on the first and third
three crosses gu., on the second as many leopards' heads.
Crest
A talbot's head couped, paly of four or and gu.
holding in the mouth a demi hare erased az.
ZiOng'Spee. Az. three lions ramp. or. Crest On a pellet,
winged or, an eagle, wings displ. ppr.
Xiong'spee (Normandy). Gu. two leopards pass, guard, in

—

—

—

—

pale or.

Gu. two lions pass, guard, or, depressed by a
sword erect in pale ar. hilted or.
IjOngstaff. Or, a bend sa. fimbriated ar. betw. three pheons
of the second, on a chief gu. a bezant betw. two fleurs-deCrest A stag standing at gaze under a
lis of the field.

XiOngBpee.

—

tree ppr.

—

XiOug'Staff. Az. a chev. betw. three quarter-staffs ar. Crest
A demi lion ramp, holding betw. the paws a quarter-staff
all

ppr.

Ijong'stoder, or Liongrstrotlier.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

three escallops sa.

XiOngiieville (Wolverton, co. Buckingham descended from
Henrt de Loncceville, of Overton Longueville, temp.
Henry I., son of Waltenus, Lord of Overton, at the Con;

quest).
ar.

B

—

;

woBTH, Esq., of Cotswold House, near Cheltenham).

first.

and

1.0

dragons' heads couped sa.
Crest
A boar's head couped
holding in the mouth a sword ppr.
liOngvrorth. (co. Gloucester as borne by Francis Lono-

Gu. a

Crest

—A

erm. betw. six crosses crosslet
head gu. eared ar. gorged with a

fesse dancettee
talbot's

collar dancettee of the second.

Gu. a fesse dancettee
co. Salop).
trm. betw. six crosses crosslet ar. Crest A talbot's head gu.
gorged
with
a
collar
dancettee
of the second.
eared ar.
Afo«o— Till then thus.
Xiong^ale. Gu. three bends vair.
Liong^ile (Wolverton, co. Bucks; Kun. Ent. Ulster's OflHce,
16J6, Katherine, dau. of Sir Edward Longvile, Knt.,
and wife of Sir Roobb Jones, Vice-President of Connaught).
Gu. a fcss dancettee betw. three crosses crosslet fltcbee

liOngTieville (Penylan,

—

or.

Xionpvyle (Joom

Ix)novyle, tnnp. Richard
irnsily or, a fesse dancettee ar.
liOngville. (iu. crusily or, a fess dancettee ar.
liOniT^illiers (co. Northami.ton, temp. Edward

11.).

Gu.

co.

liOnisin^on, or Ijoinsington.
couped close

ar.

1664).

Ar.

Ar.

Sa. three boars' heads

tusked or.

liOnsdale, £arl of. See Lowther.
LiOnsdale (co. York). Quarterly, vert and ar. in the
2nd and 3rd a buglehom stringed, over all, on a bend
engr. or, three annulets, quartering Gilbt, Fitzwilliams,
Crest
A demi stag saliant erased gu. charged on the
body with a crescent sa. attired, unguled, and collared of the

—

Ac.

the coUar charged with three crescents.
XiOnsdale. Gyronny of eight gu. and or, an annulet
counterchanged. Crest A bull pass. gu.
(co. Lincoln).
Chequy ar. and az. on a chief gu. three
mullets or.
Lionyson (London granted 20 June, 1575). Or, a cross
gu. Crest
A swan issuant ppr. betw. two ostrich feathers
last,

—

Lony

—

;

or.

—

Looker.

Ar. a pale gu. charged with a cross or. Crest
ensigned with a heart gu.
LiOpes (Maristow, co. Devon, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. on a chev. betw. three eagles rising or, as many bsirs
gemelle gu. on a chief of the second five lozenges of the first,
for Lopes ; 2nd and 3rd, in a landscape field a fountain, thereout issuing a palm tree all ppr., for Franco. Crests 1st,
Lopes A lion sejant erminois, gorged with a bar gemelle,
as in the arms, reposing the dexter paw on a lozenge az.
2nd, Franco A dexter arm couped and embowed, habited
purp. purfled and diapered or, the cuff ar. holding in the
hand ppr. a palm branch vert.
Mottoes Lopes Quod tibi,
id alii
Franco Sub pace copia.
XiOraig'ne. Ar. on a fesse wavy az. a lion pass. or.
LiOrain (Angelraw, co. Berwick, 1774). Or, on a bend gu.
betw. two lions ramp, vert three allerions in bend ar. Crest
An armed dexter arm f!;om the elbow, holding a branch of
pillar

—

:

:

—

:

:

;

—

—

Crests
Lauro resurgo.
(Kirk-Harle, co. Northumberland, bart.). Ar. five
lozenges conjoined in pale az. in the dexter chief point an
escutcheon of the last. Crest A palm tree ppr. hanging to
the dexter side thereof by a belt gu. an escutcheon az.
Afotto
Lauro scutoque resurgo.
Loraine (Lumley Park, co. Durham). Same Amis, Crest,
and Motto, with a crescent for diff.
liOrance (St. Ives, co. Huntingdon. Visit. 1575). Ar. a
cross raguly gu. on a chief of the last a lion pass, guard, or,
langued az. Crest An antelope's head erased ppr. horned

laurel ppr.

XiOraine

—

—

—

or,

and ducally gorged ar.
Ar. a cross wavy gu.

liOrand.

Crest

—On

a tower

ar.

a

martlet sa.

Lorayne.

Or, a bend gu. betw. three bats sa.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoils az. two
pheons of the field. Crest A dexter arm, hands clenched
ppr. in a maunch az. cuffed or.
Lord (assigned by Carney, Ulster, 1684, to Rev. Daniel Lord,
M.A., Trin. Coll. Dublin, Rector of Marragh, co. Cork, and
Prebendary of St. l-'inbar's Cathedral, son of Richard Lord,
of Dublin). Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three roses az. seeded
and barbed or, two pheons of the first. Crest A dove or,
holding an olive branch ppr.
Lordell. Ar. a fesse gu. in chief a label of three points az.
Loriiner (England). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three spur-rowels
az.
CrestAn arm couped at the shoulder in a maunch,
embowed and resting the elbow on the wreath.
Loriiner (Edinburgh, 1794). Ar. a sprig of laurel ppr. betw.
two roses gu. Crest A horse courant ar. Motto Virtutis

LiOrd (London).

—

—

—

—

—

gloria merces.

Lorimer

Per chev. gu. and
(Kellyfield, co. Forfar, 1859).
or, two spurs paleways, rowels downwards, buckled and
strapped in chief of the second, in base a horse courant at
Two eagles, wings conjoined and exliberty sa. Crest
panded ppr. surmounted of a cross crosslet fitch^e gu.

—

Mottoes

— On

the

crest:

Upward;

Loriners, or Bit llakers,
I.).

Sa. a

below

the

shield:

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three

Company
manage

of

bits or,

(London).
as

many

bosses sa.

LiOnR-villiera (Baron LdvgvUlkrs, extinct 1374; Thomas
de I^)N<iVILMKI18, .son of JOIIN DE LoNGVI LLIEBS, who Was
seized of the manors of Cokesford, co. Nollingham, and
Glcisebome, co. Yorks; was summoned to Parliament 1342,
hut never nftrr). Sa. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet ar.
(Ix)ngworlh,

co. Lancaster,

Onward.

bcnif betw. six crosses crosslet or.

liOngrworth
G22

three dragons' heads erased sa.
LiOug'Worth (Upper RawcUffe,
three wolves' heads erased sa.

Lancaster).

Ar.

three

Loring, or Loringre
;i

(to. Suffolk).

Quarterly, ar. and gu.

bond engr. of the second.

Loringre
Loring'e

(co. Bedford).
Same jirms, bend lozengy.
(Sir Nigel or Nele Lobinoe, son and heir of Roger
LoBYNo, of Chalgrave, co. Bedford, by Cassandra, his wife,
dau. of Reginald Perrott, was one of the Founder Knights

I

A

LOB

1386; Garter plate
remaining in his stall, the tenth on the Princes' side).
sa.
Crest
The leaves of
and
gu.
a
bend
engr.
ar.
Quarterly,
a plant issuant from a flower-pot.
IjOringe. Same Ai-nis. Crest Out of a bowl or, five quills

of the Garter, 1344,

d.

18 March,

—

—

Xioringre, or LiOringr^

Qaarterly, ar. and gu. a bend of
the second. Crest A hand holding a miUrind.
IiOrkin (Beg. Ulster's Office). Erm. three leopards' faces sa.
liOrks. Az. a bend double dancettee ar.
liOrrane (Harwood, Scotland). Ar. three laurel leaves vert.
iLorsor, or Lovsor (Kellow, co. Durham). Sa. on a chev.
engr. or, bccw. three leopards' heads ar. as many annulets of
the fii-st. Crest A wolf sejant ppr. holding in the mouth an
arrow in pale or, barbed and feathered ax.
IiOrt (Stack poole Court, co. Pembroke, hart., extinct 1698;

—

—

the heiress, Elizabeth Lokt, m. Sir Alexander Campbell,
ancestor of the Earl of Cawdor). Gu. a cross or. Crest An
Ionic pillar and base ar.
li'Orti (Baron L'Orti; abeyance <«mp. Edward III, Henkt
D'Obtrai, temp. Henry III., d. 1241, leaving a sou, Henbt
L'Orti, summoned to Parliament 1299). Vert a pale or.

—

;

Iiorton, Viscoiint. See Kino.
liOrty (cos. Leicester and Somerset). Az. a cross or.
IiOrty (co. Dorset). Same Anns, a martlet for diff.
IjOrty (CO. Somerset). Per pale wavy az. and ar. a lion
ramp, per pale wavy or and gu.
IiOSack. Ar. two bars sa. betw. as many crosses crosslet
fitchee in chief and an anchor in base of the last.
Crest
dexter hand issuing from a cloud, holding an anchor in pale

—

ppr.

Loscombe

Ar. on a fesse az.
betw. three leopards' faces ppr. a cross moline betw. two
crosses crosslet or.
Crest
A demi leopard ppr. collared
gu. holding in the dexter paw a cross moline, as in the
arms.
IiOSh. Or, a boar's head erased gn. Crest A cubit arm
ppr. holding up a crescent or.
(Bristol;

granted 1762).

—

—

liOspital,

Gu. (another,

liOSSe (Stanmore,
sa.

a

saltire

az.)

a cock

ar.

Gyronny of eight

co. Middlesex).

betw. four fleurs-de-lis coimterchanged.

ar.

and

Crest

—

A lion's

head erased per saltire ar. and sa. charged with four
guttees counterchanged.

Xiosse (Cobdock,

co. Suffolk).
Qaarterly, ar. and sa. a
per saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged.
Crest— A cubit arm erect, vested gu. holding in the hand
ppr. a fleur-de-lis per pale ar. and sa.
IiOstock (Sir Geoboe Holfobd, temp. Henry "VIII. Sir
Peter Leycester says he bore Lobtock's coat). Ar. a greysaltire

hound

IjOten

(St.

;

3rd, vert a

Van JncHEN.

swan naiant in water ppr. beaked or, for
A gillyflower ppr. betw. two wings

Crest

the dexter

—

the sinister vert.
XiOth, or liOthe. Az. an eagle displ. with two heads or,
(another, field or, eagle purp.).
Crest
An arrow and a bent
bow in saltire ppr.
liOtham. Sa. three pheons ar. edge engr.
liOther. Sa. six annulets, three and three, in pale or.
liOtherington, or Liotherton. Ar. a fesse gji. in
chief two crescents of the last.
Lothian, Harquess of. See Eebb.
Lothian (Edinburgh, 1673, and Overgogar, co. Edinburgh,
1837).
Ar. on a mount in base a pine-tree vert, a talbot
tied thereto ppr. on the branches a bugle, garnished or,
stringed az. pendent, all within a bordure of the second.
Crest~A bugle, as in the arms. Motto Non dormit qui
erect,

or,

—

—

custodit.

Lothian

(Kingsbams,
bordure invecked az.

co.

As the

Fife).

Lothume, Lowtham, or Lovayne

last,

(co.

but the

Essex).

Gu.

a fesse or.
(Honiton, co. Devon).

billettee

Lott

Ar. a double-beaded eagle dispL
couped.
Lotysham (Chiph and Fomington, co. Somerset). Sa. a
chev. vaire or and gu. betw. three otters pass, of the second.
Crest—On a ducal coronet gu. an otter's head erased or, in
the mouth a flsh ppr.
Lou. Gu. two wolves pass. ar.
Louche, or Lo^^che. Ar. two bars gu. in chief a lion
sa.

Crest

—A talbot's head

pass, of the second.

Loudham

(cos.

Nottingham and Derby).

Ar. a bend az.

criisily or.

Loudham
of cos.

1614).

Ar. on a bcnd«az. three crosses croftlet

or.

Loudham

(Lowdham, co. Suffolk, temp. Edward III.). Ar.
three escutcheons sa.
Ar. on a bend gu. three (another, five) crosses

Loudham.

Loudoun (that Ilk, co. Ayr;

heiress, in 13th century, m. Sir
Ar. three inescutcheons sa.
Loudoun, Earl of. See Hastings.
Loug'hor (Tythegston, co. Glamorgan). Three chev.
(grzmted by Betham, Ulster, to Francis Loughnan, Esq., Lieut. 50lh N. I. Madras, son of Anobew
LoDGBNAN, of Loudon ; descended from the Sept of O'Lachtnan). Vert a dexter hand couped apaumee, and in chief an
arrow fessways ar. Crest A castle triple-towered ppr.
Louis (Chelston, co. Devon, hart.). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
charged on the shoulder with an eagle displ. sa. on a chief
wavy erm. an anchor erect of the third, the shank surrounded with a naval crown, the rim az. stem and sails ppr.
Crest
A griffin's head erased az. betw. two wings elevated
or, in the beak a fleur-de-Us, and on the breast a trident
erect gold. Supporters— Dexter, a British sailor habited ppr.
his exterior hand supporting a staff, thereon hoisted a flag
ar. charged with a cross gu. surmounted by a pair of wings
or, and inscribed with the words " St. Domingo " in base
sa.
sinister, an allegorical figure, representing the Nile,
the head and upper part of the face concealed by a veil ar.
the mantle vert, inscribed with hieroglyphics, wreathed
about the waist with bulrushes ppr. and in the exterior hand
the ancient rudder or. Motto In Canopo ut ad Canopum.
Louis (Merchiston, Scotland). Or, three laurel leaves vert.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a lance in bend ppr. Mott<y~
Nos aspera juvant.
Louis. Sa. a wolf ramp. ar. Crest A wolf, as in the
arms.
Louis (Geoboe Loois, Esq., of Colyton House, co. Devon,
representative of a family, originally De Gbbillet, from
Provence, in France).
Gu. on a bend engr. ar. a grasshopper sa. Crest In front of clouds ppr. a decrescent or.

Reginald Cbawfobd).

Loughnan

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

— Doucement mais fermement.

Motto

Lound (co. Lincoln,

Ar. a fret of eight pieces sa. on a
1640).
canton gu. a Uon's head erased or.
(extinct in Gaemsey). Gu. on a fesse ar. three
greyhounds' heads couped sa.
Lounders. Per pale sa. and ar. a chev. per pale or and

Louxneau
Bti.

Loundres.

Sa. a lion

ramp, or, a bordure engr. erm,
Eeg. Ulster's Office). Az. a lion

Loundres (Baron of Naas.
ramp,

or, a border erm.
(Scotland). Sa. out of a cup ar. a garland of lanrol
betw. two trefoils slipped of the last.
Lou^S, or Lo'WTS (Ogbery, Beardon, and Trantock, co.
Cornwall, and co. Devon).
Or, a chev. engr. gu. betw.
three shovellers ppr. Crett A bear ramp. sa. muzzled and

Lourie

pass. sa.

James's, Westminster, co. Middlesex, originally
of Flanders; granted 1765). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a
sprig with three gillyflowers in bud vert, for Loten 2nd

and

Notts,

crosslet or.

erect ar.

all

LO V
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—

lined ar.

Lousada

(Puke de Losada y Lousada, in the Kingdom of
Spain). Az. three doves reguard. ar. wings expanded or, in
their beaks a sprig of olive ppr. Crest On a mount vert a
dove, as in the arms, a sprig of olive in its beak ppr. Supporters
Two angels ppr. the exterior hand of each supporting a standard gu. charged with an Eastern crown or.
Lousada (Peak House, co. Devon). Az. on a chev. betw.
three doves reguard. ar. wings expanded or, two sugar canes
of the last sprigged vert. Crest On a mount vert a dove, as
in the arms, charged on the neck with a bar gemelle or, a
sprig in its beak ppr. Motto Honneur me guide.
Louth, Saron of. See Pldneett.
Louth, or Lowth (co. Lincoln). Or, a wolf saliant sa.

—

—

—

—

armed gu.

(another,

armed

or).

Louthe. Per pale indented or and gu.
Louther. See Lowtheb.
Louvain, or Lovain. Or, a lion ramp.

az.

Crut—On

a chapeau gu. lined erm. a lion pass. az. tail extended.
Lovaine (co. Essex). Gu. a fesie (another, ar.) betw. ten
billets or, three, two, three,

Lovat, Baron.
Lovatt (Clayton

and two.

See Fbaseb.
Stafford; a younger branch of
Northampton, and descended of the

Hall, co.

Lovett, of Astwell,

co.

Norman race of De Louet; Maby, only dau. and
HcGH Booth, Esq., by Anne, his wife, dau. and
Thomas Lovatt,

heiress of
heiress of

m. John Aysbfobd Wise, Esq.). Ar.
three wolves pass. sa. Crest A demi wolf ramp. sa.
Lovayne (Brabant). Or, a lion ramp. az.
Lovayne (co. Kent). Sa. on a bend ar. cotised or, three
Esq.,

—

saltires gu.
(Sir

John be Loudham,

Derby and Nottingham,

623

Knt., one of the knights

tem/i.

Edward

I.

Visit.

Lovayne (co.

Suffolk),

cross crosslet fitchee or.

Gu.

billettee

a

fosse ar.

Ci«f

A

AA

A

;
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LOV

(Basing, co. Hants. "Visit. 1634. The heiress, Susanna,
only child of Kichabd Love, Esq., of Basing, m. Francis
Beckford, Esq. her son and heir, Francis Love Beckford,
Ar. three bars gu. in chief as many lions'
s. to the estates).
heads erased of the last. Crest— On a cross formee fitchee gu.

IiOVe

;

a bird

ar.

liOVe (Norton and Goudhurst,

co. Hants, and co. Oxford).
Vert a lion ramp. ar. charged on the shoulder with a cross
Out of a ducal coronet or, a cross formee
pattee gu. Crest
gu. thereon a bird ar.
liOVe (Sevenoaks, co. Kent). Az. a tiger pass. or. Crest
demi buck.
liOve (Kirksted, co. Norfolk granted 10 Dec. 1663). Vert an
heraldic tiger pass, or, mane and tuft of the tail ar. Crest
An heraldic tiger's head erased vert, maned ar.
Love (Aynho, co. Northampton; Edward Love, second son
of Giles Love. Captain of Dover Castle his dau. Elizabeth,
m. Simon Perrote, of Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Vert a.
lion ramp, reguard. or.
Crest
A demi greyhound ramp. ar.

—

—

—

;

;

—

collared

and

lined sa.

end of

line coiled.

XiOve (Broughton, co. Oxford Giles Love, second son of
Edward Love, of Aynho. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Vert a lion
;

ramp,

charged on the breast with a cross pattee gu.

or,

Same Crest.
liOve (co. Suffolk

Edward M. Love,

Rev.

;

Same Arms and

Somerlcyton).

liOve
a

A.M., Eector of

Crest.

Az. a lion ramp. ar.
annulet ppr.

liOve.

Crest

—A

hand holding an

(quartered by Alchorne.
ramp, guard, ar. Crest

lion

1619).
Vert
a chapeau gu. turned

Visit. Kent,

—On

lions' heads erased gu. as
bezants.
Iioveband (from Penn MS.). Gu. on a bend betw. three
martlets ar. a lion's head erased of the field.
liOveburie (co. Chester). Ar. on a bend sa. three chessrooks of the field.

(co. Chester).

Erm. on a bend engr. vert three

Sa. a

buglehom stringed

ar.

on a chief of the

second a lion pass, guard, gu.
(co. Essex).
Az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(co. Leicester).
Barry of sixdancetteeor and az.
Loveday (co. Norfolk, and Cheston, co. Suffolk). Per pale
ar. and sa. an eagle displ. with two necks counterchanged,
gorged with a ducal coronet or (another, crowned). Crest

Ijoveday
IjOVeday

—

Sa. guttee de sang,

hounds' heads erased

—

—

—

Lovelace.

—

Per fesse indented

sa.

and gu.

in chief three

martlets ar.

Paly of six engr. gu. and ar.
Lovelace (Sir William Lovelace, knighted by Robert,
Earl of Essex, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 30 July, 1599).
Gu. on a chief indented sa. a mullet ar.
Loveland (co. Norfolk). Sa. three boars' heads couped or.
Crest
A boar's head and neck couped sa.
Lovelas. Az. on a saltire engr. ar. five martlets sa.

—

Loveles

Sa. three bars indented or.
Crest
three laurel leaves vert.

(co. Berks).

Or,

on a chief

ar. three grey-

sa. collared or.

IjOveday.

Per pale or and sa. an eagle displ. with two
heads counterchanged, gorged with a ducal coronet of the

— A demi

talbot ppr.

Loveley

(cos.

Northampton and Norfolk).

betw. three popinjays ar. as

many

Gu. on a

mullets sa.

Crest

fesse

— An

estoile pierced or.

Lovell, or Lovet

Buckingham).

(co.

Sa. three square

padlocks ar.

Lovell (London; Thomas
tomers for Wool,

squirrel ppr.

IjOveday.

Visit.

Lovell, one of the Queen's CusLondon, 1563, son of Henry Lovell,
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three

Esq., of Skelton, co. York).
foxes' heads erased gu.

Lovell

Dorset; William Lovell, temp. Henry VII.;
Euzabetb, m. William Bamfibld, of Turnwortli,

(co.

his dau.

and heir, Mabt Bamfield, in. William Fbere, J. P., of Oxford, and d. 1568. Visit. Oxon,
1634). Barry nebulee of six or and gu. in chief three
CO. Dorset; their dau.

first.

IjOveday

(Williamscote, co. Oxford). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per pale ar. and sa. an eagle displ. with two heads
counterchanged, armed, membered, and ducally gorged or
2nd and 3rd, erm. on a chief indented sa. three escallops
Crest
An eagle displ. with two heads, as in the arms.
ar.

—

Mottn

— Cum prima

(Fyfield and Buscot, co. Berks; granted 1589,
32 Queen Elizabeth, and exemplified, August 1, 1772, to
Esq., on his assuming the
surname of Loveden). Gu. a bend betw. four sinister hands
couped ar. Crest A leopard sejant or, ducally gorged ar.
Motto Manus juxta nardus.
liOvedon. Gu. a bend betw. three dexter hands couped

Edward Loveden Townshend,

—

—

ar.

—

LovegTOve.
staff raguly,

liOvein.

Ar. three anchors sa. a chief az. Crest
displ. ppr.
or, three saltires hu-

surmounted by an eagle
on a bend ar. cotised

Sa.

mcttee gu.

liOveis (Hennock,

Devon;

co.

six

descents recorded in
ducks ppr.

Or, a chev. engr. gu. betw. three

Visit. 1620).

— A bear sejant sa.

Lovejoy. Gyronnyof
from the elbow

in

twelve gu. and or. Crett
armour, holding a galtrap.

—An arm

(Caleys Grange or Callis Court, Thanct, co. Kent).
Az. three bars dnnccttce or.
\Zi)H, 1365,

betw. as

Lewkyn

and

many

XiOvel (Heron
1351; Ralph

1366).

(Lord Mayor of London, 1348,
Gu. on a chev. ar. three escallops sa.

Kary

;

barony passed

to .St.

Madb,

William de Percevai,
Enrl of Yotry\n Normanily, surnamed " Lupellos, Lupel,
LovEL, " or, the Wolf, assumed the surname of Lovel, and
was ancestor of Sir Richard Lovel, summoned to Parliament 1348 to 1350). Or, Bcmec of cresses crosslct a lion
ramp.

Lovf.l, second son of
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Crest

(Terant, co. Dorset).

Ar. a chev. az. betw.

— A garb

vert,

Barry nebulae of

—

banded or.
and gu.

six or

on the second five bezants. Crest A wolf pass. az. bezantie
collared and lined or.
Ar. a chev. az.
(Barton and Harling, co. Norfolk).

Lovell

—

betw. three squirrels sejant gu.
Crest
A peacock's tail
erect ppr. banded with a belt sa. rimmed and buckled ar.
the end pendent. Another Crest— A squirrel sejant, cracking
a nut.
Lovell (Chilcote Manor, and Dinder). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three wolves' heads erased gu.
Crest
A talbot courant ar.
Lovell (co. Oxford). Ar. a lion ramp. az. within an orle of
eight crosses crosslet fitchee of the second.
Lovell (Ballumbie, co. Forfar). Ar. three piles sa. surmounted of a fesse wavy gu.
Lovell (co. Somerset). Barry wavy of six ar. and gu.
Lovell, or Luvel (co. Somerset). Or, crusily a lion ramp.

—

az.

(Laxfleld, co. Suffolk; granted 25 June, 1579).

nebuMe of

Barry

and gu. a bordure az. charged with ten
Crest
A greyhound pass. sa. collared,
ringed, and lined or, a cubit arm erect ppr. habited purp.
six or

trefoils slipped ar.

holding the

—

line.

(Cole Park, Malmesbury, co. Wilts). Ar. a chev. az.
betw. three squirrels gu. each cracking a nut ppr. Crest
squirrel sejant, cracking a nut ppr.
Lovell (Skelton, CO. York. Visit. 1665; Dugdalc). Ar. a
Crest—
cliev. sa. betw. three wolves' heads erased gu.

—

talbot courant ar.

Lovell
gu-

az.

Worcester; Penn MS.).

Lovell

eagles riBing or.
I.ovl, of

(co.

three squirrels sejant gu.

Lovell

IiOvejoy

Lovekin, or

bezants.

Lovell
Lovell

luce.

liOveden

Crext

;

Loveless.

mullets or.

A

;

Lovelace.

many

Lovedale.

LO V

Tichmarsh, and Viscount Lovtl,
attainted after the battle of Bosworth; William Lovel,
fourth son of William de Perceval, surnamed " Lcpellcs "
<fec., was ancestor of Sir John Lovel, summoned to Parliament 1299 to 1311) Barry nebulee of six or and gu.
IjOvel (Tickwell). Same Arms, a bend az. for diff.
LiOvel (Tarrant Rawston, co. Dorset). Quarterly, harry
nebulee of six or and gu. 2nd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
ermines; 3rd, erm. a chev. sa.
4th, erm. on a chief indented gu. three ducks ar.
Crest
A fox az. bezants,
collared with a coronet or.
Lovelace, Earl of. See Kino.
Lovelace (Hurley, co. Berks, Lovelace and Canterbury.
CO. Kent).
Gu. on a chief indented ar. three martlets sa.
Crest
On a staff raguly vert an eagle displ. ar.
Lovelace (Baron Lovelace, extinct 1736; Sir Richard
Lovelace, Knt., son of Richard Lovelace, Esq., of Hurley,
was so created 1627. Margaret Lovelace, dau. of John,
second Lord Lovelace, by Lady Anne Wentworth, dau. of
Thomas, Earl of Cleveland, Baroness Wentworth in her own
right, m. Sir Wiluam Noel, Bart., of Kirby Malory, and
was ancestress of the Earl of Lovelace and of Lord Went-worth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a chief indented ar.
three martlets sa., for Lovelace; 2nd, az. on a saltire
engr. ar. five martlets sa., for Hengham; 3rd, gu. on a
saltire ar. a rose of Lancaster, for Neville.
Crest
On the
trunk of a tree vert an eagle displ. ar. Supporters Two
Lovel, of

pegasi purp.

up erm. a lion pass. ar.
laOve. Or, on a chev. betw. three

IiOveburie

liOvel {Baron

(co.

York).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads

A

A
:

now

of cos. Lincoln
Lovell, only dau. and heiress of Capt.

IiOVell
and Bucks; Maet
Samuel Lovell, grandson

Salathiel Lovell, one of
the Barons of the Exchequer, 1708, m. 1742, her cousin,
BiCBASD Lovell- Badcock, Esq., of Twickenham, and was
grandmother of Col. Benjamin Lovell-Badcock, K.H., 15th
Dragoons, and of Capt. William Stanhope-Badcock, who
both assumed by sign manual in 1840, the name of Lovell
Crut A talbot pass. ar.
Or, three bars nebulee gu.
only).
Motto Tempus omnia monstrat.
liOvell. Az. a lion ramp, within an orle of fleurs-de-lis or.
IiOvell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or, a bordure az.
liOvell. Az. on a fesse betw. three crescents ar. a mullet
of Sir

—

—

sa.

Or (another,

IiOvell.

ar.)

a wolf saliant az. within a bordure

engr. sa.

Vert a lion ramp, within an orle

liOvelock.
greyhound

Crest

ar.

—

Iiovely.

Ar.' on a chcv. az. three leopards' facc«3 or.
Or, on a fesse betw. three cocks gu. as many
Crest
A griffin sejant, wings endorsed
mullets of the field.
ppr.
IiOveney. Ar. a fesse betw. three cocks gu.
Xovenliain. Quarterly, per fesse indented gu. and vert a

liOVeney.

—

IiOverdaw (co. Cornwall). Sa.
Xovet, or IJOvett (Codnor,

three covers for cups ar.
co. Derby, Tavistock, co.
Devon, and cos. Essex and Huntingdon). Ar. three wolves
Crests— 1st: A wolfs head erased sa.
pass, in pale sa.
2nd: A wolf pass.; 3rd: A demi wolf ramp. sa. pierced
through the breast with an arrow or, flighted ar.
IiOVet (Astwell, CO. Northants; Thomas Lovett, Esq.;

William Chester, Knt., Mayor
London, 1563). Same Arms.
IiOvet (Stanton, co. Leicester). Ar. three wolves pass. gu.
IiOvet (co. Derby; descended from Lovet, of Stanton).
Same Arms. Crest A wolfs head erased sa.
IiOvet (CO. Northampton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
greyhounds courant sa. 2nd and 3rd, erm. all within a
bordure of the second platee.
IiOvetoft, Lovetot, or Livetot (co. Huntingdon, and
Worksop, CO. Nottingham, temji. Henry I.).
Ar. a lion
ramp, per fesse gu. and sa.
his dau. Elizabeth, m. Sir

(co. Hants).

Same Arms.

Crest

—A griffin

segreant

Sa. three padlocks ar.

p.

'/».,

when

the

became

The Liscombe
Jonathan's daus. Elizabeth and

title

estates devolved on Sir

extinct.

Letitia, and passed at their decease to their kinsman,
Phillips Cosbt Lovett, Esq.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa.
three wolves' heads or, for Lovett, of Normandy 2nd and
3rd, ar. three wolves pass, in pale sa., for Lovett, of England.
Crest
A wolfs head erased sa.
IiOvett (Eun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1679, Christopher
Lovett, Alderman of Dublin). Ar. three wolves courant
;

—

in pale

sa.

IiOvett (Elmley Lovett, Hampton Lovett, .fee, co. Worcester;
Sir John Lovett, Lord of Elmley, left two daus. who d. s. p.).
Sa. three wolves' heads erased or.

Lovett
sa.

(Belmont, co. Salop).
A wolf pass. ppr.

Crest

liOvett

—

(Kernhill).

Ar. three wolves pass, in pale

Same Arms,

Loveyne, or Lovinge

<fec.

(co. Lincoln).

on a chief gu. two mullets or.
liOveyne. Gu. a fosse ar. betw. seven

Chcquy

ar.

and

billets or, four

az.

and

three.

liOVeys

(Berdon, co. Cornwall Robert Lovets, grandson
of Leonard Lovets, Esq., of Ogbcare, same co., the son of
Humphry Loves, by Jane, dau. of Hatch, of co. Devon.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Or, a chev. engr. sa. betw. three sea
;

pies ppr.

IjOvibond

:

—

Lovys, or Luvys

Low

Cornwall).

(co.

Ar. three lizards in

(CO.

(Hatfield PcvercU, co. Essex;

George Brudenell
George Lovibond,

Michelsen Lovibond, son and heir of
and his wife, Martha, dau. of Sir Elijah Impet). Ar.
boar's head couped and erect gu. betw. three roundles per
fesse or and of the second.
Crest
A boar's head, as in the
Esq.,

a

—

arms.

Lancaster).

Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads

yert.

Low (London,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a wolf pass,
ar. 2nd, ar. a hunting horn stringed sa. betw. three crescents
of the last 3rd, ar. on a fesse betw. three crescents gu. as
many mullets or.
1C84).

;

;

—
—

ar.
Crest
A wolf pass. ar.
Ar. three leaves vert.
Crest
A falcon reguard.
holding in the dexter claw a laurel crown ppr.
Erm. on a bend (another, engr.) az. three cinquefoils

Gu. two wolves pass.

Lo'W.

Low.
or.

Lo'W

(confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster, to Simon Low, Esq., of
Ar. on a bend vert three wolves'
heads erased or, each charged with an annulet gu. Crest
wolfs head, as in the arms. Motto Facta non verba.
(Aberdeen, Scotland). Ar. three leaves vert within a
bordure wavy gu. Crest A leaf betw. two thistles stalked
and leaved ppr. Motto Aspera me juvant.
(Kirkham, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. three buglehorns sa. stringed or. Crest A buglehom of the arms.
Lowde. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a chief lozengy or and gu.
Lo'Wdell. Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. betw. three millrinds
counterchanged. C)-est A sphinx couchant guard, wings
endorsed.
Lowden. Az. three bars dancettee or.
Lowden. Sa. three poleaxes ar.
Lowder. Or, six annulets gu. two, two, and two. Crest
Out of a mural coronet seven halberts facing outwards
Galbally, co. Limerick).

—

—

Lowde

the Wolf Hounds, and in consequence, took for his arms ar.
three wolves pass, in pale sa. The male heir. Sir Jonathan
Lovett, of Liscombe, was created a baronet in 1781, but
s.

pallets sa-

;

—

XjOvett (Liscombe, CO. Bucks, bart., extinct 1812; descended
from William Lovett, "filius Bicardi de Locet de Normannia, temp. Conquestoris," who was appointed Master of

d.

—

Low

ppr.

IiOvett.

many

each charged with a crescent of the second, on a chief erm.
a sword fessewise ppr. pommel and hilt gold, for Impet.
Crests
1st, Lovibond
Upon a rock ppr. a boars head
erect and couped gu. within a chain in arch or 2nd, Impet :
A leopard's face or, in front of a sword in pale, point downwards ppr. pommel and hilt or, betw. two wings sa. Motto
Leges juraque servo.
Lovingre, or Levinge (co. Derby, and Colsell, co.
Warwick). Vert a chev. or, in chief three escallops ar.
Lovingrham, or Lovenham. Quarterly, indented gu.
and vert, a goose rising ar.
Lovyck, or Lowyke. Sa. asaltire ar. on a chief of the
second three bulls' heads cabossed of the first.

Visit.

;

Iiovett

;

on. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or, as

Low.

displ. ar.

of London, 1560.

head ereet and couped within an crle gu. th*
whole betw. three torteaux, for Lovibond 2nd and 3rd, gu4th, ar. a boar's

pale vert.

pass. sa.

swan with wings

LOW
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LO V
(Harleston, co. Northampton,

—

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Lo'wders.
one.

Crest

ar. and gu.
Ar. six annulets sa. three, two, and

Paly of six engr.

Lowdes (of the

North).

—A wivem

Lowdham (co.

ar.

Derby).

Ar. on a bend az. three

crosses

Ar. three escutcheons

Crest

crosslet or.

Lowdham (co. Suffolk).

sa.

—

an escallop betw. two palm branches ppr.
Low^e (Lowe, co. Worcester; Thomas Lowe, Esq., of Lowe,
was chief of his family temp. Queen Elizabeth). Or, on a
bend cotised sa. three wolves' heads erased of the field.
Crest
A demi griffin ramp. or. Motto Spero meliora.
Lowe (Bromsgrove, co. Worcester Very Kcv. Thomas Hill
Peregrine Furte Lowe, Dean of Exeter, descended from
Lowe, of Lowe). Same .<4nn5. Crest, z.nA Motto, quartering
FCRYE.
Lowe (Highfield, co. Nottingham a branch of Lowe, of La
Lowe, CO. Chester, formerly seated at the Hulse, in that
CO., now represented by Edward Joseph Lowe, Esq., of
Highfield, J. P. and D.L., F.R.S., whose great-grandfather,
Joseph Lowe, Esq., of Highfield, m. Sarah, dau. and lieir of
James Hurst, Esq., of Hurst, co. Lancaster, by Elizabeth,
his wife, sister and co-heir of Joseph Wilson, Esq., of
llivington Hall, and heiress, through her mother, Margaret, of Benjamin S.mtth, of Ashton, terap. Charles I.).
Ar. on a bend engr. az. three wolves' heads erased of the

—

—

;

;

—

Crest
within a bordure also engr. of the second.
wolf pass. ar. collared and chained gu. reficxed over the back.
Motto Innocentia quamvis in agro sanguinis.
(Southmills, co. Bedford Her. Off.) Ar. on a bend az.
three wolves' heads erased of the field. Crest Out of a
mural crown gu a wolfs head ar. transfixed with a spear or,
armed of the second.
Lo'we (Clifton-Reynes, co. Bucks). Same Arms. Crest X
wolfs head erased ar.
Gu. a hart trippant ar. Crest .^ wolf
(CO. Derby).
first,

—

Lowe

;

—

—

—

Lowe

pass. ar.

Lovibond

(Impet-Lovibond; exemplified to Archibald
Impet, Esq., Ireton House, Cheltenham, co. Gloucester, upon
name of Lovibond in addition to and after
that of Impey, by royal licence, 1872). Quarterly, 1st and
his taking the
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Lowe

(Walden, co. Essex; dcicended from Lowe, co. Worcester). Gu. two wolves pass. ar. Crest— An ermine ppr. collared,
A wolfs head couped
ringed, and lined gu. Another Crest
ppr. collared and ringed or.

—

A

A

LOW
—

—

liCwe

Gu. a

(Shrewsbury, co. Salop, and Calne, co. Wilts).

—

wolf pass. ar. Crest An ermine pass. ppr.^coUared or, lined
and ringed gu.
IiOWe (Westminster; granted 1694). Quarterly, erm. and
Two
Crest
or, over all an eagle displ. with two heads vert.
keys in saltire or, interlaced with a chaplet ppr.
liOWe (New Sarum, co. Wilts). Gu. a wolf preyant ar. Ortit
A wolfs head couped ar. collared or.
I<Owe (co. Worcester). Erm. onabendaa.threeeinquefoilsor.
IiO'we (Denby and Locko, co. Derby, originally from co.
Chester; descended from the marriage, temp. Henry VI., of
Lawsence Lowe, Serjeant-at-law, with the heiress of Roseix,
The last male heir, Bicbard Lowe, Esq., of
of Denby.
Locko, d. in 1785, having bequeathed his estates to his
kinsman, Wiujam Dbubt, Esq., who assumed in consequence, in 1791, the additional name and arms of Lowe).
Az. a hart trippant ar. Crett A wolf pass. ar. The Arms
Ar. on a chief vert two
of Dbubt, borne quarterly, are
mullets or, each charged with an annulet az. Crest of
Dbubt A greyhound courant sa. gorged with a plain
collar or, and charged with two mullets of the last.

—

—

—

—

—

LoW6 (Alderwasley, co. Derby

;

a younger branch of Lowb,

of Denby, descended from Thomas Lowe, who m. temp.
Henry VII. the heiress of Fownb, of Alderwasley. The
heiress of Lowe, of Alderwasley, m. Hust). Same Arma and
Crest.

liOWe (Court of HiU,
on a bend
the

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
heads erased of

CO. Salop).

sinister cotised sa. three wolves'

field, for

Lowe, of Bronugrove

;

2nd and

3rd, erm.

on a

fesse sa. a castle triple-towered ar., for Hill, of Court of Hill.

—

—A deml griffin ramp. or.

Motto Spero meliora.
IiOwe. Gu. a fesse erm. betw. two wolves pass. ar.
ZiOWe. Ar. on a bend engr. az. three wolves' heads erased
of the first, a bordure also engr. of the second.
Crett

Lonre

quartered by
a bend sa. three

(Stopford, or Stockport, co. Chester;

Stabket).
Gu. a wolf pass. ar. on
wolves' head erased of the first.

IiO'we, alias Fifield (Tbohas Lowe, Alderman of
London, Visit. 1568, fourth in descent from John Fifield,
alias Lowe). Per fess vert and ar. a pale counterchanged
three acorns or.

XiO'we (Geoboe Lowe, Registrar of the Prerogative Court,
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, of his wife, d. 16 Nov.
Ar. on a bend az. three griffins' heads erased of the
field, an annulet for di£f.
liOwell (Quarlewood, Scotland). Gu. three mascles or.
I<Oweii (London ; John Lowen, draper, son of John Lowbn,
Esq., of Gerpins, alias Gerbeviles.
Visit London, 1563),
Quarterly, per fesa embattled or and az. three stags' heads
eabossed counterchanged, quartering Per chev. flory coimterfiory ar. and gu. three martlets counterchanged. Crest
atag statant quarterly per pale indented or and az. the
sinister horn of the first, the dexter of the last.
I<OWer (St. Winnow Barton, Polmawgan, Tremeere, and
I^zant, CO. Cornwall; thirteen generations in Visit. 1620).
Sa. a chev. betw. three roses ar.
Crest
A unicorn's head
erased quarterly ar. and sa.
Another Crett A unicorn's
head erased ar.
(St. Tudy, co. Cornwall).
Same Arms. Crest
nnicom's head erased ar. crined and armed or.
(Tretask*, co. Cornwall; Thomas Loweb, son of
Ireland

;

1628).

—

—

—

—

I«wer

Lower

PiTEB LowEB, and grandson of Thomas Loweb,
place.

Visit.

Cornwall,

1620).

Sa.

all

nnicom's head erased
Devon).

of

same

a chev. betw. three

roses ar. (another, field az. chev. engr. roses or).

Lower (co.

Crett

—

ar.

Sa. three

ar.

—

Dulcet ante omnia musa.
I<OWfleld. Per fesse vert and or, a pale counterchanged,
in chief a bull's head couped sa. In base two garbs of the
lost.
Oreit
A bull'i head couped sa.
Lewis (Lowis, CO. Nottingham). Per pale or and sa. a chev.
b«tw. three escallops counterchanged.
liOwis (co. Devon; HuMPnaET I»wi8, Visit. Devon, 1620,
grandson of Lbonaed Lowts, of Ugbart, co. Cornwall). Ar.
a chev. gu. betw. three shovellers sa. breasted of the field.

—

Cre»t

—A bear

sejant sa. collared, lined, and muzzled ar.

(Merchiitoun, Scotland). Or, three laurel leaves vort.
A dexter hand holding a lance In bend ppr. Motto
atpera Jttvant.

Crett—
—Noi
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Lowis.

Lowis

Ar. three bears in pale sa.
(Manor, co. Peebles). Ar. a mullet az. betw. three

laurel leaves vert.

Lowle

(co. Somerset, and Yardley, co. Worcester).
Sa. a
hand couped at the wrist grasping three darts, one in palo
and two in saltire ar. Ctest — A stag's head cabossed or,

betw. the attires a pheon az.
Paly of six engr. ar. and gn.
(Whitstone and Brokeland, co. Devon
Jame*
LowMAN, Visit. Devon, 1620, grandson of John Lowman, of
Brokeland). Ar. three escutcheons sa. each charged with a
dexter gauntlet or, back affrontee.
Crest
A lion's gamh
erect and erased sa. holding a battle axe or.
(co. Somerset).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto—
Par sit fortune labori.
Lowjuier (co. Norfolk). Sa. on a bend engr. cotised erm.
three escallops gu.
(Jekesford, co. Cambridge).
Per chev. flory
counterflory or and gu. three lions pass, counterchanged.
Crest On a mount vert a griffin sejant, wings endorsed or.
Lo'wnde (cos. Sussex and York). Az. a fret ar. Crett
hind reguard. ppr. collared gu. resting the dexter paw on a
beehive ppr.
(CO. Lincoln; granted 1596). Same .>4r»M, a bordure
or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a hawk close gold,
beaked and legged ar.
liOWUdes (Hassall Hall, co. Chester). Ar. fretty az. on a
canton gu. a lion's head erased or. Crest A lion's head
erased or.
origintUly from co. Chester ; settled
(co. Oxford
at Winslow, co. Bucks, early in the 15th century. Willlau
Lowndes, Esq., of Winslow, Secretary of the Treasury, and
Chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means, temp.
Queen Anne and George 1., obtained a confirmation of his
armorial ensigns in 1704; he was ancestor of Lowndes,

Lowles.

Lowman

;

—

Lowman

Lownde

—

—

Lownde

—

—

Lowndes

of

;

Chesham, Whaddon

Hall,

and Astwood,

co.

Buckingham,

of Brightwell, co. Oxford, and of Rose Hill, Dorking, co.
Surrey). Ar. fretty az. the interlacings each charged with a

bezant, on a canton gu. a leopard's head erased at the neck
or.
Crest
A leopard's head, as in the arms, gorged with a
laurel branch ppr.

—

Lowndes

(The Bury, Chesham, co. Bncks; a branch of
Lowndes, of Winslow). Same Arms, quartering Shales,
Babbinoton, Pole, and Plantaoenet. Crett A leopard's
head, as in the arms, gorged with a laurel branch ppr.
JI/o»o— Ways and means.
Lowndes (Palterton, co. Derby). Ar. fretty az. a canton
gu. thereon a lion's head erased or, quartering Gorst.
Crett A lion's head erased or, gorged with a wreath of

—

—

laurel vert.

Lowndes

(Barrington Hall, co. Essex). Quarterly, 1st and
Lowndes, ar. fretty az. on a canton sa. a Uon's head
erased or ; 2nd and 3rd, Clayton, ar. a cross engr. sa.
betw. four torteaux. Crests 1st, Lowndes: A lion's head
erased or; 2nd, Clatton: A dexter arm embowed, the
hand grasping a dagger, the point to the dexter all ar.
Quarterly, Ist
(Lostock Hall, co. Lancaster).
and 4th, Lowndes, ar. fretty az. a canton gu. thereon a
Crest of
lion's head erased or; 2nd and 3rd, Clatton.
Lowndes A lion's head erased or, gorged with a wreath of
crest
of
Clatton.
and
the
laurel vert,
(Stone-Lowndes, Brightwell Park, co. Oxford).
Ar. fretty az. on a canton gu. a Uon's head erased or, quartering Stone, viz., Ar. three cinquefoils sa. a chief of the
A lion's head erased or, g^orged with a
Crest
second.
chaplet vert. JIfotto— Medlocria firma.
(Mordon, co. Surrey). Or, two lions pass, in pale
4th,

—

Lowndes

—

Lowndes

—

Lowndes

betw. three crosses crosslet fltchee sa. a canton gu. for diff.
Crest— A goat ar. armed, hoofed, collared, and line reflexed
over the back or, charged on the shoulder with a rose gu.
for diff.

oak leaves

IiOWes (Ridley Hall, co. Northumberland). Gu. a wolf pass.
Crest
«r.
A wolf pass. ar. collared and lined or. Motto—

I^xwis

LOW
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liOWe (Bromley, co. Kent; and Lord Mayor of London, 1604).
Enn. on a bend engr. az. (another, sa.) three cinquefoils or.
A falcon with winjfs expanded or.
Crtft
IiOwe (CO. Stafford; granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1592).
At. on a bend cotised az. three lions' heads erased of the
A demi grifBn segreant erased ar.
Oreat
field.

Lo'wnes.

Quarterly, or and sa. on the 1st and 4th quarters
Crest
A hydra ppr.
Or, on a fesse az. three boars'
(co. Suffolk).

—

a cinquefoil gu.

Lownsford

heads couped of the

Lowrde

(London).

field.

Erm. on a bend engr.

az. three cinque-

foils or.

Lo'wry (Pomeroy
Robert Lowbt,

House,

co.

descended from
same county, grandSa. a cup ar. with 8

Tyrone;

Esq., of Ahenia, In the

father of thu first Earl of Brlviore).
garland of laurel betw. two branches of the same,

—

all Issuinj;

thereout ppr. Crett Two laurel branches Interfrctted ppr.
motto over, Floreant Lauri. Motto Virtus semper vlrldis.
(Rockdale, co. Tyrone; descended from LiOWBT, of
Pomeroy House). Same Armt, Crest, and Mottoes.
(Crosby, near Carlisle).
Same Amu. Crest— Tw9

Lowry

Lowry

sprigs of laurel in orle ppr.

—

I

LOW
Lowten

crosslet fitchee az. as

many

cinquefoils or.

Cre»t

—A

demi

per fesse indented enninois and enn. wings elevated
dexter claw a cross crosslet fitchee az.
Lowth. See LouTB.
Lcwther (Earl of Lonsdale). Or, six annulets, three, two,
and one, sa. Crest A dragon pass. ar. Supporters Two
horses ar. each gorged with a wreath of laurel vert. Motto
Magistratus Indicat Tirum.
Lowther (Whitehaven, bart., extinct 1755). Same Arm,
Crest, and Motto.
Lowther (Marske, co. York, bart., extinct 1753). Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Lowther (Swillington, co. York, bart., extinct 1763). Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
liOWther (Ireland). Same Arms. Crtit A dexter hand
ppr. holding up an escallop or.
Lowther (Sir Gerbaed Lowtheb, Judge of the Common
Pleas in Ireland
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1624). Same
Arms, a crescent for diff.
liOWther (Captain HcGB Lowtbeb, third son of Sir Bicbabd
Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Lowtheb, Knt., co. Westmorland
Office, 1628).
Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
Lowther (Kilrue, CO. Meath). 8a.me Ai~ms. C>-est A dragon
pass. ar. Jl/o«o— Magistratus indicat virum.
Lowther (Shrigley Park). Same Arms, &c.
Lowther (co. Northumberland). Sa. six annulets in pale or,
griflBn

sa. in the

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

three and three.

Lowthwick.

Paly of four erm. and vert, two lions pass.

e^

Lowyn

(Upminster,

Ar. a fesse engr. betw.
co. Essex).
three hinds' heads couped sa. a bordure of the last.
I«Owyn (cos. Hertford and Kent). Per pale gu. andaz. three
bucks' heads couped or. Crest
A crab sa.

—

liOxam.

Ar. a bend gu. betw. eight gutties de sang, four
and four. Crest A stork's head couped ar. holding in his

—

beak an escallop sa.
(Ryton Grove,

Lozdale

three lions ramp. or.

IjOxly

Erm. on a chief
head couped ppr.

co. Salop).

Crest

—A bull's

sa.

Az. a lion ramp, within an orle of

Stafford).

(co.

eight crosses crosslet ar.

Loxton

(co. Worcester).
Ar. a chev. chequy erm and sa.
betw. three griffins' heads erased of the last, guttee d'or.
Lloyd (Havering, co. Essex). Ar. an eagle displ. with two

—

heads sa. beaked and legged gu.
Crest
A stag's head
couped ppr. attired or, gorged with a chaplet of laurel
vert.

Loyd, or Lloyd

(Keyswin, co. Merioneth, Marington, co.

and co. Stafford).
Or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa.
Loyd (Wale.<;). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. beaked
gu.
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. attired or.
Loyd {Baron Oeerstonc). Per bend sinister erm. and
ar. an eagle with two heads displ. sa. a bordure of the
last bezant^.
Crest A buck's head ppr. attired or, erased
sa. charged on the neck with a fesse engr. of the third,
Salop,

—

—

—

—

thereon three bezants.
Supporters Dexter, a stag ppr.
attired, ducally gorged, and chain reftexed over the back, and
charged on the shoulder with a cross clecliee or: sinister, an
eagle, wings elevated sa. beaked and membered or, ducally
gorged, chain reflexed over the back, and charged on the
breast with a cross clcchiie voided also or. Motto
Non mihi,

—

sed patriae.

Loyd

(Wigorn and co. Salop).
Ar. a quiver gu. banded and
replenished with arrows or, betw. three pheons sa.
Loyd. Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. ar. Crest A lion ramp,
holding betw. the forepaws a boar's head couped.
Loyd. Az. a lion ramp. betw. eight cinquefoils or.
Lozeng'e. Lozengy ar. and gu.
Luard (Blyborough Hall, co. Lincoln). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.

—

holding

A

bctrt-.

the forepaws a cinquefoil of the last.

heart gu. charged with a rose ppr.

Luard

(the

Lodge,

Witham).

Motto

Same

Crest —

— Prospice.

Ai-ms,

Crest,

Motto.

(Lamas, co. Norfolk, bart.).
Ar. on a mount
vert a stork close erm. on a chief gu. three estoilcs of
the field. Crest
stork, wings elevated erm. resting the

—A

dexter claw on an antique shield az. bordured or, charged
with a hon raLip. gxiard. ar. Motto Auctor pretiosa facit.

—

(RockliffLcbe; exempUfied

to

William Kockuff,

of Liverpool, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1862, the
additional surname and arms of Lube). Quaiterly, 1st and

an oak tree eradicated and fnicted ppr. betw. two
mullets infess gu., for Lobe; 2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and
gu. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased a crescent all

•4th, ar.
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—

counterchanged, forRocKLiFF. Crests
1st, Lube: A dexter
arm embowecl in armour ppr. charged with two mullets in pale
gu. grasping in the htind a sword encircled by a wreath of
oak fructed all ppr. ; 2nd, Rockliff A bull's head erased
per pale ar. and gu. gorged with a mural crown ppr. Motto
:

— Virtus propter

se.

Lucau, Earl of. See Bingbau.
Lucar (Madenbrook, co. Somerset).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three nags' heads erased gu. bridled or. Crest A cubit arm
and gu. cuffed ar. holding in the
hand a hawk's lure ppr.
Lucar (Bridgewater, co. Somerset). Ar. a fesse nebulee az.
betw. three mascles gu. betw. the two in chief a lion's head
erased of the second. Crest, as the last.
Lucar (co. Somerset). Ar. on a fesse wavy betw. three llona'
heads erased az. as many mascles of the field.

—

erect, vested per pale az.

Lucar

(London Edward Ldcar, Esq. Visit. London, 1563).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three nags' heads erased gu. bridled
or, quartering, Ar. a fess nebulee az. in chief a lion's head
erased of the last betw. two mascles in chief and one in base
gti.
Crest A dexter arm couped at the elbow, vested per
pale az. and gu. holding in the hand ppr. a lure ar. stringed
of the second, ringed and knotted or.
Lucas (Baron Lucas, of Shenfield, co. Essex, extinct 1705;
Sir JoBN Lucas, Knt., a zealous supporter of Charles I., was
created a Peer with remainder, in default of his own male
issue, to his brother, Sir Charles Lucas, Knt., an eminent
EoyaUst, shot by order of Ohvcr Cromwell, 1648, and also
with a special remainder over, in default of the male issue
of the said Sir Charles Lucas, to Sir Thomas Lucas, his
illegitimate brother, born before the marriage of his father;.
Ar. a fess betw. six annulets gu. Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a dragon's head and shoulders, wings erect gu.
Supporters ^Two dragons ar. wings elevated gu. ducally
;

—

—

—

gorged

Lucas

or.

(Baroness Lucas, of Crudwell, co. Wilts

vested in
Countess of Covper : Mary Lucas,
only dau. and heir of John, first Lord Lucas, was so created
with special remainder to her descendants, male and female,
1663).
Same Arms.
Arms borne by Anne Florence,
Quarterly, 1st
Countess of Cowper, now Baroness Lucas
and 4th, barry of six ar. and az., for De Gbet; 2nd and
3rd, vert a chev. betw. three stags at gaze or, for Boblnson.
Supporters Two dragons, wings erect or.
Lucas (Filby, CO. Norfolk). Ar. a fesse betw. six annulets,
;

Anne Florence, Dowager

—

—

gu-

Lucas

(Berwick-on-Tweed).

Ar. a fesse betw. six annulets

gu. CVe^i — Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi griffin wings
expanded gu.
Lucas (granted to Matthias Prime Lucas, Esq., of Wateringbury, CO. Kent, Lord Mayor of London in 1827). Erm. a fesse
engr. az. betw. six annulets gu. Crest Out of a crown vallery
or, a dragon's head az. gorged with a collar ar. charged with

—

three annulets, as in the arms, wings elevated of the third.
Lucas (Halden: John Lucas, Visit. London, 1563; his dau.
Margaret, m. Robert Browne, of London, gent.). Ar. a
fess betw. six annulets sa.

Lucas

Ar. a
(Fenton, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1568).
chev. gu. betw. three pellets, on a chief az. a moorcock of
the field betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Ar. on a canton sa. a ducal coronet
(CO. Cornwall).

Lucas

—

Crest
A sword erect ar. hilt and pommel or, betw. two
wings expanded gu.
Lucas (CO. Cornwall). Erm. two lions ramp, combatant gu.
Crest
A lamp or, Ughted ppr.
or.

—

Lucas
Lucas
Lucas

(co. Suffolk).

Same

Ai-ms, field ar.

Durham). Or, a fesse betw. six annulets sa.
Ar. a fesse erm.
(co. Kent; granted 8 Nov. 15T1).
Acameleopardpass. sa. attired
betw. six annulets sa. Crest
(co.

—

or.

Lucas

(Hasland, co. Derby descended from Thomas Lucas,
that estate temp. Queen Anne). Erm. a chev.
engr. gu. betw. three annulets sa. on a chief az. a moorcock
Crest
Out of battlements or,
betw. two crosses crosslet or.
;

who purchased

—

and

Lubbock

Lube

LUC
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See Cobrt.
Lowiy-Corry,
(Manley, co. Chester; confirmed 2 Aug. 1814). Ar.
on a fesse engr. sa. plain cotised gu. betw. three crosses

Earl of Belmore.

a dexter arm embowed ppr. charged on the elbow with five
annulets in cross sa. holding in the hand a cross crosslet gu.
Lucas (Newark). Vert on a chev. or, betw. three talbot«
pass. ar. as many torteaux, on a chief ar. three lions' heads
erased sa.

Lucas

(Castle Shane, co.

of Castle Shane,

was

for

Monaghan

;

Edward Lucas,

some time M.P.

Esq.,

for the county of

Monaghan, and Under Secretary of State for Ireland). Ar.
a fesse betw. six annulets gu. three in chief and as many in
Crest— Oat of a ducal coronet or, a demi griffin
base.
wings expanded gu.
Lucas (Rathealy and Rickfordstown, co. Cork). Same Amu,
field ar.

Crest— Oxxl of a ducal coronet or, a wy vern's head gu.
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C

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three hurts another, Ar. two
another, Az. a
first az. second gu.
another, Erm. on two bars sa. three
combs ar. another, Az. three bars ar.
liUcas-Clement. See Clement.
XiUCe. Az. a crescent ar. Ciest An eagle reguard. wings
displ. holding in the dexter claw a sword erect.

IjUCas.

;

lions rarap. endorsed,

fesse dancettee ar.

;

;

;

—

XiUCe (Jersey). Same Arms.
Xiucels (CO. Leicester). Ar. a pale fusily gu.
liucie (Egremont and Cockermouth, co. Cumberland,
I.).

—

—

—

sa.

(Wallham,

co.

Essex

;

creat3d a hart, in 1629.
in. Makt, dau. of Sir

Capel Lccktn, second bart.,
Eabbottle Gbimston, second bart.
Sir

William LcrKTN, fifth bart., having s. 1700, to the Grimston
estates, assumed that surname, was created Viscount Grimston, and was ancestor of the Earl of Yerulam). Sa. a fesse
dancettee betw. two leopards' faces or.
XiUCOmbe (Bodmin and Heligan, co. Cornwall carved on the
crosses in the roof of Bodmin Church, and on the drop end of
the wood moulding of the tower door at St. Maben; quartered
by Flamank and Hill, 1470). Ar. a saltire betw. four
of Bradfield.

Gu. three pikes naiant in pale ar. (another adds, a
bordure of the last).
Gu. three pikes haurient, a bordure engr. ar.
Gu. three pikes haurient inverted betw. seven crosses

and one.
Quarterly, indented erm. and az.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces

crosslet or, three, two,

Lucyng:.

Ludbrough.
or.

—

Luck3m

Lucy.
Lucy.
Lucy.

Luddingrton

temp.

Gu. three lucies hauriant ar.
Xiucie (London). Az. a crescent ar. Crest A crescent ar.
XiUCie (CO. Kent). Gu. three lucies hauriant or, betw. the
two in chief a cross crosslet of the second.
liUCien. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a baton gobony or and az.
Xiuciugre. Quarterly, per fesse indented erm. and az.
liUCion. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over all a bend gobonated or
and of the second.
XiUCk (EotherSeld, co. Sussex; confirmed by Segar, Garter).
Erm. five mascles in fesse betw. three greyhounds' heads
A pelican wings elevated endorsed sa.
erased sa. Crest
betw. the circumference of two branches vert.
liUCk. Az. three mural crowns or.
Crest
A hawk hooded
and belled, perched on the stump of a tree all ppr.
liUCkin (Maiden, Deverell, and Waltham, co. Essex). Sa. a
fesse indented betw. two leopards' faces or.
Crest
A demi
griffin or, issuing out of a tower paly of six of the last and

Richard

UP

L

Sir

;

estoiles gu.

(London Nicholas Ldddinoton, citizen of
London, son and heir of Henrt Ldddington.
Visit.
Loudon, 1563). Paly of six ar. and gu. on a chief of the
last a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Ludford (Ansley, co. Warwick; confirmed by the Deputies
of Camden, Clarenceux, to George Lddford.
Visit,
Warwick). Az. a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased or
Ludford (exemplified, 1808, to John Lddford, Esq., of Ansley
Hall, CO. Warwick, who by sign manual assumed the name
of Newdioate before that of Lddford, son and heir of John
Lddford, Esq., of the same place, by Jdliana, his wife,
;

Richard Newdioate, bart.). Quarterly,
on a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped

third dau. of Sir

1st

and

or,

4th, az.

as many fleurs-de-lis gu., for Lddford; 2nd and 3rd, gu.
three lions' gambs erased, two and one ar., for Newdioate.
Crests

the

—

Lddford

1st,

mouth a

:

A

boar's

cross pattee gu.

;

head couped

2nd,

Newdioate

erniinois, in
:

A

fleur-de-

lis ar.

Ludg'ate.

Az. a portcullis or.
Ludg'ater (granted to James Lddgateb, Esq., of FItham,
CO. Kent).
Gu. on a pile engr. or, betw. in base two fleursde-lis ar. three estoiles, two and one az.
Crest
A demi
greyhound couped sa. gorged with a collar or, pendent
therefrom an escutcheon gold, charged with a leopard's

—

face jessant-de-lis az.

Ludham

(London; granted 1726). Per pale or and az.
on a chev. three martlets all counterchanged.
Crest
A demi dragon erm. wings elevated, holding betw. th«
paws a key or, charged on the shoulder with a cinquefoil

—

gu.

Ludliam.

on a bend

Sa.

cotised or, three escallops

ar.

gu.

Xiucon. Vert an eagle displ. with two heads or.
IiUCree. Ar. an orle sa.
Lucy (Charlecote, co. Warwick the original surname
;

Ludham.
Ludbam.
of the

Ldcts was Cbablecote, derived from the village of that
name, co. Warwick, conferred by Henry de Montfort. upon,
and confirmed by Richard I. to Sir Walter de Charlecote.
His son and heir was called Sir William de Ldct Dugdale
supposes his mother might have been an heir of some branch
of the feudal house of Ldct from that period it has been
known as Ldct of Charlecote, and has always enjoyed an
eminent station amongst the gentry of England). Gu. semee
;

;

—

of crosses crosslet three lucies haurient ar. Ancient Arms
Vair three lucies haurient ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
gu. a boar's head erect ar. guttee de poix betw. two wings
erect sa. billettee or.
Motto By truth and diligence.
XjUcy (Baron Lucy; vested since the death of Madde,
Countess of Northumberland, ifjnp. Henry IV., dau. of Thomas,
second Baron Lucy, in the descendant, if any, of Joane,
dau. of Anthony, first baron, and her husband. Sir William
Melton, Knt. Anthony Ldct, descended from Richard
DE Ldcie, Governor of Faleis, Normandy, temp. King
Stephen, was summoned to Parliament, 1320). Gu. three
lucies haurient ar.

—

—

liUCy (Broxboume,

co. Herts, bart.,

extinct 1759

;

Richard

Ldct, second son of Sir Thomas Ldct, Knt., of Charlecote,
m. Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Sir Henrt Cock, Knt.,
of Broxboume, and was created a bart. 1618). Gu. three
lucies haurient ar.
,

.

—

avant.

Xiucy

(London, formerly of Antwerp).
Az. a crescent ar.
Crext
A crescent, as in the arms.
Xiucy (co. Dorict). Gu. a pike haurient or.
Lucy (co. Kent). Gu. semee of crosses crosslet three lucies
haurient or.
liUcy. Gu. three lucies haurient ar. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet a boar erm. armed or.
liUcy. Gu. three lucies haurient nr. betw. nine crosslets or.
CrrM Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's head betw. two
wings sa. billettee of the first.
liUCy. Az. (another, gu.) crusily or, three lions ramp. nr.
liUcy. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three trefoils slipped

—

—
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co. Worcester).

and az. on a
Lddington 2nd and

for

Quarterly, 1st and

chief gu. a lion pass, guard,

4th, paly of six ar.
or,

3rd, sa.

;

a

fess

nebuly

ar.

guttee de sang betw. three elephants' heads couped or, for
Sdckling. Crest A swan sejant in the beak a branch ppr.
Luding'ton (co. Lincoln). Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief
Crest
A palmer's staff erect
gu. a lion pass, guard, or.

—

—

sa.

Ludkin

Gu. a chev. betw. three
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk).
wings expanded ar. Crest A bird, as in the arms,
beaked and legged or.
Ludlow (Earl of Ludlow, extinct 1842). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased sa., for
Ludlow 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chief sa. three crescents
Crest
A lion ramp. sa. bezant^e.
of the first, for Preston.
Supporters Two stags reguard. ppr. Motto Spero infestis

—

birds,

az.

;

—

—

—

metuo Bccundis.

Ludlow

(CO.

Gloucester).

many

mullets gu. as

on a

co. Salop).

fesse sa. betw. three
field.

Or, a lion ramp, (another,

armed and languedgu.

pass.) sa.

Ludlow

Or,

crosses crosslet of the

Ludlow (Morehouse,
(co.

(another, two

Ludlow

Salop).

Az.

three

lions pass,

in pale ar.

lions pass, guard, ar.).

(Wales).

Or,

a lion ramp.

sa.

betw. three tor-

Ludlow (Hill Deverill,

co. Wilts).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crest^-A demi bear ramp. sa.
House, CO. Wilts). Same Anns.
Crest
A lion ramp. Another Crest A dexter arm embowed in
armour, holding in the hand a battle axe all ppr. Motto
Nee temere, nee timide.
Ludlow (co. Wilts). Ar. a fesse betw three horses' heads

bears' heads erased sa.

Ludlow (Hey wood

—
—

—

erased sa.

Ludlo'W.

Or, three lions pass, reguard. az. (another, sa.;
another, tinctures reversed).
Az. three lions ramp, guard, in pale or. another,
Ar. a lion rarap. sa. on the shoulder a gutte d'or; another,
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. in the dexter paw a torteau; another,
Gu. a lion pas.s. and bordure engr. ar.

Ludlo'W.

;

Ludlow. See Lodelow.
Ludlow, TowTi of (CO,

Salop).

Az. a lion couchnnt betw.

three roses ar.

LufTyngcotte.
Luffull.

vert.

and one.

Ludington (Shrawley,

teaux.

LiTicy (granted to Wi lliam Ldct, Esq Mayor of Birmingham).
Erm, on a pile betw. two pikes haurient in base gu. a pike also
haurient betw. three cross crosslcts ar. Cre»l—On a mount
vert a boar's head gu. issuant from a wreath of oak ppr.
betw. two wings barry of six ar. and gu.
Motto En

—

Ar. on a bend az. three crosses crosslet or.
Ar. three escutcheons sa. on each nine bezants,

three, three, two,

Ar. gutt^ de sang an eagle displ. sa.
Gu. three helmets ar.

AA

UF

L
IjTifkyn.

many
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on a chev. betw. three eagles

Sa.

mullets of the first.
Gu. on
(CO. Gloucester).

liUggr

bendlet

ar. a

wavy

Crest

az.

displ.

a bend betw. two

— Out

or,

as

cotises

of a ducal coronet or,

a pelican s head vulning betw. two wings ppr.
(Bodmin, co. Cornwall granted 'M Dec. 1602). Gu.
three leopards' faces in fess within two barrulets or, betw.

IjUggar
as

many

;

Lumley

Town of (co. IViits). Az. a castle ppr.
XiUghboroug-h, or Iiug-htebtirgh. Gu. a chev.
LiUg-g-ershall,

ar.

N

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three
Crest A pelican in
parrots vert, collared of the second.

(Earl of Scarborouok).

—

—

her piety ppr. Supporters Two parrots, wings inverted vert.
Motto Murus aeneus conscientia sana.

—

Lumley

(Great Bradfield, co. Essex, hart., extinct 1771; of
Or, a chief gu.
Crest
An eagle displ.

—

Italian descent).
sa.

crowned

Lumley

ostrich feathers erect ar.

LU

or.

Middlesex and York). Ar. a fesse gu. betw.
three parrots ppr. gorged with collars of the second. Crest
A pelican in her piety ppr.
Lumley (Harbhng, co. Lincoln). Gu. a fesse betw. three
pigeons ar. Crest
A pigeon ar. in the beak a laurel sprig vert.
Ar. a fess gu. betw. three pansy
(co. Worcester).
(cos.

—

guttee dc sang betw. three leopards' faces of the second.
Xiuke (Copley, CO. Bedford, Paxton, co. Durham, and co.
Huntingdon). Ar. a buglehorn sa. stringed gu. Crest
bull's head az. attired or, betw. two wings endorsed gold.

Lumley

liUke (Woodend, co. Bedford). Same Arms and Crest.
liUke (CO. Cornwall). Gu. on a chief sa. three martlets

Lumley (Lord Mayor of London). Ar. a chief vert.
Lumley (Clipston, co. Northampton). Gu. on a fesse

—

Crest

—

ar.

liUke (Glasgow and

Greenfield, Scotland
granted 1749). Ar.
on a bend az. surnioimted by a buglehorn sa. three buckles
on a chief paly of three of the tirst and second, in the
centre as many bells of the fourth, on the dexter and sinister
a saltire engr. of the third betw. four mullets gu. Crest
A bull's head ppr. winged or. Motto Strenue insequor.
Luke. Quarterly. 1st and 4th, ar. a buglehorn sa. stringed
'ind and 3rd, gu. a fleur-de-lis ar.
Crest
An archer
vert
shooting with a bow ppr.
liUke (Luke, CO. Nottingham). Sa. nine annulets or, four,
three, two, and one.
Lllke (Screveton, co. Nottingham). Ar. on a saltire engr.
sa. nine annulets or, within a bordure also engr. of the
lecond, charged with eight crosses patt^e of the third.
Xillker (Drangan, co. Tipperary Marcus Lcker, Lord of that
Manor, d. 1530, was son of William Lukeb, settled in
Ireland temp. Henry VI., second son of Luke or Lucak, of
Exmoor, co. Somerset; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1769, to
Edward John Lckeb, Colonel in the service of France). Ar.
a chev. sa. betw. three nags' heads erased gu. bridled or.
An arm erect couped at the elbow, vested per pale az.
Crest
and gu. cuffed ar. holding a hawk's lure ppr.
li'uker (another coat. Keg. Ulster's Olfice to same family).
Ar. three horses pass. ar. a crescent for diil. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a demi horse ramp. gu.
Liuker (Keg. Ulster's Office). Sa. two hinds in fess ar. the
;

or,

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

dexter pass, the sinister counter-pass.
Xiukie (co. Cornwall the heiress m. Polwhele). Az. three
goats' heads erased ar.
Liukin (CO. Lincoln). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over all a bendlet
gobony or and az. Crest A demi lion gu. collared gobony
or and az.
;

—

(city of Oxford
Thomas Lukin, Visit. Oxon, 1634,
descended from Lckis, of Barking, co. Essex). Ar. a lion
ramp. gu. debruised by a bend gobony or and az. Crest
demi lion ramp. gu. collared ehequy or and az.
Lukin (Oxford; Har. MSS. 14b0). Sa. a fess dancettee
betw. two lions' faces or. Crest— Out of a tower a dragon
;

—

issuant.

Lukin

(Dunmow,

co.

Essex; descended from Lionel Lukin,

Esq., of Ilytlie, co. Kent).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Lukis

(Guernsey). Az. a chev. erm. betw. two annulets in
chief and in base a bow lying fesseways ar. crossed by two
arrows in saltire, points downwards or, feathered of the
third,

on a chief of the second a Cornish chough ppr. betw.

—A

two crosses

crosslet fitchy gu.
Crest
cubit arm vested gu.
cuffed vert, garnished gold, holding a sprig of three holly
leaves ppr. betw. two wings or, each charged with a cross

Jio^o— Esse quam videri.
Az. three chevronelsar.
Lulle. Az. a bend or, betw. six bezants.
Luis. Per fesse sa. and or, a lion ramp, counterchanged.
(CO. York).
Or, three mullets sa.
Crest
A Moor's
head in profile ppr. wreathed about the temples or and sa.
Lumb. Gu. a fesse betw. three eagles' beads erased ar.
crosslet az.

Luknor.

—

Lum

Crest

— A sceptre erect or.

Lumb

Brigham Hall, co. Cumberland). Or, three escutcheons
each charired with a mullet pierced of the first.
Crest
A blackamoor's head in profile, couped at the shoulders ppr.
wreathed about the temples or and sa. and charged on the
neck with a midlet of six points gold, within a wreath in
arch or and sa. Motto Kespice finem.
Lumley (Lumley Castle, co. Durham). Gu. six martlets ar.
Lumley (Uaron Lumley, under attainder since 1537: Sir
Ralph de Lumley was summoned to Parliament 1384).
Gu. fix martlets ar., original arms, and after the marriage of
Sir Robert de Lumley, temp. Edward II., witli Lucia, sister
and co-heir of William de Tuweng, Baron Thweng, of
Kilton Castle, co. York, the arms of that family, viz., Or, a

—

,

sa.

—

fess gu. betw. three parrots ppr. collared of the setond.
6:i'J

betw.
many mullets sa.
(confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster, to Col. Chables
Lumm, and the descendants of Elnathan Lumm, Esq.). Ar.
a trefoil slipped vert betw. three mullets sa. Crest A Moor's
head in profile ppr. wreathed about the temples or and vert.
three popinjays ar. as

.\n escallop ppr.

Lukin

—

flowers ppr.

Lumm

—

A/o((o^Vita potior

Lumsdaine

libertas.

See Sandys-Lumsdaine.
and Blanearn, co. Berwick). Az. on a
chev. betw. three mullets or, a buckle of the first; or (after
the marriage with the heiress of Blaneabn, of that Hk),
Az. on a chev. ar. betw. two mullets in chief and an earn
perching on a salmon in base or. a buckle of the first.

Lumsden

(.Lumsdaine).

(tliat

J

Ik

Lumsden (Cushnie,
two wolves' heads

— A naked

CO.

Aberdeen).

in chief

Az. a buckle or, betw.
in base ar.
Crest

and an escallop

arm grasping a sword

ppr.

—Dei

Motto

dono

sum quod sum.

Lumsden

(Innergelly, co. Fife). Az. a chev. or, betw. a
wolfs head couped and a buckle in chief and an escallop in
base ar. Crest A heron devouring a salmon ppr. Motto

—

—

Beware

in time.

Lumsden

Same Arms,
(brother of Innergelly, 1672).
within a bordure engr. or. Same Crest and Motto.
(Conland, co. Fife). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two
chief gu. and an escallop in base vert.
otters' heads couped
Az. a chev. or, betw. two
(Glasgow, 1863).
wolves' heads erased ar. in chief and an escallop in base of the
Crest
A hand grasping a sword in bend sinister ppr.
third.
3/o((o— Dei dono sum quod sum.
(Glasgow, 187l). Sa.me Arms, within a bordure
Same Crest and Motto.
or.
(Parson's Green, Fulham, co. Middlesex, and co.
York).
Per chev. or and gu. three lions pass, counter-

Lumsden

m

Lumsden

—

Lumsden

Ltmd

changed.

Lund (Shelford,

Gyronny of
co. Cambridge, and co. York).
eight ar. and az. on a bordure engr. sa. as many plates.
(Lovely Hall, Blackburn, co. Lancaster; granted to
Thomas Lund, Esq., Mayor of Blackburn, 1863-4). Gyronny

Lund

and gu. three covered cups or, a chief indented sa.
charged with annulets of the third and bezants alternately.
Crest— A demi lion ramp. gu. charged with two covered cups

of eight ar.

and holding betw. the paws a plate,
thereon a cross pattee throughout also gu. Motto Semper
in pale, as in the arms,

—

fidelis.

Lunderthorp.

Gu. three lions ramp. erm.
(that Ilk, co. Fife). Or, a lion ramp. gu. within the
royal tressure flory and counterflory of the last, all within a
bordure gobonated az. and ar. Crest Out of an antique

Lundin

—

a lion issuing affrontee gu. holding in the dexter
paw a sword erect, and in the sinister a thistle slipped all ppr.
Two lions gtiard. gu. having collars or,
Supporters

crown

or,

—

charged with three
quod sum.

thistles vert.

—Dei

Motto

dono sum

and 4th, as
Lundin (Baldester, co. Fife).
Lundin, of that Ilk 2nd and 3rd, paly of six ar. and gu. on a
bend az. three cushions of the first, the whole within a
bordure az. Ci-e-^t— An open hand charged in the palm with
an eye ppr. Motto Certior dum cerno.
Lundin (Balgony, CO Fife). Quarterly. 1st and 4th, paly
of six ar. and gu. on a bend az. three cushions of the first;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross nioUne square pierced gu., for
Quarterly,

1st

;

—

SiBBALD.

Paly of six ar. and gu.
co. Fife).
charged with three cushions or, all within a
bordure indented of the third. Ci-esl—A. hand ppr. holding
a cushion in pale ar. Jl/o(fo—Tam genus, quam virtus.

Lundin (Auchtermarnie,
a bend

Lunel.

az.

Az. a fesse ar. betw. three crescents or.
(confiimed by the Deputies of Camden, Claren-

Lunsford

ccux, to John Lunsford, of Hoterley, co. Warwick, third in
descent from John Lunsfobd, co. Sussex. Visit. Warwick).
Az. a chev. betw. three boars' heads or, couped gu. Crest—
A boar's head or, couped gu.

—

Ar. a fesse betw. three martlets

(co. Stafford).

Tert.

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three

IiUntley.
or, as

many

martlets sa.

with a martlet
sa.

Crest

—A

lion's

lions'

bead

heads erased
or, charged

sa.

ZjUpping'COte

(co.

Per

Devon).

fesse

embattled gu. and

three cats pass. ar. (another, leopards spotted of the

Ar. a cher. sa. charged with
three white lilies leaved vert betw. as many wolves' heads
langued
gu.
on a chief of the last a Tau
second,
erased of the
of St. Anthony betw. two escallops or. Crest A wolfs head

liUpton (Thame,

co. Oxford).

—

(co. York; granted temp. Henry VII.). Same Arvu
and Crest.
litipus (Earl of Chester ; created 1070, passed to De Mes-

Xiupton

See Abrinces, Earl of Chester.

cHiNEs).

(Sir Chables Lupus, temp. Edward III.
John Durant, of Cottesmore and Borough,

liUpus

his dau. m.
co. Butland.
Az. a wolfs head erased ar.
linrgran, Baron. See Brownlow.
Xiurkin (Hunston, co. Suffolk, settled there 1600; the
heiress. Mart Lurkin to. John Heighasi, and d. 1718).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over all a bendlet gobony or and az.
I^usada, or LiOSada (descended from the same family as
the Due de Losada, Chamberlain to Charles, King of Spain,
and a Grandee of the first class). Az. on a chev. betw.
three doves reguard. ar. wings expanded or, two sugar
canes of the last, sprigged vert. Crest On a mount vert
a dove, as in the arms, charged on the neck with a bar
gemelle or, a sprig in the beak ppr. Motto— E.ojmeuT me
;

Visit. Rutland, 1619).

—

guide.

11115001111)6 (granted to John Henst Luscohbe, Esq., of
Havelock House, Lewisham). Or, a saltire engr. betw.
two crosses patonce in pale az. and as many leopards'
faces in fesse ppr.
Ci-est
A demi leopard ppr. semee of
estoiles az. and holding betw. the paws an escutcheon
charged with a cross, as in the arms. Motto Mors omni-

—

—

bus commimis.

liUscombe (Comb

Boyal, co. Devon).
Ar. on a pile az.
guard, crowned or.
Crest
A demi lion

a Hon ramp,
ramp, guard, crowned

liUSCombe

—

or.

Devon confirmed to Tooke Cdhof MUtown Castle, co. Dublin, son of

(Totness, co.

;

MiNO Luscombe, Esq.,
Thomas Popbam Luscombe, Esq., of Gayfield House, co.
Dublin, Commissary-General, by Catherine, his wife, dau.
of WiixiAM TooKE Robinson, Esq., of Walthamstow, co.
Essex). Ar. on a pile az. betw. two stags' heads cabossed in
base ppr. a lion ramp, guard, crowned or. Crest A demi lion
ramp, gtiard. crowned or, collared az. pierced through the
neck with an arrow ppr. charged on the shoulder with a
cinquefoil gu.
Motto Deo duce ferro comitante.
liUshel, or liUsells (co. Worcester). Ar. a pale fusily

—

—

gu. a bordure az. bezantee.

Gu. a lion pass. betw. three gauntlets,
Crest
A demi lion gu. resting the

(London).

—

their backs affrontee or.

pans on a gauntlet

or.

Lusher

(London, Putney, Sholand,and Starland, co. Surrey).
Gu. three martlets or, on a chief of the second as many
mullets az. Crest A martlet or.

—

Iiushill

(CO. Wilts).

Ar. a pale fusily gu. within a bordure

az. bezantee.

Xiushill.

gu. a bordure az. bezantee.
(South Hill Park, co. Berks, bart.). Or, on a
fesse wavy betw. three lions' heads erased vert, langued gu.
as many erm. spots of the field. Crest
A lion's head erased
yert, charged on the erasure with three erm. spots or, ducally

Ar.

five fusils in fess

Ijusllington

—

gorged

ar.

Xiushingiion (Park House,

co. Kent).
Same Arnu and
A/o(io— Fides nudaquc Veritas.
IiUSllingi^on (Wildman-Lushington,
Norton
Court,
Favcrsham, co. Kent). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a fess
wavy betw. three lions' heads erased vert as many erm.
pots gold, for Ldsbington '2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev. ar.
betw. two eagles displ. in chief and a lion pass, in base or,
two erm. spots betw. three estoiles of the field, for Wildman.
Crestt
Ist, LcsHiNGTON
A lion's head era.scd vert, ducally
gorged or 2nd, Wildman Out of a mural coronet chequy
or and az. a demi lion ramp. ar. supporting a battle axe

CVm(.

;

—

:

:

;

gold, blade ppr. distilling drops of blood.
qui patiens.

liUSk

Motto— Lsius Deo.
liUSwell, or Kus-w^ell (Fun.

Ent. Ulsters Office). Or, a
chev. az. betw. three roses gu. leaved vert.
LiUtburgrh. Ou. a chev. ar. guttee de poix betw. three
leopards' faces sa.
(Orchill, CO. Perth).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two
crescents in chief az. and a martlet in base sa.
Crest
swan ppr. on the head a crescent montant. Motto Addicnnt
aves.

—

—

Xiuteral

(cos. Derby and Nottingham, temp. Bichard I.).
bend betw. six martlets gu.
liUtber (Myles's, CO. Essex; established in England temp.
Henry VIII. and said to have been allied to the Beformer
Martin Luther. The last male heir of this family, Jomr
Luther, Esq., of Myles's, M.P.co. Essex, d. s.p. leaving two
sisters and co-heirs
Charlotte, m. Henrt Fane, Esq., of
Wormsley, brother of the Earl of Westmorland, and Rebecca,
m. John Taylor, Esq.). Ar. two l)ars sa. in chief three round
buckles az.
Crest
^Two arms embowed in armour ppr.
holding in the hajids a round buckle or. Granted in 1614.
IiUtber. Same Amis. Crest A hand armed with a gauntlet
az. holding a sword in pale, hilt and pommel or.
liUther (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1678). Barry of six az.
and ar. in chief three round buckles of the last.
liUtbum. Gu. semee of billets a fesse or.
Lutley (Bromscroft Castle, co. Salop quartered by John
Habingdon Barnebt-Lutlet, of Brockhampton, co. Hereford). Quarterly, or and az. four lions ramp, counterchanged.
liUtley (Lawton and Bromscroft, co. Salop descended from
Sir WiLUAM Lutlet, Knt., of Monslow Hall, same co.).
Quarterly, or and az. four Uons ramp, cotmterchanged.
liUtley (Barnebt-Ldtlet, Brockhampton, co. Hereford).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a lion pass, guard, betw. three
escallops ar., forBABNEBT; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or and
az. four lions ramp, counterchanged, for Lutlet, together
with upwards of fifty-four quarterings, chiefly brought in
by Habingdon and Shiblet. Crest A lion couchant guard,
sa.
Motto Virtute non vi.
liUtxnan (BenUey, co. Hants, and Langley, co. Sussex;
granted 1738). Az. four lions ramp, two in chief, and as
many in base or. Crest Out of a mural crown ar. a demi
lion ramp. az. holding betw. the paws a mullets or.
liUton, or XjUCOHj Vert an imperial eagle or, membered

Or, a

sa.

liUsher

chief ar. a woolpack sa. betw. two mullets gu.
Crest—An
ancient ship, as in the arms, surmounted by a rainbow ppr.

LiUtefoot

second).

erased

LUT
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liXTN
Ijtmtley

Motto

— Prudens

London, 1860-61). Az. a lymphad ppr.,
quartiiring, Gu. on a thcv. ar. three inullcte of the first, on
a canton of the second a pellet.
Crest
lymphad, as
(Sherift of

—

—A

arms. Motto
Laus Deo.
fColncy Park, co. Hereford, bart.). Az. an ancient ship
with three niaHta, sails furled ppr. colours flying gu. on a
In the

liUSk

630

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

gu-

liUtteley

(Bromscroft, co. Salop, and co. Worcester).
and az. four lions ramp, counterchanged. Creit
a plate an eagle '^ispl. sa.

Quarterly, or

—On

liUtterell (Hartland Abbey,

co.

Devon, andDunster Castle,

See Luttrell.
six martlets sa. three, two, and one;
another, Az. a fesse betw. six mullets ar. ; another, Gu. two
bars or, in chief a bezant.
CO. Somerset).

liUtterell.

Lutterford

Or,

(Lutterford, co. Stafford).

Gu. on a bend

ar.

betw. two escallops or, a greyhound courant sa. all within a
bordure engr. of the third. Crest ^A spear or, embrued gu.
betw. two wings expanded sa.

—

CO. Devon;
Emanuel Lutton, Visit,
descended from Richard Lottn, who made
a grant of Cofford to his son, Thomas Lottn, dated
Vert an eagle displ. with two
1 Aug. 10 Henry V. 1422).
heads within an orle of trefoils or.
LiUttou (Knapton, co. York. Visit. Dugdale, 1665). Gu. a
Crest On the
chev. ar. betw. three crosses formee or.
stump of a tree eradicated or, a peacock close ppr.
wavy
liUtton (co. York). Ar. three bends
gu.
LiUtton. Sa. on a bend ar. three escallops gu.
LiUttrell, or Loterel (Baron Luttrell, passed in I4I7 to
the HiLTONS, and from them through the Arundels, of
Sir Robert de Luterell, of
Wardour, to the Cliffords.
Hooton Pagnel, co. York, was summoned to Parliament aa
a baron in 1295). Or, a bend betw. six martlets sa.
XiUttrell (Dunster Castle, co. Somerset; the parent stock of
Luttrell, of Luttrellstown, co. Dublin, Luttrell, of Hartland, Honnebere, Sandon Court, and Chelsea descended from
John Luttrell, of Chilton, M.P. for Devon, 37 Edward III.,
youngest son of Andrew Luttrell, of East Quantoxhead,
temp. Edward I. Margaret, only dau. and heir of Alexander Luttrell, Esq., of Dunster Castle, m. Henrt Kownes,
Esq., of Nethway House, co. Devon, who assumed in consequence the name and arms of Luttrell). Quarterly, lit
and 4th, or, a bend betw. six martlets sa., for Luttrell;
2nd and 3rd, az. two eagles displ. in fesse and a mullet in
base ar., for Fownes. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
plume of five feathers ar. JI/o«o— Quiesita marte tuonda

XiUtton
Devon,

(Cofford,

16'20,

—

;

—

arte.

A

tU T
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and of Hartland Abbey,

Iilittrell (Hanbury, co Somerset,

Devon; NicnoiAS LnTiBEi,!., Visit. Devon, 1620, sixth
in descent from Sir John Luttrell, living temp. Henry VI.,
wlio took the Queen of Scotland prisoner on the field of
he subsebattle, and then bore a coronet for his crest
CO.

;

quently took an earl prisoner in France, and thenceforth
he was
bore for his crest a swan chained and collared
eighth in descent from Sir John Lcttbell, Knt., temp.
King John). Or, a bend betw. six martlets sa. Crest
boar pass. ar. bristled or, charged on the shoulder with a
;

—

rose gold.

IjUttrell (Luttrellstown,
three otters of the

—An

last, in

Ax. a fesse

Ireland).

the

otter pass. sa. in the

betw

sa.

mouth of each a fish ppr.
mouth a fish ppr. Motto

Crest

—En

est

(Earl of Carhamptm; extinct 1829).
a fesse counter-embattled or, in chief a
mullet of six points of the second, in base on a mount vert
en elm tree ppr. Crest A demi Moor habited in armour
ppr. garnished or, betw. two laurel branches vert, a wreath
round the temples ar. and gu. and on the breast a fesse, as
in the arms. Supporters Dexter, an ancient warrior ppr.
arms and thighs vested in mail of the last, body habited
crimson, round the waist a sword-belt or, across the body
from the dexter shoulder a sash az. from the middle of the
thighs to the knees a vest vert tied with bows, face, hands,
and legs ppr. in the right hand a bow, at the back a quiver
of arrows, at the side a sword, hilt and pommel gold, shoes ar.
his helmet adorned with feathers of the last; sinister, a
female representing Plenty, imder robe white, the upper
robe flowing, crimson, in her left hand a cornucopia with

Per

and

fesse az.

ar.

—

—

—

fruit, all ppr.
Motto En Dieu est ma fiance.
Iilittrell (Four Oaks, co. Warwick).
Ar. a fesse betw.

three otters sa.

Crest

— An

otter sa. in the

mouth a

fish

ppr.

IiUttriiigi;on.

XiUtwich

Gu. on a bend
Ar. on a

(co. Salop).

or, three

bears statant sa.
garbs

fesse engr. az. three

or.

liUtwidge (Holme

Book, co. Cumberland).
Az. three
morions or steel caps or, turned up erm.
Crest A lion
ramp. gu. Motto Deo patriae amicis.
IiUt'widg'e. Gu. a demi lion ramp, erased ar.
Crest
Betw. two branches of laurel in orle a hand holding a scroU
of parchment all ppr.
IjUtwych.e (Lutwych, co. SaJop). Or, a tiger pass. gu.
Crest
A tiger's head erased gu. tufted and maned or.

—

—

—

—

liUtwyche, pr Lutwich. Same Arms.
in armour brandishing a sword all ppr.
IjUAxrard (co. York). Az. a cross pattee or.
Iiuveine, or Liovaine
Henry

Gu. a fesse

111.).

Xiuxford

(Eystaines,

co.

—An arm

Crest

Or,
Crest

on a

—A

erased at the neck gu. holding in the

—

Xitixford.
Crest

Essex,

temp.

pile az. three

boar's head ar.

mouth a spear

or,

Same Arms and

(Kerslake,

co.

—

XiTixmoore

Devon).

gu.

or.

all

ppr.

Ar. a chev.

sa.

betw.

Motto

Ar. a chev. betw.

—

within a bordure engr. az. Crest A swallow flying
Sedulo et honeste.
co. Surrey). Quarterly, Istand 4th, az. abend

Motto

—

Xiyall (Hedley,

betw. six cress crosslets fitchee or; 2nd and 3rd, gu. fretty
Crest
A cock or, crested gu. Motto An I may.
liyarde, Lyarte, or Lyharte (Bishop of Norwich, 1446).
Ar. a bull pass. sa. attired or, a bordure of the second
bezantee.
Xiyband. Az. a lion pass. ar.
Xiybb ico. Oxford). Erm. a bend betw. two lions pass,
reguard. gu. Crest A naked arm erect holding an oak
branch fructed all ppr.
Iiybbe (HarUwick, co. Oxford; Hichabd Ltbbe, son ard
heir of Uioiiabd Ltbbe, Lord of the Manor of Hardwick,
buried theie Jl Aug. 1599, son and heir of Eichabd Lvbbe,
Esq., of Chcckenden, co. Oxford, son and heir of Kich4kd
Ltbbe, Ksq., of Taston, co. Devon. Visits. Oxon, 1574 and
1634).
Enn. a bend betw. two lions ramp. gu. Crest An
arm embowed in mail, holding a halbert ppr.
laychefield. Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief three leopards'
faces or.
Crest
An aim enibowed, vested ar. holding in the
baad ppr. a bow or, strung gu.
or.

—

—

—

—
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betw. two wings counterchanged.
(John Ltcke, Esq., of London). Gu. a lion ran p. ar.
Crest— A demi lion ppr. holding a broken spear, point downwards or.
sa.

Lycke

Lydall, or Lyddall

(Sunning and Didcot, co. Berks,
Ipsden and Uxmore, co. Oxford). Az. a saltire or, over all
on a fesse of the last three pellets. Crest—Oat of a mural
coronet chequy or and az. a heron's head erased of the
first, in the beak a scroll, inscribed "Et patribuB,
et poster! tati."

Buckingham, Woodburcot, co. Northampton,
two bars vaire ar. and sa. Crest On a
a boar's head couped of the last.
(Chickendon, co. Oxford). Vaire ar. and sa. two

(co.

and Surrey).

Or,

ducal coronet

or,

Lydcotte

—

bars or, on a chief of the last three dovecotes gu.
of (co. Kent). Az. the base wavy of six of
last and ar. on the base a castle with tower and spire,
near the centre of the field, all on the dexter side, a ship on
the sinister with one mast, as if passing by the castle of the

Town

Lydd,
tile

second, sail furled of the last, on the stern a man blowing a
horn aU or, the mast, round tops, and rigging, all of the last,
on a canton gold, a cross betw. four lions ramp. gu.
Lyde, Or, on a fess betw. two chevronels sa. three rinquefoils ar.

Lyde

(Ayot St. Lawrence, co. Hertford, bart., extinct 1791
descended from Coeneucs Ltde, Esq., of Stanton Wick, co.
Somerset, b. in 1641 the last male heir. Sir Lionel Lide,
of Ayot St. Lawrence, was created a bart. in 1772. The
;

manor

Ayot

Lawrence eventually vested in the family
of .inEs).
Az. an eagle displ. with two heads erminois, for
Lyde, quartering the arms of Sagb, Payne, and MoBTUtEm.
Crest
A buck's head erased erminois. Motto Non sibi.
Lyde (Ames-Lyde; exemplified to Lionel Neville FreoiKICK Ames, Esq., of Ayot St. Lawrence and The Hyde, co.
Hertford, and Thomham Hall, Brancaster, co. Norfolk, upon
his assuming, by royal hcence, 1874, the additional surname
of Ltde). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. an eagle with two
heads displ. erminois, for Lyde 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend
cotised betw. two aimulets sa. a quatrefoil betw. two roses of
the field, for Ames.
Crests— 1st, Lyde
A buck's head
erased erminois, attired or; 2nd, Ames: A rose ar. slipped
and leaved ppr. in front thereof an annulet or. Motto—
of

St.

—

—

;

:

Non

sibi.

Worcester). Ar. three bare vaire or and gu.
many annulets sa.
Az. a fesse nebulee ar. in chief a crescent surmounted by a fleur-de-lis or, quartered by Amhdbst through
Evebing.
Lye (cos. Wilts and Hereford). Or, three lions couchant gu.
Crest
An eagle displ. ar. beaked and legged gu.
Lye. Per pale gu. and az. two wings conjoined ar. another,
Ar. a fesse fusily sa. betw. three crescents gu. another, Ar.
a bend fusily sa. betw. six crescents gu. another, Ar. a fleur(co.

Lydnor.

—

;

;

de-lis sa.

(Murthill, co. Aberbeen).
crosses pattee fitchee gu. Crest

—

Or,

—A

a cross az. betw. four
dexter hand holding a

sword erect ppr. Motto Forti non ignavo.
Lyell (Woodhead, 1680). As the last, within a bordure
engr. az.
Crest
A swallow volant ppr. Motto Sedule et

—

—

honeste.

Or, a cross betw. four crosses pattee fitchee

(Scotland).

-.

and

Lyell

— A battle axe erect ppr.

(Soutliweek, co. Devon).
three moorhens ppr.

(another, the hi ads ar.).

;

Az. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped

three moorcocks ppr. Crest
Sccuris fecit securum.

Xiyal

Crest.

— A boar's head, as in the arms.

XiUxmoore

YO

in chief as

headed of t'ae first. Another Crest A wolf ramp, supporting an arrow paleways, point downwards or, flighted ar.
co. Sussex).

li

Same Arms

(co. Salop).

Crest — A boar's head couped az.
Lychford (Charlwood, co. Surrey). Sa. a chev. bet* three
leopards' faces ar.
Crest — A leopard's face per pile ar.

Lydeate

ar. betw. ten billets or.

(Wartling, co. Sussex).

boars' heads couped of the field.

Ijuxlord (Higham,

Lyclifield

Lydcotte

ma fiance.
IjUttreU-Olmius
Dieu

;

Lyell

(Dysart, 1680). Or, a cross az. betw. four cross crosslets fitchse gu.
Crest
dexter hand holding a sword erect
all ppr.
iV/oUo— Tutela.

—A

Lyell

(Kinnordy, co. Forfar, bart., 1864, extinct 1875). Or, a
cross parted and fretty az. betw. four crosses pattee gu. a
bordure engr. of the last.
Crest
Upon a rock a dexter
cubit arm erect in armour ppr. charged with a cross parted
and fretty gu. the hand grasping a sword also ppr. Motto
Forti non ignavo.
Lyfe. Quarterly, or and az., in the 1st and 4th an eagle dispL
gu. in the "^nd and 3rd an eagle displ. of the first.
Lyfi.eld (Stoke Dabernon, co. Surrey granted May, 10 Queen
Elizabeth, a.d. 1567).
Or, on a chev. betw. three demi lions

—

—

;

;

—

ramp. gu. as many trefoils shpped ar. Crest A bull's head
cabossed ar. charged with three guttees sa.
Lsrford. Or, three bendlets az. an inescutcheon chequy or
and gu. Crest A fox's head erased or.
Lygon (Earl Beaucliamp). Ar. two lions pass, in pale gu.
Cre-t
A savage's head affrontee couped at the shoulders ppr.
Supporters— iiext&T, a bear ppr. muzzled, collared, and
chained or; sinister, a swan ar. wings elevated gu. beaked
and legged sa. gorged with a ducal coronet and lined or, oa
the breast of each supporter, suspended from the collar and

—

—

YO

L
Motto— Ex

gold.
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a shield gu. charged with a

coronet,

fesse betw. six martlets

fide fortis.

(Madresfield and AVarndon, co. Worcester; extinct
in the male line, represented in the female by Earl Beauchamp). At. two lions pass, in pale double queued gu. armed

Liyg'On

and langued

Crest

az.

—A

Saracen's head affrontee couped

at the shoulders ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.

and

gu.

Ijyle,

De

(Lord Lyle).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a bend

betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or, for Mae; 2nd and 3rd,
Crest— k cock or, crested gu.
gu. fretty or, for Ltle.
An I may.
Supporters Two cats ppr. Motto
Iiyle (co. Hants). Or, a chev. betw. three holly leaves gu.
Lyle (Boumehide). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale ar. and

—

—

sa. three piles counterchanged
pattte gu.

Lyle, or

ar. three crosses

Gu. fretty or (another, gu. a
Gu. fretty of six

Li'Isle.

Xiyle (Stonypath,

2nd and 3rd,

;

Scotland).

mullet of the last in chief for

fret or).
or,

with a

Ijyle, or Liyell (Woodhead, Scotland).

Or, a cross az.

betw. four crosses pattee fitchee gu. within a bordure engr.
A swallow volant ppr. Motto Sedulo
of the second. Crest
et honeste.
Xiyley (Fulham, co. Middlesex). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
a Hon pass, guard, ar. ducally crowned or, in chief three
mullets of the second, pierced of the field, for Lylet 2nd
and 3rd, or, a bend vair betw. three hurts, for Pitt. Crest
cubit arm in armour, the hand within a gauntlet
grasping a war mace all ppr. from the handle of the mace a
chain pendent encirchng the arm or.
Liylgrave. Or, on a chev. sa. betw. three water bougets
gu. as many estoiles of the first, a bordure engr. az. Crest
A peacock's head couped at the neck gobonated or and
az. in the beak a lily ar.
Lyly (London). Gu. three lilies ar. stalked and leaved vert,
a bordure of the second and a crescent for diff.
Ar. three cinquefoils gu.
Iiymber, or Lyinbury.
pierced or. Crest
A dexter hand ppr. holding a trident

—

—

;

A

—

—

sa.

Iiymingre

Gu. three birds

(co. Leicester).

ar.

Town of (co. Hants). The seal represents
on the sea an antique ship with one mast, her sail furled, on
the sinister side of the mast an escutcheon of the arms of
Courtney, viz.. Or, three torteaux with a label of three

Xiymington,

afterwards Leigrh (Lymm,

a pale lozengy ar.
indented ar. and gu.

Crest

Iiymon, or Liyuam.
annulet of the

—A

lion's

co. Chester). Gu.
head couped per pale

Per chev. gu. and

ar. in

base an

(co. Derby).
Sa. a chev. betw.
three escallops ar. on a chief or, as many greyhounds' heads
erased of the field. Crest A greyhound's head erased ar.
Xjynaker. Ar. on a cross az. five mullets or.
liynaker. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three buglehoms of the
field, stringed vert.

—

(St.

Cornwall,

Ltnam,

Kew,

16'.i0,

all

of

Cornwall; Richard Ltnam, Visit.
John Lynam, and grandson of Robert

co.

son of

same

place).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three

a family of great antiquity in
Connaught, one of "The Tribes of Galway." William le
Petit is stated, in an old MS. in Ulster's Office, to have
been the progenitor of all the Lynches in Ireland). Az. a
chev. betw. three trefoils slipped or. Crest A lynx pass.

—

az. collared or.

Ijyoch-Blosse

(Castle Carra, co. Mayo, bart.
de.sccnded
from Nicholas Lynch, Mayor of Galway, ttmp. James I.,
who had twelve sons.
Henry Lynch, the eldest, was
created a bart. 1622. Sir Robert Lynch, sixth bart., assumed the additional surname of Blosse).
Same Anns.
Crest
A lynx pass, cowarded ar. Motto Nee temere ncc
;

—

—

timide.

Lynch

(Partry House, co. Mayo).
Same Arms and C)-€st,
without the mullet. .A/o((o— Semper constans ct fidelis.
Lynch (Clough Ballymore Castle, co. Galway). Same Armt

and

(IkiUinafad, co. Galway).

Same Arms and

Crett.

(Peterborough, Lancaster, Bama, Loberry, and
Lavally, all co. Galway). .Same >4r»i« and Crest.
(Clydagh House and Duras Park; confirmed to
George .Staunton Lynch, Esq., of Clyda^h IIou.sc, co.
Galway, eldeit son of Mark Lynch, Ksq., of Duras Park,

Lynch

co.,

—

Lynch
Lynch

Lynch
Lynch

Lynch

Crest

—
— A fox saliant ppr.

Lynch.

Sa. three lynxes pass, guard, ar.
ducal coronet or, a lynx, as in the arms.

and their descendants).

a

See Power.
(co. Cambridge, and London).
Gu. a
ramp, or (another, ar.) a bordure sa. bezantee.
Lynde (arms in a window in Christ's Church, Oxford. Visit.
Oxon, 1564). Sa. a pelican in her piety ppr.
Lynde. Ar. two bars sa. a bend gu.
Lynde. Gu. three bucks' heads couped ar.
Lyndey, or Lsmd (co. Dorset). Sa. a pelican in her
piety ar. vulned gu. nest or.
Lyndey (co. Surrey). Ar. a cross ens:: gu.
Lyndford. Gu. a fret engr. erm.
Lyndford. Ar. a cross gu.
Lyndhurst, Baron. See Copley.
Lyndley (Lyndley, co. York; William Lyndley, eldest
son of Percival Lyndley, temp. Henry VI., left two daus.
his co-heirs. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar. on a chief sa. three
griffins' heads erased of the field.
Crest
A griffin's head ar.
gorged with a bar gemel sa.
Lyndley (Skegby, co. Nottingham; Francis Lyndlet,
Visit. Notts, 1614, great-grandson of Thomas Lyndley,
second son of Perceval Lyndley, Esq., of Lyndley, temp

demi

lion

—

Henry

VI.).

Lyndley (co.
Ulster,

Same Arms and Crest.
Kent). Same Arms.

(Carrickfergus, co. Antrim; confirmed by PrestOD,
to Rooer Lyndon, Mayor of that Town,

1639,

second son of Robert Lyndon, co. Somerset). Sa. a mural
crown or, betw. three leopards' faces ar. Crest A sea
dragon volant vert, armed and langued gu. murally gorged

—

Lyndon

Somerset).
Sa. three leopards' faces or,
Crest— V'we arrows, one in pale and four in
saltire, banded and buckled ppr.
Lyndon. Az. a mural crown betw. three leopards' faces
(co.

(another, ar.).

ar.

Lyndonne, or Lyndowne.

Sa. three leopards' faces

ar.

Lyndown.

Or,

three

leopards' faces sa.

Crest

—On

a

man's heart ppr.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three crescents or.
Lyndsay (the Mount, co. Fife; Sir David Lyndsay, Lord
Lion King at Arms, created by James V. 1530).
Gu. a
fesse chequy ar. and az. betw. three stars (or mullets) in
Crest
chief and a man's heart in base ar.
Amidst flames a
heart transfixed by a dart all ppr. Supporters— Fa.it]i and
Hope.
Lyndsey (co. Huntingdon). Gu. an inescutcheon vair
bordured az. within an orle of eight crosses crosslet or.
Lyndsey (co. Kent). Or, an eagle displ. sa. on the breast a
mullet of the first a bordure gu. charged with eight
pillar a

—

cinquefoils ar.

Lyndsey fco. Lancaster). Gu. an orle ar.
Lyndsey (London, and Bucksted, co. Sussex).
displ. sa.

armed

az.

beaked and legged

Or, an eagle
a chief vair. Crest An eagle displ. sa.
or, charged on the breast with a cross

—

pattee of the last.
(Colby, co.
Crest

Norfolk).

Or,

an eagle

— A unicorn sejant reguard. or, armed,

and ducally gorged

Lyndsey

displ.

hoofed,

gu.

maned,

ar.

(Gunton, co. Norfolk).

Same Arms, a bordure

of

the last charged with ten cinquefoils ar.
Or, an eagle displ. vert.
(co. Northumberland).
Gu. an eagle
Lyndsey, or
(co. Warwick).

Lyndsey

Lymesey

Lyndsey.

Semper

Lyndsey.
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— On

Lynde, or Lynne

Az. on a chev. betw.
three trefoils slipped or, a mullet gu. Cj-ett—A lynx pass.
ppr. charged on the shoulder with a mullet gu. Motto—
fldcllH.

Crest

Lynch-Pow^er.

Lyndsey

Oreiit.

same

;

Lyndow^ne.

boars pass. sa.
Xiynch (Galway, Ireland;

Lynch
Lynch

:

or.

first.

Lynacre, or Lynaker

Xiynam

—

Lyndon

points az.

Lymme,

YN

(Clogher House, co. Mayo). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped or, for Lynch ; 2n(i
and 3rd, a wolf saliant betw. three hearts, for Cbean.
Crests
1st
A lynx pass, guard, ppr., for Lynch 2nd : A
demi wolf, holding betw. the paws a heart, for Cbean.
Motto Cor mundum crea in me Deus.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1613, Christopher.
Lynch, Esq., of Croboy, Recorder of Drogheda). Ar. a.
cross sa. betw. four lions ramp. gu. armed and langued az.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1615, Richard Lynch,
Somonister in the Exchequer, Ireland).
Az. on a chev.
betw. three trefoils slipped or, a lozenge gu.
(Groves, co. Kent, and Rixton Hall, co. Lancaster).
Sa. three leopards ramp. ar. spotted of the field.
(Teddington, co. Middlesex). Az. a chev. betw. three
trefoils slipped or, on a chief ar. as many roses gu. seeded
and barbed vert. Crest A lynx pass, guard, ppr.
(Southampton). Az. a chev. betw. three quatrefoils
or.

diff.

L

Lynch

displ. or.

Or, an eagle displ. sa. on the breast nine plates

in cross.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three trefoils

vert.

;

;

li
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Lyndsey, or Lyndesey.

Per fesse sa. and ar. a bear
ramp, counterchanged, muzzled gu. Crest A demi bear
ramp. sa.
liyndsey. Gu. an orle vair betw. twelve crosses crosslet

—

or.

Iiyndwood.

Ar. a fesse crenellee betw. three fleurs-de-lis

fleur-de-lis per pale ar. and sa.
(Chichester and Ringwood, co. Hants granted, 2 Philip
Gu. three bucks' heads
Mary, to Richabd Ltne).

Crest— A.

sa.

Iiyne

;

and

couped

on a chief

ar.

Crest

erased sa.

Lyne

(co.

Same

—A

second two
head erased sa.

of the

griffin's

griflBns'

roses

gu.

Lyne-Stephens

(exemplified, 1826, to Chables Lyne,
Esq., of Devonshire Place, and of Weymouth, upon his
assuming, by royal licence, the surname of Stephens).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a chev. gu. betw. three deml
lions ramp. sa. a cross crosslet ar. betw. two towers of the
2nd and 3rd, gu. three bucks' heads
field, for Stephens;
erased ar. each charged on the neck with an erm. spot, sa. on
a chief of the second a cross crosslet az. betw. two griffins'
1st, Stephens:
Ci-ests
In
head erased sa., for Ltne.
front of a raven's head couped erm. beaked az. betw. two
wings or, a tower gold; 2nd, Ltne: A griffin's head
erased sa. charged on the neck with an erm. spot ar. surmounting a cross crosslet in bend sinister or. Motto Kecte

—

—

et suaviter.

See

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1619, Kathebine, wife
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three boars pass,

Lynell, or Lineall

Salop and Chester; Har. MSS.
Az. on a bend ar. three crosses crosslet sa. on a chief
2163).
Crest
A garb or,
or, a trefoil betw. two garbs of the field.
betw. two trefoils sa.
Iiynes. Vert on a fesse ar. three garbs gu. Crest An
elephant's head erased purp.
Lynes (Tooley Park, co. Leicester, and Hatton, co. Warwick
descended from John Ltnes, Esq., of Corley and Kirkby
Mallory). Ar. on a bend az. betw. two lions ramp. gu. a
Crest
In
fleur-de-lis betw. two griffins' heads erased or.
front of a fleur-de-lis ar. a lion ramp. gu. Motto—toi, Roi,
(cos.

—

—

—

Droit.

Lynesholiae. Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.
Xiyng°arde, or Liingrer (co. Lancaster).

Barry of

six or

Liyng'arde (Crudworth, co. Warwick). Same Arms.
— A tiger's head maned and tufted all sa.

Crest

az.

—

—

speravi.

Ralph Lyon, D.D., Rector

of Bishop's Caudle,

Erm. a Uon ramp, within an orle flory within
and charged with eight crosses pattee ar.
Crest
.\ Uon
ramp. az. charged on the body with three crosses p.itt^e ay.
and resting the sinister forepaw upon a cross molinc or.

CO. Dorset).

—

— Innixus vero validus.

Motto

Lyon (Appleton

Hall, co. Chester;

Lyon, of ancient Scottish descent,

who served

in the Scots Greys,

descended from Thomas
b. about the year 162G,

and

settled eventually at

—

Warrington, co. Lancaster). Ar. a lion ramp. vert. Crest
A lion's head erased ppr. Motto Pro rege et patria.
Lyon (granted to Lieut.-General Sir James Lyon. K.C.B.,
1815). Ar. a lion ramp. az. betw. three cinquefoils gu. all
within a double tressure flory counterflory of the last. Crest
A demi lady ppr. attired or and az. holding in the dexter
hand a thistle, and in the sinister a chaplet of laurel ppr.^
motto over Lauro redimita quiescam. Motto— S'pcrSivi.
(co. Hereford, London, and West Twyford, co. Middlesex).
Az. on a fesse or, betw. three plates, each charged
with a griffin's head erased sa. a lion pass. betw. two cinquefoils gu.
Crest On a pink flowered gu. leaved vert a lion's
head erased paly quarterly erm. and ermines.

—

—

—

langued of the second.

and

—

Lyon

Gbaham.

John Lyneham).

sa.

of StrathAr. a lion ramp. az. armed and langued, within a
double tressure flory counterflory gu., now boine quarterly
with, erm. three bows strung in pale ppr., for Bowes. Crest
Within two branches of laurel a lady to the girdle habited
and holding in her right hand the royal thi.'tle all ppr., commemorative of the alliance with the royal house of Stewabt.
Supporters Dexter, a unicorn ar. armed and unguled or
sinister, a lion per fess or and gu.
Motto In te. Domino,

more).

:

Baron.

Ii3riLedock,
of

now Lyon-Bowes, Earl

az.

Crest as the last.

Lyneham

LYS

(Glamis, co. Forfar,

Lyon (Rev.

Ar. a chey. betw. three

Cornwall).

heads

Liyon

on a bend

Lynguyne.

sa. three escallops ar.

Barry of six or and

az.

on a bend gu. three

plates (another, cinquefoils or).

(Willinburgh, co. Northampton).
Barry of six or and az. on a bend gu. a lion pass,
betw. two roses all of the first (another, ar.). Crest
X
lion sejant guard, sa. holding in the dexter paw a key erect
or. Another Crest
A lion's gamb erect and erased ar. holding in the paw three roses gu. stalked and leaved vert.
IjyiUl (Bassingbourne, co. Cambridge Wiixiam Lynn, of that
place, and John Lynn, of Exeter, co. Devon, his brother,
sons of John Lynn, the son of Thomas Lynn, and grandson
of John Lynn, all of Bassingbourne. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Gu. a demi lion ramp. ar. a border sa. bezantee.
Xiyiin (Parliament Street, Westminster, and Claphara, co.
Surrey). Same Arms.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar.
(Woodbridge, co. Suffolk). Gyronny of eight or and
gu. a demi lion ramp. erra. charged on the shoulder with a
martlet gu. within an orle of eight annulets counterchanged.
Crest
A demi eagle erm. wings addorsed and erect az.
bezantee, charged on the breast with a martlet gu. and holding in the beak an annulet also of the last.
liynn (Southwick Hall, co. Northants). Same Arms.
Crest —A lion's head erminois erased gu. ducally crowned
or, and gorged with a collar sa. charged with four bezants.
(co. York).
Az. three crosses crosslet fitch^e in
fesse betw. as many eagles displ. or.
Crest
A squirrel
sejant ppr. supporting a cross crosslet fitchee gu.
Xiynningi:on (co. Leicester). Gu. a chev. or, voided and
engr. sa. betw. three lapwings ar.

—

—

;

—

—

Lynne

—

Lynol, or Liynell

Worcester; impaled by Edmcnd
Wyatt, Mayor of Worcester, 1695). Gu. on a bend ar. three
crosses bottony sa. on a chief or, a trefoil betw. two garbs of
(co.

the third.
(London).
Or, an eagle displ. sa. a chief vair.
Crest
A cats headar. spotted, collared, and studded or.
Ijynsey. Ar. on a fesse sa. three falcons' heads erased of
the first.

Lynsey

—

Lynsey.

Per fesse
muzzled gu.

633

sa.

the second sa. on a chief az. a St. Andrew's cross of the
the seal of office is the above betw. two palm branches,
first
the whole encircled with the inscription, Sigillum officii
;

armorum.
(Baron Lyons).

leonis regis

Lyons

sejant guard, ar. as

—

on a chev. betw. three

Sa.

many

lions

castles triple-towered of the field.

Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a sea lion's head
erased ar. gorged with a naval crown az. holding in the
mouth a flag staff in bend sinister ppr. therefrom flowing
a banner az., having inscribed thereon "Marack" in
letters of gold. Supporters
On either side a lion guard, sa.
charged on the shoulder with a castle triple-towered ar.
Motto Noli irritare leones.
Lyons (Island of Antigua). Sa. a chev. betw. three lions
sejant guard, ar.
Crest— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
a lion's head erased ar. Motto Noli irritare leones.
Lyons (quartered by Eaynesford, of Great Lew, co. Oxford.
Per pale or and az. a chev. erm.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
(quartered by Woodhi'll, of JloUington, co. Oxford.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Lyons. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions dormant cowarded
guLyons. Purp. a lion ramp. ar. (another, ar. a lion ramp.

—

—

Ljnagharde, or Lyng-ard

Lynn

Lyon-Ofla^ce, or Oflace of Arms at Edinburgli. Ar
a lion sejant guard, gu. armed and langued az. holding in
his dexter paw a thistle ppr. and in his sinister a shield of

and ar. a bear ramp, counterchanged,

—

Lyons

vert).

Lyons

(Old Park, co.

Antrim

;

granted by Betham, Ulster,

William Lyons, Esq., of Old Park, near Belfa.st, grandson of David Lyons, of Belfast, and to their descendants).
Per fess or and gu. a Uon ramp, within a tressure flory

to

counterchanged, holding in the paws an annulet az. and iii
chief two trefoils vert. Crest A demi lion ramp. az. holding
in the paws an annulet or, thereon a trefoil vert. Motto—

—

Domine, speravi.
Lyons (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Sir William Ltohs,
Mayor of Cork, knighted on the occasion of Her Majesty's visit
Ar. a royal crown ppr. betw. two lions pass,
to that city).
guard, in chief sa. and in ba.^e an ancient ship of three mast»
of the second betw. two flowers gu. being part of the arms of
the city of Cork. Crest A demi Uon ramp. sa. Motto—
In

te,

—

Virtute et fidelitate.
(Ledestown, co. Westmcath). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
On a chapeau gu. turned
three lions sejant guard, ar. Crest
up erm. a lion's head erased ar. Motto Noli irritare leones.
Lyons (exemplified by Betham, Ulster, to Charles Connell,
Esq., of Cork, on his taking by royal licence, 1814. the surname of Lyons, in remembrance of his maternal uncle,
James Lyons, Esq., of Cork). Ar. on a bend betw. two lions
ramp. gu. three trefoils slipped or, on a chief az. a bezant
between two woolpacks of the field. Crest A woolsack ar.
thereon a lion pass. gu.
Lyons-Montgomery. See Montgomery.
Lyose, or Lyosey. Az. a saltire or, betw. four billets ar.
Lys, or Lysse (co. Hants; a French refugee family.)

Lyons

—

—

—

A

L
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YS

—

Crest A flear-de-lis or,
Paly of six ar. and az. a fesse or.
betw. -two palm branches vert.
three
spears erect in fesse
Lisle).
Ax.
(Boron
Xiysagrht
Crest
A dexter
gu. on a chief az. a lion of England.
arm embowed in armour, the hand brandishinc a dagger
Supporters Two lions or. Motto Bella horrida
all ppr.

—

—

—

!

Henry

VII.,

ac

A

o

who purchased Knebworth

7th of that reign:

Elizabeth Babbaka, only child of
Esq., of Knebworth, m.
General William Eable Bolweb, of Heydon, in Norfolk).
Erm. on a chief indented az. three ducal crowns or. Crutr—
the eventual heiress,

Wabbdbton Lytton,

RiCHABD

A

bittern in flags seeded all ppr.

Lsrtton-Bulwer

bella!

Xiysers, or Xiysours (co. Lincoln). Or, a chief az.
Xiysers. Paly of six gu. and or, a fesse az. Crest

—An

anchor sa. betw. two wings or.
(Cambridge, Compton Davrill, co. Somerset, and co.
Sussex). Or, a fesse betw. two chev. sa. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a millstone ar. charged with a millrind or.
Xiysle, or Xiysley. Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. sa. three

Xysle

—

roses of the

first.

Iiysle, or Lysley. Sa. a fesse betw. two chev. or.
Xysley, or Liisle (originally of Hare wood, Lyley Eirkheaton, Kothwell, and Warmfield, co. York, Mimwood, co.
Herts, and Pewsham, co. Wilts). Quarterly, 1st, gu. a lion
pass, guard, ar. ducally crowned or; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse
betw. two chev. sa. 4th, same as the first, three muUets ar.
1st
On a chapeau gu.
pierced of the field in chief. Crests
turned up erm. a millstone ar. charged with a millrind or;
2nd A cubit arm in armour, the hand in a gauntlet grasping a war mace all ppr. from the handle of the mace a chain
pendent encircling the arm or.
Xysons (Hempsted Court, co. Gloucester; established in that
CO. for three centuries; of this family was the late Eev.
Daniel Lysons, M.A., F.B.S., and F.A.S., the antiquary
and topographer). Gu. a chief nebulee ar. issuant therefrom the rays of the sun ppr. CVe.tf ^The sun rising out
of a bank of clouds ppr. Motto Valebit.
Xysons (Thomas Ltsons, Mayor of Worcester, 1651). Go.
a chief nebuly ar. issuant therefrom rays of the sun ppr.
Xysores. Az. two chevronels in dexter chief a martlet or.
Xyster (Rowton Castle, co. Salop descended from William
Ltstee, of Rowton Castle, living in 1451, with whom the
Erm. on a fesse sa. three
Her. Visit, commences).
mullets ar. Crest A stag's head erased ppr. Motto
Loyal
;

—

:

:

—

—

—

au mort.

Xyster

—

wolf s head erased erm. crined and armed or; 2nd: A dove
reguard. ar. in the beak an olive branch vert. SupportersDexter, a dragon vert semde of crosses pattee or; sinister, a
lion reguard. ppr. gorged with a plain collar or, therefrom
pendent an escutcheon ar. charged with a boar's head erased
sa.
Motto^A.dveTsis major par secundis.
Xsrtton (Bitlweb-Lytton, Baron Lytton). Quarterly, 1st,
erm. on a chief dancett^e az. three ducal coronets or, for
Lytton; 2nd, gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three eaglets reguard.
or, as many cinquefoils sa., for Bdlweb; 3rd, az. a fess
double cotised or, for Eable 4th, quarterly ar. and gu. on
a fess az. a crescent or, in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret of
the last, for Nobbeys. Crests 1st, Lytton: A bittern in
flags all ppr.
2nd, Bdlweb A wolfs head erased erm.
crined and horned or. Motto
Hoc virtutis opus.
Xyversag'e (Whelock, co. Chester; confirmed 24 Sept.
1580). Ar. a chev. betw. three laver-cutters (or ploughshares)
;

—

:

;

—

K
UABBALX,

and one.

two,

three,

sa.

or JVLABBATT.
Crest

Erm.

six lions

—A wivern

vert,

ramp.
on the

point of the tail another bead, each vomiting flames ppr.
John Mabbe, eldest son of John Mabbe,
Goldsmith, the son of John Mabbe, Esq., of Clayton, co.
Sussex. Visit. London, 1568). Per pale gu. and az. a tiger
Crest
pass. ar.
A wyvem, wings endorsed or, pellettee.
(Chamberlain of the city of London, temp. Queen

Mabbe (London;

—

Habbe

Same Arms and Crest.
(Bynham and WalUngham, co.

Elizabeth).

(exemplified

by Fortescue,

Ulster, to

James West,

Esq., of Fort WilUam, co. Roscommon, on his assuming, by
royal licence, 1805, the surname of Ltsteb, in lieu of West).
Erm. on a fess sa. three muUets or. Crest
stag's head

—A

erased ppr.

Xytcott

(Lord Dalling and Bulwer, extinct 1872).
Quarterly, Jst and 4th, same Arms; 2nd and 3rd, or three
mullets sa. pierced gu. on a chief wavy az. a dove reguard.
or, in the beak an olive branch vert.
CresU
1st: A homed

—

;

Buckingham, Stratford-Langthome, co. Essex,
co. Surrey). Or, two bars vaire ar. and sa.
Xyte (Lytescary, co. Somerset). Gu. a chev. betw. three
swans ar. Crest A demi swan ar. wings expanded gu. in
front of a plume of three feathers, the middle one of the
first, the other two of the second.
Xyte. Same Arms. Crest A bear ramp. sa. muzzled gu.
(co.

—

—

supporting a

staff.

(John Lythegbatkes, temp. Bichard II.).
all a bend or.
Xyttel (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a saltire engr. or, in chief
a mullet and in base a crescent both of the last.
Crest
pot of flowers ppr. Motto Magnum in parvo.
Xyttelton (Saron Lyttelton; Sir Thomas Lyttleton, Knt., of
Frankley, Judge of Common Pleas, author of "The Treatise
on Tenures," d. 1481, leaving three sons
I. Sir William
Lyttleton, Knt., of Frankley, ancestor of the Lords
Lyttelton: II. Ricbabd Lyttleton, ancestor of Littleton,
Bart., of Pillaton, extinct, and of Lord Hatherton; 111.
Thomas Lyttleton, Esq., of Spetchley, ancestor of Littleton, Bart., of Stoke Milburgh, extinct, and Lord Lyttleton,
of Mounslow, extinct).
Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops
Gu. an orle

ar.

over

—

—

:

This family also bears the following quarterings
Ist,
ar. a bend cotised sa. a bordure engr. gu. bczantee, for
AVestcote 2nd, gu. a lion ramp, and a bordure engr. or,
8a.

:

;

Talbot 3rd, ar. six fleurs-de-lis, three, two, and one, and
chief indented or, for Paston 4th, France and England
quarterly, within a bordure gobony ar. and az., for Beaufort.
;

a

;

—

Crest
A Moor's head in profile couped at the shoulders ppr.
•wreaihed about the temples ar. and sa.
Supporlrrs—Oa
cither Bide a merman ppr. in the exterior hand of each a
trident or.
Motto Ung Dicu, ung roy.

—

Xyttelton (Naunton-Beauchamp,
CO.

Grovcley, and
Worcester, and Studley, co. Warwick).

Hales-

Same

Arms, Ac.

Xyttleton {Baron

Mounslow, extinct 1645;
rtcBcenclcd from Thomas Lyttleton, third son of Sir Thomas
Lyttleton, Knt., of Frankley). Ar. a chev. betw. three
Lyttleton, of

encHllopH sa. a mullet for diff.
(Lytton, CO. Derby, temp. Henry III., and Knebworlh, CO. Herts, temjt. Henry VII.; de.-icended from Sir

Xytton

Bobert di

patonce erm. betw. four birds ar.
Az. a fetterlock and key

Maben.

Maberley, or Maberly.

Norfolk).

Lttton, K.B., of Lylton, Under Treasurer
C:i4

Vert a cross

ar.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. in tne

and 4th quarter a martlet of the second.
a ducal coronet or, a demi lion gu.

Crest

—Out of

Mablethorpe

(co. Nottingham, 1462).
Gu. a chev. or,
betw. three crosses botonnee ar. in chief a lion pass, guard, of

the

last.

Mablethorpe.

Az. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet

ar. in chief (another,

mablethorpe.

on a chief gu.) a

lion pass. or.

Az. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet

ar.

Xythegxajmes

for

Mabbs

1st

and Maulsey,

owen,

:

to

Mablethorpe.

Gu. a chev. betw. a lion pass, in chief, and
three crosses crosslet in base or (another, crosses crosslet

ar.).

Mablethorpe.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
a bordure of the last charged with eight bezants.

Mablethorpe. Lozengy

gu. and ar.
(Knockdolian, Scotland).
Az. on a rock ppr. a
Crest
ca.stle ar.
A swallow ppr. Motto Nulli praeda.
(Waterhead, in the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright,
and IJallochmorrie, co. Ayr). Vert three arrows paleways,
points downwards, barued and feathered ar.
Orest
The
head of a red deer erased ppr. Mctto Under the arms
Crux mihi grata quies over the crest: Calm. (The ancient
Arms, as foand on the Old Tower, over the gate of the family
burial ground, tombstones, Ac, were Vert an arrow ar.
point upwards).
(Oraigcngillan, co. Ayr).
Qu. a fesse chequy
or and az. betw. three arrows, points upward, of the second.
Great
A stag's head erased ppr. Motto Steady.
M'Adam-Steuart (Glenormiston). See Stecart.
(contirmed to Thomas Stannard Mac Adam,
Esq., of Blackwater, co. Clare, and to the dt'scenilants of his
grandfather, Thomas Mac Adam, of Churcliland, and afterwards ofSpring Hill, co. Clare). Vert across calvary, in the
dexter chief a mullet, and in the sinister a crescent all
or.
Crest
On a mount vert a cock ppr. in the bill a cross, as
Moltn In hoc signo vinces.
in the arms.
Macalister (Loup and Kennox, Scotland; derived from
Alexander, oldesl son of ANf.ns Mob, of the Isles). Or, an

M'Abeu

—

—

M'Adam

—

—

;

—

M'Adam

—

—

Mac Adam

—

—

eagle diRpl. gu, armed sa. surmounted on the breast of a
galley of the first within a bordure of the third, charged
with six cross crosslets fitchcc ar. Crest A dexter arm in
armour erect, the hand holding a dagger in pale ell ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a bear, pierced in the hack with an

—

—

A
;

MAC

—

sinister,

:

;

in the north of Ireland, temp.

James

I.)-

Quarterly, 1st

on a mount Tert a fir tree ppr. surmounted
and
by a Highland broadsword, or claymore, on the point of
which in dexter fess point a royal crown of Scotland all ppr.
on a canton az. a trefoil slipped or, for Mac Alpine; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a shakefork gu. betw. a trefoil slipped vert in chief,
and in fess two mullets sa., for Ccnmngham. Crest Out of
4th, ar.

—

a thistle erect, flowered and leaved ppr.
Motto— E'en do baite spare not.
M'AnaspoeCAnglice, the Bishop's son Eeg. Ulster's Office).
Per fess or and erm. a fess az. betw. in chief a bishop's
hat vert, and in base two gem rings of the first, gemmed of
the third. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a rock ppr.
(London, 1785). Sa. an eagle displ. or, in the
dexter talon a dagger ppr. a bordure ar. charged with six
Crest
stars gu.
A galley, oars erected in saltire sa. and
Motto Fortuna juvat.
flags gu.
M'Andre'W (Ceylon, 1850). Sa. an eagle displ. or, in the
dexter talon a dagger ppr. a bordure ar. charged with three
lozenges gu. on a cliief of the fourth in saltire a sword in
bend az. hilted and pommelled of the second, supporting on
its point an antique crown of the second, and an oak tree
eradicated in bend sinister ppr. Crest A lion's head erased
ppr. crowned with an antique crown or. Motto
Kigh gu

a ducal coronet

or,

;

—

M'Andrew

—

—

—

—

brath.

M'Ara

(Col.

Robert M'Aba, 42nd Regiment,

1814).

Erm.

a tree eradicated in bend ppr. surmounted of a sword in
bend sinister also ppr. hilted and pommelled or, en.^igned on
the point with an imperial crown also ppr. Crest
A thistle,
stalked and leaved, in front of a dexter arm from the elbow,
holding a sword in bend sinister all ppr.
Mac Ajtain (Reg. Ulster's Office). "Vert a lion ramp,
or, on a chief ar. a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu.
betw. in the dexter a crescent of the last, and in the
sinister a mullet sa.
Cfrest
A bear ramp. sa. muzzled or.
M'Arthur (Scotland). Az. a cross m^line ar. betw. three
antique crowns or.
Crest— Tiro laurel branches in orle.
Motto Fide et opera.
M'Arthur-Stewart (Miltoun and Ascog, co. Bute).
Quarterly, 1st and 4tli, az. a Maltese cross betw. three
antique crowns or 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse chequy az. and
ar. within a bordure sa. charged with eight mascles of the
third.
Crest
A greyhound couchant within two branches
of bay ppr. Motto
Fide et opera.
Macartney (confirmed by St. George, Ulster, 1678, to
George Macabtnet, Esq., of Belfast; descended from
Auchinlecit, in Scotland, whose arms were certified by
Erskine, Lord Lyon of that kingdom). Or, a buck trippant
gu. attired and unguled ar. a border of the second. Crest
An arm erect couped below the elbow ppr. holding a rose
branch vert, flowered gu. Motto Stimulat sed ornat.
Macartney (co. Antrim; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 16S4,
Frances, wife of James Macabtket, eldest son of George
Macabtnef, late of Auchinleck, in Scotland, High Sheriff
and J. P. CO. Antrim, and nine times Mayor of Belfast). Ar.
a stag trippant gu. attired and unguled or, a border of the

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

second, over

a label of three points.
{Earl Macartney, extinct 1806).
Or, a stag
trippant gu. attired ar. a border of the second.
Crest
A.
naked arm couped below the elbow, holding a branch of
roses all ppr. Supporters— Vexter, a horse ar. hoofed or,
bridled and charged on the body with three roses gu. leaved
vert, seeded gold
sinister, a buck ar. attired and unguled
or, collared chequy of the first and az. charged on the body
with three trefoils slipped vert, and holding in the mouth a
thistle slipped ppr.
Motto Mens conscia recti.
all

Macartney

—

;

—

Macartney

(Lish, co. Armagh, bart.). Same Arms.
Crest
hand holding a slip of a rose tree with three roses
all ppr.
Motto Mens conscia recti.
Macartney (Lissanoure, co. Antrim; exemplified to
Geobge Home, Esq., of Dublin, on his assuming, by royal
licence, 1814, the surname of Macartney only,
under
the will of his maternal grand-uncle, George, j'iorl
Macartney). Or, a buck trippant gu. attired ar. a bordure
of the second. Crest
A cubit arm erect, the hand grasping
a rose branch in flower all ppr. Motto Mens conscia recti.
Macartney (Ellison-Macartnet; exemplified to John
William Ellison, Esq., of The Palace, Clogher, co. Tyrone,
only son of Rev. Thomas Ellison, by Catherine, his wife,
second dau. of Arthdr Chichester Macartnet, Esq., on
his assuming, by royal licence, 1859, the additional surname
and arms of Macartney). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a

—A

—

thereon

—
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an eagle all ppr.
Mottoes Above the
Per mare per terras.
crest: Fortiter; below the shield
by
(confirmed
Betham,
Ulster,
to Lieut.-Col.
Alpine
Mac
James Mac Alpine, 15th Hussars descended from a Scotch
family of Mac Gregob, or Cian Alpine, which settled
arrow;

—

buck trippant gu. a bordure of the last, for Maoabtney;
2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased
ar. a trefoil slipped vert, for Ellison.
Crests— 1st, Macartney
A cubit arm erect, the hand grasping a rose
branch flowered all ppr. motto over, Stimulat sed omat.
2nd, Ellison
A buck's head erased ppr. charged on the
neck with a trefoil slipped vert. Motto Spe gaudeo.
Macartney (.Mickle Leathes, Auchinleck, and Blacket, co.
Kirkculbriglit
derived, it is affirmed, from Daniel Macarthy, who went from Ireland to North Britain, and founded
the family of Macartney). Or, a buck trippant gu. attired ar.
within a bordure of the second. The Crat of the Auchinleck
branch was, a dexter hand holding a slip of a rose bush ppr.
Mottc
Stimulat sed omat.
Macaulay (Ardincaple, co. Argyll). Gu. two arrows in
saltire ar. surmounted of a fess chequy of the second and
:

;

:

—

;

—

first

betw. three buckles or.
(Edinburgh, 1672). The same, within a bordure
Crest
A boot couped at the ankle, thereon a
Motto Dulce periculum.

Macaulay

—

indented or.
spur all ppr.

Macaulay
arrows

many

—

(Baron Macaulay

Gu. two

extinct 1859).

;

downward ar. surmounted by as
compony or and az. betw. two buckles ia

in saltire, points

barrulets

pale of the third, a bordure engr. also of the third.

—Upon

Crest

—

a rock a boot ppr. thereon a spur or. Supporters
Two herons ppr. Motto Dulce periculum.
M'Auliffe (an ancient Sept in the province of Munster, of
the same race as McCarthy.
Eeg. Ulster's Office). Ar.
three mermaids with combs and mirrors in fess az. betw.
as many mullets of the last. Crest
A boar's head couped

—

—

or.

Mac

Avrley

(an Irish Sept; descended from Nial, of the
Kine Hostages, Monarch of Ireland, 375 Reg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. in chief two
dexter hands couped at the wrist of the second. Crest
;

—

ramp. gu.

derai lion

Mac Awley,

Ma&awley

or

meath; Fun. Ent.
or

Magawlet,

(Williamstown, co. West-

Ulster's Office, 1638,

gent.}.

Same Arms and

Mobtogh McAwlet
Crest,

a crescent for

diff.

M'Barnet

(Torridon, co. Ross, 1865).

Az. a hart's head

cabossed, attired with ten tynes ar. a chief embattled of the
Crest
hand grasping a sword in bend ppr. Motto—

—A

last.

ad

Sic

astra.

M'Bean

(Inverness, Scotland, 1672).

Quarterly,

1st,

or,

ramp. gu.

gu.

3rd, ar. a sword in pale within a bordure indented gu.

;

;

2nd, ar. a dexter

a

hand couped apaumee

lion

—

lymphad, her oars in saltire sa. Crest A cat
Motto Touch not a cat, but a glove.
It'Beath (Scotland). Gu. a dexter arm issuing from the
base, holding a sword erect, and on the point thereof a
wivern all ar.
M'Beath. (Scotland). Az. a chev. betw. two mullets in
chief and a crescent in base ar.
M'Beth (London; descended of Scotland, 1678). Gu. a
dexter hand issuing from the base, holding on the point of a
sword in pale ppr. a dragon reguard. or, all within a bordure
Crest
A serpent's head couped ppr. Motto
of the last.
Conj uncta virtuti fortuna.
M'Blane (co. Wigton). Ar. on a fess sa. a mullet betw. two
4th, or, a

—

sejant ppr.

—

—

crescents of the first, in base a rose gu.
an ancient Irish family,
formerly Barons of Longtee, same co.). Sa. in the sinister
base a dexter hand couped at the wrist ppr. pointing with
the index finger to the sun in splendour in the dexter chief

Mac Brady (Toneymore, co. Cavan

;

or.

Mac Brady

(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1766, to James
of the Holy Roman Empire,
Knight of the Order of Maria Theresa). Same .^riiis. Ciest
Claritate dextra.
wings
or.
Motto
A cherub ppr.

Bernard Mac Brady, Count

—

—

M'Braid.

Ar. on a fesse gu. three mullets of the field.
Cre^t
.\ dexter hand gu. holding a billet sa.
M-Braire (Netherwood, co. Dumfries). Ar. a fesse gu.
betw. three stars in chief and a lion ramp, in base of the last.

—

— A lion ramp. gu.

—

Motto In defiance.
(Glasgow, 1773). Gu. two lions pass, guard,
Crest
A dexter arm issuing out
in pale per pale or and ar.
Motto
of a ducal coronet grasping a sword all ppr.
Cre<t

M'Brayne

—

—

Fortis ceu leo fidus.

M'Brayne

(Glenbranter, co. Argyll, 1871).

Same Arms,

Same Crest and
quartered with M'Nachten, of that Ilk.
Motto.
M'Brayne (Summerlce, co. Lanark, 1791). As M'Brayne,
of Glasgow, within a bordure ar. charged in the flanks with
two cro.>iS crosslets fitch^e .iz. and as many saltires couped in
chief and base vert. Crest— K demi lion ramp, or, issuing
from a ducal coronet ppr. Mottoes Over the crest 1 hope

—

:

AA
;

lion.

Mac

(Earl of Angus). Gu. a cinquefoil or.
(England). Gu. three chevronels betw. as many
Crest— On a chapeau a salamander in flames

Bride

Kacbride

escallops ar.

ppr.

Macbride

D. Macbride, D.C.L., Principal of Magdalen
Ar. on a chev. betw. three fishes gu. a rose
of the field in chief chequy of the first and second.
JH'Call (Scotland). Ar. two mullets in chief gu. and a pheon
(J.

Hall, Oxford).

in base az.

Gu. two arrows in saltire
chequy of the second and sa. betw.
three buckles also of the second, all within a bordure engr.
A leg in armour, couped at the calf ppr. and
Crest
or.
spurred or. Motto Dulce periculum.
M'Calluin, or Halcolm (Scotland). Ar. a saltire az.
betw. four bucks' heads couped gu.

M'Call
ar.

(Daldowie, co. Lanark).

surmounted by a

—

fess

—

JH'Callum (Kelue-McCallom,

Braco,

of

co.

Perth).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a saltire az. hetw. a stag's
head erased in chief gu. and an oak tree eradicated and
lying fessways in base vert five mullets or 2nd and 3rd, or,
a saltire sa. in chief a fleur-de-lis az., for Kelue. Crest
In ardua tendit.
tower or, masoned sa. Motto
jll'Calluin (England). Az. three cinquefoils ar. Crest
tower ppr. cupola and flag gu.
Mac Can (Lords of Clanbrassel, co. Armagh; descended from
Cana, Lord of Clanbrassel, younger son of Mahon, Lord of
Keg. Ulster's
Oriel, ancestor of Mac Mahon, co. Monaghan
Az. fretty or, on a fess ar. a boar pass. gu. Crest
Office).
A salmon naiant ppr. Motto Crescit sub pondere
;

—
—

—

;

—

—

virtus.

Mac Cartan

Kinelarty or Mac Cartan's
country, co. Down; Anthony Mac Cartan followed James II.
to France, and became Captain in the Irish Brigade there
Reg. Ulster's Office). Vert a lion ramp, or, on a chief ar. a
crescent betw. two dexter hands couped at the wrist gu.
Crest— A lance erect or, headed ar. entwined with a snake
descending vert. Motto Buailimse: I strike him.
(Chiefs of Carbery and Muskerry, co. Cork,
(Chiefs

of

—

McCarthy

descended from Cartach, King of
Desmond prior to the English invasion, the Chief of which
was styled The McCabtht More). Ar. a stag trippant, attired
and unguled or.
McCarthy {Earl of Clancare and VUcount Valmtia, exDoNOOH McCartt More, seventh in descent from
tinct;

a powerful

Irish Sept,

CoHMAC More McCabtht, was

so created IS.ie, d. s.p. m.).
Ar. a stag trippant gu. attired and unguled or.
{Earl of Clancarly and Viscount Muskerry, attainted 1690; CoBMAC Ooe McCartht, of Blarney, descended
from Dermot McCartt, second son of Cormac More
McCarthy, was created a viscount, 1628; his son, second
viscount, was created an earl, 1658). S&me Arms. Crest—
dexter arm in armour ppr. cuflfed ar. erect and couped at the
wrist, holding in the hand a lizard both also ppr. Supporters
Two angels ppr. vested ar. habited gu. winged or, each
holding in the exterior hand a shield, thereon a human head

McCarthy

—

affrontce

erased.

3/o»o—Forti

et

fideli

nihil

difficile.

Anotlur Motto, borne by Dermot McCarthy, Viscount
Munkerry Ex arduis perpetuum nomen.
McCarthy (Carrignavar, co. Cork: the present male representative of the Clan Cartht descended from Donel

—

McCarthy, who built Carrignavar, brother of Cormac Ooe
McCarthy, father of the first Viscount Muskerry). Same
Amis. Crest A dexter arm in mail ar. holding in ihe hand

—

a lizard both ppr.
Clan Cabty, descended from Donel God McCarthy, second
Bon of Donel More McCarthy, The McCarthy More. Tho
Chief of this Sept was known as The McCarthy Reach).
Same Anns. Crest A dexter arm erect, couped at the
elbow, vested az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a

McCarthy

—
Motto —

Fortis ferox et celcr.

(.Springhouse,

co.

Tippcrary

;

descended from

The McCarthy Reach; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1772).
Same Arhit. Cre)t — A dexter arm erect, couped at tho
elbow, vested az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a lizard
both ppr.

//o»o— Fortis

ferox et celer.
(Kilbrittain and Rupclla, co. Cork; allowed by
Il.iwkiriK, Ulster, I7C7, to Charles McCarthy, Knt. of St.
I.oiii", Captain in the French Navy, descended from The
McIahtiiy Reami). S.imc Arms and Crest.

McCarthy

Mac Carthy Qlas (Glcannacroim,

" the Slught
Ftrliiny," or race of Ktliin, descended from Cormac Donn,
younger son of Donal Caomh, Chief of Carhcry, a.d. 1311;
of the family .Mac Cartht Glas was the late .Sir Charles
Mao Carthy, Governor of Ceylon, and to It belongs the
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present Florence Mac Cabtht, Esq., of West
North Devon). Same .^rms, &c.

Mac Carthy

co. Cork,

Down

House,

(Mac Carthy Leragb allowed by Bctham,
Ulster, to Lieut.-Col. Charles Mac Carthy, Lieut. -Governor of the Island of Senegal, 1812; descended from Donel
Mac Carthy Leragh, Esq., of Manshie, temp. James I.).
Erm. a stag trippant gu. attired and unguled or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm embowed, vested az.
cuffed ar. the hand holding a lizard ppr. Motto Lamti
;

—

—

laidir

a-buagh.

McCartron

(Keg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
armed and langued az. in chief two dexter bands couped at
the wrist of the second.

M'Casland

(Newlandmuir, co. Lanark, 1863). Or, a lion
sa. holding in his dexter paw a scymitar in bend ppr.
betw. two mullets of the third pierced of the field in chief
and a pheon pointing upwards az. in base. Crest A dexter
hand erect ppr. holding up a ducal cap tufted on the top
with a rose gu. within two branches of laurel disposed orleways also ppr. Motto Audaces juvo.
Causland (Fruithill, co. Londonderry confirmed to
Marccs Mac Causland, Esq., third son of Conollt Mac
Causland, of Fruithill). Or, a boar's head erased betw.
three boars pass. az. Crest
A 1 oar's head erased az. armed
or, langued gu. and charged with a crescent of the second.
Motto Virtus sola nobilitat.
Causland (Bessbrooke, co. Londonderry). Same Arms
and Motto. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a boar's
head erased, as in the arms.
Causland (Strabane, co. Tyrone). Or, a lion ramp,
sa. holding in the dexter paw a sabre ppr. within a double
tressure flory counterflory of the second.
Crest
A hand
couped, holding a duke's coronet or cap of maintenance
surrounded with two laurel branches wreathed all ppr.,
motto over, Audaces Juvo. Motto Clarior hinc honos.
Macclesfield (Staveley or Stay ley, co. Chester). Gu. a
cross engr. erm.
Macclesfield (Maer, co. Stafford). Same Aiins. Crest—
Out of a ducal coronet or, a goat's head ar. armed gold,
holding in the mouth a sprig of rose-tree vert.
Macclesfield, Earl of. See Parker.
Macclesfield,
of (co. Chester). Gu. a mitre
betw. three garbs or.

ramp.

—

—

Mac

;

—

Mac

—

—

Mac

—

—

Abbey

M'Chlery

(Kildrochit,

co.

Wigtown, and London,

1840).

placed betw. a
cross crosslet fitchee and a palm tree eradicated fessways in
chief of the second, and in base the figure of Commerce of
the third, three roses gu. Crat A thistle ppr. Motto
Lahore et honore.
Chlery (Gardin, Scotland). Or, a chev. az. betw. three
roses gu.
M'Cleish (Maryfield, co. Edinburgh). Ar. within an oile gu.
a lion ramp. az. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee of the
second. Crest A cross crosslet fitchee gu. Motto Love.
McClelland (Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, two chevronels
gu. a border engr. of the last. C)-est An arm in armour
embowed, the hand holding a sword piercing a negro's head

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. a ship in

full sail or,

—

—

Mac

—

—

—

—

Motto Think on.
(Trintagh, co. Donegal, Londonderry, and
allowed
by Betham, Ulster). Per pale gu. and
CO. Tyrone;
az. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops, that in the dexter
chief or, in the sinister ar. and in the base per pale of tho
fourth and last. Crest
A lion pass. ar. Motto Virtute et

couped

all

ppr.

McClintock

—

—

labore.

McClintock

{Baron Rathdonnell).

Per

pale

gu.

and

a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar. Crest— A lion
Supjiorters Dexter, a lion
and sinister, a
pass. ppr.
leopard, both ppr. each gorged with a collar erm. and
charged on the shoulder with an escallop ar. 3/oHo^ Viraz.

McCarthy (McCarthy-Reaoh, the second Sept in orderof the

lizard vert.

uAc
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in God; below the shield: The righteous are hold as a

—

;

tute et labore.

McClintock

(Hampstcad

Hall,

co.

Londonderry).

Per

pale gu. and az. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar.
Crest
A lion pass. ppr. Motto Virtute et labore.

—

—

McClintock-Bunbury. See Bonburt.
M'Clure (Belmont and Dundela, co. Down,

bart.). Ar. on a
chev. engr. az. betw. two roses in chief gu. and a sword
point downwards in base of the second, a mullet or. Crest
tower domed ppr. from the top a flag ar. thereon a rose gu.

—

A

—

Motto Spcctemur agendo.
(John Oge Mac Cochlan, Chief of his Sept;
Ar. three lions pass, guard, gu.
Reg. Ulster's Office).
crowned or. Motto Ceart na suas.

Mac Cochlan

—

Mac Codden (Reg.

Ulster's Office).

Quarterly, sa. .ind ar.

four nags' heads couped counterchangcd.

McCog-hlan

(Cloghan, King'sco.; Kun. Ent. Ulster's Olflce,
1629, Garrett McCoohlan, son and heir of Sir Johw
McCooHLAN, Knt.). Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale ar.

A

A

H AO
Mac

—

A

spear thrust througli a stag's head couped

all

Mac Dermot

;

—

florescit.

a
(Kintyre, co. Argyll). Quarterly,
2nd, or, a dexter band gu. grasping a cross
4th, per pale ar.
3rd, or, a lymphad sa.
Ist, az.

;

and

;

lion

;

az. a rock gu.

KE'Connell

Wigtown, and Cressbrook,

(Carsriggan, co.

Or, in dexter chief a dexter

Derby, 1860).

co.

arm couped

in

hand holding a cross crosslet fitchee erect sa. in
inister chief a galley, her sails furled and oars in action of
the third, flagged of the second, and in base a lion ramp,
also of the second, on a chief of the second three trefoils
Crest
A stag's head erased gu.
slipped of the first.
Motto
charged in the neck with a trefoil slipped or.
fess gu. the

—

—

Victor in arduis.
M'Connell (Manchester, 1860). As the last, with the chief
engr. Same Crest and Motto.
M'Connell (Queensland, 1860). As the last, with the chief
invected. Same Crest and Motto.
lyEcOoniieU (co. Dublin). Per fess ar. and vert a stag
trippant ppr. betw. three trefoils slipped counterchanged.
A stag's head erased ar. charged on the neck with a
Crest

—

trefoil slipped vert.

H'Cormack (Scotland).

Ar. a fesse dancettce betw. three

eagles displ. gu.

Kl'Cormick

Ar. a fesse dancettee gu. betw.
Crest
A dexter

(Ireland).

—

three eagles displ. az. a bordure engr. sa.
in pale ppr.

hand holding a spear

M'Corquodell

(that Ilk and PhantiUans, co. Argyll).
Ar.
a demi stag gu. naissant out of a fesse tortille of the second
A stag standing at gaze, attired gu.
and first.
Ci-est
Motto Vivat rex.

—

—

Mac Costello

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Or, three fusils az.

Crest— A falcon ppr. belled and jessed or.
CuUen (co. Donegal; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a
chev. betw. three ravens sa. beaked and legged az.
M'Culloch (Myrtoun, co. Wigton, bart.). Erm. fretty gu.
Crest
A hand throwing a dart ppr. Motto Vi et animo.
M'Culloch (Muill, CO. Wigton). Erm. fretty gu. within a
bordure indented of the second.
M'Culloch (Barholm, co. Kirkcudbright; in 1814, representative of Myrtoun and of Muill).
Erm. a fret engr. gu.
on an escutcheon az. three wolves" heads erased or. Crest
hand throwing a dart ppr. Supporters Two men in armour,
each holding a spear all ppr. Motto Vi et animo.
M'Culloch (Drummoral, co. Wigton). Erm. fretty gu. a
bordure engr. of the second. Motto Verus et sedulus.
M'Culloch (Piltoun, co. Edinburgh). Erm. a fret engr. gu.
Crest
An ermine ppr. Motto Sine macula.
M'Cullock (England). Ar. a saltire gu. in chief a boar's

Mac

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

head erased

az.

Crest

— A triangular harrow gu.

McCTirten

(Reg. Ulster's Office ; Hdoh BnioHE McCurten,
Sept,
published an Irish dictionary in
Paris, 1732).
Vert in front of a lance in pale or, a stag
trippant ar. attired gold, betw. three crosses crosslet of the
second, two and one, and as many trefoils slipped of the
third, one and two.
C)-est
In front of two lances in saltire

Chief of

his

—

ar.

headed

or,

an

harp

Irish

an

—

virtus.

ppr.

(Island of Teneriffe

Hac Concaled (Ireland). Per fesse wavy ar. and vert, in
chief three crosses crosslet gu. and in base a salmon naiant
Crest— Tvo trees couped and raguled in saltire
of the first.
ppr. bound by a garland of leaves vert.
ar.

;

—

McDermot

ramp.

Roscommon

Crest
or, as many cross crosslets or.
A demi lion
ramp. az. holding in the dexter paw a sceptre crowned or.
motto over. Honor et virtus. Motto Honor probataque

by Hawkins, Ulster, 1773, to Thumas and Feancis Xavekia
CoLOGAN, alias Mac Coloan, sons of John Cologan,
alias Mac Colgan, of same place, and grandsons of
Denis Mac Colgan, Esq., of Loughlinstown, co. Meath, descended from Kilcolgan). Same Arms and Crest. Motto

crosslet fitchee az.

co.

bristled

McDermot

M'Connell

(Chiefs of Moylurg,

ancient Irish Sept, descended from Maoleoona, second son
of Teige, King of Connaught in the 7th century).
Ar. on a
chev. gu. betw. three boars' heads erased az. tusked and

allowed

HL&c Colgun, or Colo^an

Virtus probata

MAC
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Ci-est—X dexter arm embowed, vested gu. holding in the
hand a sword both ppr.
Colgan (confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, to John
Mac CouiAN, Esq., descended from an ancient family of
that name, seated at Kilcoglan, in the King's co.). Az. a
Crest
lion ramp, or, betw. three pheons, points down ar.
dexter arm embowed in armour, the hand grasping a

sa.

(Coolavin, co. Sligo, commonly called Prince of
Coolavin, representative of the chiefs of Moylurg). Same

Arms and

—

Motto Honore et virtute.
(Mac Deemott Roe; Alderford, co. RoscomCrest, and Motto, same as Mac Debmot, of

Crest.

mon). Arms,
Moylurg.

Mac Dermot

(Carrig, co.

Roscommon; Fun. Ent.

Ulster'*

Beian Mac Deemot, eldest son of Betan BIac
Dermot, of same place). Ar. three boars pass. az. armed
and bristled or. Crest A boar's head erased az.
Mac Dermot (granted by Carney, Ulster, 1690, to
Terence Mac Debmot, Esq., Lord Mayor of Dublin, descended
'from Mac Debmot, of Carrig, co. Roscommon). Ar. on a
chev. engr. gu. betw. three boars pass. az. armed and
Crest
bristled or, as many bezants.
A demi lion az. holdMotto Honor virtutis
ing betw. the paws a tower ar.
premium.
Mac Dermot (Rostaley, co. Fermanagh; Reg. Ulster's
Office).
Ar. a fess gu. betw. three boars pass. az. armed
and bristled or.
McDermott (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Andrew
McDeemott, Esq., of Liverpool, son of John Mac Deemott, Esq., of Tooniavarra, co. Tipperary, who resumed
the ancient family surname of Mac Debmott instead of
Or,
that of Deemodt, which his ancestor had adopted).
on a chev. gu. betw. three boars' heads erased az. as
Crest
A demi lion
many cross crosslets of the field.
ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a sceptre or. Motto
Honor et virtus.
McDermott (confirmed to John Joseph McDeemott,
M.D., F.R.C.S.I., Surgeon-Major Bengal Medical Service,
third son of William McDeemott, of Dublin; descended
from the co. Roscommon family of McDeemott). Ar. on a
chev. gu. betw. three boars' heads erased az. armed and
bristled or, an eastern crown betw. two crosses crosslet of
Out of an eastern crown or, a demi lion
the last. Crest
ramp. az. charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet of
the first, and holding betw. the paws a sceptre erect,
Motto Honore
surmounted by a regal crown all ppr.
Office, 1637,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

et virtute.

McDonag'h

(Ballylowy, CO. Carlow; impalement Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1619, Redmond Keating, of Clonogh, in
same co. whose wife was Elizabeth, dau. of Moetaoh
McDonagh). Ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. in chief a mullet
sa.

and

in base

two crescents of the second.

Macdonald (ancient Lords of

Or, an eagle displ.
eagle with only one head)
the dexter chief point a
raven sa. standing on a

the

Isles).

with two heads gu. (some have the
surmounted by a lymphad sa. in
A
dexter hand couped gu. Crest
rock az.
Macdonald (Slate, Isle of Skye,

bart.,

—

Quarterly,

1625).

and 4th, ar. a lion ramp. gu. 2nd, or, a dexter arm in
armour couped in fess ppr. the hand holding a cross crosslet
3rd, or, a lymphad, oars and sails sa. flags flying
fitchee gu.
gu. 4th, vert a salmon naiant ppr.
Macdonald (Bosville-Macdonald, Baron Macdonald, of
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, counterSlate,
CO. Antrim).
quartered, as the last 2nd and 3rd, ar. five fusils in fess
1st

;

;

;

;

—

gu. in chief three bears' heads sa., for Bosville. Crest
dexter arm in armour couped in fess ppr. the hand also ppr.
holding a cross crosslet fltchee gu. Supporten—Tvo leopards

—

Per mare, per terras.
Quarterly, Ist,
co. Surrey, bart.).
2nd, or, a hand in armour holding a
3rd, a row-galley, the sails furled
cross crosslet fltchee gu.
Crest
A hand
4th, ar. a salmon naiant in fesse ppr.
sa.
in armour holding a cross crosslet fltchee gu. Motto— 'Bet

Motto

ppr. collared or.

Macdonald (East Sheen,
ar.

a lion ramp. gu.

;

;

—

;

Mac Daniel (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a lion ramp. or.
mare, per terras.
Mac Daniel. See McDonnell.
Macdonald (Moydart, Scotland, Captain of Clanranald).
Mac Deargran (Reg. Ulster's Office). Vert a tiiffln
Quarterly, 1st, ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed or; 2nd, or, a
segreant ar.

Crest

—A pewit

Macdiarmid (Glenlyon,
couped in

fess ar.

the last.

Crest

betw. as

—A

of flowers ppr.

McDiarmot

or plover ppr.
Gu. three boars' heads

co. Perth).

many

crosses crosslet fitchee of

lion ramp. ar. betw. the

—Non immemor

Motto

paws a garland

bencficii.

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. three boars' heads
couped ar. langued gu. betw. two crosses crosslet in chief
and one in base or. Crest— A lion ramp. ar. holding a
sceptre or.

dexter hand couped fessways, holding a cross crosslet fitchee
gu. 3rd, or, a lymphad, oars in saltire sa. and in base a
4th, ar. an oak tree vert sursalmon naiant in a sea vert
;

;

—

;

:

:

;
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—

mounted by an eagle or. Crest A castle triple-towered ar.
masoned sa. and issuing from the centre tower a dexter arm
in armour embowed, grasping a sword all ppr. Mottoes
below the
Over the crest My hope is constant in thee
Dhandcon co Heiragha.
shield
Camwath).
of
Lockiiabt,
heiress
m.
(Largic
Macdonald

AA

SE

AO

Quarterly, Ist, or, a lion ramp. gu. ; 2nd, or, a dexter hand
issuing from the left of the shield ppr. holding a cross crosslet
3rd, ar. a lymphad, sails furled and oars in
fltcbee gu.
Creat
4th, vert a salmon naiant in fess ppr.
saltire sa.
dexter arm from the shoulder ppr. holding a dagger in pale
;

—

;

Mottoes— OYer the crest: Semper pugnare paratus;
below the shield Pro patria.
ppr.

:

Uacdcnald (Sir Johk Macdonald,

K.C.B., 1818). As Slate,
within a canton gu. charged with a mural crown or, in the
eastern
crown or, a cubit
Out of an
Crest
first quarter.
arm erect ppr. encircled by a laurel wreath vert, in the hand

—

a dagger

erect also ppr. hilted and pommelled or.
(General Sir John Macdonald, G.C.B., 1849).

Kacdonald

Ch-eat and Motto,
Quarterly, as Slate, within a bordure gu.
as Lord Macdonald.
Quarterly, as
(St. Martin's, co. Perth, 1849).

Kacdonald

Slate, within

a bordure az. charged with two mascles in

—

Crest
chief ar. and a boar's head erased in base or.
demi lion gu. holding in his dexter paw a band ppr. Motto

—Per mare, per

terras.

SEacdonald

(Foote-Macdonau), heir of line of Knoydart,
Quarterly, as Slate, within a bordure gu. charged
1850).
Crest and Motto, as Lord
with three antique crowns or.

Macdona Id.

Hacdonald (Craig-na-Gower,

co. Argyll, 1875).

Quarterly,

2nd, or, a dexter hand fessways
a lion ramp. gVi.
couped at the wrist, holding a cross crosslet fitch^e gu. 3rd,
4th, per fess ar. and vert a
or, a lymphad, sails furled sa.
salmon naiant ppr. Crest A dexter arm in armour fessthe hand holding a cross
elbow
ppr.
ways couped below the
Per mare, per terras.
crosslet fltchee gu. Motto
Uacdonald-Bo'wie (Holland, 1685). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a
2nd, az. a dexter hand couped fessways,
lion ramp. gu.
liolding a cross crosslet fltchee ar.; 3rd, or, a galley, oars in
4th, per fess wavy ar. and vert, in base a fish
Baltire sa.
naiant of the first, all within a bordure quarterly gu. and
ar.
Crest— The Holy Bible expanded ppr. Motto Coelestia
1st, or,

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

Bequor.

descended from Beginald, of
(Glengarry
Glengarry, son of John, Lord of the Isles, temp. David Bruce;
1870, to the heir male, ^neas Ranald
Westbop Macdonell). Or, an eagle displ. gu. surmounted
by a lymphad sa. sails furled and rigged ppr. in the dexter
Chief a dexter hand couped of the second, in the sinister a cross
Crest A raven ppr. perched
crosslet fltchee of the third.
on a rock az., motto over, Cragan an Fhithich. Supporters Two bears, each having an arrow pierced through
the body all ppr. Motto Per mare, per terras.
Macdonell {Lord Macdonell and Arrass). As Glengarry.
Macdonell (Sir John Macdonell, G.C.B., brother of
As Glengarry, within a bordure gu.
Glengarry, 1856).
Same Crest and Motto.
Macdonell (Morar, co. Inverness, 1860). Per chev. or and
vert, in dexter chief a dexter hand fessways couped at the
;

arms confirmed,

—

—

—

wrist gu. in sinister chief a cross crosslet fltchee of the third,
in base a two-headed eagle with wings displ. of the
surmounted of a galley also of the first, sails furled and

and

first,

—

Crest
A raven perching on a rock ppr.
rigged sa.
Mottoes Over the crest: Kaicilleach ; below the shield Per
mare, per terras.
McDonnell (Earl of Antrim). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
McDonnell, quarterly, Ist, or, a lion ramp, gu., 2nd, or,
a dexter arm issuant from the sinister fess point out of a
cloud ppr. in the hand a cross crosslet fitchee erect az.,
Srd, ar. a lymphad, sails furled %a., 4th, per fesse az. and
vert a dolphin naiant in fess ppr.
2nd and 3rd, Kerb,
quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a sun in splendour or, 2nd, gu.
on a chev. ar. three mullets of the field, 3rd, sa. on a chev.
betw. three unicorns' heads ar. as many mullets of the
field.
Crests
1st, McDonnell: A dexter arm embowed
fessways, couped at the shoulder, vested or, cutf ar. holding
in the hand a cross crosslet fitchdc erect az.; 2nd, Eebr: A
sun in splendour or. Supporters —Dexter, a savage wreathed
about the temple.s and loins with ivy all ppr. sinister, a
falcon, wings inverted ppr. beaked, membercd, and belled
or.
Motto Sero scd serio.
McDonnell (Murlough and Kilmorc, in Glens of Antrim,
of the Clan Ian Vohb; descended from Coll Kittach,
Chief of the Clan Ian Vobb, put to death by Argyll in 1647).
Quarrcrly, I.tt, or, a lion ramp. gu. 2nd, or, a dexter arm
issuant from the sinister fesse point out of a cloud ppr. in
the hand a cross crosslet fltchee erect az.
3rd, ar. a lymphad, nails furled sa. 4th, per fe8.sc az. and vert a dolphin
naiant ppr.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed fcsscwise,
eoufied at the shoulder, vested or, cuff ar. holding in the

—

:

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

—
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hand a

cross

—^Toujonri

Motto

erect az.

crosslet fitchee

pret.

Mac Donnell

(Moye, co. Antrim, bart., forfeited 1690;
Alexander Mac Donnell, ninth son of Sir James McGorley
Bote Mac Donnell, brotherof Randal, first Earl of Antrim,
was created a bart. 1687; Sir Randal Mac Donnell, third
bart., adhered to James II., and was attainted).
Or, a lion
ramp. gu.
McDonnell (Dublin, bart., extinct 1875; Eight Hon.

Alexander McDonnell, Q.C, of the Murlough family,
was created a bart. 1872, in consideration of his long
and distinguished career in the public service, d. s. p.).
Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp. gu.
2nd, or, a dexter
issuant from the sinister fesse point out of a cloud
the hand a cross crosslet fitchee erect az.
3rd,
;

arm

ppr. in

;

a lymphad

per fesse az. and
vert a dolphin naiant ppr. on the centre point over all
a trefoil sUpped also ppr. Crest— A dexter arm embowed
fesseways, vested or, cuffed ar. the hand holding a cross
crosslet fitchee erect az. the arm charged with a trefoil
slipped ppr. Motto Toujours pret.
ar.

sails

furled sa.

4th,

;

—

Mac Donnell

(Connaught; arms from a monument in
MacDonnell's Chapel, Ross Abbey, co. Galway). Az. an
ancient galley, sails set and flags flying ar. betw. in chief a
cross calvary on three grieces or, betw. in the dexter an
increscent cf the second, and in the sinister a dexter hand
couped at the wrist apaumee ppr. and in base a salmon

naiant also of the second.

—A

Orest

unicorn pass. gu.

I>Iotto—B.ia vinces.

Mac Donnell

(confirmed to Rev. Richard Mac Donnell,
D.D., Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, and the descendants of his grandfather, Richard Mac Donnell, of

Peacockstown, co. Meath). Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp,
gu. 2nd, or, a dexter arm issuant from the sinister fess
point out of a cloud ppr. in the hand a cross crosslet fitchee
3rd, ar. a lymphad sails furled ea.; 4th, per
erect az.
fess az. and vert a dolphin naiant in fess ppr. in the centre
point over all a cross pattee per fess gu. and enninois.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed fessways, vested or, cuffed
ar. the hand holding a cross crosslet fitchee erect az.
the arm charged with a cross pattee gu
Motto Toujour*
;

;

—

Uacdonald-IiOckhart. See Locerast.
SCacdouald-Steuart. See Stecaht.

Uacdonell
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—

pret.

Mac Donnell

(Armstrong-Mac Donnell
exemplified to
Wiluam Edward Armstrong, of New Hall and Kilkee, co.
Clare, J. P., D.L., third son of Wiixiam Henry Armstrong,
M.P., of Mount Heaton, King's CO., by Bridget, his wife,
only dau. of Col. Charles Mac Donnell, M.P., of New Hall
and Kilkee, on his assuming by royal licence, 1858, the
additional surname and arms of Mac Donnell). Quarterly,
1st and 4th grand quarters, for Mac Donnbll, 1st and 4th,
;

a dexter arm issuant from the
a cloud ppr. in the hand a cross
crosslet fitchee erect az., 3rd, ar. a lymphad, sails furled sa.,
4th, per fess az. and vert a fish naiant in fess ppr. on the
centre point a crescent gu. 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, for
Armstrong, gu. three dexter arms vambraced and embowed
ppr. hands clenched also ppr. in the centre chief point a
Ist, Mac Donnell
mullet or. Crests
A dexter arm embowed fessways, vested or, cuffed ar. the hand holding a
cross crosslet fitchee erect az. the arm charged with a
crescent gu. 2nd, Armstrong A dexter arm vambraced
fessways and embowed ppr. charged with a mullet gu. the
hand grasping an armed leg couped at the thigh and bleeding
Motto Toujours pr6t.
also ppr.
Mac Donog'h (Annagh, co. Sligo: descended from Mac
DoNOOH, of Craoghane, co. Roscommon; Fun Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1630, Connor Mac Donoqh, eldest son and heir of
Meanus Mao Donooh). Per chev. invected or and vert,
in chief two lions pass, guard, gu. in base a boar pass. ar.
armed and bristled of the first, langued of the third. Cre.<l
A dexter arm erect, couped at the elbow, vested az. culTed
ar. (another, the arm in armour embowed ppr.; holding in
the hand a sword erect, entwined with a lizard all ppr.
or,

a lion ramp, gu., 2nd,

or,

sinister fess point out of

;

—

:

:

;

—

—

Mo«o— Virtutis gloria merccs.
M'Dougral (Lorn; represented by DunoUy,

co.

Argyll).

2nd and 3rd,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. alien ramp. ar.
or, a lymphad sa. with a flame of fire ppr. issuing from the
topmast. Crest An arm in armour embowed ppr. holding a
;

—

—

Motto Vincere vel mori.
(Makerston, co. Roxburgh; Ann Maria Hat
Makdodoal, eldest dau. and heiress of Sir Henry Hay
Makdopoal, Bart., of Makerston, m. General Sir Thomas
Brisbane, IJart.
the prior heiress of the Mac Dodoals,
Barbara, only child of Henry Mac Dodgal, of Makerston,
m. Sir George Hay, Bart., of Alderston, who, in consequence,
cross crosslet fitchee gu.

Mac

Dougrall

;

assumed the additional surname of Mac Doooal, and was
grandfather, by the said Barbara, of Lady Biusbane). Ax.

A

:

SE

A
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O

crowned with an antique crown or, armed
and lanjrued cu. within a border of the second, charged with

ft

ramp.

lion

ar.

six frasiers of the first.
holding in his dexter

Motto

Crest

—A

paw a

lion issuinp; guard, ppr.

cross

crosslet

fitthee

gu.

— Kear God.

M'Dovrall

crowned
Motto Vincere

—

Crest

—A

lion's

vel mori.

M'Dowall (Castle Semple,
of the last).
chief for diff.

As

the

Renfrew, and Garthland, cadet
with a crescent of the second in
paw erased and erect, and

co.

last,

—A

Crest

lion's

—

Motto Fortis in arduis.
(London and Scotland, 1680). Az. a lion ramp.
ar. crowned with au antique crown or, within a bordure
chequy of the first and second. Crest A lion's gamb erect
and erased ppr. holding an olive branch vert. Motto Vinholding a dagger ppr.

U'Do'wall

—

cam

—

vel moriar.

K'Do'wall (Logan, co. Wigton).

Az. a lion ramp. ar. gorged
with an antique crown or. Crat A tigers head erased,
crowned with an imperial crown, with a lion's paw issuing
from a cloud grasping the crown from the tiger's head ppr.
Supporters Two lionS crowned with antique crowns ppr.
below the shield
Mottoes Above the crest Usurpari nolo

—

—

—

:

;

Victoria.

U'Do'wall

Az. a lion ramp. ar. gorged
with an antique crown or, a bordure counter-compony gu.
lion
ramp,
holding in his paw a
the
last.
Crest
A
and of
Bword erect ppr. Motto Sic itur ad astra.
(Portugal, 1767).

—

—

K'Do'wall
or,

on the

Per fesse wavy az. and
a lion ramp. ar. gorged with an antique crown

(Neilsland, Scotland).

first

yert.

If 'DoTvall

(Frengh, co. Wigton). Az. a lion ramp. ar. gorged
with an antique crown and imperially crowned or. Crest
Uon's gamb erect and erased. Supporters Two wild men
wreathed about the head and middle with laurel, holding in
their hands flaming daggers pointing upward all ppr.
Over the crest: Vincet vel mori
under the arms
Mottoes
Pro Deo, Rege, et Patria.
M'Do'wall(Crlchen, co. Wigton). Az.alionramp. ar. gorged
with an antique crown or, on a canton ar. a hart's head
cabossed gu. Crest and Motto, as of Logan.
M'Do'wall (Culgroat, co. Wigton). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
gorged with an antique crown or, within a bordure of the
Recond charged with eight sinister bands couped gu. Crest,
as M'Dowall, of Logan.
U'Dowall (Stodrig, CO. Roxburgh). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
gorged with an open crown or, holding betw. the paws a
man's heart ppr. Crest A lion's gamb. J/oito— Vincere
vel mori.
U'Do'^rall (Edinburgh). Az. a lion ramp. ar. ducally
crowned or, on a canton of the second three piles gu.

—

—

A

—

;

—

Crest

— X demi

lion ar. royally

crowned

or.

Motto

—Vincere

vel mori.

Mac Dowell

(an Irish Sept in Ulster, descended of the
Do.nnel; Reg. Ulster's Office).
Az. a lion
crowned or, ducally gorged gu. Crest A lion
or, crowned gu.
HL'DuB (Earl of Fife). Or, a lion ramp. gu. Crest—Aiemi
Uon ramp. gu.
Kace (Exeter, co. Devon; William Mace, Visit. Devon,
1620, son of Roger Mace, and grandson of William Mace,
who was born in Normandy, came to England temp.
Henry VIII., and settled at Chard, co. Somerset).
Az. a
chev. ar. betw. in chief two mullets or, and in base a dexter
gauntlet lying fessways of the second, holding a mace erect

race

of

ramp,
ramp,

Mac

—

ar.

of the third.

Kace (Tenterden,
in

armour

co. Kent).

ppr. holding in the

Same Arms.
hand a mace

UTac Eg'an

Crest

— An arm

erect or.

(Bally-mac-Egan, co. Tipperary confirmed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1715, to Darbt Egan, Esq., Barrister-atJohn Egan, Esq., of Uskean, grandson of Constance Egan, Esq., of Killnelagh, and great-grandson of
Daniel Mac Egan, Esq., of BaUy-mac-Egan). Quarterly, 1 st,
gu. a tower ar. supported on either side by a man in complete armour, each holding in the interior hand a battle axe
all ppr. in chief a snake fessways or
2nd and 3rd, or, on a
bend vert three plates ; 4th, gu. a tower betw. two men in
complete armour, as in the 1st quarter, on the tower a sivan
ppr.
Creit
A tower ar. issuant from the top a demi man in
armour couped at the knees, holding in the dexter hand a
battle axe all ppr.
Motto Fortitude et prudentia.
Maceldon, or Malcedon. Gu. an eagle displ. with two
heads ar.
Mac Elig-ot (CO. Kerry; Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a tower
;

law, son of

;

—

—

—A falcon close belled ppr.
639

25^

an ancient Irish Sept
:
commemorated by O'Heidhrin in his topographical poems of Ireland, formerly chiefs of the territory
of Hy-Mac-Vais, co. Westmeath, now known as the barony
of Moygoish
they also ruled over a territory in the present
barony of Stradbally, in the Queen's co. Edward McEvot,
Esq., J. P., of Tobertinan, late M.P. for co. Meath, is eldest
son of the late James McEvot, Esq., and Theresa Meredith
his wife, dau. and co-heir of Sir Joshua Colles .Meredith
eighth barD. of Greenhills). Per fess az. and per pale or and
erm. a fess gu. issuant therefrom a demi lion ar. in the
dexter base a dexter hand couped at the wrist of the fourth.
Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested gu. cuffed erminois, in the
of the Clan Colla,

;

—

hand a sword

Ar. an eagle displ. vert.

—Bear and

Motto

ppr.

forbear.

MacEvoy-Netterville.

See Netterville.
Az. a chev. ar. betw. two mullets pierced or, in
chief and a dexter gauntlet supporting a mace in base of
the last.
(Muckly, co. Argyll). Per fess az. and or, in chief a

Macey.

M'Ewan

ramp. ar. gorged with an antique crown vert, in base a
garb of the first.
(Glenboig, co. Stirling, 1796). Ar. four roses in saltire gu. in the centre of the field a sheaf of five arrows ppr.
banded az. Crest A dexter arm couped at the shoulder, the
elbow resting on the wreath and grasping a scymitar all ppr.
Motto Pervicax recte.
(Glasgow, 1847). Az. on a fess ar. betw. a lion
ramp, in chief of the second and a garb in base or, a ship in
full sail on the sea betw. a thistle and a stalk of sugarcane,
both shpped ppr. a bordure gyronny of eight of the third
and sa. Crest The trunk of an oak tree with a branch
sprouting forth on either side ppr. Motto
Reviresco.
Macfarlan (that ilk, and Arroquhar, co. Dumbarton). Ar.
a saltire wavy (recorded in 1780 as engr.) betw. four roses
gu. Crest
A demi savage grasping in his dexter hand a
sheaf of arrows, and pointing with the sinister to an imperial
crown or. Supporters Two Highlandmen in belted plaids,
with broadswords, and bows and arrows in full draught ppr.
and on a compartment wavy the word " Lochsloy." Motto
lion

M'Ewan

—

—

M'Ewan

—

—

—

—

—

This

I'll

defend.

M'Farlane

(Keithtoun, Scotland). Ar. on a saltire wavy
betw. four roses gu. a crescent of the field. Crest A naked
man holding forth a sheaf of arrows ppr. a crown or, standing
by it. Motto— This I'll defend.
M'Fariane (Gartartan, co. StirUng, 1314). Ar. a saltire
engr. gu. charged with an urcheon or. Crest and Motto, as

—

Macfarlane,

of that Ilk.

Macfie

(Langhouse, co. Renfrew, and Airds, co. Argyll).
Per fess wavy az. and or, in chief a sword ar. point downwards, billed and pommelled of the second, and in base a

—

under sail of the third.
Crest
A demi lion
Motto Pro rege.
Macfie (Dreghom, co. Edinburgh). Per fess nebuly az. and
or, in chief a sword ar. point downwards, hilted and pommelled of the second, and in base a lymphad sa. under sail
of the third. Crest A demi lion ramp. ppr. Motto
Pro

lymphad
ramp.

sa.

—

sa.

—

—

rege.

Mac Fingah

Erm. a lion pass,
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
guard, or, on a chief az. a crescent betw. two roses of the
Crest
An arm embowed in armour, the hand
second.
grasping a tilting spear all ppr.
Garry (an Irish Sept of the same race as Mac Hugh;
Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a lion ramp. betw. four trefoils
Crest
slipped vert, in chief a lizard pass, of the last.
fox's head couped gu. holding in the mouth a snake ppr.
Motto Fear garbh ar mait.
(Dalquhat, Scotland). Or, a dexter hand gu.
Gees. Gu. two swords chevronways, points meetingppr. pommel and hilt or, betw. three boars' heads couped

—

Mac

—

—

M'Geachen

Mac
ar.

McGenis

(ancient territorial Lords of Iveagh, in Dalraida
Down), who ranked as head of the Clann.4.
In 1314, when Edward II. sought the aid of the Irish

(the present co.

RoRT.
chieftains, he directed a letter to " Admilis Mac Anegts,
Duci Hlbernicorum de Onenagh," he being then Tub
McGenis; ArtMcGenis, Lord of Ivoagh, was treacherously
taken prisoner. 1380, by Edmdnd Mortimer, Earl of March).
Vert a lion ramp, or, on a chief ar. a dexter hand erect,
couped at the wrist gu.

McGenis, or Magenis

{Viscount loeagh, extinct 1693;
Arthur Mc Ge.sis, Knt., of Rathfriland, co. Down, was
Arms.
Crest
Same
A boar pass. ppr.
created
1023).
so
langued gu. armed and hoofed or. Supporters— T-vto buiks
gu. langued az. crined, unguled, and gorged with collars
Sir

gemel

triple-towered ar.

Mac Eniery (Reg. Ulster's Office).
Crest

U AC

(Tobertinan, co. Meath

:

Az. a lion ramp. ar.
paw erased and erect ppr.

(Garthland, co. Wigton).

or.

Mac Evoy

—

Motto

or.

McGenis
Charles

— Sola salus servire Deo.

(To'.Iymore, co.

II.,

Down;

whose dau. and

Phelim McGenis, t«m;j.
Eleanor, m. William

heiress,

A
;

KAC

;

;

Reg. Ulster's
hands couped

Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three dexter
at the wrist gu.
Crest
A greyhound statant

Office).

—

3/o»o— Semper

ar.

Westmeath; descended from Ross Mac Geoghegan,
Mac Geoghegan, chief of his name,
Reg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms and

brother of Connor

Henry 'VHI.

te-mp.

;

Crest.

Mac

Geog'h.eg'an (Castletown,

Westmeath; impalement
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1614, Sir Francis Shaen, whose
wife was Mart, dau. of Conlie Mac Geoghegan). Ar. a
lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. hetw. three dexter
hands couped at the wrist of the second.
Geoghegan (Athboy, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Ar. a
Office, 1619, Mart, wife of Thomas Mac Geoghegan).
lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. in chief two dexter
hands couped at the wrist of the second.
Mac George (confirmed to Andrew Mac George, of Glenarn,
descended from the Berminghams, Barons
CO. Dumbarton
of Athenry). Per pale indented or and gu. in the centre
co.

Mac

;

— An antelope's

head erased ar.
gorged with a collar dancett^e gu. Motto Pro

point a crescent erm.
attired or,

Crest

—

veritate.

Macgeorge

(confirmed

Army

to

William Macgeorge,

Esq.,

descended from the Berminghams,
Barons of Athenry). Per pale indented or and gu. in chief
two muUets counterchanged. Crest A dexter cubit arm,
the hand grasping a sabre all ppr. and charged with a fess
indented az. Motto Dread God.
Lieut.-Col. Indian

;

—

—

McGeough.

(Drumsill, CO.

Armagh; Walter McGEonon,

Esq., of that place, assumed the additional

by royal

surname of Bond,

See Bond). Per bend sa. and or,
three leopards' faces counterchanged. Crest A naked arm
embowed, the hand holding a scymitar all ppr.
Geraclity (an Irish Sept of the same race as the
O'CoNORS descended from Cahir, or Charles, King of Connaught Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a mount vert an oak
tree ppr. in chief two falcons volant gu.
Crest On a mount
vert an oak tree ppr. bent towards the dexter.
Ghie (Balmaghie, co. Kirkcudbright). Sa. three
licence, 1824.

—

Mac

;

;

—

Mac

M'Gilchrist

(Northbarr, 1672). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. within
a bordure invecked of the second. Crest A lion's paw in
Motto Cogit in hostem.
ar.
M'Gill, or Makgill {Rankeillour, co. Fife). Gu. three,
martlets ar.
Crest— A martlet ar.
Motto— In Domino

—

—

(Kemback, co. Fife, 1676). Gu. three martlets ar.
within a bordure indented of the last. Crest A martlet
rising ppr.
Motto— In Deo confido.
M'Gill (Kemback, 1771, as heir male of Rankeillour). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three martlets ar.
2nd and 3rd, ar. an
eagle displ. sa. beaked, langued, and membered gu. charged
with another eagle displ. or, for Ramsat, of Brakmouth. Crest
martlet ar.
Supporters Dexter, a horse ar. maned,
hoofed, and tailed or, gorged with a collar, whereto a chain is
affixed passing bctw. his forelegs and reflexed over his back
of the last sinister, a buck sa. armed, unguled, and tailed
or, gorged and chained as the other. Motto— In Domino con-

—

;

—

—A

;

fido.

M'Gill

(Viscount of Oxmford).
Gu. three martlets or.
Crest
A phoenix in flames ppr. Supporters Dexter, a horse
at liberty ar. maned and hoofed or, gorged with a viscount's
coronet, thereto a chain attached of the last sinister, a bull
sa. collared and chained as the other.
Motto Sine fine.
M'Gill (Ballynester, Ireland, cudet of Oxcnford). Gu. three
martlets or, within a bordure ar. Creit
A phoenix in flames
ppr. Motto
Sine sine.
M'Gill (Rumgally, co. Fife). Gu. three martlets ar. within
a bordure cngr. of the List. Crest
A martlet rising ppr.

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Miitii)~\n

Deo

confido.

Gill (Fun. Ent.

Ulster's Office, 1677).

Az. three doves

HT.

Mac

Gillafoyle.

ramp.

ar.

Gillicuddy (Mac Gilliccddt of the Reeks, an
ancient Irish Sept in co. Kerry descended from the Sept of
O'ScLLivAN More
granted by Carney, Ulster, 1688, to
DoNOUGH Mac GiLLicnoDT, eldest son and heir of Connor
Mac Gillicuddy, Mac Gillicdddy of the Reeks, Chief
of his name). Gu. a wyvern or. Crest A representation
of Mac Gillicuddy's Reeks, co. Kerry, ppr. il/oao— Sursum
corda.
McGillikelly (Reg. Ulster's Office). Vert two lions supporting a tower triple-towered or, betw. two crescents in
chief and one in base ar.
Crest
An arm in armour holding
in the hand a spear all ppr. headed or (another, the hand
holding a sword ppr.).
M'Gillivray (the naturalist and traveller). Quarterly, 1st,
2nd, erm. a glove lying fesseor, a cat sejant ppr. (tabby)
wise apaum^e, and tasselled of a brown or tan colour 3rd, ar.
in water in base ppr. a fish naiant vert, finned gu.
4th, az. a
galley or, flags and oars gu. on a chief of the second a mullet
pierced betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee also of the second,
the whole within a bordure per pale ar. and of the second
on a chief of augmentation, with a representation of sky and
water, a canoe with a flag at the end gu. and the character
in gold, six Canadians rowing, another person seated in
Crest
the centre, in the naval uniform of England.
On a
mount vert, by the brink of a river, a beaver in the act of
gnawing a tree by the roots, represented as nearly falling,
the branches entwined with an escroll, bearing the motto,
Perseverance, all ppr. Motto Under the arms Touch not
the cat, but a glove.
M'Gillivray (Montreal descended of Drumnaglass, co.
Argyll, 1801). Az. a lymphad, sails furled and oars in action
or, flagged gu. within a bordure ar. on a chief of the second
a buck's head cabossed sa. attired of the third, betw. two
A buck's head and
cross crosslets fitchee of the last. Crest
neck ppr. attired or. Motto Be mindful.
(Skeoch, co. Wigton). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw.
three cinquefoils vert, on a chief of the last a boar's head
Crest
betw.
two fleurs-de-lis or.
A thistle ppr.
couped
;

;

—

;

;

;

NW

—

—

Az. two bars ar.
Crest— \ dcnii lion
holding betw. the paws a battle axe erect gu. blade

i>lgo ar.

Mac Gilla-Patrick
610

:

;

—

—

M'Gouan
Motto

—

—Juncta arma decori.

M'Goun (Scotland).

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. two cinque-

foils vert.

M'Grath,

Per pale and pcrchcv.

(co. Kirkcudbright).

ar.

and gu.
Ent. Ulster's Office). Quarterly,
2nd, or, a dexter hand lying
1st, ar. three lions pass. gu.
wrist
ppr. holding a cross form^e
fessways, couped at the
;

fitchee az.; 3rd, gu. a dexter

^an ancient Irish Sopt

who

possessed

hand lying fessways, couped

at the wrist ppr. holding a battle axe or; 4th, ar. an antelope
trippant sa. attired or.

M'Gregor (Glengyle,

confido.

M'Gill

Mac

Mac
Mac

McGrath (impalement Fun.

leopards' faces or.

bend

and held regal sway over the territory of Upper Ossory, In
the present Queen's co., from whom descended the name and
family of Fitz Patrick, extinct Barons and Earh of Upper
Ossojy, and Baronn of Gowran. Donel Mac Gilla-Patrick,
Chief of Upper Ossory, submitted to Henry II. Reg. Ulster's
Sa. a saltire ar. on a chief az. three fleurs-de-Us or.
Office).
Gilleoun (Scotland). See M'Lean.

—

patriae servire presto.

Mac Geoghegran (Ballymac-Hugh, Kilbeggan, and Tyrrelspass, CO.

K AC

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Hamtltou, Esq., of Erenagh, co. Down, the great-granddaughter of which marriage, Lady Anne Hamilton, sister
and heiress of James, last Farl of Clanbrassil, m. Bobebt,
first Earl of Roden; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, William
Hamilton, d. 26 Feb. 1686). Same Arms.
UcG-enis (Castle WeUan, co. Down Ever McGenis, Esq.,
terap. James I., whose descendant sold his estate to the
ancestor of the Earl Annesley). Same Arms.
Kac Geogliegan (MoycasheU, co. Westmeath Ross Mac
Geoghegan, chief of his name, forfeited his estates 1641;

of

a mount in base

supporting on

co. Perth).

vert,

its point,

Ar. a

surmounted

in

fir

of a

growing out
sword bendways

tree

the dexter canton, an imperial

crown ppr.

M'Gregor

(Lanrick and Balquhidder, co. Perth, bart.,
Ar. an oak tree eradicated in bend sinister ppr.
surmounted of a sword in bend supporting on its point,
Crest
in the dexter canton, an antique crown gu.
lion's head erased crowned with an antique crown ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a unicorn ar. crowned and horned or;
Srioghal mo dhream
sinister, a deer ppr. tyned az. Mottoes
1795).

—

—

Ard

and,

—

cheille.

M'Gregor, or Murray

(Napier Ruskie,

co.

Perth).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last 2nd and 3rd, Macdonald,
E'en do, and spare not.
of .Slate. Same Crest. Motto

—

;

now

M'Gregor (Belfast, and
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as
Carsbank, Isle of Wight).
Lanrick 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three griflins' heads
E'en
erased •r, for Skinner. Crest As Lanrick. Mottoes
do, and spare not; and, Nunqu;im non paratus.

M'Gregor-Skinner,
;

—

—

M'Gregor
the

last,

Quarteriy, as
(Capt. R. F. II. M'Gregor, 1872).
with a crescent az. in the centre of the quarters.

—

and Mottoes As the last.
M'Gregor (Raigmorc, 1782). Ar. a fir tree growing out of
a mount in base ppr. surmounted of a sword in bend also
ppr. hilted and pommelled or, in chief two crowns gu. a
bordure engr. of the last. Crest— \ hand holding a dagger
Motto
E'en do, and spare not.
in pale ppr.
M'Gregor (hart., 1828). Ar. from a mount in base an
oaK tree surmounted by a sword in bend ppr. and in chief
two Eastern crowns gu. all within a bordure engr. of the last.
Crest

—

A

;

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

mLAC
Crtit— A human hand couped

and holding a
J^ofto—Over the

at the wrist,

dagger erect ppr. pommel and
crest Ein do, and spare not.

hilt gold.

Zou(^

:

M'Qreg'or {Camden

Hill, Sliddlesex, hart., 1831). Ar. a firtree growing out of a mount in base vert, surmounted of a
sword in bend az. hilted and pommelled or, supporting on its
point an antique crown gu. on a chief az. a tower or, betw. a
representation of the badge of the Eoyal Portuguese Order
of the Tower and Sword, and a representation of the badge
of the Imperial Ottoman Order of the Crescent both ppr.
Crest A lion's head erased ppr. crowned with an antique
crpwn or. Motto Srioghal mo dhream.

—

—

H'O-regor

(Brediland, co. Renfrew, 1870).
Ar. a pine tree
eradicated in bend sinister, surmounted of a sword in bend,
the sword ensigned with an antique crown all ppr. in base a

garb vert.

Creit

—A

Motto

pine tree eradicated ppr.

—

Kac Guarie (that Ilk, Isle of Ulva

descended from Donald
Jtic GowBiE, whom Douglas derives from Gobbbedub,
grandson of Alphine Ruodh, King of Scotland in 830, from
a younger son of the Mac Gdabies, of that Ilk, derived the
Mac Guibes, of Ireland, Earls of Snniskillen). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, vert three towers embattled in chief ar. 2nd and
;

;

—

Crest Out of an
ar. three crosses crosslet fitchee.
antique crown an arm in armour embowed, grasping a

3rd,

dagger

all

ppr.

U'G-uarie

Motto

(Ormaig,

—Turns

mihi Deus.
of Ulva; descended from Hectob

isle

fortis

Macgdabie, second son of Donald Macguabie, of that Ilk).
Same Arms, with a crescent in the centre. Crest A nag's
head couped ar. bridled gu. Motto Be true.
Jl'Chlffle (Crossbill, Cumberland, 1874).
Ar. two crosiers
in saltire sa. betw. a man's heart in chief and two boars'
heads couped of the second in base.
Crest A boar's head,
Anna parato fero.
as in the arms. Motto
M'Quffock (Busco, CO. Kirkcudbright). Ar. two crosiers
in saltire az. betw. a man's heart in chief ppr. and three
stars in base of the second.
Crest
A dove ppr. Motto

—

—

—

—

—

—

Industria et labore.
(Lord of

KcQuire

Fermanagh

;

an ancient

Irish Sept

descended from Uidbib, Lord of Fermanagh, ninth in descent
from Cou-a da Chbioch, grandson of Cobmac Ulfadha,
Monarch of Ireland, from whom the Sept took their surname of Mao Wibe, McGuibe, and Magdibe Thomas Mob
McGdibe, The McGdibe, Lord of Fermanagh, 1400, d. 1430,
leaving four sons I. Philip; II. Thomas Ooe: III. Hugh;
who were the ancestors of the three principal lines of the
Sept, and IV. Robv, Bishop of Clogher, 1449-83). Vert a
white horse fully caparisoned, thereon a knight in complete
armour, on his helmet a plume of ostrich feathers, and his
right hand brandishing a sword aU ppr.
KcGuire (Tempo, co. Fermanagh Chief of McGuibe
descended from Phiup McGuibe, The McGuibe, eldest son
of Thomas Mob McGuibe, Lord of Fermanagh, 1400
the
;

:

;

;

;

known

Bbian
McGuibe, d. 1835, leaving one son, Chables McGuibe, of
whom nothing has been since known). Same Arms.
last

Crest

and

chief of this line, the celebrated Captain

— On a ducal coronet
Motto —

or,

a stag at gaze ppr. collared

Justitia et fortitudo invincibiha svmt.

lined gold.

KcQuire

(Knockaninny, co. Fermanagh
descended from
Thomas Ooe McGuibe, second son of Thomas Mob McGuirb,
Lord of Fermanagh, through his eldest son, Edmond
McGuibe; Captain Bbian McGuibe, of Knockaninny, d.
temp. William 111., leaving Edmond McGuibe, his heir, d.
1736, and two other sons.
Part of the property is still in
possession of John McGuibe, one of the descendants). Same
Amis, Crest, and Motto.
HEcGuire {Baron Ennishille-a, attainted 1690; descended
from Thomas Oge McGuibe, second son of Thomas Mob
McGuibe, Lord of Fermanagh, through his second son,
CoNNOB Mob McGuibe; Sir Bbian McGuibe, Knt., was
created a Peer by the title of lord McGuire, Baron of
Bnniskillen, 1627 the last known male descendant, AlexanDEB McGuibe, commonly called Lord EnnisklHen, settled in
France 1719). Same ^rnw. C)-e.st— A cubit dexter arm embowed in complete armour, grasping in the gauntlet a sword
all ppr.
Supporters Two knights in complete armour,
swords by their sides and targets on their shoulders all ppr.
Motto Marte et arte.
KcGuire (Carrigbawn, Rostrevor, co. Down descended
from Hugh McGuibe, third son of Thomas Mob McGuibe,
Lord of Fermanagh, 1400; the present William Kichabd
Bebmingham McGuibe, and Edwabd Thomas St. Lawbence
;

;

—

—

;

McGuibe,

Lieut.-Col.

1st

WiLUAM John McGuibe,
Mabt Anneslet, his wife,
third
St.

Eo.rl

Annesley, by

Lawbence, dau.

641

of

Royals,

sons of

the late

Esq., of Carrigbawn,

by Lady

are

only dau. of William Richabd,

his first wife. Lady Isabella
William, second Earl of Howth, and

AO
—

;

coronet

Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa,TaeArms. Crest On a ducal
or, a stag at gaze ppr. collared and lined gold.

—

Motto

Justitia et fortitudo invincibilia sunt.

UcGuire

(Clonea House, co. Waterford
Samuel Edwabd
McGciBE, Esq., High Sheriff of the co. 1869; descended
from Carrigbawn; Reg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms and
;

motto over, Fortitudo et

Crest,

justicia.

Jl/otfo-^Virtug et

fortitudo invincibilia sunt.

McGuire or Magruire (Gortoral House,

co. Fermanagh;
son of Edwabd Maguibk,
and D.L., High Sheriff co. Leitrim,
who d. 1874; claiming descent from the McGuibes, of Tempo).
Same Amis and Crest, motto over, Marte et arte. Motto^
J

represented by

Hugh Magcibk,

Esq., of Gortoral, J. P.

Fortitudo et justicia invictse stmt.

Slachado

Ardchoille.

BE

co-heir of her mother. Lady Mabt Bebmingham, dau. and
co-heir of Thomas, twenty-second Lord Athenry B.nd. Earl of

(Rogeb Machado, Clarenceuz King of Arms,
Gu. five battle axes, two, one

temp. Henry VIII., d. 1516).
and two.

Macham.
Crest

sa.

M'Han

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three greyhounds courant

— A greyhound courant sa.

(Scotland).

Az. a chev. betw. three cinquefoUs ar.
(Crakenthorpe Hall,

Machell, Mauchael, or Mauchel
CO.

Westmoreland

at the

Domesday

of Saxon origin seated at Crakenthorpe
survey, afterwards of Beverley, co. York).
;

;

greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared or. Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. ducally gorged or the more
ancient crest of the family was a fleur-de-lis.
Machell (Wendover, co. Buckingham), Same Arms, a
bordure ar.
Crest
A camel's head erased or, ducally
gorged ar.
Machell (Penny Bridge, co. Lancaster; a younger branch
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
of Machell, of Crakenthorpe).
sa. three greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared. or; 2nd
and 3rd, az. five fleurs-de-Us or. Crest A s'-ag's head
erased ducally gorged ppr. JtfotJo—Mauvais chiens.
Machell (Swaley, co. Lincoln). Sa. three greyhounds
courant in pale ar. collared gu. a bordure engr. or.
Machen (Eastbach Court and Whitemead Park, co. Gloucester; descended from Thomas Machin, three times Mayor
Sa. three

—

;

—

—

of

Gloucester, buried

EicHABD Machen,

in that city in

co. Gloucester, 1615

;

1614; granted to
the present repre-

sentative is Rev. Edwabd Machen, of Eastbach Court and
Gu. a fesse vair betw. three pelicans'
heads erased or, vulning themselves ppr. Crest A peUcan's
head erased or.
Machen, Machin, or Machon. Same Arins. Crest—
A lion's head erased sa. Qn the head a cap of maintenance or.
Mlac Henry. See Mac Eniebt.
Machet (co. Surrey; confirmed by Segar, Garter, to John
Machet, Rector of Lambeth, 5 July, 1526). Per saltire or
and az. on a fess gu. three fieurs-delis ar. Crest A demi
lion ramp, or, on a collar gu. three fleurs-de-Us ar.
Machet (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk). Per saltire or and vert,

Whitemead Park).

—

—

on a

fesse gu. three fleurs-de-Us ar.

Same

Crest as the last.

Machon

(Machon Bank, near Sheffield; removed to
Durham). Gu. a fess vair betw. three swans' heads erased
ar. and a canton of the last.
Machon (Sherbum House, Durham). Same Arms.

Machon

York). Gu. a fess vair betw. three peUcans'
vulning themselves ppr. a canton ar.
(granted 1741, to Geobge Machonchy, of the
City of Dublin, M.D., descended of an ancient family of that
name in North Britain). Per saltire gu. and erm. on a fess
Crest
A demi swan, wings
or, three thistles sUpped ppr.

heads

(co.

ar.

Machonchy

—

expanded ppr.

Mac Hug-h

(an Irish Sept of the same race as O'Quin, of

Munster Reg. Ulster's Office). Vert a lion ramp, or, in chief
a fleur-de-lis betw. two annulets ar. Crest A greyhound's
h«ad couped ar.
(an Irish Sept of the same race as O'Flahebtt
Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a saltire vert betw. a dexter hand
the
wrist in chief gu. two trefoils slipped of the
at
couped
second in fess, and a boat with oars ppr. in base.
M'llvain (Grimmet, Scotland). Gu. two covered cups or.

—

;

Mac Hugh

in the

;

middle chief point a star ar.

Mclnroy

(Sheirglass, co.

Penh,

1828).

Ar. three wolves'

heads erased gu. and betw. two mullets sa. on a pile per pale
Crest—
or and of the last a mullet counterchanged.
lymphad in full sail sa. Multo Sequor.
M'Intire (England). Quarteriy, 1st and 4th, or, an eagle
2nd and 3rd, ar. a galley, her sails furled sa. flags
displ. gu.
Out of a tower a demi greyhound ramp. ppr.
gu. Crest

—

;

—

Quarteriy, 1st and 4th, or,
gu. armed and langued sa; 2nd, ar. a galley,
her sails furled sa. flags gu. 3rd. ar. a sinister hand couped
fesseways gu. holding a cross crosslet fitchee sa. Crest—

M'lntyre
an eagle

(Glenoe, Scotland).

displ.

;

A

—

Per
dexter hand holding a dagger in pale both ppr. Motto
ardua.
M'lver (Asknish, co. Argyll). Quarterly, or and gu. a bend
Ortst

—A

boar's

head couped

or.

— Nunquam

Motto

obliviscar.

M'lver Campbell
eight or and sa.

;

(Asknish). Quarterly, 1st, gyronny of
2nd, ar. a dexter hand couped fesseways,

grasping a dagger in pale gu. ; 3rd, ar. a galley, her sails
and oars in action sa. ; 4th, quarterly, or and gu. a
bend aa. Crat and Motto, as above.
Mack. Ar. a fesse gu. charged with a mullet of the field, in
base a chev. of the second.
Paly of eight or and gu. a bend sinister
(Scotland).
az. charged with a martlet betw. two mullets of the first.
Mack. Ar. a fesse enhanced and a chev. gu. Crest
heart gu. thrust through with an arrow in bend sinister ar.
Motto Above it : Etdomi,etfori»8; and below the arms ; Cor
furled

Mack

—

—

Gu. two dirks in saltire ar.
downward, hilted and pommelled or, in base a lancet
Great
— A cancer ppr. Motto Nee
ppr.
open, point upward
points

—

ferro, nee igne.
Bf ackay (Barcm Reay) Az. on a chev. or, betw. three bears'
beads couped ar. muzzled gu. a roebuck's head erased betw.
two hands issuant from the ends of the chev. each holding a
Crest
A dexter arm from the elbow erect,
dagger all ppr.

—

holding a dagger in pale all ppr. pommel and hilt or.
Supporters A pikeman armed at all points, and a musketeer
both ppr. Motto Manu forti.
(Hon. Gen. Alexander Mackat, 1773). As Lord
Reay, within a bordure gu.

—

Mackay

Mackay

(Holland, 1765

;

ancestor of the tenth and eleventh

As Lord Reay, within a bordure engr. or.
Lords Reay).
Same Crest and Motto.
(London, 1750). As Lord Reay, but the chev. wavy

Mackay

Crest and Motto.
Kent). Erm. on a canton gu. a stag pass. or.
(England). Gu. a boar's head erased ar. Crest
Out of a castle triple-towered a demi lion ramp.
the Sept of Mac
(Trough, co. Monaghan
Cionaith). Vert a fess ar. betw. three lions' heads affrontee

for diff.

Same

Macked (co.

—

M'Kellar

Mac Kenna
or.

Crut

;

— A salmon naiant ppr.

(Cloverbank, now of Merk). Az. a chev. or,
betw. two swords, blades wavy, paleways in chief and a
An eagle's head erased ppr. Motto
castle in base ar. Crest
Intrepidus et benignus.
Ulster,
to Thomas
(granted by Betham,
McKennt, Alderman of Dublin). Or, a fleur-de-lis betw.
three crescents az. on a chief vert a greyhound pursuing a
A cubit arm in armour ppr.
stag ar. attired gold. Crest
garnished or, the gauntlet grasping a scroll ar. Motto—

—

—

\

incit Veritas.

McEenny

ppr.

—

Mac

(

;

—

—

;

—

Mackenzie (Scatwell,

co. Ross, hart., 1703; from a younger
John Mackenzie, of Tarbet, first hart.). Quargrand quarter, counter-quartered, 1st, az. a stag's
head cabossed or, for Mackenzie, 2nd, or, a rock in flames

brother of Sir
terly, 1st

man armed ppr. conjoined in the
centre at the upper part of the thighs, flexed in triangle,
garnished and spurred or, for Macleod, of Lewis, 4th, az. a
stag's head cabossed or, within a bordure of the second,
charged with eight crescents of the first, for Mackenzie, of
Findon; 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, az. a stag's head
attired with ten tynes or, within a bordure embattled of the
second, for Mackenzie, of Suddie.
Crests
1st, Scatwell;
The sun in splendour ppr.; 2nd, Soddy: A dexter hand graspSupporters Two stags ppr.
ing a sword in bend ppr.
Mottoes Above the crest: Sine maculi; under the arms
Sic itur ad astra.
Mackenzie (Scotsburn, a second son of Scatwell, 1733).
Quarterly, Istand 4th, az. a stag's head cabossed or; 2nd,
Macleod, as in the last; 3rd, Man, as in the last, in the
centre of the quarters a crescent ar. Crest— The sun in his
splendour ppr. Motto Sans tache.
ppr., 3rd, az. three legs of

—

—

—

—

Mackenzie

from a younger
Quarterly,
first Lord Mackenzie, of Kintail).
and 4th grand quarters, az. a stag's head cabossed surmounted of a mullet betw. the attires or, for Mackenzie;
2nd grand quarter, quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. three
cinquefoils ar. two and one, 2nd and 3rd, or, three antique
crowns, two and one gu. 3rd grand quarter, quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. three garbs, two and one or, 2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. apale sa.; 2nd and 3rd, az. abend
betw. six crosses crosslet, two and one, and one and two, or,
Crests
1st
A dexter ami
all for the earldom of Bdchan.
embowed couped at the shoulder, in chain mail, holding a
broadsword in bend all ppr. 2nd A stag's head cabossed
Mottoes Above the crests
or, pierced with an arrow ppr.
Fide parta, fide aucta; below the arms Dia's-mo-Dhuthaich
equivalent to, Pro Deo et patria.
Mackenzie (Findon, co. Ross; the dau. and heiress of Sir
Roderick Mackenzie, of Findon, nephew of Lord Mackenzie, of Kintail, m. Sir Kenneth Mackenzie, Bart., of
Scatwell). Az. a deer's head cabossed or, within a bordure
of the last charged with eight crescents of the first. Ci-ett
A crescent ar. Motto Crescitque virtute.
(Kilcoy, co. Ro.ss, bart., 1836;

brother of the

;

—

Swcae Arms, Crest,

:

:

;

(Dublin, hart., extinct 1866).

and Motto.

—

:

(Earl of Seaforth ; " Chief of Kintail "). Az. a
Crest
A mountain in flames ppr.
stag's head cabossed or.
Supporters Two savages wreathed about the temples and
holding
the exterior hand a baton
laurel,
each
in
with
loins
Luceo
erect, with fire issuing outof the top all ppr. Motto

Mackenzie

—

—

—

non

Crest

1st

Mackeunal

—
McEenny

—

The sun in his splendour
Supporters— Tyio savages wreathed about the middle
with laurel, holding batons over their shoulders ppr. Mol.o
Luceo non uro.
Kenzie Viscount Fortrose and Earl of Seaforth, in the
Kenneth Mac Kenzie,
Peerage of Irsland, extinct 1781
son and heir of Kenneth, Lord Fortrose, eldest son of
William, fifth Earl of Seaforth, in the Peerage of Scotland,
attainted 1715, was raised to the Peerage in Ireland, 1766,
when the following arms were recorded in Ulster's OflHce).
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, sa. a stag's head cabossed or, for
Mac Kenzie; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or and gu. a label of
three points, each point charged with as many bezants, for
HUNTINGFIEL0. Crest A mountain in flames ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a white greyhound ppr. sinister, a savago
wreathed about the temples and loins with ivy, and holding
over the left shoulder a club all ppr. Motto Fide parta,
for Erskine, of Innerteil.

fide aucta.

vulneretum.
M'Kaile (Aberdeen, 1672).

—
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sa.

:;
:

uro.

Mackenzie

(Stewabt-Mackenzie, of Seaforth).
As Earl
of Seaforth, quarterly with the arms of Stewart, Earl of
Oalloway (q.v.).
M'Kenzie(Allangrange, 1817 heir male of Seaforth). Quarterly, let and 4th, az. a stag's head cabossed or; 2nd and
3rd, az. a falcon displ. ar. charged on the breast with a
man's heart gu. all betw. three mullets of the second. Crest
•^A mountain in flames ppr. Supporters Two savages
wreathed about the head and middle with laurel, and holding
in their exterior hands clubs erect flaming at the top all
Mottoes Over the crest: Luceo non uro; below the
ppr.
arms: Vive ut vivas.
Mackenzie (Uosehaugh, co. Ross from the fifth son of
the first Lord Mackenzie, oi Kintail, Marquess of Bute, the
heir of line; the property has gone to younger branches of
the Bute family).
Az. a stag's head cabossed or, within
two laurel brtinches disposed in orle of the lust. Crest An
rining
eagle
from a rock ppr. Crent
Kirma et ardua.
Mackenzie (Tarbet, co. Cromarty, bart., 1628; Earl of
Cioimnlie : granddau. and heiress m. Duke of Sutherland,
;

—

—

;

—

—

wa-s made Countess of Cromartie).
Quarterly, Ist, or, a
rock in flames ppr., for Macleod, of Lewis; 2nd, az. a stag's
head cabossed or, for MACKENzrE; 3rd, gu. three human legs
armed ppr. conjoined in the centre at the upper part of the
thigh, flexed in triangle, garnished and spurred or, for the
Isle of Man; 4lh, ar. on a pale sa. an imperial crown within
a double tressurc flury and counterfiury with Ueurt-de-lia gu.,

anil

612

—

—

M'Kenzie (Applecross, co. Ross; as recorded 1766; descended from Roderick Mackenzie, eldest son of AlexQuarterly. Istand
first Socon 0/" Coull).
head cabossed or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion
two
descents through
ramp, gu., now borne, in consequence of
Crest
A lion couchant
females, within a bordure or.
Over the crest; Insultmenot; below
guard, ppr. Mottoes
the arms: Fide parta, fide aucta.
Mackenzie (Coull, co. Ross, bart., 1673; from the second
son of Alexander Mackenzie, of Ajiplecross and Coull,
nephew of the first Lord Mackenzie, of Kintail). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, az. a stag's head cabossed or, for Mackenzie;
2nd and 3rd, gu. a boar's head couped ar., for Chrisholm.
A boar's head erect or, betw. the attires of a stag,
Crext
Dexter, an armed HighSupporters
fixed to a scalp sa.
Motto
sinister, a roebuck ppr.
lander in full costume ppr.

ander Mackenzie,
4th, az. a stag's

—

—

—

—

— Pulchriur ex

;

arduis.

Mackenzie

(Shaw-Mackenzie, of Newhall, co. Cromarty,
4tli, az. a stag's head cabossed or,
2nd and
in chief three boars' heads couped of the second
3rd, az. a fess chequy ar. and of the first betw. three covered
cups of the second, for Shaw. 6')r.i(.9— 1st, Mackenzie: A
A
2nd, Shaw
stag's head afTrontee and neck couped ppr.
PcrseveMottoes
dexter hand holding a covered cup ar.
rando, for Mackenzie; I mean well, for Shaw.
Mackenzie (Muib-Mackenzie, of Delvine, co. Perth, cadet
1857).

Quarterly, Ist and

;

;

—

:

AA

A
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of Coull, bart., 1805). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a fesse
az. three stars or, for Moia, of Cassencarrie ; 2nd and 3rd, az.

a stag's head cabossed or, all within a bordure nebulee
CresU 1st: A palm branch in bend,
2nd A dexter
surmounted by a sword saltireways all ppr.
hand grasping a dart ppr. Supporters Dexter, a Highlander
sinister, a
attired with sword pointing to the ground
husbandman resting on a sword both ppr. Motto In
utrumque paratus.
Mackenzie (Redcastle, co. Ross; from an uncle of the first
Lord Mackenzie, of Kintail). Az. a stag's head cabossed or,
within a bordure chequy of the second and first. Crest
man's heart in flames within two palm branches in orle all
ppr. Motto — Ferendum et sperandum.
Uackenzie (Lechwards, co. Ayr descended of Davochmaluak, 1835). Az. a stag's head cabossed or, within a
bordure of the second, charged with three mullets sa.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed, holding a sword in bend all
ppr. Motto
Fide parta, fide aucta.
U'Kenzie (Lieut. -Col. M'Kenzie, 52nd Foot, 1805; descended of Achilty). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a deer's
head cabossed or; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
three cinquefoils ar., 2nd and 3rd, gu. three antique crowns
or, all within a bordure gu. charged with three mullets ar.
Crest
A lady from the middle, holding in the dexter hand a
cinquefoil ppr.
Motto Amore vici.
U'Xeuzie (Ardross, CO. Boss). Az. a stag's head cabossed
betw.
or,
the attires a spur-rowel erm. Crest A rugged

—

quarterly gu. and ar.

;

:

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

Motto— Trxith

rock ppr.

will prevail.

Kackenzie

(Fairbum, co. Ross).
Az. a deer's head
cabossed or, within a bordure embattled ar.
Crest
mountain in flames ppr. Motto Fide parta, fide aucta.
Hackenzie (Suddie, co. Ross the heiress to. Sir James
Wemtss Mackenzie, Bart., of Scatwell). Az. a deer's head
cabossed or, within a bordure embattled of the last. Crest
A dexter hand grasping a sword in bend ppr. Motto Sic

—

—

;

—

—

4th, az.

;

—

A/oHo— Virtute

ppr.

Quarterly, 1st and
2nd and 3rd, az. three

CO. Boss, bart.).

a stag's head cabossed or
Crest
A dexter arm holding a garland of laurel

frases ar.

et valore.

H'Kenzie

(Portmore, co. Peebles, cadet of Gairloch).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a stag's head cabossed or
2nd
and 3rd, az. three frases or over all, in the centre of the
quarters, a wolfs head erased or.
Crest
A dexter arm
;

;

—

from the elbow, holding a wreath of laurel ppr.

—

Motto

Virtute et valore.

Mackenzie, Deputy Keeper of the Great
As the last, within a bordure per pale or and
and Motto.
K'Eenzie (Hiltoun, co. Inverness; derived from Duncan,
second son of Alexandeb, seventh Baron of Kintail). Az. a
Seal, 1874).

Same

Crest

betw. the attires a dirk point downwards ar. hilted of the second. Crest Two hands holding a
two-handed sword in bend ppr. Motto Always faithful.
(England). Az. a stag's head cabossed or, betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar. one in chief and two in base.
Slac Keogrh (co. Roscommon descended from the Sept of
O'Kelly, Reg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. in
dexter chief a dexter hand couped at the wrist, and in the
sinister a crescent, both of the second. Crest
A boar pass. az.
UcEeO'Wll (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. two lions ramp, combatant sa. supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu.
in chief four mullets of eight points of the last, in base waves
of the sea, therein a salmon naiant all ppr.
Crest
An arm
embowed in chain armour, the hand holding a sword, blade
stag's

head cabossed

or,

—

—

VEenzie

;

—

—

wavy

all

ppr.

Mac Keren (Norwich, co.

Norfolk; granted in 1718). Per
and vert three mackerels naiant in pale ppr.
Crest
A horseman's spear erected in pale ppr. behind two
mackerels saltireways. heads upwards ppr.
Mac Kerell (Ringland, co. Norfolk). Same Amis.
M'Kerrell (Hillhouse, co. Ayr). Az. on a fess or, three
fess az.

—

—

lozenges gu. a bordure engr. ar. Crest
A Roman soldier
on his march, with a standard and utensils all ppr. Motto
Dulcis pro patria labor.
(granted to Thomas Lewis Mackest, M.D., of
Aughmacart, Queen's co., and Dunkitt, co. Kilkenny, I'liyor
of Waterford, 1841-2). Ar. a dexter arm couped in fess from
the sinister side ppr. sleeved gu. cuffed az". holding a sword
entwined with a snake also ppr. all betw. two flaunches of the
fourth, each charged with a demi eagle displ. couped or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown ppr. a demi eagle or, charged
on the breast with a sword entwined with a snake in pale, as
in the arms.
Motto In Deo manuque fides.
(confirmed to Sir James William Macket, Knt., of
Clunsilla House, co. Dublin, Lord Mayor of Dublin 1873).

—

Mackesy

—

—

Mackey
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betw. in chief two bears' heads couped ar.
muzzled gu. and in base a civic crown of the second, a roe
buck's head erased betw. two hands couped at the wrist, each
holding a dagger all ppr. Crest— OuX, of a mural crown a
dexter hand grasping a dagger all ppr. Motto Manu forti.
Mackie (Bargally, co. Kirkcudbright). Ar. in chief a lion
pass. az. and in base two ravens pendent from an arrow
fesseways sa. Crest
A raven ppr. il/o<<o —Labora.
Mackie (Dowloch. Scotland). As the last, within a bordure
engr. az. Same Crest and Motto.
Mackie (Auchencairn, co. Kirkcudbright). Ar. on a chev.
betw. a lion pass. az. in chief and a raven in bise of the
second a tower of the first. Crest
A hand holding a dagger
ppr.
Motto Lahore.
Mackie (Larg, co. Kirkcudbright). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Mackillop, or M'Killop (England). Sa. a stag's head
cabossed ar. Crest A demi eagle reguard. ppr.
Mackinnon (Portswood Park, co. Hants, chief of the clan
MacKinnon). Quarterly, 1st, vert a boar's head couped,
holding in the mouth a shin-bone ar. 2nd, az. a tower
triple-towered ar. 3rd, or, a galley gu. 4th, ar. a man's
arm couped below the wrist from the sinister ppr. grasping a
cross crosslet fitchee sa. all within a bordure gu.
Crest
boar's head erased holding in the mouth the shin-bone of a
deer all ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a lion; sinister, a
leopard, both ppr.
Motto Audentes fortuna juvat.
Mackinnon (Rev. John Mackinnon, of Kilmodan, 1802).
Ar. a dog in chase of a deer in full speed ppr. on ground in
base vert, a bordure az. Crest, as the last.
or,

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

Mackintosh
claims

(that

ilk,

—

and Tor

Castle,

co.

Inverness;

Chattan
Sir
.^neas
Mackintosh, of Mackintosh, created a bart. in 1812, d. s. p.
in 1820).
Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp. gu.
2nd, ar.
a dexter hand fesseways couped at the wrist and holding
a human heart gu. 3rd, az. a boar's head couped or; 4th,
or, a lymphad, her oars in saltire sa.
Crest
A cat-amountain saliant guard, ppr.
Supporters Two cats ppr.
Motto—Over the crest Touch not the cat, but a glove.
be

to

chief of

the

Clan

;

;

;

—

:

Mackintosh.

(Kellachie, co. Inverness; Sir James Mackintosh, the distinguished orator and statesman, was representative of this branch).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
ramp. gu. 2nd and 3rd, or, a dexter hand couped fesseways, holding a dagger paleways in chief gu. and a
galley, her oars saltireways in base sa. all within a bordure
Crest and Motto, as Mackintosh, of that Ilk.
gu.
;

Mackintosh (Connadge, co. Inverness).
coat, within a bordure vair.

Hackenzie (Colin
ar.

Az. on a chev.

—

itur ad astra.

Mackenzie (Gairloch,

A

Mackintosh
4th, or,

a

lion

(Kinrara, co.

ramp. gu.

;

The same quartered
and Motto, as the former.
Inverness). Quarterly, 1st and
Crest

2nd, or, a chev. sa. betw. a dexter

hand couped fesseways, grasping a man's heart paleways gu.
and a lymphad, her oars erect in saltire of the second 3rd,
az. a boar's head couped or. Crest and Motto, as the former.
Mackintosh (Aberarder, co. Inverness). The same .^rms as
Mackintosh, of that Ilk, all within a bordure gn. charged
A cat courant and guard,
with eight annulets or. Crest
;

—

Motto, as above.
Worcester). Gyronny of eight or and az. a
hon ramp, of the first guttle de sang. Crest A sinister arm
holding a bow strung.
Macklovr, or Mucklowe. Gyronny of eight or and az.
a lion ramp. erm. (another, counterchanged) on a chief ar. an
A dragon's head
escallop betw. two fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
per pale indented gu. and ar. guttle counterchanged, in the
mouth an eagles leg erased or.
(Birkwood, co. Lanark. 1856). Per fess or and b&.
in chief a martlet of thesccond, and in base a fir-tree growing
out of a mount, surmounted of a sword in bend, supporting on
the point an antique crown or. Ciest A demi wivern displ.
Motto Dieu et mon pays.
ppr.
Mackletfleld, or Maxfield. Gu. a cross engr. erm.
Macklethorp. Az. a chev. betw. three crosses cro.sslet or.
Mackley (Leekonfield). Az. three wolves' heads erased ar.
Macknig-ht-Crawfurd. See Cbawfcbd.
ppr.

Macklow (co.

—

—

McKirdy

—

—

Mackworth

Thomas
co. Derby;
having m. Alice, sister and
heiress of Sir John de Basings, of Normanton, co. Rutland,
made that seat his place of residence, and was ancestor of the
Mackworths, of Normanton, whose chief, Sir Thomas
Mackworth, temp. James I., was created a bart. John
Mackworth and James Mackworth, '' valiant men," were
granted by John Touchel, Lord Audley, 1404, son-in-law
and eventually successor of James de Audley, Lord Aiidlcy,
"A part of the arms of Acdlet, for the services rendered
by them and their ancestors to the Audley family, especially
at the battle of Poictlers''). Per pale indented sa. and erm. a
chev. gu. fretty or. Crest'—X wing per pale indented, as in
the arms.

Mackwobth,

(Mackworth

of Mackworth,

Castle,

;

AO

SC

Uaokworth

(Nonnanton, co. Rutland, bart., extinct 1803 ;
Thomas Mackwobth, Esq., of Nonnanton, descended from
Mackworth, was created a bart. 1619).
of
Mackwobth,
Same Arms. Crest A wing per pale indented sa. and erm.

—

Kackworth

(Glen Uske, co. Monmouth, bart., formerly of
Glamorgan). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
and erm. on a chev. gu. five crosses patt^e
pale indented
or, for Mackwokth 2nd, gu. three chevronels ar., for Evans,
of Gnoll Castle (being the arms of Jestin ap Gwbgan, Prince
of Glamorgan) 3rd, ar. a wy vern's head erased vert, holding in the mouth a sinister hand couped at the wrist gu., for
Morgan, of Pencrug. Crest A cock ppr. 3Iotto Gwell

GnoU

Castle, co.

sa.

;

;

—

—

angau na cywilydd.

Mackworth

(Betton Grange, in the parish of Meole Bruce,
Per pale indented sa. and erm. on a chev. gu.
Crest
A cock gu. beaked, legged,
combed, and wattled or.
Mackworth. Per pale indented erm. and sa. on a chief
CO. Salop).

—

five crosses pattee or.

gu. a lion pass, guard, or.

Mackw^orth-Praed.

See Praed.

Macky(Scotland). Paly of eight or and gu. over all a bend sinis.
ter az. charged with a crescent ar. betw. two stars of the first.

Maclachlan
lion

ramp. gu.

(that

Quarterly,

Argyll).

Ilk, co.

2nd, a dexter

;

or a

1st,

hand couped fessways, holding

a cross pattee paleways gu. 3rd, or, a galley, her oars in
4th, ar. on a base undee
saltire sa. placed on the sea ppr.
Tert a salmon naiant ppr. Crest A castle on a rock ppr.
Two roebucks ppr. Motto Fortis et fidus.
Supporters
M'Liachlan (Kilchoan, co. Argyll). Quarterly, 1st, or, a
2nd, ar. a dexter arm fesseways couped gu.
lion ramp. gu.
3rd, ar. a lymphad sa. sails
holding a cross pattee sa.
4th, or, in base
furled and streamers flying in the sea ppr.
a salmon naiant ppr. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Motto
Fortis et fidus.
lion's head erased ppr.
;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

M'Lachlan

(Trinidad; granted 1787). Quarterly, 1st, or,
a lion ramp. gu. ; 2nd, ar. a dexter hand couped fesseways
gu. holding a cross formee fitch^e az. 3rd, ar. in base the
sea ppr. thereon a galley, oars in action and sails furled sa.
;

flags gu.; 4th, per fesse ar.

and

over aU, dividing the quarters,
A leopard's face ppr. Motto

—

M'Lag'an
Crest

last.

—

Maclagran

az.

a

fish

naiant in base or;

a leopard's face gold.

—

Crest

Or, two chev. sa.

—
—

Crest A beaver statant
bordure vert three martlets or.
Motto Principiis obsta.
ppr.
M'LianiiaharL (co. Edinburgh, 1876). Ar. a rock gu. issuing
from the base and in chief a dexter hand couped below the
elbow ppr. holding in the hand a cross crosslet fitchee az.
A tower gu. Motto Virtue is my honour.
Crett
Maclalne (Kington House, Thornbury, co. Gloucester).
Quarterly, 1st, ar. a lion ramp. gu. 2nd, az. a tower ar. 3rd,
or, a dexter hand couped in fesse gu. holding a cross crosslet
4th, ar. a lymphad ppr. her sails furled, in base
fltchee az.
a salmon naiant ppr. Crest A Lochaber axe erect betw. two
branches of laurel and cypress all ppr. Motto—Yiacere vel

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

morl.

M'Larty

(Jamaica and Kilcolmkill, co. Argyll, 1819).
a dexter hand apaum^e couped gu. 2nd,
3rd, az. two
az. the east end of a cathedral church ppr.
4th, ar. a galley, sails furled sa. flags
eatoiles in fesse ar.
gu. in the topmast a beacon ppr. all surmounted by an eagle
Ci-est
A dexter hand ppr. holding up a.
displ. of the third.
In te fido.
cross crosslet fltchee in pale gu. Motto
McLaugrhlin (Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, 1st, or, a
2nd, ar. a dexter hand couped at the wrist
lion ramp. gu.
ppr. lying fessways and grasping a cross pattee fltchee az.;
3rd, or, on waves of the sea in base ppr. a galley, sails
4th, ar. in waves of the sea in
furled sa. pennon flying gu.
Out of a ducal coronet
base a salmon naiant all ppr. Crest
Motto-^Vortia et fidus.
or, Bf lion's head gu.
M'Laurin (Dreghorn, co. Edinburgh, 1781). Ar. a shepherd's crook in pale sa. Crest The Virgin and Child ppr.
vested vert. Supporters Two tritons ppr.
Motto Bi se
macant Slaurie.
Maclaurin (London, 1866). Or, two chevronels gu. in base
a lymphad sa. sails furled, flags flying, and oars in action, a
bordure nfl>uly of the second. Crest A lion's head erased
ppr. on it an antique crown or, all betw. two branches of
laurel issuing from the wreath ppr.
Mottoes Ualiiuda;
and. Aborigine fidus.
Maclay (co. York). Az. three wolves' heads ar. langued gu.
M'Lea (Kussia; granted 1806). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar.
three clnquefoils gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. ciiibattli'd sa.
betw. three boars' heads erased gu. all wirliin a borduro
dovetailed gu., for Elphinstonb. Crest Two arms, dexter
and ainistc-r, from the shoulder extended in sultirc, the
Quarterly,

1st, ar.

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

dexter holding a pair of compasses extended, and the sinister
a sword erect all ppr. Motto Tarn arte quam marte.
Maclean (Dowart, afterwards Morvaren, bart., 1632). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a rock gu.
2nd, ar. a dexter hand fesseways
couped gu. holding a cross crosslet fitchee in pale az. 3rd,
or, a lymphad sa.
4th, ar. a salmon naiant ppr. and in chief
two eagles' heads erased affrontee gu. Crest A tower embattled ar.
Supporters Two seals ppr.
Motto Virtue
mine honour.
Maclean (Sir John Maclean, K.C.B., 1814). Quarterly, as
the last, a chief gu. thereon pendent from the middle chief
point a representation of the gold cross commemorative of
his services, in the dexter chief point the badge of the
Portuguese Military Order of the Tower and Sword, and in
dexter chief the badge of the Ottoman Order of the Crescent.
Crest
A battle axe erect in pale, crowned by a branch of
laurel and of cypress in saltire all ppr.
Motto Virtue
mine honour.
Maclean (Sir Geoege Maclean, K.C.B., 1856). Quarterly,
as Dowart, within a bordure gu. charged with two antique
crowns in fess and a mullet in chief and in .base or. Crest,
as the last. Motto—AMera, merces.
M'Liean (Coll; derived from John Gabve Maclean, son of
Ladchlan Bkonach Maclean, of Dowart). Quarterly, 1st,
2nd ar. a dexter arm issuing from
ar. a hill issuing vert
the sinister in fesse gu. holding a cross crosslet fltchee in
pale az. 3rd, ar. a galley, her oars erect in saltire, and sails
4th, per fesse or and az. in chief
furled sa. flags displ. gu.
two hawks' heads couped affrontee gu. and in base a salmon
Dexter, a greynaiant ppr. Crest, as the last. Supporters
bound ppr. collared and leashed gu. sinister, an ostrich
Over the crest:
ppr. in its beak a horseshoe az.
Mottoes
Altera merces; and below the arms Virtus durissima ferit.

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

:

Maclean

(Haremere

Hall, co. Sussex). Quarterly, 1st, or, a
2nd, ar. a dexter hand couped in fesse ppr. holding
a cross crosslet fitchee gu.; 3rd, az. a galley, sails furled
and a flag gu. 4th, in chief two eagles' heads erased gu. in
base az. a salmon naiant ar. Crest A Lochaber axe in pale,
crossed by a branch of laurel and cypress
" Altera Merces.'

rock ppr.

;

;

—

Motto

—Virtus durissima

M'Leay (Keiss,

Fortiter.

a bordure of the
A mortar piece or. Motto Superba franga.
(Edinburgh).
Ar. two chevronels sa. on a

(Scotland).

U AC
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—

ferit.

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.

co. Caithness).

three bucks' heads couped of the last, armed or, a hawk's head
erased of the last betw. two salmons erect ppr. on a chief az.

—

an anchor betw. two garbs or. Crest A buck's head erased
ppr.
Motto Spes anchora vitae.
M'Leish (Scotland). Or, two chev. gu. a canton sa. Crest—
A demi lion ramp, guard, or.
Maclellan (Bomby Lord Kirkcudbright, dormant since
Or, two chev. sa.
Crest
A naked arm supporting
1832).
on the point of a sword a Moor's head. Supporters Dexter,
a man armed at all points, holding in his hand a baton ppr.
Motto Think on (and
sinister, a horse ar. furnished gu.
at other times, for Crest, a mortar-piece ppr., with the
Motto, Superba frango).
Maclellan (Barclay, Scotland, 1719). Or, two chev. within
a bordure engr. gu. Crest and Motto, as the last.
Maclellan (Edinburgh, 1685). Ar. two chev. sa. each
charged with a plate
Crest
A Moor's head and neck ppr.
Motto Sapit qui reputat.
Macleod (that Ilk, and Dunvegan, Isle of Skye). Az. a
castle triple-towered and embattled ar. masoned sa. window*
and porch gu. Crest A bull's head cabossed betw. two

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

Supporters
Motto
a dagger ppr.

flags gu.

Macleod
Same

—
—Two

lions reguard. gu.

each holding

— Murus aheneus.

(Talisker, Skye).

Same Arms,

within a bordure ar.

and Motto.
(Muiravonside descended from Sir Norman Macleod, of Bernera, third son of Macleod, of that Ilk). QuarCrest

Macleod

;

and 4th, as Macleod, of that Ilk; 2nd, gu. three
legs in armour conjoined at the upper part of the thigh ppr.
placed in triangle and garnished and spurred or, the arms of
3rd, az. a deer's head cabossed or. Crest
the Isle of Man
A lion's head erased gu. Motto Murus aheneus.
Macleod (Sir Charles Macleod, K.C.B., and issue of his
brother, Sir John Macleod, C.B., K.H.). As Muiravonside,
within a bordure ar. charged with four antique crowns gu.
Ci-e^t—Aa Macleod, of that Ilk. Mottoes
Hold fast; and.
Hie murus aheneus.
terly, 1st

—

;

—

—

Macleod

(Arlcy Castle, co. Stafford, 1844). Quarterly, Ist
as Macleod, of that Ilk; 2nd and 3rd, the arms
Man, as above, all within a bordure embattled
or.
Crest and Mottoes, as the last.
Macleod-Annesley. See Anneslbt, of Arley Castle.
Macleod (Lord of Lewis). Or, a mountain az. inflamed ppr.
Supporters T*»
Crest
The sun in his splendour ppr.

and

4tli,

of the Isle of

—

—

savages with flames of Are on their .heads and hands, each
issuing out of a burning hillock all ppr.

A

;

MAC
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Or, on a pedestal a

(Colbecks, 1762).

vert inflamed ppr. in a canton the
Crest

arms

mountain
the Isle of Man.

of

— An eagle displ. in the midst of flames of

—

— Luceo

Two eagles ppr.
porters
ruke while I see.

Hacleod (Rasay,

fire

ppr.

non uro

Mottoes

;

Sv.p-

and, I

mountain ppr. in the

—

—

—

;

;

crown

or.

heir male of Lord Clyde). Or, on a
two crosses pattee fit'.hee of the second in chief
and a salmon naiant ppr. in base, a mural crown of the first.
Issuing out of a mural crown or, a swan sa. collared,
Crest
lined, and crowned with an eastern crown also or. Motto
(Bristol, 1867

;

fess betw.

—

Be

whose wife was Katherine, dau. of Sir Brian McMahon,
Knt.). Ar. an ostrich sa. holding in the beak a horseshoe

McMahon

(Hollymount, co. Carlow). Quarterly, 1st and
a Uon ramp. gu.
2nd, gu. a sinister arm in
armour embowed, holding ih the hand a sword bendwise,
hilted or
3rd, az. a sinister hand and arm couped at the
elbow, holding a sword erect wavy with a snake entwined
thereon all ppr. Crest— A. demi griffin segreant ar.
(Dublin, bart. granted by Betham. Ulster, to
Right Hon. William MacMahon. Master of the Rolls, Ireland,
created a bart. 1815). Per saltire or and erm. a lion pass,
az. betw. two lions pass, reguard. gu. all in pale.
Crest Behind a portcullis gu. chained or, an armed arm embowed
ppr. the hand grasping a sword wavy ppr. hilted .snd pommelled of the second. Motto—Sic nos sic sacra tuemur.
(London, bart. Right Hon. John McMahon,
elder brother of Sir William Mac Mahon, Bart., Master of
the Rolls, was created a l>art., with special remainder tohig
4th,

or,

;

;

Mac Mahon

UacLochlin
MacSwint

(an Irish Sept descended of the same line as
Reg. Ulster's Office). Per fess az. and gu. in
or, betw. two swords erect ar. pommel

;

Hon ramp,

brother,

;

Thomas McMahon,

Ar. issuant from the dexter side of the shield a sinister arm
fessways holding an oak tree all ppr. tyest
A dexter hand
couped at the wrist holding a dagger all ppr.
KcLoskey (confirmed to Patrick McLosket, M.D., of
Kothwell, CO. Northampton, son of Edward McLosket, of
Killunaght, co. Londonderry). Gu. a dexter cubit arm
issuing from the sinister side vested ar. cuffed erm. in the
hand ppr. a chalice or, in chief two trefoils slipped of the

MacManus

In front of two crosses crosslet fitchee in saltire
8a. a dexter cubit arm erect, vested ar. cuffed erm. the hand

M'Mathan

—

Crest

—

grasping a

dagger ppr. point downwards.

Motto

Crest,

and

Reg. Ulster's

;

Office).

or, in chief three crescents ar.

McManus

—

(confirmed by Betham, Ulster, to
Mount Davis, co. Antrim).

McMascs,

Esq., of

and Cest.

Motto

— Cor

Mac Marhoo (also
Gu. a lion ramp.
(co.

manus.
borne by Granb

Alexandk*
Same Armi

et

;

Reg. Ulster's

Office).

ar.

Ar. three dexter hands couped

Ross).

erect gu.

—Sica Mac Michael (Scotland).

inimicis.

Same Arms,

a branch of McGuire, Lord of
Vert a griffin segreant
Crest— A hand and arm couped
below the elbow erect, holding a long cross ppr.
(co. Antrim ; Reg. Ulster's Office).
Or, a fesa
gu. in chief a boar pass. sa. Crest
A dexter hand apaumee
couped at the wrist gu.

Fermanagh

—

1817).

Motto.

Mac Manus (co. Fermanagh,

and hilt of the third, in base three crescents of the fourth,
two and one. Motto Cuimhnig do geallamhnaca.
McLiOskie (arms from a seal in 1678, Reg. Ulster's Office).

last.

;

— McMahon

mindful.

chief a

impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Reillt, of Lecanon, co. Cavan,

Hcoh

162S, Capt.

Office,

or.

Or, a burning

1772).

dexter and sinister chief points two crosses pattee fitchee gu.
Motto
Luceo non uro.
Cre<t and Supporters, as Lewis.
Hacleod (CadboU, CO. Ross, 1725). Quarterly, 1st, asMACLEoD,
of Lewis; 2nd, Isle of Man; 3rd or, a lymphad sa. flags gu.
4th, az. a castle triple-towered and embattled ar. masoned sa.
windows and portcullis gu. CreH The sun in his splendour
Loisgini agus soilleirighim
and, Quocunque
ppr. Mottoes
jeceris stabit on a compartment below the shield an antique

M'liiver

U AO

Mac Mahon (co. Monagban;

Sa. a fesse betw. three crescents

or.

Uac DIahon (of the sa,meSe^tasO'Bs.n,s, Earh of Thomond Macmillan (Scotland).
and /noAiguiT!, anciently Kings of Thomond Ttrlough Mac
Mahon, of Clonderlaw, co. Clare, Reg. Ulster's Office as chief
;

of his Sept in 1472)
Ar. three lions pass, reguard. in pale
gu. armed and langued az. Crest
A dexter arm in armour

—

embowed

ppr. garnished or, holding in the

both ppr. pommel and
tuemur.

hilt gold.

—Sic nos sic sacra

Motto

Uac Slahon (Coagy and Tuagh, co. Clare
Mac Mahon,

hand a sword

;

descended from

allowed by Mac Cullogh, Ulster,
1764). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
lyEahon (Leadmore, co. Clare; descended from Mac
Mahon, of Coagy; allowed by Mac Cullogh, Ulster, 1764).
Same Amis, Ci-est, and Motto.
Ddahon (Cornelius MacMahon, Count of the Holy
Roman Empire, descended from Mac Mahon, of Clonderlaw,
of Clonderlaw

;

Mac
Kac

through MacMahon, of Coagy, co. Clare, Tuagh, and Ballykielty, co. Limerick; allowed by Bryan, Deputy Ulster,
1770).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
(Marie Edme Patrick Matjkicb Mac Mahon,
Duke of Magenta, Marshal of France, President of the French
Bepublic allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1750, to the Marshal's
ancestor, John Baptist Mac Mahon, Covjit of EguUly, son
of Patrick Mac Mahon, Esq., of Torrodile, co. Limerick,
descended from Dosogh Mac Mahon, Lord of Finish and
Reynana, son of Torlogh Mac Mahon, Lord of Clonderlaw,
and chief of his Sept, 1472. The head of the Mac Mabons,
of France, is the Marquis de Mac Mahon, of Sully, near
Autun). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, as Clonderlaw.

Uac Uahon
;

Mac Mahon

(Clenagh, Ballylean, &c., co. Clare, of the
ancient Sept of the Mac Mahons, of Clare Jane McMahon,
Bister and heir of Rev. Donat McMahon, of Clenagh, m.
William Coppinger, Esq., of Barryscourt, co. Cork, and d.
;

1833, leaving, with two sons, who rf. s. p., an elder dau.,
Elizabeth Coppinger, who m., 1806, John O'Connell,
Esq., of Grenagh, co. Kerry, and had, with other issue, an

Morgan John O'Connell, M.P., co. Kerry, who m.,
Mart Anne, only dau. of Charles Bianconi, Esq., of
Longfield, co. Tipperary, and d. 1875, leaving John Ck vrles

elder son,
1865,

Coppinger O'Connell. Esq., b. 1871, the present representative of this line). SsiTne Anns. Crest A naked arm embowed
holding a sword the blade entwined with a serpent all ppr.
Motto Sic nos sic sacra tuemur.
Mac Mahon (Portugal allowed by Hawkins, Ulster. 1749,
to Maurice Mac Mahon, Major in the service of the King of
Portugal, descended from Donogh MacMahon, younger son
of Terence Mac Mahon, of Clonderlaw, chief of his Sept
1472). Same Arvis and Crest.

—

—

;

645

Ar. a lion pass. betw. two bamileta
gu. in chief three stars az.

Mac Millan (Dunmore,

1672).
Or, a lion ramp. sa. in chief
three mullets az. Crest
A dexter and sinister hand issuing
from the wreath, brandishing a two-handed sword ppr.
Motto Miseris succurrere disco.
M'Millan (clan Buchanan). Or, a lion ramp. sa. on a chief
per fesse of the first and gu. three mullets ar.

—

—

M'Millan (England).
Crest — A yew tree ppr.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa.

Mac MiUan

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. three mullets gu. as many bezants, a border of the
third.
Crest
A naked arm erect couped below the elbow,
holding a sword all ppr.
Macmillan-Scott. See Scott.
(Glaspine, co. Kirkcudbright).
Az. betw. two
mullets or, a sword in pale ar. bearing on the point a dexter
hand couped gu. ; otherwise, ar. three Moors' heads ppr.
banded of the field.
(Edinburgh, 1672). Az. a sword in pale ar.
bearing on the point a dexter hand couped gu. betw. a
crescent on the dexter and a mullet on the sinister in fesse
or, within a bordure indented of the second.
Crest
dexter hand couped gu. Motto Virtus virtutis prsemium.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a lion ramp. purp.
Moresh (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a saltire gu. betw.
twenty lozenges sa.
Morog'h (King of Leinster; Debmot MacMoroob,
King of Leinster, surrendered his sovereignty to Henry II.,
1172 from him descended the Kavanagbs, and Kinselaobs,
and from his brother, Morogh na Gaoidbeal, descended
O'MoRECHOE, or Mdrpht, Mac Davie more, and Mac
Vadock, CO. Wexford,' aU known as the Clan Mac Morooh).
Sa. three garbs or.
Crest
Out of clouds a hand erect holding a crown betw. two swords in bend and bend sinister,
points upwards all ppr.
Morog'h (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a lion ramp.

—

M'Moran

Mac Moran

—

—

Mac More
Mac
Mac

;

—

Mac
ar.

McMurray

(confirmed to Robert McMurbat, Esq., of
Limerick, and Patrickswell, co.
House,
Limerick). Ar. a lion ramp. az. on a chief of the second
three mullets pierced of the field. Crest
A demi lion ramp,
guard, gu. holding a Lochaber axe, and charged on the
shoulder with a rose ar. Motto— \iTt\xte fideque.

Roxborough

—

Mac Murrogh

(cos. Carlow and Wexford ; Reg. Ulster's
branches of the Sept of Kavanagb). Ar. a lion ramp,
holding bet^. the paws a battle axe gu. Crest Out of the
borns of a crescent or, a garb issuant gu.
Office,

—

;

MAC
M'Nab

;

of that Ilk, were Macnab, of Acharne, Macnab, of Newton,
of Cowel, Macnab, of Jamaica, Macnab, of Inchewen,
&c). Sa. on a chev. ar, three crescents vert, in base an open
Orest
A savage's head
boat, oars in action, in a sea ppr.

Macnab,

—

Motto— Timor omnis

erased ppr.

M'Nab

abesto.

As the
(Sir A. Napier M'Nab, of Dundum)
Crext
As the last. Mottoes
within a bordure engr. or.
crmnis abesto; and. Gun eagal.
Hacnagrllteil (Bushmills, co. Antrim, and Mahan, co.
Armagh, Ireland, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a hand
issuing from the sinister ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchee
2nd and 3rd, or, a tower embattled gu. aU within a boraz.
dure erm., quartering Workman, Or, three martlets sa. betw.
two bars wavy gu. in chief three crescents, and in base a
Crests
1st: A tower gu., for Macportcullis of the second.
NAGHTEN 2nd Out of a crescent quarterly ar. and sa. a
Two roebucks
lictor's fasces ppr., for Workman. Supporters
ppr. Mottoes I hope in God; and, over the crests: Non
pas I'ouvrage mais Touvrier.
HE'Ifair. Or, a lion ramp. gu. betw. three pheons az.
Crest
A mermaid ppr. holding in her dexter hand a mirror,
and in the sinister a comb.
U'Nair (Glasgow, 1761). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. in a sea
a ship in full sail ppr. 2nd, gu. a close helmet ar. 3rd, az. an
anchor in pale or, charged with a cross crosslet fitchee sa.
Crest
A demi negro holding a sugar cane over the dexter
shoulder, and in the sinister hand a bunch of tobacco leaves

last,

—

—

Timor

;

—

:

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

all

Motto

ppr.

Hac

Nally

couped
axe all

— Labor omnia vincit.
Ar. an

(Ueg. Ulster's Office).

arm in armour
hand a battle

at the shoulder in fess, holding in the

betw. six martlets sa. three and three, paleways, in dexter chief an ancient Irish crown gu.
Crest
A naked arm couped below the shoulder erect, holding a
ppr.

all

ppr.

Macnamara

(co. Clare; an ancient Irish Sept, descended
from Domhnal, d. a.d. 1099, son of Cdmaba, Chief of
Maghadhair, co. Clare, from whom the surname of Mac
Conmara, or Macnamaba, is derived; John Macnamara
FiON-N, chief of his name, was restored to his estate 1655.
and left an only dau. and heir; his brother, Donough, had
two sons, Donough and Michael, who were living in France,
1714).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. in chief two spear heads or.
Macnamara (Doolen, and Ennistymon House, co. Clare
descended from Donough Macnamara, of Moyrisk, co.

brother

Clare,

Chieftain, 1602,

John

of

Macnamara

Maccon

Fionn,

whose grandson, Donal ooe Macnamara,
grandfather of Bartholomew Mac-

of Ballynacraige, was

namara, of Muraghin, same co., b. les.'i, whose late representative was Lieut.-Col. Francis Macnamara, of Doolen,
M.P. for Ennis). Ssluic Ai-Tns. Crest A naked arm embowed
grasping a scymitar all ppr. Motto Virtute et valore.
Macnamara (Ayle, and Ranna Castle, co. Clare, and co.
Dublin; descended from Finohen Macnamara, of Rosroe,

—
—

CO. Clare,

brother of

Dillon Macnamara,
sentative

of

Maccon Macnamara,

branch,

this

d.

Chieftain,

co. Dublin,

Esq., of Birchficid,

leaving

1H38,

two

1426;
repre-

sons

:

Connell WiLKiNS, m. and had a son, Richard Francis;
and II. Patrick Jame.s Dillon, of Ayle, J. P.). Same Arms.
Crest, as on the family vault in Quin Abbey, same as the
I.

last,

issuing out of a ducal coronet or.

Motto

— Firmitas

in

coelo.

Macnamara

(Kllgurtin, co. Clare,

and France; descended

Cam Macnamara, Chieftain,
1402; allowed, 1733, to James and Francis Macnamara, then
of France, sons of Denis, third son of John Macnamara, of
Kllgurtin). Same Arms and Crest, without the coronet, a
crescent for diff. Motto Firmitas in coelo.
from Teioe, brother of Siodha

—

M'Nauerht (Kilquharity,

co. Kirkcudbright).

cheon chcquy

ar.

second.

— A lion's head, as in the arms.

Crest

and

az. betw. three lions'

Sa. an escut-

heads erased of the
Motto Omnia

—

forlunae committo.

MacNaugrhten (that Ilk, Scotland).

Quarteriy, Istand 4th,
fossways ppr. holding a cross

a dexter hand couped
2nd and 3rd, ar. a tower gu. Crest
Supporters Two roebucks ppr.
Motto
I hope in God.

ar.

crosslet fitche'e az.

A

;

—

tower, as in the arms.

Mac

—

—

Neil, or Macneill (Barra, co. Invcmess; chief
of the Macnp.illb, an ancient clan of the Western Isles, in
ancient times enrolled under the standards of the Lords of

the Isles;
of Barra).

in base the sea with a castle above the sea ppr.

lymphad

now represented by Colonel KoDF.Rint Macneill,
Quarterly,

6Mi

Ist,

vert

a

lion

ramp, or; 2nd,

ar.

3rd, or,

;

a

a dexter hand erect, couped
gu. within an orle of nine fetterlocks gu.
Crest
A rock
ppr. Supporters
Two lions ramp. ppr. Motto Vincere
sa. sails furled; 4th, or,

—

—

—

vel mori.

M'Neill

(Gigha, co. Argyll).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
lion ramp. ar.
2nd, ar. a sinister hand couped fesseways in
chief gu. and in base wavy az. a salmon naiant of the first;
3rd, or, a galley, her oars in saltire gu. on a chief of the last
three mullets of the first. Crest
An armed man, from the
shoulder issuing, holding a dagger point upwards all ppr.
Motto Vincere vel mori.
M'Neill (Baron Colnnsay). As the last, within a bordure erm.
Crest
A mailed arm and hand holding a dagger ppr.
Supporters
Two Highland deerhountts ppr. Motto Vincere aut mori.
;

—

—

—

M'Neill

—

—

(Sir

John M'Neil,G.C.B.,

bordure gu.

Crest

—Two Persian

1857).

As Gigha, withina

and Motto, as Lord Colonsay. Sap/jorters
manes ppr.

lions without

Macneill

(Reg. Ulster's Office to Sir John Macneill, Km.,
Professor of Practical Engineering, Trinity College, Dublin,
on whom the Earl de Grey conferred the honour of knighthood
at the opening of the Dublin and Drogheda Railway, 1844).
Per fess in chief per pale az. and ar. the base or, in dexter
chief a lion ramp, of the second, in sinister chief a dexter
hand couped at the wrist, lying fessway, and a salmon naiant
in waves of the sea all ppr. in base a lymphad gu.
oars in action of the last, on a chief also of the last
three mullets of the third. Crest
An arm in armour em-

—

bowed, the hand holding a sword

all

ppr.

3fo«o— Vincere

vel mori.

McNeil

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, 1st, az. a lion
ramp, ar.; '2nd, or, a dexter arm couped below the elbow
lying fessways gu. the hand grasping a cross cro.'slet fitchee
az.
3rd, or, a lymphad sa.
4th, ar. out of waves of the
sea in base ppr. a rock issuant gu. Crest A rock gu.
Motto Per virtutem scientamque.
Neill (confirmed by Betham, Ulster, to Sir John Mic
Neill, Knt., D.C.L., F.R.S., son of Torqcil Parkes Mac
Neill, Esq., of Mount Pleasant, co. Louth, and grandson of
John Mac Neill, of Lovcer Fanchard, co. Louth, descended
from a Highland family of Mac Neill, of Gaya and Fearfergus, CO. Argyll).
Per fess gu. and or, in chief three
mullets of the second, in base a lymphad with sails furled
and oars of the first, over all on a fess per pale az. and
ar. dexter a lion ramp, of the last, sinister a dexter hand
fessways, and in base a salmon naiant in the sea all ppr.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour, in the hand a
dagger all ppr. Motto Vincere aut mori.
M'Neish (Scotland). Az. a chev. betw. two mullets in chief
and a crescent in base ar.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a fess ar. betw. in chief
a crescent and a crescent inverted, and in base a palm
;

;

— Mac

dagger also erect

MAC
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(that Ilk; a family of great antiquity in the Highlands of Scotland, whose chief, Johk Macnab, of that Ilk,
a distinguished royaUst, joined Montrose with his whole clan,
and fought gallantly at Kilsyth he was subsequently beseiged
In his Castle of Kincardine, by General Leslie, and eventually
slain at the Battle of Worcester. The cadets of Macnab,

—

—

—

—

McNevins

branch all of the last.
Vivis sperandum.

Crest

— A palm branch vert.

—

Motto

Maeonochie

(Meadowbank, co. Edinburgh, 1819).
Az.
three dexter hands couped fesseways in chief, each holding a
bunch of arrows ppr. and in base a royal crown gold, all
within a bordure gyronny of eight or and sa. Crest A dem^
Highlandman holding in the dexter hand a bunch of arrows
all ppr. above an imperial crown.
Supporters Two Highlanders, each holding in the exterior hand a bow and arrow,

—

and having a quiver on

his

back

all

—
Motto — His

ppr.

niti-

muret munitur.

Maconoch.ie-Well'wood.

See Wellwood.
M'Ostrich (confirmed as a quartering to John Carmichael
M'OsTRicH, of Cork, upon his assuming by royal licence, 1861,
Per fess gu. and az. three
the surname of Carmichael).
fishes haurient ar. betw. eight crosses cros.slet fitchee of the
last.
Crest
Out of a mural crown ppr. an ostrich's head
az. holding in the beak a horse shoe or, and charged on the
neck with a cross crosslet fttchtSc gold.
Pherson (Cluny, co. Inverness; chief of the Clan
Maci'Hersons, claims to be chief of Clan Chattan). Per
fesse or and az. a lymphad of the first, with her sails furled, oars
in action, and mast and tackling all ppr. flags flying gu. in the
dexter chief point a hand couped gra.sping a dagger, point
upwards gu. in the sinister chief across crosslet fitchee of the
last.
Crest
A cat sejant ppr. Supporters Two Highlandmen in short tartan jackets and hose, with steel helmets
on their heads, thighs bare, their shirt tied between them,
and round targets on their arms all ppr. Motto Touch not
the cat, but a glove.
Pherson (Invereshie, co. Inverness; derived from
Gillies Macpiiebson, third son of Ewan ISawn Macpherson).
Same Arms, within a bordure gu. Crest A cat sejant witll
her forefeet erect guard, ppr. Motto As Cluny.

—

Mac

—

—

—

Mac

—

—

AA

AC

If

Mac Pherson (Pitmean,

co. Inverness; derived from John
Macphebson, second son of Ewan Bawn Macphbeson). Same
Arms as of Cluny, per fesse invecked. Crest and Motto, as

Cluny.

M'Plierson, or Macpherson

(England). Per fesse or
and az. a galley, her oars in action and sails furled, betw.
two lions' heads erased in chief all counterchanged. Crest
A cat's paw issuing sa. holding up a crescent or.
Macpherson (Calcutta, bart., extinct 1821 Sir John
Macpuerson, Governor-General of Bengal, 1784, afterwards
M.P. for Horsham, was so created 1784, d. s. p.). Per fess
or and az. a lymphad, sails furled, oars in action of the first,
in the dexter chief a hand fessways couped, grasping a
dagger erect gu. in the sinister chief a cross crosslet litchee

—

;

Maquay

or

(Dublin; allowed

by Betham, Ulster, 1813). Ar. three wolves' heads erased sa.
langued gu. collared and chained or. Crest Two swords in
Motto
saltire, points down ppr. pommels and hilts or.
Licentiam refroena.
Macqueen (Corrybrough, co. Inverness, known in the
Ar. three wolves' heads
Highlands as the Clan Revan).
couped sa. Crest An heraldic tiger ramp. erm. holding an
ar.
pheoned
gu. Supporters
Two
arrow, point downwards
heraldic tigers erm. Motto Constant and faithful.

—

—

—

—

—

Macqueen

(Thomas Potter Macqoeen, Esq.,

of

Uidgmount

Vert a
House, CO. Bedford, formerly M.P. for that shire).
pegasus saliant ar. a chief or, quartering Potteb, viz., Sa. a
Crest
A wolfs head
fesse erm. betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Qubb sursum volo videre.
erased ppr. Motto
M'Q,uh.aii (Scotland). Ar. three were-wolves' heads couped

—

—

sa.

Macrae, or Macraigh

(Scotland). Ar. a fess betw. three
ramp, in base gu.
Macrae (Orangefield, 1736;. Ar. a fess betw. three mullets
Crest
in chief and a lion ramp, in base gu.
A hand
grasping a scymitar ppr.
Motto
Malim esse quam

and a

stars in chief

lion

—

—

Mac Kanell

(co.

ancestor of Betnolds: Beg.
ramp. betw. three escallops or.

Leitrim;

Vert a

Ulster's Office).
Crest

lion

— On a mount a stag couchant

Macrath

(Fallbower, co.

all

ppr.

Mayo; confirmed,

Macrath,

1742, to

Fergus

Esq.).
Az. a fess betw. a star of eight rays in
a lion ramp, in base or. Crest A naked arm
couped below the elbow, holding in the hand the upper part
of a broken lance all ppr. headed or.
Macreadie (Pearston, co. Ayr). Ar. a fesse quarterly sa.
and or, betw. three trefoils vert.
Crest
A dexter hand
grasping a sword ppr. Motto Semper paratus.
Mac Rery (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a lion ramp. az.
crowned or, holding in the dexter paw a sword ppr.
pommel and hilt of the third. Crest A demi lion ramp.
az. crowned or, holding in the dexter paw a sword ppr.
pommel and hilt gold.
Mac Shauly (a Sept possessed of Corcachlan, co. Roscommon. The Four Masters record, under the year 1254, that
Sitrig Mac Seanlaoigh was taken prisoner by Felim, son of
Cathal Crovdearg O'Conor, and under the year 1404, that
DoNOGH, son of MoROGH Mac Shanly, a landed proprietor of
Corcachlan, the intimate friend of Roderick O'Conob, King
of Connaught, died). Az. a lion pass, or, in chief three
estoiles of the last.
Crest
A gauntlet erect grasping a
broken sword ppr.

—

chief and

—

—

—

—

Mac Sheehy

(Beg. Ulster's Office).
Quarterly, 1st, az.
a Hon pass, guard, ar.
2nd, ar. three lizards vert; 3rd,
az. three pole-axes in fess or; 4th, ar. a ship with three
masts sa. Crest An arm in armour, couped below the
elbow and erect, holding in the hand a sword, the blade
entwined with a serpent all ppr.
;

—

Mac

Surtaine, alias Yorden, or Jordan

(Lord of
Ar. a fess
base a lion pass, of the last (another coat bears three
mullets sa. in chief).
S'ween (Granada, 1773). Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire,
and in base a crescent all counterchanged. Crest A broadsword and bow in saltire ppr. Motto By the providence of
God.
the Dessen, in Connaught; Reg. Ulster's Office).

sa. in

Mac

—

—

Mac Sweeney

(an Irish Sept possessed of a territory in oo.
Donegal, of the race of O'Neill, and claiming descent from
BtriBHNE MENN,or Sweeney the Renowned, who was monarch
of Ireland a.d. 616-28 MacSweeney Fanait was chief of this
Sept., while St. Kevin was at Glen-da-loch,
Reg. Ulster's
;

Office).

Or,

lizard ar.

on a

Crest

fess vert

—An

arm

betw. three boars pass. sa. a
armour embowed, holding a

in

Svreeney (MacSweenet na Tuadh,

A«. two boars ramp, combatant
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;

Crest.

Mac S'weeney

(Duagh, co. Donegal). Or, two boars ramp,
on a chief of the second two battle axes ia
Crest— A boar pass. sa.
Mac Sweeney (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a fess betw.
three boars pass. sa. armed and bristled or. Crest— A boar

combatant

sa.

saltire of the first, blades ar.

pass. sa. bristled or.

Mac Sweeney (co.

i.e.,

or, in chief

of the axes).

two

battle axes

Donegal,

Mobaoh Mob Mac Sweeney.

Chieltain, 1267; Reg. Ulster's Office).

Ar. a lion in chief

in base both pa.ss. gu.

Mac Swiney

(confirmed to Alderman Peter

Padl Mao

SwiNEY, Lord Mayor of Dublin 1864 and 1875). Ar. on a
fess az. betw. in chief a lion pass. gu. and in base a boar
pass. sa. two battle axes in saltire or.
Crest
A demi griffin
segreant or, holding a lizard ppr. and charged on the breast
<vith two battle axes in saltire sa. Motto
Tuagha tulaig abu.

—

Mac S'wyny, and Mac Swyne.

—

Same as Mac Sweeney.
Scotland, 1796). Ar. a bend sa.
Crest An owl ppr.
Motto Batione

M'Tag-g-art (London, from
betw. two owls ppr.

non

—

—

vi.

M'Taggart

(Madras, 1842). Ar. a fess gu. betw. three
on a chief erm. a lion ramp, of the
betw.
two
second
cinquefoils of the third. Crest
A lion's
head erased ppr. Motto Ditat Deus.
M'Tavish (Dunarday, Scotland, 1793). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gyronny of eight sa. and ar.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a buck's
head cabossed gu. attired or, on a chief engr. az. a cross
crosslet fitch^e betw. two mullets of the third.
Crest
boar's head erased or. Motto— ^on oblitus.
M'Tavish (Gartbeg, Scotland, 1793). Quarterly, as the
Same Crest and Motto.
last, within a bordure or.
trefoils slipped vert,

—

—

—

Mac Tiernan

branch of O'Rourke). Erm. two lion*
griffin statant gu. wings erect vert.
M'Turk (Stenhouse, co. Dumfries). Ar. a chev. az. betw.
two hunting horns vert, garnished and stringed gu. in chief,
and in base a burning mount ppr.
Crest
A ram's head
cabossed or. Motto Pace vel bello.
Mac Vais (an Irish Sept of the same race as O'Flynn, from
which descends the Sept of Mac Evoy; Beg. Ulster's Office).
Az. a wolf pass. ar. in chief three bezants. Crest A hand
couped at the wrist erect, grasping a snake all ppr.
McVeagrh (Lurgan, co. Armagh confirmed, 1782, to Captain
Joseph McVeagh, 101st Eegt. of Foot, son of Sihoh
McVeagh, and grandson of F'ebdinand McVeagh, Esq., of
Lurgan). Erm. a lion pass, guard, or, on a chief az. a
An arm embowed in
crescent betw. two roses gold. Crest
armour, holding in the hand a tilting spear all ppr. Motto—
Per ardua.
M'Vicar- Affleck (Edinghame, Scotland, 1777). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a galley, her oars in action and sails furled
sa. a flame of fire on the masthead ppr. betw. an eagle's head
erased of the last in the dexter, and a cross crosslet fitch^e
gu. in the sinister chief points, for Vicab 2nd and 3rd, ar.
three bars sa. within a bordure gu., for Affleck. Crest
green branch growing out of the trunk of an oak tree ppr.
Crest

(a

—A

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

Motto— TanAem.

M'Whirter

(Dr. John M'Whirteb, Ea-st India Company's
Per fesse or and sa. a lion ramp, counterService, 1824).
changed, armed and langued gu. on a canton of the last an
Cre<it
Esculapius's rod paleways with serpents entwined ar.
An antique Scottish harp or, with nine strings ar. Motto
Te Deum laudamus.
Williams (co. Gloucester; William Mac Williams;
his dau. and heir, Isabel, m. Sir John Seymodb, Knt., of
Hache, High Sheriff co. Southampton, 9 Henry VI.,
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Per bend ar. and gu. three
A.D. 1434.
roses bendways counterchanged.
'Worth (Reg. Ulster's Office). Per pale indented erm.
and sa. a chev. compony counter-compony or and gu.
Madacres, or Maders. Erm. on a fesse gu. three annu-

—
—

Mac

Mac

lets or.

Madden.

SeeO'MAODEN.

Madden (confirmed by Roberts,

Ulster, 1647, as the ancient
coat armour of his ancestors differenced, to Lieutenant Hugh
Madden descended from an ancient family of that name,
CO. Gal way, who served Charles I. under Lord Dockwra).
Sa. a fabon seizing a duck ar. on a chief or, a cross crosslet
A wolf saliant gu. Motto Christo duce vingu. Crest
,

—

—

camus.

Madden (Bloxham

battle-axe all ppr.

Mac

in the claws

pass. gu.

videri.

—

A demi griffin ramp, or, holding
a lizard ppr.
(Rynedwocharrigy, co. Donegal Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1638, Captain Daniel Gorme Mac Sweeney,
son and heir of Daniel Mac Sweeney). Same Arms and
in saltire of the last. Crest

Mac Sweeney

and a boar

of the last.

Mac Quay, McQuay,

MAD

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Beauchamp, co. Oxford, Baggots Bath,
Manor Waterhouse, co. Fermanagh, and now of
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1671,
Monaghan;
Park,
co.
Hilton

CO. Dublin,

—
;

U AD

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Elisabeth, dau. and co-heir of Charles Waterhouse, Esq.,
of Manor Waterhouse, and wife of John Madden, Esq., of
Maddenton, co. Kildare, eldest son of Thomas Madden, Esq.,
of Baggots Eath, who was eldest son of John Madden, Esq.,
of Bloxham Beauchamp, the son of Hdgh Madden, Esq., of

—

Same Atms, the cross botonnee. Crest Out
place).
of a ducal coronet gu. a falcon rising or, holding in the beak
Another Crest (Fun. Ent.)
fitchee also gu.
crosslet
a cross
A falcon, wings expanded ar. membered or, holding in the
same

dexter

paw a

cross botonnee gu.

— Fortior qui

Motto

se

vincit.

Hadden

Same Arms,
(Roslea Manor, co. Fermanagh).
Crest, and Motto, a crescent for diff.
(Inch House, co. Dublin). Same Anns, Crest, and
Motto, a mullet for diff.

Hadden
Madden

descended from Robert Madden,
Esq. of Dunmore, co. Dublin, d. 1635, second son of Thomas
Madden; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Jane, dau. of said
Robert Madden, to. Rev. John Goldsmith, Parson of Newtown, CO. Meath, ancestor of Oliver Goldsadth, the Poet).

(Meadesbrook

;

Same Arms.

Madden

SCAB

Madeston

(granted 1587).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three
martlets sa. as many mullets or.
Crest
A cubit arm erect
in armour per pale crenellee or and ar. holding in the
gauntlet a halbert headed and garnished of the last.
Madeston. Gu. three maidens' heads couped ar. crined

—

or.

Madeston, or Madesson.

Madley

Madoc.

Gu. a

lion

—

vert a lion sejant or.

Madder, or Mather
a chief of the

last

an

Az. two bars ar. on
betw. two mullets of the

(Scotland).

escallop

first.

Uaddersfleld

Az.
Worcester; temp. Charles II.).
dancettee gu.
cotised
or,
Maddersfield (co. Worcester). Az. on a bend
three bars dancettee gu.
BCaddersfield (co. Worcester). Az. on a bend double
cotised or, three bars dancettee gu.
Maddestock (co. Warwick). Ar. on a chief az. two mul-

on a bend

(co.

or, three bars

.

lets or.

Maddison(Unthank, CO. Durham.
1st

and

mullets

Visit. 1575).

Quarterly,

on a chev. betw. three martlets sa. as many
Mablet 2nd, ar. three bars gu. a bordure sa.

4th, ar.
OT, for

;

3rd, sa. a fleur-de-Us ar.

Crest

— A dexter

arm

erect vested

William
errainois, hand ppr. grasping a battle axe sa.
Maddison, of EUergill, having married the heiress of Marlet, of Unthank, bore the Marlet arms till 1635, when Sir
LioNELL Maddison, Knt., of Newcastle, descended of the
Haddisons, of EUergill, in the bishopric of Durham, obtained
a grant, 6 June, 1635, from Le Neve, Norroy, of the
following arms
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two battle axes
in saltire sa.
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three martlets of the second, a mullet or, for Marlet.
Crest
An armed arm with a gauntlet ppr. garnished gold,
issuing out of a crown flory, and holding a battle axe ppr.
charged with a cross gu. the staff sa.
Maddison ^Partney Hall, co. Lincoln). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. two battle axes in saltire sa., for Maddison; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a chev. sa. charged with a mullet or, betw. three
martlets of the second, for Mablbv. Crest
Out of a crown
flory or, a cubit arm in armour ppr. grasping a battle axe sa.
Motto Vae timido.
Maddock. Per pale az. and gu. two lions pass. or.
Maddock (Naseby, co. Northants). See Asrbt, of Naseby.
Maddocks. Per pale gu. and az. two Uons pass, in fesse or.
Crest
An elephant's head erased gu.
Maddox (Wormley, co. Herts, bart., extinct 1716; Sir
Benjamin Maddox m. Dorothy, dau. and heir of Sjr
William Glascoke, Knt., of Wormley, was so created, 1676,
d. s. p. m.).
Per pale az. and gu. two lions pass, in
pale or. Crest—A Bengal tiger paM. guard, ducally gorged

—

;

—

—

—

—

ppr,

Maddox

(Isaac

Maddox, Bishop of St. Asaph,
Same Artns.

1736-43,

and

of Worcester, 1743-59).

Maddy Ceo.

Gloucester). Az. a fesse betw. a fleece in chief
in ba»e or.
Crest— A garb vert, charged
with a fleece, as in the arms.
Madelley (St. Pancras, co. Middlesex, and co. Salop). Az.
on a fesse embattled count«r-embattled betw. six martlets or,
a lion pass, reguard. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee sa.

and a wolf pa«B.

—A

hawk

ppr. preying on a martlet sa.
(arms in the Chapel, University College, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1674). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Crrtt

Madeson
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or,

a bordure engr. of the

last.

(David ap Madoc at Llewellyn Vychan ap
Llewellyn ap JLadoc Vael, which latter is buried in
Marchwiel Church). Erm. a Hon ramp. az.
Madoc (Hendowr, co. Merioneth). Ar. on a chev. gu. three
fleurs-de-lis or.

Madoc (Prince of Lower Powys). Ar. a lion ramp.
Madoc Goch (Mawddwy, co. Merioneth). Or, a

Madock (Hartbury,

—

ramp,

Madoc

John Madden, Esq., of Portsmouth, and grandson of James
Madden, of Cole Hill House, Kulham, Middlesex, and to their
a falcon or, belled gu. preying on a
maUard ar. on a chief inderted of the second a cross botonnee
of the third. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu. a falcon
rising or, holding in the beak a cross botonnee, as in the
arms. Motto Propria virtute audax.
Madder (co. Stafford). Erm. on a fesse wavy az. three lions
ramp. or. Crest—Oa the trunk of a tree lying fesseways

ar.

Madoc

Madoc ap Raen.

Sa.

and

az.

—

(granted by Betham, Ulster, to Sir Frederick Madden, K.A., Gentleman of the Privy Chamber, son of William

descendants).

Barry of four

a lion ramp. or. Crest An ostrich reguard. sa.
ducally crowned or, resting the dexter foot on a pellet.
(co. Somerset).
Barry wavy of six erm. and gu.
on a chev. az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Llanfryneich, co. Brecon). Sa. a chev. betw. three
spears' heads ar. embrued gu.
in chief

sa.

lion sa.

a bordure gu.
Sa. a chev. betw. three hawks' lures,

stringed or.
co. Gloucester). Az. a bend or, in chief
three boys' heads couped at the shoulders ar. each enwrapped about the neck with a snake ppr. in base as many
griffins' heads erased of the third.
Crest
A lion's head
erased or, pierced through the neck with a sword in pale,

—

the point coming out at the top of the head embrued ppr.
hilted and pommelled of the first.
Arms. Crest An engle displ. holding in
the dexter claw a sword, and in the sinister a pistol all
ppr.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
crosses crosslet fitchee sa. as many cinquefoils of the field.
Crest
A demi wolf reguard. ar. vulned on the shoulder ppr.

—

Madock. Same

Madock

—

Madocke
Madocks

(co. Suffolk).
(co.

Middlesex

Or, fretty sa.
;

confirmed 26 March, 1592).

Ar,

flammant gu.
Madocks (Vron-Yw and Glanywern, North Wales descended from Sir Robert Penderlino, Knt., Constable of
Diserth Castle, temp. Henry II.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a butterfly gu. paleways betw. three roses of the last, in the
centre chief, betw. the two upper roses, and over the head of
the butterfly a crown or, for Sir Robert Penderlino 2nd
and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar. armed az., for Williams, of
Vron Iw. Crest A demi lion ramp.
Madox (London, and Masterley, co. Salop). Per pale gu.
and az. two lions pass. or. Crest A lion sejant or, in the
dexter paw a sword ar. hilt and pommel of the first.
Madox. Same Arms. Crest—A lion's paw erased, holding
a dagger both ppr.
Madras, See of. Ar. on a motmt vert, in front of a
banyan tree, a kid on the dexter couchant looking towards
the sinister, and on the sinister a leopard couchant guard,
all ppr. a chief az. thereon a dove rising, in the beak an
olive branch also ppr. betw. twc^rosses pattee or.
Madreston. Gu. an eagle displ. erm. armed or. Crest—
An acorn or (sometimes, a torteau charged with a sun or).
Madworth. (co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend sa. three pheons
a chev. betw. three castles

sa.

;

:

—

—

of the field.

Mady.

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three pheons ar.
(co. Durham, Fonby, co. Lincoln, Newcastle-onAr. a chev. betw. three
Tyne, co. Northumberland).
martlets sa. Crest A cubit arm erminois, holding in the
hand ppr. a battle axe sa.
Mael ap Cadvael (Lord of Melienydd; derived from
Cadelu ap Rhodri Mawr, King of Wales; descendants:
II. Evans, of Llandrino; III.
I. Gethinb, of Masebrook;
Bowen, of Llandrino, and Brithdir, in Gilsfield IV. Mobbis,
Myvod).
Or,
a cross inoline pierced oi the
Gallt
Vawr,
in
of
field betw. four lozenges az.
(Lord of Llechwedd Isa, co. Carnarvon;
Maelawg'
descendants; Chaloner, of Lloran, Ganol, Denbigh, and
chev.
Chester). Ar. a
sa, betw. three cherubs' heads or.
Maelor
(Lord of Llechuidd-isaf and Crcudilyn, co.
Carnarvon; Founder of the VII. Noble Tribe of North
Wales and Powys from Maelor derived the Chalonebs, of

Madyson

—

;

Crwm

Crwm

;

Gisborough, co. York). Ar. on a chev. sa. three angels or.
(Macsmor, in Dinmael, co. Denbigh derived,
through Griffith, of Maesmor, second son of Rhts apDavu),
Baron- of ROg in Edeirnion, from Owen Bbooynttn, Lord of
Edeirnion, Dinmael, and Abertanat; Catherine, dau. and

Maesmor

hrires.s of

;

Robert Maesmor,

Esq., of

Morris, Esq., of llafod-y-Maedd).
armed and langued gu.

Maesmor, m. Jou«

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

—

K AG

Lentaigne, Esq., C.B., of Tallaght, co. Dublin; II. MabOABET, m. Michael Cahill, Esq., of Ballyconra, co. Kilkenny; III. Anna Maria, m. Michael Corcoran, Esq.,
Ar. a cbev. betw. three boars pass. az.
tusked, hoofed, and bristled or. Crest A boar's head erased
Motto Virtute probitate.
az. tusked and bristled or.
Barrister-at-Iaw).

—

—

and Togherstown, co. Meath
de.scended from Morgan Magan, Esq., brother of Tuomas
Magan, Esq., ancestor of Magan, of Emoe confirmed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1705, to Thomas Magan, Esq., of Togherstown, Sheriff CO. Westmeath, and Morgan Magan, his
brother, and their descendants represented by Capt. Thomas
TiLSON Shaw Magan, Madras Army). Same Arms, &c.
(Clonearl,

King's

co.,

;

;

;

Magawly-CeratiCVALERio, Count Magdwly-Cerati, SLCount
of the Holy Roman Empire, representative of a very ancient
Irish family, the chiefs of which were styled Princes of Calry,
the title of Count was conin the county of Westmeath
ferred in 1631 on Field-Marshal Philip Henrt Magawly, by
the Emperor Charles VI.). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. in the dexter
and sinister chief points a dexter hand of the last. Crest
;

—

A

demi

—

Supporters The black eagles of
ramp. gu.
Motto Laimh deargh aboo.

lion

Austria.

—

Mag-awley (Ireland).

See McGawlet.
Ifag'daleu Colleg'e (Oxford founded in the year 1456 by
William Fatten, or, as he was otherwise called from the
;

place of his nativity, William of Wainfleet, Bishop of
Winchester). Lozengy erm. and sa. on a chief of the last
three lilies slipped ar.
Hag-dalen Collegre (Cambridge; founded in 1541 by
Thomas Audlet, Baron Walden, and Lord Chancellor of
England). Quarterly, per pale indented or and az. in the
2nd and 3rd quarters an eagle displ. of the first, on a bend
of the second a fret betw. two martlets of the first.
lEag'ee (Most Rev. William Magee, Bishop of Raphoe

Archbishop of Dublin 1822,

1819,

d.

Sa.

1831).

three

Kag-ee

(Right Rev. William Connor Magee, Bishop of
Peterborough 1868, son of Rev. John Magee, Vicar of Drogheda, and grandson of the Archbishop of Dublin). Same

Armt.

mount

pommel and

hilt or, surmounting a key saltirewise, the ward
gold, interfaced with the collar of the Lord Mayor
of the city of London, betw. two leopards' faces erminois.

upwards

—

Crest
A lion ramp. sa. billety erminois murally crowned,
gorged with a chain reflexed over the back, and holding
betw. the forepaws a leopard's face or.
Motto Magna est

—

Veritas.

Mag-nes.

Barry of six vert and gu. on a bend or, a lion
pass. betw. two cinquefoils purp.
Mag'nus (co. York). Barry of six vert and gu. en a fesse
or, a lion pass, guard, betw. two cinquefoils purp.
Crest—
lion's

gamb

erased or.

Magor

(Penventon House, Redruth, co. Cornwall).
Gu. an
anchor ppr. on a chief ar. three roses of the tirst. Crest
greyhound's head erased and collared.
Magrath (Ireland). See McGeatu.
Magrath (Lambeth, London). Quarterly, Ist, vert three
lions pass, in pale ar.
2nd, gu. an arm fesseways, couped
ppr. the hand holding a cross crosslet fitchee or 3rd, gu. an
arm erect, the hand holding a battle axe in bend sinister;

—

;

;

buck saliant or.
Motto Salus in fide.

4th, vert a

ppr.

Crest

—

— An arm fesseways couped

Magrath-FitzGrerald.

See FitzGebald.
See McGcire.
(Linea Antiqua, Ulster's Office).
Gu. a salmon
naiant in fess ar. in chief a dexter hand apaumee of the
last.
Another Coat Gu. a salmon naiant ppr. on a chief ar.
a dexter hand apaumee of the first.

Magnire.

Maguire

—

Mahend.

Per

and gu. a cross moline counter-

fesse ar.

changed.

Maher (Ballinkeele,

co. Wexford confirmed to John Mahek,
Esq., and to the descendants of his grandfather, Jobm
Maher, Esq., of Tully-mac-James, co. Tipperary). Az. two
;

ramp, combatant or, supporting a sword in pale ppr. in
base two crescents of the second. Crest On a mount vert a

lions

—

hawk

belled and hooded ppr. on each
Motto In periculis audax.
Haher (Woodlands, co. Somerset). Same Arms.
An eagle with wings expanded preying.
rising,

;

—

Mahe-wre, alias Heller, or MayoAJ^

See McGenis.
Hagenis (Waringstown, co. Devon; confirmed by Betham,
Ulster, to Richard Magenis, Esq., of that place).
Vert a
lion ramp, or, on a chief ar. a dexter hand couped gu.
Crest
A boar pass. ppr. Motto Sola salus servire Deo.
Hagreog'hegran (Ireland). Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three
dexter hands couped at the wrist gu. Crest A bloodhound
pass, collared indented ppr.
Mag'g'Ot (co. Kent). Ar. on a canton gu. a round buckle of
the field.
Ua^htill (Lords of the Manor of Maghull, co. Chester,
temp. King John, in which place Richard Magbdll, Esq.,
of Maghull, was living, 1639). Ar. a swepe (or balista) az.
charged with a stone or. " This was an engine of war in
fashion seeming like to that which the brewers use to draw
water withal, and therefore we call it a sw^pe as they do.
With this engine they used to throw great stones into the
towns and fortifications of the enemy." Guillim.
Kag-ill. See Mac Gill.
Uag'ill.
Ar. three doves az.
Crest— A savage's head
couped ppr.
Uagill (exemplified to John Hawkins, Esq., eldest son of
(Ireland).

—

—

—

John Hawkins,

Esq., of Rathfriland, co.

Down, upon

his

assuming, 1701, the name of Magill, in compliance with the
will of his maternal uncle, Sir John Magill, Bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three pewits ar., forMACiLL;
2nd and 3rd, per chev. ar. and vert three stags trippant
ppr., for Hawkins.
A falcon standing on a hawk's
Crest
lure both ppr. lined ar. and vert.
SEagin (England). Ar. two palets sa. a chief gu. Crest—
demi wivem vert.
Kag'inn (Ireland). Sa. two palets ar. a chief or. Crest

—

—

cockatrice displ. vert.

(Manchester and London

a mount vert a swepe
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;

Ar. on
granted 1765).
charged with a stone

(or baUsta) az.

Crest—

(Lostwithiel, co.

Gu. a chev. vair betw. three ducal crowns or.
Crest
A Cornish chough erm. Another Cresl An eagle
with wings endorsed or, preying on a snake nowed ppr.
Hah.e'we (co. Essex). Same Arms, field az. and a bordure

—

—

engr. gu.

Mahe-we, or

Mathew

(Clipsby and Byllockegsby, co.
the bordure engr. or.
Crest
maned gu. the horn twisted of the
first and second, charged on the neck with a chev. vair.
Mahe'we. Az. a fesse erm. betw. six eagles' heads erased

—

Same Anns,

Norfolk).

ppr. holding three trefoils vert.

wing *

—

Cornwall).

Mag'eiis (Magens Dorrien Magens, Esq., of Hammerwood Lodge, East Grinstead, co. Sussex, and London).
2nd and
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. a cross hamefon ar.
3rd, ar. on a mount in base three trefoils issuing vert,
in chief a gem ring or, stoned az.
Crest
An arm erect

Uag^all

—

a chief per fesse embattled or and gu. Crest On a
vert an eagle rising ppr. crowned with an Eastern
coronet or.
Mag'nay (Postford House, co. Surrey, hart.). Enn. fretty
gu. on a chief per pale of the second and az. a sword ppr.
ppr.

crescent or.

leopards' faces ar.

Mag-enis
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Uagran (Emoe, co. Westmeath; descended from Richard
Magan, Esq., of Emoe, one of the Jacobite officers included
within the Articles of Limerick, whose father, Bicbabd
Haoan, w^s elder brother of Thomas Magan, ancestor of
Magan, of Clonearl; Francis Magan, Esq., of Emoe, d. 1841,
leaving three daus. his co-heirs, I. Mart, m. John Francis

Uag'an

A

A

unicorn's head erased ar.

ar.

Mahe'we.

Az. a chev. vaire ar. and gu. within a bordure

engr. of the last.

Mahe'we, or Mahuys. Erm.

on a

fesse gu. three palcta

or.

Mahe'we, or Mahuys.

Erm. a

fesse counter-componfie

or and gu.

Mahomud

(Nowab Ali Mahomttd Khan Babadoor,
Her Majesty's Justice of the Peace, Bombay, a Jagheerdar

of

His

Highness

the

Nizam's

Court,

in

Deccan,

the

Bombay, East
Indies, bears the following armorial bearings, under the
authority of the College of Arms, London). Quarterly, az.
and gu. on a bend engr. or, betw. a horse's head erased in
the 2nd quarter, and in the 3rd a dexter hand couped and
erect ar. an arrow point upwards sa. on a chief of the third
a ship in full sail on waves of the sea ppr. Crest .\ demi
and Consul-General of the Sublime Porte

at

—

charged with two bars or, holding in the dexter
paw a sword also ppr. and resting the sinister upon an escutcheon az. charged with the sun in splendour gold. Motto
lion ppr.

—

Nil desperandura.

—

Mahon

Crest A demi
(Ireland). Or, a lion ramp. az.
husbandman holding over the dexter shoulder an ox -yoke

ppr.

Mahon (Barm Hartland, extinct 1846).

Or, a lion ramp. az.

armed and langued gu. Crest— An heraldic tiger
holding in the dexter paw a broken tilting spear

—

Dexter, a lion guard, az.

sinister,

statant,

all ppr.
a stag ppr.

Supporters
ducally gorged and chained or. Motto-. Periculum forlitudine evasi.
(Pakenham-Mahon exemplified to Henrt SumFORD Pakenham, Esq., who m. Grace, dau. and heiress of

Mahon

:

;

—
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Dsms Mahon, Esq., of Strokestown, co. Roscommon, upon
his assuming, by royal licence, 1847, the additional surname
and arms of Mahon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
2nd and
ramp. az. armed and langued gu., for Mahon
;

3rd, quarterly, or

a martlet for

Tert,

gu., in the 1st quarter

and

tiger pass, holding in

an eagle

displ.

—

Pakenbam. Crest An heraldic
the dexter paw a broken tilting spear

diff.,

for

Afo«<i>— Periculum fortitudine evasi.
ppr.
(Castlegar, co. Galway, bart.). Per fesse sa. and ar.
an ostrich counterchanged. Crest A dexter arm in armour
embowed ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand a dagger
Motto ^Moniti meliora
also ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
eequamur.
Mahon. Gu. out of a maunch erm. a hand ppr. holding a

yKa \\nr\

—

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Hahony
Ulster,

(Dunloe Castle,
1792,

co.

Kerry; allowed by Fortescue,

the arms of Daniel

as

Mahont,

Esq.,

of

Dunloe, descended from O'Mahont, of Castle O'Mahony, co.
Cork). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp. az. ; 2nd,
per pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp, counterchanged 3rd, ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three lizards in pale sa. Crest A naked
arm embowed, the hand grasping a sword flammant all ppr.
Another Crest An arm in armour embowed, holding a sword
Motto Lasair
all ppr. run through a fleur-de lis or.
;

—

—

—

romhuin a buadh.

Hahony

(allowed by Fortescue, TJlster, 1792, to William
JLahont, Knight of the Order of Maria Theresa, an officer in
the Austrian Service, second son of John Mahont, Esq.,* of
Dunloe Castle). Same Arms and Motto. Crest Out of a
foreign coronet or, with nine silver balls on the rim, an arm

—

in

armour embowed, holding a sword

all

ppr.

run through a

fleur-de-lis gold.

by Betham, TJlster, to John Hickson,
Mahony
a minor, second son of John Hickson, Esq., of Dingle, co.
Kerry, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1827, the surname
of Mahont only, in memory of his maternal uncle, Eichard
Mahont, Esq., of Dromore, co. Kerry). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, a lion ramp, az.; 2nd, per pale ar. and gu. a lion
(exemplified

ramp, counterchanged 3rd. ar. a chev. gu. betw. three snakes
wavy in pale sa. Crest Out of the coronet of a count of
France, a dexter arm armed, embowed ppr. the hand bare,
grasping a sword ppr. hilt and pommel or, run through a
Motto— Iahlxt romhuin a buadh.
fleur-de-lis of the last.
Maideston (in Ulcombe Church, Kent). Sa. a chev. betw.
crowned
ar.
or.
three covered cups
Maidestone (co. Lincoln). Erm. two battleaxes in saltire
;

—

sa.

Maidman (Isle of Portsea, co. Southampton
Az. on a chev.
Cr'st

slips vert.

az.

and

or,

;

granted 1765).

betw. three doves ppr. as

many

laurel

— A dexter arm embowed per pale indented

or, cuffed ar.

the hand ppr. grasping a dove, as in

Maidman.

Same Arms.
and guard, ducally gorged.

Maidstone

Crest

—A

leopard's head erased

(Koxsted, co. Essex;

granted 1614).

Or, two

Town

of (co. Kent). Ar. a fesse wavy az.
Maidstone,
betw. three torteaux, on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard,
or.
(co.

ar.

Mainwaringr

(Over Peover, co. Chester; founded by
Randlphcs, who accompanied the Conqueror to England,
and received the grant of fifteen lordships in co. Chester,
Ar. two bars gu.
including Peure, now Over Peover).
Ancient Coat Ar. two bars gu. on a chief of the second a
Out of a ducal coronet or, an
Crest
lion pass, guard, or.
Motto Devant si je
ass's head in a hempen halter ppr.

—

—

—

puis.

Mainwaringr

(Over Peover, co. Chester, hart., extinct

1797 Sir Henbt Mainwakino, the fourth and last bart., wa«
the son of Henrt Mainwarino, brother of Sir Thomas
Mainwarino, the third bart., by Diana, his wife, dau. of
William Blackett, Esq.; she m. secondly. Rev. Thomas
Wetenhall, Rector of Walthamstow, co. Essex, and had by
him a son, Thomas Wetenhall, to whom the last bart. bequeathed the family estates, whereupon he assumed the
name of Mainwarino, and had a son, Henrt Mainwarino,
created a bart. 1804). Ar. two bars gu., quartering az. three
garbs or, for Hogh Kevelioc, Earl of Chester, temp. Henry
II.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an ass's head ppr.
Motto Devant si je puis.
Mainwaring' (Whitmore, co. Stafford; descended from
Edward Mainwarino, Esq., of Whitmore, a younger son
of Sir John Mainwarino, of Over Peover, co. Chester,
Same Arms as Mainwarino,
knighted in France in 1513).
of Over Peover.
Main waring' (Exeter, co. Devon; Christopher Mainwarino, Visit. Devon, 1620, sixth son of George Mainwarino, the third son of William Mainwarino, Esq., of
Namptwich, who was third son of Randle Mainwarino,
Esq., of Kermincham, Namptwich, third son of Randle
Mainwarino, Esq., of Over Peover, all in co. Chester). Same
Arms, a border gobony or and sa. Crest An ass's head
erased ar. haltered and maned or.
Main waring (Ightfleld, co. Salop descended from William,
second son of Randle Mainwarino, of Over Peover, who
Same Arms, Ac, as Mainwarino, of Over
d. in 1546).
;

—

—

—

;

Peover.

Manwaring (Kermincham, co
from Ralph Mainwarino, third son of
Esq., of Over Peover, d. 1546; P jger
third son of John Robert Parker,
Esq., of Green Park, co. Cork, by Catherine, his wife, dau.
of John Uniacke, Esq., of Cottage, and Frances, his wife,

Mainwaring, or
Chester;

derived

Randle Mainwarino,
Manwarino Parker,

dau. of Roger Manwarino, of Kermincham, assumed in
1809 the surname and arms of Manwarino). Same Arms,
<fcc., as Mainwarino, of Over Peover.
(Oteley Park, co. Salop; descended from

Buckingham).

Randle, third son of Edward Mainwarino, of Whitmore).
as Mainwarino, of Over Peover.
Mainwaring (Nantwich, co. Chester, 1613). Ar. two bars
gu. betw. six martlets vert, three in chief, two in fesse, and

Same Arms

battleaxes in saltire sa. headed ar.

Erm. on a bend

sa. three

dexter

one in base.

Mainwaring

(Warmincham, co. Chester). Same Arms as
Mainwarino, of Peover, without the hempen collar in the
crest.

Mainwaring

hands or.

Main

—

Mainwaring

the arms.

Main
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At. a chev.
Hereford, and London, temp. Edward III.).
betw. three hedgehogs ar. Crest A hedgehog ar.
Mainstone. Or, on a chev. gu. a hand extended fesseways

(England). Gu. on a bend ar. three cinquefoils of the
Crest
A leopard ramp. ppr.
field.
(Scotland).
Ar. a chev. cotised betw. three pheons gu.
An escallop or, charged with a mullet gu.
Crest
(Easter House). Ar. a chev. cotised betw. two pheons

—

Main

—

Main

and a unicorn's head erased in base of the last.
(Lochwood, co. Stirling). Ar. a chev. gu. voided of
the field betw. two pheons in chief and a unicorn's head
erased in base sa. Crest
A hand throwing a dart ppr.
Motto Projcci.
Main (Edinburgh, 1685). Ar. on a chev. voided gu. betw.
two fleurs-de-lis in chief and a unicorn's head coupcd in base
a pheon sa. Crent A dexter hand holding an annulet or,
stoned az. Motto Virtute et labore.
Mainard (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three sinister
hands gu.
Maine (granted 176,5). Erm. on a chev. gu. an escallop
betw. a sinister and dexter hand couped in bend ar. on a
canton az. a covered cup with handles or. Crest Out of a
mural coronet per pale gu. and erm. a dexter arm armed,
garnisbed or, grasping a spear, point downwards ppr. Motto
in chief

Main

—

—

—

—

—

— Viniit pr-rirula virtus.

Maing7, Maini?ay, or Maingiiy
three eagles' legs erased sa.
erminois.

Mainstone, alias
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Crest

Mayneston

Erm.
head erased

(Guernsey).

— A wolfs

Urchlngfleld,

co.

exemplified
to
(Milman Mainwarino
Charles Eoerton Koriies Milman, Esq., only son of MajorGen. Egerton Charles William Miles Milman, upon his
-

;

assuming, by royal licence, the additional name of Mainwaring). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two bars gu., for
Mainwarino; 2nd and 3rd, az. a snake nowed or, betw.
three dexter gauntlets open ar., for Milman. Crests— 1st,
Mainwarino: An ass's head erased ppr. haltered ar. 2nd,
Milman: A hart lodged per pale erm. and erminois, attired
or, charged on the body with two hurts fessways.
Mainwaring (Masse\-Mainwarino, Knaresborough, co.
;

York; exemplified to lion. William Frederick Barton
Masset, fifth son of Eyre, third lord Clarino, and to his
wife, Isabella Anne, only dau. and heir of Benjamin Leb
Mainwarino, Esq., of Knaresborough, and widow of MajorGen. Eoerton Charles William Miles Milman, upon their
assuming, by royal licence, 8 May, 1874, the additional surname of Mainwarino). Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, ar. two bars
gu., and, for distinction, a canton of the last, for Mainwarino 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. betw. three lozenges sa.
;

—

a linn pasn. or, for Masset. Crests 1st, Mainwarino: An
ass's head erased ppr. haltered ar. charged on the neck for
distinction with across crosslet or; 2nd, Masset: Out of a
ducal coronet or, a bull's head gu. armed sa.
Mainwaring (Over Peover, co. Chester, bart., formerly
Wetenhall, created 1804). Ar. two bars gu., quartering the
arms of Hooh Ktvelioc, Sari q/" Chester, being, az. six

A

;

MAI

—

Amu

—

Ar. two bars gu. a mullet for diff.
(Kilkenny; Henry Mainwaring, one of the
Masters in Chancery in Ireland Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
of his son, Thomas Mainwaring, d. 1623). Ar. two bars gu.
betw. six martlets, three, two, and one.
Hair (W. Mair, Esq., of Glassels). Or, three bars dancett^e
eu. the first charged with a crescent and estoile ar.
Mair (England). Barry of six indented or and gu. Crest
A demi pegasus issuing ar. entiled round the waist with a
ducal coronet gu.
Mair (Scotland). Ar. on a bend az. three eaglets displ. or.
Mair (Aberdeen, 1776). Or, three bars indented gu. that in
chief charged with a crescent and a star of six points ar.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar. Motto Spes et fortitudo.
Mair (London, from co. Ayr, 1784). Or, three bars counterindented gu. on the uppermost a crescent and a spur-rowel
ar. a bordure az.
Crest
A swan ppr. Motto Candidior.
Maire (Hardwick, co. Durham, and Lartington, co. York;
derived from John Maire, of the city of Durham, who
descended from the Maires of Meire, co. Chester). Ar. on
waves ppr. a three-masted galley sa.
Maire. Ar. a spaniel dog pass. ppr. on a chief embattled
az. a key paleways, the wards upwards, betw. two crosses

Mainwaring).

—

mainwaring'

;

—

—

Lauderdale.

Maitland

(Uamhie-Maitland, Shotover House, co. Oxford).
ramp. gu. couped in all the joints of the first
within a bordure az. CreU
A demi lion ramp. gu. couped
Or, a lion

Majendie

(Castle-Hedingham, co. Essex). Or, on a mount
a tree betw. a serpent erect on the dexter, and a
dove close on the sinister all ppr. Crest An arm embowed
in armour, the hand holdin;; a scymitar all ppr.
Major, or Mager (Southampton and the Isle of Wight;
Keg. Her. Off.).
Gu. an anchor ar. on a chief jr,
three roses of the first. Crest
A greyhound's head gu
in base vert

—

—

Major

(co. Leicester; arms confirmed and crest granted to
gent., of Leicester, 15 May, 1646). Ar. two
bars sa. in chief three mullets of the last pierced. Crest
demi greyhound sa. collared ar. thereon three martlets of
the first.
Major (Brampston, co. Nottingham). Same Arms. Crest
A greyhound ramp. sa. collared ar. thereon three mullets of
the first.
Major (Worlingworth Hall, co. Suffolk; granted 1765).
Az. three pillars of the Corinthian order, two and one, on
the top of each a ball or.
Crest— A. dexter arm embowed,
habited az. cuff ar. charged on the arm with a plate, in the
hand ppr. a baton or.
Major-Henniker (Baron Hennlker). See Henmkek-

John Major,

—

(descended from Poicton, in France). Gu. a fesse
erm. betw. three water bougets ar;
Mairis (Marston, co. Wilts descended of an ancient baronial
family, De Marets, or De Marisco, lost their estates by
the Wars of the Roses, originally seated at Huntspill,
and Gamely, co. Somerset). Quarterly, or and az. a cross
quarterly gu. and ar. betw. an eagle displ. in the 1st and 4th
quarters, and a water bouget in the 2nd and 3rd, counterchanged of the field. Crest A mount vert, thereon a peacock in his pride or, from the beak issuant an escroll
inscribed "Esse quam videri," the dexter foot resting on an
escutcheon az. charged with a cross pattee fitchee gold.
Motto Si Deus nobiscum, quis contra nos?
Mairstoun (Park). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. gu.
a chief az. 2nd and 3rd, ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Maison (Scotland). Ar. a bend wavy az. betw. two mullets
in chief and a fleurs-de-lis in base gu.
Maister (Wood Hall, in Holderness, co. York; formerly of
Winistead and Hull). Az. a fesse embat:led betw. three
griffins' heads erased or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or,
a unicorn's bead az. armed and crined gold. Motto Vix
ea nostra voco.
Maister (Beverley, co. York). Same Arms and Crest.
Maisterson (Nantwich, co. Chester, temp. Edward I.). See

—

;

—

Majob.

—

Major

(Henniker-Major, Stratford-upon-Slaney, co. Wick
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a chev. gu. betw.
two crescents in chief, and in base an escallop az. three
estoiles ar., for Hennikeb; 2nd and 3rd, az. three columns
or pillars of the Corinthian order, two and one, on the top of
Crests
1st, Henniker
An
each a ball or, for Major.
2nd, Major A
escallop or, charged with an estoile gu.
dexter arm embowed, habited az. cuff ar. and charged on
the elbow with a plate, holding in the hand ppr. a baton or.
SitpporJcrs— Dexter, a stag ar. attired and unguled or,
gorged with a chaplet of oak ppr. fructed gold, therefrom
pendent a shield az. charged with the crest of Henniker;
sinister, an otter ar. ducally gorged or, pendent therefrom a
Motto Deus major columna.
shield of the arms of Major.
Makareth (co. Lancaster). Gu. three cinquefoils or, a chief
Creit
A dexter arm embowed in armour,
of the second.
holding in the hand a broken tilting spear all ppr.
Makelfeld (Bolton, co. York). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
garbs gu. banded or, as many buckles of the last.
Makepeace (Pensham Court, co. Worcester, Middle Temple,
London, and co. Warwick; granted by Anstis, Garter, 1724,
to William Makepeace, and the descendants of his father,
Az. on a fesse
William Makepeace, of co. Warwick).
low, bart.).

;

—

Mastbrson.
(Lethington and Thirlstane, co. Berwick). Or,
ramp, dechaussee gu.
{Earl of Lauderdale).
Or, a lion ramp, dechauss^ gu. within a double treasure flory counterflory az.
Crest
A lion sejant affrontfe gu. ducally crowned, holding
in the dexter paw a sword ppr. pommel and hilt or, in the
sinister a fleur-de-lis az.
Two eagles, wings
Supporters
expanded ppr. Motto Consilio et animis.
Maitland (Ramsat-Gibson-Maitland, of Clifton Hall, co.
Mid-Lothian, bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
ramp, dechaussee gu. within a double tressure flory counterlion

—

Maitland

—

—

betw. two leopards pass, or, three crosses crosslet fiiclne
A leopard pass, reguard. or, resting the dexter
gu. Crest
foot on a shield gu. charged with a cross crosslet fitchee

—

az.

for

Gibson, 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three battle axes

gold.

Makepeace

within a bordure of the last, for Wright; 3rd, ar. an
eagle displ. sa. within a bordure of the last bezanty, on a
chief gu. two cinquefoils erm., for Ramsay. Crest and Motto,
as the last.
ar.

and
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(London, and Warfield, co. Berks). Same.^j-jji3

Crust.

Makepeace. Same

Anns.

Crest

—A

unicorn's head ar.

betw. two laurel branches orleways vert.
Makepeace. Az. on a fesse betw. two leopards pass, or,
A dove holding in the
three crosses crosslet gu. Crest
beak an olive branch all ppr.
Makerell. Az. three mackerels haurient ar.
Making-field (co. York). Ar. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Ar. on a fesse
(Craven Hill, co. Middlesex).

Maitland

—

:

—

Maitland

(Kilmaron. co. Fife, 1811). As Earl of lauderdaU. within a bordure embattled az. Same Cre.'^t and Motto.
Maitland (Eccles, co. Berwick; a cadet of Lethington).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. dechaussee of the first, within a
bordure az. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. couped as in the
arms, issuing out of water ppr. Motto
Luctor at emergam.
Maitland (Pittrichie, co. Aberdeen, bart., title extinct
descended from Robert, a younger son of Robert Maitland,
of Thirlestane, temp. Robert 111.). Same Arms, within a

:

;

—

Maitland; 2nd, quarterly, 1st and 4th,
three keys fesseways in pale, wards downwards or,

—

collared or.

Maires

flory az., for

Motto—XAXcUiT ut

emergam.

CTOsslet or.

—

—

as in the arms, issuing out of water ppr.

—

—

—

(Scotland, 1685).
Same Arms, charging the
bordure with eight granadoes of the first. Crest, as the last.
Motto Attamen tranquillus.
Maitland (Dundrennan, co. Kirkcudbright). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, dechaussee, within a bordure embattled gu.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. the ruins of an old
abbey on a piece of ground ppr.
Crest A demi monk
vested grey, holding in the dexter hand a crucifix ar. in
the sinister a rosary ppr. Motto
Esse quam videri.
Maitland (Auchlane, co. Kirkcudbright, 1818). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. within a bordure embattled of the last, on a
chief sa. a rose ar. Same Crest and Motto as the Earl of

Richard Mainwaring, d. 1622, m. Eleanor, dau. of
Michael Delahide, and left Richard and Margaret

—

—

fluctuo fluctia.

Maitland

Office,

—

—

bordure chequy az. and ar. Crest A lion's head erased gu.
Motto Paix et peu.
Maitland (Lieutenant of the Bass, Scotland, 1080). Same
as Maitland, of Lethington, within a bordure wavy
az.
Crest
A rock placed in the sea ppr. Motto Noa

—

a
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garbs or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet an ass's head or.
Motto Devant si je puis.
Kainwaring' (Croxton, co. Chester; Hcoh Mainwaring,
iUegitirnate son of Handle Mainwabino, Esq., of Peover,
temp. Henry VI., by Emma de Farington, m. Margaret,
sister and heiress of Ralph Croxton, Esq., of Croxton).
Same Arms as Mainwaring, of Peover, within a bordure
coinponee sa. and ar. Crest An ass's head ppr.
Uainwariu^ (Newton, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's

—

—

Makins

embattled counter-embattled Sa. betw. in chief two falcons
ppr. belled or, and in base a lion's face
an aunulet gold betw. two bezants.
|

of
Ci-est

the second,

—A

dexter

;

KA
arm embowed
and holding a

in

by an annulet
therefrom flowing a banner

ppr. encircled

flagstaff ppr.

charged with a

nalabasee.

Motto— in lumine

lion's face gu.

or,
ar.

luce.

Or, three chevronels sa. bezantee.

Ar. (another, or) three chevronels sa. on

Malabassell.
each

armour

five plates.

Malbanc (Wick-Malbanc and Nantwich,
Quarterly, or and gu. a bendlet sa.

co.

Halbank

az. over all a

(co. Dorset).

Ar. four bars

Chester).

—

cross patonce ar. (another, field ar. cross pattee or).

Malbech, Malbesh, or Malbish.

Gu. a chev.

or,

betw. three hinds' heads erased ar.
HCalbise. Ar. a chev. betw. two closets gu.
Malbone. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa.
IVIalbone. Or, two bends gobonated ar. and gu.
lyCalbourne (confirmed June, 1615). Az. three escallops ar.
a border engr. of the last charged with eleven crosses
crosslet fitch^e gu.
(co. Norfolk).

Halby, or Maltby.

Az. a cross formee or.
Ar. on a bend gu. three garbs or.

Nicholas Malbt, Chief Commissioner of Connaught, knighted at Athlone, by Sir Henry Sydney, Lord
Deputy of Ireland, 7 Oct. 1576). Ar. on a bend betw. two
(Sir

cotises gu. three garbs or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three hinds' heads erased gu.
Vert a saltire lozengy or.
Barry of eight ar. and gu. a bend sinister az.
Ar. on a bend engr. betw. two lions ramp. sa.

If alcasty.

Malcher.

Barry of ten gu. and ar. on a
a lion pass. sa.
Gu. on a chev. or, a lion pass. sa. crowned of
the second.
Malefont, or Malesannts. Per chev. or and gu. in
chief a lion pass. sa. in base a fret ar.
Maleock (Wales). Ar. on a chev. sa. three angels kneeling,
habited in long robes, close girt, their hands conjoined,
elevated upon their breasts, wings displ. or.
Malephant (co. Louth Reg. Ulster's Office). Barry of ten
gu. and ar. a chief or.
Malet (Wilbury House, co. Wilts, bart.). Az. three escallops
or, quartering, 1st, Fitchett; 2nd, Hdll; 3rd, Cliffe;
5th, Hatche; 6th, Wilrington; 7th,
4th, 'V^aletort;

Ar. on a saltire az. betw.

(Paltalloch, co. Argyll).

—

four bucks' heads erased gu. five mullets or. Crest A tower
On either side a stag at gaze ppr. chain
Supporters
reflexed over the back or. Motto In ardua petit.
Malcolm (Jamaica, 1773). As the last, with a galley or, in
Sa.me.CreH and Motto.
fess point for diff.
Halcolm (Balbeadie and Grange, co. Fife, bart., 1665). Or,
a saltire az. betw. three stags' heads couped gu. Crest 'A

—

ar.

Malefont.

;

Aleigh; 8th, Mordake; 9th, Audley; 10th, Ddrwtn
Crest
Out of a
11th, Creesy; 12th, Markham; 13th, Esse.
ducal coronet or, an heraldic tiger's head erm. Motto
Ma

—

—

—

pyramid encircled by a

laurel wreath ppr.

—Ardua

Motto

(ancient).

(Col.

Henry Malcolm,

1797).

a

Or,

saltire az.

betw. a lion ramp. gu. having on his head an engineer's
helmet ppr. and three bucks' heads erased in flanks and base
of the third.
portcullis gu.

Crest

—A castle ar. masoned

Motto— In ardua

sa.

windows and

(Sir

heads erased gu. five crescents of the
field, on a canton gu. betw. two branches of laurel an anchor
erect, the stem charged with a mural crown, and pendent
therefrom a representation of the gold medal presented to
him for his services at the capture of Washington. Crest
On a mount vert a tower ar. masoned sa. Motto In ardua
sa. betw. four harts'

—

—

tendit.

Malcolm

(Admiral Sir Pdltknet Malcolm, G.C.B., third
son of George Malcolm, of Burnfoot, 1815). Or, on a saltire
az. betw. four harUs' heads erased gu. five crescents of the
field, on a canton az. a naval crown or, and pendent therefrom a representation of the gold medal presented to Sir
Pdltenet by his Majesty's command, for his meritorious
eervices in the memorable action with the French fleet off
Crest
On a mount vert a
St. Domingo on 6 Feb. 1806.
tower ar. masoned sa. Supporters— TiextcT, a stag reguard.
ppr. gorged with a naval crown or; sinister, a seahorse also

—

—

Motto In ardua tendit.
Malcolm ^Sir John Maix;olm, G.C.B., 181.% fourth son of
George Malcolm, of Burnfoot). Or, on a saltire az. betw.
four harts' heads erased gu. five crescents of the field, on a
chief vert the badge of the Persian Order of the Lion and
On a mount
Crest
Sun betw. two antique crowns or.
vert a tower ar. masoned sa. ensigncd by the aforesaid Order
Mottn
of the Lion and Sun.
In ardua tendit.
Malcolm (Glenmorng, co. Arg)!!, 1864). Or, on a saltire az.
bftw. two harts' heads erased in chief and base gu. and as
many cross crosslets fltchee In flank sa. a fusil of the fli'ld.
Cr'ft
A tower eml>altled ar. masoned sa. windows and port
gu.
Mnlln
In nrilua tendit.
ppr. gorged as the dexter.

—

—

—

—

Maldock

U-n. Suffolk).

Maldon, lo-wrx of

Or, fretty sa.

Az. three lions pass,
reguard. in pale or, on the reverse of the Corporation seal a
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(co.

or,

—

debruised with a

descended from Sir
(Ash, in Iddesleigh, co. Devon
Baldwin Malet, Knt., of Enemer, temp. Henry III. "Visit.
A hind's,
Devon, 1620). Same Arms as Malet, Bart. Crest
a tiger's, and an antelope's head ar. have been borne by
;

—

different branches of the family.

Malet

Nottingham).

(co.

Kssex).

Gu. a

erm. betw. six square

fesse

buckles or.

Malfit.
all

on a chief gu. a label of five points of the field.
dexter arm in armour holding a scymitar erect

Or,

—A

ppr.

Malford.
Malford.

Malham

Sa. three lions pass, in pale or.
Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three ducks ar.

(impalement Fun.

Ulster's Office, 1628, Sir
the Exchequer in Ireland,
Gu. three chev-

F.nt.

Lawrence Parsons, Baron of
whose wife was Anne Malham,

co. York).

ronels interlaced ar. on a chief or, a lion pass. az.
Gu. three chev. in base ar.
(Elsack, co. York).

Malham

a lion pass, guard az. a fieur-de-lis for diff.,
Radcliffe, ar. a bend engr. sa. charged with
an annulet or, and in the sinister chief point an escallop sa.
2nd, Dawtrey, az. five fusils in fess ar. surmounted by a
bendlet gu. 3rd, Hewick, gu. a lion ramp, within an orlc

on a chief

or,

1st,

;

of roundlets ar.

MalherbeCFenyton, CO. Devon,

tendit.

James Malcolm, K.C.B., second son of George
Malcolm, of Burnfoot, co. Dumfries, 1815). Or, on a saltire

Kalcolra

Gu. a lion ramp,

Malet

quartering,

tendo.

Halcolm.

;

force d'en haut.

Malet

Crest

three bezants.

Ualcolm

Malefont, or Malefant.

bendlet erm.

Cres(— An Indian goat pass. or.

Malbys.
Malcake.

—

cliiel or,

Barry wavy of eight ar. and gu. a
Halbanke
Crest— On a tortoise an eagle perched ppr.
saltire or.
Halbanke (co. Lancaster). Paly of six ar. and gu. a bend
erm. on a canton or, a lion's head erased of the second.
A lion's head erased gu. charged with a bend erm.
Crest
Malbanke (co. Stafford). Or, fretty gu. on a canton az. a
(co. Dorset).

Malby

ship of one mast on the sea, sail furled, in the stern a cattle,
tiiereon a flag of the before-mentioned arms. Legeiul
Sigillum commune Corp. villae de Maldon.
Malebar (co. Derby; originally from France). Or, two
axes erect endorsed, handles az. blades sa. on a chief gu. a
lion pass, guard, of the first.
Malefaunt. Gu. three bars gemelles ar. on a chief or, a
lion pass. sa.

wavy

saltire or.

JDIalby
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1580; the heiress m. Ferrers';
quartered by Cottell, of Yeambridge. Visit. Devon, I6'20).
leaves vert.
Crest
On a
three
nettle
Or, a chev. gu. betw.
tree ar. and sa. a demi naked man, a wreath about his head,
in his hand an oak branch all ppr. acorned or.
Malherbe. Gu. a chev. betw. three sprigs of mallow

—

leaves ar.

Manns'.

Gu. a crescent ar. on a chief or, three goats' heads
erased sa. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of
ostrich feathers in a case ppr.
Maling' (Scarborough and Sunderland). Erm. on a chev.
vert betw. three

Malins

hawks

ppr. as

many

roses ar.

Warwick, afterwards resident at Birmingham). Sa. on a fess or, two palets gu. Crest
An arm in armour erect ppr. couped at the elbow, grasping a crescent or. ./1/otto— Adjuvante Deo.
Malins (cos. Warwick and Worcester; borne by SirRlcBABD
Malins, Vice-Chancellor). Sa. on a fess or, two palets gu.
Cresl—A.n arm in armour ppr. grasping a crescent or.
Mnltn Post proelia proemia.
Malivorer (Allerton, co. York MS. Names and Arms
of Yorkshire Gentry, 1616). Gu. three greyhounds courant
(originally settled in co.

—

—

;

ar. collared or.

Mall

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

Dublin).

Gu.

six escallops,

1671,

three,

Thomas Mall,

two,

and one

ar.

of

an

inesoutcheon per pale or and of the second.
Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis
(CO. Devon).

Mallac
or.

Mallack

impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
(co. Devon
UioHARD, fourth Lord Binywy, whose wife was dau. of
Per chev. engr. or and sa.. in
John Mallack, co. Devon).
chief two pellets, each charged with a flcur-dc-lis of the
first, and in base a bezant charged with a fleur-de-lis of the
;

1070,

second.

Mallagyn. Sa. a covered cnp ar.
Mallake (Axmouth, co. Devon).

Per chev. engr. or and

DC

each charged with a fleur-de-lis of
the first, in base a bezant charged with a fleur-de-lis of the
A cubit arm erect, vested or, thereon two
second. Crest
bends wavy sa. in the hand ppr. a mallet of the first.
Kallam. Ar. two bars az. in chief three mullets pierced
A dolphin naiant or.
sa.
Crest
Uallard. Vert on a bend ar. three crescents sa. Crest
On a chapeau gu. a stag trippant ppr.
Hallard. Vert a chev. betw. three rams statant ar.
Haller. Ar. a bend sa.
Hallerby (co. Devon). Or (another, ar.) a bunch of nettles

two

ga. in chief

pellets,

—

—

—

vert.

Mallere.

Erm. a chev. gu. a bordure engr. sa.
(Ash, CO. Devon). Az three escallops or.
Crest
hind's head ar. ducaUy gorged or.
Motto Ma force

Uallet

A

—

—

d'en haut.

Uallet, or Malet

(cos. Cornwall, Devon, and Somerset,
Conqueror). Az. three escallops or.
Another Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a tiger's head erm. (another, Out of
a ducal coronet or, an antelope's head ar.).
Gu. three mallets
Uallet, or Martell (co. Berks).

temp.

Crest

William

the

—

— A hind's headar. ducally gorged or.

ar.

SCallet

(co.

Buckingham).

Sa.

a chev. between three chap-

(co.

Buckingham, and Normanton,

a chev. betw. three round buckles

ar.

co. York).

(another,

Sa.

tinctures

reversed).

Uallet

Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three (another,
(co. Derby).
buckles or (another, fess dancettee and buckles ar.).
co. Nottingham).
Gu.
a fesse betw. six mallets or (another, three mallets ar.).
Mallet (co. Derby). Gu. a fesse erm. betw. six round
buckles or.
Mallet (Enmore, co. Somerset; ancient). Paly of six gu.
and or, a lion statant guard, ar.
Mallet. Gu. a fesse nebulee or.
Mallet (Jersey). Erm. a fleur-de-lis gu. over all a label of
three points gobonated ar. and az. (another, gu. three
buckles or, a crescent for diff.). Crest On a wreath
(another, out of a ducal coronet) a cock statant ppr. Molto
In cruce salus (another, En Dieu afBe).
Mallett (Sir Thomas Mallett, one of the Knights of the
CO. Notts, temp. Edward I. Visit. Notts, 1614).
Gu. a fess
erm. betw. six oval buckles or.
Mallett (Willoughby, co. Notts; Robert Mallett, Esq., of
Willoughby; temp. Edward IV. whose dau. and heiress m.
Thomas Hatfield. "Whalley Fed. Visit. Notts, 1614). Or,
a saltire gu. betw. four eaglets displ. az.
Malley. Ar. a bend sa. Crest A goat's head erased sa.
bezantee.
Mallock (Cockington, formerly of House Down, co. Devon,
seated at the former plate since 1654). Per chev. engr. or
and sa. in chief two pellets, each charged with a fleur-de-hs
of the first, in base a bezant charged with a fleur-de-lis of
the second. Crest A cubit arm erect, vested or, thereon
two bends wavy sa. in the hand ppr. a mallet of the first.
Mallom (Walter-Acton, co. Norfolk; granted 4 May, 1685).
Ar. three chev. braced in base gu. on a chief of the second
a lion pass. betw. two mullets of the first. Crest A dexter
arm erect, habited vert, the cuff turned up erm. the hand
ppr. holding a lure feathered ar. garnished or, stringed and
tasselled gu.
Mallorey (co. Warwick; confirmed by the Deputies of
Camden, Clarenceux, to Robert Mallorey, fifth in descent
from Sir Gilbert Mallorey, Knt. Visit. Warwick). Erm.
a chev. gu. a border engr. sa.
Mallory, or Mallorie (Papworth, co. Cambridge, and
Kirkbie-Mallorie, co. Leicester). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Mallory (Studley, co. York; Sir William Mallory, knighted
at Oxford, 1642). Or, a hon ramp. gu. coUared ar. Crest
A nag's head couped gu.
Malloi^r (Mobberley, co. Chester, temp. James I. ; granted
1663-,
descended from Rev. Thomas- Mallory, Dean of
Chester, a younger son of Sir William Mallory, Knt., of
Studley. Rev. John Holdsworth Mallory, Rector of Mobberley, left an only dau. and heiress, Jdlia, m. Rev. George
Leigh, who assumed the surname of Mallory). Same .Arms
and Crest, a canton az.
Mallory (Sir William Mallory, Knt., of Kirkby-Mallory,
CO. Leicester, temp. Henry III.; Mart, dau. and co-heir of
his great-grandson, Sir Antikell Mallory ((/. 17 Richard II.,
six)

Mallet, or Martell (Normanton,

—

—

—

—

—

A.D. 1393),
CO.

m.

Sir

Robert Moton,

Visit. Leicester,

1619).

Knt., of Pickleton,

Or, a lion

same

ramp. gu. double

queued.

Mallory (Walton,
Walton,

1569; his granddaughter and co-heir to. John Fewton, Esq.*
of Kenton, same co.). Or, a lion ramp. gu. collared ar.

Mallory

(Sir Richard Mallory, Lord Mayor of London,
Queen Elizabeth his eldest dau. and co-heir m.
Robert Shabpe, of London, merchant. Visit. Devon, 1620).

temp.

;

ramp. gu. collared ar. a crescent for diff.
(Woodford, co. Northampton). Or, a lion ramp,
double queued gu. collared ar. on the shoulder a fleur-de-lis
Or, a lion

Mallory

—

of the

first.
Crest
A nag's head gu. crined or, charged with
a fleur-de-lis of the last.
(co. Northampton). Purp. a lion ramp, or, collared
gu.
Crest
A nag's head or.
Mallory (Wooderson, co. York). Sa. three greyhounds
courant ar. collared gu.
Mallory. Or, three lions ramp. sa. a bordure engr. az.
Mallory. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three mullets pierced of

Mallory

—

the second.

Mallory (co.

Cork Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1625, Richard
Mallory, son of Anthony Mallory).
Or, a demi lion
ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with a crescent ar.
;

thereon a mullet sa.
Az. a fesse engr. or, betw. three boys' heads
couped ar. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. two

Mallo'W.

—

sceptres in saltire or.

Malluvel

lets ar.

Uallet
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co. Leicester;
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II.,

Thomas Mallory, Lord

Har. MSS.,

1400.

of

Visit. Notts,

(Rampton, co. Nottingham).
hounds courant in pale or.

Mallworth.
Mallyug' (co.

Vert three grey-

Az. a dolphin naiant ar.
Cornwall). Gu. three goats pass. ar. attired

or.

Malmains.

Sa. a bend lozengy ar.
another, Ar. a bend
lozengy purp.; another, Az. (another, gu.) three sinister
hands couped ar. Crest A lamb supporting a banner ar.
;

—

Malmaynes. Same

Arms.

Crest

— An

arm embowed

in

armour, hand apaum^e ppr.
Malraaynes. Erm. on a chev. (another, on a chief) gu.
three sinister hands couped ar.
Malmaynes. Gu. three sinister hands couped ar. guttce
de poix.

Malmaynes.

Gu. three dexter hands couped and erect

ar.

Malmaynes.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. ten crosses crosslet

sa.

Malmeis. Ar. a bend engr. vert.
Malmesbury, Earl of. See Harris.
Malmesbury, Corporation of the

Town of.

The

an embattled tower at each end,
on the centre a tower domed, thereon a pennon: on each
side of the castle three ears of wheat on one stalk
in chief,
on the dexter side, a mullet of six points, and on the sinister
an increscent; again, on the sinister side three balls, one
near the dome of the upper tower, and the other two near
seal represents a castle with

;

the battlements of the sinister tower, the base of the escutcheon water.

Malmesbury-Abbey
guard, in pale

or,

(co.

on a chief

Gu. two lions pas8.
a mitre betw. two crosiers

Wilts).
ar.

az.

Malone

(Ballynahowne, co. Westmeath Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Anne, wife of Edmond Malone, son of Edmond
Malone, grandson of Edmond Malone, and great-grandson
of Edmond Malone, all of the same place).
Vert a Uon
ramp. betw. three mullets ar.
Malone {Baron Sunderlin, extinct 1816; Richard Mamnb,
Esq., son of Edmond Malone, the second son of Ricuard
Malone, Esq., of Baronstown, co. Westmeath, descended
from Edmond Malone, Esq., of Ballinahown, same co.,
temp. Queen EUzabeth, of an ancient Irish Sept of the same
race as O'Conoe, King of Connaught, was so created 1785,
and d. s. p.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert, a lion ramp, or,
betw. three mullets ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar. on Ji chev. az.
betw. three demi unicorns ramp. gu. as many acorns or.
Crest
A man in complete armour holding in the dexter
band a lance, and on the sinister arm u shield all ppr.
;

Office, 16S6,

;

—

Supporters
collared

Malone

— Dexter, a unicorn;

and chained
(Dublin;

az.

Motto

sinister,

a pegasus, both ar.

— Kidelis ad urnam.

Edmond Malone,

Sheriff

of

DubUn.

1604, son of John Malone, Sheriff of Dublin, 1681, of the
Sept of O'Malone, co. Westmeath. Visit, city of DubUn,
Or, on a bend az. three crosses pattee ar.
16u7).
Malone (co. Wexford; Reg. Ulster's Office). Vert a lion
ramp, or, betw. three mullets ar. Crest A man standing
in complete armour, a pike in the right hand all ppr. on the
left a shield or.
Malone. See O'Malone.
Maloques. Paly of ten or and gu. a bordure ar.
Malory (co. Leicester). Or, a lion ramp, tail forch^e gu.
Malory (co. Cambridge, and London). Same Armt, a
bordure gu.

—

UAL
Ualory

(Draughton, co. Northampton).

Or, three lions

pass, guard, in pale sa.

Kalory

Or, a lion ramp. ga. collared of the

York).

(co.

Malorye
Ualoure

Per pale indented

Leicester, temp.

(co.

Edward

and

ar.

the

last,

Or, three lions

I.).

(quartered by Skefongton, of SkefHngton, co.
Vert three greyhounds
Leicester. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
courant in pale or.
Maloysell. Ar. on a bend sa. three martlets or.
(feudal Barons of Malpas, co. Chester). Ar. a cross

Ualpas

(Hampton

and

Bickerton, co. Chester, temp.
Henry VI.). Gu. a chev. betw. three pheons ar.
(Bickley, co. Chester).
Sa. a fesse betw. three
pheons ar. Crest On a ducal coronet a wivern vomiting
flames at both ends ppr.
Kalpas. A cross patonce (another, patt^e) az.

Ualpas

—

Malpas

(Dubhn and Dundalk; Robert Malpas, merchant,
son of Walter Malpas, and grandson of Thomas Malpas,
both of Dundalk). Gu. a chev. betw. three pheons, points
down ar. a border of the last, charged with twelve roses of
the first, a crescent for diff. Creit (confirmed to his descendant, John Malpas, Esq of Rochestown, co. Dublin)
A demi
lion ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a pheon point

—

,

.

upwards ar.

or Mallesome.

Per pale az. and gu. three

crescents ar.

Malston

(Malston and East OgweU, co. Devon arms from
the seal of Robert de Malston, Lord of those Manors,
aflBxed to a deed dated " the feast of the Exaltation of the
;

Holy Cross,"

Edward

9

II.,

a.d. 1315.

Visit.

Devon, 1620).

Az. a fess engr. ar.
Malston (co. Devon). Az. on a fesse engr. or, three lozenges
guMalston (co. Devon). Ar, a fox (another, a wolf) sa. enraged
guMalt (co. Somerset; Har. MSS., 1404). Gu. a horse armed or,
bridled and saddled of the first, with a plume on his head,
and trappings, and on his shoulder a cinquefoil of the last,
on his hip an escutcheon charged with a cross all betw. three
garbs of the second.
Maltby (Maltby, Cleveland, co. York). Ar. on a bend gu.
three garbs or. Crest
A garb or, banded gu.
Maltby (Edward Maltby, Bishop of Chichester, 1831, and
of Durham, 1836-56).
Ar. on a bend gu. betw. a lion ramp.
and a cross pattee of the second three garbs or.
Malterstone (Scotland). Ar. a chev. gu. on a chief of the
last a crescent or.

—

Maltiward

(Rougham,

co. Suffolk).

Sa.

grifiBn's head erased of the first.
Crest
holding betw. the claws a saltire sa.

Malton Priory.
sinister

bottom of it resting on the wreath.
Gu. a fess cotised ar. betw. six billets of the second.
An arm embowed, vested sa. holding an anchor or,

—

the hand ppr.

Malyn.
Malyn.

a palmer's

Barry of six

ar.

on a saltire ar. a
^A demi griffin ar.

—

all in

bend

staff or.

Malton, or Melton

(South Hayne, co. Devon, and co.
York). Az. a cross flory voided ar. Crest
A snake nowed
and erect in pale ppr. ducally gorged ar.

Malton, or Melton
voided gu.
Crest
A

—

(co.

Lancaster).

Ar. on a fesse sa. three escallops of the first, in
pellets, each charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
Kent). Ar. a bend engr. purp.
Malynes. Erm. a fesse gu. in chief three palets of the
second.
Crest
A reindeer's head cabossed ppr.
Maljrnes. Or, three palets gu. on an escutcheon ar. an
imperial eagle sa.
(arms over the belfry, Churchill Church, co. Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Erm. on a fess gu. three billets or.
(arms in Hasley Church, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon,
Erm. on a fess gu. three bucks' heads cabossed or.
1574).
(co.

—

Malyns
Malsms

Malyns
Maltns,
and gu.

(arms in Chyner Church, co. Oxford; Reginald db
d. 1430. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Erm. a fess paly or

Man

(co. Lancaster).
Per fesse embattled ar. and az. three
goats pass, counterchanged, attired or.
(Long Sutton, co. Lincoln). Or, three chevronels sa. in
chief as many pellets.

Man

Man (Bullinbrooke, co. Lincoln).

Per fesse embattled

ar.

and

gu. three goats pass, counterchanged.
(Newcastle). Sa. on a fesse betw. three goats pass.
ar. as many pellets.
or
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk: granted 2 March,
1692). Sa. on a fesse counter-embattled betw. three goats

Man

Mann

Man,

—

pass. ar. as many pellets.
Crest
A demi dragon with wings
endorsed ar. guttee de poix.
Az. on a fesse counter-batelly betw. three
goats pass. ar. as many pellets. Crest
A dragon's head
betw. two dragons' wings expanded gu. guttee d'or.
Man. Or, a fesse cotised az.
Man, Isle of. Gu. three legs conjoined in the fesse point
In armour ppr. garnished and spurred or.
Manaton, or Manning-ton (Manaton, Southill, co. Cornwall).
Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets pierced of the field.
Ci-esC
A demi unicorn ramp. sa.
Manbucker, or Montbucher. Ar. three pots gu. a
bordure sa. bezantee.
(Elsham, co. Lincoln, and London
Reg. Her.
Office).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. an orle of eight escallops gu.
Crest
An arm couped at the elbow erect, vested per pale
crenell^e or and ar. holding in the gauntlet a sword pommelled

Man (London).

—

—

Manby

;

—

first.

Manby

(Downsell Hall, co. Essex represented by ColboRAVE, of EUingham). Same Arms a.ni Crest. Motto Pro
;

—

patria mori.

—

Manby.

Manby.

flsh

ppr.

crosses moline of the last.

many

Maljmes

Ar. a cross patera

dolphin haurient devouring a

many

Malyart.

of the

and gu. over

Erm. a fess paly of six or and gu.
Erm. on a chev. vert betw. three falcons

belled or, as

chief as

flory az.

M alson,

Malyn.
Crest

pass, guard, in pale sa.

Kalpas

three and two in chief, and two and one in base.

— An arm embowed, holding an anchor by the middle

in pale, the

sa.

Ualovell

Az. a lion ramp,

or,

on a chief

sa.

three martlets

ar.

Ar. a lion ramp. az. on a chief sa. three martlets

of the first.

Manby

ppr.

Malton, or Melton
voided of the

field,

Middlesex). Ar. a cross flory az.
charged with a bezant (another, the field
(co.

erra. cross gu.).

Malton, or Melton.

Az. a cross patonco or, charged
with another of the field.
Sa. (another, az.) a lion ramp. ar. crowned or,
betw. three (another, ten) annulets of the second.
Malton. Ar. a cross patonce purp. voided of the field, a
bordure sa. charged with eight trefoils slipped of the

Malton.

(Capt. G. W. Manby, F.R.S., Great Yarmouth,
d. 1854, inventor of t'he plan for throwing a
rope over stranded vessels and hauling the crew on shore by
means of a cradle). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. within an orle of
escallops gu. a canton of the last.
Crest
A head affronteo
couped at the shoulders ppr. habited gu. collar or, on the
head a plain cap az. band or. A/o((o— Pro patria.
Manby. Ar. three (another, two) bars sa. over all a maunch
CO. Norfolk,

—

gu-

Manby

(Rear-Admiral Thomas Manby, son of M. P. Manby,
Ar. a lion ramp, within an
orle of lilies gu. a canton of the last.
Crest
A Moor's head
affrontee, couped below the shoulders ppr. vested gu. trimmed
or, on the head a cap gold.
Mancester, or Manchester (co. Warwick). Vairtf
ar. and sa. on a bend gu. an eagle or (another, three
Esq., of Woodhall, co. Norfolk).

first.

Malton.

Sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, on a bordure of
the second eight annulets of the first.
{Baron Maltravers, summoned to Parliament
1330, barony passed to Fitz-Alan, Karl of Arundel, and
through that family to Howard, Duke of Norfolk, in which
noble house it wa,i settled by Act of Parliament 3 Charles L,

Maltravers

16'.J7).

Sa.

a

Maltravers
liibul

Malwyn. Or, a cross moline az.
Maly (CO. Kent). Gu. a fesse cotised ar. betw. eight billets of
Crest

first.

(co. Stafford).
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fret or,

and a

label of three points

(cos. Leicester

and Dorset).

(cos. .Stafford

the

and I^ncastcr; the elder co-heir

Ihi; family of Malveysin, or Mauveysin, of MayveslnHidcway, co. Stafford, Klizabeth Malveysin, dau. of Sir
UoBF.BT Mauvktnin, Kot., Til. first, temp. Richard II., Roger

CO. Cheater).

d.

s.

p.

;

second. Sir

Gu. three bcndlctsar.

gu.

Joun Cawardkn,
Cieat— A

lalUol's

Manchell.

in

Knt.,

head

Manchenhall. Gu. a bend engr. or.
Manchester, Duke of. See Montaoue.
Manchester, Town of. Gu. three bendlets

pale sa.

enhanced

or.

Manchester, See

of.
Or, on a pale engr. gu. three
mitres labelled gold, on a canton of the second three bend-

lets
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Warwick). Vair a bend gu.
greyhounds courant

Ar. three

collared or.

of

DE Chetwvnd,

oaRlcs).

Mancester (co.

crm.

Same Arms,

of four points crm. (another, without the label).

Malveysin

—

enhanced

ar.

;

MAN
nanohester
sa.

over

Uancbester. See Mancestek.
Mancestre (co. Warwick; Sir Edmund dk

Mancestek,

seventh in descent from Walkbunds de Mancestre, temp.
King Stephen Dugdale's Warwick). Vaire ar. and sa. a
;

Mancliing'h.all.

Gu. a bend engr. or, a label ar.
Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles displ. or.

or,

Manders

Betham, Ulster,

to

High

Alderman Richard Manders,

Sheriff of the city of Dublin 1794,

and of the

co. 1807,

Lord

John Manders, of Marmin, Queen's co.,
and grandson of Richard Manders, who settled in Ireland
temp. WilUam 111., and was at the siege of Derry). Erm. on
Crest
A plover ppr. beaked and
a saltire gu. five bezants.
1801, son of

—

legged gu. holding in the beak a slip of oak leaved vert,
acorned or. Alotto^Pro omnibus laus Deo.
Manderson (England). Ar. a pale vair^ or and az.
C)est
An antelope pass. ar. collared gu.
Mandevile (co. Essex). Az. three wolves pass. or.

—

Idandevile (co. Warwick).

Or, a fret az. (another, tinctures

reversed).
(co.

wavy betw. three

Quarterly, vert and gu. a fesse

Wilts).
trefoils

counterchanged.

Quarterly, vair and gu.

hands conjoined supporting a scymitar

Cre-tt

—Two dexter

in pale all ppr.

Mandevile. Vaire ar. and gu.
Mandevile. Gyronny of eight gu. and

Per pale

co. Kent).

many cinquefoils

all

ar.

and

sa.

three chev-

counterchanged.

ar.

an escarbuncle

Crest

and erect, habited per pale ar. and
counterchanged, holding in the hand ppr. a

the cuff

axe of the

the elbow

last.

Anthont Manet,

(Sir

of Biddenden, co. Kent,
knighted by Sir William Fitz-William, Lord Deputy of
Ireland, 17 Jan. 1594). Same Arms.
(co. Kent).
Or, two bars sa. on a chief of the second

Maney

three cinquefoils of the

first.

Maney. Ar. three inescutcheons gu.
Maney, or Maynoye. Gu. a fesse

betw. three mart-

lets ar.

Manfeld

(Skirpenbeck, co. York; confirmed 20 Sept. 1663).

Gu. a bend cotised ar. between six crosses crosslet or.
(Hutton-on-Derwent, co. York). Same Arms.
Ar. two bars sa. on the uppermost a wiverti,
volant, tail extended of the field.
Manfield, or Mansfield (co. Buckingham). Sa. three
sinister hands couped at the wrist ar.
Crest
A tiger sejant
or, ducally gorged gu.
Manfield (West Leake, co. Nottingham). Ar. a chev. betw.
three maunches sa. Crest
A griffin's head erased.
Manfield. Ar. a cross engr. sa.
Manfold, or Manyfold (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev.

Manfeld

Manfeld.

—

—

wavy betw.

three roses gu.
Or, a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Three annulets interlaced or.

Manford.

Manford, Moujiford, or Mondeford.

Crest-

Or,

three

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Mang-er

sa.

Mandevile.

on a chief indented gu. three

Or,

trefoils

ar.

Mandevile. Vert three wolves pass, in pale or.
Mandevile (Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, two bars sa.

Mandevile

(Clonmel, co.Tipperary

;

s.

p. 1227, when the
wife of Robert

Maud,

earldom passed, through his sister,
de Bohdn, Earl of Hertford, to that

Earl of Esiex,

(second
Quarterly, or and gu.

Mandeville

(fifth

Earl of Estez).

temp. King

John).

Quarterly, or and gu. a

Per pale or and gu. the

(Earl of Essex).

all

(co. Dorset).

Gu. three

lions pass, in pale ar.

a bendlet az.

Mandeville

(Nottley, co. Essex).

Ar. on a chief indented

gu. three martlets or.

Mandeville (co. Bucks). Same Arms.
Mandeville. Gu. an escarbuncle nowed

and flowered

or.

Mandeville

(granted to Very Rev. Cbables Mandeville,
D.D., Dean of Peterborough, 1722). Per saltire or and gu.
an escarbuncle nowed and flowered ea.
A mural
Crest
crown ar. charged with an escarbuncle, as in the arms.
Mandeville. Or, three bars az. another, Quarterly, or and
az. four sinister wings displ. counterchanged
another, Az.
fretty or, a fesse gu.
another, Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
Mandeville-Po'wer. See Power.
Mandeyet. Paly wavy of six gu. and or.
Mandit (Great Stretton, co. Lincoln). Per pale wavy or
and gu. over all on a bend ar. three torteaux.
Mandit, or Manduyt. Chequy or and az. a bordure
gu. Cre.1t A garland of laurel leaves vert.
Mandley (Poulton, co. Chester, temp. Henry VIII.). Ar.
a dexter hand couped and erect within a border engr. sa.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a demi lion within an orle of

—

;

;

;

—

Mandrey

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Mandat
Mandut

(co. Lincoln).
(co. Wilts).

Gu. three palets dancettee

Same

Mandut, or Manduyt
ford).

mullets of the

first.

(Fendrayton, co. Cambridge, and co. Kent).

Sa. a fesse erm. in chief three griffins' heads erased or.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet ar. a talbot's head or, collared

and lined gu. at the end of the
Or,

a

line a bow-knot.
water bouget sa. in chief three

pellets.

Maningham.

regalia sa.

Mandeville
over

—

Maningham.

bordure vair.

Mandeville

Ar. three lions' heads erased sa.
(Woodbridge, co. Surrey). Or, a bend vair betw.
two crosses verd^, voided sa. Crest An arm embowed in
armour ppr. charged with two roses gu. grasping in the
hand a scymitar all ppr.
Manick (arms impaled with Theoomobton, St. Mary's
Church, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Az. a fess betw. three
maidens' heads couped at the breast or, crined ar.
Manig^ord. Ar. a chev. engr. between three roses gu.
Sdanig-ham. Ar. on a chev. betw. three wrens gu. as many

Mang-les

Maningrham

Quarterly, or and gu.

Mandeville

—

Mang-field.

confirmed, 1759, as the

;

family).

(Jersey and Guernsey). Gu. an anchor erect in
pale or, on a chief of the second three roses of the first.
Crest
A greyhound's head erased gu. collared and ringed

or.

arms of Theobald Mandevile, Esq., of Clonmel, whose dau.
and heiress, Mart, m. Piers Butler, son of Edstund Butleb,
Esq., of Edmundsbury, Queen's co., of the house of Galmoye). Quarterly, or and gu. an escarbuncle sa.
Mandeville (Earl of Essex; Geoffrey de Mandbville was
60 created by special charter of King Stephen
his descendant, William db Mandeville, sixth Earl of Essex,
d.

ronels betw. as

buttle

ramp,

—

Mandevile.

Maney (Linton,
sa.

guttle de sang, crowned of the second. Crest A lion ramp,
or, guttee de sang, crowned of the first.
(Brackdenstown, co. Dublin; allowed, 1811, by

Mandevile

Luffenham, co. Rutland.
ar. and gu. a bend sa.

Maney

Mancy. Ar. three chevronels sa.
Handatt. Gu. three bendlets dancettee or.
Mauderne (Penzance, co. Cornwall). Az. a lion

Mayor

Az. in a crescent ar. a sun or.
(quartered by Noah Tooket, Esq., of South
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
Quarterly

(co. Lincoln).

An arm couped at

bend engr. gu.

mancoxirt.

Manelson

Maneward

a bend gu.

all

KAN
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Potent counterpotent ar. and

(co. Stafford).

ar.

Arm.i, palets or.
(cos.

Northumberland and

Staf-

Erm. two bars gu.

Mandut, or Manduyt. Gu. three bars dancettee or.
Crest — A plate charged with a stag standing on a mount

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three moorcocks az.
(Manington and Combeshed, co. Cornwall ;
Sampson Manington, Esq., of Manington, son of Pbter
Manington, of same place, and Piebse Manington, Esq., of
Combershed, son of Sampson Manington, which Peter
Manington and the last named Sampson Manington, were
sons of Edward Manington, Esq., of Manington, eighth in
descent from Adam Manington, tem-p. Edward II.
Visit.

Maningrton

Cornwall,

Ar. on a bend. sa. three mullets pierced
1620).
field.
Crest
A demi unicorn sa. crined and unguled
charged on the shoulder with a crescent or, for diff.
Maning'ton (co. Devon). Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets
ar.

or (another, three cinquefoils of the field).
Barry of six or and sa. on a canton of the last a
fleur-de-lis of the first.
Crest
A Saracen's head affrontee

Maniot.

—
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and sa.
demi lion ramp, issuant of

ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.

Manlery.
the

Sa.

on a chief

ar. a

first.

Manley

(Manley, co. Chester, and Erbistock, co. Denbigh
derived from one of the companions in arms of the Conqueror, whose name appears on the Battell Abbey Roll).
Ar. a dexter hand couped and erect sa. a bordure engr.
Crest
of the last.
A Saracen's head affrontee ppr. wreathed
about the temples ar. and sa. Jlfo«o— Manus haec inimica
tyrannis.
Manley. Or, on a bend. sa. three eagles displ. ar. Orett—'

—

A cross pattee az.
Manley. Or, on

a bend sa. three dolphins ar. another,
Purp. a sinister hand couped and erect ar. another, Vair
a maunch gu.
Manlove (co Stafford). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
;

;

anchors or.

Vpr

—

of the

A

Iff

AN

(Ashborne, co. Derby, originaUy from co.
Az. a chev. betw. three anchors erm. Creit
Stafford).
Out of a mural coronet gu. a cubit arm erect, vested erminois,
cuffed ar. grasping in the hand ppr. a flaming sword of the

—

Vert three wolves pass, in pale

or.

Crest-

Five bellflowers erect ppr. leaved vert.
engr. sa. Crest
A cross pattee ar.
Or,
Zealand). Gu. three acorns or.
Two wings displ. gu.
Crest
(Linton, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1814: descended
from Edward Man, £sq., of Ipswich, co. Suffolk, temp.
Charles I.). Sa. on a fesse embattled counter-embattled betw.
three goats pass. ar. as many pellets. Crest A demi dragon,
wings endorsed sa. guttle d'eau, inside of wings and talons

K anly. a bend
Kanmaker (Middleburgb,

—

—

Mann

—

—

Motto Per ardua stabilis.
(Norwich, co. Norfolk). Same Arms.
(Broadoak, co. Essex). Or, a chev. ermines betw.
three lions ramp. sa.
Crest
A tower or, issuant from the
top five tilting spears ppr. 3/otto^ Virtus vincet invidiam.
(Ireland; Beg. Ulster's Office).
Same Arms, Crest,
ppr.

Mann
Mann

—

Mann

and Motto.
(Dunmyle and Corvey, co. Tyrone; confirmed to
Oeane Mann, Esq., of Dunmoyle, and the descendants of
his grandfather, Henrt Mann).
Or, on a chev. engr.
ermines betw. three lions ramp. sa. a trefoil of the first.
Crest
A tower or, charged with a trefoil vert issuant from
the battlements five spears ppr. Motto —Virtus vincit in-

Mann

—

vidiam.
(Earl of Comteallis. See Corrwalus, Marquis and
Earl of Cornwallis, extinct 1852. James Cornwallis assumed, 1814, by royal licence, the surname of his mother's

Mann

Horatio Mann, last bart. of
Linton, when the following coat was exemplified to him he

family, Katharine, sister of Sir

;

88 fifth Earl of Cornwallis,

4th, sa.
ar. as

Manning

(Cholmondley, co. Chester).

Gu. a cross patoneo
betw. four trefoils slipped or.
Manning' (Stanbury in Shorwinstow, co. Cornwall). Per
pale gu. (sometimes az.) and or, a lion ramp, counterchanged.

third.

Ifanlovell.

on a

KAN
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Xanlove

».

A

on a

many

pellets, for

Mann; 2nd and

fesse ar. three Cornish

Crests — 1st

1824).

Quarterly, 1st and

fesse counter-embattled betw. three goats pass.

choughs

3rd, sa. guttee d'eau

Cornwallis.

ppr., for

Manning

(Codham, co. Kent; granted 1577). Gu. a cross
patonce betw. four cinquefoils or. Crest Out of a ducal
or, an eagle's head sa. beaked gold, betw. two ostrich

feathers ar.

(Eversfleld, co. Devon).
Same Arms. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head sa. betw. two
feathers ppr. Motto Esse quam videri.
Manning (Downe, co. Kent; confirmed by Dethick, 20

—

Gu. a cross flory betw. four trefoils slipped or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head sa. beaked
betw. two ostrich feathers ar.
Manning' (Diss, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, gu. and az. a
cross flory betw. four cinquefoils pierced or. Crei^t
Out of a
ducal coronet or, an eagle's head sa. beaked gold, betw. two
April, 1577).
Crest

—

or,

—

ostrich feathers ar.

Manning

(Ethale, or Etall, co. Northumberland). Or, two
bars az. a chief gu.
Crest
A bull's head erased gu. ducally
gorged and chained or. In the time of Henry VUI., an
honourable augmentation was granted to Thomas Manners,
of Etall and Belvoir, Lord Eos, created Earl of Eutland in
1625, viz., a chief quarterly, az. and gu., on the 1st and 4th,
two fleurs-de-lis or: on the 2nd and 3rd, a lion of England.
{Duke of Rutlaml). Or, two bars az. a chief
quarterly of the last and gu. in the 1st and 4th, two fleursde-lis, and in the 2nd and 3rd, a lion pass, guard, all or.
This chief was anciently gu., the alteration being an honorary
augmentation, showing a descent from the blood-royal of
King Edward IV. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erxn.
a peacock in its pride ppr. Supporters— Two unicorns ar.

—

Manners

—

armed, maned, tufted, and unguled or.

Motto— Pour y

parvenir.

Manners-Sutton
Manners-Sutton

See Sdtton.
( Viscount Canterbury).
(Baron Manners). See Sutton.
(Long Framlington, co. Northumberland; represented by Kenwiceb, of that place
descended from

Manners

;

James Fenwicke,

Esq.,

of

Longwitton Hall,

co.

Northum-

berland, by Jane, his wife, dau. and heir of John Manners,
Esq., of Long Framlington). Same Arms, &c., as Manners,
of Etall.

Manners

(Hanby

Hall, co. Lincoln, and Buckminster, co.
William Manners, eldest ion of John
MANNERa, Esq., of Grantham Grange, co. Lincoln, by Lady
LooiiA Tollemacbe, his wife, who «. her brother WilBSABAH, fifth Earl of Dysart, 1821, as Countess of Dysart in
her own right, was created a bart. 1793, assumed the name
of Tollemacbe, and d. 1833, when his eldest son «. as
Mcond bart. of Hanby, and at the death of his grandmother,

Lelcexter,

bart.

;

1840, I. as sixth Earl of Dysart). Or, two bars az. a chief
quarterly of the locond and gu. In the Ist and 4th quarters
two fleurs de-lis, in the 2nd and 3rd, a lion pass, guard.
all or, a bordure wavy gobony ar. and sa.
Crent
On a
chappiiu gu. turned up erm. a peacock in pride ppr. each

—

charged with a bendlet sinister wavy gobony or and
Or, three che»roncls »u.

Manney.
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ua,

Gu. a cross patonce betw. four
or, an eagle's head

— Out of a ducal coronet

betw. two wings sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three quatrefoils gu.
(London; Isaac Manning, temp. James I.; his
dau. and heir, Elizabeth, m. Humphrey Clerk, Esq., of
Edmonton, co. Middlesex. Visit. Middlesex, 1663),
Gu.
three crosses botonnee or.
Manning: (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. three crescents ar. a
border erm. (another, the border of the second).
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1617, Grace Manning). Gu. three crescents or, a border ar.
(co. Kent).
Sa. a fes.se eris. in chief three
griffins' heads erased or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
ar.

Manning.

Manning

Manningham

—

head gu. collared gold, lined sa.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three peacocks az.
Manningham-Buller, Sart. See Bdller.
Mannington. Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets or.
talbot's

Manningham.

Manny

—

Mann.

Crest

Manning

Manners

sa. guttle d'eau, for

Sussex).

(co.

trefoils or.

Mannock

demi dragon

vert a stag lodged reguard. ar. attired

—

Manning:

Mann; 2nd,
and unguled or, gorged with a chaplet of laurel vert, vulned in the
shoulder ppr., for Cornwallis.
Ar. three antique boots sa. spurs or.
Crest
demi man ppr. wreathed about the temples and loins vert,
holding over the dexter shoulder an arrow ppr.
Mannel (Jersey). Gu. a hand ppr. winged at the wrist or,
holding a sword in pale ar. pommelled of the third, the
whole within a bordure of the last.

A

:

on a mount

—

crown

(Gifford's Hall, co. Suffolk, bart., extinct 1787;

descended from Robert Mannock, of Stoke-juxta-Neyland,
same co., temp. Edward III.). Sa. a cross flory ar. Crest
An heraldic tiger's head erased quarterly ar. and gu.

—

Mannock (co. Essex). Sa. a cross flory or.
Manners (co. Cambridge). Ar. a saltire engr.

sa. (another,

the saltire charged with five bezants).

Mannours

(Sir

Ped. Pierpoint.

Michael Mannours, Knt.,
Visit. Notts,

1628).

d. 30

Henry III.,

Ar. six annulets, two,

two, and two sa.

(Baron Manny, extinct 1391; Walter db MAmn
was summoned to Parliament 1347, and d. 1372, when the
barony devolved on his dau. Mary, wife of John de
Hastings, second Earl of Pembroke, and passed to her son,
John, third Earl of Pembroke, who d. s. p.). Sa. a cross
voided ar.

Manny,
Manny.

Or,

two chev.

sa.

Or, three ehevronels sa.

on the uppermost a

lion

pass, reguard. of the field.

Mannyfold, or Manjrfold.

Ar. a chev. wavy betw.

three roses gu.

Mannyford

(co. Dorset).

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three

roses gu.

Mannyngge.

Gu. a cross patonce or, charged with a
pellet, in the dexter chief a trefoil slipped of the second.
Ciest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head sa. beaked
gold, betw. two ostrich feathers ar.
Mansbridge (London; John Mansbridoe, citizen and
draper. Visit. London, 1568).
Quarterly, ar. and vert four
eagles displ. counterchanged.
Mansbridge (London). Quarterly, ar. and or, four eagles
displ. with two heads vert.
Crest
A dexter arm erect,
habited az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a demi eagle
displ. with two heads gu. ducally gorged or.
Manse (Suffolk, temp. Edward III.). Ar. a lion ramp, within
an orle of escallops gu.
Mansel (Margam, co. Glamorgan, bart., extinct 1750;
Philip de Mansel came to England with William I. his
descendant, Sir EinvAnn Mansel, knighted 1572, had two
sons. Sir Tiioma.s Mansel, Bart., of Margam, created 1611,
and Sir Francis Mansel, Bart., of Muddlcstombe, created
16'.il).
Ar. a chev. betw. three maunches sa. Crest
chapeau enflumed on the top all ppr. J»fo»o— Quod vult

—

—

;

—

vuldo vult.

Mansel

(5aron

fourth bart. of
Crest

—A

Jl/anse!, extinct

Margam, was

1750; Sir

Thomas Mansel,
Same Arms.

so created 1712).

chapeau gu. turned up. erm. enflamed at the top

another, A griffin's head
ppr. (another, A falcon rising or
erased per pale indented ar. and gu.). Supporters—Dettcr,
;

A

;

AN

IC

wings expanded and belled or ; sinister, a griffin,
wings expanded per pale indented ar. and gu. Motto Quod

a

falcon,

—

crescents of the last.

vult valde vult.

;

Fbancis

brother of Sir Thomas Mansel, first bart. of
Margam, was so created 1621). Same Arms, Ci-est, and
Motto.
Mansel (Trimsaran, co. Carmarthen, bart., extinct 1798
descended from John Mansel, eldest son of Sir Fbancis
Mansel, first bart. of Muddlescombe, by his second wife).
Same Arm^, Crest, and Motto.
Mansel (Cosgrave Hall, co. Northampton). Ar. three
maunches sa. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a

—

—

Motto Quod vult valde vult.
(Smeilmore and Longthorns, co. Dorset). Ar. a
chev. betw. three maunches sa. Crest A cap of maintenance enflamed on the top ppr. Motto Quod vult valde
falcon rising ppr.

—

—

Hanson
ar.

Dorset).

Crest

or.

memor

(co.

Gu. a

Gloucester).

Hansell

maunches

sa.

Gu. a

— An

arm

or.

—

fesse

erm. betw. three mullets pierced or

armour holding a

in

V\.).

Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three mullets ar.
Gu. a fesse betw. three crescents ar.
Kent).
Sa. a bend indented ar.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
or Haunston. Gu. on a fesse betw. three

mullets pierced ar. as many annulets of the field.
Quarterly, or and gu. a lion ramp, counter-

Hanston.
changed.

Hanser (Penryn, co. Cornwall;

Hantaby.

— Dum spiro spero.

—

—

—

—

—

—

betw. three

Hansfield
betw. three

Hansfield

maunches

.ia.

(West Leake,

maunches

co.

sa. as

Nottingham).

many

Ar. on a chev.

bezants.

House, co. Leicester). Erm. on a fesse
wavy az. a leopard's face ar. betw. two bezants. Crest An
eagle rising, wings expanded, in the beak an annulet.
Hansfleld (London). Ar. three lions' heads erased sa.
Crest
A cross pattee fltch^e erm.
Hansfleld. Quarterly, or and as. fcmr trefoils reversed,
slipped, and coimterchanged.
Hansfleld. Gu. a bend cotised betw. six crosses crosslet
(Birstall

—

—

— A harp

(Beg. Ulster's Office).

Ar. three bars sa. that

charged with a wyvern of the first.
(Ballynamultinagh, co. Waterford, afterwards of
Veomanstown and Morristown Lattin, co. Kildare; allowed
by Betham, Ulster, 1813, to John Mansfield, Esq., of Yeomanstown, sixth in descent from Walter JLansfield, Esq.,
of Ballynamultinagh, d. 1600).
Quarterly, 1st, ar. three
bars sa. that in chief charged with a wyvern of the first, for
Mansfield; 2nd, gu. a saltire or, for Edstace; 3rd, per fess
ar. and gu. in chief on a mount vert a wolf pass, in front of
an oak tree ppr., for Woolfe; 4th, ar. a chief indented sa.,
for Power.
CreU A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.
garnished or, the hand holding a sword both also ppr.
pommel and hilt gold. Motto Turris fortitudinis.
Uansliam. Ar. a fesse humettee gu. betw. two lions
pass. sa.
Crut A griffin's head erased or, betw. two wings
in chief

Hansfleld

—

—

—

Crest

sa.).

Hant

(England).
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Per chev.

ar.

(co.

—A

Sa. '.hree annulets in pale betw.

Crest

ar.

bend counter-embattled

Norfolk, and Mansuer, co.
'Vair a bend gu. (another, the field vaire ar.
pelican in her piety ppr. nest or.

Westmoreland).

and

Hant.

—An antelope

(Ipswich).
Crtst

two palets

or,

a chief

pass. or.

Per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp, counterlion ramp. ar.

— A demi

Az. three bendlets or.
Hantebey (granted 1612). Erm. on a bend gu. betw. twu
Crest
cotises engr. of the second three garbs or.
A boar'.s
head bendways ar. armed or, with flames of fire issuing from
the mouth ppr.
Hantell (co. Kent, and Heyford, co. Northampton). Ar. a

—

cross engr. betw. four martlets sa.

couped

Crest

—A

stag's

head

neck guard, ar. (another, erm.).
(Lewes, co, Sussex derived from Thomas Mantell,
Head Burgess of that town in 1562). Same Arms, &c.
Hanthelby. Gu. a serpent nowed or.
Manthey, or Haby. Az. a cross or.
Manton. Ar. on across engr. az. five garbs or. Crett
unicorn sejant or, resting the dexter paw against a tree vert.
at the

Mantel!

;

—

Hantory, or Hantres.
ramp, of the

Sa.

on a chief

or,

a demi Ui n

field (another, az.).

Hantua, Hantue, or Hanton.

Ar. a cross gu. betw.

four eagles displ. sa.

Hanvers, Earl.

See Piebbepont.

Hanvers

Ar. six
(Holme Pierrepont, co. Nottingham).
two, two, and two.
Hanvers. Ar. six annulets sa. three, two, and one.
Manvoysin, or Mansyne. Or, two bars gu.
Man'wairing'. See Mainwabikg.
Han'well. Gu. three hands couped in fesse ar. Ortst
annulets

sa.

—

ram

pass. gu.

Han'wike.
Crest

Sa.

an eagle

displ. or, in chief

two bezants.

—On a hurt an estoile or.

Han'wike.

Sa.

an eagle

displ. or.

Han'wood

(Bramfield, co. Essex, and co. Kent). Sa. two
on a chief of the second a demi lion issuant ramp.
of the first.
Crest On a ducal coronet a lion's head guard.
palets or,

—

or.

Crest
all

— An

Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three martlets or.
ostrich, wings endorsed, in the beak a horseshoe

ppr.

Hanyngton.

ar.

and gu.

in chief three

Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets of the

first.

Hape
and

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Ar. an eagle displ. per pale gu.

vert.

Hapes

(Feltham and KoUesby,

co.

Norfolk).

Sa.

four

—

lozenges in fesse or. Crest An arm embowed in armour or,
holding in the gauntlet a spur ar. leathered sa.
Haples. Per pale az. and or, three boars' heads in bend
counterchanged. Cre<t A tower or.
Haplesdec (co. Kent). Sa. a cross formee fltchee ar.
Crest
Out of a mural crown az. two arms embowed in
armour ppr. sustaining a flag gu. flotant to the sinister, staff

—

—

or.

Hapletoft (CO.

Lincoln). Az. a chev. betw. three crosses
on a chief ar. a lion pass. gu.
HapO'wder (Holsworthy and Pjewortby, co. Devon. Visit.
crosslet or,

Xanson

Sa. a

or.

Hanyng'ham.

fltch^e ar. (another, crosslets or).

Hansfleld

Crest

Hansuer, or Hansuen

changed.

granted to WnxiAii Manseb,
Esq.). Gu. on a bend invected ar. betw. two stags statant
or, an arrow, point upwards ppr.
Crest
A leopard's head
erased in front of three arrows, points upwards, one in pale
and two in saltire all ppr. Motto Dum spiro spero.
Hansberg'll (Berwick Hall, co. Westmoreland). Ar. a bend
raguly betw. three arrows gu. feathered and barbed or. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. gorged with a collar raguly gu.
holding in the dexter paw an arrow of the last feathered and
barbed or.
Hansfield, Earl of. See Mubbat.
Itansfield (Baron Sandhurst). Ar. on a chev. embattled
az. betw. three maunches sa. an eastern crown or, on a chief
engr. of the third a lion of the fourth combatant with a
Crest Out of an eastern crown ar. a
tiger cowed ppr.
gryphon's head sa. beaked or, betw. two branches of laurel
ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a horse ar. mane and tail sa.
charged on the shoulder with a rose gu. barbed and seeded
ppr. holding in the mouth a branch of laurel vert; sinister,
a tiger cowed ppr. gorged with a collar and chain reflexed
over the back sa. Motto Steadfast.
Hansfield (co. Nottingham, temp. James I.}. Ar. a chev.

b«t%

(co.

Hanston, or Haston.

—

branch fructed

three mullets or.

Sa. a chev. betw. three maunches ar.
Crest
On
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a flame of fire ppr.
Hansell, or Hatmsell. Or, on a fesse dancettee g^i.
three lions ramp. or.
(Lampits, Hoddesdon, co. Herts). Gu. on a bend
inverted betw. two stags siatant ar. an arrow, point to the
dexter ppr. Crest
In front of three arrows ppr. one in pale,
the others in saltire, a leopard's bead erased also ppr. Motto

Hanser

holly

Hanston (Manston, co. Dorset). Or, three martlets sa.
Hanston (Manston Court, co. Kent, Sheriff of Kent, tenp
Manston.
Manston.
Hanston,

Hansell.

—Mete

Hansted. Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three mullets ar.
Hansted, or Haunsted. Gu. a fesse engr. erm.

a label of the

by Walker, Garter).
on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard,

Motto

thistle ppr.

ppr.

fesse ar.

(Guildford, co. Surrey; granted

Or, three

paw a

orle of eight crescents

Sa. a chev. betw. three annuletaar.

Mausted.

Manston

second.

an

originis.

Hanson.
Cre4

Ar. a Hon saliant

vert, holding in his dexter

of the second within

— A dexter band holding a

three mullets

ar.

Hansell

(Holland, from Scotland, 1672).

betw.

a chev.

Sa.

a chapeau ppr. a garb
Ar. a cross calvary betw.

16th century).

armed and langued

sword erected

Henry

TUlt.
(co.

—On

two mullets gu.

Mansel,

Hansel

Oi'est

or.

Hanson (Scotland,

Hansel mow Talbot, of Margam). See Talbot.
Hansel (Muddlescombe, co. Carmarthen, bart. Sir

Hansel
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A

A

Iff

Barry gu. and
hound courant sa.
1620).

AP
ar.

on a chief of the second a grey-

co.

Nottingham).

bend betw.

Sa. a

six crosses crosslet ar.

arms in a window in the parish
(Sh?ffield
church, Sheffield). Az. on a bend betw. two boars' heads
fesswise ar. three lozenges of the first.
(Birchlands, Sheffield, co York; granted, July,
Az. on a bend engr.
1857, to John Newton Mappin, Esq.).
betw. two boars' heads erased ar. three lozenges of the field.
Crest A boar sa. charged with a pale or, and resting the
dexter foot upon a spur fessewise gold. Motto Cor forte
;

Happin

—

—

suum

calcar est.
(Earl of Mar). Ar. a cross betw. six crosses crosslet
fitchee gu.
Mar, Earl of. See Douglas and Erskine.
of (London). Gu. a chev. ar. betw.
Marblers,
two chipping axes in chief of the last, and a mullet in base
or.
Crest
An arm enibowed, vested az. cuffed ar. holding
in the hand ppr. an engraving chisel of the last. Motto

Mar

Company

—

Grind

—

well.

Marbury

(Marbury, co. Chester, temp. Edward II.). Sa. a
cross engr. ar. betw. four pheons (sometimes crosses tau) of
CreU On a chapeau gu. turned up ar. and
the second.
gemee of plates, a Saracen's head in profile couped ppr.
crined and bearded sa. wreathed about the temples gu.

—

Marbury, or Merbury

(Walton, co. Chester, temp.
Ar. on a fesse engr. az. three garbs or.
Crest
A mermaid ppr. holding in the dexter hand a mirror,
and in the sinister a comb or.

Edward

—

III.).

Marbury (co.

Northumberland).

Sa.

a cross betw. four nails

ar.

Marbury

Ar. on a fesse engr. gu.

(Gresby, co. Lincoln).
three garbs or.

Marbury.
pas.'",

Gu. two bars

of the

the

or,

on a chief of the second a lion

first.

Marbury (Marburj-).

Or,

on a

fess engr. &i. three

garbs of

first.

Marbury
wife of Sir

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1619,

Eichabd Hansard,

Knt.).

Anne Marbdkt,

Sa.

a

cross engr.

betw. four spear heads erect ar.
Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three nails ar.

Marbury.

Marbury

(London; Thomas Marbdrt, citizen and haberdasher of London. Visit. London, 15(;8). Sa. a cross engr.
betw. four pheons ar. Crest A seahorse assurgent per pale
or and az. crined gu«
Marbury (Lambeth, co. Surrey confirmed by Segar, Garter,

—

;

10

May,

March

(Redworth, co. Durham). Sa. a fesse counter-componiJe or and gu. in chief a cross crosslet fitchee of the
second betw. two lions' heads erased ar. in base a Uon's head
erased of the last betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee of the
second.
(Isle of Wight, co. Hants).
Sa. on a cross or, betw.
four lions' heads erased ar. as many crescents gu. Crest
cubit arm erect, vested barry wavy of six or and gu. cuffed
ar. holding in the hand a battle axe in bend sinister ppr.

March

—

headed of the

March.
ar.

Same Arms, the

cross fretty az.

Sa. a cross patonce betw. four lions' heads erased

Crest

— A demi

March.

ramp. ar.
ramp. gu. over

lion

Or, a lion
all a bendlet gobony of
the second and first.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a bordure of the last charged
with eight roses of the field.
March. Sa. a cross betw. four lions' heads erased ar. a
crescent for diff. Crest An arm bendy wavy sinister or
and purp. hand ppr. holding a flower gu. leaved vert, on the
top a goldfinch volant ppr.
(Willesly Park, co. Cambridge, and More Critchell,
Thomas March, Esq., of More Critchell,
CO. Dorset;

March.

—

WoLLASTON,

of

chief gu. three talbots' heads erased of the

;
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Doeotut,

only

child

of

Thomas

Pell Gat-

first.

Crest—On

a ducal coronet or, a wolf pass. ar. langued gold.
(London; granted 1585).
Gu. a horse's head
couped betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
Crett
griffin's head erased az. holding in the beak a rose gu.
stalked and leaved vert.
Marche. Ar. on a bend sa. three covered cups or.
Marche. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. depressed by a bend gobonatcd
of the second and gu.

—

Marchington.
Marchington.

Ar. three crescents sa. flammant ppr.
Or, a fret and canton gu.
Ar. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a martlet of

Marching-ton.
the

first.

Marchudd-ap-Cynan

(Lord of Abergelleu; Founder of
the Vlll. Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys, cotemporary with Rhodri Mawr, King of Wales, who s. to the
throne in 843, and d. 847.
Descendants
I.
Edntfkd
:

Vtchan, Lord of Brynffenigl. II. Wtnns, of Kilgwyn. III.
Wtnns, of Coed Coch and Treforth. IV. Pughs, of Crenddyn
V. Morris, of Bryn-yr-Odyn. VI. Ednowain-ap-Bradwen,
Lord of Llys Bradwen, Founder of the XV. Noble Tribe of
North Wales and Powys. VII. Gbono Llwyd-i-Penwtn.
VIII. Roberts, of Gwysaney. IX. Vadghans, of Hen Bias.
X. Wtnns, of Abergelleu. XI. Wtnns, of Llanolian. XII.
Khts-ap-Edrid. XIII. Foulkes, of Eriviatt). Gu. aSaracen's
head erased at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples sa.
and ar.

Marchweithian

(Is-Aled Denbigh-land-Marobweithian
and held his court at Lleweny. Descendants: I. Price, of Giler, &c. II. Wtnns, of Voelas,
&c. III. Gethins, of Crinioge. IV. Vauohans, of Pant Glas.
V. Pabrys, of Twysog.
VI. Davies, of Llathwryd.
VII.
Llotds, of Comb. VIII. Williams, of Llanstyndwy. IX.
FooLKS, of Llys Llywarch, and others). Gu. a lion ramp,

was lord of

ar.

his tribe,

armed and langued

az.

Marckby, or Markby

(co.

Worcester).

Sa.

two

lion»'

ar.

Marckner.

Gu. an eagle

Marckwick

crowned or.
Per pale ar. and az. a

displ. ar.

(co. Sussex).

wavy counterchanged.

—A boar

saltire

pass, per pale or and
charged with a saltire counterchanged.
Marcon (Yaxham, Edgfield, co. Norfolk; borne by Col.
John March, J. P., Wallington Hall, co. Norfolk). Per
fesse or and az. a demi lion in chief issuant gu. all within a
bordure ar. Crest A Uon sejant, winged, and supporting a
lyre with the dexter foot, behind the lion's head the sun in
Crest

az.

—

all gold.

Marcury.
Mardake.

Az. a cross flory betw. four cinquefoils or.
Or, a fret sa.
Crest
An eagle displ. or, environed by a serpent vert, the head turned to the dexter
over the eagle's head.
Mardakes, or Murdakes. Gu. three bendlets or.
(Marden, co. Hereford, and London). Gu. a bend
ar. in the dexter point a Cornish chough ppr.
Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head sa. armed and maned

—

Marden

—

gold.

Marden

(London).
Or, a bend gu. in the sinister chief
point a Cornish chough ppr.

Mardeston.

—

first.

Marche

Marden, or Morden

—

Haddenham, m.

s. p.
1741, and second, Sir Isaac
Bart., of Loseby). Paly of six or and az. on a

assumed, 1777, on succeeding to the estates of Garendon
and Oracedieu, in co. Leicester, the name and arms of
Phillipps). Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross erm. betw. four
lions' heads erased or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding
a Maltese cross or.
March-Phillipps (Garendon). Sec Db Lisle, of Garendon
,'iMil firai-i' DItu M.'inor.
Marchall. Gu. a bend engr. or, over all a label ar. Crest
A mullet or, betw. two palm branches vert.
Marchand (co. liuckingham granted 1582). Sa. a bend
cKiiscfl betw. two griffins scgreant or.
Marchant (co. Devon). Or, three anchors sa.
Marchant. Az. a hare ramp, or, betw. three mullets of the
la.st.
CVfrt— Out of a ducal coronet or, a nag's head az.
Marche (l.sle of Ely, co. Cambridge. Visit. 1574 and 1619.
heiress,

Eaq., o(

—

March

The eventual

m. John Nortow,

;

Ralph Marche, Esq.,
ward, Esq., who d.

splendour

third.

March (London).

Esq., of the Isle of Ely,

s. p. in 1703).
Or, three palets az. on
a chief gu. three talbots' heads erased of the first. Crat
On a ducal coronet or, a water spaniel (sometimes a wolf)
pass. az. langued or.
Marche (Haddenham, co. Cambridge. Visit. 1684; descended from Marche, of the Isle of Ely
the eventual
heiress, Sarah Rowlands Marche, last surviving child of

gambs

Same Arms.

1616).

Marche,

Eotherfleld, Hants, d.

Mapperley (Mapperley,

Kappin
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sa.

(co.

Warwick).

Erm. on a chief

a talbot pass, or, an annulet gu. for diff.
Ar. two bars az. on a chief of the second a

lion pass. or.

Mardet. Gu.
Mardewike.

three palets wavy or.
Vert three Uons ramp. ar. crowned or.
Az. a chev. quarterly or and ar.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second.
(Owlton, co. Norfolk). Or, fretty vert, on a chief
of the second three annulets of the first.
(Baron Di la Mure, extinct 1316; John de la Mark
was summoned to Parliament 1299, but neither he or his

Mardock

(co. Hertford).

Mardock

Mare

descendants afterwards). Gu. two lions pa.-is. in palear.
(Hlackhcath. co. Chester). Gu. two leopards pass, in
pale ar. spotted sa. Crest— A demi leopard saliant, spotted
ns in the arms.

Mare

Mare. Gu. two chev. or.
Mare, or De la Mare.

Crest

— A hand apaumee

gu.

Or, three bars dancettCe gu.

\A
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Uarell.

a cross gu.

Or,

cotinterchanged.

and

az.

Mares.

Barry nebulee of six enn. and

iUareschall (Hengham,

Henry

Ar. three bars gu.

III.).

Crest

—

talbot ppr.

Mareward. Vert a fesse ar. betw. three cinquefoils or.
Marewood, or Marwood. Vert a fesse betw. three

—

pierced ar.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a
beacon fired ppr. betw. two wings ar.
Harg'aret. Az. a fesse (another, engr.) arm. betw. three

Az. a fesse erm. in chief an eagle displ. ar.
Marg-ary (Kensington, co. Middlesex; granted to Josbda
John Lloyd Maroary, Esq., of Kensington, of an ancient
family, De Makgderie, Mo.rquis de Vassy, in Normandy, one
of whom, escaping tlie persecution of the Protestants in
France, landed in Guernsey, and afterwards settled in the
county of Devon). Per fesse az. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three daisies slipped, two and one of the second.
Crest— V'pon a mount vert an arm in bend ppr. holding a
daisy slipped ar. Motto Cherche qui n'a.
Margate, Marg-at, or Margrott (Tournay). Gu. sem^

—

dt'-lis ar.

(another, or).

Margeron.
Margerison

Gyronny

of six or and sa.
(Bradford, co. York; granted to John Lister.
chev. or and az. in chief two gryphons

Per

Esq.).

segreant and in base sem^e of

mullets

counterchanged.

—A

gryphon statant az. sem^e of mullets or, and
resting the dexter claw upon a millrind also or.
Motto
Crest

—

(Offington, co. Sussex, originally of co. Tork,

where the family held lands temp. Richard II.; descended
from Richard Margetson, Esq., of Rotheram, son of John
Margetson, or Margesson, Esq., of Wakefield, co. York, Uving
in 1400). Sa. a lion pass, guard, ar. a chief engr. or, quartering for Whitebread, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three hinds' heads
erased gu. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a lion pass, guard,
sa. gorged with a ducal coronet gold. Motto
Loyalty me lie.
Margetson (James Margetson, D.D., Archbishop of
Dublin, 1G61-63, Archbishop of Armagh and Lord Primate,
1663-78; confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1647). Sa. a lion
pass. ar. armed and langued gu. a chief engr. or.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a lion pass, guard, sa. ducally gorged

—

—

—

Anni/ter Crest (Reg.

gold.

Ulster's Office)

—A

denii lion

ramp. ar. the dexter paw resting on anestoile of eight points
gu.
Motto Par Dieu est mon tout.
Marines (co. Kent). Or, a cross engr. gu.
Marjerolles. Gu. ten cross crosslets, four, three, two, and
one ar., quartered by Mitford through Osbaldeston,
Wentworth, Hoton, and London.
Mariot. Barry of eight ar. and sa. a bend enn.
Mariott (cos. Warwick and Gloucester). Barry of six or
and sa.
Marjoribanks (Balbeardie, co. Linlithgow). Ar. a mullet
gu. on a chief sa. a cushion or. Crest
A demi grifiBn or.
Motto
Et custos et pugnax.
Marjoribanks (Lees, CO. Berwick, and of Hallyards, Mid-

—

—

—

Lothian, bart., 1814, representative of Leuchio). Ar. on a
chief gu. a cushion betw. two spur-rowcls of the field.
Crest
A lion's gamb erect and erased grasping a tilting
lance in bend sinister, point downwards ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a lion guard, gu. sinister, a horse reguard. ar. furnished ppr.
Motto Advance with courage.
Marjoril3anks (Guisachan, co. Inverness, bart., 1866).
As Lees, but without the supporters.
Marjoribanks (Marjoribanks). Ar. a mullet gu. on a
chief sa. a cushion or.
Crest
A demi griffin ppr. Motto
Custos et pugnax.

—

—

;

—

—

—

Marke

Jaues Mabke, son of John
William Marke, all of same place.
Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of

(Liscard, co. Cornwall;

Marke, and grandson
Visit. Cornwall,

of

1620).

eight fleurs-de-lis or, a canton erm.
(Woodhill, co. Cornwall).

Marke

Same Arms.

Crest—
paw.
Marke. Per pale erm. and az. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Crest
A lion's gamb sa. holding a battle axe or.
Marke. Same Arms, a bordure sa. bezantee.
Marke. Ar. on a cross gu. five cinquefoils or.
Marke. Per pale ar. and gu. a pile counterchanged.
Markeby. Sa. two lions' gambs couped and erect in pale

demi

lion holding a fleur-de-lis in his dexter

—

ar.

Markeby.

Sa.

two

lions'

gambs chevronways, meeting

foot to foot ar. betw. three annulets or.

Markenfleld

Marker

York). Ar. on a bend .sa. three bezants.
(Uffculmc, co. Devon). Per pale ar. and gu. a pale
(co.

65y

greyhound statant per pale

ar.

—

paw on a mount ppr.
(exempUfied to Rev. George Townsend Smith,
Rector of Uffculme, co. Devon, upon his assuming, by royal
the dexter

Marker

surname of Mareeb only). Per pale dovetail ar.
and gu. a pale counterchanged, on a canton of the second
a saltire couped of the first. Crest A greyhound per pale
ar. and sa. resting the dexter paw upon a saltire gu.
Motto
licence, the

—

— Festina lente.

(co. Essex).

Gu. a

lion pass. ar.

a bordure engr. of

the last.

Markes

(co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils vert.
Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of fleurs-de-lis or,
a canton erm.
Markey (Alton Court, co. Hereford John Market, Esq.,
son of William Markey, of Alton Court, gent., by Sibel,
dau. of Robert Kyrle, Esq., m. in 163S, Benedicta, sister
of" Sir Bennett Hoskyns, Bart., of Harewood).
Vert a fesse
ar. betw. three mallets or.
(Markham, co. Nottingham; descended from Sir
Alexander de Markham, Constable of the Castle of Nottingham, temp. Henry III., from whom descended Sir John
Markham, Knt., Judge of the Common Pleas from 20
Richard II. to 9 Henry IV., 1396-1407, who had two sons,

Markes.

;

Markham

Sir Robert Markham, ancestor of Markham, of Coatand II. Sir Johm
hara and AUerton, co. Nottingham
Markham, Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench, temp.
Henry VI. and Edward IV.). Az. on a chief or, a demi lion
ramp, issuant gu. Crest A lion of St. Mark sejant guard,
winged or, circled round the head ar. supporting a harp or
I.

;

—

Industria et probitate.

Margesson

—A

Quarterly, nebulae or and sa. four martlets counterchanged. Crest
An eagle with wings expanded, resting

Markes

eagles displ. ar.

Marg'aret.

Crest

sa.

Marker.

ar.

co. Norfolk, temp.

Gii. a bend lozengy or.
Jllarett (La Haule, Jersey).

trefoils
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fretty ar. betw. four eagles displ.

lyre of the

first.

Markham

(Sedgebrooke, co. Nottingham, bart., extinct
descended from Sir John Markham, Lord Chief
1779;
Justice of the King's Bench, temp. Henry VI. and Ed-

ward

IV.).

Same Anas.

Crest

— A lion

of St.

Mark

sejant

guard, resting the dexter forepaw on a shield ar.
(Ullerton, co. Nottingham; a branch of SedgeCrest
brooke). Same Arms, with a bordure ar.
A lion
of St. Mark sejant guard, winged or, circled round the
head ar. supporting a harp or lyre of the first.
(William Markham, Bishop of Chester, 1771-77;

Markham

—

Markham

Archbishop of York, 1777-1807, stated to have descended
from Markham, of Coatham). Same Arms, as Markham, of
Sedsebrooke.
descended from 'Wil(Cuffortb Hall, co. York
liam Markham, Archbishop of Y'ork). Svimc Arms. C>-est

Markham
A

;

—

Mark sejant guard, resting the dexter paw on
hames or. ,l/o«o— Mitis et audax.

lion of St.

a pair of

Markham

(Becca Hall, co. York, formerly of Coatham, co.
Nottingham; descended from William Markham, Archbishop of Y'ork, 1777-1S07; William Markham, Esq., of
Becca Hall, eldest son and heir of William Markham,
Private Secretary to Warron Hastings, settled at Becca Hall,
was grandson of the Archbishop of York). Same Arms, &c.
Markham. Az. on a chief or, a lion pass. sa.

Markham.

Ar. on a cross patonciSe az. five escallops or.
(Dublin; confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1644, to
William Markham, of that city, gent.). Az. a saltire engr.
or, on a chief of the last a lion ramp, issuant of the first.
Cre^t
A lion's head erased erm.
Markingfield (co. Y'ork). Ar. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Markington (co. York). Gu. an orle ar. over all a bend

Markham

—

ermines.

Markington.
and

Per bend indented

sa.

and

ar. (another,

or

az.).

Markland.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.

Crest— A.

head erased.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A demi lion gu.
ducally gorged or (another, ducally gorged ar.).
Marks Steeple-Ashton and Salisbury, co. Wilts, and Pancras,
Gu. sem^e-de-lis a lion ramp. or. Crest— A.
CO. Middlesex).
demi lion ramp. erm. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Marks, or Markes (co. Suffolk). Gu. sem^e-de-lis or, a
Cretl
A demi lion ramp. erm.
lion ramp, and canton erm.
lion's

—

Markoe.

—

holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Marks. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a bordure engr. or.
Marland (co. Kent). Gu. three bars wavy ar. (another, or),
on each as many martlets sa.
Marland. Barry nebulee of six gu. and ar. seven martlets sa. three, three, and one, on a chief or, three pellets.
Marlay. Vaire ar. and gu. a bordure az. bezantee.
Marlay (Thomas Marlay, Lord Chief Baron of Exchequer
Quarterly, 1st and
in Ireland, 1733; Reg. Ulster's Office).
4th, barry of eight or and gu. on an orle az. eight martlets

A
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of the first; 2nd, a chev. betw. three martlets sa. Srd, ar.
Motto NuUi
three bars sa. Crest An eagle displ. ppr.

since the death of the third baron ; John de Mabmtow, grandson of Robert de Marmton, jun., second son of Robert ds

praeda sumus.
(Belvedere, co. Westmeath). Barry of eight or and
gu. on a bordure az. eight martlets of the field. Crest—
An eagle displ. ppr. Motto Nulli praeda sumus.

Marmton, feudal Baron of Tamworth, 1184-1217, was summoned to Parliament, 1294; the third baron left two sisters,
and Avice, to., as
co-heirs, Joane, m. Sir John Bebnack
second wife, John, second Lord Grty, of Rotherfield;. Same
Arms.
Marmyon {Baron Marmyon, of Torrington, extinct;
William de Marmyon, third son of Robert de Marmton.
feudal Lord of Tamworth, 1184-1217, was summoned i;
Parliament 1264, but appears to have d. t. p.).
Same
Arms.
Marmyon (co. Notts; Henry Marmton, temp. Henry VTII.,
whose dau., Bridget, m. John Tbcssell, Esq., of Cosshall,
second son of William Tbussell, Esq., of Billesley, same
CO.
Trussell Ped. Visit. Notts, 1614). Same Arms.

;

—

—

SCarlay

—

Iffarlboroug-h,

Duke

See Chdkchill.

of.

Harlborougrh, To'wm of
and

az. in chief a bull

(co.

Wilts).

pass. ar.

armed

Per
or,

saltire

gu.

in fesse

two

cocks of the third, in base three greyhounds courant in
pale of the last, on a chief or, a jiale betw. two roses gu.
Crest
thereon a tower triple-towered of the fourth.
The original arms of
tower ar. Supporters Two hounds.
Marlborough, as entered in the Visitation of Wilts, 1565,
were, Az. a tower triple-towered ar.

—

—

STarle.

Sa. a saltire betw. four martlets ar.

3SIarler, or

;

Marley

ford, CO. Rent).

(Knavestock, co. Essex, and CrayAr. acber. purp. in the dexter canton an

Kent).

(co.

Or, a cher. az. (another, field or, chev.

(London; granted 1583).
Crest
Ar. a chey. purp.
a chapeau purp. turned up erm. an eagle, wings
endorsed or, ducally gorged, beaked, and legged gu.

—On

STarlere.

Az. a bend engr. or.
Marleton (co. Worcester). Ar. on a pale az. (another, sa.)
three martlets or.
Marleton. Erm. on a pale az. three martlets or. Crest

—

On a tower

KarletoyB

ar.

a

(co.

lion

(burial

Oxon,

A

CreM

Ar. two bars

Erm. on a pale

sa.

three mart-

wavy

Durham).

(co.

gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets

sa.

Karley.

embowed

Or, on a bend sa. three dolphins naiant

ar.

Uarlion. Vert

on an inescutcheon erm. a chev. gu. an orle
of martlets ar.
Crest
An ostrich's neck gu. and wings
endorsed ar. and az. in the mouth a horseshoe of the

—

Same Arms,

(co. Leicester).

lion

crowned

or.

Gu. a lion ramp, or, fretty az. another, Ar.
another, Vair a fess <>r
three lions ramp. sa. crowned or.
(another, same field, a canton gu. another, same field, three
;

;

;

fusils or raascles gu.).

Marnell.

Az. a demi lion ramp,

of the last.

Crest

or,

— A stag trippant or.

an

orle of fleurs-de-lis

Or, a cross engr. az.

Marner.

bend

Or, on a

—Out

sa. three crosses crosslet fitchce ar.

of a ducal coronet or,

a mullet

az. betw.

two

laurel branches vert.

Marner.
Marnes.

Az. a fesse gu. betw. six lions ramp. ar.
Or, a cross engr. gu.
(Baron Jlfai-n«j/, extinct 1525; Sir Henst Marnet,
K.G., Privy Councillor to Henry VII. and Henry VIII.,
descended from Robert de Marnet, temp. Edward HI., w:is
so created 1523; John, second Lord Marney, left two daus.
co-heirs).
Gu. a lion ramp, guard, ar.
Gu. a lion ramp, guard, ar. Crr<t
(co. Cornwall).
A chapeau sa. turned up erm. betw. a pair of wings
elevated ar.
(co. Essex).
Gu. a leopard ramp. ar.
Gu. a lion ramp, guard, ar.
(co. Norfolk).
Marney. Or, a cross engr. gu. Crest A granade inflameil

Marney

Marney

second.

Karlott (Mundham, co. Sussex).
CreH A demi heraldic tiger ramp.

—

Gu. three mullets

ar.

ar. erased gu.
Ar. on a fesse per fesse indented az. and purp.
betw. three pinks vert, flowered or, as many trefoils of the

Harlow.
first.

Marlow, or Marley.

Or,

a bend

sa.

Crest— A cross

Marlo-wr, or

Marlowe.

bendlets gu.
(borne by Rev.

Marlow

Quarterly,

Michael

az.

and

three

or,

IVTaelow, D.D.,

Preben-

dary of Canterbury, and President of

St. John's College,
Quarterly, or and az. three bendlets gu. quartering
Kent, viz., Az. a lion pass, guard, or, a chief erm.

Oxford).

Marlowe

(Lord Mayor of London, 1409 and 1417). Quaraz. an orle of martlets or.
Ar. a fesse vaire or and gu. betw. three billets

and

Marlowe.

of the last.

Marlton.
Marlyn.

Erm. on a pale sa. three martlets or.
Ar. two bars gu. Crest— A tower ar. masoned sa.
on the top a cupola or.
Marlyn. Az. an inescutcheon per chev. erm. and gu. eight
martlets in orle ar.

indented of the last three mullets of the first.
(from the seal of Ricbabd Mabmaduc, 1318).
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three parrots vert.
Crest Three

Uarmaduke

—

mullets in chev. ar.

Gu. a fesse betw. three ringdoves ar.
beaked, legged, and collared or.
Marmaduke. Vaire ar. and gu. a bordure az. bezantSe.
(Baron Marmi/on ; Robert de Marmton, Lord
of Fontney, In Normandy, was granted the Castle of Tamworth, CO. Warwick, by William I.; his grandson, Robert
De Marmton, feudal Baron of Tamworth, 1184-1217, had
three sons, I. Robkrt dk Marmton; II. Robert Marmyon,
Jun., ancestor of Baron Marmyon, of Wetrington
and

Marmyon

;

Bnmn Marmyon,

of Torrington;

Philip DE .Marmton, son of Uobert de Marmyon, the eldest of
the above sons of Robert Marmton, feudal Duron of Tarnworth, 1184-1217, w.iH Kiimriioned to Parliament 12(50; d. temp.
Henry III., leaving three daus. his co-heirs; the biirony being
feudal one only, has never since been revived
the
descendant of his youngest dau. and coheir is Dtmoke, of
Scrivolshy, in right of that manor. The Hon. the Queen's
Champi'm).
Vair a fess gu.

Marmyon

;

(Baron Marmyon, of Wetrington, in abeyance

660

—

ppr.

Gu. a lion pass, vair crowned or.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned az. Crest
Betw. two stalks of wheat in orle or, a cress moline gu.
Marnham. Vair a fesse or, fretty gu. (another, engr.

—

Marnham.
fretty gu.).

Maroley

(co.

York

;

temp.

Edward

I.).

three clusters of grapes ar.
(Berkeswell, co. Warwick,

Marow

Or, on a

hart.,

bend

extinct

sa.

1714;

descended from William Marow, Lord Mayor of London,
35 Henry VI., 1455). Az. a fess engr. betw. three maidens'
heads couped at the shoulders ar. hair dishevelled or.
Marple (Bonsai, co. Derby). Sa. sem^e of crosses crosslet
fitch^e ar. a griffin segreant or.

Marple

(Edenstoure, co. Derby; confirmed 20 Sept. 1574).

Sa. scrn^e of crosses crosslet fitchee a griffin segreant wings

Marr

or.

Ar. a fret sa. on a canton of
the last a dexter gauntlet or. Crest Two lions' gamhs
erased in saltire or, in each a battle-axe, handles gu. blades
(Colchester, co. Essex).

—

ar.

Marr

(England). Chequy or and ar. a fesse gu. Crest— .\
head erased and bridled ppr.
(Sir Thomas Makrable, Knt., Secretary to the
Board of Green Cloth, in the Lord Steward's Department
of the Royal Household, second son of John Marrable,
Quarterly, or and gu. a
Esq., of the city of Canterbury).
fess erm. in the 1st quarter a canton az. charged with a
horse's

Mannaduke.

deemed a

Marney
Marney

endorsed

Marlyon. Vert on an inescutcheon erm. a chev. gu.
Marznabell (Gemock). Gu. on a bend or, betw. two cotises

William Marmyon,

—

Marney.

moline pierced erm.

terly, gu.

—

— A rose gu. barbed vert,

Crest

Marley.

1574).

Marmyon.

Marnell.

ramp. ppr.

Worcester).

lets or.

III.

escutcheons, Christ Church, Oxford.
Vair three lozenges gu.
Gu. a lion ramp. vair. Crest
tent az. garnished or.

Visit.

Marmyon

(HI-)-

Marler

m arley

Marmyon

Marmyon (co. Gloucester).

escallop sa.

Karler

;

Marrable

first, in the 2nd and Srd quarters a lion
guard, the dexter forepaw resting on two keys iu
Crest
saltire, the wards downwards gold.
A lion ramp,
guard, or, holding betw. tlie paws a chaplet of oak vert,
encircling a key in bend sinister, the wards upwards gold,
surmounted by a staff ar. Motto Integritate sola.
(Scotland). See Mab.
Marrant (London). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three talbots
Crest
courant or.
A crane, wings endorsed reguard. ar.
resting the foot on a pellet.
Marriot. Ar. three bars az. on a canton gu. a fleur-de-lis
or. Crest—Out of a ducal coronet or, a ram's head ar. attired

ring jewelled of the
pass,

—

—

Marr

—

gold.

Marriott.

Same Arms and

Ci-est

as

Maryet, or Martott.

AAA
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;
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—

''rest— A talbot pass. sa. collared

Harriott

Derby).

(co.

and chained
Same Arms. Crest

or.

—A

ram's head

(Avonbank, co. Worcester, formerly of The
descended from Augustine Markiot,
Leases, co. York
Crest
citizen of London, living in 1689). Same Arms.
Motto Virtute et
talbot pass. sa. collared and chained or.
;

—

—

Barry of six or and
Crest

pass. or.

Harriott
and

on a canton az. a boar

sa.

— A talbot pass, collared and lined.

(Smith-Marriott,

Sydling St. Kicholas, co.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry of six or and

Dorset, bart.).

two escallops

in chief

gu., for

Marriott; 2nd and

3rd, sa. a fesse erminois cotised or, betw. three martlets of

the

each charged with an erm. spot, for Smith. Crests
A mount vert, thereon a talbot pass. sa.

last,

Marriott:

1st,

guttee d'cau, collared and a line reflexed over the back or
2nd, Smith: A greyhound sejant gu. collared and a line
reflexed over the back or, charged on the shoulder with a

mascle

—Semper

Motto

ar.

fidelis.

—

Harrow.

Or, billettee sa. a fesse of the last.
Crest
base az.
(confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1656, to William
Marrow, of the Ordnance, who came to Ireland with Ohver
Cromwell, 1649).
Az. on a less engr. or, betw. three
maidens' heads ppr. a mullet sa. betw *wo pellets. Crest
A maiden's head ppr.
Harris (Barton, co. York). Gu. a saliire engr. ar. Crest
pillar ar.

Harrow

—

—

A

castle ppr.

—

Harryatt.
lion

Paly of six ar. and sa. a bend erm. Crest
ramp, double queued ppr.
(Manchester, and Chelmorton, co. Derby Rev.

Harsdeu

;

William Marsden,

Vica"- of Eccles, co. Lancaster,

Gu. on a bend

this family; granted 1733).

was of

three bald-

ar.

coots sa. beaked and legged of the first,
a unicorn's head erased of the second. Vr-st—A unicorn's
head erased ar. guttee de sang, gorged with a ducal coronet

in the sinister chief

az.

lion

ramp, erased

—

Motto ^Mars denique victor

est.

Harsden

(William Marsden, Esq., Secretary to the Admiralty (erop. George 111., and Alexander Marsden, Esq.,
Under Secretary of Ireland; descended from Marsden, of
Manchester and Chelmorton). Same Arms, and, for distinction, a sprig of shamrock ppr. in the imlcorn's mouth,
and a key with a sprig of shamrock in the dexter chief of

the shield.

Harsh (co.

Cambridge)

Paly of six

ar.

and

az.

on a chief

gu. three talbots' heads erased or.

Harsh, or Harshe

Huntingdon). Paly of six or
and az. on a chief gu. three talbots' heads era.sed or.
Harsh (Marton in Lanj;den, co. Kent: confirmed 1602).
Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the dexter chief quarter a horse's
head couped of the second. Crest Out of a mural crown
gu. a horse's head ar. ducally gorged or.
XIarsh (Marton, near East Langton, co. Kent; granted
16 June, 1616). Same Amu. Crest
A ram's head ar. attired
(co.

—

—

and crowned

Harsh

Arms and

Harsh

or.

(Snave

Manor and Ivy Church,

co. Kent).

Same

for

Quarterly,

co. Essex).

Marsh; 2nd and

3rd,

ar.

1st

and 4th,

three crosses

crosslet fitch^e gu. a bordure engr. of the last, for Chisen-

—

1st, Marsh
Out of a mural crown gu. a
ar. ducally gorged or; 2nd, Chisenhale: A
gu. collared and Uned or, the collar charged
with three cross crosslets gu.
(Edmonton, co. Middlesex, Fincham, co. Bucks, and
London; Robert Marsh, gent., of Edmonton, Visit. Middlesex,
1663, and Rev. Samuel Marsh, D.D., sons of Samuel
BIarsb, gent., of Fincham, 1633, and grandsons of Robert
Marsh, of London, d. 7 Oct. 1602).
Ar. on a bend gu.
three lozenges of the first, in chief a trefoil of the second.
Crest
demi leopard ramp. ppr. pellettee, ducally gorged

bale.

Crests

:

horse's head
griffin pass.

Harsh

—A

Harsh (The Lloyd,

Gu. a horse's head coap««t

co. Stafford).

betw. three crosses crosslet ar.
(London, merchant, d. in Dublin, 1661
Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office). Sa. a cross ar. fretty of the first betw. four
lions' heads erased of the second.

Harsh

;

(Springmount, Queen's co.).
Gn. a horse's head
couped or, betw. two trefoils in chief and a fleur-de-lis ia
base ar. Crest A griffin's head couped az. gorged with a
ducal coronet or, in the beak a rose ar. seeded or, slipped,
leaved, and beaked vert. Motto
Nolo servile tapistrum.
(bart., extinct 1868; confirmed to Henrt Mabsb,
M.D., of Dublin, Physician-in-Ordinary to the Queen in
Ireland, created a bart. 1839, great-great-grandson of Francis
Marsh, Archbishop of Dublin, by his wife. Mart, dau. and
co-heir of Jeremy Taylor, D.D., Bishop of Down and
Connor). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a horse's head couped
or, betw. two trefoils slipped in chief and in base a fleur-de-lis
ar., for Marsh
2nd and 3rd, erm. a bishop's mitre az. on a
chief indented gu. three escallops ar., for Taylor. Crest
griftin's head couped az. ducally gorged or, holding in the
beak a rose ar. seeded gold, shpped, barbed, and leaved vert.
Motto Nolo servile capistrum.
Harshal (Baron Marshal^ barony passed to William, third
Lord Morley, whose mother was Hawise, sister and heir of
John, second Lord Marshal; Wiluam Marshal, descended
from John Marshal, who sided with the Empress Maud
against King Stephen, and was Marshal of the Realm 10
Henry II., was summoned to Parliament 1309). Gn. a bend

—

—

;

—

—

fusilly or.

Harshal

{Earl

of

Pembroke,

extinct

1246;

William

Marshal, Marshal to Henry II., a member of the foregoing
family, m. Isabel de Clare, only dau. and heir of Richard,
Eurt of Pembroke, the celebrated Strongbow, and acquired
that earldom in her right, in which rank he carried the
golden sceptre, surmounted by the cross, at the coronation of
Richard I.). Same Arvis, but after he became Marshal of
the Realm he bore. Per pale or and vert a lion ramp. go.
armed and langued az.
Harshall (Blowbery and Windsor, co. Berks). Or, two
bars gemelles sa. in chief a chessrook betw. two mullets of
the last. Crest A griffin's head erased or, charged on the
neck with a chessrook betw. two mullets sa.
Harshall (Fremington, co. Devon). Or, a millrind sa. on a

—

chief gu. three antelopes' heads erased or.
(Woodwalton, co. Huntingdon).
Paly of six
erm. and gu. on a chief az. three eagles' heads erased ar.
An arrow ar. beaded and feathered az. enflled with
Crest
a ducal coronet or.
Harshall (Abbotts Anne, co. Hants. "Visit. 1575). Sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a
three bars ar. a canton or.
Another Crest Out of a ducal coronet a
stag's head all or.
bull's head all or.
Harshall (Much-Haddon. co. Herts). Gu. on a fesse ar.
betw. three mascles or, as many lions' heads erased az.
Harshall (granted to Col. Hubert Marshall). Barry of
Cre^t
six ar. and sa. on a chev. engr. gu. three pheons or.
A demi heraldic tiger sa. guttee d'or, armed, crined, tufted,
and gorged with a collar gemel also or, resting the sinister
paw upon an escocheon gu. charged with a pheon gold.

Harshall

—

—
—

—

—

Ducitamor patri».
(Marston, co. Lincoln, and Fiskerton, Doncaster,
&c.; granted, 1 June, 1662, to Henry Marshall, Esq., of
Crest
A man
Carleton). Sa. three bars ar. a canton erm.
of arms from the waist upwards, armed in armour ppr. garnished or, beaver open, with a plume of feathers of divers
colours on the helm, wearing a scarf gu. bawdric-wise, with
Motto

—

a staff gold in his hand.

Harshall
Crest.

(Patterdale, co. Westmoreland).

Motto

Harshall
Harshall

—Neccito nee tarde.

(Cookridge, co. York). Same
(Mark Coniston, co. York).

Same Arms and

Arms and Crest.
Saime Arms and

Crest.

Harshall

(Weetwood

Hall, co. York).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Harshall

(Aislabie Grange, co. York, Theddlethorpe, co

Barry of six ar. and sa. a canton
A man in armour ppr. in his dexter hand a
over his armour a sash gu.
Harshall (London). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
spearheads sa. as many bezants, a chief paly of six gu. and
az. thereon an antelope courant or.
Lincoln, and London).

or.

Harsh

Barry of eight ar. and az. a lion
(co. Middlesex).
ramp. gu. ducally crowned or.
Itarsh (Ramridge, co. Hants). Or, three birds az. on a chief
of the last the sun of the first. Crest
A lion's head erased or.
Harsh (London, formerly Dorking, co. Surrey; quartered
by Adams, of Dummer, co. Hants). Per fesse dancettce gu.
andar. a pale counterchanged, three horses' heads couped

—

of the second.

Harsh

gorged with a duckt

Harshall

Crest.

(Gaynes Park,

same Anns,

sa. bezantee,

coronet ar.

Harsh

tide.

Harriott.

—

demi

Harsh

ar.

Harriott

ea.
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Xarriott (Coiesbach, co. Leicester). Ar. three bars az. on
a canton sa. a fleur-de-lis of the first, quarterinc, vert a
cross raguly betw. four leopards' faces or. Crest— Out of a
Sursiim.
ducal coronet or, a ram's head ppr. Motto
Barry of six or and sa.
Harriott (co. Northampton).

(Darks, co. Middlesex).
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Same Arms.

Crest

—

erm.
baton

Crest

—

or,

Harshall

(John Marshall, Alderman of London, 1548).
Per pale or and sa. three greyhounds courant counterchanged, collared gold. Crest A camel's head or, gorged
with a toronet.

—

K AB

Ar. a chev. embattled counter-embattled per
fess gu. and sa. betw. three eagles" heads erased of the
A beehive with bees volant about it ppr.
last.
Crest

—

SEarshall

Durham, and Chelsea,

(Sellaby, co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents gu.
Marshall (Pickering and Aislaby, co.

from

CO. Notts).

Same Arms.

Crest

co. Middlesex).

York

descended

;

—A man in armour ppr.

holding in the dexter hand a truncheon or, over his armour
a sash gu.
BEarshall (Carleton, co. Notts Humphrey Marshall,
Visit. Notts, 1614, descended from John Marshall, of that
place, temp. Edward I.; Harl. MSS., 1400; granted by
Harvey, Norroy, 1562, to Henry Marshall, Esq., of
A demi
Carleton). Sa. three bars ar. a canton erm. Crest
man in armour ppr. holding in the dexter hand a baton,
over the shoulder a sash az. tied at the shoulder with a
ribbon gu.
Karshall (co. Northumberland). Ar. a chev. vert betw.
three crescents gu.
Uarsliall (Ivythorne, co. Somerset; granted 1573). Ar.
on a fesse betw. three chessrooks sa. as many mullets of the
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garfirst.
nished or, a scarf of the la.st and az. holding in the hand
ppr. a broken tilting-spear of the second.
Uarshall (Southwark granted, 1611, by Camden). Ar. a
chev. cotised sa. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed gu. Crest
A greyhound sejant ar. gorged with a collar gu. ringed
or, resting the dexter foot on a buck's head cabossed of the
second.
Marshall (Broadwater, co. Surrey, formerly of co. Sussex;
Thomas Maeshall, son of Thomas Marshall, Esq., of Eastbourne, left the county, and m. in the year 1743, Mary, the
only dau. of William Bryant, of Haslemere, co. Surrey).
Az. on a pile betw. two anchors in base or, an anchor sa.
Crest
A crested female figure vested ar. the right hand
pointing to a rainbow above her head ppr. and with the
left supporting an anchor in front sa.
Motto Spes mea in
;

—

—

;

—

—

—

coelo.

Marshall

(Diceworth, co. Leicester).
three crescents gu.

Marshall
Bwords in

(Milford, co. Wilts.

saltire, points

Ar. a chev. vert betw.

Visit. Wilts, 1677).

upwards

Gu.

five

ar.

Marshall

(Bescottand Walsall, co. Stafford, and Ward End,
CO. Warwick). Barry of six erm. and az. a horseshoe or,
betw. three beeants.
Crest
A bezant charged with a shoeshoe az. betw. two wings barry of six erm. and az. Motto
Vi martiali Deo adjuvante.

—

—

Marshall
Mayor

Chapman Marshall,

(Alderman

Sir

London

1840).

Knt., Lord

Paly of six erm. and gu. on a
heads erased or.
Crest
An arrow
erect or, flighted and barbed az. and enfiled in the centre
with a ducal coronet or.
Marshall (Michelham and Lewes, co. Sussex). Barry of
six ar. and sa. on a canton erm. an escutcheon of the
second.
Crest
A demi man in armour ppr. in his dexter
hand a baton or, tipped sa. a sash az.
Marshall (co. Wilts). Or, a fer-de-moline gu.
Marshall (co. York). Sa. on a fesse engr. or, betw. three
garbs ar. a bird betw. two guttecs gu.
Marshall. Ar. a saltire az. betw. four laurel leaves vert, on
a bordurc gu. eight annulets or. Crrst A dove with an
olive branch in the beak all ppr.
Mntto Virtutc tutus.
Marshall. Ar. on achev. engr. gu. betw. three lozenges
sa. as many plates, a chief paly of four gu. and az. thereon
an antelope courant or. Crest A demi antelope with
wings endorsed per pale.
Marshall, (in. two leopards pass, in pale or (another, ar.)
Marshall. I'aly of four ar. and vert (another, or and
of

in

—

chief az. three griffins'

—

—
—

—

vert;.

Marshall.
ffss az.

Ar. a fesse betw. six annulets sa. (another, the

and three annulets).

Marshall.

Quarterly, sa. and ar. four mullets •ountcr-

(:hang<!d.

Marshall.

Ar. a bend raguly vert betw. two crescents

gu.

Or, an ink-mnline sa. on a chief gu. three
tigers' heads erased of the Held.
Marshall. Ar. on a chief az. three crosses formce fitchco
of the first.

Marshall

and a

like representation of the cross of the

—

reguard. ppr. an escutcheon ar. thereon in base waves of the
sea, and floating therein a naked man, the sinister arm
elevated also ppr.
Marshall (Treworgy House, co. Cornwall William Marshall, Esq., of that place, inherited the seat and estate from
the family of Connock, whose residence it was in the reign
of Henry VIII.; he descended paternally from the co. Devon).
Or, a millrind sa. on a chief gu. three antelopes' heads of the
field.
Crest
An antelope's head erased or.
Marshall (The Priory, Totnes, co. Devon). Same Arms
and Crest. Mntto— Oriime Colloco.
Marshall (Ardwick and Penwortham Lodge, co. Lancaster,
and Taunton, co. Somerset). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. two
bars ar. betw. as many flanches erm. on each a cross crosslet
of the field, for Marshall; 2nd and 3rd, or, a heron sa. a
chief of the last, thereon three annulets gold, for Earnshaw.
Crest
A man habited as a pikeman of the seventeenth
century, and in a corslet, holding in the dexter hand a cross
crosslet fitch^e or, on the head in profile a morion ppr.
plumed gu. Motto Utilem pete finem.
;

—

—

—

Marshall, alias Bury

(.John

William

I'iiillips

Marshall,

Esq.,

of

Kochesttr, co. Kent). Or, on a chev. az. betw. three lions ramp.
KU. an anc'horof the first surmounting asword saltireways ppr.

poinmil and hill gulil, a chief wavy of the second, thereon a
naval crnwn or, betw. a representation of the <:ro3S of the
Imperial UusBian Military Order of .St. George on the dexter,
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Warwick,

(Visit.

1619).

Ar. a

chev. sa. betw. three squirrels ppr.

Marshall (Ward End

House, co. Warwick; granted 1867).
Barry of six erm. and az. a horseshoe or, betw. three bezants.
Crest
A bezant charged with a horseshoe az. betw. two
wings barry of six erm. and az. Motto Vi martiali Deo

—

—

adjuvante.

Marshall, alias Lokesmyth.

Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crest
Out of a mural crown ar.
head ppr.
Marshall (Church Aston, co. Salop, 1769). Az. a saltire ar.
on a chief of the second three edock leaves slipped vert.
Crest— A buck couchant ppr. Motto Virtus semper virescit.
Marshall (Queensborough). Ar. a saltire couped az. betw.
three edock leaves slipped vert. Crest A trefoil slipped ppr.
Motto Semper virescit virtus.
Marshall (Hillcairney, co. Fife, 1792). Ar. a saltire az.
betw. three edock leaves slipped in chief and flanks ppr. and
a heart in base sa. all within a bordure of the last. Creit
A dove with an olive branch in its beak ppr. Motto—

horseshoes sa. a chief gu.

an

—

eagle's

—

—

—

—

Virtute tutus.
(Luncarty, co. Perth, 1872). Ar. on a saltire az.
betw. three edock leaves slipped ppr. in chief and flank, and
a hunting horn sa. stringed gu. in base, a cross crosslet titchee
of the field. Crest and Mntto as the last.
Marshall (Honter-Marshall, of Callendar, co. Perth,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire az. betw. four
1872).

Marshall

Marshall; 2nd
on a chief engr.
of the second three mullets of the first.
Creit
A dove with
an olive branch in its beak ppr. Motto Decerpta dabunt
laurel leaves slipped vert, a bordure sa., for

and

3rd, gu. a

hunting horn stringed

or,

—

—

odores.

Marshall

co. Edinburgh, 1873).
Ar. a saltire
edock leaves slipped vert in chief, and a bell
Crest A dove ppr.

(Curriehill,

sa. betw. three

—

of the second in base, a bordure gu.
71/0/^-

— Alta

Marshall

petit.

(Dublin

;

Marshall, formerly
ar.

a crescent for

Marshall

(Keg.

Kun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597, John
Gu. a bend lozengy

Sheriff of the city).

diff.

Gu. a cross betw. four

Ulster's Office).

crescents ar.

Marshall

(Carrigonnon, co. Cork crest granted 16 May,
Robert Marshall, of the Cast e of Carrigonnon, co.
Cork, and to his brother. Sir George Marshall, Equerry to
James I.). Barry of six ar. and sa. a canton erm. Crest
A lion ramp, holding a cross pattee fitchee.
Marshall (granted by lietham, Ulster, to John Markdah
Makshali, Esq., of Ballymacanam, co. Kerry, son of Ralph
Marshall, E.sq., by Jane, his wife, dau. and heir of John
;

1608, to

—

Mahkuam,

Esq., of Brewsterfield, same CO.). Barry of six
and sa. on a canton erm. an inescutchcon of the second,
charged with a trefoil sli|)ped or. Crest
A demi man in
armour affrontce ppr. girded round the lions with a sash
gu. holding a balun sa. tipped or, and charged on the breast

—

with a red rose ppr.
(exemplified to Richard John Lebson, Esq., on his
as.Kiiniing, by royal licence, 18.VJ, the surname of Marshall,
instead of that of Lkeson, in compliance with the testar
nientaiy injunction of his maternal uncle, John Markham
Marshall, Esq., of Callinferry, co. Kerry). Quarterly, 1st
and 41 h, liarry of six ar. and sa. on a cnnton erm. an
esculcliciiii of tlie scciind, charged with a trefoil slipped or,
a crescent gu. for ditT., for Marshall; 2nd, gu. a chief

Marshall

Ar. on a fesse gu. three guttees erm.
Vert a fesse betw. three martlets ar.

Royal Swedish

Military Order of the Sword on the sinister, each pendent
from the respective ribbons of the said orders all ppr.
Crest
Upon a mount vert, in front of a Newfoundland dog sejant

ar.

Marshall.

Marshall.
Marshall.
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Karsh.all.

A

A

M AB

;

from John Mabten, of Bowsham, 1550). Sa. three oval
buckles fesseways, two ana one, ar. Crest A martin sa.
holding in the beak a buckle, as in the arms.
Marten (co. Sussex descended from Aquitaine, in France,
anno 1386). Ar. a foil sa. on a chief indented gu. three

nebuly ar. the rays of the srun issuinf; therefrom or, for
Leeson 3rd, or, on a chief az. a demi lion ar. holding betw.
Crests
1st A
the paws a harp of the first, for Mabkham.
(lemi man In armour affrontee ppr. holding in the dexter
hand a baton sa. tipped or, charged on the breast with a
rose gu. girded with a sash also gu. a crescent as in the
arms for diff., for Marshall; 2nd: A demi lion ramp. gu.
holding in the paws a sun or, partially eclipsed by clouds ppr.
for Leeson; 3rd: A winged lion sejant guard, ar. wings
addorsed holding betw. the forepaws a harp or, the head
encircled with a plain glory of the last, for Mabkham.
Motto Sapere aude.
(Stratton Strawless, co. Norfolk; settled there
since Henry I.). Ar. crusily fitchee sa. a lion pass. gu. in
bend betw. two bendlets az. each charged with three crosses
Cre^t
A lion's head erased gu. charged with
crosslet or.
three crosses crosslet or, one and two. Motto
Quod adest.
l£arsh.ain (Earl of Romnty). Ar. a lion pass, in bend gu.
betw. two bendlets az.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu.
Supporters Two lions az. semee of crosses crosslet or, each
gorged with a naval coronet of the last. Motto—Nod. sibi

—

;

—

:

;

escallops or.

Martham.
Cvesl

—

issuing from a tower

(Baron Martin, abeyance 1325; William Mabtik,
descended from Robert Mabtin, ternp. Henry I., son of
Mabtin de Tocrs, a Norman, was summoned to Parliament,

—

1295).
Ar. two bars gu.
(Lockynge, co. Berks, hart.). Gu. on a chev. betw.
thhee crescents ar. an anchor erect and cable ppr.
Crest
dexter hand brandishing a sabre ppr. pommel and hilt or.

Martin

—

Motio^Axixihum ab

Or,

(Long Melford, co. Suflfolk, also of Bumham, co.
Norfolk, bart.. extinct). Ar. a chev. betw. three mascles sa.
a bordure engr. gu. Crest A cockatrice's head betw. two
wings. Another Crest A martin pass. ppr. Motto
Initium

—

—

sapientiae, est timor

Domini.
(Plymouth, co. Devon; John Mabtin, aged 70,
Visit. Devon, 1620, " who went round about the world with
Sir Fbancis Dbake, anno 1577," fourth in descent from
William Martin, fourth son of Richabd Mabtin, Esq., of
Poulehurst, co. Kent; arms confirmed by Dethick, Garter,
24 Queen Elizabeth, anno 1581). Gu. on a chev. or, three
bloodhounds pass. sa. Crest On a celestial globe sans frame
an eagle ppr. wings displ. or, ducally gorged gold.

Martin

—

—

—

—

Martin

Devon; Nicholas Mabtin, Visit. Devon,
1620, son of RicBABO Martin, and grandson ol Sir William
Mabtin, Knt., by Chbistian Paulet, his wife, dau. of Sir
William Padlet, Knt., ot Hinton St. George, co. Somerset,
temp. Henry VI., ancestor of the Barl of Powlett, the Marquis
of Winchester, and Lord Bolton). Ar. two bars gu. a crescent
for diff.
Crest —An estoile gu
Martin (co. Durham). Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the
second an inescutcheon of the first. Crest — A demi ostrich
erased ar. wings elevated gu. and in the mouth a horse

»>.

(Exeter, co.

shoe.

Martin, or Martain
Az. on a bend or, three
the second two eagles

(Bowton,

co.

Cambridge, 1604).
on a chief of
Crest
A tower

fleurs-de-lis of the first,

—

displ. of the field.

triple-towered chequy or and az.

attired or.
(co.

York).

crosslet or, as

many

Gu. on a chev.
cinquefoils az.

Martin

ar. betw. three crosses

Crest

—A

lion's

(Bodmin, co. Cornwall; the co-heirs m. Tbefcsis
and WiNTEB, temp. Henry IV.). Ar. three bars gu.
co. Dorset).
Ar. two bars gu.
Martin, or Martyn (Exeter, co. Devon; a branch of
Mabtin, of Athelampston
the last male heir, William
Cliffobd Mabtin, Esq., d. in 1769). Same Arms. Crest
On the trunk of a tree ar. a bear sejant ppr. chained of the

head

Martin (Athelhampston,

erased az. charged with a cinquefoil or.
(Hadham, co. Hertford Bogek Mabson, Esq., of
Hadham, temp. James 1. Visit. London, 166S). Ar. three
bucks' heads cabossed sa. a bordure gu.

Marson

;

Marston

;

(Hawston, co. Leicester Wiluak Mabston, aged
26 years, son of William Mabston, Esq., of Marston at
Visit. Leicester, 1619, the grandson of Wiluam Mabston, of
same place, temp. Henry VII.). Sa. a fess indented erm.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Harston (Eastcot and Heyton, co. Salop). Same Arms.
Crest
A demi greyhound sa. gorged with a collar dancettee
erm.
Uarston (HaU Green, co. Worcester. Visit. Worcester,
1682). Same Arn.s and Crest.
arston. Sa. a^ fesse double cotised dancettee erm. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
The sail of a ship ppr.
Karson. Gu. three swords in triangle, hilts inwards ar.
betw. a fleur-de-lis in chief and a mullet in each flank of the
;

H

holding a mirror or.
Court, co. Kent).
Vert a chev. ar. betw.
( East
three doves or.
Maii^in (co. Leicester: Bobebt Mabtin, of an old family of
the county, acquired the estate of Anstey Pastures, in the
16th century). Per saltire ar. and or, three martlets betw.
two bars gu., quartering the arms of Richards, of Norfirst

manton, viz., Ar. a chev. invected betw. two escallops in
and a cross pattee in base gu. Crest A talbot's head
erased ar. crusilly eared and langued gu. gorged with a

Martin
Crest,

—

Motto Sure and stedfast.
(Whatton House, co. Leicester).

collar vert.

— A portcullis az.

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Az. on a bend

ar.

Paly of six

land).

three

Same Arms,

and Motto.

Martin (Wilderness,

hammers gu.

and Stonefield, co. Cumberor and gu. on a chev. ar. an anchor
co. Surrey,

erect sa. on a chief of the second three martlets of the

Peteb Mabtell, teinp. Henry
and heir, Mabgabet, m. Sir William Babington,
K.B., at the Coronation of Henry VI., Justice of the Common
Pleas. Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Sa. three martlets ar.
Hartell (co. Lincoln). Gu. three hammers or (another, ar.).
(Chelwell, co. Notts

quartering Hctchinson, Bichmond, Vadx,

;

Vaux,

Hartell.

Or, three mallets gu.
another, Ar. a cross engr.
betw. four martlets sa. another. Or, three Danish axes gu.
;

;

Uarten

(Bildeston, co. Suffolk; granted 1600). Or, on an
inescutcheon az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp, of the first.
Crest
An eagle's head betw. two wings issuing out of a ducal
coronet or.
Marten (Marshals Wick, co. Hertford, Eadford and Bowsham, CO. Oxford, and Old Bond Street, London ; descended

first,

of Catterlen,

—

Tryermayne, Delamere, and Leybocbne. Crest
In front of a garb or, a martin cat statant ppr. Motto
Fide et dementia.
Martin (Francis Mabtin, Bluemantle, 1796, afterwards
Norroy and Clarenceux King of Arms).
1st and 4th, ar.
two bars engr. gu. in chief a mantle betw. two roses; 2nd
and 3rd, quarterly, or and az. on a fesse erm. betw. three

IV., his dau.

of

—

pelicans vulning three annulets.

—
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—

chief

—

Crest

—

Martin

—

26

—

—

with a chaplet of laurel vert.
Uarshe (Waresley, co. Huntingdon). Gu. a nag's head
couped betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Crest
griflSn's head sa. ducally gorged and lined or, in the beak a
rose gu. stalked and leaved vert. Aiiother Crest
AgrifBn's
head sa. in the beak a rose gu. leaved vert.
lyiarshe (co. Kent). Sa. a cross ar. fretty of the first, betw.
four lions' heads erased of the second.
Uarsbe, or Marsli (co. Lincoln). Ar. two bare sa. on a
canton of the last a mascle of the first.
Harshe (London, and co. Worcester). Sa. across betw. four
lions" heads erased ar. (another, or).
Harshe (Darks, South Mims, co. Middlesex). Gu. horse's
head couped betw. three crosses botonee fitchde ar.
Marshe, or Marsh (Wales). Ar. a lion ramp, reguard.
ermines a chief vert.
Harshe. Barry ar. and az. six lions ramp. gu.
Marslie. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. depressed with a bend gobonated or and gu.
Harshe. Erm. on a bend sa. three goats' heads erased ar.

Kartell

alto.

Martin

;

Kartale

saljant ppr.

Martin

a fesse humettee gu. betw. two lions pass,
sa.
another, Ar. on a bend betw. three crosses formee gu. a
lion pass, or; another, Ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. two bendlets
az. on each three crosslets or.
Crest
A falcon rising or,
winged az.
Marshe (Dunstable). Per pale gu. and az. a horse's head
couped ar. betw. three quatrefoils (another, trefoils) or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown az. a horse's head ar. gorged

last.

ppr.

—

hound

sed patriae.

Marske

all

Gu. on a bend wavy ar. three dolphins sa.
another, Gu. a bend betw. six lions ramp. ar.
Martheby. Ar. three squirrels sejant cracking nuts gu.
Martiall (London, 1696). Ar. a chev. within two couple
closes betw. three stags' heads cabossed sa.
Crest A grey-

—

—

Gu. a bend wavy betw. three dolphins ar.
demi lion holding betw. the paws a bomb fired,

—A

Martham.

—
Harsham

Marsham.
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Martin

Ar. two bars gu. each charged with
(co. Dorset).
annulet or.
Martin (Leeds Castle, co. Kent: General Philip Mabtiw,
the last male heir, d. s. p.). Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle
.Tn

I

J

A

If

—

Oreit
of crosses crosslet and mullets alternately or.
m&rtin entwined by a serpent ppr. in the beak a cross
co. Northants,

and Leeds Casile, co. Kent; Fiennes Wtkeham, s. his kinsman
Gen. Philip Martin, in the family estates, and assumed the
additional surname of Martin he was son of Kev. Kicbabd
Wykeham, by Mart Fox, his wife, dau. and heir of Charles
Fos, Esq., of Chacombe Priory, who was the great grand
;

daughter of Joseph Martin. Esq., of Eipe, co. Sussex).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a lion ramp, or, an orle of crosses
crosslet and mullets alternately of the last, for Martin;
2nd and 3rd, ar. two chevronels betw. three roses gu., for
WfKEHAM. Crest A bull's head erased sa. charged with
two chevronels ar.
JUartin <cos. Somerset and Devon; borne by Bichard Martin, of Old Quebec Street). Ar. on two bars gu. three
crosses formee or, two and one. Crest An eagle's head betw.
Motto—
two wings issuant from a ducal coronet all ppr.

—

—

Accendit cantu.
dexter

(cos.

Kent and York).

comer an escutcheon erm.

Martin

Or, three bars gu. in the
Crest

— A stag's head sa.

granted Aug. 1615). Az. three bends ar.
A wood martin ppr. collared ar.
a chief erm. Crest
Martin (Exeter, and Kemys, co. Pembroke; temp. Henry I.).
Ar. two bars gu. Crett—An estoile gu. Another Crest
leopard's head erased ppr.
Martin (founder of Martin College, Oxford). Or, three chevronels per pale az. and gu.
Martin (Bangor, co. Carnarvon, and London, 1634). Ar.
Crest A martlet
two bars gu. in chief three estoiles sa.
rising, ar. charged on the breast with an estoile sa.
Martin (co. York), Ar. two bars gu. each charged with

(London

;

—

—

—

—

An eagle displ. or.
three bezants. Crest
Az. three bars nebulae ar.
(co. York).
Martin. Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents ar. Crest
•ubit arm erect ppr. brandishing a scymiiar, blade ppr. hilt

Martin

—

and pommel

(Doebeg, co. Sligo descended from Oliver Mabtim,
Esq., of Doebeg, 1709, son of Richard Martin, Esq., of
;

Eeg. Ulster's

—

—

—

Office).

Same Amis,

and

Creit,

Motto.

Martin

by Fortescue, Ulster, 1805, to Lieut.-Col.
Thomas Martin, Major Robert Martin, and Capt. Petek
Martin, all of the Austrian service, sons of John Martin,
Esq., of Doebeg). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Martin (Martinique, West Indies; allowed by Hawkins,
(allowed

Ulster,
St.

1735,

Andrew Martin,

to

Louis, in France,

King

Motto

or.

Martin

Knt. of the Order

and Governor of Martinique

Same Arms.

of France).

Crest

—A

— Auxilium meum a Domino.

(Elphin,

Same Anns,

Roscommon; Reg.

co.

of

for the

star of six points
Ulster's

Office).

and Molto.
and the Island of Grand Terre,
America; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1772, to Paul Martin,
Major-General of Horse at Grand Terre, grandson of
Paul Martin, Esq., of Elphin, who settled at Montserrat).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.

Martin

Crest,

(Montserrat,

Martin, or Martyn
Arms and

Martin

Same

(Tullyra Castle, co. Galway).

Motto

Crest.

—

Sic itur ad astra.

Arthur Gonne-Bell, Esq., of Brook
Lodge, CO. Mayo, and his wife, Mary Letitia, only dau. and
heiress of Thomas Barnew all Martin, Esq., of Ballinahincli
(exemplified to

Galway, on their assuming, by royal licence,
surname of Martin in lieu of Bell). S&vae Arms.
estoile of eight points or.
Motto Auxilium
meum a Domino.
Martin (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1625, Patrick
Browne, of Irishtown, Dublin, whose wife was Annabella
Martin). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three mascles or.
Martin (Kells, co. Meath Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1639,
Elizabeth, dau. of Thomas Martin, of Kells, Merchant,
and wife of John Fleming, of Dublin, Merchant). Sa. a
bend engr. ar. surmounted of another az. charged with
Castle, CO.
1847, the
Crest

—

— An

;

three pheons points

Martin

or.

Martin. Gu. a chev. betw. three martlets in chief and a
crescent in base ar. Crest A dexter arm erect ppr. holding
a scymitar of the last, hilt and pommel or.
Martin. Ar. three nags' heads erased gu. Crest A greyhound's head erased ar. collared sa.
Martin (Hemingston, co. Suffolk, and Colston Bassett,
CO. Nottingham). Ar. two bars gu. Crest— Xn ape admiring
himself in a looking-glass ppr. Motto Sans tache.
Martin (Worsboro', co. York). Same Arms, Crest, and

down

(Drogheda,

co.

of the second.

Louth; Fun, Ent. Ulster's

Edward Martin, of that place),
each charged with as many plates.

Office,

Erm, three bars gu.

1666,

Martin

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1671, Henrt
to. Margery, dau. of Sir Anthony Brabazon, Knt.,
of Tallaglistown, co. Louth). Or, two bars gu. on the upper

Martin,

one an inescutcheon erm.
(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1685, Mart, wife
of Samuel Martin, Merchant, and dau. of Sir Richard
Carney, Ulster King of Arms),
Or, on a chev. gu. three

Martin

talbots pass. ar.

Motto.

(Admiral Sir Thomas Btam Martin, G.C.B.
and Knt. T.S.). Gu. on a chev. betw. three mullets in chief
and a crescent in base ar. an anchor sa., for Martin. Crest
Supporters
cubit arm erect grasping a faulchion all ppr.
On the dexter an eagle with wings expanded and invected ar.
and on the sinister a sea horse with wings expanded and inMotto Auxilio ab alto.
vected ar. tail ppr.
Martin (Saffron Waklen, co. Essex). Or, three palets az. on
a chief gu. as many martlets or. Crest A marten-cat pass.

Martin

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Martin

(granted, 1722, to Matthew Martin, Capt. H.E.I.
The
Naval Service, of Wivenhoe, co. Essex, d. 1749.
patent recites that he was descended from the family
of Martin, of Safhon Walden, and that the augmentation of the medal, &c., was given to Capt. Martin, Commander of the Marlborough, "with this jewel and £1,000
sterling, for defending his ship in India three days successively against three French ships of war, and bringing
Or, three palets gu. on
her »afe to Fort St. George").
a chief siz. as many martlets of the first, on a canton gu.
suspended from a knot an oval medal with the arms of the
A martin salient against a
Cretl
East India Company.

—

cannon

Martin

Tullyra.

crosslet fitchee or.

Hartin (Wykeham-Martin, Chacombe Priory,

Martin
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AB

erect.

Martin.
Martin.

Or, a tree vert, betw. two crescents az.
Az. two bars or, in chief a rose betw. two bugle-

horns of the first.
(Guernsey). Ar. two palets az. on a chief invcckcd
gu. three martlets of the first. Crest A marten-cat pass,

Martin

—

ppr.

Martin

(Galway; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1636, of Martin Darct, whose wife was Cbristick, dau. of
Richard Martin, Alderman of Galway). Az. a cross calvary
on three grieces ar. the dexter arm terminating in a sun in
•pletidour or, the sinister in a decrescent of the second.
CrriU ^Reg. IJlutcr's Office)— An estoile or.
Motto Auxilium
Tneiim a Domino.
Martin (Tullyra, co. Galway; Richard Martin, Esq., of
rhal place, Itnif). William HI.; Reg. Ulster's Office). Same
and Crttt. Motto Spes mea in cruce unica.

—

—

Arm

664

Martin

(Bloonifleld

co. Sligo; confirmed to

and Cleveragh,

Abraham Martin,

Esq., of Cleveragh,

and the descendants

of his grandfather,

Abraham Martin,

Esq., of Bloomfleld).

Sa. on a chev. betw. three crescents ar. a thistle ppr.

—A lion ramp, holding in the dexter
charged on the shoulder with a

paw a crescent

thistle ppr.

Motto

Crest
or,

and

— Hinc

fortiur et clarior.

Martin
widow

(Wood-Mabtin; exemplified
James Wood, of WootlviUe,

of

to Mrs.

Anne Wood,

co. Sligo,

and

eldest

dau. of Abraham Martin, Esq., of Cleveragh, co. Sligo, on
her assuming, by royal licence, 1874, the additional surname
and arms of Martin, in compliance with the will of her
brother, James Martin, Esq., of BloomtieUl and Cleveragh).
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, sa. a chev. betw. three crescents ar.,
for

Martin

out of a

;

an oak tree fructed, growing
a
Wood, and for her descendants. Crests

2nd and

mound

crescent gu., for

3rd, ar.

in base all ppr., in the dexter chief point

—

ramp. ppr. holding in the dext«r paw a crescent
2nd A demi savage ppr. wreathed about
or, for Martin
the temples and loins vert, and charged on the breast with
a crescent gu., in his dexter band an oak tree fructed, and
in his sinister a club resting on his shoulder, all also ppr.,
Mottoes Under the arms: Uinc fortior et
for Wood.
Above Fructu cognoscicur arbor.
clarior
Martin (Midhope, co. Linlithgow). Sa. a chev. betw. three
Ist:

A

lion

:

:

—

;

:

crescents ar.

Martin

Sa. on a chev. betw. three
(Edinburgh, 1672).
Crest
A lion holding
crescents ar. a niascle of the field.
Motto Hinc fortior
in the dexter paw a crescent all or.

—

—

et clarior.

Martin

Sa. a chev. invecked

(Anstruther, Scotland, 1672).
betw. three crescents ar. Molto— AuxWmm cedcst Divinum.
Sa. a chev. vair betw three
(Gibliston, co. Fife).
crescents ar.
Crest— An adder, with young ones bursting

Martin

through the

side of

her

ppr.

J/o«o— Ingratis

servire

nefas.

Martin

Sa. on a chev. betw. three
(Islay Herald, 1725).
crescents ar. a saltirc gu. all within a bordure of the second.
A lion ramp, holding in his dexter paw a sabre ppr.,
Crest

—

AA

A

UAB
and

a

in his sinister

(Liverpool, from Scotland,

wavy betw. three crescents
dexter arm erect, couped

A

—

on a chev.

Sa.

1859).

many

ar. as

mullets az.

at the elbow ppr. the

Cre'^t

—

hand hold-

—

—

Martin-Edmunds.
Martin- Abbey
an eagle
Crest

—

Or, fretty az.

on each point

displ. ar.

Martinal
ppr.

Martindale. Ar. two bars gu.
A wolf courant ppr.
Martine. Or, six lions ramp.

over alia bend az.

Crest

—

sa. on a chief gu. three

(Basing Park, co. Hants, and Stamford Hill,
Paly of six or and gu. on a fesse of the last
three roses ar. Crett- A martin ppr.
Martineau. Per fess paly of six or and gu. countercbanged
on a fess of the second three roses ar.
Martineau. Ar. a fesse betw. three paii-s of wings conjoined az. Crest— A. ram's head erased gu.
Martineaux. Ar. a cinquefoil gu.
Marting'dale (Arcleby, co. Cumberland). Barry of six ar.
CO. Middlesex).

(Newcastle-on Tyne). Ar. a chev. betw. three
martins sa. Crat Out of a dural coronet or, a plume of five
ostrich feathers ar. thereon a martlet, "wings expanded ppr.
Motto We rise.
tivall (Nowesley, co. Leicester; Nicholas de Mabtival,
Lord of Nowesley, 17 Edward 1., a.d. 1288; son of Thomas
Mabtiyal, the great grandson of Anketinus de Mabtivall,
Lord of Nowesley, temp. King Stephen. Visit. Leices. 1619).
Ar. a cinquefoil gu.
Marton (Caperuwray Hall, co. Lancaster. Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, three bars gu. in the dexter chief point an escutcheon erm. 2nd, ar. on a cross gu. five escallops of the
field, a bordure vert;
3rd, ar. two chevronels the lowerCrest
most rompu sa. betw. three chaplets gu

—

—

Mar

;

—

head couped ppr. attired

sa.

Motto

— Dieu

et

ma

ramp, or;

lion

Abbey

(co.

a

another, Ar.

York).
Gu. billett^
betw. four eagles

fret

displ. gu.

Sa. on a mount in base vert a buck salient or,
on a chief or, a heathcock ppr.
Martyen. Ar. an eagle displ. az. within a double tressure
flory sa.

Martyn, alias Bukenfield

Ar.

(city of Chester, 1603).

Berks).

(co.

Sa.

three

buckles

garnished

ar.

—

Marttn, Esq., of Long
1568).
Same Arms and

(Okingham,

cinquefoils or.

Crest

co.

Berks).

—Out

Martyn

Ar. on a bend

sa.

three

of a ducal coronet or, a falcon's

beaked gold.
(co. Buckingham).

az.

and az.,
martin pass. ppr.

A

(co.
(St.

Cambridge). Ar. two bars gu. bezantee.
Dominic, co. Cornwall. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).

Ar. two bars gu.

(Parkpale, co. Dorset, and Saberow, co. Somerset).
each three bezants, a crescent for diff.
the stump of a tree couped and eradicated ar. a

Or, three bars gu. on

—On

framed

sejant ppr. collared

and

lined or, looking in a mirror

of the last.

Martyn

(Oxton, CO. Devon).

Sa.me Arms.

Crest

—Anestoile

of sixteen points gu.

Martyn

—Out

Ar. on two bars gu. three

an
two wings expanded gu.
Ar. three bends az.
(co.
Ar. two bars gu. a bordure engr. sa.
(city of Durham).
Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of
the last an escutcheon of the first. Crest An ostrich head
ar. betw. two wings expanded gu. in the beak a horseeagle's

head

Martyn
Martyn
Martyn

—

and

w.ivy ar.

Martyn.

Per pale gu. and

az. three

eagles displ. ar.
three martlets or;
another, Ar.
sa.
an eagle displ. within an orle of crosses flory gu. (another,
an orle of fleurs-de-Us sa.); another, Ar. three lozenges in
bend ar.
another, Ar. a crescent betw. three martlets
sa. on a chief of the second as many escallops of the
Ar. on a chief indented az.

anotlier, Ar.

a fesse betw. three martlets

;

;

first.

Martyn.

SeeMABTiK.

Martyne

(Crekars, co. Bedford). Per pale gu. and r.r. on a,
chev. betw. three mullets as many talbots all counter-

changed.

Martyr.

Ar. an eagle displ. within a double tressure flory
counterflory gu., on a chief quarterly, or and of the second,

a rose betw. two

—A

lions

ramp, in fesse countercbanged.

segreant or, wings endorsed az. supporting
rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Martyre. Chequy gu. and ar. a bend wavy or. Crest
Crest

griffin

a

demi

lion

ramp. ppr.

Marvel (Andrew

SLabtbl, the patriotic Member of Parlialament, !««/*. Charles I. and II.). Or, a chev. engr. betw.
three leopards' faces sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a

—

pli'.me of feathers ar.

Marvyle.

Or, a cross lozengy gu.

Marward

(co.

(co.

or.

Crest

of a ducal coronet or,

ar. betw.

Devon).
Devon).

—

shoe or.

Martjm

(Woodford, co. Essex, co. Lancaster,
Az. three bendleta ar. a chief erm. Crest
ppr. collared ar.

and London).
martin

—A wood
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Dorset).

Gu. a fesse erm.

betw.

three

martlets or.

Vert (another,

az.)

a fesse betw. six (another

three) cinquefoils ar. (another, cinquefoils or).
(

Uaron of Skreen,

co.

Mcath Reg.
;

Ulster's Office).

Vert a fesse betw. three cinquefoils or.

Marward, or Maurward

(lieg. Ulster's Office).

Az. s

betw. three cinquefoils ar.

Per pale ar. and az. a saltire wavy counter.A. boar pass, per pale
ar and az. charged
changed. Crest
with a saltire wavy countercbanged.
(West Marwood, co. Devon; resident there from
tem-f). Henry III. to Queen Elizabeth, when two of the coGu. a chev. ar.
heiresses III. Chiohesteb and Winchalse).
betw. three goats' heads erased erm. attired or. Ci-est
goat's head erased ar. attired or, charged with a chev. gu.
(Widworlhy, co. Devon; descended from Maswood of Marwood. Gu. a chev. betw. three goats' heads
On a mount vert a ram couchant ppr.
erased ar. Crest

—

—

Marwood

—

attired or.

Marwood

(Plymouth, co. Devon and Worcester; granted
heads erased ar. attired
goat's head erased ar. attired or, charged on
the neck with a chev. gu.
(Little Busby, and NorthallerMarwood, or
Dugdale's Visit. 1665;
ton, co. York, bart.; extinct 1740.
exemplified to William Metcali-b, Esq., of Northallerton,
when he took the surname of Mabwood). Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three goats' heads erased ar. Cre.tt On a mount vert
a ram couchant ar. horned and hoofed or. See Metcalfs.
Marwood. Gu. a chev. engr. beiw. three goats' heada
erased ar. armed or, a bordure engr. of the second.
Marwood-Elton, Bart. See Elton.
Maryborough, Baron. See Welleslet-Polb.
Maryborougb, Borough, of (Queen's co.j incorporated
1596). Az. a chev. betw. three goats'

or.

(Totness, co. Devon).

form^

crosses

Ci-est

—

Martyn

Marwood

Sa.

gold.

monkey

first.

Ar. an eagle displ. gu. within a double
tres.sure sa.
Crest
An eagle displ. gu.
(Stanton, co. Suffolk, and co. York). Az. three bars

Marwick.

Crest

London,

Paly of six or

(London).

a chev. betw. three buckles

Martyn

Visit.
diff.

Or, six lions ramp. sa. three, two,
one, on a chief of the last three cinquefoils of the first.

Martyn

(Staplemorden, co. Cambridge).
Erm. an eagle
displ. gu.
Crest—
griffin segreant per fesse erm. and or,

ar.

Martyn
Martyn

a crescent for

Martyn (London).

fess

Mart3m.
wing

Milford, co. Suffolk.
Crest,

(London; granted 10 Jan. 1572).
on a chief gu. three martlets of the

Marward

or.

Martyn

Ar. three greyhounds courant in pale

Kent).

Milford, co. Suffolk.
Visit. London, 1568).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three mascles sa. a
border engr. gu. 2nd and 2rd, gu. a fess engr. betw. three
swans' heads erased ar.
Crest
A cockatrice's head or,
beaked and wattled gu. betw. two wings expanded vert.
Martyn (Sir Koger Makttn, Knt., Lord Mayor of London,
1568, son of Lawbence Makttn, second son of Bichabd

Marward.

a cross voided pointed sa.

head

(co.

gu.

1

Martoset.

Martyn

Kent). Ar. on a cher. gu. three talbots pass,
or (another, of the field).

Martyn

—

patrie.

Marton-Priory, or
a

Martyn (co.

another,

sa.

Martinson

stag's

Same Arms, the

field or.

Martyn

first.

Martineau

and gu. a bend

escutcheon erm.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1492).

;

Ar. a cinquefoil sa.
Three organ pipes, two in saltire and one in pale

(Nowesley, co. Leicester).

cinquefoils of the

Martyn

Martyn

Martyn (Long

See Edmokds.
Surrey).

(co.

Ar. on two barsgu. three bezants
two and one (another, on each bar three bezants).
(co. Hertford).
Ar. tvo bars gu., on the first an
(co.

Motto Sans t4che.
Martin (Auchendennan, co. Dumbarton, 1868). Per chev.
sa. and gu. on a chev. betw. three crescents ar. a dexrer
hand couped of the first. Crest A dexter hand sa. holding
a crescent ar. Motto Hinc fortior et clarior.
ing a crescent ar.
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Gloucester).
Motto— Hinc Martyn

thistle ppr. slipped vert.

foi tior et clarior.

Uartin

;

Crest

—A

Morwood

—

A

A

;

Iff

AB

1551, conflrmed by Carney, Ulster. Visit. 1656).
fess gu. and az. in chief two lions pass, guard, in pale

by Mary
Per
and in

I.,

many

fess as

fleurs-de-lis

Maryet, or Maryot
Bredfield, co. Suffolk;

fessways

(co. Berlis.

and Whitchurch,

co.

Warwick). Barry

—

one

or,

Durham).

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis, three, two,
Crest
An elephant ppr.

—

a bordure engr. ar.

Klascall

and

(East Mascall and Lewes, co. Sussex). Same Arms.
Sa. a chev. betw. three halberts ar.
(High Lever, co. Essex; bart. extinct 1776). Or,

lyiaseley (London).

Hasham

a fess huraett^e gu. betw. two lions pass. sa.
(Baron Masham, created 1712; extinct 1776 ; Sir
Samuel Masham, fourth bart. of High Lever, whose wife,
a near relation of Sarah Jennings, wife of John, first
Duke of Marlborough, was the favourite of Queen Anne

Hasham

;

Same Arms.
second Lord Masham d. s. p.).
head couped or, between two wings erect

SAMtTEL,
Crest

—A

griflin's

—

sinister, a leopard
Dexter, a lion sa.
gu. Supporters
guard, ppr., both crowned with an eastern crown or.
Motto Mihi jussa capessere.
;

—

Hasham

Same Arms.

Suffolk).

(co.

Crest

—A

griffin's

head ptT pale or and gu. betw. two wings az.
Hashiter (Priests, co. Essex). Gu. on a cross erm. an
anchor sa. betw. four leopards' faces az. Crest On a mount
vert a talbot pass. erm. collared and chained or, resting the
fore paw on an escutcheon az. charged with a leopard's face
ar.
Motto Spero et vivo.
Hasingrham (Keg. Ulster's Office). Gu. on a bend or, three

—

—

escallops az.

Uaskelyne

(Greenwich

;

borne by the Kev. Nevil Maske-

I.TNE, D.D., F.R.S.,for 46 years

Crest

—A

Astronomer Eoyal,

d. 9 Feb.

Sa. a fesse engr. or, betw. three escallops

1811, aged 79).
ar.

demi

lion

ramp, holding betw. the paws an

Maskney.

Sa. three pairs of keys ar.
Az. a fesse embattled betw.
(Grade, co. Cornwall).
three griffins' heads erased or.
(Hemingford and Cuckney, co. Huntingdon). Or, a
Crest
A mermaid with comb and glass ppr.
lion ramp. az.

lHason

Hason

—

(Sion, co. Middlesex).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Motto

— Dum spiro spero.

Uason (Aldenham

Lodge, co. Hertford). Per fesse erm. and
Crest
az. a lion ramp, with two heads counterchanged.
mermaid per fesse wavy ar. and az. the upper part guttee de
larmes, holding in her dexter hand a comb, and in the
sinister a mirror, frame and hair sa.
(Greenwich, co. Kent; granted 1739). Same Arm*

—

Hason
and

Crest.

Mason

(London, 1634). Ar. a fcssc az. in chief two lions'
Crest
A lion's head az. betw.
heads couped of the last.
two wings ar. on the arms and crest a mullet for diff.
(Inner Temple, London, and Stratford-upon-Avon,
Az. on a point with three battlements ar.
CO. Warwick).
as many fleurs-de-lis gu. on the middle battlement a dove,
wings displ. ppr.
(Didlebury and Minton, co. Salop). Vert two lions
combatant or. Crest A mermaid ppr.
Per fesse embattled az. and ar. on
(co. Warwick).
the erabattlement a dove, wings expanded ar. beaked and
legged gu. in base three fleurs-de-lis of the last, two and
A talbot pass, reguard. ar. eared sa. holding
one. Crest
In the mouth a hart's horn or.
Mason (co. York). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, per fesse or and
gu a lion ramp, counterchanged; 2nd, or, a lion ramp.
with two heads az.; 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three snails

—

Mason

Mason

—

Mason

—

sa.

Mason

(Reel House, nc^r Amcrsham, co. Bucks).
Az. a
ramp, with two heads ar. holding betw. the paws a
crescent or, quartering Pomerot, viz., Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
a bordure engr. gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding
lion

—

a orescent or.

Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. betw. three masons'
squares all counterchanged. Crest
A stag's head erased sa.
attired or, ducaily gorged gold.
Mason. Ar. guttee de sang a lion ramp, with two heads

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

providebit.

Masons, Company of

(London). Sa. on a chev. betw.
three towers ar. a pair of compasses of the first. Crest
as in the arms.
Motto In the Lord is all our

—

—

castle,

trust.

Masons, Company of

(Edinburgh). Ar. on a chev. az.
betw. three castles ppr. masoned sa. a pair of compasses or.
Sa. three pairs of keys
endorsed, the bows interlaced ar.
(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1648, to De Rinzy
Massam, son and heir of William Massam, who was son and
heir of William Massam, Receiver General of the Revenue
in Ireland, descended from a " right noble and most ancient
family"). Gu. a fess humettee or, betw. two lions pass,
guard, ar. armed and langued az. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi griffin, wings expanded, and holding a
pole-axe gu. Motto— (^xn constans fortis.
Massareene, Viscount. See Skeffington-Fosteh.
Massenden, or Missenden (Helme, co. Lincoln). Or,
a cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief quarter a Cornish
chough ppr.
Crest
A Cornish chough sa. beaked and
legged gu. in the beak a laurel sprig vert.

Massam

—

—

Masser.

Sa. a cinquefoil or.
(Baron of Dunham Massey, co. Chester, Barons
under Hugh Lupus, or De Abrincis, Earl of Chester, temp.
yv'illiam 1.).
Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st quarter a lion

Massey

pass. ar.

Massey (Cnddington,

co. Chester; Hugh Mabset, m. Agnes,
dau. and heir of Nicholas Bold; his son William Masset,
purchased the manor of Coddington, temp. Henry VI.).
Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st and 4th quarters three

fleurs-de-lis ar., a

with wings

canton

ar. for diff.

Crest

— A demi pegasus

quarterly or and gu.
(Pool Hall, co. Chester; descended from Masset, of
Coddington, same co.
Rev. William Masset, rector of
Ditchingham, co. Norfolk, grandson of Roger Masset,
second sun of Roger Masset, E.sq., of Coddington, m.
di.spl.

Massey

;

Elizabeth, dau. and heiress of Francis Elcooke, of WhiteCO. Chester; their second son. William Masskt,
inherited his mother's property, and was father of Francis
Elcocre Massey, E.sq., of Pool Hall). Arms and Crest, same

pool,

as Masset, of Coddington, quartering Elcocke, viz., Gu. a
saltire *air betw. four cocks statant ar.

Massey
;\z.

(.S.ile,

Crest

.

armed

Massey
(l-.iT.

co. Chester). Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges

— Out

of a ducal coronet or, a bull's

head erased

gold.

Same Arms, a crescent for
demi pegasus ramp, wings elevated per pale

(Broxton, co. Chester).

Cr/sl

—A

the wings counterchanged.
(Grafum). Quarterly, gu. and or, in the Ist quarter
a linn pass. ar. in the centre point a trefoil slipped vert.
(Tatton, co. Chester). Quarterly, gu. and ar.
pii.

and

or,

Massey

nr.

(Necton Hall, co. Norfolk; descended from Paul

Mason,

who

and fixed
hi« family at Necton, tnnp. Henry VII.; Gkoroe Mason, ICsq.,
second son of William Mason, Esq., nf Norton, and giand^nn of William Mason, Esq., of Necton, by Elizabeth,
his wife, d«u. of Erancis liLOMEriELD, assumed the name

Mit.t^KR

—

—

sa

Mason.

Mason

—

—

Masquenay, or Makenay.

escallop.

Mason

sister, Elizabeth Mason, of Necton).
Ar. a
two lions' heads in chief of the second. Cre*t—
A lion's head winged az. Motto God my trust.
Mason (Ireland). Ar. a lion ramp, with two heads az.
Cres'
Three Moors' heads conjoined in one neck, wreathed
round the temples vert.
Mason (granted by Carney, Ulster, 1697, to Robert Masow,
of the City of Dublin).
Quarterly, or and erm. a lion ramp,
az.
Crest
A tower triple-towered gu. within a chaplet or.
Motto Sola virtus munimentum.
Mason (Masonbrook, co. Galway confirmed, 1711, to
Robert Mason, Esq., of Masonbrook, son of Robert Mason,
Esq., of same place, and grandson of Captain Christopher
Mason, descended from Mason, of Sion, co. Middlesex; of
this family were John Monck Mason, and his brothers William, Henry, and Thomas, sons of Lieut. -Col. Henry Monck
Mason). Or, a lion ramp, with two heads gu. Crest
mermaid with comb and mirror all ppr.
Mason (Ayr and Rosebank, Scotland). Ar. a bend wavy
az. betw. two spur-rowels in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base
gu. Crest
A tower ppr. masoned sa. Motto Demeure
par la verite.
Mason (Mordun, CO. Edinburgh, 1795). Ar. a bend wavy
betw. two mullets in chief az. and a fleur-de-lis in base gu.
Crrsl
A fortified house ppr. AfoHo— Arte firmus.
Mason (Inveresk, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a bend wavy az.
betw. two spur-rowels in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base gu.
within a bordure engr. of the second. Crest A house ppr.
ensigned on the top with a crescent ar. Motto
DominuB

eldest

fesse az.

or.
(co.

of Blouefield, «. his eldest brother, William Mason, Esq.,
of Necton, 1865, and d. 1871, when the estates devolved on
his

all or.

Preston, co. Gloucester

;

Crest— A talbot pass. sa. collared and
of six, or and sa.
lined or, the line coiled at the end.
Uascall (co. Kent). Barry of eight, or and az. three inA lion's head erased ppr. ducally
escutcheons erm. Crest

crowned
]y[ascall

HAS
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citizen of Ix)ndon,

<j(;fi

(Irit

built,

Massey
Massey

descended from Hamou
(Rixton, co. Lancaster
MA.SSRV, second son of Robf.ht Masskt, Esq., of Tatton, co.
Chester, who i», IC, Edward III., the dau. and sole heiress of

Alan de Rixton,

;

Uflh

Lord of

Rixton of

that

name;

;

MAS

—

bend

az.

Massey
lion's

Massey
A

Quarterly, gu. and or,

(Podington, co. Chester).

and 4th quarters, three
head erased.

in the 1st

A

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Crest

Same Arms.

Crest

(Cringleford, co. Norfolk).

—
—

denii pepasus ar.

Massey

(isle of

of the

Cambridge, and Podington, co.
An owl ar.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents

Ely, co.

Same Arms.

Chester).

Massey (Hoo, co

Crest

Chester).

—

first.

Massey

(Winsham, co. Chester). Ar. a chev. betw. three
lozenges (another, mascles) sa.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lozenges
(co. Chester).
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a bull's
sa. a lion pass. or.
head gu. attired sa.
Quarterly, gu. and ar. in
(Renton, co. Lancaster).
the sinister chief quarter a mullet sa.
(London). Ar. a pale, quarterly, gu. and or, in the
Crest
On a mount
dexter chief quarter a lion pass. ar.

Massey

—

Massey
Massey
vert,

—

a lion couchant ar. interlaced with two trees of the

first.

Massey

(Wrenton, CO. Somerset granted 1760). Quarterly,
and gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters, a mullet sa.
(Springfield).
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Audlem, co. Chester).
Quarterly, gu. and or, in
the Ist and 4th quarters three escallops ar. Crest A heathcock statant sa. legged, combed, and wattled gu.
Massey (Oliver-Masset Denfield and Dunham Massey, co.
Chester; derived in a direct line from Hamon Massei, first
baron of Dunham Massey, temp. William the Conqueror;
Magaret-Elizabeth, only child and heiress of the Rev.
MiLUNGTON Masset-Jackson, M.A., of Dunham Massey and
Baguley Hall, co. Chester, Vicar of Warminster, Wilts,
and Rector of Kingston Deverill, to. Richard Mansel Ouveb,
Esq., of Melton Lodge, co. Leicester, who assumed by royal
;

ar.

Massey
Massey

—

;

surname of Masset). Quarterly,
quarterly gu. and or, in the 1st and 4th,
quarters three escallops ar. for distinction a canton of the
second, for Masset 2nd and 3rd, per saltire or and erm. on
a chief per pale gu. and sa. three lions ramp. ar. collared of
the first, for Oliver. Crest 1st, Masset: A moorcock sa.
combed and wattled gu. charged on the breast for distinction
with a cross crosslet or; 2nd, Oliver: A lion's gamb erased

licence, 1844, the additional
1st

and

4th,

;

—

grasping a branch of olive ppr. and a chain therefrom
pendent a bugle or. Mottoes Masset: Pro Ubertate patriae
2nd, Oliver: Nunquam fallentis termes Olivae.
Massey (Grafton, CO. Chester). See Milneton.
Massey (Baron Clarirw). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
lozenges sa. a lion pass. or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a bull's head gu. armed sa.
Supporters Two grenadier
soldiers in the uniform of the 27th foot, ppr. each holding
in his exterior hand a sword also ppr.
Motto—Pro libertate

—

—

—

lion pass, of the field.

Crist

—Betw.

two

trees ppr.

a

lion

Massie

(quartered by Birde, of Yowley, co. Chester, and
I-ondon. Visit. London, 1568). Quarterly, gu. and or, in
the 1st and 4th quarters, three fleurs-de-lis ar. over all a
trefoil slipped vert.
Crest
A griffin's head erased bendy of

—

and

Massicks

(The Oaks, Millom, co. Cumberland
Esq., of that place).

;

granted to

Per pale or and

az.

fesse betw. four leopards' faces jessant-de-Us, three in

two quatrefoils all counterchanged.
cross pattee az. surmounted by a leopard's I'ace

chief and one in base,
Crest

—

:

:

;

or.

Massingberd

(Gunby, co. Lincoln exemplified to PerbGRiNE Langton, who assumed the name of Massingberd).
;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three quatrefoils, two and one,
and in chief a boar statant or, charged on the shoulder with
a cross pattee gu., for Massingberd; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly,
or and ar. on a crosshumettee gu. betw. four lions ramp.
sa. two escallops of the first, for Langton.
Crests
1st: A
dragon's head erased, quarterly or and gu. betw. two wings
az.
2nd A lion's head erased, charged with two broad
arrows in saltire ar. barbed or, betw. four gouttes d'eau.
Motto Est meruisse satis.

—

;

:

—

Massing'berd (co. Lincoln). Az. in chief three
ar.
Crest — A laurel branch fructed ppr.

Massingberd
lions

(co.

cinquefoils

Quarterly, or and ar. four

Lincoln).

ramp, and an escallop sa.
Erm. on a fesse

Massingberd.

sa. three escallops or.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale
gu. and sa. on a cross engr. ar. five lozenges purp. on a
chief or, three eagles' legs erased az., for Mcndy
2nd, az.

Massingberd-Mundy.

;

three quatrefoils, two and one or, in chief a boar statant of
the last charged with a plain cross gu., for Massingbkbd;
3rd, quarterly, or and ar. on a cross couped betw four lions

ramp.

escallops of the

sa. five

—

first,

also for

Massingberd.

Mundt: A

panther's head erased sa. bezantee;
head erased az. charged witb
two arrows saltirewise betw. four gouttes ar.
Massinger, or Messenger (co. Gloucester). Ar. a
chev. betw. three close helmets sa.
(co. Norfolk).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
martlets sa. as many fleurs-de-lis of the first, a bordure engr.
of the third bezantee.
(faW o/ Galwiy, extinct 1720: Henry de Massce,
de Ruvigny, a native of France, who served under William III., and gained distinction at the battle of Aughrim,
was elevated to the Peerage of Ireland, as yiscount Galway,
1692, and was raised to the earldom, 1697, d.s.p.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess gu. in chief three martlets sa.
on a canton or, a battle axe of the third 2nd, gu. a chaplet
of laurel or, a chief chequy ar. and az. 3rd, ar. three martlets gu.
Crest
A demi savage crowned and girt with laurel,
holding with both hands a club all ppr. Supporters Two
savages, crowned and girt with laurel, eaeu holding in the
exterior hand a club, and on the same arm a shield with the
arms of Ireland all ppr. Motto^-Dwce Deo.
(Alford, co. Chester; quarterly, gu. and or, in the
first quarter a lion pass. ar. a bordure gobony of the last
and az. Crest An owl sa. gorged with a collar gobony ar.
C)-ests

1st,

2nd, Massingberd

:

A

lion's

Massingham
Massue

;

;

—

—

—A

—

and

az.

Massy (Allerborough,
in the 1st

jessant-de-lis or.

Massingrberd

—

Motto Vestigia nulla retrorsum.
(Braytoft Hall, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct

1723, originally Massingbergh, or Masstngberd; Lambert
Massingberd was living temp. Edward I.). Az. three quatrefoils or, in chief a boar pass, of the last charged on the

shoulder with a cross pattee gu.
Massingberd (co. Lincoln; Thomas Massingberd, Esq., of
Braytoft Hall, 6 Edward VI., was the last Member who
represented Calais; his direct descendant and male repre-

667

cups of the

Massy.

Quarterly, gu. and or,
in the 2nd and
head erased ar.
Ar. on a bend sa. three covered

co. Chester).

and 4th quarters a

Massy (co.

Crest

—A

Lancaster).

lion pass. ar.

;

lion's

field.

Ar. a bend gu. betw. three wiverns" heads erased

sa.

Massy.

ar.

Thomas Massicks,
on a

;

3rd, a mullet sa.

salient ar.

six sa.

was the Rev. Francis Charles MassimobeiiDi
Rector of Ormsby, co. Lincoln).
Quarterly, Ist and 4tli,
az. three quatrefoils, two and one, and in chief a boar
pass, or, charged with a cross pattee gu.
2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, or and ar. on a cross humett^e gu. betw. four
lions ramp. sa. two escallops of the first.
Crests
Ist
A.
dragon's head erased quarterly or and gu. betw. two wings
&z.
2nd A lion's head erased az. charged on the neck with
two arrows in saltire ar. betw. four guttees d'or. Motto—
Est meruisse satis.
Massing'berd (Gunby, co. Lincoln ; Elizabeth Mart Annb
Massingberd, heiress of the family, m. 1802, Peregbinb
Langton, second son of Bennet Langton, Esq., of Langton).
Az. three trefoils slipped or, in chief a boar of the second
charged with a fleur-de-lis gu. Crest— \ lion's head erased
az. charged with two arrows in saltire betw. four guttes
sentative

Massy

patriae.

Massey-Main-waring-. See Mainwabing.
Massie. Quarterly, az. and ar. in the 1st and 4th quarter a
mullet or. Crest — A horned owl ppr.
Massie. Ar. a pale, quarterly gu. and or, on the 1st quarter
a

MAS
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Francis Massey, seventeenth in descent from Hamon, abovenamed, Lord of the Manors of Rixton and Glazebrook, d.
unm. 1748, when the family became extinct). 1st, ar. on a
bend sa. three covered cups of the field, for Rixton; 2nd,
quarterly, gu. and ar. in the 2nd quarter a mullet sa., for
Masset, of Rixton; 3rd, vert a fesse or, betw. three parrots
4th, ar. a squirrel sejant gu., for
ar., for Penington;
HoRTON. Crest A covered cup ar.
Massey (Timperley). Quarterly ar. and gu. over all a

Or, a

bend gu. betw. three wolves' heads' erased

sa.

Massy.

Ar. a chev. (another, a fesse) betw. three crescents

sa.

Massy

(Ireland; ancestor of Lords Massy, Lords Clarina,

the barts. of Doonas, &c.

;

certified

by Roberts,

Ulster, 1648,

Hugh MASsy, descended from an ancient family of that
name in co. Chester, who came to Ireland as captain of a
troop of horse, under command of Col. Chidley Coote).

to

Ar. on a chev. betw. three lozenges sa. a lion pass. or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head gu. armed

—

sa.

Massy {Baron Maisr/).
sa.

a lion pass. or.

head gu. armed

sa.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three lozenges
Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's
Dexter, a lion sinister, a

Crest

—

Suppoi-ters

—

;

A

HAS
—

Kassy

—

the second two lions pass. az.
Crat An arm gu. holding
two branches floivered ar. leaved vert.
Masterson (Nantwich, co. Chester; Thomas Mastbrson,
of this place, was taken prisoner at Flodden). Erm. a chev.

Kassy

az.

and Motto.
Massy (BoLTON-M assy; exemplified to John Massy Bolton,
of Brazil, co. Dublin, and of Ballywire, co. Tipperary, on his
assuming, by royal licence, 1842, the additional surname and
arms of Massy, in memory of his grand-uncle, Hon. John
Hasst, of Massy Park, co. Limerick). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. on a chev. betw. three fusils sa. a lion pass, or, a
mullet for diff., for Massy 'Ini, az. on bend engr. or, three
martlets gu., a crescent for diff., for Dawson 3rd, or, on a

ar.

;

;

cliev. gu. three lions couchant of the first, a crescent for diff.,
1st: Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's
Crests
for Bolton.
head gu. armed sa., for Massy; 2nd: A falcon belled ppr.
Motto— Pro libertate patris.
ir-ised az., for Bolton.
Massy-Kichardson. See Richardson.
Massy-Beresford. See Bebesford.
Kassy. See Massey.

—

Uassyng'berd, or Massing'bird
the familyA
lions

ramp,

(the ancient

arms of

Quarterly, or and sa. on a cross betw. four
count erchanged.

five escallops all

Masted, or Mesteed.

Gu. a fesse engr. enn. betw. three

mullets or.
Master (East

Langdon, co. Kent; descended from Sir
Edward Master, Knt., of Ospringe, co. Kent, and Ethelbreda, his wife, dau. and co-heir of Robert Streynsham, Esq.,
the daus. and co-heirs of James Master, Esq., of East
Langdon, who d. 1702, were Margaret, m. Georoe, first
Viscount Torrington : Joyce, to. Rev. Thomas Pocock, D.D.,

father of Sir Georoe Pocock, K.B., the gallant naval
Commander; and Isabella, to. John Bramston, Esq.). Az.

embattled betw. three griffins' heads erased or.
of a mural crown or, a unicorn's head ar. crined
and armed gu., granted 2 May, 1608.
Master (Codnor Castle, co. Derby; descended from Sir
Streynsham Master, Knt., Governor of Fort St. George, in
the East Indies, younger son of Richard Master, Esq., of

a

fesse

Crest

— Out

Langdon, co. Kent). Same Arm* and Ci-est. Motto— 'Son
minor est virtus quam quaerere paria tueri.
(Croston, co. Lancaster; descended from Bev.
Robert Master, younger brother of Leioh Masteb, Esq.,
of Newhall). Same Arms and Crest.
Master (Cirencester, and Knole Park, co. Gloucester, originally of Kent; descended from Sir William Master, Knt., of

Master

Cirencester, M.P., a distinguished royalist, son cf

George

Master, Esq., of Cirencester, by Bridget, his wife, dau.
and heir of John Cornwall, Esq.). Gu. a lion ramp,
guard, or, tail forked supporting betw. the paws a united
rose of Lancaster and York, stalked and leaved vert. Crest
Within a ring or, gemmed ppr. two snakes entwined
erect on their tails and endorsed az.
itfotto^Virtute et

—

ingenio.
co. Kent). Gu. a lion ramp, guard,
double queued. Crest
In a gem ring or, two snakes
entwined and nowed ppr.

—

or, tail

Master (co.

Oxford).

Same Arms.

Master, or Measter

(co. Wilts).

Sa.

on a

fesse or, betw.

—

three honeysuckles ar. two lions pass. az. CreH
An arm
couped at the elbow and erect, vested gu. puffed ar. holding
in the hand a bunch of honeysuckles all ppr.
Master ^Bapchild, CO. Kent). Ar. on a bend cotised sa. a
lion pass, guard, of the first crowned or.
Master (Barrow Green House, co. Surrey). Az. a fesse embattled betw. three griffins' heads erased or. Crest— In a
mural crown or, a unicorn's head ar. crined and armed
gold.
Motto— iJon minor est virtus quam quaeiere, parta

Crest

—An

heraldic tiger pass,

Masterson

(Ferns Castle, co. Wexford; Sir Thomas
Seneschal of co. Wexford, knighted in 1588,
second son of Thomas Masterson, Esq., of Nantwich, taken
prisoner at Flodden his eldest son. Sir Richard Master-

Masterson,

;

son, Knt.,

of Ferns, left four daus. his co-heiresses, viz.,

Mabel, to. Nicholas Devereux, Esq., of Balmagir, co.
Wexford; Katuerine, to. Edward Bdtler, Baron of the
Kayre, in same co. Margaret, to. Robert Shee, Esq., of
TDpper Court, co. Kilkenny; and Mary, to. Walter Synott,
Esq., of Ballybrennan, co. Wexford. Visit. Wexford, 1618).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff. Crest A garb or, banded
;

—

vert.

Masterson

(Moneyseed and Castletown,

co.

Wexford

de-

;

scended from the second son of Sir Thomas Masterson, Knt.,
of Ferns, Seneschal of Wexford, of whom male descendants
still continue in the co.).
Same Arms and Crest.
Masterson (Sir Thomas Masterson, Knt). Ar. two ban
gu. betw. six martlets, three two and one vert.
Masterton (Parkmilne and Gogar, co. Perth). Ar. a
chev. gu. and chief az. Crest A stag courant bearing on
the attires an oaken slip fructed all ppr.
Motto Per
ardua.
Masterton (Grange, co. Perth). Ar. a chev. betw. two
crescents in chief and a mullet in base gu., on a chief az. an
eagle displ. or. Crest A dexter hand holding a scymetar
ppr.
Motto Pro Deo et rege.
Maston (co. Kent). Gu. a fesse betw. three crescents

—

—

—

—

ar.

Maston, or Marston

(co. Kent).
Gu. on a fesse enn.
betw. three mullets ar. as many annulets of the first. Crest
The sail of a ship ppr.
Maston. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Maston. Per bend ar. and gu. five roses, two. two, and
one, counterchanged (another, three roses two and one).
Maston. Sa. a bend embattled counter-embattled (another,
ragulee) ar.
Maston. Gu. a fesse enn. betw. three annulets or.
Vert on a fesse or, betw. three bundles of
arrows of the second a greyhound courant az. pellettee. Crest
An arm erect habited vert cuffed ar. holding in the hand
three ears of wheat ppr.
Vert on a fesse betw. three bundles of wheat
(or barley) each consisting of as many stalks, one erect and
two in saltire or, a greyhound courant ar. pied ppr.
Matchet, or Matcheton. Az. on a fesse wavy or, a
cross pattee fltchee gu., on a chief of the second two estoiles
of the third. Crest
A cross pattee fltchee gu.
Matchett. Per saltire or and vert on a fesse gu. three

—

Matcbam.

—

Matcham.

—

Mateos (granted to Anthony

York). Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crett^k Moor's head sidefaced ppr. wreathed about the
remplei ar. and gu.

Masterman.

Paly of six

ar.

and

az.

three crescents

(Ewdon,

Gu. two chevronels betw.
two falcon* belled, rising in chief or, each charged on the
breast with a cross pattee fitchce az. and in base atroj-s
pattee fltch^ of the second. Crest— K cock's head era.sed
ar. combed and wattled gu. In the beak an ear of wheat
Hiipped or, betw. two wings az. senice of estoiles gold.
Masters. Or, on a fesse betw. three pheons gu. two lions
pasn. of the field.
CreH An arrow in pale sa. barbed and
feathered ar. enflled with a Icoijard's face or.
M-i.sters.
Sa. on a chief ar. a deml lion ramp, of the
co. Salop).

—

field.

—

—

foils

slipped vert.

Mathadarda
three bars

Mather

(co.

wavy

or,

Cornwall; the heiress m. Seville). Gu.
on each three martlets sa.
York; granted
Feb. 1575). Erm. a

U

(Seacroft, co.

embattled gu.
Mather (England).
fe.sse

Barry of six az. and

the last three mullets of the
issuing from a cloud holding
all

ar.

on a chief of

—

A hand erect
Crest
an arrow point downwards

first.

ppr.

(Lanton, co. Roxburgh). Az. two bars or, on a
an escallop betw. two mullets of the
An eagle displ. ppr. Motto Fortiter et

chief of the last
field.

Crest

—

—

celeriter.

Mather

(Maytone, co. Armagh, Twyford, co. Derby, and
Orleans, in the United States of America). Erm. a
embattled gu. Crest
A hand erect issuing from a
cloud holding an arrow point downwards all ppr.

New

or.

Mateos, Esq., of Gibraltar).

Ar. on a bend engr. gu. a serpent nowed betw. two Uons'
Crest
faces or.
A lion's face or, encircled by two serpents
ppr.
Motto Perseverantia Vincit.
Matford (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three quatre-

Mather

ttieri.

Masterman (Riccal, co.

Masters.

betw. three garbs or.

fleurs-de-lis or.

Master (Willesborough,

Masters
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leopard rp(fu«rd. both ppr. and collared and chained or.
Motto Fro Uburtate patriae.
Same
(Bart., of Doonaa, co. Clare, extinct 1870).
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
(Kingswell House, co. Tipperary). Same Arms, Crest,

—

fesse

Matheson

(Colonel George Matheson, Scotland, 1639).
of eight sa. and gu. a lion ramp, or, armed ar. all
within a bordure of the third, charged with eight crosses
Crest— An armed band holding a H^ked sword
pattee gu.
ppr.
Motto Heart in hand.
Matheson (Ardentoul, CO. Ross, 1841). Ar. three dexter
hands couped erect, within a bordure of the last. Cre»t
hand holding a scymitar in fess all ppr. Motto— Vaa et

Gyronny

—

—

spera.
Sn.

on a

6(i8

fesse or, betw. three flowers ar. leaved of

Matheson

(the Lews, co. Ross, bart.).

Gyronny

of eight

;

MAT
and ru. a

pieces sa.

anned and lanjfued

or,

az. all

within a bordure of the third charged with three bears'
heads, two in chief and one in base, couped az. muzzled ar.
and two hands fessewaye in fesse holding daggers erect gu.
A dexter arm in armour erect the hand holding a
Orest
scymitarin fesse ppr. Motto Heart and Hand.
Matheson (Bennetsfield). Ar. two Lochaber axes in ."saltire
heads to the chief betw. a cock in chief and a rose in ba.se.
Crtit
A dexter hand brandishing a scymitar ppr. Motto

—

—

—

—

Fac
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ramv.

lion

et spera.

Bbownlow,

last

Same.^rm«,

Crest,

Mathew

Duke of Ancaster and Marquess of

Lindtef).

and Motto.
Az. a chev. vaire ar.

(Billokesby, co. Norfolk).

and gu. betw. three ducal coronets of the second a bordure
engr. or. Crest —A unicorn's head erased ar. armed and
maned gu. charged on the neck with a chev. vair^ of the
first and second.
MatheAVS (England). Gu. three chevronels or. Crft
On an escallop gu. betw. two wings az. a cross floi/

—

or.

Matheson

(Balmacara). Gyronny of eight bs. and gu. a
hon ramp. ar. on a bordure of the last eight crosses crosslct
Crest and Motto, as the last.
of the second.

Mathew

descended from Yvorc, Lord of
(CO. Glamorgan
Torkelyn in Anglesey, who accompanied Einion to the assi.<tance of Jtsttn ap Gdkgant, Prince of Glamorgan, and
From Sir
received large grants of land in that county.
David Maxhbw, of Llandaff, Grand Standard bearer to
Henry VI., whose 8ne monument is extant in Llandaff
;

Mathias

(Lamphey Court and Llangwarren, co. Pembroke).
Gu. three dice ar. two and one, on each die six spots in front,
two at top, and three on the sinister side sa. Crest A sta^

—

trippant ppr.

armed

or.

—Out

Mathias. Same Arms.

Crest

of

a ducal coronet a

broken battle axe.

Matoke, or Mattick (cos. Hertford and York).
quarterly, or

and

— A bear

ar.

Az. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second.

bend ar. and sa.
Gu. three tuns in pale ar.
Crest
A sbeaf of
seven arrows sa. enfiled by a mural crown or.
Matran (co. Devon). Or, on a bend sa. three mullets of the
Crfxt

salient per

—

I. Mathew, of
Cathedral, derived the following families
Llandaff Court, believed to have become extinct at the
decease, at Bath, in 1823, of Captain Thomas Mathew.s,
grandson of the ill-used Admiral Mathew, M.P. go. Glamorgan II. Mathkw, of Radyr, descended from Sir William

Maton.

of Sir David iSIathew, who was made a
knight banneret on Bosworth Field by Henry VII., George
Mathew, eldest son of Edmond Mathew, of Radyr, High
Sheriff co. Glamorgan in 1592, r». Elizabeth, VUcountets
rAitriss, mother of James, D-uke. of Ormonde : his descendant,
Jaues Mathew, of Thomastown and Thurles, was created
Earl of Llandaff in Ireland; III. Mathew, of Dodbroke, co.
Devon, and of Tresunger and Pennytenny, co. Comwall).
Crest
On a mount vert a moorcock
Or, a lion ramp. sa.

endorsed entwined with a serpent ppr.
Matres. Sa. on a chief ar. a lion ramp, naissant of the

:

:

Mathew, second son

—

The direct ancestor of this family in Ireland, George Mathew, m. Elizabeth.
dau. of Sir John Pointz, Knt., of Acton, co. Gloucester, and
widow of Thomas Butler, Viscount Thurles, eldest son of
Walter, eleventh Earl of Onnonde and Ossory, and father of
Jambs, first Duke of Onnonde). Same Arms and Crest. Supporters Two unicorns ar. homed, maned, tufted, hoofed,

—

plain

and chained

collared

—Y

Motto

or.

Duw a

fyn

fydd.

Mathew (Castle-Menych

;

descended from Robert Mathew,

next brother to Sir David Mathew. of Llandaff). Sa. a
lion ramp. ar.
Crest
An eagle displ. per fesse ar. and

—

KU.

Mathe'W
Mathew,

descended from Thomas
Knight Harbinger to Henry VIII.
Same Arms and
Cloth of Gold).

(Stanstead, co. Sussex;
of Castle-Menych,

on the Held

of

the

Crest.

Mathew

(Dodbroke, co. Devon). Sa. a stork ppr. legged
and beaked gu.
(Tresunger and Pennytenny, co. Comwall. The
descent of Mathew, cos. Devon and Cornwall, is given in the

Mathew

Jenkyn Mathew, of Glamorgan
(third son of Sir David Mathew, of Llandaff, who changed
marrying
Lccia, dau. and heir of
his coat of arms on
William Starkie, brother to Sir Hcmpbret Starkie, Chief
Baron of the Exchequer. The representative of the Comish
family is George Bucklet-Mathew, Esq., C.B., H.M.S.
Envoy Extraordinary and Min. Plenipo. at the Court of
Heralds' Visitations from

Brazil).
Crest

Sa. a stork

—On a mount

ppr. legged

and beaked gu. a bordure

—

vert a stork, as In the arms. Motto

(Milton,

and

co. Cornwall.

Comw.

Visit.

1620).

Sa. a stork close ar.

Mathew

(St.

Kew,

Same Arms, a border

co.

Comwall.

on a chief

—A

Crest

lion's

Motto over

Mathe'W

of the

gamb

Comw.

Visit.

1620).

of the last for diff.

Mathew (Lyth, co. Salop).
Mathew (Coggeshall, co.
sa.

field.

Matrevers
A

stag's

(co. Suffolk).

head cabossed

Same

as Maltravers.

Crest—

or.

Matrevers. Same Arms,

on a canton gu. three leopards

pa.ss. ar.

Matson

(co.

Sa. a cross formee voided or.

Lancaster).

Matson.

Ar. three cinquefoils chevronways sa.
Crat—
in flames ppr.
Gu. a fesse engr. betw. three mullets or.
Sa. a Hon ramp. ar.
(Stansted, co. Sussex).
Crest
.A.n eagle displ. per fesse ar. and gu.
Matthew^. Az. an eagle displ. or; another, Sa. a chev.
betw. three escallops ar. another. Quarterly, ar. and sa. in
the 1st quarter a rock ppr. in the 2nd a lozenge of the first
another, Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three lions ramp. gu. as
many mullets of the field another, Ar. on a chev. gu.
three quatrefoils of the first; another, Ar. a fesse betw.
three birds sa. another, Az. an eagle displ. with two heads

last

Az. three lions ramp,

Essex).
as

many

erect, holding

— Cruce non leone

crosses

crosslet

sa.

a cross crosslet in pale

Matthew

—

;

;

;

ar.

Matthe'WS

Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp,
(co. Hereford).
reguard. betw. two flaunches sa. each charged with a mullet
ar.
2nd, per pale az. and gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp,
or: 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. five erm. spots, in the dexter
chief point a mullet of the second 4th, gu. three stirrups
leathered and buckled or; 5th, or, a cross patt^e fitchee
Crest
6ih, gu. three lions pass. ar.
On a mount
gu.
vert a moorcock with a sprig of heath in the mouth all
;

;

—

;

ppr.

Matthe'WS

(Great Gobions, co. Essex, and Edmonton, co.
Middlesex, bart. extinct 1708). Gu. three Catharine wheels
Crest
ar. on a chief of the second a bull's head couped sa.
A bull's head couped sa. betw. two wings endorsed ar.
;

—

— Omne solum viro patria

Motto

Matthews
Matthews
Matthews
chief or.

est.

(Swansea, co. Glamorgan). Gu. three chev. or.
(London). Gu. three chev. or.
Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. a
(Scotland).

Crest

—A

cross crosslet fitchee az.

and palm branch

in saltire vert.

(Pentloe Hall, co. Essex).

(confirmed by Hawkins, TJlster, 1728, to Very ReT.
Peter Maturin, LL.D., Dean of Killala. 1724-41, son of
Rev. Gabriel Maturin; descended from Maturin, of Mont

Ar. a chev. betw. two martlets in chief
Auriol in Guienne).
Crest
A horse in full speed
gu. and a mount in base ppr.
Motto Minatur.
ar.
Maturin-Baird. See Baird.
Mauburney. Lozengy gu. and erm. on a quarter az. a

—

cross recercelee or.

Maucel

fides.

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

(Guernsey).

Ar. a tower sa. surmoimted by a

scaling ladder in bend or.

Maud
(Bradden, co. Northampton; descended from Sir

John Mathew, Lord Mayor of London, 1 Richard III.).
Gyronny of eight sa. and gu. over all a lion ramp, or, a bordure az. semee of cross crosslets or.

Mathew (Thomborough. co. Bucks).
Mathew (Felix Hall, co. Essex). Sa
Crest

Matsteed.

—

Same Arms.

Motto.

Mathew

ar.

balberts

Maturln

^qiiam servare raentem.

Mathew

ar.

—

On a rock a fort

ppr.

Mathew (Earl of Llandaff, extinct 1833.

ar.

field.
Crest — A sinister arm the hand clenched ppr.
Matravers. Same as Maltravers. Crest ^Two

Same Arms.
a stork ppr. a border

—On a mount vert a heathcock ppr.

Mathew (Clonville, co. Hants;

Bbownlow Bertie Mathbw,
Edward Mathew, yountfer brother to
Hall, assumed the name and arms of

Esq., son of General

Daniel, of Felix
Bertu, in compliance with the

669

will of his

maternal uncle,

Barry of six ar. and sa. a
(Hargood Hill, co. York).
ramp. gu.
(West Riddlesden, Hailing Hall, Woodhouse, Staynland, Alverthorpe, *c., &c., formerly Montalt, co. York.
Ar. three bars gemelles sa. over all a lion
Visit. 1585).
ramp. eu. charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet fitchee
Crest
A lion's head couped gu. charged with a cross
or.
Motto De Monte Alto.
crosslet fitchee or.
Maude (Kendal, co. Westmoreland, and Blawith, co. Lancaster; descended from West Riddlesden). Ar. three bars
gemelles sa. over all a lion ramp. gu. charged on the
A lion «
shoulder with a crosa crosslet fitchee or. tttest
lion

Maude

—

—

—

A

U ATT
—

;

;

—

—

—

(Wells, co. Somerset).

Ar. on a

—

chev. az. three fleurs-de-lis or, a bordure engr. sa. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head ar.
Ar. on a chief gu. three
(Beg. Ulster's Office).
martlets or.
(Nunneys, co. Somerset; granted 1537). Ar. on
a chev. az. betw. three lozenges gu. as many fleurs de-lis
Crest
Out of a duciil coronet ar.
or, a bordure engr. sa.

Uaudinne

Maudley

—

falcon's

head of the

last.

Ar. a dexter

(Poulton).

hand couped and erect

within a bordure engr. sa.
Mauduit (Sari of yyarwick, extinct 1267 William MaoDCIT, feuda,\ Saron of Hanstape, great-grandson of William
;

Maudcit, Chamberlain to Henry I. vi. Alice de Newburgh,
dau. of Walekan, fourth Earl of }Varwick, of that family;
his son William Mauduit, having become heir to his
mother's family, was summoned, 47 Henry 111., 12G2. as
Sari of Warwick to attend the King at Worcester to march
against the Welsh, d. s. p.). Ar. two bars gu.
Kauduit (Baron Mauduit, extinct 1347; John Mauddit
of the same family, as the Earl of Warwlch, was summoned
to Parliament 1342, but the summons was not continued to
his son or any of his descendants). Same Arms.
Hauduit. Paly wavy of six or and sa.

Haul
over

Richard Mauleveber, Knt., temp. William I. Timotht
Madleverer, Esq., of ArnclitTe, d. 17«4, leaving four daus.
his co-heirs; of these, Anne m. Clotworthy Gowan, Esq.,
and her son, William Gowan, having inherited the estates
in 1833, assumed the name and arms of Macleverer).
Gu.
;

three greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared
maple branch sprouting from the trunk of a
Motto
En Dieu ma foy.

—

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1667).
a lion ramp. gu.

Ar. three bars sa.

all

Haule

(Panmure, co. Forfar, Sari of Panmure, attainted
Per pale ar. and gu. a bordure charge'l witli
Crest
A dragon sa.
eight escallops all counterchanged.
from the mouth and tail fire issuing ppr. Supporters Two
greyhounds ar. collared gu. the collars charged with escallops
ar.
Motto Clementia et animis; afterwards: In est
after 1715).

—

—

—

dementia forti.
(Baron Panmure, extinct 1874. The second baron
Quarterly, 1st and
I. to the Earldom of Dalhousie in 1860).
4th, per pale ar. and gu. on a bordure eight escallops all
counterchanged, for Maole 2nd, ar. three pallets wavy gu.,
for De Valoniis 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a chev.
betw. three crosses pattee or, for Barclay of Brechin; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. three piles issuing from the chief conjoined by
points gu., for Wishart of Brechin. Crest
A wivern vert,
Supporters Two greyspouting fire before and behind.
hounds ppr. each gorged with a collar gu. charged with

Kaule

;

;

—

—

—

three escallops ar. Motto Clementia et animis.
(Earl of Panmure, in the peerage of Ireland; extinct
1782; William Madle, Esq., of Kelly, eldest son of Hon.
Habrt Maole, brother of James, fourth Earl of Panmure,
in peerage of Scotland, attainted 1715, became eventually
heir male of the family, and was raised to the peerage 1743
Per pale ar. and gu. a border charged with eight
d. unm.).

Kaule

;

escallops all counterchanged.

Crest

— A dragon vert spouting

—

Are at both ends ppr. Supporters Two greyhounds ar. each
gorged with a collar gu. charged with three escallops of the
first.
Motto— In est clementia forti.
(Ballumbie, co. Forfar; second son of second Enrl of
Panmure, who afterwards succeeded as fourth earl).
As
Sari of Panmure, with a crescent ar. in the fesse point for
difr.
Crest
A wivern vert with two heads vomiting fire at
both ends ppr. charged with a crescent ar. Jl/o«o— Cle-

Kaule

—

mentia tecta rigore.

Maule

(Kellie third son of the second Barl of Panmure). As
Earl of Panmure, with a mullet ar. in the fess point for diff.
Crest— A wivern vert with two heads vomiting fire at both
ends ppr. charged with a mullet ar. Same Motto.
Haule (Inverkeillor younger son of the last, 1744).
Quarterly, as Bar'/n Panmure, within a bordure az. Crext
A dragon vert spouting flre before and behind. Motto—
In est clementia forti.
Maule (Ur. Thomas Madle, 1672). Per pale wavy, on a
bordure eight escallops all counterchanged.
Crest
phccnix ifing ppr.
Motto—Wvit post funera virtus.
Haule (Kcv. Qeoroe Maule, S.T.B., Rector of Vange, co.
Essex, d. 1667). Ar. on a bend »a. three dolphins naiant
embowed or, in chief a crescent for diff. Crest On a
cha|>cuu gu. turned up erm. a deml peacock, wings displ.
;

—

;

—

1

—

ar.

Uauleverer

(Amcliffc,

070

co.

York;

descended from Sir

Crest

or.

—

tree all ppr.

Mauleverer

(Allerton-Mauleverer, co. York, bart., exdescended from Sir Thomas Mauleverer,
1713
Knt., of Allerton-Mauleverer, temp. Henry VII.).
Same

tinct

securus.

Uaudele, or Mawdley

a
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head couped gu. charged with a cross crosslet fltchee or.
Motto De Monte Alto.
ICaade ( fiscount Hawarden). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
2nd and 3rd, ar. three bars gemelles sa.
lion ramp. ar.
over all a lion ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with a
A lion's gamb erased and
cross crosslet, fitchee or. Crest
erect ppr. holding an oak branch slipped, vert, acorned
Supporters Two lions ramp, each charged on the
or.
Motto Virtute
breast with a cross crosslet fitchee or.

Uaudley

A

;

Arms.

Mauley

(Baron de Mauley, in abeyance 1415; Edward de
to Parliament 1295
Peter, fourth
d. s. p., when his sisters, Constance, wife
of John Bigot, and Elizabeth, wife of John Salvin,
became his co-heirs; Lady Barbara Ashley Cooper, dau.
and heir of Anthony, fifth Earl of Shaftesbury, co-heir,
through her mother, of John Salvin and Elizabeth db
Mauley, his wife, m. 1814, Hon. William Francis SpencebPoNSONBY, who was created Lord de Mauley 1838). Or, a
head sa.
Mauley. Vair out of a maunch gu. a hand ppr. holding a

Mauley was summoned

;

Lord de Mauley,

tieur-de-lis or.

Mauley.

Or, on a bend sa. three dolphins naiant (another,
three eagles displ.) ar.
Ar. three bars sa. over all a maunch gu.
(Oxford, 1660). Az. on a bend ar. betw. two eagles
displ. or, three masclcs of the field.
Maundrell (co. Wilts). Ar. a demi lion betw. eight fleursde-lis gu.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed fesseways couped

Maunby.

Mauud

—

vested ar. holding in the hand ppr a cross crosslet fitchee
.

sa.

Maundrell

(granted to the Rev. Herbert Maundrell).
Ar. on a pile az. betw. two doves, in the beak of each an
olive branch, in base all ppr. a cherub's head, wings elevated
or.
Crest
In front of three palm branches slipped, one

—

in pale

and two in

saltire

an

vert,

Motto

escallop or.

—

Patior potior.
(Sandwich, co. Kent). Ar. three bars gu. betw.
ten hounds, three, three, three, and one, pass. sa. Motto
Pour quoy non.
Mauusell (Plassy and Bank Hall, co. Limerick; a younger
branch of Mansel, of Margam). Ar. a chev. betw. three
maunches sa. Crest A cap of maintenance inflamed at the
top ppr.

Maundy

—

—

Maunsell

co. Limerick; descended from
KiciiARD Maunsell, Esq., of Ballywilliam, younger brother
of Thomas Maunsell, LL.D., M.P., ancestor of the Maun8ELLS of Plassy: the present representative is Geobgb
Meabes Maunsell, Esq., of Ballywilliam, co. Limerick,
High Sheriff 1835). Same Arms. Crest— A hawk rising
Honorantes me honorabo.
ppr. Motto
Maunsell (Robert Maunsell, Esq., of Merrion Square,
Dublin, fifth son of the late Daniel Maunsell, Esq., of
Ballywilliam). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Maunsell (Oakley Park, co. Kildare a younger branch of
the Macnsells of Ballywilliam). Same Arms, Crest, und
Motto.
Maunsell (Thorpe Malsor, co. Northampton). Ar. a chev.
betw. three maunches sa.
Crest
A falcon rising ppr.
Motto Honorantes me honorabo.
Maunsell. Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced ar.
Mauntell (Heyford, co. Northants). Ar. a cross engr. betw.
four martlecs sa. Crest A stag's head couped erm.
Maurice (Brynygwalie, co. Denbigh, and Bodynfol, co.
Montgomery; descended, through Llewelyn Voelgbwn,
Lord of Main, from Bleddyn ap Cynfyn, Prince of Powyg;
the only dau. and heir of the late Rev. Richabd Maurice,
of Brynygwalie, vi. John Bonner, Esq., and their son,
Robert Maurice Bonnes Maurice, Esq., purchased the

(Bally william,

—

;

—

—

—

estate of Bodynfol, co.
4th, az.

on a bend

Montgomery).

Quarterly, 1st and

ar. three escallops gu.;

2nd and

3rd,

—

Crests
Ist: A
ar. a lion pass. sa. a bordure indented gu.
unicorn's head erased sa. winged ar. horned, maned, and
bearded or, holding in the mouth a shamrock ppr. 2nd A
lion pass, sa., as in the arms.
Maurice (Lloran, co. Denbigh, and Pentrekenrick, co.
Salop
descended from Einion Efell, one of the sons of
Madoc ap Meredydd ap Bleddyn ap Cynfyn, Prince of
Powys. The Rev. Thomas Maurice, the learned author of
"Indian Antiquities," Ac, was of the Pentrekenrick family).
Per fesse sa. and ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged of the
;

:

;

armed and langued gu.
descended from RiBiD
(Astrad, co. Denbigh
Flaidd, Lord of Pcnilyn, Nr>rth Wales). Ar. a chev. bctW.
three wolves' heads erased sa.
field,

Maurice

;

;

Msnrlce

(Hyrod Llanbassaph,

co. Flint).

Sa. three roses

ar.

—

Gu. a lion ramp, regiiard. or. Crest A hawk
perching upon the stump of a tree or, armed and belled
gu-

Maurice.

Gu. three roses ar.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1620, Jaspeb Maitkice).
A chev. removed betw. three bucks' heads cabossed.
Maurice. See Bonner-Maubice.
Az. a cross or.
(co. Norfolk, 1373).
(granted May, 1612). Erm. on a bend betw. two
cotises engr. gu. three garbs or.
Maver. Ar. three bars voided sa. over all a lion ramp. gu.
Ciest
On a rock an eagle standing ppr.
(Maveson, co. Salop). Ar. a chev. engr. betw.
three mullets sa.
VL&'W (cos. Lancaster and Suffolk). Az. two bars erm. betw.
Crest— On a mount vert a camel couchant
Bix martlets or.
ar. the hump on the back and end of the tail or.
Ma'wbey (Mawtby, co. Norfolk; Simon de Mawtby was
tenant of that place, 10 Richard I., a.d. 1198; Sir JonN de
Mawtby, his descendant, d. 1403, leaving two sons, I. Sir
John de Mawtby, whose dau. and heir, Alianora de

Maurice

Mautbey
Mautby

—

Mavesou

to.

Sir

Wiluam Calthobpb

;

H.

Sir

Robert de

Mawtbv, made a settlement of his estates, 1413, and left
two sons: 1. John de Mawtby, whose dau. and heir m.
John Paston, ancestor of the extinct Earl of Yarmouth;
2. Thomas Mawtby, Esq., of Sparham).
Or, a cross gu.
fretty of the field betw. four eagles displ. az.

each charged

on the breast with a bezant.

Ma'wbey

co.

scended from Thomas
son of Sir Robert de Mawtby, who settled his estates 1413).
Same Arms. Crest An eagle displ. az. charged on the
breast with a bezant. Mottoes Auriga virtutimi prudentia

—

—

and. Always for liberty.

Mawbey

(Kennington, co. Surrey; granted 1757). Or, a
cross gu. fretty of the field betw. four eagles displ. az. each
charged on the breast with a bezant. Crest An eagle displ.

—

charged on the breast with a bezant.
Ma'wdd.'wy (co. Merioneth, Foulk, son of John-ap-Wii,liam, Lord of Mawddwy, was great-grandson of GriffithAP-GwENWYNwYN, Prince of Powis Wcnwynwyn Elizabeth,
Bister and heiress of Fodlk, m. Sir Hcgh de Burgh, Knt.,
a descendant of the Justiciary, Hdbebt de Bdrgh, and was
mother of Sir John de Burgh, Knt., in her right Lord of
the Barony of Mawddwy, who had four daus. and coheirs.
The second of those daus., Eleanor, conveyed
Mawddwy in marriage to Thomas Mytton, Esq., with
whose descendants it remained until alienated by the late
John Mytton, Esq., of Halston). Arms, those of Gwenwynwyn, Prince of Powis, viz., Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Ma'wddwy (Merioneth Madoc, younger son of GwenWYNWYN, Prince of Powis Wenwynwyn, derived from
Bleddyn ap Cynfyn, Prince of Powys
Eva, dau. and
heiress of Madoc, to. Iorwerth, eldest son of Owen BrogynTYN, Lord of Edeirnion, Dinmael, and Abertanat, living a.d.
1166, son of Madoc, last Prince of Powys, and was mother of
Griffith ap Iorwerth, living temp. Edward I., from whose
grandson and heir, Llewelyn Ddd, Baron of Kymmer-ynEdeirnion, derived the Hughes's, of Gwerclas, Barons of
Kymmer-yn-Edeirnion). Arms, those of his father, Gwenwynwyn. Prince of Powis, Or, a lion ramp, gu., quartering,
ar. three boars' heads couped sa. langued gu. tusked or,
for Athelystan Glodrydd, Lord of Ferlys
and per bend
erm. and ermines a Uon ramp, or, for Tcdor Trevor, Lord
az.

;

;

;

;

of Whittington.

Ma'wdesley

(Mawdesley, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Sa. a chev.
betw. three pickaxes ar. Crest
An eagle displ. sa.
Ma'Wdesley (Leyland, co. Lancaster, 1664). Sa. on a chev.
betw three pickaxes ar. as many annulets of the first. CreU
An eagle displ. sa. charged on the breast with an annulet

—

—

or.

Mawedby. Az. a cross or.
Mawer. Ar. three martlets vert^
dented
Crest

—A

Uon's

gamb

beaked gu. on a chief

in-

many

erm.

Mawey

engr. sa.

Mawley
of the

(co.

—A

branch ppr. both in

Ma-wley

(co.

Ar. on a bend

York).
Crtst

first.

three eagles

sa.

cross crosslet fitchee gu.

disj'I.

and palm

saltire.

York).

Or,

on a bend

sa.

three dolphins

ar.

Mawley. Vair a maunch gu.
Mawley, or Malo L>acu (1328).
Mawnell. Or, on a fesse dancettee

Or,

abendsa.

gu. three lions ramp,

ar.

Ma'wrice.

Az. on a chief gu. three bendlets ar.
(London; granted 1692).
Per fesse erm. and
ermines a pale counterchanged, over £ill a lion saliant
or.
Crest
A lion's head or, collared gobony erm. and
ermines.
Another Crest A greyhound ar. passing a tree

Maw^son

—

—

vert.

Maxey

(Higham

CourtnoU,

Maxey,

and Halothen and
John Maxey, Bishop of Elphin, Henry
and Lawrence Maxey, of HaloHenby Maxey, of the first place. Visit. Notts,
Ferrers, co. Northants,

co. Notts;

of the latter place,

then, sons of

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents gu.
(Bradwell, co. Essexj and Shotley, co.
Gu. a fesse ar. betw. three talbots' heads erased
of the second. Crest
talbot's head erased ar. collared
and ringed gu.
(Medley, co. Huntingdon).
Gu. a chev. or,
betw. three crescents ar. (another, the crescenu of the
second).

Maxey, or Maxie
Suffolk;.

—A

Maxey
Maxey

(Saylin, co.

Office, 1687,

Essex

;

impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
wife was Frances,

Walter Warneford, whose

dau. of Sir William Maxey, Knt., of Sayhn). Gu. a fess
betw. three talbots' heads erased ar.
Maxfleld (co. Chester). Gu. a cross engr. erm. Crest
On a ducal coronet a dolphin naiant.
Maxfield (Macclesfield Priory). Gu. a mitre betw. two
garbs or.
Maxlird. Gu. three plates.
Maxtoke-Priory (co. Warwick). Ar. on a chief ar. two
mullets or, pierced gu.
(Cultoquhey, co. Perth). Or, a chev. gu. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee az.
Crest
A bee ppr. Motto
Providus esto.
(Cultoquhey and Redgorton, co.
Perth). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd and 3rd,
or, three piles sa. within a double tressure flory counterflory
gu. on a chief of the second a rose betw. two escallops of
the first, for Graham. Crest and Motto, for Maxtone, as
the last. For Graham: Crest
A dove ppr. Motto Candide ut secure.
Max'well (Lord Maxwell, 15th and 16th centuries). Ar. a
saltire sa. sometimes borne on the breast of a two-headed
eagle sa.
{Earl of Morton: title conferred on the tenth
2nd, ar. a
Lord Maxwell). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a saltire sa.

—

Maxtone

—

—

Maxtcue-Graham

—

—

Maxwell

;

two-headed eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. 3rd,
ar. three urcheons sa., for Herries; 4th, gu. a cross or, for
CoRSBiE en surtout, ar, on a chief gu. two stars of the field,
Crest
A stag couchant under a
for Douglas, of Dalkeith.
holly bush ppr. Supporters Two stags ppr.
Maxwell {Earl of Nilhsdale ; arms borne by first and second
earls).
Ar. a two-headed eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. on his breast an escutcheon of the first charged
A stag ppr. attired ar.
with a saltire of the second. Ciest
lodged before a holly bush also ppr. Supporters Two stags
Motto Reviresco; sometimes I bide ye
ppr. attired or.
;

;

—

—

—

—
—

fair.

Maxw^ell

{Lord Herries, of Terregles

;

from a younger son

Lord Maxwell and the heiress of Herries, Lord
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. in chief a
label of three points gu., for Maxwell; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
of the third

Herries).
(co.

Worcester).

Gu. a

fesse betw. five martlets

ar.

Ma'V7es, St.,

To'wn of (co.

Cornwall). Az.a bend lozcngy
or, betw. a tower in the sinister chief ar. and a ship with
three masts, the sails furled, in the dexter base of the
second.

Ma'wg'an

(co. Cornwall).

Ar. two bars, and in chief two

mullet:- sa.

Mawhood

(certified at the College of
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26^

—

—

mullets ar. (another, or).
issuing sa. resting on an escutcheon

sa. (another, gu.) as

—

1614).

Surrey, hart., extinct 1817; deMawtby, Esq., of Sparham, younger

(Botleys,

a lion ramp. go.
charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet fltchee or.
Crest
A lion's head erased ar. gorged with a collar gu.
rimmed, studded, and ringed or, charged on the neck with
a cross crosslet fitchee also gu.
Ma'wle (CO. Suffolk). Ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins
embowed or, in chief a crescent gu. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm a demi peacock displ. ar.
Maivley (co. Chester). Ar. a sinister hand and bordurc
Or, three bars gemelles sa. OTer all

1779).

I

Maurice.

Mawtby

MAX
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Arms, London, May,

—

three urcheons sa., for Herries. Crest A stag's head or.
Supporters Two savages, wreathed head and middle with
ivy ppr. Motto Dominus dedit.
Maxw^ell (Earls of Nilksdale, of the Herries branch; the
seventh Lord Herries became third Earl of Ifilh.'idale).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, grand quarters, ar. a two-headed
eagle sa. beaked and membered gu. on his breast an escutcheon of the first charged with a saltire of the second,

—

—

A

anrcharged with an urcheon or; 2nd and 3rd errand quarters,
counterquartered, Isc and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. in chief a
label of three points gu., 2nd and 3rd, ar. three urcheons
Ci-eH—A stag's head ppr. attired sa. Supporters Two
88.
stags ppr. attired or. 3/ot(o— Reviresco.
Maxwell (Constable-Maxwell, Lord Merries, as now home).
Quarterly, 1st, ar. an eai;le displ. with two heads sa. beaked
and membered gu. on his breast an escutcheon of the first
charged with a saltire of the second, and surcharged with
an urcheon or, for Maxwell; 2nd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar,
a saltire sa., 2nd and 3rd, ar. three urcheons sa., for
Herbies; 3rd, quarterly, gu. and vair. a bend or, for Con4ch, az. on a bend cotised ar. three billets sa., for
stable
Haggekston. Crest .\ stag's head couped or. Suii/iortf'rs
Two savages wreathed head and middle with laurel, and
hoMing clubs ppr. Motto Dominus dedit.
Maxwell (Constable- .Maxwell, of Terregles, 1875). Quarterly, as the last, with a crescent sa, in the centre of the
quarters. Crest A stag lodged in front of a holly tree ppr.
Beviresco.
Motto
Maxwell-Constable-Stuart (Traquair). See Stuart.
Ma.X'well (.Munches and Terraughty, co. Dumfries, paterQuarterly, 1st and 4th grand
nally Johnstone, 1868).
quarters, ar. a two-headed eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. on its breast an escutcheon of the first charged
with a saltire of the second, for Maxwell; 2nd grand
quarter, ar. three urcheons sa., for Hekries; 3rd grand
quarter, counter-quartered, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. a
bordure of the second charged with eight lozenges of the
first, for Maxwell, of Barncleugh, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire
invecked sa. betw. two pellets in flank, on a chief gu. three
Cre^t
cushions or, for Johnstone, of Clauchrie.
ReviBtag lodged in front of a holly bush ppr. Motto

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(Geokob Maxwell, of Carruchan,
bright, heir male of the Maxwell family in
Arms, Crest, Supporters, and Motto,
1848).

Kirkcud-

co.

1815,

U.

of

first

s.

p.

and

second Enrls of Nilk-^dale.

Maxwell fSpottis and Orchardton, bart.,
in chief

Ar. a saltire

and a

lion's

sa.

1
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;

dormant

title

betw. an urcheon of the last

head couped

Ar. a saltire 8%.
(Breoch, co. Kirkcudbright).
betw. nine mullets, three, three, and three, az.
(Cowhill, co. Dumfries, now Drumpark, co. Kirkfrom the second son of the third Lord MtixiO'il).
cudbright
K stag
Ar. a saltire sa. in base a holly leaf vert. Cre^t
of
ten tynes ar. lodged before a holly bush also
attired
ppr.
Motto Reviresco.
ppr.
(Broomholm, co. Dumfries, cadet of Cowhill,

Maxwell

;

—

—

Maxwell

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. on a saltire sa. a crescent

17.59).

Crat
or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp, az., for Crichton.
A hart courant ppr. Mottois Over the crest Virtutem
below the arms Peto ac fagio.
sic et culpam
Ar. a saltire sa. betw.
(Hills, co. Kirkcudbright).

—

:

:

;

Maxwell

a mullet in chief and a crescent in base gu.
(Kirkconnell, co. Kirkcudbright;

Maxwell

from younger

son of the second Lord Mnxw II, who m. the heiress of
Kirkconnell; heiress m. 1844, Robert S. J. Witiiam).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and
membered gu. on its breast-an escutcheon of the first charged
with a saltire of the second; 2nd and 3rd, az. two cioziers
in saltire addoss^e and in chief a mitre or, for Kirkconnell,
of that Ilk.
Crest
A demi eagle rising ppr. Afofto— Spero

—

mclinra.

Maxwell
1690).

—

Ar.

(Col.

a

Thomas Maxwell, cadet

saltire

sa.

of Kirkconnell,

within a bordure emimttled gu.
of holly ppr. Motto

—

A stag lodged under a bush
Non dormio.

Cre»i

(Barncleugh, co. Kirkcudbright, cadet of Kirkconnell, 1672; for arms of their heir of line and representaAr. a
tive, see tupra, under Munches and Terraughty).
saltire sa. a bordure of the last charged with eight lozenges
first.

Maxwell

(Htslop-Maxwbll, of Glengaber, co. Dumfries,
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. on a bordure
1867).
engr. of the second eight lozenges of the first; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a mount vert a stag lodged in front of a holly bush
ppr. on a cliicf invecked of the second three mullets of the
Crent
first,
for HTSt,op.
A stag lodged between two

—

branches of holly issuing from the wreath

all

ppr.

—

Motto

Curo dum quiesco.

Max'well

(Tinwald, co. Dumfries, from the second son of
Ar. a saltire sa. in chief a rose gu.
Wigtoun, cadet of TInwald, bart.,
1681).
Ar. a two-headed eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. on hi* breast an escutcheon of the first charged
with « saltire of the second, surcharged with an urcheon or,
the

first l.orl M'lXtB'll).

Maxwell

(.Monreith, co.
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Crest

— Reviresco.

— An eagle

I
rising ppr. Motto

(Carnsalloch, co. Dumfries
from a younger son
Lord M'lXWill). Ar. a saltire sa. a bordure of
second charged with eight crescents or. Crest

of the

;

first

—

the
stag rising from a holly bush ppr.
Motto Viresco et
surgo.
(Tealing, co. Forfar; from a brother of the first
Lord Maxwell). Ar. on a saltire sa. a man's heart or.
Crest
A falcon looking to the sinister ppr. Motto I'll byde
Broad Albion.
(Lackiebank, cadet of Tealing, 1676). Ar. on a
saltire sa. betw. two stars in chief and base az. a man's
heart or.
Crest
A falcon looking to the sinister ppr.
JVfojfo— Tendit ad astra.
(Brediland, co. Renfrew, 1789). Ar. on a saltire
sa. a martlet or, a bordure engr. gu.
Creit
A buck's bead
couped ppr. attired gu. Motto Spero meliora.

—

Maxwell

—

—

Maxwell

—

Maxwell

—

—

Maxwell (Gbaham-Maxweli^
and

terly, 1st

4th, ar.

on a

of Merksworth, 1858).

Quarbordure
2nd, or, on a

saltire sa. a martlet or, a

invecked gu., for Maxwell, of Merksworth
chief ermines three escallops of the first, for

;

Graham;

3rd,

an annulet or, stoned az. a bordure of the
second, for Maxwell, of Williamwood.
Crest
.V buck's
head couped ppr. attired or. Motto Spero meliora.
ar.

on a

saltire sa.

—

—

Maxwell

Renfrew, bart., 1633, 1682, 1707).
Ar. on a saltire sa. an annulet or, stoned az. Crest
A stagV
head erased az. Supporters Two apes ppr. (on a seal of
1400 are two lions). Motto I am ready. These arms are
now quartered with Stirling, of Keir, by Sir William
Stirling- Maxwell, Bart, K.T., who s. his maternal uncle
in the baronetcy in 1865, under the limitation of the patent
(Pollok,

co.

—

—

—

of 1707.
(Springkell, co. Dumfries, bart., 1683). Ar. on a
an annulet or, stoned az. in base a crescent of the
second, all within a bordure gu. charged with eight bezants.
Crest
A dexter hand ppr. holding the head of a double
Motio Revirescat.
eagle erased sa.
Maxwell (Dalswinton, co. Dumfries). As Pollok, with a
saltire sa.

—

—

heart gu. in base for

diff.

(Williamwood, co. Renfrew; Maxwell, of Merks-

worth, heir of line of this branch, see supra). As PoUok,
within a bordure sa.
(Calderwood, co. Lanark, cadet of Pollok, bart.,
1627).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. within a
counter-compony
of the last and first
2nd and
bordure

Maxwell

;

—

Crest
A man's head
3rd, ar. a bend az., for Dennistoun.
Supporters (granted 1793)—
looking "foreright" ppr.
An ape chained, and a stag, both ppr. Motto—Think

on.

Maxwell (Lord Farnham, cadet of Calderwood).

Quarterly,

a saltire sa. on a chief of the first three
pellets of the second; 2nd and 3rd, barry of six ar. and gu.
Crest
A buck's head erased ppr. Supporlen Two bucks
Motto Je suis pr§t.
ppr.
Maxwell (Cardoness, co. Kirkcudbright, cadet of Calderwood, bart., 1804). Quarterly, 1st, ar. an eagle displ. ppr.:
2nd, az. a gable end of a church, with a cross at the top and
Gothic window ar., as patron of Anworth; 3rd, ar. a saltire
sa. within a bordure counter-compony of the second and
first; 4th, ar. a bend az.; the whole within a bordure emA man's head looking "foreright," within
battled gu. Crrxt
two branches of laurel disposed in orle all ppr. Supporten
A lion and a stag, both ppr. Motto Think on.
Maxw^ell (t)argavel, co. Renfrew). Ar. a saltire sa. in bass
a stag's head ppr.
Maxwell (Rirdstown, CO. Donegal; exemplified to Richard
Charleton, Ksq upon his assuming, by royal licence, 1790,
the name of Maxwell instead of Charleton, in compliance
with the testamentary injunction of his maternal uncle,
William Maxwell, ICsq., of Birdstown). Ar. an eagle with
two heads displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. surmounted
of a shield of the first charged with a saltire of the second,
Cnst On a mount vert a holly
thereon a hedgehog or.
Motto—
bush, in front thereof a stag lodged all ppr.
1st

and

4th, ar.

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

Maxwell

of the

third.

Maxwell

Maxwell

... in base.

Maxwell

—

a bordure of the

Maxwell

resco.

Maxwell

since 1786).
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KAZ

;

A

—

Reviresco.

Maxwell (Warino-Maxwell,

Finnebrogue, co. Down; exand heiress of Robkrt Max-

emi)litlcd to Dorotiika, only dau.

widow of John Waring, of
well,
Belvedere Place, Dublin, and to her Issue, on their assuming.
by royal licence, 1803, the additional surname and arms nf
Maxwell). Qiuirterly, Mt and 4th, ar. on a bend sa. three
mascles of the first, for Wabino; 2nd an<l 3rd, ar. a saltire
sa. on a chief of the first three palets Of the second, for
Maxwell. Cre.it~A stork's head couped ar. Afo((o— Nea
K.sq.,

vi

nee

of Finnebrogue, and

A"tiitia.

Maxwell (Pebcbvai^Maxwell;

exemplified to Robert

Vm

A

MAY
CETAL, of Kilmore

Hay

co.

his

—

—

;

May

May
May (Paskley, co. Sussex). Same Arms
leopard's head bezant^e.
May (London; Richard Mat, citizen of

and

Crest,

the

London,

temp.
James I., and Sir Humphret Mat, Master of the Rolls, 1629;
granted 1573). Same .<<rms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a lion's head gu.

—

May

(Rawmere, co. Sussex
descended from John May,
younger son of Richard Mat, citizen of London, temp.
James L; Thomas Broadnax, son of William Broadnax,
Esq., of Godmersham, co. Kent, by Anne Mat, his wife,
dan. and heir of Christopher Mat, Esq., of Rawmere,
assumed the surname of Mat, by Act of Parliament, 1738).
Same Arms and Crest.
(co. Essex).
Gu. a fess betw. six billets or.
(Oxney, co. Kent). Gu. a fess or, betw. eight billets ar.
CrMt— Out of a ducal coronet pr, a leopaj-d's head and neck
;

May
May

ppr.

May (Highcross, in St. Austell, co. Cornwall). Gu. a chev.
vair betw. three ducal coronets or.
May (Stoke, co. Suffolk; granted 4 June, 1687-8). Gu. two
CVf5(— Out of a mural
coronet ar. a leopard's head gu. billettee or.
(co. Wilts).
Ar. on a bend vert betw. two bucks' beads
cabossed sa. three roses of the first.
May. Az. three fishes naiant in pale ar. Crest A dexter
arm embowed in mail armour, in the hand all ppr. a
truncheon or, tipped sa.
May. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses or, a chief of the last.
barrulets erm. betw. six billets or.

May

—

—A leopard's head ppr.

Crest

May
to

(allowed as an impalement by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1590,
of London, m. Elizabeth Mat).

John Tedeascastle,

Vert a chev. betw. three roses

May.

or,

a chief indented erm.

Vert a cher. betw. three crosses crosslet fltchee

crosses crosslet sa. betw. sis martlets or, a lion paas. guard,
of the third.

Mayden-well

(Nether-Teynton, co. Lincoln).
Ar. on aa
inescutcheon betw. eight martlets sa. a cinquefoil or.

Maydeston, or Maydston

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1616, Katherine, dan. of
Patrick Mat, and wife, first of John Usher, Sheriff of Dublin,
and second, of Alderman Thomas Bishop, Mayor of Dublin).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three ancient galleys with three
masts, sails furled, flags flying sa. a lion ramp, or, aimed
az.

May

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Frances, dau. of Sir Thadt
DcFFE, Knt., of Dublin, and wife of James Mat, of Dublin,
merchant, d. 1635, leaving two sons, Bartholomew May
and Mathew Mat). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three ancient
galleys, with three masts, sails furled ppr. flags flowing gu.
a lion ramp, of the first.
(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office. 1640, Edward Mat,
second son of Sir Thomas Mat, Knt., of Mayfield, co. Sussex).
Gu. a fess betw. eight billets or, a crescent on a crescent for

May
diff.

May

(Mayfield, co. Waterford, bart., extinct).
Gu. a fess
betw. eight billets or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a
leopard's head couped ppr.
(granted by Betham, Ulster, to Sir Stephen Mat, Knt.,
of Belfast).
Az. a fess indented ar. betw. ten billets or.
Crest— On a ducal coronet or, a leopard's head and neck gu.
charged with a billet gold.
Maybank. Az. a chev. betw. three tents ar.
Mayce. Or, three tigers' faces vert. Crest A swan,
wings endorsed ar. ducally gorged and lined sa. Ano'her
Crest
A pestle and mortar ppr.
Maycock. Per fesse embattled ar. and gu. two cocks
counterchanged.

—

May

—

—

May cote,

alias Mack'with (Reculver, co. Kent; conErm. on a canton gu. a buck pass. or.

firmed Nov. 1604).

Crest— Out of a mural coronet gu. a buck's head or.
Ar. on a chev. az. three fieurs-de-lis or,
a bordure engr. sa.
Maydeley. Az. on a fesse counter-embattled ar. semee of

Maydeley.

673

(co.

Erm. two

Lincoln).

halberts in saltire sa.

Maydestone.

Ar. three bars az. on the second two
annulets interlaced or.
Gu. three women's heads couped at tb4
shoulders ar. hair dishevelled or.
Maydst'one (co. Kent). Az. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-

Maydestone.
lis ar.

Maydwell

(co. Northampton, and London
granted 1634).
an inescutcheon gu. a crescent ar. within an orle of
eight martlets of the second. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a pyramid of laurel leaves vert.
;

Or, on

—

Maydwell

Henrt Lawbbncb Matdwell, Esq.,
Regiment of Foot). Per pale erm. and or, an
Inescutcheon within an orle of martlets gu. Crest Out of a
crown vallery or, the rim charged with two cinquefoils go.
ten bay leaves, four, three, two, and one, vert.
(granted to

of the 82nd

Maye

(co.

—

Az. three plates in fess betw. as

Kent).

mary

crosses crosslet ar.

Mayell.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three cinquefoils of the field.
Mayer, or
(Island of Jersey; granted temp.
Henry VII.). Gu. an anchor erect in pale or, on a chief of
the second three roses of the field. Crest A demi lion
ramp, reguard. holding a sword in the dexter paw ppr. hilt

Mayor

—

and pommel

or.

Mayer.

Ar. a Moor, the sinister hand touching the head
bound round the temples, and holding in the dexter hand
a sword blade wavy or, vested round the waist chequy of
the last and of the second, fringed gold.
CVe»t
^An eagle,
wings endorsed ppr.
Mayern (London). Sa. two bends or, on a chief of the last
an eagle displ. of the first.
Maye'W (Richard Ma tew, Bishop of Hereford, 1504-16;
arms in St. Mary's Church, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three roses gu. a lily of the first.
Masrffe (Tatton, CO. Chester). Quarterly, 9r and gu.
Mayfield (Cambridge; granted 9 Oct. 1684). Gu. a cross
engr. erm. in chief two mayfiowers slipped or. Crest
lion's head couped gu. holding in the mouth a mayflower
sa.

—

—

or.

Mayg'er.

Or, a fesse az. betw. in chief a pellet charged
with a portcullis of the flrst betw. two demi roses per pale
gu. and ar., and in base a fleur-de-lis betw. two swans close ar.
(Hemington, co. Suffolk). Gu. a chev. vair betw.
three ducal coronets or. Crest A unicorn's head erased gu.
armed and maned or, charged on the neck with a chev.

Maybew

—

vair.

Mayhew

ar.

May

and langued
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Waterford, on

assuming,
by royal licence, 1839, the additional surname and arms of
Maxwell, in compliance with the desire of his maternal
uncle, John Wabing-Maxwell, Esq., of Finnebrogue, co.
Down). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. on a chief
of the last three pallets of the first, for Maxwell; 2nd and
3rd, ar. on a chief indented gu. three crosses patt^ of the
Creat
A stag's head and neck erased
first, for Perceval.
ppr. Motto Je suis pr§t.
(Faunt, co. Sussex Thomas Mat, temp. Edward IV.
Gu. a fess betw. eight billets or.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a leopard's head gu.
(Sutton Cheyney, co. Leicester; Geoffret Mat, aged
70, Visit. Leicester, 1619, son of Bichabd Mat, who removed from CO. Sussex to co. Leicester, second son of
Thomas Mat, Esq., of Faunt, temp. Edward IV.). Same
Arms and Crat, each charged with a crescent for diff.
(Breamore, co. Hants). Same Arms and Crest.
Hill,

(Woodlands, co. Lancaster).
Motto Sola in Deo salus.

Crest.

—

Mayhewe

(Clippesby, co. Norfolk

Same Arms and

confirmed 9 Nov. 1503).
Az. a chev. vair6 ar. and gu. betw. three ducal coronets or,
a bordure engr. of the last. Crest A unicorn's head erased
ar. charged with a chev. vair or and gu.
Mayhugrh. Sa. on a chev. betw. three bucks' bead*.
cabossed ar. as many buglehoms stringed of the first.
Mayland. Paly of eight ar. and gu. a lion ramp. sa.
Mayn. Ar. on a bend sa. three dexter hands of the first.
;

—

Crest

— An oak tree ppr.

Maynard

{Baron Maynard, of Wicklow and Estatnes,
Sir Henrt Matnard, High Sheriff of co. Essex,
had two sons, I. Sir William Matnard, created a bart.
1611, and Viscount Maynard 1620; II. Charles Matnard,
ancestor of Viscount Maynard: Sir Charles, fifth bart. and
fifth Viscount Maynard, was created Viscount Maynard, of
Easton, with special remainder to male descendants of his
kinsman. Sir William Matnard, fourth bart. of Walton).
Ar. a chev. betw. three sinister hands couped at the wrist gu.
Crest
A stag trippant ppr. attired and unguled or. Supextinct 1775

;

1602,

—

— Dexter,

a stag ppr.
sinister, a talbot ar. pied sa.
collar gu.
Motto Manus justa nardus.
{Viscount Maynard, extinct 1865; Sir Charles
Matnard, fifth bart. of Walton, s. his kinsman as second
viscount 1775: the third viscount d. «. p.m.).
Same .^rm*
and Motto. Crest A stag statant or. Supporters— Dexttr,
a stag ppr. attired or sinister, a talbot ar. pied sa. gorged
with a plain collar gu.

porters

;

—

gorged with a plain

Masmard

—

;

Maynard

Devon; Nicholas, Thomas, and
John Maynard, Visit. Devon, 1620, sons of John Matnard,
grandsons of Thomas Matnard, the son of Thomas Mathard,

(Sherford, co.

Ar. three sinister hands couped at
ar. attired gu.
(Milton, co. Cornwall.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).

all of

the wrist gu.

Maynard

Same Annt.

Sherford).
Crest

— A stag trippant

A

MAT
Kaynard

(Chesterfield,
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Crest —A demi savage holding
the dexter

Derby;

co,

in

Matnabd, Esq., of Harsley Hall, co. York, grandson of
Sakah Jeffebson, and her husband, John Lax, Esq., of
Eryholme, same co., which Sarah was great-granddaughter, through his daugliter Jane, of John Matnasd,
Esq., of Kirklevington, co. York, and having inherited the
estates, she assumed, by sign manual, in 1784, for

Matna&d

and her issue, the surname and arms of Maynard).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. vert betw. three sinister
hands erect gu. five erm. spots or, for Maynabd 2nd and
3rd, barry of six arm. and gu. on a chief az. three Catherine
1st, Mainabd: A buck pass.
wheels or, for Lax. Crests
herseif

;

—

gorged with a collar invecked ar. fimbriated sa. 2nd,
a mount vert, thereon a Catherine wheel, as in the
Motto Manus justa nardus.
Uaynard (St. Alban's, co. Hertford). Ar. a chev. quarterly
gu. and az. betw. three sinister hands couped of the
or,

;

Lax:

—

arms.

second.

Crest

Maynard

— A buck ppr.

(co. Kent).

Maynard
diff.

Maynard (Mosely, CO. Leicester;

exemplified 28 March, 1770,

Thomas Hasilbidge, upon his taking, by royal licence,
the name and arms of Maynabd). Same Arms. Ch-est
to

—

stag or, attired ppr.
Masmard. Sa. three sinister hands erased ar.

Maynard
Ulster,

(Carriglas, co. Longford

1714, to

;

William Maynabd,

confirmed by Hawkins,
Esq., M.P. for TuUow,

Waterford, great-grandson of Sir William Maynabd,
Knt., the son of William Maynabd, Esq., of Kulham and
London, by Angel, his wife, dau. and co-heir of Alderman
HcMPHBEY Baskebvile, of London). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
or, a chev. gu. cotised az. betw. three dexter hands couped
CO.

and erect

Maynabd

2nd and 3rd, ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three torteaux, for Baskebvile. Crest
wolfs head erased, holding in the mouth a broken spear
all ppr.
Motto Tam corde quam manu.
(Farley Hill, co. Berks). Ar. two chevronels betw.
as many pheons in chief sa. and a fleur-de-lis in base az.
within a bordure engr. of the last.
Crest
A cubit arm
erect in armour, holding in the hand ppr. a cross flory ar.
at the wrist

sa., for

;

—

—

Mayne

—

Mayne.

—

^)in.s. Crest
A cubit arm erect ppr. habited
holding a cross crosslet gu.
(Creslow, CO. Bucks granted June, 1604). Erm. on
a bend sa. three dexter hands couped ar. Crest A dexter
hand ppr. betw. two wings erm.
(Teffont Ewyas, co. Wilts; descended from Joel de
Maink, of Kings Nymet, temp. Henry I.). Ar. on a bend
engr. sa. three dexter hands couped at the wrist of the first.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a dragon's head erm.
Motto, ancient— Await the day; modern
Virtuti fortuna
comes.

Same

sa. cuffed ar.

Mayne

;

—

Mayne

—

—

Mayne

(Littington, co. Devon, and London). Sa. a chev.
betw. three sinister hands couptd and erect ar. Ci-est
cubit arm vested az. in tho palm of the hand an eye all

—

ppr.

Mayne

(co. Essex).

betw. as

many

Per pale

ar.

and

sa. three

chevronels

cinquefoils counterchanged.

Mayne (Bomington,

Ar. on a bend sa. three
sinister hands couped at the wrist of the first.
(co. Warwick, and Rowston, co. York).
Ar. on a
bend sa. three dexter hands couped of the field. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head erm.
Mayne. Ar. three chevronels sa. each charged with an
escallop of the flrBt, on a chief of the second three mullets of
the field.
CO. Hertford).

Mayne

—

Mayne

(Po\vls and Logie, co. Clackmannan
derived from
the Mains, of Lochwood, co. Stirling).
Ar. a chev. gu.
voided of the field betw. two pheons in chief sa. and a fleur;

—

a bordure wavy of the last. Orest
dexter hand holding a plain cross gu. Motto Virtuti
fortune comes.
de-lis in base az.

—

Mayne

{boron Newhavm, extinct 1794; Sir William
Mayne, descended from Mayne, of Logie, was so created
1770, (i. s. p.).
Ar. a chev. gu. voided of the field betw. two

pheons

wavy

in chief sa.

of the

and a

fleur-de-lis in base az.

— An

a border

arm

erect couped below the
elbow, habited az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. across
in pale gu.
Supporters— Dexter, a tiger ramp, guard, tcnnc

armed gu.

last.

collared or;

langued gu. collared

Maynehell.

Maynell
lions

(co.

ramp.

Crest

or.

sinister,

a talbot sa. armed and
fortuna comes.

Motto— Wirluti

Sa. three dexter

Lancaster).

hands couped ar.
a fesse dancott^e gu. three

Or, on

nr.

Maynell, Meynell, and Menell.
G74

and

hand a dagger

a key all ppr.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three cinquefoils of the first.
Mayner. Gu. a fesse ar. betw. three plates. Crest
hand erect ppr. holding a lion's gamb erased ar.
Maynes. Gu.a chev. betw. three horseshoes ar.
(Linton, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1706
descended
from Sir Walteb de Mayney, temp. Edward III.). Per
pale ar. and sa. three chevronels betw. as many cinquefoils
all counterchanged.
Crest
An arm armed quarterly ar.
and sa. holding a battle axe of the second, staff or.
Maynselyne. Or, on a chief gu. a sinister hand couped at
the wrist ar.
Maynsling-, or Mainstone. Ar. on a chief gu. a
dexter hand extended and borne traversed of the field.
Mayastone (Langaran, co. Gloucester, and co. Hereford).
"Vert a chev. betw. three hedgehogs or.
Crest
A reindeer
in the sinister

Maynell.

—

Mayney

;

—

—

pass. ppr.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three sinister
hands couped at the wrist gu.
(Hammersmith, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a chev.
betw. three dexter hands couped and erect gu. a crescent

for

AA

Vairc

ar.

and

sa.

Mayn'waring'.

Ar. on two bars "gu. three mullets of the

first.

Mayo, Earl

of. See Bocrke.
(co. Dorset).
Gu. a chev. vair betw. three ducal
coronets or. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a sinister
hand ppr. betw. two wings ar.

Mayo
Mayo

(Tottenham High Cross, co. Middlesex; James
ilAYO, gent., son of Richabd Mayo, Esq., of Much Marcle, co.
Hereford. "Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Sa. a chev. betw. three
roses ar. a chief or.

Mayo.

Ar. a woodman wreathed about the head and hips
walking upon a mount betw. two trees with a club over the

dexter shoulder all ppr.
Sa. a fesse ar. betw. two lions pass, reguard or.
(another coat has a canton ar.).
Mayor. Gu. a fesse betw. three daggers, points upwards or.
Ci-est
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an escallop gu.
betw. two wings or.
(granted to Rev. Chables Mayor, of Rugby). Gu.
an anchor ar. on a chief or, three roses of the first. Crest
A greyhound's head couped gu. collared or. Motto Mea

Mayo.

—

Mayor

—

—

anchora Chrislus.

Mayow (Dinton,

co. Wilts).
Ar. (another, or) on a chev. sa.
betw. three birds of the last five lozenges of the first.
(Lowe and Bray, co. Cornwall; Philip Mayow,
Esq., of Bray, son of John Mayow, grandson of Philip
Mayow, and great-grandson of Philip Mayow, all of Lowe.
"Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Gu. a chev. vair betw. three ducal
coronets or. Crest A falcon erm. devouring a snake ppr.
Mayo'w. See Wynell-Mayow.
Maypo'wder (Halesworthy, CO. Devon; Tbistbam MaypowDEB, grandson and heir of Thomas Maypowdeb, and

MayO'W

—

grandson of Richard Maypowdeb, all of same place. Visit.
Devon, 1620).
Barruly gu. and ar. on a chief of the second
a greyhound courant sa.
Maypo'wder (Killinboy, co. Roscommon; impalement Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1634, Sir Mathew de Uenzi, Knt.,
whose wife was Maby, dau. of Ricuabd Maypowdeb). Sa. a
griffin pass, wings elevated ar. betw. three escallop or.
Mayre (Lartington Hall, co. York). Ar. on the sea in base
ppr. a ship of three masts with sails furled sa.
Mayroll. Chequy or and az. a chev. gu.
(Richard Powell Maysmob, Esq., Surgeon
Extraordinary to William IV. a descendant of the Maesmobs,
of Maesmor). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
Maze. Gu. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils ar. Crest
lion's head erased az. crowned with cap of dignity or.
Maze (CO. Somerset granted to Peter Maze, Esq., Sheriff
of Bristol).
Erm. on a bend engr. betw. two eagles displ.
az. another bend plain or, charged with three lions pass,
ppr.
Crest
An eagle displ. erm. charged on the breast and
on either wing with a cinquefoil gu. Motto Garde ta bien

Maysmor

;

—

;

—

—

aimce.

Maze

(Blackbcrne-Maze, Boundes Park, Tunbridge Wells,
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, erm. on a bend engr.
betw. two eagles displ. az. another bend plain or, thereon
three lions pass. ppr. a canton gu. for diff., for Maze 2nd
and 3rd, ar. a fess nebulec betw. three mullets sa., forBLACK1st, Maze: An eagle displ. erminois, charged
BCRNE. Crests
en the breast and wings with a cinquefoil gu. plain collared
az.
2nd, Blackburne: On a mount vert a trumpet or,
thereon a cock gu. beaked, wattled, armed, and charged on
CO. Kent).

;

—

;

the breast with a cinquefoil gold.

Maziere

(Peter de la Maziebe, Esq., of Cork). Gu. a fesso
A lion's head erased ppr.
Mazzingrhi (London; originally from Germany, sett'.ed in
reprecentury
in Tuscany, at Cumpi and Florence
10th
the
sented by Joseph, Count Mcwzixahi, a lineal descendant
from DoMENico, created Count by Pope Eugene IV.). Az.
erm.

Crest

—

;

A

A

;
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three clubs ar. with wriststraps gu. Crest— A. deini lion ppr.
holding a club ar. Supportei-s A bear ppr. with chequered
manlle, hawk* and dogs ppr. and a lion also ppr. wiih cap
Chi la fa I'aspetti.
gu. holding a fleur-de-Us gu. Motto
* The hawk and the German descent are thus alluded to by

—

—

Vcrini, de JlLustratione Florentice:

" Pistorium accipitrem dedit annua dona vetustis,
Mazzinghis civesque suos ab origine credit,
Hos sub Othone tamen Thuscis Germania misit."
Headiam. Az. on a fesse or, betw. three lions' heads
erased ar. as

many

escallops of the field.

0)-e3t

wings expanded ppr. belled or.
Sa. a cher. erminois betw. three pelicans

Head.

—

^A falcon,

vulning

and crest granted by Hawkins,
Ulster. 1706, to Benjamin Mead, of Meath Street, Dublin,
Sa. on a chev. betw.
Proctor in the Bishop's Court).
pelicans vulning themselves or, as many martlets of the
field.
Crest
A pelican in her piety ppr.

—

—

Head.

Gu. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped ar. Crest
reindeer trippant vert.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1626, Sir John Meade,
Knt., who TO. Katberine Sabsfield, dau. of Dominick,
Viscount Kilmallock, and was ancestor of the Earl of ClanwUtiam). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three trefoils slipped ar.
{Earl of Clanwilliam).
Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three trefoils slipped ar.
Crest
An eagle displ. with two
heads sa. armed or. Supporters Dexter, an eagle close sa.

A

Heade

—
—
—

a falcon close ppr. beaked and legged or, each
collared and chained gold. Motto Toujours pret.
(Ballintobber and Ballymartle, co. Cork). Gu. a
chev. erm. betw. three trefoils slipped ar. Crest
An eagle
displ. with two heads sa. armed or.
Motto Toujours prest.
(cos. Cambridge and Somerset).
Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three trefoils slipped ar.
Sa. a chev. betw. three pelicans or,
(co. Essex).
vulned gu. Crest An eagle di,spl. or.
(London; Thomas Meade, Draper, Visit. London,
1668; his dau. Katherine, to. Thomas Bich, Mercer, of
London, 6. 1591).
Sa. a chev. betw. three pelicans or,
vulning themselves ppr.
(Northborowe, co. Leicester Henry Meade, Visit.
Leicester, 1619, eldest son of James Meade, Esq., of Northborowe, who was grandson of William Meade, Esq., of
Gretton, co. Stafford). Sa. a chev. betw. three pelicans,
wings endorsed or, vulning themselves ppr.
(London). Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three pelicans
vulning themselves or, as many anchors of the first.
Headowcroft (Smethurst, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. on a
saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Headows, or
(Witnesham Hall and Great
Healings, co Suffolk; Earl Manvers represents the younger
branch of the Meadows family). Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three pelicans vulning themselves ppr. (granted as an augmentation) on a canton az. a lion sejant, and in chief a label
of three points, quartering Brewster, of Wrentham Hall, co.
Suffolk, sa. a chev erm. betw. three estoiles ar.
Crest
pelican vulning itself ppr. Motto
Mea dos virtus.
Headows. Az. a chev. erm. betw. three pelicans, wings
endorsed or, vulned ppr. on a canton of the third an
ine.'icutcheon gu. charged with a lion pass, guard, or. Crext
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle, wings expanded sa.
Heag'er. Ar. a lion pass. gu. on a chief of the second
seven plates, four and three. Crest
A buffalo's head erased
sinister,

Heade

—

—

Heade

—

Heade

Heade

;

Heades

Hedows

—

—

—

—

or.

Heakin

(granted to Bev. James Meakin, A.M., Prebendary
of Worcester). Per chev. nebulae or and az. in chief two
estoiles and in base a garb all counterchanged.
Crest
unicorn's head erased.
Meales (co. Lancaster). Ar. three torteaux in fesse, a bor'Uirc gu.
Crest
A stag standing at gaze sa.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. three lions pass, guard,
per pale ar. and or, a border az. charged with eight
crescents of the third. Crest A pelican displ. ar. membered
and beaked gu. vulning the breast guttee de sang, surmounted
by a lozenge vert. Motto Virescit vultiere virtus.

—

Heara

—

—

—

Meares

(Beatrix Meabes, temp. Edward I., to. Sir Maior
Stad.nton, Lord of Staunton, co. Notts. Visit. Notts, 1614).
Gu. a fess betw. three water bougets erm.
Meares (co. Lancaster). Same Arms.
Meares (Corsley, co. Wilts; settled there 1341). Ar. a
ship with three masts, .sails furled and shrouded sa.
Meares (Meares Court, co. Westmeath descended from
Lewis Meares, 6. 1625, youngest son of John Meares, Esq.,
of Corsley; John Meares, Esq., of Meares Court, grandson
of John Meares, Esq., of Meares Court, temp. Queen Anno
and George I., d. i.p. 1790, and bequeathed the estates to
;
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George Galbraith .Meares,

grand.son

of

Rev.

Eobert

Meares, the brother of John Meares, Esq., of Meares Court,
temp. Queen Anne, and is now vested in Georoe Gerald
Meares, Esq.).
Same Arms. Crest A kingfisher ppr.
Motto— Om-oia, providentiae committo.

—

Meares

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

Margaret, dau.
and heir of Major William Meares, Corporal of the Field,
and wife of John Kennedy, Esq., of Mullagh, co. Longford).

Meariag:, or Meering
three escallops or.
griffin segreant gu.
sa.

Heade

ED

1654,

Ar. three ancient galleys sa.
or,

themselves ppr.
Head, (arms confirmed

Heade

SC

nephew, William Devenish, son of liis sister, Katheruie
Meares, and her husband, John Devenish, Esq., of Pattick,
when the male representation of the family devolved on
his

Mearns
Mearus
a

(co.

Nottingham). Ar on a cher.
On a ducal coronet or, a

—

Crest

(Scotland).

Or, three piles gu.

(Scotland).

Or, three piles vert,

on a canton

and

Creit—A. cock's

sa.

lion pass. ar.

Hears.

Lozengy

sa.

or,

a chief erm.

l\ead ppr.

Meath, Earl of.
Meath, See of.

See Bbabazon.
Sa. three mitres ar.
Meath (arms of the ancient Kingdom of Meath; Reg. Ulster's
Office).
Az. a king sitting on a throne, the dexter hana and
arm extended, the sinister holding a sceptre all ppr.
Meautys (West Ham, co. Essex). Az. a unicorn saliant
erminois armed or. Crest A unicorn sejant erminois.
Meaux, or
(Kingston, Isle of Wight, bart., extinct
1706; descended from LnDovicK Meos, grandson of Sir
Walter Meux, Knt., of London, m. Alice, dau. and heir of
William Drew, of Kingston; Sir John Meux, of Kingston,
was created a bart. 11 Dec. 1641, but the title expired with his
grandson. Sir William Mecx, who d. imm. in 1706, leaving
his sisters his co-heirs; the eldest, Elizabeth, m. Sir John
Miller, Bart., of Froyle, and had an only dau and heiress,
Elizabeth, to. to Sir Edward Worsley, of Gatcombe. The
present Sir Henry Meux, Bart., of Theobald's Park, descends
from a younger branch of the Kingston family). Paly of six
or and az. on a chief gu. three crosses pattee of the first.
Crest Two wings endorsed, the points downwards ar. tied
together with a cord or.
Meaux, or Melsa-Abbey (co. York). Gu. a cross
patonce vair betw. four martlets ar.
Meawlys. Az. a unicorn saliant ar.
Meayes. Ar. on a fesse gu. three mullets pierced of the field.
Medcalf (Askrigh, Berepark, and Reddall, co. York). Ar.
three calves pass. sa. Crest
A talbot sejant ppr. reposing
his foot on an escutcheon ar.
Mechazn (Garrycastle, co. Westmeath granted by Betham,
Ulster, to George Mecham, Esq., son of George Mecham,
Esq., of Athlone, and to their descendants).
Or, a fess
dancettee az. in chief two human hearts gu.
Crest
dexter cubit arm erect, grasping a dagger trcmsfixed through
a human heart, emitting drops of blood, all ppr. Motto—

—

Meux

—

—

;

—

Animi

fortitudo.

Hedcroft.

Paly of six ar. and az. a canton gu. ; another,
Ar. on a saltire sa. five fleurs-de-lis or (another, ar.).
(Great Yarmouth). Bendy of six or and az. on a
chief of the second two crosses pattde of the first.
Meddowes. Sa. a che'v. erm. betw. three pelicans' wings
inverted or.

Heddew

Meddus, or Medowes
and

az.

the first.
ppr.

(co. Chester).

Bendy of

six or

on a chief of the second two crosses form^e of
Crest
A cross forniee or, entwined with a snalce

—

Hede, or Heade (cos.

Cambridge and Cornwall; brass of
Mede, St. Mary Raddiff, Bristol). Gu. a cher.
erm. betw. three trefoils (another, cinquefoils) ar.
Hedford. Per fesse az. and erm. in chief two martlets or.
Sir Philip

Cre-t

—

-A.

Medhall.

deer lodged ar.
Ar. on a fesse betw. two chevronels gu. three

escallops of the field.

Medhop

(Medhop Hall, co. York arras borne by Rogeb
Medhop, son and heir of Henry de Medhop, 1219, as they
appeared in the second book of the Abbey of Fumes, co.
Lancaster, in the custody of Auditor Fanshaw, in 1613, and
allowed by St. George, Norroy, that year). Erm. a lion ramp,
az. crowned or.
Medhop (Edmond Medhop, Clerk of the Common Pleas of
Exchequer in Ireland, late of Lincoln's Inn, London, son and
heir of Thomas Medhop, formerly of Aston, co. Oxford, who
was fourth son of Roger Medhop, Esq., of Medhop Hall, co.
Oxford; confirmed by St. George Norroy, 1613; Fun. Ent.
;

Ulster's Office,

John Picton,

1621,

of his wife Elizabeth, dau.

Arms, with ppr.
a crown or.

diff.

—A

GresL-

of Sir

Pembroke). Same
dcnii lion ramp. az. holding

Bart., of Picton Castle, co.

A

UED
Xedhop (Trenant,

Meeres

Same Arm.

Quarterly, Ist and
(Kippax Hall, co. York).
and ar. on a canton or, a martlet
fesse
and
3rd,
vert
on
a
or, three lions
2nd
second
of the
Oresl
A martlet charged with a fleurramp, of the first.
derlis holding in the beak an acorn and an oak leaf ppr.
Motto Adversa virtute repeUo.
Uedland (Launceston, co. Cornwall; granted 17th May,
Gu. a fesse wavy ar. betw. three sea-gulls ppr. a
1730).
crescent for diff. Crut—A sea-gull rising ppr. charged on
the breast with a crescent for ditf.
Hedley (Buxted, co. Sussex; descended from Bekedict
Medlet, Clerk of the Signet to Henry VIII. ; the eventual
heiress, Julia Annabella, only dau. of James Evelyn,
4th, paly of six gu.
;

—

—

Esq.,

KEL
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co. Cornwall).

Uedhurst
and

AA

of Fellbridge, co. Surrey, by Annabblla, his wife,
George Medley, Esq., of Buxted, m. Sir Geobge

sister of

AnousTDS Wiluam Shcckbcboh,

Ar. a fesse ermines betw.
(Meeres, co. Lancaster).
three water bougets gu.
(Awber,
Meeres
co. Lincoln).
Gu. a fesse engr. betw. three

water bougets erm.
(Houghton, co. Lincoln).

Meeres

Same Arms.

Crest

—

peacock's tail erect ppr.
Meeres (Branckoser, co. Norfolk). Same .<4nii«, a bordure
of the last.
Meeres (Holland, co. Lincoln). Gu. a fesse erm. betw.
three water bougets ar.

Meetkerke
Crest

Megr^ison

Gu. two swords in

(Julians, co. Herts).

—A

unicorn's head,
or, langued gu.
or.

homed,

crined,

saltire

and maned

(Whalton, near Morpeth, co. Northumberland,

and Ashford Ford, co. Middlesex descended from Ladncelot Meoatson, Esq., of Deane House, Whalton, b. 1567).
;

Ar. two bars
Crest
gemelles sa. in chief three mullets pierced of the last.
A tiger sejant vert, tufted and maned or. Motto In Deo

Ar. on a chief gu. three chaplets of roses ppr.
Meg'glson. Ar. a lion sejant sa. Crest On a mountain a

fides.

Meg'g'ott. Erminois three leopards' beads sa. collared ar.
Meg'grs (CO. Kent). Or, a chev. sa. betw. three mascles gu.
a chief ar.
Me^SS (Whitechapel, co. Middlesex; Rev. James Meggs,
D.D., and William Meggs, Esq., sons of William Meggs,
gent., of same place, and grandsons of William Meggs, gent.,
of London. Visit. Middlesex, 1663; granted by Cooke,

Bart.).

—

—

Hedley (Iver, co. Bucks

Uedley

(co.

;

descended from Medlbt, of Buxted,
Crest, and Motto.
Sa. two bars gemelles ar. on a chief

Same Arms,

CO. Sussex).

Warwick).

of the last three mullets of the first.
(Modellcote, co. Salop ; an ancient family in that

Medlicott
CO.,

descended from Llewellin de Modelicote, of Modelitemp. Henry III.). Quarterly, per fess indented gu.

cote,

and

az. three lions

ramp.

ar.

Uedlicott

(Pontesbury, co. Salop, Abingdon, co. Berks, and
Visit. London). Same
St. Clement Danes, co. Middlesex.

Arms.

James Edwabd Medmale
Same
line of Medlicott, of Pontesbury and Abingdon).
Arms. Crest Out of a mural crown gu. a demi eagle displ.
Afotto— Dat cura quietem.
or.
Uedlycott (Rocketts Castle, co. Waterford; Rev. Jobs
Thomas Medlycott, descended from Thomas Medlicott,
Esq., of Binfield, co. Berks, youngest son of Thomas Medli-

Hedlicott punmurry,
licott, Esq., of

co. Kildare

Dunmurry,

;

J. P.; representative in the

—

cott, Esq., of Abingdon, M.P. for that place 1668). Same
Anns, Crest, and Motto.
Medlycott (Ven House, co. Somerset, bart. ; descended
maternally from James Medlicott, eldest son of Thomas
Medlicott, Esq., of Abingdon, M.P., 1668, whose eldest

Elizabeth Medlicott, m. James Hutchings, Esq.,
and her son, Thomas Hutchings, assumed the surname of
Medlycott). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Uedlycott (Cottingham, co. Northampton granted 24 Dec.
Quarterly, az. and ar. per fess embattled three lions
1801).
ramp, counterchanged.
mednerst. Paly of six ar. and az. on a canton of the
dau.,

—

dove

all

ppr.

Clarenceux, 1579). Or, a chev. engr. az. betw. three ma.sclcs
gu. on a chief sa. a greyhound courant ar. Crest
A grifiBn
sejant per bend gu. and or, ducally gorged gold.
Meg'^s (cos. Cambridge and Kent). Or, a chev. betw. three
mascles gu. on a chief of the second a wolf ar. Cretl
greyhound's head sa. eared ar. charged on the neck with a
bar gemel or, betw. three bezants, one and two, issuing out
of his head three oak branches ppr.
Megrgs (Bradford Peverel, co. Dorset). Or, a chev. betw.
three mascles az. on a chief gu. a wolf pass. ar. Crest
talbot's head erased sa.
Megrgs (co. Warwick). Or, on a chief sa. a lion pass. ar.
Meigh (granted in 1840 to Job Meigh, Esq., of Ash Hall,
CO. Stafford).
Gu. on a cross engr. betw. four boars' heads
erased ar. three blackbirds in fesse ppr. and two crosses
pattee fltched at the foot az.
Crest
A lion ramp, or,
holding in the dexter paw a cross pattee, as in the arms, the
sinister paw resting on an anchor ppr. pendent therefrom by
a chain or, an escutcheon gu. charged with a boar's head
erased ar. Motto Benigno Numine.
Meighan (allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1769, to Chrib-

—

—

—

—

—

miedwel

topbeb Meighan, of Normandy, grandson of Chbistofhek
O'Meighan, an officer in the army of James II., who fell at
the Battle of the Boyne; descended from O'Meighan, of
Bally O'Meighan, co. Leitrim). Gu. on a chev. ar. three
bucks' heads erased of the field, attired or, in base a demi
lion ramp, of the second.
Crest
A griffin's head erased,
wings endorsed or.
Meighan. See O'Meiohan.

Hee

Meighe (Reg. Ulster's Office).
Meik (Scotland). Ar. a duck

;

second a martlet of the

first.

Medville, or IHidville.
hooks

Sa. achev. betw. three fishing

ar.

(co. Northampton).
Or, an escutcheon betw. eight
martlets or.
(East Retford, co. Nottingham).
Az. a chev. erm.
betw. three roses or, on a chief dancettee ar. three crosses
crosslet fiich(Se of the field.
Crest
A stag's head erased
betw. two sprigs of oak ppr.
(St. Bennet's Kink, London).
Gu. a chev. betw. three
boars' heads erased ar.

—

Hee

—

Mee.

Per pale gu. and sa. three chevronels ar. Crest
ram's head erased ar. armed or.
Heech. Ar. on a canton gu. a lion's head erased or. Crest
A greyhound courant ar.
Heek. Ar. three water bouRets sa. a chief of the last.
Crest— A demi wolf ducally gorged and lined, holding betw.
the paws a mullet of six points.
Meek. Gu. tlirce chevroncls ar. Crest A demi lion ramp.
holding overthe head a scymitar. Motto
Pro recto.
Meeke (co. Essex). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a bordure indented
or.
Crest
'^'^
arms.
"*
'"
lion,
A
Meelop (Wales). Per fesse sa. and erm.

—

—

—

—

Meer (Sherborn, co.
of six

points or.

Dorset).
Crest

— An

Az. a chev. betw. three mullets
eagle's head couped or, the

mouth cmbrued gu.
Dorset and Durham).

Meer (cos.

—

gu-

(Warplcston, co. Surrey).
Per pale az. and
gu. three roses ar. on a chief or, a lion pa.ss. guard, of the
second. Ci-est—A rose ar. barbed vert betw. two dragons'
wing! gu.
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Ar. a fess dancettee az.
in a loch in base

swimming

on a chief indented gu. a boar's head couped betw. two

ppr.

stars of the

first.

Meik (Leidcassie,

Scotland, 1680). Ar. a duck ppr. on a chief
dancettee gu. a boar's head couped betw. two crescents of
the first. Crest An increscent and decrescent respecting
and joining one to the other. Motto Jungor ut implear.
Meiller (Reg. Ulster's Office). Per fess vert and ar.
(England).
Az. a cross crosslet or.
Crest
A hand
holding a vine branch ppr.
Meiuill (Baron Meinill, extinct 1322; Nicholas deMeinill,
descended from Robert de Meinill, temp. Hetty I., was
Az. three bars gemel
summoned to Parliament, 1295).
or, a chief of the last.
Meirlou Q-och (Llyn, Wales. Descendants Jones, of

—

—

—

Mein

:

Castellmarch, in Llynn).
heads erased sa.

Mekelfeld

Ar. a chev. betw. three horses*

(Bolton, co. York).

Ar. on a chev. betw. three

many buckles of the last.
Mekelfeld, or Mekilfleld. Ar. a cross
garbs gu. banded

or, as

guitee d'or (another, the
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three

water bouKctg erm. Crest
A demi dogfish.
Meere <Cliaklon Hoys, co. Dorset). Sa. a chev. or, cotised
erm. betw. three water bougets of the last.
Meere (co. Wilts). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions ramp.

Meerehurat

—

Mekton.

Sa.

a

lion

engr.

sa.

field or).

ramp.

ar.

crowned

or,

an

orle

of

annulets of the second.
Richard II.). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned
( temp.
or, armed gu. within an orle of martlets of the second.
Melborne (London). Quarterly, or and gu. a fesse betw.
three leopards' faces counterchanged.
Melborne (granted 1615). Az. three escallops ar. a bordure
of the second, charged with eight crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

Mekton

Melborne.
first.

Sa. on an inescutcheon ar. a crescent of the

AA

U£L
Uelbome.

Mellor
tlie

Kelbourne. Gu. a cher. betw. three escallops ar.
Melbourne (University of, Australia). Az. a figure

in-

HEelbourne.

Helbourue.
field.

tended to represent Victory, robed and attired ppr. the
dexter hand extended, holding a wreath of laurel or, betw.
four stars of eight points, two in pale and two in fesse ar.
Motto Postera crescani lande.
Ueldert.
Or, on a chief erm. three palets gu. Crest
dexter gauntlet apaum^e az.
Ueldon (confirmed to Cuables Hesbt Meldon, Esq., of 25,
Butland Square, and of Newtown House, Blackrock, co.
Dublin, M.P., and the descendants of his grandfather,

—

—

Anthony Dillon Mdldoon,

of

Fore,

Westmeath, of

co.

Celtic origin). Vert a dexter hand couped ar. betw. three
crescents or, issuant therefrom as many estoiles of the
second.
Crest
A dexter hand ppr. surmounted by a
crescent or, therefrom issuant an estoile ar. Motto Pro

—

—

Aberdeen

now

represented by the
Ubqchabts of Meldrum as heirs of line). Ar. a demi otter
issuing out of a bar wavy sa.
(Fyvie, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
as the last 2nd and 3rd, ar. three imicoms' heads erased
(that Ilk, co.

;

Heldrum

;

Pbestqn.

sa., for

SCeldrunL

Ar. three blackbirds ppr.
Crett—k
demi leopard issuant or, supporting an anchor sa.
Mellor (The Hon. Sir John Mellob, Knt., a Judge of the
High Court of Justice in England, b. 1809, was called to the
Bar by the Inner Temple, 1832, and went the Midland
Circuit; became a Q.C. 1851; was formerly Recorder of
Warwick, afterwards of Leicester, 1855-61
wa« M.P. for
Great Yarmouth, 1857-9, for Nottingham, from 1859 till he
(co Derby).

;

was raised

to the Bench in Nov. 1861
m., 1832, Euzabeth,
dau. of W. MosELET, E^q.). Ar. three blackbirds ppr. Crest
blackbird, as in the arms. Jlfot to—Semper constans et

(Crombie, co. Banff).

—

Quarterly, as the

last,

;

—A

fidelis.

Mellor

(Ideridgehay and Derby). Ar. three blackbirds ppr.
a chief dancettee sa.
Crest
A bull's head erased ppr.
ducally gorged or, holding in the mouth the upper end of a
broken lance gold.
Melsanby . Sa. two bars gemel and a chief ar.
Melton (Tottenham High Cross, co. Middlesex; granted
1 Sept.
1626).
Az. a cross voided ar. in the centre a

—

bezant.

Melton

fide et patria.

Ueldrum.

York). Ar. a cross patonce voided az.
Az. a cross patonce ar. surmounted of another of
betw. four cinquefoils or.
Crest
A lion's head
erased az. guttee d'or, ducally gorged gold.
Melvehouse, or Melnehouse. Ar. on a bend engr.
sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Melveton (co. Chester). Az. three plates, on each an ink(co.

Melton.
the

—

first

moline sa.

within a bordure engr. sa. Cvest
A dexter hand holding
a book ppr. Motto— "Ultxii immota raanet.
(Dumbreck, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, as Fyvie,
with a crescent sa. in the centre of the quarters for diff.
(Segie, co. Fife). Ar. three otters' heads cooped

Melveton.

sa.

Mel'Tille

Heldmm

Meldrum
Mele

(co. Kent).
(another, sa.).

Meles

Az. on a bend

or,

three lozenges gu.

(Meles, CO. Lancaster).

Ar. three torteaux in fesse,
Crest
On the stump of a tree a martlet ppr.
Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets sa.
(Taunton, co. Somerset, and co. Devon). Ar. on
a bend engr. sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Crest—
naked arm couped below the elbow, holding a pheon

—

a bordure gu.

Melford.
Melhuisb.

A

erect.

Melhuish.

Ar. a martlet sa. in the middle chief point a
dagger paleways az. hilted or.
Or, a fret gu.
Crest
On a chapeau az. turned up
or, a martlet with wings endorsed sa.
Mell (co. Suffolk). Same Arms, a border of the second
bezantee and an annulet az.
Mellent. Lozengy or and az. (another, with a bordure

—

Hell.

Az. three plates.
holding a key az.

Crest

—A

Melville, Viscount. See DrsnAs.
Melville (England). Ar. a fesse betw.
Crest

— A talbot's head or.

lion's

three

paw gu.

masdes go.

Edinburgh; the heiress, in 15th
century, m. Sir John Ross, of Halkhead).
Gu. three
crescents ar. a bordure of the last, charged with eight roses
of the first.
Melville (Glenbervie, co.Eincardine heiress, in 1 5th century,
in. Sir John Adchinleck).
Ar. a fess betw. three crescents
gu.
Melville (Raith, co. Fife). Ar. a fess gu.
Melville (Earl of Melville). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
three crescents ar. within a bordure of the last, charged with
eight roses of ihe first
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess gu. Crest
A ratchhound's head erased ppr. collared gu. Supporter»—
Dexter, an eagle volant ppr.; sinister, a ratchhound ppr.
Denique caelum.
collared gu. Motto
Melville (Leslie-Melville, Earl of Leven and MelvilU).
See Leslie.
Melville (Cassingray, co. Fife).
Quarterly, as Earl of
Melville, within a bordure or.
Crest A ratchhound's head
erased ppr. collared gu. the collar charged with a crescent
(that Ilk, co.

;

—

;

—

—

gu.).

Mellent, or Mellert.

Or,

two bars

sa.

betw. six crosses

and one.
(Middle Temple, London; granted 1719). Ar. three
martlets sa. beaked or, a chief dancettee of the second.
crosslet gu. three, two,

Heller

Meller

H EL
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Az. fretty erm.
Ar. a crescent and a bordure sa.
Ar. a cross moline sa. quarter pierced of

(Robebt Melleb, Doctor of Physic; descended from

Robebt Melleb, Knt., of Bredy, co. Dorset; Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1684, of Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of William

Sir

Fbeesian, Esq., of Leigh, co. Surrey). Az. four masclcs in
Crest
A demi lion az. holding a mascle or.
Meller (Reg. Ulster's OflBce). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. betw.
four annulets of the last.
cross or.

—

MeUers, or Meller

Az. a fesse ar.
crowns or, a bordure wavy of the
second. Crest
A greyhound pass. sa. collared or, resting
the dexter paw on an escutcheon az.
Melliar (Fosteb-Melijab, North Aston Hall, Oxon). Ar.
three martlets gu. on a chief dancettee az. an annulet or,
betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the field. Crest— In front of a lion's
gamb erect and couped or, holding a branch of myrtle ppr.
two mascles interlaced fessways az. Motto Cupio meliora.
Mellis (Scotland). Per fesse ar. and vert a pale counterchanged, three cinquefoils of the second. Crtst The sun
(Laiston, co. Suffolk).

fretty gu. betw. three

—

—

—

in splendour or.
co.

Nottingham,

and Sandersted,

co. Surrey). Az. two swans in pale ar. betw.
as many flaunches erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
swan's head and neck ar.

—

Az. two swans in pale
ar. betw. as many flaunches erm. quartering gu. a fesse betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee or, for Gobe, of Bush Hill
Park. Crest A swan's head and neck erased ar. ducally
Corged or.
Hellish (Hamels, co. Hertford). Same Arms.
Mello. Az. three boars* heads erased in bend ar. Crest
(Blythe, co. Nottingham).

—

—

mullet ar.
•
Ar. a bend betw. two lions' heads erased sa.

Mello.
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—

Motto Denique coelo fruar.
(Murdocaimie, co. Fife,

1672).

Gu. a sun betw.

three crescents ar. within a bordure of the second, charged
with eight roses of the first. Crest A crescent ar. Mott(y—

—

Denique coelum.

Melville (Auchmoor,

Ar. on a fesse waved on the
upper and engr. on the under side gu. three crescents of the
Crest
field.
A sleuth-hound's head couped ppr. Motto—
Denique coelum.
Melville (Carnbee, co. Fife).
Or, three cushions gu. on
each a crescent of the field, all within a bordure of the
Motto Ultra aspicio.
second. Crest An eagle rising ppr.
Melville (Strathkinness, co. Fife, 1773). Gu. three crescents
ar. within a bordure of the last, charged with eight roses of
the first, a small crescent of the second in chief for diff.
Crest A crescent ar.
Motto Denique coelum.
co. Fife).

—

—

—

—

—

Melville-Wliyte (Bennochy and

Strathkinness, co. Fife).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a martlet displ. betw. three
quatrefoils, two and one sa. on a chief of the last as many
quatrefoils of the first, for Whtte
2nd and 3rd, gu. three
;

crescents ar. within a bordure of the last charged with eight

—
—

a crescent for diff., for Melville. Crest*
1st, Whtte
A dexter arm embowed holding up a wreath of
laurel all ppr.
2nd, Melville A crescent ar. Supporters
Two eagles sa. beaked, membered, collared, and chained or,
thereon three quatrefoils sa.
Mottoes Virtute parta over
the second crest: Denique coelum.
Melville (Scotland, 1672). Gu. three crescents ar. a bordure
invecked of the last, charged with eight roses of the first.
Crest
Two eagles' wings conjoined ppr. Jtfotto— Denique
sursum.
Melville (Sir John Melville, Lord Provost of Edinburgh,
1854).
Ar. a fess gu. betw. two hearts in chief of the second
and a salmon naiant in base az. Crest An eagle rising ppr.
roses of the

Mellish, or Melish (London, Eagnold,

Mellish

ar.

Melville

field,

:

;

:

—

—

—^Ad altiora tendo.

Motto

—

;

A

JJIelward (Hichard Melward, great-grandson

of

Symon

Agnes, dau. and heiress of
d. temp. Edward III.
the said Bichard, vi. John Jefferay, Esq., of Chittingly
Ar. a cross moline sa. betw. four
co. Sussex).
crescents gu.
(co. Kent, and London; granted
or
Gu. a cliev. vair betw. three leopards' faces or.
1616).
An antelope's head gu. tufted and armed or, issuing
Ci-est

Melward,

;

Manor,

Mennys

—

out of rays of the

Hencaster
as

many

Mence

Gu. three

fesses

(Menadarva, Camboume,
sa. on each as many

wavy

sa.

escallops or.
(co.

Visit, of 1682.

Mence, or Mens.

Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief gu.
three crescents (another, crosses forraee) of the first.
(London). Gu. six broken shinbones, the joints
almost meeting, barways, two, two, and two ar. a canton

Mendez
erm.

See Meynell.

Menersh. Gu. a fesse
Menet, or Menett.
ramp.

lion

Menliall.

danoettee or.

Barry of six or and

sa.

Oi-est

—

az.

Or, on a fesse betw. two chevronels gu. three

escallops of the

first.

Menis. Ar. on a fesse gu. three mullets pierced of the field.
Menles, or Melles. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three
Crest
A portescallops of the second (another, torteaux).

—

chains or.

cullis sa.

Menles, or Mens.

Az. six griffins segreant (another,
three, two, and one.
Gu a fesse engr. or.

pass.) or.

Menmarch.
Menne. Or,
Mennell

(Malton, co. York).

Mennell.

all

— A book expanded

Crest

first.

—

sa.

abend

Az. three bars gcmcl and a

gu.

—

langucd gu.

Mepertshall.
or.

Mepham

(Stephen de Mepham, Archbishop of Canterbury,

Edward

Az. three bendlets

I.).

Paly of six gu. and

or,

on a bend

sa. three horse-

Chester).

(co.

garbs of the

first.

Crest

on a

Or,

(Inner Temple, Lifndon; granted
Gu. a chcv. vair^ or and az. betw. three leopards'
1616).
faces of the second.
Mennicone (Paris and Sunbury, co. Middlesex). Or, a
bend az. betw two mullets gu.
Menteath (Farl of Afmlcath). Or, a bend chequy az. and sa.
Menteath (Kerse, co. Stirling). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as
the last; 2nd and 3rd, az. three buckles or, for Stirling.
Menteath (Closebum, co. Dumfries, hart.). Quarterly, as

sa.

—

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a cross engr. betw.
four spearheads sa.
(Walton, co. Chester).
Same Arms. Crest—
mermaid ppr. holding in the dexter hand a mirror, and in
the sinister a comb.
Mercaunt (Seamer, co. Suffolk). Ar. a fret sa. on a canton
or, a gauntlet of the second.
Crest
Two lions' Kambs
erased in saltire or, each holding a battle axe ar. handled gu.
Mercer (Fifield, co. Berks). Sa. on a fesse betw. three
chessrooks or, as many martlets of the first.
Mercer (Aldie, co. Kinross; represented by the Marchioness
of Lansdowne as heir of line). Or, on a fess betw. three
crosses pattee gu. in chief and a mullet az. in base as m.iny
bezants. Crest A cross or.
Motto Crux Christi nostra
corona.
Mercer (Salineshaw, co. Fife, 1680). As Aldie, within a
bordure indented gu. Crest A cross fitchee gu. MottoCrux Christi mea corona.
Mercer (Easter Newton, co. Perth, 1676). As Aldie, within
a bordure gu. charged with eight annulets or. Crat
dexter hand holding a Bible expanded ppr. Motto Jehova

Merbury

—

—

—

—

—

Mercer

(Huntingtower, co. Perth, 1864).
As Aldie, with a
canton gu. charged with a boar's head couped or. Crest
stork, holding in his bea'.c a serpent writhing ppr. Mottoes Over the crest Ye great pule
below the arms Crux Christi nostra corona.
Mercer (bordel, co. Fife, 1853). Or, on a fess betw. three

—

—

:

many

and a

star of six points az. in

within a bordure of the third,
Crest The head and neck of a heron erased, liolding in its
beak an eel seizing the neck of the former all ppr. Motto

base as

bezants,

all

—
—The grit pool.

Mercer (Balleif, co.

Perth).

Or,

on a

fess betw. three crosses

many bezants.
Merchand, or Merchant
pattee gu. as

(co. Buckingham).
S». a bend
two griffins segreant or. Crest On a mount
moorcock ppr.

—

cotised betv/.

vert a

Andrew

Merchants,

— Dum vivo spero.

Menteath

(Auldcathie, CO. Linlithgow, 1672). Or, a bend
ar. on a canton of the second a lion's head
erased of the first. Ctest—A.n eagle rising ppr. looking up
his
glory.
Motto Sub sole nihil.
to the sun in

and

—

Menvile.

bend sa. three cinquefoils ar. another.
Vert alien ramp. ar. crowned gu.
MenTwynick, or Menwinnick (Menwynick, co. Cornwall, tfiiifi. llcnry IV.; William Menwynick, fourth in
descent from Roger Menwynick, of same place. Visit.
Cornwall, IG'JO. The heiress m. Coplestone). Sa. a chev.
betw. three falcons, wings expanded ar.
Menyll. Paly of six gu. and or, on a bend sa. three horseshoes of

Menyll.

Menzies

Or, on a

llie

all

ppr.

;

Vairc ar. and

sa.

(Castie Menzie.^i, co. Perth, bart.).

Moll'i

—

head
roiin<l

Vill Ciod,

erased
the
I

ppr.

Ar. a chief gu.
Su.pportcr.1

—Two

head and loins with laurel

sail.

Menzies

(Professor John Menzies, Aberdeen, 1672). Erm.
A chenib with
on a chief az. a cherub's head ar. Cic:il
wing^ expanded ppr. Motto Scopus vitse Christus.
Menzies (Bdinburgh, 1695). Per pale ar. and or, three
crescents gu. a chief of the last. Crest— A crescent ppr.
Mnitn
Ut crescit clarescit.

—

—

—

Menzies

Aberdeen).
Erm. a chief gu.
Crrft
A demi eagle with wings expanded ppr. Suppnrtrrn
Two crcyhounds ar. collared gu. il/(»t(r)— Malo mori quam
(Pitfoddel,

co.

—

—

focdari.

Menzies

(Culdares, co. Perth).

Ar. a sword in pnlc ppr.

hlUed and pommelled or, a chief gu.
holding in the dexter paw a baton ppr.
Juvat.

G73

London, principal Companies

(London).

See

of.

Company

of

(Exeter; incorporated
4 May, 3 Mary I., 155fi).
Az. a tower triple-towered or,
standing on the waves of the sea in base ppr. in chief two
ducal coronets of the second.
Motto— Deo duce fortuna

coniitante.

Mercia.
Mercier

an eagle di^pl. or.
Northumberland). Or, a fesse chequy az. anci
ar. hetw. two boars' heads in chief sa. and a crescent in base
Crest
A demi huntsman
gu. a bordure engr. of the last.
winding a horn ppr. vested az., motto over, Blow shrill.
Motto Toujours fidfele.
Sa.

(co.

—

—

Mercury.

Az. a cross flory betw. four cinquefoils or.
F.S.SOX, and co. Hereford).
Gu. on a
water bougcU or, a cross formic
sa. bezantee betw. two cloves of the last.
Mercy. Ar. on a bend gu. three lozenges of the field.
(Mere, CO. Chester).
Ar. an ancient thrce-niasted

Mercy

(North;ill, co.

fesse engr. ar. betw. three

second.

Crt't—S. savage's
savages wreathed

—

portio mea.

Merchant Taylors, Company of

az.

az. three
ducally gorged

Merbury

the last, all within a bordure gu. Citst A lymphad ppr.
with flags gu. thereon a canton ar. with the cro.S3 of St.

sa.

engr.

fesse

— A camel's head

crosses pattee gu. in chief

shoes ar.

chcquy

or.

Merary. Az. a cross flory betw. four cinquefoils or.
Merbroke. Bendy of six az. and or, a bordure gu.

:

Mennes, or Menns

Mntlo

ppr.

Ar. a bend betw. two Hous' heads
Creft A lion's head erased sa. winged or.
Ar. fretty sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass,

Chester).

(co.

The head and neck of a

a chief az.

chief or. over

chequy az. and of the
Motto Spero.

Meoles

It

Ar. a chief gu. a bordure

Perth).

co.

or.

Worcester; Benjamin Mence, Mayor of that
Az. six griffins segreant, three, two, and one
These arms appear on the monument of .Sir Godfrey
or.
DE Mens, who took part in the tournament at Stepney,
2 Edward II. John Mence, of Hanbury, disclaimed at the

demi

ME

(Shian,

Merbury
Ar. three bars gu. on a bend

Essex).

(co.

city in 1714).

Menell.

Menzies

1328-33, temp.

List.

llenadarva, or Mathadarva
CO. Cornwall).
birds ar.

;
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M Ell

Hemes,

A

Creit

—A

Motto

tlemi lion

— I'ortem

fora

Mere

vessel,

sails

furled sa.

Crest

—

.\

mermaid

ppr.

tail

vert,

crined or, in the right hand a comb, and in the left a mirror
ppr. the frame and handle gold.
Meredith (llenhury, CO. Cluster). Gu. alion ramp, reg lard.
Cre>'l
A demi lion ramp. aa. collared and chained,
or.

—

reflexed over the back or.

Meredith

(.Stanslcy, co. Denbigh, bart., extinct I'SH, and
Cre.<i
.\
.\z. a lion rump. or.
Leeds Abbey, co. Kent).
Another Crest
head erased ppr.
An Eastern coronet
or, thereon a dragon pass, wings expanded gu.
Meredith (Prince of Wales). Or, a lion's gamb cra.icd in
bend gu.
Meredith ap Conan (Lord of Uhiwhirieth, Coel Tabog,
and Noiiniid Wonn, North Wales. Descendants: I. Roberts,
near I.Iain Wciin; II. Oi.ivrr, of Neuadd Wenn and Ll:inervil; III. WiLLiA.Ms, of Dolanog; IV. Lloyd, of Mairdro in

lion's

—

—

m £B

MEB
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Hanmer,

Edeirnion, andRandir; V.

of

Mergith

Hanmer: VI. Bra-

DENHEATB, of Penlsy, Bitiifield, Halghton, Llai, Fens, Pentre
David, Maesbrook, and Bryn; nlso uf Buryrigp;, in YorkShire; VII. Overton, of Overton Madilock. Meredith was
brother of Griffith ap Conan, Prince of North Wales).
Quarterly, ar. and gu. fotir lions pass, counterchanged of the

ar.

Gu. a Saracen's hc.id erased at the neck
environed about the temples with a wreath of the last

and

sa.

(Wales).

Mergrant. Ar. a chief
Merick, or Meyrick

(Pentrebychan, co. Denbigh derived from Hugh
Meredith, Esq., of Wrexham and Pentrebychan, temp.
Elizabeth, younger brother of Sir William Meredith,
A lion's
Knt., of Stansly). Az. a lion ramp. or. Crest
Motto Heb Dduw heb ddim, a Duw a digon:
head or.

indented gu.
(London and Wales; granted 24
Az. a fesse wavy ar. in chief two mullets pierced
Crest
or.
A sea horse ppr. maned or, holding in the paws
a mullet pierced az. Another Crest A cat's face sa.
Merick (Norcott, co. Middlesex, 1663). Same Arms, &c.
Merick (West Camel, co. Somerset; granted 1589). Paly
of six or and az. on a fesse gu. three mullets ar. (another,
or).
Crest
A water spaniel pass. ar.

With God everything, without Him nothing.

Mericke (Wigmore

Oct. 1601).

—

field.

Uereditll

;

—

—

Heredith

—

(Upper Weld, co. Buckinghani). Per pale or and
Crest
A demi lion rajnp. per pale or
ar. a lion ramp. sa.
and ar. collared and lined sa.
Ueredith (Crediton, co. Devon). Ar. a lion ramp, reguard.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa. ducaUy gorged and
6a.
chained or.
Heredith (Oswestry, co. Salop). A lion ramp, sa, over all
a bend sinister or.
Heredith (Radnor, Wales; granted 1574). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. gorged with a collar and chain afBxed thereto,
reflexed over the back or. Crest A demi lion ramp. sa.
coDared and chained or.
Meredith. Ar. three nags' heads erased sa.
Heredith (Cloonamahon, co. Sligo). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Crest— On an Eastern crown or, a griffin gu. Motto Heb
Dduw heb ddim, a Duw a digon.
SEeredyth. Per chev. ar. and or, a lion ramp. sa. a canton

—

crosslet of the second.

(Mering, co. Notts; Sir William Merino, Knt., of
Mering; temp. Henry VIII., nineteenth in descent from Sir
Gilbert Merino, Knt. Visit. Notts, 1569). Ar. on a clicv.
sa. three escallops or.
Crest —A horse's head erased sa. be
zantee, in the nostrils an annulet or.
Mering (co. York). Or, on a chev. sa. three escallops ar.

Msrison.
Meriton.

—

— A yew

Crest

collared

sa.

and chained

Meritt

Marks
or.

or.

Crest

—A

lion

ramp.

—Heb Dduw

of six ar.

Merlay.
Crest
A

garb

or,

banded sa.
Vert two Uons ramp, (another,

Merley
temp.

—

pass.)

ar.

;

Hereford, or Meriford

(London).

Gu. a lion ramp,

erm.

Meremond.

Ar. two bars sa. in chief a mullet of six points

Gu. a

water bougets
erm.
Crest— X dexter hand holding a sword in bend ppr.
Afo((o— Sine metu.
(co. Lincoln).

fesse betw. three

Ueres, Meeres, Mere, Meare, or Meyres

(co.

Cambridge, Meare, co. Chester, Bewbriilge, co. Salop,
and CO. Wilts). Ar. a ship with three masis, sails furled,
shrouded sa. Crest A mermaid ppr. hair or.
Ueres, or Mercs. Paly of six or and az. on a chief gu.
three crosses formee of the Brst.
Meres, or Mareys. Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three water
bougets ar.
Mereson, or Meresen. Ar. three bucks' heads cabossed

—

sa.

Merevale Abbey
Merevall.

(co. Warwick).
Vaire or and gu.
Az. semee-de-lis-or, a demi lion ramp. ar.

(Henry Allworth Merewether, SerjeantCalne, co. Wilts, and Whitehall,
London; and Very Rev. John Merewether, D.D., Dean of
Hereford). Or, three martlets sa. (another, az.) on a chief
of

—

ar.

Castlefield,

az. a sun in splendour ppr., for

Merewether

(London granted 13 July, 1666). Barry of six ar.
a bend erm.
(Renburne and Barton, co. Derby).
Erm. three lions ramp. gu. crowned or. Ciest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi lion gu. ducally crowned gold.
Merrey. Gu. three cinquefoils pierced or. Ciest A thistle
and rose stalked and leaved in saltire ppr.
Merrey. Ar. on a bend gu. three lozenges of the field.
Merrick (Wales). See Metnik.
Merrick (Norcote, co. Middlesex, and London; Chbistophbe
Merrick, gent, of Norcote, and John and Robert Merrick,
of London, sons of Christopher Merrick, Esq., of Norcote,
the son of Richard Merrick, co. Gloucester. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Az. a fess wavy or, in chief two mullets of the
last, quartering, 1st, erm. on a chev. az. three lions ramp.
2nd, per bend az. and sa. three bezants. Crest A sea
ar.
lion couchant or, betw. the Qns a mullet az.

and

;

sa.

Merrey, or Mery

—

—

—

;

Merewether
at-Law,

i

Merrett

pierced gu.

Uteres

Merlin, Portcullis Pursuivant at Arms,

temp. Queen Elizabeth, 1559). Az. a bend raguled, in the
a ducal coronet or.
Merlingr. Or, three billets gu. Crest A lion's head erased
gu.
Merling. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three biUets gu. ; 2nd
and 3rd, per bend wavy gu. and ar.
Merling^ou. Or, three martlets gu.
Merlowe. Quarterly, sa. and gu. eight martlets in orle or.
Merlyon. Gu. a chev. vair betw. three eagles displ. or.
Crest
An eagle's head or, betw. two wings vair.
Mermes. Or, three piles gu. on a canton sa. a lion pasi,
sinister chief

;

;

(Newminster and Morpeth, co. Northumberland,
III.).
Barry of ten ar. and gu. on a bordure

Henry

Merlin (Edward

Ci-est—A.

another, Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets
another. Vert three lions pass, guard.
another, Vert six lions ramp. ar. another, Sa. six lions
ramp, or; another. Or, on a fesse az. betw. three crescents
gn. as many roses ar.
ar.

(quartering

Allworth, or, a saltire engr. betw. twelve billets sa.). Crest
An arm embowed in armour garnished or, holding in the
hand ppr. a sword of the last, hilt and pommel or, "ntwined round the blade with a snake ppr.
Motto Vi et

—

—

Merrick

(Bollitree,

(Bowden

Hill, co. Wilts).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and Motto.

co. Hereford).

Gu. a fesse wavy

Francis Merrick, knighted at Dublin by
Robert, Earl of Essex, Lord Lieutenant, 5 Aug. 1599). Per
fess or and sa. two palets counterchanged, on a fess gu.
(Sir

three mullets of

Merrifield.
mulieif ar.

tl.j tirst.

Erm. on a
Crest

fesse betw. six annulets az. three

— A sun rising ppr.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.

Ar. (another, or), a chev.
gu. betw. ten crosses crosslet sa.
Merfyn, or
(co. Kent).
Or, on a chev. sa. a
mullet (another, three crescents) ar.
Merfyn. See Mokfin.

Mervyn

679

Same

Crest.

Merrifield.

Mereworth, or Merworth.

or, in

chief two mullets ar.

Merrick

Merrifield.

consilio.

Merewether

Paly

bend erm. cotised ar. betw. six martlets or.
hind's head or, gorged with a collar sa. charged

az. eight martlets or.

crowned or;

(another, crows) sa.

(Carnllwyd, co. Glamorgan).

az.

with three bezants.

roses ar.

Merefield.

and

Sa. a

—

—

Sa. five garbs in cross or.

—

Merla-we, or Marls

is nothing,
with God enough.
SEeredytb. (Carlandstown, co. Meath, bart.). Same.<<n7M
and Crest, a crescent for diff. Crest Fiat Dei voluntas.
Iferefield (St. Columb, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three (another, five) Cornish choughs ppr.
Uerefield (co. Devon, and Crewkeme, co. Somerset). Or,
on a fesse cotised az. betw. three crescents sa. as many

(London).

(co.

Crest

coronet or.

coUared and chained, as in the arms. Motto
heb ddim, a Duw a digon: Without God there

Merefield

roses vert, a canton

Barry of six or and sa. a bend erin.
Essex). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a borduie engr.
An otter's head and neck erased sa.
Az. a bend raguly ar. in sinister chief a ducal

(co. Wilts).

Merland.

Ar. a lion ramp,

demi

Ar. three bucks' heads sa.
Az. on a chev. ar. three

erm.

tree ppr.

(Greenhills, co. KJldare, bart.).

Queen Elizabeth).

Mering'

—

gu.

Castle, Hereford, temp.

Gu. two porcupines in pale ar.
Mericke (cos. Hereford and Radnor). Same Arms.
Mericks (Wales). Ar. on a cross sa. five crescents of the
field, in the 1st quarter a spear's head gu.
Merill. Or, on a bend gu. a crescent ar. in base a cross

—

Ueredyth.

—

Or, three roses in fess az. enclosed
of the second betw. three crescents sa.

Merrike.

Gu. three palets vair, on a chief

many points of the first.
Merrill. Or, a pale engr.
fleurs-de-lis az.

Crest

gu. voided of the

or,

by two bars
a label of as

field,

betw. two

—A peacock's head erased ppr.

A
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KSA

—

Kerrimail.

Lozengy sa. and ar. a chief erm. Crest
boar pass, collared and bristled vert.
21 Dec. 1833, to Samuel Mekriman,
(couiirmed,
Kferriman
Esq., M.D., of Rodbourue Cheney, co. Wilts, and to the descendants of his grandfather, Nathaniel Merbiman, Esq.,
of Marlboroufjh). Ar. on a chev. cotised sa. betw. three
Cornish choughs ppr. as many crescents of the field. Crest
A serpent nowed, therefrom issuant a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, the hand grasping a short
sword also ppr. pommel and hilt gold. Motto Terar dum

—

—

prosim.
3fierry (Barton, co. Derby the heiress m. Simpson). Erm.
three lions ramp. gu. crowned or, a canton of the second.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. erm. crowned or, issuing out of a
ducal coronet of the second.
(Herringfleet Hall, near Yarmouth, co. Norfolk). Gu.
on a fesse engr. betw. three water bougets ar. a cross formee
sa. charged with five bezants betw. two cloves of the second.
A mast of a ship, rompu and erect, thereto a yard
Crest
-with sail furled in bend sinister, above it a round top, three
arrows issuing therefrom on each side saltireways, points
;

—

Merry

—

upward

ppr.

all

Merry (Highlands,

Erm. on a

co. Berks).

fesse engr. az.

betw. three lions ramp. gu. a water bouget betw. two crosses
Out of a mural crown ar. a demi lion
patt^e or. Crest
ramp. gu. ducally crowned or, charged on the shoulder with
a cross pattee of the first, and holding betw. the paws a
water bouget, as in the arms. Motto Persto et spero.

—

—

Merry (impaled byMTLLES,

of London. Visit. London, 1568).
Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three water bougets erminois as
many crosses pattee sa.
(Waterford, and Seville, in Spain ; allowed by For-

Merry

tescue, Ulster, to Joseph Mebst, of Seville, and his brothers,
John, Francis, Balphael, and Anthony Mebbt, sons of
Joseph Merry, of Waterford, d. 1804, who was fourth in
Ar. on a
descent from Richabd Mebbt, of same place).
bend gu. three lozenges or. Crest An arm in armour erappr.
Motto
brandishing
a
scymitar
all
bowed, the hand

—

Suprema manus

Merry.

—

(Belladrum, co. Inverness, 1863). Gu. three lions
ramp, or, on a chief ar. three stars of the field. Crest
demi lion ramp. gu. crowned with an antique crown or.
Motto Persto et spero.
Merrye. Erm. a pellet betw. three lions ramp. gu. crowned

—

—

or.

Merser

Az. on a chev. ar. three roses vert.

on a chief

Crest— Two

or,

Gu. a

fesse

wavy

ar.

betw. three plates,

—

a lion pass, guard, of the first. Crest Out of
gu. a demi lion or, holding a battle axe ar.

a mural coronet

handle of the first.
(London, originally from Germany). Erm. two
chev. engr. az. betw. three storks sa., quartering Dibs, Ar.
on a chev. vert betw. three lions ramp. gu. a pair of wings
conjoined in lure betw. two mullets of six points or. Crest
A demi stork, wings expanded sa. in its beak a key, as in
the arms.
Merting, MertigTiy, or Mertyene. Gu. Ave fusils

Merteus

—
in

bend

or.

Mertingrham.

(Frocester, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three stags' heads couped sa. as many buglehorns
stringed of the first.
Mertins (Lord Mayor of London, 1725). Az. two bars
or, in chief a Catharine wheel betw. as many buglehorns ar.
Merton (Merton, co. Devon Mabgery Mebton, of Merton,
m. William le Motne, living 11 Edward III., a.d. 1330;
quartered by Holland, Earl of Kent and Duke of Exeter.
Visit. Devon, 1G20).
Az. three bends ar.
;

Merton (co. Lancaster). Same Arms.
Merton (Merton Sands; co. Chester; the
S.'imc

heiress

m. Gleoo).

and gu. Crest
demi Moor brandishing a scymitar ppr.
Barryof six az. and or; another, Ar. three heathcocks sa. beaked and legged gu.
Merton (Walteb Mebton, Lord Chancellor of England,
temp. Henry III., Bishop of Kochestcr, 1274-77, founder of
Mertro ColWge, Oxford, 1274
arms in Merton College.

—A

Merton.

;

Ojoo

Az. three oak leaves

(co. Suffolk).

or.

Mervyn

(Fonthill Giffard, co. Wilts). Sa. three lions pass,
guard, per pale or and ar. The funeral certificate of Sir

John Mebvtn, who was

of this family, d. 1566. as well as the
pedigrees in the College of Arms, gives the above arms as
the coat of Mebvyn, of Fonthill Giffard. Crest A squirrel
sejant ppr. cracking a nut or, a plain collar of the last, charged
with three torteaux. Motto De Dieu tout. (One of the descendants of this Sir John Mervyn settled at Marwood, co.
Devon, and the last male heir of that branch d. 1756, leaving
two daus., one of whom d. unm., and the other, who even-

—

—

became sole heiress, m. Charles Newell Cutcuffe,
Damage, co. Devon).
(Pertwood, co. Wilts, and co. Devon. Visit. Wilts,
1565). Ar. a demi Uon ramp. sa. charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
Mervyn (Trellick Castle, co. Tyrone descended from Sir
AcDLEY Mervyn, M.P. for the county of Tyrone, and
Speaker of the Irish House of Commons, son of Sir Henbt
Mebvtn, descended from co. Wilts, by the Lady Chbistlana,
tually

Esq., of

Mervyn

;

his wife, dau. of

George, Earl of Castlehaven). Or, a chev.

sa.

Mervjna-D'Arcy-Irvine.

See Irvine.
(Lord of Anglesey). Gu. three crowns in
bend or another, Ar. three fusils conjoined in fesse gu. each
charged with an eagle displ. or.
(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1621, Sir
Kichabd Aldwobth, Knt., of Newmarket, co. Cork, who m.
Anne Mervyn, d. s. p.). Per fess sa. and ar. a lion ramp,
counterchanged.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1632, Edith Mebvtn,
m. 1st, Sir Morbis Qbiffith, Knt., and 2nd, Lieut. Glinn).
Ar. a demi lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1675, Addlet Mebvtn).
Or, a chev. sa.
(Durford Abbey, co. Sussex). As Mebvtn, of Font-

Mervyn Vrych
;

Mervyn

Mervyn
Mervyn

Mervyn.

Ar. a demi lion ramp. sa.
(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1615,
Mrs. Elenor Merwood, alias Plunkett).
Gu. a chev.
betw. three goats' heads erased ar.
Mery, or Merrey (co. Hertford, and Barton, co. Derby).
Gu. on a fesse engr. ar. betw. three water bougets or, as

Merwood

many

crosses pattee sa.

(Great Brickhill, and Salbury, co. Bucks). Erm.
Crest An
on a cross gu. five eagles' heads erased ar.
erased per fesse gu. and ar.
head
eagle's
Meryet. Barry of six or and gu. a bend erm. Crest—
porcupine's head issuing sa.
Meryett. Ar. three bars sa. on a canton of the second a

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Meryfeld.

Ar. two lions pass. vert.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three
Nottingham).
A nag's head erased sa. bezantC-e, iu
escallops or.
Ciest
or.
annulet
the mouth an
Meryton (Castle Leventon, co. York, 1665). Sa, on a chev.
or, three roses gu. a canton erm.
Meryott (co. Somerset). Barry of six or and sa.
Meryweatber (Barfraystones, co. Kent). See Meee-

Meryng

(co.

—

wetheb.

Meschines

(Earl of Chester ; granted temp. Henry I., exThe flrst earl bore, Or, a lion ramp. gu. The
third earl bore, Az. six garbs or, three, two, and one. The
last earl bore, Az. three garbs or, two and one.
Meschines. Or, three bars gu. Crest A rose ar. surmounted by a thistle ppr.
Mescow, or Mestow. Ar. three bucks' heads cabosscd
Crest— A buck's head erased sa. attired or.
sa.
(co. Flint; granted to Arthur Mesham, Esq., of
Poniryffydd. Bodvari, of Ewloe, co. Flint, and of Plas
Bennett, Llandyrnog, co. Denbigh). Per pale or and az.
two stags trippant betw. as many stars of eight points in
A lion guard, ppr. charged
fesse all counterchanged. Crest
on the body with a star of eight points, and supporting with
Duty.
the dexter forepaw a stag's attires or. Motto
Mesnill, or Meigrnill. Az. three bars gemel and a
tinct 1231).

—

Mesham

Arms.

Merton. Same Arrni, tinctures reversed.
Merton. Ar. three chevronels per pale az.

Visit.

diff.

Mervis, or Mervisse

Merydale

ar.

(Lincoln).

HCES

Cambridge). Ar. a demi lion ramp. sa. Crest—
An escutcheon per cross or and gu.
Mervin (Pertood, co. Wilts). Same Arms, a fleur-de-Us for
(co.

hill Giffard.

or.

Merry

wings erect

Mervin

Mervyn

validior.

Gu. three cinquefoils

Merryton.

A

1574).

Or, three chevronels per pale az.

and

—

—

chief or.

Messarmy.

Or, a chev. per pale ar.

and vert betw. three

apples gu.

Merton-Colle^e

(Oxford; founded, 1274, by Walter de
Merton, first Lord Chancellor of England, and afterwards
Bir.hop uf Bochestcr). Or, three chevroncl.'i per pale, the first
and third az. and gu. the second gu. and az.

Mertoun

(that Jlk).
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Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three torteaux.

Messensrer, Massengrer, or Massingrer.
chev. betw. three cstiuircB' helmets sa. Crest — A

Ar. a

pegasua

courant ar. ducally gorged and chained or.
Or, a chev. vert betw. three apples gu. stalked

Messewy.

of the second.

—

(Attorney General of Jersey, 1085). Or, three
Crest
cherries gu. stalked vert.
A cherry tree ppr. Motto
All valeureux coeur rieii Impossible.
Uessiugr. Gu. three dolphina hauriant or.
Ci-est
An
eagle displ. gu.
Hessingrham (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. on a border or,
three escallops az.
nested (Sir Andrew Mested, temp. Edward II. his dau.
and heir, Ellinor Mested, vi. 24 Edward III., 1350, John
Holland, fourth son of Sir Robert Holland, first Lord
Holland, summoned to Parliament 1314. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Quarterly, gu. and or, four escallops counterchanged.
Uetcalf (Thomas Metcalf, Citizen and Goldsmith, of
London. Visit. London, 1568). Ar. on a fess vert betw.
three calves pass. sa. a leopard's face betw. two annulets or.
Crest
A demi sea calf purfled or.

—

—

—

;

—

Uetcalfe
Per

(Murton and Seatonville, co. Northumberland).
and sa. in chief two calves and in base a dove

fesse or

volant counterchanged.
Metcalfe (Fern Hill, co. Berks, bart.). Ar. on a fesse wavy
gu. betw. three calves pass. sa. a sword fesseways, point to
the sinister ppr. pommel and hilt or. Crest A talbot sejant
sa. the dexter paw supporting an escutcheon or, charged
•with a hand issuing from clouds on the sinister holding a
pen all ppr. Motto Conquiesco.
Metcalfe {Baron Metcalfe, extinct 1846 Sir Charles TheoPHiLus Metcalfe, third bart. of Fern Hill, Governor-General
of Canada, was created a peer 1845, d. s. p.).
Quarterly,

—

—

;

Ist and 4th, same Arms, for Metcalfe 2nd and 3rd, per fesse
gu. and az. on a fesse betw. a castle in chief and a lion
ramp, in base or, three mullets of six points of the first, for
Debonnaire.
Crest
A talbot sejant sa. the dexter paw
aupporting an escutcheon or, charged with a hand issuant
from clouds on the sinister and holding a pen all ppr.
Supporters
Dexter, a moonshee of Bengal habited ppr.;
sinister, a soldier of the Bengal Native Infantry equipped
;

—

—

—

and armed ppr. Motto Conquielsco.
Metcalfe (Nappa Hall, Wensleydale, co. York; descended
from Thomas Metcalfe, of Nappa, Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster, 1483).

Ar. three calves pass. sa.
(Beare Park, Bedale, and Bellerby, co. York, and
Louth Park, co. Lincoln, a branch of Metcalfe, of Nappa).
Same Arms. Crest (granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 29 Sept.

Metcalfe

—

of Bellerby)
A hound sejant
on an escutcheon or.
York a branch of Metcalfe,
of Nappa as borne by Capt. William Marwood Metcalfe,
grandson of Thomas BIetcalfe, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, and
by John Henry Metcalfe, grandson of Rev. Francis Metcalfe, M.A., Rector of Kirkbride, who represent the two
younger branches of the Metcalfes of Northallerton, descendants of William Metcalfe, of that place, and Anna,
his wife, daughter of Sir George Marwood, Bart., of Little

Matthew Metcalfe,

1531, to

ppr. posing the forefoot

Metcalfe

(Northallerton, co.

;

;

Busby,
for

CO. York).

Ar. three calves pass.

(Visit, of Yorkshire,

diff.

sa.

a canton gu.

Crext (as entered

oak leaves round

girdle of

morning

—

1665—6).

A satyr affronte ppr. with a
his loins vert, holding in the
the right shoulder, a spiked club or

in the Ilarleian MSS., 1487)

over

dexter hand,

Metcalfe

(Thornborough Hall, Romanby, near NorthallerCO. Y'ork; a branch of Metcalfe, of Northallerton).
Ar. three calves pass. sa. a canton az. for diS. (confirmed by
Dugdale, Norroy. Visit. Yorkshire).
Metcalfe (Epping, Essex descended from Metcalfe, of
ton,

;

homo by Walter Charles Metcalfe,

Esq., F.S.A., of Epping).

a martlet gu.

Ar. three calves pass. sa. in chief

for diff.

Doctor of

mouth a

Mete

James Metcalfe,
Physic, whose wife was Elizabeth Metcalfe, of
Office, 1632,

Ar. three calves pass. sa. each holding in the

trefoil slipped vert.

Az. on a bend or, three fusils gu.
Gu. on a bend or, three lozenges az. (another, the
field az. and the bend charged with three niascles gu.).
Meteau (co. Devon). Or, on a bend sa. three mullets of the
(CO. Kent).

Mete.

double queue a tieur-de-Us of the

and

— Hoc age.

Same Arms.

in the sinister chief quarter
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ar.

Crest— X

bull's

Ashbt,

Quarterly,

fleur-de-lis or.

head harry of six

Same Arms, quartering

(Barwell, CO. Leicester).

Quenby, a martlet

of

Methley

for diff.

(Estley, co. Notts; List of Kruglits,

ler.ip.

Edward

I. and II.; Elizabeth, dau. and heiress of
Bartholomew
Methlei, temp. Henry IV., m. John Lascells, tliird son of
George Lascells, Esq., of Sturton. Lascells Ped., Visit.
Notts, 1614).
Barry of six sa. and ar. on a chief of the

last three mullets pierced of the first.

Methoulde, or Methwold

(Longford and Ringworth,
Az. six escallops or (another, seven; another,
Ci-est— A goat's head erased ar. attired and bearded

CO. Norfolk).
eight).

sa. (another, or).

Methuen

{Baron Methuen, of Corsham, co. Wilts.)
Ar.
three wolves' heads erased ppr. borne on the breast of aa
imperial eagle. Crest A wolf's head couped ppr. Suppor-

—

ters— Two fiery lynxes reguard. ppr. collared and chained
Motto Virtus invidiae scopus.

—

or.

Methven

(Craigtown, CO. Fife, 1672). Ar. on a chev. sa.
ensigned on the top with a cross pattee gu. a crescent of the
field, in base a heart of the third.
Crest— A cross pattee or,
within a crescent ar. Motto Marte et clypeo.
Methwold. Az. nine escallops or, three, three, two, and
one.
C)es(— A goat's head erased ar

—

Methwold (Sir

William Methwold, Lord Chief Baron of
Exchequer, Ireland; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1619). Az.
six escallops or, three, two, and one, a crescent for diff.
Metivier (Guernsey). Az. two scythes in saltire betw. as
many mullets ar. in chief a crescent of the last and in base
a garb or.
Crest
Over a French count's coronet a demi
lion reguard. ar.
Supporters Two lions reguard. ar.
Motto
Virtute.
Metley (co. Warwick). Gu. a fret or, a chief ar. Crest

—

—

—

—

A mermaid

ppr.

Metriug-ham.

Vert a chev. betw. threo horse-pickers

ar.

Metsted

Devon). Quarterly, or and gu. four escallops
counterchanged.
Metsteed. Gu. a fesse erm. betw. three mullets or.
(co.

Metting-ham Monastery

Suffolk).

(co.

Per pale az.

and gu. a

Metz.

lion ramp. ar.
Az. on a bend or, three mascles gu.

Meune.

Or, a chief az.
Or, a fesse sa.
Crest— A demi savage, over the
shoulder a club, entwined round the sinister arm and
wreathed round the middle with leaves all ppr.
Meus. Az. six griffins segreant or.
Meus. Paly of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. three crescents
of the first.

Meurs.

Meuter, or Mouter.

Sa. four martlets ar. two and two.
(Kingston, Isle of Wight, bart., extinct 1706). Paly
six or and az. on a chief gu. three crosses pattee of the

Meux
first.

Meux (Theobald's Park,

—

co. Hertford, bart.).

Paly of six or

on a chief gu. three crosses pattee of the first. Crest
Two wings inverted and indorsed ar. conjoined by a cord
az.

with tassels or.

Meverell (Tidswell, co. Derby). Ar. a griffin segreant gu.
Cre-it
A gauntlet grasping a dagger all ppr.
Meverell (co. Derby). Or, three piles gu. on a canton ar.

—

a lion ramp.

sa.

Meverell

(Throwley, CO. Stafford, and Tidswell, co. Derby;
the last male heir, Robert Meverell, Esq., d. in 1626
his
dau. and heir, Elizabeth, n. Thos. Cromwell, Sari of
Ardglass). Or (another, ar.) a griffin segreant sa. beaked
and legged gu. Crest— A demi griffin segreant sa. beaked
and legged gu.
Meverell (Chertsey, co. Surrey). Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
beaked and legged gu.
Meverell. Az. semee-de-lis or, a lion ramp. ar.
Meverell, and Mevill, Or, on a bend sa. three cinquefoils ar.

Mewee,

and

a

sa. attired sa.

fesse dancett^e or.

Mewis

(Holdenby, co. Northampton, and
Bishopton, co. Wilts). Az. four palets or, on a chief gu.
three crosses formee ar.
and
Az. an

Crest— A

Mewtham.

estoile or.

az.

Quarterly, ar. and az.

fleur-de-lis or.

Gu. a

or

Mewes.

Paly of six or and

pattee of

(Bollington, CO. Lincoln).

bead harry of ten

a

az.

Metham.

Meweham, Mewham,

last.

Metford. Ar. a fesse betw. three hedgehogs sa.
Metg'e (Athlumney, co. Meath). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis

Metham

York, 1530).

Visit.

in the dexter chief quarter

ar.

Metham.
ar.

CO. Y'ork.

Crest.

Meversh.

first.

Metford. Or, a fesse gu. betw. three martlets sa. Crest
A lion ramp. gu. supporting with the forepaws a garb ppr.
Metford. Sa. a lion ramp, double queued ar. betw. the

Motto

and

az.

Same

(Metham,

;

Metcalfe. See Supplemmt.
Metcalfe (Fue. Ent. Ulster's
CO. York).

Metham

and

star or.

Nappa, and now

MEW
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ULES
Uesse'nry

bull's

Me'wes

az.

on a chief gu. three crosses

tlie first.

Low

Country, Flanders
Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1598, Mrs. Mewes, a Dutch woman, widow of Capt.
Anthony Hawes). Ar. three bars gu.

(The

;

A

;

MEW

(Wobum,

co.

Bedford).

—A

demi
an eagle displ. sa. Crest
eagle displ. or, ducally gorged gu. beaked az.
or,
(another,
eagles)
segreant
griflSns
Mewls. Az. six
Crest—
dexter hand couped fessethree, two, ana one.
ways, charged with an eye ppr.
(Merry, co. Devon). Gu. three sea mews ar. beaks
Or, a chief erm. over all

\

MewT
and legs or.
Mewy (quartered
Devon.

mews

Visit.

by Hals, of Beauford and Hardwick, co.
Ar. a fess betw. three sea
Devon, 1620).

formee

Az. fo«r palets

or,

on a chief gu. three crosses

ar.

Mezborou^h, Earl

of. See Saville.
(Houldham Abbey, co. Norfolk). Vert a chev. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee or, on a chief of the last as
many roses gu. Crest A demi savage wreathed round the
middle with leaves and holding a club over the duxtci
shoulder ppr. having a serpent entwined round the sinislcr

Mey

—

arm

vert.

Meyde.

Sa. three lions' heads erased or, a chief ar.
(London). Ar. on a mount a savage in a walking
position, wreathed about the head and waist with oak leaves,
in the dexter hand a club resting on the shoulder, the sinister
on his hip betw. two oak trees all ppr.
Meyler (co. Wexford, an Anglo-Norman family arms confirmed to Geobge Metleb, Esq., fourth son of Walter
Metleb, by Anne Fewtbell, his second wife, and grandson
of Thomas Metleb, Esq., of Tincurry, co. Wexford). Ar.
a chief vert. Crext A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the
forepaw an annulet or. Motto Amor patriae vincit.
(granted, 1835, to the descendants of Kev. Samdel
Meymott, Kector of North Chapel, co. Sussex, 6. 11 Feb.
1691). Or, three demi lions couped in bend az. each charged
Crest ^Three mullets fesseways gu. in
with a mullet ar.
front of a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. in the hand

Meyer

;

—

—

Meymott

—

a wreath of laurel

also ppr.

Meyne

(co, Lincoln).

or.

Sa. a fess dantettde betw. six annulets

of

B6dorgan, Esquire of the Body to Henry VII.).

Az. a fesse wavy erminois betw. three mullets pierced or.
Crest— A tower per pale ar. and erminois. Motto Stemmata
quid faciunt.
Meyrick (Bush, co. Pembroke; descended from Sir Francis
Meyrick, Knt., of Monkton, co. Pembroke, second son of Bowland Meybick, Bishop of Bangor). Sa. on a chev. ar. betw.
three staves raguly of the last inflamed ppr. a fleur-de-lis
betw. two Cornish choughs gu. (another, the fleur-de-lis and

—

choughs

sa.).

(Woodlands, co. Wilts).

Sa.

on a chev. betw.

three, staves raguly ar. fired at the top ppr. a fleur-de-lis gu.
betw. two Cornish choughs ppr. Crest
On a tower ar. a

—

Cornish chough ppr. the dexter claw supporting a fleur-delis

gu.

Meyrig: Lloyd (Uwch Aled,

derived from Hedd Molwynog.
Descendants: I. Lloyd, of Llwyn y Mean Llanvorda;
II. Lloyd, of Dre Newydd, in Whittinglon parish
these
two families being, according to John Reynolds, the Oswesti-y
Antiquary, the most ancient of the name of Llotd in North
Wales). Ar. an eagle displ. with two necks sa. beaked and
;

armed

or.

Meysey

Ar. a fess betw. three cinquefolls
(co. Worcester).
pierced sa. Crest— A dragon's head quarterly or and az.
(ShaUenhurst, co. Worcester. Visit, of that co.,
exemplified by patent, by Benolte, Clarenceux, to John-

Meysey

—

Meysey). Same Arms, a mullet for diff. Crest A dragon's
head quarterly or and az.
Meysey-Thompson, Bart. See Thojipson.
Meytam. Quarterly, az. and ar. in the 1st quarter a fleurde-lis or.

Michaell.

Gu. a chief indented erm.

Michaelson.

Quarterly, sa. and gu. the sun in splendour

or.

Michall, or Michell

(Old Windsor, co. Berks).

leopards' heads erased or, a chief embattled erm.
leopard's face per pale or and az.

Mi'che

(Kepleton,

co.

Dorset).

Sa.

Az. three
Crest

—

a chev. betw. thrco

escallops ar.

ar.

Mesmell (North-Kilvington, co. York

descended from IlDon
1203, second son of Walteb
;

DE Menell, of Hilton, living in
deMainill, represented by Meynell, of North Kilvington,
and the Fryerage, near Yarm. Visit. York, 1665). Az. three

—

Crest
bars gemel and a chief or.
A savage's head ppr.
couped at the shoulders and wreathed round the temples
Motto Deus non reliquit memoriam huor and az.
milium.
Meynell (Langley, co. Derby). Vaire ar. and sa. Oi-est
A horse's head erased ar. Motto Virtute vici.

—

—

—

Meynell

(Bradley, co. Derby;

Meynell,

Sheriff

descended from Fbancis
and Alderman of London, who purchased

the Manor of Bradley, and d. 1666; his son, Godfrey
Metnell, Esq., of Bradley, High Sheriff co. Derby, 1681,
•was father of Hnoo Meynell. Esq., of Bradley, High Sheriff
of the CO. 1758, and M.F. for Lichfield, whose grandson,
HcGO Chables Ibvine Metnell, Esq., of Bradley, and Hoar

was Sheriff of co. Derby, 1826). Same
and Motto.
Meynell-Ingram (Hoar Cross Hall, co. Stafford). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a fesse gu. three escallops or, for
Ingram; 2nd and 3rd, vair6 ar.and sa., for Metnell. Crests
1st, Inobah: a cock or; 2nd, Meynell: A horse's head
eraspd ar. Motto Virtute vici.
Meynell, or Menell (cos. Cambridge, Cornwall, and
NiTloik). Vaire ar. and sa.
MeyneU, or Menell (co. York). Az. four (another, six)
bars gemcl and a chief or.
Cross, CO. Stafford,

Arms.

Crent,

—

—

Meynell, or Mennell.

Paly of six gu. and or,
three horseshoes or.
Meynton. Ar. a fesse betw. six quatrefoils gu.
Or, a cross engr. sa. a bcndlct gu.

bend

Llewelyn,

Mejrrick

sa.

Mewys.

MIC
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Mewes, Me'wsse, or Mow^se

on a

Meyny.

Meyric, or Meyrick (Bfidorgan,

co. Anglesey; descended
from the marriage of Einiawn Sais ap David, Usher of the
Talacc at Sheen, temp. Henry V. and Henry VI., with Eva,
dau. and heiress of Meredyod ap Cadwgan, of BAdorgan
Einiawn Sais, who derived his descent from Cadaval Ynad,
Judge of the Court of Fowls, temp. King John, obtained an
augmentation to his arms for his services in France; repreBe.itc'd by Metbick, of B6dorgan).
Sa. on a chev. ar. betw.
three slaves raguly or, inflamed ppr. a fleur-de-lis az. betw
two Comiah choughs ppr.
Crest
On a tower or, a
Cornish chough ppr. holding in the dexter claw a fleur-de-lis

—

ac.

Meyric (Prince of Cardigan). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Meyrick. SceTAPps-GERvis Meybick, Bart.
Meyrick (co. Hereford; descended from Uowland Metrick,
of

Bangor,
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1589 C6,

second

son of Mbobic

Sa.

an escallop betw. three swans' head erased

ar.

Michel

(Kingston Russell, co. Dorset; descended from
resident' temp. Elizabeth at Dalwood, in
Stockland parish, in the chapel of which place the arms still
borne by the family appear). Per chev. ar. and sa. thre»
herons' heads erased counterchanged. Crest A dexter hand
holding a heron's head erased all ppr.
Michel (Dewlish, co. Dorset; descended from Micuel, of
Kingston Russell, branches of which became allied with the
Eeauchamps, Poles, and other honourable houses in tho
West of England. The present representative is the Right
Hon. Sir John Michel, G.C.B., General commanding tho
Quarterly, 1st, per chev. ar. and sa.
Forces in Ireland).
three herons' heads erased counterchanged, for Michel;
2nd, az. a bend cotised betw. six crosses patt^e or, for
Bingham; 3rd, per pale ar. and az. in the dexter three palets
4th, gu. a inaunch erm.
Crest
sa., for Tbenchabd;
dexter cubit arm, vested, holding a crane's head erased all

John Michel,

—

—

ppr.

—

Motto

Nil conscire sibi.

Michelborne

(Bradhurst and Stanmore, co. Sussex.
Richard Michelbobne, Knt., of Bradhurst and Stanmer,
was Sheriff co. Surrey and Sussex 1620. His fourth son,

Sir

Abraham Michelborne,

Esq.,

settled

at

Kilcandra,

co.

Wicklow, and was father of Colonel John Michelbornb,
Governor of Londonderry, d. 1721). Or, a cross betw.
four eagles displ. sa. Crest— A tiger or, mouth embrued
ppr.

Michelborne

(Ballyarthur, co. Wicklow; descended from
Esq., of Kilcandra, same co., fourth
son of Sir Richard Michelborne, Knt., of Bradhurst, 1620.

Abraham Michelborne,

sa.

Biahqp

Micheall.

ap

His son. Col. John Michelbobne, d. 1721, was Governor of
Londonderry; Rachael Michelbobne, sister and heir of
RicHABD Michelbobne, Esq., of Ballyarthur, in. 1084,
Ricuabd Sandham, Esq., of Rushamore, co. Louth, and had
two daus. co-hcir.s, viz., Elizabeth Sandham, m. Rev.
Michael Symes, Rector of Kitcommon, co. Wicklow;
his heir
general is Edwabd Symes Bayley, Esq., of
Ballyarthur; and Mabt Sandham m. John Symes, Esq., of
Hillbrook, brother of Rev. Michael Symes; his male representative is Joseph Glascott Symes, only son of the late
James Symes, Esq., M.D., Kilkenny Fusiliers). Same Arms
and Crest, a crescent for diff.
Michelborne (Sir Edwabd MicnELnoBNC, knighted at
DuMin by Robebt, Eart of Essex, Lord Lieutenant, 5 Aug.
1599).
Same /<rms and C)-«t.
Michelfiield. Ar. a cross engr. sa. guttle d'or.
Michel^ood. Sa. a fesse betw. three dolphins nalant ar.

A

MIO
MiclielgTOve

Crrst

volant ar.

—A

MichelgTOVe. Az. a goshawk ar.
Hichell (Codicote and Standon, co.

Hertford

Edward Michell m. Edward Gyll,

;

the dau. of

Esq., of Aiisley, co.

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three escallops ppr.

Hertford).

Ifichell (Truro and St. Columb, co. Cornwall; John
Michell and James JIicue'.l, Visit. Cornw. 1G20, sons of
James

Michell, Esq., of Truro, the jrieat-grandson of
AViLLiAM Michell, Esq., of St. Columb). Sa. an escallop
betw. three birds' heads erased or.
Uichell (Bodmin, co. Cornwall Philip Michell, Visit.
Cornw. 1620, son of Gilbert Michell, and grandson of
Ealph Michell, both of same place). Sa. a falcon close in
fess or, betw. two barrulets ar. in chief two falcons close
;

of the second.
(Truro, co. Cornwall).

Hicliell

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. seven
dragons' heads erased close to the head and erect vert, four
in
the
mouth of each a cross
three
in
base,
chief
and
in

crosslet fitchee gu.

Crest

— An

arm

armour embowed,

in

holding in the hand a sword with drops of blood falling from
the blade all ppr.
(Calne, co. Wilts). Ar. a chev. purp. betw. seven
dragons' heads erased close to the head and erect vert, in
each mouth a cross crosslet fitchee gu. four in chief and
An arm couped at the elbow and erect
three in base. Crest
ppr. holding in the hand a sword ar. hilt and pommel or,
seven flames of fire issuin;; from the blade ppr. three from
each side and one from the point. J/o»o^Crescat amicitia.
Sliichell (CO. \Vilt5). Gu. on a chev. betw. three wings or,
Crest
A dexter
as many griffins' heads erased of the field.
arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, grasping a broken
spear gold.
Michell (Harlyn, CO. Cornwall acquired (emp. Henry VII.,
by marriage with the heiress of Tregoyes; Elizabeth, only
dau. and heiress of Henbt Michell, Esq., of Harlyn, m.
Thomas I'i-.ikii). Sa. an escallop betw. three griffins' heads
Great
or, erased gu.
A pegasus flying.
Michell (Old Windsor, co. Beiks; confirmed 7 April, 1581).
Az. three leopards' faces or, langued gu. a cliief embattled
erm.
Michell (Lord Mayor of London, 14:4 and 1430). Sa. a
chev. or, betw. three escallops ar.

Hichell

—

—

;

—

Michell, or Mihill (Hajnworth and Hawston,

co. Norfolk).

—

f>vsse betw. three lozenges erm.
Crest
An arm embowed, habited in mail, holding in the hand all ppr. a cutlass
ar. on the edge of the blade three spikes, hilt and pommel

Sa. a

Chequy

ar. and gu. a chief indented
head erased ppr. Supporters— Two
horses erm. Motto
Favente Numine.
Micklethwait (Beeston and Faverham, co. Norfolk, ami
Iridge Place, co. Sussex; descended from John Micklethwait, Esq., of Beeston, sixth in descent from Sir William
Micklethwait, Knt., of Ingbirchworth and Kimberworth,

berworth, co. York).
az.

CO.

Crest

—A

griflSn's

—

York, ancestor of Viscnunt Micklethwait).

and gu. a chief indented

az.

Crtst

—A

Chequy

ar.

head

ar.

giiflin's

erased gu. gorged with a collar componee of the secoud and
first.
Motto Favente Numine.

—

Micklethwait

(Peckham -Micklethwait, Iridge Place,
extinct 1853; Sothebton Branthwayt
Micklethwait, second son of Nathaniel Micklethwait,
Esq., of Beeston, assumed the additional surname of Peckham by royal licence, 1824, and was created a bart., Ib38,
U.S. p.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, chequy ar. and gu. a cfiicf
indented az. a crescent for diff., for Micklethwait 2nd and
3rd, erm. a chief potent quarterly or and gu., for Peckham.
Crests
1st, Micklethwait: A griffin's head ar. erased gu.
gsrged with a collar componee of the second and first; ind,
Peckham On a mount betw. two palm branches vert an
ostrich or, in the beak a horseshoe sa. Motto
Favcute
Numine, Regina servatur.
Micklethwait (Ardsley and Thornville, co. York; descended from Benjamin Micklethwait, Esq., of Ardsley,
second son of William Micklethwait, Esq., of Ingbirchworth and Kimberworth, 1655). Chequy ar. and gu. a chief
indented az. Crest A griffin's head ar. erased gu. gorged
with a collar componee of the second and first.
Sussex, bart.,

CO.

;

—

:

—

—

Micklethwayt, or Micklethwaite (Swayne,
and

Lincoln;

CO.

—

Motto

granted 1666).

In coelo spes

Mickleton

mea

co.

Same Amis and

York,
Ci'eat.

est.

(Crook Hall, co. Durham).

Vert on a chev. ar.

three-trefoils slipped of the first.

Mico

Or, three Moors' heads couped in profile sa.
wreathed round the temples ar.
Crest
hand issuing out

(London).

—A

of the clouds holding a sword erect ppr. hilt and pommel or,
charged on the blade with a Moor's head ppr. the point embrued of the last.
Middlecote (co. Lincoln). Az. an eagle displ. erm. on a
chief gu. three escallops or.

erm. ducally gorged

or,

Crest

—A

demi eagle

displ.

holding in the beak an escallop

gold.

Middlehurst

(Middlehurst-in-Appleton, co. Chester, 1718;
Ar. a pale potent betw.
Crest
A wolfs head erased ar.

settled at Middlehurst before 1402).

—

three mullets sa.

Middlemore

or.

Michell

(Cannington, co. Somerset). Ter chev. sa. and gu.
a chev. betw. three swans ar.
Michell (Salcombe Regis and Seaside House, in Branscombe,
CO. Devon; Sir Isaac Heard, Garter King of Arms, tetnp.

George HI., was

Michell
swans

its

representative).

(Garmstreet, co. Somerset).

Same Anns.
Gu. a chev. betw. three

ar.

Michell
Michell

(Scotland).

Sa. a fesse betw. three mascles or.

(Stamerhara and Horsham, co. Sussex; Mart
Catharine, dau. and heiress of Rev. Theobald Michell, of
Horsham, m. Sir Btssue Shelley, Bart.). Sa. a chev. betw.

Michell

(Honghton, co. Susses).

Same Arms, a mullet

for

diff.

Michell.

Az. en a bend ar. a cross crosslet sa. on a chief of
the second three escallops gu. another, Az. a leopard's head
erased or another. Per pale ar. and sa. a fesse and in chief
three trefoils slipped all coumerchanged another, Per pale
az. and or, a lion ramp, counterchanged
another, Per chev.
Ba. and gu. three swans ar; another, Az. a chev. betw. three
merlions or; another, Sa. three greyhounds courant in pale
;

;

;

;

ar. collared or.

Michell
York).

Kincardine, and Eorcett Hall, co.
Per chev. gu. and sa. a chev. betw. three swans ar.
(Glasscll,

— On a mount

CO.

ppi".

a swan

ar.

Motto— l-erar uuus

et

idem.

Michelson.

Quarterly,

az.

and gu. over

all

the sun in

splendour or.

Michelstan, Miohelston, or Michelstane.

Sa.

three annulets ar.
(another, sa.) three

—

moorcock ppr. in grass and reeds.
(arms impaled with Throomoeton in a glass
window in the Manor House of Chastleton, co. Oxford;
Visit. Oxon, 1634).
Per chev. ar. and sa. in chief two peacocks of the last.
Middleton (Middleton Hall, co. Westmorland descended
from Thomas Middleton, Esq., of Middleton Hull, temp.
Edward III. The last male heir in the direct line, John
Middleton, Esq., of Middleton, temp. Charles II., left two
daua. his CO- heiresses; Bridget, m. Joshoa Heblethwaitb,
Esq., of Dent, and Mary, m. James Crago, Esq., of Dent.
;

—

See Moore, of Grimeshill). Ar, a saltire engr. sa. Crest
A hawk's head ar. beaked or.
Middleton (Leighton Hall, co. Lancaster, bart., extinct
1673 descended from Sir Jeffrey Middleton, Kut., third
son of John Middleton, Esq., of Middleton, tan/).
Richard II.; Sir George Middleton, Knt., of Leighton,
a distinguished partisan of Charles I., was created a bart.
;

in 1642; his dau.

mullet for

and

heiress,

(Michelstowe, co. Cornwall, extinct; the coTreffry, of Fowey, and Wallaco.mhe, of Devon).

—

Sa. three wings ar.
Cre<t
A banner displ. ar. thereon
cross gu. betw. four torleaux.

Mickerton.

a

Az. three mitres or.
{Viscount MkklelktDait, extinct 1733;
descended from Micklethwait, of Ingbirchworth and Kim-

Micklethwait
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Mary, w. So.meiiford OldSame Anus, a

of Somerford, co. Chester).

diff.

Lancaster; descended from Robert
Middleton, younger brother of Sir Thomas Middleto.s, of
Leighton, first bart who m. Jane, dau. and co-heiress of
Thomas Kitson, of Warton). Same Arms.
Middleton (Durham and Winteitown, co. Lincoln). S.mie
Arms. Crtst .\ monkey p<tss. ringed round the loins or,
on the trunk of a tree raguledall ppr.
Middleton, Baron. See Willolghby.

Middleton (Warton, co.

annulets ar.

Michelstowe
iu.

—

field, Esq.,

Michelston, or Michelstone. Gu.

heiresses

(Edgbaston, co. Warwick; the heiress of
Esq., of Edgbaston, in. 1719, John
Gage, Esq., of Firle, co. Sussex). Per chev. ar. and sa. in
two
chief
moorcocks ppr. Crest In grass and flags a moorcock all ppr.
Middlemore (Hazlewell and Hawkesley House, co.
Worcester; a branch of Middlemore, of Edgbaston, descended from Thomas Middlemore, Esq., of Hawkesley
House during the civil war). Same Arms, &c.
Middlemore (Enfield, co. Middlesex). Ar. a chev. betw.
three moorcocks sa. beaked and membered gu. Crest

Robert Middlemore,

Middlemore

three escallops ar.

CreH
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Quniterly, or tind az. a falcon
unicorn's head erased ar.

(co. Sussex).

,

—

A

SUddleton

(CrowfieldHall, and Shrubland Hall, co. Suffolk,
Ar. fretty sa. on a canton per chev. of the second
bart.).
and or, a unicorn's head likewise per chev. gu. and or,
A garb or, banded vert
the horn of the last and sa. Crest

—

—

Motto Begardez mon droit.
Dliddleton (co. Cambridge, and Stockeld, co. York). Ar.
Crest— A garb or, betw. two
fretty sa. a canton of the last.
wings erect ar.
betw. two wings

Jliddleton

sa.

(Silksworth,

Quarterly, gu. and

Durham.

co.

or, in

Visit.

1615).

the ]st quarter a cross flory

ar.

Hiddleton
Jn,i!), a

(Seaton,

mullet for

co.

Durham.

Visit.

1615).

Same

diff.

Middleton

(Unthank, co. Durham). Quarterly, or and gu.
in the 1st quarter a cross crosslet of the second.
Uiddleton (Stansted, Mountfitchet, co. Essex, and MiddleSame Arms. Crest A wolfs head erased
ton, CO. Salop).

—

2Iiddleton

Ar. on a pile vert three wolves'

(co. Essex).

heads couped of the
(co.

field.

Per fesse or and gn. a lion ramp,
countcrchanged.

Essex).

and a bordure indented

all

Hiddleton

(Belsay Castle, co. Northumberland created a
Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st
bart. 24 Oct. 1662).
quarter a cross patonce ar. Crest— A savage, in the dexter
Motto
hand an oak tree erased and fructed aU ppr.
;

—

Lesses dire.

Hiddleton

Kent; descended from MidDLETOS, of Belsay Castle, co. Northumberland; confirmed
to David Middleton, Esq., of Westerham, co. Kent, by

(Westerham,

Segar, Garter, 17 Dec. 8

co.

James

I.).

Quarterly, gu. and or,

—

A savage man
in the 1st quarter a cross patonce ar. Ciest
wreathed about the head with leaves all ppr. in the dexter
hand, extended on a scroll the motto, Servire Deo regnare
and resting the sinister hand on a club inverted or.
est
middleton (co. Lancaster). Ar. on a saltire sa. a tower
;

triple-towered of the

;

sa.

and

Hall, co. Lancaster).

Quarterly, gu.

a cross flory in the dexter quarter ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1613).
Ar. on a bend
vert three griffins' heads erased of the first.
Middleton (Abbot of Midgeley). Sa. three baskets full of
bread ar.
Middleton (Middleton, co. Salop). Az. a buck's head
cabosscd or.
Middleton (Mendham, co. Suffolk). Sa. a fesse erm. betw.
three crosses botonn^e or.
Middleton (co. Suffolk). Ar. on a cross engr. sa. five garbs or,
Middleton (Newington, co. Surrey). Ar. on a saltire engr.
sa. a tower triple-towered of the field.
Crest A monkey pass,
ppr. ringed and lined or.
Middleton (Horsham and Boxgrove, co. Sussex. Visit.
or,

Hiddleton

—

1634).
Ar. a saltire engr. sa. in chief a cinquefoil gu.
Quarterly, gu. and or, in the dexter
(co. York).
quarter a cross ar.
Middleton (co. York). Az. a fesse lozengy or, betw. three
garbs ar.

Middleton

Middleton

(Learn, co. Derby; Marmaduke Middleton
Carver, of Learn, High Sheriff, 1808, assumed the name and
arms of Middleton, 1792;. Erm. on a saltire engr. sa. an
eagle's head erased or, quartering Carver, viz., or, upon a
chev. betw. three crosses clechee sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two
Crests
stags" heads cabossed of the first.
1st, for Middleton An eagle's head erased ar. charged on the neck with a
saltire, as in the arms; 2nd, for Carver: A mount vert,
thereon a cross clechee or, charged in the centre with a
fleur-de-lis sa.
Motto Conjunctio firmat. John Carver,
eldest son of Marmaduke-Middleton Middleton, Esq., ol
Learn, by Mary Anne, his wife, dau. of Kobert Athorpe,
Esq., of IJinnington, co. York, assumed the name and arms
of Athorpe, and bore the following Arms: Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per pale nebulae ar. and az. two mullets in fesse

—

:

—

Athorpe; 2nd, Middleton: 3rd,
Carver. Crest Of Athorpe: A falcon ppr. belled or, the
dexter claw resting on an escutcheon per pale nebulue, and
two mullets in fesse as in the arms; of Middleton; and of
oounterthangcil.,

—

for

Carvp.r.

Middleton

(The Grove, co. Leicester). Ar. fretty sa. a
canton of the second. Crett A garb or, lictw. two wings

—

expanded

sa.

Middleton

;

—

surmounted by an estoile or, betw. two wings ar. fretty az.
J*/o((o— Mcrct qui luborat.
Middleton (Hroke-Middleton, Bart., Broke Hall, co.
Suffolk).
Quarterly, Ist and 4ili, ar. fretty sa. on a canton
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Crests

—

1st,

A

Middleton:

garb

crminois, banded vert, betw. two wings sa.; 2nd, Broke, of
Out of a naval crown or, a dexter
arm embowed, encircled with a wreath of laurel ppr. and
grasping a trident of the first 3rd, Broke (family) A brock

honourable augmentation

:

;

or badger pass. ppr.

MottO'

—Sxvumque

:

tridentem ser-

vamus.

Middleton-Wybrants. See Wtbrants.
Middleton (Killhill, co. Kincardine). Per fess

or and gn.
a lion ramp, countcrchanged.
of Middleton, Scotland). Per fess or and
a lion gu. ramp, within a double tressure flory counterflory
all countcrchanged.
Crest
Issuing out of a tower sa. a lion
lamp. gu. Supporters Two eagles volant sa. armed and

Middleton (Earl

—

Motto

or.

—

— Fortis in arduis.

Middleton

(Rector of Cricksey, co. Essex, 1672). Per fess
or and gu. a lion ramp, of the first within a bordure indented
of the second.
C7-esl
A lion's paw grasping a branch of

Motto

palm ppr.

Middleton

—

—

Sobrie, pie, juste.

(Seaton, co. Aberdeen, 1737).

Per fess or and
gu. a lion ramp, holding in his dexter paw a shakefork within
a double tressure flory counterflory all countcrchanged.
Crest
issuing out of a tower embattled sa. a lion ramp. ppr.
Mottoes Fortis in arduis; and, Je n'oublierai pas.

—

—

Middleton

(London, 1740). Per fess or and gu. a lion
ramp, within a bordure engr. countcrchanged. Crest
falcon or, on a perch ppr.
iV/o((o^Diis bene juvantibus.
Middleton (Dr. Peter Middleton, 1768). Per fess wavy
or and gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure nebuly counterchanged.
Crest
Issuing out of a tower sa. a demi lion
gu. holding in his dexter paw a scymitar ppr.
Motto

—

—

Fortis et

changed.

— Guard

Robert Middleton, 1672).
ramp, and a border embattled

Per

(Capt.
lion

Crest

all

fess or
counter-

— A boar's head erect and erased az.

Motto

yourself.

Middleton
bulee.

—

fid us.

Middleton

Crest

— An

— Arte et

Scotland).

Same

Ari)u, border neape sitting on the top of a tree all ppr.

(Clerkhill,

marte.
(Fraserburgh, co. Aberdeen, 1672). Per fess or
and gu. a lion ramp, countcrchanged, holding in the dexter
paw an astrolabe ppr. Mutto My hope is in God.
Middleton (Glasgow, 1864). Per fess or and gu. a lion
ramp, countcrchanged within a bordure az. Crest Issuing
out of a tower sa. a lion ramp. gu.
Jl/o^o— Fortis in

Motto

Middleton

—

—

arduis.

Middleton

(granted by Carney, Principal Herald of Ireland
during the usurpation of Oliver Cromwell, to Hdgu Middleton, commander of the "Ship Guist" under the Commonwealth, who was engaged at the sea fight off Dungeness,
and twenty-three single fights against the Dutch, French,
and Spaniards). Ar. on a chev. wavy az. betw. three lions*
heads erased gu. a star or. Crest Out of a naval crown or,
a dexter hand ppr. pointing at a star gold.
Mideleho. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a fesse counter-embattled
az. and a border engr. gu.
Midelton, or Middleton (Stockeld, co. Y''ork descended
from Sir Peter de Midelton, Knt., temp. Edward II., son of
William de Midelton, and Agnes, his wife, dau. of Nigel
Boteler.
The heiress, Elizabeth, sister of William
Midelton, Esq., of Stockeld, who d. s. p- in 1763, ?ii. Sir
Carnabt Hagoerston, Bart. Visit. York, 1066). Ar. fretty
Crest A garb or, betw. two
sa. a canton of the second.
wings ar.
Midford (co. Durham). Ar. a fesse betw. three moles sa.
Crest
An owl ar.
Midgeley (Midgeley and Clayton, co. York). Sa. two bars
gemcl or, on a chief of the second three caltraps of th9
first.
Crest
Two keys in saltire az. wards down.

—

;

—

—

—

—

Midgrley

(Uoohdale, co. Lancaster). Same Aiins. Crest
a tiger sejant ppr. holding in his dexter paw a caltrap sa.
Midg-ley (Scholes Moor, Bradford, co. Lancaster; arms on
a monument in Bradford Church). Same Arms.
Midlame. Ar. a lion ramp sa. crowned gu.

Midland.

Bendy

Midleham.
vert,

(The Grove, Norwich registered in the Herald's
College to George Middleton, Esq.). Ar. fretty az. on a
pale of the last a garb betw. two cstoilcs or. Crest A garb

Broke.

gu., for

and gu. a

field.

Middleton (Middleton
and

per chev. of the second and or, a unicorn's head, likewise
per chev. gu. and gold, the horn of the last and sa., for
Middleton 2nd and 3rd, or, a cross engr. party per pale

beaked

ppr.

Illiddleton
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D

I

]tf

Midleham.

of six gu.

and

or.

Or, a chief indented az.

Crest

—Onachapeau

a wivern, wings expanded ar.
Or, on a chief indented az. a lion pass, of the

turned up

or,

field.

Midlemore.

Gu. on a chev. engr. or, betw. three fleurs-derooks sa.
Midlemore. Erm. on a canton sa. a pheon ar.
Midlesive. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or, oyer all a
fesse counttr-coniponce of the third and az.
lis

ar. as

many

AX

;

MID
Midleton, Viscount.

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
See Bbodrice.
Ar. on a bend vert three wolves'

Midleton

(co. Denbigh;
heads erased of the field.
(Barnard Castle, co. Durham.
a saltire enpr. sa. an annulet for diff.

the

(co. Kent).

Ar.

Visit. 1615)

Az. three cinquefoils ar. a bordure of

Vert a chev. betw. three wolves'

(co. Salop).

heads erased

—

—

—

—

plear.

Kilbanke

(Halnaby, co. York, bart.). Gu. a bend erm. on
a canton or, a lion's head erased of the first. Crest A lion's
head erased gu. charged with a bend erm. Motto Kesolute
and firm.
]SIilbanke (Thorp Perrow, co. York descended from John
MiLBANKE, Esq., of Thorpe Perrow, fourth son of Sir Mark
MiLBANKE, of Halnaby). Same Amu, Crest, and Motto.

—

—

;

llilbanke-Huskisson, Bart.

See Huskisson.
(Baron Weniworth). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
a bend erm. on a canton or, a lion's head erased of the first,
for MiLBANKE
2nd and 3rd, sa. three spears' heads erect
ar. imbrued ppr. on a chief or, three poleaxes az., for King.
Crests
1st, Milbanke: A lion's head couped gu. charged
with a bend erm. 2nd, King A dexter arm couped, vested
az. cuff sa. the arm charged with three erm. spots in fesse
or, in the hand a truncheon sa. headed ar.
Supporters On
either side a gryphon ar. gorged with a collar per pale gu.
and az. Motto Pensez a bien.
Iffilbome (co. Derby, Dunmow and Markes, co. Essex,
TyUngton, co. Hereford, and co. Stafford). Gu. a chev.

Milbanke

;

—

:

;

—

—

betw. three escallops ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 152n. Sa. on a bend
betw. two leopards' faces or, three crosses form^e of the
field, on a chief of the second as many escallops of the

Kilbome
first.

Milbome

(London). Sa. two leopards' faces in bend ar.
betw. three crosses formee az. on a chief or, as many
escallops go.
(Alderman of London, 1535; Founder of the
Almshouses in Crutched Friars). Sa. on a bend betw. two
leopards' faces or, three crosses pattee sa. on a chief ar. as
many escallops of the field.

Milbome

(Suffolk).

Same Armg and

Crest.

Milbome, or Milboume.

Per pale or and gu. c fesse
betw. three leopards' faces all counterchanged.
Milbome. Ar. a crescent sa. a bordure of the last another.
Quarterly, or and gu. a fesse betw. three leopards' faces all
counterchanged; another, A z. a fret erm.; another, Ar. a
fer-de-moline sa. another, Ar. a cross moline pierced gu.
another, Az. two shin bones in saltire ar. another, Ar. a
cross moline pierced quatrefoil-like sa.; another, Gu. a chcv.
erm. betw. three escallops ar.
;

;

;

chev. betw.
erased.

(Armathwaite Castle,
three escallops ar.

co.

Cumberland).

Crest

—A

marriage was summoned to ParUament

griffins

(co. Somerset).

Sa. a

A

head

lion pass,

—

Mildmay
Mildmay

—

Mildmay (St.

John-Mildmat, Moulsham Hall, Essex, bart. ;
Henry Paclet St. John, Bart., m. Jane, dau. and coheir of Caren MILD.MAT. Esq., and assumed the surname
Sir

and arms

of Mildmay).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
ramp. az. armed and langued gu., for Mildmay; 2nd
and 2rd, ar. on a chief gu. two mullets or. Crest— A lion
ramp, guard, az. armed and langued gu.
Supporters
Dexter, a greyhound ar. ducally gorged and chained or;
sinister, a falcon, wings expanded or, ducally gorged and
belled gu.
Motto Alia ta hara.
Mildmay (Shoreham Place, co. Kent). Same Anns, Crest,
lions

—

and Motto.

Mildmay
bend

(co.

Essex;

a pcgasus

ar.

sa.

granted 20 May, 1552).
in full speed.

(co. Lancaster).
Quarterly, or and gu. in the
and 4th quarters a crescent sa. Crest A bear's he^id
erased sa. muzzled or.
Milcham (co. Norfolk). Erm. on a chief az. three trefoils
slipped or. Crest A griffin's head ppr.
Milcombe. Or (another, ar.) a fret sa. (another, fretty of

—

1st

—

on a chief of the second a lion pass. gold.
Milde (CO. Suffolk). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a fesse countersix),

compon^e or and

ax.

Az. (another,

sa.) three lions

ramp.

685

ar.

enraged

Az. on a

— A demi stag

saliant ppr. attired and collared or, wings endorsed ar.
(co. Essex).
Per fesse nebulee ar. and sa. throe
greyhounds' heads couped counterchanged, collared gu.
studded or.
Mildred. Sa. a chev. wavy erm. betw. three mullets
pierced or.
Crest— A bear pass, struck through with the
head of a broken spear in bend ppr.

Mileham

(Burmingham, co. Norfolk). Sa. a fesse betw.
three griffins' heads erased or.
Crest
griffin's head

—A

erased or.

Miles

(Narborough,

Az. on a chev. engr.

co. Leicester).

betw. three knights' helmets or, as many millrinds sa. Crest
An eagle rising crminois collared, therefrom a chain
reflexed over the back, and charged on the breast with a

—

millrind sa.

Miles

(Leigh Court, co. Somerset, bart.).
Az. a chev. erm.
three mascles, ar. each charged with a fleur-de-hs
Crest— A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished
or, supporting with the hand an anchor also ppr.
Miles (Cuddington). Erm. a millrind sa. a chief vert.
Miles. Gu. two bends or. Crest—A demi lion supporting
an anchor all ppr.
Miles (Kingsweston, co. Gloucester). Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three mascles ar. each charged with a fleur-de-lis sa.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or,
supporting with the hand an anchor also ppr.
Miles (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Lieut.-Col. Edward
Miles, C.B., son of Edward Miles, of Rochestown and
Ballylaffin, co. Tipperary). Gu. betw. two bendlets erminois a
sword ppr. the hilt in chief or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, charged on the rim with three bombs fired ppr. a hon's head
az. ensigned with a mural crown ar. and gorged with a laurel
wreath gold. Motto Sola virtus invicta.
Mileson (Esthathesley, co. York). Ar. on an inescutcheon
sa. betw. three crosses formee fitchce of the last, eacli
betw.
sa.

—

—

—

—

pointing to the centre of the field a cross or.
Crest
tiger's head sa. tufted, tusked, collared, and lined or.
(Wickington, co. Devon; settled there long before
Visit. 1620).
Ar. there oak leaves in pale all ppr.

Milford

Milford (Samuel Frederick
wings elevated.
Saiue Arms,

Crest

Milford,
Crest

last.

—A

lion's

Esq.).

Gu.

an

—A griffin sejant,
gamb

holding a

trefoil ppr.

Milford.

Or, an oric gu.
Gu. a regal crown ppr. on a chief ar.
the cross of St. George of tlie first.
Crest— On a prince's
coronet or, a dexter arm in armour erect, holding in the
gauntlet a tilting spear, thereon a banner charged with the
motto " Ich dien," all ppr. fringed, lined, and tasselled of the
first.
Supporters Two war horses completely accoutred, on
the head a skull plate, with a spike in each armour for the
neck, (fee, all ppr. on each head a plume of three feathers.

Military Society.

—

Militon

gu.

Crest

Mildmay

Milford.

guard.

Milburn

irt

guard, az.
Supportets— Two lions guard, az. each crowned
with a chapeau gu. turned up erm. Motto
Alia ta hara.
(The Graces, co. Essex). Same Arms.
Crest—
lion ramp, guard, az.
(Danbury, co. Essex, and Apthorp, co. Northampton).
Same Arms.
Crest
A leopard's head erased or,
ducally gorged gu. ringed and lined of the last, on the neck
beneath the coronet three pellets.

inescutcheon ar. a border of the

Milboujmeport, To-wn of

Mildmar.

this

the barony of Fitz- Walter, 1670). Same Ai-nis, quartering,
ar. a bend engr. sa., for Uatcliffe.
Crest— A lion ramp,

or and sa.
three martlets counterchanged. Crest A dexter arm embowed per pale sa. and or, holding in the hand ppr. a plume
of feathers, two sa. one or.
SCigrht (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1621, the wife of Henry
Might, Esq.). Az. two annulets in fess interlaced or, betw.
three eagles' legs erased ^ la quise of the last.
Kignot (granted to David Mignot, M.D., of Kensington
Crescent). Or, a chev. betw. nine links of a chain, each
division consisting of three links sa. on a chief gu. a large
diamond set in the midst of a triangle within a double row
of brilliants ppr. O-est A diamond set triangularly, as in
the arms.
Kiliil (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a lion's head cabossed or.
Uikieson (Hill, Scotland, 1693). Ar. a duck ppr. on a
chief dancettee gu. a boar's head couped betw. two
crescents or.
Crest
A decrescent ppr. Motto Ut im-

Milboume

;

grandson of

ar.

Kidleton. Az. a buck's head cabossed or.
Uidleton. Erm. on a canton gu. a chcv. or.
Kidw^inter (co. Devon). Per fesse indented

Milbome

b.irt., extinct 1626).
Ar. three hons ramp. az. armed and langued gu.
Crest
ramp, guard, az. armed and langued gu.
{Earl and Baron FUz If'alter ; earldom extinct
1756, barony in abeyance
Sir Thomas Mildmat, Knt., of
Moulsham, 7)!. Lady Frances Eatcliffe, dau. of Henrt
third Lord FitzW alter, and second Earl of Sussex ; the great-

lion

Mildmay

last.

Kidleton

UIL

Ar. three lions ramp. az.
(Moulsham Hall, CO. Essex,

A

Uidleton
Kidleton

Mildmar.
Mildzaay

^Pengcrsi^;k, co.

Cornwall

:

descended from

co.

AA

A

UIL

the co-heiresses m.
ERiSETandPARKEB; II. Lanton III. TBEFCsisandTREGOIV. Then WITH, Aruni)ell and Hearle; V. Bonithon;
Gu. a chcv. or, betw. three fishes naiant
and VI. Abbot).

Devon, extinct temp. Queen Elizabeth
I.

;

;

DlcK

:

Miller

(Chichester, co. Sussex, bart.
granted by Dugdale,
Garter, 1684). Ar. a fesse wavy az. betw. three wolves' heads
erased gu. Crest
A wolfs head erased ar. gorged with a
;

—

wavy

collar

az.

Miller

ar.

Ar. a cross engr. gu. (another,

Ililketfield.

sa.) gutti;c

dor.

(Camois Court, co. Essex, and Mottisfont, co. Hants,
Per fesse ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged, three bears saUant of the second, muzzled and
A demi bear, as in the arms. Motto
chained or. Crest
Aides Dieu.
TVTill (Mottisfont, CO. Hants, bart., extinct ISCO; Eev. Joim
Barker, son of Joun Barker, Esq., of Wareham, co.
Dorset, by Mart Mill, his wife, only sister of Sir Charles
Mill, tenth and last bart. of Camois Court, assumed the

Hill

bart., extinct 1335).

—

—

surname and arms of Mill by royal licence, 1835, and was
created a bart. 1636). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
JSIill (Hampton, co. Kent; granted 25 Henry VIII.).
Per
fesse sa. and ar. a pale countercbanged, three bears ramp,
muzzled,
ringed,
and
lined
betw.
the
second,
or,
as
of
many foxes' heads erased ppr. Crest A demi bear saliant
sa. muzzled, ringed, and lined or, charged on the shoulder

—

with three gouttes

d'or.

Mill, or Milles

(cos. Gloucester and Surrey).
Erm. an
ink moline sa.
Mill (Pulberche, co. Sussex). Per fesse sa. and ar. a pale
countercbanged, three bears ramp, of the second, muzzled,
ringed, and lined or, collared gu. Crest A demi bear
saliant sa. muzzled, ringed, and lined or.
Mill (granted 3 July, 1684). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses
moline sa. Crest An eagle's head erased gu. beaked or,
holding a cross moline erect sa.
MilL Or, a cross moline betw. three mullets ea. Crest
greyhound's head erased.
Mill (HuMPHBET Mill, of the city of Dublin, lieut. of a troop
of horse, third son of Edward Mill, Esq., of Hascombo
Court, CO. Gloucester; descended from a very ancient
family of that name; confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1647).
Erm. a fer-de-moline pierced sa. in the dexter chief point a
swan of the last. Crest A demi lion ramp, guard, gu.
holding in the dexter paw an arming sword ppr. Motto—

—

—

—

—

Gladium musarum nutnx.

Mill

MIL

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1687, Mart, wife of StanEsq.). Erm. a millrind pierced paleways sa.

hope Mill,

Mill (Scotland). See Milne.
Millais (Jersey, and Cromwell

Place, South Kensington).
Per bend or and az. a star of eight points countercbanged.
Crest
A hand gauntleted and apaumee in pale gu.

—

Millais

(Plumpton, co. Cumberland).
Erm. three wolves'
heads erased az. vulned gu. Crest A caltrap or, the upper
point erabrued ppr.
Miller (Dunstable, co. Bedford; granted 170.^). Per fesso
ar. and az. in chief two wolves' heads erased purp. collared
or, iu base a lion pass, of the last.
Crest
A wolfs head
erased per pale erm. and pui-p. collared or.
Miller (Collier's Wood, co. Surrey; Boyd Dabby, Esq.,

—

—

assumed the surname of MilleA by royal
Same Anns, Cresl, and Motto.

Miller

licence,

1800).

allowed at the Visit, of that co., 1662,
and borne by John Francis Miller, Esq., of Tiraberham,
in the parish of Charlwocd, and afterwards of Werndean Hall,
Norwood). Erm. a fess gu. betw. three wolves' heads erased
az.
Crest
A wolfs head erased az. collared erm. MottoIdea, spes est in Deo.
Miller (co. Devon, and Islington, co. Middlesex), Az. an
escutcheon betw. four mascles or.
Crest
A demi lion
ramp, guard, az. holding a mascle or.
Miller (Preston, co. Lancaster ; granted to Thomas
Miller, Esq., of Winckley Square, in that town). Per pale
or and gu. a fess dancettee betw. three wolves' heads erased
countercbanged. Crest A wolf's head erased bendy or and
gu. in the mouth a ragged staff sa. Motto Sibimet merces
(co.

Surrey

;

—

—

—

—

industria.

Miller (Cawne, Frome,

Kingston, and Leigh, co. Dorset,
and CO. Hants). Az. four mascles in cross or.
Crest
demi lion az. holding betw. the paws a mascle or.

—

Miller (Radway, co. Warwick). Same Arms and Cre^t.
Miller (co. Dorset). Vert a chev. betw. three rams ar.
Miller (Oxenhoath, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1714 descended
;

from

Nicholas Miller, Esq., of Horsnells Crouch in
Wrotham, Sheriff of Kent, 3 Charles I.). Erm. a fesse gu.

—

betw. three wolves' heads erased az.
Crest A wolfs head
erased az. collared erm.
Miller (London). Az. a cross ar. betw. four mascles or.
Miller (granted 16 May, 1672). Ar. a double tressure flory
counterflory, over all a fesse embattled counter-embattled
gu.
Miller (granted by Camden). Erm. thrpe wolves' heads
erased az.
Miller. Per fesse ar. and az. in chief two wolves' heads
erased purp. collared or, and in base a lion pass, of the last.
Crest A wolfs head erased per pale or and purp. collared

—

gold.

—

Miller.

(Kingston, co. Surrey). Same Arms, quartering, 1st,
az. a passion cross ar. surmounted of an eastern crown or,
for Le Jarderat 2nd, or, an orle az., for Bertram
3rd,
ar. a palm tree ppr., for Pallot
4th, ar. a cock statant
ppr., for Facltrart; 5th, ar. a cross sa. betw. a Maltese
cross gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters, and a tent of the same
in the 2nd and 3rd, for Baudocin; 6th, ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. three mullets gu. four eagles of the field, for Morice

Erm. three wolves' heads erased gu.
Crest
cheval-trap or, the uppermost point embrued gu.
Miller (granted in 1821 to Thomas Miller, Esq., of Preston,
CO. Lancaster, Mayor of that borough in 1827).
Az. on a
fosse ar. betw. two bees volant in chief ppr. and in base a
wolfs head couped or, a whcelshutlle in fesse also ppr.
Crest A demi wolf erm. gorged with a collar gobony ar. and
az. supporting with the paw a spindle erect ppr.

de la Bipandiere; 7th, erm. a Hon ramp,
Geyt. Crest A hand gauntleted and apaum^e

Miller

;

;

;

—

—

Millar.

gu.,

for

Le

in pale gu.

Ar. a cross moline gu. Crest
Three ears of wheat
issuing or. Anotker Crest A dexter hand holding an open
book ppr. Motto Felicem reddet rcligio.
Millar (Jahzs Ooilvt Millar, LL.D., Vicar of Cirencester,
1873).
Ar. a cross moline gu. in chief a lion ramp, guard,
of the second, imperially crowned or, betw. two lozenges
.also of the second.
Crest
The half-length figure of a lady
affrontec, vested az. holding before her a portcullis gu.
M'ltto— Keep tryst and trust.
Millard (co. Hants, 1634). Az. four mascles in cross or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. az. holding betw. the paws a
mascle or.
Millard. Sa. two chevronels erm. Crest— On a mount vert
a stag browsing ppr.

—

—

—

pr.iscd sa.

MillbTirn.

Quarterly,

leopards' faces

all

or and gu.

countercbanged.

Miller

(Downpatrick, co. Down; confirmed to Alexander
Miller, Esq., grandson of Robert Miller, Esq., of Coleraine,
by Marx Anne, his wife, dau. and co-heiress of Williak
Gamble, Esq., of Derry, and their descendants).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a tower ppr. betw. three wolves'
heads erased az., for Miller; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fieur-de-lis

head

three wolves' heads erased az.; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a stag
trippant ar. pierced in the back with an arrow and attired
or.
Crests
1st
A wolfs head erased as in the amis, for

or,

a

lion's

coronet a demi lion all ppr.
Paly of six ar. and az. three bars sa.

—

—

—

Miller
BowEN.

Mille.

Millecent (Barkham

Or, a chev. sa.

Miller

(impalement Fun. Ent. Ul.stor's Office, 10,'!7,
Jane, dau. of Jodn Milles, Sheriff of Dublin, m. first,
Hlike; Bfcond, Millenchop; and third, Abdaob). Ar. a
frci (,'u. on a chief sa. a lion pass, guard, or.
Millenton. Az. on three millstones ar. as many millrindi

Miller

Hall, co.

Cambridge).

betw. three flcurB-de-Iis az.

Millenchop

a.

C8G

—

a fcsso betw. three
Crest— Out of a ducal

Gu. a bend erm. on a canton
Crest— A mount vert.
'

(Ballyca^ey, co. Clare). Ar. a fesse wavy az. betw.
three griflSns' heads erased gu.
Crest
A griffin's head
erased ar. ducally gorged and chained az.

or, on a chief ar. three roses of the field stalked and
leaved vert, for Gamble. Crest
A wolfs head erased az.
charged with a rose or. Motto Nilconscire sibi.
Miller (Bowen-Miller, Milford, co. Mayo; exemplified to
Ceoasdaile Bowen, E.sq., on his assuming, by royul licence,
1812, the additional surname and arms of Miller, in compliance with the will of his maternal uncle. Brig. -Gen.
Charles Miller, of IViilford). Quarterly, 1st and 4ih, erm.

—

Millbank.

—

;

2iid

:

:

Motto

A

falcon,

wings close ppr. belled

or,

for

— Esse quam videri.

(Scotland).

Ar. a cross molino az.

;

another, Ar. a

(TOSS moline betw. four hearts gu.

(Gourlcbank, Scotland).
Ar. a cress moline az.
jilaccd in a loch ppr. and in chief two mullets of the second.
Mollo Unione
Cre.«(— Two arms, their hands joined ppr.
augetur.
Miller (Glenleo, co. Kirkcudbright, bart., 1788). Ar. a crott
moUne az. the base wavy vert, in chief a lozenge betw. two

—

A

A
;

MIL

hand with the
Sujtporters

—

first

—Two

roebucks ppr. Motto Manent optima ccelo.
Miller (Manchester, from Scotland, 1784;. Ar. a cross moline
betw. three stars az. a bordure gu. Crest A dexter hand
with the forefinger pointing upwards ppr. 31otto Manent
optima coelo.
Miller (Minister of Cumnock, 1814). Sa. a cros§ moline ar.
a chief of the last. Crest A dexter hand with the first
Motto Spei
and second fingers pointing upwards ppr.
boii:e atque aniniae.
Miller (Manderston, co. Berwick, hart., 1854). Ar. a cross
moline az. square pieced of the field, on a chief gu. a
X dexter hand erect
garb betw. two mullets or. Crest
with the first and second fingers pointing upwards issuing
Motto—
Omae
bonum
superne.
out of a cloud ppr.
Miller (St. Petersburgh, 1853). Or, a cross moline az.
square pierced of the field, a bordure gu. on a chief of the
Crest and Motto, as the last.
la*t n garb betw. two mullets or.
Miller (Leith, 1853). Or, a cross moline az. square pierced
of the field, a bordure engr. erm. on a chief gu. a garb betw.
two mullets or. Same Crest and Motto.
Miller (Craigentinny, co. Edinburgh, 1859). Ar. a cross
moline az. charged with five lozenges or. Crest
A dexter
hand erect holding an open book ppr. Motto Manent
optima coelo.
Miller (CHBTSxrE-MnxEB, of Cragentinny, 1868). Quarterly,
1st and 4th grand quarters counter-quartered, 1st and 4th,
ar. a cross moline az., for Miller, 2nd, ar. a mullet pierced
az. betw. three cross crosslets fitchee gu., for Adam, 3rd,
perfessaz. and sa. a castle with four towers ar. porch open
and windows of the second, for Rawson; 2nd and 3rd
grand quarters, or, a saltire engr. betw. two mullets in
chief and base and two roses in flank sa., for Chktstie.
Crest and Motto, for Miller, as the last; for Chkystie: A
holly stump withered sprouting out leaves ppr.
Motto Sic

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Milles

(Lcithen, co. Peebles, 1864).
Ar. a cross moline az.
square pierced of the field betw. four hearts gu. Crest

—

—

dexter hand with one finger pointing upwards ppr. Motto
In ccelo spero.
Miller (Pittendreich, co. Forfar, 18G4). Ar. a cross moline
square pierced of the field betw. two helmets ppr. in chief

—

and as many cross crosslets of the second in base. Crest
dexter hand with one finger pointing upwards ppr. Motto
Manent optima coelo.
Millerd. (Rathcormuck, co. Cork descended from Rev. John
MiLLEBD, who removed iato that kingdom from co. Hereford

—

;

at

1654,

the

Milles.

Az. two ducks in pale ar. betw. as

special

invitation of

Cromwell's

Com-

Per fesse ar. and az. on a pale counterchanged
three bears ramp. sa. muzzled, collared, and lined or, as
many falcons of the last, collared gu. Crest A demi bear
sa. muzzled, collared, and stringed or.
Milles (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1601, John Milles, Sheriff
of Dublin, buried in Christ's Church). Gu. on a bend ar. a
millrind sa. betw. two roses of the first.
Milles (Thomas Milles, Bishop of Waterford and Lismorc,
1710).
Ar. a chev. betw. three millrinds sa.
Millet. Gu. a cinquefoil pierced ar.
Milleton (co. Cornwall). Gu. a chev. betw. three salmons
naiant ar.

—

Millett

(Denham, co. Buckingham, and co. Middlcscxj.
Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three dragons' heads erased vert.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet an arm in pale, habited or,
grasping in a glove ar. a dragon's head erased vert.
Millett (Hayes Court, co. Kent). Az. a fess dancettee
(another, a lion pass, guard.) betw. three birds or.
Milley (Rev. Nicholas Millet, Vicar of Dunleckney and
Agha, CO. Carlow, formerly Chaplain of a regt. of dragoons
commanded by Richard, second Viscount Molesworih, son of
Thomas Millet, who came from France; confirmed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1733). Az. a chev. or, surmounted of
another gu. betw. three estoiles of the second. Crest (granted
at same time) The Holy Bible az. charged on the cover
with a fleur-de-lis or.
Millicent. Or, a chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az.

—

—

Milliceut

Cambridge John, son and heir of
Elizabeth, eldest dau. of John Gtll,

(Linton, co.

Thomas Mtlsent,

wt.

;

Esq., of Wyddial, co. Hertford).

a chev.

Or,

sa. betw. three

fleurs-de-lis az.

Milliken

(that Ilk, co. Renfrew, Scotland
heiiess m. Gen.
of Culcreuch). Ar. three demi lions ramp.
gu. issuing out of two bars wavy az. two out of the upper
and one out of the under bar. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
;

—

—

Motto Regarde bien.
MilliiLgrton (Millington, co. Chester; the heiress m. Sir
John Thorold, Bart., 1796). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
three millstones ar. 2nd and 2rd, ar. an eagle displ. az.
Millinglon (co. Essex). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads
;

sa.

Millingrton

Milling'ton

and 4tb, same Arms; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a cinquefoil ar.
betw. three leopards' heads erased and affrontee or. Crest
Out of a baron's coronet ppr. a griffin's head gu. holding in the
beak a rose branch all ppr. Motto Per mille ardua.
Milles {Baron So7ides). Erm. a fer-de-moline betw. two
martlets in pale sa. on a chief engr. az. two marlions' wings
conjoined or. Crest
A hon ramp, erminois, holding betw.
the paws a fer-de-moline, as in the arms. Supporters
Dexter, a griffin ar. ducally gorged or
sinister, a bear ppr.
collared with a belt, buckled, the strap pendent ar. charged
with two crescents or, the buckle »iid edges of the last.
Motto Esto quod esse videris.
Ist

—

—

—

—

;

—

Milles, or Mills

(Shelford, co. Cambridge).

Barry of ten

Devon).

(co. Dorset).

Gu. a chev. betw. there

fishes

Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets

ar. (another, or).

Millinirton

(co. Suffolk).

Ar. a fesse betw. two chevronels

Milling'ton.
Crest

Sa. a cross patonce betw. four escallops ar.
ass's head ppr.

— An

Az.

three

sinister

gauntlets

ar.

Crest

—

sinister gauntlet or.

—

Millman. Same

Arms. Crest A stag lodged per pale ar.
and or, attired and hoofed of the last, charged on the body
with two hurts in fesse.
Millner (Nun-Appleton, co. York). Per pale or and s.i.
a chev. betw. three

head

bits

—

counterchanged. Crest
A horse's
or, charged on the neck with a

crined and bridled

sa.

bezant.

Millot

co. Durham.
Visit. 1615).
Ar. three
betw. two bars gu. <}re»t A dexter arm
armour, gauntleted all ppr. grasping a billet sa.

(Whitehill,

—

billets sa. in fess

embowed

Millot

in

(co.

Durham).

Ar. three

billets sa. in fess

betw. two

bars gemels gu.

Millot

(CO. Chester).

Az. three bUlets in fesse betw. two

bars gemels ar.

Mills

az.
(co.

(co.

naiant ar.

Millman.

—

Millerd

Ar. on a cross engr. az. flvo

(co. Chester).

garbs or.

a rose branch ppr. Motto Per mille ardua.
(Glintown, co. Cork, and Monard, same co.;
allowed and Ped. Reg. by Betham, Ulster, 1815). Quarterly,

—

and

JoHW

flaunches

erm.

Milling-ton

or

1675,

many

Milles.

became Rector of Passage, co. Waterford
confirmed to Charles Hugh Millerd, Esq., of Rathcormuck,
CO. Cork, and the descendants of his grandfather. Rev.
Thomas Millerd, of Glintown, co. Cork). Erm. a fcss az.
betw. three wolfs' heads erased sa.
Crest Out of a baron's
coronet ppr. a grififin's head couped gu. holding in the mouth
missioners, and

Milles

Fun. Ent.

(Clondalkin, co. Dublin;
Milles). Erm. a pale masculy sa.

William Napier,

virc'soo.

Miller

in

MIL
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Crest— A. dexter
mullets of the second.
and second fingers pointing upwards ppr.

Cornwall).

Per fcsse

sa.

and

ar.

a pale

and

six

bars counterchanged.

Milles

(Duloe, CO. Cornwall,
betw. three millrinds sa.

and Exeter).

Ar. a chev.

—

—

Mills

Milles

(Nackington, co. Kent, and North Elmham, co.
Erm. a millrind sa. betw. two martlets in pale ),y.
on a chief az. two wings conjoined and expanded or. Crest
A lion ramp, or, holding in the paws a millrind sa.
Milles (CO. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three millrinds sa.
Crest— k hare sejant ppr. in the mouth three ears of wheat
Norfolk).

(Bisierne, co. Hants). Gyronny of six ar. and az. a
millrind sa. Crest A demi lion reguard. or, gorged with a
collar gemel az. betw. the paws a millrind sa.
Motto Nil
conscire sibi.

—

or.

(Hillingdon Court, and Camelford House, Park Lane,
bart.).
Gyronny of six ar. and az. a millrind sa.
lion reguard. or, gorged with a collar gemel
az. betw. the paws a millrind sa.
Motto Nil conscire sibi.
Mills (Casnalbcry, co. Hertford, and co. Bedford granted

London,
Crest

— A demi

—

;

Nov. 1613).
Barry of ten ar. and vert,
escutcheons gu. three, two, and one. Crest
of ten ar.

and

Mills, or Myites (Knightington,

Milles.

the mouth a sinister hand gu.
Mills (Lexden Park, Colchester, co. Essex
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all

six

wing barry

vert.

Milles.

Paly of eight ar. and sa. Crest— A. bear pass. sa.
muzzled and chained or.
Barry of ten ar. and vert, over all six escutcheons
gu. three, two, and one. Crest— A cat sejant ppr.

over

—A

millrind sa. a chief or.

Crest

—A

lion

co.

Berks).

ramp,
;

or,

Erra.

a

holding ia

granted 4 Jan.

Iffl

Az. a cross pattte betw. four mullets or, each
1800).
Crett—A. hurt charged with an
charged with a pellet.
estoile or.

yills

Gyronny

(CO. Essex).

of eight ar.

Crest— A demi lion ramp, reguard.

sa.

paws a

and

or,

az. a millrind

holding betw. the

millrind sa.

Mills (Saxham Hall, co. Snffolk). Enn. a fer-de-moline sa.
Motto Confido.
Crest — A lion ramp. or.
Hills (Harscomb, co. Gloucester, and Croydon, co. Surrey).

—

Erm. a millrind sa. Crest— A
Same Arms. Crest— A
in the paws a millrind sa.

ramp. or.
demi lion ramp,

lion

KCills.

or,

holding

Paly
(Bitteme, co. Hants, temp. Queen Elizabeth).
of six ar. and sa. over all on a fesse gu. three mullets or.
On a mural coronet gu. an escallop ar.
Crest
mills (Tolmers, co. Herts). Erm. a millrind sa., quartering
2nd, az. a mullet
1st, ar. six lions, three, two, and one sa.

Hills

—

;

pierced ar. 3rd, per chev. or and az. three mullets counterCrest
A lion ramp. or. Motto—T>eo adjuvante.
changed.
;

—

(Norton Court, co. Kent). Erm. a millrind sa. on a
chief az. two marlions' wings or. Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up enn. a millrind sa. betw. two marlions' wings of

Hills

—

the second.

—

Erm. a millrind sa. Crest On a
(CO. Middlesex).
Jl/otto— Honor virtutis
ducal coronet a lion ramp. gu.
pretium.
Hills (Clermont Lodge, co. Norfolk). Erm. a millrind in pale
A lion ramp. or. Motto Deo adjuvante.
Crest
sa.
Hills (Ixjndon; descended from co. Cornwall). Az. a millrind in fesse or. Crest— A paschal lamb pass. ar. unguled
or, bearing on the dexter shoulder a banner of St. George

Hills

—

—

double pennoned.

Paly of six ar. and sa. Crest— A demi
bear ramp. sa. muzzled, collared, and chained or.
Hills (Reg. Ulster's OfiBce). Az. two swans in pale ar. betw.
as many flaunches erm.
Hills. Az. a cross patt^e pierced betw. two mullets pierced
On a hurt an estoile pierced or.
Crest
or.
Hills. Erm. a millrind sa. pierced of the field. Crc«t—On a
ducal coronet or, a lion ramp. gu.
Hills, or Heyles. Ar. a bend betv. two lions' beads

Hills

(co. Suffolk).

—

Earl

of. See Leeson.
Hillward. Or, on a pale sa. betw. two pellets in chief an
eagle displ. of the field. Crest
A dexter arm in armour
embowed, brandishing a sabre ppr.
(Levaton, co. Devon, hart.).
Az. a snake nowed
Crest
A hart
or, betw. three dexter gauntlets open ar.
lodged per pale erm. and erminois, attired and unguled or,
charged on the body with two hurts fesseways. Motto
Deus nobiscum quis contra ?
Hilman-Hainwaring-. See Mainwarino.
Hilne (bart. Sir Alexander Milne, G.C.B., Admiral B.N.,
was created a bart. 1876). Erminois a cross moline quarterly
pierced or betw. three mullets az. a chief of honourable augmentation wavy ar. thereon a fortified circular
lighthouse with a red flag flying, flanked on the dexter
by a hexagon battery of three tiers of guns with a like flag
flying, and on the sinister by another battery of two tiers of
guns connected by a wall with the lighthouse all ppr., the
whole intended to represent that part of the works defending
the town and port of Algiers to which His Majesty's ship
"Impregnable," which bore the flag of the Admiral,
vas opposed in the memorable attack on the 27th day of
Cre»t— Out of a naval crown or, a dexter
August, 1816.
cubit arm vested az. the hand ppr. grasping a flagstaff, therefrom flying the flag of a Rear-Admiral of the
Blue, inscribed with the word "Impregnable" in letters of
gold. Supporters Dexter, a figure designed to represent a
Christian slave, holding in his dexter hand a passion cross

—

Hilman

—

—

;

—

•r,

a

and

hand his fetters broken ppr. sinister,
and armed with cutlass and pistols ppr.

in his sinister

sailor habited

:

holding in the exterior hand a flagstaff, therefrom flowing to
the dexter a banner az. in canton the Union. Motto Tam

—

marte quam

Hilne

—

—

modum.

Hilne

(Edinburgh, 1672).
Or, a
lozcngeways betw. three mullets
nebulee

of

Motto— Ex

the

second.

Crest

moline pierced
within a bordure
martlet volant ni.

cross
az.

—A

industria.

Hilne

(Muretoun, Scotland, 1672).
Or, a cross moline
pierced lozengeways of the field betw. three mullets az.
within a bordure invecked sa.
Crest A dexter hand
holding a folded book ppr.
Motto E£Bciunt clarum

—
—

studia.

Hilne.

Ar. a cross patonce pierced az. betw. three mullets

sa.

Hilne

(Melgum, co. Aberdeen, 1867). Or, a cross moUnc
pierced az. on a chief gu. a stag at gaze betw. two cross
crosslets ar.
tire ppr.

Crest

—A

galley, sails furled

— Suum cuique.

and oars in

Master Mason, 1672;

—

—

—

(Blairtoun and Aberdeen, 1632).
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Or, a cross molins

sal-

Motto

flagged gu.

Hilne

(Stott-Milne, Rochdale, co. Lancaster; exemplified
James Stott, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence,
the additional surname of Milne). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. a millrind ar. betw. two flauuches or, each chiirged
with a lion ramp, of the fleld, for Milne; 2nd and 3rd, az.
in base the tower of a belfry thereon a spire ppr. surmounted
by a vane or, on a chief of the last three pellets gu. the
centre charged with a heart also or, and the 1st and Srd
1st, Milne
with a bezant, for Stott. Crests
In frontof two
palm trees a lamb couchant ppr. holding with the dexter foot
a pennon ar. charged with a cross crosslet gu. 2nd, Stott :
A cross pattee sa. therefrom rising a moorcock holding in the
beak a sprig of heath ppr. Motto Prudenter qui sedulo.
Hilnel, or Hilvel. Az. three bars gemel or.
Hilner (Nun-Appleton Hall, co. York, bart.). Per pale or
and sa. a chev. betw. three horses' bits counterchanged.
to

—

:

—

—

Crest
A horse's head couped ar. bridled and maned or,
charged on the neck with a bezant betw. two wings gold.
Motto Addit frena feris.
Hilner (confirmed June, 1772). Same Arms. Creit X
horse's head sa. bridled or, betw. two wings elevated of the

—

—

last.

(cos. Cornwall and York; granted by Camden).
Erm. three wolves' heads ppr. couped gu. Crest A wolfs
head ppr. couped gu. pierced through the neck with a
broken sword, the point in front of the neck and the wound

—

guttee de sang,

Hilner

pommel

or.

(Lylliston Green, co. Middlesex;

John Milner, Esq.,
Richard Milner, all of

Jons Milner, of

and
Lylliston.
Visit.
grandson of
Midd. 1663). Ermines three wolves' heads erased or. Ci-e«t—
A wolfs head pierced through with a sword all ppr.
Hilner (co. Lincoln). Sa. s chev. betw. three snaffle-bits
Lincoln's Inn, son of

of Gray's Inn,

or.

Hilner
Hilner

(Pudsey, co. York). Sa. three snaffle-bits or.
Sa. a chev. betw. three snaffle-bits or.
(co. York).
horse's head erased sa. bridled or, charged on the
neck with a bezant.
Hilner. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three lozenges conjoined in fesse sa. each charged with a bezant, for Milneb,
2nd and 3rd, gu. three Catharine wheels ar., for Wheeler
A greyhound courant sa. collared and
Cre«t«
1st, Milner
ringed or; 2nd, Wbeeler: A lion's head couped ar. charged
on the breast with a Catharine wheel gu.
Hilner (co. Nottingham). Ar. a fesse dancettec gu. in chief
a crccent sa.
Crest

—A
—

:

"'lilnes (Aldercar, Dunston, and Croraford, co. Derby descended from William Milnes, Esq., of Ashford, within the
hundred of High Peak, temp. Queen Elizabeth. From hi.»
eldest son, Richard Milnes, Alderman- of Chesterfield, derived the Milnes of Dunston and Aldercar Park his dau.
and heir m. Robert Mower, Esq.; his brother, Wiluak
Milnes, Esq., acquired the estate of Cromford in marriage
with the heiress of Soresbt, and was Sherifif co. Derby,
1771
in 1796 he obtained a confirmatory grant of arms, and
;

;

;

d. in 1797, leaving three daus. his co-heirs, of

arte.

(Balfarg, CO. Fife; His Majesty's

confirmed 1767, toRoBEBTMTLNE, architect, London). Or, a
cross moline az. square pierced of the field betw. three mullets
of the second. Ciejt
Pallaa'thead couped at the shoulders
ppr. vested about the neck vert, on the head a helmet az.
beaver turned up, on the top a plume of feathers gu. Motto
Tam arte quam marte.
Hilne (Hnlwyllo, CO. Forfar, 1680). Or, across moline cngr.
az. betw. three mullets of the last.
Crest
A cross molin«
sa. in the sea ppr. betw. two atalks of wheat orleways also
ppr.
A/otto— Clarum rcddit industria.

Hilne

ovalways of the field betw. three mullets sa. all
within a bordure wavy of the second.
Crest A galley
with oars erect in saltire ppr.
Motto Dat cura comr
az. pierced

Hilner

erased sa.

Hillto-wrn,
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L

whom

the

Or, a bear ramp. sa.
youngest in. Gell, of Hopton).
Crest
A bear's head
muzzled, collared, and lined gu.
couped at the neck sa. charged with a millrind or.
Milnes (Alton Manor, co. Derby). Erm. a millrind paleways betw. two flaunches sa. Crest— A garb erminois betw.
two trefoils vert. Motto Non sine labore.
Hilnes (Tapton Hall, co. Derby; descended from James
Milnes, fourth son of William Milnes, Esq., of Ashford,
His son, Richard, d. in 1706,
temp. Queen Elizabeth.
leaving five sons: I. Richard, whose line is extinct. II.
Robert, of Wakefield, ancestor of Lord Houghton, and Milneb

—

—

of Galfrey, bart.,

extinct, of Sir

Bobbit Shobe Milhm,

;

KIL

and great-grandfather of Robert Pembebton Milnes,
of Fryston Hall, and Bawtry Hall, both in the co. of York.
III. James, of Chesterfield, represented by Lowndes, Esq.,
FV. John, represented by Gaseeix, of
of Hampstead.
Thomes House, Lupset HaU, near Wakefield. V. Wiluam,
whose line is extinct). Az. a chev. betw. three windmill
sails crossways or.
Crest
A garb or, banded by a fess
dancettee az. charged with three mullets pierced gold.
credidi.
cui
Motto Scio
Iffilnes (Baron Houghton). Az. a chev. betw. three windCrest
mill sails or.
A garb or, charged with a fess
Bart.,

—

—

—

dancettee

az. thereon three

mullets ar.

Supporters

—On

either side a pegasus ar. gorged with a collar dancettee az.
thereon three mullets ar. in the mouth a branch of laurel

— Scio

Motto

ppr.

cui credidi.

Kilnes

(Galfrey, co. Leicester, bart., extinct; Sir Bobbbt
Sbobe Milnes, Lieut. -Governor of Lower Canada, was so
created 21 March, 1801). Same Arms. Crest A garb or,
handed by a fess dancettee az. charged with three mullets

—

pierced gold.

Gu. a cross pattee

co. Essex).

betw. three mullets pierced ar.

Uilnes (Stubbing Edge, co. Derby). Erm. a millrind sa.
Crest— A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the paws a millrind sa.

(Bcckingham Hall, co. Nottingham). Quarterly, 1st
on a chev. ar. three millrinds sa. on a ganton
or, a trefoil slipped of the third, for Milnes
2nd, gu. on a
fesse engr. ar. betw. three leopards' faces or, two escallops
3rd, gu. two bars ar. each charged with
az., for Wright
three mascles of the field, on a canton or, a hurt. Crest
An elephant's head erased ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet
4th, az.

;

;

—

or.

3Iilnes

(Smith-Milnes, Dunston Hall, Chesterfield, co.
Derby exemplified to William Brodohton Smith, upon his
assuming, by royal licence, 1873, the additional surname of
Milnes).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a bear ramp. sa.
muzzled and gorged with a collar or, therefrom a line reflexed over the back gu., for Milkes; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
bend engr. az. betw. two unicorns' heads erased gu. three
fleurs-de-Us or, for Smith.
Klines (Stirling, 1814). Ar. a cross moline az. on a canton
gyronny of eight or and sa. a bordure embattled gu. and a
chief of the third charged with three pallets of the fifth.
Crest Out of a mural crown or, an eagle's head sa. gorged
with a collar or, charged with three pallets gu. Motto
In
cruce salus.
Kllneton (Grafton, co. Chester; founded by Pagan de
MiLNETON, illegitimate son of Hugh Eeteuoe, Earl of Chester.
Bauh de Mtlneton m. temp. Henry IV. or V., Matilda,
dau. and heir of Wiluam de Grafton, co. Chester Margaret MiLNETON, dau. and co-heir of William de Mtlneton,
m. John Masset, temp. Henry VI., and her son, William
Masset, had the lands of Grafton). Ar. on a cross engr. az.
five garbs or, for Milnbton
quartering Masset, of Dunham,
with a trefoil slipped vert in the centre.
Kilnston (co. Chester). Az. three millstones ar. each
charged with a millrind sa.
Kilroy (Bev. A. Wallace Milbot, Forthside, co. Stirling,
and London, 1876). Per fess, in chief chequy or and vert in
base gu. the latter charged with a lion ramp. ar. on a canton
of the fourth a rose of the third barbed of the second.
Crest
An ostrich ppr, Motto Esperance.
Kiltecombe. Or, fretty sa. on a chief cf the last a lion
pass, guard, of the first.
Hilton (London, 1634). Ar. a cross flory betw. four caltraps
az. Crest
A dexter arm in armour ppr. scarfed az. grasping
a broken spear gu. headed ar.
;

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

(co. Salop).

Per pale gu. and

az.

an eagle

displ.

or.

Kilton.

Ar. three pomeis, on each two bendlets wavy of the
another, Az. a cross flory ar.
another, Ar. three
chaplets gu. another, Az. a cross patonce voided ar.

field

;

;

;

Kilton

(Milton, near

Thame,

co.

Oxford

;

of this family

was

John Milton, the Poet). Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads
gu. beaked mnd legged sa. Crest
A lion's gamb erect ar.

—

grasping an eagle's head erased gu.

Milton-Abbey

(co.

Dorset).

Sa. three baskets of bread

(or wastell cakes) ar.

Kilveton
moline

Thomas Milwabd

who left two dans,
I., Prince
the residence of Tbomai
Milward, Esq., his head quarters for a considerable time.
When the Prince broke up his quarters at WoUescote, he
presented Mr. Milward with a signet ring, which he took off
his own finger, and told him, though he could not recompense
him for his loyalty, that when the King's affairs turned out
prosperously he should be rewarded on presenting that ring).
Erm. on a fess gu. three bezants.
Mil'ward (Ballyharran, co. Wexford, and Tullogher, co.
Kilkenny Clement Milward, Esq., Q.C., AUce Holt, co.
Surrey, eldest surviving son of the late Admiral Clem£nt
Milward, B.N., of TuUogher, the great-grandson of Thomas
Milward, Esq., of BaUyharran, whose father, Clement
Milwabd, held the lands of Hillfields, in the Manor of
Alehurst, under the Bishop of Gloucester, and settled at
Enniscorthy, co. Wexford, 1696). Erm. on a fess gu. three
During the

his co-heirs.

his successor,

Civil

Wars, temp. Charles

made WoUescote House,

ftupert

;

plates.

C)-est

—A dragon's head couped vert betw. two wings

Kilward

(Sater-Milwabd, St. Leonard's, Wallingfbrd, co.
Berks; exempUfied, 1856, to Sater, on assuming, by royal

surname of Milward). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Milward, erm. on a fesse gu. fimbriated or, three bezants,
each charged with a chevronel of the second 2nd and 3rd,
Sater, per chev. gu. and sa. a chev. erm. fimbriated or,
betw. three sea mews ar. Crests
Ist, Milward
Out of a
wreath of oak or, a bear's paw erect sa. holding a sceptre ia
pale and charged with a bar gold; 2nd, Saybb: A mount
licence, the

;

Hilnes

Hilton

leaving

gu.

TWilnes (North Shorbury,

and

KIN
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(co. Chester).

Az. three plates, on each an ink-

sa.

Kilveton.

Az. three millstones ar.
another, Ar. on a
saltire engr. az. five garbs or.
Kilward (WoUescote and Alvechurch, co. Worcester;
Thomas Milwabd, Esq., of WoUescote, was party to a deed,
1566: Thomas Milward, of same place, m. Martha, dau. of
Eev. Simon Ford, D.D., Sector of Oldswinford, and d. 1734,
;
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—

vert,

:

thereon out of rays of the sun a dexter

arm embowed

armour ppr. the hand also ppr. grasping a dragon's head
at the neck also vert. Motto
Bear and forbear.
Milward (co. Bedford). Ar. a cross moline sa. betw. four
in

—

crescents gu.

Milward (Braxted,

co. Essex).
Erm. on a fesse gu. a fleur-.
de-Us ar. betw. two bezants.
Crest
Out of a palisado
coronet or, a lion's gamb sa. grasping a sceptre gold (another
bears the crest without the coronet).

—

Milward (Eaton Dovedale,

co.

Derby

:

six descents in Visit.

1611: the heiress m. Clarke, of SomersaU.
A younger
branch became extinct in the male line at the decease, 1670,
of John Milward Esq., of Snitterton in Darley ; his coheiresses m. BooTHBT, Jennens, and Adderlet). Erm. on a
fesse gu. three plates.

wreath

Crest

—A Uon's paw issuing out of a

Milward

grasping a sceptre or.
(Thurgarton Priory, co. Notts).

Milward

(London).

sa.

Erm. on a fesse
gu. three bezants. Crest
A lion's paw issuing sa. grasping
a sceptre or. Motto—Hec temere nee timide.

—

Sa.

a miUrind betw. three leopards*

faces ar.

Milward (Batcomb,

co. Somerset).

Ar. a miUrind sa. betw.

four crescents gu.

Milward

(Manor House, Lechlade, co. Gloucester). Erm. s
cross moline sa. betw. three torteaux, two and one, each
charged with a crescent or. CVesi— Betw. two wings az. a

paw erased sa. claws or, holding a sceptre in bend
entwined by a sprig of oak ppr. Motto— JHec
temere, nee timide.
Milwater (Stoke Edith, co. Hereford, temp. Henry VII.).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. as many water
bear's

sinister gold,

bougets or.

Mincliin.
az.

Crest

MSS.

(Harl.

615).

Ar.

—A

three chev. betw. as
lion's tail erased ppr.

many

fleurs-de-lis

Mincliin

(Busherstown, Ballynakill, co. Tipperary; confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1720, to Hdmfhrt Minchin, Esq.,
J. P., of that place).
Erm. a chev. with two couple-closes
gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. Crest
A naked arm embowed ppr. grasping a baton or. Motto Begarde !k la
mort.
Mincliin (Bathclough, co. Tipperary). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.

—

—

Mineral and Battery Works, Society of

(London

incorporated 1568). Az. on a mount vert a square brazen
pillar, supported on the dexter by a lion ramp, reguard. and
on the sinister by a dragon segreant, both or, in chief, on
the top of the pillar a bundle of wire tied and bound together
of the last, betw. a bezant on the dexter side and a plate on
the sinister.
Crest
Two arms embowed ppr. both hands
holding a calamine stone ar. spotted with red, yellow, and
blue. Supporters Two emblematical ligures, viz., the dexter a female ppr. representing Science, vested in a short
bodice, coat, ruff, &c. ar. (being the dress of the ladies in
the reign of Elizabeth), in her dexter hand a pair of compasses, and on her head a crescent both or, crined of the
last; the sinister figure, an old man ppr. representing
Labour, vested in a long frock, turned up over his elbows

—

—

ar. in his sinister

band a hammer

or.

M I IT
Koyal,

Hfiners

pany

or
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Mine Adventurers Com-

Ar. a mine open, of
earth colour, the upper part variegated with various shrubs
mine
miner
vested
sa. on his head a
a
ppr.
Tert, within the
cap ar. round ills body a belt of the last, and in the attitude
of working the dexter sides of the mine with two hammers,
on the sinister side a candle ar. lighted ppr. in a candlestick
»z. fixed in the mine, on a chief brown, a square plate or,
belw. a bezant on the dexter and a plate on the sinister.
A demi miner ppr. vested and capped, as in the arms,
Crest
holding in his dexter hand a pointed spade erect ar. betw.
(Lonilon; inoorporatfd 1668).

—

two hammers in saltire, and in his sinister hand a compass.
Supported— The dexter, a miner, his face, legs, and arms
of a brownish colour, vested in a frock ar. tied above his
knees as at work, cap and shoes of the last, holding in his
dexter hand erect a hammer az. handled ppr. the sinister
supporter, another miner ppr. cap, frock, and shoes ar. the
frock louse and down to his ankles, in bis sinister band a fork
az. handled ppr.
Minett. Ar. in base on the sea ppr. three persons in military
costume seated in an open boat, rowed by two sailors all ppr.
in fesse three erm. spots, on a chief or, a mount vert, thereon
Creit
A wing erect ar.
an oak tree ppr. fructed or.
charged with three bars gu. Motto Quantam est in rebus
;

—

—

inane.

Mingey

(Gymingham,

by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1580).

Or,

leopards' faces ar. (another, or).

co.

Norfolk

on a bend

Crest

— A lance

granted

;

az.
or,

three

headed

environed with a laurel branch vert.
Mingrey (Armingall, CO. Norfolk). Or, on a canton sa. a
ar.

first.
Same Crest as the last.
Ar. three helmets, beavers open sa. Crest An
eagle volant over a ruined castle ppr.
Iffinifip (Honiton, co. Devon, and Sarum, co. Wilts). "Vert
on a chev. betw. three martlets ar. as many eagles displ. of

leopard's face of the

—

Hiniett.

Minshull

(Hampton, co. Chester; descended from Randle
MiNsuDLL, son of John Minsbdll, Esq., and Elizabeth,
his wife, dau. of William Letcester, Esq., of Worleston,
now represented by the descendants of the daus. and co-heire
of John Minshdll, Esq., Ann, to. Ltndb Walter, Esq.,
of Boston, United States, and Mart, m. D. Anthony
Mazzinghi, Esq.). Az. an estoile of six points issuing from
a crescent ar. Crest Two lions' gambs gu. supporting &
crescent ar. Motto In hoc plenius redibo.
Minshull (Erdswick Hall, co. Chester. Visit. Chester by
Dugdale, who allowed no crest). Same Arms.
Minshull (Exeter, co. Devon Thomas Minshdll, second
son of John Minshdll, of Nantwich, co. Chester, the greatgrandson of Nicholas Minshull, a younger son of Minshdll,
Visit. Devon, 1620).
CO. Chest«r.
Same Arms, an annulet

—

—

;

or, for difT.

Minshull

(Woodnorton, co. Norfolk). Az. a crescent betw.
two estoiles in pale or.
Az. a crescent betw. three estoiles or.
Az. achev. betw. three crescents, out of each an

Minshull.
Minshull.

estoile issuing all ar.

Minsterchamber

(Godmanchester, co. Huntingdon, and
Ar. a fesse betw. three milliinds sa.
Minterne, or Minterin (Batcombe, co. Dorset, and
Az. two bars ar. betw. three lions
Thorpe, co. Surrey).
Crest
pass, in pale or.
A bull's head gu. ducally gorged

—

and armed

or.

Minto, Earl

of. See Elliot.
(Stoke-upon-Trent, co. Stafford). Vert three garbs
within two bars erm. betw. two heraldic tigers pass, one
Crext
in chief and another in base of the second.
Upon a
mount vert an heraldic tiger as in the arms, the dexter paw

Minton
or,

—

resting on a garb erect ppr.

Mirehouse

first.

Miniott.

Gu. three helmets ar. crested or.
Minne (co. Rutland). Sa. a fesse dancettee paly of eight
gu. and erm. betw. six crosses crosslet ar. Crest
A heathcock ppr.
Uinne, or
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a fess gobony
erm. and gu. betw. five crosses crosslet fltchee ar. three in
chief and two in base.
Hinnes (cos. Kent and Middlesex; granted July, 1616). Gu.

—

Myn

a thev. vairc or and az. betw. three leopards' faces or.
three bars gu.
founded in Ireland
by Captain John Minnitt, of ancient English descent,
represented in the female line by Atkins, of Firville, co.
Cork, through Mart, dau. and co-heircss of John Minnitt,
Esq., the last of that branch).
Gu. three helmets ppr.
garnished or. Crest
A helmet as in the arms. Motto
Virtute et armis.
Kinnitt (Blackfort, co. Tipperary; represented in the
female line by FitzGebald, of Ardival, co. Kerry, through
Anne, only dau. and heiress of Rev. Robert Minnitt, of
Blackfort, Rector of TuUa, co. Clare). Same Anns, Crest,
and Motto.
minnitt (Annabeg, co. Tipperary; male heir of the family

Minnett. Quarterly, erminois and ar.
Hinnitt (Knygh Castle, co. Tipperary

;

—

—

descended from Joshda Minnitt, Esq., of Annabeg, youngest
brother of Rev. Robert Minnitt, of Blackfort, Rector of
TuUa). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Minnoch (Glasgow, 1875). Or, a fess wavy az. betw. two
crosses flory sa. in chief and a lion ramp, of the third in
Crest
An owl ppr. Motto Je pcnsc plus.
base.
Minns (co. Gloucester). Gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis ar. as many chessrooka sa.
Uinors (co. Hertford, London, and co. Stafford). Gu. a fess
ar. betw. throe plates.
Crest
A dexter cubit arm, naked,
the hand holding a lion's gamb erased all ppr.
Minors. Same Arms. Crest— A wolf's hiad erased sa.
devouring a sinister hund ppr.
Minors (London). .Sa. an eagle displ. or, on a chief az.
bnrdiired ar. a chev. betw. two crescents in chief and a rose

—

—

—

in base of the second.

Minors.

of the original one, vis., the

Stuston, CO. Suffolk).

Uingray, or

the

HIS

Robert MiNsnoLL, instead
lion's paws holding a crescent.

Sir

Per pale gu. and az. an

ea„'le displ. or;

another,

Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three torlcaux.

Minors. Sec Mtnors.
Minsha'W. Hondy of eight

ar. anfl gu.

Crest

—A

dexter

hand ppr. holding up a cup or.
(cos. Chester, Kuckingham, Devon, Suffolk, and
I'orlslade, co. Sussex).
Az. an cstoilc of six points issuing
from a crescent ar. Crest
A Turk kneeling on one kneo,
habited gu. logj and arms in mail ppr. at the side a scyiiiitar
»a. hllted or, on the head a turban, with a crescent and
feather ar. holding in the doxter hand a crescent ol tho
last.
Crest wa» granted by Sir William Ix; Neve in 10 li lo

MinshuU

—

C9U

billettue of the field.

holding a sword

Mirehouse

Motto^Pro Deo

(Brownslade, co. Pembroke

Mirehouse, of Miresike,
all

co.

—

et patria.

descended from
Gu. a bend ar.

An arm embowed in armour
Motto— (luaWa ab incepto.

Crest

ppr.

;

Cumberland).

(Hambrook Grove,

co. Gloucester,

and

Colstcr-

descended from Mirehouse, of Mircsiko,
CO. Cumberland, which property is stated to have been in
the possession of the family from the time of Edward tho
Confessor.
The Rev. John Mirehouse, of Hambrook
Grove and Colsterworth, Rector of Colsterworth, is the son
and heir of the late Rev. Wm. Mirehouse, of Hambrook
Grove, Rector of Colsterworth, Chaplain to H.R.H. the
worth, CO. Lincoln

;

Princess Sophia, J. P. for the cos. of Pembroke and
Gloucester, by Eliza Brunetta, his wife, only dau. of the
late George Arthur Herbert, Esq., of Glanafrew, co.
Montgomery, J. P., D.L., and High Sheriff of that county,
by Mart, sister of the late Sir John Edwards, Bart.,
M.P., of Garth and Machynlleth, co. Montgomery, who
was the son of the Rev. Thomas Mirehouse, Canon of
Peterborough, Rector of Elton, and Rector of Wilford, who
was the second son of John Mtrehouse, Esq., of Miresike).

—

An arm embowed ifl
ar. billett^e sa.
Crest
armour holding a sword all ppr. Motto Qualjs ab incepto.
Mirfield. Ar. two lions pass, guard, in pale vert.
Mirfin (Lord Mayor of London, 1518). Or, on a chev. sa. a
mullet ar. Crest A demi hon ppr. supporting a flag ar.
charged with a saltire sa. Sec Mebvtn.
Gu. a bend

—

—

Mirnor.
Mirrie.
the

lirst,

Vair a canton gu.
Ar. on a bend az. a crescent betw. two mullcta of
in the sinister chief point thr«e roses gu.

growing

out of one stalk vert, the same in the dexter base point.
Mirry, or Mirrie. Ar. three lions ramp. gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion gu.
Mirtle. Per fesse wavy gu. and ar. in chief a lion pa.ss.
guard, erminois, in base on a mount vert a fir tree ppr.
Ci-e!<l— An arm erect couped at the elbow ppr. encircled
with a myrtle chaplet vert, in the hand a scymitar ar. hilt
anil pommel or, on tho blade a shackle severed sa.
MissendenMonastery (co Berks). Erm. two bars
wavy sa. over all a crosier in bend or. Another Coat Ar.
a chev. sa. betw. three cocks gu. on a chief az. a greyhound
oouranl or.
Missenden. See Mussenden.
Misserinen. Ar. a tree eradicated vert, on a canton gu.
two battle axes endorsed ppr. Crest— A battle axe in pale

—

—

ppr.

Misset
sa.

(Ireland, 1213; Reg. Ulster's Office).

Ar. on a chief

Mirer lozenges erm.

Missett (Dowdingsiown, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Ar.
Oflicc, 1C19, (iKRALD Missett, I«q., of that place).
three lions ramp, per fess gu. and .sa. a cresient. for dilT.
Misted. Gu. a fosse engr. erm. betw. three mullets or.

A

A

HIS

Ifllisterton. Gu. a unicorn pass. ar. anned or, guttee de
sang, a chief of the second.
Kitchell (Bodmin, co. Cornwall). Sa. a falcon close in
fesse betw. iwo barrulets ar. in chief two falcons close or.
iBKitchell (Truro, co. Cornwall). Sa. an escallop belw. three
Crest
A demi pegasus or, winged
birds' heads erased or.
az. charged on the shoulder with a demi rose gu. divided
fesseways rays issuing from the division pendent ar.
Stitchell (Stapleton Mitchell, co. Dorset, and co. York).

—

Ar. a chev. betw. three
swans ar. Crest A swan ppr. Motto Moriendo modulor.
Uitchell (Enderby Hall, co. Leicester). Or, a chev. engr.
betw. two inascles in chief and a ducal crown in base
A garb or, banded gu. pendent therefrom an
Oi-est
gu.
(Deptford, co. Kent).

—

—

—

ar. charged with three slips of laurel vert.
(Llanfretcha Grange, co. Monmouth). Sa. a chev.

escutcheon

Hitchell

Crest— &. garb of bearded wheat

betw. three escallops or.

Mitchell

(Thainston, co. Aberdeen, 17C6). Sa. a fess wavy
betw. three muscles or. Crest A phoenix in flames ppr.
3/')Mo— Nulla pallesarc culpa.

—

Mitchell

(.A^dmiral William Mitchell, 1814).
Sa. a fess
in chief a naval crown or, betw. three masand in base an anchor in pale of the tliird. Crest
Betw. two ears of wheat or, an arm erect, vested az. cuff or,
the hand ppr. grasping an anchor in bend sinister or. Motto

wavy erminois,

—

cles ar.

—Omnia superat virtus.

(ScoTT-MiTcHELL, Ncw South Walcs, 1860). Sa. on
a bend betw. three mascles or, a dove with an olive branch
in its beak ppr. betw. a mullet and a crescent az.
Crest
dexter hand erect, holding a garland of laurel ppr. Mottoes
Over the crest: Deo favente; below the shield : Eup;j/ca.
Mitchell (Stow, co. Edinburgh, 1866). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, sa. on a fess betw. three mascles or, a star wavy az.,
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. wavy betw. three
for Mitchell
stars of six points wavy az., for Innes.
Crest
A dexter
hand holding a garland of laurel ppr. Motto Deo favente.

Mitchell

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three escallops ar.

nCitchell

HI Z
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—

—

;

—

or.

Ar. a chev. purp. betw. seven heraldic tigers'
or dragons' heads erect and erased vert, each devouring a
Crest
An arm embowed clothed
cross crosslet fitchee gu.
in leaves vert, the hand ppr. holding a sword ar. hilt and
pommel or, the point embrued and dropping with blood.
Another Crest A dexter arm erect holding a sword, rays of
fire issuing from each side thereof all ppr.
Hitchell. Sa. a fesse betw. three mascles or. Crest St.
Michael, the archangel, in armour ppr. face, neck, arms,
and legs bare, wings ar. hair auburn, in the dexter hand a
spear of the first.
Uitchell. Per pale sa. and ar. three cranes' heads erased
counterchanged. Crest
An arm erect couped at the elbow,
vested gu. cuffed ar. grasping a crane's head erased ppr.
Mitchell. Ar. a chev. gu. surmounted by another erm.
betw. two mascles in chief az. and a laurel branch slipped
Crest
A garb vert.
in base vert.
Uitchell (confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1724, to Patrick
Mitchell, Doctor of Physic, descended from the co. Aberdeen, in Scotland). Sa. on a fess wavy betw. three mascles
Crest
An angel
or, a crescent betw. two estoiles gu.
kneeling in a praying posture ppr.
Uitchell (Mount Mitchell, co. Leitrim; allowed by Mac

Uitcliell.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Culloch, Ulster, 1760, to

Patrick Mitchell,

of Bordeaux,

Kingdom of France, merchant, great-grandson of
Lawrence Mitchell, Esq., of Fingal, co. Meath, who was
ninth in descent from Ambrose Mitchell, Esq., of Mount
Mitchell, temp. Edward III.).
Az. a chev. betw. three
leopards" faces or. Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour,
holding in the hand a sword all ppr. pommel and hilt or,
pierced through a leopard's face gold. Motto Sola virtus
in the

—

—

nobilitat.

Uitchell

(granted by Betham, Deputy Ulster, to Pieerepoint Oliver Mitchell, co. Cork, and the descendants of
his grandfather).
Sa. on a fess
betw. three mascles or, as many trefoils vert.
Crest
An
angel in armour, holding in the dexter hand a spear ppr.
Motto Tout jour pret.
SLitchell (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Fannt, only child
of Thomas William O'Brien Mitchell, Esq., of Aghadda,
CO. Cork, and wife of Robert Plampin, Esq.).
Ar. three
trefoils sUpped chevronways vert within two cbevronels
betw. as many mascles az.
mitchell (that Ilk, and Craigend, Scotland). Sa. a fesse
betw. three mascles or, in the middle chief a dagger erect,
point upwards ppr. handle of the second, all within a
bordure ar. charged with eight cinquefoils gu. Crest
hand holding a writing pen ppr.
Motto Favente Deo

HcGH Henry Mitchell,

—

—

—

—

supero.

Hitchell

Aberdeen, 1672).
Sa. a fesse wavy
betw. three mascles or. Motto Secura frugalitas.
Mitchell (Landath, Scotland, 1672). Sa. a fesse engr. betw.
three mascles or. Motto Labor improbus omnia vincit.
Mitchell (Wester New Birny, Scotland, 1672). Sa. a fesse
invecked betw. three mascles or.
Motto Omnia superat
(Tillygreig,

—

—

—

diligentia.

Mitchell

(Thainston, co. Aberdeen; as home by
Forbes Mitchell, Esq., of Thainston, grandson of

Forbes Mitchell,

Duncan
Duncan

second son of Sir Artiicr Foisbes,
fourth bart. of Craigievar). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Forbes,
of Craigievar 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fess.
Mitchell (Berry and Westshorc, Zetland, bart. 1724, extinct
1783).
Sa. a fesse betw. three mascles or, a bordure chequy
of the second and first.
Crest Three ears of barley conjoined in the stalk ppr. Mntto Sapiens qui assiduus.
Mitchell (.\lderston, co. Edinburgh, 1722). Sa. a chev. betw.
three mascles or.
Crest
A stalk of wheat bladed and
erected in pale ppr. Motto
Cresco.
F,sq.,

;

—

—

—

—

691

Mitchell-Innes.

—

See Innes.

Mitchelson

(Middleton, CO. Edinburgh). Ar. a demi lion
ramp, naissant out of the base gu. on a chief indented sa.
a star betw. two crescents of the first. Crest An increscent
ar.
Motto Crescam ut prosim.
Mitchener. Erm. a fesse betw. three hunting-horns sa.
dove ar.
stringed gu. Crest
Mitchenson, or Michenson. Ar. a lion ramp. az.
Mitford (Mitford, CO. Northumberland an old baronial
family, settled at Mitford, temp. William I.). Ar. a fesse
betw. three moles sa. Crest
A dexter and sinister hand
couped ppr. supporting a sword in pale ar. pommelled or,
pierced through a boar's head sa. tusked gold, couped gu.
Mitford (descended from Mitford, of Mitford, co. Northumberland, temp. William I.
The eldest line merged
in an heiress, Margaret Susan, only child of the late
Admiral Robert Mitford, of Mitford and Hunmanby, co.
York, and wife of William Amhdrst Ttssen-Amhurst, Esq.,
of Didlington Hull, co. Norfolk). Ar. a fesse betw. three
moles sa., quartering Wharton, Kirkbt, Ashton, Barton,
Osbaldeston, Moltneux, Ktvkrdale, Darwent, BalderSTON, WeNTWORTH, WoDEHOUSE, POLLINGTON, HOTON, TlNNE8L0W, London, Maroerolles, Whitbt, Dowwes, Maltbt,
Fountains, Walshe, Dounnb, Stocnhocsb, Monckton,
Morton, Bosvile, and Oldfield.
Mitford (Exbury, co. Hants, and Newton Park, co. Northumberland; descended from Mitford, of Mitford: John
Mitford, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at law, grandson
of John Mitford, Esq., of London, third son of Robert
Mitford, Esq., of Mitford Castle, m. in 1749, Philadelphia,
dau. and eventual heiress of Willy Reveley, Esq., of
Newton Underwood, co. Northumberland, and was father of
John, first Baron, Redesdale ; and an elder son, hi^ heir,
William Mitford, Esq., of Exbury, the eminent historian of
Same Arms and Crest as Mitford, of Mitford,
Greece).
quartering Reveley.
Mitford (Freeman-Mitford, Earl of Redesdale). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a fesse betw. three moledewarps sa., for
Mitford 2nd and 3rd, az. three fusils in fesse or, for distinction a canton erm., for Freeman. Crests
1st, Mitford:
Two hands couped at the wrist ppr. grasping a sword
erect ar. the point and hilt or, the blade enfiled with a boar's
head erased sa. 2nd, Freeman: A demi wolf ar. supporting betw. the paws a fusil or, for distinction gorged with a

—

—

—

.A.

;

—

;

—

;

—

dancettee gu.
Supporters Two eagles rising sa.
each gorged with a wreath of shamrock ppr. and each
beaked, membered, and charged on the breast with a fusil
Motto jEquabiliter et diligenter.
or.
Mitford (Mary Russell Mitford, the author of " Our
Village," only surviving child of the Rev. George Mitford,
a descendant of Mitford, of Mitford Castle). Same Arms
as Mitford, of Mitford.
Mitford (Pits Hill, co. Sussex; descended from Mitford, of
Mitford Castle, co. Northumberland), Same Arms and Crest
as Mitford, of Mitford). Motto God cariyeth for us.
Mithorpe. Erm. a lion ramp. az. crowned or.
Mitton, or Mylton (co. Oxford). Ar. an eagle displ.
with two heads gu. Crest A lion's gamb couped and erect
ar. grasping an eagle's head erased gu.
Mitton (co. Salop). Per pale gu. and az. an eagle displ.
with two heads or, a bordure counterchanged.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. with two heads per pale or and az.
collar

—

—

—

—

Mitton

(co. Stafford).

X'er pale az.

and gu. (another, purp.)

—

with two heads ar. Crest A bull's head sa.
charged with three annulets of the last.
Mitton (Milton, co. York). Same Anns and Ciest.
Mixfine (co. Cambridge). Ar. on a chev. sa. a mullet of

an eagle

armed

the

displ.

or,

field.

A

KOB

Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the last a
cross crosslet fltch^e of the field.
(Houghton, CO. Norfolk). Vert a cross patt^e betw.

Uobbs

four doves ar.

Uoberley, or Mobdurley.

Ar. two chevronels gu. on
a canton of the second a cross crosslet fitchee of the first.
Crest
^A demi lady in the character of Justice, holding in
the dexter hand a pair of scales.
Mocket (co. Kent). Or, on a chief az. three cinquefoils of
the first. Crest— A tiger sejant az. collared ar.
Mocklow (Broughton Soulnej, co. Nottingham). Gyronny
of eight or and az. a lion ramp. erm. on a chief ar. an
Crest
escallop betw. two fleurs-de-lis sa. a canton gu.
griffin's head per pale indented ar. and gu. guttle de larmes,
in the beak a buck's foot of the first.

—

—

Kocklow, or Uucklaw

(co. Worcester).
Gyronny of
twelve gu. and az. a lion ramp. erm. tail forked, on a chief
sa.
betw.
two
fleurs-de-lis
Crest
A griffin's
ar. an escallop
head per pale indented gu. and ar. in the beak an eagle's leg
erased or.
odder (co. Stafford). Erm. on a fesse wavy az. three lions
ramp. or. Crest— On a staff couped and raguly lying fesse-

—

H

Moderby

lion sejant or.

Az.

fretty

or

ar. three escallops

gu.

Sa. a

bend

or,

on a chief

—A hand and thunderbolt ppr.

Crest

Koderby.

Sa.

on a chief

ar. three chaplets gu. (another

Uodey.

Out of a ducal coronet

or,

a demi eagle, vdngs

displ.

Crest

—

gu.

Kodlicote

(Whitley Hall, co. Salop). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
(Chiswick and London, bart., extinct 1675
Sir
James Modtfobd, Lieut. -Governor of Jamaica, was created
a bart. in 1661. By Euzabeth, his wife, dau. and heir of the
famed Cavalier commander. Sir Nicholas Slanning, Knt., of
Maristow, co. Devon, he left an only child, Gkace ModtroHD, m. Petee Heywood, Esq.). Erm. on a bend az. a
A garb erect or.
mullet ar. betw. two garbs or. Crest

Modyford

;

—

(Lincoln's Inn, bart., extinct 1703.

Sir

Thomas

MoDYFOKD, a brother of Sir James Modyford, Bart., of
Chiswick and London, Governor of Jamaica, was also
Governor of that island, and was created a hart. 1664).
Same Arms and Crest.
Hoels (Baron Moels, abeyance 1337 John de Moels was
summoned to Parliament 1"299; the fourth baron left two
Ar. two
daus. co-heirs, m. Cocbtenat and BoTSEArx).
Crest A mule pass,
bars gu. in chief three torteaux.
;

—

ppr.

Hoels, or Mules (Emsborough, co. Devon). See Mcles.
Hoffat (that Ilk, Annandale). Sa. a saltire and chief ar.
(sometimes, ar. a saltire az. and chief gu.).
Sloffatt (Goodrich Court, co. Hereford). Ar. a saltire gu.
and a chief az. Crest The sun in splendour ppr.
UofTatt (Lauder, co. Hertford). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. betw.
eight escallops in orle gu.
Hoffett (Chipping Bamet, co. Hertford; granted 10 May,
Same Arms, a rose or, for diff.
1585).
TULoge (Farrington Gurney, co. Somerset; there seated for a
considerable period; John Mogg, Esq., was High Sheriff of
the county in 1703). Ar. a fesse pcan betw. six erm. spots,
five in chief and one in base, surmounted by a crescent gu.
Orut A cock. ppr. pendent from the neck by a chain or,
a shield ar. charged with a crescent as in the arms. Motto

—

—

— Cura

pii Diis sunt.

Mog'g

(Rees-Mogo, Cholwell House, co. Somerset exemplified to Ilev. John Rees, Prebendary of Tytherington, on his
assuming by royal licence, 1»05, the additional surname
and arms of Mogo, in pursuance of the will of the maternal
grandfather of his wife, Sabah Hodges, only child and heir
of Jacob Mooo, Esq., of High Littleton House, co. Somerset,
who was the fourth son of Jacob Mogo, Esq., brother of
John Mogo, Esq., of Cholwell). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a fesse pean betw. six erm. spots, five in chief and one
in base, surmounted by a crescent gu. a cock or, for Mogg;
'iaA and 3r<l, gu. a chev. engr. erminois betw. three swans
ar.

two
ar.

;

wings elevated

—

Rees.
1st, Mocjg
Crests
Betw.
cock ppr. 2nd, Rees
A swan
in
holding
the beak a water lily

or, for

apoarhciiils erect sa. a

win-^s elevated

Rlippi

d ppr.

or,

JWo<(o—Cura

:

:

pii Diis sunt.

DCogTidge.

Per pale or and az. three eagles displ. with
two heads fiouiitcri. hanged.
Mohant. Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Mohant, or Mohan. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three talbots
puss, or.

Mohamud
az.

—

Or, a cross engr. sa.

Mohun

(Boconock Hall, co. Cornwall, and Oakhampton, co.
descended from Reginald db
Mohun, younger son of John, first Lord Mohun, of Dunster
Sir Reginald Mohun, Knt., of Boconock, was created a bart.
Or, a cross engr. sa. Crest— A dexter arm habited
1612).
with a maunch erm. holding in the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis
Devon,

bart., extinct 1712;

ar.

Mohun

(Baron Mohun, of Oakhampton, extinct 1712; Sir
John Mohun, second bart. of Boconock, was so created
1628; the fifth baron fell in a duel with the fourth Duke of
Hamilton, when both combatants were slain). Same Ai-ms.
Crest
A maunch erm. therein a hand ppr. holding a

—

crowned

Supporters

William

^Am-Mohamud,

of
or,

lions

guard, ar. ducally

Devon, Somerset, Warwick, and Wilts, temp.
Gu. a maunch erm. the hand ppr. holding a

(cos.
I.).

Mohun

(Fleet, co. Dorset, and Aldenham, co. Hertford).
Gu. a dexter arm habited with a maunch erm. in the hand
Crest
An arm, as in the arms.
Mohun. Or, a crescent sa.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. issuing from the sinister
side of the shield an arm vested erm. holding in the hand

Bombay, J.P.). Quarterly,
betw. a horse's head erased

—

ppr. a fleur-de-lis or.

Mohun

ppr. a fleur-de-lis in pale or.

Moig'ne

Huntingdon).

(co.

Az. a fesse indented

betw.

or,

six crosses crosslet ar.

Moig'ne
fesse

(co. Leicester).

Az. semee of crosses crosslet ar. a

rompu erm.

Moigne, or Moine

Or, a saltire engr. gn.

(co. Suffolk).

(another, sa.).

Moigrne. Ar. two bars and a chief gu.
Moigrne, or Moygne. Or, three bars

vert.

Moigne

(Thomas Moione, Bishop of Meath, 1612-28 ; Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office). Sa. a fess dancettee betw. three mullets
in chief, two and one, and as many in base also two and one
all ar. a crescent for diff.
Moigne, or Moyne. Ar. two bars and three mullets in
chief sa.

Moigme, or Moin. Ar. a cross flory gu.
Moigne, or Moine. Az. a fesse indented

betw. ten

and two.
and Cheyney Court,

crosses crosslet ar. three, two, three,

Moilliet (Abberley

Hall, co. Worcester,

Gu. a swan ar. swimming in water in base
CO. Hereford).
ppr. in chief three cstoiles or, quartering, ar. on a cross
engr. sa. betw. four roses gu. barbed vert, seeded or, three
lozenges in pale gold. Crest A swan ar. Motto
Gaudet
in luce Veritas.
Moir (Abergeldie and Otterburn, Scotland). Ar. three
Negroes' heads couped ppr. a bordure counter-indented sa.
and or. Crest A Negro's head couped ppr.
Motto
Mediocriter.
Moir (Hilton, CO. Aberdeen). Ar. three Moors' heads couped,
distilling drops of blood ppr. wreathed about with bay leaves
vert.
Crest
A dexter arm from the shoulder issuing out of
a cloud, holding a branch of laurel slipped. Jlfo»o^Virtute

—

—

—

—

—

non aUter.

Moir

Ar. three Negroes' heads
Crest— A morthcad with
Non sibi sed
ppr.
Motto

(Scotstoun, co. Aberdeen).

couped ppr. banded of the
two leg-bones in saltire

first.

—

cunctis.

Moir

(Stoneywood, co. Aberdeen). Ar. three Moors' heads
couped, distilling drops of blood ppr. Crest— A Moor's head
Major opima ferat.
couped, as in the arms. Motto
Moir (Inverncttic, co. Aberdeen, 1792). Ar. three Moors'
heads couped, each wreathed with laurel and distilling drops
of blood, in chief a dexter hand pointing with the forelinger
towards the base all i>pr.
Crest
An eye ppr. Motto

—

—

—

Deus

Moir

dedit.

Gbaiiam, 1796). Quarthree Moors' heads couped and distilling

(Leckic, co. Stirling, paternally

terly, 1st

and

4th, ar.

three drops of blood ppr. banded of the first; 2nd, ar. a
man's heart crowned ppr. on a chief sa. three escallops or,
for Graham; 3rd, quarterly, for Stewart, 1st and 4th, or, a
foss clicquy az.

furled

and gu. on a bend engr.

—Two

or.

fleur-de-lis ar.

adds, a bordure or).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three trefoils or.

Modyford

—

Mohun

(another, ar.).

Moderby.

2nd quarter, and in the 3rd a dexter hand couped and
erect ar. an arrow point upwards sa. on a chief of the third a
ship in full sail on waves of the sea ppr. Crest A demi lion ppr.
charged with two bars or, holding in the dexter paw a sword
also ppr. and resting the sinister paw on an escutcheon az.
charged with the sun in splendour gold. Motto Nil desperandum.
Mobun (Baron Mohun, of Dunster Castle, co. Somerset;
summoned to Parliament 1299, barony passed to Stsanoe).
in the

fleur-de-lis or.

Berks and Gloucester).

(cos.
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Uobberley.

ways vert a

;

and oars

and

ar.,

'2nd

in action sa.

and

3rd, ar.

Crest

—A

a lymphad,

falcon ppr.

and belled or, perched on a heron lying on
beaked and mcmbcrcd gu. il/o»o— Nc oublic.

its

sails

armed

back ppr.

AA

A

tf

Uoises

(Newcastle-on-Tyne).
three bulls' heads couped ar.
Ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass. or.
(co. Stafford).

K oland

—

Kolant.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. tail queued or. Crest
demi mule ramp. gu.
Uoldford. Ar. a fesse enn. betw. three swans ppr. Crest
A buck's head gu.
Ar. on a
(co. Chester).
Holdwortli, or
bend engr. sa. three pheons of the first.
Hole (Tringcg, co. Bedford, andco. Northampton). Ar. two
bars gu. in chief three torteaux. Crest Out of clouds ppr. a
cubit arm erect, vested gu. the hand apaumee also ppr.
Mole (Molton, CO. Devon granted 1592). Barry wavy of four
ar. and az. on a chief sa. a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a snake, the head erect
Crest

—

Mudeworth

—

;

—

and body entwined ppr.

Holeins

two chevronels gu.
Erm. an ink-moline az. (another,

Or, a fesse az. betw.

Dorset).

(co.

(Molenick, St. German's, co. Cornwall). Ar. a
betw. three goldfinches ppr.
Uolenick (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three
falcons close of the second.
Helens. Or, three palets wavy gu.
Holes. Ar. a bend sa. betw. two lions' heads erased of the
sa.

last.

Holeswortll

(Viscount Molesworth). Vair a bordure gu.
charged with eight crosses crosslet or. Crest A dexter arm
embowed in armour ppr. holding a cross crosslet or. SupDexter, a pegasus ar. wings elevated or; sinister,
porters
a pegasus, wings elevated gu. semee of crosses crosslet gold.
Motto Vincit amor patriae.
Holesworth. (Pencarrow, co. Cornwall, bart.). Gu. an
escutcheon vair betw. eight crosses crosslet ar. Crest An
armed arm embowed ppr. holding a cross crosslet or. Motto

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Holingrton.

Sa. a cross moline (another, a cross pattee
throughout) erm.
Holins (Henry BIouns, son of John Mouns, and grandson
of William Molins, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. and coheir of William Mostaccte (the other dau. and co-heir
m. James de Porte, of Shepshed, co. Leicester).
Visit.
Leicester, 1619). Or, a cross moline sa. on a chief of the
last three leopards' faces of

Holins
field.

the first.
(London). Erm. a fer-de-moline az. pierced of the
A water wheel or.

Crest

Holins

—

Michael Moli.ns, knighted by Sir William FitzWilliam, Lord Deputy of Ireland, Feb. 1592).
Az. a cross
moline ar. quarter pierced of the field, on a chief or, three
lions' heads erased sa., quartering 1st, ar. three crescents or,
and 2nd, ar. a bend engr. gu.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1696, Anne Molle, wife of
Thomas Smtth, of Dublin). Az. a cross patonce or, fretty
gu. in the dexter chief a plate, thereon a mole pass. sa.
Holler (d'Osten-Moller exemplified to Chables Chasipion
MOlleb, Esq., son of Andbew MOller, Esq., of Booterstown,
CO. Dublin, and grandson of Rev. Clans V. MOller, of
Dublin, on his assuming by royal Ucence, 1857, the prefix
surname of d'Osten, in addition to and before that of
MOller). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a mill wheel sa., for
MOller; 2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and gu. the dexter half
charged with three ^ends sinister wavy az. and the sinister
half with a key in pde or, for d'Osten. Ci-ests
1st, MOlleb :
On a Danish baron's coronet a fleur-de-lis or 2nd, d'Osten :
In front of three peacock feathers erect ppr. two keys in
saltire or, betw. as many eagles' wings ar.
Motto—T)ie
moller salicb ihm.
(Sir

;

—

;

Holleson

(Lachintilly, co. Aberdeen, 1672).

Or, two crosses
and the attires of a stag affixed to the
chequy of the second and ar. Ci-est
hart's head cabossed ppr. attired with ten tynes or.
Motto
Fax mentis honestae gloria.
Holleson (Aberdeen, 1672). As the last, within a bordure
gu.
Crest
A Saracen's head erased and distilling drops of
crosslet fltchee in chief

Sic fidem teneo.

Holeswortll

(Pencarrow; brass in Minster Church, co.
Cornwall, before 1620). Gu. a cross crosslet within an orle
of crosses crosslet ar. a border vair.

Holesworth

Arms, Crest, and
(Rochdale, co. Lancaster).
Motto, as Viscount Molesworth, from whose family they are
descended.
Holesworth. (Spring Garden, Jamaica). Gu. an inescutcheon vair betw. eight crosses crosslet ar.
Holford (Southmolton, and Cadburie, co. Devon John and
Thosias Molfokd, sons of Roger Molfokd, by Amy, his wife,
dau. and heiress of Cadbcbix, of Cadburie. Visit. Devon,
Out of
Sa. fess enn. betw. three swans ar.
Crest
1620).
a ducal coronet or, a demi swan, wings expanded ar. beaked
;

—

—

scalp gu. a chief

—

—

Same Motto.
Hollingr, or Molyng:.
blood ppr.

rock a martlet

Molling'ton

Sa. three mullets or.

Crest

—On a

sa.

Ar. a fesse betw. two chevronels

(co. Suffolk).

gu. (another, az.).

Hollington. Same Arms.

Crest

—

demi

.\

man

shooting

an arrow from a bow ppr.

Hollingrton.

Sa. a cross sarcelly erm.

Hollins

gu-

Holfyn, or Holfin.
mullets az.
Holin (Bretaign).
annulet ar.

Or, a lion

ramp. gu. an orle of eight

Az. three heads of lances within an

(Ambassador from the Doge of Venice, temp.
Az. the wheel of a watermill or, on a canton of
ar. the royal badge of England and Scotland,
viz.: the rose and thistle conjoined paleways ppr.
Holines {Baron Molines : barony passed to Hpngebfobd,
1423; James DE MouNES was summoned to Parliament, 1347).

James

I.).

augmentation

Paly wavy of six or and gu.
Holines. Sa. on a chief ar. three lozenges of the

field

(another, gu.).

Erm. a fer-de-moline az.
Holineuz (Cranboume, co. Dorset). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, az. a cross or, pierced sa.
2nd and 3rd, ar. three wolves"
;

heads erased az.

Holinetix

Erm. a
(co. Dorset, and Yalcus, co. Lancaster).
fcr-de-moline az.
Az. a cross moline or,
(Crosby, co. Lancaster).

Holineuz

in the chief point a ducal coronet of the last.
Crest

(Hawkley, co. Lancaster).

— A beaver

Az. a cross moline

of the last.
(St. Mary-le-bone, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a lion ramp,
betw. three trefoils slipped gu.
Crest
A greyhound
courant ar. in front of a tree vert.

—

sa.

Moloney.

Molony

(Knerdale, co. Lancaster). Az. a cross moline
quarter pierced or, in the dexter canton a fleur-de-lis ar.
Holinexix (Woodhouse, co. Lancaster). Az. a cross moline

descended from the ancient
see).
Az. on the dexter
a quiver erect with three arrows, on the sinister a bow
erect all or, quartering, gu. two griffins segreant respecting
each other and grasping a staff erect all ar.
Crest
dexter arm embowed in armour, the hand in a gauntlet
holding a dagger all ppr. Motto— la Domino et non in arcu
(Kiltanon, co. Clare

Holineux

fN'ew Hall, co. Lancaster, 1664).
Az. a cross
a canton ar.
Holineux (co. Lancaster, temp. Richard II.). Az. a cross
moline pierced lozengeways or. Crest Out of a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a peacock's tail ppr.
Holineux (to. Nottingham). Az. a cross moline or, a
bordure ar.
or,

—

descended from Sir Thomas MoliKECx, of Haughton, co. Notts, Knight Banneret, second son
of Sir Richard Moltnsdz, of Sefton, brother of Richard,
Stafford
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;

;

Irish Sept of ©'Mullown^ey, which

—

sperabo.

(Granahan, and Six Mile Bridge House, co. Clare
descended from Cboasdaile Molony, second son of James
Molony, Esq., of Kiltanon).
Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto.

Molsford

ar.

Holineux (co.

See O'Mdllowney.

Molony

pass. ppr.

Holineux

moline

(quartered by Ratnesford, of Great Tewe, and by
AsHFiELD, of Ewelme, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Sa.
on a chief ar. three lozenges gu.
MoUoy. See O'Mullot.
Holloy (Drynaunly, King's co.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1639, Rev. Neale Mollot, Rector of Lynally, in same co.,
second son of Cosny Molloy, of Drynaunly). .\r. a lion
ramp. sa. armed and langued gu. betw. three trefoils slipped

Molloy

Holines.

Holineux

(Watterton, co. Hants). Or, a cross moline sa. in
chief three goats' heads erased of the last.

Hollins

Holiue De

or.

ancestor of the Earl of S^tmi). Az. a cross moline quarter
pierced or.
Crest
A hand issuing from flames grasping
an eagle's leg all ppr.. Motto En droyt devant.

HoUe

sa.).

Holenick
chev.

noL
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Gu. a fesse enninois betw.

Hole, De.

;

(co.

Devon).

Sa. a fesse erm. betw. three

swans

ar.

Molson. Per pale az. and gu. three crescents ar. Crest—
A crescent ar. betw. two wings expanded ppr.
Molston. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three plates.
Molte (CO. Stafford). Or, fretty gu.

Molton

Gu. three bars

(Francton).
crescents or.

Molton
Molton
sa>.

(co. Kent).

ar.

in chief as

many

Or, three bars vert.

(co. Lincoln).

Chequy or and gu.

(.nnother, or

and

A
;;

;;
;

UOL

Monahan, or Monagrhan.

Monamy

;

(Gamston, co. Nottingham; Sir George Monbocher, temp. Henry V., son of Bertram Monbocher, and
grandson of Bertram Monbocher, by Margarkt, his wife,
dau. and heir of Sir Richard Sctton, Knt., of Sutton-uponTrent; Joane, dau. of said Sir George Monbocher, m.
Edmond Pierpotnt. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar. three covered
cups gu. a border sa. bezantee.
Monbocher. Ar. three fusils in fesse gu. a border sa.

vert.

Ar. three bars gu. in chief as many
shark's head reguard. issuing,
swallowing a blackamoor.
Molton (Pinho, CO. Devon; the heiress m. Streeche).
(co. Norfolk).

Crest

az.

Chequy or and

—A

bezamee.

Mouburnay.

Lozcngy gu. and erm. on a canton

Per chev. or and sa. (another, or and gu.) another,
Az. a cross bottonee or another, Az. a cross or, f retty gu.
another, Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets ar. ; another, Ar.
another. Or, a chief gu.
three bars gu. a canton erm.
another, Ar. two bars gu. a bend sa. another, Sa. semee
another,
Gu. three bars ar.
of annulets a lion ramp. ar.
another, Ar. a cross formde elongated at the foot and
another, Sa. a lion ramp, and an orle of eight
pierced gu

Moncaster, or Molcaster

annulets ar.

temp. Richard 11.).
dexter chief an escallop or.
Monceup. Sa. a bend ar.

;

;

;

;

;

;

armed

(tJwch-Alid,

(co. Leicester).

Wales).

a stag statant

Or, a cross moline sa.

of the last three leopards' faces of the
Molyne. Sa. three mullets ar.

ar.

on a chief

—

expanded ppr.
Sa.

.^r/jw.

on a chief

Ci-est—

A savage's head couped ppr.

or, three

Mclynes, Molins, or Molense.
and gu.

Paly wavy of six or

—

(Sarf o/ Se/ton). Az. a cross moline or. Crest
A chapeau gu. turned up erm. adorned with a plume of
peacock's feathers ppr. Supporters Two lions az. Motto

—

—

Vivere sat vincere.

Molyneux

(Teversal, co. Nottingham, bart., extinct 1812;
descended from Sir Thomas Moltneux, of Haughton, made a
Knight Banneret by Richard, Balce of Gloucester, at
Berwick, in 1482, second son of Richard Moltnecx, one of
the heroes of Azincourt, and brother of Richard Moltneux,
Visit. Notts, 1614.
Sir
ancestor of the Earl of S'fton.
Francis Moltnecx, seventh bart., d. s. p. in 1812, when the
baronetcy expired, the estates passing to his nephew, the
late Lord Henry Thomas Moltnecx Howard, second son of

Esq., of Glossop, by Jcuana, his wife,
dau. of Sir William Moltnecx, Bart.). Az. a cross moline
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up
quarter pierced or.
erm. a plume of peacock's feathers ppr.
(Loselcy, co. Surrey; Sir Thomas Moltnecx,
Knt., m. Margaret, dau. of Rev. Nicholas More, and
niece and heir of Sir Petnings More, Bart., of Loseley).
Same Anns, quartering More, of Loseley.
Moljmeuz. Az. a chev. betw. three crosses moline ar.
Crest— A. cock's head betw. two wings ppr.
(Daniel Moltnecx, Ulster King of Arms, 1597
from his Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce; d. 13 June, 1632). Az. a
cross moline or, quarter pierced of the field, in dexter chief a
An heraldic tiger pass. ar.
Crest
fleur-de-lis of the second.
holding in the dexter paw a cross moline or.

Henrt Howard,

—

Molyneux

Molyneux

;

—

Molyneux

Armagh, bart.; descended
from Daniel Moltnecx, Ulster King of Arms). Same Arms
and Crest. Motto— St&t fortuna domus virtute.
Molyneux (quartered by Mitford, through Osealdeston.
Same Arms.
Visit. York, 1666).
Molyns (.Sandell, co. Hants, and co. Somerset). Erm. a
cross moUne sa. in chief three leopards' beads erased of the
(Castle Dillon, co.

la.st.

Molyns. Sa. on a chief ar. (another, or) three lozenges gu.
Molyns, or Molyner. Az. six bezants, three, two, and
dcmi lion ramp. gu.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on the
(co. Norfolk).
shoulder a dolphin or. Crest A plume of ostrich feathers
M'lttn
Ma foi en Dieu seulcmcnt.
ar.
(Bathampton, co. Wilts). Ar. a lion ramp,
sa. charged on the shoulder with a martlet of the rtcld.
with a string az. tasscllftd of the flr.st.
or,
Crest— A Jug
AnoDif.r Creit
A plume of ostrich feathers ar. the centre
one sa. all turned up or. Same Motto as the last.
(Durnford). Same Arms.
Same At-m^.
(Eutcning, co. Nottingham).
Mompesson. Az. twelve pigcono ar. (another, the tincone, on a chief or, a

Mompesson

—

—

Mompesson

—

Mompesson
Mompesson

tures reversed).
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Barry of six ar.

— An old man's head
sa.

three

first.

Or, a chev. az. betw. three pairs of annulets

conjoined gu.

Monceaux

(Hammond Monceacx,

Monceux.

Sheriff of co.

Gu. a cross

Cumberand in

recercell6,

Or (another,

ar.) a bend sa.
another, Gu. a
another. Or, a saltire gu. on a chief of the
another, Gu. a fesse betw. three
;

or;

;

trefoils ar.

Monchensey.
Ar. on a chev.

sa.

Ar. a chev. betw. three billets sa.; another,
three boars' heads or, in the dexter chief a

gu.

Monchensy.

Or, three escutcheons harry of six vairand

gu.

lozenges gu.

Molyneux

Crest

or.

Barry of ten or and gu. on a bend

escallops of the

Moncaster.

trefoil slipped

Molynes. Same

a

second three escallops ar.

(Chapcot and Wallingford, co. Berks, and co. Leia cross moline sa. in chief three leopards'
heads erased of the last. Crest A falcon's head with wings
Or,

Moljnies.

Moncaster.

crowned

York).

(co.

sa. (another, az.).

affrontee ppr. ducally

maunch

first.

Molsmes
cester).

and gu. a bend

land,

Sa.

or.

Molyne

ax.

cross moline or.

sa.

Molton.

Molwynog-

Per bend or and go, a

crescent counterchanged.

—

martlets

See O'Monaghan.

(extinct in Guernsey).

Monbocher

holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet of roses also gu. leaved

SEolton

UON
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Uolton, or Moulton (Plympton and Collumpton, co.
William Molton, of the former place, and his
Devon
nephew, John Moltos, of the latter, Visit. Devon, 1620;
descended from Edward Moulton, of Plympton, and his
Per pale ar. and erm. three
wife, the heiress of Qcick).
bars gu. quartering Qcick, viz., Az. a bend wavy betw. two
moles ar. Crest A cubit arm erect vested ru. cuffed erm.

Monchensy. Barruly ar. and az.
Monches. Or, on a fesse per fesse gu.

and

az. three buckles

ar.

Monck, Monk, or Le Moyne

(Potheridge, co. Devon
traced in Visit. Devon, 1620, seven generations before the
reign of Edward I., and assigned a coat of eighty-eight
quarterings; William Le Motne, Esq., of Potheridge,
living 3 Henry VI., 1424, had two sons, I. John Le Motne,
his successor, and II. Robert Le Motne, from whom
Viscount Monck-, &c., in Ireland. The representation of this
distinguished family, into which had married heiresses of

TiLLET, EstCOTT, RlSUFORD, TRENCUARD, CrCKERNE, GRANT,
Champernowne, Wood, and Plantagenet, devolved, at the
decease of Sir Thomas Monk, of Potheridge, upon his
brother, George Moi k, the celebrated Dalce of Albtraarle).
Gu. a chev. betw. th.ee lions' heads erased ar.
Crest—
cockatrice ar.
{Duke of Albemarle, extinct 1C37; George Monck,
or Monk, second son of Sir Thomas Monk, Knt., of Potheridge, was, for his exertions in bringing about the Restoration of Charles II., raised to the Peerage 1670).
Same
Anns. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a cat-amountain statant guard, per pale sa. and ar. betw. two
branches of olive vert.
Supporters Dexter, a lion ar.
sinister, a dragon ar. each supporting in the exterior paw a

Monck

—

—

—

Motto Fortiter, fideliter, foellciter.
Monck (Charleville, co. Wicklow; Charles Monck, Esq., of
Grange Gorman, co. Dublin, descended from Robert Lb
Motne, second son of William Le Motne, Esq., of Potheridge, 1424, m. 1705, Aoneta, sister and heir of John
Stephens, alias Hitchcock, Esq., of Charleville, and grandbranch of olive

vert.

John Stephens, Knt., of Finglas, co. Dublin, and
and was father of a son and a dau., viz. Henxt
Monck, Esq., of Charleville, whose only dau. and heir,
Elizabeth, m. George, first Marquess of Waterford; and
Anne, m. Henrt Qcin, Esq., M.D., and had a dau., Ann
QniN, m. her cousin, Charles Stanley Monck, afterwards
Same Arms. Crest A dragon,
first
Viscount Monck).
wings elevated sa. Motto, same as last.
Monck { Viscount Monck; Charles Stanlet Monck, Esq.
cousin and heir male of Henry Monck, Esq., of Charleville,
was creatcil, 1797, Baron Monck, and was raised to a
Supporters—
Same Arms and Crest.
Viscounty 1800.
Dexter, a dragon; sinister, a lion, both ar. gorged with an
dau. of Sir

Charleville,

:

—

—

Motto Forlitcr, fideliter, feliciter.
(Hnrl of Ra'kdown, extinct 1848; Henry St anist,
second Viscount Monck, was created an earl 1822, d. s. p. m.).
Same Arms, Ci-est, Supporters, and Motto.
(Colcy Park, co. Berks; descended from Williah
Monck, brother of Charles Monck, Esq., of Charleville,
.Same Anns, Cre-^t, and Motto.
1705).

oak branch ppr.

Monck

Monck
Monck

(Mclsay

Castle,

WiLUAM Middleton,

fifth

co.

Northumberland, bart.; Sir
m. Jane, dau. and

bart. of Belsay,

:;

HON

—

Upon a mount

demi

vert a

couchant couped ar.
ramp. erm.
Louth; Fun. Ent.

griffin

Monck (Newcastle-on Tyne). Az. a lion
Uoncke (Newton, near Drogheda, co.
Ulster's

Edwabd Moncke,

1620,

Office,

Gu. a chev. betw. three

lions'

Esq., of that place).

heads erased ar. a martlet for

Eghara, co.
represented by Viscount
Surrey, and Cavill, co. York
GalvKiy). Sa. on a chev. betw. three martlets or, as many
mullets of the field. Crest A martlet or.
Monckton-Arundel ( Viscount Galway). See Ardndel.
KEouckton (quartered by Mitford, through Osbaldestow
and Fountaine). Same A-n^is.
Uouckton, or Mong'toii (co. York). Az. a fesse
dancettee or.
Uonckton, Houston, or Mongtlene (co. York).
Per fesse indented gu. and ar. three annulets counterchanged.
(co.

Lincoln,

;

—

Uonckton, Mongton, Monkton, or Mong-dene.
Same Arms.

—Two arms in armour

Crest

embowed

a Saracen's head affrontee on the point of a pheon

all

placing
ppr.

Gu. on a chev.

Hall, co. Stafford).

betw. three martlets or, as many mullets of the field. Crest
A martlet or. Motto— Va.Taajn extendere factis.
Uoncktou (Fineshade Abbey, co. Northampton). Same
Anns, Ciest, and Motto.
HoncktoiL. Az. a griffin segreant or.
IKongrles. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three martlets of the
second.

—

Moncreiff-Wellwood
MoNCREiFF, of
4th, ar. a lion
an oak issuing
lion ramp, as

(Tullibole, co. Kinross,

originally

that Ilk, bart., 1626). Quarterly, 1st and
ramp. gu. a chief erm.; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
out of a well in base ppr. Crest
A demi

—

—

Supporters Two men armed
cap-&-pie bearing picks upon their shoulders ppr.
Motto
Sur esperance.

HoncreifT

In the arms.

—

Same Arms,

(Baron Moncreiff).

—

Crest,

and

Motto. Supporters On either side a man in armour holding in the exterior hand a spear resting on the shoulder
all ppr. the breast-plate charged with a crescent gu.
Moncreiff (Boghall, Scotland). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a chief
erm. a bordure invecked of the second charged with six
crescents of the field. Motto Firma spes.
Moncreiff (France, 1672). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief
erm. a martlet of the second. Crest ^A demi lion ramp. gu.

—

—

Motto—SuT

esperance.
Moncreiff (Beadie, co. Fife). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a
chief erm. a rose of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp,
gu. Motto
Sur esperance.

—

—

Moncreiff (Mumipay,
crescent for
the last.

Crest

diff.

co.

Fife).

— A demi

lion

Same Arms, with
ramp. gu.

a

Motto, as

Warwick). Az. fretty ar. (another, or).
Monderell. Gu. a fleur-de-lis ar.
(co. Cornwall).
Or, a cross engr. sa. a label of three
points gu. each charged with as many bezants.
(.Mone Hall, Sheffield, and Burgtliorpe, co. Hereford;

(Sauchope, co. Fife).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. a
chief erm. and a bordure indented of the second, charged
with eight bezants. Crest Three ears of rye banded together ppr.
Moncrieff (Culfargie, co. Perth ; now represented by Major
AixxANDEE MoNCBELFF, the inventor of the Moncrieff gun).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a chief erm. all within a bordure engr.
az. charged with six stars or. Crest
A lion's head erased gu.
Moncrieff (Scott-Monceieff, of Coats and Eynd, 1771).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a pheon az. betw. three lions'
heads erased gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. a chief
enn. all within a bordure engr. az. Crest Three stalks of
wheat growing out of the ground ppr. Motto Inde spes.
Moncreiffe (that Ilk, co. Perth, bart., 1685). Ar. a Uon
ramp. belw. two mullets gu. a chief erm. Ci-est ^A demi
Uon ramp. gu. Motto Sur esperance.
Moncreiffe (David Stewart Moncreiffe, 1768), Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters counterquartered, 1st and
4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar., 2nd and 3rd, ar. a galley,
sails furled and oars in action sa. ; 2nd and 3rd grand
quarters, ar. a lion ramp. gu. a chief erm. and crescent az.

—

—

—

Moncur

or,

will zie

(that

—

Crest
A unicorn's head and neck
and homed gu. Mottoes Over the crest
below the arms Sur esperance.
Ilk, co. Kincardine).
Or, a fess betw. three

in fess. for Moncreiffe.

maned

—

—

—

Quidder

—

:

;

Mone
Mone

George Mone, Esq. Visit. Hereford, 1634). Paly of six sa.
and ar. a bend gu., quartering Bbigutomley, az. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Money, Moneye, and Momey.

(Scotland).

Gu. on a chief ar. three hearts of the

first.

Moncur

(.Slains, co.

and armed

(co.
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Gu. a chevalier mounted
sword erect ar.

Aberdeen).

at all points, with

Kondeford

27

— An

stalked

eagle's

Money-Kyrle
Wilts,

Chequy ar. and gu.
head erased, in the beak three roses

ppr.

all

and

(Much Marcle,

Norfolk).

Or, three fleurs-de-lis gu.

co. Hereford,

Whetham,

co.

Northampton,

Pitsford, co.

bart., representative
the Ersles, of Ernie,
the Stougutons, of Stoughton, and the Kyrles, of Walford).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, chequy ar. and gu. on a chief sa.
three eagles displ. or, for Monei 2nd and 3rd, vert a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, for Ktble; quurtering in addition the names of thirty-one ancient families, among which
are Washbocbne, Dabitot, Ernle, Malwyn, Finamobe,

of the Washboitrnes, of

Washboume,

;

KVBLE, SCUDAMOBE, GiFFORD, TreGOZ, EwYAS, WlNDSOB,
Stodghton, Tuobold, Richmond, &c. Crests 1st, Monbt:
An eagle's head sa. erased ar, collared gemelle, and holding
in the beak a fleur-de-lis or; 2nd, K¥ri.e: On a mount vert
a hedgehog or. Motto Nil moror ictus.
Money (Walthamstow, co. Essex; conlirmcd to Rev. William Money, and the other descendants of the late Williax
Taylor Money, Esq., of Walthamstow, K.H., ConsulGeneral at Venice and Milan). Or, on a pile az. ten bezants,
four, three, two, and one, on a chief erm. a lion pass,
of the second, langucd gu.
Crest
A bezant betw. two
wings az. each wing a sem^e-de-lis or. Motto Factis non

—

—

—

—

verbis.

Monfichett (co. Essex). Gu. three chevronels or.
Mongrredien (Liverpool). Or, on a pale az. a dexter hand
couped at the wrist erect ar. in chief tliree ostoiles of the
first.
Crest On a mount vert an eagle's head erased or,
betw. two palm branches ppr. Motto—Sursum.
Monhalt. Az. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A lion's gamb
erased ar. holding a branch of oak fructed or, leavtd vert.
Monliault (co. Lancaster). Az. a lion ramp. ar. tail double

—

—

queued.

Monliault

(co. Lancaster).
Ar. three bars gemel az.
(West Riddlesden, co. York.
Glover's Visit.
See Maude, co. York).
Ar. three bars gemel sa. over all
a lion ramp. gu. Crest A lion's head gu. charged with a

Monhault

—

cross crosslet fitch^e or.

Monhault.

Monie

(Sir

Az. a lion ramp, ar. a border

Edwabd Monfe, knighted by Sir

Lord Deputy of Ireland, 20 April,

1595).

or.

William Russell,

Gu. three crescents

or.

Monings.

Or, three crescents gu.

Moningrs.

Gu. a cross humettee

ar. betw. four birds of the

last.

Monington

(co.

Cornwall).
first.

Ar. on
Crest

a bend

sa.

three

—A savage's

head in

Hereford;

Thomas

profile ppr.

Moning-tOU

(Samesfield

Monington, Esq., of that

Court,
place,

co.

was High Sheriff

co.

Here-

Ar. a chev. betw. three unicorns suliant sa.
(Waldershare and Dover, co. Kent, bart., extinct
1678; descended, according to a pedigree among Hasted's
MSS. British Museum, from Sir Simon de JIonins, Knt., who
came to England with William L). Gu. three crescents or.
Crest An increscent or.
(Waldershare, co. Kent; Wilha.m Monins, Esq.,
Lieut.-Col. East Kent Militia, and a Deputy Lieutenant of
the CO. of Kent, was son of John Monins, Esq., of the Palace,
Canterbury, and grandson of Rev. Richabd Monins, M.A.,
Prebendary of Bristol, representative of Dover and Canterbury, representing the ancient family of Monyn, of co. Kent,
the senior line of which were the extinct baits, of WalMotto
dershare).
Same Anns and CV«t.
Mediocria
ford, 1837).

Monins

—

Monins

—

maxima.

Monj oye

(Yeldersley, co.

Derby; the heiress

vi.

Ireland,

Edward III.). Az. three escutcheons ar.
Monk. See Monck.
Monk (Lingard-Monk, Broome House, co. Lancaster;
exemplified to Richard BoucirEY Monk Lingard, Est., of
Heaton Norris, co. Lancaster, eldest son of Rogek
temp.

RowsoN Lingabd,

of the latter place,

and of Milgate,

co.

Maby Monk, his second wife, dau. of Rev.
George Monk, of St. Paul's, Liverpool, and sister and heir
of Rev. John Booghey Monk, Fellow of Trin. Coll., Cam.,
upon his a<isuiiiiiig, by royal licence, 1875, the additional
Quarterly, 1st and 6tli, Monk and
surname of Monk).
Lingard, quarterly, 1st and 4th, Monk, gu. a chev. dove-

Chester, by

inescutcbeons gu.

Monctir

(co.

mullets of six points of the

Moncreiff

ar.

Monderell

Crest

diff.

Honckton, or Monketon

Honckton (Somerford

HON
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heir of La whence Monck, Esq., of Caenby, co. Lincoln
their son, the sixth bart., assumed the name and aims of
MoNCK, 1799). Ar. a chev. chequy or and sa. betw. three
Qi-est
leopards' heads erased az. collared and lined gold.

A

HON
in base ar.,

HON
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heads erased, three in chief and one
2nJ and 3rd, Linoard, harry of six or and

tailed betw. four lions'

on a bend engr. sa. four escallops ar. 2nd, Rowson,
quarterly, az. and sa. a quadrangular castle with four
towers ppr. betw. two flaunches ar. each charged with an
annulet gu. 3rd, jIonk, gu. a chev. dovetailed betw. four
4lh,
lions' heads erased, three in chief and one in base ar.
BouGHET, erm. three crosses pattee chevronwise gu. betw.
as many stags' heads erased and affrontee sa. 5th, Jennings,
or, a chev. az. betw. in chief two plummets of the last
and in base a saltire gu. Crests 1st, Monk: A dragon sa.
charged on the wing with a cross pattee or, resting the
dexter claw on an escocheon gu. thereon a lion's head erased
gold; 2nd, Lingakd: A wolfs head erased sa. charged with
an escallop or, holding in the mouth three cinquefoils
slipped vert. Motto Tout d'en haut.
Monk-Breton Priory (co. York). Sa. in chief two
covered cups ar. in base a cross pattee of the last.
Honkliouse (Newcastle-on-Tyne). Per fesse purp. and vert,
on a fesse ar. a monastery with two wings, in base three
monks, the centre one affrontee, the other two confronting
him, habited all ppr. Crest Out of a tower ppr. masoned
Ba. an arm in armour embowed wielding a sword also ppr.
Motto Monachus salvabor.
Uonkliouse. Vair in point gu. and ar. Crest— A church
vair,

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Honleret.

Monro

(Coull, co. Ross, 1680).

Or,

gu. within a bordure of the last.
ppr.
Motto Time Deum.

—

Monro. See Munro.
Monsder, or Monster

(co.

an eayle's head erased
An eagle perching

Crest

—

Derby).

Gu. a chev. betw.

three leopards' faces or.

Monsell

(Baron Emly). Ar. on a chev. betw. three mullets
sa. a trefoil slipped or.
Crest
A lion ramp. ppr. holding
betw. the paws a mullet sa. Supporters
On either side a
lion ppr. gorged with a collar vair, therefrom pendent ar
escutcheon of the arms. Motto Mone sale.
{Baron Monson). Or, two chevronels gu. Crest
A lion ramp. ppr. supporting a column or. Supporters
Dexter, a lion or, gorged with a collar and having a line
reflexed over the back az. the collar charged with three
crescents of the first
sinister, a griflBn, wings elevated ar.
beaked and membered az. collared and lined as the dexter.
Motto Prest pour mon pais.
(Viscount Castlemp.ine ; Sir William Monson,
second son of Sir Thomas Monson, Bart., of Carleton, co
Lincoln, ancestor of Baron Monson, was so created 1C28,
and degraded from his honours 12 July, 1661, having beeE
a regicide). Same Arms and Crest.
Monsterberge. Per pale or and ar. an eagle displ. with
two necUs gu. armed az. (another, sa.).
Monstrell. Az. a chief ar. (another, the tinctures re-

—

—

—

Monson

—
—

;

—

Monson

Ar. a lion ramp, double queued sa.
temp. Henry III.). Ar. two
bars gemel sa. over all a lion saliant gu. armed and langued

Montabien. Gu. six mascles or, three,
Montaby. Az. a cross or, fretty gu.

az.

Montacute

Monmouth (Monmouth Castle,
Monmouth.

Az. a cinquefoil betw. two demi lions pass.
guard, in pale or, betw. as many flaunches ar. each charged
A hawk's head
with a griffin segreant of the first. Crest
erased vert, charged on the neck with a chev. or, in the
mouth a trefoil of the first.
(London). Same Anns.

—

Monmouth

Monmouth,
An

eagle's

mouth a

or

Mounmouth.

head erased

Same Arms.

C>-est—

on the neck a chev. and in the

or,

trefoil or.

Monmouth, Town of (co. Monmouth).

Az. three cheva fesse gu.
(Wotton, co. Bedford, bart., extinct 1814). Ar.
on a chev. sa.. betw. three oak leaves vert as many bezants.
ronels or, over

all

Monnouz

—

Crest
A turtle-dove az. winged or, raembered and beaked
purp. holding in the beak an oak branch vert acorned gold.
or
Ar.
(co. Bedford, and London).
on a chev. sa. betw. three oak leaves vert as many bezants
(another, annulets or), on a chief gu. a martlet betw. two

Monnoux

Monnox,

anchors of the

Monnox.

first.

Ar. a cross sarcelly gu. a bend az.

Monnter. Sa. four martlets ar.
Monnyngrs (co. Suffolk). Or, on

a pile az. betw. an increscent in dexter and decrescent in sinister base gu. a
crescent or. Crest Three crescents interwoven or.
(co. Nottingham; List of Knts. co. Notts, temp.
Edward I. and 11. Visit. Notts, 1614). Az. on a chev. embattled counter-embattled or, betw. three herons ar. a
leopard's face betw. two fleurs-de-lis gu.
Crest
A demi
heron ar. wings gu. in the mouth a flower or, slipped and
leaved vert.

—

Monox

—

Monox (co. Huntingdon).
Monox (Walthamstow, co.

Monnox

Anus.
(France).

Or, three bends gu.

on a chief

az.

as many mullets of the field.
Monrfi, De La, or Monrey.

Monro (liearcrofts, Scotland).

Ar. six martlets in orle sa.
Or, an eagle's head erased gu.

—

holding in the beak a laurel branch vert.
Crest
An eagle
perching or. Motto —Son inferiora.
co. Edinburgh).
Or, an eagle's head
erased gu. holding in beak a laurel branch vert, in dexter
chief a sinister hand erect and couped of the second, a bordurc engr. az. Crest— An eaglo rising ppr. Motto Non

Monro (Craiglockhart,

—

inferiora.

Monro (I'itlundie,

Scotland).

Or, an eagle's

head erased gu.

holding In its beak an olive branch vert. Crest
looking up to the sun in his glory ppr. Motlo

— An eagle

— Non

infe-

riora.

Monro

(Dr.

Aleiandeb Monro,

Principal of Edinburgh
College, 1687). Or, an eagle's head erased within a bordure
wavygu. Crest An eagle rising with a sword ppr. Motto
Alia et animo.

—
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two, and one.

(founded in England by Drogo de Monte
AcuTo, who came to England with WiUiam I. in the train
Earl of Morelon : he appears by Domesday
Book to have held under the Earl the manors of Sliipton
Montacute and Sutton Montacute; from him descend all the
noble families of Montacute and Montagu his greatgrandson, temp. Henry III., Dbu de Montacute, had
two sons I. Dru de Montacute, whose son, William de
Montacute, left two daus. co-heirs, Margaret, wife of
William de Echingham, and Isabel, wife of Thomas de
Addham II. William de Montacute, who continued the
male line). Ar. three lozenges in fess gu.
Montacute (Earl of Salisbury and Baron Montacute ;
passed to the Nevills, and through them to Plantagenet.
Margaret Plantagenet, Countess of Salisbury, last of the
Plantagenets, was beheaded and attainted, 1541
Simon
DE Montacute descended from William de Montacute,
of Robert,

;

:

;

;

Dru de Montacute,

temp. Henry III., was
summoned to Parliament 1300; AVilliam, third Baroi^
Montacute, was created Earl of Salisbury by charter, 1337).
Same Arms. Crest, from the Garter plate of William,
second Earl of Salisbury, K.G., one of the Founder Knights
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a griffin's head betw. two wings

second son of

—

ar.

Montacute

(Baron Montacute;

Sir

Edward de Monta-

cute, youngest brother of William, first Earl of Salisbury, was summoned to rarliament 1342, d. 13G1, when the
barony devolved on his only dau. and heir, Joane de
Montacute, wife of William de Ufford, second Earl of
Same Arms, each lozenge charged
Suffolk; who d. s. jj.).
with an eagle displ. a label of three points.
(Duke and Earl of Montagu, extinct 1749; descended from Sir Edward JIontagu, Knt., of Houghton
Castle, CO. Northampton, son of Sir Edward Montagu, Lord
Chief Justice of England, 30 Henry VIII., 1538). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. three lozenges conjoined in fes3 gu. a border
2nd and 3rd, or, an eagle displ. vert,
sa., for Montagu

Montagu

Same Anns.

Essex; granted 10 June, 15C1).
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three oak leaves vert as many
bezants, on a chief gu. a dove betw. two anchors of the first.
Cre.1t— A dove ar. holding in the beak three acorns vert
fructcd or.
Monox, or
(Chorlcy Woods, co. Herts). Same

Monpesare

versed).

—

;

—

beaked and membered gu., for Monthermer. Crest
griffin's head couped or, wings endorsed and beaked sa.
Supporters Two griffins or, winged, beaked, and membered
sa.
Motto iEquitas actionum regula.
Montagu (Dakc and Earl of Manchester ; descended from
Sir Henry Montagu, Lord Chief Justice of England, 1616,
fourth son of Sir Edward Montagu, Knt., of Boughton,
ancestor of the Dukes of Montagu). Quarterly, 1st and

—
—

4tli,

ar.

three lozenges conjoined

in fesse gu.

a

border

Montagu; 2iid and 3rd, or, an eagle displ. vert,
beaked and membered gu., for Monthermer. Crest
griffin's head couped, wings elevated or, gorged with a
for

sa.,

—
—

Supjmrters
collar ar. charged with three lozenges gu.
Dexter, an heraldic antelope or, armed, tufted, and hoofed
sinister, a griffin or, gorged with a collar as in the
ar.
Motto Disponendo me, non mutando me.
crest.
Montag'U (Earl of Halifax, extinct 1772; descended from
Hon. Georoe Montagu, son of Henrt, first Earl of MarlAr. thre«
Chester, by his second wife, Margaret Crouch).
lozenges in fess gu. a border sa. a mullet for dlff.,
Crest— A griffin's head couped
quartering MoNTUEBMfR.
;

—

A

UON
or,

Sxipporters

portcullis sa.

—Two

on the

neck with a

Montague

(co. Dorset).

de sang,

Montag-ue

(James Montague, Bishop of Bath and Wells,

grifiBns ar. guttee

beaked, membered, and wings expanded gu. each charged
Motto—Otium cum
on the breast with a portcullis sa.

Uontag'U

(Earl of Sandwich; descended from Sir Sidney
of the Court of Bequests to Charles I.,
seventh son of Sir Edward Montagc, Knt., of Boughton,
ancestor of the Duhes of Manchester). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. three lozenges conjoined in fesse gu. within a border sa., for MoNTAon; 2nd and 3rd, or, an eagle displ.

Montagu, Master

and

beaked

—A

membered

gu.,

head couped or, beaked sa. wings
endorsed of the last. Supporters— Dexter, a triton holding
over the right shoulder a trident all ppr. crowned with an
sinister, an eagle, wings endorsed vert.
eastern crown or
Motto Post tot naufragia portus.
Uontag'U (Brcdenell-Montagc, Duke of Montagu, extinct
1790; George, fourth Earl of Cardigan, m. Lady Mart
Montagu, dau. and co-heir of John, second Duke of Montagu,
of the Montagu family, who d. 1749; assumed the name of
Montagu, and was created, 1766, Duke of Montagu, and
further created, 1781, Baron Montagu, of Boughton, with
special remainder to his grandson, Lord Henbt James Scott,
second son of his dau.. Lady Elizabeth Montagu, wife of
Henry, third Duke of Buccleugh and Qutensherry, d. s. p. to.
surviving, 1790). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same as Montagu,
Duke of Montagu ; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a lion ramp. ar. on a
canton of the last a cross gu., for Churchill. Crest
griflfin's head couped or, wings endorsed and beaked sa.
Supporters
Dexter, a griffin or, beaked, winged, and forelegged sa. sinister, a wyvern, wings expanded gu. collared
or, pendent therefrom an oval shield az. thereon the cross
of St. Andrew ar. Motto Spectemur agendo.
Montagru (Brudenell - Montagu, Baron Montagu, of
Boughton, extinct 1770
John, Lord Brudenell, eldest
son and heir-apparent of George, fourth Earl of Cardigan,
was so created 1762, before his father's elevation to the
Dukedom of Montagu, d. umn. vita patris). Same Arms,
Crest, Supporters and Motto as his father bore as Duke
of Montagu.
Montagu-Scott (Saraii Montagu, of Boughton, extinct
1845; Lord Henry Scott, second son of Henry, third
Duke of Buccleugh and Queensberry, by Lady Elizabeth
Brudenell Montagu, dau. and co-heir of George, Duke of
Montagu under the creation of 1766, s. his maternal grandfather as Baron Montagu under a special remainder in the
patent of 1781, and assumed the name of Montagu, d. s. p.
TO.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters, quarterly, 1st
and 4tli, France and England quarterly, 2nd, Scotland, 3rd,
Ireland, over all a sinister baton ar., for Fitzboy
2nd
grand quarter, or, a bend az. charged with a star of six
points betw. two crescents of the field, for Scott 3rd grand
quarter, quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three lozenges conjoined
in fesse gu. within a border sa., for Montagu 2nd and 3rd,
or, an eagle displ. vert, beaked and membered gu., for
MoNTHEBMER.
C^est—A griffiu's head or.
Supporters
Dexter, a unicorn ar. armed, maned, and unguled or;
sinister, a griffin or, beaked and winged sa.
Motto
Spectemur agendo.
lIontagTX (Lackham, co. Wilts descended from Hon. James
Montagu, third son of Henry, first Earl of Manchester, m.
Mary, dau. and heiress of Sir Robert Baynabd, of Lackham). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto as the Duke of ManCrest

—

;

—
;

;

;

;

—
—

;

chester.

MontagTl

{Baron Rokeby; Matthew Eobinson, brother of
Morris, third Lord Rokeby, assumed the name and arms of
1776, and 5. his brother as fourth iordiJo/ie6y, 1829).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three lozenges conjoined in fesse
gu. within a border sa. a mullet on a mullet for diff.,
for Montagu
2nd and 3rd, or, an eagle displ. vert, for Monthermeb. Crest A griffin's head couped or, beaked and
wings elevated sa. a mullet for diff. Supporters On either
side a roebuck ppr. ducally gorged and chained or, the
dexter charged on the shoulder with a mullet ar. the sinister
charged on the shoulder with a quatrefoil gu. Motto Solo

Montagu,

;

—

—

—

Deo

salus.

Montagru-Doug-las-Scott
Queensberry).

Montagru
Uoutagru

(Duke of

Buccleugh

ayid

See Scott.

(Pollock-Montagu,

Bart.).

or.

(granted to Rev. Horatio Montague).
Per
pale ar. and gu. four lozenges conjoined in fesse and counter-

changed. Crest— A griffin's head couped erminois, wing*
endorsed and elevated pean, collared of the last. Motto—
Spectemur agendo.
MontagTie. Az. a chev. or, betw. three mullets ar. on a
chief gu. a lion pass, guard, of the third (another, the Uou

(Montreal, Canada).
Ar. three lozenges conjoined in fesse gu. on a border az. four fleurs-de-lis or, and
as many roses alternately of the first, barbed and seeded ppr.
Crest
A griffin's head couped at the neck or, elevated sa.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis also sa.

—

Uontag-ue

(Hovcncy and Dorney,

tliree fusils in fcrsc gu.

6y7

betw. as

co.

many

Buckingham).

pellets.

pass, or);

another, Ar. three torteaux in fesse; another, Ar.
(another, erm.) three fusils in fesse gu.

Montalt (Damn
V

Ar.

Montalt,

extinct

summoned

1329;

to

Parliament 1295; descended from Robert de Montalt,
a baron to the Earl of Chester, temp. Henry II., who
assumed his name from Montalt Castle, co. Flint). Az. a
lion ramp. ar.
Crat A dexter arm embowed issuing from
the wreath and throwing a dart ppr.
Montbernay. Lozengy gu. and erm. on a canton az. a

—

cross sarcelly or.

Montberney.

Ar. a fosse lozengy gu. on a canton az. a

cross sarceily or.

Montb^ry

(quartered by Pole, of Colcombe, co. Devon.

Devon,

1620).

Montbliard

Az.

Visit.

Sa. a

maunch

billettee

or.

and a

ramp, crowned

lion

or.

Montbocber.
border

sa.

.\r.

three flcshpots

gu.

(another,

has a

bezantcc).

Montchansey.

Or,

an inescutchcon gu. charged with

three bars vair.

Montchansey, or Montchancy.
cheons barry of six vair and gu.
the sea

all

Ciest

three escutship sailing in

Or,

—A

ppr.

Montchansey, or Mountchansey (co. Suffolk).
Barry of twelve ar. and az. Crest — A hand holding a
scymitar in pale ppr.

Monteaders
Monteag°h.

(co. Suffolk).

Or,

Sa. fretty or.

two bars gu. a chief indented

of

tha

last.

Monteagle, Baron.

See Eice.

Monteath

(granted to Lieut. -Colonel Thomas Monteath).
az. and ar. a bordure gu. a chief eman Eastern crown of the third,
the rim inscribed "Ghuznee" in letters sa. betw. on tho
dexter, pendent by a riband per pale vert and of the fourth
a representation of the badge of the third class of the Order
of the Dooranee empire, and on the sinister, pendent from
the like riband, a representation of the gold medal presented
to Col. Monteath by the King of Affghanistan for his
services at the siege and capture of the fort of Ghuznee, on
Out of an Eastern crown or, the rim
23 July, 1839. Crest
charged with three bombs fired, an oak tree, the stem transfixed by a sword in fesse, the pommel and hilt to the dexter,
Or, a

bend chequy

battled of the last, thereon

—

all

ppr.

Montefelant.

Gu. six

fleurs-de-lis or,

three,

two,

and

one.

Montefiore

(granted to Rev. Thomas Law Montefiore,
M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, Rector of Catherston
Leweston, co. Dorset, second surviving son of the late John
MoNTEnoRE, Esq., West India merchant, of London, and of
"Neil's Estate," in the Island of Barbadoes, m. Katherine,
only surviving child of Rev. Edward Cowell Brice, Incumbent of Newnham, co. Gloucester, descended from John
Brice, Esq., Bluemantle, temp. Richard III. and Henry 'VII.).
Per pale gu. and az. on a chev. betw. three dcmi lions or, as
many crosses moUne of the first. Crest On a mount vert
three fleurs-de-lis az. in front of a demi lion or, holding
betw. the paws a cross moline, as in the arms. Motto

—

—

Video meliora.

Montefiore

(East Cliffe Lodge, Isle of Thanet, co. Kent,
Ar. a cedar tree betw. two mounts of flowers ppr.
bart.).
on a chief az. a dagger erect ppr. pommel and hilt or, betw.
Crests
1st: An Eastern
two mullets of six points gold.

—

the rim charged with two roses gu; 2nd: Two
mounts, as in the arms, therefrom issuant a demi lion or,
supporting a flag-staff ppr. thereon hoisted a forked pendant
flying towards the sinister az. inscribed "Jerusalem" in
Hebrew characters gold. Supporters— Dexter, a lion guard.
or sinister, a stag ppr. each supporting a flag-staff, therefrom
flowing a banner to the dexter az inscribed "Jerusalem" l.n

crown

See Pollock.

Ar. three fusils in

—

sa.

Montag-ue

;

—

segreant or.

a border sa. Crest A griffin's head or, wing»
beaked of the last.
Montagne. Sa. two talbots pass, in pale ar. (another, az.
a griffin pass. or;.
MontagTie (temp. Richard II.). Az. a griffin segreant

griffin's

—

griffin

1616-18).

fesse gu.

Monthermeb.

for

Az. a

and of Winchester,

1608-16,

endorsed

dignitate.

vert,

HON

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

beaked, winged, aud charged

or,

;

Hebrew

ch:iraclers gold.

Motto

— Think and thank.

A

HON

HON

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

(George Montbique, Bishop of Lincoln 1617,
Durham 1628, and Archbishop of York 1628;
Barry lozengy or and az. on a chief gu.

Montgom.ery (Graham-Montgomert, Stanhope, co. Peebles,

Crest
Issuing out of
three crosses crosslet of the first.
flames ppr. a crane's head or.
See Menteath.
Hontenake. Vert a lion ramp. or.
Honteney. Paly of six or and gu. on a chief ar. a mullet
sa. in the dexter chief.
Honteuey. Gu. a bend cotised betvr. six mullets or.
lUionter. Sa. four martlets ar. two and two.
Honteriuer. Az. on an escutcheon betw. eight lions pass.
guard, or, an eagle displ. vert.
Hontesey, or Montisey. Gu. a chev. betw. three
Crest
A sea lion holding in the paws an anchor
billets or.

betw. three delves of the

with a star betw. four crescents az.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
man's heart crowned ppr. on a chief sa. three escallops or, a
bordure erm., for Graham. Crest and Motto, for MontGOMEBT, as E'trl of Eglinton. Crest, for Graham An escallop
or.
Motto Spero meliora.
Montgomery (Newton, co. Ayr, 1774). As Giffen, the
cross charged with three cinquefoils in fess erm. for diff.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a sword indented on the back
like a saw ppr.
Motto Fideliter.
Montgomery (Lanishaw, co. Ayr). Quarterly, 1st and 4th
grand quarters, 1st and 4th, az. a bend betw. six cross crosslets fitchee or, for Mar, 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fret or, for
Lyle; 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, ar. on a fess az. three
stars of the first, for More, of Skeldon; en surtout, quar-

with two heads sa.
Hontfichett (Stansted-Montfichett, co. Essex, tetnp. Henry
II.).
Gu. three chevronels or.
SContforant. Paly of six sa. and or, on a chief of the fii'st
three bezants.
Montford. See MotJUTFOBT.
Montford (granted 1342). Erm.
Houtford (co. Leicester). Gu. a lion ramp, double queued

terly, 1st and 4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or, for Montgomeby;
2nd and 3rd, gu. three rings or, gemmed az., for Eglinton.
Cr st
A cock rising ppr. Motto-—\n I may.
Montgomery (Paris; descended from Lanishaw, 1860).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, counter-quartered, Montgomery and
Eglinton, with a mullet or, in the centre and a bordure
engr. or; 2nd and 3rd, counter-quartered, 1st and 4th, gu. a
fret or, for Lyle, 2nd and 3rd, az. a bend betw. six cross
crosslets fitchee or, for Mab.
Crest and Motto, as Earl of

KonteiQue
London

1621,

granted 1613).

bart.,

—

SEonteith.

or,

.second.

I^ontferant.

Or,

an eagle

displ.

counter-qu;irtered,
cross wavy or, charged

—

Eglinton.

(London).
ramp. az.

Uontford

MontgomeiTT'

Ar. semcc of crosses crosslet gu. a

(Braidstane, co. Ayr; descended from a
second brother of the third Lord Montgomerie). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, Montgomeby; 2ndaad3rd, Eglinton; en surtout,
ar. a boar's head couped gu.
Montgomery,
of. On the Corporation seal are
two keys in saltire and endorsed; by some the Arms of the
town are presumed to be, az. a lion ramp, or, within a border

Ar. sem^e of crosses
crosslet fltchee gu. a lion ramp. az. a bordure ermines. Crest
A talbot's head sa. eared or, gorged with a ducal coronet
(Kylnhurst, co. York).

—

Town

gold.

Montford. Az. four bendlets
Houtfort, or De DreilX

or.

(Duke of Brittany, Sari of
Montfort, and Earl of Richmond : the heiress m. Louis XIL
of France). Chequy or and az. a bordure gu. semee of lions
of England, a canton erm.
Montfort, Lord. See Bromley.
Hontfort (Earl of Leicester, extinct 1264; Simon db MontFoET was so created by King John, 1206). Gu. a lion ramp.
queue fourchee ar.
Montfort (Baron Montfort, abeyance 1367, summoned to
Parliament 1295; descended from Tuorstan de Montfobt,
of Beldesert Castle, co. Warwick, temp. Henry II.). Bendy
of ten or and az.
Montfort (Tamworth, co. Warwick). Same Arms, a border
of the first.
Montfort. Per pale indented ar. and gu.
JB.oii.tgOTD.erie (Earl of Eglinlon ajxi Winton). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or, for Montgo.mebie
2nd and 3rd, gu. three annulets or, stoned az., for Eglinton;
all within a bordure or, charged with a double tressure flory
counterflory gu., for Seton. Great
A female figure ppr.
anciently attired az. holding in the dexter hanl an anchor
or, and in the sinister the head of a savage couped of the
first.
Supporter.i
^Two wivema vert vomiting fire ppr.

of the last.

Montgom.ery
knts.
1614).

— Oardez

or.

(Hanby, co. Butland; quartered by Overton, of Morecote, in same co.
Jane, dau. and co-heir
of John Montgomeby, temp. Henry VIII., m. Bartholomew
Ovebton. Visit. Rutland, 1618). Or, an eagle displ. az.
;

armed and beaked

Montgromery

Gu. a lion ramp, or, a border of the last.
the late Rev. G. AnocsTcs Montgo.mery. Rector of Bishopstone, .Salisbury). Az. in chief two
Crest
fleurs-de-lis and in base a mullet, a bordure engr. or.

Montgomery (borne by

— A lion

;

;

—

—

Montgomery

—

ProcedamuH

in pace.

Montgom.ery
eoMERT

;

(.Scotston).

2nd and

3rd,

Quarterly,

Ist

and

4th,

Mont-

Eglinton, en surtout, a hart's bead

cabossed gu.

Montgomery

(GifTcn, co. Ayr).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
all, dividing the

MoNTuoMERT; 2nd and 3rd, Eglinton, over
quartern, a cross wavy or.

Montgomery (Magl)ic

Peebles, hart., extinct 1831).
the Uut, with a rose gu. in the centre for di0.

G98

Hill, co.

four mullets gu.

Montgomery.

ar. semee-de-Iis az. gorged with a collar
second.
(Earl of Mount Alexander, extinct 1757).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or, for Montgomery; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three annulets or, gemmed az.,
for Eglinoton, all within a bordure gold, charged with a
douMe tressure flory counterflory gu. on a surcoat of the
Crest
On a cap
last a sword and sceptre saltireways ppr.
of maintenance a dexter gauntlet erect holding a dagger all
ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a wivern vert, gorged with a
viscount's coronet or: sinister, an angel vested az. girded or,
crined and winged of the last, over the shoulder a belt gu. a

couchant

or, fimbriated of the

Montgomery

last,

;

Erm. on a border gu. eight

horseshoes or.

Earl of Eglinton, whose grandson

;

gu.

(co. Stafford).

Montg'Omery. Ar. a cross engr. betw.
Crest — A mermaid ppr. holding a target or.

bien.

(Coylsfield, co. Ayr
younger son of sixth
As the
s. as twelfth earl).
with a crescent in the centre of the quartcrings for di£f.
Montg'Omery (Hessilhcad, co. Ayr). Gu. two spears
crossing each other saltireways betw. three fleurs-de-lis in
chief and fess, and as many annulets in base stoned az.
Montg'Omery (Skelniorlie, co. Ayr., bart. from whom the
Earl of Eglinton descends through an heiress). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or, for Montgomert
2nd
and 3rd, gu. three rings or, gemmed az., for Eglinton over
all in the centre a two-handed sword in pale ppr.
Crest
man's heart surmounted of an eye ppr. Supporters Two
unicorns ar. armed, maned, and unguled or. .Afoao— Tout
bicn ou rien.
Montg'Omery (Kirktonholme, cadet of Skelmorlie, 1732).
As the last, with a bordure ar. charged with mullets and
ravens alternately sa. Same Crest and Motto.
(Broomlands, co. Ayr). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, az. a branch of palm betw. three fleurs-de-lis or; 2nd
and 3rd, Eglinton. Crest— A palm branch ppr. Motto

of the
Notts.

Montgom.ery

—

Motto

William de Montgomeby, one
temp. Edward I.
Visit.

Derby,

Or, an eagle displ. az.

Montgomery

—

Montg'omerie

(Sir

of the co.

"SBLon.tsOTO.eTY (Baron Montgomery; John de Montgomery
was summoned to Parliament 1342, but never afterwards;
he was appointed Captain of Calais and Admiral of the King's
whole Fleet, 21 Edward 111., a.d. 1237). Same Arms.
(Sir Thomas Montgomeby, K.G., 4 Nov. 1476,
d. 11 Jan. 1495).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

;

Ai

4th,

—

ar.

Hontford
lion

and

—

—

—

Gu. a chev.

1st

—

ppr.

all

Kontessey.

Quarterly,

1801).

Montgomerie and Eglinton, over all a

j
'

—

—

sword pendent

ar.

pommel and

hilt gold.

Motto

— Honncur

sans repos.

Montgomery

(George Montgomery, Bishop of Meath,
1611-21, lirother of Sir Hugh Montgomeby, first Viscount
Montgomery, grandfather of Hugh, first Earl of Mount
Alexander. Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Per pale gu. and az.
a tilting spear or, and a sword point upwards ar. pommel
and hilt gold in .saltire betw. a fleur-de-lis in chief, two
others in fess all of the third, and three gem rings in base,
one and two of the last, gemmed of the fourth.
Montgomery (Reg. Ulster's Office). Erm. a border gu.
charged with six horseshoes and as many mullets alternately
or.

Montgomery (Reg. Ulster's Office).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

erm. on a border gu. eight horseshoes
az.

an eagle

ar.

;

2nd and

8rd,

displ. or.

Montgomery

(The Hall,

co.

Donegal, bart.; confirmed by

;

MON

charged with shamrocks vert, on an escutcheon ar. a
spear and sword in saltire ppr. Crest— On a chapeau
gn. turned up erm. a cubit arm armed, grasping a broken
Motto Gardez bien.
tilting spear ppr.

ar.

tiltini;

—

llontg'omery

Quarterly, 1st and
4th grand quarters, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three fleursde-lis or, 2nd and 3rd, gu. three gemmed rings or, gemmed
az., overall an escutcheon ar. charged with a trefoil slipped
vert, for Montgomery 2nd, az. three battle axes erect ar.,
3rd, per fesse or and az. three lions ramp, all
for Batten
(Belhavel, co. Leitrim;.

;

;

witliin

A

cubit

Crest
a tressure flory counterchanged, for Lyons.
arm erect vested gu. cuffed ar. grasping a broken

tilting spear, the

downwards

point falling

Motto—

ppr.

Patriae infelici fidelis.

JSIontg'omery (Convoy House,
and

1st

and
Crcsl

co. Donegal).

4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or, for

3rd, gu. three annulets or,

— An arm

embowed

ppr.

all

Quarterly,

of Imperial Standards.

Supporters

hand grasping a

—

Patriae infelici

of the capture of that

—A

dog courant ppr.

—Dieu ayde au premier

—Two angels ppr.

Montmorency (Ireland

Motto

by royal licence, dated 17 June,
Morres, of co. Tipperary, was allowed to
take the surname and arms of De Montmobekcy). Or, a
cross gu. betw. four e.igles displ. az. Crest On a ducal
coronet or, a peacock in its pride ppr.
Motto— Dien
;

1816, the family of

—

ayde.

Montmorency
Morres).

(

Viscount Franlfort and Viscount

Mount

De Montmorency.

See

Montolieu

Languedoc, France: borne in virtue
of a diploma granted by the Emperor Joseph, in 1706, to
David de Montolieu, and his heirs for ever. Baron de Saint
HippolUe, of the Holy Koman Empire, a general in the
British army, who d. in 1761, whose great-granddaughter,
representative and eldest co-heir, Maria Geobgiana, m.
Hugh Hammebsley, Esq.). Az. a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three
(.Marseilles,

A

Motto

Crest

Baron Chrestien.

crescents in chief and as

(Grey

Abbey,

Down).

co.

Quarterly,

1st and 4th, az. three flenrs-de-lis or, for Montgomery
2nd
and 3rd, gu. three annulets r, gemmed az., for Egunton;
within a bordure or, charged with a double tressure flory
counterflory gu. on an escutcheon ar. a sword and sceptre
Crest
Out of a cap of maintenance an arm
saltirewise ppr.
in armour erect, grasping a sword.
;

all

;

Montgroinery
Montgomery,

—

(confirmed

Maj.-Gen.

to

George Samuel

Gu. two spears in saltire betw. three
and as many annulets in base or, stoned
quartering Cole, Montgomery, of Mount Alexander,
C.S.I.).

fleurs-de-lis in chief

—

Tipping, Ticbborne, Bysse, &c. Cre^t
A dexter arm in
armour embowed, the hand grasping a broken spear all ppr.

— Patriae infelice

Montg'Olliery

fidelis.

Louth). Quarterly, 1st and

(Beaulieu, co.

preceding, for Montgomery
2nd and 3rd, gu.
three annulets or, stoned az., for Eglinton; all within a
border of the second, charged with a double tressure of the
4th, as

third.

commemoration

in

many

mullets in base ar.

Crest

—
—

two wings erect sa. Supporteri
Two eagles reguard. wings expanded and invected ppr.
Motto Deo et Principi.
fleur-de-lis or, betw.

—

Montpinson, or Mountpinzo

JUontgomery

Motto

number

arms

az., for F.gliston.

fideli.s.

az.,

eagles to his

Montgomery; 2nd

gemmed

in armour, the

broken spear head drooping

uoo
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Fortescue, Ulster, to IIe.vby Contnoham Montgomery, Esq.,
son of Alkxandeb Montgomery, and their defscendants).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or; 2nd and
8rd, gu. three annulets or, gf mmed az. all within a bordure

;

Crest

— Montgomery:

An arm embowed

in armour,

the hand grasping a broken spear, head drooping, all ppr.
The quarterings of Tichbobne, of Beaulieu, are ten in
number, in addition to Tichbobne. Motto Patiiae infelici

—

III.).

—A

Montrollier.

Or, fretty az. on

an inescutcheon gu. a demi

lion erased ar.

Montrose, Duke of. .See G&abam.
Montveron. Az. three dolphins naiant ar.
Montwellet. Or, a fret gu. a canton az.

Monypenny

Quarterly, Island 4th,
2nd and 3rd, az.
three crosses crosslet fitchge issuing out of as many crescents
Crest Neptune bestiiding a dolphin
ar., for Cathcabt.
naiant in waves of the sea, holding with his dexter hand the
reins, and in his sinister the trident all ppr.
Motto—Imperat aequor.
(Melsetter, in the Orkney Isles, now
Moodie, or
of the Cape of Good Hope). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
three ships in full sail ar. on a chief wavy gu. a beacon or
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. erm. betw. three pheons ar. in
ar.

(Pitmilly, co. Fife).

a dolphin naiant

Monypenny

az., for

;

—

Mudie

Crest—On a naval coronet a lion
scroll above the same, " The
reward of valour." The ancient motto of the family was,
" God with us." The 2nd and 3rd quarters are the ancient
coat of MooDiE, or Mudie, of Melsetter; the 1st and 4th
quarters being an augmentation granted by Queen
Anne.
Moodie (England). Ar. a chev. betw, three trefoils sa. a
Crest
chief of the last.
A demi pegasus, wings endorsed,
body enfllcd with a ducal coronet.
Moodie. Az. a chev. erm. betw. three pheons ar.
Moody (Aspley, co. Bedford; Edmund Moody, Esq., of
Southampton, m. Ursula, sister and co-heir of Riciiabd
Vebnon Sadleib, Esq., of Aspley Guise, a descendant of
chief a hunting-horn or.

fideUs.

]ffontg;oxnery (exemplified to Conway Heatley, Esq., eldest
son of William Heatley, Esq., by his wife, Anna Helena,
dau. of William Montgomery, of Roscmount, co. Down, descended from a younger branch of Montgomery, extinct
Earl of Mount Alexander, on his assuming, by royal licence,
1820, the surname of Montgomery only).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three gem rings
or, stoned az. on an inescutcheon gu. a sword and sceptre in
saltire ppr. the whole within a border of the second, a double
tressure flory counterflory gu.
Crest
On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a dexter gauntlet erect holding a dagger ppr.
3/c/«o— Honneur sans repos.
llontg'omery. See Montgomerie.
jjd.ontgom Tn er e (co. Derby). Ar. an eagle di.spl. az. armed

—

gu.

Klonthalt

(co. Norfolk, temp.
Ar. a lion rump. sa. on the shoulder a
a dolphin embowed naiant or.
Montresor (Denne Hill, co. Kent). Az. two arms mailed
ppr. holding each a sword erect, on a plate in chief a cross
couped gu.
Crest
royal helmet or.
JUotto— Mon
Tresor.

Edward

pass, holding a flag,

on a

—

Ralph Sadleir, temp. Henry VIII., Edward VI.,
Mary I., and Queen Elizabeth). Per pale az and ar. a chev.

Sir

.

(co. Lincoln).

Ar. three bars gcmcUcs

sa.

over

a lion ramp. gu.
Montheriner {Earl
all

of Gloucester and Hereford, Baron.
Monfhermer, earldom extinct 1340, barony passed to MontaCCTE, Earl of Salisbmy, through Margaret, only dau. and
heiress of Thomas, second Lord Monthn-mer and Earl of
Gloucester and Hereford, who to. Sir John de Montacute,
second son of William, first Earl of Salisbuiy, whose son
John de Montacute, Lord Monfhermer, jure matris,
succeeded as third Earl of Salisbury). Or, an eajle displ.
vert, menibered and beaked gu.
Montheriner. Or, an eagle displ. vert. Crest A griffin's
head betw. two wings ppr.

—

Honthermer

(Stockenham).

Or,

an eagle

displ.

vert,

beaked and membered gu.
Uonthermer. Same Arms, a bordure gu. charge<i with
eight lions pass, guard, of the

first.

Montjoy.

Vaire ar. and sa. a bend gu.
IKIontlaby. Az. a cross ar. fretty gu.

Crest

—A

demi

(France: "le premier Baron Chrestien").
Or, a cross gu. betw. four eagles displ. sa. This was the
original coat but Mathieu de Montmorency, Constable of
France under Philip Augustus, having gallantly distin^shed himself at the battle of Bovines, added twelve
;
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—

per pale ar. and az.
Moody. Ar. on a fesse sa. betw. three trefoils slipped az.
as many mascles or, on a chief of the third two hand.< in fesse
issuant from clouds on the dexter and sinister sides ppr.
holding a rose gu. Crext Two arms embowed and crossed
in saltire near the wrist, the dexter vested gu. surmounted
of the sinister vested vert, cuffs ar. each holding in the hand
a falchion ppr. pommels and hilts or, the blades saltire-

—

ways.

Moody,

Moodye

(Garesdon, co. Wilts, bart., unor
claimed since 1662). Vert a ftsse engr. ar. surmounted of
harpies
of the second crined or.
betw.
three
another gu.
A wolfs head erased ppr.
Crest
Ar. on a chev. engr. sa.
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk).
betw. three trefoils slipped vert as many lo^enKes or, on a
clouds
ppr. vested bendy or
arms
issuing
from
two
chief az.

—

Moodye

fleur-de-lis issuing.

Montmorency

engr. betw. three trefoils slipped, a chief per pale thereon
three fusils all counterchanged, quartering Sadleir, Cuutb,
Tbott, and A'Leigh. Crest Two falchions in saltire ppr.
pommels and hilts or, surmounted by a wolfs head erased

and gu. holding in the hands a rose of the

arms embowed
vert,

each holding a
Devon).

Mooke (CO.
sa.).

last.

Orest

—

^Tw

•

in saltire, the dexter vested gu. the sinister

cutlass ar. hilted or

Ar. three leopards' faces gu. (another,

A
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Iff

Uoole

Or, fretty pu. an annulet ar.
(CO. Staffonl).
London, bart.). Ar. an eagle displ.
gu. charged on the breast with two swords in sallire ppr.
on a chief nebuly az. a fasces erector, betw. two crescents
A ?rescent ar. in front of a fasces in bend or,
C>-est
ar.
Bunnounting a sword in bend sinister ppr. Motto .Slquam

Koon (Portman Square,

—

—

Bervare mentem.

Koone

(Ash,

and legged

Devon).
Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked
on a chief of the second three crescents

co.

or,

erm.

Uoone

Per

(co Devon).

and

fesse gu.

az. three crescents

ar.

Koone, Moun, or Moyne.
Crest

— A bear ramp,

supporting a

Ar. a cross engr. sa.
staff in pale ppr.

Ifoone. Or, a cross engr. sa. a label or, sem^e of hurts.
Crest — An arm erm. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Mooue. Gu. a maunch erm. charged with a cinque-

SCO o

Meredith, second son of John Moobe, Esq., of UppenvylJ,
Visit. Oxon, 1.^^66).
eo. Bucks, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Per
pale or and ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Crest
A demi lion ramp,
couped per pale or and ar. collared and lined sa.
Moore, alias Meredith (co. Bedford). Same Arms.

—

Moore

(Looseley
Sheriff of Surrey, temp. Henry VIII.).
Az. on across ar. five martlets sa.
Moore (co. Somerset sometime lords of the manor of Greinton and Mere). Ar. two bars engr. vert betw. nine martlets
gu. each bar charged with a spear head erect ar.
Moore (Langley Lodge, Gerard's Cross, co. Bucks, and
Liverpool). Ar. on a cross sa. betw. in the 1st and 4tli
quarters a negro's head in profile ppr. and in the 2nd and
3rd a mullet gu. a bee volant or. Crest On a mount vert a
moorcock sa. in the beak a sprig of bramble slipped ppr.
;

;

—

Motto

— jEquabiliter et diligenter.

Moore

Fun. Ent.
and Ringelstown, co. Meath
Thomas Mooney, Esq., of Garris, descended from MooNET, of Ballagh Mooney, in the King's co.,
who were a branch of the Sept of O'Conok Failt). Ar. a

(Thelwall, CO. Chester, 1636). Sa. a cross ar. CreH—
Moor's head couped ppr. with a cap gu. turned up erm.
Moore (Stockwell, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. engr. betw.
three moorcocks sa. combs, wattles, and legs gu.
Crest
Moor's head affrontee ppr. wreathed round the temples az.
and or, a jewel pendent in the ears ar. Motto Resolve

holly tree eradicated vert, thereon a lizard pass, or, a border
compony counter-compony of the first and second.

Moore

A

foil or.

Mooney

(Garris

Ulster's OfiBce,

;

1638,.

Moonson (co. Lincoln).
Uoor (East Grinstead,

Az. out of a crescent ar. a sun or.
Sussex; granted to Henry
Isaac Moob, Esq., of Greenwich, Lord of the Manor of
Otterham, co. Kent, Lieutenant R.N. and Captain E.LC.'s
Naval Service). Az. two greyhounds courant in pale ar. on
co.

surmounted by a sword in saltire
the third betw. two Moors' heads
coupcd also ppr. wreathed about the temples of the second
and vert. Crest ^The bust of a Moorish king ppr. vested gn.
wreathed about the temples ar. and vert, on the head an
Eastern crown or, surmounting an anchor in bend sinister
Motto In Deo confido.
llSoor (Bank Ilall, in Kirkdale, co. Lancaster, 1567). Ar.
three greyhounds courant sa. collared or. Crest A moorcock ar. guttle de poix, membered and wattled gu. holding
in the beak a branch of carnation ppr.
Moorcroft. Sa. an ass. ar. saddled, bridled, and caparia chief
ppr.

an anchor

or,

pommel and

sa.

hilt of

—

—

—

soned gu. betw. three marigolds

Moore (Fawley,

or.

Sir Francis
Berks, bart., extinct 1S07
Moore, an eminent person temp. Queen Elizabeth, M.P. for
Oxford, fifth in descent from Roger Moore, tevip. Henry VI.,
d. 1621, leaving a son and heir, Henry Moore, Esq., of
co.

;

Ar. a moorcock sa. combed
Fawley, created a bart. 1627).
and wattled gu. Crest On a tuft of grass vert a moorcock

—

sa.

combed and wattled gu.

Motto

— Nihil

utile

quod non

honestum.

Moore

(Appleby-Parva, cos. Leicester and Derby, a manor
purchased temp. Elizabeth, by Charles Moore, of Stretton,
from Sir Edward Griffin, Knt.). Erm. three greyhounds
courant sa. collared gu. on a canton of the last a lion pass.
or.
Crest
A moorcock sa. guttee d'or, the beak, comb,
wattles, and legs gu. holding in the beak a branch of heath
ppr. Motto
Non civium ardor.

—

—

Moore
Esq.,

(Grimeshill,

co.

was the only son

William Moobe,
John Moore, by Eliza,

Westmoreland

of Lieut. -Col.

;

his wife, second dau. and co-heir of Richard Gathorne,
Esq., of Kirkby Lonsdale, and fourth in descent from Giles

Moore, Esq., of Grimeshill, a Deputy Lieutenant for co.
Westmoreland, who m. Mary, second dau. and co-heir of
James Cbagg, Esq., of Dent, by Mart, his wife, second dau.
and co-heir of John Middleton, Esq., the last male descendant of the very ancient family of Middleton, of Middleton).
Or, on a chcv. pean betw. three Moors' heads in profile
couped at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and
sa. a pheon of the field, quartering Crago, Middleton,
Bindlosse, and Gathorne. Crest A swan, wings elevated
ar. charged on the breast with a pheon sa. in front of bullrushes ppr. Motto
Animum rege.
Moore (Apsley Guise, co. Bedford). Sa. a swan, wings
expanded ar. membered or, within a bordure engr. of the
third.
Crest
An eagle ar. preying on a hare sa.
Moore (Cookham, co. Berks, and Corbet, co. Salop). Sa.
n Bwan, wings expanded ar. membered or, a bordure engr.

—

—

—

—

—

—

well, persevere.

(Frampton Hall, co. Lincoln). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a
chev. engr. sa. betw. three moorcocks ppr.
2nd, ar. on
a chev. betw. three unicorns' heads erased sa. as many
bezants; 3rd, or, three lions ramp, gu., for Cresacre;
4th, per chev. sa. and or, three elephants' heads erased
counterchanged, for Sacnders; 5th, erm. on a chev. sa.
betw. two dragons' heads erased ppr. in chief and a buglehorn of the second stringed gu. in base a griffin's head
couped betw. two buglehorns stringed or, for Tunnard
(modern) 6th, az. a chev. betw. three demi griffins or, for
TcNNARD (ancient) 7th, sa. on a fesse cotised or, betw. three
;

;

;

coneys courant ar. as many escallops of the field, for Coney
8th, vert three escutcheons ar. each charged with a border
engr. or, for Burrell. Crest
A Moor's head affrontee ppr.
wreathed round the temples az. and or, a jewel pendent in
Disce mori mundo.
the ears ar. Motto
Moore (Pendridge, co. Dorset). Ar. on a fesse betw. three
moorcocks sa. as many mullets or.
Moore (Canterbury). Ar. a chev. betw. three moorcocks
Crest
A Moor's head sidefaced ppr. wreathed about the
sa.
temples or and sa. on the neck a crescent for diff.
Moore (Wollington, co. Hereford). Sa. a chev. betw. three
;

—

—

—

fleurs-de-lis ar. a crescent for diff.

Moore

—

Moore
lets in

— Amorc floresco.

(Northaston,
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co.

O.xforJ;

AYiujam Moore, aUat

az. three

mul-

Az. on a chief indented

—

;

—

ar.

Moore

Ar. a fesse indented componee sa. and
(co. Oxford).
gu. betw. three mullets of the last.
(The Moore, co. Salop). Per pale az. and ar. barry of

Moore

twelve counterchanged.

Moore (Ipswich,
az.

Crest

Moore

—

Per fesse indented or and

(co. Kent).
Out of a ducal
Crest
three mullets pierced gu.
coronet or, a Moor's he.ad ppr. filleted round the temples
az. and or, a jewel pendent in the ears ar.
Moore (Bankill, co. Lancatter). Vert ten trefoils ar. four,
three, two, and one.
Moore (Grantham, co. Lincoln granted 1C35). Gu. on a
chief indented ar. three mullets sa. Crest A lion pass,
guard, gu. ducally gorged and chained ar.
Moore (co. Lincoln). Vaire gu. and erm.
Moore (Lord Mayor of London, 1682). Erm. three greyhounds courant sa. and for augmentation, on a canton gu. a
lion of England.
Moore (inner Temple, London; granted 28 April, inCO).
Same Arms and Crrst as Moor, Bart., of Fawley, co. Berks.
Moore (John Moore, Bishop of Norwich, 1691-1707, and
Bishop of Ely, 1707-14). Erm. on a chev. three ciuquofoil.s

Mooro

—

Kent).

or,

Moore

(cos.

(co.

chief gu.

Moore, or More

Ci-est
An eagle ar. preying on a hare sa.
Devon, Hants, and Surrey). Sa. a swan close
ar. a bordure engr. or. Crcit
Out of a ducal coronet az. a
nwans neck ar. beaked gu.
Moore (Blandford Forum, co. Dor?ct). Or, three roses in
chev. gu. barbed and Bcedcd ppr. betw. as many moorcocks
also ppr.
Crest
A staff raguly fessways or, thereon a moorcoc:k |ipr. rharged on the breast with a trefoil gold. Motto

of the third.

Moore

(Sandon and Haddon, co. Hertford, and London).

Ar. guttle de sang two chevronels gu. Crest A demi lion
Tamp, guard, or, issuing out of a demi castle ar. holding ;v
tanner of the arms, the staff sa. (another bears the crest
issuing out of a ducal coronet gu.).

co. Suffolk).

Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets

— A stag pass sa. platce,

attired or.

(borne by the late Sir John Moore, K.B., the hero
ofCorunna; by James Carrick-Moore, E.sq., of Corswall,
CO. Wigton; by Admiral Sir Graham Moore, K.C.B.; by
Charles Moobe, Esq., Barrister-at-law and by Francis
Moobe, Esq., formerly Under Secretary at War; sons of
John Moobe, of Dovchill, M.D., the author of "Zeluco").
Ar. on a fesse engr. az. three mullets of the field, in chief a
;

sphinx ppr. a bordure engr. gu.
couped at the ncik, turban ppr.

(Edmund

F.

Crctt

—A

Moor's head

Muore, Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister*

A

MOO

Ar. two greyhounds courant in pale ee. on a chief
az. three estoiles or, quartering sa. two pallets ar. on a fesse
A blackamoor's head in
gu. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
profile ppr. the head encircled with a wreath ar. and az. and
crowned with an Eastern coronet of six points, cold earrings,
and vested in a white drapery fastened with a gold buckle

—

Motto

Moore

(Moorehayes,

Henry

III.

;

in

In

Deo

CuUompton, co. Devon, temp.
George Moore, Esq., d. in
Erm. on a chev. az. three

m. Blacemore).

Crest

—A dexter

arm embowed

ppr. holding

a sword ar.
(Wichford, co. Hants.
Visit. 1634).
Ar. two bars
Crest
vert betw. nine martlets gu. three, three, and three.
A mermsiid ppr. hair, mirror, and comb or.
(Newington, co. Surrey, 1576). Az. on a chev. betw.
three lions' heads erased or, as many martlets sa. Crest
demi bull saliant erminois, attired sa.
Moore (co. Wilts). Az. three leopards' faces or.
Moore (Barwick, St. John, co. Wilts). Erm. on a chev.
betw. three Moors' heads couped sa. two swords in saltire

—

Moore

—

ar.

Cameron Moore, Esq., of ManAz. a swan ar. wings

(granted to William

chester,

and of Bamford,

co. Derby).

elevated or, a border nebuly of the last, on a chief of the second
a lion pass, of the first betw. two flowers of the cotton tree

—

Crest
A swan ar. wings elevated barry of six
or and az. holding in the beak a flower of the cotton tree,
as in the arms. Motto Mores hoc mutato.
Moore. Az. on a chief indented or, three mullets pierced
gu. C)-est On a human heart gu. an eagle's leg erased at
the thigh sa. Another Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Moor's head and shoulders in profile sa. wreathed aloat the
temples.
Moore. Ar. three Moors' heads couped at the shoulders
ppr. wreathed about the temples of the field.
Crest
Moor's head, as in the arms.
Moore. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. a pile
of the second.
Moore (Rev. Walter Moobe). Ar. three greyhounds
courant in pale sa. collared or.
Cre<t
A moorcock ppr.

slipped ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

Motto— Dum

Gu. a fesse betw. three boars' heads sa. another,
Ar. two bars az. betw. nine martlets vert, three, two,
and one
another, Ar. ten martlets sa.
another, Gu.
three text S's or; another, Ar. a fleur-de-lis betw. three
Moors' heads sa. another, Sa. a swan ar. within a bordure
cngr. or; another, Ar. a fesse gu. betw. six moorcocks sa.
beaked and legged of the second; another, Erm. on a chev.
;

;

;

;

az. three cinquefoils or.

ar.

—

Edward,

and

fifth

az.

Same Amis

£arl of Drcgheda).

Crest,

and

Az. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or,
martlets sa. Crest A demi bull erm. armed or.
Moore. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three blackamoors' heads
in profile, couped of the second, clothed on the shoulder gu.
two swords, the points crossing each other of the first, hilts

—

many

and pommels

or.

Ar. three Moors' heads in profile couped sa. a
chief.
Ciest
A naked man sa, holding a

—

fleur-de-lis in

dart or.

Moore, or O'More

(Chieftains of the territory of Leix,

now the Queen's to.). See O'Mobe.
(Balyna, co. Kildare; descended from
O'More; Letitia, dau. and heir of James Moore, Esq., of
Balyna, m. Bichard O'Ferrall, Esq., of Ballyree, co.
Longford, and d. 1778). "Vert a lion ramp, or, in chief three
muUets of the last. Crest A hand lying fessways, couped
at the wrist, holding a sword erect, impaling three gory
heads all ppr. Mottoes Conlan a-bu; and, Spea mea Deus.
Moore (Cremorgan, in the Queen's co. descended from
Mortogh Oge O'More, of Cremorgan, d. 1580). Same Arms
and Crest. Motto Semper fidelis et audax.
Moore (granted to John Mclcail, Esq., of the city of
Dublin, by Hawkins, Ulster, 1770, upon his taking the
surname of Moore, on a claim that he was descended from
John Moore, or More, son of Rort O'Mobe, last Lord of
Leix, who was called Mulcaugho, and whose descendants

Moore, or More

—

—

;

—

called themselves Mclcail).

>ia.mcArms.
(Moore Place, and Benenden, co. Kent; dcscsnded
from Thomas de la More, who held the manor of Moore
Place, or Moore Court, in Ivy Church, co. Kent, temp. Ucnry

Moore

his representative, temp. Henry Vlll., John Moobe,
Esq., of Benenden, co. Kent, rii. Margaret, dau. of John
II.;

Brent, and cousin and heir of Robert Brent, Esq., of
Wellsborough, and had six sons, viz., I. Owen, d. s. p. ;
II. Sir Edward, ancestor of the Mayqdcss of Drnrjheda
III. George, d.s.p.; IV. Sir Thomas, ancestor of Moore,
of Croghan, and the extinct Earl of CharlevUle ; V. Nicholas
;
,-
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Moore

(Kersant, co. Berks, bart., extinct; Admiral Sir John
MooBE, son of Hon. and Rev. Henry Moobe, third son of

Henbt, third Earl of Dror/heda, was created a bart. 1766,
and a Knight of the Bath 25 June, 1772, d. s. p. m.).
Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Supporters Two greyhounds
reguard. ar. each supporting with the exterior foot an
anchor sa.
Moore (Croghan, King's co. descended from Sir Thomas
Moobe, Knt., second surviving son of John Moobe, E?q.,
of Moore Place, and Benenden, co. Kent; Fun. Ent. Ulsttr'j
Office, 1633, Sir John Moobe, Knt., of Croghan).
Same
Arms and Crest, a crescent for oiff.
'M.oore (Earl of CharlevUle, extinct 1761; John Moobe, Esq.,
of Croghan, was created Baron Tallamore, 1715; his son
and successor was raised to an earldom 1758). Same Arms
and Crest, a crescent for diff. Supporters— Tvo blackamoors
attired az. wreathed about the temples of the last and or,
each holding in the exterior hand a dart ppr.
Motto
Portis cadere cedere non potest.
Moore (co. Louth; descended from Bbent Moobe, sixth
son of John Moore, Esq., of Benenden, co. Kent; Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1684, Thomas Moore, eldest son of Col.
Brent Moore). Same Arms, a crescent for diff.

—

;

—

Moore

(Ross Carbery, CO. Cork, bart.). Same .^i-ms. Crest
a ducal coronet a Moor's head in profile all ppr.
Motto Fortis cadere cedere non potest.
(Tara House, co. Meath, and TuUyhallen, co. Louth;

—Out

of

—

Moore

descended from John Moore, of DubUn, who purchased
land in co. Louth 1721). Same Arms and Crest. Motto

—

patientia frango.

Moore-Brabazon

(Tara House). See Bbabazon.
Moore {Earl of Mountcashell ; descended from Stephen
Moore, Esq., of Kilworth, eldest son of Richard Moobe,
Esq., CO. Salop, who settled at Clonmell, temp. James 1.).
Sa. a swan ar. membered a^d beaked or, a border
engr. of the last. Crest A goshawk, wings addorsed, preying on a coney all ppr.
Supporters-r-DexleT, a leopard

—

sinister,

Moore.

Moore.

—

—

Supporters Two greyhounds ar.
Motto Fortis cadere cedere non potest.
Moore (Ballyhale, co. Kilkenny, Moorfield, co. Kildare, (kc.
descended from Hon. Ponsonby Moobe, second son of

Durum

spiro spero.

Moore.

as

Sir Edward Moobe, Knt., eldest surviving son of John
Esq., of Benenden).
Same Arms.
Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a Moor's head ppr. wreathed about the

Moore.

Motto.

Moore

Moore

VI. Bbent, ancestor of Moobe, of co. Louth).
A;;, on a
chief indented or, three mullets pierced gu.
Moore {Earl and Marquess of Drog/uda ; descended from

temples

confido.

the last male heir,

the heiress

1711
cinquefoils or.
;

—

:

MOO
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at-law).

on the shoulder.

;

—

Motto

Moore

a rhinoceros, both ppr. collared and chained or.
Vis unita fortior.

(Bame,

co. Tipperary; descended from Thomas
Moobe, second son of Bichabd Moobe, Esq., co. Salop).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, a crescent for diff.
Moore (Mooresfort, co. Tipperary; Emily, dau. and heiress
of Madbice Cbosbie Moobe, Esq., of Mooresfort, m. 1841,
Lord Cecil Gordon, fifth son of Geobge, ninth Marquess of
Huntley).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three moorcocks sa.
Crest
A Moor's head and shoulders in profile ppr. wreathed
about the temples ar. and az.
Moore (Gobdon-Moore exemplified to Lord Cecil Gordon
and Emily Moobe, his wife, dau. of Maurice Cbosbie
Moobe, Esq., of Mooresfort, co. Tipperary, on their assuming,
by royal licence, 1850, the additional surname and arms of
Moobe). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. engr. betw.
three moorcocks sa., for Moobe 2nd and 3rd, az. three boars'
heads couped, two and one or, for Gobdon. Crests
1st: A
Moor's head and shoulders in profile ppr. wreathed about the
temples ar. and az., for Moobe; 2nd A stag's head couped
ppr. corned or, for Gordon.
JV/o£(o—Audaces fortuna

—

;

—

;

:

juvat.

Moore

(Ballina, co. Mayo, and Alicante, in Spain; allowed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1773, to George Moore, of Alicante, greatgrandson of George Moore, Esq., of Ballina, who was son
of Thomas Moore, Esq., of Barenburgh, co. York). Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three moorcocks ppr.
Crest
On a ducal
coronet or, a moorcock ppr. Motto
Fortis cadere cedero

—

non

—

potest.

Moore

(Moore Hall, co. Mayo). Or, a chev. engr betw. three
moorcocks sa. Crest A Moor's head and shoulders ppr. in
the ear a ring or. Motto Fortis cadere cedere non potest.
Moore (Moigne Hall, co. Cavan; Reg. Ulster's Otlicc, to
Nicholas Moobe, captain in the regiment of Col. Robert
Tothill, sent to Ireland by the Parliament, 1649).
Az. on a
chief indented or, three mullets gu. pierced ar. a border indented erm.
Crest— An eagle's leg erased a la quise sr..
grasping a bumaa heart gu.

—

—

A
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scoo
Koore

Moobe, one of the oflacers sent to Ireland by the
Parliament, 1649). Vert ten trefoils slipped ar. four, three,
two, and one.
SEoore (Rosscarbprry, co. Cork). Ar. two bars sa. betw.
An heraldic tiger's head couped
nine martlets gn. Crest
ar. pierced through with a broken spear ppr.
Moore (Urogheda; Beg. Ulster's Office). Barry of six ar.
and aa. a lion ramp. gn.
Uoore (Barmeath and Carblagh, co. Meath Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1614, Patrick Moore, of the latter place,
son of Babtbolomew Moore, who was second son of Moore,
of Barmeath). Sa. two bars ar.
Moore (impalement Fuu. Ent. 1667, Ulster's Office). Ar. a
chev. betw. three Moor's beads in profile couped at the neck
(Col.

—

;

sa.

I

Morar

(London).

Crest

lion's

I

bendy of ten or and az.
head erased erm. collared bendy or and az.
Earl of. See Stuart.
(Abercaimey, co. Perth; generally considered

—A

Moray,

Moray

UOR
Erm. a

fesse

the chief of the ancient family of Moray or Mdbray;
arms as recorded 1725). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. three
stars ar. within a double tressure flory counterfiory or, for
Moray 2nd and 3rd, or, two chev. gu., for Strathearn.
Crest
An earl's coronet surmounted of a star of twelve rays
ar. Supporters Two eagles ppr. Mottoes Sans t&che ; and,
Tanti talem genuere parent 3.
(Ho.me-Drommond-Morat, of Abercaimey). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, counterquartered, Moray and Strathearn,
as above 2nd, or, three bars wavy gu. each charged with
an escallop of the field, for Drcthmond 3rd, the quartered
coat of Home, of Karnes (q. v.).
Crest and Mottoes, as the

—

;

—

—

Moray

;

;

Moore

John Moobe,

(certified to

John Moore,

Esq., of Bristol, son of

and of Ireland). Ar. two bars engr.
vert, each charged with a spear's head or, betw. nine
martlets, three, three, and three gu.
Crest
A tiger's head
erased or, thrust through the neck with a broken spear ar.
Motto Fortis cadere cedere non potest.
Moore (Moore Fort, co. Antrim; confirmed to William
Moore, Esq., and to the descendants of his grandfather).
Az. on a chief engr. or, an annulet betw. two mullets gu.
Out of a mural crown ppr. charged with an annulet
Crest
gu. a Mour's head in profile also ppr. the temples encircled
with a wreath ar. and az. Mottcy—Foitia cadere cedere non
of Bristol

—

—

—

potest.

Moore

(granted to Chableb Moore, Esq., of Coogee, Sydney,
South Wales, Mayor of that city, 1867-9, son of James
Moore, of Ballymacarue, co. Cavan). Az. a cross crosslet
Crest
Out of a mural
or, on a canton ar. a kangaroo ppr.
crown gu. a Moor's head couped at the shoulders ppr. on
the neck a cross crosslet gold, and round the temples' a
wreath or and az. Motto Perseverando et cavendo.

New

—

—

Moore

(granted to Charles Moore, Esq., of Mooresfort, co.
Tipperary). Az. on a chief engr. or, a rose gu. barbed and
seeded ppr. betw. two mullets pierced of the third. Crest
Out of a mural crown ppr. a Moor's head also ppr. wreathed

—

about the temples

ar.

a rose gu. barbed

and

vert.

and charged on the neck with
Motto Fortis cadere cedere non

az.

—

potest.

Moores.

Az. on a salUre
second five pallets gu. Crest
Juravi et adjuravi.

or,

—

betw. four annulets of the

Moorhouse

—

Crest
A
Mooris.

—

Motto

^An eagle rising ppr.

(co. York).
Or, a saltire gobony sa.
pelican vulning herself ppr.

Sa.

on a

saltire ar.

and

ar.

an escutcheon gu. charged with

a cross or.
Moorle. Ar. fretty gu. semee of lions pass, guard, of the
second.

—

Moorman.

Or, a cross engr. chequy gu. and ar.
Crest
hand holding four arrows points downward all ppr.
Moorside. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a bull pass. sa. on a
border of the second eight bezants 2nd and 3rd, or, on a

A

;

chev. az. betw. three boars' heads erased sa. as many
mullets pierced ar. Crests
1st: A demi dragon vert, hold-

—

in the

paw an arrow

point

— Insisle firmiter.

downwards

sa.

;

2n(I

:

A tree vert.

Motto

Moorsom.

Erminois on a chev. az. betw. two moorcocks
in chief and a galley in base ppr. three estoiles of six points
Crest— Oa a mount vert a moorcock in front of a
ar.
banner erect ppr. Motto Ad astra.
Moorton, or Moreton (Moorton, co. Stafford). Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three square buckles sa. tongues paleways.
Moran (granted to Patrick O'IIodrke Moran, Esq., of

—

John Moran, of Ballinadau. and heiress of Owen

Ballinaniore, co. Leitrim, son of

more, by Mart, his wife,
O'RoDBKE, also of Ballinamore). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
az. on a mount ppr. two lions combatant or, supporting
a flagstaff also ppr. therefrom a flag ar., for Moran;
2nd and 3rd, or, two lions pass, in pale sa. on a canton gu.
an ancient Irish crown of the first, for O'Uocrke. Crests
Ist, Moran
Out of a mural crown a demi Saracen, head in
profllc all ppr.; 2nd, O'Uodrke: Out of an ancient Irish
crown or, a cubit arm in armour holdijig a scymitar all
ppr. Motto
Fides non timet.
Morant (I'rockenhurst Park, co. Hants). Gu. a fcssc ar.

—

:

—

fretty az

dovf,

belw. three talbots sejant of the second.

in the licak

Morant

an

olive

branch all ppr.
Monaghan).

(Shirley House, co.

Crest

—

(co. F.rspx).

Gu. on a chev.

Gu. a chev. ar.
betw. three talbots courantor.
(Great Yarmouth). Sa. a saltiro f ngr. ar. Crcit
lion ramp, or, charged on tlie breast with a, cross sa.

—
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a

co. Stirling,

a cadet of Abercaimey).

Az.

fess betw. three stars ar.

Morby.

Ar. on a bend az. three mullets of six points
pierced or. Crest An eagle displ. or.

—

Morcombe, or Morconds

(co. Suffolk).

Gu. a bend ar.

guttee de poix.

Morcraft.
Crest

or.

Az. a horse ar. bridled gu. betw. three wheels
A bull's head sa. attired or, issuing out of a ducal

—

coronet gold.
(Bicklemarsh, co. Kent). Ar. a fleur-de-lis gu.
Mordant. Ar. a chev. sa. ; another, Ar. a chev. betw.
three spears sa. points az. another, Purp. an eagle displ.
with two heads or, a chief ar. another. Quarterly, per pale
indented gu. and or, in the 1st and 4th quarters five lozenges
conjoined in cross of the second.
Mordaunt (Turvey, co. Beds; descended from Sir Osborne
Le Mordaunt, temp. William I., whose grandson, Edstaou
liE Mordaunt, m. Alice de Alueto, eldest dau. and co-heir
of Sir William de Alueto, Knt., of Turvey).
Ar. a chev.
betw. three estoiles sa.
Mordaunt {Earl of Peterborough and Baron Mordaunt ;
earldom extinct 1814; barony passed to the Duke of Gordon,
since in abeyance. Sir John Mobdaunt, Knt.,
d. s. p. 1836
of Turvey, grandson of William Mordaunt, Esq., of Turvey,
temp. Edward IV., was summoned to Parliament I5.''.2.
John, fifth Lord Mordaunt, was cresited £arl of Peterborough
Crest
A blackamoor's head affrontec
1628). Same Arms.
couped at the shoulders ppr. banded with a wreath round
the temples or and gu. and ribands of the same. Supporters
Two eagles, wings expanded ar. Motto Nee placido
contenta quiete est.
Mordaunt (Earl of Monmouth, merged in the Earldom of
Peterborough 1697. Hon. John Mordaunt, second son of
trst Earl of Peterborough, was created Viscount Mordaunt
1659 ; his son, the second Viscount, was created Earl of
Monmouth 1689, and s. &s thiri Earl of Peterborough 1697).
Same Arms and Crest. Supporters Two lions ar. each
charged on the shoulder with three estoiles barways sa.
Mordaunt (Mas.singham, co. Norfolk, hart. descended
from William Mordaunt, second son of William Mordaunt, Esq., of Turvey, temp. Edward IV.). Same Anus
and Crest. Molto Fcrro comite.
Mordaunt (Carrick, co. Clare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Su. »
1623, Sir Nicholas Mordaunt, Knt., of Carrick).
chev. betw. three mullets ar.
Mordeil. Vair three pallets gu.
Mordel (co. Rutland). Or, a fret sa.
(Wricklesmarsh, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1703; Sir
John Morden was created a bart. in 1688 he was a gn at
Turkey merchant, and founded at Blackheath a college for
decayed merchants). Ar. a fleur-de-lis gu.
College, or Hospital (Blackheath). Ar. a
fleur-de-lis gu. on a canton ar. a sinister hand couped of
the second, for ihc distinction of baronet, impaling az. two
swords in saltire ar. hilt and pommel or, witliin a border
engr. of the third. Cretl A lion ramp. gu.
Morden (co. Kent). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. three otters

Mordant

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

Morden

;

Morden

—

sa. as

many

crosses crosslet or.

Crest

—A

hawk, wings en-

dorsed ar. beaked or, preying on a partridge ppr.
Sre Mekden.
(Sunderland, co. Durham). Ar. a flcur-dc-lia gn.
Motto I'ic
Crest— \ demi lion ramp. gu. langued or.

Morden.

Mordey

—

te.

Mordock (co. Norfolk).
Mordon (Lord Mayor of

Or, fretty sa.

London,

1368).

Ar. a fleur-de-lis

gu.

ar. three talbots sa.

Morant, Mordant, or Morhant.

Morant
A

Moray (Ogilface,

rcpone

Same Arms and

Crest.

Morant

last.

Mordon.
lis

Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa. (another,

field

or, fleur-de-

gu.).

More

(CO.

Bedford).

cocks, in fesse as

Per

many

saltire or

and

escallops sa.

ar. in pale

two moor-

—A

A

HOB
Sore (cos.
Bix sa.

Kore

Bedford and Kent). Ar. a fesse dancettee paly of
and gu. betw. three mullets of the second.
Ar. tw^
ars betw. nine martlets
(CO. Bedford).
1

Hall and Bank Hall, co. Lancaster, bart., extinct
a family of great antiquity, of which was Sir William
More, made a knight banneret by the Black Prince at
Sir Edward Moee, of More Hall, was created a
Poictiers.
barr. in 1675, a title which expired in 1810 with his grandson,
Mobe, whose only dau. and heir, Elizabeth, m.
William
Sir
in 1795, Chables Bbownino, Esq., of Horton Lodge, co.
Surrey). Ar. three greyhounds courant in pale sa. collared
ft-csJ—A partridge, wings expanded ppr. in the mouth
or.
a stalk of wheat of the last. Motto Comme je fus.
Uore (Sir Thomas Mobe, the eminent Lord Chancellor,
temp. Henry VIII.; his only son, John Mobe, was ancestor
of the Mores, of Bamborough, co. York; his dau. MarOABET, m. William Ropeb, Esq., of Elthara, co. Kent). Ar. a
chev. engr. betw. three moorcocks sa. combs, wattles,
and legs gu., quartering ar. on a chev. betw. three unicorns'
A Moor's head
heads erased sa. as many bezants. Crest

nine martlets gu. three, three, and three.

1810

:

Lancaster). Ar. ten trefoUs slipped gu. (another,
sa.) four, three, two, and one; another, Vair^ erm. and
gu.;'
another, Ar. three greyhounds courant in pale sa. collared
or.

—

affronts

Uore

Cambridge).

Gu. a cross pattee

ar. in chief

an

Erm. a fesse gu. betw. five (another,
(co. Chester).
moorcocks ppr. another, Ar. a fleur-de-lis betw. three
Moors' heads couped ppr.; another, Ar. a Moor's head
couped betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Uore (co. Derby). Ar. a chev. betw. three Moors' heads
couped sa.
Uore (Broadclist, co. Devon Bev. John More, a minister,
Bon of John More, who came to England 1561, and d. 1591,
claimed and registered a descent from the Irish Sept of
MacMdrbogb. Visit. Devon, 1620). Sa. three garbs ar. a
border gobony or and gu. Crest Ademi lion ramp, guard.
az. holding betw. the paws a garb vert banded gu.
Uore, or Uoore (St. Colis More, co. Devon; descended
from John More, to whom the Vicar of Broadwoodwiger
made a deed of release 7 Henry Vil., 1491. Visit. Devon,
Ar. a chev. betw. three moorcocks sa. crested
1620).
six)

;

;

—

gu.

Uore, or Uoriug'

(Mooretown and Little Torrington, co.
Devon; Anthony de la More, alias Moring, b. 1590,
descended from Thomas de la More, grantor in a deed
dated at La More, Wednesday next before the feast of St
Agatha the Virgin, 12 Edward II., 1318. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. six martlets sa. three, two, and one.
Uore, or Uoore (Moore Hayes, co. Devon; John
More, son of Hdmphby Mobe, by Mart, his wife, dau. of
Bichard Bamftlde, Esq., of Poltimore, same co., the sixth
in descent from John Mobe, or Moork, of Moore Hayes.
Visit. Devon, 1620). Erm. on a chev. az. three cinquefoils or.
Crest
An arm embowed holding in the hand a sword all
ppr. pommel and hilt or.
Uore (co. Devon). Sa. a swan ar. membered gu. a border
engr. of the second
another, Ar. two chev- gu. another,
Erm. on a chev. gu. three cinquefoils or; another, Ar. a
fesse dancettee gobony sa. and gu. betw. three mullets of

—

;

;

Oxford
arms in Brampton Church.
Ar. a fess dancettee gobony gu. and sa.
betw. three mullets of the second (another, in Bicester
Church, s.i.).
(co.

;

Oxon, 1574).

Uore, or Moore, or Atmore

(Braye, co. Oxford, temp.
descendants of Thomas
PuRY, servant to Henry IV., who m. Maud, dau. of William Atmore. Visit. Oxon, 156C). Or, a chev. gu. betw.
three martlets sa.

Edward

Uore

111.

;

quartered by

(Burfield, co.

VIII., who.'sc dau.

the

Richard More, temp. Henry
to. John Dotley,
Esq., of
Visit. Oxon, 1634). Ar. a moor-

Oxford;

and heir

Stodhanipton, same co.
cock sa. combed and wattled gu.

Uore, or Moore

Sa. three garbs

—

two and one, a border gohony or and cu. Crest
demi lion ramp, guard, az. holding betw. the paws a garb
vert bandod gu.
Uore (liarking, CO. Essex). Ar. acock gu. armed, jellopcd,
and membered or.
Uore (co. Essex). Ar.a fesse sa.
Uore (cos. Essex, Lincoln, and Stafford, and London confirmed 14 July, 1593). Ar. two greyhounds courant sa. on a
chief az. three estoiles or.
Crest
A Moor's head ppr.
wreathed ar. and sa.
;

—

(France).

Hants). Ar. on a fesse betw. three moorcocks ea.
mullets or, an annulet of the last.

(cos.

Hants and Somerset).
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Or, a saltire betw. four martlets gu.

(CO.

many

More

More

(CO. Leicester).

Leicester). Sa. a cross ar.
Or, a fesse dancettee gu. in chief three

martlets sa.

More

(Sixill, CO. Lincoln).
Ar. a fesse dancettee betw. three
mullets sa.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1395). Ar. a fesse dancettee
paly of six gu. and sa. betw. three estoiles pierced of the

More

third.

More
'

(London, 1634). Vert ten trefoils slipped, four, three,
two, and one, ar. a border of the last. Creal—A moorcoct
ar. guttee de poix, beaked and legged gu.

(London). Ar. a fesse dancettee gobony gu. and sa.
betw. three estoiles pierced of the third.
(London). Az. on a chev. engr. or, three martlets sa.
in chief a lion's head erased of the second.
(London). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three moorcocks sa.
(CO. Norfolk).
Ar. a bend engr. gu. cotised sa.
( Wallerton, co. Norfolk).
Gu. a fesse betw. three boars'

Uore
Uore
Uore

heads couped

Uore
ar.

ar.

(Norwich). Gu. a fesse betw. three boars* heads couped
or, each having in the mouth a bezant.

armed

Uore

(Kitlington, co. Nottingham). Sa. a cross ar.
Crest—
Moor's head in profile ppr. on the head a chapeau gu.
turned up erm.
More (Larden Hall, co. Salop ; descended from Richard dk
More, of More, co. Salop, temp. King John). Sa. a swan
close ar. a border engr. or.
Crest
^An eagle ar. preying on
a hare sa.

A

—

Uore

(Linley, co. Salop

Bbidgeman More,

;

descended from Larden ; Robert

Esq., of Linley, Sheriff co. Salop,

182J,

was eldest son of Robebt More, Esq., of Linley, the second
son of Hobebt More, Esq., M.P., of Larden). Same Arms,
&c.
Uore (CO. Salop). Paly of six or and sa. over all a bend
Ru.

Uore

(Loseley,

from

CO.

co.

Derby;

Surrey, bart., extinct 1684, originally

descended from' Sir Christopher More,

Knt., King's Remembrancer in the Excheijuer, who purchased the manor of Loscley, and d. in 1549. Sir Potnincs
More, M.P., of Loseley Hall, was created a baronet in 1642,
but his son. Sir William Mobe, of Loseley, dying*. p. ia
1684, the title became extinct. The heiress of the family,
Margaret, sister and heiress of Robert More, Esq., of
Loseley, nephew of the first baronet, m. Sir Thomas Molynedx,
Knt.). Az. on a cross ar. five martlets sa. Crest
On a

—

ducal coronet ar. an antelope of the last.
(Taunton, co. Somerset, and Heytesbury, co. Wilts).
Ar. two bars engr. az. betw. nine martlets gu. three, three,

Uore

—

three.
Crest
A tiger's head erased ar. pierced through
the neck with a broken spear or, headed of the first.
(co. Somerset).
Ar. two bars az. on each as many
martlets of the first.
(co. Suffolk).
Or, a cher. engr. ermines betw. three
Moors' heads couped at the shoulders sa. wreathed about the
temples ar. and az. the ends of the wreath tied in knots.
Crest
A wolfs head erased sa. gorged with a collar dan-

Uore

Uore

—

cettee or.

Uore

(co. Suffolk).
Or, a chev. engr. ermines, in chief a
Moor's head full-faced, couped at the shoulders sa.
(co. Suffolk).
Ar. a fesse az. in chief a mullet of the
second.
(co. Suffolk).
Ar. two bars engr. the first sa. the
second az. betw. nine martlets gu. three, three, and

Uore
Uore

(Brodclift, co. Dorset).

ar.

Uore
Uore

Uore, or De la More (co.

and

the third.

Uore, De La
Visit.

—

or.

More

escallop of the second.

Uore

as

(BuckliaU, ca Lancaster). Ar. ten
four, three, two, and one (another, a
canton gu.). Crest
A moorcock ar. wings expanded guttee
de poix, combed and wattled gu. in the beak an ear of wheat
trefoils slipped vert,

More

sa.

(co.

(CO.

Uore, or Moore

JJt.

—

Crtit—A mer-

maid ppr.

Uore

lEore (More
DB

MOB
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Ar. two bars vert betw.

three.

More

(The Priory, Taunton, co. Somerset; in 1550, Ilcnry

VIH. granted the Priory of Taunton to Matiiew Colthurst,
who sold it to Thomas More, Esq., descendeil from More, of
Bayboroiigh. In the clianicl of St. Mary Magdalene is a
tabic monument to his memory, with this inscription
" Thomas More, of the Pryory of Taunton, Esquyer, hear
lying, departed this lyfe the 28th day of March, Anno D'ni
:

159G, and had two wyfcs; by the first he left ly ving Robert,
Gefret, Francis, Joiian, by the second Jesper and
Florence, and blest tliem all "). Ar. two bars engr. az.

—

betw. nine martlets gu. three, three, and three. Crest
tiger's head erased ar. pierced through the neck with a
broken spear or, beaded of the first.

A
;

;

SC

More

O

(KewinRton,

At. on a cher. ar. three

martlets sa. in chief a lion's head erased or.
bend betw. two bucks'
(Morehouse, co. Sussex).

A

More

heads cabossed.

Uore

(co.

couped

—A

York).

sa.

Erm. on a chev. betw. three Moors' heads

two swords conjoined in point

ar. hilts or.

ppr. holding with both hands a
hilt or, reclining over the sinister shoulder.

Crest

sword

Moor

(lerni

ar.

Hore

(Angram Grange, co. York, 1665). Ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three heathcocks of the second, crested and wattled
gu. Crest .\ Moor's head in profile sa. wreathed round the
temples gu. and ar.
Ar. a fesse dancettec gobony gu. and
(co. York).
sa. betw. three mullets of the third.
Ar. a cross az. betw. four Moors' heads
(CO. York).
couped sa. Crest On a tower triple-towered or, a Moor's

—

More

More

—

head

in profile ppr.

More.

Gu. a maunch erm.

another, Ar. two bars betw.

;

nine martlets vert, three, three, and three.
More. Per chev. or and sa. a chev. engr. erm. in chief a
moor's head full-faced couped of the second, wreathed about
the head ar.
Ar. a chev. betw. three unicorns' heads erased sa.
in chief as many hurts; another. Or, three palets gu.
another, Sa. on a cross ar. five negroes' heads couped

More.
ppr.

More.

Az. three leopards" faces or; another. At. a chev.
pile sa. counterchanged of the field betw. three fleursde-Usof the second; another, Ar. abend engr. gu. cotisedsa.
More. Gu. on a chief dancettee ar. three mullets sa.
A lion pass, reguard. gu. ducally gorged and lined ar.
Crest
More (Chieftain of Leix, now the Queen's co.). See
O'MOBE.
More (Ballina). See Moore.

and

—

More (Reg. Ulster's Office).
More-Gordon (Charlton).

Moreton

(Great Moreton, co. Chester; founded by Alkz*
ander Moreton, tevip. King John, in. Agnes, dau. and coheir of Gilbert Croslet, Esq., of Crosley in Buglawton,
CO. Chester; Aones, tister of Thomas 'de Moreton, temp.
Richard II., m. Alexander Dennis, and had the lands of
Crosley
from her descend the Massies of Crosley Kathbrine, dau. and ultimately sole heiress of the said Thomas db
Moreton, m. John Bellet, or Bellot, heir male of William
Bellet, of Gayton, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend sa. three
round buckles of the field.
Moreton (co. Chester; the heiress of Moretom m. temp.
Henry III. Sir Gralam de Lostock, Knt.
her grandson
assumed the surname of Moreton; from him descended
William Moreton, Esq., of Moreton, living temp. Henry
VIII., mentioned as arbitrator, who decided a dispute
between two co. Chester gentlemen, namely, "which should
sit highest in the churche, and foremost goe in procession,
by awarding the honour to him, that may dispends in lands
by title of inheritance ten marks, or above, more than the
other." His grandson, John Moreton, to. Anne Davenport,
co-heir of her mother, Jane, daughter and heiress of
Richard Massey, Esq., of Tatton; his last male descendant,
Sir William Moreton, Recorder of the City of London,
d. 1763, when the property devolved upon his nephew, the
Rev. Richard Taylor, who assumed the surname of Moreton, and was father of the Rev. Willlam Moreton Moreton,
of Little Moreton, co. Chester). Ar. a greyhound couraut
;

;

;

sa.

Crest

— A wolfs head couped ar.

Moreton

(Reynold-Moreton, Earl of Sucie). Quarterly,
and 4th, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three square buckles sa.
2nd and 3rd, or, two lions pass. gu. Crest A moorcock's
head or, combed and wattled gu. betw. two wings az. Supporters
Two unicorns ar. armed, maned, tufted, and unguled
or, each gorged with a ducal coronet per pale gold and gu.
1st

—

—

—Perseverando.

Motto

Ar. a fess sa.
See Gordon.

Moreau

(confirmed, 1770, to David Moreau, Esq.). Gu. a
leopard ramp, reguard. ar. pierced in the side with an
arrow in bend'sinisterof the last, on a chief or, three Moors'
heads in profile erased at the neck ppr. Crest Out of a
coronet composed of fleurs-de-lis or, a dexter arm cmbowed

—

armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a scymitar ar. hilt
and pommel gold.
Moreau (Jersey). Gu. a sword in pale ar. pommel and
in

hilt or, point in base.

Morecrofte

(Kinkham, co Oxford; George Moreorofte,
Prebend of Oxford, 1634, son of Edward Morecrofte,
Visit. Oxon, 1634).
Prebend of Windsor.
Az. a mule
pass. ar. betw. three marygolds or.
Morecroft (Churchill, co. Oxford). Same Arms.
Morehead (Herbertshire, co. Stirling, 171H). Ar. on a
bend az. three acorns or, in chief a man's heart ppr. within
Crest
Two hands conjoined grasping a
a fetterlock sa.
two-handed sword ppr. Motto Auxilio Dei.
Moreiddig: (Warwyn, co. Brecon). Sa. three boys' heads
couped at the shoulders ppr. having snakes wreathed about
Crest
their necks vert.
A boy's head as in the arms

—

uoR
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It

co. Surrey).

—

—

Moreton
Moreton
Moreton

(co.

(co.

Bedford). Erm. a chief dancettee gu.
York). Sa. an ink-moline or, pierced sa.

Fordhouses, and Moseley Court,
granted to John Moreton, Esq.,
fesse dancettee ar. and gu. a pale with three
buckles, the tongues erect, two and one, and as many wings,
one and two, all counterchanged.
Crest A buckle, the
tongue erect gu. betw. two wings vair. Motto By perseverance.
Moreton (Moreton, co. Nottingham). Quarterly, gu. and
erm. in the 1st and 4th quarters a goat's head erased ar.

(Wybaston,

Bushbury,
J.P.).
Per

co. Stafford

;

—

—

attired or.

Moreton

(co.

Kent).

Moreton.

Same Arms.

Ar. a chev. betw. three square buckles sa.
tongues pendent. Crest
A demi moorcock displ. sa. combed
and wattled gu., over it, on a scroll, this Motto Perseverando.
Moreton. Quarterly, Isi and 4th, az. a chev. betw. three
2nd and 3rd, gu. a cock or. Crest
trefoils slipped sa.
cock's head or, wings expanded az. collared with a fess

—

—

—

;

cotised gu.

combed

of the last, in the bill

a

trefoil slipped of

the third.

Moreton.

(another, crined or).

Morelaud, or Mereland.

Az.

a

griffin

segreant

Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.;
another, Gu. two bars vair; another, Erm. a chief indented
cu-

or.

Moreland.

Sa. a lion pass, guard, in chief or, in base a

leopard's face jessant-dc-lis of the last.

Crest

—A

ship in

full sail ppr.

Morelaud

(co. Kent).
Gu. on three bars nebulde ar. ten
martlets sa. four, four, and two.

Morell.

Gu. a bend

Moresby

or.

(Moresby, co. Cumberland extinct before 1500;
Sa. a cross ar. in the 1st
the heiress m. Pickebino).
cinquefoil
or.
quarter a
Moresby (granted to Rear-Admiral Sir Fairfax JIoresbt,
Sa. a cross parted and frctty betw. in dexter
K.C.B.).
chief an anchor erect and in sinister base a cinquefoil or.
An
heraldic
antelope ramp. gu. navally gorged and
Cre^t
with chain reflexed over the back or, supporting a tilting
ppcar erect sa. Motto^.lp le feray durant ma vie.
Moreswith, or Moresworth. Sa. a pale erm.
Moret. Bendy of six ar. and gu. on a licnd or, a lozenge of
the second. Crest— A. demi griffin gu. collared or, sustaining
an anchor az.
Burpo {rnri nf Commll, forfeited;
Moreton, or
lloiiKRT DE MoRF.TON, liiirL of Mfircliin, in Nuniianily, son of
;

—

Dc

DE BcRRo by Ablotta, his wife, mother of
William I., was created Sari of Cornwall 1068; William,
Rccond Enrl of Comwnll, having been taken prisoner at the
Bailie of Tencrchcbray, was sent to England, where Henry
I. had his eyes put out and imprisoned him foi- life, when his
earldom became forfeited). Erm. a chief indented gu.
llAni/DWF.s
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Moreton.

Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st quarter a goafs
head erased ar. on a chief of the last three tortcaux, each
charged with an escallop of the second.
Moreton. See Morton.
Moreville. Az. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Morewell. Az. a fess betw. two chevronfls or.
Morwick (cos. Durham and Northiunbcrland, temp. Henry
II.).
Gu. a sallire vaire ar. and sa.
Morewood (Ilallowcs, co. Derby). Ar. an oak tree fructed
ppr.
Crest
Two arms cmbowed in arijiour ppr. holding a

—

chaplct or.

Morewood

(Alfreton, co. Derby; resident at Stadcn in
Bakewell previous to the roign of Henry VIII., when Rowland Morewood m. a co-heir of Stafford, of Eyam. The last

male

heir,

George Morewood,

E.sq.,

of Alfreton, d.s.p. in

Hflen, dau. of Richard Goodwin, of Ashm. Rev. Henry Case, Rector of Ladbrook, co.
Warwick). Vert an oak tree ar. fructed or. Crest— A. dexter
and sini.ster arm armed ppr. supporting a chaplet of oak
blanches vert, iicorncd or.
Morewood (Alfreton; exemplified to Rev. Henry Case,
Rector of Ladbroolt, co. Warwick, upon his assuming, by
royal licence, 1793, the additional name of Morewood).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Arms, for Morewood; 2nd and
3rd, or, on a bend InvecUed az. double cotised gu. three
1792;

his widow,

bourne,

square buckles of tlic flist, for Case. Crests— \st, Morewood
As the preceding; '2nd, Case: A cubit arm armed, in the
:

A

MOB
hand

a Luglehorn

ppr.

sa.

Clere and Tredegar, who m. the dau. and heir of Sir Johw
NoRRis, Knt., of Penline Castle). Ar. a lion ramp, guard,
on a dexter canton or, a griffin segreant sa., on a
sinister canton ar. three bulls' heads cabossed sa. armed

gu. betw. two oak

stringed

I

branches ppr.

More"WOOd

fruoteil or,

William Palmer, Esq., son and heir
of ihc lale Charles Palmer, Esq., of Ladbroke, co. Warwick, by Jane, his wife, dau. of Richard Goodwin, E.'^q., of
Ashbourne, and sister of Helen, wife first of George Morewood, Esq., of Alfrcton, assumed the additional name of
Morewood). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Morewood; 2nd and
(Alfrelon

sa.

;

gold.

Morgan (co. Monmouth). "Vert a lion ramp. or.
Morgan (Rev. Hector Davies Morgan, A.M., of

on
greyhound courant of the second, for Palmer.
2nd, Palmer: A greyhound sejant

Crests

Mobewood;

—

ST0NE8, Abbotts, and Ashbys, of Harctield, co. Middlesex).
Or, three bucks' heads eouped sa., for Morgan; quartering,
Gu. three snakes nowed in triangle ar., for Ednowain ap

1st,

sa. collared

—

Bradwen. Ci'est .\ lion ramp. sa.
(Draws Vynnydd
derived, through Ithel, of
Draws Vynnydd, second son of Iorwerth ap Einion, of

or.

Morewood

York; John Morewood, Esq.

(co.

;

Morgan

Fun. Ent.

Ulster's Office, 1660, of his dau. Ellenob SIorewood, \\ife
of James Stopford, Esq., of Saltersford, co. Chester, and

New Hall, co. Meath, ancestor of the £arl of Cowtown). Ar.
three oak trees eradicated vert.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw.

Moreyne, or Moryne
thr^e fleurs-de-lis gu.

Moreyne
Moreyns.

Az. three mulberry leaves or.
ar. seven billets sa. one, two,

(co. Suffolk).

Gu. on a bend

one, two, and one.

on a chev.

three crescents ar.

MorffijQ.

Or,

Morfiu.

Sa. on a fess cngr. or, betw. three garbs ar. a

sa.

martlet enclosed by two guttees of the second.
(cos. Essex and Kent).
Or, a chev.
dexter chief a mullet pierced of the second. Crest
A blackamoor's head eouped at the shoulders habited paly

sa. in the

—

of six erm. and ermines, pendents in his ears or, wreathed on
the forehead, bats' wings to his head sa. expanded on each
side.

Morgaine, or Morgran

(Weston-under-Witherley, co.
Ar. on a bend sa. three cinqucfoils of the field,
a cross crosslet betw. two fleurs-de-lis or.
Morg'al (Registrar of the Bishop's Court, Chester, temp.
Ar. on a bend engr. gu. three cinquefoUs
Charles I.).
pierced erm. on a chief az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
ap Meredith (Lord of Tredegar, co. Monmouth;
the heiress, Angharad, conveyed Tredegar to her husband,
Llewellin ap Ivor, Lord of St. Clere, ancestor of Moegan,
of Tredegar). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. incensed az.
Morg'an {Baron Tredegar). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Morgan,
2nd and 3rd, Gould, or, on a
or, a gryphon segreant sa.
chev. betw. three roses az. as many thistles slipped of the
Crest
field.
A reindeer's head eouped or, attired gu. SupDexter, a lion sa. charged on the shoulder with a
porters
az.

Morgan

;

—

—

thistle slipped or; sinister,

manner with a

a gryphon sa. charged in like

Abbey, co. Monmouth, bart., extinct
descended from William Morgan, Esq., of Llantarnam, High Sheriff of the county in 1567, and M.P. in 1571,
son of John Morgan, Esq., of Caerlcon, and grandson of Sir
Thomas Morgan, Knt., of Pcncoed, who was son of Morgan
Sir Edward Morgan, Knt., of
AP Jenkin, of Langston.
Llantamam, was created a bart. 1642 his grandson. Sir
;

;

Edward Morgan,
his

co-heirs;

third

Anne,

c/.

and

bart.,

last

itnm., Frances, to.

left

two daus.

Edmdnd Beat,

Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
(Tredunnock, co. Monmouth;

Esq.).

descended from
Tredunnock, son of Morgan ap
Jenkin, of Langston, by his third wife; represented by
Hawkins, of Tredunnock). Or, a griffin segreant sa. Crest
A reindeer's head eouped or, attired gu.
Esq.,

of

—

Morgan (Penllyne, co. Monmouth).
Morgan (Lansore, co. Monmouth).

—

—

;

;

sa.

—

hand

ppr.

Morgan

Az. three cocks gu. combed

(Penderin, co. Brecon).

and wattled

or.

Morgan

(Ashtowne, Wales). Per pale az. and gu. three
lions ramp, double queued ar.
Morgan (co. Devon, and Hambury, co. Worcester). Ar. on
a bend cotised sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two cinquefoils of the
(another,

first

Crest

or).

—A

tufted or, holding in the dexter

Morgan

and

tiger sejant sa. crined

paw a

battle-axe erect ppr.
Dorset).
Ar. on a bend

(South Maplerton, co.

cotised sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two cinquefoils of the first,
a chief az. a cross patonce betw. two arrows or. Crest

on

—

griffin's

head erased

or,

charged with two bends

Morgan

sa.

(Mellhouse, CO. Durham. Visit. 1615). Gu. a lion
ramp. ar. crowned or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
demi eagle displ. with two heads gu.

—

Ar. a fesse betw. three martlets gu.
heads erased of the first.
Hallingbury, co. Essex granted in 1588 to
Hugh Morgan, Esq., of London, and confirmed in 1613 to
Robert Morgan, Esq., of Little Hallingbury). Or, a fesse
wavy sa. in chief two eagles displ. of the last. Crest .V
demi eagle displ. or, charged on the body with a fesse wavy
(co. Essex).

on a chief

Morgan

az. three wolves'

(Little

;

—

sa.

Morgan
Garter,

(Bardfield, co. Essex, confirmed 1538,

and again

wavy

by Dethick,

by Camden, Clarenceux). Or, a
two eagles displ. of the last, quarter-

1613,

sa. in chief

—

ing for Copcott, barry of twelve or and az.
Crest
An
eagle displ. or, charged on the breast with a fess wavy sa.

Morgan (Barfold, co. Suffolk). Same Arms and Crest.
Morgan (Blackmore, CO. Hereford; granted 27 May, 1602).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned or.
(Bushy Hall, co. Hertford, and Wales). Or, a
griffin segreant sa. on the breast a rose ar.
(co. Kent).
Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils of
the first, on a chief az. a cross crosslet betw. two fleurs-de-

Morgan
lis or.

Morgan

Kent, and Wales). Sa. a chev. betw. three
ar. points embrued ppr.
(Kingsthorp, CO. Notts, co. Lincoln, and Middle
Temple, London). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three cinquefoils
of the first, on a chief az. a cross flory betw. two fleurs(co.

spearheads

Morgan

de-lis or.

Morgan

(Llangattock, co. Monmouth, bart., extinct 1767;
Sir Thomas Morgan, of Llangattock, a celebrated parlia-

mentary leader, was created a bart. ICGl
he and Sir Henry
Morgan, Governor of Jamaica (better known as C.-ptain
Morgan, the Buccaneer) wore sons of Lewis Morgan, Esq.,
of Llangattock, who descended, from a common ancestor with
Morgan, of Tredegar. Sir John Morgan, second bart., left
three daus. his co-heirs; Hester ?/i. John Walsham, Esq.,
of Knill Court, co. Hereford; Dei.ariviere d. unm., and
Annareta m. Thomas Ciutton, Esq., of Pensax, co. Wor;

cester).

:

Morgan

Same Arms.

Ar. three bulls' heads
cabossed sa., quartering, Sa. a cross engr. ar. betw. four
spearheads of the last, points embrued, for Pbosseb, of
Lansore. Crest
A reindeer's head eouped or, attired gu.
Motto Y Droddefodd y orfy and, Vincet qui patitur.
(Pencrtlg, co. Monmouth
represented by Mackworth, Bart., of Glen Usk). Ar. a wivern's head erased
vert, holding in the mouth a hand eouped gu.
Crest— A.
demi eagle displ. or, charged on the body with a fess wavy

Morgan

;

—

fess

Morgan

John Morgan,

ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads sa.
Crests— 1st An
Englishman's bead, a? in the arms
2nd
A Cornish
chough ppr.
Motto Heb Dduw Heb ddim, a Dduw
Digon.
Morgan (Abercothy, co. Carmarthen, and Biddlesden Park,
CO. Northampton).
Sa. a lion ramp, reguard. ar.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, reguard. as in the arras.
Morgan (Langcney, co. Brecon). Ar. a dragon's head
and neck erased vert, holding in the mouth a bloody

Morgan

thistle slipped or.

Morg'an (Llantamam
1681

"

;

Ynys-y-Maengwyn, from Osborne Fitzgerald, Lord of Ynysy-Maengwyn). Arms, those of Osbobne Fitzgebald, viz.,
Erm. a saltire gu.
Morgan (Golden Grove, co. Flint; derived from Blethin ap
GwiLLiM, fifth in descent from Edntfed Vtchan. Lord of
Brynffenigl (.sec that name). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
chev. erm. betw. three Englishmen's heads eouped in
profile ppr.; 2nd, ar. a pelican sa. feeding her young; 3rd,
:

Morfyn, or Murfyn

Warwick).
on a chief

Plas Abcrdescended from the Black-

forth, CO. Cardigan, maternally

two bars sa. three trefoils of the first, in chief a

3rd, ar.

MOB
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Ar. three bulls' heads cabossed sa.

Morgan (Langston,

CO.

Monmouth; descended from Philip

MoBOAN, second son of Moegan ap Llewelun, Lord
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of St.

Morgan

(St.

Bennet Finck, London, author of the " .Sphere
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally

of Gentry," d. 27 March, 1G93).

crowned

or.

Morgan (Burnham Norton,
Surrey).

co. Norfolk, and Chalworth, co.
Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
Ci'est
A reindeer's

—

—

Another Crfst The head
head or.
charged on the neck with a mullet.

Morgan

sa.

attired

or,

and

granted to Nelson Smith
Morgan, Esq.). Or, a griffon segreant sa. in chief two
mullets of six points gu. pierced of the field. Crest— A. fcr
de moulin fesscways sa. thereon a griffin's head erased
(Henficld,

co.

Sussex

;

ppr.

Morgan (granted to Feancis

Mokqan, Judge of the King's

:

HOB
—

Morgan (Fobbes-Mokgah,
to

Jane

Countess of Granard : exemplified
Colclough, Countess of Granard, wife of Geobge

Arth0r Hastings, seventh Earl of Granard. K.P., and dau.
and co-heiress of Hamilton Knox Grogan-Mobgan, Esq., of
Johnstown

ar.

Iforg'an
Visit.

Comberton and Hanbury, co. Worcester.
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. a fleur-de-lis betw.

(Little

1569).

—

two cinquefuils of the field. Crest A tiger sejant sa. crined
and tufted or, holding in the dexter paw a battle axe erect
headed gold.
Morgan (Dudelston, co. Salop). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

Morgfan

(Eston, co. Somerset;

crosses bottonnee in

bend

granted 1591). Sa. three
Ci'cst
A demigrifQnsegreant

ar.

—

Ar.

(Arkston, co. Stafford).

a

lion

ramp.

sa.

ducally crowned or.
Morgan. Ar. a fesse betw. three martlets gu. on a chief
Crest On a
az. three griffins' heads erased of the first.

—

mount an oak

fructed or,

tree

against

a wolf pass,

it

ppr.

Morgan.
Morgan.
Morgan.
Morgan.

Ar.
Gu.
Ar.
Ar.

on a cross flory gu.

the field.
three towers ar.
a cross patonce betw. four escallops sa.
on a bend betw. two cotises sa. three fleursfive roses of

de-lis of the first.

Morgan.
lions)

Wexford, on her assuming, by royal
surname and arms of Morgan).
Az. three bears' heads couped ar. muzzled gu.. an escutcheon
of pretence for Morgan, or, a griffin segreant sa. langued
Castle, co.

licence, 1869, the additional

gu-

Moriarty.
Moriarty.

See O'Moeiabtie.

—

Ar. an eagle displ. sa. Crest
Anarmcmbowed
armour holding a dagger, the blade environed ?nth a

in

serpent.

Morice (Clenenneu,co. Carnarvon

erased sa.

Morg-an

MOB
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Bench, by Hervey, Clarenceux, 1558). Ar. on a bend engr.
sa. three cinquefoils pierced erm. on a chief az. a cross flory
betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A dragon's head erased
gu. langued az. collared or, betw. two bars gemells wayy

Quarterly, gu. and az. a lion (another,

ramp.

Morgan.

three

ar.

Quarterly, ar.

and

sa.

a cross

flory counter-

changed.

Morgan.

Ar. on a cross patonce gu. five roses of the first
a bordure engr. sa.
(Sir Richard Moegan, knighted at Dublin by
Robert, Earl of Essex, Lord Lieutenant, 5 Aug. 1599). Sa.
a chev. ar. betw. three spear heads of the last, points upwards, embrued gu.
Morgan (Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1619, George
Morgan, of that city). Ar. a griffin segreant sa. armed,
beaked, and forelegged gu. a border of the second.
Morgan (confirmed by St. George, Ulster, 1680, to that
family, then settled in Ireland). Or, a griffin segreant sa.
Crest
A stag's head cabossed ppr. attired or.
Morgan (Cotilestown, co. Sligo; descended from Robert
Morgan, Esq., who settled in Ireland, temp. Charles I., and
who is stated to have been a younger son of Sir Thomas
Morgan, Knt., of Langston. Colonel Hdgh Morgan, of
Cottlestown, d. 1761, leaving an only dau. and heir,
Katuerine, m. Robert Steabne Tighe, Esq., of MitchelsSame Amis. Crest— A reindeer's
town, CO. W'cstmeath).

Morgan

;

—

head erased.

Morgan (Waterford

Samdel Morgan, Esq., Mayor of Waterford, son of William Morgan, Esq., also Mayor of the same,
by Sarah Grogan, his wife, dau. of John Grogan, Esq., of
;

Wexford, d. s.p., and bequeathed his estates,
1826, to Hamilton Knox Gbooan, Esq., of Johnstown, greatgrandson of CoRNF.LitJs Grogan, Esq., of Johnstown, the
brother of said Sarah Grogan, upon condition of his
Same Arms.
taking the additional surname cf Morgan).
Crest— A reindeer's head cabossed or.
Molto-l/idxxs et
audax.

Johnstown,

Morgan.

co.

See Gbogan-Moboan.

Morgan

(Deane-Morgan; exemplified to Hon. Robert
FiTZMAURicE Tilson Deanb, of Springfield Castle, co.
Limerick, and Elizabeth Geraldine Grooan-Mobgan, his
wife, dau. of Hamilton Knox Grogan-Morgan, Esq., of
Johnstown Castle, co. Wexford, on their assuming, by royal
licence, 1854, the additional surname and arms of Morgan).
Quarterly, lat and 4th, or, a griffin segreant sa. a mullet az.
for diff., for Morgan ?nd and 3rd, ar. two bars gu., for Deane.
Ist, Morgan
A reindeer's head cabossed or, charged
Crests
with a mullet az. for diff.
2nd, Deane Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi sea-otter ppr. In a scroll above the crests
the motto, Honor et virtus. Motto Under the arms: Forti
;

—

:

;

:

—

et fidoli nihil diflieilc.

Morgan

(Deane-Morgan, Baron Musl:frr)/).
grand quarter, quarleily, Ist and 4th, or, a
sa. in the

and

;

Quarterly, let
segreant

griffin

az., for Morgan, 2nd
Deane; 2nd grand quarter,
Deane; 3rd grand quarter, sa. on a

dexter chief point a mullet

3rd, ar.

two bars

gu., for

two bars gu., for
bend betw. two inquefoils

ar.

or, three bears'

heads of the first,
muzzled, for f?BicTTBiGE; 4th grand quarter, ar. a sallire gu.
and a chief erm. a crescent for diff., for Fitzmaurice.
C'ivJiM— Ist, MoniiAN: A nindeer's head cabossed or, charged
with a mullet az.; 2nd, Deane: Out of a ducal coronet or,
a demi eea otter ppr.
Matlors— Above Morgan crest
Honor ct virtus; under ihe arni.-t: Forti ct fldeli nihil diWcile.
SvpiioiOm Two angcl.s habited and winged az.
boldiog in their exterior handu meduUions ppr.
(

—
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descended through Ellis,
Morts ap John, of Hhiwaedog,
Clenenneu, and Park, from Roderick, Lord of Anglesey, son
Sir William
of Owen Gwtnedd, Prince of North Wales
Mobice, Knt., of Clenenneu, m. the heiress of Lacon, of
Llanddyn and Porkington; and the heiress of the three
houses m. John Owen, Esq., fourth son of John Owen, of
;

of Clenenneu, second son of

;

Bodsilin (Secretary to the Minister, Walsingliam), the eluest
son of which marriage was the memorable Sir John Owen,

and Clenenneu the representation
eventually vested in Mrs. Orsmsbt-Gobe, mother of Lord.
Harlech). Arms, those of Owen Gwxnedd, viz.. Vert three
eagles displ. in fess ar.
Morice (Werrington, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1750; descended from Ievan Morice, LL.D., Chancellor of Exeter
in 1594, yoimger brother of Captain William Mobys, ancestor of Mobice, of Betshanger. Sir William Morice, of
Werrington, son of Sir WiLLLAM Morice, Knt., M.P., Secretary
of State tfjnp. Charles II., was created a bart. in 1661; his
granddaughters, heiresses to their brother. Sir William
Mobice, the last bart.. Katherine m. Sir John St. Acbtn,
of Porkington, Llanddyn,

;

and Babbaba m. Sir John Moleswobth, Bart.). Gu.
ramp, reguard. or.
Az. three Moors' heads couped or
Suffolk).
another, Az. a water leaf ar.
Morieux (co. Suffolk). Az. a bend ar. billettee sa.
Morieux (Thomas Moriedx, Sheriff of Korfolk, 1354). Gu.
on a bend ar. seven billets sa.
Morin (Car Colston, co. Nottingham). Quarterly, Ist and
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fleur4th, per pale indented ar. and az.
Bart.,

a

lion

Moriens (co.

;

de-lis az.

Morin.

betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Morin (Bailly of Jersey, 1467). Ar. on the waves of the sea
a dolphin embowed all ppr. Crest On a cap of maintenance
a dolphin, as in the arms, all ppr. Motto Fortune le veut.
Moriner. Az. three fusils in fesse or.
la
(Moretion, co. Devon).
Ar.
Moring, or

Ar. a chev.

sa.

—

—

More

De

six martlets sa. three, two,

and one.

Crest

—A

greyhound

statant.

Morins (co.

Kent).

Gu. a cross bumettec betw. four birds

ar.

Morion (co. Norfolk). Gu. a bend ar. guttee de poix.
Moris (co. Suffolk). Vert a buck pass. or. Crest— A talbot
gu. collared and lined or.
Sa. three bears' heads erased ar. muzzled gu. on a
canton of the third a crown or.
Morisby, or Morison. Sa. a cross ar. in the Ist quarter
a cinquefoil pierced or.
Moriskines. Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on a chief or,
Crest
A stork or,
three swallows, wings expanded sa.

Moris.

—

legged and beaked sa.
(Cashiobury,

Morison

co.

Herts,

bart.,

extinct).

See

Morrison.

Morisbn

(Standon, co. Herts, and Cadby, co. Lincoln). Or,
Out of a
Crest
sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.
ducal coronet or, an eagle's head betw. two wings endorsed

—

on a cross
ar.

Morison

Per saltire or and gu. in pale two
(London).
pelicans of the first, in fess us many leopards' faces of the
second, on a chief or, three chaplets gu.
Morison (Dairsie, co. Fife, Scotland). Az. three Saracens'
heads erased, conjoined

in

one neck, and wreathed with
and sinister

laurel ppr. the faces looking to the chief, dexter,

Bides of the shield.

Morison

(Edinburgh, cadet of Dairsie, 1672). The same,
betw. two falcons' heads couped az. Crest— A serpent ppr.
Motto Piaetio prudentia pra^stat.
Morison (Hognie, co. Aberdeen). Az. three Saracens' heads
erased, conjoined in one neck, the faces looking to the
chief, dexter, and sinister sides, the lippcrmost head affixed

—

by a wreath to the other two.

Motio—Sunt

tria

ha;c

unum.

Morison

(rrestongrnngc, co. Edinburgh).

beads couped

sa.

two

and one, banded

Ar. three Moors'

of the

first.

Crest

A

A

:

HOB

Saracens' heads conjoined In one neck, their
faces looking to the chief, dexter, and sinister sides ppr.
Korison. Ar. on a chief gu. three estoiles or.
Horison. Ar. three bucks' heads sa.

norles

Morison

norley, Earl

(Major Alexander Mokison, H.E.I.C.S., 1806).
Erm. an eagle displ. sa. betw. three Moors' heads of the
Crest
Three Saracens' heads erased, conlast banded or.
joined in one neck, and wreathed with laurel ppr. the
faces looking to the chief, dexter, and sinister.
Motto
Pretlo prudentia praestat.

—

—

Horisou

(DcNCAN-MoBisoN, of Naughton, co. Fife, 1853).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire couped sa. charged with
a man's heart or, betw. three Moors" heads couped of the
second, banded of the third, forMoBisoN; 2nd, gu. a chev.
or, betw. two cinquefoils in chief ar. and a huntinghom in
hase of the last garnished az. all within a bordure of the
second, for Dcjncan
3rd, the quartered coat of Haldane,
of Gleneagles [which see] within a bordure gu. Crests 1st
Three Saracens'' heads conjoined in one neck, erased and
wreathed with laurel ppr. looking to the chief dexter, and
sinister sides; 2nd: A ship in distress in the sea ppr.; 3rd
An eagle's head erased or. Mottoes Pretio prudentia
prasstat: Disce pati ; and, Suffer.
Horison (Walker -Mokison, of Falficld, co. Fife, 1854).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th. ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three
;

—

:

—

banded or, for Mobison 2nd and
3rd, or, three pallets gu. surmounted of a saltire wavy ar.
on a chief az. a demi lion holding betw. his paws a fleurde-lis of the third betw. two cushions of the field.
Crests
Three Saracens' heads conjoined in one neck ppr. their
faces looking to the chief, dexter, and sinister, a serpent ppr.,
for Mobison
a greyhound courant ppr., for Walkeb.
Mottoes Pi-aetio prudentia praestat, for Mobison; Fac et
Moors' heads couped

sa.

;

—

;

—

Walkeb.

spera, for

(Toucli House, Stirling, 1851). Ar. three Saracens'
heads coujied sa. banded of the first, within a bordure
engr. az. charged with three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest— Three
Saracens' heads conjoined in one neck ppr. their heads
looking to the chief, dexter, and sinister. Motto In Deo

—

confido.

(Brown -Mobison, of

and
and 4th,
ar. a fess sa. betw. three Moors' heads couped ppr. banded
or, for Mobison; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. betw. fleurs-de-lis
ar., for Brown.
Crests
Three Moors' heads conjoined in
one neck ppr. banded or, the faces looking to the chief,
dexter, and sinister, for Mobison; A lion ramp. ppr. holding
in its dexter fore paw a fleur-de-lis ar., for Brown. Mottoes
—Prudentia praestet, for Morison: Floreat majestas, for
Brown.
Morivale (qu.irtered by Haselbigo, of Castle Dorrington.
Coupar Grange,

Finderlic, co. Kinross,

Quarterly,

co. Fife, 18CG).

1st

—

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Ar. a cinquefoil sa.
Banaster, co. Berks, bart., extinct
1716; granted by Walker, Garter, to Sir Samuel Morl,vnd,
alias Morlet, created a bart., 18 July, 1G60. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Sa. a leopard's face jessant-de-Us or.
Crest
lion's head betw. two wings ar.
norland (Lee, co. Kent). Same Arms, on a chief of the
second a lion pass, guard, gu.
Ci-est
A leopard's face
jessant-de-lis or, betw. two wings erm.
Morland (Kimble, co. Bucks, and Westminster). Az.

norland (Southamstede

—

—

semee of leopards' heads

jessant-de-Iis, a griffin segreant
Crest
A griffin's head, wings endorsed az. semee-de-lis
and crosses crosslet or.
norland (Court Lodge, Lamberhurst, co. Kent). Az. a

—

or.

griffin

—

segreani or. Crest
A falcon ppr. belled or.
(Capplethwaite, co. Westmoreland). Same Arriis

norland
and

Crest.

norland.
many

martlets.

Crest

—A

each charged with as
camel's head erased, charged
or,

with three bars wavy.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions ramp. sa. the
two iu chief respecting each other, as many bezants.
norland. Sa. a lion pa^s. guard, in cliief. and in ba.sc a

norland.

leopard's face jessant-de-Us or.

beak an

branch ppr.
norland (Bernard -Morland,
bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

Crest — X

dove

or, in

the

olive

Nettleham,

co.

Lincoln,

semee of leopards faces
segreant or, for Morland; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a bear ramp. sa. muzzled and collared or, for
Bernard.
Crests
1st, Morland: A griffin's head, wings
endorsed az. semee of fleurs-de-lis and cross crosslets alternately or; 2nd, Bebnabd A demI bear sa. muzzled and
collared or.
JI/o(io— Bear and forbear.
norleigh. (co. Lancaster). Ar. fretty gu. a chief az. Crest
A unicorn's head erased or.
norlent. Sa. a lion ramp, double queued or.
jessant-de-lis, a griffin

—

:

—
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az.

Ar. two bars gu. in chief three

torteaux.

Ar. a chev. sa. fretty of the first, betw. three
mullets of the second.
of. See Pabkeb.
norley (Morley, co. Lancaster; descended from Richard

MoBLET, Esq., of Morley, temp. Edward 111., whom. SLabGARET, dau. and heir of Gilbert Winnington). Sa. three
leopards' faces or, jessant-de-lis ar.
Crest
A man in complete armour ppr. garnished or, in the dexter hand a baton
gold, across his body a sash az.

—

norley

(Glynde, co. Sussex; descended from Nicholas
Moblet, second son of Francis Moblei, Esq., of Morley,
CO. Lancaster, who m. the dau. and co-heir of Sir John
Wallets, Knt., of Glynde). Same Ariiis and Crest.
norley (Marrick Park, co. York). Sa. a leopard's face or,
jcssant-delis ar. Crests— 1st: A leopard's face jessant-de-lis
or; 2nd Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head betw. two
:

—

wings expanded,

all ar.
Motto S'ils te mordent, mord les.
(East Lavant, co. Sussex). Same Arras. Crest— A.
head betw. two wings expanded, issuing out of a

norley
griffin's

ducal coronet all ar.
(Halnaker,

norley

MoBLEY

of

co. Sussex
descended from John
Saxham, who purchased Halnaker, temp. James
;

—

Sa. a leopard's head ar. jessant-de-lis or.
Crest
On a
chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a leopard's face ar. jessant-dcI.).

lis

or.

norley

(co. Hants; granted, in 1575, to John Morlet, of
Barnes, co. Southampton). Same Arins. Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet a demi talbot or.
norley. Same .^r;Hs, a bordure engr. or, sem^e of torteaux.

—

Crest — A
norley.

talbot ermines pass, regiiard. collared or.
Per pale gu. and az. a le-^pards face jessant-de-lii

Crest

—Out of a mural coronet a

griflSn's

head betw. two

wings.

norley, or nerley

Or, two bars gu.

(France).
of martlets of the last.

norley

an orle

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or
(another, the tail double queued).
norley (Morley, co. Derby). Same Arms, a fleur-de-lis
Norfolk).

(co.

for diff.

norley
a chief
sa.

(Norwich, co. Norfolk). Barry of six az. and or, on
heads erased sa. Crest A wolf sejant

—

ar. three lions'

maned,

norley

tufted, collared,

(Halsted,

co.

and fined

Essex;

or.

granted by Anstis, Garter).

—

Vert three leopards' faces in pale jessant-de-lis or. Crest
demi man ppr. habited az. holding a poleaxebendwaysor, on
his head a steel cap with three feathers gu., or, and az.
Motto— ^cc crrat nee assat.
norley. (Craven, co. York). Sa. a leopard's face or, jessantde-lis ar.

norley

(Hackney,

Esq., of that place,

Samcel Morley,

co.

Middlesex; granted to John Morley,

and the other descendants of

his father,

Esq., of Honiton, co. Notts). Ar. alcopard's

face jessant-de-lis sa. betw. three griffins' heads erased gu.
A demi griffin ar. wings elevated erm. holding betw.
Crest
the claws a leopard's face jessant-de-lis, as in the arms.

—
Motto —Tenax

propositi.

norlosht, or nortoft.

Sa. a buck lodged or, betw. the
a heathcoek volant of the second.
nornell. Az. three demi lions within an orle of flcurs-dcCrest
Out of a mural coronet az. a dragon's head
lis or.
attires

—

issuing flames ppr.
Sa. a cross sarcelly, quarterly or and ar.
(co. Clare; Reg. Ulster's Office, 23 April, 1730,
to John Moronet, Esq., of Dunahain, and Thomas Moroney,
Esq., of Milltown, barrister-at-law, sons of Edmond Moroney,

nornsell.

noroney
Esq.,

Gu. three bars wavy

Somerset).

(co.

norleton.

or.

Horison

Morison

HOB

THE GENERA.L ARMORY.

—Three

of Kilmacduagh,

crosslet or, betw. as

all in co.

many

shoulders ar. langued gu.
a sceptre or.

norO'w. Gu.

a bend

Clare).

Az. three crosses

boars' heads, couped above the
Crest

—A

lion

ar. billett^e sa.

ramp.

Crest

ar.

holding

— Out of a ducal

an eagle's head betw. two wings ppr.
of (co. Northumberland). Ar. three
bars gu. over all a tower triple towered ar. on a bordure az.

coronet

or,

norpeth,

Town

eight doves or.
norrall (Plas

Yolyn, co. Salop; descended from John
MoBRALL, Esq., of IMas Yolyn, who vi. 1669, Judith, dau.
and heir of Thomas Edwabdes, Esq., of Kilhendre, eighteenth
in descent from Tudor Tbevob). Ar. on a fesse embattled
gu. betw. six Cornish choughs ppr. three palm branches of
the first; quartering, for Edwardes, Gu. a chev. engr. betw.
A demi griffin. Motto
three boars' heads erased ar. Crest

— Norma tuta Veritas.
norrell.

—

—

Az. on a cross ar. a lion ramp. gu. Cicst The
horns of a bull adhering lo the scalp ppr.
Or, a bend gu. in
(Headington
Hill. co. Oxford).
norrell

A

A

;

.

UOB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
ramp.
—A
ramp,
— A demi

lion
a cross crosalet of the last. Crest
Motto Bono aitimo esto.
(Wallingford, co. Berks, and Forthampton, co.
Gloucester; descended from Jeremiah Morell, Esq., of
Crest
A demi lion
Wallingford, d. 1766). Same Arms.
ramp, guard, per pale ar. and sa. holding in the dexter paw
a sprig of three roses gu. Motto Bono anima esto.

tiase

—

Tcguard.

Uorrell

—

—

Torres
sa.

(Kilkreen, co. Kilkenny, hart., extinct). Ar. a fesse
dancettee in chief a crescent, and in base a lion ramp,
A demi lion ramp. ppr. Motto Deus nobis quis

gu. Crest
contra.

JSIorrey
lis

—

—

Sa. three leopards' faces jessant-de-

(co. Sussex).

or.

Morrey

(Yoxall, co. Stafford

;

arms from a window

in Fosall

Ar. two bars gu. each charged with three marta cross flory betw. two fleurs-de-lis az.
(Werington, co. Devon). See Morice.
ISIorrice (Chipping Ongar, co. Essex). Az. on a fess ar. betw
three boys' heads couped at the shoulders, environed round
the neck with a snake ppr. a cock gu. beaked and legged or,
A cock gu. beaked,
betw. two pheons of the fourth. Crest
combed, and wattled or, environed round the neck with a
snake ppr.
Horrice, or Morys (London). Gu. on a lion ramp, or, a
Crest
pellet, a border indented of the second pellettee.
lion ramp, or, collared gu. holding a pellet.
Ifforrice (temp. Henry VII.). Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. an
escutcheon or, charged with a cross gu. Crest A lion ramp,
or, charged on the shoulder with a cross gu.
Morrice. Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or. Crest A hawk

Church).

lets or, in chief

Morrice

—

—

—

—

ppr. belled

and jessed

(Betshanger, co. Kent descended, through Morts
AP Morgan, from Etheltstan Glodbtdd, Prince of Ferlys,
Founder of the IV. Royal Tribe of North Wales and Powys;
Admiral Salmon Morbice, a distinguished naval officer,
;

purchased Betshanger in 1712). Quarterly, 1st, gu. a lion
ramp, reguard. or, for Morrice; 2nd, per bend sinister erm.
and ermines, a lion ramp, or, for Tudor Trevor 3rd, ar.
three boars' heads couped sa., for Cadwoan; 4th, gu. an
escutcheon within an orle of martlets ar., for Chadwick,
Crest -On a rest, a falcon ppr. beaked and beUed or.
Morries, or Morrys. Ar. on a chev. vert three crescents
;

or.

Horris

(Clasemount, co. Glamorgan, bart.). Sa. on a saltire
engr. erm. a bezant charged with a cross couped gu. Crest
lion ramp, or, charged on the shoulder with a cross couped
gu. within a chain in the form of an arch gold. Motto
Scuto

—

A

—

fldei.

Horris, or Mores

(Coxwell, co. Berks). Or, on a fesse
humettee betw. three moorcocks ppr. a garb of the field.
Crest
A Moor's head erased erminois in profile, wreathed
round the temples or and az.
Morris (PaJe-yn-Edeimion, co. Merioneth descended from
Ellis, of Pale, second son of Howbl, of Crogen-yn-Edeirnion
and Pale, son of Gbifjith, of Crogen and Branas, second
eon of Rhys ap Ievan, Baron of Kymmer-yn-Edeirnion, ancestor of Hughes, of Gwerclas, Baron of Kymmer-yn-Edeirnion Angharad, dau. and heir of Morris ap John, of Pale,
m. Ievam Lloyd, gent.).
Arms, those of Hdghes, of
Gwerclas, viz., Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
Morris (Wanstead, co. Essex; granted by St. George,
Clarenceux). Sa. on a cross patonce betw. twelve billets ar.
five torteaux.
Crest
A lion ramp. sa. bezantee, ducally
gorged or.
Morris (co. Gloucester). Ar. on a chief gu. three bezants.
Morris (quartered by Amhubst through Everino. Visit.
Kent, 1619). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and legged or.
Morris (Wingflcld House Bath, co. Somerset, 1770). Sa. a
saltire engr. ar. on an inescutcheon or, a cross gu. Crest
A lion ramp. or.
Morris (Peckham, co. Surrey). Per fesse or and gu. a lion
ramp. betw. three quatrcfoila within a border indented
charged with eight annulets all counterchanged. Crest—
Upon a mount vert a lion ramp, or, semee of quatrefoils and
holding in the dexter paw an annulet gu. Motto Pro rcgo

—

;

;

—

—

—

semper.

Morris
Gu. a

(granted to Capt. Richard Morris, 10th April, 1677).
de sang. Crest— A lion's head
de sang. Jl/o»o— Virtute et fortitudine.
(Netherby, co. York; rcprcst-nled by the Rev. Fran-

saltire engr. ar. guttee

ar. guttle

Morris
cis

Ohpkn Moebis, B.A., Worcester Coll., Oxford, Chaplain
Duke of CUolnnU, and Rector of Nunburnliohiie, und

to the

a magistrate

Riding of co. York, a dislinguLshcd
his family being one
of those which claim descent from IClystan Glodbydd,
Prince of Ferlys). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a lion ramp.
reguard. or 2nd and 3rd, ar. three boars' heads coujped sa.
for the East

naturalist, of ancient

;
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It

—

reguard. or. Motto Marte et mare
and, over the arms, Gwell Angau na Chwilydd.
Hereford). Ar. six cocks sa. three, two, and
one, crested and jelloped gu.
Morris (co. Hertford). Sa. tliree bears' heads erased ar. on
a canton gu. a ducal crown or.
Morris (Broadfield House, near Devizes, co. Wilts). Sa.
a saltire engr. ar. Crest A lion ramp, or, charged on the
shoulder with a cross gu.
Morris (co. Cardigan). Sa. a lion pass, •r, betw. three
scaling ladders ar.
Morris (co. Carnarvon). Sa. a stag standing at gaze or.
Morris. Az. a cross engr. ar. Crest A stag pass. ppr.
Morris. Sa. a cross engr. ar. Crest A lion ramp. gu.
Morris. Ar. three lions' gambs couped ppr. Crest
fox's
lion

Crest

faventibus;

Morris

(co.

—

—
—

—A

head couped ppr.
Gu. a lion ramp, or, charged on the breast with a
plate.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding betw. the paws
a plate.
Morris. Az. two battle axes in saltire ppr. Crest A tower

Morris.

—

—

ppr. inflamed of the last.

Morris.
Crest — A
Morris.
as many

Sa.

a

castle,

pass. betw. three scaling ladders ar.

lion

domed

ar.

Ar. a fesse betw. three martlets gu. on a chief sa.
wolves' heads erased of the field.

Morris

(The Hurst,

heads

Crest

sa.

co. Salop).

Ar. an eagle displ. with two

— An eagle displ. sa.

Morris ap

Grifl&th. Sa. the tops of three broken spears
erect or, pointed ar. betw. as many crescents of the second.

Morris.

Az. a battle axe in bend sinister surmounted of a
bend dexter or, betw. four cannons of the
same, on a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis of the first, enclosed by a demi rose gu. the other half radiated like the
rays of the sun or, and the stump of a tree eradicated
and couped at the top gu. Crest A tower or, inflamed gu.
Morris (Ystradmeuric, co. Cardigan). Ar. on a bend sa.
three leopards' heads erased of the field.
Crest
A naked
arm erect holding an open Bible ppr. inscribed with the
Welsh word " Bibl." Motto A Gair Duw yn uchaf.
tilting spear in

or.

Morrice

Iff

Welsh ancestry,

—

—

—

Morris (Bamwood,

co.

Gloucester;

granted,

1795,

to

Robert Mobbis, Esq.). Vert a cross flory ar. betw. four
garbs or, on a chief of the second a lion ramp. gu.
Crest— A demi lion ramp, or, charged on the shoulder wi'-h
a cross flory sa. and holding in the paws an ear of wheat
ppr.

Morris

(North Elmsall, co. York, 1660). Az. three eaglets
on a canton ar. a castle gu. (the canton alluding
to the seizure of Pontefract Castle by John Mobbis during
displ. or,

the civil war).

Morris.

Ar. a fess betw. three lions couchant gu. another,
Az. (another, sa.) billettee and a cross ar. ; another, Erm.
three bars wavy ar.
another, Ar. on a chev. vert three
crescents or; another, Az. a fess gu. a chief ar. fretty az.
another, Barry wavy of six ermines and ar.; another, Barry
wavy of six ar. and sa. the last guttle d'eau; another.
Vert a stag or; another. Bendy of six or and gu. an estoile
of sixteen points az. another, Ar. an eagle displ. with two
heads sa. armed or; another, Ar. twochevronels sa. on each
three roses or another, Ar. on a chev. vert three crescents
or; another, Ar. a fess betw. three lions dormant sa.
Morris (Pollok-Mobbib, of Craig, co. Ayr, 1863). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. az. betw. three Moors' heads
couped sa. banded or, three crescents of the last, for Morris ;
2nd and 3rd, vert on a saltire ar. betw. three hunting horns
in flank and base of the second, viroled and stringed gu. a
Crests
lion ramp, sa., for Pollok.
A lion ramp, ppr., for
Morris; a wild boar pierced with a dart ppr., for Polloe.
Mottoes Fide et fortitudine, for Morris ; Audacter et
strenuc, for Pollok.
Morris (Templcmore, co. Tippcrary; Impalement Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1629; Thomas Porcell, Esq., of Borris-oLcagh, same co., m. Eleanor, dau. of Redmond Morris,
Esq., of Templemore). Or, a fesse dancett^ betw. in chief a
crescent and in base a lion ramp. sa.
Morris, or Morech (co. Galway; Reg. Ulster's Office,
Az. a halbert surmounted by a lance in saltire betw. four
culverincs fcsseways or, on a chief ar. a fleur-de-lis betw.
two trunks of trees couped and eradicated sa. Crest
;

;

;

;

—

—

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Morris

(Impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1660). Ar.
on a chev. sa. three roses or.
Morris (Capt. Ricuaro Morris, of His Majesty's Rcgt.
of Guards in Ireland; granted by St. George, Ulster, 1677).
Gu. a saltire engr. ar. guttle de sang. Crest A Uon's head

—

erased ar. gutidc de sang.
Morris (Reg. Ulster's Office).
fisbnaiantai'.

Gu. a

fess or, la base

a pike

HOB
Morris
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Wexford; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1746, to Augustus Morris, of Rotherhithe, London, great
grandson of John Morris, Esq., of Ferns).
Or, a fesse dancettee sa. in base a lion ramp, of the last armed and langued
gu. Crest A dcnii lion erased Ruttee de sang langued gu.
(Ferns, co.

—

Jttorrison (Cashiobuiy, co. Hertford, bart., extinct 1628;
descended from William Mortson, of Chardwell, co.
York, temp. Henry VI.; Sir Charles Morrison, K.B., was
created a bart. 1611, his only dau. and heir, Elizabeth
Morrison, m. Arthi'r, Lord Captl, and was mother of
Arthur, first £arL of Essex, who inherited Cashiobury). Or,
on a chief gu. three chaplets of the first.
Horrison (co. Lancaster). Or, on a cross sa. five fleursCrest Out a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head
de-lis ar.
and neck betw. two wings displ. ar.
jyiorrison. Or, on a cross sa. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Cre.'t
A cubit arm in armour holdiug a branch of oak

—

—

all

(Sir

Riomard Morrison, knighted

at Dublin

by

Robert, Earl of Essex, Lord-Lieutenant, 5 Aug., 1599). Ar.
on a cross sa. five fleurs-de-lis or, in the dexter quarter a
martlet az.
lyEorrison (Coolegegan, in the King's co.; confirmed to
Richard Fielding Morrison, Esq., and the descendants of
his grandfather. Sir Richard Morrison, Vice-Pres. Royal
Institute of Architects of Ireland). Or, on a cross per cross
8a. and gu. four fleurs-de-lis ar. in the first quarter a
crescent of the third. Crest On a mural crown gu. aw
eagle's head and neck betw. two wings displ. ar. the neck
and each wing charged with a fleur-de-lis sa. Motto Utile

—

—

ct dulce.

Horrit.

Sa. a cross ar. on a chief of the last a rose gu.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the first. Crest A griffin's head
erased holding in the beak a rose branch ppr.
Morritt (Rokeby Park, Barnard Castle). Ar. a cross az.
betw. four billets sa. on a chief of the second a rose of the
f rst barbed or, betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the last, quartering
Sawrey. Crest A griffin's head erased ppr. holding in the
beak a rose gu. barbed and slipped vert.
Morritt. Ar. a cross az. betw. four billets sa. on a chief f
the second a rose of the first barbed or, betw. two fleurs-delis of the last.
Crest
A griffin's head erased ppr. holding
in the beak a rose gu. barbed and slipped vert.
Morrog-h (co. Limerick; Reg. Ulsters Office). Vert three
escallops or.
Crest
A hand couped at the wrist and erect,
holding a sword in pale all ppr.
Morrogh (confirmed to James Morroch, Esq., of Old
Court, Doneraile, co. Cork, son of Edward Morrogh, of
Glanmire House, same co.).
Az. a harp or, stringed ar.
betw. three escallops of the second. Crest— A staff ppr.
with a flag attached az. charged with a harp as in the arms.
Motto Virtus invicta.
Morse. Ar. a battle axe in pale gu. betw. three pellets.
Crest
A lion ramp, supporting a plumb rule. Another
Crest Two battle axes in saltire ppr. banded with a chaplet

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

of roses of the last.

Morse-Boycott.
the

last,

See Botcott.
York). Az. on a chev.
beaked and legged gu. as

(co.

ar. betw. three

many

talbots'

birds of

heads

sa.

—

Mortaigne. Or, six lions ramp. sa. three, two, and
Mortaine (co. Leicester). Or, three lions ramp,
queued

one.

double

sa.

Mortaine.

Per

and

fesse az.

a

ar.

fesse gu. three mullets

in chief or.

Mortein, or Morteign.

Ar. six lions ramp. az.
of Dunesley, temp.
dau. Isabel Mortein, m. Sir Bichard
Willodghbt, Knt., of Willoughby-upon-Wold, co. Notts,

Mortein
Edward

(Sir

Judge of the
lioncels

Roger Mortein, Lord

his

II.;

ramp.

Mortemer.
Mortemer.

Morshead

(Trenant Park, co. Cornwall, bart.). Az. a cross
on a chief of the second,
three escallop.-; gu. Crest
A demi wyvem ramp, reguard.
vert collared or, supporting an escntcheon ar. charged with
a bezant.
Morshead (Widey, co. Kent). Same Arms and Crest.
Morshead (Lavethan, co. Cornwall). Same Anns, a bordure wavy crminois.
Crest
A demi dragon reguard. vert,
debruised by a bendlet wavy, collared or, holding betw. the
paws an escutcheon sa. charged with a bezant.
Morskin (co. Kent). Az. three bars wavy ar. on a chief
crosslet ar. betw. fomr martlets or,

—

—

or, three falcons rising ppr.

Morskin

Morteyn.

Common

Pleas.

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Or, eix

sa.

Gu. two bars vair.
Gu. two bars ar. in chief three

fleurs-de-lis

of

(London. The sole heiress

?;i. Roger James before
Barry wavy of six az. and ar. on
a chief or, three swallows volant ppr. Crest A stork or,
beaked and legged sa.
Mortag-h, or Morchearty (a branch of the O'Briens,
of Thomond, Reg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. three lions pass,

Visit. Kent, 1619).

—

guard, in pale gu.
Ar. a saltire

Morsley.

sa. in chief a cinquefoil gu.
(London; descended from Norwich granted 1723).
Per fesse erm. and gu. a pale counterchanged, over all a lion
ramp, reguard. or (another has, on a chief sa. three covered
cups gold). Crest A lion's head erased per fesse erm. and
gu. debruised with a pale counterchanged.
Morson. Sa. on a fesse or, a martlet gu. betw. two gouttea
dc poix.

Morson

;

—
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Ar. a fesse gu. on a chief az. two mallets of the

first.

Morteyne

(Eyam and Risley, co. Derby; the heiress
teiuji. Edward III.).
Erm. a chief gu.

r,i.

WiLLOUGHBT,

Morth, or Mnrth
ramp. betw. three

Mortier.

(Talland, co. Cornwall).

Ar. a lion

fleurs-de-lis gu.

Chequy or

and

(another, az.)

ar.

Mortimer (Baron Mortimer of Wigmore, and Earl of March

.-

earldom extinct 1424; barony merged in the Crown upon
the accession of Edward IV.; descended from Ralph de
Mobtime, who accompanied William I. to England, and
had a grant of Wigmore Castle; Sir Edmund Mortimer,
Lord of Wigmore, fourth in descent from Hugh de Mortimer,
first feudal Lord of Wigmore, the eldest son of the grantee,
was summoned to Parliament, 1294. The second baron, Rogek
Mortimer, one of the Founder Knights of the Garter, was
created Earl of March by charter, 1328. Edmund, third
£arl of March, m. the Lady Philippa Plantagenet, only
dau. and heir of Lionel, Duke of Clarence, second son of
Edward III.; his son Roger, fourth Earl of March, was
declared by Parliament, 9 Richard II., 1285, "Ilcir presumptive to the Crown." Lady Annb Mortimer, only dau.
of the fourth earl, and sister and heir of the fifth and last
earl, m. Richard Plantagenet, Earl of Cambridge, and
her grandson, Edward, Duke of York, ascended the throne
as Edward IV., when the honours of the Mortimers merged
in the Crown). Barry of six or and az. on a chief of the first
two pallets betw. two base esquierres of the second, over all an
inescutcheon ar. The seal of Edmund, fifth Earl of March,
exhibits the same arms quarterly with De Burgh, Earl of
Ulster, viz.. Or, a cross gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a
plume of feathers. Supporters Two lions guard.
Mortimer {Baron Mortimer, of Chirke. Roger Mortimer,
second son of Roger Morti.mer, fifth feudal Lord of Wigmore, was summoned to Parliament, 1307, but none of his
descendants were subsequently summoned).
Same Arms,
with due di£f.
Mortimer (Baron Mortimer, of Richards Castle, abeyance
1304; descended from Robert Mortimer, younger brother
of Hugh Mortimer, first feudal Lord of Wigmore). Same
Arms, a bend gu. for diff.

—

Mortimer

collared or.

1580.

B.

Ar. on a chief gii. three martlets or.
Mort (Astley, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend gu. four
(another, three) lozenges of the field.
Crest
A phoenix in
flames ppr.

the second.

ppr.

Klorrison

Morser

10.0

Morston.

—

(Cheshunt, co. Herts; granted 14 June, 1683).

Or, ten fleurs-de-lis, four, three, two,

and one

az.

Mortimer
two wings

Same Armt.

Crest

sa.

a chief

— A torteau betw.

or.

Mortimer
Crest

(London).
(London).

Or, guttee de sang a lion

—A buck's head erased quarterly

ramp. az.
Motto

—

or and gu.

Press forward.

Mortimer

(Kingston Manor, co. Cambridge; Constantink
Mortimer, temp. Richard II.). Or, three fleurs-de-lis sa.
(Chelmarsh).
Barry of six or and gu. an
inescutcheon ar. on a chief of the first three pallets betw.
two esquierres of the second.
Mortimer (co. Norfolk). Or, semee-de-lis sa. Crest—A.
buck's head quarterly or and gu. attired of the first.
Mortimer. Barry of six or and vert sixteen fleur.s-

Mortim.er

de-lis

counterchanged,

three,

three,

three,

three,

three,

and one.

Mortimer.

another,
Ar. semee of crosses crosslet sa. three fleursde lis of the
last; another, Az. semee de-lis ar.; another, Gu. two bars ar.
in chief three mullets pierced of the second; another, Erm.
on a fess az. three crosses crosslet br another, Ar. on a cross
Or, six fleurs-de-lis az. (another, sa.)

;

;

az. five flenrs-de-hs (another, escallops) or.

Mortimer
three, two,

(Reg. Ulster^s

gutlee d'or.

Office).

Or, six fleurs-de-lis sa.

and one.

Mortimer (Craigievar,

co.

Aberdeen).

Or, a

Kon ramp.

sa.

HOB
—

—

—

—

pierced sa.

Mortlake

Gu. a lion ramp, or, a bordure
(co. Surrey).
indented of the last. Crest A lion sejant or, holding in the
dexter paw a cross pattee fitchee az., on it a scroll with
this motto— Hie labor, and resting the sinister paw on a
cone ar., and on that another scroll with the motto Hoc

—

—

Cambridge; granted to
Mortlock
Thomas Mortlock, Esq., High Sheriff co. Cambridge, 1840,
anjj his brother, Sir John Cheetham Mortlock, ComGu. a lion ramp, or, a border inmissioner of Excise).
Crest— K lion segreant or, resting the
dented of the last.
dexter paw on a cross pattee fitchee az. Motto Hie labor
(.\bington

Hall,

co.

—

hoc opus.

Mortlock

Erm. a

(CO. Norfolk).

on a chief engr.

fret az.

gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Ar. three lozenges gu.

Mortlock.

Crest

—A

lion's

head

erased sa.

a chev. sa. a crescent or, a chief of
the second.
Mortoft (Itringham, CO. Norfolk: confirmed Oct. IC06). Sa.
on a mount ppr. a slag lodged or, on a chief of the third a
moorcock of the second. Crest A stag's head erased sa.
the nose ar. attired or, gorged with a ducal coronet gold.
Morton, or Morteyne (co. Bedford). Erm. a chief in-

—

dented gu.

Morton

(co. Chester).

rimmed
rimmed

Morton
May,

gold.

Ar. a greyhound courant sa. collared
A greyhound's headar. collared

Crest

—

gold.

(granted to Thomas Mobton, Esq., of Lcchlade, 15
by Wriothesley, Garter).
Quarterly, gu. and

1515,

erm. in dexter chief and sinister base a goafs head erased
ar. attired or, in the centre point a fleur-de-lis within a
crescent of the last.
(co. Cornwall).

Morton

Ar. a chev. betw. three moorcocks

sa.

Morton (co. Essex).
Morton (Erbeck, co.

Ar. three lions' heads erased sa.
Hereford). Quarterly, gu. and or, in
the 1st quarter a goat's head erased ar. on a chief of the
second three torteaux, each charged with an escallop gold.
Crest

attired or.

Morton (Cardinal

John Morton, Bishop of Ely, 1479-86,
Archbishop of Canterbury 1486-1500.
Arras in the Divinity
School, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Same Arms.

Morton

nephew

(Thomas Morton,

Morton,

to Cardinal

d. 8 Henry VIII., a.d. 1516.
Quarterly, erm. and gu. in the 2nd
and 3rd quarters a goat's head erased ar. attired or.
(Wrath House, co. York, 1666). Ar. three ravens
sa. a border az. in chief a trefoil vert.

— An

Morton

eagle,

Morton

Morton

(Whitehorse, Croydon, co. Surrey; arms of Sir
Robert Morton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, gu. and
or, in the dexter chief and sinister base a goat's head erased

on a chief az. three bezants, each
charged with an escallop of the first; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
chev. betw. three lapwings rising sa., for Twiniho.
Morton. Ar. a chev. betw. three cushions erm. another.
Quarterly, sa. and erm. in the dexter chief and sinister base
a buck's head erased ar. another, Ar. six lions ramp. sa.
tails double queued, three, two, and one (another, field or,
lions az.); another, Or (another, ar.) a raven sa.
another.
Per fess ar. and gu. (another, or) six fleurs-de-lis sa. three,
another, Gu. two bars vair another, Erm.
two, and one
a chev. engr. gu.; another. Or, a cinquefoil az. another,
Ar. three bends az. (another, the field or).
Morton (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1655, BRrDGET Morton,
wife of John Pepts, whose father was Lord Chief Justice of
Quarterly, gu. and erm. in the 1st and 4tli
Ireland).
quarters a goat's head erased ar.
Morton (Greenock, 1857). Ar. on a fess az. betw. three
roses gu. barbed vert a shakefork betw. two mullets of the
field.
Crest
A unicorn's head erased ar. armed, maned,
and tufted or. Motto Perseverando.
Morton (Delmont, Scotland, 1863). Ar. on achev. sa. betw.
three roses in chief gu. barbed vert, and in base two writing
pens in saltire of the third, a raven ar. betw. two lions' heads
erased of the first.
Crest
A wolfs head couped ppr.
Motto Virtutis praemiura.
Morton, Earl of. See Douglas.
ar. attired of the second,

Archbishop of Canterbury 1486,
in the dexter

head erased

</.

1500).

and

chief

ar. attired or.

Crest

;

John Morton,
Quarterly, gu.

a goat's
head erased ar.

sinister base

— A goat's

attired or.

Gu. a

(co. Kent).

;

;

;

fcssc cliequy or

and

sa.

(Morton and Ingleton, co. Stafford). Ar. on a chev.
pendent sa. a mullet
A cock's head or, betw. two wings expanded az.
Morton (Sutton, co. Leicester ; Thomas Morton, grandson
of Robert Morton, Esq., of Sutton, the eldest son of
William Morton, Esq., of Bosworth, in same co., descended from Morton, of Morton, co. Stafford.
Visit.

;

;

—

—

—

—

Mortymer

wings expanded erm.

Kent, and Croydon, co. Surrey

(co.

and erm.

Morton
Morton

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

;

Mortljme. Erm. on

vert,

son of Charles Morton, Esq., of Morton, co. York; of this
family was John Morton, the celebrated Cardinal Morton,
Archbishop of Canterbury and Lord Chancellor of England,
temp. Henry VII.; Sir George Morton, of Milbourne St.
Andrew, was created a bart. in 1619. His son and successor, Sir
John Morton, of Milbourne St. Andrew, rf. 1698, leaving a
dau. and heiress, Anne, m. Edmond Pleydell, Esq., of
Midgehall, co. Wilts, M.P.). Quarterly, gu. and erm. in the
sinister chief and dexter base a goat's head erased ar.

Archbishop of Canterbury,

opus.

vert,

no s
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Mortimer (Auchenbody, Scotland). Paly of six ar. and az.
Crext
A bulls' head cabossed
a lion ramp. sa. guttee d'eau.
Motto Acquirit qui tuetur.
sa.
Mortimer (Fonthill Park, CO. Wilts, from Scotland, 1827). Or,
a lion ramp. sa. guttee of the field betw. three sinister hands
couped paleways gu. Crtst A stag's head affrontee erased
ppr. attired or. Motto Acquirit qui tuetur.
Mortinall (Nowesley, co. Leicester). Ar. a cinquefoU

Crest

(Attleburgh, co. Norfolk). Or, semee-de-lis sa.
head erased quarterly or and gu.

— A buck's

Mortymer

(co.

Erm. on a

Northampton).

fesse az. three

crosses sarccUy or.

Mortymer.

See Mortimer.
Morvile, or Morenill (France). Az. scm^e-dc-lis
demi lion ramp, of the second (another, ar.).

Morvile.

Az. sem^e-de-lis

or.

Crest

—A

cat's

or,

a

head guard-

gu. betw. three demi buckles tongues
or.

Crest

—

Morton

(Bosworth, co. Leicester; Robert Morton,

Leicester, 1619,

grandson

Nicholas

of

"Visit.

Morton, younger

son of the above William Morton, Esq., of Bosworth).
Same Amis^ a crescent for diff.
Morton (Potters Gotten, co. Warwick, North Kilworth

and Quarendcn, co. Leicester
descended from younger
.sons of the above William Morton, Esq., of Bosworth.
Visit. Lticeater, 1019).
Same Arms.
Morton, or Morkton (co. Lincoln). Sa. on a chev. betw.
;

ilirce martlets or, as

Morton

many

mullets of the

(Houghton, co. Salop).

field.

Ar. a chev. betw. three

buckles sa.

Morton
slipped

(co.

sa.

expanded

Morton
Morton

Salop).
Crest

—A

Ar.

a

chev.

betw. three trefoils
betw. two wings

cock's head or,

az.

Ar. three leopards' heads erased sa.
(co. York).
Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges sa.
Morton. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three square buckles sa.
tongues pendent.
Crest
A demi moorcock displ. sa.
(.oinlied and wattled gu., motto over, I'cr.sevcrando.
Morton. Ar. a greyhound in full course sa. collared gu.
Crrsl
A wolf's head «r.
(co. Sussex).

—

—

Morton, or Moreton
bart.. extinct 169rf;
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di.spl.

harry gu. and

Morvill

(co.

temp.

Henry II.). Az. an eagle
and gu.).

ar. (another, ar.

Chester).

Or, three boars' heads az. tusked ar.

j

another, Ar. three tigers' heads az.
(quartered by Harinoton, Bart., of Ridlington, co.
Rutland. Visit. Rutland, 1618). Az. semee-de-lis and fretty
or.
N.B. Ada, dau. and heir of Hugh de Morvill, m.
Thomas de Multon, Sheriff of Lincoln, 15 King John,

Morvill

Same Arms.

Leicester, 1619).

Morvile. Gu. a fret or.
Morvill (co. Cumberland,

(MllhoumeSt. Andrew,

co. Dorset,

descended from William Morton, younger

A.D. 1228.

Morwell.

Az. (another, gu.) a fesse betw. two chevronels

or.

Morwen.
Morwick
and

Ar. six moorcocks sa. three, two, and one.
Durham, 1616). Gu. a saltire vair6 ar.

(Visit.

sa.

Moryn.
Moryne.

Ar. a chev.

sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

gu.

Gu. three lions pass, guard, ar. betw. two bends
gobony of the lust and az.
Morys. Per fesse ar. and az. a fesse gu. in chief frctty of
the second, in base a dolphin naiant of the first.

Mose.
Mosel
couped

Erm. a

cross pattee sa.

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads

sa.

Moseley

(Moseley and Bilston, co. Stafford; descended from
John Moseley, Esq., of Moseley, m. Phillis, sister and
heir of Robert Schampion. Visit, co. Lancaster). Sa. on a
chev. betw. three millpicks ar. three mullets gu., quartering
Ar. on a fcsso sa. three escallops or, for Schampion.

Moseley

(Owsden,

co.

Suffolk

;

descended

from

John

MosELBT. Esq., of Wittingion, grandsoa of John Moselkt^

A

MOS
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iecond son of John Moselet, Esq., of Moseley.

He

purcbased, 1512, from his wife's brother, Henbt Longmore, the
estate of the Mere, Enville, co. Stafford). Sa. a chev. betw.
three millpioks or. Crest Out of a mural crown chequy or
and sa. a (iemi lion holding in the dexter paw a millpick ar.
jl/o/to— Incrementum dat Deus.
Moseley, or Mosley (Mere, co. Stafford; descended
from Michael Moselet, of London, younger brother of
Humphrey Moselet, Esq., of Owsden; Walter Moselet,
Esq., of the Mere, m., lernp. Queen Anne, Jane, dau. and
heiress of William Acton, son of Sir Edward Acton,
Bart., of Aldenhani). Sa. a chev. betw. three millpicks ar.
Ciest An eagle displ. erm.

—

—

Moseley

Glemham House,

(Lofft-Moselet,

Henrt Capel Lofft,

exemplified to

by royal

co.

Suffolk;

upon his assuming,
the additional surname of Moselet).

licence,

Esq.,

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three millpicks ar.,
for Moselet; 2nd and 3rd, Lofft, of Glemham House,

—

see^.
Cre^U 1st, Moselet: Out of a mural crown
ar. and sa. a demi lion or, holding in the dexter paw
a pickaxe ppr. 2nd Lofft, of Glemham.
Moses. Gu. a chev. betw. three cocks or.

[which

chequy

:

;

Mosleton.

two flaunches gu.
Mosley (Houghend, co. Lancaster; descended from Oswald
Moselet, second son of Eknold de Moselet, Lord of Moseley,
temp. King John; Edward Moslet, Esq., of Houghend,
temp. Henry VI., had three sons: I. Oswald, his heir;
IL Sir Nicholas, Lord Mayor of London; and III. Anthont,
ancestor of Mosi et, Bart., of EoUeston). Sa. a chev. betw.
Or, three pallets az. betw.

three millpicks ar.

Mosley

(Hou^h, co. Stafford, bart., extinct 1665; descended from Sir Nicholas Moslet, Lord Mayor of London,
1599, second son of Edward Moslet, Esq., of Houghend,
temp. Henry VI.). Same Amu, a crescent for diff., quartering Or, a fess betw. three eaglets displ. sa.

Mosley

(Rolleston,

CO.

Stafford,

extinct 1779;

bart.,

de-

scended from Antuont Oswald, third son of Edward
Oswald, Esq., of Houghend, temp. Henry VL). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, same Arms ; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse betw. three
eagles displ. sa. Crat
An eagle displ. erm. Motto Mos
legem regit.
Mosley (Ancoats, CO. Lancaster, bart. descended from
Nicholas Moslet, brother of Sir Oswald Mosley, first
bart. of Rolleston). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Arms;
2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse betw. three eagles displ. sa. Crtst
An eagle displ. erm. Motto Mos legem regit.
Mosley (Burnaston House, co. Derby descended from
Asbton Nicholas Moslet, Esq., of Park Hill, co. Derby,
third son of Sir John Fabkes Moslet, first bart. of Ancoats).
Same Amis and Crest.
Mosley (Sir Nicholas Moslet, Lord Mayor of London,
1599, and co. Lam aster).
Same Anns, an estoile for diff.
Mosley (Newcastle-on-Tyne). Sa. on a chev. betw. three

—

—

;

—

—

;

millpicks ar.

as

many

mullets gu.

Crest

—

—An

eagle displ.

Motto Mos legem regit.
Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges sa.
(Edwards-Moss, Roby Hall, co. Lancaster, bart.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, erm. and erminois, a cross
patt€e az. betw. six billets, three in chief and three in base
gu., for Moss; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp, guard, sa.
on a chief of the l»st two eagles displ. of the first, for
Edwards. Crexts 1st: Issuant from the battlements of a
tower or, charged with a rose gu. slipped ppr. a grifBn's
head erm. on the neck a cross pattee az., for Moss; 2nd: A
rock ppr. therefrom rising a dove ar. holding in the beak an
olive branch
and surmounted of a rainbow ppr., for
Edwards. Motto En la rose je fleurie.
Moss (granted to Sacl Moss, of Kingston, Jamaica, E.A.).
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three pineapples ppr. as many
horses' heads coupedalso ppr. Crest A demi seahorse ppr.
collared vair, and resting the sinister foot on an escutcheon
ar. charged with a pineapple ppr.
Motto Non nobis
erm.

Mosley.

Moss

—

—

—

—

solum.

Mosse

(Horton Regis, co. Bedford). Erm. on a cross formfie
a bezant. Crest— 0\xi of a mural coronet or, a grifBn's
head erm. charged on the neck with a bezant.
sa.

Mosseley.

Az. a crescent betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Auchtyfardell, co. Lanark). Az. a chev. betw.
three oak trees or. Great
A hand erect holding a closed
book ppr. Motto Me meliora manent.
Moston (CO. Northumberland). Sa. three bars ar. in chief

Mossman

—

as

many

—

plates.

Moston

(quartered by Mitford, through Osbaldeston,
Fountaine, and Monckton). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses
patonce sa.

Moston.
second.

many annulets of the
another, Sa. two bars ar.

Sa. three bars ar. in chief as

— A lion's head gu.
7U

Crest

;

in chief

u

o

m:

an annulet of the second

another, Gu. on a fesse
erm. betw. three mullets ar. as many annulets gu. another,
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three crosses patoncd of the last.
(Mostyn Hall, co. Flint, bart., extinct laSl ElizA'
BETH MosTTN, eldest surviving sister and co-heir of Sii
Thomas Mosttn, sixth and last bart., m. Sir Edwahd Prtce
Llotd, Bart., created Lord Mostyn 1831). Per bend sinister
;

;

Mostyn

;

—

erm. and ermines a lion ramp. or. Crest A lion ramp. or.
Motto Auxilium meum a Domino.
(Pengwem, Llanwanda, North Wales; descended
from the principal line of Mosttn, of Mostyn). Same Armi,

—

Mostyn
&c.

Mostyn (Kilken, co. Flint
m. Edwards, of Pentre,

the heiress, Charlotte Mostyn,

;

co.

Same Arms,

Montgomery).

&c.

Mostyn (Bodscallan,

co. Anglesey
the heiress, Margaret,
dau. of Richard Mosttn, Esq., second son of T^^o^t&s ap
Richard ap Howel, m. Griffith Wtnn, second son of John
;

Wynn

ap Meredith, of Gwydir,
Amis, &c.

Mostyn (Talacre, CO.

Flint,

bart.).

Same

Carnarvon).

co.

Same Amis,

Crest,

and.

Motto.

Mostyn

(Baron Vaux). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Mosttn,
per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or; 2nd
and 3rd, Vacx, chequy or and gu. on a chev. az. three
roses gold.
Crest
An eagle's head sa. beaked or. Supporters
Dexter, a griffin sa. langued gu. beaked and membered or; sinister, a buck or.
il/o«o— Hodie non eras.
Mostyn (Llotd-Mosttn, Baron Mostyn). Gu. a Saracen's
head erased at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples sa.
and ar. Crest A stag trippant ppr. Sujiportrrs Dexter,
a stag ppr. attired or, charged on the shoulder with an
escocheon gu. thereon a chev. ar. betw. three men's heads
couped in profile ppr. sinister, a lion or, charged on the
shoulder with an escutcheon ar. thereon a cross engr. and
fleurettee sa. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.
Motto
Heb Dduw heb ddym, a Duw a dygon.
Moteyns- Erm. a chief gu.
Mothara (Drinkston, co. Suffolk). Sa. a cross indented erm.
Crest
On a mount vert a talbot couchant erm.
Moton (Pickleton and Stapleton, co. Leicester; descended
from Alexander Moton, of Pickleton, temp. King John;
the heiress, Elizabeth, dau. of Sir Robert Moton, Knt., of

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

Pickleton,

who

d.

13

Henry

John
Joun Edward

VII., a.d. 1497, ra. Sir

Harington, Knt., of Exton, ancestor
Harington, Bart., of Ridlington,

of Sir
co.

Rutland.

Visit.

Ar. a cinquefoil az.
Mott (Braintree, co. Essex, and Kedington, co. Suffolk). Sa.
a crescent ar. Crest— An estoile of eight points ar.
Mott. Az. five lozenges conjoined in fess or, each charged
with an escallop gu. on a chief of the second a griflin's head
erased betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the first.
(Barningham Hall, co. Norfolk; exemplified to Thomas
Vertue, Esq., who assumed the name and arms of Mott, in
accordance with the testamentary injunction of John Thurston, M.D., of Market Weston, co. Suffolk). Sa. a crescent
Leicester, 1619).

Mott

ar.

Crest

—An

estoile of eight points ar.

—Spectemur

Motto

agendo.

Motte. Az. on a bend betw. three leopards' faces or, as
many martlets gu.
Mottershed. Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three crosses
crosslet or, as many quatrefoils gu.
Crest
The stump of a

—

tree ppr. a branch vert issuing from the dexter side.

Motteus
settled in

(Becchamwell,

England

at the

co. Norfolk; of French extraction,
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes).

Or, three lions pass, guard, in pale towards the sinister gu.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, to the sinister gu. ducally crowned

—

or.

Motto

Motton

— Quid vult, valde vult.

Ar. a cinquefoil pierced az.
Ar. three bars gu. a canton ermines.
Crest
stag statant wounded with an arrow all ppr.
Mottram, alias Mottvane (Bi-^hopiUke Hall, co. York.
Visit. Dugdale, 16G5).
Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three crosses
crosslet or, as many cinquefoils gu.
(England).
Az. a lowor ar. Crest A lion pass,
guard, ppr.
(co. Liccesler).

—

Motton.

—

Mouat

Moubray

(Bambougle,

Edinburgh

descended from a
common ancestor with Mowbrat, ancestors in the female
line of Dukes of Norfolk).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned
with a ducal crown or. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
Fortitudine.
Motto
Moubray (Cockaimy, co. Fife; now representative of Bambougle). Aa Barnbougle. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar.
Supporters Dexter, a man in court dress; sinister, a woman
habited ppr. Mottoes Over the crest : Fortitudine
under
the arms: Let the deed shaw.
Moubray (Geobgs Moubrat, H.E.I.C.S., 1793). Gu. a
co.

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

A

A
;
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crowned with an antique crown or, betw.
three bears' heads couped of the last, muzzled ar. Crest—
The figure of Fortune holding in her dexter hand an escroll
with the motto, Suivez moi, and in his sinister a cornucopia
lion

ramp.

ar.

aU ppr.
Gu. a long sword erect ppr. hilted and pommelled
A dexter arm embowed vambraced, the hand
holding
a sword in bend dexter, the point downwards
raised

Houchet.
or.

Crest

—

ppr. hilt and pomel or.
(Appleby, co. Liecester; represented by the Rev.
John Modld, M.A., of Appleby). Ar. two bars sa. in
CreU A dexter arm erect ppr.
chief three torteaux.
Sa. two bars wavy ar. in chief a
(CO. York, 1665).

Hould

—

Mould

lion pass,

guard, of the

last.

Crest— A demi lion ramp,

guard, or.

Moulden

(Stalenborough House, co. Kent, and co. LanOr, three bars gu. a canton ermines. Crest—

caster).
griflSn's

betw. two bars
SEoule (CO. Bedford). Ar. a
gu. in chief three torteaux. Crest A cubit arm issuing cut
of clouds ppr. habited gu. cuffed ar. the hand open and
trefoil .slipped sa.

—

—

—

Motto Semper paratus.
Mounsey (Killilung, co. Renfrew, 1763). Chequy or and
gu. on a chief of the second three mullets of the first. Creit
On a mount an eagle looking at the setting sun ppr.
Motto Decor integer.
Mounsor (Carleton, co. Lincoln). Or, two chev. gu.
Mountstaby. Az. a cross ar. fretty gu.
Mount (co. Kent). Ar. on a mount vert a lion ramp. gu.
crowned or. Crest A fox saliant supporting the trunk of a,
the claws a banner erect.

—

—

—

tree ragulee ppr.

—

Mount. Same Amis.

Crest
A demi man in armour brandishing a scymitar ppr.
Or, on a mount vert a lion ramp. gu. crowned
of the field
another, Sa. four martlets ar.

Mount.

;

(Bourney,

Buckingham).

co.

many

in fesse gu. betw. as

Ar. three fusils

pellets.

Mountag'ue. Ar. three fusils in fesse gu. a border
Crest — A griffin's head betw. two wings endorsed ppr.

sa.

Mountaine

erect, gu.

SEoule

Barry of four gu. and ar.
(co. Northampton).
Crest— A lion ramp, supporting a broad arrow point downwards all ppr.
Houlent. Sa. a lion ramp, double queued ar.
Uoullin (Guernsey). Ar. a cross moline sa. charged with
an escallop or.
Moulso. Per chev. gu. and sa. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Moulso. Or, a chev. per chev. gu. and sa. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis ermines.

Moulson

(Lord Mayor of London, 1634). Gu. a chev. componee or and sa. betw. three mullets of the second.
Houlson. Gu. a chev. ar. fretty sa. betw. three mullets
or.
Crext
A Uon's head erased per pale embattled or and
Anotlier Crest, borne by Richard Moolson, M.D.
sa.
Another
griffin pass, resting the forepaw on an estoile or.
Crest
An elephant ar. lifting with the proboscis a laurel
branch vert. Motto Rcgi fidelis.
Uoulson. Az. an estoile of eight points or, out of a crescent

—

—

—

—

(Westminster; granted 1613). Barry lozengy
or and az. on a chief gu. three crosses crosslet of the first.
A stork's head issuing out of rays or.
CrCsl
Mountain, or Montaig-ne (The Heath, co. Hertford;
descended from the ancient house of Montaigne, of

—

celebrated Michel de Montaigne, and
England at the Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chev. az.
betw. three lions ramp, guard, sa. each supporting betw.
the forepaws an escallop erect gu. a mitre or, enclosed
by two crosses crosslet fitch^e ar., for Mountain, or Montaigne 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a cross sa. five lions ramp, or,
Crest
A demi lion ramp, guard, per fcss wavy
for Wale.
ar. and sa. supporting betw. the paws an escallop gu. on the
Cum
breast a cross crosslet fitchee of the second. Motto

which was the
established

in

;

—

—

cruce salus.

Mountboucher.

Ar. three fleshpots gu. a bordure engr.

sa. bezant^e.

Mountcashell, Earl

See Moore.
of. See Epgecdmbe.

of.

Mount-Edg-ecumbe, Earl

ar.

Moult

(Castletown, near Carlisle).
Chequy or and gn.
on a chev. erm. two lions pass, counter-pass. az. Creel
demi griffin gorged with a wreath of oak, and holding b«tw.

Mountag'ue

head erased.

MOTT

Mounsey

(co.

Nottingham

ar. in chief as

many

;

granted 1686).

fleur-de-lis or.

Az. three bars
Crest

wavy

— A mound

or,

thereon a pehcan ar. wings expanded, beaked and legged
sa. vulning her breast gu.
Moult. Same Arms. Crest A fish naiant az. spotted or.
Moultou (Plympton, co. Devon; four descents given in
Per pale ar. and erm. three bars gu. Crest
Visit. 1620).
A cubitarm erect, vested gu. cuffed erm. holding in the hand
ppr. a chaplet of roses of the first, leaved vert.
Moulton (cos. Gloucester, Kent, and York, and London;
granted 1571). Ar. three bars gu. betw. eight escallops sa.
three, two, two, and one. Crest
On a pellet a falcon rising ar.
Moulton (Wicklewood, co. Norfolk). Gyronny of six or
and az. four martlets countcrchangcd.
Moulton (co. Norfolk). Barry of six gu. and ar. on a
chief of the second three martlets az.
Moulton, or Moulson (London). Gu. (another, sa.).
a chev. ar. fretty sa. betw. three mullets or. Crest
griffin pass, per pale gu. and az. resting the dexter foot on
a mullet or.
Moultou, Gu. a chev. ar. fretty sa. betw. three mullets
pierced or (another, the mullets of the second pierced of the
third); another, Barry of six gu. and ar. a border sa.
another, Az. a chev. ar. fretty gu. betw. three annulets of
the second; another, Ar. two bars gu.; another, Chequy or
and gu. a bend sa. another, Sa. three bars ar. in chief as
many annulets of the second.
Moultrie (Aston, co. Salop). Az. on a chev. betw. three
escallops ar. a boar's head erased sa. langued gu. betw.
two estoilcs of the last.

—

—

—

—

;

;

Mounboucher

(quartered by Harbottell, of Harbnttcll,
Basingthoriie, co. Lincoln, and Eglington, co. Rutland

Thomas MouNnoucHEB, temp. Henry IV. his dau. and heir,
Grace, 7)1. Sir Ralph IlAnBOTTLE. Visit. Rutland, 1618). Ar,
;

three water-pots covere<l gu.
Or, three escutcheons vaire ar. and gu.
(another, or and gu.).

Mounchensey.
Moundeford.

Or, three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Mounderby (co. Berks). Az. fretty or.
Moune (co. Devon). Gu. a maunch erm.
Mounsack.
Mounsel.

Mounser

Gu. a cross moline or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three maunches «a.
Derby). Gu. a chev. betw. three leopard.?'

(co.

Mounscrant.
or.

712

Paly of six ar. and sa. on a chief gu. mrce

Gu. three chevronels

Mountford, or Mountfort
gu.

tliree fleurs-de-lis

Mountford (London
a martlet for

Mountford

Crest
;

—A

or.

(Kuwell, co. Norfolk).

Ar.

fleur-de-lis gu.

allowed at Visit. 1568).

Sa.me Arriis,

diff.

Ar. on a cliief az. two fleursanother, Or, three garbs gu. another, Gu.

(co. Norfolk).

de-lis of the first;

;

three garbs or.

Mountford
Bendy

(Radwinter,

co. Stafford,

ten or and az.

of

Crest

—A

and

co.

Warwick).

Uon's head couped

az.

Mountford
Mountford

Or, four bendlets az.

(co. Sussex).

(co.

Warwick).

Bendy

of six or

and

az. a

border gu.

Mountford
Mountford

Warwick). Ar. two bars gu. a bend az.
(quartered by Willoughbv, of WilloughbyVisit. Notts,
upon-Wold, Risley and WoUaton, co. Notts.
Bendy of eight or and az.
1614).
Mountford (Kclnhurst, co. York). Ar. a lion ramp. az.
betw. ten cro.sses crosslet fitchee gu. a bordure erm. Crest
A talbot's head sa. ducally gorged and eared or.
Mountford (co. York; granted 18 Keb. 1602). Ar. a lion
ramp, tail double queued az. an orlc of crosses crosslet gu.
Crest
A talbot's head .sa. ducally gurged or.
Mountford. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. lail queued; another, Ar.
another, liarry of twelve
crusily a lion ramp. sa. a chief gu.
another, Ar. on a chief az. three fleurs-de-lis
or and az.
(co.

—

—

;

;

or; another, Sa. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Bcamhurst Hall, co. Stafford

Mountfort

from Simon de Montfort, Earl nf
az.

Crest

— A plume

Mountfort

;

claiming descent
Bendy or and

Leicester).

of five feathers.

(Sapworth).

Mountfort.

Same

..4

rms, a border gu.

See Mountford.

Mounthermer.

Or, an eagle displ.

vert,

armed

az.

a

border of the third charged with eight lions pass, guard.
of the field.

Mountjoy.

Or,

a castle

sa.

Crest

—A

demi sportsman

firing his jjiecc ppr.

Mountjoy

Devon). Barry nebulee of six or and sa.
Mountjoy. Gu. three escutcheons or; another, Ar. semeedclisgu.; another. Or, three bars wavy sa.; another, Barry

wavy

(co.

of six or

and

sa.

Mountmorres, Viscount.

See De Montmorency.
Kssex and Lcirester, and Gcstwick, co.
Crest- A woK
Norfolk). Az. a bend betw. six martlets or.
sejant ar. collared and lined gu.

Mountney

fnccH or.

IxfoiU

Mountfitchet.

(cos.

(co. Essex).

Gu. abend cotised betw. six mart-

Mowbray (Grangewood House,

lets (another, mullets) or.

sentative of

Mountney

(Newland-Verdon, co. Leicester). Az. a bend
Crest A greyhound sejant
ar. betw. three martlets or.
collared and lined.
Mountney (Cowley, co. York). Or, a bend betw. six mart-

—

;

;

;

mullets of the

;

Holland,

az. a lion ramp, guard, betw. eight fleurs-de-li»
Crest— An oak tree or, therefrom pendent an escutcheon
gu. charged with a lion's head erased ar. Motto— Sno stat
robore virtus.
(Bisbopwearmouth, co. Durham exemplified to
Right Hon. John Robert Mowbrat, D.L., M.P. for the city
of Durham, Judge Advocate General, only son of Robert
Stribling Cornish, Esq., of the city of Exeter, upon his
ar.

field.

Mountroye.

Barry nebulae of six or and gu.
St. Bernard's, Abbey of (co. Leicester;
founded by the Phillips de Lisle family). Or, a pastoral
staff in pale with res;illium dependent therefrom sa. on a
chief az. three lions ramp, of the field.
Mountsey. Gu. a fesse betw. three cinquefolls ar.
Ij^ouutstephen, or Mountsteven (CuUompton, co.
Devon, and Petersborough, co. Northampton). Gyronny of
eight or and az. on an inescutcheon sa. a lion ramp,
ar.
Crest
A demi griffin saliant, wings endorsed sa.

Hount

—

or.

Mountsword.

Gu. a fesse engr. betw. three cinquefoils

pierced or.

Moushall

(co. Lancaster).

Mouthwey.
Crest

—A

Ar. three bars gemelles gu.

a lion ramp. gu. a border engr. sa.
Doric pillar entwined with ivy, and on the top a
Ar.

fire all

Moultrie

ppr.

(.Seafield

—

—

fidelis.

Mow

(that Ilk; represented, 1672, by Mow, of East Mains,
CO. Berwick).
Az. a boar's head erased ar. armed gu. betw.
three mullets of the second. Cmt
A phoenix rising out of
flames. Motto
Post funera foenus.
Mo'wat (Balquhollie, CO. Aberdeen; the name was anciently
written De Monte Alto, and is thus written in a perambulation of the lands of Cleish, in Fifcshire: "Per Michaeleni
De Monte Altoet Philippuni de Melgedrum, tunc Justiciarios
Scotiae, anno 1252").
Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
(Capt. George Mowat, R.N., 1811, representative of
Balquhollie). Sa.me Arms. C/'os!— The battlement of a castle
or, issu:int therefrom a demi warrior, armed and accoutred
ppr. holding in his dexter hand a sword also ppr. hilted and
pommelled or, and in his sinister a flagstaff, thereon twisted
a banner vert, fringed and charged with an antique crown
or.
Supporters
Two savages wreathed head and middle
with oak ppr. each holding in his exterior hand a trident or.
Mottoes— Oyer the crest: Monte alto; below the shield:
Commit thy work to God.

—

—

Mowat

—

Movrat

(Inglistoun, Scotland, bart., 1664). Same Arms as
the preceding, within a bordure of the second. Crest An
oak tree growing out of a rock ppr. Motto Monte alto.

—

—

Mowatt.

Sa. a tower triple towered ar.

Crest

—A demi

lion or.

Mowbray

Mowbray

;

assuming by royal licence, 1847, the surname of Mowbbat
upon his marriage with Elizabeth Gbat, only child of
George Isaac Mowbrat, Esq., of Bishopwcarniouth, co.
Durham, and Mortimer, co. Berks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Mowbrat, gu. a lion ramp. erm. two flaunches or, each
charged with three billets in pale az. and in the centre chief
point a cross crosslet of the third; 2nd and 3rd, Cornish,
per pale az. and sa. a chev. embattled betw. in chief two
roses and in base a cross pattee or. On an escutcheon of
pretence: 1st and 8th, Mowbrat; 2nd, Read, or, a chev.
betw. three garbs gu. three ears of wheat stalked and leaved
ar.
3rd, Shipperdson, sa. on a bend ar. three lozenges az.
each charged with a planetary sun in his glory; 4th, Cogonly,

;

and Eescobie, Scotland). Az. on a chev.
betw. three escallops ar. a boar's head coupcil sa. betw. two
spur-rowels gu. Crest A mermaid ppr. Motto Xunquam

ngn

co. Leicester; male repreof Bisbopwearmouth).
Quarterly,

Mowbrat,
Mowbrat,

;

Gu. a bend betw. six martlets ar. (another,
or)
another, Gu. a bend cotised betw. six martlets
mullets)
or; another, Paly of six or and gu. on a
(another,
chief sa. three bezants (another, the chief ar.).
Hountpinson. Or, three bends gu. on a chief az. as many

flame of

8th,

;

Mountney.

armed

and

gu. a lion ramp. betw. two flaunches
or, each charged with three billets az.
2nd, Read, or, on a
chev. betw. three garbs gu. three ears of wheat stalked and
leaved ar. 3rd, Shipperdson, sa. on a bend ar. three lozenges
az. each charged with a planetary sun in his glory
4th,
CoGHiLL, erm. a chev. betw. three cocks gu. 5th. Coghill,
gu. on a chev. ar. three pellets, a chief sa. 6th, Cramer, or,
on a chief indented az. three fleurs-de lis of the field; 7th,
1st

gu.

lets

MOT
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MOTT
"Jlountney

(Duke of Norfolk, Earl of Kottinejham, Earl of
of England, and Baron

hill, erm. a chev. betw. three cocks gu.
5th, Coghill, gu.
on a chev. ar. three pellets, a chief sa. ; Gth, Cramer, or, on
;

a chief indented az. three fleurs-de-lis of the field; 7th,
Holland, az. a lion ramp, guard, betw. eight fleurs-de-lis
ar.
Crests— 1st, Mowbrat: An oak tree or, therefrom
pendent an escutcheon gu. charged with a lion's head
erased ar. 2nd, Cornish Betw. two branches of laurel in
saltire a Cornish chough rising ppr. charged on the breast
with a cross pattee or. Mottoes Suo stat robore virtus, for
Mowbrat and, Deu pascit corvos, for Cornish.
Mowbray. Gu. a lion pass. ar. C/cs(— On a chapeau
gu. lined erm. a lion pass. ar. betw. a pair of stags' attires
:

;

—

;

or.

Mowbricke

(Mowbricke,

co. Lancaster).

reprewrote, by George Mower, Esq., of
Holt House, in Darley).
Erm. on a chev. az. three roses

ar.

Mower (co. Devon).
an

olive

branch

in the

Ar. two chev. gu.
beak ppr.

Mowg-re, or Mowgrey.
fleurs-de-lis

or,

two,

two,

Crest

on a bend az. sis
two (another, bears the

Ar.

and

Mowgrill, or Mowgrrale.
ramp.

Per fesse gu. and az. a lion

or.

Mowin.

Or, three cinquefoils gu. a canton of the last.

Mowlder.

Ar. a fesse betw. three bunches of grapes sa.
Per chev. gu. and sa. a fleur-de-lis erm.

Mow^lton (co. Kent). Barry of six or and
Mo'wnbowchier. See Mocnbowchier.

the fourth duke was created Earl of Warren and
Surrey, vitd patris, and d. without surviving issue, when
all his honours became extinct except the barony, which
fell into abeyance among the descendants of the
daus.
of the first Duke, of whom Lady Isabel is represented
by the Earl of Berkeley, and Lady Margaret by the
139G,

Lords Stourton and Pttre, as heirs general, and by the
Dvke of Norfolk, as heir male). Gu. a lion :amp. ar.
Crest
A leopard or, ducally gorged ar. ; granteJ by pafnt
to the first duke, 17 Richard II., which acknowledges his
right to bear for his crest " a golden leopard with a white
label," the crest of his maternal ancestor, Thomas Plantaoenet, of Brotherton, Earl of Norfolk, and grants the
coronet instead of the label, which would of right belong to

—

the King's son.

Mowbray (co. York). Same Arms, a border of the last.
Mowbray (co. York). Same Arms, a border gobony
and

sa.
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vert.

Mowne (co. Devon). Per fesse gu. and ar. three crescents
ar.
Crest — Two arms in armour embowed ppr. sustaining a
ball sa.

Mowne (co. Devon).

Per pale gu. and

counterchanged.
Mowne. Or, a cross engr.

sa.

ar. three crescents

a bendlct gu.

Mownes. Or, three bars az. a lion ramp. gu.
Mowrand, or Mowron. Ar. on a fesse

sa.

three

cinquefoils or, in chief a lion pass. gu.

Moxon.
in

chief

Per fesse gu. and az. a fesse

and a crescent

in base ar.

or,

Crest

betw. a mullet
demi eagle

—A

displ. az.

Moy (France).
Moyer

Or,

a

(Pelsey Hall,

saltire

co.

betw. four martlets gu.
Essex, bart., extinct 1716;

Sir

Samuel Moter, an opulent Turkey merchant, was created
Ar. two chevronels gu.
(Canons, co. Surrey). Erm. on a pale betw. two roses
gu. a cross calvary or.
Crest
A dove ar. in the beak &

a bart. in 1701).

Moyes

—

laurel sprig vert.

Moygne. Barry of six or and vert.
Moyle (Bake, CO. Cornwall; John Moyle,
Visit. Cornwall, 1620,

or

—A dove with

field or).

Mo'wlsey.

summoned to Parliament 1295, the fifth baron was
created Earl of Nottingham, 1377, d.s.p., his brother, the
sixth Baron, was re-created Earl of Nottingham, 1383,
constituted Earl Marshal, and created Duke of Norfolk,

;

when Lysons

sented,

Warren and Surrey, Earl Marshal

sessing the lands of Mowbrat, assumed that surname by
command of Henry I., his descendant, Roger de Mowbrat,

three garbs

(Woodseats, co. Derby, terap. Henry VI.

Mowbray: dukedom and earldoms extinct 1475, when the
barony fell into abeyance. The Mowbrats descended from
BOGER DE MOWBRAT, EOn of NiGEL DE AlBINI, whO, pOS-

•was

Or,

vert.

Mow^er

Esq., of Bake,
descended from Roger Motle, living

29 Edward I., anno. 1300, the grandson of Robert Motle,
temp. King John). Gu. a mule pass. ar.
Moyle (St. Auftel, co. Cornwall; Richard Motle, Visit.

A

A

MOT

M ui.
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Cornwall, 1620, son of Richabd Moile, Esq., of St. Austel,
descended from Motle, of Bake). Same Aiins, a mullet for
Crest Two demi dragons sans wings addorsed, the
diff.
necks entwined, the dexter gu. sinister ar.

—

Koyle (co. Kent). Same Arms.
Moyle (Wye, co. Kent). Same Anns,

and gu. holding

in the

beak an

;

—

Ermines on a bend

Muden.

in chief three torteaux.

a cross engr.

Or,

sa.

a

crescents

or,

Az.
each charged with a

pellet.

Hoyne

(Charter House, Hinton, and Mendip, co. Somerset).
Crest
Out of a ducal

—

Sa. a chev. betw. three roses ar.

coronet a tiger's head.

Moyne (co. Suffolk).

Ar. a saltire engr. sa.
Ar. two bars sa. in chief three mullets (another,
another. Or, crusily sa. a cross
estoiles) of the second;
pattee of the last.
or Moone. Gu. a cross betw. eight crosses

Moyne.

Moyne,
formfe

ar.

Moyne.
Moyne,

another, Az. on a chief gu. three crescents ar.

;

Moigne and Moone.
See Monck.

See
"Le.

;

;

ar.

Or, a cross engr. sa. a label of five

points gobonated gu. and ar.

Moynes, or Mohun. Ar. a cross engr.
Moynley. Ar. a dexter hand couped sa.

Vert a chev. erm. betw. three escallops

Crest

—A

hind's

A

—All's

well.

Mudg-e.

Ar. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils sa.
(Arbeckie, Scotland). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three

Ar. a canton gu.
(granted by Betham, Ulster, to the descendants of
Ar. a sliamrock vert
Esq., of Waterford).
betw. three mullets az. a bordure wavy gu.
Moyse. Erminois on a pale gu. a cross calvary with three
grieces or another, Erm. on a pale betw. two roses gu. a
cross calvary ar. Crest— A leopard ramp. ppr.
(Farlington, co. York). Az. on a chev. betw. three

Peteb Motry,

;

Moyser

close ar. belled

and jessed

or,

as

many

talbots'

heads

erased sa. collared of the third. Ci-est-A demi horse ramp,
erminois, bridled or.
(Henton, co. Somerset; granted 1765). Or, on a
fesse sa. betw. three cinquefoils vert a cross flory of the field.
Crest— A dragon's head vert charged on the neck with a

Moysey

Moyshole, Moyshold, or MoyshoU.

Ar.

on a

Moyt. Or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa.
Muckle (Scotland). Ar. three martlets

gu.

Crest— A

lion

gu.

Muckleston

(Mcrrington,

co.

Salop;

descended

from

HocsKYN Moccleston, 6. ISir), )H. GiBTRCDE, dau. of HnoH
Ktnaston. The estate of Merrington came to Mockleston
through Edward Mdckleston, Esq., of Pen-y-lan, Recorder of Oswestry, m. 1615. Mart, dau. and heir of Thomas
Corbet, Esq., whoso wife was sister and heir of Thomas
CoLEFoxB, Esq., of Menington). Quarterly, Ist, vert on a
fesse betw. three greyhounds' heads erased ar. three crosses
for MockLeston
2nd, or, two ravens sa., for
Corbet; 3rd, ar. a cross engr. sa. betw. four pellets, each
charged with a pheon of the field, for Fletoiikr; 4th, sa.
two shinbones in saltire, the sinister surmounted of the
dexter ar. Crest
A greyhound's head erased ppr. collared

pattee gu.,

;

—

—

Kideliter.

Mucklevraite.

Chcquy ar. and gu. a chief indented az.
head erased ppr.
Macklo'wr (Hroughton Sulney, co. Nottingham). Gyronny
of six or and az. a lion ramp. erm. on achief of the first an
escallop betw. two flcura-dc-llB sa. a canton gu.
Crest
l^ffln'B btiod couped per pale indented ar. guttee de larmeg

—A

pheon

ar.

—

—

(London, and Debden Hall, co. Essex; granted
8 Nov. 1772).
Az. a chev. betw. three mullets of six points
or, quartering Mdlencab, of Amsterdam).
Crest
A mullet
of six points or, betw. two wings expanded ar.
Muir(Cassencarry, Scotland, 177?, now represented by MuiRMackenzie, of Dublin, hart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on
fess az. three mullets or; 2nd, az. three garbs or
3rd, ar.
a shakefork, and in chief a star or.

—

:

Muir

(Ardenvohr, co. Dumbarton, 1872). Per fess ar. and
or, on a fess cotised az. three mullets of the first.
Crest
Saracen's head wreathed with laurel ppr. Motto
Duris non

—

frangor.

See More.
(Lauchop, Scotland). Ar. on a bend az. three
acorns or. Crest Two hands supporting a sword erect in
pale ppr. Motto Auxilio Dei.
Muirhead (Bredisholm, co. Lanark). Same Arms, with a
crescent betw. the acorns.

griffln's

—

7U

—

—

Muirhead

(Do Vernet-Grossett-Mitirhead,

of

Bredis-

his dau. and heir to. Robert Stedart, of the family
of Alderston). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last; 2nd, az.
three stars in fess ar. and as many bezants in fess or, below
the middle of the shield, in chief an acorn of the second,

holm

for

;

Grossett;

3rd,

az.

a chev.

two mullets in
Dn Vernet.
Motto Pro patria

betw.

chief or, and a unicorn ramp, in base ar., for
Crest

—A

demi

unicorn

ramp.

ar.

—

auxilio Dei.

Mulbery, or Mulbury.
ar.

Mulcaster

Crest

Per pale gu.

and

sa.

a lion

— A lion pass. sa. holding a crescent or.

Cumberland; descended from Sir
William II.). Ar. four bars gu. over all a bend az. Crest
lion ramp. az. ducally gorged or, holding a sword erect ar.
pommel and hilt of the second, the point embrucd gu.
(Carlisle, co.

Richard Mulcaster,

cross az. five leopards' faces or.

Crest

—A

;

ramp.

cross flory or.

Mnllo

Crest

last.

(Guildford, co. Surrey; Walter, son
of Thomas Mdgge, made his will 9 Feb. 1495, which was
proved 1 April same year he directed that his arms should
be engraved on his tomb). Ar. three cockatrices sa.
Mugrgreridgre (granted to Henry Muggeridge, Esq., of
Streatham, Surrey, and of the City of London, Alderman of
the Ward of Castle Baynard).
Per chev. engr. ar. and az.
in chief two griffins segreant of the second, and in base a
garb or.
Crest
Upon a mount vert a buck's head erased
ppr. charged with two chevronels az. betw. four stalks of
oats in full grain (two on either side).
"^lotto
Dat Deu&
incrementum.
Muhant. Az. a lion ramp. ar. Crest— A bouchier's knot

Muirhead

Moyry

gu.

—

Muir.

Or, a saltire engr. gu.

Suffolk).

Moyre.

pa.sa.

or.

(Sydney, co. Devon).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
cockatrices gu. Crest— cockatrice, as in the arms. Motto

—

sa.

head couped.

hawks

Ar. a saltire engr. vert.
the heiress m. Chinoweth).

sa.

Huntingdon). Az. a fesse dancettee or, betw.
six crosses crosslet ar. Crest— A lion ramp, holding in the
dexter paw a battle axe all ppr.
Mo3naes (co. Suffolk). Ar. a saltire engr. gu.
Moynes. Ar. two bars sa. a chief gu. another, Az. a
another, Az. crusily a fesse dancettde
fesse dancettee ar.

Moyone (co.

;

Muilznan

Moynes (co.

Moynes, or Moune.

a

Mugge, or Mudgre

label of three points ar. each charged with a torteaux.
(cos. Essex and Norfolk).

three

or,

Mudgre

two bars cu.

a chev. betw.

two garbs

escallops az.

Mudenale, or Mudevall.
Mudg'an (Mudgan, co. Cornwall

pheons ar. a border of the
Motto Defensio non offensio.
Mudie. See Moodie.

Uoyne, or Moigme

ar. betw.

Ar. a saltire engr. vert.
Or, two staves ragulee in saltire gu. betw. four

Mudie

Moon (co. Cornwall).

la cuisso-

Mudehall, or Muderall.

—

or

&

fretty sa.

mullet az.

a border of the last.
TWnylfl (Bowerhall and Lymby, co. Notts John Motle, of
the latter place, son of Thomas SIotle, grandson of Ralph
Motle, Esq., of the former place, and great-grandson of
Thomas Motle and Amt, his wife, dau. and heir of LangSame Arms, in
Visit. Notts, 1614).
BTON, of Langston.
dexter thief a mullet or, fordiff. Ci-esJ—Two demi dragons
addorsed, necks entwined, dexter gu. sinister or. Motto
Dieu garda Le Moyle.
Hoyle. Same Arms, adding a chief of the second. Ci-est
A wivern, wings expanded gu. platee.
Moyle (co. Chester). Ar. a greyhound courant sa. betw.

Uoyne,

eagle's leg erased

or.

Mudale. Ar.
Muddlford.

Knt., Lord of Taperhani, temp.

—

Mulcaster

(Charlwood, co. Surrey, Visit. IG62, descended
from George MrLCASTER, a younger son of William MulMajor-Gen. Frederick George
caster, Esq., of Carlisle.
Mulcaster, Col. Royal Engineers, a descendant of this line,
d. 1797, leaving three sons: Gen. Frederick William Mulcaster, of Charlton Place, near Canterbury; Sir William
Howe Mulcaster, C.B., Captain R.N.; and Captain
Edmund Robert Mulcaster, slain at Badajoz). Same Arms
and Crtst.
Mulcaster (Barham, co. Kent). Barry of ten or and sa. a
bend erminois, a canton gu. Crest A lion ramp, erminois,
in the dexter forcpaw a sword erect, the dexter hind foot
resting upon a bomb fired ppr.
Mulencar (Amsterdam). Gu. on a sinister hand couped
and erect ppr. a human heart of the field, charged with a

—

cross ar.

Mules
and

his sister
(John Mules, living temp. Richard IL
Mary Mules, m. John Upton, Esq., of Upton, co.
Ar. two bars gu. in chief

heir,

Cornwall. Visit. Devon, 1620).
three torteaux.

;

MUL
Kules
ppr.
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(Honiton, co. Devon). Same Arms. Crest
Misericordia temperet gladium.
AJotln

—

Uules.

Same Arms.

Crest

— An arm

in

ppr., wielding a scymitar ppr. hilted or.

Mules (Emsborou:;h

— A mule

armour embowed
Same Motto.

Swimbridge, co. Devon, andCadbury,
descended from the ancient baronial family
CO. Somerset
of MoELS). Ar. two bars gu. in chief three torteaux. Crest
in

;

—A mule

pass. ppr.

KCules

(Ilminster, co. Somerset, and Barn Park, Marwood,
Devon a branch of McLES, of Swimbridge andCadbury).
Same Anns and Crest.
Mulgrave. Per pale ar. and gu. a quatrefoil counterCO.

;

changed.

Mulhall

(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1707, to Thomas
of the city of Dublin, and John Mdlhall, Knight
Captain in the legion of John Charles, third
Duke of Fitz-Janies, in the kingdom of France, sons of William Mulhall, Esq., the grandson of John O'Mobe, who
adopted the name of Mulcohall, descended from O'More,

McLBALL,
of

St. Louis,

Lord of Leix). Same .^ojis as O'More,

viz..

Vert a

lion

—

ramp,

mullets of the last. Crest On an ancient
Irish crown or, a dexter hand couped at the wrist, lying fessways, holding a sword erect, impaling three gory heads all
or, in chief three

ppr.

(Springvale, co. Down
Andrew Mclholland,

to

Ulster,

Down).

;

confirmed by Betham,
Esq.,

Springvale,
betw. three esof

Az. a stag's head erased ar.
An escallop gu. Motto

callops or.

Crest

—

—Semper

proe-

cinctus.

MttlhoUand
Crest,

Same Arms,

(Ballywater Park, co. Down).

and Motto.

MuUlolland

(Eglantine, co. Down).

Same Arms,

Crest,

reversed).

Multon

(Baron Multon, of Egrcmont, in abeyance since
1334; Thomas de Multon, descended from Thomas dk
Multon, of Multon, co. Lincoln, temj>. Henry I., was summoned to Parhamcnt 1297 the second baron d. s.p., leaving
;

his sisters his co-heirs).

Ar. three bars gu.
(Barnn Multon, of Gillcsland barony passed to

Multon

;

Dacre Thomas de Multon, descended from Thomas de
Multon, feudal Baron of Multon, temp. King John and
Henry III., ancestor of the Barons MiUtrm, of Egremont, was
;

summoned to Parliament 1307,
and heir, Margaret Multon,
the North). Same Aitns.

Multon

(St. Clare's, co.

d. 131.3, leaving
vi.

Kent).

an only dau.

Ranulph, Lord Dacre, of

Or, three bars vert.

Multon, or Moulton. Same
head couped, wreathed about

Crest— K savage's
temples with laurel

Anns.
the

ppr-

Multon.

Ar. three bars gu. a bend sa. ; another, Barry of
and gu.; another, Sa. three bars ar. in chief as many
annulets of the second (another, the bars or) another, Ar.
three bars gu. a canton of the last.
six ar.

Mullens. Az.
Mulle. Ar. a

a chev. betw. three mullets or.
cross moline quarter, pierced

sa.

a border

on a chief ar. three chaplets gu.
Mulvihill (Knockanira, co. Clare; granted by Betham,
Ulster, to Charles Mulvihill, Esq., and the descendants of
his grandfather, Lawrence Mulvihill, Esq.).
Per fess ar.
and gu. in chief a salmon naiant ppr. betw. two lions ramp,
combatant az. supporting a dexter hand of the second, in base
a harp or, betw. two battle axes in pale, the blades turned
outwards ppr. C\-est A dexter cubit arm in pale ppr.
grasping two battle axes in saltire ppr. the blades outwards.
Motto Pro aris et focis.
(co. Lincoln).
Or, fretty az. on a canton gu. a cross
pattee ar. Crest On a ducal coronet a lion sejant all
Sa.

—

Mumby

engr. of the last.

Mulledy

Mulenee.

—

and Motto.

(Robertstown, co. Meath

granted by St. George,
Ulster, 1679, to Anthony Mulledt, Resident for Philip IV.,
King of Spain, to Charles IL after the Restoration, nephew
and heir of Sir Patrick Mulledt, Knt., of Robertstown).
The family of Mulledt, or, anciently, Maoil O'Neadt, or
the bald-headed, being a branch of O'Kerral, Ulster granted
the arms of O'Kerral with an addition, viz., Vert a lion
ramp, or, on a chief ar. a bald head betw. two ducal helmets
crowned ppr. Crest On a ducal coronet or, a greyhound
courant sa.
Muller. Az. a pile or, surmounted by a chev. ar. charged
with a cinquefoil of the field. Crest A swan ppr.
SEuller. Az. an antique bow in fesse and arrow in pale
;

—

—

—

ppr.

Mumford

Bendy

(Burport, co. Dorset).

and

of ten az.

or.

Mumford.

Or, a lion saliant az.

Crest

—A dcmi

cat ramp,

guard, ppr.

Mun

(co. E.ssex, Finchley and Hackney, co. Middlesex;
granted to John Mun, Esq., of Hackney, 1562, by Hervey,
Clarenceux). Per chev. flory counterHory sa. and or, in
chief three bezants, in base a tower of the first.
Crest
cubit arm in armour grasping a lion's garab erased

—

A

&«•

Muncaster, Baron.

See Pennington.
{Baron Munchensi ; Hubert de Munchensi
made grants of lands in cos. Suffolk and Norfolk to the
Monks of Eye and Thetford, temp. William 1. his descendant,
William de Munchensi, was summoned to Parliament 1264,
d. 12s9, leaving an only dau. and heir, Dyonisia de Munchensi, wh0 7/i. Hugh de Vebe, third son of Robert, fifth
Sari of Oxford, who was summoned to Parliament 1299, and

Munchensi

ar.

Miilles'well.

Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three crosses
many crescents or; another, Gu. on a chev.
engr. or, betw. three crescents of the second as many cross-

crosslet sa. as

lets sa.

Mullett.
Mulliner

Sa. three quatrefoils or, a border of the last.

Cornwall).

(co.

Ar. three goats

Mulling:, or Mullingre (Thingden,
and

Ar. a chev. per chev. or and sa. betw. three fleura.
de-lis ermines.
Muls'nrell. Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three crescents or,
as many crosses crosslet of the first (another, the tinctures

;

MuUlolland
CO.

M IT N

Mulso.

CO.

Northumberland).

sa.

co.

Northampton,

Sa. three goats pass, in pale

;

d.s.p. 1313).
gu.

Or, three escutcheons bari-y of six vair

and

Munday

ar.

Mullins

(Eveleigh-De Moletns, Lord Ventry). See De
Moletns, Baron Ventry.
Mullins, or Mulliens. Az. a chev. betw. three mullets
or.

Mulloy (Standard

Bearer to the Crown of England in IreSee O'MuLLOT.
Uulloy (Oak Port, CO. Roscommon descended from William
land).

;

McLLOi, of Oak Port, youngest son of Coote Mullot, Esq.,
of Hughstown). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. betw. three trefoils gu.
Crest In front of a tree a greyhound courant all ppr.
ducally gorged or. Motto Malo mori quam foedari.
Mulock (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Thomas Mollots,
Esq., of Bellair, King's co., on his taking by royal licence,
1843, the names of Homan-Mulock, in compliance with
the desire of his maternal uncle, Thomas Homan Mulock,
Esq., of Bellair). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a cross moline
quarter pierced, in the dexter chief a fetterlock ar., for
Mclock; 2nd and 3rd, vert on a chev. ar. betw. three
pheons, points downwards or, as many trefoils slipped ppr.,
for HoMAN.
Crest
A lion pass. az. in the dexter paw a

—

—

—

Motto
See O'Mulrlui.

crosslet fitchee gu.

Uulrian.

— In hoc signo vinces.

10 Dec. 1587

a bend

Sheriff of Norfolk, temji. Richard II.). Erm. on
sa. three goats' heads erased ar.
Crest
A griffin
wings endorsed gu. armed or.
;
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Munden

—

;

—

sa.

bezantee.

Mundevill
Mundevill.

llulsho, or Mulso. Ar. on a bend sa. three goats' heads
erased of the first, homed or.
Mulshoe, or Mulsho (Gothurst, co. Buckingham; granted

eejant,

(Rialton, co. Cornwall; Thomas Mundat, son of
William Mundat, and grandson of John Mundat, a younger
son of Mundat, of co. Derby, and brother of Thomas Mundat, Prior of Bodmin, temp. Henry VII[., who settled in co.
Cornwall about 1540, under the auspices of his brother, the
Prior. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Quarterly, gu. and sa. on a
cross engr. ar. five lozenges az. on a chief or, three eagles'
legs erased a-la-quise of the fouith.
Mundell (Glasgow). A ducal coronet betw. two mullets In
chief and a crescent in base, a canton.
Munden. Gu. on a cross engr. or, five lozenges sa. on a
chief of the second three eagles' legs erased a-la-quise of
the third, on a canton erm. an anchor az.
granted, 1680, to the
(Chelsea, co. Middlesex
widow of Sir Richard Munden, Knt., R.N., her children,
and her husband's brother, Sir John Munden, Knt., RearAdmiral of the King's Fleet). Per pale gu. and sa. on a
cross engr. ar. five lozenges az. on a chief or, three eagles'
legs erased a-la-quise of the second, on a canton erm. a:i
anchor or. Crest On a rostral crown or, a leopard's head
(cos.

Northampton and

Suffolk).

Az. a fret or.

Quarterly vair and gu.

Munds, Mouns, or Muns

(cos.

Cambridge, Essex,.

Per chev. flory
Middlesex, and Maidstone, co. Kent).
counterflory sa. and ar. (another, or) in chief three bezants,
Ciest
An armed
in base a tower triple towered of the first.

—

arm ppr. couped
gamb erased or.

at the elbow

and

erect, grasping

a

lion's

AA

AA

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

MTTN
Kundy

(Markeaton. co. Derby; Sir John Mundv, Knt., of
Chekenden, co. Oxford, Knt., Lord Mayor of London,
1522-3, descended from John Mdndt, temp. Edwavd I., d.
1538, seised of Markeaton and other manors, co. Derby).
Per pale gu. and sa. on a cross ene;r. ar. five lozenges purp.
on a chief or, three eagles' legs erased a-la-quise az. Crest
A wolfs head erased sa. bezantee, fire issuing from the

—

mouth

Motto

ppr.

— Deus providebit.

Mundy

(Burton Hall, co. Leicester). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
(Shipley Hall, co. Derby; descended from Gilbert
McNDT, Esq., High Sheriff co. Derby, 1697, younger son of
John Mondt, Esq., of Markeaton). Per pale gu. and sa.
on a cross engr. ar. five lozenges az. on a chief or, three
Crest
eagles' legs erased a-la-quise of the fourth.
wolfs head erased sa. bezanti-e, fire issuing from the mouth

Mundy

—

ppr.

Hundy

Per pale ar. and sa. on a cross
(co. Buckingham).
gu. five fusils or, on a chief az. three eagles' legs erased

(London). Sa. on a cross engr. ar. five lozenges
purp. on a chief of the second three eagles' legs erased a-laquise az. Crest A leopard's head erased sa. bezantee, fire
issuing from the mouth ppr.
Ar. on a chcv. gu. betw.
(co. Salop).
Muned, or
three lions' heads erased sa. .is many gadbees volant of the

—

Mynd

field.

—

three leaves ppr.

Murdall.

Mnnn.

Per chev.

and

sa.

or,

two bezants

castle triple-lowered in base of the first.

in chief and a
Crest— A lion's head

(Foulis,

CO. Poss,

N.S., bart., 1634).

—

Or,

an eagle's

head erased gu. Crest An eagle perching ppr. Suiiporters
Two eagles, wings expanded ppr. Motto Dread God.
Munro (Gun-Munro, of Poyntzlield, co. Cromarty). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, an eagle's head erased gu. beaked and
langued az., for Munro; 2nd, ar. a three-masted ship in the
sea ppr. flagged gu. on a chief of the last three legs in armour
conjoined at the thigh and flexed in triangle ppr. betw. two
mullets or, for Gdn; 3rd, barry of eight or and gu., for
An eagle rising ppr. Motto Dread God.
PoTNTZ. Crest
Munro (Major-Gen. Sir Hector Monro, installed Knight of
the Bath, 19 May, 1779, d. 1806). Or, an eagle's head erased
An eagle close ppr., motto over it. Dread God.
gu. Crest
Supporters Dexter, a tiger ppr. murally gorged and chained
or; sinister, an e.ngle ppr. niurally gorged or.
Munro (Sir Thomas Mlnro, Bart., 1823). Or, an eagle's
head erased gu. encircled by a branch of laurel on the
dexter and of oak on the sinister side, on a chief ar. the
representation of an Indian hill-fort, and beneath, in letters
of gold, the word " Badamy," on a canton gu. a representation of a silver medal presented by the E. I. Co. to the first
baronet for his services in Seringapatam in 1799. Crest An
eagle close ppr. having a representation of the medal abovementioned pendent from its neck by a ribbon, ilie dexter
claw resting on an escutcheon gu. charged with a representation of the first, of Badamy, as in the arms, and in the
beak a sprig of laurel.
Munro. Or, an eagle's head erased gu. murally crowned ar.
On a mural coronet ar. an eagle close or.
Crest
Munsemberg-. Ar. a chief gu.
Munster, Earl of. See Fitzclarence.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Munster, Province of
ciu^tern

(Ueg. Ulster's Office).

Az. three

crowns ppr.

(Cheshunt, co. Hertford). Az. on a fesse betw. three
bears' heads couped ar. muzzled gu. a cross crosslet of the
last.
Crest
A bear's head, as in the arms, within a chain in
arch or.
Munt. Ar. three peacocks in their pride ppr. Crest
savage's head couped, distilling drops of blood all ppr.
Munton. Gu. three chcv. interlaced or, a chief ar. Crest

—

—

— A cannon mounted ppr.
(Uniberslade,

extended ppr.

—

Crest

co.

Warwick).

Or,

a swan, wings
Motto

— A dcmi swan, as in the arras.

Fortitcr scd suaviter.

Munyard

(Camden Town, co. Middlesex
granted to
Joseph Mdnyard, Esq.). Krminois a lion ramp. sa. betw.
;

three tleur.sdc-li.3 az. on a chief indented of the last
three sinister hands erect and couped or.
CreH—A mount
vert, iflsuant therefrom

in fiont I'f a branch of oak in bend
erm. holding in tiic dexter paw a
sinister hand erased also ppr. the tiniatcr paw resting on a

Binister ppr. a

demi

lion

fleur-de-lis gu.

Murchison

—

—

Mure
Mure
a

—

Sa. four hawks volant or.
(Rowallan, co. Ayr). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on
Mcke; 2nd and 3rd, az. three

(CO. Lincoln).

fess az. three midlets or, for
or, for

Ccmming.

Mure

(Caldwell, co. Renfrew). Ar. on a fesse az. three stars
within a bordure engr. gu.
A Saracen's head
Ci'est
ppr. Motto
Duris non frangor.
(London, 1868). As Caldwell, in the honour point a
crescent az. for diff. Same Crest and Motto.
(Glanderston). As Caldwell, with a crescent in base
gu. for diff.
(Herringswell House, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a fesse az.
three mullets of the field, a border engr. gu.
Crest
Saracen's head ppr. Motto Duris non frangor.
(Parson of Philorth, Scotland, 1672). Ar. on a fesse az.
three mullets or, and in base a book expanded ppr. Motto—
or,

—

—

Mure
Mure

—

—

Oraet labora.

(Tarradalc, co. Eosa
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(Riccartoun, Scotland). Ar. on a fesse engr. az. three
Crest
mullets or, within a bordure also engr. gu.
savage's head and neck from the shoulders, wreathed round
the temples with palm ppr. Motto Duris non frangor.
Mure. Sa. four martlets (another, volant) ar. beaked and
legged or.
Murg'atroid (Michael Morgatroid, Secretary to Archbishop Whitgift).
Ar. three crosses pattee flory gu. each
charged with five bezants, on a canton of the second a
conger's head couped in pale or, derived from the coats

—

—

of his

two patrons, Whitgift and Gascoigne.

Murhall
couped

(Bagnall, co. Stafford).

Ar. three boars' heads

sa.

Muriell

a dexter wing betw. three birds ar.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, tail extended ppr.
Muriell. Sa. on a fesse wavy or, betw. three martlets ar.
as many wings gu. a border engr. of the second. Crest
demi cat per pale ar. and sa. holding in the claws a branch
of roses of the first, leaved vert, gorged with a fesse

—

(London).

Sa.

—

counterchanged.

Murison

Ar. three Moors'
(Anchorfield, Scotland, 1791).
Crest
heads couped sa. banded az. a border engr. gu.
Three Moors' heads conjoined on one neck ppr. Motto—

—

Mcdiocriter.

Murmyon (co. Oxford).
Murphy (Oulartleigh, co.

Vair three maselcs gu.
Wexford). See O'Morchoe.

Murphy.

See O'Mdrphy.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1603, Johm
(Dublin
Quarterly, ar. and. gu. four lions
Murphy, Surgeon).
on a fess sa. three garbs or.
counterchanged,
ramp,
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 166C,
(city of Kilkenny
Austace Murphy, dau. of Andrew Murphv, granddau. of

Murphy

;

Murphy

;

of Kilkenny, and wife of Luke IIore, of
Same Arms.
(Graignamanagh, co. Kilkenny, and Malaga, in
Spain; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1787, to John Morpht,
Esq., of Malaga, grandson of Francis Murphy, Esq., of
AVaterford, who was the grandson ofTiMOTHY Murphy, Esq.,
of Graignamanagh). Same Arms.
Murphy (Kilbrew. co. Meath; granted to William Mdbphy,
Esq., and the descendants of his grandfather, William
Murphy, of Mount Merrion, co. Dublin). Per pale or and
gu. on a fess engr. betw. four lions ramp, two garbs all
counterchanged. Crest On a mount vert a lion ramp. gu.
bczanlce, holding in the forepaws a garb or.
Murrant (London; granted 1575). Gu. a chev. ar. betw.
Crest— A Moor's head ppr. betw.
three talbots pass. or.
two dragons' wings or, wreathed round the temples ar. and

Patrick Murphy,
Waterford).

Munt

Muntz

another,

Mure

erased erm.

llimro

— Impavido pectore.

—

Mure

vincit Veritas.

Motto

Or, a fret sa.; another, Ar. a fret sa.;

(Morten Morrell, co. Warwick; confirmed Dec.
Erm. on a chief sa. a talbot pass. ar. an annulet gu.
1618).
for diff.
Crest
A leopard ramp, guard, ppr.
Murdoch (Rosshall, co. Renfrew, 1779). Ar. a fesse chequy
az. and of the field, over all two crows sa. pendent on an
arrow fesseways ppr.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu.
Motto Online secundo.
Murdoch. Or, on a chev. gu. three mascles ar. Crest
sword in pale enfiled with a savage's head couped ppr.
Murdocke (co. Northumberland). Or, fretty sa.

Omnia

—

alionramp.

Murden

Mure

—

Or,

Ar. fretty sa.

Per chev. sa. and or, in chief three bezants, and in
base a castle triple-towered of the first. Crest ^A dexter
armour
holding a lion's paw erased ppr. Motto
in
arm

IXunn.

geologist).

betw. two pine-apples in chief vert and an escallop in
base az. Crest
A dexter hand holding a ducal coronet of
sa.

garbs

a-la-quise ar.

Mundy

MXJ B

Roderick Impet Mohchtson, the

Murphy

—

Murray (Bothwell, co. Lanark). Az. three stars or.
Murray (Touchadam and I'olmaise, co. Stirling). Az.
stars
Creit

;

lately represented

by

Sir

—

three

double trcssure flory counterflory or.
A mermaid with a mirror in her dexter and a comli

ar.

within a

in her sinister

hand ppr.

Motto

—Tout pret.

A

;

HUB

Murray

Murray

(Tullibardine, Earl of AtlwU, as borne in 17th
and 4th grand quarters,
Quarterly,
1st
century).
counterquartered, 1st and 4th, paly of six or and sa., for

—

—

Murray

—

—

—

;

joined in triangle at the thigh, for the Isle of Man; 6th,
gu. two lions pass, in pale ar., for Stbanoe. Crest
A demi
savage wreathed about the head and loins with oak, holding

—

pommel and

hilt or,

—

Supporters Dexter, a
lion gu. gorged with a collar az. charged with three mullets
ar.
sinister, a savage wreathed as the crest ppr.
Motto
last.

—

;

Furth fortune and

Murray

—

— Placeam dum

—

peream.

Murray

(Pilkeirie, co. Fife, 1672).
As Philiphaugh, with a
mullet surmounted by a crescent in fess point for diff. Crest
A ship under sail ppr. Motto Tutum te littore sistam.
(Stanhope, co. Peebles, bart., 1665).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, as Murray, of Philiphaugh
2nd, az. three
frases ar. 3rd, ar. on a chief gu. three cushions or.
Crest
A dove with an olive branch in its beak ppr. Motto—F&cis
nuncia.
(Cockpool, co. Dumfries). Ar. a saltire engr. az. od
a chief of the last three stars of the field.
{Earl of Annandale). Az. a crescent betw. three
stars ar. a tressure flory counterflory of the last, on a canton
of the last a thistle vert, crowned or.
Crest
An angel ppr.
Motto Noclesque diesque praesto.
(Broughton, co. Wigtoun). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. three stars ar.; 2nd and 3rd, counterquartered, 1st and
4th, ar. a saltire cantoned with four roses gu., 2nd and 3rd,
or, a fess chequy az. and ar.
Crest
A griffin saliant ppr.

—

—

Murray

Murray
Murray

—

—

Murray

Motto

—

— Impero.

(Murraythwaite, co. Dumfries).

Quarterly, 1st

4th, az. a crescent betw. three stars ar.

flory counterflory of the last, all within

ar.

—

—

Murray

;

—

—

—

Murray

;

—

;

Murray. Mottoes— Can^de et
Macte virtute, for Mdbray.
Murra" (Drumcaim, co. Perth, 1672)
ppr., for

betw.

I.

'ee staii! ar.

Crest

— Mali mori quam

Motto

Murray

Crest

;

fcedari.

Az. three stars ar. in

or.

(Lochland, 1672).

three stars ar.

Graham

Az. a cross pattee
swan's head couped ppr.

(Strowan, co. Perth, 1672).

middle chief a crescent

Murray

—A

secure, for

—A

Az. a falcon's head erased betw.
greyhound courant ppr. Motto

—

Az. three stars
ar. in the centre a cross of the second surmounted of a

saltire gu.

Crest

co. Perth, bart., 1673).

—

^An olive

branch ppr.

Motto

— Ex bello

quics.

Murray

(Gen. Sir

George Murray, G.C.B., G.C.H., sc"ond
fifth bart.). Same

sonof Sir William Murray, of Ochtertyre,

Arms, with a crescent
vert, over

for diff.

Crest
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on a

field,

Creit

—A cherub ppr. winged or.

all

saltire

prKsto.

Murray

(Blackbarony, co. Peebles, bart., 1628).
Or, a
on a chief of the second three stars ar. Crest
scroll fessways ppr.
Motto

fetterlock az.

—A dexter hand holding a
Deum

—

time.

Murray

(Cringletie, co. Peebles, 1777).

a bordure gu.

As the

last,

withia

Same CreH and Motto.

Murray (Henderland and Murrayfield).

Ar. a martlet az. in
a fetterlock sa. within a bordure gu. on a chief of the
second three stars of the field. Same Crest and Motto.
{Lord EUbank, as borne by the first lord). Az. a
martlet betw. three stars ar. all within a double tressure
Crest
A lion ramp. gu. holding a
flory counterflory or.
Supporters Two horses ar. furnished gu.
battle axe ppr.
ilfo«o— Virtute fideque.
{Lord EUbank, as now borne). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, a fetterlock az. on a chief of the last three stars ar.,
for Murray, of Blackbarony; 2nd, gu. a chev. betw. three
crescents ar., for Oliphant; 3rd, az. three stars within a
double tressure flory counterflory ar. and in the centre a
Crest—
martlet or, being his lordship's paternal arms.
lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a battle axe ppr.
bridled
gu.
Motto—
Yirtuie
Two
horses
ar.
Supporters

Murray

—

—

Murray

fideque.

Murray

and Longhermandston, co. Haddington).
Az. a martlet betw. three stars ar. all within a double tressure flory counterflory or, a bordure per pale of the first
Motto—
Crest A horse ar. furnished gu.
and second.
(Spott

—

"Virtute fideque.

— A laurel branch erect Murray

—

it, Paritur bello.
Supporters
Dexter, a lion ramp.
gu. gorged with a collar az. thereon three mullets ar.
sinister, a man wreathed about the loins, having fetters on
the ankles, the chain from which lie holds in the sinister
band all ppr. both supporters charged on the breast with a
cross surnioimted by a saltire, as in the arms. Motto
Furth
fortune and fill the fetters.
;

3rd, or,

within a bordure engr. gu., for Dalrymple.
AfoMo—Noctesque diesque

the

—

Gloria non praeda.

Murray (Ochtertyre,

Murray; 2nd and

and

a double tressure
a bordure or, for
az. nine lozenges of

of Tullibardine,

within a double tressure flory
counterflory or, in fess point a thistle ppr. Crest A lion's
paw holding a sword ppr. Motto Fortes fortuna adjuvat.
Quarterly,
( Viscount Storniont, Earl of Mansfield).
1st and 4th, az. three stars within a double tressure flory
counterflory with fleurs-de-lis or, for Mcbbay 2nd and 3rd,
gu. three crosses pattee or, two and one, for Babclay, of
Balvajrd.
Crest
A buck's head couped or, with a cross
pattee betw. his antlers ar.
Supporters Two lions gu.
armed or. Mottoes Uni aequus virtuti and, Spero meliora.
(Gbaiiam-Mubbay, of Murrayshall, co. Perth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three piles sa. within a double
tressure flory counterflory gu. on a chief of the second a
crescent betw. two escallops of the first, for Graham; 2nd
and 3rd, az. a cross pattee betw. three stars ar. within a
double tressure flory counterflory or, for Mubbay. Crests
1st: A dove ppr., for Graham
2nd: A buck's head couped

(Capt.

Az. three stars

1672).

—

;

;

Murray

the fetters.

fill

John Mcbbat; descended

—

Murray

lions pass, in pale ar., for

key of the

—

—

Strange;
4th grand quarter, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, az., 2nd and
3rd, az. five fusils in fesse or, both for P^bcy. Crest A demi
savage ppr. holding in his right hand a dagger ppr. pommel
and hilt or, and in his left hand a key of the last. Supporters Dexter, a savage ppr. wreathed about the head and
waist vert, his feet in fetters of iron, the chain held up by
his right hand also ppr.; sinister, a lion gu. gorged with a
plain coUar az. thereon three mullets ar.
Motto Furth
fortune and fill the fetters.
Murray (Earl of Dunmore). Quarterly, 1st, az. three
mullets ar. within a double tressure flory counterflory or,
for Mubbay
2nd, or, a fesse chequy ar. and az., for
Stewart; 3rd, paly of six or and sa., for Athole; 4th, ar.
on a bend az. three stags' heads cabossed, for Stanley; 0th,
gu. three legs in armour, spurred and garnished or, con-

in the sinister a

—

Murray

Muxray

and

third

—

—

in the dexter hand a sword erect ppr.

Murray,

—

—

two

Same Arms, with a

1803).

diff.

brother of Murray of
DoUarie, co. Perth, 1673). As Ochtertyre, with a crescent
surmounted of a mullet or, in dexter chief. Motto A rore
colorem.
(Glendoick, bort., 1678). Az. a cross pattee betw.
three mullets ar. a double tressure flory counterflory or. Crest
A. dexter hand holding a mirror
ppr.
Motto Xosce
teipsum. See also Hepburn, o f Blackcastle.
(En-l of Dysart). Az. an imperial crown ppr. betw.
three stars ar. a double tressure flory counterflory or. Cre^t
A mermaid holding in her dexter hand a mirror, and in her
sinister a comb ppr.
Supporters Two lions gu. collared az.
the collar charged with three stars ar. Motto Tout prcst.
(Falahill, co. Edinburgh, and Pliiliphaugh, co.
Selkirk).
Ar. a hunting horn sa. garnished and stringed gu.
on a chief az. three stars of the first. Crest A demi man
winding a horn ppr. Motto— iVmc usque superna venabor.
(Deuchar, co. Selkirk).
Same Arms, within a
bordure gu. Crest An escallop gu. Motto Fidei signum.
Murray (.Melgund, co. Forfar, bart., 1704). Ar. a hunting
horn sa. garnished and stringed gu. on a chief wavy az.
three stars of the first. Crest— A burning lamp ppr. Motto

(David

Murray

gorged with a collar az. charged with three stars ar. Motto
Furth fortune and fill the fetters.
{Duk-e of Athole, as now borne). Quarterly, 1st
grand quarter, 1st and 4th, paly of six or and sa., for the
ancient Earldom of Athole, 2nd and 3rd, or, a fesse chequy
az. and ar., for Stewart; 2nd grand quarter, az. three
mullets ar. within a double tressure flory counterflory or,
for Mubbay; 3rd grand quarter, 1st, ar. on a bend az. three
bucks' heads cabossed or, for Stanley, 2nd, gu. three legs in
armour ppr. garnished and spurred or, conjoined in triangle
at the upper part of the thigh, for the Isle of Man, as lords
thereof, 3rd, or, on a chief indented az., three plates, for
4th, gu.

(Lintrose, co. Perth,

crescent or, in chief for

Murray

Athole, ind and 3rd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar., for
Stewart; 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, az. three stars ar.
within a double tressure flory counterflory or, for Murbat.
A demi savage ppr. in his dexter hand a sword erect
Crest
Supporters
A savage
also ppr., in his sinister a key or.
holding a chain in his dexter hand ppr., and a lion gu.

Latham,

HUB
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—

(Col. George Murray, fourth son of first Lord
Az. a martlet betw. three stars ar. within a
double tressure flory counterflory or, a bordure embattled
Crc.s^— Ahorse saliant ar. furnished gu. Motto Juncta
ar.

EiibanL).

—

virtuti fides.

Murray

from a natural son of the
first Lord EUbank; line ended in daus., one of whom m.
Lord Talbot de Malakidc). Az. a martlet or, betw. three
(Simprim, co. Forfar;

A
:

MUB

—

within a bordure compony of the third and gu. Cresl
lion gu. holding a Lochaber axe ppr. betw. his paws.
Virtute fidcque.
(Clermont, CO. Fife, bart., 1626). Or, a fetterlock
az. within a bordure embattled gu. on a chief of the second
Crest
three mullets ar.
A dexter hand brandishing a
flaming sword ppr. Motto, over crest Deum time.
(Pennyland, co. Caithness
heiress m. Stdabt
Threipland, of Fingask). Az. a bezant betw. three stars ar.
Crest
A mermaid holding a sword in her dexter hand ppr.
Motto In utrumque paiatus.
(Capt. James Mcrrat, R.N., 1312).
Az. a martlet
or, betw. three stars ar. a bordure of the second, on a canton
erm. a sword ppr. surmounted by a trident saltireways sa.
Crest
A lion ramp, guard, gu. collared and chained, supporting an aifthor erect or. Mottn Virtute fideque.
(Vice-Admiral George Morrat, 1814).
Az. an
anchor erect or, betw. three estoiles ar. all within a double
tressure flory counterflory of the second.
Crest
A demi
savage ppr. wreathed head and middle vert, in his dexter
all

Ademi
Motto

—

Murray

—

—

Murray

;

—

—

Murray

—

—

Murray

—

hand a dagger ppr. pommel and hilt or, in his sinister an
anchor of the last.
(Birmingham).
Ar. a hunting horn sa. stringed
gu. a bordure of the second charged with three escallops or,
on a chief az. as many stars of the field. Crest A telescope
on a stand or. Motto They by permission shine.
Murray (Danesfield, co. Bucks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a buglehorn ppr. stringed gu. on a chief az. three mullets of the first, for Morrat, of Philiphaugh 2nd and 3rd, or,
on a bend az. an estoile betw. two crescents and on a border

Murray

—

—

;

—

Muschamp

(Barmoor,

Northumberland; descended
from Sir William de Moschamp, Knt., of Barmoor, 1267,
son of Stephen de Moschamp, third son of Thomas de
Moschamp, Baron of Wooler, and grandson of Sir Stephen
Bclmer by Cicely Moschamp, his wife). Or, three bars gu.
Crest A mastiff dog ppr. collared ar.
Muscliaiup (Brotherlee, co. Durham; descended from
John Moschamp, fifth son of George Moschamp, Esq., of
Barmoor, High Sheriff co. Northumberland, 1596). Ar. a
chev. vert betw. three flies ppr. Crest A lion ramp. gu.
holding in the dexter paw on a banner az. a crescent or.
Motto Vulneror non vincor.

—

—

Muschamp
London,

(Camberwell. co. Surrey;

son of
three bars gu. a martlet for diff. Crest A mountain cat
ppr. tied round the neck with a scarf ar. charged on the
breast with a martlet for diff.

—

Muschamp
Crest

(Horsley, co. Surrey).

Col.

Murray, co. Donegal; exemplified to
Esq., upon his assuming by royal
surname of Morrat, in compliance with
James Morray, Esq., of Broughton). Az. three

(Castle

Alexander Morrat,
licence,

1812, the

the will of

—

—

Crest
A griffin segrcant ppr. Motto Imperio.
(granted to George Moore Morrat, of Mexico).
Az. a chaplet of oak or, betw. three mullets ar. within a
bordure nebulee of the second
CresI
Out of a crescent or,
a demi savage affrontec ppr. wreathed about the temples or
and az. holding in the dexter hand a sword erect also ppr.
and in the sinister a key, the ward upwards, gold.
Murrill. Or, a bend gu. in base a cross crosslot of the last.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, per pale ar. and sa. collared,
counterchangcd, holding in the dexter paw a bunch of

stars ar.

Murray

—

—

flowers of the

first

stalked vert.

Murthe

(Murthe and Taland, co. Cornwall; John Morthe,
Esq., of Taland, Visit. Cornw. 1620; eighth in descent from
KicHABD Mcbthe, Esq., of Murthe, tOH^j. Richard II.). Ar.
a lion ramp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Muryell. Sa. on a fcsse wavy betw. two martlets ar. as
many wings gu.
Musard (Stavely, co. Derby). Or, two chcvroncls az. a
bordure of the last.
Musard (cos. Derby and Devon; the heiress m. Flechville).
Gu. three plates. Crest A savage's head coupcd and dis-

—

tilling

drops of blood ppr.

Musard (co. Devon). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Musard (London). Ar. a bend gu. a border engr. of the last.
Musard.

Az. a fessc ar. betw. three cinqucfoils or.

Muschamp (Kendal JSaronsof IKooLv, co. Northumberland;
descended from Robert de Muschamp, who obtained <livers
lordships from Henry I., left an only dau. and heir. Cicely
Mosciiahp, in. Sir Stephen db Bclmer, second son of
BuLMER, of Sheriff Hutton, (!0. York, and her descendants
assumed the name of Muschamp; Uoiiert de Muschamp,
Baron of Wnoler, great-grandson of Sir Stephen and CiCELV,
rf. 1249,
leaving three co-heiresses: Cicely, m. Odinel de
Ford; Mart, 7(i. Valise, Earl of Strolhearn, in Scotland;
and Isabella, m. William de Hcntercombe). A deed of
Robert de Moschamp'h, ratifying cerUiin grants of land in

Howbum

to the monks of Durham, bears his seal, "or, three
but the more ancient ensigns of the family were
Ar. achcv. vert betw. three flics (ijir. The charges in tln!

fcars gu. ;"

anns

are in

some

authorities called bees, in others butter-

or beitleii, but they arc obviously " flics," allusive to
the presumed derivation of the name from "muscu."

flies
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bars gu.

(Dublin and Cork; granted by Carney, Ulster,
168.5, to Dennt Moschamp, Esq., of the city of Dubhn.
Muster Master General of Ireland, son of Major AgmondisHAM Moschamp, of the city of Cork, who was second son of
Sir Agmondisham Moschamp, Knt., of Robarnes, co. Surrey.
The eventual heiress of the family. Mart Moschamp, dau. of
the Muster Master General, to. Right Rev. Sir Thomas
Veset, Bishop of Ossory, ancestor of yisrount De Vesci.)
Or, three bars gu. on a canton az. a harvest fly displ. of the
first.
Crest
On a cannon royal mounted or, a cat-a-mountain pass, guard, ppr.
Motto Quid gens sine mente.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1661, William

—

Muschamp.

Charles Edward Morrat,
J. P. and D.L., of Whitton Park, Twickenham, assumed by
royal licence, 1875, the surname and arms of Mcrrat
in addition to Gostling). 1st and 4th, Moreat (see Duke of
Athole); 2nd and 3rd, Gostling.
;

three

Or,

— A mastiff dog ppr. collared or.

Muschamp

Murray (Gostling-Mubrat

;

allowed at Visit.

Thomas Moschamp, goldsmith, of London,
William Moschamp, Esq., of Camberwell). Or,
1568, to

Muschamp

—

co.

—

engr. sa. eight escallops of the first, for Scott. Crests
demi savage wreathed about the temples and loins, holding
a buglehorn all ppr., for Mcrrat a stag trippant, for Scott.
Motto Hinc usque superna venabor.
Murray-Stewart. See Stewart.

Murray
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stars ar. a double tressure flory counterflory of the second,

Moschamp,

—

Esq., descended from

Northumberland).

Moschamp,

of Barmoore.

three flies ar. quartering ar.
armed and hoofed or, for Swtne, and

CO.

Sa.

three boars pass. ea.
az. a chief indented or, for Donbam.
Az. a fesse engr. or, betw. three talbots'
heads erased ar.
Az. three butterflies volant or.
Or, a chief az.
another. Or, three bends
gu. another, Gu. two bars or, a crescent in cliief of the

Muschamp.
Muschampe.

;

;

last.

Muscote

(Barton and Welby, co. Northampton).

cross engr. ar. five roses of the

Gu. on a

first.

Musenburgh. Ar. a cross gu.
Musgrave (Baron Musgrave; Sir Adam

Mosgrave, temp.
King John, whose ancestor came to England with William I.,
was ancestor of Sir Thomas Mosgrave, a commander in the
EngUsh army, 20 Edward III., 1346, which defeated David II.
of Scotland at Durham.
He was summoned to Parliament
1350, but the writ was not renewed to any of his descendants).
Gu. six annulets or.
Crest
Two arms in armour
cmbowed ppr. the gauntlets grasping an annulet or. The
following tradition has been handed down as the origin of
the arms of the family
The Emperor of Germany had two
generals, who both wooed his daughter at the same time.
Having had experience of the good services of each, he did

—

:

—

not care to prefer one to the other, but, to decide the
matter, ordered the rival generals and lovers to "run at
the ring " a favourite feat then
for his daughter.
Mosgrave, a Lord Marcher, one of the Rivals, had the fortune
to pierce the ring with the point of his spear, and as a
reward of his dexterity and valour obtained the lady as
his bride, and had " six annulets or " given him for his coat
of arms, and " two arms in armour holding an annulet " for

—

—

his coat.

Musgrrave

descended
Motto

(Edenhall, co. Cumberland, bart.;

from Baron Mi'.ngrare).
Sans changer.

Musirrave

(llayton,

Same Arms.

Crest

Same Arms and

bart.

;

descended

—

Crest.

from

Edenhall).

—Two arms in armour cmbowed sustain-

ing the sun ppr.

Musgrave
and

(Tourin,

Musgrave
Anns.

Same

Arrtis

—Two arms

in

co.

Same
Westmoreland).
ppr. grasping

armour cmbowed

or.

Musgrave
Arms and

Waterford, bart.).

(Ashby Musgrave,

Crest

an annulet

co.

Motto— Sans changer.

Crest.

(Hartley

Castle,

co.

Westmoreland).

Same

Crest.

Musgrave (Borden, CO. Kent, and Shillington Manor, co.
Bedford). Same Anns and Crest.
Musgrave (Kairbank, or Musgrave Hall). Same Arms and
Crc.tt.

Musgrave

(Crookdale, CO. Cumberland).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Musgrave

(Sagar-Mu.sorave, Sandford House, Leed.s, co.
to John Musuravu Saoau, Esq., upon

York; cxemplilled

A

surname of Mdsgkave). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a pile per pale az. and gu. six
2nd and 3rd, per bend or
annulets, or, for Mcsgrave;
and az. a cross moline counterchanged, a chief paly of six
1st, MosGRA^•B:
Cresls
of the first and gu., for Sagar.
Two arms embowed ppr. holding an annulet or, encircling a
2nd, Sagar Upon a rock ppr.
tilting spear erect also ppr.
an eagle reguard. or, each wing charged with three bendlets
gu. resting the dexter claw upon a cross moline az. Motto
his taking the additional

—

;

:

—Valde et sapienter.
HusgTOve

(Speldhurst, co. Kent, bart.). Ar. two bendlets
engr. az. betw. three lozenges, one and two, of the last,

—

Crest
A deini lion
each charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
ppr. gorged with a double collar gemelle sa. and holding
betw. the paws a lozenge az. charged with a cross crosslet
or.
Motto Ni! desperandum.
Musbat, or Mushet (England). Or, a fesse betw. three
A mount vert semee of strawberries
crescents az.
Crest

—

—

ppr.

Mush.eleener.
and slipped

Musbet

or,

husked

De Monte

Fixo).

Az. a chev. betw. three acorns

vert.

(that Ilk, CO. Perth; originally

Erm. three chevronels gu.
Uuslxet (Craighead). Erm. two chevronels gu. a border
az.

Mushet

Same Arms, the border charged with

(Holland).
eight crescents ar.

Crest

—A

twig of rose blooming ppr.

Motto— Dahunt aspera rosas.
musicians, Society of (London

incorporated 1604).
Az. a swan, wings expanded ar. a double tressure flory
counterflory or, on a chief gu. a pale betw. two lions pass,
guard, of the third, thereon a rose of the fourth, seeded gold,
A lyre or.
barbed vert. Cresi
IVEusis, or Le Musis. Gu. a bend betw. six roses ar.
seeded ot.
Muskeham. Ar. a chev. betw. three flies sa.
Muskerry, Baron. See Deane and Morgan.
Muskett (co. Suffolk). Ar. two bars betw. six lions' heads
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
cabosscd gu. Crest
antelope sa. chained and ringed gold.
Muskett (Intwood Hall, co. Norfolk descended from a
family which possessed landed property in the parish of
Haughleigh, co. Suffolk, temp. Henry VIII.). Same Anas
;

—

—

;

and

Crest.

Muskett

(Clippersby House, co. Norfolk).

Same Arms and

Crest.

—

Musner.

Az. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils or. Crest
or, a camel's head sa.
Az. a fesse betw. three roses or.
Mussard (co. Devon). Gu. three plates.
Musselbiirgrh,
of (Scotland). Az. three anchors
in pale, one in chief and two in flanks or, accompanied by
as many mussels, two in the dexter and sinister chief points,
and the third in base ppr. Motto Honesty.
Mussell (Staple Langford, co. Wilts). Sa. a fesse or, betw.
five plates, two in chief and three in base.
Crest
A wolf

Out of a ducal coronet

Musner.

Town

—

—

saliant sa.

Muston.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses florj- sa. CrestOn a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a garb or.
Az. a fesse betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Muswell (quartered by Lovell). Vert two chevronels ar.
each charged with three cinquefoils gu.
Muswell (East Herling, co. Norfolk). Same Ai-ms.

Musward.

Mutas, Mutts, or Muteize

(co. Middlesex).
Az. »
unicorn saliant erminois.
Muter (Scotland). Gu. a fesse betw. three shields or.
Muterer (Scotland). Gu. a fesse betw. three inescutcheonK
or.
Crest A castle triple-towered ppr. door and windows
gu. Motto Patience and resolution.
(cos. Gloucester and Worcester).
Gyronny of six
or and az. over alia lion ramp. erm. on a chief ar. an escallop
betw. two fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest
A griflin's head couped
per pale indented ar. andgu. guttee counterchanged, holding
in the beak a buck's foot erased and erect or.
Mutter (Governor of Cape Coast Castle, 1767). Gu. afess
betw. three inescutcheons or. Crest
A castle ppr. Motto—
Patience and resolution.
Muttes (co. Middlesex). Az. a unicorn pass. or.
Muttlebury (Jordaine, co. Somerset). Erm. on a bend gu.
three round buckles or, a border of the second. Crest
hare courant ar.
Muttlebury. Sa. two barrulets betw. three martlets or.
Mutton (Sir Everard de Mutton, Knt., of Halston.
Descendants: I. Mxtton, of Halston; II. Mttton, by
change of name Thorntcroft, of Thornycroft; III. Mttton, of Garth and Pen-y-lan, originally of Pont-ys-Cowryd;
IV. Mutton, of Llanerch Park; V. Mvtton, of Weston).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale az. and gu. an eagle displ.
with two heads or, a border engr. of the last; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a cinquefoil az.
Mutton (Llanerch Park, co. Denbigh; Sir PeteA Mutton,
Cliief Justice of North Wales, descended from Jenkin
Mutton, third son of Richard Mitton, Esq.. ancestor of

—

Mutlow

—

—

—

—

Mttton, of Halston, left two daus., his co-heirs: I. Anne,
m. Robert Davies, Esq., of Gwysaney, co, Flint, ancestor
of Davies, of Gwysaney
Davies, of Eton House, co.
Kent; and Davies, of Marrington Hall; U. Eleanor, m,
Kenrick Etton, Esq., of Eyton). Same Arms.
Mutton (Pickleton, co. Leicester). Ar. a cinquefoil pierced
az.
Crest
A unicorn ramp.
Myall. Az. on a chev. engr. betw. three knights' helmets
;

—

—

millrinds sa.
Crest
An eagle, wings endorsed
as
erminois, coUared, chained, and charged on the breast with

or,

many

a millrind

sa.

Mycbell.
Mycbell.

Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Sa. three greyhounds courant in pale ar. a,
bordure gobony or and gu.
Mycbell. Per pale ar. and sa. on a chief three trefoils
slipped all counterchanged.
Mycbell. Per pale ar. and sa. a fesse betw. three trefoUs all
counterchanged.
Mycbell. Az. a leopard's head erased guard, or.
Mycbell. Ar. a fesse enn. betw. three lozenges of the
last.

Mussenden

(HeUng, co. Lincoln). Or, a cross engr. gu. in
the dexter quarter a Cornish chough sa. beaked and legged

Mycbestainy

of the second. Crest
laurel sprig vert.

Myddelton

—A Cornisti chough ppr. in the beak a

Mussenden (Larchfield,
and

Motto

Crest.

Lisbum,

co.

Antrim).

Same Arms

—J'aime la liberie.

Mussenden. See Leatbes.
Musters (Syrston, CO. Notts; Henxy
Edward

temp.

Robert

George Chaworth, Esq., of Annesley). Ar. on a
bend gu. a lion pass, guard, or, a border engr. of the second.

heir of

—A

lion sejant guard, or, supporting in the forepaws

a

shield of the arms.

Musterton.

Gu. a unicorn piss.

ar.

armed and unguled

or (another adds, guttee de sang).
Or, three bars gu.

Muston

Ulster s Office).

(Gotham and

Callis,

Or, three bars gu.
co. Notts;

Cornwall).

Sa. three wings elevated

(Gwaynynog, co. Denbigh the parent stock of
the Middeltons, of Chirk Castle and Ruthyn, descended
from David Mtddelton, Esq., of Gwaynynog, Receiver of
North Wales, Imnp. Edward IV.). Ar. on a bend vert three
Crest
Out of a ducal
wolves' heads erased of the field.
coronet or, a dexter hand ppr.
Myddelton (Chirk Castle, co. Denbigh, bart., extinct 1718;
descended from Sir Thomas Mtddelton, Knt. of Chirk^
Lord Mayor of London 1613, eldest son of Richard Mtddei^
;

Castle, teiup. Edward
Fulke Mtddelton, Esq., of Denbigh, a
younger son of David Mtddelton, Esq., of Gwaynynog,
Thomas
Receiver of North Wales, temp. Edward IV.
Mtddelton, Esq., of Chirk Castle, was created a bart. In
1660, the title became extinct at the decease of Sir William
Mtddelton, fourth bart., when the estates passed to the
heir male of the family, Robert Myddelton, Esq., of
Lysfasi, and from him to his brother, John Mtddelton,
Esq., whose grandson, Richard Myddelton, Esq., rf. unm. in

TON,
VI.,

Esq.,

Governor of Denbigh

who was son

of

1796, leaving his three sisters his co-lieirs

Mustian.

Mustion (Reg.

(co.

ar.

—

Mdstebs,

dan. and heir, Joane Musters, m.

III., his

Sdttok, Esq., of Averham, co. Notts, Inq. Post. Mort. 50
Edward III., a.d. 1376, Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar. a bend gu.
a border of the last.
Musters (Colwick, Annesley, and Wiverton, co. Notts;
descended from Sir John Musters, Knt., who purchased the
Colwick estate temp. Charles II., and whose descendant,
John Musters, Esq., of Colwick, m. Mart Anne, dau. and

Crest

M YD
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List of Knights,

temp. Edward II.; Anne, dau. and heir of William Muston,
Esq., of Callis, temp. Henry VIII., m. Thomas Marshall,
Esq., of Carlton, same co.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Ar. a

;

of those ladies,

Charlotte rn. Robert Biddulph, Esq., and had a son,
Robert Myddelton Biddulph, Esq., of Chirk Castle,
see Biddulph; and Maria m. the Hon. Frederick West).
Same Ariiis and Crest.

Myddelton, or Middelton (Ruthyn,
dormant since 1075;

New

co. Denbigh, bart.,
descended from the celebrated pro-

Hooh Myddelton,

char. betw. three swords erect gu. (another coat has the

jector of the

field or).

son of Bicharo Mtddelton, Governor of Denbigh Castle).
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River, Sir

bart., sixth

A

M YD

ISyddleton

Alexander Myddletom,

(Har. MS. 1241
Sir
Governor of Montgomery Castle, temp. Richard II.). Gu.
on a bend or, three lions pass. sa. armed and langued of the
;

first.

Hyddleton

(OfFerton, co.

Durham; Elizabeth, only dau.

and heiress of Christopher Wharton, Esq., of Offerton, m.
George Mtduleton, Esq., of Silksworth, a lineal descendant
of Sir John Mtddleton, Knt., of Be'say Castle his grandson, Richard Myddleton, Esq., of Offerton, left two daus.,
his co-heirs, 1st, Katherine, m. Cuthbert Heron, whose
son. Sir Thomas Heron, assumed the name of Myddleton,
but d. s. p. 1801 2nd, Mary, :n. to Robert Wharton, Esq.,
by whom she was grandmother of Robert WhartonMtddleton, Esq., of Old Park, co. Durham, and Grinkle
Park, CO. York). Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st quarter
a cross patonce ar. Crest A savage man wreathed about
the head with leaves, in the dexter hand and supporting on
the shoulder an oak tree erased and fructed all ppr.
3[ydllope (co. York). Erm. a lion ramp. az. crowned
or.
CresC A demi lion ramp. az. holding a ducal coronet
;

;

—

—

or.

Myers
Hyers

(Gristhorpe Filey, co. York).

Ar. a lymphad

sa.

(Whitehaven, co. Cumberland, and Monkstown, co.
Dublin, bart., extinct 1811; Gen. William Myers, third
son of Christopher Myers, Esq., of Monkstown, was Col.
2nd West India Regt., Governor of Tobago, Commander-inChief of the Southern District of Ireland, and of H.M.
Forces in the Leeward Isles, he was created a bart. 1804;
Sir William Myers, second bart., fell at the battle of
Albuera, 1811).
Ar. on the sea ppr. an ancient ship at
anchor with three masts, on each a single yard across, sails
furled sa. colours flying gu. and az. An honourable augmentation granted to Gen. Sir Wiluam Myers, 12 June, 1804, to
be borne by him and his descendants, and also by the
descendants of his late brothers, Graham Myers and John
Myers, with due diff. on a canton of the last a baton or,
and a sword also ppr. pommel and hilt gold, in saltire,
encircled by a mural crown of the field. Crest A mermaid
ppr. the waist encircled by a mural crown or. il/o(<o— Non
co.

Essex,

and

;

(co. Hereford).

:

—

Myne

Mynell.

Myners

Mynn

—

Mtlde.

betw. three pellets.

of

—A

lion
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ramp. or.

— A pinetrec

fructuating ppr.

(Charterhouse

tlie last.

co. Salop; descended from Sir Evebard db
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale az. and gu.
an eagle displ. with two heads or, within a border engr. of
Crest
A ram'a
tlie last
'2nd and .'iid, ar. a cinquefoil az.

Knt.).

;

—

head couped ar. horned or.
Mytton (Woaton-uiKlerLizard, co. Salop; descended from
Sir Richard Mytton, Knt., of Weston, son of Reginald db
Mdtton, M.r. for •Slniw.'ihury, 1373. The male line termi-

crown or
three

Erm. a millrind

Crest

— Virtutis pr.Tmium.

Mytton (Halston,

embattled (another,

(co. York).
Ar. nn escutcheon sa. charged with a
cross or, betw. three crosses formec, each pointing townnls
the centre of the shield of the second. Crest— A. dragon's
head sa. collared and chained or, issuing out of an antique

London, 1568).

—

—

Mylecut

Visit.

a fess

dancettee paly of six ar. and az.
Myngrhani (co. Kent). Az. four lozenges conjoined in fess
or, betw. three griffins' heads erased ar.
(Cratfield, co. Suffolk).
Ar. on a chev< betw. two
couple closes sa. three leopards' faces or. Crest
A demi

MoTTON,

(London.

ar. betw.

co. Surrey). Sa.

Myte

nebulae) erm.

(Dartford, co. Kent). Gu. a chev. nr. betw.
organ-rests ppr.
Crrst— A buzzard ppr.

Gu. a fcssc

three plates.

Sa. two bars
Square, London).
gemelles or, in chief three griffins' heads erased of the
second. Crest A griffin's head era.sed sa-. charged with two
bars gemelles or.
(Ounthorpe). Az. on a bend or, three mascles gu.
Myterton. Az. three mitres or.
Myttecomb. Sa. frctty or, in chief a lion pass, guard,

Fa.

Myles

Or, three bars gemelles az.

(Blackvole, co. Stafford).

Mynn (Sir William Mynn, Woodcote,

Motto

—A

Crest

(Mynde Town, co. Salop). Ar. on a
chev. gu. betw. three hons' heads erased sa. as many bees
volant of the first. Crest
A heathcocU ppr.
Per pale ar. and sa. three chevronels
(co. Kent).
betw. as many cinquefoils all counterchanged.

Mysters

Ar. a cross engr. sa. guttee d'or.
Sa. on a bend ar. betw. two leopards' faces
of the second three crosses pattee az. on a chief or, as
many escallops gu. Ci-est
leopard's face per pale ar.

•a.

Myn

Mynde, or Mynds

sa.

Gu. three chev-

alias

—

—

—

Mylbourne.

Mylles

See Milne, of Balfarg.
(Sir John Mylne, Bart., extinct, Lieut. -Governor of
Guernsey, 1759). Or, a cross moline az. pierced lozengeways
of the field betw. three mullets of the second.
Crest
hand grasping by the middle a baton ppr. Motto Prudcntia
et marte.
Mymyng', or Mynors. Gu. on a chev. engr. or, betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar. as many rooks sa. (another, three
cocks sa).
Mymyng', Mynors, or Mynos. Gu. a chev. engr. or,
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Myn, co. Salop). Ar. a fesse dancettee paly of six
erm. and gu. betw. six crosses crosslet sa.

1696).
Or, three torteaux within a
bordurc wavy and parted per pale sa. and ar. Crest Two
arms issuing from a cloud and drawing up an anchor out of
the water ppr.
Motto Undique fulsus.
Myrton (Gogar, en. Edinburgh, bart., 1701). Ar. a chev.

Hffykelfeld.

and

and

(London, from Scotland).

three torteaux.
(Scotland,

roncls ar.

Myld. Ar. a lion ramp az. crowned or.
Mylde, alias Burley. See Blrley,
Myldred. Sa. three mullets or, a chief

chained

Myrton

:

—

Mykeley, or Milkeley

ar.

or.

—

;

;

Mylne
Mylne

a bear erect

—

Chester Street, London exemplified to Sir Francis Waskett. K.C.S., upon his assuming by royal licence, 1818,
the additional surname of Myers). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on the sea ppr. an ancient ship at anchor with three
masts, on each a single yard across, the sails furled sa.
colours flying gu. on a canton of the last a baton or, a sword
also ppr. pommel and hilt gold, in saltire, encircled by a
mural crown ar., and for distinction, pendent from the
mainmast an inescutcheon of the field charged with a mullet
of eight points az,, Myers 2nd and 3rd, or, a bend cotiscd
betw. a lion ramp, in chief and two lions combatant in base
gu., Waskett; the whole charged with an escutcheon of
pretence, Myers, as above, without the inescutcheon for
distinction of blood. Crests
1st A mermaid ppr. her waist
also encircled by a mural crown or, and for distinction
charged on the breast with a cross pattee az., Mvers 2r!cl
A lion ramp. gu. gorged with a collar fiory countcrflory or,
holding betw. the paws a mullet of eight points az., Waskett. Motto Non dormiatqui custodit.

—

muzzled

Sa.

—

dorniiat qui custodit.
Hall,

Hants).

(co.

Mynnes

—

(Waskett-Myers, Pentlow

Mylles

pegasus issuing or.
(co. Kent, temp. Charles I.).
Gu. a chev. vaire or
and az. betw. three leopards' faces of the second.
Mynors (Treago, co. Hereford; there since the Conquest,
and descended from one of the companions in arms of
William I., whose name appears on the roll of Battle Abbey.
In 16 Henry III., John de Minors, of Treago, was Sheriff co.
Hereford, and was appointed by Edward II. Keeper of the
Castle of St. Briavel, and of the forest of Dene, now represented by Rickards-Mynors, of Treago, co. Hereford, and
Evenjobb House, co. Radnor). Sa. an eagle displ. or, on a
chief az. bordured ar. a chev. betw. two crescents in chief
and a rose in base of the second. Crest A naked arm
embowcd, the hand holding an eagle's leg erased at the
thigh all ppr. Motto Spero ut fidelis.
Mynors (co. Hereford). Az. an eagle displ. or, a chief ar.
Crest— A naked arm coupcd at the elbow ppr. holding in the
hand a lion's gamb erased sa.
Mynors (co. Stafford). Gu. a fesse ar. betw. three plates.
Mynors (Weatheroak Hill, co. Worcester). Same Amu.
Crest— A dexter cubit arm in armour, the hand holding a
Motto Fac et spera.
lion's paw erased all ppr.
Mynshull (Wistaston, co. Chester). Az. a crescent ar.
issuant from the horns thereof an estoile of the last.
Mynshull (Manchester, co. Lancaster, 1664; descended
from Mynsiidll, of Wistaston, co. Chester). Same Arms.
Mynshull. See Minsiiull.
Mynter, or Myntur. Or, a pillar sa. encircled with an
adder ar.
Mynyot, or Mynyett. Ar. three helmets open sa.
Myrton (Cambo, co. Fife, Scotland). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.

:

Myers
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heads erased of the field.
Ar. on a
The pile was substituted for the bend by Camden, on the
application of Sir Hdgh). Same Crest as last.
ISyddelton (Hackney, co. Middlesex, bart., extinct; Hugh
Myddelton, grandson of Sir Hogh Mtddelton, first bart. of
Same
Euthyn, was created a bart. 1660, and rf. s.^). m.).
Armn and Crest.
pile Tert tliree wolves'

i

nated with William Mytton, Esq., of VVeston, d. s. p., leaving
his two sisters and coheirs: 1. Constance, who m. Thomas
Phillips, Esq., of Neiley, co. Salop; II. Joxce, m. John

—

MTT
;

CROFT.

Uytton

(Garth and Pen-y-lan, co. Montgomery descended
from John, second son of Richard Mytton, Esq., of Salop,
by his first wife, Anne, dau. of Sir Edward Grey, of Enville,
Knt., represented by Bichabd Uebbebt Mytton, Esq., of
Garth). Same Arms.
Mytton (Cleol)ury North, co. Salop). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
per pale az. and gu. an eagle displ. with two heads or, a
border engr. of the last 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. sa. betw.
A bull's head charged with three
three birds ppr. Crest
annulets. Motto— Intemo robore.
Mytton (Shipton Hall, co. Salop). Per pale az. and gu. an
eagle displ. with two heads or, a border engr. of the last.
Crest A bull's head erased bezant^e.
Mytton (Shrewsbury, co. Salop). Same Arms. Crest An
arm in armour einbowed holding by the blade a sword
;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

2nd and

Ar. on a b«nd cotlsed gu. three

Nadal.

Az. the sun in his glory.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, or and gu.
four escallops counterchanged.
Naftel (Guernsey). Erra. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief az.

Nadeston

three fleurs-de-lis or.
Nagrle (Mount Nagle, Annakissey, and Nagle's Borough, co.
Erm. on a fess az. three
Cork
Beg. Ulster's Office).
lozenges or. Crest A nightingale or.
;

—

(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1770, to Gabeett Nagle,
Knight of the Military Order of St. Louis, and Captain in the
service of the King of France, seventh son of James Nagle,

Nag'le

Esq., of Annakissey, co. Cork).

Same Arms and

Crest.

(confirmed to Sir Bichabd Naole, Attorney-General
for Ireland, temp. James II.). Same Arms and Crat.
Nag'le (James-Town House, co. Westmeath, bart., extinct).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto—^on vox sed votum.
Nagle (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Vice- Admiral Sir
Edmund Nagle, Knt., and the descendants of his grandfather, Patrick Naole, Esq., of BallydufT, co. Cork). Erm.
on a fess wavy az. cotised gu. three mascles or, over all on
a bend of the third a sword ar. the hilt enriched with diamonds ppr. being a representation of the sword presented to
Crest
him by the Prince Begent.
A naval crown or,
thereon a falcon with wings expanded ppr. belled and jessed
or, resting his dexter claw on an anchor ea.
Motto Gratitude and loyalty.
Nagle (Calverleigh Court, co. Devon exemplified to Joseph
Chichester, Esq., son of Charles Joseph Chichester, Esq.,
of Calverleigh, who assumed the surname of Nagle by
royal licence, on inheriting the estates of his maternal
grand-uncle, Joseph Nagle, Esq., of Calverleigh, co. Devon,
and Ballygriffin, co. Cork). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a fesse az. three fusils or, 2nd
and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. betw. three dexter hands couped
at the wrist gu., for Nagle 2nd and 3rd, chequy or and

Nag'le

—

—

;

;

—

g^. a chief vair, for Chichester. Crests 1st, Nagle: A
goldfinch ppr. 2nd, Chichester A heron rising with an
eel in the beak ppr.
Motto Non vox sed votura.
Nagle (granted to Lieut. -Colonel James Nagle). Erm. on a
fesse az. three lozenges or, a chief embattled vert, thereon a
Bword ppr. pommel and hilt gold, surmounted in saltire by a
branch of laurel, ensigned by an Eastern crown, and on
a canton of the last an elephant ppr. with the word "Assaye,"
sa.
Crest
An Eastern crown gu. thereon a nightingale or,
goreed with a wreath of laurel vert, the dexter paw supporting a banner of the second, with the word "Assaye"
inscribed thereon sa.
Nagle. Sa. a fesse betw. three towers ar. Crest Aunicorii's
:

;

—

—

—

—A

talbots, or ratch

az.

and

ar., for

sphere, and above

Stewart.

—

it, Plus ultra.
Supporters
hounds, ppr. Motto L'esperance ma

—

comfort.

Nairn

(Kirkhill, Scotland).
Per pale ar. and sa. on a chaplet
four mullets pierced counterchanged. Ci-est and Motto, as

^t. Fort.

Nairn

(cos. Kent and Sussex).
Paly of three sa. and ar. a
chaplet of four roses leaved ppr.
(Dunsinnane, co. Perth, bart., 1704). Per pale sa.
and ar. on a chaplet four mullets all counterchanged. Crest
A celestial globe on a stand ppr. Mottoes Over the
crest
Spes ultra
and below the arms L'esperance mo
comfort.
Nairne (England). Per pale sa. and ar. on a chaplet betw.
three cinquefoils four roundles all counterchanged. Crtst—
The sun in splendour or.
Naish. Az. on a chev. ar. within two couple closes or,
betw. three doves' heads erased ppr. a pellet enclosed by four
crosses crosslet sa. Crest A dexter hand holding a sword

—

;

—A

Ar. a round buckle gu.
round buckle
Crest
gu. betw. two wings, the dexter ar. the sinister of the

first.

Nailer.

Ar. on a bend sa. three covered cups or.
(St. Fort, or Sandford, co. Kifei.
Per pale ar. and sa.
on a chaplet four mullets counterchanged. Crest A celestial
sphere or and az. standing on a foot gu. Mottoes over it
Spcs ultra; and below the arms L'esperance me comfort.

Nairn

—
:

—

:

—

in pale ppr.

Naish (Ballycullen,

co. Limerick). Az. three doves ar. membered or, each holding in the beak on olive branch ppr.
Crest
A greyhound sejant ppr. collared ar. Motto Omnia

—

—

vincit Veritas.

Naizon.

Ar. a chev. betw. three annulets sa. on a chief of
the last as many estoiles of the first.
Nalder (Beading, co. Berks, 1787). Ar. on a saltire engr.
az. betw. four griffins' heads erased per pale gu. and vert,
as many lozenges or. Crest A griffin's head erased.

—

Nalingest, or Nallinghurst

(co. Essex).
Ou. a cross
engr. or (another, the field semee-de-lis or).
Nanby. Ar. a chev. gu. on a chief sa. two swords in saltire
of the first, pommels and hilts or.
Crest
A lion's paw sa.
holding an ostrich's feather ar.
Nancarro'w^ (Nancarrow, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw.

—

three stags, attires sa.

Nance, alias Trengove

(Nance, co. Cornwall).

See

Trengove, of Nance.

Nancotban (Kedriff, co. Cornwall).
Nandike (Elstone, co. York). Ar. a
pattee sa.

Crest

— A demi griffin,

Ar. three moles sa.
pale betw. two crosses
wings endorsed ar. support-

ing a spear sa. headed of the first.
Sa. a chev. betw. three gem rings ar.
Nanfan (Nanfan, co. Cornwall). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three wings inverted ar.
Nanfan (Trethewell in St. Evall, co. Cornwall; descended
from Nanfan, of Nanfan Jane, dau. and co-heir of Jacob
Nanfan, Esq., of Trethewell, m. John Tbenowitb, Esq. of

Nanfan.

;

Same Arms.

Fentongollan).
(Birtsmorton Court, Berrow and Pendock, co.

Nanfan

Wor-

male heir. Bridges Nanfan, Esq., of Birtsmorton Court, had an only dau. and heiress, Katherine, m.
cester; the last

^icaARV CooTE, Earl of Sellamont. Visit. Worcester). Same
Arms. Crest A water spaniel pass. ar.
Nanfant. Ar. three wolves pass, in pale az. Crest—Three
pruning-hooks, two in saltire and one in pale or, environed

—

in the middle with a wreath.

Nanfant. Sa. a chev.
1st: A spaniel dog ar.;

erm. betw. three wings ar. Crests
2nd: Three vine-hooks or pruning-

hooks crossing ar. one erect and two in saltire.
(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Nanfant

Office,

1676,

Richard Newcomen, Esq., of Dalkey, co. Dublin, whose
wife's name was Nanfant). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
wings inverted ar.
{Feudal Baron of Navan, co. Meath; impalement
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1619, Christopher Barnewall,
Esq., of Newton, whose wife was Agnes, dau. of Martin
Nangle, Baron of Navan). Az. three fusils conjoined in fess
A falcon close sa. jessed and belled or.
or.
Crest
Nangle (Kildalkie, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1836, Mable, dau. of Walter Nangle, Esq., of Kildalkie,
and wife of Nicholas Fitz Wiluam, Esq., of Ballydongan).
sinister

sa.

Nail.
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chequy

3rd, or, a fesse

Crest

Two

:

escallops or.

head

(Langside, Scotland).
Per pale sa. and ar. on a
chaplet four mullets, in the centre a crescent all counterchanged. Crest and Motto, as of St. Fort.
Nairn (Seggieden. co. Perth represented by Hat, of Seggieden, as heir of line). Per pale sa. and ar. on a chaplet four
quatrefoils counterchangeil, a martlet for diff. Crest The
trunk of an oak tree sprouting out leaves ppr. Motto Sero,
sed serio.
Nairn (Lord jffaim; the title is now held hj Baroness Nairn,
Dowager Marchioness of Lansdowae). Quarterly, Istand 4th,
per pale sa. and ar. on a chainlet four quatrefoils all counterchanged, for Nairn
2nd, az. three mullets ar. within a
double tressure flory counterflory or, for Mdrray; 3rd,
quarterly, l^t and 4th, paly of six or and sa., for Atholl;

—

N
(co. Stafford).

Nairn

Nairne

point downwards ppr.

NABBS

NAN
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HABPsnELD, Esq., London, mother of Edward Harpsfield,
Esq., who assumed the surname of Mytton only, 4 Edward
VI. from him descended Edward Mvtton, Esq., of Weston,
whose dau. and heir, Elizabeth Mytton, of Weston, m. Sir
Thomas Wiibbaham, Bart., of Woodhey, co. Chester).
Same Arms and Orest.
Mytton, by change of name Thornycroft. See Thobnt-

Nangle

—

AX

NAN

a crescent on a crescent

for diff.

Nangle, alias McCostello

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Or,
three lozenges az. (another, the fleld ar. and the lozenges
A falcon close sa. jessed and belled or.
Crext
sa.).
(Scotland).
Ar. three
Nangrothan, or
A polecat ar.
moles sa. their snouts and feet gu. Crest
Nankevill (St. Wenn, alias Colomb Major, co. Cornwall;
JoBN Nankevill, alias Tipett, Esq., of St. Wenn, Visit.
Cornwall, 1620, son and heir of Richard Nankevill, Esq.,
of same place, fourth in descent from Tipett Nankevill, of
same place). Ar. a cross humcttce voided sa.
descendants and
(co. Merioneth, feudal Barons

—

Nangotham

—

Nannau

;

Cadwgan, Lord of Nannau, younger
representatives
son of Bleddyn ap Cynttn, King of Powys). Or, a lion
ramp, az., being the arms of Cadwgan, Lord of Nannau.
of

Nanney

(Nannau, co. Merioneth descended from Meuric,
Lord of Nannau, brother and heir male of Howel, Lord of
Kannau, Janet, dau. of Hdgh Nannet, Esq., of Nannau, m.
Robert Vacghan, Esq.. of Hengwrt and Wengraig, co.
Merioneth, from whom descend Vadghan, Bart., of Nannau).

Same

;

Ai~ms.

Nanney

descended from
(Cefndeuddwr and Gwynfryn
Cadwgan, Lord of Nannau, son of Bleddtn ap Cynfin, Prince
of Powys. Owen Jones Ellis Nanney, Esq., of Gwynfryn, co.
Canarvon, son of John Jones, Esq.,of Brynhir, by Elizabeth,
his wife, dau. of the Rev. Richard Ellis, of Gwynfryn,
by Catherine, his wife, sister and heir of the Rev.
Richard Nanney, of Cefndeuddwr, assumed the name of
;

Nanney). Same Arms, or, a lion ramp. az. Arms of Ellis
Gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp, or (as descended from
Sir Howell-y-Pedolac, foster brother of Edward IL, by
whom he was knishted).
Nanney (Maes-y-Neuadd, co. Merioneth; descended from

—

William Wynn, Esq., of
Glynn, co. Merioneth, who was descended from Osborne
Quarterly, 1st
Fitzgerald, Lord of Ynys y-Maengwyn).
and 4th, or, a lion ramp, az., for Nanney; 2nd and 3rd,
erm. on a saltire gu. a crescent or, for Wynn. Crest

Maurice Wynn,

Esq., second son of

—

lion

ramp.

az.

Nanphan (Birt? Morton,

co. Worcester; descended from co.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three dexter wings ar.
water spaniel pass. ar.

Cornwall).

Crest—

A

Nanphan, or Nanfan.

Same Arms.

phins endorsed az.
(co. Cornwall).

Nanphant

Ci-est

—^Two

dol-

Ar. three wolves courant in

pale az.

Nanscawen (co. Cornwall).
lops of the

Gu. on a cross

or,

four cscal-

first.

Nanscours

Sa. three bucks' heads cabossed

(co. Cornwall).

ar. attired or.

Nansegrles.

Edward

(tewjj.

three chevronels ar.

Nansolyn.

Az. three bezants.

Crest

—A

I).

Sa.

cross pattee

Nanson, or Nanfan.

Sa.

a chev. betw. three annulets

ar.

Nansperian (co. Cornwall). Ar. three lozenges sa
Nanspian (Garlyn, and Crowen, co. Cornwall;

(co. Suffolk).

Sa.

Crest—

three martlets ar.

cockatrice close ppr. wings sa.

Nants, alias Trengrove.

Ar. a cross humettue sa.

cstoile of eight points or.

Nanture. Or, a saltire gu.
Nant'wich Priory (co. Chester).

Per pale

croziers fpalincrs' staves) in saltire or.
Ar. a fcssc gu. in chief

Nantyon.

az.

and gu. two

two

cstoilcs

of the

Ar. two bars gu. in chief three crescents of the

la.st.

Naper, Napper, or Napier

(Hallywell,

co.

Oxford;

Edmcnd NAPrKB, Visit. Oxon, 16.34, son of William Napper,
who wa.s son of Kdward NAPtR, or Napier, of Swyrc, co.
Dorset).

Ar. a

s.-iltirc

Naper, or Napper

betw. four roscB gu.
(co.

Oxford;

liar.

MSS., No. 14S0).

engr. gu. betw. four cinqucfoilo of the last.
Crfft~A dcjni aniclope rump. or.
(Kun, Ent. Ulster's Office, 1676, Colonel
Naper, or
Ar. a

,

Napper

Robert Naper,

of same place, Cliief Baron of Exchequer,
represented in the male line by Colonel Robert Alexander
Napper, Bengal Staff Corps). Same Arms. Crest A dexter
arm couped at the elbow, vested gu. turned up ar. grasping
a crescent also gu. Motto Sans tathe.
(Loughcrew, co. Meath; descended from James
Naper, fourth son of Sir Nathaniel Naper, Knt., of Middlemershall and More Critchell; his son, James Naper, Esq.,
of Loughcrew, m. Anne, dau. and eventual co-heir of Sir
Ralph, DtrrroN, Bart., of Sherborne, and had a son, James
Lennox Naper, who assumed the name of Dutton, and was
father of James Ddtton, created Lord Sherborne 1784, and of
William Naper, Esq., of Loughcrew, grandfather of the
present James Lenox Napieb, Esq., of Loughcrew).
Same

—

—

Naper

Arms and

Crest.

Naper.

See Napieb.
Naper (co. Devon granted 1 Aug. 1577). Ar. a saltire engr.
betw. four einquefoUs gu. Crest A demi antelope erased

—

;

or, attired ar.

Naper, alias Sandey, alias Tandy

(Reg. Ulster's

Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four roses or (another, the
field ar. and the roses gu).
Napier (Murchiston, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a saltire engr.
betw. four roses gu. barbed vert.
Napier {Baron Napier and Eltrick). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. barbed vert,
for Napieb; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a bend az. a mullet pierced
betw. two crescents of the field within a double tressure flory
Office).

counterflory of the second, for Scott, of Thirlestane. Crestg
Ist: A dexter arm erect couped below the elbow ppr.
grasping a crescent ar., over it the motto, Sans tache; 2nd:
The top of an embattled tower ar. masoned sa. issuing therefrom six lances disposed saltireways, three and three, with
pennons az., for Scott. Supporters Dexter, an eagle,

—

—

;
sinister, a chevalier in a coat of mail
with a steel cap all ppr. holding in the exterior hand a spear
Motto Ready, aye ready.
with a pennon az.
Napier (Napier, co. Haddington, hart.). Quarterly, Ist
saltire
engr. betw. four roses gu. the
ar.
a
and 4th,
2nd,
roses barbed vert, for Napieb, of Merchistoun

wings expanded ppr.

;

a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, for Mac Dow all,
3rd,
ar.
a fesse az. voided of the
of Garthland ;
field betw. three demi lions crowned gu., for Miluken.
1st: An arm grasping an eagle's leg ppr., for
Crests
Napieb; 2nd: A demi lion ramp. gu. holding in his dexter
Supporters Two
forepaw a dagger or, for Miluken.
Sans tache;
eagles with their wings closed ppr. Mottoes

drillirc

Napper

James Napper).
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—

—

and Regarde

bien.

Napier (Culcreuch, co. Stirling).

Ar. on a saltire engr. betw.
Crest
A hand
four roses gu. five mullets of the field.
era-sed
ppr.
the talons expanded gu.
holding an eagle's leg
Motto— Fides servata secundat.
Napier (Balwhapple, co. Dumbarton). Ar. a saltire engr.
betw. four roses gu. with a mullet for diff. Ore.t An eagle's
leg erased in bend ppr. armed gu. Motto U.squc (Idelis.
Napier (Falside, co. Fife). Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four

—

—

—

roses gu. within a bordure indented of the lust. Cre.it— Tvo
hands conjoined, and both grasping a cutlass ppr. Mutlo

—

Absque dedccore.

lost.

Nanvers.

—

Napper

—

James

Kanbpian, Esq., of Garlyn, and Henry Nanspian, Esq., of
Crowen, Visit. Comw. 1620, sons of John Nanspyan, by
Jane, his wife, dau. and heir of Thomas Tregoze). Ar. three
lozenges in fc-s sa. a chief of the last.
Nanstalen. Or, a chev. betw. three saltorcis sa.
Nantian (quartered by Beville). Or (another, ar.) a fesso
gu. in chief two mullets of the last.

CViM<— An

Napper

az.

fitchee az.

Nanton

—

the last seeded or, leaved vert. Ci-est
A dexter arm erect
couped below the elbow, the hand ppr. grasping a crescentar.
Naper, or
(confirmed temp. Charles II. to Colonel
Thomas Naper, who raised a regiment of foot in Ireland).
Ar. a saltire sa. betw. four cinquefoils pierced gu. a canton
of the last. Crest A phoenix ppr.
Naper, or
(Reg. Ulster's Office, Sir Robert
Naper, Chief Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland, d. 1615,
second son of James Naper, or Napier, Esq of MiddlemerBhall and PunknoU, co. Dorset).
Ar. a saltire engr. betw.
four roses gu.
(Bawnmore, New Ross, co. Wexford
Naper, or
descended from John Naper, or Napper, Esq., of Xilscanlon,
same co., d. 1699, third son of Sir Nathaniel Naper, Knt.,
of Middlemershall and Morecritchell, who was son of Sir

—

Ar. three ravens sa.

Nansladron, or Lansladrou

A

NAP
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fusils conjoined in fess or,

Ai. three

;

Ar. a BalUrc engr. gu. betw. four roses of

(Ilarviestoun, co. Clackmannan). Same Arms, the
bordure charged with eight crescents ar.
Napier (Tayock, Scotland). Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four
roses gu. within a bordure indented of the last, charged with
Palicntia vineit.
eight martlets of the field. Motto
Napier (Blackstone, co. Renfrew). Ar. on a saltire engr.
gu. betw. four roses of the second a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Crest
A dexter arm holding up a crescent. Motto— SaoB

Napier

—

—

tache.

Napier

(Ballikinrain, co.

Dumbarton).

Ar. a saltire engr.

—

betw. four roses gu. within a bordure of the la.st. Crest
dexter hand holding an eagle's leg erased in bend ppr. armed
gu. Motto—mi verctur veritaa.

;

NAP

—

Veritas.

(Craigannet, co. Stirling). Ar. on a Baltire engr.
betw. four roses gu. a mullet sa. Crest A band holding a
couteau sword ppr. Motto Sans tache.

—

—

Napier

(Kilmachew,

Gu. on a bend

Dumbarton).

co.

ar.

three crescents az. and in the sinister chief point a spurCrest
A man's head adorned with
rowel of the second.
laurel ppr. Motto Virtute gloria parta.
Edinburgh).
Or, on a bend
(Wright's
Houses,
co.
Napier
az. a crescent betw. two spur-rowels of tlie first.
Napier (West Shandon, co. Dumbarton, 1869). Per fess gu.

—

—

and sa. on a bend ar. three crescents az.
bead in profile, wreathed with laurel ppr.

Crest

— A man's
— Virtutis

Motto

gloria parta.

Napier

(Luton-Hoo, co. Bedford, and Halliwell, co. Oxford,
Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four cinquebart., extinct 1747).
C>-est—A greyhound sejant gu.
foils (another, roses) gu.
Dexter, an eagle ppr.
Supporters
collared and lined or.
beaked or sinister, a greyhound gu. collared and lined or.
Napier (Middlemershall and Morecritchell, co. Dorset, bart.,
extinct 1765; Gerard Napier, eldest son of Sir Nathaniel
Napier, Knt., of Morecritchell, and grandson of Sir Robert
Naper, Napper, or Napier, Chief Baron of Exchequer in
Ireland, was created a bart. 1641). Same Arms.
Napier (Puncknoll, co. Dorset, bart., extinct 1743; descended from BoBERT Napier, second son of Sir Nathaniel
Napier, Knt., of Morecritchell). Same Arms.
Napier (Lord Napier of Magdala). Gu. on a saltire betw.

—

;

two mural crowns in pale and as many

lions pass, in fess or,

—On a mount

a

rose of the field. Crest
gorged with a collar gu.

vert a lion pass, or,

and a broken chain reflexed over

the back gold, supporting with the dexter forepaw a flagstaff
in bend sinister ppr. therefrom flowing a banner ar. charged
Supporters
Dexter, a soldier of
with a cross couped gu.
the Royal Engineers; sinister, a Sikh sirdar, both habited,

—

and each holding in

band a musket

his exterior

all

ppr.

—Tu vincula frange.

Napier

(Pennard House,

Quarterly, 1st and

co. Somerset).

4th, ar. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu., for Napier; 2nd
and 3rd, or, on a bend az. a mullet betw. two crescents
of the field, within a double tressure flory counterfloiy of
Crest
the second, for Scott, of Thirlestane.
A dexter arm
erect, couped below the elbow ppr. grasping a crescent.
Motto Fato providentia major.

—

—

Napier

Hon. Sir Joseph Napier, Bart., late Lord Chanand now Vice-Chancellor of Trinity College,
Ar. on a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu. five

(Rt.

cellor of Ireland,

Dublin).

—

Crest
A dexter cubit arm erect ppr. the hand
grasping a crescent ar. the arm charged with a rose as in the
arms. Motto Sans tache.
Napleton. Or, a squirrel sejant gu. holding a sprig ppr.
Napps, or
(Needham). Or, a lion pass. betw. three
helmets sa.
(co. Stafford).
Or, on a fesse sa. three escallops ar.
N^apton (co. Warwick). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or.
Crest
A lion pass, tail extended ppr.
Narbon. Ar. three demi garters couped in fesse az.
buckled and garnished or.
Crest A dove volant, in the

escallops or.

—

Nap

Naptou

—

—

beak an olive branch all ppr.
and Colne, co. Wilts confirmed 14 July,
Erm. a fesse nebulee gu. on a canton of the second
1660).
a ducal coronet or.
Narboon, or Narboone. Or, three demi garters nowed
az. garnished of the field.
Crest
A fleece or, banded az.

Narbone (Narbone

:

—

Narboroug-h, Narburgh, or Newborougrh
Norfolk).

(co.

Gu. a chief erm.

Nares

(Biddenden, co. Kent). Gu. on a fesse or, three
spear heads ppr. Crest Two spears in saltire ppr. banded

—

az. (another, gu.).

Narford.

Gu. a fesse ar.

Crest

—Out

hand ffsscways ppr. holding a cross

Essex).

of a cloud a dexter

crosslet fitchee gu.

Narstaffe (co. Essex). Sa. billettee ar.
Narstoft, Nartoft, or Nartost

Nary.

a lion ramp.
(cos.

or.

Devon

Sa. a lion ramp. or.
Gu. on a fesse ar. three spearheads of the

many

and

first,

in

annulets or.
Nash. (Wooilstock, CO. Oxford; Michael Nash, Esq., of Old
Woodstock, Visit. Oxon, 1574, son of John Nash arms on a
stone in Bicester Church).
.\z. on a chev. betw. three
eagles' heads erased ar. a pellet betw. four crosses crosslet sa.
(Maitlcy, Claines, and Droitwich, co. Worcester.
Visit. 1634.
Dr. Treadw*'? Rdssell Nash, the historian of
CO. Worcester, succeeded to the representation of the family
at the death of his elder brother, Richarb Nash, D.D., and
chief as

d.

18X1

;

his only dau.

Earl Somers.

and

heiress,

Mabgaret, m. John,

Arms

recorded in Visit, of 1634). Sa.
on a chev. betw. three greyhounds statant ar. as many
sprigs of ash slipped vert
as generally borne
Vert a
chev. betw. three greyhounds courant ar. Crest A greyhound courant ar.
(The Noak, Martley, co. Worcester; confirmed, 1841, to
Jaues Nash, M.D., of the Noak, great-grandson of James
Nash, Esq., of Bedford Court, of the family of Richabi>
Nash, the historian of co. Worcester). Per fesse vert and
sa. in chief a chev. betw. three greyhounds courant, and in
base on a chev. betw. as many greyhounds statant ar. a
like number of sprigs of ash ppr.
Crest Upon a mount
vert a greyhound courant ar. charged on the body with an
erm. spot sa. in the mouth a sprig of ash ppr. Motto— la
utroque fidelis.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1772). Az. on a chev. betw.
three ravens' heads erased ar. a pellet betw. four crosses
crosslet sa.
Crest
An arm erect, couped at the elbow,
vested az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. an acorn branch
first

;

Napier

Motto

NAT
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Napier (Ballicheame, co. Dumbarton). Same Arms, the
bordure charged with eight crescents ar. Crest— An eagle's
Vincit
leg jrased ppr. armed gu. disposed fesseways. Motto

;

Nash
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:

—

Nash

—

Nash

—

vert fructed ppr.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Nash

Gu. three doves ar. membercd
each holding in the beak an olive branch vert.
(Reg. Ulster's Office, as the arms of William Nasb,
Esq., temp. Charles II., whose dau., Phillis Nash, m. John
or,

Nash

Macnamaba, Esq., of Kilkeshan, co. Clare). Or, a tricorporate lion ramp, issuing out of the dexter and sinister chief
points and the base, all meeting under one head in the fess
point sa.
Nashe. Sa. on a chev. betw. three greyhounds courant ar.
as many sprigs of ashen leaves ppr.
Nashe. Or, a tricorporated lion issuing out of three comers
of the escutcheon, all meeting under one head in the fess
point az.
Nasmsrth (Posso, co. Peebles, bart., 1706). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, gu a dexter hand couped ppr. holding a sworil
paleways ar. betw. two broken hammers or, for Nasmtth;
2nd and 3rd, az. on a fesse ar. betw. three mullets in chief
and a sangUer pass, in base of the second, a boar's head
couped gu., for Baird, of Posso. Crest A hand holding a
hammer, as in the arms. Motto Non arte sed marte.
Nason. Az. three rams' heads couped or.
(Prince of Orange). Az. billettee a lion ramp. or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, the attires of a buck gu.
(Earl of Rochford, extinct 1830; Frederick r>a
Nassau, illegitimate son of Henry Frederick de Nassai-,
Prince of Orange, the grandfather of William III., was father
of William Henry de Zdyleston, the confidential friend of
William III., who raised him to the Peerage of England,
Quarterly, 1st, az. billettee or, a lion ramp, of the
1695).
second, for Nassau; 2nd, or, a lion ramp. gu. ducally
crowned az., for Dietz; 3rd, gu. a fesse ar., for Vianden ;
4th, gu two lions pass, guard, in pale or, for Catznellogen ;
over all on an escutcheon gu. three zules ar. in chief a label
Crest
of three points of the last, for Zuyleston.
Out of a
coronet composed of fleursde-lis and strawberry leaves or,
two single attires of a stag gu. Suiiporters—Tvio lions
erminois, each ducally crowned az.
Motto Ne supra
modum sapere. Another Motto Spcs durat avorum.
(Earl of Grantham, extinct 1754; Henry de Nassau,
Lord of Auverquerque, in Holland, d. 1668; his youngest son,

—

—

Nassau

—

Nassau

—

—

—

Nassau

Henry de Nassau, came to England with William III.
"Who, on his deathbed strained his feeble voice to thank
for his affectionate and loyal service of thirty years;"
Nassaufellin the campaign of 1708: his son had been raised to
the Peerage 1698). Quarterly, 1st, az. billettee a lion ramp,
or; 2nd, or, a lion ramp, guard, gu. ducally crowned az.
3rd, gu. a fess ar.
4th, gu. two lions pass, guard, in pale
Crest
On
or, over all in an escutcheon ar. a lion ramp. sa.
a chapeau az. turned up erminois a lion ramp, guard, gu.
ducally crowned also az. Supporters Dexter, an eagle
reguard. wings disclosed sa. beaked, membered, and ducally
crowned or; sinister, a lion guard, or. Motto Je m'cn
souviendray.
Nassouille. Az. three bezants.
Nastadran (co. Cornwall). Sa. three chevronels ar.
Natal, Cape of Good Hope, See of. Gu. a saltire

Nassau

;

—

—

—

and

in chief a star of six points ar.

Nathaley, Natheley, or Nathiley.
nowed
sa.

or.

wings

Nathan.

Crest

—Out

Gu. an adder
demi swan

of a ducal coronet or, a

displ.

Or, a fesse within two barrulets sa. betw. three

carpenters' compasses extended az.

CreKt

—A human heart

gu. pierced with nn arrow in bend sinister sa.
Natovillet, or Natvillet. Ar. a fret sa. a canton of the

second.

Natterville. Erm.

three savages' heads erased affrontec sa-

A
;

—

XTan^lltoil. Sa. three martleta ar. C)-<st A demi
ramp, guard, holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis.
Naug'litoiL. See O'Naughton.

lion

Ar. four lozenges in fesse sa.
Sa. a lion ramp, or, ducally crowned ar. betw.
crosslet of the second.
An ostrich's
Creit
crosses
three
head ar. ducally gorged az.

Haxinton.

—

de Nacnton, temp. Bichard

II.).

Sa. three martlets ar.

Navan, Town of

Meath Reg. Ulster's OfBce). Az.
out of clouds in base a naked arm couped at the elbow erect
in pale, holding in the hand a human heart all ppr. betw. on
(co.

;

the dexter an Irish harp or, and on the sinister a rose ar.
slipped and leaved vert, both in fess, in chief the royal crown
gold.

ITavy

The

OfiBiCe.

two small anchors

seal represents

an anchor in pale betw.
beam and fluke, with

erect, within the

Ar. three fusils in fesse sa.
Essex).

Or,

on a

fesse az. three escallops

ar.

Nayler
Or,

George Natleb, Garter King of Arms).
a pale betw. two lions ramp. sa. on a canton gu. a
(Sir

rose ar.

N'ayling'h'arst

(co. Essex).

Naylor (Wakefield, co. York).

Gu. a cross engr. or.
Sa. three covered cups in pale

—

betw. two palets ar. Crest A lark volant or.
Ifaylor. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three lozenges sa. as
many martlets or.
Naylor (London; granted, 1564, by Harvey, Clarenceux).
Or, a pale betw. two lions ramp. sa. Crest A lion's head
couped sa. charged on the neck with a saltire humettee or.
Naylor (Newland, co. Gloucester). Or, on a bend cotised sa.
three covered cups of the first. Crest A goat's head or,
attired sa. in the mouth a laurel sprig vert.
Naylor (Leighton Hall, co. Montgomery). Per pale or and
ar. a pale sa. fretty gold betw. two lions ramp, of the third.
A lion pass. sa. charged on the body with two saltires
Ci-est
or, resting the forepaw upon a shield charged with the arms.
Motto Hoc age.
Naylor (Hooton Hall, co. Chester). Same Arms, &c,
Naylour, or Naylor (co. Durham, and Offord-Darcy, co.
Huntingdon). Or, a pale betw. two lions ramp. sa. Crest
lion's head erased sa. charged on the neck with a saltire
or,

—

—

—

—

—

A

or.

Naylotir (Eichabd KATiAns,

of London, Visit. 1686, son

and heir of William Natloub, Esq., one of the Six Clerks
in Chancery). Same Arms and Crest.

Naylour
of the

Neafe

(co.

Kent).

(Methie).

Ar. on a bend sa. three covered cupg

— On a mount vert an eagle rising ppr.

Crest

field.

Az. a

man

advancing his sword, in the

in

armour

or,

sinister chief

a

on horseback ar.
left hand of the

third.

Neal

Paly of six ar. and az. on a
bend gu. a greyhound's head erased betw. two dexter hands
couped at the wrist ar. CV«jt— Out of a wreath of oak or, a
dexter cubit arm in armour, in the gauntlet ppr. a sword
erect also ppr. pommel and hilt gold, transfixing a greyhound's
head, as in the arms.
Neale, or Nele (co. Buckingham). Paly of six ar. and
gu. on a bend of the second three mullets or.
Neale (Deane, co. Bedford, and Ellenborough, co. Berks;
Thomas Neale, Esq., of Deane, 1543, grandson of Thomas
Keale, Esq., of Ellenborough). Per pale sa. and gu. a lion
pass, guard, ar. Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a demi
lion ramp, per fess erm. and gu. charged with an escallop
counterchanged.
Neale (co. Wexford Constantine Neale, great-grandson of
Thomas Neale, Esq., of Deane, in 154.3, was High Sheriff
CO. Wexford, 1672; his son, Vcn. Benjamin Neale, Archdeacon of Leighlin, left two daus. his co-heir.i I. DEsoRAn,
m. John Baylet, Esq., of Debsborough
II. Mabtha, 7n.
John Stratford, Esq., of Bilan, co. Kildare, first Earl of
(Yeovil, co. Somerset).

—

;

:

;

.Same -4 /(/(.I and Crest.
Neale (Walhamjiton, co. Hants). Az. a lion pass. betw. three
CHtoilcs ar.
Crest— A dexter arm embowed, cuuped at the
elbow, brandishing a sword ppr.
Neale, Neal, or Neyll (Yeldcn, co. Bedford, co. Essex,
Alilliornvijli),

Wolla.ston

and Hanging Houghton,

co.

Northampton). Per
Crest— A griffln'6

pale sa. and gu. a lion pass, guard, ar.
head erased ar.

Neale, Nele, or Fitz-Nele
six ar.

(co.

Buckingham).

Paly of

crosses pattee ar., for Vansittart.

Neale

(Warnford, co. Hants; granted 1579). Ar. a fosse gu.
in chief two crescents of the second, in base a buglchorn of
the last, BtrinKcd vort.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
cbaplct of laurel vert.

—

Crests

—

1st,

Neale: Out

of a mural crown or, a demi lion ramp, per fesse erm. and
gu. charged on the shoiuiler with an escallop counterchanged

On two

2nd, Vansittart:

demi eagle

crosses pattee ar. a

displ. sa.

(Daventry, co. Northampton). Gu. an annulet or,
betw. three greyhoimds' heads erased ar. collared sa. ringed
of the second.
Neale (Westminster; granted Nov. 1612). Erm. a lion
ramp. betw. three dexter hands couped gu.
Crest
dragon's head or, vulned in the neck gu.
Neale. Gu. two bars gemel ar. on a chief of the last
five trefoils az. three and two.
Crest A tower gu. out of
the battlements a pelican rising, wings displ. or, vulning

—

—

herself ppr.

Neale

(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1617, Edwabd
Kennt, whose wife was dau. of William Neale). Ar. an
oak tree eradicated vert, acorned or, over all a fess wavy az.
Neale, Nell, or Nele. Gu. semee of trefoils and two
dolphins endorsed

ar.

Crest

— A fret az.

Neale.

Gu. three lions pass, guard, ar. another, Ar. on a
bend sa. three greyhounds courant or; another. Per pale
gu. and ermines, a lion pass, guard.
Neale, or Nell. Ar. on a bend sa. three greyhoxinds
;

courant of the

field.

Neale, alias Nig:!!!. Or, a lion ramp. purp.
Nealewell. Ar. on a chev. gu. three bezants.

Nearn

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a griffin ramp, holding in
all or
Crest
A lion's head or.
(co. Kent).
Quarterly or and az. four lions' beads

—

each paw a key

Nearne

erased counterchanged.
Neast (Chaseley, co. Worcester. Visit. 1634). Ar. two
lions' gambs erased in saltire gu.
Neate (London, and Swindon, co. Wilts). Ar. a chev. betw.
two trefoils in chief vert and a bull's head couped at the
neck in base gu. horned and crined or. Crest A bull's head
couped at the neck gu. armed and crined ar. betw. two
dragons' wings expanded vert.
(Dagnam Park, co. Essex, bart.). Ar. on a cross sa.
five fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
lily stalked and leaved vert, flowered and seeded gold. Motto
Sola proba quae honesta.
(London; granted 1763). Ar. on a cross sa. five
fleurs-de-lis of the field, in the 1st and 4th quarters a leopard
pass, guard, ppr.
Crest
A demi leopard ramp, guard,
ppr. supporting an anchor or.
Motto Industria permanente.
Neaves (Hon. Charles Neaves, Judge of the Court of
Session, 1869).
Per fess erm. and sa. a chev. wavy or.
Crest
A demi lion guard, gu. supporting an anchor or.
Motto Spe et industria.
Neborgy. Or, three bendlets az. a border engr. gu.
Nedeham. Ar. a bend engr. az. betw. two bulls' heads
cabossed or.
Nedhaiu (Wimeley, co. Hertford). Az. on a chev. betw.
three escallops ar. as many acorns ppr. slipped vert, on a
chief crcnellee or, three martlets gu.
Crest
A dolphin
naiant or.
Nedhaiu (Wymondesley, co. Hertford; confirmed 18 Feb.
1586)
Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. two bucks' heads
cabossed sa. attired or, an escallop of the last.
Same Amis.
granted 15S6).
(co. Hertford;
Crest
Out of a pallisado coronet or, a buck's head attired

—

Neave

—

—

Neave

—

—

—

—

—

Nedham

—

of the

first.

Nedham

(Litchborougli, co. Northampton). Same Amu.
Crest— OM of a pallisado coronet or, a buck's head sa.
attired of the

first.

Need

(Fountain Dale, co. Notts). Per chev. or and erm. in
chief two griffins' heads erased ppr. Crest Out of an eastera
coronet or, a griffin's head ppr.
(liUdworth, CO. Notts). Per chev. or and erm. in chief
twogriftlns' heads erased sa. Crc.it An eastern coronet or,
thereout a griffin's head issuing sa. charged with an estoile

Need

and gu.
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co. Leicester, 20 Henry
Gu. three greyhounds' heads erased ar. collared sa.
ringed or.
Neale (AUesley Park, co. Warwick; exemplified to Rev.
Edward Vansittart, Rector of Taplow, second son of
Georoe Vansittart, Esq., M.P., of Bisham Abbey, co. Berks,
by Sarah, his wife, dau. of Sir James Stonehouse, Bart.,
and Anne, his wife, eldest dau. of John Neale, of Allesley,
M.P. Coventry, who assumed the name of Neale, by
royal licence, 1805). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale sa. and
gu. a lion pass, guard, ar., for Neale; 2nd and 3rd, erm. an
eagle displ. sa. on a chief gu. a ducal coronet betw. two

Neale

this jVotto—Sigillum Officii Navalis.

Nawgrhley.
Nax.ton (CO.

Neale, or Neele (Lynn-Magna,
VI.).

H'atig'les.

H'aunton (Babtholomew

NBB
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N Axr

—

—

gold.

Needhaiu, or Nedham (Nedham

in the Peak, co.

Derby,

A

NEB
Henry

II.

cabossed

;

Another
head sa.

Crest

—On a mount

—

A phoenix in flames ppr.
vert a stag lodged sa. attired or;

Crest

attired or.

sa.

Aiwllier Crest

—Out of a coronet formed of pallisades a buck's

D'eedham

(Alexton and Gadesby, co. Leicester, and Belton,
"Visits.
CO. Rutland; Francis Needham, Esq., of Gadesby.
Rutland, 1618, and Leicester, 1619, grandson of Thomas
Needham, Esq., of Bolton, the eldest son of Thomas Needbam, Esq., of Alexton). Same Arms. Ci-est On a mount
vert a stag lodged sa. attired or.
Needhani (llston, co. Leicester; John Needham, Esq., of
llston, son of Francis Needham, who was younger son of
Thomas Needham, Esq., of Alexton. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Same Arms and Crest, a crescent for diff.
Ifeedham (Sir Robert Needham, knighted by Sir William
Russell, Lord Deputy of Ireland, Sept. 1594). Az. a bend
betw. three bucks' heads cabossed ar.
Needhani (£'arf of KUmorey). Ar. a bend engr. az. betw.
two bucks' heads cabossed sa. Crest A demi phoenix in
Dexter, a horse ar. ; sinister, a
flames ppr. Supporters
stag ppr. Motto Nunc aut nunquam.
(Lenton, co. Nottingham, and The Varteg, co.
Monmouth). Ar. a bend engr. az. betw. three bucks' heads
A demi eagle displ. issuing out of flames
cabossed sa. Crest
Motto Soyez ferme.
all ppr.
Ueediiam (Kynoleton, co. Derby). Ar. a bend engr. az.
betw. two bucks' heads cabossed sa. a canton or. Crest
phoenix ppr. charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped or.
of (London incorporated
Needle-Makers,
Vert three needles in fesse ar. each ducally crowned
1656).
Originally a tree ppr., now a Moor's head couped
Crest
or.
at the shoulders in profile ppr., wreathed about the temples
ar. a(*d gu. vested round the shoulder ar. in his ear a pearl.
sinister, a woman, both ppr.
Dexter, a man
Suppoi''.ers
each wreathed round the waist with leaves of the last, in the
needle
dexter
hand
a
ar.
The supporters are comwoman's
Motto " They sewed fig
monly called Adam and Eve.
leaves together and made themselves aprons."
N^eeds (Thomas Needs, gent., of Great Queen Street, London,
1770, in. Mary, dau. of Benjamin Grazebrook, Esq., of
Bisley, co. Gloucester, by whom he had two daus. his coheir esses, Mary-Anne to. Michael Grazebrook, Esq., of
Audnam, co. Stafford, tl. 1840, leaving issue and Charlotte, m. 1795, Thomas Vere Fox, Esq., of London, who
quartered by Grazebrook). Ar. on a
d. s. p. 6 Feb. 1797
bend engr. vert betw. two bucks' heads cabossed sa. attired
or, three bezants, a canton erminois.
Neefleld, or Nerfield. Ar. a cinquefoil gu. Orest
Two anchors in saltire az.
Neefield, Neefeld, or Neerfield. Ar. three cinque-

—

—

—

—

Needham

—

—

—

Company

;

—

—

;

—

;

:

—

foils

gu.

Neel

—

—

nostre foy.

iJeele (Prestwood,
Prestwood.

Visit.

Francis Neele, Esq., of
Leicester, 1C19, third in descent from

CO. Leicester;

Richard Neele, Judge

of

Common

Pleas,

1

Henry

VII.,

two daus. his co-heirs: I. m.
Lincoln; II. Mart, m. first,
Everard DiGBY, Esq., of Tilton, and second, Sampson ErdeswiCK, Esq., of London). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three
Hall,

Francis Neele,
of

Gratford,

left

co.

greyhounds' heads erased ar. collared or; 2nd and 3rd, or,
a lion ramp, double queued vert.
(Grittleton House, co. Wilts, bart.). Per pale ar. and
az. a lion pass. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased counterchanged. Crest On a mount vert a wolfs head erased sa.
betw. two branches of palm ppr. Motto
Nomen extendere

Neeld

—

—

factis.

Nefield, or Nesfield
three mullets sa.

Crest

(co.

—A

York).
Ar. a chev. betw.
supported by two lions'

pillar ar.

paws ppr.

Nefydd Hardd (Lord of Nant

Conway, Founder of the VI.
Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys from him descended
Dr. William Morgan, Bishop of St. Asaph, the translator of the Bible into Welsh).
Ar. three spears' heads
embrued sa. pointed upwards.
Ne^iis (CO. Norfolk). Erm. on a chief nebulee az. three
;

escallops or.

Ne^US

Negrus

I.

Erm. on a

(Brome, co. Suffolk).

chief nebulee as.

three escallops or.

Neham,

or Nehun.

Chequy

and gu. a chief or.
Neil (England). Or, a galley, sails furled and oars in action
sa. in chief a dexter hand couped fesseways gu. holding
a dagger point downwards az. betw. two crosses crosslec
fitchee of the third.
Crest — A unicorn's head erased gu.
Neill. Purp. three griffins' heads ar.
Neild (England). Per pale sa. and az. a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
A hand issuing from a cloud, holding a club all ppr.
Neill. See O'Neill.
Neilson (Corsock, co. Wigtoun). Az. two hammers in
saltire or, in the dexter flank a crescent and in base a
star ar.
Crest
A demi man issuing, holding over his
ar.

—

—

shoulder a

hammer

—

Motto Presto pro patria.
Per chev. ar. and or, in
chief two sinister hands couped and erect gu. in base a
dagger in pale, point downwards ppr.
Crest
A dexter
hand holding a lance erect all ppr.
Motto— His Regi

Neilson

all

ppr.

(CraigcafHe, Scotland).

—

servitium.

Neilson

(Maxwood, Scotland). Same Arms, with a man's
heart ppr. in the centre point for dilf. Crest— A dexter hand
holding a dag;;er ppr. Motto Virtute et votis.
Neilson (Craigo, Scotland). Ar. three sinister hands bend
sinisterways couped gu. two and one.
Neirford, or Neereford (co. Norfolk). Gu. a lion ramp.
erm. (another, the tail queued).
Neke. Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces gu. Crest
lion's gamb az. holding a lozenge in pale ar. charged with a

—

—

cross crosslet sa.

Nele

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. two bars gu.
the last a lion pass, of the first.

on a chief of

Nele.

Gu. two fishes addorsed ar.
Az. a saltire or, on a chief of the last a cross
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
dragon gold, wings inverted az. holding betw. the claws a

Nelme.

crosslet fitchee gu.

—

cross crosslet fitchee gu.

Nelson

(Earl Nelson). Or. a cross flory sa. a bend gu. surmounted by another engr. of the field, charged with three
bombs tired ppr. on a chief (of honourable augmentation)
undulated ar. waves of the sea, from which a palm tree
issuant betw. a disabled ship on the dexter, and a battery in
ruins on the sinister all ppr. Crests On the dexter (as a
crest of honourable augmentation), on a naval crown or, the
chclengk, or plume of triumph, presented to Horatio,
yiscount iff (son, by the Grand Signior, or Sultan, Selim III.;
and on the sinister the family crest, viz., on a wreath of the
colours, upon waves of the sea, the stem of a Spanish manof war all ppr., thereon inscribed "San Joseff." Supporters
Dexter, a sailor armed with a cutlass and a pair of pistols
in his belt ppr. the right hand supporting a staff, thereon
hoisted a commodore's flag gu. and in his left a palm branch
sinister, a lion ramp, reguard. in his mouth two broken
ppr.
flag-staffs ppr. flowing from one a Spanish flag or and
gu. and from the other a tri-coloured flag, in his dexter
Motto Palmam qui meruit
paw a palm branch ppr.

—

—

;

—

ferat.

Gu. semee-de-lis and crosses crosslet alternately or, two pikes in pale embowed and addorsed ar.
A lion's head affrontee ppr. Motto Nostra roy et
Crest
(Jersey).

1485:
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Christophek Needham, of Thornsett, sixth in
descent from Thomas Needham, Esq., of Keedhara, and Maud
his wife, dau. of Roger Mellcre, of Thornsett, was ancestor
«f Needham, of Needham, Thornsett, Snittciton, and Cov/ley (Visit. Derby, 1611), and Needham, cos. Suffolk, Hertford,
and Leicester). Ar. a bend engr. az. betw. two bucks' heads
1

A

(CO.

Bedford),

escallops of the field.
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Ar. on a chief indented sa. three

Nelson

(Chaddleworth, co. Berks, 1576; Anne, eldest dau.
and co-heir of Thomas Nelson, Esq., of Chaddleworth, m.
Richard Walter, Esq., her son, Richard Walter, succeeding, on the decease of his aunts, to his grandfather's
property, assumed the name and arms of Nelson, but dying
unm. in 1805, he devised the Chaddleworth estate to the
youngest son of his only sister. Mart Walter, by her
husband, John Kerr, Esq., George Kerr, Esq., who
assumed the additional name and arms of Nelson). Paly of

and gu. a bend vaire or and sa.
(Mandesley and Fairhurst, co. Lancaster, 1664).
Ar. a cross flory sa. over all a bend gu.
Nelson (Lord Mayor of London, 1766). Gu. on a bend az. a
cross formee ar.
Nelson (Bedale, co. York; Abraham Nelson, Esq., of
Gray's Inn, one of the Cursitors in Chancery, and a Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Charles II., son of William
Nelson, gent., of Chancery Lane, also one of the Cursitors
in Chancery, and grandson of Willl4M Nelson, gent., of
Bedale. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Per pale ar. and aa.achey.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.
Nelson (Plymouth Dock). Same Arms. Crest A dexter
arm in armour, couped and erect ppr. holding a fleur-de-lis,
six ar.

Nelson

—

as in the arms.
Nelson (Secretary of the

Navy Office, d. 1820). Per chey.
and or, in chief two sinister hands couped at the wrist
gu. and in base a sword in pale ppr. point downwards, hilt
Crest— A dexter arm erect holding a
and pommel or.

ar.

tilting

spear

all

ppr.

Nelsoiu Same Armt.

Crest

—A dexter hand erect ppr. the

NE
first

fincer

and thumb pointing to a crescent

or,

the others

clenched.
(Grimston, co. York). Per pale ar. and sa. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis all counterchanfted. Crest A cubit
arm quarterly ar. and sa. holding in the hand ppr. a fleurde-lis per pale ar. and sa.
U'elson. Or, a cross patonce sa. betw. four mullets gu.
Cre^l
a bendlet of the last.
A lion's gamb erect ppr.
holding an escutcheon sa. thereon a cross patonce or.

U'elson

—

—

ITelson, or Xl'ealson (Thomas Neison, or Nealson, Clerk
of the Council Chamber of Munster; impalement Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1632, of his son-in-law, Michael Browne,
Sheriff of Dublin).
Quarterly, ar. and sa. three fleurs-de-Us
counterchanjjed.

See

of. Or, a calvary cross az.

on a canton of the second three stars of si.x points ar.
(Edinburgh, 1872). Ar. two sinister hands couped
gu. in chief, and a dagger, point downwards, billed and
pommelled or, in base. Crest A dexter arm in armour
embowed ppr. the hand grajsping a dagger erect also ppr.
hiltcd and pommelled or.
Motto Virtute et votis.
Nelson (Edinburgh, 1872). As the last, within a hordure
az.
Same Crett and Motto.
Nelston (Mawdisley, co. Lancaster, 1587). Or, a cross flory
sa. a bendlet gu.
Nelthorpe (Gray's Inn, co. Middlesex, and Sealby, co. Lincoln, hart., extinct). Ar. onapalesa. a sword erect of the first,
pommel and hilt or. Ci-est Out of clouds an arm couped ppr.
lying fesseways, holding in the hand a sword erect ar. pommel

Nelson

—

—

—

and

hilt or.

Nelth.orpe

(Leggesby, co. Lincoln). Same Arms and Crest.
Gu. a fesse engr. or.
Az. three bars gemel ar.
as many lions' heads erased in chief of the last.
Nembhard, or Nenaphartz (from the German Nemp
and Hartz, i.e., a stealer of hearts). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three human hearts ppr. Crest A demi lamb salient, bearing over the dexter shoulder the holy banner of the cross all

Nemarcli.

Nemarke, or Newmarke.

—

N^mle.

ar.

a border indented of the

last.

Paly of six or and az. on a chief gu. three escallops

of the second.

Nepean

(Botherbampton, co. Dorset, bart.). Gu. a fesse
wavy erminois betw. three mullets ar. Crest On a mount
vert a goat pass. sa. chavKcd on the aide with two erm. spots
in fesse or, collared and horned gold. Motto
Respice.
Nerberye. Ar. a bend sa. on a chief gu. two barrulcts of

—

—

first.

Nerboroug'h, or Newborougrh

(co. Wilts).

Or, three

bends az. a border gu.

Nerboroug'h.

Erm. a

fesse chequy or and az. on a chief
seeded gu.
(co. Derby).
Ar. a bend sa. on a chief gu. two

sa. three roses ar.

Nerbury

—

bars or. Crest Three orRan pipes, two in saltire
pale or, banded with leaves vert.

Nerbury

N ereford
of

Erm. a bend wavy gu. a chief

az.

Nethermill

(co.

Warwick).

Ar.

a

chev.

betw.

three

crescents az.

Nethersall, Nethersole, or Neithershall (Wingham Would, CO. Kent; granted 10 May, 1578). Per palo
gu. and az. three griffins segreant or. Crest—On a dexter arm
embowed in armour ppr. a scarf flotant vert, holding within
the gauntlet a broken tilting-spear or.
Or, a tower triple-towered gu. a chief of the second.
Crest
A unicorn's head erased gu. ducally gorged, armed,

Netter.

—

and maned or.
Netterville ( Viscount

NettcrvUle). Ar. a cross (tu. fretty
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. bezantee. Supporters
Dexter, a sea horse per fesse gu. and ppr. mane, legs, fins,
and tip of the tail or; sinister, a Uon guard, gu. bezantee.
Motto Cruci dum spiro spero.
Netterville (exemplified to JosnuA James McEvot, Esq.,
J. P., second son of the late James McEvot, Esq., of
Tobertinan, co. Meath, and Frankfort, co. Longford, and to
his wife, Hon. Mart Netterville, dau. and co-heiress of
James, seventh discount Netterville, on their assuming, by
royal licence, 18C5, the suniame of Netterville, in lieu of
that of McEvoT). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross gu.
fretty or, in the 1st quarter a lozenge of the second for
di£f., for Netterville; 2nd and 3rd, per fess az. and per
pale or and erm. a fess gu. issuant therefrom a demi lion ar.
in the dexter base a dexter hand couped at the wrist of
the fourth, for McEvot.
Crests
1st, Netterville:
A
demi lion ramp, guard, gu. bezantee and charged with a
lozenge or, for diff.
2nd, McEvot
A cubit arm erect,
vested gu. cuffed erminois, in the hand a sword ppr. Motto
Cruci dum spiro fido.
Netterville (Castletown, co. Mcath ; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office,
1633, Alson, dau. of John Netterville, Esq., of
Castletown, and wife of Sir Walter Talbot, Bart., of
Carton). A r. a cross gu. fretty or, a crescent for diff.
Nettlefold. Per pale and per saltire erm. and or, a water
bouget sa. Crest A water bouget gu.

—

—

—

—

.

:

—

Nettles

(Nettleville and Beareforest, co, Cork, and Toureen,
Waterford; first settled in Ireland about 1620). Or, a
chev. gu. betw. three nettle leaves ppr.
Crest
A stag
statant under a tree ppr.
Motto Nemo me impune
CO.

Nemle.

the

(co. Lincoln).

—

—

Motto Pax potior bello.
Gu. a fesse dancettee

ppr.

Netliercoats

or.

New Zealand,

Nelson,
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Ii

Dover

(co.

Derby).

(co.

Norfolk

Castle, 1

Same Arms, a border
;

Henry

and

<Hxe in

Bobert db Nebefobd was Governor
III., a.d. 1216).
Gu. a lion ramp.

Nereford

{Baron Nereford : Wiluam de Nebeford, son of
the Governor of Dover Castle, was summoned to Parliament
1297; his line failed with his grandson, Sir John de NereroBD, who fell in the wars in France 38 Edward III., leaving
an only dau., Mabt de Nereford, who d. s. p.). Gu. a lion

ramp. erm.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a
border gobony of the last and sa. (another, the lion or).
Nemcrote. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. a border gobony of the
second and first.

Nermont, or Nemewte.

(co.

Chester).

Gu. a

fesse

ar.

chief

in

three

Az. on a fesse betw. three
a lion pass. gu. betw. two buckles of the
field.
Crest
A lion pass, per pale erm. and az. holding in
the dexter paw a buckle or.
Nettlesbip. Per pale or and sa. six mascles counterchanged. Crest A demi bear ramp. ar. muzzled or.
Nettleship. Same Arms. Crest A dexter hand ppr.
holding a nettle branch vert.
Nettleton (Nettleton, co. York). Sa. two serpents entwined
In saltire ar. the heads respecting each other.
(Grocers' Hall).

fleurs-de-lis or,

—

—

—

Nettleton

(Thornhill Lees, co. York; York Peds. Ulster's
Az. two snakes in pale knotted and entwined ar.
the heads respecting each other.
Nettleton (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1640,
Sir liicBABD Osbaldeston, Attorney-General for Ireland,
whose second wife was Mary, dau. of Thomas Nettleton, Esq., of Nettleton Hall, co. York). Ar. two .snakes in
pale, knotted and entwined vert, the heads respecting each

other.

Nettleton

(Fun. Ent. Ulsters Office, 1640, Geoeob Nettleton, second son of Thomas Nettleton, Esq., of Thornhill
Lees, CO. York). Same Anns as the last, with a crescent for
diff.

Netwold

Erm. a cross engr. gu. in
(co. Kent).
chief a wolt's head erased of the second.

Neunchan
bend

(cos.

Sussex and Surrey).

Ar a

dcster

cross gu. a

az.

Neve.

Gu. a trout in bend ar.
(Rev. Fbedebick Neve, Vicar of Old Warden, co. Bedford, son of the late Dr. Timothy Neve, D.D.). Ar. on a
Crest
Out of a ducal
cross az. five fleurs-de-lis of the field.
coronet or, a lily ar. stalked and leaved vert, bladcd and

Neve

plates.

Nersfeld.

Nertost

lacessit.

Nettleship

Office).

vair^ or and

erm.

Neroya

—

—

Ar. three dinquefoils gu.
Essex, temp. Edward

(co.

I.).

Or,

a

lion

ramp.

sa.

Neafield.

Nesham

(Stockton, CO. Durham). Az. on a fess ar. three
crosses crosslet gu. Crest
A dcmi lion ramp. ppr. holding
in the de&ter paw a cross crosslet gu.
Motto Spcs salus

—

—

dec us.

Netby

(Netby, CO. Lancaster). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. two
escallops in chief and a boar's head in base of the second.
Crest
A lion's paw holding a bird-bolt sa.
Netherooat (.Moulton Grange, co. Northampton). Per pale
or and ar. on a chev. az. betw. three boara' heads sa. three
besAnta. Crest— A. woir» head erased.

—
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—

—

Sec Nefield.

seeded gold. Motto Aiti' ainfvuv.
Neve, Le (Aslactum and Tivetishall, co. Norfolk, and London originally of France). Ar. on a cross sa. five fleursOut of a ducal coronet or, a Uly
Crest
de-lis of the Held.
ar. leaved vert.
Nevele. Gu. a fes-se dancettee ar. in chief three moles or.
Nevers (co. Norfolk). Vair^ ar. and gu.
Nevers. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three crescents of the

—

;

second.

Nevesfeld, or Nevestfeld.
membered

sa.

Vert an eagle

displ. or,

:

NE V

one of the
or Neville Rabj", co. Durliam
most illustrious families in European genealogy. Eanulph
DE Nevill, of Kaby, was summoned to Parliament as a
baron, 8 June, 1294, and his Kieat-grandson, Ralph de
Nevill, fourth Lord Nevill, of Baby, was created Earl of

Hevill, (Neviis

;

Westmorland, 1397). Gu. a saltire ar.
Nevill {Earl of Westmorland; Ralph de Nevill, fourth
Lord Nevill, of Raby, was created Earl of Westmorland
1397

title

;

attainted 13 Elizabeth, a.d. 1545).

Same Arms

—

Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's
Crext
as last.
head pied. The seal of Ralph, fourth Lord Nevill, of Raby,
and first Earl of Westmorland, exhibits the shield, Gu. a
saltire ar. the crest of the pied bull, and for supporters two
greyhounds collared.

Nevill

{Earl of Wa)-wick and Salisbury ; Sir Eichaed
Nevill, K.G., eldest son of Ralph, first Earl of Westmorland, by his second wife, Joan de Beaufort, dau. of John
OF Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, m. Lady Alice Montacdte,
dan. and heiress of Thomas, fourth Earl of Solisburi/, and
had the Earldoinof Salisbury renewed in his person; his son
and heir, Richard, second Earl of Salisbury, K.G., who m.
Lady Anne Beauchamp, heiress of her niece, Anne, Countess
of Waricick, thenceforward was known as Earl of Warwick.
his seal as Earl of
This was the famous King Maker
Warwick, attached to a deed, 4 Edward IV., during the lifetime of his father, shows a quartered shield: 1st grand
quarter, Beauchamp and Clare quarterly; 2nd grand
3rd
quarter, Montacdte and Monthebmeb quarterly;
grand quarter, Nevill, differenced by a label of three
:

points;

4th grand quarter, Warwick and Le Despencer.
Dexter, a bear muzzled and chained sinister, a

Supporters
grifBn.

—

Crests

and neck

;

— 1st:

2nd

Out of a ducal coronet a swan's head

On a ducal coronet a

with this
legend, ''Siffillum ricardi nevill comitis warrewicl domini
de bergevenny." The daus. and co-heirs of Richard Nevill,
Earl of Warwick, the King Maker, were Isabel, wife of
;

:

griffin sejant

and Anne, m. first,
secondly, Richard, Duke of
afterwards Richard III.).
Same Arms and

George Plantaginet, Duke of
Edward, Prince of Wales, and
Gloucester,

Clarence,

{Barl of Northumberland, Marquess of Montacute,
and Duke of Bedford). Gu. a saltire ar. a label gobony ar.
and az. a crescent for diff.
Nevill ( Baron Fauconberg and Earl of Kent, earldom extinct,
1463; Sir William Nevill, Knt., second son of Ralph, first
Earl of Westmorland, by Joan de Beaufort, his second
wife, m. Joan de Fauconberg, and was summoned to Parliament, jure t<zoris, 1429). Gu. a saltire ar. a mullet sa. for
difr.

Nevill (Baron

Latimer: Sir George Nevill, third son of
Earl of Westmorland, by Joan de Beaufort,
was summoned to Parliament as Baron
Latimer, 1432, title in abeyance). Gu. a saltire ar. an
first

his second wife,

annulet

sa. for diff.

Nevill, brother of Ralph,

Earl of Westmorland, m. Joane, dau. and heiress of
William de Furnival, fourth Lord Furnival, and was
first

summoned

now

to Parliament 1383; co-heirs of the barony,

in abeyance, are the Lords

Stourton and Petre).

by a martlet

saltire ar. differenced

Gu. a

sa.

Nevill

(Ragnall, afterwards Grove, co. Nottingham, hart.,
extinct 1686; descended Irom the marriage of George Nevill,
Esq., of Ragnall, who m. Barbara, .sister and co-heir of Sir

John Herct,

Knt., of Grove. Visit. Notts, 1614. Thelastmale
heir in thedirect line, Edward Nevill, Esq., of Grove, was
created a bart. in 1674, but d. s. p. 1686). Gu. a saltire ar.

—

Crests

1st

Out of a ducal coronet a

:

bull's

head pied

On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a ship with
sa.
Motto— Ne vile.
Nevill, or Nevile (Thomey, co. Nottingham

2nd

;

sails furled

descended
from George Nevill, Esq., of Thorney, second son of Geobob
Nevill, Esq., of Grove, by Barbara Hebcy, his wife). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a saltire ar., for the Lords of Raby
2nd
and 3rd, or, fretty gu. on a canton per pale erm. and or, a
ship with sails furled sa.. Crests and Motto, same as Nevill,
;

;

of Grove.

Nevill, or Nevile

(Wellingore, co. Lincoln
a branch of
Nevill, of Thomey Christopher Henry Nevill, of Wellingore, took the surname of Noel, hi.-; only dau. and heir, Sophia
Mart, m. Col. F. W. Allix, of Willoughby Hall, co. Lincoln).
;

;

Same Arms and

Creit.

Nevill

(Walcot and Wellingore; descended from the Rev.
of Cottesmore, second son of ChrisTOPHEK Nevill, Esq., of Wellingore).
Same Arms and

Henry Nevill, Rector
Crest.

Nevill, or Nevile

(Stubton, co. Notts).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Nevill

(Chevet, co. York ; granted 1513). Ar. a saltire gn.
a mullet and label of three points vert. Crest A greyhound's head erased or, charged on the neck with a label
of three points vert, betw. as many pellets, one and

—

two.

Nevill

(Badsworth, co. York; derived from Dyonisics,
son of George Nevill, Esq., of Grove, by Barbara
wife).
Same .<4nns, &c., as Nevill, of Grove.
Nevill (Holt, CO. Leicester; Sir Thomas Nevill, Knt., of
Holt, living 1564, ninth in descent from Solomon Nevill,
Lord of Holt, second son of Geoffrey Nevill, of Raby, co.
Durham, and brother of Robert Nevill, Lord of Raby,
ancestor of the extinct Earls of Westmorland and the
Marquis of Abergavenny. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Gu. a
saltire erm., quartering. Or, fretty gu. on a canton per
Crest— Out of a ducal
pale ar. and erm. a lymphad sa.
coronet or, a bull's head erm. armed of the first.
Nevill (Billingbeare, co. Berks, and Kent. Same Arms.

Earl and Marquess of Abergavenny :
son of Ralph, first Earl of Westmorland. by Joan Beaufort, his second wife, m. Lady
Elizabeth Beauchamp, of Bergavenny, and was summoned to
Parliament as Baron Bergavenny in 1450; the fifteenth Baron
was created Earl of Abergavenny 1784, and the fifth Earl,
Marquess of Abergavenny, 1876). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. on a saltire ar. a rose of the field barbed and seeded ppr.
for Nevill, of Raby (the red rose used for diff. is commemorative of the marriage of Ralph, first Earl of Westmorland, with Joan, dau. of John of Gaunt, Duke of
Lancaster)
2nd and 3rd, or, fretty gu. on a canton, per
pale erm. and gold, a galley sa., for Neville, of Bulmer.
Crest
A bull ar. pied sa. armed gold, and charged on the
neck with a rose barbed and seeded ppr.
Supporters —
Two bulls ar. pied sa., armed, unguled, collared and chained,
at
the
end
and
of the chain two staples or. Badges— On
the dexter, a rose gu. seeded or, barbed vert; on the sinister,
a portcullis or. Motto Ne vile veUs.
Nevill (Bentworth, Hants; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1640,
of the eldest son of Francis Nevill, the second son of the
fifth Lord Bergavenny).
Same Arms, Ciest, and Motto.
Nevill (Mereworth, co. Kent; Sir Thomas Nevill, Knt., of
Mereworth, Secretary of State to Henry VIII., and auerwards Speaker of the House of Commons, younger son of
George, second Lord Bergavenny, left an only dau. and
heiress, Margaret, m. Sir Robert Southwell, Master of the
BoUs). His Anns appear on a brass in Mereworth Church,
viz., Quarterly, 1st, gu. a saltire ar. thereon a red rose
2nd,
;

—

—

;

chequy or and

and 4th, or, three
chevronels gu., 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, ar. and gu.. in the
2nd and 3rd quarters, a fret or, over all a bend sa. 4th, gu.
<ma fess betw. six cross crosslets or, » crescent sa.
az.

;

3rd, quarterly,

1st

;
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Hercy, his

Crest

—A

Nevill
Crest

Nevill (Lord Bcrgavenny,
Edward Nevill, fourth

28

Nevill (Baron Furnival ; Thomas

fifth

Crtst.

Nevill

Ralph,

NE V
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bull pass, pied, collared, lined,

and armed

or.

Sa. a lion ramp. ar. guttee dc sang.

Essex).

(co.

— A demi lion ramp. ar. guttee de sang, holding a sword

of the

Nevill
Nevill

first erect, hilt

and pommel

or.

Az. a lion ramp. or.
fease dancettee

(cos.

Essex and Nottingham).

(cos.

Huntingdon and Lincoln). Or, a

gu. a bend sa.

Nevill (Llangenneck

Gu. on a
Park, co. Carmarthen).
indented or, a crescent betw. four roses of the field
barbed and seeded ppr. Crest A pied bull armed and
gorged with a collar and line reflexed over the back or, and
supporting with the dexter foot an escutcheon of the last,
charged with an anchor erect sa.
Nevill (Reresby, co. Leicester). Erm. a chief indented az.
Nevill (co. Leicester). Gu. four fusils in fesse or, a border
of the last; another, Gu. cruelly fltchee, three leopards' faces
lessant-de-Us ar. (another, or) another, Gu. a fesse indented
ar.
another, Gu. a fess dancettee ar in chief three mullets
saltire

—

;

;

or.

Nevill
Nevill

(Scotton, CO. Lincoln).

border engr. or
vert.
vert,

—

;

A tiger sejant erm.
(Faldingworth, co. Lincoln).

Crest

Nevill

Gu. a saltire erm.
Gu. three fusils in fesse ar. a
another, or, a bend indented gu. a chief

(Bolleston, co. Notts).

Or,

a

chief indented

a bend gu.

Nevill
Nevill

Nottingham). Az. three bustards rising or.
(Shenstone Park, co. Stafford). Gu. on a saltire ar.
Crest
sa.
A griffin pass, or, charged on the

(co.

a crescent

—

breast with a crescent sa.
Nevill (CO. Sussex). Gu. two trumpets in saltire betw. nine
crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Nevill (Thornton Brigg, co. York). Gu. on a saltire ar. a
mullet pierced sa.
Nevill (Ven. Henrt Ralph Nevill, M.A., Archdeacon of
Norfolk). Gu. on a saltire engr. or, a crescent betw. four
roses of tbe field.

Crest—A bull collared and

line reflexed

;;

NE V
—

second.

Nevill.
the

Gu. a

fret of six ar.

over

all

a bend vaire or and of

first.

Or, fretty gu. a canton erm. (another, the

Nevill.

canton

per pale erm. and of the first charged with a slip sa.
has the canton erm. charged with a buglehorn

another,

Nevinson, or Nevison

(Estrey, co. Kent; granted 1570).
chev. betw. three eagles displ. az. beaked and legged

Ar. a
gu.
Crest
ringed or.

Gu. a fesse dancettee ar. in chief two (another,
another, Ar. a fesse dancettee sa.; another,

three) mullets or

;

Or, five lozenges in fesse gu.
& border of the last bezant<Se.

Nevill.

Az.

;

Four lozenges

another.

sa.

(that Ilk).

Nevoy

(Sir

or,

a chief of the

last;

;

;

;

Sa. a chevalier armed at all points,
horseback, brandishing a scyinitar ar.

not attending with men, arms, and horses, at the Duffrey
in that co. in obedience to his summons; arms Reg. Ulster's
David Nevill, Baron of Russnarland, was attainted
Office.
temp. Edward VI.). Barry of four ar. and az. on a chief
first.

Tullacanna, Ambrosetown,
Boss, &c., CO. Wexford, branches of Eossgarland).
(Nevill's

Court,

New
Same

Arm".

Nevill

(Phoraauts, or Furness, co. Kildare

descended from

;

BicHARD Neville, Esq., of Great Phremagin, in same co.
m. Margabet, dau. of Sir William Usher, Knt. of Bridgefoot Street, Dublin, and d. 13 Sept. 1682; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Richard's eldest son, also named Richard, left an
Office
only dau. and heir, Mart, wife of Colonel Richard Edward
Jones, who took the name of Neville, and was grandfather
of the late Richard Neville, Esq., of Furness, M.P., whose
eldest dau. and co-heir, Henrietta, m. first, Edward Derino,
Same
Esq., and secondly, Sir William Geary, Bart.).
;

Arms as Nevill, feudal Baron of Kossgarland, co. Wexford.
Nevill (Annamult and Mary mount, co. Kilkenny; a branch
Same Arms as Nevill, of
of Nevill, of Furness).
Furness.
(granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1644, to John Nevill,
Surgeon Major of the regiment under command of Philip,

Nevill

Sari of Leicester). Or, on a bend gu. a harp gold, on a
chief of the second a saltire of the first. Crtst A greyhoimd's
head erased sa. collared gu. studded with harps or.
Nevill (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1638, Sir John

—

Binoley, a Privy Councillor in Ireland).

Gu. on a

saltire

a rose of the first.
Nevill (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Richard Nevtli, of Dublin,
buried in St. Werburgh s Church, 7 May, 1617). Barry of
four ar. and sa. on a chief gu. a saltire of the first.
Neville (Baron Brai/lironke ; Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a
griffin segreant ar. beaked and forelegged or, for Griffin;
2nd and 3rd, gu. on a saltire ar. a rose of the field seeded
and barbed ppr., for Neville. Crests 1st, Griffin: A
2nd, Neville: A bull statantar.
talbot's head erased sa.
spotted of a liver colour, collared and chained or.
Supporters Two lions ramp, reguard. ar. maned and tufted sa.
gorged with a chaplet of olive vert.
Motto Ne vile
ar.

—

;

—

—

Telis.

Neville.

Gu. semcc of crosses crosslet ar. three leopards'
Cy«.«(— Out of a cloud a hand
holding up a whcat-shoaf by the band all ppr.
Neville (Hoacham Hall, CO. Norfolk. See Rolfe). Gu. five
fusils conjoined in fesse or, each charged with an erm. spot, a
border ncbulecar. Crest
A mount vert, thereon issuant out of
a crescent gu. a rose ar. slipped vert.
Neville (Haselour, co. Stafford). Gu. on a saltire ar. arose
of the first. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head
faces jessant-de-lis Of the last.

—

—

pied ppr.

Motto

— Ne

Neville (Bawnmore

vile velis.

House, co. Kilkenny). Gu. a saltire ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head pied, attired
of the first.
Motto Ne vile velis.
Nevlns (confirmed to Willis Nevins, Esq., son of Rev.
William Nevins, Rpctor of Miningsbye, co. Lincoln, and
grandson of John Jowitt Nevins, Esq., of Clevcdale, co.
Gloucester, a native of Ireland, and their descendants). Az.
on a fes-i betw. an increscent and a decrescent in chief and in
base a palm branch ur, a crescent of the first.
Crest— Oa a
mount a palm branch vert. J/o(<9— Nil desperandum.

—

—
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David NHivoT, a Lord

Same Arms, a bordure
Marte
Crest

ar.

Crest

on

of Session in Scotland).

—A

pegasus ppr.

Motto—

et arte.

Per

and gu. four chaplets counterchanged.

saltire or

— A dexter arm ppr. vested per chev. or and gu. holding
parchment

a roll of

Newall

ar.

and Town House, Littleborough, RochPer pale gu. and az. three covered cups
quartering Ktrkeshah: Or, on a chief
per pale gu. and sa. three bezants; and Litholres Sa. a
Crest
lion ramp, or, semee of caltraps sa.
A Saracen's head
affront^e ppr. wreathed round the temples or and gu. suspended from the mouth by a ribbon of the last a' shield paly
indented of four also or and gu.
Newall. Az. three plates, on each an erm. spot sa. Crest-—
(Hare

Hill,

within an orle

or,

:

—

A

ar.

JSteviH {Feuial Saron of Rnssgarland, co. Wexford; Thomas
Ktvell was of Old Ross, same co. 1303; Simon Nevill,
Baron of Rossgarland, was fined 38 Edward III., 13C3, for

gu. a saltire of the

and

pass. ar. pellett^e, collared, lined,

dale, CO. Lancaster).

two bars gemelles

another, Gu. five mascles in fesse ar. a border engr. or
another, Gu. crusily ar. three fleurs-de-lis of the last;
another, Az. three roses ar. (another, cinquefoUs) another,
Gu. three leopards' faces ar. another, Or, on a fesse dancettee gu. a chev. sa. another, Erm. a chief indented sa.;
another, Paly of six or and az. on a chief gu. three escallops

Nevill

—A wolf

Nevoy

Ne'W.

sa.).

Nevill.

NEW
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over the back, resting dexter foot on an escutcheon charged
Ne vile velis.
with an anchor. Motto
Nevill. Gu. fretty or, a quarter per pale erm. and of the

cross crosslet fitch^e az.

Newall

(Barskeoch, co. Wigtoun, 1677). Per saltire gu. and
bustards rising counterchanged. Crest A bustard
holding in the foot a writing pen ppr. JlfoJ(o--Diligentia

—

or, three

ditat.

Newark, Town of

(co. Nottingham; granted by Dethick,
Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on a chief gu.
a peacock in pride ppr. betw. a fleur-de-lis on the dexter
and a lion pass, guard, on the sinister or. Crest A sea
gull ppr. holding
the beak an eel ar. Supporters On the
dexter an otter, on the sinister a beaver.
Newarke (Akham, co. York). Az. two bars gemellear.in
chief three lions' heads erased of the last (another, or).
Crest
A savage's head in profile, looking upright ppr.

Garter, 1561).

—
—

W

—

Newarke

(co. York).
Ar. (another, erm.) three saltires
engr. sa. two and one.
Az. three lions head? erased in fesse betw. two
bars gemelles ar. another, Az. a fesse erm. betw. three
another, Erm. three
leopards' faces pei pale or and ar.
saltires engr. ermines; another, Barry of eight ar. and az.
on a chief of the second three lions' heads erased of the
first
another, Sa. three saltires engr. ar.

Newarke.

;

;

;

Newbald.
(another,

Barry of six ar. and az. another, Az. two bends
ar. a chief of the last.
Sa. three pallets erm. on a canton ar. a demi
;

bar.'?)

Newbery.

—

Crest
A dexter arm ppr. vested az. cuSed or,
holding a truncheon gu. tipped gold.
(London).
Ar. three bars az. a chief gu. 0*e«t—
New^bery
A Moor's head in profile ppr.
(Reg. Ulster s Office). Ar. achev. gu. betw. three
bunches of strawberries slipped ppr.

lion az.

Newbery

Newbigrging

William Newbigoin, Scotland,

(Dr.

Ar. on a fess gu. three escallops of the

Motto

rising ppr.

—

I'll

Ne'W bold, or JNewbald
two bends

ar.

first.

Crest

1829).

— An eagle

try.
(co.

a chief of the

Derby, and London).
last.

Crest

—A

Az.

cross flory

fitchee az.

Newbold
Crest

—A

(co.

York).

Ar. three boars pass, in pale sa.

and neck couped, holding in tlie mouth
bend ppr.
Ar. three griffins' heads erased in fesse gn.
Az. two bars ar. a chief of the last.

boar's head

a broken spear

Newbold.
Ne'wbold.

in

Newborougii, Baron.
H ewborougii (London).

See Wtnn.

Erm. a fesse chequy or and az,
three roses ar. barbed of the second.
Ne'wborougn (Berkeley, co. Somerset, and co. Wilts). Or,
three bends az. a border engr. gu.
on a chief

sa.

Ne'wboroug-h.

(co.

Warwick).

Lozengy or and

az. a

border

gu. bezant^e.

Ne'wborougn. Gu

a cinquefoi) erm.; another, Gu. a chief
erm.; another, Az. three oars or, a bordei'gu. another,
Bendy of six or anu az. a border gu.
Newboroug°h. Or, a bendlet ar. a border engr. gu.
A blackamoor's heaa sidefacert sa.
Crest
;

—

Newbottle, Newbottell, or Newbottel.
fesse ar.

and gu. an eagle

displ.

Per

fesse

with two heads counter-

changed.

Newburgn, Countess of. Sec Giustiniani.
Newburgh. See Livingstone.
Nevrburgh (co. Dorset). Bendy of eight or and

az.

a

bordure engr. gu.

Newburgh Abbey

Gu. a
(co. York).
surmounted by a pilgrim's crutch in bend

lion

ramp,

or,

sinister of the

last.

Newburgh

{Earl of Warwick; extinct 1267; Henry db
NEWBOftoH, was so created by William I.; Thomas, sixtb

A

NEW

—

three bendlets az. a border gu.
Newburgrh. Bendy of six or and az. a border engr. gu.
(co.
Berks). Sa. three palets erm. on a canton

Newbury
ar.

a lion ramp. az.

Crest

Newbury, Town of

—On a mount a

— A demi eagle displ. or.

The Corporation

(co. Berks).

seal is

domed towers on each

castle with three

ZejcncZ— Burgus NewbeVie.
(Northfenton, co. York). Ar. two stilts in saltire sa.
garnished or.
(John de Newbt, temp. Bichard II.). Ar. a fess
An arm in armour, brandishbetw. three roses gu. Creal
ing a sword all ppr.
(Hooton, co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses

a pennon.

Newby

Newby

—

Newby

pattee gu.

Newcastle, Duke of. See Clinton.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Town of. Gu.
triple-towered ar. Crest — A tower ar. thereon

three towers

a demi lion

issuant ramp, guard, or, holding a split banner gu. ensigned
with the arms of St. George. Supporters Two sea-horses

—

and finned

ar. crined

or.
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Sari of ITarwici-, d. s. p. 1242, leaving his sister Lady
Uabgest, wife of John Mareschal, his heir, who d. s. p.
1243, William Macduit, son of William, Baron of Hanslape,
by AucE DE Newbdbgh, his wife, dau. of Waleran, rari
of Warwick, was summoned to attend the Kingat Worcester,
as Earl of Warwick, 47 Henry III., but d. s. p. 1267, leaving
bis sister his heir, viz., Isabel Mauduit, wife of William
Beadchamp, of Elraeley, and thus conveyed the earldom first
to that family). Lozengy or and az. on a border gu.
Ar. two bars gu.
eight plates. Anns of MAnnniT
Newburgll (quartered by Regi.nald, Cardinal Pole; arms
in a coat in Magdalen College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Cheqiiy ar. and az. a chev. erm.
Newburgh (Warmwell and Berkeley, eo. Somerset). Or,

Motto

— Fortiter

defendit trium-

Newcomen

Viscount Newcomen, extinct 1825. KAXBEBncE
Newcomen, only dau. of Charles Newcomen, Esq., of Carrickglas, co. Longford, and granddau. of Charles Newcomen,
(

Droming, youngest son of Sir Thomas Newcomen,
m. William Gleadowe, Esq., of Killester, co.
Dublin. She was created a Baroness 1800, and a Viscountess
1803, and d. 1S17, when she was s. by her son, Thomas,
ViSCount Newcomm, d. s. p.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
three lozenges conjoined in fess ar., for Gleadowe; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a lion's head erased sa. langued gu. betw. three
Esq., of

bart.,

fifth

crescents of the second.
Dexter, a brown horse

Crest

:

semee of crescents gu.

—A

sinister,

cock

a

or.

talbot,

— Vigilant.

—

Supporters
both ppr. and

Motto

Ne'wcomen

(Gleadowe-Newcomen, Killester, co. Dublin,
extinct 1825; exemplified to William Gleadowe,
Esq., of Killester, who rii. Katherine, only dau. and heir of
Charles Newcomen, Esq., of Carrickglas, afterwards Viscountess Ncwcohien, when he assumed the name of Newco.men;
he was created a bart. 1781).
Arms, Crest, and Motto

hart.,

same

as the last,

of pretence of the

the shield charged with an escutcheoa

Newcomen

arras.

Newcomen

(Sutton, co. Dublin; granted, 1712, to BaABAZON Newcomen, Esq., of Sutton, son of Sir Thomas Newcomen, Knt., who was an illegiiimate son of Sir Beverlet
Newcomen, second bart., of Kenagli). Ar. a lion's head

erased sa. langued gu. betw. three crescents of the last, a
border of the second. Crest— X lion's gamb erect and erased
sa. armed gu. the paw holding a crescent ar.
Newcourt (Pickwell, Halesworthy, and Georgeham, co.

Devon Toby Newcourt, Esq., of Pickwell, and John
Newcodrt, Esq., of Georgeham, sons of John Newcourt,
Esq., of Pickswell, d. 1612, eldest son of John Newcourt,
of same place.
Visit. Devon, 16i0).
Sa. a bend erm.
;

betw. two eagles with two heads displ. or, quartering, for
:
Sa. a chev. betw. three arrows, points down ar.

Floteb

Newce

(Haddam, Bradbome, and Eaynthorp Hall, co.
Herts). Sa. two palets ar. on a canton erm. a masde gu.
Crest On a mount vert a garb or, banded gu.
Newce (Much-Haddam, co. Herts, and Ditchingham, co.
Norfolk; granted 1575). Sa. two palets ar. a canton erm.

—

— On a mount vert a garb

Crest

or.

Newce, or Newes
and

or,

(co. Oxford).
Gyronny of four gu.
chaplets counterchanged.
(Serjeant-at-Arms of Munster, Fun. Ent. Ulster's

as

Newce

many

OfBce, 1625, of his dau., the wife of
Common Pleas). Paly of four

of

Petek Palmer, a judge
ar. and sa. a canton

erm.

—A

demi

griffin

ramp. gu. guttee

d'or,

beaked

Newco\irt

(Tiverton, co. Devon
Philip Newcouet,
younger son of John Newcourt, Esq., of Pickswell, and
brother of John Newcourt, Esq., of same place, who d. 1612.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Same Arhut and Crest.
;

Newdich, or Newdick

(co. Worcester; granted 1 Dec.
Paly of four ar. and sa. on a bend gu. five bezants.
or, a lion's head gu.
Newdegate (Newdegate, co. Surrey; Thomas Newdegate,
Esq., of Newdigate,"(c;iip. Charles I., left two daus. his coheirs Mary, m. William Steper, and Anne, m. William
S.MITHTMAN). Gu. three lions' gamijs erased ar. Crest
fleur-de-lis ar.
Another Crest A lion's gamb erased ar.

1580).
Crest

— Out of a mural coronet
:

Newce, or Nuce

(Newmarket,

Cork;

Fun. Ent.
Samuel Newce, or Ndce).

1634, Captain

Ulster's Office,

co.

a canton erm. a martlet for diff.
(Oxford; founded in 1379 by William de
of Winchester and Lord Chancellor of
England). .Ar. two chevronels sa. betw. three roses gu. seeded
or, barbed vert, impaled with the arms of the see, encircled
with the Gaiter, and ensigned with an episcopal mitre, in
allusion to the Bishops of Winchester always being prelates
of the order of the Garter. Motto
Manners makytb man.
(co. Chester).
Ar. a cross flory sa.
(Stanton Drew and Exeter, co. Devon. Visit.
1620). Ar. a fesse embattled betw. two escallops in pale sa.
Crest
A demi horse ar. gorged with a chaplet vert.
Another Crest On a mural coronet or, a falcon rising

Sa.

Crest

gold.

two palets

ar.

New-College

Wykeham, Bishop

—

Newcom

Newcombe

—

—

ppr.

Newcome

(Upper Wimpole Street, London). Ar. a fesse
embattled sa. betw. two escallops in pale of the last. Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a Cornish chough, wings
extended ppr.
Newcome (Shenley, co. Herts). Ar. a lion's head erased

—

—

betw. three crescents gu. Crest
A lion's gamb erect
sa. armed gu.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a fess embattled
betw. two escallops sa.
Crest
On a mural crown or, a
sa.

and erased

Newcombe

—

chough, wings

displ. sa.

Newcoiaen (Saltfleetby, co.
Newcomen, of that
lion's

head erased

the last.
gu.

Crest

Newcomen

—A

Lincoln ; descended from

sa.

Richard

Hcgb

Ar. a
langued gu. betw. three crescents of

place, living terap.
lion's

gamb

I.).

erased and erect sa. armed

Bicrabd Newcomen, son of William Newcomen, of Soleby, second son of
Martin Newcomen, of Saltfleetby, temp. Henry VII., m.
Margaret, dau. and heir of Thomas Matdenweix, of
(Nether Taynton, co. Lincoln

;

Nether Taynton). Same Ar-nis and Crest.
(Rcnagh, co. Longford, bart., extinct 1789;
Sir Robert Newcomen, knighted by Sir Arthur Chichester,
Lord Deputy of Ireland, 1605, was created a bart., 1625).
Same Armt and Crat.

Newcomen
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—

—

—

Anothtr Crest A swan ar. beaked and membeied gu. gorged
with a ducal coronet or, thereto a chain afhxed, and reflexed
over the back vert. Anothtr Crest A horse courant az.
flames of fire issuing from his nostrils ppr. Motto Confide

—

—

recte agens.

Ne'wdegate

John Newdegate, Knt., second son of John Newdegate, Esq., of
Newdigate, m. Joan, sister and co-heir of Willlam Swan
land, Esq., of Harefield).
Same Arms, Crests, and
(Harefield, co. Middlesex;

Sir

Motto.

Ne'wdegate

(Arbury, co.

Warwick,

Richard Newdegate, grandson

of

bart.,

extinct 1800;

John Newdegate, who

—

was created a bart. 1677). Same Arins.
Crest
A fleurde-lis ar.
Motto Confide recte agens.
Newdegate (Kirk Hallam, CO. Derby; Francis Parker,
Esq., of Kirk Hallam, second son of William Parker, Esq.,
of Salford Priors, co. Warwick, by Millicent Newdegate,
his wife, only dau. of Francis Newdegate, second son of
Sir Richard Newdegate, second bart. of Arbury, assmned the
surname of Newdegate). Same Arms and Crest.
Ne'wdegate (.Vrbury and Astley Castle, co. Warwick, and
Harefield Place,
Middlesex;
Charles Newdigatb
co.
Parker, Esq., sou of Charles Parker, Esq., of Harefield,
third son of William Parker, Esq., of Saliord Priors, by
Millicent Newdegate, his wife, only dau. of Francis
Newdegate, the second son of Sir Richard Newdegate,
second bart. of Arbury, assumed the surname of Newdegate;
his son, ChablesNewdigate Newdegate, Esq., M.P. co.
Warwick, eventually s. to the estates of Sir Rogeii
Newdegate, last bart. of Arbury). Same Anns, Crest, and

—

Motto.
Ar. three lalbots' heads erased sa. Crest
mullet az. betw. two quills ar.
Ne'Weke. Ar. three covered cups sa.
Ne'well (Adwell. CO. Oxford; granted 1755). Ar. on a cher,
engr. az. betw. three wells ppr. as many cinquefoils of the
field.
Crest
An Italian greyhound ppr. collared, dovetailed
or, charged on the shoulder with a cinquefuU ar.

—

Neweke.

—

A
;

NEW
H'ewell

Ciest—Out of a mural

Aitns.
(England).
coronet az. a lion's head or.

Nevrell.
mounted

Gu. two hautboys in

the sinister sur-

saltirc,

Newell. Ar. three bars gu. over all a bend engr. sa.
Neweniiain (Everdon, co. Northampton, and co. Nottingham). Az. three demi lions ramp. ar. each charged on the
Crest A demi
shoulder with as many gouttes de sang.
lion ramp. ar. charged on the shoulder with three gouttes de
sang, betw two wings expanded gu.
(Northaw, co. Herts). Ar. a cross sa. over all
a bend vert. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. charged with a

—

bend

—

vert.

Newenham

Anne, dau. and
(Thenford, co. Northampton
co-heir of William Newenham, of that place, m. Foulk
d.
24
Henry
VII.
a.d. 1504; the
WoDEHDLL, or Wahdll,
descendant and representative of Thomas de Waiicll,
summoned to ParUament 1297. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. a
;

cross gu. a bend az.

Newenham, or Nevenham (cos. Suffolk, Sussex, and
Surrey). Same Amis. Crest — A pegasus courant ppr.
New^enham.

Nevenson

Ar. three eagles aispl. gu.
(Rainthorp Hall, and Haddam, co. Herts, and
See Nevinson.
Sa. on a cross ar. five eagles displ. of the field

Eastry, co. Kent).

Newent.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crows'

Essex).

^co.

beads erased

sa.

co. Sussex,

and

and one.
erm. a demi eagle displ.

(Kingston-

Az. six eagles displ.
a chapeau az. turned up

co. Essex).

Crest— On

ar. three, two,

Newenton

ar.

Vaire ar. and gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased
A sea lion ramp. or.
gu. Crest
(Bogeb Newebs, Uving temp. Richard II.). Az. a
fess ar. betw. three garbs or.
Newfoundland, See of. Ar. on across betw. four crosses
pattee gu. an imperial crown ppr. a chief az. thereon a
(co. Norfolk).

Newenton.

—

Newers

paschal lamb also ppr.

Newfoundland, Company of

Quarterly,
(London).
gu. and az. across ar. in the 1st and 4th quarters a lion pass.
guard, regally crowned or; in the 2nd and 3rd quarters an
ttnicorn pass, of the third, armed, inaned, and hoofed of the
fourth, gorged with a prince's coronet, thereto a chain affixed
and reflected over his back and betw. his hind legs of the

—A reindeer

—

Supporters Two Newfoundland men, in the habits of that country all ppr. viz. the
body covered with skins to the middle of the thigh, round
the neck and breast two rows of pearl shells, and round the
Crest

last.

(Edinburgh).
(Scotland).

ramp.
ramp.

many

sa. as

—

Ar. three covered cups sa.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions
crescents of the first. Crest
demi lion

—A

Motto Pro patria.
Gu. a chev. betw. three hearts ar. each pierced
through with a dagger ppr.
Newling: (Rev. John Newling, B.D., Canon Residentiary of
Lichfield).
Ar. on a chev. pattee at the point gu. three
bezants. Crest
A lion's gamb erased ar. holding a cross
pattee fitchee gu. Motto In hoc signo vinccs.

Newle.

—

Newman

(co.

—

Berks).

trippant.

and Thombury Park,

Newman, E.sq.,
bcknham Toll,

Anne, dau.

co. Gloucester;

of Richard

As«and was grandmother of the Rev. Ashburnham Philip Toll, Prebendary of
Quarterly, sa. and ar. in the 1st and 4th quarters
York).
three mullets of the second, in the centre an inescutcheon
gu. charged with a portcullis imperially crowned or, an augmentation granted by Charles II. to Colonel Newman, for

—A swallow

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

made

Gu. a

of skins,

fess betw. three

crescents ar. (another, or).
(co. Lancaster).

Newhouse

Vert a chev. ar. betw. two
garbs in chief or, and a house in base ppr. Crest An arm
erect ppr. grasping a banner az. Another Crest A squirrel

—

—

Crest

—

Mottn Lux raea Christus.
co. Middlesex ; Osbaston Newmas,
aged 19 at Visit. Middlesex, 16G3, only surviving son of
Arthdh Newman, gent., and grandson of Arthur Newman,
gent., of Rickmansworth, co. Hertford).
Az. a chev. wavy
betw. three griffins scgreant or. Crest
Out of a plume
of feathers three az. two or and az. a griflin's head
rising ppr.

(St.

Giles's,

—

gold.

Newman

(Gunston, co.

Az. a

Stafl'ord),

fess

wavy betw.

six dolphins ar.

Newman
lions

(Mamhead,

co.

ramp. ar. langued gu.

Devon,
Crest

— tJbi amor ibi fides.
Newman (Ludgvan and Gluvias,

bart.).

Sa. three

—A lion ramp. ar.

demi
Motto

co. Cornwall).
Az. three
de sang. Crest A demi lion, as
in the arms, betw. two wings expanded gu.
(Crediton, co. Devon). Sa. three demi lions ramp.
erm.
Ar. three eagles displ. gu. crowned
(co. Devon).

demi

lions

ramp.

—

ar. gutteo

Newman

Newman
or.

Nevrman (Eastwood,

co. Essex). Ar. a fesse dancettee gu.
betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Per pale gu. and Tert, three eagles

Newman (co. Kent).
displ. or.

Ne'wman (London,

shields

—

of Evercreech Park, co. Somerset, m.

breast with a mascle or.

(London; granted 15 Feb. 1663-4). Or, a fessc
dancettee betw. three hearts gu.
Az. a chev. wavy betw. three
1610).
Crest
On a plume of five feathers,
griffins segreant or.
three az. two or, a griffin's head of the last.
(London).
Erm. on a chief sa. three crosses
pattee or.
Crest— On a mount vert a man, jacket az.
breeches sa on the head ppr. a cap gu. on a ladder lighting

—

Newman
a beacon

sejant gu.
Sa.

an eagle

displ.

or.

Newingrton.

Ar. six eagles

displ. ar. three,

Crest— \ reindeer's head cabossed

up

ar.

— I'ac justa.

two, and one.

a demi eagle, wings

Az. three eagles displ. ar.
(Totnes, co. Devon). Ar. on chev. the upper
part terminating in a cross fonnee gu. three bezants.
Crest
A lion's gamb erect ar. holding a cross formee fitchce
gu. charged with three bezants.
Ne'wland (descended from Roger Newland, Esq., of Newlands, CO. Southampton, who, having failed in the attempt to
effect the escape of Charles I. from Carisbroke Castle,
suffered death on the scaffold, exclaiming, " Deprived of my
life and my property, I leave to my posterity, Le nom, lea
armcn, la loyaute," which has since been retained as the
motto of the family). Ar. on a chev. the upper part terminating in a cross pattee fltchce gu. three bezants. Cre»t
A wolfs head couped ppr. collared or. Motto— Ve nom, lea

Newlaud

—

—

armcji, la loyaute.

Newland (co. Essex). Ar. on a chev. sa. an escallop or.
Newland (co. Hertford granted 1693). Ar. on a chev. sa.
;

betw. three lions ramp, double queued sa. crowned or, as
many crcuccnts of the first. Ci-ett A tiger's head erased

—
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Gu. a portcullis crowned or.
Eim. on a chief sa. three crosses pattee

ar.

— On a chapeau Newman. Or, three bars az. a canton erm.
elevated of the last.
Newman (granted to William Abiah Newman, D.D.).

Newinton.

tufted or, gorged witli

—

Crest

Motto

maned and

New^man.

Newman.

sa. attired or.

Ne'wln^on(co. Sussex). Same y<rm«.

all ppr.
(granted IGll). Or, a fesse indented gu. betw.
three eagles displ. sa. Crest A mermaid in the sea ppr.
hair or.

Newman

Newike. Ar. three covered cups sa.
Newike, Nowike, or Nonw^ike.

ar.

Crest

ar.

Esq., of Graywell, co. Hants,

Newman

az. turned

mullets

Newman (lafchead Magdale, co. Dorset, bart., extinct 1747

and in
their exterior hands bows, each supporter charged on the

At the back

body two rows.

Newgrent

Sa. three

swallow volant ppr.

Newman

Newenton, Newington, or Newerton
Bousey,

escallops of the tield.

Newlands
New^lands

his distinguished conduct at the battle of Worcester.

(another, gu.).

Newenton

with three crescents of the first, ho'ding in the mouth a
broken spear embrucd ppr.
Newland. Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions ramp. sa. a>

many

of the dexter betw. four crosses crosslet, all or.

Newenham

NEW

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Same

a

collar sa.

charged

Per

chev. ar. and az. in chief three crosses pattee of the second,
and in base an heraldic antelope statant of the first. Crest
A lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw an anchor
or, and resting the sinister upon a shield az. charged
with a star of eight points also ar. Motto— VxTmiter et

—

fldeliter.

Newman

(William Newman, Mayor of Dublin Fun. Ent.
William Newman). Ar. alion
ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with three escallops or,
two and one.
(.Iacob Newman, Clerk in tlie Master of the Rolte
;

Ulster's Office, 1597, of his son,

Newman

Fun. Ent. 1651, of his dau. Elizabeth, wife
Az. three
of Ireland).
Crest
A demi lion
demi lions ramp. ar. guttde de sang.
ramp., as in the arms, betw. two wings erect sa.
(Drommaneene, co. Cork granted by St. George,
Ulster, 1674, to Richard Newman, a Justice of the Peace for
that CO., descended from Newman, of co. Somerset). Ar. a
Orett—
chev. betw. three demi lions pass. gu. a chief az.
An eagle's head erased 02. charged on the neck with OB
Office, Ireland,

of Sir

James Ware, Auditor-General

Newman

escallop or.

;

—

AA

NEW

Newsaxn

(co. Brecknock, Wales, which estate was acquired by Bernabd de Newiiabcb, teiiq). William I.). Gu.
five fusils conjoined in fesse or.

Newsam

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Warwick). Ar. on a fess sa. three crosses
crosslet of the field.
Crest— A lion's gamb gu. holding a

escallops ar.

Newmarch

Ne'wmarcll

Ntwmarch;

{Baron

(co.

crescent or.
(co.

patonceofthe

Adam db Newmakch

joined the Baronial Standard temp. Henry III., and w;is
summoned to Pariiament by the rebellious lords after the
battle of Lewes, but the writ was not renewed to any of his
descendants). Gu. Ave lozenges conjoined in fess or.

gu.

Crest

York).
first,

Sa. on

a fesse ar. three crosses
of the second a spearhead
erect ar. enfiled with a thi.'lle jjpr.

on a canton

— A sword

Newsara

(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1647, to

Edwabd

Newsam, fourth Captain in the regiment under command
of Colonel James Castell; descended from the co. York).
on a fess ar. three crosses patonce of the first, on a
canton of the second a spearhead gu.
Crest
A sword erect
enfiled with a thistle ppr.
(Knighton, CO. Worcester, and Chadshunt, co.
Warwick Herald's Visit.). Sa. on a fess ar. three crosses
Sa.

Newmarch (Sir Thomas
cos.

NEW

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Sa. a chev. bctw. three

Ne^Tinan

—

de Newmabch, Boll of Knights in
Derby and Notts, temp. Edward I.). Ar. a fess indented

Newsham
Newmarch
cos.

(Sir

Derby and

John de Newmabch,
temp. Edward

Notts,

Roll of Knights in
I.).

NcwTnarch

—

Newmarch

(Newcastle-on-Tyne). Gu. on a less or, five
fusils sa.
Crest
A deroi griffin ppr.
Nevnnarch. Gu. a fesse dancettee ar. Crest On the sea
an anchor in pale ensigned with a dove and olive branch all
ppr.
Or, five fusils in fesse gu. on each an escallop
of the field another, Ar. a fess fusily gu. on the centre one
an escallop or; another, Gu. five fusils in bend ar. another,
Ar. five fusils in fess gu. on each an escallop or; another,
Ar. three chevronels sa. another, Ar. a fess fusily gu. on a
border sa. eight martlets of the first; another, Sa. on an inescutcheon ar. a fesse lozengy gu.
(co. Derby).
Gu. five fusils in fess engr. or.
Ne'wmarche (co. Nottingham). Ar. four (another, five)
fusils in fess gu.
Crest A tower, triple-towered ppr.
Ar. three eagles displ. gu.
Ar. a cross sa. a bend vert.
Ne'wnton. Sa. three martlets ar.
(co. Salop; descended from John de Newpobt,
ttvip. Edward I.).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards'
faces sa.
Crest —A unicorn's head ar. armed and crined or,
erased gu.
Another Crest A unicorn's head erased ar.
ducally gorged or.
(Earl of Bradford, extinct 1762; Sir Richabd
Newpobt, Knt., of High Ercall, descended from Thomas
Newpobt, Esq., and Anne Ebcall, his wife, dau. and coheir of John Ebcall, Esq., of High Ercall, co. Sa'op, was
created Baron Newport 1642, his son, Fbancis. second Baron
Ifewport, was created, 1694, Earl of Bradford.
Lady Anne
Newpobt, eldest sister of Thomas, fifth and last Earl of
Bradford, m. Sir Oblando Bbidgeman, Bart., of Great
Lever, co. Lancaster, in whose descendants the title was
revived). Same Arms, quartering Ebcall, Gbey, of Codnor,
BimcH, Mouthwet, and Bbomlet. Crest A unicorn's head
ar. erased gu. armed and ducally gorged or.
Supporters
Two leopards guard, ppr. Motto Ne supra modum sapere.
(New Park, co. Kilkenny, bart., extinct 1862).
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three leopards' faces sa.
Crest
unicorn's head erased ar. armed, maned, bearded, and
ducally gorged or. Motto
Ne supra modum sapere.
Ne-oyport (co. Hertford, and Welton, co. Northampton). Ar.
(another, or) a fess betw. three crescents sa.
Crest ^A
buck statant gu. attired, gorged, and chained or.
(co. Huntingdon).
Ar. a fesse dancettee gu.

—

—

Newmarch.
;

;

;

Newmarche

—

Newnam.
Nevmham.
Newport

—

Newport

—

—

—

Newport

—

—

—

Newport

sa.

(co. Stafford).

Gu. on a canton

ar.

a

fleur-de-lis

sa.

Ne"Wport

(Hanley Court, co. Worcester).

three crescents sa.

Newport.

Ar. a fess betw.

— A fleur-de-lis or.
bend betw. three frets ar. as many
Crest — A dexter arm embowed in

Crest

Az. on a
bugle horns of the first.
armour garnished or, holding in the hand ppr. a sword
ar. hilt

and pommel gold.

NewiJort.

gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar.
another, Gu. six annulets or (another,
tinctures reversed); another, Sa. on a chev. betw. three
pheons ar. as many mullets of the field another, Sa. a chev.
betw. three pheons ar. ; another, Gu, three wings elevated
ar. ; another. Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar. ; another,
Paly of six or and az., on a chief gu. three escallops ar.
Newi>ort. Ar. on a bend sa. betw. two lions of the
second a wivem extended of the field.
(co. Oxford).
Per saltirc ar. and gu. four chaplets
(another,

Quarterly,

or);

;

News

counterchanged.

Crest

—A demi lion

ppr. holding

a branch

of laurel vert.

Newsazu, or Newson
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Lancaster, 15€7).
gu.

(co.

fess ar. three crosses crosslet

Az. on a

(co. Lanc;islcr; originally

from

co.

Warwick).

—

(co.

Newmarch

Newport

crosslet of the field.

Newsham

Nottingham). Ar. five fusils conjoined in
fesse gu. on a border sa. eight crosses crosslet of the field.
Gu. a fess indented ar. Crest
(co. York).
dove, holding in the beak an olive branch all ppr.

a bend

;

Same Arms,

tinctures reversed.

V

Az. on a fe.ise ar. three crosses crosslet gu. Crest A boar's
head erased or, charged on the cheek with a crosslet gu.
Some branches of the family, and also the co. Warwick
family, have borne ar. on a fess sa. three crosslcts of the
field.

Newsome

(Major Newsome, R.E.). Az. on a fess ar. cotised or, three crosses crosslet of the field. Cr«t— Asword
erect pierced through a thistle ppr.

Newson.

Sa.

on a

fess ar. cotised or,

three crosses crosslet

gu-

Newstead Priory

Nottingham).
Az. three lions
on a chief gu. the Virgin and Child

(co.

pass, guard, in pale or,
of the second.

Ne'wte

(Tiverton, co. Devon; traced to temp.
Queen
Elizabeth). Gu. a chev. betw. three human hearts ar. each
pierced through with a sword in bend sinister ppr. hilt and
pommel in chief or. Crest--A newt ppr.
Nevrthall (Catteshall, co. Chester). Ar. an ox yoke sa.
(Crabaton, co. Devon; John Newton, aged 36,
16-0, son and heir of William Newton, who came from co.
Somerset.
Visit. Devon, 16'J0.
The heiress, Elizabeth

Newton

Newton, m.

in 1729, John Fowell, Esq., of Blackhall and
Devon). Vert two shinboncs in saltire, the
surmounted of the dexter ar. Crest An eastern
prince crowned or, kneeling and delivering up his sword,
blade ppr. hilt or, granted, says family tradition, to an
ancestor of the Newtons, who overcame and took prisoner
an eastern prince at the battle of Ascalon.
Ne'Wton (Horsley and Mickle-Ovor, co. Derby; descended
from Newton, of Newton, co. Chester, settled at Horsley
about A.D. 1500. The senior line, Newton, of Duffield,
became extinct at the decease of Timothy Newton, Esq.,
whose heiress m. Hancock, of Brampton; but the male line
was continued by Newton, of Mickle-Over, until the death of
Robert Newton, of that place, 1789, when the estates and
representation of the family devolved on John Leapeb, who
assumed by sign manual the additional name and arms of
Newton). Sa. two human shinbones in saltirc the sinister
surmounted of the dexter ar. Crest A naked man kneeling
on his sinister knee and holding a sword ppr. the point
downward, hilt and pommel or. Motto— Huii: liabeonon tibi,
Newton (Duflield, CO. Derby, Hader, co. Lincoln, and Thorpe,
Sa. two shinbones in saltire, the sinister surCO. York).
mounted of the dexter ar. Ci-est A Uon ramp. ar. Another
Crest An eastern prince kneeling on the sinister knee, and
presenting a sword all ppr.

Diptford, CO.

—

sinister

—

—

—

Newton

(Barr's Court, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1743,

descended from Sir Ricuabd Cbadock,
Chief Justice of England, through his second son. Sir
Edward IV. his descendant, Sir John
Newton,
temp.
Thomas
Newton, of Barr's Court, was created a baronet in 1C60).
Quarterly, Utand 4th, sa. two shinbones saltireways, the
2n(l
sinister surmounted of the dexter ar., for Newton
and 3rd, ar. on a chev. az. three garbs or, for Cbadock.

and

CO.

Somerset

;

;

;

Cre-tt

—Same as Newton, of Duffield.

Newton

(Newton, co. Chester). Vert a ton or; sometimes,
Ar. a Uon ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder with a cross
pattde or. Crest A lion's gamb sa. holding a key or, to
which is a chain dependent, fastened to a ring of the last.
Ne"wton (Cheadle Heath, co. Chester; descended from
Gu. a cross erm. flory or, betw.
Newton, of Newton).
four lions' gambs of the last. Cre.it A lion ramp, per fesse
erm. and gu. collared also gu. holding betw. the paws a cross,

—

—

—

Motto Faveat fortuna.
(Badenham, co. Bedford, Lavendon, co. Buckingham, and Exniouth, co. Devon). Ar. three lozenges con-

as in the arms.

Newton

—

joined in fesse az. each charged with a garb or. Crest Two
arms counter-embowed dexter and sinister, vested az.
holding up in the hands ppr. a garb or.
Ne^rton (to. Cambridge). Sa. two shinbones in saltire, tho

dexter surmounted of the sinister ar.

A

A

;

NEW
Newton
Newton

Newton

Newton

—

with a snake or.
(Bagdale H-.iU, co. York). Sa. three pairs of shinbones in saltire ar. a martlet for diff.
(co. Durham.
Visit. 1615).
Az. on a chev. or,
three garbs sa.

Ne'Wton

Newton
Newton

Sa. a bend sinister surmounted of
another dexter or (another, ar.).
(Charlton, co. Kent, and Priory, co. Warwick, bart.,
extinct 1700). Az. two ostrich feathers in saltire betw. three
boars' heads couped at the neck ar. bristled and tusked or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's head betw. two
Crest
(co.

Essex).

Newton

—

Vert a

(Xext Trent,

co. Lincoln;

granted 14 June, 1660).

ragulee betw. four leopards' faces ar.
(London, cos. Somerset, Suffolk, Sussex, and Wilts).
ramp.
sa. armed gu. tail double queued, charged
Ar. a lion
on the shoulder with a cross pattee of the field. Crest
lion's gamb erect holding a key or.
Newton. Ar. a lion ramp, double queued sa. gorged with a
chaplet or.
Crest
A lion's gamb erect gu. grasping a key
afBxed to a chain or.
(Newcastle-on-Tyne).
Az, two shinbones in saltire,
the sinister surmounted of the dexter or, a crescent for diff.
Crest
An arm embowed, habited, holding a shinbone.
Per fesse vert and gu. a pale counter(co. Salop).
changed, three leopards' faces or.
Ar. a lion ramp, tail double queued
(co. Suffolk).
sa. on the shoulder a cross crosslet or.
Gu. a Saracen's head couped at
(co. Sussex, 1633).
the neck ppr. wreathed round the temples ar. and az. bclw.
three eagles' claws issuing out of the three points of the
escutcheon ar.
(Richmond Castle, co. Somerset; granted 12 Dec.
10 Elizabeth). Ar. on a chev. az. three garbs or, quartering Cradock, alias Newton, Sherbokne, Angell, Piuot,
Habvy, Sheddee, Hampton, Bitton, Forneacx, Gawdescot,
cro.ss

Newton

—

—

Newton

—

Newton

Newton

Newton

Newton

Gurnet, and Hawtrey.

Newton (Croxton

A chev.

Park, co. Cambridge).

sa.

betw.

—

three eagles' legs erased, each entwined by a snake. Crest
an eagle's leg erased entwined by a snake.
another, Ar. two
Az. three eagles displ. ar.
chev. reversed gu. ; another, Az. a boar's head couped,
surmounted by a knot within a garter all or ; another, Gu.
twelve plates, four, four, three, and one; another. Vert a

Newton.

;

ramp, or, armed and langued gu.
on a fess gu. three mullets or.
Newton. Ar. on a chev. az. three garbs
head couped ar. muzzled gu.
lion

;

another, Ar. frctty

az.

Newton, Town of

or.

Crest

—A

bear's

arms of the family seem

—

(co.

Newton

(Carrickfergus, co. Antrim

;

confirmed to

Andrew

Newton, Esq., of Duncannon, co. Tyrone, descended from
BicBARD Xewton, who settled at Carrickfergus before 1595).
Ar. in chief two lions' gambs sa. each grasping a key ppr.
and in base a lion ramp. gu. charged on the breast with a

—

cross pattee of the field.
Crest
A martlet sa. charged
on the breast witU a cross pattce ar. Motto Faveat fortuna.

Newton (Hillmount,

co.

Londonderry).

—

Same Arms,

CreU,

and Motto.

to

have been, Ar. three boais'

heads couped az.

Newton
Newton
the

first

(Hat-Newton, of Newton),

See Hat.
Per fesse az. and gu. on
on the second a lion pass. ar.

(Dalcoif, co. Berwick).

two

Newtovm,

stars,

or Franville,

Tovm

of

(co.

Hants).

Has

no armorial ensign the seal, which is very ancient, represents an antique ship on the sea with one mast, sail furled
and pennon flying; on the ship a lion pass, guard, in chief,
on the dexter a mullet, on the sinister a crescent in fesse, on
the sinister side an escutcheon of St. George.
;

Neylan. See ONetlan.
Nibbs (granted 13 Oct. 1759).

Az. a chev. engr. erm. on a
chief ar. two bucks' heads cabossed gu. Crest A buck's
head cabossed gu. piwced through with an arrow or,

—

feathered ar.

Niblett

Az. on a chev.
bars gemelles gu.

(Haresfield Court, co. Gloucester).

ar. betw. three eagles rising or, as

—

many

An eagle rising, quarterly or and ar.
(co. Sussex).
Paly of six ar. and sa.
per fesse counterchanged.
Nichell. Az. on a chev. or, betw. two eagles displ. in chief
and in base a lion pass, of the last, a hurt charged with a
leopard's face ar. inclosed by two torteaux, each charged
with an escallop of the third. Crest A demi griffin az.
in the mouth a pink, flowered gu. leaved vert.
Nichell. Az. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. or.
Nichells (Joan, dau. and sole heir of John Nichells, in.
Sir Thomas Offlet, Knt., who d. 29 Aug. 1582.
Visit.
London, 1586). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a chev. or,
betw. two eagles displ. in chief and in base a lion pass, of
the last a hurt charged with a leopard's face ar. inclosed by
two torteaux, each charged with an escallop of the third;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. four tassels sa.
Nicbolas (France). Gyronny of eight ar. and gu. in chief
an eagle displ. sa.
Cref.t

Nye

—

Nicholas (W'nterbome

Earls, co. Wilts, cos.

Devon and

Somerset; granted 1612).
Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three
ravens ppr. as many lions ramp, of the first. Crest
raven, wings elevated sa. peiched on the battlements of a
tower ar.
Nicholas (granted, 1649, to Sir Edward Nicholas, Secretary to Charles II.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on across
gu. an imperial crown or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess wavy betw.
three ravens sa.
Crest
A lion pass. az. seinee of estoilcs

—

—

or.

Nicholas, or NichoUs

(Prestbury, co. Gloucester, All-

cannings and Koundway, co. Wilts). Or, on a chev. betw.
three ravens sa. two lions combatant ar. Crest
A quatrcfoil on a stalk ragulee or, charged with a martlet sa.
Nicholas (London). Az. on a chev. betw. two eagles displ.
in chief and a lion pass, in base or, three torteaux, the
middle one charged with a leopard's face, and the other two
with an escallop all ar.
Nicholas (London). Or, three fleurs-de-lis az. on a chief

—

gu. a lion pass, of the

Lancaster).
Has only a Crest,
viz.
Out of a ducal coronet a ram's head, holding in the
moutli a sprig of laurel.
(Keg. Ulster's Office; descended out of co. York).
Sa. a Saracen's head couped at the neck ar. betw. three lion's
ganibs issuant from the dexter chief, sinister chief, and
base points or.

Newton

old

Nich, alias

ostrich feathers ar.

New^ton

NIC
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Ar. three eagles displ. az.
(cos. Chester, Gloucester, Norfolk, and Somerset
Sir John Newton, Knt., of Harptre, in the latter co., 1667).
Ar. on a chev. az. three garbs or.
Ar. a lion ramp, double queued sa.
(co. Oxford).
armed and lancued gu.
(Hiuhley, co. Salop). Ar. a cross flory sa. the ends
An eagle's leg erased at the thigh sa. environed
Crest
or.
(co. Chester).

field.

Nicholas
or,

(I^mdon). Az. on a chev. betw. two eagles displ.
a lion pass, of the field.

Nicholas

(London, and Ashton Keynes and Roundway,
Az. a chev. cngr. betw. three owls or. Crest
az. (another, gu.) turned up erm. an owl,

—

CO. Wilts).

On a chapeau

wings expanded

Nicholas

or.

Az. on a chev. betw. two eagles
and a lion pass, in base or, a torteau charged
with an escallop ar.
Nicholas (co. Worcester). Ar. a fess sa. betw. six holly
(anotlier, oak) leaves vert.
Nicholas. Ar. on a cross gu. a crown or. Crest— X lion
(co. Middlesex).

displ. in chief

semee of estoiles or.
Crest— A lion
Ar. on a cross gu. a rose or.
statant or, semee of estoiles az.
Nicholas. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three tigers' heads
pass. az.

Nicholas.

many crescents erm.
Per pale ar. and sa. six crescents counterchanged, two, two, and two.
NichoU (co. Cornwall). Sa. a pheon ar. Crest— \ cubit
erased sa. as

New^ton

(Dunleckney, co. Carlow
confirmed to Philip
JocELTN Newton, Esq., of Dunleckney, and the descendants of his grandfather). Az. two ostrich feathers in
saltire betw. three boars' heads erased, two in fess and one
in base ar. tusked or, and in the centre chief point n cross
crosslet of the last. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's
head betw. two ostrich feathers ar. the neck charged with a
cross crosslet az. Motto Pro patriA.
(Newton, co. Haddington). The last male heir, Sir
IlicuABD Newton, Bart., of Newton, settled his estate, by
entail dated 18 June, 1724, on Richard Hat, fourth son of
Lord William Hay). Vert a Hon ramp, or, on a chief of
the last three roses gu. Crftt—A dcmi lion or, holding in
the dexter paw a flcyimtar all ppr. Motto^l'ro patrift. The
;

—
—

Newton

T6Z

Nicholas.

arm holding a bow

Nicholl

all ppr.
(Pcnros, co. Cornwall

;

Humphrey Nicholl,

Esq.,

of Pcnros, Visit. Cornwall 1620, son and heir of IIiimpurbt
Nicholl, of the same, was father of Anthony Nicholl,

aged 9 years at

chough

Visit.).

Sa. a

pheon

ar.

Crest

—A Cornish

ppr.

Nicholl

(Llantwitt-Major, co. Glamorgan). Sa. three pheons
A Cornish chough, wings elevated ppr. perched
on the battlements of a tower ar.

ar.

Crrst

Nicholl
Crest.

—

(The Ham,

co.

Glamorgan).

Same Arms and
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Same Arms and

(Trednnnock, co. Monmouth).

Quarterly, or and ga.

a.

bend

sa.

Crest.

Nicholl

(Dimlands, co. Glamorgan).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Motto — Duw a diRon.
co. Glamorgan).
Same Arms and Crest.
Nicholl (Llanmaes, co. Glamorgan). Same Ayim and Crest.
Nicholl (Menhyr Mawr, co. Glamorgan). Same Arms and

Niclioll (PenUine,

Crest.

Nicholl, or Nicol

Nicholls

(Whitgreave, co. Stafford;
granted by Cooke,
Clarenceux).
Sa. three pheons ar. a canton of the last.
Crest
A wolf's head erased sa.
Nicholls (Drogheda, co. Louth; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Offlc?,
1677, Edward Nicholls, Alderman of Drogheda). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased ar. as many crescents

—

(Penrose, co. Cornwall, originally of

Guernsey settled at Penrose in the sixteenth century).
Same Arms. Crest A cubit arm ppr. holding a bow or,
:

—

stringed ar.
(Greenhill Grove, co. Hereford).

Nicholl

Az. two bars erm.

of the

first.

Nicholl

(borne by John Nichou,, Esq., of Islington, co.
Middlesex, son of John Nicholi., by Mabt his wife, dau. of

Matthias Miller, of Epping, and grandson of Joseph
Nicholl, Esq., of Hadham). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three
wolves' heads erased sa. as many crescents erm. on a canton
Crest
of the third a pheon of the field.
A squirrel sa.

—

holding a pheon ar.
(granted to John Nicholl, Esq., F.S.A., of Theydon
Geraon, co. Essex, and Canonbury Place, Islington). Quarterly, sa. and gu. a pheon ar., in the first quarter a falcon
Crest
A demi lion ramp, guard, ar.
belled of the third.
guttee de poix, holding in the dexter paw a lily ppr. Motto
Fort Fahren und Verharren.
Nicholls (Islip Willen, co. Buckingham). Az. semee of
crosses crosslet fitchee or, three eagles displ. in bend betw.
two cotises engr. of the last. Crest An eagle rising or,
sustaining a cross crosslet fitchee of the last.
Nicholls (Trewane, co. Cornwall John Nicholls. Visit.
Cornwall, 1620, son and heir of John Nicholls, and grandson of John Nicholls, all of same place, ra. Elizabeth,
dau. of Edmund Foetescue, Esq., of Fallopit, and had a son
and heir, John Nicholls, aged seven years at Visit.). Sa.
three pheons or.
Nicholls (CO. Cornwall, confirmed by Camden, Clarcnceux).
Same Arms. Crest A hand couped above the wrist, lying
fessways holding a bow, strung, and across it an arrow all

Nicholl

—

—

—

;

—

Az. two bars erm. in chief three suns or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. ar.
Nichols (CO. Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. betw. three foxes'
heads erased sa. as many crescents erm. a canton of the
second. Crest A fox's head erased ppr.
Nichols (Lawford Hall, co. Essex). Same A')'ms, Crest, and
Motto.
(granted 23 March, 1861, to John Bowteb
Nichols, Esq., of Hanger Vale, Ealing, F.S.A., grandfather of John Bbcce Nichols, Esq., of Holmwood,
CO. Surrey).
Az. on a fesse humettee betw. three lions'
beads erased or, two eagles rising of the field.
Crest
A lion's head erased .az. gorged with a collar gemel or,
betw. two wings, paly of six or and az. Motto
Labor ipso

Nichols

^

—

—

voluptas.

Nicholson

(cos. Lancaster and Cumberland, and London).
Az. two bars erm. on a chief ar. three suns ppr. Crest
A lion's head erased gu. ducally gorged or; granted 27
Queen Elizabeth, by Dethick, Garter, to Thomas, son of
William Nicholson, of co. Lancaster, an Examiner in
Chancery, and confirmed by Sir William Dethick to Otho
Nicholson, of London, gent., son of Thomas, son of
William, son of Nicholas Nicholson, of Cumberland.
Motto Per castra ad astra.
Nicholson (Thelwall Hall, co. Chester). Az. two bars enn.
in chief three suns or. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet gu. a
lion's head erm.
Motto
Per castra ad astra.

Nicholls

(Hardwick, CO. Northampton, bart., extinct 1717;
Fbancis Nicholls, Esq., of Hardwick, son and heir of
Thomas Nicholls, Esq., of Pickley, in same co., who d.
1568, son of Nicholls, of Ecton, in same co., temp.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).

—

Nicholson

(Waveiley Abbey, co. Surrey). Per pale doveand gu. two bars ar. guttee de sang in chief two
suns in glory ar. Crest A lion's head erased in front of

tailed az.

(Faxton, co. Leicester; Augustine Nicholls, of
that place, one of the Justices of the Common Pleas, second
son of Thomas Nicholls, Esq., of Pickley, d. 1617, leaving

nephew, Fbancis Nicholls, Esq., of Hardwick, his
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.

heir.

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

William Nicholls, Esq.,
Thomas Nicholls, Esq., of Pickley.
Same Arms, a mullet for diff.

(Tilton, CO. Leicester;

ofTilton, third son of
Visit. Leicester, 1619).

Nicholls

(Saffron-Walden, co. Essex). Ar. on a chev. az.
betw. three wolves' heads erased sa. as many crescents
erm. on a canton of the third a pheon or. Crest— A squirrel
ppr.

Nicholls

(co. Essex).

Sa. a

pheon

ar.

on a canton of the

second an owl ppr.

Nicholls
for diff.

Nicholls
of the

Sa. a pheon ar. a crescent

(Boycote, co. Salop).
Crest

—A Cornish chough.

(Bowells, CO. Salop).

Sa. three

pheons

ar.

a canton

last.

Nicholls

(Culverlands, co. Berks).
Sa. three pheons ar.
Crest
A cubit arm ppr. holding a bow or, stringed ar.
Motto Fide sed cui vide.
Nicholls (John Nicholls, Controller of the Works at
London Bridge. Visit. London, 1586).
Az. a fess betw.
three lions' heads erased or. Crest— A tiger sejant erm.
Nicholls (Trewane, in St. Kew, co. Cornwall confirmed by
Camden, Clarenceux extinct when John Nicholls, Esq. d.
1709; the heiress m. Gltnn, of Glynn). Sa. three pheons ar.
Crest
A hand couped above the wrist lying fesseways ppr.
holding a bow or, stringed ar.
Nicholls (granted to Benjamin Nichoixs, Esq., Mayor of
Manchester).
Per chev. or and az. a castle betw. three
pheons counterchanged. Cr^st Two battle axes in oaUire
in front of a castle surmoimted of a Cornish chough all ppr.
the dexter paw resting on a pheon sa.
Motto Semper

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

fldelis.

Nicholls (Treriefe, in Madron, co. Cornwall

;

Jenij).

Elizabeth).

Same Arms.

Nicholls
lions'

Az. a fess betw. three

or.

Nicholls (Baynham,

co. Suffolk).

three trefoils stalked or.
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(Rounday Park,

co. York). Barry of six erminois
a cross pattee ar. betw. two suns in
splendour or. Crest On a branch of a tree fesseways ppr. a
lion's head erased at the neck or, and charged with a cross

and gu. on a chief

az.

—

pattee gu.

ilfoi^o^Providentia Dei.

Nicholson, Esq., late M'Innes, of
East Court, Charlton-Kings, co. Gloucester, formerly a capt.
in the 2nd Regiment of Life Guards, by royal sign manual,
in 1821, assumed the surname and arms of Nicholson, out of
respect to the memory of his late maternal uncle. General
Robert Nicholson). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a chev.
embattled az. betw. three eagles' heads erased gu. an Eastern
crown betw. two wreathsof laurel of the field, for Nicholson;
2nd and 3rd, gu. two estoiles in chief ar. and a lion pass, in
base or, on a chief of the second two swords in saltire ppr.
pommels and hilts gold, the blades encircled by a wreath of
laurel vert, in the centre chief point pendent from a ribbon
of the first fimbriated az. a representation of the medal presented to him by command of his Majesty, for his services at
the Battle of Waterloo, ppr. circumscribed " Waterloo," in
letters of gold, for M'Innes.
Crests
A demi lion erased,
charged with a bomb fired ppr. supporting a flagstaff also
encircled by an Eastern crown or, therefrom flowing towards
the sinister a banner gu. inscribed " Barvach," in letters of

—

commemoration of the services of his late imcle,
Lieut.-General Robert Nicholson, at the siege of that
fortress in the East Indies, for Nicholson; 2nd, out of a
mural crown ppr. inscribed " Vittoria," a dexter arm embowed, vested gu. entwined by a thistle ppr. the hand in a
glove ar. grasping a sword all ppr. pendent from the guard
the Waterloo medal, as in the arms, for M'Innes. Mottoes
Generositate, for Nicholson
and, Post Proelia premier, for
gold, in

—

;

M'Innes.

Nicholson

(Sydney and Luddenham, Australia, bart.).
Az. two bars nebuly ar. in chief a sun in splendour ppr.
betw. two stars of eight points or. Crest On a rock ppr. a
lion's head az. charged with a star, as in the arms.
Motto
Virtus sola nobilitas.
Nicholson (cos. Cumberland and Lancaster). Az. two
bars erm., in chief three suns in splendour or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a lion's head erm.
Nicholson (London; confirmed 1696). Same Arms and

—

—

—

Crett.

(Swafield, co. Lincoln).

heads erased

—

rays.

Nicholson (Alexander

Same^nns.

Nicholls

Nicholls

—

—

Nicholson

ppr.

Edward IV.

—

Nichols.

—

in chief three suns or.

his

NIC

Nicholls, or Nycolls.

Cu. a chev.

ar. bclw.

Nicholson

(granted to Patrick Charles Nicholson, Esq.,
of Ashton-undcr-Lyne, co. Lancaster). Sa. two bars chequy

or und az. in chief a stag's head cabossed betw. two suns in
splendour of the second. Crest A lion's bead erased erm.

—

—

—

—

ppr.

Nicholson

Down

(Ballow, co.

;

granted by Betham, Ulster,

to EoBERT KicHOLSON, Esq.) Gu. two bars erm. in chief
Out of a ducal coronet
three suns in splendour or. Crest

—

—

head erniinois. Motto Deus milil sol.
Nicholson <Koe Park, co. Londonderry; confirmed to
Habvet Nicholson, Esq., son of John Nicholson, Town
Mayor and Alderman of Derry). Per chev. engr. or and
gu. three hawks' heads erased counterchanged. Crest
Out of a nmral crown a demi lion ramp, all ppr. Motto
or,

a

lion's

—

—

Generositate.

Nicholson

(exemplified to Jajies Ccstis, of Glasnevin
Lodge, CO. Dublin, surgeon, son of Rev. Edmond Cdstis,
Bector of Saul, co. Down, by Euzabeiii, his wife, sister and
heir of James Nicholson, Esq., of Iceford, co. Sligo, on his
assuming, by royal licence, 1861, the surname and arms of
Nicholson),
^z. on a cross engr. betw. four suns in
splendour or, a wolfs head erased ppr. Crest A wolf's head
erased ppr. gorged with a collar engr. gu. and charged on
the neck with a sun as in the arms.
Nicklin. Sa. three boars' heads couped in fesse ar. Crest
A griffin's head erased ar.
Nickson (Coolattin, Muuny, and Killinure, co. WickTow,
and Ballymur, co. Carlow Christiana, dau. of Lokenzo
Nickson, Esq., of Munny, m. Eight Hon. John Helt-HdtchINBON, and was created Baroness Donoughiuore 1783, and her
son, EiCBABD, Baron Donoughmore, was created Earl of
Donoughmore 1801 Eeg. Ulster's Office). Az. a garb in fess
betw. three tigers' heads erased sir. armed or, collared gu.
Crest
A tiger's head or, pierced through the jaw with a

—

—

;

;

—

dart ppr. feathered ar.

Nicol

Clackmannan.

Az. on a fess ar.
three mascles of the first, in chief a ship with sails furled
and rays across the mast of the second, in base a globe ppr.
and two anchors in saltire ar. Crest A dexter hand holding a quadrant ppr. Motto Sedulitate.
Nicol (Lord Provost of Aberdeen, 1872). Per pale inTecked az. and ar. a fess betw. four mascles counterchanged. Crest A demi lion ramp. az. Motto Nil sistere
(Alloa, CO.

1733).

—

—

—

—

contra.

Nicol

(Ballogie, co.

three mascles or.

—Sedulitate.
Nicolas

Aberdeen, 1875). Az. a fess ar. betw.
Ci-est
A greyhound's head ppr. Motto

—

in allasion to the gallant action fought near Toulon, between
H.M. said sloop and the French national ship ' La Legure,'
of 28 guns and SOD men on June the 17th, 1815." Motlo

—

Patria cara carior fides.
Nicolas (allowed 1832 to Sir Nicholas Harris Nicolas,
Chancellor and Knight Grand Cross of the Order of St.
Michael and St. George, fourth son of Captain John Habbis
Nicolas, R.N., of East Looe).
Ar. a fess engr. and in chief
three eagles displ. gu. Crest
A fetterlock or, the fetter
passing through a plume of five ostrich feathers alternately
ar. and gu.
Supporters (as G.C.M.G., granted 1 Dec.
1840)
On either side the Sept Insular lion, viz., a lion
guard, with wings elevated, holding in the forepaw a book
and seven arrows, with a glory round the head, all or.
Motto Patria cara carior fides.
Nicolas (co. Huntingdon). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis gu. on a
chief az. a lion pass, guard, or.
Nicolas (Brittany). Gu. on a fesse ar. betw. three wolves'
heads erased or, as many martlets sa. Crest— A wolfs head
issuing from the coronet of a count all ppr.
Nicolas. Ar. a fesse wavy sa. betw. three ravens ppr. ; another, Oi;, on a cross gu. a ducal crown or.
Nicolets (The Hill, Eastham, co. Worcester, and Hopton,
Solers, CO. Hereford). Ar. on a bend sa. three cinquefoils of
the first.
Nicoll (Henden Place, co. Middlesex). Az. on a fess betw.
three lions' heads erased ar. as many birds ppr.
Nicoll (London ; granted to Donald Nicoll, Esq., Sheriff of
London, of Oldfields, Acton, Middlesex). Az. a fess betw. in
chief three mascles or, and in base a sword erect ppr. within
an oak wreath gu. Crest A greyhound's head erased sa.
charged with a mascle or, and in the mouth a thistle sUppcd

—

—

—

—

—

Mctto Deo duce comite industria.
Sa. a pheon ar. Crest
A sparrow-hawk sa. beaked
and legged gu.
Nicoll. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three trefoils, stalked, couped,
and ragulee or.
Nicoll. Az. on a fess betw. three lions' heads erased ar. as
many martlets sa. Crest A lion's head erased az. collared
ppr.

—

Nicoll.

—

thereon three martlets sa.
Nicolle (Jersey, Guernsey, and Penrose, co. Cornwall). Sa.
a pheon ar. Crest A cubit arm ppr. holding a bow or,
stringed ar.
Nicolle (Jersey). Az. three crescents or. Crest— A falcon
Motto Essorant victorieux.
rising belled ppr.
NicolLs, or Nycolls (London). Sa. two palets engr. ar.
on a chief or, three Cornish choughs ppr. Crest A demi
Cornish chough ppr. holding in the beak an ear of wheat
ar.

—

—

—

or.

Nicolls, or Nicoll (Colneyhatch,
7 Feb. 1722).

A

wolfs bead

co.

Sa. three pheons shafted
sa.

charged with

five

Middlesex; granted

rompu

Crest

ar.

—

erm. spots in fesse

or.

Nicolls

(Mershland, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
three lynxes' heads erased sa. as many crescents erm. Crest
A squirrel sejant sa. collared or, holding betw. the fore

—

legs a water bouget ar.

Nicolls

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. thre«
heads erased sa. as many crescents erm.
(Hardwick, co. Northampton; of which family were
Sir Francis Nicholls, of Hardwiclc, Bart., extinct, and
his uncle, Sir Augustine Nicolls, of Faxton, one of the
Judges of the Common Pleas, temp. James I.). Sa. three
pheons ar., these were the arms borne by William Nicolls,
Esq., of Hardwickc, temp. Edward IV., but his grandson,
Francis Nicholls, Esq., of the same place, had a confirmation of the coat with the addition of " a canton ar." Crest
A wolfs head erased sa.
Nicolls (Gariskcr, co. Kildare). Az. three pheons ar.
points down, on a chief of the last a thistle ppr. betw. two
Crest— A naked arm couped at the
trefoils slipped vert.
elbow and erect ppr. charged with a pheon sa. and holding
(Tilney, co. Norfolk).

griffins'

Cornwall; descended from Nicolas, of Brittany, in France, and established in England immediately
aiter the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, by Abel Nicolas,
son of Jean Nicolas, Chevalier des Champs Gcrault, who
with his brother, Germain Nicolas, Seigneur de Claye, was
on the " Keformation do la Noblesse " of Brittany, 20 August,
The
1669, recognised as noblesse of ancient extraction.
ancient Arms of the family of Nicolas, Seigneurs de Claye,
Gu. on a fesse ar. betw. three
do Champs Gcrault, <Sic., are
wolves' heads erased or, three martlets sa. Crest A wolfs
head erased or, issuing from a coronet. Supporters Dexsinister, a syren ppr.
ter, a lion reguard. or, langucd gu.
Motto En bon cspoir. In 1816, Captain John Harris
Nicolas, of East Looe, in Cornwall, the representative of
the family in England, received a grant of arms from the
Gyronny of eight ar. and az.
Heralds' College, as follows:
an eagle displ. crminoi^, on u chief wavy (in allusion to the
services of Capt. Nicolas, and of his eldest son, Capt. Toor
Nicolas, C.B.) erm. a trident or, Furmounting in saltire a
flagstaff ppr. thereon hoisted a pennant gu. both passing
through a chaplct of laurel vert. CtlsI A demi eagle sa.
wings clevatcil erniinoiti, each charged with a cross couped
gu. issuing from a naval crown or. And on 16 October, 1816,
Capt. Toup Nicolas rc-;oived Iho following augmentation,
to the above crest: the word " Pilot " inscribed on tne rim
of the naval cniwn, '"in coninicmDralion of tiis (listingulslied
ocrvicc.H in II. .M. sloop Pilot on the cast and west coasts
of Calabria, during the yeurs IblO, 1811, and 1U12; and also
(co.

—

—

;

—

—

—

"
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charced on the neck with a burning heart gu. within two
branches of palm ppr.
H'lcholson (Virginia; I^^AKcis Nicholson, Captain-General
and Governor of South Carolina, granted 1693-4). Az. on a
cross ar. betw. four suns in splendour or, a cathedral church
gu. Crest A denii man habited in a close coat az. the buttons
and cuffs of the sleeves turned up or, his face and hands ppr.
armed with a head-piece and gorget ar. the beaver open,
holding in the dexter hand a sword erect ppr. hilt and pommel of the second, and in the sinister band a Bible open,
Motto Deus mihi sol.
clasps ar.
lTich.olson. Erm. on a pale sa. three martlets ar.
H'icliolson. Per pale wavy or and gu. six martlets, two,
two, and two, respecting each other, and countcrchanged.
Nicholson (DubUn, Keg. Ulster's Office). Erm. on a pale
Crest A pelican in her piety
sa. three maitlets in pale ar.

'

—

Nicolls

—

in the

hand a bow

or, stringed ar.

—As an

Motto

arrow

true.

Nicolson

(Nicolson and Las.swade, co. Edinburgh, bart.,
1GJ9).
Or, three falcons' heads erased gu. beaked ar. Crest
A demi lion ramp. or. Supporters Two eagles or, armed
Motto Generositate.
gu.
Nicolson (Clunie, afterwards Kemnay, co. Aberdeen, and
Glenbervie, co. Kincardine, bart., 1700). Or, three eagles'
heads cra.-ied gu. Crest A lion's head erased or. Motto,

—

—

—

—

as the last.

Nicolson
lion's

lio.'id

(Carnoek and
betw. three

Tillicoultry,

f:ilcous'

bart.,

1637).

Or, a

heads erased gu. a border

of the last.

Nicolson

(Carnoek, paternally Stewart, 1807).
hawks' heads erased gu. a bordurc az. Crest A

—

Or, three
lion's

head

A

A

NIC

of the last.

ITicolson (cos. Kent, Lancaster, and Middlesex). Or, a fcsse
wavy az. bctw. four lions' gambs issuing out of each corner
of the escutcheon gu. on a chief of the second a vessel of
the first beiw. two bezants. Crest A lion's gamb embowed
gu. holding an anchor or.
Nicolson (London, 15S8). Erm. on a pale sa. three martlets
or (another, ar). Crest On a mount vert a leopard sejant
ar. spotted &a. pierced through the breast with a lance ppr.
the wound guttec de sang.
Niddrie (Scotland). Az. a fesse or, betw. three mullets of
the last pierced of the field.
Niffield (CO. York). Or, a bend wavy betw. two cotises sa.
Nierel. Gu. a pale fusily or.
Nigell (Baron of Halton, co. Chester). Gu. a pale of five

—

—

lozenges

Cie^t

or.

— An oak tree vert.
Hall, co.

—

Crest.

'SigiitiD.galc (Neale,

Per pale

co. Essex).

and gu. a

sa.

rose counterchanged, barbed vert, seeded or.

Ni^hting-ale

London, and co. WarwicK ; granted
a crescent
greyhound courant erm. charged with a

(Lichfield,

Erm. a

1593^.

rose gu. seeded or, barbed vert,

—

A
for diff. Crest
crescent for di£F.
(Ballygran, co.
Office, 1632, of Isabel., wife of

Nigrhtingale

Wexford

Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Lueb Nightingale, Esq.. of
Ballygran). Per pale ar. and gu. three roses counterchanged,
;

Erm. a

rose gu.
on a chief embattled or, two banners in saltire, the staves
enfiled by a wreath of laurel ppr. a canton gu. charged with
Hall, co. Norfolk).

—

the representation of a medal. Crest On a mural crown or,
an ibex ar. homed, maned, and tufted or, gorged with a

wreath of laurel vert.>
ITigrhtingulI. Erm. a rose gu.

—

Crest
An ibex ppr.
Ulster's Office).
Gu. a man in complete armour,
the beaver of the helmet close, brandishing a sword over
the head all ppr. on a chief az. three mullets of six points
ar. Crest A greyhound ar. collared gu. Motto Vi et fide

Nihell (Beg.

—

—

vivo.

Nilson.

Az. on a cross or, quarter pierced of the field a
ducal crown of the second betw. four lions ramp. ar.
Nimino, or Neminock (Scotland). Or, on a saltire gu.
betw. four crescents of the last as many cinquefoils of the

Nind

(Beading, and Hawthorns Harehatcb, co. Berks).
Crest Out of a
At. a chev. betw. three dragons' heads gu.
mural crown ar. a dragon's head gu. Mctto Fortis et

—

—

Niven (Shousburgh

and Windhouse, in Zetland). Az. a fesse
betw. an increscent and decrescent in chief ar. and in base a
branch of palm slipped or. Crest A branch of palm vert.
Motto 'Vivis sperandura.
Niven (Peebles and Thornton, co. Aberdeen, 1796). Ar. a
tower embattled gu. betw. an increscent and a decrescent in
chief az. and a branch of palm in base ppr.
Crest
A pegasus courant ar. crowned and winged or. Motto
over the crest : I hope in God ; below the shield
Martc

—

—

—

:

et arte.

Niven

(Kirkbride, co. Ayr, 1842).
Az. on a fess betw.
an increscent and a decrescent in chief ar. and in base a
branch of palm slipped of the last, three spear heads in

pale gu.

Crest

—A

branch of palm

Or, three crosses crosslet fitch^e in fesse gu. betw.

mullets az.
indented ar.
six

Crest

—A

torteau

— 'Vivis

Niven

(England).
Az. a fesse betw. an increscent and a
decrescent in chief, and a crescent in base ar. Crest A holly

—

Nix.

vert.

Or, a chev.

betw three leopards' faces gu.

Crest

—On a

mount a

stag lodged ppr.
(Blechingdon, co. Oxford).

Nixon

Or, on a chev. betw.
three leopards' faces gu. as many suns in splendour ppr.
Crest
A leopard ramp, guard, ppr.
(co. Fermanagh ; confirmed to Bkinslet db Coubct
Nixon, Esq., and the descendants of his grandfather. Rev.
Bbinslet Nixon, rector of Painstown, co. Meatb). Sa. five
bezants, two, two, and one, on a chief engr. ar. a battle axe
in fess of the field.
Crest
A gamecock ppr. charged ou
Toujours pret.
the breast with a bezant. Motto
Nixon. Sa. six plates and a chief ar. Crest Adexterhaml
holding a sword ppr. ; another, Ar. on a cross patoncc gu.

—

Nixon

—

—

—

five escallops or.

granted 10 Feb. 1634).

(Shepa'ilbury. co. Herts;

on a pile

Nobbes

Sa.

ar. three trefoils slipped of the first.

(Houghton,

Vert a cross patonce enn.
On a chapeau gu. turned op

co. NorfolU).

betw. three birds ar.

Crest

—

erm. an eagle's bead az.

Noble

Cornwall, Belson and Bishops' Tentor, co. Devon,
and Barming, near Maidstone, co. Kent). Or, two lions pass,
guard, in pale az. betw. as many flaunches of the last, on
a fesse gu. three bezants. Crest A lion pass. az.
Noble (co. Berwick). Erm. three leopards' faces sj. dui:an7
(co.

—

crowned gu.

Noble

(Fairnell, co. Stafford).

Or, on a fess gu. three bezants

betw. two lions pass. az.
(Reresby, co. Leicester;

Noble

Tbomas Noble, 6. 1574,
Noble, Esq., of Rushington, in same
Ar. on a chief gu. a lion pass,
Leicester, 1619).

grandson of
CO.

'Visit.

or.

Crest

Wiluam

—An eagle

guard,

sa.

Motto— Fide et lortitudine.
Ar. on a fesse gu. betw. two lions pass.

displ. or.

three bezants.

Noble.

Erm. three leopards' faces sa. ducally crowned or;
another. Or, on a fcsse gu. betw. two lions pass. sa. three

charged with a pale

(Dean, Mid-Lothian, bart.). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three boars' heads erased sa. Crest An eagle, displ. ppr.
Supporters— Dexter, a savage holding a club over his shoulder
and wreathed about the loins and head ppr. ; sinister, a
greyhound ppr. Motto Non obest viitute sors.
ITisbet (that Ilk, CO. Berwick). Ar. three boars' heads erased

—

—

—

—

sa.
Crest
A boar pass. sa. Motto I byde it.
(Craigentinny, co. Edinburgh).
Ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three boars' heads erased sa. as many cinquefoils of
the first. Crest A boar pass. sa. Motto
I byde it.
Nisbet (Dirleton, co. Haddington). Same Arms as the last,
the chev. ensigned on the top with a thistle ppr. Ci-est
dexter hand issuant out of a cloud, and holding a balance

Nisbet

—

—

—

—

Mntlo Discite justitiam.
Nisbet (Hamilton-Nisbet, of Dirleton and Belhaven, 1801).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last 2nd and 3rd, gu. a sword
paleways ar hilted and pommelled or, betw. three cinquefoils
of the second, for Ha.milton. Crest and Motto as above.
Supporters Two hor.'scs ar. bridled gu. Additional x.IoLlo
Ride through. See also under Hamilton.
Nisbet (Greenliolm, co. Ayr, and Carphin). Ar. three boars'
heads erased, withip a bordure sa.
Crest A boar's head as
in the arms.
Motto His foitibus arma.
scales all ppr.

;

—

—

—

—

Nisbet

(Soutlibroome House, co. Wilts). Ar. three boars'
sa. a border invcctcd gu.
Crest
A boar's
head, as in the arms. Motto Vis fortibus anna.
Nisbet (Bordeaux, 16bl). Ar. on a chev. indented gu. bctw.
three goats' heads erased sa. as many cinquefoils of the first.

heads erased

—

735

Noble

(Richard Noble, temp. Queen Elizabeth, Fun. Ent.
Mart, dau. of James Ryan,
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three leopards'

Ulster's Office, 1C04, of his wife.

Sheriff of Dublin).

Nisbet

28*

Motto

vert.

sperandum.

bezants.

fidelis.

Nind.

and

ducitur honos.

Noble (co. Stafford).

first.

Motto

it

—Hinc

Noads

leaved vert, seeded or.

ITightingall (Brome

Crest

branch

Cambridge, bart.). Per
pale emi. and gu. a rose counterchanged. Crest Au ibex
sejant ar. tufted, armed, and maned or.
H'ig'Iltiiigale (Newportpond, co. Essex). Same Arms and

Nigrhtingale (Kneesworth

NO E
— A castle sa, and growing beside a thistle ppr.
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erased gu. Supporters Two eagles reguard. ppr. wings
endorsed and inverted. ilotto—tii\ sistere contra.
Nicolson (Cotkburnspath, co. Berwick). Gu. a lion's head
erased betw. three hawks' heads erased or, a bordure cngr.

—

faces or.

Noble

Or, two lions pass,
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1660).
many flaimchcs of the last, on a fess gii.

in pale az. betw. as

three bezants.

Noble

granted by Betham, Ulster,
Vert on a fess or, betw.
three leopards' faces ar. a fleur-de-lis bctw. two annulets sa.
Crest— A dove ar. holding in the beak a ring or, gemmed
(AUcnstown,

to Rev.

co.

Meath

;

Mdngo Henkt Noble).

az.

Noble (Ardmorc and

Ardarden-Noble, co. Dumbarton). Gu.
Crest
a chev. erm. bctw. three bay leaves sUpped or.
dexter hand holding a dagger all ppr. Motto "Virtute et

—

—

valorc.

Ci-csl—A
Az. a bend betw. three annuWs or.
dexter hand brandishing a scymitar ppr.
Per bend sinister az. and or, three annulets bend-

Nock.

Nock.

ways counterchanged.

Nocourt. Gu. a cross
Nodegate. Per pale

engr. ar.
ar. and gu. three lions' gambs in
verted and erased counterchanged.
Nodes. Sa. on a pile ar. three trefoils slipped of the first.
^Two lions' gambs. sa. holding a garb or.
Crest
Erm. a chev. gu. in base three piles issuing from
Crest
A stag's head couped gu.
the chev. sa.
Noel (EUenhall, co. Stafford, an ancient family of Norman
extraction; Robeet Noel was Lord of ElUnhall temp.

—

Nodin

—

Henry I. and Henry II., and had two sons: 1. Thomas
Noel, Sheriff co. Stafford temp. Henry U. and Richard I.,

A

N

Boston, of Northamptonshire; II.
of Noel, of Hilcote, co. Stafford).
erm.

m. William
William de
Philip Koel, ancestor

CO. Worcester.

Or, fretty gu. a canton

now

of Bell Hall, Belbroughton,
the only remaining branch in the

(Hilcote, CO. Stafford,
Tliis is

male line of the very ancient family of Noel, of which the
Saris of Gainsborougli represented a junior branch. The
Hilcote estate remained with them until recent times.
Walteb Noel, Esq. (son of Walter Noel, Esq., of Hilcote,
dau. of Paul Foley, of Preestwood, co.
acquired Bell Hall and extensive estates in the
neighbourhood, in marriage, in 1764, with Catherine, dau.
and heir of JohnPerrott, Esq., of Bell Hall. He was the

by Elizabeth,
Stafford,

grandfather of Charles Noel, Esq., of Bell Hall, Hi},'h Sheriff
Or, fretty gu. a canton erm.
of CO. Worcester in 1853).
quartering, for Perrott, Gu. three pears or, on a chief
ar. a demi lion issuant sa. armed and langued of the
A buck at gaze ar. attired or. Motto Jus
Crest
field.

—

suum

Noel

—

descended from
Crest
Or, fretty gu. a canton erm.

(Dalby, co. Leicester, hart., extinct;

—

Noel, of Hilcote.
buck at gaze ar. attired or.
(Earl of Gainsborough, extinct 1798; Sir Edward
Noel, bart., of Dalby, was created, 1617, Baron Noel,
his son Baptist became
of Ridlington, co. Kutland
Viscount Campden, and was father of Edward, Viscount
on the
Campden, created Eorl of Gainsborough, 1682
extinction of the Peerage the estates devolved on Gerard

Noel

;

;

who assumed

the surname of
son, Charles Noel, created Earl of GainsCrest
A buck at
borough). Or, fretty gu. a canton erm.
Supporters
Two bulls ar. armed and
gaze ar. attired or.
Mott(^— Tout bicn ou rien.
l^oofed ppr.
Noel (£ari o/ Gainsborough). Or, fretty gu. a canton erm.
A buck at gaze ar. attired or. Supporters On
Crest
cither side a bull ar. armed and unguled ppr. gorged with a
naval crown az. therefrom a chain reflcxed over the back
gold, pendent from the crown an escutcheon also az. charged
with an anchor erect encircled by a wreath of laurel or.
Motto ^Tout bien ou rien.
Noel (Kirkby Mallory, co. Leicester; Viscount Wcntworth,
created 1762, extinct 1815 ; descended from John Noel,
younger son of Andrew Noel, of Dalby, ancestor of the Earls
of Gainsborough. The last male heir of the Kirkby line. Sir
Thomas Noel, Bart., Viscount li'enticorth, d. s.p. in 1815,
leaving lils sister, Judith, wife of Sir Halph Milbanke,

Edwards,
Noel, and had a

Esq.,

—

—

—

—

—

and his nephew, Nathaniel, Lord Scarsdale, coheirs to the barony of Wentworth. Lord Scarsdale d. unm.

Bart.,

1856, when his niece, Anne Isabella, widow of George
Gordon, sixth Lord Byron, the poet, only child of Lady
JliLBANKE, became Baroness Wentworth, she d. 1860, and
was s. by her grandson, Ralph Gordon Noel Milbanke,
lord Wentworth, only surviving son of William, Earl of

Lovelace,

by

Arms and
&

first wife,
Hon. Augusta Ada Byron.
same as preceding.
Supporters of Viscount

his

Crest,

IVenlwortk

—Two

griffins ar. collared or.

—Penscz

Motto

bien.

Noel

(King-Noel, Earl of Lovelace). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Noel, or, fretty gu. a canton erm.; 2nd and 3id, King, sa.
three spears' heads erect ar. the points sanguine, on a chief
or, three pole-axes az., their edges to the sinister.
Crests
1st, Noel: A buck at gaze ar. attired or; 2nd, King: A
erect
dexter arm
couped at the elbow vested az., adorned
with three ermine spots in fesse or, the cuff turned up,
grasping a truncheon of a spear, the head silver. Supponlers
On cither side a mastiff dog reguard. ppr. collared
gu. Motto
I'ensez k bicn.
Noel (Walcot, CO. Lincoln; Christopher Henry Nevii.e,

—

—

—

Esq., of Wcllingore, co. Lincoln, eldest son of CiinisToi'i:i;R
Nevile, Esq., of Wcllingore, by Lady Sophia Noel, his

youngest dau. of Baptiste, fourth Earl of Gaiusboiovgh, assumed the suniuinc of Noll). Or, fretty gu. a
canton erm. Cesl A buck at gaze ar. attired or.
wife,

—

Noel-Hill

Noel

(io;(Z

(New bole,

Bnw„k).

See Hill.

CO. .Siallord, temp.

Edward

III.).

Ar. fretty

canton erm.
Noel (Moxhull Park, CO. Warwick). Same j</-./i.5 as Noel, of
Kirkby Muljoiy. Crest— \ buck sit gaze ar. attired or. MuHu
sa. a

—

lout bien ou rien.

Noel

mulkt

Or, fretty gu. on a canton ar. a

(.Slottcshrook,

(CO.

John Philip Nolan, Esq., of Ballinderry, is M.P.
Galway, since 1874).
Gu. on a cross or, betw. four
swords erect ar. pommels and hilts of the second, a lion pass,
sentative,

CO.

—

first betw. four martlets sa.
Crest
A demi lion
Motto Cor unum via una.
(Bedford Square, London). \z. on a bend betw. twofleurs-de-lis or, a lion pass, guard, gu. holding in the dexter
forepaw a fleur-de-lis of the first. Crest
A demi lion ramp.
gu. holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Nolan. See O'Nowlan.
Nomure, or No'wers. Vaire ar. and gu.
(Baron of Totnes; heiress m. Beaccoamp). Ar. a

of the

—

ramp. gu.

Nolan

—

Nonant
lion

ramp.gu.
Leicester).

(co.

fesseways

Ar. a chev. betw. three millrinds

sa.

Nones, Noone, or Noves

«;:ihvay;

I'M

co.

Itcg.

Ulster's OtUcc).

Ar. on a cross

(Shelfhamer,

co. Norfolk).

Or, across engr. vert.

Nones.

Per pale gu. and ar. a fess az.
Non-wers, or Nowers. Ar. two bars gu. in chief as

many

crescents of the second.
Sa. an eagle displ. or. Crest— A demi griffin
plume of ostrich feathers ar.

Nonwike.

ppr. issuing from a

Nonycke.

Gu. a fesse dancettue

ar. in chief three mullets

or.

Noone

(Swaffham, co. Norfolk, and Tostock, co. Suffolk).
Crest
Sa. a saltire betw. four lions' gambs erased or.
bull's head erased per fesse ar. and gu. attired of the

—

last.

Noone

Or, a cross engr. vert.

Noone

Leicester

(co. Norfolk).
eagle displ. vert.
(Walton, co.

Crest

—An

confirmed by Camden,
Clarenceux, 1611; Francis Noone, Esq., of Walton, 6. 1587,
eldest son of Robert Noone, Esq., of Walton, who was
Visit.
great-grandson of John Noone, of same place.
Leicester, 1619). Or, on a cross engr. vert a crescent of
the field. Crest An eagle displ. with two heads or. wings
;

—

vert.

Noone.

Paly of six ar. and sa.
Noon'wers. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three crescents of
the last.

Noor

Kent). Az. on a chief indented or,

(co.

three mul-

lets gu.

Noores.

Az. a chev. betw. three rams' heads erased sa.
Nootta. (co. Dorset; borne by Major Henry Nooth, 4th
Dragoons, who assumed the name of "Vavasour in 1791).
Or, a demi lion ramp, couped gu. armed az.
Norbery (co. Chester). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw.
three bulls' heads of the second a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Norbery (co. Derby). Ar. a bend sa. on a chief gu. a

wavy

barrulct

or.

Norbery, Norberry, or Norbury.
chief vair^ or and gu. Crest — A dove or.
Norbery. See Norbury.

Norborne

Ar. a bend sa.

a.

(Bremhill, co. Wilts). Erm. a fesse nebulee gu.
Crest
A demi
on a canton of the last a ducal coronet or.
lion erm. holding betw. the paws a ducal coronet or.
Norburgh. Gu. a chief erm.
Norbury, Earl of. See Toler.
Norbury (Norbury, co. Chester; originally Bulkelet;
descended from Uoger Bulkeley, of Norbury, third son of
William Bllkelev, of Bulkcley. Of this branch was Sir
John Norbury, Lord Treasurer of England, temp. Henry
IV.). Sa. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed ar.
Crist— Oal of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head sa.
Norbury (Droitwich and Sherridge, co. Worcester; Thomas
Jones, Esq., of Sherridgc, who m. Mary Anne, dau. and

—

of Comngsby Norbury, E.<q., of Droitwich, assumed, together with his wife, by royal licence in 1640, the
suinaine and arms of Nokblry only). Sa. a chev. indented
Crc.U
eini. Lietw. three bulls' heads cal.o.'^sod ar. armed or.
Out of a crown vallery or, a bull's head sa. armed gold,

heiress

—

mouth a

in the

Norbury

trefoil vert.

(co. Chester).

head

Crest

Sa. a chev. engr. bctw. three bulls'

—Out

of a ducal coronet or, a bull's

.sa.

Norbury, or Norberrey

sa.

Bucky).
Or, on a fess sa. bclw.
tlirec Jcopaids' laces gu. iis many crowns of the field;
another, A dulciplier bctw. two crowns or, on tlic fcss.

Nolan

—

Nolan

hi:uls cabossed ar.

(rcriall, CO. Stafford).

Noke

gu. betw. four swords erect of the last, pommels and hiltssa., a lion pass. betw. four martlets of the first.
Crest
Oa
a mount vert a falcon close ppr.
(Ballinderry and Portacarron, co. Galway; descended
from the ancient Irish Sept of O'Nowlan or O'Nolan.
Patrick Nolan, Esq., of Ballinderry, had several grants of
land in cos. Mayo and Galway, terap. Charles 11.; his repre-

None

cuique.

Noel

NOB
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who left two daus., his co-heirs, viz., Alice,
Harcoubt, of Staunton Harcourt, andJoAN, m.

Noel

A

a bend

s;i.

a chief vuird or

(Norberrey, co. Derby).

Ar.

and gu.

Norbury (Kuu. Knt. Ulster's Office, 1682, John Norbury).
Ar. a chev. engr. bctw. three bulls' heads cabossed sa.
armed or, a mullet for diff.

A

NOB
berone.

Gu. a cinquefoil (another, three)

or,

betw. nine

crosses crosslet ar.

Norcliffe (Lancton HaU,

Az.

co. York).

five

mascles voided

—A

greyhound sejant or,
in cross or, a chief erm. Crest
collared az. sustaining with the right fore-foot a mascle ar.
Motto Sine maculS.

—

Norcop (Radfokd-Norcop, Betton Hall.co. Salop).

Quarterly,
sa. three ostrich feathers chevronways within two
Ist,
chevronels, betw. three boars' heads erased or, for Norcop
2nd, ar. a fess engr. az. fretty or, betw. two chev.
;

Radford;

on

a

gu.
betw. three greyhounds' heads erased sa. collared or, as
many bezants, for Chdrch 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three
boys' heads couped at the shoulders ar. crined or, each
enwrapped about the neck with a snake ppr., for Vacghan.
1st: Upon a mount vert, a boar's head erased sa. in
Crests
fret or,
front of two ostrich feathers or, for Norcop ; 2nd :
Tair,

for

3rd,

ar.

fess

engr.

;

—

thereon a partridge

Motto

ppr.

—Fossunt

A

quia

posse

videntur.

Norden

Harriet, who m. Thomas Elphinstowk, Esq., Captain R.N.,
son of Rear-Admiral Elphinstone, and d. s. p.). Barry of
six or and gu. on a chief ar. three fleurs-de-Us sa.
Crest—
demi lion ramp, holding betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis, as in
the arms.

Norman

(England). Sa. a lion ramp. or. Crest— A spear
issuing in pale, thrust through a savage's head couped ppr.
Ar. on a chev. sa. three boars' heads

Norman (co. Kent).
couped

or.

Norman (Lord Mayor of

London,

1250).

Ar. on a chief sa.

three leopards' faces or.
Norm.an (Lord Mayor of London, 1453).

Or, three bars gn.

on a chief

ar. as

Norman

many

fleurs-de-lis sa.

(Honyngham,

Ar. a chev. betw.

Norfolk).

co.

three birds sa.

Norman

Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards'

(co. Somerset).

faces sa.

Norman.

Barry of eight ar. and gu. in chief three fleursanother, Or, three bars gu. on a chief of the last
three fieurs-de-lis of the field another, Bendy of six or and
gu. a chief per chief sa. and erm. in chief three fleursde-lis sa.

;

;

Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three

co. Kent).

(Easthill,

beavers pass. sa. as

—A hawk

many

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Crest

ar. belled or, preying on a partridge also ar.
beaked gold.
Norden (London; granted 1771). Ar. on a mount vert, a
palm tree of the last, thereon pendent a shield az. charged
with three mullets of the first, pierced of the third, on a
chief of the last a sim ppr. betw. two rings or, each adorned
Crest An arm couped and erect
with a diamond ppr.
habited az. cuffed ar. in the hand ppr. an escarbuncle or.
Motto Providentia tutamur.
Norden (co. Kent). Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three beavers
or sea-horses pass. sa. langued or, a crosslet fitchee betw.
two trefoils of the last. Crest A demi beaver sa. holding
in the mouth a branch of five leaves vert.
Nordet. Az. an eagle displ. with two heads or, a chief ar.
Crest
A torteaux betw. two wings ppr.

—

—

—

—

Duke of.

Norfolk,

Norgat

NOB
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Norcambrowe, Norchambro'we, or Norcham-

See Howard.

Norfolk).

(co.

Gu. two gauntlets in

saltire ar.

garnished or.
Norg°ate (Rev. Thomas Starling Norgate, of Sparham, co.
A demi wolf ramp. ar. armed
Norfolk). Same .liraw. Crest
and langued gu. charged on the breast with an estoile for
diff.
Motto Virtus constat in actione.
Norham. Per pale gu. and az. a chev. erm. betw. three
another. Per chev. gu. and az. three escallops
escallops ar.
erm.; another, Per chev. ar. and az. a fesse erm. betw.
three escallops counterchanged.

—

—
;

Norhope

(cos.

Kent and Nottingham).

Quarterly, ar.

—

and

a cross counter-componee of the same. Crest A cubit
vested per pale ar. and vert, holding in the hand ppr. a,
garland of the second
Norie, or Norrie. Gu. a fesse ar. Crest A wolfs head
erased sa.
vert,

arm

—

Norie (Noristone,

Per pale ar. and sa. an
orle engr. on both sides and charged with four quatrefoils
within a bordure all counterchanged of the same. Crest
On a pheon a negro's head couped betw. two arms
vambraced in orle all ppr. Motto Domi ac foris.
co. Stirling, 1678).

—

—

Noringrton, or Norwington.

Ar. a saltire gu.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions ramp,
another, Gu. on a chev. ar. betw.
sa. as many bezants
three lions ramp, or, three pellets.
Norleighe. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu.
Norley (Norley, co. Chester). Gu. a cross engr. ar.
Norley (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
Normall (Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, oa a chief indented gu.
three lions ramp. ar.
(Dcncombc, co. Sussex). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a bend gu. three bucks' heads cabosscd of the field;
2nd and 3rd, gu. on waves of the sea, a ship of three masts
ppr. in chief three mullets ar. Crest A nea-horsc sejant,
resting the dexter paw on an anchor all ppr.
Motto Deus
dabit vela.
(Slaugham Park, co Sussex). Gu. on waves of the
sea, a ship of tlirce masts ppr. in chief three mullets ar.
Motto— "DqVlS dabit vela.
(Clavcrham House, co. Somerset). Barry rcbulee
of eight ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three escallops ppr.
Crtii
A cubit arm enibowed in armour ppr. pommelled and

Norland (co.

Kent).

;

Norman

—

—

de-lis ar.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three leopards' faces or; anBarry of six or and gu. on a chief ar. three fleurs-delis sa.
another, Ar. on a bend gu. three bucks' heads
cabossed of the field (another, heads or) another, Per chev.
gu. and az. three escallops enn.
(co. Stafford).
Ar. three horses' heads erased sa
Norman (Lee-Norman, Corballis, co. Louth; exemplified
to Thomas Lee,
Esq.,
on his assuming, by royal
licence, the additional surname and arms of Korman,
1817, in compliance with the will of his maternal grandfather, Eev. Thomas Norman, of Lagore, co. Meath). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a chev. betw. three lions' faces gu., for
Norman 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards'
other,

;

;

Norman

;

faces ppr., for Lee.

Norman

ANDEE Norman,
licence,

— Pro

Motto

(originally of

fide strictus.

Shepton Mallet,

Esq., Captain R.N.,

who

Somerset; jAsrES
three daus. and co-

co.

left

Ann, m. first to James Bremer,
whom she had a son. Sir James John
Gordon Bremer, Captain R.N., K.C.B., and K.C.H., of the
Priory, co. Devon, and secondly to Colonel Roby; HI.
heiresses:

I.

Eliza;

Esq., lieut. R.N., by

737

II.

lion

Ist,

Norman A lion pass,
:

guard,

ramp, grasping a sceptre

all

Esq.,

;

Q.C.,

1876, the additional

on his assuming, by royal
surname and arms of Lee).
Motto Honor virtutis

—

Crests as preceding.

prjemium.

Normanby, Marg.aess

Normand

(Scotland).

seven bUlets az.
Auxilium ab alto.

last

of. See Phipps.
Sa. a Hon ramp, or, on a chief of tho
Crest— A paschal lamb ppr. Motto

—

Normansell, or Normanvile

(cos. Stafford and York).
Ar. on a fess betw. two cotises az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Normanton, Earl of. See Agar.
Normanton. Ar. a saltire gu.
Normanton. Ar. three cinquefoils

gu. (another adds,

a

label sa.).

Nortaanton.

Ar. on a saltire gu. a mullet of the first.
Normanvile (co. York). Ar. on a fess cotised gu. three
fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Normanvile. Ar. a fess betw. two barrulets gu. on u
canton or, a fess lozengy of the second; another, Gu. a
fess cotised ar.

Normanvill

(Kilwick, co. York).

Ar. on a fess betw. four

barrulets gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the

first,

a bend

sinister

az.

Normanvill.

Ar. on a fess betw. two bars gemels gn.

(another, az.) three fleurs-de-lis of the

first.

Normanville (Gargunnock, Scotland).
Normecott (Croston, co. Salop). Sa. a

See Norville.
betw. three

fess or,

escallops ar.

Normeston

(co.

Buckingham).

Az. two lions pass, guard.

ar.

Norres

(West Derby, co. Lancaster,
and gu., in 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret

1064).
or,

on a

Quarterly, ar.
fess az. three

mullets of the third.

Norreys

Norman,

—

(Lee-Norman

Same Ar7ns and

Norman

—

Crests

demi

exemplified to Luke Alexander
Norman, Esq., of 26, Rutland Square, Dublin, son of Alex

Norres
Norres

hilted or.

A

ppr.; 2nd, Lee:
ppr.

Norman

Norman

another, Ar. on a fesse double cotised gu. three

;

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Norman.

Same Arms.
16G4).
Same Arms, the

(Tarlton, CO. Lancaster, 16G4).

(Middlcfonh, co. Lancaster,
tlirce bezants instead of mullets.
(Speke, co. Lancaster
an ancient family in
that CO., descended from Willlam Norreys, Esq., of
Sutton, who rii. Joan, heiress of Speke, dau. of Sir
John Molynepx, Knt., of Sefton.
The eventual heiress,
Mary, only child of Thomas Norreys, Esq., of Speke,

fess

charged with

;

m. Lord Sydney Beauclere.
The
of Bray, Lords Norreys of Rycote,
Norreys of Fificlrt, and Norreys of Davyhulme, all descended from younger sons of the house of Speke. Of the
house of Speke were the Norreys of Bray, co. Berks, who even-

M.P.

for Liverpool,

families of

Norreys

;

NOB

Norris

Quarterly, ar. and gu., in

over

or,

all

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1642 ; Letticb, wife of
Tobias Noeeis, merchant, Dublin). Ar. a cross betw. four
billets sa. on a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis of the

The

a fesse az.

original crest of the family appears, by a copy from a window
In Childwall Church, co. Lancaster (Harl. MSS. 1997), to

first.

Norris

liave been a woman's head couped at the breasts, but on the
marriage of Sir Henbt Noebets, temp. Henry V., with the
dau. and heir of Eogek Ebneis, of Chester, the Erneis'

bearing was taken for a crest,

mount

viz.,

An

or, in

Norris, or Nores

eagle sa. rising from a

(Earl of Berkshire and

Baron Norreys,

Nortli

of Eycote,

over all a bend az.
collared and chained ppr.
fret

or,

Norreys

Supporters

—Two

created a bart. 1698,

sa.

sem^o of

billets ar.

a cross

flory at the top only of the second.

Norreys

Ar. a chev. sj. betw.
(Cockwells, co. Berks).
three ravens' heads erased of the last. Crest— An eagle (or
raven) sa. il/ot£o— Fey thfully serve.
Norreys (Weston- on- the-Green, co. Oxford; Sir Feancis
Noeeets, Knt., of Weston. Visit. Oxon 1034, d. July, 1669).
Quarterly, ar. and gu., in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret
or,

a fess az.

Crest

—A

raven's wings elevated sa. collared

or.

Norreys

(quartered by Reginald, Cardinal Pole, in a coat
in Magdalen College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Quarterly,
ar.

and

bend

gu., a

Norreys

(Sir

sa.

Thomas Nobekts, knighted

at Christ

Church

—

rising sa.

(Jephson-Nobbets,

Mallow,

co.

and

Cork,

bart.).

2nd
Noeeets

gu., in the

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, quarterly,
and 3rd quarters a fret or, over all a fesse az., for
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. a sun in glory or, betw. three
ar.

;

lions'

beads bezantee gu., for Jephson.

—

—On a mount
—A

Crest

Loyalemcnt je sers.
vert a raven rising ppr. Motto
bat
Erm. three bars or. Crest

Norringiion.

displ.

(Norris,

co.

Devon

;

the

m. Fobtescue).

heiress

Quarterly, giL and ar., the 1st and 4th quarters frctty or.
Norris, or Norreys (Penlyne, co. Glamorgan Harl.
Sa. billettee ar. a cross flory of the last.
MSS. 1366).
Crest
A demi stag ar. attired sa. pierced through the body
with an arrow of the last, beaded and feathered of the
;

—

—

gu-

North

(Docker, parish of Whittington, co. Lancaster).
Quarterly, or and az. in the 1st quarter a crescent of the

last. M)«o— Animo
North (Cubley, co.

Norris (Wychingham,

co.

Norfolk, 1766).

Quarterly, ar.

2nd and 3rd a fret or, over all a fess az.
(arms in Raynesford Manor House, co. Oxford.
Oxon, 1566). Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the Ist and
4th quarters a fret of the second, over all on a fess az. two
gu., in the

Norris
Visit.

mullets also of the second.
(co. Hants).
Ar. a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads

Norris

erased sa.

Norris

(SwalclifTe
Sa. billettee ar.
Park, co. Norfolk).
A demi stag ar. attired sa.
a cross flory of the last. Crest
of
the last, feathered
pierced through the body with an arrow

of the

—

first.

Norris

(Guist

and Woodnorton,

co. Norfolk).

flory fltchcc betw. twelve billets ar.

Crest

Sa.

a cross

—A talbot sejant

gu. collared and ringed or.

Derby granted by Dugdale, Garter,
Az. a lion pass, or, on a chief of the last three fleursCrest
A swan ppr. gorged with a ducal
coronet, and chained gu.
1676).

North

;

—

co. Nottingham, and Huddersfield, co.
Ar. two chevronels betw. three mullets
head erased ar. collared vair, or, and az.
North (Rougham, co. Norfolk). Az. a lion pass, or, betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest A dragon's head erased sa.
ducally gorged and chained or. Motto Animo et flde.
North. Az. a lion pass. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
another, Az. a lion pass, or, betw. three crowns ar. another,
Sa. a lion pass, or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Northagre (Upper Gower Street, London). Ar. on a bend
sa. three martlets or. Crest— A stag's head and neck affront^e

(Walkeringham,

York granted
;

Crest

sa.

—A

1600).

lion's

—

—

;

ppr.

Northam.
Creat

or.

Vert three dexter hands couped or.
Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp.

— A demi wolf gu.

in the shoulder with

an arrow of the

ar.

North American Colonial Association.

crowned

See under

Associations.

Northampton, Harquess of. See Comtton.
Northampton (Lord Mayor of London, 1381 and
tails

or,

1382).

crowned

az.

coward.

Northampton, or Norshampton.

Ar. on a fess
betw. three crescents gu. a3 many fleurs-de-lis or.
of. Gu. on a mount vert, a
tower triple-towered, supported by two lions ramp, guard,
or, in the port a portcullis.
North-Bomford. See Bomfobd.
Northbrook, £arl of. See Babino.
Northcote (co. Devon; allowed by Cooke, Clarenceux).
Ar. three crosses crosslet in bend sa.
Northcote (Hayne, co. Devon, bart.; descended from a
family of great antiquity which derived, at a very early
period, its name from Northcote, in the parish of East Down).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess betw. three crosses moline
2nd and 3rJ, ar. three crosses crosslet in bend sa.
sa.
On a chapoau gu. turned up erm. a stag trippant ar.
Crest
az.

Northampton, Town

;

Norris. Sa. billcltue ar. a cross patoncc of the last.
Crest — A demi buck ar. attired and unguled sa. vulned
last,

feathered of the

—
— Christi crux est mea lux.

Motto

Northcote

(Crediton and Yewton, co. Devon; John
Esq., of Yewton, second, but eldest surviving
son of John Nobthcote, Esq., of Crediton, who was son of

NoBTUcoTE,

first.

Norris, or Norreys (John Noebeys, second son of
Sir William KonRETs, of Speke, who in. the dau. and
of Cotton, and assumed the arms
Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens' heads

heir of Uavf.nsceoft,
of that family).

emsod

et fide.

Gu. two lions ramp, guard, with one head

first.

and

—

Northall.

ppr.

Norris

—

scended from Sir Henbt Noeth, Knt., of Mildenhall, second
son of EoGEE, second Lord North). Same Arms.
North (co. Cambridge). Per pale or and az. a lion pass.
guard, betw. three fleurs-de-Us counterchanged.
North (CO. Hants). Per pale az. and gu. three pheasants
close or.
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. attired or,
pierced by an arrow gold, flighted ar. holding in the
mouth a slip of olive vert.
North (Feltham, co. Middlesex). Az. on a chev. ar. betw.
three crosses pattee fitchee or, a cinquefoil betw. two escallops gu., on a «hief of the third a greyhound courant sa.
betw. two pellets. Crest
A cock's head couped, winged or,
each wing charged with two chevronels sa. collared,
holding in the beak a branch of holly leaved vert, fructed

de-lis of the first.

Cathedral, Dublin, by Sir Wiluam FitzWilliam, LordDeputy, 1588; he was afterwards, 1597, Lord-Deputy of
Quarterly, ar. and gu., a fess az., in the 2nd and
Ireland)
A falcon
3rd quarters a fret or, an annulet for di£f. Crest

Norreys

Supporters

—

(Davyhulme Hall, co. Lancaster; a branch of
NoBBEYs, of Speke; Henbt Noeeis, Esq., of Davyhulme
Hall, left an only dau. and heiress, Maet Noeeis, of Davyhulme, m. 1809, BoBEBT JosiAs Jackson Haebis, Esq., who
assumed the name and arms of Noeeis). Quarterly, ar. and
gu. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret or, over all on a
Crest—On a mount vert an eagle,
fess az. three bezants.
Sa.

Az. a lion pass, or, betw. three
head erased sa. ducally
Two mastiffs ppr.

—A dragon's

—

Az. two organ

of the sinister.

Nortli

Sir William Noeeets, M.P. for
Thomas Noeeets, Esq., of Speke, was
and d. s. p.). Same ^niis and Crest.

(co. Gloucester).

surmounted

Mottoes La vertu est la seule noblesse. Animo et fide.
(Baroness North). Az. a lion pass. betw. three fleursde-lis or.
Supporters Two dragons, wings elevated sa.
ducally gorged and chained or.
North (Mildenhall, co. Suffolk, bart., extinct 1695; de-

monkeys

Norreys

Norreys

Crest

gorged and chained or.

(bart. extinct;

Liverpool, brother of

(Earl of Guilford).

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a

Richabd Nobbis,

(Keg. Ulster's Office).

pipes in saltire ar. the dexter

earldom extinct 1623 ; barony vested in the Earl of Abingdon).

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1662,

Quarterly, gu. and ar. on a fess az. a cross moline
the 1st and 4th quarter a fret of the second.

Esq.).

vert.

Norreys

NOB
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tuaUy became Barons Norreys).
the 2n(l and 3rd quarters a fret

sa.

Norris.

Per pale ar. and
and countorthangcil.

sa. three reindeers'

Norris, alias Banks, alias Bank.
Ihrcc falcons' lioads erased sa.
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heads cabosscd

of John Nobthcote, of
Devon, 1620). Ar. three crosses crosslet
Nobthcote, of Hayne.
Northcote (co. Devon, 1671). Or, a pale bendy of six ar.
and sa. Crest A demi unicorn ramp, erased ar. armed and

Walteb Nobthcote, and grandson
same
in

place.

bend

Visit.

Crest, as

—

mancd
Ar. a chev. betw.

sa.

or.

Northcote
Somerset).

(Feniton Court, co. Devon, Somerset Court, co.
Or, a pale ungr. bendy of six, ar. and az. betw.

NOB

and gu.

dexter fore foot on an escutcheon or, charged with a pale,
Cito non temere.
as in the arms. Motto
Northe. Az. on a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet fltchee
ar. five annulets gu. a border of the last; another, Gu.
two chev. ar. betw. three mullets of the same; another,
Quarterly, per fess indented ar. andsa., in the 1st quarter
a buglehom of the last.
Northen (co. Essex). Az. a chev. erm. voided or, betw.
three martlets of the third. Crest Out of a mural coronet
a dragon's head vomiting flames ppr.
Northesk, Earl of. See Carnegie.
KTorthey (co. Wilts an ancient county family, of which was
SirEDWABD NoBTHET, Knt., of Epsom, CO. Surrey, AttorneyGeneral to Queen Anne, whose son and heir, William
NoETHET, Esq., of Ivey House, co. Wilts, Groom of the Chamber to Geerge III., a distinguished senator, m. Anne, dau.
of the Eight Hon. Edwabd Hopkins, Secretary of State for
Ireland, and left three sons William, of Box, co. Wilts, M.P.,
d. s. p. : Edwabd, Canon of Windsor and General Ricbabd

Norton

—

—

;

:

;

NoBTHEY-HoPKiNs, of Oving House, co. Buckingham). Or,
on a fess az. betw. three panthers statant ppr., sem^e of
estoiles ar. two lilies of the last, with a rose in the centre
gold, stem vert.
Crtit A cockatrice, flames issuant from

—

the

mouth

ppr.

Northey

(Epsom, co. Surrey).
Or, on a
three panthers statant ppr. semee of estoiles
the first betw. two lilies of the third. Crest
flames issuing from the mouth ppr. Motto
Northey (Bocking, co. Essex). Or, on a
three panthers pass. ppr. a pansey of the

fess az. betw.
ar.

—A

—

betw.
betw. two

Northfolke, or Norfolk.
ronels ar.

Crest

Gu. a

fess

— A lion ramp. sa.

betw. two chev-

—

Northleig'h

(Northleigh, co. Devon; William NobthLEiGH, Esq., of Northleigh, d. ante 1620, leaving two daus.

co-heirs,

Mabt, m. Geiffin Trivett,

Uenbt Dbewe; he was

and

eldest son of

Eglebia, m.

Raymond Nobth-

I.EIGH, of the same place, who was seventh in descent from
BoBEBT DE NoBTHLEiGB. Visit. DevoH, 1620). Ar. a chev.

—

sa. betw. three roses gu.
Crest
Three savages' beads conjoined in one neck, one looking to the dexter, one to the

and one upwards.
Nortlileigrh (Matford, co. Devon Eobeut Noethleigh.
Visit. Devon, 1620;
grandson of Bicbabd Nobtbleigh,
younger brother of Raymond Noethleigb, Esq., of Northleigh).
Same Arms and Crest.
Northmore (Clave House, Exeter). Gu. a lion ramp, or,
langued and armed az. crowned with an Eastern crown ar.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. crowned as above, and
charged on the neck with a rose ar. bearded and seeded ppr.
sinister,

;

—

— Nee

Motto

Northover
1614).

nee dejecta.
Allersome and Alercourt, co. Somerset

elata,
(

;

granted

Or, five lozenges in saltire betw. four crosses crosslet

az. Crest

—A

lion's

gamb ar. supporting a lozenge az. charged
See Percy.
See Cospateick.

See Comyn.
Az. three cinquefoils or, betw. nine

to

Northwick, Baron.

See Rusuoux.

Northwode

{Baron Northwode; in abeyance since 141C,
descended from Sir Sooeb de Nobthwode, Sheriff of co.
Kent, 42 Henry HI. Sir Jobn de Nobthwode, his son, was
eummoned to Parliament 1313 ; John, sixth Baron, d. s. p.
;

leaving his sisters his co-heirs.
Minster Church, Sheppy, to Sir

The arms are on a brass in
Jobn de Nobtbwode). Erm.

a cross engr. gu.

Northwood, or Norwood.

Az. three swords in triangle,
chief gu. a lion pass,

—

Crest
A demi lion
ramp. gu. Anoth'n- Coat Vert a lion ramp. or. Creit - A
man's head affront^e ppr. bound about the forehead with a
fillet wreathed and tied in a knot ar. az. and gu.
Motto

—

—

Confide recte agens.

Norton
War

of

(Sir

to

Sampson Nobton, Knt., Master of the Ordnance
Henry VIII.). Gu. three swords ar. pommels

meeting in fess point or, on a chief or, a lion pass. gu.
betw. two maunches erm. Crest A demi dragon holding a
sword.
Norton (King's Norton, co. Worcester, Sherington, co.
Buckingham, and Hinxton, co. Cambridge; Visit. Bucks,
Harl. MSS. 1533, and Visit. Camb., Harl. MSS. 1013). Ar.
on a bend betw. two hons ramp. sa. three escallops of the
first.
Crest
X greyhound's head or, gorged with a fess
engr. betw. two bars gu. the fess ringed behind of the

—

—

first.

Devon; quartered by PBonz, of Shagford, in
Devon, 1620).
Ar. a bar dancettee gu. in

(co.

co.; Visit.

chief two martlets sa.

Norton
pommel

(co.

Gloucester).

Az. three swords in triangle,

pommel, ar. hilts gu. on a chief
the third betw. two maunches erm.
to

Norton (Rotherfleld,
10

co.

or,

a

lion pass, of

Hants, bart., extinct 1652; Richard
1494, to. Elizabeth, dau. and

Henry VII.,

Wiluam Rothebfield,

Sir

their descendant. Sir

Knt., of Rotherfleld
of Rotherfleld, was

Ricbabd Nobton,

created a bart. 23 May, 1622;

his only dau.

and

heiress,

Elizabeth, m. Francis Padlet, Esq., of Amport). Quarand 4th, vert a lion ramp, or; 2nd, az. on a fess

terly, 1st

betw. six crosses crosslet or, three escallops gu.
nebulae betw. three crescents or.
Crest

fess

3rd, az.

;

—A

a

Moor's

head couped ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. az.
and gu.
Norton (Southwick, co. Hants; a younger branch of
Norton, of Rotherfleld). Same Arms, &c.
Norton (Robert de Norton, Sheriff of Norfolk, 1269). Vert
a lion ramp. or.
Norton (Church Stretton, co. Salop Bonham Nobton, Esq.,
High Sheriff, temp. James I., 1611). Or, two bars gu. on a
chief az. an inescutcheon erm.
Norton (Sir Nicholas Norton). Az. a maunch erm. a
bend or, a canton gu. Crests 1st: A buck's headcabossed
or 2nd A maiden's head ppr. wreathed vert.
Norton (Canterbury, co. Kent). Ar. on a bend cotised
betw. two lions ramp. sa. three escallops or.
Norton (Northwood, co. Kent). Gu. a cross potent erm.
Ci-est
A wolfs head erased.
Norton (co. Kent). Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions ramp,
;

—

:

;

—

sa. as

many

bezants.

Gu. on a chev. erm. (another,

(co. Kent).

ar.) three

crescents sa.

Norton

(London, and Coventry, co. Warwick).

betw. three crescents az.
(London, 1611).

Norton

an inescutcheon erm.

crosses crosslet ar.

Ar. a chev.

Or, two bars gu. on a chief az.
A wreath of laurel vert, tied

Crest

—

with a ribbon gu. betw. two wings expanded or.
Norton (North Elmham, Toftwood, East Dereham, co. NorAz. three swords, one
folk, and Rickinghall, co. Suffolk).
in pale, point upwards, surmounted of the other two in
Crest
A halbert ppr. Motto
saltire, points downwards ar.
Dieu et mon espee. (On a wood carving of great antiquity, which has been in the family for upwards of two
hundred years, the arms are Three tilting spears, one in
pale, point upwards, surmoimted of the other two in saltire
points downwards).
Norton (Southcreak, co. Norfolk). Sa. three covered cups

—

—

:

Erra.

a cross engr. gu. in

the 1st quarter a wolfs head couped.
(co. Essex).
Sa. a lion ramp. or.
(Lord GrantUy). Az. a maunch erm. a beM gu.
Crest
A Moor's head affront^e couped at the shoulders ppr.
wreathed round the temples with laurel, and round the

Nortoft

Norton

—

—

neck a torse ar. and az. Supporters Dexter, a lion ar.
gorged with a ducal coronet gold, pendant thereto by a
riband gu. an escocheon of the arms of Norton; sinister,
a grifTin ar. gorged as the dexter. Motto Avi numerantur
avorum.
Norton (cos. Bedford and Buckingham, and Mark-Atcell, co.
Hertford). Gu. a fret ar. a bend vair; another, Vairc or

—
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co. Suffolk).

pommel ar. hilts or, on a
betw. two maunches of the second.

Norton

with a cross crosslet or.

Northumberland, Duke of.
Northumberland, Earl of.
Northumberland, Earl of.

Northumborow.

pommel

heir of

Az. three bars gemeUes or, in chief as
many
last.
Creit
On a ducal coronet or, a
talbot pass. az. collared of the last.
(London).
lions of the

co.

ar.

Norton, living

Quarterly, ar. and az.

Northin

(Charlton,

Norton (Ixworth,

same

Steady.

pale, the middle-

Berks, co. Kent, and FuUiam, co.
Middlesex). Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents az. CrestOat of a ducal coronet az. a demi Uon ramp, double queued

Norton

fess az.

grifDn sejant ppr. winged gu. beak and

(co. Berks).
Gu. three pheons in
most point downwards ar.

Norton

cockatrice,

first

—A

Crest

fore legs or.

a pansey of

lilies ar.

Northie.

NOB
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—A

stag ar. charged
four crosses botonnee of the last. Crest
on the body with two crosses botonnee gu. and resting the

or,

a border engr. ar.
(co. Northumberland).

Norton

Norton-Priory

(co. Chester).

Az. a maunch erm.
Gu. a pale fusily or, on a

border az. eight mitres labelled of the second.
Norton (co. Somerset). Ar. on a bend cotised betw. six
lions

ramp.

sa. three escallops of the field; another, three

lions, the escallops or.

Norton

Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
m.iny erm. spots or, on a cliief of the
third two swords in saltire of the first botw. as many
(co. Sutfolk).

fleurs-de-lis uz. as

NOB
maunches

enn.

—A

Crest

hare sejant gu.

in

grasB

Suffolk

(cos.

Crest— A

a bend gu.

Az. a maunch enn.
and York).
Moor's head couped at the shoulder

Throgmorton Manor House, co. Oxford.
Impalement Katbebine, dau. of Henbt

in

Oxon, 1566.

Norwood).

Erm. a

cross engr. gu.

Norwood, or Northwood

(Dean Court, co. Kent).
A'rms, in the dexter chief quarter a wolf's head couped
(another, erased) gu. Crest— Oat of a ducal coronet a boar's

Same

ppr.

(Birlingham, co. Worcester). Az. a maunch enn.
Creit
A tiger's head erased
or, a lion pass. sa.
or, in the mouth a broken spear of the last.
York).
Az. a maunch
Norton, alias Conyers (co.

Norton

—

on a chief

erm. a bendlet gu.
Vert a lion ramp, or, a border engr. of the last.
Crest— A grifiln's head or.
Norton. Gu. a cross formee erm. ; another, Gu. a chev.

Norton.

betw. three crosses crosslet or.
Norton. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crows' heads erased
sa. ; another, Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three tuns sa. hooped
or; another, Gu. three fleurs-de-lis or; another, Ar. a chev.
betw. three cushions sa.
Norton. Az. on a fesse betw. three (another, six) crosses
another, Gu. a fret ar.
crosslet or, as many escallops gu.
over all a bend vair; another, Gu. on a fesse erm. betw.
three buglehoms stringed ar. as many boars' heads erased
another, Ar. a chev. betw. three hinds sa. another,
az.
;

;

;

Enn. on a chief indented gu. three ducal crowns or, a
hordure sa.
Norton. Or, a pile triple pointed flory sa. issuing from the
dexter chief bendways.
Norton. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a pile triple-pointed
2nd and
flory ar. issuing out of the sinister base bendways
;

3rd, ar.

Norton

Fun.

(impalement

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1616,
BicHABD Bbowne, Sheriff of Dublin). Per pale gu. and az.
three swords ar. in triangle, meeting at the pommels, pom-

mels and

Norton
1634).

(Sir DtroLET Nobton, Knt., Principal Secretary of
I., Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Ar. a fess betw. three crescents az. a crescent for

diff.

Norton

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1677). Ar. on a bend
betw. two lions ramp. sa. three escallops of the first.
Sa. a stag lodged reguard. or,
(co. Norfolk).
betw. the attires a bird of the last.

Nortost

Nortost.

Norvel

Sa. a lion

(that Ilk).

ramp.

or.

Sa. on a

bend

ar. three martlets of

the

first.

Norvel, or Normanville
on a bend sa. voided of the
beaked gu.

Norvill

(Gargunnock, Scotland). Ar.
three martlets of the second

first,

(Boghall, Scotland, 1682).

cotises or, three martlets az.

— Spem renovant

Motto
of the

Sa.

Crest

on a bend betw. two

— A martlet

rising ppr.

alee.

Norvill, or Norvyle.

Gu. fretty

ar.

a bend vaire or and

first.

Nor'way.

Sa. a chev. betw. three bulls'

heads cabossed

ar.

Norwey.

Gu. a lion ramp, supporting betw. the paws a
a border of the last.
Northampton, and Suffolk;
temp. Edward II.). Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. erm.
Crest On a mount vert a cock ar. combed, legged, and

curtal

ax

or,

Norwich

(cos. Essex, Norfolk,

—

wattled gu. By some families of the name the field of the
arms has been borne variously, per pale az. and gu. and per
pale sa. and purp. and the lion ar.
Norwich (Baron Norwich, extinct 1374; Sir John de
NoBwicH descended from Geoffket de Nobwich, temp. King
John, was summoned to Parliament 1342). Per pale gu. and

ramp. erm.
Norwich (Brampton, co. Northants, hart., extinct 1742).
Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. erm.
Norwich (co. Norfolk). Erm. a fesse engr. az. (another,
Ku).
Noi-w^ich. Sa. an eagle displ. or.
az. a lion

Norwich, See

of.

Az. three mitres labelled or.

Norwich Monastery (co. Norfolk). Ar. a cross sa.
Norwich, Deanery of. Same Arms.
Norwich, City of
Gu. a

castle

(confirmed by Harvey, Clarcnccux).
surmounted with a tower ar. in base a lion

pass, guard, or.

Norw^old, or

Narwold

(co. Kent).

Erm. a

cross engr.

KU. in the dexter chief canton a griffin's head couped sa.

Norwood
cpstcr).

Bedford, Tulscy and Lcckhampton, co. GlouErin, a cross cnRr. gu.
(co.

Norwood, or Northwood

(cos. Buckingham and Nor.Same /Inn.', a crescent for diff. Crest
ramp, erased ar. ducally crowned or, holding
in the fiambs a palm branch vert.
Norwood (cos. Devon and Gloucester). Erm. a cross engr. sa.

granted

— A dimi
;

ICpS.'')).

lion

7W

head and neck

Norwood.

all or.

Ar. on a chev. gu. three crosses crosslet of the

field.

—

Norwood (Ashford,
On waves

Kent). Erm. a cross engr. gu. Crest
of the sea ppr. a lion sejant, holding betw. the

—

paws an anchor, fluxes upwards. Motto Sub cruce Yinces.
Ar. a pile sa. over all a chev. counterchanged.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head sa. armed
and crined ar.
Noseworthy. Gu. a pile and chev. or, counterchanged of

Noseworth.

—

the

field.

Nostel, or Nostle-Priory

(co.

York).

Gu. a cross

betw. four lions ramp. or.

Nosworthy (Ince

Castle, co. Cornwall).

Per pale gu. and

a chev. and a pile conjoined in point at the top of the
all counterchanged.
Notbeene, or Nothone. Gu. a fess wavy erm.
Notingrham (co. Gloucester, temp. Edward IV.). Ar. a fess
engr. betw. three pheons sa.
Notingrham. Ar. an orle sa. on a chief of the last three
or,

chev.

annulets of the

first.

Notley (Combe

Sydenham, co. Somerset). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, on a bend cotised az. three bezants, for Notley
2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. erm. betw. three goats" heads
erased ar., for Mabwoou. Crest
Out of a mural crown a
;

—

lion's

head.

Notman.

Motto

— Noli mentiri.

Or, a fess betw. three fusils sa.

Crest

— An eagle

rising ppr. sustaining a flag gu. staff sa.

hilts or.

State in Ireland, temp. Charles

folk

Norwood (arms
"Visit.

vert.

Norton

KOT
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Noton.

Per saltire sa. and ar. four mullets counterchanged.
hind's head or.
(Kent and London; Lord Mayor of London, 1363;
crest granted 1587). Az. on a bend betw. three leopards'
faces or, as many martlets gu.
Crest
A martlet ar. ducally
crowned or, in the beak an olive branch ppr.
Nott, or Notte (London, and Shelsley Beauchamp, co.
Worcester).
Az. a bend betw. three leopards' faces or.
Crest A talbot sejant erm. collared or. Motto Solus mihi
invidus obstat.
Crest

—A

Nott

—

—

—

Nott.

Same Arms.

Nott

(Ptke-Nott,

Crest

—A stag's head issuing ppr.

Parracombe, Devon ; exemplified to
on his assuming, by royal licence,
1863, the additional surname and arms of Nott). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, gu. on a bend engr. or, betw. four leopards faces,
two and two ar. an cstoile of eight points betw. two martlets
of the fleld, for Nott; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or and gu. on
a chev. harry wavy of four ar. and az. betw. two trefoils in
chief and another in base counterchanged a pike naiant ppr.,
Crests
for PtKE.
1st, Nott: Two mascles fessewise interlaced ar. thereon a martlet gu. ducally gorged gold, in the
beak a sprig of laurel ppr. 2nd, Ptke On a mount vert a
demi pike hauriant ppr. betw. two wings gu. each charged
with a trefoil or.
Nott (South Molton, Devon; exemplified to late Rev.
BicHABD Habdino, ou liis assuming, by royal Ucencc, the
surname of Nott). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a bend
engr. or, betw. four leopards' faces, two and two ar. an
estoile of eight points betw. two martlets of the field, for
Nott 2nd and 3rd, or, three martlets in bend betw. two
bendlets, all betw. two crosses pattee az., for Harding.

John Nott-Pyke,

Esq.,

—

:

;

;

—

Nott: Two mascles fesswise interlaced or,
1st,
thereon a martlet gu. ducally gorged gold, in the beak a
sprig of laurel ppr.; 2nd, Habdino: On a rock a Cornish
chough ppr. collared or, resting the dexter claw on a cross
pattee also or. Motto
Pax vobiscum.
Nottage. Ar. five lozenges in cross conjoined gu. Crest
A seax (a kind of scymitar notched on the back, from
which the word "Saxon " is derived) ppr.
Nottidgre (Eev. Edward Nottidge, Rector of Black Notley,
CO. Essex). Az. a chev. betw. two garbs in chief and a fleece
in base or.
Crest
A boar's head couped gu. armed and
tusked or, collared erminois. Motto Peace and plenty.
Notting'ham (England). Sa. an inescutchcon betw. three
annulets or. Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding an annulet or.
Notting'ham. Same Arms, a border of the second.
Notting'ham, To'wn of.
Gu. two staves ragulco
couped, one in pale, surmounted by the other in fcs.s vert,
betw. two ducal coronet.'? in chief or, the bottom pprt of the
Motto
staff in pale, onfiled with a ducal coronet of the last.
Vival post funera virtus.
Notting'ham (Seal of the Corporation. Visit. Notts, 16H).
The seal exhibits a fort or castle, composed of four square
Crests

—

—

—

—

—

—

AA

A
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towers Joined together by curtain walls, all within a circular
wall with a gateway, in dexter chief a crescent, and in
S
the sinister an estoile, around the whole the words
DE NOTTINGHAM 4.
: VILLA
ITottinghaia. Sa. an inescutcheon or, in chief three
annulets and a border of the last; another, Az. on a
bend cotised ar. betw. six lions or, three mullets pierced
gu. another, Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
XTottingrhain. Ar. a chev. engr. sa. guttee d"or (another,
:

:

COMVN^

:

:

:

;

d'eau).

NottizLg'Iiani (Ecg.

Ulster's Ofilce).

Gu. a

fess betw. three

escallops or.

Notting'ta.ani (Reg. Ulster's

Office).

Gu. on a bend

or,

three escallops az.

27oune, or

Nunne

(Tostock, co. Norfolk).

Sa.

—

a

saltire

Crest
A bull's head
betw. four lions' gambs erased or.
erased per fess ar. and gu. attired of the last.
Nourse (Milton, co. Bucks; co. Essex; Chilling Place and
Wood Eaton, co. Oxford). Gu. a fess betw. two chevAn arm embowed, vested az. cuffed ar.
ronels ar.
Crest
the hand ppr. holding a snake vert, entwined round the

—

arm.

Nourse

(Woodeaton, co. Oxford; Richard Nouese,
son of John Nodbse, Esq., of Chilling Place, same

6.

1601,

and
grandson of John Nocrse, Esq., of Milton, co. Bucks.
embowed,
Same Arms. Crest An arm
Visit. Oxon, 1634).
vested az. cuffed ar. the hand ppr. holding a snake vert,
entwined round the arm.
NoTirse. Same Arms. Crest— A stag's head or.
Novant (co. Devon). Ar. a lion ramp, tail double queued gu.
Nove (CO. Leicester, 1611). Or, a cross engr. vert, charged
in the centre with a crescent of the first. Ci-est An eagle
co.,

—

—

displ. vert.

Novell (London, 1652).
—A buck trippant ar.

Novembe.
Novers (co.
Novike.

Or, fretty gu.

a canton erm.

Crest

Norfolk).

Gu.

five fusils In fess ar. in chief three mullets

pierced or.

gu.

Novreford, or Neirford.

Gu. a lion ramp. erm.
Ar. three
(cos. Kent, Lancaster, and Sussex).
covered cups sa. Crest An arm embowed in armour ppr.
garnished or, holding in the hand a fireball also ppr.
Nowell, or Noell (Merley, co. Lancaster). Paly of six
ar. and gu.

—

Nowell, Novella, or Novell
fretty ar.

and

Stafford).

(co.

a bend vaire of the second and

first

Gu.

(another, or

gu.),

Nowell

(Edmonton, co. Middlesex).
Ar. three covered
Crest
A cubit arm erect ppr.
cups sa. a crescent for diff.
grasping a snake or, environed round the arm.
Nowell (Netheride and Linton, co. York; formerly of
Reade, co. Lancaster, 1613 and 1664). Ar. three covered
cups sa. Crest An arm embowed in armour, in the hand
a flaming bomb all ppr.

—

—

Nowell

Ar. three
Merley, co. Lancaster, 1567).
covered cups sa. garnished or, quartering, Gu. a pelican in
her piety or, foliage vert, nest of the second, for Gasgyll.
Nowell (Great Merley, co. Lancaster, 1567). Same Aritu,
without the quartering.
Nowell. See FiTZ Neel and Noel.
Nowell, or Novelle. Or, a fret gu. a chief az. another,
Gu. fretty or, a canton ar.
Nowenliain. Az. three demi lions ramp. ar. guttle de
sang. Crest
A sturgeon ppr.
(Little

;

—

Nowers, Norwers, Nonwers, or De
(Gothurst, CO. Buckingham, temp. Henry
bars gu. in chief three crescents of the
pestle

la

III.).
last.

Nouers
Ar. two
Crest

—

and mortar ppr.

Nowers

(Knossington, co. Leicester; Ralph de Nowebs,
living 2 Edward II., 1317; left a dau. and heir, Margaret,
TO. William Wilcocks.
Ralph de Nowebs was son of
Robert de Nowebs, who was son of Sir Robert de Nowers,
Knt., of Knossington, temp. King John. Vis'it. Leicester,
1619).
Per fess chequy or, gu. and erm.
(arms in Aylsworth Manor House, Tackley, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Az. a fess ar. betw. three
garbs or.
Nowers. Barry nebulee of six gu. and erm. another, Sa.
three garbs or, banded ar.
another, Vaire ar. and gu.;
another, Ar. a fess betw. four crescents gu. three in chief

Nowers

;

;

and one

in base.
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guSa. on an inescutcheon, within an orle of
martlets or, five lozenges gu.
(co. Suffolk).
Or, a cross engr. gu.
Crest
lion ramp, or, charged on the shoulder with a crescent
gu.
Nowport. Ar. on a fess betw. three crescents sa. as many
crescents of the field.
Noxe. Gu. three escutcheons or, on each a leaf vert.
Noy, or Noye. Ar. three bondlcts sa. on a canton of the
last a cross of the first.

Nowne

—

Noybers, or Noyers. Az. a fess ar.
Noyce. Ar. three carnations gu. stalked and

leaved

vert.

Noye

(Pendrea in

St.

Burian, or Burryan, co. Cornwall;

William Note, of that place, m. Philippa Lenetne, of
Gwynier, in same co., and had three sons I. Edward,
whose son, William Note, was Attorney-General, temp.
Charles I.; II. John; III. William, aged 56 years in 1620.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Az. three crosses crosslet in bend
ar.
Crest — On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a falcon close

—

beak a laurel branch vert. Another Crest—
the beak a sprig of laurel vert.
Az. three bendlets sa. on a canton of the last a cross
of the first.
Crest— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
falcon wing^s expanded ppr. in the beak a laurel branch
in the

ar.,

dove

or, in

Noye.
vert.

Noyes

(East Mascalls, co. Sussex).

Az. three crosses crossa chapeau gu. turned up erm.
a dove, holding in the beak an olive branch ppr. Motto—
in

let,

bend

Crest

ar.

—On

Nuncia pacis oliva.
(Hadham, co. Hertford).

Sa. two pallets ar. a canton

Westmeath
(co.
descended from Hugh de
Ndgent, who went to Ireland, temp. Henry II., with his
cousins, Hugh de Lact and Gilbert and Richard de
Nugent. He got a grant of Bracklyn, and was direct
ancestor of Nicholas Nugent, of Bracklyn, in 1391, who
had two sons, viz. I. Thomas Nugent, of Bracklyn, whose
descendant, Edward Nugent, of Bracklyn, temp. Charles II.,
left a dau. and heiress, Ellinob Nugent, m. James Nugent,
Esq., of Dromeng
II. Sir William Nugent, to. Kathebine, dau. and sole heir of John FitzJohn, eighth Baron of
Delvin, and was ancestor of the noble house of Nugent,
Baron Delvin and Earl of Westmeath). Erm. two bars
;

—

Now. Sa. a chev. betw. three pheons ar.
Nowbery (Reg. Ulster's Office). Erm. a chev.
Nowell

Office).

Nowiuery.

Nug'ent
in chief

or),

three mullets or.

Novike.

Nowland

erm.

a canton of the second.
Vaire ar. and gu.

fess dancettee ar. (another,

TIG

See O'NowLAN.
(Nowland's Fort, co. Carlow; Reg. Ulster's
Az. on a bend betw. two fleurs-de-Us ar. n lion pasa.

Nuce

Or, fretty gu.

Gu. a

N

Nowlan.

;

gu.

Nug'ent

(Earl of Westmeath and Baron Delvin). Erm. two
bars gu. (In a funeral entry preserved in Ulster's Office,
1620, the arms of the fourteenth Baron Delvin are thus
marshalled:
Quarterly, 1st, Nugent: Erm. two bars gu.;
2nd, FitzJohn Quarterly, or and gu. a bordure vair 3rd,
Drake Ar. a wy vem, tail nowed gu. 4th, ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three daws close az.; 5th, gu. seven mascles con-

—

;

:

;

:

joined, three, three,

A

and one

—

wattled gu. Supporters
and endorsed vert, tails
Motto De«revi.

—

Nugreut

(Pallas,

Thomas Nugent,

co.

—

or; 6th, or, a fret gu.). Crest

nowed. combed and
Two cockatrices, wings elevated
nowed, combed and wattled gu.

cockatrice wings elevated vert,

Galway;

tail

Baron Eiverstotcn; Hon.
Lord

Chief Justice of the
Bench, Ireland, second son of Richabd, second
Westmeath,
was
created
Baron
Riverstown, 1689,
Earl of
of

Pallas,

King's

by James

II.,

after

his

abdication

Anthony Fbancis Nugent,

;

his

representative,

of Pallas, sixth inheritor of the

Riverstown patent of 1689, s. 1871, Geoege Thomas, eighth
Earl and first Marquess of Westmeath as ninth Earl of
Same Arms
Westmeath, and twenty-fourth Baron Delvin).
and Crest, a crescent for diff. This difference is, of course,
omitted since the accession of Nugent, of Pallas, to the
Supporters ^Two griffins vert,
earldom of Westmeath.
beaked, forelegged, and wings inverted or, armed and
langued gu. Motto Decrevi.
Nugent (Marquess of Westmeath, extinct 1871 George
Thomas, eighth Earl of Westmeath, was created a Marquess
1822; he left an only dau. and heiress. Lady Rosa Emilx
Mart Anne Nugent, m. Col. Fulke Southwell Greville,
who assumed the additional surname of Nugent, and was

—

—

;

Same Anns, Crest, Sup»
created Lord Greville, of Clonyn).
porters, and Motto as the Earl of Westmeath.
Nug'ent (Gbeville-Nugent, Lord Greville). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. two bars gu. and a canton of the last for diff.,
for Nugent ; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a cross within a border,
both engr.

or, five pellets,

for Gbeville.

0«(s— 1st A
:

A

cockatrice ppr. wings elevated and charged on the breast
with a pellet for diff., for Nogent, motto over, Decrevi;
2nd Out of a ducal coronet gu. a demi swan with wings

—

:

expanded and elevated ar., for Greville. Supporters
Dexter a swan, wings inverted ar. ducally gorged gu.
charged on tlie breast with a pellet; sinister, a cockatrice,
wings elevated and endorsed vert, gorged with an antique
Irish crown or, combed and wattled gu. Motto Vix ea

—

nostra voco.

Nugent

(Dromeng; descended from Hon. John Ndgent,
third son of Richard, first Earl of Westtneath, whose son,
James Nugent, in. Eleanor, dau. and heir of Edward
Ndgent, Es"!., of Bracklyn, and was ancestor of Layall
Nugent, K.C.B., Count Nu.gait, a magnate of Hungary, a
Boman Prince, Field Marshal in the service of the Emperor
of Austria, &c., Ac, who m. Jane, Duchess of Riario
Sforza, only dau. and heir of Raphael, Duke of Riario
Sforza, descended from Edward, Duke of Bavaria, Count

Palatine of the Rhine, K.G., fourth son of Frederick V.,
King of Bohemia, and his Queen, the Princess ElizaDeth, only
Field Marshal Count Nugent d. 1862,
dau. of James I.
leaving, with other issue, a son and heir, Albert, Cov.nt
Nugent). Same Arms and Quarterings, Crest, Motto, and
Supporters as the Earl of We.itmeath.
(Killasonna, co. Longford
Count Nugent, descended from Hon. William Ndgent, sixth son of Christopher, fourteenth Lord Delvin). Erm. two bars gu. Crest
cockatrice, wings elevated vert, tail nowed combed and
Decrevi.
wattled gu. Motto
(Coolamber, co. Westmeath
Count of Valdesoto
descended from James Ndgent, Esq., of Coolamber, second

Nugent

;

—

A

—

Nugent

;

son of Hon. Sir Christopher Nugent, and brother of
Bicbard, twelfth Lord Delvin. Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1620, of ConnallO'Ferrall, Esq., ofTenelick, co. Longford,
whose wife was Katherine, dau. of James Ndgent, Esq., of

Erm. two bars gu. a crescent for diff.
Nugent (Ballina; descended from Oliver Ndgent, third
son of Hon. Sir Christopher Nugent, through his eldest
son James Ndgent). Erm. two bars gu.
Nugent (Farren-Connell, co. Cavan; descended from
Oliver Ndgent, third son of Hon. Sir Christopher
Ndgent, through his younger son William Nugent).
Erm. two bars gu. Crest A cockatrice, wings expanded
Motto Decrevi.
vert, tail nowed, combed, and wattled gu.
Nugent ( Viscount Clare and Earl Nugent : viscounty extinct 1788, earldom vested in the Duke of Buckingham and
Chandos. Robert Ndgent, Esq., of Carlanstown, descended
from Sir Thomas Ndgent, Knt., of Carlanstown, second son
of Richard, seventh Lord Delvin, was created a viscount
1767, and advanced to an earldom 1776, with special remainder to George, Marquess of Buckingham, K.G., the
husband of his eldest dau. and co-heir. Lady Mart ElizaErm. two bars gu. a crescent for diff.
beth Ndgent).
A cockatrice, wings expanded vert, combed and
Crest
wattled gu. charged on the breast with a crescent for diff.
Supporters Two cockatrices, wings elevated vert, combed
and wattled gu. each ducally gorged and chained or. Motto
Coolamber).

—

—

—

—

— Decrevi.
Nugent-Temple

(Paroness Nugent, of Carlanstown, ex-

Mart

Elizabeth, Marchioness of Buckingham,
and co-heir of Robert, Earl Nugent, was so
created 1800, with special remainder to her second son, Lord
George Nogent-Grknville, who s. as Baron Nugent at her
decease, 1812, and d. s. p.). Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, erm.
two bars gu., for Nugent; 2nd, ar. a wyvem, wings expanded gu. 3rd, az. a chev. engr. or, betw. three falcons
Dexter, a lion
close ar. beaked and belled or. Supporter.^
per fess embattled or and gu. sinister, a horse ar. semee
tinct 1850.

eldest dau.

;

—

;

of eaglet") disjil. sa., both collared erm. rimmed gu.
(Di-umcrec, co. Westmeath, and New Haggard, co.
Meath; descended from Robert Nugent, second son of

Nugent

Hon. James Ndoent, brother of the eleventh Lord Delvin).
Erm. two bars gu. Crest— A cockatrice, wings elevated vert,
Motto Decrevi.
tail nowed, combed and wattled gu.
Nugent (Dyscrt and TuUoughan, co. Westmeath descended
from Hon. Lavalin Ndgent, third son of Jambs, third Lord
Delvin: allowed by Fortcscue, 1793.). Erm. two bars gu.

—

;

—

—

A cockatrice ppr. Motto Decrevi.
Cretl
(Porlttfcrry, co. Down
Andrew Ncoent, Esq., of
Dysert, m. Lady Katherine Ndoent, dau. and coheir of
Thomas, fourth Earl of Westmeath, his eldest dau. and
eventual co-heir, Maboaret Ndoknt, m. Andrew Sava<;e,

Nugent

;

Esq., of I'orlttferry, and her grandson, Andrew Savage,
assumed the surname of Ndoent, 1812, when the following
arms, Ac, were exemplified). Erm. two barsgu. Crest
cockatrice, wings expanded vert, tail nowed, combed and
wattled gu. 3/ot(o—Decrevi.

—
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Nua

Nugent

(Ballinlough Castle, co. Westmeath, bart.
Coura
Nugent, of the Holy Roman Empire; Andrew Ndgent, Esq.,
of Dysert, iii. Lady Katherine Ndoent, dau. and co-heir
of Tho.mas, fourth Earl of Westmeath, his youngest dau. and
;

eventual co-hpir, Barbara Ncoest, m. James O'Reillt,
Esq., of Ballinlough, and her son, Hdgh O'Reillt, was
created a bart. 1795, and assumed the surname of Ndgent
on the death of his maternal uncle, Joun Ndgent). Erm.
two bars gu. Crest A cockatrice ppr. Motto Decrevi.
Nugent (Ballynacorr
descended from Christopheb
Ndgent, second son of Andrew Ndgent, Esq., of Dysert;
Ed.mu.md Nugent, Esq., of Ballynacorr, in. 1741, Elizabeth,
sister of Christopher D'Alton, a Count of the Holy Roman
Empire).
Erm. two bars gu. Crest A cockatrice rising

—

—

;

Motto

—

—

Decrevi.
(Donore, co. Westmeath, bart., extinct 1797; descended from Walter Nugent, eldest son of Andrew
Ndoent, brother of Christopher, eleventh Lord Delvin),
Erm. two bars gu.
(formerly Fitz-Gerald, Donore, bart.; Percy
Fitz-Gerald, eldest son of Capt. Thomas Fitz-Gerald,
R.N., and grandson of Pierce Fitz-Gerald, Esq., of Baltinoran, by Christiana Ndgent, his wife, sister of Sir Peter
ppr.

Nugent

Nugent

Nugent, first bart., of Donore, was created a bart. 1831, and
assumed the surname of Nugent, by royal licence, same
year, when the following coat was exemplified to him).
Erm. two bars gu. Crest A cockatrice wings elevated) vert,
tail nowed, combed and wattled gu.
J)fot£o— Decrevi.
Nugent (Clonlost, co. Westmeath descended from Andrew
Nugent, second son of Andrew Ndgent, brother of Christopher, eleventh Lord Delvin). Erm. two barsgu. Crest
A cockatrice, wings elevated vert, tail nowed, combed and
wattled gu. Motto Decrevi.
Nugent (Cloncoskraine, co. Waterford descended from
Edward Ndgent, second son of Richard, tenth Lord
Delvin, who m. Joan, dau. and heir of Richard Bdtler,
Esq., of Cloncoskraine: the heiress m. Charles Httmble,
Esq., whose son, John Ndgent Hdmble, was created a bart.
1831; Arms allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1729). Erm. two
bars gu. Crest A cockatrice, wings elevated vert, tail nowed,
combed, and wattled gu.
Nugent (Moyrath, co. Westmeath, bart., forfeited Thomas
Ndgent, Esq., of Moyrath, descended from Sir William
Oge Ndgent, of same place, second son of William, first
Lord Delvin, was created a bart. 1621; the third bart. sided
with James II. and was attainted). Erm. two bars gu.
Nugent (Dardistown, co. Meath; descended from Francis
Ndoent, Esq., of Dardistown, second son of the first bart.
of Moyrath).
Erm. two bars gu.
Nugent (Ballybrannough, alias Walshestown Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1620
Sir Robert Nugent, Knt., of that
place).
Erm. two bars gu. a crescent for diff.
Nugent (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1021 Richard Ndoent,
of Dublin, merchant).
Erm. two bars gu., on the upper
one a lozenge ar. charged with another sa.
Nugent (Waddesdon, co. Berks, bart. Sir Georoe Ndgent,
G.C.B., reputed son of Hon. Edmund Nugent, Lieut.-Col.
Ist Regt. Foot Guards, son of Earl Nugent, was created a
Erm. two bars within a border engr. gu., oq
bart. 1806).
a canton of the last a dagger erect ppr. pommel and hilt or.
Crest— A cockatrice vert gorged with a plain collar or,
pendent therefrom an escutcheon gu. charged with a dagger

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

Supporters Two cockatrices verr,
wings endorsed, collared or, pendent therefrom a shield gu.,
charged with a dagger, as in the arms. Afotfo— Decrevi.
Nun. Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four lions' gambs erect ppr.
A bull's head erased per fesse vert and or.
Crest
(Thorp, co. Northampton). Gu. three chev. ar.
(cos. Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk).
Sa. a saltire betw.
four lions' gambs or. Crest— A bull's head erased per fess
armed
and
crined
of
the
last.
ar. and gu.
(St. Margarets, CO. Wexford; descended from JosnuA
Ndnn, Esq., of St. Margaret's, High Sheriff, co. Wexford,
1709, eldest son of Richard Nunn, a Captain in Ireton's
erect, as in the arms.

—

Nune
Nunn

Nunn

Regt., 1649,

who

settled in Ireland,

and was High

Sheriff,

Same Arms and Crest.
Wexford, 1676).
MottoSuaviter in modo, fortiter in re.
(Hill Castle, co. Wexford
descended from Richard
Nunn, second son of Richard Nunn, Captain in Ireton's
Ktgt., 1649; Joseph Ndnn, E.sq., of Hill Castle, d. 1804,
leaving two daus. his co-heirs, the eldest of whom, Frances
Ndnn, m. 1787, Joshda Ndnn, Esq., of St. Margaret's, and
thus united both branches).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto,
a crescent for diff.
(Elias Shirlet Ndnn, Esq., of Bury St. Edmunds,
Az. a, saltire erm. betw. two bulls' heads
CO. Suffolk).
CO.

Nunn

;

Nunn

erased in pale, and as

many

lions'

gambs erased

in fesse or.

A
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Nxrn
Citst

— Upon

a mount vert in front of an oak tree ppr. a
(Visit.

Durham,

1615).

Ar. on a chev. az. betw.

three eagles displ. sa. as many estoiles or.
Sa. an eagle displ. or.

Nunwicke.

(Scotland).

Gu. a

fess or,

betw. a chev. in chief

cinquefoil in base ar. a border of the second.

and a

—

—A

Justitia.
pair of balances ppr. Motto
N'urse (cos. Oxford and Gloucester, now Middlesex).

a

a fleur-de-Us of the

saltire ar.

Nuse.

Crest

on

Ar. a chev. betw. three annulets sa. a chief of the

ITusliain. (Nusham Hall,

co. York).
Sa. on a fess ar. three
Crest
A monster, with a lion's head,
body, and bird's feet ppr.
Nuswell. Vert two chev. ar. each charged with three
cinquefoils gu.
NutbrowTie (Barking, co. Essex; granted 1588). Enn. on
Crest
A Uon sejant
a chief sa. three lions' heads erased or.
ea. holding in the forepaws a sword ar. hilt of the first,
and
gripe
of
the
second.
pommel
Or, a fess embattled betw. two
(co. Wilts).
Crest
on a mural coronet or, a falcon close
escallops gu.
ppr. beaked and belled or.
Nuthal (Cattenal, co. Chester). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a shackbolt sa., for Nuthal; 2nd, ar. a griflBn segreant sa.
armed or., for Gbutin; 3rd, sa. a buck's head cabossed ar.
A falcon rising ar. beaked
attired or, for Hoeton.
Crest
and ducally gorged or.
(Sirguam House, Bombay). Ar. a sheaf of

crosses crosslet gu.

—

fish's

—

Nutcombe

—

—

Nuthoobhoy

rice ppr. banded gu. encircled by two sickles also ppr., on a
chief dancett^e az. a mullet or, betw. two bezants. Crest
Upon a mount vert an elephant ppr. charged on the body

—

two mullets or, holding in the trunk a branch of palm
Motto Wisdom above riches.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three nut-hooks sa.
Ifutsball (Nutshall, co. Lancaster). Ar. a squirrel sejant
gu. supporting a hazel branch vert fructed or.
Ifutt (Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester, and Mayes, co. Sussex).
Per fess az. and enn. a pale counterchanged three pheons
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a pheon or,
ar.
Crest
betw. two wings expanded ar. Another Crest
A pheon ar.
betw. two wings vert. Another Crest
On a chapeau gu
turned up erm. a cock crowing ppr.
Nutt (CO. Kent). Az. a pheon or.
Nuttall (Nuttall Hall, anciently Nothogh, within the Chase
of Holcome, co. Lancaster
represented, in the female line,
by FoEMBT, of Formby). Ar. a shacklebolt sa. Crest
talbot statant ar. chained and collared sa,
Nuttall (Tottington HaU, co. Lancaster represented, in the
female line, by Radclyffe, of Foxdenton). Same Arms and
•with

—

also ppr.

Nuth.iirst.

—

—

—

;

—

;

Crest.

Nuttall (Walmersley, co. Lancaster; a branch of the Nuttall HaU family, teynp. Henry VII., represented, in the female
line, by Op.mebod, of Tyldesly).
Same Arms and Crest.
Nuttall (Kempsey, co. Worcester). Same Arms. Crest —
On a chapeau sa. turned up erm. a martlet sa. Motto—SeTV<x
jugum.

Nuttall.
Nutter.

Gu. six cocks ar.
Ar. a boar pass. sa. betw. three crescents gu.
Crest
A dolphin naiant or.
Nyssell (co. Kent). Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four laurel
leaves sa. Crest A lion ramp, per fesse ar. and az. holding
in the dexter paw a fleur-de-Us or.

—

—

Somerset and Wilts). Sa. on a fess ar. betw. six
a cross crosslet fitehfie betw. two oak leaves
Crest
A demi leopard ramp, gorged with an
antique crown, holding in the dexter paw an acorn branch
fructed all ppr., and supporting with the sinister a cross
crosslet, as in the arms.
Motto Persevere.
Oakden (Ladham House, co. Kent). Gyronny of eight ar.
and gu. the dexter charged with an oak branch fructed ppr.
Crest
A wolf ramp. ar. against an oak tree fructed ppr.
Motto Et si ostendo non jacto.
Oakeley (Oakeley, co. Salop an ancient family in that co.).
Ar. on a fesa betw. three crescents gu. as many fleurs-de-lis
(cos.

acorns

or,

sUpped

vert.

—

—

—

—

;

—A

dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. in the
hand a scymitar also ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Oakeley (Plas Tan-y-Bwlch, co. Merioneth descended from
or.

Crest

O B

Evan Gryffydd,

R
Samo

Esq., of Plas Tan-y-Bwlch).

;

William Oakeley, Esq., grandson of William Oakelet,
third son of William Oakeley, Esq., of Oakeley, M.P.
for Bishop's Castle, 1660, who m, Maxoaret only daa. and
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Crest, quartering Gbyfftdd.
(Shrewsbury, co. Salop, bart.
descended from
Charles Oakeley, second son of Rev. William Oakeley,
Rector of Forton, co. Stafford, and brother of William
Oakeley, who m. the heiress of Plas Tan-y-Bwlch). Ar. on
a fess betw. three crescents gu. as many fleurs-de-lis or, for
Oakeley the family quarters, Az. a stag trippant or, for
Steahan. Crest A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr.
charged with two fleurs-de-lis or, each in a crescent gu., in
the hand a scymitar also ppr. pommel and hUt gold the
present baronet, and those preceding him, have taken a
second crest, viz., A stag's head erased or, for Steahan.
Motto Non timeo sed caveo.
Oakes (Mitchara Hall, co. Surrey, bart.). Ar. on a chev.
engr. sa. betw. three sprigs of oak fructed ppr. a cross of
eight points of the field, on a canton gu. a mullet of as many
points within an increscent of the first.
Crest
Out of a
mural crown gu. a buck's head erased ppr. gorged
with a collar embattled, counter-embattled or.
MottoPersevere.
Oakes, or Okes (Oundle, co. Northampton). Gu. two lions
combatant ar. a chief of the last, quartering, Sa. a fesse
betw. six acoms or. Crest
An oak tree vert fructed or,
supported by two lions ramp. ar.
Oakes (Newton Court, co. Suffolk). Sa. on a fess engr.
betw. six sUps of oak fructed or, three oak leaves vert. Crest
An oak tree ppr. fructed or, encircled with pallisades.
Jt/oJ(o— Quercus robur salus patrite.
Oakhampton, Tovna. of (co. Devon). Chequy or and
az. two bars ar.
C>-est
A castle.
Oates (Perran Zabuloe, and St. Agnes, co. Cornwall). Az. a
chev. engr. or, betw. two plates.
Oates. At. a bear ramp. sa. muzzled gu. Crest A boai'8
head erased ar.
O'Beirue (a Sept in Connaught, chiefs of Hy-Briuin-NaSinna, co. Roscommon, deriving their name from Beibn,
who was of the race of O'Conoe, of Magh Naoi). Ar. an oak
tree eradicated and fructed ppr. in base a lizard vert, in the
dexter base point a saltire couped gu. on a chief az. the
sun in his splendour or, and a crescent of the first. Crest
dexter arm in armour embowed, the hand grasping a sword

Oakeley

;

;

Sa.

first.

last.

OAK

heir of

Arms and

beehive or.

29'anseg'les

ITorse

A

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

all ppr.

O'Beime (allowed by Mac CuUogh,

Ulster, 1761, as the

arms

the King of
Spain, whose only dau. Mabla Theeesa O'Beibne, Maid of
Honour to the Queen of Spain, m. Philip, Duke of Wharton,
of

Heney O'Beiene, an

officer in the service of

—

Same Arms and Crest. Motto Fuimus.
(aUowed by Mac CuUogh, Ulster, 1761, to Thai>DEUs O'Beirne, an officer in the service of the King of Spain,
son of Michael O'Beirne, and cousin germain of Maeia
Theresa O'Beirne, Duchess of Wharton). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.
Obert. Ar. a fess betw. two barrulets wavy gu.
O'Boyle (a sept in Ulster of the race of Cinel Conaill,
deriving their name from Baoighill, chief of the Barony of
Boylagh, co. Donegal). Or, an oak tree eradicated vert.
A sword point upwards ppr. and a passion cross or, in
C7-est
saltire surmounted of a heart gu.
O'Breuan (Ossory, in Leinster a numerous Sept in Ossory,
formerly O'Eraonain, the last recognized chief of which was
Doctor John Bsennan, of Dublin). Gu. two lions ramp,
combatant supporting a garb aU or. in chief three swords,
two in saltire, points upwards, and one fessways, point to
Crest
An arm
the dexter ar. pommels and hilts gold.
embowed in armour grasping a sword all ppr.
O'Brenan (Cloneen and Moneenroe, co. Kilkenny, aad
Malaga; aUowed by Fortescue, Ulster, 1769, to John
O'Brenan, of Malaga, in Spain, son of Edmc.nd O'Ebenan,
Esq., of Moneenroe, who was great-grandson of Patrick
O'Brenan, of Cloneen). Same Arms and Crest. Motto Sub
hoc signo vinces.
O'Brenon (the Sept of O'Braonan, or O'Beaonain, of Ulster
and Connaught). Ar. a lion ramp. az. in chief two dexter
hands couped at the wrist apaumee gu. Crest Out of a
and

d. 1777).

O'Beirne

—

;

—

—

—

ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers alternately

and gold.
(descended from Brien Bobcmha, King of Munster,
and Monabch of All Ireland, a.d. 1002, who feU at the
Battle of CloBtarf, a.d. 1014). Gu. three hons pass, guard.
In pale per pale or and ar.
O'Brien. {Earl of Thomond, dormant since 1741 Conor
O'EaiEN, the descendant ofBErEN Boboimhe, Monarch of
Ireland, was inaugurated King of Thomond, 1528, andd. 1540,
leaving a son Donough O'Beien, who was deposed by his uncle,
MURROUOH O'Brien, he then usurped the sceptre of Thomond
and resigned the royalty to Henry VIU., when he was
az.

O'Brien

;

\

/
;

Thomond for life, with remainder to
his deposed nephew, Donoogh O'Brien Henrt, eighth Earl
earldom devolved on
of Thomond, d.s.p. 1741, when the
;

Chables O'Brien, sixth Viscount Clare, Marshal Thomond,
of the French service, whose grandfather, Daniel, third
Viscount Clare, was outlawed 1690). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale per pale or and ar. 2nd,
ar. three piles meeting in point gu.; 3rd, or, a pheon az.
A dexter arm embowed issuing out of a cloud and
Oi-est
brandishing a sword all ppr. Supporters Two lions guard,
Mottoes Ancient: Laiph laidir an
per fess or and ar.
nachtar (the strong hand from above) modem : Vigueur de
;

—

—

—

;

dessus.
Clare, attainted 1690 Sir Daniel O'Bkien,
third son of Connob, third Earl of Thomond, was created,
his grandson, Daniel,
1662, Viscount O'Brien of Clare;
third Viscount Clare, was outlawed 1690, for his adhesion to
James II.; the outlawed Viscount's grandson, Cuables,

O'Brien ( Viscount

;

sixth Viscount Clare, became, in 1741, heir to the earldom
of Thomond, on the death of Henrt, eighth Earl of Thomond,
This was the famous Lord Clare,
and assumed the title.
of the Irish Brigade, afterwards Marshal Thomond, of

distinguished at Fontenoy and
He d. 1761, leaving a son and heir, Chables
LafFeldt.
O'Bbien, d. s. p. 1764, and a dau. Antoinette Charlotte Mabie Septimanie, m. the Duke de Choiseul-PrasUn,
and her descendant the present Duke de Choiseul-Praslin,

the French

service,

so

heir general of the Viscounts Clare and the Earls of
Thomond). Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale per pale
Crest
A dexter arm embowed vested gu.
or and ar.
brandishing a sword ppr. pommel and hilt or. Supporters
Two lions guard, per fess or and ar. armed and langued gu.
Motto Lamh laidir an nachtar.
O'Brien {Baron Inchiquin ; Mubbogh O'Bbien, who usurped
the sovereignty of Thomond, 1540, on the death of his
brother, Cosob, King of Thomond, and resigned the same to
Henry VIII., was created, as above. Earl of Thomond, with
remainder to his deposed nephew, Donough O'Brien, and
was created, at same time. Baron Inchiquin, with remainder
to the heirs male of his body). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
three lions pass, guard, in pale per pale or and ar., for
O'Bbien 2nd, ar. three piles meeting in point issuing from
the chief gu.; 3rd, or, a pheon az. Crest Issuing from a
cloud an arm embowed ppr. brandishing a sword ar. pommel
and hilt or, motto over: Lamh laidir an nachtar. Supporters
Two lions guard, per fesse or and ar. Motto Vigueur de
is

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

dessus.

O'Brien

(Earl of Inchiquin, and Marquis of Thomond,
extinct 1 S55 Mdbbogh, fifth Baron Inchiquin, was raised to
an earldom 1664; Mubrogh, fifth earl, was raised to the
marquisate of Thomond 1800, the third Marquis d. s.p.
when Sir LcciDS O'Brien, fifth bart. of Dromoland, succeeded
Same
to the Barony of Inchiquin, as thirteenth baron).
Arms, Crest, Supporters, and Mottoes.
O'Brien (Dromoland, co. Clare, bart., now Baron Inchiquin ;
Donough O'Brien, fourth in descent from Donough O'Bbien,
third son of Mubbough, first Baron Inchiquin, was created a
bart. 1686, the fifth bart. s. 1865, as thirteenth Barcm.
Inchiquin, on the failure of the senior line). Gu. three lions
pass, guard, in pale per pale or and ar.
Crest, same as the
Motto— Lamh laidir an nachtar (the strong hand
last.
uppermost).
O'Brien (Windham-O'Brien, Earl of Thomond, extinct 1774
He.nby, eighth Earl of Thomond, bequeathed his estates to
Percy Wtndham, Esq., brother of Chables, first Earl of
Efjrenionl, who tlicrcupon assumed the additional surname
and arms of O'Brien, and was raised to the peerage 1756,
Quarterly, Island 4th, same ae O'Brien, Earl of
d.s.p.).
Thoviond ; 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three hons' heads
erased or, for Wtndham. Crest A naked arm embowed,
holding a sword all ppr.
Supporters Two lions guard, per
fes.'i or and ar.
O'Brien (Sir Tibiogh O'Brien, uncle to the then Earl of
Thomond, was knighted 14 March, 1601, by Charles, Lord
Moini'jfu, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland).
Gu. three lions
pass, guard, in pale ar.
O'Brien (Canigogoinell, co. Limerick, Curryglass and
Mngecly, co. Cork, and France allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
J7'>«, to Col. James Daniel O'Brien, of the French service,
sixth in descent from Toblooh O'Brien, of Curryglass and
Mogccly, who was fifth in descent from Conor O'Brien, of
CarriKOgoinell, second son of Mahon O'Brien, King of
Thomond, ancestor of Lord Inchiquin). Same Arms as the
Barlt of Thmtumd and Inchiquin. Crest A dexter arm cmbowed, vested gu. holding in the hand a sword ppr. pommel
and hilt or. >/o«o^Lamh laidir an nachtar.
O'Brien (Ballynalackcn, co. Clare; of this family is the Hon.
;

—

—

;

—
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OBB
created, 1543, Sari of

James O'Brien, one of the Judges of the Court of Queen's
Bench in Ireland). Gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale per
pale or and ar. Crest
An arm embowed, brandishing a
sword ar. pommeled and hilted or.
Motto Vigueur de

—

—

dessus.

O'Brien

(Borris, in Ossory, Queen's co. bart.; granted by
Ulster, to Timothy O'Brien, Esq., Lord Mayor of
Dublin, 1849, created a bart. that year on Her Majesty's first
visit to Ireland). Ar. three lions pass, guard, per pale gu. and
Crest
From a castle
az. armed or, all within a border vert.
ar. in flames, a naked arm embowed, grasping a sword ppr.
Motto Lamh laidhir an nachtar.
O'Bjrrne (Glenmalure, co. Wicklow, of the same race as
O'TooLE, deriving their surname from Bran, Broin, or Bibn,
Fiagh Mac Hugh O'Byrne, of GlenChief of the Sept.
malure, Chief of this great and historic Sept, having been
in rebellion, submitted to Queen Elizabeth, 1595. His son,
Fhelim Mac Fiagh O'Bybne got a re-grant of his lands 1606,
and d. 1630).
Gu. a chev. betw. three dexter hands couped
at the wrist ar. Crest
A mermaid with comb and mirror

Betham,

—

—

—

all

ppr.

O'Byrne

(Timogue, Queen's co., bart., confirmed by St.
George, Ulster, 1664, to Daniel Byrne, of Dublin, descended
from the O'Byrnes, of co. Wicklow: his eldest son, Sir
Gregoby Bybne, was created a bart. 1671, and is now represented by Geobge, Lord de Tabley. See Leicester, Lord de
Tahley). Same Arms, with a border of the second for diff.
Crest
A mermaid with comb and mirror all ppr. Motto—
Certavi et vici.
O'Byrne (Cabinteely, co. Dublin; William Richard
O'Byrne, Esq., of Cabinteely, M.P. co. Wicklow, is descended

—

from John Byrne, Esq., High Sheriff, co. Wicklow, 1675,
younger son of Daniel Byrne, of Dublin, ancestor of Lord
Motto Certavi et vici.
de Tabley). Sa.me Arms a.nCi Ci-est.

—

O'Byrne Brany

(Reg. Ped. Ulster's Office

;

Shilie, dau.

LouGHLiN O'Bybne Bbant, m. Cheistopheb Mac Awley).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. on a chief or,
two dexter hands couped at the wrist of the second.
O'Cahan (Chiefs of Limavady and the Rout, co. Londonderry, descended from the race of O'Neill, and deriving
their surname from Cahan, Chief of the Sept. Tenth ia
descent from him was Manus O'Cahan, Chief of the Sept.
His descendant,
killed at the battle of Down, a.d. 1260.
Sir DoNAL O'Cahan, Chief of his Sept, was knighted by Sir
Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 28 June, 1607).
Az. on a fess per pale gu. and ar. betw. in chief out of the
horns of a crescent, a dexter hand couped at the wrist and
apaumee, surmounted by an estoile betw. on the dexter a
horse counter-saliant, and on the sinister a lion ramp, each
also surmounted by an estoile, and in base a salmon naiant
all ar. on the dexter side three lizards pass, bend sinisterways
gu. and on the dexter an oak tree eradicated vert, over all
an escutcheon ar. charged with a cross calvary on three
of

grieces ppr.
Felis

Crest

— A cat-a-mountain ramp. ppr.

Motto—

demulcta mitis.

O'Cahan

(Ballynaclosky, co. Londonderry; Qcoy Ballagc
O'Cahan, d. 1637, grandson of Donell O'Cahan, of CoUryan, same co., third son of Shane O'Cahan, Chief of his

—

Gu. three salmon haurient, two and one or. Crest
mountain cat saliant ppr. Motto Inclytus virtute.
O'Cahill (a Sept who possessed Corca Thine, now Corkahinny,
or the parish of Templemore, co. Tipperary they descend
from and derive their name from Catiial, brother of Conorna-Luinge Cuaithe, ancestor of O'Conor, of Corcomroc).
Ar. a whale spouting in the sea ppr. Crest An anchor erect,
cable twined around the stock all ppr.
O'Callan, or O'Cuillean. Or, on a bend gu. three
martlets ar. Crest A demi griffin ramp. gu.
O'Callagrhan (a Sept of the same race us MacCartiiy, who
possessed a territory in the barony of Duhallow, co. Cork,
and derived their surname from Ceallachain, ix Chieftain of
the Sept. The Chief of this Sept was transplanted into co.
Ar. in base a mount vert, on
Clare by Oliver Cromwell).
the dexter side a hurst of oak trees, therefrom issuanta wolf
Sept).

—

A

:

—

—

pass, towards the sinister all ppr.

O'Callaerhan (Clonmyn,
OfTiie;

co.

Cork;

Callachan O'Callaghan,

c<.

Fun. Ent.

1631).

Same

Ulster's
.i4n)is.

Lismore). Same Arms. Crest—
( Viscount
naked dexter arm embowed, holding bcndwise a sword entwined with a snake all ppr. Su2'>porlers—'V\yo stags ppr.
Mollo
Fidus et andax.
O'Callag'han (Cadognn, co. Cork). Same Arms, Crest,
Motto.
and
O'Calla^han (Baden-Baden allowed by Hawkini!, Ulster,
1765, to James Louis O'Callaghan, of that jilace, son of
John O'Callaghan, a Captain in O'Brien's regiment in tl.a
serricc of France, d. 1712. descended from Caiiib O'Cal-

O'Callag'han

—

;
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Ocklesha^W (co. Lancaster). Per fess embattled ar. and
LAGHAN, of Promine, co. Cork, temp. Queen Elizabeth).
gu. two arrows fessways counterchanged, plumed az
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Crest
A flaming sword erect in pale or.
O'Carrie, or O'Carry (a Sept of the Clan Cathail, of
O'Clancy (Downmacfelimy, co. Clare, and Newtown, co.
the race of Cathail, second son of Mhireadhach MdilGalway, temp. James I.). Ar. two lions pass, guard, in pale
LiETHAy, King of Connaught, d. a.d. 701). Az. a lion pass,
gu. Crest
An arm in armour em bowed, holding a
Crest
A dexter hand couped at the wrist erect, holding
guard, or.
a sword in pale, pierced through a boar's head couped all
spear, point downwards, shaft couped all ppr.
ppr.
O'Carroll (Lord of Ely, or the territory of Eile, extending
O'Clary. Per pale indented or and gu. two lions ramp,
over part of the King's co. and co. Tipperary descended
combatant counterchanged. Crest An arm in armour emfrom Eile, seventh in descent from Cian, son of Oliol Ollhm,
bowed, the hand grasping a sword all ppr.
Kingof Munster; Sir William O'Cakboll, Chief of his name,
O'Clery (The Sept of O'Cleibigh, inhabiting the territory of
ivas knighted at Limerick, 30 March, 15G7, by Sir Henry
Sa. two lions ramp,
O'Fiachrach, Aidhne, co. Galway, who were dispersed after
Sydney, Lord Deputy of Ireland).
the English invasion, 1172). Or, three nettle leaves vert.
combatant or, armed and langucd gu. supporting a sword,
O'Coffey (co. Cork; the Sept of O'Cobhthaigh, who pospoint upwards ppr. pomtoel and hilt gold.
sessed Tricha ched medhonach, i.e.. " the central cantred,"
O'Carroll (Lord of Ely O'Carroll Sir Maolroona O'Carboll,
identical with the present Barony of Bairy Roe, where the
Chief of his name, was knighted at Dublin by Sir George
was
son
of
Sir
WilSept
July,
1603.
He
had seven castles, viz., Dundeedy, Dunowen, Dunore,
Deputy,
25
Gary, Lord
Duneen, Dunacowig, Dunworley, and Dungorley). Vert a
liam O'Caeboll Odhab, Lord of Ely, the brother of Teige
fess erm. betw. three corns or Irish cups or.
O'Carroll, of Ely O'Carroll, Chief of his Sept, who is styled
Crest
A man
riding on a dolphin ppr.
by Sir James Ware, "Petty King of Ely"). Ar. two lions
point
O'Collins
supporting
a
sword
upwards
of
combatant
gu.
(the Sept of O'Coieen, of the same race as
ramp,
O'Donovan they inhabited the district of Hy Conaill, co.
the last, pommel and hilt or.
Limerick, but were driven out of their country by the
O'Carroll (Carrollstown, Maryland, U.S. America; descended
Geraldines). Ar. two lions ramp, combatant ppr. Crest
from Charles O'Cabboll, Attorney-General for Maryland,
A pelican vulning herself, wings elevated all ppr.
where he got a grant of 60,000 acres, the son of Rogeb and the
O'Concanon (a Sept descended from Cucenaind, of
grandson of Sir Maolroona O'Cabboll, knighted 1 March,
the race of Mac Debmot, of Moylurg, who were Chiefs
1608.
Mart, dau. and heir of Charles Carroll, of Carrollsof Corcamoe, co. Galway.
town, one of those who signed the Declaration of American
The Chief of the Sept resided
at
Esq.,
Maryland,
and
Kiltullagh, in the present parish of Corcamoe).
had
Independence, m. Richabd Caton,
Ar.
on a mount in base ppr. an oak tree vert, perched on
three daus. co-heirs: I. Maby Anne, ra. first, Robert
the top thereof a falcon of the second, two crosses crosslet
Pateeson, Esq., and, secondly, 1835, Richard, Marquess
fitch^e in fess az.
WellesUy ; II. Elizabeth, to., 1836, George William, Lord
Crest— An elephant sa. tusked or. Motto
Con can an.
Stafford; III. LomsA, m., first, 1817, Sir Felton Hervet
Bathobst, Bart. and, secondly, Fbancis Godolphin, seventh O'Connell (a Sept descended from Conghaile, Chief of
Magh O'gCoinchinn, now Mugunihy, a territory forming
Duke of Leeds). Gu. two lions ramp, combatant ar. supthe eastern portion of the co. Kerry.
porting a sword point upwards ppr. pommel and hilt or.
The O'Donoghoes,
shortly
Ulster,
12
This coat was exemplified by Betham,
July, 1826,
before the Norman Conquest, invaded this territory,
and drove the O'Connells out of Mugunihy westward into
to Mabt Anne, Marchioness Wellesley. Crest On the stump
Iveragh, where they settled at Ballycarbery as Castellans
of an oak-tree sprouting, a hawk rising all ppr. belled
to MacCarthy More.
or.
The Chief of this Sept was transa
branch
planted by OUver Cromwell to Brenter, near Callan Hill, co.
O'Carroll (Maryland, U.S. America,
of O'Carroll,
Clare). Per fess ar. and vert a stag trippant ppr. betw. three
of Ely O'Carroll, descended from Roney O'Carboll and
trefoils sUpped counterchanged.
James O'Carroll, nephews of Sir Daniel O'Carroll, Knt.,
O'Connell (Darrinane Abbey, co. Kerry; descended from
of St. Jago, in Spain, who emigrated to St. Kitts, West Indies,
Crest.
Daniel O'Connell, Esq., of Aghavore, in the Barony of
/^-mp. Queen Anne).
Same Arras a.nd
O'Carroll (Ardagh, CO. Galway, also Dunmore, in same co.,
Iveragh
Daniel O'Connell. of Darrinane Abbey, Q.C,
M.P., who rf. at Genoa, 1847, is represented by his grandson,
and Avondale, Blackrock, co. Dublin; descended from
Daniel O'Connell, Esq., of Darrinane Abbey, J. P., D.L.).
Redmond or Remt O'Cabboll, Esq., of Ardagh, d. 1755,
brother of Sir Daniel O'Carboll, Knt., of St. Jago,
Same Arms. Crest A stag's head erased ar. charged with a
trefoil slipped vert.
in Spain, now represented by Rev. John James O'Carroll,
Motto Ciall agus neart.
of the Oratory, Brompton, London. Reg. Ulster's Office).
O'Connell (Ballyhean Lodge, co. Clare; descended from
John O'Connell, Esq., of Greenagh, brother of the late
Same Arms. Crest On the stump of an oak tree sprouting
new branches a hawk rising all ppr. belled or. Motto In
Daniel O'Connell, Esq., M.P., of Darrinane Abbey; his
fide et in bcUo forte.
eldest son, Morgan John O'Connell, M.P., r,i., 1865, Maby
Ochterlony (Guynd, co. Forfar). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Anne, only dau. of Charles Bianconi, Esq., of Longfield, co.
within a bordure gu. charged with eight buckles and
Tipperary, and d. 1875, leaving an only son, John Charles
escallops alternately or.
CoppiNGER O'Connell).
Crest
An eagle displ. az. Motto
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Deus mihi adjutor.
See MacMahon.
Ochterlony (That Ilk, and Kelly, co. Forfar). Az. a lion O'Connell (Lake View, co. Kerry, bart. descended from
ramp, on a border ar. eight buckles of the first.
Sir James O'Connell, created a bart., 1869, brother of the
Ochterlony (bart. 1823, extinct). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
late Daniel O'Connell, Esq., M.P., of Darrinane Abbey).
holding in the paws a trident erect or, and charged on the
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
shoulder with a key, the wards upwards, of the field, all
O'Connell (Castle Connell, co. Limerick; allowed by
within a bordure wavy of the second, charged with four
Hawkins, Ulster, 1755, to James O'Connell, son of Michael
buckles gu. Crest A swan, wings elevated ar. ducally collared
O'Connell, of London, and grandson of Hugh O'Connell,
and chained or, the breast charged with a buckle gu. and the
Captain of Horse to James II. Same Arms. Crest A stag's
wings and body debruised by a bendlet sinister wavy az.
head erased ppr. Motto Victor in arduis.
Motto Spes labor levis.
O'Connell. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter pa^
Ochterlony (certifiedat the College of Arms, London, 1779).
a trefoil slipped vert, on a chief az. three mullets or. Crest
Az. a lion ramp. ar. charged on the side with a key in pale
A buck statant ppr.
of the field, and holding in the dexter paw a trident or.
O'Connor Kerry (a Sept descended from Mathgamhan
Crest
A swan rousant ar. ducally crowned or, collared and
O'Conchobhair, King of Cairraighe, 1138, i.e., that part of
chained of the last, charged on the breast with a rose gu.
the present co. Kerry extending from the Strand of Tralce
Ochterlony (Minister of Aberiemno, co. Forfar, 1G72). Az.
to the River Shannon).
Vert a lion ramp, double queued
a lion ramp. ar. in base the Holy Bible expanded ppr. a
and crowned or. Crest A dexter arm embowed in mail
bordure gu. charged with eight buckles or. Crest Jacob's
garnished or, the hand grasping a sword erect ppr.
ladder, an angel ascending thereon ppr.
Motto Sic itar id
pommel and hilt gold. Motto Ncc timeo, nee spemo.
Dstra.
O'Connor (co. Kerry; Thomas O'Connor, Esq., The Spa,
O'Cinsallag'h (a Sept descended from Enna Cinsallagh,
Tralee, co. Kerry, 1846, and his brother. Rev. Charles
son of Debmot McMnBEOGH, last King of Leinster, d. 1171,
James O'Connor, Glancullen, co. Dublin). Same Arms,
and brother of Donel Caomhnagh, ancestor of the KavaCrest, and Motto.
naghs.
This Sept possessed a territory in the north of
O'Connor (Carrigfoile, co. Kerry; Fun. Cnt. Ulster's Office,
the CO. Wexford, known as Hy Cinsallagh, extending from
1639, John O'Connoe, of that place, who had four daus. his
the bounds of the county at Wicklow to The O'Morchoes'
co-heirs, the third of whom, Maby O'Connor, m. Connor
territory).
Ar. a fess gu. bctw. in chief two garbs of tho
O'Connor, of Kariragh, in same co., heir to the lands of his
htst, and in base a lion pass. sa.
father-in-law). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

:

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—

;

O

Failgrlie (a Sept in Leinater, who were defrom BossA Fmlghb, son of Cathaoie Mok,
Monarch of Ireland, and possessed the territory of Hy
Failghe, extending over the baronies of Offaley, co. Kildare,
and portions of the King's and Queen's cos. This Sept was
At. on a
the parent stock of O'Doinn and O'Dempset).
mount in base vert an oak tree acomed ppr.
O'Coxuior (Gortnamona, or Mount Pleasant, Eing's co.
The representative,
descended from O'Connor Failghe.

O'Connor
scended

Macbice Nugent

0'Co^fl^OK,

Esq.,

Mount

of

Pleasant,

1818, leaving four daus., his co-heirs, viz., Cathekuje,
Countess of Desart; Mabt, Mrs. Tuite, of Sonna; Jpua,

d.

who

d.

unm.

;

and Elizabeth, who m. 1822, Eev. Benjamin

Morris).

Same Amns.

O'Connor

(Corcomroe

estates in the co. Clare
Crest

ar.
all

—A

hand

;

a Sept which held considerable

down

to 1584).

'Vert a stag trippant

in a gauntlet erect holding a

broken dart

ppr.

O'Oonnor (Glcan-Geimhin

and Cianachta, now the Barony
a Sept of the same race as
of their territory by the
O'Cabans before the English invasion). Ar. on a mount in
base an oak tree all ppr.
O'Connor (Newtown, King's co. Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce,
1675, DoNOUGH O'CoNNOB, son of John O'Connor, of same
place, was buried with his father at Killihie, in same co.,
Ar. an oak tree
leaving an only son, John O'Connob).
of Keenaght, co. Londonderry;

O'Caeboll, who were driven out

;

eradicated ppr.
(Derrymolin, King's co.

O'Connor

;

impalement Fun. Ent.

William FitzGkeald, Esq., of Rahannan, co. Kerry, whose wife was Mart O'Connor, dau. of
Charles O'Connor, Esq., of Derrymolin). Ar. an oak tree
eradicated vert fructed and charged with a lizard pass, or, a
Ulster's Office, 1640,

crescent for
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diff.

O'Conor

O'Corrigran

Sept of the same descent as
McGoiBE, descended from Colla da Cbrioch). Or, a chev.
betw. two trefoils slipped in chief and a lizard pass, in base
Crest

vert.

(an

—Two

ancient

battle axes in saltire in front of a

ppr. point downwards,

pommel and

See Corrigan, Bart.
O'Crean (O'Craidhen, cos. Mayo and Sligo). Ar. a wolf
ramp. sa. betw. three human hearts gu.
Crest
A demi
wolf ramp. sa. holding betw. the paws a human heart or.
Motto
Cor mundum crea in me, Deus.
O'Crean. See Lynch, of Clogher.

—

—

O'Crowly, and O'Croly

O'Crouley,

—

Cork descended from Connaught). Ar. a boar pass. az.
betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
(City of Limerick, and Cadiz, in Spain allowed
by Hawkins, Ulster, 1771, to Peter Alphonso O'Cboulet, of
the latter place, son of Jeremiah O'Crouley. of Limerick,
who emigrated to Cadiz descended from Cobmick O'Cboules,
of Carbery, co. Cork). Same Arms.
Crest— K naked arm
erect couped below the elbow gu. holding a spear in bend,
point upwards, ppr. Motto— &^tro in Deo.
O'Crouley (Tome, in the Barony of Carbery, co. Cork Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1637, Eluce, dau. of Debmot Mac
Teioe O'Cboulet, of that place, m. Donouoh O'Leabt, of
Dromcar, co. Cork). Same Arms.
O'Cullen (the Sept of O'Coillen). Gu. on a ehev. betw.
three dexter hands erect couped at the wrist ar. a garb betw.
two trefoils slipped vert. Crest A mermaid with comb and
CO.

;

O'Crouley

;

;

;

—

Ar. an oak tree eradicated ppr.
(descended from Caher, or Charles O'Conor
(Crobhderg), King of Connaught, d. 1224, brother of Roderick O'Conor, last Monarch of Ireland.
Sir Hogh O'Conor

O'Curnin. Sa. a chev.
A sheep statant or.

Don was knighted

O'Daly (Chiefs

by Robert, Earl
of Essex, Lord- Lieutenant of Ireland. O'Conor Don, M.P.,
Ar. an
CO. Roscommon, is Chief of the House of O'Conor).
oak tree vert, surmounted by a crown. Ci-tst An arm
embowed in armour holding a short sword entwined with
Motto O Dhia gach an cabhair.
a serpent all ppr.
O'Conor (Mount Druid, co. Roscommon). Same Arms and
at Meath, 24 July, 1599,

—

—

in

the elbow, vested gu. holding in the hand ppr. a spear, bend
sinisterways, point upwards, also ppr.
O'Crouley (Chiefs of Kilshallow, a territory west of Bandon,

O'Cullen

a.d. 1198).

Sept

(a

Connaught, deriving their name from Dermot, called
Crcath Locha, the Hardy Champion, who was descended
from McDermot, of Moylurg). Az. a boar pass. bctw. three
crosses crosslet or.
Crest
An arm erect couped below

(Kings of Connaught; Roderick O'Conor, King
of Connaught, was elected Monarch of Ireland, and resigned
sovereignty
to Henry II., d. in the Monastery of Cong,
the

O'Conor Don

sword

hilt or.

O'Corrigran.

mirror

ppr.
Bally donoghragh, co. Wicklow; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1622, the wife of Mobtogb O'Cullen, of that place).
all

(

Same Arms.
betw. two sheep statant or.

Crest

—

Adhamh, a territory in the present
Magheradernon, co. Westmeath descended from

Barony of
and deriving

of Corca

;

surname from Dalaigh, Chief of the Sept,
claiming descent from Niall, of the Nine Hostages; this
Sept were scattered after the invasion of 1172). Per fess ar.
and or, a lion ramp, per fess sa. and gu. in chief two
dexter hands couped at the wrist of the last.
their

O'Daly

CreH.

O'Conor

(Dundermott,

co.

Roscommon).

Same Arms and

Cent.

O'Conor

(Milton,

co.

Same Arms and

Roscommon).

Crest.

O'Conor Roe

(Teioe O'Conor the representative of this
line was a Colonel in the French Army in 1700). Erm. an oak
tree eradicated and acorned ppr.
O'Conor Slig'O (descended from Brian O'Conor, younger
brother of Roderick O'Conor, last Monarch of Ireland ; Sir
Daniel O'Conob Sligo was knighted by Sir Henry Sydney,
Lord-Deputy of Ireland, 1567). Per pale vert and ar. in the
dexter a lion ramp, to the sinister, in the sinister on a mount
in base vert an oak tree ppr. Crest An arm in armour
embowed holding a sword all ppr.
O'Conor (a branch of O'Conor Roe). Ar. an oak tree eradicatfd and acomed ppr. over all on a fess wavy az. a unicorn's
head erased betw. two salmon naiant of the first.
O'Conor, alias Lee (the Sept of O'Laodhoo, or O'Lee,
hereditary physicians to O'Conor, King of Connaught.
Lee, or O'Conor, a professor of physic, was buried in Dublin,
20 Dec. 1595). Ar. an oak tree eradicated ppr. on a fess
wavy az. a fox's head erased of the first bctw. two fish
naiant or.
O'Conry (a Sept of the same race as Mac Cochlan, inhabiting part of the King's co.). Quarterly, Ist, vert three goats
pass. ar. 2nd, ar. a lion ramp. gii.
3rd, gu. three escallops
ar.
4lh, vert a cock statant ppr.
Crest
A blackamoor's
head in profllc coupcd at the shoulders sa. and bound round
the temples with a ribbon ar.
O'Conry (Dungarvan, co. Watcrford, and Seville, in the
Kingdom of Spain allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1782, to
Philip Ferdinand O'Conby, of the latter place, fourth in
descent from Patbick O'Conrt, of the former). Same Amis
and CrcH. Motto Vlncit omnia.
(a Sept claiming descent from Dcaoh, second
•on of Luohaidh McCon, Monarch of Ireland).
Per fess
ar. and crm. a fess gu. in chief a demi lion ramp. sa.
Crest
;

—

;

:

;

;

—

O'Comyn

— A Bagitlariua ppr.
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—

(Finnvara, co. Clare ; descended from Donough
O'Daly, a famous poet; they removed to Hy Maine
temp. Henry VI. and Edward IV., where they acquired property after the revolution of 1688). Same Arras.
O'Daly (Killymore, co. Galway; now represented by Lord,
Dunso.ndle and Clan-Conal.
See Daly).
Same Anns.
Crest
In front of an oak tree ppr. a greyhound courant

MoR

—

Motto

sa.

— Deo

fidelis et regi.

O'Daly (Killeleigh, co. Westmeath). Same Arms.
O'Davoren (Cahirmacneaghty, co. Clare; where Constance
O'Davoben d. 1634, son of Gilleneaf O'Davoren, and grandson of Gilleneaf O'Davoren, who was son of Hugh O'Davoren, and grandson of Manus O'Davoren).
Ar. a sword
erect in pale distilling drops of blood ppr. pommel and

hilt or.
Crest — A hind statant ppr.
Oddeston (co. Leicester). Or, fretty gu. a canton sa.
Oddeworth, or Utworth (co. Surrey the heiress m.
;

Sanders, of Charlewood,4 emp. Richard II.).
Ar. on a cross
gu. five lioncels ramp. or.
Oddie (Henry Hoylb Oddie, Esq., of Colney House, co. Herts,
son and heir of the late Henby Hoyle Oddie, Esq., and
grandson of John Oddie, of Storkhouse and Gisbume, co.
York, by Sarah, his wife, dau. and heir of Edward Hotus,
Esq., who was great-grandson of the Rev. Henry Hotue,
M.A., presented to the Vicarage of Gisburne in 1C02). Ar.
a fess per fess indented vert and sa. betw. three plain
cotises of the last.
Crest A brock coming out of a rock

—

ppr.

Oddy.
and

az.

Az. a saltire ar.
counterchangcd.

Crest

—A

goat's head per pale or

O'Dea (anciently

O'Deadhaioh, of TuUy-O'Dea, and DisertTola, a district on the west side of the River Fergus, co.
Clare).
Ar. a dexter hand lying fessways, couped at tho
wrist, cuffed indented az. holding a sword in pale all ppr. in
chief two snakes embowed ^ert.
Odehame. Sa. on a fess ar. two water bouccts of tho
field.

Odell, or Odehull.
eagle displ. gu.

Ar. three crescents gu.

—An

Crest

A

ODE

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Colin O'Dogeibtt, killed

(Carriglea, co. Waterford confirmed to John Odeix,
Or, a trefoil slipped vert betw.
of that place).
three crescents, two and one, gu. Crest A dexter arm
embowed, armed, the hand grasping a naked sword, the
blade passing through a chaplet of red roses and trefoils all

Odell

;

Esq.,

engr.

—

in

Westmeath

;

terri-

;

—

—

—

(Bishops Court, co. Kildare; forfeited temp.
Crest, and Motto.
O'Dempsey (Kilnecourt, in the Queen's co. ; Hcgh
O'Dempsey was deprived of his estate by Oliver Cromwell).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Odlard. Sa. a chev. betw. three covered cups or. Crest
An arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, holding in
the gauntlet a covered cup or.
Odin (CO. Kent; Odin, of Boston, United States, America).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. debruised with a crozier in bend sinister
Crest
or.
A horse ramp. ar.
Odin^leigll. Ar. a fess gu. In chief a mullet pierced

Same Arms,

—

—

az.

Odingsell, or Odingrells

(Eperston, co. Nottingham).
Ar. a fess gu. in the dexter chief point a mullet of the
second. Crest A wolf pass. gu.
Odingrsell. Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three mullets gu. as

—

three escallops or, in chief

two mullets of the second.
Derby, temp. Edward I. one of
the co-heiresses, Elizabeth, m. Thomas Coke, Esq., and was
ancestor of Coke, of Trusley; the other m. Richabd Piper).
Ar. a fess gu. in chief three mullets sa.
Odingrsells (co. Warwick
confirmed to William Odingsells, of Long Itchington, thirteenth in descent from Sir
EvERARD Odingsells, temp. Henry II.). Ar. a fess gu.
in chief two mullets of the last. Crest
A naked arm erect,
holding in the hand ppr. a mullet gu. Another Crest—
wolf pass, or, guttee on the neck gu.
Odingrsells. Ar. a fess gu. in the dexter chief a mullet of
the second. Crest A wolf pass, or, guttee on the neck
co.

;

;

—

—

gu-

Odo

(Earl of Kent, extinct 1099; Odo, Bishop of Bayeux,
in Normandy, half brother of William I., was so created by
the Conqueror, 1067). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. debruised with
a crosier staff gu.
O'Dogherty (a Sept of trister, of the same race as O'Botle
deriving their name from Dochabtaigu, Chief of the territory of Cinel-Edna and Ard-Miodhair, co. Donegal; Bbien

,

Doff O'Doghebtt, was Lord of Ennishowen, same co., 1440;
Sir Cahir O'Doghebtt, Liord of Ennishowen, was kiUed in
rebeUion 1608, when all his lands were forfeited).
Ar. a
stag springing gu.

on a chief vert three mullets of the
first.
Crtst
A ^and couped at the wrist erect graspir^g a
Bword all ppr.
Another Cresl A greyhound courant ar.
holding in the mouth a hare ppr. Motto Ar nDuthchas.
For my inheritance.
O'Dogherty (co. Leitrim, and Spain ; allowed by Fortcscue,
Ulster,
1790,
to Henbt,
John, and Clinton-Dillon,
O'Doghebtt, then residing in the Kingdom of Spain, sons
of Owen O'Doghebtt, d. 1784, descended from John
O'Doghebtt, d. 1638, second son of Sir John O'Doghebtt,
Knt., of Ennishowen, Chief of his Sept, and brother of Sir

—
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—

—

(a Sept who possessed the territory of Ara, co.
Tipperary; they were of the XTlster race of Clanna-Rory,
descended from Febgus Mac Roigh, King of Ulster; the
name has been corrupted to Donegan). Ar. three ermine
spots in pale sa. betw. four lions ramp., those in dexter
chief and sinister base gu., and those in sinister chief and
dexter base of the second.
Cs-est
A greyhound's head
couped sa. charged on the neck with an erm. spot ar.
O'Donelan (Ross-I-Donelan, co. Roscommon; Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office,
Melaughlin O'Donelan, of that
1638,
place). Ar. an oak tree eradicated vert, fructed and charged
with a crescent or.
O'Donellan (a Sept in Connaught, deriving their name
from Donelan, Lord of the territory of Clann-Breasail,
lying between Ballinasloe and Loughrea, co. Galway, descended from the race of O'Conor, of Magh Naoi). Ar. an
oak tree eradicated ppr. on the sinister side a slave sa.
chained to the stem gu. Crat On a mount ppr. a lion
ramp. or. Motto —Omni violentia major.
O'Donlevy (a Sept of the Clanna Rory, in Ulster, seated in
CO. Down; the Sept lost their ancient rank shortly after the
invasion of 1172, and removed into Tirconnell, where they
became hereditary physicians to O'Donnell. The original
name, O'Ddinnsleibhe, is derived from Dun, "a fortress,"
and Sleibhe, " the mountain," one of their chieftians
having his fortress in the Moume mountains. The Four
Masters record, under the year 1199, thatRoBT O'Diinslevb
joined a party of the English of Meath, and plundered the
monastery of SS. Peter and Paul, at Armagh). Ar. on a
mount in base ppr. a Uon gu. and a buck of the second ramp,
combatant supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist of
the third. Crest
A lion ramp. gu.
O'Donnell, O'Donel, or O'Donell. The origin of the
arms of this historic family is of remarkable interest and
of great antiquity.
Connell, son of Nial, " of the Nine
Hostages" (Rex. Hib. 375-402) is recorded, in two of the
Lives of St. Patrick, to have been converted to Christianity
by that saint, who, to reward him for his singular zeal,
marked on his shield the sign of the Cross, directing him
and his descendants ever afterwards to bear it as the emblem
of victory.
The incident is thus related in the Sept. Vita
(Tripartite) cap. xcv. " Et mox cum baculo suo, qui baculusJesu dicebatur, Crucis Signum ejus Scuto impressit, asserens
neminem do stirpe ejus in hello vincendum qui signum
illud in suo scuto impressum gestaret." There can be no
doubt that this sign or symbol was borne by his descendants,
the Chiefs of Tirconnell, as their emblem, down to the introduction of Heraldry as a science. When Hogh O'Donel,
Chief of Tirconnell (thirty-third in descent from Connell)
made his submission to the English Government in 1667,
and was knighted by Sir He.nbt Sidnet, the Lord Deputy,
his arms were thus recorded: ^miSof Sir Hugh O'Donnell,
Lord 0} Tirconnell, a.d. 1567 Or, issuing from the sinister
side of the shield an arm fessways vested az. cuffed ar.
holding in the hand ppr. a cross crosslet fitch^ gu. Arms
of Rodebick, Earl of Tirconnell, d. in Rome 1608, as carved
upon his tomb in the church of San Pietro in Montorio Ar.
issuing from the dexter side an arm sleeved az. holding palewise a passion cross gu. shield surmounted by a ducal

—

O'Dempsey

fess gu.

of the Sept.

—

(Viscov.nt Glenmalier,

(Trusley,

arms

O'Donagran

dormant since 1714; Sir
Terence O'Dempset, The O'Dempsey, was knighted by Kobert,
Earl of Essex, at Kiltenan, or Kiltannan, co. Limerick, 22
the third
May, 1599, and was created a viscount 1631
viscount d. s. p. ; since his death the title has been unSame Amis. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
claimed).
langued az. supporting in the dexter paw a sword ar.
pommel and hilt or. Supporters Two knights in complete
armour chained together by the left and right leg all ppr.
Motto Elatum a Deo non deprimat.

Odingsells

—

—

call to

SiOMASAiGB, Chief of the Sept. The Four Masters record the
death, 1193, of Dermod, son of Conbroghda O'Diomasaigh, a
long time Chief of Clann Maoi Lurghra). Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
armed and langued az. betw. two swords, points upwards
of the second, pommels and hilts or, one in bend dexter,
the other in bend sinister.

many escallops or.
Odingsell. Ar. on a

—

Duthchas.

;

II.).

arm

Motto

descend Dotne, of Wells, co. Wexford; Dcnne, of Brittas, in
the Queen's CO. Dcnne, of Ards, in same co.). Az. an eagle
displ. or.
Crest
In front of a holly bush ppr. a lizard
pass. or.
Motto Mullach a-bu, the ancient war cry or

tory lay on both sides of the Eiver Carrow, in the present
King's and Queen's co., of the same race as O'Conor Failghe,
or Falet and O'Doinn, and deriving their surname from

James

— An

;

invictus.

O'Dempsey

ppr.

;

—

Clann Maoi Lurghra, whose

Ar. o chev.

Crest
all

(Chiefs of Ily Regain, in the present Queen's co.,
a very ancient Sept in Leinster, of the same race as O'Conob
Failghe, or Falet, and O'Dempset Kobie O'Doinn, Chief of
Hy Regain, d., according to the Four Masters, 1427 Teice
O'Doinn, The ff Doinn, temp. Queen Elizabeth, made a settlement ol his estates on his sons, with remainders over to
collateral relations, by deed of 17 April, 1593
from this line

;

—

O'Dempsey (Chief of the

vert.

O'Doinn

confirmed to Thomas
ScBCTON Odeli, Esq., of that place, and the descendants of
Per chev. or
his grandfather, Lieut. John Odell, K.N.).
and ar. three crescents gu. Crest A dexter arm embowed
in armour, the hand holding a sword all ppr. the arm
charged with two crescents in pale gu. Mutto Pro patri^
(Kilcleagh Park, co.

in rebellion 1C08).

three trefoils slipped

betw.

armour embowed, holding a scymitar

Am

ppr.

Odell

Do

—

:

—

—

—

—

Supporttn
Motto In hoc signo vinces.
Dexter, a lion or sinister, a bull of the same, both guard.
coronet.

;

of his son, Hugh Albert, titular Earl of Tirconnell,
were precisely the same, as appears by his seal on numerous
original letters preserved in the church ol San Isidore,

Arms

This line of the family became extinct. The elder
branch, i.e., the sons of Con, son of Calvagh, Chief 1565,
have transmitted the descent and the arms to the present day.
His three sons who left issue were: I. Sir Nlal Gabve,
last inaugurated Chief, who d. a prisoner in the Tower of
London, 1626, from whom descended General Count Mancs
O'Donel, and O'Donell, Bart., of Newport. Arim of Count

Rome.

—

OD

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

O

Majics 0'DoNira:i.t, d. 1793, as inscribed on his tomb in
Ar. issuing from the sinister side an
Strade Abbey, Mayo
arm sleeved holding a passion cross. Crest Two arms
armed, bent and counter crossed, each holding a sword,
that on the dexter side transfixing a boar's head, the other a
Same Motto. A)-vis of O'Donnell, of Newport,
heart.
Gu. issuing from the sinister side a cubit sinister arm
bart.
vested az. cuffed or, the hand ppr. grasping a cross fitchee
of the third. In the crest the right hand grasps a scymitar
end the left holds a heart. Same Motto. II. Hugh bot, d.
'"
Ball-dearg" of the
1649, from whom descended the famous
•wars of James II., and through his brother Connell the
present family of Larkfield, co. Leitrim, represented by the
Ker. CoNSTANTiNB O'DoNEL, A.B., Vicar of St. Peter's,
To this branch also beAUenheads, Northumberland.
longed Field-Marshal Connell O'Donneli,, in the service
Arms of the O'Donsells, of Larkfield,
of Maria Teresa.
III. Conoge, killed at the
same as those of Newport.
Castle,
1601, from whom are descended
Donegal
of
siege
three branches: 1. The Irish branch, represented by
Chables J. O'DoNEL, Esq., Dublin 2. The Spanish branch,
represented by his Excellency, Don Caelos O'Donell, Duke
o/Tctuan, Spanish Minister at Vienna, nephew and heir of the
late Marshal Leopold O'Donell, Duke of Tttuan, who d. In
1869 3. The Austrian branch, represented by General
Maximiuan, Count O'Domll, who has the distinguished
honour of impaling with his family shield the Imperial arms
of Austria. These three branches bear the Spanish colours
on the shield. Arms of the descendants of Conoge Per
Baltire or and gu. issuing from the dexter side in fess an arm
sleeved of the first, with the hand ppr. in the centre, holding

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

Same as dein pale a passion cross of the second. Crest
ecribed infra. Same Motto. In addition to these family
arms, the present Emperor of Austria, in reward for having
saved His Majesty's life from assassination at the peril of his
own, by patent, dated the 28th July, 1853, conferred on
General Maximilian, Count O'Donell (forty-third in descent
from Connell) and his heirs, the right of impaling the

—

"A
Imperial arms on his shield, emblazoned as follows
ehield divided per pale, the dexter field or, contains the
Austrian double eagle sa. armed or, langued gu., on each
head a hoop-crown or, and suspended above the Imperial
crown, the eagle carries, as the escutcheon of our house, on
a breast-shield gu. a bar ar. whereon the Imperial initials
r.J. appear in golden capitals. The sinister field divided
per saltire, or and gu. displays a passion cross gu. held in
the centre palewise by an arm sleeved with cloth of gold,
with naked hand issuing from the pale. On the shield a
count's coronet, over which a tilting helm, with hoops or,
and jewelled border or, on the dexter side sa., on the
sinister gu., surrounded with helm ornaments or, arranged
into the beaver. A leaf-crown or, adorns the helmet, upon
which two arms embowed and counterly crossed, each in
golden edged armour with hand ppr. that on the dexter
side holding a heart gu., that on the sinister grasping by the
Under
hilt or, a glittering short sword pointing upwards.
;

the shield

on a

is

— In hocsigno vinces,

the Motto

scroll gu.

dexter, a lion or,

in capitals or,

which stand the Supporters, viz.,
langued gu. guard. sinister, a bull sa.

upon

;

refjuard."

O'Donnell

1772, to James
Brand O'Donnell, Esq., son of Bichabd O'Donnell, Esq.,
by Alice Taylor, his wife, duu. of John Taylor, Esq., of

(allowed by Hawkins,

Ulster,

Swords, CO. Dublin, descended from Hdgu O'Donnell,
Sa. two lions
second son of Roderick O'Donnell, 1603).
Tamp, combatant ar. armed and langued gu. in chief a
•lextcr hand couped erect bctw. two mullets, and in base
Crest
Out of a ducal
another mullet all of the second.
coronet or, a naked arm embowed grasping a dart all ppr.
Motto— \n hoc signo vinces.
O'Donnell (allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1777, to John
O'Donnell, lieut.-gcn. in the service of the Emperor of
Germany descended from O'Donnell, Earl of Ti/rcoiinell).
Same Arms, Crtst, and Motto.
O'Donnell (confirmed by Fortcscue, Ulster, to John
O'Donnell, Esq., of the city of Dublin). Sa. two lions
ramp, combatant, and in chief a hand betw. two mullets and
one in base ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
naked arm bent at the elbow holding a spear, the point
down all ppr. Motto In hoc signo vinces.
O'Donnelly (granted by Bclham, Ulster, to Vicc-Admiral
Sir Itoss Donnelly, K.C.B.; descended from the Sept of
O'DoNNELLT, of Gorlcherran, co. Tyrone, a branch of
O'NiELL, Monarchs of Ireland).
Ar. two lions ramp, combatant Kupporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu.
and in base a salmon naiant in the sea all ppr. on a chief
az. a naval crown or, bctw. two luullcis ar. Crat
Out of

—

;

—

—

—
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a naval crown or, charged on the circlet with the words
"1 June, 1794," sa. an armed arm embowed, grasping a
sword wavy ppr. thereon a wreath of laurel vert, over the
crest in a scroll the motto, Justitia tandem. Motto Lamh
dearg eirin.
O'Donoehoe (O'Donopkoe Mor, Lough Lein, co. Kerry;
a Sept deriving their name from Donnchadba, Chief of the

—

Sept, A.D. 1030. The chief of the Sept, O'Donoguoe-Mob,
lived at Ross Castle, in the Lakes of Killarney, up to the
reign of Queen Elizabeth). Vert two foxes ramp, com-

batant

ar.

An arm

—

on a chief of the last an eagle volant sa. Crest
armour embowed holding a sword, the blado

in

entwined with a serpent all ppr.
{O'Donoghoe of the Glens, Glen Flesk; the
second branch of O'Donoghoe. O'Donoghoe of the Glens is
Another Crest
M.P. for Tralee). Same Arms and Crest.

O'Donoghoe

(Keg. Ulster's Office)

—A

pelican in her piety ppr.

0' Donovan; Henry WinthbopO'Donov an,
of Lissard, co. Cork, Chief of Clan Cathal, a Sept who in
ancient times ruled over Hy Fidhgeinte, a territory ex-

0'Donovan(r/ie

tending along the banks of the River Maigue, co. Limerick, on
which stood the Castle of Crom. Driven from their territory
by the Fitzgeralds and De Burghos after the invasion of
1172, they settled in the Barony of Carbery, co. Cork, where
the estates of the present chieftain are situate. Cathal,
Chief of Hy Fidhgeinte, was slain by Callaghan Cashel,
of Munster, a.d. 964, and was s. by his son, Donovan,

King

ruled as Chief 977, from him the Sept took their
name; seventh in descent from Donovan was Cbom
O'DoNovAN, The O'Donoian, slain 1254, leaving three sons
I. Cathal O'Donovan, 0' Donovan, ancestor of the subsequent chieftains; II. Aneslis O'Donovan, ancestor of O'DonoIII. Loughlin O'Donovan, ancestor of
van, Mac Aneslis
The O'Donovan, of Clan Loughlin from these three sons de-

who

tribe

:

;

;

whole family of O'Donovan and Donovan.
DoNEL O'Donovan, The O'Donovan, ninth in descent from
Crom O'Donovan, The 0'Donovan,s. his father 1584, and had
seven sons
I. Donel, ancestor of the succeeding chieftains,
whose male line became extinct, 1829, on the death of Richabd
O'Donovan, The O'Donovan, General in the Army; II.

scend

the

:

—

Teige, ancestor of the present chieftain; III. Mobogh, ancestor of O'Donovan, of Malaga, in Spain IV. DoNonoH, ancestor
;

of O'Donovan, of Cooldurragh; V. Debmot; VI. Richabd,
ancestor of O'Donovan, of O'Donovan Street, Cork; VII.
of O'Donovan, Clan Keady, from whom
Ar.
the branches of Lisheens and Ardahill).
from the sinister side of the shield a cubit

Keadagh, ancestor
descend
issuing

dexter arm vested gu. cuffed of the first, the hand
grasping a skein or old Irish sword in pale, the blade
entwined with a serpent all ppr. Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a falcon alighting ar. tips of wings and tail
Motto Vir super hostem, a translation of the ancient
sa.
slogan, or call to war, of the Sept, viz., GioUa ar a-namhuid

—

—

a-bu.

O'Donovan

(O'Donovan Mac Aneslis; descended from
Aneslis O'Donovan, second son of Crom O'Donovan, Tht
O'Donovan, 1254, who possessed a territory about Macroom,
The only known member of this branch is
CO. Cork.
William O'Donovan Rickard, now resident in America).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, with the ppr. diff.
O'Donovan (O'Donovan, of Clan Loughlin; descended
from LoncuLiN O'Donovan, third son of Cbom O'Donovan,
The O'Donovan, 1254; Donel oge na Cartan O'Donovan,
Chief of Clan Loughlin, d. 1629, leaving two sons:— I.
Mobtogu McDonel oge na Cabtan O'Donovan, ancestor
the present chief of this line, Jeremiah Alexander
O'Donovan, and of Donovan, of Squincc, co. Cork II.
Richard na Cartan O'Donovan, whose grandson, Rickard
Donovan, settled in the co. Wexford, and was ancestor of
See Donovan, of
Donovan, of Ballymore, in that co.
Ballymore). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto as O'Donovan,
of

;

with the ppr.

O'Donovan

diff.

allowed
(Malaga, in the kingdom of Spain
and pedigree registered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1771, to Johh
Morboob
from
descent
fourth
in
place,
O'Donovan, of that
O'Donovan, Esq., of Castle Ire, co. Cork, third son of Donel
O'Donovan, 7he O'Donovan, 1584). Ar. a dexter arm couped
;

below the elbow, lying fessways, vested gu. cuffed of the
holding in the hand a sword in pale entwined with
R serpent descending all ppr. Crest— Aa eagle alighting
fust,

or.

O'Donovan

(O'Donovan Street, in the city of Cork;
descended from Richard O'Donovan, sixth son of Donel
O'iJoNovAN, Thf. O'Donovan, 1584. This coat is taken from an
ancient parchment pedigree which was in the possession of
Philip O'Donovan, Esq., Lieut. R.N., of O'Donovan Street
temp. George IV.). Ar. issuing from the sinister side of the

A

the hand grasping a Bword
in pale entwined with a lizard betw. three golden balls all
falcon
ahghting.
Motto—-Crom
A
white
Creit
ppr.
shield a cubit dexter

arm naked,

—

O'Donovan

(O'Donovan's Cove, co. Cork descended from
Teige O'Donovan, of Gorteenithir, co. Cork, a near kinsman
The O'Donovan, temp. Henry VII.)O'Donovan,
of Teige
Ar. issuing from the sinister side of the shield a cubit
dexter arm vested gu. cuffed of the first, the hand grasping
a skein, or old Irish sword in pale, entwined with a lizard
Crest and Motto, same as O'Donovan.
all ppr.
O'Donovan. See Donovan, of Ballymore, &c.
O'Dorken. Ar. a saltire sa. betw. two nettle leaves in chief
and one in base vert.
O'Dowde (anciently O'Dcbhda, Chiefs of Hy Fiuchrach, in
Briefne, tributary to O'Rocbke). Vert a saltire or, in chief
two swords in saltire, points upwards, the dexter surmounted
;

of the sinister, ar.

pommels and

hilts gold.

(Eeg. Ulster's Office, to Murtogh O'Dowlino,
of CO. Kilkenny). Ar. a holly tree eradicated ppr. on a chief
Crest
az. a lion pass. betw. two trefoils slipped or.
lion's head erased az. collared gemelles or.
O'Driscoll (a Sept possessed of Bearra, now the Barony of
Beare, co. Cork, from which they were driven by the
O'SulUvans; they derive their surname from Eioebsceoil,
Chief of Bearra; thirteenth in descent from him was Sir
FiNGHEEN O'hEeidebsceoil Mob, who founded the Franciscan Abbey on Iniskeen Island, 1460. The Four Masters
record that O'Dbiscoll Moe was slain by the crew of a
merchant vessel in Cork, 1414). Ar. a ship or ancient galley,

O'Dowling'

—

sails furled sa.

Crest

—A cormorant

ppr.

(Baltimore, CO. Cork; Christopher O'Dbiscoll,
of that place, temp. Queen Elizabeth). Same Arms.
O'Driscoll (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a ship of three masts,
Crest A tower ppr.
sails set sa.

O'Driscoll

—

O'Dron

Ar. a serpent enwrapped

(an ancient Irish Sept).

vert.

Odron.

Ar. a cross gu. betw. four lions pass, respecting

each other

sa.

O'Duana

(Duanahagh, co. Sligo a Sept of the same race
as O'Haba and O'Gaba). Erm. a fox pass. sa. in chief two
crescents of the last. Crest— A fox's head couped sa.
O'Duffy (Ballyduffy, co. Monaghan Hugh O'Ddfft, of that
place, buriec'. at Clontibret, same co., Jan. 1636, was son of
Gilla-Patbick, son of Cobmack, son ol Owen More
O'Duffy, all of same place, descended from the Sept of
O'Roubke). Vert a lion ramp. or.
O'Dugenan (a Sept in Ulster, descended from the race of
O'Neill). Ar. on a mount in base vert an oak tree, the stem
entwined with two serpents interwoven and erect respecting
each other all ppr. Crest An owl at gaze ppr.
;

;

—

O'Dwyer

(a Sept seated at Muintir-Duibhidhir,

a district

present Barony of Kilnamanagh, co. Tipperary,
deriving their name from Duibhidhib, Chief of the Sept.
The Four Masters record that Thomas O'Dwteb, son of
in the

CoNOE, son of Thomas O'Dwteb, of Ormonde, was slain by
the O'Kennedys, 1473). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three
enn. spots. Crest A hand couped £.t the wrist and erect,
grasping a sword all ppr.
O'Dwyer (Cadiz, in Spain; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1776, to Anthony O'Dwyeb, of that place, son of Debmot
O'Dwyeb, Captain of Grenadiers in the Irish Brigade in the
service of Spain, who was fourth in descent from Edmond
O'Dwyeb, second son of Anthony O'Dwyeb, of Kilnamanagh,
Chief of the Sept, 1567). Same Arms and Crest. Motto
Virtus sola nobilitas.
O'D'Wryer (Clonyhorpa, co. Tipperary, Fun. Ent. Ulster's

—

—

1629,

Dabby O'Dwyeb,

Esq., of that place.

Same

or.

(a Sept in Connaught, deriving their name from
Fallamhain, chief of the territory of Clann Uadach, in the
parishes of Camma and Dysart, co. Roscommon; of the
race of O'Conob, of Magh Naoi). See Fallon.
Gu. a greyhound ramp. ar. holding betw. the fore pavys a tilting spear,
point to the dexter or. Crest A demi greyhound saliant ar.

—

O'Farrell, or O'Ferrall (Clarendon MSS., 4639, British
Museum). Vert a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu.

—

A greyhound in full course ppr.
(Glin and Killindowde, co. Longford allowed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1775, to Ricbaed O'Fabbell, of Havanna,
in the West Indies, descended from O'Fabbell, of Killindowde, a branch of O'Farrell, of Glin). Same Arms.
Crest
A greyhound springing ar. collared gu. Motto
Crest

O'Farrell

;

—

—

Cu reubha.
O'Farrell (Dalyston,

co.

Galway; exemplified

to

Charles

Carroll, Esq., J. P., of Dalyston, maternally a descendant of
O'Farrell, of Momyng and Bawn, co. Longford, of the
Clanna Boy, upon his succeeding to the estates of his
maternal uncle, the late Charles Fabeell, Esq., M.D., of
Dalyston, and assuming, by royal licence, 1855, the surname
and arms of O'Fabbell, in lieu of those of Caeeoll). Per
fess or and vert a lion ramp, counterchanged, on a canton
gu. an Irish harp of the first. Crest On an Eastern crown
or, a greyhound courant per pale ar. and sa. gorged with a
collar gu. therefrom a broken chain of the last.
Motto Cu
reubha.
O'Feargrus (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a fess betw. a star of
eight rays in chief and a lion vamp, in base all or. Crest
A lance in pale broken ppr. the head hanging down or,

—

—

—

ferrule gold.

Buoy (Lords of Annaly, formeriy Anghaile, co.
descended from Feabghail, Chief of the Sept, who
fell at the Battle of Clontarf, a.d. 1014).
Vert a lion ramp.
Crest
or.
On a ducal coronet or, a greyhound springing
sa.
Motto Cu reubha (I have broken my hold).
O'Ferrall (Ballintobber, co. Longford; descended from
O'Ferrall Buoy). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
O'Ferrall (Tenehck, co. Longford; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1620, CoNNALL O'Febeal, of that place). Same Anus,
quartering, 1st, az. a talbot pass. ar. collared and langued
gu.; 2nd, az. a griffin segreant ar.
3rd, ar. a lizard displ.
O'Ferrall
Longford

;

—

—

;

Same

vert.

O'Ferrall

and Motto.

Crest

Bane

(Bawne, co. Longford
descended fro:i»
the same Sept as O'Feeball, of Tenelick).
Same ^nu.'.
Crest, and Motto, without the quarterings.
O'Ferrall (Mornin, CO. Longford, and Conskeagh, co. Roscommon; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1640, Edmund O'Feeball,
of the latter, son of Irial O'Feeball, of the former, who
was son and heir of Faohny O'Feeball, and grandson of
Brian Ferrall, both of Mornin). Same Arms.
;

O'Ferrall

(Balyua, co. Kildare). Quarterly, 1st and 4tb,
vert a lion ramp, or, for O'Ferrall: 2nd and 3rd, vert a
lion ramp, or, on a chief az. three mullets of the second,
for O'SloRE.
Crest
On a duoal coronet or, a greyhound

—

spj-inging sa.

Offerton.

Gu. on a chief or, three annulets of the field.
Offe'well (CO. Devon; quartered by Drake, of Otterton and
Ashe, and by Pole, of Colcombe, same co. Visit. Devon,
1620).

OfS.eld,

Erm. throe bars az.
or Ofield. Ar. a cross gu. (another,

tinctures-

reversed).

OfQ.ng'ton.

Az. a saltire engr. ar. (another, or).
Offley (co. Gloucester). Ar. on a cross flory betw. four
Cornish choughs sa. beaked and legged gu. a lion pass,
guard, or. Crest A demi lion ramp, per pale or and az.
collared per pale counterchanged, and holding a branch of

—

Arms.

O'D'wyer (Drumdromy, co. Tipperary; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Same
Office, 1627, John O'Dwteb, Esq., of that place).
Arms, a crescent for diff.
Od'wryn (King oi Cardigan). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Odyearne. Sa. a chev. betw. three covered cups or. Crest
An arm in armour ppr. garnished or, couped at the
shoulder, lying fessways, the hand erect from the elbow also
ppr. holding a covered cup gold.
Oeils (London). Ar. a fess sa. a demi lion ramp, issuact gu.

—

in base three mullets ol six points az.

O'Faelan

Munster, derived from Faelan, chief
of North Dccies). Ar. four lozenges in bend conjoined az.
betw. two coti-s«3 of the last, on a chief gu. three fleurs-de-lis
of the

—

the last.
Crest
A naked arm erect, couped below the
elbow, holding a broken spear all ppr. point downward*

O'Fallon

a-boo.

Office,

OFF

TEE GENERAL ARMORY.

ODO

(a Sept in

first.

CFahy,

or O'Fay (a

Sept of the race of O'Conor, King
of Connuught).
Az. a hand couped at the wrist fessways in
cliief ppr. holding a sword puleways ar. pommel and hilt or,
point downwards, pierced through a boar's head erased of
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laurel ppr.

Ofl3.ey (Lord Mayor of London, 1556.

Same Arms and Crest.
Offley (London, and Putney,

Visit.

London, 1568).

Surrey; granted 5 Sept.
Ar. a cross flory az. betw. four Cornish ilioughs
1588).
ppr. Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, collared gu. holding in
the paws an olive branch stalked and leaved vert, fructed of
co.

—

the

first.

Hall, co. Derby; Edmund Offley, Esq., of
great-grandson of Stephen Offley, Esq., of
Rail, High Sheriff of the county in 1716, d. v,ii,i. in
1745, leaving his sisters, m. to Suoee and Edmunos, his

Offley (Norton
Norton
Norton

Hall,

co-heirs). Same Arms, and Crest.
Offley (Madclcy, co. Stafford). Ar. on a

cross pattcc flory az.

a lion pass, guard, or, i)ctw. four Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
A demi lion per pale or and az. collared and lined,
uolding a pink ppr. stalked and leaved vert.

—

OFF

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Offley. Ar. three lions' heads erased sa. a border engr. of
the last. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, the attires of a
stag affixed to the scalp sa.

—

Barry of six (another, of eight)

OfEord.

ar.

and

az.

on a bend

gu. three mullets of the flrst, a border or.
See Oxspbino.
O'Fienella. Az. two swords in saltire, points upwards ar.
pommelB and hilts or, betw. two crosses crosslet in pale and
as many escallops in fess of the last. Crest An escallop or,
surmounted by a cross crosslet az.
O'Finnegran (one of the Tribes of Hy Maine, in Connaught,
formerly Mac Gioula Fionnagain they possessed the territory of Clan Fhlaitheamhain, in the present Barony of
Moycamon, co. Boscommon the name is sometimes modernGu. two lions ramp, combatant ar.
ised into Finucane).
supporting a sword in pale, blade wavy, point upwards ppr.
CreU—S- falcon alighting ppr.
O'Flaherty (a Sept who ruled over lar Connaught, or West
Connaught, deriving their surname from Flaithbheaktaigh,
Ar. two lions ramp, comChieftain of the Sept, a.d. 970).
batant, supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist all gu.
in base a boat with eight oars sa.
OTlaherty (Ballynahinch and Bunowen, co. Galway;
MoBOGB NA MOR O'Flahebty, of thcsc places, was Chief of the
Sept temp. Queen Elizabeth ; he was ninth in descent from
HcGH 0'Fi.AHEBTT, who built the Church of Anaghdun, co.
Galway, a.d. 1400, the eldest son of Donald O'Flahebtt).

Offspring:.

—

;

;

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

lizard pass. vert.

Motto

— Fortuna

faveat.

O'Flaherty

(Lemonfield,

co.

Galway;

from

descended

MoBOGH NA Doe O'Fiahebtt, of Augnenure, or Lemonfield,
who was one of the Irish chieftains who sat in Sir John
Perrotfs Parliament, 1585

;

Bbian O'Flahebtt, brother

Anaghdun Church,

—

he was ninth
of

a.d. 1400).

from

in descent

Hugh O'Flahebtt, who built
Same Arm£. Crest ^A lizard

—

Motto Fortuna favit fortibus.
O'Flaherty (MoycuUen, co. Galway; descended from
GiLLDtrrF O'Flahebtt, younger son of Bbian O'Flahebtt,
the ancestor of O'Flahebtt, of LemonScld; Booer O'Flahebtt, 6. 1629, chief of this branch, was the author of
"The Ogygia"). Same Arms, &c.
O'Flanagran (a Sept in Connaught, of the same race as
O'DoNKLLAN, deriving their name from Flannaoain, who
ruled over the territory of Magh Aoi, co. Boscommon this
Sept enjoyed the hereditary office of Stewards to the Kings
of Connaught). Ar. out of a mount in base vert an oak tree
ppr. a border of the second. Crest A dexter cubit arm in
armour ppr. garnished or and gu. holding a flaming sword
Motto Certavi et vici.
az. pommel and hilt gold.
O'Flanag'an (Cinel Farga, now Kinelargy, a territory in
ancient Ely O'CarroU, corresponding with the Barony of
Ballybrit, in the King's co.
a Sept of the same race as
O'Cabeoll, who derived their name from Flannagain, one
of their ancestors). Ar. on a mount in base an oak tree ppr.
a border vert.
O'f^ynii (a Sept in Munster, deriving their name from
Floinn; descended from the ancient Kings of Connaught;
the Chieftain of the Sept lived at Ardagh Castle, in a territory between Skibbereen and Baltimore, co. Cork). Az. a wolf
pass. ppr.

;

—

—

;

pass. ar. in chief three bezants.

couped, holding a serpent,
all

tail

Crest

—A dexter hand erect,

embowed, head

to the sinister

O'Flynn.
pale

all

Ar. a dexter

arm couped betw. two swords

in

ppr.

O'Flynn

(Phelim Fltnn). Quarterly, ar. and gu. four
dexter hands couped at the wrist counterchanged. Ci-eU
An
arm erect issuing out of a cloud ppr. holding a newt sa.
O'Flynn (Neil Fltnn). Per fess ar. and gu. a sword in pale
betw. two dexter hands couped at the wrist, one in chief the
other in base counterchanged.

O'Fogarty

—

who possessed the territory of Eile-Hynow the Barony of Eliogarty, co. Tipperary,
name from their Chieftain, Fhooabtaigu). Az.

(a Sept

Fhogartaigh,
deriving their

two

ramp, combatant supporting a garb all or, in
dexter base a crescent ar. and in sinister base a harp of the
second, stringed of the third. Motto— Yle&dh agua failte (A
banrjuft and a welcome).
O'Fog'arty (Ca-stlo Fogarty, co. Tipperary; the senior lino
of the .Sept of O'Fooabtt, extinct in the male lino temp.
George II.). Same Anns, iic.
O'Friell (Killmacrenan, co. Donegal; allowed by Hawkins,
UlBt«;r, n.OO, to James O'Feiell, Ksf).). Gu. in dexter feas a
garb or, in sinister fess a dexter hand couped at Iho wrist
fessways ppr. grasping a cro.s.s calvary on three grieccs ar. in
chief three mullets of the second.
Crenl
A garb or.
Ofspring (London, 1C33). Ar. on a fess betw. three bells
lions

—

gu. as

See Offewell.
O'C-allagrher (a Sept who possessed a territory in the
Baronies of Eaphoe and Tirhugh, co. Donegal, and held
the Castles of Lifford and Ballyshannon, deriving their surname from Gallchobhaib, a warrior of the Sept, who lived
A.D. 950). Ar. a lion ram^. sa. treading on a serpent in fess
ppr. betw. eight trefoils vert. Crest— A crescent gu. out of
the horns a serpent erect ppr.
Og'an, Ougran, or Ho^an. Sa. on a chief or, three
annulets of the field (another, the tinctures reversed).
O'Gara (Coolavin, co. Sligo ; an Irish Sept which possessed
a tract of land in the Barony of Coolavin prior to the invasion of 1172; descended from Gadhba, Chief of Coolavin
and Sliabh Lugha; they were dispossessed in 1648). Ar.
three lions ramp. az. on a chief gu. a demi lion ramp. or.
Crest A demi lion ramp. erm. holding betw. the paws a
wreath of oak vert, acomed or. Motto Fortiter et fideliter.

—

—

O'Grara

(allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,

Same Arms,

O'Gaba).

many crosses
750

crosslet ar.

Crest,

Chables

to

1756,

and Motto.

O'Gara

(allowed by Mac CuUogh, Ulster, 1776, to Charles
O'Gaba, son of Captain Oliver O'Gaea). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.

Ograrde, or Ogrard.
eight

;

Az. an estoile of six (another, of

another, sixteen) points ar.

Opden.

Sa.

leaves vert.

on a
Crest

fess ar. betw. six

—A stag's

acorns

Same Arms.

Crest

or, three

head cabossed ppr.

betw. two oak branches in orle, leaves ppr.

Og'den.

—A

griffin's

oak

attired or,

acomed

gold.

head erased, hold-

ing in the beak an oak branch acomed ppr.
Ogrden (granted, temp. Charles II., to John Ogden, for his
faithful services to the King). Gyronny of eight ar. and gu.
in dexter chief an oak branch fructed ppr. Crest An oak
tree ppr. a lion ramp, against it.
Motto Et si ostendo

—

—

non jacto.

Ogtlen

(arms on the monument of George Ogden, 1788, in the
Cathedral of Chester). Sa. on a fess or, betw. six acorns of
last, slipped and leaved ppr. three oak leaves vert. Crest
A boar pass. sa. betw. two branches of oak ppr. fructed

the

—

or.

Ogrden

(The Laurels, Iron Acton, co. Gloucester

;

exemplified

Peteb Hassell, Esq., on his assuming, by royal licence,
the surname of Ogden). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a

to

dancettee sa. betw. three oak leaves vert as many
acorns of the field, for Ogden; 2nd and 3rd, erm. a fess
vaire ar. and sa. betw. three pheons az., for Hassell.
A griffin's head erased sa. in the
Crests 1st, Ogden
beak an acorn ppr. and charged on the breast with a cross
pattee or ; 2nd, Hassell: A pheon az. betw. two branches of
hazel ppr. Motto llias in nuce.
Ogrie. Ar. on a chief az. three crosses patt«c fltchee. Crest
A human heart gu. pierced with a passion nail in bend
fess

—

:

—

—

sinister az.

Ogrilby

(PoUipar House, co. Londonderry; granted by
Betham, Ulster, to Bubert Ogilbt, Esq., of that place).
Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. betw. two crescents, one in
Crest
chief and one in base az.
A lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. supporting a tilting spear entwined with
a string of trefoils ppr.
Og'ill (Poppill, CO. Haddington). Ar. on a fess az. three

—

cocks of the

first,

in chief a crescent of the second.

O^ill (Hartramwood,
bitterns of the

ppr.

QI

O

Ofwell.

Scotland).

Ar. on a fess az. three

field.

Ogrilvie (that Ilk, and Easter Powric, C9. Forfar). Ar. a lion
pass, guard, gu. crowned or.
Ogrilvie (Auchterhouse, co. Forfar; heiress m. James
Stewart, afterwards JSarl of Buckan). Quarterly, Ist and
4th, asitfae last; 2nd and 3rd, ar. an caglcdispl. sa. beaked
and membered gu., for Bamsav.
Ogrilvie (Earl of Airlie, Inncrquharity, &c.). See Ooilvt.
Ogilvie (Earl of Findlater). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
lion pass, guard, gu. crowned or 2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross cn^r.
sa., for Sinclair.
Crest
A lion ramp. gu. holding in his
paws a plummet or.
Supporters ^Two lions ramp. or.
Motto—Tout jour.
Ogrilvie (Gbant-Ooilvib, Earl of Seafkld). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th grand quarters, quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion
pass, guard, gu. imperially crowned ppr., for Ogilvie, 2ud and
3rd, ar. a cross engr. sa., for Sinclair; 2nd and 3rd grand
quarters, gu. three antique crowns or, for Grant. Crests
1st A lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a plumb-rulo
erect ppr., for Ooilvie 2nd A mountain in flames ppr., for
Grant.
Supjmrters Dexter, a lion guard, or; sinister, a
naked man ppr. wreathed about the head and middle with
Over
Mottoes
laurel, and in his exterior hand a club.
Craigellachic.
Ist crest: Tout jour; over 2nd crest
Ogilvie (Miltoun, co. Banff, 1779). Quarterly 1st and 4th,
ur. a lion pa.ss. guard, gu. crowned or; 2nd, per fess or and
;

—

—

—

:

;

:

—

—

:

A
;;

oai
lymphad
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of the

first,

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
the masts,

sails,

(Buthven, co. Forfar; heiress m. 1811, Peteb, second
son of James Weddeebdrn, of Inveresk). Ar. .a lion pasg.
guard, gu. collared and imperially crowned or, betw. two
chess-rooks in chief sa. and a flaming cup in base all within
a border az. Crest A lion ramp, guard, ppr. Motto Nil

3rd,
pattee fitchfe of the last, for McPbebson, of Pettyown
A Hon ramp. ppr.
ar. a cross engr. sa., for Sinclaib. Crest
and
leaved
dexter
paw
a
rose
gu.
stalked
ppr.
Suphis
in
;

— Dexter, a

—

—

—

Quarterly, as Earl of
Findlater, within a bordure az. Crest As Earl of Findlater.
Motto—T:o\xt jour fidfele.
Ogrilvie (Glasshaugh, CO. Banff). Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu.
crowned or, standing on a mound az.
Ogrilvie (Boyne, co. Banff, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a lion pass, guard, gu. 2nd and 3rd, or, three crescents gu.,
for Edmondstone over all, dividing the quarters, a cross
engr. sa., for Sinclaie. Crest
A dexter hand holding a
(Auchiries, co. Aberdeen).

—

sword ppr.

Motto

Ogilvie

vitae.

Oglander. Same Arms.

—Pro

patria.

—

(Jamaica, 1772). Quarterly, 1st ;ind 4th, ar. a lion
two escallops in chief and a spurrowel in base az. a bordure indented of the second; 2nd and
3rd, ar. three crescents gu.
Crest— &. hand holding a

—

crowned or; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
three papingoes vert, beaked and membercd gu. Crest
A lion's head erased gu. Supporters Dexter, a man in
armour with a target ppr.
sinister, a lion ramp. gu.

—

;

—

;

;

Motto
l«st,

Quarterly, as the

co. Banff, bart., 1626).

with a crescent in the centre for diff.
(Bimes, co. Aberdeen). Quarterly, as Lord Ba-xff,
a lion ramp. gu. debruised with a ribbon

crescents gu.

Ogle

Ogilvie

(Cawsey Park, co. Northumberland descended from Sir
William Ogle, of Cockle Park, second son of Balpb,
third Zord Ogle).
Same Arms, itc, as Ogle, of Ogle

with, en surtout, or,

Abeknetht.
Ogilvie (Hartwoodmyres, co. Selkirk, 1778). Ar. on a pale
8a. a cross crosslet fitchee or, surmounted of a lion ramp,
guard, gu. imperially crowned ppr. Crest A talbot's head
and neck ar. Motto Ad funem spera.
Ogilvie (Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. imperially crowned or, betw. three primroses of the second.
Crest
A lady's hand with a bracelet round the wrist ppr.
sa., for

Castle.

descended from John
Ogle, third son of Ralph, third Lord Ogle, wbo d. in 1512).
.AfoUo— Prenez en gre.
<fcc.
Ogle (Worthy, co. Hants, bart.). Ar. a fess betw. three
An heraldic antecrescents gu. a mullet for diff. Crest
lope's head erased ar. tufted, maned, and homed gu.
Motto
Prenez en gr6.
Ogle (Eghngham, co. Northumberland ; descended from Mabz
Ogle, of Eglingham, who had a grant of arms in 1535).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess betw. three crescents gu.
2nd and 3rd, or, an escutcheon az. on a chief of the la.st six
annulets or. Crest An arm armed in mail, issuing from
a circle of gold, holding in the hand a sword broken in the
granted
middle, the edge bloody, hilted and pommelled or
to Mask Ogle, of Eglingham, Esq., for "services done in
Scotland against the King our sovereign lord's enemies,
there manly and valiantly using himself, for the which good
service, Norroy King of Arms, seeing such qualities of
vertue, did grant the said arms."
Ogle (Pinchbeck, co. Lincoln; seal of Thomas Ogle, 1568).
At. a fess betw. three crescents gu. issuant from each a fleurCrest— A bull's head erased or, armed
de-lis of the second.
gu. gorged with a chaplet vert.
Ogle (Whiston, CO. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. a fess betw.
A bull's head erased sa. horned
three crescents gu. Crest

—

—

saluta.

Ogilvie

(Provost of Banff, 1672).
Ar. a lion pass, guard.
betw. two crescents in chief and a cinquefoil in base gu.
dexter
hand
A
bolding a branch of palm ppr.
Motto
Secmidat vera fides.
Ogilvy (Earl of Airlie). Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu.
crowned with an imperial crown and collared with an open
one or. Supporters Two bulls sa. unguled and homed \ ert,
with a garland of flowers about their necks. Crest— A lady
from the waist upwards ppr. holding a portcuUis gu. Motto
Afln.
Ogilvy (Cove, co. Dumfries). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
lion pass, guard, gu. imperially crowned ppr. within a bordure invecked of the second 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, as
SETON,[of Pitmedden (q. v.), with a crescent az. in the centre
of the quarters. Crest ^A demilion ramp. az. holding in
his dexter paw a garb or.
itfotio— Quae moderata firma.
Ogilvy (Pitmouies, co. Forfar). Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu.
imperially crowned or, within a bordure engr. of the second.
Crest A lion guard, gu. standing on a garb lying fessways
or.
Motto Quae moderata firma.
Ogilvy (New Grange, 1672). As the last, but the bordure
indented.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. az. grasping in his
dexter paw a garb ppr. Jfo»o— Marte et industria.
Ogilvy (Cluny, CO. Perth). As Pitmouies. Cr£s<~A biUl issuant
collared with a garland of roses ppr.
Motto Industria.
Ogilvy (Logic, descended of Balfour, co. Forfar, 1672). Ar.
a lion pass, guard, gu. imperially crowned or, within a bordure of the second charged with four crescents of the first.
Ci-est
A demi lion ramp, holding betw. the forepaws a
sword in pale ppr. Motto Ex armis honos.
Ogilvy (Innerquharity, co. Forfar, bart., 1626). Quanarly,
1st and 4th, ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. gorged with an open
crown and crowned with a close imperial one or, for Ogilvy
2nd and 3rd, ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and membercd
gu., forRAMSAT, of Auchtcrhouse. Crest
A demi lion ramp,
gu. armed az.
Mottoes Over the crest: Forward; under
the shield: Terrcna pericula spemo.
Crest

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

or.

—

Ogle

Northampton and Northumberland). Ar. a fees
Out of a ducal coronet a
betw. three crescents gu. Ci-est

—

descended from Samuei.
(Birchgrove, co.
OoLE, a Commissioner in Ireland, temp. Charles II., son of
LcKE Ogle, of Berwick-on-Tweed Right Hon. Geobge Ogle,
M.P.,co. Wexford, his grandson, by his second wife, Uesdla,

ft

bordure az.

;

when his cousin, Bichabd
Dowager Lady AUluirti, d. s.
Donovan, Esq., of Ballymore, became his heir-at-law he
was son of Edwaed Donovan, Esq., of Ballymore, by Maby
Bbodghton, his wife, dau. of Captain John Beoughton, of
Maidstone, co. Kent, by Maby Ogle, his wife, only dau. of
the above Samuel Ogle, by his first wife, Elizabeth Daw;

Ar. a fess betw. three crescents gu.
Ar. on a fess betw. three crescents gu. a lion pass,
A demi lion or, holding in the dexter paw a
or.
truncheon gu. another, Ar. three greyhounds courant sa.
another, Erm. a fesse betw. three crescents gu.
Oglethorpe (Oglethorpe, co. York). Ar. a chev. embattled
son).

—A sunflower

Ogle.

—

co. Forfar). Quarterly, as the last,

Crest

ppr.

Crest

—

;

within

— Qua duxeris

Motto

adsum.
j
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Wexford;

p. 1815,

;

Ogilvy (Balbogno,

—

head ppr.

Ogle

—

—

(cos.

bull's

—

—

;

Same Anns,

—

Motto— Vto

;

Ogle (Kirkley Hall, co. Northumberland

—

—

—

;

ppr.
Motto Tout jour.
(Lord Banff). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion

— Fideliter.

couped

maned, and horned or. Another Crest, for Bebtbam'
bull's head or, armed az. ducally gorged gu.
Ogle {Baron Ogle, in abeyance since 1691 Sir Robeet Ogub,
Knt., of Ogle Castle, Sheriff co. Northumberland,
16
Henry VI., 1437, was summoned to Parliament 1461.
Cothbebt, sixth Baron Ogle, d. 1601, leaving: Joan, m.
Edwabd, eighth Earl of Shrewsbury, d. s. p. 1627 and
Kathebine, VI. Sir Chaeles Cavendish, Knt., of Welbeck,
she s. as Baronets Ogle 1627 her grandson, Henet Cavendish, Baron Ogle and second Duke of Newcastle, d. s. p.,
when the title fell into abeyance). Ar. a fess betw. three

pass, guard, gu. betw.

Ogrilvie (Camousie,

head

;

—

Ogilvie

pass, guard, gu. imperially

boar's

(Ogle Castle, co. Northumberland descended from the
marriage of Sir Bobebt Oou;, son of Bobebt Ogle, of Ogle,
living tennp. Edward III., with Helen, dau. and heiress of
Sir Robert Beeteam, Knt., feudal baron of Bothall). Ar.
a fess betw. three crescents gu. quartering az. an orle ar.,
for Beeteam.
Crest
An antelope's head erased ar. tufted,

patria.

plummet

—A

Ogle

(Raggell, co. Banff). As Boyne, within a bordure
engr. az. Crest
sword in bend ppr. Motto Pugna pro

Ogilvie

Crest

lying fesseways.

—

—A

—

—

;

;

(Barras, co. Kincardine, bart.).

Ar. a lion pass,
guard, gu. holding in the dexter paw a sword ppr. defending
a thistle ensigned with a crown or, in the dexter chief point.
Crest
A demi man in armour holding forth his dexter hand
ppr. Motto Praeclarum regi et regno servitium.
Oglander (Nunwell, Isle of Wigh^ also of Pamham, co.
Dorset, bart., created 1G65, extinct 1874). Az. a stork betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Crest
A bear's head
couped or, the mouth embrued gu. J/o»o—Servare munia

lion

Euaviter.

Ogilvie

—

desperandum.

Ogilvy

ramp, or; sinister, a Highlander, a
broadsword by his side, a pair of pistols in his belt, and a
Motto Fortitcr et
target on his sinister arm all ppr.

porters

GL

Ogilvy

and tacUings

ppr. in the dexter chief point a dexter hand couped in fess,
bolding a dagger in pale gu. in the sinister chief a cross

—

O

betw. three boars' heads sa.
(Rawdon, co. York).

Oglethorpe

Same Amis.

A

;

Oglethorpe
Oglethorpe

Same Arms.
York, 1666). Same Arms.

co. York).

(Brandesley, co.

—

—

vert, fructed or.

branch

Ar. five fusils in fess sa. in

chief three

boars' heads couped of the last.

Ogrlethorpe
chequer

DubUn

(Sir

Robert Oglethorpe, Baron

of the Exwas knighted in the Presence-chamber,
Jan. 1608, by Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord

in Ireland,
6

Castle,

Quarterly, 1st, ar. a fess dancett^e
of Ireland).
betw. three boars' heads couped sa. armed, langued, and
couped gu. 2nd, ar. a fess betw. three mullets pierced sa.
3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. over all a
4th, ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchde
fess sa.
Crest
A lion ramp. gu.
sa. over all a crescent az. for diff.
armed and langued az. supporting a cross crosslet fitchee

Deputy

;

;

—

ar.

Ognal.

Per

saltirc or

and gu. two eagles

displ. in pale of the

first.

Ognell

(Ognell Hall, co. Lancaster, and Baddesley Clinton,
Per saltire or and gu. two eagles in pale of
the first. Crest A lion's head erased or, guttle sa.
Ognies (France). Vert a fess erm.
O'G-orman (a Sept derived from Cathaib Mob, King of
CO.

Warwick).

—

who inhabited the territory of Hy Bairche, in tho
Queen's co. and co. Carlow, from which they were driven

Leinster,

and settled under the O'Briens in
the Barony of Ibrickan, in Thomond; they derived their
surname from Gormain, Chief of the Sept). Az. a lion pass,
betw. three swords erect ar. Crest An arm embowed in
armour, grasping in the hand a sword, blade wavy, all ppr.
Mottoes Tosach catha agus deineadh air; and, Primi et
after the invasion of 1172,

—

—

nltimi in bello.
co. Clare; allowed by Mac
Cullogh, Ulster, 1763, to Thomas O'Gorman, Esq., fourth in
descent from Mahon O'Gorman, of Cahir-Morrughu, descended from CoiedhaMob O'Gorman, Chief of Clahanes and
Monemore, co. Clare). Same Arms, Crest, and Mottoes.
(London; allowed by Mac Cullogh, Ulster, 17G3,
to Thomas O'Gobman, of that place, fourth in descent from
Denis O'Gorman, brother of Cahib O'Gorman, of Cahir-

O'G-oriaan (Cahir-Morrughu,

O'Gorman

Same Arms, Crest, and Mottoes.
(confirmed to Timotht Ellis O'Gobman, Esq.,
Chef d'Escadron aux Lanciers du Prince de Schwarzenberg,
and his brothers, Reginald O'Gobman, Esq., Chef d'Escadron aux Dragons de Ficquelmont, and Ferdinand O'Gorman, Esq., resident at Nancy). Gu. a lion pass, or, betw.
three swords erect ar. pommelled and hilted of the second.
O'GorHlley (a Sept deriving their name from Gairm LadhAiGHS, a Chieftain who ruled over a territory in the co.
Donegal, identical with the present Barony of Kaphoe, from
which they were driven by the O'Donells, when they settled
on the east side of the River Foyle, and retained a considerMorrughu).

O^Gorman

able estate there until the plantation of Ulster, 1609).
three martlets gu. Crest
A martlet az.

—

O'Gowan, or Mac-an-Gabhan. See Smith.
O'Grady (T^" 0" Grady, Kilballyowen, co. Limerick,

Or,

formerly

Chiefs of Cinel-Dunghaile, a district comprising the present
parishes of Tomgrancy, co. Clare, and Iniscaltra and Clonrush, CO.
1184,

that

Galway
the Four Masters record, under a.d.
Cekfaoladh O'Gbada, of Tuaim Grene, died;
;

Do.VALD O'Gradt, The 0'Gra.dy,

fell

in

battle a.d.

1309,

leaving a son, Hdgu O'Gradt, The O'Grady, who obtained
the lands of Kilballyowen that year in marriage with the
dau. and heiress of O'Kebwick, Chief of Aniah Cliah, which
has continued the residence of the chieftain ever since;
Thomas de Coubct O'Gradt, Tke O'Grady s. his father as
Chieftain 1873). Per pale gu. and sa. tliree lions pass, per
pale ar. and or. Crest A horse's head erased ar. Motto

—

—

Vulncratus non victus.

O'Grady

(Vis<ovnt GuiUamore ; Right Hon. Standish
O'fiRADV, Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland,
great-grandson of John O'Gradt, The O'Grady, temp. William
III. and Queen Anno, through his second son, was so
created 1831). Per pale gu. and sa. three lions pass, guard,
per pale ar. and or, the centre lion changed on the side with
II portcullis az.
Crest
A horse's heml erased ar. charged
with u portciUlis az. Supporters—Two lions guard, per

—
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and or, each charged on the shoulder with a portcullis az.
Motto Vulneratus non victus.
O'Grady (The Grange). See Crokeb.
Ogston (that Ilk, CO. Aberdeen). Ar. three mascles sa. on
a chief of the second two liona pass, (another, ramp.) of the
fesse ar.

Visit. Notts.).
(Kynnalton, co. Nottingham.
At. on a fess dancettee betw. three boars' heads sa. a
mascle or. Crest A boar's head ar. couped and viUned gu.
pierced with a broken spear, the staff or, point ar. and
charged on the neck with a mascle sa.
Oglethorpe (Newington, co. Oxford; descended from John
Visit.
Oglethorpe, Esq., co. York, temp. Edward IV.
Oxon, 1566). Ar. a chev. vaire or and vert betw. three
many
points
az.
boars' heads sa. couped gu. a label of as
Crest— A boar's head couped gu. in the mouth an acorn

Oglethorpe.
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Ogrlethorpe (Thorpe Arch,

field.

Ogrston

(Fettercairn, co. Kincardine; the heiress m. 1479,
Ar. three mascles sa. on a chief
of the second as many lions pass, guard, of the first.
Ogstoil (Ardoe, co. Aberdeen, 1876). Ar. three mascles sa.
on a chief of the second two Uons pass, of the field. Crest

Douglas, of Tilquhilly).

A

—

—

Motto Vietanime.
Og'Ston (Norwood, co. Aberdeen, 1876). As the last with a
crescent ar. in middle chief for diff.
Same Crest and
Motto.
Ogston (Dr. Francis, Aberdeen, 1876). AsOgston of Ardoe,
within a bordure gu. Same Crest and Motto.
Ogye. Ar. on a chief az. three crosses form^e fltcbee of tho

Uon

pass. ar.

field.

O'Hagran
gannon,
Tyrone.

Barony of DunTyrone, and Brehons to O'Neill, Prince of

(Chiefs of Tullahogue, in the

co.

The clan of O'Haoan (O'hAedhagain) had their
seat in ancient times at Tullahogue, in the county of Tyrone,

and in this fortress, according to Dr. O'Donovan, in his
" Tribes and Customs of Hy Fiachrach," the Kings of
Ulster were solemnly inaugurated into the style and authority of O'Neill, by O'Haoan, Chieftain of Tullahogue, in
whom vested the hereditary right to perform the ceremony).
Quarterly, ar and az. in Ist quarter a shoe ppr. on a canton
per chev. gu. and erm. three covered cups or; in 2nd
quarter a flag of the first charged with a dexter hand of the
fourth; in 3rd quarter a lion ramp, of the sixth and in 4th
;

—

quarter a fish naiant ppr. Crest A cubit arm vested gu.
cuffed erm. the hand holding a dagger erect both also ppr.
Motto— Wincere aut mori.
O'Hagan {Baron O'Hagan, of Tullahogue; Right Hon.
Thomas O'Hagan, Lord Chancellor of Ireland, 1868-74, was
80 created 1870). Quarterly, ar and az. in the 1st quarter
a shoe ppr. and on a canton per chev. gu. and erm. three
covered cups or in the 2nd quarter a flag of the first
in the 3rd
charged with a dexter hand of the fourth
quarter a lion ramp, of the sixth, and in the 4th quarter a
fish naiant ppr.
Crest
On a Roman fasces lying fessewise
ppr. a cubit arm vested gu. cuffed erm. the hand holding *
dagger erect both ppr. Supporters Two lions or, collared
sa. each holding a banner ar. charged with a dexter hand
gu. Motto
Buadh no has (Victory or death).
O'Halloran (Chiefs of Clan FergaiU, a large territory near
Lough Corrib, co. Galway). Gu. a horse pass. ar. saddled
and bridled ppr. on a chief of the second three mullets az.
Crest
A lizard or. Motto Clan-Fergail a-bu.
O'Halloran. Az. a boat with mast and sail spread or, in
dexter chief an estoile of the last, on a chief ar. a stag in full
course gu. pursued and seized in the shoulder by a greyhound sa. Crest A sword erect distilling drops of blood
;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

all

ppr.

O'Halloran

(granted by Betham, Ulster, to Sir JosEPtt
O'Halloran, G.C.B., a distinguished Indian military
officer).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a castle of two towers
with a curtain wall and portal approached by three steps ar.
standing on a mound vert, on which is inscribed the word
"HDRUEHUKl'ORE," gold, in chief a sword and an Indian
sabre in saltire ppr. pommels and hilts or, surmounted by aa
Eastern crown of the last, forO'IlAixoBAN; 2nd and 3rd, gtr,
a horse pass. ar. on grass ppr. caparisoned az. bridled and
saddled or, on a chief of the second three mullets pierced of
the third, for O'Halloran (ancient), over all a cross of
Crests
1st,
for augmentation: Out of an
pearls ppr.
Eastern crown or, an arm in armour ppr. garnished gold,
the hand in a gauntlet also ppr. grasping a flagstaff, therefrom flowing a standard az. charged with a monkey statant
also or, motto over, PURSWARBIE; 2nd, O'Halloban
(ancient): A lizard pass, or, motto over, Clan-Fcrgail a-boo.

—

Motto

— Lothim agus marbhaim

O'Haly.

— An

Per

fess or

and vert

(I

wound and

in chief

an

I

kill).

estoile az.

Crest

estoile or,

O'Hamlin.

Vert a horse pass. erm.
(a Sept of the race of Colla da Chrioci!, descended and deriving their surname from iiAnh'an, Chief of
Ily-Ueith-Thirp, now the Barony of Orior, co. Arm.ngh).

O'Hanlon

Vert on a mount

in

lizard displ. vert.
tioar pass. ppr.

O'Hanly

—

base ppr. a boar pass. crin. Cn.it
Another Coat Ar. on a mount vert a

armed

—

or.

possessed Cinel-Dobhtha, now DoohyHanly, a territory extending along the River Shannon, in
Koscommon). Vert a boar pass. ar. armed, hoofed, and
bristled or, betw. two arrows barways of the second, headed
CO.

(a Sept

who

O
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of the third, that in chief pointing to the dexter, and that
in base to the sinister. Crest Three arrows sa. flighted ar.
pointed or, one in pale, the other two barways, the upper
one pointing to the dexter, the lower to the sinister.
JV/o»o— Saigeadoir coUach a-buadh (The valiant archer for

—

O

EE

Sept of the same race as MAcCocnLASt
located in cos. Limerick and Tipperary, deriving their name
from Ifeabnan, one of the ancestors of the Sept). Per fess
vert and gu. on a fess or, a lion pass, guard, az. in chief
three crescents of the third.
(a

O'Heg-arty

ever).

O'Hanraghan
their

(a Sept formerly of note in co. Tipperary,

surname from Anbacbana, Chief of the

deriving
Sept). Gu. a lizard pass, in fess or, in chief a trefoil slipped
betw. two holly leaves ar. in base a garb of the second.
An arm erect, couped below the elbow, vested vert,
Creit
cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a holly leaf vert. Motto
An uachtar.
O'Hanratty (co. Monaghan a Sept formerly O'IIenbaghtt
or O'h Inneeachtaigh, descended from an Irish Chieftain,
Ionbachtagh, a descendant of Colla da Chbioch, of the same
race as McGuibe). Az. a griffin pass, wings elevated or.
Crest— On a helmet in profile, visor closed, a dolphin

—

—

;

naiant all ppr.
(a Sept of the Clanna Ceirs, descended from Cian,
son of Olioll Ollum, King of Munster they derive their
surname from h'Eaghea, Chief of Luighne, now the Barony
of Leyney, co. Sligo). Vert on a pale radiant or, a lion
ramp. sa.
O'Hara (NymphsSeld, co. Sligo, formerly of Coolany, in

O'Hara

;

by Fortescue, Ulster, 1794, to Chaeles
O'Hara, Esq., of Nymphsfield, M.P. for co. Sligo, and one
of
the
co., descended from Cobmac O'Haba,
governors
of the
Same Arms. Crest A demi
Esq., of Coolany, d. 1612).
lion ramp. erm. holding betw. the paws a chaplet of oak
leaves ppr. Motto— WrtxAa et claritate.
O'Hara (Annaghmore and Cooper's Hill, co. Sligo; exempUfied to Chaeles William Coopee, Esq., of Cooper's
Hill, CO. Sligo, M.P., on his assuming, by royal licence, 1860,
the surname of O'Haba in lieu of Coopeb). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, vert on a pale radiant or, a lion ramp, sa., for
O'Haba; 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a bend betw. six lions ramp,
1st
A demi lion
or, a crescent sa., for Coopeb.
Crests
ramp. erm. holding betw. the paws a chaplet of oak leaves
2nd A man's bust in profile couped at
ppr., for O'Haba
the shoulders ppr. on the head an Irish crown or, and
charged on the neck with a crescent sa. over the crest on an
Virtute
escroll, " Vincit amor patriae," for Coopeb. Motto

same

O'HefTernan

co.; allowed

—

—

:

:

;

—

et claritate.

O'Hara

(Ballyhara,

Cursallagh, and MoUane, co.

Sligo;

allowed by Fortescue, Ulster, 1795, to Anthont Maeia MabcELLDs O'Haba, Knt. of the Order of Malta, and St. Vladimir of Russia, a Lieut. -Col. in the service of the Empress of
Eussia, grandson of Eodeeick O'Hara, Esq., of Ballyhara,
who was great-grandson of Coemick O'Haba, 1642, second
son of Coemick O'Haba, of Coolany, same co.). Same Arms.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding between the paws a
chaplet of oak leaves ppr. Motto
Virtute et claritate.
O'Hara (Ba7'(m Tyrawley and Kilmaine, extinct 1774; Sir
Chaeles O'Haba, a native of co. Mayo, was Baron Ti/rainUy,
his son and successor was created Baron
created 1706
Kilmaine, 1721, and d. s. p., when both titles became
Vert on a pale radiant or, a lion ramp. sa. Crest
extinct).
A demi lion ramp. erm. holding betw. the paws a wreath
of oak leaves ppr. Su]->porters
Dexter, a lion pean gorged
with a collar radiant or; sinister, a lion erm. gorged with a
garland of oak leaves and laurel fructed ppr. Motto Try.
O'Hara (O'Hara Brook, co. Antrim). Vert on a pale radiant
Crest— A demi lion ramp, pean, holding
or, a lion ramp. sa.
betw. his paws a chaplet of oak leaves vert, acorned ppr.
O'Hart (a Sept of the same race as O'Conob, settled in co.
Sligo; they derive their surname from AiRT, Chicfof the Sept).
Gu. a lion pass, guard, or, in base a human heart ar. Crest
A naked arm couped below the elbow and erect, grasping

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

a sword

flammant

O'Hartag'an.
paw a dagger

ar.

all

ppr.

Motto

Az. a lion ramp,

pommels and

— Fortiter et fideliter.

holding in each foreCrest
A gauntlet

or,

hilts gold.

—

grasping a sword ppr. pommel and hilt or.
(Carrigery, co. Clare allowed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1775, to Simon O'Haugheene, son of William
O'HAncHEENE, Esq., of Carrigery). Vert three herons close
or.
Crest
A pelican in her piety or, nest ppr. Motto Per
ardua surgo.
O'Haydon, or O'Heydon (Munster; "Pcd. of McGniEE,"
by Chas. Linegar, 1731). Or, a cross humettcc betw. four
erect,

O'Haueheme

—

;

—

fleurs-de-lis gu.

O'Hea

(the Sept of O'h-Aodha, who inhabited Muscraighe
Luachra, a territory extending on both sides of the Eiver
Blackwater, co. Cork, near its source). Ar. a dexter arm
lying fessways, couped below the elbow, vested gu. turned
up of the first, grasping in the hand a sword in pale entwined
with a serpent descending all ppr.
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(originally of Magherabegin and Clonsillagh,
CO. Donegal; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1744, to Dominick
O'Hegabty, Esq., second son of Daniel O'IIegabtt, Capt.
in the regiment of Col. Charles O'Neill, and brother of
Patbick O'Hegabtt, Knt. of St. Louis, Capt. in Dillon's
regiment, Peter O'Hegartt, Governor of the Isle of Bourbon, and Francis O'Hegabtt, also a Capt. in Dillon's regiment). Ar. an oak tree eradicated ppr. on a chief gu. three
birds ar. beaked and legged sa. Crest
An arm in armour
embowed, the hand grasping a scymitar all ppr. Motto—

—

Nee

nee mutant.
O'Hennessy (a Sept whose tribe
flectitur

name was Clan Colgain,
possessed of a district adjoining the hill of Croghan, Barony
of Lower Philipstown, King's co., deriving their surname
from Aenghus, an ancestor who flourished in the 8th
century). Vert a stag trippant ar. betw. six arrows, two, two,
and two, saltireways or. Crest Betw. the attires of a stag
affixed to the scalp or, an arrow, point downwards gu. headed

—

and

flighted ar.

O'Hennessy, or Hennessy

(Ballyhenness, co. Kerry,

and Ballymacreedy, co. Cork). Gu. a boar pass. ppr. Crest
An arm in armour embowed holding a battle axe all ppr.
Motto Vi vivo et armis.
O'Heron (the Sept of O'Haugheene, co. Kerry). Vert
three herons ar. Crest
A pelican in her piety ppr. Motto

—

—

— Per ardua surgo.

O'Heyne (a Sept
rach-Aidhne,

—

now

who

possessed the territory of Hy-Fiachthe diocese of Kilmacduagh, co. Galway,

Guaibe Aidhne, "The Hospitable" King of
Connaught. The Four Masters record, under a. d. 1180, that
MadbiceO'hEidhin, Lord of Hy Fiachrach Aidhne, was slain
by the men of Munster). Per pale indented or and gu. two
of the race of

ramp, combatant counterchanged. Crest— A dexter
the hand grasping a sword all ppr.
(a Sept derived from Iocaigh, Chieftain of his
Sept, from whom the name O'h-Iocaigh).
Az. a lion
pass, guard, or, on a chief erm. a bend sa. Crest— A hand
in a gauntlet erect, holding a baton all ppr.
O' Hig'grin (a Sept located in Connaught, a branch of which
settled in co. Westmeath; Teige O'Higgin, of Kilbeg, iu
that CO., d. Jan. 1633, Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office the name is
derived from one of their chiefs, Uigin, from whence the
name O'hUigin). Ar. guttee de poix on a fess sa. three
towers of the first. Crest
A tower sa. issuant from the
battlements a demi griffin, wings elevated ar. holding in
the dexter claw a sword ppr.
O'Hig-grins (Ballynary, co. Sligo, and Spain; allowed by
Fortescue, Ulster, 1788, to Don Ambbose OHiggins, Brigadier-General and Commandant of the King of Spain's Forces
lions

arm armed, embowed,

O'Hickey

;

—

in Chili, great-grandson of

Shane Duff O'Higgins,

—

Same Arms and

of Bally-

Crest.
Motto Pro patria.
from Hamburgh).
Ar. in pale erect
affronted, Hercules girdled round the middle, his club held
over the dexter shoulder, its apex showing above tlie other
shoulder, the sinister hand resting on the groin ppr. Crest
A globe, thereon represented Dame Fortune standing on
her dexter foot, the sinister thrown back, her arras both in
bend sinister holding a scarf arched overhead.
O'Horan (a Sept settled in co. Galway). Vert three lio:ifl
ramp, two and one, or. Crest A demi lion ramp.

nary).

Ohmann

(Dublin,

—

—

O'Houlag'h.an

in the province of
Munster, deriving their surname from h-Ullachain, Chief
of the Sept; they were driven into Connaught by Oliver
Cromwell). Az. a tower or, supported by two lions ramp,
ar. in base two crescents of the last, on a chief of the third
three annulets gu.
O'Kane. See O'Cahan.
Oke. Sa. on a fess betw. six acorns or, as many oak leaves

bendways

O'Kearin

(a

Sept formerly

vert.

(a Sept residing In

Thomond,

O'Keaein was buried at Ennis in that
sixth in descent from

co. Clare

co.

1634.

Dermot O'Kearin, who

first

;

Teige

He was
settled

Thomas Keabin or Keiban, Aldeiman of Dublin, had
a grant of Ballymore, Ferns, &c., co. Wexford, and d. 1694,
leaving his estate to his nephew, Mortogh Donovan, eldest
son of EicKAED Donovan, Esq., of Clonmore, in same co.,
by Bbidget Keiban, sister of Alderman Keiran, whose
descendant, Eichabd Donovan, Esq., of Ballymore, D.L.,
possesses the estate). Vert on a chev ar. three leopards'
faces gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter
paw a sword erect ar. pommel and hilt or. Motto— Viicns et
there.

—

consCans.

A

O'Keamey (a Sept descended from Cathabnaioh, Chief
The Four
of TefiBa, in the ancient kingdom of Meath.
Masters record that Giolla-Chbiost O'Ceabnaigh was appointed Abbot of Derry Columkille by the chiefs and clergy
Ar. three lions ramp,
of the North of Ireland, A. D. 1198).
gu. on a chief az. betw. two pheons of the first a gauntleted
hand fessways or, holding a dagger erect ppr. pommel and
Crest— A gauntleted hand holding a dagger, as in
hilt gold.
the arms.

O'Kearney. See Keabnet.
Okeborne. Ar. on a pale gu.
Okeborne, or Okeburne.

Ar. apalegu.
An
Ar. on a pale gu. a crescent or. (^est
eagle rising from a globe winged all ppr.
Okeden (Ellingham, co. Hants. Visit. 1G34). Sa. on a fess
ar. betw. three acorns or, as many oak leaves vert. Crest
buck's head cabossed betw. two oak branches in orle all

—

—

A

ppr.

(Tumworth,

co.

Same Arms.

Dorset).

Crest

—

A bear's paw sa. grasping an oak branch ppr. fructed or.
O'Keefe (a Sept who originally possessed the southern h.ilf
of ancient Fcara Maighe, now Fermoy, co. Cork, from which
they were driven after the English invasion, when they
settled at Duhallow, same co., in the district known as
The name is derived from Caoimh or
Pobble O'Keefe.
Keeve, Chief of the Sept., who lived a.d. 950). Yert a lion
ramp, or, in chief two dexter hands couped at the wrist erect
and apaum^e of the last. CrcsJ— A griffin pass, or, holding
in the dexter claw

a sword ppr.

O'Keefe (Ballymaguirk, co. Cork; descended from Art
Mac Donel O'Keefe, chief of his name temp. Queen ElizaDaniel O'Keefe, of Ballymaguirk, was killed at the
battle of Aughrim on the side of James II., leaving three
sons who settled in France allowed by Fortescue, Ulster,
Crest
Az. on a mount in base ppr. a lion ramp. or.
1797).
A griffin pass, or, holding in the dexter claw a sword ppr.
beth

;

;

—

— Forti

Motto

O'Keegan.
paw a

et fideli nihil difficile.

Gu. a lion ramp.

crescent of the last,
(a Sept of the

O'Keevan

holding in the dexter
in chief a ducal coronet or.
ar.

same race as O'Dowd, who pos-

sessed Moylena, a district in co. Tyrone, afterwards called
their surname from Caouban, Chief of
Vert a saltire or, betw. in chief and in
the Sept A.D. 876).
base a lizard pass, of tbe last, and in fess two daggers erect

The Closach, deriving

—

pommels and hilts gold. CresI A dagger erect ar. pommel and hilt or, the blade impaling a lizard vert.
Okeham (Upminster, co. Essex). Gu. a fess betw. three
ar.

crescents ar. (another, or).

Okebampton
Okeley

(co.

Chequy or r.nd az. two barsar.
Wooducll, of MoUington.
Visit.

Devon).

(quartered by

Oxon, 15GC).

Sa. frctty or,

a

fess

erm. on a chief ar. three

leopards' faces gu.

Okeley.

Or,

on a

fess

betw. three lozenges gu. as

many

plates.

O'Eegr^an

Westroeath; confirmed by Eoberts, Ulster,
in Colonel William Warren's
regiment).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw
a crescent of the last, in the middle chief a ducal coronet or.
Okeley. Or, on a fess betw. three lozenges gu. as many
to

(co.

CoBNEurs Kegoan, Captain

plates.

O'Kelly (a Sept of the
Hy Maine, in the cos.

race of Colla da Cmiiocn, Chiefs of
of Galway and Roscommon, deriving
surname from Ceallaicii, Chief of Hy Maine, ad. 874).
Az. a tower triple-towered supported by two lions ramp. ar.
their

many

chains descending from the battlements betw. the
lions' logs or.
Cresl~Qn a ducal coronet or, an ertleld vert.
N.B.— This animal is supposed to be composed as follows:
the head of a fox, the chest of an elephant, the mane of a
horse, the forelegs of an eagle, the body and hind legs of a
greyhound, and the tail of a lion.
Motto Turris fortis
mihi DeuH.
as

—

O'Kelly

(Aughrane, Castle Kelly, and Screen, co. Roscommon descended from Manus O'Kelt, second son of
Hetan O'Kelly, Tanist of Hy Maine). Same Arms. Crest
An cnflcld statant vert. Motto Turris fortis mihi Deua.
O'Kelly (Clonlyon, co. Galway; descended from O'Kelly, of
Screen; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1755, to Captain
Dennis O'Kbllt, of Clonlyon; from the Clonlyon line
descend the Counts O'Killi/, of Montauban, in France).
Same Arm», Crest, and Motto.
O'Kelly (Aughrim, co. Galway; James O'Keli.t, Esq., of
Aughrim, descended from Kkioii O'Kelly, Chief of his Sept
at the invasion of 1 172, was killed at the battle of Aughrim,
1691, leaving a son, Counsellor John (J'Kelly, of K('cnaf;li,
CO. UuBcommon; allowed by Fortescue, Ulster, 180.1). Sumo
Artiit, Crest, and Motto.
O'Kelly (Gall.igh, CO. Galway Count O'Kdli/, of the Holy
;

—

—

;
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Boman Empire

allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1782, as the
arms of Connob O'Kelly, Count O'Kelly, great-grandson
of Denis O'Kelly, Esq., of Gallagh).
Same Anns, Crest,
and Motto.
O'Kelly (Tycooly, co. Galway; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
17G7, to Dillon Jobn O'Kei.ly, Captain in the service of
the Empress Maria Theresa, son of Festds O'Kelly, Esq., of
Tycooly, who was grandson of Col. Thaddecs O'Kelly, of
Gallagh, in same co.). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
;

O'Kelly (allowed
a crescent or.

Okeboum.

Okeden
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by Hawkins, Ulster,

1757,

toMajor-General

William O'Kelly, descended from co. Galway). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.
O'Kelly (Killahan and Gort, co. Roscommon; Reg. Ulster's
Office as the arms of Matthew O'Kelly, of those places,
temp. Charles H.). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
O'Kelly (Barrctstown, co. Kildare). Gu. on a mount or
rock ppr., a tower supported by two lions ramp, ar., the lions
ducally crowned or.
Crest An enfield.
Motto Turris
fortis mihi Deus.
O'Kennedy (a Sept descended from DoNNcntiAN, brother of
Brien Boroimha, King of Thoraond, who inhabited the territory of Gleann Omra, now known as Killo-Kennedy, co.
Clare, and derived their name from Cinneidigh, the son of
Donnchuan). Sa three helmets in profile ppr. Crest Ai»
arm embowed vested az. holding a scymitar all ppr.
O'Kennelly. Ar. a lion pass. sa. in the dexter chief point
a cushion gu. thereon an imperial crown or. Crest An arm
in armour embowed, holding a sword, blade wavy all ppr.
Okenton. Gyronny of eight or and az. a canton erm.

—

—

—

—

Okeover (Okcover,

co. Stafford
settled there for upwards
Erm. on a chief gu. three bezants. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, adcmi dragon erm.
Okeo"«rer (London; Rowland Okeoveb, merchant, third son
Erm. on a chief
of Philip Okeoveb. Visit. London, 1508).
gu. three bezants, the centre one charged with a mullet sa.
Crest
An oak tree vert, acomed or.
Okeover (arms in a window in Queen's College, Oxford.
Erra. on a chief gu. three bezants.
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Okes. Ar. three hearts betw. two bendlets sa. Crest
;

—

of 700 years).

—

—

cockatrice sa.

Okested, or Okesteed.

Gu. an oak branch slipped and

acorned ppr.

Okestede (co. Kent). Ar. an oak slip
Oketon, or Okton. Gyronny of
canton erm.

Crest

—A

gu.

acomed

or.

eight az. and

or,

a

fleur-de-lis or.

Okewold, or Ockwold

(Odington, co. Gloucester).

Vair

—

on a pale gu. three leopards' faces or. Crest A leopard's
head erased or, betw. two wings expanded vert.
O'Kinealy (the Sept of O'Cinnfhaeladh, who inhabited
the territory of Eoghancht-Gabhra, or Hy Conaill Gabhra,
now the Barony of Conello, co. Limerick). Gu. a stag
statant ar.
Crest
An arm in armour embowed, holding a
sword fessways the blade flammant all ppr.
O'Kyan. See O'Cahan.

—

Oldag-h (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1599). Az. frctty or.
Oldbeife (William Oldbeife, temp. Henry V.; his
and

Maboaret, m. John Skeffington,

heir,

dau.

Esq., of SUcf-

Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Az. a bend or, cotised ar.
A spread eagle sa.
betw. six mullets of the second. Crest
gu.
Ar. a t^wer triple-towered sa. chained
transverse, the port or.
Olde (RonEBT Oi.pe, Corporal of the Field, slain in the streets

fington.

—

Oldbuxy. Ar. a fess
Oldcastle (co. Kent).

of Dublin
1602).
last

by Edward Fitz-Henry; Fun. Ent.

Ulster's Office,

Sa. a cross betw. four martlets ar. a border of the

charged with eight hurts.
Gu. a lion ramp. erm.

Oldehall.

Oldenby, or Olenby. .Az. five cinquefoils in saltire ar.
Oldenhain. See Oldham.
Olderbury (London). Sa. a fess ar. Crest— Out of an
antique crown or, a dcmi lion ramp. az.

Olderdon (co. York). Ar. three water bougets sa.
Oldershaw (Kegworth, and Loughborough Old Parks,
Lciccptcr, settled at

Kegworth

—

prior to a.d. 1497).

ro.

Az. three

Crest
annulets or.
A snake twisted betw. three arrows,
one erect and two in saltire. Motto— Ccrtanti dahitur.
Oldcs. Gu. on a mount in base vert a lion sejant guard.
or.

Crcst—\

lion sejant guard, ppr.

supporting an antique

shield gu. charged with a fcsse or.

Oldesworth

Gloucester; granted
Gu. on a fess ar. three lions pass, guard, purp.
Crcst—A lion ramp, sejant gu. holding in the paws a scroll
(Poulton's Court, co.

15C9).

or.

Oldfleld

where the family was seated
Ar. on a bend gu. three crosses pntieo
Crest—Oat of a ducal coronet or, »
the field.

(Oldficld, CO. Chester,

above 4C0 years).
fltchee of

demi wivcrn, wings

displ. ar.

Motto

—In

cruce vincam.
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Oldfield (Braafleld, co. Chester; confirmed 7 Feb. 1578).
Same Arms. Crest A demi eagle displ. ar.
Or, on a pile vert
Oldfield (cos. Leicester and Oxford).
On a garb or, a dove ar.
three garbs of the field. Crest
holding
in
the
beak
an ear of wheat
gu.
beaked and legged

—

—

gold.

Oldfield

(Spalding, co. Lincoln, bart., estinct temp.

Qneen

Anne, created 1660; Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Sir
John Oldfield, Bart., of Spalding, vi. Johs Wingfield,
Esq., of Tickencote). Same Arms and Crest.
Oldfield (Durington, co. Lincoln). Vaire erm. and sa.
A dove close ar. holding in the beak an ear of wheat
Crest

—

or.

Oldfield. Yairear. and sa. (another, sa. and or).
Oldgrate.
Or, a bend betw. two bulls' heads couped sa.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a bull's head sa.
Oldgrave (co. Chester; Lord Mayor of London, 14G7). Az.
a fess engr;enn. betw. three owls or.

—

OldgTOve, or Oldgreen.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three

Per pale

az. (another, gu.)

and purp. a lion ramp,

Oldham

(Oldham, co. Lancaster). Sa. a chev. or, betw.
three owls ar. on a chief of the second as many roses gu.
An owl ppr.
(Manchester, co. Lancaster, 1664).
Same Amu.
Crest
An owl ar. in front of a holly bush vert.
(Cainham Court, co. Salop Joseph Oldbax, Esq.,
was High Sheriff of the co. 1789). Same Arms, &c.
(Hogh Oldham, Bishop of Exeter, 1505-19; arms
in the Hall of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon,

—

Oldham

—

Oldham

;

Oldham

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three owls ar.

1566).

many

second as

Oldham
a pale

on a chief of the

roses gu.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

(Hatherleigh, co. Devon).

over all a chev. betw. three owls counterchanged,
a chief erminois, thereon three roses gu. barbed and seeded
ppr., for Oldham; 2nd and 3rd, per fess or and ar. three
piles in point, each charged with a thistle stalked and leaved
of the first, for Laing. Crests 1st, Oldham
On a mount
vert in front of a tree an owl all ppr. 2nd, Laing Amount
Tert, thereon a cock, the dexter claw resting on a thistle
sa.

ar.

—

:

;

:

ppr.

Oldhaugrh
Az. a fret

(Oldhaugh, co. Chester

;

the heiress m. Smith).

or.

Olding'ton, or Olton.
ramp.

(Gask, co. Perth; understood to have been representative of the family on the death of the eleventh
lord; the last of this branch d. 1847, and the present
Kington-Oliphant, of Gask, is his heir of line). As Lord
Oliphant, with a crescent or, in fess for di£F.
Oliphant (Condie, co. Perth). Gu. three crescents ar.
within a bordure counter-componee of the second and first.
Crest
A falcon volant ppr. Motto Altiora peto.
Oliphant (Bachiltoun, co. Perth). Gu. a chev. betw. three
crescents ar.
Crest
A crescent or. Motto What was,

—

—

—

may

—

be.

Oliphant

(Clashbainy, co. Perth).
Same Arms, with the
chev. crenellee. C^-est The sun in his glory ppr. Motto
Hinc illuminabimur.
Oliphant (Culquhir, co. Perth). Gu. a cinquefoil slipped
betw. three crescents ar.
Crest
An elephant's trunk

—

—

—

ppr.

Oliphant

Gu. three crescents within a

(Kelly, co. Fife).

bordure engr. ar.
(Kinnedder, co. Fife).
Gu. three crescents ar.
within a bordure chequy of the second and first. Motto—
Honesta peto.
Oliphant (Prinlis, co. Fife). Gu. a saltire engr. betw.
three crescents, one in chief and two in the flanks ar.

Oliphant

owls or.

Oldliall.
erm.

Crest

OI.I

Oliphant

Quarterly,

vert

and

g-u.

a

lion

ar.

Oldmixon

(Oldmixon, co. Somerset). Sa. a battle axe in
pale or, headed ar. Crest A battle axe erect or, headed ar.
in the middle of the handle a ribbon tied az.
01dm.izotl. Az. a battle axe or, headed ar. the edge to
the sinister.
Oldon (Exeter). Az. a chev. or, betw. three owls ar. on a
chief of the second as many roses gu.
Oldon, or Olton. Or, on a mount vert a boar pass. sa.
Oldston. See Ollaeton.
Oldsworth (Pulton's Court, co. Gloucester; granted
15 June, 1569).
Gu. on a fess betw. three billets ar. as
many lions pass, guard, of the first. Crest A lion sejant
guard, gu. resting the forepaw on a carved shield or.
OldsTVorth. Gu. on a fess or, three lions pass, guard, az.
Oldton, or Olton. Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar.
O'Xiearie. Ar. a lion pass, in base gu. in chief a ship of
three masts sa. sails set ppr. from the stern the flag of
St. George flotant.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm
in armour embowed, holding a sword ppr. pommel and hilt
gold.
Motto Laidir ise lear Eigh (Strong is the King of
the Sea, or Leabie is powerful).
Another Motto Fortis
nndis et armis.
O'Leary (Dromcar, co. Cork; Fun. Ent. tllster's OflBce,
1637, DoNOGH O'Leary, gent.).
Per fess ar. and vert, in
chief a talbot pass. gu. and in base a boar pass, of the first.
Crest
An arm erect couped below the elbow, vested az. the
hand holding a sword impaling an evet or lizard all ppr.
O'Leaury, Ar. a falcon rising within an ivy branch in
orle all ppr.
Crest
An arm in armour couped below the
elbow and erect, grasping a dagger all ppr.
OlifTe. Az. a wolf ramp. ar.
Oliph (London; John Ouph, Esq., of Foxgrave, co. Kent,
Alderman of London; Joan, his dau. and heiress, m. John
Leigh, Esq., of Addington, co. Surrey). Per pale and chev.
or and sa. three greyhounds' heads erased counterchanced,
collared ar.
Crest
A cockatrice's head erased quarterly
ar. and sa. beaked, combed, and wattled or.
Oliphant (Lord Oliphant, Scotland). Gu. three crescents
ar.
Crest
A unicorn's head couped ar. maned and homed
or.
Supporters ^Two elephants ppr.
Jl/o«o— Tout pour-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Crest

—A hand pointing to the clouds ppr.

and not

Oliphant

(Eossie, co. Perth).
Gu. an estoile betw. three
Crest
An eagle reguard. with wings expanded
Motto Altiora peto.
Oliphant (Carpow, co. Fife). Gu. three crescents within
a bordure ar. Crest A unicorn's head couped ar. Motto
Tout pourvoir.
Oliphant (Fekgcson-Ouphant, BroadSeld House, co. Cumberland).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. an elephant's head
couped betw. three crescents or, for Oliphant; 2nd and 3rd,
per chev. dovetailed or and az. three boars' heads couped
counterchanged, within a bordure ar. charged with six
buckles, for Ferguson. Crests
An elephant statant semee
of crescents, holding in the tnmk a fcr de moline or, for
Oliphant
a demi lion ramp, per chev. or and az. the
dextei paw holding a thistle, and the sinister resting on
a boar's head couped az., for Febgdson.
Olive (Hayley). Ar. on a fess sa. three mullets or.
Oliver (Cornwall). Ar. on a mount vert an oak tree ppr.
fructed or. Crest
An arm embowed in armour, holding in
the hand a sprig of oak ppr. fructed or.
Oliver (Exeter, co. Devon). Erm. on a chief sa. three lion.i
ramp. ar. Crest A lion's head erased ermines, collared and
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—

crescents ar.

—

ppr.

—

—

—

;

—

—

ringed ar.

Oliver (Musbury,

Devon,

Bristol, and Wollescote Hall,
Enn. on a chief sa. three lions
demi lion ramp. gu. Motto Dieu mon

co.

Stourbridge, cq. Worcester).

ramp.

Crest

ar.

—A

—

appui.

Oliver
lions

(Croomhill, co. Kent).

ramp.

or.

Crest

—A

lion's

Erm. on a chief gu. three
head erased gu. Motto

—

Non sine.
Oliver (Lewes,

co. Sussex). Ar. a hand and arm issuing from
out of clouds on the sinister side fessways, and grasping ;i
dexter hand couped at liie wrist all ppr.
Crest
A martlet
ar. in the beak a sprig vert.
Oliver. Gu. a mullet betw. three crescents ar.
Oliver. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three millrinds or, on a chief
ar. a lion pass. gu.
Oliver (Kingsbridge, co. Devon). Az. a dexter hand and
arm issuing from the sinister side fessways, grasping a
sinister hand couped at the wrist ppr.
Olivier (Potteme Manor, co. Wilts, and Clifton, co. Bedford).
Ar. on a mount in base an olive tree ppr.
Crest
An

—

esquire's helmet ppr.

Motto

— Sicut

—

oliva virens laetor in

aede Dei.

Oliver

granted by Betham,
and the other
descendants of his ancestor, Eobert Oliver, Esq., of
Clonodfoy, same co.). Or, a chev. sa. betw. two pellets in
chief, and in base a salmon naiant gu.
Crest
A cubit arm
erect vested gu. cuffed ar, the hand grasping an olive brancli
(Castle Oliver, co. Limerick;

Eichard Oliver,

Ulster, to

Esq., of that place,

—

ppr.

Oliver

(confirmed by Betham, TJlster, to Thomas Oliver,
son of Eobert Ouveb, of the North of Ireland, afterwards
of U.S. America).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a hand and
arm issuant from clouds on the sinister side fessways and
grasping a dexter hand couped at the wrist all ppr., for
Oliver; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a fess sa. three crescents ar.,
Crest
in the centre fess point a trefoil for diff.
for Craig
A martlet ar. in the beak a sprig vert. Motto Ad
;

—

—

foedera cresco.

Oliver

TOir.

Motto— I'll hop*,

rue.

(Cloughanadfoy, co. Limerick). Or, a chev. sa, betw.
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and a mullet naiant In base gu. Crest
A cubit arm nested gu. cuffed ar. hand ppr. holding a
branch of olive also ppr.
Oliver (Cherrymount, co. Wicklow). Same Arms and
two

pellets in chief

Crest.

(Edinburgh, 1771, afterwards OLivEB-RnrHEKFOKD, of
Edgerston, co. Boxburgh). Ar. two chev. gu. betw. three
martlets sa. in chief and a heart crowned in base ppr.
A dexter arm ppr. vested ar. turned up gu. grasping
Cri
Crest

Oliver

j

'

—

an

olive

branch fructed ppr.

Motto

—Ad foedera

cresco.

Oliver-Q-ascoigne.

See Gascoigne.
Oliverson (Richabd Olivebsok, Esq., of Middle Temple,
Iiondon). Per fess gu. and vair, in chief three lions ramp,
Three pheons az. thereon a lion's head erased
Crest
ar.

—

or.

Motto

—Dum

spiro spero.

Ollaston, or Oldston.

Ar. two chevronels gu. on a
canton of the last a lion ramp. or.
Norfolk).
Gu. on a fess embattled
and
co.
Olley (London,
ar. two fleurs-de-lis sa.
Olliffe (Sir Fbancis Joseph Ollifte, Knt., M.D., Physician
Ar. a chev. engr. vert
to the British Embassy at Paris).
betw. three olive branches slipped and fructed ppr. Crest
On a millrind ea. a dove, wings elevated ar. in the beak a

—

Motto— 'E.si

sprig of olive ppr.

voluntas Dei.
sa. three lions ramp.

Erm. on a chief

Ollivier (Aldemey).
ar.

Ollingrton.

Or, a lion

ramp. az. aborder engr. of the

Olmeridg'e. Chequy or and sa.
Clmebrigre, or Ellinbridge.

Chequy

ar.

and

last.

sa.

Olmius

(London).
Per fess az. and ar. a fess counterembattled or, in chief a mullet of six points of the second,
A demi
in base on a mount vert an elm tree ppr. Crest
Moor habited in armour ppr. garnished or, betw. two laurel
round
the
temples
ar.
and
gu. on
branches vert, wreathed
the breast a fess counter-embattled, as in the arms.
Olmius (Baron WaltJiam, extinct 1787). Same Arms and
Supporters Dexter, a goat ar. homed and hoofed
Crest.
Motto
or; sinister, a hind az. ducally crowned ar.

—

—

—

Meritez.

Olnden.

Ar. a fess

dancettee betw.

three

buglehoms

stringed or.

Olnehor.

Olney

(co.

Ar. a tree vert.
Bucks). A2. a fess betw. six crosses

crosslet

ar.

(Lord Mayor of London, 1446). Gu. five bezants in
saltire betw. two flaunches ar. each charged with a lion
ramp, reguard. sa.
Olney, Oneley, or Onley (Catesby and Staverton, co.
Northampton). Or, three piles in base gu. on a canton ar.
a mullet sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a phoenix
ppr. in the beak a sprig vert.
Olney, or Oneley (Tachbrook, co. Warwick). Sa. a chev.

—

betw. three pikes naiant ar.
Ar. a fess embattled betw. six crosses
(co. Warwick).

Olney

crosslet fltch^e gu.

Olney

(Robebt Olnet, temp. Henry VI. ; his dau. and heir
RoBEET Thbockmorton, Knt., of Coughton, co. Warwick, who d. 24 Henry VIL, a.d. 1408. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. on a fess embattled betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

m.

Sir

three crescents of the

field.

Olney. Ar. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet
sa. as many crescents of the field; another, Per pale
ar.

Ar. three bars az. a
border gu.
(London). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three suns gu. as
many bucks' heads cabossed of the first.
Olyff. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three estoiles or, as many
bucks' heads cabossed.

a (another, three)

bull's

head countcrchanged

fitch^
sa.

and

another,
another, Ar.
;

Barry of six ar. and az. a border engr. gu.
on a fess crenelle betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee gu. three
;

plates.

O'LiOnargan

(Chiefs and owners of Cahirand the surrounding districts till dispossessed by the Butlers, of Ormonde, in
the 14th century; the Four Masters record, under the
year 1216, that DionisidsO'Lonaboan, Archbishop of Cashel,
Ar. on a chev. az. three estoiles or, in chief
d. at Rome).
two arrows in saltire, points downwards gu. Crest An
arrow in pale, point downwards, distilling drops of blood all

—

(co.

Leicester).

Olyet

Olyffe

(East Wickham, co. Kent). Per pale and per chev. or
three greyhounds' heads crowned countcrchanged.
(Chief of Siol Anmchadha, a territory extending
over the present Barony of Longford, co. Galway, and along
the east side of the Shannon in the King's co. the Sept
derive their surname from Madaghan, Chief of Siol Anm-

and

sa.

O'Madden

;

chadha, A.D. 1009; DoNEL O'Madden, Chieftain, temp.
Queen EUzabeth, was appointed Captain of his nation by
letters patent, dated 20 June, 1567; he settled his property
in the Barony of Longford on his sons, according to English
law, by deed, dated 8 March, 1611; his grandson, John
O'Madden, was dispossessed by Oliver Cromwell, but got back
a portion of his estates by patent, 6 Aug. 1677). Sa. a falcon
volant seizing a mallard ar.
O'Mahony (a Sept possessing the territory of Hy Eathach,
or Ivaugh, co. Cork, deriving their name from Mathghamhna, Chief of the Sept, 1014). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
or, a lion ramp. az. ; 2nd, per pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp,
countcrchanged
3rd, ar. a chev. gvt. betw. three snakes
Out of a viscount's coronet or, an arm
torqued ppr.
Crest
in armour embowed, holding a sword ppr. pommel and hilt
or, pierced through a fleur-de-lis az.
O'Mahony (allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1712, to John
Mahont, Captain of a regiment in the service of the
;

—

Emperor of Germany, son of Jeremiah Mahony, Colonel in
the army of James II., descended from the O'Mahonts, co.
Cork). Sa.me Arms and Crest.

O'Malley

which ruled over the territory of the two
now the Baronies of Murrisk and Burrishoole, co. Mayo, deriving their surname from Maille,
Chief of the Sept
the O'Malleys are celebrated in Irish
minstrelsy as expert seamen, and called the Manannans, or
Sea Gods of the Western Ocean. Grace O'Mallet, dau. of
Owen O'Mallet, Chief of the Sept, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
was the famous Gran Uaile, who visited England, and
was presented to the Queen by the Lord Deputy). Or,
(a Sept

XJmhalls, or Owles,

;

a boar pass. gu.
all

Olney

OMi:

Olveston Priory

Crest

— A ship with three masts, sails

set,

ppr.

O'Malley

(Snugborough, co. Mayo
allowed by Hawkins,
Geobge O'Mallet, Esq., of that place, descended from O'Mallet, of Bcllclare, same co.).
Same
Arms. Crest A horse ramp. ar.
O'Malley (Rosehill, co. Mayo, bart. descended from Owen
O'Mallet, Esq., of Burrishoole, same co., whose ancestor,
Bbtan McCormac O'Mallet, held the Castle of Moriske
and Manor of Strode, temp. Queen Elizabeth, which were
granted to his father, Cobmac O'Mallet, who d. abroad in
Her Majesty's service, 1582). Ar. a boar pass. gu. bristled
or, betw. three long-bows charged with arrows and bent,
pointing in centre, one in chief, and a skiff with oars sa.
betw. the two in base.
Crest A horse in full speed ar.
Motto Terra marique potens.
O'Malley (Newcastle, co. Mayo; descended from Patbick
O'Mallet, second son of Owen O'Mallet, Esq., of Burrishoole, the ancestor of O'Mallet, Bart.).
Same Arm^,
Crest, and Motto as O'Mallet, Bart.
O'Mallun (Baron Glen-O'Mallun, extinct; Sir Debmot
O'Mallijn was created by patent, dated 5 Oct. 1622, Baron
of Olcn-0'Mallun, of co. Clare, for life, with remainder to
Albebt O'Malldn and the heirs male of his body). Ar. a
bend vert. Crest Out of a basket ppr. a greyhound's head
and neck affront^e ar. collared or, the collar adorned with
spikes.
Supporters
Two greyhounds ar. armed and
langued gu. clothed vert fretty rimmed and studded or,
each supporting betw. the forepaws a spear ppr. headed
Motto Gaudet patentia
gold with a banner of the arms.
;

Ulster, 1775, to

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

duris.

O'Malone

ppr.

O'liOug'h.lin (a Sept in Connaught deriving their name
from LociiukiNN, their Chieftain, who ruled over Boirinn,
now the Barony of Burrcn, co. Clare; they were of the race
of O'CoNOB, of Corcamroe). Gu. a man in complete armour
facing the sinister, shooting an arrow from a bow all ppr.
C>-est
An anchor entwined with a cable ppr. Motto
Anchora salutis.
O'Loug'lilln (Newtown, descended from the above). Same
Anns, Crest, and Motto.
O'Loghlen (bart.). Rame Arms. Cr«jJ—On a ducal coronet
or, an anchor erect entwined with a cable ppr.
Motlo
Anchora salutls.
Olton. Quarterly, gu. and ar. a lion ramp. or.

—

—

—
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(a Sept deriving their name from Maoileoin,
of Roderick O'Conob, last Monarch of Ireland of
the Milesian line; Edmond O'Malone, of Kilgarvan, co.
Wcntmeath, was Chief of the Sept, temp. Henry YU. and
Henry VIII.; Edmond Malone, Esq., of Ballinahowna,
same co., s. his uncle as Chieftain, 1768, now represented by
his descendant, John Malone, Esq., of Baconstown, same
Vert a Hon ramp, or, betw. three mullets ar. Crest—
CO.).
A man in complete armour, in the dexter hand a .spear rest-

nephew

—

ground all ppr. Motto Kidclis ad urnam.
Vert a grifHn scgreant, wings elevated or, in
A hand coupcd at the wrist
chief tlirce crescents ar. Crest
erect ppr. holding a long cross gu.
O'Mea^her (a Sept whose Chief ruled over Hy-Cairin, now
ing on

tlic

O'Mannis.

—

;

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

m£

descended from
Meacuar, one of their Chieftains, from whence O'Meagheb).
Ai. two lions vamp, combatant or, supporting a sword ar.
pommel and hilt of the second, in base two crescents of the
Crest— A falcon ar. belled or, lighting on a helmet
third.
the Barony of Skerr, in co. Tipperary

;

ppr.

O'Heara

O'Meakadhaigh, whose Chief ruled
Hy-Fathaidh, now the Barony of
Gu. three lions pass, guard,
ISa. and Offa, co. Tipperary).
in pale per pale or and ar. a border az. charged with
(the Sept

of

territory of

over the

—

A pelican vulning hereight escallops of the last. Crest
Mntto Opima spolia.
self ppr.
O'Meara (Lishenuske, co. Tipperary Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1635, Teige 0"Meara, son and heir of William
O'Meaba, both of same place). Gu. three lions pass, guard,

—

;

in pale per pale ar. and or, armed and langued az. a border
of the last, semee of crescents of the third.
(Dublin; arms confirmed and crest granted to

O'Heara

Jeremiah O'Meara,

1775).

Same Amu.

Crest

—Out

of a

a lion's head az.
O'Meig'b.an (Ballaghmeighan, co. Leitrim a Sept who
possessed Beallach, now the parish of Ballymeehan, deriving
their surname from Miadhachain, Chief of the Sept. The
Four Masters record that Edru O'Miadhachai.s, Bishop of
Clonard, d. a.d. 1173. A curious relic, consisting of a metal
box, which contained the gospel of St. Molaise, of Devenish,
ducal coronet

or,

;

a

celebrated saint of the 6th century,

is

still

in the posses-

O

M TT

thereon a forked pennon ar. charged with an escutcheon of
the arms.
O'Moran (a Sept in Leinster, deriving their name from
McRciiADiiAiN, their Chief, who ruled over Magh Aoife, or
May iffy, a district in Offaly). Sa. three stars rayed or.
Crrst
A Star rayed or. Motto Lucent in tenebris.
O'Morchoe (a Sept of the tribe of Mac Mcrchadha, or
Mac Morogh, of Leinster, descended from Muchadha na
nGaoidheal, or Morogh, "The Irishman," brotherofDERMOT
Mac Morogh, King of Leinster, who surrendered his sovereignty to Henry II., 1172; the Sept possessed the territory of
" The Murrows," now comprising the Baronies of Ballaghkeen. North and South, co. Wexford, and had their chief

—

—

Mortogu
at Tubberlimnagh and Oulartleigh.
O'Morchoe, Chief of the Sept, had a charter, 1 Edward IV.,
1461, to entitle him to use English law among his Sept.
The subsequent chiefs retained their gallowglasses, or
residences

armed

down

soldiers,

Coneal

the sixteenth century.

to

O'Morchoe, of Tubberlimnagh, The O'Morchoe (son of
DoNEL, son of Art, son of Donel, son of Art, son of
Teige, The O'Morchoe), d. Oct. 1634, leaving four sons: 1.
Teige, who forfeited his estate 1641; II. Phelim, d. unm.:
III. Piers; IV. Daniei.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Ar.
an apple tree eradicated fructed ppr. on a chief vert a lion
pass. or.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion
ramp, also gu. holding betw. the paws a garb or.

—

Murphy

O'Morchoe, no'w

(Oulartleigh, co.

Wexford

erased of the field, attired or, in base a demi lion ramp, of
the second. Crest A griffin's head erased, wings endorsed

represented by Arthur Mac Mobogh Mcbpht, Esq.,
only son
Arthce Mubpht, Esq., of
of
the late
Oulartleigh, d. 1867; descended from Abthub Mubpht,
alias O'Morchoe, eldest son of Dasiel O'Morchoe, Esq.,
of Outlartleigh, and great grandson of Brain McHoon
Ballagh O'Morchoe, who was granted Oulartleigh 1618).

or.

Same Arms.

sion of the family, the Sept having preserved

than 1200 years

army

of

James

Christopher O'Meighan, an

;

fell

II.,

at the battle of the

Gu. on a chev.

Ulster's Office).

ar.

it

for

more

officer in the

Boyne.

Keg.

three bucks' heads

—

O'Melag'blin

(hereditary Kings of Meath, and frequently
Monarch of Ireland. See Bcrke's " Vicissitudes of Families ";
deriving their surname from Maelseachlainn, King of
Per fess, the chief two coats, 1st, ar
Meath, d. 1022).
2nd, ar. a
three dexter hands couped at the wrist gu.
;

the base wavy az.
and ar. a salmon naiant ppr. O'Ferrall's Linea Antiqua, gives
for the bearings of O'Melaghlin, the same Arms, with the
difference that the lion ramp, is placed in the first coat of
this chief, the hands are omitted, and the second coat
See also
of the chief is, ar. a ship under fuU sail.

lion ramp. gu.

armed and langued

az.,

McLaughlin.

O'Melag-hlin

(Ballinderry, co. 'Westmeath; allowed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1712, to Art O'Melaghlin, Esq., of that
place, descended from the ancient Sept of O'Maelseachlainn).
Same Anns. Crest A swan, wings expanded ar. membered gu. Motto Scuto amoris divini.
Omer. Az. on a fess betw. three crescents or, as many
pellets.
Crest
A dove holding in the beak an olive branch

—

—

—

ppr.

Omfield

(co. Lincoln).

Ar. three lions pass, guard, gu.

Ommaney

(borne by Rear-Admiral Sir John Acworth
Ommaket, K.C.B., eldest son of Admiral Corntuwaite
Ommanet, and brother of Sir Francis Mounecx Ommanet,
Per pale ar. and sa. three chev. betw. as many
Knt.).
cinquefoils counterchanged.
Crest
A cubit arm erect per
pale ar. and sa. cuffed of the first, the hand holding a battle
axe in bend sinister ppr.
O'Moledy (a Sept descended from Maol-an-edt, brother
of Fearghail, ancestor of O'Ferrall. Sir Patrick Moledt,
Knt., travelled in Germany when a young man, became
tutor to the Archduke of Austria, and was afterwards Am-

—

bassador to England, temp. Charles II. in his old age he
returned to Ireland and purchased an estate there, which
he, for want of issue, bequeathed to his nephews. Sir
Anthojtt Moledt, Knt., of Robertstown Bedmokd Moledy,
Vert a lion
Esq., of Rathwire and Major Hugh Moledt).
ramp, double queued and crowned or, betw. three close
helmets in profile ar.
O'MoUoy (Ballyduff, King's co. ; Fun. Ent. TJlster's Office,
1636, HnGU O'Mollot, eldest son of John 0'Molix)T, of
same place). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
tetw. three trefoils slipped gu. a crescent for di£f.
O'Molloy. See O'Mollot.
O'Monag'haix (Chiefs of Hy Briuin-na-Sinna, a district
between Elphin and Jamestown, co. Roscommon the Chief
;

;

;

;

Lisadom in 1249, this became the lordship
of the O'Beirnes, when O'Monaghan became Chief of the
three Tuathas in the same co. The Four Masters record
that GioLLA-NA-NOGE O'Mannachain, Lord of the three

had

his seat at

Tuathas, d. 1287).
Az. a chev. betw. three mullets or.
Crest— A knight in complete armour, resting the sinister
liand on the hip, and holding in the dexter a tilting spear,
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lion
or,

—

Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
ramp, also gu. holding betw. tUe paws a garb
motto over, Vincere vel mori.
Hotto Fortis ct

—

hospitalis.

O'More

(The O'More, Lord of Laoighis, or Leix, an extenand southern baronies

sive territory comprising the eastern

of the present Queen's co. the territory was so called from the
tribe designation of the Sept, Mac Laoighis, a name derived
from their ancestor, Laoiseacb, son of Conal Ceabnacd,
;

Chief of the Craebhruadh, or Red Branch of Ulster Mobdha,
the descendant of Laoiseach, was Lord of Laoighis, and
from him derived the surname O'More. Robt O'More,
Lord of Leix, temp. Queen Elizabeth, waged war against
Her Majesty, and was slain in rebellion, 1578. Anthony,
or OwNT, O'More, his son, «. as Ix)rd of Leix, but was slain
in rebellion, 1601, when all the estates were forfeited and
the Sept scattered). Vert a lion ramp, or, in chief three
mullets of the last. Crest A dexter hand lying fessways,
couped at the wrist, holding a sword in pale, pierced
through three gory heads all ppr. Motto Conlan-a-bu.
O'More (Balyna, co. Kildare, now represented by More
O'Ferrall; descended from O'More, Lord of Leix. James
O'More, Esq., of Balyna, d. 1778, leaving an only dau. and
;

—

—

heiress,

Mart, wife

Arins.

Crest

erect

— Out

appaumee

of

of

Richard O'Ferball, Esq.). Same
a ducal coronet or, a dexter hand

ppr.

O'More

(Cremorgan, Queen's co. descended from O'More,
Lord of Leix. Mortoge Oge O'More, of Cremorgan, d. 1580,
leaving a son and heir, Ltsagh O'More, of Cremorgan, who
Same Arms
left a son, Patrick O'More, his heir, in 1591).
and Crest as O'Mobe, Lord of Leix. Motto Semper fidelia
et audax.
O'More (Ballynakill and Stradbally, Queen's co., and
Lorraine; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1774, to Charles
O'More, Lord of Valmont, in Lorraine, son of SIortogh
O'More, Captain of Horse in the service of the Duke of
Lorraine descended from Edmond O'More, younger son of
O'More, Lord of Leix). Same Arms and Crest.
O'Moriartie (the Sept of O'Mcircheartaigh possessinc
the "Flock-abounding Plain," of Aos Aisde, on the River
Mang, CO. Kerry). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. Crest An arm in
armour embowed, holding a sword fessways entwined with
;

—

;

—

a serpent

all

ppr.

O'Moriarty

(the Sept of

O'Mobcheartaigb).

Ar. three

lions pass, guard, gu.

O'Mullan

(a Sept in Connaught, deriving their name from
Mullan, of the race of O'Concanon, and Mac Gerachtt).
Ar. a dexter hand couped at the wrist in fess gu. holding a
dagger in pale ppr. betw. three crescents of the second.
C-eit
Out of a crescent gu. a dagger erect ppr.
O'MuUo'wney, or O'Molony (a Sept whose Chief ruled
over Cuiltenan, now the parish of Kiltonanlea, Barony of
descended, according to O'Halloran's
Tulla, CO. Clare;
History of Ireland, from the same race as O'Qcin, O'Gbadt.

—

O

MU

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

MoE.ssniT, tec, &c., of the line of Cobmac Cas, Monarch of
Molont, of Kiltanon, is the Chief of this Sept).
Ireland
Az. on the dexter side a quiver with three arrows, on the
;

a bow erect all or.
(Standard Bearer to the Sovereicn in Iceland, a
Sept descended from Fiacrada, third son of Niall, of the
Nine Hostages, Jlonarch of Ireland, a.d. 371, deriving
their name from Maolmhuaidh, Chief-of the territory of
sinister

O'Mulloy

Ceall, in the King's co., who was slain 1019, and
enjoying the hereditary office of Standard Bearer to the
Sovereign. The Four Masters record that Giolla Coluim

Feara

O'Maolmhcaidh, Lord of Fercall, was slain 1177; Conal
O'MoLLOT, Chief of his Sept, surrendered his estates to the
Crown, and hart a re-grant of them, 32 Queen Elizalieth, a.d.
1590).

Crest

Ar. a lion ramp.

sa.

— In front of an oak

betw. three trefoils slipped gu.
growing out of a mount all

tree

—

ppr. a greyhound springing sa. collared or. Motto Gearaigh
record by Preston,
agus dogh buadU(Cuuand bum away).
Ulster, 1634, preserved in Ulster's Office, has the following

A

"This Coat-Amiour belongeth to the MnLU)Ts,
entry:
Standarts Bearers to the Crowne of England, in this Kingdome
Ar. a brown horse in full speed ppr.
of Ireland," viz.
bridled, saddled, and caparisoned gu. fringed or, thoreon a
knight in complete armour also ppr. on the left arm a shield,
thereon the arms of O'Mollot, and holding in the right
hand a spear, thereon a scarlet pennon, forked, the part
adjoining the staff ar. charged with the cross of St.
George.
O'Mulloy (Ughterthiery, Lanhan, and Hughstown. co, Boscommon; Captain Anthony O'Mdllot, commonly called
"The Green Mulloy," eighth in descent from Cdllen
O'MiTLi^T, younger son of Hugh Oge O'Mcllot, The
O'Mulloy, Lord of Fercall, settled in co. Roscommon, temp.
Queen Elizabeth, and d. 1603 his direct descendant is Rev.
CooTE Chabixs Mullot, of Hughstown). Ar. a lion ramp,
sa. betw. three trefoils slipped gu.
Crest
In front of an
oak tree ppr. a greyhound courant sa. collared or. Motto
:

;

—

—

Malo mori quam foedari.
(Aghadonagh, King's co., formerly of KUmanaghan, in same co.
descended from John O'Mdllot, of
Aghadonagh, d. 1634 (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office) fourth in
descent from Cosntagh O'Mulloy, the second son of

O'Mulloy

;

DoNouGH O'MiTLLOY, ancestor of O'Mclloy, of
Same Arms and Crest.

O'Mulloy (Drynaunly,

Ughterthiera).

King's co.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Neal Mulloy, d. 1639, son of Cosnyagh O'Mulloy,
of Drynaunly).
Same Arms, the lion charged on the
shoulder with a crescent of the field for diff.
O'Mulloy (Ballyduffe, King's co. Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Hugh O'Mdlloy, d. 1635, eldest son of John O'Mulloy, both
of that place). Same Arms, in chief a crescent of the
;

of Rev.

;

second for

diff.

O'Mulrian

(Owney, co. Tipperary, now Ryan, a Sept
claiming descent from Catbaoir Moe, King of Leinster).
Gu. three griffins' heads erased ar. Crest A griffin segreant
gu. holding in the sinister claw a dagger ppr.
O'Mulrony (a Sept inhabiting Crumhthan, now Craffon, a
territory in co. Galway, comprising the present Barony of
Eillyan, deriving their surname from Maoilsuanaidh, Chief
of the Sept).
Ar. a dexter hand couped at the wrist and
erect gu. a border az. charged in the dexter chief with an

—

open book ppr.

O'Mulvihill

(Knockanira, and Kilglassy, co. Clare; a Sept
descended from Maoilmhichil, Chief of Corcaseashnail, co.
Eoscommon. The Four Masters record that Giolla-na-naomh,
son of Giolla-Comain, son of Muibeadbach Ban O'MaolmHicuiL, was one of a party who slew O'Conob, King of
Connaught, a.d. 1189). Per fess ar. and gu. in chief two
lions ramp, combatant az. supporting a dexter hand couped
at the wrist of the second, and in base a salmon naiant ppr.
in base an Irish harp or, stringed of the first, betw. two
battle axes of the last.
Crest
A dexter arm couped
below the elbow and erect holding two battleaxes in saitire

—

ppr.

—

et hospitalis.

O'Murphy

allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1772, to
Mary BamGET O'Murphy, as the coat of
Daniel O'Murphy, of Paris, d. 1753, who was
grand.son of Denis O'Muepht, of Beard, co. Kerry). Same
Ai-ms, Crest and Motto.

Muskerry, co. Cork, descended
from Keidhlimb, younger son of Enna Cinsealagh, King of
Leinster, they formerly possessed a territory in co. Carlow,
known as Hy Ft-limy). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a fess sa.
b<'tw. four lions ramp, counterchanged three garbs or.
O'Murphy (The island of Teneriffe allowed by Hawkins,
Ulster. 1736, to Captain Denis O'Mobpht, of that pls.ce, fifth
In descent from Donel Evala CMubphy, by Mart, his wife,
dau. of JAifEs O'CoNO*, of the House of O'Conob, Sligo).
Same Armt. Crett A lion pass. gu. resting the dexter paw
on a garb or.
O'Murphy (Dondown, co. Waterford, Amniloghan, co.
Meath, and Nantes, in France allowed by iXav<kins, Ulater,
in

;

—

;
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(Paris;

Mary-Louisa, and
their father

O'Nagrhten

(Chiefs of

Maenmhagh,

in

Hy

Maine, of the

same race as O'Madden, deriving their surname from
Neachtain, Chief of the Sept).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
three falcons close ppr.
2nd and 3rd, vert three swords ar.
pommels and hilts or, one in pale, point downwards, the
;

others in saitire, points
ppr.

O'Nagrhten

upwards.

(Thomastown,

co.

Crest

—A

falcon close

Roscommon, and France;

allowed by Fortescue, Ulster, 1788, to John O'Naghten,
Captain in the Spanish service, grandson of Captain Thomas

O'Naghten, of Thomastown, Governor of co. Roscommon,
Same ^rms and Crest. Motto Sagax et audax.
1688).
(co. Northampton).
Az. five cinquefoils in saitire,

—

Onbey

pierced ar.
Onebye (Onebye, co. Leicester, granted 7 August, 1680, to
John Onebye, Esq.). Or, a chev. vert betw. three towers
gu. Crest A bear's head couped per pale ar. and gu.
Onedert. Quarterly, az. and gu. an escarbuncle of eight
staves or.

—

O'Neill

(Prince of Tyrone, Kings of Ulster, and several
times Monarchs of Ireland, descended from Niall GlanDtJBH, Monarch of Ireland, slain by the Danes of Dublin,
A.D. 946. from whom the surname is derived Donel O'Neill,
sumamed Abdmacha, 46th Monarch of Ireland, of the race of
Hy Neale, d. at Armagh, a.d. 987. His descendant, Hugh
Maccaoneh O'Neill, Prince of Tyrone, had two sons:
I. Nial Roe O'Neill, ancestor to the subsequent Princes of
Tyrone; If. Hugh Dobh O'Neill, d. 1230, ancestor of
O'Neill, of Claneboy, O'Neill, Sari O'Neill, &c.. Con
O'Neill, Prince of Tyrone, direct descendant and representative of Niall Roe O'Neill, founded the Franciscan Monastery of Ballynasagart, co. Tyrone, 1489, and was murdered
by his brother Henby O'Neill, 1493). Ar. a sinister hand
couped at the wrist affrontee gu.
O'Neill {Earl of Tyrone, created 1542, attainted. ConnBaccogb O'Neill, eldest son of Con O'Neill, Prince of
Tyrone, renounced the title of O'Neill had a re-grant of
his lands by patent, ''ited I October, 34 Henry VIII., and
was created same day \arl of Tyrone for life, with remainder
to his illegitimate son, Mathew O'Neill, called " Feardoragh," although he had two legitimate sons, Shane a
DiAMos O'Neill and Phelim Caoch O'Neill, both of whom
left descendants.
He d. 1559, when the e&rldom passed
according to the limitation).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
sinister hand couped at the vrrist gu.
2nd and Srd, the arms
of Ulster, viz.. Or, a cross gu. Supporters Two lions gu.
;

;

;

—

.Mb»(>— Lamb dcarg Eirin.
O'Neill (The O'Neill, of Tyrone, descended from Sranb a
DiAMus O'Neill, or John, the proud O'Neill, the eldest
legitimate son of Con Baccagh O'Neill, first Earl of Tyrone,
who wdged war against Queen Elizabeth, and visited the
queen at her Court to arrange terms of peace, when he
astonished the citizens of London by marching through the
streets of the city as chieftain at the head of his gallowglasses,
or armed guards, with unshaven beards, flowing hair, and
saffron-dyed mantles; he was slain 1567, by Mac Domell,
leaving four sons, I. John; II. Henbt; III. Con; IV. Art.
Con O'Neill, the third son, was hanged 1590, by order of
Hugh, Sari of Tyrone, the son of his father's illegitimate
brother. Lord Dungannon, leaving a son, Abt Oge O'Neill,
fatherofCoNRoEO'NEiLL, who hadtwosons: I. Abt. who had
a son, Con and II. Colonel John O'Neill, who wen; the last

langued

az.

;

known members

of this senior line of O'Neill).

Ar. two

ramp, combatant gu. armed and langued az. supporting
a sinister hand couped at the wrist of the second.
O'Neill (Baron Ditngannon, afterwards Earl of Tyrone,
Mathew, or F'EABDEBAon O'Neill, illegitimate son of Com
Baccogu O'Neill, first Earl of Tyrone, was created Baron
Jhtngannon by patent dated 1 October, 1542. He was slain
by his father's legitimate son and heir, Shane a Diahds
O'Neill, The O'Neill, 1558, when he was s. by his son
Hnou O'Neill, as Baron Bungannon, who became Earl of
Tyrone 1559). Ar. two lions ramp, combatant gu. armed
and langued az. supporting a sinister band couped at the
wrist of the second, over all a sinister bendlct sa.
O'Neill (The Kews, co. Armagh, descended from Hn<Ui
O'Nkiu. of the Fews, second son of Owen CNkill, Prince of
lions

O'Murphy (a Sept settled

o Ni:

Michael and Pabtbick O'Mcbpht, of the latter place,
sons of John O'Murphy, who was descended from Chables
O'Murphy, of Dondown). Same .i^rms. Crest— A demi lion
ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a garb or. Motto Fortis
17C5, to

A

;

ONE
who

ONL
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Cromwell). Same Anns. Crest A naked arm embowed,
brandishing a sword all ppr. Motto Hoec manus pro patrisa

descent from Hugh Bdidhe O'Neill, from whom the designation of Claneboy was derived, Colonel Brian O'Neill,
seventh in descent from Henry Calch O'Neill, was created
a Baronet of England, 13 November, 1643, by Charles I., iu
recompense for his services in the royal cause, especially for
his bravery at the battle of Edge Hill, 22 August, 1642. Sir
Francis O'Neill, sixth bart., who Uved at Slane, co. Aleaih,
d. 1799, leaving four sons, I. Henry, went to Spain and has
not been heard of since 1798; II. Francis, of Drogheda;
III. James, of Dublin
and I'V. Brian, Sergeant- Major, 8Sth
Connaught Rangers, whose male descendants are still
Uving. Since the decease of the sixth bart., the title has
been unclaimed. See Burke's "Vicissitudes of Families").
Ar. two lions ramp, combatant gu. supporting a sinister
hand couped at the wrist of the last, in chief three mullets
of the second, and in base a salmon naiant ppr.
Crest
An
arm embowed in antique chain armour holding in the gaunt-

pugando vulnera

let

SirTiBLOCH O'Neill, Knt., of the Fews,
was knighted by Sir George Gary, Lord Deputy of Ireland,
17 April, 1604, and d. 24 February, 1639, Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office; his great grandson Con O'Neill, of the Fews, was
transplanted to Connaught by Oliver Cromwell). Per fess
wavy the chief ar. and the base representing waves of the
sea, in chief a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu. in base a
salmon naiant ppr. Crest An arm embowed in armour, the
hand grasping a sword all ppr.
O'Neill (Newcastle, Foxford, and Carrowry, cp. Mayo, Cloon,
CO. Leitrim, and Spain; allowed by Fortescue, Ulster, 1803,
to Arthob O'Neill, Governor of Yeucatan, in South
America, Lieut. -Gen. and Counsellor of the Supreme Council
of War in Spain, fourth in descent from Con O'Neill, of
the Fews, who was transplanted into Connaught by Oliver
Tyrone,

d. 1436,

—

—

—

passa.

O'Neill (Fassagh and Eillebane, co. Armagh; descended
from Art O'Neill, second son of Sir Tielogh O'Neill, Knt.,
of the Fews, d. 1639). Same Aiins and Crest as O'Neill, of
the Fews.

O'Neill (Claneboy or Clan Acdh F.uidhe; descended from
Hugh Dcbh O'Neill, d. 1230, second son of HcguMacconeh
O'Neill, Prince of Tyrone, and brother of Nlal Roe O'Neill,
Prince of Tyrone, ancestor of O'Neill, Earl of Tyrone, from
O'Neill, grandson of Hdgh Dobh O'Neill.
This line were designated the Claneboy O'Neills.
They
had their chief seat at Edenduffcarrick, now Shanes Castle,
CO. Antrim. John O'Neill, Esq., of Shane's Castle, ninth in
descent from Hdgh Boidhe O'Neill, d. 1617, leaving four
sons, viz., I. Sir Henrt O'Neill, Knt., of Shane's Castle,
whose orjy dau. and heiress Rose O'Neill, m. Randall,
Marquess of Antrim, and d. 1707; II. Arthur O'Neill,
whose male line failed with his grandsons III. Pbeliu Ddbh
O'Neill, ancestor of the Earl O'Neill; IV- Shane Oge
O'Neill, ancestor of O'Neill, of Ballybollen).
Per fess
wavy the chief ar. the base representing waves of the
sea, in chief a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu. in
base a salmon naiant ppr. Crest An arm in armour embowed
the hand grasping a sword all ppr.
Motto Lamb dearg

EcGH BuiDHE

;

—

—

Eirin.

O'Neill

{Earl O'Neill, extinct 1841, and Viscount O'Neill,
extinct 1855 descended from Pbelim Dcbh O'Neill, third
6on of John O'Neill, Esq., of Shane's Castle, whose grandson John O'Neill, known as French John, s. to Shane's
Castle on the extinction of the male issue of the elder
brothers of his father, and d. 1739, leaving three sons,
I. Henry O'Neill, whose only dau. and
heiress, Mary
O'Neill, m. Rev. Arthur Chicuester, great grandfather of
the present Lord O'Neill. II. Charles O'Neill, whose son,
John O'Neill, was raised to the peerage 1793; III. Clottvorthy O'Neill, d. unm.). Same Arms, Crest and Motto.
Supporters Two lions gu. armed and langued az. each
gorged with an eastern crown and chained or.
O'Neill (Baron O'Neill, descended maternally from Henbt
O'Neill, Esq., of Shane's Castle, eldest son of John O'Neill,
French John, of Shane's Castle, through his only dau.
Mary O'Neill, wife of Rev. Arthur Chichester; her greatgrandson, Rev. William Chichester, having s. to Shane's
Castle and the O'Neill estates by the will of his kinsman,
John Bruce Richard, third Viscount O'Neill, 1855, assumed
by royal licence the surname and arms of O'Neill, and was
raised to the Peerage 1868). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same as
the last, for O'Neill; •2nd and 3rd, chequy or and gu. a
chief vair, for Chichester. Crests 1st, O'Neill: An arm
embowed in armour, the hand grasping a sword all ppr.
2nd, Chichester: A stork i-ising with a snake in its beak
all ppr., motto over, Invitum sequitur honos.
Supporters
Two lions gu. each gorged with an eastern crown ar.
pendent therefrom by a gold chain, an escutcheon, that on the
dexter charged with the arms of O'Neill, and that on the
sinister with those of Chichester.
Motto— La.uih dearg
;

—

—

—

Eirin.

O'Neill
Arthur

(Flowerfield,

O'Neill,

co.

Esq.,

Londonderry
of

;

Neillsbrooke,

descended from
second son of

Phellm Dubb O'Neill, the ancestor of the Earl O'Neill).
Same Ar>ns, Crest and Motto as the £a.rl O'Neill.
O'Neill (Ballybollen, co. Antrim descended from Shane
Oqe O'Neill, fourth son of John O Neill, Esq., of Shane's
Castle, who d. 1617, Ambrose O'Neill, the great grandson
of Shane Oge, d. 1753, leaving an only dau. and heiresd,
Sarah O'Neill, m. Daniel O'Rodree, Esq.). Same Arms,
;

C>-est.

and Motto.

O'Neill (Upper Claneboys, bart., dormant since 1799; descended from Henry Calch O'Neill, second son of Brian
Ballagb O'Neill, Chi«f of Claneboy, who was fourth in
75a

29

;

—

a sword

all

ppr.

O'Neill

(KiUeleagh, bart. extinct; descended from Hugh
O'Neill, younger brother of Brian
O'Neill, of Shane's Castle, temp. Queen Elizabeth Henbt
O'Neill, of Eillyleagh, the great grandson of Hugh
McPhelim, was created a bart. 1666, and had two sons,
who both d. s. p. m.). Ar. two lions ramp, combatant gu.
supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist of the last, in
chief three estoiles az. in base waves of the sea therein
naiant a s£tlmon all ppr. Crest An arm couped below the
elbow erect gu. entiled with a ducal coronet or, and holding
in the hand a sword ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
O'Neill (Mullaghgane in the Feevagh, co. Antrim, and

McPheum Baccogh

;

—

Athboy,

Meath

CO.

place, of the

descended from Brian O'Neill, of that
Clandeboy line of O'Neill; Patrick Francis
;

O'Neill, Esq., of Athboy, d. 1741, leaving a son, John
O'Neill, 6. 1740, who was Catholic Delegate for Athboy
1792, m. 1768, Maby, only dau. and heiress of WALXsa
Plunkett, Esq., of Rathmore, and d. 1803; his dau. and
eventual heiress, Mary Theresa O'Neill, m. Benjamin
Lentaig.ne, Esq., M.D., and d. 1820, leaving an elder son

and heir, John Francis Lentaigne, Esq., of Tallaght).
Ar. two hons ramp, combatant gu. supporting a dexter
hand couped at the wrist of the last, in chief three estoiles
of the second, in base waves of the sea, therein naiant a
salmon

all

ppr.

ing a sword
pugno.

Crest

— An arm

ppr.

all

O'Neill (Bunowen

in

armour embowed grasfH

—Pro

Mjtto

fide

rege

et

patri&

Galway; exemplified to John
Geoghegan, Esq., of that place, on his assuming, by royal
licence, 1807, the surname of O'Neill in lieu of Geoghegan).
Erm. a dexter hand gu. supported by two Uons ramp. az.
and in base a salmon naiant in the sea ppr.
Crest —A
sinister arm embowed in armour, grasping a sword all
Castle, co.

ppr.

O'Neylan

(a Sept settled in Ulster, deriving their

surname

Nillan, a descendant of Colla da Crioch,
of the same race as McGdire). Sa. two unicorns pass, in
pale ar. homed and hoofed or. Crest
A dexter hand erect,
couped at the wrist, grasping a dagger all ppr.
O'Neylan. Ar. a dragon pass, wings elevated ppr. Crest
A hand couped at the wrist holding a sword erect, the
point pierced through a boar's head couped fessways all

from a

chieftain,

—

—

ppr.

Ouga'wyn.

Or, on a chief sa. three

martlets

of

th«

field.

Ongliaiu.

Per fess or and sa. a pile (another, a pale)
counterchanged.

Ongley

(Baron Ongley, extinct 1877). Quarterly, 1st and
2nd and 3rd, ar. in chief three piles gu.
in base a mount vert, on a canton az. a sun or. Ci-est
phoenix, holding in the beak a fireball all ppr. Supporters
Two griffins ar. collared gu. chained or. Motto Mihi
4th, ar. a fess gu.

;

—

—

—

cura futuri.

Oningrton.

Gu. on a bend ar. three mallets sa.
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three millrinds or. Oral
A dexter hand gu. holding a spear or.
Onley (Catesby and Pulborough, co. Northampton). Or,
three piles in point gu. on a canton ar. a mullet pierced sa.
In a ducal coronet
Crest, granted by Dethick, Gai ter, 1597
or, a phoenix head in flames ppr. holding in the beak a
laurel branch vert.
Onley (Bransford, co. Worcester, claiming descent from
Onley, of Catesby). Same Arrns and Crest.
Onley (Stisted Hall, co. Essex). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
pale or and gu. three piles meeting in point counterchanged,
on a canton ar. a mullet pierced sa., for Onley; 2nd, ar. on
a bend sa. cotised gu. three owls of the field, for Sayizx;
3rd, erm. on a chief indented gu. three crescents ar., for
Harvet. Creats— 1st Out of a crown yalory or, an eagle's

—

Onion.

—

:

A
;
;

ONO

O'Quin

Savill 3rd A dexter cubit arm ppr. apaumee also ppr.
charged from the wrist with a pile gu. above the fingers a
Motto
Alteri si
crescent reversed ar., for Hasvbt.

lions'

:

:

—

O'Nowlan

(Chiefs of Fotharta-Tea, now the Barony of
Forth, CO. Carlow, a Sept of the same race as O'Moke, of
Leix, deriving their surname from Ncallain, Chief of the
Ar. on a cross gu. a lion pass. betw. four martlets of
Sept).
the first, in each quarter a sword erect of the second. Crest
A martlet ar. Another Coat bears the swords points
down, and the hilt of each surmounted with a martlet. See

—

Nolan.

Onscott.

Onsley
Salop).

Onslovr

Or, on a

bend

(Courtenhall,

Gu. crusily

martlets ar.

sa. three

Northampton, and Onslow,
on a bend of the second a mullet

co.

ar.

co.
sa.

Ar. a fess gu. betw. six Cornish
ghoughs ppr. Crest An eagle ea. preying upon a partridge
Supporters Two falcons
or, motto over, Semper fidelis.
Festina lente.
Afotto
close ppr. belled or.
(Hengar House, Cornwall, bart.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a fess gu. betw. six Cornish choughs ppr. 2nd
and 3rd, ar. on a bend az. three martlets or, with a double
An eagle sa. preying upon a parcrescent for di£f. Crest
tridge or. Motto Festina lente.
Ar. a fess gu.
(Staughton House, co. Hunts).
betw. six Cornish choughs ppr. Crest An eagle sa. preying
upon a partridge or. Motto Festina lente.
(Stoke Park, co. Surrey). Ar. a fess gu. betw.
Crest
An eagle sa. preying
six Cornish choughs ppr.
upon a partridge or, motto over, Semper fidelis. Motto

{Earl of Onslov)).

—

—

—

Onslow

;

—

—

Onslow

—

—

Onslow

—

—

Festina lente.

Onslow

(JlAiNwAEiNo-EtLEKKEE-OwsLow
exemplified to
GciLDFOED James Hillieb Onslow, Esq., of Risby Park, co.
of
Mainwarino and
York, on his assuming the surnames
Ellekkeb before his patronymic by royal licence in 1861).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess gu. between six Cornish
choughs ppr., for Onslow 2nd, az. a fret and chief ar. a
canton of the last, for Ellerkeb; 3rd, ar. two bars gu., for
Mainwarino. Crests 1st, Onslow: In the centre; 2nd,
Ellebkeb On the dexter side 3rd, Mainwarino On the
;

;

—

;

:

:

—

Motto Festina lente.
Onslow (West Clandon, co. Surrey). Ar. a fess gu. betw.
Crest
six Cornish choughs ppr.
A falcon ppr. legged and
belled or, preying on a partridge of the first.
Onslovr (Rev. Richard Francis Onslow, of Newent, Rector
of Stoke Edith, Ledbury, co. Hereford). Arms, Crest, and
Motto, as Lord Onslow.
Opall, or Opull. Per pale or and az. an eagle displ. per
pale sa. and of the first.
Ophane (co. Kent). Sa. on a fess or, two water bougets of
sinister.

—

the
TO.

;

heads erased

langued gu. a mullet ar. for diCf., for
O'Qnm: A wolf s head erased ar.
2nd, Wtndham
A lion's head erased or, within a fetterlock and chain gold.
Supporters Two ravens" wings
elevated ppr. collared and chained or. Motto Quae sursum

Devon Sarab, dan. of Nicholas Opie,
Christopher Warren, of London. Visit. Devon, 1620).
(Plymouth,

co.

;

Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three garbs ar. as

Opie

many

hurts.

(Pawton, in St. Breock, co. Cornwall extinct about
the middle of the 18th century, a younger branch was of St.
Errae. The celebrated painter, Opie, is said to have been
descended from a younger son of this line). Sa. on a chcv.
betw. three garbs or, as many hurts. Crest
A demi stag
erm. attired or, pierced through the neck with an arrow sa.
feathered and headed ar. the wound and head of the arrow
guttle de sang.
Opie (Penhargard, co. Cornwall). Same Armt.
Opie. Vair a'bend gu., over all a label ar.
Oppeshall, or Oppsall. Ar. a cross, sa. fretty or.
Oppin (Saxony). Az. a saltire ar. charged in the centre with
a double ruae gu.
Opsate. Ar. across sa.
;

—

Opton, or Oxton

(co.

Gloucester).

Gu. a

lion

ramp,

within an orle of crosses crosslet or.

Opull. See Opall.
O'Quierley. Gu. an
CrrH — An estoilc ar.

O'Quin

Crests

or,

—

1st,

:

—

—

volo videre.

O'Quin

(formerly O'Ccisn, Chiefs of Muintir-Gillagan,

a

territory extending over the present baronies of Ardagli,

Moydon,

and

Shrule, co. Longford, which they were
dispossessed of by the O'Ferralls temp. Edward 11. and
Edward III., the Chief of the Sept had his residence at Rath-

The Four Masters

cline, in Anally.

record, under the year

head of the men of
attack on Miles de Cogan and his knights,
but was defeated with great loss among the slain was the
grandson of Dermod O'Cuinn). Vert a pegasus pass, wings
elevated ar. a ctiief or.
O'Quin (Galway, Longford, and Bordeaux; allowed by
1171, that Tiernan O'Rourk,

Breffney,

at the

made an

;

Hawkins, Ulster, 1775, to Patrick O'Qcin, of Galway, son of
John Valentine O'Qdin, of Bordeaux, who was descended
from Thomas O'Quin, of co. Longford, a.d. 1387). Same Amis.
Crest
A wolfs head erased erm. Motto Quo sursum volo

—

—

videre.

O'Quin.

See Qdin.

O'Quinlevan
Kings

and

CO.

Sept

(a

on the borders of the

located

co. Tipperary, formerly the

Clann Coinleo-

HAiN). Per pale erm. and or, two lions ramp, combatant
betw. in chief a mullet surmounted of a crescent and in
base a dexter hand couped at the wrist and erect all gu.
another, Gu. three lizards pass, in pale or.
Oram. Lozengy ar. and sa. two chev. or. Crest
hurt charged with a stag standing on a mount all ppr.
Orangre (Foscott and Mells, co. Somerset; James Orange,
Esq., of Foscott, Visit. Somerset, 1623, son of William
Orange, Esq., of Mells; granted to John Orange, Esq., of
the Middle Temple, by Cooke, Clarenceux, 35 Queen
Elizabeth).
Ar. three pairs of barnacles open in pale gu.
Crest
A demi talbot erased or.
Orangre (France). Or, a buglehorn stringed and viroled gu.
Oranmore
Bro'wne, Baron. See Browne and

—

—

and

Gdthbie.

—

Oray, or Oyry.
pennon per

fess

Barry of six or and ar.
Crest
and or, a stafif in bend counter-

gu.

changed.

Orbaston.

Ar. a bend and chev. gu., on a canton of the
second a lion pass, (another, ramp.) of the first.
Orby (Gosworth, CO. Chester). Ar. two chev. gu., a canton
of the last.

Orby

field.

Opie

(WTNDHAM-QniN. Earl of Dunravm and MouiU
Earl). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same as the last, for O'Qdin,
of Muintir-Ifeamain 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three

Wynduam.

tibt.

Crest— A boar's head

specting each other, tails nowed or.
erased and erect ar. langued gu.

head issuing from flames ppr. holding in the beak a sprig of
laurel also ppr., for 0^^l.Ey ; 2nd On a mount vert an owl ar.
charged on the body with three mullets in bend gu., for
;
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orlo

(formerly O'Coinn,

ar.,

over

Orby, or Orreby

Erm. three chev.

(co. Lincoln).

a canton gu. a lion pass, guard,

sa.,.on

or.

Orby, or Orreby

(co. Chester).
Gu. two lions pass. ar. a
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned
up erm. a ram's head ppr.
Orby. Gu. two lions ramp, in fess or.
Orchard (co. Devon Christian Orchard, heiress of the
family temp. Henry VI., m. Sir Philip Cart, ancestor of
Cart, of Cloveland, in same co. Visit. Devon, 1620). Az. a
chev. az. betw. three pears pendant or. Ocst
A crow sa.
Orchard (Hartland Abbey, co. Devon; the sisters and coheirs of Paul Obchabd, Esq., who d. in 1812, m. Morrison
and Bdck). Same Arms. Crest Out of a mural crown
ppr. a dexter arm couped at the elbow, vested az. adorned
with three fleurs-de-lis or, one and two, the cufT turned
up erm. holding in the hand also ppr. a pear as in the arms.
Orcharton. Ar. a chev. sa. a label gu.
Ord (Sands, co. Durham descended from Lionel Odbd, Esq.,
of Fishburne, living 9 James I.). Sa. three salmons baurient

—

label of three points or.

;

—

—

all

a bend erminols.

Chiefs of Muinfir-Ifcam.iin, a

extending around Corofln, in the barony of
Inchlquin, co. Clare. The Chief of the Sept had his scat at
Inchlquin, but was driven out by theO'BBiENB; the tribe
name of Ifearnain li derived from Ifearnain, son of Cone,
one of the Dalcas.iian Septs. The Four Ma,ster« record that
territory

Edavin, dau. of O'Qdin, Lady of Munster, d. 1188 while on
a pilgrimage at Dcrry.
Of this ancient Irish Sept the
Sari of Du.nraven is a descendant).
Gu. a hand coupcd
below the wri«t grasping a cword all ppr. betw. In chief two
crescents ar. and in base as many serpents erect and re-
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(Croyland Abbey, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct; Sir
of Croyland, was created a baronet in 1658.
His grandson, Sir Thomas Obkt, third baronet, left an only
dau. and heir, Elizabeth, m. first, to Lord John Hay, and
secondly to General Robert Hunter, Governor of Jamaica.
By the latter she was ancestor of Obbt-Hdnter, of Croyland
Abbey). Erm. three chev. gu., on a canton of the second a
lion pass, guard, or.

Thomas Orbt,

;

ar.

a canton of the second.

Ord

(Fornham House, co.
Hutchinson and Cbaven.

Suffolk).

Same Anns, quarterfng

Crest

elk's

— An

head ppr. Motto

—

Mitis et fortis.

Ord

(Whitfield Hall, co. Northumberland).

hauricni

ar.,

quartering Dillingham,

three martlets ar.

Cretl

—An

elk's

viz.,

Sa. three salmon

Gu.a

head ppr.

fess

betw.

OBD
Ord

(Edge

Hill,

near Derby

Same Arms and

field).

;

Thomas O'Reilly,

descended from Obd, of Whit-

(Captain William Redman Obd, Eoyal Engineers).
Quarterly, 1st, sa. three salmon haurient ar. a mullet for
2nd, gu. three cushions erm. tasselled or, for
diff., for Ord;
Bedman 3rd, per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. betw. eight

Hutchinson;

4th, quarterly 1st

by Elizabeth,

and

a fesse betw. six crosses crosslets fitchee gu.,
2nd and 3rd, or, five fleurs-de-lis in cross sa. a chief wavy
Crests
1st, Obd: An elk's head couped
gu., for Cbaven.
ppr.
2nd, Cbaven: On a chapeau purp. turned up erm. a
griffin statant, wings elevated and endorsed erm. beak or.
Ord (Scotland). Ar. a chev. az. betw. a crescent betw. two
mullets in chief of the last, and a demi otter issuing out uf
water in base ppr.
Orde (East Orde, co. Durham, and Morpeth, co. Northumberland; descended from Simon Obde, East Orde, d. 1362.
From this family descend, through junior branches, the
Lords Bolton, and the Baronets Orde; the senior branch is
represented by Obde, of Nunny Kirk and Morpeth). Sa.
three fishes (supposed to be salmon, the word signifying a
salmon weir) haurient in fesse ar.
Orde (Nunny Kirke, co. Northumberland). Same Arms,
quartering for Waed, Ar. a cross crosslet or. Crest An
elk's head ppr.
Motto—yiitis et fortis.
Orde (Westwood Hall, co. Northumberland). Same Arms
Bolton). See Powlett.
(Morpeth, co. Northumberland, hart.).
Sa. three
salmons haurient ar. Crest Aji elk's head or, charged
with a collar invecked sa.
Orde. Gu. a cross moline or.
Ordeit. Quarterly, az. and gu. an escarbuncle or.
Orden. Erm. a bend engr. az.
Ordnance OflB.ce. Az. three field-pieces on their carriages
in pale or, on a chief ar. aa many cannon-balls sa.
Ordre. Per pale ar. and or, a cross moline gu.
Ordway. Per pale ar. and or, on a chief indented vert a
crescent betw. two mullets of the second.
Crest
Two
wings displ. each charged with a mullet pierced.
Ordway. Ar. on a chief vert a crescent of the first betw.
two mullets or, pierced gu.
Ore, or Oare (Oare, co. Sussex). Ar. a beud tortile az.

Orde

—

—

or.
(co.

Ar. a cross gu. fretty or, betw. four buds

Kent).

sa.

O'Reardan.

See O'Rioedan.

O'Reilly

(Princes of East Breifne, a territory comprising a
portion of the present cos. of Cavan and Leitrim, descended
from Ragballaigu, Prince of Breifne, who s. his father a.d.
981; Sir John O'Keillt, Prince of Breifne, entered into certain

agreement with Sir John Perrott, Lord Deputy of
under which he surrendered the principality of
Breifne to Queen Elizabeth, and got a re-grant of the same
to hold in capite of the Crown, his direct descendant and
articles of

Ireland,

representative,

Edmund

O'Bkillt, Knt., of

St. Louis,

was resident

Lieut. -Col. in Dillon's Regiment,

and

in Paris at the

beginning of the French Revolution; Fun. Ent. Ulsters
Office, 1636, of Mclmobe Mac Hugh Conolagh O'Reilly, of
Camett, co. Cavan, chief of his name, son of Hugh Conolagh
O'Reillt, and grandson of Mulmobe Mac Shane Mac
Cahill O'Reilly). Vert two lions ramp, combatant or,
supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist erect and
apaumfe bloody ppr.
O'Reilly (Heath House, Queen's co. ; descended from
Edmund O'Reilly, Esq., of Kilnacrott, brother of Sir John
O'Reilly, Prince of Breifne, temp. Queen Elizabeth, who s.
his brother as chief according to the law of tanisiry).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Arms ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
mount an oak tree a snake descending the trunk all ppr.
Bnpported by two lions ramp. gu. Crests Ist: An oak tree
with a snake entwined descendant ppr. issuing out of a ducal
coronet or; 2nd: An arm mailed in armour, couped at the
elbow the gauntlet grasping a dagger all ppr. Motto For-

—

—

titudine et prudentia.

O'Beilly (Knock Abbey

Louth; Myles William
Patbick O'Reilly, J.P. and D.L., M.P. co. Longford, 1862,
descended from O'Reilly, of Heath House).
Same Arms,
Crest,

Castle, co.

and Motto.

OBeilly

first

O'Reilly

(Ballinlough, co. Westmeath,

by Fortescue,

Ulster, 1795, to Sir

Hugh

bart.

confirmed

;

O'Reilly,

first

bart.,

who afterwards assumed the name of Ncoent). Ar. upon a
mount vert two lions ramp, combatant gu. supporting a tree
the trunk entwined with a serpent descending all ppr. Crest
arm in armour embowed, grasping a falchion or

—An

scymitar

ppr.
(allowed by Hawkins,

all

O'Reilly
'

Ulster,

1774,

to

Hugh

O'Reilly, Ant>rew O'Reilly, Captain in the Austrian service,
and James 0'Re«.ly, Captain in the same service, sons
of James O'Reilly, who was great-grandson of Hugh
O'Reilly, Esq., of Ballinlough).
Same Arms and Crest.

Motto

—

Fortitudine et prudentia.

Orenge. See Oeance.
Orfeur (High-Close and Plumbland

Hall, co. Cumberland ;
The Obfeubs, of High-Close, traceable to the
reign of Edward IL, became extinct by the decease of MajorGeneral Orfeur in 1741 of the co-heirs, one-ni. Yates, and
another Pattenson). Sa. a cross ar.
Crest— K woman's
head couped at the breast all ppr. on her head a cross pattee

granted 1685.

Crest.

Orde-Po'wlett (Saron

and

Fbancis Wood,

—
—

—

Ore

his wife, sister of Sir

Vert two lions combatant or, supporting a dexter hand ppr. in base a rose ar. seeded and barbed
of the second.
Crest
Out of an antique Irish crown or, a
tree therefrom a serpent descending entwined round tho
stem both ppr. Motto
Fortitudine et prudentia.

;

and

Edmono

and Motto.

Crest,

hart, of Barnsley).

ar.

—

Same Arms,

O'Reilly (Scarborough, co. York; confirmed to Fbancis
Gammel O'Reilly, Esq., of that place, claiming descent from
O'Reilly, of East Breifne, son of Edward O'Reilly, Esq.,

;

4th,

Esq., co. Meath, descended from

O'Reilly, Esq., co. Cavan).

Crest.

Ord

crosses crosslet or, for

OBL
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(Baltrasna, co. Meath).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Motto.

;

fitchee or.

Orford, Earl of.
Orford, Town of

See Walpole.
(co. Suffolk).
On a mount a tower,
supported by two lions ramp, beneath them a date, viz. 1579,
as on the present Seal of the Corporation, which is thus circumscribed
"Sigillum oEBcii majoris burgi Obefobd."
Orgaine (Lambrooke, co. Berks, and co. Wilts; granted
by Camden, Clarenceux).
Per saltire or and erm. a
cross couped gu.
Crest
Three organ pipes, two in saltiro
and one in pale ar. entwined with a chaplet of laurel

—

—

vert.

Orgrill (Beccles, CO. Suffolk). Ar. afess betw. three crescents,
each surmounted by a fleur-de-lis gu.
Crest
A buffalo's
head sa. gorged with a wreath of roses ppr.
O'Riordan, or O'Rearden (a Septof note in Muskerry,
CO. Cork; distinguished as military chiefs).
Quarterly, 1st

—

and 4th, gu. out of clouds in the sinister side a dexter ami
fessways ppr. holding a dagger in pale ar. pommel and
hilt or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. against a tree
in the dexter couped ppr. Crest
A fleur-de-Us gu. Motto

—

—

Pro Deo

et patriS.

O'Riordan

(Derryroe, co. Cork, and Nantes, in the

Kingdom

allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1751, to Stephe.v
O'Riordan, of the latter place, son of Robert O'Biobdan, by
Anastacia Cbeagh, his wife. dau. of Stephen Cbeagb, Esq.,
of Limerick, and descended from Riobdan, of Derryroe).
Same .-^rn^-^, Crest, and Motto.
Oriel College (Oxford; founded 1323, by Adam le Brome,
Confessor to Edward IT.). Gu. three lions pass, guard, in
pale or, a border engr. ar.
Orion, or Orren (Rochester, co. Kent). Ar. three torteauy,
in bend betw. two coti.ses gu. a chief sa.
Orkeley, or Orkesley. Erm. on a chief indented az.
three lions ramp. or.
Orker (co. Dorset). Erm. on a chief gu. three bezants.
Orkesley, or Okesley. Erm. a chief sa.
Orkney, Earl of. See Fitzmacricb.
of France;

Orkney, See
his

of.

Ar. St.

Magnus

vested in royal robes, on

head an antique crown in his dexter hand a septre

all

ppr.

Orlebar

Bedford; Geobge Oblebab,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, m. Mabgabet, only dau. and heiress
ofRicHABD Child, of Poddington, co. Bedford, and heir
of William Payne, lord of the manor of Poddington. His
great-grandson, Richard Oblebab, built Hinwick House on
that estate). Ar. two bars gu. charged the upper with two
roses and the lower with one of the field, barbed vert, seeded
An eagle's head betw. two wings erect ar.
or. Crest
charged on the neck with two barrulets gu. Motto— Qxn

(Hinwick House,

co.

—

et labora.

O'Reilly

(Scarvagh, co. Down descended from Toblogh
O'Reilly, youngest son of Edmosd O'Reilly, of Kilnacrott,
ancestor of O'Reilly, of Heath House). Same Amis, Crest,
and Motto.
O'Reilly (allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1752, to Alesandeb
O'Reilly, an ofiScer in the army of the King of Spain, son of
;
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Orleston.

Or,

two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a

lion pass. ar.

Orleston.

Orleton

Ar. fretty gu.

(Orlton, co. Salop).

Ar. a bend double cotised ea.

in chief a martlet of the last.

Orly

(France).

Sa.

a bear ramp.

or.
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OBI.
Orlyans.

Az. four bars dancettce or (another, tinctures

reversed).

Orme (co.
gu.

Ar. a chev. bctw. three escallops
dolphin embowed ar. fins, tail, and lusk

Northampton).

—A

Crest

Orme (Hanch Hall,
an eagle

Az.
co. Stafford; granted by Dugdale).
betw. three poleaxes or. Crest~A dolphin

displ.

mouth a spear.
Mayo confirmed by Bctham, Ulster,
Okme, Esq., of that place). Az. an eagle
Henbt
WiLUAM

az. finned or, in

Orme (Abbeytown, co.
to

ancestor of Ormsby of Cloghan and by his
second wife, Elizabeth, three other sons, from whom descend
Ormsby, of Moryvilla, Annagh, Comyn, and Willowbrook).
Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or.
(Willowbrook, co. Sligo Mary Jane Ormsby, only
;

Ormsby

or.

embowed

az. fins

;

poleaxes

three

betw.

displ.

and

erect or.

tail or,

Crest

— A dolphin

surmounted by a poleaxe in

bend, as in the arms. Afotto^Fortis et fidelis.
(Glenmore, co. Mayo).
Same Arms,

Orm.e

Motto

—A

crescent for

Orm.e (Owenmore,

Crest,

and

Crest,

and

Crest,

and

diff.

—

Motto.

Orme

Same Arms,

{Ballycorroon, co Mayo).
Motto.

above the knee

Ormer, or Ormers.

Vert six eagles displ. or.
Charlotte Anne, only
co. Lancaster
Ormerod, Esq., of Ormerod,
Lawrence
heiress
of
and
dau.

Ormerod (Ormerod,

;

the then representative of that ancient family,

who

d. in

1773, m. John Hargreaves, Esq., and conveyed Ormerod to
her husband she had two daus., her co-heiresses Eleanor
Mary Hargreaves m. Rev. William Thhrsbt, and CbarLOTTB Anne Hargreaves to. Hon. J. Yorke Scarlett. Arms
allowed by the Deputies of Camden, Visit. Somerset, 1623,
to a younger branch settled at Huntspill, and confirmed in
;

;

1818, amongst other quarterings, to Colonel Hargraves
of Ormerod). Or, three bars and a lion pass, in chief gu.
(Chorlton, co. Chester). Or, three bars and a lion

Onnerod

pass, in chief gu.

Ormerod (Tyldesley,

co. Lancaster, and Sedbury Park, co.
descended from the youngest son of Peter
Oruerod, Esq., of Ormerod, 6. 1588). Same Arms, quartering Johnson, of Tyldesley, Wareino, of Walmersley,
Crompton, of Hacking Hall, and Ncttall, of Walmersley.
A wolf's head couped, barry of four pieces or and gu.
Crest
in the mouth an ostrich feather erect ppr. Thi.s crest is that
of Wareing, duly confirmed to the Tyldesley branch of
Ormerod. The previous crest, used after the alliance with
Hatdock, was a fleur-de-lis gu.
Orm.esby (None Ormesby and Louth, co. Lincoln). Gu. a

Gloucester;

—

bend betw.

six crosses crosslet fitchee or (another, ar.).
An arm couped at the elbow vested sa. holding in
Crest
the hand a leg in armour, couped at the thigh all ppr.
Sa. three chessrooks or, a chief of
(co. Lincoln).
the last, quartering, gu. a bendlet betw. six crosses crosslet
An arm embowed vested sa. cuffed or,
Crest
fltch^e.
holding in the hand ppr. a leg in armour couped at the
thigh of the last garnished gold.
Az. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet
(co. York).

—

Ormesby

—

Ormesby
fltch^e or.

Ormesby.
Ormesby.

Gu. a bend counter-componee or and az.
Gu. a cross ar. over all a bend componee or and

az.

Ormesby (co. Koscommon
Anthony Ormesby,

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1630,
Gu. a bend betw.
on a crescent for

;

Esq., of that place).

six crosses crosslet fitchee or, a crescent
di«f.

Ormesby (Sligo

Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1662, Thomas
Ormesby, buried at St. John's, Sligo). Quarterly, 1st, gu. a
bend betw. six crosses crosslet or, for Ormesby; 2nd and
3rd, az. sem^e of crosses crosslet a lion ramp, ar., for KinARD9LEY; 4th, sa. three chessrooks ar. a chief or, for
;

Werdan.

Onnesley (co.

Sa. a. chev. gu. three leopards'

Lancaster).

faces in chief of the last.

Ormesley. Erm. on
ramp.

a chief danccttee az. three

lions

or.

Ormeston, or Omeston

(co. Essex).

Sa. a chev. betw.

spearheads ar. a border gu.
(Ormston, co. Lancaster. The heiress m. Hyde).
Ar. a squirrel puss. sa.
Orm.estone. Ar. frctty gu. on a chief az. a lion pass
tliree

Ormeston
or.

Ormeston

(that Ilk, co. Haddington).

Ar. three pelicans

vulning lhem»€lvcg gu.

Ormiston (Ixindon,
C,f

I.

— An anchor

1093).

ppr.

(Ireland;

Ohmesby,

Same Arms, a border wavy

Afotto—Vcl'icioT

Ormonde, Harquess

Ormsby

of.

descended

quo

vert.

certior.

See Bdtler.

from

Henry Ormsbt, or
who settled in Ireland

of the Lincolnshire family,
temp. Elizabeth, and left, by Surannah Kelk, hit first wife,
three sons, Anthony Ormsby, ancestor of Ormsby, of llathlcc,

Edward Ormsby,
762

;

and heiress of Owen Ormsby, Esq., of Willowbrook, by
Margaret, eldest dau. and eventually heiress of William
Owen, Esq., of Porkington, co. Salop, m. in 1815, William
Gdre, Esq., M.P., who assumed the prefix surname of
Ormsby: the eldest surviving son of this marriage is
WiLLLAM Bichard, Lord Harlech). Same Arms, without the
quarterings, (fee. Crest— A dexter arm embowed in armour
ppr. charged with a rose gu. holding in the hand a man's leg
also in armour couped at the thigh.
Ormsby (Cloghan, co. Mayo, b;irt., extinct 1833 Sir CHARiaa
Montagu Ormsby, K.C, was created a bart. 1812). Gu. a
bend betw. six crosses c-osslet or. Crest A dexter armed
arm embowed, the hand grasping a leg in armour couped
child

:

Same Arms,

Mayo).

co.

RP

O

Malley Ormsby,

ancestor of Obmsbt, of Tobbervaddy, and

all

ppr.

Ormsby

—

Motto
House,

Fortis qui prudens.

(Ballinamore
co. Mayo).
Same Arms.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. charged with
a rose gu. holding in the hand a man's leg also in armour
couped at the thigh.
Ormsby (Gortner Abbey, co. Mayo). Same Arms, Ac.
Ormsby (co. Norfolk). Gu. crusily ar. a bend chequy or

—

and

az.

Crest

— A falcon

Ornell, or Arnell
wavy betw. two stars

rising or.

Ar. two

(Scotland).

eels

palcways

in the flanks az.

Ornell

(co. Lancaster).
Ar. three torteauz in bend betw.
two cotises gu. a chief sa.
(a Sept who were Chiefs of West Breifne, now
comprised in the counties of Cavan and Leitrim, deriving
their surname from Bdaire, a chieftain, d. a.d. 893. Three
of this Sept were kings of Connaught, of whom the most
distinguished was Art O'Eorke, King of Connaught, slain
a.d. 1046). Or, two lions pass, in pale sa.
Crest
Out of
an ancient Irish crown or, an arm in armour erect, grasping
a sword ppr. pommel and hilt gold, motto over, Buagh, i.e.,
Victory. Motto Serviendo guberno.
O'Rorke (Sir Brian O'Rorke, knighted at Dublin 3 May,
1579, by Sir Henry Sydney, Lord Deputy of Ireland). Or,
two lions pass, in pale sa.
O'Rorke (Sir Teige O'Rorke, knighted by Sir George Gary,
Lord Deputy of Ireland, 17 April, 1604). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, o.', two lions pass, in pale sa.
2nd and 3rd, ar. two

O'Rorke

—

—

;

boars pass, in pale gu.

O'Rorke

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1637, Shane Oge Mac Shane O'Rorke, son of Shane O'Rorkb,
grandson of Loughun O'Rorke, and great-grandson of
Owen O'Rorke, all of same place). Same Arms and Crest,
without the quartering.
O'Rorke, or O'Rourke (Nantes, France; allowed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1770, to Edmond Roch O'Rocrke, of that
place, descended from Thady O'Rorke, Lord of Breifne, co.
Leitrim, 1470, by Agnes, his wife, dau. of Hdgh McGcibe,
Lord of Fermanagh). Same Arms. Crest Out of a crown
or, an arm in armour erect grasping a sword ppr.
Motto—
(Cloncorick, co. Leitrim

;

—

Victorious.

O'Rourke

(Count O'Rourke, in the Kingdom of France;
allowed by Bryan, Deputy Ulster, 1782, to John O'Rodrke,
Count O'Rourke, who was born in the parish of Oghteragh,
in Breifne, emigrated to France, served as captain of the
Royal Scotch in that kingdom, major of horse in the service
of Russia, afterwards colonel of horse in France, created a
count by the King of France, 1771). Per pale or and ar., on
the dexter side three lions pass. sa. on the sinister in chief a
tabby cat couchant guard, to the sinister side of the shield
ppr. supporting in a bend a flagstaff or, thereon a pennon
gu. inscribed with the word " buadh," letters gold, in base a
boar pass, of the fourth. Crest Out of a royal crown a
naked arm erect, holding a scymitar all ppr. Motto

—

—

Victorious.

Orpen

^Killowen, co. Kerry Robert Obpen settled in Ireland,
temp. Charles I. His male rei)resentative is John Herbert
Orpen, Esq., LL.D., Stephen's Green, Dublin, Barrigter-atlaw, m. 1840, Ellen Susan Gertrude, dau. of Rev. JoU
Richards, of Grange, co. Wexford, and has with other issue
a .son and heir, John Richards Orpen). Per pale az. and or,
a lion ramp, counterchanged. Crest A demi lion ramp. or.
Motto Veritas vincet.
Orpen (Ardtully, co. Kerry; confirmed to Sir Richard John
Theodore Orpen, Knt., of Ardtully, President of the Society
of Attorneys in Ireland, son of Rev, Francis Orpen, Incumbent of Douglas, CO. Cork, by Susanna, his wife, dau. and
coheiress of Hugh Millerd, of Monard, an Alderman of
Cork). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, jier pale az. and or, a lion
ramp, counterchanged, in the dexter chief point a croai
;

—

—

—A

0£P
crosslet of the second, for
tkz.
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Obpen

2nd and

;

3rd, enn.

a fess

betw. three wolves' heads erased

—A demi

sa., for Millerd.
Crest
ramp, or, charged on the shoulder with a
Motto Veritas vincet.
sa.

lion

—

cross crosslet
(Killaha Castle).

Orpen

Same Arinj, &c.
Obpie, Sheriff of Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Per fess ar. and sa.
Office, 1635, Elinob Orpib, his wife).
a pale counterchamged, three crcbcents of the second issuant
from the horns of each an esloile gu., an annulet for diCf.
(Abingdon, co. Berks; confirmed Oct. 1600).
Vert three crosses formee ar. on a chief of the last as many
boars' heads sa. tusked or, langued gu.
Crest
A boar pass,
quarterly erm. and ermines, armed, bristled, and hoofed

Orpie (Thomas

;

Orpwood

—

Orton

O

Gu. three hinds' heads erased ar. ft-esi
A lion pass. ppr. resting the dexter paw on a torteau.
Orr (Barrowfield, Scotland). Gu. three piles in point ar. on a
chief or, a torteau betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee of the
field. Cre.H
A cornucopia ppr. Motto Bonis omnia bona.
Orr (Edinburgh, 1768). Gu. three piles in point ar. a bordure
of the last, on a chief or, a torteau betw. two crosses crosslet
Motto Virtuti fortuna comes.
Cre'^t, as the last.
az.
Orr (Kalston, co. Renfrew, 1802). Gu. three pUes in potnt
within a bordure engr. erminois, on a chief or, three torteaux
CrMt A dexter hand holding a tree ppr. Motto— Ego
az.

—

—

—

—

accedo.
(Harvieston and Castle Campbell, ca Clackmannan, 1863).
Gu. three piles erm. on a chief or, three cinquefoils of the

Orr

Crest

first.

—A tower

Orr-Ewingr.

Motto

ppr.

— Fortis et vigilans.

ppr.

Orton
ar.

or.

Az. a lion ramp, or; another, Az. a leopard ramp,

crowned or.
Erm. on a chief indented

Orway.

sa. three crosses pattce

fitchee or.

Az. a chev. erm. betw, three lions ramp,

or.

Orwell

(co. Kent).

on a

Sa.

fes3 or,

Esq., of the Villa Antoi-

second son of James
Orb, Esq., of Ballygowan, afterwards of Holywood House,
CO. Down, and of Belfast, banker, by Jane Stewart, his wife,
of the family of Stewabt, of Ballintoy, co. Antrim, and grandson of Alexander Orb, of Belfast, and to their descendants).
Gu. three piles in point ar. the centre pile charged with a
trefoil slipped vert, on a chief or, a torteau betw. two cross
crosslets fitchee of the field.
Crest— A cornucopia ppr.
charged with a trefoil shpped, as in the arms. Motto
Bonis omnia bona.
Orre. Gu. a bend ar. fretty az.
Orreby (co. Chester). Erm. three cher. gu. on a canton of
the second a lion ramp. or.
Orreby (Gawsworth, co. Chester). Ancient Erm. five
chevronels gu. on a canton of the second a lion pass. or.
Modem— At. two chevronels a canton gu.

—

—

(Dalby, Lord of Fulk, Stapleford, co. Chester, after
Gv two lions pass, in pale ar.

their alliance with Strange).

Orwell.
Orwell.

Orwey

Sa. a fess ar.
Az. a fess ar. a border engr. or.
(Orwey, CO. Devon, temp. Henry

a label of the second.

fess

indented

sa.

crosses

three

Ory.

Az. a chameleon on sandy

a sun

;

—

or.

Crest

—An

ground ppr. in chief

armed arm holding a sword

Orrell

an ancient family
Ar. three torteaux in bend betw. two bendlets

(Turton,

Wiluam

descended from

Lancaster;

co.

Obbell second son of Nicholas Obrell, Esq., of Orrell).
Same Anns, a chief sa. Crext A lion's head erased ar.

—

ducally gorged gu. semee of torteaux.
Orrell (Blackbrooke, co. Lancaster descended from Obbell,
of Turton). Same Arms and Crest.
;

Orrell

(Isle of Ely,

and

co. Chester).

Ar. three torteaux

—

betw. two bendlets gu. a chief sa. Crest
A lion's head
erased ar. powdered with torteaux and ducally gorged gu.
Orrell (Slaugham, co. Sussex). Same Anns, the chief gu.

Orrell, Or-well, or Ornell

(co.

Kent).

Sa.

a

fess or

Osan, or Osanne.

Purp. a chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-

de-hs or.

O'Ryan. See O'IIolbian.
Osbaldeston (Osbaldeston,

Ar. a mascle
co. Lancaster).
betw. three pellets.
Crests
1st: A stag's head erased
per pale ar. and sa. guttee counterchanged attired or; 2nd:
A man in armour on horseback all ppr. in the dexter hand a

sa.

—

sword ar. hilt or.
co. York; descended from a
second son of Osbaldeston, of Osbaldeston, co. Lancaster
Sir Richard Osbaldeston, Knt., of Hunmanby, AttorneyGeneral for Ireland, was knighted in Dublin 9 April, 1637,
by the Barl of Strafford. His great grandson, Richajlo
Osbaldeston, Bishop of London, rf. s.p. 1764. His lordship's

Osbaldeston (Hunmanby,

who became eventually

sisters,

co-heirs of their brothers,

were Theodosia, wife of Robert Pocklet, Esq., of Brayton
Elizabeth, wife of John Healt, Esq. and Mabt, wife of
Robert Mitford, Esq., of Mitford Castle. See Fibman and
Mitford, pages 351 and 691, and also Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office).
Same Arms, a martlet for diff.
;

Orrell.

Ar. a semee of cinquefoils gu. a Hon ramp. sa.
Fife).
Sa. on a chev. betw. three
many chessrooks of the first. Crest
fiilcon perched ppr.
Motto Solus Christus mea rupee
Orrock (Steward Clerk of St. Andrew's, 1672). Sa. on a
chev. engr. or, betw. three mullets ar. as many chessrooks
of the first. Crest A writing pen thrust through a man's
heart ppr. Motto Arte fideque.
(that Ilk, co.

mullets ar. as

—

—

—

—

Orrock

(Provost Marshall of the Netherlands, 1690). Sa. on
a chev. waved on the upper and embattled on the lower side

betw. three mullets ar. as many chessrooks of the first.
A hawk perching ppr. Motto Christus mea rupcs.
Orseya (co. Worcester). Per fess or and az. three annulets
or,

Crest

—

—

Gountercbanged.
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1664).

Same Arms

as Osbaldeston, of Osbaldeston, with a canton gu.

(Chadlington, co. Oxford; a family of great
antiquity, descended from Oswald db Stone, who came to
England with William I. John Osbaldeston, of that place,
Visit. Oxon, 1574, fifth in descent from Sir John Osbaldeston,
Knt., of Chadlington, temp. Henry IV.). Quarterly, ar. and
;

Osbaldeston

counterchanged.

(Chadlington, co.

Oxford,

bart.,

extinct;

Littleton Osbaldeston, Esq., of Chalington, son of John
Osbaldeston, and grandson of Hebccles Osbaldeston,
who was the son of Arthur Osbaldeston, the last named
in Visit. Oxon, was created a bart. 1664, since which period
the family bore the following arms). Ar. a mascle sa. betw.
A knight in complete armour on a
three pellets.
Crest
white horse, on his shield the family arms. Motto Constance et ferme.
Osbaldeston (Hutton-Bushel, and Ebberstonc Lodge, co.
York; the present representative is George Osbaldeston,

—

Esq.).

Same Arms and

—

Crest.

Osbaldeston (Hunmanby,
sa. betw. three pellets,

co. York, 1665).
a canton gu. Cttst

Ar. a mascle

—A knight

on

horseback in armour.

(another, ar.).

Orrock

all

chev. engr. purp. and az. three fleurs-de-lis

sa. four leopards' faces

or.

(Orrell-in-the-Moors, co. Lancaster;
1613).

fitchee

ppr.

Osbaldeston

(Tranmere Weston, and Runcorn, co. Chester). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fess dancettee ar.. for Orbed; 2nd,
sa. a cross engr. ar. betw. four plates each charged with a
pheon of the field, for Fletcher 3rd, ar. a cross engr. sa.,
for MiDDLETON.
Crest
A hare saliant ppr. in the mouth

com

crosslet

or.

Orred

three ears of

Elizabeth,

;

on a

Osbaldeston (Sunderland, co. Lancaster,

(Hagneby, co. Lincoln, temp. Henry IL). Erm. five
chevronels gu. on a canton of the second a lion pass. or.

Visit.

III.;

Robert de Obwet, temp. Edward III., in.
Robert Oakbeabe she was sixth in descent from Robert
DE Obwet, temp. King John. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar.
dau. and heir of

Orreby

Orrel

au annulet of the

field.

or.

James Orr,

nette, Cannes, Alpes Maritimes, France,

Orreby

Ar. a lion ramp, guard, vert,

(Frense, co. Norfolk).

crowned

Orton.

Osan. Per

See Ewing.

(Belfast; granted to
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Cumberland; the heiress m. Skelton).
Vert a lion ramp. ar. crowned and armed gu.
Orton, or Ortun (Lea, co. Leicester). Ar. a bend sa.
betw. a rose in cUief and a fleur-de-lis in base gu. Crest—A.
tower ppr. cupola and flags gu.
Orton (CO. Kent). Or, a squirrel sejant gu. cracking a nut
(Orton, cc.

Orwell (Isle of Ely).

or.

Orr (England).

Orr

;;

Ar. on a bend betw. three cats salient sa. as manj
buckles or.
Ar. on a chief az. three crosses form^ fitchee of
the field.
Osbert. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or, a border engr.

Osber.

Osbert.

sa.

Osbert.

Osbom

Ar. two palets gu, on each four bezants.
Priory, co, Bedford, bart,).

(Chicksand

—

Ar. a

bend betw. two lions ramp. sa. Crest A lion's head ppr.
ducally crowned or. Jtfotto— Quantum in rebus inane.
Ar. a bend betw. three lions ramp, sa. Crest— A.
lion's head erased ar. ducally crowned or.
(claiming descent from a younger son of
the House of Desmond, said to have settled in Wales, cirta

Osbom.

Osbom Wyddel

;

1237, temp. Llewelyn the Great; he founded several of the
most distinguished families in co. Merioneth, among others,
Vacohan, of Corsygedol Wynne, of Ynysmaengwyn, and
Maesyneuadd, now extinct, and Wynne, of Peniarth). Erra.
on a saltire gu. a crescent or. Crest— On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a boar pass. ar. fretty gu.
Osborn (Peppermilne, co. Edinburgh, 1C72). Gu. a bend
surmounted by a fess ar. Crest— A sword in pale ppr.
;

Afoiio—Je gagne.
(Dake of Leeds). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly,
erm. and az. a cross or, for Osbobne; 2nd and 3rd, az.

Osborne

of crosses crosslet

seraee

D"Akcy,

all

and three cinquefoils

over the imperial eagle. Crests

—

1st

:

ar.,

for

An heraldic

tiger pass, or, tufted and maned sa., for Osbobne; 2nd: A
dolphin embowcd sa., for Godolpbin; 3rd: On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a bull sa. armed or, for D'Arct. Sup-

porters
ar.

— Dexter,

A

sinister,

grifiSn or;

each gorged with a ducal coronet az.

an heraldic tiger
Motto Pax in

—

hello.

(Hartlip Place, co. Kent, temp. Edward IV.;
Elizabeth, dau. of Thomas Osbobne, Esq., of Place House,
Hartlip, and co-heiress of her brothers, m. 1810, Richabd
TvBDEN, of Milsted, in the same co., and devised her wholo
property at her decease, 1766, to her two daus., Maby and
Phillippa, the former of whom hi. Kev. Thomas Bland, M.A.,
Vicar of Sittingbourne. At the death of William Bland,
his cousin, Rev. Henbt Godfbey Fausset, s. to Hartlip, and
took the name of Osbobne). Quarterly, ar. and az. on a
cross or, five annulets sa. in the 1st and 4th quarters an erm.
A demi ounce ramp. erm. pellettee, collared
spot.
Crest

Osborne

—

and

lined.

Osborne
sa.

(O.'sbome House, Spondon, co. Derby).

betw. two lions ramp. gu.

Osborne

Crest

—A

demi

Ar. a bend
lion

ramp.

Derby). Or, on a bend betw. two wolves' heads
Crest
A pelican in
erased sa. three dolphins of the first.
her nest feeding her young or.
Osborne (Cleby, co. Essex, and Kirkby Bydon, co. Norfolk).
Ar. on a bend betw. two tigers salient sa. three dolphins or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a tiger's head sa. armed
Crest
and crined of the first.
Osborne (co. Kent and London). Quarterly, erm. and gu.
(co.

—

—

a cross

or.

Osborne

(Ashford, Kent, London, and Keyton, co. Notts
Lord Mayor of London, 1583; Visit. London, 1568, and
Crest
Quarterly, erm. and a«. a cross or.
Visit. Notts).
An heraldic tiger pass, or, tufted and maned sa. charged

—

with a

pellet.

Osborne (Kdmarsh,
Bobebt Osbobne.
Charles

—A

co.

Northampton of this family was Sir
an eminent lawyer, temp.
;

of Kilmarsb,

Quarterly, erm. and az. a cross engr. or.

I.).

tiger pass. ar. crested

and tufted

sa.

Motto

Crest

— A lion's head erased ar. ducally crowned or.

Ar. a bend betw. two tigers sa.
co. Suffolk).
Sa. a griffin segreant
betw. ten billets or.
Crest
A unicorn pass, or, ducally
gorged, ringed, lined, armed, and crined sa.
Osborne (Ixmdon, temp. Henry VL). Ar. on a bend cotiscd
sa. three irouts or another, Quarterly, ar. and az. in the
Ist and 4th an erm. spot, in the 2nd and 3rd a cross or,
charged with five annulets sa.
another, Az. a chev. erm.
betw. three pelicans or, vulned gu.
Osborne. Gu. three dolphins or another, Ar. on a bend
betw. two tigers sa. armed and langucd gu. three dolphins
or; another, Gu. a bend betw. three dolphins or; another,
Ar. on a bend cotiscd sa. three fishes of the field; another,
Quarterly, ar. and az., the Ist and 4th quarters charged
trith an erm. spot, on a cross crminois five annulets gu.;
another, Erm. two bars gu. on a chief of the last a lion pass,
guard, or.

—

;

;

;

Osborne

(Sir

IIewet Osbobne, knighted by Robebt, Earl of

£»»'X, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, in co. Meath, 23 July,
V}'.)0].
Quarterly, erm. and az. a cross or.

Osborne

(Kun.

Ent.

Ulster's

Office,

1615,

Kathcbine

QgnohNE, wife of Georoe Sexton, Secretary to the LordDeputy of Ireland, Sir Arthur Chichester). Gu. on a fess
ar. betw. two barrulcts or, as many fountains, over all a
brndlci of the second.
(Klveton, co. York
impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
1641, Right Hon. CnaisTOPHint Wandksfobd, LordDeputy of Ireland, whose nccond wife was Alice, dau. of Sir
Hewet Osiiobne, Knt., of Klveton). Quarterly, erm. and
U. on a crosn or, five peUeta.

Osborne

;

Office,
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;

—

;

—

—

ppr.

O'Shaughnessy

(Sir

Roger, or Eoby, O'Shaughnesst,

Chief of his Sept, son of

Debmot Beach O'Shaughnesst, and

grandson of Girduff O'Shauohnessy, was knighted, 1567,
by Sir Henry Sydney, Lord-Deputy of Ireland). Same Arms
and Crest.
O'Sbea, or O'Shee (a Sept of the same race bsO'Connell,
who formerly possessed Hy-Rathach, now the barony of
Ivcragh, co. Kerry, and deriving their name from Seagha,
Chief of the Sept they afterwards branched into the cos.
Per bend indented
Tipperary, Kilkenny, and Waterford).
Crest
Aswan
az. and or, two fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.
rousant sa. beaked and legged gu.
O'Shee (Sheestown, co. Kilkenny, and Garden Morres, co.
Waterford; Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, Ist and 8th,
per bend indented az. and or, two fleurs-de-lis counterchanged; 2nd, gu. three swords fessways in pale ar.
pommels and hilts or, the centre one pointing to the
dexter, the other two to the sinister; 3rd, sa. three
pheons ar. points down 4th, gu. three swords ar. pommels
and hilts or, two in saltire, points down, surmounted of the
third in pale, point upwards 5th, ar. a chev. erm. betw.
three pheons sa. points down; Cth, per pale indented or and
Crest
A swan
gu.; 7th, ar. three bars gu. a bend sa.
Motto Vincit
rousant sa. beaked and legged gu.
;

—

;

;

—
—

O'Shee

(St. Ives, co. Huntingdon; a branch of Osbobne, of
Kclmarsh). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
(London).
Ar. a bend ermines betw. two lions

—

—

trident.

in

— Pax

Osborne

sa.

(Beechwood, co. Tipperary). Gu. on a (ess cotiscd
two fountains, bend ar. Crett A sea lion holding a
Motto Pax in bello.
Osborne (Bernal-Osbobne, Newtown-Anner, co. Tipperary;
Kathebine Isabella Osbobne, only dau. and heiress of
Sir Thomas Osbobne, eighth bart. of Newtown-Anner, m.
1844, Ralph Bebnal, Esq., M.P., who assumed, by royal
licence, 1844, the additional surname of Osbobne).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on a fess or, cotised ar. two fountains,
over all a bend of the third charged for difl. with a cross
crosslet az., for Osbobne 2nd and 3rd, vair three chevronels
Creats
or, on a canton gu. a tower ar., for Bebnal.
1st,
Osborne: A sea lion sejant ppr. supporting with the dexter
paw a trident sa. headed or, and charged for diff. on the
shoulder with a cross crosslet az. 2nd, Bebnal: A demi lion
per fess gu. and vair, langucd az. holding a torch or, flrcd
ppr. Motto Pax.
0'Sh.anly. See Mac Shanly.
O'Shaugrhnessy (a tribe who possessed a territory comprising the eastern half of the diocese of Kilmacduagh, co.
Galway, deriving their name from Seachnasach, Chief of
the Sept, A.D. 1100). Vert a tower triple-towered ar. from
each tower a pennant flotant gu. supported by two lions
Crest
An arm in chain armour
ramp, combatant or.
embowed, the hand grasping a spear shaft broken, all
or,

Veritas.

Osborne
ramp.

Osborne

Crest

bello.

Osborne (co. Norfolk).
Osborne (Debenham,

OSH
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(Paris; allowed by Fortescue, Ulster, 1790, to Henby
O'Shee, Knt., of St. Louis, and Colonel of Horse, in the
kingdom of France, descended from O'Shee, of Sheestown).
Quarterly, 1st and 6th, per bend indented az. and or, two
fleurs-de-lis counterchanged, with the same quarterings as
O'Shee, of Sheestown). Same Crent and Motto.
O'Shee (Brussels; allowed by Fortescue, Ulster, 1793, to
John O'Shee, Esq., then living at Brussels, fiftli in descent
from Richard O'Shee, of Kilkenny, and Rose, his wife, dau.
of Peter Roth). Per bend indented az. and or, two fleursde-lis counterchanged, quartering, 1st, gu. three swords barways in pale ar. pommels and hilts or, the centre one pointing
to the dexter, the others to the sinister; 2nd, sa. three
pheons, points down, ar. 3rd, gu. three swords ar. pommels
and hilts or, one in pale, point upwards, the others in saltire,
points down. Same Crest and Motto.
O'Shee (Courtstown, CO. Kilkenny; William O'Sheb, Esq.,
of that place, a.d. 1600, descended from Sheestown, Reg.
Per bend indented az. and or, two fleursUlster's Office).
;

counterchanged.
(the Sept of O'Shiohan). Az. on a mount in
base vert a dove ar. holding in the beak an olive branch
A dove ar. holding in the beak an olive branch
ppr. Crest
de-lis

O'Sheehan

—

ppr.

O'Sheil

(Castle Burg, co. Oalway,

and of Nnntes, in the
France; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1754, to
LuKB O'Sheil, of Nantes, great-great-grandson of Ldke
O'Sheil, Esq., of Castle Burg, who was great grand.son of
Edwabd O'Sheil, Esq., of Draward, co. Tyrone). Same
Arms. C>rst—An arm erect couped at the wrist gu. enflled
with a ducal coronet or, and grasping a sword ppr. pommel
and hilt gold. Motto— Omnc solum forti patria.
O'Sheil! (co. Tyrone; a Sept said to be of the lino of
O'Neill, possessing a territory in co. Antrim they derived
The
their surname from Siagiiail, Chief of the Sept.
Four Masters record, under tho year 1048, that " the only

kingdom

of

:

o

su

—

in base al gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm
Omne solum
erect vested gu. holding a sword ppr. Motto

—

forti patria.

Osmond

Or,
(Coventry, and Barkeswell, co. Warwick).
on a pile az. an eagle displ. in chief of the field a fesse
Crest
Out of a mount vert a perch sa.
dancettee erm.

—

thereon an eagl. displ. erm.
(Exeter, co. Devon).
Sa. a fcs3 dancettee erm.
An
bctw. two eagles displ. ar. a crescent for di£f. Crest
eagle or.
(Thorpe). Per pale az. and gu. three crescents ar.

Osmond

—

Osmond

Osmunderley, or Osmotherley

(Langngg,

co.

Cum-

berland; settled in the parish of Bromfield, temp. Edward I.,
and possessed of Langrigg since the time of Richard II.
The last of the family, the Kcv. Salkeld Osmosdebley,
sold the estate of Langrigg 1735). Ar. a fess betw. three
martlets sa.
(Stagmill, co. Devon; Henry Osmoni), grandson of Thomas Osmond, of Stagmill, left two daus. and coheirs: Anne, m. John Foxwell, of Exeter, and Hesteb, m.
John Foxwell, of Combralye. Visit. Devon, 1620). Sa. a
less dancettee erm. in chief an eagle displ. ar.

Osmond

Osmond

Devon Christophek Osmond, aged
grandson of Michael Osmond, the second
Same Arms, a crescent

(Exeter, co.

39, Visit. 1620,

;

son of Thomas Osmond, of Stagmill).
for

diff.

Osney-Abbey (co. Oxford). Az. two bends or.
Osney (Louth, co. Lincoln). Az. a lion ramp, guard,
an

Worcester). Sa. a fess embattled ar.
Ospring'e. Ar. on a fess betw. three bells gu. as many
crosses crosslet of the first.
Ossam. Purp. a chev. (another, engr.) betw. three fleurs-

Ossory, See

of.
Ancient— Az. a bishop in his ponstanding betw. two pillars ar. a mitre on his head,
hand a crozier, and in sinister a Bible closed, all
or.
Modem Gu. a covered cup, on the top thereof a cross
pattee betw. five crosses pattee fitcbee or.
Ostost, or Ostoft. .Sa. three fishes' heiids erased ar.
Ostotevlll, or Ostotenvyll. Barry of ten ar. and gu.
tificals

in dexter

—

a lion ramp.

Ostreete.

Gu. a

fess or.

(Rev. J. Duncan Ostbehan, B.A., of Worcester
College, Oxford).
Ar. on a chev. gu. three hunters' horns
or, bctw. three lions ramp. gu.
Ostrich, or Austry (co. Hereford). Barry wavy of six
ar. and az., on a chief gu. three plates.
Ostrich, or Ostreche (London). Gu. three fishes in pale
betw. ten crosses crosslet fitchec ar. (another, crosses

—

—

:

—

astutia.

Oswald

(Auchincruivc, co. Ayr, 1770).
As Fingalton,
within a bordure engr. or. Crest A dexter hand issuing
out of a cloud and pointing to a star ppr.
Motto
Sequaraur.
Oswald (Haldane-Oswald, of Auchincruivc, 1861). Quarterly, 1st, as the last
2nd, gu. three leopards in pale pass,
guard, ar., for Haldane, of that Ilk; 3rd, ar. a saltire engr.
betw. four roses gu.; 4th, or, a bend chequy sa. and ar.
Additional Crest An eagle's head erased ppr. Additional
Motto Suffer.
Supporters Two eagles ppr. beaked and

—

—

;

mernbered

—

—

or.

Az. a savage ppr. wreathed
with laurel, bearing in his sinister hand a baton erected on
his shoulder vert, and in his dexter hand a cross staff,
and pointing to a star placed in dexter chief or.
Crest

—A

co, Fife).

star of six points

wavy

ar.

il/o«o— Monstrant

Barry wavy of six

ar.

and

az.,

on a chief gu.

three bezants.

Ostrich.

Oswald (Dalderne, co. Sterling).

Az. a savage ppr. wreathed
with laurel bearing in his sinister hand a baton erected on
his shoulder vert, and pointing with the dexter to a comet
or, placed in dexter chief.
Ci-eat
A comet or. Motto
Monstrant astra viam.
Oswalde. Az. a cross flory or, bctw. four lions ramp.

—

—

ar.
sa.

all a bend of the
charged with three mullets sa.
Oswynde, or Oswyn. Gu. three ducal coronets or.
Oswell (CO. Devon; the dau. and heir ra. Obwlv). Erm.
first

three bars az.
Ar. on a bond az. three oat sheaves or.
Otes (Shipdon). Az. a saltire ar. betw. four crosses crosslet

Oteley.

fitch^e or.

O'Toole

botonnee).

Ostrich.

Gu. three fishes haurient

crosslet fitchee of the second.

ar.

Crest

betw. nine crosses

— An

head

ostrich's

erased az. in his mouth a horseshoe or.
O'Sullivan (a Sept who originally possessed a territory in
the CO. Tipperary, but were driven out by the De Burghos,
and settled in cos. Cork and Kerry; the name is derived
from SoiLLEABHAN, a Chieftain who flourished a.d. 950).
Per fess the base per pale in chief or, a dexter hand

sword erect, pommel and
hilt gu., the blade entwined with a serpent ppr. betw. two
lions ramp, respecting each other of the second on the
dexter base vert a stag trippant gold, on the sinister base
per pale ar. and sa. a boar pass, counterchangcd.
at the wrist grasping a

O'Sullivan

Mor

(the Chief of the senior line

of

the

known

S.ime Arms.
a« O'Sullivan Mob).
Ci-eat
On a ducal coronet or, a robin redbreast holding in
the beak a sprig of laurel all ppr. Motto Lamh foistenach

was

—

—

open hand defying).
(the second branch of the Sept, settled
at Bearra, co. Cork, now Bearhaven; their Chieftain was
known as O'Scllivak Beabe). Per pale sa. and ai-. a fess
bctw. in chief a boar pass, and in base another counterpass, all counterchanged, armed, hoofed, and bristled or.
(the

O'Sullivan Beare

Crest

(Fingalton. co. Benfrew, 1G72).
Az. a savage
wreathed head and middle with bay leaves, having a sheaf
of arrows hanging by his side, and bearing a bow in the
sinister hand all ppr. and pointing with the other to a
comet placed in the dexter chief point or. Crest— A dexter
hand issuing out of a cloud and pointing to a star of eight
rays ppr. Motto
Forti favet coelum.
Oswald (Scotstown, co. Renfrew, 1764). As the last, within
a bordure erm. Crest A ship under sail ppr. Motto— 'Soa
mihi commodus uni.
Oswald (Gordon-Oswald, Scotstown, 1865). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, as the last 2nd, az. three boars' beads couped
or, within a bordure per fesse ar. and of the second, and
charged with three cushions gu., for Gordon; 3rd, quarterly,
as Haldane, of Glcneagles {which see), a bordure wavy ar.
Crest and Motto, for Oswald, as above.
For Gordon, a
dagger erect piercing a boar's head erased ppr. Motto Non

Oswaldkirke. Ar. two lions pass, guard,
Oswalstre. Ar. a lion ramp, gu., over

sa.

Ostrehan

abu

—

ppr.

Oswald

viam.

de-lis or.

Sept

Crest

(England). Az. a cross belw. four lions ramp. or.
On a mount a stag lodged under a holly bush all

Oswald (Dunnikier,

(co.

couped

Oswald

—

within

orle of bells ar.

Osney

OTT
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son of O'SiAGHAiL, i.e. Mhetooh, the best physician of his
nge in the surrounding neighbourhood," was slain by Mac
Ar. a lion ramp. betw. two dexter hands
Coghlan).
couped at the wrist erect apaumee in chief and a mallet

—On a lizard vert a robin redbreast ppr.

O'Sullivan

(Dunkerron, co. Kerry

;

Impalement Fun. Ent.

John O'Connob, Esq., of Carrigfoyle,
in same co., whose wife was Sheely O'Sullivan, dau. of
Owen O'Sullivan, of Dunkerron). Same Arms. Crest
Ulster's Office, 1639.

—

Out a ducal coronet or, a
—Nee timeo ncc spemo.
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lion's

head

ar.

langued gu.

Motto

(a Sept possessed of a territory in the southern
half of the co. Kildare, called Hy Muireadliaigh, or Hy
Muirthi, from which they were driven shortly after the inva-

sion of 1172, into Imail, in the present co. Wicklow, and
afterwards into Feara Cualann, in same co. the residences
of the chiefs were O'Toole's Castle, now Talbots Town in
They derived
Imail, and Powerscourt, in Feara Cuallann.
their surname from Tuathal, King of Leinster, d. a.d. 950.
Of this Sept was St. Lawrence O'Toole, Archbishop of
Dublin, d. in Normandy 1180, son of Mobtogh O'Toole,
Chief of Imail). Gu. a lion pass. ar. Crest
A boar pass,
;

—

ppr.

O'Toole

(Wicklow, afterwards of Edeimine and Curracloe,
Same Arms. Crest
CO. Wexford; Beg. Ulster's Office).
A lion ramp. ar. holding a forked pennon gu. Motto—

—

Spero.
co. Wexford; now represented by Hau.,
HoUybush, co. Derby, of this line was John, Count
O'Toole m. Lady Kathebine Anneslet, dau. of Richard,
Same Arms, &c. See Hall, of
6th Earl of Anglesey).
HoUybush.
Otg'her.
Az. a fesse embattled bctw. three martlets ar.
A martlet, wings expanded ar.
Crest
Otoft, or Otost. Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Ottarburn. Gu. a crescent or.
Otteby (CO. Lincoln.). Gu. twobars ar. betw. three piatcs.
Otteby, or Ottsby. Purp. two bars ar. in chief three

O'Toole (Buckstown,
of

—

piatcs.

Otteley

Ar. three lions'
(Lord Mayor of London, 1434).
heads erased sa. a bordure engr. of the last.
Otteley, or Oteley (co. Suffolk). Ar. three lion's heads
erased sa. (another, az.); another, Same Arms, within a
border sa.

;
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OTT
Ottenbury

York). Gn. (another, az.) on an escallop
or, a cock of the second.
Otter (CO. Huntingdon). Or on a bend gu. three crescents of
A crescent or.
the first. Crest
Otter (Welham, co. Nottingham; represented by Bev.
Geukge Ottbb, M.A., vicar of Hucknall Forkard, co. Not(co.

—

Otter,
nephew of Right EeT. William
tingham,
Same Arms. Crest
D.D., Bishop of Chichester, 1837).
A crescent or. Motto Watch.
Otterborne (co. York). Ar. on a chief engr. gu. three
crosses crosslet fitchee or another, Gu. a crescent or.
Otterburn (Red Hall, Scotland). Ar. guttee sa. a chev.
betw. three otters' heads couped of the last, on a chief az. a

—

—

;

crescent or.

Otterbxtry.

Az. a dunghill cock perched upon an escallop

or.

Otterby, Otby, and Otteby

Gu. two

(co. Lincoln).

bars ar. in chief three plates.
Ottering'ton (Dublin confirmed to Alderman John OttekIMOTON, of that city, 1684). Per pale or and az. a chev.
Crest On a tun
betw. three annulets, all counterchanged.
lying iessways or, an otter pass. sa.
Ottetez, or Ottys. Az. a saltire engr. ar. betw. four
;

—

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Ottewell, or Ottiwell.
Ottley (Ottley, co. Salop;

Ar. three magpies ppr.
the heiress, Elizabeth, dau. of

BicHARD Ottley, Esq., of Ottley, m. Hdmphret Kynaston,
of Stoke, 2 Henry V.). Ar. on a bend az. three oat sheaves
or.
Crest— An oat sheaf or, banded vert.

Ottley

(Pichford, co. Salop

the last male heir, d. 1807.

;

Adam

Otlet, Esq., of Pichford,

Visit. Salop).

Same Arms and

Ar. on a cross flory az. a lion pass, guard, or.
A demi lion or, holding a branch vert.
Crest
Ottley (St. Christopher's, St. Vincent's, and Antigua in the
West Indies, descended from Ottlet, of Pitchford, co.
Salop. Dbewrt Ottlet, son of Arthdb Ottlet, who was
6. 1648, and d. 1706, was Treasurer of the Island of St.
Christopher and, in 1714 a Member of the House of Assembly; from him descend the existing branches). Per bend
or and ar. on a bend nebulee betw. two cross crosslets az.
three garbs bendways of the first. Crest— In front of a garb
or, three arrows, two in saltire, one in pale, points down-

—

wards

sa.

Motto

—Dat Deus incrementum.

(Delaford,

co.

Ottlet, Treasurer of

descended from

Dublin;

St. Christophers).

Drewrt

Same Arms,

Crest,

and Motto.

Ottys.

Az. a cross

eng^"- ar.

betw. four crosslets fitchee

all a chev. sa. counterchanged of the
and Motto same as the last.
Otway (Kilnacarr, Bapla, and Nenagh, co. Tipperary;
descended from James Otwat, Esq., of Kilnacarr, youngest
son of John Otwat, Esq., of Cloghonan, by Phoebe Loftus,
his wife, now represented by John Hastings Otwat, Esq.,
Q.C., Chairman of Quarter Sessions, co. Antrim, and Itc-

Ar. a pile az. over
Crcit

field.

corder of Belfast, eldest son of the late Bev. Cssar Otwat
by Frances Hastings, his wife, sister, and in her issue
heiress of Bev. Anthont Hastings, of Lurgvall, co. Donegal, J. P.).
Same Am\s, Crest, and Motto, quartering, Ar.
a maunch sa., for Hastings.
(Otway Towers, co. Herts exemplified to William-

Otway

;

Jorn-Majoribanks HoauEs, Esq., of Cumberland Street,
London, who m. 1837, Georgiana Frances, only dau. of Gen.
Sir LoFTns William Otwat, K.C.B., and who assumed by
royal licence, 1873, the surname of Otwat). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a pile sa. over all a chev. counterchanged and for
distinction in the centre chief point a cross crosslet of the
first, for Otwat; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. or, betw. in chief
two morions and in base as many swords saltirewise points
upwards ppr. pomels and hilts gold, for Hcohes. Crests
Ist, Otwat
Out of a ducal coronet a passion cross or, betw.
two wings sa. each charged for distinction with a cross
crosslet ar.
2nd, Hdghes Upon the battlements of a tower
an arm in armour fesswise couped holding in the hand a
sword erect betw. two bi-anches of oak all ppr. Motto—

—

:

;

:

Ot'way

(confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster, to Capt. William
Ar. on a pile az. charged with a
B.N.).
crown
Crest
naval
or, a chev. counterchanged ar. and sa.
Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings expanded sa. Motto
Si Deus nobiscum quis contra nos.
Ouge. Or, a chev. vert.
Oug'h.ton (Scotland as borne by Sir AnoLpens Oughton,
installed Knight of the Bath 19 May, 1779). Per pale gu. and
Crest
A tower,
az. over all a lion ramp, or, guttle de sang.
the sinister side battlement broken all ppr. thereout a sprig
of laurel vert the tower charged on the centre with a
grenade sa. fired ppr.
Supporters Two lions or, guttle de
sang, each gorged with a plain collar pean.
Motto Nescit

Albant Otwat,

Ottys.

Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four crosses crosslets

fit-

—
—

;

—

—

—

abolere vetustas.
Oug'h.ton. Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. or.

head

eagle's

or.

Oughton.

or.

Same Arms.

Crest

—An

—A

tower ruined In the
sinister top, and therefrom issuing a branch of laurel ppr.
Motto Nescit abolere vetustas.
Oughtred. Or, on a cross patonce gu. five escallops of tbe
Crest

—

chee az.

Otway (Ingmire Hall andMiddleton,

Westmoreland; Sir
John Otwat, Knt., of Ingmire, 6. 1618; a Bencher of Gray's
Inn, Vice-Chancellor and Attorney General of the co. Palatine of Lancaster, was knighted at Whitehall 20 June, 1673,
and d. without surviving male issue 1697 his elder dau.
Anne Otwat, to. Ist, John Warden, Esq., of Bumchurch,
and 2nd, Agmondesham Coffb, Esq., of
CO. Kilkenny
Desart, same co., by whom she had John, first Lord Desart;
tbe youngest dau. Katherinb Otwat, m. William Upton,
Esq., of Upton, ancestor of Upton of Ingmire Hall). Ar. a
pile sa. over all a chev. counterchanged.
Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, two wings expanded sa.
Otway (Cloghonan, afterwards Castle Otway, co. Tipperary
John Otwat, Esq., had a grant of that place 1666, and m.
Phcebe, dau. of Nicholas Loftds, Esq., of Fethard, co. Wexco.

;

;

—

ford; his eldest surviving son, Thomas Otwat, Esq., of
lisson Hall, co. Tipperary, was grandfather of Cookb

Otwat, Esq., of Castle Otway, whose son and heir, Hbnrt
Otwat, Esq., of Castle Otway, m. Sarah, dau. and heiress of
Sir Thomas Cav«, 6th hart., of Stamford, afterwards Baroness
Braye. in her own right, and was father of Hon. Robert
Otwat-Cave, M.P., CO. Tipperary, who d.s.p. 1844). Ar.
a pile az. over all a chev. sa. counterchanged of the field.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings expanded sa.
Motto Si Deus nobiscum quis contra nos.
Otway (Brighthelmstone, co. Sussex, bart.; heir male of
Otwat, of Castle Otway. Admiral Sir Bobert Otwat,
G.C.B., second son of Cooke Otwav, Esq., of Castle Otway,
was created a bart. 1831). Ar. a pile sa. a chev. counterchancod.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings erect
.S'lx/i;""'"''— (granted to the first bart. by royal licence
sa.

—
—

—

16 June, 184.5, to descend with the baronetcy). On either
side a triton blowing hla shell ppr. navally crowned or,
across the shoulder a wreath of red coral, and holding in
the exterior hand a trident points downwards sa
Motto—
St

Robebt Joceltn Otwat, Capt. B.N.,
second son of Bev. Samuel Joceltn Otwat, who was third son
of CooKE Otwat, Esq., of Castle Otway, s. to that estate under
the will of the widow of Hon. Robebt Otwat-Cav«, 1849).
;

Semper viUgans.

Crest.

Ottley.

Ottley

onzr

Otway (Castle Otway

Deus nobiscum quis contra nos.
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first

(another, tinctures reversed).

Oulane

York). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pellets.
Gu. on a fess cotised ar. three lions pass,
Crest— A lion sejant gu. resting the forepaw on a
(co.

Ouldesworth.
purp.

shield or.

Ouldfleld (CO.

Lincoln).

the first. Crest
of wheat of the

Ouldfleld.

Or,

—On a garb

on a pile vert three garbs of
a dove ar. in the beak an car

or,

first.

Gu. a lion ramp.

crosses potent fitchee of the

ar.

on

a bend

three

sa.

first.

Ouldgrent, or Ouldgrove.

Az.

a fess engr.

erm.

betw. three owls ar. membered or.
Ar. a fret or.

Ouldhaugh.
Ouldsworth
billets ar.

as

(co.

Gloucester).

many

Gu. on a

fess betw. three

lions pass, guard, of the

first.

Crest

—

forepaw on a carved shield or.
A
Gu. on a fess
Ouldsworth (Poulton, co. Gloucester).
betw. three fleurs-de-Us ar. as many lions pass, guard, of the
lion sejant gu. resting the

first.

Ouldsw^orth

Gu. on a fess
(Wotton, co. Gloucester).
betw. three billets ar. as many lions pass of the first. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a plume of ostrich feathers ppr.
Oulond, Ouland, or Olound. Or, six annulets sa.

—

two, two, and two.
Crest— An owl sa.
Or, three owls in fess sa.
betw. two wings endorsed, the dexter or, the sinister of
the first.
Oulton (Oulton, co. Chester). Quarterly, az. and gu. a lion

Oulry.

ramp.

ar.

Oulton

Quarterly, vert and gu. (another,
{co. Chester).
vert and or) a lion ramp. ar.
Owlton.
or
Per palo az. and gu. a lion ramp,
Oulton,
or.

Crest— A martlet

Ounell.

ar.

At. three mullets gu., a label of as

many

point*

;

OHK
bezantee.

Az. on a bend ar. three mullets gu.
(Courteen Hall, co. Northampton ; descended from

Ousefoot.

CO. Salop). Or, a chev. sa. betw. three holly leaves vert a chief

same as the

Crest,

sa.

Ouseley

descended from Sir
John Ouseley, of Courteen Hall, co. Northampton, who fell
Same
Breda,
in
1624).
Ai-ms.
sie:;e
of
Crest Out
the
at
of a ducal coronet or, a woirs head erased sa., holding
in the mouth a bleeding hand gu. couped at the wrist. Supporters (borne by Sir Geokge Goee Ocselet, first bart. as a
G.C.B.) ^Two Indian warriors ppr. Motto Mors lupi agnis
;

—

—

—

vita.

24 March,

1604,

Or,

Ireland).

0nsEi.ET, knighted at Reban, co. Kildare,

by

chief of the second.

wolfs head

Sir

George Cary, Lord

Deputy of
a
Out of a ducal coronet or, a

sa. betw. three holly leaves vert

a chev.

Crest

—

ar.

Ousley (co. Stafford). Ar. a talbot pass. gu.
Ouston (Scotland). Gu. a crescent uetw. two stars barways
in chief,

and three stars barways in base ar.
Ar. on a cross pattce gu. five mullets pierced

Outlired.
or.

Oatlawe

(Little Wichingham, co. Norfolk ; assigned June,
Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four wolves' heads couped
demi wolf ppr. pierced through the side
Crest
ppr.
with an arrow or, feathered and headed ar. the arrow lying

1613).

—A

bend sinisterways.
Or, on a chev. embattled betw.
three crosses flory gu. five escallops of the first. Crest Out of
an eastern crown a demi lion or, gorged with a wreath of laurel
ppr. holding betw. the paws a cross flory gu. Supporters
On either side a royal Bengal tiger guard, ppr. gorged with
a wreath of laurel vert, and on the head an eastern crown or
granted to Sir Jakes Oth'sam, first bart., created G.C.B.,
Mutare fidem nescio.
1857, d. 1863. Motto
Ouvry (a noble refugee French family, from Picardy, in
Normandy, represented by Bev. Peter Thoiias Oovbt,
lector of Grove, and vicar of Wing, co. Bucks). Quarterly,

—

—

—

1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned, armed, and
langued gu., for Ocybt; 2nd and 3rd, per pale or and az.
barry of six, on a chief a pale betw. two esquires all
counterchanged, over all an inescutcheon ar., for Gaenaglt.
(co. Hanta).

Az. fretty

or.

Or,

Overbury, or Overbery
cester).

—A

(Aston-Underedge, co. Glou-

Sa. three mullets betw.

lion's

gamb

ar. three mullets

(another,

martlets) sa.

Ow^en

Qwynedd

(Prince of North Wales, d. Dec. 1169,
son of Gbiffith ap Ctnan, Prince of North Wales, descended
from Anarawp, King of North Wales, eldest son of BaoDU
Mawk, King of Wales). Vert, three eagles dispL in fess
or.

Mebedfth ap Tudok, and grandson of
Knt., descended from Gbono, Lord of
Trefgastell in Anglesey, eldest son of Edntfkd Vtchan, Lord
of Brynffenigl, representative of Marchudd ap Conan,
Founder of the VliL Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys
Owen Tctoe was ancestor of the Royal House of Tcdob).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three esquires' helmets ar.
Ovren (Orielton, co. Pembroke, bart. descended from Hwfaap-Ctnddelw, Lord of Llys, Llifon, co. Anglesey, Steward to
Owen Gwtnedd, Prince of North Wales). Gu. a chev. betw.
three lions ramp. or.
A lion ramp. or. Motto
Crest
Sir

(son of

ToDoB AP Gbono,

;

—

—

Honestas optima

policia.

Owen Brogyntyn

(Lord of Edeimion, Dinmael, and
Abertanat, in Powys-Fadoc, younger son of Madoc ap MEr.EDFTH, last Prince of Powys-Fadoc. Owen Bbogtnttn was
one of the most distinguished warriors of his age. Entering
with his brothers into an alliance with Owen Gwtnedd,
Prince of North Wales, and Rhys ap Tewdwb, Prince of
South Wales, to resist the renewed attempt of Henry II. of
England on the principality, contributed materially to tiic
victory obtained over the English in 1165, at the battle of
Crogen.
"Beneath CJistelh Crogen," the present Chirk
Castle,

whence the

battle field is

still

called

"Adwyr

Iled-

Pass of the Graves, Owen Bbogynttn made a
grant to God, St. Mary, and the monks of Basing Wcrk
Abbey, of a " certain water in Penthlinn, called Tehlentcj;il,

two bendlets

erect ar. encircled in

ar.

or Pemblemere, (Bala Lake in Merioneth) and all the pasture
of the saud land of Penthlinn." From this chieftain derived
I. The HoGHEs's, of
Gwerclas, Barons of Kymmer-ynEdeirnion; II. Lloyds, of Dolyglessyn; III. Lloyds, of
Crogen; IV. Mobbis, of Pale; V. Ubanas, of Branas; VI.
FoDLKS, of Cilan; VII. Owens, of Plas-Issa; Vlil. The

Barons of Cryniarth IX. The Barons of Crogen and Branas
X. The Barons of Hendwr; XI. Lloybs, of Tyfos; XII.
Rhys's, Barons of Bflg XIII. Maesmobes, ofMaesmor ; XIV.
Wynbs, of Pentre Morgan ; XV. Vadghans, of Duddleston
XVI. Lloyds, of Ebnal). Arms, those of his father, Madoc
AP Mebeditb, viz. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued
;

;

gu-

Owen ap

—

on a bend az. a fret of the first. Crest A bird
lising or, beaked and membered gu. holding in the beak an
olive branch vert fructed or.

Over.

Gu. on a bend

dall," or the

Outram (Edinburgh, bart.).

Ovedale

Ovinpton.

Ovren Tudor

last.

(Claremont, co. Herts, bart.

Ouseley (Sir John

OWE
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Az. npon a mount in base ppr. a chameleon statant
or, in chief the sun in splendour of the second.
Onrsonne, or Ourston (co. Norfolk). At. & bend ga.

Onzry.

Ouseley

;;:;

.

Crest

a ducal coronet

or.

Vychan

(Lord of Glyndwrdwy in
of English writers; representative of Gbiffith Maelob, Lord of Bromfield, «ldest sou
Powys-Fadoc,
he had five daughters,
of Madoc, last Prince of
viz. I. Isabel, m. Adda ap Iobwobth; II. Elizabeth, m.
Sir John Scddamobs, Krit., of Ewyas, Holme Lacy, and Kent
III. Janet, hi. John Cboft, of Croft
Church, CO. Hereford
IV. Jane, m. Humphbet, Lord Rutkyn :
Castle, CO. Hereford
V. Mabgabet, 7)4. Rogeb Mobnington, of Momington, co.

G-rif&th

Merioneth, the

Owen Glendower,

;

;

Overend.

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three pbcons

sa. as

many

frogs or.

Overman

Az. on a bend or, two fleurs-de-lis
of the field, on a chief of the second a lion pass. gu. Ci-ett
A leopard sejant ppr. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis
(co. Norfolk).

—

or.

Overman

(Southwark, co. Surrey).
Az. a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief of the last a lion pass,
guard, gu.
Crest— A leopard sejant ppr. holding in the

paw a

fleur-de-lis or.

Overton

(Somersham, co. Huntington, cos. Warwick and
Lincoln. Visit. Warwick, 1619). Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three unicorns' heads erased ar. armed and crined or.
Overton (Lea, co. Leicester). Ar. a bend az. betw. a rose
in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base gu.
Overton (Morecot, co. Rutland. Visit. 1618). Ar. a cross
formee gu.
Crest A maiden's head ppr. vested gu. crined

—

or.

Overton (co. Westmorland). Az. a bend or, a border ar.
Overton (co. York). Ar. a fcss wavy gu. betw. three magpies ppr.

Overton.

Ar. a bend sa. in chief a rose gu. in base a
;
another, Az. a bend or, a border of the
last.
Creft
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a martlet sa.
Overton. Lozengy or and az. on a chief ar. a saltire gu.
charged with five bezants betw. two mullets in pale of the
fourth; another, Sa. a chev. betw. three peacocks' heads
erased ar. ; another, Ar. on a bend sa. three crosses crosslet
fleur-de-lis of the last

—

or.

chief two covered cups ar. (another, or.)
(co.

Kent).
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Sa. three cocks or,

counterchanged

Owen ap

membered gu.

in

Griffith

(last

Prince of

Powys-Wenwynwyn

descended from Gbiffith, second son of Mebedith ap
Bleddyn, Prince of Powys ; Hawys Gadabn, his dau. and
heir m. John de Cheblton, eldest son of Sir Allan Cheblton,
of Apley Castle, co. Salop, was summoned, 26 July, 1313, to
Parliament as Baron Cherltom). Arms, those of Bleddyn ap
Cynftn, King of Powys, viz.. Or, a lion ramp. gu. armed and
langued az.
(Plas-Issa in Edeimion, co. Merioneth; descended
from Owen ap Robert, second son of Robert ap Beinallt,
who was the descendant of Keys ap
Branas-yn-Edeimion,
of
Ievan, Baron of Kymmer, Crogen, and Branas, ancestor of
the Hoghes's of Gwerclas, Barons of Kymmer-yn-Edeimion.
The male line terminated with Robert Wynn, Esq., of PlasIssa, who left two sisters and co-heirs, i. Rebecca, m. John
Lloyd, Esq., of Pontriffith, co. Flint, and from this marriace
descends Lm-d Mostyn; ii. Elizabeth, m. John Lloyd, Esq.,
of Forest). Arms, those of Hughes, of Gwerclas, viz., Ar. ;v
lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu.
(Cevn Havod and Glansevem, co. Montgomery;
descended from Kadivob ap Dyniawal, the captor of
Cardigan Castle, 1164, descended from Rhodbi Mawh,
The representative of this family,
King of Wales.
William Owen, Esq., of Glan Severn, tliird son of

Owen

Owen

—

Overy. Or, three martlets az. Crest A bull's head az.
Ovingrham, or Owing-ham. Per chev. sa. and erm.
Ovingrton

Hereford). The hereditary Anns of Owen Glendoweb, were
those of Gbiffith Maelob, viz.. Paly of eight ar. and
gu. a lion ramp, sa., but he assumed, with the claim
to and title of King of Wales, the arms of Llewelyn ap
Gbiffith, Princ-e of North Wales, as appears by his privy
seal presented to the Cymwradorion Society by Sir Samuel
Bush Meyrick, viz., Quarterly or and gu. four lions pass,

OWE

Cevn Hafod, and brother of
Sir Abthdb Davies Owen, Knt., of Glan Severn, bequeathed his property, 1837, to his widow, Anne-WabBDBTON, only child of Captain Thomas Slacghteb). Sa. a
tilting spear erect or, the head ppr. embrued gu. betw. three

Owen Owen,

of

Esq.,

scalinj; ladders ar.

on a chief erm. a fort triple-towered
1st, erm. a lion ramp. sa. within a

also ppr., quartering

bordure g\x. semee of mulletsar. for the heiress of Cefn Havod,
derived from Madog Danwb 2nd, az. a lion ramp, guard,
3rd, sa. three nags' heads
or, for Evans, of Rhyd y Carw
erased ar., for Davies, of Llivor. Crest A wolf salient ppr.
Frangi non
supporting a ladder of the arms.
Motto
;

;

—

—

flecti.

Owen (HuMPflBEYs-OwEN, Glansevern, co. Montgomery).

Sa.

spear erect or, the head ppr. imbrued gU- betw.
three scaling ladders ar. on a chief erm. a fort triple-towered
Crest
A wolf salient ppr. supporting a scaling
also ppr.
ladder as in the arms. Motto
Frangi non flecti.
(Rhin Saeson, co. Montgomery; descended from
Etheltstan Glodrydd, Prince of Ferlys, whose heiress,

a

tilting

—

—

Owen

Anne, sister of Corbet Owen, Esq., marrying Peice
Maurice, Esq., of Lloran, was mother of Edward Maobice,
Ynysymaengwyn. Anns, those of Ethelystan GlodBTDD, viz., Per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp,
of

Anglesey; descended from Llvwarch
AP Bran Lord of Menai, founder of the II. Noble Tribe of
North Wales, and Powys, who was descended from Eiiodri

Mawb, King

of all Wales, a.d. 843).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three ravens ppr. with bait in their bealcs. Crest A raven
ppr. with bait in the beak. Motto Dcus pascit corvos.
(Bodsilin, Malldraeth, co. Anglesey).
Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp, or; 2nd, gu. a
chev. erm. betw. three human heads in profile couped ar.
hair and beard sa. 3rd, gu. a chev. betw. three stags' heads
cabossed ar. attired or.
(Clenneney, co. Carnarvon, and Porkington, co. Salop;

—

—

Owen

;

Owen

descended from Sir John Owen, Knt., of Clenneney, Colonel
Army, and Vice-Admiral of North Wales, son of John
Owen, Esq., secretary to Lord Walsingham the eventual
in the

;

Maboabet Owen, dau. of William Owen, E.sq., of
Porkington, m. 1777, Owen Obmsby, Esq., of Willowbrook,
CO. Sligo, and left at her decease, in 1806, an only dau. Mary
Jane Obmsbt, m. 1815, William Gore, Esq., who assumed
the additional surname of Obmsrv, and was mother of Lord
Harlech).
Gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. or.
(Llunllo, co. Montgomery; an ancient Welsh family,
descended from Grono ap Owen, second son of Owen ap
Howell Dda, King of South Wales; Rowland Owen, Esq.,
heiress,

Owen

of Llunllo, High Sheriff co. Montgomery, 1611, was the first
of this family who assumed the surname of Owen, ho was
son and heir of Owen ap John, who was grandson of David

Lloyd ap Owen, the eldest son of Owen ap Griffith, of
Thomas Owen, Esq., of Llunllo, the great-grandson
of Rowland Owen, the Sheriff in 1611, was succeeded by his
eldest son, Thomas Owen, Esq., of Llunllo, whose male line
failed, and his grand-dau. and heir in. John Herbert, Esq.,
of Dolvorgan, in same co.). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a canton
Llunllo;

of the last.

;

—

memhered

also gu.

Owen (Condover,

co. Salop, extinct in the

co.

Montgomery

;

descended from William

Esq., of Bettws, second son of Thomas Owen, Esq., of
and brother of Thomas Owen, Esq., of same place,
whose male line failed; Hncn Darby Owen, Esq., of
Bettws, is the male heir and representative of Owen of
Llunllo).
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a canton of the last, quartering, ar. a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four Cornish choughs
ppr. on a chief az. a boar's head couped of the first tusked
or, langued gu.
C/-e«(»— 1st: A Cornish chough ppr. holding
In the dexter claw a fleur-de-lis ar.; 2nd: Two eagles' heads
conjoined and erased per fcss or and gu. membcred also
cu.
Owen (Tcdsmorc, co. Salop, extinct in the male line; Hnon
OivLN, Esq., of Tedsmorc, b. 1706, third son of Thomas
OwtN, Llunllo, d.t.p. 1764, and bequeathed Tedsmorc to
his siKtcr, Sarah, wife of Richard Bulkeley Hatchett,
whose second son, Huoii Hatchett, assumed ilic surname
of OwKN).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a cross flory engr. sa.
betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. on a chief az. a boar's head
couped of the first, tusked or, langued gu., quartering, Ar.
a lion ramp. sa. a canton of the last, for Owen
2nd and
3rd, la. a chev. betw. three built' heads cabossed ar., for
BuLKEi.RY. Cre»t Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head ar.
armed gold.
Motto— Ce\(Xm Owain a Gafodd; also. Nee

Llunllo,
1611,

;

—

ncc timide.

Owen

(SVooilhouse, co. Salop, extinct In the male line; descended from IIowELL ap Owen, second son of Owen ap
OBiifiTH, of Llunllo; JouN Owen, Esq., of Woodhouse, d.
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male

line

;

de-

scended from Richard ap Owen, third son of Owen ap
Griffith, of Llunllo; Thomas Owen, Esq., of Condover,
the last male descendant of this line, d. unm. 1731, leaving
his sister, Letitia Owen, his heir, whom. Richard Mytton,
Esq., and had a dau., Anna Maria Mytton, to. Sir Cuablton
Leighton, third bart. of Loton, and had, inter alios, a dau.
Anna Maria Leighton, to whom her grandmother bequeathed Condover. She TO. Nicholas Smythe, Esq., and had,
with other issue, Nicholas S.m ythe, who assumed the surname
of Owen, d. s. p., and Caroline Elizabeth, to. Charles
Cholmondeley, brother of the first Lord Dda/tiere : her
grandson, Reginald Cholmondeley, Esq., of Condover,
enjoys the estates). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a canton of the
last.
Crest
Two eagles' heads conjoined and erased or,

—

gu.

Owen-ap-Madoc

(Wales).

Ar. three ravens' legs erased
talons gu. extended in the
dexter chief, sinister chief, and centre base points of the
escutcheon.

meeting in the

sa.

fess point,

Owen-ap-Meredith.

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
helmets ar.
(Garth Angharad, Caerbellan, &c., co. Merioneth;
descended from Lewis Owen, Esq., one of the Barons of the
Welsh Exchequer, and Vice-Charaberlain of Wales, who was
murdered near Dinas Mawddwy, co. Merioneth, on Christmas Eve, 1554). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a chev. betw.
three cocks ar. armed, crested, and jelloped or 2nd and
3rd, gu. three snakes nowed az.
Crest
A cock's head
erased ar. holding a snake az. in his mouth.
©wen, Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned gu. Crest—'
An eagle's head erased at the neck or; another, Gu. a cross
or; another. Or, a cross gu. another, Barry of six or and
gu.
another, Gu. a cro.ss ar. in the dexter quarter an inescutcheon or, charged with three chev. of the first;
another, Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three men's heads erased
ar. each guttle de sang
another, Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three heads in profile in helmets ar. another. Per chev. or

Owen

;

—

;

;

;

;

and

and slipped ppr.;
another, Az. sem^e of roses, a lion ramp, or; another, Per
pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp. sa.
az. three roses in chief gu. stalked

Owen.

Or, an anchor in fess sa. betw. two lions pass. gu.
sa. on the base thereof a lion statant

— An anchor

Crest

KU.

Owen
15C6,

(Godstone, C3. Oxford; Richard Owen, Visit. Oxon.

George Owen,

eldest son of

of

same

place,

and

William Owen,
a chev.

Ar.

of Oxford city, second son of the same).
erm. betw. three Cornish choughs sa. quar-

tering per chev. or and az. in chief two roses gu. slipped
vert, in base a feather erect ar.
Ci-est
An arm

—

and leaved

Owen,

ti'inere

two daus. co-heirs, who both d. s. p., the
estates
eventually devolved on William Mostyn, who
assumed the surname of Owen he was grandson of William
Mostyn, by Mary Kynaston, his wife, only dau. and heir of
Hdmphbey Kynaston, Esq., of Bryngwyn, and Martha
Owen, his wife, sisterof the last John Owen, Esq., of Woodhouse). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a canton of the last.
Creit
Two eagles' heads conjoined and erased per fess or and gu.
1737, leaving

membered

or.

Owen (Olynafon, CO.

Owen (Bettws,

OWE
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erect couped below the elbow, vested gu. cuffed erm. holding
a wreath of laurel vert.

Owen (CO. Salop).
erased ar.

Crest

Vert a chev. betw. three wolves' headi

—A

Owen (Shrewsbury,

wolf pass. ar.

co. Salop).

Sa. three nags' heads erased

ar.

Owen (Wales).

Per bend

ar.

and

sa.

a lion ramp, counter-

changed.

Owen

(Wrexham,

co.

H tRRisoN).

Denbigh; quartered by Rogebsramp, double queued sa. a canton az.

Az. a lion
thereon a rose of the llrst, slipped ppr.
(John Owen, Esq., banker, of Worcester). Ar. a
chev. betw. three ravens' legs erased a la quisc sa. Crest
An eagle's neck with two heads couped ppr.
(co. Gloucester).
Per pale az. and sa. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or
Crest
Out of a mural
coronet or, a lion's gainb. sa. holding a fleur-de-lis of

Owen

—

Owen
the

—

first.

Owen (CO.
sa. a

Kent, London, and co.
canton of the second. Crest

the neck or.
(co. Oxford).

Owen

choughs

sa.

Crestt

S:ilop).

Ar. a lion ramp,

— .Vn eagle's head erased at

Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three Cornish
culiic arm erect, vested az. culTcd

—A

orm. holding in the hand jijir. a cha])let vert.
Per chev. or and az. in chief three
(co. Oxford).
roses gu. stalked vert, in base a feather ar.
(A'll)rightly, co. Salop).
Crcil—
Or. a lioii ramp. gu.

Owen
Owen
A

dcmi dragon gu. winged

or.

OWE
Owen

Pembroke). Gu. a boar ar. armed, bristled,
and chained or, tied to a holly bush on a mount
Crest As eagle's head erased at the

<co.

collared,

—

in base, both ppr.

neck
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or.

Owea

(Dublin, originally from co. Merioneth; granted by
Betbam, Ulster, to Jacob Owen, Esq., of Dublin, Architect

Az. on a mount
H.M. Board of Works in Ireland).
vert an Ionic pillar ar. base and capital or, supported
counter-ramp,
of
the
last.
Crest
lions
A demi lion
by two
ramp. gu. armed and langued az. supporting an Ionic pillar
to

—

as in the arms.

Motto

— Firmitas in

Owendelle, or Ow^Tidale.

coelo.

Ar. two bars sa. on a chief

P

AO

Oxley.

Az. three peacocks' heads erased or. Crest Oat
of a ducal coronet or, a peacock ppr.
Oxley (Bipon, co. York). Ar. a fess gu. betw. three oxen
sa.
Crest
An ox's head couped sa. charged with three
erm. spots or. Motto Tam aris quam aratris.
Oxley (CO. York). Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three church bells

—

az. as

many

Oxxnan

—

crosses pattee of the

Eutland).

(co.

field.

Erm. a

lion

ramp, reguard. gu.

— A demi lion ramp, reguard. gu.
Oxnazn
Newlyn and Penzance, co. Cornwall).
fess betw. three oxen sa.
Crest — An ox sa.
Crest

(St.

Ar. a

Oxney.
Oxney.

;

Sa. three oxen's heads cabossed ar. (another, or).
Per fess sa. and ar. an ox's head cabossed and
counterchanged, armed or.
Oxon. Barry of six ar. and sa.
Oxspringre (co. York). Ar. on a fess betw. three church

bush ppr. on a canton of the third three ravens' legs erased
Crest A boar pass. ppr.
meeting in the fess point sa.
collared and chained or, as in the arms. Motto— InutiUa vis

many crosses crosslet of the field.
Ar. a bend sa. betw. three torteaux. Crest ^A
dexter hand brandishing a sword all ppr.
Oxton (co. Devon). Barry of six az. and or, a saltire gu. a
border engr. of the last.

est.

Oxtou.

vair (another, vert) three crosses patt^e or.
Gu. six pineapples or.
Crest— Out

Owens.

of

a ducal

coronet sa. a beech tree vert.

Owens (Holestone, co. Antrim

granted by Betham, Ulster, to
James Owens, Esq., of Holestone). Gu. on a mount in base vert
a boar pass. ar. armed, collared, and chained or, to a lioUy-

—

Owgan, or Ougan

(co.

Pembroke).

Or, on a chief sa.

three martlets of the Held.

Owg'an

(Sir

Deputy of
of

the

beaked

Owle

John Owoan, knighted by Sir John Perrott, Lord
Or, on a chief sa. three martlets

Ireland, 1588).
C)eot

field.

—A

cockatrice

close gu. legged

and

sa. crested or.

(Visit.

Gu. semee of crosses crosslet a lion ramp. or.
(CO. Norfolk).
Gu. on a fess ar. betw. six acorns or,
three oak leaves vert. Crest
An ox yoke in pale sa. bows or.
Oyry, or Oyrey. Az. three lucies baurient ar. betw. as
many crosses crosslet (another, frets) or, on: and two.
(Fdlke de Oyrt). Barry of six or and az.
Ozanne (The Landes, in the Island of Guernsey descended
from Richard Ozanne, son of James Ozanne, both of
the Landes granted to Richard Mansell Ozanne, and his

Oyke

—

Or,

three

Oyry

;

Owslett.

Or, on a

bend

sa. three mullets of

the

field.

Owthred

(co. York).
Or, on a cross patt^e gu. five muUets
of the field.
Owtred. Ar. on a cross flory gu. four mullets (another,
pierced) or.

Owtred. Gu. on a cross patonce or, five mullets of the first.
Owtred. Gu. a saltire ar.
Owyng'h.am. Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two covered

descendants, and the descendants of his imcle, Pbteb
Ozanne). Pnrp. on a chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis
or, a helmet ppr. betw. two crosses crosslet fltchee gu.
Crest
A demi lion purp. holding in the dexter paw a cross
crosslet fitcbeo or, and resting the sinister upon a heUnet

—

ppr.

or.

Oxburgh, or Ozborough (Kings Lynn and Emneth, co.
Norfolk).
Crest

—

;

Notts; quartered by Flower).

owls sa.

cups

bells gu. as

Oxtoby.

Or,

two bars

a lion ramp, guard, gu.
ramp, or, holding up a spear
under the head two ribbons flotant, one gold,

— On a mount vert a

gu. headed ar.
the other az.

az.

lion

PABENHAM.
Pabenhem.

Sa.meArms.

Crest— Onihe

a

cross gu.

Barry of six

mullets of the

Ozburgh, or Oxborougrh.

Or,

a label of three points

az. flory of the field.

Pace

ar.

and

az.

on a bend gu. three

(another, or).

first

Purp. three bezants.
Or, on a cross quarterly az. and gu. a bird betw.

(Ingleton).

point of a sword in pale ppr. a cross pattee sa.
Or (another, ar.) an ox's bead cabossed sa.
Crest
On a mount vert a bull pass. sa.
Oxcliffe.
Ar. three ox heads cabossed sa. (another,
couped at the shoulders sa.).

Pace.

Oxenbridgre

Pace. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three gillyflowers ppr.
Paceford, or Paciford. Gu. on a chief or, a lion

Oxcliffe.

—

(co. Hants.
Visit. 1634).
Gu. a lion ramp.
double queued vert, on a border of the last eight
escallops or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, tail double queued
ar. langued and armed gu. holding in the dexter paw an

ar. tail

—

escallop or.

Oxenbridgre. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a border vert.
Oxenbrigr.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned

or,

on a

border vert eight escallops of the second.
Oxenden (Dene, co. Kent, bart. confirmed 24 Henry VI.).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three oxen sa. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet gu. a lion's head aCTrontee or.
;

—

Oxenden

(Brook, co. Kent).

Same Arms.

Oxenford.

Quarterly, gu. and or, a fess ar.
(Oxenham, South Tawton, co. Devon: the last
male heir, William Long Oxenham, Esq., d. in 1814; the
heiress m. Abthub Acland, Esq.). Gu. a fess betw. three

Oxenbam
mullets or.

Oxensey

(co.

Essex).

Per

fess sa.

and

ar.

a

bull's

head

counterchanged, horned or.
Oxford, Earl of. See Haklet.
Oxford, See of. Sa. a fess ar. in chief three ladies from
the waist, heads affrontee, arrayed and veiled ar. crowned
or, in base an ox of the second, passing over a ford ppr.
Oxford, City of. Ar. an ox gu. armed and unguled or,
passing a ford of water in base ppr. Cre.tt A demi lion
ramp, guard, or, regally crowned of the first, holding betw.
his paws a rose ar. charged with another gu. Supporters
On the dexter an elephant erm. eared, collared, and lineu ar.
armed or sinister, a beaver ppr. ducally collared and lined
or.
Motto
Kortis est Veritas.
Some authorities give.
Bendy wavy ar. and az. an ox gu. passing over a ford ppr.
as the arms of the City of Oxford.
Oxford. See University.
Oxford (co Oxford). Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend gu.
three mullets of the first, a border or.
Oxford. Az. three bars or, on a chief ar. a lion pass, guard.

—

—

;

—

a lion pass, in chief, two squirrels sejant in fess, and
an annulet in base, all of the first. Crest A boar's head
couped and erect sa. eared or, charged with an anchor of the

—

last.

Pack, or Packe.

Quarterly, ar. and erm. in the first
quarter a cinquefoil or. Crest A leg in armour, couped
and bent at the knee, spurred all ppr.
Pack. Ar. on a chief az. three anchors or.
Pack (Avisford, co. Sussex; as borne by Colonel Abtuuk
John Reynell-Pack, C.B., of Avisford, elder son of MajorGeneral Sir Denis Pack, K.C.B., who assumed the prefix
Same Anns, quartering
surname of Reynell, 1857).
Reynell. Crest A mural crown ar. issuing therefrom a
Motto Fidus
wreath
or.
with
a
head
gu.
gorged
lion's

—

—

—

confldo.

Pack

(granted by Betham, Ulster, to Major-General Sir
Denis Pack, K.C.B., K.T.S., son of Very Rev. Thomas Pack,
D.D., Dean of Ossory, and grandson of Thomas Pack, Esq.,
of Ballynakill, Queen's co., and to their descendants).
Quarterly, sa. and erminois, in the 1st quarter a sword in
bend sinister ar. hilted and pommelled or, the hilt encircled
by a wreath of the last in the 4th quarter a cinquefoil of
the third pendent from a crimson ribbon, bordered blue, in
the centre chief a representation of golden cross and clasps
presented to Major-General Denis Pack by George III., for
;

;

—

Crest
A mui'al coronet ar.
his services in the Peninsula.
issuant therefrom a lion's head gu. gorged with a wreath or.

Motto

— Fidus

confido.

Pack-Beresford

Packam

(co.

Kent).

(Fenagh, co. Carlow). See Bebesfobd.
Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet

fitchee or.

(Piestwold, CO. Leicester; Sir Chbistopheb Packe,
knighted by Cromwell, and made a member of the Usurper's
Upper House, as Lord Packe, Lord Mayor of London, 1654-5).
Quarterly, sa. and or, in the first quarter a cinquefoil ar.

Packe

with an erm. spot on each
collared sa.

on each
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pass,

az.

on the

leaf.

leaf.

CreU—A

jyoUo—Libertas sub Rege

pio.

head or,
an erm. spot

lion's

collar three cinquefoils with

AA

P

(Harlestone Park, co. Northampton). Quarterly, sa.
and or, in the first quarter a cinquefoil ar. Crest A lion's
head erased or, collared sa. thereon three muUets ar.
Quarterly, or and gu. in the first
(co. Hants).
canton an eagle displ. az. Crest A leopard couchant ppr.
Packenham. (North Witham, co. Lincoln; Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1683, Phiup Packenham, son of Robebt

—

Packenham

—

North Witham

certificate attested

by

Packenham,
EoBEBT Packenham, Esq., of Bracklyn, co. Weslmeath).
Quarterly, or and az. in the first quarter an eagle displ.
Esq., of

;

Tert.

Packenham

(Tullenally, co. Westmeath ; descended of an
ancient family of that surname of North Wytham, co.
arms confirmed and crest granted by St. George,
Lincoln
Ulster, in 1665). Quarterly, or and gu. in the first quarter
an eagle displ. vert. Crest A demi eagle displ. gu. armed
or, issuing out of a crown mural gold.
Packer (Bucklebury, co. Berks). Gu. a cross lozengy betw.
;

—

four roses ar. Crest— A Moors head couped
about the temples or and gu.
(Baddow, co. Essex). Same Ar.ns. Crest A pelican
in her piety ar.
Packer (Alston, co. Gloucester, and Groombridge, co. Kent).

wreathed

sa.

—

Packer

Same Arms.

Packinglon

Per chev. or and ar. in chief
(co. Bedford).
^A demi
three mullets sa. in base as many garbs gu. Crest
hare az. charged with three bezants.
Packinglon (Edgeworth, co. Middlesex, and co. Surrey;
Her. Off. Vincent's Surrey). Sa. on a bend ar. three garbs
gu. Crest A demi lion az. holding in the dexter paw a

—

—

dagger

ar.

Packing-ton.

Ar. a cinquefoil sa. on a chief ga. a lion

Per chev.

sa.

and

ar. in chief three

muUets

(co. Warwick).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. three
pickaxes or, for Packwood; 2nd and 3rd, sa. three bells ar.
a canton erm., for Pobteb. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar.
holding in the dexter and supporting with the sinister paw a
bell sa. with a canton erm. as in the arms.
Motto— None is
truly great but he that is truly good.
Paddesley (Lord Mayor of Ixindon, 1440). Ar. three fleursde-lis az. on each an annulet or.
Paddon Henton Deweney, co. Hants ; granted 1590). Ar.
a bend betw. three crescents sa. flammant ppr. Crest
tower or, flammant ppr. Another Crest A dexter band ppr.
holding up a covered cup or.
(Nicholas Paddy, Lancaster Herald, temp. Queen
Elizabeth; granted 1591). Sa. an inescutcheon erm. betw.
four lions ramp. ar. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a lion pass. ar.
Padenham. Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses pomettee
fitch^ ar.
Paderday. Ar. on a bend sa. three quatrefoils slipped and
leaved of the first.
Padmore (Ireland; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1661, Mrs.
Corey, alias Padmore). Az. on a bend ar. cotised or, a lion
p:tss. sa. armed and langued gu.
Pagttn (Scotland). Bendy of six or and az. on a chief erm. a
label gii., a bordure of the first charged with three fleurs-delis of the second.
Crest Out of a mural coronet a demi
eagle displ. all ppr.
Pagran (England). Az. three fleurs-de-lis or, a bordure
engr. of the last. Crest
A dexter hand holding a dagger
erect ppr. Motto Nee timeo nee spemo.
Pag-anell. Gu. a cinquefoil pierced ar.
Pag^anell, Pagranel, or Painell (Bahuntune, temp.

—

(

—

—

Paddy

—

—

—

—

Henry II.). Or, two lions pass. az.
Pagranell, or Painell (temp. Henry
column

in the

sa. in the

I.).
Gu. a cinquefoil
middle with a crescent sa. Crest

—

sea ppr.

Pa^anoU, or Pagnell.

a maunch

—

S|ic labor Icvis.
(r)onningion, co. Sussex, a.d. 1591).
betw. three doves ar. as many phcons sa.

Page

Hull, CO. Bedford,

co. Kent).

Crest

— A demi

(Weniley, to. Middlesex). Or, a fcss dancettee betw.
three martlets iiz. a border of the last.
Camliridgo).

Or,

a

dancctteo betw. three
martlets az. on a border engr. of the last eight bezants.
CrMt— A demi criffln holding a ducal coronet or.
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—

counierchanged. Crest A demi gryphon ar. supportinp;
an anchor ppr. and charged on the wing with a cross
moline gu. Motto
Crux raihi anchora.
Page (Holebrook, co. Somerset; Robert Page, Esq., of
Holbrook, was son and eventual heir cf Sir Tbokas
Hyde Page, Knt., B.E., F.R.S., by Mart Woodwabd, his
wife, granddau. of Ricbabd Woodwabo, Esq., of Little
Ealing, Middlesex, by Mary, his wife, dau. and heir of
Leonabd Hancock, Esq., J. P., of Theobald's Park, Herts).
Quarterly, 1st, az. a fess dancettee betw. three martlets or,
for Page, of Middlesex; 2nd, az. a chev. betw. three lozenges
or, for Hide, of Chester
3rd, harry of six or and sa. on a
canton gu. a demi woodman with a club on his shoulder
of the first, for Woodwabd, co. Stjifford 4th, gu. a dexter
hand couped and erect ar. on a chief of the second three
cocks of the first, for Hancock, Twining, co. Gloucester.
Crest
A demi griffin gu. Motto Honneur pour objet.
Page (Rev. Thomas Dououis Page, M.A., Rector of Sibstone,
CO. Leicester, youngest son of Robebt Page, Esq., of Holebrooke). Same Arms, &c.
Page (Greshah Page, Esq., of Saxthorpe, High Sheriff co.
Norfolk, 1722). Or, a chev. betw. three martlets az. quartering Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three mullets pierced sa.,
Gbeshah.
Page (Hesset, &c., co. Suffolk; granted 1552). Or, on a fess
engr. ermines betw. three seamewa sa. membered gu. as
all

—

;

;

—

—

many

martlets of the first.
(Gosport, CO. Hants).

dancettfe betw.
assurgent.
Ar. on a bend sa. three doves of the field,

three martlets ar.

Crest

(co. Eei)t).

Az. a

fess

—A demi seahorse

—

membered gu. Crest A demi griffin erm. beaked and
legged gu.
Page (co. Middlesex). Gu. a chev. vair betw. three lions'
heads erased or. Crest Out of a mural coronet gu a lion's

—

head

or.

Page

Feb. 1530).
Sa. a fess betw. three
doves ar. membered gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
per pale or and gu. (another, gu. and or) a demi griffiin
salient per pale, counterchangcd, beaked of the second.
Page (Eardshaw, co. Chester). Sa. a fess ar. betw. three
birds of the second.
Page. Gu. on a chev. betw. three martlets ar. as many
pheons sa. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a demi griffin
gu. (another, out of a ducal coronet).
Page (co. Surrey). Gu. a fess engr. erm. betw. three doves
ar. beaked and membered of the field, a border engr. of the
second.
Page (Easthatch, co. Wilts). Sa. a fess betw. three doves
ar. a border engr. erm.
Page (London; William Page, of Shorne, and his brother,
Edmund Page, of London, great-grandsons of Edmund
Page, gent., of Pipe Place, co. Kent. Visit. Middlesex,
Ar. on a bend sa. three doves close or. Crest—A.
1663).
demi griffin erm.
Page. Ar. two bends sa. on each three plates.
Page. Per saltire or and gn. a griffin's head counter(granted

1

—

—

changed.

Page

(Ci^ of Chester,

birds of the second.

1711).

Crest

Gu. a

fess ar. betw. three

— An eagle displ. or.

Page-Turner, Bart.

See Tobneb.
Page (granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1647, to Robert Page,
Captain of the ship called the "Exchange of London;"
descended from the family of Page, co. Gloucester). Sa. on
a chev. or, betw. three doves ar. as many cinquefoils ppr.
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a pino
C)-est

—

fess

(Newhall, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1640,
Esq., of that place, third son of Page, of
Clebroke, co. Leicester). Gu. a chev. betw. three doves
ar. beaked and legged sa., a mullet on a crescent for

John Page,

diff.

Quarterly, or and gu. In the 1st quarter an
Oiest
Out of a mural coronet or, a demi

—

eagle displ. vert.

eagle gu.

Page

(co.

(granted to Josbpb Page, Esq., of Little Bromley, co.
Per fess ar. and gu. an eagle displ. within an
and as many crosses moline alternately

Essex).

orle of four anchors

Pagenham.
Gu. on a chev.

and Blackhcath,

Or, a fcss indented betw. throe martlets az.
horne per p.-ilc danceitee or and az.

Page

—An

Page

or.

(granted to Peter Page, Esq., J. P., of East Sheen, co.
Surrey).
Sa. a fcss bclw. three doves ar. beaked and
armed gu. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet a derai griffin,
-wing.i clovatpd, both per pale or and gu. counterchangcd.

Page(liiTry

Page

Crtst

Ar. a bend betw. three
eagle displ. erm.

Devon).

(co.

ppr.
"Vert

Page

Miitto

eagles displ. sa.

Page

of the second.

Pack-wood

erm. charged

Page, or Paisre

Page

pass, of the tield.

Packington.
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AO

Paoke

armed

of the

first.

Paget

(Marquess of Awjlesey). Sa. on a cro.ss engr. betw.
four eagles displ. ar. five lions pass, guard, of the field.
Cietit—A demi heraldic tiger sa. maned, ducally gorged, and
tufted ar.
Supporters Two heraldic tigers sa. ducally
Motto Per il suo congorged, tufted, and mancd ar.

—

—

trnrio.

Paget

(Harewood Place, London, bart.). Sa. on a cross
engr. betw., ia the Ist and 4th quarters an eagle displ., and

A

Aa

p
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in the 2nd and 3rd an heraldic tiger pass. ar. an escallop ot
the first. Crest An heraldic tifter pass. ar. gorged with a
.ifotto^Labor
collar, and charged with two escallops sa.

—

ipsa roluptas.
Hall, co. Somerset). Sa. on a cross engr.
betw. four eagles displ. ar. five lions pass, guard, of the
field, quartering Moore, Bradfobd, Boleswokth, and Snow.
Crest A demi tiger ramp. sa. tufted and maned ar. ducally
gorged or. Motto Diciendo y haciendo.
Pa^et (Chipping Norton, co. Oxford, and the Sneyd, co.
Worcester). Sa. a cross engr. ar. in the 1st quarter an
Crest
A cubit arm erect habited sa.
escallop of the last.
cuffed ar. holding a scroll of the second, bearing the inscription " Deo pagit." Motto Post spinas palma.
Pag^t (Ruddington Grange, co. Notts). Sa. a cross engr. ar.
A lion
in the dexter quarter an escallop of the last. Crest
ramp. ppr. Motto Honestas.
Pa^et (Ibstock and Humberstone, co. Leicester). Sa. a cross
engr. ar. in- the dexter chief an escallop of the second, a

Pagret (Cranmore

—

—

—

—

—

—

crescent for
sinister

Crest

diff.

paw on an

—A

lion ramp.

Motto

escutcheon.

ppr.

resting

—Espere

his

et perse-

Tere.

Pag'et (Thorp

Satchville, co. Leicester).

and Motto.
Pagret. Sa. a

cross engr. ar.

Same Anns,

Crest,

Pag'et

(granted to Robert Paget, Sheriff of London, 1536,
Ar. a
father of James Paget, Sheriff co. Hants, 1580).
chev. vair betw. three talbots pass. sa.

Pag'gln (Wandsworth,

Vert a

co. Surrey).

embattled
Two ragged

fess

—

betw. three ragged staves erect ar.
Crest
staves in saltire ar. chained sa.
(Gray's Inn, London, and Hadley, co. Middlesex, and
Crayneford, Barton Segrave, and Manned, near Kettering,

Pagit
CO.

Northampton;

Middlesex, 1663,

allowed at Visit.

to

Justinian Pagitt, of Hadley, Gustos Brevium and Recorder
of the King's Bench, son of James Pagitt, Baron of the
Court of Exchequer, who was great grandson of Thomas
Pagitt, Esq., of Burton-Segrave, and Handred, co.
Northants). Sa. a cross engr. ar. in the dexter quarter

an

escallop of the last.

—A

Crest

cubit

arm

erect, habited

hand ppr. a scroll of the second,
thereon the words " Deo Pagit," a seal affixed hereto pendent

sa. cuffed ar. holding in the

gu-

Pag'itt (Middle Temple, London; confirmed 2* Feb. 1575).
Same Arms and Crest.
Pain. Paly of six ar. and vert, on a chief az. three garbs
or.
Crest A lion ramp. ppr. supportiug a wheat sheaf

—

or.

Paine

(Ireland
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1652, the wife of
Captain Paine, b. at St. Patrick's, Dublin). Per saltire ar.
and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged, quartering Ar. a chev.
betw. three martlets sa., for Madeson.
Painter Stainers,
of (London). Quarterly,
2nd and 3rd, az.
Ist and 4th, az. three escutcheons ar.
Crest
a chev. betw. three phoenix heads erased or.
A phoenix close or, in flames ppr. Supporters Two
leopards ar. spotted with various colours, ducally crowned,
collared and chained or. Motto
Amor et obedientia.
Painter Stainers (Gateshead-on-Tyne, 1671). Az. a
chev. betw. three phoenix heads erased or.
Crest
phoenix close or, in flames ppr.
Supporters— Two leopards
ar. spotted sa. ducally crowned, collared and chained or.
Motto Amor et obedientia.
;

Company

;

—

—

—

—

—

Company of

Painters,

(Exeter).

as Painter Stainers of London.

Anns and C)-est, same
Amor et obedi-

Motto

—

entia.

Pakeman.
Crest

Or,

on a chief

— A cockatrice

sa.

close gu.

three martlets of the

first.

combed, beaked, and wattled

or.

Pakeman.

Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a

boar's head couped or (another, or).

Pakeman.

Gu. a boar's head couped ar. betw. three crosses

crosslet botonnee of the second.

Pakeman.

Ar. two bars gu. in chief as many pellets
of the second, on a canton sa. a hoar's head couped of the

PAX.

Ar. two bars gu. in chief a pile of the last

charged with a boar's head couped of the field.
of Lonwrti)- Quarteriy, 1st, quarterly,
or and gu. in the first quarter an eagle displ. vert, for
Pakenham; 'Jnd, ar. on a bend indented sa. cotised az. three
fleursdeUs of the field, each coti.se charged with three
bezants, for Cdff; 3rd, erm. a griffin segreant az., for
Aungier; 4th, per bend crenelle ar. and gu., for Botle.
Crest
uut of a mural crown or, a demi eagle displ. gu.
beaked gold. Sui'porters Dexter, a lion az. charged on
the shoulder with an escarhuncle or; sinister, a griffin
az. beak, forelegs, and wings or.
Motto Gloiia virtutis

Pakenham {Earl

—

—

—

umbra.

Pakenham (granted as an honourable augmentation to

Pakeman.

Gu. a chev.

ar. betw. three crosses

botonnee

fitchee of the last.

Pakenham (co.

Suffolk).
Quarterly, or and gu. in the first
quarter an eagle displ. of the second.
Crest
A griffin
segreant, holding an escarbuncle all ppr.
Pakenham. Same Arms. Crest A hand holding three

—

—

arrows, points downward,

Pakeniiam

(co.

and

Pakenham.

or)

ppr.

Barry of six

az.

on a bend gu. three mullets

Jtarry of six or

eagles displ. or.
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all

Bedford).

and

ca.

and

ar. (an-

or.

on a bend gu. three

the

family arms by Chichester Fortescue, Ulster, 1795, to Hon.
of Thomas, first Lord Loivjfordy alterwards Admiral of the Bed and G.C.B., father of
Edward Michael Conollt, Esq., of Castletown, co. Kildarc,
M.P.). Quarterly, or and gu. in the first quarter an ea^le
displ. sa. ; for honourable augmentation, on a chief, the sea,
and on the stem of an antique ship riding thereon, Britannia
standing. Victory alighting on the prow, and placing a
wreath of laurel on her, Britannia's, head, all ppr., being the
device on the medal emblematic of the glorious sea fight
of June 1, 1794, wherein the said Captain Hon. Tho.mas
Pakenham commanded H.M.S. "Invincible," 74 guns, which
captured " Le Juste," 80 guns, one of the enemy's ships.

Tbomas Pakenham, second son

—

Crest
Out of a mural crown
beaked gold.

a demi eagle

or,

displ.

gu.

Fakenham-Mahon.
Pakington

See Mabon.
(Aylesbury and Westwood, co. Bucks, bart.,

originally, so far back as the reign cf
1830
Henry I., of Packington, co. Stafford. At the decease of
Sir John Pakington, eighth hart., the estates devolved
on John Somerset Rdssell, Esq., son of Euzabeth, Sir

extinct,

;

John Pakington's eldest sister, who assumed the name and
arms of Pakington, was created a bart. 1846, and a peer as
Baron Hampton in 1874). Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief
three mullets or, in base as
elephant pass, or, armed gu.

Pakington

many garbs

(Baron Hampton).

Per chev.

—An

gu.
sa.

Crest

and

chief three mullets or, pierced of the first, in base as
garbs, one and two, gu. banded of the third. Crests

ar. in

many

—

1st:

elephant pass, or, tusked gu. 2nd: A demi hare az.
charged on the shoulder with four bezants, one, two, and
one. Supporters Dexter, an elephant or; sinister, a talbot
ar. both charged on the shoulder with a mullet pierced
sa.
Mottoes For Pakington: Par viribus virtus; for
Russell: Fidelis et audax.
Pakingi;on. Ar. a cinquefoil sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass,
guard, or.
Pakington. Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief three mullets
A demi squirrel erased gu.
of the second. Crest
Pakisworth. Or, three dragons' heads erased gu.
Palavicini (an Italian family settled in co. Cambridge).
Or, a cross quarter pierced az. on a chief of the first a
ragged staff fessways sa.
Paletoot (Sir John db Paletoot, 1361). Paly of six or and
vert, a chief indented of the second.
Palg'rave (Norwood Barningham, co. Norfolk). Az. a lion
ramp. ar. Crest A lion's head erased ar.
Palk (Hatdon House, co. Devon, bart.). Sa. an eagle
displ. ar. beaked and legged or, a border engr. of the
On a semi terrestrial globe of the northern
second. Crest

An

;

—

—

—

—

—

hemisphere ppr. an eagle rising ar. beaked and memberedor.
Palingham. Ar. a bend gobony gu. and or, on the
chief point of the bend a lion pass, of the last.
Palfrey (Ireland; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1653). Sa.
a chev. betw. three horses at full speed or.
Pallant (Thomas Pallant, Esq., of Redgrave, co. Suffolk).
Barry of six ar. and erniinois. Crest An escutcheon of the
arms betw. two wings erect ppr.
Palles (Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1603, Alderman

—

Az. three bendlets ragul^ ar. on a
a bezant betw. two crosses pattee Btchee or.
Palles, co. Cavan, of Italian origin, being
descended from the Del Palatios. of Lombardy confirmed
to Andrew Christopher Palles, Esq., father of the Right
Hon. Christopher Palles, now Lord Chief Baron of the
Cuurt of Exchequer, in Ireland, only child of the late Akdkew
Palles, Esq., of Mount Palles, by Elizabeth, his wife,
daughter of Richard O'Ferrall, Esq., of Balyna, co. Kildare, and grandson of Andrew Palles, Esq., of Mount;
Palles, by Jane, his wife, daughter and co-heiress of Nicholas Read, Esq., of Dunboyne, co. Meath). Quarterly, 1st
and 4tli az. three bendlets raguly ar. on a fess gu. a cross
patlee fltcbeo betw. two annulets or, for Palles; 2nd, erm.

Alexander Palles).
fess gu.

Palles (Mount

first.

other, sa.

Pakenham.

;

AA

A

PAL
two twn ga. an annulet
for

griffin sejfreant or,
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for

Read.

Nugent

for

diff.,

Crest

—A

;

3rd, az.

a

lion Bejant az.

bezanWie holding betw. the paws a cross patt^e fitchde or.
Motto Deo duce comite fortune.
Palley. Or, three lions ramp. gu. a bend az. Crest

—

—

camel's bead sa.

Gu. on a bend

Palley.
many mullets az.
Palley. Gu. three
many mullets or.

lions pass, in pale ar.

on a bend

az. as

or.

(Great Island and Portobello, eo. Wexford: descended from John Palliseb, Esq., of Newby-Super-Wisk,
whose grandson, John Palliser, 6. 1639, hi.
York,
CO.
TJbsula, dau. of Sir Hugh Bethell, Knt., of Ellenon, co.

York, and had with other issue, two sons, I. Thomas, of
Portobello, colonel in the army, whose grandson, Philip
Palliseb, d.s.p. when his estates devolved on the descendants of his sister, Kathebinb Palliseb, wife of John

Wilson, Esq., of Scarr, same

co.

;

II.

Hcon,

North
Per pale

of

Deighton, co. York, ancestor of Palliseb, Bart.).
sa. and ar. three lions ramp, counterchanged.
Palliser (William Palliseb, Bishop of Cloyne, 1692-94,
Archbishop of Cashel 1694-1726, brother of John Palliseb,
the ancestor of Palliseb, co. Wexford, and grandson of
John Palliseb, Esq., of Newby-Super-Wisk; Fun. Ent.
his only
Ulster's Office, 1683, of Elizabeth Hote, his wife
son, William Palliser, d. s. p. 1769, and his dau. and
eventual heiress, Jane Palliseb, m. John Buby, Esq., of
;

and

had two

sons,

I.

ancestor of the extinct Earls of Cliarleville ;
of Comragh, cu. Waterford). Same Arms.

Palliser (Castletown,
Hugh Palliseb, Esq.,

co.

Wexford, bart.,

William Burt,
11. John Bdbt,
extinct

1868;

of NortJ\ Deighton, co. York, second

son of John Palliseb, ancestor of Palliseb, co. Wexford,
had one son, Hooh Palliseb, E8q.,of The Vatch, co. Bucks,
who was created a bart. 1773, with special remainder to his
nephew, Geobob Robinson Waltebs, son of Major William

Walitrs, by Rebecca Palliseb, his sister, d. unm. 1796,
and was ». by his grand-nephew, Sir Hdgh Palliseb
Waltebs, who assumed the surname and arms of Palliseb
by royal licence, 1798, and was father of the last bart. who
Same Arms. Crest (granted 8 Oct. 1773, to Sir
d. unm.)
HnoH Palliseb, first bart.)— Out of a ducal coronet gu. a
demi eagle, wings elevated or.
Palliser (granted to George Thomas, ITie Vatch, co. Buckingham, Illegitimate son of Sir Hugh Palliseb, first bart. of
Castletown, who s. to The Vatch under the baronet's will, and
assumed the name of Palliseb). Per pale sa. and ar. three
lions ramp, counterchanged, two and one, a bordure per
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet
pale of the second and az.
gu. a demi eagle or, wings dlspl. erminois, and charged
on the breast with an anchor in pale az.
Palmer (Carlton, co. Northampton, bart.). Sa. a chev. or,
A wyvern or, armed and
betw. three crescents ar. Crest

—

—

Motto Par sit fortuna labori.
(Marston, co. StalTord descended from Palmeb, co.
York; John Palmeb, Esq., living 1566, had two sons, I.
BoBEBT, his heir, whose representative, William Palmeb,
assumed the surname of Mobewood (see Mobewood); II.
William, whose great grandson, Abcudale Palmeb, had,
with other issue, two sons, I. Henrt, whose dau. and eventual
heir, Kathebini Susan, m. 1766, Sir Charles Grave IIdd•ON, first bart. of Wanlip, whose son. Sir Charles Thomas
Hudson, second bart., assumed the surname of Palmeb, by
royal licence, 1813; II, Thomas, father of William Palmer,
Esq., of Nazing Park). Ar. on two bars sa. three trefoils
slipped of the first. In chief a greyhound courant of the
first, collared or.
Creit
A greyhound sejant sa. Motto—
langued gu.

Palmer

;

—

Palma

virtute.

Palmer

(Nazing Park, co. Essex; Wiluam Palmeb, Esq.,
of Nazing Park, had, with other issue, I. Geoboe, M.P. co.
Essex, his successor; II. Rev. William, B.D., Rector of
MIxbury and Flnmore, co. Oxford, whose second son. Sir
RouNDELL Palmer, Lord High Chancellor of England, was
created,

1872,

Lm-d

btlborrK),

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Molto.
Ar. on two bars sa. three trefoils
slipped of the first, in chief a greyhound courant of the
•econd, collared or. Crest A greyhound sejant sa. collared
or, and charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped ar.
Supporters On either side a greyhound sa. collared and
charged on the shoulder with a trofull slipped ar. Molto—
(flnron Selbomc).

—

—

Palma

vlrtuti.

Palmer

(Wanlip, co. Leicester, bart.; Sir Cbablu Gbati
1813, by royal livcnve, the Buroamo and

UcDtoM assumed,
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(Latlbroke, co.

Warwick, and Alfre-

ton Hall, CO. Derby). See Mobewood.
(King's Messenger, temp. Queen Anne.

The

co-

m. Thomas Dbdbt, Esq., and Dobothy, m.
Thomas Kirkland, M.D., of Ashby de la Zouch, co.
Leicester).
Ar. on a bend sa. betw. two ogresses three
trefoils slipped of the field.
A cubit arm in armour,
Crest
grasping a trefoil slipped vert.
Palmer (confirmed to Emmanuel Palmer, captain of horse
in Col. Chudleigh Coote's regiment). Chequy ar. and az.
on a chief gu. a ducal crown or. Crest A lion pass. sa.
armed and langued, holding in bis dexter paw a dagger
heiresses, Jane,

—

—

gu.

Palmer

Kent, and Domey Court, co. BuckOr, two bars gu. each charged with
C}-est
a greyhound courant sa.
A demi panther ramp, issuing flames out of its mouth and
ears, holding in the paws a holly branch, with leaves and
berries all ppr. Motto
Palma virtuti.
Palm.er (Hill, co. Bedford). Ar. two bars gu. on each three
escallops or.
Crest
A greyhound courant sa.
Palm.er (Walden Street, co. Bedford, and Ladbrooke, co.
Warwick). Ar. two bars sa. charged with three trefoils
slipped of the field, in chief a greyhound courant of the
second.
Palmer (Chenm Park, co. Surrey). Same Arms. Crest
greyhound sejant sa. collared or, charged on the shoulder
with a trefoil slipped ar.
Palmer (Great Yarmouth and Loddon, co. Norfolk; descended
from William Palmer, b. 1672) Or, two bars gu. each
charged with three trefoils of the field, in chief a lion pass,
ppr. Crest
A demi panther ramp, guard, issuant flames
from his mouth and ears all ppr. holding a branch vert
fructed gu. Motto
Palma virtuti.
Palm.er (co. Bedford). Ar. two bars gu. on each three
cinquefoils or.
Crest
A greyhound courant sa.
Palmer (Wadesden, co. Buckingham, and Stockdale, co.
Northampton granted 22 Elizabeth). Az. a chev. engr.
tetw. three crescents ar. Crest
A cubit arm erect in mail
Another Crest
ppr. holding a halbert sa. headed ar.
griflBn's head ar. issuing out of rays ppr.
Palmer (Dorrington and Lymington, co. Gloucester, and.
CO. Warwick).
Ar. on a chief sa. three cinquefoils of the

ingham,

(Wingham,

co.

bart., extinct).

three trefoils

—

ar. in chief

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

—

field.

Palm.er

(Linche, co. Hertford). Az. In chief a fleur-de-lis
two trefoils slipped ar. a border engr. of
Crest
tho second.
A wivern's head or, collared gu.
wings expanded vert, fretty and Betake of trefoils slipped
or,

in base

—

ar.

Palxaer (Upton
of that place,

Aimi and

Palmer

Snodsbury, co. Worcester; Edwabd Palmer,
was High Sheriff 6 Queen Anne). Same

Crest.

Kent; granted 19 Queen Elizabeth).
beiw. three lions ramp. or. Crest An ostrich

(Hartlip, co.

—

Sa. a fess

volant ar.
(Howlets, co. Kent, 1886).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
palmers' scrips sa. the tassels and buckles or.
(Wood Court, co. Somerset). Same Arms. Crest

Palmer
Palmer

—A

hand

grasping

a palmer's

staff.

Kent).

Barry of ten

ar.

Motto

— Palma

virtuti.

Palmer

(co.

and

az.

a grifBn

segreant or.
Palmer (granted to Chables Mabs Palmeb, Esq., of Grlnklo
Park, Easington, co. York). Sa. on a chev. betw. three
crescents in chief and a lion pass, in base ar. two tilting
spears chevronwiso ppr.
Crest— In front of a tilting spear
erect ppr. a wyvern or, resting the dexter foot on a crescent,
ar.
Motto Par sit fortuna labori.
Palmer (Withcote Hall, co. Leicester). Si>. a chev. or, betw.
three crescents ar. Crcsl
A wyvern or, armed and langued

—

—

gu.

Palmer

trefoil slipped vert.

Palmer

Palliser

Shannon Grove,

—

shoulder with a

Palmer-Morewood

Ar. on a bend gu. (another, az.) a lion

Pallingham.
ramp.

betw. three lions ramp. ar. as

or,

P Ali

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two bars sa.
charged with three trefoils slipped of the field, in chief a
greyhound courant of the second, collared or; 2r\d and 3rd,
per chev. embattled erm. and az. three martlets counterchanged. Crest On a mount vert a greyhound sejant sa.
gorged with a collar or, rimmed gu. and charged on tho

arms of Palmer).

ilfo((o— Par sit fortuna labori.

Palmer

(Bosworth and Duddington, co. Leicester, and
Kentish Town, co. Middlesex). Az. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
a border engr. or.
Palmer (co. Leicester). Az. a fleur-de-lis erm.
Palm.er (co. Leicester). Ar. on a bend sa. five bezants.

Palmer

Ar. three palmers' staves
Crest
A cubit arm erect,
habited az. cuffed ar. grasping in the band ppr. a palmer'*

(Wimhoip,

sa. tho heads, ends,

staff.

co. Lincoln).

and

rests or.

—

PA
Palmer

Ar.

a lion ramp. betw. three

—

A lion
palmers' staves sa. heads, ends, and rests or. Crest
ramp, or, grasping a palmer's staff, as in the arms.
Northampton,
and
Palmer (Stepney, co. Middlesex, co.
Kingston-upon-HuU; confirmed 3 May, 1670). Or, on a
chev. gu. five acorns of the field.
Palm.er (Stokedale, co. Northampton), Sa. a chev. engr.
A cubit arm erect in coat
Crest
betw. three crescents ar.
of mail ppr. holding in the hand of the last a halbert sa.

—

headed
t^ree

Sussex).
Or, two bars gu. each charged with
slipped ar. in chief a greyhound courant
A demi panther ramp, guard, issuing flames

trefoils

Crest

from

—

his ears

and mouth ppr. holding a branch

veit, fructed

(CO.

Devon).

Ar. six ros»» gu. seeded

(Parham, co. Sussex, and Fairfield, co. Somerset).
Same Arms. Crest A demi panther guard, ar. spotted gu.
vert, or, and az. alternately, flames issuant from the mouth
Motto Palma
and ears, holding a palm branch ppr.

—

—

Palyard. .\r. a cross «a. fretty
Pamping:, or Pampynge.

Palmer

Chequy ar.
(Barton, co. Warwick, and co. York).
az. a chief gu. (another, chequy or and az.).
Crest

—

A griffin sejant.
Palmer (co. Warwick).

Gu.

ar.

and

(another,

cinquefoils

five

quatrefoils) in saltire ar.

Palmer. Chequy

Sa.

a

dolpfaia in fess betw.

three e.'callops ar.

Pamsey

or Paunsey.

Sa. a pair of wings conjoined ar.
a border engr. of the second.
,

Famure.

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. two roses in chief,
and an acorn stalked and leaved or, in base, two palm
branches vert.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. az. holding
in the dexter paw a rose, stalked and leaved as in the
arms.

Panbridg'e. Or, three bars az.
Paneler. Gu. on a bend betw.
Panell.

as

many

mullets

or,

three

Ar. two bars sa. betw. eight martlets gu. three,

two and three.

Panell

(Sir Waltkr Panell, K.G., 1348).
Barry of six
or and az. a bend ar. (another coat az. a cross patonce

az. a chief

gu.

Crest

— Out of a

Panell.
three,

Ar. two bars vert, betw. nine martlets gu. three,

and

three.

Panell. Az. two lions pass, reguard. or.
Fanfull. Erm. a lion ramp. purp. crowned or.
Panill. Az. on a fess betw. six martlets ar. two
of the

ducal coronet or, an elephant's head sa.
Park, co. Berks). Chequy or and sa. on a

chief gu. two mullets of the

Panley (co. Oxford).
Panmure, Saron.

Palmer (Holme

Crest

first.

—A

talbot sejant

erminois.

Palmer.

Ar. three palmers' staves sa. heads, rests, and
on a chief of the second as many escallops of the
Ci-est
An escallop ar. betw. two laurel branches

or,

—

first.

vert.

Palmer.

Az. a fleur-de lis in chief and two trefoils slipped
Crest
a border engr. or.
A dragon's head
couped or, collared and winged vert, on the collar three
plates, the brea.st guttee de poix, the wings fretty ar.
betw. the fret trefoils of the last.
Palmer. Sa. three Qcurs-de-lis betw. seven crosslets ar.
a canton erm.
Palmer (Earl of Castlemaine, a branch of Palmeb, of
Wingham, extinct 1706). Or, two bars gu. each charged
with three trefoils ar. in chief a greyhound courant sa.
Crest
Same as Palmek, of Wingham. Supporters Two
lions guard, ar.
Palma virtuti.
Crest
Palmer (Rahan House, King's co.). Az. a chev. or, betw.
three palmers' staves and scrips sa. Crest An arm in armour
embowed ppr. garnished or, the hand grasping a spear also
ppr.
Motto Honor virtutis praemium.
Palmer (Castle Lacken, co. Mayo, bart.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a chev. vert betw. three palmers' staves and
scrips sa. garnished gu.; 2nd and 3rd, chequy ar. and az. on
a chief gu. three annulets or. Crests 1st An arm embowed
vested az. cuffed or, grasping a tilting-spear ppr.; 2nd: A
griffin sejant ar. wings addorsed gu. charged with three
annulets of the second beaked and membered or. Motto—
Sic bene merenti palma.
Palmer (Dublin confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1683, as
the arms of Elinob, wife of Abel Ram, Esq., of Ramsfort,
CO. Wexford, Alderman of Dublin, and daughter of Stephen
Palmer, of Dublin). Ar. a chev. betw. three palmers' scrips
sa. tassels and buckles or.
in fess

—

ar.

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

;

Palmer

(Kun. Ent. Ulster's

one of the Justices of the

Office,

1621,

Common Pleas in

Peter Palmer,
Sa. a

Ireland).

chev. betw. three crescents ar.
(granted by Betham, Ulster, to WrLLiAM Palmer,
Esq., of Hyderabad). Az. on a fess or, betw. in chief a greyhound courant, and in base a pelican in her piety ar., two
trefoils slipped vert.
Crest
An eagle volant rising from a

Palmer

—

mount wth a palm branch
over, " It shall flourish."

in his beak,

Motto

all

ppr.,

— Deeds not words.

motto

Pal merston, Viscount.

Palmes

See Temple.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar. a
Charlton, Stapleton, and Plumphand holding a palm branch all ppr. Motto

(Naburu, co. York).

chief vair, quartering
Crest.

—A

— Ut palma Justus.

Palshed, or Polshed.

Ar. on a bend gu. betv;. two
mullets of the last, three trefoils slipped of the first, on a
chief az. an eagle, wings expanded, betw. two cinque-

—

foils stalked and leaved or.
Crest
An
Tested bendy of eight ar. and gu. in the
flowers az. stalked and leaved vert.

Paltock

arm embowed,
hand

ppr. three

(Kingston-upon-Thames, co. Surrey; confirmed
1612).
Az. an inescutcheon betw. eight cinquefoils in orle
or.
Crest— On a moont vert a greyhound sejant sa. spotted

ar. collared or.
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martlets

first,

Pankhurst, or Penckhurst

ton.

three,

or.

or).

virtuti.

ends

or,

two, and one.

leopards' faces ar.

gu-

Palmer

and

Palton

—

ar.

Palmer (co.
sa.
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(London, 1634).

(Mayfleld, co. Sussex). Ar.
a fess ermines betw. six mullets sa.
Bariy nebulee of six or and sa.
See Macle.
Fannal, Pannel, or Pannell (co. Lincoln, and Pannall,
CO. York).
Ar. a bend sa.
Pannell (co. Norfolk). Gu. two,chev. ar. (another adds, a
border engr. of the second).
Pannell (co. York). Ar. two lions pass, guard, gu. crowned
az.

Pannell.
Pannell.
Pannell.
Pannell.
sa.

Or, a

maunch

vert.

Gu. a cross ar.
Gu. across moline erm.
Az. a cross or, on a chief ar.

five fleurs-de-lis

three and two.

Pannerton (co. Stafl'ord).

Gu. two bars

ar.

over

all

an ink

moline erm.

Panther

Ar. on a fess az. betw. three spurrowels in chief gu. and a rose in base of the lost, three
helmets of the field.
Panther (Pitmedden, co. Aberdeen). Or, an eagle displ.
(that Ilk).

sa.

Panther

(Newmains, Scotland). Ar. on a fess az. betw.
two spur-rowels in chief gu. and a rose in base of the last,
three garbs or.

Panting

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1600, Bobebt
Panting, Alderman and Sheriff of DubUn). Az. a leopard's
face jessant-de-lis ar.
Crest— A. dexter hand ar. betw. two
wings az. guttee d'eau.
Panton (Bishop>Yearmouth, co. Durham). Gu. two bars erm.
on a canton sa. a fer-de-nioline ar. Crest A sword ppr. hilt
and pommel or, enfiled with a leopard's face of the last.
Motto- Semper eadem.
Panton (co. Denbigh, North Wales). Same Arm* (another,
the fer-de-moline erm.) and Crett.
Panton (cos. Lincoln and Stafford). Gu. two bars ar. in the
dexter chief point a fer-de-moline erm.

—

Panton (BlacUhouse,

Or,

Scotland).

an eagle

displ. sa.

chief a rose gu. betw. two mullets of the second.

in

Motto—

Sine pondere sursum.
Panton (Captain George Panton, 1672). As the last,
Jfotto — Firmius,
a border gu. Crest— A spear head ppr.
ct pugnan.
two
bars ar. on a
Gu.
granted,
1C15).
(Sussex;
Panton
canton az. a dolphin embowed or. Crest A dolphin haurient
or, betw. two wings gu. each charged with as many bars

—

ar.

Per chev. gu. and or, in chief two towers ar. and
a lion ramp. az. Crtst A lion couchant, the tail
betw. the hind legs az. bezantee.
Panton. Gu. two bars erm. on a canton of the last a cross

Panton.

—

in base

of the

field.

Panton.
Panton.
Panton.

Barry of ten ar. and gu. a canton of the second.
Gu. a chev. vair, a chief or.
Sa. a cross engr. or, in the dexter chief point a

mullet ar.

Pantulf

(Baron of

temp. Henry

III.,

Weme,

co. Salop, the dau.

Ralph Boteler,

and who became, jure

iucoris,

and heir m,

of Oversley, co. Hereford,

Baron of Weme).

Gu. two

bars erm.

Panture.

Ar. three hars gcmclles and a canton gu.

A

A

;

PAP

Crest

—A dexter band

Papillion (Crowhurst Park, co. Sussex, formerly of Acrise,
CO. Kent). Az. on a chev. betw. three butterflies ar. Crest
A crescent ar. itott} IHtat servata fldes.
Paprell (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pine-

—

—

apples vert.

Cambridge, Dorset, Devon, and HuntingGu. a fess dancettde ar. Crest A fox's head erased

Papwortll
don).

(cos.

—

Paradis, or I>e Paradis (Youghal ; oriKinaily from
Az. a cross or, betw.
Lyons, Huguenot settlers In Ireland).
four birds of Paradise ppr.
ppr.

Crest

—A

bird

of Paradise

(Paramour, co. Kent; granted 1616). Az.a fess
counter-embattled betw. three estoiles or. Crest— Two arms
cmbowed vested az. holding betw. the hands ppr. an estoile
or.

Leicester, and Shipton, co. Salop). Ar. on
An antelope
three crescents of the field. Crest

Pstramour (co.
fess az.

—

Paramour

assigned
;
by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1585). Az. a fess embattled betw.
Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested az.
three estoiles or.
cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. an estoile or.
Parbo (Sandwich, co. Kent, and co. Chester). Vert semee
of fleurs-de-Us and fretiy or, a chief erm.
Paravicin, or Palavicini (Sir Petbb Paravicin,
knighted 1687). Az. a swan ar. Crest A swan's head betw.

—

—

two wings. Sir Peter appeared at the Visit, of London,
1687, and entered a pedigree of three descents. The arms he
produced (as above) were taken from an old seal, and it was
admitted that the colours were " the Painter's fancy." Le
Neve (Ped. of Knights) ascribes to him: Az. an eagle displ.
and in Add. M.S. British Museum 14,832, the arms of
ar.
Paravicin, of London, are given as Gu. a swan ar. beaked
and membered or.
;

:

Parbury (of ancient German origin

descended, in the female
Kne, from the Pollens, of Little Bookham, co. Surrey
represented by George Parbort, Esq., of Mansfield House,
Russell Square, London). Or, on a bend engr. cotised, also
;

engr. az. betw. six torteaux five escallops ar.

Crest

—Two

surmounted by a pelican
her nest ppr. feeding her young,

branches of laurel in sal tire ppr.

semee

of torteaux in

Motto— Cma

gold.

Pardoe

(Park House, Bewdley, co. Worcester).

Ar. a chev.

Acton
Crest

—Two vultures' heads and necks conjoined ppr.
Pardoe (Hailes Park, co. Worcester). Or, on a

—

—A

—

demi

lion

ramp, guard,

Pardoe. Same Arms.

Crest

—A

ar. holding

an escallop

griffin sejant az.

winged,

legged and beaked or.

Pardoe

Ar. on a chev. embattled
(Welwyn, co. Herts).
counter-embattled betw. three castles sa. as many bombs of
the field fired ppr. a chief az. Crest A tower ar.
Pardoe (Lcyton, co. Essex). Same Armt and Crest.
Pardy (that Ilk). Or, a chev. az. betw. three stars of sixteen

—

(West Leake, co. Nottingham).

Ar. a chev. betw.

three crosses crosslet sa.
(Hopwell Hall, co. Derby, and Eirby Frith, co.
Leicester; settled in the latter county since the time of Queen
Elizabeth). Sa. a chev. ar. in the dexter chief quarter a cross

Pares

crosslet of the second.

Pares

cum

at

—

Parg'iter (Barking,

co. Essex, London, and Chippine NorAz. a fess indented betw. three pigeons

ton, CO. Oxford;.
or.

Pargriter (Lord Mayor of London,
cettee betw. three hawks or.

Pargitej

(London).
countei'changed.

Barry of four

Pargriter (Greetworth,
or and sa.

Az. a fess dan-

1530).

ar.

and

sa.

Northampton).
three mascles counterchanged.

arm cmbowed

ppr. vested ar. holding

three mascles

Barry of four

co.

Crest

—

A.

dexter

np a covered cup

Parham.

Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. three lions' gambs
erased or, betw. !w many mallets ppr. a border engr. sa.
bezantee.
Paring'ham. Az. a lion salient guard, or.
Paris (Little Linton, co. Cambridge, and Poding-Norton, CO.
Norfolk). Gu. three unicorns' heads couped or.
(Hitchin,

granted

15

Herts,

co.

June, 1573).

and Stone,
Gu. a

co.

Huntingdon;

wavy betw. three

fess

—

unicorns' heads couped or. Crest A sphinx couchant gu.
face and breast ppr. wings endor-ied or, crined of the last.
Paris (CO. Huntingdon). Same Arms and Crest, the sphinx

and breast ppr.

or, face

Paris

(co. Lincoln).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three (another, ten)

cro=:ses crosslet ar.

Paris.

Gu. three unicorns' heads couped

or,

a border engr.

of the last.

Paris. Gu. a saltire betw. four lions ramp. or.
Paris. Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet sa.
Paris, or Parris. Ar. a bend gobony az. and gu.

Paris

(Scotland).

Gu. a ship in

sail or,

full

ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second.

masts and

Crest

sails

—A quill in

pale ppr.

—

Parish..

Gu. three unicorns' heads couped ar. Ci-est
unicorn's head erased ar.
of (London). Az. a fleurde-lis or, on a chief gu. a leopard's face betw. two song
books (shut) of the second, stringed vert. Crest
A cubit
arm erect, vested az. cuffed erm. holding in the hand ppr. a
music book (open) of the last, garnished or, stringed vert.

Parish. Clerks,

Company

—

Mm to— Umt&a societatis stabilitas.
Az. a fess
descended from Scotland).
and gu. betw. three cinquefoils in chief of the
second, and a buck's head cabossed or, in babe. Creit
sinister hand holding up an open book ppr.
Motto
(Holland;

chequy

ar.

—

—

Park

Or, a
bonds couped gu.

(that Ilk).

stags'

Park (Fulfordlees,

fess

and

az. betw. three

Or, afesse

chequy gu. and

chequy

co. Berwick).

ar.

all within a bordure of
committo.
Park (Scotland, 1672). Az. a fesse chequy gu. and ar. betw.
CreH
A dexter hand holding
three frames of the second.
Motto Graviter et pie.
Tip a shut book ppr.
Parke (Lord Wenslcydnle, extinct 1868; Right Hon. James
Parke, a Baron of the Court of Exchequer, was created
Baron Wenslej/dale, 1856, he d. without male issue, when
Gu. on a pale engr. betw. two
the title became extinrt).
palets three stags' heads cabossed of the field, attired or.
A talbot's head couped gu. eared and gorged with a
Crest
collar gemel or, and pierced in the breast with apheon gold.
Supporters On either side a stag gu. attired and gorged
with a collar or, pendent therefrom a portcullis gold. Motto

ar. betw. three bucks'

the second.

Motto

—

heads cabossed,

Providentiae

—

me

—

—

—

—

.Justitis tenax.
(originally of co. Cumberland, afterwards of Henbury
Az. on a fe.ss
House, Sturminster Marshall, co. Dorset).
engr. betw. three hinds trippant or, as many torteaux, each
Crest— A stag's head
charged with a pheon of the third.
couped sa. holding in the mouth a key or. Jlfo^o— True and

Parke

points.

Pare

Motto

Sapienter et pie.

chev. embattled betw. three towers gu. from the portal of each a doe
issuant ppr. three cinquefoils of the field. Crest A tower
with a doe issuant ppr.
Pardoe (Nash Court, co. Salop). Ar. a cross counter-componee or and gu. betw. in the 1st quarter, a water bouget.
in the 2nd an eagle displ., in the 3rd a swan, and in
the 4th an escallop all sa., on a chief az. a lion pass,
Crest
A lion pass, guard. AnotUi-r
guard, of the first.
sa.

trefoil,

tout parfait.

Park

mihi.

betw. three crosses crosslet fltchee sa. quartering, for
of Wolverton, Gu. a chev. belw. three cinquefoils ar.

Crest

En

Paris

sejant or, attired, maned, armed, and tufted sa.
(St. Nicholas, in the Isle of Thanet,

or,

winged, beaked, and legged or, on the breast a
in the arms, and in the beak an ear of wheat vert.
ar.

or.

Paramour

a
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chequy or and ax.
ppr. holding up a clam shell or.

Pape. Go. a bend

Crest

— A demi

griffin or.

Motto

—

paribus.

1618).

Parent. Ar. three martlets gu.
Pares. Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet ar.
greyhound courant

Crett

—

first.

cross lozengy or, in the sinister chief and dexter ba.so points
an e«toile ar. over all a bend erm. charged with a trefoil
vert; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a chev. engr. boiw. three pistols
or, as many roses gu. barbed vert. Crett
falcoo rising

—A

(Wisbeach, in the Isle of Ely, co. Cambridge ; granted
Gu. on a pale ar. three bucks' heads cabossed of the
Crest— A talbot's head gu. pierced in the breast with

a phcon

Parke

gu.

Parfltt (Bruton, co. Sonwrset; long aettled in that county.
The late John Parfitt, of Bruton, left four sons and three
d»u». The eldest son, the Very Bcv. Cdarlbs Parfitt, of
Cottles, CO. WjlLs, is Canon of Clifton, and Chamberlain of
Honour to H.ll. the Pope). Quarterly, lat and 4th, az. a

774

Fast.

Parke

or.

Kent and London). Sa. on a fess engr. ar. betw.
three hinds trippant or, as many torteaux each charged with
pheon
of
the second.
a
Parke. Ar. on a paleaz. three bucks' heads cabossed of the
Crest
A talbot's head erased ar. pierced throush
field.
(co.

—

with an arrow barways ppr.
Az. an eagle displ. ar. armed or.
Sa. an eaglo displ. ar. a border of the last.
Ar. on a fess sa. three escallops of the flmt,

Parke.
Parke.
Parke.

canton

croi.

•

A

P
Parke

AB
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and L«itriin). At. on a fess sa. three bezants.
A winR az. semee of estoiles or.
Creit
Parke. Same Armt. Crest On a mount vert paled in ar. a
fox paly of four or and az.
Parkeley. Chequy gu. and ar. on a bend az. tbree billets
(Slico

—

—

(Norton Lees, 'co. Derby, temp. Richard If. ; the
Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces
A leopard's head affront^e erased or, ducally
Ci-est

heiress m. Barees).

—

gorged gu.
(Park Hall, CO. Stafford; a younger branch of the
Norton Lees family and the senior line of the noble house of
Macclesfield). Same Arms and Crest.

Parker

(£arl of MaccU'Jleld).
Same Arms and Crest.
Supporters Two leopards reguard. ppr. each gorged with
a ducal coronet gu. Jlfotfo—Sapere aude.
Parker (Bartt Morley and Monteagle; baronies in abeyance since temp. James II. between the representatives of
the daus. of William Pabkek, 4th Lord Morley and Monteagle, viz., Catherink. wife of John Savage, Barl Riiers,
and Elizabeth, wife of Edward Ckanfield, Esq.). Az.
betw. two bars. sa. charged with three bezants a lion pass.
gu. in chief three bucks' heads cabossed of the second.
Crest
An heraldic antelope statant or, ducally gorged and
chained az. Supporters Dexter, an heraldic antelope or,
hoofed sa. ducally gorged and chained az. sinister, a grifOn
or, ducally gorged and chained az.
Parker (Earl of Morley). Sa. a stag's headcaboshed betw.
two flaunches ar. Crest A cubit arm erect couped below
the elbow sleeved az. cuffed and slashed ar. in the band
a stag's attire gu. Supporters Dexter, a stag ar. collared
or, therefrom suspended an escocheon vert charged with a
horse's hesd couped ar. bridled or sinister, a greyhound
sa. collared or, therefrom suspended an escocheon gu.
charged witb a ducal coronet or.
Motto— ¥iieU certa

Pftrker

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

merces.

Parker

(Melford Hall, Suffolk, bart.). 1st and 4th, sa. a
buck's head caboshed betw. two. flaunches ar., for Parker;
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three lozenges or, for Htdb.

To

these, the coat as generally borne, further belong the
quarterings of ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bulls' heads
caboshed gu., for Norbobv and ar. a tiger looking down
in a glass reguard. gu., for Stbell.
Ci-est
A dexter ami
erect vested az. slashed and cuffed ar. holJing in the hand
ppr. an attire of a stag gu.
Parker (liasringbourn, co. Essex, hart., extinct). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three keys erect ar. as many fleurs-de-lis of the
field.
Crest
An elephant's head couped ar. collared gu.
charged with three fleurs-de-lis or. Motto Try.
;

—

—

Parker

—

(Harburn, CO. Warwick,

Erm. an anchor
wavy of the
ar.
Crest
On a

bart.).

erect az. betw. three escallops gu., on a chief

—

second a naval crown or, sterns and sails
naval crown az. the sterns and sails ppr. a hart at gaze ar.
in front of a slip of oak erect and issuant vert.

Parker

(Shensione Lodge, Lichfield, bart.).
Gu. a chev.
betw. three leopards' faces or.
Crest
A leopard's head
affiontee
ducally
erased
or,
gorged gu.
Parker (granted to John Parker, R.N.). Az. a chev.
betw. two leopards' faces in chief and in base the stern of a
ship or. Crest
Out of a naval crown az. a demi stag or,
npporting between the paws an anchor erect sa. encircled by

—

—

a wreath of laurel ppr.

Parker

(co. Chester).
Ar. a chev. embattled sa. betw. three
bucks' heads cabossed ga.
Crest— On a mount vert a talbot
paw on a buck's

sejant ppr. collared or, resting the dexter
head cabossed gu.

Parker

(co. Chester).

Vert a buck ramp. ppr.

Crest

—

buck's head erased ppr.
(co. Cornwall).
Az. fretty ar. a fess or.
(co. Cambridge).
Az. a buck trippant or, betw.
three pheons ar. a border engr. of the second hurtee.
Parker (co. Derby). Ar. on a chev. gu. three bucks' heads
cabossed or, in chief as many mullets az.

Parker
Parker

Parker

Derby, and Whitley Hall, co. Lincoln). Gu. a
chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Ci-est
leopard's 'nead erased guard, or, ducally gorged gu.
Parker (cos Derby and Lancaster). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
(co.

—

three mullets pierced
heads cabossed or.

Parker

sa.,

on a chief

az. as

many

bucks'

—
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AB

(Fryth Hall, CO. Essex granted 21 Feb. 1.137). Or,
three escutcheons sa. each charged with a broad arrowhead
of the field.
Crest
A lioa's gamb erased or, grasping
an arrow gu. headed and feathered ar.
;

—

Parker

(Northleach, co. Gloucester).
Sa. a buck pass. ar.
three pheons or, a border engr. of the second,

pellettee.

Parker

(Finglesham, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. ermines betw.
three masclcs az. 6Ves<— Out of a mural coronet or, a horse's
head gu. maned gold.
Parker (co. Kent). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three mascles
or.
Same Crest, as the last.
Parker (Northfleet, CO. Kent). Erm. a buck's head cabossed
gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a bull's head or,

—

armed

ar.

Parker

(Sandwich, co. Kent, and Margate, in the Isle of
Thanet granted by Sir John Borough, Garter King of Arms).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three keys erect, wards upward ar. as
many fleurs-de-hs of the first. Crest An elephant's head
couped ar. gorged with a collar gu. charged with three
;

—

fleurs-de-lis or.

Parkei'

(SyberswoUi, co. Kent;

confirmed 6 May, 1588).
and one. Crest— A talbot
an oak tree ppr. fructed or.
Parker (Bradkirke, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three mullets sa. on a chief az. three stags' heads
cabossed or. Crest A stag's head couped or.
Parker (Hahng, co. Surrey). Or, a buck trippant gu. on s
canton of the first a ship az.

Erm.

six escallops gu. three, two,

pass. ar. against

—

Parker

(co.

and one.

Kent).

Crest

Erra. ten escallops gu. four, three, two,
erect, in coat of mail or, holdppr. a falchion ar. hilt and pommel

—A cubit arm

ing in the hand
gold.

Parker

(co. Kent).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three keys or,
(sometimes, ar.) as many estoiles (sometimes, mullets) sa.
Parker (Aldborough, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. hetw. three
mascles sa.
Crest
A demi cock, wings endorsed gu.
combed and wattled ar.
Parker (co. Norfolk), Ar. on a fess sa. three bezants.
Parker (co. Norfolk). Or, a chev. sa. betw. three mascles

—

—

Crest
A demi cock wings expanded gu. beaked,
combed, and wattled ar.
(co. Norfolk).
Or, a chev. sa. betw. three fusils az.
(co. Stafford).
Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards'
az.

Parker
Parker

faces or.

Parker

(Willows, Suffolk, 1609; Her. Office, h. 14). Erm.
vert, three bucks' heads cabossed or.
Crest
talbot pass. ar. resting the dexter paw on a buck's head

—

on a chief

cabossed or.
Parker (Hanthorpe House, co. Lincoln). Per fess gu. and ar.
a pale counterchanged, a chev. erm. betw three leopards*
faces or. Crest Betw. two oak brandies ppr. a leopard's
face or, over which a mullet of six points.
Motto Auctor

—

—

pretiosa facit.

Parker

(Hurstmonceux, co. Sussex). Ar. betw. two bars sa.
(another az.) charged with three bezants a lion pass. gu. in
chief as many bucks' heads cabossed of the third.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or. a bear's head sa. muzzled gold.
Parker (Ration, co. Sussex; bart., extinct 1750; descended
from Geoffbet Parker, of He\ley, temj). Edward 1. the last
male heir, Sir Walter Parker, of Katton, tliird bart. d. unm.
in 1750, when the Chalvingto.v property passed to the Fullers; Thomas Fuller, Esq., tourth son of I'ho.mas Fuller, of
Rose Hill and Waldrou, co. Sussex, having m. Elinor, dau.
of -loHN LiDGiTF.R, Esq., which lady was heiress both to the
Traytons and Parkers). Az. fretty or, over all a fess of
the second. C)-est On a cliapeau az. turned up erm. a grey-

—

;

—

hound

or.

Parker

—

Same Arms. Crest On a chapeau az.
a greyhound pass, or, collared ringed, and lined ar.
Parker (Wales). Az. a cliev. erm. betw. three acorns slipped
Crest
or.
A lion ramp. or.
Parker (Cuerden and Extwistle, co. Lancaster: seated at the
latter place in the time of Richard II.).
Gu. a chev. betw.
three leopards' faces or, in the mouth of each an arrow
fessways ar., quartering Townlet of Iloyle, and Banastek of
Bank {which see). Crest A buck trippant ppr. trauspierced
through the body with an arrow paleways point downwards
(London).

—

—

ar.

(Wbiteway, co. Devon). Sa. a stag's head cabossed
betw. two flaunches ar. Crest
An arm erect, vested az. cuffed
ar. the hand holding the attire of a stag ppr.
Matte Fideli
certa merces.
Parker (Plympton, St. Mary's, co. Devon, and Honington,
CO. Warwick).
8a. a buck's hei.d cabossed betw. two
flaunches or. Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested sa, culled ar.
the band ppr. g^rasping a stag's horn gu.

—

P

Parker

betw.

or.

Parker
or.

A

—

Parker

(Thomas Parker, Esq., of Warwick Hall, near CarAz. two bars gemellcs ar. betw. three bucks' heads
erased or, all betw. two flaunches of the last. Crests— A.
cubit arm vested vert cuffed ar. holding insqj hand the attire
of a stag and a bow and arrow saUirewise all ppr.
Parker (Cubistopuer Parker, Esq., of Petterell Green, co.
lisle).

Cumberland).

mentom

honos.

Same

Amu and Crest.

Motto

—

'Virtutis ali-

A

PAR

Ar. a

;

—

—

—

—

—An

arm erect vested
hand ppr. an attire

and puffed

az. cuffed

ar.

of a stag gu.

holding in the
Ar. a stag pass. gu. on a canton az. a galley or.
Crest— X stag's head couped ppr.
Parker. Ar. a chev. pean betw. three mullets sa. on a chief
Crest
A talbot'shead
az. tkree bucks' heads cabossed or.
ar. collared pean, eared gu.
Parker (Arwerton, co. Suffolk, Sheriff of the co. temp. Queen
Elizabeth). Ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. two bars sa. charged
with three bezants, two and one, in chief as many bucks'
On a mount vert a stag
Crest
heads of the third

Parker.

—

—

trip pant ppr.

Parker

Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks'
(co. Gloucester).
heads gu. attired or.
Az. a buck ar. betw. three pheons or, a border
Crest
engr. of the last, charged with eight hurts.
buck's head couped ar. attired or, with an arrow through
the horns of the first.
Parker. Az. a chev. or, betw. three cotton hanks lying
fessways ar. Crest A horse's head couped per pale indented ar. and az.
Parker. Erm. seven escallops gu. four, two, and one.
A hand or, holding a falchion, blade ar. hilt gold.
Creft
Parker. Erm. on a fess sa. three bezants.
Parker. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mascles az. Crest
cock's head gu. wings tawny, bill ar.
Parker (Sweeney, co. Salop ). Sa. on a fess ar. betw. three
pheons, points downwards or, a buck's head cabossed of the
A buck's head cabossed sa.
field betw. two pellets. Crest
Parker (Upton Cheney, co. Gloucester). Ar. three bucks
trippant ppr. a chief az. Crest— A. buck's head, in the mouth
an accrn leaved all ppr.
Parker (Browsholme and Newton, co. York). Vert a chev.
betw. three stags heads cabossed or. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a stag trippant ppr. Motto Non fluclu
nee flatu movetur.
Parker (Copenhull, co. Chester). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three stag's heads cabossed gu.
Parker (Lambeth, co. Surrey, granted by Dethick, 1559, to
Matthew Parker, Archbishop of Canterbury). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three keys ar. (for an augmentation) three
estoiles or.
Same Arms confirmed (without the estoiles and
the following crest granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, to John
Parker, son of the Archbishop). An elephant's head couped
or, tusked gu.
Parker (John Parker, Archbishop of Tuam, 1667-79, and
of Dublin, 1679-82. Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBcc, 1669, of his
dau.).
Ar. a Hon pass. gu. betw. two bars sa. the upper
thargud with two and the lower with one bezant.
Parker (Castle Lough). See Supplemeat.
Parkes. Gu. on a pale ar. three bucks' heads cabo.ihed of
the field. Crest— A talbot's head erased gu. charged on the
breast with a pheon or.
Parkes (Willingsworth and Wcdneibury, co. Stafford;
granted to Richard Parkes, 4 Kcb. 1615 the grand dau. of
Richard Parkes carried the property at the above places in
marriage to William, younger son of Hdmble, Lord Ward).
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three bucks' heads couped or. Crest An
oak tree flourishing with leaves and acorns thereon a squirrel

Parker.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

all

ppr.

Parkes

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1671). Ar on a fess sa.
three bezant*, quartering, for Jones, Gu. on a cross betw.
four mullets pierced or, a pheon stalT broken point down.
Parkhill (Scotland). Ar. n stag trippant ppr. attired nnd

unguled

Parkhill

David Parkhill, 1803). Quarand 4th, ar. on a hillock ppr. a stag trippant
and unguled gu. within a bordure az. 2nd and 3rd,
gu. an. inescutcheon erm. betw. three pikes' heads couped
(Scotland; Capt.

1st

terly,

descended from John Parker,
of Liitle Norton, co. Derby, tenify. Queen Elizabeth, reJohn Parker, of Onslow
Bight
Hon.
the
presented by
Square, London, formerly M.P. for ShefiBeld). Ar a ehev.
pean betw. three mullets sa. on a chief az. as many bucks'
heads cabossed or. Crest A talbofs head couped ar. ears
and tongue gu. gorged with a collar pean.
Parker (St. James's, Westminster; confirmed 1769). Ar.
face gu. betw. three escutcheons sa. each
{i leopard's
charged with a pheon or. Ci-eat A stag pass. ppr.
Parker (confirmed 20 April, 1563). Per pale or and sa. on
a chev. betw. three annulets as many bucks' heads all counterchanged.
Parker (granted 1772). Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three keys
Crest
An
erect wards upward or, as many fleurs-de-lis az.
elephant's head ar. trunk and tusks or, ears gu.
Parker (The Ould, co. Warwick). Or, on two bars gu.
Out of a ducal
Crest
three leopards' faces of the field.
coronet or, a plume of five feathers sa.
Parker. Sa. a buck's heads cabossed betw. two flaunehcs

Parker (Woodthorpe, co. York

Crest

attired

;
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—

a mullet ar. Crest
A cornucopia or, filled with
fruit and grain ppr.
Motto Capta majora.
Parkhouse (Eastfield Lodge, co. Hants). Per chev. embattled vert and ar. in chief two bucks trippant ppr. gorged
with a collar or, in base a cross flory of the first. Crest
buck ppr. charged on the body with three mullets az. the
dexter foreleg resting on a cross flory as in the arms. Motl'j
The Cross our stay.
Parkhurst (London). Ar. a cross erm. betw.' four bucks
trippant ppr.
Crest
Out of a pallisado coronet or, a buck's
head erased ar. attired of the first.
Parkhurst (Ripple, co. Worcester; Fleetwood Parkhckst,
of that place, was High Sheriff co. Worcester in 1792).
or, in chief

—

—

—

—

Same Arms and

Crest.

Parkhurst. Same Arms. Crest— A griSn

ramp, per

fess

or and gu.

Parkhurst

(Lord Mayor of London, 1635).

on a chief gu. three crescents

Parkhurst
Arms and

Parkhurst
demi

Same Arms,

or.

granted 2 Elizabeth). Same

(Hall, co. Norfolk;

Crest.

griftin,

(Guildford, CO. Surrey).

wings endorsed

cutlass ar. hilt

and pommel

Same Arms. Crest—
paw a

holding in the dexter

sa.

or.

Parkin. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three axes az. hafted
Crest — A fox sejant ppr.
Parkinges. Gu. two chev. betw. three escallops ar.

sa.

Parkins

(London; granted 1589). Or, on a fess dancettee
billets erm. a sun betw. two crosses crosslet
Crest
A bull pass. az. wings endorsed
or, ducally gorged gold.
Parkins. Gu. two chev. betw. three escallops ar.
sa.

betw. ten

—

fltchee of the field.

Parkins.

Az. a chev. embattled or, betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchee of the last.

Parkinson

(Falsnape, co. Lancaster, 1613). Gu. on a chev.
betw. three ostrich feathers ar. as many mullets sa. Crest
vested or, charged with five erm. spots in salcubit
arm
A
tire sa. cuffed ar. the hand ppr. holding an ostrich feather gu.
Parkinson (Kinnersley Castle, co. Hereford). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three ostrich feathers erect ar. as many mullets
A cubit arm erect vested erminois cuff ar. holding
sa. Crest
in the hand ppr. an ostrich feather also erect gu.
Parkinson. Gu. on a chev. betw. two ostrich feathers
adosse in chief and a saltire couped in base ar. three torteaux. Crest— A griffin's head erased, holding in the beak a

—

—

sword ppr.

Parkinson

(East Ravendale, co. Lincoln). Gu. on a chev.
betw. three ostrich feathers erect ar. a fleur-de-lis
two
Crest— Aa antelope trippant ppr. in
pellets.
az. betw.
the mouth two ostrich feathers ar.
Parkinson (granted to Uev. John Posthpmds Wilson,
M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, on his marriage
with Mary, dau. and heiress of Rev. Dr. Parkinson, of
East Ravendale, upon his assuming, by royal licence, the
surname of Parkinson). Gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three
ostrich feathers erect ar. a fleur-de-lis az. betw. two pellets,
a canton or, for distinction. Crest An antelope trippant
ppr. in the mouth two ostrich feathers ar. charged on the

engr

—

shoulder with a pellet for distinction.

Parkinson - Fortesoue.

(Saron

Carlingford),

See

FORTESCUE.

Parkville, or Pierrepoint.

Ar. semee of cinquefoils

gu. a lion ramp. sa.
{,Baron RancUffe, extinct 1 Nov. IS.OO; BuddingAr. an eagle displ. sa. on a canton Manor, Notts, bart.).
ton or, a fess dancettee betw. seven billets erm. Crest—,
Out of a ducal coronet or, a fir cone (apple of the pine tree)
A second crest and supporilfo((o— Honeste audax.
ppr.
ters were granted to Lord Hancliffe and his descendants,

Parkyns

— Out

of a ducal coronet or, a demi-eagle displ.
erm. Supporters ^Two pegasi ar. billettee erm.
wings endorsed ducally gorged and chained or.
Parkyns. Or, on a fess dancettee sa. ten billets ar.
Farlar (Westminster). Three lions pass in pale ar. over all
on a bend sa. three mullets or. (7)-e««— A Cornish chough
sa. beaked and legged gu.
Parlby (Manadon, co. Devon). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. ft
viz.

:

C)-est

—

az. billeted

parrot vert, for Parlbt; 2nd and 3rd, ar. crusily gu. three
1st: Out
Crests
talbots' heads erased of the last, for Hall.
of a ducal coronet a peacock's head erased on the beak a
gu., for
erased
talbot's
head
2nd A
serpent, for Parlbt

—

:

;

Hall.

Parler

Motto— Parle

bien.

(co. Lancaster).

eraiud or.

or.

PAR

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Parker (Blisland and Trengo£fe, near Cornwall).
clieT. betw. tliree mascles az.

ar.

A

Vair on a cross gu. a

lion's

head

PAR

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Parleys, or Parlys. Per pale indented or and az.
Parnxi&er (cos. Kent and Hants. Visit, of the latter county,

ar.

Gu. a fesse vaire or and az. betw. three doves of
the second. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a stag's head
gu. attired gold transpierced through the neck by an arrow
in bend sinister ppr. headed and flighted ar.
Parniinster (Tockington, co Gloucester, temp. Henry III.,
and Waterraouth, co. Devon, temp. Henry VII.). Ar. a
Baltire betw. four lozenges voided gu. on a chief az. a demi
two-headed eagle displ. or. Crest A dexter arm in armour
embowed, the mailed hand grasping above the liilt a sword,
Deo favente.
the point broken off. Motto
Parnell {Boron CongUton). Gu. two chevronels, and in

Parr

chief three escallops ar.
Crest
A boar's head erased or,
betw. two wings gu. each charged with two chevronels ar.
Supporters Dexter, an angel vested ar. wings gold, and
radiated of the same; sinister, a hermit vested ppr. a
staff in his exterior hand, and an escallop or, in his hat.
Motto Te digna sequere.
Parnell. Gu. two chev. ar. a bend sa. Crest— Ai the

Parr

1634).

—

—

—

—

—

—

last.

Parnell.

Gu. two chev.

ar.

a bend

sa.

and a bordure or

(another, ar.).
Parnell. Ar. an estoile sa.
Parner. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three crescents ar.
Ar. a chev. az. betw. three pears gu.
leopard's head erased ar.

Parnham.
A

Parnther. Sa. three
many crosses cro-sslet
armour

chev. ar. on a chief of the second as
first.
Crest
A dexter arm in

—

of the

Ar. (another, erm.) on a bend sinister gu. three

escallops or.

Parr
sa.

Ar. two bars az. a bordure engr.
female's head full-faced, couped below the

(Parr, co. Lancaster).
Crest

—A

shoulders ppr. habited az. on her head a wreath of roses,
alternately ar. and gu.
(Kendal, co. Westmorland; borne by Willum Pabb,
Marquess of Northampton ; extinct 1571, derived from
the marriage -of Sir Wiluam Pabb, of Parre, co. Lancaster, Knt., with Elizabeth de Roos, granddau. and
heiress of Sir Thomas de Roos, Baron of Kendal. The
younger branches were the Pabbs, Barons Parr, of Horton,
CO. Northampton, the Pabbs of cos. Derby and Leicester,
the Pabbs of Kempuall, the Pabbs of Batkford, the Pabbs
of Eccleston, the Pabbs of Lythwood, he). Ar. two bars
az. within a bordure engr. sa.
Coat of Augmentation
granted by King Henry VIII. to the family of his Queen,
Katherine Parr: Or, on a pile gu. betw. six roses of Lancaster three roses of York.
As Pabb of Parr, except
Crest
that some authorities vest the crtst erm. instead of az.
and others place a crown on the female's head, instead of
a wreath some give both, the crown above the wreath.
Supporters Dexter, a stag or; sinister, a wivern az.

Parr

—

:

—

Motto

— Amour

avecque

loiaulte.

Badges and

Crests

of

the time of Henry VIII.: Pabe (Pabb) a maiden's head fullfaced ppr. vested gu. crined or. (This, issuant out of a red
and white rose, was the badge of Queen Katherine Parr.
Collectanea Genealogica et Topographica, vol. iii. p. 74).
Sir William Scgar, in his MSS. in Coll. of Arms, states the
Crest, a maiden's head, to be the Crest of Roos; yet it
appears certain that the Pabbs bore arms before their
alliance with the heiress of Roos, as Robebt de Pabr and
Henbt de Pabb were among the gentlemen of coat armour
who gave evidence on the Scrope and Grosvenor trial in
1386; Elizabeth de Roos was not married till 1390.
Parr (coat of augmentation, granted by Henry VIII. to his
Queen Katherine, dau. of Sir Thomas Pabb of Kendal). Or,
on a pile gu. betw. six roses of the last three roses ar.
Parr (Kempnall, co. Lancaster; represented by Stabkie, of
Huntroj-d.
Her. Visit. 1567).
Ar. two bars az. within a
hordure engr. sa. Crest A horse's head gu. maned or.
Parr (Backford, co. Chester; seated at Backford for four
generations, till Robebt Pabb sold the estate to Thomas
AiBEBSET, about 1580 he d. s. p. 1582). Ar. two bars az.
within a bordure engr. sa. bezantee. Crest
A demi boar
ramp. az. bristled or, charged with a bend gu. thereon three
lozenges or.

—

:

—

Parr

(Stonelands, co. Devon). Ar. two bars az. witnin a
bordure engr. sa., quartering Codbington, viz., Ar. a fesse
embattled counter-embaitled betw. three lions pass. sa.

—

Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head gu. betw.
two wings cheqay or and az. being the Ci-est of Codbington.
Parr (granted in 1590, to John Pabb, of London, Embroiderer to Queen Elizabeth, son of Thcbstan Pabb, of Parwich, near Warrington, co. Lancaster). Ar. two bars az. a
bordure engr. sa. charged with eight escallops of the field,
borne with several quarterings. Crut—A. female's head ppr.
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—

and as many roses alternately ar. Crest A mount
vert therefrom issuing in front of a pear tree fructed ppr. a
rose tree vert bearing five roses gu. barbed and seeded also
escallops

ppr.

(Lythwood, co. Salop

;
derived from a younger branch
Pabb of Kendal. The late Thomas Pabb,
Esq., of Lythwood, one of the most eminent merchants of
Liverpool, was fourth son of John Pabb, Esq., of Liverpool,

of the family of

and of Elm House, West Derby).

Ar. two bars az. a bordure engr. sa. a crescent for diff. Crest— A female's head
.couped below the shoulders full faced ppr. habited az. on
her head a wreath of roses alternately ar. and gu. MottoAmour avec loiaulte
Parr (Rev. Henbt Pabb, Vicar of Yoxford, co. Suffolk, only
surviving son of the late Thomas Pabb, Esq., of Lythwood

Same Arms,

preceding article).

&c.

Parr

(Grappenhall Heyes, co. Chester; derived from John
Pabb, Esq., the descendant of an ancient Lancaster family,
which was possessed of estates in the parish of Ormskirk).
Ar. two bars az. a bordure engr. sa. charged with eight
escallops of the field.
Crest
A female's head couped below
the shoulders ppr. habited az. the vest charged with three
escallops ar. the centre one suspended by a chain round the
neck. Motto Faire sans dire.
Parram (co. Wilts, temp. Richard II.). Ar. on a chev. engr.
betw. three mallets gu. within a bordure engr. sa. bezantee

—

ppr. holding a cross crosslet fltchee in pale or.

Parott.

(granted to the Rev. John Ltnes, LL.B., of Tooley
Park, in behalf of his wife, Caboline Sobieski, and to
her sister, Adgcjsta Eliza Wynne, the wife of Captain
Sir John Mabshall, R.N., C.B., and K.C.H., as the two
representatives of the Rev. Dr. Samdel Pabb, Prebendary
of St. Paul's). Erm. two bars az. each charged with as
many crosses patt^e or, a bordure engr. sa. thereon four

(see

Crest—

AB

P

vested az. charged on the breast with three escallops barwise

—

as

many

lions

paw erased

Parre

or,

—

paws erased of the second. Ci-est A lion's
holding a mallet ereet gu.
Erm. on a chev. gu. three martlets

Devon).

(co.

or.

Parre.

on a pale betw. sis roses gu. three of the same

Or,

ar.

Parrock

(Parrock, co. Kent).
Erm. a chief quarterly, or
and gu. in the first quarter a chessrook sa.
Parrot, or Parrott. Gu. on orle ar. in chief three
mascles or. Cre^t A parrot gu.
•

Parry

(Jones-Parbt, Madryn Castle, co. Carnarvon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges az., for
Pabby; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a lion
ramp, sa., for Jones, 2nd and 3rd, per bend sinister erm.
and ermines a lion ramp, or, armed and langued az., for
Tudob Tbevob. Crests
1st: Three battle axes erect
On a chapeau gu.
staves gu. headed or, for Pabby 2nd
3id : A
turned up erm. a demi lion ramp, or, for Jones
A nag's head
stag trippant ar. attired and unguled or; 4th
Mottoes Gofal Dyn Duw
and neck erased ar. maned or.
A prudent man God will guard. Over the battle
ai gwerid
axes, Heb Dduw heb Ddym, DuwaDygon; over the stag.

—

;

:

;

:

—

;

Nil desperandum.

Parry

Samo
(Jones-Paebt, Llwyn Onn, co. Denbigh).
Anns, &c.
(Hamsted Marshall, co. Berks). Sa. a chev. betw.
three boys' heads couped at the shoulders ppr. crined or,
Crest
A cubit arm
round each neck a snake tied vert.

Parry

—

ppr. grasping a snake vert biting the hand.
exemplified to Edwabd Wilco. Denbigh
Esq., resident in Bavaria, only son and

Parry (Twysog,
UAM GBAINGF.B,

;

Edwabd William Gbaingeb, and grandson
Edwabd Kbakcis Gbaingeb, Esq., who was son of William Gbaingeb, Esq of Causestown, co. Meath. The firstnamed Edwabd William Gbaingeb, Esq., and the other descendants of his grandfather, Edwabd Fbancis Gbaingeb,
by Rose Pabby, his wife were authorised by royal licence,
1864, to take the surname and arms of Pabby in lieu of
Gbaingeb). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. 0>-est—A demi lion ramp.
Motto Si
ar. charged on the shoulder with a cross gu.
Deus nobiscum.
Parry (Exeter, Old Court, and Wonnbridge, co. Hereford,
Ar. a fesse betw. three
and CO. Warwick Reg. Her. Coll.).
heir of the late

of

,

—

;

lozenges sa.

Parry

(Segab-Pabet, Little Haddam, co. Hertford). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Pabby, ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges
Crest*—
az.; 2nd and 3rd, Segab, az. across moline ar.
A buck's head couped ar. holding in the mouth
1st, Pabby
a sprig ppr. 2nd, Segab On a ducal coronet or, two snakes
vert, entwined round a sceptre of the first, betw. two wings,
the dexter or, the other ar.
Parry (co. Hereford). Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges az.
:

;

:

A

.

PAH
a bordure of the last.

irithin
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—

Ciest

Three battle axes erect

ppr.

Parry

Ar. a fesse betw.

co. Gloucester).

(HiRhnam Court,

—

Three battle axes erect ppr.
Creit
three lozenges sa.
Motto Tu ne cede malis.
Quarterly, or and sa.
London,
1739).
of
Mayor
(Lord
Paxry
on a liend gu. cotised erm. thiee lions pass. ar.
Parry. Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions ramp. az. as many
A denii lion nunp. az. on the head a garb
Crest
garbs or.

—

—

as in the arms.
Ar. a fesse betw. three lozenges sa.

Parry.

Ciett—A lamb

bearine a banner or.
Parry. Ar. three boars' heads cabossed sa.
Parry. Sa. a fesse betw. two bars dancett^ ar.
Parry (Noyadd, co. Cardigan ; descended from the ancient
Lords of Cardigan). Sa. a spear's head ar. embrued gu. betw.
three scaling ladders of the second, two and one, on a chief
ar.

gu. a castle triple-towered ppr.
(Trevor issa, near Llangollen, descended from Owen,

Parry

of Treveilir, who derived from Gwalchmai ap Meilir, Lord
Ar. three saddles sa.
of Treveilir, co. Anglesey, in 1170).

and leatheis or.
Paxry (John Pabkt, Bishop of Ossory, 1672-77; Fun. Ent.
Az. a cinquefoil ar. betw. three ducal
Ulster's OfBce).
stirrups

coronets or.
eight mullets
castle triple-towered ppr. from

Parscoe.

Gyronny of eight

sa.

and

ar.

counterchanged. Crest— A
the middle tower a demi lion ramp. az.
Parsons ( Viscount and Earl of Rosse, extinct 1764 confirmed
by St. George, Ulster, 1682, to Sir Richakd Paksons, created
1718, Baron of Oxmantovm, and Viscount Rosse). Gu. three
Crest— A halbert's head or, embrued gu.
leopards' faces or.
Su/iporters—Tvo leopards ar. spotted sa. collared gu.
Parsons (Earl of Rosse). Gu. three leopards' faces ar.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a cubit arm holding a sprig
Crest
Supporters Two leopards ar. pellettee
of roses all ppr.
each gorged with a collar gu. charged with four bezants.
Motto
Pro Deo et rege.
Parsons (co Buckingham). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three oak
leaves or, as many crosses gu. Ci-ext—Oo a chapeau az.
turnert up erm. an eagle's head erased ar. ducally crowned
or. charged on the neck with a cross gu.
Parsons (Hemerton, co. Gloucester). Az. a chev. erm. betw.
;

—

—

—

three trefoils ar.
Parsons (co. Hereford). Gu. a leopard's face betw. three
A halbert headed
crosses pattee fitihee at the foot ar. tVest

—

ar.

embrued cu.

(Sir ,Iohn Parsons, Lord Mayor of London in 1704,
and HcMPURET Parsons, Lord Mayor in 1731). Gu. two

Crest— An
chevronels erm. betw. three eagles displ. or.
eagle's leg erased at the thigh or, standing on a leopard's
face gu.

Parsons

(Island of Barbadoes; borne by the Rev. John
Parsons, M.A., of Bcgbrook House, co. Gloucester, Vicar of
Warden, co. Wilts, son of the lute Daniel Parsons, Esq.,
M.D., of Barbadoes, in which island the family, a branch of
thatof Great Milton, co. Oxford, has lon^r been settled). Gu.
two chevronels erm. betw. three eagles displ. or. Crest
demi griffin segreant ar. beaked and armed gu.
Parsons (Steyning, co. Sussex; granted 23 April, 1661). Per
fesse az. and sa. three suns or.
Crest
A garb of quatrefoils

—

—

vert, liandcd or.

garb of

pomels

nnd az. three suns
banded or.

Per fesse

trefoils vert,

Parsons.
or,

Parsons.

sa.

or.

Crest

—

Az. two swords in saltire blades ar. hitts and
pierced through a human heart ppr. in chief a

cinquefoil az.

Crest

— A tower ar.

Gu. a leopard's face betw. three crosses pattce

(ClanciewedtDg, co. Radnor). Quarterly, 1st, or, a
chev. betw. four crosses crosslct fltchte gu., for Parsons;
2nd, ur. two lions pass, guard, az. armed and hngued gu.,

erm. a lion ramp. sa. arnjcd and lanpucd
gu. a canton chcqucy or and gu., for Jeffreys; 4th, gu.,
three owls ar., for Moboan. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
for 1IAN.MF.R', 3id,

— Quid

Parsons

—

az.

Partney.

Barruly ar. and az. a bend gu.
Sutton, co. Lincoln). Gu. a fesse or, betw.
three partridges volant ar.
Fartricli (London). Gu. a fesse vaire or and az. betw.
three bezants, on each a partridge of the field.

Partricb. (Long

Partricli.
volant or.
lets

Sa. a fesse cotised between three partridges
A partridge volant or.
Ar. on an inesuutcheon within an orle of mait«

Crest

Partrich.

—

gu. a lion ramp. or.
fretty gu.
three roundles vair, on a chief or, a lion

Partrich. Ar.
Partrick. Gu.
pass. sa.

Partrickson

Or, a grey(co. Cumberland ; granted IS92).
hound courant sa. Crest On a mount vert a stag courant
reguard. ppr. attired and unguledor.
Partrickson. See Patbickson.
Partridge (co. Kent). Chequy ar. and sa. a bend gu.

—

Partridge

(Cirencester and Wishanger, co. Gloucester, tmd
Finbarrow, co. Suffolk).
Chequy ar. and sa. on a bend gu.
Crest
three escallops or.
A horse's head sa. crined or,
erased per fesse gu. Another Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a horse's head sa.
Partridge (Bishop's Wood, cos. Gloucester and Hereford).
Same as Wishanger.
Partridge (CO. Kent; 4 March, 1630). Vaire ar. and sa.
on a chief of the last three roses of the first seeded or, barbed
vert.
Ci-est
An arm embowed, tied round the elbow with a
ribbon, holding in the hand ppr. a fireball of the last.
Partridge (Breakspeares, co. Middlesex). Quarterly, 1st
and 4tli, gu. on a fesse engr. cotised or, betw. three partridges rising of the last as many torteaux, for Pabtbidge ;
2iid and 3rd, az. a chev. or, betw. three eagles displ. with
two heads ar., for Ashbt. Crest A partridge rising with an
ear of wheat in the mouth all ppr.
Partridge (co. Stafford). Gu. a scythe in pale ar.
Partridge. Gu. on a fesse ar. betw. three lions ramp, or,
as many partridges ppr. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, collared gu. garnished of the first.
Partridge. Vert a chev. erm. betw. three partridges
rising or.
A partridge rising or, in the beak an ear
Crest

—

—

—

—

—

—

Partridge

Az. on a bend
(Horsenden House, co. Bucks).
engr. or, three partridges ppr. Crest An etoile or. Motto
Esse quam videri.
Partridge. Gu. a fesse vair6 or, and az. betw. three
bezants each charged with a partridge of the field a bordure of the second, billettee sa. Crest A demi leopard

—

rctribuain.

(I.nngley, co.

Buckingham, Kpsom,

co. Surrey,

and

Klantun on-!he-V\ olds, co. Nottingham, tart., extinct lar.i;
this family obtained a baronetcy in 1661, and became extinct
In the male line on the death of Sir Mark Parsons, fourth
and last bart.). Ar. a chev. betw. three holly leaves vert.
Oient
Upon a cliupcau gu. turned up erm. a griffin's head
erased ur. beaked ubo gu.
Parlheriche, or Parthericke (co. Middlesex). "Vair^
az. and ar. on a chief of tlic last three cinquefoils gu.
Creit
A dexter arm in armour embowed and coupcd, holding a
•cymitur ppt

—

—
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—

—

—

sa. bezantee, gorged with a collar gu. charged
with three plates.
Partridge. Chequy ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three mart-

ramp, guard,

lets or.

Gu. on a bend ar. betw. two
ramp, or, three parrots vert. Crest Out of a rose gu.
stalked and leaved vert, a lion's head or.
Partridge, or Partrich. Gu. on a fesse betw. two
cotises and three partridges volant or, as many torteaux,
each charged with a demi rose of the second.
Partridge (Northwold, co. Norfolk, and Hockham Hall,
Thetford, co. Norfolk; descended from Henbt Pabtbidge,
Esq., Alderman of London, who d. in 1666). Gu. on a fesse
cotised or, betw. three partridges with wings displ. of the
Crest
A partridge as in the arms.
last, as many torteaux.

Partridge, or Partrich.

—

lions

Motto

fltch^e ar.

Parsons

Motto

AB

P

pheons gu. Crest— Aa arm ppr.
vested ar. holding an anchor also ppr.
Partingi;on. Gu. on a fesse ar. three Cornish choughs so.
Crest
A hawk wings expanded ppr.
Ptirtington. Ar. a fesse gu. betw. three mullets pierced
Or, three

of wheat ppr.

Parsons

Parsons.

Partington.

— Dum

—

spiro spero.

Salop and
Partyn
grasping a halbert ar.
(cos.

Stafford).

Vert a lion ramp.

Paruck

(Bombay; granted to Cdbsetjee Fctbdoonjek
Pabock, merchant and Justice of the Peace of the city of
Bombay). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three lympiiads with
sails furled sa., on a chief of the second a sun in splendour
betw. two estoilcs or. ftesJ.— On a mount vert in front of
a palm tree ppr. a winged lion pass, or, charged on the
shoulder with an estoile gu. Motto A good conscience

—

is

a sure defente.

Parvies, or Parneys (Lord Mayor

of London, 1432).

Or, a fesse vert, overall a saltire gu.

Parvis (co. Surrey; granted 12 Jan. 24 Queen Elizabeth,
and afterwards, by another patent, 3 Dec. 1597). Sa.
on a chev. ar. three Cornish choughs ppr. on a canton of
the second a demi lion ramp, of the first.
Parvise (Unstcd, co. Surrey). Sa. on a chov. ar. three
Cornish choughs ppr. a canton of the second charged with

A

PAS
» demi

lion

mnp.

of the

first.

Crest— A Cornish chough
Springfield,

Ktanted 1558). Ar. on a cross gu. b3tw. in the
and fourth quarters a lion pass, guard, sa. armed or,
in the second and third quarters an eagle volant of the
second armed of the fourth, a paschal lamb couchant of
the first, glorj gold, banner gu. Oresi A demi man couped
at the breast, habited ppr. lined enn., head, hair and beard
CO. Essex

;

first

—

first.

Ar. a cross
(co. Hants).
and as many dolphins az.

Paschall

flory sa. betw.

two eagles

fesse ways

couped ppr. holding a cross crosslet

fitchee

Devon; Fbebebick Owen Patch,
Esq., of that place). Or, semee of oak leaves vert a lion
ramp. az. a canton gu. thereon a buglehom stringed of
the

—

—

—

—

sa.

Pasmore

(Maidenhead, co. Berks). Or, a fesse betw. three
escutcheons gu. on each a bend vair betw. two cinquefoils of the first all within a bordure az. bezantee.
Crest

—

A demi sea-wolf ppr.
Pasmore. Az. in chief
pass. or.

Passelon, or Passelton

(co.

Essex).

Bendy of ten

or and az. on a canton ar. a lion pass, guard, gu.
(Passemerehayes, and Swetton, co
Devon.
Visit. 1620).
Or, a fesse betw. three escutcheons gu. each
charged with a bend vair betw. two cinquefoils of the first
all within a bordure az. bezantee.
Crest— A semi sea-dog

Passmere

az. finned ar.

—

Passmore.

Ar. three water bougets gu. Crest A stag
standing at gaze ar.
(Paston, co. Korfolk; settled there soon after the
Conquest; Earl of Yarmouth, extinct 1732.
In 1642, Sir
William Paston, of Paston and Oxhead, was created a
hart., and in 1673 his son. Sir Robebt Paston, was elevated
to the peerage as Viscount Yarmouth, and subsequently
made Earl oj Yarmouth).
Ar.
six fleurs-de-lis three,
two, and one az. a chief indented or, quartering, Walcote,
Macltbt, Shebbobns, Goobnat, Heingbane, Bitton,
FcRNEACx. Crest A griffin sejant, wings endorsed or,
collared gu.
Supporters Dexter a bear sa. muzzled,
collared, and chained or; sinister, an ostrich ar. holding in
the mouth a horseshoe or. Motto De mieuix je pense en
mieulx.

Paston

—

—

(co. Norfolk).

Or, six fleurs-de-lis az. three, two,

and one, a chief indented

Crest

first.

co.

—A

cubit

surmounting two crosses

arm erect vested az. cuffed ar.
crosslet fitchee in saltire sa. the

hand grasping a flagstaff ppr. iherelrom a flag per pale
and or, the dexter side charged with a cross sa.

ar.

Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. three crosses
formee of the field.
(Cheltenham and Masterden, co. Gloucester). Ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three pellets, on a chief of the second as
Essex).

(CO.

many

crosses crosslet fitchee of the
vair crowned or.

ar.

Paston

(Horton, CO. Gloucester).
Ar. six fleurs-de-lis,
az., three, two, and one.
A griffin pass, or, collated
Crest

—

first.

Crest

—A demi

Uon ramp,

Pate

Ar. three Roman text R's sa.
Crest- A stag's head cabossed ar. attired or, betw. the attires a raven wings expanded sa.
Pate (Sysonby, co. Leicester, bart. extinct 1652, a branch
of Path, of Brin). Same Arms, &c.
Pate (Robebt Kbancis Pate, Esq., of Wisbeach, Isle of
Ely).
Ar. a lion pass, guard, az. betw. three Roman text
R's. Crest A stag's head cabossed or, betw. the attires
a Roman text B.
Pate (granted by Roberts, Ulster, in 1643, t6 Captain Patk,
employed in command of a troop of dragoons in Ireland).
Gu. two poleaxes ar. on a chief of the second three crosses
pattee of the first. Crest
A lion's paw or, holding a wolfs
head erased gu.
Pater. Ar. three bends wavy gu. Crest A leopard's head
and neck erased guard, gu.
Paterda (Patenia in St. Gennains, co. Cornwall; quartered by Tbelawny). Sa. three lions' tails erased or, two
(Brin, co. Leicester).

—

—

—

and one.

Paternoster

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three sal-

(co. Salop).

torels engr. sa.

Paterson

(Dalkeith, co. Edinburgh).

feeding their young in
mullets of the field.

nests vert

Paterson

Ar. three pelicans gn.
az. three

on a chief

(Dunmure, co. Fife). Ar. three pelicans feeding
Crest
A dexter hand issuing
their young or, in nests vert.
Hue
out of a cloud holding a branch of laurel ppr. Motto

—

—

tcndimus omnes.

Paterson

iCapt. Robert Paterson, brother of Dunmurc,
The same with a crescent for dift. Crest ^A branch

167'2).

—

a cinquefoil or. Crest Out of a
mural coronet seven Lochaber axes adossee ppr.
Passebuxie (Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. on a fesse az. a lion

—

(Tiverton,

Pate

(Eastwood, CO. Nottingham). Ar. on a bend gu.
On a mount a holy lamb ppr.
three hedgehogs or. Crest
the flag sa.
Pashley (co. Berks). Ar. three bars gu.
Pashley, or Pasley (cos. Lincoln and York). Ar. achev.
betw. three mullets pierced sa.
Pashley. Purp. a lion ramp, or; another crowned ar.
Paske. Quarterly, ar. and sa. ; in the second and third
quarters three fleurs-de-lis in pale of the first. Crest A lion
ramp. ar. sustaining a cross pattee fitchee sa.
Paske. Ar. a Uon ramp. sa.
Paskin. Gu. on a bend or, three pansy flowers ppr. stalked
and leaved vert.
Pasleire. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets az.
Pasle'w (CO. Durham). Ar. a fesse betw. three mullets
pierced az.
Paslew (COS. Suffolk and York). Same Arms. Crest—
lion raiup. gu.
Pasle^ir (co. York). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Pasley (Craig, CO. Dumfries, bart.;. Az. on a chev. ar.
betw. three roses in chief of the last, and in base an anchor
Out of a naval coronet
or, three thistles slipped ppr. Crest
gold a sinister arm in armour ppr. grasping in the liand a
taff, thereon a flag ar. charged with a cross gu., and on a
canton az. a human lee erect, couped above the knee or.
Motto Pro repe et patri& pugnans.
Pasley (co. Kent). Gu. a lion ramp, tail double queued ar.
Pasley (co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced

Paston

Patch

Pate

Pascal!
displ.

armour
sa.

ppr.

Pasoall, or Paschall (Much-Badowe and

of the

PAT
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—

—

Motto 'Virtute vircsco.
Paterson (Bannockburn, co. Stirling, bart. 1686). Ar. three
pelicans vulned gu. on a chief embattled az. as manj" mullets
A dexter hand holding a quill ppr.
of the field. Crest
Motto Hinc oiior.
Paterson-Wallace. See Wallace.
Paterson (John Patebson, Bishop of Ross, and his eldest
Ar. three pelicans
son John, Bishop of Galloway, 1664).
feeding their young or, in nests vert, on a chief az. as many
Pro rege et grege.
mullets of the field. Motto
Paterson (Seafield; second son of the Bishop of Ross,
1672).
Ar. three peUcans feeding their young or, in nests
vert, on a chief az. a mitre of the second betw. two mullets
of the first. Crest— A hand grasping a sword erected pprMotto Pro rege et grege.
Paterson (Aberdeen; fourth son of the Bishop of Ross,
Ar. three pehcans feeding their young or, in nests
1672).
vert, in the centre a mitre az. on a chief of the fourth as
many mullets of the first. Crest A peUcan's head couped
of palm ppr.

—

—

—

—

— Pro rege et grege.

—

Motto

ppr.

Paterson

Ar. three peUcansfeeding their young in nests ppr. on a chief embattled az. a
bezant betw. two stars of the field. Crest A pelican feeding
her young in a nest ppr. Motto Over the crest, Merui;
below the shield, Je meurs pour ceux que j'aime.
Paterson (London, 1812). Ar. three pelicans ppr. vulned
gu. on a chief embattled az. a bear's head erased or, betw.
(Castle Huntly,

co.

Perth).

—

—

—

two mullets of the first. Crest On a mural crown or, a
head erased ppr. attired gu. gorged with a collar az.
and pendent therefrom a man's heart gu. Motto Hino
stag's

—

orior.

ar. lined az.

Paston. Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
Paston-Bedingfeld, Bart. See Bedingfeld.
Pasture (France an ancient family of the noblesse

of
the Boulonnais, derived from Jean de la Pastobe, who
received, in 1457, from the Duke of Burgundy, a grant
of armorial ensigns. The present representative is Henbt,
;

Cocnt de la Pastdbb,

18th Hussars, British
Service).
Ar. on a bend sa. six lozenges or. Supporters
^Two Uons reguard. ar.
Patch (CO. Devon). Ar. in chief three oak leaves vert, and
in base a buglehom stringed sa. CreU
dexter arm in
late of the

—

—A

W9

(Kinnettles, co. Forfar, 1867). Az. a fess betw.
two pelicans in their nests feeding their young in chief, and
peUcan as in the
a pot of lilies in base all ar. Crest—

Paterson

A

arms.

Motto— Vro rege

et patria.

Paterson-Balfour-Hay.
Pates (CO. Gloucester). Ar. a
in

chief as

—

Crest
A
Pateshall

many

crosses

lion vaire sa.

and

See Hat.
chev. sa. betw. three pellets
fitchee of the second.

pattee
ar.

crowned

or.

(Allensmore, co. Hereford). Az. on achev. betw.
three hearts or, as many escallops gu. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a pelican ar. Tulning itself ppr.

—

A

PAT
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Patesliall

(Layford, co. Hereford). Gu. on a «hev. ar.
three hearts or, as many escallops of the first.

betw.

Crest — A demi griffin ar.
Pateshall. Sa. on a

fesse ar. betw. three plates, each
charged with a crescent gu. as many lions' heads erased
Ci-cH
A demi peacock's head sa. betw. two wings
az.
expanded or, beaked of the last, on the neck three bends

—

ar.

Ar. a fesse wavy sa. betw. three crescents

Patesliall.
gu.

Patesliall.

Ar. a fesse nebulee

sa.

betw. three crescents

gu.

(Baron Pateshtiil by

writ,

1342, extinct 1360).

betw. three crescents gu.
Pateshull. Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three hearts or, as
many escallops gu.
Patesley. Or, three fleurs-de-lis az.
Patesole. Paly of six or and gu. a chief ar.
Patford. Gu. on a chief or, a lion pass. az.
Patishall (co. Devon ; Beg. Her. Office). Paly of six ar. and
gu. a chief of the first.
PatishaD, or Pateshall (co. Essex). Ar. a fesse sa.
betw. three mullets gu.
Patisliall. Erm. a lion ramp. gu. (another purp.) crowned

Ar. a fesse

sa.

(London).

annulet of the

Patissolle

Or, three fleurs-de-lis az.

on each an

field.

Devon). Paly of six or and gu. a chev. ar.
York).
Ar. a bend vert betw. three inescutcheons gu.
Crest A hand holding an imperial crown

Patmer

(co.

(co.

—

ppr.

Patmer

(co.

York).

Ar. three inescutcheons gu. on each a

bend vair betw. two cinquefoils

Patmer. Same

or.

a bordure engr. az. bezantee.

Arr.is,

Patmyne, or Fatman.
Patman. Sa. a stork ar.

Erm. three chev. gu.
within an orle of eight

crosses

crosslet fitchee of the last.

Patou

(Scotland, 16th century).

Az. a

fleur-de-lis or, betw.

three crescents ar.
(Kinaldy, co. Aberdeen). Az. a sword in pale ar. hilted
and pommelled or, betw. three crescents of the second. Crest
A sparrow hawk perched ppr.
JI/o»o— Virtus laudando.
(Kerrochie, now Grandholm, co. Aberdeen).
Az.
three crescents ar.
Crest
A sparrow-hawk, with wings

Paton

—

Paton

—

expanded ppr. ^] otto— Virtute adepta.
Paton (Sir Joseph Noel Paton, H.M. Limner for Scotland,
1869).
Az. a wolf's head erased ar. betw two crescents in
chief gu. and a fleur-de-lis in ba.se or. Crest
Betw. two
doves' wings expanded ppr. a cubit arm erect also ppr. charged
en the palm with a passion cross gu Motto Do right and

—

—

fear nocht.

Patour

(Richmond, co. Surrey; granted June, 1772). Az.
sword erect ppr. hilt and pommel or, betw. two
crescents in chief ar. and a bezant in base. Crest
A sparrow
bawk close ppr. charged on the breast with a trefoil slipped

a

—

or.

Patrick

(Lord of Malpas, co. Chester). Gu. three mullets of
ar. (Eudiswick).
On the seal of WiLtrAM
Patbick, fattier of William Patbice, who m. Beatbix de
Malpas, three phcons.
points

Patrick (Durham
dure of the

City).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a borcharged with eight cinquefoils of the first.

last,

— An arm in armour

embowed

ppr.

Patrick

(Ralston-Patrick, of Koughwood, co. Ayr, 1861).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. on a chief of tlio
second two roses of the first, all within a bordure gu., for

Patrick 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend az. three acorns or, for
Balston. CrttU A dexter hand erect, hoMing a saltire sa.,
;

—

Patrick; A falcon looking to the sinister ppr., for
Balston.
Mnlto Ora et labora, for Patrick; Fide et
Marte, for Ralston.
Patrick (Crowneasi, near Worcester). Gu. three mullets or.
Cre.ll— A 'lexterhand ppr. holding a cross crosslet.
Patrickson (Stockhow, Caswcll-How, andCalder-Abbey, co.
Cumberland, a very ancient family; Visit. Cumberland,
1616;.
Or, a fesse betw. three greyhounds courant sa.
Crenl— On a mount vert a stag courant reguard. ppr.
hoofed and attired or; granted 1592.
for

—

PatrJS.

;

—

—

(liktsho, CO. Bedford; temp.

Henry

III.).

Ar. a

fesse lietw, tliref ercRccnlH gu.

PatshuU, or Pateshall.
each charged

plates,

heads

Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three
with a crescent gu. as many lions"

era'ted of the first.

Patte.

Az. two

liars or,

— A lion ramp. az.

Patten

(cos.

Patten

(SIebcurt Patten, Bluemantle Pursuivant of Arms,
temp. James I.). Fusilly sa. and erm.
Fusilly erm. and sa. on a chief of the first three

Patten.

lilies ar.

Patten-Makers, Company of

Gu. on a

(London).

chev. ar. betw. three pattens or, tied of the second, the lies
lined az. two cutting knives conjoined sa.
Crent
patten,
as in the arms.
JI/otfo^Becipiunt foeminse sustentacula

—A

nobis.

(Chery Burton, co York).
three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
Out of
camel's head.

—

Ar. on a fesse sa.

a ducal coronet a

Pattenson ("Melmerby
Pattenson (Ibomden,

Hall, co. Cumberland).
Same Arms.
co. Kent).
Ar. on a fesse sa. a bugle
horn stringed of the field betw. two fleurs-de-lis or, quartering TtLDEN. Cre?t A camel's head erased sa. bezantee.
Motto Finem respice.
Patters. Ar. three peacocks' heads erased gu. Crest
cross crosslet fitchfe or, and palm branch vert in saltire.
Pattinson (granted to Hdgh Lee Pattinson, Esq., of West
Bolden, co. Durham, and his nephew, William Watson
Pattinson, Esq., of Felling House, near Gateshead). Sa.
semee of drops of silver, issuant from the base flames of fire
ppr. Crest
In front of flames of fire, a dexter hand bendwise, holding an ingot of silver, all ppr.
Motto
Ex vile
pretiosa; granted in allusion to the discovery by Hdgh Lee
Pattinson of a process for the separation of silver from

—

—

—

—

—

lead.

Pattison

Ar. guttee de sang a lion ramp. gu.

(England).

on a chief of the
head couped or.

last three escallops or.

Crest

—A

hind's

Pattison

(Kelvin Grove, co. Lanark).
Ar. guttee de sang
a lion ramp. sa. guttee d'or, on a chief az. three escallops of
the field. Crest
A camel's head ar. guttle sa. issuing from
a ducal coronet or, crowned with an antique crown of the
last, collared az. charged with three escallops of the first.
Motto Hostis honori invidia.
Pattle. Or, five lozenges conjoined in fesse az. Crest An
eagle displ. ppr. (another, or).
Patton (Glenalmond, co. Perth, 1809). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, az. a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents or; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a saltire az. betw. three edock leaves in chief and flanks
Crest
A sparrow-hawk
vert, all within a bordui-e engr. gu.
Motto Virtute adepta.
rising ppr.
Patton (Cairnies). Az. a fleur-de-lis betw. three crescents
Same Crest
or, on a chief of the second a cross pattee gu.
and Motto as Patten, of Glenalmond.
Patton. Per pale gu. and ar. three crescents counterchanged. Crest On a rock a swan clo.se ppr.
Patton (Bishops Hall and Stoke Court, Taunton). Az. a
sword ar. hilted or, betw. three crescents of the second.
A hawk ar. Motto Virtute adepta.
Crest

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Patwarden. Gu. two lions pass. or.
Patynson. Ar. on a fease sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Paul (High Grove, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a fesse az.
six erm. spots three crosses crosslet, or.

Crest

—A

betw.

leopard's

head erased per pale or and az. on the neck a cross crosslet
counterchanged.
Ar. on a fesse as.
co. Gloucester, bart.).
three cross crosslets or, in base as many erm. spots sa.
Crest— An ounce's head ppr. erased gu. Motto Pro rege ei;

Paul (Bodburgh,

—

republidl.

Paul,

St.,

Bart.

See St. Paul.

Stanley, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a fesse as.
three crosses crosslet or.
Paul (Woodchester, to. Gloucester, 1761, Rcr. Her. Off.). Ar.
on a fesse az. three crosses crosslet or, in base as many erm.
Crest
A leopard's head ppr. erased gu. Motto
spots.

over aU a bend of the second.

—

—

Pro rege

Essex and Lancaster, traceable back to the year
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—

tolUt."

Paul (King's

Ar. frctty gu.

PatshuU

Crext

1st

Pattenson

or.

Patisley

Crest

is Lord Winmarleigh).
Fusilly erm. and sa.
(Wilson Patten, Baron Winmarleigh). Quarterly,
and 4th, fusilly erm. and sa. acanton gu., for Patten 2nd
and 3rd, sa. a wolf ramp, or, in chief three estoiles of the
second, for Wilson. Crests Ist: A griffin's head erased vert,
beaked or, for Patten; 2nd, A demi wolf ramp, or, for Wtt60N. Supporters Dexter, a griffin vert, beaked or, charged on
the shoulder with a lozenge erm. sinister, a wolf or, charged
on the shoulder with an etoile sa. Mottoes For Patteh :
"Nulla pallescere culpa;" for Wilson: " Virtus ad sidera

representative

Patten

;

Pateshull

six

p Axr

To this ancient house, the chief seat of which was a
Dagenham, belonged William Patten, alias Waynflete*
Bishop of Winchester, Lord High Chancellor of England'
and Founder of Magdalen Coll. Oxford. The present male
1119.

et republicfi.

Paul (St. Andrew's, Holbom, co. Middlesex ; granted 1768).
Or, a lion ramp, double queued, ducally crowned, brandishing in the dexter paw a ^chion, all gu. Crett An elephant

—

:

P
tt.

on the back a

AU

under the

castle jni. tied

on the point

belly,

of his trunk a falchion erect of the last.
(Norfolk, and Lambeth, co. Surrey). Ar.
two bars az. a canton sa. Crest On the trunk of a tree
Taguly lying fesseways, sprigged and leaved vert, a bird

Paul, or Paule

—

Another Crest

close ar.

— A garb vert banded

ar.

and Ballyglan, co. Waterford,
confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster, to Joshua Pacl, Esq.,
bart.
of Paulville, co. Carlow). Az. a sword erect ar. pommel
and hilt or, betw. four crosses pattee fitch^e of the second.
A cross pattde fitchee or, betw. two swords erect in
Ci'est
Molto Vana spes vita;.
saltire ar. pommels and hilts gold.
Paul (Silverspring, co. Wexford descended from Paul, of
Paulville
Mart, dau. and heir of Jeffeei Paul, Esq., of
Silverspring, in. 1799, Right Hon. Thomas Lefkot, Lord Chief
Justice of Ireland). Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.
Paul (Scotland). Ar. a martlet sa. a chief gu. Crest
Two arms in armour, placing a Saracen's head affrontde on
a pheon.
Paule (co. York). Ar. on a fesse az. three crosses crosslet

Patll

(Paulville, co. Carlow,

;

—

—

;

;

—

or.

Paule.

Erm. on a fesse az. three mullets or.
{Marqu.ess of Winchester and Duke of BoUon ;
Cbables Paulet, sixth Marquess of Winchester, was created
Duke of Bolton 1689; dukedom extinct 1794). Sa. three

Paulet

Crest

—A

pommels and

points in base ar.

pile,

wings

falcon,

displ.

or, belled of

hilts

the same,

—

or.

and

gorged with a ducal coronet gu. Supporters Two hinds
purp. sem^c of estoiles and ducally gorged or. Motto

Aymez

—

loyault^.

Paulet

Lodge, co. Hants, bart.).
Sa. three
downwards ppr. pommels and hilts or.
wings displ. or, belled of the same and
ducally collared gu. Motto Aimez loyaulte.
Paulet (Leigh Paulet, co. Devon, and Thombury, co.
Gloucester). Sa. three swords in pile ar. hilts and pommels
Crest
or.
An armed arm embowed holding a sword all

(West

swords
Crest

Hill

in pile, points

—A

falcon,

—

—

ppr.

Paulin

(Odcombe,

co. Stafford,

betff. three cinquefoils as

22 Edward

many

On a

chev.
darts' beads broken at the
III.).

dancettee erm. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee in chief,

—

and two in base sa., for Russell.
Crests
1st, Paviek:
Two arms embowed ppr. rested above the elbow ar., that
on the dexter holding a chisel, and that on the sinister a
mallet also ppr.; 2nd, Russell: In front of two palm
branches saltirewise vert a
Motto Quo fata vocant.

—

Az. on a bend betw. six lozenges

with an escallop

sa.

or,

each charged

Gu. a chev. ar. betw.

three St. Paul's heads ppr.
Pauly. Or, four bars nebulee az.

Paulmier

Devon).

(co.

in chief of the

last,

palm branches
and belled ppr.

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. two roses
base, leaved or, two
Crest— A. hawk's leg erased, jessed

and an ananas in

vert.

of (London). Ar. a chev. betw.
three flagstones sa. Crest
An arm embowed, vested az.
holding in the hand ppr. a pickaxe of the last.
Motto God can raise to Abraham children of stones.
Pavyn, or Pavys. Gu. two halberts in pale, addorscd

Pauncefoot, or Pauncefoote (cos. Hants and Somerset).
fesse az.

and gu. three

fleurs-de-lis or.
(co.

Somerset).

Per fesse

gu. and az. a crescent ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis seeded or.
Pauncefort-Duncombe, Sart. See Dcncombe.

Pauncefote

(Hasfield, co. Gloucester; possessed, according

Camden, of lands in that county, temjj. Conquestoris
Sir George Smith, Bart., of East Stoke, descended maternally
from the Pauncefotes, assumed by royal licence, 1803, tlie
surname and arms of Pauncefote, which he afterwards
changed for those of Bbomlet). Gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Crest
A lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or. Motto—^en&ez
to

—

forte.

Pauncefote

(Preston Court, co. Gloucester; descended
from Pauncefote, of Hasfield).
Same Arira, &c., as
Pauncefote, of Hasfield.
Paunton. Gu. a chev. vair, a chief or.
Paveley (Lord of Westbury, co. Wilts, temp. Edward HI.).
Az. a cross patonce or.
Crest
An anchor and sword in

—

saltire ppr.

Paveley

(Paulerspury, co. Northants). Enn. on a fesse az.
three crosses moline (sometimes pattee) or.

Pa'veley. Barry nebulae of six, or and sa. a bendlei ar.
Pavell. Az. two wolves pass, reguard. cowarded or.
Pavell. Az. two lions pass, reguard. or.
Pa'veiy (co. Oxford). Barry wavy of eight, or and sa.

Pavent.

Ar. on a bend gu. three eagles displ. or.
Ar. three fusils in fesse az. a chief cheqiiy or and

Pavey (co.

Norfolk). Sa a fesse crenellce ar. betw. three
eagles displ. or. Crest A lion ramp, guard, sa.

—

Pavey, Pa vie, or Pa'vy. Erm.

on a

fesse

gu. three

martlets or.

Pavier.

—

or.

Paw.

Gu. crusily fitchee

Pavier

abordure

sa. bezant^e.

(Russell-Pavier, exemplified to William Adey
Ecssell, Esq., of Ucaton Moor, Heaton Xorris, co. Lancaster,
and Hammerwicb, co. Stafford, upon his assuming, by royal

781

or,

a

griffin salient of the last.

Pawle. Erm. on a fesse az. three
or.
Crest
A leopard's head erased

—

crosses crosslet fitcheo

ppr.

See PouLETT.

Pawleter (Wimondley, co. Herts). Ar. a bend voided sa.
Pawlett (Willesden, co. Middlesex John Pawlett, gent.,
;

son of John Pawlett, gent., and grandson of John Pawlett, gent., all of Willsdon, Visit. Middlesex 1663). Sa. threo
swords in pile points in base ar. pommelled and hilted or,
betw. two flanges of the last pellettee. Crest On a mount a

—

falcon rising or, pellettee, belled gold.

Pawlett

James's. Westminster; granted 1737).
Sa.
three swords in pile, points in base ar. hilts and pommels or,
betw. two flaunches of the third, each charged with a demi
spear erect rompu az. fringed gu. Crest
A terrestrial orb
or, thereon a falcon rising ppr. collared and belled of the
(St.

first.

Pawley (Gunwin in
sa.

Ar. a lion ramp,
three mullets of tho

Lelant, co. Cornwall).

on a chief dancetuSe of the

last

first.

Pawne.
Pawne.

Ar. three peacocks in their pride ppr.
Ar. three peacocks in pride az. within a bordnre

engr. gu.
Sa. a

hawk's lure within a bordure

engr. ar.

The senior branch
(co. York; temp. Henry IV.
was that of AUerton Gledhow, near Leeds. The next that
of Shawdon, co. Northumberland). Erm. two chev. betw.
three lions' gambs erased and erect or, for Pawson ;
quartering, for Hargbave, Quarterly, indented az. and gu.
on a fesse ar. betw. three stags courant or, as many mascles
of the

—

betw. four erm. spots. Crests
sun in splendour or, for Pawson

first

1st:
;

On a mount

2nd

:

A

buck's

head erased, quarterly, indented ar. and gu. attired sa., for
Hargbave. Motto Favente Deo.
Pawson (Leeds, co. York). Gu. a chev. betw. three lions

—

pass. or.

Paw^son,

Az. a cross

the second.

Paxston.

—A

Crest

or, fretty

griffin's

two chev.

gu. betw. four annulets of

head

or.

betw. three mullets in pale gu.
Paxton (Cholderton, co. Wilts, Watford, co. Herts, and
Middleton Hall, co. Carmarthen; granted 13 May, 1806).
Erm. two chev. the one sa. the other az. betw. three mullets
An eagle's head erased az. charged
in pale of the last. Crest
on the neck with two chev. or, betw. a pair of wings ar.
semee of mullets gu.
Payen. Ar. three pellets, two and one, that in the dexter
chief charged with a rose of the field.
Payferer, or Peyferer (co. Kent). Ar. six fleurs-de-li*
sa. (another, az.) three, two, and one.
Payler (co. York confirmed 20 Oct. 1585). Gu. three lions
pass, guard, ar. over all on a bend sa. as many mullets of
six points pierced or.
Payler (Thoralby, co. York, bart. extinct 1706; Sir Edwabd
Paileb, of Thoralby, was created a baronet in L642, and
dying about 1649, was s. by his grandson. Sir Watkinsok
Tatleb, second bart., who d.s.p. in 1706; shortly after,
Tho.mas Tubneb, Esq., of Kent, assumed the surname of
Payleb and had, besides a dau., Maegabet, wife of the Rev.
Edward Tavlob, of Bifrons, a son, the late Thomas WatkinBON Payleb, Esq., of Heden). Gu. three lions pass, guard
ar. dcbruised by a bend or, charged with three mullets of
Or,

sa.

—

;

;

six points sa.

Paylow. Purp. a lion ramp. or.
Payn, alias Gybon (coniirnxid
lion

Or, a chev. gu.

—

cuff. ar.

vert, the

Pauncefoot, or Pauncefort

thereon a martlet sa.

fret or,

Pa'WSOn

four escallops of the last.

Paulsworth, or Pilsworth.

Pa'ver.

Company

Paviours,

Pawne, or Paun.

shaft.

Paulin.

Per

surname of Pavier). Island 4th,
sa. three fusils in fesse or, betw. two fl.iunchos of the last,
each charged with a mallet of the first a chief chequey of
the second and gu., for Paviek; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fesselicence, 1874, the additional

Pa-wlet.

swords in

PAY
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ramp,

or,

24 Nov. 1570). Gu. a
dcbruised by a bend ar. charged with three

crosses flory sa.

Payn.
Payn.

Payn

Ar. three trefoils slipped sa.
Ar. on a cross wavy vert five plates.
(Seigneurs of Oulandc, la G^delicre, Samares, Ponter-

;

PAT

migrated to co. Devon, and founded
families still existing in England). Ar. three trefoils slipped
A woman s head couped below the shoulders,
Crest
sa.
Tested az. turned up ar. face ppr. hair or, on her head an
Motto Playsyr vaut Payn.
antique crown of the last.
Supporters Two angels ppr.
Pajme (Banm Laving lo a ; extinct 1807). Gu. a fess betw.
two lions pass. ar. Crest A lion's gamb erased ar. grasping a broken tilting lance gu. Supporters Dexter, Fortitude represented by a woman ppr. vested in yellow, over
which a loose robe purp. with a red scarf depending from
her waist, sandals on her feet az. fa.<!tene(t or, holding in her
sinister hand an oak branch, the arm resting on a column
ppr.; sinister. Justice, vested az. robed gu. sandals as
before, holding in her dexter hand a pair of scales or, in
the sinister a sword erect ppr. hilt and pommel of the third.
Motto Malo mori quam foedari.
Payne-Gall
(Bart.).
See Gallwey.
Payne (St. Christopher's and Blunham House, co. Bedford,
bart.).
Gu. a fesse betw. two lions pass. ar. Crest A lion's
gamb erased and erect ar. grasping a broken tilting spear
gu. Motto Malo mori quam foe lari.
Payne (Wallingford, CO. Berks; confirmed 12 Jan. 1586,
and of London). Or, on a bend engr. betw. two cotises sa.
three roses of the first. Crest A demi ostrich wings endorsed ar. in the beak a key or.
Payne (Tempsford House, South Kensington, co. Middlesex;
borne by Colonel J. Bertrand Payen-Paynb, descended
from Stephen Payn vel Payne, a colonel of horse,
in the service of Charles 1. and 11., who, with his elder
brother Abraham, migrated from Jersey to co. Devon at the
period of the Great Kebellion). Gu. on a fesse betw. two
lions pass. ar.
Crest
A lion's gamb couped ar. grasping a
broken tilting lance, the spear end pendent gu. Motto
Halo mori quam foedari. Quartering, Payn, of Jersey,
Payen, of Normandy, de Barentinb, de Carteret. d'Albini,
SB St. Martin, Spare, Sarre, Lempbiere, Bras-de-fes, ls
BooLX, MoRiN, LE Kebvre, and Lanolois.
Payne (co. Denbigh, and Westbrooke, co. Dorset). Per
bend or and az. six roundles counterehanged, two, two, and
two. Crest— k leopards head or, gorged with a collar az.
rimmed gold, charged with three bezants.
7a3me (Mayor of Norwich, granted 1 Sept. 1660, by
\/alker, Garter). Sa. a fess ragulee betw. three lions' gambs
erased or, armed gu. Crest A lion's gamb or, holding a
baton ragulde or.
Payne (co. Dorset, and Mcdborne, co. Leicester). Paly of
eix or and az. a chief crm.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a woman's head couiicd below the shoulders ppr. vested
enn. her hair dishevelled of the first, on her head a chapeau

ardent

Itoyalists,

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

wey

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

az.

Payne

(co. Hereford).

Paly of eight or and

az.

a chief

erm.

Payne

(Mi>llow, St. Ncot's, co. Huntington).

Az. a bend

—

ragul£e betw. six estoilcs or. Crest In grass vert, an otter
the mouth a fi.sh ar.
(Great Marlow, co. Huntington). Or, on a chief indented sa. three cinqucfoils of the first.

pa.ss. or, in

Payne

Payne

(Market Boswortli, co. Leicester, and Paine, co.
Suffolk).
Ar. on a fcsse engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa.
as many mascles or, all witjiin a bordure enpr. of the second,
bezantec. Crest— A wolfs head erased az. charged with five
bezants saltiicways.

Payne

(co.t.

Lincoln and Stafford).

Gyronny of four

ar.

and

ramp, counterehanged.
(London, and co. Berks; confirmed by Cookc, Clarcn1586).
Sa. a fesse betw. three leopards' faces or.
Cre.it
A dexter arm ouibowcd in armour ar. holding a
sword ppr. hilt and pommel or, enfilcd with a boar's head sa.
Ka. four lions

Payne
ceux,

—

vulneil Kn.

Payne
erased

Payne

PAY
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Tin, Montfort, Dielament, le Chaslelet, Payn, Gr&inviUe,
Quetivel, la l-'osse, les Nifemez, &c., Jersey; descended from
Tbibadlt Payen, Count of Gisors, whose son, Hcgb Payen,
gave by Charter, circa. 1200, the original of which now
exists in the departmental Archives at St. Lo, Normandy,
iz quarters of wheat rent, derived from his lands In
Jersey, to the Abbot of Saint Mary, near Cherbourg.
From this Hi'gu Payen, who was Valvasor of the king of
England, and jurat of bis royal court there, scarcely a
generation of the family has existed without having a representative on the local bench. At the period of the Great
Bebellion, AsaABAM and Stephen Payn vel Payne, being

zjsLB.

a

Crest

—A

lion's

gamb

rompu gu.

tilting spear

erect

and erased ar. holding
mori quam foe-

—Malo

Motto

dari.

Payne (Fulham,

co. Middlesex). Ar. on a fesse engr. gu.
betw. three martlets sa. as many cinquefoils of the first.
Crest
A griffin pass, wings endorsed, or.

—

Payne, or Paine

(Dunham,

betw. three leopards' faces or.
issuing out of a

co. Norfolk).

Crest

plume of feathers

Payne (Ittringham,

—An

Vert, a fesse

ostrich's

head

or,

ar.

Ar. a chev. vair, betw.
three Uons ramp. az. Crest
An ostrich's head erased or,
betw. two wings expanded sa. in the beak a horseshoe of
the last.
Payne (Sulby Hall, co. Northampton). Same Jrms, &c.
(granted 1826 to Henry Payne, Esq., Newark, co.
Leicester).
Ermines on a pile or, three martlets sa. over all
a fesse engr. gu. charged with as many mascles of the
second.
Crest An heraldic tiger sejant per pale engr. az.
and erm. surmounting a branch of oak fructed ppr. the
dexter forepaw resting on a mascle gu.
(Rowdham, CO. Norfolk). Ar. on a fesse gu. betw.
three martlets sa. as many mascles or.
Payne (co. Somerset). Gu. three crosses botonnee ar. ona
chief az. two escallops or.
(Stoke Neyland, co. Suffolk). Sa. a fesse cheqny or
and az. betw. three leopards' faces of the second. Crest
An armed arm embowed and gauntleted or, holding a
leopard's face of the last.
(East Grinstead, and of Newick, co. Sussex;
granted 25 Feb. 1661). Per fesse sa. and ar. two lions pass,
counterehanged, armed and langued gu.
Crett ^A Uoa's
head erased per fesse sa. and ar.
Payne (Petworth, co. Sussex). Ar. on a fesse engr. gu.
betw. three martlets sa. as many roses erm. Crett ^A griffin
pass, wings endorsed per pale or and az.
Payne (granted 19 May, IS75). Per bend or and az. three
(another, six) roundles coimterchanged, two and one. Crest
A lion's head erased ppr. ducally gorged, lined, and
ringed or, holding in the mouth a sprig of laurel vert.
Pa3nie. Gu. a lion ramp, or, debruised by a bend ar.
charged with three crosses pattee sa. Crest A lion's gamb
holding a cross pattee sa.
Payne. Or, three hurts, on a chief embattled az. as many
bezants.
Crest An ostrich head couped or, betw. two
CO. Norfolk).

—

Payne

—

Payne

Payne

—

Payne

—

—

—

—

—

wings

sa.

Payne.

lion's head cabossed in
chief and an eagle's leg couped a-la-quise holding a torteaii
in base ppr. three arrows or.
Crest A demi man couped
at the loins in profile holding in the dexter band an ar-

Ar. on a bend gu. betw. a

—

row.

Payne.

Vert, a fesse betw. three leopards' £aces or. Crat
ostrich feathers a leopard's head or.
Payne. Per saltire ar. and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged ; another, Per bend or and sa. eight plates in orlc,
each charged with a torteau; another, Ar. a bend az.
(another, sa.) ; another, Ar. a chev. barruly az. and of the
first, betw. three lions ramp, of the second; another, Quarterly, az. and gu., in the first a lion ramp. ar. tail forked,
on the second a cross flory or; another, Or, a chev. vair

—Out of a plume of

betw. three Uons ramp. az.
{Baron Paynell, of Drax, co. York). Or, two bars
az. within an orle of eight martlets gu.
Paynell (co. Hants). Or, two bars az. within an orle of
eight martlets gu.
Paynell (co. Sussex). Or, two bars sa. within an orle of six
martlets gu.
Paynell (Boothby, CO. Lincoln). Gu. two chev. ar. Crett

Paynell

—

An

ostrich's

Paynell

head ppr.

John PaynelI/, Boll of Arms, co. Leicester,
Ar. a bend sa.
Gu. two chev. ar. a bordure of the last, over all
a bond sa. Crest A lion ramp. vert.
Or, two bars az. betw. three martlets gu.
Paynell.
another, Barry of eight ar. and az. in chief three martlet.s
gu. another, Az. two wolves (another, lions) pass, cowanl
or; anothei', Gu. two chev. ar. a bordure engr. ar. of thu
last; another, Gu. across pattee (another, sarcelly) ar.
Paynes. Ar. ten roses gu. four, three, two, and one.
Pay ntell (London, 16ll). Barry lozengy ar. and gu. on .i
(Sir

Cotton MSS.).

Paynell.

—

;

—

An arm in pale habited
chief az. three ostoilcs or. Crest
gu. cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr. three lillics or, leaved
vert.

(London).

Ar. a clicv. gu. betw. three griffins's head

.sa.

Paynter

Gu. a chev. betw. three
(Twidall, co. Kent).
heads erased or, on a chief of the second a closiCrext
On the stump of ii
helmet sa. betw. two pellets.
tree eradicated ppr. a wivcrn, sans wings, vert, the tail entwined round the tree.
griffins'

Mary-le-bonc, co. Middlesex; granted 1770).
Gu. a fes.sf; b(;tw. two lions pass, ar., quartering, Az. a cross
Barcelly or, betw. four crosses crosslet fitchcc ar., for Car(St.

7»2

—

A

AY

P
Paynter

—

altire.

Paynter.

Gu. a chev. betw. three grifBns' heads erased or,
on a chief ar. three pellets. Crest An old man's head
couped at the shoulders ppr. vested gu. on his head a long
cap az.

—

Paynter

Az. three billets ar.
(Boskenna, co. Cornwall).
Cre»t Three broken
each charged with an annulet sa.
broad arrows or, knit with a lace and mantlet gu. doubled

—

ar.

Paytefin, Poytevin, or Pictavensis

(Headingley,
York). Erm. three chevronels gu.
Payton (Sutton Coldfield, co. Warwick; conftrmed by Lennard and Vincent to Walter Patton, of Sutton Coldfield,
Sa. a
fifth in descent from John Peiton, of Peiton Uall).
Crest
A griffin sejant or,
cross engr. or.
Payton. See Peyton.
Payzant. Or, a pale vert, on a chief gu. a pheasant ar.
all within a bordure az. charged with eight estoiles of the
CO.

—

first.

Peace.

Vert a fesse betw. three doves wings expanded
A dove wings expanded ar. holding in the beak
branch vert.
Peacer. Quarterly, sa. and az. three bezants, two and one.
Peach. (Rooksmore, co. Gloueester; granted 8 Nov. 1769).
Crest
A demi lion
Gu. three martlets betw. two chev. ar.
ramp, per fesse erm. and gu. ducally crowned or.
Peach. (Keighlt-Peach, Idlicote House, Shipton-on-Stour,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, for Peach, gu. betw.
CO. Warwick).
two chev. ar. three martlets of the second 2nd and 3rd, for
Eeighlt, per bend engr. sa. and ar. a fesse charged with
Crests
1st: A demi lion
two mullets, all countercbanged
ramp. erm. and gu. trowned or, clawed az., for Peach;
2nd A griffin's head sa. langued gu. charged with three
Motto, for Peach Quicquid
mullets or, for Keiohlt.
dignum sapiente bonoque est.
Peache (co. Worcester). Gu. a fesse betw. six cross crosslcts
Crest

ar.

an

—

olive

—

;

—

.

:

—

ar.

Peache, or Peche. Erm.
base a rose of the

Peachey (£aron

in chief two chaplets gu. in

last.

Az. a lion ramp,

Selsey; extinct 1838).

double queued erm. on a canton ar. a mullet pierced gu.
A demi lion double queued erm. holding in the dexter
Crest
paw a mullet pierced gu. Supporters Two female figures
faces ppr. crined or, habited of a brown colour, holding in
their exterior hands branches of laurel also ppr. and on each
of their heads a plume of three ostrich feathers ar. MoUo

—

—

—Memor et

PEA
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Ar. three books closed
Crest A lapwing ar.
jfu. leaved, clasped and garnished or.
environed with two branches vert whose tops close in
Norfolk).

(Sprole, co.

fidelis.

—

beads erased ppr. Crest A peacock's head erased ppr.
gorged with a mural crown or, holding in the beak a rose
gu. leaved and slipped ppr.
Motto
be just and fear not.
Peacock (London). Quarterly, or and az. four lozenges
conjoined in cross betw. as many annulets countercbanged.
Peacock (London). Az. a fesse engr. gu. betw. three

—

bezants.

Peacock (Finchley, co.

ppr.

all

Peacock

(Bridge-end, Scotland).

Peacock

(Scotland, 15th century). Ar. three peacock* in
their pride ppr. betw. as many stars gu.

Peacock- Yate.
Peacocke (Etford

See Yate.
Hall, Hants).
Quarterly, or and ar.
four lozenges conjoined in cross betw. as many annulets
all countercbanged.
Crest— A. cockatrice wings erect vert.
Motto Vincit Veritas.

—

Peacocke
as

(Barntie, CO. Clare, bart., extinct 1876).
az. four lozenges conjoined in cross

and

terly, or

many annulets all countercbanged.
Motto

vert.

— Vincit Veritas.

Peacocke.

Peak
Sir

Peacock

(Slyne, co. Lancaster; settled there 1713). Gu. on
a fesse engr. ar. betw. three bezants each charged with a
mascle sa. as many peacocks' heads erased az. Crest
peacock's head erased az.
Peacock (granted to Mark Beauchamp Peacock, Esq.). Per
fesse or and az. a pale three eagles displ. one in chief and
two in base, and three roundles, two in chief and one in
base, each charged with a cross crosslet all countercbanged.
A mount vert thereon an eagle displ. ermiuois, in
Crest
the beak a cross crosslet fitchee gu. the dexter claw supporting a hurt charged with a cross crosslet or.
Peacock (Cowley, CO. Berks; granted 27 June, 1640). Gu.
a fesse ar. betw. three plates each charged with a lozenge

—

—

Peacock

(Bumhall, co.

Durham

;

granted by Norroy, 1688).

Sa. three peacocks in their pride ar. a chief embattled or.

Crest— K peacock's head erased az. gorged with a muial

Lord Mayor, 1532). Gu. on a fesse engr.
each charged with a peacock's head
mascles sa. Crest
A peacock's head
wings expanded az. and a snake entwined

(London

;

ar. betw. three bezants,

erased az. as

and neck

or,

many

about the neck of the

Peacock

Quarbetw.

cockatrice

;

lions' heads erased or, as many crosses
Crest
A lion's head or, pierced through the
the head with an arrow in fesse, the point
coming out at the mouth of the first, feathered and headed

on a chev. betw. three

—

crosslet az.

of

side

ar.

Peak. Ar. a saltire gu. in
A lion's head issuing or.

chief a billet of the last.

—

Crttt

Peake

(Sandwich, co. Kent). Az. three talbots pass. or.
Crest
A cockatrice volant or, beaked, combed, legged and
wattled gu.
Peake (Bilton, co. Lincoln). Vert on a chev. betw. tbreo
lions' heads erased or, as many crosses crosslet ^ i
Peake (Lutterworth, co. Leicester, and Lor' n; granted
13 Dec. 1598). Sa. three crosses pattee, two aud one, betw.
nine fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A human heart gu. betw. a pair

—

—

of wings

Peake
ar.

expanded

(London).

two and one.

Peake

ar. (another, erm.).

Az. semee-de-lis
Crest

three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Llweny, Wales).
Creit

—A

or,

three crosses formcc

— A human heart gu. winged

ar.

Az. an eagle displ. betw.

(t'oxton, co. Middlesex).

Chequy or and gu. a saltire erm.
mouth an arrow ppr.

leopaid's face gu. in the

—Heb Dduw, heb ddim:

Motto

flighted or.

Without God,

without everything.
three

crosses

(co.

crosslet

York).

Ar. on a chev. engr. gu.
crosses formee) of the

(another,

fleld.

Peake, or Peke.

Gyronny of four

ar.

and gu. a

griffin's

head erased, countercbanged.

Peake

(Mr.

Serjeant

—

Peake).

Chequy, or and gu.

a

erm. Crest A leopard's face gu. in the mouth an
arrow ppr. headed and flighted or.
Peakeney (eo. Northumberland). Or, five fusils gu.
Pearce (Penzame, co. Cornwall). Az. on a fesse ar. three
saltire

pellets betw. as
in

many

pelicans or.

Crest

—An arm embowed

armour holding an arrow in pale the shaft resting on

the wreath.

Pearce

(Dr. Pearce,

Cambridge).

mount
ppr.

;

Dean

of Ely and Master of Jesus
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a

vert three heraldic roses gu. stalked and leaved
3rd, ar. three Cornish choughs sa. beaxed and

2nd and

Crest— A Cornish chou;;h, as in the arms.
Sa. a chev. wavy ar.
(co. Kent).
between two unicorns' heads erased or.
Pearce (Parson's Green, Fulliam, co. Middlesex. Edward
Pearce, Visit. Middlesex, 1663, grandson of John Peabcl-,
Vert on a bend coti«ed or, an
Esq., of Glyn, co. Sussex).
annulet sa. Crest— A demi pelican or, vulning herself ppr.

membered

gu.

Pearce, or Pearse

coronet or.

Peacock

^A

and Achurch, co. Northampton borne by
William Peak, Lord Mayor of London in 1668). Vert

College,

sa.

—

See Sandfoks.

Peake, or Peke

;

Crest

(co. Lincoln,

pierced gu.

CO.

Ar. three peacocks in

their pride ppr.

Peake

ham,

Sa. three peacocks close

Gu. on a fess engr.

ar. betw. three
bezants as many maseles ra. in the centre chief point a
peacock holding in the beak a thistle leaved ppr. Crest— A.
peacock's head erased, holding in the beak a thistle leaved

Bersted, Rumbolds Wyke, and South MundSussex descended from John Peachet, Esq., of
Shripney, same CO., 1614). Az. a lion ramp. erm. ducally
crowned or, a canton of the last charged with a mullet

Peachey (North

Middlesex).

two and one.
Down).

ar.

Peacock (co.

(London).

—

last.

Gu. a chev. betw. three peacocks in

their pride ar.

Peacock (South
Peacock (Stone

Rauceby, co. Lincoln). See Willson.
Hall, co. Pembroke; borne by Kev. Edward
Peacock, M.A., of Stone Hall, eldest son of Rev. Edward
Peacock, Vicar of Fifehead-Magdalen, co. Dorset, of an
old and respectable family long possessed of the Manor
of Pottcrhanworth). Gu. on a fesse engr. ar. betw. three
mascles, each within an annulet or, as many peacocks'

783

crowned gu.
(Withingham, co. Norfolk; granted 20 Oct. 1715).
Vert on a bend betw. two cotises or, an annulet sa.
Crest A demi pelican rising or, vuined in the breast ppr.
crowned gu.
Pearce. Erm. a leopard ramp, guard, ppr., in ciiief three

Pearce

—

—

bees volant sa. Crest A leopard sejant guard, ppr. the
forepaw repobing on an escutcheon ar. charged with a bee

volant sa.

A
;

PEA

regoard. ppr. in chief three
A dexter arm embowed in
bees volant also ppr. Crest
point
to the dexter.
armour holding a lance,

—

Pearce

(Zachabt Peabce, Bishop

Bangor 1747, transErm. a leopard ramp,

of

lated to Kochester 1756, d. 1774).
reguard. and in chief three bees all ppr.
Pearce (co. York). Az. a ducal coronet betw. three crosses
Crest
A cross crosslet, as
crosslet fitchee or, two apd one.
in the arms, crowned with a mural coronet gu.
Pearce. Gu. on a bend betw. two cotises or, an annulet

—

two

co. Brecon).

lions pass, in chief

Az. a mural crown betw.

and as many cross

crosslets fitnh^e

in base or. Crest— On rocks ppr. a cross crosslet fitchee or,
transpiercing a mural crown az. Motto Celer et audax.
Gu. a fesse betw. three crosses botonnee ar.

—

Pearche.

Peard

Peard was Mayor of BarnOr, two wolves
mouths embrued gu. Crest A tiger's
head or, pierced through the neck wiWia broken spear ppr.
headed ar. the wound embrued gu.
Peard. Same Arms. Crest A demi lion ramp. erm.
Devon;

(co.

Oliver

staple in 157.5; the heiress m. Dickinson).

—

pass, in pale sa. their

—

collared sa.

Pearetb

(Usworth House, Gateshead, co. Durham). Gu. a
A leopard's head
chev. ar. between three pears or. Crest
and neck erased ppr. holding in the mouth a cross-crosslet
Jl/oao—
Verax
et
fldelis.
fitchee.
Pearle (co. Hereford). Gu. on a chev. betw. three leopards'

—

many

faces or, as

Pearle.
Crest

mullets sa.
in saltire ar. betw. four plates.

Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the fliBt
quarter a mullet of six points (another, pierced) gu.
(Harlington, CO. Beds>. Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three lions' heads erased ar., quarterly with Treed. Crest—
A lion's head erased ar. Motto Vi divina.
Pearson (co. Lancaster). Az. five fusils in fesse or, within
a double trcs.sure flory countoiflory ar.
Pearson, or Pierson (London). Per fesse embattled az.
and gu. three suns or.

Pearse

—

headed and feathered

many

Or,

or.

on a chev. gu. betw. three escallops
first.
Crest
A demi

—

crosses crosslet of the

az.
lion

ramp.

(Storrs Hall, CO. Lancaster). Az. five fusils in fesse
within a double tressure flory counterflory ar.
(granted, 1714, to Hugh Pearson, son of Matthew
Pearson, son of Daniel Peabson, descended from a family
or,

of PEAnsoN, of Wisbeai'h, Isle of Ely, Cambridge). Per fess
embattled az. and gu. three suns in splendour or. Crest
On a mural crown or, a paroquet vert, beaked and
legged gu.
Pearson (co. Northampton). Erm. on two bars gu. three
bezants two and one.
Pearson (Tankerton, and Maize Hill, Greenwich, co. Kent;
descended from Thomas Pearson, of Spratton, co. Northampton, living temp. Richard 111.). Erm. on two bars gu.

—

three bezants.

(extmpliiied

Pears, Esq., of Fenham Hall,

to

Arcbbold

Jaues

Northumberland, on his
assuming the additional name of Arcbbold by royal licence,
dated 1 Feb. 1870). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion ramp,
sa. holding betw. the paws a fret az. in base a fleur-de-lis of
the last, on a chief also az. two fleurs-de-lis, for Archbold
2nd and 3rd, gu. two bendlets nebuly or, betw. two unicorns' heads erased of the last, each charged with an estoile
of the first, for Fears. Crest 1st, Archbold Two lion's
gambs erased, each encircled with a wreath of oak ppr.
holding an escocheon ar. charged with a fleur-de-lis az.
2nd, Pears Upon a rock ppr. a wy vcrn vert gorged with
a collar gemcl or, supporting with the dexter claw an
escocheon gold, charged with an estoile g:u. Motto Vi et
co.

;

—

:

:

—

virtute.

Pearsall

(Willsbridge, co. Gloucester).

rettee betw.

Ar. a cross

fleu-

—

two wolves' heads erased in bend sa. Crest
and tusked and charged

boar's head erased gu. crined

witn a cross fleurettee or.
Pearsall. Ar. three piles and a bordure az.
lion's heiid

Pearsall.

erased or.
Az. on a fess betw. two chev. ar. as

C>-est—A

many

pel-

or,

—A

boar's head couped

Motto

leaved vert.

sa.

in

—Perduret

his

pro-

Pearson

(Tycrs Hill, co. York).
Az. betw. two pallets
three suns or. Crest A sun ppr. issuing out of

—

a cloud.
(Lowthorpe, co. York, 1665).

Per fesse embattled

gu. and az. three suns in splendour or, a canton ar.
(York, 1715). Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
(Upper Gloucester Place, London).
Ar. billety

Pearson
Pearson
az.

on a

pile of

Crest

—A

the last three horses' heads erased of the
head erased sa. billety and gorged

horse's

Pearson, or Pierson

(Westminster).

on a canton of the second an eagle

Pearson

(registered,

Ar. two chev. sa.

displ. or.

1698, to Lieut.-Col.

John Pearson).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fess embattled az. and or, in
chief two suns in splendour of the last, and in base a sim in
splendour gu.; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. erm. betw. three
oak leaves or. Crest A demi griffin segrcant az. beaked

—

or,

and charged on the shoulder with a sun of the arms.
Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three laurel
(co. Chester).

Pearson

leaves ppr.

Pearson (New

Slcaford, co. Lincoln,

and Tunbridge Hall,

near Godstone, co. Surrey). Or, on a pale az. betw. two
ramp, respecting each other gu. a sun in splendour of the
field.
Crest
A cock's head erased az. combed and wattled
gu. betw. two palm branches vert, holding in the beak a
heartsease or pansey ppr. and charged on the neck with a
sun in splendour or.
lions

—

Pearson, or Pierson

(Balmadics, co. Forfar).

Ar. two

swords chevronways az. piercing a man's heart in chief
Crexl
ppr. in base a cinquefoil of the second.
A dove
holding an olive branch in her beak ppr.
Motto Dum

—

—

spiro spero.

Pearson

lets.

Pearse

Devon ; granted 12 Aug. 1641). Ar. two
bars sa. betw. six estoiles gu. three, two and one. Crest
dexter arm embowed in armour, holding in the hand a lance
by the middle, point to the dexter, ppr. Motto Cadenti
porrigo dcxtram.
Pearse (cos. Middlesex and Norfolk). "Vert a bend cotiscd
(Court, co.

—

—

(Kippcnross, co. Stirling).
Ar. two daggers in
bend and bend sinister, conjoined in point az. piercing a
man's heart in base ppr. in the honour point a cinquefoil
Crest
sa.
A tower ppr. Motto Rather die than disloyal.
Pearson (Westhall, co. Forfar, 167'2).
Ar. two swords
chevronways az. hiltod and pommelled or, piercing a heart
chief
a
cinquefoil
in base of
betw.
two
crescents
in
and
gu.

—

—

the second.

or.

Pearse

(Bradninch, co. Devon).
Qu. a bend embattled
betw. two unicorns' heads erased or. Crest
A wivern gu.

wings

—

displ. ar.

Pearse

(Dulverton, co. Somerset).

Same Arms,

&c., as of

Devon.
Pearse (Northwold, co. Norfolk). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three dragons' heads erased ar.
Pearse (co. SulTolli). Ven a bend cotiscd ar.
Pearse (granted to Elias Pkarse, Esq., of Thurlcs, co.
Tippcrary, third son of Daniel Pearse, of the city of Cork).
Vert a bend nebulce plain cotlsed or, a canton orm. thereon a
CO.

trefoil of

the

field.

Crest

—A

fern brake, thereon a pelican

In her piety, wings elevated ppr. charged
trefoil vert.

Pearse.
sa.

Crest

mouth an acorn

with a mural crown or.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three pears vert.

Pears - Archbold

CV«s«—Three

Pearson

field.

Pearne.

Arms.

Pearson

Pearson

or.

Pearmain.

Same

savages' lieads conjoined in one neck, one looking to the
dexter, one to tlie sinister, and one upwards.

wavy erm.

thistle ppr.

Sa. five pheons in saltire ar.

Pearle. Sa. two broad arrows in saltire ar.
Pearley. Per pale ar. and gu. a lion pass.

a

Ar. two bars gemelles az.

bitas.

two broad arrows

Sa.

—A hand holding a

Pearle.

A

Pearse, or Peeres.
Pearse, or Peeres.

Pearson, or Pierson.

sa.

Pearce (Ffrwdgreech,

as

PEA
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Pearce. Erm. a leopard ramp,

Creil

Pearse.

A/o«o— Nihil

ainaiiti

on the breast with
durum.

Erm. a leopard ramp. In chief three bees volant
az. hill and pommel or.
Or, on a cross pierced az. four tnasclca of the

— A scax

Pearson

Ar. on afessgu.
(Bielside, co. Haddington, IS.'iG).
first, over all two swords chevronways ppr.
hiked and pommelled or, piercing a heart in chief of the
Crest and Motto— ka
second, in base a cinquefoil az.
Balmadies.
Peart, or Pert (cos. Essex, Middlesex and Norfolk). Ar.
on a bend gu. three masdes or (another, ar.).
Peart (arms on the monument of RonEBT Peart, of the
Ar.
city of Lincoln, d. I7;i'J, St. Mary, WigfonI, Lincoln).
Crest
A crane betw.
on a bend az. three muscles or.

a saltire of the

—

rccda ppr.

York). Ar. on a bend gu. within a bordure gobony
or and az. three niascks or.
Peart. Quarterly az. anil gu. four leopards pass. ar.
Peart, or Pert. Quartciiy az. and gu. four leopards pass.

Peart (CO.

or,

on a chief of the

harts or,

field.

781

tliiid

a pelk't.

two lances in
on a chief of the second a hand

Peart, or Pert.

Az.

saltire

sa.

betw. four

A

PEA

Quarterly gu. and az. four lions ramp. or. Crist—
A lion ramp, as in the arms.
Pearton (co. Stafford). Ar. on a chev. betw. three pears
gu. as many bezants.
Pease (Hesslewood House, co. York). Vert a chev. betw.
three stags trippant or, in the centre chief point a bezant,
on a chief per fesse gu. and ar. an eagle displ. counterchanged. Crest An eagle's head erased ar. holding in the
beak or, a peascod vert. Motto Confide recto agens.
Pease (Ottery St. Mary, co. Devon). Gu. a saltire ar.betw.
four plates, each charged with a leopard's face ppr. Crest
leopard's head guard, couped at the neck, holding in the
mouth a sword barways ppr. collared az.
Pease (Darlington, co. Durham). Per pale gu. and vert a
fesse indented erm. betw. three lambs pass. ar.
Crest
On a mount vert a dove rising ar. holding in the beak gu.
a pea stalk, the blossom and pods ppr. the legs as the beak.
Pease (Joseph Whitwell Pease, Esq., M.P. for South
Durham, eldest son of Joseph Pease, Esq., of Darlington, by
Emma, his wife, youngest dau. and co-heiress of the late
Joseph Gubnet, Esq., of Lakenham Grove, Norwich).
Same Ai"ins, quartering, Gornet, Ar. a cross engr. gu.
Pease (London; granted 1763). Per pale gu. and vert a
fesse indented erminois betw. three lambs pass. ar. CrestOn a mount vert a dove rising ar. holding in the beak
gu. a pea-stalk, the blossoms and pods ppr. the legs aa
the beak.
Peasley. See Peisixt.
Peast. Ar. a fesse sa. betw. three lions ramp. g^.
Peat (Sevenoaks, co. Kent). Ar. on a bend engr. gu. betw.
two escallops az. three mascles or. Crest— On a moimt of
bulrushes ppr. a stork ar. beaked and legged gu. in front of
mount two mascles interlaced fesseways az. Motto
Ardens.
Peat (England). Gyroimy of twelve sa. and or. Crest—
hand holding a fish ppr.
Pech, or Peach. Sa. a falcon rising or.
Pecham, or
(Chichester and Franfleld, co.
Sussex). Erm. a chief quarterly or and gu.
Pecham. Az. sis annulets or, three, two, and one.
Pechand. Az. six eagles or, three, two, and one.

—

—

—

A

—

—

Feckham

Feche

(Baron Peche, of Brunne, co. Cambridge, temp.
I.
descended from Hamon Peche, Sheriff co.
Cambridge, 1155-65, m. Alice, dau. and co-heir of Pain
Pbvebell, Lord of Brunne, co. Cambridge the great-grandson of this marriage, Gilbert Peche, was summoned to
Parliament 1229, but the writ was not continued to his descendants). Ar. a fesse betw. two chev. gu.
Peche {£aron PecJie, of Wormleighton, co. Warwick, temp.
Edward II.; Sir John Peche, son and heir of Bicbard
Peche, Lord of Wormleighton, co. Warwick, in right of his
mother, Petronel, dau. and heir of Bichard Walsh, was
summoned to Parliament 1321, but the writ was not continued to his descendants). Gu. a fesse betw. six crosses
crosslet ar., in chief a label of three points.
Peche (Robert Peche, Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry,
1121-26, and Bichabd Peche, Bishop of same diocese,
1161-82).
Same Arms.
Peche, or Fechy (co. Cambridge). Az. an eagle displ.
or, crowned gu. on the breast a maunch of the third.
Peche (Sherowall, co. Derby, and co. Lancaster). Az. a lion
ramp, double queued erm. crowned or, on a canton of the
third a mullet gu.
Peche (LuUingstone, co. Kent). Az. a lion ramp, tail forked
erm. crowned or, a mullet pierced gu.
Peche (Lord Mayor of London, 1361). Gu. a fesse betw.

Edward

;

;

six crosses crosslet ar.

Peche, or Pechey
on

his breast a

Peche, or Pechey
chev. gu. (another,

Oxford).
gu.

(co.

maunch

Az. an eagle displ. ar.

(co. Suffolk).

Ar. a fesse betw. two

—

betw. two chev. az.
displ. ar.

armed and

Pechell (Brooke-Pechell, Pagglcsham,

co. Essex, bart.).
ramp, or, out of a chief of the second three laurel
issuant ppr., quarterly
with Brooke, Or, a cross
engr. per pale sa. and gu. Crest
A lark ppr. charged with

lion

—

—

Crest of Pechell
A brock or badger
Motlo Vix ea nostra voco.
Pecheln. Per pale az. and ar. a cross moline gu.
Pechey (co. Cornwall). Az. a lion ramp, within an orle of

two

fleurs-de-lis or.

—

pass. ppr.

treloUs ar.

crowned

Pechey

(co.

—A

Kent).

lion's

Az. a lion ramp. erm.
head erm. crowned or.

Ar. the field replenished with martlets
sa. a fesse betw. two chev. gu.

Pechey, or Feache

(Chichester, co. Sussex).

Az. a lion

ramp.

ar. tail forked, armed, and crowned or.
head erased ar. ducally crowned or.
Pechey. Per pale gu. and or (another, or and

A

Crest

lion's

go.); an-

other, Ar. a chev. gu. within a bordure sa. bezantee ; another, Ar. a fesse betw. two chev. sa. a label az. bezantee;
another, Gu. crusily a fesse ar.

Pechey, or Pech.

Gu. a fesse betw. six crosses crosslet

ar.

Feck (CO.

Derby, and Wakefield, co. York). Ar. on a chev,
gu. three crosses formee of the field.
Peck (Samford Hill, co. Essex, and Wood-Pelling and Methwould, CO. Norfolk, temp. Charles II.). Or, on a chev. gu.
three crosses formee of the field. Crest— Two lances or, in
saltire, headed ar. pennons hanging to them gold, each
charged with a cross formee gu. the spears enfiled with a
chaplet vert.
Leicester and Lincoln). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu.
three crosses formee of the field.
Feck (Cornish Hall, co. Denbigh). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
ar. on a chev. engr. gu. three crosses formee of the field, for
Peck 2nd and 3rd, gu. a cross flory or, on a chief az. three
round buckles of the second, for Haselden. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a cubit arm erect, vested and cuffed, the
hand ppr. holding a sprig of three roses. JlfoUo— Crux

Feck (cos.

;

—

Christi salus

mea.

Peck (London).
anchors or.
anchor or.

Az. a fesse embattled ar. in chief three
A demi lion ramp. ppr. holding an

Crest

—

Feckam (cos. Buckingham and Kent).

Sa. a chev. or, betw.
ten crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
(co. Kent).
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three cxosses

Feckam

botonnee fitchee ar.
Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee
ar.
Crest— A hand holding a scroll of paper ppr.
Fecke (co. Berks). Lozengy or and gu. a saltire erm.
Pecke (Winchilsea and Lewes, co. Sussex). Az. a fesse betw.
three horses in full speed ar. Crest— A helmet in profllo

Feckam.

clcse

plumed

Pecke.

sa.

Ar. a buck's head gu.
co. Norfolk).

Feckham (Swaffham,

Chequy or and

sa.

a

fesse erm.

Feckham (co. Suffolk).

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three crosses

crosslet fitchee ar.

Feckham

(co. Kent, and Little Green, Upmarden, and
Lordington, co. Sussex ; the dau. and heir, Sarah Peckbah,
m. Thomas Phipps, Esq., of Heywood House, co. Wilts).
Erm. a chief quarterly gu. and or.
(Nyton, co. Sussex; claiming descent from the
Peckhams of Kent; the heiress. Mart, m. Charles
Hewitt Smith, Esq., of Ashling Lodge, co. Sussex, and
left one son, Charles Peckham Smith, Esq., of Nyton,
who assumed, in 1820, the name and arms of Peckham only).
Erm. a chief quarterly or and gu. Crest-Aa ostrich ppr.
Motto Tentanda via est.
Peckham. Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three crosses crosslet

Feckham

—

or.

Feckham.
heads

Az. a

cross terminated with four

leopards'

or.

Feckham.

Erm. on a

chief per pale or

and

az.

a crescent

gu.

Peckingrham..

Az. a lion ramp. ar. supporting with the
forepaw a cross formee fitchee or.
Feckitt (Thirsk, co. York). Az. two bars or, and in chief

—

three bezants. Motto Ductore Deo.
(Westminster). Ar. a cross patonce engr. betw.

Fecksall

Crest

—A

Moor's head couped

ppr.

Ar. a cross formee flory sa. on a canton gu. a
lion's head erased of the field, crowned or.
Fedder. Per pale and per chev. ar. andaz.counterchanged.
Crest

—Two branches

Pedder (Ashton

of

palm

in orle vert.

Quarterly, sa. and
gu. on a bend betw. two escallops or, a greyhound courant
Crest— Beiw. two
of
the
second.
betw. two quatrefoils
branches of olive ppr. as many lions' heads erased at tho
neck and addorsed erminois, gorged with one collar gu.

Motto

— Je dis

Loilge, co. Lancaster).

la verity.

Feddie

(Kaehill, co. Dumfries, 1721). Ar. three papingocs
A papingo holding in his
vert within a bordure gu. Crest
beak an arrow ppr. Motlo Consulto.
Pede (Bury, co. Suffolk). Az. on a bend or, three sham-

—

brogues gu.

785

Crest

or.

(co. Suffolk).

Fecksall.

crowned or; another, Erm. two roses gu.; another, Gu. a
crescent or, on a chief ar. three mullets with six points of the
field; another, Sa. three eagles displ. ar. ; another, Frm.
a cross gu.

slips

Pechey, or Peach

four Cornish choughs sa.

sa.).

Peche, or Pechey. Ar. a fesse
Crest
An astrolabe or.
Peche, or Pechey. Sa. an eagle

Gu. a

FED
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Peart.

—

Crest— A cbapeau gu. turned up erm. with two

A

:

PED
ostrich feathers, one stuck
sinister az.

side,

the dexter or, the

Ar. a chev. betw. three falcons' legs coaped

Pedecrew.
go-

Pedell

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three

Huntingdon).

(CO.

escallops ar.

Pederton

Ar. a bend gu.
(cos. Cornwall and Somerset).
betw. three lions' heads erased sa. crowned of the second
(another, crowned or).
Quarterly, 1st

Pederton.

and

crosslet a lion pass, guard, ar.

4th, gu.
;

2nd and

semee of crosses
3rd, or, sem6e of

crosses crosslet a lion ramp. az.
Pedigrew^ (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three eagles'
legs couped gu.

(granted to Lieut. -Colonel Phiup Wabkkn Pedleb, of
Mutley House, near Plymouth, an officer of the East India
Company's Service, and distinguished as having formed, disciplined, and commanded the cavalry of the Rajah ofNagpore).
Sa. three lozenges ar. on a chief embattled of the last, an
oriental crown betw. two fleurs-de-lis az. Crest A demi lion
ramp. sa. crowned with an oriental crown or, holding betw.
the forepaws a fozenge ar. charged with a fleur-de-lis az. and
bearing in its mouth a red flag. Motto Animo non astutiS.
Pedley (Tetworth and Abbotsley, co. Hunts). Sa. three
lozenges ar. on a chief or, as many fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding in the paws a lozenge or,
charged with a fleur-de-lis gu.
Pedley. Same Arms. Crest A lion's head gu.
Pedley, or Petley. Sa. three lozenges ar. a chief or.
Pedocrew. Az. three eagles displ. with two heads or.
Pedwarden (co. Hereford). Gu. two lions pass, in pale

Pedler

—

—

—

—

Peel (Singleton

Brook, co. Lancaster; a yoonger branch of
Peel, of Peele Fold). Ar. three sheaves of as many arrows
ppr. banded gu. on a chief az. a bee volant or. Crest
demi Uon ramp. ar. gorged with a collar az. charged with
three bezants, holding betw. the paws a shuttle or. Motto

—

—Industria.

Peel

from William Peel,

(Brookfield, co. Chester; descended

Esq., of OswEddwistle, co. Lancaster, grandfather of the first
Sir RoBE&T Peel, Bart.). Arms, &c., same as the pre-

ceding.

Peel (William

Peel, Esq., Ackworth Park, co. York, only
son of Samuel Peel, Esq., of Carrwood House, co. ifork).
Erm. a sheaf of three arrows ppr. banded az. betw. two
flaunches of the last, each charged with a bee volant or.
Crest A lion couchant ar. charged on the shoulder with a
sheaf of arrows ppr. banded az. and resting the dexter paw
upon an escocheon also az. charged with a bee volant or.
Motto Meret qui laborat.
Peele (co. Chester). Ar. a bend betw. two mullets (another,

—

—

pierced) sa.

Peele, or Pill

Ar. a bend erm. betw. two
(co. Dev«n).
mullets sa.
(granted to Lorr Peer, Esq., of co. Cork, by Preston,
Ulster, 13 Dec. 1634). Az. three piles wavy or, charged with a
Crest
fleur-de-lis of the first.
A mcnnaid ppr. holding in
her right hand a pile wavy or, and in her left a fleur-de-lis

Peer

—

az.

Peeres

Vert a bend

(co. Essex).

ar. cotised or.

Peeres, or Perse (Westdown,
wavy

A

betw.

ar.

sphere

or, at

a bend

co. Kent).
Sa.
two unicorns' heads erased or.

(^est

—

the north and south pole an estoile of the

last.

or.

Pedwardyn.

Or, two (another, three) lions pass. gu. betw.

three popinjays ppr.

Peebles (l)ewsbury,
Peebles (Scotland).

Ar. a chev. engr. sa.
Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three popingu.
CO. York).

jays vert membered
Peek (Rousden, co. Devon, bart.). Az. an estoile ar. in
Crest Two hazel nuts
chief three bezants of the last.
slipped ppr. Motto
Le maitre vient.
Peek (Hazelwood, near Kingsbridge, co. Devon; granted in
1832 to JouN Peek, Esq., of that place). Gu. on a chev. ar.
betw. three chaplets of hazel in chief or, and a plough in
base ppr. three shakeforks sa. Crctt Two hazel nuts slipped
ppr.
Peel (Pcclc Fold, CO. Lancaster, and Trenant Park, co. Cornwall; RonEBT Peele, a member of a family previously
resident at Craven, co. York, settled at Hole House, near
Blackburn, co. Lancaster, and d. 1608; his great-grandson,
Robert Peel, Esq., of Pcele Fold, had seven sons, viz.
I. William, ancestor of Peel, of Pcele Fold and Trenant
Park, and Peel, of Taliaris; II. Edmund, left two daus.
co-heirs III. Sir Uobebt, of Drayton Manor, created a bart.
1800; IV. Jonathan, ancestor of Peel, of Accrington and
Knowlmerc; V. Lawrence, ancestor of Peel, of Stone Hall
and Aylesraore; VI. Joseph, of Bowes, near London; VII.
John, of Burton-on-Trent, co. Stafford). Ar. three sheaves of
as many arrows ppr. banded gu. on a chief az. a bee volant
Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. gorged with a collar az.
or.
charged with three bezants, holding betw. the paws a shuttle

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

Motto Industria.
Caermarthen). Same ArtiiS, &c.
(Drayton Manor, co. Stafford, bart.). Ar. three sheaves
of as many arrows ppr. two and one, banded gu. on a chief
Crest
.\ demi lion ramp. ar. gorged
az. a bee volant or.
with a collar az. charged with three bezants holding
paws
a
shuttle
or.
Supporters '1 ao lions guard.
betw. the
ar. each gorged with a collar az. thereon three bezants and
each charged on the shoulder with a trefoil vert. Motto
or.

Peel
Peel

PBI
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on each

(Taliaris Park, co.

—

—

—

Peel

(Bryn-y-pys, co. Flint; exempUQcd to Edhond EtiielBTON, Esq., of Bryn-y-pys, co. Flint, on his assuming, by

royal licence, the surname of Peel). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
ar. three sheaves of as many arrows ppr. banded gu. on a
chief az. a bee volant or, for Peel; 2nd and 3rd. az. on

betw two crosses crosslet in base ar. an eagle displ.
purp., fur Etuelston. Crests— k demi lion ramp. ar. gorged

pilo

with a collar az. charged with three bezants holding betw.
the paws a shuttle or, for Peel; A ram's head coupod
a. charged with thrco crosses crosslet or. Motto Indus-

—

tria.

Peel nCnowlmero Manor,

co.

York).

Arms, Ac, as Peel,

of Peck- I'nia.
(Stoat;

crowned

or, sitting

Peeres.

on her nest

Sa. a chev.

ar. (another adds,

Peerman.

a chief

Hall,

co.

Pembroke).

Arnit,

Ac, ai P«el,

of Pcelo Fold.

Peel

(Aylesmorc, co. Gloucester).
Peele Fold.

786

heads erased

first.

or,

Crest

on a chief of the second

—A stag's head couped or,

collared sa.

Peers

(Lord Mayor of London, 1716). Sa. a chev. betw.
three lions' heads erased ar. a chief or.
(Alveston, co. Warwick granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, and confirmed by Camden, to Edmdnd Peers, Esq.,
of that place). Az. on a fesse ar. betw. three pelicans or,
vulning themselves gu. as many pellets. Crest Out of clouds
ar. a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or,
tied round above the elbow with a ribbon in a bow
gu. holding in the gauntlet a spear headed with a pheon

Peers

;

—

gold.

Peers

(arms on the monument of Joun Consett Peers, Capt
R.N., 1798, in Egloshayle Church, co. Cornwall). Quarterly,
ar. and az. four pheons counterchanged.
Crest
A cross-

—

bow.

Peers.
Crest

—

Sa. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
On a chapeau ppr. a lion's head per chev. or and

az.

Peers.

Peers

Vert a bend ar. cotised or.
(Chislchampton, co. Oxford;

descended

from

Sir

Charles Peers, Ent., Alderman of London, and Lord
The quartering is derived from the
Mayor in 1715.
marriage of Charles Peers, Esq., of Chislchampton, with
Katuerine, dau. of John Knapp, Esq.). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th,
a chief
in

base,

Knapp.

sa.

or,

a chev. betw. three
Peers
2nd and

for

;

and in chief three
Ci-est—A demi

griffin

heads erased ar.
a lion pass,
esquires' helmets sa., for
wings
addorsed
segreant
lions'

3rd,

or,

ar.

Peerson

(Wisbeach,

Isle of Ely,

and London).

suns

or.

Crest

Per

—A

fesse

parrot

ppr.

Peerson

(granted 1616). Per fesse az. and gu. three suns
Crctt— Out of a mural coronet chcquy ar. and az. a
parrot's head vert.
'Pegge (Yeldersley and Beauchicff Abbey, co. Derby, and
Osmaston, same co. Sec Bdrnell). Ar. a chev. betw. three
wedges »a. Crest The sun rising in splendour, the rays
alternately sa., or, and ar.
Peirce (Canterbury, co. Kent). Az. a bend wavy or, betw.
two unicorns' heads erased ar. mancd gold. Crest A unicorn's head couped ar. armed and maned or.
Peirce (London). Ar. a fesse humctt^e gu. betw. three
ravens rising sa.
Peirce. Sa. a bend raguly betw. two unicorns' beads erased
or.

—

—

Crest— A griffln pass.
(co. Cambridge).
dragons' beads erased ar.

or.

A^im, Ac, at Peel, of

feeding her young,
lions'

or).

Gu. a stag trippant

three crescents of the

displ.

vert.

erm. betw. three

embattled gu. and az. three

Industria.

Peel

Peeres. See Peers.
Peeres. Az. a pelican with wings

Peires

or.

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three

A
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PEI

Pelham

Ax. a pelican crowned or, vulned ppr.
Peirae (Bedale, co. York). At. a ducal coronet betw. three
crosses crosslet fitch^ or. Crat A cross crosslet fitchee or,
surmounted with a mural coronet.
Peirse (Beeesford-Peirse, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a ducal coronet betw. three cross crosslets fitch^ or, for
Peisse 2nd and 3rd, ar. semfe of crosses crosslet fitchee
three fleurs-de-lis, two and one sa. within a bordure wavy
«nn., for Beresford. Crests— iBt: A cross crosslet fitchee
or, surmounted with a mural crown gu., for Peirse ; 2nd : Out
of a naval crown or, a dragon's head per fess wavy ar. and
g\x. the lower part of the neck transfixed by a broken tilting epear, and in the mouth the remaining part of the
«pear point upwards, gold, for Beb£sford> Motto Non
sine pulvere palma.
Peirse (Lazenby, co. York, 1666). Gu. a ducal coronet
betw. three cross crosslets or.
Peirse. Az. a bend ar. cotised or, betw. six martlets of the

Pelrs.

;

Az. three pelicans vulning themselves

Pelingrard

(granted, 1741, to Bev. John Pelissibr, D.D.,
Senior Fellow Trinity College, Dublin, son of Capt. Abei.
Peussier, of Castres, Languedoc, France, who went to

head issuing

—

—

Crest— A deer's

or.

Kildare ; granted
by Preston, Ulster, 1638, to Bartholomew Peislt, of that
place. Comptroller to Thomas, Viscount Wentworth, Lord
Deputy of Ireland, son of George Peislet, Esq., of
Ascot, CO. Oxford. See Vacghan, of Golden Grove, King's
CO.). Gu. a lion ramp, double queued, crowned or, armed
and langued az. in the dexter chief point a cross crosslet
fitchee ar. Crest A dragon sejant vert, advancing a spear
or, the head az. embrued with blood, and garnished gu.
,

(Punchestown,

Ireland with William III. in 1690). Ar. on a cross az. a
bezant betw. four fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief gu. a lion pass,
guard, of the third. Crtst A fleur-de-lis or, surmounting
a bezant betw. a pair of falcon's wings per fess ar. and as.
Motto Victrix fortunae sapientia.
Pell (Dimblesby, co. Lincoln, and Dersingham, co. Norfolk;
granted 19 Oct. 1594). Enn. on a canton az. a pelican or,
vulning herself gu. Crest On a chaplet vert flowered or, »
peUcan gold, vulning herself gu.
Pell (co. Hants). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Pell. Ar. a bend betw. two mullets sa. Crest On a mural
Another Crest A pelican
coronet or, a mullet pierced sa.
wings endorsed ar. vulning herself ppr.
Pell (Sir Albert Pell, serjeant-at-law). Same Arms, the

—

third.

Peisley or Peasley

co.

—
—

mullets in the arms and crest pierced.
Az. a chev. betw. three covered cups or.
Gu. a lion pass, guard, and in
( Fiscount Exmouih).
chief two chaplets of laurel or, on a chief of augmentatioa,
wavy ar. a representation of Algiers with a British man-ofwar before it, all ppr. Crest— Upon waves of the sea the wreck
of the " Dutton," East Indiaman, upon a rocky shore off
Plymouth garrison, all ppr., motto over, Deo adjuvant*.
Supporters Dexter, a lion ramp, guard, or, navally crowned
sinister,
az. resting the dexter paw upon a decrescent ar.
a male figure representing slavery, trousers ar. striped az.
the upper part of the body naked, holding in the dexter
hand broken chains ppr. the sinister arm elevated and hold-

Pellett.

Pelle-w

—

AfoHo—Periculum fortitudine
Peiton. See Patton.

evasi.

—

Peke (Sandwich, co. Kent). Az. three talbots pass. or.
Peke (Homcastle, co. Lincoln). Vert on a chev. ar. betw.

;

many

crosses crosslet az.
guttle de sang, pierced

three lions' heads erased
Crest A lion's head erased or,
through the side of the head with an arrow of the first
headed and feathered ar. the arrow coming through the
or,

as

—

(London). Per bend sa. and gu. on a fesse
betw. three mullets or, a lion ramp. az.
Pelboroug'h. Per bend sa. and gu. on a fesse betw. three
annulets ar. a lion ramp, of the first.
Pelcot. Paly of six or and vert, a chief of the second.
Peleford (cos. Lancaster and York). Sa. three crosses

—

1768).

Pelley. Barry wavy of six or and az. a bend ar.
Pelliford (co. Lancaster). Sa. a cross formee ar.
Pelligrey. Or, a wivem volant sa.
Pellot, Pellat, or Pellet (Bignall Park and Bolney,

ChkJuster). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az.
three pelipans ar. vulning themselves ppr. 2nd and 3rd,
gu. two pieces of belts with buckles erect in pale, the
buckles upwards ar. Crest A peacock in pride ar. Sux>Dexter, a horse of a mouse colour ; sinister, a
porters
bear ppr. each collared with a belt ar. buckle and pendant
Motto Vincit amor patriae.
or.
(Anderson-Pelham, Earl of Tarborough). Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand qu.irters, the two coats of Pelham,
viz., quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three pelicans ar. vulning
themselves ppr., 2nd and 3rd, gu. two pieces of belts with
buckles erect in pale, the buckles upwards ar. ; 2nd and 3rd
grand quarters, ar. a chev. betw. three crosses flory sa., for
Anderson. Crests— 1st A peacock in pride ar., for Pelbam
2nd: A water -spaniel dog or, for Anderson. Supporters
Dexter, a bay horse reguard. charged on the body with
three antique buckles in bend sinister or ; sinister, a waterspaniel dog reguard. or, charged on the body with three
Vincit amor patriae.
crosses flory in bend sa. Motto
(Compton-Valcnce, co. Dorset; descended from
Anthony Pelham, Esq., of Buxted, a younger son of the
ancestor of the Earl of Chichester, represented by ThistleTHWAiTE, of Southwick Park, Hants, co. Somerset, and
Laughton, co. Sussex).
Az. three pelicans ar. vulning
A peacock in pride ar.
themselves ppr. Crest

Pelliaxn (Sari of

;

—

—

second.

Pellouer (co. Cornwall). Sa. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Pelly (Upton, CO. Essex, hart.). Or, on a bend engr. az.
betw. two trefoils slipped vert three martlets of the first.
Motto
Crest Out of a naval crown an elephant's head.
Deo ducente nil nocet.
Pelmore. Or, nine crosses crosslet az. another, Az. nine
;

—
;

crosses crosslet or, three, three, two, and one.
Pelsant, alias Bus'well (Clipston, co.

a bend raguly betw. two crosses crosslet ar.
Sa. three Uons pass. ar.
Peiton (co. Northampton). Or, on a fesse betw. three

Pelstone.

—

William Pelham,

mullets sa. as many bezants.
Peiton, or Polton. Ar. three

mullets sa. Crest— A hand
holding a swan's head and neck erased all ppr.
three mullets sa. each
betw.
Peiton. Or, six starlings
charged with a bezant.
Peltot (London). Paly of six or and vert, a chief indented

Knt., circa. 1580, Ulster's

Az. three pelicans vulning themselves or.
(Cound Hall, co. Salop). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Pelham, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three pelican; ar.
vulning themselves ppr.
2nd and 3rd, gu. two belts in
pale, issuing from the base ar. with buckles and studs or;
2nd and 3rd, Thursbt, ar. a chev. betw. three lions ramp.
Office).

Pelham

;

of the second.
(temp. Edward I.). Paly of six or and sa. a chief indented vert; another. Paly of six ar. and sa. (another, or
and sa.); another, Paly of six or and vert, on a chief of the
second a mullet of the first
Pelytoe. Paly of six or and az. a chief indented vert.
Pelytot (Woodhall, CO. Hertford; the hcirei^s of Sir Piump

Peltot

—A

peacock in his pride ar., for Pelham; A
curlew with wings expanded ar. the beak and legs ppr., for
Thdrsbt. Mottoes Vincit amor patriae, for Pelham; In
silentio fortitude, for Thursbt.
Pelham. Gu. two pieces of belts with buckles erect in fcssc
Ba.

Crests

—

ar. the buckles in chief.
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Northampton,

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a bend raguly
betw. two crosses crosslet ar. ; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fesse betw.
three pelicans ar. Crest— A lion's head erased gu. langued
az. gorged with a collar raguly ar.
Pelsett (Mrlton, co. Cambridge, and Itham, co. Kent). Gu.
bart. extinct).

—

(Sir

—

—

Pelham

Pelhaiu

co.

—

Ar. two bars sa. on the first a bezant. Crest
lion pass. ar. guttle de poix, in the dexter paw an acorn
slipped vert, fructed or.
Pellot. Sa. a fesse or, in chief three covered cups of the
Sussex).

Pelham

:

Or, on a bend engr. vert three martlets ar. in chief
the second. Cresi— Out of a ducal coronet or, an

trefoil of

elephant's head ar.

See

HOLLES.

—

first.

Pelley.
a

{Duke of Newcastle, extinct

A

;

of the

ar.

PeUiam-Holles

— Algiers.

Ar. a chev.
Cornwall,
1876).
(Treverry, co.
gu. in base an oak wreath vert tied az. on a chief of the
second three mascles of the first. Crest— ship in distress
Mottoes Over the crest in a scroll, Deo
on a rock ppr.
juvante and imder the arms, Deo non fortuna.
Pelle'W. Ar. a chev. gu. on a chief of the last three mascles

Sa. three sliovellers ar.

Pelborongh

formee

Motto

ing a cross or.

Pelle-W

mouth, vulned gu.

Pelashaza.

Sa. three crosse«

Pelissier

—

or, quills ar.

or.

(Pelingard, co. Lancaster).

pattee ar.

;

Az. three shuttles

PEIi

Edhond Pelham, Lord Chief Baron of the
Ireland, the first who had the title of Lord

Exchequer in
Chief Baron in Ireland Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1609, hi»
dau. Phiuppa, wife of Booes Dountin, Clerk of the Pipe).

—

Peirson.

(Sir

I

Pklxtot mu,

tenqi-

Edward III., IUlpu leBoteler,

of Pulic-.

A

;;

PEU

tach and Nortury, and brought the Manor of Woodhall
into his family). Faly of six or and az. a chief indented
vert.

Pemarthe

Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three bears'
muzzled gu.
Ar. three buckets sa.
Alban's, co. Herts).
hoops and handles or. Crest— X dragon's head erased sa.
Pemberton (Pemberton, co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. vert
betw. three buckets sa. hoops and handles or.
Pemberton (co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. betw. three
(co.

heads erased

Pemberton

buckets

sa.

(St.

Crest

sa.

—An

eagle ppr. preying on a coney ar.

Pemberton (Lord Mayor of

London, 1611, and of Rushdon,
Ar. a chev. betw. three buckets sa.
CO. Northampton).
hoops er. Crest A dragon's head vert couped gu.
Pemberton (co. York). Ar. three buckets sa. hoops and
handles or.
Pemberton(Aislaby, co.Durham, A.D. 1595; descended from
John Pembekton, of Stanhope, living in 1400). Ar. a
chev. ermines betw. three grifBns' heads couped sa. Crest
A griffin's head couped and gorged with a ducal coronet

—

—

all

(Bainbridge

Holme and

Durham

Barnes, co.

descended from John Pembebton, Esq., of Hilton, a scion
of Pembebton, of Aislaby). Same Arms and Crat. Motto
Lahore et honcre.
Pemberton (Torry Hill, near Sittingbourne). Erm. an
estoile or, betw. three buckets sa. hoops and handles or.
Crest— A dragon's head erm. erased gu. ducally gorged or,
and transflxed by an arrow fessewise ppr. Motto Ut tibi

—

—

Pemberton-Leigh.

(Baron Kingsdovm). See Leigh.
Pemberton (Milton, co. Northampton). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three buckets sa. with hoops
and handles or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three dragons' heads
A dragon's head
erect sa. couped and langued gu. Crest
erect sa, couped and langued gu.
Pemberton (Cbiide-Pembebton, Millichope Park, co.
Salop). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Pembekton, or, two chev2nd, Childe, gu. a chev.
ronels betw. three buckets sa.
3id, Baldwtn, ar. a
erm. betw. three eagles close ar.
1st, Childe
Crests
An eagle
saltire sa. a crescent for diff.
with wings expanded ar. enveloped with a snake ppr. 2nd,
Peubebton A griffin's head couped sa. in the front a cresOn a mount vert a cockatrice ar.
cent or
3rd, Baldwtn
wattled, combed, and beaked or, ducally gorged and lined
gold, a crescent for diff. Motto
Per Ueum meum, transilio

—

;

;

—

:

;

:

:

;

—

murum.

Pemberton.

.

vert.

Pembroke Hall

(Cambridge; founded in 1343 by Mart,
dau. of GtJT de Chastillion, Compte de St. Paul, in France,
and wife of Atmer de Valence, Sart of Pembroke). The
dexter half of the coat of Valence, impaled with the sinister
half of the coat of Gcrs de Chastillion, Compte de St.
Paul, which at that time was the usual method of impaling
the arms of baron and feme, and was called dimidiating. It
has long been disused in England, but it is still continued by
the French heralds. The arms of Valance are
Barry of
ten ar. and az. over all ten martlets in orle gu. Those of
Gut de Chastillion— Vair, three pallets gu. on a chief or,
a label of three points throughout az.
Barrulyar. andaz. an orle of
(co. Lancaster).
martlets gu.
Pembrooke. Per pale ar. and or, a chev. betw. three
crescents gu. Crest
A heart gu. charged with a rose ar.
Pembruge. See Pembridge.
Pemerton (Ireland, Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1651 ; Captaia
Pf.mebton, buried in Christ Church). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three baskets sa. a mullet or.
Pempans. Gu. three greyhounds courant ar., a bezant

—

—

Pempens

(co. Cornwall).
Sa. a cross crosslet or, betw.
three lions pass, guard, ar.
Per saltire or and az.
(co. Cornwall).
Sa. a fret or, betw. four lions

Pemperde.

Pempons

pass, (another, ramp.) ar.

Pencester
Pencoler.

Pendarves

head

sa.

Chester).

betw. two wings or.
Ar. five fuzils in bend gu. a

tire

raguly or.

Ar. on a bend per bend az. and gu.
(co. Cornwall).
three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
(Scotland).

erased of the

first.

Gu. on a bend ar. two lions' heads
Crest
A demi lion or, holding a sabre

—

ppr.

Pembridge

(Mansell Gamage, co. Hereford).
six or and sa., on a bend gu. three mullets ar.

Pembridge, or Fembruge
six or

Edwabd William

Esq., of that place, M.P. for Cornwall,

—

Pender

bull's

(co.

or.

;

Crent—K

chief az.

Gu. a cross

Ar. a bend vaire or and gu.
(Pendarves, co. Cornwall;

of Witnne, in lieu of his patronymic
Stackhocse, 4 Jan. 1815, and on 28 Feb. following added
that of Pendarves). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a falcon
betw. three mullets or, for Pendarves 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
chev. betw. three lions ramp, or, forWvNNE; quartering,
Williams, Courtenat, Abrincis, Avenel, St. Aubtn, CabMiNow. Crests 1st: A lion ramp, reguard. or; 2nd: A
demi bear erm. muzzled, lined, and ringed or; 3rd : A sal-

Pender

Pembridge

(co. Sus.sex).

Wtnne-Pendarves,
assumed the name

Ar. a chev. vert betw. three well buckets
another, Ar. a water bucket sa. hoops and handle or.
(co. Chester).
Ar. a bend engr. gu. a chief

Pembridge
az.

for the study of the civil law,

in chief.

sic alteri.

;

Berks; originally it was called Broadgate Hall, famous
and obtained the name of
Pembroke College from the Earl of Pembroke, who was
Chancellor of the University when the college was
founded)
Per pale az. and gu. three lions ramp, two and
one ar., a chief per pale or and ar., charged on the dexter
side with a rose gu. and on the sinister with a thistle
CO.

Pembrooke

ppr.

Pemberton

sa.

PEN

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

and

Leicester).

(co.

Barry of

Penderell.

Barry of

sword and sceptre in saltire, surmounted of a regal crown
ppr. Of the honourable augmentations granted by Charles
II. to the devoted partisans who loyally protected him
after the battle of Worcester, we may mcntipn those of
Lane, Carlos and Penderell. The first-named family received the additional crest of "a strawberry roan horse
salient couped at the flanks, bridled sa. bitted and garnished
or, supporting betw. the feet an imperial crown ppr."
To
the Penderells, the humble but no less faithful protectors
of the fugitive prince, were assigned the arms and identical
bearings, differing in tincture only, as were given to Col.
Carlos.
Pendle. Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Pendleton (co. Lancaster). Az. on a fesse gu. three garbs
or, a chief ar.
Crest A lion's paw sa. holding a battle
axe or.
Pendleton (Norwich). Gu. an inescutcheon ar. betw. four
escallops in saltire or.
On a chapeau gu. turned up
Crest
erm. a demi dragon, wings inverted or, holding an escallop

—

.sa.

Pembridge
Pembridge

(co. Salop).
Or, three bars az.
(Mansellgamcl, Wales).
Barry of six or and
az. on a bend gu. three mullets ar.
another, Ar. a chief
az. a bordure engr. gu. ; another, Or, a fesse cotised az. a
bend gu. another. Or, four bars az.
Pembroke, Earl of. See Herbebt.
Pembroke, Earl of. See Clabe.
Pembroke (St. Alban's, co. Herts, and Chertsey, co. Surrey
confirmed by patent, dated 7 Feb. 1771, to George Pembroke, Esq., of St. Albans, and the descendants of his father
Joshua Pembroke, Esq., of the same place, and of Lincoln's
Inn, and to those of his uncle, Nathaniel Pembroke, of
Chertsey, co. Surrey. Wm. Pembroke, of St. Albans, only
surviving son of the said George, and Charles Pembroke,
of Chertsey, grandson of the said Nathaniel, were respectively Esquires to Sir Uobert Keith Murray, K.P., 1772, and
to Sir Philip Francis, K.P., 1812.
The pedigree is traced to
Wm. Pembboke, Burgess of Bristol, who died In 1417).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, on a bend betw. two lions ramp,
sa. a dragon pass, wings elevated, of the first, for Pembboke; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a wolf statant gu. on a chief
indented of tho last three fleurs-de-lis of the llr.st, for Flindell.
Crest
A wolfs head gu. i.s.suing out of a ducal
coronet or. Mnitn
Rebus in arduis eonslans.
Pembroke,
of. The Corpuratidn seal ropresenta
a t.'i.stic embattled and towered in tin; middle, the exterior
towers domed, iind on eaeli a flag.
Pembroke College ^Oxford; founded In 1620 by the joint
benefactions of Tiiomah Te.sdale, Ksq., of Glympton, co.
Oxford, and Uicuabd Wuitwice, C.A., Rector uf Hsley,
;

;

—

—

Town
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Ar. on a mount an oak tree ppr. over all a fess
sa. charged with three regal crowns also ppr.
Crest

—

—

ar.

Pendleton

(Fun.

Ent.

Ulster's

Office,

1625,

Margaret

Pendleton, wife of Richard Wiggatt, Alderman and Mayor
of Dublin). Az. a cross moline ar. surmounted of a similar cross gu.

Pendleton

(confirmed to Alan O'Brten George William
Pendleton, Ivsq., eldest surviving .son of Henbt Latham
Pendleton, Esq., of Pollon, co. Louth, and grandson of
Philip 1'endlf.to.s, Esq., of Moorton, co. Mealli, and to
their descendants). Gu. a garb betw. four escallops in saltire or.
A lion's gamb erased sa. charged with an
Crest
Motto—
escallop or, and grasping a battle axe gold.
AudaccB fortuna Juvat.

—

;

PEN
Pendock

on a

(ToUerton).
Gu. four bars gcmelles ar.
Crest
chief of the last five trefoils az. three and two.
On the top of a tower gu. a demi pelican with wings

endorsed

—

vulning her breast of the

or,

Pendred

(co.

Northampton
co. Wicklow;

first.

Broghillsto\vn, co.

;

and Barraderry,

Carlow

this family, after the loss of

their English estate, settled in Ireland; George Pendred,
Esq., of Broghillstown, m. Cordelia, dau. and heiress of

MoRLET Saunders,

Esq., of baunders Grove, co. Wicklow,
LL.D., Prime Serjeant, and had a son, Moelet Pendred,
Esq., who eventually inherited Saunders Grove). Sa. on a

chev. ar. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
the vizor up. Motto Nosce teipsum.

Crest

—

Pendreth

PEN

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

—A helmet,

Kent; granted 1586). PaJy of six ar. and
sa. (another, az.) on a chief or, a griffin segreant of the
second.
Crest
A tiger sejant erm. tufted, maned, and
ducaUy crowned or.
Penell (Woodstone in Lindridge, co. Worcester. Visit.
1634). Ar. on a fesse gu. three garbs or.
Penell. Ar. on a saltire sa. five mullets or.
Penelton. Gu. four leopards' faces jcssant-de-lis or, a canton erm.
Peneway, or Penway. Barry of four gu. and or, on a
(co.

—

chief ar. three mullets pierced az.
(Leigh, co. Sussex

Peneystone

a chief sa. ; another, Sa. a chev. ar. i another,
Barry wavy of six or and az. a bend ar.
(Gibraltar, 1743).
Az. on a chev. ar. ensigned
with a thistle or, betw. three pens in full feather of the
second as many crescents of the first. Crest A dexter
hand and arm issuing out of the clouds, holding a hammer
over an anvil, all ppr. Motto
Inexpugnabilis.
Penmarch. Az. a horse's head couped ar. bridled gu.
Credit
An ostrich reguard. murally crowned and resting the
dexter paw on an escallop ppr.
Penmarche. Erm. on a fesse az. three crosses moUne or.
Penn (Stoke Pogeis, co. Buckingham settled at an early
period at Minety, co. Gloucester, and at Penn's Lodge, co.
Wilts; descended from William Penn, founder of the Province of Pennsylvania, North America). Ar. on a fesse sa.
three plates. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. gorged with
a collar sa. charged with three piatea. Motto Dum clarum
rectum teneam.
other, or)

Penman

—

—

—

;

—

Penn-Gaskell

(Shanagarry,

or,

a chev. betw.

Gu.

hafted

ar.

Crest

—A

three

lion

carpenter's

ramp,

double

axes

queued

:

sinister

arm embowed

Penfold

(Cissbury, co. Sussex). Az. a chev. or, surmounted

by another couped

betw. three wood pigeons ppr. each
charged on the breast with a pellet. Crest Out of park
pales alternately ar. and sa. charged with three escallops in
fesse or, a pine tree fructed ppr.
Penford (co. Cambridge). Gu. a bend embattled counterembattled or.
Penford (co. Cumberland). Vert a bend embattled ar.
Penfound (Penfound in Poundstock, co. Cornwall ; traced
eight generations before 1620). Ar. a chev. betw. three
pewits sa. membered and wattled gu.
Pengreley (co. Cornwall). Gu. a lion ramp, within an orle
of trefoils ar. Crest A lion's paw holding a palm branch
sa.

—

—

all ppr.

Pengrelley

(co. Cornwall).
Gu. the field replenished with
acorns or, a Hon ramp. ar.
(co. Cornwall).
Or, on a fesse per pale az. and
gu. three Uons ramp. ar. Crest
A wivern, wings inverted
vert, devouring a dexter arm ppr.
Pengelly (Pengelly, co. Cornwall; the heiress m. Beare).
Or, a chev. betw. three griffins pass, wings elevated and
inverted gu.
Pengrelly (Sortridge, in Whitchurch, co. Devon). Gu. a,
lion ramp. ar. betw. six trefoils slipped of the second.
Penliallow (Penhallow, co. Cornwall; living there time
Edward III.). Vert a coney ar. Crest A goat pass. az.
hoofed and attired or.
Penhellege (co. Cornwall). Sa. three bird bolts ar.
Penhellicke, or Penhellirke (Penhelleek, co. Cornwall).
Sa. three butterflies volant ar.
Crest
A Saracen's

Pengrelly

—

—

—

head ppr.

Penhergrard

(co.

Cornwall).

Ar. a saltire engr. ermines;

another, Sa. a saltire erm.

Penn (co.

Buckingham).

Sa. a mullet ar.

Penken (co.

Worcester). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. on a canton
of the last a fesse dancettee or. Crest An antelope sejant

—

and maned

ar.

Penkerch, or Penkerth

(co. Lincoln).
Ar. a fesse sa.
betw. three fish-hooks gu.
Ar. a fesse betw. three flesh-hooks sa.
Penketh (Penketh, co. Lancaster; the heiress m. Ashtok).
Ar. three kingfishers az.
Penketh (co. Lancaster). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
mullets sa. on a chief of the last as many bucks' heads
cabosscd or.

Penkeridgre.

Penkevell, or Penkevill
temp.

Edward

pass,

of

II.).

(PenkeveU, co. Cornwall,
Ar. three chev. gu. in chief a lion

the second.
couchant ppr.

Penleaze

(High

Cliff,

of crosses crosslet
elevated ppr.

Penley.

Crest

—On

a mount vert a

lion

Christchurch, co. Hants). Gn. semee
ar.
Crest A wivern, wings

—

a lion ramp.

Sa. a chief or.

Crest

—A

lion's

head erased go.

on a

Churchill, near Stourbridge).

Sa. a chief ar.

;

another, Ar. (an-

Ar.

a lion pass. gu.
Ar. on a fesse gu. three plates.

fesse sa. three plates, in chief

Penn (co.
Penn.

Oxford).

Sa. six fleurs-de-lis ar.

Pennant

(Downing and Bychton,

co. Flint

;

hence descended

the Pennants of Bagilt, the Pennants of Jamaica, of which
were the late Lord Penrhi/n, Dawkins-Pennant, of Penrhyn
Arms, those of
Castle, and the Pennants of Holywell).
Tudor Trevor, viz. Per bend sinister erm. and ermines, a
Crest
Out of a ducal
lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu.
coronet ar. an heraldic antelope's head of the last, maned,
tufted, armed, and crinedor; recorded Coll. of Arms, 2 May,

—

1580.

Pennant

{Baron Penrhyn,

created 1783, extinct

1808).

Arms and Crest same as Pennant, of Downing. Supporters
Two antelopes ppr. and chained or, the dexter charged

—

with a canton pendent to the collar gu. thereon a man's head
couped ar. Motto Mquo animo.
Pennant (Dawkins-Pennant, of Penrhyn Castle, co. Car-

—

narvon

;

George Hat Dawkins-Pennant,

Esq., of

Penrhyn

Castle, left at his decease, 17 Dec. 1840, several daus. his co-

the eldest, Juliana Isabella Mary, m. Lieut.Colonel the Hon. Edward Gordon Douglas, brother of the
Earl of Morton, who assumed the additional name of
Pennant, and was created Baron Penrhyn in 1866.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per bend sinister erm. and
ermines, a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu., for
Pennant; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion pass, guard, or, betw.
two roses in pale ar. the whole betw. as many flaunches
of the second, each charged with a lion ramp, sa., for
Dawkins; quartering, 1st, ar. three bars wavy az. the one
in fesse charged vrith three sheldrakes of the field, for
YswiTTAN Wtddell: 2nd, az. three boars pass, in pale ar,
3rd, ar. on a bend az. three fleursfor Philip Phichdan
Ci-ests
1st, Out of
de-lis of the field, for Grufftd Lloyd.
heraldic antelope's head of the last,
ar.
an
coronet
a ducal
2nd, A dexter
tufted, horned, and crined or, for Pennant
arm embowed ppr. ensigned with a crescent gu. for diff.
holding a battle-axe ppr. blade ar. charged with a rose gu.,
heiresses

;

—

;

Dawkins.
(Douglas-Pennant, Baron Penrhyn). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, per bend sinister erm. and ermines, a Uon
ramp, or, for Pennant; 2nd and 3rd quarterly, 1st and 4th
ar. a human heart gu. ensigned with a crown or, on a chief
2nd and 3rd ar^ three piles gu.
az. three mullets of the field
and in chief two mullets of the field for Douglas. Crests
of
Out
a ducal coronet an antelope's head ar.
1st, Pennant
maned and tufted or. 2nd, Douglas A sanglier sticking
betw. the cleft of an oak tree fructed, with a lock holding the
Supporters
On either side an anteclefts together, all ppr.
lope ppr. collared and chained or^ the dexter having suspended from the collar an escocheon gu. charged with a
Motto Mquo
man's head couped and affront^e ppr.

for

Pennant

—

;

:

:

—

—

animo.

Pennant

ducally crowned or.

Penley, or Penlay.
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Ar. on a chev. «a. three fleuis-de-

lis or.

;

Penherst, or Penhiirst.

sa. tufted, attired,

in

;

Penn (Harborough Hall,

or.

and

armour ppr. the hand
supporting an escocheon or, charged with an anchor erect
with cable sa., motto over, Spes 2nd, Penn: A demi lion
ar. gorged with a collar sa. charged with three plates, motto
over, Pennsylvania.

Penfold.

Quarterly, 1st

trefoils slipped of

—

A

ar.

—

Cork).

a rose gu. barbed and
the second, for Gaskell; 2nd and 3rd, the arms of Penn, viz., ar. on a fesse
sa three plates a canton gu. thereon a crown ppr. repre1st,
senting the royal crown of King Charles II. Crests
seeded ppr. betw. two

Gaskell

originally of co.

co.

4th, or, three bars engr. vert in chief

Cornwall, bart., extinct 1705;
Sir Thomas Penetstone, first
ban., was Sheriflf CO. Oxford, temp. Charles I.). Ar. three
Coniish choughs ppr.
Crest A griffin pass. sa. armed
;

—

wavy

az.,

(Lord Mayor of London, 1750). Ar. thr«e bar.»
on the middle one as many martlets or.

A
;;

Pennant.

Erm. two bars

sa.

—

charged with three plates,

A lion pass, guard, gu.
Pennarth (from Gotllim). At. a chev. betw. three bears'
heads erased sa. muzzled or.
Penne (Toller Welma). Gu. six fleurs-de-lis or, three, two,
two and one.

Crest

and one.

Penne

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1596; quartered on the
coat of Thomas Smyth, Alderman of Dublin). Sa. six fleursde-lis, three,

two,

and one,

Ar. on a
Penneck (co.
chev. gu. betw. three wrens' heads erased ppr. as manyCrest— A dexter arm embowed, sleeved gu.
escallops or.
cuffed or, the hand holding a wren ppr.
Pennefather. See Pentfathbr.
Pennefather (Newpark, co. Tipperary; descended from
Matthew Pennkfatheb, Quartermaster of the Earl of
Desmond's Begiment of Horse, 1 662, who got grants of land
in CO. Tipperary, 1666, great-grandson of Wiluam PentFATBEB, younger brother of John Pentfather, of Barton1712).

tmder-Needwood. Ped. and arms Reg. Ulster's Office). Per
Crest
A lion sejant ar. susfesse or and gu. a bend erm.
taining an oval shield, per fesse or and gu. charged with a
bend erm. Motto 1 abyde my tyme.
Pennel, or Pennell. Erm. a bend gu. surmounted by a.
fesse or. Crest
An arm in armour, couped at the shoulder,
«mbowed, and resting the elbow on the wreath, holding a

—

—

—

Pennell (home by Williau Penneli,

A griffin
Pennell

Esq., Coneul-General

Crest —

Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five mullets or.

in Brazil).

(co.

Chester).

Ar. on a fesse gu. three garbs or
Ci-est—Aa ostrich's head,
ar.

Gu. two chev.

couped.

Penner.

Gu. a chev. erm. betw.

three pine apples ar.

(another, or).

Pennerton

(arms of Sir Thomas Penneetow, Kht., and
Commander o' the Mount of St. Johns. Visitation of
York by Tong and Hervey In 1530 and 1552). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three snakes' heads erect ppr.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess. betw. three buckets sa.

Penneston (Halsted, co.

Kent).

Ar. three Cornish choughs

ppr.

Penney (Bedford and Coddicot, co.

Ar. on a fesse
gu. betw. three lapwings az. a lion pass, guard, or, betw. two
combs of the first. C-rest A demi lion ramp. gu. holding a
Hertford).

—

comb.

ar.

Penney, or Penny. Sa. six fleurs-de-lis ar.
and one. Crest — A demi lion ramp. ar. collared
Penniles

(Lupton, co. Devon).

three, two,
sa.

Ar. on a chev. az. three

Gu. three bucks' heads erased

dented of the

ar.,

a

chief in-

(Ipswich, co. Suffolk ; granted 1594). Gu. three
bucks' heads cabossed ar., a chief indented erm. C)-e3t
buck's head erased per fesse indented ar. and gu. attired of
the last.
Pennington (Pennington, co. Lancaster 1664). Or, five
fusils conjoined in fese az.
Penningrton (£aron Muncaster). Or, five fusils in fess az.
Crest
A mountain cat pass, guard, ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a lion reguard. ppr. charged on the breast with an
oak branch vert; sinister, a horse reguard. ppr. bridled or.
Mottoes Vincit amor patriae. Over the crest, Firm, vigilant,

—

—

—

—

active.

Penninerton

Pennington

Same Arms, &c.
(Thickthom, co. Warwick).
Same Arms.
pass, guard. Motto Vincit amor patriae.
(Wigan, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Anns,

(Thorley, co. Herts).

— A leopard

Pennington

—

with a canton gu.

Pennington

(Thomcomb,

co.

Devon).

Or, five fusils in

—

fesse az. each charged with a cinquefoil ar.
Crest
A man's
head couped below the shoulders in armour front face ppr.
betw. two wings.
Pennington (co. Lancaster). Az. three falcons or;
another, Az. three falcons or. belled, beaked and legged

;

—

—

Pennystone, Penyston, Pennistone, or Penniston. Sa. three Cornish choughs ar. membered gu.
Penn37tliorne. Sa. on a fesse betw. three owls ar. as
many crosses crosslet of the first.

Penpons (Penpons, in St.

Kew, co. Cornwall ; the heiress «i.
Ar. three wolves pass, in pale sa.
(Treswithan, co. Cornwall).
Ar. three wolves
courant in pale az.
Penrell. Az. three garbs ar. a chief or; another, Vair^ or
and az. a bend ar. ; another, Vair^ or and vert.
Penretll. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three popinjays vert,
beaked, legged, and collared gu. as many pears pendent
Abundell, of Tolverne).

9enpons

Penrey

(co. Norfolk).
Or, two bars sa. on the uppermost a
mullet of the first.
Ar. on a chev. az. (another, gu.) three fleurs-delis or; another. Or, two bends gu. a label az.
Penrhyn, Lord. See Pennant.
Penrice (Penrice Castle, co. Glamorgan; the heiress ra. Sir
Hdgh Mansei., Knt.). Per pale indented ar. and gu.
Penrice (Crowe, co. Worcester. Visit. 1634). Per pale
indented gu. and ar.
Penrice. Per pale or and az.
Penrice (Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk Witton House, co.
Norfolk; Kilvrough House, co. Glamorgan; Plumpstead
Hall, CO. Norfolk
confirmed in College of Arms). Per pale
indented ar. and gu. in dexter chief a wolfs head couped
at the neck sa.
Crest A wing elevated, surmounting
another, ar., the former charged with two mullets of six
points in pale gu.
Mottoes Above the crest; Tuto et
celeriter ; under the arms : Justus et propositi tenax.
Penrise. Or, three bars gu.
Penrith (co. Cumberland). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
bears' heads erased of the second, muzzled gu.
Penrith. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets (another,
;

;

—

—

Penrose

(co.

Brecknock).

Ar. on a bend

sa.

three pears

(Peterborough,

co.

Northampton;

granted 1574). Erm. two greyhounds courant, per pale gu.
sa. (another, the greyhounds reguard.).
Crest
On a
ducal coronet ar. a lynx or.
Penny. Per pale ar. and sa. an eagle displ. counter-

—

and

changed.
f Higher Nutwcll

Penny

riou.se, co. Devon; granted to Bobbbt
PsNirr Greenwood Pehmt, Esq.). Per saltire crrainois and
erm. two greyhounds conront reguard. gu. Crcul Upon a

—
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Erm. on a bend

az. three roses

Arms ns
(Penrose, in Sithney, co. Cornwall).
given in the Visit. 1531, were, Erm. on a bend az. three roses
or; but the family bore subsequently, ar. three bends sa.
each charged with as many roses of the fleld. Crest— A.
trout naiant or.
Penrose (Tregethow, in Manaccan.co. Cornwall; a branch
of Penbose, of Penrose). Ar. three bends sa. each charged
with as many roses of the first. Crest A trout naiant or.
Penrose (granted to Sir George Devonsheb Penbose, Knt.,
Mayor of Cork, in 1876). Per bend or and ar. on a bend
az. betw. three roses gu. barbed and seeded vert a civic
crown of the first. Crest— A lion's head erased or, gorged
with a chaplet of red roses, and crowned with a civic wreath
both ppr. Motto— Hosa. sine spina.
Penruddocke (Arclcby, co. Cumberland; temp. Queen
Elizabeth). Gu. a bend raguly ar. Crest A demi dragon
sans wings ramp, vert betw. two eagles' wings expanded or.
Penruddocke (Compton Chambevlayne, co. Wilts; derived
from the I'enbuddockes, of Arcleby). Same Ai-ins, 4c.
Penruddocke. Same Arms. Crest— A ram's head erased

—

—

sa.

armed

or.

Penruddocke.
in

bend

Gu. the trunk of a tree raguly and truukcd

ar.

(Torwcrth, Wales).

Gu. three boars' heads erased

in pale ar.

Penryn,

ppr.

Penny, or Penne

(co. Cornwall).

Penrose

Penryn

or.

Pennoyre

(Ormsby, co. York, hart, extinct granted 1559).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three half spears, broken staves or,
headed ar. Crest Out of a mural crown gu. a Uon's hend
erased or, pierced through the neck with a broken spear, as
in the arms. Motto
Fortiter et fideliter.

or.

last.

Penning'

Crest

—

—

Pennjrman

martlets) vert.

fishes or.

Penningr.

holding in the mouth a

Ar. five fusils in fesse sa.
Pennycook (that Ilk, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a bend az.
betw. three hunting horns stringed sa.
Pennycook (Newhall, co. Edinburgh, 1672). Or, a fesse sa.
betw. three hunting horns of the last garnished and stringed
gu. Crest A stag lodged under an oak tree ppr. Motto

Penrey.

sejant.

another,

or,

fleur-de-lis az.

Penny.

or.

ppr.

all

crown vallery gu. a lynx statant

Ut resurgam.

ar.

Cornwall; granted 2 Aug.

scimetar
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PEN

Town of (co. Cornwall).

The Corporation seal
a shield, thereon a bust of a
man in profile, couped at the breast, vested over the
shoulder, and wreathed above the temples with laurel, tied
behind with two ribbons flotant.
Penshurt. Gu. a mullet ar.
Panson (Williau Pensok, Lancaster Herald, tetnp. Charles I.).
Gyronny of eight sa. and gu. on a fesse ar. three cinquefoils
az. seeded or, betw. as many eagles displ. of the third.
Penteny (Castletown Jarvagh, Barony of Skrine, co. Meatb,
is

very ancient, and has on

it

A

PEM

co. Lonth). Sa. a chev. enn. betw.
three spearheads ar. a bordure of the last semee of hurts.
Crest - On a mount vert an oak tree ppr. Motto— ^alo mori

and of The Cabragh,

quam

foedari.

Penthar.

Ar. a cross flory gu. in the sinister quarter an
charged with a cross of the field.
See Pentonbt.
Pentire (Pentire, co. Cornwall). Two coats Ist, Ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three seapies ppr. ; 2nd, Per fesse or and ar.
a lion ramp, per fesse sa. and gu.

escutcheon

sa.

Pentheny.

Pentland

—

(that ilk, co. Edinburgh).

Ar. a fesse az. betw.

three lions' heads erased In chief and as many crescents in
A lion's head erased gu. gorged with a
Crest

—

base gu.

charged with three crescents of the

collar ar.

—Virtute

Motto

first.

et opera.

Pentney Priory (co.

Norfolk).

Gu. three covered baskets

or.

Pentolph

Gu. two bars enn. over

(co. Salop).

all

a bend

engr. sa.

Penton

(Pentonville).

Per chev. gu. and
ramp. az.
Crest

or, in chief

—^A

castles ar. in base a lion

lion

two

coucbant

guard, double queued az. bezantee,

Penton. Same Arms.

Crest

—A

lion's

paw

erased.

Pentoney

(Dublin, Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1599, Wiluam
Pkntonet, of that city). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
spear heads ar. a border engr. of the last semee of hurts.
Penury (West Yoke, Ash, co. Kent). Sa. a cross or, on a

chief ar. three eagles displ. gu.
Ar. on a chev. az. three brushes of the
field; another, Ar. on a chev. az. three fleurs-de-lis of

Penwallis.
the

field.

Penxvarn
chev.

or,

(Penwarn and Mullyton, co. Cornwall). Sa. a
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest A demi lion

—

ramp, supporting in both paws the helm of a

ship.

Penwortham Priory

(co. Lancaster).
Ar. on a chev.
betw. three water bougets gu. two pair of keys in saltire

or.

Penwyn (co. Cornwall).
pale ar.
and gu.

Crest

—^A stag's

Gu. three boars' heads erased in
head couped per fesse indented ar.

Penyfather

(Barton-underNeedwood, co. Stafford, temp.
Per fesse or and gu. a bend erm. Crest
ar. sustaining an oval shield per fesse or and
gu. charged with a bend erm.
Penyfather (London confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux,
1603, to William Pentfatheb, Sheriff of London, younger
son of John Penttatheb, Esq., of Barton-under-Needwood).
Same Ar^ns and C>-est, a mullet for diff.
Penyng (Kettleborough and Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Gu.
three bucks' heads cabossed ar. a chief indented erm.
Crest— A buck's head erased per fesse indented ar. and gu.

Queen

Elizabeth).

—A lion sejant

;

attired of the last.

Penyston

12 May, 1564).

Bucks, and Leigh, co. Sussex; granted
Ar. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest

griffin pass. ar.

armed

Penyston

(co.

—

or.

Ga. three leopards' faces reversed
Ci-est
Two lion's gambs erased ar.
supporting a cone gu. standing on the point.
Penyston (Comwell, co. Oxford exemplified to John
Fbancis Pabtbioge, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal
licence, the surname of Penyston).
Ar. three Cornish
choughs ppr., and for distinction in the centre chief point
a cross crosslet gu. Crest A gryphon statant sa. charged,
for distinction, with a cross crosslet ar. Motto
Virtus
(co. Norfolk).

—

ar. jessant-de-lis sa.

;

—

—

invicta vigit.

Penythorne.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three owls ar.

crosses crosslet of the

field.

(Dunglass, co. Berwick; heiress m. in 14th century,
of that Ilk, whose descendants have
that coat).
Ar. three popinjays vert,
beaked and membered gu.
Pepdie (quartered by Hcme, Bart., of Castle Hume, co.
Fermanagh, extinct; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1685). Ar.
three popinjays vert, beaked and legged gu.
Pepe, or Pape (Holland). Or, three palets az. on a chief
gu. a saltire of the field. Crest A falcon with wings ex-

Thomas Hume,

since quartered

—

panded ppr.

Pepenrell, Pepenrill, or Perperell

(co.

Comwail).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pine apples vert stalked or.
Ar. on a chev. gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Peper (Canterbury, co. Kent the co-heirs m. Eouthland
and Twine. Visit. Hants, 1634). Ar. a fesse embattled sa.
in chief two estoiles of the last. Crest A cubit arm erect,
holding in the hand ppr. two snakes, heads contrariwise,
tails entwined and knotted round the arm az.
Peperde. Ar. two bars az, on a canton of the last a cinquefoil of the first.

Peper.

;

—
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30

(Massachussetts Bay, New England, bart., exAr. a chev gu. betw. three pine apples vert, on a
canton of the second a fleur-de-lis of the first. Crest Out
of a mural coronet or, an armed arm embowed betw. two
laurel branches issuing from the coronet ppr. grasping a
Mottoes Over the crest, Peperi;
staff thereon a flag ar.
and under the arms, Fortiter et fideliter.
Peperell, Gyronny of twelve ar. and gu. a bordure b»

Peperell
tinct).

—

—

bezantee.

Peperell.

Peple

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cinquefoils vert.
Devon). Ar. on a bend sa. betw. two bendlets

(co.

dancettee gu. three eagles displ. of the

Crest

first.

—An

head couped ar.
Az. a chev. embattled counter-embattled betw.
three bugle horns or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
reindeer's head of the last.
Peploe (ca Salop). Same Arms, &c.
Peploe (Gamstone Castle, co. Hereford). Az. on a chev.
embattled counter-embattled betw. three bugle horns
stringed or, a mitre with labels of the field, on a canton erm.
a crozier or, and a sword gu. in saltire, the former surmounted by the latter. Crest A ducal coronet or, thereon
a reindeer's head gu. antlered or, charged on the neck wlUi
a humam eye shedding drops of tears ppr.
Peploe (now of Gamstone; exemplified to John Bibch
Pbploe Webb, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence,
the surname of Peploe). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ai. on
a chev. embattled counter-embattled ar. betw. three bugle
horns stringed or, a mitre with labels of the field, on a
canton erm. a crozier or, and a sword in saltire gu. the former
surmoimted by the latter, for Peploe; 2nd and 3rd, or,
a cross paly sa. and az. in the 1st and 4th quarters an eagle
Ci-ests
Peploe A ducal
displ. of the second, for Webb.
coronet or, issuant therefrom a reindeer's head gu. attired
gold, charged on the neck with a human eye shedding
tears ppr. Webb An eagle displ. sa. sem€e do fleurs-de-lis
or, and in the mouth a trefoil vert.
Peppard (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597, Elizabeth
Peppabd, m. 1st, John Eustace, Esq., of Castlemarten 2nd,
Captain Thomas Lea). Ar. two bars az. the upper charged
with three fleurs-de-lis and the lower with as many martlets,
all of the first, on a canton of the second a cinquefoil pierced
eagle's

Peploe.

—

—

—

;

:

:

;

of the

field.

Peppard

(Drogheda ; Fun Ent. Ulster's Office, 1C76, AlderPeppard). Ar. two bars az. on a canton of
the second a cinquefoil pierced of the field.
Peppard (Cappagh House, co. Limerick). Az. two bars or,
the upper charged with three fleurs-de-lis, the under with as
many martlets gu. on a canton of the third a cinquefoil ar.
In front of three ostrich feathers ar. and az. a
Crest
greyhound courant ppr. Motto. Virtute et valore.
Pepper (Thurmarston, co. Leicester, and co. York). Gu. on a

man George

—

—

chev. ar. betw. three demi lions ramp, or, as

many

sickles

—A demi lion ramp. or.
Pepper (Thorlesby, co. Lincoln). Gu. a griffin segreant or,
over an a bendlet ar. Crest — A stag trippant ar.
sa.

Crest

Pepper

Ar. two bars gu. on a canton az. a rose

(Norfolk).

or..

Pepper (Ballygarth,

co.

Meath

;

granted by Betham, Ulster,

to TnoBiAS Pepper, Esq., of that place, and the descendants
of his great great grandfather). Gu. on a chev. ar. betw.
three demi lions ramp, or, as many grains of pepper ppr.
and in chief a trefoil slipped of the second. Crest A demi

—

lion

ramp.

or.

JVfoHo—Semper erectus.

Pepper (Lisanisky, co.Tipperary). Same Arms, <fec.
Peppercorne (granted to James Peppercobne, Esq.).
as many

Pepdie
Sir

PEP
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Per

chev. gu. and az. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. two bezants in
chief and a fleur-de-lis in base of the third, a lion pass. ppr.
betw. two crosses crosslet sa. Crest On a mount vert a
horse's head erased sa. surmounted of two branches of palm
in saltire or, tied with a riband of the last.
Pepperell (London). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pinecones

—

—

Crest
Out of a mural
vert, on a canton az. a fleur-de-lis or.
crown ar. with three laurel leaves ppr. in the embrasures
an armed arm embowed holding a banner ar. Motto Peperi.
Peppin (granted 1757). Vert a cross avellane ar. Crest
A pegasus courant with wings endorsed ar. charged on the

—

shoulder with a cross as in the arms, vert.
(co. Sussex; temp. Edward

Pepplesham
ducks

III.).

—

Sa. three

ar.

Hants, 1671. Visit. Hants, 1654). Ar. on a
cross engr. flory sa. four popinjays ppr. collared ar. beaked
and membered gu. an escallop or.
Pep"well (Bristol and co. Gloucester). Or, on a chev. az.
betw. three carnations ar. stalked and leaved vert as many
Ci-est
A hawk close betw.
lions' heads erased of the first.

Pepsall

(CO.

—

tvo carnations

all

ppr.

A

PEP

(Earl of Cottenham). Sa. on a bend or, betw. two
heads erased ar. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
or, bridled and gorged with a
On either side a horse ar.
ducal coronet sa. Supporters
with
a ducal coronet sa. pendant therebridled and gorged
from an escutcheon or, charged with a fleur-de-Us of the
second. Motto— ^ens cujusque is est quisque.
Pepys (London, and Ridley Hall, co. Chester, bart., extinct
Sa. on a bend or, betw. two horses' heads erased ar.
1849).
three fleurs-de-Us of the field. Crest A camel's head erased
or, bridled, lined, ringed, and gorged with a ducal coronet
Motto Mens cujusque is est quisque.
Ba.
horses'

—A camel's head erased

—

—

—

Pepys, or Pipis

Cambridge, and BrampAnother Crest
camel's head erased ppr. ducallj gorged and lined or.

ton, CO. Hunts).

Pepys

(Cottenham,

co.

Same Arms and

—

Crest.

(Ashop, co. Essex, and Southcreak, co. Norfolk).

from

(Lincoln's Inn, co. Middlesex; descended

co.

Chester; granted 1620). Vert, semee-de-Us and fretty of
eight or, a chief erm. Crest
A tiger's head ar. maned and
langued or, collared vert, thereon three fleurs-de-lis of the last.
Perbut, or Perbutt. Or (another ar.), ten pellets, four,

—

and one.

three, two,

Percehay.

Ar. a cross pattee gu. (another adds, in the
quarter a lozenge of the last; another, a border of the

last).

Percehay.

the Ist and 4th
quarters three bezants, in the 2nd and 3rd a pile wavy
in point or ; another, Sa. three bezants.
Perceval (Earl of Egmont). Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, ar. on a
chief indented gu. three crosses pattee of the field for PerCEVAx; 2nd and 3rd, barry nebule of six or and gu., for
LovEL of Tichmersh. Crest A thistle erect, leaved ppr.
Supporters Dexter, an antelope ar. attired and unguled or,
ducaUy gorged and chained of the last sinister, a stag sa.
attired and unguled or, ducally gorged and chained of the
last, each holding in the mouth a thistle ppr. Motto
Sub
cruce candid^. (It appears from ancient documents that the
family of Pebceval, of the house of Weston, co. Somerset,
of which line the Earl of Egmont is the chief, have borne
and used, as supporters to their arms, two eagles sa. as
depicted and blazoned in a book remaining in the CoUerje
of Arms London, marked 3dD, 141, p. 182 and 186, from the
time of Edward I. Confirmed 16 April 1740, by Charles
Greene, Lancaster, and Richard Mawson, Portcullis, Officers
Quarterly,

sa.

and

in

az.,

—

—

;

—

at Arms).

(assigned 1770 to Bight Hon. Catherine, Countess
of Egmont, second wife of John Earl of Egmont and dau. of
the Hon. Chaeles Compton, on her creation as Baroness
Arden). Ar. on a chief indented gu. three crosses pattee
of the field. Crest— OuX, of a ducal coronet or, a bear's head
or,

—

muzzled gold. Supporters Two griffins az. semee-de-lis
beaked, ducaUy gorged and chained gold. Motto Sub

—

cruce candidS,

Perceval (Temple House,

co. Sligo

;

descended from Geoboe,

second son of Sir Philip Pebceval, Knt., ancestors of the
Earls of Egmont). Ar. on a chief indented gu. three crosses
pattee of the field.
Crest
A thistle erect leaved ppr.
Jl/o<(oM— Over the crest: Yvery; under the shield: Sub
cruce Candida.
Perceval (Cappaheaden, co. Kilkenny, and Eilmon Hill,
CO. Waterford, and Annefield, co. DubUn). Same Arm.s, <tc.
Perceval (Boyton and Manchester, co. Lancaster cadet of
the house of Egmont). Same Arms, &c.
Perceval (Barntown, co. Wexford). Ar. on a chief indented
gu. three crosses pattee or. Crest
A thistle erect leaved

—

;

—

ppr.

Perceval

(Gortnadroma, co. Clare;

Fun.

Ent. Ulster's
Sa. a horse
on the near

HoGH Pebceval, of that place).
pass. ar. the foreleg attached to the hind leg
side by a fetterlock.
Office, 1683,

Percham.
Perchard
1804).

Per pale az. and ar. a cross sarcelly gu.
(Jersey and Guernsey Lord Mayor of London,
five lozenges conjoined in fesse sa.
Crest— Oa
vert a pheasant ppr. Motto
En faizant blcn.
;

Ar.

a mount

Perchford.

—

Chequy or and

az.

on a

fcsso ar. three lion*

ramp. gu.

Percival

Cbbistofheb Pbbcival, whose dau.
Elizabeth, m. Eev. Lcke Cali.oneb, D.D who was very
active in the building and founding of Trinity College,
Dublin, and was buried there 1613; Kun. Ent. Ulster's
(Ireland;

,

Office).

invecked erminois betw. two pheons
in fesse ar. a chief of the

Percival

(granted to William Percival, Esq., of Moorlands
House, Kirkby Stephen, co. Westmorland, and of Bolton,
same co.). Gu. a cross parted and fretty bctw. in the 1st
and 4th quarters, a bull's head couped, and in the 2nd and
3rd, a cross pattee ar.
Crest — A bull's head couped ar.
charged with a cross pattee gu. the neck encircled by an
annulet gold. Motto
Sub cruce vinces.
Percival (Lord Mayor of London, 1498). Per chev. az.and

—

gu. three greyhounds' heads ar. coUared or.
Or, a bend sa. on a chief gu. three griffins'
heads erased of the field. Crest A thistle slipped and leaved.
Percival. Per chev. ar. and az. three greyhounds' heads
erased counterchanged.

—

Percival (formerly Lockwood Lambourne

Hall, co. Essex).

Sa. a horse pass. ar. spancelled in both legs,

on the near side

;

Crest

—A

nag's head couped ar., also

the

crest of

LoCKWOOD.

Percivall

Hants). Sa. a horse pass. ar. spancelled in
both legs, on the near side gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp,
or (another, a nag's head ar.).
Percivall.
Per chev. gu. and az. three greyhounds'
heads erased ar. collared of the first. Crest A demi lion
gu. another. Or, a fesse sa. on a chief of the second three
griffins' heads erased of the first; another. Or, two lions
pass, in pale az.
another, Purp. semee of crosses or;
another, Purp. eight crosses crosslet or, on a canton ar.
(another, erm.) an estoile sa. another, Az. two lions pass,
ar. (another, or).
Percy {Baron Percy by tenure descended from William de
(co.

—

;

;

;

;

who accompanied William I. from Normandy, 1066;
Josceline, of Louvaine, brother of Queen Adeliza, second
wife of Henry I., and son of Godfrey Barbatos, Duke of
Brabant, m. Agnes de Percy, dau., and eventually sole
heiress, of William, third Lord Percy by tenure, and assumed
the surname of Percy. From this marriage sprang the
Lords Percy, of Alnwick, and the other branches of the
great and historic house of Percy, of Northumberland). Az.
five fusils conjoined in fess or.
Percy {Baron Percy by writ, and Earl of Northumberland).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters, 1st and 4tb, or, a
lion ramp, az., 2nd and 3rd, gu. three lucies or pikes
haurient ar. 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, az. five fusils
conjoined in fesse or. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a lion statant, the tail extended az. Supporters
Dexter, a lion ramp. az.
sinister, a lion ramp, guard, or,
ducally crowned of the last, gorged with a collar gobony ar.
and az. Motto Esp€rance en Dieu. Badge A crescent
ar. within the horns per pale sa. and gu. charged with a
double manacle fessways or.
Percy (Duke of Northumberland). Same Arm-f, &c., as last.
Percy (Baron Prudhoe, extinct 1865). Same Arms and Crest
as the last, with a crescent in the arms for di£f. Supporters
Dexter, a lion az. charged on the shoulder with an anchor;
sinister, a lion guard, ducally drowned or, collared gobony
on the shoulder a crescent of the third. Motto
ar. and ae.
Esp^rance en Dieu. (Succeeded as fourth Duke of Northumberland, and d.s.p. 1865, when the Dokcdom devolved
on the I{arl of Becerley).
Percy (Earl of Beverley, merged in the Dukedom; Geoboe,
second Earl of Beverley, s. as fifth Duke of Northumberland).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, as the last. Supporters
Dexter, a lion az. charged on the shoulder with a crescent ar.
sinister, a unicorn ar. armed, unguled, maned, tufted, and
ducally gorged, or; on the shoulder a double shackle fessePercy,

;

Perceval

sa.

saltire

and as many swans

—

Or, five lozenges in fesse sa.

Percher.

;

Vert a

1745).

in pale or,
second.

gu.

Percehay (Ryton, co. York). Ar. a cross flory gu. Crest—
A bull's head az. horns per fesse, of the same and or.
first

Thomas Eichabdson, Auditor of Public Accounts in Ireland).
Same Arms.
Percival-Maxwell. See Maxwell.
Percival (Newport-Pagnel, co. Buckingham
granted

Percival.

Same Arms.

Perbo
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Pepys
Crest

;;

Sa. a chev. erm. bctw. three mullets ar.

Percival

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1652, Elizabeth, dau. of DouiNio Pb&cival, of that city, and wife of
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—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

ways

gold.

Percy

(Earl of Worcester; Sir Thomas Percy, a younger
brother of IIenby, first Earl of Northumberland, was created
1397, beheaded 1402, s.p.). Same as Enrl of Northumberland.
Percy (Hon. Charles Greathebd Bertie Percy, of Guy's
Cliff, CO. Warwick, youngest son of Algernon, first Earl of
Beverley). Quarterly of four grand quarters, 1st and 4th,
quarterly of fooir, Ist and 4th, or, a lion ramp az., 2nd and
3rd, gu. three lucies, or pikes, haurient, two and one, ar.
2nd and 3rd, az. five fusils in fesse or, the centre point
charged with a crescent ar. thereon a flour-de-lis gu.
quartering, in tbe 2nd and 3rd principal quarters, GbeatHEED and Bertie. Crest of Pebcy, as the Earl of Beverley's,
with due distinction, with Crests of Gbeatueed and Bebtie.

Motto

Percy

— Esperancc en Dieu.

See Gbeatheed.

(Shaftesbury, Bushton, and Manston, co. Dorset).

Or,

A
;

FEB
a

Ba.

—

dexter paw a spear of the last.
Percy (Islington, co. Middlesex). Az. three fusils in fesse,
within a double tressure fiory counterflory or.
Percy (Ardingworth, co. Northampton). Ar. four fusils in
fesse sa.

Percy
Percy
lin,

az.

;

See Hebeb-Perct.
Richard Percy, knighted in Christchurch, Dub13 Sept. 1598). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp,
2nd and 3rd, gu. three fishes haurient ar. a crescent
(Hodnet).

(Sir

fordiff.

Percy (co. Northampton). Or, four fusils in fesse sa.
Percy (Holdemess, co. York). Or, a lion ramp. az. a bordure
gobony

Percy

ar.

and gu.

(Scotton, co. York).

Per fesse

ar.

and gu. a

lion

ramp, per fesse sa. and of the first.
Percy. Same Arms, the lion collared and chained or.
Percy. Or, a fusil in pale engr. gu. another, Ar. five
fusils in fesse sa. on each three pa'ets or; another, Az. a
fesse indented ar; another, Ar. three fusils in fesse sa. on
each a bezant; another, Ar. on a fesse betw. six martlets
;

sa. three mullets of the field; another, Ar. a cross flory gu.
another. Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa. three lions

pass. ar.

Percy

(granted by Betham, TTlster, to John Perot, Esq., of
Ballintemple, King's co.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
ramp. az. betw. three trefoils slipped vert
2nd and 3rd, az.
three fusils in fess or, betw. two trefoils slipped ar., all
within a bordure gobony gu. and ar. Cre.it
On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a lion pass, tail extended az. holding in
the dexter forepaw a trefoil slipped or. Motto
Esperance
en Dieu.
;

—

—

Pereley.

Per pale ar. and gu. a lion pass, counter(Fulford,

Gu. a chev. engr. betw.

Devon).

co.

Pericot, or Percot.

Az.

two bars

or, in chief three

bezants.

Perient.

three

Ar.

bendlets

a bordure gu. be-

az.

zantee.

Perient. Gu. three crescents ar.
Periers (co. Cornwall). Per pale indented or and g^u.
Periers, or Perers. Quarterly, ar. and sa. in the
;

quarter a mullet of six points pierced gu.
Or, on a cross pierced az. four mascles
of the first.
Perike, or Perke. Ar. a buck's head cabossed gu.
Perin. Ar. on a chev. betw. three escallops sa. as many
crosses pattee or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a pea-

—

cock's head ppr.

Crest — A falcon ppr.
Perkinson (Beaumondhill,

co.

Same Arms and

Durham).

Crest.

Perks.

Or,

Crest— A

three organ rests gu.

head

lion's

erased or.

Pern

(co. Cambridge; granted 1575).
Or, on a chev. betw.
three pelicans' heads erased at the neck az. vulning themselves gu. a mullet of six points pierced of the field. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ar. a pelican's head or, vulned

—

Perne

(Ely, co. Cambridge
granted 15 June, 1575). Ar. on
a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads erased az. vulned gu. an
;

Same Crest as the last.
Perneys, or Pernys. Ar. a chev. betw. three pears
estoile or.

az.

(another, vert).

Peron

(Quarley, co. Wilts).
moline gu.

and Perott.

Perot,

Quarterly, or and az.

a cross

See Perkott.

Perpound, Peirepont, or Pierrepoint.
ramp. sa. betw. six cinquefoils gu. Crest — A

Ar. a lion
lion's

gamb

erased sa. holding a cinquefoil gu.
Ar. on a mount vert a lion pass. gu. against a

Lozengy or and gu. a

saltire

last

a

lozengy enn. and

fess dancettee or.

Erm. on a

and maned

Gu. three greyhounds courant

in pale ar.

Perrin

(Hall Car, Sheffield, and Salop). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three fir-apples pendent vert, as many leopards' faces of
the field.
Perringfs. Ar. three stags' heads emsed gu. Crest Three
organ pipes, two in saltire surmounted by one in pale ae.

—

vert.

ar.

betw. three pheons gu. as
first.

Crest

—A demi

holding in the dexter

tiger

paw an

ar.

(Lota Park, co. Cork; confirmed to Anthony
Perriee, Esq., of Lota, third son of Sir Anthony Pekbieb,
of Carrigmore, same co.. Lord Mayor of Cork, 1820-1, and
grandson of Anthony Pebrieb, High Sheriff of Dublin, and
to their descendants). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a
bend or, on a chief az. a lion's head couped of the first.
Crest
A lion's head ppr. issuant from a French ducal coronet

Perrier
four mascles

arrows in saltire ar. betw. nine plates.
indented betw. eight billets ermines.
Worcester, Harl. MSS.). Ar. an eagle displ. sa.

telope sejant sa. tufted, armed,
Bpe in spem.

—

dum feriunt ruinae.
Perrin (Jersey and Guernsey).

arrow also

ermines.

on a canton of the

—

reguard. per chev. gu. and

Perke. Sa. two broad
Perkens. Or, a fesse

Crest

— An

ar.

Motto

fesse gu. three annulets or.

an-

—
Crest—

stag lodged ppr.

—

or.

—Consilio et

Motto

Perrott

vi.

(Ystington, Haroldston,

and Carew

Castle, co.

Pem-

a very ancient family of Norman origin; the
appears on Hollingshed's Roll of Battel Abbey.
Sir Stephen Pebbott, temp. Henry I., m. Helen, dau. of
Mabchion-ap-Rice, Prince of South Wales, and obtained
with her the Lordship of Ystington their descendant, Peteb
Pebbott, temj). Edward III., m. Alice, dau. and heir of Sir
Bichabd Habold, Knt., of Haroldston, same co. seventh in
descent from this marriage was Sir John Pebbott, K.B.,
broke,

name

:

Perkins

(Upton Court, co. Berks, Teddington, co. Middlesex).
Or, a fesse dancettee betw. six billets ermines. Crest
A pineapple ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
Perkins (Orton HaU, CO. Leicester, and Sutton Coldfield,
CO. Warwick).
Sa. an eagle displ. ppr. on a canton
ar. a fesse dancettee of the first.
Crest
A unicorn's head
issuing out of a ducal coronet. Motto Toujours loyale.
Perkins (co. Lincoln). Vert a chev. betw. three ostrich
feaihers ar. a bordure or.
Perkins (co. Lincoln). Ar. (another, or) a fesse dancettee
betw. ten billets ermines, four, three, two, and one.
Perkins (Bunney, co. Nottingham). Ar. an eagle displ.
sa. on a canton or, a fesse dancettee between six billets
ermines. Crest A pineapple ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
Perkins (Nuneaton, co. Warwick). Ar. a lion pass. sa.

—

—

—

—

—A

betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. Crest
in the paw a fleur-de-Us gu. Mutto
Perkins (Marston, co. Warwick).

lion pass. sa. holding

— Simplex vigilum
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(London). Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three leopards'
many fleurs-de-lis az. Cre.'^t Out of a ducal
coronet or, a leopard's head guard, couped at the neck ar.
Perring: (bart.). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
fir-cones pendent vert, as many leopards' faces of the first.
Crest
On a mount ppr. a fir cone vert. Motto Impavifaces ar. as

Perris (London). At. on a chev.
many tigers' heads erased of the

of the field.

(co.

tree ppr.

banded

Perin. Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops gu.
Periond. Ar. on a fesse sa. three lamps or.
Perire. Ar. on a bend sa. three pears or.
Perisey. Ar. a cross flowery gu.
Periton, or Pertree. Vert a fret or.
Perk. Ar. on a bend gu. three mascles or.
Perke. Or, on a cross quarterly pierced az.

Perkin.

—

ar.

Parkinson, alias Fetherston(co. Durham). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar. as many pellets.

—

first

Perike, or Perke.

Perkin

—

Perreau

three leopards' faces or.

Perke,

three escallops ar.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a
unicorn's head erm. maned and homed gold.
Perkins (granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1646, to Richard
Perkins, J. P. co Donegal, son and heir of Thomas Perkins, Esq., also J. P. of same co.).
Ar. an eagle displ- sa.
membered and beaked gu. on a canton of the second a fess
indented or, a crescent for diff. Crest— A demi eagle displ.
sa.
Motto Ne nimis altus.
Perkinson. Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three pellets, as
many ostrich feathers ar. Crest A unicorn's head erased

Perraro.

changed.

Periam
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hnmett^e gu. betw. three birds, wings expanded
A demi lion ramp. az. collared or, holding in the
Crest

fesse

veri.

Gu. two chev. betw.

:

appointed by Queen Elizabeth Governor and Keeper of Carew
ImCastle. CO. Pembroke, Lord Deputy of Ireland 1583-88.
mediately on his appointment as Lord Deputy he made a
Deed of Settlement entailing his estates on his sons
and their male descendants, and in default of such, on
his cousin, Thomas Pebbott, of Broke, co. CarmarthetL.
He d. 1599: his only legitimate son. Sir Thomas Pebbott,
Knt., of Haroldston, m. 1583, Lady Dobothy Devubeux,
dau. of Walteb, first Earl of Essex, and sister of Robebt,
second Earl of Essex, the favourite of Queen Elizabeth,
and by her (who m. secondly, Henry, ninth Earl of
Northumberland) he had a dau. and heir, Penelope
Pebbott, m. first, William Loweb, Esq., and secondly,
Sir Robebt Nacnton, Secretary of State to James I.,

author of "

FragmenU

Regalia,"

who

d. 1636).

Gu. threa

PES

armed

pears or, on a chief ar. a demi lion issuant sa.
and langued of the field. Crest A parrot vert holding in
the dexter claw a pear or, leaved ppr. Supporters Dexter,
an Ancient Briton armed and blazoned ppr.; sinister, a
dragon gu. Motto— Amo ut invenio.
Perrott (Haroldston, co. Pembroke, formerly of Morton-onLug, CO. Hereford; Sir Herbebt Perbott, Knt., son and
heir of Robert Perbott, Esq., of Morton, and grandson
of Richard Perbott, of same place, who was son of
Thomas Perrott, Esq., of Broke, eventually s. to the
estates of the Lord Deputy Perrott: his only dau. and
heiress, Hester Perrott, m. Sir John Pakincton, fourth

—

—

hart, of Ailesbury, co. Bucks, ancestor of Sir

John SomebSame Arms,

8BT Pakington, Created 1874 Lord Hampton).
Crest, and Motto.
Perrott (Coolfinn, Queen's co. Robert Perbott, descended
from the foregoing, obtained grants of land at Coolfinn, and
at Loughboy, Welland Park, &c., in co. Kilkenny, under
his dau. Anne
the Act of Settlement, temp. Charles 11.
Pebrott, co-heir of her brother, Richard Perbott, Esq.,
of Dartmouth, co. Devon, m., 1680, John Glascott, Esq.,
of Aldertown, CO. Wexford, whose son, George Glascott,
Esq., of Aldertown, J. 1765, inherited the Perrott estates,
CO. Kilkenny, and bequeathed them to his second son,
Geobge Glascott, Esq., d. 1788; his son, John Glascott,
Esq., of Killowen, d. 1841, was grandfather of John H.
Glascott, Esq., J. P., co. Wexford. See Glascott, of Aidertown and Killowen). Same Arins and Crest.
Perrott (Northleigh, co. Oxford, Edward Perrott, Esq., of
of Simon
Korthleigh, at Visit. Oxen, 1634, grandson
Pebbott, of same place. Visit. Oxon, 1574, who was grandof Owen
Pebbott,
of
Haverford
West,
son
Geobge
of
son
Pebbott, a third son of Perrott, of Haroldston ; confirmed
by Dethick, Garter). Same Arms and Crest, a mullet for
;

;

diff.

Perrott

(Drayton, co. Oxford, and

Amersham,

Bucks,
Leonard Pebrott, younger brother of Simon Pebbott,
Esq., of Northleigh. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Same Arms and
Crest, a mullet charged with a crescent for diff., confirmed

by Bysshe,

Perrott

co.

1664.

Belbroughton, formerly of WoUaston,
Humphbet Pebbott, of WoUaston,
both in CO. Worcester.
admitted a student of the Inner Temple, 1582, purchased the
John Pebbott, Esq., of Bell Hall,
estate in Belbroughton
High Sheriff, co. Worcester, 1738, left an only dau. and heir
Katherine, m. Walter Noel, Esq., of Hilcote, co. Stafford).
Same Ai-ms and Crest.
Perrott (Ballj haise and Dromahart, co. Cavan descended
from Bell Hall; confirmed by St. George, TJlster, 1661, to
HoMPHBEV Pebbott, High Sheriff, co. Cavan, 1661 and 1681,
who m. Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Brockhill Taylor,
Esq., of Ballyhaise). Same Arms and Crest, a crescent for
diff.
Motto Amo ut invenio.
Perrott (Llandegveth, and Bedwelty, co. Monmouth; Jane
Pebbott, dau. of Rev. Gbeooby Pebbott, rector of Gellygare, co. Glamorgan, and sister and heir of Wiluam Pebbott, Esq., of Llandegveth m. William Nicholl, Esq.,
(Bell Hall, in

;

;

—

of

Tymawr,High

and

Sheriff, co.

Monmouth,

1775).

Same Arms

roll of

(co.

arms,

Ralph Pebbott, of that co. from a
Edward III.). Quarterly, per fess in-

Bedford
tevij).

;

dented or and az.

Perrott. Erm. on a bend

cotlsed gu. three escallops or;
another, Az. a bend lozengy (another fusily), betw. six
martlets or; another, Ar. five mullets pierced in cross sa.,
with crest, A bull's head couped sa. armed or, gorged on the
neck with two bars gold; another, Ar. a boar pass. sa. en-

raged and unguled gu.

Perry

(Turville, co. Buckingham).
Per chev. ar. and az.
throe mullets counterchanged.
(co. Cornwall).
Per pale indented or and go.
Perry, or Pery (Walter, co. Devon). Quarterly, gu. and
or, on a bend ar. three lions pass. az.
Crest
A hind's head
erased or, holding in the mouth a sprig of pear tree vert,
fructed gold.
Perry (Wotton-TJnderedge, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a chev.
nz. betw. three lions ramp. gu. as many buglchorns or.

Perry

—

Crest— A stag's head ppr. pierced through the neck with an
arrow or, feathered ar. headed sa.

Perry

(co. Gloucester).
Quarterly, ar. and vert, in the first
quarter a mullet gu.
(London; granted 8 March, 1700). Quarterly, or and
ca. on a bend gu. cotised erm. three lions pass, guard, ar.
Crest— K hind's head erased ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet
or, holding In the mouth a pear tree branch vert, fructed

Perry

gold.

Perry (co.

—A cubit arm in armour ppr. grasping

Crest

Worcester).
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Ar. on a bend sa. three PCare or.

in the gauntlet

a sword ar. hilt and pommel or, strings and tassels flowing
from the pommel gu.
Perry (Bitham House, co. Warwick). Ar. on a pile vert
three pears stalked and leaved or. Crest A gryphon sejant,
wings elevated or, the wings fretty vert and resting,
the dexter claw upon a mascle gold. JWotJo— Recte agens

—

confido.

Perry.

Az. a fesse embattled

ar.

—An arm armed and

betw. three pears or.

erect ppr. issuing out of the top
of a tower gu. holding in the hand a dagger sa.
Crest

Perry.

Vert a

fesse embattled betw. three pears or.

Crest

— A castle ar. masoned sa.

Perry.

Or, a fesse engr. az.; another. Quarterly, sa. and
another, Ar. three fusils sa., two and one, on each a
bezant.
Perry. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, gu. and or, on a
bend ar. three lions pass, ppr., for Perrt; 2nd and 3rd,
barry of six ar. and sa. on a chief gu. a saltire or, for WatUNGTON.
A lion's head erased ppr. ducally crowned
Crest
ar.

;

—

or.

Perry (co.

Clare descended from Capt. George Perry, who
to Ireland, 1639, son of James Perry, Esq., co.
Gloucester; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1773). Quarterly,
Crest
gu. and or, on a bend ar. three lions pass, guard, sa.
A hind's head couped ar. holding in the mouth a pear
branch fructed ppr.
;

went

—

Perryman (London

Or, on a
granted 25 March, 1710).
a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces of the
Crest Two arms issuing out of clouds ppr. habited
field.
vert, cuffed ar. holding a leopard's face or.
Perryman, or Perriman. Same .i^niis. Cresi A wolf
;

pile vert

—

—

pass. sa.

Perryn

(cos. Derby and Gloucester, Ashby, co. Leicester,
Acton, CO. Middlesex, and Brockton, co. Salop). Ar. on a
chev. sa. betw. three pine-apples vert, as many leopards'
faces of the first.
Crest
A pineapple or, stalked and
leaved vert.
Perryn. Ar. a fesse betw. three pineapples az.
Per sail. Paly of ten or and az. a bordure erm.
Persall. Quarterly, or and erm. three palets az. a border of
the last bezantee.
Persall. Az. a fesse betw, two chevronels erm. (another
adds, a canton gu.).
Persall. Az. a fesse betw. two chevronels erm. in chief

—

two

pellets.

Persam.

Az. semee of estoilcs

or,

Perse, or Peeres (West Down,

a bend of the
co. Kent).

wavy betw. two unicorns' heads ar.
Crest
the north and south pole an estoile gold.

Perse, or Peerse.

last.

Sa.

a fesse

—A sphere

or, at

Vert a sceptre surmoimted of another,

in saltire or.

Persey.
lis

Az. a fesse fusily within a tressnre of demi fleurs-de-

or.

Persfret.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
(Bromley, co. Kent). Ar. a plain cross flory
on a canton of the last a wolfs head erased of tho

Pershall
sa.

field.

Pershall, or Peshall (Doynton,

Crest.

Perrott
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co. Lincoln,

and Horsley,

Richard II.). Ar. a cross pattfSo
flory sa. on a canton gu. a wolf's head erosed of the field.
Crest
A wolfs head sa. holding in the mouth a marigold

CO. Stafford;

seal tevip.

—

ppr.

Pershall.

Gu. a lion ramp.

ar.

crowned

or.

Pershouse

(Reynolds Hall and Sedgloy, co. Stafford, originally of Pershouse Hall confirmed by St. George, Norroy.
Visit. Stafford, 1614).
Or, on a pile az. a stag's head
caboshed gold, quartering purp. alien ramp. ar. a mullet in
the dexter chief or. Crest A mastiff dog sejant sa.
collared or, resting the dexter paw on acaltrap ar.
Pershouse (Penn Hall, co. Stafford, now extinct). Quar-.
:

—

torly, 1st
all

and

4th, or, three pales gu.

;

2nd and

3rd,

erm.

within a bordure sa.

Person.

Erm. on a fesse az. three lions ramp. ar.
(Felix Person, Esq., of Westminster). Per fesse
az. and erm. a pale also invccted counterchanged, and three suns in splendour or. Creit
A mount
vert thereon a saltire engr. gu. charged in the centre with a
as
in
the
arms.
sun,
Person (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1668, Lady Person).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three oak leaves vert.
Pert (co. Essex). Gu. on a bend ar. three mascles of the

Person

invected

—

first.

Pert

(Arnold, co. Essex). Ar. on a bend gu. three mascIeB
Cresl
A stork ppr. beaked or, standing among bulrushes of the last leaved vert, bearing cats' tails sa.
or.

Pert

—

(Fryame,

co. Middlesex).

Same Arms.

Creit

—

A.

;
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charged on the neck with

Pessun

three bars gemelles gu.
Quarterly, az. and gu. four lions pass, guard, or, on
a chief dancettee ar. three pellets.
Perth and Melfort, Earl of. See Deummond.

Pestell

rain's

head erased

ar.

armed

or,

Pert.

Town

Perth,

of

Gu. a holy lamb pass,
with a banner of St. Andrew ppr.

(Scotland).

reguard. staff and cross ar.
within a double tressure flory counterflory of the second,
the escutcheon being placed on the breast of an eagle displ.
with two heads or. Motto Pro rege, lege, ct grege.
Perth, See of (Western Australia). Az. two croziers in
saitire ar. crooks or, b«-iw. four mullets pierced and radiated
all

—

gold.

Perthey.

Ar. a cross flory gu. (another, within a borduro
engr. of the second).
Per
pale az. and or, harry of six counterchanged,
Pertney.
an jnescutcheon ar. on a chief of the second a palet of the
first betw. two cantons, the dexter per bend az. and gold,
sinister, per bend sinister, as the dexter.

Perton

(Bamdsley, co. Salop).
Ar. on a chev. gu. three
pears or.
Crest
On a mount vert a pear tree fructed

—

ppr.

Perton. Sa. a hound salient within a bordure engr. ar.
Perton, or Periton. Or, a pear tree yert fructed ppr.
Pertond. Sa. a cross engr. or.
Pertricke (co. Suffolk). Chequy ar. and sa. on a bend or,
three escallops of the second (another, the bend gu.).
Ar. on a bend gu. three mascles or.

Pertt.

Pertwell. Sa. a fret betw. two pheons in pale or.
Pervis. Quarterly, ar. and sa., in the first quarter a CTMcent gu.

Perwiche

(co. Leicester, and Blisworth, eo. Northampton).
Gu. a cross moline or.
Perwiche. Per pale or and gu. three crescents cotinterchanged. Crent A crescent per pale or and gu.

—

Perwing:, or Perwinke.

Sa. three mullets ar. (another,

within a bordure engr. or.
Pery ( Viscount Pery, of Newtown Pery, co. Limerick,
created 1785, extinct 1806). Quarterly, gu. and or, on abend
ar. three lions pass. sa.
Crest
A fawn's head erased ppr.
Supporters Two fawns ppr. Motto
Virtute non astutia.
"Pery (Earl of Limerick). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly,
gu. and or, on a bend ar., three lions pass.sa., for Pery; 2nd
and 3rd, per chev. engr. or and sa. in chief three pellets and
in base a stag pass, of the first, for Sexton. Crests
1st: A
hind's head erased ppr., for Pekt; 2nd: A demi-Saracen
supporting on the dexter shoulder a sword, the point resting
on the palm of the hand, the sinister arm extended holding
a battle axe all ppr., for Sexton. Supporters Dexter, a
lion erm. sinister, a fa>vn ppr. ducally collared and chained
or.
Motto Virtute non astutia.
Pery (West Waters, co. Devon). Quarterly, gu. and or, on
a bend of the first three lions pass. az.
Pery. Ar. on a bend sa. three pears or; another, Ar. three
lozenges sa. each charged with a bezant (another, three
or),

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

rustres sa.).

Peryam.

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces

Peryent, or Peryan
three crescents ar.

Another

Crest

—A

Crest

—A

griffin's

lion

head

or.

Gu.
de sang.
erased gu. charged with

(Digswell,

co.

ramp.

Hertford).

ar. guttle

three crescents in pale ar.
(Newton Valence, co. Hants Visit. 1634). Ermines
on a chief or, three griffins segreant sa. Crest A griffin
sejant ar. the dexter claw raised, beaked and membered or.
Pesemarsh. Per bend sa. and ar. an eagle displ. counter-

Pescod

;

—

changed crowned

or.

Peshall

(co. Chester).
Ar. a cross patt^e gu., on a quarter
of the second a wolfs head erased of the field.

Peshall

(co. Salop).
Ar. a cross formfe flory sa., on a canton gu. a lion's (another, a griffin's) head erased of the first

crowned

Peshall

Ar. a cross flory sa., on
a wolfs head erased of the first, on a
sinister canton ar. a lion ramp, double queued gu. ducally
crowned or. Ciest—A boar's head couped at the neck gu.
tusked and crined or.
Peshall (Horsley, co. Stafford, bart., extinct 1712). Ar.
a cross fonnee florettee sa. on a canton gu. a wolfs htad of
the first.
Peshall. Or, a cross patt^e engr. sa.
(Eccleshall, co. Stafford).

a dexter canton

az.

Pesmarsh, or Pesmersh
ar.

(co. Essex).
Per pale sa. and
an eagle displ. counterchanged crowned gu.
(Sherborne St. John, co. Hants; Visit. 1634).

Pesmede

Ar. a millrind gu. a bordure engr. of the last.

Pessamarche, or Fessmarch
and

ar.

an eagle

gu.

(co. Leicester).

displ.

(Essex). Per bend sa.
counterchanged, crowned and armed

Or, a chev. engr. betw. three slags

Pestell

(confirmed 1648, to William Pestell, mate to
Captain Jones in a ship of war, "descended from an ancient
family in the county of Leicester"). Or, a chev. engr. sa.
betw. three stags' heads couped gu. Crest A demistag sa.

—

attired ppr.

Peter

(Bowhay, co. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620; descended
from William Peter, younger brother of John Petre, of
Torr Newton, ancestor of the Lords Pctre, of Writtle; Johk
Peter, Esq., the last of the Bowhay branch, d. in 1643,
leaving an only dau. and heir, m. to Sir Allen Apslev,
ancestor in the female line of Earl Bathurxt). Gu. on a
bend or, betw. two escallops ar. a Cornish chough ppr.
enclosed by as many cinquefoils az.
Crest
Two lions'
heads erased and endorsed, the dexter or, the sinister az.
gorged with a plain collar, counterchanged. Mottoes Sans

—

—

Dieu rien

and, Sub libevtate quietcm.
Peter (Chyverton and Harlyn, co. Cornwall; descended from
the marriage of Thomas Peter, third son of John Peter,
Esq., of Bowhay, M.P. for Exeter, tcuip. Mary I., with
Elizabeth, only dau. and heir of Henrt Mitchell, Esq.).
Arms, &c., same as preceding.
;

Peter, or Petre

(co. Essex).

Gu. on a bend (sometimes a

chev.) or, betw. two escallops ar. a Cornish chough ppr.
enclosed by as many cinquefoils az. on a chief of the
second a rose betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the first, seeded or,
barbed and leaved vert. Crest Two lions' heads erased,
conjoined and endorsed, the dexter or, the sirJster az. collared and ringed, counterchanged.
Peter. Gu. on a bend or, a martlet sa. on a chief of the
second a rose betw. two cinquefoils az. Same Crest as the

—

last.

Peter (Ingatestone,
two escallops

ar.

CO. Essex).

Gu. on a bend

or,

betw.

a Cornish chough ppr. beiw. as

many

cinquefoils az. a chief of the second charged with a cross
betw. two demi fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Peter.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three leopards' faces of the
second; another, Gu. a bend or, betw. two escallops ar.
(Brigadier-General Thomas Peter, of Corsbasket, co.
Forfar, 1806). Vert a crescent betw. three pairs of keys in

Peter

—

saitire or.
Crest
Out of a mural crown ar. masoned sa. a
dexter arm in armour vambraced, grasping a scymitar ppr.
Motto Pour mon Dieu.

—

Peterboroug-h, City and See of
Gu. two keys endorsed in

saitire

(co.

Northampton).

betw. four crosses crosslet

fitchee or.

Peterborough, Abbey of
keys in

saitire

(co.

Northampton).

Gu. two

betw. four crosses fonnee fitchee or.

Peter House, or

St. Peter's Colleg-e (Cambridge
founded in 12.56 by Hugh de Balesham, or Balsham, Bishop
of Ely). Or, three palets gu. a bordure of the last charged
with eight ducal coronets of the first.
Peters (Platbridge, co. Lancaster). Gu. a bend or, betw.
two escallops ar.
Crest— Two lions' heads erased and addorsed, the dexter or, the sinister az. each gorged with a
plain collar counterchanged. Motto
Sans Dieu rien.
Peters (Black Friars, Canterbury, co. Kent). Or, three

—

roses gu.

Crest

Peters (London

— An arm holding a rose sprig ppr.

granted 1748).
Or, a lion ramp. sa. on a
first.
Crest
A swan,
reguard. ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet sa. reposing the
dexter foot on a niasclc or.
Peters (London). Gu. on a bend or, betw. two escallops
ar. a Cornish chough ppr. enclosed by as many cinquefoils az.
Peters (Newcastle-on-Tyne). Sa. on a bend erm. cotised
engr. or, betw. two cinquefoils of the last a hurt enclosed
by as many escallops az. Crest A lion's head erased erm.
charged with a bend engr. betw. two escallops az. Motto

—

;

chief of the last three mascles of the

—

—

nihil.

Peters

(London).
Gu. a bend ar. betw. two escallops or, on
a chief of the last a cinquefoil enclosed by as many fleursCrest A buckle ar.
de-lis az.
Peters (London; James Peters, Esq., of Park Street,
Or, a lion ramp. sa. on a chief of
Grosvenor Square).
the second three mascles of the field. Crest A swan
reguard.
ar. ducally gorged or, reposing
endorsed
wings
Invidia major.
the dexter foot on a mascle sa. Motto
Peters (Rev. Michael Nowell Peters, Vicar of Madron,
Gu. on a bend or, betw. two escallops ar.
CO. Cornwall).
a Cornish chough ppr. enclosed by as many cinquefoils az.
Two lions' heads erased and addorsed, the dexter
Orest

—

—

—

—

or,

the sinister az.

Peters

William Parsons-Peters, Esq.,
Az. on a fesse betw. five escaland two in base ar. as many lozenges

(Parsons-Petebs
Yeabridge, co. Somerset).

lops, three in chief,
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fess az.

heads erased gu.

Absque Deo

or.

PET
Erm. a

(co. Kent).

;

A

PET
Crest

Motto—

Fidelitas et Veritas.

Peters (Kilbum, and Westboume Terrace, Bayswater).

Quar1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, sa., on a chief of the
second three mascles of the first 2nd and 3rd, ar. a buglehorn stringed betw. three double attires all sa., forWiNPESNT.
Crests Peters: Aswan reguard. ppr. resting the dexter foot
Winpennt A griffin's head couped ppr.
on a mascle or
holding by the string a buglehom az.
Peters (arms entered and crest granted in Ulster's Office,
1704, to Nicholas Peteks, Usher of the Exchequer, son of
John Peters, of Cologne, Germany, by Eleanor, his wife,
dau. and heiress of Alexander Plunkett, Esq., of Castle
Kerron, co. Meath). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. an eagle
2nd and 3rd, sa. a bend
displ. with two heads or, for Peters
ar. in sinister chief a tower triple-towered of the last, for
Crest
An eagle's head erased sa. holding in
Plunkett.
the mouth a key, wards downwards, ppr.
of (co. Hants).
Petersfield,
Ar. on a rose gu.
barbed vert an escutcheon of the first, charged with an
annulet sa. betw. four pellets.
Peterson. Sa. on a cross betw. four lions ramp. ar. five
eagles displ. of the field. Crest A dexter hand brandishing
a sabre ppr.
Peterson. Sa. on a cross betw. four talbots' heads erased
ar. five eagles of the field.
Peterson (London). Gu. on a fesse ar. three greyhounds'
heads couped sa. collared or, a bordure of the last.
Peterson (London). Sa. on a cross betw. four lions' heads
erased ar. five eagles displ. of the field.
terly,

;

—

;

:

;

—

Town

—

Peterson
Motto

(Scotland).

— Nihil

Petersone

Same Arms.

Crest

—

^A

pelican ppr.

sine Deo.

(Scotland).
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— A horse's head ar. crusily az.

conjoined of the
holding in the mouth a cinquefoil slipped vert.
first.

:

Az. a fesse betw. three bears' heads

of the last muzzled gu.
Ar. a cross sa. betw. four Cornish choughs

Peterster.

the sinister az., collared, counterchanged. Supporten—
Dexter, a lion reguard. or, collared az.
sinister, a lioa
reguard. az. collared or. Motto Sans Dieu rien.
Petre (Knt., d. 1572). Same Arms, on a chief of the second
a rose betw. two dimidiated fleurs-de-lis of the fourth.
Petre (Fidlers, co. Essex ; John Petre, Esq., of Fidlers,
great-grandson of the Hon. John Petre, of the same place,
son of the second Lord Petre, left an only dau. and even;

—

tually heiress,
of Foxcote, CO.

Mart Petre, who

lii.

Francis Canning,

Same Arms,

Warwick).

&c.,

Petre.

Az. a bird's leg couped at the thigh or, conjoined to
a savage's head ar. hair sa.
Az. a bend betw. a deer's head erased in chief and
three crosses crosslet fitchee in base ar. Crest An anchor
pale
in
sa.
Motto Spem fortuna alit.

Petree.

—

Petree.

Same Arms.

Crest

—
—A cross crosslet sa.

Petrie (Lewisham,

co. Kent).
Az. a bend betw. a buck's
in chief, and a cross crosslet in base ar., on a
chief of the second three escallops gu.
Petrie (Portlethen, co. Kincardine, 1672). Az. a bend betw.
a stag's head couped in chief, and three crosses crosslet
fitchee in base ar., on a chief of the last as many escallops
gu. Crest
An eagle soaring aloft ppr. looking up to the
sun in his glory or. Motto Fide sed vide.
Pett (Chatham, co. Kent). Or, on a fesse gu. betw. three
pellets a lion pass, of the field.
Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi pelican, wings expanded ar.
Pett (London, and Walworth, co. Surrey). Ar. (another, or)
a fesse chequy or and az. betw. three pellets, on each a
martlet of the first, a bordure gu. charged with escallops
and martlets alternately gold. Crest A demi greyhound sa.
collared and charged on the body with two bendlets or,
betw. as many fern branches vert.
Pettegrrew (Scotland). Gu. an increscent betw. three
mullets or.
Crest
An increscent gu. Motto Sine sole

head couped

—

—

—

—

Peterstrey. Ar. a cross betw. four mullets sa.
Petfyn. Az. a bend betw. three swans ar. crowned

Pettet

Petham.

Pettet.

or
(another adds, collared and chained of the last).
Az. six annulets or, three, two, and one.
Pether. Ar. on a cross flory az. a fleur-de-lis or. Crest
rose gu. barbed vert, seeded or.
Petit (co. Cornwall Sir John Petit, cousin and heir to Sir

—

;

Otes Petit and Dame Elizabeth le Blanche, his wife,
temp. Henry IlL, m. Alice, dau. of Sir Michael Beadchamp.
Visit. Cornwall his descendant, Thomas Petit, of Trelowyth
and Goviley, co. Cornwall, had an only dau. and heiress,
Alice, wife of James Tresaher, of Budock, temp. Queen
Elizabeth). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
:

Petit

(Ardevora, in Fillcigh, co. Cornwall; traceable for
seven descents before 1362; the co-heirs m. Ardndel of
and Killigbew). At. a lion pass. gu.
Petit, or Pettyt (Dentc de Lion, co. Kent). Ar. on a
chev. gu. betw. three hons' heads erased sa. crowned or,
as many bezants.
Crest
A lion's gamb erased and erect
or, holding a pellet.
Petit (Hexstall, co. Stafford; granted 1583). Ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three buglchoms sa. stringed of the second.
Crest
A demi wolf salient ppr.
Petit. Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw. three hunting-horns sa.
stringed or. Crest A hand holding a hunting-horn or.
Petit. Gu. a fesse betw. three annulets or.
Trerice, Sater,

—

—

—

Petite.

Ar. a

Petiver.
hands

Petley
engr.

fe.sse sa.

Gu. a fesse betw. three dexter (another,

sinister)

or.

(Riverhead and Filson, co. Kent). Ar. two bends
a canton of the last.
Crest
A cubit arm in
or, grasping a scymitar by the

—

sa.

armour erect ppr. garnished
blade also ppr. hilted gold.

Petmore.

Or, sem^e of crosses crosslet az.
Erm. three chev. gu.
Erm. on a chief gu. three bezants.
Peto (Somerleyton Hall, co. Suffolk, bart.). Per pale Indented or and gu. barry of six two annulets in fesse all
counterchanged. Crest On a rock ppr. a sinister wing or,
thereon three annulets gu. Motto
Ad finem fidelis.
Petoe (co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. gu., in chief three mascles

Petmyn, or Petoryn.

Petnall.

—

—

of the second.
(Chesterton, co. Warwick
allowed by
the Deputies of Camden, Clarcnccux).
Per pale indented
ar. and gu. barry of six tounterchanged.
Crest
A Binistcr

Petoe, or Peyto

;

—

—

Another Crest Two wings addorsed or.
(Baron Petre). Gu. a bend or, betw. two escallops
Oripinal Anns
ar.
Az. on a bend betw. two escallops or,
a Cornish chough sa. enclosed by as many cinquefoils gu.
C)M(— Two lions' heads erased and addorsed, the dexter or,

wing

or.

Petre
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Motto-

Fides.

—

—

ppr.

as Lord

Petre.

nihil.

Gu. a chev. betw. three

(Shalmisford, co. Kent).

leopards' faces ar.

Crest

—A leopard pass. ppr.

Gu. a dexter arm in fesse issuing from clouds on
the sinister side of the shield holding a battle axe all ar.
in chief two mullets of the last.
Pettet.
Az. on a chev. or, betw. three leopards' fnocj

many

ar. as

cinquefoils vert.

Pettigrew

(Scotland).

Gu. a crescent betw. three stars

ar.

Pettit
Pettit

Cornwall). Ar. a lion saliant gu.
(co. Kent).
Az. on a chev. or, betw. three leopards'
faces ar. as many cinquefoils pierced gu.
Pettit (co. Kent). Gu. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads
erased ar.
(co.

Pettit

(confirmed 1722, Ulster's Office, to James Pettit, of
the house of Baltrasny, in Meath, a cavalry officer in the
service of Spain). Ar. a Hon ramp. gu. and in the dexter
chi.^f point a spear head sa.
Crest
A raven ppr.
Pettiward (Finborough Hall, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a cross
ragul^e sa. five estoiles of the first. Crest
A cross, as in the
arms.
Pettus (Eackheath, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1772). Gu. a
fesse ar. betw. three annulets or.
C>-est
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi lion erm. vulned and holding erect a piece
of a broken tilting spear ppr.
Pettus, or Pettous (Norwich). Same Arms. Crest
A hammer erect ar. handle or. Another Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi lion ar. holding a spear gu. headed

—

—

—

—

of the

—

first.

Petty

(granted by Carney, Ulster, 20 March, 1656, to
William Petty, M.D., son of Anthont Petty, of Rumsey,
This Wiluam Petty became Physician-General
CO. Hants.
to the army in Ireland, and was Surveyor-General of that
kingdom; he was knighted in 1661, and founded the noble
house of Petty, Barons and Earls of Shelburne). Erm. on

a bend

az.

or. Crest

a magnetic needle ppr. pointing at the pole star
Motto Ut apes geome-

— A beehive and bees ppr.

—

triam.
Sir

explanation of his coat of arms
Cocruleus candore color mea scuta dccoret,
Non atrum aut fulvum, ncc cruor horriflcet.
Stellain ut spectat avis, positoque timorc quiescit,
Sic mens quae spectat sola quieta Deum.
Mella ut apes condunl sic scire Gcometra quaerit;

W. Pettt's

Utile quaerere

apum

Scdulus ergo ut apes

cum

At

est, scire geometriae.

feci

geotnetriam ut indo

queam.
pcrdam ut apes quae per geometriam habebam
"
Heu
Vo8 non vobis mcllificatis apes."
Utile
si

!

dulci scire et habere

PET
Petty (Saris

of Shelbume). Arms, Crest, and Motto, as the
Two pegasuses erm. bridled, maned,
preceding. Supporters
tailed, winged, and hoofed or, each charged on the shoSlder

with a

—

fleur-de-lis az.

Petty-Fitzmaurice

(Marquess of Lansdowne).

See Fitz-

Maukice.

Petty

(Ilmington, co. Warwick, Harl. MSS.). Quarterly,
or and az. on a bend vert three martlets of the first.
Out of a ducal coronet or, an elephant's head ar.
Crest
tusked and eared gu.
Petty (Stoke-Talmach, co. Oxford; Mart, dau. of John
Petty, Esq., of that place, m. Sir James Let, Chief Justice
of the King's Bench in Ireland, temp. James I., Reg. Ulster's

—

of the

raguWe

granted 16 July, 1660).

;

Ar. on a cross

of the field.
Ar. on a cross ragul^e sa. five cstoiles of the
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dcmi pelican,

sa. five billets

Pettyward.
Creit

—

wings expanded

Petwarden

ar.

Ar. on a bend az. three garbs

Worcester).

(co.

or.

Peverell.
Peverell.

Az. on a chief gu. three crescents ap.

Gyronny

of eight or

and gu.

Crest

—A plume

gu and two az. enfiled with a
ducal coronet or.
Peverell (Park in Egloshayle, co. Cornwall, settled in that
county, temp. Richard I.). Gu. a fesse ar. betw. six crosses
patee or.
Peverell (Ermington, co. Devon; the heiress m. Cabew).
Or, an eagle displ. az.
Peverell (Katherine, dau. and co-heir of Thoslas Pevebell,
m. Sir Walter Hongerfobd, Baron Hungerford, temp.
Henry "VI. ). Gu. three garbs ar. banded of the field a chief
of four ostrich feathers two

Peverell.

Vaire or and gu. another, Quarterly, vair and
gu. three bars or, over all a lion ramp, az.; another, Quarterly, vert and or, a bend ar.
another. Quarterly, gu. and
vert, two bars wavy ar. ; another, Vaire gu. and ar. three
bars or, over all a Hon ramp, of the second another, Gu.
two bars or, over all a lion ramp. ar. another, Gu. three
;

;

;

Gu. two lions pass, in pale or.
(Tetsworth and Henley, co.
Oxford, and Ilmington, co. Warwick). Quarterly, or and az.
on a bend vert three martlets of the first. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, an elephant's head ar. armed and eared
(co. Lincoln).

Petye, Pettie, or Petty

—

gu-

;

ramp, or, a bordure engr. ar.
another, Gyronny of
eight vair and gu. (another, gu. and vair) another, Ar. ou
a saltire sa. five mullets pierced or; another, Ar. on a
saltire sa. four mullets or
another, Ar. on a cross sa. fivo
mullets or; another, Or, across engr. az. another, Ar. on
a fesse az. three garbs or, banded gu.; another, Az. on
a fesse or, three garbs gu. another, Az. three owls' heads
erased ar. a chief or; another, Ar. on a chev. az. threo

lions

;

;

;

;

Petyt

(Ackworth Park; confirmed in 1810 to John Pbttt,
Erm. a lion ramp. gu. armed and
Esq., of CO. York).
langued az. on a canton of the last a pheon or. Crest
A crane erm. holding in the dexter claw a pebble sa. Motto
Qui s'estime Petyt deviendra grand.
Petyt (co. Cornwall Middle Temple, London, and co.
York). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. in the dexter chief point a
pheon sa.
Pet3rt, or Petit (co. Cornwall).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

—

—

;

Crest

Peverell

or.

first.

Pettyward (London
field.

on a bend vert three martlets

Quarterly, or and az.,

Office).

PET
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—A bishop's mitre gu.

(London; granted 1688).
canton az. a pheon or. Crest

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a
A crane holding with the

—

dexter foot a pebble stone ppr.
Or, a fesse sa.; another, Sa. thr* lions ramp, in
two bars dancettee ar.
Petytt (Shep Meadow, co. Suffolk). Erm. a chev. gu. bctw.
three cock pheasants' heads couped az. Crest Ademi swan
displ. ar. beaked gu. betw. two battle axes vert.
Peusay (descended from Preston, co. Lancaster). Az. three
estoiles or.
Crest
A pelican's head vulning herself ppr.
Pevelesdon. Az. an eagle displ. or, a bordure engr. of
the second. Crest A stag's head erased ppr.
Pevensey (co. Lincoln). Ar. a chev. enpr. az. betw. three
martlets sa. Crest
A demi Moor sa. holding in the dexter
hand a broken tilting spear or.
Pevensey. Barruly of fourteen ar. and gu. an orle of
martlets sa. Crest Out of a castle ar. six laurel leaves vert.
Pevensey. Az. a chev. or, fretty gu. betw. three crosses
patonce ar.
Pevensey. Or, an eagle displ. gu. armed az. another,

Petjrt.

fesse betw.

—

—

—

—

—

;

Pever

armed sa.
Ar. on a chev. gu. three

fleurs-de-lis

Pever

(co. Norfolk).
Or, two bars sa.
(co. Norfolk).
Or, two bars sa. on the
uppermost a mullet pierced ar.
Pever. Ar. two bars sa. on the uppermost a mullet pierced

Pever, or Piner

or.

Pever. Or, on a chev. az.
Peverell (co. Cornwall).

three swans ppr.
Ar. a chev. betw.

(Sir

Hugh Peverell and James Pevebell, his

son,

CO. Cornwall, tern}:). Edward II.; quartered by Flamank, of
Buscave, co. Cornwall. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Az. three
garbs ar., a chief or.
Peverell (Sampford-Peverell, co. Devon; the co-heirs m.
Cottle, Wrokeshall, and Rivees). Az. three garbs ar.
Peverell (Bradford-Peverell,co. Dorset, ««np. Edward I.).

Gyronny

Peverell

pellets.

of eight ar.
(co.

Gyronny

—

of twelve ar. and gu.
hand holding a dagi^er

a bordure sa. bezant^e. Crest A
point downwards ppr. Motto
Hinc nihil salus.
Peverell (co. Leicester). Gu. a fesse ar. betw. six (another,
nine) crosses pattee (another, crosses crosslet) or.
Peverell (founder of Linton Abbey). Vaire az. and or.
Peverell (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a saltire gu. five mullets

—

(co.

Nottingham,

tevip.

William

Quarterly gu. and vair^ or and az. a lion ramp. ar.
Peverell (co. Somerset). Ar. on a cross wavy vert five
bezants (another, five plates).
I.).
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foiir ar.

and

sa.

Az. on a chev. or,
betw. three antique limbecks ar. as many roses gu. seeded
of the second barbed vert. Crest
A mount vert, thereon
two arms embowed ppr. vested ar. cuffed gu. holding in
both hands erect a dish of the third. Supporters—Tvo
seahorses or, their taUs ppr. Motto
In God is aU my
(London).

—

—

trust.

Pewterers

(Gate.shead-on-Tyne, 1671). Az. on a chev. or,
betw. three antique limbecks ar. as many roses gu. Crest-

Two arras embowed ppr. holding in both hands erect a dish ar.
Supporters Two sea horses or, their tails ppr. Motto— In

—

God

is

my

aU

Pexall

trust.

Buckingham).

(co.

four martlets az.
Pexall (co. Hants).

Or,

a cross

flory engr. sa. betw.

Ar. on a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four

membered gu. with rings about their necks or
(another, ar.) an escallop of the last.

birds az.

Pexall.

on a cross fitchee engr.
an escallop of the first.

Or,

collared ar.

(London).

sa.

betw. four birds az.

Or, ten billets gu. four, three,

two and

one.
(co.

Kent).

Ar. six fleurs-de-lis az. (another,

sa.).

Peyforer

(co.

Kent).

Ar. a fess gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis

sa.

Peyner. Ar. on a chev.
Peyrse (Northwold, co.

gu. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Norfolk). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three dragons' heads erased ar.
Crest A pelican, wings
endorsed ar. vulning her breast ppr.
Peyte. Gu. a iesse betw. three hounds or.
Peytener. Gu. a fesse betw. three dexter hands ar.
Pejrting (co. Lincoln). Ar. three chev. gu.
Peyto. Per pale ar. and gu. barry of six counterchanged.
Peytoe (Chesterton, co. Warwick). Per pale Indented ar.
and gu. barry of six counterchanged.
Peyton (Isleham, co. Cambridge; created a hart., 1611,

dormant 1815; Martha, dau. and eventual heiress of Sir
third bart., m. George Duncombe, Esq., of

Shalford, co. Surrey).
sejant or.

Motto

Sa.

a cross engr.

or.

Crest

— Patior, potior.

Peyton (Virginia,

America

—A griffin

claiming to be descended from,
and entitled to the baronetcy of Peyton, of Isleham). Same
;

Anns, &c.

Peyton

(Knowlton, co. Kent; bart., extinct 1683).

Same as

Peyton, of Isleham.

Pejrton

or.

Peverell, or Peverel

Company of

John Peyton,

and gu.

Hants).

Paly of

three eagles counterchanged.

Pewterers,

—

three trefoils

vert.

Peverell

a bend

Ar. a star of six points sa. pierced or, betw. four

Peyforer

or.

az. over all

ar.

PewUe.

Peyce

displ. or,

(co. Bedford).

Peveris. Quarterly, ar. and sa.
Pe"wley. Barry nebulee of six or and

Pewterer, or Pewterwre.

Petyt

Gu. an eagle

;

fieurs-de-lis or.

(Doddington, co. Cambridge, bart.).

engr. or, in the first quarter a mullet ar.
sejant or. Motto
Patior, potior.

—

Peyton

Sa. a cross

Crest

—A

griffin

(Wakehurst Place, co. Sussex; borne by Joseph
JoHM Wakshubst Peyton, Esq., of Wakehurst Place, sou

AA

PET

—

—

Patior, potior.

Peyton

(Commodore Sir John Stkutt Peyton,
Yealmpton, co. Devon, knighted in 1837,
Peytok, a younger son of Admiral Joseph
by Kathebine Stbutt, his wife). Arms, &c., as
of

K.C.H.,
son of

WiLUAH

Peyton,
the pre-

ceding.

Same Arms, a bordure

(granted 24 July, 1641).

erm.

Peyton

(co. Lancaster).

Pejrton

(co.

Brecknock).

Ar. three magpies ppr.
Vert a hind couchant ar.

Same Arms.

—

Crest

Amis and

—

Crest.

(Killoughram, co. Wexford ; descended from Colonel
BoBERT Phaibb, of the Grange, co. Cork, governor of the
city of Cork imder OUver Cromwell, to whom, and Col.
Francis Hacker, and Col. Hunkes, the Regicides directed
Gu. a
their warrant for the murder of Charles 1.).
cross moline ar. surmounted of a bend az. Crat
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a falcon rising ppr.
Phayre (granted to Sir Abthdb Pdbves Fbatbe, E.C.S.I.,
C.B., late Chief Commissioner in British Burmah, second

—

Gu. a cross
eon of RicHABD Phaybe, Esq., H.E.I.C.S.).
moline ar. surmounted of a bend az. in the sinister chief
point an Eastern crown or, all within a bordure of
Crest A dove ppr. gorged with an Eastern
the last.
crown or, in the beak an olive branch vert, il/ofio— Virtute

—

Phelip

SeeO'FAELAN.

(Donnyton, co. Worcester).

in the 1st quarter

an eagle

displ. or,

Phelips

Quarterly, gu. and ar.
on the breast an annulet

(Montacute, co. Somerset, settled there for

many

centuries; descended from Sir Edwabd Phelips, Knt.,
Master of the Rolls, and Speaker of the House of Commons,
temi>. Queen Elizabeth, fourth son of Thomas Phelips, Esq.,

of Barrington, who built the present mansion at Montacute,
and d. 1588 Sir Edwabd 's son and heir, Robeet Phelips,
was M.P. CO. Somerset in many Parliaments, temp. James I.,
and Charles I., and a distinguished and active member of
the popular party). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three roses of the
Crest
A square beacon, or
last, seeded and leaved ppr.
chest, on two wheels or, filled with fire ppr. Motto—Vro
;

—

aris et focis.

Phelips

(Corfe Mullen, co. Dorset:

the senior line of the
Phelips, of Barrington and Corfe Mullen the heiress, Jane
Phelips, m. the Rev. Sir jAtcEs Hanham, Bart.). Same
;

<fec.

Phelips

(Barrington, hart.,

extinct

1690).

Same ArmM,

&c.

Phelips

(Briggins Park, co. Hertford
the Rev. Chables
Phelips, fourth son of Edwabd Phelips, Esq., of Montacute, descended from Sir Edwabd Phelips, Knt., Master of
the Rolls, temp. Elizabeth, m. in 1792, Mabt, dau. of Thomas
Blacehobe, Esq., of Briggins Park, by Maet, his wife, sister
of John Old Goodfobd, Esq.). Same Arms, Ac.
Phelps (Russell Square, London). Per pale or and ar. a wolf
salient az. betw. eight crosses crosslct fltchee gu.
Crest
wolfs head erased az. coUarcd or, thereon a martlet
;

—

A

sa.

Phelps.

Ar a

lion

ramp.

sa.

betw. six crosses crosslet

fitch^e gu.

Phelps

(Salisbury, co. Wilts).

flcurs-de-lin

in

fcss

ar.

two
and two

Sa. a wolf salient betw.

cross crosfllets fltchee in chief, as
Crest

many

—A

in base,

dcnil lion

erased sa.

charged on the shoulder with a chev. ar. holding in the
dexter paw a tilting spear ppr. and resting the left on a
cross pattde also sa.
Motto Toujours pr6t.
Phelps (Durnlcy, co. Gloucester). Per pale or and ar. sem^e
of cross croEnlcts fltchee gu. a wolf saliant az.
Crest
wolfs head az. langucd and erased gu. gorged with a

—

—

collar or, thereon a martlet sa.

Phesant

(London, 1634). Per fesse or and az. a fesse per
countcrchanged. Crest A pheasaui close
or, in the beak a gillyflower ppr.
fesse dancettcc

70S

—

—

(Donnybrook,

Fun.

Dublin;

co.

Ent.

Maby, wife of Thomas Phesant,
Same Anns, a crescent for difif.

Phetiplace. See Eettiplace.
Philibert, De St. (co. Norfolk; John dk
Edward

Bendy

III.).

of six az.

and

Az. three cocks

Ulster's

of that place).

1633,

Office,

St.

Phiubebt,

ar.

ar.

armed, crested,

or.

Philip-ap-Ivor (Lm-doflscoed). Az. an eagle displ. or.
Philip, or Philips (London, and co. Suffolk, late

of
Jamaica). Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the dexter chief quarter
an eagle displ. or, armed of the field. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet az. three ostrich feathers ar.
Philip. Per bend ar. and or, a lion ramp. sa. a bordure
gobony of the first and gu. another. Per bend or and ar. a
lion ramp. sa. within a bordure gobony of the second and
purp. ; another, Sa. a lion ramp, crowned or, betw. eight

—

;

fleurs-de-hsar.

Philip

(Ormistone, co. Haddington, 1685). Az. on a chev.
betw. three talbots' heads erased ar. two lozenges of the
first.
Crest
A talbot ppr. Motto Vivis sperandum.
Philip (Over Cambie, co. Fife, 1672). Az. a chev. invecked
betw. three talbots' heads erased or.
Motto—Sors omnia

—

—

versat.

(Amrecloss,

Philipot
swords

co.

beads couped ar.

talbots'

sa.

Ai-nify

or, betw. two chev. engr. of the
three roses of the first. Crest A pheasant ppr. holding
beak a rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Phesant (quartered by Geosvenob, Duke of Westminster
Joan, dau. and co-heir of Sir William Phesant, co. Stafford,
m. Sir William Geosvenob, Ent.). Az. three pheasants or.
Phesant. Gu. on a fesse engr. betw. two chevronels or,
three roses of the first.
Phesant (Baggott Rath, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster'.s
Office, 1622, Amy, wife of Thomas Phesant, of that place).
Per fesa or and az. a fess point in point of the second and

Philip

tutus.
(Ireland).

—

in the

Philip-ap-TJchdryd.

Same

Phaire

Phelan

Per pale or and az.
co. Middlesex).
dancettee counterchauged.
Crtst
^A

fesse

last,

and jelloped

Motto Patior, potior.
(Driney House, Drumcong, co. Leitrim).

griffin sejant or.

per

fesse

pheasant close or.
Phesant. Gu. on a fesse

temp.

or, in the first

Peyton

a

first.

(Sutton Coldfield, co. Warwick. Visit. 1619). Sa.
a cross, engr. or, a mnllet ar.
Peyton (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1612, Cheistopheb Petton, Auditor at War and of the Be venue). Sa. across engr.

quarter a mullet ar.
(Laheen, co. Leitrim).

Phesant (Tottenham,

Phesant

Peyton

Peyton

PHI
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•of the late John Rittson Pettok, Esq., Captain E.N.,
grandson of Admiral Joseph Peyton, and great-grandson,
by Kathebine Steutt, his wife, of Admiral Joseph Peyton,
who inherited the estate of Wakehurst from his maternal
ancestors, the Lyddells). Sa. across engr. or, in the second
quarter a mullet ar. Crest A griffin sejant or. Motto

Peyton

:

— Az. adormit

Forfar).

Motto

(Folkestone, co. Kent).

chev. betw. three
qui custodit.
Gu. a cross betw. four

^Non

ar. hilts or.

Philipot (Tunbridge, co. Kent). Sa. a bend erm.
Philipps (Picton Castle, co. Pembroke Baron Milford,
extinct 1823; derived from Cadivob Vawb; Sir John
;

Philipps, of Picton Castle, was created a bart. 1621 ; Sir
RicBABD Phiupps, scvcnth bart., was elevated to the peerage
of Ireland 1776, d. s. p. in 1823, when the estate of Picton
Castle passed under his will to his cousin, Richaed Bulkeley
Phiupps Grant, created a bart. in 1828; the ancient
baronetcy devolved on the male heir of the family). Ar. a
lion ramp. sa. ducally gorged and chained or. Crest A lion,
as in the arms. Supporters Two horses ar.
Philipps (Picton Castle, co. Pembroke, bart.). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. ducally gorged and chained or. Crest A lion, as
in the arms. Motto Ducit amor patriae.
Philipps (Baron Milford, extinct 1857 Richabd Bolkkley
Grant, Esq., who s. to the estates of the Philipps family
under the will of Lord Milford, assumed the surname of
Philipps 1824, was created a bart. 1828, and a peer 1847,
d.s.p.). Sa.me Arms and Crest. Supporters Two horses ar.
Motto Ducit amor patriae.
Philipps (Aberglasney, co. Caermarthen). Quarterly, 1st
and 4tb, or, a lion ramp. sa. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in chief
az. and a stag's bead erased in base gu., for Philipps: 2nd
and 3rd, gu. three snakes interlaced betw. two spear heads
erect in chief, and a rose in base ar. barbed and seeded ppr.,
for Walters.
1st, Philipps: A lion ramp. sa. holdCrests
ing betw. the forepaws an escutcheon or, thereon three snakes
interlaced ppr. the dexter hind-paw on a fleur-de-lis also or;
2nd, Walters: An eagle displ. erm. the body entwined by
two snakes respecting each other ppr. and holding in each
claw a rose gu. sUpped and leaved vert. Motto Fy Nuw a

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Chymry.

Philipps

Pcnty Park, co. Pembroke,
and Dale Castle, co. Pembroke, and Mabws, co. Caermarthen John Lloyd, of Foes-y-Bleiddiad, m. Maby, dau.
of James Philipps, Esq., of Penty Park, co. Pembroke, and
was grandfather of John Lloyd, of Foes-y-Bleiddiad, who
dying in 1820, was s. by his grandson, John Philipps-AllenLloyd, Esq., of Dale Castle, and Mabws, who assumed the
name of Phiupps, under the will of James Philipps, of
Penty Park). Ar. a hon ramp. sa. ducally gorged gu. and
chained or. Crest A lion, as in the arms. Motto Ducit
(Lloyb-Philipps,

;

—

—

amor

patriae.

Philips

(Weston, oo. Warwick, bart.).

Per pale

az.

and

Ba.

PHI

Philler, or Philer.
|

—

—

crosses crosslet ar.

a

falcon,

Sa.

a lion ramp.

ar. (another,

foils

of

Sa. three bars ar. in chief as
Crest

Philips

Vert three cinquefoils betw. two

Salop).

(co.

flaunches ar.

Same Arms.

Philips.

Crest

—A horse pass,

with a wreath

of laurel encircling the neck.

Philips (Tamworth,
a chief of the second.

co.

Or, a lion ramp. sa.
leopard sejant or.

Warwick).

Crest

—A

Philips (co. Worcester). Az. a lion ramp. ar. a chief erm.
Crest —On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a demi lion ramp,
guard, ar.

Philips.

Barry wavy of six az. and

ar.

on a chief or, a

lion

pass. sa.

Philips.

Ar. on a pile issuing out of the dexter chief of
the escutcheon sa. a lion ramp, of the field.

Philips.

ppr.

many

—

Motto

cinque-

— An eagle displ. gu.

Upon monuments

;

and likewise belonging to the Phillimore family, are these
Arms : Gu. three bars or, in chief as many cinquefoils of the
last.
Crest
On a castle a cock, wings expanded. AnotJier
Crest
A dexter arm habited and cuffed, couped below
the elbow, the hand holding a strawberry twig in

—

>

—

flower.

i,xj

Phillip (Donynton,

co. Suffolk

Sir

;

of Sir William Phillip, elected

Ai-ms.

all

of the Phillimore family
at Cam Church, co. Gloucester, are these Arms: Sa. three
bars or, in chief as many cinquefoils ar and upon a monument in the church of King's Stanley, in the same county,

co.

—

Same Arm*.

(Shiplake House, co. Oxford).

of the last.

Phillimore.

erm.)

Dorset; confirmed 10 Dec. 1633). Or, on a chev. engr. sa.
A rose branch vert,
three eagles' heads erased ar. Crest
bearing three roses gu. betw. two wings ar.
Philips, or Phillips (Barnstaple, co. Devon). Same

—

Phillimore.

betw. ten fleurs-de-Us or.

Philips, or Phillips (London; descended out

—

—

On a tower a fulcon, wings elevated
Fortem posce animum.

falcons ar.

Lancaster).

Sa. three bars or, and in
of the last.
Crest
On a tower
all ppr.
Motto Fortem posce

Herts).

animum.
Crest

(co.

wings elevated

Phillimore

Philips

(Leominster, co. Hereford). Or, on a chev. gu. three
falcons' heads erased ar.
Philips (Tenterden, co. Kent). Per fees gu. and az. a lion
ramp, or, within a bordure of the last. Crest— On a mount
vert a stag sejant erm. attired or.
Philips (Inner Temple, Ix)ndon). Az. a cher. betw. three

Sa. thre« cinquefoils betw. nine

Phillimore (Kendall's, co
chief as many cinquefoils

or.

Philips
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within an orle of fieurs-de-Iis ar. a lion ramp, enoinois,
ducally crowned and holding betw. the paws a mascle or, a
canton erm. Crest A demi Hon ramp, erminois, collared
sa. ducally crowned or, holding between the paws a fleur-deMotto Nil nisi honestiun.
lis az. within a mascle gold.
Philips (Yarpole, co. Hereford; granted 14 June, 1579).
Az. a fess betw. three falcons close ar. beaked and legged

.,-

John Philup was father

K.G.

1418, ni.

Joan, dau., and

fifth Lord Bardolf, and is said to have
been created Lord Bardolf by patent, but was never summoned, d. 6 June, 1441, leaving an only dau. Euzabeth,
m. John, first Viscount Beaumont). Quarterly, gu. and or,
in the first quarter an eagle displ. of the second.
Phillip (Lord Mayor of London, 1463). Sa. semfe-de-lis or,
a lion ramp. erm. crowned of the second.
Phillip (Scotland). Az. a chev. betw. three talbots' beads
couped ar. Crest A bear's head erased sa.
Phillip. Per bend or and ar. a lion ramp. sa. a bordure
gobony of the second and purp.
Crest^-Out of a flower
ar. stalked and leaved vert, a greyhound's head issuing of

co-heir of Thomas,

—

the

first,

collared or.

a bend erm.
Phillip. Per fess indented or and ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Philips (Heath House, co. Stafford descended from Fbancis
Crest
A lion's gamb sa.
on a bordure gu. eight plates.
Phtlyppe, of Neyther Teyne, d. 6 Edward VI. his greatholding three branches of flowers az. leaved vert.
Phillip. Quarterly, gu. and ar., in the 1st quarter an eagic
grandson, EicHAKD Philips, Esq., in. Chbistobel, second
Out of a ducal coronet or, a pyramid ar.
dau. and co-heir of Robert Whetall, Esq., of BignoU Hill,
displ. or.
Crest
Phillip. Sa. a lion ramp. erm. crowned or, within an orle
CO. Stafford, and was father of Nathaniel Phiups, Esq., of
Heath House, 6. 1659). Per pale az. and sa. within an orle
of fleurs-de-lis of the third.
Phillip. Ar. oh a chev. betw. three roses gu. a mullet of the
of fleurs-de-lis ar. a lion ramp, erminois, ducally crowned
field.
and holding betw. the paws a mascle or, a canton erm
ramp,
erminois,
collared
ducally
A
demi
lion
sa.
Phillip. Paly of six or and gu. on a chief of the last a lion
C)-est
crowned or, holding betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis ar. within
pass. ar.
Phillipps (Eaton Bishop, co. Hereford; descended, accorda mascle gold. Motto Simplex munditiis.
Philips (Rev. Gilbert Henderson Philips, Vicar of Brodsing to tradition, from a junior branch of the family of
co.
settler in
Philipps, of Picton Castle; the first
worth, CO. York, of the family of Philips, of Heath House).
Quarterly, 1st, per pale az. and sa. within an orle of fleursHereford, Owen Phillipps, yoimger brother of Johm
Kilgainvin in
of
Disserth,
co. Radnor,
de-lis ar. a lion ramp, erminois, ducally crowned and holding
Phillipps,
betw. the paws a mascle or, a canton erm., for Philips; 2nd,
was living 1595). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp,
sa. collared and chained of the first, on a bordure of
pu. on a bend ar. with cotises engr. erm. betw. two pheons
2nd
of the second three stags' heads caboshed of the field, for
the second eight cross crosslets gold, for Phillipps
Stdbbs 3rd, ar. a crescent within an orle of cstoiles gu. a
and 3rd, erm. three ravens ppr. each standing on a mount
Crest
A demi lion sa. collared and
vert, for Bavenhill.
bordure engr. of the last, for Bdrton 4th, gu. three piles
chained, holding betw. the paws a leopard's face jessantissuant from the sinister within a bordure or, on a chief erm.
de-lis or.
a crescent az., for Henderson. Crest A demi lion ramp,
Phillipps (Longworth, co. Hereford; descended from
erminois, collared sa. ducally crowned or, holding betw. the
Phillipps, of Eaton). Same Arm-t and C>-est.
paws a fleur-de-lis az. within a mascle also or. Motto
Phillipps (Bryngwyn, co. Hereford descended from Pailr
Simplex munditiis.
Lipps, of Eaton;. Same Arms and Crest.
Philips (Bank Hall, co. Lancaster, and Abbey Cwmhir, co.
Radnor; descended from Nathaniel Philips, Esq., of Phillipps (Middle Hill, co. Worcester, bart., extinct). The
Arm^ granted to Sir Thomas Phillipps, F.B.S. and F.S.A.,
Manchester, third son of Nathaniel Philips, Esq., of Heath
on the creation of the baronetcy were Sa. flory or, a lion
House, by Euzabeth, his wife, dau. and co-heir of John
ramp. ar. ducally crowned gold, and holding in dexter foreStobbs, Esq., of The Shaw, whose youngest son, John
paw a sword erect ppr. all within a bordure wavy of th©
Philips, Esq., by Elizabeth, his wife, eldeat dau. and
second. Crest On a mount vert a lion ramp. sa. semee-dett)-heir of John Burton, Esq., of Derby, purchased, in 1777,
lis or, charged with a bendlct wavy erm. and holding in dexter
the estate of Bank Hall, and which he devised at his death
forepaw a sword, as in the arms. Sir Thomas Philupp*
to his fourth son, Francis Philips). Same Arms, &c.
subsequently obtained a fresh grant, viz., Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Philips (The Park, Prestwich, co. Lancaster, and Welcombe,
flory and collared and chained or, in dexter paw a sword erect
Warwick;
Esq.,
of
The
Park,
CO.
borne by Mark Phiups,
Motto Deus, patria,
ppr. in a bordure wavy of the second.
grandson of Nathaniel Philips, Esq., of Stand, in Prestrex.
wich, who was second son of John Phiups, Esq., of Heath
House, by Susanna, youngest dau. and co-heir of John Phillipps (exemplified to James Orchard Halliwell, Esq.,
now of Middle Hill, co. Worcester, on his assuming, by royal
Burton, Esq., of Derby). Arms, &c., as Philips, of Heath
licence, 1872, the surname of Phillipps only, in right of
House.
his wife, Henrietta Elizabeth Moltneux, eldest dau. of
Philipse (Philipsburg, America). Az. a lion ramp. or.
the late Sir Thomas Phillipps, Bart., of Middle Hill).
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a demi lion ramp. Motto
Quod tibi vis fieri facias.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally gorged with chain reflexed over
Philipson (Swadderden Hall, co. Westmoreland). Gu. a
the back or, holding in the dexter paw a sword erect ppr.
On a
Crest
chev. betw. three boars' heads couped erm. all within a
a canton (for distinction) of the second.
mount vert a lion ramp. sa. ducally gorged and chain
bordure engr. ar. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a plume
of seven feathers, four ar. and three gu.
reflexed over the back or, holding in the dexter paw a sword
Philliebert (co. Oxford). Bendy of six ar. and az.
erect ppr. charged on the shoulder (for distinction) wiUl •
hill er. Sa. three cinquefoils ar.
cross crosslet gold.
Sa.

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

—

P
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—

Phillipps (Garendon Park and Grace Dieu Manor, co.
Leicester; Charles March Phillipps, Esq., of Garendon
Park, High
was son and heir

and formerly M.P.

Sheriff in 1825,

co. Leicester,

Thomas March, Esq., of More
who took the surname and arms of

of the late

Critchell, co. Dorset,

Phillipps, and subsequently assumed the arms and crest
of Lisle, in right of his mother, Sdsan Lisle, dau. and
co-heiress of Charles Lisle, Esq., whose family Mr. March
Philupps represented. See De Lisle). Quarterly, 1st, az.
2nd,
a chev. betw. three mullets ar., for Phillipps
quarterly, gu. and az. a cross enn. betw. four lions' heads
erased or, for March; 3rd, or, on a chief az. three lions
ramp, of the field, for Lisle; 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three
martlets sa., for Colldmbers; 5th, gu. and az. a chev. betw.
three roses or, for Cormailles 6th, or, three torteaux, for
Courtenat. Crests 1st: A demi griflSn ppr. gorged or,
holding a shield az. charged with a lion ramp, gold, for
Phillipps; 2nd: A demi lion ramp. ar. holding a Maltese
A stag trippant ppr., for Lisle.
cross or, for March 3rd
;

;

—

:

;

Motto

—Quod justum non quod utile.

Phillips (Coventry

Edward

;

Phillips, Esq., of

Whitmore

Erm. a lion ramp.
head cabossed betw.
Crest A garb fesseways or, thereon a
two garbs or.
leopard sejant ppr. in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
conscia
recti.
Motto Mens
Phillips (Newport House, co. Cornwall). Or, a lion ramp,

Whitmore Park, near that

Hall,

on a chief engr. vert a

Ba.

city).

stag's

—

—

sa.

chained of the

Crest

first.

—A

lion,

as in the arms.

Phillips

(Tredrea, co. Cornwall). Az. on a cross engr.
a torteau betw. fear crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

Phillips

(Sir

Thomas

Phillips, Knt., Q.C.).

betw. three ipear heads ar.

Crest

—

Sa.

or,

—A dragon's heud erased.
;

John Philmps,

Hanbury, High
Erminois a lion ramp. sa.

Sheriff of CO. Worcester 1803).

Esq., of

ducally gorged and chained or, betw. two cross crosslets
fitchee in chief and an escallop in base gu.
Crest
On a
garb, lying fessways or, a lion ramp. sa. ducally gorged and

—

chained of the

first,

holding betw. the forepaws a cross

cro.'slpt gold.

Phillips (Lawrenny,

co. Pembroke).
Ar. a Hon ramp. sa.
ducally gorged and chained or, quartering Lort.
Ci-est
A lion, as in the arms. Molto Animo et fide.

—

—

Phillips

(Witston House, co. Monmouth).

Quarterly,

1st

heads or; 2nd and 3rd, az. a cross
betw. four pheons or. Crest A boar's head sa. langued gu.
ringed or. Motto Spero meliora.
Phillips (London, 1634). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. collared,

and

4th, gu. three boars'

—

—

chained, and ducally crowned or.
Phillips. Az. a chev. or, betw. three falcons close ar. belled
of the first.
Phillips (Chelmicke, co. Salop). Or, on a chev. gu. three
cocks' heads erased ar. combed and wattled of the first.
Crest
An eagle's head erased az.
Phillips (Netley, co. Salop). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. collared

—

and chained

Crest

or.

— A Hon ramp, as in the arms.

(co. Salop).
Ar. a cross engr. flory sa. betw. four
Cornish choughs ppr
Crest
The trunk of a tree lying
fesseways and sprouting at the dexter end vert, thereon a
Cornish chough ppr.
Phillips (Yeovil, co. Somerset). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. coUared

—

lined or.

Crest

—A

lion sejant sa. collared

and lined

Crest

or.

Az. a lion ramp.

—A

lion,

sa.

ducally gorged and chained

as in the arms.

—Ducit

Mollo

amor

patriae.

Phillips.

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three falcons ppr. ducally
gorged, beaked, and membered or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, an arm cmbowed in armour, the hand holding a broken spear ppr. powdered with fleurs-de-lis

—

gold.

Phillips.

Sa. semuc-de-lis or, a lion ramp. ar. ducaHy
crowned of the second a canton erm. Crest A demi Hon
crewncd as in the arms, holding a fleur-de-lis or.
Phillips. Vert three roses in pale ar. betw. two flaunches

of the

last.

—

Crest

—A horse

pass. erm.

gorged with a chaplct

vert.

Phillips. Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
Phillips (Ireland granted in ICOO). liarry wavy
;

Cre.it

az. in chief

—

:

—

:

;

Deo et rege.
Fhillipson, alias Thelwall (Crook

Hall and Colegarth,
CO. Westmoreland).
Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads
couped erm. tusked or. Crest— Out of a mural coronet or,
a plume of seven feathers, four ar. and three gu.
Fhillipson (of the North). Gu. a chev. betw. three boars'

—

heads couped erm. a bordure or. Crest Out of a mural
coronet or, a plume of feathers gu.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three bats displ. or.
Crest— A greyhound's head couped vert, in the month a
laurel branch of the last.
Fhillipson. Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three bats displ. ar.
Crest
A camel's bead couped, in the mouth an oak branch

Fhillipson.

—

with three acorns ppr.
Fhillipson (Burton-Phillipson). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. a chev. erm. betw. three bats displ. or; 2nd and 3rd, sa.
a chev. betw. three owls ar. crowned or.
Phillpot (cos. Hereford and Salop). Gu. a fess or, betw.
three swans close ar.

Fhillpotts, or Philpot

(granted by Richard II. to John
Philpot, Alderman of London). Gu. a cross ar. betw. four
swords erect of the last, pommels and hilts or.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour, holding in the hand a

—

sword

all

ppr.

(Porthgwidden, near Truro). Gu. a cross betw.
four swords erect ar. pommels and hilts or. Crest A dexter
arm embowed in armour, holding in the hand a sword all
ppr. Motto -Semper paratus.
Philosophy School (Cambridge). The arms of the See
of Lincoln, impaling, Ar. a cross moUne sa., being the arms
of WiLUAM Alnwick, Bishop of Lincoln.

—

—

Philpot

(Apstone Hall, co. Herts). Gu. a cross betw. four
swords ar. pommels and hilts or. Crest— A porcupine pass,

or.

Philpot (Compton and
Ulster's Office, 1640,

Thaxton, co. Hants; Fun. Ent.
Elizabeth, dau. of Sir John Philpot,

and wife of Capt. James Mervtn). Sa. a bend erm.
Philpot (Wood Hall, co. Hants and Lord Mayor of London,
Same Arms.
1378).
Philpot (Faversham, co. Kent, and London). Sa. a bend
erm. in chief a lion's head erased ar. Crest A lion's head
erased ar. betw. two wings sa. each charged with a bend
;

—

erm.

Philpot.

Sa. on a bend enn. an annulet gu. in chief a lion
Crest
A porcupine or, charged with an
annulet for diff.
Philpot. Az. (another, sa.) a bend erm.; another, Sa. a
chev. betw. three tuns ar.
another, Gu. a cross ar. betw.
four swords erect of the second, hilted or.
Fhin (Whitehill, Scotland, 1672). Gu. a crane without a
head ar. in chief two mullets of the last. Crest A crane's

—

pass, guard, ar.

;

head couped ppr.

Motto

—Vigilanti securitas.

—

See Fitz Pau.
Phippen (Truro, co. Cornwall). Ar. two bars sa. in chief
three escallops of the second.
Fhippes (London; granted 22 July, 1656). Ar. on a pile
issuing from the dexter chief to the sinister base sa. a lion
ramp, of the first. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. holding in
both paws a palm branch vert.

—

Fhipps

or.

Phillips.

and

wavy

a Hon pass, ea., for
Phillips; 2nd, ar. three fleurs-de-Ussa., for Stcmrles; 3r<l,
erm. three battle axes sa., for Weekes. Crests 1st An arm
embowed in armour, garnished or, grasping a broken tilting
spear ppr.
2nd A cock grouse rising ppr. Motto Pro
4th, ar. three bars

Phippen.

Phillips

and

and

Fhillpotts

a chev.

Motto CweH angau neu chivilydo.
Phillips (Winterdyne House, Bewdley, and Hanbury, co.
Worcester, and Edstone, co. Warwick granted, 1825, by
Nayler, Garter, to

PHI
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PHI

ar.

on a chief of tlio
arm enibnwed

— An

flcur-dc-lia gold,

last

in

purtled or,

a lion

pa.ss.

armour

sa.

of six. az.

collared or.

charged with a
grasping a broken spear also
ppr.

PIT.

Phillips (Mount Rivers, co. Tipperary confirmed by Betham,
Clatcr, to Kiciiard Edward Puillips, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st
;

800

(Marquess of Normanby). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
a trefoil slipped betw. eight mullets ar., for Phipps; 2nd
(by grant from James II. to his illegitimate dau. Lady
Catherine Darnlet), the royal arms of England, <emj).
James II., a bordure compony ar. and az. 3rd, paly of six
sa.

;

ar.

and

az.

a bend gu., for Anneslet.

Crest

—A

lion's

gamb

—

Supporters Dexter,
a unicorn erm.; sinister, a goat erm. each armed and
ungulcd or, gorged with a chaplet of roses ppr. Motto—
Virtute quics.
Fhipps (Sclsey, CO. Sussex). Sa. a trefoil within an orle
of mullets ar. Crest A lion's gamb sa. holding a trefoil
erect sa. holding a trefoil slipped ar.

—

ar.

—

Fhipps

(granted 1767).
Same Ai-ms. Crest A lion's gamb
erect and erased sa. holding erect a trefoil slipped ar.
Fhipps. Samo.^r»i3. Crest— Two laurel branches issuing
from the wreath ppr.
Fhipps (Ilcywood Hou.se, Weslbiiry, co. Wilts; derived
from Nicholas, eldest son of Nicholas Piiippb, of Westbury, living in 1.^68).
Sa. a trefoil Slipped betw. eight
mullets ar. Crest— A lion's gamb erect sa. holding a trefoil
slipped ar.

Fhipps

(Lcighton House, co. Wilts

;

descended from Thomas,

AA
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lecond son of Nicholas Pbipps, of Westbury, living in 1568).
Same Arms, &c.
Phipps (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Dame Annb
Cathebine Pbevost, -widow of Lieut. -Gen. Sir Geoboe
Pbevost, Bart., and dau. of Major-Gen. John Phipps, and
her issue). Per pale sa. and az. a trefoil slipped ar. viihin

an

Hall, near

Birmingham,

a chev. erm. betw. three bats

Warwick). Sa.
Crest
A plume of
co.

displ. ar.

—

seven feathers alternately ar. and gu.
See Wtbeants.
Az. a chev. betw. three doves ar.
Az. a fess erm. betw.
Physic-School (Cambridge).
three lozenges or, on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, of the
the
with
the
text letter
on
side
sa.
third, charged
Physicians, College of (incorporated by Henry VIII.
A.D. 1523). Sa. a hand ppr. vested ar. issuing out of clouds
in chief of the second rayonn^ or, feeling the pulse of an
arm ppr. issuing from the sinister side of the shield vested
ar. in base a pomegranate or, betw. five demi fleurs-de-lis
bordering the edge of the escutcheon of the last.
Physicians, Collegre of (Dublin; College constituted
by Charles II., and arms granted by St. George, Ulster,
Per fess ar. and az. in the middle of the chief a
1667).
celestial hand issuing out of a cloud feeling the pulse of a
terrestrial hand all ppr. and in base the royal harp of Ireland,
as a distinction from the arms of the like College in
England. Motto Ratione et experientiS.

Phipson-Wybrants.
Phorpe (co. Gloucester).

H

—

Physicians,

King and

College of

Clueen's

(Ireland; College reconstituted 29 Sept. 1692, and arms regranted by Burke, Ulster, 1863). Per fess erm. and az. a

dexter celestial hand issuing out of clouds in chief ppr. and
in base the harp of Ireland ensigned with the royal crown,
Motto— R&tione et experientii.
all also ppr.
Picard. Ar. two bars az. on a canton of the last a cinqueCrest A dexter hand holding a sword in pale
foil or.

—

ppr.

Pichard

(oo.

Az. a fess erm. betw. three

Brecknock).

pilchers or.

Pichford.

Chequy or and

az.

on a

ar. three

fess

lions

pass. gu.

Pichford.

Chequy or and

Same

(Tablehurst and East Grinstead, co. Sustez).
Arr>is and Crest, a crescent on a crescent for diff.

Pickering (Whaddon,
Sir

az.

on a

fess of the first

a lion

pass, of the second.

Pichford, or Pitchford

(Lee Brockhurst, co. Salop;
allowed by Cooke, Clarenceux, temp. Elizabeth).
Az. a
six
martlets
cinquefoil betw.
or.
Crest
An ostrich ar.
beaked and ducally gorged or.
Pickard, or Picard (Lord Mayor of London, 1356).
Gyronny of eight az. and ar. on a canton gu. a fleur-de-lis
or. Crest A lion sejant ar. resting the dexter paw on a
Shield gu. charged with a fleur-de-lis, within a bordure

—

—

Cambridge,

co.

Henby Pickebing purchased

1648,

and

of

1660-1).

Whaddon in
Same Arjnt

Crest.

crowned

—A

hart., extinct 1705;

manor

the

and was created a baronet 2 Jan.

Pickering

orle of eight mullets or.

PMpson (Selley

PIO

Pickering

Erm. a lion ramp. az.
on a bordure of the second eight plates. Crest
erect and erased az. enfiled with a ducal

(Wallford, co. Chester).

or,

lion's

gamb

coronet or.

Pickering

(co. Nottingham).
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, as many hurts.
Crest
A leopard's
head couped or, semee of hurts.
Pickering (cos. Chester and York). Gu. a fesse ar. fretty
az. betw. six annulets or.

—

Pickering

(Alkmonberry, co. Huntingdon).

Gu. a pike or

lucie naiant in fesse betw. thr-ee annulets ar.

Pickering

(co. Northampton). Or, a fesse per fesse crenelMe
gu. and az. betw. three cocks' heads erased vert, combed
and wattled of the second.
Pickering (cos. Nottingham and York). Gu. on a chev. ar.

many

betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, as
Crest — A leopard's face or.
Pickering (Thorpe's Lodge,

orowned
armed or.

az.

or.

Pickering.

—A

Crest

lion's

Or (another,

pellets (another, hurts).

co. York).

ar.)

gamb

Erm. a lion ramp,
erased and erect az.

a lion ramp.

a bordure

sa.

gu. bezantee.

Pickering (Threlkeld,

co.

Cumberiand).

Erm. a

lion

ramp,

az.

Pickering

(Hartford, co. Chester).

ducally crowned or.

membered

Crest

—A demi

Erm. a

ramp. az.
beaked and

lion

griffin sa.

grasping a wheatsheaf or.
in Coverdale, co. York). Gu. on a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, as many annulets sa. Crest
lion's gamb erect and erased az.
Pickering. Ar. a lion ramp. az. ducally crowned or. Crest
A sword erect ppr. hilt and pommel or, within two branches
of laurel disposed in orle vert.
Pickering. Gu. a fess ar. betw. sis annulets or (another
adds, on the fesse a pellet).
Pickering. Chequy ar. and gu. a bend sa.
Pickemell. Per chev. sa. and ar. in base a demi lion
couped gu. Crest A lion's head erased gu.
Pickersgill (Blendon Hall, co. Kent). Ar. three eagle?,
wings elevated sa. on a chief gu. as many fountains.
Crest— On a rock ppr. an eagle, wings elevated sa. bezantee,
and holding in the beak a cross crosslet fltchee or. Motto
Quae recta sequor.
Pickersgill (Willlam Henby Pickebsgill, Esq., of
Stratford Place).
Or, a fess indented sa. betw. three
magpies ppr. a bordure nebuleeof the second. Crest Upon
a rock a-magpie holding in the beak an acorn slipped ppr.
ar.

Pickering (Coram,

—

—

—

—

—

or.

Pickard.

Gyronny

fleur-de-lis or.

Crest

of eight ar.

—A

and

az.

on a canton gu. a
an antique

lion sejant ar. supporting

Motto

— Lahore

Pickett.

shield charged with a canton.

Pickas.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three demi lions ramp. gu.
two spears in saltire of the field. Crest A demi lion ramp,
gu. holding in the paws a spear ar. headed and garnished

—

et ingenio.

Sa. three pickaxes ar.

bowed, vested

ar. cuffed vert,

Crest

— A dexter arm em-

charged with two bars wavy

of the last, holding a pickaxe ppr.

Pickeworth, or Pickworth.

Gu. a bend betw.

six

pickaxes ar.

or.

Pickborne. Ar. a fess engr. sa. betw. three magpies ppr.
Picke (co. Westmorland). Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four

Pickford.

mullets or, pierced of the field.
Pickerell (London). Az. a swan close ar. a chief erm.
Pickering (Tichmarsh, co. Northampton, hart.; Gilbebt
FicKEBiNG, Esq., purchased the manor of Tichmarsh,
ten>p. Queen Elizabeth, from William, Earl of Worcester:
Gilbebt Pickebing, son of John Pickebing, Esq., of
Gretton, and grandson by Maegabet, his wife, dau. and
York, of James
of Lascells, of Escrick, co.
heir
Pickebing, of Winderwath, co. Westmorland, was greatgrandfather of Sir Gilbebt Pickebing, of Tichmarsh,
created a Baronet of Nova Scotia; Sir Edwabd Pickebing,
of Duncannon Fort, co. Wexford, the last who bore the
title, m. 1770, Elizabeth, dau. of Geobge Glascott, Esq.,
of Aldertown, but d. «. p. 1803). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

Az. three endorses aud as many barrulets in
cross frctty ar. a chief dovetailed or. Crest
An arm embowed grasping an arrow ppr.
Fickingham. Az. a lion ramp. or.
Pickman. Gu. two poleaxes in saltire or, betw. four mart-

erm. a lion ramp. az. crowned

or, for

Pickebing; 2nd and
Crest— A lion's

3rd. ar. three chaplets gu., for Lascells.

gamb

erect

Pickering

and erased az. armed or.
(Old Lodge and Clapham,

co. Surrey;

borne by

Edwabd Rowland Pickebing, Esq., of Old Lodge, son of
Edwabd Lake Pickebing, Esq., of the Exchequer Office,

ramp,

Crest.
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Same Arms and

on a fess gu. three
head erased.

lions

lion's

—

—

—

gu.

Picton
Huntingdon).

az.

(William Pickup, formerly Bboughton, Esq., of
Spring Hill, Accrington, co. Lancaster). Az. three Catharine
wheels within two bendlets, all betw. two stags' heads erased
Crest
A stag's head couped
or, a bordure wavy of the last.
ppr. in front thereof a demi catharine wheel az. Motto—
Candide et constanter.
Pickwick (WiLLUM Eleazab Pickwick, Esq., of BathPer fess embattled gu. and az. in
ford, CO. Somerset).
chief two pickaxes and in base a cross moline or. Crest
hart's head couped erm. attired or, gorged withacollar gu.
therefrom a chain refiexed over the neck gold, betw. two
wings az.
Pickworth. Ar. three mlllpicks (another, pickaxes)

az.

—

—A

lets ar.

Picton

(Paxton, co.

Crest

Pickup

Temple, by Mabt, his wife, only dau. and heir of William
Umfreville, Esq.).
Erm. a lion ramp. az. armed gu.
crowned or.
Crest
A lion's gamb erect and erased

Pickering

Chequy or and

of the first.

Pickford.

(Wyvill Court, co. Berks, and
guttea d'or, a lion ramp. gold. Crest

co. Chester).

—A

demi

lion

Sa.

ramp.

(Picton Castle, co. Pembroke Sir John ap William
AP Thomas ap Sir William Picton, Knt., had an only
dau. and heir, Alice; m. Sir Thomas Pebbott, Knt., of
;

;

;
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H&roVdston, co. Pembroke, who d. 1461). Go. three pikeB
naiant in pale ar.
Picton (John Picton, Esq., of Isceod, co. Carmarthen). Gu.
three pikes in pale ppr. on a canton ar. a mount vert, thereon
the section of a castle, intended to represent that of Badajos,
surmounted by a scaling ladder ppr. Crest Out of a mural
crown gu. betw. two branches of laurel ppr. a mullet or,
charged with a pellet.
Pidocock (originally of co. Derby, and afterwards of cos.
Stafford and Worcester). Per pale sa. and gu. a pied cock
per fess or and ar. betw. three acorns of the third. Crest
A bar shot ppr. thereon a grifBn segreant sa. holding within
Motto Seigneur, je te
its claws a grenade fired also ppr.

—

—

—

garde ma vie.
(Athelhampton). Quarterly ar. and sa. four hawks'
heads counterchanged. Crest A hawk's head ar.

prie,

Piddle

—

Piddock
on a pale

(Brisingham, co. Norfolk).
Chequy or and az.
sa. a woman's breast distilling drops of milk

Pierce

(Liverpool; Beg. Her. Coll. to Hctgh Pierce, Esq., of
Erm. on a chev. az. betw. in chief two dragons'
heads erased gu. and in base upon a mount vert a cross
calvary of the third, a buglehorn stringed ar. Crest
^The
battlements of a tower, therefrom issuant a dexter arm erabowed in armour, grasping a tilting spear palewise all ppr.
in front of the battlements a buglehorn stringed gu. Motto
Liverpool).

—

—Sub

cruce salus.

Pierce (co. Meath
Edwabd Pierce,
Christ","

;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's
of that

Office,

1655, Captain

buried 22 March, 1655, in
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three

co.,

Church Cathedral).

boars' heads couped of the last, armed, langued,

and ynlned

gu.

Pierie.

Ar. a saltire engr. gu. in each flank a buglehorn sa.
within a hordure az. Crest A huntinghom az. garnished or, stringed gu. Motto Vespere ei mane.
Pierpoint (co. Sussex). Az. a chief chequy ar. and gu.
Pierpoint (co. York). Az. a chief chequy or and gu.
Pierpoint. Chequy or and gu. a chief az. (another, Gu.
three crescents ar.).
Pierpont. Sa. sem^ of cinquefoils a lioa ramp. ar.
Pierpont. Ar. a lion ramp, within an orle of roses sa.
(another, the roses gu.).
Pierreford. Gu. a fess betw. gix pears or.
Pierrepont (Holme Pierrepont, co. Nottingham; Barls
and Duke of Kingston, extinct 1773; descended from
the marriage, temp. Edward I., of Sir Hekst Piesxepo.NT, son of BoBEBT DE PtEBBBPONT, a stanch adherent of
Henry III. during the baronial wars, with Amnoba, sister
and heir of Lionel de Manvees, of Holme the representative of the family, temp. Charles I., Robebt Piebbepont,
Esq., of Holme Pierrepont, was created Earl of Kingston in
1628, and, as such, became a distinguished cavalier commander. His lordship's last male descendant, Eveltn
Piebeepont, second Duke of Kingston, d. in 1773, when his
ikll

—

—

;

honours became extinct, and his estates devolved on his
nephew, Cbables Meadows, Esq., who assumed the surname
of PiEBBEPONT, and was created Earl Manvers). Ar. semfe
of cinquefoils gu. a lion ramp. sa. Crest— A. lion, as in the
arms, betw. two wings erect ar. Another Crest
A fox pass,
ppr. Supporters of the Dukes of Kingston ^Two lions sa.
armed and langued gu. Motto Pie repone te.
Pierrepont (Earl Manvers). Ar. semee of mullets gXL a
lion ramp. sa.
Crest
A lion ramp. sa. betw. two wings
erect ar. Supporters Two lions sa- armed and langued gu.
Motto— Vic repone te.
Piers (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Ofilce, 1695, Captain Henet PixBa,
buried in Christ Church, 4 Aug. that year, leaving a son,

—

—

—

—
—

William Piebs). Az. three lions pass, guard, in fess ar.
betw. two bars gemell^ of the lust.
(Tristeraagh Abbey, co. Westmeath, bart.). Az. three
lions pass, guard, in fess betw. two double cotises ar. Crest
An arm embowed vested az. cuffed ar. the hand Itolding a
flag erect per fess of the last and of the first, in chief two
torteaux, and in base a plate.
Motto ^Nobilis est ira

Piers

—

—

leonis.

Piers.

Sa. a

—A

Crtst

bend wavy
griffin or,

ar.

betw. two unicorns' heads erased

winged

ar.

Piers.

8a. a chev. erm. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
another. Vert six eagles di.ipl. or.

Piers

P

Q

I

Esq., of Ballynagaragh).

Ar. a saltire go.
a chief erm., a crescent of the second for diff., on an escutcheon of pretence ar. a cross ragulfe sa.
Pierson (co. Bedford). Per fess embattled gu. and az. three
suns or.
Pierson (co. Devon). Per fess embattled gu. and az. three
suns in splendour or. Cj-est— Out of a mural coronet cheqsy
or and az. a parrot's head ppr.
Pierson (cos. Gloucester and Hertford, and Westminster;
granted 1577; borne by Piebson, of Hitchin, co. Hertford).
Ar. two chev. sa. on a canton of the last an eagle displ. of
the first. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an ostrich's head
betw. two ostrich feathers ar.

—

Pierson (Dean
suns

or.

a sun

Crest

Per

of Salisbury).

—A demi

fess az.

and gu. three

lion ppr. holding in the dexter

paw

or.

Pierson.

Sa. three

suns iu pale

or,

betw. two

palets

erminois.

Pierson

ppr.

or.

BicHABD Pierse,

(Archbishop of York, 1588).

Az. a pelican in her piety

ppr.

Pierse

(Alsten, co.

Warwick; granted

10 June, 1605). Az.
on a feu ar. three pellets betw. as many pelicans or, vnlning
themselves gu.
Pierse. Purp. a chev. cngr. or.
Pierse (Ballynagaragh, co. Kerry; Beg. Ulster's Office,
1750, to Jamb Worth, widow of Jamki Piebsk, Esq., son of
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(granted by Segar, Garter, to Bichard, son of
Tbohas Pierson, of Olney, co. Bucks). Ar. two chevronels
az. betw. three leaves vert.
Crest A hind's head couped ar.
charged with two chevronels az.
Pierson (confirmed to Thomas Piebson, 21 Oct. 1577). Ax.
two chev. sa. betw. three oak leaves erect ppr.
Pierson (Visit. London 1634, borne by Hbhbt PtKBsoN, then
residing at Benenden, co. Kent). Same Arras. Crtst
An
ounce sejant az. armed and langued gu.
Pierson (London). Ar. two chev. az. betw. three leaves
erect vert. Crest
A doe or hind's head couped ar. charged
with two chev. az.
Pierson (Scotland). See Pearson.
Piett (granted Feb. 1611, to Bichard Piett, Sheriff of
London).
Az. on a fess or, a lion pass. gu. in chief
three bezants.
Pigr. Gu. seven mascles or, three, three, and one.
Pig'eon (Deptford, co. Kent). Ar. on a bend sa. three doves
close of the first.
Crest
A demi griffin erm. beaked and
legged or.
Pigeon (Hampton-upon-Thames, co. Middlesex, and co.
Hants). Or, three inescutcbeons az. each charged with a
lion ramp, of the first.
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a buck's head ppr.
Pigeon (Beckham and Yockthorpe, co. Norfolk). Sa. a
chev. engr. or, betw. three pigeons' heads erased ar. Crest
An elephant's head erased gu. eared, tusked, collared,
lined, and ringed or.
Piget (co. Kent). Sa. a cross engr. ar. in the dexter chief
quarter an escallop of the second.
Piget. Or, a cross moline go.
Pigg. Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' beads couped sa.
Crest— A demi lion purp.
Piggott (co. Denbigh; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1626, Anne,
dau. of Bichabd Piogott, and wife of Bichard DuTTOit,
Usher of the Exchequer). Enn. three fusils conjoined in

—

—

—

—

—

—

fess sa.

Pigmeyne, or Pigveney.

Ar. two bars gu. a bordure

of the second.

Pigon

Ar. two lions pass. gu.
Pigot (Patshull, CO. Stafford, bart.). Erm. three pikeheads
in fess sa.
Motto Tout
Crest
wolf's head erased ar.
foys prest.
Pigot (co. Derby). Gu. a bend fusily betw. six martlets or.
Pigot (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend betw. two cotises engr.
sa. three mullets of the field,
Pigot (London). Gu. a fess engr. ar. betw. three bezants.
Pigot (Dodington, co. York). Az. two bars or, in chief
three bezants.
Pigot (co. York). Or, on a cross go. five escallops ar.
Pigot (Badcliffe-upon-Soar, co. Nottingham). Az. a bend
fusily betw. six martlets or.
Pigot (Preston, co. Lancaster, 1664). Enn. three fusils
conjoined in fess sa. C)-est
A woirs head erased sa.
Pigot, or Pickett. Ar. three mullets betw. two bends
engr. sa. Crest
A martlet gu.
Pigot. Quarterly, gu. and sa. a cross ar. ; another. Quaranother,
terly, az. and gu. four lions ramp, counterchanged
Ar. three martlets in bend sa. betw. two bcndlets cngr. gn.
another, Sa. a saltire patonce ar. betw. four lions pass, or;
another, Az. a bend fusily betw. six martlets or.
Pigot (Barm Pigot, of Patshull, co. Dublin; created 1766,
extinct 1777). Ar. three fusils in fess sa. Crest A wolfs
head erased sa. Supporter* ^Two leopards guard, ppr.
Pigott (Chetwynd, CO. Salop derived from the marriage of
Bichard Pioott, co. Chester, with the dau. and co-heir of
Sir Bichabd de Pesrall, Knt., of Chetwynd; the grand(co.

Warwick).

—

—A

—

—

;

—

—

;

son of this alliance, Bobebt Pioott, of Chetwynd, Sheriff
Salop, 1517, bore for Arms, az. a chev. betw. three

CO.

A

PIO

;;
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mullets or, on a chief erm. three fusils ea. represented by
PiGOTT, of EdgmoDd, co. Salop). Erm. three fusils conjoined in fess sa. CVMt— wolfs head erased ar. langned

(Gottenburgh, Sweden; granted 1751). Sa. three pikes
staves ar. two and one, on the top of each an annulet or.

;

—

A

EU.

Crest
A demi Moor ppr. in the ears rings and drops arholding in the dexter hand a like pikestaff as in the arms.
Pike (Livericks, co. Kent). Az. three talbots or.
Pike. Per pale or and gu. a chev. az. betw. three trefaila
slipped and counterchanged. Crest
A pike naiant or.
Pike (Glendarary, co. Mayo; confirmed to Wiluam Pike,
Esq., of that place, J. P., Barrister-at-law, son of the late
Jonathan Pike, of Beechgrove, co. Tyrone, and grandson
of Bichard Pies, of Summerhill, co. Cork, and Fuller's
Court, CO. Kildare, and to their descendants)! Per pale or
and ar. on a chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped vert
an escallop of the second. Crest An arm embowed in
armour, the hand gauntleted grasping a broken spear all
ppr. and charged on the elbow with an escallop &z. Motto
Vrai a la fin.
Pikeman (Dublin ; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1636, Captain
JoBN PiESHAN, formerly captain in the town of Berwickon-Tweed, and afterwards in Queen Elizabeth's service in
Ireland). Per pale ar. and gu. on a chief indented sa. a
mullet or, betw. two annulets of the first, on a canton of the
second a tilting spear of the third, with a pennon striped
vert and of the first in bend sinister surmounted of a sword
ppr. pommel and hilt gold in bend dexter, encircled with a
chaplet of laurel also ppr.
Pikenham. Az. a lion ramp. ar. another, Az. a lion
saUant or, a bordure engr. gu. ; another, Or, a lioa ramp.

—

CO. Salop). SsLme Arms.
Crest
A wolf 8
head erased ar. langned gu. Motto Toute foys preste.
Pig'Ott (Doddershall Park, co. Buckingham; a younger
branch of Pigott, of Chetwynd, descended from co. Salop.
Eev. WiLUAM PiooTT, Eector of Edgmond and Chetwynd,
a younger son of Eobebt Pigott, Esq., of Chetwynd, Sheriff
Same Arnis, Ac, as Pigott, of Chetwynd.
CO. Salop, 1697).
Pig'Ott (Smtih-Pigott, Brockley, co. Somerset). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, erm. three fusils conjoined in fess sa.
2nd and
3rd, gn. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils ar. as many
leopards' faces sa. Crest* 1st: A wolfs bead erased sa.

Pigott (Edgmond,

—

—

;

—

—

ar. charged with three torteaux; 2nd:
erased gu. charged on the neck with s bar
gemel, beaked and eared or.
Pig'Ott (Willaston, co. Salop). Erm. three fusils in fesse

gorged with a collar

—

A grifBn's head
sa.

Pigott

(Bedford, Marsham, co. Berks, Bechamptoo, co.
Buckingham, and Weston, co. Nottingham). Sa. three
pickaxes ar. a bordure of the second. Crest— A greyhound
pass. sa.

Pig'Ott (Abington-Pigotts,

Same

with a canton az.

Pigott (Gbaham Fosteb

Cambridge).

co.

PIL

Same Arms,

Crett as the last.

Pioott, Abington-Pigotts, Boyston,

;

Cambridge). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. three pickaxes,
two and one, within a bordure ar. a canton az. for distinction,
for PiooTT 2nd, per pale ar. and sa. a chev. per pale of
the second and or, betw. three buglehoms stringed, counterchanged of the field, and, for distinction, the chev. charged
with two escallops counterchanged thereof, for Fostbs; 3rd,
ar. a human heart gu. ensigned with an imperial crown or,
CO.

sa.

Pikton.

;

Sa. a

Hon ramp.

or.

Pikworth. Gu. a bend betw. six pickaxes or.
Pikworth, or Pit-worth. Ar. three pikes naiant gn.
Pilborough (co. Essex). Per fess sa. and gu. an eagfe
displ. ar.

on a chief sa. three escallops or, for Goaham. Crests— 1st
A mount vert, thereon in front of a pickaxe or, a greyhound

Pilborougli

pass. sa. gorged for distinction with a collar or, for Pigott;
2nd : In front of a stag's head couped or, attired ss. gorged

Pilcher. Or, three chev. interlaced gu. a chief of the last.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a cockatrice, wings

a mural crown gu. a buglehom also sa.
garnished or, for Foster; 3rd, an escallop or, with the
words " Spero meliora " aboTe it, for Gbaham. Motto Hoc

Pile (Compton-Beauchainp,

:

or,

—

(co. Bedford).
Ar. a bend betw. six pickaxes sa.
(co. Bedford).
Gu. a fess chequy ar. and az. betw.
three pickaxes of the second.
Pigott (Dodershall, co. Bucks, and Braytoft, co. Lincoln).
Sa. three pickaxes ar.
Crest
A greyhound couchant,
collared ar. charged on the breast with three millpicks

Pig'Ott

vert,

(quartered

;

—

;

;

—

crescent gu.

Pigott
fess sa.

(Knapton, Queen's co., bart.). Erm. three fusils in
a crescent for diff.
A wolfs head erased
Crest

—

Pigott

(Eagle Hill, co. Galway).
Erm. three fusils conjoined in fess sa. Crest
wolfs head erased ppr. Motto
Crescit sub pondere virtus.

Pigou, or Pigott.

—A dove with an

—A

—

Or,

three spearheads in fess ppr.

branch ppr.
Pigou (London originally of Normandy). Or, three spearheads gu. two and one.
PigO'a. Same Arms. Crest A lion's head erased ppr.
Pike (co. Devon). Per pale ar. and gu. a chev. az. betw.
three trefoils, slipped and counterchanged.
Pike (co. Essex). Sa. on a pale ar. three crosses fonnee gu.
olive

;

—

.1 bordure engr. of the second.
(London).
Gn. three pikes naiant
eogr. of the second.

Pike

803

I

ar.

a bordure

of Stoke, co. TVarwick).

armour

in

—

Crest ^A dexter
ppr. garnished or, holding in the

Crest

— An escallop or.

or.

Pilklngrton

(Bivington, co. Lancaster; Fuller styles the
PiLEiNGTONS, " a right ancient family," and relates that they
were gentlemen of repute in the co. before the Conquest,

which period the chief of the house being sought after by
the Norman soldiers, was fain to disguise himself as a,
thrasher in a bam from which circumstance, partly alluding
to the head of the fiail falling sometimes on the one and
sometimes on the other side, and occasionally on himself,
he took for motto, "Now thus! now thus!"). Ar. a cross
patonce voided ga.
Crest
mower ppr. Motto Now
thus now thus
Pilkington (co. Lancaster). Ar. a cross patonce voided
gu. on a chief vert three suns in their splendour or.
Pilkington (James Pilkington, Bishop of Durham, 1561-76;
granted by Sir Gilbert Dethick, Garter, 1551). Ar. a cross
patonce voided gu. on a chief vert three suns or.
Pilkington (Park Lane Hall, co. York). A cross patonce
gu. voided of the field. Crest— A mower of party colours
at

;

—

—A

!

!

—

Motto Now thus now thus
(Chevet Hal), co. York, hart.). Quarterly, 1st
Pilkington, ar. a cross flory voided gu. ; 2nd,
Swinnebton, ar. a cross formSe fleurette sa. surmounted by
a bend engr. gu. 3rd, Milborme, per pale ar. and gu. a cross
patonce betw. in the sinister chief and dexter base two
1st, Pilkinoton
Crests
leopards' faces counterchsmged.
A mower with his scythe ppr. habited per pale ar. and sa.
pass. ar. charged
a
mount
vert
a
boar
2nd, Swinnebton On
with a cross formde fleurettee sa. 3rd, Milbobne: A demI
lion per fess ar. and gu. holding betw. the paws a leopard's
face of the first. Motto
Honestse gloria fax mentis.
ar.

and gu.

!

!

Pilkington
4th,

;

—

:

:

;

—

Pilkington

(Halliwell Hill, co. Lancaster).

Same Arvu,

&c.

Pilkington
wavy

by Hobmb,

hand a cutlass also ppr. hilt and pommel gold.
Pilgrixa, or Pilgrime. Az. three pilgrims' staves

and

ppr. collared or.

or.

hart., extinct 1761

Or, three pilgrims' staves sa.

arm embowed
I

—

co. Berks,

Sa. three mullets ar.

Pilgrim.

sa.

;

and crowned with a ducal coronet

of the second.

Pilesdon

—

—

and gn. three mullets

Francis Pile, of Compton-Beauchamp, was created t,
baronet in 1628). Ar. a cross betw. four nails gu.
Pilesburgh, or Pilesborough (co. Essex). Per fess
sa. and az. on an eagle displ. ar. three griffins' heads erased

.^ce.

co. Hants: granted in 1776 to
Fbancis Pigott, Esq., Barrister-at-law, impropriator of
Banbury, Oxon).
Per fess erm. and sa. three pickaxes
counterchanged. Crest A greyhound statant per pale sa.
and erm. These same arms were allowed to Mr. Payton
Pigott, when he took the surnames and arms of StainsbtCoramt, and he bore them quarterly, with the arms of
Stainsbt and Conamt, thus: 1st and 4th, Conant; 2iu1,
Stainsbt 3rd, Pioott. The crest of Stainsbt is a mount
vert, thereon a lion ramp, erm., holding betw. the forepaws
a fleur-de-lis az. the dexter hindpaw resting on a mUlrind
sa.
Mottoes Lahore et virtute and Conanti dabitur.
Pigott (CO. Norfolk). Ar. two bends engr. gu.
Pigott (CO. Nottingham). Sa. three pickaxes or. Crest
greyhound sejMit sa. collared and ringed or.
Pigott (Sir Bobebt Pigott, of Dysert in Leix, knighted
Sept. 1609 Ulster's Office the heiress, Anne, dau. of Bev.
BicHABD Pigott, D.D., m, Bobebt Shapland Cabew, Esq.).
Erm. three fusils conjoined in fess sa. on the centre one a
crescent or. Crest A wolfs head erased ar. charged with a

sa.

Sir

Pigott

Pig'Ott (Archer Lodge,

Per bend

griffin pass. az.

—

expanded

for distinction with

Crest

(co. Essex).

on a chief ar. a

(Stanton, co. Derby).

Az. a cross patt«e voided

ar.

PilkingtOJi (cos.Dartuua and

Lancaster, and Worthington,

A

—

CO. Leicester).

A

mower with

Orest
Ar. a cross patonce Toided gn.
habited quarterly ar. and

his scythe ppr.

Ar. on a fess betw. three bulls* heads erased
or, a fret betw. two doves of the
A dexter arm embowed ppr. vested az.
charged with two bars ar. cuffed of the last, holding a sword
ppr. the point resting on the wreath, hilt and pommel or.

London).

armed and ringed

sa.

Crest

first.

Pilking^on
CO.

(co. Lincoln,

Same

and Wastell and Pennyless-Pery,

Ar. a cross flory voided gu. a mullet for

Northampton).

diff.

Pinckney

Orest as the last.

PUkin^on

(granted 10 Feb. 1560). Ar. a cross patonce
voided gu. on a chief vert three suns or.
Pilkington. Paly of six ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three
mullets or.
Pilkington (Rev. Cbables Pukinoton, of Stockton RecAr. a cross patonce voided gu. in the
tory, CO. Warwick).
dexter chief on a mullet sa, a crescent of the field for diff.
Crett A mower habited sa. holding in his hands a scythe
ppr. charged on the breast with a mullet and crescent, as in
the arms, the mullet sa. Motto Now thus ! now thus !
PiIkingi;on (Bolton, co. Lancaster). Ar. a cross patonce
voided gu. quartering, Ar.a chev. betw. three lozenges erm.
Crest A mower with his scythe ppr. the pole or, habited
quarterly gu. and ar. his cap per pale of the last and third.
Motto Now thus now thus
Pilkington (Tore, co. Westmeath; descended from PilkinoTON, of Rivington, co. Lancaster, and now represented by
Ebnbt Mclock Phlkington, Esq., Q.C., of Tore). Ar. a
cross patonce gu. voided of the field. Crest A mower with
his scythe in front, habited as follows: A high-crowned
hat with flap, the crown party per pale, flap the same,
countercbanged, coat buttoned in the middle, with his scythe
in bend ppr. habited throughout, quarterly and counterchanged ar. and gu., motto over. Now thus ! now thus 1
Motto "Pilkyngton Pailedowne— The master mows the

—

—

—

—

!

!

—

—

meadows."
Ar. two chev. wavy betw. three fleursPilland (co.
de-lis 8^ (another, the chev. gu.).
Pilland. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three garbs vert. Crut
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a garb or.
Pillans (Leith, Scotland). Ar. three piles issuing from the
chief az. surmoimted by a chev. gu. charged with as many

Devon).

—

Crat

plates.

—A hand holding a sword ppr.

Motto

—Virtute

et robore.

Pillans. Same Arms, the chev. charged with bezants.
A dexter hand holding a dagger, point upwards, all
Crtst

—

Motto—k& the last.
Pillans (England). Ar. three piles az. over all on a chev.
countercbanged as many pellets.
Pillard (co. Kent). Ar. two chev. wavy betw. three fleursppr.

de-lis sa.

Pillesden.

Ar. on a bend sa. betw. four lions" heads erased

gu. three estoilcs or.
(co. Chester).

Pillesdon
Pillett

(co. Lincoln).

Sa. three mullets ar.

Az. a chev. betw. three covered cups

or.

—

Ai. two bars sa. Crnt
A lion
holding betw. the paws an escutcheon of the

Pillett, or Pillott.
sejant gu.

arms.

Pillett. Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three covered cups or.
Pillett, or Pillott.
Ar. two bars sa. on the first a
bezant.

Pillingr-Taylor.

Pillond

(Pillond, CO.

See Tatlob.
Devon; the heiress

tti.

Bbett).

Sa.

an

eagle displ. ar.

Pilmure

Ar. on a bend
(Coupar Angus, Scotland, 1672).
betw. a martlet in chief az. and a bugle in base sa. stringed

of the second, two crescents of the
Iloneste vivo.
volant az. Motto

—

Pilsworth (William

PIN
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Pill

first.

Crest

—A

martlet

Pi lswobth, Bishop of Kildare, 1604-35;

impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1639, Rev. Neai.e
MoLLOT, of Lynally, King's co., whose wife, Maby PilswoBTn, was the biihop's dau.).
Or, three dragons' beads

—

(cos.

Northampton and Northumberland).

Or,

five fusils in fess gu.

Pinckney (co.

Rutland).

Ar. five fusils in fesse gu.
(Sutton-Pagnell, co. York).

Pinckney, or Pynkenny
Or, a

bend lozengy gu.

Pinckny, or Pjnikenny.
bordure engr. of the

Ar.

five fusils in cross sa.

a

last.

Pindar, or Pyndar

(Earl Beauchamp ; Hon. John BeauCHAMP Ltgon, assumed the surname of Fyndab 1813, and g.
his brother as third Earl Beauchamp 1823, d. s. p. 1853. See
&TOON, Earl Beauchamp).
Gu. a chev. engr. ermkiois
betw. three lions' heads erased erm. ducally crowned gold.
Crest
A lion's head as in the arms. Supporters— Dexter, a
bear ppr. muzzled, collared, and chained or; sinister, a
swan ar. wings elevated gu. beaked and legged sa. gorged
with a ducal coronet, and lined or, on the breast of each
supporter, suspended from the collar and coronet, a shield
gu. charged with a fesse betw. six martlets gold. Motto

—

—

Ex

fide fortis.

Pindar

(Idenshaw, co. Chester, bart., extinct 1705; Sir
Peteb Pindak was created a bart. in 1662).
Arms (disallowed by Sir William Dugdale in the Visit, of 1663)
Az.
three lions' heads erased erm. crowned or.
Pindar (Duffield, co. Derby, afterwards of Kempley, co.
Gloucester). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three lions' heads erased
erm. ducally crowned or. Crest A lion's head erased erui.
Pindar. Az. a fess betw. three lions' heads erased erm.

—

—

crowned

or.

Pinder
lions'

—A lion's head erased or,

Crest

Pine.

Pine

Az. a chev. betw. three
(co. Lincoln; granted 1538).
heads erased ar. guttee de poix ducally crowned or.
ducally crowned az.

See Ptne.

Ar. a bend gu. betw. six mullets sa.
Pine. Ar. on a mount in base a pine tree fructed all ppr.
Pine-Ooffin (Portledge). See Ptne and Coffin.
Pine, or Pyne. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three pine apples
(co.

Cornwall).

or.

Pine.

Ar. three holly leaves pendent vert.
(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1677, Mrs. Pive,

Pine

alias NoBTON, wife of Counsellor

Richabd

Pine).

Gu. a

chev. erm. betw. three pine apples or.
Pin el (Seigneur of Melesches, Jersey, temp. King John).
Per pale ar. and or, an eagle displ. standing on a billet
raguly az.
Pinell. Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. a lion ramp, crowned or.
Pinfold (Dunstable, co. Bedford; granted 18 Oct. 1501).
Ai. a chev. or, surmounted of another of the field betw. three
doves ppr. Crest
A pine tree or, leaved vert, fructed ppr.
enclosed with pales ar. and sa.
Pinfold (Walton Hall, co. Bucks; Fannt Mabia Pinfold,
only child of the late Rev. Chables John Pinfold, Rector of
Bramshall, co. Stafl'ord, by Anna Mabia, his wife, only dau.
of the Rev. John Seagbave, Rector of Castle Ashby, co.
Northampton, succeeded to the representation of the family
of Pinfold, of Walton Hall, at the death of her grandfather,
CnABLES Pinfold, Esq., of Walton Hall, 28 Aug. 1857).
Az. on a chev. or, surmounted of another of the field betw.
three doves ppr. as many plates.
Pink, or Pinck (co. Oxford). Ar. five lozenges in pale gu.
on a bordure az. eight crosses pattee fitcheo or. Crest—
A cubit arm erect, vested az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand

—

ppr. a cross pattee fitch^e in pale or.

Pink, or Pinck.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

mullet of six

points gu.

coupcd gu. langued az.
Pimpe (co. Kent). Barry of six ar. and gu. a chief vair ;
another, Ar. two bars gcmelles gu. on a chief sa. a bar
nebulee of the first.

Pinkeney (co. Rutland). Ar. five fusils in fess gu.
Pinker (Dinder, co. Somerset). Sa. a bend cotised

betw.

— On a mount vert a heathcock

risinR

Pimpard (1240).

Pinkerton

Pinoerna, alias
bend

Gyronny

of four or

and

sa.

Panheme <co. Cornwall).

Gu. on a

three covered cups ar.
Pincema. Az. three covered cupi or.
Pinchbeck (Pinchbeck, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend sa. a
bezant.
sa.

Pincheon

(Writtle, co. Essex).

Sa. six plates, three, two,

and one.

griffins ar.

Ar. a bugle-horn stringed

vert.

Crest

Post nubila

Or, a chev.
(London, from Scotland, 1781).
gu. stalked and leaved vert. Motto

— A rose

Per bend ar. and sa. three
Toundirs within a bordure engr. countercbanged.
Creit
tiger's head erased ar.
Plnokard (Qbosob Pihckabd, M.D., Bloomsbury-squar*,
(Writtle, co. Essex).

—

—

.wl.

Pinkney, or Pincheni

(Baron P'mkeny, of Weedon, co.
Northampton, extinct temp. Edward I.). Or, four fusils in
fess gu.

Pinkney (Upper

Sheen, co. Surrey). Or, five lozenges in
Orest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head

ppr.

Pinmakers, Company of

betw. three trefoils slipped sa.

804

Crest

ppr.

fjss gu.

Pinchpowle, or Pincepole.

Pinchyon

two

(London; incorporated 1636).
Vcit a dcmi virgin couped at the waist ppr. mantled gu.
turned down erm. her hair dishevelled, on her head an Eastern
crown or; an ancient seal of the company represented a
dcmi queen couped below the waist, and vested in royaJ

A

;;

PIN
robes,
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on her head a crown composed of

the Motto

—Virginitas

fleurs-de-lis,

and

et unitas nostra fraternitas.

Pinner

(London; granted 12 Aug. 1577). Az. a chev. ar.
betw. three lions' heads erased erm, ducally crowned or.
A stork pass. ar. ducally gorged or.
Crest
Pinner (Bury St. Edmund's, co. Suffolk, and co. Sussex;
granted 2 May, 1612). Oi. two bars or. on each as many

—

leopards' faces sa.

Pinney

(Somerton Erleigh, co. Somerset). Quarterly, 1st
from each a cross
Pinnet 2nd and 3rd, or, an eagle
displ. with two heads vert, beaked and membered gu., for
Pbetob. Crest An armed hand and arm ppr. holding a
cross crosslet fitchee ar., for Pinnet; An eagle's head
couped or, wings expanded sa. gorged with a coUar ar., for
Pretob. Tktotto Amor patriae.
Pinoke, or Pinnock. Sa. a lion pass. or.
Pinnock (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1668). Per.
saltire gu. and sa. on a chev. betw. three lions' keads erased,
from the mouth of each issuant a cross crosslet fessways

and

4th, gu. three crescents or, issuing

crosslet fitchee ar., for

;

—

—

issuant

all or,

as

many

Pinson (London).

cinquefoils az.

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three

estoiles

of six points ar.

Pinson. Gyronny

of eight gu.

and

txz.

a

fcsse engr. betw.

three eagles ar.
Pipard (Larkbear, co. Devon; the heiress m. De Lisle).
Ar. three bars gemelles az.
Pipard, or
(Baron Pipard, extinct 1309). Ar.
two bars az. a canton of the last. Crest ^A lion sejant
ppr. supporting an escutcheon of the arras.
Pipard. Per saltire ar. and az. (another, or and sa.).
Pipard. Quarterly az. and ar. four lions ramp, counter-

Pypard

—

changed.
Ar. two bars sa. on a canton of the
second a cinquefoil pierced or; another, Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three Cornish choughs sa.
another, Az. two bars
or; another, Ar. three bars gu. on a canton az. a cinquefoil
;

or.

Pipe

(Cottenham, co. Cambridge). Sa. on a bend or, betw.
two nags" heads erased ar. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Crat A camel's head erased or, bridled and ducally gorged

—

Northampton).
Ar. three
crescents gu. impaling az. a crosier in pale or.
Pipho (Hollywood, CO. Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1610, Robert Pipho).
Ar. on a fess wavy betw. three
leopards' faces az. as many crescents of the field, a chief

Essex).

Az. a fess cotised or, betw. six crosses

vair.

(Warberton, co. Chester). Ar. two chev. gu. on a
quarter of the second a mullet or.
Pirie (granted to Sir John Pibie, Lord Mayor of London).
Ar. on a saltire gu. betw. four buglehoms stringed sa. three
ostrich feathers erect of the field.
Crest
An eagle's head
erased sa. in the beak an ostrich feather ar.
Pipon (Noirmont Manor, Jersey). I'er chev. gu. and or, in
chief two mullets ar.
Crest A demi lion holding betw. the
paws a mullet or ; another, A squirrel sejant ppr.
Pirot. Ar. a boar pass. sa.
Pirie (Scotland, 16th century). Or, three pears vert.
Pirry (co. Dorset). Ar. on a fesse barry sa. and of the
first betw. three martlets of the second, as many mullets
pierced or.
Pirry. Ar. a fess betw. six martlets sa. three mullets of
the field.
Piry (CO. Worcester). Ar. on a bend sa. three pears or.

—

—

Pisseford (Langwada,
vair,

a label of

co.

Northampton).

Gu. three bends

five points or.

Pisseford (co. Oxon). Same Arms.
Pister (Metheringham, co. Lincoln, and

Ryegate, co. Surrey).
Ar. on a baker's peal sa. threo plates. Crest A cubit arm
erect vested sa. and cuffed ut. holding in the hand ppr. a
baker's peal sa. thereon three plates.
Pitblado (that Ilk). Vert a boar's head erased ar.
Pitcairn (that Ilk, afterwards Forthar, co. Fife). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. three lozenges gu.
2nd and 3rd, ar. an

—

—

for Ramsay.
Crest A moon in her comMotto Plena refulget.
Pitcairn (Pitcairn, co. Fife, 1672, a younger branch of the
Same Arms, within a bordure engr. gu. Same Crest
last).
and Motto.

eagle displ.

sa.,

—

plement ppr.

Pitcairn

(Lord Mayor of London, 1578).
Az. crusily or, a chev.
betw. two organ pipes of the last.
Pipe (co. Stafford). Ar. two organ pipes conjoined in chev.
gu. betw. ten crosses crosslet sa.
another. Vert crusily two
fifes or sackbuta or.
Pipe {temp. Edward III.). Or, a fess betw. six crosses

crescents ar., for

— Sperabo.

Pitcairn

;

crosslet az.

Pipe.

Az. a fess ar. betw. six crosses crosslet of the second
another. Or, a chev. gu. a canton vert another, Ar. on a
fess wavy betw. three leopards' faces az. as many crescents
of the field, a chief vair; another, Az. two lions pass, guard.
;

or.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
az. a chev. betw. three

(Pitfour, co. Fife).

three lozenges gu.

2nd and 3rd,
Dorie.
Crest
;

—An anchor

in pale az.

Ar. an anchor in pale
The sun in his splendour

(Pitcairn, co. Perth, 1808).

az. betw. three lozenges gu.

crosslet ar.

Pipe

Motto

—Spes

Crest

—

lucis aetemae.

Pitcairn (James

Pitcairn, Surgeon to the Forces, 1803).
Ar. three lozenges gu. within a bordure az. Crest— A moon
in her complement ppr. Motto Plena refulget.
Pitcairn (Dreghom, Scotland). Ar. three lozenges "within
a bordure gu. Crest A star of six points wavy, with
straight rays betw. each point, within a circle of clouds.
Motto Spes lucis aetemae.
Pitcairn (Font's MS.). Ar. three mascles gu.
Pitcher (John Soctherby Pitcher, Esq., of London). Per
chev. erm. and az., in chief two slips of oak vert, fructedppr.,
in base a state barge floating in water of the last. Crest
griffin's head couped, gorged with a wreath of oak ppr.,
betw. two wings on each a roundell. Jl/o»o— Perseverentia
et labore. (An older coat
three ewers or jugs, one and two,
surmounted by a bend, over all a scymitar paleways,
point upwards. Crest as before, minus the wreath and

—

—

—

—

or.

Piper

(co.

Piree

Motto

sa.
(co.

of

;

Pipard, or Pipart.

Pipe

PIT

Abbey

Pipewell,

(Culliton,

co.

Devon;

originally from Holstein,

in

borne by Lieut.-Colonel John Piper, C.B., by
Samuel Airaclt Piper, M.D., Surgeon of the 30th Regiment, and by Robert Sloper Piper, Esq., Major Royal
Engineers, sons of Captain John Piper, of Culliton House,
descended from Magncs Piper, of Nieustadt, in Holstein).
Quarterly, embattled or and erm. over all an eagle displ. sa.
quartering Az. two chev. or, for Airault. Crest— A cubit
arm encircled by a wreath of laurel ppr. grasping a boar's

Saxony;

head fessways

sa.

Motto— Yeroci

fortior.

Piper

(Tresmarrow, co. Cornwall; the heiress m. Vyvtan).
Ar. a chev. betw. three magpies sa. Another Coat Gyronny

—

—

of four or and az. Crest
A magpie sa.
Piper (Ridgewell, co. Essex). Paly of four or and gu. on a
chief az. a garb erect of the first betw. two escallops ar.
Crett— Out of an Eastern crown or, a demi dove ar. wings
endorsed.

Piper

(Ashen, co. Essex
granted 23 July, 1723, to John
Piper, Esq., of Ashen, son of John Piper, of Comard Magna,
of John Piper, also of Comard Magna, co.
Suffolk, and to the descendants of his said grandfather
Mart Piper, the heiress, m. Henry Sperling, Esq., of D^nes
Hall, CO. Essex). Gu. a chev. embattled ar. betw. two falcons
belled in chief or, and a dexter gauntlet in base barwise,
holding a sword erect all ppr. Crest A demi griffin reguard.
ppr. supporting an antique shield charged with a gauntlet
and sword, as in the arms.
Piper, or Pyper. Ar. a saltire az. betw. four oak leaves
Tert.
Crest
A unicorn's head ar.
Piper. Sa. three organ pipes ar.
^per. Ar. two bars az. on a canton of the last a cinquefoil or.
;

and grandson

—

—
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:

roundels).

Pitcher.
Crest

Or,

—A demi

a bend

man

gu.

surmounted by another ar.
a flag displ.

in a military habit, holding

az.

Pitches. Ar. two chev. gu. betw. three gouttes de poix.
Pitchford (Lee Brockhurst, co. Salop; allowed at the Visit.

—

Az. a cinquefoil betw. six martlets or. Crest An
and ducally crowned or.
Pitchford (Pitchford, co. Salop; descended from Ranclph
DE Pychkfobd, temp. Henry I.). Or, a lion pass. az. armed
and langued gu.
Pite. Per pale ar. and or, an eagle displ. with two heads gu.
Pitesdon (Wales). Ar. on a bend sa. betw. four lions'
heads erased gu. three estoiles or.
Pitfield (Hoxton, co. Middlesex; Charles Pitfield, Esq.,
J. P., of Hoxton, son of John Pitfield, seventh son of
1584).

ostrich ar. beaked

Robert

Pitfield, Esq., of Arlington, co. Dorset.
Visit.
Middlesex, 1663; certified by Norgate, Windsor Herald).
Az. a bend engr. betw. two swans ar. ducally gorged and
chained or.

Pitfield (Seymonsbury, co. Dorset;. Same Amu.
Pitis, or Pitts (co. Kent). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
peacocks' heads erased az.

Pitman

(Dunchideock,

generations).

two heads gu.

co.

Devon
and

Quarterly, ar.
Crett

;

settled there for several
or,

an eagle

—A martlet upon a

shell.

displ.

with

A

(OuHon

Hall, co. Norfolk).

Same Armg and Crat.

(Woodbridge, co. Suffolk). Gu. two poleaxes in
headed ar. betw. four mullets of the last. Crest
A Moor's arm ppr. escarroned (chequy) gu. and or, advancing
a poleaxe, handle or, headed ar.
Pitson (Guildford, co. Surrey). Erm. a chcv. betw. three
Crest
^A peacock's head erased
peacocks' heads erased az.

—

saltire or.

—

co.

Cornwall

;

Baron Camelford, extinct

180 1 Thomas Pitt, Esq., of Boconnock, son of Tqomas
Pitt, Esq., of Boconnock, elder brother of William, first
Earl of Chatham, was created Baron Camelford, 1784). Sa.
a fcss chequy ar. and az. betw. three bezants. Crest
Two Cornish choughs reguard. wings
stork ar. Supporters
;

—

—
—

elevated ppr. Motto Per ardua liberi.
Pitt (Earl of Chatham, extinct 1835). 6a. a fess chequy ar.
and az. betw. three bezants. Crest A stork ppr. beaked

and memb«red

—
—

resting the dexter claw on an anchor
Supporters Dexter, a lion ramp,

or,

erect, cabled of the last.

guard, ppr. charged on the right shoulder with an acorn
sinister, a buck ppr. attired,
or, slipped and leaved vert
Motto Benigno numine.
collared, and chained or.
Pitt (Earl of Londonderry; Col. Thomas Pitt, M.P., of
the same family as Pitt, Earl of Chatliam, m. Lady
;

—

Frances Ridoewat, dau. and co-heiress of Robebt, Earl
of Londonderry, and was created Earl of Londonderry in
1726; title extinct, 1764). Quarterly, l«t and 4th, sa. a
fess chequy ar. and az. betw. three bezants; 2nd and 3rd,
Crest
A stork ar. beaked and
Ba. two wings conjoined ar.
membered or, holding up its dexter foot. Supporters Two

—

—

falcons sa. beaked, membered, and belled or, each gorged
with a chaplet of red roses, barbed and seeded ppr. Motto

—

Amiti^.

Pitt (Baron Rivers). See Eivbbs.
Pitt (Churwiard Sir Edwabd Pitt, Sheriff co. Worcester,
temp. James I.). Az. three bars ar. in chief as many estoiles
;

(Ewem-Stepleton, co. Dorset; granted 1604 to William

—

A stork ar.
Pitt, Esq., of that place). Same Arms. Crest
beaked and legged ppr.
Pitt (East Mount, near Cirencester, co. Gloucester). Same
Arms. Crest A stork ppr.
Pitt (Priorsley and Shiffnall, co. Salop; granted, 1758, to
HcMPHRET Pitt, Esq.). Gu. an elephant erminois, on a
chief or, a human heart ppr. betw. two horseshoes az.
Crest
~k cubit arm erect ppr. erased at the elbow gu.

—

—

holding a banner

or,

charged with a

human

heart also

ppr.

Pitt, or Psrtts (Kyre-Ward, cos. Salop and Worcester).
Barry of six or and az. on a chief of the second three
estoiles

panded

—

first.
Crest
A dove, wings exbeaked and legged gu. betw. two ears of wheat

pierced of the
ar.

ppr. escarroned gu.

(Cricket- Malherby, co. Somerset). Gu. a fess gobony
counter-gobony or and az. betw. three bezants. Crest
stork ppr. resting the dexter claw on a bezant.
Pitt (Causeway and Melcombe Kegis, co. Dorset, and North
Crickett, co. Somerset). Barry of ten or and az. over all
an escutcheon ar.
Pitt (co. Worcester). Barry of tenor and az. eight ineecutcbeons, three, two, two, and one, ar. Crest
On a trunk of

—

—

lying fessways and raguly, vert, a stag ppr. attired
betw. iwo acorn branches, sprouting from the tree ppr.
fructed gold.
Pitt. Erm. on a buck's head a cro.ss formee fitchec gu.
Pitt (Goldhall, CO. York; quartered by Ltslet). Or, a bend
vair betw. t*iree hurts.
Pitt (Dublin; Fun Ent. Ulster's OfHce, 1622, John Pitt, Collector of the Customs).
Ar. three bars ar. in chief as many
estoiles of the last, a crescent for diff.
Pittendreich (that Ilk). Ar. a saltire az. betw. four roses
tree,

or,

K".

Pittenween,

Town

of (.Scotland). Az.In the pea a galley,
her oars in action ar. and thereon standing the figure of St.
Adrian, with long garments, close girt, and a mitre on his
head ppr. holding in his sinister hand a crozier or, in the
tern a flag disveloped or, charged with the arms of Scotland. Motto— Deo duce.
Pitter (Croydon, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
bees volant ppr. on a chief az. a roFO of the field, seeded
or, barbed vert, betw. two billets erect gold.
Crent— On
two billets erect, as in the arms, a stag's head erased and
attired, ppr. gorged with a collar and chain or.
Pittlesdon. Ar. a fess sa. betw. three pelicans az. vulnIng tlicinsclvos gu.

Plttiuan
in saltire

(Kast India House, London).
or,

headed
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Gu. two poleaxos
CreU

ar. betw. four mullets of the last.

and

or,

advancing a

poleaxe, the handle or, headed ar.
(co. Bedford).
Per pale ar. and gu. a chev. betw. three

Pitts

trefoils

counterchanged.

Pitts (London, and

co. Somerset).
Gu. a fess counter-co;nponee or and az. betw. three bezants.
Crest A stork nr.
beaked and legged gu. resting the dexter claw on a bezant.

—

Worcester).
Az. three bars or, in
estoiles of the last.
Crest
A dove ppr. en(co.

—

chief as many
closed by a wreath of wheat or.

Piver.

Or,

two bars

sa.

on the uppermost a mullet pierced

ar.

Piverne. Gu. on a
many escallops az.

chev. betw. three leopards' faces ar. as
Crest
A cubit arm habited gu. cuffed
holding in the hand ppr. a sword in pale enfiled with a
leopard's head of the second, hilt and pommel or, point
guttee de sang.
Pix (Crayford, co. Kent). Az. a chev. betw. three crosses
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up
crosslet fitch<3e or.
erm. a cross crosslet fltchee ar. betw. two wings ex-

—

ar.

—

panded

Pix.
Pix.

az.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

tree vert.

Az. a fess or, betw. three crosses crosslet flteh^e ar.
Pixt (Hawkhurst, co. Kent). Az. a fess betw. three
crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a cross crosslet fitchee or, betw. two wings

—

expanded

az.

Pixton.

Gu. three

piles engr. ar.

meeting in point, each

charged with as many pellets.
Pixwell. Ar. a chev. betw. three flears-de-lis sa.
Place (Dinsdale, co. Durham; descended from Robebt
Platse, and Kathebine his wife, dau. and heir of Halnath of
Halnaby). Per pale or and gu. a lion pass, guard, counterchanged. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter arm
embowed in armour, holding in the hand a battle axe, aU

—

ppr.
Hall, co.

Warwick;

descended from

Same Arms, &c.

Place, of Dinsdale).

Company of (London

Plaisterers,

Incorporated 1501,
granted by Hawley, Clarenceux, 37 Henry VIII.). Az. on a
chev. engr. or, betw. two plaisterers' hammers and a trowel
ar. in chief, hammers handled of the second, and a treble
flat brush in base of the third, handled of the fourth, a rose
gu. seeded or, barbed vert, betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the
Ci-est
A dexter arm embowed, habited or, charged
first.
with a bend gu. cuffed of the last, holding in the hand ppr. a
hammer ar. handled or. Supporters Two opinici vert,
Motto Factum est.
purfled or, beaked sa. wings, gu.
Another Motto, sometimes used Let brotherly love con;

—

—

—

—

tinue.

Planche
last,

Bucks.).

(co.

crowned

Planche

or.

Pitt

a

arm

Place (Weddington

or.

Pitt

—A Moor's

Pitts, or Pytts

az.

Pitt (Boconnock,
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PIT
Pitman
Pitman

A

(co. Leicester).

Planeres, or

Plank (CO.

of the field.

Same Arms.

Plaunches

Essex).
Crest

(co.

Worcester).

Same Arms.

Sa. a lion ramp. ar.

Planke, or Plank.
Plant.

Ar. billett^c sa. a lion ramp, of the

or.

—

Or, on a fess az. three hawks' bells
An olive branch ppr.

Ar. a label in bend az. in chief o, rose gu.

Crest

—

stag trippant gu.
Planta (The Right. Hon. Joseph Planta, of Fairlight Place,
CO. Sussex, son of the late

Joseph Planta, Esq., F.R.S., a

native of Switzerland, for many years principal librarian at
the British Museum). Ar. a black bear's dexter hind leg
erect, couped at the thigh, showing the bottom of the foot

—

Out of a marquess' coronet or, a bear's hind
arms.
(founded by Geoffbet, Count of Anjou, who,
it is said by some writers, derived the name, afterwards so
illustrious in his royal descendants, from the full blossomed
branch of the yellow broom (planta-genistce), which ho
wore by way of plume in his helm. Rapin ascribes, however, the assumption of Plantaoenet to Fclk, the great
Count of Anjou, who, "being stung with remorse for some
wicked action, in order to atone for it went a pilgrimage
to Jerusalem, and before the Holy Sepulchre was scourged
with broom twigs, which grew in great plenty there."
Geoffhet, Count of Anjou, m. 1127, Matilda, or Maud,
all

ppr.

Crest

leg, as in the

Plantag'enet

widow of the Emperor Henry V., of Germany, and dau.
and heiress of Henry I., King of England, and had by
her a son and successor, Henbt, who ascended the English
throne as second of his name, and founded the Plantaoeket
dynasty). Gu. three lions pass, guard, or, were borne by
King Henry II., after his marriage with Eleanor of Aquitainc.
The royal shield had previously exhibited simply
two lions. The royal arms thus continued unaltered till
the time of Edward III., who assumed, in right of hit
mother, Isabella, dau of Philip the Fair, the fleurs-de-lis

A

.;

,

FLA

;

:

Mary Tudor.
(Duke of Clarence, borne by Lionel Plantagenet, called of Antwerp, Sari of Ulster and Duke of

Clarence, K.G.. third son of Edward III. direct ancestor of
Her Majesty Queen Victoria Lionel was elected in the
room of John, Lord Seauchamp, one of the Founder Knights,
;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. sem^e of fleurs-de-lis or,

France; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three lions pass, guard, or,
a label of three points ar. each point charged
N.B. The distinction represents the
a canton gu.
ancient bearing of Clare, the heiress of which the Duke
for

for

England

;

•with

married,

viz.,

Plantag'enet

Ar. a canton gu.

DuJce of Lancaster: the arms of John of Gaunt,
Duke of Lancaster, fourth son of Edward III.;. France
and England, as the preceding, a label of three points
(

erm.
of Langley

Same as preceding, a label of
three points ar. charged with as many torteaux.
Plantag'enet (Dv^ce of Clarence, as borne by George Planson of Edward

III.).

Richard, Duke of Tork, and brother of Edward IV. He TO. Isabel, dau. and co-heir of Richard Neville,
£arl of Salisbury and Warwick, and was put to death 1477.
His only son, Edward, Earl of Warwick, last male Plantaoenet, was executed 1499 s. p. his sisterand heiress, Margaret Plantagenet, Countess of Salisbury, m. Sir Richard
Pole, K.G., and her senior heirs-general are the Earl of
Loudoun, nephew of Henry Weisford Charles Plantagenet,
fourth and last Marquess of Hastings, and his aunts, the
daus. and co-heirs of George Aogostds Francis, second
Marquess of Hastings). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, France Az.
three fleurs-de-lis or 2nd and 3rd, England A label of
three points ar. each charged with a canton gu.
Plantagenet (Duke of Gloucester; borne by Thomas, of
Woodstock, Duke of Oloucester, sixth son of Edward III.).
tagenet, son of

,•

:

:

;

Same

as preceding, without the label, but with a bordure ar.

Plantagenet

(Earl of Norfolk; borne by Thomas, of
Brotherton, Earl of Norfolk, second son of Edward I.).
England: Gu. three lions pass, guard, or, a label of
three points ar.
Plantagenet (Earl of Kent : borne by Edmund, of Woodstock, Earl of Kent, sixth son of Edward I.). England, a

bordure

ar.

Plantagenet

(Earl of Lancaster; borne by Edmund, Earl
of Lancaster, second son of Henry III.). England, with a
label of three points az. each charged with as many fleurs-

—

—

—

—

Plaudell

Ar. a bend gu. guttle d'eau betw.
a chief counter-componee or and sa.
Playce (Hanlaby, co. Durham). Az. on a chief ar. three
torteaux, on each a cinquefoil or.
Playce (cos. Oxford and Salop). Ar. six annulets gu. three,
two, and one.
Player (Hackney, co. Middlesex). Az. a pale or, guttee de
sang. Crest
An arm in armour fessways holding a broken
lance all ppr. Motto
Servitute clarior.
Player. Az. a pale erm. Crest— Aa armed arm in bend
couped below the elbow, the hand supporting a broken
Norfolk).

(CO.

two martlets

sa.

—

—

spear erect all ppr.
(England).

Playfair
Crest

Ar. a cross betw. four mullets sa.
gu. turned up erm. a pelican vulning

—On a chapeau

(

Viscount

L'Isle,

extinct

1541

;

Arthur

Plantagenet, K.G., illegitimate son of Edward IV., was so
created by Henry VIII., 1533; he left three daus. his co-heirs,
1. Bridget, m. Sir William Carden, Knt.
II. Frances, to.
first, John Basset, Esq., of Umberleigh, co. Devon, and
second, Thomas Monck, Esq., of Potheridge, same co.,
ancestor of the Duke of Albemarle. III. Elizabeth, m.
Sir Francis Jobson, Lieutenant of the Tower). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, France and England, quarterly, the arms of
Edward IV.; 2nd, or, across gu., for Ulster; 3rd, barry
of six or and az. on a chief of the first two palets betw.

many

base esquirres of the second, over

all

a sinister

Plantayne.

Per

saltire ar.

and

sa. in chief

co.

Stafford;

and

in base a

cross pattee of the second.

Plantney

(Wolverhampton,

granted

Sa. a lion ramp. betw. eight trefoils slipped ar.
tiger's head erased or, tufted and maned gu.

ways.

Piatt

Az. a bend erm. in chief three

Crest

—A swan

—

bezants fess-

granted 6 Feb. 21 Elizabeth).

Ar. on a bend betw. three escallops az. a bezant.

wings expanded ppr.
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1583).

Crest

ar.

(Plastow, CO. Essex;

shoveller,

Kent, Norfolk, and Suffolk). Vert a lion
fleur-de-lis or, betw. two castles
of the second. Crest A leopard sejant ppr.
Playford. Gu. a fleur-de-lis or.
Playne (co. Kent). Ar. a cross pattee fitchee sa. on a chief
of the second three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Playne (Sudbury, co. Suffolk). Or, on a pile sa. three mullets of the field.
Crest
A dead tree erased at the root and

ramp.

ar.

(cos.

on a chief gu. a

—

—

erect ppr.

Playse

(co.

Kent).

Playse, or Plaiz

Gu. a

fleur-de-lis or.

co. Norfolk). Per pale or and
gu. a lion pass. ar.
Crest
A lion's head erased issuing
flames of fire ppr.
Playse. Az. on a fess ar. three chaplets gu. another. Per
pale ar. and gu. a lion pass, or; another, Az. a pale ar.
billettee sa.
another, Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pellets
another, Az. on a chief ar. three escallops gu.
Playses. Az. a pale or, guttee de sang. Crest A gauntlet
lying fessways ppr. holding erect a broken til;.ing-spear or,
(Tofte,

—

;

:

—

the top hanging down headed ar.
Az. on a pale ar. eight billets sa.
Suffolk and Sussex). Ar. three toars' heads
couped gu.
PlaystO'W. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. betw. two cotises or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a griflin's head ppr.
Playter, or Playtor. Ar. three bendlets wavy az.
Playter, or Platt (co. Norfolk). Gu. a lion pass. ar.
Playter (co. Kent). Gu. a fleur-de-lis or.

Playses.

Playsted (cos.

—

Playters, or Plater
1832

;

(Sotterley, co. Suffolk, bart., extinct

descended from Thomas Platters, of Thornden and

Church; Sir Thomas
Playters, of Sotterley, High Sheriff of Suffolk in 1605,

was created a
and az.
Crest

Crest

—

in

bart.

—A

hawk

1623).

Bendy wavy

reguard.

or,

of six ar.
?vinged az. belled

gold.

Pla3^

(Baron Playt; summoned to Parliament 1287, in
abeyance since 1359
the heiress, Margaret, to. Sir John
Howard). Per pale or and gu. a lion pass. ar.
Fleasance (Tudenham, co. Suffolk). Sa. a cross erm. betw.
four escallops ar. Crest
A griffin sejant wings expanded
erm.
Pleckford. Chequy or and vert. Crest A demi swan
rising ar. wings addorsed ducally gorged or.
;

—

—

Plecy.

baton gu.

Plaskett.

Playford

Sotterley, d. 1479, buried in Sotterley

de-lis or.

Plantagenet

as

Az. on a cher. betw. three
escallops ar. as many leopards" faces gu.
Piatt. Same Arms. Crest A bird volant az. wings ar. and
sa. holding in the beak an escallop of the first.
Piatt (London and Kentish Town, co. Middlesex; granted by
Camden, Clarenceux, to Richard Platt, of London, brewer)
Or, fretty sa. on each joint a plate.
Crest A demi lion
ramp. ppr. holding in the paws a plate.
Platt. Same Arms. Crest A garb or, banded vert.
Platt. Vert three quatrefoils ar. each charged with a lion'.;
head erased sa.
Platt (Deanwater, co. Chester; granted to Robert Platt,
Esq., of that place, son and heir of George Platt, of Stalybridge, Stockport). Per fess dancettee ar. and gu. a pale
and three frets, one and two, counterchanged. Crest .V
demi wolf gu. semee of plates, armed and langued az. holding
in the dexter paw a wreath ar. and gu. Motto— L>abit\XT et

(Wigan, CO. Lancaster).

herself ppr.

Plantag'anet (Duke of York : borne by Edmond,
fifth

Piatt

labetur.

Plantagenet

1363).
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of France. Edward III. was the first English monarch who
bore a crest, and the one he took was, A lion pass, guard,
crowned or, on a chapeau. His shield was, 1st and 4th, az.
semee of fleurs-de-lis or; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three lions pass,
guard, or. Henry V. adopted, however, the alteration introduced by the French King, and limited the number of
fleurs-de-Us to three. The eventual heiress of the house of
Plantaoenet was the Princess Elizabeth of York, dau. of
Edward IV., and Queen Consort of Henry VII. the representative and heir general of her eldest dau. Margaret,
wife of James IV. of Scotland, is Mabia Theresa, Archduchess of Austria, wife of Louis, Prince of Bavaria the
senior co-heir-general and co-representative of her second
dau. MaetTudob, wife of Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk,
is Richard Plantagenet Campbell, Dake of Buckingham
and Chandos, while the Earl of Jersey is the senior co-heir
of Lady Eleanor Brandon, second dau. of the Princess

Sfe Plessets.
Pledger (Bottlesham, co. Cambridge; temp. Queen Elizabeth).
Sa. a fess engr. betw. three bucks trippant or,
pellettee.
Crest
A buck's head erased or, holding in the
mouth a sprig of oak ppr. acomed of the first.
Pledgred (Bosthum, co. Cambridge). Sa. on a fess cngr.
betw. three bucks trippant or, as many laurel leaves vert.
Crest
A stag's head erased or, in the mouth an acorn branch
vert fructed gold.
Plenderleith (Blyth, Scotland, 1693). Vert a chev. betw.
two trefoils slipped in chief, and a fleor-de-Us in base ar.

—

—

;:

;

PLS
hand holding a

Crest— A.
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Motto— Plonkett, or Plonket.

paper ppr.

scroll of

Plessets, or Plessetis (Ed.rl of Waneick and Baron
PUssett; John de Plessets was styled in a licence of
Henry III., Earl of Warwick-, his grandson. Hdoh db
Plessets, not being considered an earl, was summoned to
Parliament as a baron 1299, of whom there is no further
Ar. six annulets gu. a chief chequy or and
account).
sa.

Gu. a bend ragulee betw.

(Milton, co. Cambridge).

Plessett

two crosses

crosslet ar.

Plessetts. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu.
Plessey, or Plessis (co. Oxford). Ar. six annulets gu.
three, two,

and one.

Plessinglon (Demples,

Az. a cross patonce

co. Lancaster).

(another, flory) betw. four martlets ar.

Plesstis, or Plecy (Upwinbome Plecy, co. Dorset,
Ar. six annulets gu. a chief chequy
teni^. Edward I.).
or and sa.
Plett (London). Lozengy or and sa. seven torteaux.
Or, on a fret ea. nine
Plette, or Plettey (London).
(Slidgehill, co Wilts, and Milbourne St. Andrew, co.
descended from Gabriel Pletdell, second son of
William Pletdell, Esq., of Coleshill Edmund Pletdell,
Esq., M.P., grandson of Sir Cbakles Pleydell, Knt., of
Midgehill, m. Anne, dau. and heir of Sir John Morton,
Ar. a bend gu.
Bart., of Milbourne St. Andrew, co. Dorset).
guttee d'eau betw. two Cornish choughs sa. a chief chequy
Crest— A panther's head erased sa.
or and of the last.
liezantce, swallowing a cross pattt'e fitchee gu.
Pleydell (Colesh;.!, and Shrivenham, co. Berks, and Cricklade, CO. Wilts; Sir Mark Stoart Pletdell, of Coleshill
and Shrivenham, was created a Baronet in 1732 his only
dau. and heir, Harriet, m. William Bocverie, first Earl
A panther's head erased
of Radnor). Same Arms. Crest
sa. bezantee, swallowing a cross pattee fitchee gu.
;

;

;

—

Pleydell (Whatcombe,
ar.

co. Dorset).

a bend gu. guttee of the

field

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
betw. two choughs of the

second, a chief chequy or and sa., for Pletdell; 2nd and
3rd, quarterly, gu. and erm., 1st and 4th, a goat's head
Crett
A panther's head erased sa.
erased or, for Morton.

—

bezantee, swallowing a cross pattee fitchee gu.
Imitari quam invidere.

Pleydell (Mansel-Pletdell, now

Motto

—

of Whatcombe).

—

—

Imitari

quam

invidere.

Plimpton, Monastery of
addorsed in bend
ar. hilt

Plomer

or,

Gu. two keys
interlaced with a sword in bend sinister
(co.

Devon).

and pommel of the second.
(co. Bedford, and Badwell,

co. Herts).

Vert a

chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or, on each as many
(couttes gu. (another, four billets).
Plomer (Inner Temple, London, bart., extinct 1697
Walter Plomer, Esq., was created a Baronet lCGO-1). Per
chev. flory counlcrflory ar. and sa. three martlets counter-

changed.

Plomer

Pettingho, co. Sussex). Per chev.
and gu. three martlets countcrchanged.
ramp. gu. holding a garb or.
Plomer. Az. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or,
as many martlets of the field. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar.
holding in the dexter paw a sprig vert.
Plomley (Dartmouth, co. Devon). Erm a bend lozengy
(Mayficld and

flory counterflory ar.

— A demi

lion

—

CU.

affront^e,

—

;

—

attired or.

Plowden
or,

(Ewhurst Park, co. Hants). Az. a fess dancettee
upper points terminating in fleurs-de-Us ar.
statant sa. on a mount vert. i(fo»o— Quod

the two

Crest

— A buck

hoc

alteri.

Plower.

Or, a cross flory sa.
Vert a cross voided ar. Crest A demi savage
wreathed about the middle, holding over the shoulder a
club, and round the sinister arm a serpent entwined all

—

PlO'wm.an.

ppr.

Pluckley

(co.

Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.

Kent).

Flug-enet (Lamboume,
had lands in

co.

co. Oxford, tenip.

Lamboume).

(Hatfield,

Lancaster).

co.

Erm. a chev.

sa.

Plompton

(cos. Essex and Hertford). Az. three lozenges in
each charged with an escallop gu.
Plompton (co. L,ancaster). Az. a bend betw. six lozenges

fess or,

or.

Plompton

(co.

Lincoln).

Same Arms, within a bordurc

ar.

Plompton, or Plumpton
in fu»3 or, each charged with
ffS3

lozengy

Plompton.
head coupcd

Az.
(co. York).
an escallop gu.;

or, five escallops

gu.

five

lozenges

anutlier, Az.

—

Erm. three water bounds gu. Crest A buck's
ar. attired or;
another, Erm. three mullets

(another, escallops;

another, crescents) gu.

;

another, Ar.

four fusils in fcss az.
Plomsted (Plomsted, co. Norfolk). Erm. three chevronels
sa. on the uppermost as many annulets ar.
C'rtrt— Out of a
ducal coronet or, a griffin's head ar. eared sa. beaked or
(another coat, the tinctures reversed).

Plomton.
Plonket.

Az. on a fcis engr. or, five mullets go.
Ar. a bend gu. cotised, indeuicd sa.
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Berks

Hdgb de Plcoenet

;

Henry

II.,

and afterwards at

Erm. a bend engr. gu.

Plugrenet (Baron Plugenet, extinct 1327; Sir Alan de
Pluoenet was summoned to ParUament as a Baron, 1295;
his son d. «. p.). Same Anns.
Plukenett. Erm. six (another, five) fusils in bend gu.

Plucknett

(The Manor House, Finchley, co. Middlesex). Or,
lozenges betw. two bendlets gu. all betw. two martlets sa.
Crest
The battlements of a tower ppr. issuant therefrom a
demi eagle reguard. wings expanded or, charged on the
breast with a lozenge gu. Jlfo((o— In Deo fides.
Plum. (Maldon, co. Essex). Ar. a bend vaire or and gu.
betw. two bendlets vert. Crest A talbot sejant gu. collared
five

—

—

and lined

or.

Same Arms.

Crest— Oat of a ducal
a plume of ostrich feathers ppr.
Plumbe (co. Kent, Marston, co. Leicester, and co. Norfolk
Erm. a bend vair cotised sa.
granted 10 June. 1563).
Crest
A greyhound (another, an otter hound; another, a
coronet

or,

—

talbot) sejant ar. collared gu.

Plumbe
Pldmbes
son and

(Prescott,

Lancaster

co.

;

descended from the

John Plumbe, Esq., of Tong,
Thomas Plumbe, Esq., of Aughton, by
wife, dau. of John Tempest, Esq., and
of Sir Henrt Tempest, fourth and last

of CO. Leicester:

heir of

Elizabeth, his
cousin and heir

of Thorpe House, assumed, by royal licence, 1824,
the surname of Tempest). Same Aitns, &c.
(London
incorporated 1612).
Or, on a chev. sa. betw. a cross staff fesseways of the last,
bart.

Plumbers, Company of

;

enclosed by two plummets az. all in chief, and a level reversed in base of the second, two soldering irons in saltire
betw. a cutting knife on the dexter, and a shave-hoak on
the sinister ar. Crest A triple fountain or, issuing water
ppr. on the top an angel of the last, vested ar. ducally
crowned and winged of the first, holding in the dexter hand
a sword, and in the sinister a pair of scales, both or.
Jlfo»oM— Over the crest Justitia et pax under the arms
In God is all our hope.
Plumbers (Gateshead-on-Tyne, 1671). Ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. a cross staff fesseways of the same, enclosed by two
plummets az. all in chief, and a level reversed in base of the
second, two soldering irons in saltire or, betw. a cutting
knife on the dexter and a shave-hook on the sinister ar.
A. triple fountain ar. issuing water ppr. on the top an
Crest
angel holding in the dexter hand a sword and in the sinister

—

:

Plompsted

on a

head

Pliun, or Plume.

Pletdell, as before, quartering Mansel, of Smedmore. See
lat: Pleidell; 2nd: Mansel.
Crests
Motto
p. 657.

Ci-est

stag's

tibi

plates.

Pleydell
Dorset

fusily gu.
Crttt—
gorged with a ducal coronet or.
Plott (Sparsholt, co. Berks). Vert three quatrefoils ar. each
charged with a lion's head erased sa.
Plott, or Plot (Sutton Barne, Borden, co. Kent; Mowbray
Herald Extraordinary, d. 30 April, 1626). Same Arms.
Plott (cos. Devon and Hereford, descended from co. Kent;
granted 1687). Vert three quatrefoils or, each charged with
a Uon's head erased sa. Crest A dexter arm armed or,
purfled sa. holding a falchion ar. hilt and pommel gold, a
scarf flotant from the hilt, enflling the wrist, and tied in
a knot of the first and second.
Plowden (Plowden, co. Salop of this ancient family
was the learned Serjeant Edmcnd Plowden, of Plowden, so
eminent as a lawyer, teiny. Mary I. and Queen Elizabeth).
Az. a fess dancettde, the two upper points terminating in
fleurs-de-Us or.
Crest On a mount vert a buck pass. sa.

A

et consulto.

Prompte

PLTT
Erm. a bend

;

—

a pair of

scales, all or.

Plues (Samuel Swire

Plues, Esq., Attorney-General for

Erm. on a pale engr. az. a fasces erect or.
Crest
On a mount vert a mahogany tree ppr. therefrom
Motto Fiat
pendent by a riband a fasces in bend or.
Honduras).

—

—

justitia.

Plumeragre.

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three doves of the
second, beaked and legged gu. as many fleurs-de-lis of the
Crcut
A demi lion ramp. az. holding betw. the paws
last.
a fleur-de-lis gu.
Plumerdon, or Pltirendon. Per fcss sa. and ar. in
chief two mullets of the second, in base a magpie ppr.

—

Crest

—A magpie

ppr.

;;

Plumley (Dartmouth, co. Devon). Enn.
An arm embowed, Testtd gu. cuffed
a bend fusily gu. Crest
ar. holding in the hand ppr. an arrow of the first, sans
feathers, headed of the second.

Plumleigrh., or

—

Plummer

(Middlestead, co. Selkirk, 1C9S). Quarterly, Ist
4th, az. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
guttee de sang, as many mullets of the field, for Plcmmeb;
2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. ar. three mullets of the first,
in base a stag's head erased or, guttee de sang, for Kabr, of
Crest
A dexter hand issuing out of a cloud and
Zair.
holding a plumb rule within a garland aU ppr. Motto— Jus

and

—

dicere decus.

Plummer

(son of Pldmstkb, of Middlestead, 1695). Az. on
a chev. wavy betw. three lions' heads erased or, guttle de
sang, as many mullets of the field. Ci-est—A demi lion ar.

—

holding in its dexter paw a branch of palm ppr. Motto
Consulto et audacter.
Plumpton (Plumpton, co. Tork, 1665). Az. five fusils in
fess or, each charged with an escallop gu.
Plum.pton (CO. Lancaster). Az. a bend betw. six lozenges
or.

Plumpton

(Darley, co. Derby, descended from co. York
the co-heirs of Sir Wiujam Plumpton, who d. in 1480, m.
SoTEBiLL and Rocuffe). Ar. five fusils in fess sa. each
charged with an escallop of the first.

Plumptre

(cos. Nottingham and Kent; settled in the
John de Plumptke was M.P.
former co., temp. Edward I.
forthe town of Nottingham, temp. Eichard II.; another John
Plumptbe was M.P. for same, temp. Queen Anne). Ar.
a chev. betw. two mullets pierced in chief, and an annulet
in base sa.
Crest
A phcenix or, out of flames ppr.
Motto Sufficit meruisse. Another Motto Turpi secemare
honestum.
;

—

—

Pliimptre

—

(Fredville, co. Kent).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

Motto.

Plumptre

of Knights of cos. Derby and
Ar. on a saltire sa. five fleurs-de-

(arms from a

Edward

Notts, temp.

list

I.).

lis or.

Pluxoridgre
Hopton

(Sir

Jambs Hanwat Pldkbidge, K.C.B.,

of

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. two
and an anchor erect in. base or.
Crest
Upon a mount vert a boar's head couped or, in front
of a flagstaff erect ppr., therefrom flowing to the dexter a
flag gu. charged with a naval crown gold.
Hall, co. Suffolk).

boars' heads couped in chief

—

Plumstead

(Plumslead, co. Norfolk; granted by Cooke,
Clarenceux, 3 August, 15 Elizabeth).
Erm. three chev.
sa. each charged with as many annulets ar. Crest
Out of a
coronet or, a griffin's head ar.
Plum.stead (co. Norfolk). Sa. an eagle displ. wings inverted ar.
Plumstead. Gu. a fleur-de-lis or, a label of three points

—

—

sinister, an
porters Dexter, a pegasus per fess or and ar.
antelope ar. homed, nnguled, gorged with a plain collar,
and chained or. Motto Festina lente.
Plunkett (Baron Dunsany, descended from Chbistopbeb
Pldnkett, second son of Sir Cbristofijeb Plunkett, first
Lord Killeen). Sa. a bend ar. in the sinister point a tower
;

—

—Ahorse pass. ar. Sujtportert
— Dexter, a pegasus per fesse or and ar. sinister, an antelope
triple-towered of the last. Ciest

;

ar. collared, chained,

armed, and hoofed or.

armed

Az. a chev. betw. three goats' heads ar.
Crest
On a goat's head erased ar. attired or, a

—

or.

Plunkett

(Clonbreny, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiSce,
1641, Thomas Pldnkett, Esq., of that place, descended from
Nicholas Pldnkett, of same place, temp. Edward IV.,
Same Armt, a
second son of John, third Lord Dunsany).
crescent for

diff.

Plunkett

(Loughcrew, co. Meath, and Portmamock, co.
Dublin descended from John Pldnkett, a second son of
the house of Dunsany; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1595.
Visit. Dublin, 1606. Of this branch was the Most Eev. Oliveb
Pldnkett, B.C. Primate of Ireland, beheaded at Tyburn
1681).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Plujikett (Bathmore, co. Meath descended from Sir Thomas
Pldnkett, Lord Chief Justice of Ireland, d. 1471, third
son of Sir Chbistopheb Pldnkett, first Lord Killeen, who
became Lord of Rathmort in right of his wife Mabian,
dau. of Sir Chbistopheb Cbdise his descendant, Walteb
Pldnkett Esq., of Bathmore, 1680, had three sons, viz.,
Thomas, whose male descendants settled in France,
I.
Walteb, whose dau. and
Austria, and Portugal
II.
heir, Mabt Plunkett, 6. 1747, m. John O'Neill, Esq.,
and had an only dau. and eventual heiress, Mabt, who
m. 1799, Benjamin Lentaione, Esq., and was mother of John
Lentaigne, Esq., of Tallaght, C.B. 111 Oliveb, whose dau.,
Susan, m. 1740, Gebald Bichabd Dease, Esq., of Turbots«
town). Same Arms as the Earl of Fingall.
Plunkett (Gibstown and Possextown, co. Meath descended
from John Plunkett, fourth son of Sir Alexandeb Plunkett, Knt., of Bathmore, Lord Chancellor of Ireland). Same
;

;

;

;

;

Plumton.

Az. on a fess danccttce

or,

six mullets

gu.

three and three.

Plunket

(Saron Plunlet).

Sa.

chief and a portcullis in base ar.

a bend betw. a
Crest

—A

castle in

horse pass. ar.

—

charged on the shoulder with a portcullis sa. Supporters
Dexter, an antelope ppr. sinister, a horse ar. both charged
on the shoulder with a portcullis sa. Motto Festina lente.
Plunkett (Beaulieu or Bewley. CO. I.K)uth John Plunkett
d. there 3 August, 1082.
His descendant, John Pldnkett,
temp. Henry 111., had two sons, I. John, whose descendant,
Sir OuvEE Plcnkett, was created Baron of Louth, 1541
II. RicHABD, whose grandson. Sir Chbistophee Pldnkett,
m. 1403, Joan, dau. and heir of Sir Lucas Cusack, Lord of
Killeen, co. Meath, and became in her right iord ofKilleen;
from him descend the Saris of Pingal, the Lords Dunsany,
Plunkett, of Bathmore, Plunkett, of Dunsoghley, 4c. Ac).
Sa. a bend ar. in sinister chief a tower triple-towered of the
;

—

;

last.

Plunkett

(Baron of Louth).
Sa. a bend ar. in sinister
Crest
chief a tower triple-towered of the last.
A horse
pass. ar. Supporters Dexter, a pegasus per fess or and

—

—

;

sinister,

an heraldic antelope

ar.

Motto— Festina

lente.

Plunkett

descended from Sir John
(Bewley, co. Louth
Plunkett, brother of Sir Oliver Pldnkett, first Lord
William Plunkett, Esq., the representative of this
line, s. his father 1621, being then three years old; was a
Captain in the Irish army in the rebellion of 1641. Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office). Same Arms, &c.
Plunkett (Earl of Fingall ; Lucas, tenth Lord KilUen, was
BO created 1628). Sa. a bend ar.in the sinister chief a tower
triple-towered of the second. Creit
^A horse pass. ar. Sup;

Louth.

—

809

.

;

drills.

Plunkett

(Dunsoghley, co. Dublin descended from Rowland Plunkett, fourth son of Sir Chbistopheb Plunkett,
Sir Chbistopheb Pldnkett, of DunLord Killeen.
soghley, was knighted at his Manor House by Lord Burgh,
represented by
of Gainsborough, Lord Lieutenant, 1697
Fbancis Plunkett Dunne, Esq., of Brittas, whose great
grandfather, Fbancis Dunne, Esq., of Brittas, m. 1760,
Mabgabet Plunkett, dau. and co-heir of Nicholas Pldnkett, Esq., of Dunsoghley Castle. Alice, dau. of Sir John
Plunkett, m. Bichabd Nettebville, of Corballis, who d.
rmi, an annulet for
1607. Fun Ent. Ulster's Office). Same
;

first

;

.i4

diff.

1616,

co.

Bichabd Plunkett,

Plunkett
1619,

chev. gu,

3/o(<o— Festina

lente.

Plunkett (Talgharogue,

ar.

Plumstock.

ar.
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of that place).

(The Deenes, co. Meath

John Plunkett,

mullet for

Meath; Fun. Ent.
;

Ulster's Office,

Same Arms.

Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Esq., of that place).

Office,

Same Arms, a

diff.

Fltinkett (Athboy,co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1620,
Bichabd Plunkett, Esq., of that place). Same Arms, a
mullet for

Plunkett
1622,

diff.

(TuUinoge, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

Bichabd Pldnkett,

crescent for

of that place).

Same Arms, a

diff.

Plunkett

Henby Pldnkett, Alderman and
(Dublin
Mayor of the city, son of Bichabd Pldnkett, the illegitimate son of Sir Alexandeb Pldnkett, Knt., of Bathmore.
;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 16J3, Alice,
Same Arms, within a
dau. of Alderman IIenbt Pldnkett).
border gu.

Visit. Dublin, 1568

;

1704, to Plunkett Stowell, Esq., son
and heir of William Stowell, Alderman of DubUn, on his
assuming the surname of Plunkett, under the will of Bight
Hon. Sir Walteb Plunkett. who d. s. p. 1702). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, sa. a bend ar. in the sinister chief point a
tower triple-towered of the last, Pldnkett: 2nd and 3rd, gu.
Crest
A dove ar. in the
a cross lozengy ar., Stowell.
mouth an olive branch ppr. This exemplification was incorrect. Sir Walteb Pldnkett was descended from Bichabd
Plunkett, natural son of Sir Alexander Plunkett, Knt.,
The Plcnkett coat
of Bathmore, temp. Henry VIII.

Plunkett (exemplified,

—

should consequently be within a bordure gu.

Plymouth, Earl of. See
Plymouth, Tovni of.

Windsor.

Ar. a saltire vert betw. four
castlej sa. over the arms a coronet composed of eight fleursSupporters— Tvio lions ramp, guard, or. Motto
de-lis or.
Turris fortissima est nomen Jehovah. (In a manuscript in
the British Museum there is a more ancient coat for this
town, viz. Gu. a ship with three masts, sans sails and yard-

—

:

PO
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anns, all or, on the round top a fire beacon ppr. the base of
the shield harry wavy of six ar. and az. as also the first
blazoned arms).
Pocell. Gu. three pales vair, a chief or (another adds,
on the chief a lion pass, of the first).
Pochen, or Poching' (Barklay, co. Leicester). Ar. a
Crest A harpy
chev. gu. betw. three borseshoei sa.
ppr. wings endorsed or.

—

Pochin

(Barkby Hall, co. Leicester; descended from Ricuakd
PocHix, who m. Alice, pranddau. and eventual heiress of
Anne, only dau. and heiress of Walter Powee, Esq., of
Crest
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three horseshoes sa.
Barkby).
A harpy, wings ppr. fuU-faced, and tail twisted round the

—

leg.

Pochin

(Edmonthorpe Hall,

co. Leicester).

Same .^rm« and

Crest.

Pockeswell

(co. Dorset).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

estoiles

or.

Pockley

(Thorp Willoughby,
Gu. a bend ar. cotised

1665).

the second.

Crest

York. Dagdale's Visit.
betw. two covered cups of
dove, wings displ. ar. in her beak

—A

an oak branch slipped

co.

or,

(co.

York).

Paly of six

and gu. a bend counterchangcd.

Pocklington

(granted 22 June, 1761). Erm. three bendlets
on a chief or, as many martlets sa.
Crest
A demi
leopard ramp. ppr. holding in the dexter paw an ostrich
feather ar.

—

az.

Pocklingrton (Muskham House,

co. Nottingham, and
Barrow House, co. Cumberland). Erm. three bends az. on
a chief or, three Tnartlets sa.
Crest
A demi leopard ppr.
issuing, holding in the dexter paw an ostrich feather ar.

—

Pocklin&ton
and

(Chelsworth Hall, co. Suffolk).

Same Arms

Ci-est.

Pocklingrton.

Pocock

See Seniiocse.

(Hart, CO.

Durham,

bart.).

Chequy

ar.

and go. a

and for honourable augmentation, a
a sea horse ppr. betw. two Eastern
crowns or, and above, the word " Havannah," in letters of
gold. Crest
An antelope's head ppr. attired or, issuing out
of a naval crown gold. Suppo-rters (granted pursuant to
royal warrant, dated 15 Dec. 1821)
Two sea horses, each
resting the exterior paw on an anchor all ppr. Motto Eegi
regnoque fidelis.
Fode (Slade, co. Devon). Az. on a chev. or, betw. two eagles
displ. in chief ar. and a lion's head erased of the second, in
base three estoiles gu. Crest Isauant from clouds ppr. a
demi eagle az. collared or, wings elevated ar. on the breast
and each wing an estoile counterchanged. Motto Altiora
lion

ramp, guard,

chief

wavy

or,

az. thereon

—

—

—

—

—

sequimur.

Podenham.

Az. an eagle

displ. ar.

within a bordure of the

last.

Podmore

(granted, 1683, by Carney, Ulster, to Akthtr
city of Dublin, Chief Clerk to the Lord
Lieutenant's Principal Secretary and Secretary at War,
Keeper of the Records in the Bermingham Tower). Vert a
pile wavy erm. charged with a Moor's head couped sa.

PoDMOBE, of the

—Out

mural crown ar. a cubit arm ppr. holding a
of parchment) of the first.
(Leonabd Poe, M.D. to Queen Elizabeth, James I., and

Crtst

record

Poe

of a

(roll

Charles I.).
flames ppr.

Ar. a fess betw. three crescents az. issuing

Poer, lie (Curraghmore, co. Waterford
descended from
Sir RoGEB Lb Poeb, who accompanied Strongbow to Ireland.
;

His descendant, Bicbaxd Le Poeb or Poweb, was created by
patent, 13 Sept. 1535, Lord Le Poer).
Ar. a chief indented
Ba.
See Poweb, £arl of Tyrone, and Poweb, now de La
Poeb, of Gurtecn La Poer.

Poer

(Belleville Park, co. Waterford).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
on a chief of the last three escallops of the
on a bend double cotised ar. three
lions pass, guard, of the first.
Crest
Same as Powzb, Earl
of Tyrone.
Motto Per crucem ad coronam.
Poer, or Power (co. Devon). Per pale wavy or and az.
Pogrer. Ar. on a saltire gu. the sun or, cantoned in chief
by a heart of the second, and in the flanks and base a cross
croBslct fltchce sa. on a chief of the field a douljle-hcndcd
eagle of the fourth betw. two lions rump, both facing the
centre of the last. Crest— A. demi double-headed eagle ea.
ar. a saltirc gu.
field

;

2nd and

3rd, sa.

—

—

Po)?er, or Pogrey

Bucks). Gu. masculy ar.
Ar. two bars nebulee sa. over

(co.

(CO. Cornwall).

all

a

bend gu.

Poher
111.

<Wichenford, co. Worcester; in the 43rd of Edward
is Styled Lord of the Manor of Wichcnthe heiress of the family, Maboabet, only child of

JouN LE PonEB

ford;

and

Gu. a

Wilts).

fess or, in chief

Poictevin (West Biding,

co. York).

of cos. Hcrcfonl

two mullets ar.
Paly of eight gu. andar.

Poierd. Az. a bend or, cotised indented ar.
Foing'destre (Jersey). Per fess az. and or,
ter

in chief a dexin base a miillet
Crest— Xn esquire's helmet ppr. Motto Nemo

hand clenched ppr. cuffed of the second,

of the

—

first.

me impune lacessit.
Pointington, or Pontingrton
temp.

Edward

(Pennycott, co. Devon,
Ar. a bend gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis

III.).

vert.

Pointrill.

Quarterly, per fess indented ar. and gu.
Pointz (Baron Point: by writ, 1295, in abeyance).
of eight or and gu.

Poissy. Or, an eagle displ. sa. armed az.
Pokes'well. Or, a buck's head cabossed gu. betw.
a fleur-de-lis of the

Barry

the horns

last.

Pokesworth. Or, three dragons' heads erased gu.
Poking, or Porkins (co. Kent). Ar. on a fess
many mascles or.
Poldegrrew, or Pollicrew. Gu. a lion ramp,

betw.

three talbots courant gu. as

guard, or,

az.

Poldegxew.

Gu. a lion ramp, gruard. or, collared ar.
depressed by a bend az.
Pole, or De la Pole (Bcwon de la Pole, Sari of Pembrohe, and Duke of Suffolk, forfeited 1513; derived from
Michael de la Pole, an opulent merchant at Kingstonupon-Hull, temp. Edward III.
Eicbabd de la Pole,
the last male heir of this gallant race, son of Jobn
DB LA Pole, Duke of Suffolk, by the Lady Elizabeth
Plantagenet, his wife, sister of King Edward IV., was
;

slain at the battle of Pa via in 1524, when the Duke of
Bourbon honoured his remains with splendid obsequies).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a fess betw. three leopards' faces
or; 2nd and 3rd, per fess gu. and ar. a lion ramp, or,
Crest
A savage man's hfad couped at the shoulders ppr.
banded or, studded az.
Pole {Baron Montagu, attainted 1539, restored 1 Mary I.,
now in abeyance between the Earl of Loudoun and bis
aunts, Lowndes, of Chesham, Sklbt-Lowndes, of Whaddon, and others
Sir Kichabd Pole, K.G., summoned
to Parliament 1553, m. Lady Maboabet Plantaoanet,
dau. of Geoboe, Duke of Clarence, and left issue four
sons and one dau., viz., I. Hrnxt, second Baron Montagv.,
whose daus. and co-heirs were, Kathebine, wife of Fbancis,
second Earl of Huntingdon, and Winifbed, to. first to
Sir Thomas Hastings, and secondly to Sir Thomas Babbington; II. Geffert, Sir; III. Abtudb; IV. Reginald,
the celebrated Cardinal Pole and, V. Ursula, to. to Henbt,
Lord Stafford). Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp. gu. a label
of three points az.
2nd, per pale or and sa. a saltire engr.
counterchanged; 3rd, quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. three
fleurs-de-lis or, 2nd and 3rd, gu. three lions pass guard, in

—

;

;

;

pale or, a label of three points ar. each point charged with
gu., being the arms of Geobge Plantagenet, Duke
of Clarence: 4th, gu. a saltire ar. a label of three points
compon^e of the last and az. Crest An eagle or, preying
on a fish ppr. Supporters Two griffins or, each standing
on a mount ppr.
Pole (Wellesley-Polb, Baron Maryborough, extinct 1863;
Hon. William Wellesi.kt, second son of Gabbett, flrst
Earl of Momingtvn, and brother of Abthur, first Duke of
Wellington, assumed the additional surname of Pole, and
was created Lord Maryborough 1821 he «. as third Earl of
Momington 1842; his grandson d. s. p. 1863, when the
barony became extinct, and the earldom passed to the Duke

a canton

—

—

;

of Wellington).

a

Quarterly,

Ist

and

4th,

az.

semee-de-lis

ramp, ar., for Pole; 2nd, gu. a cross ar. betw.
five plates in each quarter saltireways, for Welleslet;
3rd, or, a lion ramp, gu., for Coli^t.
Crettt
1st: A lion's
gamb erect and erased gu. armed or, for Pole 2nd Out of
a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp, holding a forked pennon
gu. fiowing to the sinister, one third per pale from the staff
8rd
ar. charged with a cross of St. George, for Wblleslet
A cubit arm erect vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a
scymitar ppr. pommel and hilt or, the arm enfiled with a
ducal coronet gold. Supporters Two lions gu. each gorged
with an Eastern crown and chained or.
Motto Pollet
or,

lion

—
;

:

:

—

—

virtus.

Pole

collared or.

Poher

POI.

Washboume, now represented by Monet,

a bend

vert.

Pocklingrton, or Pollington
ar.

of

JoHB PoDEB,

Esq., of Wicbenford,
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m. John Wabubodbne,

(Shute House, co. Devon, bart.). Az. aemee-de-lia a lion
Suppm-ters
ramp. ar. Crest A lion's gamb gu. armed or.
Dexter, a stag gu. attired and nnguled or; sinister, a
armed
and
with
a
ducal
coronet
ppr.
griffin az. gorged

—

—

beaked

or.

—

Motto Pollet virtui.
Abbey, co. Hertford,

Pole (Aldenham

bart., extinct 1830;

Chables Mobbice Pols, K.C.B., second son of
Beoimald Polk, Esq., of Stoke Damarel, co. Devon, and
Admiral

Sir

A

;

POL

1801, d. 1830, leaving two dans, his co-heirs, of whom the
Henrietta Mabia Sa.bah, m. William Stcart, Esq., of

elder,

Tempsford

Same Ai-ms, a crescent for
armed or. Stipporters

Hall, co. Bedford).

Crest

diff.

—A

lion's

gamb

Dexter, a stag gu. attired or

—

gu.
;

sinister,

a

griffin a3.

legged

and ducally gorged or. Motto— VoWet virtus.
Pole (Van Notten-Pole, Todenham House, co. Gloucester,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three
bart.).
2nd and 3rd,
crescents gu. a mullet for diff., for Pole;
quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. lour palets az., 2nd, or, a
snake in pale wavy, the upper half az., the lower sa., 3rd,
Cnst A falcon
or, three crescents gu., for Van Notten.
rising ppr. charged with a mullet for diff., for Pole, Motto

—

— Pollet virtus.

A snake in pale wavy, the upper half
low^r sa., betw. two wings per fesse az. and ar.
counterchanged, for Van Notten; Motto over Prudens
Supporters On either side a Hem reguard.
fiicut serpens.
ppr., being the supporters of his Serene Highness Wilham,
Landgrave of Hesse Cassel, each differenced by a pale of
three colours, which were confirmed to the first bart. and
the heirs male of his body, by royal warrant dated 18 Jan.
1794, the same having been conferred on him by his Serene
Highness as a mark of his acknowledgment of the great
service rendered by Sir Celarles Pole's family to his Serene
Highness's ancestors, and also as a proof of his Serene Highness's own esteem for him.
Pole (Chandos-Pole, Eadboum, co. Derby, formerly of
CO. Stafford; descended from Petee db la Pole, M.P. co.
Derby, 2 Henry IV., who m. Elizabeth, only dau. and heir
over

az., the

—

—

of Sir John Lawton, by Auanobe, his wife, sister, and at
length sole heir, of Sir John Chandos, one of the Founder

Knights of the Garter, Lord of St. Saviours le Viscount, 10
i)dward III. Peter de la Pole was son of Sir John de la
Pole, of Newborough, co. Stafford, by Cecilia, his wife,
sister and heir of Sir William de Waeebbidge, Knt.
Sacheverell Pole, Esq., of Radbourn, assumed, by royal
;

surname of Chakdos, in addition to and
before his patronymic, as representative of Sir John ChanAr. a chev. betw. three crescents gu., quartering Wakebridoe, Chandos, Fitz-Walkeltn, Twyford,
Bbailsford, Basset, Colvile, Moton, Ac. Crest— A hawk
rising ppr. belled and jessed or.
licence, 1807, the

dos, K.G.).

Pole-Gell (Hopton

Hall, co.

Esq., second son of the late

Derby; Henbt Chandos Pole,
Edward Sacheverell Chandos-

PoLE, Esq., of Radbourn, assumed the additional surname of
Gell, by royal licence, 1863). Same Arrns and Crut for Pole,
quarterly with Gell.
Pole (Wakebridge, co. Derby; a younger branch of Pole,
a cadet of Pole, of Wakebridge, was
of Badboum;
seated at Park Hall, in Barlboruugh).
Same Arms, tie,
Bs Pole, of Badboum, with the addition of "a canton
az."

Pole

(Heage, co. Derby;

Same Arms,

CuAWORTH).

Pole

the co-heiresses m.

Frith and

<fec.

(Rochester, co. Kent; Alice,

dau. of

Walter

Pole,

Esq., of that place, m. Eobert Bowen, Esq., Provost Marshal of Leinster, who d. 31 July, 16'21 ; Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Erm. a

Office).

fess

nebulee betw. three bucka'

heads

cabossed az.

Pole, or Pale

Pole

(co. Norfolk).

(co. Sussex).

Or, a hart's

two bars wavy az.
head cabossed gu.

Or,

Ar. a buck's bead gu.; another, Ar. three bars sa.
on the uppermost as many roses of the field; another, Az.
two bars ar. and a bend or.

bordure

De
sa.

Poleford.

la Pole. Or (another, ar.) a
charged with twelve bezants.

s.iltire

gu.

a

(co.

Warwick).

Az. a fess

cotised ar. betw. six crosses crosslet or.

Poley

(Boxted Hall, co. Suffolk, removed from Poley, co.

Boxted and Badley, co. Suffolk, (tmp.
Edward 111. or Richard II.). Or, a lion ramp. sa. Crest
lion
ramp,
as
in the arms, collared and chained or. Sir
A
Hcmphbet de Poley, who lived 7 Henry I. bore, as appears
from a manuscript, " De Nobilitate," formerly in the possesHertford,

sion of Sir

to

Symonds D'Ewes, " ar. on a bend gu. three

—

crosses

which was afterwards added " on a canton
a lion ramp, sa." The ancient bearing was subsequently
discontinued, and the canton assumed as the coat, but not
without dispute, for an authentic record intimates that,
"this being noticed as the ancient coat of the Earls of
Flanders, by Count Maurice of Nassau, Prince of Oiange,
and Henry, Earl of Northumberland, being then also present
in the Netherland army, who pretentled to descend from ilie
Earls of Flanders, they had somts discourse and question
crosslet or," to

or,

811

;

—

Polhill (Howbury HaU, co. Beds).
Poliznore (Polimore, co. Devon).

Same ArTm and
Sa. a lion

ramp.

Crest.

ar.

Poling^on.

Ar. three piles (another, pales) gu. a bend
counterchanged.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu.
Polkingrhorne (Polkinghome.co. Cornwall; settled there
A.D. 1299; the heiress of the elder branch m. circa 1500,
WiLLLAMS, who took the name and arms of Polkinghorne.
and was ancestor of Otho Polkinoborne, whose dau. and

Polives.

Hart, m. Thomas Gltnn, Esq., of Helston, represented by the Gbtlls, of Helston). Ar. three bars sa.
Crejst
An arm in armour embowed, holding a battle axe
heir.

—

all ppr.

Polkin^on

(Bolton, co. Lancaster). Ar. a cross patonce
voided gu., quartering ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges
ermines. Crest A mower with his scythe ppr.
Polland. Ar. an eagle displ. sa. armed or.
Pollard (Trelligh, co. Cornwall; Weye and Horwood, co.
Devon; cos. Oxford and Worcester. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three escallops gu. Crest A stag

—

—

trippant ar. attired or.
(King's Nympton, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1693;
descended from Sir Lewis Pollard, Knt., Judge of the
Common Pleas, son of Robert Pollard, second son of Jons

Pollard

PoLLABD, of Way; Lewis Pollard, of King's Nympton,
was created a bart. in 1627). Same Anns.
Pollard (Pollard Hall, co. Durham, and Brunton and
Bierley, co. York).
Erm. a cross engr. sa.
Crest

—

falchion erect ar. gripe vert, hilt or.
(Poulton, co. Lancaster, originally from Bierley,
CO. York; represented by Pollard, of Parson Drove, co.

Pollard

Cambridge).
erect ar.

Erm. a cross engr.

pommel and

Crest

sa.

—A

falchion

hilt or.

Pollard

(co. Devon).
Ar. a chev. sa. (another, az.) betw.
three mullets gu.
(Kelve, co. Somerset).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
crescents gu.
Pollard (co. York). Vert a boar pass. ar.
Pollard (Hundhill, Pontefract, co. York). Ar. a chev. sa.
betw three mullets pierced gu. Crest A stag trippant ar.

Pollard

—

attired or.

Pollard.

Ar. on a fess betw. three mullets sa. as

many

bezants.

Pollard.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three escallops gu. Crut—
A stag trippant ar.
Pollard (Castle Pollard, co. Westmeath; oxemplifled to
Esq.,

of Aghacrevy, co. Cavan,

and

Lettice, his wife, only child of Capt.

Walter Pollard,

Castle Pollard, on their assuming the

surname of Pollard,

of

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three esPollard; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three hempbrakea
Hampson. Crest Out of a mural crown ppr. a greyhound's head sa. collared ar. rimmed or.
Pollard-TJrquhart. See Urqdhabt.
Pollardby.
Per bend sinister wavy ar. and az. three
1718).

callops az., for
sa., for

Sa. a cross pattee (another, flory) ar.

Polesworth, Monastery of

with Sir John Polet, who gave so good satisfaction that it
did rightly belong to him, as that they never after made
scruple touching the same.''
Poleyne. Or, a bend nebulee gu. another, Or, a fess gu.
over all a bendlet sa.
Polgreen (Polgreen, near Fowey, co. Cornwall). Ar. two
chev. az. each charged with as many palets or.
Polliey (CO. Essex). Or, on a bend gu. three escallops ar.
PolMll (cos. Kent, Sussex, and Bedford; descended from
John Polhill, alias Pollet, of Detling, near HoUingbourne,
in the first-named county, 6. about 1420, who vi. Alice, dau.
and heir of Thomas de Bockland, of Bokoland and Preston).
Or, on a bend gu. three crosses crosslet of the first, quartering, Ar. an eagle sa. beaked and unguled or, for De
BccELAND. Crest Out of a mural crown or, a hind's hea(}
ppr. betw. two acorn branches vert, fructcd gold.

Charles Hampson,

Pole.

Pole, or

POL
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grandson of the Bev. Carolds Pole, who was third son of
Sii" John Pole, third bart. of Shute, was created a bart.

—

annulets counterchanged.
co. Hants, bart.). Az. on a bend cotised
or, betw. six lozenges ar. each charged with an escallop
of
the field. Crest
A pelican, wings exsa. five escallops
panded, in her nest per pale or and az. vulning herself and
feeding her young ppr. charged on the wing with a lozenge
ar thereon an escallop sa.
Pollen (BoiLEAC-FoLLEN, Little Bookham, co. Surrey; descended from the same ancestor as Pollen, Bart., of Redenham. Edward Pollen, Esq., eldest son and heir of Johh
Paultn, Esq., M.P. for Andover, was lather of Benjamis
Pollen, who inherited, through his mother, the manor of
Little Bookham; his dau. and heiress d. unTi. in 1764, when
she bequeathed her estates to her stepmother, with remainder to her half-uncle, and then to her cousin. Rev.
Geo&qe FoLiftr, Sector of Bookham, whose eldest dau. m.

Pollen (Redenham,

—

POL

Poltimore

and was mother of Ber. Geobge
Bookham, who assumed the sur-

John Peter Boileac,

Esq.,

Az. a

Pollen Boileau, of Little
nrims of Pollen upon succeeding his maternal grandfather
in 1812). Az. on a bend cotised or, betw. six lozenges ar.
each charged with an escallop sa. six escallops vert, quar-

with

an escallop

piety

ppr.

another,

;

Vert

—A

pelican
ehev. or,

a

three

plates.

Devon; four descents given in Visit.
Pollexfen
1G20; the heiress m. Wiluam Bastasd, Esq.). Quarterly,
ar. and az., in the 1st and 4th a lion ramp. gu.
Pollexfen (John James Pollexfen, Capt. 15th Bombay
Native Infantry). Quarterly, or and gu. a cross parted and
fretty counterchanged betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters a
lion of the second, and in the 2nd and 3rd a sword erect
Upon a mount vert two swords in saltire ppr.
ppr. Crest
in front of a quiver erect or, filled with arrows ar. Motto
Semper fidelis.
(Kitley, co.

—

—

Pollexfen

(Ireland
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1662.
buried at St. Nicholas Church, Dublin).
Or, a trefoil slipped gu. betw. three battle axes sa., quartering Fisheb, viz. Ar. on a chev. betw. three demi lions
ramp, couped gu. as many bezants.
;

Edwabd Pollexfen,
:

Polley

(co.

a martlet

Cambridge). Or, a lion ramp.

sa.

on the shoulder

ar.

Polley, or Pooley.

Or, a fleur-de-lis betw. three (another,

two) stags' heads cabossed gu.

Polleyne

Or, a bend sa.
Crest A hound couchant or.
Another
a mount vert a hound courant ar. collared and
lined, the end tied in a knot sa.
Polleyne. Ar. a fess and bend gu.

over

all

Crest

—On

a

(King's Weston, co. Gloucester).

—

fess gu.

Polleyne.

Ai. a griffin pass. or.
Ar. a cross sa. fretty or.
Pollington.
Per pale or and gu. a bend counterchanged.
Pollingrton. Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or.
PoUingiion (quartered by Mitfobd, through Osbaldeston
and Wentwobth). Paly of six ar. and gu. a bend counterchanged.
Pollock (Temple Hatton, co. Middlesex, hart., 186G). Az.
three fleurs-de-lis within a bordure engr. or, a canton arm.
thereon a portcullis of the second. Crest A boar pass,
quartered or and vert, pierced through the sinister shoulder
wth an arrow ppr. Supporters On either side a talbot sa.
gorged with a collar and therefrom pendent a portcullis or.
^folto
Over the crest: Audacter et strenue.
Pollock-Horris. See Mobbis.

Polliard.

—

—

—

Pollock (Montagu-Pollock,
and 4th,

bart.,

1872).

Quarterly, Ist

az. three fleurs-de-lis within a

bordure embattled or.
an honourable augmentation in respect of the late
baronet's distinguished services in the Affghan war, on a
thief of the second an Eastern crown gu. superscribed
" Khyber," and on a canton erm. three cannons fessways in
pale sa.
2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and gu. four lozenges
conjoined in fess counterchanged. Crests
l«t: A lion ramp,
puard. ar. adorned with an Eastern crown or, holding in his
dexter paw in bend an Affghan banner displ. gu. bordered
or and vert, the staff broken in two, and in his sinister paw
a part of the broken staff, and in an escroll over the same
this motto, " Afifghanistan"; 2nd A boar pass, o.uartercd,
embattled or and vert, pierced through the sinister shoulder with an arrow ppr. and in an escroll over the same
this motto, "Audacter et strenue"; 3rd: A griffin's head
couped crminois, wings endorsed and collared ermines,
and In an escroll over the same this motto, "Spcctcmur

And

for

;

—

:

agendo."
(OverpoUock, co. Renfrew, 1672). Vert a saltire or,
betw. three hunting horns in fess and base ar. garnished gu.
Crest— A boar pa.ss. shot througli with a dart ppr.
Motto
Audacter ct strenue.

Poilok

—

PoUok (CtAwroBu-PoLLOK,

of Poilok, bart.). Sec
Or, a lion ramp. vert.

Pollymore.

Poltnervy. Ar. three bars wavy gu.
Polshed. Ar. on a bend bctw. two
trefoils of

the

flrst,

on a chief

az.

Cbawfobd.

See Scott.
Polwarth (that Ilk). Ar. three piles engr. gu. conjoined
in point (sometimes, the field gu. the piles indented ar.).
Polwhele (Polwhele, co. Cornwall; descended from John

PoLWUTLL, of Polwhyll, temj}. Henry V. (a lineal descendant
of Dbooo de Polwheile, Chamberlain to the Empro«g
Matilda), whose great-grandson, John Polwheile, of Polwheile, in. the dau. and heiress of John Tbesawell, Esq., of
Tresawell his grandson, Digort Polwhele, Esq., acquired
Treworgan with his wife, Cathebine, dau. and co-heir of
;

Robert Tbencbeee,

Esq., of that place, the first Recorder of
Truro, and became of Polwhele and Treworgan). Quarterly,
1st and 6th, sa. a saltire engr. erm. ; 2nd, az. three goats'
heads erased ar. attired or, for Lueie (Aucia, dau. and heir
of Otho Lukie, m. temp. Henry VI., John Polwhyle, of
Polwhyle); 3rd, ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. a
bordure of the second bezantee, for Killegbew, of Arwenick
(Maet, dau. and heir of Walter Killegrew, m. temp,
Edward IV., Otho Polwheile, of Polwheile); 4th, ar. on a
a bend or, cotised sa. three mullets gu., for Tbesawell, of
Tresawell Probus (the only dau. and heir of John Tbesaweli,
?u. in the 16th century, John Polwheile, of Polwheile);
5th, ar. a chev. with a cross pattee issuing from its point
sa., for Tbencbeek, of Trencreek.
Crests
1st: A Blackamoor's head with an olive branch in his mouth; 2nd:
A bull gu. with horns or. Motto Earenza wheelas Karenza.
Pomell. Ermines three bezants.
Pomerai (Berie-Pomerai, co. Devon, temp. Henry I.). Or,
a lion ramp, guard, gu. armed and langued az. a bordure
indented sa.
Pomeris, or Pomise. Barry of six ar. and az. on a
bordure gu. eight apples or.

—

—

Pomeroy (Chalfont,

St. Giles, co. Bucks).
Ar. a lion ramp,
a bordure invecked g\i. Crest A fir-cone vert charged
with a bezant.
Pomeroy (Berry-Pomeroy, co. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Or, a lion ramp, and a bordure engr. gu.
Crest
A lion
sejant or, holding in the dexter forepaw an apple vert.
Pomeroy (cos. Devon and Worcester). Or, a lion ramp. gn.
within a bordure engr. sa.
Pomeroy ( Viscount Harberton). Or, a lion ramp. gu. holding
betw. the paws an apple ppr.
Crest
A Hon ramp. gti.
holding betw. the paws an apple ppr.
Supporters Two
wolves, the dexter ppr., sinister ar., both plain collared
and chained or. Motto Virtutis fortuna comes.
Pomeroy. Chequy gu. and ar. on a chev. sa. three annulets
or.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. charged with four
bezant« and crowned with a ducal coronet ppr.
Pomeroy (gi anted to James Pomebot, Esq., of Epping).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure engr. sa. charged with eight
Crest
crosses pattee ar.
A fir cone erect ppr. charged with
a fret or, betw. two flr-sprigs also ppr.
Pomeroy (granted 14 Oct. 1841, to James Pomebot, and
without the crest, to Emilt Pomebot Pomebot, formerly Wakefield, the children of Robebt Wakefield, of Clapton, in the
parish of Hackney, Middlesex, gentleman, by Maby, his wife,
dau. and co-heir of Thomas Pomebot, Esq., late of Epping).
Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure engr. sa. Crest
A lion
sejant gu. holding in his dexter paw an apple or.
Pomery, or Pomeroy (St. Collumb, co. Cornwall, and
Or, a lion ramp, a bordure engr. gu. a crescent
CO. Devon).
for diff.
Ci-est
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head
guard, gu.
Pomery (Tregny, co. Cornwall). Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bordure engr. sa. Crest A lion sejant gu. holding in the dexter
paw an apple or.
Pomesworth. Per pale ar. and az. a pale counterchanged.

mullets gu. three
trefoils

—

—

Polstrod, or Polstodd
Ar. fretty sa.

Crest

head and neck

Poltesmore

— Out

(AVestcley

of

and Albury,

a duoal coronet

CO. Surrey).

or,

a boar's

—

—

—

—

—

Pomfret
bend

(Butbery, co. Essex).

Devon).

bend gotxjny of the
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field

Or, a cross engr. gu. over

and

az. (another, ar.

and

az.).

all

a

Quarterly, ar. and gu. a

sa.

Pomfret.
Pomfrett
all

Ar. three cocks sa. armed or.
(Dewlish, co. Dorset).
Quarterly, ar. and gn.
a bend sinister sa. in chief a label of five points of

the last.

Ponchardon
two, and one.

armed

(co.

Essex).

Ar. a cross patonce gu.

Sa. ten (another, fifteen) plates, four, three,

Crtsl—K unicorn's head erased gu. bezantee,

or.

Ponde

n.i.

(co.

—

—

Ponchardon.

IT.

—

sa.

over

a pelican bctw. two

mullets la.

Polwarth, Saron.

her

in

or,

betw.

heiress m. Jews)

segreant or.
See Bampftlde.
Az. an inescutcheon within an orle of

Polton

six lozenges or, each charged
Crett

sa.

griffin

Devon; the

eight cinquefoils or.
(co. Hants).
Ar. a fess betw. three
(another, the fess charged with three bezants).

—

Motto— "De tout mon coeur.
Pollen. Az. a bead betw.

(Poltimore, co.

Poltimore, Baron.
Poltock (CO. Surrey).

A pelican with wings expanded,
with BoiLEAC. Crest
in her nest per pale or and az. vulning herself ppr. charged
on the wing with a lozenge ar. thereon an escallop sa.

terly,

PON
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(Somerset Herald, temp. Henry VIII.).
Ar. a fesi
gu. bctw. two boars' heads in chief erased sa. and a cross

patt^

in base of the second.

A

;

:

PON
Barry wavy

Poneley.

Ponepot

(co. SuEfolk).

or and

Pontifex (Bath,

Ar. seven tortcaux, two, two, two,

and one.

Ponet.

Per bend dancettee or and az. two pelicans vulning
wings expanded, betw. four fleurs-de-lis all

themselves,

counterchanged.

Pongton

York). Or, Ave lozenges in fess az. a label of
three points gu.
Quarterly, or and az. in the
(co. Hereford).
1st quarter a lion pass. gu.
Ponpons. Ar. three wolves pass, in pale az. Crest Three
pruning-hooks, two in saltire and one in pale or, environed
in the middle by a wreath.
Ponsbury. Ter saltire erm. and az. in the fess point a
(CO.

Ponnsdon

—

and

az.,

in the 1st quarter a

Quarterly,

Hereford).

(co.

a lion of the second

and

az.

ar. in

the

(another, tinctures re-

—

vinces.

Ponton

(Scotland). Az. a lion ramp, and a chief or.
Ponton. Az. a lion ramp. ar. betw. three escallops or.
Pontrell. Or, on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis ar. another,
Ar. a fess betw. three roses gu.
Pool (co. Chester). Az. sem^e-de-lis or, a lion ramp, of the
Crest
A merlast, on a canton ar. a ship in full sail ppr.
maid in profile ppr. holding in her hands a Saxon coronet
;

—

Pool (New Shoreham,

versed).

(Exeter; granted 20 May, 1710).
Ar. three esC>-est
callops in fess sa. betw. as many lions ramp. gu.
lion sejant reguard. gu. crowned ar. on the neck three
escallops or, holding betw. the forepaws an anchor of the

—

A

(Hale Hail, Haugh, co. Cumberland; originally
of Ponsonby, same co., temp. Edward II. from a branch of
Gu. a chev.
this family descend the Earls of Bcsshorough).
betw. three combs ar. Crest On a ducal coronet or, three
arrows, one in pale and two in saltire, the points downwards,
shafts gold, feathered and pointed ar. entwined by a serpent
Pro rege, lege, grege.
ppr. Motlo
(confirmed by Eoberts, Ulster, 1647, to Col. John
;

—

—

Ponsonby

Ponsonby, son and heir of Henry Ponsonby, Esq., late of
Ponsonby, co. Cumberland). Gu. a chev. betw. three combs
On a ducal coronet or, a serpent ppr. pierced
Crest
ar.
through with five darts fretty gu. Motto Pro rege, lege,

—

—

grege.

Ponsonby
combs

ar.

(Earl of Bessborough). Gu. a chev. betw. three
On a ducal coronet or, three arrows, one

Crest

—

In pale and two in saltire, points downward, shafts gold,
feathered and pointed ar. entwined by a snake ppr. Supporters
Two lions reguard. ppr. Motto—2to rege, lege,

—

grege.

Ponsonby

Baron Ponsonby, of

{Viscount and

Imokilly,

Same Arms, &c.
(Baron De Mauley). Same Arms, Crest, and
Dexter, a lion reguard. ppr.; sinister,
Supporters—
Motto.
a bull sa. armed, unguled, and gorged with a ducal coronet
extinct 1866).

Ponsonby

(Poole, CO. Chester;

Ponsonby

(Crotto, co.

Kerry

;

a branch of Ponsonby, of

Same Anns.

Hale).

exemCharles William Talbot, Esq., Lieut. R.N.,
Adm. Sir Charles Talbot, K.C.B., of Southsea,
CO. Hants, by Hon. Charlotte Georgina Talbot, his wife,
8'^ter of William, third Lord Ponsonby, of Imokilly, co.
Cork, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1866, the additional
Burname of Ponsonby). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a chev.
betw. three combs ar., for Ponsonby; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
to

eldest son of

lion

ramp, within a bordure engr.

:

On

a ducal coronet

or,

—

Talbot. Crests
three arrows, points downwards,
or, for

one in pale and two in saltire, shafts gold, feathered and
pointed ar. entwined by a serpent ppr., for Ponsonby 2nd
On a cap of maintenance gu. turned up erm. a lion statant,
tail extended or, motto over, Prest d'accomplir, for Talbot.
Motto Pro rege, lege, grege.
Pont (Shyr's Mill, Scotland). Ar. three rainbows ppr. betw.
two stars in chief gu. and a galley in base sa. Crest
sphere az. beautified with six celestial signs, environing
Motto Perenne sub polo
the terrestrial globe, all ppr.
;

—

—

—

nihil.

Pont.

Ar. a rainbow ppr.
(Godmanchester, cos. Huntingdon and Cambridge.
Huntingdon, 1684).
Gu. two wings conjoined ar.
within a bordure engr. or.
Pontefract,
of (co. York). Sa. a quadrangular
tower with four towers in perspective ar. masoned ppr. the
base of the escutcheon water of the last.

Pont

Visit.

Town

Pontefract, Priory of
gu. a bend sa. over

all

Quarterly, or and
a label of five points throughout
(co.

York).

ar.

Pontbieu.
Pontifex.
of the

last,

Or, three bendlets az. a bordure gu.

Ar. two palets az. betw. three mullets In chief
a chief gu.

cent gu.

Ci-est

—A tower ensigned with a cres-

descended

;

a lion ramp. ar. Crest
Anotlur
head ar.
Crest (granted by Wrottesley, Garter)— A bull's head eabossed
gu. attired barry of five az. and or, sinister horn counterchanged. Motto
Pollet virtus.
Poole (David Poole, Bishop of Peterborough, 1556 granted
by Hawlcy, Oarenceux, 15 June, 3 and 4 Mary I.). Ar.
on a chev. engr._betw. three heathcocks az. as many cinquefoils of the field, on a canton per pale or and sa. a saltire
couped counterchanged.
Poole (co. Bristol). Per pale or and gu. a saltire betw. two
mascles in pale and as many leopards' faces jcssant-de-lis
in fess, all counterchanged.
Poole, or Pooley (co. Chester). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
over all a bend sa.
Poole (co. Chester). Az. semee-dc-lis or, a lion ramp, of the
Crest
X merlast, on a canton ar. a ship in full sail ppr.
maid ppr. crined or, holding in both hands a naval crown
Az. semee of fleurs-de-lis

— Out of a ducal coronet

a

or,

or,

griflin's

—

;

—

gold.

Poole
Poole
Poole
Poole

Gu. a chev. betw. three crescents ar.
two bars az.
Or (another, ar.) a buck's head gu.
(CO. Devon, Saperton, co. Gloucester, and Oakley, co.
Az. a lion ramp. ar. betw. eight fleurs-de-lis or.
Wilts).
Crest
A stag's head eabossed gu. the attires barry of six or
Derby).
Derby).
(CO. Devon).
(co.

(co.

Or,

—

az.

Poole

(Waltham, co. Essex granted 7 May, 1569). Az. a
Crest
A unicora
erm. betw. three lions pass. or.
pass. az. tufted, maned, and armed or, ducally gorged ar.
Poole (CO. Norfolk). Or, two bars wavy az.
Poole (co. Oxford). Or, four barrulets wavy sa. a bend

—

;

ar.

Poole, or Pooley

(co. Suffolk).

Az. a fess betw. three

leopards' faces or.

Poole

York). Same Arms, leopards' faces ar.
Per pale or and sa. a saltire counterchanged

(co.

Poole.

(another, the saltire engr.).

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents gu. over all a
bendlet sinister.
(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1648, to EiCH-vro
Poole, captain of a ship of war in the service of King
Charles I., second son of Thomas Poole, only son and heir
of Captain Richard Poole, co. Sussex, descended from an
ancient family in co. Cliester). Az. semee-de-lis or, a lion
ramp, guard, of the last, on a canton ar. a ship with her

Poole.

Poole

mainsail furled ppr. Crest— \
her hands a naval crown or.

Poole

mermaid

ppr. holding betwixt

James Poole, knighted at Dublin Castle, 1603
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw.
Ulster's Office).
2nd and 3rd, az. a fess betw. three
three crescents gu
(Sir

;

leopards' faces or.

Crest

— A falcon rising ar.

Poole

(Geraldstown, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1685, Nathaniel Poole, Serjeant-at-Arms, son of Pebiam
Poole, Esq., of Southcutsheyes, co. Devon). Az. semee-de-

lis or,

a lion ramp. ar.

James GalDown, and
to the descendants of his grandfather, Robert Pooler,
a fess az.
and
ar.
pale
or
Armagh).
Per
Esq., of Tyross, co.
betw. two lions' heads erased in chief gu. and a crescent in
base of the third. Crest— \ falcon rising ppr. belled or, and
charged on the breast with a lozenge gu. Motto Vi et

Pooler

(Tyross, co.

Armagh; confirmed

to Rev.

braith Pooler, Incumbent of Newtownards,

co.

—

Tiitutc.

813

extinct 1801:

Uobebt Pull, alias Poole, Lord of Barretspoole,
8 Edward I. Sir James Poole, of Poole, was created a bart.
in 1677; Charlotte Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Sir
Henry Poole, the fifth bart., m. Robert Willis Blencowe,

fess

Ponsonby-Barker (Kilcooly). See Bakker.
Ponsonby (Talbot-Ponsonby, Inchiquin, co. Cork;
plified

Crest.

bart.,

from

and

or.

Same

a ship in full sail ppr.
See Pole.

Esq.).

last.

Ponsonby

Az. semeeco. Sussex ; granted 1643).
a lion ramp, guard, of the second, on a canton ar.

Pool.

Poole

Ponsford

Ist

—

de-lis or,

lion saliant gu.
1st quarter

Somerset; granted to Edmund Pontifex,
Esq.).
Az. in base barry wavy of four ar. and of the field
a bridge of three arches embattled ppr. a chief of the
second, thereon two pallets betw. as many mullets of the field.
Crest
X tower ppr. charged with a cross moline az. and
surmounted by a rainbow also ppr. Motto In hoc signo
co.

or.

leopard's face or.
Quarterly, ar.

Ponseigne.

Ponseyn

PON

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
sa.

A
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POO
Poole, To'WTl of

Gu. three bars wavy

Dorset).

(CO.

or,

all a dolphin embowed naiant ar. in chief three escallops
of the second. Crest A mermaid ppr. holding in her dexter
hand an auL-hor in pale, cabled without a beam, her sinister
hand extended, holding a ball all ppr. Motto Admorem

over

—

—

de Poole.
Pooley (COS. Chester and Suffolk).
Crest
tlie shoulder a crescent ar.
villse

and

Anot?ter Crest

lined or.

—A

Or, a lion ramp. sa. on
lion ramp. sa. collared

—A
lion

ramp,

and

or, collared

(CO. Gloucester).

Ar. a lion ramp.

sa.

a bordura

engr. ga.

another, Ar. on a bend gu.
Or, a hart's head gn.
three crosses crosslet or; another, Ar. three bars sa. on the
first bar as many roses of the fleld.
;

(Frome, co. Somerset granted to Robert Pook Pooll,
Ar. a lion ramp. betw. two fleurs-de-lis in pale az.
and as many fountains in fess, the lion charged with a
In front of a gryphon's head
Crest
battle axe erect ppr.
erased erm. charged wfth a fountain, a battle'axe fessewise,
the head to the dexter ppr. 3fbito— Confide recte agens.
Pooly (Sir JoHn PooLT, Imighted at Dublin, 1599 Ulster's

Pooll

;

Esq.).

—

;

Or, a lion ramp. sa.

Crest

lared or.
(Darrington, co. Wilts).

Crest— A tower

mullets gu.

Poore

—A

lion

ramp.

sa. col-

Ar. a fess az. betw. three

sa.

masoned

ar.

(Rushall, co. Wilts, hart.). Ar. a fess az. betw. three
cubit arm erect, vested sa. slashed
mullets gu. Crest

—A

erm. charged with two mullets in fess or, grasping
Pauper non in spe.
in the hand an arrow ppr. Motto
Poore. See Poer and Power.
bars
nebulce sa. over all a
three
Ar.
Oxford).
Poore (co.
ar. cuffed

—

or.

(Hendall, co. Sussex; descended from Edmond Popb,
Esq., of Hendall, d. 1550, great-grandson of Thomas Pope,
of the Privy Chamber to Henry "VI., by Joan his wife, dau.

Pope

and heir of William Weston, of Bucksted, co. Sussex). Or,
two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a mullet of the first.
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a tiger statant ar.
Crest
tufted, maned, collared, ringed, and lined or.
Pope. Same Arms. Crest A demi lion vert.
Pope (Mamehull, co. Devon, and co. Dorset). Ar. two
chevronels gu. on a chief of the last an escallop or, a

—

—

bordure of the second.
(London). Ar. two chev. gu. on a canton of the last a
mullet or.
Pope. Ar. a fess chequy ar. and az. betw. three bells of
the last.
Pope (Wilcote, Wroxton, and Dedington, co. Oxford, and
Tittenhanger, co. Herts). Per pale or and az. on a chev.
betw. three griffins' heads erased four fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged. Crest Two griffins' heads erased addorsed or and
az. ducally collared, counterchanged.
Pope {Barl of Downe, extinct 1668 Sir William Popb, only
son of John Pope, Esq., of Wroxton, and grandson of
William Pope, Esq., of Deelington, was created a bart. 1611,
and Earl of Downe 1628 Thomas, last Earl ofDovme, d. unm.
in 1668, leaving his sisters his co-heirs, viz., Anne, to. to
Beata, m. to Sir William
Sir Edward Bodohton, Bart.
Soames, Bart.; Frances, «i. to Sir Francis North, the
celebrated Lord Keeper and Finetta, m. to Robert Hyde,
Supporters Two griffins,
Esq.). Same Arms and Crest.
the dexter az. ducally gorged or, the sinister or, ducally

Pope

—

;

;

;

;

—

gorged az.

Pope
cubit

(CO. Salop).

arm

two chev. gu. a canton

Or,

Crest

—

hand

—

Motto Mihi tibi.
Az. three griffins' heads erased

Cornwall).

(co.

Crest— A.

az.

erect, habited gu. cuffed ar. holding In the

ppr. a pair of scales or.

Pope

;

—

Popham

Crest.

time

of

(Bagborough, co. Somerset; originally, from the
III., of Huntworth).
Same Arms and

Edward

Ar. two chev. gu. on a chief of the second an escallop
or; another, Ar. a bend and chev. gu. on a canton of the
second a mullet pierced or; another, .Sa. two keys in saltire
or, in chief three talbots' heads couped ar.
Pope (General George Pope, C.B., 1862). Gu. an antique
crown within two branches of laurel in saltire betw. three
mullets or, on a chief erm. a key sa. surmounting a sword
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. gorged with
ppr. in saltire.
an antique crown or, and holding in the dexter paw a key
Motto— VkM'iler et foniter.
in bond of the last.
Popelley. Ar. on a bend sa. three eagles displ. of the

—

field.

Popelley.

Ar. a bend betw. three eagles displ. sa.

Popenham.

Barry of six

mullets pierced of the

(Popham,

ar.

and

az.

on a bend gu. three

first.

Hanti, lemp. King John;

the last
male heir of the chief line. Sir Stephen Popham, Knt., of
Popham, left four daus. bis co-heir!), viz., Maboebt, m.

811

co.

Popham.

Wilts; descended from Sir John
Lord Chief Justice of England temp. Queen
Elizabeth, second son of Alexander Popham, Esq., of
Huntworth; the last male representative of Popham, of
Littlecott, Francis Popham, Esq., of Littlecott, d. s. p. 1780,.
having devised his estates to (the son of his sistQr Annk,
m. to William Levborne Letborne, Esq.) his nephew,
Edward William Leyborne, who took the name and arms,
of Popham, and became General Leybori^ Popham, of
Littlecott).
Same Arms and Crest, quartering Leybobhe,
Az. six lions ramp. ar. Motto Mens pristina mansit.
Popham (Shanklin, Isle of Wight descended from George
Popham, Esq., of Barwick Bassett, younger son of Alexander Popham, Esq., of Littlecott, M.P. co. Somerset, and
one of the Protector's Upper House Mary, dau. and heir
of John Popham, Esq., of Shanklin and KitehiU, m. the
Rev. Richard Walton White, and their son, Francis
White, Esq., assumed by royal licence 1853, the additional
surname of Popham). Same Arms, &c., as Popoam, of
(Littlecott, CO.

Popham,

—

;

Popham.

Popham (Lynton,

co.

Devon.

Visit.

Devon, 1620).

Same

Arms.

Popham.

Ar. a fesse gu. two bucks' heads in chief of
the last; another, Ar. on a fess gu. two bucks' heads or;
another, Gu. a fess betw. two bucks' heads ar.
Popingray (Portsmouth). Paly of six or and vert, on a
chief gu. a greyhound courant erm. Crest A lion's head
per pale or and az. ducally crowned and powdered with
roundles all counterchanged.
Popingray (Ireland, Ulster's Office). Ar. three popinjays
ppr.
Popington (co. York). Or, five lozenges in fess az. a
label gu.
Popkin (co. Glamorgan). Gu. a buck trippant ar.
Popkin (Scotland). Same Arms. Crest A hand holding
a writing pen ppr.
Pople (cos. Wilts and York). Ar. on a bend sa. betw. two
bendlets dancett^e gu. three eagles displ. of the first.
Popler. Sa. a shoveller ar.
Poplesham (co. Worcester). Sa. three cranes or; another,
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three shovellers ar.
PoplevT'ell. Or, on a chev. az. betw. three gillyflowers
ppr. as many lions' heads of the field.
Popley (Bristol; granted 24 Charles 11.). Or, on a bead
sa. betw. two cotises dancettee gu. three eagles displ. of

—

—

the

first.

Popley (Sarum,

Ar. on a bend betw. two bendco. Wilts).
dancettee sa. three eagles displ. or.
Popley (Morehouse, co. York). Ar. on a bend cotised sa.
lets

three eagles displ. of the

Popley. Ar.
Popplewell.
trefoil slipped

first.

a bend betw. three eagles

Gyronny of eight
counterchanged.

vert

Crest

displ. sa.

and

or,

—A demi

on each a
lion

ramp,

ppr.

Popplewell.
or.

griffin pass. ar. collared gu.

Pope.

Pophazn

;

heads cabossed or. Ci-est A buck's head erased ppr.
(Huntworth, co. Somerset; descended from Sir
Hdgu Popham, Knt., of Huntworth, second son of Robert
Popham, Esq., of Popham, m. Joan, dau. and heiress of
Sir Stephen de Kentisbcbt, Knt.).
Same Amis and

;

Poor

bend

;

Crest.

Pooley.

Office).

po B

Thomas Hampden, Esq. Eleanor, m. John Barenttne.
Esq.
Elizabeth, m. John Wadham, Esq. and Alice, toHdmphbey Foster, Esq.). Ar. on a chief gu. two bucks*

Popham

lined sa.

Pooley

A

Or,

on a chev.

az. betw. three gillyflowers

ppr. as many lions' heads erased of the field.
falcon belled vert betw. two gillyflowers ppr.

Crest

—

Porch

(Edgarley, near Glastonbury, co. Somerset). Ar. on
a chev. engr. gu. surmounted by another chev. plain or,
charged with a battle axe erect betw. two bows stringed,
each surmounting two arrows in saltire, points downwards
sa. three wolves' heads erased of the field, quartering Reevw.
Crest— A mount vert, thereon a wolf pass, in the mouth
an arrow, the barb downwards, the dexter forepaw holding
Cordi dat robora virtus.
a bolt stringed all ppr. Motto
Porcher (Snare Hill, co. Norfolk, Borough Green, co. Camof eight counterchanged
and
gu.
harry
pale
ar.
Per
bridge).
Crest
A lion ramp, or, charged with
a cinquefoil erm.
three bars gu. holding betw. the paws a cinquefoil as in the
arms. 7l/o((o— Pro rege.
Porcher (Clyffe, co. Dorset). Same Aitiis, Crest, and

—

—

Moltn.

Porcher.

Porches

Ar. a cinquefoil gu.
Or, a lion ramp. az. on a
(London).

three bezants.

fess

sa.

AI

A

a

Or,

lion

ramp.

sa.

az.

fess

i

three

bezants.

Porchester.
and

Barry of fourteen

az.

and or (another, or

Ar. a fess chequy or and
A dragon's head
gu. betw. three crosses crosslet sa. Crest
erased or, vomiting flames of fire ppr.
Kent).
Ar.
fess
Pordage (co.
a
chequy or and gu. in
chief three crosses botonnee sa.
Pordage. Ar. a fess chequy or and gu. in chief three
cross crosslets fitchde of the last.
Pordon. See Pcedon.

(Sandwich, co. Kent).

—

Por&yes, or Pogers (co. Buckingham). Gu. masculy ar.
Poringe. Ar. two bars betw. nine martlets gu. three in
chief, three in fess,

Porkeswell.

Or,

and three in base.
a hart's head cabossed, betw. the

Porman.
Pormort

Or, a bend sa. in chief a martlet vert.
(Saltflcetby and Kenington, co. Lincoln).
Ar. on
a chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa. as many mullets of
field.

Ponnorth

(Todlethorp, co. Lincoln).

three

leopards' faces sa. as

of the

field.

Porquyn

(co.

co.

many

Ar. on a cher. betw.

crosses

formee ficchee

At. a stag lodged gn.

Cornwall).

Porritt (Armley,

;

on a bend nebuly betw. two lions' heads erased gu.
three bezants.
Crest
A demi heraldic antelope gn. plain
collared or, resting the sinister paw on a shield gold,
charged with a hon's head of the arms. Motto Fortiter
Or,

—

—

ct sapienter ferre.

Gu. fretty

on a canton of the

or,

first

an

estoile of

sa.

a mullet

six points of the second.

Porsey.

Gu.

three piles

or,

on a canton

ar.

Port, or Porte

(Etwall, co. Derby; Sir John Poet, Knt.,
of Etwall, son of Sir John Poet, Judge of the King's Bench,
by his wife, the heiress of Fitzheebeet, of Etwall, left three

daus. his co-heirs, Elizabeth, to. Sir Thomas Geeabd, Knt.,
of Bryn, Sheriff co. Lancaster, 1558 Dobotht, m. George,
fourth Earl of Huntingdon ; and Mabgabet, m. Sir Thomas
Stanhope, Knt., SheUbrd, M.P.). Az. a fess engr. betw.
three pigeons, each having in the beak a cross formee fttchee,
;

(co.

three pigeons, each

aU

Derby).

De

(co.

Stafford).

Same Arms.

—

See Dawson.
Gu. three pales vair, in chief
a lion pass. or.
Porte. Gu. on a chev. betw. three portcullises or, five rcses

—A

Porteen.

Gu. a bend or. Crest
pair of wings expanded,
the dexter or, sinister gu.
Porteous (Craig Lockhart, co. Edinburgh, 1672). Az. a
thistle betw. three bucks' heads erased or.
Crest
A turtle
dove with an olive branch in her beak all ppr. Motto
'wait my time.
Porteous (Halkshaw, Scotland, 16th century). Az. three
stag's heads couped ar. attired with ten tynes or.
Porter (co. Lancaster, 1664). Sa. three bells ar. a canton

—

Porter

—

—

Crest

(Alwardby, or Allerby, co. Cumberland).
church bells as. a border engr. ar.

Porter (Weary

Cumberland; a younger branch of
PoETEB, of Allerby). Sa. three church bells ar.
Porter (The Close, co. Cumberland; presumed to derive
from the Poeters, of Weary Hall of this branch of the
family was John Poeteb D.D., Bishop of Clogher, 1798-1819).
Same Anns.
Porter (co. Buckingham). Gu. three church bells or.
Porter (St. Stephen's, co. Cornwall, and co. Lincoln, 1640).
Sa. three church bells ar. a canton erm.
Porter (Launcells, co. Cornwall; the heiress m. Hele). Gn.
on a fess ar. betw. three falcons' wings of the last a bezant
charged with a Hon pass, of the field. Crest A demi goat
Hall, co.

;

—

erect.

Porter

(Shield

m. Nicholas

Row,

co.

Vert a fess engr. ar. cotised of
betw. three pigeons, each holding in the beak a cross

formee fitchee or.
(CO.
Stafford).
Az. a fess engr. or, betw. three
pigeons, each bearing In the beak a cross pattee fitchee

;

the heiress, Jane Poetib,
fess or (sometimes

Gu. on a

ei^t

pellets.

(Newark,

co. Gloucester).

Gu.

five marlions'

winga

in saltire ar.
(co.

Gloucester).

Gu- on a

fess

betw. five falcons'

or, three hurts.

(Aston, co. Warwick).

Sa. three church bells ar.

—Betw. two pillars roofed and spired

or,

a church

bell

ar.

Porter

Ar. three dragons' heads couped
gu. Crest— &. dragon's head couped gu.
Porter (co. Lancaster). Barry of six or and az. on a bend
gu. three escallops of the first.
Porter (cos. Lincoln and Kent). Sa. three church bells ar. a
canton erm. Crest A portcullis ar. chained or.
(Isle

of Wight).

—

Crest,

a crescent for

Porter

Same Arms and

and St. Margaret's-in-Southemam, co.
church bells ar. a chief erm. Crest

Sa. three

portcullis ar.

Seaford, co. Susses).

diff.

(co. Lincoln,

Suffolk).

Port

Durham

Blaeiston).

engr.) three bells sa. a bordure engr. ar. charged with

Porter (Wadhurst and

pistol ppr.

(11am, CO. Stafford).

Go. on a

fess or, three

Crest

az. on a chief of the second three estoiles or.
Port (Sheepshead, co. Leicester). Ar. two
bars az. over aU a saltire gu.

hand erect holding a

quatrefoil

Portarlington, Earl of.
Portayne, or Porteyne.

wings

a chev.

Port, or Porte

—

by a troubadour

and gu. on each a

castle ar.

Porter

(Basing, co. Hants, temp. William I.).
Barry of six
az. and ar. (another, or and az.) a saltire gu.
Port (Eardisley Castle, co. Hereford, temp. Henry IL). Ar.

the last

A

Ga. on a chev. betw. three port-

cullises or, five roses of the first.

Port, or

of eight ar.

counterchanged. Crest
A lion's head erased or.
(Ash Park, Overton, co. Hants). Ar. a castle gu. on
a chief az. a crescent betw. two mullets of the field. Crest

Porter

or.

(Poole, CO. Dorset).

Gyronny

Portal

Az. a fess engr. cotised betw.
in the beak a cross formee

^vlng

Port

Port

Portal.

Porter

all or.

Port, or Porte
fitchee,

extant) dedicated to Clemence-Isaure,
of that day.

or.

York
William Henbt PoRKrrr,
David Weight Poebitt, Esq.).

Esq., of that place, son of

Port

of France,

of the field.
attires

a fleur-deUs gu.

Pots.

who had been poisoned by her husband,
Eaymond de Postal distingiiished himPeter the Cruel.
self in this expedition, and was celebrated in a poem (which
Queen

is still

az.).

Pordagre

the

POB
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PO E
Porches

—

nailed and chained

or,

the chains cast over in

fret.

Porter (Bdwaed

ar.

Port.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three eagles close holding in
the beak a cross pattee fitchee or. Crest— An eagle's head
erased, holding in the beak a cross as in the arms.
Port. Az. two dolphins addorsed ar. betw. seven crosses
crosslet (another, fitchee) or, on a chief gu. three leopaitJs'
faces of the third.
Portal (Freefolk House, co. Hants). Per saltire az. and gn.
a castellated portal flanked by two towers ar. on a chief
erm. a crescent of the first betw. two mullets of the second.
Crest A portal as in the arms, each tower charged with a
fleur-de-lis in chief az. and a wreath of laurel in ba.'se

—

vert.

Portal

(Laverstoke, co. Hants). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on a
chief az. six mullets or, three and three. Crest
A portal
flanked by two towers ar. each tower charged with a fleur-de-

—

—

Supporter*
Dexter, a lion ; sinister, a savage bearing a club on his shoulder.
Motto Armet nos ultio regmn.
This motto was first borne by Katmojo) de Poetal, to whom
it was, it is stated, assigned, in 1336, by Charles V. of France,
in honour of his being one of the four hundred knights of
Toulouse who volunteered to accompany Bertrand du
Guesclin on his expedition into Spain to avenge the death of
Blanche of Bourbon, Queen of Castile, and sister of the
lis az.
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—

Robert Poeteb, Esq., of London).
Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief three church bells of the second,
each charged with an erm. spot counterchanged. Crest An
heraldic antelope's head erased ar. attired or, gorged with
a collar gu. therefrom, on the centre of the neck, a beU
pendent sa. charged with an erm. spot of the first.

—

Porter

(London). Ar. a fess engr. sa. (another, vert) fretty
three church bells of the second.
Porter (London). Az. two dolphins in pale, embowed and
addorsed ar. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee or, on a chief
gu. three leopards' faces of the third.
Porter (co. Warwick). Sa. three bars ar. (another, tinctures
reversed). Crest A bull's head couped gu. amed or.
Porter (Etington, co. Warwick). Sa. three beUs ar. a
canton erm. Crest A portcullis ar. chained or.
Porter (Claines, co. Worcester. Visit. 1634). Ar. a fess
Crest
engr. vert, fretty or, in chief three bells sa.
squirrel sejant, holding a bell sa. garnished gold.
Porter. Same Arms. Crest A demi squirrel or, semfe of
hurts, holding an acorn branch vert, acomed of the first.
Porter. Gu. on a fess or, a torteau charged with a lion
pass, guard, of the second (another, betw. three wings gold).
or, in chief

—
—

—

—

Crest

go-

—A demi antelope

or, spotted, ceJJared.

and

attired

A

Pcrter, alias Gloucester.

Gu. on a

fess

or,

three

hurts, the middle one charged with a lion pass, the other
with a fleur-de-lis betw. three wings all of the second.

—

A stag's head erased ar. attired and ducally gorged
betw. two laurel branches vert.
Gu. on a fess betw. three wings or, an annulet of

Crest
or,

Porter.
the

first.

Ar. on the trunk of a tree raguly vert an eagle,
wings expanded gu.
Porter. Gu. on a fess betw. an eagle in chief, wings close,
and two bucks' heads erased in base all ar. three cinquefoils
of the field.
Porter (Alfarthing, co. Surrey; descended from Endtmion
PoBTKB, Groom of the Bedchamber to Charles I., a celebrated courtier of the period, who was descended from
BoBEBT PoBTEB, brother of Sir William Pobteb, Knt., temp.
Henry V. Eleanok, dau. of John Porter, Esq., of Alfarthing, m. PiEBCE Walsh, Esq., co. Waterford, and her
son, PiEBCE Walsh, inherited the property of his maternal
nncle). Sa. three bells ar. a canton erm.

Porter. Az. a fess ar. fretty vert.
Porter. Gu. ou a fess betw. a

falcon in chief

and two

bucks' heads couped in base ar. three roses of the field.
Porter (Kingston, co. Meath Fum. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1623,
Willlam Pobteb, of that place). Gu. three church bells ar.
Porter (Oldbridge, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1623, Macde, wife of William Pobteb, of that place).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Porter (Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. three church bells ar. a
canton erm.
Crest
A cubit arm, habited az. cuffed ar.
grasping in the band ppr. a battle axe also ppr.
Porter (Waterford; confirmed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1717, to
Nicholas Pobteb, son of John Pobteb, Esq., of Waterford, by his wife, Maby Hoabe, of Shandon).
Sa. three
;

—

bells ar.

a canton erm.

Crest

—A

stag's

head couped

sa.

Thomas Stewart Ellison-MacartNET, Lieutenant R.N., son of John William Ellison-Macabtnet, Esq., of the Palace, Clogher, co. Tyrone, M.P., by
Elizabeth PHCEBEhis wife, dau. of Hev. John Gbet Pobteb,
of Kilskeery, co. Tyrone, on his assuming, by royal licence,
1875, the surname and arms of Pobteb, in lieu of those of
(exemplified to

Ellison-Macartnet). Sa. three bells ar. a canton of the
charged with a portcullis ppr. Crest A portcullis ppr.
therefrom pendent by a chain or, a shield of the arms.

—

last

Motto— Y.i

fide et virtute.

John Porter Archdall, of Caius
Cambridge, son of Nicholas Montgomery Arch-

(exemplified to

College,

dall, Esq., of Crockmacrieve, co. Fermanagh, by Adelaide
Mary, his wife, dau. of Eev. John Grey Pobteb, of Kilkeery, co. Tyrone, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1876,
the surname and arms of Pobteb, in lieu of Archdall).
Ar.ns, Crest, and Motto, as preceding.
Porter (Troquain. CO. Kirkcudbright; granted 1804). Quarterly, Ist, ar. a dexter arm embowed and erased ppr. holding
a key az. 2nd and 3rd, gu. a mastiff dog sejant, holding
in the forepaws a Lochaber axe ppr.
4th, ar. a church bell
az. tongued or.
Cre»t
A dexter arm in armour embowed,
grasping a sword all ppr. Motto Vigilantia et virtute.
Porterfleld (that Ilk, co. Renfrew). Or, a bendlet betw. a
stag's head erased in chief and a hunting-horn in base sa.
garnished gu. Crest— A branch of palm ppr. Motto Sub
pondere eursum.
Portester, or Potester (co. York). Ar. a cross betw.
:

;

—

—

—

four martlets sa.

Portingi;oii

and York). Gu. on a bend ar.
Crest—A. dexter hand holding a dart,

(cos. Lincoln

three martlets sa.
point downwards ppr.

Portington

—

;

:

:

Portman

(Baron Portman).
Same Arms and Crest as
Supporters Dexter, a savage wreathed
the preceding.
about the head and waist with ivy, in his dexter hand a club
sinister, a talbot or.
resting on the shoulder ppr.
Motto
Make a clean heart and a cheerful spirit.
another,
Portnew. Gu. a gate or;
Three goats pass. or.
Portour (Alwamby, co. Cumberland). Gu. on a fess or,
three bells az. within a bordure engr. ar.

—

—

—

Portin^on
Portland,

Duke

of.

See Bewtinck.
PortmQn (Bryan.iton, co. Dorset, and Orchard Portman,
CO. Somerset, bart., extinct 1695; a family of great distinction and antiquity, co. Somerset;
descended from
Walter Pobtman, son of William Portman, of Taunton,
temp. Henry IV., a lineal descendant of Thomas Portman,
ttmp. Edward I.). Or, a fleur-de-lis az.
Crest— A. talbot
sejant or.

Portman (Berkeley- Portman, Orehard-Portman, co. SomerWilliam Pobtman,

fifth

bart. of

Orchard Portman,

on his next heirs in the female line they
eventually devolved on William Berkeley, Esq., of Pylle,
who a-isiimcd the surname of 1'obtman; his great-grandson,

settled his estates

;

Edward Berkeley Portman, was
man, and

Port Pigrham, alias

1873, Vincounl
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West Lowe (co.

Has

Cornwall).

no armorial ensign. The seal is very ancient, and represent*
a man habited as an Indian, on bis head a cap, in his dexter
hand a long bow, in his sinister an arrow.
Portrea (Barnstaple, co. Devon). Az. three sceptres in bend
or.

Portridge

(cos. Suffolk

and

Chequy

Salop).

ar.

and

sa.

on

a bend gu. three escallops or.
Ports, Lie. Az. three towers with cupolas or, ports sa.
Portsmouth, Earl of. See Wallop.
Portsmouth., To'wn of. Az. a crescent or, surmounted

by an estoile of eight points of the last.
Por'Wing'S. Sa. three mullets within a bordure engr.

or.

Posingrworth, Possingrworth, or Posynworth.
Paly of six angled, the angles in bend dexter ar. and az.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of ostrich feathers

—

ppr.

Posing-worth.

Paly of six ar. and az.; another. Same
eounterchanged.
PosingTWOrth. Per pale ar. and az. a pale counterchanged.
Possall. Ar. a cross flory ga. in the 1st quarter an inegcutcheon gu. charged with a lion ramp, or (another, the

Arms, per

fess

lion ar.).

of ten az.

and

or,

on a canton

a lion

ar.

pass, guard, gu.

Posthall.

Ar. a cross flory sa.
Postlethwaite (The Oaks, co. Cumberland). Ar. a chcr.
Crest
Out of a ducul
betw. three boars heads couped sa.
coronet or, a boar's head sa. Motto Semper paratus.
Postlethwaite. Ar. a bugle-hom sa. stringed gu. in base
a chev. of the second, a chief indented of the third.
Postmer. Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. or.
Poston. Ar. on a fess betw. three arches gu. a lion pass.
or, within two bezants.
Crest A demi lion or, supporting
an arch gu.
Postred. Erm. three chevronels sa. (another, ermines).
Potale. Vert on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three magpies ppr.

—

—

—

as

many

pellets.

Pote

(Cloughton, CO. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Az. »
chev. engr. cotised ar. betw. three doves of the second.
Potersten. Ar. a cross betw. four martlets sa.
Potesford, or Putford (Church Putford, co. Devon the
co-heiresses m. Stockhet and Follasd). Ar. a plain cros»
fitch^e in base gu.
Potetort. Or, on a saltire engr. sa. a cinquefoil of the
;

first.

Potey.

Potkin

Ar. on a bend gu. three crosses crosslet or.
(Cambridge, Rickmansworth, co. Herts, and Seven-

oaks, CO. Kent; granted 1517).

Ar. on a fess betw. three
lozenges or.
Crest
A stag's head
erased sa. attired or, the nose ar.
(co. Kent).
Paly of six or and sa. on a chief of the
second three cinquefoils of the first.
Potrister. Ar. a cross betw. four eagles sa.
Pott (Stancliff, co. Derby, and co. Chester). Barry of ten ar.
and sa. on a bend az. three trefoils slipped or. Crest On »
mount vert a greyhound couchant gu. collared and ringed
talbots gu. as

—

many

Potman

—

(Barnby-Dun, co. York). Gu. on a bend ar.
three martlets sa.
Crest
A goat's head couped or.
(Malton, co. York. Visit. Dugdale). Gu. on a
bend ar. three martlets sa.

set; Sir

;

man Same

Posselow. Bendy

attired or.

Porter

2nd and 3rd, gn. a chev. erm.
for Portman
betw. ten crosses patteeor, for Berkeley. Crests
1st, Portas the last
2nd, Berkeley
A unicorn gu.

same as the last,

;

Porter.

Porter

POT
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P

Baron PortQuarterly, Ist and 4th,

created, 1837,

Portman).

or.

Pott, or Potts (London, and
or,

over

all

a bend of the

Az. two bars
granted 1583—

co. Norfolk).

last.

Crest,

leopard, or ounce, sejant ppr. collared, lined, and ringed az.

—

Another Crest On a mount vert an ounce sejant ppr. collared
and chained or.
Pott (Tott Hall, CO. Chester). Same Arms. Crest A wild
cat sejant, collared and chained or.
Pott (Bentham llill, co. Kent). Az. two bars debruised by a
bendlet or. Crest— On a mount vert a leopard sejant ppr.
Motto— Vortia et astutus.
collared and chained or.
Potte (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1617, Robebt
FiTZ Symon, whose wife was Anne Potte). Barry of six az.
and or, a bend of the last.
Pottenhall. Or, on a fess az. three incresccnts of the

—

first.

Potter
apota.

(co.

Chester).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three erm.

A

POT
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Potter (cos. Devon,

Kent, Oxford, Leicester, and Somerset).
Sa. a fess erm. betw. three cinquefoils ar. (another, or).
A seahorse or (another, ppr.).
Crest
Potter (Cbbistophee Potteb, D.D., Provost of Queen's
College, Oxford, and Dean of Worcester, d. 3 March, 1645).
Ar. on a pale az. three pairs of wings conjoined and elevated
of the first.
Potter (Buile Hill, near Manchester; Sir Jon.N Potteb, Knt.,
J.P. for that city and co. Lancaster, son of Sir Thomas
Potteb, the first Major of Manchester, received knighthood on the Queen's visit to that city in 1851). Sa. on a fess
enn. betw. in chief two cinquefoils pierced or, and in base a
knight's helmet ppr. a terrestrial globe also ppr. betw. two
garbs of the third. Crest On a mount vert a seahorse erect
ppr. gorged with a collar gemel sa. and supporting a rudder

—

—

gu.

p o

Potter.

Ar. On a pale az. three wings conjoined of the
Crest
A star of twelve rays or, betw. a pair of wings

—

first.

ar.

Potter.

Ar. on a chief az. two fleshpots or.
Potter (William Potteb, Esq., of Liverpool). Az. a fess
vaire or and gu. cotised engr. betw. three cinquefoils of
the second. Crest A seahorse or, in front of a cross crosslet
fltchee gu.
Potter (co. Norfolk). Sa. a fess betw. three mullets ar.
Crest An elephant's head erased ar. guttee de sang.
Potter (co. Kent). Per saltire az. and gu. a griffin pass.
betw. five fleurs-de-lis, two in chief and three in base or.
Pottingrer (Mount Pottinger, co. Devon). Vert an Eastern
crown or, betw. three pelicans in their piety ppr. on a canton
ar. a cross gu.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armoui;
grasping a sword all ppr. surmounted by an Eastern crown
gu. Motto Virtus in ardua.

—

—

—

—

Pottingrer (bart., Sir Henet Pottingee, G.C.B., fifth son
of Eldeed Cuewen PoTTiNGEB, Esq., of Mount Pottinger,
was created a

Vert an Eastern crown or,
betw. three pelicans in their piety ppr. a canton ar.
charged with a cross gu. Crest A dexter arm embowed
in armour ppr. garnished or, the hand gauntleted and
grasping a sword also ppr. hilted and pommelled gold,
the arm encircled by an Eastern crown gu.
Supporters
(granted to the first bart. as a G.C.B.)
Dexter, a Chinese
mandarin habited ppr. holding a scroll; sinister, a Scinde
soldier habited and equipped ppr. in his exterior hand a
Scinde firelock ppr. Motto Virtus in ardua.
Pottman. Per bend embattled or and az. Crest A fleurbart. 1839).

—

—

—

vulning their breasts ppr.

Poultney

(Miserton, co. Leicester,

A

Ar. a
Crest

—

head guard, erased at the neck sa. gorged with
a ducal coronet or. Another Crest, without the coronet.
Poultney-Priory. Gu. three covered cups or, betw. es
leopard's

many

gouttes of the last.
(Disborough, co. Northampton).
Ar. a fess betw.
three mullets sa. (another, on the fess three bezants).
Pounces. Sa. three dexter hands clenched ar.
Pouncey. See Pounse.
(Drayton, co. Hants). Ar. on a fess gu. betw. two
dragons' heads couped sa. in chief, and in base a cross formeo

Poulton

Pound

three mullets of the

Crest

field.

—

castle ppr.

Pound, or De la Pound.

Az. fretty ar. on a chief of
the last three torteaux.
Ar. on a fess gu. betw. two boars' heads couped
sa. and a cross pattee fitchee of the third, three mullets of
the first.

Pound.

Poune

(co. Hertford).
Ar. on a saltire per saltire vert and
gu. five crescents or, betw. four eagles' heads erased sa.

Pounse, or Pouncy

(co. Dorset and London).
Sa. two
a bordure engr. of the last.
(co. Lincoln, 1640).
Gu. two wings conjoined in
fesse ar. a bordure engr. or, a crescent for diff.
Pount, or Point. Az. a bridge of two arches ar.

wings conjoined

ar.

Pount

Pourdon. Erm. a chev. sa. on a chief of

the last a leopard's

face or.

Povey

{temp. Charles II. ; confirmed 12 May, 1588).
bend engr. betw. six cinquefoils or.

Povey

Sa.

a

(London; granted Nov. 1614). Sa. on a bend engr.
betw. six cinquefoils or, an annulet of the field. Crest
Out
of a mural crown or, a griffin's head ppr. an annulet for diff.
Povey. Sa. a bend engr. ar. betw. six cinquefoils or.
Crest A buglehorn sa. viroled or, stringed gu.
Povey (Sir John Povet, Lord Chief Justice of the King's
Bench in Ireland; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1677, of Lady
Povet). Sa. a bend engr. betw. six cinquefoils or.
Powcher. Ar. a cinquefoil gu.
Powcher. Per pale ar. and or, a cinquefoil gu.
Powchier. Gu. a cinquefoil per pale ar. and or.

—

—

Powderell, Powndrell, or Powtrell.

(South Shields, CO. Durham). Az. two bars or, over all
of the last.
Crest— On a mount vert an ounce sejant

Powel, or Powell. Sa. an escutcheon betw. three roses
ar.
Crest — A demi savage holding a club ppr.
Powell (Penkelly, co. Carmarthen^. Or, two chcv. betw.

Hants).

(co.

many

Powe.

bezants.

a bend

ppr. collared and chained or.

Potts.

Potts

(Mannington,

co. Norfolk, bart., extinct

;

descended

;

a bend of the

all

last.

Crest

—A

leopard sejant ppr.

collared and lined or.

Potts.

(co. Kent
Stmond Pottn, Esq., was M.P. in several
Parliaments for the city of Rochester, and the benevolent
founder of the hospital called The Hospital of St. Catherine
of Rochester). Ar. semee-de-lis az.
POTilain (Jersey). Ar. a holly bush vert, on a canton gu. a
;

cross engr. ar.

Poulden.

Ar. a Negro's head couped sa.

Crest

—A

hand

issuing from a cloud, holding a book expanded all ppr.
Poulett (Earl Poulett, chief of the ancient and noble family
of PoDLETT, PowLETT, and Padlett, whose junior branches

were ennobled imder the titles of Marquess of Winchester,
extant, and Duke of Bolton, extinct). Sa. three swords in
pile, points in base ar. pommels and hilts or.
Crest
An arm embowed in armour, holding in the hand a sword
all ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a savage man; sinister, a
woman, both ppr. wreathed about their temples and loins
with leaves vert. Motto— GaTiez la foi.

—

—

Pouley

(CO. Essex).
Or, three eagles displ. az.
eagle displ. az. within an annulet or.

Poulteney

(co.

Warwick).

Crest

— An

Poulter.

Ar. two bars gu. in chiof three

Ar. two bendlets sa.
At. two bendlets sa. betw. as
Crest

—

—

—

—

Omne bonum, Dei donum.

Powell
William

ramp.

John Powell, Judge of the King's Bench temp.
III.).
Per pale az. and gu. three lioncels ramp. ar.
(Fellow of Jesus College, d. 6 Feb. 1685). Ar. a lion

(Sir

sa.

crowned

or.

co. Kent, Ednop and NewCO. Salop, and Ewhurst, co. Sussex; descended from
Etheltstan Glodetdd, Prince of Ferlys of this family was
BicHABD Powell, of Ednor, author of the " Pentarchia,"
a short history of the royal tribes of Wales and their
descendants, written about the year 1623 Sir Nathanibl
FowzLL, of Ewhurst and Boughton-Monchensy, son of

—A

ton,

many

Cornish

ship in full sail ppr.

Poulter. Ar. three mullets sa. a chief gu.
Poulterers, Company of (London; incorporated 1504).
Ar. on a cbev. betw. three storks gu. as many swans ppr.
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betw. the attires a regal crown ppr.
(cos. Chester and Hertford).
Sa. three roses ar.
seeded or.
Pcwell (Llwydarth, Lanharen, and Maesteg, co. Glamorgan).
Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest A boar's
head cabossed.
Powell (Penkelly, co. Hereford). Or, a chev. betw. three
lions' gambs couped or.
Crest
A lion's gamb erased or.
Powell (St. Alban's, co. Herts). Sa. three roses ar. slipped
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi griffin sa.
vert.
beaked and legged gold.
Powell (Horton Old Hall, Bradford, co. York). Sa. three
escocheons ar. each charged with a boar's head erased
Crest
A lion ramp. sa.
of the field, a bordure or.
sa. gorged with a double chain or, therefrom pendent a
pheon ar. and resting the sinister forepaw upon a shield
gold, charged with an eagle's head erased az. Motto—

Po'well (Boughton Monchensy,

(co. Essex).

choughs ppr.

—

A talbot's head couped ppr. Motto— Inter hastas et hostes.
Powell (CO. Brecknock). Az. a stag pass. ar. attired or,

Powell

leopards' faces sa.

Poulter

three lions' gambs erased gu.
(Nanteos, co. Cardigan; descended from Sir Thomas
Powell, a learned judge temp. William III.). Ar. a cross
flory engr. sa. betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. on a chief
az. a boar's head couped ar. tusked or, langued gu.
Crest

Powell

See Pott.

Pot3m

—

Powell

Ar. a bend sa.

from John Pot, grandson of Sir William Pot, 1583. Sir
John Potts, of Mannington, M.P. for Norfolk, was created
a bart. 14 Aug. 1641 arms granted 1583). Az. two bars or,
over

co. Yor'.c).

Ar. on a fess betw. three mullets sa.

Potton
Potts

and

fess dancettee gu. in chief three leopards' faces sa.

Or, on abend
engr. az. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Ar. a fess betw. three crescents az. issuing flames
ppr. Crest
A crescent az.

—

gu.

de-lis

w

—On a mural coronet sa. a stork with wings expanded
Supporters — Two pelicans or, with wings indorsed,

fitchee of the last,

or.

as

Crest

;

;

;

TOW

created a bart. in 1661). Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or, quartering, Ar. three boars' heads couped sa.
(Sandford, co. Oxford). Or, a lion ramp. sa. a fess gu.

Powell
Powell
Powell

many

on two chev.

Or,

Oxford).

(co.

wells az. as

gambs erased

lions'

Per

(Park, CO. Salop).

fess or

co.

Powell

Az. on

(Worthen and All-Stretton,
boars' heads couped sa.
co. Salop).

betw.

three

ar.

Powell

(Parkhall,

and

ar.

a lion ramp.

Salop).

Ar. three

and

A

az.

a lion

(Bruton, co. Somerset; granted 1584). Per pale gu.
cnisUy fitchee or, a lion ramp, of the last. Crest

—

lion pass, resting

the dexter

paw on a broken

tilting-

spear ar.
Powell (Pengethley, co. Hereford, bart., extinct 1653; Sir
Edwabd Powell was created a bart. 1622, but the title expired. See HiNSON). Or, a chev. betw. three lions' gambs
erased gu.

Powell

(Fulhain, co. Middlesex, and St. James, Clerkenwell
Esq., of the latter place, Visit. Middlesex,
1663, son of Edwakd Powell, Esq., of the former place,
descended from Powell, of Pengethley, co. Hereford). Same

BicHABD Powell,

Crest— A

Arms.

Powell

gamb

lion's

erased gu.

Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crest— Out of a ducal
barbed vert.
roses gu. seeded
coronet or, a demi griffin sa. beaked and legged gold.
Powell (Castle Madoc, co. Brecknock; descended through
Llewelltn-ap-Einion Sais, brother of the renowned David
Gam, from BLEDDyN-AP-MAENYKCH, Lord of Brecon, tenip.
William II.; Hcgh Pkice, Esq., of Castle Madoc, Hiph
(Hinton, co. Hereford).
or,

of the co. in 1815, was great-grandson of Eogeb
Pbice, Esq., of Maes-yr-onn, by Penelope, his wife, dau. of
Sheriff,

Euoa

Howell Powell, Esq., of Castle Madoc, who

Sa. a chev. betw. three spearheads or,

d. 1749).

embrued gu.

Pcvfell (Stanage Park, co. Eadnor; descended through
Waltee Powell, of Bucknell, co. Salop, living temp. Queen
Elizabeth, from Rht3-ap-Tci>ob, King of South Wales).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a lion ramp, or, a bordure engr.
of the last, a mullet within an annulet gold for difif. 2nd
and 3rd, gu. a bend betw. six lions' heads erased ar., for
;

Skoll.
(Brandlesome Hall, co. Lancaster; Henbt Folliott
Powell, Esq., of Brandlesome Hall, son of Samuel Powell,
Esq., of Hammerton Hall, co. York, and Brandlesome

Powell

Hall, CO. Lancaster, and great-great-grandson of Samuel
Powell, Esq., of Stanage Park, by the Hon. Elizabeth

Folliott, his wife,

sister

became representative
Stanage).

and co-heir of Henbt, Lord Folliott,

of the ancient family of Powell,

of

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a lion ramp, within
or, for Powell ; 2nd, gu. a bend betw. six

a bordure engr.

heads erased ar., for Skull; 3rd, ar. a lion ramp,
double queued purp. ducally crowned or, for Folliott.
A lion's head erased ar. gorged with a collar flory
CreBl
counterflory gu. Motto Anima in amicis una.
Po'well (Hurdcott House, co. Wilts a branch of Penkelly,
CO. Hereford, which settled in co. Wilts temp. Charles T.;
Sir Alexandee Powell, of New Sarum, knighted in 1702,
lions'

—

—

;

Kecorder for that city, was grandson of John Powell, Esq.,
of New Sarum, was father of Francis Powell, Esq., of
Hurdcott House, whose son, Alexander Powell, Esq., of
Hurdcott House, was M.P. for the borough of Downton).
Or, a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erect and erased gu.
Crest
A lion's gamb, as in the arms. Motto Spcs mea,

—

—

Christus crit.
Powell (Filworth, CO. Surrey).

Ar. a lion ramp.

sa.

a

fess

engr. gu.

Powell

Denbigh, bart., extinct temj).
William III. descended through Iorweeth Vychan, fouilh
son of loRWEBTH AP David, from Sandde IIardd, Lord
of Burton). .Sa. an escutcheon betw. three roses ar.
Powell (co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three garbs vert.
Crest
A Hon ramp. ar. holding a garb vert.
Po'well (Ncwicke, co. Sussex). Per fess or and ar. a lion
ramp, guard, gu. Crest A lion pass, or, holding in the
dftxtor paw the broken shaft of a spear erect ppr.
Powell (Wales). Per fess ar. and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Powell. Per fess or and ar. a lion ramp. gu. Crest— Two
broken spears in saltirc ppr. (the dexter the top, and the
iiinistcr the bottom of the spear, resting on the wreath), the
whole within two branches of laurel disposed orleways vert.
Powell. Az. a lion ramp, guard, ar. Crrst A boar pass,
sa. collared and lined or; another, Ar. three boars' heads
bcndways rnnpcd sa.
another, Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
(Horslcy,

co.

;

—

—

—

;
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another. Or, a lion ramp. gu. a canton of
the last; another, Ar. a cross botonnee engr. az. betw.
four birds gu. on a canton sa. a chev. betw. three spearheads of the first.
Po'well (Jeffrets-Powell, of Broynllis, co. Brecon; exemplified to David Jeffeets upon his assuming, by royal
licence, the additional surname of Powell).
Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, ar. on a chev. gu. betw. in chief two garbs vert and
in base a boar's head erased sa. three pallets of the field, for
Powell; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. embattled chequy or and

crowned gu.

;

two spearheads imbrued ppr. and in base
a garb of the second, for Jeffreys. Crests 1st, Powell :
A lion ramp. ar. holding betw. the paws a garb vert and
supporting with the dexter hind paw an escocheon sa.
charged with a boar's head also ar. 2nd, Jeffeets Upon
the stump of a tree betw. two palm branches ppr. a heron
ar. holding in the beak a spearhead ppr.
Motto— La.\)0Te et
az. b^tw. in chief

a chief or,

ramp, issuant gu.

Powell

POW
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Brampton Balf, co. Somerset, and
Mebedith Powexl,
grandBon of John-ap-Howell, of Ednop, co. Salop, was
of

—

;

:

Ecientia.

Powell

(Banlahan, co. Cork; confirmed to Henbt ClabhjgBOLD Powell, Esq., J.P., Colonel in the Army, second,
but eldest surviving, son of the late Edward Powell,
traditionally descended from
Esq., Major in the Army
the ancient Welsh family of Powell, or Ap Howell,
of Penkelly). Or, two chevronels betw. three lions' gambs
erased gu. in the centre chief point a trefoil slipped vert.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi griffin vert, charged
on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped gold. Motto Edrych
;

—

i

—

fynw.

Po'well (Sweetman-Powell

exemplified to John Michabi
SwEETMAN, Esq., SOU and heir of the late Michael James
Sweetman, Esq., of Lamberton Park, Queen's co., and of
Mart Maegabet, his wife, only child of Michael Powell,
Esq., ofFitzwilUam Square, Dublin, on his assuming, byroyal
;

licence, 1874, the additional

surname and arms of Powell,

in compliance with the will of his maternal grandfather).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
garbs vert as many cross crosslets or, for Powell; 2nd and
3rd, per pale gu. and chequy az. and ar. on the dexter an
eagle displ. dimidiated or, in the dexter chief point a mullet
of the last, for Sweetman. Crests
st
A lion ramp. ar.
charged with a cross crosslet gu. and holding betw. the paws
a garb vert, for Powell; 2nd: Out of an antique crown

—

1

:

or, a grifBn's head gu. charged with a mullet gold, for
Sweetman.
Motto Vi et virtute; and over the second

crest

— Spera

—

in Deo.

Power, formerly Le Poer

(co.

Waterford;

founded

in Ireland by Sir Roger Le Poeb, a valiant knight, who
went to Ireland with Strongbow, 1172. Concerning him
Giraldus says, " though young and beardless, he showed
himself such a lusty, vaUant, and courageous gentleman,
and grew into such good credit, that he was appointed
to the government of the country about Leighlin and
Ossory." Sir Kogeb m. a niece of Sir Aemoricus Teisteam,
ancestor of the Earls of Uowth, and was slain 1188). Ar. &

chief indented sa.

Po-wer

(Baron of Donhill, co. Waterford. a.d. 1273). Ar.
on a chief indented ea. three lions ramp, of the first.
(Kilmeadon, co. Waterford descended from Po'wer,
of Donhill; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1677, Colonel Mars,
or MiLO Power, grandson of John Power, Esq., of Kilmeadon, temp. Queen Elizabeth). Ar. a bend engr. gu.
on a chief of the last three escallops of the field.
Po'wer (Kilbolane, co. Cork; transplanted to Connauglit
by Oliver Cromwell; descended from Sir Wxluam Power
6. 1545, knighted by Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy -f
Ireland, brother of John Power, Esq., of Kilmeadon, tey.ip.
Queen Elizabeth, 24 March, 1609, d. 1649, aged 105 years).
Same Arms. Crest A stag's head couped sa.
Power (Corheen, co. Galway; descended from Kilbolane,
the representative, David Powee, Esq., of Corheen, co.
Galway, h. les.'i, left an only dau. and heiress, FnANCEf
Power, m. Eichard Trench, Esq., of Garbally, and hud a
son, William Power Keating Trench, first Earl of Clancarty.
^rms confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster, to David
Power, Esq., of Corheen, co. Galway). Ar. a chief indented
Crest
A buck's head cabossed ar. attired or, betw. tlio
sa.

Power

;

—

—

attires

a crucifix ppr.

Po'wer

descended through Powee, of
(Rosskcen, co. Cork
Carrialync and Kilbolane, from Power, of Kilmeadon).
Ar. on a chief indented sa. three escallops of the field.
Crest A buck's head cabossed ar. attired or, betw. tlio
Jl/o(<o^Per crucem ad coronain.
attires or, a crucifix ppr.
Po'wer (Baron Power, of Curraghmorc, and Earl of Ti/rone;
;

—

barony dormant, caridom extinct 1704; Sir Richard Power,
of Curraghmore, was created Jiaron Power, of Curraghmore, by patent, 13 Sept. 1.535, with remainder to the heiri

male of his body

;

his descendant,

Bicbasd, sixth Lord Poiacr,

A

PO w

;

PO w
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Power (Viscount falentia, extinct IG42; Sir Henry Powxm,
Earl of Tyrone: James, third Earl,
Knt., of Bersham, co. Denbigh, Knight Mareschal of Ireland,
d.s.p. m. 1704, when the earldom became extinct, and the
and Constable of the Castle of Maryborough, was so created
fcarony reverted to the male heir of the body of the grantee,
1620, and U. s. p.).
Gu. on a chief ar. three mullets pierced
who was then Col. John Poweb of James II. 's army, attainted
sa.
Crest
after the battle of the Boyne; his only son, IIenbt Poweb,
A demi stag salient sa. attired and unguled or.
Supporters Two angels ppr. vested ar. winged and girdle
called Lord Power, petitioned for the Curraghmore estates
round the waist or, from the latter a short petticoat az.
in 1717, and d s.p. 1742; Edmond Power, or Db la Poer,
under petticoat sa. each holding in the exterior hand a
of Guiteen, now Gurtcen La Poer, Co^int De la Poer, claims
sword also ppr. pommel and hilt gold. Motto Angelis
to be the heir male of the body of Richard Le Poeb, the
suis praecipiet de te.
patentee in 1535).' Same Arnie.
Crest
A stag's head
Power (co. Cornwall). Vert a bend betw. two cotiscs dan
cabosscd ppr. attired or, betw. the attires a crucifix ppr.
cett(3e or; another, Gu. a fess ar. betw. three mullets of the
Supporters Two angels ppr. vested ar. crined and winged
second pierced sa. another (co. Devon), Az. a bend cotised
or, each holding in the exterior hand a sword also ppr.
indented or.
pommels and hilts gold.
Power
widow
Power (Gurteen La Poer, co. Waterford; Frances,
(co.
Norfolk).
Quarterly, gu. and or, a borduro
az.; another. Quarterly, az. and erm. in the Ist quart,*
of John Power, Esq., of Gurteen, and mother of Edmond
a leopard's face or.
Power, Esq., of Gurteen La Poer, Count De la Poer, was
Power (Blctchington, co. Surrey; granted 8 June, ICOl). Ar.
authorised, for herself and her issue, by royal licence,
two bars nebulee sa. a bend or.
18G3, to take the name of De la Poer, instead of Power,
Power (Stanton, co. Wilts). Per pale gu. and az. on a chief
Count De la Poer is the male heir and representative
ar. three mullets sa.
of John Power Fitz-Edmond, Esq., of Grange, co. Galway,
who became " nearest heir male " of Henbt Power, called Power (co. Worcester). Gu. a fcss ar. in chief two mullets
of the last.
third
and
Earl
lord Power, the heir male of the
last
of
Power. Erm. three lions ramp. gu. on a chief sa. as many
Tyrone). Same Arms and Crest, a mullet for diff. Motto—'
escallops ar. each charged with a cross of the second.
Per cruccm ad coronam.
Crest
Power (Clashmore, co. Waterford; Riciiakd Power, Esq.,
A buck's head cabossed ppr. betw. the attires a cross gu.
Dorothea,
siirmouDting
representative
line,
m.
sister
of
the male
of this
an escallop ar.
Eobert Shapland, first Lord Carevi, and left an only dau. Power. Ar. three lions ramp. gu. on a chief az. as many
escallops of the first.
and heiress, Elizabeth Anne Power, m. 1S35, Francis
Crest
A stag's head cabossed ppr.
attired or, on the top of the scalp a cross botonn^e gu.
Theophilus Henry, twelfth Earl of Huntingdon, and d. 1857).
Power. Gu. a fess ar. on a chief of the second two mullets
Same Arms and Crest.
sa.
another, Ar. a fess az. betw. three mullets gu.
Power (Gardenmorres, co. Waterford; Elizabeth Power,
Po'werdon (co. Derby). Erm. a chev. sa. on a cliicf of
dau. and heir of Richaed Power, Esq., of Gardenmorres,
the second three leopards' faces or.
m. John O'Shee, Esq., of Sheestown, and was grandmother
Powers. Per fess vert and ar. a stag trippant betw. three
of Nicholas Power O'Shee, Esq., now of Gardenmorres and
trefoils counterchanged.
Sheestown). Same Arms.
Crest
A stag's head couped ppr.
charged on the neck with a trefoil vert.
Power (Kilfane, co. Kilkenny, bart.). Ar. a bend engr. gu.
betw. two foxes' heads erased ppr. on a chief of the second
Powerscourt, Viscount. See Wingfield.
three escallops of the field. Crest A stag's head erased ppr.
Powerton (co. Essex). Erm. on a chev. az. three leopards'
faces or; another, Sa. a greyhound salient ar. another, Ar.
Motto Pro patria semper.
Power (Edermine, co. Wexford, bart. granted by Betham,
three pheons sa. on a chief of the second a greyhound pr\ss.
Ulster, to John Power, Esq., of Roebuck House, co. Dublin,
of the first, collared or. Crest— A hand ppr. holding a spur or.
and Sampton, co. Wexford created a bart. 1841). Per Powges. Ar. masculy sa.
Powh.ill (co. Cornwall). Sa. a saltire engr. eraj. a pile in
saltire or and ar. three lions ramp. az. armed and langued
chief or.
gu. in the centre chief section an open helmet affrontte,
unbarred ppr. on a chief gu. three escallops ar. Crest
Powis, Earl of. Sec Herbert.
Powis (Sutton, CO. Salop). Or, a lion ramp. gu. a canton of
buck's head caboshed quarterly gu. and or, betw. the
the second. Crest A lion's gamb erased gu. grasping a
horns counterchanged a cross calvary erect gu. Moi:o Per
crucem nd coronam.
sceptre or, on the top a fleur-de-lis gold.
Power (The Hill Court, near Ross, co. Hereford granted Powis (Moreton, co. Chester). Or, a Uon's gamb erased in
bend betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
by Betham, Ulster, to Major-Gen. Sir Manlet Power, K.C.B.,
grandson of Thomas Power, Esq., some time Captain of the Powis. Gu. a lion ramp, within a borduro engr. or (another,
Battle Axe Guards).
ar.); another. Or, a lion ramp, (another, tail forked) gu.
Gu. a sword in bend sinister ppr.
hilted and pommelled or, the point elevated, and blade
another. Or, a lion's gamb in bend erased gu.
encompassed with a laurel wreath of the last, on a chief Powkesw^ell. Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three estoiles or.
Powlbes. Ar. two bends sa. in the sinister chief point a
ar. betw. two mullets sa. pierced of the field, in the dtntre
Cornish chough ppr.
chief point, pendent 'from a riband gu. fimbriated az. a
Po'wle (Alford, CO. Essex). Az. a fess engr. erm. betw.
representation of the golden cross and clasp presented to
Sir Manlet Power for his services in the Peninsula.
Crest
three lions pass. or. Crest— A unicorn pass. az. homed and
Issuant from a mural crown or, a stag's head sa. gorged
mancd or.
with a laurel wreath and attired gold.
Motto— Avgelis Powle (London; granted 7 May, 17C9, to Thomas Powle,
suis praecipiet dc te.
Esq., Clerk of tlie Crown, one of the sirfClerks of the Court
Power (Mandetille-Poweb: exemplified to Francis Manof Chancery, Comptroller of the Hamper, Clerk of tho
DEviLLE, Esq., of Wilmar, co. Tippcrary, on his assuming, by
Forest of Waltham, and High Steward to Queen Elizabeth
royal licence, 1814, the additional surname and arms of
of all her manors in the co. of Essex, d. 1601). Same Arm',
Power, pursuant to the will of his maternal undo, William
quartering Merton, or Mabton. Crest A unicorn pass. az.
Power, of Ballydine, co. Tipperary).
Quarterly, 1st and
horned, tufted, and hoofed or.
4th, ar. a bend engr. gu. on achief of the last three escallops
Powle. Gu. three pales vair, on a chief or, an eaglo displ.
A demi savage brandishing a sabre ppr.
of the first, for Poweb; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or and gu.
Crest
sa.
over all an escarbuncle sa., for Mandeville. Crest A stag's
Pow^le. Az. a chev. erm. betw. six lions ramp. or.
head cabossed ar. attired or, betw. the attires a calvary Powles (Eversley, co. Hants). Per pale ar. and az. thrco
was

created,

1073,

—
—

—

—

—

;

—

—

:

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

cross of the

ppr.

Motto

first,

thereon a representation of the crucifixion

— Per crucem ad coronam.

Power

(Ltnch-Power
exemplified to Edmond Lynch,
Esq., of Dublin, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1814, the
additional surname and arms of Power, pursuant to the will
:

of his maternal uncle, William Power, Esq., of Ballydine).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Power, as the last; 2nd and 3ii,
Lynch, az. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped or. Same
Crest and Motto as the last.

Power-Lalor. See Lalor.
Power' (Powershayes, co. Devon; Roger Power,

Esq., of

Powershayes, temp. Henry IV., had an only dau. and heir,
Cicely Power, to. Dhke, of co. Devon; the descendant of
this marriage, Sir Henry Doke, of Castle Jordan, co. Mcath,
was knighted by Sir William Fitz- William, Lord Deputy of
Ireland, 1588). Per i>ale wavy az. and or.
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mascles counterchanged.
See Poulett and Pattlett.
Powlett (Duke of Cleveland, Earl of

Pow^lett.

Darlington, and
Baron Barnard; Lord Habry George Vane, third son
of WnuAM Henry, first Duke of Cleveland, by Lady
Kathebine Maboabet Powlett, his wife, dau. and coheir of Henry, sixth and last Dii've of Bolton, s. as third
Cleveland, and assumed, 1864, the surname and arms
of Powlett, by royal licence). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ea.

Duke of

three swords in pile, points to the base ppr., for Powlett;
2nd, az. three sinister gauntlets or, for Vane; 3rd, quarterly,
1st and 4th, quarterly, France and England, 2nd, Scotland, 3rd, Ireland (being the arms of Charles II.), a sinister
baton erm., for Fitzroy, Duke of Cleveland. Crest A falcon
rising or, belled gold, and ducaUy gorged gu. Supporters

—

—Dexter, a

lion

guard,

or,

docally

crowned

az.

and

A

w

Po

—

Pownse. Sa. a hand clenched ar.
Powrie (Woodcocksholme, Scotland).

Ar. a saltire engr.
gu. charged with another or, betw. four hunting horns sa.
Crest— A hunting horn az. garnished gu. Motto Vespero

loyaulte.

—

Powlett-Townshend

{Baron Bayning, extinct 1866;
Hon. William Townsheitd, second son of Charles, second
Viicount Tovmshend, m. 1725, Henkiexta, only dau. and
heir of Ix)rd \Villl4m Powlett, and was created Baron
Bayning 1797; his son, Henbt, third Lord Bayning, assumed
Az. a chev. erm. helw.
the surname of Powlett, 1823).
Crest A buck statant
three escallops ar. a mullet for diff.
ga. attired or, charged on the body with a mullet ar. for diff.
Supporters Dexter, a buck sa. attired, collared, and lined

—

—

sinister, a
or, the collar charged with three mullets az.
leopard ar. pellettee, ducally gorged and lined or, therefrom
a shield pendent ar. charged with two bars sa. thereon four
Motto—Stare super vias antiquas.
escallops gold.
Po'wlett (Legh Powlet, co. Devon). Sa. three sworda in pile
;

Crest

—A sphinx statant,

wings expanded ppr.

(LlandisU, co. Cardigan; exemplified to Barton
Willlam Powlett Wallop, Esq., upon his assuming, by
Sa. three swords
royal licence, the surname of Powlett).
in pile, points to the base ppr. pommels and hilts or.

Obde, Secretary to the Treasury, 1782, and Secretary to the
Duke of Butland, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and Privy
Councillor of Ireland, m. Jane Mart Padlett, illegitimate
dau. of Charles, fifth Duke of Bolton, and having succeeded
to the Bolton estates, 1795, assumed the additional surname of
Powlett, and was created Lord Bolton 1797).
Sa. three
swords in pile, points to the base ar. pommels and hilts or,
on a canton of the second an escocheon of the field charged
with a salmon haurient ppr. Crest A falcon rising or,
charged on the breast with an estoile gu. gorged with a ducal
coronet az. and holding in the beak a salmon ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a hind ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet or,
and charged on the shoulder with a rose ar. barbed vert,
seeded gold sinister, a Cornish chough ppr. charged with a
rose, as the dexter.
Motto Aymez loyaute.
Powley (Radley, co. Suffolk). Or, a lion ramp. sa.
Po'wlyard. Per pale ar. and vert a lion ramp. gu.

—

—

;

—

Powuiale.

Ar. a cross pomelle sa.
(co. Cornwall; tlie elder line became extinct temp.
Henry VI.; a co-heir 7n. Tbelawnt). Erm. on a chev. gu.
three (sometimes five) oak leaves ar.
Pownall (Pownall, co. Chester; originally, according to
Brooke, Somerset Herald, Paynel, or Paganell: "It appears," says that authority, "that members of this family
were Chamberlaynes to the Kings, as Earls of Chester, and
on that account, in allusion to their office and their name,
they bore for crest, A lion's paw holding a golden key." The
last male heir, Robert de Pownall, d. 1328, leaving an only
dau. and heir, Margery, to. Hugh Fitton, second son of
John Fitto.n, feudal Lord of BoUyn). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
charged on the breast with a cross pattee ar. Crest A lion's
gamb erect and erased ppr. grasping a toy or, a chain

Powna

on a bend

or.
(co.

Derby).

az. three fleurs-de-lis of the

Or

(another, ar.)

first.

Ar. a fess betw. three roses gu.
Saracen's head issuing ppr.

Ci-est—K

or Powntrell. Or, on a bend engr. az.
three fleurs-de-lis ar. (another, within a bordure gu.).
of (derived through
GwENWTNWTN, Prince of Powys-Wenwynwyn, from Grif-

Po'wtrell,

Powys-Wenwynwyn, Princes

fith ap Meredith, Lord of Mawddwy, second son of Meredith
ap Bleddtn, Prince of Powys. The male line terminated
with Owen ap Griffith, last Prince of Powys Wenwynwyn,
whose dau. and heir, Hawise, m. Sir John Charlton, Knt.,
summoned to Parliament, 26 July, 1313, as Baron Charlton
of Powys. Gwenwynwtn had a younger son, Madoc Goch,
Lord of Mawddwy in Merioneth, whose dau. and heir, Efa, m.
loRWERTH, Lord of Half Edeirnion, eldest son of Owen

Brogtnttn, Lord of Edeirnion, and from this alliance
descended Hughes, of Gwerclas). Arms, those of Bleddtn
ap Cinyfn, King of Powys, viz., Or, a lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az.
Po'wys {Baron Lilford). Or, a lion's gamb erased in
bend dexter betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee in bend
These arms have been substituted for the
sinister gu.
former ensigns of the family, viz.. Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar.
a Uon pass. sa. a bordure indented gu., for
Llewelyn Voelgbwn, seventh Baron of Main-yn-Meifo8
2nd ar, a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued gu., for Meredith AP Bleddyn, Prince of Powys 3rd, or, a lion ramp,
gu. armed and langued az., for Bleddyn ap Cynfyn,
King of Powys. Crest A bear's gamb erased and erect
gu. holding a sceptre in bend sinister, headed with a fleur;

—

—

Dexter, a reaper, with ears of corn
rcap-hook in his exterior hand, and a garb
erect lying at his feet, all ppr.; sinister, a soldier of the
Northampton Yeomanry Cavalry, habited vert, turned

Supporters

de-lis

or.

round

his hat, a

up

buff, booted, his

exterior

hand resting upon

his sword,

— Parta tueri.

the point on the ground all ppr. Motto
(Berwick, co. Salop; descended
Esq., of Brindririoke, younger brother
Esq., of Snitton, 6. in 1559, ancestor of
Thomas Jelf Powys, Esq., of Berwick,

Powys

from John Powts,
of Thomas Powts,
the Lords Lilford:
had three daus. his
co-heirs: I. Anne Catherine, m. 1791, William Robert,
Viscount Feilding : her second son, the Hon. Henry Wentworth Feildino, assumed by royal licence, 1832, the
surname of Powis upon succeeding to the estates of Berwick
II. Harriett, m. John, Lord Tara, of Ireland; and III.
Emily Lisset, to. Sir Francis Brian Hill, Knt., of PresSame Arms and Crest as Powts, Lord
ton Montford).

Pownall

(Bamton, co. Chester; a branch of Pownall, of
Pownall, from which descended the late Thomas Pownall,
Governor of New Jersey, d. 1805; and Sir George Pownall,
Knt., Provost Marshal General of the Leeward Islands, d.

Lilford.

<tc.

Powys

(Wcstwood, CO. Stafford; a branch of Powts, of
Berwick, descended from Edward Powts, Esq., of Westwood, younger brother of Thomas Jelf Powys, Esq., of Ber-

claiming descent from Pownall, of
Gu. a lion ramp. erm. gorged with a collar gcmel
az. therefrom pendent an escutcheon of the last charged with
a mullet ar. Crest A lion's gamb erased ppr. ctiarged with
two mullets In pale ar. in the paw a key in bend sinister or,
affixed thereto a chain entwined about the gamb gold.
Motto OOlcium prsESto.
Po'wnall (granted to the descendants of the late Thomas
Pownall, E.sq., of the parish of St. Paul, Covcnt Garden,
London). Or, a lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder with
a cross patt<;e of the first, a chief wavy az. thereon a dolphin
cmbowed of the field bctw. two crescents ar. Crest A lion's
gamb sa. erased and ch.irgcd with two roses In pale ar. in
the paw a key and chain entwined about the gamb affixed
thereto in bend siniiter, the ward downwards or.
Pownall (Woodlands Lodeo, co. Hants). Same Arm$ and
Cre>t.
Motto Grace me guide.
Pownall. Ar. a saltire gu. a chief vert. Crest— A unicorn's head erm.
Powney (Old Windsor, co. Berks; p-anted 31 May, 16G1)
Sa. a fess ar. in chief three mascles of the last.
Crest—
derai eagle, wings expanded sa. charged on the bicast with
A iDMcle ar.
;

Pownall).

—

Same Arms and Crest as Lord Lilford.
(Hardwick House, co. Oxford). Or, a lion's gamb
bend erased gu. betw. two crosses crosslet of the last.

wick).

Po'wys
in

—

Crest

—A

lion's

Po'wys-Keck

gamb

erased gu. grasping a sceptre
(Staughtoa Grange, co. Leicester).

or.

See

Keck.

Pozwell (CO.

Cornwall).

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

estoiles

or.

—

Poxwell

(Stroud, co. Dorset). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three
mullets of six points pierced or.
(Castlezance, co. Cornwall). Ar. a pair of barnacles

Poyle
sa.

Crest

Poyle.

—

— A hemp-hackle

Gu. a

saltire ar.

or.

on a borduro of the second eight

hurts.

Poyle.
Poyly.

I
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Ar. a saltire engr.

—

Powtrell, or Poundrell

—

(Liverpool

1856).

—

and quilled

reflexed gold.

Same Arms,

co. Forfar,

;

Crest — A falcon rising or, belled gold, ducally gorged gu.
Powlett (Obde-Powlett, Baron Bolton; Right Hon. Thomas

1834).

(Roswallie,

—

Po'wlett

Pownall

mane.

gu. charged with another or, betw. a hunting horn in chief,
two crescents in flanks, and a garb in base all sa. the last
banded of the third. C>-est A hunting horn az. garnished
and stringed gu. Motto Vespere et mane.
Powtrell (West Hallam, co. Derby originally of Tlirumpton, CO. Nottingham, where eight generations had resided
previously to the reign of Henry "V.). Ar. a fess betw. three
cinquefoils gu. Crest A hedgehog gu. collared, chained,

Sa. three swords in pile ar. points meet-

(co. Hants).

ing in base.

et

Powrie

Powtrell.

ar. points to the base, hilts or.

Po'wrlett
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gorged with a collar compony enn. and az. ; sinister, a greyMotto
taonnd ar. gorged with a collar, as the dexter.

Aymes

;;

Ar. a saltire gu. a bordure sa. bezantee.
Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet ar.
Poynder (Montague Place, Russell Square, London). Sa.
two piles issuing out of the base, the points of each ending
in a cross pattee counterchanged, in chief a tower ar. i!»
base two martlcU of the field. Oat Outof ademi tower

—

A

POT
fitehde also ar.

Poynder,

Pily counterpily of four traits or and sa. the
points ending in crosses formee, two in chief and one in
base, in the centre chief point a castle of the second, and in
base two martlets of the first, on a chief az. a key erect,
wards upwards and to the sinister gold, betw. a rose

on the dexter
Crest

and a

side

on the

fleur-de-lis

sinister ar.

— Issuant out of the battlements of a castle ar. charged

with a cross flory gu. a dexter cubit arm vested sa. charged
with a key as in the arms, cuffed or, the hand ppr. holding a
cross pattee fitchee in bend also ar. The key was granted
to Mr. PoTNDEE, Treasurer of Christ's Hospital.
Poyner (Bellow and Shrewsbury, co. Salop). Or, a parrot
close vert, legged gu. Crest
A demi buck ramp. ppr. attired
or, holding in his feet a chaplet of laurel vert.
Poynes (North Okingdon, co. Essex, and Alderley, co.
CveU A hand
Gloucester). Barry of eight or and gu.
issuing out of clouds ppr.
Poynes (co. Devon). Paly of ten or and gu.
Poynes (co. Sussex). Barry of six or and vert, on a bend

—

—

gu. three martlets of the first (another, three mullets).
Az. a bend or, cotised ar. Crest A demi leopard
ducally gorged ppr.
Posmings (Baron Poynings : barony passed to Perot, Earl of
Northumberland, temp. 'S.tnry W., summoned to ParUament

—

Poynes.

23 April, 1337). Barry of six or and vert, a bendlet gu.,
quartering Fitz-Patn.
Crest
A dragon's head, wings
displ.
Badges A key erect, with handle uppermost,
surmounted by an antique crown and a unicorn statant.
Poyning'S (Baron St. John, of Basing, abeyance since tfmp.
Henry VI.; Ldcab de Poynings, youngest son of Thomas,
first Lord Poijnings, m. Isabel, dau. of Hdoh, Lord St. John,
of Basing, and was summoned to Parliament 1368). Same

—

—

Arm^.
Pojniing'S (Baron Poynings,

extinct 1545;

Eobebt de

Lord Poynings, by
writ of 1337, was father of Sir Edward Poynings, an active
adherent of Henry VII., whose illegitimate son. Sir
Thomas Poynings, was created Lord Poynings by patent

PoTNiNGS, second son of Robert,

1545, d.

s.

fifth

year). Same ..Inns.
Same Arms.
Crest
A pomegranate

same

p.

Poynings.

—

—A key

ppr.

ar. crowned or.
(London; granted June, 1611). Barry lozengy ar.
and gu. on a chief az. three estoiles or.
Poynter (co. Chester). Sa. three piles, the points ending in
crosses formee, two in base and one in chief or. Crest An
arm bendways, vested sa. cuffed or, pointing with the fore-

Another

Crest

Poyntell

—

finger ppr.

Barry of eight or and gu. Visit. Gloucester, 1623. It appears
from the Boll of the Siege of Karlaveroc in 1300, that there had
been a controversy between Fitz-Alan and Poyntz, respecting
this bearing.
Crest
A cubit arm, the fist clenched ppr.

—

vested in a shirt sleeve ar.

Poyntz

(Havant and Bedhampton, co. Northampton;
claiming descent from the family of Poyntz, of Iron Acton).
Barry of eight or and gu. a bordure az. a chief wavy
of the last, on the dexter a representation of the ship
"Solebay," and on the sinister four French ships, aU
ppr.
Crest
Out of a naval crown ar. a cubit arm, the
hand grasping two flag Etaffs in saltire ppr. flowing from
either a French tricoloured flag, that on the dexter inscribed
" Tiburon," and that on the sinister " Impeteaux " in

—

letters of gold.

Poyntz

(CO. Essex Margaret, dau. of John Poyntz, temp.
iji. Richard Glascott, CO. Essex.
Visit. Essex,
Barry of eight gu. and or, a mullet for diff.
Pojmtz (Acton, CO. Armagh a branch of Poyntz, of Iron
Acton
Sib Charles Poyntz, knighted 1630, was father
of Sir Toby Poyntz, M.P., whose daus. and co-heirs were
Sarah, wife of Col. Charles Stewart, of Ballintoy, and
Christian, wife of Roger Hall, Esq., of Narrow Water, co.
Down fr^m the last named co-heiress descends the family
of Ore, of Ballygowan).
Barry of eight gu. and or.
Crest— A cubit arm erect, the fist clenched ppr. vested
in a shirt sleeve ar.
Poyntz, or Poynes. Barry of eight gu. and or. Crest—
A cubit arm erect, the fist clenched ppr. vested in a shirt
sleeve ar.
another, Barry of six az. and ar.
Ci-est
X
sword in pale ppr.
Poyser (London granted 1772). Az. a fess erminois betw.
two lions pass, and counterpass. ar. each crowned with an
Eastern coronet or. Crest A stag's head erased gu. attired
or, in the mouth an olive branch fructed ppr. charged on
the neck with an Eastern crown gold.
Praed (Trevethow, in Lelant, co. Cornwall, temp. James I.
To William Praed, who d. 1620, a fine monument wag
erected in Lelant Church, bearing a shield of the A; vis. The
last male heir, John Praed, Esq., of Trevethow, M.P. for
St. Ives in 1703 and 1710, d. in 1717, leaving a dau. and
heir, Martha Praed, m. William Mackworth, Esq., third
son of Sir Humphrey Mackworth, Knt.). Az. six mullets ar.
three, two, and one.
Out of a five-leaved ducal
Crest
coronet or, a unicorn's head ar. maned and homed gold.
Praed (Mackworth-Praed, Bitton, Dallamore, and Halwell,
00. Devon, and Ousden Hall, co. Suffolk).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, as Praed, of Trevethow; 2nd and 3rd, Mackworth, per
pale indented sa. and erm. on a chev. g«. five crosses pattee

Henry

;

VI.,

1614).

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

or.

Poynter, alias Kidley

(co. Devon).
Gu. three pales
or, on a chief of the second as many pellets.
Poynter (Lincoln's Inn, co. Middlesex; granted 1694).
Pily counterpily or and sa. the points ending in crosses
iormie, three in chief and two in base. Crest A hand
and arm couped at the elbow, habited sa. cuffed ar. holding
in the hand ppr. a baton bendways, ensigned with a cross
formee or.
Poyntingdon (Pennicott, co. Devon. Visit. 1620). Ar. a
bend gu. betw. six fieurs-de-lis vert.
Po3mton (co. Chester). Chcquy or and az. on a canton
gu. a lion ramp. ar.
Poynton (co. York). Or, four lozenges in fess gu. a label

—

of the second.

Poynton.
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ar. charged with a cross patonce gu. a cubit strm erect,
habited sa. cuffed or, the hand ppr. holding a cross pattee

Erm.

Az. a lozenge throughout or, charged with a
crescent gu. Crest A demi lion az.
(Barthomley, co. Chester). Gu. a scythe ar.
(Stoke, co. Chester). Per chev. vert and erm. a c'acv.
engr. counterchanged.

—

Praers
Praers

Prale, or Prall.

five fusils in fess sa.

fitchee of the last.

Crest

—A

stag's

betw. three crosses

head vert

another,

;

fess fusily sa. three crosses crosslet or another,
another,
Ar. a fess fusily betw. six crosses crosslet sa.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a bordure of the second sem(!e of
bezants; another, Ar. a lion ramp. sa. within an orle of
torteaux; another. Quarterly, per fess indented gu. and ar.
Poyntz (Iron Acton, co. Gloucester, Midgham, co. Berks,
and Cowdray, co. Sussex Sir Hugh Poyntz had summons to
Parliament as a baron in 1295, but the barony fell into abeyance between the daus. of Nicholas, the fourth baron, at his
decease. A younger branch, descended from the first baron,
terminated with Sir John Poyntz, of Iron Acton, 16S0:
a junior line continued through the descendants of John
PoTNTZ, son of Robert Poyntz, of Iron Acton, Sheriff co.
Gloucester in 1491 his younger son, William Poyntz, of
Byegate, co. Surrey, was great-great-grandfather of the
Eiglit Hon. Stephen Poyntz, of Midgham, co. Berks,
Ambassador to Sweden in 1728, grandfather of William
Stephen Poyntz, Esq., of Midgham House and Cowdray
Park, who d. 1840, leaving three daus. his co-heirs, viz.:
Frances Selina, Lady Clinton : Elizabeth Georgiana,
Countess S/ifuca-; and Isabella, Marchioness of Exeter),
;

;

;

;

Sa.

two

lions

combatant

ar.

crowned

or.

Pranes

(Wcstbury, co. Buckingham). Or, a lion ramp.
az. on a chief of the second three ostrich feathers ar.
Prannell, or Pranell (Martin Wothy, co. Hants, and
London; granted 1584). Or, three bars vert, an eagle displ.
Crest
sa.
An eagle's head sa. issuing out of rays ppr.

—

Prannell

Same Arms, the eagle
issuing out of rays of the

(Rudsmill, co. Hertford).

—An

CreU

gu.

Erm. on a
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Praed.

eagle's

head

or,

last.

Prater

(Eton-Water, co. Wilts). Sa. three wolves' heads
erased ar. on a chief or, a Hon pass, of the first.
Crest
pegasus courant sa. ducally gorged or.
Pratt (Marquess of Camden). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a
fess betw.
three elephants' heads erased ar. as many

—

mullets of the first, for Pratt 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev.
betw. three spears' heads ar. the points embrueO, for
Jeffreys.
Crests
1st, Pratt: An elephant's head erased
ar.
2nd A dragon's head erased vert, holding in the mouth
a sinister hand couped at the wrist gu. and about the neck
a chain, and pendent therefrom a portculUs or.
Su^jporters
Dexter, a griffin sa. beak and claws gu. ; sinister, a lion
ramp, or, each gorged with a collar ar. charged with three
mullets sa. Motto Judicium parium aut lex terrae.
Pratt (Ryston Hall, co. Norfolk descended from Edmund
Pratt, Esq., Lord of the Manor of Carles in Hockwold,
temp. Henry VIII.).
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. two
pellets, each charged with a martlet of the first in chief, and
another pellet in base, charged with a trefoil slipped ar.
three mascles or, quartering Gyloub, viz., Sa. on a chev. ar.
betw. three pewits' heads erased erm. beaked gu. as many
annulets of the field.
Crest— Beiw. a branch of oak and
;

—

;

:

—

—

;

;

Pit

—

florentia prata.
co. Leicester, and Southwark, co. Surrey;
Az. three bezants, each
granted 23 August, 1601).
Crest
charged with a martlet of the first, a chief or.
A demi Tiniconi salient or, holding in the paws a mascle

Pratt (Hathem,

—

az.
(co. Leicster).

Sa.

a chev.

or, in

base three bezants,
A demi unicorn or,

—

each charged with a martlet az. Crat
holding a lozenge az.
Pratt (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three pellets,
each charged with a martlet of the field, as many mascles or.
A wolfs head par pale ar. and sa. Anotker
Crest
A Uon's heaid couped sa. pierced in bend sinister by a
Crest

—
—

broken spear

Pratt

or.

Ar. on a fess az. three mascles or, betw.
on each an annulet of the first.
Pratt (co. Suffolk). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three pellets
each charged with an escallop or, as many mascles of
A lizard vert, ducally gorged and lined
the third. Crest
as

(London).

many

pellets,

—

or.

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three pellets as many
mascles or. Crest A wolfs head erased quarterly ar. and

Pratt.

—

Ba.

Pratt
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A

another of pine ppr. each fructcd or, a woirs head per pale
ar. and sa gorged witU'a collar, charged with three roundles,
Bident
all counterchanged, langued and erased gu. Motto

Pratt

:

Joseph Pratt, Esq., temp. Charles II.
(co. Mcatta
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1680, his wife Ltdia, dau. of
Abraham Clement, of Killenacrate, co. Cavan). Ar. on
a chev. betw. three pellets, each charged with a martlet
Crest—A falcon
of the field, as many mascles of the last.
ppr. belled and jessed or.
granted by
Castlemartyr,
co.
Cork;
Pratt (Youghal and
Betham, Ulster, to Lieut-General John Pratt, Rev. Jaues
Pratt, Eector of Kilnglory, co. Cork, Colonel Charles
Pratt, and the descendants of their grandfather, James
Pratt, Esq., of Youghal). Gu. on a fess or, three mullets
sa. betw. as many elephants' heads erased of the second,
tusked ar. Crest An elephant's head erased sa. tusked
,•

—

or.

Pratt

(Cabra Castle, co. Cavan; confirmed by Betham,
Quarto Eev. Joseph Pratt, of that place).
terly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev.sa. betw. three pellets, each
charged with a martlet of the first, as many mascles of \the
field, for Pratt; 2nd and 3rd, or, an adder curling and
erected on its taU sa., for Coacb. Crest A lion's head
erased gu. pierced through the back of the neck with a
broken spear ppr. Motto Virtute et armis.
Prattenton (Clareland and Hartlebury, co. Worcester. In
Hartlebury Church there is a brass plate recording the death
of William Prattenton, 1627. William Prattenton, Esq.,
of Clareland, d. s. p. 1864, and bequeathed his estate to his
grandncphcw, Rev. George Deakin Onlet, who then assumed the surname of Prattenton). Gu. on a bend or,
Crest A goat's head erased
three Cornish choughs ppr.
Ulster,

—

—

Edhdnd Prenderoast,

was confirmed
Jeffrey Prendergast,
had issue who followed James II. to France, and his younger
son, Thomas Prendergast, was father of Sir Thomas Prendergast, first hart, of Gort, and of Jeffrey Prendergast,
Esq., of Crohane). Gu. a saltire vaire or and az.
Crest— Axx
heraldic antelope trippant ppr. attired and unguled or.
Motto Vincit Veritas.
in that Manor, 1639

Esq., of Newcastle,

his eldest son,

;

—

Prendergast

(Gort, co. Gal way, bart., extinct 1760; Eliza-

Thomas Prendergast, second and last
Charles Smyth, Esq., M.P., Limerick, and her
son, John Smyth, assumed, 1760, the surname of Prendergast, and was created Viscount Gort 1816, with special
remainder to Charles Vereker, eldest son of his sister
Juliana, who m. Thomas Vereker, Esq., of Roxborougb,
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
CO. Limerick).
Prendergrast (Crohane, co. Tipperary; descended from
Jeffrey Pp.endergaet, brother of Sir Thomas Prenderoast,
first bart. of Gort).
Same Armi, Crest, and Motto.
Prene, or Prenue. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three havks'
beth,

sister of Sir

bart., in.

lures ar.

Prenne.
Prenne.

Sa.

a

lion

ramp.

ar. within

an orle of bezsmta.

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three leopards' faces ar.

Prentice.

Gyronny of eight az. and or, on a chief ar. a
fleur-de-lis betw. two crescents gu.
Cnst An eagle displ.
holding in the dexter claw a dagger, and in the sinister a

—

pistol all ppr.

Prentisse.

Az. a chev. betw. three roses ar.
(Prenton, co. York).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
annulets gu.
Prentys (Wygenhall and Burston, co. Norfolk). Per chev.
or and sa. three greyhounds courant counterchanged, colCrest—
demi greyhound ramp, or, collared,
lared gu.
ringed, and lined sa. the Une coiled in a knot at the end.
Prescop. Or, on a chief sa. three crosses tau of the field.

Prenton

A

Crest— A horse's head or.
(Prescot, CO. Devon; the heiress seems to have m.
Almescombe, who took the name, &c.). Erm. a chev. sa.
on a chief or, two leopards' feces gu.
Prescot (Derby, co. Lincoln). Erm. a chev. sa. on a chief
of the second two leopards' faces or. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a boar's head and neck ar. bristled

Prescot

—

gold.

Prescot.

Per chev.

ar.

and erm. a chev. and two leopards'

faces in chief gu.

Prescott

(Theobald's Park, co. Hertford, bar(.). Sa. a chev.
betw. three owls ar. Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested gu.
cuff erm. holding in the hand a pitch-pot (or hand beacon)
mlhi
fired
ppr.
Motto
Lux
Deus.
sa.

—

—

Prescott (London, ana cos. Lancaster and York, 1627).
Same Arms and Crest.
Prescott (co. Hants). Same Arms. Crest—On a mural
coronet a buck sejant.

Presland, or Prestland

Adam Prattinton was Bailiff or
tenton, of Clareland.
Mayor of Bewdley, 1726; Peter Prattinton, M.B., son of
AViluam Prattinton, of Bewdley, was the well-known

(Thoby, co. Essex).
Sa. a
debrulsed by a bend gobony cr and gu.
Prest (granted in 1823 to Edward Prest, Esq., of the city of
York). Per bend sinister erminois and sa. on a fess cotised
betw. three martlets two mullets all counterchanged. Crest
A semi terrestrial globe ppr. thereon a demi pegasns
reguard. erm. scmec of mullets gu. supporting an anchor

antiquary of co. Worcester he d. s.p. 1848, and was s. in
the representation of this branch by his nephew, William

Prestland

—

or.

Prattinton

(Bewdley, co. Worcester; descended from Prat-

;

Prattenton, who
extinct).

also d.

Same Arms and

a.

p.,

Crest.

when

this

—

Motto

branch became
Vim. vi repellere

licet.

Prayers, or Preeres

(co. Essex).
Gu. a fess (another,
bend) colised ar. (another, cotiscs or).
Prayers, or Pryers (co. Rutland). Gu. three escallops
ft

or.

Prayes. Gu. a scythe in fess, blade upwards ar.
Preacher. Sa. a chev. ar.
Prelate (Cirencester, co. Gloucester, a.d. 1JG2).

lion

ramp.

ar.

—

erect sa.

(Prestland and Wardle, co. Chester). Ancient—
Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' beads caboesed sa. Modem
Sa. a lion ramp. ar. debruised by a bend componee or
and gu.
Prestley (co. Hertford and London). See Priestley.
Preston (Preston Richard, Preston Patrick, Nether Levens,
CO. Westmoreland, and of the Manor and Abbey of Fumess,
Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the last a
CO. Lancaster).
cinquefoil or.
Crests
Ist: On a ruined tower ar. a falcon
volant of the same, beaked, legged, and belled or ; 2nd
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wolf or. Motto SiDien

—

—

Ar. on

escallop gu.

—

veult.

Prendererast (England). Ar. a saltire az. betw. four trefoils
Ciest — A man's head couped at the neck ppr.
vert.
PrendergastdheGurteen, co. Wexford; an Anglo-Norman
family, dispossessed by Oliver Cromwell;

Maurice PrenDER0A8T, or Prendleoast, an Anglo-Norman knight, accompanied Fitz-St«phen to the conquest of Ireland, and
landed at Bag-an-Bbn, co. Wexford, 2 May, 1170, with two
ships bringing ten knights aLd a great number of archers;
Jasper Pbenderoabt, living 1618, proved five descents at
Visit. Wexford, 1618).
Vair on a chief or, three oak leaves
vert.

Proston (Fumess Abbey,

(Newcastle, co. Tippcrary; confirmed by
Carney, Ulster, 1697, to Col. Thomas I'henderoast, of Ncwca.iUc Prendergast, co. Tippcrary, as his ancient bcajing;
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Same Arms.

Anne).

Preston

(Holker, co. Lancaster, I6I3 and 1664). Ar.
two bars gu. on a canton of the second a cinquefoil or.
Crest
On a tower ar. a stork rising of the last, beaked

—

or.

Preston

(Up-Ottery, co. Devon; descended from co. LanCrest On U chapeau gu. turned up

Same Arms.

caster).

erm. a wolf

—

or.

Preston
Crtit

Prender^ast

co. Lancaster, bart., extinct temp.

and

—

(Flasby Hall, Gargrave, co. York). Same Armt.
On a ruined tower a falcon rising ar. beaked, legged,

Motto.

—

Motto Si Dieu veult.
Same Amis,
(Morcby, near York).

belled or.

Preston

Crest,

and

;

PRE
co.

Same Arms,

York).

and Motto.

Oiest,

Preston

Bedford, and ChHwick, co. Hertford
granted
Ar. two bars gu. on a bordure sa. eight cinquefoils
1G29).
Out of a mural crown or, a demi fox ramp. sa.
Crest
or.
gorged with a collar erm.
Preston (co. Cumberland). Ar. (another, erm.) two bars
gu. on a canton of the second a cinquefoil or.
Preston (Preston in Amoundemess, co. Lancaster, 1613).
Or, on a chief sa. (gu. In Visit, of 1664), three crescents of the
first.
Crest, 1664
A wolf pass. ppr.
(co.

;

—

—

Preston

(Beeston, St. Lawrence, co. Norfolk, bart.). Erm.
on a chief sa. three crescents c. Crest A crescent or.
Motto Prlstinum spero lumen.
Preston (Stanfield HaU, co. Norfolk). Enn. on a chief

—

—

indented sa. three crescents or.
(Yarmouth). Erm. on a chief 8a. three crescents
or.
Crest
A crescent or, betw. two wings sa.
Preston (Dalby Park, Spilsby, co. Lincoln). Or, on a chief
sa. three crescents ar.
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a wolf ppr.
Preston (co. Chester). Ar. a cher. engr. betw. three annulets gu.
Preston (Bawton, co. Suffolk). Sa. a chev. or, fretty gu.
betw. three garbs ar.
Preston (Crickett, co. Somerset). Az. ten bezants, fotir,
three, two, and one, on a chief ar. (wo lions pass, counter-

Preston

—

—

pass, sa.

Preston
or.

Preston

Erm. on a

(co. Suffolk).

Crest

—A crescent
(Melton,

pr,

co.

chief sa. three crescents
betw. two wings az.

Erm. a

Leicester).

talbot

pass,

sa.

Preston

(co. Leicester).

Ar. on abend sa. betw. six crosses

crosslet fltchee gu. three bezants.

Preston
Preston

(co. Lincoln).
Or, three garbs gn. banded ar.
(Viscount Gormanstov, Premier Viscount in the
Peerage of Ireland, and Baron Gormanston of Whitewood,
CO.
Meath, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom
descended from Hogeb de Preston, Justice of the Common
Pleas in Ireland, 1 Edward III., A.D. 1327, fourth in descent
from the Chief Justice, Sir Robert Preston, Lord Deputy of
Ireland, a.d. 1478, was created same year Viscount Gormanston). Or, on a chief sa. three crescents of the first. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a fox statant ppr.
Snppitrters
Dexter, a fox ppr. sinister, a lion or. Motto
Sans tache.
Preston (Viscouvi Tara, extinct 1647; Hon. Thomas
Preston, second son of Christopher, fourth Viscount
G.irmanston, a General in the Army of the Confederate

—

—
—

;

Catholics of Ireland, 1642,
Arma, a crescent for diff.

was so created

1650).

Same

who

d.

Elenor, dau. of Kobeet Preston,
Alderman Nicholas Alcock, of Drogheda,

18 June, 1616.

Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Office).

Same

Arms.

Preston

(The Ninch, co. Meath
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
William Preston, of that place, some time Sheriff of
Dublin, nephew and heir of John Preston, of Ninch). Same
Arms, a crescent on a crescent for diff.
Preston (Mayor of Dublin, 1654; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
IGSC, Alderman John Preston, of Dublin, son of Hcgh
Preston, of Bolton, co. Lancaster; arms granted by St.
George, Ulster, 1665). Ermines on a chief ar. three crescents
;

1617,

(Lord Singtoall). Ar. three unicorns" heads erased
sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head
sa.
Supporters ^Two lions gu. JV/o(«o^Pour bien fort.
Preston (Airdrie). Same .^j-nis, a border vaire ar. and cu
Preston. Quarterly, or and gu. on a chief sa. three crescents
of the first; another, Gu. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet
fitchee at the foot (another, pattee fltchee) or; another, Sa.
a cross erm. betw. four leopards' faces or; another, Ar. on
a cross gu. five escallops of the field, a bordure vert;
another, Gu. six crosses crosslet fitchee, three, two, and one,
a bordure or; another. Per pale indented or and gu. a
bordure vert plat«e; another, Ar. on a cross gu. five
escallops or, a bordure vert; another, Gu. two bars fusily
ar.
another, Gu. three garbs or; another, Az. a chev.
or, betw. three garbs ar.
another, Gu. eight mascles or,
five and three
another, Gu. eight mascles ar. four and
four: another, Gu. eight lozenges ar. four, three, and one;
another. Quarterly, ar. and az. a bend gu.
Preston,
of (co. Lancaster). Az. a paschal lamb
couchant, with the banner all ar. round the head a nimbus
or, in base the letters P. P. of the last
Prestwicll (Prestwich, co. Lancaster). Erm. on a chev. gu.
three leopards' faces or, on a chief of the third a wolf pass,
sa. betw. two fieurs-de-lisof the second.
Prestwich (Holme, co. Lancaster, bart., extinct 1689;
granted by Barker, Garter. The daus. and co-heiresses of Sir
Thomas Prestwich, Bart., were Arabella, m. Matthew
Ddcle, Baron Moreton; Procella; and Margaret, to.
Richard Rinorose, Esq., of Barnaboy, Moynoe, co. Clare).

—

—

;

;

;

Town

a mermaid ar. comb and glass or.
Motto In te Domine speravl.
Lancaster). Erm. on a chev. gu. a
bezant betw. two leopards' faces or, on a chief of the last a
wolf pass. sa. betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the second.
Prest'wich (Holme, co. Lancaster). Erm. on a chev. gn.
three bezants, a chief or, charged with a wolf pass. betw. two
Gu. (another,

vert)

—

—

Crest
A porcupine ppr.
Prestwich (Holme, co.

fleurs-de-lis sa.

Prest'wich.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A leopard's face

jessant-

de-lis or.

Prest'wich

Enn. on a chev. gu. three leopards'

(London).

faces or.

Prest'wold

(co. 'Worcester).

Sa.

a

lion

ramp,

or,

betw. two

flaunches ar.

Prestwold

(co. Leicester).

Sa. (another, az.) a chev. or,

fretty gu. betw. three garl>8 ar.

Crest

ducally gorged ppr.
Prest'wood (Prestwood, co. Salop).
three cinquefoils of the field.

Prestwood (Boterford,
Queen

Elizabeth).

—A

griffin's

beaked of the

—A demi

ramp,

Ar. a chev. gn. betw.

in North Huisb, co. Devon,

Sa. a lion ramp. betw.

head

lion

sa.

te^iip.

two flaunches

or.

with wings endorsed

or, pellett«e,

Henry

Ar. a chev.

last.

Prestwood (co.

Stafford, temp.

IV.).

gu. betw. three cinquefoils sa.

Prest'wood. Ar. on a
many plates.

chev. gu. betw. three cinquefoils az.

n."!

Pretor (Samuel

Pretob, Esq., J.P., formerly of Sherborne
House, and afterwards of Wyke House, near Weymouth).
Gu. on a saltire ar. betw. four bezants two fasces in saltire.
Crest
A dexter arm fessways, couped, habited, charged with
two roundles, holding in the hand a fasces.
Motto Amor

—

—

patriae.

Prettyjohn. Gu. a

lion pass, guard, betw. three mullets

ar.

en-

Preston

(Ardsallagh, co.

Meath; descended from before-

mentioned Alderman John Preston, of Dublin). Same
ylniis.
Crest
A crescent or, betw. two wings inverted az.
Motto Sui ip.sius praemium.
Preston (Bellinter, co. Meath descended from Ardsallagh).
S.Titie Arms and Crest.
Motto Virtus sui ipsius proemium.
Preston (Baron Tara, extinct 1821
John Preston, Esq.,
of Bellinter, was so created 1800, and d. s. p., when his
estates passed to his brother. Rev. Joseph Preston). Same
Arms. &c.
Preston (Swainstown, co. Meath). Same Arm^, &c.
Preston (Thomas Preston, Ulster King of Arms, 1633-42).
Same Arms.
Crest
A crescent or, betw. two wings

—

—

;

—

;

—

az.

Preston

(that Ilk, and Craigmillar, co. Edinburgh).
Ar.
three unicorns' heads erased sa.
good angel ppr.
Crist
Motto Prsesto ut prsestem.
Preston (Cousland Whitehill, Scotland). Same Arms, within
a bordure engr. of the last.
Preston (Valleyfield House, co. Perth, bart.). Ar. three
nnicoms' heads erased sa. a bordure az. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head ppr? Motto
Prsesto ut
pt«estcm.

—A

—

—

—
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Preston (Askham Bryan HaH,

Prettyman

Norfolk, and Bawton, co. Suffolk; granted
by Segar, 1599 confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux, 1607).
Gu. a Uon pass. betw. three mullets or. Crest ^Two lions'
ganibs erased or, holding a mullet of the first.
(co.

;

—

Prettyman. Same Arms and Crest, the
Prettyman. Same Arms, the lion pass,
Preuze.

field az.

guard.
Sa. three lions ramp. ar. betw. nine crosses crosslet

or.

Pre'vost (Belmont,

co. Hants, bart.) Az. a dexter arm in fesEO
issuing from a cloud in the sinister fessc point, the hand
grasping a sword erect ppr. pommel and hilt or, in chief

two mullets

ar.

Crest

— A demi

lion

ramp. az. charged

ojl

the shoulder with a mural crown or, the sinister paw grasping a sword erect, as in the arms. Supporters Two grenadiers of the 16th (or Bedfordshire) regt. of infantry, each
supporting with the exterior hand a flag gu. that on the
dexter flowing towards the sinister, inscribed " West Indies,"
and that on the sinister flowing towards the dexter, inscribed
"Canada." Motto Servatum cineri. The supporters, and
the motto, " Servatum cineri," were granted in 1817, by
The old motto was
royal warrants, under sign manual.
" J'ai liicn servi."

—

—

Pre'vost.

See Puirps.

;

Az. a chev. betnr. three lions ramp. or.
Prewes. Per saltire az. anil gu. a cross potent or.
Preys. Paly of six or and gu. on a chief of the last a lion

Prewert.

pass, guard ar.

Priaulx

(Guernsey). Gn. aneagle displ. or. Crest

—

—An eagle,

Cesar Auguste.
as in the arms. Motto
Ar. on a cross pierced az. four mascles of the

Pribecke.
field.

CO. Merioneth ; descended from Marchchieftian of North Wales, who served under Prince
ap Cynan at the close of the 11th century).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued az. Crest A lion
ramp. ar. holding a rose sprig in the right paw. Motto

Price

(Khiwlas,

wiTHUN, a

Gruffydd

—

— Vita brevis gloria zetcma.

descended from Bhiwlas. Of
this family was Eobebt Pbicb, M.P., Baron of the Ex-

Price

(Gilir,

CO.

Merioneth;

chequer). Same Arms,
Price (Bryn-y-Pys, co. Flint; Fbancis Price, Esq., of Bryny-Pys, and Castle Lyons, Ireland, m. Alice, dau. and eventually heiress of John Cleveland, of Birkenhead, co. Chester,
and had a son, Richard Price, Esq., who assumed the name
of Pabey, in consequence of a bequest by the Eight Hon.
Benjamin Parrt). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards'

heads erased or, three spearheads sa.
(GlangwiUy, co. Carmarthen;

descended from the
Llotds of that place, and the Lloyds of Crynfryn and
Quarterly, 1st, ar. a lion ramp,
Olraarch, co. Cardigan).
reguard. sa. langued gu.; 2nd, sa. semeo of trefoils or;

Price

3rd, sa. a boar pass ar.

and langued gu.

;

a wolf ramp. ar. armed

4th, az.

5th, ea. three scaling ladders, betw. the

;

upper ones a spear's head ar. the point embrued ppr. on a chief
gu. a tower triple-towered of the second; 6th, gu. a chev.
betw. three roses ar. Crest A wolf ramp. ar. langued gu.

—

Motto— Spea

Price

tutissima

coelis.

(Plas Cadnant, co. Anglesey).

Crest— A falcon, as in the arms.

Or,

a falcon rising az.

Motto— lHa, fynw Duw

ni

fydd.
(Foxley, co. Hereford, bart., extinct 1857). Gu. a
ramp. ar. Crest A lion, as in the arms, holding in the dexter
forepaw a rose slipped ppr. Motto Auxilitun meum a
Domino.
Price (Rugoe-Pbice, Spring Grove, co. Surrey, bart.).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a lion ramp, ar., for Price; 2nd
and 3rd, sa. on a chev. Invected ar. betw. three mullets
or, pierced of the field, a unicorn's head erased of the first,
1st A lion ramp. ar. in the dexter paw a
for RCGOE. Crests
rose slipped ppr., for Price; 2nd: A talbot pass. ar. gorged
with a collar or, and pendent therefrom an escocheon sa.
charged with the head of an ibex couped also ar., for
BcoGE. J/of^o^ Vive utvivas.

Price

lion

—

—

—

:

(Trengwainton, co. Cornwall, bart.). Sa. a chev.
erminois betw. three spears' heads ar. embrued at the
Crest
A dragon's head vert erased gu. holdpoints ppr.
ing in the mouth a sinister hand couped at the wrist
dropping blood all ppr.
Price (The Priory and Fonmon, co. Brecknock). Sa. a cUcv.
betw. three spearheads ar. embrued gu.
Price (Castle Madoc, co. Brecknock). Quarterly, Ist, sa.
2nd, gu. a
a chev. betw. spearheads or, embrued gu.
lion ramp, reguard. or; 3rd, ar. a dragon's head erased,
4th, gu. a chev. erm.
holding in the mouth a hand gu.
6th, sa. a
6th, per pale gu. and sa. three fleurs-de-lis or
pommels
and hilts or.
erect
ar.
betw.
three
swords
fesse
Crests— Isl: A dragon's head erased ppr. bearing in tho
mouth a sinister hand couped gu. dropping blood ; 2nd : A

Price

—

;

;

;

boar's head erased.

Price

(CO.

Brecknock).

Or,

a chev. betw. three spearheads

sa.

(Wcstbury, co. Buckingham).
choughs sa. beaked and legged gu.

head

or,

on a chief

ar. as

many

spearheads of the

first

embrued

gu.

Price fWashingley, co. Huntingdon). Sa. three spears ar.
Price (London). Ar. a chev. betw. three pheons sa. Crest

—

A grifl&n's head erased ar. in the beak a thistle gu. stalked
and leaved vert, all hetw. two wings ppr. Motto Virtas
prse numina.
Price (London). Ar. a cock sa. Crest—A horse's hc.nl
couped gu. in the mouth a spear ar.

—

Price

(Jesus' CoUege,

Oxford).

Az. three stags trippant

ar.

Price (Kingston-upon-Thames,

CO. Surrey; confirmed 1602>.
Or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa. on a canton of the second :i
Crest
garb of the first.
On a mural coronet or, a lion
ramp, reguard. sa. holding in the forefeet a fleur-de-lis

—

gold.

Price

(quartered by Fodntaine, of Nasford Hall, co. Norfolk,
in Coll. of Arms). Or, guttee de poix a lion ramp,
reguard. sa. gorged with a chain gold, pendent therefrom an
escocheon of the first charged with an elephant's head erased

and Reg.

sa.

Price

(Wales).

Ar. three cocks gu. armed, crested, and

jelloped or; another, Ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. three fleursde-lis az. ; another, Gu. a griffin segreant or, collared az.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. another, Ar. a chev. betw. three
spearheads sa.
Price. See Pktce.
Price (Keenagh, co. Longford; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce,
1642, Christopher Price, Gentleman of the Ordnance in
Ireland, son of Captain Samuel Pbice, of Keenagh, and
grandson of Peteb Price, of Whitford, co. Flint). Ar. a
chev. betw. three boars' heads couped sa. langued, vulned,
and distilling drops of blood gu.
Price (confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1686, to John Price,
Esq., His Majesty's Receiver-General and Treasurer at War
in Ireland). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' heads
erased affrontee or, as many spearheads sa. embrued gu.
Crest— A cock gu. holding in the mouth a peascod ppr.
Motto In vigila sic vinces.
Price (Saintfield, co. Down; exemplifled to James Blackwood, Esq., of that place, on his assuming, by royal licence,
1847, the surname of Price, in lieu of Blackwood, in compliance with an injunction in a deed made by Nicholas
Price, Esq., of Saintfield House). Az. three lions' heads
erased or, a bordure of the last. Crest A lion's head, as
in the arms. Motto Quis timet.
Prices (Abertreweren, co. Brecknock). Ar. three bulls'
heads cabossed sa.
Prichard (Preston and Chorley, co. Lancaster). Ar. a
dragon's head erased at the neck vert, holding in the moutli
a sinister hand erased gu. issuing from it guttee do sang.
Crest
A dragon's head, as in the arms.
Prichard (London; Sir William Pbichard, Knt., Alderman, and Lord Mayor of London, d. 18 Feb. 1705, aged
Erm. a lion ramp. sa. a borduro az. Crest (1705)— .\.
73).
horse's head erm. erased gu.
Prichard, or Frichar. Gu. a fess or, betw. three escal;

—

—

—

—

lops ar.

Prickett
a cross

(AUerthorpe and Octon Lodge, co. York). Or, on
mascles of the

az. quarter pierced of the field four

first.

Prickett

(Bridlington, co.

of AUerthorpe).

Motto

Same

—Auxilium ab

Prickett.

York

.<4rm».

;
descended from Prickett,
CV«s£— A hind trippant ppr.

alto.

Vair^ or and gu.

Crest— A heart gu. within a

fetterlock az.

Price

Price
Price
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Ar.

three

Cornish

Crest— A leopard's

Prickly, alias Harris. Or, a chev. erm. betw. three
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
nails az.
Crest
mural crown ur. thereon an arm cmbowed in armour

—

ppr.

vambraced

or,

holding a battle axe also ppr. beaded

sa.

or.

Carnarvon). Or, a lion ramp, reguard. sa.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. (another, or).
(co. Denbigh).
Crest
A lion ramp, or, holding a rose gu. stalked and leaved
(CO.

—

vert.

Price

(Green-Pbicb, Norton Manor, co. Radnor, bart.). Sa. a
chev. invected ar. betw. three eecutchcons of the last,
each charged with a spearhead of the first embrued ppr.
In front of a dragon's head erased vert, holding in
Crest
the mouth a dexter hand couped at the wrist gu. three
Motto Vive hodie.
escallops ar.
Price (to. Chester). Ar. three torteaux In bend betw. two

—

—

cotisci sa.

Price

(Barton-Regis, co. Gloucester; granted 8 April, 1573).
Ar. a cross betw. four pheons az. Crest— Out of a mural
coronet or, a lion's head ppr
Price (co. Hereford). Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces

824

Priddle.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three grifBns' beads ar.

cinquefcil vert.

Pride

Crest

— A demi lion or.

a

(Shrewsbury, co. Salop). Sa. three prccds or small
lampreys haurient in fcss ar.
(Prideaux Castle, co. Cornwall; Paoands db
Prideaox was seized of that castle, temp. William I.; his
grandson, Nicholas, Lord of Prideaux, d. 1169, leaving
twin sons: I. Richard, his successor, whose male line
terminated with Richard Prideaux, d. 11 Richard II., a.d.
1387, Icavinfi an only dau. and heir, Jane Prideaox, m.
Philip Arves, whose only son, Richard Arvf.s, Lord of
Prideaux, temp. Henry VI., left an only dau. and heir, Jane,
m. Thomas Herle, Esq., of West Herle, co. Northumberland, who carried the lordship of Prideaux into that
family; II. Heboen, »i. the dau. of Ralph Orcharton,
of Orcharton, co. Devon, and was ancestor of Prideaux,

Prideaux

\
;
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of Orchartcn, PsiSEArx, of Soldon, Pbideadz-Bbune, of
Prideaux Place, Pbideauz, of Netherton, bart., extinct,
PsiDEiux, of Luson, &c., &c.). Per pale ar ^nd gu. three
towers triple-towered counterchanged.
Prideaux (Orcharton, CO. Devon descended from Hebden
PsiDEAtrx, who m. the heiress of Orcharton, and adopted
the arms of her family). Ar. a chev. sa. a label of three
;

points gu.

Prideaux (Soldon, co.

Or, a fess az. betw. three escallops gu.
of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle volant sa.

(Shrewsbury and Abbey Foregate, co. Salop granted
1584).
Gu. asaltire or, surmounted of a cross engr. erm.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a cubit arm habited gu.
cuffed erm. holding in the hand ppr. three pine apples gold,
stalked and leaved vert.
Princep. Sa three piles issuing out of the base in bend
sinister flory at the points or.
Crat An eagle's head
;

—

—

Devon; descended from Pbideaux, of
Booeb Pbiseacx, Esq., of Soldon, High Sheriff
Devon, 1578, had two sons: I. Nicholas, ancestor of
Peideaui-Bbune ; II. EoMtruB, ancestor of Pbideaux, Bart.,
of Netherton, extinct).
Same Artnt, qoartdring Pbideaux,

Princeps.

of Prideaux.

Pring'le

Prideaux-Brnne

(Prideaux Place, co. Cornwall; descended from Pbideaux, of Soldon).
Quarterly, 1st and

a chev.

4th, ar.

in chief

sa.

a label of three points gu.,

adopted by the Pbiseauxs after the marriage with the heiress
2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and gu. three
of Orcharton
castles counterchanged, being the ancient arms of Pbideaux,
of Prideaux. Crest A Saracen's head in profile couped at
the shoulders, on the bead a chapeau az. turned up ar.
Prideaux (Netherton, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1875; descended from Pbideaux, of Soldon).
Ar. a chev. sa. in
chief a label of three points gu. Crett A man's head in
profile couped at the shoulders, on the head a chapeau az.
turned up ar. Supporters Two Knights Templars in complete armour, each holding in the exterior hand a staff with
the cross of St. John of Jerusalem. Motto Deus providebit.
Prideaux (Luson, co. Devon; descended from Pbideaux,
;

—

—

—

—

Same Artm and

of Orcharton).

Prideaux (Notewell,
bars

wavy

Prideokis
a bendlet

Ar. on a chev. sa. four

Devon).

co.

all

and Plymouth, co. Devon). Az. on a
heads erased of the first. Crest— K lion's
erased az. grasping a fetterlock or.
Motto Prud(Ottery

pile or, three lions'

—

gamb
homme

Ar. two bars gu. in chief three crescents of
the last.
Creit
A hand ppr. holding a chapeau az.
turned up erm. all betw. two branches of laurel in orle

—

vert.

Pridmore (co.

Per

Dorset).

suns counterchanged.
Prierse. Ar. two bars

A unicorn's head gu.
Priest.

betw. six estoiles gu.

Crest

—

collared vert.

on a chief

Sa.

sa.

nebulee az. and or, three

fess

ar. three

estoiles

gu.

Crest—

martlet sa.

Priestley (Whitewindows, Sowerby,

co.

York; William

Peiestlet, resident at York temp. Edward I., occurs as a
juryman in a writ of enquiry respecting the fishery on the
river Ouse; and another Willlam Peiestlet was living
in Sowerby 22 Henry VIII.). Gu. on a chev. betw. three
towers ar. issuing out ot each a demi lion ramp, or, as many
grappling-irons sa. Crest
A cockatrice ar. standing on the
lower part of a broken spear lying fessways or, in the mouth
the other portion. Motto Respice flnem.
Priestley (Lightcliffe, afterwards Thorparch, co. York
descended from Peiestlet, of Whitewindows).
Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Priestley. Gu. a fess erm. Crest A demi lion sa.
Prifet, and Frosett. Erm. on a chief gu. three taus

—

—

—

or.
(co. Lincoln).
Gu. three roses in bend betw. two
bendlets ar. Crest A greyhound's head erased sa. gorged
with three roses in fesse betw. two bars ar.
Prike, or Prykke. Or, on a cross pierced gu. four
matcles of the field.
Prime (Walberton House, co. Sussex). Ar. a human leg
erased at the thigh in pale sa. Crest
An owl ppr. gorged
with a collar or, charged with two mullets sa. and issuing from
the mouth a scroll with this Motto— '¥ii\ invita Minerva.
Prime. Same Arm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
lion's gamb holding a tilting spear ppr.
Prime. Ar. an eagle's leg erased a-la-quise sa. armed or.
Prim.OUth., or Frim.Out (co. Surrey). Per bend sinister
ar. and chequy or and az. in the dexter chief point a demi

Prigrion.

—

—

—

buck

Crest

sa.

— A demi buck

sa. attired or.

Primrose

Az. a chev. or, betw.
(Scotland, 16th century).
three primroses slipped ppr.
Primrose (Earl of Rosebery). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, yert
three primroses within a double tressure flory counterfiory or,
for Pbimbose
«a., for

dexter

;

2nd and

Cbessy.

Crest

—A

paw a primrose,

lions or.

Motto
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— Fide

3rd, ar. a lion

demi

ramp, double-queued

lion gu.

as in the arms.
et fiduci&.

in

bend gu.

betw. two annulets

Crest

field.

three

or,

—A dagger in pale ppr.

Ar. on a saltire engr. sa.

(Galashiels, co. 'Selkirk).

flve escallops or.

Pring'le (Whytbank and Yair,
Galashiels). Same Arms.

co. Selkirk, representative of

—

Crett A man's
heart ppr.
Supporters— Two pilgrims habited ppr. Motto

winged or.
Sursum.

—

Pring'le (Torwoodle,

Ar. on a saltire engr. az.
serpent nowed ppr.

co. Selkirk).

flve escallops of the first.

Crest

— Nosce teipsum.

—A

Motto

Pring'le

Roxburgh).

(Clifton, co.

escallops of the field.

of

palm

Prin^le

Crest

Az. on a chev.

threo

ar.

— An escallop within two branches

Afo«o—Spero

in orle ppr.

et progredior.

Az. on a chev. erm. three

(Haining, co. Selkirk).

— An escallop

demi expandeil,
Motto Praemium virtutis.
(Crichton). Az. on a chev. ar. three escallops of
the field, in base a mullet or. Crest— A saltire ar. Motto
escallops of the

Crest

field.

—

and therein a pearl ppr.

Pring'le

—

Pringle

(StichiU,

leaves ppr.

holding in the
Supporters Two

—

Roxburgh,

co.

Crest

—A saltire

—Coronat

Motto

(Sir

bart.,

ar. within

Az. three escallops

Pringrle fGreenknowe).
Crest

—

Stichill.

Az. three escallops or, a bordure
An anchor within a garland of bay

—Semper spero meliora.

Motto

leaves ppr.

Pring'le (Newhall,

co.

Az. a bezant betw.
within a garland

Selkirk).

three escallops or. Crest
of bay leaves ppr. Motto

—A

saltire ar.

—Coronat

Prin^le

George III., bart.,
a mullet of the last

to

ar.

and Motto^ as

Crest

diff.

1C83).
Az. threer
a garlend of bay

fides.

John Pbingle, physician

extinct 1782).

in the fess point for

engr. of the last.

et loyal.

Pridham.

paw erased

on a pale

"Vert

cinquefoils of the

Pring'le

az.

Pridham

Pringr.

Or, a lion's

escallops or.

Ar. a cross flory gu. over

Cornwall).

erased ppr.

Spero et progredior.

Crest.

of the field, in chief a label gu.
(co.

Crest— On

Prince

CO.

Orcharton.

PBI

Prin.

fides.

Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops

(Bambouse).

ar.

Pring'le (Torsonce). Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops or.
Pring'le (Caledon, CO. Tyrone; granted by Betbam, Ulster,
to John Peinole, Esq., of that place. Deputy Governor of
cos. Armagh and Tyrone).
Erm. on a bend sa. threo
escallops erminois.

Crest

— An

escallop, as in the

Jlfo»o— Amicitia reddit honores.
Prinne (co. Worcester, and Allington,
Or,

1588).
C)-est

—Out

beaked

a

fess

engr. az.

betw.

of a ducal coronet or, a

co. Wilts.

;

arms.

granted
gu.
ppr.

three escallops

demi eagle

displ.

sa.

Prior

(Boding, co. Essex, subsequently settled in the counties
and Cambridge ; a descendant of the
family, Thomas Pbiob, Esq., of Bathdowney, Queens' co., the
celebrated Founder of the Royal Dublin Society, d. in 1751,
having devised his property to his cousin, John Mubbay,
only son of the Rev. Thomas Mubbat, by Mabt, his wife,
dau. of Captain Thomas Pbiob, the first settler in Ireland).
Sa. on a bend erm. betw. four stars of eight points wavy or,
three chevronels gu. Crest
A star, as in the arms. Motto
of Oxford, Lancaster,

—

— Malo mori quam foedari.
(Paragon House, Blackheath, co. Kent).
Gu. threo
escallops ar.
Crest — An escallop ar.
Motto —Speriamo.
Prior. Vert a bend cotised or. Crest — A dexter hand
Prior

holding a crosier ppr.
chev. of the first.

;

another, Gu. on a bend erm. three

Prior, Pryor, or Pryer.

— An
Prior

Gu. three escallops

ar.

Crest

escallop ar.

(granted

by Betham,

Ulster,

to

Thomas Youko

Esq., of the Middle Temple,
Barrister-at-law,
youngest son of Rev. Thomas Pbiob, D.D., Senior Fellow,

Pbiob,

and sometime Vice-Provost of Trinity College, Dublin,
descended from a family long seated in the cos. of Essex
and Cambridge).
Quarterly, l8tand4th, vert on abend
erm. three chevronels gu., for Pbiob; 2nd and 3rd, per bend
or and ar. a fess gu, in chief a lion pass, az., for Wallis;
surmounted by an inescutcheon erm. a lion ramp. gu. in

—

chiefthree escallops sa., for Russell. Crest
1st: An estoile
vert 2nd: A talbot's head erased ar. charged on the breast
with a trefoil slipped ppr.
Motto Quis audeat luci
;

—

aggredi.

Priory of Dunmow
four mullets or.

(CO. Essex).

Sa. a cross ar. betw.

A

AA
;

az.

two mullets

or,

(co.

Priory of Kirkeby-Beler
sa.

and

or, a lion

Warwick).

Ar. on a chief

pierced gu.

ramp.

(co.

Leicester).

Per

pale

ar.

Priory of Kirkhaxn

three water
bougets or, two and one, in pale a pilgrim's staff of the
last enfiled with the water bouget in the base.
Priory of Liaiton, or Latton (co. Essex). Gu. five
mullets or, two, two, and one, on a canton of the second a

gr iffin segreant

Priory
saltire,

(co.

York).

Gu.

of lilandafF (co. Glamorgan). Sa. two crosiers in
the dexter or, the sinister ar. on a chief az. three

Priory of Lande, or Liaunde

(co.

Or,

Leicester).

three pales gu. a bordure az. bezantee; another, Az. on a
bend gu. cotised or, betw. two mullets ar. .pierced of the
field, three escallop shells of the third.

Priory of Iianecroft

(co.

Cumberland).

two

Or,

flaunches gu.

Priory of Laneguest, or Vale of Laneg-aest.

Gu.

many

bars

lion

two escallops

or,

ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet

ar. as

sa.

Priory of Langdone

(co.

Kent).

Az. two crosiers in

saltire ar. the dexter ;crook or, the sinister sa.

Priory of Malton

Ar. three bars gu. over
a pilgrim's crutch in bend sinister of the first.
castles
ar.
Priscle. Erm. on a fess gu. three
Priset. Or, in chief three Taus gu.
Prisett, or Prosset (co. Salop). Gu. on a chief ar. three
Taus sa. Crest— A hand gu. holding a torteau.
Priske (Helston, co. Cornwall; the co-Heirs m. Teeween,
Peneose, and Penneck). Or, on a bend sa. three horse(co.

York).

all

for Alixn.

Crest

head

ostrich's

erased ppr. dacally gorged or, in the beak a key of the
Supporters Dexter, an ostrich ppr. ducally gorged or,
in the beak a key of the last ; sinister, a talbot sa. Motto
Manus bsc inimica tyrannis.
Probyn (as borne by the Eev. John PsoBTif, Archdeacon of
Llandaff)- Same Anns and Crest as Pboby, or Ap Robih.

—

last.

Probyn

(Longhope,
(Wisbeach,

Proctor

—

co. Gloucester).

Same Arms, &c.

Cambridge, and

co. Middlesex). Or,
Crest
A martlet g^u.
Middlesex, granted 1761; and London). Ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three martlets gu. Crest
On a mount vert
a greyhound sejant ar. spotted brown, collared or.
Proctor (Thorpe-upon-the-Hill, and Springfield House, co.
York). Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet, six in chief
and four in base gu.
Proctor-Beauchamp, Bart. See Beauchamp.
Prodgers (Ayot Bury, Welwyn, co. Herts, and Broomfield,
CO. Salop). Per pale gu. and az. three lions ramp, two and
one ar. betw. three crosses pattee fltched in the foot, one and
Crest In front of a cross calvary or, a
two, erminois.
wivem with wings endorsed vert, in the mouth a sinister
hand couped at the wrist gu. gorged with a collar and Hne
and reflexed over the back gold, the dexter claw resting
on a cross pattee of the last.
Motto Devouement sans

Proctor

co.

—

three nails sa.

sa.

mitres labelled of the second.

on a

PBO
—An

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

PBI
Priory of Kenilworth

(CO.

—

—

—

homes.

Prodney.

Ar. a chev. sa.

Progrers, or

Ap Roger (Gwarindee, or Wemdn, co. Mon-

Gu. on a chev. betw. three castles ar.
each charged with a demi lion issuant or, as many grapers

mouth; descended from Jenkin ap Gwulim, eldest son of
William ap Jenkin, alias Hebbekt, Lord of Gwarindee,
temp. Edward III., who was, through his younger sons,
ancestor of the Hebbebts, of Llanarth and Clytha
the
Hebbebts, Barons Herbert hy writ, 1461, represented by
the Ihiie of Beaufort : the senior line of the Barls of Pembroke and the Earl of Huntingdon, extinct temp. Henry

sa.

VII.

shoes ar.

Prislet, or Prisley.

Prisott, or Prysett.

Gu. on a chief

ar. three crosses

pattee sa.

Erminois a chev. betw. three mullets ar.
Barry of six or
(Campston, co. Monmouth).
on a chief of the first three palets betw. two base
esqmrres, dexter and sinister of the second, an inescutcheon

PristOMtr.

Pritchard
and

az.

the Lords Herbert, of Chirbury, extinct 1691

;

(Swansea; originally of Campston Hall, co.
Erm. a lion ramp. sa. Crest A lion ramp.
as in the arms.
Pritch.ard. Same Arms, with a bordure az. Crest
dexter arm ppr. holding a battle-axe, handle gu.
Pritchard (Tresgawen, Anglesey). "Vert three eagles displ.

—

Monmouth).

—

in fess or.

Pritchard

(Broseley, co. Salop).
Ar. on a fess betw.
three escallops sa. a buck's head cabossed betw. two buckles
o* Crest— A dragon's head erased ar. in the mouth an
escallop sa. the -neck charged with two buckles in fess betw.
as many barrulets az. Motto Lahore et fide.
Prittie (granted to Henby Peittie, Esq., of Kilboy, co.

—

Tipperary, by Fortescue, Ulster, 1800). Per pale ar. and gu.
three wolves' heads erased and counterchanged.
Crest
Tvoirs head erased ar.
Motto— In omnia paratus.
Prittie {Baron Dunalley). Same Arms. Crest A woirs
head erased ar. Supporters Dexter, a man in complete
armour holding in the exterior hand a tilting spear all ppr.
sinister, a stag ppr. armed, hoofed, ducally collared and
chained or. Motto In omnia paratus.
Pritty (registered to Peitty, Major of Horse). Per pale ar.
and gu. three wolves' heads counterchanged.
Crejt
wolTs head erased per pale ar. and gu.
Pritwell. Az. (another, sa ) a fess ar. betw. three bucks'
heads (another, heads cabossed) or.

—

—

—

—

—

Pritzler.

Per fess ar. and sa. in chief two arrows In saltire
ppr. surmounted hy n heart gu. ducally crowned az. and in
base an anchor with chsiin, Ac., all or.
Privy-Council Office. The seal of office represents a
rose and a thistle, each stalked, leaved, and conjoined to one
item in base betw. the royal supporters of England the
lion holding the rose betw. his forefeet, and the unicorn the
thistle.
The supporters standing on a scroll, with the words
" Sigill. Priv. Council " over the rose and thistle the regal
crown of England.
;

;

I'or

pale az.

and sa. three flenrs-de-lls or.
(West ChcBter, and Elton Hall, co.
granted l.')36). Erm. on a fess

Ap Hobin

Huntingdon, and

co. Salop;

—

gu. a lion pass. or.
Crett
An ostrich's head erased ar.
ducully gorged or, In the mouth a key of the last.
(Karl of Carynfort). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, erm. on
a fess gu. a lion pass, or, for Pbobt; 2nd and Srd, ar. two
bars waiy and a plain chief az. on the latter an estoilc betw.

Proby
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;

the

Hebbebts, Marquesses of Powis, extinct; and the Hebbebts,
of Mucross). Per pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Prosser (Belmont, co. Hereford). See Weoo-Pbosseb.
I'rosser. Erm. on a chief vert three wheatsheaves ar.
Crest
On a mount a horse bridled at full speed all ppr.
Prother. Az. on a chief ar. three fetterlocks of the field.
Crest
On a tower sa. a crescent or.
Prothero. Chequy az. and or, an annulet gu. Crest

—
—

ar.

Pritchard

Probert.
Proby, or

;

—

bird flying purp.

Protheroe, Prytherch, or ap Rhydderch

(Dol-

wilym, and Plas Landra, co. Carmarthen, and of Bristol).
Ar. a lion ramp, guard, sa.

Protheroe, Prytherch, or ap Rhydderch (Hawksbrook and Llaugharne, co. Carmarthen, extinct; quartered
by Davis, of Cwm, co. Carmarthen, and others). Ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three ravens ppr. This coat has also been
.V raven ppr.
borne by Pbotheboe, of Dolwilym. Crest
Motto Deus pascit corvos.
Protheroe (derived from a younger branch of Pbotheboe
or l^YTHEBCH, of Egermond, co. Carmarthen, a scion of
Pbotheboe (ap Rhyddebch) of Dolwilym, in the same
county, sprung from Cadivok Vawe, Lord of Blaen Cuch,
in Dyved (West South Wales), d. 1089, the common

—

—

ancestor also of the Philipps of Picton, Moboans of
Tredegar, Llantarnum, &c., Lewises of St. Pierre, Llotds
of Llanstephan, Lakes, and Llanllawddog). Ar. a lion
ramp, guard, sa.
Protheroe (North Wales and co. Norfolk. Visit. Norfolk).
It is the coat of
Gu. a chev. betw three stags ar.

Saeddub, a North Welsh chief.
Or, on a chev.
(co. Salop and Westminster, 1605).
gu. three bars ar. Crest— A cross formee fltchce or, charged
with five pellets, a chaplet of laurel entwined round the
cross vert. Another Orest A buffalo's head erased vair.

Proud

—

Proude

(Egston, co. Kent). Az. three otters pass, in pale
Crest An otter'8
or, each holding in the mouth a fish ar.
head erased or, holding in the mouth a fish ar.
Proudfonte. Gu. a fess or, fretty of the first p1at£c at

—

tlic joints.

Proudfoot

(Proudfootstown, CO. Mcath; John Pboudfoot,
son of KoBEBT Pkocdfoot, of same place, buried in the
church of Dowth, 2 Feb. 1634). Vert a leg in armour
embowed and couped at the thigh ppr. under the foot a
An arm embezant charged with a cross moline. C>-esl
bowed in armour ppr. holding in the hand an arrow of the

—

last.

Proudfoot

Ulster's Office, 1022,
(Dublin; Fun. Ent.
Sdsan, dau. of Richabd Pbotofoot, merchant, and wife of

Nathaniel Hammond,
crescent for

of

same

place).

Same Arms, a

diff.

Prous, or Prowze

(Gidlcy Castle, co.

Devon, temp.

A

PRO
II.,

Withecoinb, Barnstaple, TiTerton, Crediton, &c.). Sa. three

ramp.

lions

ar.

Prous, or Pro'wxe (granted 1689). Ermines three lions
ramp. ar. Crest An ibex sejant or, armed, tufted, and

—

maned

ar.

Prouse, or Proiize.
Crest

— A demi

Quarterly, sa. and ar. a

bend

or.

lion or.

Prout

(William Pbout, M.D., F.R.S., of Sackville Street,
St. James's).
Az. a lion pass, guard, betw. two roses in
Issuant from grass ppr. a lion ramp, guard.
palear. Crest
ar. collared and ringed or, Jiolding in the paws a Ughted

—

taper ppr.

Prouze
bend

^Foscot, to.

Somerset).

and

Quarterly, sa.

a

ar.

or.

Provender

(Allington, co. Wilts).
Gu. a fess vair betw.
thre* dragons' heads erased or. Crest
A squirrel conrant,
quarterly or and gu. (another, or and sa.).
Provis (co. Somerset). Az. a chief ar. Crest On a rock a
wild duck ppr.
Provost. Sa. three round buckles or, on a chief of
the second a demi lion ramp. gu. Crest A buckle or.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three pineapples
(co. Essex).

—

—

—

Prow
or.

Prow.

Az. a chev. ar.

Prowdfoote.
knot a

Gu. a

fess or, fretty of the

on each

field,

plate.

Prowes.

Per

and

saltire gu.

ar. over all

a cross cross-

let or.

(co.

bossed or.

Cornwall).

Crest

three

Sa.

roebucks' heads ca-

— A golden fleece ppr.

Prowse

Sa. three lions ramp. ar.
(Oldcliffe, co. Somerset).
a bordure or.
Crest
An ibex's head erased sa. eared or,
armed, collared, and lined gold.
Prowse (Wicklow. co. Northampton). Same Arms. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet ar. a demi lion ramp, guard, also
ar. collared and winged or.

—

—

PrO'WSt.

Az. a chev. or.

Prowze.

Quarterly, sa.

and

ar.

a bend

or.

dexter hand throwing a dart ppr.
See Pebct.
(co. Devon; the heiress of the chief

Cregt

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

Same Arms.

Pryce

(Gunley, co. Montgomery). Ar. a lion pass. sa. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis gu. the lion armed and langued of the last.
(Bbcce-Pbyce, Dyffryn, co. Glamorgan Johs BbccbPbtce, Esq., assumed the name of Knight, on coming
of age, and the additional surname of Pbtce, in 1837, at the
decease of his cousin, the Hon. Mrs. Booth Gret; he was

Pryce

;

eon of JoBN EsiGBT, Esq., by Mabgabet, his wife,
dau. of William Bbcce, Esq., of Llanblethian). Quarterly,
1st, gu. three chevronels ar. a crescent for di£f., for Pbtcb;
2nd, or, a saltire gu. on a chief of the last a martlet gold,
for Bbdce 3rd, paly of six ar. and az. on a canton of the
last a spur or, for Knight; 4th, quarterly, 1st, sa. a Uoa
ramp, ar., 2nd, sa. a chev. betw. three spears' heads ar.,
3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, 4th, or, on
a canton gu. two lions pass, of the first, for Lewis, of
Llanisben. Crests
1st: A paschal lamb ppr., for Pbtce;
2nd: A dexter arm in armour ppr. in bend grasping a
sceptre, for Bei^ce
3rd
On a spur lying fesseways
feathered or, a falcon, wings expanded erm., for Kmght.
Mottoes Over the crest of Bbcce: Fuimus; under the
arms Duw ar fy rhan; in English: God for my portion.
Pryce. Ar. a chev. betw. three spearheads sa. another, Sa,
three spearheads ar.
Prydeux (co. Cornwall). Per pale ar. and gu. three castles
counterchanged.
Prydeiix (co. Cornwall). Ar. a cross pattee gu. over all %

Pmdhonie

HOME. of Upton Prudhome,

line,

Peud-

and conveyed considerable

to.

estates into the family of WmTwe; and more recently,
Joan, daughter of WiLUAM PaoDHOME, m. William FeildING, ancestor to the Earl of Denhiyb). Az. three lions' heads
erased or. Cre«t— A lion's gamb erased ppr.
Prue, or Prew. Or, two bars gu. betw. eight escallops
az.

Pnien (Cheltenham,

co. Gloucester).

Per pale ga. and

az.

on a fess ar. betw. three eagles displ. erminois as many
crosses pattee sa., quartering, for Elborouoh, Erminois on
couped vert betw. two talbots pass, in pale sa. a rose
barbed and seeded ppr. Crest A demi eagle displ. sa.
charged on the breast with a fess ar. thereon three crosses
pattee gu. in the beak a sprig of olive ppr.
Prujean. Gu. three rosea in bend betw. two cotises ar.
CreH A greyhound's head erased sa. charged on the neck
with three roses betw. two cotises collarways ar. Another
Crest A grifiln's head erased sa.
Prunes (Westbury, co. Bucks). Or, a lion ramp. az. on a
fess

—

ar.

—
—

chief of the last
others ar.

an

ostrich's feather of the first betw.

;

fifteen

ar.

two

two

descents
estoiles

:

bend

az.

Prydeux
on a chev.

now

Preston, co. Devon the heiress
m. FoRTESccE, of Wimpston).
Or, on a bend az. three
crosses formee fitchee ar.
Prutin. Per pale gu. and az. a fess betw. two cher.
;

ar.

Pryce

Or, a lion ramp.
(St. John's College, Cambridge).
reguard. holding betw. the forepaws a fleur-de-lis gu. Crest
A Uon, as in the arms.
Pryce, or Price (Wrotham, co. Herts). 6a. on a chev.
betw. three leopards' faces ar. as many spearheads of the
first, a chief of the second, charged with three cocks gu.
combed, wattled, and legged or. Crett A cock gu. combed,
wattled, and legged or, holding in the beak a violet az.
stalked and leaved vert.
Pryce (Gunley, CO. Montgomery derived from Einion ap Sit8TLLT, Lordof Mathafam, inCyveiUog, tenth in descentfrom
GwTDDNo Gabanhib, Priuccor Lordof Cautrcf Gwaelod). Ar.
a lion pass. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu., quartering,
Ist, az. on a bend sa. betw. two crescents gu. three annulets

—

—

;
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(Nutwell, co. Devon; granted 16 May, 1558). Ar.
sa. betw. three eagles' legs couped gu. a book or,

purfled vert, betw. two bow-knots of the
volant ar. membered and beaked gu.

Prydetix.

first.

Crest

— A dove

and gu. a cross patt^ counterchanged, a bend of the first; another. Per pale ar.
and gu. a cross pattee of the second, a bend az. another,
A dexter arm from the elbow
Sa. a saltire engr. ar. Crest
Per pale

ar.

;

—

ppr. holding a bUlet in pale az.
Prye (Horwell, co. Devon ; five descents given in Visit. 1C20).
Erm. a chev. gu. (sometimes, sa.) a chief az. fretty or.

Pryer

(France). Or, on two bars gu. eight escallops at. a
bordure vert.
Pryer (High Elms, Ealdock. co. Herts). Ar. three bars wavy
Crest
A demi lion ramp.
sa. on a chief gu. a saltire or.
Prykele, Prykke, or Prikkes (Bury St. Edmunds, co.
Suffolk).
Or, on a cross quarterly pierced az. four mascles of

—

first.

Prynn, or Resprynn.
heads

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three boars*

sa.

Prynne

sa.

(Pruteston,

:

;

—

the

(Gorven and Hartland, co. Devon
"Visit. 1620).
Gu. on a <diief

traced in

Pruteston

—

;

Prudhoe, Baxon.

Prust

Ievan ap Btb; 2nd, sa. three nags' heads erased
ar., for David Llotd ap GBirriTn ap Bibid, of Gunley;
3rd, ar. three boars' heads couped sa. langucd gu. tusked
or, for Evan ap Khts ap Hdgh, of Ehiwhirieth.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa. holding betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis
of the arms.
Pryce (Newtown, co. Montgomery, bart., extinct; descended
from Bees ap David Llotd, Esquire of the Body to
Edward IV., who was descended from Etheltstan Glodbtdd. Prince of Ferlys). Gu. a lion ramp, reguard. or.
Crest
A lion, as in the arms, ilotto Avi numerantur
avonim.
Pryce (Manariefed, co. Cardigan ; descended from Pbtck, of
Newtown). Same Ar^ns, quartering, ar. three boars' heads
couped ppr. Crest A lion, as in the arms.
Motto A»l
numerantur avorum.
Pryce (Bodfach, co. Montgomery; descended from Pbtce,
of Newtown; the heiress m. Bell Llotd). &a.ine Amis.
Pryce (Glan Miheli descended from Pbtce, of Newtown).
or, foi-

;

Pro'wse

a

PUT
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ami Way, in Chagford, same co. Visit. Devon,
1G20; tlic heiress of the senior line m. Moels or MulesTliere were younger branches of this ancient family at

Henry

Salop; granted by Dethick; Garter, 1688, to
of CO. Salop; Harl. MSS. 1069).
Or, a
Crest
Ont of a
betw. three escallops gu.
ducal coronet or, an eagle displ. ppr. beaked sa.
Prynne (Chaddesley Corbet, co. Worcester). Same Amis.
Prys (Rev. Edmcnd Pbts, Eector of Maentwrog,co. Merioneth,
and Archdeacon of Merioneth, author of the "Metrical
Version of the Welsh Psalms;" derived from Mabcbcdd a»
Ctnan). Arms of Mabchudd ap Ctnan, viz., Gu. a Saracen's
head erased at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples sa.
(co.

Edwabd Pbynnb,

—

fess engr. az.

and

ar.

Pryse

descended, through the
Ie%'an Llotd, of
Gogerddan, from Gwaeth Voed, Lord of Cardigan, at tha
commencement of the 12th century. The eventual heiress,
Mabgabet, only dau. of Lewis Pbtse, Esq., of Gogerddan,
in. Edwabd Loveden Loveden, Esq., of Buscot, to. Berks).
Or, a Uon ramp, reguard. sa. quartering Lovedew.
A Uon, as in the arms, holding in the paws a fleur-deCrett
Motto Duw Ar bendithio ; " God with us."
lis or.

(Gogerddan, co. Cardigan

celebrated

—

Welsh

—

poet,

;

Ehtddebch ap

A
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PB Y
Prytherch
Bhtddekch;
High Sheriff

;

(AberRole, co. Carmarthen; originally Ap
descended, through. Jakes Pbtddeech, Esq.,

from Bhtddebch ap

Jobweth;

Puleston

Carmarthen

co.

1599,

—

—Duw

a digon; God and enough.
Pstrelle (co. Nottingham). Paly of six ar. and az.
Puckering: (Weston, co. Hertford, and co. Warwick). Sa.
a bend f usily cotised ar. Crett A buck ramp, (another,

—

conrant) or.
co. York; confirmed 26 June,
bend cotised ar.
Puckle (co. Sussex). Gu. three dexter hands couped ar.
On a dexter
the fingers towards the nombril point. Crest
hand couped erect ar. a rose ppr.

Puckering: (Flamborough,
Sa. five fusils in

1679).

—

or, con-

joined in threes, six in chief and three in base.
(Stonefield, co. Bedford, co. Lancaster, Ellesflcld,
Vert a chev. betw.
CO. Oxford, cos. Stafford and York).
three mullets or. Crest— A cat (or leopard) pass. ppr.
Hugh PtrosET, Bishop of
(co. Northumberland;

Pudsey
Pudsey

Durham, temp. Bichard

1153-95).

I.,

Per

saltire or

and

ar.

"Visit.
Oxford, and Langley, co. Warwick.
Warwick and Oxford, and monument, Sutton Coldfield
Church).
Vert a chev. betw. three mullets or. Crest
cat pass. ppr.
Pudsey (Bolton, near Bichmond, co. York). Vert a chev.

(co.

—

betw. three mullets or.

Pudsey

(Lawfleld,

co.

York, 1665).

Vert a chev. betw.

three mullets or, a canton ar.
Vert a chev. betw.
(Seisdon Hall, co. Stafford).
Crest
three mullets or, on a canton ar. a lozenge sa.
mouintain cat pass, guard, charged on the shoulder with a
lozenge or, for distinction. Motto Fortuna favente.

Pudsey

—

—

Pudsey, or Puddesey
betw. three mullets or.
Pueray. Or, two bars

Vert a chev.

(Barford, co. York).

sa.

Pug'eis, or Pug:iers. Lozengy gu. and ar.
Pug:es. Gu. a mascle ar.
Pu^et. Az. a chev. wavy betw. three mullets ar. Ci-est
A dove holding an olive branch and flying over the sea all

—

ppr.

Pu^et.

Az. a saltire

or,

sun in splendour

in chief the

—

Crest A dexter hand
Gu. three lozenges ar.
ppr. holding up a covered cup or.
descended from
Pug'll (Llanerchydol, co. Montgomery
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Caswalladeb, of Llanerchydol).
ar. a lion pass, guard, sa. crowned or, betw. three fleurs-de2nd and 3rd, sa. three greyhounds courant ar.
lis gu.
A lion, as in the arms, holding a fleur-de-lis gu. Motto
Crett
Qui invidet minor est.

Pug'g:es.

;

—

Pug:ll.

—

;

Ar. a lion pass. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis go.

A dolphin embowed ppr.
Pug:h (Manoravon, near Llandilo,

Crett

co.

—

An oak tree

Sa. three mullets nr.

ppr. pendent therefrom

az.

commemoration

;

:

—

tenebrls.

Puleyne, or Pullen

(Fun Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1668, Mrs.
Abdet, alias Pcletne or Pullen). Az. on a bend betw. six
lozenges or, each charged with an escallop sa. five escallops
of the last.

Pulford

(Pulford,

co.

Chester;

descended from

Bobket

DE Pcliobd, temp. King John).

Pulford
Pullein

Sa. a cross patonce ar,
Sa. a cross sarcelly ar.
(CO. Westmorland).
(Killinghall, Carleton Hall, and Crake Hall, co.

descended from Bichabd Pulleine, of Killinghall,
commencement of the sixteenth century
Mart Winifbed, only dau. and heir of Thomas Babington
Pclleine, Esq., of Carleton Hall, m. Waltkb Spencer
Az. on a bend cotised
Stanhope, Esq., of Cannon Hall).
ar. three escallops gu. on a chief or, as many martlets sa.
J/o»o— Nulla pallesCrest A pelican on her nest all or.
;

living at the

—

cere culpa.
1677, the wife of Mr. Hckt).
Az. a bend betw. six lozenges or.
Pullen (co. York). Az. on a bend cotised ar. three
escallops gu. on a chief or, as many martlets sa.
Puller (Sir Cheistopheb Pclleb, Knt., Lord Chief Justice
of Bengal, d. 1824).
Az. a bend cotised betw. three
escallops or, on a chief of the last as many escallops of the
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a dove ppr.
first.
Crest
in the beak a branch of laurel vert.
Puller. Az. a lion ramp. ar. betw. six escallops or, three,
two, and one.
Crest A dexter hand holding a trident in
bend.
Pulley (Leigh, co. Essex). Or, three eagles displ. az.
Pulley. Per saltire or and sa. Crest A palm tree vert.
Pullejm (Scotton, CO. York). Az. on a bend or, betw. six
lozenges of the second, each charged with an escallop
Crest— A pelican on her
sa. five escallops of the last.

—

—

—

nest

all or.

Pulling" (Mr. Serjeant Pcllino,

late of

Newark

Park, co.

now Bedcliffe Gardens, South Kensington). Az.
on a bend or, betw. six lozenges of the second, each charged
with an escallop sa. five escallops of the last. Crest A pelicau
Gloucester,

—

Pug'he
de-lis
trefoil

Pulling. Or, three eagles displ. gu. on a chief wavy nz.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. gu.
three fleurs-de-lis ar.
charged on each wing with a cross patt^e fitchee O!",
and on the breast with a millrind gold.
Pullyn (Great Yarmouth). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or a lion
ramp. sa. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three garbs sa.
Crest
A lion ramp. sa.
Pulsdon, or Pulston. Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets

—

;

—

of the

(Ty Gwyn).
Crett

sa.

—A

Ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. three fleurslion's head erased, in the mouth a

Motto

slipped ppr.

—Nld

meddyg ond

meddyg

eniad.

Pujolas

(St.

Marylebone, co. Middlesex;

wavy az. and
base on a mount vert
fesse

hoofed or.
buglchorn

Cri-M
or,

—

ar.

in

granted 1762).

chief three doves ppr. in

ram couchant

horned and
A hind at gaze ppr. about the neck a
{i

sa.

the string gu.

Pukenham.

Az. a lion ramp, or, a bordure engr. gu.
Pulderfleld (co. Devon). 8a. a cross voided or.
Pulesborou^h, or PullebroU8:h (London). Per fess

and gu. an eagle

displ. ar.

Pulesden. Ar. three mullets sa.
Pulesdon, PuUesdon, Fulleston, or Puleston
(cos. Chester,

mullets ar.

Flint

Crest

and Salop; granted

— A buck

1582).

Sa. three

pass. ppr. attired or.

Pulesdon, Pulisdon, Puliston, or Puleston

(co.

and Wales: granted 1583).
Ar. on a fcss betw.
three pelicans sa. ai many hawks' lures or.
Crest
A stag
Flint,

—

pass. ppr.

Pulesdon, or Pulesden.

Ar. on a

bcnJ

sa.

three

mullet.1 of the field.

Puleston

(Ilavod y
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first.

Gu. three eagles' heads
(St. Anne's, Westminster).
erased ar. beaked or, on a chief of the second three trefoils
An eagle's head erased ar. in the beak
slipped ppr.
Crest

—

a

astra.

sa.

:

Pulse

Carmarthen).
Gu. a
lion pass. betw. three fleurs-de-llB or.
Motto Sic itur ad

Per

(Emral, co. Flint, hart.).

."a.

Hwfa ap

in her nest vulning herself ppr.

ppr.

—

3rd,

— 1st

2nd,

field;

gu., for

Pullein (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

a cross formee az.

Pudsey

armed and langued
Sansde Habdd.

by a band
an escutcheon gu. charged with three ostrich feathers,
Pcleston's
having
of
Sir
Bichabd
had
in
the honour of introducing the Prince of Wales, 9th Sept.
1806, into the Principality 2nd On a chapeau gu. turned up
Motto Clariorcs o
erm. a buck statant ppr. attired or.
C)-ests

York

Pudley. Az. a chev. engr. erm.
Pudlicott (co. Oxford). Gu. nine lozenges pierced

three mullets of the

sa.

three lions pass. ar.

of the line of Cbadoc ap Gwiltn, Lord of Tallyn).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a stag trippant ar. collared and
lined or, betw. the attires an imperial crown ppr. ; 2nd and
8rd, gu. on a chev. betw. three men's heads couped in profile
Crest A stag's head cabossed,
ar. five gouttes de sang.
betw. the attires an imperial crown, as In the arms. Motto

GwiLTN,

PTTIi

on a bend

4th, ar.

Weme, co. Denbigh).

Quarterly, 1st and

trefoil slipped.

extinct 1764; William Pdltenet,
orator and statesman, grandson of William Pdltenet,
Esq., of Misterton, co. Leicester, was so created 1742, d. t. p.).
Ar. a fess indented gu. in chief three leopards' filces sa.
Crett
A leopard's head affrontee and erased sa. ducally

Pulteney(£'arJo/.Bn(A,

—

—

gorged or. Supporters Dexter a leopard sinister, a tiger,
both guard, ar. guttle de poix, and gorged with a bar danQuo virtus.
cettee gu. Motto
Pulteney (Countem of Bath, extinct 1808; IIenbietta
Lacra Johnstone, wife of Sir William Johnstone, Bart., of
Westerhall, and dau. and heir of Henbt Pultenev, brother
of William, Earl of Bath, having t. to the estates of the
carl, assumed the surname of Pcltenet, and was created
Baroness Bath 1792, and Countett of Bath 1803, d.s.p.).
Same Arms and Supporters.
Pulteney (Northerwood, Hants). Ar. a fess indented gu. in
chief three leopards' faces sa. on a canton of the second an
Crest
A leopard's head erased sa.
cstoile of the first.
gorged with a ducal coronet or, -and charged with a crosB
crosslet.
Motto Vis unita fortior.
Pulter (Bradficld-Wimondley, co. Hertford). Ar. two
ijondlctssa. in the sinister chief a Cornish chough of the last.
Pultison (London). Per pale ar. and ea. three lions ramp.
;

—

—

—

countcrchanged.

AA
;
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PTTIi
Pnlton.

At. »

fe.<is

danccttee sa. betw. three leopards

faces az.

Pulton,

Abbey

of

Chester).

(co.

Az. three garbs

or. In

pale a crozier of the last.
Pults. Gu. three eagles' beads erased ar. beaks or, on a
Crest
An eagle's
chief of the second as many trefoils vert.

—

head erased, as in the arms, holding a

Pulverston (Bromsford,
cups

trefoil vert.

Ar. three covered

co. Lancaster;.

sa.

Pulvertoft

(Spalding, co. Lincoln).
Ar. a mullet betw.
eight fleurs-de-lis gu.
Pulvertoft (Whaplod, co. Lancaster). Ar. three fleursde-lis, two and one, betw. as many annulets, one and two
sa.

Pulvertoft

Or, a mullet pierced gu.

(co. Lincoln, 1640).

an

orle of fleur-de-lis az.

Pulyne

Cornwall).

(co.

Gu. sem^e of crosses

crosslet

a

saltire vair.

Pumfrey

(Scotland,

Az. a chcv. ar. betw.

16th century).

three garbs or.

Puminere. Or, three bars vert, a bend gu.
Pumise, or Puynse. Or, an eagle displ.

(Punchardon in Kentisbear, and Heanton
Punchardon, co. Devon; the co-heiresses m. Beaumont,
Ralegh, and Beauple). Ar. a cross sarcelly voided gu.
Puncbardon. Ar. a fess gu. on a bordure of the last

and

sa. three

roundles counter-

tliangcd.

Punsbon

(West Herrington, co. Durham ; cranted to William PuNSHON, of West Herrington, in 1576, by Flower,
Az. a fess crenellee betw. three lambs' heads
Norroy).
erased ar.

Punsbon

(Killingworth Cottage, co. Northumberland;
Az. a fess embattled counter-embatlled
granted 1823).
betw. three lambs' heads erased ar. a bordure wavy erm.
Crest A lamb pass. erm. charged with a palet wavy az.
betw. two oval buckles or, tongues pointing upward.
Purbjitt. Ar. (another, or) ten pellets, four, three, two, and

—

one.

Piircell (Barmi of Loughmoe; so created by the Earl of
Ormonde, as Palatine of Tipperary impalement Fun. Ent.
;

Ulster's OfBce, 1626, Peibce

Butlzb, Esq., of Nodstown,

of Thohas Pubcell, Baron of
Or, a saltire betw. four boars' heads couped

whose wife was Ellen, dau.
Loughmoe).
sa.

Crest

—A

cubit

arm

erect ppr. habited az. cuffed ar.

grasping a sword also ppr. pommel and hilt or, piercing
through the jaw a boar's head couped sa. mined and disMotto Aut vincam aut periam.
tilling drops of blood.

—

Purcell

(Borris-o-Icagh, co. Tipperary

Fua.' Ent. TJlster's

;

OfBce, 1629, Thomas Pdkcell, of that place, gentleman).
Same Ai-ms, a crescent for diff.
Purcell (Foulkes Rath, co. Kilkenny; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
OfBce, 1637 Robnett Pubcell, of that place, descended
from Geoffkey Pubcell, second son of Purcell, Baron of
Loughmoe). Same Ar-m.
Purcell (Croagh, co. Limerick Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1638, Piebce Pubcell, of that place, descended from a
second brother of Pubcell, of Loughmoe). Ar. a boar pass,
gu. tusked, hoofed, and bristled or, langued az. on a chief
of the last three plates, a crescent for diff.
Purcell (Crumlin, co. Dublin; a branch of Pubcell, of
Croagh, co. Limerick, lineally descended from Edmund
Pubcell, Sheriff of Dublin in 1598, d. 1612, whose grandson, Edmund Pubcell, brother of General Patbick Pubarms allowed by
cell, was put to death by Ireton
Hawkins, Ulster, 1715). Ar. a boar pass. gu. armed and
Crt»t A hand
bristled or, on a chief az. three plates.
couped above the wrist erect, holding a sword ppr. pommelled and hilted or, pierced through the jaw of a boar's
head couped sa. vulned and distilling drops of blood, the
;

;

;

—

sleeve az. turned

Purcell

up

ar.

confirmed by Hawkins,
;
John Eduund Pubcell, son of

(Borestown, co. Tipperary

Ulster, 1757, to Captain

Major Theobald Pubcell, of Ballymartin, co. Kilkenny,
whose sister, Anna, was wife of Edmttnd Butleb, Viscount
Mountganet). Same Arms and Crest.
Purcell (co. Cork descendant and representative o\ Pubcell, of Croagh Purcell, co. Limerick.
The principal seats
of the Pubcells of the county of Cork are, Temple-Mary,
;

now

the property of the co-heiresses of the late Richabd

Pubcell, Esq. Burton House and Highfort, the residences
of the Bev. Matthew PtrBCEU. and of his brother, Richabd
Pubcell, M.D. Altamira, the seat of Piebcb Pubcell,
Esq.; and AnnabeUa, of Richabd Hab&is Pubcell, Esq.).
Barry wavy of six ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three boars'
heads of the first. Qrtti ^A hand couped above tbe Tiist
;

;

—

up

ar.

Purcell

(Burton House, co. Cork). Or, a saltire betw. four
Some branches of the family bear,
Barry wavy of six ar. and ga. on a bend sa. three boars'
first.
Same
Crest.
beads of the
Purcell (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office. 1616, Nicholas Pubcell,
Sheriff of Dublin). Ar. a boar pass. gu. tusked, hoofed,
and bristled or, langued az, on a chief -of the last three
boars' heads couped sa.

plates.

Purcell

(granted by Betham, Ulster, to John Pubcell, Esq.,
son of John Pubcell, of Dublin, M.D.). Ar. a saltire gu.
betw. four boars' heads couped sa. armed or, and langued
A dexter arm couped at the elbow ppr. the
gu.
Crest
sleeve g^u. with an indt'nted cuff erm. the hand grasping a
sword ppr. hilted and guarded or, pierced through the
jaws of a wolfs head couped sa. vulned ppr.
Motto—
Humani nihil alienum.
Purcell (Ouneslow, co. Salop granted April, 1597). Barry
nebulee of six ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three boars' beads
of the first. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's head
ar. guttle de sang.
Purcell (co. Salop). Barry wavy of s'.x ar. and az. on a
bend sa. three boars' heads couped of the first. Crest
boar's head erased lying fessways ar.
Purcell (Westminster). Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on a
bend sa. three boars' heads erased or.
Purcell. Vaire ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three boars
heads couped or.

—

;

gu.

Puncbardon

eight escallops of the first.
Puncbeon. Per pale ar.

PT7&

holding a sword ppr. pommelled and hilted or, pierced
through the Jaws of a boar's head also couped sa.
vulned and distilling drops of blood, the sleeve az. turned
erect,

—

Purcell.
Purcell.

Ar. three torteanx.
See Fitzgebald.
Purcbas (co. York). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. debruised by
a fesse az. charged with three bezants. Crest A dexter
hand ppr. holding up a cushion sa. tasselled or.
Purcbas (cos. Essex and Monmouth descended from Sir

—

;

William Pdbchas, Lord Mayor

of London, 1494 and 1498).
Ar. a lion ramp. az. debruised by a fcss sa. charged with
A demi lion ramp. az. holding a
three bezants. Crest
bezant in the dexter paw. Motto Semper paratns.
Purcbon (Thomas Pubchon, Esq., of York House, Leeds).
"Vert a chev. erm. betw. in chief two fleeces ar. banded,
and in base a portcullis or, on a bordure of the last
Crest
In front of a demi woman
eight escallops gu.
habited az. mantle flowing over the left shoulder gu.
in her right hand a palm branch ppr. two anchors in saltire
Motto Prudentia et vigilantia.
or.
Purde. Ar. a cross componee or and az., in the 1st
quarter a water bouget, in the 2nd an eagle dtepl., in the
3rd a swan close, in the 4th an escallop, aU sa. on a
chief az. a lion pass, guard, or.
Ptirde'W. Ar. a fess chequy or and sa.
Ptirdey (London). Ar. a fess chequy or and gu.
Purdon (co. Cumberland). Ar. a leopard's face gu. betw.
a chief and a chev. sa. Crett A dexter arm in armour,
the hand ppr. holding a banner gu. fringed or, charced
with a leopard's face ar. the staff broken -above the

—

—

—

—

—

hand.

Purdon (Tinerana,

co. Clare; originally settled at Kirkling-

Cumberland, and established in Ireland, temp.
Henry VIII., by James Pubdon, Esq., of Kirklington
confirmed by Usher, Ulster, 1688, to Gilbert Pubdon, Esq.,
of Dublin, son of James Pubdon, of Kirklington). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a leopard's face betw. a chief and a chev. sa.
2nd, or, a lion ramp. sa. over all on a fess gu. three mullets
of the field, for Casaubon; 3rd, or, a cross gu. in the 1st
A dexter arm
quarter a dexter hand sa., for Bubee. Crest
embowed ppr. holding a banner gu. fringed or, charged
with a leopard's face ar. the staff broken above the hand.
Jlfo«o— Pro aris et focis.
Pardon (Curristown, co. Westmeath). Ar. a chev. sa. in
centre chief point a leopard's face of the last. Crest
dexter arm embowed ppr. holding a banner gu. fringed or,
charged with a leopard's face ar. the staff broken above the
hand. Jlfotto—Pro aris et focis.
Purdon (Lisnabin, co. Westmeath). Same Arms, &c.
Purdon (Lurgan Race, co. Louth Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1595, Jane, dau. of Adam Purdon, Esq., and wife of
Adah Loftus, Archbishop of Dublin and Lord Chancellor
of Ireland). Ar. a chev. sa. in chief a leopard's face gu. a
ton,

CO.

—

—

;

chief of the second.
(Tallaght, co. Dublin;

Purdon

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Pubdon, of that place, and
wife of William Conway). Same ^rm*.
Purefoy (co. Leicester). Gu. a saltire engr. ar betw. four
1612,

Isabel, dau. of Simon

mullets or.

A

;

PUB
Parefoy.
ruffled ar.

Sa. three pairs of dexter hands conjoined or,
A demi talbot ramp. sa. ducally gorged or.
Crest

—

Purefoy (Shadlestone, co.

Bucks).

Gu. three pairs of hands

artdorsed ar.

Purefoy

and Drayton, co. Leicester seated at
and at the latter 1397. The
branches were Pubefot, of Barwell, WolvershiU, ShaUeston,
Wadley, (fee.). Sa. six armed hands in pairs embracing,
two and one ar. Crest A dexter gauntlet or, the inside az.
fingers grasping a broken tilting-spear of the second.
Purefoy (Caldecote, co. Warwick confirmed by Camden.
Clarenceux, to William Pubefot, Esq., of Caldecote, tenth in
descent from Philip Pubefot, Esq., of Newnham, same co.).
Sa. six armed hands in pairs embracing, two and one
Crest
In a dexter gauntlet ar. a broken tilting-spear
ar.
(llisterton

the former place

;

1277,

—

;

—

or.

Purefoy

(co.
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Tipperary; descended from Michael Pcbefot,
Warwick, escheater for that county,
Esq., of
I., second son of Thomas Pubefoy,

Esq., of Caldecote, co.

temp. Mary
Drayton.) Same Amis and Crest.
Purefoy. Gu. three pairs of hands couped hand in hand

Pursey.

Per pale

and gu. a

ar.

lion

ramp,

counter-

changed.

Purslo'W (Sudbury and Hoxstow,

Salop).

Ar. a cross
sa. a bordure engr. gu.
co.

patonce (another, fiory) engr.
bezantee. Crest
A hare sejant erm.
(co. Worcester).
Ar. a cross moline engr.
bordure sa. bezantee.
Purslo'W. Quarterly, per fess indented gu. and erm.
Furstliall. Ar. fretty sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard,

—

Purslow

or.

Purton

(Faintree, co. Salop; descended from Sir John de
PcBTON, Knt., of Purton, co. Stafford, who was in high
estimation with Edward III., and seived as Sheriff co.
Stafford, 38th, 44th, and 45th years of that reign.
William
Purton, Esq., m. Hesteb Mabia, dau. and heir of
Thomas Pabdoe, Esq., of Faintree, High Sheriff co. Salop
1791, and thereby acquired that estate). Ar. on a chev.
gu. three pears or, quartering, ar. a cross componfe or and
gu. in the 1st quarter a water bouget, in the 2nd an eagle
displ., in the 3rd a swan, in the 4th an escallop, all sa. on
a chief az. a lion ramp. gu. of the second. Motto Fructu

—

arbor cognoscitur.

ar.

Purefoy, or Purfoy.
sides of

the

Gu. two arms issuing from the

escutcheon, hand in hand ar. betw. three

human hearts or (another adds, a crescent in fess).
Purefoy, or Purferoy (co. Kent). Sa. six armed hands
clasped ar.
flowers ppr.

Crest

—A

dexter hand holding a garland

of

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Out
lozenges gu. as many cinquefoils of the first. Crest
of a mural coronet ar. (another, or) a demi griffin segreant
erminois, in the dexter claw a thunderbolt ppr.
Purnell (Wickwar, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a fess betw.
three mascles az. as many cinquefoils of the field.
Purnell (Stancombe Park, co. Gloucester; exemplified to
Fubnell Bbansbt Coopeb, Esq., of Kingshill, near Dursley,
CO. Warwick, on assuming, by royal licence, 1805, the name
of Pdbnell). Ar. on a fees sa. betw. three lozenges gu.
as many cinquefoils of the first, for Pubnell, quartering,

—

1st, Pubnell: Out
Cooper, Bbansbt, and Pabton. Crenti
of a mural crown ar. a demi griffin segreant erminois,
holding in the dexter claw a thunderbolt ppr.; 2nd, Cooper:
Out of a mural coronet ar. a demi-spear erect ppr. fringed
or, and surmounted by two palm branches in saltire vert.

et virtute.

Purves

—

(that Ilk,

Campbell, which

many

ar. as

Berwick, bart., 1655; now IIuMn
Az. on a fess betw. three mascles
first.
Crest
The sun rising
Supporters Two lynxes ppr. Motto—

co.

see).

—

cinquefoils of the

out of a cloud ppr.
Clariore tenebris.
Purvis (Kinaldy, co. Fife, 1868). Az. on a chev. ar. betw.
three mascles or, as many cinquefoils vert. Crest A dexter
hand pointing upwards to the sun in his splendour ppr.

—

Motto

—Per

vias rectas.

Purvis

(Darsham, co. Suffolk; descended from Geoege
PuBvis, Esq., of Darsham, Comptroller of the Navy, 1735,
descended from a common ancestor with the Baronets
PuBVES, represented by Sir William Pubves-Hume-Campbell). Az. on a fess ar. betw. three mascles or, as many
cinquefoils of the field. Crest
The sun in splendour rising
from clouds all ppr. Motto over Clarior e tenebris.
Purvis. Az. on a chev. betw. three mascles ar. as many
cinquefoils of the first (another, gu.). Crest, as the last.
Motto over Post nubila Phoebus.
Pury (Drayton and Barwell, co. Leicester). Ar. on a fos.s
betw. six martlets sa. three mullets of the field. Crest On
a ducal coronet or, a martlet gu.
Pury (co. Oxford). Ar. on a iess betw. three martlets sa,
as many mullets of the field.
Pury, or Pyry (co. Wilts). Ar. on a bend cotised betw.
three martlets sa. as many mullets or.
Pusey (Pusey, co. Berks traditionally stated to have been
settled at Pusey prior to the Conquest, and to have held that
estate by comage, or the service of a horn, under a grant of
Canute. Chables Puset, the last direct male heir, d. 1710,
and bequeathed the manor to his nephew, John Allen, Esq.,
who thereupon assumed the surname of Puset, and m. a dau.
of Sir William Bouvekie, Bart., grandfather of the first
Earl of Radnor, but d. s. p., when the estate was further
entailed upon Mr. Puset's sisters and nieces, the Allens,
which ladies alternately inherited it, and joined in settling
it upon the Hon. Philip Bouverie, nephew of Mr. John
Allen Puset's wife, who also assumed the surname of
Pdset).
Gu. three bars ar., now quartering Bouverie.
Crest
A cat pass. ar.
Put. Ar. on a lozenge sa. a lion ramp, of the first. Crest
A demi lion ramp. ar. holding a mascle sa.
Putman, or
Sa. a martlet betw.
(co. Sussex).

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

Putnam

six crosses crosslet ar.

Putnam.
two,

Sa. a

bend betw. six crosses

crosslet ar. three,

and one.

Putt (Coombe, co. Devon, bart.,
rom Nicholas Putt, Esq., who

extinct 1721 ; desccndcif
purchased the manor of

Combe GilUngham from Sir Henry Beaumont in 1615. Hi»
grandson. Sir Thomas Putt, was created a bart. in 1666 Sir
Thomas Pott, second bart., d. s. p. 1721, when the estate of
Combe passed to his cousin, the heir male of the faniil}%
;

Purnell

(Boddington Manor, co. Gloucester). Erminois on
a fess betw. three lozenges gu. as many cinquefoils nr.
Issuant from a mural crown ar. charged with three
Crest
lozenges fessways gu. a demi falcon rising ppr. holding in
the beak a cinqucfoil slipped vert.
Purrier. Ar. a chev. vert betw. two spears in chief of the
last, and in base on a mount of the second a pear tree ppr.
fniclcd or, a chief er™. Crest A dolphin embowed sa.
under a pear tree ppr. fructed or.
Purse. Gu. six trefoils slipped ar. Creit A demi bull per
fe«a or and gu.
Purser. Gu. three clawed wright*' tiammers ar. Crest—
A fox's head erased or.

—

—

—

830

Quarterly, ar. and sa., in the 1st quarter a fleurde-lis gu.
Crest
An eagle displ. gu.

—

Purefoy (Bagwell-Pcbefot, Greenfield, co. Tipperary
exemplified to Edwakd Bagwell, Esq., Lieut. 3rd Dragoon
Guards, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1847, the
additional surname of Pubefot, in compliance with the will
of William Pubefot, Esq., of Greenfield). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, sa. three pairs of hands conjoined, one and two or,
ruffled ar., for Pubefot 2nd and 3rd, paly of six ar. and
az. on a chief gu. a Uon of the pass, of the first, for Bagwell.
A hand in armour grasping a broken lance all ppr.
Crest
Motto En bonne foy.
Purkis. Quarterly, ar. and gu., in the 1st and 4th
quarters a bee volant sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a greyhound's head ppr.
Purland (East Walton, co. Norfolk). Sa. five wings in
Crest
A demi eagle with wings displ.
saltire or.
Purley. Chequy ar. and sa.
Purling (Hatton Garden, London; granted 1759). Az. a
lion ramp, or, crowned with a naval crown ar. on a chief of
the second two crescents of the first. Crest A lion sejant
or, crowned with a naval coronet ar. holding in the dexter
paw an anchor sa. Another Crest A dexter hand holding
a grenade fired ppr.
Purlingr. Az. a lion ramp, or, crowned with an Eastern
coronet, on a chief of the last two crescents gu. Crest
lion sejant or, crowned as in the arms, reposing the dexter
paw on an anchor sa.
Purllysden. Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three pelicans az.
vulned gu. as many hawks' lures or.
Purnell (Dursley, Forward, Stancombe, and Wickselm, co.
Gloucester; granted 1768). Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three

Motto^Fide

I*urton.

Raymund Putt,

Esq.).
Ar. within a mascle sa. a lion
ramp, of the last. Crest Out of a mural coronet a leopard's
head ducally gorged all ppr.
Puttenham (Shcrfiold, co. Hants. "Visit. 1634. RiciiAni>
Puttenham, Esq., of Sherfleld, grandson of Sir Geobge I'utTENUAH, Knt., of Sherficld, left an only dau. and heir, Anne,
wife of Fbancis Mobbib, of Copwell). Ar. crusily fitcheo
Crest— A woirs head couped gu.
sa. a stork of the last.
Puttenham, or Putnam (co. Beds, and Pcnn, co.
crusily
fitch^c
ar. a stork of the last, beaked
Bucks). Sa.
and legged ku. Crat A wolfs bead couped gu.

—

—

\
A

A
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Putter.

Or, three lozenges (another,

Paxley

(Diinboy

Castle,

Lavalun Pcxlet,

Cork;

co.

granted

Esq., of that place, J. P.,

and

to

HESfaT

to the de-

—

MoUo— Pro libertate

Puxty (CO.

patriae.

Yori). Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa.
three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A pelican's head vulned
ppr.
PybTlS (Greenhill Grove, near Bamet, co. Herts; granted
1768). Ar. on a chev. gu. three cinnamon leaves of the
field, in chief two cinnamon trees eradicated vert, in base a
negro girt round the waist with blue and white striped Unen,
carrying with a yoke of bamboo cane two bundles of cinnamon all ppr. Crest An elephant carrying in his trunic some
sugar canes all ppr.
Pychar. Ar. three lozenges sa. a label of five points gu.

—

—

Pychard

Hereford and Salop).

(cos.

Gu. a

fess or, betw.

three escallops ar.

—

Pychard, or Pychow.

Quarterly, or and az. Crest
hand holding a club erect ppr.
another, Ar. three
lozenges sa. (another, gu.) another. Or, two bends gu.
Pycroft. Sa. a cross flory or. Crest
hand couped in
fess apaumee, charged with an eye ppr.
Pycroft (Swanton Abbot). Sa. a cross flory or, a bordure
engr. ar.
(co. Hertford).
Vert three fleurs-de-lis stalked and
slipped or.
(London granted 2 May, 1634). Or, on a pile az. three
escallops of the first.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. az. gorged
with a ducal coronet or, holding an escallop of the last.
(Nansarth, afterwards of Bodenneck, in St. Stephen's.
Brannell, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a fess az. three escallops
of the field.
(The Mynde, co. Hereford ; derived from Hugh Ptb, or
Ap Hugh, Lord of Kilpec Castle, te^np. Henry I.; Sir
Walter Pte, Knt., Visit. Berks, 1664, son of Sir Waltee
Ptb, Knt., eldest son of Kogeb Pte, Esq., of The Mynde,

A

;

;

—A

Pye
Pye

;

—

Pye
Pye

—

temp. Queen Elizabeth). Erm. a bend fusily gu. Crest
cross crosslet fitch^e gu. betw. two wings displ. ar.
Pye (Faringdon, co. Berks, afterwards of Clifton Hall, co.
Stafford
descended from Sir Robekt Pte, Knt., Auditor of
the Eeceipt of the Exchequer to James I. and Charles I.,
second son of Boger Pte, Esq., of the Mynde, temp.
Queen Elizabeth. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Same Arms,
quartering, 1st, sa. a lion pass. ar.
2nd, per pale ar.
and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged supporting with
the forepaws a tree eradicated vert; 3rd, gu. three stirrups
with leathers or; 4th, ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three birds
;

;

sa. as

many escallops

Crest— A cross crosslet fitchee gu.

or.

—

hetw. two wings displ. ar. Motto In cruce glorier.
Pye (Hone, CO. Derby, bart., extinct 1734; descended from
Sir John Pte, Knt., of Hone, second son of Sir Robert Pte,
Knt., of Faringdon, Auditor of the Receipt of the Exchequer). Same Arms, &c.

Pye

Lanark; descended from a yonnger
Same Arms, &c.
Ar. on a fess per pale
az and gu. a talbot's head couped betw. two escallops of
Crest
the field, a bordure wavy of the second.
Upon a
mount vert a talbot's head couped ar. charged with a
saltire wavy az.
Motto Pietatis causa.
Pyell. Ar. a bend betw. two mullets sa.
Pyemont (Lofthouse, co. York). Ar. on a chev. gn. betw.
(Rosehall,

co.

branch of Pte,

Pye

of Faringdon).

(Stoke Damerell, co. Devon).

—

—

three pickaxes sa. as many clusters of grapes or.
Crest
On a mount a knight in armour on his knees praying.
Pyennes. Az. a fess betw. six billets or.

Pygrott (Gravenhurst,
Sa. three pickaxes ar.
six ar.

and

Stratton,
Crest

vert, in the

and Holme,

—

co. Bedford).

—A cubit arm vested bendy

hand

ppr. a pickaxe of the

of

first.

Pykard. Gu. a fess or, betw. three escallops ar.
Pyke, or Pikey (co. Devon). Per pale or and

gu. on a
chev. az. betw. three trefoils counterchanged, a pike ar.
(temp. Henry VI.). Az. semee of crosses crosslet or,
two shepherds' pipqs chevronways of the second.
(CO. Somerset).
Sa. three pitchforks paleways in fess
ar.
Crest
A boar pass. ar. gorged with a garland of laurel

Pyke
Pyke

—

ar. and az. betw.
two trefoils in chief and another in base counterchanged,
a pike naiant ppr., for Ptke. Crests— 1st: Two ma.scles fesswise, interlaced or, thereon a martlet gu. ducally gorged
gold, in the beak a sprig of laurel ppr.
2nd On a mount
vert a demi pikehaurient ppr. betw. two wings gu. each
charged with a trefoil or.
;

Az. three pikes naiant or.
Pyke-Nott (Parracombe, co. Devon). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. on a bend engr. or, betw. four leopards' faces, two
(co. Essex)..

and two

ar.

an

martlets of the

field,

831
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eight points enclosed by two
for Nott ; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or

estoile of

:

Pykelworthe. Ar. three pickaxes gu.
Pykin, or Pynkney. Ar. a chev. betw. three hounds
courant gu. Crest — A savage's head couped sa.
Pyking-ham. Az. a Uon ramp, or, holding a battle axe ar.
Pyland. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three garbs vert.
Pyland. Gu. a fess or, betw. three escallops ar.
Pylborow, or Pilborow. Per bend sa. and gu. on
a

between three muUets or, a griffin pa.ss. az.
eagle's head erased bendy of six ar. and az. five
bezants thereon, holding in the beak a branch of three
fesse

Crest

— An

roses gu. leaved vert.
(confirmed 1 Jan. 1650).
Az. three piles or, on a
>canton gu. a leopard's face of the second.
"Pyva. (Brymmore, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1G83; JonN

Pyle

Ptm, the celebrated patriot, left an only surviving son. Sir
Charles Ptm, who was created a bart. in 1663. His only
dau. Mart, heiress of her brother. Sir Charles Ptm, second
and last bart., m. Sir Thomas Hales, Bart., of Beaksbourne). Sa. a bull's head couped ar. enclosed in a wreath
or and az. Crest A lion's gamb holding up a human heart

—

ppr.

Pym (arms in Norton Church,
ar. betw. three owls or, as
a bordure of the second.

Sa. on a fes3
crosses crosslet of the field,

co. Hereford).

many

Pym (the Hasells, co. Beds).
many

or, as

Sa. on
crosses crosslet of the

a

fess betw. three owl3

first.

Crest

—A

hind's

head erased or, gorged with a collar flory counterfloi-y az.
and holding in the mouth trefoil slipped ppr.
(Sidford, co. Devon). Ar. an annulet sa.
Pjnnar (Endsbury, co. Dorset). Gu. on a pile betw. t\\i>
crosses crosslet ar. a cross crosslet of the field.
Crest—
rock, thereon a seapye, in the beak a sprig of laver all

Pym

ppr.

Pyme, or Pyne

Cornwall).

(co.

Ar. a bend gn. betw. six

mullets sa.

Pyname

(Wycombe,

three owls as
second.

Psmcepole

many

(co.

Bucks). Gu. on a fess betw.
crosses patonce sa. a bordure of the
co.

Essex).

Ar. a

buglehom betw. three trefcilj

sa.

Pyncester. Gu. a cross or.
PSHQCherdon. Ar. a cross sa.

Pyncombe (South Moulton and EastBuckland,

co.

Devon

granted 18 July, 1616). Per pale gu. and az. three clo.-e
helmets ar. garnished or. Crest An armed arm embowc d
ppr. purfled or, holding in the hand a Poland mace ar.
fastened to the arm with a scarf gu.
Psnidar (Kempley, CO. Gloucester; granted by Dugdale and
St. George, 1682, to Reginald Ptndab, Esq., of Kempley,
and borne by his descendant, Rev. Reginald Ptndar, of
Ledbury, co. Hereford, Rector of Madresfield, co. Worcester).
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three lions' heads erased erminoif:,

—

crowned of the second.
crowned ar.

Crest

—A Uon's head erased erminoi.',

Pynde.

—A

Az. fretty ar. on achief or, three torteaux. Crest
lion's gamb erased ar. holding three pines or, fructcd

vert.

Pyne, or Pine (Ham,

co. Cornwall, and East Downe, co.
Devon; descended from Oliver Ptne, Esq., of Ham, 1296,
who m. the heiress of Downe, of East Downe, co. Devon
Rev. John Pdtb assumed the additional name and arms of
Coffin, 1797, on succeeding to the estate of Portledgc).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three pineapples or. Crest A pine
branch with three pineapples or, leaved vert. Another

—

—A

pine- tree ppr.
Ar. a bend betw. six mullets gu.
(Merriott and Currymallet, co. Somerset; a family
described by Cooke, Clarenceux, in 1573, as ancient and
Crest

Pyne
Pyne

(co. Cornwall).

honourable, long time bearing arms).
Az. a fess betw.
three escallops or. Crest An antelope's head couped or,

—

horned and maned

"Pyne

sa.

(Lord Chief Justice of Ireland, a.d. 1702).
Gu. a
chev. erm. betw. three pineapples or.
Crest
A pine trco
fructed ppr. growing on a mount vert.

—

—

Pynell.

vert.

Pyke

P YIT

and gu. on a chev. barry wavy of four

fusils) az.

scendants of his fn^ndfather). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. on
a hend cotised ar. Ave lozenges conjoined of the first, in the
sinister chief point an annulet or, for Pcxley; 2nd and 3rd,
w. a fleur-de-lis sa. a chief engr. az., for Lavaixin. Crest
An arm in armour embowed ppr. charged with a lozenge
betw. two annulets in pale gu. the hand grasping a dagger
also ppr.

;;

Az. an eagle displ. with two heads or. Crest
demi eagle displ. with two heads gu, winged or.
Pjmell. Per pale or and ar. an eagle displ. perched on a
ragged staff sa.
another, Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. two
griffins combatant of the first ; another, Ar. on a chev. engr.
gu. a lion ramp, crowned or.
;

YN

P
Pynk.
or,

Ar. two chevronels
barbed vert.

betw. three roses gn. seeded

sa.

lions'

heads erased

or,

many cinquefoils

as

az.

and gu. on a fess or,
heads erased reguard. ar. each holding a
Per

(co. Kent).

betw. three lions'

saltire sa.

cross crosslet of the third, as

many

lion pass. sa.

Pynoke.

sa.

Or (another, ar.) a
Gyronny of six gu. and

on a

fess

betw.

three cinquefoils or, as many lions' heads erased az.
Vair two bars gu. a canton or.
(Carleton Curlieu, co. Leicester, and Urchfont,
CO. Wilts).
Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets (another,
estoiles) ar.

Middlesex). Gyronny of eight sa. and gu. a
fess engr. ar. betw. three eagles displ. or.
(co. York).
Per pale ar. and sa. three roundles
(co.

Pynson

—

counterchanged. Ci-est On a chapeau az. turned up or, an
eagle, wings expanded ppr.
Pynson. Gyronny of eight gu. and sa. on a fess betw.
three eagles ar. (another, or) as many cinquefoils gu.
(another, az.). Crest A demi eagle displ. holding in the
beak a branch of pineapples fructed or, leaved vert.
Pynson. Gu. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three pineapples
pendent of the second, on a chief az. as many estoiles or.
Cre^l
Three leaves or, issuing from an estoile of sixteen

—

—

Pyntrell, or Pintrell.

Ar. a fess betw. three cinque-

gu.

Pyntrell.

Ar. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
Az. an eagle displ. per pale or and ar. armed gu.
standing on a piece of a tree raguly per pale of the third and

Pynyll.
second.

Pyot

(co. Stafford).
Az. on a fess or, a Hon pass, guard,
gu. in chief three bezants.
Crest
A demi lion gu. charged
on the shoulder with three bezants, two and one.

—

Pyot

(RicHAED Ptot, Alderman of London 1611).
a fess or, a lion pass. sa. in chief three bezants.

Pypard (co.

Cornwall).

Az. on

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three pears

Court of
Motto.

Quantock

(Norton House, Ilminster, co. Somerset). Az. an
eagle displ. with two heads erminois, in chief three estoiles ar.
Crest
Out of the battlements of a tower gu. charged with
two annulets or, a demi eagle with two heads and wings
issuant per pale erminois and erm. Motto
Non immemor

—

—

beneflcii.

ftuaplade (arms
Oxon,

Visit.

Crest

in the Library of Balliol Coll., Oxford.
Barry of six or and az. a bendlet gu.

1566).

—On a mount vert a boar pass. ppr.

Quardeby.

Ar. a saltire engr. sa. on a chief of the last

two muUeta of the

first.

Quarles

(co. Bedford).
Or, a fess dancett(3e ermines betw.
three sea-pewits vert. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
demi eagle displ. vert.

Quarles
Quarles

—

Same Arm^.
Northampton, and London,

(Romford, co. Essex).
(Ufford,

VII.).

co.

temp.

Same Arms.

Quarles (Haddam, co. Hertford). Same Arw.
Quarles (London; confirmed 15 Feb. 1577).

Or, a fess

dancettee betw. three eagles close vert.

Quarles

Northampton). Or, a fess dancettee ermines,
in chief a sea-pewit vert, beaked and legged gu.
Quarles. Or, a fess dancettee ermines, overall a bend vert.
Q,uarles (Ireland; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1616, Jonas
Qdaeles). Vert a fess dancettee erm. betw. four sea-pewit»
(co.

or.

Quarlton.

Ar. a leopard pass. gu.
(Nancor, co. Cornwall; originally of Dartmouth, co.
Barry lozengy ar. and gu. counterchanged.
(Woodhouse, co. Devon, afterwards of St. Keveme,
CO. Cornwall
Robert Qcabme, of the latter place. Visit.
Cornwall, 1620, son of Robeet Quaeme, of the former, who
was son of Roger, and grandson of Rooee Qdarme, both of
same place). Barry lozengy ar. and gu. counterchanged.
Quarrell. Ar. a chev. betw. three oak leaves sa. Crest
A wolf courant ppr.
Quart (CO. Bucks). Gu. nine lozenges pierced or, conjoined

Q,uarm

Devon).

Quarme

ppr.

Pypard (co.
on a canton

Pypard

(co.

Gloucester, temp.

Henry

IL).

Ar. two bars gu.

az. a cinquefoil oi.

Worcester).

Ar. two bars az. on a canton sn.

a cinquefoil or.
(Deane Hall, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a fess sa.
three mullets of the field, a canton ermines. Crest
A cock
pheasant with a wheat ear ppr.
Pyrley. Per pale ar. and or, over all a lion ramp. sa.
Pyrot (Knowlton, co. Kent Ricbabd Pyrot, Alderman of
London). Ar. a fess, in chief three escallops sa.
Pyrry (Baynton, co. Wilts). Ar. on a fess cotised sa. betw.

Pyrke

—

;

three martlets of the last, as many mullets or. Crest- A
head erased ar. attired or, in the mouth a pear branch

stag's

(Shrewsbury, co. Salop).
pheons counterchanged.

Quarterly, or and az. four

Pyrton

(co. Essex).
Erm. on a chev. engr. az. three leo
pards' faces or.
Crest
On a chapeau az. (another, gu.)

—

turned up erm. a wivern, wings expanded vert.

Pyrton, Pirion, or Pirren

(co. Hertford).

Gu. three

crescents ar.

Pyrton.
Pyrton.

Ar. on a chev. az. three leopards' faces or.
Ar. (another, or) on a mount in base vert a pear

tree fructed ppr.

Pysent.
Pytia.

Az. a chevroncl engr. betw. three mullets ar.

Erm. a chev. gu. betw. three

beaked

grifiBns'

heads az.

or.

(Kyre, co. Worcester.

Visit. 1G34.

Catherine Pitts,

the heiress, m. William Lacon Childe, Esq., of Kinlet, co.
Salop). Az. three bars ar. in chief as many estoiles or.
Crest— Vfithin a circular wreath of wheat or, a dove with
displ. ar.

;

—

in threes,

Quarton.
maunch

two and one.
Sa. a maunch

fins')

beaked and legged gu.
temp. Richard IL).

Pyxe (TuoMAB Ptxe,

Az. a fess betw.

six crosses crosslet fltchue or.

Quaile.

—

(Irisby, co.

Lincoln).

Erm. on a canton vert a cross calvary on three

gricccg or.
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Ar. on a fesse sa. three escalCrest

—A

demi

wings endorsed sa. legged of the last, holding
betw. the paws a fleur-de-lis gold.
Quatermain (quartered by Ltttelton, of Frankley, co.
Worcester; Sir Thomas de Lhttelton, Knt., of Frankley,
Esquire of the Body to Richard II., Henry IV., and Henry V.,
m. the dau. and heir of Qdatebmain, and d. 1422, leaving an
only dau. and heir, Elizabeth de Luttelton, m. Tbouas
Westcote, Esq., ancestor of the Lords Lyttelton. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Ar. a fess engr. gu. betw. four dexter hands
couped at the wrist and erect az.
Quatermaines (Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1539,
William QnATERMAiNES, merchant). Gu. on a fess betw.
three dexter hands couped at the wrist and erect or, as many
martlets sa.

Quatermains

(Weston, co. Oxford; Maud, dau. of Thomas

QoATERMAiNS, Esq., of that place, m. John, son and heir of
William Bralet, Esq., of Waterstoke, same co. Visit.
Oxford, 1566. Arms impaled with Bralet in a window in
W.iterstoke Church). Gu. a fess betw. four dexter hands
couped and erect or. Crest A hand holding a sickle ppr.

—

Leicester).

(co.

Or,

nine mascles in cross

Ar. a fesse sa. betw. four dexter hands

couped gu.

or Quadringr

engr. gu.
Crest
A Moor's head full faced
ppr. couped below the shoulders, and wreathed about the
temples ar. and gu.
Qtiadring'. Ar. a chev. betw. three hares sa.
fe»s

hand ppr. in a

griffin or,

Quatermajrne.
Erm. a

—A

ar.

(Exeter, co. Devon).

Quatermars

dUADERINO,

Crest

Sa. a chev. betw. three peacocks' (another, grif-

heads erased

Quash

ar.

ar.

Quarton.

lops or, in chief a lion pass, of the second.

Tert, fructed of the second.

Pyrs

wings

—

John Richard Qcain, LL.B., Justice of the
Queen's Bench, England). Same Arms, Crest, and

(Sir

Henry

points gu.

Pytts

—

Quain

Pynon.
Pynsent

foils

Worcester). Vert three quails ppr.
(Richabo Qdain, Esq., of Cavendish Square, co.
F.R.S., and F.R.G.S.).
Ar. three acorns
chevronways ppr. within two chevronels az. betw. in
chief two fers-de-moline, and in base on a mount an oak
tree of the second.
Crest
An oak tree, the trunk entwined
with a serpent all ppr. and charged with an escutcheon ar.
thereon a fer-de-moline sa.
Motto Je ne plie ni ne
(co.

Middlesex,

romps.

cinquefoils az.

Pynock (France).

Pynson

Quaile

Quain

Pynk. Erm. two bendlets gu.
Pynkeney. Ar. a pale fusily sa. a bordure en^. of the last.
Pynnoke. Ter saltire sa. and Ru. on a fess betw. three

Pynnoke
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Quatermaynes.

Ar. a fesse betw. four sinister hands

couped and erect gu.

Quatermaynes.
couped

Gu. a

fesse betw. three sinister

hands

ar.

Quatrod

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1599, Jambs
Qitatbod, merchant). Ar. fretty gu. on a canton of the first
two bars az. betw. nine martlets, three, three, and three sa.

A
;

;

Quayle (Crogga, near Douglas, Isle of Man). Ar. a chev.
Crest
A quail
sa. guttee d'eau betw. three quails ppr.
ppr. Motto Qualis ero spero.
Quebec, See of. Gu. a lion of England holding in the
dexter fore-paw a key erect ar. on a chief wavy az. an
open book with clasps also ppr. surmounted of a crosier
gold, a canton of the second charged with the cross of St.
George betw. four crosses paitee fitchee sa.
Quatherine, or ftueatherine (co. Lincoln). Erm. a
Crest
A ship in full sail ppr. flagged gu.
fesse engr. gu.

—

—

—Ad

Motto

—

Kent).

The

and represents a quadrangular

castle

(co.

•urmounted with another, over the battlements the bust of
a woman, her hair dishevelled and ducally crowned.
Queensberry, Marquess of. See Douglas.
Queen's Colleg-e (Oxford; founded in 1340 by Robebt
Eglesfield, Confessor to Queen Philippa, wife of Edward III.). Ar. three eagles displ. gu. beaked and legged
The seal of the College represents an eagle reguard.
or.
with wings expanded, resting the dexter claw on a carved
shield bearing the arms of the founder, viz., Az. three
leopards' faces or, a chief embattled erm.; round the seal
the words, "The Common Seal of Mitchel's Visitors; " and
on the exergue, " Queen's College, Oxon."
Queen's College (Cambridge founded in 1441 by MabOABET OF Anjou, Queen of Henry VI.). Quarterly of six,
2nd, uz. semee-de-lis
1st, barry of eight ar. and gu.
3rd, az. a
or, a label of three points throughout gu.
cross potent cantoned with four crosses or; 4th, az. semeede-lis gu. a bordure of the last; 5th, az. sem^e of crosses
crosslet or, two barbels haurient and endorsed of the last
6th, or, on a bend gu. three allerions displ. ar. the whole
within a bordure vert, being the arms of Margabet of
Anjou. Ci-cst In a coronet of gold an eagle rousant sa.
wings or.
These arms and crest were granted to the
;

;

;

—

College in 1576.

Queensferry,

Town

of

(Scotland).

Ar. in the sea az.

a galley with sails braced up sa. in the middle Queen
Margaret of Scotland standing richly apparelled and
crowned ppr. holding in her dexter hand a sceptre ensigned
with a fleur-de-lis or, and in her sinister, lying on her breast,
a book folded purp.
QueenstowTi, Town Commissioners of (co. Cork;
granted 1870). Ar. a ship of war in full sail, from the masthead the royal standard of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland all ppr. in chief a harp ensigned with
the imperial crown also ppr. betw. two trefoils slipped vert.
Motto Nomine Reginae static fidissima classi.
Queen's University (Ireland; granted by Bethara,
Ulster, 1851). Ar. a saltire gu. charged with a royal crown
of England betw. an open ancient book in chief and the harp

—

in base

ppr.

all

Quelch

Gu. on a bend

ar.

betw.

Crest

— An

efephant's head erased az. charged with a castle ar. fired
ppr.

Same Arms.

and sword

Barry of eight az. and

C)-m<— A dagger

ar.

in saltiic ppr.

Quesnes.
Questred.
Crest
all

—

Ar. a lion pass. gn.
Gu. on a chev. ar. three garbs of the fir.st.
Out of a mural coronet a garb, thereon a blackbird

ppr.

Quewne, or Coyg-hney

(Wedgnock,

Crest

—A stag's head at

gaze erased

ppr.

Quelcll

(Reg. Ulster's OfiBce). Gu. on a bend ar. betw. two
elephants' heads erased or, three pellets.
Ci-est
An
elephant's head erased az. charged with a castle of two
towers ar.
Quelly. Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa.
Quelpdale (arms in the Library of Balliol Coll., Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1566). Ar. three greyhounds courant gu. on
the shoulder of the first a mullet or.
Quenkyn. Erm. three bends gu.
Qnennell (Chittingfold, co. Surrey). Az. a cross ar. betw.
two roses in chief or, and as many fleurs-de-lis in base of the

—

second.

Querey, or Qua era.

Per pale or and

az.

Az. a lion ramp,

or,

a

cross

moline gu.

Querion, or Querryn.

a chief

gu-

Querleton.

Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. Crest— An acorn
stalked and leaved ppr.
Querouaille {Duchess of Portsmouth, extinct 1734 Louisa
;

Benee db Pebbencoubt de QuEBonAiLLE, a Frenchwoman
who came to England in the train of Henbietta, Duchess
of Orleans, the king's sister, was mother, by Charles II., of
Chables Lennox, ancestor of the Duke of Richmond, Lennox,
and Gordon; she was created a duchess in the Peerage of
England, 1673, for life, and was also created by Louis XIV.
of France, Duchess of Aubigny in that kingdom, a peerage
Btill enjoyed by the Duke of Richmond).
Az. three bars
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Or, on

Quicke, or Quick
co.

(Westwanke, co. Buckingham, West
Somerset, and Newton St. Cyres, co. Devon,

a chev. vaire or and of the first betw. three
heads erased of the second. Crest A demi antelope
ar. armed, attired, tufted, and mancd gu. collared sa. lined
Sa.

1623).

—

griffins'

or.

Quicke

(co.

Devon).

Az. a bend wavy betw. three moles

ar.

Quicke

(Reg. Ulster's Oflace). Ar. abend wavy sa. betw. two
cocks gu. combed and wattled or, on a canton per pale
nebulee of the last and az. a swan ar.
Quicke (co. Devon). Sa. a chev. chequy or and az. betw.
three griffins' heads' erased ar. Crest
A tent ar. flag gu.
Quickerell. Ar. a bucks head cabossed gu. attired or,
betw. the horns a cross pattte fitchee of the second, a bor-

—

dure gobony or and az.

Quigley

(Kildarry, co. Donegal; Reg. Ulster's Office).

Gu.
bend erm. Crest An estoile ar.
Kent granted 12 June, 1551). Ar. a
bend sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. Crest An arm
embowed in armour holding a battle axe all ppr. a scarf
round the wrist ar.
an

—

orle ar. over all a

Quilter

(Staple, co.

—

;

Quin.

See O'Qdin.
(granted by Carney, Ulster, 1688, to Thadt Qotn,
Esq., of Adare, J. P. co. Limerick, descended from an
ancient and honourable family of that surname).
Vert a
pegasus erm. a chief or. Crest A wolfs head erased erm.
Motto Quae sursum volo viderc.

Quin

—

—

Quin

(Wt.ndham-Qcin, Earl of Danravcn and Mountearl).
1st and 4th, gu. a hand couped below the wrist

Quarterly,

gra.^ping a sword ppr. on each side a serpent, tail nowed,

the heads respecting each other or, in chief two crescents ar.,
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three

for O'QniN, of Munstcr;

lions' heads erased or, with a mullet for diff., for WtndHam. The Earl nf Dunraven wishing to perpetuate the more
ancient arms of his ancestors, the O'Qcins, of Munster,
obtained from the present Ulster King of Arms the right to
bear them, instead of those assigned to his ancestor, Thadt
Quin, Esq., of Adare, by Carney, Ulster, 29 Nov. 1688.
A wolfs head erased ar. 2nd, WtndCrests— \st, QfiN
ham: a lion's head erased within a fetterlock and chain or.
Supjtorters Two ravens with wings elevated ppr. collared
and chained or.
Motto Quae sursum volo videre.
Quin (Quinsborough, co. Clare exemplified to Lord Georfft
Tat/lor, second son of Thomas, first Marquess of Hcadfort,
by Mabt Qcin, his wife, only dau. and heir of Geobge Quin,
Esq., of Quinsborough, upon his assuming, by royal licence,
Vert a pegasus rourant, wings
1813, the surname of Quin).
Crest
endorsed erm. a chief or, a crescent for diff.
Motto Quae sursum volo videre.
wolfs head erased erm.
Quin (confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1690, to Thomas Quin,
Captain in the Dublin Militia, and High Sheriff of the city).
Per pale or and az. a pegasus erm. rising from a mount ppr.
Ci-est
A wolfs head erased gu. charged with a cinquefoil
:

—

;

—

—

—

—

or.

Quin

(CO.

Galway; Reg.

—

Ulster's Office).

Vert a pegasus

Crest
A demi pegasus erm.
(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1620, Eunob, dau.
of John Quin, and wife of Robert Babnewall). Vert a
pegasus pass. erm. wings elevated gu.
Quinan (granted by Betham, Ulster, 1833, to Thomas
QciNAN, Esq., Leeson Street, Dublin, son of Michael
Quinan, M.D., and grandson of Michael Cahan, who
claimed descent from the Sept of O'Cahan). Quarterly,
1st, barry of four ar. and gu. in chief three estoiles az.
2nd, out cf a crescent a dexter hand betw. a horse coimtcrramp. and a lion ramp, all of the first; 3rd, in dexter three

enn.

Quin

lizards in

bend

sinister,

and in

sinister

an oak tree eradi-

—

Crest
cated vert; 4th, In base a salmon naiant ppr.
squirrel holding in the paws an oak tree fructed all ppr.

Motto

— Qui non patriam amat.

Quinborough

(co. Norfolk).

Per

fess Indented ar.

and

sa.

three bears pass, counterchanged.
Quincey (co. Lincoln). Gu. seven mascles conjoined or,
three, three, and one.
Quincey. Gu. six mascles or, three, two, and one;
another, Gu. five cinquefoils ar. two, two, and one another,
;

Az. six cinquefoils pierced ar. three, two, and one

ar.

Warwick;

co.

confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarcnceux).
sa. three cinquefoils slipped ar.

a bend

;

(Wallinprford, co. Berks).

*wo elephants' heads erased or, three pellets.

Quelcll.

Querouaille.

Monkton,

littora tendit.

Queenboroug-h, Corporation of
seal is very ancient,

QUI
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A

air

;

another.

QUI

—

;

—

—

gold.

Quiney

<Stratford-upon-Avon, co. Warwick.

Visit. 1682).

Same Arms.

Guiney.
Quinlan

Ar. a fret gu. on a chief az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
(Reg. Ulster's OfiBce). Per pale erm. and or, two
ramp,
combatant betw. a mullet surmounted of a
lions
crescent in chief and a dexter hand couped at the wrist
and erect in base all gu.
Crest A stork az. pierced
through the body with an arrow ar. Motto True to the
end.
Quinlan. See 0'Qdini.evan.

—

Quiutin

(co. Wilts).

—

Erm. on a chief gu. three

lions

ramp,

(arms from the seal of Sir John de St. Qointin,
Or, a chev. gu. a chief vair.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a lion's paw sa. holding a cross crosslet

—

A.D. 1311).

—

virtus.

Sabbitt

Or, three chev. gu. a chief vair.

Quinton, alias Oliver

(Heyborne and Leybome, co.
Erm. on a chief gu. three

Kent, and Boulton, co. Wilts).
lions ramp. or.

Guinton, or Guintin. Gu. on a bend ar.

three martlets

sa.

Quinton. Same
and third.
Q.uintridg'e.

Guintwell,

Arms, a bordure gobony of the second

Ar. a fret gu. a canton of the last.
or Guittwell (Filmington, co. Norfolk).

Gu. a cross patt^e (another, flory) ar.
Qdivill, Bishop of Exeter, 1280-91). Az. a
cross flory ar. betw. two roses in chief and as many fleurs-

Quivill (Petee
de-lis in

base or.

Quixley.
studded

Gu. three greyhounds courant ar. collared

sa,

or.

Guixley.

Gu. three greyhounds courant ar. collared
chequy or and sa. each charged on shoulder with an escallop
83.

Quose, or Guoys

(North Kendon, co. Essex). Sa. on a
chev. betw. three spearheads ar. as many crosses crosslet of
of the first.

Quynborow

(co. Norfolk).
Per fesse indented ar.
three bears muzzled counterchanged.

and

sa.

Quynell

(Compton, near Guildford, co. Surrey). Az. a cross
betw. two roses in chief or, and as many fleurs-de-lis in base
ar.

ftuytre, or ftuytrick.

Quytricke

(temp.

Ar. a fret and canton gu.
II.).
Ar. a fret and quarter

Richard

gn.

Quyxley, or Guixley.
a bend

sa.

Quyzley.

Crest

Gu. an

Gu. an inescutcheon

— An antelope's head erased gu.

orle ar. over all

ar.

over

a bend erm.

(co.

Nottingham). Ar. a chev. betw. three rabbits*

heads couped sa.
(Joyce, dau. of Hugh Eabon, ternp. Queen Elizabeth,
m. John Fenton, Esq., of Fenton, co. Nottingham. Visit.
Notts, 1614). Gu. three wolves pass, counter-pass, pale or.
Baby (Raby, CO. Durham ; Robebt, Lord of Raby, m.
Isabel, dau. of Geoffbey de Nevill, who became heiress of
her brother, Henby db Nevill, 1227 their son, Geoffeet,
assumed his mother's surname, and had two sons, Robebt,
ancestor of the Lords Nevill, of Raby, Earls of Westmorland, <Ste., and Jolancs, ancestor of Nevill, of Holt, co.
Leicester. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Gu. a saltire erm.
Baby, or Babey. Gu. crusily or, a bend vair.
Backley, or Bakeley. Lozengy or and gu. a fess sa.
Backleworth. Gu. three eagles displ. or, armed ar.
Bacy (co. Suffolk). Quarterly, or and sa. on a bend gu.
three martlets of the first, in chief a label of five points
erm.
Badbard (Lambroke, co. Somerset). Or, a chev. betw.

Babon

;

three bulls sa. homed ar.
Ar. a boar's head couped sa. crowned or,
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee of the second, a bordure
gu.
Crest
A horse's head betw. two wings ar.
Badborne. Ar. a boar's head couped betw. three crosses

Badborne.

—

crosslet sa.

sa.

Mulgrave and Newton, co. Durham,
and Standish, co. Warwick). Ar. a bend engr.

(co. Chester,

CO. Oxford,

a mullet for

Badcliff
annulet

fitchee gold.

all

each charged on the breast with a goutte d'or. Crett A
demi rabbit ramp. sa. g^ttee d'or. Motto Superabit omnia

Badcliff

or.

Quintin

Quintin.
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Gu. six dnquefoils pierced or, three, two, and one; another,
Gu. a cinquefoil pierced or (another, ar.).
Quincey (Scotland). Gu. three mascles or.
Quincy (Earl of Winchester, extinct 1264; Saieb db
QoiNCY, Ump. Henry II., had a grant of the Manor of
Bushby, co. Northampton, his son, Saiee de Qdinct, was
created Sari of Winchester by King John, and had two sons,
EoBEBT, second earl, d. s. p. m. in the Holy Land, and Rooes,
third earl, d. s.p. m. 1264). Borne by Bobebt de Qcikcy
borne by Booeb
Or, a fess gu. a label of twelve points az.
DE Qdincy Gu. seven mascles conjoined or, three, three,
and one.
duiney, or Q,uyney (Shottery, co. Warwick, from
London). Or, on a bend sa. three trefoils slipped ar.
Crest
A cubit arm vested or, cuffed and slashed ar. hand ppr.
holding a scymitar ar. imbrued gu. the hilt and pommel

(co.

or,

diff.

Ar. oa a bend engr.

Leicester).

sa.

an

for diff.

Badcliff (Stepney). Ar. a bend engr. sa. a crescent gu.
charged with a mullet or, for diff.
Badcliff. Ar. a cross crosslet gu. betw. two bendlets engr.
sa.
Ci-est
A bull's head erased gu. gorged with a ducal
coronet or.
Badcliff. Az. a chev. or, betw. three lions ramp. ar.
Badcliff. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. an escallop gu. Crest
A dragon sans legs and wings az.
Badcliflfe (Radcliffe Tower, co. Lancaster; decended from
William Radcliffe, Sheriff co. Lancaster 1194; his greatgrandson, RicHABD Radcliffe, Esq., of Radcliffe Tower,
obtained from Edward I., 1303, a charter of free warren and
chase in all his demesne lands at Radcliffe
he left three
sons : I. Robebt, ancestor of Radcliffe, of Southills and
Tingrave ; II. William, ancester of the Earls of Derwenticater, Ratcliffe, Earls of Sussex, and Ratcliffe,
of
Langley; III. Sir John, Knt.. of Ordshall, co. Lancaster).
Crest
A bull's head erased sa.
Ar. two bendlets engr. sa.
ducally gorged and lined or.
Badclifife (Earl of Derwentwater, attainted 1715 Sir Fbancis
Badcliffb, Knt., of Dilston, co. Northumberland, was so
created 1688 ; his grandson, James, third Earl of Deneentwater, was beheaded on Tower Hill for participation in the
Ccfsi— Out of a ducal
rising in 1715). Ar. a bend engr. sa.
coronet a bull's head sa. armed or. Supporters Two bulls
pean gorged with ducal coronets, armed and chained ar.
Badcliffe (Earl of Hcwburgh; James Babtholomew
Radcliffe, eldest son of Hon. Chables Radcliffe, the
brother of the attainted Earl of Derwentwater, by his wife,
Chablotte Mabia, Countess of Netoburgh in her own right,
«. his brother as third Earl of Newburgh 1755; earldom,
now vested in the Princess Gidstiniani, Countess of Newburgh in her own right). Ar- on a bend betw. two acorns
slipped gu. an anchor of the first, a double tressure flory

—

—

;

—

;

—

counterflory vert.

RABAN.

Ar. a chev. chequy or and az. betw. three
on a chief erminois a mount vert,
thereon a raven sa. a canton gu. charged with a sword or.
Crest On a mural coronet or, tharged with three fireballs
sa. a boar's head erased, lying fcssways, also sa. holding
in the mouth a sword in pale ppr.
boars' heads erased sa.

—

Babett

(Ounwich and Bramflcld Hall, co. Suffolk; John
Bailiff of Dunwich, co. Suffolk, 1453; William
Rabett, Esq., of Bramfleld and Dunwich, wa3 M.P.
for Dunwich, 8 Edward IV., 1468;
Reginald Rabett,
Esq., of Bramfleld Hall, m. Mart, sister of General Sir
Edward Kebbison, Bart., M.P., d. 1810, left two sons and
a dau., viz., Uev. Reoinalp Rabett, A.M., of Bramfleld Hall,
Vicar of Thomton-cum-IiaKworth, co. Leicester; Geoboe
William Rabett, Commander R.N. and Mabt, vi. Henbt,
Viscount Maynard). Ar. a chev. sa. charged with five
gouitcad'or, betw. three ralibita' beads couped of the second,

Rabett was

:

Badclifife (Earl of Sussex, extinct 1041). See Batcuffe.
Badclifife (Langley, co. York; descended from Radcuffb,
of Ordshall). Ar. a bend engr. sa. charged with a crescent
A bull's head erased sa. homed
of the field for diff. Crest
ar. tipped or, gorged with a ducal coronet of the second.

—

il/(/«o— Virtus propter se.
co. York, and Caverswall
descended from Joseph Pickfobd,

Badclifife (Milnsbridge House,
Castle, CO. Stafford, bart.

;

Esq., of Althill, co. Lancaster, who ni. Maby, sister and
heir of William Radcliffe, Esq., of Milnsbridge, and had a

Joseph Pickfobd, assumed the name of Radcliffe, and
was created a bart. 1813). Ar. a bend engr. sa. charged
A bull's head
with a crescent of the field for diff. Crest
erased sa. horns ar. tipped or, gorged with a ducal coronet
son,

—

of the second.

Motto

— Virtus propter se.

Badclifife (llockworthy, co. Devon). Ar. a bend engr. sa.
on a canton of the first a horse's head couped of the second.
Cre«{— Out of a mural crown ar. a bull's head ea. horned or.
Badclifife (Mcllor, co. Derby; a yoimger branch of

A

A

BAD
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Badcliffe, of Ordshall, co. Lancaster; ten descents are
Ar. two bends engr. sa. a
given in tbe Visit. IGll).
label of three points and a crescent gu. Crest— K bull's
head erased sa. armed or, ducally gorged and charged with
a pheon ar.
Badcliffe (Somerset Herald, temp. Henry VII.) Ar. two
bends inveckcd sa. a mullet for diff.
Badcliffe (Warleigh, CO. Devon, originally of Cliatterton.
CO. Lancaster, and afterwards of Franklin, co. Devon Jasper
;

Radcuffe,
Mart, dau.

Esq., of

Hockworthy Court,

in that county,

of \Vii.liam Franklin, Barrister-at-Iaw,

and

ni.

w:is

Walter RADCLrFFE,

Esq., of Hockworthy
Ar. a bend cngr. sa. a canton of the
Crext
first charged with a horse's head of the second.
On
a mural crown a bull's head. Motto Cocteris major qui

grandfather of

and

Franklin).

—

—

(Dr.

Joun Eadcuffe, founder

of Iladcliffc's

Library, Oxford). Sjxae Arms.
(Leigh, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. two bcndlets
engr. sa. a canton gu.
Badcliffe (Manchester, co Lancaster, 1G13). Same Arms,
a crescent gu. for diff. CreU A bull's head erased sa.
horned or, ducally gorged gold, a crescent for diff.
Badcliffe (Hitchin Priory, co. Herts
descended from
Balfh Raucliffe, Esq., grantee of Hitchin Priory, tcmj}.
Henry VIIl. Emilics Henry Delme, Esq., m. 1S02,
Anne Mellicent, dau. of Charles Clarke, Esq., of
Addiscombe, by Anne Radcliffe, his wife, dau. and co-heir
of John Radcliffe, Esq.. of Hitchin, and assumed on his
marriage, by royal licence, the additional surname of Radcliffe). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross crosslet gu.
Ijetw. three bendlets engr. sa. a label of three points

Badcliffe

—

;

throughout, on a canton sa. a cross crosslet or, for Radcliffe; 2nd and 3rd, or, an anchor in pale sa. betw. two
lions pass, gu., for Delme.
Crest
A bull's head sa. armed
or, gorged with a ducal coronet and holding in the mouth
a cross crosslet fitchee gold, for Radcliffe. In front of an
anchor sa. a lion pass, gu., for Delme. Motto— CjLcn, Crecy,

—

Calais.

Az. fretty
second (another, ar.).

or,

on a chief gu. three

Badford, or Ratford. Per bend ar. and

sa.

bells of

the

a lion ramp,

counterchanged.
Gu. an inescutcheon within an orle of martlets

Badham.
ar.

Badish

(co. Lancaster).

Ar. a lion salient gu.

collared

or.

Badley (Halton and

Yarborough, co. Lincoln). Ar. a cher.
engr. gu. betw. three snakes nowed ppr. their heads toward
the sinister. Crest
A phoenix in flames ppr.
Badnall (quartered by Ap Rheese, of Washingley. Visit.
Huntingdon, 1613). Ar. three coneys feeding sa.
(co. Devon).
Gu. a chev. betw. three owls ar.
crowned ar.; another. Or, three eagles displ. sa.
Radnor, Earl of. See Bouverie.
Badnor,
of. Barry of six or and az. on a chief of
the last two palcts betw. as many gyrons of the first.
Radstock, Baron. Sec Waldegrave.

—

Town

Radston, or Radeston.

Rae (Scotland,

—A roebuck

1672).

—

Motto In omnia promptus.
Midlothian, bart., 1804).
Vert three stags
Crest
A stag at gaze ppr. Motto In omnia

Bae (Esk Grove,
courant ar.
promptus.

Gu. five fusils in pale ar.
Ar. three roebucks courants gu. Crest

at gaze ppr.

—

—

Rae (Govan,

Scotland, 1753).
Vert a chev. ar. betw. three
roebucks courant ppr. Crest
roebuck at gaze ppr. Motto
Ever ready.
Rae. Quarterly, ar. and az. on a bend gu. three fleurs-dcKs of the first. Crest A mountain cat courant guard, ppr.

—A

—

Baeburn

Bernards, co. Edinburgh, 1841, son of Sir
Hesrt Raeburn, the portrait painter). Ar. on a piece of
ground vert a roebuck statant ppr. drinking out of a brook
running bendways az. on a canton erm. a knight's helmet
ppr. Crest A roebuck statant ppr. Motto Robnr in Deo.
Rafe. Gu. a fesse double cotised ar.; another, Gu. three
bars ar. in chief two mullets of the last
another, Ar. a
cross moline gu. over all on a bend az. three mullets or.
Raffe. Gu. a bend vair betw. six crosses formee ar.
Rafl3.es (granted to Sir Tuo.mas Stamford Raffles, Lient.Governor of Java, and subsequently of Fort Marlborough,
in Sumatra).
Erminois an eagle with two heads displ. gu.
charged on the breast with an Eastern crown or, a chief vert,
thereon pendent from a chain two oval medallions in pale,
the one bearing Arabic characters, and the other a dagger
in fesse, blade wavy, point towards the dexter in relief gold.
Crest
Out of an Eastern crown or, a griffin's head purp.
beaked and gorged with a collar gemel gold.
Rafl9.es (confirmed to the late Rev. Tbohas Raffles, LL.D.
and D.D., of Liverpool, whose eldest son, Thomas Stamford
Raffles, Esq., Barrister-at-law and Stipendiary Magistrate
of Liverpool, is heir male and representative of Sir Thomas
Stamford Raffles). Erm. an eagle with two heads displ.
gu. charged on the breast with an Eastern crown or, a
chief vert, thereon a cross cros.slet fitchee of the third. Crest
Out of an Eastern crown or, a griffin's head purp. beaked
and gorged with a collar gemelle gold, a cross crosslet in thi
mouth. Motto In cruce triumphans.
Rag'an. Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads couped gu.
Rag-g-, Ra&ge, or "Wragg (co. Leicester Tho.mas Rag(j
(St.

—

—

;

Badcliffe (Radcliffe-npon-Trent, co. Nottingham,
Edward III.). Ar. a chev. vaire or and gu.

tcmij.

Badclyffe

(Ordshall and Foxdenton, co. Lancaster; descended from Sir -John Radcltffe, Knt., M.P. for co. Lancaster, 14 Edward III., son of Richard Radcliffe, Esq., of
Radcliffe Tower). Ar. two bends engr. sa. a label of three
points gu.
quartering Radcltffe, of Radclyile; Legh, of
Booths; Venables; Lege; Leigh, of Leigh; Bagulet; Co;

BONA Ardern; Sandbach Ashaw Elsto.n; Aughton; Hclton; Bowden; Harrington; Cansfield; Flemtng; English;
TJrswick; Bradshaw;
Vebdon
Pilkington;
Etre;
Padlet; Blakewell; Stafford and Kuthall. Crest
bull's head erased sa. ducally gorged and chained or. Motto
Caen, Cressie, Calais.
These words are commemorative
of the gallant services in France of the first Sir Jons Rad;

;

;

;

—

;

—

cltffe, of Ordshall.
(Winmarleigh, co. Lancaster). Ar. a bend sa. in
the sinister chief an escallop gu. Crest A bull's head erased

Badclyffe

—

sa. collared and homed or.
Badclyffe (Todmorden, co.

Lancaster).
Ar. a bend engr.
sa. in the sinister chief a fleur-de-lis gu.
Crest
A bull's
head erased per pale ar. and sa. collared and homed or.
Badclyffe (Chadderton, co. Lancaster; descended from

—

John Radcltffe,

illegitimate son of Robert Radcltffe,
Rector of Bury). Ar. two bends sa. over all a fesse gu.
Badecliffe (Rudding Park, co. York). Ar. a bend engr. sa.
a crescent for diff.
Crest
A bull's head erased sa. hoins
ar. tipped or, ducally gorged gold.

—

Badell.

Badford.

Badney

inelior.

Badcliffe

Baded.

B AI

—

chief sa.). Crest An escutcheon per pale ar. and sa. betw.
two laurel branches in orle vert.

See Radell.
Az. two pales ar. (another, on each three crosses

Baded

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a cross
ragulee vert.
Badewell. Ar. afess engr. betw. three estoiles 8a. another,
Ar. a fess engr. sa. betw. six estoiles gu.
Badford (Whitechurch, co. Devon; Robert Radford, Esq.,
of Whitechurch, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of John Radford,
Esq., of Chudley, and grandson of John Radford, Esq., of
Eockbeare, all in same co.).
Sa. three lampreys or man
;

tigers in pale ar.

Badford (Cheynstone, co. Devon). Same Arms.
Badford (Smalley Hall, co. Derby). Quarterly, 1st and

4th,

gu. afess vair betw. two chev. of the second; 2ndand3ni,
heads couped at the shoulders ppr. snakes
enwrapped about their necks vert.
Crest
A partridge
holding an ear of wheat in the beak ppr. Motto— Fv&sunt
quia posse vidcntur.
Badford (Irby). Ar. a fret and canton sa. (another, a
8a. three boys'

—

835

—

—

;

was settled at Bowden Magna, co. Leicester, a.d. 1362). Az.
a bend or, betw. two fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest A mullet az.
Ragrlan, Baron. See Somerset.
Raglan, or Ragland (Camllwyd and Llantwit, co. Glamorgan, tetnp. Henry Vlll.). Ar. three unicorns courant in
A unicorn
pale gu. armed, crined, and unguled or. Crest
statant gu. armed, crined, and unguled or.

—

—

Ragland

crosslet fitchee sa.).

Badell, or

—

(Wales).
Ar. three unicorns pass, (another,
courant) in pale sa. ; another, Gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Ar. a chev. sa. fretty or, betw. three
(CO. Kent;.
stags' heads couped gu.
Ragon. Ar. a chev. betw. three harts' beads couped sa.
Crest
A liind's head erased ar.
Ragron. Az. three talbots ar. (another, or).
Raignit. Ar. a bend engr. az.
Raikes (co. York Thomas Raiees was Mayor of Hull for
three successive years, under the Parliament, having joined
Sir John Hotham in refusing admission to Charles I.). Ar. a
chev. engr. vair betw. three griffins' heads vert. Crest
griffin's head, as in the arms.
Raikes (Hill Ash, co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. engr. peaii
betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. beaked ppr. the neck
of each charged with an erm. spot ar. Crest A grifiin's head
erased, as in the arms. Motto Futuri cautus.
Baikes (Llwyncgrin, co. Flint). Same Arms, quartering ar.

Ragon

—

;

—

—

—

—

A

;

2nd and

ppr.,

A

<T,-fsf

Abmstbono.
Motto Honestum

3rd, ar. three pallets az., for

head, as in the arms.

griffin's

—

praeferre utili.

Baikes

(Walthamstow, co. Essex, and London). Ar. a chev.
engr. pean betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. beaked ppr.
the neck of each charged with an erm. spot or.
Baikes (Treberfydd, co. Brecon). Ar. a chev. engr. pean
betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. beaked ppr. the neck
A griffin's
of each charged with an erm. spot ar. Crest
Honestum praeferre utili.
head, as in the arms. Motto

—

—

Baikes.

Erm. three bars

sa.

Crest

—A stag's head erased

or.

Baile.

Ar. six lions ramp. gu.

Bailton (Fakenham,
acorns or.

Ci-est

Bain. Chequy

—A

ar.

BAH
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a chev. az. betw. three griffins gu. Same Crest and Motto as
the preceding.
Baikes (Welton House, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a, chev. engr. pean betw. three griffins' heads erased sa. beaked
ppr. the neck of each charged with an erm. spot ar., for
Baiees 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. issuing from
the sinister side a dexter arm habited gu. the hand grasping
the trunk of an oak tree eradicated and broken at the top

co. Norfolk).

Ar. on a bend az. three

hind's head ppr.

and gu. a canton erm.

— A human

Crest

leg erased at the middle of the thigh ppr.
(Wapping, co. Lincoln). Chequy or

Eainborowe

and

az.

a

Saracen's head couped ppr. wreathed ar. beard sa.
Ar. a cross pattee throughout sa. a chief gu.
Crest
A leg erased at the middle of the thigh ppr.
Bainecourt. Az. a fesse dancettee betw. six garbs or.
Baineford (co. Cumberland). Az. an eagle displ. ar.

Baine.

—

Bait

(Halgreen and Drumnagair, co. Forfar). Or, a cross
engr. sa. Crest An anchor ppr. Motto Spero meliora.
Bait (Dundee, Scotland, 1672). Or, a cross engr. within a
bordure invecked sa. Crest A lily ppr. Motto Speran-

—

—

—

—

dum.

Bait {Pitforthie,

co. Forfar).
Or, on a cross engr. sa. a hunting horn of the first, stringed gu. Crest
An anchor ppr.
ensigned on the top with a crescent ar. J/o«o— Meliora
spero sequorque.
Baith (Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend with a bendlet
enhanced sa. three mullets of the field.
Bake. Sa. the sun in splendour or. Crest An arm in
armour embowed, brandishing a club all ppr. at the shoulder
a bow of ribbons gu.
Bake. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three griffins' (another,
wolves') heads erased sa.
Bakeley. Lozengy ar. and gu. a fesse sa.
Bakelworthe. Az. three eagles displ. ar. (another, or).
Baker. Gu. a bend engr. ar.
Bale. Sa. the sun in splendour or.
Baleigrb (Raleigh, co. Devon; Thojiasine, dau. and sole
heir of Sir William Raleigh, of Raleigh, m. Sir John
Chicbesteb, Knt.).
Gu. a bend vair betw. six crosses

—

—

crosslet or.

Baleig'h (Sir Walter Raleigh, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Sir Walteb had two sons, Walteb Raleigh, and Sir Cabew
Raleigh, Governor of Jersey, father of Sir Walter Raleigh,
of West Horsley, co. Surrey). Gu. seven fusils in bend ar.,
as entered by Sir Walter's nephew at the Visit. Wilts,
1623.

Baleigh

(Cornwall).

Gu. a bend vair betw. six crosses

crosslet ar.

ducally gorged or.

Bainefort. Gu. achev. engr. or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Bainer (Stradeshall

Erm. on a chief inOn a mount vert an ounce

Place, co. Suffolk).

dented az. two mullets

or.

Crest

—

pass. ppr.

Baines (Filling,

FHnton, and Burton Pidsea, Holderness, co.
York). Sa. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. ar. Crest
lion ramp, as in the arms. JllfoUo— Judicium parium aut

—

leges terrse.

Baines

(Wyton Hall, near Hull, co. York). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, chequy or and gu. a canton erm.; 2nd and 3rd, sa.
a chev. betw. three lions ramp. ar. Crest — Out of a ducal
coronet or, two rows of ostrich feathers ppr. Motto Vici.

—

Baines

(Burton Pidsea, co. York). Sa. a chev. betw. three
ramp. ar. Crest A lion ramp. ar. Motto Judicium
parium.
Baines. See Batniis.
Bainier (co. Southampton ; Dantel Bainier, a refugee from
the Continent in the 17th century, settled in the Isle of
Thanct, and was ancestor of this family, well known in the
British Navy; Captain Peteb Bainier, C.B., received the
grant of a coat of arms).
Az. in chief two lions pass.
in pale, and in base four barrulcts or, a canton gu.
fimbriated and charged with a castle triple-towered of
the second. Crest Out of a naval crown or, a lion's head
pellettee gorged with a wreath of oak, in the mouth a
flagstaff erect and broken, thereon hoisted the Dutch
tricoloured flag ppr. inscribed " Reygersbergen," the naval
crown and wreath being in allusion to the captain's dis-

—

—

lions

—

tinguished services, and the Dutch tricolour in commemoration of the victory gained by his " skill, bravery, and
perseverance " in the Batavia Roads, East Indies, 18 Oct.
1806, whilst in command of H.M.S " Caroline," over a force
treble his own, consisting of the Dutch frigate "Maria Reygersbergen," and other vessels. To members of the family,
not being descendants of the said Capt. I'eter Rainier, were
assigned the same arms without the canton; and for a crest,
lion's head erased ar. pellettee and charged with three
flcurs-de-hs, two and one az. in the mouth a slip of ouk ppr.
Motto Laurus crescit in arduis. Pierre Regnieb, father of
the refugee, bore the old French coat of arms, Ar. a lion
ramp, gu.
Bainstorp. . . achev. or, betw. two lions ramp, in chief
and three arrows in fess paleways in base, points to the

A

—

.

Balei^h.

Gu. a bend engr. ar. ; another, Gu.
(co. Devon).
bend ar. ; another, Gu. three fusils in fess
over a bend ar.
Baleig'll (Farnborough, co. Warwick ; confirmed by the
Deputies of Camden, CJarenceux, to Sir Edward Raleigh,
Knt., of Farnborough, eleventh in descent from Sir Henbt
Raleigh). Ar. crusily a cross moline betw. twelve crosses
crosslet gu.
Crest A boar's head erect gu.
Baley (co. Warwick). Gu. crusily or, a bend vair (another,
five lozenges in
or, all

—

—

tinctures reversed). Crest A Hon ramp. ppr.
Balli, Esq., of Belgrave Square, London,
M.P. for Bridport). Az. a lion ramp. ar. guttee de larmes,
in chief a martlet betw. two crosses couped of the second.
A lion ramp. ar. guttee de larmes, holding betw,
Crest
Motto BaOi^c rtjv
the forepaws a cross couped az.

Ball! (Pandeli

—

—

tv9(iav.

Balph.

Ar. on a bend az. a mullet betw. two crescents of
the field, on a border gu. eight bezants. Ci-est A naked
arm holding a book expanded both ppr. Motto FideUter.
Balph. Sa. two chev. erm. betw. three greyhounds' heads
erased ar. collared gu. ringed or; another, Ar. a chev. betw.
Creit
three moorcocks sa.
A griffin's head couped w,
holding in the beak a serpent twined round the neck ppr.
Balphson (granted by St. George, Ulster, 1674, to William
Balprson, of Dublin, gent.). Az. a lion ramp. erm. in
chief three plates. Crest A griffin's head erased gu. ducally

—

—

—

—

gorged

ar.

Balston

(that Ilk, co. Benfrew). Ar. on a bend az. three
acorns in seed or. Crest— A falcon looking to the sinister
ppr. il/o('o— Fide et marte.
Balston-Fatrick. See Patrick.
(Homchurch, co. Essex). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three
rams' heads cabossed ar. Crest
On a chapeau or, turned
up gu. a fox sejant ppr.
(Uamsfort, co. Wexford: represented by Stephen Ram,
Esq., J. P. and D.L., co. Wexford, High Sheriff of the co.
1840, descended from Right Rev. Thomas Ram, who accompanied Robert, Earl of Essex, to Ireland in 1599 as chaplain,
On the
and was consecrated Bishop of Ferns in 1605.
plantation of Wexford in 1C15 by James I., he got a grant
of
Sir
Abel
Ram,
Knt.,
of
grandfather
lands,
and
was
of
Bamsfort, Lord Mayor of Dublin 1684 ; arms confirmed
and crest granted 1666). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three rams'
heads erased ar. Crest A ram's head erased ar. charged
with a chev. az. Motto— (i,\ioi\ tibi vis fieri fac altero.
a younger branch of Ram,
(Clonatin, co. Wexford
of Ramsfort, descended from Andbew, third son of Abel
Bam, Esq., of Bamsfort, who d. 1740; represented by the
Bev. Abel John Bam, Rector of BoUeston, co. Stafford).
Same Ai-ms, Crest, and Motto, a crescent for diff.
Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Bamag'S (Edinburgh, 1796). Az. a saltire chequy ar. and
sa. on a chief of the second three escallops of the first. Crest
An increscent ar., motto over, Poco a poco. Motto—

Bam

—

Bam

—

base.

Bainton

(Lord Mayor of London, 1C32).
Sa. a chev.
double cotiscd ar. betw. three cinqucfoils of the second.
Baisine:, or Baysyn (Malton, co. York. Visit. York,
1584; quartered by Websteb, ofHamboro'; Caius Coll.
Lib. MS. 676).
Vert on a cross or, five hurts. Crest
dexter arm embowcd, vested paly of four or and az.
culTcd ar. hand ppr. holding a bunch of grapes of the

—

second, stalked and leaved vert.

Baison, or Beason.
crosses patonce valr.
erect M.
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Gu. a lion ramp, or, betw. four
Ciat A boar's head erased and

—

Bam

;

Bam.

—

Vitam impcndere

vero.

A
A

A

BAH

(Fbancis B^madqe, Esq., M.D., F.L.S., of Ely
Gu. a fess embattled counter-embattled
Place, London).
or, betw. three unicorns' heads erased .ar. armed and crined
A unicorn's bead, as in the arms.
of the second. Crest

—

3/o»o—Consilio

Bame

et anirais.

Henry V. the
armed

CO. Cornwall, extinct temp.

(Rame,

heiress m. Dernfoed).

;

Sa. a ram's head cabossed ar.

or.

Bammas,

or

BammeB.

Az. three rams' heads couped

or (another, ar.).

Baznpston.
second.

Ar. a chev.

Crest

a

sa. in chief

— Acaltrap embrued

Gu. on a bend

BamreiTg:.

cinquefoil of the

ppr.

or, three eagles displ. vert, in

Gu. on a bend or, betw. a lion ramp, in chief
and a ram courant in base ar. attired or, three eagles displ.

Tert.

on a bend ru. three rams reguard. ar.
of eight or and sa.
Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
(Earl of Dalhousk).
beaked and membered gu. Crest A unicorn's head couped
Sup-porters— Tvo griffins ppr.
ar. armed or.
Motto
Ora et labora. The tenth earl, who was made Marquess
of Salkousie, and d. t. p., quartered Bbown, of Colstown,
[which see]\ the succeeding earls, as Barons Partmure, have
quartered. Per pale ar. and gu. a bordure charged with eight
escallops counterchangcd, for Maule; and bore an additional crest, A wyvern with two heads vomiting flames
before and behind ppr.
(William Bamsat, younger son of the Earl of
Dalhousie). As Dalhousie, within a bordure az. Crett
Or,

Bams.

Gyronny

Bamsay

—

—

Bamsay
griffin's

Motto

head ppr.

Bamsay

—Ora

—

et labora.

(Edingtoun, co. Berwick). As Dalhousie, within a
bordure gu. Crest A unicorn's head couped ppr. armed
or, charged with a crescent ar.
Motto Dum varior
idem.
(Earl of Holdemess, extinct 1625 Sir John Eam8AT, brother of Geokge, first Lord Dalhousie, Viscount
Haddington, in the peerage of Scotland, was raised to an
English earldom, 1621, d. s. p.). Two coats per pale; 1st:
Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. charged
on the breast with a crescent of the field; 2nd, of augmentationj granted in honour of his service to James VI. of
Scotland, in the Earl of Cowrie's conspiracy: Az. issuing
out of the sinister part of the shield a dexter arm or, holding a sword erect ar. pommel and hilt go'c'i piercing a
human heart gu. the point supporting an imperial crown
ppr. Supporters
A unicorn and a stag, both collared.
Motto Haec dextravindex principis et patria.
(Cockpen, co. Edinburgh). As Dalhousie, within
a bordure nebuly sa. Crest A unicorn's head couped ar.
armed or, within two branches of laurel orleways vert.
(Whitehill, co. Edinburgh, bart., 1665). As Dalhousie, within a bordure sa. charged with eight roses ar.
unicorn's
head erased ar. charged with a rose gu.
Crest A

—

—

Bamsay

;

—

—

Bamsay

—

Bamsay

—
—Semper Tictor.

(Wardlaw-Bamsat, Whitehill, 1849). Quarterly,
1st and 4th grand quarters, as the last
2nd and 3rd grand
quarters, counter-quartered, for Wabdlaw, 1st and 4th, az.
three mascles or, 2nd and 3rd, az. three water bougets or,
with a crescent ar. in the centre of the grand quarter.
Same Crest for Bamsay. Crest, for Wardlaw A star of $ix
points wavy or.
Mottoes Over the two crests: Familias
firmatpietas; below the shield Semper victor.
Bamsay (Abbotshall and Waughton, bart., 1C69). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and
membered gu. a chief of the last, for Bamsay 2nd and 3rd,
counter-quartered, for Hepbijbn, of Waughton, 1st and 4th,
gu. on a chev. ar. a rose betw. two lioncels counter-combatant of the field; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three martlets gu.
Crest— A. demi eagie displ. sa. Motto Probando et appro;

—

—

:

;

—

bando.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. an
eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. in chief a mullet
of the last, a bordure engr. vert; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion
pass, guard, gu. imperially crowned and gorged with an
open crown or, in base a crescent of the second, for
Ogilvy. Crest— a unicorn's head erased ar. gorged with
an oak wreath fructed ppr. Motto Fear nought.
(Balmain, co. Kincardine, bart., 1625). Ar. an
eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. charged on the
breast with a rose of the field. Crest— A demi eagle displ.
sa.
Supporters Two tigers reguard. ppr. ducally collared
(Kinalty,

1793).

—

Bamsay

—

or.

Motto

Bamsay
the

la.<;t,

— Aspiro.

(Balmain, paternally Bdbnett, bart., 1806).
As
without Supporters.
(Provost of Methveo, 1672). Ar. an ca^le displ.

Bam say
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—

—

—

—

—

"Virtute

—

me

involvo.

Bamsay

(Brackmont). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and
membered gu. bearing on the breast another eagle displ. of
the field. Crest A battering ram or, headed and viroled
az.
Motto Perrumpo.

—

—

Bamsay

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. an eagle
beaked and membered gu.
2nd and 3rd, az.
a boar's head erased ar. betw. three lozenges or, for
KiNLocn.
Bamsay (Foxtown). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and
membered gu. charged on the breast with a fleur-de-lis
displ.

(Colluthie).

sa.

;

or.

Bamsay

Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and
eu. debruised by a baton of the last.
(Denunc). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and
membered gu. surmounted by a bend of the last, charged
with three crescents ar.
(Pitcruvie).

membered

Bamsay

Bamsay (Barnton, co.

Edinburgh now represented by Sir
Alex. Eamsat-Gibson-Maitland, Bart., as heir of line).
displ. sa. within a bordure of the second
bezantee, on a chief gu. three cinquefoils erm. Crest
^A
unicorn's head couped ar. armed or.
Motto Ora cti
;

Ar. an eagle

—

—

labora.

Bamsay

(Edinburgh, 1825). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. within
a bordure of the second bezantee, on a chief gu. a mullet
of the first betw. two cinquefoils erm.
Crest A horse's
head and neck couped sa. bridled ar. Motto Avancc.
Bamsay (Edinburgh, 1825). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. within
a bordure indented of the second bezantee, on a chief gu. a
mullet of the first betw. two cinquefoils erm. in collar point
a crescent counterchangcd of the field. Crett and Motto, as

—

—

the last.

Bamsay CJames

Bausay, Bishop of Dunblane, 1673). Ar.
an eagle displ. betw. two serpents orleways sa. Crest
dove within an adder disposed orleways. Motto Prudentia

—

—

decus innocentia.

Bamsay

Motto

Bamsay

Bamsay

beaked and membered gtu within an orle of eight
mullets az. Crest A star of six rays issuing out of a
crescent ar. Motto
Supema sequor.
Bamsay (Bamff, co. Perth, bart.). Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
beaked and membered gu. charged on the breast with an
escutcheon of the last. Crest— A unicorn's head couped
ar. maned and homed or.
Motto Spemit pericula virtus.
Bamsay (France, 1680). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked
and membered gu. charged on the breast with a thistle or.
Oe«(— An eagle rising reguard. sa. beaked and membered
or.
Motto Migro et respicio.
Bamsay (France, 1728). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. armed and
membered gu. a bordure nebuly of the last. Crest— A unicorn's head. Motto Ora et labora.
Bamsay (Allan Bamsat, the Scottish poet, 1740). Ar. an
eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. holding in his
talons branches of laurel and olive disposed in saltire ppr.
Crest
A unicorn's head and neck ar. horned and maned
or, collared gu. and charged with thistles ppr.
Motto
sa.

—

chief a lion rancp. ar.

Bamrig'e.

Baznry.
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Bainadg^

4th, ar.

(Barra, co. Aberdeen, 1858).
Quarterly, 1st and
an eagle dispL sa. surmounted of a fess of the field,

charged with three stars of six points wavy az., for Bamsay; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three stars of six points wavy az. in
middle chief a mullet gu. a bordure chequy of the second

and first, for Innes.
armed and beaked or,
ppr., for Innes.

Cre.it

for

Mottoes

— An

eagle rising reguard. sn.

Bamsay;

— Migro

A

branch of palm shpped
; and, Ornatur

et respicio

radix fronde.

Bamsay
and 4th,
2nd and

(Russel, co.
ar.

Fife,

16th century).

Quarterly, 1st

displ. sa. beaked and membered gu.;
a chev. gu. betw. three pewits sa., for

an eagle

3rd, ar.

BCESEL.

Bainsay-Li'Amy (Dunkenny). See L'Amy.
Bamsay-Gibson-lIaitland, Bart. See Maftland.
BaxQSay (Croughton House, Brackley, co. Northampton).
Ar. an eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu.
unicorn's head couped ar. armed or. Motto

Crest

—

—Semper

A

victor.

—

Bamsay.

Gu. three rams' heads couped ar. Crest
parrot vert, breast gu. in the mouth an annulet or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three
Bam.sbery, or

Bamsbury.

martlets sa.

Bam.sbotliam
Todmordcn,

(The Old Hall, Stand, and Centre Vale,
Ar. on a fess gu. betw. ten

co. Lancaster).

pellets, five in chief

fleur-de-lis or.

and as many in base, three and two, a
Out of a ducal coronet or, a ram's

Crest

—

Motto

—Non

sed virtute.
.^rnu and C)«s/.
(Crowborough Warren, co. Kent). Same
Arms, quartering Bcbt. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or»
a ram's head couped ppr. Motto—Hon vi, scd virtute.

head couped

ppr.

Bamsbotham
Kamsbotham

(London).

vi,

Same

;

B AU

—

two

plates.

Bamsbottom.

Per saltire gu. and or, a pale counterCrest—A-a eagle's head erased gu.
(Byrom, co. York, bart.). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis sa. as many rams' heads couped at the
neck of the first. Crest An armed arm couped at the
elbow and erect ppr. holding in the gauntlet a fleur-de-lis sa.
Bam.3cleil (Carlton Hall, co. Notts). Ar. on a chev. betw.
changed.

Bamsden

—

three fleurs-de-lis sa. as
Crest

—

many

BAN
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Bamsbottom (Woodside, near Windsor, co. Berks). Qaarterly, or and ar. on a fess engr. az. betw. fire pellets in
chief and as many in base, three and two, a fleur-de-lis
betw. two rams' heads cabossed of the flrst. Creit A ram's
head couped holding in the mouth a trefoil all ppr. gorged
with a collar engr. az. charged with a fleur-de-lis or, betw.

rams' heads erased of the first.
at the elbow and erect ppr.

An armed arm couped

holding in the hand a fleur-do-Iis sa.
(Castle Carra, co. Kerry; granted to Robebt
Geoboe Bamsden, Esq., of Castle Carra, and to the descendants of his grandfather, John Ramsden, Ksq., of Halifax).
Gu. a fess engr. or, below a rose in chief ar. and a ram's
head erased in base ppr. Crest A ram's head couped ppr.
in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert. il/o«o— Cojlum non
animum mutat.
(Hitcham, co. Buckingham, temp. Richard II.).
Sa. a chev. betw. three rams' heads couped ar.
(Marchwood, co. Hants). Ar. a fesse gn.
Az. a chev. betw. three rams pass,
(co. Kent).
or (another, the chev. ar.).
(Kenton Hall, co. Suffolk, temp. Henry V.). Gu.
an escallop betw. three rams' heads full-faced erased at the
neck ar. Crest ^A man's hand and arm couped at the

Bamsden

Bandall

(granted 22 May, 1573). Sa. on a saltire engr. or,
five martlets of the field.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,

—

an antelope's head ar. attired gold.
(Peryn and Mevy, co. Cornwall.

Bandall

Visit. Cornwall,
Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
(Binfield, CO. Berks).
Az. on a cross erminois a
cinquefoU vert betw. four mullets pierced sa. Crest— kix
antelope's head couped or, holding in the mouth a rose
slipped ppr. on the neck four mullets in cross gu. Motti>—
Nil extra numerum.
Bandall. Ar. three mullets ea. a chief indented erm.;
another, Sa. on a cross engr. or, four martlets of the field
another, Gu. (another, sa.) three mullets or, a chief indented
erm. another, Gu. on a cross couped ar. five mullets pierced

1620).

Bandall

;

sa.

Crest

—A buck's head erased

ppr. ducally gorged

and

lined or.

Bandall

(Reg. TTlster's Office). Per saltire ar. and sa. a
pale counterchanged, on a fess of the second charged with
two barrulets of the first an inescutcheon erm.

Bande, or Band

Bamsey
Bamsey

(Bowell, co. Northampton). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with three chev. ar.
Crest
On a ducal coronet a boar's head couped all ar.
Bande. Gu. three chev. ar. a border engr. sa.
Bandell, or Bandle. Sa. on a chief ar. three lions'
^eads erased gu. Crest An arm in armour couped at the
shoulder, embowed and resting the elbow on the wreath,
holding a spiked club all ppr.
Bandes (Radwell, co. Bedford). Sa. a uher. erm. betw.

Bamsey

Bandes

—

Bamsey

—

elbow, supporting a hawk.
Bam.sey (Eatonbridge, co. Kent, and London;

—

—

three crosses crosslet fitchue ar.
(Bliton, co. Lincoln).
Az. on a chev. or, betw.
three hawks' heads erased ar. in each of their beaks a roso
two
slip of the second,
roses gu. leaved vert.
(co. Lincoln, 1599).
Az. on a chev. or, three roses
gu. a canton erm. Crest Two lions' gambs erect sa. supporting a sword ar. hilt and pommel or. Another Crest Tho
fiambs ppr. holding up a sword.

Bandes
William

Ramsey, eldest son, and Sir Thomas Ramsey, Knt., Sheriff of
London 1568, and Lord Mayor 1577, sons of John Ramsey,
Sa. a chev.
Esq., of Eatonbridge. Visit. London, 1568).
erm. betw. three rams' heads erased ar. homed or. Crest
A grififin's head erased per fess indented ar. and sa. the base

Bandes.

guttle d'or.

Bandill

—

Ramsey.
Bamsey.

Bamsey

Gu. three rams ar.
Az. a chev. betw. three rams or.
Gu. three rams' heads
(co. Oxford).

Az. six plates (another, bezants) three, two, and
one another, Gu. three rams' heads couped ar ; another.
Per bend or and gu. three birds counterchanged ; another,
Sa. a chev. betw. three rams' heads erased or.
Bamsey (Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, Mr. Bauset, killed
16 Feb. 1653). Or, an eagle displ. sa.
Bam.sey, lioiiastery of (co. Kent). Or, on a bend az.
three rams' heads couped ar. attired of the first.
Bamston. Gu. three rams' heads cabossed ar.
Bamstone (Sir Thomas Ramstonk Roll of Knights of cos.
Derby and Nottingham, temp. Edward I.). Ar. a chev. sa.
in dexter chief point a cinquefoil of the last.
(St. James's, Westminster; granted June, 1772).
Ar. a scaling ladder in pale gu. in chief a cross crosslct
Crest— On a ducal coronet or, an owl
fltchee of the last.
;

;

Bamus
ppr.

Bam.ville. Az. three round buckles or.
Bancliffe, Baron. See I'abkyns.
Bancliffe. Ar. a chev. betw. three lions* heads erased

Az. on a bend or.

three mascles gu.

Vert a lion ramp. or.
(co. Northampton; granted 12 Oct. 1485).
Barry
nebulae of six ar. and az. on a saltire sa. five martlets or.
Crest A martlet volant or.
Bandies (Edwabd Randles, Esq., of Port Natal, South
Africa). Or, a cbev. wavy az. betw. three pairs of elephants*
tusks in saltire ppr. Crest A spring-bok (South African
antelope) statant in front of an Assegai erect all ppr. Motto
Semper in tempore.
Bandolfe (co. Norfolk). Gu. a boar pass. ar. tusked

—

—

or.

Bandolfe.

Ar. two bars sa. in chief a crescent of the last;
another, Az. on a saltire engr. ar. five martlets sa.; another,
Gu. on a cross ar. five horseshoes of the first. Crest A bat

—

ar.

wings expanded.

Bandoll. Ar. on a cross vert five martlets of tho
Crest
A sheaf of wheat or.
Bandoll. Sa. three mullets ar. a chief indented erm.

—

field.

Bandolpb

(Wallingford, co. Berks; confirmed by tho
Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Randolph,
Esq., of Wood Bennington, co. Warwick, third in descent
from Richabd Randolph, of Wallingford). Gu. on a cross
Oi-est
A bat displ. sa.
ar. three horseshoes sa.
Bandolpli (Rev. Thomas Randolph, M.A., Rector of

—

sa.

a border of the second.
(Vicar of Norton 1578, Prebendary of Durham 1606,
of Gateshead, co. Durham, and of London). Or, a lion ramp,
gu. charged on the shoulder with three chev. ar. Crest
Out of a coronet a boar's head in pale.
Band, or Bandes. Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslct
Cre.ft
A marigold stalked and leaved ppr.
fltchee ar.
Band. Gyronny of twelve or and sa.
Bandall (Kcntesbury, co. Devon, 1583; originally of co.
Berks; the heiress »t. Jones). Sa. three demi lions ramp,
erased sans tails ar. Crest A staff couped and raguly, lying
fessways vert, thereon a wolf pass. az. collared or.
Bandall, or Bandolph (Aylesford, co. Kent). Gu. on a
An antelope's head
cross ar. five mullets pierced sa. Crest
couped or.
Bandall (London). Gu. on a cross ar. five mullets sa.
a border or, »em^e of hurts. Crest A buck's head erased
az. ducally gorged, lined, and ringed or.
Bandall (WolstoD, co. Northampton, and Bonnington and
Wilford, CO. Warwick; granted by Cooko before 1.597, to
RiciiABD Randall, of Wolston, and Thomas Randall, of
Bonnington). Gu. on a cross ar. five horseshoes sa. Crest
A bat, whigs expanded sa.
n dall (co. Wilu). Gu. on a cro88 ar. fire mullet* sa.
Cratr—Axi antelope'* bead couped or.

Band

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

(Clavesley, co. Northampton).

—

ar.

Bam.sey.

Ba

Bandes

—

Hadham, co. Herts, Prebendary of St. Paul's Cathedral, and
Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen, eldest surviving son of
the late John Randolph, D.D., Bishop of Oxford 1806, and
of London 1809, a lineal descendunt of Bernard Randolph,
Esq., of Biddcndcn, co. Kent, b. 1556, supposed to have
sprung from the ancient and eminent Scottish family of
Gu. on a cross ar. five mullets pierced sa.
Randolph).
Crest
An antelope's head erased or.
Bandolpli (Hingeston-Randolph; Rev. Francis Charles
HiNOESTON, Rector of Ringmorc, co. Devon, only son of
Francis Hinoeston, Esq., of Truro and St. Ives, co. Cornwall, m. 1860, Martha Jane, only dau. and heir of Rev.
Hebdebt Randolph, and assumed the surname of Randolph).
Quarterly, let and 4th, gu. on a cross ar. five mullets pierced
sa., for Randolph; 2iid and 3rd, gu. a naked arm couped
below tho shoulders and embowed ppr. holding a Danish
1st, Randolph: An
Crests
battle axe ar., for Hinoeston.
2nd, Hinoeston A hind's head
antelope's head erased or
couped or, holding in the mouth a holly slip ppr.
Bandolph (Badclismcr, co. Cambridge, and co. Wilts; confirmed 15 March, 1571, 13 Queen Elizabeth). Gu. on a cross

—

—

:

;

ar. five mullets sa.

Bandolph, or Bandal

(co. Kent).

Gu. on a cross

ar.

five mullets pierced sa.

Bandolph {Earl of

Murray,

Scotland).

Or

(in later times.

A

BAN
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counterflory gu.

flory

—

Bandolph.

Gu. a swan ar. wings endorsed. Crest
greyhound's head ar. semee of torteaux.
Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Bands (co. Lincoln; confirmed 19 July, 1593). Az. on a
chev. or, three roses gu. barbed vert, a canton erm.;
another, Sa. a chev. erm. in the dexter quarter a cross crosslet
another, Sa. a chev. erm. betw. ten crosses
fitch^ ar.

Bandolphe.

;

and one.
Or, on a chief dancettee az. a lion

crosslet fitchee ar. four, two, one, two,

Bandulpli*

pass, of the

field.

Bandwell.

betw. «ix estoiles gu.
Banelag'h, Saron of (extinct 1754; Sir John Cole,
Bart., of Newland, co. DubUn, M.P. for Fermanagh, second
son of Sir William Cole, Knt., and brother of Sir Michael
Cole, Knt., M.P., Enniskillen, ancestor of the Barl of Enniskillen, was created a bart. 1660, and was t. by his eldest son.
Sir AETHua Cole, second bart., who was created Saron
Ar. a fess engr.

sa.

Ar. a bull
\l\b, d.s.p., when the title expired).
horned and hoofed or, a border of the second
bezantec, on a canton az. a harp of the third stringed of
the first. Crest A demi dragon vert, armed and langued
gu. holding in the dexter claw a dart or, headed ar. and
Testing the sinister on a shield az. charged with a harp, as
Supporters Two dragons reguard. vert,
in the arms.
armed and langued gu. Motto Deum cole. Begem serva.
Banelag'h, Viscount. See Jones.
Baney (co. Buckingham). Qu. two wings in pale ar. each
charged with three bars gemeUes sa.
Baney (London; confirmed 1612). Gu. two wiof/s inverted

Ranelagh
pass.

sa.

—

—

—

and conjoined.
Gyronny of eight or an< sa.
Banfurly, Earl. See Knox.
Banken (Keeper of Lyon Records, 1795). Gu. three hoars'
heads erased or, armed and langued ar. on a chief of the
third a chev. sa. betw. three mullets of the first. Cieit The
sun issuing from behind a cloud ppr. Motto Virtus pre-

Baney.

—

—

valebit.

Bankin

(Orchardbead, Scotland, 1672). Gu. three boars'
heads erased ar. betw. a lance issuing out of the dexter base,
and a Lochaber axe issuing out of the sinister, both
Motto Fortiter et
erect of the second. Crest A lance ar.

—

—

recte.

Bankin

Ar. three boars' heads couped betw.
as many battle axes gu. and in the centre a quatrefoil vert.
ship
Creitt
A
ppr.
Motto Providentia et virtute.
Banking: (Rochelle; descended of Shields, 1679). Ar. a
Lochaber axe paleways betw. three boars' heads couped gu.
A broken lance and a palm branch slipped in saltire,
Crest
surmounted by a crescent.
Motto Utriusque auctus
(Perth, 1672).

—
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ar.) three cushions pendent, within

—

—

—

auxilio.

Bannlph.

Gu. a lion ramp.

ar.

;

another, Or, a lion ramp,

gu-

Baper

(London).
Per fess indented az. and erm. a pala
counterchanged, three antelopes' heads erased or. Crest^

An antelope

ppr. collared or.

Baper

(co. Sussex).
Per fess wavy az. and ar. a pale
counterchanged, three antelopes' heads erased or. Crest—
An antelope's head erased per fess wavy or and az.
Baphael (Ditton Lodge, co. Surrey granted to Alexansek
Raphael, Esq., of that place). Quarterly, az. andar. a cross
moline or, in the 1st quarter the sun in splendour; in the
2nd a mount representing Mount Ararat, the ark on the
summit, and a city at the base, with this inscription, in the
Armenian lang-uage, Naksivan; in the 3rd quarter two
figures representing the angel Raphael, and Tobias, standing on a mount, thereon a fish all ppr.; in the 4th an
anchor with the cable entwined in bend or.
Crest Out of
an Eastern crown or, a demi eagle with two heads displ. sa.
beaked and charged on the breast with a cross moline gold.
Baphoe, See of. Erm. a chief per pale az. and or, in the
dexter the sun in splendour of the last, and in the sinister a
;

—

^

cross pattee gu.

Base.

Gu. a bend vair.

Bashdale

(Elland and Parnhill, co. York).
Ar. an in*
escutcheon betw. eight martlets sa.
Bashleigh (Rashleigh, co. Devon). Ar. a cross sa. in
chief two C's of the second.
Bashleigh. (Menabilly, co. Cornwall John RAsnixion,
descended from Rashleigh, of Rashleigh, settled about the
middle of the 16th century at Fowey, and founded the
Cornish branch of the family ; his son and heir, John, erected
the mansion-house of Menabilly, and was M.P. for Fowey,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, as his descendants long continued to
do. Represented by Jonathan Rashleigh, Esq., now of
Menabilly, who7n. first, Mary Pole, dau. of William Stuart,
Esq., of Aldenham Abbey, co. Hants, d. 1852, and second,
Jane Elizabeth, only dau. and heir of Arthur Pugh, Esq.,
of Lissadrone, co. Mayo). Quarterly, sa. a cross or, betw. a
Cornish chough ar. beaked and legged gu. in the 1st
of the third in tho
quarter, and in the 2nd a Saxon
3rd and 4th, a crescent of the last on the cross in chief
a rose. Motto— Hoc timide, nee timere.
Ba.shleigrh (Pridcaux, co. Cornwall, bart.). Sa. a cross or,
betw. in the 1st quarter a Cornish chough ar. beaked and
legged gu. in the 2nd a C ill the 3rd and 4th a crescent,
;

C

;

;

;

!

all ar.

Basyng'e, or Basyn. Vert on a cross or, five hurts.
Crest — An arm erect habited paly of four or and gu. cuffed
hand ppr. a branch of lavender vert flowered az.
Ar. a chev. (another, a cross) engr. gu.
Wanvick, and Chatterton, co.
co.
Leicester confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux,
to Richard Ratcliff, of Coventry, fifth in descent from
Edmund Ratcliff, of Coventry, second son of John Batcliff, of Chatterton, a.d. 1435, whose grandfather, John
Ratcliff. to. Margaret, dau. and heir of William Chatterton, of Chatterton). Ar. a bend engr. sa.
Batcliff (Chappell, co. Essex). Same Arms, an escallop for
ar. in the

Bat.

BatclifF (Coventry,
;

Banking (Dudhope, co.

Forfar, 1S72, paternally Campbell).

Or, a Lochaber axe fessways sa. betw. two boars' heads
couped gu. Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding a spur or,
the strap also ppr. Motto Forget not.
Banking (cos. Cumberland and Lancaster; borne by

—

—

Surgeon-General James Lancaster Ranking, late InspectorGu. three boars' heads
General of Hospitals at Madras).
erased ppr. langued az. betw. on the dexter a Lochaber axe,
and on the sinister a boar spear ar. Crest A boar's head
erased ppr. langued gu. Motto Fortiter et recte.
Registered in 1678 as the arms of Walter Rankin, of OrchardHe, the present representative,
head, CO. Stirling, N.B.
quarters the arms of Lancaster, in right of his paternal
grandmother, the representative of the Lancasters of
Kendal, viz., Ar. two bars gu. on a canton of the second a

—

—

Az. on a chev.

Suffolk).

a canton erm.
an annulet or.

Crest

or,

—A hawk's head erased

three roses gu.
az. in the beak

Banson.

Ar. a bend ermines betw. three cinquefoils
pierced sa. another, Gu. on a fess ar. three pomeis. Crest
eagle displ. per fess az. and or. ; another, Ar. a chev.
betw. three suns gu.
(co. Norfolk; granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1574).
Erm. on a fess sa. three lions ramp. or. Crest On a ducal
coronet ar. a lion sejant or, cowardcd.
(Mendham, co. Suffolk). Krm. on a fess sa. three
lions ramp. or.
Crest A lion sejant or.
;

—An

Bant

—

Bant

—

Bante. Erm. on a fess sa. three lions ramp ar.
Banthe. Ar. a Uon ramp, reguard. purp.
Banton. Barry of six ar. and gu. in chief three

CO.

—

crescents

granted 1580). Ar. on a
fess sa. three lions ramp, guard, or.
Crest— A tiger sejant
or, tufted and maned sa. ducally gorged gold.
co. Norfolk;

et fortitudine.

of Sussex, Viscount and Baron Fitz-Walter,
earldom and viscounty extinct 1641, barony passed to
Mildmat; Sir John Ratcliffe, Governor of Tiounsak, in
Aquitaine, temp. Henry V. and VI., m. Elizabeth, only
dau. and heir of Walter, last Saron Fitz-Walter, of that
his son. Sir John Ratcliffe, was summoned to
family
Parliament as Baron FU:-WaUer, 1485; Bobeet, second
Baron Filz-Walter, K.G., was created a viscount 1525, and
an earl 1529). Ar. a bend engr. sa. CreH— On a chapeau

Batcliffe (Earl

:

gu. turned up erm. two wings of the first, which are connected by a nimbus, pendent therefrom a fetterlock, and
surmounted by an esloile all or. Sapporters Two bulls sa.
gorged with ducal coronets, armed and chained ar. Motto

—

—

Virtus propter se.

or.

Bantt (North Walson,
83d

co. Warwick, Ledbury, co. Hereford,
Worcester; Sir John Batcliff received the honour
of knighthood, 16th June, 1858, on the occasion of tho
Queen's visit to Birmingham, of which borough he was
Mayor in 1857, 1858, and 1859). Per bend ar. and or, a bend
engr. sa. thereon in chief an anchor of the second, in sinister
Crest
In fi ont of a bull's head
chief a knight's helmet ppr.
erased sa. armed or, collared ar. three escallops also ar.

and

Motto— fide

lion pass guard, or.

Banson (co.

diff.

Batcliff (Wyddrington,

Derby, and Ordeshall, co. Lancaster).
Ar. two bends engr. sa. Crest— A bull's head erased sa.
armed or, ducally gorged, lined, and ringed ar.
Batcliffe (Mowgrave, co. York). Ar. a bend engr. sa. a
Ar. on a
(This family has also boine
mullet for diff.

Batcliffe 'Malory,

co.

—

A

BAT
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gn. five crosses patonce or).

saltire

—On

Creit

a mount

vert a Cornish chough sa.

Satcliffe (Todmorden, co. Lancaster, and co. York). Ar.
a bend engr. sa. a fleur-de-lis for di£f. Crest — A bull's head
erased per pale ar. and sa. armed and ducally gorged or.
Hatcliffe. See Badcliffe.
Hatendeen, or Katenden. Az. ten martlets ar. four,
three, two,

and

one.

Itatendon (co. Gloucester). Az. twelve martlets ar.
Satford. Sa. a fess or, betw. three unicorns' heads erased
Crest — A man holding a banner ar. charged with a
ar.
saltire.
sa. a chief of the second.
Per bend ar. and sa. a lion ramp, {another, tail
double queued) counterchanged.
Batford, or Radford. Ar. fretty gu. on a chief of the
second three hawks" bells of the first.
Kathbone. Ar. three doves az. Crest— A. dove with an
olive branch In the beak all ppr.
Bathbone (Greenbank, Liverpool; a family which, for a
a series of years, has been at the head of the mercantile
body of that town; William Ratudone. Esq., of Liverpool
and Greenbank, d. 11 Feb. 1809, leaving, by Hannah Mabt
his wife, only dau. of Bichabd Reynolds, Esq., three surTiving sons, William Rathbone, Esq., of Greenbank, co.
Lancaster; Richabd Bathbone, Esq., of Woodcroft, and
Theodobe Woolman Bathbone, Esq., of AUerton Priory,
near Liverpool). Erm. on a fess az. betw. two ro.ses in chief
ga. barbed and seeded ppr. and the Roman fasces erect in

Itatford.

Ar. three cher.

Satford.

—

base ppr. three bezants. Crest The Roman fasces fesswajs
in front of a lion's head ppr. gorged with a collar ar. charged
with two roses gu. Motto Suaviter et fortiter.
Earl of (extinct 1849). See Monck.

—

Bathdowne,

Batilisdon, or Batisdon.
two,

At. bis escallops ar. three,

and one.

and Craighall). Az. three
Battray
A star or, and thereon a
cross crosslets fltchee or. Crest
flaming heart ppr. Molto Super sidera yotum.
Battray (Clekk-Rattbat, of Craighall, heir of line of the
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as above; 2nd, or, a
last, 1817).
fess chequy az. and ar. betw. two crescents in chief gu.
and a boar's head couped in base sa. a bordure az., for
Clebk; 3rd, vert afesse dancettee erm. betw. a buck's head
cabossed in chief and two escallops in base or. Crest and
Motto, for Rattray, as above. Crest, for Clebk A dcrai
huntsman winding a horn ppr. habited vert. Motto Free
for a blast. Supporters Two serpents nowed vert.
(that Ilk, co. Perth,

—

—

—

—

Battray (cadet of Craighall,
cross crosslets fltchee or.

ing up a cross crosslet

Battray

or.

(Barford, co.

1690).

Crest

—

Az. a fess ar. betw. six

— Ex hoc victoria signo.

—Super

Motto

;

a branch of the ancient

—

sidera votum.

Batwell, or Rattellwell.
Baugrbter (Kilkenny, Reg.

Ar. a bend gu. fretty or.
Ulster's
Office;
Michail
Bacgbteb, of that place temp. Charles 1. m. Anstace, dau. of
Alderman Sir James Sbebloce, of Waterford Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1639, of Maboabet Lady Suee, widow, first
of John CosACK, of Dublin; second, of Jambs Sheblock; and
Az. an
third of Sir Richabd Shee, Knt., of KiI^enny).
eagle displ. with two heads ar. the wings inverted, surmounting a fess sa. the base gu. thereon salmons naiaut of
the second. Crest An eagle's head erased and collared.
Bauffhton (co. York). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three quatre;

—

foils

pierced of the second.

Bavell, or Bayvell. Per pale indented

ar.

and

sa.

a chev.

KU.

Baven

(London).
Or, a raven rising ppr.
Crest—On a
mount vert a caltrap or.
(London). Same Arm*. Crest— A. raven ppr.
(Joun Raven, Rouge Dragon Pursuivant, temp.
Queen Elizabeth, 1588, Richmond Herald, temp, James I.,
d. 1610).
Or, on an orb gu. a raven ppr.
(Hadley, CO. Suffolk). Same Anns.
(granted 15 Oct. 1661). Or, a lion ramp, double
queued az. on a chief indented sa. three bezants. Crest
a demi dragon vert, winged gu.
(Creting, St. Mary's, co. Suffolk, temp. Henry 'VIII.).
Ar. a raven ppr. perched on a torteau.
(Uramcrton, CO. Norfolk, 1798). Or, a lion ramp. az.
on a chief indented gu. three bezants. Crest A raven ppr.
(Litcham, CO. Norfolk). Same ^)'nt« and Ci'ut. Motto

Baven
Baven

Baven
Baven

Baven

—

Baven

—

La lAtc plus que I'argcnt.
(co. Hereford, and Strensham, co. Worcester).
Ar. three mounts vert, on each a raven sa. Crest
A demi

Bavenhill
ramp.

—

Same Arms and

ford).

—

ar.

supportins a cross crosslet fltchee sa.
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Crest.

Bavenlecb

(co. Essex).
Barry of six ar. and
canton of the second a leopard's face or.

Bavenscroft

sa.

on a

Chester, Bretton, co. Flint, co. Lancaster, and Horsham, co. Sussex).
Ar. a chev. botw. three
ravens' heads erased sa.
Crest— Oa a chapeau gu. turned
up erm. a lion pass, guard, ar.
(co.

Bavenscroft

(Pickhill, co. Denbigh, 1C81; descended
from Bavenscboft, of Bretton, co. Flint). Same Arms.

Crest — A lion statant sa.
Bavenscroft (quartered

by Nobbeys, of Wcston-on-theGreen, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1634). Same Arms.
Bavensford. Ar. a cross sa.
Bavensba'W. Az. a chev. betw. three ravens' heads erased
sa., quartering,
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crescents sa.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
for Withers.
lion statant guard, ar.
Crest of Witders A demi hare, in
the mouth three ears of corn ppr. Motto
Deus pascil

—

—

—

corvos.

Bavensba'W

(Bichmond, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. betw.
three ravens' heads erased sa. on a chief of the last a raven's
head erased of the first. Crest A Hon pass. ppr. the dexter
forepaw resting on a shield ar. charged with a raven's bead
erased sa. Motto Deus pascit corvos.
Bavensbolme. Vert on a fess or, a lion pass, guard, gu.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu.
Bavensbolme. Ar. on a fess embattled counter-embattled
gu. a lion pass, or; another, Ar. on a fess embattled gu.
three bezants, in the dexter chief quarter a raven ppr.
Bavenswortb, Baron. See Liddell.
Baventhorpe. Ar. a raven close sa.
Bavesball. Ur, a cross sa. over all a label of four points

—

—

—

gu.

Bavis

(co.

Worcester).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three ravens*

—

heads erased sa. Crest A lion's head erased per fess ar.
and gu. within a chain orleways or.
Ba'W (London and Skipton, co. York; confirmed 20 Jan.
1563).
Erm. on a chief gu. two escallops or. Crest
dexter arm embowed in armour sa. garnished or, holding in
in the hand ppr. an escallop gold.
Ba'W (Sandwich, co. Kent, and Rishangles, co. Suffolk).
Same Arms and Crest.
Ba'WClifTe. Az. a chev. betw. three covered cups or.

—

Ar. a fess betw. three phcons
Crest— Oa a mural coronet ar. a pheon sa. with a laurel
branch issuant thereout ppr.
Ba'Wdon (Earl of Moira, extinct 1868; Geobce Rawdon,
Esq., of Moira, co. Down, son of Francis Bawdon, E8q.,
of Bawdon, settled in Ireland, and was created a hart. 1665;
Sir John, the fourth hart., was created, 1760, Saron liaic(lon, and, 1761, JUarl of Moira ; he in. Lady Elizabeth
Hastings, eldest dau. and sole heir of Tbeophilus, ninth
£arl of Huntingdon, Baron Hastings and Hungerford :
Fbancis, second Barl of Moira, having inherited on the
death of his mother, 1808, the barony of Hastings and Hungerford, assumed the additional surname of Hastings, and

was created,

1816,

Marquess of Hastings.

See Hastings).

—

Crest
On a mural
Az. a fess betw. three pheons sa.
coronet ar. a pheon sa. issuant therefrom a laurel branch
habited
vert
trimmed
foresters
Supporters
Two
ppr.
silver, on their heads hunting caps sa. stockings ar. silver
buckles in their shoes, each having a sheath of arrows slung

—

across the interior shoulder, and resting the exterior band
on a bow all ppr. Motto Nisi Dominus frustra.
(Marquess of Hastings). See Has-

—

Ba'wdon-Hastin^S
TINOS.

Bawdon, or Bowdon

(London).

three pheons sa. a lion pass. or.
(granted by Camden).

Ba'Wdon

three pheons sa. a lion pass. or.
a wivern sejant or.

— Bawdon

Baven

linn

;

sa.

Az. a fess betw. six crosses
Scottish family of the name).
A star ensigncd by a flaming heart
crosslet fltchee ar. Crest
ppr.

AW

(Woolhope, co. Hereford originally Rovbnhait,,
of Bovenhall, co. Hereford; the heiress vi. Gwillim, of
Brainge, same co.). Three ravens ppr. standing upon as
many mounts vert. Crest X raven sa.
Bavenbill (Tooting, co. Surrey ; descended from co. Here-

— A dexter hand ppr. hold- Bawdon (Bawdon, co. York).

Motto

Warwick

It

Bavenhill

Ar. on a fess betw.

Ar. on a fess gu. betw.
On a mount vert a
Crest

—

(CnBisTOPnEB Bawdon,
Ar. on a fess betw. three pheons sa. a
Crest— K sprig of broom murally gorged.
Ba'wle (Hennet in St. Juliott, co. Cornwall, ffmp.Edward IV.).
Sa. three swords in pale, two with their points in base, and
the middle one in chief. Orest—tca arm embowed in armour
ppr. holding in the gauntlet a sword *r. hilt or.
Bawlea (Fifleld, co. Dorset). Sa. a fess wavy betw. three
escutcheons or, each charged with a lion ramp. gu. Cittlr-^
A demi lion ramp. gu. supporting a battle axe or.
Bawlea Fifchidc NevlUe). Sa. a bead wavy betw. three
CO.

Lancaster).

lion pass. or.

Esq., of Liverpool, J.P.

A

BAW

—

the

or,

first.

Bawley, or Baleigh
lozengy

Crest

ar.

(Fardell, co. Devon).

— A roebuck ppr.

Ba'wline, or Bawlin.

Gu. a bend

paleways ar.
two with their points in base, and the middle one in
Sa. three strords

chief.

Bawlin^S

(Saunders' Hill, co. Cornwall, and co. Hertford).
Sa. three swords paleways, points in chief, hilta and pommels
or. Crest An arm embowedin armour ppr. the elbow resting
on the wreath, holding in the gauntlet a falchion ar. hilt or.

—

Motto

—Cognosce teipsum

Bawling's

et discepati.

William Rawlings,

(Padstow, co. Cornwall;

Esq., of Padstow, co. Cornwall, was son of Thomas RawliNGS, Esq., of Saunders' Hill, by his wife Mabgebt, dau.

and

co-heir of Thoslas Price, Esq., of Tregolds). Sa. three
Bwords paleways, points in chief ar. hilts and pommels or.

—

Grest
An arm embowed in armour ppr. the elbow resting on
the wreath, holding in the gauntlet a falchion ar. hilt or.
itfo»o —Cognosce teipsum et disce pati.
Baw^ling'S. Per pale ar. and sa. on a chev. betw. three
martlets as many crescents all counterchangcd. Crat

—

ram

pass. sa. attired or.

Bawlins
a

(Wake ring,

co.

Essex

granted 2 Jan. 15C0).

;

fess sa. fretty or, in chief three pellets.

head couped

Crest

Ar.

—A bear's

or.

Bawlins, or Bawlyns

(Kilreige,

Hereford, and

co.

Middle Temple, London, 1610). Sa. three swords barways,
their points toward the sinister point of the escutcheon ar.
hilts and pommels or.
Crest
A bull's leg couped near the
body sa. covered to the fetlock ar. on the top a bird's head

—

or.

ar. cuffed gu. charged with a rose or, the band az. grasping an anchor fessways gold.
Gu. a four-square castle in perspective, with as
many towers and cupolas, viz. one at each angle ar. standing
in water az. Crest
An eagle's head erased sa. guttee d'or,
in the beak an annulet gold.
(Stonyroyd and Halifax, co. York; descended from
John Rawson, of Ingrowl. Per fess az. and sa. a castle of
four towers in perspective ar. Crest
A raven's head sa.
guttee d'or. Motto Laus virtutis actio.
(Mill House, co. York).
Same Arms, Crest, and
Motio.
(Wardsend, co. York ; granted to Thomas Rawson,
Esq., of Wardsend, 1817). Quarterly, sa. and az. a quadrangular castle ar. on a chief erm. three bulls' heads
cabossed gu.
(John Rawson, Esq., of Undercliffe House, in the
parish of Bradford, co. York).
Per pale az. and sa. s
quadrangular castle with four towers ar. betw. three annulets or. Crest— In front of an eagle's head erased sa. holding
in the beak an annulet or, three annulets interlaced fessewiso

Bawson.

—

Bawson

Crest

barways ar. hilts and pommels
in armour ppr. holding in the
Motto Nee vi standum

Sa. three swords

—An arm embowed

—

gauntlet a falchion ar. hilt or.

neo metu.

Bawlins
in pale

See Rawltn).

(Ireland.

and two

in

saltire,

base a crescent of the
gu.

Bawlinson

last.

(co. Essex).

swords ar. one
and pommelled or, in
lion's head erased

Sa. three

hilted

CreU

—A

Ar. a fess

sa.

fretty of the first,

Bawson

Bawson

gold.

Bawson, now Bawson- Ackroyd (The

(co.

Lancaster

;

granted in 1G62 to Robebt

Bawlinson, of Cark, in Carknell, co. Lancaster, J. P., and
Vice-Chamberlain of the co. Palatine of Chester). Gu. two

— X sheldrake

tars gemellcs betw. three escallops ar. Crest
ppr. in the beak an escallop ar.
Motto Dieu et mon
Eoi.
Bawlinson (Graythwaitc, Greenhead, &c., co. Lancaster).
Sa. three swords paleways, the centre one point downwards,
the others points upwards ppr. hilted or, a chief indented of
the last. Crest
An armed arm couped at the elbow erect
ppr. grasping a sword as in the arms.

—

—

Bawlinson

(Lord Mayor of London,
gemcUes betw. three escallops ar.

Bawlyn

170G).

Gu. two bars

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1658, Giles
Bawltn, buried in St. Werburgh's Church).
Az. three
Bwords in pale ar. points to the sinister, pommels and hilts
or.
Crest (Beg. Ulster's Office)
Two swords in saltire,
points upwards ar. pommels and hilts or, through a wreath of
oak leaves vert.
Bawlsrns. Sa. three swords paleways ar. two erect, points
upwards, betw. them one downwards.
Baworth (London). Gu. on a fess dancett^e ar. betw. six
crosses crosslet fitthce or, three anchors sa.
Bawry (co. Essex). Or, two bars wavy gu. in chief a label
of three points of the last, each point charged with a martlet
(Dublin;

—

ar.

Bawson (Frystone,

and Shipley,

co. York).

Per

fess

wavy

8a. and az. a castle with four towers in perspective ar.
Crest
A raven's head erased sa. charged on the neck with
three goutes d'or, one and two, in the beak an annulet
of the last.
(Nidd Hall, co. York, and Darley Hall co.,
Lancaster; in Visit. York, 1585, a pedigree is given of
eight generations, beginning with Biohabd Rawson, Esc;., of
Fryston, temp. Richard II.). Per fess sa. and az. a castle with
four towers in perspective ar. Crest
A raven's head couped
sa. guttee d'or, in its beak an annulet gu.
(Pickbome, co. York; granted by Dugdale). Ar.
a castle az. betw. three falcons' beads erased sa. Crest
A falcon sa. rising from a tower or.
Bawson. Per fess sa. and az. a castle with four towers
in perspective ar. in base two bars und^e of the last, a
canton crm. Oral Out of clouds ppr. a cubit arm vested

—

Bawson

—

HaWBOn

—

—
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Grange, Dean,

CO. Bedford).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a chev. betw. four
stags' heads erased, three in chief and one in base gu., for

AcKBOTD

23d and

;

3rd, per pale az.

and

sa.

a quadrangular

castle with four towers ar.

betw. three annulets or, for
Rawson.
Crests
1st, Ackboyd
In front of two tilting
spears saltirewise ppr. the battlements of a tower ar. thereon
a stag's head erased gu. 2nd, Bawson: In front of an eagle's
head erased sa. holding in the beak an annulet or, three
annulets interlaced fesswise gold, motto over, Satis quod
sufiBcit.
Motto In veritate victoria.
(Prior of Kilmainham, Ireland, and Knight of the
Order of St. John of Jerusalem).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. and az. a castle with four towers ar. ; 2nd and 3rd, on a
chev. vert three ravens' heads erased ar. over all on a chief
gu. a cross or.

—

:

;

—

Bawson

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Quarterly,

Ist

and 4th,

per fess sa. and waves of the sea ppr. a castle with four
towers ar.
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. three griffins*
heads erased or. Crest A hand az. vested gu. issuing out
of a cloud ppr. holding an anchor or.
(Donoughmorc, Queen's co., Abingdon, co. Liiberick, and Belmont, co. Wicklow; descended from Gilbert
;

—

Bawson

in chief three pellets.

Bawlinson

—

—

Bawson

Bawson

gu-

Bawlins.

BAY
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each charged with a lion ramp. gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding a battle axe ar.
Bavrlet. Gu. on a chev. cotised ar. three lions ramp, of
escntcheons

Bawson,

Esq., of

DOnoughmore,

d. 1676,

who

jju

Katuebine,

dau. and heir of Philip Bygo, Esq., of Xewtown, King's co.,
rf. 1666, by
Bbidget IIebbebt, his wife, dau. and, in her
sole heir of Sir Georgb Herbert, first Uart. of
Durrow). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli, per fess sa. and waves of
the sea ppr. a castle with four towers ar. 2nd, az. on a
ehev. betw. two mullets in chief and a ferret pass, in base
ar. a mullet betw. two ferrets pass, gu., for Broo; 3rd, per
pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar. a border gobony of
the last and sa. the white rose of York for difif., for Herbebt.
Crest— Ssivae as the last. Motto Arx et anchcra mihi
Deus.

issue,

;

—

Bawston

(Manchester).
Per fess az. and gu. a tower
triple-towered or. Crest
A lion pass. or.
Bawstorne (London). Per fess ar. and gu. a tower triple-

—

towered or.

Bawstorne

(Penwortham, co. Lancaster). Per pale ar.
and gu. a tower triple-towered or. Crest A lion pass. or.
Bay (Henbt Bat, Berwick, Pursuivant Extraordinary of
Arms, temp. Queen EUzabeth, d. 1665). Gu. a bend crm. a

—

label or.

Bay

Az. on a chief

(co. Lincoln).

Crest

—An

or,

three martlets gn.

ostrich ppr.

Bay (Howleigh,

CO. Suffolk;

granted 8 March, 1770).

— An

a chief indented or, three martlets gu. Crest
beak a horseshoe az.
Bay. Quarterly, ar. and az. on a bend gu. three

Az.on
ostrich

or, in the

fleurs-de-lis

or.

Bay

Az. a chev. engr. erm betw.
three scymitars ppr. on a chief or, as many martlets go.
Crest
An ostrich or, in the beak a horseshoe az. Motto
Et juste et vray.
Bay. Sa. a fess betw. three battle axes ar. Crest A hnit
of a man sidefaoed couped ppr. ducally crowned or, with a
long cap turning forward gu. thereon a catharine wheel

(Heanor Hall,

—

co. Derby).

—

—

gold.

Bay (co. Gloucester

Bev. William Cabpenteb Bat, Vicar
Vert a stag couchant ar. attired,
eagle's head couped, wings elevated ppr.
;

of Boreham, co. Essex).

or.
Crest — An
Bay (Hyde Park, London;

Wheeleb, a minor,
royal licence that

exemplified to

Uebbsbt Beoinald

Hyde Park, upon bis
he mi|^ take the name
of

obtaining

a

of Bat. ia

BAT

Smethley, co. York, was created a bart. 1842),
Gu. two wings in lure erm. Crest— Out of a mural crown ar.
a lion's head or, pellottee.
(Tyers Hill, co.York; descended from HenbtRaynet,
Esq., of Ferrymore, who purchased the estate of Tyers Hill
in 1569, second son of John Batnet, Esq., of Smethley.
Esq.,

of

Bayney

the last a wolfs h^ad erased vert betw. two hurls, for
Wheeleb. Crests— 1st, Rat : On a mount vert in front of a
fembrake ppr. an ostrich or, in the beak a mascle gold;
An Angola goat's head erased vert,
2nd, Wheeleb:
homed or. in the mouth a fleur-de-lis gold. il/o»o— Juste

The

et vray.

Mary,

—

Ar. three spearheads gu. a chief az. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a phcenix's head in flames, and holding
beak
a palm branch all ppr.
in the
Baye. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three griffins" heads erased
A lion's paw per chev. gu. and or.
Crest
sa.
Bayboiise. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three escallops of

Bayce.

—

the second.

Bayle.

Sa. a

sun in splendour or

;

another, Ar. six lions

ramp. gu.
See Strutt.
Barruly of twelve ar. and az. over
aU a griffin segreant of the first.
Baymiond. (Baron Raymond, of Abbot's Langley, co. Hertford, extinct 1753; Bobebt Ravmond, Lord Chief Justice of
the King's Bench, was so created 1731, the second baron
d. s. p.). Sa. a cbev. betw. three eagles ar. on a chief or,
a rose betw. two fleurs-de-Jis gu.
Baymoiid (co. Cornwall). Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles
displ. ar. on a chief or, a rose betw. two fleurs-de-lis
gu. Crest— Out of an earl's coronet pp». a demi dragon
(co Kent).

vert.

Baymond

(Exmouth, co. Devon). Sa. a bend vair betw.
two ducks or, beaked and legged gu. on a chief of the third
three einquefoils of the last. Crest— On a mount vert
a leopard sejant per fess or and sa. spotted counterchanged.
(Marpole, co. Devon, and Langley Park, co.
A dexter arm embowed
Kent). Ar. three bars sa. Crest
in armour, grasping a battle axe all ppr.
(Valentine House, co. Essex Charles Batmond,
May, 1774, with special
Es<i., was created a hart. 3
to
William Bubbell, who had m. his eldest dau.
remainder
and coheir, Sophia Bcbbell, and d. 24 Aug. 1789, when
the title passed to his son-in-law. See Bubbell, Bart., of

Baymond

—

Baymond

;

Valentine House).

Baymond
Baymond

last male heir, Thomas Batnet, d. unm. 1748, leaving a
and heiress, Pbiscilla Baynet, m. 1743, to Nathaniei.
Pearson, Esq., of Doncaster, and had two daus., c6-hcirs,

sister

to.

Fbances,
of

whom

Fbeeman Bower, Esq., of Killerby Hall, and
George Pearson, M.D., and had two daus.,
John Dodsos,
Same Anns and Ci-est, a crescent for diff.

7)!..

the elder, Frances Pbiscilla,™. Sir

D.C.L.).

Raynez

(Jersey). Ar. two wings conjoined erm.
(Hadley, co. Essex). Gu. a chev. engr. bctw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Raynford

Baynham (Apledram, co.

Sussex). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three escallops ermines.
Baynford (Great Tew and Ashfiekl, co. Oxford Hercitles
Baynford, of Tew, Visit. Oxon, 1574, sixth in descent from
Eaynfobd, of Baynford, co. Lancaster, temp. Henry IV.).
Ar. a cross sa. Crest
A Cornish chough sa. Another Crest
;

Bayleigrh, Baron.

Baylesley

BE A
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Quarterly, 1st
lien of that of Wheeler, 4 June, 1864).
and 4th, az. on a chief nebuly or, a mascle betw. two
martlets gu., for Kay; 2nd and 3rd, per bend az. and gu. a
fish-wheel in bend betw. two fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief of

Same Arms and

Crest.

(Saling Hall, co. Essex). Same Arms.
(London; granted 20 Sept. 1581). Sa. a cbev.

betw. three eagles displ. ar. on a chief or, a rose betw. two
fleurs-de-lis gu.
(London; granted 11 April, 1687). Az. an eagle
Crest
displ. erm. on a chief embattled ar. three pellets.
Out of a mural coronet or, a demi eagle displ. erm. beaked
sa. on the breast three pellets, two and one.
Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar. on a
chief of the last a bend cngr. betw. two martlets of the
Crest
A dragon's head erased or, ducally gorged
first.

Baymond

—

Baymond.

—A

—

head coupcd erm.
(granted by Carney, Ulster, 1690, to Mark
Baynford, High Sheriff of the city of Dublin, and Captain
in the Militia of same). Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis az. a lion's head erased betw. two. billets or.
Crest
A stag's head cabossed erm. attired or.
stag's

Baynford

—

Bajrnham. Sa. three martlets ar.
Bajmold (co. Leicester). Az. on a

chev. embattled erm.
four crosses crosslets fitch^e gu.
Baynolds (Atleburgh, CO. Norfolk; confirmed 14 Oct.
1576).
Or, on a chief vert three lions ramp, of the
first.

Baynolds.

Ar. a chev. counter-componee or and gn.
bctw. three crosses formee fitchee sa. on a chief embattled

sa. three mullets of the second.
sa. collared

Crest

—A

fox's

head couped

with two bars gemelles or, and betw. them three

bezants.

Baynolds

(Sir Cabt Raynolds, knighted at Dublin, by
BoBERT, Earl of Essex, 12 July, 1599). Or, a chev. chequy
ar. and gu. betw. three crosses pattee fitchee sa. on a chief
of the last two mullets ar.
Baynor (granted 1538). Erm. on a chief az. two cstoiles or.

Crest

—On a mount

Bajmor.

vert a leopard pass. or.

Erm. on achief az. threeestoilesor.

winged hands conjoined

all

Crest— Two

ppr.

Baynscroft
Baynsford

(co. Kent).
Az. three dolphins ar.
(Bradfield, co. Essex).
Gu. a chev. engr.
A greyhound courant
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
ppr. (i.e., dark russet colour) collared and ringed or.
Baynsford. Same Arms. Crest
deer's head cabossed

—

—A

az. attired or.

Baynsford

(nclchamp Hall, co. Essex). Sa. a chev. betw.
three eagles displ. ar. on a chief of the second three martlets
A griffin's head or, langucd and ducally
of the first. Crett

(Stanmore-Magna, co. Middlesex, Dallington,
CO. Northampton, Tew, co. Oxford, and co. Warwick; confirmed by Camden, Clarcnceux, as the arms of Charles
Baynesford, and Robert Baynesford, sixth in descent from
John Baynesford, of Baynesford Hall, co. Lancaster). Ar.
a cross sa. Crest A roebuck's head erased sa. attired

gorged gu.

or.

—

gu.

Basrmond

—

Baymond.
OS

many

Sa. on a chev. or, betw. three boars pass. ar.

eagles' heads erased of the first.

Baymond.

Az. an eagle displ. ar. charged on the body
with three torteaux in pale, on a chief embattled of the
Out of a mural coronet a
second as many torteaux. Crest
demi eagle displ. or, charged on the body with three torteaux in pale.
Baymond-Barker. See Barker.
Bayncourt. Az. a fess dancett^e betw. six garbs or.
Bayner (East Drayton, co. Nottingham). Erm. on a chief
indented az. two cstoilrs or.
Bayner. Gu. a saltire engr. erm. ; another, Gu. a saltire
engr. or. In chief three cstoilcs of the second pierced
sa.
another, Ar. three fleurs-de-lis (another, roses) betw.
eight crosses crosslet gu.; another, Az. a fret sa. a bend

—

;

chequy or and gu.
Baynes (co. Buckingham).

Chequy ar. and gu. a canton
An arm embowed holding a club all ppr.
(Marwood, co. Kent, llampstead, co. Middlesex,
and Conyborough, co. Sussex). Chequy or and gu. a
canton erm. over all on a bend az. a griffin's head erased
of the first betw. two eaples close ar.
Saynes (Apleton-in-theStreet, co. York, 1665). Az. a
chev. engr. betw. three cranes' heads or, each holding in the
beak an oak branch ppr.
Bayney (Wroiham, to. Kent, bart., extinct 1721 Sir John
Batnut, Knt., of Wrotbam, eldest son of Joun Batnet,
erm.

Crr.it

—

Baynes

;
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—

Baynsford.
Baynsford.

Az. an eagle displ. or.
Ar. a cross sa. a border of the last.
(Serjeant-at-Arms to Henry VIII.; il. 22 Dec.
1569).
Erm. on a chief embattled sa. a talbot's head couped
or, betW. two broad arrow-he.tds ar.
Baynstone (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. bctw. three roses

Bajmshaw

sa.

Baynton (Enfield, co. Middlesex, and London;

Sir Nicholas
Baynton, Alderman of London, Lord Mayor 1632, d. 1646,
of
Enliild.
Visit. Midheir
of
Nicholas
Ratnton,
son and

dlesex, 1663).

Crest— A

Sa. a chev. cotiscd betw. three einquefoils

head couped sa. beaked or, charged
on the breast with a cinquefoil gold.
Mayor
of London, 1426).
Per pale
Baynwell (Lord
indented ar. and sa. a chev. gu.
Bea, or Bee (co. Worcester, and London). Az. a bezant
bctw. four crescents ar. Crest
Out of a mural coronet ar.
a dragon's head az.
Bead (co. Buckingham). Gu. a saltire betw. four wheatsheaves or
Crest
A falcon, wings expanded ppr.
or.

griffin's

—

—

Bead

(Hayton, co. York). Ar. throe bulls' heads erased
pcan, each charged on the neck with a cross moline or.
Crest
A bear's paw erect pean, grasping a cross moline

—

erminois.
(Justice

Bead

of King's Bench 1496, Chief Justice of
Gu. on a bend wavy ar.
Pleas 1507, U. 1518).
three shovellers sa. beaked and legged or.

Common

A

A

BB A
Bead

—

Bead

—

Bead

—

Bead

—

Motto

— Pax copia.

Bead (Cairney quartered by Lton). Erm. an eagle displ. sa.
Bead (Cbewe-Bead, Llandinam Hall, Montgomery John
;

;

Offut Crewe,

E^q., of Llandinam, assumed the anditional
surname of Bead, and d. 1858). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
agriCBn segreant or, for Read; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp.

—

Cbewe. Crest 1st, Bead An eagle displ. sa. 2nd,
of a ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb ar. charged
crescent
gu.
with a

ar., for

:

;

Cbbwe Out
:

Bead (Dunboyne,

Meath allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1715, as the arms of Peteb Bead, of that place, temp.
Charles II., whose dau. Mabt m. John Pubcell, Esq., of
co.

;

Crumlin, co. Dublin). Az. a griffin segreant or.
(recorded in Ulster's Office to the family of Capt.
Jaues Bead, of Union Park, Queen's co., and Tullychin, co.
Down, who d. 1727). Gu. a saltire ar. betw. four garbs or.

Bead
Crett

—A

griffin

(Barton, co. Berks, afterwards of Shipton Court, co.
Oxford, bart.). Gu. a saltire betw. four garbs or. Crest

On

—

the stump of a tree vert a falcon rising ppr. belled and

iWo«o— Cedant anna

togae.

a distinguished
branch of the old and eminent family of Beade, of Barton
Court, CO. Berks, and Shipton Court, co. Oxford, now
represented by General J. Mebedith Bead, M.A., Besident
Minister of the United States at the Court of Greece, only
•on of the late Hon. John Mebedith Bead, LL.D., Chief
Justice of Pennsylvania, whose father, the Hon. John
Bead, (fourth son of Hon. Geobge Bead, one of the six
signers of the Declaration of American Independence), m.

Mabtha, dau. of Hon. Samuel Mebedith, BrigadierGeneral). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
a ycunger branch of Beade,
from Edwabd Beade, second
•on of Thomas Beade, Esq., whose eldest son was the first
bart. represented by Beade, of Ipsden House). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.
(Ipsden, co. Oxford;

Bart., of Shipton, descended

;

Beade

(Brocket,

Herts,

co.

bart.,

extinct 1712;

John

Beade, third son of Sir Thomas Beade, Knt., of Barton, co.
by Mabt, his wife, dau. and co-heir of Sir John
Bbocket, Knt., of Brocket, and younger brother of Thomas
Beade, Esq., of Barton, ancestor of Sir Cbandos Sxanhope
HosKiNs Beade, seventh bart. of Shipton, was created a
Berks,

the third bart. d. s. p., leaving three sisters his cofrom the eldest of whom descends Dasuwood, Bart.,
of Kirtlington). Same Arim, Crest, and Motto.
(Wenburie, CO. Devon; Edwabd Beade, of that
place, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of Nicholas Beade, and grandson of Thomas Beade, both of same place). Gu. on a bend
nebulee ar. three shovellers sa.
Beade (arms in Hasley Manor House, co. Oxford. Visit.
Oxon, 1566). Gu.on a bend wavy ar. three Cornish choughs
bart. 1642

;

heirs,

Beade

sa.

Beade (Holbrooke

House, co. Suffolk). Ar. a saltire vair^
az. and or, betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
mount vert, thereon betw. two reeds a Cornish chough,
wings elevated all ppr.
Beade (Whittlesey, Isle of Ely, Cambridge, Broomshill
Castle and Brocket Hall, co. Herts, Canterbury and FolkeAz. a
stone, CO. Kent, London, co. Somerset, and Wales).
griffin segreant or.
Crest
An eagle displ. sa. beaked and
legged or.
Beade (Mytton, co. Gloucester). Per pale ar. and sa. a
fess nebulee betw. three martlets counterchanged.
Beade (Yate, co. Gloucester). Per pale or and ar. a cross
botonn^e fitchee betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa.
Beade (co. Gloucester). Ar. three crossbows gu. the iron

—

—

work

(co. Gloucester).

Az. gutt^

d'or,

a cross formee

fltchee of the last.

Beade (co.
Crest

second.

Lincoln).

Gn. on a bend

— A shoveller close sa.
843

Crest

— A griffin's head erased az. purfled or.

Beade

(London and Coussom, co. Wilts). Per pale gu. and
across botonnee fitchee betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Beade (co. Middlesex). Ar. on a cross betw. four lions ramp.
sa.

many

sa. as

lions pass, of the first.

Beade

(Kingsteed, co. Norfolk). Az. on a fess betw. three
pheasants or, as many crossbows bent sa. Crest
A stag's
head erased sa. bezant^e, attired or.
Beade (Massingham, Magna, co. Norfolk). Az. on a bend

wavy

—

three shovellers sa. a bordure cngr. of the last

or,

semde of torteaux.

Beade

(Symington, co. Norfolk).
Az. on a bend wavy ar.
three shovellers sa. breasts gu. a bordure engr. of the second
pellettee
a sinister quarter ar. divided by a line in pale,
on the dexter side two staves couped and raguly in saltire
gu. enfiled with a Saxon coronet or on the sinister side a
man ppr. habited gold, in the dexter hand a sword held over
his head, in the sinister hand a man's head couped ppr.
;

;

Crest

— A goat's head sa. ducally gorged and attired ar.

Beade

Northumberland).

(Close, CO.

many

three garbs gu. as

Beade

Or, on a chev. betw.
ears of wheat stalked and leaved ar.

Oxford and Somerset). Az. three cock pheasants

(cos.

or.

Beade

(co. Suffolk).
Az. on a bend wavy or, three martlets
(another, swans) sa. a border ar. charged with pellets and
torteaux interlaced (another, the border engr. ar. charged
with eight torteaux).

Beade

(Wales). Az. three butter chums or.
Gu. a saltire betw. four garbs or. Crest On the
trunk of a tree vert a falcon volant ppr.
Beade. Quarterly, az. and ar. a griffin segreant or;
another, Az. on a bend or, three bitterns sa. membered gu.
within a bordure ar. another, Ar. crusily fitchee gu. three
garbs of the last another, Az. three mascles or another,
Per pale wavy ar. and sa. three crescents counterchanged
another, Or, on a cross gu. Ave lions ramp, of the first;
another, Gu. a cross patonce fltchee betw. four fleurs-de-lis

—

;

ar. three shovellers sa.

;

or.

Beade

(The Lodge, Shipton, co. Oxford; granted to
Joseph Beade, Esq.). Gu. a saltire betw. four garbs or,
for distinction a canton erm.
Crest
Upon the trunk
of a tree fesswise vert a falcon rising ppr. belled and
jessed gu. charged on the breast, for distinction, with a cross

—

crosslet also gu.

—

Beader. Erm. on

a pale az. a leopard's face ar. Crest
dexter hand brandishing a sabre ppr.
Beader (confirmed by St. George, Ulster, 1G65, to Enoch
Beadeb, Alderman of the city of Dublin). Enn. on a fess
az. a leopard's face betw. two crescents or.
Crest A.
leopard's head erased and affrontee az. collared or.
Beading:,
of (co. Berks; granted in 1566). Az.
five heads in saltire couped at the neck ppr. crined or, the
heads ducally crowned of the last, two letters " B" on the
dexter and "E" on the sinister of the third; the Corporation Seal is the same, omitting the letters.
Reading',
of (co. Berks). Az. three escallops or,

—

Town

Abbey

two and one.

Beading, or Bedingr. Ar. three boars' heads
Crest — A griffin sejant holding in the dexter paw
of laurel

all

erased sa.

a garland

ppr.

Beading

(Lansdown Place, Brighton). Ar. on a chev,
betw. three boars' heads erased sa. a trefoil slipped of the
field.
Crest
On a mount vert a hind's head couped ppr.
gorged with a collar nebuMe sa. and holding in the mouth
Motto
Dieu defend le
a branch of cinquefoils vert.

—

—

droit.

Beading

(London, 1697). Ar. a chev. betw. three boars'
heads erased sa. Crest A griffin's head erased or.
Ar. three boars' heads couped sa.
Beadsham, or Bedsham (co. Suffolk). Ar. scmee-de-

—

Beading.
lis

gu.

Beadsha'W

(Armston, co. Lancaster). Erm. on a chief
a talbot's head couped or, betw. two pheons
ar.
Crest
A hind's head ar. collared sa.
Beardon (Ireland). See O'Biobdan.
Season. Gu. a lion ramp, or, in the 1st quarter a cross
embattled

sa.

—

pattee vair.

Crest

— A fox's head erased ppr.

Beaston-Bodes
fied to

the

sa.

Beade

fLord Mayor of London, 1502). Per pale gu. and saa cross botonnee fltchee ar. betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Beade (London). Az. a griffin segreant or, a canton of the

;

Beade, or Bead (United States of America;

Beade

Beade

Beade.

segreant or.

Beade

jessed or.
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(East Bergbolt, co. Suffolk). Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four
garbs or. Crest A falcon rising ppr. belled or, standing on
a reed lying fessways yert.
(London; granted 1599). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three
fleurs-de-lis, two in chief of the second and one in base ar.
Bead. Az. on a fess betw. three pheasant cocks or, as
many crossbows sa. Crest A buck's head sa. bezant^e.
(Hitchin, co. Herts). Gu. on a bend wavy or, three
Cornish choughs ppr. on a bordure engr. or, eight torteaux,
quartering Babkon, viz., Gu. a chev. compony countercompony ar. and az. betw. three garbs or. Crest A. buck's
head erased sa. attired or, betw. two palm branches vert,
charged on the neck with two bars gemelles gold.
(Honnjngham Thorpe, co. Norfolk). Gn. a saltire
Cr*st
A garb betw. two olive
betw. four garbs or.

branches npr.

;

(Barlborough Hall, co. Derby ; exempliEev. Cornelius Heathcote Beaston, who assumed

name and arms

of

Bodes

in

addition to those of

Beaston, by royal licence, 1823). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a lion pass, guard, in bend gu. within two bendlets
ermines betw. as many acorns sUpped az., for Bodes;
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three ships* rudder*

A

SEA

—

—

Seave

(Breade, co. Sussex; confirmed 13 July, 1633). Ar.
on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three escallops az. as many
A dragon's head ar. charged on
eagles displ. or. Crest

—

the breast with three escallops az.
(Killlngworth House, co. Northumberland, and KentAz. a plate betw. three crescents
wich Hall, co. Durham).
Out of a mural coronet ar. a griffin's head
Crest
ar.

Seay

—

or.

Seay (Bum

Hall, co.

Heay
gu.

(Gill,

Crtst

—

Az. a plate betw. three
head erased ppr.

Durham).

—A

Crest

crescents ar.

griffin's

Ar. three bucks courant
co. Cumberland).
A buck statant guard, gu. Motto In omnia

—

three bars gemelles also gold, and

many

as

bezants in

pale.

Rede (Ashmans,

Robert Rede,

co. Suffolk;

Esq., of Ashmans, assumed the surname of Rede, in lieu of his patronymic Cooper, on inheriting the estates of his maternal
uncle, Robert Rede, Esq.). Az. on a bend wavy or, three
Cornish choughs ppr. a bordure engr. ar. charged with
torteaux and hurts alternately.
Ci-est
A buck's head
erased az. attired or, betw. two palm branches gold, charged
on the neck with three bars gemelles also gold. Motto—
Avi numerantur avorum.
Rede (Middle Temple, London). Per pale or and ar. a cross
botonnee fitchee betw. four fleurs-de-lis sa.
Rede. Az. a griffin segreant volant or, supporting an oak
branch vert, acorned of the second another, Per pale or and
az. across botonnee fitchee sa. betw. four fleurs-de-lis coun-

—

;

terchanged.

promptus.

Seay, Lord.
Reay. Az. on

See Mackat.
a fesse betw. three crescents

Sebemont, or Kebmont.

Gu. fretty

Rede, or Rythe.
or,

or,

a torteau.
on a canton

of the last a lion pass. sa.

Hebemont.

Gu. a

fret or,

on a canton of the

pass. sa.
(Colchester, co. Essex;

Hebow

last

a lion

—

charged with a fleur-de-lis az. in the beak an arrow or,
headed and feathered ar.
(Slateb-Rebow, Wyvenhoe, co. Essex). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, gu. two long bows bent and interlaced in saltire
or, stringed ar. betw. four bezants, each charged with a
fleur-de-lis az., for Rebow; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a chev.
betw. three trefoils slipped sa. as many pales ar., for Slater.
1st, Rebow Out of amural crowna demi eagle displ.
Crests
or, on the breast a bezant charged with a fleur-de-lis az.
in the beak an arrow gold, feathered and headed ar. 2nd,
Slatee: A cubit arm erect in .armour holding in the
gauntlet a dagger all ppr. hilled or.
(Gcbdon-Eebow, 'Wyvenhoe Park, co. Essex). Gu.
two longbows bent and interlaced in saltire or, stringed ar.
betw. four bezants, each charged with a fleur-de-lis az.,
for Eebow 2nd and 3rd, sa. three leopards' faces jessantCrests— 1st, Rebow: Out of amural
de-lis or, for Gobdon.
crown a demi eagle displ. or, on the breast a bezant charged
with a fleur-de-lis az. in the beak an arrow gold, headed
and feathered ar. 2nd, Gubdon: A goat chmbing up a
rock all ppr.
Hece. Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three mullets of the first.
Kecoyre, or Rycoyre (Toumay). Or, on a fer de-moline

Bebow

—

Per pale gu. and.

sa.

a cross botonnte

fitchee betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.

Rede.

Az. on a bend wavy or, three bitterns sa. mcmbered
gu. a bordure engr. ar. pellettee; another, Gu. a bend fusily
erm. another, Ar. a chev. vert betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
in chief a torteau
another. Per pale sa. and gu. guttee
d'or, a cross molinc fitchee of the last; another, Az. three
fermails or; another, Az. three bezants; another, Az. three
;

;

granted 10 April,

1685;
Isaac Mabtin Eebow, Esq., d. 1781, s. p. m. ; his eldest dau.
and eventual sole heiress, in. Gen. Francis Slatee, and
had an only dau.. vi. first. Sir Thomas Ormesbt, and,
second, John Guedon, Esq.). Gu. two longbows bent and
interlaced in saltire or, stringed ar. betw. four bezants,
each charged with a fleur-de lis az. Crest Out of a mural
coronet or, a demi eagle displ. sa. on the breast a bezant

:

;

Hebow

;

;

sa. five estoiles of the field.

Sed.

Ar. a mullet betw. three annulets gu. within each a
cinqucfoil of the last.
Hedborne. Chequy or and az. a chev. gu.
Sedcoxuyn. Gu. three garbs or, a double tressure flory of
the last. Crest
A phoenix in flames ppr.
fiedcomyn. Gu. three cumin-sheaves or.
(co. Hertford).
Az. a griffin segreant or.
Reddle. Az. three swans, wings endorsed ar. (another has a
border of the last). Crest An arm in armour couped at the
shoulder, cmbowed and resting on the elbow, holding a
scymitarall ppr.
Heddie (Major-General George Bubd Reddie, 10, Somerset
Place, Bath). Same Arm* and Ci-est. Motto
Reddie aye
reddie.

—

Sedd

—

—

Reddish

(Reddish, co. Dorset, and Mayden, co. Wilts). Ar.
ramp. gu. collared or. Crest— A cock's head erased
combed and wattled gu. ducally gorged or.
Reddish (Berifleld, co. Berks). Ar. a lion ramp. pi. collared

a
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and cramp irons or, ai many cinqucfoils of the
last, for Beaston.
Heath (Edmistoun). Or, a cross engr. sa. Crest A sheaf
of wheat or. Motto Industria ditat.
az. tillers

fusils in fess or.

Redeham (William dbReoeham,

Sheriff co. Norfolk 1278).
betw. three reed sheaves or.
Redesdale, Baron. See Mitfobd.
Redesdall (co. Lincoln). Gu. (another, sa.) a 'lion pass,
guard, ar.
Redesham. Ar. six fleurs-de-lis gu. three, two, and onej
another, Chequy ar. and gu. a fess az.
Redston. Gu. a pale fusily ar.
Redeswell. Ar. a chev. betw. three hinds' hcafls couped
gu. (another, the chev. sa.).

Gu. a chev. engr.

ar.

Redeswell, or Redswell.

Ar. (another, or) a chev. sa.
betw. three horses' heads couped gu.
Or, six martlets gu. three and three. Crest—A.
birch free ppr.
Redfin. Ar. on a fess gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Redford. Ar. on a pile vert three quatrefoUs of the first.
Crest
A quatrefoil gu.
Redford. Quarterly, ar. and gu. a bordure erm.

Redfem.

—

Redford East,

Town

of (co. Nottingham). The

seal is

very ancient, and represents two eagles, wings inverted,
respecting each other, their two inward feet conjoined.
il/o»o— Sigil de Este Redfurde. Legend, Visit. Notts, 1569
"Sigillum de Este-Rattfurtha."
Redfjme. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three fleurs-de-liz az.
(co. Norfolk).
Az. three ears of wheat or.

—

Redham

Redham.
ar.

Crest

Gu. an inescutcheon within an

—A

orle of martlets

cross crosslet fitchee gu.

Redham.

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three reed sheaves ar.
(another, sheaves or).

Redhead.

Sa. a

bend engr. or, betw. two
a saltire gu. Crest A

—

canton of the

last

armour

embowed

ppr.

to

the

sinister,

on a

cotises ar.
sinister

arm

guantlet a sword point downwards ar. hilt and pommel
charged above the wrist with a crescent gold.

Redhead.

Ar. three martlets

sa.

a

chief az.

Crest

in

the

holding in

or,

— An

eagle's head az.
(Redheugh, co. Durham).
Ar three cocks'
heads erased sa. combed and wattled gu. in the centre chief
point a mullet of the last.
Rediche (Rediche, co. Lancaster; confirmed at Visit. 15
May, 1587). A,r. a lion ramp. gu. collared or. Crest
hawk rising ar. membered, beaked, and belled or, standing
upon a lure, tasselled silver, corded and ringed gold.
Redike. Or, a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee

Redheug'h

—

lion

sa.

of the field.

Reddish.

Sa.

a cinqucfoil ar.

engr. az. three garbs of the first.
(co. Kent).
Gu. on a bend

Rede

;

another, Or, on a fcss

wavy

ar. three

shovellers

ra.

Rede, or Reed
segreant or.

Rede

(cos. Kent and Worcester).
Az. a griffln
Crest— A. garb or, banded gu.
Az. a cross botonni-e fitch^o ar. betw.

(co. Norfolk).

(N'orwlth,

and Becclei,

co. Suffolk; granted
by
Az. on a bend wavy or, three
Cornish choughs ppr. a border engr. ar. charged with
torteaux and poUcts allernatcly. CYest A buck's head erased
az. attired or, betw. two reeds gold, charged on the neck with

Wriolhesley, Garter,

\b2'l).

—
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(co. Hereford, and London
confirmed by Camden, Clarcnceux, Nov. 1609). Ar. a phcon
gu. betw. three boars' heads erased sa.
Reding: (co. Kent). Ar. three boars' heads couped sa.
Crest
A gillyflower stalked and leaved ppr.
Redington (Kilcoman, co. Galway). Per chev. gu. and
az. in chief two demi lions ramp. ar. in base a mullet or.
Crest
A liun ramp. gu.
;

—

—

Redisham, or Redysham (co.
de-lis gu. three, two.

Redlefeld.

four flcurs-dc-lii or.

Rede

Reding:, or Reeding:

Norfolk).

Ar six

fleurs-

and one.

Paly of eight ar. and gu. on a chief az. a lion

pass, guard, or.

Redley.
Crest

—

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three cocks' heads erased gu.
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a salamander in

flames ppr.

Redley, or Redleigh.

Gu. a chev. betw. three birds ar.

A
:
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Redman

Beede
Beede

Hedman

Beede.

Bedley.

Gu. a chev. or.
(cos. Berks and Kent, snd Harwood, co. York).
Gu. three cushions erm. buttoned and tasselled or.
(Thornton, co. York, and London; William
Beoman, gent., pewterer, of London, son of John Redman,
and grandson of James Redman, both of Thornton. Visit.
London, 1563). Same Arms, a fleur-de-lis for di£F.
Gu. three cushions
(cos. Chester and York).

Sedman
or.

Hedman

Gu. a cross
(co. Norfolk ; granted 1 May, 1595).
Out of
Crest
betw. four cushions emi. tasselled or.
or, a horse's head ar. maned gu.
(Tulford, co. York). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three
cushions enn. tasselled or. Ci-est— On a cushion gu. tasselled or, a horse's head couped ar. crined gold.
(London; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1686, Elenor,
dau. of James Redman, Esq., and wife of Lieut.-Col. John
JoYNER, of Ballylinch, co. Kilkenny). Gu. three cushions

—

ar.

a mural coronet

Bedman

Bedman

ar. tasselled or.

Bedmayn (co. York).

Erminois three triangular harrows
conjoined in the fess point and interlaced by an annulet sa.
Bedinere, or Bedmore. Sa. a bend ar. betw. three
(another, six) fleurs-de-lis or.

Bedmond (The

Esq., of the Hall, d. 1599, leaving three sons: 1. Alexander,
who was twice bcseiged in his castle by Oliver Cromwell,

which he manfully defended against him, but eventually
capitulated on honourable terms; II. Gabriel, whose descendants settled in France, the last known of whom. Sir
John Redmond, was Knight of the Order of Christ, and of
the Military Order of St. Louis, in the last century; III.
Thomas, ancestor of Hedmond, of Movilla, Killygowan, and
Ballynacurry, co. Wexford, and Killoughter House, co.
Gu. a castle with two towers
Wicklow. Ulster's Office).
representing " The Hall" ar. betw. three woolpacks or.
Crest

— A beacon fired ppr.

Bedmond

(Movilla, co.

Wexford; descended from Thomas

Bedmond, third son of Alexander Redmond, Esq., of " The
Hall," who d. 1599, represented by Gabriel John WaltllNGHAM Redmond, Esq., son of John Walsingham Coi.'Kb
Bedmond, Esq., of Movilla, d. 1862, and grandson of
Gabriel Rice Redmond, Esq., Inspector-General of Military
Hospitals, d. 1832).

Bednes (co.

Same Arms and

Lincoln).

(Isle of

Wight,

Or, on

Ar. three pales gu. over

all

a bend

sa.

Bedonhall. Per fess wavy

Bedpath (Scotland).
Bedshawe. Vert a

gu. and ar. gvtt€e de poir.
See Ridpath.

stag ar. holding in the mouth a sprig
or, betw. three bezants.
Bedvers (Harl of Decon, Earldom p,issed to Cocbtenat ;
BicBARD de Abbincis, alias de Redvers, son of Baldwin

DB Brioncis, who came to England with WilUam I.,
wai created by Henry I. £arl of Devon, wit'h a grant
of the Isle of Wight in fee Baldwin de Redvers, eighth
Earl of Devon, d. s. p. \262, when his sister, Isabel, became
his heir, she d. s. p. 1293, when the earldom devolved upon
the heir-at-law of the last earl, viz.. Sir Hdgh Coubtenat,
Saron of Okehampton, grandson of Robert de Cocbtenat,
feudal Boron, of Okeharnplon, by the Lady BIabt, eldest
surviving dau. of William de Redvers, sixth Earl of
;

Devon, from whom the earldom has descended, through
various vicissitudes, attainders, forfeitures, and new creations, always through the family of Coubtenat, to the
present possessor of the earldom, under the patent of restoration of Mary I., dated 3 Sept. 1553). Or, a lion ramp. az.
armed and langued gu.
(Boverton, co. Glamorgan; granted to TiieoPHiLVS ReDwooD, Ph.D., of London, and Rhymncy, co.
Monmouth, and Lewis Redwood, Surgeon, of Orchard
House, Boverton). Paly of six or and ermines a lion ramp,
sa. on a chief az. an embattled gateway ppr. betw. two
mullets of six points of the first. Cresl
A rock, therefrom an eagle rising ppr. charged on each wing with a
mullet of six points or, in the beak a staff raguly gold.

Bedwood

—

Motto

— Lumen serviimis antique.

Beece

(Usk, co. Monmouth, Cardiff, co. Glamorgan, and
Longtown, co. Hereford). Az. a lion ramp, or, a bordure
Crest
A wivem sejant
ar. charged with eight annulets sa.
vert, wings elevated, holding in the mouth a spearhead ar.

—

embrued gu.

il/oifo— Bespice futurum.
(Troughend, co. Northumberland, Prestwick Lodge,
Newcastle-upon Tyne, and Chipchase Castle, same co.). Or,
on a chev. betw. three garbs gu. as many ears of corn ar.
Crest A griffin ramp. or.

Beed

—
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(co.

Per pale gu. and sa. a cross boconnec fitchee ar.
betw. four fleurs-de-liz. or. Crest A fleur-de-lis or.
Beede. Per pale wavy ar. and sa. three crescents counterchanged; another, Gu. on a bend or, three shovellers sa.
membered of the field. Crest A hand holding a lance in
pale ppr.
Beeder (co. Lincoln, and Hull, co. York). Erm. on a fess
az. a leopard's face betw. two crescents or.
Crest
leopard's head az. collared or.
Bees (William Rees, Sheriff co. Norfolk 1397). Ar. three
pheons gu. a chief az.
Bees (North Crawley, co. Northampton). Sa. three pheons
ar.
Crest
A lion ramp, supporting a plumb-rule all ppr.
Bees (Wales). Gu. a fesse erm. in chief a label or.
Bees. Az. two chev. or, a canton of the last.
Bees Goch. (Lord of Marton, Wales). Ar. on a bend sa.
betw. three crescents gu. as many annulets or.
Bees, or
(Killymaenllwyd,
co.
Carmarthen).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three ravens
ppr., for Rees
2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp, or, in a true
love knot ar. betw. four fleurs-de-lis, their stalks bending
towards the centre of the second, for Hcghes, of Penymaes.
Crest A talbot or. Motto
Spes melioris aevi.
Bees (Llandovery, co. Carmarthen). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three ravens (or Cornish choughs)
ppr., for Rees
2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. ar. betw. three
spears' heads embrued ppr., for Jenkins
quartered by the
Rev. William Jenkins Rees in right of his mother,
an heiress of the Jenkins family, derived from Bleddin at

—

—

—

—

Bhys

—

—

;

;

—

Maenarch, Lord of Brecknock. Crest A lion ramp. sa.
crowned gu. Motto Pietate et probitate.
(Cinmael, North Wales descendants
I.
Anwitl, of Garth Garmon; II. Lloid, of Cinmael).

—

Bees ap Bothport

;

Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets or stars ar.

Beeve

Sa. on a chev. betw. three
many cronels of spears az.
Ar. on a fess engr. sa. betw. three escallops az. as
eagles displ or. Crest
An eagle's head erased or,

(Thwayte, CO. Suffolk).

fleurs-de-lis or, as

Beeve.
many

—

collared sa.
Crest

— A caducous betw. two wings.

Beeve

co. Hants).

a chief gu. three bezants.

Bedon, or Beden.

£

fitchee of the last.

Beeve. Same Arms.

Crest.

Sa. three pheons ar.

Bednor, or Redener

£L

Devon). Sec Reade.
Gloucester). Az. guttce d or, a cross formee
co.

;

Wexford; Alexander Redmond,

Hall, co.

(Wembury,

(granted to John George Reeve Delapole, Esq.).
Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three esc^allops az. as many eaglets
displ. or.
Crest
An eagle's head erased ar. gorged with a
a collar gemel gu. and charged with an escallop az.
Beeve (Wigton, co. Norfolk). Or, on a fess engr. sa. betw.
three escallops az. two eagles displ. of the field. Ciesi
dragon's head couped sa. bczant^e, holding iu the mouth a
lily ar. slipped ppr.
Beeve (co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. vaire or and az. betw.
A dragon's
three roses ar. barbed and seeded ppr. Crest
head erased ppr. collared or. Motto Animum rege.
Beeves (Leadenham House, co. Lincoln). Gu. a chev. vairS
or and az. cotised ar. betw. three roses of the last, barbed
and seeded ppr., quartering Kino, viz.. Per bend or and
Crest' -A horse's bead erased per
ar. two bendlets ermines.
fess nebule'e ar. and gu. charged on the neck with two
mullets in pale or.
Beeves (Glastonbury, co. Somerset). Az. within two chevronels engr. or, betw. three pelicans feeding their young
Crest On a
ppr. a portcullis betw. two crosses pattee ar.
mount vert an eagle, wings elevated sa. each charged
with a cross pattee as in the arms, the dexter claw resting on

—

—

—

—

—

a cross botonndc

or.

Beeves (DanemorePark,

Speldhurst, co. Kent).

Quarterly,

and 4th, ar. on abend cotised sa. three Iczenges erm., for
Reeves 2nd, per pale indented gu. and az. three cups, two
and one ar. in each a boar's head erect or, for Bowles; 3rd,
per pale or and az. barry of six and its cantons divided per
bend dexter and sinister respectively, all counterchanged.
Crest
A greyhound sejant sa. bczant^e, collared and ringed
or.
Motto Prius quam factum considera.
Beeves. Ar. a fess betw. three billets az. on a chief go.
a lion pass, guard, ar, Crest A demi griffin sa.
Beeves. Ar. on a bend cotised sa. throe lozenges erm.
^A greyhound sejant sa. bezantce, collared and ringed
Crest
1st

;

—

—

—

—

or.

Beeves
CO.

(Burrane, co. Clare, Vostersbcrg, co. Cork, Flatten,
and Athgarvecn, co. Kildare; established in
Robert Reve, or Reeves, Major in Oliver Crom-

Meath,

Ireland by

army, son of a co. Sussex family, who m. Eleanor
O'Dempset, sister of Lewis, second Viscovmt Olenmalier).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a chev. engr. betw. three
escallops az. as many eaglets displ. of the first, for Reevzs;
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a fess sa. three pheons of the first, for
well's

AA

BEF
—

Spaight. Crest A dragon's head erased or, collared az.,
motto over, Animum rege. Motto Virtute et fidelitate.
Refer, or Befere (co. Lincoln). Gu. a bend erm. a label

—

or.

Bef ham.

(Lord Mayor of Lcadon, 1300). Erm. on a fess
gu. three lions' gambs couped ar.
Ar. two bars gu. betw. as many serpents vert.

Befugre.

Beg^an

See O'Reoaik.

(Ireland).

Begrinales

(Belsted, co. Suffolk; granted 15S4).

Sa.

on a

chief ar. three mullets pierced of the field.
Begmigrhers. Az. semee of billets a bend or.

Ar. a chev. componee gu. and az. betw. three
crosses patt^e fitchee vert, on a chief crenellCJe sa. as many
mullets pierced or. Crest A wolfs head erased sa. charged
on the neck with three bezants betw. two bars or. Motto

—

Pro

—

virtute.

(Geising, in Saxony granted by the Emperor Ferdinand, 9 Sept. 1554, to Servatics, Wenceslacs, Lazabhs,
and Israel Reichel, sons of Nicolaus Reichel, and to their
cousins, NicoLADS, Stanislaus, Johannes, and Paul Reichel,
;

sons of STANisLAns Reichel, and their issue). Per fess sa.
or, a lion ramp, double queued, holding betw. the paws
a sickle all counterchanged. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
a demi lion ramp, double queued, holding betw. the paws

and

a

—

Itotto

sickle all or.

— Vitam impendere

vero.

Beichel

(The Ven. Charles Parsons Reichel, D.D., Archdeacon of Meath and Vicar of Mullingar, and his cousin, the
Rev. Oswald Joseph Reichel, B.C.L., Vicar of Sparsholt,
grandsons of Carl Gotthold Reichel, of Nazareth, Pennsylvania, America, Bishop of the " Unitas Fratrum," at
Salem, derive their descent from NicoLAns Reichel, above
Vitam
mentioned). .<<rm.s and Cresf, same as last. Motto

—

impendere vero.

Beichenberg-

(Treveder, co. Cornwall). Or, on a mount
vert a tree ppr. thereon a shield ar. charged with a cross
A naked
gu. hanging by a ribbon from the tree. Crest
arm embowed and couped, in the hand a branch of laurel

—

all

ppr.

Beid

Aberdeen).

(Pitfoddles, co.

Quarterly, 1st

and

4th,

two mullets in chief and a cross cross2nd and 3rd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar.,

ar. a chev. az. betw.

base gu.

let in

for

;

Stewart.

Beid

(Birnes, co. Aberdeen, 1672).

As the

last.

Crest

hand issuing from a cloud holding a book expanded
Motto

Beid

—

Virtute et labore.
(CoUiston, co. Fife).

—
ppr.

Ar. an eagle displ. (sometimes

blazoned with two heads) sa. beaked and membered or,
charged on the breast with an escutcheon of the last.
Beid (London, 1740). As the last, with a crescent in chief
Crest
An eagle volant ppr. Motto— In sublime.
for di£f.
Beid (Straloch the family arms of General Reid, Founder of
Quarterly, 1st
the Music Chair in Edinburgh University).

—

;

4th, ar. an eagle displ. gu. beaked and armed az., for
Beid; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a dagger erect in pale ppr. betw.
three wolves' heads erased ar., for Robertson. Crest
demi eagle displ. as in the arms. Motto Fortitudine et

and

—

—

labore.

Beid

(Blcgbie, Scotland, 1767). Ar. on a chev. betw. two
eagles displ. in chief, beaked and membered gu. and a buck's
head erased in base of the last, a cross crosslct fitchee betw.

—

two mullets or. Crest A dexter arm issuing from a cloud
holding a book expanded ppr. Motto Fortitudine et labore.
Beid (Barra, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1706). Az. a stag's head
A pelican in her nest feeding her young
erased or. Crest
ppr. Motto — Nihil amanti durum.

—

—

Beid

(Ewell Grove, co. Surrey, bart., 1823). Per saltire
erminois and erm. an eagle displ. sa. Crest A castle ar.
surmounted by two spears saltireways ppr. points upward.

—

Motto

Beid

— Firm.

(England).

gu. in chief as

Ar. a chev. vert betw. three fleurs-de-lis

many

tortcaux.

Crest

— A lion

pass, tail ex-

tended ppr.

Beid (Andrew

Reid, Esq., of Ixindon, and Lionsdown,
Ar. an eagle displ. sa. on the breast
first, charged with a border engr. gu.
Crt-tt
A cubit arm issuing out of the clouds, holding the
Bible
.at
Job
Holy
open
xix. all ppr. leaved or.
Beid-Seton. Sec Seton.
Beid (granted, 1840, to James Reid, Esq., son of Sahoel
Beid, Esq., formerly of Newry, co. Down, and to the other
descendants of their ancestor, Wvc.m Reid, who came from
Scotland, settled in the North of Ireland, and d. 1758).
Per chev. ar. and or, an eagle displ. with two heads sa. in
chief two thistles ppr.
Crest
An eagle displ. with two
heads sa. gorged with an Eastern crown or.
Mctlo—
Spcctomur agendo.
Beid (Dublin; nllowed by Bctbam, Ulster, 1830, to Bobebt
CO.

Hertford).

an escutcheon

—

of the

—
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Reid, Esq., M.D., of Dublin, and Henry Reid, Esq., of
Phibbleston, cos. Dublin, son of Rev. James Reid, of Midlcton, CO. Cork, who was grandson of Andrew Reid, of co.
Dumfries, who settled in Ireland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. an eagle displ. sa. charged on the breast with an escutcheon gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a saltire az. nine lozenges
of the first. Great Issuant from a rock a cubit dexte • arm
holding a bill all ppr. Motto
Firm.
Beidheugh (Cultibraggan, Scotland). Or, on a mount
vert a pelican in her nest feeding her young ppr. Crest
Two turtle doves respecting each other az. Motto Nil
ncquit amor.
Beigrncy (Egford, co. Devon quartered by Coplestcn, of
Bicton, same co. ; John Copleston, Esq., of Eggesford,
Visit. Devon, 1620, was grandson of Charles Copleston,
Esq., of Bicton, by Anne, dau. and heir of Richard Reignet,
Esq., of Egford, temp. Henry VIII., who was sixth in descent
from Sir John Reigney, Knt., of Egford, temp. Edward III.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Gu. two wings conjoined in lure
erm.
Beig-nolds, or Beanolds (cos. Devon and Somerset;
granted 1607). Ar. a chev. lozengy gu. and az. betw. three
crosses crosslet fitchee of the third. Ccesf— Out of a mural
coronet ar. a talbot's head az. bezant^e, eared or.
Beignolds, or Beynolds (co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev.
lozengy gu. and az. betw. three crosses fitchee vert, on e.
chief sa. two mullets of tlie field.
Reilly (Ireland). See O'Reilly.
Beilly (John Reilly, Esq., of the Inner Temple, London). Or,
on a chev. betw. two crosses pattee fitchfe in chief az. and
in base, on waves of the sea, a ship in full sail ppr. three bees
volant of the field.
Crest
A dragon's head couped sa.
hezantee, aud in front thereof an anchor entwined with a
cable fcsswise or.
Beinell (East Ogwell, co. Devon Sir Thomas Reinell, Knt.,
of East Ogwell, Visit. Devon, 1620, grandson of John
Reinell, who was the eldest son of Walter Reinell,
E.sq., of Malston, same co., temp. Edward IV., eighth in
descent from Richard Reinell, who had custody of the

—

—

—

Begrnold.

Beichel

BE M
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—

;

—

;

and Launston, 2 Richard I., a.d. 1191).
Crest A fox pass,
Ar. masonry and a chief indented sa.
Castles of Exeter

—

or.

Beinell

(Malston and Creediwlger, co. Devon, and of the
Inner Temple, London; descended from Thomas Reinell,
second son of Walter Reinell, of Malston, same co., temp.
Edward IV. Visit. Devon, 1620). Same Ar^ns and Crest,
with due diff.
Reiseley (temp. Henry VII.). Barruly of fourteen ar. and
Crest
A young man's head
az. a griffin segreant or.
couped at the shoulders sa. earrings or, crowned with a
chaplet of flowers ar.
Bekedon, or Bykesdon. Ar. on a bend sa. three boars
heads couped or.
Relement. Gu. fretty or, on a canton of the last a lion

—

pass, of the

first.

Belf (Wore

and Ashburnham, co. Sussex). Sa. two chev.
erm. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased ar. collared gu.
Crest
An opinicus' head or, in the beak a snake vert,
environed round the neck.
Belfe (London granted 1693-4). Ar. a mascle gu. betw.
three eagles' h<'ads erased sa. on a chief indented az. two
wings conjoined in lure or. Crest A peacock lodged ppr.

—

;

—

collared gu. wings erect

masculy

Belham, or Belhan.
Crest

ar.

Sa. three

pheons

ar.

two and one.

—Three ostrich feathers ar.

Bemeville.

Az. three square buckles or, tongues in fcM,

points to the sinister side.
co. Cornwall).

Bemfry (Truro,

Ar. on a chev. az. betw.
two lions pass, guard, in chief, and on waves of the sea in
Crest
An
base ppr. a lymphad sa. three annulets or.
antelope lodged ppr. gorged with a collar nebulec gu. and
supporting with the dexter forefoot an escutcheon ar.
charged with a wreath of ivy vert.
Beming-ton (Lord Mayor of London, 1500). Gyronny of
eight erm. and az. a dolphin embowed or.
Beming'ton (Lund, co. York). Barry of twelve ar. and
A hand erect holding a broken
Crest
az. a bend gu.

—

—

tilting-spear all ppr.

Bemington
Arms and

(Crow Trees, Mclling,

of ten ar.

(Broomhead Hall, ShefBcld,
and az. a bend gu.

Remnant (England).
Crest

co. Lancaster).

Same

Crest.

Bemington

co. York).

Barry

Or, three crosses crosslet fltcheo b2.

— An eagle displ. sa.

Bemnant (liillericay, Scotland).
erm. a dolphin naiant. Crest
- Mind your own business.

Gyronny of eight gu. and

—A dolphin naiant ppr.

Moity

A

BEK
Semon

—

caltrap

embrued

ppr.
Quarterly, ar.

and gu.

2Dd and 3rd

in the

quarters three castles in bend or.
Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend vert three

Bempston.
Bempston.

Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils sa.
Bendell (Plymouth, co. Devon).

or

See

Bandau.

Bendlesham, Baron.

See Thellusson.
Bene (Hubbart's Hall, co. Essex). Gu. a chev. raire or and
az. betw. three roses ar.
Bener. Gu. a saltire engr. ar. betw. four estoiles or.
Benest. Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three mullets

Beneu (London).

Or, a chev. gu. betw. in chief two dov^
ppr. beaked and legged of the second, respecting each other,
in base a serpent nowed ar. on a chief gu. three sinister

wings

ar.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three hurts.
Ar. three Danish battle axes gu. two and

Beney (France).
one.

Benfrew, To'wn of

(Scotland). In the sea ppr. a ship
with her sails trussed up and mast and tackling, the prow
ensigned with the sun, the stern with the moon, all ar. betw.
escutcheons, the dexter containing the arms of Scotland,
the sinister those of Stewabt, and as many cross crosslets
Motto Deus gubemat navem.
fitchee of the second.
Bennie (John .Lucas Bennie, Esq., of Wateringbury, co.
Kent). Gu. two wings conjoined in lure erm. in base the
stern of a ship of war or, thereou a flag flying to the
sinister, the staff broken ar. charged with a saltire az.
and underneath the word "Porcala," in letters of gold.
Crtit ^The sun in splendour betw. two flags flying to the
exterior, the staves broken, as in the arms.
Bennie (London). Gu. two wings conjoined in lure erm.
a border embattled of the last. Crat A dexter hand
wielding a scymitar ppr. Afot^o— Probitate.
Benningl;on (co. Lincoln). Gyronny of eight erm. and az.
a dolphin embowed gu.

—

—

—

Benny-Tailyour

(Sorrowfield, co. Forfar).

Quarterly,

a tree growing out of the base vert, on a
chief gu. two wings conjoined erm., for Eenny 2nd and 3rd,
r. a saltire engr. sa. betw. two men's hearts in chief and
base ppr. and as many cinquefoils in flanks vert, for Tailtode.
CretU 1st: A hand holding a pair of balances ppr., for
Bemnt; 2nd : A band ppr. holding a passion cross gu., for
Tailtoue.
Mottoes Probitate consilium perfecitur, for
Bennt In cruce salus, for Tailtoub.
1st

and

4th, ar.

;

—

—

;

Benny.

Ar. a stag trippant surmounted by a tree eradicated vert, on a chief az. two wings expanded and conjoined
of the field. Crest A dexter hand holding a scymitar ppr.
Motto Probitate.
(Jersey). Gu. a sandglass surmounted of a cross
pattee fitchee ar. betw. six mullets three and three paleways

—

—

Benouf
or.

Benous.

on abend

two eagles displ. sa. three
mullets of the field.
Crest
A demi griffin ramp, reguard.
erminois, supporting a banner flotant or, charged with a
Or,

az. betw.

—

mullet az.

Znd

buglehoms

Gu. on a bend engr. betw. two

Warwick).

(co.

ar. three pellets.

Bepley (co. Essex). Erm. a fess betw. three dovecots sa.
Bepley (Chertsey, co. Surrey). Per chev. or and az. three
lions ramp, counterchanged.
Crest— X demi lion ramp.
or.

Or, three lions az.
another, Erm. a fess betw.
three toads sa.
Beppes. Erm. three chev. sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
ppr. a plume of feathers ar. quills or, betw. two wings gold.
Bepps, or Bepes (West Walton, co. Norfolk). Erm. three
chev. sa. (another, ar.) Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
plume of ostrich feathers erm. betw. two wings expanded
;

—

—

gold.

Bereng^er (Owbom,

co.

Buckingham).

Or,

a cross

vert,

a bendlet gu.
Beresby (Thrybergh, co. York, bart., extinct 1748 Sir
JobnBebesbt, Knt., of Thrybergh, was created a bart. 1642).
Gu. on a bend ar. three crosses patoncee sa. Crest On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a goat ar.
Beresby (Ashover, co. Derby). Gu. on a bend ar. three
crosses crosslet sa.
On a chapeau ,Tert turned up
Crest
erm. a goat ar.
Beresby. Gu. on a bend ar. three mullets sa. another,
Gu. on a bend ar. cotised or, three crosses pattee sa.
another, Gu. a bend betw. three crosses patoncee ar.
Beresby, or Beresbury. Gu. en a bend ar. three
all

;

—

—

;

crosses crosslet fitchee sa.

Beresby.

Ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four cinquefoils gu.
Gu. on a bend ar. three mullets sa.
at the shoulder embowed and erect
from the elbow, habited az. in the hand ppr. four ears of
wheat or, stalked vert.
or Bessjm. Erm. on a fess az. three lions

Besbye
Crest

(co. Suffolk).

— An arm couped

Besham,
pass. ar.

Besine

Essex, temp.

(co.

Edward

Gu. a lion ramp,

I.).

or,

on a canton of the

last a cross crosslet vert.
(Murthen, co. Cornwall William Beskinner, of
that place, son of John Beseinneb, of same. Visit. Cornwall,
Ar. three bendlets gu. in chief a wolf courant az.
1620).
Crest
A lion ramp. sa. holding a laurel branch vert.
Beskinner (Halsford, co. Cornwall). Ar. three bars gn.
in chief a wolf pass. az.
Beskinner (co. Cornwall). Barry of six gu. and ar. on a
chief of the last a greyhound courant az.

Beskinner

;

—

Beskjoner, or Boskymer (Reskymer

in Mawgan, co.
Cornwall, traced in the pedigree for fourteen generations,
the coextinct about the middle of the 16th century
heiresses m. Trelawny, Mohcn, Coubtenat, and Lowke).
Ar. three bars gu. in chief a wolf courant az. Crest
A lion ramp. sa. holding a laurel branch vert.
Besley, or Bisley (Chatwood, co. Bucks). Ar. a fess
Cresi—A greyhound erm.
az. betw. three cresents gu.
collared az. ringed or, resting the dexter foot on an escub;

—

cheon

ar.

Beson, or Beason

Gu. a lion ramp, or, on
(co. Essex).
a canton ar. a cross sarcelly vert; another, Gu. a lion
ramp, or, betw. four crosses pattee vair.
Beson, or Beason. Gu. a lion ramp, or, in the 1st
Crest
A fox's heid erased
quarter a cross pattee vair.

—

ppr.

Benshaw.

Per pale and per chev. three martlets
counterchanged. Crest A decrescent ar. and increscent

—

all
or,

Besprin
MiNOw).

Bessant.

adosse.

Bensley (co.

Ar. on a fess engr. betw. three lions'
bezants.
co. Berwick).
Az. a chev. or, betw. three

Kent).

heads erased gu. as

Benton (that

Ilk,

many

towers ar.

Benton (Billie,

Ar. a lion ramp. az. within a
bordure of the last voided of the field.
Benton (Lamberton, co. Berwick). Ar. a lion ramp, within
a bordure az. Crest— Tvio hands issuant, in the one a sword
point downwards, fixed in the earth, the other lifted up to
heaven. Motto Trust in God, and not in strength.
Benton. Sa. a chev. with two couple closes betw. three
co. Berwick).

—

cinquefoils or.

Bepinglon

(Amington, co. Warwick; Thomas Bepington,
Amington, Visit. Warwick, grandson of Willuu
EEPrtiOTOji, of the same place). Gu. a fess dancettee erm.
betw. six billets or, quartering, 1st, gu. a saltire or 2nd,
A demi antelope gu. billett^e ar.
gu. a crescent or. Crest
maned, bearded, tufted, and horned or. Motto Virtus
Esq., of

;

—

—

propter se.

Bepington
Warwick).

Crats—lst, Bepington;

(yohich tee).

A'CotJKT.

Bepingrton

over

or.

Beneu.

A'CouBT

3rd,

Bepley.

castles or.

Bendle,

BET
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(Jersey). Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. ar.
on a chief or, a rose enclosed by two fleurs-de-lis gu.
Sempston, or Bampston. Ar. a cbev. sa. in the dexter
Crest
chief quarter a cinquefoil pierced of the last.

Bempston.

;

(A'Coubt-Bepington,
Quarterly, Ist

847

and

4tli,

Amington Hall, co.
Betington; 2nd and

Ca«-

(Bcsprin, co. Cornwall; the heiress wi.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three cocks gu.
Erm. on a bend sa. three mullets ar.

Bessug-gran

Earne, co. Cornwall).

(St.

Ar. a chev. betw.

three roses gu.

Best

(Lord Mayor of London, 1516). Az. on
three crosses flory or, a unicorn couchant gu.

Best

a

fess

betw.

(London granted 1 Henry VIII.). Az. en a fess or,
a unicorn couchant gu.
Best (co. Northampton). Ar. on a fess betw. six crosses
moline gu. a unicorn couchant or.
Best. Az. on a fess or, betw. three crosses moline of the
A dove az. winged
second a unicorn courant gu. Crest
or and gu. holding in the beak a branch vert.
leopards' faces per
three
betw.
fess
erm.
Az.
Beston.
a
another, Sa. a bend cotised betw. six
pale or and ar.
;

—

;

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Bestwold

(co.

Buckingham).

Gyronny

of four erm.

and

gu.

Bestwould

Ar. three bends sa.
Betby. Erm. on a chev. sa. three escallops ar.
Betchford (St. Albans, co. Hereford). Az. a fess wav7
ar. in chief a ducal coronet or, in base a pair of compasses

of the

last.

(co. Leicester).

A

RET
Setford.

Erm. on a chev.
of six and a chief

Ar. a fret
ar. a border engr. sa.

sa. three escallops ar.
sa.

;

;

another,

another, Quarterly, gu. and

Town

of

(co.

or.

Seton. Or, three leopards' faces sa.
Retowre. Ar. three stumps of trees

couped and eradi-

Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross

engr. betw. four birds or.
(Maiden, co. Suffolk; granted 1590).
Gu. a chev.
vair betw. three roses ar. Crest
A dragon's head erased

Reve

—

ar. collared or.

Sussex; exemplified with the grant of a crest to
of Brede, co. Sussex, by Segar, Garter,
Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three escallops az. as
many eagles displ. or. Crest A dragon's head ar. charged
on the neck with three escallops, two and one, az.
Reve. Az. a chev. betw. three pairs of wings conjoined and
endorsed or. Crest A tiger's head erased ar. collared and
(co.

ANTHost Reve,
1633).

—

—

maned

Northumberland; an ancient northern family
the Duke of Northumberland, through tlie
Philadelphia, dau. of William
descends
Kevelet, Esq., of Newton Underwood, m. Langdale S.mithsoN, and was grandmother of Sir Hdgh Smithson, created
Duke of Northumberland). Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.
(co.

from which
female

line,

;

—

three estoiles of sixteen points az. Crest
An estoile, as in
the arms.
Reveley (Bryn-y-Gwyn, co. Merioneth; a younger branch
of Reveley, of Newton Underwood and Newby Wisk, co.
Northumberland. Of that family, George, second son of
William Revelet, Esq., of Newton, by the heiress of
WiLLET, of Newby Wisk, was father of Henbt Reveley,
Esq., many years one of the Commissioners of Excise).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw. three
stars of twelve points az.
2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and
4th, az. a chev. betw. three cocks ar., 2nd and 3rd, gu.
snakes
three
nowed ar., for Owen. Crest An estoile, as
in the arms. Motto
Optima revelatio Stella.
Revel (Newbold Revel, co. Warwick). This ancient family
bore, Erm. a chev. gu. a border engr. sa. and sometimes the
chev. charged with three mullets or; both coats are given
in Dugdale's Warwick, as taken from monuments in Newbold Church. Crest A cubit arm in armour holding a lion's
paw erased all ppr.
Revel (Ogston, co. Derby ; originally from Newbold Revel,
;

—

—

—

Warwick. Visit. 1509. The last male heir, William
Kevel, Esq., of Ogston, d. 1706 his sisters and co-heirs were
Mary Anne, wife of Richard Tubbdtt, Esq., of Uoncaster,
and Katherine, m. first to Sir Paul Jenkinson, Bart., of
Walton, and secondly to William Woodyeare, Esq., of
Crookhill). Ar. on a chev. gu. three trefoils erm. a border
engr. sa. Crest — An arm in armour cmbowed garnished or,
holding in the hand a dagger ppr. point downwards, betw.
two bats' wings gold, membrancd gu.
Revel (granted to Robert Revel, Sheriff co. Derby
1700). Same Arms &«•.., as Revel, the border being compony or and sa.
Revell (co. Derby; Eleanor, dau. of John Revell, tcmji.
Henry V., m. Edward Kenton, Esq., of Kenton, co. Nottingham. Visit. Notts, 1014). Per pale indented erm. and
CO.

;

sa. three

Revell
1620).

chcvronels gu.
(quartered by RonsE, of Modbury. Visit. Devon,
Ar. a chev. gu. on a chief of the last three trefoils

slipped erm.

Revensholme.

Ar. on a fess counter-embattled gu. a
guard, or.

lion pass,

Reveutid^e, or Bavance
ar.

and

arm

bendy of four ar. and sa.
hand a sword broken ppr. hilt and
Another Crest The arm holding a battle

grasping in

erect,

tho

—

or.

axe.

Revett

Per pale

ar.

martlets

all

and sa. on a chev. betw.
counterchanged.

Revost, Renost, or Revest.

Quarterly, ar. and gu.

(co. Suffolk).

three mascles as

on a bend
the

many

sa. three mullets or.

Rew, or Rue.

Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three mullets of

field.

Rewse

(Iledgcstone, CO. Middlesex).

Sa. a fess dancettee
erm. betw. three crescents or. Crest .V demi lion erm.
holding a branch of laurel vert.
Rey. Gu. a bend erm. a label of five points or; another,

sa.

(co. Essex).

Barry of

six

on a canton of tho second a leopard's face

or.

—

(Preston, co. Suffolk).
chief az.

Ar. three spearhead? gu. a

Reycraft.

Per pale gu. and or, three griffins' heads erased
counterchanged, on a chief of the second a fleur-de-lis betw.
two roses of the first.
Reyden, or Reydell (co. Bedford). Paly of six ar. and
gu. a bend sa.
Reydon. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads erased
gu.

Reydon, Chequy ar. and gu. across molineaz.
Reye, Rey, or Ry. Gu. on a bend erm.
stalks sa.

Crest

three rye-

— An ostrich feather ar. ended with a ducal

or.

Reyes.
Reygrate

Az. a chev. erm. a canton and bend or.
(Steneton, or Steeton, co. York).
Ar. a bend

lozengy az.

Reygate. Or (another,

ar.) five fusils in fess az.

another,

;

Ar. a bend fusily az.

Reygrnales, or Reynolds

(Belsted, co. Suffolk

granted

;

Sa. on a chief ar. three mullets pierced of the

1084).

first.

—A

wolfs head erased sa. collared or, charged with
three goutes de poix.
Reyle. Or, two bars sa. betw. three torteaux, each charged
with as many martlets ar.
Reyley, or Riley (co. Devon, and the Green, co. Lancaster).
Or (another, ar.) a fess betw. three crosses formee
Crest

fitchee sa.

Reyley.

Ar. a fess

Reyman

(co. Sussex).

sa.

betw. three pellets.
Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops

sa.

Reymes.

Chequy gu. and or, a canton erm.
(Egginton, co. Bedford, and Lincoln's Inn, London
granted 1737). Per pale gu. and az. a fess invecked
betw. two lozenges in chief and a fleur-de-lis in base or.
Crest
On a mount vert a fox sejant reguard. ppr. collared
ar. reposing the dexter foot on a lozenge or.
Reynard. Or, two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a

Reynall
;

—

lion pass. ar.

Reynardson

(Plymouth, co. Devon, and Lord Mayor of
London, 1049 granted by Segar, 1G32). Or, two chev.
engr. gu. on a canton of the second a mascle ar. Crest
lion's head erminois, crowned with a mural crpwn chequy
ar. and gu.
Reynardson (Holywell, co. Lincoln). Same Arms and
;

—

Crest.

Reynardson
coln;

(Birch-Reynardson, nolyweU Hall,

Jacob Reynardson,

co. Lin-

Esq., of Holywell, d. 1811, leaving

Etheldred Ann Reynardson, m,.
1806, Gen. Thomas Birch, who assumed, 181'2, tho addiQuarterly, 1st and 4th,
tional surname of Reynardson).
or, two chevronels engr. gu. on a canton of the last a
four dans.

;

the eldest,

Reynardson; 2nd and 3rd, az. three fleursa canton of the last, for Birch. Crest Ist:
lion's head erm. murally crowned chequy ar. and gu., for
Reynardson; 2nd: A fleur-de-lis ar. and a trefoil vert, entwined by a serpent ppr., for Birch. Mottoes Virtus est
vitium fugere, for Reynardson; Prudentia, simplicitate, for
BincH.
Reyncourt. Az. a fess dancettee betw. six garbs or.
Gu. two wings conReyne, or
(co. Devon).
joined and displ. ar.
Reynell (Pyttncy, co. Somerset, Trumpington, co. Cambridge, Ogwcll, CO. Devon descended from Sir Richard
Reynell, Knt., of Pyttney, Sheriff co. Devon from 1191 to
mascle

ar., for

—

de-lis ar.

A

—

Reyney

;

Rever, or Revers.

Ar. frctty sa. over

all

an incscut-

chcrin g'l.

Reversby.

Reyce

coronet

or.

Reveley

—An

Az. three crescents or.

cated sa.

Reuthall, or B.e'Wthall.

Reve

Crest

last.

pommel

Nottingham). A rose
with a lion of England upon a chief is engraved as the arms
oldest
plate
belonging to the
of this town upon some of the
Corporation, but the seal, which is very ancient, represents
two eagles, with wings endorsed, respecting each other, with
their inward feet conjoined, and this device is now invariably
used as the armorial bearings of the borough. See Redfoiid.
Setlierfield. Az. a fess nebulco betw. three crescents

Eetford East,
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Gu. on a bend engr.

ar. three crosses

patonce

sa.

Revershylljm

(quartered by Thiioomorton, of Chastleton,
CO. Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, J566).
Ar. on a fess embattled
betw. six crosses pattce fltchec gu. three plates.
Revett, or Rivett (co. Cambridge, and Crettingc, co.
Ar. three barssa. in chief as many trevets of tbe
i>uffoU(}.

818

1194; his great-grandson, Walter Reynell, Esq., of Pyttncy, acquired, trmp. Edward I., the Trumpington estates.
In marriage with Madd, dau. and heir of Evebard de
Trumpington, and was great-grandfather of another Sir
Walter Reynell, who m. Maboaret, eldest dau. and heir
of William Strigiiull, of Malston, and was ancestor of tho
various branches of this distinguished family. The senior
lino,

Reimcu., of

Ostrcll,

expired with Bichaxd Betnu.^

A

;;

RET

Sir

Thomas Retneix,

third bart. of Laleham, co. Bliddle-

sex).

Ar. ma.'onry sa.

Crest

fox statant

a chief indented of the second.
or, being the crest of Strighull.
Supporters (which appear at one time to have been borne)
Two foxes. Motto Murus aheneus esto.
Keynell (Laleham, co. Middlesex, bart., extinct 1848
BiCBABD Reynell, Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench,
Ireland, was created a bart. of Ireland, 1678, second son of
Sir Richard Reynell, Knt., of East Ogwell; Sir Thomas,
third bart., became heir male of the family in 1735; Sir

—A

—

—

Thomas, sixth

bart.,

d.

Same Arms,

p.).

s.

Crest,

and

Motto.

Seynell

(Malston, co. Devon; descended from Thomas
Ketnell, second son of Walteb Eetnell, of East Ogwell
and Malston, by Radigunda, his wife, dau. of Philip Cople8T0NE, Esq.). Same Arms, &c.
Eesmell (Newton Abbot, co. Devon descended from John,
Eetnell, 6. 1524, third son of John Reynell, Esq., of East
Ogwell, bylLABGAKET, his wife, dau. of William Foetescce,
Esq., of Wood). Same Arms, &c.
fieynell (Shepperton, co Middlesex; Sir Thomas Eetnell,
Knt., Sewer of Honour in Ordinary to Charles I., second
son of Sir Thomas Reynell, Knt., of West Ogwell, m.
Kathebine, only dau. and heir of Sir Henry Spilleb, of
Laleham, and had two sons: Thomas, of Laleham, whose
dau. and heir, Elizabeth, m. Sir Richabd Reynell, Bart.
and Henbt, of Shepperton, whose granddaughter and heir,
Caboline Hesteb Reynell, m. in 1821, the Rev. David
Williams, who assumed the name and arms of Reynell).
Same Arms, &c.
Reynell (Rivershill, co. Hants; descended from Sir George
Eetnell, Marshal of the King's Bench, fourth son of
Eichabd Eetnell, Esq., of East Ogwell; of this branch
was Cabew Reynell, Bishop of Derry, 1741). Same Arms,
;

&c.

Reynell

(Ireland;
a younger branch of Eetnell, of
Malston, settled in Ireland in the 17th century, from which
sprang the Reynells, of Castle Eeynell, represented by
Babbaba, late Countess of Sonoughmore, dau. of William
Eetnell, Esq., of Castle Eeynell, and second wife of John,
third Sari of Donoughmore).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto
as Eetnell, of Malston.

A.D.C. to the Queen, son of Henbt James Eetnett, D.D.,
by Mart Kennedy, his wife, descended from He.sri db
Eetnet, who left France at the Revocation of the Edict of
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert a tortoise pass, ppr.;
Nantes).
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee sa. the whole within a double tressure flory coonterflory of the second.

Reynham,
Henry

Reynold

(Stratford,

;

or,

over

all

on a cross erm. five
ppr. a fox pass.

On a mount

trefoils slipped vert.

Motto

or.

—Murus

Crest

—

aeneus

esto.

Reynell

Ar. masonry sa. a
chief indented of the second.
Crest
A fox pass. or.
Mottoes Murus aeneus esto and, Indubitata fides.
Reyner (Overton-Longvile, co. Huntingdon). Az. a saltire
engr. enn.
Reynes (cos. Buckingham and Kent). Chequy or and gu.
a canton erm.
Reynes (Dandey Court, co. Dorset). Ar. on a bend cotised
sa. three lozenges erm.
Reynes, Reymes, or Rlieynes (co. Dorset). Ar. a
fret sa. over aU a bend chequy or and az.
Reynes (cos. Huntingdon and Kent). Chequy or and gu. a
canton erm. over all a bend az.
Reynes, or
(Overswood-Kettlestone, co. Norfolk).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three lions ramp. ar. (another,
crowned or). Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of
(Eillynon,

Westmeath).

co.

—

—

;

Reymes

—

two rows of ostrich feathers ppr.
Reynes (Stanford, CO. Nottingham; Robebt Retnes, Esq.,
of Stanford, Visit. Notts, 1614, grandson of Robebt Reynes,
Esq., of Stanford, descended from Retnes, of Clifton, co.
Buckingham
granted by Harvey, Clarenceux, 1558, to
Eobebt Eeynes, Principal Goldsmith to Mary I.). Chequy
or and gu. on a bend vert a leopard's face betw. two
annulets or, a canton erm. Ci-est An arm issuant o"t of
clouds ppr. holding in the hand three roses or, stalked and
;

—

fox's

betw.

h«ad erased

or.

tuebor.

Resmolds

(co.

Devon).

Ar.

a

portcullis

sa.

chained

az.

Re3niolds

(Colchester,

Ar. a fess dancettee
a border gobony of the first
head erased per pale or and

Essex).

co.

betw. three leopards' faces or,
and second. Crest A griffin's

—

ar.

Reynolds (Milford House, co. Hants). Ar. a portcullis sa.
Crest — A cock's head erased gu. beaked or.
Reynolds (co. Leicester). Az. a chev. embattled erm.
Reynolds (Braunston, co. Leicester; Bobebt Reynplds,
Esq., of that place, temp. Henry VIII.
his dau. and heir,
Mabt, m. EicBABD WiGHTMAN, Esq., of Burbage, co. LeicesVisit. Notts, 1614). Az. on a chev. erm. three crosses
ter.
;

crosslet fitchee sa.

Reynolds

(London). Erm. two lions pass, guard, in pale
gu. ducally crowned or. Ci-est A wivem, wings elevated vert,
holding in the dexter claw a sword paleways ppr. Motto
Fide sed cui vide.

—

Reynolds

—

(London
granted 1714). Per fess or and az.
Crest
On a mount vert a
panther couchant guard, ar. spotted various colours, fire
issuing out of the mouth and ears ppr. gorged with a collar
gu. ringed and lined or.
Reynolds, or Raynold (London). Erm. a fess dancettee
betw. three leopards' faces or.
Reynolds. Same Arms, a border gu.

—

;

in chief three lions ramp. vert.

Reynolds (Attleborough,
three lions ramp, of the
collared

and lined

co. Norfolk).

first.

Crest

—A

on a chev. vert
cat couchant ppr

Or,

or.

Az. a chev. betw. three foxes'
Crest
or.
A fox's head, as in the arms.
(Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk; descended from
John Reynolds, 6. 1739, Mayor of Great Yarmouth, 1781 and
Ar. a chev. chequy gu. and az. on a chief of the
1784).
last a cross formee fitchee betw. two mullets
of the
field.
Crest
A cubit arm erect holding a roll of parchAnother Crest A fox's head erased per
ment all ppr.
pale ar. and sa. gorged with a collar or, thereon three
torteaux.
Reynolds (Belsted, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a chief sa. three
mullets pierced of the first. Crest A wolfs head erased sa.
coOared or.
Rejmolds (Shotley, co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. chequy az.
and gu. betw. three crosses formee fitchee vert, on a chief
embattled sa. as many mullets or. Crest A fax's head
erased sa. gorged with a coUar or, charged with three torteaux, a martlet for diff.
Reynolds (co. Suffolk, and Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk).
Ar. a chev. lozengy gu. and az. on a chief of the third a
cross formee fitchee betw. two mullets or. Motto Favente
(co. Somerset).

—

heads erased

—

—

—

—

—

Deo.

Reynolds

(Carshalton, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. chequy
az. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee of the

gu. and

Crest

third.

— Out

of

a mural crown or, a demi talbot
and line ending in a knot

salient ar. eared gu. collared

gold.

Reynolds.
fitchde ar.

Uned

—

or.

Reynolds.
dove

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three crosses crosslet
An eagle close ar. ducally gorged and

Crest

Same

Ai-ms, a crescent for

diff.

Crest

—

ar.

Reynolds.

Ar. a chev. lozengy gn. and az. betw. three
on a chief sa. three mullets of
another, Az. on a chev. erm. three crosses crosslet
fitchee gu. ; another, Az. a chev. erm. in chief three crosses
formee -fitchde vert another, Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
crosses crosslet fitchee ar.; another. Per fess air. and gu.
on a bend sa. three hounds' heads erased of the first ; another, Erm. a fess dancettee gu. betw. tno leopard's &ce8

crosses formee fitchfe vert,

leaved vert.

Reynes

temp.
morion, or

Az, a chev.

—A

Ci-est

—A

Reynolds-Moreton {Earl of Ducie). See Mobeton.
Reynolds (co. Devon). Ar. a portcullis sa. over all three
bars az. Crest — A fox statant ppr.
Motto—Jna meum

Ireland, d. 1698; confirmed by Betham, Ulster). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. masonry ppr. a chief indented sa.
2nd and
3rd, vair a border gu. charged with eight crosses crosslet

descended

Crest

Warwick).

CO.

three foxes' heads erased or.

Reynolds

Westmeath;

co.

Esq., Clerk in the Court of

Sa. three

mallets ar.
mortier, betw. two mallets.

Reynolds

(Reynella,

Edmond Reynell,

Rainham (South Lynn, co. Norfolk,

or

IV.).

from
Chancery in

Reynell
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Esq., of West Ogwell, M.P. for Ashburton in 1735, who left
his estates to his niece (the dau. of his sister Mabt),
Bebecca Whitrow, wife of Joseph Tatlob, Esq., of Denbury, when the male representation of the family vested in

(Stapleford,

co.

Nottingham).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Reynes

(Lewes, co. Sussex). Chequy or and gu. a canton
erm. over aU on a, bend az. a griffin's head erased betw. two
birds of the first. Crest A bird, breast ar. back az. in the
beak a rose ppr. (another, a cross pattee or).
Reynett (Colonel Sii James Hensx Betkett, E.C.H.,

—

849

the

field

;

;

in chief and a mullet in base or; anottter,

Erm

onaclieT.

A

RET

—

Out of a mural crown or, a demi talbot ar. collared
and lined or.
Bejmolds (Humphst Retsolds, Esq., son of John, grandson of Hdmphby, great-grandson of Thomas, and great-greatgrandson of William Reynolds, d. 19 May, 1661, and was
buried in St. John's Church, Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
"Vert a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu. betw.
Office).
Crest

BIB
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az. three mullets, with a Crest, viz., A dexter arm in annonr,
the hand holding a garb, all ppr.
Beynolds (borne by Sir Joshua Reynolds, aa appears from a
grant of the Freedom of a London Company to him). Ar. a
cheT. lozengy gu. and az. betw. three crosses crosslet az.

three escallops of the second.
Beynolds (Laghnie, co. Leitrim; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1636, Charles Reynolds, Esq., of that place). Same Arms,
a crescent for diff. Crest On a mount vert a stag lodged

—

ppr.

Beynolds

(TuUy, co. Cavan; confirmed by Fortescue,
Geobgg Nugent Reynolds, Esq., of Tully). Vert
Crest
betw. three escallops •!.
A stag
ramp.
a
couchant on a mount ppr.
Beynolds (Young-Reynolds, Tully, co. Cavan; exemplified by Fortescue, Ulster, to Richard Young, Esq., of
TuUy, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1808, the additional
surname of Reynolds, in conformity to the will of his
brother-in-law, George Nugent Reynolds, Esq., of Tuliy).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert a lion ramp. betw. three
escallops or, for Reynolds 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. ar.
three trefoils slipped vert, a chief or, charged with three
Crest— A stag couchant on a mount
pellets, for Young.
Ulster, to

—

lion

;

Bhodes, or Bodes

(Great Houghton, co. York

descended

;

from Sir Godfrey Rhodes, of Great Houghton, son of
Judge Rhodes, of Barlborough, by Mary, his second wife,
dau. of Francis Charlton, Esq., of Apley Martha, sister
and heir of William Rhodes, Esq., of Great Houghton,
who d. unm. in 1740, m. Hans Busk, Esq.). Ar. a lion
pass, guard, gu. betw. two acorns in bend az. cotised
ermines, a trefoil for diff. Crest— A cubit arm holding a
branch of acorns all ppr.
Bhodes (Bellair and Shapwick, co. Devon; supposed to
descend from .Tohn Rhodes, of Horlmry, the eldest and
;

John Rodes, Knt., of Barlborough,
Same Arms and Creft, quartering Sleech,
Andrew, and Cholwich. Motto Coelum non animum.
Bhody (Baddesley, co. Warwick; quartered by Brome, of
disinherited son of Sir
CO.

Derby).

Brome,

—

Warwick). Gu. a cross moline voided thl'oughout betw. four fishes hauriant or.
co.

Bhyn ap Ednowen

(Prince of Tegengl, co. Flint). Ar.
three boars' heads couped close sa.
(Ystradyw, South Wales). Ar. a dragon's
head and neck erased vert holding a bloody hand.
Gruff (South Wales). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned
with an antique crown gu.
(RQg in Edeirnion, co. Merioneth; derived through
HowEL AP Rhys, of Rftg, from Bleddyn, Lord of Dinmael,
third son of Owen Bbogyntyn, Lord of Edeirnion, Dinmael
and Abertanat, in Powys Margaret, dau. and heir of
Ievan ap Rhys, Baron of Rftg: m. Pyebs Salusbury, Esq.,
of Bachymbyd, co. Denbigh). Same Arms as Hughes, of

Bhys Goch
Bhys
Bhys

;

Gwerclaa,

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

viz.,

armed and langued

ppr.

Bejmolds (Johnstown, co.

Wexford Mary, eldest dau. and
heiress of John Reynolds, who was possessed of that place
in right of his wife, m. 1682, John Grooan, afterwards of
Johnstown). Sa. a lion ramp, or, betw. three escallops ar. a
;

border of the second.
Beynolles (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1599, James ReywoLLEs, buried in St. John's Church, Dublin). Vert a lion
ramp, or, charged on the shoulder with a human heart gu.
betw. three escallops of the second.
Bejmouse (Stanmore, co. Middlesex; granted 1758). Or,
on a bend az. betw. two eagles displ. sa. three mullets of the
Ademlgriffinsegreantreguard.erminois, holdfirst. Crest
ing a banner or, the point, staff, and tassels gold, charged
with a mullet az.
Beyns (Clyfton Reins). Chequy or and gu. a canton
erm.
confirmed by Camden,
(co. York, and London;
Clarenceux, 1619). Gu. two wings conjoined in chief erm.
Out of a mural crown ar. a lion's head or, pellettee,
Crest
langued gu.
Beysell, or Beyselley (co. Kent). Barry of twelve ar.
and az. a griffin segreant or.
Bezerson, or Bichardson (Jersey and Guernsey). Or
on a chief sa. three lions' heads erased of the field.
(Bremen, and Enfield, co. Middlesex). A dexter arm
issuing out of the sinister side of the escutcheon cmbowed
and holding in the hand a sprig of three acorns. Crest
sprig, as in the arms.
Bhiwallon (Prince of North Wales). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
on a canton az. a dexter band apaumee couped at the wrist

—

Be3my

—

Bhan

—

ar.

Bhiwallon ap Dyngrad. See Rywallom.
Bhodes (Little Eden). Az. three annulets or,

on a chief

a greyhound courantgu. collared of the second.
Bhodes (Knaresborough, co. York). Ar. on a cross
engr. betw. four lions ramp. gu. as many bezants. Crest
A leopard sejant or, spotted sa. collared and ringed
ar.

—

ar.

Bhodes, or Bodes

(Stavely

Woodtborpe and Barlborough,

Derby). See Rodes.
Bhodes (Kippax, West Riding co. York). Az. on a bend
wavy ar. plain cotised or, a lion's gamb erased ppr. betw.
two acorns of the field.
Bhodes (New Zealand, and EippaXt oo. York; granted
to lion. William Bernard Rhodes, of Wellington, New
Zealand, senior representative of Rhodes, of Kippax). Az.
CO.

•n a bend wavy

ar.

plain cotised or,

—

Triomptuos).
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IV., derived

or.

Bhys ap Marchan (Lord of

Duffryn Clwyd, whose dau.
Gwenllian, m. Efnydd ap Gwenllian, one of the
XV. Peers of North Wales and Powys). Az. three nags'
heads erased in less or.
Bhys ap Tewdwr Mawr, or the Great (King of
South Wales; Founder of the II. Royal Tribe of Wales;
derived from Cadelh, King of South Wales, second son ol
Rhodri Mawr, King of Wales. From Rhys, descended the
Princes and Lords of South Wales, whose male line terminated with Thomas ap Llewellyn, last Lord of South
Wales; his dau. and heiress, Ellen, m. Griffith Vychan,
Lord of Glyndwrdwy, representative of the Princes of Powys,
and was mother of: I. Owen Glen dower; II. Tudor ap
Griffith Vychan, Lord of Gwyddelwern, from whom deGu. a lion
rived, maternally, the Hughes's, cf Gwerclas).
ramp, or, a border indented of the last.
Bhys ap Edryd (descended from Mabchodd, Lord of
Abergelleu, founder of the VIII. Noble Tribe of North
Wales and Powys.
Descendants: I. Conways, of Brynewirn; II. Conways, of Nant; III. Conways, of Pulh-yCrithan
IV. Conways, of Croes Einion
V. Pughs, of
Cefn-y-Garlleg
VII. Lloyds, of
VI. Lloyds, of Diserth
Dol-yn-Edeirnion
VIII. Wynnes, of Dyffryn-Aled; IX.
Lloyds, of Forest; X. Lloyds, ofPontriffith; XI. Llotds,
Lords Mostyn). Or, on a chief gu. three roses ar.
Biall (Old Conna Hill, co. DubUn confirmed to Phinbas
RiALL, Esq., of that place, J. P., eldest son of Charles
Biall, Esq., of Heywood, co. Tipperary, by Anns, his wife,
third dau. and co-heiress of John Roberts, Esq., of Old
Conna Hill, and grandson of Phineab Riall, of Heywood,
and to their descendants). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a
bend engr. az. betw. an eagle displ. sa. and an escallop gu.
a pile of the first issuant from the dexter chief point, for
Biall; 2nd and 3rd, erm. a mullet gu. betw. three crows
close sa. each holding in the beak an ear of wheat ppr., for
Roberts. Crest A lion's head erased or, charged with an
escallop gu. in the mouth a trefoil vert. Mottct—Ddtw au
fendith yw fy ngwenwth.
Bibald (Middleham, co. York, temp. William I.). Or, on a

and

heir,

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

chief indented az. a lion pass, of the

first.

Bibb. Ar. a chev. betw. three turtles gu.
Bibbesford (Ribbesford, CO. Worcester). Erm. a

Blbford

—

Bibites.

lion's

(Chwibren,

from Hedd Molwynog). Same Amix
as Hedd Molwtnoo, viz., Sa. a hart pass. ar. attired

Edward

gamb ppr.
A dexter arm erect,
a

betw. two acorns of the field. Crest
vested az. cuffed ar. charged with an acorn or, and grasping
a fcm sapling of New Zealand eradicated ppr. Motto
Robur meum Dcus.
Bhodri Ma'wr (King of Wales). Or, a lion pass, guard,
another, Quarterly gu. and or, four lions pass, guard,
gn.
counterchanged (MiUcs's Catalogue of Honour); another,
Gu. a chev. betw. three rosei ar. (Eoderbie'a Cambria
;

Bhys ap Ievan

chief gu.

fretty or.
(co.

Leicester).

Erm. on a chief gu. a

fret

ar.

Az. three eagles displ. or.
Bibblesdale, Baron. See Lister.
Bibo. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torfciux.
Bibton (Woodbrooke, CO. Dublin, hart.). Or. a cross engr.
gu. in each chief quarter a lozenge az. a border also engr.
of the second. Crest
A dove close az. holding ia the beak
a laurel branch ppr. Motto J'aime la liberty.

—

—

;

BIB
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Bibton (Bibton, co. Cumberland). Or, three crescents az.
Out of an Eastern crown or, a demi lion pass. gu.
Creit
Bibton (Ribton Hall, Cockermouth, co. Cumberland;. Or, a

—

cross engr. gu. in the dexter chief point a crescent az.
bordure engr. of the second.

a

Bicard

(granted, temp. Henry VIII., to Thos. Ktcabde).
Gu. a bend vair betw. two garbs or, on a chief ar. three

chessrooks

sa.

Bicard. (Heck,

co. Tork; granted by St. George, Norroy,
Chables EicABD, Esq., of Heck,ll Aug. 1612). Gu. abend
vair betw. two garbs or.
Crest
Two arms embowed in
armour or, gauntlets ar. supporting a leopard's face also

to

—

ar.

Bicard

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three cinquefbils
gu. Crest Two lions' heads erased and endorsed.
Bicard (London, 1634). Ar. a chev. sa. in the dexter chief
quarter a cinquefoil gu. Creit A man's head couped at
the shoulders ppr.
Bicard (Jersey). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three roses or.
Motto Sapientia donum Dei.
Bicardo (Bromesberrow Place, co. Worcester). Gu. a bend
vair^ ar. and vert betw. three garbs or, on a chief enn. a
chessrook sa. betw. two bezants.
Crest
A bird, In the
dexter claw a flagstaff, attached thereto a flag charged with
(London).

—

—

—

—

a

cross.

Bicardo

(Gatcombe Park,

co. Gloucester).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Biccarde

Gu. a bend vair betw. three garbs

(co. York).

or,

on a chief ar. a chessrook sa.
(Baron Dynevor). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per bend
sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or, forTBEvoB; 2nd

Bice
and

—

3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three ravens sa., for Uice.

Crests

Upon a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wyvem, wings
elevated sa., for Tbevoe 2nrt A raven sa., for Rice. <Su;>1st:

—

;

:

Dexter, a gri£Qn per fess or and ar. wings addorsed and inverted, the tail betw. the legs; sinister, a
talbot ar. ears erm. collared flory counterflory gu. and
charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped vert. Motto

porters

—

Secret et hardi.

Bice

(Boemer, co. Bucks, temp. Mary I.). Ar. on a chev.
engr. sa. betw. three reindeers' heads erased gu. as many
cinquefoils erm.
Bice (CO. Essex). Gu. a chev. (another, a fess) vair betw.

three leopards' faces or.
Bice (London). Ar. on a chev. betw. three spearheads gu.
five plates, on a chief az. three birds or.

Bice

Ar. three spearheads in fess
Crest
A raven's head erased or.
Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens sa. Crest

(Preston, co. Suffolk).

gu. a chief az.

Bice (Wales).
A raven ppr.

—

-Bice (Llwn-y-brain,

co.

—

Carmarthen).

Ar. a chev. erminois

cotised sa. betw. three ravens of the last.

Crest

— A Uon

ramp. ppr. holding in the paw a bar shot

sa.

Motto

—

Cadam-yw-fy-ffydd-y-portha-duw-y-gigfrain.
Bice (Dane Court, co. Kent). Same Arms, &t;.
Bice. Ar. a chev. sa. between three lavens close ppr.
another, Ar. a chev. ermines cotised sa. betw. three ravens
of the last; another, Ar. on % cross sa. betw. four spear-

heads

az. five crescents or.
(Ballymacdoyle, co. Kerry allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1766, to Thomas Eice, Esq., of Ballymacdoyle, and his
brother, James Rice, of Nantes, in France, seventh in descent from Edward Rice, Esq., of Dingle, co. Kerry, whose
ancestor. Sir John Rice, Knt., of Buttevant, was possessed
of lands in CO. Cork, tejnp. Edward III., 1357). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, per pale indented ar. and gu.
2nd and 3rd,
az. a lion ramp. or. Crest
A leopard's face gu. ducally
crowned or. Molto Fides non timet.
Bice (Lord Monttagle). Quarterly, 1st, per pale indented
ar. and gu., for Rice, of Kerry, originally of Wales
2nd, az. a lion ramp, or; 3rd, paly of six ar. and az. a
bend counterchanged
4th, or, on a chev. betw. three
mascles gu. as many cinquefoils of the first, pierced of the
eecond, for Spring. Supporters Two eagles, wings expanded and inverted ppr. each collared with a bar gemelle
or, from the lower bar an escutcheon pendent gold, charged
with a portcullis sa.
Crests
1st, Rice: A leopard's face
guard, ppr. crowned with a five-leaved coronet or; 2nd,
Spring A demi buck salient quarterly or and ar. Moeto—
Alte fert aquila.

Bice

;

'

;

—

—

;

—

—

:

Bice ap Hug-h

(Provost Marshal

of

the

Army;

Fun.

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597). Gu. a lion ramp, and a border
indented or.
(Eorl of Warwicl- and Holland, extinct 1759; Sir
BicHABD Rich, Lord Chancellor of England, was created
Baron Rich 1547; the third baron was created, 1618, Earl
tS Warviick ; Sir Henby Rich, his second son, was created,

Bich
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1624, Earl of Holland,
1673).

and the two earldoms became united

Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses botonnee

—On a mount

ppr. a

wyvem

or.

rising ar.

Crebt

—

Ancient Crest ^A
greyhound's head couped per pale or and gu. Suj>porters
Two reindeer ppr. Motto Garde la foy.
Bicli (London, bart., extinct 1785; CBABtES Rich, Esq., of
Mulbarton, co. Norfolk, youngest son of Sir Edwin Rich,
Knt., of Mulbarton, the brother of Robert, third Lord Hick,
ancestor of the extinct Earls of Warwick and Bolland, was
created a bart. 1676, with special remainder to the husband
of his dau. Mart, Robert Rich, Esq., of Stondon, co.
Essex, who was also a distant kinsman
the fifth bf.rt. left
an only dau., Mart Frances Rich, m. Rev. Chables BosTocK, LL.D., of Shirley House, co. Hants, who assumt d the
name of Rich, and was created a bart. 1791). Gu. a chev.
betw. three crosses botonnee or. Crest On a mount vert a
wyvem, wings elevated ar.
Bicli (Shirley House, co. Hants, bart.). Gu. a chev. erminois
betw. three crosses botonnee or.
Crest
A wyvern with
wings expanded ar. Motto Garde la foy.
Bich (Sir George Rich, Knt., Chamberlain of the Honschold to the Marquess of WMesley, Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland, second son of the late Sir Charles Rich, Bart.,
of Rose Hall, by Mart Frances, his wife, only dau. and
heir of Lieut. -General Sir Bobebt Rich, Bart.).
Same
Arm^, Crest, and Motto.
Bich. (Sunning, co. Berks, bart., extinct 1803; Thomas Bich,
Esq., of Sunning, son of Thomas Rich, Alderman of the
city of Gloucester, and grandson of William Rich, Esq.,
of Minty, co. Gloucester, amassed a considerable fortune as
a Turkey merchant, and was created a bart. 1661; the fifth
bart. d. without legitimate issue, when the title expired).

—

—

;

—

—

—

on a saltire ragul^ gu. five crosses crosslet fitchee of
the field. Crtst
An armed arm and hand ppr. holding a
cross crosslet fitchee gu.
Bich (Lexden, co. Essex; granted 1590). Per pale sa.
and gu. a cross botonnee fitchee betw. four fleurs-de-lis
or.
Crest, granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1578
On the
stump of a tree couped and erased or, a hawk, wings
endorsed ar. jessed and belled or, preying on a pheaaunt
ppr.
Or,

—

—

Bich (Cemey and

Dowdeswell, co. Gloucester). Same Ai-nis
quartering Bodcbieb, of Barnesley.
Bich (London John Rich, Apothecary to Queen Elizabeth,
d. s. p. m., William Rich, who had a son John, and Henbt
Rich, mercer, who had a son Thomas, of London, mercer,
6. 1590, sons of Thomas Bich, Esq., of Marston, co. Bedford. Visit. London, 1568).
Az. a chev. or, betw. two lions
Credit
pass. ar.
Out of a ducal coronet ar. a demi lion
issuant, tail double queued erm.
Bich (Horaden Hill, to. Essex, Austy, co. Herts, London,
Mulbarton, co. Norfolk, and Lambeth, co. Surrey). Gu. a
chev. betw. three crosses botonnee or. Crest
On a mouut
vert a wyvem rising ar.
Bich (Otford, CO. Kent). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. two lions
pass. ar.
Crest A demi lion ramp. sa. betw. two spears

and

Crest,

;

—

—

—

erect ar.

Bich

(co. Lancaster).
Quarterly, or and az. a chev. betw
three roundles all counterchanged.
Quarterly, or and az. a chev. betw. three roundles,
each charged with a lion ramp, all counterchanged;
another, Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet (another,
flory) or ; another, Az. on a cross ar. five mullets of the

Bich.

first.

Bich (Thomes House, co.
who m. one

Vork; exemplified

to

John Milnts,
upon his

of the co-heirs of Rich, of Bullhouse,

assuming, by royal licence, 180'J, the surname of Bich, but.
his wife dying s. p., he resumed his paternal surname of
MiLNEs). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three crosses botonnee or,
last a buglehom sa. stringed of the first
betw. two roses barbed and seeded ppr.
(confirmed by Boberts, Ulster, 1647, to Stephen Bicr,
captain of the ship-of-war "Bebecca;" descended f oni
BicB, of CO. Essex, and then resident in Ireland). Gu. a
chev. wavy betw. three crosses crosslet or. Creit— demi
sea lion gu. armed and lanuued az. finned or.
Bichard. Gu. a fess or, betw. three escallops or; another,
Ar. a bend fusilly sa.
Bichard (Scotland). Gu. on a fess or, three escallops of the
first.
Crest
A cat-a-mountain courant ppr.
Bichards (Rowley, co. Kent, and " Solomon Richards'
Close," in Hougham parish, same co. ; Hcgh Richards held
Maxton, alias " Solomon Richards' Close," co. Kent, from
the Archdeacon of Dover, te^np. Henry VIII. ; John
Richards, his son, bought Rowley, and d. 1609 Willia.x
BicHABDS, his son, was Captain and Vice-Admiral of Kent.
temp. Charles 1. John Richabds, the last owner of Rowley,

on a chief of the

Bich

A

—

;

A

;
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d. 1661, and left his lands to Hasimoni), of St. Albans Court,
CO. Kent). Sa. a ohev. betw. tliiee fleurs-de-lis ar.
Bichards (Yaverland, co. Hants; Gekmainb Ricbabds,
Vice-Admiral of the Isle of Wight, descended from co.

Kent, purchased that place, 1553). Same Anns- Crest—
griffin's head erased or.
Bicliards (Sir John Bicbabss, son and heir of Sir Edwakd
BicHABDS, Sheriff co. Hants 1606, by Bridget, his wife,
dau. and co-heir of
CO. Susses,

John Michell, Esq., of Stamerham,
of Richabd Richards, brother of

and grandson

Gebhaine Richards, Vice-Admiral Isle of Wight, 1553).
Same Amis and Crest, quartering, 1st, vert a bend
lozengy or, for Knight 2nd, ar. a chev. betw. three escal;

lops sa., for Michell.
Sichards (Stoke, co. Somerset; descended

BicHABDs, brother of Sir

Hants

Same Arms and

1606).

from Nicholas

Edward Richards,
Crest,

Sheriff co.

without the quar-

Bichards (Solsborough, co. Wexford; descended from
John Richabds, of Southampton, whose grandson, Colonel
Solomon Richards, got a grant under the Act of Settlement, 18 and 19 Charles II., of Solsborough and other
lands in co. Wexford, a portion of which he sold, and with
the proceeds raised the 17th Begt. of Foot, was appointed
the first Colonel of that regt., and went to the relief of
Derry, 1C89 he was buried at Westminster Abbey, 6 Oct.
His grandson, John Bichards, Esq., of Solsborough,
1691.
High Sheriff co. Wexford 1728, had, with other issue,
two sons I. Solomon, his successor, ancestor of Colonel
Solomon Bichabds, of Solsborough, the present rspresentative; and II. Goddabd, ancestor of Bichards, of Grange,
and its branches. Arms marshalled with quarterings by
Same Arms as Richabds, of Rowley.
Betham, Ulster).
Motto
Honore et
Crest A griffin's head erased ar.
;

:

—

—

Or, trro

—A

fletur-

Fbamcis.
Bichards, of that place. Visit. Somerset, 1623, son of John

Richards, of Comb Florie, and grandson of William
Bichards, of LoviUnel, in same co.). Ar. a fess fusily gu.
betw. two barrulets sa.
Bichards (co. York; granted 1595). Ar. on a bend engr.
vert three garbs or. Crest Out of a mural coronet gu. a.
talbot's head ar. collared vert, ringed or.

—

Bichards
Bichards

Kent). Ar. three annulets az.
(Heath, co. Hants). Az. two arrows in saltire ar.
heads downwards, betw. four fleurs-de-lis or. Crest An
eagle, wings expanded ppr.
(co.

—

Bichards

(Normanton-upon-Soar, co. Nottingham). Ar. a
chev. Invected betw. two escallops iu chief and a cross

Bichards

(Wormwell, Longpredy, and West Knighton).
Erm. on a fess cotised sa. four lozenges ar. Crest On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lamb pass, resting the dexter
paw on a lozenge or.
Bichards (Brambletye House, co. Suffolk, bart., dormant
since 1735; Sir James Richards, Knt., of Brambletye, son
of John Richards, who came to England from Toulouse, in
France, with the Queen-mother of Charles II., was created
a bart. 1684; the fourth bart., a general officer in the
Spanish army, has not been heard of, or his descendants,
if any, since
Ar. a chev. az. in base a liou
1735).
ramp, of the last. Crest—A lion ramp. az. Motto Honore

amore.
(Grange, co. Wexford
the second branch of the
house of Solsborough, represented by Edward Moobe
Bichabds, Esq., descended from Goddabd Richabds, Esq.,
of Grange, d. 1795, second son of John Bichabds, of
;

Solsborough, Sheriff co. Wexford
Crest, and Motto, a crescent for diff.

Bichards

1728).

Same Arms,

(Ardamine, co. Wexford, and Roebuck, co. Dub-

Lord of the Manor of Turvey in the latter co. ; the
third branch of the house of Solsborough, represented by
;

Bernard John Goddard Bichards, Esq., descended from
Solomon Bichabds, Esq., a very eminent surgeon in Dubsecond son of Goddard Bichards, Esq., of Grange,
who purchased Boebuck, in the manor of Turvey, and
Ardamine, and d. 1819). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, a
lin,

for diff.

—

—

et

amore.

Bichards

(Beading).

of the last.

Crest

—A

Ar. a chev. az. in base a lion ramp.

Uon ramp.

Motto

az.

— Honore

et

amore.

Bichards

Bichards

muUet

(Fringe, co. Norfolk; granted 1613).
barsgu. on each as many fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
dc-li:' per pale erm. and ar.
Bichards (East Bagborough, co. Somerset ;

pattee in base gu.

terings.

lin
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Bichards

Crest,

(Crofts House,

co.

Pembroke).

Same Arms^

and Motto.

Bichards (Major-Gen. Sir William Bichabds,

K.C.B., 1838).
Ar. a chev. az. in chief an Eastern crown gu. betw. two
chaplets of laurel vert, in base a Uon ramp, of the third.
Crest
An anchor erect with cable sa. in front of two branches
of laurel in saltire vert.
Bichards. Ar. a chev. sa. in the dexter chief quarter a
cinquefoil gu.
Crest
An arm embowed in armour ppr.

—

—

garnished or, grasping in the gauntlet a ragged staff sa. the
end flammant.
Bichards. Ar. a fess embattled gu. in base a stump of a,
tree ppr.
Crest— A fox's head couped gu.
Bichards. Gu. a bend vair betw. two garbs or.
Bichards (Geobge Bichabds, Comptroller to Sir Oliver St.
John, Viscount Grandison, when Lord Deputy of Ireland
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1626). Ar. three garbs gu. banded
or, a border of the second semee of mullets of the
Crest (Beg. Ulster Office)
third.
An arm erect vested
vert, cuffed ar. holding in the hand a rose branch all
;

Bichards

(granted by Betham, Ulster, 1829, to BartholoEsq., second son of Solomon
Bichabds, Esq., of Solsborough, eo. Wexford, and to his
descendants, d. unm. 1830). Erm. a cross gu. charged in
the centre with an ancient crown betw. a tower tripletowered on the dexter and a lion ramp, on the sinister arms
of the cross, and betw. a lion pass, on the superior, and a
harp imperially ensigned on the inferior arms of the cross,
Cre.H
all or.
A tower triple-towered and the sun in splendour rising behind the same from clouds all ppr., motto
over, Pro clara de clara.
Motto Deo adjuvante non

mew ViGOBS Richards,

—

—

timendum.

Bichards

(Caerynwch, co. Merioneth; borne by Ricbabd
Edward Lloyd Richabos, Esq., of Caerj'nwch, .son of the
late Richabd Mebedtth Richards, Esq., of Caerynwch,
who was grandson of Sir Rithahd Richards, Lord Chief
Earon of the Court of Exchfiiucr in England). Quarterly,
let, ar. a cross patonce cngr. s.i. betw. four Cornish choughs
ppr.; 2nd, erm. on a saltire gu. an escallop ar. 3rd, or, a
lion ramp. gu.
4th, vert tlirce eagles displ. in fess ar.
5th, sa. giittje d'cau, a canton erm. and fith, in right of his
mother, the heiress of Edwards, of Cerrig Llwydion, per
chev. gu. and az. a chev. erm. cotiscd or, betw. three
Saracen.s' heads coupcd ppr.
Crest
A naked dexter arm,
the hand holding a scyniitar all ppr. Jl/o((o^Ffyddlawn ir
Gwirionrdd.
Bichards (Rew, co. Devon). Ar. a fess fusily sa. betw. two
barrulcts gu. Crest— A paschal lamb pass. ar. staff and
banner ppr.
Bichards (Islcworth, co. Middlesex ; John Richards, of
that place, Visit. Middlesex, 1603, son of Christopher
Bichabds, of Rew, co. Devon). Same Arms and Crest.
Bichards (Hammersmith, co. Middlesex; granted 1703).
Enn. a fess sa. colised gu. charged with five lozenges
CrfH On a cbapcau gu. (another, sa.) turned up
or.
erm. a lamb pass. ar. resting the dexter paw on a lozenge
:

;

;

—

—

«r.
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ppr.

Bichards

(Eathaspick and Park, co. Wexford

Fortescue, Ulster,

1802, to

granted by
John Loots Gideon Ernest
;

Prebenton Wilmsdorff, Captain of the 1st Regt. of
Dutch troops in the sovvice of George III., a naturalised
subject of the United Kingdom, upon his assuming, by royal
licence, the .surname of

Richards, in consequence of his
marriage with Martha, eldest d.au. and co-heiress of
Bichabds, Esq., of Bathaspick, who was
Thomas
grandson of Thomas Richards, Esq., of Park, by Jane
CoDD, his wife, dau. and co-hciress of Nicholas Codd, Esq.,
of Rathaspick and Castletown, co. Wexford, and greatgrandson of Thomas Richards, Esq., of Park. The heir
male and head of Richards, of Bathaspick and Park now
is John Richards, Esq., of Barnagh, ,1.P. co. Mayo, grandson of John Richards, Esq., of Dublin, Barrister-at-law, who
was brother of the above Thomas Richards, Esq., of Rathaspick: another brother, Richard Richards, was grandfather
of the late Right Hon. John Richards, Baron of the Court
of Exchequer in Ireland). .Sa. a chov. betw. three fleurs-delis ar.
Crest
A griffin's held erased ar. Motto— In Deo

—

confUlo.

Bichardson

(co.

of the city of
Visit.

Durham,

Durham confirmed

Durham,
1015).

;

to

John Richardson.

Solicitor-General to the Palatinate.

on a chief

Sa.

ar. three lions' head.-;

—

Cresl
On a mural crown
erased crniines, langued gu.
or,
a lion's head erased ermines, langued gu. crowned
with an earl's coronet of the Hist.

Bichardson

Thomas Richardson, Esq., of
(co. Durham
the liriary, Shotlcy ISridge, co. Durham, i. 1832, son of
Jonathan Richard.son). Erm. on a chief ar. three lions'
heads erased gu., quartering. Per saltire or and uz. a saltire
erm., for Backrocse, in the centre fess point a crescent for
;

AA

di£F.

Crest

—A

chaplets vert.
holding in the

acquiritur honos.

Richardson

(North Bierley, co. York; derived from
Nicholas Richardson, of the co. of Durham, who settled
and purchased the North Bierley estate.
in
1661,
in CO. York
The last direct male heir, the Rev. Henry Rich abdson, M.A.,

—

Park, CO. Carmarthen, is its present representative). Same
Arms as Richardson, of the Briary, co. Durham. Crest
On a mural crown or, a lion's head erased of the arms.
Motto Fretio prudentia prsestat.

—

—

Same Arms, a

(Goring, co. Sussex).

fleur-

Richardson

(Field House,

Whitby,

Richardson,

Esq.,

York; borne by
House, and
Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-law, B.A., Exeter Coll., Oxford,
1830, third in descent from Christopher Richardson, Esq.,
of Whitby, J. P. and D.L.). Ar. three chaplets of roses ppr.,
quartering Botnton and Addison
Crest
A dexter arm
erect couped at the elbow, holding in the hand a broken
sword ppr.
Motto Quod honestum est decet.
Richardson (Dunsfold and Hambledon, co. Surrey';
descended from Richardson, of Bierley, co. York, through
Bichabd Richaedson, Esq., of Bierley, d. 1654: his youngest
son, the Rev. Joseph Richardson, Rector of Dunsford and
Hambledon, co. Surrey, 6. 1648, d. 1742, leaving one son,
Joseph Richardson, Esq., of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-law,
6. 16a9, had a son and heir, William Westbrook Richardson,
High Sheriff co. Sussex, 1770, who had four sons, William,
John, Lawrence, and Thomas the three elder dying s. p.,
the estates and representation devolved on the issue of Thomas
Eichardson, of Warminghurst Park, b. 1732, who d. 1797,

CuBisTOPHEB

co.

of

Field

—

—

:

leaving three sons who d. s. p., when the representation of
the family devolved on Maegeeson, of Finden Place, co.
Suffolk).
Sa. on a chief ar. three lions' heads erased of
Crest Out of a mural crown or, a dexter
the field.
arm in armour couped at the elbow, brandishing a
falchion ar. the grip vert, hilt and pommel or. Motto
Sibi

—

—

constet.

Richardson

(Ripon, co. York, 1649). Az. on a chief or,
three lions' heads erased of the field. Crest A lion's head
erased or, a chaplet vert.
Richardson (Painsthorpe, Kirby-under-Dale, co. York;

—

18

Sept.

1816,

to

Chaeles Richaedson,

Esq.,

of Painsthorpe, Capt. R.N., C.B.). Erm. a naval crown or,
encircled by two branches of oak vert, on a chief az. an
anchor erect betw. two lions' heads erased of the second
Crest Out of a naval crown or, the sails ar. a lion's head,
ermines surmounting an anchor in bend sinister of the
first.
Motto Memores fecere-merendo.

—

—

Richardson

(Riccall Hall, co.

York

;

Woemlet Edward

Eichaedson, Esq., of Riccall Hall, Captain 5th West York
Militia, 6. 1809, only son of Toft Richaedson, Esq., and
liis wife, relict of Cbristophee Woemlet, Esq., Lord of the
Manor of Riccall). Gu. on a chief indented ar. three lions
ramp. sa. Cre.it A demi lion grasping a thistle in the dexter
claw ppr. Motto— Firmus inflrmis.
Richardson (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a chief gu. three lions'
heads erased or.
Richardson (Lynn Regis, co. Norfolk). Or, on a chief sa.

—

three lions' heads erased of the

and pommel

or.

Richardson

(Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester borne by Conon
Richardson, Esq., of Tewkesbury, High Bailiff of Tewkesbury under the charter of Queen Elizabeth and James 1., in
the years 1602, 1610, and 1620, son of Thomas Richaedson,
Esq., of Pershore, co. Worcester).
Ar. on a chief sa. three
lions' heads erased of the field.
Richardson (Chawston, co. Worcester; recorded temp,
Charles I., as the arms of Stephen Richabdson, son of
Stephen Richardson, and grandson of Stephen RicuasoSON,
of Chawston).
Ar. on a chief sa. three lions'
heads erased of the field.
Crest
An armed arm couped
at the elbow, grasping in the hand a broken sword both
;

—

ppr.

Richardson

(Hallow, co. Worcester; assigned to Richab!>60N, of Hallow, CO. Worcester; in an heraldic MS. dated
1670). Ar. on a chief sa. three lions' heads erased of the

confirmed at Visit. London by
St. George, 1634, to Heney Richaedson, citizen of London,
eldest son of Thomas Richaedson, of Pershore, co. WorcesAr. on a chief sa. three lions' heads of the first, a
ter).
crescent for diff.
Crest
On a marquess's coronet a dexter
arm in armour couped at the elbow lying fessways, in the
gauntlet a sword erect all ppr. Major Edwabd Richaedson,
second son of William Richaedson, Esq., descended from
this family, had these arms, and the following crest, viz.,
An armed man holding a sword with a bush of thorns at
the end ppr. the sword hilt and pQmmcl sa., confirmed
to him by Roberts, Ulster, 22 May, 1G47, he having
been on service with the King's troops in Ireland, under

—

Mount and

Castle, in 1642

and following years,

d.

circ. 1698.

Richardson

(Iron
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Acton,

co.

Richardson

(Southwark, co. Surrey, temp. Charles I.). Or,
bars gu. on the 1st and 3rd three martlets of the
field, two and one, a chief barry nebulae of four ar. and az.
a crescent for diff.
Richardson (co. Middlesex; granted 17 June, 1749, to the
Rev. Michael Richaedson, of the parisli of St. George
the Martyr, co. Middlesex, A.M., Fellow of Queen's College,
Oxford, and son of William Richardson). Or, on a chief
flory sa. three lions' heads erased of the field.
Crest A lioo
of St. Mark sejant, wings endorsed and erect ar. collared
flory counterflory gu. reposing the dexter paw on a garb
three

—

or.

Richardson

Gloucester).

Ar.

three

Broad

London

granted to AlexBroad Street, in
the city of London). Per fess or and sa. a pale engr. in
chief three lions' heads erased counterchanged. Crest
unicorn's head erased erm. armed, crinea, and tufted or,
charged with a bend engr. gu. thereon three plates. Moito
(Old

Street,

ander Haywood Richardson,

;

Esq., ol Old

—

— Virtute

acquiritur honos.

Richardson

(co. Middlesex; St. John Richaedson, Esq.,
London, sixth son of Francis
Richardson, Esq., and Euzabeth, his wife, only dau. ©f
Edwabd, first Earl iVinlerton, and grandson of William
Richardson, Esq., Accountant-General of the Hon. East
India Company).
Erm. on a chief sa. three lions' heads
erased ar. Crest An arm couped at the elbow and vested,
holding in the hand a broken sword all ppr.
Richardson (co. Middlesex granted to Charles Thomas
Richardson, Esq., of Albion Street, Hyde Park, co. Middlesex, eldest son of John George Richardson, late of Sydney,
New South Wales, merchant). Per pale ar. and or, on a
chief nebuly sa. a star of six points betw. two Uons' heads
erased of the second. Crest In front of a dexier arm
embowed in armour grasping a scymilar all ppr. a lioa's
head erased or. Afoao— Con^tans fidei.
Richardson (cos. Gloucester and Middlesex; confirmed,
1588, to Ferdinando Richardson, of the Privy Chamber, and
Ar. on a chief sa.
CO. Gloucester, by Cooke, Clarenceux).
three lions' heads erased of the field. Crest An arm couped
at the elbow in armour ppr. grasping in the hand a broken
sword, hilt and pommel or, blade ar. The original name
of this family appears to have been Hebobne or Hetboene. In Harl. MS. 1551, the arms following appear: Gu.
on a chev. ar. a cinquefoil of the field betw. two lions
Crest
A buckle
pass, of the last, an annulet or, for diff.
Motto Amatc invicem. These arms are assigned to Sir
or.
Ferdinando Hebobne, Knt., of Tottenham High Cross,

of

5,

Stanley Gardens,

—

;

—

—

—

—

CO. Middlesex,

first.

Richardson (co. Worcester;

Colonels

first, hilt

field.

de-lis for diff.

granted

Crest

—

of the

assumed the surname and arms of Ccbber, and d. 1784,
leaving an only child, Feances Maey RirHABDsoN-CtJBREK,
Sa. on a chief ar. three lions'
of Kildwick and Bierley).
heads erased of the first. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a dexter arm in armour couped at the elbow, brandishing
a falchion ar. the grip vert, hilt and pommel gold.
Ricliardsoii (Pantygwydyr, co. Glamorgan; this family
claims descent from the Richardsons, of Durham, and is
immediately derived from John Richardson, J. P., of
Swansea, co. Glamorgan, whose eldest son, John Cbow
EiCHAEbsoN, Esq., J. P., of Pantygwydyr, and Glanbrydan

Richardson

—A

dexter cubit arm erectin armonr,
hand ppr. a filchion.
Richardson (co. Gloucester; granted 1588). Ar. on a
chief sa. three lions' heads erased of the first.
Crest
cubit arm ar. holding in the hand ppr. a broken sword. blad«

J/bffo— Virtute

head erased ppr.

lion's

sio
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Groom of the Privy Chamber

to

Queen

Eliza-

beth, 1596, and third in destent from Christopher Heborne,
alias Richardson. In Harl. MS. 1541, his arms are given

as follows: Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Heborne, as above, without the cinquefoil; 2nd and 3rd, Richardson, as above; and
this coat

was confirmed

Richardson

to

him

in 1608.

Norfolk; confirmed 3 Feb.
Uichabdson, Knt., of Honingham, co.
Common Pleas, by Sir
Or, on a chief sa. three
Richard St. George, Clarenceux).
lions' heads erased of the field, quartering, Erm. on a canton
Crest
On a ducal coronet ppr. a dexter
az. a saltire ar.
gauntli-t fessways sa. garnished or, holding a sword erect,
See Richaedson, Lord
hilt and pommel gold, blaUe ar.
Cramond.
Richardson (Rev. Henry Kemp Richardson, M.A., Rector
of Leire, co. Leicester, and Rural Dean). Gu. on a chev(lloningliam, co.

1627, to Sir Tho.mas

Norfolk, Lord Chief Justice of the

—
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engr. ar. a cinqaefoil betw. two lions pass, counter-pass.
of the first, in chief two crosses patt^e of the second.
Crest A stork ppr. charged on the breast with a cinquefoil and resting the dexter foot on an escutcheon gu.
thereon a cross pattee ar.
Confido in proviMotto

—

—

(Thomas Sheppebd

Bichabdson,

Esq.,

of

HUder's Court, in the parish of Chiddingly, co. Sussex).
Az. on a bend invectcd betw. two fleeces ar. a garb
betw. two roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
IsCrest
suant from a wreath of oak vert, fructed or, a cubit arm
erect ppr. grasping a hammer sa. Motto
In Deo et in ipso

—

—

confide.

Hichardson

(Rotherhithe, co. Surrey ; granted 27 Nov.
RicHABDsoK, of CO. Surrey, merchant, son
and heir of John Hichardson, of Eotherhithe, and of
Newdigate, in the same co.).
Or, three palets gu. on
a chief embattled vert as many lions' heads erased of
the first.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a demi
lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a guidon ar.
charged with a slip of oak ppr. fructed, the staff and tassels

WiLUAM

—

gold.

JBichardson

(Southwark, co. Surrey; confirmed at Visit.
Surrey, 1623, by Thompson and Vincent, Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Wiluam Bichabdson, of Southwark,
son and heir of John Bichabdson, of Bassall or Boskell, co.
York, who m. Isabel Hart, of Botrington). Ar. on a chief
sa. three lions' heads erased of the field.
Kichardson (Ferring, co. Sussex). Sa. on a chev. ar.
three lions' heads erased ermines.
Out of a msral
Crest
coronet or, a cubit arm holding in the gauntlet a falchion

—

ppr.

BIO

on a chief ar. three lions' heads erased
ermines, langued gu. Crest On a mural crown or, a lion's
head gu. Motto Pretio prudentia praestat.
Bicliardson (granted 11 June, 1830, to Samuel Rich ardsow,
Sa.

—

—

Upper York Street, Portman Square, co. Middlesex, Capt.
Marine Service, H.E.I.C, Bombay Establisliment,
son of William Bichardson, of Hackney, co.
Middlesex, and grandson of John Richardson, of London).
Az. a lion ramp, supporting an anchor erect with a cable or,
on a chief wavy erm. an Eastern crown of the second
betw. two lions' heads erased sa.
Crest
A mount vert,
thereon in front of a dexter cubit arm vested in the uniform
of the East India Company's Marine, the hand grasping a
scymitar ppr. pommel and hilt gold, an anchor in bend
sinister with a cable of the last.
Motto Mea anchora
of

in the

dentia.

Bichardson

1765, to

Durham).

pommel and

hilt or.

Bichardson

(co. Warwick ; granted 23 May, 1647.
This
family is stated to have lived for the last two centuries at
Toldish Hall, Foleshill, Coventry, co. Warwick, which was
sold on the majority of the late heir, Bichabd Bichabdson,
Esq.). Ar. on a chief sa. three leopards' or lions' heads
erased of the first, a crescent for diff. C) Mi— An armed arm
holding a sword enflled with a cbaplet of thorns ppr. hilt

and pommel

Bichardson

(Great Dunmow, co. Essex; borne by Rev.
Hebbebt Henlet Richabdson, M.A., of St. Mary Hall, Oxford, Hon. Canon of Cumbrae, N.B., eldest son of Fredebick
Alexandeb Bichabdson, and grandson of the Rev. Dr.

Bichabdson, Bector of Great Dunmow, co. Essex. This
is believed to have originated either from co. NorthCO. Gloucester).
Ar. on a chief sa. three lions'
heads erased of the field.
CresI
A cubit arm erect in
armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a sword rompu ar. hilt
and pommel or. Motto Fac et spero.

family

ampton or

—

—

(Broughton, co. Salop; confirmed at Visit.
Salop, 1623, by Treswell and Vincent, Deputies of Camden,
Clarenceux, to Joshua Bichabdson, of Broughton, son of
Thomas Richabdson, of Whitchurch). Ar. three chaplets
vert, quartering, Ar. on a mount vert a btdl statant gu.
armed or, for Bidlet.

Bichardson

(co.

—

—

virtus.

Bichardson (Aher Hirnant,

co. Merioneth
descended from
a younger son of Bichabdson, of Knockshinnock, co. Dumfries).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chief sa. three lions*
heads erased of the first; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a naked man with
arms extended ppr. (formerly represented as hanging on a
gallows).
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head
couped erm. horned gold. Motto Virtute acquiritur honos.
Bichardson. Per fess ar. and az. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Bichardson (conflrmedbyEoberts, Ulster, 1647, to Edward
Richabdson, captain under command of Col. James Castle,
second son of William Bichabdson; descended from
Bichardson, of Pershore, co. Worcester). Ar. on a chief sa.
three leopards' heads erased of the first, a crescent for diff.
Oreit— An armed arm holding a sword with a bush of thorns
at the end all ppr. pommel and hill sa. Motto Plus spinis

Huntingdon

;

borne by Bowlet Bichard-

son, Esq., Superintendent of the India Branch, Admiralty,
London, 6. 1822, son of William Bichardson, Vice-Admiral
E.N., and grandson of William Bichabdson, Dispenser of the
Royal Naval Hospitals at Plymouth and Haslar, and greatgrandson of William Bichabdson, gent., co. Hunting-

Az. on a chief or, three lions' heads erased of
langued gu. in the dexter base an anchor, in the
sinister a staff raguly, both bendwise, of the second. Crest—

ferro.

(Thomas Bich.\rdsoi', Auditor of the Public

Becords in Ireland, temp. Chales II.; Fun. Ent. of his wife,
Ulster's Office, 1652).
Or, a fess sa. betw. three chaplets
vert.

Bichardson

(Oaklands,

—

Bichardson

(co.

Kent; Bev. Mr. Bichabdson, Master of

the Free School, Blackheath, 1726).

ramp, couped

Ar. three demi lions

sa.

Bichardson

(Wilton Hoase, Eltham, co. Kent; confirmed
to GoiLDFOBD Bichabdson, Esq., father of Walter H.
Bichabdson, Esq., of Wilton House, whose grandfather,
James M. Bichardson, of Bierley, co. York, 6. 1769,
settled in London).
Sa. on a chief ar. three lions' heads
•rased of the field.
Crejit
Out of a mural crown or, a
dexter arm armed, holding a falchion ar. grip vert, hilt

—

and pommel

or.

Bichardson

(Nantle Hall).
Sa. on a chief ar. three lions
heads craacd ermines. Crett
Out of a mural crown or, a
head erased ermines, crowned with an carl's coronet
gold, pearls ar.
Motto Trust in God.

lion s

—

—

Bichardson-Qardner

(Gloucester;

Rodebt Bichabdbon-

Gabdneb, Esq., of Cowley Manor, co. Gloucester, J.l'.,
Deputy-Lieutenant for the Tower Hamlets, and M.T. for the
twrough of Windsor, who claims descent from Bicuasdson, of

854

of

Hugh

on her assuming, by royal
licence, 1865, the surname and arms of Richardson, in lieu
of Massy). Or, a fess per saltire gu. and erm. betw. in
chief a bull's head couped and in base a galley sa. (to be
borne on an escutcheon of pretence on the shield of arms of
her husband).

Bichardson

(Augher, co. Tyrone, settled in Ireland after
the Rebellion of 1641 ; Archibald Richardson, temp. William III., m. the dau. and heir of Sir James Erskine, Knl., of

Augher;

William Richabdson,

grand nephew, was

his

created a bart. 1787, and was ancestor of Sir John RichardsoN-BuNBUBT, Bart., of Castle Hill). Az. on a fess ar. betw.
an ancient galley, sails furled, in chief, and a saltire in base
Ci-est
all or, a bull's head couped sa.
A lion ramp. erm. in
the mouth a trefoil slipped vert, holding betw. the forepaws
a torteau charged with a cross crosslet or.
Bichardson-Brady. See Bbadt.
Bichardson-Bunbury, Bart. See BcNnoBT.
Bichardson (Stcabt-Richakdson). See Stcabt, Earl of
Castle Stewart.
Bichardson (Lord Cramond, in Peerage of Scotland;
dormant since 1735. Sir Tho.mas Riciiahdson, Lord Chief
Justice of Common Pleas, m. first, Ursula, third dau. of

—

whom

in armour coupcd at the elbow, holding in the
ppr. a sword, blade ar. hilt and pommel or.
Motto
Virtute acqairitur honos.

Tyrone; exemplified to Mrs.

of Oaklands,

John Southwell,

hand

co.

Aogdsta Liviscount Richabdson-Massv, widow

the

An arm

—

—

quam

Bichardson

don).

field,

;

—

Masst, Esq.,

sa.

Bichardson

second

Esq.,

of

Barnham

Hall,

co. Suffolk,

by

sons and seven daus., of whom one son
and four daus. survived him. He m. secondly, Elizabeth,
eldest dau. of Sir Thomas Beaumont, of Stoughton Gi'angc,
CO. Leicester, by whom he had no issue. Sho was created
Baroness Cromond, in Scotland, by letters patent dated
28 Feb. 1628-9, with remainder to the surviving son of the
Chief Justice by his first wife). Or, on a chief sa. three
lions' heads erased of the field, on a canton az. a St. Andrew's
cross ar.
Crest
A unicorn's head erm. issuing from a
ducal coronet or. Supporters Two horses erm. Motto
Virtute acquiritur honos.
Bichardson (Bryntyfryd Pwllheli, co. Carnarvon descended
from Richardson, of Knockshinnock, co. Dumfries, rlaiming through them to represent Richabdson, of Norfolk,
Baron Cramond; H. T. Richardson, Esq., of Bryntyfryd,
Pwllheli, CO. Carnarvon, and late of Aber Hirnant, co.
Merioneth, the present representative, is second son of
IIenrt Richardson, Esq., of Aber Hirnant, J. P. and D.L.,

he had

five

—

—

—

;

and grandson of Samuel Richardson, E.sq., of Hcnsol
Glamorgan, whose father, James Richardson,
was second son of Richardson, of
Knockshinnock). Ar. on a chief sa. three lions' heads erased
of the field, quartering, Sa. a naked man with arms extended
Crett—Qa a ducal coronet or, a uuicorn'i
ppr.| for Dalzkll.
Castle, CO.

Esq., of Knockshinnock,

;

BIO
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head coup«d enn. homed gold.

Motto—Virtute

acquiritur

honos.

mchardson

(Pencaitland, co. Haddington,

now

Pitfour,

Or, on a fess az. betw. a bull's head
and a galley in base, her oars erected in
saltire of the last, flags displ. gu. a saltire couped ar., for
BiCHARDSON, quartering, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued of the second,
all within a bordure of the fourth, for Stewab^, of Urrard
az. three garbs or, for Cdmmino; ar. on a bend az. three
buckles or, for Leslie; gyronny of eight or and sa., for
Ortst
Campbell.
A dexter arm in armour grasping a
dagger in pale all ppr.
Supporters A wyvem and an
CO. Perth, bart., 1630).

couped

in chief sa.

—

—

eagle, both ppr.

Jlfotto—Virtute acquiritur honos.
(Edinburgh, 1672). Or, on a fess indented az.,
betw. a bull's head couped in chief and a lymphad, oars in saltire in base sa. a saltire couped ar.
CreU A bull's head
conped ppr. AfoHo^'Virtute et robore.
Kichardson (Scotland, 1740). Or, on a fess az. betw. a
bull's head couped in chief and a thistle in base vert, a salCrest
tire couped ar.
A lion ramp, per fess or and az.
holding in his forepaw a laurel garland ppr. Motto Virtuti

Kichardson

—

—

—

paret robur.

Bichardson

(East India Navy, 1768).
Or, on a fess az.
betw. a bull's head couped in chief sa. and in base a ship at
anchor, sails furled and hulk on fire ppr. a saltire couped
ar.
Crest
A dexter hand in armour couped at the wrist,
grasping a broadsword in pale ppr. Motto Virtute acquiritur honos.
Bichardson (Keithock, co. Forfar, 1793). Or, on a fess
az. betw. a bull's hend couped in chief sa. and a hawthorn
tree springing out of a mount in base vert, a saltire couped
Crest
ar.
A unicorn's head ar. homed and maned or.
Motto "Virtute honor.
Bichardson (Edinburgh, 1836). Or, on a fess engr. az.
betw. a bull's head couped in chief and a galley in base with
oars in saltire sa. two fleurs-de-Us ar. a bordure gu. charged
with eight bezants.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour, the
band grasping a broadsword erect in pale ppr. Motto— \iitute acquiritur honos.
Bichardson (Balston, co. Renfrew, 1858). Or, on a fess az.
betw. a bull's head couped in chief sa. and a galley in base
oars in action of the lost, flagged gu. a saltire couped betw.
two unicorns trippanc ar.
Crest
Issuing out of a ducal
coronet or, a unicorn's head ar. homed, maned, and unguled
of the first. Motto
Virtute acquiritur honos.
Bichardson (Hartfield, co. Renfrew, 1869). As the last,
with a bordure az. for diff. Same Crest and Motto.
Bichdale. Sa. an inescutcheon within an orle of eight
martlets ar.
Bicher. Ar. on a bend az. three mullets or.
Bichers (co. Norfolk). Ar. three annulets az.
Bichers. Lozengy or and gu.
Bichmond, Iiennox, and Gordon,
of. See

—

—

——

—

—

—

Duke

Lennox.
Cumberland, temp.
Henry VIII., afterwards of Catterlen; Chbibtofheb Richmond, Esq., of Highead Castle, m. Mable, dau. and co-heir
of John Vaox, Esq., of Catterlen; the dau. and eventual
heiress of Cbkistopheb Richmond, Esq., of Highead and
Catterlen, m. John Hotchinson, Esq., of Framwell Gate).
Gu. two bars gemel and a chief or.
Bichmond, alias
(Stewley, co. Buckingham, and
(Highead

Castle,

co.

Webb

co. WilU).

Ar. a cross patonce az. betw. four
Crest
A tilting spear ar.
headed or, broken in three parts, one piece erect, the
other two in saltire, enflled with a ducal coronet gold.
(co. Cumberland).
Ar. a fess engr. betw. six
estoiles (another, mullets) gu.

—

Bichmond

Erm. on a chief sa.
a mount vert an eagle,
wings expanded erm. the beak and feathers on the back of
the bead and tip of the tail or.
(co. York).
Gu. two bars gemel or, a chief
griffin

pass.

or.

co. Norfolk).

Crest

—On

Bichmond
ar.

Bichmond.

Az. (another, gu.) a sun in glory or; antwo bars and a chief or; another, Gu. on a chief ar.
two bars gemel az.; another, Per fess gu. and ar. a cross
patonce betw. four mullets counterchanged; another, Barry
of six or and gu. (another, or and az.); another, Az. a bend
cotised or, betw. six lions ramp, of the second.
Bichmond (Scotland). Chequy or and az. a canton erm.
Crest A mullet gu. betw. two palm branches orlcways
ert.
Bichmond. Same Arms, a border gu.
Bichmond, To^ti of (co. York). Gu. an orle ar. over all
a bend erm. Crest A rose gu. crowned or.
other, Gu.

—

—

855
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ppr.

Bichtie.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three annulets ar. as many
Crest
A cubit arm holding a cross moline.
(Evenjobb, co. Radnor an ancient family in that
CO. frequently High Sheriffs of the co., allied by marriage to
Vauouan of Hergest, Vaughan of Forthamell, Bull of Doun-

—

torteaux.

Bickards

;

Tatlob of Broad heath, Withebstonb of the Lodge,
Mtnobs of Treago, Baskebvills of Aberedow, &c. one of
the family, whose monument remains in Old Radnor Church,
was Auditor of Wales to Charles I.
a junior branch
fleld,

;

;

Glamorgan, in the 17th century,
were also seated in
cos. Hereford and Somerset).
Ar. on a bend. engr. vert
three garbs or, quartering Tatlob and BonLcoTT. Crest
Out of the battlements of a tower ppr. a talbofs head ar.

settled at Llantrissant, co.

and

still

exists there; other branches

—

collared vert, ringed or.
(Beeston, co. Nottingham; a younger branch of
RiCKABDs, of Evenjobb, co. Radnor). Ar. on a bend gu.
three garbs or.
Crest Out of the battlements of a tower
ppr. a demi talbot ar. collared gu.
Motto Eslo quod ease

Bickards

—

—

videris.

Bickards

(Samitei. Biceabds, Esq., of Westminster). Gu.
three garbs in bend or, within two bendlets ar. all betw.
two lozenges vair. Crest A tower masoned ppr. charged
with three annulets conjoined in triangle gu. within the
battlements a talbot couchant also ppr.
Bickart (Auchnacant, afterwards Arnage, Scotland). Or, a
chev. sa. in chief a cinquefoil gu. Crest
A dexter band
issuing out of a cloud ar. holding a shield or, two broken
arrows lying near ppr. Motto Praemonitus praemunitus.
Bickeseis (Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office. 1642, Captain
Abbaham Bickeseis, Sheriff of that city). Quarterly, per
pale indented erm. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a
lion pass. ar. a fess chequey or and vert.
Bickets. Erminois a chev. betw. three roses gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp, guard, holding in the dexter paw a
battle axe all ppr.
Bicketts (Jamaica and Combe, co. Hereford; granted
3 Nov. 1773 William Bicabds, as the name was originally
spelt, served at the
conquest of Jamaica, holding a
captain's commission in 1665, which commission being made
out to Bicketts, he and his descendants have ever since so
designated themselves one of his sons, William, founded
the family of Bicketts in North America and another,
Geobge, settled at Canaan, in Jamaica, and was MajorGeneral of the Militia of the colony bis grandson, Geobok
Cbawtobd Ricketts, Barrister-at-law, became AttorneyGeneral and Member of Council at Jamaica, and returning
to England in 1802, purchased soon after the estate of
Combe, co. Hereford be m. the youngest dau. of Nicholas
Boubke, Esq., and was father of Thomas Bocibke Bicketts,
Esq., of Combe, whose son is Geobge Cbawfobd Bicketts,
From William Henbt Bicketts, a
Esq., of Combe
younger son of Major-General Geobge Bicketts, of Canaan,
descends Viscount St. yincenl). Erminois on a chev. betw.
three roses gu. two swords in chev. ppr. pommels and hilts
or, their points crossing each other in saltire, the dexter surmounting the sinister. Crest — An arm embowed habited
erminois, charged on the arm with two roses gu. cuffed az.
the hand ppr. grasping a scymitar ar. hilt and pommel or.
Quid verum atque decens.
Crest
Bicketts (Twyford House, co. Hants). Same Arms and

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

Crest.

Bicketts

fleurs-de-lis sa.

Bichmond (Hedenbam,
a

1 Aug. 1759).
Or, on a chev. engr. ermines betw. two roses in chief and a
lion pass, reguard. in base gu. four barruleta wavy ar.
Crest— An eagle displ. sa. holding in the dexter talon
an olive branch vert, and in the sinister a thunderbolt

;

Bichmond

Bedbome,

RIC

Bichter, alias Bider (London; granted

(Dorton House, co. Buckingham ; Chables Aitbbet
Bicketts, Esq., of Dorton). Ar. on a chev. engr. betw.

three quatrefoils gu. an escallop of the field betw. two
scymitars chevronwise ppr. Crest Issuant from a wreath
of quatrefoils gu. an arm embowed vested ar. charged
with two escallops also gu. the band holding a scymitar
ppr.
Bicketts (The Elms, co. Gloucester, bart.). Ar. on a chev.
az. betw. three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr. two swords
in chev. also ppr. pommels and hilts or, their points crossing
each other in saltive (the dexter surmounted of the sinister)
and passing through a wreath of laurel gold, on a chief of
the second a naval crown beneath two anchors erect or.
Crest
Out of a naval crown or, a dexter arm embowed
habited az. charged on the sleeve with two roses ar.
the hand grasping a scymitar, the arm in front of aa
anchor in bend sinister sa. Motto Prend moi tel que je

—

—

—

suis.

Bicketts

(Jacob Wilcox Bickktts, Esq., Bcdiand

Hill, co.

:

—

(London, and Aylesbury, co. Buckingham). Sa. a
Crest
a fess dancettee or, in chief two eagles displ. ppr.
A hawk's lure or, stringed sa. betw. two wings ppr. Motto
Deeds, not words.
Sickman. Or, three piles az. surmounted with as many

—

—

bars gu. over

a buck pass.

all

sa.

Kychthorne

(London, and Babingchequyor andaz. betw. three
A buck pass.
lions' heads erased of the second. Crest
ppr. attired or, in the mouth a rose gu. stalked and leaved

£ickth.orne, or

Sa. a fess

ton, CO. Somerset).

—

vert.

Sicord.

on a cross motine

Or,

sa. five

(CO. Lancaster; originally of AbbePer pale gu. and or, three griffins' heads
erased counterchanged, on a chief az. a fleur-de-lis betw.
two roses of the second. Crest A grifBn's head erased.
Bicroft. Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three mullets

France).

—

or.

Bidall, Riddall, or Ridhull

Or, on

(co. Hertford).

a

az. (another, sa.) three Catharine wheels ar.
Rydell. Sa. on a fess betw.
three owls ar. five crosses formtSe of the first.
Eiddell (that ilk, co. Roxburgh, bart., 1628). Ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three ears of rye slipped and bladed ppr. Crest

bend

Biddall, Ridall, or

—

—

greyhound ppr.
Supporters Two greyhounds
collared gu. Motto
1 hope to share.
Biddell (Granton, 1731; borne by the eminent legal antiquary, John Riddell).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two ears of
rye in chief, and a pinnace with oars in action in base ppr.
A greyhound erect ppr. Motto Row and retake.
Crest
Biddell (Glenriddell, Scotland). Ar. a chev. engr. gu. betw.
A demi greyhound
three stalks of rye slipped ppr. Crest
Supporters Two hounds ar. collared gu. their leashes
ar.
tied up of the last, on the dexter collar the word Hab, on
the sinister, Shar. Mottoes
Over the crest, Hab shar;

demi

—

—

—

—

—

—

below the shield

(Cavers, co. Roxburgh, 1828). Quarterly,
on a chev. ar. three mullets of the field, a
bordure chequy of the second and first, for Carre 2nd and
3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three ears of rye slipped and
bladed ppr., for Riddell.
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr.
attired with ten tynes or.
Motto—Tout droit.
Bidden (Ardnamurchan and Sunart, co. Argyll, bart., 1778).
Or, three piles in point gu. surmounted of a bend az.
Crest
A hand issuing from the coronet of a French count holding a baton all ppr. Supporters Dexter, a female, in her
exterior hand three ears of rye sinister, a knight in complete armour.
Motto Utile et dulce.
Biddell (co. Northumberland Sir Jordan de Ridel held
lands in co. Northumberland, temp. Edward I. Thomas
Biddell, Esq., of Fenham, sold that estate 1695, and purchased Swinburne, where he settled; his great-grandson,
Thomas Riddell, Esq., of Swinburne Castle, to. Elizabeth,
dau. and heiress of Edward Horslet Widdrinoton, Esq.,
of Felton, CO. Northumberland).
Ar. a fess betw. three
rj'e sheaves az.
Cresl
A demi lion coupcd or, holding a ryesheaf az. Motto
Dcus solus aaget aristas.
Biddell (Chcesbum Grange, co. Northumberland descended
from Ralph, second son of Thomas Riddell, Esq., of Swinburne Castle, by Mart, his wife, sister and co-heir of
Ralph WiDDRiNfiTON, Esq., of Cbccsburn Grange). Same
Aniis, Cri":l, and Motto.
Biddershall. Sa. on three bends ar. as many lions' heads

and

4th, gu.

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

erased of the

Biddock

field.

Or, a pelican in her nest gu. in chief
Cresl— A. hind's head erased. Motto Tu

(Scotland).

two mullets

az.

—

nc cede malls.

Bidell

and gu. a bend sa.
Bidell, alias Bonner (co.s. Gloucester and Oxford;
granted 1,^74).
I'aly of six or and gu. on a chief az. three
lions ramp, of the first.
Ce'l A talbot's head couped ar.
collared az. garnished and ringed or.
Bidell (cos. Lancaster and Westmoreland). Gu. a lion ramp.
(co. Bedford).

Paly of six

ar.

—

a border indented ar.
(CO. Middlesex).
Gu. a lion ramp, within a bordure
CRKr. ar. (anoihcr, erm.).
or,

Bidell

Bidell

(co.

engr. ar.

Norfolk).

Sa. three martlets within

Creft—A martlet

a bordure

Ridener, or Ridner

(Isle

ar.

;

fess az. betw. three

H56

garbs gu.

and gu. a

of Wight).

griffin

segreant

on a chief gu.

Or,

three bezants.

Ridenshall.

Sa. a chev. or.

(Beare Ferris, co. Devon
John Rider, of Beare
aged 80 years at Visit. Devon, 1620, fourth in
descent from Sir Ralphe Rider, Knt., temp. Henry VI.).
Az. three crescents or. Crest
A crescent or.
Rider (Lord Mayor of London, 1600). Sa. a mullet ar. betw.
three crescents or.
Rider (co. Kent), az. three crescents ar. on a canton
(another, a chief) or, a lion's head erased gu. a border
;

Ferris, 6. 1540,

—

erm.

Rider

(Manchester, co. Lancaster). Az. a chev. betw. three
Crest A crescent ar.
Motto Dum cresco

—

—

crescents ar.
spero.

(The Close of the Cathedral Church, Litchfield granted
Erm. on a chief indented az. three martlets or, each
1722).
holding in the beak a trefoil slipped ar. Crest Out of a
mural crown per pale or and az. a snake erect ppr. holding
in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
Rider (co. Middlesex, co. Stafford, and Ryegate, co. Surrey).
Az. three crescents or. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a
dragon's head ar.
Rider (Seacroft, co. York). Ar. three crescents gu.
Rider (co. York). Ar. on a bend az. three crescents or.
Rider, or Rither. Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents gu.
Ridesdale. Gu. a lion pass, guard, ar.
Ridgre, or Redegre (co. Devon). Gu. a bend fusily erm.
Crest
A hand apaumee, thereon an eye ppr.
Ridgre (Portsmouth, co. Hants). Az. a cross engr. sa.
Ridg'e (CO. Lancaster). Ar. a bend engr. betw. six keys,
four in chief and two in base, interwoven and endorsed sa.
Ridg'e (Chichester, co. Sussex). Gu. a cross engr. ar. in the
dexter chief quarter a trefoil' slipped or. Crest
A peacock
;

—

—

—

—

in pride ar.

Ridg'e (Tyning House,

co. Sussex; originally co. Hants).
Quarterly, gu. and sa. a cro.ss engr. ar. Crest
Out of a
mural coronet two arms embowed, holding an escutcheon.
Ridg'e. Ar. two birds sa.

—

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw.
keys in pairs interlaced at the bows, wards up and outwards of the Inst, a bezant. Crest A stork's head erased ar.
holding in the beak a key sa.
Ridgeley (Sir Roland Ridgelet, knighted by Sir Arthur
Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 5 Nov. 1614). Ar. on
a chev. sa. three mullets of the field.
Ridge'way (Tor, co. Devon; confirmed 4 May, 1602). Sa.
two wings conjoined ar. Crest A dromedary couchant ar.
maned sa. bridle and trappings or.
six

—

—

Ridge'way

{Earl of Londonderry, extinct 1714; SirTBOMAS
RiDGEWAY. son of Thomas Ridgewat, Esq., of Tor, co. Devon,
was created a bart. of England 1612, created Baron cf
Gallen Ridgeway in Ireland 1616, and raised to the earldom,
1622; the fourth earl d. 1714, leaving two daus. his co-heirs
I. Ldcy, m. ARTHtiR, fourth Earl of Donegal, and d.s.p.
1736; IL Frances, m. Right Hon. Thomas Pitt, created

Earl of Londonderry 1726). Same Arms and Crest. SupTwo white falcons ppr. beaked, legged, and belled
porters
or, each gorged with a plain collar per fess gu. and ar. and

—

charged with three roses counterchanged, barbed vert,
seeded gold. Motto Mihi gravato Deus.
( Wildersmoor House, co. Chester
removed there
from Owlarton, temp. Charles II.; present representative,
Isaac Ridgewai, Esq.). Same Armsa.Bd Crest, acrescent for
Motto Mihi gravato Deus.
diff.
Ridge'way (Manchester, Sankey, and Farnworth, co. Lancaster; formerly from Owlarton, co. Chester). Same .^n)i«.
Crest, and Motto.
Ridgeway (Ridgcmount, co. Lancaster). Same Arms and

—

Ridge'way

;

—

Crtst.

Ridgeway

Ar. a fess vair betw. three peaCrest
A hawk ppr.
(co. Devon).
Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw.
peacocks'
heads
erased
az.
crowned
or,
as many trefoils
three
slipped of the last.
Ridge'way (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three parrots'
heads erased az.
Ridgeway, alias Peacock (co. Devon). Ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three peacocks' head.s erased az. ducully gorged
(co.

Devon).

—

cocks' heads erased gu. collared or.

Ridgeway

or, as

many

trefoils slipped of

gu. holding an oiigle's

wing

the

Crest

last.

Crest

— A demi

lion

ar.

Ridge-way, alias Peycock.

ar.

Bidell (Newcastle-on-Tyne). Ar. a fess betw. three garbs az.
Bidell. Or, a bend sa. betw. three pens gu. another, Ar.
a

Per pale

Ridge

Virtus maturuit.

:

Riddell-Carre
1st

Devon).
counterchanged.
(co.

Rider

mullets ar.

Sicroft, or Roycroft

A

Riden

Rider

gold.

Bickford

ville,

BIS

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Itl c

Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three roses, two
and one gu. barbed and seeded ppr. two flaunches of
the second. Crest Out of a chaplet of roses alternately ar.
and gu. a dexter arm embowed in armour or, the hand
within a gauntlet grasping a sword ppr. pommel and hilt
Gloucester).

Sa. three peacocks ar.

— On a mount vert a hawk ppr. wings endorsed, beaked

and legged

Bidgley

or.

(Abright-Husscj,

co.

Salop,

and Longdon,

co.

A

BID

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three mullets pierced of the
Crest
A buck's head erased or.
first.
Bid^ley (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Ofifice, 1662). Ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three roses of the second, barbed vert, seeded or,
a mullet of the first.
Biding:. Ar. a pheon betw. three boars' heads erased sa.
A griffin's head erased ar.
Cre^t
Bidler (Ed^worth, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a mount in base
vert a bull pass. gu.
Bidlesdale, or Ridesdale (co. York). Ar. on threebends sa. as many griffins' heads erased of the first.
Bidlesdon. Ar. on a bend az. three boars' heads couped
or (another, the bend sa.).
Bidlesford. Ar. si.\ escallops sa.
Bidleworth (Peter de Ridleworth, co. Norfolk, 1289).
Stafford).

—

—

—

Crest
A boar's head couped sa.
Northumberland
John Ridley, Esq.,
of Ridley, tern/). Henry VIII.; his dau., Sibill, m. William
Philipps, Citizen of London. Visit. London, 1568). Ar. on
a mount in base vert a bull statant gu.
Bidley (Ridley Hall, CO. Chester, and Willymoteswick and
Waltown, CO. Nortliumberland). Gu. a chev. betw. three
falcons ar., for Wale, alias Ridley, quartering, ar. an ox
pass. gu. through reeds ppr., being the ancient coat of
A greyhound courant ar.
Bidley. Crest
Bidley (Nicholas Ridley, Bishop of London 1550-53, who
was burnt temp. Mary I.). Gu. a chev. betw. three falcons

Vert a bull

Bidley

pass. or.

(Ridley, CO.

;

—

Crest

close ar.

— A bull pass. gu.

Bidley (Heaton Hall,

co. Northumberland, hart.). Quarterly,
on a chev. betw. three falcons ar. as many
Ridley
2nd and 3rd, ar. three cocks' heads
erased sa., for White. Crest A bull pass, the tail turned
over the back gu. Motto Constans fidei.
Bidley (Hark End, co. Northumberland). Gu. on a chev.

1st

and

4th, gu.

pellets, for

;

—

—

—

Crest
A bull pass.
betw. three falcons ar. as many pellets.
the tail extended over the back gu. Motto Constans fldei.
Bidley (Alkington and Linley, CO. Salop). Ar. on a mount
vert a bull standing gu. armed or.
Bidley (co. Salop). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three falcons close

—

or.

—

A greyhound pass. ar. collared gu.
(Tekett and Westwood. co. Northumberland, and co.

Crest

Bidley

Ar. a bull pass. gu. on a mount vert.
Gu. a chev. betw. three falcons ar.
Crest
A greyhound courant ar. collared or.
Bidmer. Ar. a chief indented az. a bend sa.
Bidmore. Gu. three muUets of six points ar. another,
Gu. three estoiles or.
Bidol (Ramesthorpe and Ashley, John Ridol, temp.
Henry III.; his dau. and heir, Matilda, m. Gilbert de
Stoke, ancestor of Hdnt, of Lindon and Barraton, co. RutVisit. Rutland, 1618).
land.
Ar. a fess sa. betw. three
garbs vert.
Bidou (co. Suffolk). Chequy ar. and gu. a cross az.
Bidon. Chequy or and gu. a cross az.
Bidou. Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
Bidout, or Bideout. Az. a trefoil slipped ar. betw. three
mullets or. Crest A savage's head issuing ppr.
Bidout. Az. a trefoil ar. betw^. three estoiles or. Crest
On a mount vert a horse pass. ar. bridled or. Motto—To\xtz
York).

Bidley

(co. Surrey).

—

;

—

—

foitz chevalier.

Bidout.

Per pale ar. and gu. a griffin segreant counterchanged within a boidure engr. or.

Bidpath (that

Angelraw, co. Berwick). Ar.
a chev. engr. betw. three boars' heads erased gu.
Bidsdale (co. York). Per fess gu. and or, a pale counterchanged. Crest A lion's head az.
Bidsdale (Old Hall, near Wakefield, co. York). Or, three
bends sa. each charged with a lion's head erased, on a chief
indented az. three crosses pattee fitchee of the first. Crest
On a mount a lamb pass. ppr. Motto Deus est spes.
Bidver. Or, on a chief gu. three plates.
Bidvers (co. Cornwall). Gu. a griffin segreant or ; another,
Ilk; afterwards

—

—

—

Or, a lion

ramp

az.

Bieval, or Rivaulx Monastery (co.
water bougcts

ar. in pale

a crozier

York).

Gu. three

or.

Bigrate (co. Suffolk). Ar. five lozenges in bend az.
Big'aud. Ar. a lion's gamb erased in bend sinister, claw

—

Crest
A buck's head erased az.
(Burgh, CO. Lancaster). Bendy of six indentad ar.
and az. on a chief sa. three cinquefoils or. Crest A goat's
head sa. bezantee, attire and beard or.
Bigrby (Preston Wiggan, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a cross
patonce sa. five mullets pierced or. Crest An antelope's
head erased or, guttee de sang.
Big'by. Ar. on a cross vert five mullets or; another, Ar.
three bars dancettee az. on a chief sa. as many cinquefoils
or ; another, Ar. on a cross flory sa. five mullets or.

in base sa. a canton gu.

Bi^by

—

—

857

BIL

Bigrby

(Middleton, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. on a cross flory
sa. five mullets or.
Crest
A goat's head erased or.

Bigrby

—

(Hareoke, co. Lancaster, 1567).

Ar. on a cross flory

az. five mullets or.

Big'by

(Layton, co. Lancaster, 1664). Bendy of six indented
ar. and az. on a chief sa. three cinquefoils or.
Crest
goat's head sa. bezantee, horned and bearded or.
Bigrbye (Horrock Hall, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a cross flory
az. five mullets or, quartering Baldwin, viz., Ar. a saltire
sa.
Crest
An antelope's head sa. armed, bearded, and
crined or.

—

—

Big'don (Dowsby,

co. Lincoln). Or, on a pile engr. az. three
crosses crosslet fitchee of the first. Crest
cock's head
ppr. combed and wattled gu. beaked or.

—A

Big'eley, or Bidgrley.

Ar. on a bend az. three lozenges
of the field, each charged with a pheon sa.
Big'g: (Chorlton-on-Medlock, co. Lancaster, 1875). Erm. on
a chev. gu. three annulets or. Crest A cock sa. combed
and wattled gu. Motto Dum vivo cano.
Big'g, or Big'gres. Erm. a cross flory purp.
Big'g: (CO. Cumberland). Erm. on a chev. gu. three annuleta
or.
Crest
A human heart or, charged with a rose gu.
Big'g: (Carbery, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a saltire vert cantoned
with four mullets gu.
Big:gr (Dounfield, co. Fife, 1750). Same Anns. C)-est—A
cock sa. beaked and armed gu. Motto Virtute et labore.
Big'g: (Rigsland, afterwards Morton, Scotland). Vert a saltire
engr. ar. betw. a mullet in chief, two garbs in flanks, and
three roses in base or, a bortture of the third, charged with

—

—

—

—

eight crescents of the

Bigge

(co. Lincoln).

field.
Same Crest and Motto.
Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced

sa.

Bigge

(Wood Broughton, Cartmel, co. Lancaster). Gu. two
bars gemel betw. three escallops ar. Crest A sheldrake
ppr. in the beak an escallop ar. Motto
Festina lente.
Biggeley (co. Stafford). Ar. on a chev. sa. three mullets of
the first. Crest
A buck's head erased or.
Bigges (Farnham, co. Surrey, Southampton, and Stanning,
Gu. a fess vair betw. three water spaniels ar.
CO. Sussex).
each holding in the mouth a birdbolt or, feathered of the
Crest
third.
A talbot pass. gu. eared or, holding in the
mouth a birdbolt gold, feathered ar.
Bigges (London. Visit. London, 1568). Gu. a fess betw.
three water spaniels ar. each holding in the mouth a birdbolt in bend or.
Crest
A water spaniel ar. holding in the
mouth a birdbolt or.
Biggs, or Bygges (Strangle Thorpe, co. Lincoln, and co.
Middlesex).
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three water spaniels ar.
each hol'ding in the mouth a birdbolt or. Crest A talbot
pass. gu. eared or, holding in the mouth a birdbolt gold.
Biggs (Steward of the Household to Charles, Lord Mountjoy.
Lord Deputy of Ireland ; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1600J.
Erm. a cross patonce purp. a mullet for diff.
Bigbtly. Ar. a fess sa.
Bigley (Joseph James Ward Rioley, Esq., of Nottingham).
Erm. a chev. az. betw. two eagles rising in chief sa. and a
sea lion sejant in base ppr. on a chief or, three roses gu.
barbed vert, seeded or. Crest A mount vert, thereon a sea
lion sejant ppr. the forefin supporting an antique shield or,
charged with a rose, as in the arms.
Bigxaaiden (Wedacre, co. Lancaster; Visit. Lancaster,
Ar. three bucks' heads cabosaed sa. Crest A buck's
1567).
head erased sa.
Bigmaiden (cos. Lancaster and Lincoln). Ar. three bucks'
heads cabossed sa.
Biland (quartered by Rev. William Kirkpatrick Riland
Bedford, of Sutton Coldfield, co. Warwick). Sa. a cheT.
betw. three martlets ar.
Biley (Forest Hill, Windsor; confirmed to William Feux
Riley, Esq., of that place, J. P. and D.L., only son of John
Beillv, and grandson of Felix Reilly, both of Bulgan, co.
Cavan). Vert two lions ramp, or, supporting a dexter hand
Cnst— Out
ppr. dropping blood, on a canton ar. a torteau.
of a mural crown an oak tree with a snake eiitw ined descendFortitudine et prudentiS.
ing its trunk all ppr. Motto
Biley (cos. Lancaster and Lincoln). Or, a fess betw. three
A dragon's head erased gu.
crosses formee vert. Crest
bezant^e.
Biley. Or, a chev. betw. three crosses pattee fitchee «a.
A dragon's head erased sa. charged with a plate and
Crest
two bezants, one and two.
Biley (John Riley, Esq., of the Inner Temple, London).
Or, on a chev. betw. two crosses pattee fitchee in chief az.
and in base on waves of the sea a ship in full sail ppr. three
A dragon's head couped sa.
bees volant of the field. Crest
bezant^e, and in front thereof an anchor entwined with a
ifoUo—Spero infestis metuo secundis.
cable fesswise or.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

(cos.

Essex and York).

Sa.

a

Sa. a saltire erm.
Sa. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet ar. three

Bilston.
Bilvert.

escallops of the

first.

Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops ermines.
(Warrington, co. Lancaster, 1770). Vaire ar. and
(fu. a border az. bezantee.
Bimpingrdon. Gu. on a bend engr. or, betw. three bugle-

Bizaan.

Eimmer

horns stringed

ar. as

many

pellets.

Bincester.

Erm. a chief indented gu.
Bixid. Erm. on a cross gu. a cross crosslet fltchee or, in a
sinister canton ar. two mullets ar.
Bind (Carse, Scotland, 1612, and Amsterdam). Ar. on a
bend az. three escallops or. Crest A flowerpot containing

—

Afo«o— Diutumitate fragrantior.

gillyflowers.

Crest

—

paper.
ar. three

escallops of tbe

:

erased ppr.
(Bisby, co. York).
cinquefoils gu.

Bisby

Bisby

Sa.

(co. Suffolk).

Ar. a saltire engr.

betw. four

sa.

a cross patonce betw. four

grifflnv

pass. ar.

Bisbye

Suffolk).

(co.

segreant five

Sa.

on a cross voided betw. four

billets all or.

Bisdon

(Bableigh, in Parkham, and Winscott, co. Devoid
originally from Risdon, co. Gloucester settled at Bableigh,
temp. Edward I. of this family was Tbistbam Bisdon,
the Antiquary. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. three birdbolts
;

(oo. Norfolk).

—A

Gu. a

bell or,

betw. three fleurs-de-

Bise

two laurel branches vert.
Ar. on a fess eng^. sa. betw. three lions' heads
erased gu. as many bezants. Crest A wolfs head paly or
and sa. enfiled round the neck with a coronet ar. holding in

Bise

Crest

ar.

az. betw.

Bing'ley.

—

the mouth a

fish

Vert on a cross engr. ar. four annulets sa.
Gu. three eagles displ. in bend or.
Bing wood (Barshfleld, co. Bants). Ar. a chev. cheqny
or and sa. betw. three moorcocks ppr. beaked and legged

Bingrston.

jru-

(co. Norfolk).

betw. three rooks

Ar. a chev. lozengy or and gru

sa.

Bing-wood, or Bingrewood.

Ar. a chev. lozengy or
and sa. betw. three rooks of the third. Ci-est A goat
running towards a tree ppr.
Bing^rood (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1679, Maboabet,

—

dau. of WiLLUM BiNGWOoD, and wife of John Golbobne,
Ar. a
son of WiLUAM Golbobne, Bishop of Eildare).
a chev. cliequy or and sa. betw. three martlets az.
birds
volant
betw.
two
Bing'worth. Ar. on a bend sa.
vert as many roses gu. ; another, Ar. on a bend sa. betw.
three roses gu. as many birds volant of the field.
Binshall. Or, a cross gu. a label az.

Biod.
Bion.

Gu. a bend fusily ar.
Gu. three lions' beaite erased or; another, Gu. three
griffins' beads erased or.
Biordan. See O'Riobdan.
Bipars. Az. a lion ramp. or.
Bipers. Gu. on a canton ar. a cross flory az.
Bipley (co. Cornwall). Per chev. az. and or, three lions
ramp, counterthanged.
Bipley (Ripley, CO. York). Per chev. dovetailed or and
Ci-est
vert three lions ramp, counterchanged.
A demi
lion ramp, reguard. vert, collared ar. holding betw. the paws
an escutcheon per chev. or and az.
Bipley (Westminster, CO. Middlesex granted 1742). Same
Arms and Cre.it.
Bipley (London). Same Anm. Crest A demi Bengal
tiger ducally gorged ppr.

—

;

—

Bipley.

Ar. a fess sa. betw. three pellets.

Bipon, Harquess of.
Bipon, See of. Ar. on
wards upwards

See Robinson.
a saltire gu. two keys in saltire,
on a chief of the second a holy lamb

or,

elephant's head erased enn. eared

and armed

or.

Bise.

Gu. a bend erm. in chief a label or.
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three fleurs-de-

(co. Suffolk).

Bise

(Trewardreva, in Constantine, co. Cornwall ; the co>Tbewben and Gltnn). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

heiresses m.

three bean pods vert.

Bise

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
(Re^-. Ulster's Office).
pale indented ar. and gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp. or.
Crest
A leopard's face ar. langued gu. crowned with s
Fides non timet.
viscount's coronet ppr. Motto
Bisebey (co. Bucks). Ar. a fess az. betw. three crescents

—

of. Gu. a buglehom, mouthpiece to the
dexter, stringed and garnished or, the word Rippon of the
last, the letters forming an orle, viz., in pale the letters
I and N, in chief the letters
and P, and the letters P and

R

in fens.

—

g«-

Bisebro'W
wing^

Sa.

(Norwich, 1700).

cinquefoils or, a frstt of the

first.

on a fess betw. three
Crest— A frett betw. two

ar.

Bishdale, or Bachedall.

Sa.

an escatcheon betw.

eight martlets in orle ar.

Bishton (Dunkinhaw

and Sparth,

co.

Lancaster).

Ar.

—

a

a chief of the last. Crest On a chapeau ga.
turned up erm. a demi lion erminois.
Bishton (Elswick, co. Lancaster; descended from Degobte
EicHTON, Esq., of Holmes Wood, only brother and heir of
John Bishton, Esq., of Dunkenhalgh, who was descended
from Henbt db BLACKBnRN, whose grandson, Henbt,
lion pass. sa.

name of Risbton). Or, a lion pass. sa. on a
chief of the last a trefoil slipped of the field. Crest— lion
Motto Reviresco.
pass. sa.
a.<<sumed the

A

—

Bishton

Ar. a fess embattled counter(co. Lancaster).
sa. in chief two mullets of the last.
Lancaster,
1664). Ar. a lion pass,
(Dunnishope,
co.
Bishton
guard, sa. a chief of the second.
Bishton (Antley, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. a lion pass. sa.
a chief of the last. Crest— On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.

embattled

a demi lion erminois.

Bishton

(Pontalghe,

co.

Lancaster,

1664).

crenellee sa. two mullets in chief of the

last.

Ar.

a

Crett

fess

—

demi lion ramp, erminois.
Bising'. Vert a cross or (another, the tinctures reversed).

CreH—k pelican vulning herself
Bislei^h (co. Lancaster, knt.
Bisley (Risley, co. Lancaster,

ppr.

).

Henry

ppr.

Bipon, To'wn

lil.).

Quarterly,

1st

Or, three lions

ramp. az.

seated there temp.
4th, ar. an eagle sa.

1698;

and

preying upon an infant ppr. swaddled gu. banded ar. 2nd
Crest— An oak tree,
3rd, three birds untinctured.
Fato prudentia major.
thereon a raven all ppr. Motto
Bisley (Risley, co. Derby). Ar. a fess az. betw. three cres;

and

—

cents gu.

Bippeley, or Bipeley.

Erm. on a

fess

ar.

three

pellets.

Itippesford

Erm. a chief or, frctty gu.;
another, Erm. a chief gu. fretty or.
Ar. two bars sa. in chief three ronndles.
(co. Leicester).

Bipping'all.

Bippon

(George
Northumberland).

Rippon, Esq., of Water Ville, co.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two crosses pattee
and a mullet pierced within a crescent

flory fitchee in chief,

in base of the last.

Crest

holiling in the dexter

— A lion sejant ducally gorged ppr.

paw a

cross patt^e flory fitchee sa.

Mntloet— Over the crest: Our hope
Frangas non flectes.

the arms

—An

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three spear(London).
heads of the last five plates, on a chief az. three birds

lis or.

gu.

Bindley.

BingT^ood

Crest

or.

unicorn's head couped or, semde-de-lis

Bippon

cross cross-

—

sa.

field.

O

paw a

;

on a chev. engr.

Sa.

Bingrer
lis

—

Motto Frangas non flectes.
Bippon. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses pattee fltchSs
fleury sa. Crest An antelope's head erased or.
Birid Flaidd (Lord of Penllyn; ancestor of the Middletons, of Gwayncnog and Chirk Castle). Vert a chev. enn.
betw. three wolves' heads ar.
Birid Voel (Blodwell, North Wales. Descendants BlodWELL, of Shrewsbury and Oswestry). Ar. three rooks' heads

griffins

Ar. on a bend gu. three crescents of the first.
A hand vested sa. cuffed or, holding a roll of

Bing-.

ducally gorged ppr. holding in the dexter
let fitchee sa.

saltire ar.

Blngr.
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BII.
"BUston, or Billeston

is

on high; and below

:

Durham

Cdtbbert Bippon,
Esq., of that place, was M.P. for Gateshead). Ar, a chev.
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. CVest— A lion sejant
(Stanhope Castle, co.

858

;

Bitchie
as many

(England). Gu. on a chev. betw. three annulets or,
annulets of the field.
Crest— A demi Bengal tiger
ppr. ducally gorged gu.
Bitchie (Craigtown, Scotland, 1758). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a chief gu. three lions' heads erased of the field;
2nd and 3rd, az. a crescent or, betw. three cross crossleta

—

Crest
A unicorn's head couped erm. homed or.
JWotto— Virtute acquiritur honos.
ar. and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Bithers (Wrotham, co. Kent). Ar. three annulets az.
Biton (co. Kent). Quarterly, gu. and ar. in the 1st a crescent, in the 2nd a leopard's face counterchanged.
Bive (CO. Bods). Az. three covered cups or.
ar.

Ritford. Per bend

(Kellingcsbury, co. Northampton, and London;
Nicholas Bivgli, Citizen and Grocer of London, son of

Bivell

;

;

—

three martlets or, an eagle displ. sa., for Beckfobd. Crest
A heron's head erased or,
1st: A stork ppr., for Pitt; 2nd
holding in the bill a fish ar. Supporters Dexter, a falcon,
wings inverted and belled or sinister, a unicorn or. itotto—
^quam servare mentem.
Rivers (Chafford, co. Kent, bart.). Az. two bars dancettee
or, in chief three bezants, quartering, aa an augmentation,
az. on a fess engr. betw. three swans ar. a bar gu. charged
with as many roses of the second. Crest On a mount vert
a bull pass. ar. collared, ringed, lined, and armed or. Motto
:

—

j

—

—Secus rivos aquarum.
bars

Berks). Az. two bars or (another, bars danccttee).
River, or
la River (co. Berks). Gu. two

De

wavy

Rivers

or.

(quartered by

Mohtn,

branch of Mohcn, of Dunster.

of Tavistock, co. Devon,
Visit.

Devon,

—

1620).

a
Gu. a

segreant or. Crest A griffin's tail erased sa. Another
Crest
A land tortoise ppr.
Rivers (co. Dorset). Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three
lozenges arm.
Rivers (Sir John Rivebs, Knt., Lord Mayor of London
Visit. London, 1568).
Az. on a fess engr. ar. sur1573.
mounted of another gu. charged with three roses of the
second, as many swans sans legs ppr.
Crest
Out of a
bunch of reeds vert a demi swan, wings expanded ar. ducally
griffin

—

—

gorged

or.

Rivers.

Az. a fess engr. ar. thereon a fess gu. charged
with three roses betw. as many swans of the second naiant
in water ppr.
Rivers. Ar. a fess and canton gu. another, Az. on a fess
engr. ar. betw. three swans ppr. as many roses gu. another,
Or, a lion ramp, az.; another, Ar. on a bend gu. three
lions ramp, or; another, Ar. six lions ramp. sa. three, two,
and one ; another, Fusily az. and or (another, or and gu.)
another, Lozengy or and gu. another, Gu. six masoles or,
three, two, and one; another, Ar. a fret of eight sa. an
inescutchcon gu.
Riversdale (Alcock-Stawell - Riversdale, Kilbrittain
Castle, CO. Cork; exemplified to William Thomas Jonas
Alcock StawelL; Esq., second son of William St. Legeb
Alcock Stawell, Esq., of Kilbrittain, on his assuming, by
royal licence, 1871, the additional surname of Riversdale,
in compliance with the will of Right Rev. Ludlow Tonson,
Baron. Riversdale, Bishop of Killaloe). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. on a fess betw. in chief two castles and in base
a dexter gauntlet ar. three pellets, for Riversdale; 2nd,
gu. seven lozenges in cross ar. a crescent or, for diff., for
Stawell 3rd, sa. a fess betw. three cocks' heads erased ar.
combed and wattled or, for Alcock. Crests 1st: Out of a
mural crown or, a dexter arm in armour couped at the elbow
ppr. charged with a pellet, and the hand grasping a sword
all ppr., for Riversdale ; 2nd: On a cap of maintenance gu.
turned up erm. a falcon rising ar. in his beak a scroll,
thereon. En parole je vis, for Stawell 3rd : A cock ar.
combed and wattled gu. spurred az., and above it on an
escroll the motto, Vigilanter, for Alcock.
Motto Hjec
inimica tyrannis.
Riverton (quartered by Acland, of Acland, co. Devon;
Baldwin Acland, of Acland, te^np. Henry IV., m. Joan,
dau. and heir of Riverton. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a fes3
enarched sa. betw. three fountains ppr.
Rives (Damory Court, co. Dorset). Ar. on a bend cotised
sa. three mascles erm.
Crest
A greyhound sejant sa.
;

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

bezantee, collared or.

Rives

WiLUAM

RrvEs, Attorney-General for Ireland,
temp. James T. ; Fun. Ent. of his dau. Ulster's Office, 1624).
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three fusils erm.

Rivett

(Sir

(Stowmarket,

Suffolk,

co.

Cambridge James Rivett,
Chippenham, fined for
;

and Chippenham, co.
and Thomas Rivett,

eldest son,

of

Sheriff,
15C6, second son of
Esq., of Stowmarket.
Visit. London,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three bars sa. in chief as
many trivets of the last 2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and sa.
on a chev. betw. three lozenges as many martlets all counterchanged. Crest An arm erect couped at the elbow per
pale ar. and sa. cuffed per pale of the second and first, holding in the hand ppr. a sword broken of the first, handle of
the second, pommel and hilt gold.

Thomas Rivett,
1568).

;

—

Rivett-Camac.
Rivington. Ar.

See Cabnac.

a boar's head couped sa. in the mouth a
•word paleways az. hilt and pommel or.
Crest— Oa a ducal
OOTonet a hawk belled ppr.

859

Rix.

Gu. a

fess

betw. six crosses crosslet fltchee ar.

—A demi griffin ppr.
Rizon. Sa. three mullets

or.

Crest

— Out

of a

Creit

mural

coronet a tiger's head ducally gorged.
(Bixton, co. Lancaster; fonnded by Alan db
King John, who held lands under William
Pincerna, or le Botiller, of Warrington: in 1343 the sole
heires.i, Kathebine, or Margaret, m. Hamon Maset).
Ar.
on a bend sa. three covered cups of the field.
Rixton (Sankey, co. Lancaster, 1567; descended from
RixTon, of Rixton). Same Arms.
Rixton (Warrington, co. Lancaster). Same Arms.
Rixton (co. Chester). Ar. on a bend sa. three covered
cups or.

Rixton

Rixton, temp.

Rizer

Gu. a bend erm. a label or.
See Roche.
(Lesawnte, co. Cornwall, and Wellcombe, co.
Devon; descended from Roche, of Ireland).
Az. three
roaches in pale ar. a crescent for ditf.
Road, or Eoades (co. Stafford). Ar. two trefoils slipped
sa. a chief gu.
Road, or Roades. Ar. three trefoils sa. a chief of the
second. Crest
An eagle displ. holding in the dexter claw a
(co. Lincoln).

Roach.

Rivers (co.
Rivers,
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EI V

BoBXXT ExvELt, Esq., of KellinKesbory. Visit. London,
Per pale indented ar. and sa. a chev. gu.
1568).
Rivers (Pitt-Rivem, Baron Rivert). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, sa. a fess chequy ar. and az. betw. three bezants, for
Pitt 2nd and 3rd, per pale gu. and az. on a chev. ar. betw.

Roache

*

—

dagger ppr.

Roade.
Roades.

Ar. two quatrefoils slipped vert, a chief sa.
Ar. a cinquefoil pierced sa.

Roadley

(Searby, co.

Lincoln).

Gu. on a bend

ar.

five

erm. spots sa. a bordure engr. ar.
Gu. two bars gemel and a chief or.
Crest
Out
of a ducal coronet a pair of dragon's wings expanded or,
with a cap betw. ar.

—

Roald.

Roane.

Ar. three stags trippant ppr.
or, holding in the

head erased ppr. attired

Cj-evt—

A

stag's

mouth an acorn

of the last leaved vert.

Roane.

Gyronny of twelve or and

Robart.

sa.

Or, a chev. gu. betw. thice plates.

Robartes

(Lanhydcrock, co. Cornwall). Az. three estoiles
and a chief wavy or. Crest A lion ramp, or, holding a
flaming sword erect ppr. the pommel and hilt of the first.
Robartes {Earl of Radnor, extinct 1764 descended from Sir

—

;

Richard Robebt.s, Knt., of Truro, co. Cornwall, created a
bart. 1621, and £aron Roberts 1625; the second baron wna
raised to the earldom 1679). Az. three estoiles or, a chief
wavy of the last. Crest A lion ramp, or, holding a llaming

—

Bword ppr.

Supporters

Motto— Qux

supra.

Robartes

(

—Two

goats ar. ducally gorged az.

Agab-Robabtes, Baron Robartes; Mart Robabts,

sister, and in her issue eventual heiress of Henby, third Earl
of Radnor, m. Thomas Hont, Fsq., of Mollington, co.
Chester, and had an elder son, Thomas Hunt, Esq., of Mollington, whose only dau. andheirm. Hon. Charles Bagenal

Agar, youngest son of John, first Viscount Clifden, and had
an elder son, Thomas James Agar, who assumed the additional surname of Robartes, and was created a Peer 1869).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three estoiles and a chief wavy
or; 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp. or.
Crests — iet, a lion
ramp, or, holding a flaming sword erect ppr. the pommel
and hilt of the first 2nd, a demi lion ramp. or. Supporters
On either side a goat ar. ducally gorged and charged on the

—

;

shoulders with anestoile az.
Robartfield. Or, two chevronels gu.
Robarts (co. Essex). Ar. a mullet betw. three pheons sa.
on a chief of the second a greyhound courant of the first,
collared gu.
Robarts (co. Kent). Ar. on a chev. sa. three mullets
or.

Robarts

(Charlotte Street, Bedford Square, London).
Per
pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp. betw. four escallops counterchanged. Crest A stag's head erased per fes.'e erminoia
and gu. attired or, gorged with a collar invected per fesse az.
and ar. thereon a cross pattfe betw. two annulets gold.
Robarts (Hill Street, Berkeley Square, Lomlon). Ar. three
crossbows, two and one. Crest
A stag lodged ppr. attired

—

—

or.

Robarts, or Roberts.

Az. on a chev. ar. three mullets
Crest
Out of a maunch per pale ar. and gu. cuffed of
the second, a hand clenched ppr.
Robarts (Lillingstone, co. Bucks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th.
2nd and Srd, sa. a chev. erm. betw.
sa. three crossbows ar.
three martlets ar.
Crest— A stag lodged reguard. ppr.
Motto Npc temere nee timide.

—

sa.

;

—

Robbesart.

Vert a

lion

ramp

Robe

or.

(Bristol ; from Scotland, 1809).
Gu. a fess erm. betw.
three cinquefoils in chief and a mullet in base ar. Crest—
An ermine pass ppr. Motto Candore.
(London). Gu. afess erra. betw. the sun in chief or,
and a mullet in base ar. Crest and Motto, as the last.

—

Robe

—

BOB
Bobe

(granted, 1814, to Lieut-Col.

K.T.S.,

whose ancestors were formerly seated in Connaught, and at
Aughrim, co. Wicklow). Gu. on a fess counter-embattled ar.
betw. three towers or, as many bombs ea. the fuses fixed ppr.
pendent from a red ribbon in the centre chief a representation of the golden cross presented to Lieut. -Col. Eobe by the
A sabre erect ar. hilled and pommelled or,
Sing. Crest
betw.two branches of laurel ppr. crossing each other at the
In a scroll above the crest
point
of
the sabre.
hilt and
Valor e lealdade. Motto Cum toga honoris.
Roberton (that ilk, and Eamock, co. Lanark). Quarterly,
2nd and 3rd, gu. a cross
1st and 4th, ar. a close helmet sa.
MoUo—¥ot
Crest
An anchor ppr.
crosslet fltchee or.

—

—

;

—

security.

Boberton (Bedlay,

co.

ar. in the centre of the

Lanark). The same, with a crescent
quarters for diff. Same Crest and

Motto.

Boberts

(Glassenbury, co. Kent ; descended from the marriage of Stephen Robertes, temp. Eichard II., with the dau.
and heiress of William Tillte, of Glassenbury). Az. on a
chev. ar. three mullets sa. Crest— hn eagle displ. ar. gorged

with a chaplet vert.
(Glassenbury, co. Kent, hart., extinct 1745; Sir
Thomas Roberts, Knt., of Glassenbury, was created a bart.
1620: the sixth bart. left an only dau. and heir, Jane, m.
1752, George, third Duke of St. Albans, and d. s. p. 1778.
The manor of Glassenbury was devised by the last bart. to
Sir Thomas Roberts, Bart., of Brightfieldstown, co. Cork,

Boberts

Same Arms and

descended of this family).

Crest.

Boberts

(Borzell, Ticehurst, and Stonehouse, co. Sussex,
descended from Roberts, of Glassenbury). Same Arms.
Boberts (Drybridge, co. Monmouth, and Stourbridge, co.
Worcester). Per bend dovetailed gu. and or, a lion ramp,
betw. in sinister chief and dexter base two pheons all
counterchanged. Crest A demi lion ramp, guard, per bend
dovetailed or and gu. holding in the dexter paw a sword
erect ppr. and resting the sinister paw on a pheon gold.

—

Boberts (Comb

Martin, co. Devon Mart, dau. and co-heir
Richard Roberts, Esq., of Comb Martin, temp. Queen
Elizabeth, m. Thomas Westcott, Esq., of Eaddon, same co.
Az. on a chev. ar. three mullets sa.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Boberts (Sutton Chevell, co. Leicester; William Roberts,
Esq., of Sutton Chevell, High Sheriff of the co. 1619, grandson of William Roberts, of the same place, who was greatpjandson of Henrt Roberts, sixth son of John Robertes,
Esq., of Aston, Stanton Lacy, and Burway, co. Salop. Visit.
Per pale ar. and gu. a lion ramp. sa.
Leicester, 1619).
Crest
An antelope's head erased per fcss ar. and gu.
;

of

—

Boberts (co. Leicester; Francis Roberts, Esq., of Willesden, CO. Middlesex, and Thomas Roberts, of co. Leicester,
and second son of Edward Roberts, Esq., of WillesAr. three pheons sa. on a
den. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
chief of the last a greyhound courant of the first, collared
gu., quartering, 1st, per fess ar. and gu. a pale counterchanged three demi lions ramp, couped sa. crowned or 2nd,
ar. on a fess sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.
eldest

;

Boberts

(Willesden,

co.

Middlesex, bart.,

extinct 1700;

William Roberts, one of the Commissioners appointed for
the trial of Charles I., was created a bart. 8 Nov. 1661). Ar.
greyhound of the first,
gorged or. Crat A greyhound ar. gorged gu.
Boberts (Stepney, co. Middlesex). Or, a lion ramp, reguard, sa. on a chief wavy az. three ostrich feathers ar.
Boberts (Bristol, Westerley, co. Gloucester). Per pale ar.
and gu. a lion ramp. sa. Crest An antelope's head erased
per fcss or and gu. (another, a stag's head).
Boberts (Beechfield, Bromley, co. Kent; descended from
Edward Roberts, Esq., of St. Thomas Hill, near Canterbury,
•o. Kent).
Az. on a chev. or, three mullets sa. Crest
An
eagle displ. Motto Dum spiro spero.
Boberts (Llangcdwin, co. I'ontgomery; descended through
Howei<-ap-Ioltn, of Llangedwin, from Eikion Efell, Lord of
Cynllaeth Catherine, dau. and heiressof Maurice Roberts,
Esq., of Llangcdwin, m. Owen Vadghan, Esq., of Llwydiarth,
Ai~m.i, those of F.inion Efell, viz., Per
CO. Montgomery).
fess sa. and ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged, armed and
langued gu.
Boberts (co. Kent). At. on a bend ar. three mullets sa.
Crest
An euglc displ. ar beal<ed and legged or, gorged with
a chaplet of laurel vert, on the arms and crest a crescent for
six pheons sa. on a chief of the last a

—

—

—

—

;

—

difr.

Boberts

(cos.

Lincoln and Worcester, and London).

a chev.

ar. throe mullct« pierced sa.

holdintr

a mullet

Boberts

(London).

Ar..

on a chev.

Creit~A dcml

dexter paw a mullet sa.

860

Crest

Az. on

— A demi lion az.

ar. pierced sa.

Chief indented or.
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Wiixiam Bobe,

ar. three mullets sa.

a

lion az. holding In the

Boberts (Bow, co. Middlesex). Gu. a lion ramp, guard, or.
Boberts (co. Cornwall, and Twickenham, co. Middlesex;
granted 1614). Az. three estoiles or, a chief wavy of the
second. Crest A lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw
a sword, the blade wavy ar. hilt and pommel of the first.
Boberts (Barnstaple, co. Devon). Same Arms and Crest.
Boberts (Little Braxsted, co. Essex). Ar. three pheons sa.
on a chief of the second a greyhound courant of the first,
collared gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi grey-

—

—

—

Another Crest A leopard's head guard, and
erased ar. charged with torteaux.
Boberts (Milford Haven, co. Pembroke; granted toTHOllAS
Roberts, Esq., J. P. and D.L., of Milford Haven, and of Trione,
CO. Pembroke, and his descendants, and the other descendants of his grandfather, late of Milford Haven). Erminois a
lion ramp, guard, gu. in chief two square castles towered
and domed ppr. all within a bordure indented of the second.
Crest A lion ramp, guard, gu. gorged with a collar engr.
gold, holding in the dexter paw a dagger ppr. and resting
the sinister fore-paw upon a shield or, charged with a bull's
head caboshed betw. three mullets of six points gu.
Boberts (Liskeard, co. Cornwall). Gu. three goats' heads

hound

sa.

—

erased or.

Boberts
Crest
A
Boberts

Gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Motto Dum spiro spero.
(cos. Salop and Somerset; granted 1578).
Or, a
fess wavy betw. three bucks trippant sa.
Crest
On a
vert
mount
a buck trippant sa. attired or, ducally gorged
and chained of the last.
Boberts (Wales). Or, a lion ramp, reguard. gu.
Boberts. Ar. a mullet betw. three pheons sa. on a chief of
the second a greyhound courant of the first, collared gu.
Boberts. Ar. a fess wavy betw. three stags pass. 8a.
Crest
A stag pass. sa. Motto Successus a Deo est.
Boberts (Field House, co. Worcester granted by Young,
Garter, to William Roberts, Esq.).
Per bend dovetail
gu. and or, a lion ramp. betw. two pheons all counterchanged.
Crest A demi lion guard, per bend dovetail
or and gu. holding in the dexter paw a sword erect gu.
and resting the sinister on a pheon gold. Motto God and

—

(Coeddu, co. Flint).

lion

—

ramp.

—

—

—

;

—

—

my conscience.
Boberts (Crompton-Roberts,

Sunnyside, Regent's Park,

London borne by Charles Henry Crompton-Roberts,
vho TO. Mart, only dau. and heir of Roger Crompton,
;

Esq.,

Esq.,
of Kersley and Breightmet, co. Lancaster). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, per bend dovetailed gu. and or, a lion ramp. betw.

and dexter base two pheons all counterchanged, for Roberts 2nd and 3rd, per pale ar. and az. on
a fess wavy betw. three lions ramp, two lozenges all counterchanged, for Cromptqn. Crests 1st, Roberts: A demi lion
ramp, guard, per bend dovetailed or and gu. holding in the
dexter paw a sword erect ppr. and resting the sinister paw
A talbot sejant or,
on a pheon gold
2nd, Crompton
pellettee, resting the dexter paw on an escutcheon az.
charged with a lozenge ar.
Boberts (Corfton Manor, co. Salop; exemplified to Thomas
Llotd Roberts, Esq., of that place). Az. on a chev. per
pale erm. and erminois three mullets pierced sa. a bordure
wavy or. Crest A demi lion per pale erminois and az.
in the dexter paw a mullet pierced sa. and charged with a
bendlet wavy sinister or and az.
Mollo Deo adjuvantc
fortuna sequatur.
Boberts (Ombersley, co. Worcester, Camberwell, co. Surrey,
Ermines a goat pass. ar.
and Seedley, co. Lancaster).
homed and unguled, and betw. three annulets or. Crest
On a mount vert a holly tree ppr. in front thereof a goat
Btatant ar. armed and unguled or, gorged with a collar gemcl
ea. in the mouth a sprig of holly also ppr.
Afoi<o— EwcU
ymlaen (Go forward).
Boberts (Brightfieldstown, co. Cork, bart. descended from
Rev. Thomas Roberts, of the family of Roberts, of Glassenbury, 6. 1599, who got a grant of the Rectory of St. John of
Jerusalem, co. Cork, 1636, Rector of St. Nicholas, Cork,
1639, Chancellor of Cork, 1661, d. 1664; his son, Randall
Roberts, Esq., of Brightfieldstown, d. 1696, leaving, with
other issue, two sons: I. Thomas, whose grandson, Thomas,
was created a bart. 1809; II. Hodder, ancestor of Roberts,
of Kilmoney Abbey, co. Cork). Sa. on a chev. ar. betw.
in sinister chief

;

—

;

:

—

—

—

;

two coupleclosee

three mullets of six points pierced of
a mount vert an eagle displ. az.
wreathed round the neck with ivy ppr. il/o»o— Post funera

the

field.

Crest

or,

—On

virtus.

Boberts

represented by
(Kilmoney Abbey, co. Cork
Michael Roberts, Esq., Fell. Trin. Coll. Dublin; descended
from HoDDER Roberts, second son of Randall Roberts,
Esq., of Brightfieldstown). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Boberts (Ulster King of Arms; William Bobests, Esq-i
;

A

BOB
LL.S., appointed 1643,

Same Amu.
Boberts (Ftin.
BoBERTS;

made

«.

by

Sir Kichard Carney,

1655).

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1665, Mr. Cadooan, alias
of Ardbracaii, co. Meath,

WiLLiAM Cadooan,

a wife, Elizabeth, whose will
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three wild men's
heads couped at the neck ar.
Boberts (granted to Gen. Sir Abbahau Robebts, K.C.B.,
Col. 101st Regt., and to the descendants of his grandfather,
John Roberts, Esq., of Waterford). Az. three estoiles or,
on a chief wavy of the second an Ea.stern crown gu. Crest
A lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu. charged on the
shoulder with an Eastern crown of the last, and holding in
the dexter paw a sword, the blade wavy ar. hilt and pommel
gold. Motto Virtute et valore.
Boberts (Dormstown Castle, co. Meath; confirmed to
Thomas Lewis Roberts, Esq., of that place, eldest son of Rev.
John Roberts, Rector of Rathcore, co. Meath, and to their
descendants). Vert on a chev. betw. three eagles displ. with
two head.s or, an estoile sa. Crest An eagle's head couped
or, charged with an estoile sa.
Motto Eu ner a folant.
Bobertson (Strowan, co. Perth, Chief of the Clan Donnochie; descended from the ancient Earls of Athol, sprung
from Duncan, King of Scotland, son of Malcolm Canmore.
Of this ancient and distinguished Clan was Alexander
Eobebtson, of Strowan, alike distinguished as a poet and as
the partisan of the Stuarts in the risings of 1690, 1715, and
Gu. three wolves' heads erased ar. Crest A dexter
1745).
hand erect, holding an imperial crown all ppr. Duncan, son
of Robert, Chief of the Clan, having with great courage and
intrepidity apprehended the murderers of James I. of
Scotland, James II. granted to his family for crest, the
1666).

—

—

—

—

—

hand supporting the regal crown, and for motto, "Virtutis
gloria merces." The man in chains, lying under the escutcheon of the arms, was also adopted in commemoration of
Motto Virtutis gloria merces and .on a comthis event.

—

;

partment under the arms, a wild man chained ppr.
Bobertson (Town Clerk of Aberdeen, 1672). Gu. on a chev.
betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. a biUet of the field.
Crest
A savage's arm erect and erased ppr. Motto Inte-

—

—

mersita fides.

Bobertson

(Edinburgh, 1672). Gu. three wolves' heads
erased ar. a bordure invecked of the last. Crest A dexter
hand holding two laurel branches slipped ppr.
Bobertson (Tranent, co. Edinburgh, 1677). Per chev. gu.
and ar. three wolves' heads erased, two in chief and one in
base, counterchanged, armed and langued az. Crest
dexter hand holding a crescent ppr.
Motto Quaeque

—

—

—

flavilla micat.

Bobertson
ar.

(Perth, 1672).

—

est forma.

Itobertson

(Fascally, co. Perth).

Gu. three wolves' heads

—

erased ar. within a bordure engr. az. Crest A phoenix
issuing out of flames of fire ppr.
Motto Post funera

—

virtus.

Bobertson

(Muirtown, co. Elgin, and Gladney, co. Fife).
Gu. three crescents interlaced or, betw. as many wolves*
beads erased ar. armed and langued az. all within a bordure
of the third, charged with eight mullets of the first. Crest
dexter hand issuing from a cloud, holding up a garb ppr.
Motto Perseveranti dabitur.
Bobertson (W. Robertson, D.D., the eminent historian,
1783; now of Kinlochmoidart, co. Inverness). As the last,
but the bordure charged with three crescents in chief
and five mullets in flank and base gu. Same Crest and Motto.
Bobertson (Lawers, CO. Penh; heiress m. David Williamson, a Judge of the Court of Session, as Lm-d Balgray). As
Muirton, but the bordure charged with three muUets iu
chief and five crescents in flank and base gu. Crest and

—A

—

Motto, as Strowan.
(Bishopmilne, co. Elgin, 1750). Gu. three stars
interlaced betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. Ci-est
galley sa. Motto
Detur gloria Deo.
Bobertson (Ladykirk, co. Berwick, 1752). Gu. three
wolves' heads erased ar. a bordure of the second. Crest,
Motto, and compartment, as Strowan.
Bobertson (Pitmillan, 1763). Ar. on a chief gu. three
wolves' heads erased of the first, in base a chaplet vert, a
bordure counter-componee of the first and az.
Crest
hand from the wrisl holding a dagcer in pale supporting an
imperial crown ppr. Motto
Virtutis gloria merces.
Bobertson (Parsons Green, co. Edinburgh, 1778). Gu. a
lion pass, guard, ar. cro^vned with an imperial crown ppr.
betw. three wolves' heads erased of the second. Crest
dexter hand ppr. charged with a star az. holding up an
imperial crown also ppr. Afoifo-^Virtutis gloria merces.

Bobertson

—

—

—

—

—

861

Bobertson

(Lude, co. Perth). Gu. a dexter hand fesseways couped ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchee in pale or,
betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. Crest A wolf dog sleeping ppr. Supporters Two wild horses sa. Mottoes Dinna
waken sleeping dogs ; and. Ductus non coactus.
Bobertson (Newbiggin, Scotland). Gu. three wolves' heads
erased ar. armed and langued az. within a bordure engr.
of the second. Crest A hand ppr. charged with a crescent
ar. and holding up an imperial crown or.
i)/o(to— Virtutis
gloria merces.
Bobertson (Edinburgh, 1791). Gu. a mullet or, betw.
three wolves' heads erased ar. a bordure engr. of the second.
Crest A dexter hand erected issuing from a cloud holding
a cornucopia ppr. Motto Perseveranti dabitur.
Bobertson (Larkhall and Greenock, 1812). Gu. three
Saracens' heads conjoined in one neck ppr. facing the chief
dexter and sinister betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. a
bordure wavy of the last. Crest and Motto, as Strowan.
Bobertson (Glasgow, 1831). Gu. a pelican vulning itself
ppr. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. a bordure of the
last charged with eight torteaux.
Crest and Motto, as
Strowan.

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

Bobertson

(Keeper of Records, Edinburgh, 1846). Gu. on
betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. a galley, oars in
with flags displ. of the first. Crest and Motto,
as Strowan.
Bobertson (Edinburgh, 1875). Gu. a lion's head erased
betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. Crest
A dexter arm
erect ppr. the hand holding an imperial crown ppr.
Motto
Virtutis gloria merces.
a

fess

saltire sa.

—

—

Bobertson

(Boston, co. Lincoln). Vert on a chev. betw.
three bucks pass, or, as many estoiles gu.

Bobertson (Deisaprice, CO. Lincoln).
A stag trippant or.
Bobertson (London). Vert a chev.
pass. or.

Crest

—A triton

S&jaeArms.

Crest

—

ar. betw. three harts
holding in the sinister hand a

trident ppr.

Bobertson

(London granted 1784). Gu. a rose or, slipped
and barbed vert betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. all
within a border engr. of the second. Crest
A dagger in
pale ensigned on the point with a royal crown ppr. Motto
;

—

Intemerata

—

fides.

Bobertson.

Vert a fess betw. three bucks in full coturse
another, Ar. a fess az. betw. three stags standing at
gaze gu.
another, Vert on a chev. ar betw. three bucks
or, a crescent gu.
Bobesard, or Bobsart. Or, a lion ramp. vert.
Bobicbon (Jersey). Ar. on a mound vert a hind trippant
or

;

;

sa.

Gu. three wolves' heads erased
within a bordure dancettee of the last.
Motto Non

vana
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his will 1660, leaving

was proved

A

Bobin

(Grove Hill, co. Chester, and Tan-y-graig, co.
Denbigh). Az. on a chev. or, three thistles ppr. Crest
robin ppr.
Motto Vivit post funera virtus.
Bobin (Lieut, -Bailly of Jersey, 1715). Az. a chev. or,
betw. three gillyflowers ppr.
Bobins (London, 1633). Gu. two fleurs.-de-li3, each divided
paleways and fastened to the sides of the escutcheon,
the points following each other or. Crest A talbot's head

—

—

—

or.

Bobinson

(Kewby, co. York, hart., extinct 1689; descended from William Robinson, an ancient Hamburgh
merchant; Metcalf Robinson, Esq., of Newby, was created
a bart. 1660, d. s. p., when his estates devolved on his
nephew, William Robinson, ancestor of the Marquess cj
iJyjoH).
Vert a chev. betw three bucks standing at
gaze or.
Bobinson (Earl of Ripon; Frederick John Robinson,
second son of Thomas, second Lord Orantham, and brother
of Thomas Philip, Earl de Grey, was created Earl of Ripon
1833; hi^ lordship's son and successor was created Marquess
of Ripon 1871). Vert a chev. betw. three bucks at gaze or.
Crest
Out of a coronet composed of fleurs-de-lis a buck at
gaze or. Supporters On either side a wivemor, gorged
with a collar harry of three, the middle ar. the others az.
Motto Foi est tout.
Bobinson {Marquess and Earl of Ripon, created 1871).
Same Arms. Crest Out of a coronet composed of fleurs-delis or, a mount vert, thereon a stag at gaze of the first.
Supporters— On either side a greyhound reguard. sa.
Jtfo»o— Qualis ab incepto.
Bobinson (Rokeby, co. York). Vert a chev. betw. three
roebucks trippant or. Crest A roebuck, as in the arms.
Motto —Virtute non verbis.
Bobinson (Rokeby Park, co. York, bart., extinct 1794;
represented by Lord Rokeby). Vert on a chev. or, betw.
three bucks trippant of the last pellettee as many cinquefoils gu.
Crest
A buck trippant or, pellettee.
Bobinson {Baron Roheby, created 1777 ; the foorth lord

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

BOB

See Montago,
assumed the Biirname of MoNTAcn
Baron Rokeby). Vert on a cher. betw. three roebucks

—

A roebuck
trippant or, as many quatrefoil3 gu. Crest
trippant or. Supporters On either side a buck ppr. ducally
with a
shouJder
or,
charged
on
the
chained
gorged and
Motto — SoXa. in Deo salus.
quatrefoil.
Bobinson (Cranford, co. Northampton, and Stretton Hall,
Vert a buck trippant within an orle
CO. Leicester, bart.).
of trefoils slipped or; augmentation granted in 1633:

—

quarterly, crcnellee gu. and or, in the first quarter upon a
tower ar. a lion of England pass, guard or. Cre.it A buck
trippant or, collared and lined vert, the collar charged with

—

three trefoils slipped or.

Bobinson

Per fess
(Bait's House, co. Somerset, bart.).
embattled az. and gu. two chev. betw. three bucks trippant
trippant
buck
Crest— A
ar. attired and hoofed of the third.
Motto Spes mea in future
in front of park pales ppr.

—

est.

Bobinson

(Beverley House, Toronto, Upper Canada, bart.).
Per chev. vert and az. on a chcv. nebulae betw. three
stags trippant or, a unicorn's head couped betw. two cinqueCreH A stag trippant or semec
the first.
foils of
of lozenges az. and resting the dexter forefoot on a millPropel
Motto
fe etprovidfe.
rind sa.
Bobinson (Rokeby Hall, co Louth, bart.). Vert on a chev.
or, betw. three bucks trippant of the last and pellettee, as

—

—

many

—

quatrefoils gu.

Sola in

Deo

Bobinson
Bobinson

Crest

—A buck, as in the arms.

Motto

salus.

Same Arms.

(co. Suffolk).

Berks; Kev. Willum Robijj80N, D.D., Prebendary of Westminster, and Rector of Long
Whatton, co. Leicester, Visit. Leicester, 1619; son of John
Bobinson, Esq., of Reading, and grandson of William
Bobinson, descended from the North). Vert on a chev.
betw. three stags statant or, as many trefoils slipped gu. a
(Reading, co.

crescent for

diff.

Bobinson

(London, Chief Waiter of the Custom House.
Visit. London, J 568). Vert on a chev. betw. three stags
etatant or, as

many

trefoils gu.

Crest

—A

stag statant or,

pellettee.

Bobinson

(Sithney, co. Cornwall;

Thomas Robinson, Esq.,
son of William RobinWilliam Robinson, of

of Sithney, Visit. Cornwall, 1620,
son, of same place, third son of
Worcester). Per pale ar. and gu. a bend engr. sa.
Bobinson (Helstones, co. Cornwall). Per pale ar. and
gu. a bend engr. sa.
Bobinson (Moore Place, co. Bucks; granted 25 Oct. 1731).
Ar. on a chev. embattled and counter-embattled az. betw.
three stags ppr. a salmon naiant of the field. Crest On a
mural coronet chequy ar. and az. a stag's head cabossed
ppr. Jl/otto— Vincam malum bono.

—

Bobinson

Vert a

(co. Chester).

fret

erm. on a chief

or,

three escallops of the second.
Bobinson (Trethevas, co. Cornwall). Vert a chev. betw.
A buck's head erased.
three bucks trippant or. Crest
Bobinson (Nansloe, co. Cornwall). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ert on a chev. betw. three bucks trippant or, as many
crosses pattfe az., for Robinson 2nd and 3rd, Vyvyan, of

—

;

—

Trelowarren [which sec\. Crest A buck's head az. erased
erm. attired and charged with three lozenges conjoined in
A/o(fo— Loyal au mort.
fesse or.
Bobinson (Nicholas Robinson, Bishop of Bangor,
1566-85).
Az. a chev. betw. three sheafs of arrows,
points

down

ar.

(John Robinson, Bishop of Bristol, 1710-13,
Vert on a chev. betw. three
and of Ixindon, 1714-23).
bucks trippant or, as many trefoils gu., from a window at
window
at Fulham, London, Or, on
another,
from
a
Bristol
a chcv. vert betw. three bucks trippant ppr. as many cinque;

the

field.

Bobinson

(Henry Robinson, Provost of Queen's College,
Oxford, and Bishop of Carli.sle, 1598-1616). Az. a flying fish
in bend ar. on a chief of the second three roses gu., from his
portrait in Queen's Coll.; another, from Cole's MS., British
Museum, Vert a flying fish in bend ar. on a chief of the
second a rose gu. betw. two torteaux.
Bobinson (Ilendon Lodge, co. Durham). Quarterly, Istand
4th, vert on a chcv. ar. betw. three bucks trippant or, as
many cinquefoils gu., for Robinson 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
bend sa. betw. three pellets as many swans of the first, for
Clark. Crest— A stag trippant or.
Bobinson (Hcrrington, co. Durham descended from
William Bobtkson, living 1502). Vert a chov. betw. two
cinquefoils pierced in chief and a stag trippant in base or.
;

;

Crttl

— A slag trippant or.

Bobinson

(Silksworlli

Hall,

co.

Durham).

Vert guttee

d'eau on a chcv. betw. three bucks trippant or, as

862

—A

buck

or, supporting with the
dexter foreleg an escutcheon quarterly gu. and gold, in the
1st quarter a cross flory ar.
Motto Post nubila Phoebus.
Bobinson (co. Middlesex, and Herrington and Sunderland,

cinquefoils gu.

Crest

—

CO.

Durham).

Same Arms.

Bobinson.

Vert on a chev. betw. three goats pass, or, as
lozenges gu. Crest Out of a mural coronet per pale
gu. and or, a demi stag per pale of the last and first, the
horns couuterchanged.
Bobinson (Sir Christopher Robinson, Knt., King's AdvoVert a chev. or, betw.
cate, of Bedford Square, London).
three bucks tripjiant ppr. Crest A buck statant ppr.
Bobinson (Hill Redware, co. Stafford). Vert on a chev.
betw. three bucks trippant or, as many cinquefoils gu.
Crest
A buck trippant or.
Bobinson (co. Stafford). Per bend wavy or and gu. two
escallop shells couuterchanged.
Bobinson (Haveringate Bower, co. Essex). Ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three stags trippant ppr. Crest A stag trippant, as
in the arms.
Bobinson (Aigburth, co. Lancaster). Vert on a chcv.
betw. three stags at gaze or, each charged on the shoulder
with a martlet sa. as many gates gu. Crest
On a crown
vallary astag at gaze or, supporting with the dexter forefoot
an escutcheon per saltire purp. and of the last, charged with
a saltire erm. Motto Virtute non verbis.
Bobinson (Kingston- upon-Hull, co. York; an ancient
family of that town; the heiress, Anne Reynolds, only
child of Pickering Robinson, Esq., of RawcUffe, rii. in
1774, John Rogers, of Yarlinglon, co. Somerset, High
Sheriff of the co. 1804).
Vert a chev. betw. three bucks
trippant or.
Bobinson (William Robinson, LL.D., of Tottenham). Per
pale or and vert on a chev. betw. three stags trippant as
many trefoils all couuterchanged. Crest A stag per pale
or and vert resting the forepaw on an escutcheon vert,
charged with a trefoil gold. Afotto Virtus pretiosior auro.
Bobinson (granted to James Robinson, Esq., of Sunderland). Vert a chev. erminois betw. two cinquefoils pierced
in chief and a stag trippant in base or, a border engr. of
the last. Ci-est A mount vert, thereon a stag regnard. or,
holding in the mouth a cross calvary in bend sinister gu.
the dexter forepaw resting on a cinquefoil pierced, as in the
arms.
Bobinson (Boston, co. Lincoln). Vert on a cher. betw.
three bucks trippant or, as many suns gu.
Crest
A buck
pass. sa. bezantee.
Bobinson (London). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three bucks
trippant ppr. on a chief az. a sword erect of the first, hilt or,
betw. two double keys endorsed and linked of the third.
Bobinson (London, and Drayton Bassett, co. Stafford). Per
pale or and az. a cross patonce counterchanged, a chief

—

many

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

quarterly of the first and second, in the dexter chief and
sinister base points two lions pass, guard, az. in the sinister
chief and dexter base three bezants. Crttt ^A goldfinch
ppr. standing on the sun in splendour or.
Bobinson (London, and co. York, 1634). Or, on a chev.
gu. betw. three stags trippant vert as many cinqufefoils of
the first. Crest
A stag trippant vert, attired or, bezantee.
Bobinson (Cransley, co. Northampton, and co. Northumberland, 1611). Vert on a chev. betw. three bucks or, as
many lozenges gu. Crest Out of a mural coronet chequy
ar. and gu. a demi buck or, attired ppr.
Bobinson (Bath, co. Somerset granted 1772, to Wiluam
Robinson, Esq.). Vert on a chev. betw. three bucks trippant or, a wreath of laurel betw. two cinquefoils gu. Crest
On a mural coronet gu. a buck at gaze or.
Bobinson (Kentwell Hall, CO. Suffolk, bart., extinct 1743;
Sir Thomas Robinson, Knt., Prothonotary of the Common
Pleas, was created a bart. 1682; the third bart. d. s. p.).
Vert on a chev. betw. three bucks trippant or, as many
cinquefoils gu. Crest
A buck trippant or.
Bobinson (Southwold, co. Suffolk). Same .<<rm«, the cinquefoils slipped.
Crest
A stag's head erased or.
Bobinson (certified May, 1779, to Capt. John Robinson).
Vert on a chev. betw. three bucks trippanf or, each charged
on the side with an erm. spot sa. as many cinquefoils gu.
Crest
A stag trippant or, charged on the side with an
erm. spot sa.
Bobinson (ICirby Frith, co. Leicest<;r). Vert a chcv engr.
ar. betw. two stags statant at gaze or, scmee of torteaux in
chief and a stirrup leather of the third in base. Crest
mount vert, thereon a stag statant at gaze or, sem^e of torteaux, attired gu. betw. the attires an estoile gold, the dexter foot resting on a stirrup iron sa.
Bobinson. Vert on a chev. betw. three bucks trippant

—

—

—

;

Bobinson

foils of
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many

—

—
—

—

—

or, as

many

cinquefoils ar.

Crest—A buck trippant

or.

;

BOB

—

Vert a chev. betw. three bucks or. Crat On
a ducal coronet or, a mount vert, thereon a buck of the

first.

Bobinson.

Or, three bars

wavy

az. in chief four fleurs-de-

on a canton of the field a bend gu. charged with a
crescent ar. another, Vert a fret or, on a chief of the
second three escallops erm. another. Vert a chev. betw.
two cinquefoils in chief and a buck pass, in base all or
another, Az. a flying fish in bend ar. on a chief of the last
three roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert.
Bobinson (Fredeeick Robinsok, M.D., Scots Fusilier
Vert on a chev. crm. betw. two stags trippant
Guards).
ar. two swords in saltire ppr. betw. as many cinquefoils of
the field. CreH Upon a mount vert amid fern ppr. a stag

Bobson.

Go. three boars' heads couped ar. armed or;
another, Az. a chev. erm. betw. three boars' heads couped
or.
Crest A boar's head erect or.
Bobson. Or, a fess paly gu. and sa. betw. two chev. of the

—

last.

lis sa.

;

Eoby

(Dunnington, co. Leicester; John Robt, Esq., of that
Edward VI.; his dau. Mabgaeet, m. Edwakd
PiGOTT, Esq., of Weston-upon-Trent.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Or, a roebuck trippant ppr.
place, temp.

;

—

Boby (co. Notts).
Boby (Tamworth,
Boby.

his

a cinquefoil

exemplified to Chbistopheb William Figott, Esq.,
assuming by royal licence, 1857, the surname of Robin-

on a chief dancettee of the

faces gu., for Jeaffkeson.
etatant or, pellety attired ar.
head erased ar. eared gu.

Crests —

;

1st,

last three leopards'

Robinson:

2nd, Jeaffreson

:

A

A

stag

talbot's

Bobinson

(Griqualand West, South Africa, and of London granted to Joseph Benjamin Robinson). Vert three
bezants chevronwise betw. two chevronels, the whole betw.
three demi stags couped or. Crest A demi stag or, charged
with two chevronels vert, supporting with the dexter leg a
flagstaff in bend sinister ppr. therefrom a banner vert charged
with a bezant. Motto Eupjj/ca.
;

—

—

(Reg. Ulster's Office to

George and William

Bobinson, appointed Prothonotaries to the Court of Common
Pleas in Ireland by patent, 14 March, 1605). Barry of six
gu. and or, a lion ramp. sa. crowned of the second. Ciest—
boar's head fessways or, couped gu. thrust through the
jaw with a spear, point upwards ar.
Bobinson (granted by Carney, TJlster, teinp. William III.,
to William Robinson, Paymaster-General of the Forces in

A

who served in several offices of trust under Charles
and William III.; descended from an ancient family in
CO. York). Vert a chev. erm. betw. three stags trippant or,
on a canton ar. a castle gu. Cres( A stag's head erased

Ireland,
II.

—

or.

Bobinson

(Provost of Banff, 1785). Gu. on a chev. engr.
betw. three wolves' heads erased ar. a cinquefoil az. Crest
A talbot's head and neck ar. Motto Intemerata fides.
Bobison (Chapelizod, co. Dublin confirmed by Fortescue,
Ulster, to Col. Chakles Robison, of that place). Vert on a
chev. betw. three bucks trippant or, as many trefoils of the
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a buck trippant ppr.
field.

—

—

;

—

Motto—T&ithful.
(St. Pier, co.

Monmouth).

Az. a pair of keys in

saltire or.

Bobotham (Raskyle, co. York

granted by Dalton, Norroy,
;
Per fess embattled ar. and sa. three roebucks
1560).
counterchanged.
Crest
A demi tiger az. guttee d'eau,
armed and langued gu.
Bobottom, or Bowbottom. Per fess ar. and sa. a
chief embattled betw. three roebucks counterchanged.
Crest
An eagle or, pellettee, preying on a wing ar. vulned

—

—

pi.

Bobsart.
Vert a
wheel

another.
Or, a lion ramp, vert, crowned gu.
ramp, or, vulned gu. Crest The bust of a man
couped ppr. with a long cap gu. on it a Catharine;

—

lion

in profile
or.

or, in

— A garb

the

first

or,

betw. three

and fourth quarters

vert..

(Glassney, St. Winnow, and Troneere,
Quarterly, ncbul6e ar. and az. four birds
(co. Stafford,

and Netherhall, co.

and ar. two flaunches and three
counterchanged.
Crest
Betw. two
dolphins haurient respecting each other or, a fleur-de-lis per
Worcester).

Per pale

sa.

—

fleurs-de-lis in fess all
,

pale ar. and sa.

Bobyns.

Per fess indented ar. and az. a fess indented
counterchanged, in chief two escallops of the second.
Bobyns (Blisland arms in painted glass at Trewardale,
CO. Cornwall). Gu. three lions ramp. ar. ducally crowned or.
Bobynsone. Barry wavy of six or and az. in chief three
fleurs-de-lis sa. on a canton of the first a bend of the third,
surmounted with a crescent ar. Crest A cubit arm habited
bendy wavy of six or and az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a
Saracen's head by the beard ppr.
Bocclyfft (Calthorpe). Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions*
heads erased gu. a chessrook or.
;

—

Bochcourt. Sa. five fleurs-de-lis in saltire or.
Bochdale (Rochdale Manor, co. Lancaster the arms appear
;

in Trinity Chapel, Rochdale Church). Ar. an inescutcheon
within an orle of martlets sa. Crest A stag trippant reguard.
ppr.
Motto Dum spiro spero.
Bochdale, Borougrh of (co. Lancaster). Ar. a wool-

—

—

pack encircled by two branches of the cotton tree flowered
and conjoined ppr. a bordure sa. charged with eight martlets
of the field. Crest
A millrind sa. and above a fleece ar.
banded or.
Bocbe (Fiseount Fermoy, dormant since 1733; David

—

Roche sat in Parliament as Viscount Fermoy temp.
Edward IV. and Henry VII.). Gu. three roaches naiant in
pale ar. Crest — On a rock ppr. an eagle rising ar. beaked
and legged

or, holding in the claws a roach, as in the arms.
SupportCT-s— Dexter, a Uon erminois sinister, a greyhound
sa. collared and ringed or.
Mon Dieu est ma
Motto
;

—

roche.

Boche

(Baron Fermoy).
Gu. three roaches naiant in pale
a canton of the last. Crest Standing on a rock ppr. an
osprey or sea eagle with wings displ. ar. collared gemel
az. membered or, holding a roach in its claw. S>iif>orters
Dexter, a lion erminois gorged with a collar sa. therefrom
pendent an escutcheon gu. charged with three roaches
naiant in pale ar. sinister, a greyhound pean gorged with
a collar or, therefrom pendent an escutcheon per pale of the
second and gu. three lions pass, guard, in pale counterchanged. Motto Mon Dieu est ma roche.
Boche (Fermoy, co. Cork, hart., extinct 1801; Dominick
Roche, son of Jordan Oge Roche, Mayor of Limerick,
1639, was created by James II., after his abdication. Baron
Tarbert and Viscount Cahervahalla, honours, however, unacknowledged his grandson. Sir Botle Roche, an officer in
the army, and M.P. in the Irish Parliament, was created a

—

ar.

—

;

—

;

Bobsert

(Normandy, and co. Warwick, temp. Richard II.).
Vert a lion ramp, or, vulned in the shoulder.
Bobsert. Ar. a lion ramp. vert. Crest—A fishs head
erased in fess ppr.
Bobsert. Az. a lion ramp. ar. another. Or, a lion ramp.
guard, vert.
(West Morton, co. Durham). Az. a chev. betw.
Out of a mural
three boars' heads erased erminois. Crest
crown az. a boar's head issuant erminois, crined of the first.
Or, a fess counter-componee gu. and
(co. Essex).
sa. betw. two chev. of the last.
(Bishop Wearmouth, co. Durham). Az. a chev.
;

Bobson

—

Bobson
Bobson

—

erm. betw. three boars' heads erased or. Crest n boar's
Motto Justus esto, et non
head erased and erect or.
metue.
Bobson (Holtby, CO. York). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three
boars' heads couped. Crest Out of a mural coronet az. a
boar's head and neck erminois.
Bobson. Az. a chev. erm. betw. three boars' heads erased
or.
Crest Out of a mural coronet az. a boar's head ermi-

—

—

—

nois.
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32*

Az. a chev.

—A stag's head couped ppr.

Bobyns, or Bobbins

,

Bobnet

and

counterchanged.

;

Bobinson

Warwick).
Crest

az.

Crest

ar.

CO. Cornwall).

son). Quarterly, lstand4th, vert on a chev. betw. three stags
Blatant or, as many trefoils gu., for Robinson 2nd and 3rd,
az. a fret ar.

Per cross

Eobyns, or Robins

trippant or, guttee vert.

on

Same Arms.
co.

stags trippant ppr.

Bobinson (Dullingham, co. Cambridge, and Denston Hall, co.
Suffolk
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Hoblnson.

bart. of Ireland 1782,

m. Mart, dau. of

Sir

Thomas Frank-

Gu. three
land, fifth hart, of Thirkelby, and d. s. p.).
roaches naiant in pale ar.
Boche (Carass, co. Limerick, bart.). Gu. three roaches
Crest
A rock,
naiant ar. a border engr. of the last.
thereon a stork close charged on the breast with a torteau,
and holding in his dexter claw a roach all ppr. Motlo-^

—

Dieu

est

Boche

ma

roche.

(Granagh

Castle,

and

three roaches naiant in pale ar.

Ryehill, co. Galway).
Crest

Go.

—A rock ppr. thereon

a fish-eagle, wings displ. ar. membered or, holding in the
Jl/o((o— Mon Dieu est ma
claw a roach, as in the arms.
roche.

Boche

(Tourin, co. Waterford). Same Ar)Tis, a border or.
Crest— An eagle ppr. beaked and legged or, holding in the
dexter claw a roach ar.
Boche (Ballynard, co. Tipperary; descended from Roohe, of
Tourin confirmed, with a crescent for diff.. by Carney,
Ulster, to John Roche, Cornet of a Regiment of Horse
under command of Capt. Robert Nangle, second son of
;

A
;

;;

B
Edwabd

Boche,

of

Same Arms and

Ballynard).

Crest.

Boche

Limerick John Eoche, Esq., of that
had an only dau. and heir, Giles, m. Sir Edward
KLnt., of Kilfinnan, who d. 1640; Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office). Gu. a roach naiant in fess ar.
Boche (Woodbine Hall, co. Waterford). Gu. three roaches
An osprey or sea eagle standing on a
naiant in pale. Crest
(Kilfinnan, CO.

;

place,

Fitz-Harbis,

—

chff ppr. the wings extended ar. membered or, in the dexter
Mon Cieu est ma
claw, a roach, as ia the arms. Motto

—

roche.

William Skeffington, Lord Deputy of Ireland, temp,
Henry VIII. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Quarterly, or and gu.

Sir

a border sa. bezantee.
Quarterly, or and gu. Crest— A. cock gu.
Same Arms, within a border az. plat£e
(another, the border sa. bezant^e); another, Ar. eleven
barrulets az. and a chief indented gu. ; another, Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. crowned gu. (another, the lion ducally crowned
or); another, Az. a fess dancettee betw. three lions ramp,
or; another, Ar. a fess gu.
Bochfort (Ireland an ancient family, who were among the
first English settlers in that part of the United Kingdom.
Sir Richard DE RocHFoRT was LordofCrom and Adare, 27

Bochford.
Bochford.

;

Malo, in France; allowed by Ilawkins, Ulster,
Boche
1721, to Locis Roche, of St. Malo, great-grandson of
HicHARD Roche, of the city of Limerick). Same Arms,
Crat, and Motto, as Visrount Fermoy.
Boche (Martinique, in the West Indies aUowed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1725, to James Roche, of that place, seventh in
descent from Philip Roche, of Serell and Rahan, sixth son
of David, Viscov.nt Fermoy, temp. Henry VI.). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto, a fleur-de-lis for diff.
Boche (Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1622, Anne, wife
of George Roche, merchant, of that city). Gu. three roaches
naiant in pale ar. a border sa.
Boche (Wellcomb, co. Devon Richard Roche, Esq., of
Wellcomb, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of Thomas Roche, of
same place, who was second son of Henry Roche, Esq., of
Lesawnte, co. Cornwall). Az. three roaches naiant in pale
(St.

;

;

;

Henry

III., a.d. 1243;
Justice of Ireland, 30
Rochfort, Lord of the

Sir Maurice Rochfort was Lord
Edward I., a.d. 1302; Sir Willlam
Manor of Kill, co. Kildare, was sum-

moned as a baron to the Parliament held at Dublin 13
Edward III., a.d. 1339; John Rochfort was seated at Kilbride, CO. Mealh, 1415; his representative in 1569, Robert
Rochfort, of Kilbride, m. twice
by his first wife he had
;

a son, Christopher, ancestor of Rochfort, of Kilbride and
Vesington; and by the second wife two sons, I. James, of
Laragh, co. Kildare, whose representative, James Rochfobt,

same place, was 6. 1704; II. Walter, ancestor of the
Earl of Belvedere, extinct Rochfort, of Rochfort Bridge
and Rochfort, of Clogrenane). Az. a lion ramp. ar. armed
and langued gu.
of

;

Tlochfort

ar.

Boche
Boche

(Walkneth, co. Lincoln). Same Arms.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1540). Or, a bull pass. gu.
betw. three roaches haurient ppr. a chief chequy of the first

and
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Esq.,

az.

Boche

Gu. a bull pass. betw. three roaches
haurient ar. a chief chequy or and az.
co.
Hertford; Sir William Roche, Knt.,
Boche (Lanier,
Lord Mayor of London 32 Henry VIII. his dau. and heir
m. Sir John Boteleb, Knt., of WoodhaU). Or, a bull
pass. betw. three dragons' heads erased gu. a chief counterYork).

(co.

;

compony

ar.

and

az.

—

Ar. a lion ramp. purp. crowned or. Crest A lion's
fess or and sa. within a chain issuing orleways az. another, Sa. two lions pass, guard, in pale ar.
ramp. sa. betw. eight crosses crosslet of
Or,
a
lion
another.
the last another. Or, crusily gu. a lion ramp, sa another,
Erm.asaltire gu. another, Gu. two roaches in fess ar.
another, Gu. two bars gobony ar. and az. another, Gu. two
bendlets ar. on each as many lozenges az.
Bochead (Inverleith, co. Edinburgh, bart., 1704; heiress to.
Kinloch, of Gilmerton). Ar. on a fesse az. a boar's head
erased betw. two mullets of the field. Crest A savage's
head couped ppr. Motto Fide et virtute.
^ochead (Whitsomhill, Scotland, 1G72). Ar. a savage's head
erased distilling drops of blood ppr. betw. three combs az.
A savage's arm erect ppr. Motto Pro patria.
Crest
Bochefort. Quarterly, or and gu. a border sa. bezantee.
Crest— On a ducal coronet or, a cock, wings expanded ppr.
Bocheline. Gu. three lozenge buckles ar.
Boches. Sa. two lion pass, (another, pass, guard.) ar.;
another, Sa. two leopards pass. ar.
Bochester, City of. Or, on a cross gu. a text
of the
first, on a chief of the second a lion of England.
Bochester, See of. Ar. on a saltire gu. an escallop or.
Bochester (Loys Hall, Terling, co. Essex, and co. Sussex).
Chequy ar. and gu. on a fess vert three escallops or. Crest
A cubit arm in armour erect issuing from clouds ppr.
holding in the gauntlet a marigold, a rose, and a pomegranate all ppr. leaved vert, and environed with a ducal
coronet or.
Bochester (co. Essex). Or, a fess betw. three crescents
Crest
A crane ar.
sa.
Bochester (Sir Rohf.bt Rochester, K.G., elected 23 April,
1557, d. 28 Nov. following, without being installed). Chequy
ar. and gu. on a fess az. three escallops or.
Same Crest as
the last.
Bochester. Ar. a fess betw. three crescents sa.
Bochestord, or Bochesford. Az. a fess indented
betw. three lions ramp. or.
Bochewell (Walts). Gu. a bend lozengy ar. a chief of tho
second.
Bochfford (Sir Geobc.e Rochfford, Knt., temp. King John;
his dau. m. Sir Henbt Stanton, Knt., of Stanton, co. Nottingham. Visit. Notts, 1614).
Quarterly, or and gu. on a
bordf T sa. eight annulets of the first.

Boche.

head erased per
;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

B

—

—

Bochford

(Stoke, co. Leicester;

Hknbt Rocdfobd,

Esq., of

Henry V. his dau. and heiress, Jane IIoohfoiid,
m. IIknby Stanhope, Esq., whose granddau. and heiress m.
TuouAS Skeffinoton, Esq., of SkefUngtoD, son and heir of
Stoke, irmp.
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;

(Earl of Selvedere, extinct 1814; Robert Rochfort, eldest son of Eight Hon. George Rochfort, M.P. co.
Westmeath, was created Baron Bellrjield 1737, raised to a
viscounty 1751, and to an earldom 1756; the second earl
Same Arms. Crest A robin redbreast ppr.
d. s. p.).
Supporters Two stags ppr. ducally gorged and chained or,
chains reflected over the backs. Motto Candor dat viribus

—

—

—

alas.

Bochfort

(Rochfort Bridge, co. Donegal; representative of

RocHFOBT, CO. Westmeath Charles Gdstavus Rochfort,
Esq., male representative of the Earl of Belvedere, descended
from George Rochfort, Esq., of Rochfort, younger son of
Right Hon. George Rochfort, M.P., and brother of Robert,
first Earl of Belvedere).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto—
Vi vel suavite.
Bochfort (Clogrenane, co. Carlow Horace William Noei.
RocBFOET, Esq., J.P., D.L., High Sheriff co. Carlow 1839,
descended from John Rochfort, Esq., younger brother of
Right Hon. George Rochfobt, M.P.).
Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
Bochfort (Kilbride, co. Meath Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Eleanor, wife of Robert Rochfort, Esq., of that place, d.
26 Feb. 1607). Az. a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu.
and bound round the dexter hind gamb with a ribbon tied
in a bow of the last.
Bochfort (Brennanstown, co. Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1621, Anne, wife of William Rochfort, of that
place). Az. a lion ramp. ar. a mullet for diff.
Bochfort (CO. Meath Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued gu. 2nd,
3rd,
ar. a bend engr. betw. three bears' heads erased sa.
erm. a cross az. Crest A robin redbreast ppr.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Bochfort

(Limerick; Reg. Ulster's Office, 1638, to David
Rochfort, of that place). Az. a lion ramp. ar. Crest
robin redbreast ppr. Motlo—Sta.t fortis in fide.
Bochfort (Tagunnan, co. Wexford; James Rochfort, of
that place, temp. James I., was son of Hugh Rochfort,
grandson of James Rochfort, and great-grandson of Hdoh
Rochfort, Seneschal of co. Wexford, all of the same place.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and
Visit. Wexford, 1618).
langued az. over all a fess or.
Quarterly, or and gu. in the Ist
Bochfort (England).
quarter a fleur-de-lis sa. Crest The branch of a rose tree
bearing roses ppr.
Bochfort-Boyd. See Botb.
Bock (London). Or, a trefoil vert betw. three chessrookj
sa. a chief of the second.
Bock (Dublin; granted, 1820, to James Rock, Esq., of Dublin,
Athlone Pursuivant of Arms). Or, two lions pass, in pale
Crest
Out of
sa. on a canton of the second a chessrook ar.
the coronet of a marquess a dexter cubit armed arm grasp-

—

—

—

—

Motto Nil
ing in tho gauntlet a naked dagger all ppr.
admirari.
Bock. Gu. on a rock ppr. a bird ar. Crest A demi lion az.
Bocke (Al)boy Foregatc, co. Salop). Or, three chessrooks
and n chief embattled sa. Crest On a rock ppr. a martlet

—

—

or.

Bocke

(Clungunford House, co. Salop; allowed by Camdeo,

Clarenceux).
spes est.

Same Anns

Siai Crest.

Motto— In Deo nostra

A

;
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Bockelton, or Bokylton. Gu.

a cross

assumed the name of Rodes). Ar. a lion pass guard, gn.
betw. two acorns az. within two bendlets ermines. Crest
An arm couped at the elbow ar. holding an oak branch or,

a torder

or,

—

ar.

Bockelwell, or Rottlewell.

Ar. a bend gu. frctty

fructed az.

or.

Bockkell (Reg. tnster's Office).
Bockland. Ar. an eagle displ.

Bodes (Rev.

Cornelius Heathcote Eeaston, s. to the Barland assumed the surname of Rodes).
Same Arms and Crest.
Bockley (Kockley, co. York granted by Camden, Clarenfess
sa.
betw.
seven
lozenges
gu.
Crest
Bodes.
Az.
three
annulets
or, on a chief ar. a greyhound
ceux). Ar. a
courant of the second, collared gu.
stag's head ppr. attired or.
Bockley, or Roclay (cos. Essex and Suffolk). Lozengy Boderer (Glasgow, 1838). Sa. a stag's head erased ar.
holding in the mouth a mullet or, on a border of the last
erm. and gu.
three escallops of the first.
Bockley (co. Kent). Az. a fess betw. three lions pass.
Crest
On a mount a stag
courant betw. two laurel branches all ppr. Motto— 'Soa
ar.
nostraque Deo.
Bockley, or Rokesley (co. Kent). Az. a fess betw. six
Bodgrer (Hadlow Castle, Tunbridge). Same Arms, Crest,
lions ramp. ar.
and Motto.
Bockley, or Boclay. Lozengy ar. and. gu another,
Bod^ers (Endcliffe Vale, Sheffield, co. York; granted to
Ar. two chev. az. a border engr. gu. another. Quarterly
another, Erm. an inescutcheon
Thomas William Rodgebs, Esq., of Endcliffe Vale and
ar. and gu. a bend az.
Lincoln's-Inn, Barrister-at-law, and to the descendants of
az.
his late father, 27 Feb. 1811).
Bockliffe. Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions' beads erased
Ar. three stags courant in
pale ppr. attired sa. within two flaunches gu. each charged
gu. as many chessrooks or; another, Ar. on a chief sa.
with a tilting-spear erect or.
three boars' heads couped or, armed gu.
Bock'wood (Ewffon and Weston, co. Norfolk). Ar. three Bodick (Gateacre and Wood close, MUnthorp). Quarterly,
Crest
A lion sejant
1st and 4th, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three trees ppr. fructed of
chessrooks sa. a chief of the last.
the second; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three escallops gu.
guard, ar. supporting a spear sa. headed gold.
Eockwood (Kirkby, co. Suffolk). Ar. six chessrooks sa. Bodie (Liverpool descended from Scotland). Ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three branches of rowan tree or mountain ash ppr.
three, two, and one.
as many crescents or. Crest A roebuck pass. ppr. Motto
Boclay. Gu. a fess betw. two bars fusily ar.
Spero meliora.
BoclifT, or Bockley (Cowthorp, co. York). Ar. a chev.
Bodnall, or Bothenale. Sa. a chev. betw. three foxes'
betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
heads erased ar.
Bocold. Ar. six chessrooks sa. three, two, and one.
Bocull (CO. Hants). Gu. two bars ar. on a canton of the Rodney (Stoke Rodney, co. Somerset; Sir John Rodnet,
Knt., of Stoke Rodney, descended from Walter Rodnet,
last a martlet sa.
living A.D. 1095, s. his cousin, Sir Geobge Rodney, Knt., of
Bodatz. Ar. a rose tree issuing out of the ground all ppr.
with
fess
of
the
first,
charged
indented
gu.
Stoke Rodney, and d. 1611, leaving, with other issue, I. Sir
chief
a
a
on
A rose tree ppr.
Edwabd Rodney, Knt., of Stoke Rodney, d. 1657, leaving
three mullets of the last. Crest
three daus. his co-heirs; and II. Anthony Rodney, Colonel
Bodd (co. Hereford). Ar. two trefoils in fess vert, a chief
Visit. Somerset,
in the army, ancestor of lord Rodney.
or.
1623). Or, three eagles displ. purp.
Bodd (Trebatha Hall, co. Cornwall descended from Eodd,
Ar. two trefoils slipped sa. a
Bodney (Rodney, co. Devon). Same Arms. Crest On a
or RuDD, CO. Hereford).
The Pharos or Colossus of Rhodes,
ducal coronet or, an eagle rising purp.
Crest
chief of the last.
Rodney {Baron Rodney). Same Arms. Crest On a ducal
over the shoulders a bow, the right hand holding an arrow,
coronet or, an eagle, wings displ. and inverted purp. Supthe left raised above the head holding a ball of fire, rays
porters
Two eagles, wings inverted purp. beaked and
surrounding the head all ppr. Motto— "Recte omnia duce
membered or, each sustaining with the interior claw a banner
Deo.
two
treof St. George, the staves ppr. each enfiled with a naval
Bodd (co. Cornwall). Per fess sa. and ar. in base
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
coronet gold. Motto Non generant aquilae columbas.
foils slipped of the first.
Rodney (Buckwell, co. Somerset; John Rodney, Esq., of
a double plume of ostrich feathers, five and three ar.
his dau. Anne, m. William Sctton, Esq., of
that place
(Roddam, co. Northumberland a family of Saxon
Averham, living a.d. 1575. Visit. Notts, 1614). Same
origin; the late representative. Admiral Robert Koddam,
Arms.
of Roddam, a gallant naval officer, d. s. p. in 1808,
and devised his property to his cousin, William Spenceb Rodney (cos. Hants and Somerset). Same Arms.
Stanhope, Esq., descended from Edwabd Colungwood, Rodney (co. Warwick). Ar. three eagles displ. purp.
Or, three eagles displ. vert; another. Or, a
who m. Mabt Eoddam, who then assumed the surname Rodney.
Uon ramp, az.; another. Or, in chief two eagles displ. vert;
of Roddam). Gu. on abend erm. three cinquefoils sa. Crest
another, Or (another, ar.) three eagles displ. sa. another.
A stump of an oak tree couped sprouting out leaves
Or, three eagles displ. az.
ppr. Motto Nee deficit alter.
Rodney (William Powell Rodney, Esq.). Quarterly, Ist
(now of Roddam granted to Roddam John Faldee,
and 4th, same as Rodney, of Stoke Rodney 2nd and 3rd,
Esq., of Ballincusham, Isle of Man, on taking by royal
Same Arms, Crest,
per pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar. a border nebulee
licence, 1865, the surname of Roddam).
Crests
1st, Rodney: Same as Rodney, of
or, for Powell.
and Motto.
Same Arms and Crest.
Stoke Rodney 2nd, Powell Out of a wreath of laurel vert
(Colchester, co. Essex)
a lady's head couped at the shoulders ppr. vested gu.
Boddam. Same Arms. Crest— A savage's head couped
Rodon (Vere, Island of Jamaica). Ar. on a fess gu. betw.
ppr. distilling blood gu.
three pheons sa. a lion pass. or.
Bode (Rode, CO. Chester). Ar. two qnatrefoils slipped sa. a
Rodon (granted to John Rodon, Esq., Capt. in Her
chief of the last. Crest A wolfs head sa. collared ar.
Majesty's Army, co. Westmeath). Ar. on a fess gu. betw.
Bode. Gu. on a chev. ar. three martlets of the first.
three pheons sa. a lion pass, or, in the centre chief point an
Bodeley. Sa. three bars humettee ar.
Crest A wivern ppr. charged on
annulet of the second.
Boden, £arl of. See Joceltn.
Magna est Veritas
the breast with an annulet or. Motto
Boderick (Lord of Anglesey second son of Owen Gwtnedd,
et praevalent.
Prince of North Wales. Descendants: I. Llotds, of Rhiwaedog II. Moeises, of Clenenneu III. Anwtls, of Park, IV. Roderick. Or, a lion pass, guard, gu.
Bktnkebs, of Brynker; V. Wtnns, of Gwydyr VI. Wtnns, Rodville (Lindley, co. Leicester, a.d. 1200; Isabella,
the co-heiress, m. Hardwick, of Hardwick, co. Warwick,
of Llwyn: VII. Wtnns, of Berthdu and Bodysgallan). Vert
who became possessed of Lindley in right of his wife). Az.
three eagles displ. in fess or.
semee of cinquefoils or.
Boderick the Great, King: ofWales. See Rhodbi
Same Arms, with a bendlet compon^e ar. and
Rodville.
Ma WE.
Bodes, or Rhodes (Skyrkett and New Halifax, co. York
Rodway (London). Ar. on a fess az. betw. three buglegranted 1586). Ar. on a cross engr. betw. four lions ramp.
horns sa. as many roses or. Crest A buck trippant ppr.
Crest— A leopard sejant or, spotted sa.
gu. five bezants.
another, Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three buglehorns stringed
collared and ringed ar.
sa. as many roses or, leaved ppr.
Bodes (Barlborough, co. Derby, bart., extinct 1743; Sir
Ar. on a
Fbancis Eodes, Knt., of Barlborough, was created a bart. Roe (Brimdish, co. Suffolk, bart., extinct 1866).
unm.,
when
his
chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped per pale gu. and vert
1641; Sir John Rodes, sixth bart., d.
Crest
On a motmt vert a roebuck
as many quatrefoils or.
estates devolved on Gimert Heathcote (grandson of Gilstatant guard, gu. attired and hoofed or, betw. the attires a
bert Heathcote, Esq., of Cutthorpe, co. Derby, by Frances
Motto Tramite recta.
quatrefoil gold.
EoDEs, his wife, sister of the last bart.), who thereupon
Az. a cross patoncee or.

sa.

membered

borough

or.

;

estates 1825,

—

—

;

;

;

.

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

Boddam

—

—

;

;

;

—

Boddam

;

;

—

Boddam

.

:

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—
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A
;

Roe
Roe

per pale gu. and vert.
(Graton Hall, co. Devon). Az. three bucks courant ar.
Non progredi est
Crest— A stag's head erased gu. Motto

Roe

—

regredi.

Roe (Higham Hall, co. Essex, and Muswell Hill, co. Middlesex).
Gu. a quatrefoil

Roe

or.

Crest

—A buck's head erased

gu.

courant ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet or, betw. two
branches of laurel vert. Sitpport«rs— Dexter, a stag sa.
attired or, and gorged with laurel of the last; sinister, a
griffin sa. beaked or, and charged on the shoulder with a
rose of the last. Motto
Nos nostraque Deo.
Rogers (Bristol and Eastwood, co. Gloucester). Ar. three
or,
Crest
stags sa. attired
a chief az.
A stag's head
erased ppr. in the mouth an acorn or, stalked and leaved

—

—

(co.

vert.

Roe, or Roo

Rogers

Somerset). Az. a roebuck lodged ar.
(Dartford, co. Kent, and London). Ar. on a
chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped per pale gu, and vert
as many bezants. Crest— A stag's head gu. charged on the

neck with three bezants.

Roe

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1656). Ar. on a chev. sa.
betw. three trefoils slipped per pale gu. and vert as many
bezants.
Roe (Mount Anneville Park, co. Dublin; granted to Henkt
EoE, Esq., of Dublin, eldest surviving son of Henet Roe,
of St. Leonards-on-Sea, co. Sussex, and to the descendants of
his father). Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three trefoils
slipped vert a cross crosslet or, betw. two bezants. Crest
buck's head erased ppr. on the neck a cross crosslet or,
and in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert. Motlo Virtute et

—

A

—

valore.

Roebuck (Ingress,

co. Kent).
Ar. a fess quarterly az. and
gu. betw. three mascles sa. Crest—A stork ar. beaked and
membered gu.
(co. Somerset). Ar. on a fess gu. three fleurs-deCrest— A lion pass, guard, gu.
lis or.
Gu. three Catharine wheels
(temp. Richard II.).

Roebuck

Roed
or.

Roet

(Sir Payne Roet, Knt., whose dau. m. Geoffbet
Chaucek, the Poet). Gu. three Catharine wheels or.

Ar. three snakes nowed looking to the sinister
On a mural coronet a serpent nowcd all
Crest

Roffey.

—

vert.

BOG
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KOE

See Eowb.
(Alport, CO. Derby).
Ar. a chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped
(CO. Devoa).

ppr.

Roffey

(granted to Bichabd Roffet, Esq., Adelphi Terrace,
London). Gu. a lion pass. «rm. on a chief of the last three
ravens ppr. Crest A demi lion couped erm. murally gorged
gu. the sinister paw resting on an arch sa.
Rofifey. Az. a lion pass, or, on a chief ar. three Cornish

—

(Pilton, co.

Devon;

settled there for seven genera-

extinct in the male line 1791

tions,

;

the co-heiresses m.

Griffiths and Studdy). Ar. a chev. betw. three stags
courant gu.
Rogers (Rainscombe, co. Wilts). Ar. a chev. betw. three

—

and spotted or. Crest A stag
chained and spotted or. Motto Nil conscire sibi.
Rogers (Bradford, co. Somerset; Anthony Rogers, Esq., of
Bradford, Visit. Somerset, 1623, grandson of William Rogers,
who was eldest son of Thomas Rogebs, Esq., of Bradford,
Serjeant-at-law). Ar. a chev. betw. three stags courant
stags sa. eoUared, chained,

—

sa.

sa.

Rogers

George Rogers,

(Cannington, co. Somerset;

Esq.,

of Cannington, Visit. Somerset, 1623, grandson of Geobge
Rogers, Esq., of Lopit, co. Devon, who was second son of

Thomas Rogers,

of Bradford, Serjeant-at-law).

Esq.,

Arms, a crescent for diff.
gorged and attired or.

Crest

Same

— A stag sa. bezantee, ducally

Rogers

(YarUngton, co. Somerset).
Erm. three bucks
trippant sa. on a chief wavy az. as many acorns slipped or.
A buck's head erased sa. attired or, on the neck a
Crest
bendlet wavy gold, charged with three acorns vert, holding
in the mouth a slip of oak fructed ppr.
Rogers (The Home, co. Salop resident there since the
year 1260). Ar. on a chev. vert betw. three stags courant

—

;

—

erm. spots gold. Crest A stag's head sa. charged
with three erm. spots gold, erased gu. attired or. Motto
Celeriter et jucunde.
Rogers (Stanage Park, co. Radnor; descended from Charles
Rogers, merchant of London, who purchased Stanage Park,
fifth son of the Rev. Edwabd Rogebs, M.A., of The Home).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto Celeriter et jucunde.
sa. five

—

—

Rogers

three piles in chief and a cinquefoil in base of the last, a
saltire of the first.
Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa.
Ro^er (Scotland, 16th century). Sa. a stags' head erased ar.
attired or, holding in the mouth a mullet of the last.

(Chelmsford, co. Essex, Purton, co. Gloucester, and
Ar. a chev. betw. three stags sa.
co. Worcester).
Crest
A stag's head sa. attired or, in the mouth an acorn
of the second, stalked and leaved vert.
Rogers (Deritend, co. Warwick, and Sunbury, co. Middlesex
confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to DAsrEt
Rogers, of Sunbury, Clerk of the Council to Queen Elizabeth,
grandson of John Rogers, of Deritend). Ar. a chev. betw.
stag's head sa. ducally
three stags trippant sa. Crest—

Roger (Scotland, 16th century). "Vert a fess ar.
Roger (Scotland). Or, a fess wavy betw. three bucks pass. sa.

Rogers

choughs ppr.

Rofy.
ar.

Ar. a lion pass. gu. on a chief az. three dov£s close
Crest

Rog-er

— An eagle displ. ppr.

Vert on a

(Scotland, 16th century).

fess

ar. betw.

Rog'er.

Roger.

Ar. on a chief or, a fleur-de-lis gu.
Rogers (Lanke, co. Cornwall settled there in the early part
of the 16th century. Visit. Cornwall, 1620, commences with
John Rogebs, Esq., of Lanke, m. Thomasine, only dau. and
heir of John Hetdon, Esq., of Heydon). Ar. a chev. betw.
;

three bucks trippant sa.
(Penrose, co. Cornwall; descended from Rogebs, of
Lanke, co. Cornwall. The immediate ancestor of the Rogers
of Treaasowe and Penrose, John Rogers, Esq., of Truthwall,
was First Commissioner in Charles I. "a armies). Same Arms.

Rogers

Crest — A stag trippant sa.
Rogers (Bryntangor, in Bryn Egl wys, co. Denbigh

;

gu.

Rogers (WIsdome, co. Devon, bart.). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three stags courant sa. attired and gorged with ducal coronets or.
Crest
On a mount vert a stag courant ppr.
attired and gorged with a ducal coronet or, betw. two
branches of laurel vert. Motlo Nos nostraque Deo.
Rogers {Baron Islarhford: Sir Fbederick Rogers, eighth
Ar. a
bart. of Wisdome, was raised to the Peerage 1871).
chev. gu. betw. three stags courant sa. attired and gorged
with ducal coroncti or. Crtil On a mount vert a stag

—

—

866

—

A

gorged

or.

Kent

granted 1593).

Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crest
stags in full course sa. attired or, collared gu.
man's head in armour sidefaced ppr. helmet or, feathers
(co.

;

—

ar.

Rogers

Ar. a chev.
(co. Kent, and Bradford, co. Wilts).
betw. three stags sa. attired or (another, the chev. az.).
A stag pass. sa. bezant^e ducally gorged and attired
Crest

—

or.

Rogers

(London).

ar. attired or.

in the

hand

Rogers

descended
through John Wynn, Esq., of Bryntangor, second son of
Ellis, jure uxoris of Plas yn Tale, co. Denbigh, second son
of Griffith ap Einion, of Cors y Gedol, co. Merioneth, from
OsBOBNE FiTZGEBAU), Lord of Ynys-y-macugwyn, a scion of
the illustrious house of Desmond. The male line terminated
with John Rogers, Esq., of Bryntangor, whose dau. and
heiress, Magdalen Rogers, of Bryntangor, m. Hcmphrey
HnotiES, Esq., of Gwerclas, co. Merioneth, Baron of Kymraeryn-Edcimion, and was mother of Thomas Hoches, Esq.,
of Gwerclas and Bryntangor, ancestor in the male line of the
HcGHES, of Pcn-y-CIawdd, co. Denbigh, and in the female,
of the Llotds, of I'lymog, Gwerclas, and Ba.shall Hall).
Arms, those of Osborne Fitzgerald, viz., Erm. a saltire

—

Evesham,

ppr.

Sa. a chev. betw. three stags trippant
A cubit arm in coat of mail, holding

Crest

—

a banner,

stafT

and

flag or.

Ar. a chev. engr. betw.
three stags courant sa. attired or, on a chief of the second
A demi stag sa. platee,
as many mullets of the third. Crest
attired gold, ducally gorged per pale or and ar.
Rogers (Stourbridge, co. Worcester, The Hill, Amblecote,
CO. Stafford, and London; borne by Samdel Rogers, the
Poet, maternally descended from a noble French refugee
family named Tytteby, and also from Phiup Henry, the
Commentator). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a chev. betw.
(Coulston, co. Norfolk).

—

three stags statant sa., for Rogers 2nd, az. fretty or, on a
chief gu. three bells reversed of the second, for Radfobd ;
3rd, erm. on a bend az. three cinquefoils or, for Habbis.
;

— A stag statant

bczant^e.
Or, a fess
Salop granted 1576).
wavy betw. three stags trippant sa. Crest On a mount
ringed,
gorged,
vert a stag trippant sa. attired ar. ducally
Crfsl

Rogers

sa.

(Little Nesse, co.

and lined gold.
Rogers (Edmonton,

co.

;

—

Middlesex; Richard Rogers, of

that place. Visit. Middlesex, 1663, groat-grandson of Ricdabd
Rogebs, Comptroller of the Mint in the Tower of London).
Gu. a fess wavy betw. three stags trippant or, a crescent for
.iilT.

Rogers

(Bryanstone, co. Dorset). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a mullet pierced sa. on a chief or, a flcur.de-lis gu. ; 2nd
and 3rd, ar. fretty sa. a chief gu. Crest— A fleur-de-lis or.

;

BOG

(Dowdeswell, co. Gloucester a branch of the ancient
knightly family of Rogebs, of Bryanstone, co. Dorset, resisince the reign of Henry VIII.). Ar. a
Dowdeswell
dent at
mullet sa. on a chief gu. a fleur-de-lis or. Crest A fleur;

—

de-lis or.

Bog'ers

(Coxwei.l-Rogers, Dowdeswell, co. Gloucester; exemplified, 1S50, to Rev. William Rogers Coxwell, upon his
assuming, by royal licence, the surname of Rogers). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a mullet sa. on a chief or, a fleur-de2nd and 3rd, ar. a bend wavy betw. six
lis gu., for Rogers
cocks gu., for CoxwELL. (h-ents— 1st A fleur-de-lis or, for
Rogers 2nd A demi dragon displ. ar. Motto Vigila
;

:

—

:

;

John Rogers, Rector of Week Rissingtonf
Rev. John Rogebs, Sub-Dean o,
Chaplain to Queen Anne and George I., and of Anne
(Rev.

CO. .Gloucester, father of

Wells,

Thomas Rokebt, Esq., of Barnby, youngest brother of Si?
William Rokebt, Bart., of Skiers). Same Arms and Crest.

Bokeby

(Maske and Stanningford, ca York; descended
from the younger sons of Sir Thomas Rokebt, of Mortham,
living temp. Henry VII.). Same Arjns, on the chev. a fleurde-lis or, for di£F.

Bokeby, or Rookesby. Same

Arms. Crest— A dexter
hand holding an escutcheon ar. charged with a crescent gu.
Rokeby. Erm. an inescutchcon az.

Rokeby, Saron.

Rogers,

in.

Oxford).

Charles Pebbott,

Esq.,

Or, a mullet sa. on a chief ar.

of

Northleigh,

a

fleur-de-lis gu.

co.

Bogers

See Robinson.
(co. Kent).

Rokefield, or Rotfield

Az. a fess or, betw.
ramp. ar.
Lozengy erm.
(quartered by Pbideacx-Bbcne).

six (another, seven) lions

Rokele

et ora.

Bog'ers

BOL
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Bogrers

and gu.

Rokelley. Lozengy gu. and ar. a fess sa.
Rokelley, or Rosselley. Ar. on a

chief gu. three

bezants.

Rokellor.

Lozengy erm. and gu.

Rokes (co.

(Wrexham, co. Denbigh, and of the city of London).
a crown vallary gu. betw. three stags trippant ppr.
On a crown vallery or, a stag trippant ppr. charged
on the shoulder with a trefoil vert. Motto Absque virtute

Bedford). Ar. a fess flory counterflory gu. betw.
three rooks sa.
Bokes. Sa. a cross quarter pierced ar. charged with four
rooks of the first.
Rokesborough. Ar. on a bend az. three trefoils slipped or.
Rokesbiirgh. Same Arms, in the sinister chief a mullet
£ru. charged with a crescent of the third for diff.
Rokesby. Gu. asaltireor; another, Barry nebulee of six
.sa. and ar. on a canton gu. a mullet of the second.
Rokesdon. Ar. a fess betw. three rooks sa.

nihil.

Rokesfield.

(Cadbury House, co. Somerset). Ar. a mullet sa. on
a fleur-de-lis gu.
Bogrers (co. Dorset). Quarterly, ar. and erm. on a chief or,
gu.
fleur-de-hs
a
Bog'ers (co. Dorset). Ar. on a chev. (another, a chief) or, a
a chief

or,

fleur-de-lis gu.

Bogers
Or,

Crest

—

—

Bogers
Bogers

(BaUsmo). Az. a hon ramp, or, a border of the last.
(quartered by Bluett, of Broadclist, co. Devon.
Az. a chev. betw. three chessrooks or.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Bogers (Brompton Park, co. Middlesex, and Calcutta, East
Indies; granted to Alexander Rogebs, Esq.). Per chev. or
and erm. on a chev. az. betw. two stags' heads erased in
chief ppr. each holding in the mouth a mullet sa. and the
Roman fasces in bend sinister, surmounted by a sword
saltireways in base ppr. entwined by a double chain gold
Upon a branch of a tea plant
three cinquefoils ar. Crtst
entwined with three sprigs of flax ppr. an owl ar.
Bogers. Ar. a mullet g-u. on a chief or, a fleur-de-lis of the
second another. Per fess or and ar. in chief a fleur-de-lis
gu. in base a mullet sa.
Bogers (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1617, Rose Rogers, wife
of Edmund Devenish, Alderman and Mayor of Dublin).
Erm. a fess az. betw. three crescents gu.
Bogers (Lota, CO. Cork; confirmed to William Kissane
Rogers, Esq., of Lota, J. P., and to the other descendants
of his grandfather, Noblett Rogers, Esq., of Lota, Captain
46th Regiment). Ar. on a chev. betw. three stags trippant
Crest
A stag trippant sa. charged with
sa. a trefoil or.
a trefoil or. Motto Omnia vincit amor.
Bogerson (Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1677, EuzaAz. a fess betw. a fleur-debetii, wife of John Rogebson).
lis in chief and a mullet in base all or.
Bogerson (Wamphrey and Dimcrieff, Scotland, 1818). Az.
on a fess betw. the sun in his splendour in chief, and three
bees volant fcssways in base or, as many fleurs-de-lis of
A leopard pass, holding in his dexter paw
the field. Crest
a branch of laurel ppr. Motto Mores fingunt fortunam.
Bogerway. Sa. two bars ar. voided gu. another, Sa. two
bars wa^-y paly az. and ar.
Bognon, or Roynon (co. Somerset). Ar. a wivcrn se-

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

greant sa.

Bohantr ed (co. Suffolk)

.

Vert a chev. betw. three keys or

another. Vert a lion ramp. or.

Bohde

Ar. on a chev. em(CO. Middlesex ; granted 1765).
battled az. betw. two falcons rising in chief ppr. belled or,
of
the
third, an escallop
cable
base
sa.
the
anchor
in
ami an
CreH—An eagle displ.
of the field enclosed by two bezants.
per pale or and purp. charged on the breast with a cross
pattee counterchanged.
(Rokeby and Mortham, co. York a family of great

Bokeby

;

antiquity and distinction, of which -was Sir Thomas Rokebt,
a gallant warrior temp. Edward III., eminently distinguished
at the battle of Xevile's Cross, who became eventually L/Ord
The line of Rokebt, of Rokeby and
Justice of Ireland.
Mortham, continued until Sir Thomas Rokeby disposed of

tie demesne of Rokeby to William Robinson, Esq.). Ax. a
chev. sa. betw. three rooks ppr. Crest A rook ppr.
co. York, hart., extinct 1678; Sir] William
Rokebt, eldest son of William Rokebt, Esq., of Hotham, by
Dobotht, his wife, dau. of William Rokebt, Esq., of Skiers,
and grandson of Thomas Rokebt, Esq., third son of Thomas
Rokebt, Esq., of Mortham, was created a bart. 1661). Same

—

Bokeby (Skiers,

Amis and
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a cross

Gu. a

saltire

erm.

(Lullingstone, co. Kent, temp. Edward III.).
the dexter quarter a rook of the last.

Ar.

sa. in

Rokesley, or Rockley.

Or, a cross gu. in the first
quarter a martlet sa.
Ar. three birds sa. another, Ar. a fess betw.
three birds sa.
Rokew^ell. Ar. on a chev. sa. a boar's head of the first.
Rcke'wood. Ar. three chessrooks sa. a chief of the last.
Roke'wood. Ar. six chessrooks three, two, and one, sa.
Rokinge. Ar. two bars betw. six martlets gu.
Rokisden, or Rookesdon. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three

Rokeston.

;

rooks sa.

Roksle

(CO.

Kent).

Az. six lions ramp. ar. a fess gu.

Rolesby, or Rotesby. Sa. a saltire or.
Rolesley, or Ro'wlesley (Rowlesley, co.

Derby). Gu. a
erm. a border of the last. Crest A demi lion ramp,
per pale ar. and gu. holding a red rose stalked and leaved

—

fess

vert.

Right Hon. Sir
extinct 1868.
of the Exchequer, was
appointed Vice-Chancellor of England 1850, raised to the
Peerage same year, and made Lord Chancellor, 1852 and

Rolfe (Baron

Cranworth,

Robert Monskt Rolfe, a Baron

Gyronny of eight ar. and gu. an eagle
charged on the breast with a sun in splendour or.
Crest
^A dove ar. in the beak a sprig of oHve ppr. ducally
gorged gu. and resting the dexter foot upon three annulets
Supporters On either side a stag or,
interlaced or.
charged on the neck with four bandlets sa. upon the attires
a ribbon gu. passing through an annulet gold. Motto1865; hed. s.p.).
displ. sa.

—

—

nubUa Phoebus.
(Deptford, co. Kent, and Hackney, co. Middlesex).
A raven
Ar. three ravens sa. a trefoil vert for diff. Crest
close sa. in the bsak a trefoil slipped vert.
Same
Arms,
Rolfe (Chislehurst, co. Kent, and London).
Post,

Rolfe

—

with a cinquefoil in chief vert.
(Sarum, co. Wilts). Ar. three ravens sa. Crest—On a
staff couped and raguly lying fessways and sprouting at
the dexter end vert a raven close sa.
Rolfe (Inglethorpe, co. York). Az. three water bougets or.
Rolfe (co. York). Or, three water bougets sa.

Rolfe

Rolfe.

Ar. a raven sa.
(Hadleigh, co. Suffolk). Gyronny of eight orm. and
on a chief gu. three annulets or. Crest— A dragon's
head couped gu. fretty ar. ducally gorged and chained or.
Rolfe (Heacham Hall, co. Norfolk exemplified to S. C. E.
Neville Rolfe, Esq., who took the name and arms of
Rolfe, by royal licence, 19 April, 1837, on coming into pos-

Rolfe
sa.

;

session of the property of the late Edmund Rolfe, Esq., of
Heacham Hall). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gyronny of eight
orandaz. on a chief sa. three annulets ar., for Rolfe; 2nd
3rd, gu. five fusils conjoined in fess or, each charged
with an erm. spot sa. a border nebuly ar., for Neville.
Crests— 1st, Neville: A mount vert, thereon issuant out
of a crescent gu. a rose ar. slipped vert; 2nd, Rolfe: A
Motto Cresco crescendo.
lion's head erased ar. fretty gu.
Rolinc. Sa. three lions ramp, in bend betw. two doub'3

and

—

cotises and a crescent in sinister chief all ar.

Crest.

Bokeby (.\rthingworth,

Rokesley

co.

Northampton

;

descended from

Rolland

(Disblair, co.

Aberdeen, 1672).

Ar. a fess chcquy

\A

Motto

—Immutabile,

durabile.

(Gask, Scotland). Ar. a fess chequy sa. and or,
betw. two ships with sails furled of the second in chief, and a
Crest— K hand holding a dagger
fleur-de-lis az. in base.
ppr. hilted and pommelled or. Motto Spes juvat.
Rolle (Stevenston, co. Devon one of the ancient families

—

;

treated of by Prince, in his " Worthies of co. Devon;" Sir
Henbt Kolle, Knt., of Stevenston, 6. 1540, aged 75 at Visit.
Devon, 1620, was son of John Rolle, Esq., of same place).
Or, on a fess dancettee betw. three billets az. each charged

—

Crest
field, as many bezants.
cubit arm erect vested or, charged with a fess indented
doable cotised gold, in the hand a flint stone ppr.
Solle (Baron Rolle, extinct 1842; Henbt Bolle, Esq., of
Stevenston, M.P. co. Devon, was so created 1648, d. unm.
1759, when the title expired his nephew, John Rolle, Esq.,
of Stevenston, had the title revived in his favour 1796, and
d. s. p., when it again expired). Or, on a fess dancettee
betw. three billets az. each charged with a lion ramp, of the
Crest
A cubit arm erect vested az.
field, as many bezants.
charged with a fess indented double cotised or, holding in
the hand a flint stone ppr. Supporters Two leopards
Motto Nee
reguard. gu. bezantee, ducally crowned or.
rege, nee populo, sed utroque.

with a lion ramp, of the

;

—

—

—

(Lewknor, co. Oxford descended from Rolle, Rolls,
or Bowles, of Stevenston, co. Devon; Richakd Bolle, Esq.,
of Lewknor. Visit. Oson, 1634). Or, on a fess dancettee
betw. three billets az. each charged with a lion ramp, of the

Bolle

;

as

many

bezants.

Crest

—A

cubit

arm

erect vested or,

charged with a fess dancettee betw. two bars gemel gold,
holding in the hand a roU of paper ar.
Boiler (co. Devon). Or, on a fess dancettee az. (another,
sa.) betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second, charged with
three lions pass, of the

Bolleston

field,

(Rolleston, co.

as

many

bezants.

which Bolleston, of cos. Derby and Notts, are
Ar. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a lion pass,
Crest
An eagle's head erased ppr. Motto
Ainsi, et peut-estre meilleur.
Bolleston (Rolleston, co. Notts ; Jolancs Nevill, Lord of
Holt, CO. Leicester, temp. Henry III., in. Amphelicia, dau.
antiquity, of

branches).
guard, or.

—

—

and heir of the feudal Lord of Bolleston.
1619).

Visit. Leicester,

(The Lea and Swarkston, co. Derby eight geneAr. a cinquefoil az. on
rations given in Visit. 1569).
a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or. Ci-est An eagle's head
;

—

ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

Bonxare

(Earl of Lincoln,

passed

title

—

to the family of

Gant; William de Bom are. Lord of Bolingbroke, bore
that title when he founded the Cistercian Monastery of
Eevesby, a.d. 1142; he had a son, William, who d. v. p.,
leaving a son, William, successor to his grandfather, d.s.p.
and was s. by his aunt. Lady Hatcyse, m. Gilbert de Gant.
See Gant, Earl of Lincoln). Gu. semee of crosses crosslet
ar. seven mascles or.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1309). Ar. on a fess
gu. three crosses patt^e or. Crest A deer's head erased

Romajme

—

Rombure.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
(Clowden, Scotland, 1780). Ar. on a bend az. betw.
two roses gu. a thistle betw. two fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
Motto Pungit sed
slip of a rose tree bearing roses ppr.

Rome

—

—

placet.

Rome.

Ar. a fess gu. in chief a lion pass, of the second.

Crest—A

lion pass. ppr.
Ar. a fess sa. in chief a lion pass. gu. another. Or,
displ. with two necks sa. armed az.
(Skipton, in Craven, co. York, temp. Henry I.).
Barry of eight or and gu.
Romenall. Or, a bend and chev. gu. on a canton of the
second three leopards' faces of the first another, Or, two
chevronels gu. on a canton of the second three leopards'

Rome.

;

Romely

;

Bolleston

(Watnall Hall, co. Notts; descended from BolAr. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a
lESTON, of Bolleston).
lion pass, guard, or. Crest An eagle's head erased ppr.
Ainsi, et pent estre meilleur.
Motto
Bollo (Duncrub, co. Perth Baron Rollo). Or, a chev. betw.
A stag's head couped
three boars' heads erased az. Crest
ppr. Supporters Two stags ppr. Motto— La. fortune passe

—

—

;

—

—

par tout.
(Powhouse, Scotland, 1672). Or, a chev. betw. three
boars' beads erased az. all within a bordure engr. of the
Valor et fortuna.
second. Crest A boor pass. ppr. Motto
Bolls. Or, a lion ramp. sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
an arm in armour brandishing a sabre all ppr.
Bolls (The Hendre, near Monmouth). Or, on a fess dancettee
with plain cotises betw. three billets sa. each charged with
a lion ramp, of the field, as many bezants. Ci-est Out of a
wreath of oak a dexter cubit arm vested or, cuffed sa. the arm
charged with a fess dancettee double cotised of the second,
charged with three bezants, in the hand ppr. a roll of parchment ar. Motto Celeritas et Veritas.
Bollymore. Or, a lion ramp. vert.
Bolph. Ar. three ravens ppr. in chief a trefoil slipped
vert. Crest
A raven ppr. in the mouth a trefoil slipped

Bollo

—

—

—

—

—

—

vert.

BoLston

(V.'atmoU, co.

Nottingham

of that place. Visit. Notts. 1614,

Lancelott Rolston,
great-grandson of James
;

Bolleston, of the Lea, co. Derby). Ar. a cinquefoil sa. on
8 Chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or, a crescent for diff., quartering WiNOFiELD, Bingham, Crarnells, Wollaton, and
Shelley. Crest An. eagle's head erased ppr.
Bolt (Sacombc Park, CO. Herts; Edward Bolt, Esq., M.P.,
of Sacombc Park, son and heir of Sir Thomas Bolt, Knt.> m.
Anne, dau. and eventual hetr of Henrt Batntdn, Esq., of
Bromham, and by her, who d. in 1734, had, with other issue,
Thomas Bolt, Esq., of Sacombc, whose dau. and heir, Mart,
tn. TiMOTUT Cabwall, Esq., LL.D., and Edward Bolt, Esq.,
of Spye Park). Ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins cmbowcd of

—

the

;

an eagle

Or, two bars nebulee sa. a canton erm.

Bolleston

and sister and heir of John Bayntdn, Esq., of Bromham, was created a bart. 1762, as Sir Edward Bayntdn-Rolt,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a bend
Bart., of Spye Park).
lozengy ar., for Bayntcn 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend sa.
Crest
three dolphins embowed of the first, for Bolt.
grifiBn's head erased sa. beaked or.
Bolt (Ozleworth Park, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a pile az.
three dolphins embowed, two and one or. Crest A stork,
in the beak a buUrush and resting the dexter claw on a
fountain all ppr. Motto Be, and not seem.
Bolt. Gu. on a fess ar. three martlets of the first.
Bolte (co. Kent). Ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins of the
Crest
On a broken tilting spear ar. u
field, crowned or.
griffin sejant gu. in the mouth the head of the spear or.
Bomaine. Ar. on a fess sa. three crosses flowered or.
Romans (Newton Grange, co. Edinburgh). Gu. two boars*
heads erased ar. in chief and in base a dexter arm in
armour couped below the elbow erect, the hand naked, and
An eagle
Crest
the forefinger pointing upwards ppr.
Motto
rising, holding in its beak a flaming torch ppr.
Pergo sursum.
Wilts,

ppr.

a family of remote

Stafford;

Esq., of Spye Park, second son of Edward
Bolt, Esq., of Sacombe Park, co. Herts, by Anne Bayntdn,
his wife, only dau. of Henet Bayntun, Esq., of Bromham, co.

Edward Bolt,

Crest—

Rolland

first,
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la. and or, tetw. three ships with sails furled ca.
fleur-de-lis ar.

AA

;

field.

Bolt (Datwtdn-Rolt, Spye Park, co. Wilts, bart., extinct 1816
868

heads couped of the

first.

Romesbury. Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four martlets sa.
Romilly (Baron Romilly). Arms (old French, descriptive of

—Ar. in base a rock with

nine points,
a crescent
first.
Crest
Upon a rock ppr. a
crescent ar. Supporters Two greyhounds ar. each gorged
with a collar flory counterflory az. charged on the shoulder
with a lily slipped ppr. Motto Persevere.
Ar. a fess gu. and a label of five points az.
Romney, Earl of. See Mabsham.
(co. Berks).
Ar. a chev. voided betw. three
mullets pierced sa.
(Tedbury, co. Gloucester, and London; Wilhaji
EoMNEY, Alderman of London, d. 1611, son of William
Bomnev, and grandson of Bobebt Bomney, both of Tedbury.
Visit. London, 1568). Az. on a bend cotised ar. three escallops

name, Boc. Mil. Lys)

issuant from each a lily
betw. two mullets of the

all

ppr.

on a chief

—

—

az.

—

Rommesey.

Romney
Romney

Romney
Crest

(London; granted 10 Dec.

—Two cubit arms embowed vested

1593).

Same Arms.

az. cuffed ar.

bands

ppr. holding an escallop gu.

Romey

(Middleton, co. Kent; granted 11 April, 1615). Or,
two chev. gu. on a quarter of the second three leopards,
faces of the field. Crest
An armed arm and hand embowed
ppr. vambraced or, holding a pennon of two streamers gu.
thereon three leopards' faces crowned of the third, staff

—

ppr.

Romney, Town

of

Kent).

(co.

Az. three lions pass.

guard, in pale or.

Romondby.

Or (another,

ar.)

onafess gu. three crescents

ar.

Rompney,

or

Rumpney

on a chev. per pale
Crest

— On

az.

(Lulslcy, co. Worcester).

and gu. three roses of the

Or,
first.

a mount vert a lion guard, gu. standing against a

tree ppr.

Romsey (cos.
Romundby.

Chester and Hants). Ar. a fess gu.
Ar. on a fess gu. a crescent of the
another, Erm. a fess cngr. gu.

field;

A

AA

sou

Or, a bend gu. on a canton of the second a
leopard's face of the first.
Homyng'. Or, three bars gu. within an orle of martlets of
the second.
Komyngr. Or, three bars gu. on a border of the second
eight martlets of the field.
Sonald (Provost of Montrose, 1672). Ar. a lion pass, guard.
gu. tied to an oak tree ppr. on a chief az. a rose slipped
betw. two crescents of the first.
Crest
An oak tree leaved
and fructed ppr. Motto Sic virescit Tirtus.
Itonald (Scotland 16th century). Ar. a lion pass. gu. tied
to an oak tree ppr. on a chief az. three crescents of the

—

—

;

first.

Sonan (Farenegelagh, co. Limerick;

assigned and confirmed

by Carney, Ulster, 1684, to John Ronan, Esq., of that place).
Erm. a tun fessways betw. three escallops gu. Crest

—

—

blackbird ppr. Motto Ipse fecit nos.
(Kilkenny; Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a tun or.
Crest A cock or, standing on a mirror ppr.
Ztonayne (D'Laughtane, co. Waterford; descended from
John RoNAy^fE, who settled in the county of Cork about
1139). Ar. a vine vert, thereon a tun or, with a blackbird
singing perched upon it ppr.
Crest
A mermaid's head

Konan

—

—

affrontee ppr.

Rookby. Ar. a chcv. sa. betw. three
A rook ppr.
Rooke (Rookes'oth Bridge, Waverton,

Hone (Samborne Hall,

sis)

Ar. three bucks trippant

co. Essex).

ppr.

(Longford, co. Salop). Ar. three bucks trippant ppr.
Crest
A buck's head erased ppr. attired or.
to Sir Patrick CosACK RoNET, Knt., son of
CcsACK RoN-ET, twice President, Royal College of Surgeons,
Quarterly, or and ar. in the 1st and 4th quarters
Dublin).
a mullet gu. and in the 2nd and 3rd a crescent sa. over all
a lion ramp. az. Crest An arm in armour embowed, grasping a sword all ppr. charged with a mullet and crescent in
pale gu. il/o(<o—Audaces fortuna juvant.

—

B.oney (granted

—

Or, a lion

Rondel

ramp. az.

Ar. three laurel wreaths vert.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Erm. a border gobony sa.

(Jersey).

Rondell
or.

RongToUis.
three, two,

Ronne

Gu. ten crescents jessant a
and one.

(Hounslow, co. Middlesex).

three bucks pass. ppr.

Crest

—A

quatrefoil ar. four,

Or, a chcv. gu. betw.
buck's head erased ppr.

attired or.

Ronordy, or Ronorby.

Barruly or and az. over

all

a

lion i-amp. gu.

Ar. a chcv. betw. three trefoils

slipped sa.

Az. six escallops (another, annulets) ar. three,

(Luenborch, Germany; impalement Fun. Ent.

Peteb Wyekants, of Dublin, whose
wife was Elizabeth, dau. of Geobge Rontorps, of the
former place). Chequy or and sa. on a chief of the first an
Ulster's Office,

many

sa, as

embowed

armour

in

—

—

—

Rooke.

Sa. three chessrooks ar. ; another, Az. a chev. ar.
betw. three rooks or.
Rooke, or Roke. Gu. on a fcss ar. three rooks of the

four rooks of the field
four rooks or.

Sa. on a cross pierced ar.
another, Sa. a cross voided betw.

;

Rooke, Rook, or Rock.

Rooke

Crest

and a

(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's

man Richard
wife

Or, three chessrooks

— On a rock ppr. a martlet or.

Office, 1673, AlderTighe, Mayor of Dublin, 1651 and 1655, whose
of Thouas Rooke). Ar. a fess flory betw.

was Mart, dau.

four rooks or crows sa.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev. betw. three
rooks or crows sa.
Rookes, or Rokes (Fawley, co. Buckingham). Ar. a
fess
flory counterflory gu. betw. three
chessrooks sa.

Rookeby

Crest

— On a trumpet

or,

a rook sa.

Rookes (London). Az. a fess ar.
Rookes (Roydcs Hall, co. York

betw. three chessrooks or.

descended from Richabd
Rookes, of the same place temp. Henry VII.; AVilliau
Rookes, Esq., of Roydes Hall, son of John Rookes, Esq., by
Anne his wife, dau. and heir of George Hopkinson, Esq.,
ofLofthouse, left two sons: I. Edward Rookes, Esq., of
Roydes Hall, in. in 1740 Mart, dau. and heir of Robert
Leeds, Esq., assumed that surname, and left four daus. his
co-heirs, of whom Jane m. William Sebjeantson, Esq., of
Wakefield, and Anne m. the Rev. Jeremiah Smith, of
Woodside, co. Sussex and, II. Willlam Rookes, who m.
Ann, sister and heir of Robert Stansfield, Esq., of Esholt
Hall, and left an only dau. and heir, Anna Maria, m.
Joshua Crompton, Esq., of York). Ar. a fess sa. betw.
three rooks ppr. Crest A raven feeding on a wheatsheaf
;

—

two, and one.

Rontorps

—

chessrooks of the first. Crest An arm
ppr. garnished or, holding in the
gauntlet a pistol gold, the arm environed with a trumpet ar.
Rooke (St. Anne's, Barnsley). Ar. a cross sa. betr. four
rooks ppr.
Rooke (Iford Manor, co. Wilts). Ar. on a chev. engr. az.
betw. three rooks ppr. as many suns or. Crest A garb,
thereon a rook in a feeding posture all ppr.
Motto Nos
pascit Deus.
Rooke. Ar. a fe33 betw. three chessrooks gu. Crest
demi eagle displ. ar. charged on the breast with a chessrook
gu-

rooks

;

Ronsford, or Rowsford.

Ronton.

—

—

chief sa.

E.oney.

Crest—

Akehead, Rookcs'
Nest, Wigtoun, and Carlisle, co. Cumberland). Ar. on a
chev. betw. three rooks sa. as many suns or. Crest
On a
garb or, a rook feeding ppr. Motto Efflorescent cornices
dum micat sol.
Rooke (Horton, co. Kent). Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three

Rooke, Rokes, or Rokis.

lozenges gu.

attired or.

rooks ppr.

field.

Soncevall. Sa. three armed arms in fess ar.
Soncy, or Rowey (France). Ar. seven (another,

Sone
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Somynall.

and

;

1639,

ppr.

Rookesby (co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three rooks sa.

Lincoln).

merabered az.

Rookesby (co.

York).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three

Comisb

choughs ppr.

eagle displ. of the second.

Ronwin (Wales). Sa. a chev. betw. three goats pass. ar.
Rookesby. Az. a fess gu. betw. three lions ramp. ar.
Rony (France). Or, two bars gu. in chief an escutcheon
another, Az. a chev. betw. three rooks ar.
bendy of eight of the first and az.
Rookewood (co. Norfolk). Az. a fess betw. three chessRony.

Ar. on a bend cotiscd

sa.

three

mullets of the

rooks or.

Crest

Rookewood

field.

Ronyon.
Ronyons.

Ar. a wivem within a border engr. sa.
Ar. a wyvem volant sa.
(London). Gu. a bend betw. two garbs or.
Roo. Az. a buck's head cabossed or another, Per
pale gu. and vert on a chev. az. three bezants; another, Gu.
on a bend betw. two garbs or, three crosses crosslet fitchfe
sa.
another, Bendy of six erm and gu.

Roo

;

;

Roodes

(co. Derby; Sir John Roodes; his sister m. Sir
John Thornhegh, Knt., of Fenton, co. Nottingham, in 1614.

Visit. Notts, 1614).
Ar. a lion pass, in bend gu. within two
bendlets ermines betw. as many acorns az.

Rooe

(Markelsfield, co. Chester). Ar. a beehive beset with
bees diversely volant sa. Crest A swan, wings endorsed,
swimming in water ppr.
Rooe, or Rowe. Ar. on a chcv. az. betw. three trefoils
slipped per pale gu. and vert, as many bezants. Crest—
buck's head couped gu. attired or.
Roofe (co. Chester). Ar. three chev. sa. and a label of five
points gu.
(London; granted 1755). Ar. on a chcv. engr. az.
betw. three rooks ppr. as many suns or.
Crest
On a garb
or, a rook in a feeding posture ppr.
(descended from co. Kent). Ar. on a chcv. sa. betw.
three rooks ppr. as many chessrooks of the iJist.

—

Rook

—

Rook

869

two,

— A dragon's head gu.

Ar. six chessrooks sa. three,

(co. Suffolk).

and one.

Rook'wood

(Eveston, co. Suffolk).

a chief of the

last.

Ci-est

—A

Ar. three chessrooks sa.
a spear

lion sejant supporting

erect ar.

Rookwood

(Rookwood, co. Suffolk). Ar. in chief thre«
chessrooks sa.
(Newport, America; granted 21 July, 1772). Ar. a
Crest
A dexter arm
fess pean, in chief a lion pass. gu.
embowed habited az. charged with two bars ar. holding in
the hand a caduceus both ppr.
Roope (Townstall and St. Patrick, co. Devon; Ambdosb
RoopE, Esq., of Townshall, and Nicholas Roope, Esq., of
St. Patrick's, kinsmen. Visit. Devon, 1620, descended from
Richard Roope, tevip. Henry VII.). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
an orle of nine pheons az.
Roope (Horwell, co. Devon Visit. 1620 the heiress,
Frances, only child of William Roope, Esq., of HorAr.
well, m. William Ilbert, Esq., of Bowringsleigh).
a lion ramp, per fess gu. and vert betw. seven pheons

Roome

—

;

;

az.

Roope
fess gu.

(Bristol; exempliiled

or.

1771).

Ar. a lion ramp, per

and vert betw. seven plicons az.
Cre^t
A dcmi antelope

Roope. Same Arms.

—

sa. collared

;

;;

Sa. an eagle
(Abbotts Eipton, co. Huntingdon).
close or.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a blazing
star or. Motto
Lux Anglis Crux Francis.
(Snenton and Laxton, co. Notts Henry Roos, Esq., of
Snenton, Visit. Rutland, 1618, grandson of Eichabd Egos,
eldest surviving son of William Eoos, Esq., of East Barre,
in Laxton, who was fifth in descent from Sir Robert Eoos,

—

—

Hoos

;

Az. three water bougets
ramp. gu. a label of three
I>oint3 az.
2nd, gu. a lion ramp, vair, crowned or; 3rd,
barry of six ar. and gu. on a canton sa. a cross flory of the

Lord of Igmanthorpe,

co. York).

or, quartering, 1st, or, three lions
;

Koos

(Ash well, CO. Eutland; Edward Eoos, Esq., of Ashwell, Visit. Rutland, 1618, son of Edward Eoos, second
surviving son of William Roos, Esq., of East Barre, co.
Notts). Same Arms, over all a crescent fordiff.
Ztoos (Bouseley, co. York, temp. Edward IIL). Gu. a fess

Crest— A falcon's head

vair betw. three water bougets or.
az.

Derby, Boston, co. Lincoln, and Brighton, co.
Sussex). Gu. three water bougets erm. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a peacock in his pride ppr.
Roos, or Rosse (Kendal, co. Westmoreland). Or, three
water bougets sa.
Roos, or Rosse (Lyme Regis, co. Dorset; granted 1639).
Sa. on a pale or, three roses gu. stalked and leaved ven.
Cre^ A rose gu. seeded or, barbed vert, betw. two wings
expanded erm.
Roos, or Rosse (co. Essex). Ar. three water bougets gu.
Roos, or Rosse (co. Essex). Gu. three lions ramp. or.
Roos, or Rosse (co. Gloucester, and Swinshead, co. Stafford). Az. three water bougets or.
Cresi—Three slips of
(co.

—

—

roses ar. leaved vert.

Roos, or Rosse (co. Lincoln). Or, three mauuches erm.
Roos, or Ross (Scotland). Gu. three lions pass. or.
Roos, or Rosse (Kendal, co. Westmoreland). Or, three
maunches gu.

(another, sa.).

Roos, or Rosse

Or, three water
(Cawton, co. York).
bougets sa. a border engr. of the last.
Roos, Rosse, and Ros. Barry of ten ar. and gu. a bend
engr. sa. another, Barry of six ar. and gu. over all a bend
fusily az.
another, Gu. a fess ar. between three martlets
or; another, Ar. three water bougets sa.
another, Az.
three water bougets ar. another, Gu. three lions ramp. ar.
(another, erm.); another, Sa. on a bend ar. three roses gu.
another, Sa. two bars engr. ar. another, Barry of six ar.
and gu. (another, gu. and ar.) a bend engr. sa. another,
;

;

;

;

;

;

Chequy

Roose

ar.

and gu.

(Whetstone, co. Cornwall).

Gu. four swans, wings

erect ar.

Roose.

Barruly

sa.

and

ar.

a chief of the

az.

Roots.

Or, three lozenges gu.

Rope

Crest

—A

last,

a bend engr.

tree ppr.

(Rope and Staple, co. Chester, and Tunstall, co.
Devon). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. betw. eight pheons of the
last.
Ci-est
A lion ramp, or, in the dexter paw a pheon sa.
Roper-Curzon (Baron Teynham). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
ar. on a bend sa. three popinjays or, collared gu. for
Cdrzon; 2nd and 3rd, per fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged, three bucks' heads erased of the second, for
Roper. Crests 1st, Cdrzon: A popinjay risinj; or, collared
gu. 2nd, Ropee: A lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter
paw a ducal coronet or. Sajrpnrtcrs Dexter, a buck or
sinister, an heraldic tiger reguard. ar.
Motto Spes mea in
Deo.

—

—

;

—

Roper

—

co. Flint; Charles Blatnet TrevorPlasTOg Park, High Sheriff co. Flint 1835,
Ulatney Teevor-Roper, of the same
place, and grand.son of the Hon. and Rev. Richard Henry
Ropkr, Rector of Clones, co. Monaghan, younger son of
Henry, eighth Lord Teynham.) Quarterly, Ist and 4th, per
fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged, three bucks' heads
erased of the second, for Roper; 2nd and 3rd, per bend
sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or, and (for distinction) a canton sa. thereon an escallop ar. charged with
a cross flory of the fourth, for Trevor. Crests— lut, Roper:

(Plas Tfig,

BoPER,

E.sq.,

of

was son of Cadwallader

A

holding in the dexter paw a ducal coronet
On a chapeau gu. turned up orm. a
wlvcm, wings elevated sa. and, for distinction, on the breast
an escallop charged as in the arms. Motto— S^i» niea in
Deo.
Roper (Tumdich and Heanor, co. Derby. Visit. Derby,
Sa. an eagle close or.
1634).
Crest
On a chapeau gu.
tunii'd up erm. a blazing star or.
Roper (Heanor, co. Derby). Sa. an eagle displ. or. Crest
On a cheapcau gu. turned up erm. a blazing star or.
lion

or;

pale engr. counterchanged, three roebucks' heads of the
second.
Crest
A roebuck's head erased and gorged with
a branch ppr.
(co. Kent).
Per fess az. and ar. a pale counter

—

Roper

changed, three stags' heads erased or; another. Per fess sa.
and ar. a pale counterchanged, three stags' heads cabossed
or.

Roper
sa.

and

(Newcastle, and Saxlingham, co. Norfolk). Per fess
ar. a pale engr. counterchanged, three bucks' heads

erased of the

ramp.

sa.

2nd, Trevor:

—

—

Roper

(Triiiidon,

870

co.

Durham).

Per

fess

az.

and

or,

a

Roper

attired or.

first,

or, attired sa. in

and leaved

first.

Itoos
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the

mouth a

Crest

—A

goat's

daffodil of the

head erased
first,

stalked

vert.

Per fess az. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three stags' heads erased ppr. Crest— A stag's
head erased ppr. attired or.
Roper, or Raper (Langthome, co. York, and London;
granted in 1701 to Richard Raper, Esq., of Langthornc;
Henry Raper, Esq., Matthew Raper, and Moses Raper,
grandsons of Richard Raper, Esq., of Bodensby, co. York).
Per fess wavy az. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three
antelopes' heads erased or. Crest
An antelope's head per
fess wavy and erased or and az.
(co.

Dorset).

—

Roper

(Viscount Baltinglass. extinct 1676; Sir Thomas
Roper, a Privy Councillor in Ireland, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
was knighted at Christ Church, Dublin, 16 Sept. 1603, by
Sir George Cary, Lord Deputy of Ireland, and was raised to
the peerage 1627, the third viscount d. s. p.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. two chevronels paly of six or and gu.

—A

2nd and 3rd, sa. a lion ramp. erm. Crest
couped in bend or, langued and vulned gu.

boar's

head

—

Supporters

Two

horses ar. plain collared and hoofed or. Motto— Deus
veritatem protegit.
Ropsley (Alice Ropsley, temp. Henry III., in. SirGEorFRET
Stanton, Knt., of Stanton, co. Nottingham. Visit. Notts,
Ar. a mullet or, on acanton vert two bars gold.
1614).

Rorke.

See O'Rorke.

Rosby (co. Y'ork).
Ros (Baron Ros;
Baron of Ros,'

Gu. on a bend ar. three mullets sa.
descended from Peter de Ros, feudal

in the

his great-grandson,

sons:

I.

lordship of Holderness,

Robert de Ros,

William, his successor;

d.

co.

York;
two

1227, leaving

II.

Robert, ancestor

Baron Ros, of Warke; William de Ros, the elder son,
was of Hamlake, co. Y^ork, and d. 1258, leaving a son and
heir, Robert de Ros, summoned to Parliament 1294, as
Baron Ros of Hamlake; Edward, eleventh Baron Mos, d.
unm. 1508, when the barony fell into abeyance and afterwards
vested in Manners, J^arl of Rutland, passed into the family
of Cecil, Farl of Extler, and is now enjoyed by a branch
of the ducal house of Fitzgerald, Dake of Ldnster. See
Fitzgerald, Lord de Ros). Gu. three water bougets ar.
Ros (Baron Ros, of Warkc Robert de Ros, second son of
Robert de Ros, who d. 1227, the ancestor of the extant
Lord de Ros, was summoned to Parliament 1295, attainted
his only son, William de Ros, wrss
temp. Edward I.
ancester of Sir Thomas de Ros, Baron of Kendal, whoso
son, John de Ros, left an only dau. and heir, Elizabeth
DE Ros, to. 1383, Sir William de Parre, ancestor of
William Parr, Marquess of Northampton, temp. Queen
Elizabeth). Same Arms.
Rorsby (co. York). Gu. on a bend ar. three mullets sa.
Rosagran (Kcncgic, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev az. betw.
of

;

;

throe roses gu.

Rosborougrh

(Mullinr»goun and Dromesky, co. Ferm-innc:!),
Edgeworthstown, co. Longford, and afterwards of Tin'.orn
Abbey, co. Wexford; confirmed as the arms of Rosborough,
by Betham, Ulster, 1853, to John Thomas Rosborough, Esq.,
of Tintern Abbey, J. P., D.L., co. Wexford, eldest son of
John Rosborough, Esq., of Edgeworthstown, who was tlic
great-grandson of John Uosbobouoh, Esq., of MuUinagouii,
temp. George 11., upon his assuming, by royal licence, the
additional name of Colclough. See Colclodgh). Az. on a
Crest
chev. or, three roses gu. seeded gold, barbed vert.
On a dexter hand in fess couped a dove close, holding in the
beak an olive branch all ppr. Motto God is my shield.
Rosborough-Colclougrh. See Colclough.
Rosby (co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three birds volant

—

—

az.

Rosoarrock

(Roscarrock, co. Cornwall; Charles Rov
carrock, Esq., of Roscarrock, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, eldest
son of John Roscarrock, who was the eldest son of Thomas
Roscarrock, temp. Queen Elizabeth, who was the son and
heir of Richard Roscarrock, aged 30 years, 29 Henry VIII.,
a.d. 1537, by Isabel, his wife, dau. and co-heir of RicnARi>
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. in chief two roses of the
Trevenor).
Crest
A lion ramp. ppr.
last, and in base a fish naiant az.
ducnily gorged nr.
Roscarrock (Padstow, co. Cornwall; a branch of Boa-

—

;

BOS

Crest

—Two elephant's tusks gu.

Roscow (Sumner Place, Kensington,

co.

Middlesex; granted

Thomas Tattersall Eoscow,

Esq., M.D.). Per pale ar.
two barrulets engr. counterand
changed. Crest-^A staff erect entwined with two serpents
ppr. betw. as many wings erm.
Motto Cautius quam
to

gu. three cinquefoils betw.

—

citius.

Roscrowe

(Roscrowe, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw.
three roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert.
Roscrowe (Gluvias, co. Cornwall Richard Eoscrowe,
Esq., of Gluvias. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Same Arms.
RoscroAVe (originally Hart, assumed the name of Eoscrowe,
temp. Henry VIII., extinct in the male line 1650 co-heiresses
Per fess nebulte ar. and sa. three
TO. UsTicK and Smallet).
sea dogs counterchanged.
Rose (London; Nicholas Rose, temp. Henry VII. and
Henry VIII., his dau. Martha, m. John Hatdon, Alderman
and Sheriff of London. Visit. London, 1568). Az. a falcon
volant or, a double tressure flory coimterflory of the last, on
a canton ar. a rose gu.
Rose (Cransley Hall, co. Northampton). Sa. a fess or, betw.
Out of a mural
three roses barbed and seeded ppr.
Crest
crown a demi lion ramp.
Rose (Wolston Heath, co. Northampton). Ar. on a chev. az.
betw. three roses gu. a water bouget betw. two mullets of
six points pierced of the field, quartering Holden, viz., Vert
a fess erm. betw. two pheons point upwards in chief, and
a buglehom in base ar. Crest A cubit arm erect vested
sa. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a rose sUpped and leaved
;

;

—

—

bougets

Rose

(Markinch, Provost of Inverness, 1679).
The same,
within a bordure indented gu.
Crest— A dexter hand holdMotto Quo spinosior
ing a slip of a rose bush ppr.

—

fragrantior.

Rose

(Ballevit, co. Ross).
Or, a boar's head couped gu.
betw. three water bougets sa. a bordure az. charged with
three garbs and as many boars' heads couped alternately of
the field. Crest A rose gu. stalked and leaved ppr.
Mtjlts
Armat spina rosas.
Rose (insch, 1680). Or, a boar's head couped gu. betw.
three water bougets sa. a bordure of the second, charged
with six mullets of the first. Crest— A rose gu. stalked and

—

—

Ferns, co. Sussex).

Or, a chev. betw. three water

quartering Holden.

az.,

—

Crest

—A

lion holding a

Motto Non sine sente Rosa.
(London; Alderman Sir William Anderson Rose,
Lord Mayor of London, 1862-3, Col. Royal London Militia).
Ar. a lion pass, guard, az. betw. three water bougets sa. a
crescent for diff.
A harp or, stringed ar. MottoCrest
Constant and true.
Rose (Abingdon, co. Berks, formerly of Great Tarmouth,
CO. Norfolk
the late Richard Rose, Esq., of Abingdon,
who was killed at the seige of Attoor, in India, in 1768, left
an only child, James Dowsett Rose, Esq.). Sa. on a pale
Crest
A rose
ar. three roses gu. seeded and slipped ppr.
gu. seeded and slipped ppr. betw. two wings erm.
Rose, or Rosse (Waddesden, co. Bucks). Az. a chev.
erm. betw. three water bougets ar.
Crest A buck trippant
rose in his paw.

Rose

—

;

—

—

ar.

—

Motto Magnes ct adamas.
(Auchlossin, and cadets). See Eoss.
(James Rose, Knight of the Swedish Military Order of the
Sword, 1814).
Az. three water bougets or, on a chief wavy
ar. the badge of the Royal Swedish Military Order of the
Sword pendent from a mural crown gu. betw. a sword erect
ppr. and an anchbrin pale sa. Crest
Out of a mural crown
or, an eagle's head ppr. charged on the neck with a rose gu.
Motto Pro patria.
Rose (Huntingdon, Canada, 1872). Or, a boar's head couped
gu. betw. three water bougets sa. on a chief of the second
three maple leaves of the first. Crest— A harp or, stringed az.
Mottoes Over the crest, Audeo; below the arms, Constant
barbed vert.

Rose
Rose

—

—

—

and

true.

Rose

by Betham, Ulster,
to Wellington Anderson Rose, Esq., of Foxhall, son of
Richard Anderson Rose, Esq., of Foxhall, grandson of
Thomas Maunsell Eose, Esq., of Aghabeg and Eathkeai,
great-grandson of Richard Rose, Esq., of Limerick, by
Mart, his wife, dau. of John Anderson, Esq., of. Foxhall,
great-great-grandson of George Rose, Esq., of Limerick, l.y
Susanna, his second wife, dau. and co-heir of Richard
Stephens, Esq., of Newcastle, co. Limerick, and Barnstaple,
CO. Devon, and to the descendants of their ancestor, Thomas
Rose, of Morgans, co. Limerick). Quarterly, 1st and 4lh,
per pale ar. and or, a chev. gu. betw. three water tougets
sa., for Eose; 2nd, per chev. ar. and gu. in chief two eaglets
(Foxhall, co. Tipperary; confirmed

displ. az., for

ppr.

Rose (The

BOS

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Same
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
OAFROCK, of Roscarroct.
Arnv!, with due diff.
Roscarrock (Crawne, co. Cornwall; a branch of BosSame
CARROCK, of Koscarrock.
Visit. Cornwall, 1C20).
Arms, with due diff.
Eosce, or Roscey. Ar. a chev. betw. three human
hearts gu. a border of the last.
Eosceter (co. Lincoln, 1640). Ar. on a cher. gu. three
pheons of the field.
Boscoe. Gu. on a fess ar. three cinquefoils of the field.

Stephens; 3rd,

ar.

a

saltire

betw. two mullets

in chief and in base gu. and two boars' heads erased in fi?s
1st: A demi lion ramp ar. holdsa., for Anderson. Crests

—

ing in the dexter paw a rose gu. slipped vert.; 2nd: An
eagle, wings elevated sa. preying on a lion's gamb erased
Motto Non sine sente rosa.
3rd An oak tree ppr.
ppr.
Roseberiry. Ar. a lion ramp. vert.
Rosebery, Earl of. See Primrose.
Roseby (co. York). Ar. on a chief gu. three bezants.
Rosecro'we. Per fess nebulee ar. and sa. three sea-horses
counterchanged.
Rosel (Ratcliffe, co. Notts). Ar. on a bend vert three
;

—

:

roses or.

Roseline. Gu. crusily fitchce three round buckles or.
Rosell (Denby, co. Derby, temp. Henry 111. the heiress m.
;

Ar. three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
Roser, or Roster. Az. a fess betw. three annulets ar.
another, Ar. on a chief indented gu. three roses or another,
Ar. a fess betw. three annulets az.
Rosethe. Ar. two chev. sa.
Rosethorne (New Hall, co. Lancaster, 1664). Per fess az.
and gu. a tower triple-towered or. Crest A lion pass. or.
(Kaye and Carlyan, co. Cornwall; Peteb
Rosewaran, Esq., of Kaye, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of WilRosewaran,
of same, by Anne, dau. and heir of
liam
Nicholas Carlyan, Esq., of Carlyan, and grandson of
Thomas Rosewarne, of Camborne, all in same co.). Ar. two
palets az. betw. three Catharine wheels gu.
Rosewarne (Camborne, co. Cornwall). See Rosowhorne.
Rose'warne. Ar. betw. two palets purp. three roses g-i.
A Uon's head erased gu. pierced in the neck witli r.a
Crest

Lowe).

;

Rose

(Harland, co. Derby). Sa. on a chev. ar. three roses
gu. seeded and barbed ppr. in the dexter chief point a close
helmet of the second.
Rose (London). Az. a falcon volant within a double tressure
flory counterflory or, on a canton ar. a rose gu.
Rose (Easter Gate, co. Sussex; granted 16 Feb. 1681). Erm.
an eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu. debruised with
a bendlct componee or and az.
Rose. Sa. on a pale or, three roses gu. Crest A rose gu.
another, Gu. on a chev. or,
betw. a pair of wings ppr.
betw. three horseshoes ar. as many roses of the first;
another, Sa. a chev. betw. three roses ar. ; another, Gu. a
chev. ar. betw. three rose leaves ar. another, Ar. an eagle
sa. depressed with a bend gobonated or and gn.
Rose (Montreal, Canada, and Queen's Gate, London, bart.).
Or, a boar's head couped gu. armed and langued az. betw.
three water bougets sa. on a chief of the second three maple
leaves of the first. Crest A harp or, stringed az. Mottoes

—

;

;

—

—

Above the

crest,

Audeo; and below the

shield,

Constant and

true.

Rose

Az. a chev. invected
(Rayncrs, co. Bucks, bart.).
erminois betw. three water bougets in chief and one i.i base
ar. Crest
A stag ar. collared, and resting the dexter foreleg
on a water bouget az. Motto Probitate ac virtutc.
Rose (Eeg. Ulster's Office). Sa. on a chev. ar. three roses
gu. barbed vert, seeded or. Crest— A. peacock in his pride

—

—

ppr. beaked or.
(Kilravock, co. Nairn).
Or, a boar's head couped gu.
betw. three water bougets ea. Crest
A harp az. Motto

Rose

—

Constant and true.

871

—

—

Rosewaran

—

arrow ppr.

Rosewell

(cos. Somerset, Wilts, and Devon, temp. Willinm
Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar.
Rosber (Trewyn House, co. Hereford; Jeremiah Lilburne
Eosher, Lord of the Manor of Trewyn or Winstone).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. engr. erm. and erminnis
three crosses pattee az. each charged with an estoile or, for
2nd and 3rJ, per pale gu. and az. a fess erm.
Rosheb
betw. two fleurs-de-Us in chief ar. and a writhed snake paleway in base or, for Bcrch on an escutcheon of pretence as
Lord of the Manor of Trewyn, the arms of the Manor, viz.,
Az. a chev. betw. three oak trees eradicated or. Crest— An
elephant's head couped erm. betw. two elephants' trunks
Jl/o»o— Consider the end.
or.
Rosher (Crete Hall, co. Kent). Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto, without the arms of the Manor of Trewyn.
Rosher (William Henbt Bdbch Rosher, Esq., of Lincoln's
I.).

;

;

A

BOS
Inn and the Home
Crest, and Motto.

BOS

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Same Arm$,

Boss

Or, a crescent sa. betw. ten martlets in orle gu.
Ar. on a chief indented sa. (another,

(Enockbreck, co. Ross, 1672). Gu. a bear's head
couped ar. muzzled of the first betw. three lions ramp, of
the second. Motto
Time Deum.
Boss (Pitkearie, co. Ross). Gu. three lions ramp. ar. within
a bordure counter-compony or and of the first. Motto Nou
opes sed ingenium.
Boss (Priesthill, 1767). Gu. three lions ramp, within a
bordure ar. Crest A dexter hand holding a garland of

Crest— A pelican in her nest ppr.
Bosington (Scropton, co. Derby). Ar. a fess betw. three
A griffin's head erased gu. beaked
crescents gu. Crest

itfotfo— Nobilis est ira leonis.
Boss (Balkaill, 1773). Gu. three stars in chev. betw. as many
lions ramp. ar.
Crest
fox's head erased ppr. Motto—

Circuit, Banister-at-law).

Boshill, or Rowsewell.

Ar. a chev. betw. three lions'

paws erased gu.
Ar. »wo cher. engr. sa. each charged with fire

Bosh.well.
pUtes.

Bosiell.

Hosier

(co. Rutland).

gu.) three roses or.

—

—

—

laurel ppr.

—A

Spes aspera levat.

or.

Boskell(co. Lancaster; borne by Robert Eoskeix, Esq., of
Gateacre, by Geobge Roseell, Esq., of Flint, by John
BosKELL, Esq., of Wilton Crescent, and by Thomas RosEsq., of Ampleforth College, co. York, sons of
Erminois a
of Garstang).
Nicholas Roseell, Esq.,
Crest
crescent sa. within an orle of ten martlets gu.
charged
with
a martlet as
dexter cubit arm in armour ppr.
in the arms, issuant from a wreath of oak or, in the hand
Motto Bos coeli.
also ppr. a crosslet titchde gu.

KELL,

—

—

Boskirk

Anthony's, co. Cornwall). Ar. three roses gu.
stalked and leaved ppr. springing out of a mount in base
(St.

Boskruge

Anthony, co. Cornwall Anthony Roskbcge,
son of John Rosebuge, and grandson of
Thomas Boskbdoe, both of same place. Visit. Cornwall,
1620). Ar. on a mount vert three red rose sprigs.
Boskruge (co. Cornwall). Ar. on a chev. betw. two roses
slipped in chief gu. stalked and leaved vert, and a tower in
base of the second, a dolphin embowed of the field. Crest
A dcmi lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw a rose, as in
the arms.
Bosmer, or Bosumers (co. Cornwall). Ar. two bars gu.
in chief a greyhound in full course az.
Bosmer (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets
(St.

;

that place,

—

gu-

Bosowhome,

or Bose'warne (Rosowhome Key, and
Carlyan, co. Cornwall). Ar. three catbarine wheels gu.
betw. two palets az.
Boss (borne by Sir John Boss, C.B., Capt. R.N. so distinguished for his discoveries in the Arctic Begions). Gu.
three estoiles in chev. betw. as many lions ramp. ar. for
augmentation, a chief or, thereon a portion of the terrestrial globe ppr. the true meridian described thereon by a
line passing from north to south sa. with the Arctic circle
az. within which the place of the magnetic pole in latitude
70° 5' 17" and longitude 96° 46' 46" west, designated by an
inescutcheon gu. charged with a lion pass, guard, of the
first; the magnetic meridian shown by a line of the fourth
passing through the inescutcheon with a correspondent
•ircle, also gu. to denote more particularly the said place of
the magnetic pole the words following inscribed on the
Crests
1st, Ross A
chief, viz., " Arctseos Numine Fines."

—

;

—

:

head erased ppr. 2nd On a rock a flagstaff erect,
thereon hoisted the union jack, inscribed with the date, 1st
June, 1831 (being that of discovering the place of the magnetic pole), and at foot, and on the sinister side of the flagstaff, the dipping-needle, showing its almost vertical position,
fox's

all

;

:

ppr.

(Lamer Park, co. Hereford). Sa. three padlocks or, in
an escutcheon of the last betw. two swords erect ppr.
hilts and pommels gold, the escutcheon charged with a boar's
head erased gu. betw. three water bougets of the first. Crest
A branch of laurel erect ppr.
Boss, See of (Scotland). Ar. a bishop standing in the
sinister habited in a long robe close girt purp. mitred,
holding in his left hand a crozier or, and pointing with his
right to St. Boniface on the dexter side clothed and both
hands laid on his breast ppr.
"BiO&BiEnyl of Ross, extinct, Scotland). Gu. three lions ramp,
fess,

—

ar.

Gu. three lions ramp.

co. Ross, 1795).

ar.

on a

chief or, three legs conjoined in the upper part of the thigh
and flexed in triangle az. Crest— lymphad, her oars in

A

—Pro

Motto

action ppr. flagged gu.

patria.

Boss

(Lord Ross, of Halkhead). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
a chev. chequy sa. and ar. betw. three water bougets of the
second, for Boss 2nd and 3rd, gu. three crescents ar. within
a bordure of the last charged with eight roses of the fleld,
for Melville.
Crest
A hawk's head erased or. Supportert
Two goshawks belled or. Motto Think on.
Boss (Nuick, 1672). Same Arms, within a bordure invecked
;

—

—

—

Crest

Boss

(Henning, co. Ayr).
Or, a chev. counter-embattled
betw. three water bougets sa.
(Portivoe and Ireland, 1681). Or, on a chev. counterembattled betw. three water bougets sa. a thistle slipped of
the field betw. two cinquefoils erm. Crest— A rose tree
bearing roses ppr. Motto Floreat qui laborat.
Boss (Craigie, 16th century). Or, a fess chequy ar. and sa.
betw. three water bougets of the last.
Boss (Bishop of Argyll, 1676). Or, a chev. chequy sa. and
ar. betw. three water bougets of the second, in the honour
point a rose slipped gu. barbed and stalked vert. Motto
Christo suavis odor.
Boss, or Bose (Auchlossin, co. Aberdeen). Or, a boar's
head couped gu. betw. three water bougets sa. a bordure of
the last.
Crest
A water bouget sa. Motto^Agnoscav
eventu.
Boss (Professor of Oriental Languages, Aberdeen, 1779). Or,
a boar's head couped gu. between three water bougets
sa. a bordure of the last charged in chief and base with
three padlocks ar. and in the flanks with two swords erected
ppr. hilted and pommelled of the field. Crest
A sprig of
laurel in flower ppr. Motto Agnoscar eventu.
Boss (Poland, 1786). Or, a lion's head couped gu. betw.
three water bougets sa. a bordure of the last charged with

Boss

—

—

—

—

—

three crescents ar.

Crest

—A

water bouget az.

Motto

—

Agnoscar eventu.

Boss

(Leith-Boss, of

Amage,

co.

Aberdeen, 1803).

Quar-

and 4th grand quarters, or, three water bougets
and a bordure sa., for Boss; 2nd and 3rd grand quarters,
counterquartered, 1st and 4th, or, a cross crosslet fitchco
sa. betw. three crescents in chief and as many fusils in base
gu. a bordure az., for Leith, 2nd and 3rd, az. a hart trippant or, attired and unguled gu., for Stbachan. Crest— On
a cap of maintenance a water bouget sa. Mottoes Over
the crest Agnoscar eventu below the shield Virtue have
terly, 1st

—

:

;

:

virtue.

Boss

Boss

Boss (Millcraig,

sa.

vert.

of

—

— An eagle

(Balnagowan,

displ.

co. Boss,

ar. (formerly within a

Supporters
bart.).

bordurc of the

— Two lions.

Gu. three
last).

holding a garland of laurel ppr. Sui)porters
wreathed head and middle with laurel ppr.
successus alit.
Boss (Kindacc, co. Boss).

lions

Crest

ramp,

— A hand

—Two savages
Motto— Spcm

Gu. three lions ramp. ar. within
a liordure counter-compony of the second and first. Crest
A fox pass. ppr. Motto Cautc non astute.
Boss (CiiABLES Boss, son to r>os8, of Kildace, 1672). Gu.
three roses slipped ppr. in fess betw. as many lions ramp. ar.
Crest— A. fox issuant with a rose in his mouth ppr. Motto

—

—

— Uo.iam

nc rode.
(Morinchic, co. Boss). Gu. three lions ramp. betw. as
many stars ar. Cretl—A. fox's head <ouped ppr. Motto—

Boss

Bpea aspera lerat.

872

Boss

(Kintore, co. Aberdeen, 1810). Or, on a chev. az.
betw. three water bougets sa. as many boars' heads couped
of the field. Crest A dove holding an olive branch in its
mouth ppr. Jl/ot(o— Virtus ad astra tendit.
Boss-of-Bladensburg' (Eosstrevor, co. Down). Or, a
chev. embattled counter-embattled betw. three water bougets
sa., with an honourable augmentation granted for the service
of the late General Bobebt Boss, who gained the Battle of
Bladensburg. Crests 1st: An arm embowed in armour, tlio
hand grasping a dagger all ppr. 2nd An arm in a Genenil's
uniform issuant out of a mural crown, and grasping the

—

—

;

:

broken flagstaff of the standard of the United States all ppr.
Mot'.o—VcT aspera virtus also, Bladensburg.
Boss (Ardnalea Craigavad, co. Down; granted to William
AuoDSTiNE Boss, Esq., of that place, son of William Ross,
Esq., of Clonard Lodge, and to their descendants). Or, a
a fess gu. betw. two water bougets in chief sa. and in base
a tower az. Crest On a mural crown gu. charged with a
;

—

water bouget

or,

a falcon's head erased ppr.

Motto

— Floret

qui labornt.

Bossall, or Bassall.

RoBSdyne.

Az. a fess betw. six martlets or.
Per chev. gu. and ar. six roses counter-

changed.

Rosse, Earl

of. See Parsons.
(Shepton and Somcrton, co. Somerset; James Bosse,
Esq., of Shepton, Visit. Somerset, 1623, great-grandson of
Cdtuoebt Bosbe, who removed from co. York into co.

Rosse

;

SOS

Per fess sa. and ar. a pale counterchaneed,
Somerset).
A demi
three storks' heads erased of the second. Crest
leopard ramp, guard, gu. eared vert.
Sosse. Ar. three bars gu. a bend (another, engr.) sa.
another, Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three horseshoes ar. as
many roses of the first.
Rosseley. Sa. three bucks pass, or; another, Ar. on a
chief Ku. three bezants.
Bosseline, or Rosselyne (co. Norfolk). Gu. three
round buckles ar. tongues in chief. Crest— A spur-rowel &z.

—

betw. two wings or.

Sossell

(Radcliffe, co.

Nottingham; Geoboe Bossell, of
was thirteenth in descent from

that place, Visit. Notts, 1614,

John de Rossell,

living

17

Edward

I.,

1290, great-

a.d.

grandson of Simon de Rosell, of Cotgrave, co. Nottingham, temp. Henry II.). Ar. on a bend sa. three roses or,
quartering, 1st, ar. on a chev. az. betw. three pelicans sa. as
many cinquefoils or; 2nd, ar. a fess fusily gu. each fusil
charged with an escallop or.
Bossell (co. Essex). Or, on a cross sa. sis mullets ar.
Bossell (co. Rutland). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three roses gu.

Bosselyne (co. Norfolk).
Bosselyne. Az. across

Ar. three fermails or.
sarceliyor; another, Gu. three

crosses sarcelly ar.

Bosselyne.
crosslet ar.

;

Gu. three square buckles betw. nine crosses
another, Gu. three buckles lozengeways betw.

nine crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Or, on a cross formee sa. five estoiles of
(co. Suffolk).
An arm embowed and erect from the elbow,
the field. Crest
habited or, cuffed erm. holding in the band four leaves

Bosser

—

vert.

Bosseter
bend

sa.

(Samerby, co. Lincoln granted 1592). Ar. on a
A leopard pass.
three chaplets of the field. Crest

—

;

or.

Bosseter
foils

of the

Bosseter

(co.

Ar. on a bend gu. three cinque-

Lincoln).

first.

(co.

Ar. on a chev. gu. three plieons

Somerset).

or.

Bosseter, or Boster.

A

Ar. three annulets gu.

Crett—

Bostheford
ramp.

lions

(London).

As. a fess dancettec betw. three

or.

Bostron

(granted to Simpson Rostbon, Esq., of the Middlo
Temple, London). Az. a tower triple-towered ar. within an
orle of crescents or.
Crest— A. cubit arm vested az. charged
with a saltire or, cuffed ar. and holding in the hand two
branches of hawthorn ppr. Motto Semper vigilans.

—

Bost'wold, or BestwOTild.

Per

saltire ar.

and gu.

Boswell. Per pale gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar.
Bote. Erm. an inescutcheon az. Crest — A stork or.
Bote. Gu. an inescutcheon voided engr. or, a chief

of the

second (another, a border of the second); another, Gu. a
cross formee fitchee at the foot ar.
Boter, or Bother (co. Chester). Gu. three garbs ar. in
chief a lion pass, of the second (another, or).
Botesey (co. Worcester). Ar. a chev. betw. three spearheads sa.
Both (CO. Leicester). Gu. on a chev. erm. three mullets
sa.

Both.

Gu. an

erm. in chief a label az.
Per pale ar. and sa. a chev. betw.
three birds close counterchanged, beaked and legged gu.
Crest
A bird rising sa. betw. two spears or, headed ar.
Bothe (co. Kilkenny ; an ancient family in that co., descended
from John Fitz William Rothe, of Northon Eothe, co.
Lancaster, who went to Ireland temp. Henry II., they had
their chief residences at Ballyraughtan and Tulloghmaine, in
that CO., and a branch resided at New Ross, co. Wexford;
Robebt Fitz David Rotue, Esq., of Ballyraughtan, tem.p.
Henry VII. and Henry VIII., m. Ellen, dau. of Walteb
Bdtleb, Esq., of Polestown, co. Kilkenny, and had seven sons,
of whom David Fitz Robebt Rothe, the eldest son, s. his
father; his direct descendant and representative, Robebt
Rothe, Esq., of Tulloghmaine, was colonel in the army of
James II., forfeited his estate, and followed his Sovereign to
France, and John Rothe, Esq., of Ballyevan, the fifth son,
was ancestor of the branch settled at New Boss). Or, on a
mount in base ppr. a stag trippant ar. attired gu. in front of
an oak tree vert. Crest— On a mount ppr. a stag lodged ar.

Botham

orle

Kejit).

(co.

—

attired or.

spearhead ppr.

Bossinglon. Quarterly,
Bossington (Youlgrave,

az.

and

Bothe

or.

Ar. a fesse betw.
head erased gu.
Bossiter, Bauceter, and Boucester (Uathmacnee,
CO. Wexford, an Anglo-Norman family which settled in that
CO. at the invasion of 1172, and continued one of the chief
gentry and landed proprietors in the baronies of Forth and
Bargy, in the co. until deprived of their estates by Oliver
Cromwell. In 1280, 9 Edward I., Joh.n de Roucesteb was
paid 21. for services to the king; in 1345, 19 Edward III.,
John Roucesteb was summoned, with many other gentry of
Wexford, to attend the Lords Justices with horse and arms;
and in 1364-65, Robebt Eawceteb was summoned to attend
with men-at-arms and hobillers at the Duffry John Rossiteb,
Esq., of Rathmacnee, d. 8 April, 1627, leaving three sons,
Thomas, Philip, and Mabcus, who were deprived of all their
N.B. The arms of the
land*).
Ar. an alligator vert.
Norman family of Roucesteb, or Rossiteb, were " Ar. on a
chev. gu. three pheons or." An old MS. collection of arms
three crescents gu.

Crest

Derby).

co.

—A

griffin's

;

of Irish families in Ulster's Office give? the Rossitebs, of
CO. Wexford, the same arms, differenced with a "lizard or
alligator in chief," a device borne by many ancient Milesian
families in their arms and crests. The Wexford Rossitebs,

having become Hibernicised, appear

to

have adopted the

lizard or alligator, not only as a difference in their shield to
distinguish them from the parent stock in England, but also

as a mark of their adopted nationality in course of time
the family dropped the charges on their former shield, retaining only their adopted device or mark ot difference, and
80 the arms, as they new appear In the books ol Ulster's
Crest
An
Office, are charged with the alligator alone.
eagle displ. with two heads ppr.
Bossiter (The Bridge of Bargy, co. Wexford a branch of
Rossiteb, of Rathmacnee; William Rossiteb, Esq., of the
Bridge of Bargy in 1654, was afterwards dispossessed by
;

—

;

Same Arms and Crest.
co. Wexford; a branch of Rossiteb,
Rathmacnee Hichabu Rossiteb, Esq. of Tomhaggard,
d. 35 Henry VIII., 1543; nis descendant, William Rossiteb,
Esq., of same place, 1654, was afterwards dispossessed oy
Oliver Cromwell).

Bossiter (Tomhaggard,
of

BOT
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(New Boss, co. Wexford descended from John Bothe,
whose will is dated 20 Jan. 1585, younger
son of Robebt Fitz David Rothe, Esq., ef Ballyraughtan,
;

Esq., of Ballyevan,

Same Arms and Crest.
temp. Henry VII. and VIII.).
Motto Virtute non vi.
Kilkenny; Robebt Bothe, of that place, in
1627 ; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, of his son-in-law, Walter

—

Bothe (City of

Lawless). Same Arms.
(Kilkenny; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a mount In
base ppr. a stag lodged gu. attired or, in front of an oak tree
vert.
Crest
A stag lodged gu. attired or, in front of on oak

Bothe

—

tree vert.

Botheley.

Ar. on two bars humettee vert three fleurs-de-lis
on a chief gu. three bezants.
(Dronfield, co. Derby; Samuel Rothebam, Esq.,

or; another, Ar.

Botheram

High Sheriff of the
Vert three bucks trippant or.
of Dronfield,

Botheram

(cos.

head couped

Botheram

—

j).

in 1785).

Vert three

Crest A stag's head uouped or.
or.
A buck's
Vert three bucks at gaze or. Crest
betw. two branches veit.
Geobge Rothebam was
(Someris, co. Bedford

bucks trippant

Botheram.

co. in 1772, ii.».

Bedford, Essex, and Somerset).

—

or,

;

Lord of the Manor of Luton in that co. temp. James I.).
Vert three bucks trippant or.
(Thomas Rothebam, Bishop of Rochester, 1468;
of Lincoln, 1472, and Archbishop of York, 1480, d. 1500;
one of the Founders of Lincoln College, Oxford; arms

Botheram

in the hall of the College.

Visit.

Oxun, 1666).

Vert three

stags trippant or.

Botheram

(Sir John Rothebam, knighted at Drogheda
by Chables, Lord Mountjoy, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,
17 Nov. 1600). Vert three stags trippant or. Crest— A stag's
head couped ppr. attired or.
Botheram (Sir Thomas Rothebam, knighted at Dublin
Castle by Sir Abthub Chichesteb, Lord Deputy of Ireland,
10 Feb. 1604). Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Eotherell. Ar. three chev. engr. sa. each charged with
five plates.

;

Same Arms

Oliver Cromwell).

Bos3l3ni, Earl

of.

aiiQ Crest.

John Rossogan, ot
(St. Earme, co. Cornwall
Earme, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Nicholas Rossogan,
and grandson of John Rossogan, both of same place). Ar.
:

St.

a chev. betw. three

873

—

on a Dend gu. three martlets of the first: another,
or and az. on a bend gu. three martlets b'
(another, or); another, Gu. three tleurs-Lle-lis erm.
Botherford(Micldleton Hall, co. Northumberland). Ar. an

and

See Ebskine.

Eossmore, Baron. SccWestenba.
Bossog'an

Botherfield. Az. a fess nebuMe betw. three crescents or.
A lion's gamb erect sa.
Crest
Botherfield. Az. three plates; another, Barry of six ar.

roses gu. seeded or, leaved vert.

Paly

az.

of six

orle gu. in chief three martlets of second.
Vert
^Falley, co. Bedford).

Botherham

three

bucks

A
;

ROT
trippant or, over

head

all
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a bend

Crest

sinister ar.

—A

stag's

Bedford).

(co.

Vert three bucks in

course or.

Botherliain

Vert three bucks or.

(co. Essex).

head couped

Crest

full

—

or.

Rothersild.

Az. two crosses pattee or.
On a tower ar. a
Ar. two bendlets gu. Crest
demi Hon ramp. gu.
Rothery (Little Thorpe, co. York). Per bend or and gu.

—

Eotliery.

—

two bendlets indented counterchanged. Crest A tower ar.
chargfd with two bendlets indented, and issuant from the
battlements thereof a demi lion gu. holding with his dexter
paw three arrows, one in pale and two in saltire ppr. Motto
—Festina lente.
Rothes, Earl of. See Leslie.
Rothfeld. Gu. two fleurs-de-lis in chief crm.
Rot^ing-s, or Rothinge. Per fess gu. and az. a lion
ramp. ar. over all a bend or another. Paly of ten ar. and gu.
A lion's paw erased, holding a spear tasselled ppr.
Crest
another, Per pale az. and gu. (another, gu. and az.)a lion
pass. ar. over all a bend or.
Rothing^on. Sa. three bars ar. a canton of the last.
;

—

De

Rothschild,

an eagle
2nd, az. an arm embowed, issudispl. with two heads sa.
ing from the sinister, holding eight arrows counter-crossing
each other all ppr 3rd, as the 2nd, the arm issuant from
the dexter; 4th, or, a lion ramp. gu. over all, on an inescutcheon of pretence, gu. a round pointed target in bend sinister,
being the feudal coat of the Lordship of De Rothschild.
All issuant from marquisial coronets, pearled and
Crests
jewelled ppr.; 1st: A star of six points or, betw. two elephants' trunks erect and refiexed, quarterly, counterchanged
orandsa.; 2nd: An eagle displ. sa. 3rd: A plume of three
Supporters
feathers, the middle one az. the others ar.
Dexter, a lion or; sinister, a unicorn ar. maned, crined,
Concordia, integritufted, horned, and ungulcdor. Motto
(Baron).

Quarterly,

1st,

or,

;

;

—

;

—

—

tas, industria.

Rothschild

(Grosvenor Place, London, bart.). Quarterly,
an eagle displ. sa. langued gu.; 2nd and 3rd, az.
issuing from the dexter and sinister sides of the shield an
1st, or,

arm embowed

ppr. grasping five arrows, points to the base

4th, or, a lion ramp. ppr. langued gu. over all an
cscocheon gu. thereon a target, the point to the dexter ppr.
Issuant from a ducal coronet or, an eagle
Crests Centre
dexter: Out of a ducal coronet or, betw. open
displ. sa.
buffalo's horns per fesse or and sa. a mullet of six points or;
sinister Out of a ducal coronet or, three ostrich feathers, the
Supporters— On
centre one ar. and the exterior ones az.
tl)c dexter side a lion ramp, or, and on the sinister a unicorn
By royal
ar.
Motto Concordia, integritas, industria.
licence, dated IG June, 1838, Lionel Rothschild, eldest son
ar.

;

—

:

;

:

—

and heir of Nathan Meyer Rotusciiild, was authorised,
and the heirs male of the body of his said father (upon whom
the dignity of a baron of the Austrian Empire shall descend
in virtue of the limitations of the letters patent or diploma
granted to the said Nathan Meter Rothschild, dated at
Vienna, 29 Sept. 1822), being respectively natural born subaccept the dignity of a baron of Austria, and to bear
the arms annexed thereto.
Rothwell (Ewcrby and Staplcford, co. Lincoln, bart.,
extinct 169J). Ar. two chev. engr. sa. on each three bezants.
Rothwell (Southampton; granted 1 March, 1G87). Ar. two
chev. sa. each charged with three bezants, on a canton gu. a
mural crown of the third. Crest Out of a mural crown a
jects, to

—

stag's

head

ar. attired or,

holding in the mouth a rose ppr.

leaved vert.

Roth'well.

Ar. two chev. engr. sa. on each five bezants

(another, five plates).

Rothwell

(granted to Peter Rothwell, Esq., of Sunning
Erm. two chevronels engr. az. each
}Iill, CO. Lancaster).
charged with five bezants betw. three roses gu. barbed and

—

Crest
seeded ppr., quartering Hetwood and Ceompton.
Issuant out of park pahngs ppr. an heraldic antelope's head
crm. attired or, gorged with a collar engr. az. in the mouth a
Motto— Jilons conscia
rose gu. slipped and leaved vert.

Rothwell

(Sharpies Hall, co. Lancaster).

Or, two chev-

ronels embattled az. each charged with three bezants,

—A

gorged

all

betw.

and
head couped ppr. bezantcc, attired cr,
with a wreath of fern also ppr. Motto
Virtutl

lions

Crest

—

BOTT

Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped vert.
An oak tree, pendent therefrom an escutcheon

ppr.

Rouett

(Auchindennan, Scotland, 17C8). Ar. an oak tree
growing out of a mount in base vert, on a chief az. three
boars' heads erased or. Crest
A book expanded ppr. Motto
Quaerere verum.

—

—

Rouford

Ar. a fess betw. three trefoils slipped

(co. Salop).

sa.

Roulston

(Agnes, dau. of Ralph Roolston, temp. Henry
m. William Fenton, Esq., of Fenton, co. Notts. Visit.
Bendy of six gu. and vert a chev. erm.
Roult (Mylton, CO. Bedford). Ar. on abend sa. three dolphins
III.,

Notts, 1614).

haurient of the

first.

Round (co. Essex).

Ar. on a chev. sa. three annulets of the
three bars gemel sa., for Caswai.l;
2nd, ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins of the field, for Rolls
3rd, quarterly, ar. and sa. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters three
mullets of the first, upon an inescutcheon gu. ensigned with
a royal crown or, a portcullis gold, for Newman.
Crest
A
quartering,

field,

1st, ar.

;

—

couchant ar.
Round. Az. on a chev.
lion

Crest

ar.

three torteaux, a canton erm.

— A cupid, with his attributes ppr.

Round

Ar. on a chev. cotiscd sa. three
pallets or, each charged with an annulet of the second. Cre.<t
(Birch, co. Essex).

—A

lion couchant ar. charged on the body with three
annulets interlaced fesswise sa. holding in the moutli a

sword in bend point downwards ppr. pommel and hilt or.
Motto Esse quam videri.
Round-Turner (exemplified to Henry Lewis Round,
Esq., of Bognor, co. Sussex, on his assuming, by rojal
licence, 1872, the additional surname of Turner). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, sa. guttce d'cau on a cross engr. ar. quarter

—

pierced of the field four millrinds of the first, in first quarter
a cross pattee fitchde or, for Torner 2nd and 3rd, Rou.-jd,
Crest of Torner: A lion pass. ar. guttle do
as above.
poix, holding in the dexter paw a millrind sa. and in the
mouth a cross pattee fitchee in bend or, and the Crest and
;

Motto of Round.

Roundell

(Gledstonc, co. York, originally of Screven, near
Knaresborough
granted by
Dugdale, Garter,
1C76
descended from John Roundell, Esq., of Screven, temp.
the
present
representative
is
William
Henry VI.
Roundell,
;

;

Esq.,

gu.

or, grip

Or, a

Gledstonc).

of

branches ppr.

fess

gu. betw. three olive

— A sword in pale
Motto — Tenax propositi.
Crest

Roundell

ar. hilt

and pommel

(Hutton Wansley, co York
descended from
Christopher Roundell, second son of Richard Roundell,
;

Esq., of Screven, living

and

temp.

Henry

VII.).

Same Arms

Crest.

Rounsell

(Richard Rodnsell, Alderman and Mayor of
Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1G09, of his eldest son,
Edward Rounsell). Or, on a cross gu. a mullet ar. in cliief
a label of three points az. on each point as many fleurs-de-lis
of the

field.

Roupell

(Chartham Park, co. Sussex). Ar. on a mount vert
an African ppr. wreathed round the middle with feathers,
holding in the dexter hand a bow, and in the sinister three
A demi African wreathed
arrows both of the third. Crest
round the middle, and holding a bow and arrows, as in the

—

arms.

Motto

—

Fidele.

Roupell (Charlton, co. Kent). Same
Rourke. See O'Rorke.

Rous

Arms,

Crest,

and Motto.

Sa. a fess dancett^e or, betw.
(Earl of Stradbroke).
A pyramid of bay-leaves in the
three crescents ar. Crest
form of a cone vert. Supporters Dexter, a lion ar. niuiu'<l
and tufted or; sinister, a sea-horse ar. maned and finned or,
the tail round an anchor az., each gorged with a wreath of
bay vert. Motto Je vive en espoir.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. a
(co. Bedford).
Rous, or
bend of the second.
(Modbury, co. Devon
Sir Anthony Rous, temp.
James I., seventh in descent from Robert Le Rouse, second
son of the Lord of the parish of Modbury, temp. Richard 11.
Or, an eagle displ. az. beaked and
Visit. Devon, 1G20).
armed gu. Crest An eagle displ. gu.
(Edmerston, co. Devon, and Halton, co. Cornwall ;
Francis Rous, of Lanrake, youngest son of Sir Anthony
Rous, of Edmerston, M.P. co. Devon, was Speaker of the Short
Or, an eagle
Parliament, and one of Cromwell's Lords).

—

—

—

Rowse

Rous

;

—

Rous

recti.

two

Rotten.
Crest

or.

Kotherham
staff's

;

ramp,

in chief

stag's

a lion pass, guard, in base gu.

—

beaked and legged gu.

Crest— A dove

ar.

M^tlo

Rous (Picrccfleld,

forluna comes.

Rotland, or Rutland

(co. Surrey).
Or, on a fess betw.
three boars' heads erect and erased gu. as many spearheads
of the first.
Crest— A nag's bead or, craicd per fess gu.
mancd of the last.

87

displ. az.

— Vcscitur Christo.

•!

co. Monmouth, and Courtyrala, co. Glamorgan; descended from FaANCts Rous, Esq., of Wotton-

undcr-Edgc, great-grunilson of Sir Anthony Rous, Knt.,
of

Edmerston and

Motto.

Halton).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

X

;

BO

ROW
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Rous

(Great Clacton, co. Essex).
Sa. on a fess dancettee
Crest
or, bctw. three crescents ar. seven gouttes de sang.
A pyramid of laurel leaves counterchanged vert and

—

ar.

Crest

—A

demi antelope

saliant affrontee

ar.

attired

or,

charged on the breast with a human heart gu.
(North Lodge, Carrickfergus, formerly of Mullan,
and Belleisle, co. Antrim confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster,
to Robert Rowan, Esq., of those places). Vert a fess chequy
or and gu. betw. a trefoil slipped in chief and in base three
cross crosslets fitchee issuant from as many crescents of the
A naked arm couped at the elbow grasping
second.
Crest
a dagger ppr. Motto Cresco per crucem.
(Oldstone and MuUans, co. Antrim, and Maghera,
allowed by Betham, then Deputy Ulster,
CO. Londonderry
1814, to Major John Rowan, Antrim Militia; descended
from John Rowan, Esq., of Greenhead, co. Lanark).
Vert a fess chequy or and gu. betw. in chief a trefoil slipped
and in base three crescents, out of each a cross crosslet

Rowan

;

Sous

Per pale az. and gn. three lions

(CO. Gloucester).

ramp. erm. (another,

or).

Rous

(Ragley, co. Warwick; Maroaret, sister and heir
Thomas Rous, of that place, fourth in descent fron.
Thomas le Rons, temp. Edward 11., m. John Brohe, of
of

Halton, CO. Oxford, who d. 24 July, 1558. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Sa. two bars engr. ar.
Rous, or Eo'wse (London). Or, on a bend cotised gu.
five bezants; another, Az. two bars engr. ar. guttee de sang.
A demi lion ramp. az. holding betw. the paws a
Crest
bezant.
(Letton, CO. Norfolk). Sa. two bars engr. ar. Crest
A man s head ar. beard, hair, and whiskers sa. having on
a cap of the last tied with ribbons of the first.
(Cranford, co. Suffolk).
Ar. a fcss
Rous, or
indented betw. three crescents gu.
Rous, or Rosse (co. Suffolk). Erm. on a chief indented

—

Rous

—

Rowse

gu. two escallops

ar.

Rous.

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three crescents sa. ; another,
lion ramp. gu. guttee d'or; another, Sa. a fess
indented erm. betw. three crescents or; another. Per pale
or and gu. three lions ramp erm.; another, Quarterly, ar.
(another, or) and sa. a bend or; another, Gu. a pickaxe in

Erm. a

Rousby.

Gu. on a bond

cotised or, three

ar.

crosses

crosslet sa.

Rouse

(Rouse Lench, co. Worcester, bart., extinct 1721
Thomas Rouse, Esq., of Rouse Lench, was so created 1641,
the fourth bart. d. s. p.). Sa. two bars engr. ar.
Rouse (Market Harborough, co. Leicester; descended from
BocsE, of Rouse Lench, co. Worcester). Sa. two bars ensjr.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, per pale indented gu. and
ar.
erm. holding betw. the paws a crescent ar.

—

Rouse.

another. Per pale az. and
Sa. three crescents ar.
gu. three lions ramp, erm.; another, Ar. on a saltire gu.
betw. four crosses crosslet fitchee sa. an annulet or;
another, Per pale or and gu. three lions ramp, counterchanged; another, Erm. on a chief indented gu. three
;

escallops ar.

Rouse-Boughton, Bart. SceBoccuTON.
Roushby. Gu. on a bend cotised ar. three castles

sa.

Rousheby (arms in the chapel of University College,

Oxford.

Ar. across sa. betw. four roses gu.
Routh, or Rowth. Or, three bars az. on a quarter ar.
two lions pass. gu.
Routh, or Rowth. Ar. on a bend gu. cotised sa. three
mullets pierced or.
Routhe (co. Leicester). Gu. on a chev. betw. three herons
another, Ar. on a bend cotised sa.
or, as many pellets
three mullets of the first.
Routledge. Or, a trefoil slipped vert. Crest— A sheaf of

Oxon, 1566).

;

wheat

vert.

Row

(Kingston, co. Devon; John Row, Esq., of Kingston,
was born 1544, aged 76 years at Visit. Devon, 1620; descended from RuBON Row, of co. Kent, temp. Edward III.,

had, inter alios, an elder son, Georce Row, aged 40, and a
third son, John Row, then living in Ireland). Ar. a chev.
Crest
az. betw. three trefoils slipped per pale gu. and vert.
A buck's head couped gu. attired or.
(Tavistock and Lamerton, co. Devon.
or
Same Arms, quartering, for Rubde,
Visit. Devon, 1020).

—

Rows

Row,

Gu. three paschal lambs couchant ar.
(Conington, co. Huntingdon; John Row, Visit.
Middlesex, 1663, son of William Row, of Conington). Ar.
on a chev. az. betw. three trefoils per pale gu. and vert as
many bezants. Crest A roebuck's head couped gu. attired

Row

—

or.

Row.

Az. a buck'sheadcabossed or; another, Ar. two bars

engr. sa.
(Fun.

Row

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1673).

Gu. a quatrefoil

;

fitchee, all of the second, quartering, 1st,

Stewart,

viz., 0.-,

fess chequy ar. and az. betw. two dexter hands couped at
the wrist and erect gu. a double tressure flory counterflory
of the last; 2nd, Redmond, Gu. three cushions erminoia.
Crest
A naked arm couped
tasselled or, a crescent for difT.
at the elbow and erect, holding a sword ppr. pommel and
hilt or.
Motto Cresco per crucem.
(Mount Davys, Ballymena, co. Antrim). Vert a,
fess chequy or and gu. betw. a trefoil slipped in chief and
three cross crosslets fitchee issuant from as many creseents
Crest
A naked arm couped at the elboiv
of the second.
grasping a dagger ppr. Motto Cresco per crucem.
Or, a fess chequy az. and
(Scotland, 16th century).
ar. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee in chief and as many
crescents in base gu.
Rowan-Leg-gr. Sse Lego.
Ro'wand (Moscow, 1778;. Gu. an otter's head erased ar.
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or, on a chief of the second
a crescent of the field enclosed by two stars az. Crest—
Nil arduam.
ship under sail ppr. Motto
(Glasgow, 18'29). Gu. two cross crosslets fitchee in
chief or, and an otter's head erased in base ar. on a chief
gyronny of eight or and sa. four lymphads of the last decolion couchant ppr. Motto
rated with flags gu. Crest

a

—

—

Rowan

—

—

—

Rowand

—

—A

Benigno numinc.

Rowbacbe

Az. a
(Lytton, co. Herts; confirmed 1604).
bend gobony or and gu. betw. two cotises of the second.
Crest— On a wing ar. a bend gobony or and gu.
Rowcliff. Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased
gu. a chessrook or.
(Colthorp, co. York).

Ar. a chev. betw. three
heads erased gu. langued az.
Same Arms, a border of the second.
(Rowdon, co. York, temp. Richard III., Henry Vll.,
and Henry VIII.). Ar. a fess betw. three pheonssa. Crtst
A cock crowing ppr.
Ro'wdon (CO. Hereford). Sa. a griffin segreant or.
(London; confirmed 24 Sept. 1618, and co. York).
Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three pheons sa. a lion pass.

Ro'wcliffe
lions'

Rowcliffe.

Rowdon

—

Rowdon
or.

Rowdon

(cos.

Kent and

Suffolk).

Chequy

ar.

—

and gu. a

Crest
A bezant.
cross (another, a cross moline) az.
Ro'wdon. Per pale ar. and gu. a griffin segreant counter

changed.

Rowe

(Tolesby Hall, co. York).

staff, cross,

and banners

ar.

Gu. three paschal lambs or,
A paschal lamb, as in

Crest

—

ilfotto— Innocens non tiniidus.
(Lamerton, CO. Devon. Visit. 1620. The elder bvnncli
became extinct by the death of the only son of Nicholas Eowd.
the poet; a younger branch was settled at Tavistock). £amt!

the arms,

Ro'we

Arms and

Crest.

Rowe, or Ra-we

(co. Cornwall).

Gu. three paschal lambs

or.

Ro'we

Gu. a trefoil slipped or, betw.
(CO. Lincoln, 1640).
three paschal lambs ppr.
(Macclesfield, co. Chester; granted 20 March, 1653).
Ar. a beehive beset with bees diversely volant sa.

Rowe

Rowe

(CO.

Az. two greyhounds in

Cornwall).

full

course

ar.
(co. Devon and co. Kent; Sir William Kowe, Knt.,
Lord Mayor of London 1592, and Sir Henry Rowe, Lord
Mayor 1607). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped
per pale gu. and vert as many bezants.
Rowe (Sir Thomas Rowe, Knt., Lord Mayor of London 1569,
son of Robert Rowe, second son of Robert Rowe, Esq., co.
Kent. Visit. London, 1568). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three
cinquefoils slipped per pale gu. and vert as many bezants, a
A stag's head gu. attired or, charged
crescent for diff. Crest

Ro'we

or.

Ro'W

—

Rowan

Rowan

pale ar.

Visit.

—

chequy az. and ar. betw. three
crescents gu. on a canton az. an orange stalked and slipped
An
crown both ppr.
Crest
imperial
with
an
ensigned
Non
armed arm issuing holding a sword ppr. Motto
(Scotland).

Or, a fess

—
—

desistam.

Ro'wald.

Gu. two bars gemel or, a chief of the second.
(England).
Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee in chief and as many crescents
inbasegu. Crest On amount a paschal lamb ppr.holdinga

Rowan

—

banner per fess or and gu.
Gu. three cinquefoils erm. on a chief or, a lion
pass, of the first, holding in the dexter paw a caltrap az.

Rowan.
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—

with a crescent for

Rowe

diff.

Ar. on a cliev. az.
(Colchester, co. Northampton).
betw. three trefoils slipped per pale vert and gu. as many
or.
attired
A stag's head gu.
bezants. Crest

—

A

BOW

BOX
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Bowe

(London). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped
per pale gu. and vert; another, Per pale sa. and ar. on a
chev. three trefoils, and in chief two martlets, all counter-

Bowley

(Admiral Sir JosiAs Rowlet, Bart., G.C.B. and
G.C.M.G.). Same jirms and Crest.
Bowley (Hill House, co. Berks, bart.) Same Arms and
Crest.

changed.

Bowley

Bowe (CO. Middlesex). Gu. a quatrefoil or.
Bowe (Lewes, co. Sussex confirmed 24 May,

1614, by Segar,
Ar.
co. Sussex, gent.).

;

Garter, to John Kowe, of Lewes,
Crest— 0\it
a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
of a ducal crown or, a demi lion gu. holding in the paw a
Polish mace in pale sa. spiked and pointed ar.
Ar. on a chev. betw.
(Norton Place, co. Sussex).
Crest
three trefoils slipped az. as many bezants.
stag's head erased gu. attired or, on the neck a crescent

Bowe

—

(Lawton, co. Chester; descended from Bandolfk
Rowley, Esq., of Carmichan, tewip. Edward II.; William
Rowlet, Esq., of Lawton, was elder brother of Hugh
Rowley, ancestor in the female line of Lord Lanaford).
A wolfs
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three crescents or. Crest
head erased ar. Motto Bear and forbear.

(Barkway,

co. Hertford;

Devon, said to be derived from a
Kentish family. The late John Rowe, Esq., of Bearton, the
descendant of John Eowe, Serjeant-at-law, tempMenryXlU.,
took the name of Hussey on inheriting the estates of Hdsset,
of MarnhuU, co. Dorset). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three treA stag's head issuant gu. attired or.
Crest
foils gu.
(Windley Hill, co. Derby granted 1612 to Robert
Hill, and his brother Rooeb Rowe,
Windley
of
EowE, Esq.,
Or, on a bend cotised az. betw. six trefoils
of London).

Broad Hempston,

co.

—

Bowe

;

—

C)-eit
An arm
slipped vert three escallops of the first.
vested erminois, the hand ppr. holding a trefoil slipped

1639).

Ar. on a fess betw. three mullets sa. as many mullets of six
points pierced of the field.
Sa. on a fess betw. three spur
(co. Middlesex).
rowels of eight points pierced ar. a flfeurs-de-lis of the
first.

Bowley

(Wykin and Rowley, co. Salop). Ar. on a bend
betw. two Cornish choughs sa. three escallops of the first.
Crest A mullet ar. pierced sa.
(Rev. George Rowlet, D.D., Master of University
College, Oxford). Same Arms and Crest.
(Highley, co. Stafford). Erm. fretty or, on a chief
of the last three buckles, the tongues lying fessways

—

Bowley
Bowley
cu.

Bowley.
many

Ar. on a fess betw. three mullets pierced sa. as

of the

Bowe (Bristol). Same Arm* and Crest.
Bowe (Alport, CO. Derby five descents given in Visit.
;

Bowley (Reg.
1611).

Gu. on a bend betw. three garbs or, as many crosses pattee
Crest— An arm in armour ar. round the
wrist a scarf gu. in the hand a sword of the first, hilted or,
holding up a wreath vert. These are the arms described in
the Visitation, and as shown on the monument in Youlgrave
Church to Rogeb Bowe, Esq., who d. in 1613; but the following coat, as granted to Roger Rowe, of Alport, appears
among the records of the Heralds' Office Per pale or and
gu. a lion ramp, within an orle of trefoils all counterchanged.
Crest An arm embowed vested gu. holding a

fitchee of the field.

—

—

garb or.

Bowe

(Sir Fbancis Bowe, knighted at Dublin Castle, by Sir
George Gary, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 29 Sept. 1603). Gu.
on a bend betw. three garbs or, as many crosses pattce

Crest (Reg. Ulster's Office)

fitchee of the field.

— An

embowed in armour, holding in the hand a sword
the blade thrust through a wreath of oak i'Rves vert,
and hilt or, lied round the wrist with a ribbon gu.

Bowe (Ballycross, co.

Wexford

;

all

arm
ppr.

pommel

confirmed to John Bowe,

Esq., of Ballycross, J. P. and D.L., and to the descendants
of his grandfather, Edenezer Radford Rowe, Esq.). Gu. on

many crosses patt^e
Crest — An arm embowed in armour

a bend engr. betw. three garbs or, as
fltchde of the field.

hand a sword ar.
up a wreath vert, the arm charged with
a cross pattue fitchee also gu.
Bowland (Carew, in the Isle of Anglcsca). Or, alion ramp.
ppr. round the wrist a scarf gu. in the
hilted or, holding

;

crescent or.
ringed ar.

Bowley

Crest

— A wolfs head couped

Motto— ha. vertue surmonte

(Castle Rowley,

;

—

with another crescent az.

Bowley (Baron
bend

Sa. a pile

co. Surrey).

wavy

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a

Lanpford).

cotised gu. three mullets or, for

Bow^land.

Sa.

a

pile

wavy

chief to the sinister base.

ar. issuing

Crest

—A

from the dexter

demi

lion

ramp gu.

holding by the blade a sword erect, hilt or.
Gu. on a fess or, betw. three cranes ar. as

Boivlatt.

;

as

many

—

crescents or.

Bows (Stockly Parva,

Crest
co.

— A tree ppr.

Crest

— A demi lion ur. maned

or.

Bowles

Per pale or and

az. three lions

—

(Sheriff of Suffolk, temp.

(Little Rowlesley, CO. Derby, temp. Richard I.;
the heiress m. Knyveton). Gu. a fcs.s erm. a border of the
last.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, per pale ar. and gu. holding
betw. the paws a rose of the last, stalked and leaved vert.
Bowlet. Gu. on a chev. betw. three hernsliaws ar. as many
liiiiis ramp, of the field.
Bowrlett. Gu on a chev. between two chevroncis ar. three
lions ramp, of the field.

—

Bowley (Tcndring

Ar. on n bend
en^r. sa. betw. two Cornish choughs ppr. three escallops of
the Held. Crctt A mullet pierced or. Suiiportrrs, borne by
Hall, co. Suffolk, bart.).

—

Sir Charles Rowi et, first bart., as a G.C.B.— Two Cornish
choughs ppr. navally crowned or, each gorged with a riband,
therefrom pendent a representation of the Order of Maria

Motto
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— Venlis sccundii.

Queen

Elizabeth).

Sa. two

bars engr. ar.

Az. a lion ramp, or, an orle of

crosses crossletof the last.

(Ford Abbey, co. Devon, co.
Per pale gu. and az.

Norfolk, and Bradford, co. Somerset).

a lion ramp,

tail

double queued ar.

Crest

—A

lion's

head

ar.

Rowsew^ell
ramp.

Per pale

(Vastcrnc, co. Wilts).
Crest

ar.

sa.

and

az.

a

— A lion's head erased ar.

Row^thall.

four birds or,

on a chief

Az. a crofs engr. betw.
erm. two roses gu. slipped and leaved vert (another, tho
chief quarterly ar. and erm).

Rowthingres.

ppr.

Bo^wlesley

ramp, counter-

changed.

lion

(co.
Salop).
Ar. a less danccttce betw. three
on each a lion ramp. or.
Cre^ A horse
courant holding in the mouth the point of a broken spear all

fleurs-de-lis sa.

Ar. two bars engr.

Huntingdon).

sa.

couped

many

3rd,

—

Bowsewell, or Bowswell

ar.

Rowley; 2nd and

erm. on a chief gu. a fleur-de-lis betw. two boars' heads couped
and erect or, for Taylour. Crest A wolfs head erased ar.
Supporters— two emblematical
collared and langued gu.
figures, the dexter representing Pallas, with a spear in her
right hand the sinister. Temperance, holding a bridle in
her left hand, all ppr. Motto Bear .ind forbear.
Bowley. Erm. a fret or, on a chief gu. three trefoils of tho
second; another, Az. a lion r^mp. or.
Bowntree (Stockton-on-Tees) Ar. on a chev. az. cotised
gu. betw. three sprigs of rowan vert, berries of the third,

Bowset, or Rouzet.
and Barnes,

Londonderry; confirmed by

Preston, Ulster, 1634, to Edward Rowley, Esq., of that
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a bend cotised gu.
2nd and 3rd, ar. two trefoils slipped in
three crescents ar.
fess az. on a chief of the last a crescent or, charged with
Crest
of
the second.
A wolfs head
another crescent
couped az. gorged with a plain collar knotted at the back
ar. and charged on the neck with a crescent or, charged

Anna and

Crest.

co.

sa. collared and
tout obstacle.

place).

Bo'wse

Bow^land (Egham

ar. hilted or,

Ulster's Office).

Salop). Or, three pales gu.
Ci-est—Out of a,
ducal coronet or, a demi talbot ar.
(Saxonbury Lodge, I'rant, co. Sussex). Same

Bowland

— A sword bendways

sa.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
on a bend cotised gu. three crescents ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar.
two trefoils slipped in fess sa. on a chief of the last a

Bowse.

KU.

Bowland (co.

Crest

first.

through a mullet

ven.

Theresa.

granted 20 Dec.

Bowley

ar.

Bowe (Kingston in Staverton, and afterwards of Bearton, in

ogresses.

—

—

Rowley

Rowton.
TiovryB.

Ar. four palets gu.

Sa. three owls ur.

Lozengy

ar.

and gu. on a bend

interlaced in the chief point of the

az.

two annulets

first.

Roxborough. See RoKESBonorr.n.
Roxburerh (Ahleburgh, co. SufTolk,

Ar. on a pale
1874).
a horse's head couped of the first, in base two saltires
couped of the second. Crest A horse's head ar. Motto
Tarn audax quam fldclis.
Roxburgrh (granted to Brcoe Roxnunon, Capt. H.E.I.C.S.).
Or, on a chev. az. betw. in chief two leaves of a genus of
Indian plants known by the name of " Roxburghia," and in
az.

—

—

base on a mount vert a palm tree all ppr. a sun in splendour
or.
Crc.i^— Ui)on a mount vert in front of a sun rising from
Motto— CccM favore.
cloud.s a palm tree ppr.
Roxburg^he,
of. Sec Kerr.

behind

Duke

A
;

BOX
Koxby

(Monkweannouth,

Durham).

Ar. a chev. betw.

three rooks sa.

Bozby

(BlackwooJ, CO. York).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
BoxBT, per pale erm. and erminois on a chev. gu. betw. three
rooks ppr. two swords chevronwise, the points upwards of
the last, pommels and hilts or 2nd and 3rd, Maude, ar. three
bars gemelles sa. over all a lion ramp. gu. charged on the
shoulder with a cross crosslet fitchee or, the whole within a
border engr. of the third. CresU
1st, Roxby: A wolf's
head erased per pale ar. and vert, gorged with a collar
counterchanged, in the mouth a branch of hop ppr. 2nd,
Maude Issuant from a wreath of laurel vert a lion's head
gu. charged on the neck with a cross crosslet fitchee or.
Mottoes Perseverando and, De monte alto.
Boxley, or Roukels. Lozengy erm. and gu.
;

—

;

:

—

Roxton.
the

;

Ar. three roses gu. betw. nine crosses crosslet of

(co. Dorset,

bend

ttmp. Charles

II.,

and of London).

Gu. a

ar.

Hoy

(Scotland). Az. a lion ramp. ar. on a border of the
second eight torteaux.
Crest
A lymphad, her sails furled

—

and oars

in action, in the sea ppr.

Motto

— Qua tendis.

Hoy. Gu. a bend ar. a label of five points az.
Hoyal Exchang^e Assurance Company

(incorpo-

of the third, the sinister ship riding at anchor, sails furled,
blazoned as the dexter, all ppr. Crest A demi angel ppr.
clothed with a crimson garment, girdle of the last, winged or,
in his dexter hand the sun, in his sinister the moon, and on
his head the north star issuant from a ducal coronet, all of
the last. Supporters Dexter, a figure representing Neptune
ppr. crowned with an Eastern crown or, a purple mantle
flotant over his body, in the right hand a trident erect of
the second, the staff of the first the sinister, a sailor ppr.
habited in a check shirt, waistcoat and jacket blue, lined
white, breeches and stockings of the last, shoes black,
buckles silver, on his head a cap blue, turned up white,
holding in his left hand an anchor gold, cabled ppr. Motto
Trade and navigation.

—

—

;

—

Hoyal Institution of Great Britain

(established

1800). Az. the sun in splendour or, in base the ocean ppr.
ar. an escutcheon gu. charged with a lion pass,
guard, of the second. Crest Out of a mural crown or, an
oak fructed ppr.
Dexter, a figure repreSupporters
senting Minerva habited in a robe flowing to the feet ar.
Bupervested with a tunic purp. zoned or, bearing on her
breast a gorget charged with Medusa's head of the last, and
on her head a helmet surmounted by an owl gold, the plume
sinister, a figure
ar. in her dexter hand a spear erect ppr.
representing Vesta habited in a flowing robe ar. banded
from the right shoulder under the left breast, the band or,
her head encircled by a golden fillet, her veil thrown back,
and her exterior hand holding a torch illumined ppr. Motto

on a canton

—

—

;

Illustrans

commoda

vitae.

Hoyal Irish Academy. See Academt.
Hoyal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.
See under their respective designations.
(incorporated 1663). Ar. on a quarter gu.
three lions pass, guard, in pale or. Crest— On a ducal
coronet or, an eagle with wings endorsed ppr. supporting
with his dexter foot an escutcheon gu. charged with three
lions pass, guard, in pale or.
Supporters— Two talbots ppr.
ducally gorged or. A/otfo^Nullius in verba.
Hoyden. Chequy ar. and gu. a cross moline az.
Hoydenhall. Ar. guttle de poix, a chief nebulae
gu.

Hoyal Society

Hoydhouse

(London; granted 1714). Az. on a bend engr.
ar. betw. two talbots pass, or, three bunches of grapes ppr.
demi
archer ppr. habited vert, holding in the
Crest
A
dexter hand an arrow ar. and in the sinister a bow or.
Hoydon (Iscoed, co. Flint). Az. three roebucks' heads
erased in bend or.
Hoydon (Exeter). Per pale ar. and gu. a griffin segresnt
counterchanged. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
griffin per pale ar. and gu.
Hoydon (Forton, co. Kent, and Eoydon Hall, co. Suffolk).
Chequy ar. and gu. a cross az.
Hoyds (CO. Lancaster; confirmed in 1828, to James Rotdes,
Esq., of Mount Falinge, near Rochdale, a deputy-lieutenant
of the CO.). Erm. on a cross engr. betw. four lions ramp. gu.
a spear in pale ppr. betw. four bezants. Crest A leopard
sejant ppr. bezantee, resting his forepaw on a pbeon. Motlo

—

—

—

—Semper paratus.

Hoyds
Creit,

Az.
two lions pass, guard, in pale or, on a chief of the last a
dove with wings expanded of the first. Crest A dove ar.
with wings expanded or, gorged with an Eastern coronet of
the last, holding in the beak an olive branch vert.
Royle (Canterbury, co. Kent). Ar. a bend betw. three

—

crosses gu.

Royle

(Lestwick,

Chester;

co.

certiGcd

(Elm House, Wavertrcc,
and Motio,
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Liverjiool).

Same Arms,

Nov. 1654).

17

Same Arms,

Royle.

Sa. on a pile or, three crosses formee fitchee at the
foot of the first.
Crest On a chapeau ppr. a lion's head

—

erased gu. ducally crowned or.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. engr. gu.
Rojmigrer, or Roynger (co. Norfolk). Ar. three bars
gu. betw. an orle of martlets of the second.

Rojmeforth

(Bickfold, co. Somerset
Geoege Rotnon, Esq., of
'Visit. Somerset, 1623, sixth in descent from John
RoiNON, Esq., of Axbridge, same co., who was son of John
RoTNoN, Esq., of Chilchester, co. Hants). Ar. a wyvera
;

Bickfold,

erect, tail

Roys

nowed

sa.

Gu. a

segreant ar. on a chief
barbed vert. Crest— X.
demi griffin ar. holding a rose gu. barbed vert.
Roys, Gu. a griffin segreant or, on the shoulder a rose of
the first; another, Sa. a chev. betw. three roses ar.; another,
Or, a fret gu.
Royse (Fredvile, co. Kent; granted 1589). Ar. a griffin
segreant sa. armed or, a border gu. Crest
A demi lion
(CO. Leicester).

griffin

of the second three roses of the

rated 1720). Az. on a mount vert the Royal Exchange ppr.
adorned and embellished or, in chief two ships, the dexter
imder sail, the hulk of the last, the mast, sail, and rigging

—

Roye (France). Gn. on a b^nd ar. three escallops sa.
Royer (St. James's, Westminster; certified May, 1779).

Hoynon

last.

Hoy

RUD
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co.

first,

—

guard, ar.
(Nantinan, co. Limerick; confirmed, 1812, to Thomas
Heney Eotse, Esq., of Nantinan, a branch of a family long
seated in Kent). Per saltire or and ar. a griffin segreant
az. in chief a rose gu. betw. two trefoils ppr. a border vert.
Crest A demi lion ramp, barry ar. and gu.
Royston. 'Vert a chev. ar. betw. three bucks trippant or.
Crest— 0\x\. of a ducal coronet or, two lion's paws in saltire

Royse

—

ppr.

Royston. Gu. a chev. betw. three keys ar.
Royston-Priory (co. Hertford). Ar. a fess
chequy

ar.

and

an

gu. impaling

sa.

Royton, or Ruton.

Gu. a chev. betw. three garbs ar.

orle of crosses crosslet fitchee of the second.

Ruchbroke. Sa. a fess betw.
Ruck. Gyronny of eight ar.
torteaux,

Crest— A.

three roses or.

and gu. on the first four
on the last as many cinquefoils of the first.
old man's head ppr. bound round the temples with

laurel vert.

Rudall, or Ruddall.

Or, on a bend az. three Catharine
wheels ar. Crest A hawk's head erased or.
(Aberglasney, co. Carmarthen, bart., extinct 1730;
Rice Rudd, Esq., of Aberglasney, son of Anthont Rudd,
Bishop of St. Davids 1593-1614, was created a bart. 1628, the
fourth bart. d. s. p.). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three bells
Crest
An arm erect vested az. charged with a chev.
ar.
erm. holding in the hand a scroll all ppr.
(Higham Ferrers, co. Northants; confirmed by
Camden, Clarenceux, 1623). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
a lion ramp, or, a canton of the last; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
three greyhounds in full course sa. collared or. Crest
A lion ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a shield az.
charged with a canton gold.
Rudd, or Rudde (cos. Essex and Lincoln). Ar. en a
Crest
A cross botonn€e
canton az. six martlets or.

—

Rudd

—

Rudd

—

—

or.

Rudd

(Abergavenny, co. Mormiouth). Az. a lion ramp or,
a canton of the second. Crest A lion ramp, or, holding a
shield az. charged with a canton gold.
(Rev. Ebic Rudd, of Thome, near Doncaster, was
claimant of the Scottish barony of Duffus, son of the late
Rev. James Rudd, Rector of Newton Kyme, co. York, by

—

Rudd

Elizabeth his wife, eldest sister and co-heir of Jamss
SuTHEELAND, Lord Dvffus). Az. a lion ramp, or, a canton
of the second, quartering, Gu. three stars or, forSuTHEELAND.
Crest
An arm vested az. charged with a chev. erm. holding in the hand a scroll all ppr. Mottoes Over the arms:
Pro rege et grege under the shield In cruce salus.
Rudd. Ar. three trefoils in fess vert, a chief sa. Crest—
griffin's head couped ppr. collared ar.
Rudd. Ar. on a chev. betw. three buglehorns stringed gn.
as many lozenges or another, Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
buglehorns gu. as many mascles or another, Az. a lion
ramp. ar. a canton or.
Ruddall. Or, on a bend sa. three Catharine wheels ar.
another, Or, three Catharine wheels az.; another. Or, on a
bend az. three Catharine wheels of the field.
Hudde (London, 1634). Erm. six martlets gu. three, two,

—

—

:

:

;

;

A

BUD
ami one, a cnnton

Crest

—A

cross cior:Slct

gu. betw. two. wings ar.
Az. on a fess betw. a mullet in chief and a
head erased in base ar. three martlets sa.
Budford. Az. a chev. betw. ten mullets or, six in chief
and four in base.
Xludge (Evesham, f.o. Worcester, originally of Seysdon, co.
Stafford; descended from JouN DE Udgge, Esq., of Seysdcn,
fitchije

Huderford.
timer's

17 Edward II., confirmed, 1634, to Alderman Edward
KuDGE, Sheriff of London in 1G37, and to his brother,
William Rcdge, Esq., of Evesham). Quarterly, sa. and
Out of a mural crown or, two
gu. a cross engr. ar. Crest
arms erect sleeved gu. hands and cuffs ppr. supporting a

—

—

shield ar.
Motto In cruce fides.
(co. Gloucester; descended from Rudge, of Evesham;
Rev. James Rudge, D.D., of Hawkchurch Rectory, near
Axminstcr, was son of James Eudge, Esq., of Heathend
House, Cromhall, and nephew of Thomas Rudge, Archdeacon of Gloucester). Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.

Hudg'e

Rudge

(Kyrle Cottage, co. Hereford).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and Motto.

Rudger.
vert.

Ar. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a rose or, barbed
A Saracen's head affrontee ppr. wreathed

Crest

—

round the temples

Hudging-

ar.

and

sa.

Edward I.). Per fess
armed and langued counter-

(Sefton, co. Lancaster, 29

gu. and az. a lion ramp. ar.

changed.
(Dunton, co. Warwick; confirmed to Rowland
Rcdglet, of Dunton, temp. Henry V., son of Nicholas
Rudglet, of Hawkshead, co. Stafford). Ar. a chev. betw.
three roses gu.
IBudgley (co. Warwick; confirmea to John Rudglet,
third in descent from James Rudglet, temp. Henry VII.,
second son of Nicholas Rudglet, of Dunton). Same Arr.is.
Budhall (Rudhall and Ross, co. Hereford). Or, on a bend
Crest
az. three Catharine wheels ar.
A cubit arm erect in
armour ppr. cuff barry lozengy counterchanged of two rows
hand
holding
three
roses
gu. stalked all ppr.
ar. and az. the
Budhall. Or, on a fess az. three Catharine wheels ar.
Jludiard (Rudiard, co. Stafford Rev. Wiluam Rudiard,
Rector of Leicester, Visit. Leicester, 1619, son of John
Kcdiard, the second son of Thomas Rudiard, Esq., of
Rudiard). Ar. treille sa. on a canton gu. a rose or.
Budierd. Ar. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a rose ar.
Huding (Westcott, co. Leicester; Geat Rudino, son of
John Rudino, and Walter Ruding, 6. 1578, son of Richard
Buding, which John and Richard were sons of John
EuDiNG, of Westcott. Visit. Licicester, 1619). Ar. on a bend
betw. two lions ramp. sa. a wyvern, wings expanded of the
field, quartering, 1st, ar. on two bars sa. three plates
2nd, sa.
three fleurs-de-lis betw. seven crosses crosslet fitchee, three,
three, and one ar. a canton erm. Crest A dragon's head
coupcd sa. collared or, and chained, holding in the mouth a
lion'.s gamb erased gold.
Budingre, or Budings (Martin-Hussingtrce, co. Worcester
descended from Westcott). Ar. on a bend betw.
two lions ramp. sa. a wivcrn, wings expanded of the first.
Crest
A dragon's head sa. collared and chained or, holding
in the mouth a lion's gamb erased gold.
Budston (Ilayton, co. York, bart., extinct; descended
from Sir John Rudston, Lord of the Manor of Hayton,
ttiiiji. King John.
Sir Walter Rudston, of Hayton, was
created a bart. in 1642, the third bart. d. s. p.). Ar. three
bulls' heads coupcd (another, erased) sa.
Crest A bull's

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

sa.

Sudston

(Roughton Monchosnie, co. Kent descended from
Sir John Rudston, Lord Mayor of London, 1528, second
son of JIatthew Eddston, Esq., of Ilayton). Same Arms
;

anil Crest.

Budston

(Ilayton, co. York; Rudston Calverlet, Esq.,
assumed the surname and arms of Rudston, as heir of
EiDSTON, of Hayton). Ar. three bulls' heads erased pcan,
each charged on the neck with a cross moline or. Crest
A lion's gamb erect pean, holding a cross moUnc crini-

—

noia.

Budston-Read

(Hayton, co. York; the Rev. Thomas
CiTLF.n KuDSTON, of Hayton, assumed by royal licence
llic

and eminent family sprang the celebrated Sir
Benjamin Rudterd, the statesman, orator, and poet, tauiu
Charles I., third son of James Rudyerd, Esq., of Hartley,
CO. Hants, younger brother of Thomas Rudverd, Esq., of
Rudyerd). Ar. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a crescent of tho
this old

—

A lion's head guard, ar.
(quartered by William Sheldon, Esq., of beoley,
whose dau. Philippa w. Sir John Pollard,
Knt., of Nuneham, co. Oxford, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. on a bend betw. two lions ramp. sa.
a wyvern, wings expanded of the field.
Bue. Ar. on a bend betw. two cotises sa. three mullets of
the field.
Bufford(RufIord, co. Buckingham). Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crest

field.

Budyng

CO. Worcester,

—

slipped sa.
Crest
An eagle, wings expanded,
holding in the mouth a trefoil slipped all sa.
(Nethersapy, co. Worcester). Ar. a chev. betw.
three trefoils slipped sa. issuant from the chief a pile of
the second.
Buffy. Ar. on a chev. gu. three wheatsheaves or. Crest
A demi archer shooting an arrow from a bow.
Bugeley (Shenstone and Smallwood, co. Stafi'ord, and Downton-Rugeley, co. Warwick). Ar. a chev. betw. three roses
gu. Crest
A tower or, flames issuant ppr. against four
trefoils

Bufford

—

—

arrows in

Bugeley

saltire ar.
(co. Stafford).

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets

pierced gu.

BrUdgley

head

BUM
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of the last.

additional

surname and arms

of Read, in compliance

with the will of Wiluam Read, Esq., of Sand Hutton,
CO. York).
Ar. three bulls' heads erased pcan, each
tlKirgcd on the nock with a cross moline or.
Budstone (co. York). Or, three bulls' heads coupcd sa.
Budyer, or Budyard. Ar. fretty sa. on a canton gu. a
rn~eof th.- field.
Budyerd (Itudycrd, co. Stafford; of ancient Saxon descent.
Kill d to have been seated in co. Stafford before William I.,
ftud to derive from Wouoed, Lord of Rudycrd, 1030. From
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Bugremond, or Bugemont.
a chief of the

Eugewyn.

Gu. two bars gemelles

or,

last.

Erm. a

fess or, betw. tliiee lions'

heads erased

sa. gutt<5e d'or.

Bugge

(North Reps, co. Norfolk).
Per fess sa. .nnd ar. a
unicorn salient counterchanged, armed or.
Crest An
head
ibex's
sa. armed, maned, and tufted or.

—

Bugge

(Felmingham and

Billingford, co. Norfolk, 1509).

Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three mullets pierced ar.
A talbot pass. ar. collared, ringed, and eared sa.

Bugge (impalement Fun Ent.

Ulster's Office, 1619,

Crest—

Edward

Floweedean, Esq., of Hetherset, co. Norfolk, whose wife
was ThomasineRogge). Gu. a chev. engr. betw three mullets
pierced ar.

Buggelay. Ar.
Buggies (Spains

a chev. betw. three roses gu.
Hall, co. Essex,

and Clare,

co. Suffolk

;

de-

scended from Thomas Rogtll, or Ruogles, Esq., of Sudbury, whose will bears date 21 June, 1547). Ar. a chev.
betw. three roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert.
Crest
tower or, flames rising from the top ppr. behind the tower
four arrows in saltire ar.
Buggles-Brise (John Euggles, Esq., of Spains Hall,
Finchingfield, co. Essex, High Sheriff of Suffolk 1829, sonand
heir of Thomas Ruggles, Esq., of Clare, Barrister-at-law,
and Bencher of the Inner Temple, assumed the additional
surname of Brise, on succeeding to the possessions of his
grandmother's family, Brise, of Clare, co. Suffolk). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, per chev. engr. gu. and ar. three roses counterchanged; 2nd and 3rd, lozengy gu. and ar. within a
bordure sa. fleurce of eight cinquefoils, a cross of the second.
Crest
A tower or, transfixed with six darts ia saltire and
inflamed ppr. Motto Struggle.
Bule (Scotland). Or, three men's hearts within a bordure

—

—

—

engr. gu.
(Edmundsficld, Scotland, 16th century). Gu. on a bend
engr. or, three inescutchcons az.
(Ferrand, co. York, bart.). Or, on a chev. gu.
three cinquefoils ar. a canton of the second charged with
Crest
A demi lion ramp,
a leopard's face of the field.
erminois, motto lover, Ui sursum dcsupcr. Motto Virtutis

Bule

Bumbold

—

—

laus actio.

Bumbold.
Bumfurd.

Ar. a bull's head coupcd sa.
Cre4—\ hand
Ar. three pheons in chief az.
holding a leg in armour couped at the thigh cmbowod and
spurred ppr.
(Lulsley in Sucklcy, co. Worcester). Or, on a chev.
CrtsI
On a
per pale az. and gu. three roses of the field.
mount vert a tree ppr. thereunder a lion slatant guard, gu.
Motto Mors airuninarum requies.
Az. on a bend cotised
(Sheriff of London, 1603).

Bumney

—

—

Bumney

ar. three escallops gu.

Bum.ney.

Or, on a chev. per pale az. and gu. three roses
Crest— \ lion statant guard, ppr.
(Swanton, co. Norfolk). Ar. two lions combatant ppr.
Crest— A demi lion ramp, reguard. ppr. holding betw. the
paws a shield az. thereon the sun in splendour or.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess
(co. Brecon).
gu. in cliicl a label of four points az. 2nd and 3rd, az. a
of the field.

Bum.p

Bumsey

;

cinqucfoil within a bordure erm.

collared or.

Crest

—A

talbot pass. az.

Another Crest— A horned owl ppr.

A

UN

E

Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three laurel branches in
bend vert an estoile of the field, enclosed by two annulets or
quartering, ar. two chev. sa. in chief a file of eight points of
the last enclosed by a garter irradiated by sixteen rays of
a star or, the garter az. bearing these words in gold letters,
" Viditque Deus banc lucem esse bonam." Crest On a mount
Tert a squirrel sejant ppr. collared az. and chained or, holding in the mouth an oak branch acorned also ppr.
Rupert (Du.ke of Cumberland, extinct 1632; Prince Rdpeet,
Count Palatine of the Ehine, second son of Feederick V.,
King of Bohemia, by the Princess Elizabeth, his wife, dau.
of James I., and brother of the Electress Sophia, Duchess
Do%oai!er of Hanover, mother of George I., was so created
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a lion ramp,
1G44, d. unm.).
ducally crowned or; 2nd and 3rd, paly bendy or and az.
C]-est
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion sejant
affrontee or, crowned gu. betw. two wings paly bendy ar.
and az. Supporters Two lions guard, or.
Ktirde. Az. a cheT. or, betw. three paschal lambs couchant

—

—

—

ar.

(Thorpe-in-Balne, and Pontefract, co. York).

saltire engr. sa. betw. four cinquefoils gu.

Crest

Ar. a

—A golden

eagle ppr. barbed or, with a broken dart ppr. feathered and
Audax et promptus.
pointed or. Motto
Eusb. (Wimbledon, co. Surrey, Elsenham Hall, co. Essex,
Farthington
Lodge,
and
co. Northampton). Quarterly, gu.
and ar. on a fess per pale vert and or, betw. three horses
courant as many roundles all counterchanged.
Crest
wolfs head erased vert, langued gu. guttee d'or, gorged with
charged
with
three
lorteaux.
Motto
collar
gold,
Un
a

—

—
—

un

una foi.
Eush. Gu. on a fess betw. three horses courant ar. as
many annulets az. Crest A wolfs head erased erm.
Eush (Thomas Ecsh, Chapmans, co. Oxford, and co. Suffolk,
1533).
Gu. on a fess or, betw. three horses courant ar. as
Dieu,

roy,

—

many hurts.

Eush. On a fess

or, betw. three horses courant ar. as many
another, Ar. on a chev. az. three crescents of the
another, Chequy or and vert, a fess gu.
field
Eushall (Wolverhampton, co. Stafford temp. Edward III.).
Erm. a lion ramp. sa. a border engr. of the last.
Eushall. Sa. a fess betw. three lozenges ar.
Eushall (Eeg. Ulster's Office). Gu. two bars erm. betw.
seven crosses pattee, three, three, and one or, on a chief ar.
a lion issuant sa. armed and langued of the first.
Sa. on a fess ar. betw. six martlets
(co. Lincoln).

pellets

;

;

;

Eusham
or,

three roses gu.

Eushbrook.
roses) or.

a

Sa.

Crest

betw. three cinquefoils (another,

fess

—A Catharine wheel sa. embrued gu.

Eushbrooke.

Ar. three bears couchant

sa.

armed

gu.

(another, or).

Eushbrooke

(Eushbrooke Park, co. Suffolk). Sa. a fess
A lion sejant holding in the
betw. three roses or. Crest
mouth a rose or. Motto Fluminus ritu ferimur.
Eushby. Ar. a saltire engr. betw. four roses gu.
Eushe (co. Essex, 1605). Gu. a fess or, betw. three horses
courant ar. Crest An arm in armour garnished or, holding in the hand by the hair the head of a man, the neck

—

—

—

dropping blood

Eushe
as

all

many

hurts.

Gu. on a

Crest —A

fess or, betw. three colts ar.

head erased

fox's

ar.

gutt^

de vert.

Eushe (co.

Suffolk).

Pnrp. on a fess

many hurts.

pass. ar. as

or,

betw. three horses

Crest— A horse's head erased vert

guttee ar.

Eushe

(CO. jWilts).

Sa.

a wolf salient

ar.

in chief three

(Sir Feancis Eushe, knighted by Robert, Earl of
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, at Maryborough, the
Gu. a fess or, betw. three
Fort of Leix, 17 May, 1599).
A wolfs bead erased
colts in full course ppr.
Crest

Essex,

—

erm.

Eusheby, or Eushby.

Ar. a

saltire engr.

sa.

tetw.

four roses gu. seeded or.
(Isle

of Man).

Ar. a cross sa. fretty

or.

Eushout

{Bar<m Northteick, descended from John RcshotTT, a native of France, who settled in England, temp.
Charles I.
his son, James Eoshoct, was created a oart.
1661, the fifth bart.. Sir John Ecshout, was created Lord
Northwick 1797, and m. Eebecca, dau. of Humphrey
Bowles, Esq. his lordship's second son, Hon. and Eev.
George Ecshout, assumed the additional surname of
Bowles, by royal licence, 1817, and d. 1842, leaving an
elder son, George Rushoct-Bowles, who s. 1859, as third
Lwd NoTthwick. See Bowles, Lord Northwick). Sa. two
lions pass, guard, within a border engr. or.
Crest
A lion
;

;

—
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—

Eushout
and
last

(Sezincourt, co. Gloucester, bart.).

Quarterly, 1st
4th, sa. two lions pass, guard, or, a border engr. of the
2nd and 3rd, or, a leopard's face gu. betw. two game;

cocks in pale ppr. two flaunches sa.
Cresti,~lst
Alien
2nd Within a crescent az. a tiger's face ppr.
crowned with an Eastern crown. Supporters Two angels,
their vests semee of fleurs-de-lis, the hand next the shield
supporting a pennon, the dexter charged with a sun in
splendour, the sinister semee of estoiles, and charged with
a crescent, the exterior hands extended and supporting a
Pensian pheasant. Motto
Par temis suppar.
Eushout. Sa. two lions pass, guard, or.
Eushton (cos. Lancaster and Stafford). Or, a lion pass, sx
a chief gu.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a demi
lion ramp. erm.
Motto Have patience and endure.
Eushton (co. Lancaster). Or, a lion pass. sa. on a chief
pf the second a trefoil slipped ar. Crest
On a chupeau gu.
turned up erm. a demi lion of the last.
Eushworth. Ar. a bend betw. an eagle displ. vert in tUo
sinister chief, and two pellets in the dexter base.
Euskyn, or Eusken. Sa. a chev. betw. six spear-heads
:

pass, guard, or

:

;

—

—

—

—

—

ar.

Euss.

Az. a saltire

or,

betw. four cross crosslets fltcbue

ar.

Eussell

(Kingston-Russell, co. Dorset, represented

ducal house of Bedford
Eussell, who m. Isabel,
;

by the

from Sir Ralph
and co-heir of James
Newmarch, and had livery, 8
descended

dau.

DE Newmascb, Baron of
Henry 111., of all her lands in the cos. of Somerset, Wilts,
and Gloucester. From an old record, temp. Henry III., it
appears that the Eussells, barons of high renown in the

CO. Gloucester, held Kingston-Russell, near Burton, co.
Dorset, by grand serjeantry, viz., "that they should present
a cup of beer to our Sovereign Lord the King on the four
principal feasts of the year ").
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a

chief sa. three escallops of the

Eussell

first.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief
Crest A goat pass. ar. armed
or.
Supporters Dexter, a lion sinister, an antelope ; both
gu. the latter ducally gorged and lined or, armed and hoofed
gold. Motto—Che sara sara.
Eussell {Earl Mussell). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa.
three escallops of the field, over the centre escallop a mnllet.
Crest A goat pass. ar. armed and unguled or.
Supporters
sinister, an heraldic antelope gu.
Dexter, a lion gu.
armed, unguled, and tufted, ducally gorged and chained', the
chain reflexed over the back or, each supporter charged
Motto
Che sara
on the shoulder with a mullet ar.

{Duke of Bedford).

—

sa. three escallops of the first.

—

—

;

—

;

—

sara.

Eussell {Baron

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a
de Clifford).
chief sa. three escallops of the first. Crest
A go^t statant
Dexter, a wyvem gu. sinister,
Supporters
ar. armed or.

—

—

;

a monkey ppr. ringed round the loins and lined

Che sara

or.

Motto-

sara.

{Earl of Orford, extinct 17-27; Edward Eussell,
second son of Hon. EJward Russell, second son of Francis;
fourth Earl of Bedford, Admiral E.N., having achieved a
victory over the French at La Hogue, was raised to the
peerage 1697, d. s. p.). Same Arms and Crest, a crescent
sinister, an antelope
for diff. Supporters Dexter, a Uon
both gu. and supporting an anchor sa. Motto Che sara

—

;

—

sara.

Eussell

crosses fitchee of the second.

Eushe

Eushen-Abbey

BUS

Supporters— Two angels ppr. winged and
crined or, habited ar. semi5e of fleurs-de-lis and mullets' gold,
round ihe waists sashes az. holding in the exterior hands
palm branches vert. Motto Par temis suppar.
pass, guard, or.

Eussell

ppr.

(co. Suffolk).

;
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Handle.

Eusby

A

;

(Swallowfleld, co. Berks, bart.). Ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three cross crosslets fitchee az. a border engr. gu.
charged alternately with bezants and escallops or. Crest
demi lion ramp. erm. charged with a fasces ppr. and
bearing in his dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchee sa. Motto
Discite justiam moniti.
Eussell (Charlton Park, co. Gloucester, bart.). Ar. a chev.
betw. three goutes reversed sa. the whole within a border gyronny of eight in eight divisions or and of the
Nitor donee supero.
second. Crest— A fountain. Motto

—

—

—

Eussell

Cambridge, bart., extinct 1804;
Sir William Eussell, Knt., of Chippenham, descended from
Isle of Wight, who d.
Yaverland,
of
Eussell,
Esq.,
Thomas
16 Henry VI., a.d. 1437, was created a bart. 1629; the
tenth bart. d. s.p., when his estate devolved on his aunt,

(Chippenham,

co.

Mary Russell, sister of the eighth
woman to the Princess Amelia, and

bart.,

bedchamber
unm.

at her death

passed to her first cousin. Rev. John Russell Greenhill,
Ar. a Uon
LL.D., whose son was created a bart. 1831).
ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three roses of the first. Crett
goat ar. attired or, murally gorged gold.

—

A

;

BUS
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Enssell (Laushame, co. Caraiarthea, bart.. extinct 1714;
Sir WitUAM EcssELL, Knt., of Laugharne, ninth son of Sir
William Russell,
a bart. 1660, and

bart. of

first

Chippenham, was created
Same Arms and
m.).

1714, «. p.

d.

Crest.

(Chccquer's Court, co. Bucks, bart., extinct 1837

;

Eev. Samuel Gbeexhill, of Swincombe, co. Oxford, m.
ELizABExn, dan. of John Russell. Governor of Fort William,
Bengal, and granddau. of Sir John Russell, third bart. of
Chippenham, and had a son, Rev. John Russell Greenhill,
who s. to the Checquers estate of the Russell family his
only son, Robebt Gbeenhill, assumed the surname of
EussBLL, by royal licence, 1815, and was created a bart.
1831, d. unm., when the estate passed to his kinsman. Sir
Bobebt Fbankland, seventh bart. of Thirkelby, co. York,
who then assumed, by royal licence, the additional surname
;

Same Arms and

of Russell).

Ci-est.

Motto— Che

sara

eara.

Kussell

(Fbaneland-Russell, bart.

;

Sir

Thomas Fbanc-

m. Elizabeth, second dau.
of Sir John Russell, third bart. of Chippenham, by
Fbances, his wife, dau. of Olivee Cromwell his descendant, Sir Robebt Fbankland, seventh bart. of Thirkelby,
f. his kinsman Sir Robebt (Gbeenhill) Russell, Bart., of
Checquers Court, assumed, by royal licence, the additional
surname of Russell, and d. 1849, leaving four daus. his
co-heirs, when the baronetcy of Thirkelby reverted to his
kinsman and heir male. Sir Fbedebick William Fbankland,
as eighth bart.). Quarterly, 1st and4tb, ar. a lion ramp. gu.
on a chief sa. three roses of the first, for Russell 2nd and 3rd,
az. a dolphin naiant embowed or, on a chief of the last two
Crests
1st, Russell: A goat
saltires gu., for Fbankland.
Blatant ar. murally gorged, armed, and hoofed or 2nd,
Fbankland : An anchor erect ppr. entwined with a dolphin

JjAud, second bart. of Thirkelby,

;

;

—

;

taaurient ar.

Sassell

(Strensham, co. Worcester, bart., extinct 1705;
descended from Thomas de Russell, fourth son of Robert
of Kingston-Russell, the ancestor of the Duke
Russell,
BE
of Bedford; Sir John Russell, Master of the Horse to
Bichard II., was father of William Russell, Esq., of
Strensham ; Sir John Russell, Knt., of Strensham, d. 15
Aug. 1556 William Russell, Esq., of Strensham, fourth
in descent from Sir John, was created a bart. 1627, his son,
the second bart., left three daus. co-heirs. Visit. Worcester,
1533, 1634, and 1682-3). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses
botonnee fitchee sa. a border or, Visit. 1633. Ar. a chev.
betw. three crosses crosslet sa., Visit. 1634.
Crest
chessrook or, thereon a plume of ostrich feathers gold and
;

—

az.

Sussell

(Brancepeth Castle, co. Durham; formerly of
Arnabic, co. Cumberland, where the family was resident
for

many

The

generations.

late representative,

William

EussELL, Esq., of Brancepeth Castle, only son of Matthew
Russell, Esq., of same place, by his wife, a sister of the

Eight Hon. Chables Tenntson-D'Etncoubt, d.s.p.,vhen
the estates devolved on Gustavus Fbedebick, seventh
Fiscount Boyne, the husband of his sister). Ar. on a chev.
betw.
Crest

three

crosses

crosslet

— A goat pass. ar.

fitchee sa.

an

escallop or.

Sussell

(Uamilton-Russell, Viscount Boyne; Gostavos
Fbedebick, seventh
Viscount Boyne, m. 1828, Emma
Mabia, dau. of Matthew Russell, Esq., of Brancepeth
Castle, and having succeeded to that estate, assumed,
by royal licence, the additional surname of Russell).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. betw.
two chevronels a
cinquefoil, all

betw.

three cross crosslets fitchee

sa.,

for

Eussell; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three cinquefoils pierced erm.,
for Hamilton. Crests
1st, Russell: A goat pass. ar. collar
gcmell, and charged on the body with an escallop sa.
2nd, Hamilton Out of a ducal coronet or, an oak fructed of
the first and penetrated transversely in the main stem by a
frame-saw all ppr. Supporters—Two mermaids ppr. hair
dishevelled or, each holding in the exterior hand a mirror of

—

:

the

lust.

Sussell

—

Motto Nee tiraeo, nee sperno.
(Powick Court, co. Worcester;

descended from

Thomas Russell,
Corfield, and
b.

cettee gu., for Chetle.

1608,

Esq., of Cardlngton, co. Salop, m. Dobotht
had a son, John Russell, Esq., of Holgatc,

whose great-grandson, William Russell, Esq.,
b. 1719, purchased Slaughters Court, now

of Worcester,
called

Powick Court;

William Russell, Esq.,
m. Elizabeth, sister and heir of
Sir JouN Pakinoton, Bart., of Aylesbury, co. Bucks, and
d. 1812, leaving a son and heir, John Somerset Kussell,
who assumed, by royal licence, the name and arms of
Pakington, was created a bart. 1846, and a peer, as Lord
JJampton, 187 i. RccVAKisoToti, Lord Hampton). Quarterly,
iBt and 4lh, ar. on a chief gu. three bezants, for Busbell;
of Powick, J. P.,

8S0

b.

his son,

1750,

Crest

—A

lalbot pass. ar.

Motto—

Fideliset audax.

Russell

Hussell

Bt7S

2nd, or, on a chev. gu. three cocks' heads erased ar. combed
and wattled of the first, for Phillips; 3rd, ar. a fess dan-

Malvern Court, co. Worcester, and co. Hereford; descended from John Russell, vi. Joan, dau. and
heir of William Aldebfobd, and was father of John Russell,
whose ton, John Russell, was secretary to the Princess
Mary, afterwards Mary I., at Tickenhill Palace, and was
appointed, 33 Henry VIII., a.d. 1541, Forester and Keeper
(Little

Woods of the Priory of Little Malvern. John
Russell, Esq., of Little Malvern, temp. George III., the
last male descendant, left an only dau. and heir, Elizabeth,
of the

m. Thomas Babington,

Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
sa. a border engr. gu.
bezanteee, for Russell ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a saltire az. a
Crest
tiger's head erased or, for Aldebfobd.
A demi lion
ar. holding betw. the paws across crosslet fitchee sa. Motto

a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet

—

— Je

tiens foy.

Russell (Moor

Green, co. Worcester, and King's Heath,
William Russell, Esq., M.P. for the co., and
Sheriff 1839, had an only dau. and heir, Elizabeth

same
High

co.

;

Maby

Russell, m. 1839, Joseph Bailet, eldest son of Sir
first bart. of Glanusk, and was mother of
the second bart.). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three
escallops of the first. Crest A goat pass. ar. attired or.
Russell (Hanley, co. Worcester Russell, of Hanley Castle,
appears in Penn's List of those "That are to finde horse,"
in CO. Worcester). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses botonn€e

Joseph Bailey,

—

;

fitchee sa.

Russell

(Bosbourne, co. Worcester).

Same Arms, a border

sa.

Russell

(Handsworth, co. Stafford.) Ar. a fess dancett^o
ermines betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee in chief and two
Crest
In front of two palm branches saltirein base sa.
ways vert a fret or, thereon a martlet sa. Motto— Q,no fata

—

vocant.

Russell (Derham,

or Dyrham, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a.
chief gu. three bezants.
(Slubbers, North Ockendon, co. Essex, Towcester,
CO. Northampton, and Southwark, co. Surrey). Ar. on a

Russell

chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. an escallop or.
Cre^t
A demi lion ramp. ar. collared gu. charged on the
body with a chev. sa. thereon an escallop or, holding betw.
the paws a cross crosslet fitchee of the third.

—

Russell (Ham

Hall, co. Stafford, and Biggin Grange, co.
Northampton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. a lion ramp. gu.
collared ar. onachief az. three roses of the third, for Russell;
2nd and 3rd, az. a bend engr. erminois betw. two crescents or
1st: On a mount
(a canton gu. for diff.), for Watts. Crests
vert a goat pass. erm. collared sa., for Russell; 2nd: A demi
lion ramp, or, charged on the shoulder with a cross patt^eaz.
the paws supporting an escutcheon of the last, thereon a fesse
erminois betw. three fleurs-de-lis in chief and a cross pattce
in base of the first, on an escroll issuant from the escutcheon
the word "Amici" (and for diff. in the mouth of the lion a.
Motto Memor, amici.
slip of oak ppr.), for Watts.
Russell (CO. Essex, and Pemsoy, co. Sussex). Or, on a
An adder's head erased
cross sa. five mullets ar. Crest

—

—

—

ppr. collared gu. ringed or.
(co. Gloucester).

Russell

Erm. on a chief gu. three
bezants (another, plates).
(Lord Mayor of London 12D9 and 1300). Gu. co
a fess erm. betw. three swans ar. as many mullets sa.
Russell (London). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a chief wavy az.
on a canton or, an eagle displ. sa.
Russell (Henley-upon-Thames and London). Gu. on a fess
erm. betw. three swans ar. as many mullets of the first
pierced or, all within a border engr. of the last.
Russell (co. Northampton). Ar. a chev. az. betw. three

Russell

hurts.

Russell (co. Norfolk). Ar. a lion ramp, and a border gu.
Russell (Badham, Thorpe, and West Burnam, co. Norfolk).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a border of the last. Crest— A demi
goat ar. attired or.
Russell (co. Rutland). Az. a chev. betw. three roses or.
Russell (John Russell, Bishop of Rochester, 1476-80, and
of Lincoln, 1480-94). Az. two chevronels or, betw. three
roses ar.

Russell

(arms of John Russell in the church of Taynton,
Ar. a chov. betw. three
Visit. Oxon, 1666).

CO. Oxford.

crosses crosslet fitchee sa.
(Brocton, co. Salop; quartered

Russell

Chatwcll Hall;
hur.st).

Bussell

Thomas Corfield m.

by Corfield, of
Anne, dau. and

in 1610,

Russell, Esq., of Euchmarsh and UollyAr. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief U.
(CO. Dorset).

co-heir of

Edwabd

;

BUS
A bezant betw.

Crest

first.

—A

dcmi

Indian goat ramp. ar. attire, ears, hoofs, and beard sa.
(Workington, co. Cumberland). Ar. a lion ramp.
gu. on a chief sa. three roses of the field. Crest— A goat

Bussell

Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

(Falmouth, co. Cornwall).
(co. Salop).

Bussell

Sa. a fess betw. six martlets or.

(Kentchurch, co. Hereford).

membered and armed

three swans ppr.
(co.

having m. Judith, dau. and heir of
Motto Che sara sara.
(Seaton, co. Dublin
descended from Rdssell,
Baron of Killough; confirmed by Carney, Ulster, to
Bartholomew Rdssell, Esq., of Seaton, son and heir of
Christopher Russell, fifth in descent from John Russell,
of same place, who was chief of the ancient hou.se of that
name in Ireland). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three
escallops of the first, a border of the second.
Bussell (Collinstown, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1619, Nicholas Russeli., of that place). Ar. a lion ramp.
gu. on a chief az. three escallops of the field, a border of
the second.
Crest (Reg. Ulster's Offlce)
A dexi lion
ramp. gu.
Russell (Cookestown, co. Meath Fun. Ent. Ulster's Offlce,
1024, Amy, wife of David Russell, of that place). Same
Arms, a crescent for diff.
Bussell (Ballymacscanlon, co. Louth, and Jamaica; allowed
by Hawkins, Ulster, 1714, as the arms of James Russell,
of Jamaica, fourth son of Capt. Thomas Russell, of
Ballymacscanlon, who was great-grandson of Geobge
1598,

Cabbert McCann,

Wilts).

Or,

on a bend

Ar. on a bend sa.
gu.
sa. three swans ar.

(another adds, three mullets ar.).
(Witley, CO. Worcester). Sa. aninescutcheon engr.
ar. charged with a cbev. az. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee of the field.
Bussell (granted 1618). Ar. on a fess dancett^e sa. betw.
three martlets gu. seven bezants. Crest On a bezant a
Cornish chough sa. wings expanded, beaked and legged

Bussell

—

—

of Mointnaugh.

Bussell

three escallops sa.

Bussell
Bussell

now

representative of the family).
Same Anrn
and Crest, quartering, Az. fretty or, on a fess ar. a
boar pass, gu., for McCakn, Henry Rdssell, Baron of
Killough, the grandfather of George Russell, Baron of
traveller,

Killough, d.

pass. ar. attired or.

Bussell

BUS

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

t\vo escallops of the

;

—

;

Bussell.

Ar. a fess gu. betw. three tridents sa. Crett—A
goat pass. ar. holding a trident, as in the arms.
Bussell (Government Park, Island of Jamaica Kobekt
Gu. on a pile betw. two
EcssELL, Esq., of that place).
roses in base ar. a rose of the field all barbed and seeded
ppr. Crest A demi leopard ppr. gorged with a collar
gemel or, and holding in the dexter paw a spur leathered
Suum cuique.
also or. Motto
Bussell-Pavier. See Pavieb.
Bussell. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee
Crest
A pyramid of leaves az.; another, Or, on a fesse
sa.
embattled and counter-embattled sa. betw. three leopards'
faces gu. an estoile (another, a mullet of six points)
another, Gu. on a chev. betw.
betw. two crescents ar.
another, Ar. a
three mullets ar. as many ducks sa.
another, Gu. on a bend
lion ramp gu. a chief sa.
ea. three ducks ar. ; another. Or, on a chief sa. five
another. Paly of eight or and gu. a chief
mullets ar.
another, Gu. a saltire betw. four leopards' faces
az.
Az.
a fess betw. six martlets or; another,
another,
or;
Ar. on a fess dancettee sa. betw. three martlets gu. as
many plates; another, Gu. three pales or, a chief az.
another, Ar. a
another, Sa. a chev. betw. three roses ar.
fess betw. three pairs of pincers gu.; another, Ar. on a fess
another, Ar. on a bend sa. three swans
gu. three bezants
ppr. another, Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu. another,
Ar. three buglehorns stringed sa. garnished vert; another,
Gu. a bend sa. cotised or, betw. two mullets and as many
swans ar. another, Gu. on a bend ar. three roses of the
another, Sa. a lion ramp, within a bordure gu.;
first;
another, Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three escallops
A goat pass, attired or; another, Erm.
of the first. Crest
a crescent gu. another. Or, a chev. az. betw. three roses
another,
gu.; another, Az. on a chev. ar. three roses gu.
Paly of eight or and gu. a chief az. another, Az. three
battle-axes ar. ; another, Erm. a fret or, a chief gu.
Bussell (Baron of Killough, in the co. Down; descended
from Russell, of Kingston-Eussell, co. Dorset, a cadet of
which house accompanied Sir John De Courcy to Ireland,
temp. Henry II., and assisted him in the conquest of Ulster,
from whom he received a grant of the lordships of
Killough and Bathmullen, with cognizance of such pleas as
constituted the possessor " Unus Baronum Libertatis comitatis Dltoniae." Jacob Russell was Baron of Killough,
1316
from him descended the subsequent Barons of
Killough; Russell, of Quoniamstown, co. Devon, now
representative of the Barons of Killough Rdssell, of Seaton,
and Russell, of CoUinstown, in same co.
CO. Dublin
Geobge Russell, Baron of Killough, d. 1598, leaving three
sons: I. Nicholas, Baron of Killough, who with his son
and heir, Patrick, made an alienation of the barony and
lands of Killough to his next brother II. John, ancestor of
Russell, of Sheephouse, co. Meath; III. James, ancestor
of Russell, of Quoniamstown, co. Down). Ar. a lion ramp.
;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

gu-

Bussell

(Sheephouse, co. Meath
descended -from John
Bussell, second son of George Rdssell, Baron of Killough,
d. 1598, to whom his elder brother Nicholas alienated
Killough; his great-great-grandson, Thomas Russell, Esq.,
of Sheephouse, had six sons, all living in 1690). Same Amis.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu.
;

—

Bussell

(Quoniamstown, co. Down descended from James
Bussell, third son of George Russell, Baron of Killough,
d. 1598; the late Thomas John Russell, Baron of Killough,
;

of Quoniamstown, representative ol the family, was created
a Count of the Papal States by Pope Pius IX., by
letters patent dated 22

BOD,

liEMRi

Patrick

831

1862, and was «. by his eldest
Marie Rdssell, a distinguished

Aug.

Russell, Esq., of Sheephouse, the second son of George
Russell, Esq., of Killough).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a
chief sa. three escallops ar. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu.
Bussell (Brownstown and Bringham, co. Dublin; confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1686, to Robert Russell, Esq., of
Brownstown, J. P. co. Dublin the crest formerly granted to
Patrick Russell, Esq., of Brownstown, the great-grandfather of Robert Brown, for his eminent service in the wars
with O'Neill, temp. Queen Elizabeth, when he unhorsed
O'Neill and took him prisoner). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
lion ramp. gu. on a chief sa. three escallops of the first
2nd
and 3rd, ar. a Uon ramp gu. on a chief sa. three escallops
of the first, a border of the second.
Crest— A demi lion
ramp, or, holding betw. the paws an escutcheon ar. thereon
a dexter hand couped at the wrist and erect gu. bearing the
arms of O'Neill, motto over, Now St. Patrick for Ireland.
Motto In solo regit qui degit in coelo.
Russell (Fun. Ent. Ulster's OHice, 1595, George Russell,
Clerk of the Council ih Dublin).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a
chief sa. three escallops of the field, a border of the

—

;

;

—

second.

Russell

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Offlce, 1620, Thomas
Rdssell, Sheriff of Dublin).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a
chief az. three escallops of the field, a border gobony of the
second and first.
Russell (Galway; granted by Carney, Ulster, 1685, to
Col. Theodore Russell, Governor and Mayor of Galway,
formerly Colonel of a foot company in the service ol
Charles II.). Per chev. embattled or and gu. three crosses
crosslet fitchee counterchanged.
Crest
On a laurel branch
a raven all ppr. Jl/o((o— Fortitudo fideUs honore muncraLi.
Russell (that Ilk, Scotland). Ar. a chev. betw. three pewits

—

sa.

Russell
Crest

(Kingseat, co. Peebles). Same Anns, a border sa.
ppr.
Jl/of(o— .\gitatione purgatus.

— A fountain

Russell

(Charlton Park, co. Gloucester, bart., 1S32). Ar. a
chev. betw. three pewits sa. the whole within a border
gyronny of eight or and of the second. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi eagle rising ppr. gorged with a

—

mural crown

or.

Motto

— Promptus.

Russell

(Ashiestiel, co. Selkirk).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three pewits sa. a mullet or, a bordure engr. az.
Crest aud
Motto, as Kingseat.
Russell (Longridge, co. Lanark, 1759). Ar. a lion ramp,
gu. betw. two crescents sa. and as many suns ppr. on a chief

—

first.
Crest
A dexter hand holding
a Skene ppr. and on the point thereof a pair of balances also
ppr. Motto Virtus sine macula.
Russell (Montcoffer, co. Banff, 1768). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a
lion ramp. gu. and :n chief two crescents sa.; 2nd, gu. three
dirks paleways ppr. hilled and pommelled or, on the point of
each a wolf's head of the last; 3rd, az. a chev. ar. betw.
(hree suns in their splendour ppr.; 4th, gyronny of cig'.ii
or and sa.
Crest
A dexter hand issuing from a cloud
brandishing a sword ppr.
Russell (Rathen, co. Aberdeen, 1778). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a lion ramp gu. in chief a buck's head eahossed of the
List b etw. two crescents sa. ; 2nd and Sid. gyronuy of eight
erm. and sa.
MoV.o—
Crest— A boar's head couped ppr.
Meraor esto.
Russell (London, from Scotland, 1839). Ar. a pile engr. az.
semee of roses of the field. Crest Out of a mural crown ar.

az. three mullets of the

—

—

—

A
A

—

—A

goat pass, holding in the
mouth a thistle ppr. Motto— C^fi sara sara.
Hussell-Frankland (Thirkelby, co. York, and Checquers,
See Frankland.
CO. Bucks, ban.).
betw. two mullets

Crest

or.

Kussia Merchants' Company (incorporated,

and arms

granted, 1555). Barry wavy of six ar. and az. over all a
ship of three masts in full sail ppr. sails, pennants, and
ensigns of the first, each charged with a cross gu. all betw.
three bez?nts, a chief or, on a pale betw. two roses gu.
seeded or, barbed vert, a lion pass, guard, of the fifth. Crat
A lizard's head guard, and erased ppr. ducally gorged or.
Supporters Dexter, a lizard ramp, guard, ppr. ducally

—

—

gorged or; sinister, an apre (an heraldic figure drawn like
an ox the tail short) ramp, guard, ppr. ducally gorged or.
Motto God be our guide.
Rust (Rev. Edgar Rust, Abbot's Hall, Stowmarket, Rector
and Patron of Drinkston, co. Suffolk). Ar. a saltire az. betw.
two Roman fasces in pale ppr. and as many crosses pattee
Crest
A demi lion gu. holding in the
fitch^e in fesse gu.
dexter paw an ivory rod, and charged on the shoulder with
Veritatis
three crosses pattee fitchee chevronwise or. Motto

—

—

—

—

et sequitatis tenux.

Rust.

Ar. a cross az. quarter pierced of the

a fer-de-moline sa. betw. four quatrefoils gu.
a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet fitchee

;

field,

thereon

another, Ar.

sa.

Crest

—

wivern gu.

RusAvell, or LusvT'ell

(Keg. Ulster's Office, as a quartering of Sir James Let, Chief Justice of the Kings Bench in
Or, a chev. az. betw. three roses
Ireland, tem-p. James I.).
gu. barbed vert, seeded gold.
Rute. Sa. a sun or.
Ruthall (Wolverton, co. Buckingham, and Little Billing,
Az. a cross engr. betw. four martlets or,
CO. Northampton).
on a chief quarterly ar. and erm. two roses gu. slipped vert.
Crest
A derai eagle volant ar. the inside of the wings gu.
each wing charged w ith three gouttes d"or, in the beak a ro.se
of the second slipped vert.
Ruthall (Thomas Rdthall, Bishop of Durham, 1509-23).
Per pale az. and gu. a cross engr. betw. four doves or,
collared sa. on a chief quarterly ar. and erm. two roses of
the second, seeded or, stalked vert.
Ruthefos (co. Cornwall). Sa. an cscarbuncle or.
Rutherford (England). Ar. a martlet within an orle gu.
in chief two martlets of the second. Crest
On a rock a
goose ppr.

—

—

Rutherford

derived from Sir
Richard de Ucthirfcrde, " Dominus ejusdem" in 1390;
Catherine, sister and heir of Richard Rutherford, of that
Ilk, m. James Stewart, of Traquair).
Ar. an orle gu. and
in chief three martlets sa. beaked of the second. Crest
martlet sa. Motto
Nee sorte, nee fato.
Rutherford (Edgerston, co. Roxburgh Thomas Rutherford, of Edgerston, uncle and heir male of the last
Richard Rutherford, of that Ilk; heiress m. Oliver, of
Dinlabyre, who took the name of Rutherford).
Same
(that

Ilk

in Teviotdalc;

—

—

;

Rutherford

(lord Rutherford, and Earl of Teviot).
Ar.
bordure
az. charged with thistles, roses, fleurs-de-lis, and hari's or,
alternately.
Crest
A mermaid holding in the dexter hand
a mirror, and in the sinister a comb all ppr. Supporters
Two horses ppr. Motto— Vet mare, per terras ; also, Proorle gu. in chief three martlets sa. all within a

—

—

vide.

Rutherford

(Faimingtoun, co. Roxburgh).
Ar. an orle
engr. gu. in chief three martlets sa. beaked of the second.
Crest
A martlet, as in the arms. Motto— kmico fldua ad

—

aras.

Rutherford

(Dr.

As Rutherford,
difT.

—

Crest

—A

Thomas Rutherford, Edinburgh,

1745).

of that Ilk, with a crescent gu. in base for
head couped ppr. bridled gu. Motto

horse'8

pcdc fauRto.
niundalce, 'co. Roxburgh; derived from
KicHOL, third son of Sir Richard). Ar. an orle gu. voided
I

Rutherfurd
or,

Ruthven
of six ar.

{Baron Ruthven, of Freeland, co. Peith). Paly
and gu. Crest— X goat's head couped ar. horned

and maned
former.

or.

Motto

Supporters

—Two

—Deed shaw.

goats ar.

armed as the

Ruthven, formerly Trotter

(Downpatrick, 1801). Paly
of six ar. and gu. the third division charged with a shamrock
slipped vert.
Crest— A goat's head erased ar. horned or.
Siij^jyorters
Two goats ar. horned and hoofed or. Motto
Deed shaw.

—

Ruthven, formerly Trotter
terly,

1st

and

4th, paly of six ar.

(co.

Ayr, 1S09).

Quar-

and gu. the third division

charged with a thistle slipped vert; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a crescent gu. on a chief engr. az. three mullets pierced of the
field, for Trotter.
Issuing out of a ducal coronet a
Crest
goat's head ar. horned or.
Motto Deed shaw.
Ruthven (Quansborough, co. Galway; exemplified to
William Bermingham Trotter, Esq., of Quansborough, on
his assuming, by royal licence, 1865, the surname and arms
of Ruthven, in lieu of Trotter).
Paly of six ar. and gu. a
canton erminois. Crest— A goat's head erased ar. attired or,
charged with a mullet gu. and over the crest, on a scroll, the
Motto Deed shaw.
Ruthven (Hore-Ruthven). See Hore, of Harperstown.
Rutland, Duke of. See Manners.
Rutland (Richmond, co. Surrey; Frederick William Rutland, Esq., of that place).
Or, an orle engr. on the inner

—

—

—

side gu. betw. eight estoiles in orle az.

head erased

Crest

—A

horse's

semee of annulets or, in the mouth a branch
Motto Post proBlia proemia.
Rutland, or Roushland (Mitcham, co. Surrey). Gu. an
orle engr. on the inner side or, a border also engr. pf the
last.
Crest
A nag's head or, erased per fesse gu. maned
sa.

of fern ppr.

—

—

of the last.

Ruton.

Gu. semee of crosses crosslet fitchee

or,

a chev.

betw. three garbs ar.

Rutson

(Newby Wiske and Nunnington, co. York; a Magistrate and Deputy Lieutenant of the North Riding, and
High Sheriff co. York 1850. The family of Rutson was
resident at Kendal, co. Westmoreland, during the 17th century, of which town Robert Rutson, son of William

Rutson, served as Mayor 1752.

His son, William Rutson,
same office 1773, d. 4 April, 1793, leaving
by Elizabeth Calton, his wife, a son and successor, William
Calton Rutson, Esq., an eminent merchant of Liverpool,
who in. 16 Dec. 1790, Frances, only child of Simon
Wrather, Esq., and Margaret Beck with, his wife, and
d. 26 March, 1817, leaving a son, the late William Rutso.n,
Esq., of Newby Wiske and Nunnington, J. P. and D.L. co.
York, High Sheriff of the co. 1850, who m. 17 Feb. 1825,
Charlotte Mart, dau. of Willlam Ewart, Esq., and
leaving, with other issue, a son and heir,
d.
1867,
John Rutson,
Esq., of Newby Wiske, J. P.).
Per
indented or and sa. three bulls' heads couped
fess
counterchanged, the two in chief charged with a bezant, and
that in base with a pellet. Crest— A griffin's head couped per
bend sa. and or, entwined by a serpent ppr. Motto SpectcEsq., filled the

—

ffiur

Rutt
or,

agendo.
(co.

a fret

Buckingham). Gu. two lions ramp.
sa.
Crest
A sun in splendour or.

—

ar.

on a canton

Rutt.

Arms.
an

RUT
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RTTS

the Ilea J of a, Newfoundland dog sa. collared or, the neck and
breast also ar. Molto Eundo.
Bussell fBlackbraes, co. Slirlinsr, 1800). Ar. a lion ramp,
gu. betw. three pewits sa. on a chief of the third a fountain

and

In chief three martlets «a.

Rutherfurd

(Edinburgh, I87I
nephew of the eminent
Scotch Judge, Lord RxUhrrfurd). Ar. an orle and in chief
three martlets gu. a bordure erm. Crest— \ mermaid holding in her dexter hand a mirror, in her sinister a comb ppr.
Motto Per mare, per terras.
Ruthven {Lord Ruthvm, and p.arl of Oowrir). Ar.
;

—

three pallets
Supporter.'.

—A

gu.

DcvU Shaw.

Crest

—A

ram's head ar. horned or.

ram and a goat

ar.

horned

or.

—

Motto

Ar. a cross engr. gu.
Rutter (Kingsley, co. Chester).

Rutter (New

or,

on a

Malton, co. York, and Gray's Inn, London).

Same Arms.

Rutter

(cos. Chester and Gloucester, and Stratford-uponAvon, CO. Warwick; confirmed by the Deputies of Camden,
Clarcnceux, to Thomas Rutter, of Stratford, third son of
William Rutter, of Qucnton, co. Gloucester, who was
descended from Rutter, of Kingsley, co. Chester). Gu. a
lion pass, in chief and three garbs in base ar.
Rutter (Exeter, co. Devon). Or, a chev. engr. betw. three
stocks of trees eradicated sa. Crest— An eagle ar. perched
on the trunk of a tree erased sa.
Rutter (Thomas Joshua Rutter, Esq., of Eardington, co.
Salop, and Valletta, Malta, Storekeeper of Her Majesty's
Ordnance at Malta). Per chev. flory counterflory .ar. and
sa. in chief two trunks of oak trees sprouting ppr. and in base
an eagle, wings elevated ar. Crest On the trunk of an
oak tree, as in the arms, an eagle, wings elevated ar. gorged
with a collar gcmel sa. and resting the dexter claw upon a

—

cross pattiSe of the last.

Motto

— Melitao amor.

Rutter. Or, three stocks of trees eradicated sa.
Ruttledg-e (Cornfield, co. Mayo; exemplified

to Rev.
FRANf-iH Lahrbrt, of Comfleld, on his assuming, by royal
lieu of
in
licence, 1819, the surname and arms of Ruttlfdoe,
Ar. a stag trippant ppr. on a chief engr. ai.
I>»MnF.RT).

three crtoilcs

882

Gu. three garbs

chief az. a lion pass. ar.

wavy

or.

Crctl— An oak tree ppr. depending

A
;

BUT
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from a dexter branch thereof by a riband az. an escutcheon
Motto Veiax atque probus.
or.
Xtuttledge (Dublin; exempli6cd to David Watson RcttLEDGE, Esq., on his assuming, by royal licence, 1834, the
surname and arms of Rottledge, in lieu of Watson, in compliance with the desire of BoBERT RoTTLEDGE, Ksq., of BloomAr. a stag trippant ppr. on a chief engr.
field, CO. Mayo).
Crest
An oak tree ppr. pendent
az. three estoiles wavy or.
from a dexter branch thereof by a riband az. an escutcheon
or.
Motto Verax atque probus.

—

—

—

Ruttledge-Fair.

See Fair.
Euvigny (MAssoE-DE-RnvicNT, Earl of Galway, extinct
See Massde.
1720).
Buxton (Ardee House, co. Louth confirmed to William
EosTON, Esq., of Ardee House, J. P. and D. L., great-grandson of John Euxton, Esq., of Ardee House, M.P., by
;

Letitia, his wife, dau. and eventual co-heiress of William
FiTZHEBBERT, of Black Castle, co. Meath, and Shercock, co.
Cavan). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three bulls' heads erased
ea. armed or, for Roxton; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chief vairiS or
and gu. over aU a bend sa. charged with a crescent of the
Crest
A bull's head erased
field for diff., for Fitzherbert.

—Jam Jam.

armed

sa.

or.
Motto
(Red House,

Auxton
Ulster,

to

—

Louth;

co.

William Parkinson

confirmed by Fortescue,

EnxTON,

Esq.,

of

Red

;

—

;

grandfather, Henry Thomas Bellingham Rdxton, Esq.).
At. a crescent betw. three bulls' heads erased sa. armed or.
Crest— A bull's head erased sa. armed or, charged with a
crescent of the second.
(James Ryan, Sheriff of Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1598, buried in St. Werburgh's Church, Dublin). Gu.
on a bend ar. six holly leaves, two, two, and two, vert,
quartering, Az. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased ar.

Byau

quam

—A horse

sa.

Motto

—Malo mori

foedari.

Kyau
to

of

(Cadiz, in Spain; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1782,
Thomas Patbiok Ryan, of that place, the great-grandson
Darby Ryan, Esq., of Silvergrove and Monagenagh, co.

Clare,

who

forfeited his estate,

1688, for his adhesion to

—A

Same Amis.

head erased or.
Byan (Kilkeyll, co. Tipperary; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1773, as the arms of Mathew Ryan, 6. 1712, fourth in
descent from James Ryan, Esq., of Kilkeyll). Same Arms
and Crest. Motto Malo mori quam foedari.
Byan (Inch House, co. Tipperary). Gu. three griffins'
heads erased or. Crest A griffin segreant az. holding a
sword erect ppr. Motto Malo mori quam fcedari.
Kyau. Gu. on a chief ar. three lions' heads erased of the
^The sun rising from behind 4 hill ppr.
field.
Crest
Byan. Barry of ten or and gu. Crest A hand ppr. vested
az. cuffed ar. holding a baton gu. virolled or.
Rycarby. Ar. on a fess az. betw. three eagles displ. of

James

IL).

Crest

griffin's

—

—
—

—

—

the second, armed or, as

Bycroft (cos. Chester,

many

fleurs-de-lis of the third.

and Lancaster, London,
Per bend or and gu. three
griffins' heads erased counterchanged, on a chief ar. a fleurCrest— A griffin's
de-lis betw. two roses of the second.
Salop, Devon,

and Abbeville, Normandy).

head erased

or.

Bycroft, or Benofte.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend

sa. three mullets or.

Bycroft (Famham,

co. Surrey,

and Calton,

descended from Rev. Richard Nelson,

co.

York, bart.

who assumed

the
surname of Rycroft by royal licence, 1758, and was created
a bart. 1784). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per bend or and az.
three griffins' heads erased counterchanged, on a chief erm.
a fleur-de-Hs betw. two roses gu., for Rycroft; 2nd and 3rd,
per pale or and sa. a chev. bctw. three fleurs-de-lis

—

counterchanged, for Nelson. Crest A griffin's head
erased per bend or and az. charged with two fleurs-de-lis
counterchanged. Motto Faythe hathe no fear.
Bydels (co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses botonnee
all

Yli
last.

Motto— SeTxata

fides cineri.

Byder

(Wood-Ryder; exemplified to Andrew Richard
of Sydney Place, Cork, second son of Col.
of that city, on his assuming
by royal Ucence, 1875, the additional surname and arms of
Ryder). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Ryder, per fess az. and
gu. three crescents or, a canton of the last; 2nd and Srd,
Wood, ar. on a mount a lion sejant in a wood all ppr. on a
chief wavy gu. a harp betw. two anchors or.
Crests
1st,
Ryder A lion pass, or, holding betw. the paws a shield of
the Ryder arms 2nd, Wood; Two wings in saltire ar. surmounted by a cherub's head ppr. Mottoes Over the first
crest: Timet pudorem
under the arms: Vincit Veritas.
Byder (Newbury granted 10 July, 1662). Per chev. ar.
and sa. three crescents counterchanged.
Byder. Ar. on a bend az. three crescents or.

Wood,

Esq.,

Andrew Jordaine Wood, D.L.

—

:

;

—

;

;

Byder

(John Ryder, Bishop of

Killaloe, 1612-32;

Ulster's Office, 1615, of his wife,

Fun. Ent.
Az.

Fridswold Crosbie).

three crescents or.

Bydford.

Erm. a fess sa. (another, gu.).
(Willimonswight, co. Northumberland confirmed
Queen Elizabeth). Ar. on a mount with rushes
ppr. a bull pass. gu. charged on the shoulder with a star or.
Or, a gryphon
(Pyrland House, co. Middlesex).
segreant gu. guttde d' or, a chief engr. chequy ar. and of
the second. Crest A gryphon segreant gu. wings chequy
ar. and of the last, holding betw. the claws a shield also gu.
charged with a bezant. Motto Fortuna et honos ab alto.
Bydware, or
(co. Cambridge, and' Canterbury, CO. Kent). Az. an eagle displ. ar.
Byd'well (co. York). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three hinds*

Bydley

;

11 July, 23

House, formerly M.P., eldest son of Charles Rdxton, Esq.,
of Red House, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. and sole heiress
of Robert Parkinson, Esq., of Red House). Quarterly, 1st
and 4f.h, ar. three buUs' heads erased sa. armed or, for
Euxton 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. bctw. three ostrich
Crest—
feathers ar. as many pellets, for Parkinson.
Motto Jam Jam.
bull's head erased sa. armed or.
Buxton (Broad Oak, co. Kent confirmed to John Henry
Hat Rdxton, Esq., of Broad Oak, descended from Rdxton,
of Ardee House, co. Louth, and to the descendants of his

Crest (Reg. Ulster's Office)

It

with three crescents or, chained of the

—

fitch^e sa.

Bydon

—

—

Bydeware

heads couped gu.

Bye

(Feudal Baron of

Hengham,

co.

Norfolk

;

arms on the rib

of a groined arch in a vaulted cellar under a tower, called

"The Temple,"

church and land
of which place were given by Hdbert de Eye, the last Baron
of Hengham, in Norfolk, before 1185). Gu. a bend erm.
Bye (William de Rye, probably son of William de Rye, of
Swanton, co. Norfolk, a younger branch of Eye, of Hengham, which eventually represented the male line, bore at
Dunstable Tournament, 2 Edward 11., 1307). Gu. a bend
erm. a label of three points or.
Bye (Whitwell, CO. Derby, a branch of Eye, of Hengham.
Gu. on a bend erm. three rye stalks
Visit. Derby, 1611).
at Aslakeby, co. Lincoln, the

—

sa.
Crest A cubit arm erect, vested purp. cuffed ar. holdAnother Crest
ing in the hand ppr. three rye stalks or.
An ostrich feather enfiled with a ducal coronet ppr.
descended from Rye, of
(cos. Norfolk and Suffolk;
Hengham). Gu. on a bend erm. three rye stalks sa. Crest
(borne by Capt. George Hdbert Rye, E.N.) A cubit arm
erect vested vert, holding in the hand ppr. three rye stalks

—

Bye

—

—

an allusion, no
Motto Sui victoria indicat regem
doubt, to the family tradition told of Eddo de Rye in
" Dugdale's Baronage," and elsewhere.
(co. York Gwillim). Gu. on a bend ar. three rye stalks

or.

Bye

;

;

sa.

Byed.

Per fess ar. and gu. three ostrich heads erased,
each holding in the beak a horseshoe all counterchanged.
Byed, or Byede. Gu. a fess betw. three ostrich heads
erased ar. each holding in the beak a horseshoe or. Crest
A lion couchant guard, ppr.
Byed, or Byde. Gu. five lozenges in bend ar. (another,

—

erm).

BsTfingO.

Vert a cross

or.

Byland

(Bearley and Sherborne, co. Warwick granted to
Samdel Eyland, Esq., High Sheriff co. Worcester 1822, only
child of John Eyland, Esq., of Easy Hill, co. Warwick, and
of Cannon Hill, co. Worcester, and grandson of William
Eyland, of Birmingham, 6. 1696). Az. on a cross nebulee
;

erm. betw. four sheaves of rye or, a rose gu. barbed vert,
seeded gold. Crest Issuing from a mount vert a dexter
arm embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, the hand also

—

ppr. holding a rose gu. slipped of the
of rye gold.
Byland. Or,

Motto— 'Hot the

first,

and three ears

last.

nine mullets in saltire gu.

Crest

—A

port-

cullis sa.

the township of Thelwall, co.
Bylands
Chester descended from the Westhoughton and Culcheth
family; granted and confirmed to Thomas Glazebrook
Eylands, Esq., of Highfields, and his descendants).
2nd
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fess dancett^e or and gu.
and 3rd, erm. on a fess az. a griffin pass, reguard. betw.
(Highfields,

in

;

;

Byder

{Earl of Harrowhy). Az. three crescents or, on each
an erm. spot sa. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a
dragon's head ar. on the neck an erm. spot sa. Supporters
Two griffins, wings elevated ar. on the shoulder of each
an erm. spot sa. each gorged with a plain collar az. charged

—

—

883

—

two fleurs-de-lis of the first. Crest A demi Uon ramp. az.
on the shoulder a bezant charged with a fieur-de-lis of the
holding a banner gu. thereon a Uon pass, within a
bordure gold. Motto— Dam spiro spero.

first,

A

;
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B YI.
Eyley

co. Lancaster, 1567).

(The Green,

—

Ar. a fess betw.
A dragon's head

three crosses patt^e fitch^e sa. Crest
erased sa. charged on the neck with three bezants.
Xtyley. Sa. on a pile or, three crosses pattee of the first.
A demi dragon or, holding a cross pattee fltchee
Ortst

—

sa.

(Damory Court and Banston, co. Dorset the Banston
branch descended from Henbt Ryves, second son of JonN
;

Btves, Esq., of Damory Court, co. Dorset, living temp.
Henry "VII., whose senior male line terminated with
Geobge Btves, Esq., of Banston, d. 1689, leaving two
daus. his co-heirs
his younger brother, Bichard, was
father of Thomas Btves, Comptroller of the Prize Office,
and
heir,
George Btves, Esq., of Banston,
whose eldest son
left an only dau. Arethdsa Btves, m. first, Peter Hawker.
Esq., of Long Parish, co. Hants, and secondly, Thomas
Sydney, Esq.; the male line of Btves continues in the
descendants of Rear-Admiral George Frederick Btves,
B.N., the great-grandson of Thomas Btves, second son of
Ar. three raascles in
the Comptroller of the Prize Office).
bend betw. two cotises sa. Crest— An escutcheon quarterly
or and gu. betw. two cypress branches in orle vert.
Bjrves. Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three lozenges erm.
;

By ley,
fltchee

or Biley.
Crut A
sa.

—

Bymer
of a

SAC

Byves

Wilts).

(co.

greyhound

Bymost.

Or, a fess betw. three crosses formee
crane's head erased ar.

Gu. a tree eradicated

or,

surmounted

pass. ar. collared gold.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. on a bend sa. three mullets

or.

Byncester, or Ryncestre (Robert de

Bynd

Bincestbe, temp.

Gu. a chief embattled ar.
(Carse, Scotland). Ar. on a bend

Bichard

II.).

az. three escallops
flowerpot containing gillyflowers ppr. Motto
(Treit
Diuturnitate fragrantior.
(RyndviUe, co. Meath confirmed to Eobebt Fleetwood Bind, Esq., of Kyndville, J. P., eldest son of James
Bynd, of the city of Dublin, and to their descendants).
Erm. on a cross gu. a cross crosslet fltchee or, the sinister
quarter ar. charged with two mullets in fess az. on the cross
in the centre chief point a crescent of the third.
Crest
demi lion ramp. gu. holding in the paws a cross crosslet
fltchee or, and charged on the shoulder with a crescent, as
in the arms. Motto— Jiie et fortitudine.

—

—A

er.

Bynd

;

—

Crest

— A greyhound sejant sa. collared or.

BsTVett

An arm
hand

Per pale

ar.

many martlets

all

(CO. Suffolk).

three mascles as

and sa. on a chev. betw.
counterchanged. Crat

—

erect couped at the elbow per pale ar.

ppr. a broken sword of the

and sa. in the
hilt and pommel

first,

or.

Bywallon
ol

?Btwallon ap Dtngad ap TcDOE-Tnsvon, Lord
iiromfielJ, co. Denbigh).
Erm. a lion ramp. sa.

—

Per pale erm. and sa. a chev. gu. Ci'esJ A band
holding an eagle's leg erased ppr.
Per pale indented erm. and sa. (another, ar. and
another, Erm. a chev. gu. another. Paly
sa.) a chev. gu.
of six ar. and gu. a bend sa. another, Az. two bars dan-

Bynell.

Bynell.

;

;

;

S

cett^e or.

Bynes (co. Devon).

Ar. a fret chequy or and gu. over all
a bend chequy as the fret.
Byng:erose. Ar. a rose gu. betw. three covered cups

and

Ar. on a pale betw. two
Crest
A dexter arm embowed
holding in the hand ppr. a pennon ar.
fringed ar. and sa. charged with a cross of the last, staff of
the first, headed of the second.
Sabben. Az. a file of five points or, in chief. Crest K
demi savage ppr.
Sabcott (CO. Northampton). Sa. three tents ar.
Sabin (Towcester, co. Korthampton). Ar. an escallop si.
on a chief of the last two mullets pierced of the first.

anchors

co. Norfolk).

—

sa. three estoiles or.

in mail armour,

sa.

Byngrwood.

Ar. a chev. componde or and sa. betw. three
cocUs' heads erased of the last, combed and wattled gu.
(another, moorcocks of the last).

Byon

(Dublin Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend betw.
three holly leaves gu. as many garbs or.
(CO. Lancaster).
Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses
flory fltchee sa.
Crest
A lion sejant ar. ducally gorged or,
holding in the forepaws a cross flory fltchee sa.
(London; granted 1590).
Ar. a chev. betw. two
crosses pattee flory fitchde in chief and a mullet pierced in
base sa. Same Crest as the last.
Byshworth. Ar. a bend sa. betw. an eagle displ. vert,
armed gu. in chief, and a cross crosslet of the second in base
another, Ar. a cross crosslet sa.
or
(co. York).
Az. a lion ramp, or, supporting in the dexler forcpaw a cross formee fitchee ar.
Bythe (Chipsted, co. Surrey). Per pale gu. and az. a cross
botonnee fitchee or, betw. four fleuis-de lis ar.
Bythe. Per pale gu. and sa. a cross crosslet fitchee betw.
four fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A hawk ppr.
Bythre (Baron Rijthre, extinct temp. Edward II. Sir Wil;

Bypon

—

Bypon

Byson

Bysom,

—

;

liam DE Btthre was summoned to Parliament 1299, his son
JouN, second Baron Rythre, had a charter for free warren iu
all his demesne lands in co. York, but neither he or his descendants, if any, had summons to Parliament). Az. three
Kent).
Quarterly, per fess indented gu. and
ar. in dexter chief and sinister base a crescent, and in sinister
chief and dexter base a leopard's face all counterchanged.
(co. Salop).
Quarterly, per fess indented gu. and or,
in the dexier chief and sinister base each a crescent ar. in
the sinister chief and dexter base a leopard's face of the
(CO.

Byton
first.

Byton. Quarterly, per
A dolphin naiant nz.

—

indented gu. and or. Oi-est
another, Quarterly, per fesse indented or and gu. (another, gu. and ar.)
another, Az. a
chev. betw. three eagles displ. with two heads ar. ducally
fess

;

;

crowned

or.

Bytson

(arms impaled with Paktncton in the Crown Inn,
Aylesbury, CO. Buckingham. Visit. Oxon, 156C). Sa. three
a chief or, quartering 1st, Paly of six ar. and
az. on a chief gu. three bezants; 2ad, Ar. a chev. betw.
three mullets gu.
Byvell. Gu. a leopard ar. guttee de sang.
Byvell, or Bevell. Erm. a chov. gu. a border cngr.
lucics ar.

sa.

By ver.

Valrd

ar.

and gu. a border

az. bczantee.

Byver, or De la Ryver. Az. two b.Trs ntbulL-o or.
ByverSCLord Mayor of London; condrmcd 2 May, lojl).
Ai. two bars dancclteo

Byvers.

or, in chief three bezants.
Ar. (rctty aa. an incscutchcon gu.
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—

Crest — A demi bull ramp. ar.
Sabine (Patricksboume, co.

and Ion House, eo.
Ar. an escallop gu. on
a chief sa. two mullets pierced of the first.
Sabine (Ion House, co. Bedford, bart., extinct 1705; Sir
John Sabine, eldest son of Bev. John Sabine, D.D., of
Patricksboume, co. Kent, ni. the only dau. and heir of
William Alleyne, Esq., of Ion House, was created a bart.
1671, and d. s. p.). Ar. an escallop sa. on a chief of the last
two mullets pierced of the first.
Sable (granted by Cooke, Clarcnceux). Ar. on a pale betw.
two anchors sa. three estoiles or. Crest An arm purp. hand
p;;!. holding a streamer, staff ar. on the flag in an cs;;utcUcQii
Bedford

;

granted 29

May,

ICent,

1663).

—

of the last a cross sa.

Sabtey

,

Sabyn

(cs. Bedford).

Sacary.

Ar. a chev. couped betw. three mullets sa.
Sa. three butterflies or.
on a fess or, betw. three saltires ar. two bends

Gi\.

vert.

Saccomb, alias Thome.

crescents or

Byton

SABBE (London,

Ar. a fess gu. betw. three
a border engr. of the last.
Devon). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three
sheaves of arrows ar.
Sacheverell (Hopwell, co. Derby, and Barton, co.
Notts.
Visit. 15C9 deduces the family
from Patbicr
Sacheverell, Lord of Hopwell, temp. Edward I. Thoroton's
Pedigree commences with John de Sacheverell, who m.
a co-heiress of FitzErcald, five generations before. The
last male heir of this line, Bobert Sacheverell, Esq., of
Barton, d. in 1714; his daus. and co-heirs m. Pole and
Clifton. Of the younger branches were the Saciievebells,
of Badcliffe, co. Notts, whose heiress m. CoLnMUELL, of
Darley; the Sacheverells, of Bearsby, co. Leicester; Ine
Sacheverells, of Ible and Snitterton; and the Sacheverells,
of Kirkby, whose heiress m. Coke, of Truslcy). Ar. on a
Baltire az. five water bougcis or.
Crest
A goat statant
(sometimes pass.) ppr.
lions

ramp.

Sachervill

sa.

(co.

;

—

Sacheverell

and Ibwcll,
Derby; Thomas Sacheverell, Esq., of Kirkby, greatgrandson of William Sachevlrell, Esq., of Ibwd*- eldes:,
son of John SAciiEviiRELL, temp. Henry VI., who was fourth
in descent from Sir J'eter SAriiEVERELL, Km., leiup.
Edward I. Visit. Notts, ICH). Ar. on a sallire az. five
water bougcts or, a chid gu. Crcsl
Upon a hawk's lure
or, a hawk close belled and jcsacd ppr.
(Kirkbyln-Ashfield,

co.

CO.

—

Notts,

A

AA

;

SAC
Henet

(Morley, co. Derby, and Radcliff, co. Kotts;
Sachevebell, of Morley, Visit. Notts, 1614, great-

grandson of Sir Henry Sacheverell, Knt., of Morley, and
Henry Sacheverell, of Radcliff, great-grandson of John
Sacheverell, of Eadcliff, which Sir Henry and John Sacheverell were eldest and second sons of John Sacheverell,
Esq., of Morley, who fell on Bosworth Field, son of Ralph
Sacheverell, the second bon of John Sacheverell, temp.
Henry VI.). Same Arms, quartering, Ar. a chev. betw.
three birds sa. beaked and legged or. Crest
On a lure az.
charged with a water bouget or, the top also or, fretted gu.
cords gold, a falcon ar. beaked and belled also gold. Motto
En bonne foy.
Sacheverell (New Hall, co. Warwick; granted by Dugdale,
1665, to George Sacheverell, son of Valence Sacheverell,
who was an illegitimate son of Henry Sacheverell, Esq., of
Morley, co. Derby, and New Hall). Same Anns as Sache-

—

—

TEEELL, of Hopwell, a border

gu.

Crest

—A

goat

pass.

ar. collared gu.

Saclieverell

(granted 1780, as a quartering to John
Zachary, Esq., of Areley (King's), co. Worcester, who was
descended from William Mucklow, Esq., of Areley, by
Frances, his wife, illegitimate dau. of Henry Sacheverell,
Esq., of Morley). Same ^ ems as Sacheverell, of Hopwell,
a border wavy erminois.
Saclievile. Az. three crossbows bent, in each an arrow ar.
another, Erm. a chev. gu.
Sackford (Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Erm. on a fcss gu. three
escallops ar.

—

Sackford.

Erm. on a fess sa. three escallops ar. Crest
head ppr. banded gu.
Sackford. Erm. on a fess sa. three crescents ar.
Sackvile (co. Suffolk). Quarterly, or and gu. a bend vert.
Sack'vile (Silscombe, co. Sussex). Quarterly, or and gu. a
bend vair. Crest Out of a coronet of fleurs-de-lis or, an

A savage's

—

Quarterly, or and gu.

—

a bend vair, a border

gobonnee ar. and az. Crest A ram's head erased sa. attired
or, charged on the breast with a cinquefoil ar.
Sackvill. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend vair. Ci-est
ram's head erased sa. attired or.
Sackville (Earl and Duke of Dorset, extinct 1843 Sir Thomas
Sackville, Knt., was created Baron Buckhurst 1567, and
Earl of Dorset 1604; the seventh earl was created Duke of
Dorset 1720; George John Frederick, fourth Duke of
Dorset, d. unm. 1815, when the dukedom devolved on his
cousin, Charles, second Viscount Sackville : the fourth
duke had two sisters, his co-heirs: I. Lady Maky, m. first.
Other Archer, sixth Earl of Plymouth, and second, William
Pitt, first Earl of Amherst, d. s. p.; II. Lady Elizabeth,
m. George John, fifth Earl De la IVarr, who assumed the
additional surname of Sackville; the Countess was created,
1864, Baroness Buckhurst, with remainder to her second
son,
the Hon.
Reginali> Windsor Sackville-West).
Quarterly, or and gu. over all a bend vair.
Crest
Out of a
coronet composed of eight fleurs-de-lis or, an estoile of eight
points ar.
Supporters Two leopards ar.
Motto Aut

—

;

—

—

—

nunquam

tentes, aut perSce.

Sackville-G-ermain

{Viscount Sackville, extinct 1843;

Lord George Sackville, third son of Lionet. Cranfield,
first Z)ute of Dorset, was created a peer 1782; his son, the
second viscount, «. his cousin as fifth Duke of Dorset, and
Crest
Out of a coronet composed
d. g. p.). Same Arms.
of fleurs-de-lis or, an estoile of twelve points ar. Supporters
Two leopards ar. spotted sa. collared vair. Motto Aut

—

—

—

nunquam tentes, aut perfice.
Sackville {Earl De la JVarr ; Hon. Reginald Windsor,
second surviving son of George John, fifth Earl De la Warr,
I. his mother as Baron Buckhurst, 1870, and assumed the surname of Sackville only 1S71 his lordship *. his brother as
seventh EarlDe la Warr, 1873). Quarterly, l8tand4th, ar. a
fesse dancettee sa., for West; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or
and gu. a bend vair, for Sackville. Crests 1st, West:
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head az. beaked and
eared gold; 2nd, Sackville: Out of a coronet composed of
Supporters Dexter, a wolf
fleurs-de-lis an estoile ar.
coward ar. gorged with a plain collar; sinister, a cockatrice
Motto Jour de ma vie.
or, sliadowcd and scaled az.
Sackville-West {BaronBuckhurst, merged in the Eai'dom
of De la Warr ; Lady Elizabeth Sackville, sister and eventual heiress of the fourth Duke of Dorset, m. 1813, George
John, fifth Earl De la Warr, and was created Baroness
Buckhurst, with special remainder to her second surviving
son, Hon. Reginald Windsor Sackville, who s. her as
Baron Buckhurst, and became afterwards seventh Earl De
Out of
la Warr). Quarterly, or and gu. a bend vair. Crest
a coronet composed of fleurs-de-lis or, an estoile of eight
;

—

—

—

—

885

— Two leopards

Supporters

points ar.

—Aut nunquam

ar. spotted sa.

Motto

tentes, aut perfice.

Sackville-West

Hon. Mortimer Sackville-West, third surviving son of George John, fifth Earl
De la Warr, by his Countess, Lady Elizabeth Sackville,
Baroness Buckhurst in her own right, was so created 1876,
with remainder, in default of male issue, to his younger

{Baron Sackville

;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess dancettee sa.,
3rd, quarterly, or and gu. a bend vair,
Crests
1st, West: Out of a ducal coronet
or, a griffin's head az. beaked and eared gold
2nd, Sackville Out of a coronet composed of fleurs-de-lis or, an
estoile ar.
Supporters Two griffins az. ducally gorged or,
pendent from each an escutcheon, that on the dexter bearing
the arms of West, and that on the sinister the arms of
Sackville. Motto Jour de ma vie.

brothers).
for

West; 2nd and

—

for Sackville.

;

:

—

—

Sackville

(Stopford-Sackville, Drayton House, co. North-

ampton William Bbcce Stopford, Esq., fourth son of Hon.
and Rev. Richard Ercce Stopford, fourth son of James,
second Earl of Courtown, m. 1837, Caroline Harriett, only
dau. of Hon. George Sackville Germain, and niece and
heiress of Charles, second Viscount Sackville, and last
Duke of Dorset, having inherited the estates of Drayton,
assumed, by royal licence, 1870, the additional surname of
Sackville). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, or and gu.
a bend vair, for Sackville; 2nd and 3rd, az. three lozenges
;

—

betw. nine crosses crosslet all or, for Stopford. Crest
1st,
Sackville: Out of a coronet composed of fleurs-de-lis or, au
estoile of eight points ar.
2nd, Stopford A wivern, wings
;

:

—

endorsed vert. Motto Patriae infelici fidelis.
(co. Kent;
granted 1614).
Gu. two bars erm. in
chief three martlets or.
Crest
An elephant or, in a wood

Sacre

—

ppr.

Company

Saddlers,
Edward

of (London; incorporated fcmp.
betw. three manage saddles com-

Az. a chev.
A horse pass. ar. crined, bridled, saddled,
or, on his head a plume of three feathers ar.
Supporters Two horses ar. maned, hoofed, and bridled or, on
each head a plume of three feathers ar. Motto Our trust
{Another Motto is sometimes used, viz.. Hold
is in God.
I.).

plete or.

estoile of eight points ar.

Sack'^ile.

SAD
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Sacheverell

Crest

—

and trappings

—

—

fast, sit sure.)

Company of (Gateshead-on-Tyne, 1671). Az.
a chev. betw. three manage saddles complete or. Crest
horse pass. ar. on his head a plume of three feathers of the
same. Supporters Two horses ar. hoofed and bridled or.
Motto Our trust is in God.
Sadingrton (co. Leicester; 20 Edward II.). Vert a cheT.

Saddlers,

—

—

—

betw. three martlets ar.

Sadingrton
CO. Notts.

((quartered by Haselrig, of Sutton Bodington.
Visit. Notts,

1569).

Ar. three leopards' faces

jessant-de-lis sa.

Sadleir

(Standon, co. Herts; descended from Sir Ralph
Sadleib, knight banneret, so distinguislied in the reigns of
Henry VIII. and Queen Elizabeth; the heiress of the senior
line, Gertrude, dau. of Sir Thomas Sadleib, Knt., of Standon, and granddau. of Sir Ralph, m. Willlam, Lo^-d Aston,
of Tixall). Or, a lion ramp, per fess az. and gu.
C)-est
dcmi lion az. ducally crowned gu. (another, or).
Sadleir (Temple Dinsley, co. Hertford, bart., extinct 1719:
descended from Sir Ralph Sadleib, through his second
son, Edward Sadleir, who ni. Ann, dau. and co-heir of
Sir Richard Leigh,
Knt., of Sopwell, and had four
sons: I. Leigh, of Temple Dinsley, whose grandson. Sir
Edwin Sadleir, was created a bart. 1661 II. Richard,
ancestor of Sadleir, of Sopwell, and of the co. Tipperary;
Edward, of Letsford; IV. Thomas, d.s.p.). Samo
III.

—

;

Arms and Crest.
Sadleir (Sopwell,

descended from Richard SadSadleib, of Temple Disney
the
heiress, Ellen, dau, of Robert Sadleir, Esq., of Sopwell,
m. 1662, Thomas Saunders, Esq., of Beechwood). Same Aiins
co. Herts;

leir, second son of

and

Edward

;

Crest.

Sadleir

(Sir Henry Sadleib, Knt., second son of Sir Ralph
Sadleib, Knt., co. Herts; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1634, Samuel Noce, whose wife was Joan, dau. of Sir
Henry). Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Sadleir (Sopwell Hall and Sadleir's Wells, co. Tipperary a
branch of Sadleir, of Sopwell, co. Herts founded in Ireland
by Thomas Sadleir, Lieut.-Gen. in Oliver Cromwell's army;
Catherine, second dau. and co-heir of Francis Sadleir,
Esq., of Sopwell Hall, co. Tipperary, m. first, John Bury,
;

;

Esq., of

Shannon Grove; and secondly, Henry Prittie, Esq.,
Arms. Crest A demi lion ramp. az.

of Dunalley). Same
ducally crowned or.

Sadleir

—

(Ballinderry and Castletown, co. Tipperary; male

representative of Sadleib, of Soptvell Hall and Sadleir's
Wells). Quarterly, 1st and 'lib, per fcss az. and or, gutt^,

AA

SAO

—

—

;

(Purton, co. Wilts; settled tnere for

descended from a younger branch of the family of
Sir Balph Sadleib, the celebrated statesman of the reign of
Queen Elizabeth). Same Arms and Crest as Sadleib, of
Standon.
Sadler (co. Hertford). Per fess or and az. a lion ramp,
guttle all covmterchanged, on a canton of the second a roebuck's head couped of the first.
Sadler (Edmonton, CO. Middlesex). Ar. onachev. embattled
gu. betw. three eagles' heads erased az. as many fleurs-deCrest An eagle's head betw. two wings expanded
lis or.
sa. beaked ar.
Sadler (Salisbury, co. Wilts). Per saltire erm. and or, four
escutcheons in cross gu. Crest A tilting spear in pale or,
charged in the middle with an escutcheon gu.
Sadler (Keynsham Bury, near Cheltenham, co. Gloucester).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto Virtus mille scuta.
Sadler (Fillongley, co. Warwick). Or, a lion ramp, per fess az.
and gu. charged on the shoulder with a mullet. Ci-est
demi lion ramp. az. ducally crowned gu. charged on the
shoulder with a mullet or.
Sadlejrr. Per saltire or and erm. in chief an escutcheon sa.
thereon a stag lodged ar. in base a like escutcheon as in i;aief,
on the dexter flank, on an escutcheon gu. a bend ar. charged
with three crosslets fitchee sa. betw. two garbs or, on the
sinister flank a like escutcheon sa. charged with a harp ar.
Crest A beaver or.
Safferham, or Sayperham. Ar. a bend battellee councenturies

;

—

—

—

—

—

ter-battellee sa.

SafiELn (Wolf-Hereston, co. Somerset).
ar. jessant as

many

estoiles or.

Crest

Az. three crescents

—On a mural coronet

an

estoile of sixteeen rays or.
Gu. on a chev. ar. three old men's heads affrontce
habited in close caps sa. Crest A sage's head, as
in the arms. Another Crest A sage's head erased at the
neck ppr. habited in a skull cap, as in the arms.
Sag'e. Per pale erminois and vert three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.
Crest— X stag's head erased and erect ppr.

ppr.

Sage.

—

ppr.

—

Motto

—Non sibi.

Sailby. See Saxilbt.
Saine. Gu. three piles

Sainsbury

(Thomas Sainsbcrt, Esq., Lord Mayor of
Same Arms, the border engr. or, and a

in 1787).

mullet for

di£f.

ppr.

Saint

(Newcastle).
Az. three cherubim ov, the wings
counter-crossed saltireways.
{Mnrchesa dc, Naples). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five escallops of the field, in the
centre chief point a crescent gu.; '2n(l and 3rd, or, on a
cxoss gu. a cross crosslct fitchee of the field, in the 1st
quarter a lion ramp, sa., in the 2nd quarter a hand
erect couped at the wrist of the second
an escutcheon
of pretence, thereon the quartered coat of Uuffano and
DoTTO DE liACLi. Crest of the Marcliesa's husband, the late

Agata

;

Charles John Thomas Conollv, Esq., of Cottles, co. Wilts,
and Midford Ciistle, co. Somerset, J. P. and D.L. A cubit arm

—

erect vested az. cuffed ar. charged with a crescent of the
last, the hand ppr. grasping a chaplet of roses or. Motto— Ka

Dieu est tout.
St. Agatha Abbey (Richmond, co. York). Az. a bend
or, over all a crozier in bend sinister, staff ar. crook of the
second. Another Coo.t—(iw. two bars gemellcs or, a chief of
the

over all a crozier in pale ar.
(Martyr and Saint; arms in St. Mary's Church,
Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Az. a saltire or. Crest—
crown per pale erm. and or, with a cap of maintenance ar.
Suppnrti.rs
Two rams ar. horned and logged or.
St. Alban. Az. a saltire or; anotlicr, Az. a chev. betw.
three cups or; another, Erm. on a cross gu. nine bezants.
St. Albans,
of. Sec Blavcleblk.

St.

list,

Alban

—

Duke

am

I

chief also or.

Alban's Abbey and

Town

(co. Herts).

Az. a

saltire or.

Albin (St. Clowins,

Cornwall; John St. Albin, Visit.
Cornwall, 1620, son of Thomas St. Albin, of St. Clowins,

St.

co.

and grandson of John St. Albone, of same place). Enn.
on a cross gu. five bezants.
St. Albino (Feudal Lord of Cumshiva, orCumsey Killaghmenagh, co. Tipperary
descended from Adam de St.
Albino, who went to Ireland with Richard de Clare, £arl
of Pembroke (Strongbow), whose representative, temp.
James II., was James Tobin, alias St. Acbtn, Lord of
Cumsey). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert three nettle leaves
or
2nd, az. three oak leaves ar. 3rd, gu. three escallops
ar.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a heron, wings elevated
ar.
Motto Noli me tangere.
Albons.
St.
Ar. two bars gu. on a cliicf of the last a
greyhound courant per pale or and erm.
St. Albyn, or St. Aubyn (Paracombe, co. Devon, and
Alfoxton, CO. Somerset; descended from John St. Aubtn,
Esq., of Paracombe, co. Devon, m. 1439, Joan, dau. and
heir of Richabd Popham, Esq., of Alfoxton
the last malo
heir of the family, the Rev. Lancelot St. Albyn, of
Alfoxton, devised his estates to his grandjiephew, Langlet
Gravenor (grandson of Wiluam Gravenor, of Bristol,
;

;

;

—
—

;

merchant, by Elizabeth, his wife, sister of the said KeT.
Lancelot St. Albyn) who assumed, by royal licence, 19
August, 1806, the surname and arms of St. Albyn. 'Visit.
Somerset, 1623).
Erm. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Crest
A wolf sejant erm. collared, ringed, and line reflexed over
the back or. Motto Deus meus, dux mens.
St.
( Baron St Amand, barony passed, through Craybroke, to Bbadchamp, 1449. John de St. Amand, Professor
of the Canon Law, was summoned to Parliament 1299
he was descended from Almeric de St. Amand, temp.
Henry III., who had grants of land in cos. Cornwall,
Oxford, and Gloucester; the third baron d. 1403, leaving
two daus. his co-heirs.; Aleanobe, m. Sir Gerard de Braybroke, whose descendants s. to the barony 1449; and Ida,

—

—

Amand

in. Sir

.

Thomas West, and

d.

s.

p. 1416).

Or, fretty sa.

on a

chief of the last three bezants.

St.

Amand

St.

gu. as

St.

Same Arms.

Amand).

Amand.

St.

many

Gloucester; descended from the Barons

(co.

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three buglehorns

mascles or.

Amond (co. Essex).

Or, a fret sa.

on a chief az. a

lion

Amond (co. Gloucester).

Or, fretty sa.

;

another, Or,

on a chief of the second three mullets ar.
Or, fretty sa. on a chief of the second a lion
Crest
pass, guard, ar. betw. two martlets of the first.
mule's head couped az. collared or, betw. three bezants,
one and two, on the cheek a martlet gold.
St. Amond. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fess betw. sis
martlets or: 2nd and 3rd, ar. three escallops gu.
St. Andrew (Gotham, co. Notts William St. Andrew,
Esq., of Gotham, temp. James I., son of George St. AnDEEW, and grandson of John St. Andrew, both of Gotham,
and great-grandson of Williak St. Andrew, who was
descended from Pagancs de St. Andrew, taiip. Henry II.
Gu. seven mascles conjoined, three,
Visit. Notts, 1G14).
three, and one or, a label of five points az.
St. Andre-w (co. Leicester). Gu. three lozenges or.
Gu. seven mascles or, a
St. Andrew (co. Leicester).
Crest— 1\. dolphin hauriant az.
label of five points az.
Crest— \ cinquefoil
St. Andrew. Ar. six mascles sa.

St.

Am.ond.

—

;

—

Ar. six estoiles gu. Crest A hand holding a
ducal coronet capped betw. two branches of laurel in orle all

St.

A

Az. a saltire or, a sword ppr.
of the second, in pale, pointing to a celestial crown in
of.

fretty sa.

Az. three lozenges con-

—

Sainsbury.

hilt

St.

St.
ar.

joined in bend erminois, a border of the last. Crest A demi
antelope ppr. collared or, charged on the body with three
lozenges, as in the arms.

London

S

Albans, See

St.

pass. ar.

(Froyle, co. Hants).

Sainsbury

;
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and a lion ramp, counterchanged, on a canton of the last a
buck's head cabossed of the first; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion
ramp, per fess az. and gu. armed and langued ar. Crest
A demi lion ramp. az. crowned with a ducal coronet or.
Motto Servire Deo sapere.
Sadleir (Everley, co. Wilts descended from Henry Sadleib,
third son of Sir Balfh Sadleib, w. first, Dorothi Gilbert,
of Everley; and secondly, Ubsola, dau. of JohnGtll, Esq.,
of Wyddtal Hall, co. Herts; by the former he had issue).
Same Arms, &c., as Sadleib, of Standon.

Sadler, or Sadleir

A

or.

St.

Andrew.

Ar. a cross engr. flory sa. a border gu.

platee.

St. Andre'w. Gu. three fusils or.
St. Andre'w's, See of (Scotland). Az. a saltire ar.
St. Anthony's Friary (London). Or, a cross tau az.
St. Asaph, City of. Sa. two keys in saltire endorsed
ar.

St.

Asaph, See

of.

Sa.

two keys in

saltire

endorsed

ar.

Aubyn
Aubyn

(Alfoxton, co. Somerset). Sec St. Albtn.
(Clowance, co. Cornwall, bart., extinct 1839;
descended from Gwyder St. Albyn, younger son of St.
Albyn, of Alfoxton; Geoffrey St. Acbyn, temp. Henry IV.,
m. Elizabeth, dau. and heir of Piers Kvmyel, Esq., of
Clowance John St. Aubyn, Esq., of Clowance, eighth ia
descent from that marriage, was created a bart. 1671. Sir
John St. Aubyn, fifth hart., d. without legitimate issue,
when bis entailed estates devolved on his nephew, Bev.

St.
St.

;

A

:

;

8
John MoLESwoBTn).
Crest

—A

A
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I

Erm. on a

cross

gu. five bezants.

falcon rising ppr.

Aubyn

(Moueswokth-St. Aubtn, Clowance, co. CornSt.
•wall; Sir John St. Aobtn, fifth bart. of Clowance, d. i. p.
his sister, Katheeinb St. Acbtn, to. Rev. John
1839
MoLESwoETH, Rcctor of St. Breocke, same co., second son of
Sir John Moleswokth, fifth bart. of Pencarrow, and had a
son, Eev. Hendee Moleswoeth, who having s. to the St.
ACBTN estates on the death s. p. of his elder brother. Rev.
John Moleswoeth, who had inherited them in 1839,
assumed by royal licence, 1844, the additional surname of
St. Aobtn). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, St. Aubtn, erm. on a
cross gu. five bezants; 2nd and 3rd, Moleswoeth, gu. an
;

escutcheon vair betw. eight cross crosslets in orle or. Crest
On a rock a Cornish chough ppr.
St. Aubyn. Ar. on a cross sa. three plates.
St. Aubsm, or Tobin (Nantes, in France descended

—

;

from James Tobin, of BaUagh Tobin,

who

co. Tipperary,

John

Acbtn, St.
Albino, or Tobin, Lord of Cumsey; allowed by Betham,
Ulster, 1828, to Edmond and Jastes Tobin, or St. Aubyn, of
Nantes, sons of Edmond Tobin, or St. Acbtn, who settled at
Kantes). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, vert three nettle leaves or
2nd, az. three oak leaves ar. 3rd, gu. three escallops ar.
Crest On a ducal coronet or, a heron, wings elevated ar.
Motto Noli me tangere.
St. Aubyn (St. Michael's Mount, co. Cornwall, bart.;
Edwaed St. Acbtn was so created 1866). Erm. on a
forfeited his estates 1641, second son of

St.

;

—
—

wavy

cross gu. five bezants, a border

of the second.

Crest

—

rock, therefrom a Cornish chough rising all ppr. the whole
Motto In se
debruised by a bendlet wavy sinister arm.

—

Augustine's monastery

(Canterbury, co. Kent).

Sa. a cross ar.

St. AugTistine's

Abbey

(Bristol, co. Gloucester).
Sa.
three ducal coronets in pale or.
Cornwall).
or,
betw.
two
(co.
Az.
a
castle
St.
suns (another, estoUes) ar.
or Seyntwin (co. Hereford). Gu. a cross
St.

Awbjme

Awen,

ar.

AI

Quarterly,

and

1st

4th, az.

a

;

—
—

—Fight.
St. Clair (James, younger son of eighth Lord Sinclair, as recorded 1735). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a cross engr. sa.
in the dexter canton a cock gu.
2nd, Obknet
3rd,
Caithness.
Crest A swan ppr. having a ducal collar
and chain or. Motto Fight and faith.
St. Clair-Erskine (Earl of Jiosslyn). See Eeskine.
St. Clair (Blanse, co. Haddington, 16th century). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a cross engr. az.; 2nd and 3rd, or, three
martlets gu., for Gouelet.
St. Clair (Staverton Court, co. Gloucester). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. a ship at anchor, her oars in saltire, within a
double tressure flory counterflory or 2nd and 3rd, az. a
ship under sail or; over all an escutcheon ar. charged
;

;

—
—

;

—

with a cross engr. sa.
Crest
A phoenix in flames ppr.
motto over, Renasce piu gloriosa. Motto Fight.
St. Clere (cos. Cornwall and Essex).
Az. a sun in
splendour or, on a canton gu. a lion pass. ar.
St. Clere (co. Essex).
Gu. a fess betw three lions' heads

—

erased or.

St. Clere (co. Suffolk). Or, a lion ramp, gu.; another, Or,
a lion ramp, tail forked and nowed gu. collared ar.
St. Clere (arms in Stafford Manor House, Combury Park,
CO. Oxford. Visit Oxon, 1574).
Az. the sun in splendour
Crest

—A ram

statant ar.

homed

or.

St. Clere (TidweU, co. Devon; the heiress m. Abscott).
Per pale or and az. a sun counterchanged.
St. Clere. Ar. two bars gu.
Crest A fox courant ppr.
St. Clere. Or, a lion ramp. gu. a border sa. another. Or, a
lion ramp. gu. a border sa. charged with crosses crosslet of the
another, Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three suns or, as
field
many mullets pierced sa.; another, Az. threesuns, a border
engr. or another, Gu. a fess betw. three boars' heads ar.
St. Clere, or St. Cleere. Ar. a saltire sa.
St. Cross Hospital (Winchester). Ar. five crosses patt^e
titch^e sa. two, two, and one.
St. David's, City of. Sa. on a cross or, five cinque-

—

;

;

;

Barbe (Broadlands, co. Hants, and Aslington, co.
Somerset, bart., extinct 1723; descended from Bichaed St.
Babbe, of South Brent, co. Somerset, temp. Edward I.,
whose ancestor, Eobebt de St. Baebe, appears on the roll
Sir John St. Baebe was created a bart.
of Battle Abbey
1663, and d. s. p. ; he devised his estates to his cousin,

St.

;

Hdmphbet Sydenham, grandson

of

Humpheey Sydenham,

Esq., of Coombe, by Jane Pole, his wife, lau. of Sir William Pole, Knt., of Shute, and Kathebine St. Baebe, his
wife, the

aunt of Sir John St. Babbe).

Chcquy

ar.

and

sa.

Barbe (Lymington, co. Hants; descended from St.
Bakbe, of Ashington). Same Arms. Crest A wivern sa.
Barbe (Rev. Rogee Fbampton St. Babbe, Rector of
Stockton, CO. Wilts, d. 1855). Same .<4rms. Motto Look and

St.

—

St.

—

live.

St.

s

Sinclair).

ship at anchor, her oars erect in saltire, within a doubletressure flory counterflory or, for Oekney
2nd and 3rd,
az. a ship imder s.iil or, for Caithness; over all an escutcheon ar. charged with a cross engr. sa., for Sinclais.
Crest
A swan ar. ducally gorged and chained or. Supporters Two gryphons ppr. armed and beaked or. Motto

or.

teres.

St.

St. Clair {Baron

Barbe

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1629, Captain St.
Baebe). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
St. Barbe. Ar. a bend sa.
St. Barbe.
Paly of eight sa. and ar. per fess counterchanged.
St. Bartbolome'w^'s Hospital. Per pale ar. and sa. a
chev. counterchanged.
St. Bartholomevr's the Great Priory (London).
Gu. two lions pass, guard, in pale or, in chief two ducal
coronets of the last.
St. Bees Monastery (co. Cumberland). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, a lion ramp. az. 2ad and 3rd, gu. three lucies
hauriant ar.
;

St. Bennet's,

Hulme Abbey

(co.

Norfolk).

Sa.

a pallium crossing the
two ducal coronets of the second.

cross in pale or, garnished with
ar. betw.

a

staff

St. Catherine's Hall (Cambridge; founded in 1475, by
Eobebt Woodpaek, Provost of King's College, and Chancellor of the University).

Gu. a Catharine wheel

or.

St. Catherine's Hospital (London). Per fess gu. and
az. in chief a sword barwise ar. hilt and pommel to the
dexter side or, in base a demi Catharine wheel of the last
divided fessways; the circular part towards the chief.

St. Clair (Herdmanstoun,

Henbt

co.

Haddington

;

descended of

Claie, vicecomes of Richard Morville, Constable of Scotland in the 12th century.
Through marriage with the dau. and heir of the seventh Lord Sinclair, in
1659, that title came into the family, and has continued with
them notwithstanding the extinction of the male issue of
that marriage). Ar. a cross engr. az.
Crest
An eagle's
St.

head ppr. crowned
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or.

— Entcnds-toi.

Motto

—

foils of

the

first.

See

St. David's,
of the

of.

Sa.

on a cross

or, five cinquefoils

first.

St. Frides'wide's Priory (co. Oxford).
Sa. a fess enhanced ar. in chief three ladies' heads couped below the
shoulders ppr. vested of the second, crowned or, in base an
ox ar. passing a ford ppr.
St. George (Hatley St. George, co. Cambridge descended
from Baldwin St. George, one of the companions-in-arms
of William I.). Ar. a chief az. over all a lion ramp. ducaUy
crowned or.
St. George (Sir Richaed St. George, second son of Fbancis
St. George, Esq., of Hatley St. George, Clarenceux King
of Arms 1623, to. Elizabeth, dau. of Nicholas St. John,
Esq., of Lydiard Tregoze, co. Wilts, and left three sons
I. Sir Henet, Garter King of Arms 1641, who was father of
Sir Thomas St. Geoege, Garter King of Arms 16S6, Sir
Henet St. Geoege, Clarenceux King of Arms 1679, and
II.
Sir Richaed St. Geoege, Ulster King of Arms 1660.
Sir Geobge, of Carrickdrumrusk, co. Leitrim, ancestor of
Lord St. George. III. Richard, Governor of Athlone, ancestor of St. Geobge, of Athlone, Kilrush, and Woodpark, co.
Armagh, and St. Geobge, Bart., of Woodsgift, co. Kilkenny). Ar. a chief az. over all a lion ramp. gu. ducally
crowned or. N.B. Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden,
granted the following augmentation to St. George, Garter
King of Arms On an escutcheon az. three ducal coronets or.
St. George (Lord St. George, extinct 1735; Sir George St.
George, second bart. of Carrick, son and heir of Sir Olives
St. George, created a bart. 1660, second son of Sir Geoegs
St. Geobge, Knt., of Carrickdrumrusk, co. Leitrim, was
created a peer 1715; he left an only dau. and heir, Hon.
Maey St. George, to. John Usher, Vice-Admiral of Connaught). Ar. a chief az. over all a lion ramp. gu. ducally
crowned or. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned
Supporters Two lions reguard. gu. armed and langucd
or.
Motto
Firmitas
az. crowned or, collared ar. studded ppr.
;

—

:

—

—

—

in coelo.

George

(Useeb-St. Geobge, Baron St. George, extinct.
St. Geoege Usher, only son of John Usher, Vice-Admiral
of Connaught, by Hon. Maby St. Geobge, his wife, assumed
the surname of St. George 1734, and w.is created Baron St.
George 1763: he left an only dau. and heir, lion. Emuia

St.

;;

S
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Olivia St. Geobge, m. 1775, William Bobert, second Duk-e
of Leinster, K.P.). Same Arms, Crest, Supporters, and Motto,
quartering, for Usher, Az. a chev. erm. betw. three billets ar.
St. George (Athlone and Kilrush descended from Richard
Lieut. -Gen. Richard
St. George, Governor of Athlone
St. George, of Athlone, grandson of the Governor, d. temp.
George II. without legitimate issue). Ar. a chief az. over
Same Crest as last.
all a lion ramp, ducally crowned or.
St. Gteorg-e (Wood Park, co. Armagh). Ar. a chief az.
over all a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or, armed and
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu.
langued of the second.
Firducally crowned or, armed and langued az. Motto
;

;

—

mitas in

—

coelo.

St. Georg-e (Lieut.-Gen. Sir John St. George, K.C,
grandson of Thomas St. Georob, Esq., M.P. for Clogher,
and Lucinda, his wife, dau. of Lord Gosford). Quarterly,
Ist, St. George, as St. George, of Hatley St. George; 2nd,
3rd,
St. George, old coat, viz., ar. a cross flory sa.
Argentine; 4th, FitzTek; 6th, Berford; 6th, Darct;
Avenel;
9th,
Enoaine;
10th,
DelaBertram;
8th,
7th,
hay; 1 1th, De Shepereth; 12tb, De Coggesball. Same
Crest and Motto as the last.
St. George (Woodgift, co. Kilkenny, bart.). Ar. a chief
az. over all a lion ramp, gu du«ally crowned or, armed and
langued of the second, a crescent for diff. Crest A demi
lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or, armed and langued az.
;

—

Jtfo«o^Firmitas in

coelo.

St. George (Tyrone, co. Galway; exemplified to Arthur
French, Esq., of Tyrone, on his assuming, by royal
licence, 1811, the surname and arms of St. George,
in lieu of French, in compliance with a settlement
made by his maternal ancestor, George, Lord St.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Oeorge).
ar. a chief az. over all a lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned
or, for St. George, 2nd and 3rd, erm. a chev. sa.. for
Fbench 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. erm. betw. three billets
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. ducally
ar., for Usher.
crowned or. Motto Firmitas in coelo. By royal licence,
dated 14 May, 1821, Arthur French St. George, Esq., of
Tyrone, co. Galway, and after him the eldest male descendant
issuing from his marriage with the Lady Harriet St. LawBENCE, dau. of William, Earl of Howlh, by his first wife.
Lady Mary Bermingham, dau. and co-heir of Thomas, Earl
of Louth, twenty-second Baron of Athenry, were authorised
to bear the following supporters, being composed of those
liaed by the said Thomas, Baron Athenry, and George, Baron
;

—

—

St. George, his great-grandfathers.

lion

Supporters

ramp, reguard. gu. ducally crowned

— Dexter,

or, collared

a

erm.

an antelope ar. attired, unguled, collared, and
The quarterings of Bermingham and Daly
chained or.
sinister,

were confirmed in 1811 to the descendants of Abthdr St.
George, Esq., of Tyrone, by Lady Harriet St. Lawrence.
St. Qeorg'e (co. Cambridge). Ar. a cross flory sa. another.
Per fess vert and ar. a lion ramp, per fcss or and of the
;

first.

St. George. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a border of the last';
another, Gu. a cross counter-componte sa. and ar. betw.
four lions ramp, or; another. Per fess vert and or, a lion
another,
ramp, counterchanged; another, Ar. a cross gu
Ar. a cross pattee sa. another, Ar. a cross flory (another,
patonce) sa. another, Ar. on a chief az. a lion pass. or.
St. Germans, Earl of. See Eliot.
St. Germyn. Az. a saltire cngr. betw. four annulets or;
;

;

;

another, Az. a saltire or, betw. four annulets ar. another,
Gu. a fess embattled ar. betw. three leopards faces or.
St. Gregory's Priory (Canterbury, co. Kent). Per chev.
sa. and ar. in chief two mullets pierced of the last, in base a
ducal coronet composed of leaves and crosses pattee or
another coat bad a Cornish chough ppr. in base instead of
;

—

Or, three bends gu. on a chief of
the coronet. Third coat
the last a plate betw. two lions combatant of the first.
gu. in chief a lion ramp, of
Gulton.
Or,
three
chev.
St.
the pccond.
St. Hill (St. Hill, CO. Devon; anciently Sweynthull, of
Sweynthull;.
Or, on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. as
many bezants, a pierced pHc in chief.
St. Hill (St. Hill and Bradninch, co. Devon; Peter St.
Hill, Esq., of Bradninch, son of Peter St. Hill, and
grandson of Peter St. Hill, both of same place, and greatVisit.
grandson of Richard St. Hill, Esq., of St. Hill.
Devon, 1620). Or, on a fess engr. az. betw. three leopards'
facei gu. as many bezants, each charged with a fleur-de-lis
of the second, on a pile in chief also of the second three dcnil
fleurs-de-lis attached to the top and sides of the field.
SainthiU (Topsham descended from Edward Sainthill,
Esq., of Rooklicre, co. Devon, sc»ond son of Richard St.
Hill, of St. Hill, in the same ahirc, and younger
;
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who settled at Bradninch; t'.iiis
at Topsham for several generations.
Esq., Commander Royal Navy, bap-

brother of Peter St. Hill,

branch was resident
Richard Sainthill,
tised at Topsham, 2 Aug.

1739, d. at Valebrook, near Cork,

leaving four sons: Richard; Alfred, Lieutenant
George Augustus, Commander R.N. and John).
Same Arms, <fcc., quartering Tranckmore, Bdrridge, and
in

1829,

R.N.

;

;

Green.
St. Hill
lis

(co.

az. as

Devon).

many

bezants,

on a fess betw. three fleurs-deon a chief of the second eight fleurs-

Or,

de-lis of the first.

St. Hill. Sa. a fess betw. two chevs. ar.
St. Hillary. Ar. on a chief az. two saltires or.
St. Hillary. Sa. three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis

ar.

betw. nine crosses crosslet fitchee of the second.

St. Ive. Ar. three (another, two) lions pass, in pale gu.
St. Ives, Town of (co. Cornwall). Ar. an ivy bruncS
overspreading the whole field vert.
St. James's Priory (co. Northampton). Per pale ar. and
gu. over all an escallop shell or.
St. James's Abbey (Beading, co. Berks). Az. three
escallops or.

St.

Jermin.

Gu. a fess crenellce ar. betw. five leopards*
and two.
(Baron St. John, of Basing barony passed to
Poynings, and fell into abeyance temp. Henry VI.
descended from John de St. John, of Stanton St. John, co.
Oxford, temp. William II., whose eldest son, Roger dc
St. John, had a dau., Muriel de St. John, m. Reginald de
AuREVAiL, and left an only dau. and heiress, who m. Adam or;
Port, Lord of Basing, co. Hants; her eldest son, Williaji
DE St. John, temp. King John, assumed the surname of
St. John, his son, Robert db St. John, temp. Henry III.,
had two sons: I. John, whose son, John St. John, was
faces or, three

St.

John

;

;

summoned

to Parliament as Baron St John, of Basing,
1299; II. William, ancestor of the Lords St John, of
Bletsho, and the yiscounts and Earls of Bolingbroke). Ar.

on a chief gu. two mullets or.
St. Jolin {Baron St. John, of Bletsho; descended from
William St. John, second son of Robert de St. John, of
Basing, temp. Henry III.). Ar. on a chief gu. two mullets
Crest
or.
On a mount vert a falcon rising or, belled of
the last, ducally gorged gu. Supporters Two monkeys ppr.
Motto Data fata secutus.
St. John {Earl of Bolinghroke, extinct 1711; Oliver,
fourth Baron St. John, of Bletsho, was created an earl 1624,
the third earl d. s. p.). Same Arms, Crest, Supporters, and

—

—

—

Motto.

John (Longthorpe, co. Northampton, bart., extinct
1756; descended from Hon. Thomas St. John, third son
of Oliver, first Lord St. John, of Bletsho; Sir Francis St.
John, fourth in descent from him, was High Sheriff co.
Northants, 1 George I., and was created a bart. 1715, left
two daus. his co-heirs). Ar. on a chief sa. two mullets
pierced or.
St. John (Tanderagee, co. Armagh Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1675; Sir Oliver St. John, Chief Justice of the
Common Pleas in Ireland, temp. Charles I., got a grant of
Tanderagee, temp. James I.; his eldest dau., Elizabeth
St. John, 711. Sir John Bernard, second bart. of Huntingdon
her great-granddau., Mary Bernard, dau. of the fourth

St.

;

m. Robert Sparrow, Esq., of Worlingham, co. Suffolk,
and had a son and heir, Brigadier-General Robert Bernard
Sparrow, of Worlingham and Tanderagee, who d. 1805,
leaving, by Lady Olivia Acheson, his wife, an only dau. and
heir, Millicent Sparrow, m. 1822, George, sixth Duke of
Manchester, and d. 1848, leaving, with other issue, William
Dbogo, seventh Duite of Manchester, K.P., representative of
this branch of the ancient house of St. John). Ar. on a
chief gu. two mullets or, a crescent for diff.
St. John ( Viscount Bolinghroke and St. John ; descended
from Oliver St. John, second son of Sir Oliver St. John,
Knt., of Bletsho, temp. Henry VI.). Ar. on a chief gu. two
bart.,

mullets or. Cre.it—A mount vert, therefrom a falcon rising
Supporters Dexter, a falcon, wings
or, ducally gorged gu.
displ. or, ducally gorged gu. sinister, an eagle, wings displ.
The hamcs is
or, charged on the breast with the hamcs.
an ancient badge of the family of Trcgoze, and is an antique
shield rimmed gold, within which are the Hames' arms. Per
pale ar. and gu. charged with a crescent sa. thereon a label

—

;

—

Motto Ncc quierere, nee epemere
three points or.
honorem.
St. John (Baron St. John, of Stanton St. John, extinct;
descended from Thomas de St. John, second son of John
of

St. John, of Stanton St. John, temp. William II.; hi3
great-grandson was summoned to Parliament 1264). Ar. on
a chief g". two mullets or.

de

\

;

8
St. John. (Baron
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John, of Laj;eliain,

extinct 1353
St. John, youDRer son of John,

St.

;

descended from Rogek de
first Saion St. John, of Stanton St. John; his son, John de
St. John, was summoned to Parliament 1299). Erm. on a
chief Ku. two mullets or.

St.
St.
St.

John
John
John

St.
St.

John-Mildmay

Gu. two bars ar. a canton erm.
Barry of six or and az. a saltire RU.
Cornwall). Ar. a bend cotiscd sa. on a chief
gu. three mullets of the field.
(Homeldon).

(co. Wilts).
(co.

John.

or.

Crtst

(bart.,of Moulsham).

SeeMiLOMAT.

Ar. a bend gu. on a chief of the last two mullets

— A monkey pass. ppr.

John. Erm. on a chief gu. three mullets or; another,
Ar. a border engr. sa. over all on a chief gu. two mullets
or; another, Ar. on a chief indented gu. two mullets or;
another, Ar. on a chief gu. an annulet betw. two mullets or
another, Ar. semee of crosses crosslet sa. on a chief gu. two
mullets or; another, Ar. guttee de poix on a chief gu. two
mullets or; another, Ar. on a bend gu. two mullets of the
field; another, Gu. two bars or, a canton erm.
St. John's Abbey. Gu. a cross or.
St. John's Monastery (Colchester, co. Essex). Ar. a
cross gu. over all an escarbuncle or, a border sa.
St. John Baptist College (Oxford; founded in 1657

St.

by

Thomas White,

Knt.. Alderman of London, and
Merchant Tailors' Company, the patron of
which was deemed to be St. John the Baptist). Gu. on a
border sa. eight estoiles or, on a canton erm. a lion ramp,
of the second, an annulet of the third for diff. in the centre.
Sir

member

Crest

of the

—A

stork ppr.

—

St.

all or.

John of Jerusalem Hospital

(London).

Ar. a

—

—

—

Arthce

St. Legeb, the great-grandson of Sir Wabham St.
Legeb, was created a peer 1703 the fourth viscount d. s. p.,
and devised his estates to St. Legeb Aldworth, second son
of his sister, Hon. Elizabeth St. Legeb, by her husband,
Richard Aldwosth, Esq., of Newmarket, co. Cork, who
assumed the name of St. Legeb, and was created Viscoicrtt
Doneraile 1785). Az. fretty ar. a chief or. Crest A griffin
pass. or. Supporters
Two grifiins or, wings elevated and
endorsed fretty az. Motto— Uaut et bon.
St. Leger (Heyward's Hill, co. Cork ; descended from HeyWARD St. Legeb, of Castlemore and Heyward's Hill,
Lieut.-Colonel in the Army, M.P. for Moyallow in 1661,
younger brother of John St. Legeb, father of the first
Viscount Doneraile; the male representative of this family
is St. Legeb, of Heyward's Hill).
Same Arms and Crest.
Motto Haut et bon.
St. Leger ( Viscount Doneraile, created 1785). Az. fretty
ar. a chief or.
Crest
A griffin pass. or. Supporters Two
griffins or, wings elevated and endorsed fretty az.
Motto
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

et bon.

St. Leger (Forest Grance, co. Leicester, and Park I'ill, co.
York; Major John Chester, of Forest Grange and Park
Hill, assumed the surname and arms of St. Legeb, on succeeding to the estates of his cousin, Anthony F. Bijtler
St. Legeb, Esq., of Park Hill). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, for
St. Legeb, az. fretty ar. a chief or, thereon (for distinction)
a cross crosslet of the first 2nd and 3rd, for Bagot (being
the paternal arms of the said John Chesteb, whose grand;

father,

Cbables Bagot, assumed the surname of Chesteb
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:

;

—

;

the ancestor of Viscount Doneraile, and bequeathed the estate to his second son). Az. fretty ar. &
chief or. Crest A griffin pass. or.

his eldest son,

—

St. Lieger (Annery and Cannonleigh, co. Devon
the coheiresses m. Gbenville, Stucley, Tbemayn'e, and Abscott).
Az. fretty ar. a canton or. Crest A falcon issuing from a
plume of ostrich feathers ar.
St. Lieger. Or, a bend gu.; another, Az. fretty ar. on a
chief or, a crescent gu.
Crest
An eagle displ. sa. issuing
from a plume of feathers ar. another, Az. fretty ar. a
canton gu.
St. Iieonards, Baron. See Scgden.
St. Lis (quartered by Sheffield, of Seaton, Ci/. Rutland;
Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Rowland St. Lis, temp.
Henry V., m. William Sheffield. Visit. Rutland, 1619).
Ar. two bars gu. in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the last.
St. Liiz (Earl of Huntingdon, extinct 1237
Simon de St.
Liz 77(. Maud, dau. and co-heir of Waltheof (the son of
Syward, the Saxon Earl of Northumberland), by Judith, his
wife, stepsister of William I., was created E((rl of Huntingdon by the Conqueror). Per pale indented ar. and az.
St. liiz. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the
;

—

—
;

;

St. liiz. Ar. two bars gu. fretty or.
St. Xiize. I'arry of six or and gu. a border ar.
Saintlo, or St. Lowe.
Ar. on a bend sa. an annulet
or.

St.

Lo

St.

Lo'W

Ar. a bend sa. over

(Chideock).
points gu.

(co. Lincoln).

Gu. a

all

a

label of three

fcss betw. three escallops

ar.

Low

cross potent betw. four crosses or.

St. John of Jerusalem Abbey. Gu. a cross or.
St. Julian. Ar. a cross crosslet in saltire sa.
St. La'WTence (£arl of Hoioth). Gu. two swords in
saltire, blades upwards ppr. hilts and pommels or, betw.
four roses ar. barbed and seeded ppr. Crest A sea-lion per
fesse ar. and ppr.
Supporters
Dexter, a sea-lion, as in
the crest; sinister, a mermaid ppr. holding in her exterior
hand a mirror. Motto Qui pause.
St. Liawrence. Ar. on a cross patonce sa. five bezants.
St. Jaeger (Viscount and Baron Doneraile, extinct 1767;
descended from William St. Legeb, eldest son of Sir
Anthony St. Legeb, K.G., of Ulcombe, co. Kent, Lord
Deputy of Ireland 1540, who was a descendant of Robert
St. Legeb, one of the companions of William L; Sir Anthony
St. Legeb left Ulcombe to his second son, having disinherited his eldest son, who had a son and successor. Sir
Wabham St. Legeb. Commissioner for the Government of
Munster, 1599, fell in combat with Hcgh McGcibe, Lord of
Fermanagh, who fell himself at the same time; Right Hon.

Haut

I

second.

St. John's Collegre (Cambridge; founded in 1503 by
Maegabet, Countess of Richmond, who also founded Christ
College, dau. and heir of John Beacfokt, Duke of Somtrsct,
wife of Edmond Tcdob, Earl of Richynond, and mother of
Henry VII.). Quarterly, France and England, within a
border gobony ar. and az.
Crest An eagle issuing out
of a ducal coronet

A

S

erm. two chevronels az.
CVtsf?— 1st, St. Leger: A
gryphon pass, or, charged (for distinction) with a cross crosslet, as in the arms
2nd, Bagot Out of a ducal coronet or,
a goat's head ar. attired of the first.
Motto Haut et
bon.
St. Leger (Ulcombe, co. Kent descended from 'Wabham,
second son of Sir Anthony St. Legeb, K.G., who disinherited
only),

St.
(co. Worcester).
Or, two bends gu.
St. Lo'W. Ar. on a bend sa. three annulets

Crest—

or.

water boiiget sa.
St. LoA)7.
Ar. a

chev. gu. between three spearheads
(another, nails) sa. another, Ar. on a bend sa. three annulets
of the field
another, Ar. two bars gu. in chief three mullets
of the second; another. Per pale ar. and gu. three cinquefoils pierced and counterchanged
another, Ar. a pr.jr of
wings conjoined and inverted sa.
(quarteredbyHoBTON, of Staunton, CO. Worcester).
St.
Ar. a bend sa. a label of three points of the last.
St. Lyz. Gu. a bend betw. six martlets ar. CrCst A demi
lion ramp, or, holding a mullet sa.
Ar. two fusils in fess gu. a label of five
St. Martin.
points az.
St. Martin's Monastery (Richmond, co. York). Az. a
bend or, over all a crozier in bend sinister of the last.
St. Martney, or St. Mercney. Ar. across flurt^e betw.
four cinquefoils or.
;

;

;

Lowe

—

St.
St.

Martyn (co. Wilts). Sa. six lion<: ramp. or.
Mary Bethlehem Hospital. Az. an

estoile

of

eight points ar.

St.

Mary

St.

Mary de

de

Mendham Priory

York). Ar. on a
cross gu. a bezant, thereon a demi king in his robes all ppr.
pale
dexter
quarter
a
key
in
of
the
second.
in the

Pratis

Abbey

(co.

(co. Leicester).

Gn. a

cinquefoil erm.

Mary

le Grand's Convent (Bishopsgatc Street,
Per pale ar. and sa. a cross moline counterLondonV
chansed, in the dexter chief quarter a martlet gu.
Overies Priory (Southwark, co. Surrey).
St.
Ar. a cross lozengy gu. in the dexter quarter a cinquefoil of

St.

Mary

the last.

Maur, or Seymour.

ScoSetmoor.
(Baron St. Maur; barony passed to Boron
and
fell
into abeyance 1625;
Zovchf, of Harringworth,
descended from Lacbence de St. Macb, temp. Edward I.,
whose son Nicholas de St. Macb, was summoned to Parliament 1314; the sixth baron (/. 1409, leaving a posthumous
dau., Alice St. Maub, in. William, Cfth Lord Zovxhe, of
Harringworth). Ar. two chev. gu. in chief a label of three

St.
St.

Maur

points az.

St. Maur (Dulce of Somer.iet). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
on a pile gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three lions of England
(being the coat of augmentation granted by Henry VIII.
on his marriage with Lady Jane Seymour); 2nd and
3rd, gu. two wings conjoined in lure, the lips downwards or,
C>-est— Out of a ducal coronet or, a phoenix
for Seymoub.
Dexter, a
Supporters
gold issuing from flames ppr-

—

;

-
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unicorn ar. armed, maned, and tufted or, gorged with a
ducal collar per pale az. and gold, to which is affixed a chain
sinister,

of the last;
hoofed, and

Maur

St.

armed
(co.

or.

a bull az. ducally gorged, chained,
Motto— Foy pour devoir.
Ar. two chev. gu. a label

Gloucester).

vert.

(North Molton, CO. Devon ; the heiress m. Dbukt).
Ar. two chev. gu. a label of three points vert.
Ar. two chev. gu. Crest A falcon's leg and
Maur.
St.

St.

Matir

—

wing conjoined ppr. jessed and belled or.
St. Maur. Ar. two chev. gu. a label az. floretty.
St. Maur, or Seyinour(St. Maur, co. Gloucester). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two chev. gu.; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion
ramp, within an orle of eight crosses crosslet az.
St. Maure (quartered by Bamfield, of Poltimore, co. Devon.
Ar. two chevronels gu. a label az.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
St. Michael. Gu. a cross or, fretted az.
Ar. a chev. betw.
St. Michael (Scotland, I6th century).
three cushions sa.

St.

Michael

Snarford

bart. 1611, d.

crowned

a

fess.

betw. three mascles

—

St. Michael, or St. Michell. Gu.acrossar.

Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a bear's head sa. muzzled ar.
St. Michael. Gu. a fess dancett^e erm.
St. Michell (Baron of Eeben, co. Kildare). Gu. a chief

indented erm.

St. Nicolas

(co. Kent).
(another, gu. and or).
Oiner (co. Norfolk).

Erm. a chief quarterly or and gu.

—

;

King John Hugh de St.
who was in the Scotch wars, temp. Edward I., was
summoned to Parliament 1299). Bendy of six ar. and az.
St. Philibert (co. Norfolk, temp. Edward in.). Bendy of
six az. and ar. another, Bendy of six ar. and az. a crescent
In the expedition to Poicton, 15

for

—

points gu.

St. Pierre (Coole, co. Chester; a branch of the St. Piebbes,
Ar. a bend sa. a label of
ofMalpas, temp. Edward III.).

another, Az. a fess
Az. a
St. Omer.
betw. three crescents or, each charged with a pellet: another,
Sa. a fess or; another, Az. sem^e of crosses crosslet or, a

St.

fess of the last.

Monastery

Or, three ducal

(co. Essex).

crowns gu.

Oswald, or Oswestry's Monastery

(co. Salop).

Gu. a cross betw. four lions ramp. or.
St. Oswyn (ancient British King and Martyr arms in St.
Gu. three
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Mary's College, Oxford.
crowns or.
St. Ouen (Jersey). Gu. a chev. betw. three towers triple
towered or.
Gu. three chev. or; another,
St.
(co. Gloucester).
Gu. a cross ar. in the first quarter an inescutcheon or,
charged with three chevs. of the first. Crest An escallop
or, betw. two wings gu.
St. O'Wen (Gemeston, co. Hereford, and co. Salop). Barry
another, Gu. a cross ar.
of six or and gu.
St. Owen. Gu. a cross ar. a bend gu.
Gu. a cross or, in the first quarter
Hereford).
(co.
St.
an inescutcheon of the second, charged with three chev. of
;

Owen

—

;

Owen

tlie first.

—

Cre:it
A lion's paw surSt. Owen. Or, three bars gu.
mounted of a chev. and thereon a mullet sa.
St. Owen. Same Arms. Crest A demi savage holding a

—

club.

Paul

(Ewart Park, co. Northumberland, bart.). Quar2nd, divided into
an eagle displ. sa.
1st, az. three lions ramp, or,
the 2nd, az. a lion ramp, ar., the 3rd, gu. on across ar. nine
3rd, per pale or and sa. a bend engr. counterbillets sa.
5th, as the 2nd
Ctli, as the 1st;
changed; 4th, as the 3rd
on an escutcheon of pretence ar. a lion ramp, double queued
gu. ducally crowned or, for St. Paul. Crests 1st Out of a
coronet an arrow in pale, point downwards, surmounted by
two in saltirc, points upwards, conjoined or, tied in the
centre with a riband az. 2nd Out of a ducal coronet or, a
terly of six, 1st, ar.

;

three compartments, on the

;

;

;

—

;

:

:

plume of five ostrich feathers ar. and fiu. alternately; 3rd
Out of a coronet a demi griilin, wings elevated, ducally gorged
:

—

Supporters
On cither side a lion reguard. ar.
langued gu. each supporting betw. the paws a tilting spear;
from the dexter, a flag ar. with fringe or, charged with an
eagle displ. sa. from the sinister, a flag also ar. with fringe
or, thereon a lion ramp, double queued gu. and duuUly
crowned gold. Motto Esse quam vidcri.
St. Paul (co. Lincoln). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. tall forked.
St. Paul. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned or. Crest— A plume
;

—

of five ostrich feathers alternately ar. and gu. crowned at
the quills with a ducal coronet or.

Gu. three pales

vair, in chief a label of

Dvo points

az.

St.

(co.

Devon).

Same Arms.

Crest

—Out

a label of

Paule

descended

Edward

points az.
(Snarford, co.

Gu. three pales

vair,

on a chief

five

from

III.,

Lincoln,

Thomas de

St.

the Uau. and heir

890

A cross betw.

bart.,

extinct

1614;

Paule, who m. temp.
JouN SNAafooo, cf

of

four lions ramp.

two horns or.
near RiUington,

co. York).

of a ducal coronet gu. a pea-rise

ppr. on the top of a fluted column betw. two horns or.
St. Quintin (Baron St Quintin ; barony passed through
Geey, Fitzhugh, and Parr, to Herbert, Earl of Pembroke :
descended from William St. Quintin, eldest surviving son
of Sir Herbert St. Quintin, feudal Baron of St. Quintin,
temp. Edward II., the fourth in descent from Sir Hebbebt
St. Quintin, one of the companions in arms of William I.,
who obtained a grant of the manor of Skipsey, and other
Hebbebt St. Quintin, grandson of the
lands in co. Notts.
the above Wiluam St. Quintin, was summoned to Parliament 1294, and had two daus. I. Elizabeth, d. s. p. II.,
LoRA, eventually sole heir, m. Robert de Grey, of Botherfield).
Or, three chevronels gu. a chief vair.
St. duintin (Harpham, co. York, bart., extinct 1795; descended from Sir Alexander St. Quintin, Knt., of Harpham,
:

;

temp. Edward III., second son of Sir Herbert St. Quintin,
feudal Baron of St. Quintin, temp. Edward II. Sir William
St. Quintin, Bart., of Harpham, was so created 1642, the fifth
;

p., and was s. in his' estates by his nephew, William Thomas Darby, son of George Darby, Esq., of Newton, CO. Hants, by Maby St. Quintin his wife, dau. of the
fourth bart, who assumed the name of St. Quintin, 1795). Or,
a chev. gu. a chief vair. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu.
a column fluted or, issnant from the top a pea- rise ppr. betw.
two horns gold.
St. Quintin (Gansted, co. York). Gu. a cross vair. Crest
An eagle's head erased vair.
Erm. a fess vair betw. two chev. gu.
St. QrUintin.

bart. d.

s.

—

—

another, Ar. a lion
another, Ar. a lion pass, guard, sa.
ramp, reguard. purp. (another, sa.); another. Or, on a chev.
gu. a martlet ar. a chief vair.
Az. three crescents
St. Savoyre, or St. Saviour.
;

betw. seven (another, nine) crosses crosslet or.
of Aeons' Hospital (London).

Az. a
Thomas
i)att<;e per pale gu. and ar.
Ar. three Cornish
St. Thomas' Priory (Canterbury).
choughs ppr.
St. Valory (Normandy). Gu. two lions pass, guard, in pale

St.

cross

or.

St. Vincent, Viscount. See Jebvis.
St. 'Walley, or St. Wallery (liccklry,
temp. William

I.).

Or,

co.

Oxford,

two lions pass, guard, in pale gu.

Saker, or Sacker

(I'avcrsham, co. Kent; confirmed 1615).
Crest—
Gu. a bend engr. betw. two bulls' heads erased or.
A bull's head erased or, betw. two laurel branches vert.
Salborne, Salbrone, or Salbron. Az. three piles or;
.•mother, Or, three piles az. bczantec.

Salcliffe

(co.

York).

Gu. ahou ramp.

ar.

depressed by two

bars sa.
Sale (Barrow, co. Derby three descents in Visit. 1662. An
Ar. on a bend engr. sa.
heiress of Sale 7)1. Dalbvmple).
Crest— A pheon sa.
three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Sale (cos. Lincoln and York). Ar. on a bend cotiscd sa. three
griffins' heads erased of the Held.
Sale (London). Quarterly, gu. and or, in the dexter chief
;

St. Paul, or St. Pole.
or,

Q,uenton

— A Cornish chough betw.
Quintin (Scampston Hall,

C)'«s<

fess gu. billettee or;

8t. Paul.

diff.

St. Philibert (co. Oxford). Bendy of six ar. and az. Crett
Out of a mural coronet a leopard's head ducally gorged.
St. Philibert. Ar. three bars az.
St. Pier (co. Worcester).
Ar. a bend sa. a label of three

three points gu.

crosslet or (another, ar.).

all or.

;

Philibert,

St.

St.

—

—

videri.

St. Peere. Or, two lions pass. gu.
St. Pere, or St. Pierre (Runsell, co. Essex). Ar. a bend
sa. in chief a label of five points gu.
Crest
A spear erect
or, headed ar. on the point a dolphin embowed ppr.
St. Petro. Or, on a bend az. three cinquefoils or.
St. Phibalus (arms in St. Mary Church, Oxford, Visit.
Oxon, 1574).
Quarterly, gu. and or, four lions ramp.
counterchsnged.
St. Philibert (.BaroTi St. Philibert, extinct temp. Edward
III.
descended from Nicholas de St. Philibert, who was

betw. six crosses

Az. a fess

St.

St.

was created a
Ar. a lion ramp, double queued gu.
An elephant and castle ppr. Motto

p.).

Crest

St. Paule, of Snarford,

;

Sa.

(Scotland).

or.

St. Osith's

s.

or.

quam

Esse

S AI.

Geobge

Sir

;

,

—

;

leopard's face or.

Sales. Sa. four quatrcfoils ar. Ciest~On a ducal coronet
or, a wivem sejant vert.
Salesbiiry. Gu. a cross patonce ar. betw. fonr leopards'
heads erased

or.

Salesham, or Salsham

Ar. on

(cos. Berks and York).
a fess betw. throe escallops gu. as many mullets or.
Or, two chevronels gu. in the dexter quarter a

Salesley.

Salfe. Gu. a cross crm. a border of the second.
Salford (Burton-upot»-Trent). Ar. on a fess engr. betw. three
wolves pass. sa. collared or, as many boars' heads couped
close of the last.
Salford. Ar. a fess engr. betw. three wolves pass. sa.
Salford. Lozengy or and vert a lion ramp. ar.
Sails, De. Paly of six ar. aad gu. on a chief or, a willow
or salix tree eradicated ppr.
(Count of the Germanic or Holy

De

De Salis.
Salisbury, HarcLuess of.
Salisbury. See Salusbdet.

Roman Empire).

diff.

Crest

—A

demi dragon ramp, sans wings

charged with a mullet for

vert,

diff.

Salkeld

aad

(Baslington, co. Nortliumberland,
Ar. fretty gu. a chief of the second.

co. York).

Salkeld

(Garbarrow, Salter, and Holmerock, co. Cumberland; descended from Richard Salkeld, d. 17 Henry VI.,
A.D. 1437, son of John Salkeld, and grandson of Eichard
Salkeld. Visit. Cumberland, 1616). Ar. a fret gu. a chief of
the

last.

Salkeld

(Prad.^ey .-ind Ruskctt, co. Oxford; John Salkeld,
of Pradsey, temp. Edward IV., had a son, Thomas Salkeld,
of Euskett, d. s. p., and a dau. Elizabeth Salkeld, heir to
her brother, »ii. John Williamson, of Tusmore, same co.
Visit.

Oxon, 1574).

Per pale

ar.

and vert three

bulls'

heads

(Barnstaple, co. Devon; Richaud Sausbubt,
Devon, 1620, grandson of John Salisbubie, whose
ancestor was a younger son of Salusboeie, of co. Denbigh).
Gu. a lion ramp, crowned or, betw. three crescents ar.
Two lions ramp, combatant ar. ducally crowned or,
Crest
supporting a crescent gold.
Salisbury (Buckland, co. Devon; Tv^illiam Salisbury,
aged 74, Visit. Devon, 1620, a branch of Sausbcby, of Barnstaple).
Same Arms.
Visit.

—

Salisbury

(Eavenston, co. liicester Thomas Salisbdbt,
aged 24, Visit. Leicester, 1619, son and heir of Ambrose
Salisbcbt, of Eavenston, the great-grandson of John
Sahsbdet, of same place, temp. Henry VI.). Gu. a lion
ramp. ar. betw. three crescents or. Crest On a mount ppr.
a lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw a crescent or.
Salisbury (Newton Burgelaine, co. Leicester; Richard
Sausbdet, aged 34, Visit. Leicester, 1619, son and heir of
William Salisbdbt, who was great-grandson of Eichard
Salisbury, both of same place, the second brother of John
Salisbtjet, of Eavenston, same co., temp. Henry VI.).
Same Arms and Crest, the lion, both in the arms and crest,
charged on the shoulder with a crescent for diff.
Salisbury (Eogeb Salisbobt, temp. Eichard II.). Gu. a
cross patt^e ar. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Salisbury (Manchester, co. Lancaster). Gu. a lion ramp,
betw. three crescents ar. Crest A demi lion ramp, couped
ar. crowned or, holding in the paws a crescent, as- in the
;

—

—

arms.

Northampton).

Gu. a lion ramp. ar.

(Catanger, co. Somerset). Gu. a lion ramp,
double queued ar. ducally crowned or, betw. three crescents
of the last.
Salisbury. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or; another,
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. in the dexter paw a crescent of the
recond; another, Az. crusily fitchee or, a lion ramp. ar.
crowned of the second; another, Az. billettee and a grifBn
segrcantor; another, Sa. a griffin segreant or another. Or,
an eagle displ. vert another, Ar. three fusils in fess gu.
Salisbtiry, or Salisberye. Az. on a saltire ar. five
martlets gu.
Salisbury (Sir Robert Sausbury, knighted, 1593, by Sir
WiLLLAii FiTzWiLUAM, Lcrd Deputy of Ireland).
Gu. a
lion ramp. ;.r. crowned or, betw. three crescents of the
second.
Salisbury, See of. Az. the Holy Virgin and Child, with
a sceptre in her left hand all or.
Sarum. Az. four bars
Salisbury, City of, or
Sapporiers
On either side an eagle displ. with two
or.
heads or, ducally gorged, beaked, and legged az., as entered
in the Visit, of Wilts, 1565, and depicted on an ancient
painting stUl in the possession of the Corporation.
Salisbtiry, City of (co. WUts). Az. a key and sword
in saltire or, on a chief ar. three mascles gu.
Salkeld (Little Salkeld, Corby, and Whitehall, co. Cumberland, and Eoss-giU, co. Westmoreland; of very ancient
standing in the former co. Sir Richard de Salkeld became possessed of Corby by grant from the Crown temp.
Edward III.). Vert fretty ar. The Whitehall branch bore
for diff. a canton gu.
Salkeld (HuU Abbey, co. Northumberiand). Soise Arms, a
;

;

—

891

—

New

gu.

Salkyns

(Canterbury, co. Kent, and London; William
Salkyns, merchant tailor, of London, grandson of Stepbsm
Salkyns, of Canterbury. Visit. London, 1568). Or, two
bars betw. three martlets sa., quartering, Gu. a chev. ar.
betw. three trefoils slipped erm. Crest A lynx sa.
Sail (Shardlow, co. Derby). Or, on a bend engr. sa. three

—

Crest

— A pheon

sa.

Sail, Salle, or Salley

See Cecil.

Salisbury

(co.

Salkeld (Klfehidc Neville). Or, fretty and a chief
Crest
A demi dragon ramp, sans wings \e\t.
Salkwell. Ar. on a chief erm. two pales wavy gu.

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

See

Salisbury
Salisbury

crescent for

cabossed gu.

crescent sa.

Sails,

SAL
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Crest
and sini'ster base quarters a tower of the second.
A demi chevalier brandishing a sword all ppr.
Salemon, or Salomon (Uorley, co. Surrey one of the
daus. and co-heiresses of Sir Rogeb Salemon, Knt., of Horley,
t€inj). Henry III., m. Kalph Sandeks, of Sandere Place, same
Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. charged with a
CO.).

Ar. on :i bend
(co. Lincoln).
cotised sa. three griffins' heads erased of the first.
Sail.
Go. two lions pass, guard, ar. a border engr. of

the

last.

Sail. Or, a fess betw. three lozenges pi. in chief two demi
Uons ramp, of the second.
Salle (quartered by Berry, of Chittlehampton, co. Devon,
and Pyne, of Eskdown, same co. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a
fess betw. two demi lions ramp, in chief and three lozenges
in base gu.

Erm. a fess betw. two demi Uons in
(CO. Devon).
and three mascles in base go. Crest A demi lion gu.
Motto Timere spemo.
Salle (Cashel, co. Tipperary Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. in
chief a portcullis and in base the attires of a stag with a
Crest
A stag's head
piece of the scalp attached both or.

Salle

—

chief

—

;

—

cabossed gu. attired or. Afoifo— Valore et virtute.
Az. five fusils in fess or.
(co. York).
Salley
Salley (co. Rutland). Barry of four ar. and gu. a chief of

Abbey

the second.

Salley

(co. Worcester).
ducal coronet or.

Gu. a single arch ensigncd with a

—

Gu. a saltire engr. or. C^-est A Saracen's
head ppr. banded about the temples or.
Salmers (co. Lincoln). Ar. three cinquefoils betw. nLno

Sallowaye.

crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

Salmon.

Ermines three salmons haurient ppr. in chief a
A lion pass, or, collared and chained
Crest

—

cross patt^e or.

supporting an escutcheon az. thereon a cross patt^o gold.
Salmon (Wildheath, co. Chester, and Hackney, co. MiddleCrest— ^n
Sa. three salmons haurient or.
sex; 1621).
armed arm sa. purfled or, issuing out of a cloud ppr. and
sa.

holding in the hand a falchion gold.
(France). Or, on a fess az. a spur-rowel ar. in
base a lion naissant gu. armed and langued sa. Cnst ^A
lion naissant, as in the arms.
(Odiham, co. Hants). Sa. a boar's
Salmon, or
head couped in fess betw. two pheons ar.
Salmon (West Barsham, co. Norfolk; confirmed by Cooke,
Clarenceux, 1591, to Paul Salmon). Or, three escutcheons

Salmon

—

Samon

each charged with a Hon ramp. ar. Crest— A. lion pass,
holding in the dexter paw a Trojan shield az.
Salmon (Penllyne Court, co. Glamorgan). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, sa. three salmons haurient or 2nd and 3rd, ar.
An arm in
Crest
a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-hs gu.
armour issuing out of a cloud ppr. the hand grasping a
az.
or,

;

—

—Dum

spiro spcro.
Motto
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Olveston, eo. Gloucester).
Salmon ; 2nd and 3rd, or,
for
or,
sa. three salmons haurient

scymitar also ppr.

Salmon

a lion ramp, gu., for Pomeroy.
(Finingley, co. Nottingham). Sa. three salmon.*haurient ar.
Salmon (co. Nottingham). Sa. two salmons addorsod ar.
Salmon (co. York). Gu. three salmons haurient ar.
Salmond (Waterfoot, Penrith, co. Cumberland). Sa. thrcs
salmons haurient or. Crest k naked arm sa. holding a
Optima sapientia probitas.
spear or. Motto
Salomons (Broom Hill, Tunbridge, co. Kent, bart.). Per
chev. gu. and sa. a chev. vair betw. in chief two lions
ramp, double queued or, each holding betw. the paws a
plate charged with an erm. spot, and in base a cinqueA mount veit, thereon issuant out
foil erminois.
Crest

Salmon

—

—

—

—

of six park pales or, a dpmi lion double queued p;n. holding
betw. the paws a bezant charged with an erui. spot.
Motto— Deo adjuvante.
Salt (London). Az. a chev. rompu betw. three mullets or.

Crest—On a chapeau az. turned up erm. a demi
expanded ar. in the mouth a horseshoe sa.

ostrich,

^vings

(Yoxall, CO. Stafford).

—

Or, a chev.

rompu betw.

three

muUets sa. Crest An eagle displ. sa.
Salt. Ar. a chev. rompu betw. three muUets sa. Crf?
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a demi ostrich, wings
displ. or, holding in the beak a horseshoe sa.
Salt (granted to Henry Salt, H.M. Consul-General in Egypt,
2 May, 1816). Per chev. rompu sa. and or, in chief three
mullets of the first and in base an ibis ppr. on a chief ar. a

mount vert, thereon a lion couchant pfr. looking towards
a double cross gu. planted on a rock on the sinister also

—

A pedestal ar. thereon a figure representing a
Crest
iphinx of red porphyry with human arms extended, in the
dexter hand a pyramid or.
Salt (Saltaire and Crow's Nest, both co. York, hart.). Ar. a
chev. indented betw. two mullets in chief and a demi ostrich
Crest
displ. holding in the beak a horseshoe in base or.
Upon a rock an alpaca statant ppr. Motto Quid non Deo
ppr.

—

—

juvantc.

Thomas Salt,
Ar. a chev. rompu betw. three muUets in
^Three annulets
chief and a lion ramp, in base sa. Cre.H
interlaced sa. thereon a dove holding in the beak an olive
oranch ppr. and charged on the neck with a chev. also sa.
Saltash, To'Wn of (co. Cornwall). Az. the base water
ppr. in pale an escutcheon or, thereon a lion ramp. gu.
within a border sa. bezantee, ensigned with a prince's
coronet of the third, on either side of the escutcheon an
ostrich feather ar.
Saltashe, Borougrh of (co. Cornwall. 'Visit. Cornwall,
1620). Two seals: one represents a three-masted ship riding
at anchor; the second, a shield charged with a lion ramp,
and a border bezantee, the point of the shield rests on waves,

Salt (Weeping

Cross, co. Stafford; granted to

2 April, 1849).

over

a prince's coronet, and on each side an ostrich

is

it

—

feather.

Saltby (co.

his
Lincoln; Petee Saltbt, temp. Henry I'V.
dau. and heir, Agnes Saltbt, m. Thomas Flower, ancestor of
Flower, of Whitwell, co. Rutland. 'Visit. Butland, 1619).
Erm. on a bend sa. three quatrefoils ar.
Salter (Uich-Kings, CO. Buckingham, Daventry, co.
Northampton, and Battisford, co. Suffolk). Gu. ten billets or,
four, three, two, and one, a border engr. ar. charged with
Crest
A cock's
fifteen hurts and torteaux alternately.
head coiiped gu. combed and wattled or, charged on the
neck with four billets gold.
Salter (co. Devon). Ar. a cross flory betw. four mullets
;

—

(Treludick, co. Cornwall).
orle of mullets ar.
(co.

billets

Essex

or, four,

;

Az. a lion ramp. betw. an

Lord Mayor of London, 1740). Gu. ten
and one, within a border engr.

three, two,

az. bezantee.

Salter

Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three
(co. Norfolk).
mullets of six points pierced sa.
Salter. Gu. ten billets or, four, three, two, and one, a border engr. ar. charged with eight hurts. Crest An eagle's
head coupcd gu. billettee or.
Salter. Ar. a chev. debruised sa. betw. three mullets pierced
of the last.

—

Salter

(Salter's Hall,

Baiters,
panics

Newport,

Company

of,

co. Salop).

Ar. three pheons

Sec LoNBo.v, Principal Com-

of.

—

Salthouse. Vert on a chief ar. an
A ilcxter hand holding a book open

eaale displ. sa.
Crest
ppr.
Saltire (Oswaldstrcy, co. Salop). Gu. ten billets or, four,
three, two, and one, a border invccked az. bezantee.
Crest
A cook's head az. combed and wattled gu. charged on the
neck with (our billets or, one, two, and one.
Saltman, or Salmon. Ar. an eagle with two heads
displ. sa. charged on the breast with a leopard's face or.

—

Saltmarsh

^co. Leicester).

covered cups of the

Gu. crusily botonnec

ar. three

last.

Saltmarsh, or Salsomarisco
Upton, CO. Warwick;.
the

Saltonstall, or Saltonston (Lord Mayor

of

London

York). Or(another, ar.)abend tetw. two eagles
Out of a ducal coronet or, a pelican's head
az. vulning its breast gu.
Saltoun, Baron. See Erases.
Saltren (Treludick, co. Cornwall). Gu. a lion ramp. betw.
seven mullets ar. three, two, and two.
Crest A lion
1597,

and

CO.

displ. sa.

Crest

—

—

ramp.

Saltren

(Petticombe, co. Cornwall; a younger branch of
Saltren, Tredulick, same co., settled at Petticombe, temp.
Charles I.; John Saltren, Esq., of Petticombe, vi. 1760,
Sibella, dau. of George Strange, Esq., of Bideford, and
left an only surviving dau. and heiress. Mart Anne Sal-

William Saltren, his brother, having
inherited the estate of Willet, assumed their surname).
Az. a lion ramp, within an orle of mullets ar.
Crest

tren, of Petticombe

;

—

lion's

head erased

Abbey

Saltry

ar.

(co.

Ar. two bars ga. fretty

Huntingdon).

or.

Salt'Way. Sa. a saltire engr.
Saluce. Ar. achiefaz.

or.

Salusbury

Devon;

(Barnstaple, co.

five descents of this
family are described in the Visit, of 1620).
Gu. a lioa
crescents
betw.
three
ar.
ramp, or,
Salusbury (Lleweny, co. Denbigh, bart., extinct 1684;
descended from Adam de Salusbury, younger son of the
Duke of Bavaria, who came into Wales, and was appointed
Captain of the Garrison of Denbigh; his great-grandson,
John Salcshurt, seated at Lleweny, d. 7 March, 1289; from
him descended various branches seated at Euloe, Denbigh,
Erbistock, Llanwern, Leadbroke, Llanrhaiadr Hall, E\lg
Bachymbyd, Saethmarchog, Maeskadern, Llanrwst, and

Horton;

Sir

Thomas Salusbort was knighted by Henry

VII. after the battle of Blackheath Sir John Salusbury,
Knt., of Lleweny, his great-great-grandson, M.P. co. Denbigh, 43 Queen Elizabeth, d. 1613, leaving a son and heir.
Sir Henrt Salusburt, Bart., of Lleweny, so created 1619;
the third bart. d. s. p., leaving his sister his heir, Hester
;

Salusburt, who m. Sir Robert Cotton, Bart., of ComberGu. a
mere, now represented by Viscount Combermere).
lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, betw. three crescents of
Creat
A demi lion ramp, couped ar. ducally
the last.
crowned or, holding in the dexter paw a crescent gold.
Motto In veritate triumpho.
Salusbury (Euloe, co. Flint descended from Robert
Salusburt, D.C.L., second son of Sir John Salusburt,
Knt., of Lleweny). Same Arms.
Salusbury (co. Denbigh Thomas Salusburt, of Denbigh,
third son of Sir John Salusbury, Knt., of Lleweny, left a
dau. and heiress, Jane, m. Henry Williams, Esq., of Coch-

—

—

;

;

willun).

Same Arms.

Salusbury

pierced sa.

Salter
Salter

:

SAL
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SAL

Salt

A

(Stonby, co. Lincoln, and
Ar. crasily gu. three cinqucfoils of

last.

(Bachegraig, co. Denbigh;
descended from
sixth son of Sir John Salusbury. Knt., of
Hester Lynch, dau. and heiress of Thomas
Lleweny.
Salusbury, Esq., of Bachegraig, m. first, Henry Thbai.b,
Esq., secondly, Signer Piozzi. This lady, the friend and correspondent of Dr. Johnson, devised Bachegraig to John Piozzi.
See Salusbury, of Brynbella). Same Artiis.

Roger Salusbury,

Salusbury

(Llanwern, co. Monmouth, bart., extinct 1868;
descended from Norfolk Salusbury, Esq., of Plas-y-Ward,
CO. Denbigh, second son of Thomas Salusbury, Esq., of
Same Arms. Motto Satis est prostrassc
Bachegraig).

—

leoni.

descended from Gbobge
Salusbury
Salusbury, seventh son of Sir John SALnsnuRT, Knt., of
Lleweny). Same Ariiis.
Salusbury (Leadbroke, co. Flint; descended from Thomas
Salusbury, Esq., of Leadbroke, third son of Sir Thomas
Salusburt, Knt., of Lleweny, upon whom the honour of
knighthood was conferred 22 June, 1497, at the Bridge foof,
(Erbistock, co. Flint

upon the King's return,

;

after the battle of

descended
(Llanrhaiadr Hall, co. Denbigh
from Henry Salusbury, Esq., of Llanrhaiadr Hall, third
son of Thomas Salusburt, Esq.. of Lleweny, 12 Edward IV.
;

Catherine, dau. and it is presumed heiress, of Henry
Salusbury, Esq., by her marriage with John Lloyd, Esq.,
of Bodidris, co. Flint, and Denbigh, convoyed Llanrhaiadr to
their descendants, the Lloyds, Barts., of Vale, co. Denbigh).
Same Arms.
Salusbury (Rflg, co. Merioneth descended from WiLtiAn
Salusbury, Esq., of Rflg, co. Merioneth, and Bachymbyd,
CO. Denbigh, Colonel in the service of Charles I., Governor
of the Castle of Denbigh in 1640, brother and heir of Sir
Thomas Salusbury, Knt., of Rftg and Bachymbyd, and
grandson (by Margaret, dau. and heiress of Ievan ap
HowEL, Lord of Kflg-yn-Edcirnion, co. Merioneth, living I'i
;

Saltmarsh.

Gu. on a bend

ar.

betw. two cotiscs

or, three

escallops sa.

Saltmarshe

(Saltmamhe, co. ITork an ancient family of
that CO.).
Ar. semee ofcro.ssej erosslct three cinqucfoils gu.
pierced of the firtt. Crett A rudder or. MolCo—AA astra
;

—

Tlrlui.
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Blackheath).

Same Arms.

Salusbury

A

A
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from Owen Beogtnttn, Lord of
Henry
Edeirnion, Dinmael, and Abertanat) of Pvebs Saldsbcbt,
Esq., of Bacliymbyd, sa!i and heir of JonN Salusbcbt, Esq.,
of Bachymbyd, fourth son of Thomas Saluseuet, Esq., of
Lleweny, living 12 Edward IV.). Same Arms.
Salisbury (Bachymbyd, co. Denbigh descended from
Charles Salusboet, Esq., second son of William Salusbcrt,
the heiress, Jasi; Salusbcbt,
Esq., of Rtlg and Bachymbyd
m. Sir Waltee Bagot, Knt., of Blithfield and Bagot's
Bromley, co. Stafford, ancestor, by her, of Lord Bagot).
Same Arms.
Salusbury (Saethmarchog, co. Merioneth descended from
Robert Salosbcet, Esq., of Saethmarchog, son and heir
(by Maboaret, dau. and heir of John ap Rees, of Saethmarchog, descended from Rees ap Ievan, Baronof Kymmer,
Crogen, and Branas, in Edeirnion, co. Merioneth, ancestor
of the HcGEEs's of Gwerclas and Kymmer-yn-Edeirnion) of
Thomas Salcsbcey, Esq., of Pontygo, third son of John
SALCSBtiBT, Esq., of Bachymbyd). Same Arms.
Salusbury (Maskadern, co. Denbigh descended from
f ouLKE Salusbury, Esq., of Maskadern, fourth son of John
Salusbury, Esq., of Bachymbyd). Same Anns.
Salusbury (Llanrwst, co. Carnarvon; descended from
Robert Salusbury, Esq., of Llanrwst, fifth son of Thomas
Salusbubt, Esq., of Lleweny, living 12 Edward IV.). Same
Arms.
Salusbtiry (Horton descended from Roger Salusbubt,
Esq., of Horton, third son of Hesbt Salcsbcby, Esq., of
Lleweny, living 3 Henry V.). Same Anns.
derived

VIII.,

;

;

;

;

;

Salusbury

(Piozzi-Salusbuby, Brynbella, co. Flint; Hester
heir of John Salusbubt, Esq., of Bachegraig, co. Denbigh, bequeathed her
estate to John Piozzi, son of Gbambattista Fiozzi, a
merchant, of Briscia, in Lombardy, who, in compliance
with her injunction, assumed, by royal licence, 1813, the

Lynch Salusbury, only dau. and

surname of Salcsbuby, was High Sheriff co.
when he received the honour of knighthood,
on the occasion of his presenting an address to the Prince
Regent). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, betw.
three crescents of the last, a canton erm.
Crest
A demi
lion ramp, couped ar. collared gu. ducally crowned or,

additional

Flint, 1816,

—

holding in the dexter

paw a

Motto

crescent gold.

—Sat est

pro'trasse leoni.

Salvador

Vert a

(London).

lion

ramp. betw. three

fleurs-

de-lis or.

Salveir.

Salvln

a

Sa.

saltire engr. or.

(Croxdale, co.

established in

Durham

England

;

;

—
—

;

Motto.
the original

Kanke,

Stafford,

name

Worcester, and Salop

;

the Sewtns,

now

of this family, were settled at Cannoc,

Saxon times;

Conquest they
spread into other counties, but their principal seat was at
co. Stafford, in

after the

Richard's Castle, co. Salop; Geoffeby de Saleway held
lands inNorton-under-Cannoc, iem/i. Henry III. his descen;

John Salwey, d. 8 Henry V., m. Isold, dau. of John
Washborne, of Stanford, co. Worcester, and heir of her
mother, the dau. and heir of Sir John Mi'sabd, Knt. his
descendant, John Salwey, Esq., of Richard's Castle, 711.
dant,

;

Jane, dau. and heir of William Griffith, Esq., of Ludlow
his son and heir, the Rev. John Salwey, M.A., rn. 1708, the
da.'i. and co-heir of Dr. Acgusti.se Cjesab, and was ancestor
of Salwey, of Moor Park. co. Salop).
Sa. a sultire engr. or,
quartering Washborne, Musabd, Tbomwin, Porter, Seable,
Gbiffith, Ditton, C.ssab, Bakeb, Pebyen, Rttueb, BidDUlph, Gbeenaway, Rogebs, and Eckingham.
Crest
demi Moor sa. wreathed about the temples ar. and gu. a
belt from the sinister shoulder to the dexter hip az. MoUo
I'iat voluntas Dei.
Salwey (The Lodge, co. Salop; descended from a younger
son of the Rev. John Salwey, Rector of Richard's Castle, and
;

—

—
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Same Arms, Crat, an J

his wife, the co-heir of Dr. Cxsau).

Motto.

Salwey (Moor Park,

co. Salop:

COS. Stafford, Worcester,

and

representative of Salwey, of

SutneArmt,

Salop).

Crest,

and

Motto.

Salwey, or Salway

Hereford and Worcester).

(cos.

Or,
a saltire engr. sa.
Salwey. Ar. on a fess gu. betw. e!x martlets of the second
three trefoils of the first
another, Ar. a bend engr. gu. on
a chief sa. two mullets or, pierced of the second another,
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. langued and crowned or.
Saly vill, or Salivell. Ar. on a chief or, two pales wavy
;

;

en.

Sambach.

(Broadway,

presumed

Gloucester,

Same

bach).

to

Worcester, and Snowhill, co.
be a cadet of Sandbacu, of Sand-

co.

Sandbach.

Arids, &c., as

Sambadgre, Samboche, or Sandboche
and Kent; granted 20 May,
garbs

Crest

or.

Sambesbury

1579).

Az. a

Chester
betw. three

(cos.

fess

—A

reindeer's head erminois, attired or.
(co. Lancaster).
Ar. a chev. betw. three

crosses crosslet fitchce sa.

Samborne

(Sonning, co. Oxford, and Southcote, co. Berks;

Thomas Samborne, of Sonning, Visit. Oxon, 1574, son of
Henry Sambobne, of Southcote, grandson of Dbew Samborne,
of same place, who was son of William Sambobne, and grandson of William Sambobne, both of same place). Ar. a chev.
betw. three mullets sa. pierced or, quartering Dbew and
LUSHILL.

Samborne

Thomas Samborne,
Babnaby Sambobne, Knt., of Timsbury,
grandson of John Sambobne, and great-grandson
(Timsbury, co. Somerset

b.

;

1601, son of Sir

d.

1610,

of

John Sambobne, both of Timsbury. Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu. pierced or. Crest—
mullet pierced or.

Samborne

(Montesford, co. Berks, cos. Hants and SomerAr. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu.
CresC
dexter hand holding a sheaf of arrows ppr.
Samborne. Sa. (another, az.) a lion ramp. or.
Sambrooke (Bushill, co. Middlesex, bart., extinct 1754;
Samuel Vanakeb Sambbooke, Esq., son of Sir Jeremy SamBEooKE, Knt., of Bushill, by Judith, his wife, sister of Sir

—

set).

Nicholas Vanakeb,

first bart. of London, s. under a special
limitation as third bart., the fifth bart. d. s.p.). Quarterly,

1st and 4th, az. three salmon naiant in pale ar., for Sambbooke; 2nd and 3rd, or, on a bend gu. three cinquefoils

Vanaker.

ar., for

this old Korman family,
at the Conquest, acquired the name

of Salvin from its patriarch, Ralph, called Le Silvan, from
his abode, Woodhouse, in the county of Xotts.
Ralph Le
Silvan flourished temp. Henry II. Gebaed Salvin m. temp.
Henry VI., Agnes, Ladyof Croxdale, only dau. and heiress of
Joanna de Whalton, also Lady of Croxdale, by her husband,
William de Rissaby, and thus acquired the lands of Croxdale).
Ar. on a chief sa. two mullets or, quartering
Bebtram, Ross, of Warke, Ross, Espec, Trusbut, Haecocbt,
Bbuce, Lancaster, Walton, Thornton, Radclyffe, CulCHETH, Plessington, Debwentwateb, Cabtington, Claiton,
Tindale, Devilston, and Menvtll.
Crest
A dragon vert,
wings elevated and endorsed ppr. Motto Je ne change
qu'cn mourant.
Salvin (Sunderland Bridge, co. Durham descended from
Anthony Salvin, younger son of Gebabd Salvin, Esq.,
of Croxdale, who d. in 1663).
Same Arms, Crest, and

Salwey (cos.

;

Sambrooke.

Sa. a fess erm. in chief two boars' heads
couped or; another, Az. three salmons in pale ar. (another,
ppr.); another, Az. three salmons in pale per pale or and
ar.

Samby

or

,

Ar. fretty

Sandpy (co. Lincoln).

az.).

Crest

Az. fretty ar. (another,

— A winged heart or.

Samell, or Samnell.

Per pale wavy or and gu. sis
martlets counterchanged.
Essex). Or, a Uon ramp. sa. vulned on the breast
KU.
(Sir John Sames, knighted 1599, by Robert, Earl of
£ssix, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland). Or, a hon ramp. sa.
vulned on the breast gu.
Samford (Bicknoler, co. Somerset; descended from co.

Sames (00.
Sames

Devon; ChbistophebSamfobd,

of Bicknoler, Visit. Somerset,
son of Baetholohew Samfoed, who was third son of
Esq., of Halberton, co. Devon). Ar.
a chev. betw. three mullets sa.
Samford (Collumpton, Halberton, and Exeter, co. Devon
Hugh Samfoed, of Exeter, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of
Chbistopheb Samfobd, of Halberton, and grandson of John
Samfoed, of Collumpton). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets
1623,

Cheistophee Samfoed,

sa.

Samford.

Ar. two bars wavy az.; another, Az. three bars
wavyar. another. Or, three bars wavy az.; another, Ar.
two bars az. on a canton or, a fess gu. in chief three
;

lozenges of the

last.

Samkin, or Sampkin
a

fess

Samler.

armour embowed

or.

Ci-est

— An

Crest

—A

Ar.

arm

in

ppr. holding a battle axe or.

Or, a griffin scgreant sans wings sa.

from the mouth
gorged

Essex and Hertford).

roses (another, cinquefoils) sa.

Gu. two bars dancettee

Samler.
vert.

(cos.

wavy gu. betw. three

issuing
and ears ppr. on a chief ar. three quatrcfoils
imicom's head erased ar. horned and ducally
fire

or.

Sammes, or Sams

(Little Totham and Toulson, co.
Uon ramp. sa. embrued on the breast gu.
Crest
A man's head in a helmet ppr. garnished or, on the
top a plume of feathers sa.
Sammes. Gu. two salmons haurient ar. finned or. Crtsl—
A hon ramp. ar. collared and chained or.

Essex).

—

Or, a

;

8

AH

Samon (co. Nottingham).

Ar. a bend az. betw. a mullet
pierced gu. In chief and an annulet in base of the last.

Samon (Annesley

Notts Anthony Samon,
of that place, Visit. Notts, 1569, great-grandson of John
Samon, of same place, who was grandson of Johk Samon, of
the town of Nottingham, a benefactor to the building of St.
Sa. three salmon haurient ar.,
Mary's Church there).
quartering, Ar. a bend az. betw. a mullet in chief and an
annulet in base gu., and Ar. on a bend engr. sa. three
mullets of the field. Crest Out of a coronet gu. a pelican's
head or, beaked and vulned also gu.
Samore. Az. semee of crosses crosslet or, three bells of

Woodhouse,

co.

;

—

the

last.

Samore.

Az. on a chief

crescents) of the last.
(Portugal).

Sampayo
gu.,

or,

a crescent (another, three

Quarterly,

az.

1st,

a cross potent
an eagle displ.

and 4th, or,
2nd and 3rd, chequy or and az. on a border gu. eight

Toided or

Boman

;

2nd, quarterly, 1st

the

S's of

first;

3rd, or, six crescents reversed az.

two, two, and two 4th, az. five fleurs-de-lis in saltire or.
A demi unicorn ar. armed or, maned ppr.
Creit
co. Devon
settled there for more than
;

—

Sampson (Colyton,

;

two centuries, and presumed to have come originally from co.
Sampson interSomerset, where the family still hold lands
married some generations since with the heiress of Bbaddicb). Or, a cross moline az.
Sampson (Bynfield, co. Berks). Sa. a cross patonce or,
;

betw. four escallops ar.
Kent). Ar. a tower triple-towered sa.
Suffolk).
Ar. a cross patonce gu. betw. four
Crest A demi lion az. holding in the dexter
escallops sa.
paw a sword erect ar. hilt and pommel or.
(co. Suffolk).
Gu. a cross chequy ar. and sa.
(co. York).
Sa. a cross flory or.
(Kersey, co. Suffolk). Sa. a cross patonce or,
betw. four escallops ar. Crest A boar's head erased gu.
armed and gorged with a collar gold, charged with three

Sampson (co.
Sampson (co.

—

Sampson
Sampson
Sampson

—

escallops sa.

(Henbury, co. Gloucester; derived from John
Sampson, temp. Elizabeth). Per bend or and gu. a cross
flory betw. two escallops in bend dexter -and as many billets
A fret or,
in bend sinister all counterchanged.
Crest
thereon a wivem's head erased gu. collared and semee of

—

AfoHo— Pejus

letho flagitium.

Sampson.

Gu. a cross chequy (another, componee) or and
sa. another, Gu. a cross ar. billettee sa. another. Or, a cross
moline (another, patt^e) sa. another. Ar. two leopards pass,
another. Per fess az. and or another, Ar.
ea. (another, gu.)
a pillar embattled sa. ; another. Or, a cross patonce sa.;
another. Or, a windmill sa. standing on a mount vert
another, Ar. a cross flory gu. betw. four escallops sa.
another, Sa. a cross moline quarterly pierced or; another,
Az. a tower ar. another, Gu. on a saltire ar. a lion ramp, of
the field, on a chief or, three mullets sa.
Sampton, or Samton. Or, a chief az.
Sams (Langford, co. Essex). Gu. two salmon in pale ar.
;

;

;

;

;

;

finned or.

squirrels sejant and addorsed gu. betw. two crosses formee
Crest On the stump of a tree couped ppr.
sprouting on each side vert a squirrel sejant gu. cracking a
nut or, stalked and leaved also ppr. charged on the shoulder
with a cross formee fitchee gold.
Motto Licet ex mult»

—

fitchee in pale sa.

—

parvum.

Samwayes

(Brodway, co. Devon).
Sa. on a fess betw.
three crosses pattee (another, patonce ; another flory) or, as
many martlets of the field. Crest Alien's gamb erect and
erased or, holding a mullet gu.
Samwayes (Chilhampton, co. Wilts). Sa. on a fess betw.

—

many

three crosses flory or, as
Crest as the last.

martlets of the

field.

Same

Samways (Toller Fratrum and Winterborne St. Martin, co.
Devon). Sa. on a fess betw. three crosses flory or, as many
martlets of the field, quartering, Ar. on a chev. betvv. three
mullets gu. as many lions' heads erased of the field, for
Masset. Crest An eagle's claw erect and erased or, holding
a mullet gu.
(co. Cornwall).
Ar. two squirrels sejant addorsed
gu. within a bordure sa. Crest A ducal coronet or, thereon
a squirrel sejant gu. cracking a nut gold, stalked and leaved

—

Samwell

—

ppr.

Sam'well (Upton,

co. Northampton, bart., extinct 1789; descended from Richard Samwell, Esq., of Cotsford, co. Oxford,
teiny. Henry Vll., a branch of Samwell, co. Cornwall ; Sir
Thomas Samwell, Bart., of Upton, fifth in descent from the
above, was so created 1675; thefourthbart. rf. «.yi., when the
estates devolved on his nephew, Thomas Samwell Watsok,

sonof Thomas Atherton Watson, Esq., of Bedlington, co.
Northumberland, by Kateerine Samwell, his wife, dau. of
the second bart., who then assumed the surname of Samwell).
Crest
On a ducal
Ar. two squirrels sejant addorsed gu.
coronet or, a squirrel sejant cracking a nut all ppr.
Sancliet (quartered by Blount arms in Sarsdon House, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Or, a castle az.
Sanckie (Ralph Sanckie, Sheriff of Dublin, d. II March,
1619 Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend sa. three
lucies of the first, a crescent for diff.
Sanckie (Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1607, John
Sanckie, buried in St. John's Church). Per pale ar. ands.i.
three martlets in pale counterchanged, in the dexter chief a

—

;

;

Sampson

billets gold.

SAN
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Crest

— A leopard

salient sa. spotted or, ducally

gorged, ringed, and lined gold.
Or, two lions pass, guard, gu.
Samtell. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three nails sa.
Samuel (granted to Denis Samtjel, of London, formerly of
Bio de Janeiro, descended from an ancient Jewish race,
many of whom were Chief Rabbi, and to the descendants of
his grandfather, Moses Samuel, and his grandfather's
brother, David Samdxl). Gu. on a cross betw. in the first
and fourth quarters a lion ramp, and in the second and
third an eagle displ. ar. a rose of the field.
Crest— kn eagle
displ. ar. above the head a crown gold. Motto
Habent sua
sidera rcges. See De Vaul-Samcel.
Samuell, alias Sam.well (Doncaster, co. York; confirmed
Erm. two squirrels sejant and addorscd gu.
1 James I.).
Crest A wolf courant sa. wounded in the breast with an
arrow or, feathered ar.
Samuell (Rostormel and Shevyock, co. Cornwall; John
Samdell, of Rostormel, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of William
Samuell, of Shevyock). Ar. two squirrels sejant addorsed gu.
a border sa.
Samuels (Dublin; confirmed to Aethur Samuels, Esq.,
M.A., Trin. Coll. Dublin, to John Hasleb Samuels, Esq.,
A.B., Trin. Coll. Dublin, Eegistrars of the Diocese of
Dublin, Glcndelagh, and Kildarc, and to Wii.mam Erede»ic« Samuels, Esq., Staff Surgeon, Army Medical Department, the three sons of the late John Samuels, Esq., of Scafleld House, Kingstown, co. Dublin, also Registrar of the said
Diocese, by Edcinda Hasleb, his wife, and grandsons of
WiujAM Samuels, Esq., ofButtevant, co. Cork, and to the
Other descendants of the Mid
Samoku). Ar. two

Samson.

—

—

Wuxum

894

;

cinquefoil pierced gu.

Sanckie. See Banket.
Sanckwell, or Sankwell.
counterchanged.
Sancky (City of Dublin

Ter chev. gu. and erm. two

chevs.-

;

Ralph Sanckt,

Sheriff of Dublin,

had two daus. his co-heirs I. Margaret, to. Stlltabd
II. Alice, to. Peter Talbot, Esq., of Rathdown; Rev. Hamlet Sanckt, brother of the Sheriff, was Rector of St.
1590,

:

;

Per pale
Andrew's, Dublin. Visit. City of Dublin, 1607).
and sa. three martlets in pale counterchanged. in the
cinquefoil
pierced
gu.
dexter chief point a
Sandacre. Ar. a lion ramp. purp. a bend or (another, the
ar.

bend vert fretty

or).

Sandall.

Ar. fretty sa. in each interstice a cross crosslet.
Sandbach (Sandbach, co. Chester, a.d. 1330). Az. a fcf.<»
Nash, in his
(sometimes a bend) betw. three garbs or.
history of the co. Worcester, describes the arms of Sandbach
as, Az. a fess gu. betw. three garbs or, and Worley, in his
"True use of Armory," cites Sandbach as an example of

Crest— A. reindeer's head couped
colour upon colour.
ermines, attired or.
Sandbach (Ilafondunos, co. Denbigh, and Voodlands, co.
Lancaster; confirmed to Samuel Sandbach, Esq., of Woodlands and Whitfield, co. Lancaster, one of the most eminent
merchants of Liverpool, High Sheriff of co. Denbigh, 1838).
Az. on a fess betw. three garbs or, a wreath of oak vert
within two estoiles gu. Crest A reindeer's head erased per
fess ar. and or, attired gold, gorged with a wreath of oak,
and in the rnouth an ear of wheat vert. AfoUo— Virtuiis

—

gloria raerccs.

Sandby.

Ar. a fret az.

Crest— K

griffin's

head erased

ar.

collared az. thereon a fret gold.

Sandby, or Samby. Same

Arms.

Crest— An auidopc

pass. or.

Sandby.

Same Arms, a border

Sandcroft. Ar. on a chev.
as many doves of the first.

engr. or.
betw. three crosses formee gu.

Sandde Hardd

(Lord of Morton; obtained from the
Princes of Powys, for his valour in numerous conflicts with
the Saxons, extensive grants of lands in Powys, inclnding
the Lordship of Morton (the modern township of Burton), in
Descendants: I.
the parish of Grcsford, co. Denbigh.
II. Ievan ap Iorwerth, of
Powells, of Horsley, barts.
Llanwyllyn, co. Merioneth; III. Lleweltn ap Yntb, of Yale).
Vert three broomslips or, over all a lion nuup. of the lost.
;

;;

SAN
Sandelby.

many

crosses crosslet or.
Per pale or

Sandell.

and gn. on a chev. ar. betw. three
crescents counterchanged of the second and first, as many
Crest
A flag issuant ar. charged with a
cinquefoils az.

—

cross sa.

Sandeman

Winter, Esq., of Agher, co. Meath, by Lucy, his wife, dau.
of James Sanderson, Esq., of Clover Hill, on his assuming
by royal licence, 1873, the surname and arms of Sandersok
in lieu of Winter, in compliance with a proviso in the settlement on his marriage with Anne, dau. of John Abmitagb
Nicholson, Esq., of Balrath, co. Meath). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. three bends az. the centre one charged with a
crescent betw. two estoiles or, lor Sanderson 2nd and 3rd,
chequy or and az. on a fess ar. a crescent gu., for Winter.
Crests
1st: On a mount vert an estoile or, for Sandebson;
2nd A martlet or, charged with a crescent gu., for 'tV inter.

Ar. the emblem of
Truth, a naked woman standing on a terrestrial globe, issiiing
from the base, holding in the dexter hand an open book,
and in her sinister, which is elevated above her head, a palm
branch, upon her breast the sun in his splendour ppr. a veil
across her middle of the field, all within a bordure az. charged
Ci-est—A rock ppr.
Motto Stat
with six mullets or.

Sanderson.

Veritas.

Sanderson

(Perth,

Scotland, 1780).

—

Sandeman

(Glasgow, 1872). As the last, except the bordure, which is engr. quarterly az. and gu. the former
charged with three mullets or, the latter with as many
mullets ar. Same Crest and Motto.
Sander. Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed

;

—

:

Motto

—Toujours propice.

a bend cotised betw. three

ramp.

lions

sa.

Sanders, or Saunders

(Dinton, co. Buckingham Brixworth, Cottesbrook, East Haddon, Harrington, Stresham,
and Welford, co. Northampton). Per chev. ar. and sa.
three elephants' heads erased counterchanged. Crest An
Another Crest An elephant's
elephant's head erased sa.
;

—

—

head erased per chev. sa. and ar. armed or. Another Crest
An elephant's head erased sa. eared and armed ar.
Sanders (Sandersted, Sanders' Place, and Charlwood, co.

—

Surrey; a very ancient family in that county, the parent
stock of Sanders, of Liillington, Caldwell, and Little Ireton.
Watkin be
Tenby, co. Pembroke.
CO. Derby, and
Sandebsted, temp. Edward the Confessor, gave the advowson
of Sandersted to Hyde Abbey, by Winchester, for the souls
of his ancestors he was succeeded by his brother, Stephen
Sandebs, who held Sandersted, according to Domesday Book,
before the arrival of William I. from Normandy. William
Sandebs, of Charlwood, temp. Henry VI., m. Joan, dau.
and co-heir of Thomas Carew, of Beddington, co. Surrey
his great-grandson; Sir Thomas Sandebs, Knt., of Charlwood, had a confirmation of his arms and crest, 1553. A
descendant of the Charlwood family, Thomas Saunders, Esq .,
E.I.C.S., m. a dau. of William Gill, Esq., of Wyrardsbury,
CO. Bucks, and had an only dau. and heir, to. to the Rev.
George Goodebe). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three bulls' heads
cabossed ar., quartering Salemon, Collenden, and Cabew.
A demi bull per pale gu. and sa. eared and homed
Crest
ar. and or, counterchanged, about his neck a collar gemel
ar. supporting betw. his feet a stalk of alisaunder, leaved
;

—

vert,

budded

(Lullington and Little Ireton, co. Derby, and co.
Chester, 1478 ; descended from Thomas Sanders, b. 1478,
seventh son of Eichaed Sanders, of Charlwood, co. Surrey,
in co.

Derby

1526).

Same Anns

as Sandebs, of

—

Sandersted, differenced with a rose gu. on the chev. Crest
A demi bull ramp. gu. armed or. Non bos in linguS.
Sanders (co. Essex). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa. on a chief
of the second as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Sanders (Maidstone, co. Kent). Sa. a chev. betw. three
elephants' heads erased ar. a chief embattled or.
Sanders (Uxbridge, co. Middlesex). Sa. a chev. betw.
Out
three elephants' heads erased ar. a chief or. Crest
of a ducal coronet or, an elephant's head ar. eared

—

gold.

Sanders
Per pale

(Sheriff co.
sa.

and

Northampton, temp. Queen Elizabeth).
three elephants' heads counter-

ar.

changed.

Sanders.

Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three crosses crosslet
another, Or, a fess dancettee betw. three
crosses botonnee fitchee gu. ; another. Per fess indented or

fitchee

and

gu.

;

az.

Sanders

(Sanders Park, co. Cork; allowed by Bethara,
Ulster, 1840). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three elephants' heads
erased sa. on achief az. a dagger erect ppr. pommel and hilt
Out of a mural crown an
or, within two bezants.
C)-est
elephant's head ppr. charged with a bezant. Motto
Nil
conscire sibi nulla pallescere culpa.
Sanderson (Combe, in Greenwich, co. Kent, bart., extinct

—

—

Sir William Sanderson, grandson of William Sanderson, who fell in action 1664-6, was knighted by George I.
on board the royal yacht before His Majesty landed to
assume the crown of England, and was created a bart. 1720
the third bart. d. s.p. aged 15 years).
Paly of six ar. and
az. a bend sa.
Sanderson (Clover Hill, co. Cavan exemplified to Sah0bi,
WuiTEB, Esq., of Clover Hill, second surviving son of S.amii£I.

1760.

;

895
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Ar. three bcndlcta

Sandes, or Sands

(Lattimer, co. Buckingham,
Cumberland).
Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three
pomels fitchee gu.

Sandes

and

co.

crosses

Cumberland and Surrey,

1512). Sa. on a chev.
couped, sidefaced or, as many
crosses crosslet fitchee gn. on a chief ar. three birds' legs
erased of the first.
Crest
An heraldic tiger az. tufted,
maned, collared, and lined or, the line twisted round the
body four times and falling behind the hind legs.
Sandes. Ar. three blackamoors' heads in profile couped
betw. two chev. sa. another, Ar. a chev. (another, two) gu.
between three Moors' heads sa. another, Ar. a cross raguly
and trunked sa. another, Ar. two chev. betw. three mullets
pierced gu. another, Ar. two chev. gu. betw. three mullets
pierced sa. another, Az. on a bend ar. a bear sa. on a chief
of the second three roses gu. barbed or.
Sandes (Richard de Sandes, temp. Richard II.) Ar. a.
fess dancettte betw. three crosses crosslet fitch(;e gu.
Sandes (Sir Edwin Sandes, knighted by Sir George Caky,
Lord Justice of Ireland, 23 Feb. 1599). Or, a fess raguly
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
Sandford (Sandford, co. Salop descended from Thomas de
Sandford, one of the companions in arms of William I.,
who obtained a grant of the lands of Sandford). Quarterly,
per fess indented az. and erm.
Crest
A falcon, wings
endorsed, preying on a partridge ppr.
Moito Neo temere
(cos.

men's heads

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

nee timide.

Sandford

(Gloucester Terrace,

Hyde Park, London;

Sir

Francis Richard Sandford, C.B., knighted 1S63, M.A.,
LL.D., Secretary to the Committee of Council on Education
for England and Scotland, was Assistant Under Secretary
for the Colonies 1868, eldest son of Sir Daniel Kbyte Sandford, who was second son of Right Rev. Daniel Sandford,
Bishop of Edinburgh, and grandson of Daniel Sandford,
Esq., of Sandford).
Same Arms and Crest, motto over,
Sancte et forte. Motto Nee temere nee timide.
Sandford (Sandford Court, co. Kilkenny, now of Reeves
Hall, CO. Essex, a branch of San-dford, of Sandford, co. Salop;
the present representative, George Montagu Warren Sandford, Esq., M.P. for Maldon, the lineal descendant of
Thomas Sandford, Esq., of Sandford Court, Secretary
to the Lord Deputy of Ireland, 1656, by Alice, his wife,
dau. of Henry, second Lord Blayney, is nephew and
heir of General Sir Marmaduke Warren Peacocke,
K.C.H., K.T.S., and grandson of Marmaduke Peacocke, Esq., by Mart Peacocke, of Graige and Bartic,
CO. Clare, eventual heiress of the family of Sandford, of
Sandford Court, and the quarterly coat, Sandford and
Peacocke, with the respective crests, were exemplified to
him on his assuming by royal licence, in 1866, the surname
Quarterly, 1st and 4tlx
of Sandford in lieu of Peacocke).
grand quarters, Sandfobd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly
per fess indented erm. and az., 2nd and 3rd, per chev. sa.
and erm. in chief two boars' heads couped or, and in base a
mullet az. 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, Peacocke, quar-

—

or.

Sanders

who settled

See Sacndeeson.
(ScoUand, 16th century).

sa.

betw. three

ar.

Sanderby. Ar

SAN
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Ar. three bars gn. each charged with as

;

or and az. over all four lozenges conjoined in cross
betw. as many annulets all counterchanged. Cre.>ts 1st,
Sandford A falcon, wings endorsed, preying on a partridge
A boar's head couped ar.
all ppr.
2nd, also Sandford
armed and langed gu. and charged with a trefoil slipped
vert.
cockatrice
Motto Nee
3rd,
Peacocke:
A
vert;
temere nee timide.
Sandford (The Isle of Up Rossall, co. Salop; descended
from Nicholas San-dfobd, Esq., of Calverhall, third son of
Nicholas Sandford, Esq., of Sandford, who obtained ir»
1426 a grant of the estates of The Lee, near Whitchurch).
Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two boars' heads couped close
or, quartering Sprencbeadx, Wtnesburt, Jones, Middleton, RiRiD Flaidd, Blaidd Rcdd, Midoleton, Bowdlzr,
terly,

—

:

:

;

—

Bereelet, and Holland.

Crest

—A

boar's

head couped

close or.

Sandford

(Bakcwcll, co. Derbj,

and Tirkhill,

co.

Noctbum-

A

;

SAN
;

grandson of William Sandford, of Tirkhill, 9 Henry VIII.,
Erm. on a chief indented sa. three boars'
1517).
heads or.
Sandford (Southwell, co. Notts; Francis Sandford, Visit.
Notts, 1614, second son of John Sandford, of BaUewell).
A.D.

Same

Arvis.

Sandford

(Canterbury, co. Kent). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three martlets sa. an annulet or.
Sandford (Colchester, co. Essex). Per chev. sa. and erm.
on a chev. or, an escaUop gu. in chief two boars' heads

couped of the third.

Sandford

(Howgill and Askham, co. Westmorland, bart.,

Richard Sandford,
Thomas Sandford,

extinct 1723 descended from
Howgill, younger son of Sir
;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

ar.

(Ireland; certified at the College of Arms, Eon-

don, May, 1779).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three bars
ar. a martlet for difF.
2nd, ar. a chev. betw. three
martlets sa. 3rd, ar. three ashen-keys vert betw. two chev.
Crest
sa.
A martlet sa.
Sandford {Baron Mount-Sand/ont, extinct 184G; descended from Captain Theopuilus Sandford, of Moyglare,
CO. Meath, d. 1GS8).
Per chev. or and erm. in chief two
boars' heads erased sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a
boar's head and nock or. Su]iportcrs—l)c\tcr, a lion gu.
;

;

—

—

— Cor

unum

via

(Wills-Sandford, Willsgrove and Castlerca,

co.

;

sinister,

a boar

sa.

Motto

una.

Sandford

Motto

—

— Non

corruit fides.

4th, ar. a

—

—

—

Knt., of

;

collared erm.

—

Sandilands

Sandford, Bart., of Howgill, great-grandson of the above
BicHARD, was so created 1541 the third bart. d. s. p., when
the estate passed to his sister. Mart Sandford, m. Eobert
HoNETWooD, Esq., of Mark Hall, co. Essex). Per chev.
Crest
sa. and erm. in chief two boars' heads couped or.
A boar's head couped or.
Sandford (Nuthuist, co. Lancaster). Per chev. ea. and
erm. in chief two boars' heads couped or.
Sandford (Wisbeach, Isle of Ely). Per chev. sa. and erm.
Out of a ducal
in chief two boars' heads couped or. Crest
coronet gu. a boar's head and neck or.
Sandford (Raile, co. Essex). Erm. on a chief gu. two lions'
heads couped ar.
Sandford (Springfield, co. Essex, and Stow, co. Gloucester).
Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two boars' heads couped or.
A boar's head couped or, with a broken spear az.
Crest
headed ar. thrust through the mouth.
Sandford (Crowcorne, co. Hertford). Ar. on a bend gu.
betw. two cotises sa. three garbs or. Crest An arm embowed in armour ppr. holding within the gauntlet a broken
tilting spear sa. and a branch of laurel vert.
Sandford Ceo. Nottingham). Per chev. az. and erm. in
chief two boars' heads erased or.
Sandford (co. Nottingham). Erm. on a chief indented sa.
three boars' heads erased or.
Sandford (co. Northumberland). Erra. on a chief gu. two
boars' heads couped or.
Sandford (co. Vork
William de Sandford, tcnip.
Kichard II.). Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief three boars'
heads or.
Sandford (William de Sandford, temp. Richard II.). Erm.
on a chief gu. two boars' heads ar.
Sandford. Az. three bars wavy ar. another, Barry wavy
another, Ar. three bars wavy az.
of six ar. and az.
another, Sa. three lions ramp. ar. another, Sa. a lion ramp,

wavy

eagle displ. ppr. Supporters— Two lions or. Jltfo»o—Spero
meliora.
Sandilands (Coustoun, co. Linlithgow, 1672). Quarterly,
as the last, with a crescent gu. in the centre of the quarters
for diff.
Crest
An eagle displ. or, charged with a crescent
on the breast gu.
Sandilands (Hilderstoun, co. Linlithgow, 1673, afterwardi
Hamilton, of Westport). As Lord Tm-phichen, except that
the 3rd quarters of the 2nd and 3rd grand quarters is
Ar. a shakefork sa., for Ccnninoham.
Crest
An eagle
volant ppr. Motto Victoria non proeda.
Sandilands (Rotterdam, 1672). Quarterly, Sandilands and
Douglas, within a bordure wavy az. Crest A palm tree ppr.

Esq., of

Askham, same co., by Anne his wife, dau. and co-heir of
Anthont Crackenthorpk, Esq., of Howgill. Sir Thomas

Sandford

SAN
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William Sandford. of Eakewell, Visit. Notts,
berland
1614; eldest son of Joun Sandford, of same place, and

(Craibston, co. Aberdeen).

Quarterly, 1st and
bend counter-embattled az. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
man's heart gu. on a chief az. three mullets of the field, for
DoccLAs. Crest A star issuing out of a crescent ar. Motto
Justi ceu sidera fulgent.
;

—

—

Sandilands

(Bordeaux, 175,)).
Quarterly, as Craibston.
within a bordure ar. Same Crest and Motto.
Sandmer. Or, a chief az.
Sandon (co. Leicester; William Sandon. tcmji. Edward
III.
his dau., Isabel Sandon, m. William Relgrave, Esq.,
of Belgrave, same co. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Gu. a chev.
wavy betw. three stags' heads couped ar.
Sandon (Horton). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three writing sandboxes reversed, issuing sand, all of the last.
Sandon (co. Lancaster). Quarterly, wavy or and sa.
Sandon (Ashby, co. Lincoln). Gu. a chev. wavy betw.
three bulls' heads ar.
Sandon (co. Lincoln). Gu. a chev. vair betw. three bulls'
heads erased ar. a chief or.
Sandon. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, paly of six sa. and ar.;
2nd and 3rd, gu. a Saracen's head sidefaced couped ar.
;

Sandon.

wavy ar. and sa.
another. On.
wavy betw. three bulls' heads cabossed

Quarterly,

(another, sa.) a chev.

;

ar.

Sands, Sandys, or Sandes

(Wilherton,

I.sle

of Ely,

South Pctherton. co. Somerset, Petersham, co. Surrey, and
CO. Westmoreland). Or, a foss indented (another, dancettee)

—

betw. three crosses crosslet fitchce gu.
Crest
A giifiBn
segrcant per fess or and gu.
Sands, or Sandys (London, temp. Henry VIII.). Ar. a
cross raguly and trunked sa.
Sands (co. Lancaster). Or, a fcss dancettee betw. three
crosses crosslet gu.
Sands. Gu. a fcss indented betw. three crosses crosslet
fitcliee or.

Sands

(niackhall,

Kildare,

co.

bart.,

extinct 1723;

Sir

William Sands, of Throwley, co. Kent, settled in Ireland,
and was High Sheriff co. Kildare 1676, in which year he
was created a bart. the second bart. d.s.p. and intestate;
administration granted 31 May, 1725; arms granted by
Carney, Ulster, 4 June, 1G83). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu.
on a chev. ar. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchce or, as many
blackamoors' heads couped sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. a fess or,
;

;

betw. three bezants, on a chief ar. as many escallops gu.
Crest
A blackamoor's head couped sa. Molto—X Deo

—

honor

et fortuna.

Sandwell.

Sa. a

fcss

crenellce erm. betw. three roses

ar.

Sandwell, or Sandwill
a

fess

gamb

(Minster, Isle of Thanet). Gu.
embattled crui. betw. three roses ar. Cnst A lion's
erect and erased gu. cnfilcd with a ducal coronet

—

erm.

Roscommon; exemplified to William Robert Wills, ICsq.,
who obtained a royal licence, 1847, to assume the additional
surname and "-ms of Sandford for himself and his issue
by Mary Grey Sandford, his wife, dau. of Rev. William
Sanofobd, of Castlerca, and niece and co-heir of Henry,
Ji'uon Mount-Sond/oril). Quarturly, l.st and 4tli, per chev.
or and erm. in chief two boars' heads erased sa. langued
gu.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three griffins pass, in pale sa. a
bonier of the second bezantec. Crests Ist: Out of a
ducal coronet a boar's head and neck or, langued gu., for
Sandford; 2nd: A denii grifTiii segrcant sa. holding in the

—

claws a battle axe ppr., for Wills,
una.

ijotto— Cor

unum

via

of. See Montagite.
(.Mayor of London, 12?;G, 1288 10 1293 inclusive).
Gu. a ffcur-de-lis or, a chief indented ar.
of (co. Kent). Per pale gu. and az.
Sandwrich,

Sandwich

Town

three dcmi lions pass, guard, or, conjoined in pale to as

hulks of ships

Sandwich.
de-lis or,

many

ar.

Ar. a chief indented az. another, Az. a fleura chief indented ar. another, Or, a chief indented
;

;

vert, over all a bcndlet gu.

Sandwich

(co.

Sand'wich

(co. Kent).

Kent).

Az. a chief indented or.
Or, a chief indented az.
Or, on a chief az. three

Sandwyer, or Sandwell.
lions

ramp.

ar.

—

Sandy.

Sandiff.

Vert n lion ramp. or.
{ISamn Torphirhm). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli,
nr. on a chief az. an imperial crown or, crowning a thi.stlc
in base vert, flow erid gu., as an augmentation '.'nd and 3rd,
quarterly, 1st and 4lh, ar. a bend az., for Sandilands,
2nd and 3nl, ar. a human heart imperially crowned gu. on a
clutf az. three mullets of the Held, for Uoi-clas.
Crest— Ad

Sandilands

;

800

Sandwich, Earl

Ar. a saltirc engr. betw. four roses gu. CrcBl
dctui antelope or, nrmeil and nianed az.
Sandy. Ar. a saltirc engr. gu. betw. four cinquefoiis r.f the

Crest— \ demi antelope erased at the flank

second.

armed

or,

ar.

Sandy. Sa. six plates, three,
Sandys, Baron. See Hill.

Sandys

two,

and one.

{Uaron Handi/SfOt the Vine, in abeyance since 1700;

A;
A

AA
;:

SAN
Sir

William Sandts, Knt.,
Hants, an eminent soldier temp. Henry VII.

William Savdts, K.G., son

of the Vine, co.
VIII.,

of Sir

was summoned to Parliament 1529; the
when the barony fell into abeyance

and Henry

eighth baron d.s.p.,

among

his

Ar. a cross ragulee

sisters).

sa.

Crest

—

winged goafs head and neck couped at the shoulders ar.
Supporters Two winged
horns and wings elevated or.
goats ar. horned and wings elevated or.
Sandys (Baron Sandys, of Omberslcy, created 1743, extinct

—

1797

;

Samuel Sandys, descended from

Sir

Samuel Sandys,

Knt., eldest son of Edwin Sandys, Archbishop of York
1567-^8. third son of George Sandys, citizen of London,
temp. Henry VIII., was created a peer 1743; his (;randdau.

and eventual heiress, Mary, dau. of Hon. Martin Sandys,
Or, a fess
m. Arthur, second Marquess of Dowiishire).

—

dancettee betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Crest
segreant per fess or and gu.
Supporters Two
grifBns per fess or and gu. collared dancettee of the

—

griffin

— Probum non pcenitet.

Sandys, formerly Hill

{Baron Sandt/s, of Ombersley,
created 1802; Mary, Marchioness of Downskire, only dau. of
Hon. Martin Sandys, and heir of Edwin, second Baron
Sandys, of Ombersley, created 1743, was made Baroness
Sandys, of Ombersley, 1802, with remainder to her second
and younger sons her third son, the second baron, assumed,
1861, the surname of Sandys). Quarterly, 1st and 41.h, or,
a fess dancettee betw. three cross crosslets fitchee gu., for
Sandys 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a fess ar. betw. three leopards
pass, guard, or, spotted of the field, as many escallops gu.,
1st, Sandys: A grifiBn segreant per fess
for Hill. Crests
or and gu. 2nd, Hill A stag's head couped gu. attired and
Two grifBns per fess or and gu.
collared or. Supporters
collared dancettee of the last. iV/o»o^Probum non poenitet.
Sandys (Northbomc Court, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1726
descended from Sir Edwin Sandys, Knt., second son of
Edwin Sandys, Archbishop of York 1667-88 Sir Eichard
Sandts, son of Edwin Sandys, the eldest son of Sir Edwin,
was created a bart. 1684, and left two daus. his co-heirs
;

;

—

;

:

and co., for Sandys: 2nd: A griffin's head erased
.sa. charged with a cross croisslet fltchiie or, for Bat.ntun.
Sanford (Kynehead Court, Wellington, co. Somerset).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three bars wavy ar., for Sanford;
2nd, ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa. 3rd, ar. three ashen
keys ppr. betw. two chevronels sa., for Atshford. Crest
martlet ppr. Motto— Ferme en foy.
Sanford (Milverton, co. Somerset; BARTnoLOMEw Sanford,
eldest son of John Sanford, Esq., of Milverton, who was
great-grandson of Hugh Sanford, Esq., of Milverton. Visit.
London, 1568). Ar. a chev. betw. three doves sa. beaked
and legged gu.
Sanford (London; Edward Sanford, citizen and merchant
tailor, of London, fifth son of John Sanford, Esq., of
Milverton. Visit. London, 1668). Same Arms, an annulet
fess or

;

—

or, for diff.

Sang-man.

Sa.

—

;

Pyott, Esq., of St. Martin's, co.
I. Anne, m. Charles
Kent; II. Priscilla, m. Henry Sandys, Esq.,of DowneHall,
and brought her husband Northborne Court). Or, a fess

a

pile

betw. six martlets ar. three and

three.

Sankey (co.

Motto

last.

SAB
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Worcester).

Sa. three fishes in

bend betw. two

cotises ar.

Sankey

Bedford, Edesborough, co. Buckingham, and
Sankey and Southall, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a bend sa.
three salmon of the field.
(co.

Sankey

(Sankeystown and Newtown, in the King's co., St.
Jolinstown and Coolmore, co. Tipperary, Oaklands, co.
Wexford, Tenelick, co. Longford, and Dublin; descended
from John Sankey, who settled in Ireland and got
grants of lands by patents in 1562 and 1578, second son of
Edward Sankey, Esq., of Edesborough, co. Bucks. Arms
allowed by Betham, Ulster, 1840). Same Arins. Crest—
cubit arm vested sa. cufTcd ar. holding a fish ppr. Motto-'
Sancta clavis coeli fides.
Sankey (Lurganbrae, Brookborough, co. Fermanagh).

Same

Arr.is, Crest,

Sanston
Sanston
Sansun.
axe

Sa. (another, az.) three mullets or,

Az. three mullets ar. a borderengr. or.
Gu. a Hon ramp, or, in the dexter paw a battleCrest
A lion's head erased or, holding in the

—

cinquefoil vert.

Santhey

(Burton, CO. Denbigh
derived from Sandde
Lord of Morton, a district now comprised in the
parish of Burton). Vert a lion ramp. or. Crest
;

wavy hetw. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
Sandys (Downc Hall, CO. Kent, afterwards of Northborne
Court, in same co. descended from Richard Sandys, second
son of Sir Edwin Sandys, Knt., son of Edwin Sandys, Archbishop of York 1667-88; Henry Sandys, who d. 1726,

Hardd,
modern
On a mount vert a lion sejant guard, or.
Santon (co. Devon the heiress m. Stockhey).
az.
Crest
A swan ppr.

in. his cousin Priscilla, dau. of Sir Richard Sandys, Bart.,
of Northborne, and was father of Richard Sandys, Esq., of
Northborne and Downe Hall). Same Arms.
Sandys (Wilberton, CO. Cambridge, bart., extinct 1644; Sir
Miles Sandys, Knt., third son of Edwin Sandys, Archbishop
of York 1567-8S, was created a bart. 1612; the second bart.
d.s.p.). Same Arms.
Sandys (Esthwaite and Graythwaite, co. Lancaster, Visit.
1664 descended from Anthony Sandys, Esq., of Esthwaite,
younger brother of Edwin Sandys, Archbishop of Y'ork,
ancestor of Lord Sandys, of Ombersley; his great-grandand
8011, Thomas Sandys, of Esthwaite, m. Anne, dau.
eventually sole heiress of Myles Sandys, Esq., of Graythwaite Hall, and had a son and heir, Myles Sandys, who
Ar. a fess
inherited both Esthwaite and Graythwaite).

Santon

;

;

—

dancettee betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Crest
Motto Probum non
griffin segreant per fess or and gu.

—

Sandys

(South Pcthorton, co. Somerset; William and
Emanuel Sandys, sons of William Sandys, Visit. Somerset,
1623, grandson of Richard Sandys, co. Lancaster, second
son of Myles Sandys, the grandson of William Sandys,
Esq., of St. Bees, in the latter co.). Or, a fess indented betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
Sandys (St. Minver, co. Cornwall; descended from William
Sandys, Esq., of Nambol, seated there temp. James I.).
Erminois on a fess dancettee per pale gu. and az. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee of the second, as many escallops
Crest
or.
A griffin segreant per fess erminois and az.
betw. the claws a cross crosslet fitchee, as in the arms.
Sandys (Lanarth, co. Cornwall; descended from William
Sandys, Esq., of Nambol). Or, a fess indented betw. three

—

Ar. a chief

;

—

(co. Lincoln, 1640).

Or, a chief az.; another, Ar.

a

cross flory sa.

Sanxter.
Sapcot.
ramp.

Az. a bend

ar.

double cotiscd.

Ar. three belt-buckles sa.

az. holding in the dexter

Sapcotes

paw a

Crest

—A

demi lion

swor»l ppr.

Cornwall, Herts, and Lincoln). Sa. three
dovecots ar. Crest A goat's head erased ar. attired or.
Sapcotts (Ellton, co. Huntingdon, and Burleigh, co. Rutland.
John Sapcotts was of Elton temp. Edward IV. Visit.
Rutland, 1615). Sa. three dovecotes ar., quartering, 1st,
2nd,
Denham, Gu. four fusils conjoined in fess ar.
HvDON, Gu. three bezants, a label of three points az. 3rd,
Arches, Gu. three door arches ar. capitals and pedestals or,
those in chief single, that in base double.
Sapell, or Sappell. Gu. a dexter arm ppr. habited
with a maunch erm. the hand supporting a fleur-de-lis or.
Sapell. Gu. a lion saUent betw. three crosses botonnec
(cos.

—

;

;

Cornwall). Or, on a fess d.incetttSc per pale gu.
betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee of the second
as many escallops ar.
Cre^t
A griffin segreant holding
betw. the feet a cross crosslet fitchee gu.
Sandys (Missendcn Castle, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct).
Quarteiiy, Island 4th, or, a fess dancettee betw. three crosses
(co.

az.

—

crosslet fitchee gu., for

Sandys

lozengyar., for Eayntun.
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Saperton.
boars' heads

Ar. a chev. (another, a
couped sa.

fess)

gu. betw. three

Sapie.

Ar. on a bend cotiscd az. three eagles displ. or.
Crest
A plate ar. charged witli a lion's head erased gu.
Sapill. Per fess gu. and az. three cinquefoils or.
Sapit (Codiscote Lodge, co. Herts). Az. a chev. or, betw.
three mullets of six points pierced of the last in chief, and
a dove holding in the beak a sprig of laurel in base t)pr.
Creft
A dove holding in the beak a sprig of laurel all ppr.
Sapton. Or, an eagle displ. vert, a bendlct gobony ar. and

—

—

gu.

Sapy, or Sapye.
pale or.
Crest
A

—

jessed and

Gu. three round buckles, tongues in
falcon's

wing and leg conjoined ppr.

belled or.

Sapy, or Sapye.

crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

and

—

fitchee or.

poenitet.

Sandys

a

last.

(co. Wilts).

ar.

mouth a

and Motto.

(co. Wilts).

border engr. of the

;

Crests

2nd and 3rd, pean a bend

— 1st:

A griffin segreant per

Ar. on a bend gu. three bezants;
another, Ar. on a bend az. cotiscd gu. three cables disiil. or
another, Ar. on a bend vert betw. two cotises gu. three
eagles displ. of the field ; another, Ar. on a bend cotiscd az.
three eajjcs displ. or.
Az. a cinquefoil or, on a chief gu. two cinqucfoils

Sapyll.

of the second.

Saraling-, or Sarelliug:.
three fusils ar.

Per

fess gu,

and

or, in

chief

A

A

S

AR
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Gn. a chief indented ar.
Sare (Xorton and Lenham, co. Kent; confirmed 7 Feb.
10 James I., a.d. 1611). Gu. two bars erm. in chief three

Sarcester.

Crat—hn elephant or, in a wood ppr.
martlets or.
Sare, or Seers (co. Kent). Gu. a chev. betw. three seaCrest — An arm emor), a chief erm.
(another,
mews ar.
bowed vested with
head erased

leaves, in the

hand

all

ppr. a dragon's

vert.

;

—

—

Sargant, Sargreaunt, or Sergeant
land).

Gu. a bend nebuMe

Sargant, or Sergeant

(co.

Northumber-

betw. two dolphins ar.
Ar. a chev. betw.
Crest A dolphin embowed sa.

or,

(co. Stafford).

—

three dolphins embowed ea.
hetw. two wings ar.

Sargant, or Sargeant.

Arms. Crest— Tvo
wings conjoined and inverted ppr.
Sargent (Halsted Place, co. Kent; Jons Sabgent, Esq.,
second son of John Sabgent, Esq., of Halsted Place, was
sometime Secretary of the Treasury, and M.P. for Queensborough). Ar. a chev. betw. three dolphins naiant sa.
Sargeunt (Michel-Dean, co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev.

Same

eagle's

betw. three dolphins sa.
Saris (co. Susses; originally from co. York). Gu. a chev.
ar. betw. three Saracens' heads couped at the shoulders
ppr.
Sarnesfield (Sir Nicnoi.As Sabnesfield, elected K.G. 1386,
d. eirc. 1394). Az. an eagle displ. ar. ducally crowned or.
Sarpend, or Serpent. Or, three serpents vert.
Sarre (Jersey, Seigneur of the Fief of St. Brelade, 1650). Gu.
a label of three points or, betw. two bars erm. in chief
three martlet.s of the second. Crest
A dexter arm in armour
holding a wreath of laurel all ppr.
Sarre. See Sabe.
Sarrel. Per chev. ar. and az. three garbs counter-

—

changed.

Sarrell. Ar. a chev. betw. three garbs az. bound or.
Sarsfleld (co. Cork; founded in Ireland by Thomas de Sabsfield, "Premier porte banniere du Koi Henry 11." a.d.
1172).
Per pale ar. and gu. a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
Sarsfield (Lucan, co. Dublin descended from Sir William
Saesfield, Knt., Mayor of Dublin 1566, when he was knighted
by Sir Henbt Stdnet, Lord Deputy of Ireland; his great;

grandson, Patbick Sabsfield, Esq., of Lucan, co. Dublin,
of his estates by Oliver Cromwell, but
restored by Charles II., had two sons I. William, his successor at Lucan, m. Mabt Fitz Rot, illegitimate dau. of
Charles II., and sister of James, Dvleof Monmouth, and had
dau. and heiress,
Cbablotte Sabsfield, wife of
ft
Agmondesham Veset, Esq., of Lucan, by whom she had two
daus. and co-heirs, viz., I. Anne, m. Sir John Bingham, Bart.,
ancestor of the present Earl of Lucan ; and II. Henbietta,
m. Colonel C^sab Colclough, of Tintem Abbey, co. Wexford, whose descendant, representative, and heir is Mrs.

who was deprived

:

RosBOBooGH-CoLCLouGH, of Tintcm Abbey;

Patbick, the
celebrated general of James II. at the siege of Limerick,
created by James II., after his abdication. Earl of Lucan,
I6S9, fell at the battle of linden, 1693). Per pale gu. and
ar. a fleur-de-lis per pale of the last and sa.
Sarsfield (Visrounl KUmallock-, attainted 1691; Sir Dominick
Sabsfield, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas in Ireland,
was created a bart. 1619, and a peer 1624; the third viscount
was attainted for his adherence to James II.). Same Arms,
a crescent for diff. Crest— A leopard's face or. Supporters
Two wolves az. each collared and lined or. Motto— \inus
II.

—

non

vcrtitur.

Sarsfleld

(Tully, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1619, F.leanob, dau. of Patbick Sar.sfield, Esq., of Tully,
and wife of Geobge Wolvebton, Esq., of Rabock, co.

DuMin). Same Arma.
Sarsfleld (Dou hcloyne, co. Cork, formerly of Sarsfleld
Court, same CO.). Same Anns. Crest
A leopard's face or.
Motto

and

—

— Virtus non verlitur.

Sarson.

—

tlie

gu.

Saterdy, or Sattrey.

Ar. guttee de pois

Ccesf— A wolf sa. collared
dcxLcr forcpaw a flcur-dc-lis

Sat ertli water, or Satlierth'wayte (co.
Az. three crescents or, a label of as many points
Sathertliwasrte
roses ar.

Crest

(co.

—A

Lancaster).

lion's

Lancaster).

gu.

Erm. onachiefsa. three
or, gorged with a

head erased

charged with three roses ar.
Gu. on a bend ar. betw. a cinqnefoU of
the last in chief, and a hawk's leg jessed and belled or, in
base, a hawk's lure of the first.
Satil, or Saule. Ar. a chev. betw. three hawks' heads sa.
Crest— A swan ar. collared and lined gu.
Motto Fidele
collar sa.

Sauchy

(that Ilk).

—

certe merces.

Sault.

Ar. a chev. rompu betw. three mullets sa (another,
the field sa. the mullets or). Crest On a ducal coronet gu.
a wivem sans legs or.
Sauinarez (Baron de Saumaret). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw.
three leopards' faces sa. as many castles triple-towered or.
Crest
A falcon displ. ppr. Supporters Dexter, a unicorn

—

—

—

cowarded ar. gorged with a naval crown az. and charged
on the shoulder with a castle triple-towered gu. sinister,
a greyhound ar. collared gu. ringed and rimmed or, charged
on the shoulder with an anchor erect sa. encircled with a
wreath of laurel vert. Motto In Deo spero.
Saunder. Ar. a lion ramp. az. crowned gu. on a border of
;

—

the second eight fleurs-de-lis or.
Saunder. Or, on a chief gu. three

lions

ramp, of the

field.

Satinders

(co.

Buckingham, Saperton, co. Lincoln, and
sa. and ar. three elephants*

Northampton). Per chev.
heads erased counterchanged.

CO.

Saunders

(Brickesworth, Sibbertoft,

and

Flower,

co.

Northampton). Per chev. sa. and ar. three elephants' heads
erased counterchanged. Crest
An elephant's head erased
per chev. counterchanged ar. and sa.
Saunders (South Weald, co. Essex). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three elephants' heads erased la. as many plates.
Crest—
dexter arm embowed in armour holding in the gauntlet a
sword all ppr.
Saunders (Harnington and Wclford, co. Northants; Fbancis
Saunders, son and heir of Willlam Sadnders, Esq., of
Welford, and grandson of Edwabd Sacndebs, Esq., of Harnington. Visit. London, 1568). Per chev. sa. and ar. three
elephants' heads erased counterchanged, tusked or. Crest
An elephant's head erased sa. eared and tusked ar.
Saunders (London; Geobge Saundebs, citizen and haberdasher, second son of William Saundebs, Esq., of Welford,
CO. Northants. Visit. London, 1568). Same Arms a.ai Crest, a,

—

—

crescent for

diff.

Saunders (Long Marston,
An

Same

co. Herts).

A>-ms. Crest—

elephant's head erased sa.

Saunders (Down
erm. betw. three

House, Ealing, co. Hants).
Sa. a chev.
heads cabossed ar. Crest A demi

—

bulls'

bull gu.

Saunders

(cos. Leicester, Oxford,

and Warwick). Per chev.

and ar. three elephants' heads erased counterchanged.
Crest
An elephant's head erased sa. cared ar. (another,
erased per chev. ar. and sa.).
Saunders (London). Ar. a chev. betw. three elephants'
heads erased sa. on a chief gu. a broken sword ppr. hilt
and pommel or, the point hanging down betw. two plates.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet ppr. an elephant's head ar.
eared sa. charged on the breast with a pellet.
Saunders (co. Northumberlaiul). Per fess indented or and
sa.

—

—

az.

Saunders, or Sanders

Ar. a lion ramp,
(co. Oxford).
on a border of the second a fleur-de-Us or.
Saunders (Wennington Hall, co. Lancaster). Per chev. ar.
and sa. three elephants' heads erased counterchanged. Crest
An elephant's head erased ar. Motto Spcs mea in
az.

—

—

1)00.

Saunders

(granted 3 May, 1761, to Sir Charles Saundebs).

Sa. a chev. erm. colised ar. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed
or. Crest— Out of a naval coronet ar. a demi bull ramp.

gu.

armed and hoofed

or.

(granted 1610).
Per chev. or and gu. three
elephants' hcad.s counterchanged, a chief of the second.
Saunders (IVnlrc, en. rcmhrokc, originally from co. Surrey;
the eventual hciicsa.
cetik'd in Wales since 18 Henry VUI.
;
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lozenges

five

in fess sa.

Saunders

Or, three crescents ca.

lined or, holding in

AU

Walton-on-Thames). Or, a palm tre«
erased vert betw. on the dexter a pomegranate, and on the
sinister an olive branch both ppr. on a chief az. a lioa
pass, of the first.
Crest— A dove volant with an olive branch
in the mouth all ppr.
Motto Candide et constanter.
SaSBell. Gu. three reaping hooks ar. handles or.
Sasthant, or Saschant. Sa. on a chief ar. a fleur-delis

(Sandwich, co. Kent, Horsham, co. Sussex, Title,
John Sares, of Sandwich, and
CO. York, and London
Thomas Sabes, of London, sons of Edwabd Sabes, of Horsham, and grandsons of HnsiPHBEV Sares, of Title. Visit.
London, 1668). Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three Saracens' heads
coupcd at the shoulders or, eyes ppr. Crest A goat's head
erased ar. armed or.
Sares (Fulham, co. Middlesex, andBillinshurst, co. Suffolk).
Gu. a chev. betw. three Saracens' heads couped at the
shoulders ar.
Sargant, or Sergeant (Dynton, co. Buclcs). Gu. a bend
Crest
ncbulee ar. betw. two dolphins embowed or.
dolphin embowed or, guttee de I'armes.

Sares

S

Sasoon (Ashley Park,

;

—

Crest
bulls' heads cabossed ar.
erased gu. on the shoulder a rose ar. maned
Motto Invidere sperno.

a chev. erm. betw. three

A demi bull
gold.

Saunders
Esq., of

—

(Glanrhwdw,

Glanrhwdw,

co.

J. P.

Carmarthen John E. Saundees,
and D.L. of the co., was grandof Pentre^. Same Arms,
;

son of David Sadndebs, Esq.,
Crest, and Motto.

Saunders

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1662, of the wife of
Knt.).
Per chev. sa. and ar. three

William Dixon,

Sir

elephants' heads erased, trunks elevated eounterchanged.

Saunders

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597, Mrs. Ida
Ar. on a fess sa. within two barrulets
mullets
of the first.
az. three
Saunders (Saunders Court, co. Wexford; descended from
Joseph Sadndebs, Esq., of Saunders Court, eldest son of Col.
KoBEBT Sacnders, who went to Ireland with Oliver Cromvell, was made by him Governor of Kinsale, and had a
grant of 3,725 acres in co. Wexford, 1666. The heiress
of this family, Jane, only dau. of Bichabd Sadndebs,
Esq., of Saunders Court, m. 1730, Aethdk, first Earl of
Arran, to whom she conveyed the estates). Ar. a chev.
betw. three elephants' heads erased sa. on a chief gu. betw.
two plates a sword in pale, the blade broken, point hanging
down all ppr. Crest Out of a mural crown ppr. an elephant's
Motto Nil conscire
head ar. charged with a torteau.

Saunders, widow).

—

—

sibi.

Saunders

(Saunders Grove, co. Wicklow ; descended from
BoBEBT Sadndebs, Esq., of Dublin, Prime Serjeant 1693,
second son of Col. Kobebt Sadndebs, Governor of Kinsale,
male line extinct. The heiress, Cordelia, dau. of Moelet
Sadndebs, of Saunders Grove, Prime Serjeant 1712, in.
Geobge Pendbed, Esq., to whom she conveyed the estates).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Saunders (Newtown Saunders, co. Wicklow, and Largay,
CO. Cavan; descended from Andeeson Sadndebs, Esq., of
Newtown Saunders, third son of Col. Robebt Sadndebs,
Governor of Kinsale, whose direct male descendant and
representative, Sadndebs, of Largay, is, by the termination
of the two senior lines in heiresses, heir male of the family).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Saunderson (Saxby, co. Lincoln, Gainsborough and Alford
descended from Alexandebde Biddic, of co. Durham, living
about 1330). Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend sa. three
On a mount vert a talbot sa. eared or,
annulets or. Crest
spotted gold. Motto Je suis veillant ^ plaire; and. Sans

—

—

Dieu rien.
S&VLJXder son. (Earl of Castleton,

extinct 1723; Sir Nicholas

Saxby, co. Lincoln, was created
Saundeeson,
Viscount Castleton 1627, the sixth viscount was created
Bart., of

Earl of Castleton

A

1720,

and

d.

s.

p.).

Same

;

sinister,

a

griffin

A7-ms.

Crest

—

—

Supporters Dexter, a talbot
gu. forelegged and ducaUy gorged

talbot pass. ar. eared sa.

ar.

AV
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AV

S

ami beir of Eeasmus Sacndem, m. David
Sa.
Daties, M.D., and was mother of Davies, of Pentre).
Si'SAV, dau.

vert an oak tree ppr. on a chief az. a crescent betw. two
mullets ar. Ci'est—An oak tree ppr.
Sausse, and de la Saussaye (confirmed to Sir Richabd
Fbedebick de la S^ussate, Knt., Major-General in the
Spanish service, and Sir Matthew Richaed Sausse, Knt.,
M.A., Trin. Coll. Dublin, Q.C., and formerly Chief Justice,
High Court of Judicature, Bombay, sons of Richabd
Sausse, Esq., of Annsboro' co. Kilkenny, of Carrick-on-Suir,
CO. Tipperary, and of Toulouse, France, where he bore the
name of de la Saussaye). Or, on a bend az. betw. two
Saracens' heads ppr. wreathed round the temples ar. and of
the second, a crescent of the third betw. two bezants.
Out of an antique crown or, a cubit arm in armour
Crest
gauntleted, and holding a long cross sa. with a pennon
floating therefrom gu. bearing the legend Foy in letters or.
Motto Foy.
Savage (Rock Savage and Clifton, co. Chester). Ar. sir
lioncels ramp. sa.
N.B. This is the ancient coat of the
Savages. Sir John Savage. Knt., having inherited Clifton
through his mother, Margabet, dau. and heir of Sir TitoMAS
Daniebs, obtained, 3 Henry V., a grant of the arms of that
family, viz., Ar. four fusils in pale sa.
Crest
\ uni'^orn's
head erased ar. Motto Ware the horn. This was discarded
for the ancient bearing temp. Henry VIII.
Savagre (Earl Rivers, extinct 1728; descended from
John Savage, Esq., of Clifton, co. Chester, sprung
from Savage, of Steinesbie, co. Derby, m. te.np. Edward III.,
Mabqabet, dau. and heir of Sir Thomas Daniers, Knt.,
of Bradley, co. Chester, with whom he obtained the
manor of Clifton
eighth in descent from him was
Sir John Savage, created a bart. 1011, whose son, Sir
Thomas Savage, second bart., was created Vixcoi'.nt Sovage
1626. He m. Elizabeth D'Abcy, dau. of Tho.mas, third
Lord D'Arcy, of Chiche, who was created, 1G26, Viscount
Colchester and Earl Rivers, with special remainder to hig
son-in-law. Sir Thomas Savage). Ar. six lions ramp, three,
two, and one sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
lion's gamb erect sa.
Supporters
Dexter, a falcon or,
belled of the last ; sinister, a unicorn ar. Motto— K te pro

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

te.

Savage

(Brodway,

co.

Worcester, Visit. 1600; and Tidbury
Same Arms. Crest Out of

—

Gloucester, Visit. 1623).

CO.

a ducal coronet

or,

a

Savage (co. Chester,

lion's

gamb

erect sa.

Visit. 1600; co. Gloucester, Visit. 1620;

Tidminton and Powick, co. Worcester, Visit. 1634). Same
Arms. Crest A unicorn's head erased ar.
(Elmley Lovet, co. Worcester, and Highgate, co.
Middlesex). Same .<4rms, a crescent for diff. Crest
Out of
a ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb erect sa. charged with
a crescent or.

—

Savage

Savage
lis

—

(Bloxworth, co. Dorset).

gu. for

diff.

Crest

—A

lion's

Same Arms,
gamb erect sa.

a fleur-dea ducal

in

coronet or.

Savage

(Clavebing-Savage, Elmley Castle, co. Worcester).

Same Arms, on a canton az. a

or.

Saunderson

(Rous, co. Lancaster,

Northampton).

Same Anns and

Saunderson (Blythe,

co.

and Addington,

co.

Crest.

Nottingham, Rotherham,

Sheffield,

Robebt
Same Arvis.
Sadndebson was Bishop of Lincoln 1660-63).
Crest— An arm embowed in armour, holding in the hand a

Tickhill,

Firbcck,

and various

places,

co.

York

;

fleur-de-lis of the field.
Crest
unicorn's head erased per fess ar. and gu. armed and
in
crined or,
the mouth a fleur-de-lis az.

—A

Savage

(Midsomer Norton, co. Somerset). Ar. on a pile az.
hons ramp, three, two, and one or. Crest A unicorn's
head couped at the neck per fess wavy az. and sa. three
bendlets ar. armed or, in the mouth a sprig of oak fructed
ppr.

scymitar.

(Brancepeth, Headley Hope, Newcastle-onTyne, and Eggleston, co. Durham). Same Arms, the bend
charged, instead of the annulets, with a sword ppr. hilt and
pommel or. Crest A talbot pass, spotted sa. Motto
Sans Dieu rien. The sword upon the bend was granted,
according to Dugdale, to Saundeeson, Constable of the
King's Castle of Brancepeth, as an augmentation, by Segar,
Garter, 27 Feb. 1603.
Saunderson, or Sanderson (West Jesmond, co. Northumberland). Paly of six or and ar. on a bend sa. three
annulets of the first, a canton gu. charged with a sword

Savage

erect ar. pommel and hilt gold, surrounded witli ilie collar
of the Lord Mayor of London, and for distinction, in the
chief point a saltire humettee eounterchanged of the field.
A wolfs head ar. erased gu. collared and a chain
Crest
reflexed behind the neck or, betw. a branch of p.ilm and

Savage

Saunderson

—

—

—

another of 'aurel ppr., and for distinction, on the neck a
Motto Clarior ex obscuro.
saltire humettee gu.
{Earl of Scarborough). See Lumlet.
(co. Essez).
Az. crusily and three crescents

—

Saunderson
Sauns-Aver

(Tatchbroke and Barford, co. Warwick Robert
Savage, a.d. 1574, son of Thomas Savage, of Barford, and
grandson of William Savage, of Tatchbroke). Ar. on a
fess az. betw. three pheons sa. as many roses or.
Savage (Clanfield, co. Oxford; Walteb Savage, Visit.
Oxon, 1574, second son of Thomas Savage, of Barford, co.
Warwick, m. Anne, dau. of Michael Fox, of Chacombe,
CO. Nonhants).
Same Arms.
Savage (Castleton, co. Derby). Ar. a pale fusily sa.
a crescent for diff. Crest A unicorn's head ar. erased
;

—

gu.

(Hart street. City of London).
Ar. on a fess az.
betw. two pheons sa. three roses or. Crest Two arms embowed in armour ppr. issuing out of an Eastern crown or,
supporting a pheon sa.
Savage (co. Chester, 6 Henry VII.). Ar. two coiijcs
dancettee sa. (another has the tinctures reversed).
Savage (cos. Essex and Oxford). Ar. on a fess az. betw. two
pheons of the second three roses or.
Savage (co. Kent). Erm. on a chief az. three lions ramp,

—

ar.

or.

Saunton

—

six

Ar. (another, or) a chief az.
Saunton. Ar. a bend raguly sa.
Saurin (confirmed, 1819, to Right Hon. William Sadrin,
r.C, Attorney-General for Ireland). Ar. out of a mount
(co. Lincoln).
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Savage

(London).
three roses or.

Savage
faces ar.

(co.

Ar. on a fess az. betw. two pheons sa.

Sussex).

Az. a chev. betw. three leopards*

A
:

;

S
Savagre

(Portaferry,

AV
co.

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Down;

an

family established in Ireland under Sir

£arl of

Ulster, a.d. 1177.

ancient

Norman

John de Cockct,

Andrew Savage,

Esq., of Porta-

on inheriting the fortune
maternal grand-uncle, assumed the surname and

ferry, representative of this family,

of his

NnoENT, by royal

Ar. six lions
ramp. sa. langued gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a lion's gamb erect sa. Jlfoffo— Fortis atque fidelis.
Savage (Knockadoo, co. Sligo; a branch of Savage, of
descended from Hugh Savage, Esq., of the
Portaferry
city of Dublin, third son of John Savage, Esq., of Ballyvarley, co. Devon, great-grandson of Rowland Savage,
Esq., of the Little Ards, who d. at Portaferry in 1552. The
Rev. RoBEET Sa-wage, of Knockadoo, and Lukesland
Houie, CO. Devon, d. 1811, leaving his sisters his co-heirs).
Same Arms, &c.
Savagre (Ballymadun, co. Dublin; descended through the
Knockadoo branch from Savaoe, of Portaferry Francis
Savage, Esq., of Ballymadun, was eldest son of Rev.
CHBirroPHER KiNGSBOBODGH SAVAGE, who was eldest son
Same Arms.
of Francis Savage, Esq., of Knockadoo).
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb erect sa.

arms

of

licence, in

—

1812).

;

;

Motto

—

Savagre

Fortis atque fidelis.

(Ardquin Castle, co.

Down, and Lisanoure

Castle,

CO. Antrim; a family coeval with that of Portaferry; Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1665; presumed by some authorities to
to have branched off at a very early period from that
ancient house). Same ^i-m«, an annulet az. for difT. Crest
On waves of the sea a mermaid ppr. Motto Fortis atque

—

—

fidelis.

Savagre

(Sir Thomas Savage, knighted 31 Oct. 1601, by
Charles, Lord Mountjoy, Lord Deputy of Ireland).
Ar.
Bis lions ramp, three, two, and one, a label of three points

Savag'e (Valentine Savage,

Esq., of the city of Dublin,

Deputy Clerk of the Crown temp. Charles II., m. Mary,
dau. of Thomas Houghton, Esq., of Ballyanne, co. Wexfbrd

;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflSce, 1670). Ar. six lions ramp,
and one sa.
(Reban, co. Kildare; Sir Abtbur Savage, Knt., a

three, two,

Savage

Privy Councillor in Ireland temp. James I. and Charles I.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1626, of his dau. Elizabeth, wife
of Sir James Carrol, Mayor of Dublin). Ar. six lions ramp,
three, two, and one sa.
Savage (Kilcreen. co. Kilkenny ; exemplified to Clatton
Batlt, Esq., of Kilcreen, on his assuming, by royal licence,
1837, the surname and arms of Savage in lieu of Batlt, in
compliance with the will of his uncle, Francis Savage,
Esq., of HoUymount, co. Down).
Ar. six liuncels ramp,
Crest— Out of waves a mermaid
three, two, and one sa.
all ppr.
Motto Fortis atque fidelis.
Savary (certified at the Coll. of Arms, London, May,
1779). Az. a chev. or, betw. two roses in chief of the last
and a lion ramp, in base ar. on a chief gu. a crescent betw.
two estoiles of the third.
Crest
A cubit arm in armour
holding in the hand all ppr. a sword erect ar. hilt and
pommel or, enfiled on the blade with a boar's head erased
also ppr.
Motto Nocentes prosequor.
Savell (co. Kent). Quarterly, or and az. a bend vair.
Savell (Barraby, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend sa. three
owls of the field, a mullet for diff. Crest An owl ar.
Savell (co. York). Ar. on a bend sa. three owls of the first,
a baton in bend sinister gu.
Savery, or Savory (Great Totnes, in the parish of
Modbury Willinge, in the parish of Rattery; Slade, in the

—

—

—

—

;

parishes of Cornwood and Plympton; Venn, in the parish
of Churchstow; and Kowellstombe, in the
pari-sh of
Ugborough; all in co. Devon. The Sa verts, oriftinally

from

Brittany,

have

been of considerable

note in co.
Devon since the year 1500. From that period, the pedigrees
in the Visitations exhibit their alliances with the knightly
western houses of Cabew, Servington, Strode, Eliot,
Waltham, Hele, Fowell, Davies, Prideacx, <tc. They
possessed Totnes Castle until 1591, about which period the
head of the family, Sir CnBisToriiER Savery, Knt., High

Devon in 1614, purclmsed and removed to ShilHis son, Colonel CiiRisToriiER Savery, of Shilston,
was an active officer under the Parliamentary banner,
during the Civil War, and signed the round robin of 1043.
He was father of Sebvin(;ton .Savert, Esq., of Shilston, </.
1649.
His descendant and heir, John Savery, E.sq., of
Shilston, rf. ». p. in 1831, leaving two nephews, viz: John
SebvinotonSavebt, Esq., of Venn, and Servington Savery,
Esq., of Fowellscombe, Receiver of Crown Rents for cos.
Somerset, Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu.a fess vair betw. three unicorns' heads couped or, for
Savut; 2nd, erm. on a chev. la. three ttags' beads coupcd
Sheriff CO.
8ton.

000

S
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Servington; 3rd, sa. a chev. engr. betw. three song In
splendour ar., for Waltham. Crest
A heron's head and
neck erased ar. wings displ. sa. in the beak an olive branch
vert.
Motto Aut Vita libera aut mois gloriosa.
Savery (Shilston, co. Devon; Christopheb Saveey, High
Sheriff co. Devon 1620, son of Stephen Savery, Esq., of
Great Totnes, by Johanna his wife, dau. and co-heir of
John SebvingtoV, of Tavistock, grandson of Christopbex
Saveey, of Great Totnes, and great-grandson of John
Savery, of Halberton, same CO. Visit. Devon, 1620). Gu. a
fess vair betw. three unicorns' heads couped or.
Savery (Willing, co. Devon; Robert Savebt, Esq., of
Willing, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of Richabd Savery, of
same place, and grandson of Nicholas Savery, of Great
Totnes).
Same Arms, quartering Sebvinqton. Crest
heron's head erased ar. betw. two wings displ. sa. holding la
the beak an olive branch vert.
Savery (Slade, co. Devon; Waltham Savery, Esq., d. 1790,
and left two daus. his co-heirs: the eldest, Frances, m. W.
n. Elford, Esq. Rev. Wm. Savery, Vicar of Rattery, next
brother of Waltham Savebt, Esq., d. 1781, leaving a son
and heir, Willum, d. unm. 1817 his sister, Kathebine
Savery, m. William Cotton, Esq., of Balham Hill, and had
a son, William Cotton, Esq., of Leatherhead, co. Surrey).
Same Arm^ and Crest.
Savery. Quarterly, or and az. a bend gu.
or, for

—

—

—

;

Savile

(Savile Hall, co. York
Thomas Savile, Esq., temp.
Henry III., had two sons: I.John, his heir; II. Henby,
ancestor of Savile, Barts., of Copley and of Methley
Sir
John Savile, Sheriff co. York, 5 and 11 Richabd II.,
great-great-grandson of the above John, had also two sons :
I. Sir John, whose dau. Isabel became his heir, and' w.
Thomas D'Abcy; II. Henby, ancestor of Savile, Bart., of
Thornhill). Ar. on a bend sa. three owls of the field.
Savile (Thornhill, co. York, hart, extinct 1784; Henb^
Savile, second son of Sir John Saville, Sheriff co. York,
5 Richard II., m. Elizabeth, dau. and heir of Simon
Thornhill, of Thornhill, co. York; his descendant. Sir
George Savile, Bart., of Thornhill, was so created 1611;
the eighth bart. d. t. p., when his sister became his heir,
Barbara Savile, m. Richard, fourth Earl of Scarborough).
;

;

Same Arms.

Crest

— An owl ar.

Motto

—Be

fast.

Savile (Marquess

of Halifax, extinct 1700; Sir George
Savile, fourth bart. of Thornhill, was created, 1668, Baron
Savile and Viscount Halifax, 1679, Earl of Halifax, and

1682, Marquess of Halifax; the second marquess rf. s p. m.,
leaving three daus. his co-heirs, when his peerages became
extinct, and the baronetcy reverted to his kinsman and heir
male. Sir John Savile, sixth bart.). Same Arms. Crest—
An owl ar. Supporters Two talbots ar. ducally , gorged
per pale gu. and or. Motto Be fast.
Savile (Copley, CO. York, bart., extinct 1CS9; Henry
Savile, second son of Thomas Savile, tnnp. Henry III.,
m. temp. Edward I., Ellen, dau. and heir of Thomas Copley,
Esq., of Copley, and had two sons: I. John, his heir; II.
Thomas, ancestor of Savile, Bart., of Methley. Sir John
Savile, Bart., of Copley, the lineal descendant of the above
John, was so created 1662, and left an only dau. Elizabeth
Mary, m. Lord Thomas Howard, second son of Henry,
sixth Duke of Norfolk). Same Arms, &c.
Savile (Methley, co. York, bart., extinct 1632; descended
from Thomas Savile, second son of Henry Savile and
Ellen Copley, temp. Edward I. his descendant. Sir Henry
Savile, Knt., of Methley, was created a bart. 1611, d. s. p.).

—

—

;

Same Arms,

&,c.

Savile

(Earl of Mexborough ; descended from John Savile,
brother and heir of Sir Henry Savile, Bart., of Methley).
Same y<rms. Cre.^l Anowlar. Supporters Two lions ppr.
collared and chained or.
Motto Be fast.
Savile (Earl of Sussex, extinct 1671 descended from Sir
Robert Savile, alias Barkston, High Sheriff co. Lincoln,
15 Queen Elizabeth, illegitimate son of Sir Henry Savile,
K.B., of Thornhill, tevip. Henry VIII., by Margaret Barkston; his son, Sir John Savile, was created, 10'J8, Baron
Savile, the second baron was created, 1644, Earl of Sussex,
having been previously created, 1628, Viscount Savile, of
Castlebar, in the peerage of Ireland). Same Arms, properly
differenced.
Crest— An owl ar.
Supporters Two lions
erminois.

—

—

—

;

—

Savile

(co. Lincoln,

Same Arms and

and Darton Grange,

co.

Nottingham).

Crest.

descended, through John
(Thribergh, co. York
Savile, Esq., of Methley, who purchased the estate of

Savile

;

Methley from Sir William Jleresby, Bart., from Sir Joum
Savile, of Savile Hall. He left four sons John, of Thriberg,
whose dau. and heiress, Elizabeth, m. the Hon. John Kinch ;
Charles, of Mcllilcy, ancestor of the Earl qf Mexborough
:

A

S

James, whose only dau. and heiress, Sasaii, m. the Bev.
and Samuel, of Darrington, whose only
Joseph Leech
dau. and heiress, Sarah, «i. William Sothebon, Esq.).
An owl ar.
Ar. on a bend sa. three owls of the first. Crest
Savile (Hill-top, co. Derby; settled there about the year
of
Savile,
of
Howley,
branch
co.
a
York
the last
1600,
male heir of the branch, George Savile, E.^q., d. 1734; the
heiress m. Gilbert, of Locko;. Ar. on a bend cotised sa.
An owl ar. charged with a
three owls of the field. Crest
;

—

;

—

gu.
(Oxton, co. Notts). Ar. on a bend sa. three owls of
the first, on a canton or, a mullet gu. Crest— An owl ar.
ducally gorged gu.
Savile (formerly OaUlands, co. Devon, afterwards Down
House, CO. Gloucester). Ar. on a bend or, cotised gu. three
owls of the first, a border engr. of the third. Crest An
eagle rising per bend sinister or and sa. holding in the beak
a fleur-de-lis az. Motto Nil conscire sibi.
Savile (now of Rufford Abbey, co. Notts granted to Henry
Ldmlet, now Henry Savile, Esq., of Rufford Abbey). Ar.
on a bend sa. three owls of the first, a bordure wavy
trefoil

Savile

—

—

:

of the second.
sinister

wavy

Crest

sa.

— An

Motto

owl ar. debruised by a bendlet

— Be

fast.

Savill

(Bakewell, co. Derby). Ar. on a bend sa. cotised gu.
three owls of the flr.st.
Ar. on a bend sa. three
Savill (Humby, co. Lincoln).
owls of the field, a martlet for diff. Crest An owl ar.
bend
Ar.
on
a
sa. three owls of the first,
Savill (co. Notts).
on a canton or, a fleur-de-lis gu. Crest An owl ar. charged
on the breast with a fleur-de-lis gu.
Savill (Wath, CO. York). Ar. on a bend sa. three owls
of the field, quartering, Barry of six ar. and az. in chief
three lozenges gu., for Fleming, a mullet for diff.
Savill-Onley. See Onlet.
Sa villa (Blaby, co. Leicester; William Saville, of Blaby,
Visit. Leicester, and his brother, Edward Saville, who had
the command of 200 footmen in the wars of Sweden, under

—

—

Charles IX., a.d. 1609, son of Nicholas Saville, of same
place, fourth in descent from Thomas Saville, of the house
of Savill, of Howlow, co. York, who m. Katuerine, dau.
and heir of Hugh Blaby, of Blaby, and settled at Blixby tevip.
Henry VI.). Ar. on a bend sa. three owls of the field, in
sinister chief a trefoil of the second, quartering, for Blaby,
Per pale or and az. two piles meeting in base counterAn owl ar.
changed, on a canton ar. a mullet gu. Crest
membered or, charged on the breast with a trefoil for diff.
Savor (co. Surrey). Az. three crescents or, an orle of

—

crosses crosslet of the last.
Paly of six ar.

Savory.

and

—

a chief sa. Crest
hand holding a chapeau betw. two branches of laurel in
vert,

Codanum"

Ar. a

fcss

sa.

betw. three

Cornish

choughs

Per chcv. gu. and

Savrbridge

(East Haddon, co. Northampton
descended
from John Sawbridge, Esq., of North Kilworth, co. Leisecond son of George Sawbridge, Esq., of Hill
Moreton, co. Warwick, who d. in 1637). Or, two bars az.
each charged with a barrulet dancettee ar. on a chief
indented of the second an erm. spot of the first. Crest Ademi
lion az. holding in his paws a saw erect, and on the shoulder
an erm. spot of gold.
Sa'wbridg'e (Olantigh, co. Kent; descended from Isaac
Sawbridge, of London, fourth son of George S.iwnRiDOE,
Esq., of Hill Moreton, who d. in 1637; John Sawbridge,
Esq., of Olantigh, Lord Mayor of London in 177.'i, was M.P.
for that city). Or, two bars az. each charged with a barralet dancettee ar. a chief indented of the second. Crest
demi lion az. holding in the paws a saw erect or.
Sawbridgre (London, and co. Wilts). Or, senii'e of trefoils
;

cester,

—

—

slipped gu. three crescents of the last.

the Baltic Sea)

ar.

or.

Sawrey

(Broughton Tower,

sentative of this

co. Lancaster.
The late repreJohn Cookson Gilpin-Sawbey,

family,

Esq., of Broughton, dying without issue, devised the estates

nephew, John de Brouquens, who assumed the
surname of Sawrey. He was second son of John Bertrand
DE BocBEC DE Brocquens, Chevalier of the Order of St.
Louis, Lieut. -Colonel in the French service, by his marriage
with Sarah, sister of John Cookson Gilpin-Sawrey, Esq.,
of Broughton.) Ar. on a bend engr. betw. six lioncelsgu. a

to his

—

rose of the first betw. two arrows ppr.
Crest
In front of
a dexter arm cmbowed in armour, the hand grasping an
arrow in bend sinister, the pheon downwards, the Roman
fasces fessways all ppr.
Motto Dictis factisque simplex.
SaAWsefele. Gu. three reaping hooks ar.
Sawtell(co. Somerset). Ar. on a bend embattled counterembattled gu. betw. three cocks ppr. a snake torqued or.
Ci-est
Out of a pallisado crown sa. a stag's head ppr. Motto
Caelum ipsum petimus.
Sawder (Heywood, co. Berks; John Sawyer, Esq., of Heywood. High Sheriff 1819, was son and heir of Anthony
Sawyer, Esq., of Heywood, and grandson of John Sawyer,
Esq., by Anne, his wife, sister of Anthony Dcncombe, first
Lord Feversham).
Az. a fess chcquy or and sa. betw.
three seapies ar.
Crest— A talbot guard, ppr.
Motto
Cherches et tu trouveras.
Sawyer (co. Cambridge, and Causton, co. Norfolk). Az. a
fess componee or and sa. betw. three seapies ar.
Crest
On
a mount vert a hound on scent ar. spotted liver colour.
Sawyer (Kettering, co. Northampton, 1604). Lozengy or
and az. on a pale gu. three escallops of the first. Crest On
a mural coronet gu. a parrot's head erased vert, beaked

—

—

—

—

—

—

gold.

Saxam

Ar. a cross formee fitchee gTi.
(co. Suffolk).
(another, three crosses crosslet fitchee gu.) a chief indented
az.

Saxam, or Saxham.
a chief indented of the

Saxby

(Chafford, co.

Ar. six crosses crosslet fitchee az.

last.

Kent

;

granted 1751).

—

Vert a garb

betw. three partridges or.
Crest
On a mount vert a lion
ramp, erminois, collared, dovetailed, line reflexed over the
back and terminating in a knot az. holding in the dexter
paw a dart sa. feathered ar. headed or. Motto Sit saxum

—

firmum.

Saxby

(co.

field

as

Saxby.

Norfolk).

Or, three bars az.

on a bend engr. of

many escallops sa.

Barry of six or and az. on a bend ongr.

sa. cotised

first.

Saxilby.

Gu. a bend vair betw. six escallops or.
Ar. six crosslets fitchee gu. a chief indented az.
Ar. a chief indented erm.
Saxton (Circourt, co. Berks, bart., extinct 1857). Per bend
ar. and or, on a bend engr. sa. betw. two wings elevated gu.
(another, plain counterchangcd) of the field, charged with
Cre^t— On a mount
three garlands of red roses leaved vert.
vert a griflin's head erased sa. ducally gorged or, betw.
two wings ar.

Saxsam.
Saxsara.

Saxton, or Sexton

(co. Chester).

Ar. three marlions'

—

wings gu. two and one. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
nag's head ar. betw. two wings gu.
Saxton (co. Y^ork; confirmed to Christopher Saxton, Esq.,
of Dunningley, CO. York, 1 July, 1579. "Guillim"). Ar.
three chaplets in bend gu. cotised sa.
Saxton. Or, on a bend gu. cotised sa. three chaplets of
another, Sa. on a bend cotised ar. three chaplets
the field
;

Savrbridge-Erle-Drax.

See Drax.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Snowdon Herald, 1646).
or, a pale engr. sa.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three piles in point sa.
Sawford. Lozengy or and vert (another adds, a lion
ramp, ar.)
Nicholas
Savrle (Penricc and Lavcren, co. Cornwall
.Sawle, of Penrice, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Oliver
of
Laveren).
Sawle,
both
Sawle, and grandson of Richard
Az. three falcons' heads erased or, a border of the la"t.
Sawle (Gbaves-Sawle, Penrice, co. Cornwall, and Barley
House, CO. Devon, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three
falcons' heads erased or, a border of the last, for Sawle;
2nd and 3rd, gu. an eagle displ. in chief a naval crown
Crest
betw. two bombs or, fired ppr., for Gba'ves.

Sawers

;

—

An eagle displ. or, supporting in the dexter claw a staff
erect ppr. thereon hoisted a pendant forked and flowing
to the sinister gu. with the inscription, "Per sinum
noi

i.e.,

twochev. counterchangcd.
Sawnes, or Sawns. Quarterly, az. and or.
Sawnsey (co. Hereford). Gu. a fess ar. in chief a unicorn

gu. three escallops of the

ppr.

Codamus,

(thro' the gulf of

in letters of gold.

Sawle.

the

orle all ppr.

Sa'wble.

SAY
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AV

gu.

Saxton,

See Sexton.
{Baron Sai/, abeyance 1399; descended from William
accompanied William I. to England; his deSay,
who
de
scendant, Geoffrey de Say, was summoned to Parliament
1313; the barony fell into abeyance between the aunts of the
fourth baron, viz., Idonea, m. Sir John Clinton, third Baron
Clinton, and Joan, m. Sir William Fiennes, whose grandson

Say

to Parliament, 1447, as Baron Saye and Sele,
a dignity still extant). Quarterly, or and sa.
Quarterly, or and gu. C>-est—0\it of a
(CO. Devon).
ducal coronet or, a bull's head sa. armed ar.
Say (Richard's Castle, co. Hereford). Gu. two bars yair.
(Weston-Favell, co. Northampton). Per pale az. and gtt.

was summoned

Say
Say

three chevronels ar.
co. Norfolk, and co. Suffolk).
gu. in the 1st quarter a lion pass. az.

Say (Tilney,

Quarterly, or and

A

;

SAT

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Quarterly, or and gu. in the 1st quarter a lion pass.
u3. in tlie 'inil a fret of the first.
(quarteieil by Harbottell, of Basin gthorpe, co. Lincoln.
Per pale ar. and gu. three chevrons,
Visit. Uutland, 1619).
each cUar^ed with a chev. coupcd all counterchanged.
(Blechingdon, co. Oxford, and Ickenham, co. Middlesex;
Edward Sat. Esq., of Blechingdon, in 1634, son of William
Say, Esq., of Ickenham, and grandson of Robert Sat, of
same place. Visit. Oxon, 1634). Per pale az. and gu. three
chev. ar. voided of the field. Crest A buck's head couped
or, on a wreath of thorns az. and gu.
Say. Chevronny ofsixaz. and gu. two flaunches enn. Crest
A stag's head erased ar. guttee de larmes, in the mouth a
cinquefoil slipped vert. Motto Fare et age.
(Hall-Sat, Swaffham, co. Norfolk, and Oakley Court, co.
Berks; exemplified to Richard Hall-Sat, Esq., of Swaffham).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, chevronny of six az. and gu. two
flaunches erm., for Sat; 2nd and 3rd, sa. two feathers
chevronwise ar. within two chevronels or, betw. three
Greats
1st,
talbots' heads erased of the second, for Hall.
Sat A stag's head erased ar. guttee de larmes, in the
mouth a cinquefoil slipped vert; 2nd, Hall: A talbot's
head erased ea. charged with four bezants in cross, in the
mouth a feather ar. Motto Fare et age.
Say. Az. three lions ramp. ar. (another, or) another, Or,
a cro-s gu. a label of five points az.
Sele, Baron. See Twisletom.
Saye
Sayer, or Saier (Michaell-Pentevell, co. Cornwall
Edward Sayer, aged 20, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of
Btk,y.

Say
Say

—

—

—

Say

—

:

—

;

and

Richard Sayer, and grandson of

Hcgh

Sayer, alias Saieb,

Or, on a bend cotised sa. three
Crest—On a mount vert a leopard

of Michaell-Penkevell).

all

cinquefoils of the

field.

couchant reguard. ppr.
(Preston, co. Durham, and Worsal?, co. York). Gu. a
chev. betw. three aea-pewits ar.
Sayer (Pett, Charing, co. Kent; originally, at a very early
period, co. Essex, in which co. the senior branch resided at
Bourchers Hall, until the decease, in 1650, of Sir George
Sayer, Knt., of that place, whose only child, Esther, m.
From Sir George's younger
Sir John Marsham, Bart.
brother. Sir John Sateb, page to William III., descended
chev.
ar. betw. three seapies ppr.
Pett).
Gu.
a
of
Sayer,
\ dexter arm in armour embowed ppr. garnished
Crest
•r, the hand grasping a griffin's head erased gold.
Sayer (Pulham, co. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. betw. three
A hand holding a dragon's head erased
seapies ar. Crest

Sayer

—

—

all ppr.

Sayer, or Sayre

Same Arms, adding
(Wors.nll, co York).
a chief erm.
seapies ar. an
betw.
three
Sayer. Gu. on a chev. or,
anchor erect sa. on a chief wavy erm. two chaplets of
oak ppr. for distinction a cross crosslet of the second. Crest
Out of a naval coronet or, a dexter arm embowed vested
az. and encircled by a wreath of oak gold, the hands
grasping a dragon's head erased ppr. the crown charged, for

—

distinction, with a cross crosslet also gold.

Sayer- Milward

(exemplified to Edward IIenry SatesEsq., of Cambridge Terrace, Hyde Park, co. MidQuarterly, Ist and 4th, erm. on a fess gu.
fimbriated or, three bezants, each charged with a chevroncl

Milward,
dlesex).

of the second, for Milward; 2nd and 3rd, per chev. gu. and
sa. a chev. erm. fimbriated or, betw. three sea-mews or pics
Out of a wreath of oak
1st, Milward
ar., forSAYEE. Crests
or, a bear's paw erect sa. holding a sceptre in pale and charged

—

:

with a bar gold 2nd, Sayer A mount vert, thereon out of
rays of the sun a dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. the
hand also ppr. grasping a dragon's head erased at tlve neck
also vert.
Motto Bear and forbear.
Sayer. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three seapies ar. Crest
A cubit arm erect ppr. holding a dragon's head erased
:

;

—

—

ar.

Sayer.

Gu. seven mascles conjoined in pale or.
(Robert Satle, Esq., of Leighton House, co. Cambridge). Ar. on a fens cotised engr. az. betw. three wolves'
heads erased sa. as many griffins' heads erased or. Crest
In front of a woirs head oouped sa. gorged with a collar
gcmcl or, three escallops gold. Motto Who most has served

Sayle

—

—

is

(co. Norfolk).

a bend ragulco)

or,

.Sa.

a ragged

staff in

bend (another,

Gu. a bend

ar.

betw. six martlets

or.

Sayton, or Seaton.

Az. a bend betw, six mullets ar.
Az. on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased ar.

Scafe.
aa many trefoili slipiicd vert.
Scaife (Newcastle-on-Tync).
one

ar.

Scales {Baron

Scales, abeyance temp. Edward IV.; Sir
BoBERT DE Scales, son of Robert de Scales, Lord of
Newselles, co. Herts, having distinguished himself in the
Scotch war temp, iidward I., was summoned to Parliament
1299; Thomas, seventh Baron Scales, d. 1460, leaving an
only dau. Elizabeth, vi. first, Henbt Boubchier, and second,

Anthont Woodville, who was summoned to Parliament as
Baron Scales, jure uxoris. She d. s. p., when the barony fell
into abeyance among the descendants of the sisters of
the fourth baron).

Gu.

six escallops, three, two,

and one

or.

Scales.

Gu. six escallops, three, two, and one

or,

a bend

az.

Scales.

Gu. an escallop ar.
Scaley. Erm. a chief engr. az.
Scaltock (London). Ar. on a chev. betw. two couple closes
engr. sa. and three boars' heads couped of the last, as many
torteaux.

Scambler

(Hickling, co. Norfolk; granted 1591). Ar. s
body-heart gu. a chief sa. Crest -Out of a ducal coronet
gu. a garb or. Another Crest A garb or, banded gu.
Scarboroug-li, Earl of. See Lcmley-Saunderson.
Scarborough (co. Norfolk). Or, a chev. betw. three
towers triple-towered gu. Crest Out of a mural coronet
gu. a demi lion or, holding upon the point of a lance of tUo
first a Saracen's head ppr. wreathed az.

—

—

—

Scarborough, or Scarbnrg'h

(co. Norfolk).
Or, two
bars and a canton az.
(Glusburn, co. York).
Ar. a bend sinister
betw. three covered cups in chief and as many falcons ia
base sa.
Scarbridge fco. Lancaster). Gu. on a bend engr. ar. tbr€e
lozenges of the field.

Scarborough

Scarbridge, Scarsbridge, or Scasbridge
bridge, CO. Lancaster).

(Seas-

Gu. three mullets pierced in bend

betw. two bendlets engr. ar.
(Montague Place, London). Or, a chev. betw.
castles in chief and a griffin segreant in base gu.
Crest
A demi lion or, billettee gu. supporting a spear erect ppr.
encircled by a mural crown gold.
Scar burgh (North Walsham, co. Norfolk; confirmed 10
Sept. 1614). Or, a chev. betw. three castles gu.
Scarby, or Scardby. Ar. a bend cotised betw. six lions
or,

Scarbrow
two

—

ramp. sa.
ScardlovT'.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fltchce

az.

Scarell (Thanks,

co. Cornwall; confirmed 16 June, 1602).
betw. three wood doves ppr.
Scargell, or Skargill (Knockwell, co. Cumberland, and
CO. York).
Erm. a saltlre engr. gu. Crest X plume of
three feathers ar. encircled with a bend or.
Scargill. Erm. a saltire engr. purp.
Scaringborne (co. Lancaster). Gu. a lion ramp, or, a
canton erm.
Scaringborne. Gu. a lion ramp. crra. a canton of tho

Ar. a chev.

sa.

—

last.

Scarisbrick

(Scarisbrick, co. Lancaster; Charles Scarisrrice, Esq., of Scarisbrick, was High Sheriff co. Lancaster,
Gu. three mullets in bend betw. two bendlets engr.
1839).
ar. a cross sa. in dexter chief a
ar., for Scarisbrick;

—

1st, Scabisbrick:
Eccleston.
Crests
dove sa. beaked and legged gu. holding in the beak an
olive branch ppr.
2nd, Eccleston A magpie ppr.
Scarlett (West Bergholt and Copsford, co. Essex, 1611).
Chequy or and gu. a lion ramp. erm. a canton az. Crest
Two lions' cambs erased erm. supporting a pillar gobony or
and gu. cajiilal and base of the second.
Scarlett (Baron Abinger). Chequy or and gu. a lion ramp.
Crett
erm. on a canton az. a castle triple-towered ar.
Tuscan column chequy or and gu. supported on either side
Supporters ^Two
by a lion's gamb ermines erased gu.
angels vested ar. tunics az. wings or, in the exterior hand of
Motto
gold.
hilt
and
pommel
ppr.
sword
in
bend
each a

fleur-de-lis gu., for

A

;

:

—

—

—

—

Crr.ii

9oa

Scarlton.

Per pale

ar.

and

az.

two lions ramp, counter-

changed.

betw. seven bezants.

Sayton, or Seaton.

ftad

(Middleton, co. Norfolk, ieni]\ Henry VT.).
<Ju.
six escallops, three, two, and one ar.
t'/fi;— Out of a dutul
coronet, or, a plume of ostrich feathers ar.
Scales (co. York). Ar. a chev. az.

.Suis Stat Tiribus.

greatest.

Sayro

sc A

Scales

Scarming.

Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu. as

many cinquefoils or.
Scarsdale, Baron. See Cctrzon.
Scarshall.
Ar. two bars ncbulee

gu.

a border sa.

hcznntco.

Gu. six escallops, three, two,

— An escallop reversed ppr.

Scarton

(co.

Middlesex).

Sa.

two bends chequy or and

A
;

bctw. two cotises en^.
a mount yert a bezant charged with a stag

Ar.

gu. Crest— On
ppr.

a bend

az.

Scatterset, or Schaterset.

Barruly az. and

or,

an

orle of martlets sa.

Az. an inescutchcon or,
within an orle of martlets of the second.
Per chev. sa. and ar. three goats' heads
erased counterchanged.
Scawen (Aden, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. gn. betw. three
griflfins' heads erased sa. the two in chief respecting each
Crest
A cubit arm habited gu. cuffed ar. holding
other.
in the hand the trunk of a tree eradicated, near the top a
brancl) issuing all ppr.
Scawen (Molenick, St. Germains, co. Cornwall. This family
is traced in their pedigree to the time of Edward I., when
the representative m. the heiress of Molenick; they removed into CO. Surrey about 1712, and became extinct in

Scatterton.

—

when the last James Scawen, Esq., M.P. co. Surrey,
son of Thomas Scawen, by Tr-jphena, his wife, dau. and
18C1,

Lord James Rcsseli, of Maidwell, d. leaving
Tbtphena, Countess Bathurst, his heiress. There
was a younger branch settled at Trehane, in Probus, in
consequence of a match with the co-heiress of Trehane
another junior branch, descended from a younger son of
the same family, temp. Henry VIII., was of Arden, in
Stoke Climsland). Same Arms.
Scawen (Meleniok, co. Cornwall; Bicbakd Scawen, aged
30, anno 40 Queen Elizabeth, a.d. 1597, son and heir
of Edward Scawen, who d. 12 May, 1597, the ninth
in descent from Wflliam Scawen, of Melenick, temp.
Edward I. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Az. a chev. gu. betw.
sole heiress of

his sister,

three griffins' heads erased ea. those in chief respecting

each other.

Scawen

(Trehane, co. Cornwall John Scawen, second son
of Edward Scawen, living 1597, m. Elizabeth, dau. and
co-heir of John Tbehake, Esq., of Trehane. Visit. Cornwall,
;

Same Arms.

Scekley, Scepley, or Schapley

Az.
(co. Middlesex).
a chev. ar. betw. three chessrooks or.
Erm. on a chev. gu. three roses or. Crest
demi lion ramp. ppr. lapgued gu. holding in the dexter paw
a scymitar ppr. Motto Fac et spera.
Scerlogre (Wales). Ar. three bars gu.
Schank. See Shane.
Schanser. Sa. a fess dancettec ar.
Schardelow. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosses botonnec

—

Scepter.

—

fitchee az.

Schardelow.
Schardelow.

Gu. a cross ar. a border engr. or.
Ar. a cross vair.
Ar. an eagle displ. sa.

Scharlton.
Scharsbrige, or Scarsberg:.
three lozenges of the

Vairc

and gn. a border

ar.

sa. bezantee.
sa. and gu. three
erased ar. armed or, a border engr. of tlie

third.
(co.

Lancaster).

Per chev.

sa.

and

ar. three

goats' heads counterchanged, a border gu.

Schaw. Erm. two chevs.
A rose gu. barbed vert.
Scheerle.
Schefield.

—

betw. three mascles sa.

(Schobahull, co. Devon;
the heiresses m
Holbeam, Chedder, Kibkham, and Speccot; the heiress
m. Cole). At. Uiree fleurs-de-lis

Schobahtlll

of a younger branch

Scholar.

Az. three swans ar.

Scholefield. See Scofield.
Scholes. Lozengy sa. and ar. on a

sinister canton of the
an annulet or. C>-est
A cross crosslet sa.
(George Scholet, Lord Mayor of London, 1612-13.
The family of Scholet, four or five generations back,
possessed and resided at Gorber Hall, near Bamsley, co.
York). Vert on a bend betw. two garbs or, a swan sa.

—

first

Scholey

—

betw. as many hurts. Crest An arm erect in armour ppr.
holding in the gauntlet a hurt, on the arm a bend, charged
as in the arms.
Scholley. Gu. two ostrich feathers addorsed or. Cregt A.
dexter hand holding a sword ppr.
Schomberg {Duke of Schomberg and Leintter, extinct 1719;
Frederick Schombero, of an ancient and noble family in the
Palatinate, came to England with WilUam, Prince of Orange.
1688, and was created a duke by the Prince, when WilHam
III., 1689, with remainder to his youngest son.
He fell at
the Battle of the Boyne. Charles, second duke, d. g. p.,

—

and was

s.

by

his elder brother,

JDuhe of Leinster; he d.
extinct).
Quarterly, 1st

s.

who had been created, 1691
when all his titles became

p. m.,

and 4th, ar. on an inescutcheon
an escarbuncle of eight rays or; 2nd and 3rd, gn.
ar. three, two, and one, over all on an
escutcheon of pretence gu. a cavalier in armour ppr. mounted
on a horse in full course ar. holding in his right hand a battlo
axe. Cre-tts
1st: An arm in armour embowed holding in
the hand all ppr. a battle axe ar.
2nd: Out of a dacal
coronet and betw. two elephants' trunks or, a talbob
sejant afFrontee sa.
3rd: Out of a ducal coronet or, three
sa.

six escutcheons

—

;

;

peacocks' feathers ppr.

Supporters

—Two lious segreant ppr.

Schombergr.

Gyronny of sixteen gu. and
Crest — On a winged globe a dove rising ppr.

Schombergh, or Scombergh.
ar. three, two,

ar.

an orle az.

Az. six inescutcheons

and one.

Schooley (Cadwell,

CO.

Bedford; confirmed 6 June, 1582).

Az. on a bend ar. three hurts.
Gu. three weasels courant ar.
Quarterly, erm. and ar. a cross gu. a bend or.
Schouldam, or Sholdham (co. Norfolk). Az. an eagle

Schoppin.
Schordeth.
displ. or.

Scharterton, or Scaterten. Per chev.

Schaterton

—

Schrieber

Gu. on a bend engr. ar.

first.

Scharshall, or Scarshall.

goats' heads

on a cross moline sa. a mullet of the field. Crest—A demi
cat ppr. Motto Virtute non vi.
Schneider. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. on a chev. or, three
escallops sa. Crest
Out of a round turret a Cornish chough
volant.

Scatterset, or Schaterset.

1620).
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SC A
Scatchard.

,

Crest

—

(Winchelsea, co. Sussex).

—

Erm. three

;

and

Crest.

Schrieber

(The Hill House, co. Suffolk).

Same Arms and

Cr'st.

Gu. masonry ar. a fret sa.
Per bend az. and vert a lion ramp.

Schrimshaw.
ar.

Yair, on an inescutcheon gu. a lion ramp,

or.

Schelley. Paly of six or and gu. on a chief sa. a plate.
Crest
An escallop gu.
Schepingrdale. Az. two lions' paws chevronways ar.

Schroder. Per

supporting a cinquefoil (another, a fleur-de-lis) or.
Schesley, or Schessley. Paly of six gu. and or, on a
chief sa. ten bezants, four, two, and four.
Schester. Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cher. engr. betw. three
rams' heads erased counterchanged.
Schilizzi (Vafiadaccbi-Schilizzi
exemplified to John
ScHiLizzi, of Cleveland Gardens, Paddington, co. Middlesex,
and his brothers, Lucas and Matthew Schilizzi, on their
taking, by royal licence, 1875, the prefix surname of
Vatiadacchi).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Az. three chevronels ar. betw. two greyhounds sejant in chief of the last
and a bezant in base, for Schtlizzi; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
cross gu. betw. four laurel leaves ppr. five garbs or, for
Vafiadacchi. Crests 1st, Schilizzi: In front of a tiltinjBpear erect ppr. a greyhound sejant ar. resting the dexter
forepaw on a bezant 2nd, Vafiadacchi A garb or, betw.
two elephants' trunks gu.
Schipley, Az. a chev. betw. three chessrooks or.
Schives (Mureton, Scotland, 1672). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Sa. three cats-a-mountain pass, in pale spotted ar. ; 2nd, ar.

Schulenioerg: (Duchess of Kendal and Munster,

—

;

—

;

903

grifBns'

heads erased vert. Crest A dexter arm embowed in armour
ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand a dagger, the point
towards the dexter also ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Schrieber (John Charles Schrieber, of Henhurst, Woodchurch, CO. Sussex
John Charles Schrieber was third
in descent from John Charles Schrieber, Esq., of Tewir.s
House, CO. Hertford, who came from Durlach, in Swabia,
and settled in London about the year 1721). Same Anna

:

saltire gu.

and

ar. four fleurs-de-lis in cross,

tops to the exterior counterchanged.
towered ppr.

Crtst

—A

castle triple-

extinct
1743; Ere.ngard Melosine ScritJLENBERo, Princess of
Eberstein, in Germany, mistress to George I., was created
Duchess of Munster, in the peerage of Ireland, 1716, and
Duchess of Kendal, in the peerage of Great Britain, both
peerages being for life). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lamb
pass, in fess quarterly gu. and ar. ensigned on the head
with three standards of the second; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three
on a shield surtout, as
eagles' legs couped at the thigh gu.
a Princess of the Germanic Empire, az. a lion ramp. ar.
imperially crowned ppr. Supporters Two savages wreathed
round the temples and loins with ivy, each holding
in the exterior hand a club resting on the shoulder, all
ppr.
Schulenbergr {Countess of Walsingham, extinct 1778;
Melesina ScnnLENBERG, illegitimate dau. of George i., was
so created for life, vi. Philip, fourth Barl of CkesterfUld,
d. s. p.). Same Arms as the Duchess of Kendal and
Munster, without the shield surtout, and same Sup;

—

porters.

A

A
;;

;;

SCH

Chequy az.
ar.
Crest— On
the top of an old castle in ruins an eagle volant.
Az. in dexter chief a
ScllU*"= (Gillingliam, co. Norfolk).
mullet, in sinister base a stag's horn or.
Sctiyke. Per chev. gu. and ar. three annulets counterchanged.
Scillerow, or Scolycorn (co. Lancaster). Ar. a cross
ga. a chief chequy of the first and second.
Sclater (Tangier Park, co. Hants, and Hoddington House,
William Lutley Sclatee was son of Rev.
game co.
Babtiiolomew Lutlet Sclateb, Sector of Whittingham,
and grandson of Richard Sclateb,
Northumberland,
CO.
Esq., of London). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire az.,
for Sclateb; 2nd, gu. a fess betw. eight billets or, for
Mat; 3rd, erm. on a fess cotised sa. three crescents or, for
Bbistow. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle rising
Motto U ^7; iv T(^ OTavpui.
wings displ. sa.
(Except
and

;

—

—

in the Cross).

—

Sclater (Newick

Park, co. Sussex). Ar. a saltire az. Crest
eagle sa. rising out of a ducal coronet or.
huntSclater (co. Cambridge). Ar. a saltire az. Crest

An

—A

ing horn ppr. stringed or.
Sclater (London. "Visit. London, 1668). Same Arms.
Sclater (Catley Park, co. Cambridge, bart., extinct 1634
Thomas Sclateb, Esq., High Sheriff of that co., purchased
estates there and weis created a bart. 16G0, d. s. p., and

bequeathed his estates to his grandnephew, M.P. co. Cambridge, who afterwar4s assumed the name of Bacon). Ar.
a saltire sa.
Sclyngrsby (co. York). Ga. a chev. or, betw. two leopards'
faces in chief and a hunting horn in base ar.
Scobell (Plymouth, co. Devon John Scobell, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Vincent Scobell, both of Plymouth, left
an only dau. and heir, Joan, m. first, John Tbelawnei, and
second, John Cole, of Witchampton, co. Dorset. John
Scobell m. Alice Facie, in parish of Buckland MonaAr. three fleurs-de-lis
chorura, co. Devon, 22 Aug. 1543).
;

gu. a label of three points az.
(Mavagissey, and of Polruddon,

Scobell

lis sa.

Scobell

(Kingwell, co. Somerset; Capt. Geoeoe Trewebke
Scobell, R.N., was second son of Peter Eowabd Scobell,
M.D., and grandson of George Scoeell, Esq., of Nutcombe;. Same Arms, <fcc.
Scobell (Nancealvemc, co. Cornwall). Ar. three fleurs-delis gu.
in chief a label of three points az., quartering
TJsticke and Roscrowe. Crest— A demi lion ar. holding in
the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis gu. and gorged with a label of
three points az. Motto In Deo salutcjii.
Scobie. Az. a chief lozengy or and gu. CVcjJ A sword

—

—

erect ppr.

Scobington.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three squirrels sa.
cracking nuts or.
(co. Kent; Henry Scocath, Esq., m. the dau. of
Richabd Wakested, Lord of the Manor of Great Tew, co.
Oxford; arms quartered by his descendant, Raynesfobd, of
Great Tew, who derived the manor through his descent from
this marriage. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Gu. on a chev. ar.
betw. three garbs or, a cinquefoil of the first.
Scofield (Scofleld, CO. Kent). Ar. a fess betw. three bulls'
beads couped gu. Crest A bull's Lead gu. collared ar.

Scocath

—

attired or.

Scofleld, or Scoffleld (Scoffleld, co. Lancaster; granted
Gu. a fess betw. three bulls' heads couped (another,
1582).
cabossed) ar. Crest A bull's head gu. collared ar. Another

—

Crest— A

bull's

head

or.

fess duncett«c

betw. three curlews (another,

falcons) or.

Sco^g'an

Az. a fess dancettce

Sconce

Az. a

(co. Middlesex).
three falcons of the last.

a.

(co. Stirling, 1815).

in the dexter

Crest

— A wy vcm

or, ia chief

fortification ar.

masoned

canton a star of six points of the second.
ppr. collared and chained gu. charged with

a star on the breast

ar.

Motto

—

Lincoln).

Ar.

crosses crosslel (another, crosses
pomett«e) sa. five crescents of the field. Crest
An archer

—

hooting an arrow out of a low.
Soopham. Ar. a bend sa. on an incscutcUcon
ramp. purp.

90i

Ar. a Jew's harp in bend

sa.

betw. six laurel

leaves of the last.

Scoping'dou.

Ar. a fess

Ar. a bend <;a.
dancettee sa. in chief three

pellets.

Scopingrton, or Scoppingrton. Ar. on a
cettee sa. three plates, in chief as many pellets.

Scopley

(co. Middlesex).

fess

dan-

Az. a chov. betw. three cronels

or.

Scory

(Resburne, co.

Herts; granted 1538).
Or, on a
saltire sa. five cinquefoils of tlie field.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi eagle displ. gold.
Scory (John Scoby was Bishop of Chichester 1552, translated to Hereford 1559, d. 1586).
Per chev. embattled or
and sa. three pelicans' heads erased counterchanged, valuing
their necks ppr. on a chief az. a fleur-de-lis butw. two estoiles
of the first.
Scot {Earl of Chester, extinct 1244). Or, three piles gu.
Scot (co. Essex). Per pale indented ar. and sa. a saltire

—

counterchanged.

Scot
Scot

(co.

Kent).

(co.

Kent).

Ar. a cross botonn^e sa.
Sa. an inescuteheon within an orle of

owls ar.

Scot, or Scott (Camberwell,

co. Surrey).
Ar. on a fess
couped or (another, ar.). Crest
A boar's head couped ar. a pheon stuck fessways in the
neck sa. Another Crest A cup flammant ppr.
Scot. Ar. on a chev. sa. three gaimtleta or (another, headsa. three

—

boars' heads

—

pieces).

Scot.

Ar. within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.

an inescuteheon betw. three garbs of the second.
Per chev. erminois and ar. on a chev.

Scot, or Scott.

—

betw. three lions' heads erased az. five bezants. Crest
head erased per chev. or and ar. charged with a chev.
az. thereon five bezants as in the arms.
Scot. See Scott.
Scot (GoLDiE-ScoT, of Craigmuie, co. Kirkcudbright). See
lion's

Scote.

Per pale indented ar. and sa. a saltire counterchanged.
Crest
An arm vested gu. holding a roll of
paper ppr.
Scoter, or Scotez. Az. three swans ar.
Scotez. Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Scotney (Bossington, co. Hants.). Ar. a chev. betw. three

—

escallops az.

Scots Corporation

(incorporated 1665).
No armorial
ensign; the seal represents the figure of Charity, with one
child in her arms and three others standing near her, naked
on the dexter side a shield, hung on a tree, bearing the
arms of St. Andrew, viz., Ar, a saltire az., to which the
figure is pointing with the dexter hand
on the sinister side
of the escutcheon a thistle issuing from the ground in base,
stalked and leaved, over it a regal crown; round the seal
the Legend
Beati misericordes, quoniam ipsis misericordia
;

—

tribuetur.

Scott

Branxholm and Buccleugh, Scotland).
a mullet betw. two crescents of the field.
Prior to the 17 th century, the bend was charged with two
crescents, and in the upper part a mullet.
Scott (MoNTAGU-DouGLAS-ScoTT, Duke of BuccUuch).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, the royal arms of King Charles II.
(viz., quarterly, 1st and 4th, France and England, quarterly
2nJ, Scotland, 3rd, Ireland), debruised by a baton sinister
ar.
2nd, or, on a bend az. a mullet of six points betw. two
crescents of the field, for Scott; 3rd, quarterly, 1st and4tb,
ar. a human heart gu. crowned with an imperial crown or,
and on a chief az. three mullets of the field, for Douglas,
2nd and 3rd, az. a bend betw. six cross crosslets Qtchee or,
forMAB; the whole of this quarter within a bordurc or,
charged with the double tressure of Scotland gu. Crest
stag trippant ppr. attired and unguled or. Supporters
Two females richly attired in antique habits vert, their under
robes az. the uppermost ar. and upon their heads plumes of
Amo.
three ostrich feathers of the last. Motto
Scott {Earl of Deloraine, extinct 1807; Lord Henbt
Scott, second son of James, Duke of Monmouth, by Annk,
Duchess of Buccleuch, his wife, was so created 1706). Or, on
a bend az. a star betw. two crescents of the field. Crest,
Supporters, and Motto, same as the J>uke of Succteitch, a
(Murdiston,

Or, on a

bend

az.

;

—

—

—

crescent for

ditf.

Scott

Vigilalc.

Scopham, Scopeham, or Scop3na (co.
on a chev. betw. three

Scophaiu.

Scopham, or Stophata.

GOLDIE.

Tregonnan, and

Menagwins, in St. Austell, co. Cornwall; the co-heiresses
m. Hawkins, of St. Austell, and Hawkins, of Penzance
John Scobell, who m. the heiress of Usticee, of Leah, in
Burian, was of the family of Scobell, of Nutcombe, in
Per pale ar. and gu. three
Past Allerton, co. Devon).
Crest—
fleurs-de-lis and a label in chief counterchanged.
demi lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-

Scogran. Az. a

SCO
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Sclialtz, or Schnltze.

or,

a lion

(The Hague, 1680). Per fess or and gu. in chief a
bond az. charged with a star of six points betw. two crescents
oi the first, in base an eagle's leg couped at the thigh in pale
or.
Crest
An eagle rising or, and looking up to the sua
appearing from under a cloud ppr. Supporters— Two ladies
richly attired, each holding in her hand a thistle shpped ppr.

—

Motto

—Amo

inspicio.

A

A

(Gorrenberry, 1672). Or, on a bend az.astarbetw. two
Crest
crescents of the field, a bordure compony cu. and ar.
An anchor in pale enwrapt with a cable ppr. Motto—

Sperandum.

now represented

by Lord jfapier and Ettrick). Or, on a bend az. a mullet
betw. two crescents of the first, a double
pierced
tressure fiory counterflory of the second. Crest
Issuing
cut of a mural crown six lances with pennons, three and
three, disposed in saltire az.
Supporters Two men in
coats of mail with steel caps, each holding in his hand a

—

—

spear with pennons

—

—

Motto Eeady, aye ready.
Scott (Scotstarvit, co. Fife). Or, on a bend a star betw. two
crescents of the field, a bordure engr. gu. Crest
A dexter
hand erected holding an annulet in which is set a carbuncle
ppr. Motto
In tenebris lux.
Scott (Balcomie, co. Fife, 1773). As Scotstarvit, with a
all

ppr.

—

—

Same Crest and Motto.
As Scotstarvit, with a mullet in
chief for diff. Same Oest and Motto.
Scott (Lethem, 1672). As Scotstarvit, with a martlet in chief
for diff. Same Crest and Motto.
Scott (Sheriff Clerk of Edinburgh, 1672). As Scotstarvit,
crescent gu. in chief for

—A

the bordure charged with eight bezants. Crest
arm, the hand holding a half expanded book ppr.

dexter

Motto—

Fidelitas.

Scott

(Vogrie, co. Edinburgh). Or, on a bend az. a star betw.
two crescents of the field, a bordure per pale gu. and ar.
the dexter side engr. the sinister indented. Crest A dexter

—

—

ppr. Motto Nescit amor fines.
(Orkney, 1672).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as Scofstarrit, with a crescent for diff.
2nd and 3rd, az. three
boars' heads couped or, within a bordure indented of the
last, for GoBDON, of Cluny.
Crest
A boar's head couped or,
holding in the mouth four arrows gu. feathered and headed
ar.
Motto Doe weel and let them say.
Scott (Balmouth, 1672). Or, on a bend az. a star betw. two
crescents of the field, a bordure quarterly gu. and ar. Crest
A star or. Motto Lucet.
Scott (Whytslaid, 1672;. Or, on a bend az. a star betw. two
crescents of the field, in chief a broken lance gu. Crest
dexter hand holding a broken lance gu. Motto— Pro amore

hand holding a ring

Scott

j

—

—

—

—

—

(Toderick).

As the

last,

co.

with a crescent for

— Pro aris

—The head of a lance ppr.

Scott (Bumhead,

Motto

Koxburgh,

Or,

1755).

diff.

Crest

az. a

field, a bordure of the second.
and neck erased ppr. collared az. the
charged with a star betw. two crescents or, all surrounded by two branches of laurel ppr. Mottoes In recto

— A buck's head

collar

—

decus; and. Nemo sibi nascitur.
(Hassendean, 1672;. Or, on a bend az. a star of six
points betw. two crescents ar. in base a bow and arrow of
the second. Crest A hand holding a pole-axe ppr. Motto
Trustie and true.
Scott (Malleny. co. Edinburgh). Or, on a bend az. a star
of .^ix points betw. two crescents of the field, in base an
arrow bendways ppr. feathered, headed, and barbed ar.
Crest
A stag lodged ppr. attired or. Motto Amo pro-

Scott

—

—

—

—

bos.
(Bevillaw, 1672).

Or,

on a

fess az.

a star of six points
A hand holding a

—

betw. two crescents of the field. Crest
scroll of paper ppr.
Motto Facundia felix.
(Horseley Hill, 1735). Or, on a bend az. a star betw.
t*o crescents of the first, in dexter chief a sword in pale
ppr.
Crest— A lion's head erased ppr.
Motto Pro

—

Scott

—

patria.

Scott (Harwood,

an oak

surmounted of
a bend az. charged with a star of six points betw. two crescents of the field. Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. Motto
Ardenter amo.
Scott (Trabrown, 1765). Or, on a bend az. a mullet pierced
betw. two crescents of the field, a bordure enj;r. sa. charged
1672).

Or,

tree vert

—

—

with four escallops of the
Motto Free.

—

Scott

first.

Crest

— A stag

at gaze ppr.

Roxburgh, represented, 1672, by Bonraw).
Or, two mullets in chief and a crescent in base az. Crest
A nymph, in her dexter hand the sun, in her sinister the
moon all ppr. Motto Reparabit cornua Phoebe.
Scott (Harden, co. Koxburgh, a cadet of Sinton, 1672).
Or, on a bend az. a star of six points betw. two crescents
of the field, in sinister chief a rose gu. slipped and barbed
ppr.
Crest
A stag trippant armed with ten tynes ppr.
Motto Pacem amo. In 1700, as representative of Sinton,
the arms, crest, and motto of Sinton, with two mermaids,
each holding in her hand a mirror ppr. for supporters.
Scott {Lord Polwarth), Quarterly, lat and 4th grand
(Sinton, co.

—

—

—

~

;

—
;

—

—

:

:

;

Scott

(Thirlstane, co. Roxburgh, 1673; now Scott-Kebb, of
Chatto. See Kebb). Or, on a bend az. a star of six points
betw. two crescents of the field, in sinister chief a rose gu.
stalked and barbed ppr. surmounted of a martlet ar. Crest

—A

stag trippant

armed with ten tynes

ppr.

Motto

—

Pacem amo.

Scott

(Wall, CO. Selkirk, 1672; now Pldmmeb, of Sunderland
on a bend az. a star of six points betw. two crescents

—

905

of the field, in sinister chief a rose gu. stalked and barbed
ppr. surmounted of an annulet of the first. Crest—
stag
trippant armed with ten tynes ppr. Motto Pacem amo.

A

et focis.

on a bend

star betw. two crescents of the

Scott

—

Hall). Or,

patriae.

Crest

:

diff.

<Pitlochie, 1672).

Scott

ar., for

HcM£, 2nd, ar. three papingoes vert, for Pepdie, ord, gu.
three piles engr. ar., for Polwabth, 4th, ar. a cross engr.
az., for SiNTLAiE
en surtout, Az. an orange with stalk
erect slipped, and over it an imperial crown ppr., as a coat
of augmentation; 2nd grand quarter, or, two mullets in
chief and a crescent in base az., for Scott, of Harden;
3rd grand quarter, counterquartered, 1st and 4th, gu. on
a chev. ar. a rose betw. two lions combatant of the first,
2nd and 3rd, ar. three edock leaves vert, all for Hepbdbn,
of Humbie.
Crests
In the centre, for Scott: A lady
richly attired holding in her dexter hand the sun, and in her
sinister the moon ppr., with the motto, Reparabit cornua
Phoebe; on the dexter side, for Hcme: Issuing out of a
man's heart or, an arm from the elbow ppr. brandishing
a scymitar ppr. bilted and pommelled or; on the sinister
side, for Hepbubn
An oak tree ppr. and horse pass. ar.
saddled and bridled gu., with motto above the horse, Keep
tryste.
Supporters Dexter, a lion reguard. ar. sinister, a
mermaid holding in her sinister hand and resting on her
shoulder a mirror ppr.
Motto Below the shield: Fides
probata coronat.
Scott (Abbotsford, co. Roxburgh, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, two mullets in chief and a crescent in base az.
within an orle of the last, for Scott 2nd and 3rd, or, on a bend
az. three mascles of the field, in the sinister chief point an
oval buckle erect of the second, for Halibdbton. Crest
Same as Scott, of Sinton, 1672. Stippwlers— Dexter, a mermaid holding in the exterior hand a mirror ppr.; sinister, a
savage, wreathed round the head and middle, holding in the
exterior hand a club. Mottoes Over the crest Reparabit
cornua Phoebe and under the arms Watch weel. These
arms were confirmed in 1848 to Walteb Scott LockhabtScott, of Abbotsford, and in 1853 to Mrs. Hope Scott,
without the supporters.
;

(Thirlstane, co. Selkirkl bart., 1666,

Scott

Hon ramp,

quarters, counterquartered, 1st, vert a

—

Scott
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Scott

—

Scott
1st

the

(Gala,

and

on a

CO.

4th, or,

field, in

as recorded

Selkirk;

on a bend

Quarterly,

1793).

az. a star betw.

chief a rose gu. barbed vert

;

two crescents of
2nd and 3rd, ar.

—

Pbinole. Crest
the waist affrontee richly attired, in her sinister
hand a rose gu. Motto Prudenter amo.
saltire engr. sa. five escallops or, for

A lady from

—

Scott

(Sinton, 1672, later family, 1723).
Or, on a bend az.
a star of six points betw. two crescents of the field, on
sinister chief point a rose gu. stalked and barbed vert, a
bordure sa.
Crest
A crescent ar. Motto Crescendo

—

—

prosim.
Scott (Edinburgh, 1672). Or, on a bend betw. three lion«'
heads erased gu. as many crescents of the field. Crest
stag holding in his mouth a blade of grass ppr. Motto
Hie tutus nutrior.
Scott (Elie, 16th century). Or, on a bend az. a mullet
betw. two crescents of the field, a bordure gu. charged with
bezants.
Scott (Dryhope). Or, on a bend az. a mullet betw. two
crescents of the field, a bordure gu.
Scott (Balweerie, co. Fife). Ar. three lions' heads erased
gu.
Ci-est
A demi lion gu. holding in paw a cutlass ppr.
Motto Dieu m'a fait fort. Supporters Two lions per fess
gu. and or.
Scott (Ancrum, co. Roxburgh, bart., 1671). Anns, as the
last, a mullet az. for diff.
A lions head erased gu.
Crest
Motto Tace ant face.
Scott (Spain, 1685). As Balweerie, within a bordure gn.
charged with eight cinqucfoils ar. Crest A lion's paw
holding a thistle ppr. Motto Reddunt aspera fortem.
Scott (Logic, CO. Forfar). Ar. a fess crenellee betw. three
lions" heads erased gu.
Crest
A lion's head erased holding
a cinquefoil in his mouth ppr. Motto .Vut tace aut face.
Scott (Hedderwick). Ar. three lions' heads erased gu. within a
bordure of the last charged with six fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Creit
A lion's head erased gu. Motto Me fortem reddit
Deus.
Scott (Benholm, co. Forfar, 1692). Or, three lions' heads
erased gu. within a bordure crenellee of the last. Crest—
lion issuant holding in his dexter paw a rose slipped ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

Motto

— Fortis et placabilis.

—

—

AA

:
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An Logic, with
(Brotherton, co. Kincardine, 1764).
Crfst
A lion ramp,
a mullet gn. in chief for di£f.
bninuishing a scymitar ppr. Motto Patemo robore tutus.
Boott (Dunninauld, co. Forfar, bart., 1806). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a ftm counter-embattled betw. three lions' heads
Crest*
A lion's head erased gu. langiied
erased gu.

Bcott

—

—

—

and. Out of a ducal coronet a garb betw. two sickles.
a*.
Supporter*—Dexter, an heraldic tiger gorged with an
:

antique crown; sinister, a stag ppr. homed or, collared
Motto— Spe
fcu. and holding in his mouth a thistle ppr.
Tires augentar.
Boott (Bengal, 1824). Ar. on a fess crenelMe betw. three
Crett
Sons' heads erased gu. a chessrook of the field.
lion's bead erased holding a cinqnefoU in bis mouth ppr.
Motto—Aut tace aut face.
8oott (Netherlands, 1776). Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw.
two triple-leaved slips of oak ppr. a star betw. two crescents
Crest ^A stag'B head erased gu.
or, a bordure embattled gu.

—

—

3f6«o—Ardenter amo.

Scott (East India Service, 1811). Or, on a bend engr. az.
* star betw. two crescents of the field, in sinister chief a
dove with an olive branch in its beak ppr. Crest A dove,
as in the arms. Motto EvprjKa; and, Amo.

—

—

Scott

(Madras, 1829). Or, on a chev. betw. two mullets in
chief and a crescent in base az. a bezant. Ci-cst
stag's
head erased ppr. Motto Fideliter amo.

—A

—

Scott (Wooden,

co.

Roxburgh,

1856).

Or,

on a bend

az.

betw. two eagles' heads erased, each holding in the beak a
two crescents of the field.
Crest
a stag trippant ppr. Motto Amo.
Bcott (BoBsoN-ScoTT, of Ashtrccs, co. Eoxburgh, 1 859). Or,
on a bend az. a star betw. two crescents of the first, on a
chief gu. a stag trippant also of the first betw. two boars'
heads couped ar. Crest A stag trippant ppr. Motto
lanrel branch ppr. a mullet betw.

—

—

—

—

Patriam amo.
Scott (RoBSON-ScoTT, of Kewton, co. Eoxbnrgh, 1859).
The same, with a bordure gu. Same Crett and Motto.
Bcott (Kelly, CO. Renfrew, 1863). Or, a lymphad, sails furled
and oars in action sa. flagged gu. snrmounted by a bendaz.
charged with a mullet betw. two crescents ar. Crest
stag trippant ppr. Motto Ready, aye ready.
Bcott (Dr. John Scott, London, 1864). Per fess ar. and az.
on a bend a mullet betw. two crescents counterchanged.

—

—

— A stag trippant ppr.

Crest

Motto— Tiiua

et fortis.

Bcott (Macmillan-Scott, Wauchope,

co. Roxburgh, formerly
of Goldilands). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a bend az. a
mullet betw. two crescents of the first, a bordure compony
of the second and first, for Scott 2nd and 3rd, parted per
pale or and ar. a lion ramp. sa. in chief three mullets az.,
for Macmillan. Crests 1st, Scott A stag's head erased
gu. 2nd, Macmillan A dexter and sinister hand issuing
from the wreath brandishing a two-handed sword all ppr.
Mottoes Over the crests : Miseris succurro ; under the arms
;

—

:

:

;

—

Ardenter amo.
Bcott (Howclench,

Hacmillan,

co. Selkirk).

As the preceding, without

in chief a crescent counterchanged for

diff.

Scott-Montag'U {Baron

Montagu). See Montagc-Scott.
Bcott-Moncrieff. See Moncbieff.
Scott-Douglas. See Dopglas, Bart.
Bcott (Scott's Hall, CO. Kent; the family claim descent
from William Baliol le Scot, brother of Alexander
Baliol, of Chilham Castle, co. Kent, and of John Baliol,
King of Scotland William Baliol le Scot was buried at
Canterbury his descendants have been buried at Brabourne,
CO. Kent., for nearly 600 years, and were settled there and at
Scott'g Hall, temp. Edward I., until the beginning of the last
century.
Of this family
were the following
Sir
William Scott, Chief Justice of England and Knight
Marshal temp. Edward II. and Edward III.
Sir William Scott, Swordbearer to Henry "V., and M.P. co.
Kent Sir Robert Scott, Lieutenant of Tower of London,
1424; Sir John .Scott, Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports,
Governor of Dover Castle, Comptroller of Calais, and Comptroller of the Household, temp. Edward IV.
Sir William
Scott, his son. Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, Governor
of Dover Castle, temp. Henry VIII.; Sir John Scott, Knightof
the Body Guard to Henry VIII.; Sir Reginald Scott, Captain
;

;

:

;

;

;

of Calais, temp.

Henry

VIII.).

Ar. three Catharine wheels sa.

gu. Crest— A deml griffin segreantsa. beaked
and legged or.
Bcott (Shrewsbury and Tonge Norton, co. Salop; descended
from Anthony Scott, Esq., of Scott's Hall, temp. Queen
Elizulicth). Same Arms.
Boott (.Scott- Wakiwo descended from the foregoing). Same
ArmM.
Bcott (Heath House, Weybridge, co. Surrey). Same Amis.
UoUo—liitn ou rlen.

a border engr.

;

906

Scott

(co. Lincoln,

Scott

(The Moat,

800

and the Manor House, Ham, co. Surrey;
represented by Sir Geokoe Gilbebt Scott, Knt., LL.D.),
Same Arms, Ac.
co.

Sussex

;

descended from

Edward .Scott,

William Scott, K.B., of Scott's Hall,
Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports). Same Arms, &c.
Scott (Woolston and Stapleford Tany, co. Essex descended
from ScoTT, of Scott's Hall, branched off temp. Henry IV.).
Per pale indented ar. and sa. a saltire counterchanged.
Scott (Caml>erwell, co. Surrey descended from Sir John
ScoTT, Judge of the Common Pleas, temp. Henry VIII., son
of Sir John Scott, Knt., of Scott's Hall, Knight of the Body
Guard to the King). Ar. oa a fess sa. three boars' heads
Esq., second son of Sir

;

;

or.

Scott (Holden, co. Kent;
who sprung from Scott,

descended from John Scott, 1380,
of Scott's Hall). Ar. a cross cross-

let fitchee sa.

Scott

(Conghurst, co. Kent; descended from Thomas Scott,
second son of Henrt Scott, Esq., of Holden, d. 1472, who m.
Mildred, only dau. and heir of George Conghcbst, of Conghurst; the co-heiresses of Thomas Scott,
Esq., were
Dorothea, m. Bev. John Fbewen, of Northiam, and
Kathebine, m. Stefhen Fbewen, of London). Ar. a cross

crosslet sa.

Scott (Thomas Scott,
1468, of Lincoln

Rotherham, Bishop of Rochester
Archbishop of York 1480, d. 1500).

alias

1472,

Vert three stags trippant ar. attired or.
(Aldborough, co. York descended from John Scott,
nephew of Thomas, alias Kotherham, Archbishop of York,
descended from Scott, of Scott's Hall).
Same Arms.
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr.
Stafford,
Scott (Great Barr, co.
bart.
arms granted 1663).
Ar. on a fess gu. with twobarrulets az. betw. three catharine
wheels sa. as many lambs pass. or. Crest On a mount vert
a beacon fired ppr. ladder or.
Motto Regi patriseque

Scott

;

—

;

—
—

fidelis.

Scott

(Stourbridge, co. Worcester; Robert Scott, Esq., of
Stourbridge, youngest son of the Rev. Charles Wellbeloved, of York, m. 1830, Sarah, only dau. and heir of John
Scott, Esq., of Stourbridge, High Sheriff co. Worcester,
1830). Ar. on a mount of bulrushes in base ppr. ahull pass,
Crest
sa. a chief pean billety or, a canton of the last.
A stag couchant ppr. the dexter paw resting on a billet or,
charged on the shoulder with a cross crosslet of the last.

—

Motto

—Nunquam

libertas gratior.

Scott

(co. Essex).

Scott
Scott

(Enfield, co. Middlesex).

Per pale indented ar. and sa. a saltire
counterchanged. Crest Out of pales or, an arm erect
ar.
holding a truncheon of the last.
az.
cuffed
habited

—

Per pale

(co. Suffolk).

Same Arms.
ar.

and

sa.

a

saltire

counter-

changed.

Scott

(Rotherfield Park, co.

Hants

;

originally of Woolston

Hall, CO. Essex). Per pale indented ar. and sa. a saltire
counterchanged. Crest
An arm erect couped at the elbow,
habited gu. cuffed erm. the hand ppr. holding a roll of paper
with
park pales or.
environed
arm
ar. the

—

Scott

(co. Surrey).

Ar.

on a

or.

fess

sa.

three boars' heads

—

Scott (co. York). Ar. three catharine wheels sa. Crest
A monkey pass, collared round the waist and lined.
Scott (Islington). Per pale indented ar. and sa. a saltird

—

Crest
A dexter arm erect vested sa.
counterchanged.
cuffed ar. holding in the hand a roll of paper ppr.
Surrey;
Marquess of Me:angere, in
Green,
co.
(Kew
Scott
Normandy; John Scott, son of Peter Scott, of Monny,co.
Perth, settled in Flanders 1619; his grandson, Willia.m
Scott, having been naturalised, is stated to have been
created a bart. of England in 1653). Or, a stag couchant
ppr. gorged with a collar az. thereon a mullet ar. betw. two
crescents of the first, in the dexter chief point a rose gu.,
Crest
A stag's head couped ppr. gorged with a
for diff.
collar az. thereon a mullet ar. betw. two crescents or.
Scott (Duke of Monmouth, attainted 1685; James Crofts,
illegitimate son of Charles II., was created, 1663, Duke of
Monmouth, Earl of Ooncasler, and Baron Tynedale, in.
same year, Ann Scott, Countess of Buccleuch in her own
right (afterwards created Duchess of Buccleuch), when ho
assumed the surname of Scott, and was created Duke of
Buccleuch. His grace was beheaded in 1685, and attainted,
when his titles fell under the attainder; Francis, second
Duke of Buccleuch, grandson of the attainted Duke of
Monmouth, s. his grandmother in the Dukedom of Buccleuch
and other Scotch honours, and was restored to his grandfather's English Earldom of Doncaster with the Barbny of
Ti/nedale, honours which descend to the present Duke of
Buccleuch). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, the arms of France and
Eaflond quarterly 2nd, the arms of Scotland ; Srd, the arm*

—

;

X

;
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SCO

—

On a chapeau
of Ireland, over
gu. turned up erm. a dragon statant ar. ducally gorged and
lined gu. Supporters Dexter, a unicorn ar. armed, maned,
and tufted or, ducally gorged and lined gu. sinister, a stag
ar. ducally gorged and lined gu.
Scott {Baron Stowdl, extinct 1836 Wiluam Scott, Judge
of the Court of Admiralty, eldest brother of John Scott, first
£,irl of Eldon, was so created 1821, d. without surviving
male issue). Ar. three lions" heads erased gu. in chief
an anchor sa. on a chief wavy az. a portcullis with chains
or.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. charged on the neck
Two lions guard, ppr. on
Fith a portcullis or. Supporters
each a portcullis pendent by a chain from the neck, to which
is affixed a shield ar. charged with an anchor sa.
Mottoa baton sinister ar.

all

Crest

—

;

;

—

—

Sit sine labe.

Scott

(Earl of Eldon). Ar. three lions' heads erased gu.
in chief an anchor erect sa. on a chief wavy az. a portcullis
with chains or. Crest A lion's head erased gu. gorged

—

with a chain, and therefrom a portcullis pendent or, a
mullet ar. for diCf. Supporters On either side a lion guard,
ppr. gorged with a double chain, a portcullis attached thereto,
from which is suspended a shield ar. charged with a civic
wreath vert. Motto Sed sine labe decus.
Scott (Lytchet Minster, co. Dorset, bart.). Per pale
indented ar. and pean, a saltire counterchanged. Crest
Out of park pales erm. an arm erect vested per pale
indented ar. and gu. cuffed az. holding in the hand a

—

—

—

scroll ppr.

Scott (Oak Bank,
bend betw.
Crest

or.

front of

with a collar gemel
Ohstando supera.

a

stag's

or,

—

Scott

Cumberland).
Ar. on a
an escallop betw. two crescents
head erased ppr. gorged
three creaoen:s gold.
Motto

Wetherel, co.

six estoiles az.

—In

May, 1836).

superinscribcd Seetabuldee in letters of gold.
pass. sa. gorged with an Eastern crown or,
supporting with the dexter foreclaw a flagstaff ppr. thereon
flowing to the sinister a barmer swallow-tailed gu. inscribed
all

ppr.

—A gryphon

Crest

Nagpoob

Scott
pant

in letters of gold.

—

Motto Amo.
Vert three roebucks

(Barnes Hall, co. York).

trip-

ar. attired or.

Scott (Bamston,

co. Notts).
Per pale indented ar. and
counterchanged. Crest Out of park pales an
an arm erect vested per pale indented ar. and sa. in the
band a scroll of paper ppr.
Scott (Kotherfield Park, near Alton, Southants). Per pale
indented ar. and sa. a saltire counterchanged.
Crest
An arm erect couped at the elbow habited gu. cuffed erm.
the hand ppr. holding a roll of paper ar. the arm encircled
with park pales or.
Scott-Chad (Thuisford Eall, co. Norfolk). Per pale gu.
and ar. a cross potent, in the 1st and 4th quarters a rose,
in the 2nd and 3rd a cross pattee all counterchanged, for
Chad, quartering Scott. Crests 1st, Chad A falcon, wings
expanded ppr. beaked, legged, membered or, supporting in
the dexter claw a cross potent, as in the arms; 2nd
Scott.
Scott (Betton Strange, co. Salop). Ar. three Catharine
wheels sa. a border engr. gu.
Crest A demi gryphon
segrcant sa. membered gu. Motto Eecte faciendo neminem
sa.

a

—

saltire

—

—

:

:

—

—

timeas.

Scott (Wood

Hall,

an inescutcheon ar.
quartering, Gu. a cross erm. betw.

CO. York).

Sa.

within an orle of owls or,
four fleurs-de-lis or, for Fenton. Crest An owl or, resting
the dexter claw on an escutcheon gu. charged with a fleurde-lis gold.
Motto Non invita Minerva.
Scott. Or, on a bend az. an estoile betw. an increscent
and decrescent of the first. Crest A hand holding a pen,
Motto over Vive la plume.
Scott. Ar. a chev. betw. three gridirons sa.
Scott. Gu. three goat's heads couped or another. Or, a
cross couped and engr. sa. betw. two mullets in chief and a
crescent in base az.
Scott (Earl of Clonmell). Or, on a bend az. an estoiIe betw.
two crescents ar.
Crest
A buck trippant ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a female figure, representing Justice, holding in
her right hand a sword, and with the left a balance all ppr.
sinister, a female figure, representing Mercy, her exterior
hand resting on a sword, point downwards also ppr. Motto
Fear to transgress.
Scott (WiLUAM ScoTT, High Sheriff of the Queen's co. ; Fun.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
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Scott (William
Ent.

Scott, Searcher of the Port of Dublin; Fun.
Ulster's Office, 1G35, of his wife, Elizabeth, dau. of
Esq., High Sheriff co. Donegal). Ar. three

Robert Harris,

Catharine wheels sa. a border engr. gu.
crescent for di£f.

a

crescent on

a

Scott (granted, 1814, to Matthew Henrv Scott, Esq., RearAdm. R.N., son of John Scott, Esq., of Jamaica, and grandson of John Scott, Esq., of Ballingarry, co. Tipperary, and
to their descendants).
Ar. on a fess gu. cotiscd ax. betw.
three Catharine wheels sa. as many lambs pass, of the first,

an anchor in pale of the last.
Crest—
rock rising out of the sea, thereon a beacon fired all ppr.
Motto Regi patriaeque fidelis.
Scotto, or Scotton (Norwich). Per fess or and az. »
mullet of eight points counterchanged.
Scotto (co. Kent). Erm. on a cross gu. five martlets or.
Scou^all (Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. two greyhounds courant
in pale sa. in chief a buglehom of the last stringed gu.
within a bordure of the last.
Crest A writing pen ppr.
Motto Haec ornant.
Scourfleld (Brecon). Ar. three greyhounds courant in
in the centre chief

—

—

—

pale sa.

Scourfleld (The Mote and

Williamston, co. Pembroke,
bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per saltire sa. and gu. three
greyhounds courant in pale ar. collared or, for Scodrtielo;
2nd and 3rd, ar. fretty az. a lion ramp. »a. gorged with a.
wreath of oak or, for PaiLtpps. Crests 1st, Scocbfield:
Upon a mount vert a trunk of a tree eradicated fesswisa
ppr. thereon a greyhound courant ar. collared or; 2nd.
Philipps
A lion ramp. sa. gorged with a wreath of oak
and resting the sinister paw upon a fret or.

—

:

HopTON Stbatpord

Scott, K.C.B. ; granted
Erminois three Catharine wheels sa. a
border engr. az. in chief pendent by a riband gu. a
representation of the silver medal presented to the said
Sir HoPTON Stratford Scott in approbation of liis services at the siege and capture of Seringapatam, over
all a chief of the fourth, thereon a hill with lines of defence
7

(Sir

SOB

Ent, Ulster's Office, 1661, of his wife, Makt, dan.of Sir Jobh
Edgeworth, Knt., of Dublin). Ar. a crescent betw. thre«
Catharine wheels sa. a border engr. gu.

Scowla&e, or Scowrlag«.
Sco-wles

Ar. three bars go.

(Charlton, co. Berks
granted 10 July, 1G13). Gn.
on a chev. betw. three escallops ar. as many mullets of the
field.
Crest
A demi lion erm. holding in the paw aa
;

—

escallop ar.

Scrace.

Ar. an arrow gu. between two Comish choughs
and a Cornish chough also ppr. betw. two

ppr. in chief,

arrows gu. in base.
two wings gu.

Crest

—A

Comish chough

ppr. betw.

Scrase

(Bletchington, co. Sussex; a very ancient family in
that county, the eventual heiress of which, Sally, elder
dau. of Charles Scrase, Esq., of Brighton, to. Amthont
DicKiNS, Prothonotary of the Common Pleas, and was grand-

mother of Charles Scrase Dickins,
Az. a dolphin ar.
of the last. Crest

fins

—A

gn.

tail or,

Esq., of Brighton).
betw. three escallops

wings endorsed ppr. beaked,
membered, and belled or, standing on the stock of a tree,
round the last a snake entwined all ppr. This crest was
granted in 1616 by Segar, Garter, by a patent which sets
forth, that "Tdppin Scbas, of Bletchington, in the county
of Sussex, bcareth for his coat armour, az. a dolphin ar. the
fyns gu. and tayle gold betw. three escallops of the same,
and was the sonne and heire of Richard, that was the sonnc
of Edwabd, the sonne of Richard, who was the sonne and
heire of Richard Scras, of Hamilton, in the county aforesaid, and styled
Valettus ad coronam Domini Regis,
Edwardi Quarti,' and sealed with a dolphine as by certeyne
his deeds and evidences appeareth." JtfoUo—Volando reptilia
spemo.
Scratton (Pennenden, near Maidstone, co. Kent). Gu. two
chevronels or, betw. three swans, wings elevated ar.,
quartering, for Aensell, Or, a saltire az. betw. two hurts in
Crest
fess.
A wolfs head erased ppr. in the mouth a trefoil
falcon,

'

—

slipped vert.

Scremby

(Scremby, co. Cumberland, temp. Richard
Az. two bars and a bend or (another has three bars).

Screvener, or Scrivener

(Ipswich, co. Suffolk).

IT.).

Erm.

—

on a chief indented az. three leopards' faces or. Crest An
arm couped at the elbow and erect, holding betw. the thumb
and finger a pen all ppr.

Scrimg'eour.

Scrimsha'we
vair.

Ci-est

See ScRTMOEotni.

Gu. a lion ramp, or, a border
at the knees in armour
hand a sword reclining on his
and pommel or, on the sinister arm a shield

(co. Stafford).

— A demi man couped

ppr. holding in the right

shoulder ar. hilt
also ppr.

Scrimshire

William
(North Muschamp, co. Stafford
ScRiMSBiRE, temp. Queen Elizabeth, great-great-grandson of
Geoffrey Scrimshire, temp. Henry VI., left an only dau.
and heir, Maude Scrimshire, to. Hcmphret Marshall, co.
Notts. Visit. Notts, 1614). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
lion ramp, or, a border vair ; 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw.
three bees volant ar.

;

;
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CB

S

and CO. Worcester). Ar. guttee de sang a
Crest— A buck pass. ppr. attired or.

lion

ramp.

sa.

je puis.

(Danby, co. York; heir male of the house of Scropk,
and collaterally of Sir Wileiam Le Scropk, created Earl of
Wilts 1397, descended from John Le Scrope, of Spennithorne, CO. York, second son of Henry, sixth Baron Scrope,
of Bolt(in). Same Arms.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a plume of ostrich feathers ppr. Motto Devant si je puis.
Scrope (Cockcrington, co. York, bart
extinct
1680;
descended from Ralph Le Scrope, fourth son of John Ls
Scrope, of Spennithorne, the second son of Henry, sixth
Baron Scrope, of Bolton. Care Scrope, Esq., of Cockcrington, was created a bart. 1667, and d. s. p., when his estates
passed to his brother, Robert Scrope, Esq., of Cockcrington,

—

—

—

,

hand a parchment

roll ppr.
Erm. on a chief az.
(Backton, co. Norfolk).
An arm
three leopards' heads guard, and erased or. Cre-'^t
couped at the elbow and erect, holding between the thumb
and first finger a pen all ppr.
Scrivenor (Sibton, co. Suffolk). Erm. on a chief az. three
Crest
A stag erm. attired or, ducally
leopards' faces or.

—

last male descendant, Thomas Scrope, Esq., of
Cockcrington, d. s. p. 1795, when the estates passed under
an entail to Scrope, of Castle Combe). Same Arms and

whose

—

Crest.

Scrope

gorged gu.

Scrivington

(Southampton). Erm. on a clicv. az. three
A tun lying fessways
Crest
bucks' heads cabossed or.
or, issuing out of the bunghole an apple tree vert, fructcd
gold, the root erased and through the tun.
Scrog'g'S, or Scrug'g'es (Reynold, co. Bedford). Ar. on
a bend az. betw. two greyhounds courant bendways sa. three
A pewit's head ar. collared sa.
Cornish choughs or. Crest
wings endorsed bendy of four or and sa.
Scrog'ie (Scotland). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two mullets in
chief and a crescent in base az.
Scrogie (Commissary of Argyle, 1672). Or, a chev. az. betw.
two scrogs (i.e., branches without leaves) in chief and a
man's heart in base ppr. Crest The trnnk of an oak tree
sprouting out branches and leaves ppr. Motto Ero quod

—

—

—

—

eram.

descended from Sir
(Castle Combe, co. Wilts;
Stephen Le Scrope, third son of Sir Richard Le Scrope, first
£aro)i Scrope, of Bolton, 1371). Sa.me Arms and Crest. Motto
Non haec sed me.
Scrope {Earl of Wilts; Sir William Le Scrope, E.G., eldest
son of Sir Richard Le Scrope, first Baron Scrope, of Bolton,
was so created 1397, to " have to him and his heirs male for
ever." The Earl of Wilts defended Bristol Castle for
Richard 11., and being defeated, was beheaded, v. p., 1399.
Since his death the earldom has remained dormant, but was
unsuccessfully claimed by Scrope, of Danby, as heir male).
Sa.me Arms.
Scrope (Baron Scrope, of Masham, In abeyance since 1517
Henry Le Scrope, son of Geoffrey Le Scrope, the younger

—

brother of Sir Henry Le Scrope, Chief Justice of
Bench, 1317, was summoned to Parliament 1342
ninth and last Baron Scrope, of Masham, d. s.
his three sisters his co-heirs, viz., JIary, m.
;

Scrog'ie (Bishop of Argyle, 1672). Az. a chev.
two scrogs in chief and a man's heart in base ar.
oak tree ppr.

Scrokyll.

Scroope

Motto

—Tandem

fit

Ar. three garbs sa.
Az. on a bend

(co. Essex).

or,

Crest

betw.

— An

surculus arbor.
or,

a

lion pass. purp.

Scroope

(Wormsleigh, co. Oxford; Adrian Sceoope, of
Wormsleigh, Visit. Oxon, 1634, son of Robeut Scroope, of
same place, J. P., and grandson of Adrian Scboope). Az. a
or.

Scroope.

Crest

—A plume of feathers ar.

;

the whole co. at jousts and tournaments," had two sons,
viz., I. Sir Henry Le Scrope, Chief Justice of the King's
Bench 1317, d. 1336, his heir; II. Geoferey Le Scrope, of
Masham, ancestor of the Lords Scrope, of Masham. Sir
liicHARD Le Scrope, grandson of Sir Henry, the Chief
Justice, was the challenger in the Scrope and Grosvenor
controversy, as to the right to bear for arms, "Az. a bend
or," 1385. He was summoned to Parliament 1371, and rf.
1403, having had four sons: I. Sir William, created Edrl of
Wilts, d. V. p.: II. Sir Roger, second baron; III. Sir
Stephen, of Castle Combe, co. Wilts, ancestor of Scrope,

Combe;

Richard, Archbishop of York,
Henry IV. Sir Henry, sixth
I. Henry, seventh
baron; II. John, of Spennithorne, co. York, who was father
of Henry, ancestor of Scrope, of Danby, heir male of
this illustrious house
and of Ralph, ancestor of Scrope,
Bart., of Cockcrington. Henry, ninth Baron Scrope, d. 1591,
leaving Thomas, tenth Baron Scrope, father of Emanuel,
eleventh Baron Scrope, created Earl of Sunderland 1627,
d. *. p. and Mary, m. Sir William Bowes, Knt., of Bradley,
ec. Durham, whose representative and descendant, Henry
James Jones, became helr-gencral of the lords Scrope, of Bolton).
Az. a bend or. In 1385, Sir Richard LeScrope, afterwards first Baron Scrope, of Bolton, challenged the right of
Sir Robert Grosvenor to be.ar the coat
Az. a bend or; and
the memorable suit, instituted for the decision of this
heraldic controversy, lasted upwards of four years, and was
at length awarded in favour of Scrope, who established, by
the evidence of a vast number of deponents, consisting of
the most distinguished men of tho day, fioin John of Gaunt,
Castle

IV.

for conspiracy against

Scrope, d. 1506, leaving two sons:

;

—

008

leaving

chief a label

of three points ar.

Crest

—Out

a ducal

of

Scruteville, now Scurfield (Kibblesworth, co. Durham
Visit. Durham, 1615).
Gu. a bend dancett^e betw. sis
martlets ar. Crest — An arm embowed habited erminois, cuffed
the hand ppr. a large pistol, stock sa. barrel of the
second, firing also ppr.

(Baron Scrope, of Bolton, and Earl of Sunderland
earldom extinct 1630; barony since unclaimed. Sir William
Le Scrope, son of William Le Scrope, and grandson of
Henry Le Scrope, both buried at Wensley, reported in
the Scrope and Grosvenor controversy as the " best knight of

£arnn

p.,

Sir James
Strangways; Margaret, m. Sir Christopher Danby; and
Elizabeth, in. Sir James Fitz-Randolph). Same Arms, in

ar. in

See Scrope.

Scrope

beheaded

the King's

Geoffrbt,

coronet a crab.

in the dexter point.

of

si

Scrope

—

bend

—
Motto — Devant

gu.

erm. gorged with a crown and attired or.
Company of (London; incorporated 1272).
Az. an eagle, wings expanded or, standing on a book in
base lying fessways gu. close clasped and garnished of the
second, holding in the mouth a pen and ink-horn sa.
Crest
A dexter arm issaing from clouds
stringed gu.
ppr. vested or, cuffed ar. in the hand a pen as if writing on
Supjiorters
the wreath, Motto over Scribere scientis.
Two counsellors habited in their gowns and caps as worn
temp. Queen Elizabeth, each holding in the exterior hand

Scriveners,

Scrivenor

XT

—

Scriven (The Priory, co. Surrey). Same Arms and Crest.
Scrivener (Ramridge). Same Arms. Crest — A stag pass.

—

sc

the King's uncle, to Chaucer, the Poet, who was then a
Squire at Arms, that " his ancestors had continually borne
the contested arms from the Conquest." Crest— Issuing out
of a ducal coronet a crab. The sons of Sir Richard Lb
Scrope, first Lord Scrope, of Bolton, assumed for Crest
Out
of a ducal coronet or, a plume of ostrich feathers ppr.
Su^iporters Two choughs (or ravens) ppr. beaked and legged

Scriven (Scriven, co. York, temp. Henry III.). Gu. a chev.
betw. two leopards' faces in chief and a bugle in base ar.
Scriven (Stapleford, co. Cambridge, Frodesley, co. Salop,

Scruteville. Gu. a fess dancettee betw.
Crest — Same as the last.

six martlets ar.

Scryxngeour

(Dundee; Vicnunt Dudhope, and Earl of
Dundee, created 15 Nov. 1641, now extinct). Gu. a lion
ramp, or, armed and langued az. holding in the dexter paw
Crest
A lion's paw holding a scyiiiitar.
a scymitar ar.
DissiSupporters Two greyhounds collared gu. Motto

—

—

—

pate.

Scrymgeour

(Kirktoun

;

now Scrymgeour-Wedderburn,

of Weddcrburn). Same .^iiiis, within a borduregu.
A lion's paw erased holding a cutlass ppr.

Crest

—

Motto—

Dissipate.

Scrymgeour

(Dundee,

Motto, a martlet for

Scrymgeour

1672).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and

diff.

Gu. two swords
points downwards, crossing saltireways ar. hiked and
pommelled or, a sinister hand couped in base, pointing
downwards ppr.
Crest
A lion's paw grasping a sword
fcsseways ppr. Motto Dissipate.
Scrymgeour (Cartmoro, Scotland, 1072). Same Arms,
Cred, and Motto, within a border ar.
(Bowhill, Scotland, 1672).

—

Scucton.

—

Az. three cinquefoils gu.
co. Hereford; descended from Sir
Knt., living 4 William II., a.d. 1090, whoso

Scudamore (Kentchurch,
Alan Scudamore,

representative was John Lucy Scudamore, Esq., of
Kentchurch Court, only son of Colonel John Scudamore,
by Lucy his wife, only dau. of James
Walwyn, Esq., of Longworth, M.I'.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. three stirrups leathered and buckled or, Scudamore (modern) 2nd and 3rd, or, a cross pattcc fitchee gu.,

lato

of Kentchurch,

;

Scudamore

(ancient).

from a ducal coronet

Scudamore

or.

Crest

— A bear's paw ppr. issuing
— Scuto amoris Divini.

Motto

(Holm Lacy, CO. Hereford; Viscount Scudamore, extinct 1716; claiming descent from a common
ancestor with Scudamore, of Kentchurch. John Scudamore, Esq., of Holm Lacy, son of Sir James Scudamoeb,

,

sou

A
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the "Sir Scudamore" of Spenser's " Fairy Queen," was
created a bart. 1620, and Viscount Scudamore, in the
Peerage of Ireland, 1628. James, third viscount, d. 1716,
leaving an only dau. and heir, Frances, m. first, Henry, Duke
o/£eau/orf, and second, Charles Fitzrot Scudamore, Esq.;
by the latter she left an only child, Frances, wife of
Charles, Duke of Norfolk, which lady d. $. p. in 1820, when
Holm Lacy passed to Sir Edwin F. Scddamore-Stanhope,
Bart.). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, as Scudamore, of
Kentchurch. Supporters Dexter, i\ war horse sa. bridled,
saddled, girthed, and stirruped or, on the head a plume of
four feathers alternately or and gu. sinister, a bear ppr.
gorged with a ducal coronet or.
Scudamore (Ballingham, CO Hereford, bart., extinct; Sir
John Scudamore, Bart., of Ballingham, was so created
1614. and m. Penelope, dau. of Sir James Scudamore, Knt
his second son, the third bart.
of Holm Lacy, same co.

—

;

;

d.

s.

p- m.).

4'""'Si

Scudamore

"fe'!-.

as Scudamore, of Kentchurch

near Wara cross pattee

(Norton and Upton Scudamore,

Henry

temp.

minster, CO. Wilts,

II.).

Or,

fitchee gu.

Scudamore-Stanhope, Bart. See Stanhope.
Scudder (co. Kent). Gu. on a fess or, three pellets,
chief as

many

Scukton.
Scull

in

cinquefoils ar.

Gu. a bend (sometimes voided)
betw. six lions' heads erased or (sometimes ar.).
Sc\ill. Gu. on a bend betw. six lions' heads erased ar. three
(Holt, CO. Worcester).

mullets az.

Company of (Gateshead-on-Tyne,

1671).

Gu.

achev. betw. two chipping axes in chief

ar. and a mallet
dexter arm embowed az. cuffed ar.
holding in the hand ppr. an engraving chisel or.
(Scupham, co. Lincoln). Ar. a scoop sa. with
water in it wavy purp. betw. four leaves in saltire of the
second.
Scupham. Ar. six leaves in bend sa.
Scurfield (Ford and Hurworth-upon-Tees, co. Durham).
Crext
Barry of six per pale counterchanged pean and or.
A cubit arm erect in armour ppr. encircled by a wreath of
oak or, the hand grasping a carbine erect also ppr. Motto

in base or.

Crest

—A

Scupham

—

—

Vidi, vici.

Scurfield

(Offerton

and Elstob,

co.

Durham).

Az. a bend

engr. betw. three martlets ar.

Scurfield. Barry of six sa. and or, per pale counterchanged.
A hand gauntleted ppr. holding a large pistol. Motto
Crest

—
—Vidi,

vici.

Scurlock.

Scurlock

See Sherlock.
(Eathcredan, co. Dublin

Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce,
1599, Martin Scurlock, who was buried at Malahide,
leaving three sons, Patrick, Barnabt, and James). Gu. on
a cross ar. a mullet of the first.
Scurmy. Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Scurmy, or Stormy. Sa. a lion salient ar.
Scutt (Micklefield, co. Suffolk). Or, three hinds pass. ppr.
on a chief gu. a tower of the first betw. two escutcheons
;

ar.

Scutte

(co. Dorset).
Or, three hinds pass. ppr. on a chief
Great
pu. a tower betw. two escutcheons of the first.
crane, wings elevated az. beaked and legged gu. holding
in the beak a rose ppr.
Sea, or Atsea (Heme, co. Kent). Barry wavy of six or
and gu. three prawns naiant of the second.
Sea. Or, two (another, three) bars wavy gu. each charged
with a shrimp of the first.
Seabriglit, or Sebricks. Ar. three cinquefoils pierced
sa.

Crest

—

— A lion ramp. ar.

Seabrig-ht

(from an ancient monument at Byslibury, co.
Stafford).
Ar. three cinquefoils sa.
Seabrook. Ar. a lion pass. gu. in chief a cross crosslet
fitchee sa.
Crest
A hand erect ppr. holding a cross

—

crosslet fitchee in pale gu.

Town of (co.

Essex).

The Seal of the Corpora-

burgensium deSaifordia.

Seafowle, or Sefowle
vert,

on a canton

SeafoAwle.

or,

(co. Norfolk).
a martlet gu.

Ar. a cross pattee

pierced of the

field.

Crest

Or, on a

—A

bend

three mullets
dolphin haurient devouring a
sa.

fish all ppr.

Seager.
Seagrood.

Or, a chev. betw. three mullets az.

Az. two bars wavy crm. betw. three dexter hands

coupcd at the wrists apaumec
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sheaves or.

Crcsl

ar.

— A dexter hand

holding a palm brancU

ppr.

Seagrim. Ar. three lions'
Creat
A long cross gu.

—

Seale

heads erased az. a chief gu.

Northumberland; granted to Thomas Seale, Clei'.c
Exchequer to Queen Elizabeth, 9 July, 1599). Or, a
heads erased sa. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a wolfs head ar. embrued at the nose and
(co.

of the

—

fess az. betw. three wolves'

mouth

ppr.

Seale (Mount

Boone, co. Devon, bart.).
Or, two barrulcts
heads erased sa. in the fesse point a
mural crown gu. Crest Out of a crown vallery or, a wolfs
head ar. the neck encircled with a wreath of oak vert.
Seale (St. Brelade, Jersey). Ar. a fess betw. three wolves'
heads erased sa. Crest \ wolfs head erased sa. Motto
Loyal en tout.
Sealy. Or, a fess embattled az. betw. three wolves' heads
erased sa. Crest— 0\xt of a ducal coronet or, a wolfs head
sa.
Motto Concipe spes certas.
Sealy. Az. a chev. or, betw. three mullets ar. Crest -V.
talbot sejant ppr. collared and chained or.
Sealy. Erm. on a cantonaz. a lion's head erased ar. Crest
az. betw. three wolves'

—

—

—

—

— A quatrefoil gu.

Seaman (formerly Peasce,

of London,). Barry wavy of six
bend counterchanged, over all a crescent
of a crescent erminois a demi seahorse barry wavy of six ar. and az.
Seaman. Barry wavy of six ar. and az. a crescent or.
CreU A demi seahorse salient ar.
Seamark. Ar. on a cross gu. five mullets or. Crat—X yew
ar.

and

az. per

erminois.

Crest

—Out

—

tree ppr.

Seamarke.

Ar. on a cross gu. five mullets of the first
(another, the mullets pierced).
Barry of six ar. and sa. three annulets or.

Seamarke.

Seamer

(Lord Mayor of London, 1526).
Sa. on a fess
embattled counter-embattled betw. three wings erect or, as

many

pellets.

Seamost, or Semost.
Searchden. Gu. a saltire

Az. a buck's head ar. attired or.
betw. four escallops ar.
Searle, or Serrall (co. Cornwall the heiress m. Teeffbt).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three doves ppr.
Crest
On a mount,
vert a greyhound sejant ar. ducally gorged gu.
Searle (London, and Plymouth, co. Devon; Thomas Searli:,
of London, gentleman, Visit. London, 1568, son of Thomas
Searle, of Plymouth). Gu. on a chev. betw. three trefoils
ar. as many pellets.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding a
broken mast sa. the top setoff with palisadoes, thereon a flag
ar. charged with a cross gu.
Searle (Thanks, CO. Cornwall Daniel Searle, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Anthony Searle, who was fourth in descent
from Richard Searle, of Thanks, (ciup. Kichard III.). Ar.
;

—

—

;

a chev.
vert a

sa.

betw. three

wood doves

greyhound sejant

Searle

ppr.

Crest

—On a mount

ar. collared gu.

Ar. a chev. betw. three doves' head*

(co. Cornwall).

erased sa.

Searle (co. Essex). Per pale or and sa.
Searle (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Office,

1G32,

JoHS

Southwell, Attorney of the Court of Wards, whose wife
was Joan, dau. of Edward Searle). Per pale or and sa.
Searle (London, and co. Worcester). Gu. on a chev. ar.
betw. three trefoils slipped of the second as many pellets.
A lion ramp, guard, or, holding a mast, on the top a
Crest
flag ar. charged with a cross gu.
Sears, or Sayer (originally of Colchester, co. Essex, and

—

now

of Boston,

New England;

settled in

America, 1630).

betw. three eaglets ppr. on a chief erm. an
Ctf.^t
An eagle
escallop betw. two mullets of the first.
Motto Honor et fides.
displ. wings inverted ppr.
Seaton, Baron. See Colbor.ve.
Seaton. See Sayton.
Seborne (Sutton, co. Hereford). Or, on a fess gu. betw.
three eagles close vert a rose of the field enclosed by two
Crest
-An eagle close vert, holding in the
fleurs-de-lis ar.
ar.

—

—

mouth a hawk's

Sa. a chev. betw. three seafowls close ar.

Seaear, or Seager.

—

—

tion repre.=;ents an eagle displ. looking to the sinister side.
i^.'renci— Sigillum

EB

John Seagbave, M.A., Iteetor of
Castle Ashby, co. Northampton).
Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
ducally crowned or. Crest Six arrows fretwise and three
paleways, points downwards all ppr. all interlaced and
bound together with a wreath of the colours.
Seagrave, or Seagrove. Sa. a fes= betw. three wheat-

Gu. a chev.

Seabrook. Ar. three roses sa.
Seafield, Earl of. See Gra.nt.
Seaford, Baron. See Ellis.
Seaford,

S

(Rev.

—

Or, three cinquefoils gu.

Sculptors,

Seagrave

Seborne

a lion ramp.

lure lined

Hereford).

(co.

or.

Crest

and ringed gu.
Barry wavy of ten ar. and az.
lion's head guard, and erased

—A

ar. collared az.

Sebricke.
Sebrig-ht

Ar. three roses sa.
co. Worcester,

(Cesford,

cinquefoils sa.
or.

Crest

bart.).

Ar.

three

—A tiger sejant ar. maned and crowned

AA

A

Ar. three cinquefoils sa., quartering 1st,
Btssett, Az. six bezants, three, two, and one; 2nd, Abhe,
Crest
An
Or, a saltire gu. surmounted by a fess sa.
heraldic tiger sejant ar. tufted and ducally crowned or.
tenip.

Henry

II.).

—

(Weston, co. Devon ; DiooRrE Seccombe, Visit.
Devon, 1620, eighth in desaent from John Seccoube, alias
Thobne, son of Degorie Thorne, and Margaret, his wife.
dau. and heir of Thomas Seccombe, gent., which Degorib
Thorne was second son of John Thobne, Esq., of Thome,
game co.). Ar. a fess gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa. a
border engr. of the last, and a crescent for di£f.
Secbion, or Sessions (Milton, co. Oxford). Per fess
embattled or and az. three griffins' heads counterchanged.
Out of a mural coronet or, a bull's head couped az.
Crest

Seccombe

—

attired of the

first.

(Thomas Seckeb, Bishop of Bristol 1735, translated
to Oxford 1738, Archbishop of Canterbury 1758-68). Gu. a
bend engr. betw. two bulls' heads erased or.
Seckforde, or Seckford (co. Suffolk). Erm. on a fess
A cock's head erased vert,
Crest
gu. three escallops or.
combed and wattled gu.

—

Secklyngbam.
botonnee

Sa.

a

chev. engr. betw. three crosses

ar.

sa. guttee d'eau, with two
couple closes gu. betw. three cinquefoils of the second. Crest
reguard.
eagle
or, semee of hearts gu.
mount
vert
an
On a
in the beak a wreath of laurel ppr.
Secretye, or Segretty. Erm. a lion pass. gu. crowned

Erminois a chev.

—

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three annulets (another,
mullets) gu.
Secroft. Ar. on a chev. betrr. three mullets gu. a griffin's
head erased of the first.
Sedborougrb (Porloke, co. Devon). Ar. a fess engr. betw.
three ibexes pass. sa.
Seddon (Hartlepool, co. Durham). Or, three cinquefoils
Two bears' gambs
Crest
sa. a border engr. of the second.
Motto Non sono^
reversed sa. holding a cinquefoil or.

—

—

Seddon
Mary

and Kersley, co. Lancaster, temp.
Crest— Two lions' gambs erased
supporting a cinquefoil or.
(co. Lancaster).
Or, on a cross gu. five bells

(Outwood

Same Arms.

I.).

and erect

sa.

Sedgevrick
of the field.

Sedgewick, Sed^ewicke, or Sedg^dke.
cscutcheon ar. an orle of martlets of the

last.

Sa. an inCrest

—Two

ears of rye in saltire or.

Sedgrewicke

(Wisbeach, Isle of Ely).
beUs of the first (another, or).

Sedingbouse

Ar. on a cross gu.

Sa. a fess or,
betw. three lions ramp. ar. langued gu.
Sedley. Sec Sidley.
Sedley (Morley, <o. Norfolk). Per pale az. and sa. a
fess chequy or and gu. betw. three goats' heads erased

(East Preston,

co. Sussex).

for

Moltneux.

—

Seeres.

Gu. a chev. betw. three martlets ar.
Crest
martlet holding in the beak a serpent all ppr.
Seetes. Ar. an inescutcbeon sa. an orle of owla of the
last.

Seewell

(Thingdon, co. Northampton). Gu. a chev. betw.
three gadbees ar.
Seferys (Lord of Radnor). Az. three crowns in pale or.

Seffler. or Seffley. Vert a cross flurtee ar.
Sefton, Earl of. See Moltneux.
Seg'ar (Sir William Segar, Garter Principal King of Amis,
temp. Charles I., d. 1633' and Thomas Segar, Blue
Mantle Pursuivant, femp. Charles II., d. 1670; the family
arms granted 1612). Az. a cross
was of Dutch origin
moline ar. Crest On a ducal coronet or, two snakes vert
entwined round a sceptre gold betw. two wings, the dexter

—

also gold, the sinister ar.

Segar

(Wrotham, co. Kent, and co. Lancaster). Az. a cross
moline ar. a chief or. Crest On a mount vert an eagle
rising reguard. ppr.
Segar, or Sugar (Tilney, co. Norfolk). Sa. two bars ar.
in chief as many plates, on a bend gu. a lion's head erased
of the second. Crest A demi lion ar. issuing from the top
of a tower gu. holding in the paws a firebrand or, fired

—

—

ppr.

Segar.

Ar. a fess engr. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee

and three.

sa. three

demi

Az. a chev.

lion ar.

ar.

crowned

—

betw. three mascles or. Crest
holding betw. the paws a mascle

or,

of the last.

Seger, or Segar.

Or,

a chev.

az.

betw. three birds

purp.

Segewike.

Gu. a

fess betw. three wolves'

beads erased

ar.

Segbam, or Segram.
a border engr. of the last.
Ar. an eagle

Segbeston.

Or, three Catharine wheels sa.
displ.

with two heads

sa.

armed

Segrave (Baron Segrave, in abeyance since the time of
Edward IV. ; descended from Gilbert de Segrave, Lord of
Segrave, co. Leicester, Sheriff cos. Warwick and Leicester,
his great-grandson, Nicholas de Segrave, was
summoned to Parliament a.d. 1264; John, third baron, d.
1353, leaving an only dau. and heir, Elizabeth Segrave, m.
John de Mowbray, fourth Baron Mowbray, to whose descendants she conveyed the barony; John, eighth Lord Movibray and Segrave, fourth Duke of Norfolk, left an only dau.
and heir, Lady Anne Mowbbat, d. s. p., when the barony fell
into abeyance between the descendants of Lady Mabgabet
Mowbray, wife of Sir Kobert Howard, and Lady Isabel
Mowbray, wife, first of Sir Henry Ferrers, and second, of
James, fifth Lord Berkeley, daus. of Thomas, sixth Lwd Mowbray, and first Duke of Norfolk). Sa. three garbs ar. banded
A.D; 1193;

gu-

ar.

Sedley

(co. Norfolk).
Per pale az. and sa. three goats'
heads erased ar.
Sedley. Per pale az. and sa. a fess componee or and of
the first betw. three goata' heads erased ar. attired of the

third.

See

(Underdown, co. Kent). Ar. a salmon haurient betw.
two flaunches az. each charged with three bars wavy of the
field.

See

Ar. a Balmon haurient az. betw. two
(co. Kent).
flaunches barry of six of the second and first.
Crest
hand az. holding an arrow, point downwards ppr.
See, or Sea. Ar. a salmon haurient az. betw. two flaunches
of the second, each charged with &b many bars nebulee of
the first. Crett~Two lobsters' claws erect gu. each holding

—

fish ar.

Seed.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three beasts' heads with short
c-irs couped of the last.
Crest
A dcmi lion holding a cross

—

crosalct.

Seed^re'W.

Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. an

orle of trefoils slipped of the last.

Seeds

:

az.

sed dono.

a

—

:

Segar.

or.

Secroft.

five

three wolves' head* erased counterchanged, for Seel; 2nd
and 3rd, az. a cross moline or, a canton ar., for Moltnedx.
Crests
1st
A wolfs head erased pean and az., for Seel;
2nd On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a peacock's tail ppr.,

;

Seeker

Secretan.

SEa

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

SEB

(Blakeshall, co. Worcester; Edward Sebeight,
Esq., of Blakeshall, Visit. London, 1563; descended from
Sir Walter Sebbirht, Knt., of Sebright's Hall, co. Essex,

Sebright

Lancaster, 1496, and London, 1644). Erm. on
two pules eiz. six bezants, on a chief ar. three roses gu.
barbed vert. Crest A demi cock, wings expanded az.
Seel (co. Lancaster). Ar. three wolves' heads pa.,
quartering Moltneux and Harrington.
Crent
A wolCs
head erased per fess nebulee cnn. and ermines, holding
in the mouth a carnation ppr.
Seel (Moltnetii-Seel, Huyton Hey, co. Lancaster). Quarterly,
Isl and 4lh, per fess potent and counter-potent pean and az.
(co.

—

—
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Segrave

(Baron Segrave, of Barton Segrave, vested in the
Bobdn family. Nicholas de Segrave,
second son of Nicholas, first Lord Segrave, was summoned to
Parliament 1295, d. 1322, leaving an only dau. and heir,
Maod Segrave, m. Edmund deBohon). Same Arms.
Segrave (Sealford, co. Leicester Charles Segrave, Visit.
Ar. a lion ramp.
Leicester, 1019, son of Ralph Segrave).
sa. crowned or.
Segrave (co. Leicester). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, a
border engr. gu.
Segrave (cos. Leicester and Lincoln). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
crowned or.
Segrave (co. Leicester, temp. Edward I.). Same Anns.
C>-est
Six arrows in saltire banded.
Segrave (co. Worcester). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Segrave (quartered by Drayton, arms impaled by BarringroN, in Hasley House, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1674). Erm.
two bars gu. in chief a demi lion ramp, of the last.
Segrave (John de Segrave; arms in a window in Dorchester
Church, CO. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Sa. a lion i-amp.
ar. crowned or.
Segrave. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. Crest Five arrows
wreathed and bound ar. and sa. headed and barbed also
ar. sticks or, banded gold.
Segrave. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. a bend engr. or; another,
Sa. a lion ramp, double queued ar, crowned or; another,
Sa. three garbs or; another, Same Arms, a bend gu.;
another. Same Arms, a border engr. gold.
Segrave (Killeghan, co. Mcath; descended from Patbicb
representatives of the

;

—

—

A

sEa

and male heir of Selbt, of the Mote, co. Kent TnovAS
Selbt, Esq. of Whitley and Wimbish Hall, co. Essex, only son
of the Rev. Charles Bridge Selbt, who was disinherited by
his father, Thomas Selbt, Esq., of the Mote, co. Kent, represents the old family of Selby, of Twizell, and is ninth in
a direct descent from William Selbt, of Branxton, who
purchased Twizell, temp. Henry VIII. There were several
knights of this family, viz. Sir John Selbt, of Twizell, Gentleman Porter of Berwick, temp. Elizabeth; Sir Wiluax
Selbt, of the Mote, M. P.; Sir Ralph Selbt, of Twizell Sir
William Selbt, of Branxton Sir John Selbt, M.P, for
Berwick
and Sir Henbt Selbt, Knt., Serjeant-at-law,
whose great-great-great-grandson was Thomas Selbt, Esq.,
of Whitley and Wimbish Hall). Barry of ten or and sa.

— A demi

oak branch

Segrave
low

;

Ar. on a bend gu. three trefoils slipped or.
ramp. ppr. holding betw. the paws an

Ireland, 1404).
Crest

lion

acomed

vert,

Motto

or.

—Dieuet mon Roy.

now

of Kiltiraon, co. Wickregistered by Betham, Ulster, to Henet John Segkave,

;

(Cabragh, co. Dublin,

Esq., of Cabragh,
fourth
Segrave,

son

descent from

tenth in

1824,

Richard

of

Segrave,

:

Waltee
Esq.,

of

;

Killeghan, co. Meath, 33 Henry VIII., a.d. 1541). Same
At^us, Crest, and Motto, quartering, Az. three eaglets displ.

;

;

or.

Segrave

(City of Dublin; descended from

William Segrave,

fourth son of Richard Segrave, Esq., ofKillglass, co. Dublin;
Christopher Segrave was Mayor of Dublin 1539, and
Visit. City of
his son, Walter Segbave, was Mayor 1678.
Dublin, 1607). Quarterly, Island 4th, ar. on a bend gu. three
trefoils slipped or, a martlet for diff.
2nd and 3rd, az. three
eagles displ. or. Crett A demi lion ramp. ar. holding betw.

Crest

Motto— t^ort

et loyal.

(London; John Thomas Sblbt, Esq., was only surviving son, by Teresa his wife, sister of Charlbs,
fifteenth Earl of Shrewsbury, of Robert Selbt, Esq., fifth
son of Thomas Selbt, Esq., of Biddleston). Same Aruu,

;

—

Crest,

and Motto.

,Selby

Barry of ten
Motto Fort et

(Twizell House, co. Northumberland).

or and sa.

Crest

—A Sar&oen's

head ppr.

—

loyal.

Selby

(Yearle,

and or.

Crest

Northumberland).
Saracen's head ppr.

co.

—A

Barry of eight aa.
Motto Semper sapit

—

suprema.

Selby

(Swansfield, Alnwick, co. Northumberland). Barry
of eight or and sa.
Saracen's head affront^e
Crest

—A

couped at the shoulders ppr. wreathed about the temples or
and sa.
Selby (co. Hereford). Per chev. sa. and erm. in chief two

;

mullets ar.

Selby
Selby

slipped or.

Barry of twelve or and az.
Barry of fourteen or and sa.
Ar. a Saracen's head ppr. wreathed gu. a chief per

(CO. Kent).

(co. Kent).

Selby.

Erm. a lion pass. gu. crowned

pale or and az.

or.

Segrey. Erm. a lion pass. gu.
Segrove. Ar. on a bend gu.
lion

ramp,

three trefoils or.
holding a sprig of oak ppr.

or,

Creit

Selby Monastery (co. York). Sa. three
Seldon (these are the arms of Bakbb, but

swans close ar.
they appear on
famous John Seldon, whose mother
was an heiress of Bakee, of Rashington, co. Kent). Az. on
a fess betw. three swans' heads erased or, ducally gorged
gu. as many cinquefoils of the last. Crest An arm embowed, habited with leaves vert, grasping in the hand ppr.
a swan's head erased or, ducally gorged gu.
Selesdon, or Sillesden (Finchley, co. Middlesex). Go.
a chev. vair betw. three bezants, on a chief or, a talbot

—

the

Seickmore.

Erm. three chev. gu.
Ar. on a bend az. five mullets or, in the sinister
chief a fleur-de-lis ermines.
Selbridge. Or, a lion ramp. gu.

Seiger.

Selby

(Biddleston,

Northumberland; descended from

co.

Walter de

—

courant

a chev. vair betw. three bezants, on a chief
indented or, a greyhound in full course sa.
Vert a cross flory ar. ; another, Erm. three chev.
guSelford. Ar. on a fess engr. betw. three wolves sa. collared
or, as many boars' heads couped of the last.
Selingbam. Gu. a fess betw. three martlets ar.
Seliock. Ar. on a chief sa. two mullets pierced or, a
bordure engr. gu.
Selioke (Haselbarrow, co. Derby ten descents are given in
the family after the sale of Haselbarrow,
Visit. 1569
removed to co. Hertford). Ar. three oak {eaves vert. Crett
Out of a mural crown or, a cubit arm vested ar. holding
in the hand ppr. an oak branch vert, fructed gold.
Selioke (quartered by Whallet, of Kerton, co. Notts.

(Whitehouse, co. Durham, bart., extinct 1668; Sir
Bart., of Whitehouse, son of Sir William
Selbt, Knt., of Winlaton, same co., and grandson of WilUAM Selbt, Sheriff of Newcastle 1564, was so created 1664,
d. 1668, leaving a son. Sir George Selbt, second bart., who

George Selbt,

after his father). Barmly or and az.
borne by Charles Boebb Selbt, Baron de
Selby, of that kingdom, son of the late CHABLsa Joseph.

an hour

Baron

;

;

de Selby, third son of

Thomas Selbt,

;

Esq., of Biddles-

—

Same Arms,

Crest, and Motto.
Mote, co. Kent; an ancient family, seated at that
place at an early period; the direct male line of this
knightly family terminated with Sir Willlam Selbt, Knt.,
who devised the Mote to Geoege Selbt, Esq., of London).

ton).

Selby (The

Barry of eight or and

Selby

(The

Mote,

John Seuoee, Knt., temp. Henry IV.,
an only dau. and heir, Isabel Selioke, m. John Ward,
Newark-upon-Trent).
Gu. a fess erm.
near
of Willoujchby,
betw. three (another, six) round buckles or.
Selkirk, £arl of. See Douglas.
Sellar (Liverpool descended from Scotland, 18C0). Az. on
a chev. ar. betw. three open cups, each within two branches
Visit. Notts. 1614. Sir
left

sa.

co.

Kent;

descended

from

Geobob

whom

the Mote was devised by Sir
the said George Selbt, Sheriff
CO. Kent, 24 Charles I., d. 1067, leaving two sons:
I. William Selbt, of the Mote, whose grandson, William
Selbt, devised the Mote to his kinsman, John Browne

Selbt,

Esq.,

to

William Selbt, Knt.

;

;

of laurel conjoined at the top or, a saltire of the first. Crest
A demi swan with wings elevated ppr. Motto Confido.

—

;

II.

Sir

Sellenge

he
leaving, by Elizabeth, his wife, to whom
1820,
bequeathed the Mote, dau. of Robert Walford, co. Essex,
son. Rev. Charles Bridge Selbt, who at his decease in
August, 1820, lefta son, Thomas Selbt, Esq., who succeeded
to the estate of Whitley, under the will of his kinsman,
Thomas Walfobd, Esq., in 1833). Same Ai-vit, Crest, and

changed.

Motto.
(Whitley and Wimbish Hall, co. Essex, representative

Oil

Ar. three chev. gu. a border engr. sa.
Vert a chev. betw. ihree dragons'
(co. Kent).
heads (another, horses' heads) erased or.
a chev. betw. three wolves' heads
Vert
Kent).
(co.
Selling
erased or (another, the tinctures reversed).
Selling. Per fess or and sa. a pale counterchanged,
three maunches (another, water bougets) of the second.

Selley.

Selling

a

Selby

—

Erm. three chev. gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls pass.
(co. Kent).
sa. armed or.
Sellers, or Sailers. Gu. m cfccT. betw. three covered
cups ar. Crest— A demi swan, wings endorsed ar.
Selley (co. Cornwall). Erm. three chev. gu.
Selley (co. Worcester). Or, two bendlets gu.
Selley. Per fe.ss ar. and gu. three roundles coanter-

Selle.

Henbt Selbt, Knt., Serjeanl-at-law, m. Elizabeth, dau. of Richard Amherst, Esq., of Bayhall, and d.
1715, leaving (with a son Charles, of Bayhall, who assumed
the name of Amherst, and d. s. p. in 1745), a dau. Doeotht,
wife of John Browne, and mother of John Browne, who
succeeded to the Mote under the will of William Selbt,
Esq., and assumed by Act of Parliament, in 1784, the name
of.Selby; his son Thomas Selbt, Esq., of the Mote, d. March,

and

sa.

Selfe.

Selby

d. within

of the

Selesdon. Gu.

the temples or and sa. Motto—Semper sapit suprema.
Selby (Winlaton, co. Durham, and Swizel, co. NorthumberSame Arms, Crest, and Motto.
land).

Selby (Denmark

monument

—

Selbt, temp. Henry III.). Barry of eight sa.
and or, quartering Peechat, Locnde, Fauconberg, Daect,
Crest
A Saracen's head ppr. wreathed about
TuiTE.
and
Sir

—A Saracen's head ppr.

Selby

the paws an oak branch vert, acorned or, langued and
charged on the shoulder with a martlet for diff. gu.
Segrave (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1596, Stephen Segrave,
Keeper of the Crane of Dublin, who with his wife and
children were blown up by the bursting of a barrel of gunpowder).
Ar. on a bend gu. three trefoils slipped or, a
mullet charged with a crescent for diff.
Segrave (Richard Segeave, Baron of the Exchequer in
Ireland Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1598). Same Arms, without the diff.
Segrave (Ballyhack, co. Meath; Nicholas Segrave, Esq.;
Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1622, of bis dau. Eleanor, wife of
BiCBABD Bdet, Esq.). Ar. on a bend gu. three trefoils

Segrety, or Segriti.
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SroRATB, eldest son of Bichaks Sbgrave, Esq., of KiUeghan,
d. 33 HenT7 VII]., a.d. 1541, who was great-great-grandson
of Richard Segkave, Chief Baron of the Exchequer in

'

A

SEL
Sellingre (Shurland,

co.

annulets or.

Sellingre. Gu. asaltire or, betw. four roses ar.
Selling-er. Az. a fret ar. a chief or.
Selling'ton. Ar. a cbcv. sa. on a chief of the

last

a bar

dancettee or.

Selly.

Erm. two chev. purp.

;

another, Gu. a lion ramp,

betw. two flaunchcs erm.
Per fess or and sa. a pale counterchangcd, three
water bougets of the second.
(co. Middlesex, and IlarrinRton Ludlow, co. Salop).
Erm. on a bend sa. three eagles displ.or.
Selman (granted 1789, to Helena, wife of John Lefevre,
Esq., of Old Ford, co. Middlesex, dau. and co-heir of
or,

Sellynge.

Selman

Erm. on a bend gu. fimbriated

Leicester Selmon, Esq.).

engr. or, three eagles displ. ar.

Selson, or Selston. Sa. a
gambs erased ar. the two in

cher. erm. betw. three lions'
chief bending towards the

middle point.

Selton.

Sa. three escallops ar.

Selward.

(cos.

Warwick and

Wilts).

fessways in base vert an eagle displ. sa.
head erased sa. collared or.

Selwin
lets of

(co. Suffolk).

the

Sel^vln

first,

Or,

Ar. on a staff raguly

Cnsl

on a bend cotised

—An eagles

sa. three

annu-

a border engr. gu.

descended from John Selwi.v,
and heir of Simon ShekkingTON, of CO. Sussex). Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three annulets
or, a border engr. gu.
CreU Two lions' gambs erased or,
holding a beacon in pale fired ppr.
Selwood. Ar. an imperial eagle sa. standing on a
billet,
traverse the escutcheon,
raguled and trunkcd
(Friston, CO. Sussex;

and Kathebine,

his wife, dau.

—

vert.

Essex, and Freston, Bechington, co. Sussex;
granted May, 1611).
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three
annulets or, a border engr. gu.
Crest Two lions' gambs
holding
erased or,
a beacon in pale fired ppr.
Another
(co.

—

—A

demi lion ramp. ppr.
(Pagoda House, Richmond, co. Surrey). Per pale
Ru. and ar. a cross potent and quadrat in the centre betw.
four crosses crosslet pattee of the second and or.
Selwyn (Stonehouse, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a bend cotised
Crest

popinjay, as in the arms, with a label in the beak inscribed
" Deo gratias." Motto Vae victis.
Senhouse (Calder Abbey, co. Cumberland; a younger

—

blanch of Senho0Se, of Seascale; the heiress, Mart, dau. of
Joseph Tiffin Senhouse, Esq., of Calder Abbey, m. Thomas
Irwin, Esq.). Same Arms, <fcc.
Senhouse (Netherhall and Barrow House). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, a parrot ppr. a canton sa., for Senhouse; 2nd
and 3rd, erm. three bends az. on a chief or, three martlets
6a., for Pocklington.
Crests
1st, Senhouse: A parrot, as
in the arras, with a label in its beak, inscribed " Deo
gratias;" 2nd, Pocklington: A demi leopard ramp. ppr.
holding in the dexter paw an ostrich feather ar. Motto
Vse victis.
Senhouse (Sir Humphrey Le Fleming Senhouse, Capt.
R.N., K.C.H., third son of the late William Senhouse,
Esq., R.N., Surveyor-General of Barbadoes, and grandson of
HuMPHRET Senhouse, Esq., of Netherhall). Same Arms, Sec.
Senior (Tewin, co. Hertford; granted 26 May, 1767). Per
fess gu. and az. a fess erm. in chief two lions' heads erased
or, in base a dolphin naiant embowed ar. (another has the
field gu. and sa. and the dolphin embowed).
Crest
On a
mount vert a leopard couchant guard, ppr. crowned with a
Saxon coronet or. Motto Medio tutissimus ibis.
Senker. Barry of four gu. and ar. on a chief of the second

—

—

—

—

three fleurs-de-hs of the

Selwyn

annulets or.

sa. three

Selwyn. Same Arms, a border gu.
Selwyne. Ar. three annulets in bend betw.

two

cotiscs sa.

a border engr. gu.

Semplll

(Baroness Sempill). Ar. a chev. chequy gu. and
of the field betw. three buglehorns sa. garnished of the
second.
Crest
A stag's head couped ar. attired with ten
tynes az. gorged with a regal coronet or. Supporters
Two greyhounds ar. collared gu. A/o»o— Keep tryste.

—

—

Semple

(Belltrees, Scotland,
1672).
Same Arms, with
three gillyflowers gu. in chief for diff.
Crest
a hand
holding a pistol ppr.
Motto In loyalty.

—

Semple

—

Renfrew, and Stockholm, Sweden,
Same Arms as the Baroness, on a border eight
1672).
crescents or. Crest A stag's head sa. attired az. charged
with a crescent gu. Motto Diligentia et vigilantia.
Sempringrham, Priory of (co. Lincoln). Barry of six ar.
and gu. over all in bend sinister a pilgrim's crutch or.
Senchell. Sa. a fess betw. two chevronels ar.
Sendall. Ar. a cross vert, in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis
(another, a lion ramp, guard.) gu.
Sendfirat, or Sendfust. Per pale az. and sa. a fess
chequy or and gu. betw. three goats' heads erased ar.
Sendflrst, or Sendfurst. Per pale az. and gu. a fess
componee or and gu. betw. three goats' heads erased ar.
Sendlingr, or Sendefyug'. Or, a chief lozengy gu. and
(Cathcart,

co.

—

—

az.

Senthill.

erect az.

Crest.

See Sainthill and St. Hill.
betw. three escallops

Sentlow, or Sentlowe. Gu. a fess
ar.

Senton

Or, a lion ramp, vert, a label of five
Crest— Out of a mural coronet or a lion's head

(co. Lincoln).

az.

Sentoust, or Sentuft.

Az. a buck's head cabossed

or.

Seperford, or Sepester.
birds'

heads erased

Seperton

gobony gu. and

Az. a fess erm. betw. six

ar.

Hereford).

(co.

Or,

an eagle

displ. sa.

a bend

ar.

Sepham

(Kingston, co. Surrey, and co. Kent, 1572). Ar.
three cinquefoils betw. nine crosses crosslet sa. (another,
Crest
A mermaid ppr. ducally crowned, crincd,
gu.).
finned, and comb or, in the sinister hand sea weeds veit.
Sephey. Az. a cross or, fretty gu.
Septon.
Or, an eagle displ. vert, a bcndlet compone'e gu.

—

and

ar.

Septuans, alias Harflete
ing baskets (or fruttles) or.

(co. Kent).

Crest

—A

Az. three winnowdolphin embowed

ppr.

Serbridg-e.

Sercheden.

Ar. on a chief gu. three lozenges or.
Gu. a saltire betw. four escallops ar. (another,

the saltire or).
(Lord of Dundee, 13th century). Barry of six or and
gu. a bend sinister sa.
Sergeant (co. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. ermines betw.
three dolphins naiant embowed gu.
Serg'eant (Waldridgc, co. Bucks; impalement Fun. Ent.

Seres

Ulster's Office, 1625, Sir Francis Blundell, Bart., Vice
Treasurer of Ireland, whose wife was Joyce, dau. of William
Sergeant, Esq., of Waldridge). Ar. a chev. betw. three

dolphins embowed
Serg-eant (Cotes,

sa.

Stafford).
Ar. a chev. betw. thric
dolphins iiaiant and embowed sa.
Serg'eant. See Sargant.
Serg'eaux (co. Cornwall). Ar. a saltire sa. betw. twelve
cherries gu. slipped vert.
Serg'eaux. Ar. a saltire sa. betw. four trefoils gu. slipped
co.

vert.

Sendost, or Seneost. Az. a bull's head cabosscd
Sendye. Sa. six plates, three, two, and one.
Seneschall (Trencthic in Wendron, co. Cornwall,
Edward

first.

Sennicots. Ar. a tower betw. three keys
— A rose branch bearing six roses ppr.

points gu.

Selwyn

SER
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Ar. on a cross az. five

Kent).

III.

;

the heiress m. Hill).

Gu. on a cross

or.

temp.
ar. five

tortcaux.

Senford.

Ar. three boars' heads couped gu.
(Scascale and Ellenborough, co. Cumberland;
founded by Walter de Sewtnhodse, temp. Richard I., who
had a gnmt of the fifth part of the township of Bolton in the

Senhouse

parish of Gosforth.

John Senuoosk, Esq., of Seascale
Hall, High Sheriff co. Cumberland 3 Queen Anne, and then
head of the family, sold his inheritance. The Ellenborough
branch sprung from John Senuodse, third son of John
Senhouse, Esq., of .Seascale, by Elizabeth his wife, sister
and co-heir of Richard Eolesfield, Esq., of Alncburgh, or
Ellcni.orough).

Or, a popinjay ppr. (otherwise, per pale ar.

»nd gu. In the first a popinjay vert), quartering Ponsondt,
LucT, CopiLAND, EoLEsriELD, and Fleming.
Crtst—\
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Sergrison

Ar. on a chev.
(Cuckfield Park, co. Sussex).
betw. three dolphins naiant embowed sa. a plate enclosed by
two fleurs-de-lis of the first. Crest— A dolphin, as in the
arms, wounded by an arrow ar. transversely, vulned ppr.
Serisby. Ar. a cross voided az.
Serjant (co. Kent). Gu. a bend nebulee betw. two

dolphins embowed ar.
(Hanlilh Hall and Camp Hill, co. York).
Paly of six or and sa. on a bend az. a sword ppr. Crest
cherub ppr. Motto Pro aris ct focis.
Serlby (Ankarett Serldt, temp. Edward IV., m. Thomas
Visit. Notts,
Chaworth, Esq., of Anncsley, co. Notts.
Gu. on a cross moline ar. four mullets sa. a bend
1614).
chequy of the second and az.
Serlby (llarlhill, co. York). Gu. on a cross moline ar. flv«
annulets sa. a bend counter-componec or and az.
Serle (Lincoln's Inn, London). Per pale ar. and sa.
Serle. Gu. a bend engr. or.

Serjeantson

—

—

A
;

;

SER
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—A

crescent sa.
issuiDK from betw. the horns a cross crosslet fitchSe gu.
Serocold (Cherryhinton, co. Cambridge). Quarterly, Island
4th, per chev. ar. andsa. in chief two fleurs-de-lis az. and a
castle in base or, for Sekocoi.d; 2nd and 3rd, per chev. ar.
and or, in chief two Cornish chouphs ppr. in base three
roses gu. growing out of a mount vert, for Peasce. Crests
—1st: A castle or, with a fleur-de-lis issuing from the battlements az., for Sebocold; 2nd: In front of a rose gu. a
Cornissh

Serrell.

pass. ar.

Crest

chough ppr., for Feahce.
Ar. an esquire's belmet nz. feathered g^.

A covered cup
Serres

griffln

Cycst

—

gu.

Gu. three swords, points downwards

(Scotland).

ar.

(Provost of Haddington, 1C80; descended of Northtig).
Or, three crescAits within a double tressure flory
counterflory gu. a bordure engr. quarterly ar. and az.
Crest
A swan swimming ppr. Motto— Cum progressu
cautus.
Seton (Touch, co. Stirling; heiress m. Sir Henbt Stecabt,
Bart., of AUanton,).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three
crescents within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
2nd and 3rd, ar. three e.scutcaeons gu., for Hat; behind
the shield two spears in saltire, bearing on their points a
royal helmet and shield of the arms of Scotland. Crest
boar's head couped or. Supporters Two greyhounds ppr.

—

Motto

Devon John Sebvington was
Henry VIII. Jobanka, his dau. and
co-heir, m. Stephen Savebt, of Great Totness, same co.
Visit. Devon, 1620). Erm. on a chev. az. three bucks' heads
(Tavistock, co.

;

of Tavistock, temp.

cabossed or.

Crest

;

— Out

of a tun or, a pine tree erased vert,

fructed gold.

and

(Abercom,

co.

—

—

— Forward ours.

Seton

two and one.

Serving'ton

SE V

Seton

Haddington, bart.). Quarterly, 1st
a double tressure counter-

4th, or; three crescents within

Seton 2nd and 3rd, ar. three escutcheons gu.
all within a bordure gu.
Crest A Cornish chough on the
face of a rock ppr.
Motto Hazard warily.
Seton (Gargunnock, co. Stirling). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
flory gu., for

;

—

—

three crescents within a double tressure flory counter2nd, ar. three bulls' heads erased sa. homed vert,
for Tcbnboll; 3rd, az. three escutcheons ar., for Hat.
or,

Servingrton.

Erm. on a chev.

three bulls' heads or;
another, Erm. on a bend sa. three stags' heads cabossed ar.;
another, Erm. on a chief sa. three bucks' heads cabossed or
another, Erm. on a chev. sa. three bucks' heads cabossed
sa.

or.

flory gu.

Seton

;

(Meldrum,

co.

Aberdeen; heiress m. Uequhabt, of

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three crescents
within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
2nd and
3rd, ar. a demi otter issuing out of a bar wavy sa., for
Craigfintry).

;

Servinton. Erm. -a chev. az.
Seson, or Sessions (co. Oxford).

Per

fess crenellee or

and az. three griflins' heads erased counterchanged.
Sesongrall, or Sesongrell. Ar. a cross flory (another,
formee) vert.
Ar. a saltire gu. a border engr. of the last.
jSethin^on. Per fesse gu. and or, in chief three scythes

Setlie.
ar.

Setliin^on.

Same Amu, a

chief paly of six ar.

and

az.

Sethingrton.

on a chief gu. three scythes erect ar.
Seton {Earl of Winton). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, three
crescents within a double tressnre flory counterfiory gu.,
forSETON; 2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs or, as a coat of
pretension to the Earldom of Suchan : over all, by way of
surtout, an escutcheon per pale, on the dexter gu. a sword
paleways ppr. hilted and pommelled or, supporting an
imperial crown within a double tressure of the last, as arms
of augmentation; sinister, az. a star of twelve points ar. for
the title of Winton. Crest
On a ducal crown a dragon
vert, spouting fire ppr. with wings elevated.
Supporters
Two foxes ppr. collared or, the collars charged with three
Or,

—

—

crescents gu. to their collar chains fixed, passing betw.
their forelegs, and reflexing over their backs on an escroll,
coming from behind the shield, and passing over the middle
of the supporters, these words, "Intaminatis fulget honoribus."
Mottoes
Above the crest: Hazard zet forward;
and below the arms Invia virtuti via nulla.
Seton {Fiscount of Kingstoun; created 6 January, 1650).
Quarterly, Island 4th, Seton; 2nd and 3fd, ar. a dragon
;

—

:

—

with wings expanded, tail nowed vert. Crest A crescent
flaming.
Supporters Two negroes wreathed about the
head and middle with laurel ppr. Motto Habet et suam.
Seton (Garleton, bart., 1664). Quarterly, as Earl of Winton,
without the escutcheon of pretence, a bordure quarterly az.
and or. Crest A star of six points in its splendour ppr.
Motto Habet et suam.
Seton (St. Germain's). Or, a fess betw. three crescents in

—

—

—

chief,

—

and as many

fleurs-de-lis in base gu.

Seton

(Barns, co. Haddington). Or, a sword in pale az.
and pommelled of the first, supporting an imperial
crown betw. three crescents gu. all within a double tressure
hilted

flory oounterflory of the last.

Seton

(London, 1766). Or, a sword in pale az. betw. three
crescents gu. all within a double tressure flory counterfiory
of the last. Crest— A dragon spouting fire ppr. Motto
Hazard zit forward.

—

Seton

(Col. James Seton, 1806).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
as Barns; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a fess gu. three cinquefoils
of the first. Crest
A crescent gu. Supporters Two horses
ar.
Mottoes
Set on; and. Virtus duxit avorum.
Seton (Earl of Dunfermline). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
three crescents within a double tressure flory coui.tcrflory
Ru.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a fess gu. three cinquefoils of the
first.
Crest
A crescent gu. Supporters Two horses at

—

—

—

—

liberty ar.

maned and

—

tailed or.

Motto

— Semper.

Seton

(Kyllesmure, co. Haddington). Or, on a chev. az. a
cinquefoil of the first betw. three crescents gu. a double
tressure flory counterfiory of the last.

Seton

(Carriston, co. Fife).
Or, an otter's head erased sa.
betw. three crescents gu. a double tressure flory coimtcrflory
of the last.
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Meldrcm.

Seton

(William Seton, of H.M. Guard of Horse,
lance in bend ppr. point embrucd.
gauntlet ppr. Motto Nigarum vestigia premo.

1672).

Same Arms, with a

—A

Crest

—

Seton

(Pitmedden, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1684). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, three crescents, and in the centre a man's heart
distilling blood, the whole within a double tressure flery counterfiory gu., for Seton; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a demi otter sa.
crowned or, issuing out of a bar wavy of the second, for
Meldbum. Crest A demi man in military habit, holding the
banner of Scotland bendways, with the motto on an escroll
above, "Sustento sanguine signa." SupporCers Dexter, a
deerhound ar. collared gu. charged with crescents or;

—

—

sinister,

an otter

sa.

Seton

(Mounie, co. Aberdeen; now represented by Davib
Seton, Esq., of Mounie, J P. and D.L.). As Pitmedden, with
a crescent az. in the centre of the quarters. Same Crest and
Motto.
Seton (Parbroath). Or, a mullet betw. three crescents
within a double tressure flory counterflory gu.
Seton (Newark). Same Arms as St. Germain's, within a
bordure az.
Seton (Tillibody, co. Clackmannan). Or, an annulet betw.
three crescents within a double tressure flory counterflory
gu-

Seton

(William Seton, Provost of Haddington cir. 1650; descended from Northrig).
The paternal arms of Seton
within the royal tressure gu. and also within a bordure
engr. and quartered ar. and az. Crest A swan swimming
ppr.
Motto Cum progressu cautus.
Seton (St. Martin's). Same Arms, within a bordure engr.

—

—

gu-

Seton
Seton

(Lathrisk).
(Pittedie).

Same Arnw, a slip of rose in fess gu.
Ar. a corslet az. betw. three crescents

gu-

Seton

(Korthrifr).
1st and 4th, same Ai~ms; 2nd and 3rd,
SiNCLATK, of Hcrdmanston, altered to Seton, within a
bordure quarterly ar. and az.
Seton. Or, a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three garbs
of the first.
Seton. Az. a bend ar. betw. six mullets of the last.
Seton. Gu. a bend ar. betw. six martlets or.
Sevans (co. Kent). Az. three fruttles or. Crest On a

—

helmet a

fish.

Seveley.
Sevelton.

Ar. a bend cotised betw. six lions ramp. sa.
Barry nebuMe of six ar. and sa. a label of three

points gu.

Sevenocke, or Sennocke

(Layston, co. Hereford).

a chev. betw. three acorns gu.
Sevenoke (Lord Mayor of London, 1418).
or, two, three,

Az. seven aconnC

and two.

Sevenoke. Vert seven acorns or, three,
Sevenoke, Sencake, or Sonoke.
three, two,

Ar.

and one,

three,

and one.

Az. six

acorns,

or.

Sevens, or Sevans

(co.

Kent).

Az. three cormorants

or.

Sever

(arms in the Parlour of Merton College, Oxford.
Ar. a fess ncbulce az. betw. three
Visit. Oion, 1574).
annulets gu.
Ar. on a chev. sa.
Severn, or
(co. Worcester).
nine bezants. Ci-ut A ciuiucfoil or.

Seveme

—

;

Seveme

(Wallop Hall, CO. Salop, and Thenford, co. Northampton, originally from co. Worcester; descended from
John Severse, Esq., of Shrawlcy, in the latter co. SAMtrEL
Amy Sevebne, Esq., of Wallop Hall, of Rhosgoch, co.
Montgomery, and Thenford, co. Northampton, was High
Sheriff CO. Montgomery, 1824, and of co. Northampton,

—

Ar. on a chev. sa. nine bezants. Crest A cinqucfoil
Virtus praestantior auro.
Seving-ton (Mole, co. Kent). Ar. on a fcss hctw. three
1829).

Motto

or.

—

trefoils slipped as

Seving'ton.

many

escallops or.

Gu. two lucics in

saltire ar.

Seward

(Stoke Meyned, co. Devon). Gu. on a fess or,
betw. two chev. erm. three leopards (another, leopards' faces)
az.

Devon; the co-heirs m.
Ar. on a fess az. betw. two chev.
erm. three leopards' faces of the first.

SeAWUrd (Comb

in TeignUead, co.

Chase and Furlong).

Seward

(Stoke in Teignhead, co. Devon). Gu. on a fess ar.
betw. two chev. erm. three leopards' faces of the field.
Seward. Ar. three boars' heads bendways in bend az.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a horse's leg, foot upwards

—

ppr.

Seward.
az.

and

Sa. a cross flory ar.

;

another, Per pale indented

Seward (Lee Cottage and Douglas, co. Cork, and Newcastle, CO. Limerick; confirmed by Betham, Ulster, to
Henry OsBrRNE Seward, Esq., of those places, whose father
intermarried with the family of OsBnaNE, of cos. Ayr and Mid
Lothian, N. B.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a fess az.
betw. two chev. gu. three leopards' faces or, for Seward;
2nd, erm. a bend az. surmounted by a fess or, forOsnuRNE;
3rd, per pale indented ar. and sa. a saltire counterchanged,
for Scott. Crests— 1st: Out of a ducal coronet or, the hind
leg of a horse coupcd at the thigh az. shod gold; 2nd:
A dexter hand fessways grasping a sword in palo ppr.
3rd A dexter cubit arm
enfiled with an imperial crown or
in pale, vested gu. cuffed erm. rising from park pales
Motto— OUm
or, the hand ppr. holding a truncheon ar.
;

:

facimus.
Sewell (Newport, Isle of Wight). Sa. a chev. betw. three
bees volant ar. Crest A dexter arm embowed in armour
ppr. garnished or, holding an acorn gold. Another Crest In
» chaplet of roses ar. leaved vert, a bee volant or.
Sew^ell (co. Essex). Ar. on a bend gu. three martlets of tho
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a martlet sa.
first.
Sew^enton, or Selston (co. Kent). Two fishes in saltire

—

—

—

betw. a leopard's face in
another in base.

two escallops in

chief,

fess,

and

Morden, co. Cambridge). Ar. a chev.
betw. three boars' heads oouped sa.
Sexbye. Barry of eight or and az. on a bend cngr. sa.
(Steeple

cotised gu. three escallops of the

Sexton

first.

Ar. three chaplcts in bend gu. betw.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a dexter arm in armour embowed ppr. holding in the
gauntlet an anchor ta. fluke and cable gold.
Sexton. Ar. three sinister wings gu. Crest A woman
couped at the waist ppr. habited gu. hair flowing or, holding
in the dexter hand a chaplet vert.
Sexton. Or, an eagle displ. vert, armed az. a bend gobony

(London).

two bendlets of the

—

last.

—

ar.

and

or.

Sexton

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597, Mrs. Anne Deane,
Sa. an eagle displ. ar. abendlet compony of

olicu Sexton).

the

first

and

az.

Sexton

(.Sir George Sexton, Knt., Secretary to Sir ARTHnn
Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. in dexter chief a spcar'a
Office, 1631).
head, in sinister chief a pheon, and In base a horseshoe, all
Crest—A. pheon az.
az. points down.
Sexton (nallyclough, co. Wicklow; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 167.5, Maboaret, wife of Piers Sexto.s, of that place).
:

Same Arms.
Sey. Az. two bars ncbul(;e ar.
Seyes. Az. six plates, three,

two, anil one, on a chief or,

a di>mi lion pass, coupcd gu.

Seyley.

Gu. scmee of

estoiles

or,

a lion

ramp, of the

la.1t.

Ssyman. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three polcaxes ca.
Seymanifor. Sa. billctiee or, a canton erm.
Seymark. Sa. three bars ar. in chief as many annulets

or.

Seymer

(llanford, co. Dorset: supposed to be a branch of
the house of Seymour, descended from .Iohn Seymer, Esq.,

of Hanford, tevip.

Edward IV.

Henry Ker Skymer,

Esq.,

of Hanford, non and heir of Henry Setmer, Esq., of Hanford, High SherifT co. Dorset, 1810, assumed, 1830, the
additional aumamc and arms of Ker; he was grandnon of

11km»t Seyhbs, Etq., D.C.L., of Uaofurd, by G&ace his
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of James Ker, Esq., of Moriston and KerslIcW,
Or, two wings conjoined gu. on a chief of the
second three martlets ar., quartering Keb. Crest On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. two wings or.
Seymer (exemplified to Harry Ernest Clat, E.sq., of
Hanford, co. Dorset, upon his assuming, by royal licence,
the additional names of Keb and Seymer, S Jan. 1865).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, two wings conjoined in lure
gu. on a chief az. three martlets ar., for Seymer ;
2nd,
quarterly,
1st and 4th, vert
on a chev. ar.
three mullets gu. in base a unicorn's head erased of the
second, 2nd and 3rd, az. three crosses raoline ar. all within
a border of the last, for Kee, of Morriston; 3rd, ar. a chev.
cngr. paly sa. and or, betw. three trefoils slipped of the
1st, Seymer:
A chapeau gu.
second, for Clay. Crests
turned up erm. winged or, motto over, Dulce pro patria
periclilari; 2nd, Ker: A unicorn's head erased ar. gorged
with a collar az. thereon three crosses moline also ar.
3rd, Clay
Two wings ar. each charged with a chev. engr.
betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
Seymour (Duke of Somerset; descended from Sir Edwaiii>
Seymook, K.B., brother of Jan-e Seymour, Queen of Henry
wife, dau.

CO. Berwick).

—

—

:

VIII., and mother of

Seymour was

ar.

Sewster
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created,

Edward
1547,

VI.,

Duke

which
of

Sir

Edward

Somerset,

with

male of his second marriage, and
in default of such issue to the issue male of his first
marriage.
The issue male of the second marriage
became extinct with Algernon, seventh Duke of Somerset,
remainder

1750,
Sir

to the issue

when

dukedom reverted

the

Edward Seymour,

sixth

ancestor of the present duke).

hart,

to

the

of

Berry

Quarterly, 1st

senior

lino.

Pomeroy,
and 4th, or,

on a pile gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three lions of
England, being the coat of augmentation granted hy
Henry VIII. on his marriage with Jane Seymour:
2nd and 3rd, gu. two wings conjoined in lure, the first
downwards or, for Seymour.
Out of a ducal
Crest
coronet or, a phoenix gold, issuing from flames ppr. Sui)~
Dexter, a unicorn ar. armed, maned, and tufted
porters
or, gorged with a ducal collar per pale az. and or, to which

—

—

a chain of the last; sinister, a bull az. ducally
gorged, chained, hoofed, and armed or. Motto— Foy pour
is affixed

devoir.

Seymour

(Knoyle House, Salisbury, co. 'Wilts; descended
from Francis Seymour, Esq., of Sherboume, brother of
Quarterly, 1st and
Edward, eighth Duke of Somerset).
4th, or, on a pile gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis az. thrco
lions of England
2nd and 3rd, gu. two wings conjoined in
lure or.
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a phoenix gold,
issuing out of flames ppr. Motto
Foy pour devoir.
;

—

Seymour

(Langley, co. Bucks, bart., extinct 1714; Sir
Henry Seymour, Bart., of Langley, son of Henry Seymour,
second son of Sir Edward Seymour, second bart. of Berry
Pomeroy, ancestor of the Duke of Somerset, was so
created 16S1, and d. s. p.). Gu, two wings conjoined in lure
or.

Seymour

(Marquess of Hertford : descended from Francis
Seymour, created Lord Conway 1703, son of Sir £dwari>
Seymour, fourth bart. of Berry Pomeroy, by his second wife,
Quarterly, 1st
Lettice, dau. of Francis Popham, Esq.).
and 4th, or, on a pile gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three
lioDS pass, guard, in pale or; 2nd and 3rd, gu. two wings
conjoined in lure or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a

—

—

phcenix gold out of flames ppr. Supporters ^Two blackamoors wreathed about the temples or and sa. habited in short
golden garments and in buskins gold, adorned about their
waists with green and red feathers, each holding in his
exterior hand a shield az. garnished or, tho dexter charged
with the sun in splendour gold, the other with a crescent
ar.
Motto Fide et amore.
Seymour (Earl and Marquess of Hertford, extinct 1750; Sir
Edward Seymour, eldest son of Sir Edward Seymour, first
Duke of Somerset, was created, 1509, Earl of Hertford; his
grandson, William, second £arl of Hertford, was created,
1640, Marquess of Hertford, and was restored by Act of

—

Parliament, 1C60, as Duke of Somerset, which title had been
conferred on his grandfather, 1547, with special remainder to
the issue male of his second marriage, on failure of which to
the issue male of his first marriage. Algernon, seventh Di'.Ac
of Somerset, seventh Sari of Hertford, and sixth Marquess of
Hertford, d. leaving an only dau., Lady Elizabeth Seymour
(Percy), m. Sir Hoon Smitiison, created Duke of Korlhumberland 1766, when the earldom and marques.sate became
extinct, and the Dukedom of Somerset devolved on tho
descendant of Sir Edward Seymour, the eldest son of the
first Duke of Somerset by his first wife, viz., Sir Edwahd
Seymour, sixth bart. of Berry Pomeroy, co. Devon, ancestor of the present duke;. Quarterly, 1st, or, on a pilo

;;

gn. Mtw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three lions of England, being
the coat of au^'mentation granted by Henry VHI. on His
Majesty's marriage with Jane Setmocr, sister of '.he first
duke; 2nd, gu. two wings conjoined in lure or, for Sey-

Hache 4th, ar. three
bend ar. and gu.
three roses In bend counterchanged, for Mac Williams
6th, ar. on a bend gu. three leopards' faces or. Crest, Supporters, and Motto, same as the Duke of Somerset.
Seymour {Baron Seymour, of Sudeley, attainted 1549
Thomas Setmock, Lord High Admir.al of England, third
brother of Edward, first Duke of Somerset, the Lord Protector, was so created 1547, m. Katbabine Pakb, last Queen
of Henry VIII., and was beheaded). Same Arms, &c., as
the Duke of Somerset.
Seymour (Frampton-Cotterell, co. Gloucester). Gu. two
wings conjoined or, a border gobony ar. and az.
Seymour (Burton, co. Oxford; John Seymoub, Esq., of
Burton, Visit. Oxon, 1574, son of Simon Setmodb, of same
place, and grandson of Hcmphbet Seymour, who was
8on of Sir John Seymoub, Knt., of Evens Wynden, co.
Wilts, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Sir Bobebt Cokeb,
Knt., of Lawrence Lydiard, co. Somerset, and brother of
Sir John Setmoub, the grandfather of Edward, first Duke
of Somerset, and Queen Jane, third wife of Henry VIII.).
Gu. a pair of wings conjoined in lure or, quartering, 1st,
Beauchamp, of Hache; 2nd, Stubmt; 3rd, Mac Williams;
4th, Cokeb; 5th, W'inslow; 6th, Bbill; 7th, Stobke.

HOUK
demi

3rd, vair, for

;

lions

ramp,

Beauchamp,
Stukmt;

gu., for

of

;

5th, per

;

Crest

—A pair

of wings conjoined, the dexter or, the sinister

gu. surmounted by a ducal

coronet

per pale counter-

fcss erm betw. three pairs of wings
lure ar. ; another, Gu. three wings or;
another, Az. three bars err; another, Barruly ar. and az.
another, Erm. two chev. sa. another, Az. two lions pass,
ar. a border engr. or.
(impalement Fun. Ent. TJlster's Office, 1C69,
Sir Amos Meredith, Bart., whose first wife was Elizabeth

Gu. a

conjoined in

;

Seymour

Gu. two wings conjoined in lure ar.
(High Mount, CO. Limerick, bart.).

Setmoub).

Seymour

—

on a canton ar. an anchor sa. CreH On a naval
or, two brands in saltiie inflamed at tlie ends ppr.
thereon an eagle rising also ppr. looking at a sun gold.
Motto Foy pour devoir.
Seymour (bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a pile gu.
or,

—

betw. six fleurs-de-lis az. three lions pass, guard, of the field
2nd and 3rd, gu. a pair of wings conjoined in lure or, all
Crest
Out of a ducal
within a bordure wavy erm.
coronet or, a dcnii phoenix in flames ppr. a bcndlet sinister

—

wavy

Motto

or.

— Foy pour

Az.

devoir.

Seymour.
Seymper,

See St. Maue.
Ar. a bend sa. a label of four points gu.
bars ar. in
chief as many annulets or.
Gu.
fess
a
betw. three lions' heads
Seyncle (co. Essex).
erased or.
Seynes. Sa. on a chev. or, five mullets gu. another, Sa.
a chev. or, betw. three cockatrices ar.
Seynger. Or, on a chief gu. six martlets of the field;
another, Or, on a chief vert three martlets of the

Seyncks, Seynkes, or Scynks. Sa three

;

Seyton

(Maydwell and Wickdym,

bend betw.

Seyton
land.

Sesrre.

Or, a chev. az. betw. three birds purp.
(Boverton, co. Glamorgan; borne by Roger Sets, Esq.,
of Boverton, Attomey-Generifl of all Wales to Queen
Elizabeth he became possessed of Boverton by his marriage
with Elizabeth, heiress of Gbiffith Vosb, Esq.; he left
issue two sons, Eichabd, of Boverton, and Alexander, of
the Gaer and Caerleon, co. Monmouth). Sa. a chev. betw.
three spearheads ar. their points embrucd.
Seys (borne by Evan Sets, Esq., of Boverton, Serjeant-atlaiV
by Eichard Sets, Esq., of Swansea and by William
Sets, Esq., of Killan, all in the county of Glamorgan, sons
BicHABO Sets, eldest son of Eogeb Sets, Esq., temp. Queen
Elizabeth, descended from Sir Degabt Sets, a person of
great eminence for his military services, temp. Kichard II.).
Quarterly, Ist, az. six plates, on a chief or, a demi Uon
ramp, gu., for Sets 2nd, sa. a chev. betw. three spearheads ar. their points embrued. Crest A demi lit,3, as in
the arms. Motto— CTes<:it sub pondcie virtus.
Seys (Tutshill House, near Chepstow). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motlo.
Seys (Kilbeck, co. Hereford, icmp. Henry VIII.). Az. ten
plates, four, three, two, and one, on a chief or, a demi lion
ramp. gu.
Beys (The Gaer, in the parish of St. WooUos, co. Monmouth).

Seys

;

;

;

;

Same Arms.
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—

Northampton).

co.

Gu. a

six martlets ar. (another, or).

(quartered by Felding, of Mastrop, co. EutGu. a bend betw. six martlets
Vis't. Rutland, 1619).

ar.

SIiaa(co. Essex and London,

Ar. a chev. betw. three

1501).

ermines.

fusils

Shaa (John Shaa, Mayor of London, temp. Queen Elizabetli.
Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges
Visit. London, 1508).
ermines.

Shaa (London,

Ar. a chev. betw. three fusils ermines,

1430).

a border az.

Shaa

Ar. a chev. betw. three
Out of a ducal coronet or, a nags'
lozenges ermines. Crest
head ar. betw. two wings expanded sa.
Shaa (Chaterhouse, Henton, co. Somerset Egbert Shaa, cf
Charterhouse, Visit. Somerset, 1623, great-grandson of Sir
Edmond Shaa, Knt., Mayor of London, and great-greatgrandson of Sir John Shaa, Knt., also Mayor of London,

(Lanham,

co.

Norfolk).

—

;

temp. Henry VII.).

Same Arms.

Shabery, or Shauberie

(London).
Ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three laurel leaves vert, a chief of the second.
Shackerley (co. Lancaster, 1567). Ar. three molehills
vert.

Shackleton, or Shakelton.
lozenge buckles of the

Or, on a fess gu. three

Crest

field.

—A poplar tree vert.

(Scotland).

Per pale

ar.

and

az.

six fleurs-de-lis in orle counterchanged.

Shadforth

(Eed Barns and Darras Hall co. NorthumberVert on a chev. betw. three hourglasses ar. as many

land).

—

Crest A Uon pass, guard, ppr.
the dexter forepaw resting upon an hourglass ar. and in the
mouth a trefoil slipped vert. Motto Fugit irrevocabilc
trefoils slipped of tUe field.

—

tempus.
(Newcastle-on-Tyne).
Motto, with due diff.

Shadforth

Same Arms,

Durham).

(Eppleton, co.

Crist,

Vert on a chev.

and
ar.

three trefoils of the first.
Shadforth. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Crest
The sun shining on the stump of an oak tree sprouting anew all ppr.

—

Shadwell

(Lyndowno, co. Stafford; granted 1537). Per
pale or and az. on a chev. betw. three annulets four
escallops all counterchanged. Crest A demi griffin ppr.
Shadvrell. Same A^-ms. Crest ^An escallop or.
Shad^well (Ripe, co. Sussex descended from Nicholas

—

—

;

Shadwell, Esq., of Ripe, d. 1672; his great-grandson,
William Shadwell, Esq., of Middleham, m. Mary, dan. and
heiress of John Lucas, Esq., and was father of William
Lucas Shadwell, Esq., of Longford, co. Surrey, who assumed
the surname and arms of LucAs, by royal licence, 1811).
Per pale or and az. on a chev. engr. betw. three annulets

—

On a mount
as many escallops all counterchanged. Crest
vert a wivern ar. wings elevated or, charged on the body
gold.
annulets
with six
Shaxiworth (Lord Mayor of London, 1401). Ar. on a bend
sUpped of the first.
Ar. an inescutcheon within an orle of eight

sa. three trefoils

Shadworth.

first.

and one, on a chk/

a demi lion ramp. gu.
Az. six bczunts, three, two, and one, on a chief or, a
demi lion pass. gu.

ar.

Seys.

Shadforth
Az. a

pair of wings conjoined in pale, surmounted of a naval

crown
crown

Seys.

ten plates, four, three, two,

Shaddon, or Shadden

changed.

Seymour.
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cinquefoils sa.

Shaen

Or, three piles issuant from the

(Crix, co. Esses).

chief gu. a border ermines.

Crest

—A

greyhound

statant.

reguard erm. collared gu.

Shaen

(Bishopstown, co. Westmeath

Fun. Ent. Ulster's
;
Vert a lion ramp,
Office, 1614, Sir Francis Shaen, Knt.).
or, armed and langued gu.
Shaftesbury, Earl of. See Asblet-Coopeb.

Shaftesbury,

Town

of

(co.

Dorset).

Quarterly,

ar.

a cross counterchanged, in the first and fourth
quarters a fleur-de lis of the second, in the second and
third quarters a leopard's face of the first.
Shaftesbury Monastery (co. Dorset). Ar. on a pale
cotiscd sa. three roses of the first.
Shafto (Bavington, co. Northumberland a Border family
of distinction and antiquity, the parent stock of Shafto, of
BenwcU and Whitworlh. The heiress of the Benwell line,
Camilla, only dau. and heir of Robert Shafto, Esq., of
BenwcU, m. 1784, William Adair, Esq., of Ballymena, co.
Antrim, ansestor of Lord Wavcncy). Gu. on a chev. ar.
Crest A salamander reguard. vert in the
three mullets az.
midst of flames ppr.
Shafto 'Wfiitworth Park, co. Durham; sprung from Mark
Shafto, Esq., of Whitworth, Recorder of Newcastle, 1618,
second son of Bosert Suajto, Esq., of Benwell, Alderman

and

az.

;

—

AA

A

;

Shafto

Esq.,

(TanQeld). Gu. on a fess ar. three mullets az. in the
a cinquefoil or.
and Swalwell, co. Durham; descended

sinister chief

Same

from Shafto, of Bavington, co. Northumberland).
Arms, on the sinister chief a cinquefoil or, for diff.

Sharp

two crosses

fess az. betw.

crosslet fltchee in chief sa.

and a

dexter hand grasping a sword in pale in base gu. three
mullets of the field. Crest— On & steel cap a plume of feathers
ppr. JV/o<«o— Vivit post funera virtus.
Shairp (Capt. Walter Shairp, 1693). Same Arms, a
bordure embattled az. Same Crest and Motto.
Shakerley (Somerford Park, co. Chester, bart.). Ar. a
chev. vert betw. three molehills of the second. Crest

—

resting the forefoot

hare ppr.

on a garb

Motto—

or.

Antiquum obtinens.

Shakerley

(Longstone, co. Derby, temp. Henry VI.) Ar.
on a chev. gu. betw. three bundles of rushes vert, banded or,
a mullet of the last.
Shakerley (cos. Chester and Lancaster; granted 1610).
Crest A hare sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. thret molehills vert.

—

supporting a garb or.
(Holme, co. Chester).
Ar. a chev. betw. three
Crest A demi
molehills vert, a border engr. gu. bezantee.
hare ramp. ar. supporting a garb or.
Shakerley (co. Derby), Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three garbs

Shakerley

—

vert.

Shakerley

(co.

Derby, and Wrotham,

co. Kent).

Ar. a

chev. gu. betw. three molehills vert.
ShakerleV (The Spittle, co. Derby; Anne, dau. of Robert
Shakeblet, Esq., of The Spittle, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
Visit.
m. John Beckingham, of Padlecote, co. Oxford.
Oxon, 1571). Ar. three molehills vert.
Shakerley (co. Lancaster). Sa. three shuttles erect or.
Shakerley (co. Worcester). Gu. five shackles in fess ar.
Shakerley. Ar. three beehives vert; another, Ar. three

weavers' shuttles in fess sa.

Shakesburg-h,

alias

Shuckburgrh

(Reg. Ulsters
Office).
Sa. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced ar.
(I^ngley
Priory,
Leicester).
Or, on a
co.
Shakespear
bend indented gu. two tilting spears counterturned of the
On a mount vert in front of a falcon, wings
C)-est
field.
elevated per fess nz. and gu. a tilting spear erect or.
Shakespeare (Str.ilford-upon-Avon, co. Warwick; granted

—

by Dethick, Gancr, 20

John Shakespeare,

Oct. 1596, to

of Stratford-upon-Avon, father, by Mart, his wife, dau.
and one of the heirs of Robert Abden, Esq., of Wilm-

William Shakespeare, "The Bard of Avon"). Or,
on a bend sa. a spear of the first, steeled ar. Crest A falcon,
wings displ. ar. supporting a spear or, steeled as in the
arms. Motto Non sanz droict.
Shalcross (Shalcross, co. Derby; six descents are given in
Visit. 1611; the last male heir, John Shalcross, Esq., of
Shalcross, High Sheriff co. Derby 1C86, d. 1733, leaving three
daus. his co-heirs; the youngest d. xinm. 1776: the eldest,
Margaret, m. Richard Fitzherbert, Esq., of Somersall
and the second, Frances, m. Roger Jacson, Esq.). Gu. a
cote, of

—

—

—

Crest
or, betw. four annulets of the second.
martlet or, holding in the beak a cross pattee fitch^e gu. a
mullet on the breast for diff.
Shales. Gu. six escallops, three, two, and one ar. Crest
A goat's head erased ar. attired or.
Shaznbroke. Ar. a chev. betw. three congers' heads
another, Ar. a chev. betw. three demi fishes
erased gu.
Duiant gu. another, Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads
coupcd gu.
(Aberdeen, 1C72). Az. a boar's head couped ar. on a
chief of the last three mullets gu. Crest
A dove volant
above the waters, holding a slip of olive ppr. Motto Virtutc
saltire

—

;

;

Shand

—

—

duce coinitc fortun&.

Shand

(Aberdeen, 1856).

Az. a boar's head couped ar. on a

chief of the .second three mullets gu. a bordure indented crm.

charged with three escutcheons of the

first.

Same

Crest

and

—

hawk's
a hawk's

fess ar. a

in base
Crest

—An eagle

(Rollesby, co. Norfolk; granted 15 Aug. 1562).
Purp. a fess betw. three escallops or.
Crest On a ducal
coronet or, a lion's head erased per fesse ar. and gu.
Shanly (Fearnaght, co. Leitrim). Per chev. vert and per pale
or and erm. a chev. ermines, in chief three estoiles of the
second, and in the dexter base a lion ramp. gu. Crest
An
arm in armour embowed ppr. the hand also ppr. grasping a
broken sword ar. hilt and pommel or, therefrom five drops
of blood.
Motto Pro patria et religione. The ancient
armorials appear to have been, Az. a lion statant or, holding
out the forepaw, in chief three estoiles of the second. Crest
A hand from below the wrist in armour, holding a broken
sword.
Shann (Rev. Thomas Shann, M.A., Vicar of Hampstwaite,
CO. York; George Shann, Esq., M.D., York
and Charles
Shann, great-grandchildren of Thomas Shann, and Mart,
his wife, dau. of William Hill, Esq., of Oxton, co. York).
Vair on a pile or, three escutcheons az. each charged with
an annulet of the second.
Crest
In front of an annulet
gold a hand erect holding a dagger all ppr. Motlo^

—

—

—

—

;

—

Fideliter.

Shannon, Earl of. See Botle.
Shannon. Gu. a bend or. Crest —A demi talbot
Shapcott (Shapcott, co. Devon; ten descents

sa.

are given

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three dovecotes ar.
goat's head erased.

in Visit. 1620).
Crest

—A

Shapell, Shaple, or Shapley.

Gu. three chaplcts

or.

Shapleigh

(Totncs, co.

Devon

;

Jons Shapleich,
John Suafleiob,

of that

Devon, 1620, son of
of s.Tiiie
place, and grandson of Robert Shapleich, of Dartmouth,
same co.).
Vert a chev. ar. betw. three escallops or.
Crest
An arm ereot couped at the wrist, vested gu.
cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a wreath ven, fructcd
place. Visit.

—

also gu.

Shapleigrh (Newcourt and Dartmouth,

co. Devon, and co.
Vert a chev. ar. betw. three escallops or.
Shapley. Az. a chev. ar. betw. three chessrooks or.
Sharborne (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1GI9,
Ralph SANCKrc, whose first wife was Dorothea Sharborne).
Gu. a lion ramp, guard, ar. on a fess sa. a plate charged
with a torteau.
Sharburne, or Shering-burne. Gu. a lion ramp, or, a
canton crm.
Shard (Ilorsleydown,- co. Surrey). Ar. a bend sa. in chief
a buglehorn of the last, stringed and garnished or, in base
a stag's head couped ppr. attired of the third. Crest
lion pass, per pale or and sa. guttee countcrchanged, resting
the dexter foot on a buglehorn of the second.
Shardelow (Schimpling, CO. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three crosses crosslet fitch^e az. (another, sa).
Shardelow (Shardelow, co. Sufl'olk; from the sea! of Sir
John Shardelow, teHtjt. Henry VI.). Ar a chev. gu. in chief
two crosses crosslet fitch^e, and in base a cross botonn(So
Ctchee az. Crest
A plume of feathers ppr. Supporters

Cornwall).

—

—

—

Two heraldic antelopes.
Shareshull (co. Leicester).
border

sa.

Carry wavy

ar.

and gu. a

bezantee.

Sharman-Cra-wford.

See Crawford.
(Sharnborne Hall, co. Norfolk). Gu.a.lion
a canton erm. Crest
A lion's gamb couped and
erect grasping a griffin's head erased sa.
Sharnesfield. Az. an eagle displ. ar. crowned or.
Sharnfield. Az. an oogle displ. or, membcred gu.
Sharnfield. Sa. three garbs or, on the top of each a dove

Sharnborne
ramp,

—

or,

Sharp, or Sharpe

(co. Y'ork). Az. a phcon ar. on a border
eight torteaux.
An eagle's head erased az.
Crest
ducally gorged or, holding in the mouth a phcon ar.

or,

Crcit.

Sharp

—

(Uishopwcarmouth, co. Durham). Same Arms and
Motto I)»m spiro spcro.
(John Sharp, Archbishop of York, 1691-1714). Same

—

Arms.

Sharp

Motto.

Shand

distilling

ppr.

Gu. on a
lure 01 the first, in chief a cinquefoil and
leg erased, jessed and belled of the second.
rising ar. Motto Spero.

Sharp

and Motto.

Shand

all

(Casilerig, co. Fife, 1732).

ar.

Quarterly, 1st and
2nd and 3rd, ar. a demi otter issuing out of.i
base a fleur-de-lis gu., for Cbalhebs. Same 0)-e.it

(Arnhall, co. Kincardine, 1817).

4 th, astl e last;
fess sa. in

Shank

Shanke

Ar. on a

(Houstoun, co. Lioiitiigow).

by the hair a human head couped at the neck,
drops of blood

Shafto (Whickham
Shairp, or

SH A
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of Newcastle, who was grandson of Edwabd Shafto,
of Bavington). Same Arms and Crest.

(Shitu-Shand, Templclands, to. Aberdeen).

Az. a

boar's head couped ar. on a chief of the second a mullet betw.

two chessrooks sa. Same Urest and Motto.
Shane (Sir Francis Shane, knighted in Christ's Churoh,
Dublin, 6 April, 1600, by Charles, Lord Mounljnr/, Lord
Deputy of Irehind). Vert alion ramp, or armed and langucd
gu. C)'«i(— An arm in armour cmbowcU, the bund holding
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(Lindon Hall, Burton, co. Lancostcr). Quarterly, 1st
Sharp, az. a plieon ar. on a border or, eight
2nd and 3rd, Salkeld, vert fretty ar. Crest
An eagle's head erased az. ducally gorged or, holding in lh»
mouth a phcon ar.
Sharp (Litlh' Morton, co. York). Az. a pheon ar. on a border

and

4lh,

torteaux

—

;

ar. cigtil lorloaux.

Sharp.

Ar.

three

griQJnB'

heads erased

t>a.

a border

A

;;

—

Crat A griffin's licad erased per pale or and
gorged with a ducal coronet counterchanged.
Ar. three falcons' heads erased sa. a border cngr.
Out of a ducal coroDet per pale or
Crest
az. bezantee.
and sa. a wolTs head counterchanged.
Sharp (William Sharp, Esq., of Claybury, Brewster?, Max.
Per pale ar. and
wells, and Haynefields, all in Barbados).
az. on a chev. engr. erm. betw. three demi lions erased
betw.
two escallops of
counterchanged a wreath of oak ppr.
Crest
A demi lion erased ppr. gorged with a
the second.
collar nebulee az. betw. the paws a wreaih of oak ppr.
encircling an escallop or.
nr. plat^c.

wavy

ar. a chief erm.;
engr. of the last.

sa.

Sharp.

—

—

Sharp
Sharp

Sharpe

—

—

Sharpey, or Sharpeig-h. Same Arms.

Crest — A dexter hand brandishing a sword
Sharpies. Sa. three crescents, betw. the

^

sa.

;

—

—

—

—

quies.

(Kincarrochy, 1815).

Ar. a fess az. betw. two cross
crosslets fitchee in chief and a mullet in base sa. a bordure
wavy gu. Crest A celestial crown or. J/o«o— Pro mitra

—

coronam.
Sharpe (Bi^don, co. Cumberland Hncn Siiaepe, of Eaydon, temjj. Edward IV., son of John Sharpe, of same place,
Ump. Henry VI. VJsit. Leicester, 1619). Az. a pheon ar.
on a border of the last eight tortcaux. Crest On a ducal
coronet or, a peacock sitting ppr. in the beak an ear of
wheat gold, leaved vert.
Sharpe (Rolleston, co. Leicester, and Winge, co. Rutland
William Sharpe, of Rolleston, aged 37, Visit. Leicester,
1619, son of Eustace Sharpe, of Winge, and grandson of
WiLUAM Sharpe, a younger son of Hugh Sharpe, of Baydon, co. Cumberland). Same j<r)ns, a crescent for diff. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a peacock sitting ppr. in the beak
an ear of wheat gold, leaved vert, charged on the breast with
a crescent for diff.
Sharpe (Stratford-upon-Avon, co. Warwick, Stoke, co.
Is'orthants, and Tiverton, co. Devon
Edward Sharpe, of
Stoke, Rev. Lionel Sharpe, D.D., of Tiverton, Rev. William
Sbarfe, Rector of Tiverton, and Andrew Sharpe, sons of
BoBERT Sharpe, of London, and grandsons of John Sharpe,
Esq., of Stratford. Visit. Devon, 16201. Ar. three falcons'
heads erased sa. a border engr. az., quartering Pigott, Sa.
three pickaxes ar., and Mallorie, Or, a lion ramp. gu.
gorged ar. a crescent for diff.
Sharpe (co. Essex). Ar. three rooks' heads erased sa. two
and one.
Sharpe. Ar. three eagles' heads erased sa. a border engr.
az. bezantee.
Crest
A wolfs head erased per pale sa. and
or (another, or and sa.) gorged with a ducal coronet
counterchanged.
Another C)-eit A wolfs head erased or,
ducally gorged az.
Sharpe (Barnby-in-the-Willows, co. Nottingham). Az. a
pheon ar. on a border or, eight torteaux.
Crest
Upon a ducal coronet or, a peacock sitting ppr. holding in
the beak an ear of wheat gold, stalked and leaved vert.
;

—

—

;

—

—

—

Sharpe

(Melton, CO. Suffolk). Or, a leopard's face az. betw.
three falcons' heads erased sa. on a border invecked gu.
ten bezants.
Crest
A wolfs head erased per pale or

—

and

az.

on the neck a horseshoe

ar.

Motto

— En Dieu

est

tout.

Sharpe.

Or, a

pheon

az.

Crest— On a ducal coronet

or,

a

peacock sitting ppr.

Sharpe.
another,

Sa. three falcons' heads erased ar. a border az.

Chcquy or and
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veit;

another,

Az.

three

piles

a

Salop).

(co.

Ar. three bends az.

on a canton

a lion pass or.

Sharshall

(co.

York).

Vairi

ar.

and gu. a border az.

bezantee.

Shaukc.

son of the last). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on
a bleeding heart transfixed by two swords in
saltire, points downward ppr. the heart having over it a
mitre of gold, placed on the field, tasselled gu. all within a
bordure or, charged with a royal tressure gu. 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a fesse az. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee in chief and a
mullet in base sa. Crest
A celestial orown or. Motto
Pro mitra co»>onam.
Sharp (StonyhiU, co. Edinburgh). Same Arms, with a bordure gu.
Crest
A pheon ppr. Jlfo»o— Progredcre ne
regredere.
Sharp (Hoddom, co. Dumfries, 1756). Ar. on a fess oz.
betw. two cross crosslets fitchee sa. in chief and a dexter hand
ct'iiped grasping a sword in pale ppr. in base, three mullets
of the field, a bordure engr. of the second. Crest An
saltire ar.

ppr.
points of each

mullet ar.

Sharshall

1684,

Sharp

— An arm

Sa. three crescents ar. betw. the points of each a mullet of
the last.
Sharpies (Fricklcton, co. Lancaster, 1064). Same Ai-ms.

a

— Sub umbra

Crest

ppr. habited az. holding three javelins ppr.
(Sharpies, co. Lancaster. Visit. Lancaster, Vi57).

Sharshall.
Sharshall.

Motto

—

—

—

tree ppr.

another, Az. a pheon ar. a borJey

Ar. three rooks' heads erased sa. a
border az. bezantee. Crest
A griffin's lieud erased per
pale or and sa. ducally gorged counterchanged.
Sharpey (Sharpel, co. Kent; granted 159J). Ar. on a bend
az. three spearheads bendways of the fieJd.
Crest
A hand
and arm couped at the elbow, habited az. with three puffs
or slashes ar. holding in the hand ppr. as many spears, two i:i
saltire and one in pale, headed of the second, staves or.
(Ireland).

Sharpies

(Houstoun). See SnAiRp.
(cadet of Houstoun, 1785).

Ar. on a fcss az. betw.
three cross crosslets fitchee in chief sa., and a crescent in
base gu. three mullets of the field, a bordurc inveckcd of the
fourth. Crest
A branch of oak ppr. Jl/o»o^Progredior.
Sharp (Russia, 1787). As Shairp, of Houstoun, within a
bordure embattled gu. Crest— \ plume of ostrich feathers
Virtute et vigilantia.
ppr. Motto
Sharp (Archbishop of St. Andrews, 1C61\ Ar. a fess az.
betw. two cross crosslets fitchee in chief and a mullet in
base sa. Motto Ferio sed sano.
Sharp (Sir AVilliam Sharp, Bart., Scotscraig, co. Fife,

oak

SH A
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Shaunde

Ar. two bars nebulee gu. a border sa. bezantee.
Vaire ar. and gu. a border az.
Or, a fess betw. three escallops gu.
(EarlofBatk, created by Henry II., styled by the

King " Consanguineus noster").

Ar. ou a cross sa.

a

leopard's face or.

Shaunty

Per pale indented or and
az. two lions pass, in pale counterchanged. Crest
A chevalier armed brandishing a flaming sword ppr. chained by the
neck or.
Shawr-Lefevre (Viscovnt Evcrsley). Sa. a chev. betw.
two trefoils slipped in chief ar. and a bezant in base,
therefrom issuant a cross pattee or. Crest Six arrows
interlaced saltirewise, three and three ppr. with an annulet
or.
Supporters
On either side a talhot. that on the dexter
gu. on the sinister sa. each charged on the shoulder with a
a mace erect gold. Motto Sans changer.
(Eltham, CO. Kent, hart.). Ar. achev. betw. three fusils
ermines. Crest
Six arrows interlaced saltirewise or, flighted
and headed ar. tied together by a belt gu. buckle and pendant
(Reg. Ulster's Office).

—

—

—

—

Shaw

—

Afo»o— Vincit

gold.

qui patitur.
co. Lancaster, 1664).
Ar. a chev.
ermines, a crescent for diff. Crest A falcon volant ppr.
Sha'W (Preston, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. achev. ermines, a
canton gu. Crest
A falcon volant ppr.

Sha"wr (Heath Charnock,

—

Shaw

—

(Hey

Side, co. Lancaster,

1064).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Shaw (Bullhaghe, co. Lancaster, 1664).
Crest

Ar. achev. ermines.

— A falcon volant ppr.

Shaw

(Shaw Place,

co.

Lancaster,

1064).

Ar.

a

cher.

ermines.

Shaw

(Woodhouse, co. Stafford). Or. a chev. invecked
pean betw. three eagles displ. sa. Crest A hind's bead
quarterly ar. and or, pierced through the neck with an
arrow headed az. the feather broken and dropping gold.
(Ardesley, co. York; granted 4 Dec. 1707). Ar. a
chev. ermines, on a canton gu. a talhot's head erased or.
Crest
A talbot pass, ermines, cared ar. Another Crest

—

Shaw

—

—

talbot statant sa.

Shaw

(Bristol; confirmed 1002).

Ar. a ch?v. betw. three

ermines, a chief gu.
(Colchester, co. Essex, and London, 1580). Or, a
chev. wavy betw. three eagles displ. sa. Crest
A hind's
head or, pierced through with an arrow gold, headed
and feathered ar.
(London). Erm. two chev. betw. three mascles sa.
Crest
An arrow erect or, feathered and headed ar. passing
through a mascle sa.
(Norton House, Denby, co. Pembroke).
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, az. three mullets in fess betw. as many covered
cups ar., for Shaw 2nd, gu. a chev. ar. betw. three swan*
close ppr., for Lite
3rd, ar. a bunch of grapes ppr.
Crest On a buglehom lying fcssways a swan, wings
elevated ppr. JV/o«o— Laetitia et spe immortalitatis.
(Sheriff of London, 1874-5).
Gu. a cross double parted
and fretty ar. betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters a dagger (as
in the arms of the city of London, surrounded by a double
chain gold, to mark his descent from Sir James Shaw, who
was Lord Mayor of London in 1803); in the 2nd and 3rd
quarters a tower ar.
Crest
A demi savage with a club
ppr.
Sha'W (Arrowe Park, co. Chester). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. two chevronels betw. three lozenges ermines, for Sbaw;
2nd and 3rd, az. two bars erm. in chief three Euni or, for
fusils

Shaw

—

Shaw

—

Shaw

;

;

—

Shaw

—

A

A
;
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SHE

SH A
KiCHOMOH.

Cretls

in the beak an olive branch ppr. the dsxter leg resting on a
lozenge, for Shaw; Out of a ducal coronet gu. a lion's head
Per castra ad astra.
enn., for Nicholson. Motto
(Loveland, co. Chester, and Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
OflBce, 1661, Annb, wife of Captain William Shaw, of

—

Shaw

who was son

of

Bichabd Shaw,

Esq., of Loveland).

Dublin,
Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges ermines.

Shaw (Shawhall, co. York, and co.

Galway descended from
Bichabd Shaw, Esq., of Shawhall; terop. Edward II.; arms
from an ancient pedigree on parchment, the property of
Colonel Henkt Shaw, 11th Regt., who left two daus., Anne
and Stdnet, his co-heirs, and registered by Betham, Ulster,
Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges ermines, quartering
1819).
1st, Woolston; 2nd, Bulhalgh; 3rd, Brodhubst; 4th, BbadSBAw; 5th, Hatdock; 6th, Paeb; 7th, Bannesteb; 8th,
Whallet; 9th, Bevington; 10th, Astlet.
Shaw (Terenure Manor, co. Dublin, bart.) Or, on a chev.
;

cngr. betw. three eagles displ. sa. as many trefoils slipped of
the field. Crest A hind's head couped az. the neck transMotto Te
pierced by an arrow in bend or, flighted ar.
ipsum nosce.
(Alexandeb-Shaw, Caledon, co. Tyrone ; exempliSed
to William John Alexander, Esq., of Caledon, on his
assuming, by royal licence, 1846, the additional surname
and arms of Shaw, in compliance with the will of William
Alexander Shaw, Esq., of Great Denmark Street, Dublin).

—

—

Shaw

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three covered cups, or, for Shaw;
3rd, per pale ar. and sa. a chev. and in base a
crescent counterchanged, on a canton az. a harp or, stringed
1st: A phoenix ar. in
CreUs
of the first, for Alexandeb.

2nd and

—

flames ppr.

2nrt

;

a straight sword

amor

"Vincit

Shaw.
griffin's

An arm cmbowed

:

all

ppr. hilt

in armour grasping
and pommel or. Motto

—
—

patriae.

Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet gu. Crest
head erased erm. collared, lined, and ringed

or.

Sha'W.
Crest— A.

wavy

betw. three eagles displ. sa.
hind's head couped ppr. with an arrow through

Ar. a chev.

the neck or.

Sha'W

(Sauchie, co. Benfrew, afterwards Greenock, bart.
Az. three
Sir John Hoostodn, of that Ilk).
covered cups or. Creit A demi savage ppr. Supporters
heiress m.

Two

—

—

savages wreathed head and middle with laurel ppr.
Motto I mean well.
Shaw-Stewart (Greenock and Blackball, bart., heir of
See Stewaet.
line of Shaw, of Greenock).
(Bargarran, co. Renfrew). Az. a fcss chequy ar. and
covered
cups
or.
gu. betw. three
Sha'W (Sornbeg, co. Ayr). Az. three mullets in fess betw.
as many covered cups ar. C>-est A hand holding up a
covered cup ppr. Motto— I mean well.
(Kilmarnock, co. Ayr, bart., 1309, extinct 1868).
Az. three covered cups, two and one or, on a chief ar. a
merchant's ship under sail ppr. a canton gu. charged with
the mace of the city of London, surmounted by a sword in

—

Shaw

—

Shaw

sallire also ppr.

pommel and

hilt of the second.

Crest

—

affrontee, wreathed about the head and waist
ppr. in the dexter hand a key or, the sinister resting on a
Supporters Dexter, a savage
club reversed also ppr.
wreathed about the head and waist with laurel, his exterior
hand resting on a club all ppr. (emblematical of Fortitude)

demi savage

—

the sinister hand presenting an escroll, thereon inscribed,
"The King's warrant of precedence;" sinister, an emblematical figure of the city of London, the dexter arm supporting
the shield, the sinister extended to receive the escroll pre1 mean well.
sented by the other supporter. Motto
(Elmwood, CO. Lanark, 1871). Az. on a chev. ar.
many
cresses
moline round
covered
cups
or,
as
three
betw.
A dexter hand ppr. holding a covered
pierced gu. Crest
cup or. Motto Bene denoto.
(Kesgravc Hall, co. Suffolk; Roiiebt Newton
Suawe, Esq., of Kn.sgrave, M.P. co. Suffolk, was son
of William Cdnliffe Siiawe, Esq., of Singleton Lodge,
CO. Lancaster, and Southgate House, co. Middlesex, M.P.
for Preston, and great-grandson of Joseph Shawe, of
Liverpool, merchant, by Dobotiit, his wife, eldest dau. and
co-beircss of John Wincfield, Esq., of llasleborough Hall,
Ar. a thev. eim. a canton gu., quartering
CO. Derby).
WiNGFiELD. Crest— A falcon volant ar.
(Church Coppcnhull, co. Chester. The direct hue of
this family ended with William le Suaw, temp. Henry IV.,

—

Shaw

—

—

Sbawe

Shawe
who

left

two

dau:!.

and

Shaxton (Buf.

cll,

one of whom, Jodanna,
Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges

co-heirs,

Fbancis Fullesudut).
ermines.

tit.

co. Norfolk),

Quarterly, gu. and crm.
Out of a ducnl
Ctesl

three lions pass, tails extended or.
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—

head

sa.

collared, ringed,

and eared

or.

Shea.

Perpalc erm. and gu. on a chev. three roundles aU
counterchanged. Cre^t A tent or.

—

Sheaffe

Roger Halb

(Edswall, co. Clare, bart., extinct; Sir

Sheaffe, General in the army, and Colonel of 36th Regiment, was created a bart. 1813, and d. without surviving
male issue). Az. three garbs or, betw. two barrulets ar.
in chief two lions' heads erased, in base a mullet of the

—

third.
Crest Out of a mural crown ar. a cubit arm
vested gu. cuffed vert, the hand grasping a sword in bend
sinister ppr. pommel and hilt or, betw. a branch of laurel

and another

of

oak

also ppr.

Shear

(co. Cornwall).
Az. a garb or, banded gu. a bird
feeding on the top.
(Grange, Ballycarron, and Kilcreene, co.
Kilkenny). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a dove, wings expanded ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. de'st—A dove
holding an olive branch in the bill all ppr.
Motto Fide

Shearman

;

—

etamore.

—

Or, three crosses crosslet sa. Crest
A talbot's
head erased ppr. collared and Uned or.
Shearwood. Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. betw. three

Shears.

—

pheons az. Crest A raven sa.
(Wyberton, near Boston, co. Lincoln).
Sa. a fess
betw. three grifBns' heads erased or. Ci-est
A lion pass,
Motto Lenitur sustineo.
ppr.
Shebbeare (Shebbeare-Towne, Abbotsham, co. Devon). Vair
a chief or, over all on a bend ar. three mullets sa. Crest
A lion ramp. ppr. holding in the dexter gamb a laurel
wreath vert.
Shebly. Ar. on a fess gu. three crosses crosslet or.
Shedden (Spring Hill, Isle of Wight). Az. on a chev.
betw. three griflins' heads erased ar. as many crosses crosslet fitchde gu. on a chief of the second an escallop of the
Crest
first betw. two cinquefoils of the third.
A hermit
ppr. couped below the shoulders vested russet, his hood
pendent at the back. Motto Fidem meam observabo.
Shedden (Auchingree, co. Ayr, and Paulerspury Park, co.
Northampton, formerly Roughwood, co. Ayr). Az. on a
chev. betw. three griflans' heads erased ar. as many crosses
crosslet fltchce gu. on a chief of the second an escallop of
A hermit
the first betw. two cinquefoils of the third. Crest
ppr. couped below the shoulders vested russet, his hood
pendent at the back. Motto Fidem meam observabo.
Shee (Dunmoie, co. Galway, bart., extinct 1869). Per bend
Crest—
az. and or, two fleursde-lis counterchanged.
swan, wings endorsed sa. beaked gu. Motto Vincit Veritas.
Shee (Sir Martin Archer Shee, Knt., President of the
Royal Academy, son, by Mary bis wife, eldest dau. and
co-heir of Francis Archer, Esq., of Martin Suee, Esq., of
Dublin, who was younger brother of Anthony Suee, Esq.,
of Castlebar, whose son. Sir George Shee, was created a

Sheath

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

bart. of Ireland in 1794).

Shee

Same Arms.

descended from LrcAS Sbee,
Upper Court, co. Kilkenny, eldest son and heir of
Richard Shee, Knt., founder in 1582 of Shee's Hospital,
(Cloran, co. Tipperary

;

Esq., of
Sir

in Kilkenny, representative of the ancient Milesian family of
O'SiiEE).
Per bend indented or and az. two fleurs-de-lis

Cre^t—A swan

counterchanged.

rising sa.

il/o((o— Vincit

Veritas.

Shee.

See O'Shea.
Quarterly, 1st, az. a lion
(Reg. Ulster's OEBce).
2nil, ar. three lizards vert: 3rd, az. three
pass, guard, ar.
polcaxes in fess or; 4lh, ar. a ship with three masts sa.
An armed arm couped below the elbow erect, holding
Crest
in the hand a sword, the blade entwined with a snake all

Sheehy

;

—

ppr.

Sbeehy.

Mac

Siieeht.
(Leeds, co. York). Az. a chev. erminois
betw. in chief three roses and in base a sheep pass. ar.
Cresi
On a mount vert a sheep pass. ar.
.Sec

Sheepshanks

—

Sheffield,

Earl

See Holrovd.
Buchinijham and Normanb}/, extinct
1735; descended from Sir Robert Sheffield, temp. Henry
III., whose descendant, Edmund Sheffield, was created,

Sheffield (Duke

1547,

of.

of

Baron Sh£kld.

Edmdnd,

third liaron Sh',ffUld,

was

Earl of Mulgrare. John, third Enrl of MuU
grave, m. for his second wife, Katuebine, Countess of Dorchester, illegitimate dau. of James II. by Katuebine, dau.
of Sir Charles Sidley, and was created Duke of Buckingham
and Norinanhy, 1703; his only son, Edmund, second Duke of
Buchtnyham and Normanby, d. unm.}. Ar. a chev. betw.
A boar's head erased at the neck or.
three garbs gu. C>-est
Supporters Two boars or. A/otto— Comiter sed fortiter.
Sheffield (.Scaton, co. Rutland, and Navestock, co. Essex;
descended from William Sheffield, M.P. co. Rutland,
created,

16'26,

—

—

A

SHE

PE St. Liz. Visit. Rutland, 1619. The eventual heiress,
Elizabeth, dau. and heir of Joseph Sheffield, Esq., of
Navestock, co. Essex, and of Cappoly, Queen's co., m. in
1692, Stephen Cassan, Esq.). Or, a fess betw. six garbs
gn., quartering St. Iaz, viz., Ar. two bars gu. in chief three
Crest
A bear's head and neck
fleurs-de-lis of the last.
erased or.
Sheffield (Croxby, CO. Lincoln). Same Arms. Crest
boar's head and neck erased gu.
Sheffield (co. Leicester). Same Arr/is and Cirst, a martlet

—

—

(Bolterstone, ShefiBeld, co. York).
Ar. a fess
betw. six garbs gu.
Sheffield (Joseph Jakes Sheffield, Esq., of Wellington
Erm. on a chev. az. with cotises engr.
Place, London).
betw. three garbs gu. an anchor erect or, betw. two bezants.
A garb in fess or, surmounted by a boar's head erased
Crest
at the neck az. crined and tusked gold.
Sheffield. Gu. a fess betw. six garbs ar. another, Erm. on
a chev. gu. three garbs or.
Sheffield. Ar. a fess embattled counter-embattled betw.
three escallops sa.
Sheffield. Gu. a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis or.
Sheffield (Normanby, co. Lincoln, bart. John, first Du}:e
of Buckingham and Normanby, devised his estates to his
eon Edmdnd, second Dv.ke of Buckingluim and Normanby,
with remainder, in default of issue, to his illegitimate son,
Cbables Hebeebt. The second duke having d. s. p. 1735,
the said Chables Hebbebt s. to the estates, assumed the
surname of Sheffield, and was created a bart. 1756). Same
Arms as the Duke of Buckingiiam and Normanby, a border
gobony ar. and az. Crest A boar's head and neck erased

—

;

;

—

Jtfoeto— Comiter et fortiter.

Sheffield, Cutlers' Company of (co. Tork). Ar. on
a fesse indented vert eight arrows insaltire banded ar. betw.
two garbs or, betw. three pairs of swords in saltire ppr.
Before an elephant's head couped or, a
hllted sa.
Crest
pair of swords, as in the arms. Motto Pour y parvenir
a bonne foi.
Sheffield, Borougrh of (co. York). Per fess az. and
Tert, in chief eight arrows in saltire banded ar. and in base
three garbs or. Crest A lion ramp. ar. collared gemel az.
holding an ancient shield also az. thereon eight arrows, as

—

—

—

in the arms.

Sheild

Motto— Deo adjuvante

labor proficit.
(that Ilk). Gu. on a bend engr. or, three escutcheons

sa.

Sheild (Uppingham,

co. EuUand).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
per chev. or and gu. two escutcheons in chief and a ram's
head couped in base counterchanged, for Sheild; 2nd and
3rd, sa. on a pile ar. betw. two branches of laurel in base or,
awolf salient ppr., for Gllson. Crests 1st, Sheild: A demi
ram or, semee of mullets gu. 2nd, Gilson Upon a mount
vert a demi wolf ppr. gorged with a collar sa. supporting a
javelin erect also ppr. Motto
Scuto magis quam gladio.
Sheilds (Wyanstown or Wainstown, co. Meath descended
from Captain Kobebt Sheilds, of Scotch descent, who settled
in Ireland temp. Charles I., got a grant of lands in co.
Meath, by patent dated 9 Nov. 1067. Represented by John

—

;

:

—

;

GoBE Wentwobth-Sheilds,

Esq., Fitzwilliam Street,

Dub-

Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three doves close ppr. a
Crest A dove holding an olive branch
in the beak, wings expanded all ppr. charged on the breast
with a trefoil slipped vert. Motto Vincit qui patitur.

lin).

trefoil slipped vert.

—

—

Sheilds (Wentwobth-Sheilds; confirmed, 1876, to John
GoBE Sheilds and Francis Webb Sheilds, sons of Rev.
Wentwobth Sheilds, Rector of Newtown, co. Meath, who
was

John Sheilds, Esq., of Wyanstown, CO. Meath, by Sabah Wentwobth, his wife, dau. and
co-heir of Hobebt Wentwobth, Esq., of Fyanstown, same
CO., the eldest son of Geobge Wentwobth, Esq., of Fyanstown, who was eldest son of D'Abcy Wentwobth, Esq., of
Aigreagh, same co., and Athlone, co. Roscommon, a descendant of the ancient house of Wentwobth, of Elmsall, co.
York, which said John Gobe Sheilds and Fbancis Webb
Sheilds assumed the prefix surname of Wentwobth by
eldest surviving son of

royal licence, dated at St. James', 27 Jan. 1877, in commemoration of their descent from and co-heirsliip of the
family of Wentwobth). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, z-r.. on a
chev. betw. three doves close ppr. a trefoil slipped vert, for
Sheilds; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three leopards'
faces or, for Wentwobth.
Crest
A dove holding an olive
branch in the bill, wings expanded all ppr. charged on the
breast with a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Vincit qui

—

—

patitur.

Sheill.

Sheill

34

Lucas Sheill, of Nantes, fourth in descent from LvcAt
CSheill, of Castle Burke, co. Galway, who was greatgrandson of Edwabd O'Sheill, Esq., of Drumard, co.
Tyrone, in 1504). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued
az. betw. two dexter hands couped at the wrist and erect
and a mullet in ba.se of the second. O-cst An arm couped
at the elbow and erect gu. encircled with a ducal coronet
or, holding in the hand a sword ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Motto Omne solum forti patriae.
Shells (Urumshallon, co. Louth; confirmed to Geosoe
Sheils, Esq., of that place). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. betw. two
dexter hands in chief and in base a mullet gu. Crest
cubit arm gu. encircled with a ducal coronet or, grasping a
to

—

—

—

diff.

Sheffield

or.

SHE
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9 Henry IV., who m. Isabeli^, dau. and co-heir of Eowland

for

A

Sec O'Sheill.
(Nantos, in France; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1754,

iV/o«o—Omne solum forti patria.
Sheils-Eccleston. See Eccleston.
Sheircliff (Shireciiff, co. York). Or, a chev. betw. three
greyhounds' heads couped sa. Crest—A cutlass in pale ar.

dagger ppr.

and pommel or, enfiled on the blade with a leopard's
head of the last, vulned at the mouth gu.
Shekel (Pebworth, CO. Worcester). Ar. a horse pass, bay
betw. two tilting-spcars in fesse sa. Crest
An esquire's
helmet ppr.
Shelbroke. Gu. three covered cups or, a border engr. of
hilt

—

the

last.

Shelbury, or Shelbery

(Colchester,

co.

Essex, Tlie

Temple, London, and Peckham, co. Surrey). Gyronny of
four ar. and gu.
Crest A lion's head erased gyronny of
four ar. and gu.
Shelburne, Earl of. See Petty and Fitzmacbice,

—

Marquess of Lansdoicne.

Shelbury

(St. Magnus parish, London, St. Clement Danes,
and Colchester, co. Essex Henby Shelbubt, of
Magnus, and John Shelbcby, of St. Clement Danes, whose
son John Shelbcby, aged 26, Visit. Middlesex, 1663, was
Cursitor for London and Middlesex, both sons of Isaac
Sdelbdby, of Colchester). Per saltire ar. and gu. Crest
A lion's head erased per saltire ar. and gu.
Sheldham. Erm. on a fess betw. three escallops gu. as

CO. Middlesex,

;

St.

—

many

martlets or.
(Rowley Regis, co. Stafford). Sa. a fess ar. betw.
three sheldrakes ppr.
Crest
sheldrake ppr. Motto—

Sheldon

—A

Optimum

Sheldon
1504).

pati.

(Bcoley,

co.

Worcester. Visit. Oxun,

1533 and

Sa. a fess betw. three sheldrakes ar., quartering 1st,

Kudyng

2nd, Heath ; 3rd,
sheldrake ar. Motto

Gbove
4th, Willington
Crest
A
— Optimum pati.
Sheldon (Brailes House, co. Warwick). Same Arms. Crest
A sheldrake ppr. Motto Optimum pati.

—

;

—

;

,

—

Sheldon

(Aberton, co. Worcester; a branch of Sheldon",
of Beoley
the co-heiresses were Anne, m. Rev. Jdstiuan
Rainsfobd, and Ldcy, m. Samcel Lessinguam, Esq., of
Upton-upon-Sevem, assumed the surname and arms of
Sheldon only). Same Anns, with a canton erm. for distinction.
Crest A sheldrake ppr. charged with an escallop
gu. for distinction.
Sheldon (granted to Samdel Sheldon, Esq., of Uptonupon-Severn). Sa. a fess betw. three sheldrakes ar. and for
distinction a canton erm.
Crest
A sheldrake ppr. charged
on the wing for distinction with an escallop gu.
Sheldon (co. Stafford). Ar. on a bend gu. three sheldrakes
of the first.
Sheldon (Sheldon, co. Kent). Ar. on a bend gu. three swans
;

—

—

or.

Sheldon (Hampton

Court, co. Surrey; granted 26 Pec.
Ar. on a chev. gu. three sheldrakes of the first, on a
canton of the second a rose of the field, seeded or, barbed
vert. Crest
A sheldrake ar. beaked gu. holding therein
a rose of the last, seeded or, slipped and leaved vert.
Sheldon (Arden, co. Warwick; granted 8 Feb., 14 Edward
IV.). Sa. a bend or, betw. two crosses flory ar.
Sheldon, or Shelton. Az. on a cross or, an annulet
1681).

—

Sheldrake.

Ar. a fess betw. three sheldrakes ppr.

— A sheldrake, as in the arms.

Crest

Shelford. Or, three
Shelleto (co. York).

bars dancett^e sa.
Ar. on a fesse betw. three cocks'
heads erased sa. combed and wattled or, a mitre of the

last.

Shelletoe.
Crest

—A

lion

a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet sa.
ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, in flames of

Or,

fire ppr.

Shelletoe.
in base

Az. in chief a key betw. two fleurs-de-lis, and
a fleur-de-hs betw. two keys, the wards upward or.

Same

Crest as the last.
(Michelgrovc, CO. Sussex, bart.). Sa. a fess engr.
betw. three whelk shells or. Crest
A griffin s head erased
ar. ducally gorged or. Motto-^Commc je trouve.

Shelley

—

A
;;

SHB

—

—

—

Motto Fey e fidalgia.
Shelley (Avington House, co. Hants). Same Arms. Crest
A griCBn's head erased ar. beaked and ducally gorged
gorged

or.

—

Sussex; granted l.')74). Erm. on a chief sa. three poleaxes
ar.
Crest
On a mount vert a stag courant reguard. ppr.

—

attired ar.

Shepard

(co.

Sussex, and Mcndlesham, co. Suffolk).
Sa. s
each carrying in the
Crest
A talbots head sa.

fess or, betw. three talbots pass. ar.

mouth a

bird-bolt of the second.

—

issuing from a tower or.

Shependale.

two

Az.

gambs erased

lions'

in

chev.

ar.

or.

Shelley

(co. Norfolk).

Gu. three unicorns' heads erased

ar.

Shelley.

Ar. a fess cngr. betw. three escallops sa. ; another,
Sa. a fess betw. three house snails ar. (another, or) another,
another, Ar.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three eagles displ. sa
on a bend gu. betw. six martlets sa. three mullets pierced
ar. ; another, Paly of six or and sa.; another, Paly of six
;

;

or and gu. a chief sa.; another, Gu. three unicorn's heads
couped ar. (another, armed or).
Sheliingr (co. Kent). Gu. a cross engr. ar. betw. twelve

Shelly

Ar. a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet sa.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three whelks
(co. Lincoln).

sa.

Shelly.

Erm. a chev. betw. three

escallops sa.

another,
Sa. on a fess engr. or, betw. three whelks ar. as many
maidens' heads ppr. crined of the second another. Or, a
chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet sa. another, Ar. on a bend
gu. betw. three martlets sa. as many mullets of the field
another, Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Shelmerdine (Langport, co. Somerset; borne by a family
who were settled 200 years since at Kennedy, in the parish
of Northenden, co. Chester). Sa. a horse statant ar. fettered
gu. on a canton of the second an escallop ppr. Crest An
Nil desperandum.
escallop ppr. Motto
Shelston (Seywood, co. Oxon). Ar. a saltire az. betw. four
crosses crosslet fitchee gu.
;

;

;

—

—

Shelstone.

Erm. a

saltire az.

betw. four crosses potent

fitchee sa.

Shelton

(cos. Norfolk and Worcester, and Darrington, co.
Az. a cross or (another, tinctures reversed).
(cos. Nottingham, Stafford, and York
granted
11 Sept. 1690). Or, a cross az. in the dexter quarter a lion
pass. gu.
Crest
A lion pass. gu. gorged with a chaplet of

York).

Shelton

;

—

laurel vert.

Shelton

Makt, dau. of Thomas Shelton, of
temp. Henry V., m. John Skoeie, co. Cornwall.

(co.

that CO.,

Norfolk

;

Az. a cross or.
Shelton, Esq., temp. Edward III. ; his
Elizabeth Shelton, m. JohnBelgrave, Esq.,

Visit. Cornwall, 1620).

Shelton (Thomas

dau. and heir,
of Belgrave, same co.

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

Sa. three

(co. Stafford).

Shelton.

Ar. on

abend

Sa. three escallops ar.
sa.

three fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest

—

A

Saracen's head ppr.
Ar. a fess sa. betw. three martlets gu.
Az. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Shelton.

;

another,

(John Sheltok, Alderman and Mayor of Dublin
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1608). Az. a cross or, in the first
quarter an escallop ar.
Shelton (city of Dublin; John Shblton, Mayor in 1537, had
two sons: I. Henbt Shelton, whose son John was appointed
Mayor at Michaelmas, 1604, but was deposed for refusing to
take the Oath of Supremacy, left issue; II. Henry Shelton.
Az. a cross or, in the dexter
Visit, city of Dublin, 1607).
chief an escallop ar.
Shelton (city of Dublin descended from Henbt Shelton,
Sheriff of the city, 1579, second son of John Shelton, Mayor
Visit, city of Dublin, 1607).
1537.
Same Arms, a
In
;

crescent for

Shenock

diff.

Masculy or and
(co.

Cornwall).

az. a fe.?s gu. fretty ar.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets

Shenton.

Az. three wolves' heads erased or.
Crest
dexter hand holding an open book ppr.
Shenton. Gu. a fess fractcd ar. betw. three plates.

Shepard

;

John Burdet, same

co. quartered by Whethill, of Shepey.
Az. a cross ar. fretty gu.
(Smithsby, CO. Derby ; a branch of Shepey, of
;

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

Shepey

Shepey; the heiress m. Kendall). Same Anns.
Sa. a fess ar. in chief three battle axes of the
last.
Crest— A cock gu. holding in the beak a cinquefoil

Shephard.

Shepheard

(Ixning, co. Suffolk).
Az. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar. as many estoiles gu.
Ci-est
A ram
pass. ppr.

—

Shepheard, or Shepperd.
batlle-axes or.

Crest

Ar. on a chief gu. tbreo
dexter hand ppr. holding up a

—A

cross crosslet fitchee sa.

Shepherd, alias Thwaites

(Miln-IIay, in Heanor, and
Eemerston, co. Derby, temp. Henry IV. three descents
are given in Visit. 1611).
Ar. on a fess sa. betw.
;

many

three fleurs-de-lis gu. as
head.

Shepherd

(Nun Green,

bezants.

Crest

—A

hind's

Vert two shepherds'
crooks in saltire or, betw. three lambs pass. ar. Crest .V
mount vert, thereon in front of two shepherds' crooks ia
saltire or, a lamb pass. ar.
co.

Shepherd

Surrey).

—

(co. Devon).
Sa. a fess ar. in chief three poleaxes of the second. Crest On a mount vert a stag lodged
reguard. ar. vulned on the shoiUder gu.
Shepherd (borne by the Rev. George Shepberd, D.D., of
Russell Square, London).
Erm. on a chief sa. three battle
axes ppr.
Crest
A buck couchant reguard. or, wreathed
round the neck with laurel vert.
Shepley (Shepley, co. Lancaster the heiress m. Ashtos).
Ar. a mascle within a bordure engr. sa.
Shepley (cos. York and Surrey). Ar. a mascle within a
bordure engr. sa. Crest A buck's head erased ppr.
Sheppard (borne by William Shefpakd, Esq., of the Albany,
London, late Fellow of Oriel College, and Scholar of

—

—

;

—

Trinity College, Oxford).

erm.

Crest

Gu. three battle-axes

—Two battle-axes in saltire or.

or,

a chief

(co.

Buckingham).

—

Gu. three battle axes

—

a chief erm. Crest Two battle axes in saltire or.
(Kirhy-Ecdon, co. Norfolk; granted 1593). Ar. on
a chief gu. three battle-axes or.
Shepard, or Shepperd (Chclsbury and Roulwright, co.
Oxford).
Az. on a chev. or, three cstoilcs gu. betw. as
Biony fleurs-de-lis of the second (another, ar.).
Crest
A ram pass. ar. attired or, betw. two laurel branches

—

vert.
nviiittcll, co. Salop).
Ar. on a chev. wavy
beiw. Ihfco fleurs-de-lis ar. as many estoilcs ru.
(Bmivnta, co. Surrey, and Feaimarshc, co.

Shepard

020

—

as many mnllets gu. Crest A ram pass. ar. attired
betw. two laurel branches vert.
(RoUright, co. Oxford William Sheppabd, of
that place, Visit. Oxon, 1634, son of Wiluah Sheppard,
and grandson of William Sheppard, both of same). Az. on
a chev. or, betw. three fleur-de-lis ar. as many estoiles gu.
Crest
Aram pass. ar. attired or, betw. two laurel branches
lis or,

Sheppard

;

—

vert.

Sheppard

(granted to Robert Sheppard, Esq., of PesoSussex, by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1570).
Sa. a
betw. three water spaniels ar. in each of their
mouths a bolt of the second. Crest Issuing out of tho
tower of a castle embattled or, a lion's head couped sa.
Sheppard (Keyford House, Frome). Az. on a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de lis or, as many mullets gu., quartering HulBERT, Lewin, Mico, and Childe. Crest~A ram pass. ppr.
betw. two olive branches vert.
Sheppard (Campsey Ashe, co. Suffolk). Sa. a fesse or,
betw. three talbots pass. ar. each carrying in the mouth a
bird-bolt of the second. Crest
A talbot's head sa. issuing
from a tower or. Motto Fide et virtute.
Sheppard-Cotton (Thornton Hall, co. Buckingham, bart.,
extinct 1848). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a chev. or,
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. as many mullets of six points sa.,
2nd and 3rd, ar. a bend sa. betw. three
for Sheppard
A lamb pass. ar. betw.
pellets, for Cotton.
Crests
1st
2nd On a mount
two laurel branches vert, for Sheppard

marsh,
fess

CO.

or,

—

—

or,

Shepard

Shepard

(Frome, co. Somerset, Keyford House, and
Frome, same co., Ruislip, co. Middlesex, Folkington Place,
CO. Sussex, Shrewton Lodge, co. Wilts, and Hampstead
Heath, co. Middlesex). Az. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-

or,

Shelton

Sheney.

(Robeiit Sheperwast, temp. Eichard II.). Az.
three bars gemelles and a chief ar.
Shepey (Shepey, co. Leicester William Shepet, Esq., of
Shepey, 15 Richard II., a.d. 1391, m. Anne, dau. and heir of

Sheppard

escallops ar.

Shelton

Sheperwast

stalked vert.

crosses crosslet fitch^e or.

Shellis.

or,

SHS
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Shelley (Maresfield Park, co. Sussex, bare.)- Sa. a fess
engr. betw. three whelk shells or. Crest A grifiSn's head
erased ar. beaked and ducally gorged or.
Shelley (Castle Goring, co. Sussex, bart.). Same Arm.'', a
mullet lor dilT. Crest A griffin's head erased ar. ducally

;

—

—

:

;

:

vert a falcon, wings expanded and belled or, for Cotton.
Motto Ncc timeo, ncc spcrno.
Sheppard (co. Stafford, temp. Henry Vlll.). Erm. on a
chief gu. three crosses fitchee ar.

—

Sheppard

(granted to Uev. Hexkv Dr.oci.iri' fJiiKrrAr.D,
D.D., Trinity College, Dublin, Incumbent of Christ Church,

AAA
A

A

;;

SHE

—

—

—

ppr. attired or.

Sherar

(Shrewsbury, co. Salop). Ar. a fess gu. betw. three
Crest
On a
torteaux, each charged with a mullet or.
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a cubit arm erect vested az.
cuffed of the second, holding in the hand ppr. a garb or.
Sherard (Baron Sherard: descended from Robert Shebabd,

—

Lord

of the

Manor

of Stapleford, co. Leicester,

Henry

1

IV.,

who was a direct descendant of Robert Sherard, Lord
Bromhall, co. Chester, temp. King Stephen; AVilliam
Sherard, Esq., of Stapleford, was created a Peer 1627). Ar.
Crest Out of a ducal
a chev. gu. bttw. three torteaux.
coronet or, a peacock's tail erect ppr. Supporters Two rams
Motto Hoslis honori invidia.
ar. armed and unguled or.
Sherard' (Srtri of Harhorough, extinct 1859: Bennet, third
Baron Sherard, was created a Baron of Great Britain, 1714,
1399,

of

—

—

and Earl of Harborough 1719 the sixth
Aims, Crest, Supporters, and Motto.
;

earl d.

—

s.

p.).

Same

Sherard

(Lopethorpe, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1748
descended from Robert Shebabd, Esq., of Lopethorpe, temp.
Henry VIII., younger brother of Thomas Shebabd, E.sq., of
Stapleford, co. Leicester, ancestor of Lord Sherard, and the
extinct Earls of Harborough ; Sir John Shebabd, Bart., of

Lopethorpe was so created 1674, with remainder to his
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Sherborn (co. Lancaster). Vair an eagle displ. ar.
brothers).

Sherborne, Baron.

See DnxroN.
Sherborne (Ribleton, co. Lancaster).
vert, quartering, Vert an eagle displ. ar.

head

armed

ar.

Ar. a lion ramp,
Crest

— A unicorns

or.

Sherborne

(Tower of London). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp,
vert an eagle displ. ar.
;

Norfolk and Northampton). Gu. a lion
ramp, double queued or, a canton erm.
Az.
a lion ramp, guard, or; another, Or, on a
Sherborne.
chev. betw. three eagles displ. sa. as many plates. Crest
lion's gamb erect or, holding an eagle's head erased gu.
another, Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three eagles displ. gu.
as many bezants; another, Ar. on a chev. betw. three eagles
displ. sa. as many annulets of the field; another, Erm. three
(cos.

—

fusils in fess sa.

Sherbrooke

Derby; Robebt Shebbbooke,
Henry VII., had two sons: 1. Tuomas,

(Tixshall, co.

Esq., of Tixshall, temp.

ancestor of Sherbrooke, of
Oxton, CO. Notts. Visit. Notts, 1614). Vair, a chief or, on
a bend gu. three mullets of the second.
Sherbrooke (Oxton, co. Nottingham). Vair, a chief or,
over all on a bend gu. three mullets ar. pierced. Crest
horse's head couped ar. charged with three bars gu.
Sherbrooke (Lowe-Sherbrooke, Oxton Hall, co. Notts).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Sherbrook, vair, a chief or, over all
a bend gu. charged with three mullets pierced ar. 2nd and
1st, SherCrests
3rd, Lowe, gu. two wolves pass. ar.
brooke A horse's head couped ar. charged with three bars
Motto Vi si non
gu.
2nd, Lowe: A wolfs head ppr.
successor;

his

II.

Robebt,

—

—

:

;

—

;

consilio.

Sherbrooke

(Major-Gen. Sir Jonu Cope Shebbbooke,
Quarterly, 1st
appointed K.B. 1812, G.C.B. 1«1S, d. 1830).
4tli, vair, a chief or, over all on a bend gu. three mullets
ar.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. embattled counter-embaitled
Crest
sa. betw. three roses gu. stalked and leaved ppr.
fleur-de-lis or.
Motto Vi si non consilio.
Sherburne (Stonyhurst, co. Lancaster; descended from
Sir Robebt Sherbcrke, Seneschal of Wiswall and Blackburn,
temp. Edward I.) Ar. a lion ramp, vert (sometimes charged
Crest— A unicorn's
on the shoulder with a cross potent).

and

;

—

—

crined and armed or.
(Stonyhurst, CO. Lancaster, bart., extinct 1717;
descended from Sir Robebt Shebbubne, Seneschal of Wis-

head

Sherburne

(exempUfled, 1853, to John Sbebbctrne Tench,
Esq., on his taking the name and arms of Sbebbdbne, by
royal licence, under the will of John Shebbubne, of Hereford).
Per bend or and vert a lion ramp, a border embattled
counterchanged.
Crest A unicorn's head erased lozengy
or and vert, armed and maned gold. Motto— ^tc tenieie

—

nee timide.

Sherburne. See Shebborne.
Sherd (Disley, co. Chester). Ar.
field,

ar.

Sherburne

Sir
wall and Blackburn, co. Lancaster, temp. Edward I.
Nicholas SirEBBCBNE, Bart., of Stonyhurst, was so created
Kbancisca
1685, left an only surviving dau.,MABiA Winifbed
Shebbobne, m. Tho.mas, eighth Duke of Norfolk). Ar. a
:

ramp, guard, vert.
Sherburne (Robebt SnESBtiBNE, Bishop of St. Davids,
1505-8, and of Chichester, 1508-36; arms in the hall of New
College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a
pelican vulning herself vert, a border indented compony of
the second and first 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp, vert;
4th, ar. an eagle displ. vert.
lion

;
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on a bend

sa.

a rose of the

in the sinister canton a buglehorn strung of the second.

— A buglehorn

strung and garnished sa.
Sherfeld (co. Wilts). Az. an eagle displ. or, crowned ar.
a border of the last.
Crest— A. lion couchant ar. supporting with the forelegs a ducal coronet over his head
Crest

ar.

or.

Gu. three garbs in pale or, on a chief of the
second as many garbs of the first. Crest On the top of a
tower ppr. a Cornish chough rising all ppr.
Sherfield. Per bend az. and vert a lion ramp. ar. betw. two
garbs or.
Sherfleld. Or, three stags' heads erased sa. on a canton

Sherfield.

—

gu. a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Paly of ten or and gu. on a fess ar. three
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding aa
escallops az.
Crest

Shergold.

—

escallop az.

Sheridan, or O'Sheridan

(the Right Hon. Richard
Brinslet Sheridan, M.P., youngest son of Thomas Sheridan,
Esq., by Frances, his wife, the accomplished author cf
"Sidney Biddulph"). Or, a lion ramp. betw. three trefoils
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a stag's beail
vert.

—

ppr.

Sheridan

(Frampton Court, co. Dorset). Vert a lion ramp,
betw. three trefoils slipped or. Crest— 0\it of a ducal coronet
Motto Cervus lacessitusleo.
or, a stag's head ppr.
Sheridan. Same Arms. Crest— An angel in a praying
posture betw. two laurel branches all ppr.
Sheridan. Same Arms. Crest— A dexter hand gu. holdin/j

—

a cross crosslet fitchee or.

Sherient

guard, vert.

Sherborne

SHE
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Ar. a ihepherd's crook and a sword in saltire ppr.
on a chief indented az. three battle axes erect or. Crest
demi man girt round the loins with a goat skin, holding in
the dexter hand a sword, and in the sinister a shepherd's
crook all ppr. Motto Dirigo et defendo.
Shepperd (Kirbydon, CO. Norfolk). Ar. on a chief indented gu. three poleaxes or. Crett A demi buck reguard.
Belfast).

or,

(co.

Buckingham, temp. Edward

1.).

Az. a chev.

a label gu.

Sheriff, SherrifF, or Sherive (Bogbye, co. Warwick;
confirmed, 1559, by Henry, Clarenceux, to Lawrence
Sheriff, gent.). Az. on a fess engr. betw. three griflins'
heads erased or, a fleur-de-lis of the first enclosed by two
Crest
A lion's paw erased or, holding a branch
roses gu.
of dates, the fruit gold, in the pods ar. stalked and leaved
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the
vert. Another Crest
dexter paw a branch of laurel ar. berried gold.
Sheriffe (London granted 24 April, 1761). Ar. a pale sa.
on a chief or, a dragon pass. gu. betw. two chaplets of the
Crest
A dragon segreant gu. holding in
last, leaved vert.
the paws a chajlet of the last, leaved vert.
Shering-ley (Dublin; Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a human
Crest
leg in pale couped below the knee ar. a border or.
A hand holding a curasier helmet adorned with a plume of
feathers ar. and sa.
Sheringrton (London). Gu. two flaunches chequy ar. and

—

—

;

—

—

Crest

az.

— A talbot pass. erm.

eared sa.

Sheringrton. (London; granted 1683). Same Arms.

—A

Crest

talbot sa. eared ar.

Sherin^on

(Shrimpling, co. Norfolk). Ar. a lion ramp.
gu. depressed with a bend gobonated a/, and or.
Sherington (Sherington, co. Norfolk, Medbume and
Gu. betw. two
Lacocke, co. Wilts, and co. Worcester).
flaunches chequy ar. and az. as many crosses formee in pale
Ci-est—A scorpion
or, each charged with a cross formee sa.
in pale or, tail in chief betw. two elephant's teeth, the

upper part chequy ar. and uz. the bottom gu. each charged
with a cross, as in the arms.
Sherington (co. Suffolk). Gu. a rock betw. two crosses
formte in pale voided or, as many flaunches chequy ar.
and az.
Sheringrton. Gu. two crosses pattee in pale or, betw. as
many flaunches chequy or and az.
Sheringrton. Gu. three crosses pa'te'c in pale or, each
charged with a cross pattee az. betw. two flaunches chequy

and of the second.
Per chev.

ar.

Shering-ton.

ar.

and

az. in chief

two doves of

the second.

Ar. a hound pass. sa.
Ar. on a cross moline gu. four
(co. York).
annulets or, over all a bend counter-componee of the last

Sheringrton.

Sherlaby
and

az.

(Sheppey,co. Kent, and co. Norfolk). Az. sixUons
three, two, and one, a canton erm. Crest
griffin segreant ar. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis

Sherland
ramp.

ar.

—

A

SHB
Sherland. Bt^meAnns.
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Crest

—A

with an annulet for

bull's scalp ar.

(granted by St. George, Ulster, 1668, to James
Shekland, of CO. Down, who served Charles II. as captain
Ar. a fess wavy betw. three lions ramp,
of a ship of war).
Crest— A sea horse
az. on a canton gn. a naval crown ppr.
ar. charged on the shoulder with an anchor sa.
Sherle (Shallon, co, Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1607,
Masios, dau. and heir of Lawbence Shesue, Esq., of
Az. two bendletsar.
Shallon).
Sherley, or Shirley (Sherley, co. Lancaster). Ar. three

Sherland

trees vert.

Sherley, or Sherlaw

AA

Ar. a chcv az.

(co. Norfolk).

betw. three crosses crosslet fitchte gu.
Gu. a chev. lozengy ar. and sa.

Sherley, or Shirley.

—

A crosier or.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest
Sherley. Gu. on a bend or, three eagles' legs sa,
Sherley. See Shirley.
Sherley, or Shorley. Ar. three dungforks gu.
Sherley, or Schurley. Paly of four az. and ar. on a
fess of the second a martlet sa.
Sherlock (London). Per pale ar. and az. three fleurs-de-lis
A dolphin haurient sa.
counterchanged. Crest
Sherlock (co. Surrey). Per pale or and sa. three chev.

—

de poix, finned

Sherman

Crest

diff.

—A sea

lion sejant ar. gattee

or.

Devon

John Sherman and
Richard Sherman, Visit. Devon, 1620, sons of William
Sherman, and grandsons of John Sherman, who was son
and heir of Robert Sherman, of Yaxley, co. Suffolk, by his
wife, the dau. of William Sherman, of Ottery St. Mary).
(Ottery St. Mary, co.

;

—

ramp. sa. betw. three holly leaves vert. Crest
sea lion sejant sa. guttfie d'or, finned ppr.
(London; descended from Suerman, of Yaxley,
Same Arms, an annulet for diff. Crest
CO. Suffolk).
sea lion sejant per pale or and ar. guttee de poix, finned
shoulder
a crescent for diff.
gold, on the
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Az. a pelican or, vulning
her breast ppr. Crest A sea lion sejant per pale or and ar.
guttee de poix, finned gold.
Az. a pelican, wings expanded or,
(co. Norfolk).
vulning her breast ppr. Crest An adder nowed ppr. thereon
a pigeon ar. membered gu.
Sherman. Az. on a fess or, betw. three lions' heads guard,
Crest
erm. as many estoiles go.
A lion's head erased
Or, a lion

A

Sherman

—

Sherman

—

Sherman

—

—

guard, erm.

Sherman. Per pale gu. and az. thj-ee lions ramp.
Shernam, or Shemham. Ar. a pile gu.

ar.

(Baldwinstown, co.

Sherrard

a cantoa

Thomas Shtblock was seized of that place,
Wexford
temp. King John; his great-grandson, John Shtklock,
was of Baldwinstown, 1306). Per pale ar. and az. a fleur-de-

Sherrard

counterchanged.

Sherlock, Shyrlock, or Scurlog
;

lis

counterchanged.

Sherlock, or Sctirlock

(Eosslare, co.

SccBLOCK or Sheelock, of that

Wexford

place,

'Visit.

;

Roland

Wexford,

son of Akistotle Scdblock, and grandson of Roland
SccTBLOCK, both of same place, which latter Roland was
eldest son, by his second wife, the dau. of O'Febeall Bane,
Same Arms, a
of Nicholas Sccblock, of Batbcridan).
1618,

crescent for

di£f.

Sherlock

(Grace Dieu, Pembrokestown, Island Bridge,
BallymacEdmond, BallymacDavid, and BallyClereghan, co.
Waterford; Jaues Sheblock, of Pembrokestown and

Island Bridge, son of Thomas Sheelock, of the latter, d.
Paul Sheblock, 6. 1557, d. 1623,
his son,
1580;
leaving a son and heir, Tuomas Sheelock, Esq., of BallymacEdmond; John Sherlock, of BallymacDavid, d. 1563,
seized of that place his son, James Sheblock, d. 1601,
leaving a son, James Sheblock, who d. 1615, and was s. by
John
his son and heir, John Sherlock, of same place
Sheblock, of Ballyclereghan, d. 1587, leaving his son and
Per pale ar. and
heir, Patrick Sherlock, of same place).
Crest
az. two fleurs-de-lis in fess counterchanged.
pelican in her piety ppr.
Sherlock (Cahir, co. Tipperary; Sir Geoeoe Sheblock
was knighted by Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy of
Ireland, 23 Nov. 1606). Same Arms, a crescent for di£F.
Crest— A pelican in her piety ppr. charged on the breast
with a crescent for diff.
Sherlock (Sherlockstown, co. Kildare; Walter Sherlock
held 60 acres in Sherlockstown, 1339; Robert Sherlock,
was of same place 1549; a family of the same stock as
Sheblock, of Baldwinstown, co. Wexford, and Grace Dieu,
CO. Waterford; pedigree and arms registered by Betham,
Per pale ar. and az. three fleurs-de-lis
Ulster, 1850).
A pelican in her piety ppr.
counterchanged. Crest
Sherlock (Little Hath and Naas, co. Kildare, and Dublin;
;

—

—

descended from Cbb'stopheb Sherlock, Esq., of Little
Bath, temp. Henry VII., descended from Sherlock, of
Sherlock.slown).

Sherlock

Same Anns and

(Leitrim, co. Cork;

John Sheblock,

1629,

crescent for

Sherlock

Crest.

of

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
that place).
Same Arms, a

John Sberloce, buried

at St. Michans,

Dublin, 18 March, 1652; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Per
pale ar. and az. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Crest
A pelican in her piety ppr.

—

Sherman
Surrey^
Crest

—A

(Littlclinlon, co.

Cambridge, and Croydon,

co.

Or, a lion ramp. sa. betw. three holly leaves vert.
dcmi lion ramp. 8a. holding a sprig of holly

Sherzaan

(Taxley, co. Suffolk; Thomas Sherman, aged 30,
Visit. Leicester, 1019, son and heir of Thomas Sherman, and
grandson of Thomas Sherman, the eldest son of Thomas
Sherman, of Yaxley, temp. Henry VII.). Or, a lion ramp,
sa. Ijrtw. three oak leaves vert.
(Newark, CO. Leicester; William Sherman, aged
S4, Visit. Leicester, 1619, son and heir of John Sherman, and
grandson of William Sherman, grocer and merchant of
London, the fifth son of Thomas Sherman, of Yaxley, temp.

Sherman

Wll.}.

Same
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or,

erm.
Visit. Rutland,
(Whitsondyne, co. Rutland.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux, quartering, 1st,

1619).

Hdbard, Ar. on a bend sa. nine annulets interlaced in threes
or; 2nd, Helwell, Erm. on a chev. sa. three bezants, a
border engr. gu. 3rd, Brow, Gu. on a chev. ar. three roses
of the field
4th, Woodville, Ar. a fess and canton conjoined
;

;

gu. a border sa. bezantee.
Sherrard (Tonge, co. Leicester;

John Sherbabd, aged 67,
son of Rodolphds Sherrard, of same
John
Sherbabd,
grandson
of
of same place, who
place, and
was son of Hugh Sbebrabd, of same place, second son of
Lawbence Sherrard). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three torteaux,
quartering, 1st, Ar. on a bend sa. three trefoils or; 2nd,
Erm. a fess gu. 3rd, Ar. on a saltire sa. five swans of the
Visit. Leicester, 1619,

;

field

;

4th, Ar. three leopards' faces jessant-de-Iis sa.

;

5th,

Gu. on a bend or, three martlets
7th, Per fess erm. and or, a cross moline gu.
sa.
Sherrard (co. Stafford). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three tor

Erm. a

talbot pass. sa.

;

6th,

;

teaux, a label of four points az.
Shershall. Ar. three bemllets az. on a canton sa. a lioa
Crest
A lion sejant sa.
pass, guard, of the field.

—

Shershall

(Great Tew, co. Oxford
William Shershall,
Lord of that Manor, had a dau. and heir, Margaret, m.
Richard Berwtke, of Berwyke Hall arms quartered by
Ratnesford, of Great Tew, who derived the manor through
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. three bendlets az.
this marriage.
on a canton sa. a lion pass. or.
Sherwin (Chichester, co. Sussex). Gu. a griffin segreant
Crest
A demi man holding in the
ar. a chief wavy az.
dexter hand a sword and in the sinister a staff all ppr.
;

;

—

Sher'win

Hants).
Sa. a griffin segreant per fess or
and ar. betw. three crosses forroee of the second. Crest
An eagle or, pellett^e, with wings expanded az.
(co.

—

Sher'win

(Bramcote Hills, co. Nottingham). Sa. a griffin
segreant per fess or and ar. betw. three crosses crosslet
fitchee of the second.
Crest
An eagle or, pellettee, wings
expanded az.
As
Sher'vwin- Gregory (Harlaxton Manor, co. Notts).
preceding sec also Gregory.
Sher'win. Az. crusily fitchee ar. a griffin segreant
erminois, on a chief of the second three escallops of the

—

;

first.

(granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1C4S, to John Sherwin, captain of a ship of war; descended from an ancient
family of that name in England). Gu. a griffin segreant ar.
a chief wavy az. Crest— A demi man couped, holding in
the dexter hand a sword and in the sinister Jacob's staff
all

ppr.

Sher-wood

(Newcastle).

Aryns, the lion charged

on the shoulder

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets

go-

Sherwood

vert.

Ucnry

Az. two boars pass,

Sher'win

diff.

(Sir

(co. Stafford).

bull

Warwick).
pass, rcguard. erm.
(co.

Sher'wood

Per bend sinister

sa.

and

az.

a

quartered by Adbot, of Bellasis, and
(co. York
Nevill, of Leveisedge). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets
;

Fa.

—

Sherwood.

Ar. a chcv. betw. three mullets sa. Crest
dexter hand ppr. holding the branch of a rose tree ar. leaved
vert.

Sherwood. Erm

three pellets, on each a mullet pierced ar.
Ar. a fess betw. three torteaux.
(co. Lancaster).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a

Sherw^ood.

Shetham

.

field.

Shevesby.

Ar. three sheaves az.
co. Durham).
Gu. a chev. enn.
betw. two crescents ar. in chief and a fleur-de-lis or in base.
Crest Out of a naval coronet or, a demi lion ramp. gu.
holding betw. the paws a ship's sail ar. charged with an
anchor sa. Motto— idon privilege et mon devoir.
Shewal (that Ilk). Per fess dancett^e sa. and ar. in chief
three stars, and in base a boar"s head erased all counter-

Shevill (Bishopwearmouth,

—

changed.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. ermines betw. two
lozenges in chief sa. and a dolphin embowed of the last,
A demi talbot ar. eared sa.
finned or, in base. Crest
collared gu. holding betw. the feet a lozenge of the second.
Sbieworth. Az. two chev. or.
Shield (CO. Northumberland). Sa. on a bend betw. two lions'
A buck
heads erased ar. three escallops of the first. Crest
pass. ppr. on the breast an escutcheon sa. charged with an

—

—

escallop ar.
(CO.

Rutland).

—

—

—

Shiers

George
(Slyfield, co. Surrey, bart., extinct 1685
Shiebs, Esq., of London, purchased Slyfield, 1614, his grandson, Sir Geobgs Shiebs, Bart., of Slyfield, was so created
Or, on a bend az. betw. a lion ramp, in
1684, d. s.p.).
chief sa. and three oak leaver in base ppr. as many
;

escallops of the

first.

Crest

—A demi

betw. the paws an escallop or.
co. Sussex, bart.).

ramp.

sa.

holding

As. a bend

sinister,

lion

Shiffner (Coombe,

in chief two estoiles in like bend or, in base the end and
stock of an anchor gold, issuing from waves of the sea ppr.
Crest An estoile or, betw. the rays six annulets az.
Shiffner. Ar. two spears in saltire betw. four daggers az.

—

—

Crest
A greyhound's head erased gu.
Shilecorn (co. York). Ar. three keys

or,

two and one,

and as many fleurs-de-lis of the last, one and two.
Shilford. Ar. three bars indented sa. another.
;

Or, three

bars dancettee sa.

Shilleston

Ar. a saltire betw. four crosses

Devon).

(co.

fitchee sa. (another, az.)

Shillingfoid (Shillingford, co. Devon). Ar. a bend gu.
Shillingrheld (co. Kent). Az. six leopards' heads couped
or.

Shillingrton
ramp, of the

(co.

York).

Or,

on a

fess

gn. three lions

erased sa. crested, beaked, an^ jelloped

or,

cocks' heads
a mitre of the

third.
(Shilston,

co.

Devon).
Erm. (another, ar.) a
formee fitchee sa. (another,

saltire az. betw. four crosses

of the second).

Shimpling:
lis sa.

Ar. a fess betw. six fleurs-de-

(co. Norfolk).

a chief gu.

Shinglehurst

(London).

—

pale ppr.

—

a peacock's

tail all

ppr.

Garth, and Murton, co.
Durham traceable, among the records of Halmot Court,
Edwabo
Bishopwearmouth, to the time of Edward III.
SHippfcBDsoN. Esq., of Pidding Hall, Garth, and Murton, son
of Ralph Shippebdson, Esq., of Pidding Hall, Garth, was
descended from Edwabd Shipperdson, Esq., by Mabgabet,
his wife, sister and heir of Wiluam Simpson, Esq., of
Pidding Hall, Garth). Quarterly of six, 1st and 6th, sa. on
a bend ar. three lozenges az. each charged with a planetary
sun in its glory, Shipperdson 2nd, per bend nebulee or and
3rd, az. six
sa. a lion ramp, counterchangod, Stmpson
annulets or, three, two, and one, Mcsgrave; 4th, gu. a
sword in pale ar. hilted or, in base a serpent nowed ppr. and
on a chief of the third two doves close, beaked and legged of
the first, for Kikshaw; 5th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Ci-est
A hand
fountains or sykeses ppr., for Sykes.
Motto
issuing out of a cloud and grasping a sword ppr.
(Pidding

Hall,

;

;

;

—

—

Nubem

eripiam.
Shipphard (Natland, co. Westmoreland confirmed 16
Per pale or and vert, on a .-hev. betw.
Aug. 1794).
three fleurs-de-lis as many crosses crossl^it counter;

changed.
Ar. on a pale betw. two tiltingspears paleways sa. three crescents or.
Shipstowe. Az. (another, sa.) three scaling-ladders in

Shipsto'v^e (London).

bend

ar.

Shipton (co.

Leicester).

Ar. three pairs of bellows sa. two

and one.

Shipton. Same Arms. Crest — An eel naiant ppr.
Shipwrights, Company of (London; incorporated
Az. an antique hulk, the stem terminating with
1605).
the head of a dragon, in the hulk the ark with three doora
in the side, from the ark against the side a step-ladder all
or, on a chief ar. the cross of St. George gu. charged on the
Crest
An
centre with a lion pass, guard, of the second.
ark as in the arms or, on ground vert, on the top of the
ark a dove ar. holding in the beak an olive branch vert.
Shirbume-Monastery (co. Dorset). Gu. a cross ar. over
all on the dexter side a crosier in pale or.
Shirgley (co. Chester). Sa. a man's leg couped below the

—

knee

ar.

Ar. a talbot pass. sa. guttee d'or.
{Earl Feii-ers). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, paly of six
or and az. a quarter erm., for Shibley; 2nd and 3rd, France
and England, quarterly, within a border ar., for PlantaGANET, to show the descent from Thomas of Woodstock,

Shirley

youngestson of Edwabd III., through the families of Boucbieu
and Devebeux. Crest— The head of a Saracen in profile
ppr. couped at the neck, wreathed about the temples or and
Supporters— Dexter, a talbot erm. eared and ducally
az.
gorged gu. sinister, a reindeer gu. billett^e or, attired az.
Motto Honor virtutis
ducally gorged of the second.

—

prasmium.
Derby, Staunton Harold, co. Leicester,
Shirley
and Chartley, co. Stafford descended from Sewalus db
Etingdon, living (emp. Edward the Confessor, "whose name,"
says Dugdale, "argues him to have been of the old English
stock." At the Conquest the Lordship of Ettington was
granted to Henby, Earl of Ferrars, in Normandy, one of the
principal adventurers under William 1.. and was held
under him by this Sewallis, in whose posterity it continues
The senior Une of the descendants ot
to the present day.
Sewallis, theSHiBLEYs, of Staunton Harold, are now represented by Sewallis Edwabd Sbieley, Earl Ferrers). Paly
of six or and az. a quarter erm., reduced during the nth
and 18th centuries to a canton, but the older arms were,
Crest— Tho
Paly of six or and sa., without any quarter.
head of a Saracen ppr. couped at the neck, wreathed round
horseshoe,
for
Febbebs;
jBad^es—
az.
A
or
and
temples
the
a Bouchier knot, for Bouchieb.
(Shirley, co.

;

Shipham. Or, a cinquefoil betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
Crest — A demi reer-mouse, or bat, wings expanded gu
ar. ducally

crowned

or,

vulned ppr.

Shipley.

Ar. a mascle sa. a border engr. of the lastppr. holding an olive branch vert.
Shipley. Az. a chev. betw. three chessrooks or.
Shipley (Twyfonl, CO. Hants Lieut. -Col. William Shipley,
and Eev. Chables Shipley, of Twyford House, Kector of
Mappowder, co. Dorset, were sons of Very Kev. William
Davies Shipley, Dean of St. Asaph, and grandsons of Right
Eev. Jonathan Shipley, D.D., Bishop of St. Asaph 1769-88,
by Anna Makia, his wife, dau. and co-heir of the Hon. and
Eev. Geobge Mobdacnt, brother of Chakles, Earl of PeterLozengy ar. and sa. a border of
borough and Monmouth).
Crest

;

—

;

Gu. two wings conjoined in lure
ar. surmounted by an arrow paleways, on a chief of the
second three phcons of the first. Crest A battle-axe in

and

—

Shiringrton.

field.

Shillithorp. Ar. a cross chequy sa. and ar.
Shillitoe (Heath). Ar. on a fess betw. three

Shilston

(Welby, co. Hereford ; granted
Or, a cinquefoil betw. three crosses crosilct gu.
1581).
Crest
A demi ostrich, wings expanded ar. ducally gorged
and beaked or, holding in the beak a key az. and vulned
on the breast gu.
Shipman (Sarington, co. Nottingham granted by Dugdale).
Gu. on a bend ar. bet..', six estoiles or, three pellets.
Crest
A leopard sejant ar. spotted sa. reposing the dexter
paw on a ship's rudder az.
Shipman (co. Kent). Ar. a bend betw. six suns gn.
Shippard. Az. on a chev. betw. three fleus-de-lis or, as
many cinquefoils of the first. Crest Out of a ducal coronet

;

Gu. on a bend engr. or, three
escutcheons sx
Crest
A demi arm couped at the elbow
grasping a scymitar. Motto Pro lege, rege, grege.
Shield. Gu. aUon pass, guard, betw. three escallops ar.
Shields. Ar. six hurts, two, two, and two. Crest A demi
leopard ramp. or.
Shiercli^flfe (Ecclesfleld Hall, co. York). Or, a fess betw.
three greyhounds' heads erased sa. collars and rings gu.

formee

Shipman, or Shipham

Shipperdson

Sliewersden

Shield
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cher. gu. betw. three fleams sa.; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a cross
pattee ar.
Sliether (London). Sa. on a fess betw. three griffins'
heads erased or, as many crosses botonnee fitchee of the

— A hand

;

the last, quartering Ceevecoub, Yonge, Mokdaunt, StapleOut of an earl's coronet or, the
ton, and Conway.
Crest
bust of a Moorish prince ppr. habited gold, wreathed
about the temples ar. and sa. Molio Nee placida conteata
quieta est.

—

—

923

(Ettington, co. Warwick, and Lough Fea, co.
Monaghan descended from the Hon. Geobge Shirley, eldest

Shirley

;

surviving son of Robert, first Earl Ferrers, by Seuna, his
second wife, dau. ot Geobge Fuccn, Esq., and now repra*

A
;

;

and
Anns,

Pdilip Shiklet, Esq., of Ettington

sented by Evelyn
Lough Fea, late M.P. for South Warwickshire).
&c., as the preceding.
Shirley (Wiston, co. Sussex). Arms, *c., as the preceding.
Shirley (I'reston, co. Sussex, hart., extinct 1705; descended
from Anthony Shirley, second son of Sir Thomas Shirley,
Knt., of \Yistenston, a descendant of Shirley, of Staunton
Harold Anthony Shirley, seventh in descent from the
above Anthony, was created a bart. 1665; the third bart.
Paly of six or and az. a canton erm.
d.
p.).
Shirley (Oathall, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1815, claiming
descent from Shirley, of Wistenston; Thomas Shirley,
M.ijor-Gcncral in the army, and Governor of the Leeward
Islands, son of William Shirley, and grandson of William
Shirley, whod. 1701, was created a bart. 1786; second bart.
Same Arms. Crest A Saracen's head in profile
d. f. p.).
ppr. wreathed about the temples or and az.
;

<:.

—

Shirley, or Sherley

Sussex extinct). Arms,
granted temp. Henry Vlll. Paly of four az. and gu. three
on
fess
wavy or, three Cornish
couped
ar.
a
stags' heads
choughs ppr. but the family afterwards assumed, and were
allowed in the Visitations, Paly bendy of eight ar. and az. a
canton erm.
Shirley (London; confirmed 10 Sept. 1C09). Gu. a chev.
compon^e counter-componee ar. and sa. betw. three fleurs^Thrce broad arrows, two in saltire and
Crest
de-lis or.
one in pale or, plumed ar. enfiled with a garland of laurel
(Isfield, co.

;

—

;

—

vert.

Shirley

Thomas Shirley, knighted
William Fitz-William, Lord Deputy
(Sir

Quarterly,

10S9).

canton erm.

;

1st

2nd and

and

at

Kilkenny by Sir

of Ireland, 26 Oct.
paly of six or and az. a

4th,

3rd, gu. a chev. ar. betw. three

garbs

or.

Shirreff.

many

Az. on a fess betw. three

cinquefuils of the field.

queued

az.

Crest

armed and langutd

heads ar. as
ramp, double

griffins'

—A

lion

or.

Shivez

(Muirtoun, Scotland).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa.
three cats-a-mountain pass, in pale spotted ar. 2nd and
Crest
3rd, ar. On a cross moline sa. a mullet of the field.
A demi cat ppr. Mof.o Virtute non vi.
Shobingrton (co. Bucks). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
squirrels sejant sa. each cracking a nut or.
Sholdhaiu (co. Norfolk). Or, an eagle displ. ar.
Shomburg'h. Gu. six inescutcheons ar.
Shone. Sa. on a triangle voided ar. twelve torteaux. Crest
A dolphin embowed gu.
Shone (Sheffield, Mursbrooke, Norton, &c., co. Vork
granted 1839, to Offley Shone, Esq., and to the descendants
of his grandfather, Samdel Shone, Esq.). Ar. two chevroncis
sa. betw. three holly leaves vert.
Shoobridgre (Uckfield, co. Sussex; granted 16 April,
Ar. two bars sa. on the first two leopard's faces, on
1662).
the second another, or. Crest
A leopard's face or, betw.
tw^ winces expanded sa.
Shordich (Bckyswell, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, ar. and
erm. a bend sa. over all a cross gu.
Shore (Baron Teignmoutk). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
holly leaves vert. Crest
A stork reguard. ar. holding in
the dexter claw a stone sa. Supporters Two storks reguard, ppr. beaked and legged sa. Motto Pcrimus

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ileitis.

Shore
Crest

(co.

—A

Derby). Ar. a chev. betw. three bay leaves vert.
stork reguard. ar. holding in the dexter claw a

Shorey.
Shorley

Ar. a lion ramp, double queued purp.
(Enfield, co. Middlesex).
Paly of six ar. and az.
on a canton erm. a crescent gu.
Short (Tenterden, co. Kent; granted 1C14). Az. a griffin
segreant betw. three estoiles or. Crest
A griffin's head or,
betw. two wings az. charged with estoiles gold.
Short (co. Essex). Same Arms. Crest A griffin's head
betw. two wings.
Short (London, and Doncaster, co. York granted 3 June,
1663).
Sa. a griffin pass, segreant ar. a chief erm.
Short (London). Az. (another, sa.) a griffin pass, or, betw.
three mullets ar. Crest— A griffin's head or, in the beak a
trefoil slipped vert.
Short (Newham Hall, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a griffin seagreant ar. a chief erm., for Short; 2nd, or,
on a bend gu. three goats trippant ar., for Holwell;
3rd, sa. a stag's head couped betw. three buglehorns or,
stringed and garnished az., for Thueston. Crest A griffin's

—

—
;

—

head couped or, betw. two wings az.
(Newton and Exeter, co. Devon; John Short, of
Newton, aged 36, 1620, son of John Short, and grandson of
John Short, both of Exeter. Visit. Devon, 16'20). Gu. a
griffin segreant or, a chief erm.
Short (Bickham, co. Devon). Same Arms. Crest
griffin's head or, betw. two wings az. each charged with an

Short

—

estoile of the first.

Short

(Edlington Grove, co. Lincoln). Sa. a griffin pass. ar.
on a chief of the last five erm. spots of the field. Crest
griffin's head and neck, wings elevated sa. collared erm.
Motto Sinceritas.
Shortall (Claragh, co. Kilkenny; Robert Fitz Jobn
Shortall was possessed of Claragh, 1326 ; Nicholas
Shortall, of Claragh, d. before 1621, leaving six daus.
Nicholas Shortall, of Claragh, forfeited his estates after
the Rebellion of 1641). Gu. on a cross ar. four lions' heads

—

—

erased of the field.
(Ballycorkan, co. Kilkenny; Oliver Shortall,
of that place, d. 1596; his grandson. Sir Oliver Shortall,

Shortall

and Castle Dwogh, was knighted by
Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 22 Feb.
his grandson, Thomas Shortall, forfeited his estates
after the Rebellion of 164', and left a son, Thomas Shortall,
who was Colonel in the army of James II., left descendants
who settled at Cluneen and Ballytarsney, co. Tipperary).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Shortall (Rathardmore, Highrath, and Koestown, co. Kilkenny Patrick Shortall, of Rathardmore, son of Richard
Shortall, d. 1591, seized of that place and Lewellstown,
and of Dangen, co. Carlow, left six sons; Edward Shortall,
of Highraih, d. 1622, leaving Oliver Shortall his son and
heir; Leonard Shortall, of Roestown, d. 1625; his descendant, James Shortall, of Roestown, forfeited his estAtes
after 1641).
Same Arms.
Shortall (Chicago, U.S. America; confirmed to John
George Shortall, Esq., of Chicago, son of John Shortall,
of Dublin, merchant, traditionally descended from a family
seated in co. Kilkenny, of which was Sli Oliver Shortall,
who d. at Ballylorcan, in that co., 1635, and whose funeral
certificate was entered in Ulster's Office in May of that year).
Gu. on a cross ar. a cross crosslet betw. four lions' head*
Knt., of Ballycorkan

Sir

1614

;

;

O-est—A stag trippant ppr. supporting with
erased az.
Certavi ct
the dexter forepaw a cross crosslet az. Motto

—

vicl.

Shorten

stone «a.

Shore

(co. Derby).
Ar. a bend betw. three oak leaves vert.
Crest— A stork reguard. ar, holding in the dexter foot a

ilone ar.
(Norton Hall, co. Derby descended from John Shore,
Esq., of Sheffield, whose grandjon, Samuel Shore, purchased
the estate of Mearsbrook, and d. in 1785; his son and heir,
Samuel Shore. Esq., of Mearsbrook, m. Urith, dau. of Joseph
Oftley, Esq., of Norton Hall, andsisterand co-heir of Edward
Offley, Esq., of Norton Hall). Ar. two chevronels sa. betw.
three holly leaves slipped vert, quartering Offley, viz., Ar.
a cToa% flory az. betw. four Cornish choughs sa. Ciest A stork
reguard. ar. beaked and membercd gu. holding In its dexter

Shore

;

—

foot a pebble, gorged with a collar

a holly leaf illppcd veU.

Motto

gemcl

sa.

and

in its

beak

— Non dornilt qui custodit.

Shore

(The Cedars, Mickleover, co. Derby). Ar. a chov. «a.
betw. three holly leaves vert. Crest A stork reguard. holding
in lis claw a stone sa.
Motto Non dormit qui custodit.
Shore (Captain William Siiork, temp. Charles I. Fun.
Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1657, of his wife, Anne, dau. of Henry,

—

—

;

llrst Lord.
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Dorkxcra).

Gu. four

fleurs-de-lis in cross ar. betw.

Are crosses crosslet fltchee In

saltire

or,

a canton of the

list.

BhoreTille.

Az.

924

five escallops or,

two, two, and one.

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
lions' heads erased ar.

Gu. a cross betw. four

Shorter

(London; granted 14 Oct. 1637). Sa. a lion ramp,
ducally crowned ar. betw. three battle axes of the last,
headed of the second. Crest— A griffin's head «a. gorged
with a collar or, betw. two wings displ. gold.
Shorter. Per saltire or and sa. a border counterchanged.
or,

Shortesbrooke, or Shotisbrooke

(co. Kent).

Erm.

a chief Indented per pale or and gu.

Shortgrave
chequy

ar.

Northampton).
Erm. a fess
and gu. betw. three lions' heads erased of the
(F.verden,

co.

last.

Shorthose

(co.

many
Shorthose.

escallops of the field.

ar. as

the

Ar. on a chev. sa. three crosses crosslet of
A dexter hand holding a dagger in
all ppr.
Another Crest A wivera

Crest

field.

p»Ic, point

York). Sa. on a chev. betw. three crescents

—

—

downwards

nz.

Shorthose.

Ar. on a canton sa. three crosses crosslet
another, Az. on a chev. betw. three
crescents ar. as many escallops sa.: another, Sa. on a chev.
betw. three crescents ar. as many escallops gu.
Shortland. Gu. on a chief or, a bar dancctt^e sa. Crul—
fltchee of the field;

A seahorse

ramp. az. ducally gorged

ar.

A

SH O

—

Motlo—Veo

juvante.

Sbotbolt

(CO. Hereford).
Per pale indented ar. and sa. two
combatant counterchanged.
Shotesbery. Ar. on a cross engr. sa. five crescents or,
flammant gu.
Shotesbroke. Sa. a maunch ar.
Shotisbrooke. Erm. a chief per pale indented ar. and gu.
charged on the dexter side with a rose of the last.
Sliottebroke. Erm. on a chief or, a bar danccttee

lions

eu-

—

couped at the waist ppr. with a dart in his hand or. Motto
Haec manus ob patriam.
Shuckburgh (Downton House, co. Wilts). Same Ar-.ns.
Crest
A demi Moor wreathed about the temples, holding iu
the dexter hand an arrow in bend sinister ppr.
Shuckburgh (Uev. Charles Ulencowe SnccKDrBCH, Vicar
of Marstun, St. Lawrence, co. Northampton). Sa. a chev.
indented or, betw. three mullets pierced ar. a border of the
second. Crest
A demi Moor ppr. wreathed about the
temples or and sa. habited ar. semee of mullets pierced also
sa. and holding in the dexter hand an arrow point downwards ppr. Motto Vigilate et orate.
Shuger (Dr. Hugh Shugeb arms in the Library of New
College, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Sa. on an inescutcheon betw. three sugarloaves ar. a doctor's cnp of the

—

—

—

;

Shotter (Famham,

Az. on a chcv. gu. betw.
in chief two sheaves of six arrows interlaced saltireways of
the second, flighted and pheoned ar. in base a bow stringed
fessways of the last, three bezants. Crest A demi lion ramp.
erminoi8,-charged on the shoulder with two arrows saltireways gu. flighted ppr. in the paws a slip of oak leaves
co. Surrey).

—

acomed

Az. an eagle

(co. Norfolk).

displ. or,

beaked

and membered gu.

Shouldham

Barry of six or and

(co. Norfolk).

sa.

a bend

gu.

Sbouldham

Gu. a

(co. Norfolk).

three points az. charged with as
(Whiston, Scotland).

a label of

saltire ar.

many

Sliouster

plates.

Ar. a cliev. betw. three

William Shove Chalk, Rector

(quartered by Eev.

of Wilden, co. Bedford; James Jell Chalk, Esq., of the
Middle Temple, Barrister-at-law ; and Edward Henry Chalk,
Esq., sons of

Kent, by

James Chalk,

Maey

Esq., of the Isle of Sheppey, co.
his wife, dau. and co-heir of Edward Shove,

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
leaves ppr. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
head ppr. holding a cross crosslct in the mouth

Esq., of the Isle of Sheppey).

holly

—

griffin's

ppr.

Shovel.

Gu. a chev. betw. two

fleurs-de-lis in chief

and a

crescent in base ar.
(granted to Sir Cloudeslt Shovell, Knt., 6 Jan.
1692, 'n commemoration of his victories over the Turks
and French). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. two crescents in
chief ar. and a fleur-de-lis in base or.
Crest
Out of a
naval coronet or, a demi lion gu. holding a sail ar. charged

Shovell

—

with an anchor or.

Gu. a

saltire betw. four

annulets

ar.

Shoyswell

(Shoyswell, CO. Sussex; descended from John
Shoyswell, Esq., of Shoyswell, 48 Edward III.). Or, on

BE
a bend

—

Crest
sa. three horseshoes ar.
A horse's head
erased ar. gorged with a collar sa. charged with three
horseshoes also ar.
Shrawley (London, 1588). Sa. a lion pass, guard, betw.
three mullets ar. Crest A hind's head ar. pierced through
with an arrow bendways or.
Shreiber. Same as Scbreibeb, co. Hants.
Shrewsbury, Earl of. See Talbot.
of (co. Salop). Az. three leopards'
Shre^wsbury,

—

Town

faces or.

Shrewsbury Monastery.
surmounted with a

lion

Az.

a

crosier

ramp, of the

lust,

in

bend

a border

three

(Shrigley, co. Chester).

human

Shrigley

Shukesburghe

two leopards' faces

in chief

Shuldham

Sa.

a chev. betw. three

(Shuldham, co. Norfolk;

descended from Sir

(co. Hereford).

William de Shouldham, Lord of Shouldham, co. Norfolk,
who gave by deed, 34 Henry 111., 1249, certain lands in
Wigenhale, to Bury Abbey, with consent of his son, Uicuabd
DB Shocldham). Az. an eagle displ. or, beaked and mem
bered gu.
Phoebus.

Crest

—A griflin

pass. ar.

ham, of Shuldham
the estate of Marlesford, 1792).
;

—Post

Motto

nubila

descended from ShuldWilliam Shuldham, 6. 1743, purchased

(Marlesford. co. Suffolk

;

Same Amu,

Crest,

and

Motto.

Shuldham

Norfolk
descended from
Shuldham, of Shuldham; Ellen, dau. of Hobebt Shuldham,

and heir

(Kettlcstone,

co.

;

Shuldham, Esq.,
Nathaniel Shuldham,

of Francis

sentative of

temp. Charles

II.,

of Kettlcstone, repreEsq., of Kettlcstone,

m. Kcv. Walter Kolie, Rector of North

Pickenham, the great-grandfather, maternally, of Sir Robert
MoNSEY RoLFE, Lord Chancellor of England, created Baron
Cranworth 1850). Same Arms, Creit, and Molto.
Shuldhaza (Dunmanway, co. Cork
descended from
Edmond Shuldham, Esq., of Ardtully, co. Kerry, who to.
Mary, dau. and heir of Mac Carthy Spanniagh, of Dunmanway he was son of Samuel Shuldham, younger brother
of Nathaniel Shuldham, Esq., of Kettlcstone, temp. Charles
II.
Reg. Ulster's Office). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Shuldham (Ballymulvey, and Moig House, co. Longford;
descended from Rev. Samuel Shuldham, younger son of
Edmond Shuldham, Esq., of Ardtully). Same Arm;, Crest,
and Motto.
Shuldham (Baron Slmldhavi, extinct 1793 Moltnecx
Shuldham, Vice-Admiral R.N., M.P. for Fowey, second son
of Rev. Samuel Shuldham, of Ballymulvey, was so created
1776, d. 8. p.). Same ^r))!S and C'jf.sf.
Supjwrters
Dexter,
an Indian warrior, in the right hand a bow, on the shoulder
a quiver full of arrows all ppr. the inner garment az. an
outer garment over the right shoulder gu. on the head a cap
with feathers, and round the neck, legs, and ancU s, strings
of pearls, all of the first; sinister, an Indian female ppr.,
habited ar. petticoat vert, fringed of the second, round the
waist a girdle, on the head a cap of feathers, with necklace,
bracelets, and bead."", all of the first. Motto
Post nubila
;

;

;

—

—

Phoebus.

of the second.

Shrig'ley

Gu. a chev. betw.
buglehorn ar.

in base a

;

Showcrosse (co. Dorset).

or,

and

Shtildham

boars' heads erased gu.

Shove

first.

Shugesby.
mullets ar.

also ppr.

Shouldbam

legs couped at the

Sa. a chev.

ar.

betw.

Same

Shum.

Az. on a saltire ar. fimbriated gu. two tilting-spears
Crest
A cock reguard. ppr.
in saltire or, headed ppr.

—

knee of the second.

(Beriscall, CO. Chester).

Shrigley.

abuglehom pendent gold.
(George Shum, Esq., of Ham, co. Surrey, who,
by royal sign manual in 1823, assumed the additional
surname and arms of Storey). Az. upon a saltire ar.
another gu. charged with two spears saltireways ppr.,
quartering Stobey. Crest A cock reguard. ppr. from the
neck, suspended by a chain, a buglehorn or.

collared or, from the collar

Arrns.

Ar. a fess (another, a chev.) betw. three
plumbers' irons sa. Crest A hand holding a bull's heai.
erased ppr.
Shrimpton. Az. two bars betw. six leopards' faces or,
Crest
A leopard pass. ppr.
three, two, and one.
Shrimpton. Ar. on a cross gu. five escallops of the

—

—

Shum

—

Shurland

first.

Shroder.

Ar. a crab sa.
(Merrist Wood and Stoke, co. Surrey descended
from James Shbcbb, Esq., of Guildford, co. Surrey). Az.on a
chev. engr. betw. a lion pass, guard, in chief and an escallop

Shrubb

;

Crest
in base ar. three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr.
An eagle reguard. perched upon an oak branch fructed
Motto
all ppr. charged on the breast with an escallop gj.

•

SHU
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SlXOrtt (Bombay, from c.o. Dumfries, 1843). Or, a griffin
pass. az. on a chief erm. two chessrooUs ru.
Crest
griffin's head and necli couped az. betw. two wings or.

—

—Bub cruce semper

viridis.

(Canterbury, co. Kent). Ar. three cherry trees
fructed gu. each on a mount of the second. Creet
cubit arm erect vested gu. cuffed ar. holding la the
band ppr. a branch of cherry tree vert, fructed also
vert,

—A
gu-

(Shuckburgh,

CO.

Warwick,

chev. betw. three mullets pierced ar.

925

—

anchor

sa.

Shurley

(Sir George Shurlet, Lord Chief Justice of the
King's Bench, Ireland, 1620; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1634,
of his son, Pelhah Shubley). Quarterly, 1st, bendy of eight
ar. and az. a canton erm.; 2nd, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
masclesgu.; 3rd, erm. a cross patoncee gu. 4th, ar. two
chevronels counter-pointed and fretted sa. on a chief az.
;

Shrubsole

Shuckburgh

Ar. a fess wavy betw.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
three lions ramp. az. on a canton gu. a naval crown or.
A seahorse ar. charged on the shoulder with an
Crest

Crest

bart.).

Sa. a

—A blackamoor

three cinqucfoils pierced or.

Shurley.

See Shieley.
Ar. two billets raguled and trunked saltireways, the sinister surmounted of the dexter az. theii tops
flaming ppr.
Shury. Ar. a fess gu. fretty of the field betw. three crosses

Shurstabb.

A

;

crosslet fltehee sa.

in
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Siborne (Kilmainham,
Crest —Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm

armour ppr. holding a

cross crosslet sa.

<HoUington, co. Cambridge). Fer chev. sa. and or,
Crest
A griffin sejant
in chief two eagles displ. of the last.
in the breast with a broken sword-blade ar.
pierced
or,

Shute

—

TUlned gu.

Sliute (Craven, co. Tork). Same Arms and Crest.
Sliute (Burton House, co. Hants). Same Arms, a
diflf.

;

an inesciitcheon

ar. betw. eight crosses crosslet fitchde or.

—

On a mount vert a leopard sejant ppr. ducally
Crest
and lined or.

Shuttleworth (Gawthorp, co.

gorged

in.

II.

Agnes, dau.

William de Hucking Eobebt Shbttlewobth,
Gawthorp, d. in 1818, leaving an only dau. and
heir, Jaket, m. 1841, James Philips Kat, Esq., who assumed the additional surname of SanxTLEWORTH, and was
created a hart. 1849). Ar. three weavers' shuttles sa. tipped
and furnished with quills of yam, the threads pendent or.
A bear pass. ar. Another Crest— A cubit arm in
Crest
armour ppr. grasping in the gauntlet a shuttle of the
arms.
Shuttleworth (Forcet, co. Tork, and the city of Dur
ham descended from Nicholas Bhcttlewobth, Esq.,
of Korcet, younger brother of Sir Bichard Shuttleworth,
Ent., of Gawthorp. The late representative of this branch
was Philip Nicholas SHnxTLEwoRTH, D.D., Bishop of Chichester, 1840-42). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Sliuttlewortli (Great Bowden, co. Leicester; descended
from a younger son of Shuttleworth, of Gawthoi-p, and
more immediately from Henrt Shuttleworth, Esq., of
and heir

of

;

Esq., of

—

;

Bibbleton, co. Lancaster,

Same Arm^,

Sheriff co.

and Motto.
(Hathersage,

Leicester 1556).

Crest,

Shuttle-worth
Crest,

High

co.

and Motto.
(Hodsock Park,

Shuttleworth

Same Arms,

Derby).

Nottingham, a family of
great antiquity in co. Lancaster, and settled since the middle
Same Arms.
of the 17th century in co. Nottingham).
A cubit arm in armour ppr. grasping in the gauntlet
Crest
arms.
of
the
Motto—
VtWe
shuttle
dulce.
a
Shuttleworth (Hartsholme Hall, co. Lincoln, and Old
co.

—

—

Warden, co. Beds). Same Arms. Crest A cubit arm in
armour ppr. grasping in the gauntlet a shuttle of the arms.
Motto Isto velocior vita.
Shuttleworth (Newbehall, co. York). Same Arms.

—

Crest

— A bear pass. ar.

Shuttleworth
Ist

and

betw.
Crest

(Kat SHUTTLEWonTn,
2nd and

Bart.).

Quarterly,

a canton of the

last,

for

two bendlets sa.
as many crescents az. five erm. spots, for Kat.
A cubit arm in armour ppr. charged with an
;

3rd, ar. within

—

annulet
Mottoes

or,

grasping in the gauntlet a shuttle of the arms.
Kynn, Knawne, Kepe also, Prudentia et

— Kynd,

;

juttitia.

Sibbald

(Balgonie, co. Fife).
Ar. a cross moline square
pierced az. Crest
A cross moline gu. Motto Justitia.
(Rankeilor, co. Fife, bart.). Same ^rm«, a border az.

Sibbald
Sibbald
1G72).
fordiff.

—

—

(Sir

Robert Sibdald,

of Kipps, Dr. of Medicine,

Ar. a cross moline az. a border of the last, a mullet
Crest
A mort head ppr. Motto Mecertummors

—

—

certa facit.
Sibbald (Sillwood

Park, co. Berks, bart.). Ar. a cross
a border of the last.
Crest
Out of a ducal
a wheatsheaf betw. two sickles ppr. Motto
Domini factum est.
Sibbald (Parson of St. Nicholas, co. Aberdeen, 1672 deAr. a cross moline az. pierced in the
scended of Kair).
centre, a border chequy of the second and first.
Crest
hand erect ppr. Supporters Two antelopes ar. each holding
in its mouth a thistle ppr. gorged with an antique crown,
and thereto affixed a chain passing betw. the forelegs and
Motto Ora et labora.
rcflexcd or.
Sibbald (Gladswood, co. Berwick, 1810). Ar. across molino

moline
coronet

—

az.

—

ar.

;

—

—

—

az. pierced of the field betw.

two

fetterlocks in chief

and as

many mullets in base of the second, a bordurccliequy of the
second and first. Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowcd
grasping a scymitar ppr. Motto Sae bauld.
SibbiUs. Gyronny of eight or and az. four martlets, two
and two, counterchanced.
Sibell (co. Kent). Ar. a tiger looking down in a glass
reguard. az.

—

Sibesden

—

(co. Essex).
Gu. a chev. or, betw. three bezants,
on k chief indented of the second a greyhound in full course

a.

Sibthorp

(Canwick Hall, co. Lincoln). Quarterly, 1st and
two bars gu. a border sa., for Sibthorp; 2nd and
3rd, or, a bend az. betw. three leopards' faces gu., for
Waldo, quartering also Coninosbt, and numerous others.
1st, Sibthorp: A demi lion erased ar. collared sa.
Crests
and holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis also sa. 2nd,
Waldo A demi leopard guard, ppr. debruised with two
bendlets az. 3rd, Coningsbt A cony sejant ar. Mottoes
4th, ar.

—

;

—

:

;

Nil conscire sibi; and. Vestigia nuUa retrorsum.
Sibthorpe (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1631, Sir Christopher
Sibthorpe, Knt., Justice of the King's Bench).
Ar. two
bars gu. a border sa. a mullet for diff.
Sichenden. Gu. a saltire betw. four escallops ar.

Sicherbury, or Sichebery

(co. Bedford).

Sicklemore

Sa. three sickles

Suffolk).
or,

gu.

and Debenham, co.
interwoven ar. Crest— A garb

(Ipswich, Wetheringsett,

banded gu.

Sicklemore

St. Lawrence, Isle of Thanet).
Motto Par pari.
Siddons. Or, a lion ramp. sa. an orle of cinqucfoils az.
Two lions' gambs erased sa. holding up a cinquefoil
Crest

(Nether Court,

Same Arms and

—

Crest.

—

or.

Siddons (granted,

1819, to George John Siddons, Esq). Gu.
a lion ramp. ar. gorged with a collar vert, and supporting
betw. the paws the fasces erect ppr. banded or, betw. four
annulets of the last and as many cinquefoils of the second
A boar's head erased erm. tusked or,
alternately.
Crest
surmounted by a plume of three ostrich feathers az. Mottit
Thus thou must do if thou have it.
Sidebottom (Harewood Lodge, Mottram, co. Chester). Az.
a chev. ar. guttee de sang betw. two eagles displ. in chief
and a garb in base, in the centre chief point a cross crosslet
CVc«t— Upon a mount vert a paschal lamb ppr.
all or.
charged on the body with a cross crosslet fitchee sa. in front
of the mount in fess three escallops or.
Sidemer, or Sidnor. Ar. a fess nebulee az. betw. three
crescents jessant-de-lis sa. (another, a border engr. gu.).

—

—

Sldenham.

See Sydenham.
See Sydserf.
Sidey. Or, a lion pass. sa. on a chief of the second three
Crest
A tiger sejant reguard.
eagles displ. of the first.
ar. maned and holding an arrow sa.
Sidley (Ailesford, CO. Kent, bart., extinct 1701 ; descended
from John Sidley, Lord of the Manor of Southfleet, same
CO., Auditor of the Exchequer to Henry VII. ; his greatgrandson, William Sidley, Esq., of Ailesford, son of JoH^f
Sidley, Esq., of Southfleet, by AupE, his wife, dau. of John
Sir
Culpeper, of Ailesford, was created a bart. 1611.
Charles Sidley, sixth bart., d. 1701, leaving an only
legitimate child, a dau. and heiress, Katherine, Cov.niess of
Dorchester). Ar. a fess wavy betw. three goats' heads erased

—

ar.

—Deo

Motto

patrise tibi.

{Countess of Dorchester, extinct 1692; Katherink
Sidley, only child of Sir Charles Sidley, sixth bart. of
Ailesford, having been mistress to James II., was so created
for life, 1686; by the King she had an illegitimate dau.,

Sidley

Lady Katherine Darnley,
Anglesey

;

second,

Normanby :

John,

the countess

first,

to.

first

James, third £arl of

Du-ke of

Buckingham and

afterwards m. David, Earl

of

Portmore, and d. 1692). Same Arms.
Sidley (Great Chart, co. Kent, bart., extinct temp. George
III.; descended from Nicholas Sidley, younger brother of
John Sidley, the father of the first bart. of Ailesford, father
of Sir Isaac Sidley, ICnt., of Great Chart, who was created
a bart. 1621 the eighth bart. d. s. p. m.). Same Ams.
Sidley (.Souihfleet, CO. Kent, bart., extinct 1781; Charles
Sidlet, illegitimate son of Sir Charles Sidley, sixth and
last bart. of Ailesford, was created a bart. 1702; his only
;

son and successor d. s. p.).
Sec .Sedley.

Same Arms.

Sidley.

Sidmouth, Viscount.

Sec Addinoton.
Az. a fess or, betw. three crescents ar.
(Whctstow and Brimton, co. Somerset; Thomas
Sidnam, Esq., of Whetstow, son of Thomas Sidnam, of same
place, who was second son of John Sidnam, of Brimton
Visit. Somerset, 1023).
Ar. three rams pass. sa. The Visit,
gives the following quarterings Ist, KiTsroao, Ar. a bend

Sidnall.

Sidnam

:

026

Erm. on a

chief gu. three roses ar. (another, or).

Sicheston. Ar. an eagle displ. with two beads sa.
Sichevile, or Syhevile. Erm. three crossbows

Sideserf.

4th, ar. three shuttles sa.

Shuttleworth

—

by two fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A falcon close az. jessed
and belled or, in the beak and passed over the back a luro
twined gold and gu. line resting on the wreath. Blotto-

:

Lancaster, temp. Eichard

descended from Henry Shuttlewokth, Esq.,

by Betham,

Ulster, to Captain William Siborne, of Kilmainham). Ar. on
a fess betw. three falcons close az. a rose of the first enclosed

Sine macula.
crescent

Crest— A. griffin sejant or, pierced through the
breast with an arrow ar.
Shuter (Winterboume, co. Wilts granted July, 1614). Az.
for

SID
co. Dublin; confirmed

——A
;
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SID

fusily sa.; 2nfl, Ar. a cross engr. fru.; 3rd, Erro. three bars
gu. ; 4th, Stcrton, Sa. a bend or, betw. six fountains.

Sydney

Sidney, or

(Earl of Leicester, extinct 1743 descended from Sir WiixLiM Sidney, Chamberlain to Henry II.,
with whom he came from Anjou. Sir Robert Sidney, K.G.,
brother of the accomplished Sir Philip Sidney, was raised
to the peerage as Baron Penshurst 1603, created Viscount
Robert, fourth
I'lste 1604, and Earl of Leicester 1618.
Earl of Leicester, had four sons, three of whom inherited the honours, but d. s. p. ; the fourth son, the
Hon. Thomas Sidney, had two daus. his co-heirs, viz.
;

:

Sir Brownxow Sheeard, Bart., and d. s. p. ;
Elizabeth, eventually sole heiress to Penshurst and
estates,
the Sidney
m. William Perry, Esq., of Wormington, CO. Gloucester, and had an only dau. and heir, Elizabeth Jane Sidney, in. as second wife, Sir Byssuk Shelley,
Bart., of Castle Goring, and was mother of Sir John ShelleySidney, Bart., of Penshurst, whose eldest son was created
loi-d de L'Isle and Dudley). Or, a phcon az. Crest— A.
Supporcupine az. quilled, collared, and chained or.
porters Dexter, a lion az. collared and chained or, ducally
crowned per pale ar. and gu. sinister, a lion guard, ar.
ducally crowned or. Motto Quo fata vocant.
Sidney (Shelley-Sidney, Penshurst Place, co. Kent, bart.,
title vested in Lord deV Isle and Dudley : John Shelley, Esq.,
of Penshurst Place, maternally descended as above from
Bobert, fourth Earl of Leicester, assumed the additional surname of Sidney by royal licence, 1793, was created a bart.
1818, and d. 1849, when the title passed to his eldest son,
then LordDe V Isle and Dudley). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a pheon az. for Sidney; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fess engr. betw.
1st, Sidney
three whelk shells or, for Shelley. Crests
A porcupine pass. az. quilled, collared, and chained or;
2nd, Shelley: A griffin's head erased ar. beaked and
ducally gorged or. Motto Quo fata vocant.
I.

Mary, m.

II.

—

—

;

—

:

—

Sidney {Baron De L'Isle and Dudley). Or, a phcon az.
Crest — A porcupine statant az. quilled, collared, and chained

—

Supporters Dexter, a porcupine az. quills,
chained or sinister, a lion double queued vert.
or.

collar,

;

Quo

and

Motto

—

fata vocant.

Sidney

(Cowpen

Hall, co.

Northumberland

;

descended from

Lawrence Sidney, D.D., Rector of Worthen, Prebendary of
Pulston Minor. His grandson, Henry Sidney, Esq., of the
Temple, London, purchased the estate of Cowpen Hall, and d.
unm., when it descended to his nephews, the sons of his elder
brother, Lawrence Sidney, Esq., of Danbury, co. Essex.

Sikes

SIL

(exemplified, 1853, to Francis Baints, Esq.,

upon h\a

assuming, by royal licence, the surname of Sikes). Erm.
a chev. paly of six or and sa. betw. three fountains ppr
Crest
A bull ppr. resting the dexter foot upon a fountain ol"
the arms, and charged upon the body with three billets sa.
Motto Quod facio, valde facio.
Sikeston. Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads sa. armcj

—
—

az.

Silbome

(co.

Per pale gu. and

Xorthampton).

ar. thrco

roses counterchangcd.

Silborne, or Sinbome.

Ar. on a chief gu. three rose*

of the field.

Silby, or Sylby.

Per pale az. and gu. a
wings elevated betw. three crescents ar.

griffin pass,

Siliard. Ar. a chev. betw. three pheons sa.
Silieg-ard (Dubhn Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1653, Alderman
Siliegard).
Ar. a chev. betw. three pheons points ui>
;

sa.

Silk.

Az. a cross or.

—A

Crest

greyhound courant

ar.

collared az.

Silk Throwers,

Company

of (London

;

incorporated

1630). Ar. three bundles or hanks of silk in fess sa. on a
chief az. a silk thrower's mill or.
Crest
A mount vert,
thereon a mulberry tree with silkworms variously dispersed
all ppr.
Supporters Two janissary guards ppr. habited in

—

—

the dress of the country, i.e. with turbans on their heads,
coats a little way down their arms, and half boots rolled all
ppr. each having a hank of silk over his exterior shoulder,
the dexter holding a battle axe erect; sinister, a scymitar
point downwards of the last.
Motto— God in his least
creatures.

Silkmen,

Company

of (London ; incorporated temp.
Charles 1.). Ar. a ship of three masts in full sail on the sea
in base all ppr. on a chief or, a bale of silk corded ppr.
betw. two bundles of silk pendent of the last. Crest
janissary guard habited all ppr. holding in his dexter hand
a battle axe erect, and over his dexter arm a hank of silk,
his sinister arm supporting a shield charged with a sun all
of the last.
Supporters Two camels, each bridled and
loaded with two bales of silk all ppr.
Sill Stanley (Lodge, co. Northampton). Ar. a fess engr. sa.
fretty or, in chief a lion pass. gu.
Crest
A demi griffin ppr.

—

—

—

collared ar.

Sille,

or Silley.

Erm.

two (another,

three)

chev,

gu-

Sillesden.

Mablow

Gu. a*chev. vair betw. three bezants, on a chief
engr. or, a talbot courant sa.
Crest
A bird's head a;,
beaked and collared or, betw. two wings expanded

—A

gu.

Sidney, Esq., son of the elder of the nephews,
eventually inherited Cowpen Hall). Or, a pheon az. Crest
porcupine az. quills or, collared and chained of the last,
chain reflexed over the back.
Sidney (Bowes Manor, Southgate; Thomas [Sidney, Alder-

man

of London).

Upon a mount

Gu. on a

pile

erm. a pheon az.

0}-est

—

vert a porcupine or, semee of mullets az.

— Gratias Deo agere.

Motto

Sidney.

See Sydney.

Sidney and Sussex College

(Cambridge; founded

in 1596 by Frances, dau. of Sir William Sidney, Knt., and
•widow of Thomas Badcliff, Earl of Sussex; granted by
Walker, Garter, 1675). Ar. a bend engr. sa., for Kadcliff,

impaling Or, a pheon

az., for

Sidney.

Sidnor (Richard Sidnor, Fellow of Magdalen Collegc,Oxfoid,
and Proctor of the University, Archdeacon of Totnes,
Prebend of Windsor, 1497, and Registrar to the Order of
the Garter, 1524 arms in a window in V/ytney Church, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. a fess ncbulee az. betw.
three crescents sa. issuant from each a fleur-de-lis of the
;

last.

Sier (Ravcnsden,

co. Bedford; Rev. Thomas Sier, D.C.L.,
LL.D., Vicar and Patron of the parish of Ravensdcn, was
descended from a family long settled in the co. of Hereford).
Az. on a fess engr. or, betw. a lion pass, in chief and two

eagles displ. in base ar. three mullets pierced of the field.
Crest
Upon a staff raguly gold a pelican in her piety sa.
ar.
Afo<(o— Virtus in actione consistit.

—

semde of mullets

Siferwast. Ar. three bars gcniel az.
Sigare. Or, on a bend sa. three mullets of the

pierced

Ar.

an

Hants impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1C33,
Bev. CnBisToPHER Hewetson, Rector of Howth, and
Treasurer of Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin, whose first
Quarterly, per fess inwife was Sdsan Sigin, co. Hants).
dented erm. and sa. in the 1st and 4th quarters an estoile of
the

(co.

;

last.

Sikes

(Sikes Dyke).

ppr.

927
34«

;

;

—

—

recti.

Silly

(St. Wenn, Trevelver, and Heligan, co. Cornwall
The
descended from Silly, of Rackenford, co. Devon.
heiress of the Trevelver branch, which became extinct in
1712, m. Sheppard; the co-heiresses of the Sillys, of
Heligan, m. Martyn, Stoggett, Jackson, and Lyddon).
The Arms used by Silly, of Trevelver and Heligan, were
Az. a chev. betw. three mullets or, being thecoatof Ceeley.
The ancient Arms of Silly or Solly, of co. Devon, were
Erm. three chevronels gu.
Gu. a fess potent counter-potent
Silver (Winchester).
betw. three lions pass, guard, or.
Silver (cos. Herts and Hants ; descended from Sir Bartho-

Silver, Knt., co. Herts, temp. Edward II. A pedigree of fifteen generations, with arms, is signed by Cooke,
Clarenceux, and entered with an additional generation in
Ulster's Office by Hawkins, Ulster, 1707). Quarterly, 1st.

lomew

and

A

and sa. a griffin ramp, ar; 2nd and
two bars sa. in chief three mullets gu. Crest
head erased gu. tusked, tufted, and mancd

4th, per pale gu.

—

tiger's

or.

of the second.

Sigg-eston, Segheston, or Sigg-estone.
imperial eagle sa. membered gu.
Sierin

claiming descent from the
co. Devon
ancient family of O'Sollivan, of Kerry they acquired the
estate of Coombe in 1677, in marriage with Snell). Per pale
sa. and ar. on a fess betw. two boars pass, the one in chief
towards the dexter, the other in base towards the sinister,
two crosses crosslet, all counterchanged. Crest At the foot
Mens conscia
of across Calvary or, a lizard ppr. Motto

Sillifant (Coombe,

3rd, ar.
first,

—

Ar. a chcr. sa. betw. three fountains

(granted to John Silver, citizen of Norwich, by
Dclhick, Garter King of Arms, 1589). Gu. a fess vair betw.
three lions pass, reguard. or. Crest A demi lion reguard.
or, holding three ears of com ppr. issuant out of a castle

Silver

—

Ru.
(Minster-Acres, co. Northumberland ; descended
from William Silvertop, Esq., of Stella, co. Durham). Ar.
on a fess gu. betw. three grenades sa. fired ppr. a plate.
Crest— A wolfs head erased ar. struck through the neck witt»
a broken spear ppr.

Silvertop

A
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S

(Tardley, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1828; John
SiLVE8TE«, son of Sir John Silvester, Knt., and greatgrandson of Daniel Silvester, an advocate in the Parliament of Bordeaux, in France, was created a bart. 1815, and

Silvester

again, by a new patent, 1822, with remainder to his nephew,
Philip Carteret, son of his sister. Mart Eacbel, wife of
Eear- Admiral Phiup Carteret Sir John d. 1822, and his
nephew. Sir Philip, who assumed the name of Silvester,
Ar. a sea lion ducally crowned az.
d. 1828).
Silvester. Ar. an oak tree eradicated vert, in chief two
Crest
cre.'Jcents gu.
A lion's head erased vert
Silvestris. Or, in a wood vert a boar pass. sa.
Silyden (co. Essex). Gu. a chev. vair betw. three bezants,
on a chief engr. or, a talbot pass. sa.
Sim. (Coombe Wood, co. Surrey, from Aberdeen, 1853).
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. two mullets pierced or, and a
halbert in base of the last, a boar's head erased betw. two
hands issuing from the dexter and sinister sides of the
shield, each holding a dagger ppr.
Crest
A Moor's head
;

—

—

—

Motto Quod verum tutum.
Simcoe (Wolford Lodge, co. Devon). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, az. a fess wavy erm. betw. in chief three estoilcs and in
base a cannon or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp, ermines,
gorged or, armed and languedgu. Crests 1st: A dexter
arm embowed, armoured ppr. holding a drawn sword or;
2nd Out of a, naval crown a demi sea lion ramp, charged
with a rose on the breast all ppr.
Motto Non sibi sed

banded

ppr.

ar.

—

:

—

patriae.

Simcoe
in chief

wavy erm. betw.
twelve points or, in base a cannon of
in armour holding a

(Chelsea, co. Middlesex). Az.afess

two

estoiles of

the last.

Crest

sword

ppr.

all

— An

arm embowed

Simcoe (Penheale Manor,
Arms and

Simeon

Crest.

Motto

Same

Launceston, co. Cornwall).

— Non sibi sed patriai.

(Chil worth, co. Oxford, bart., extinct 17C8;

James

Simeon, grandson of John Simeon, Esq., of Baldwin's
Brightwell, co. Oxford, which place had been the abode of
liis ancestors for some generations before, and son of Sir
George Simeon, Knt. (who, by his first wife, Mary, granddau. of William, third Lord Vaux, of Harrowden, was
ancestor of the present Lord Vaux), was created a bart.
1C77
both his sons d. t. p.). Per fess sa. and or, a
pale counterchangcd and three trefoils slipped of the
;

second.

Simeon

(Grazclcy, co. Berks, bart.).

Per

fess sa.

and

or,

a pale counterchangcd, in chief an erm. spot of the first
betw. two trefoils slipped of the second, and in base a like
Crest
trefoil betw. two like erm. spots.
A fox pass,
reguard. ppr. in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert. Suppo7-ters
Dexter, a fox reguard. ppr. in the mouth a trefoil slipped
vert; sinister, a lion gu. ducally crowned or. Mottoes
Serviendo Nee temere, nee timide.
Simeon. Ar. three dolphins sa. Motto— Out of a mural
coronet enn. a lion's head sa.
Simeon (Rev. Dr. Simeon, of Cambridge). Per fess sa. and
or, a pale counterchangcd and three trefoils slipped of the

—

—

—

;

second.

Crest

—The

stump

laurel branches crossing

it

of

a tree eradicated ppr. two

in saltire of the last.

Simeon

(arms in the Hall of New College, Oxford. 'Visit.
Oxon, 1574). Gu. a fess or, betw. three lions ramp. ar.
Simineres (London granted 1674). Az. on a bend betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or, a lion pass, guard, gu. Crest A lion
sejant gu. holding under the dexter paw an escutcheon
;

—

or.

Siming'es.

A

raven

sa.

—

Erm. a vulture seizing her prey gn. Crest
holding in the dexter claw a rose gu. leaved and

slipped vert.

Simond

(Austin Friars, London; granted 30 June, 17C0).
Az. a chev. or, betw. in chief two roses ar. leaved vert, in
base a cock of the third, combed, beaked, and legged gu.
Crett
A cockar. comlied, beaked, and logged gu.
Simonds. Per fess sa. and ar. a pale counicrthanged,
three trefoils slipped of the second. Crest
On a mount
vert an ermine pass. ppr. in the mouth a trefoil slipped

—

—

(Jersey).

Ar. a clicv. az. betw. three pome-

—

Motto Deus
(Thame, co. Oxford.

monet.
Oxon, 1034).
Per fess
sa. and az. three trefoils slipped counterchangcd.
Simons (Dllcslhorpe, co. Leicester; granted to William
Simons, of that place). Gu. a wing or, betw. three roses ar.
barbed and seeded ppr. Crest
A wing per pale ar. and or,
encircled by a chaplet of roses ppr. Motto Upward.
Simperton. Sa. on a bend cotiscd or, three ro.scs gu.
stalked and leaved vert.
Simpkin. Ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins naiant of the
granates ppr.

si

Visit.

—

flelcu
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—

SIN

a cross

Ar.

flurtCe sa.

betw.

four

martlets

cu.

Simpson

Buckingham). Vert on a fess or, betw.
three crescents in chief and a leopard pass, guard, cowarded
in base ar. four erm. spots sa.
Crest
Out of a tower a
demi lion ramp, holding in both paws a scymitar all ppr.
Simpson (Bradley, co. Durham). Gu. a fess betw. two
(co.

—

lions or.

Simpson

(Glover's
House, Sittingbourne, co. Kent).
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, per bend sinister dancettee errainois

and

sa. a lion ramp, counterchangcd, on a canton gu. a
covered cup ar. 2nd, erm. a chev. gu. betw. three pheasant
cocks' heads couped az.
3rd, ar. on a fess dancettee gu.
betw. three torteaux a fleur-de-lis or. Crest An ounce's
head pean erased gu. gorged with a collar gcmcl ar.
Motto Nunquam obliviscar.
Simpson (Fulham, co. Middlesex, and Vauxhall, co.
Surrey). Per fess gu. and or, a pale counterchangcd, three
;

;

—

—

birds of the second.

Crrsl

—A

lion

ramp.

or.

Simpson

(granted to Erward Simpson, Esq., of Lichfield).
Per bend sinister or and sa. a lion ramp, counterchangcd,
holding betw. the paws a gauntlet az. Crest
An ounce's
head ppr. erased and ducally crowned gu. charged on the
neck with a gauntlet or.
Simpson (Foston Hall, co. York). Per bend nebulee or

—

—

and sa. a lion ramp, counterchangcd. Crest Out of a
mural coronet ar. a demi lion ramp, guard, per pale or and
sa. holding in the dexter paw a sword erect ppr.
Simpson (Stamford, co. Lincoln). Same Arms and Crest.
Motto Nil sine labors.
Simpson (Westhouse, co. Durham). Gu. a fess betw. two
Ci-est — A naked arm holding a wreath of laurel
lions or.
all ppr.
Motto Perseverantl dabitur.
Simpson (co. York). Per bend or and sa. a lion ramp,
counterchangcd. C)-est Out a tower az. a demi lion ramp,
guard, per pale or and sa. holding in the dexter paw a
sword ar. hilt and pommel gold.
Simpson. Per pale erm. and gu. three roundles counterchanged. Crest
A snake nowed vert.

—

—

—

—

Simpson.
Simpson.

Ar. three mullets sa.
Per bend sinister gu. and or, a Hon ramp,
counterchangcd, on a chief wavy ar. a cross raguly couped
of the first. Crest
A cross, as in the arpis, suspended

—

therefrom an escutcheon per bend sinister ar. and or, charged
with a lion ramp. az. Motto Kegni regnoque fidelis.
Simpson (Castle Lodge, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
per bend or and sa. a lion ramp, counterchangcd, for
Simpson 2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross engx. sa. betw. four tor-

—

—

;

teaux.

Crest

—A

demi

ramp.

lion

3Iolto

or.

Nil despe-

randum.

Simpson

Per bend nebulee or
and sa. a lion ramp, counterchangcd. Crest Out of a mural
coronet ar. a demi lion ramp, guard, per pale or and ea.
holding in the dexter paw a sword erect ppr.
Simpson (London). Ar. a lion pass, guard, gu. on a chief
vert a rose betw. two crescents of the tield.
Crest
An
Motto Je suis pret.
eagle's head erased ppr.
Simpson (Gen. Sir James Simpson, G.C.B., 1856). Ar. a crane
holding in the dexter foot a stone ppr. on a chief vert three
(Mellor Lodge, co. Derby).

—

—

—

—

first.
Crest
An eagle's head erased ppr.
.fl/o»o— Profunda cernit.
(Strathavon, co. Linlithgow, bart., 18CG). Or, on
a chief vert a goshawk betw. two crescents ar. Crest

crescents of the

Simpson

—

staff erect encircled

—

by a serpent

Victo dolore.
(Udoch, Scotland,
three crescents of the first.

crest)

Simpson
Motto
chief

Crest

(Thomtoun, Scotland,

indented.

Crest

—A

or.

1672).

— Alis nutrior.

Simpson

Motto (over the

Ar. on a chief vert
falcon volant ppr.

—A

1680).

crescent

.or.

The same, the
uMotlo

— Tandem

implebitur.

Simson.
Simson.

Per pale indented erm. and gu.
Per bend sinister or and sa. a lion ramp,
counterchangcd.
Crest— A lion's head erased, ducally

crowned

or.

Simonet

Simons

Simpler.

or.

Sinclair, or St. Clair
and

(Rosslyn, co. Edinburgh, in 13tli

Ar. a cross engr. sa.
centuries).
{Karl of Orkney and of Caithness ; these earldoms
wore acquired by the marriage of Sir William St. Clair, of
Kosslyn, in the 14th century, with the dau. of Malisb, Earl
of Stralheam, heiress of the Norse Jarls of the Orkneys
through her mother, dau. of the last of them, by thd
Arms of the Karldoni of Orkney :
Countess of Caithness).
Az. a ship at anchor, oars in saltire and sails furled,
within a double tressurc flory counterflory or. Arms of
the Earldom of Caithness : Az. a ship under sail or, the sails
ar.
These two feudal coats are found uiarsliallcd witU
14tli

Sinclair

A
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SiNCLint, of Rosslyn, in different ways by the Earls of
Orkney and their descendants.
Sinclair, or St. Clair {Lord Sinclair; orisinally descended from the eldest son of the last BavL of Orhicy.
Through an heiress the succession passed to the St. Glairs
of Herdmanston, and by a new patent their paternal
relatives were brought in as successors, strangers in blood
to the original line). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Orkney, as
above 2nd and 3rd, Caithness, as above en surtout, Ar. a
Crest
A swan ar. ducally gorged and
cross engr. sa.
Siipporters
Two griffins ppr. armed and
chained or.
beaked or. Motto— tight.
Sinclair (Ralgreggie; descended from the second son of the
third Lord Sinclair : present heir of line, Roger Sinclair
Aytocn, of Inchdairnie). As Lord Sinclair, with a crescent
;

;

—

—

for

entail

the line of the second, more
of the last Earl of Orkney).

to bear the

name and

—

arms of Sinclair, of Slurkle Quarterly, as Earl of Caithness (the engr. cross being blazoned quarterly ar. and sa.)

—

with a crescent ar. in the centre. Crest A grifian's head
erased ppr.
Supporters Two griffins per fess or and gu.
armed and langued az. Motto Candide sed caute.
Sinclair, or St. Clair (Herdmanston). See St. Cl4ib.
Sinclair, or St. Clair-Erskine (Earl of Rosslyn). See
St. Clair.
Sinclair (Oldburr, bart.). Ar. a cross engr. quarterly sa.

—

and gu.
Quocunquc

Crest

—A

—

demi otter issuant ppr.

fess betw. three e.'icallops gu. as

Sinderton

Motto—

ferar.

Sindelshelme, or Sindelham

ar.

diff.

Sinclair (Earl of Caithness,
commonly called third, son

SIT

by the ninth Earl of Caithness

Cambridge).
ducally gorged or.
(co.

(co. Berks).

many

Ar. on »

martlets or.

Az. three greyhounds courant

Singre (Bridgnorth,

co. Salop).
Az. three millstones ar.
on each a millrind sa., quartering, Ar. an eagle displ. with
two heads :a. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's
a lion
claw ar.
ramp, gu., said to be for Spar;. 4th, Caithness, as above;
Singrleton (Singleton Hall, co. Lancaster). Gu. three
over all, dividing the quarters, a cross engr. sa. Crest
chevrouels betw. as many martlets ar.
Crest
cock ppr. Supporters Two griffins ppr. beaked and memA demi
antelope sa. platee, crined and attired ar. pierced througli
bered or. Motto Commit thy work to God.
the chest with a broken spear or, vulned guttee de sang.
Sinclair (Siirkoke, co. Caithness; from a natural son of
Another Crest An arm embowed in armour ppr. grasping a
the fifth .Caii o/C((i(A?ifs3, ended in a dau.). Quarterly, as
sceptre or, on the top an estoile gold.
Earl of Caithness, within a bordure compony gu. and or.
Crest
A naked arm issuing out of a cloud grasping a Singrleton (Broughton, co. Lancaster, Dykelborough and
Mendlesham, co. Norfolk, and co. Cornwall;.
small sword, with another lying by it ppr.
Motto lUe
Ar. three
chevronels gu. betw. as many martlets sa. Same Crtst as
vincit ego mereo.
the last.
Sinclair (Ratter and Freswick, co. Caithness a cadet line
Singleton (co. Essex, temp. Edward III.). Or, three cher.
of Caithness, which eventually t. to the earldom). Quargu. over all a lion ramp, of the last.
terly, as Earl of Caithness, within a bordure chequy or and
gu.
Crest
A cross pattee within a circle of stars ar. Singleton (Brockhall, co. Lancaster). Ar. a cbev. betw.
three pellets sa.
Motto Via crucis, via lucis.
Sinclair (Ulbster, co. Caithness, bart., 1786). As recorded Singleton (Steyning, co. Lancaster, 1C64). Ar. three
chevronels gu. betw. as many martlets sa.
1678— Quarterly, as Earl of Caithness, within a bordure
compony sa. and ar. Crest A star issuing out of a cloud Singleton (co. Lancaster). Ar. three chev. gu.
Ad aspera virtus. As recorded 1778 Quar- Singleton, or Shingleton (co. York). Ar. a chev. sa.
ppr. Motto
betw. three pellets. Crest
A camel pass. erm. bridled or.
terly, as Earl of Caithness, with the engr. cross quarterly ar.
and sa. all within a bordure quarterly or and gu. the last Singleton (Reg. Ulster's Office, as the arms of Henby
Singleton,
Prime
Serjeant-at-law
1726, afterwards Master
charged with three stars of the first. C}-est A star of six
of the Rolls and Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas
points waved ar. Supporters Two red deer ppr. Mottoes
in Ireland, now extinct in the male line).*
Ar. three
Ad astra virtus; and, J'aime la meilleur.
chevronels gu. betw. as many martlets sa.
Crest
Sinclair (Harpsdale, younger brother of Ulbster, 1750).
Aa
armed
arm
holding
hand
in
the
ppr.
a
murdering
staff or.
Ar. a cross engr. on the outer side and invccked on the
Singleton (Aclare, co. Meath ; exemplified to Francis
inner sa. within a bordure compony of the second and first.
Corbet, Esq., of Aclarc, on his assuming, by royal licence,
An arrow and a branch of palm in saltire ppr.
Crset
1820, the surname of Singleton, in lieu of Corbet, incomMotto Detur forti palraa.
pliance with the will of Right lion. Lord Chief Justice Henbt
Sinclair (Brimms, brother of Ulbster, 1673, from whom
Singleton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three chevronels gu.
spring the subsequent line). Same Arms, &c.
betw. as many martlets sa., for Singleton 2nd and 3rd, or, a
Sinclair (Dunbeath, co. Caithness, from a younger son of
raven close ppr., for Corbet. Crests 1st: An arm embowed
the line of Mey, to which the last three Earls of Caithness
in armour ppr. grasping a sceptre terminated by an estoile
Quarterly,
Caithness,
as Earl of
belong, bart., 1704).
or; 2nd: An elephant ar. armed or, on his back a tower also
A man displaying
within a bordure indented gu. Crest
ar. trappings gu. garnished gold.
Motto Bona fide sine
a banner ppr. Motto Te duce gloriamur.
fraude.
Sinclair (Stemstcr, co. Caithness, third son of Dunbeath,
Singleton
(Fort
Singleton,
Monaghan
co.
exemplified to
bordure
Quarterly,
Earl
within
a
as
1672).
of Caithness,
Thomas Crawford, Esq., of Fort Singleton, on his asinvecked gu. Same Crest and Motto.
suming, by royal licence, 1843, the surname and arms of
Sinclair (Barrock, co. Caithness, cadet of Dunbeath, as
Singleton, in compliance with the desire of his maternal
Quarterly, as
recorded 1767: s. 1842 to the baronetcy).
grandfather, Thomas Singleton, Esq., of Fort Singleton).
witliin
cock
Earl of Caithness,
a bordure erm. Crest A
Ar. three chevronels gu. betw. as many martlets sa. a trefoil
Fidelitas.
ppr. Motto
Crest— A demi antelope sa. platee, crined and
for diff.
Sinclair (Dun, co. Caithness, from a natural son of the
attired ar. pierced through the chest with a broken spear or,
third Earl of Caithness). Ar. a cross engr. sa. a bordure of
Mutare sperno.
vulned
guttee
de sang. Motto
man
on
with
eight
plates.
Crest
A
the second charged
Singleton. Ar. three chevronels gu. betw. six martlets sa.
horseback ppr. Mot to Promptus ad certamin.
three in chief and three in base, two and one.
Sinclair (Lawrence Sinclair, cadet of Dun, 1672). Ar. a
Singleturne (Salisbury, co. Wilts, and the Isle of Wight).
cross engr. sa. within a bordure wavy of the second charged
Ar. a chev. vert betw. three torteaux.
holding
in
demi
man,
the
first.
Crest
A
with six stars of
Sion College. Ar. on a chev. betw. three grilfins' heads
one hand a sea chart, in the other a pair of pencils, all ppr.
craved sa. a leopard's face or.
Motto Sic rectius progredior.
Sinclair (Thurso, 1672). Ar. a cross engr. sa. betw. two Sipling (CO. York). Gu. an annulet or, betw. three roses
Crest
A leopard's head or, gorged with a chaplet vert.
ar.
mullets az. Motto
Fear God and live.
Sinclair (Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. a cross engr. betw. two Sippam. Ar. two wings in lure gu.
Sirchedene. Gu. a saltire or, betw. four escallops ar.
Crux det salutem.
mascles in chief sa. Motto
Sinclair (Rosslyn line of Sir Oliver Sinclair, third, more Sisenton, or Sysington. Ar. a chev. az.
Sish.. Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on a chief gu. two
generally called second, son of the last Earl of Orkney).
anchors or.
Temp. Sir David Lindsay Ar. a cross engr. sa. charged
with a mullet or.
As recorded 1672 Ar. a cross engr. sa. Sisson, Sysum, Sison, or Session (originally from

Quarterly,

1st,

Orkney, as above; 2nd and 3rd,

—

or,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

Crest

— A dove ppr.

Motto

Sinclair (Longformacus,

— Credo.

—

Berwick, bart., 1664). Ar. ^
A cock with open bill and wings
cross engr. gu.
Crest
expanded ppr. having a broken chain or, about his neck.
Motto Vincula temno.
Sinclair (Stevenston, co. Haddington, bart., 1636).
As
Originally— Ar, on a cross engr. gu. five bezant.?.
recorded in 1767, ia consequence of an obUgatioa La an

—

—

929

co.

Normandy,

an early period in Ireland, afterwards
Per fess embattled or and az. three griffins'
heads erased eounterchanged. Crest A griffin's head erased
Hope for the best; the motto. Si sonant tubae
Motto
or.
paratus, has been sometimes used over the crest.
Sisson. Or, three bends gu. Crest— A stag trippant ai;.
Sitlington (Wigton, co. Cumberland granted 2 Dec. 1748).
Az. on the ecliptic circle or, the sign Libra sa. in chief a
settled at

of Penrith).

—

—

;

A

A

;;
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SIT

mount
terrestTial globe in a stand all ppr. and in base on a
vert a m^le child extended in bend sinister ppr. Crest
vert,
branch
with
laurel
a
accoiled
erm.
reguard.
lamb
holy

—

—

holding a banner ppr. Motto Have mercy on us, good
Lord.
Sitwell (Benishaw, co. Derby the last male heir, Francis
SiTWEix, Esq., of Benishaw, d. s. p. 1753, when the representation of the family devolved on his kinsman, Feancis
HcRT, who assumed the name and arms of Sitwell, and
was father of three sons Sitwell, of Benishaw, who *as
created a bart. in 1808; Francis, of Barmoor Castle, co.
Northumberland, father of Francis Sitwell, of that place
;

:

Barry of eight or
and HnET, of
and vert three lions ramp. sa. Crest A demi lion ramp,
erased sa. holding betw. the paws an escutcheon per pale

Turney

or and vert.
Sit'well (exemplified

Hall, co. Salop).

—

to

Edward Sacdeverell Wilmot,

Esq.,

of Stainsby, co. Derby, who assumed the surname and arms
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Arms
of Sitwell in 1772).
as the preceding; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a fess ar. betw.

three eagles' heads coupcd ar. as many escallops ku., for
2nd,
1st, Sitwell, same as preceding;
CresLs
Wilmot An eagle's head couped ar. holding in the beak an

—

WiLMOT.

:

escallop gu.

Sitwell

Barry of eight or
lion ramp,

(Benishaw, co. Derby, bart.).

and vert three

lions

ramp.

sa.

Crest

—A demi

erased sa. holding betw. the paws an escutcheon per pale or

and

vert.

Sivedale

(Liverpool, co. Lancaster). Ar. a bend sa. betw.
two cotises engr. gu. and as many eagles displ. vert. Crest

—

A demi eagle,

wings expanded or.
Sivright (Bedell-Sivright, of Southhouse and Meggctland, CO. Edinburgh, 1874). Or, a battle axe ppr. betw.
three torteaux. Crest— A. hand holding a thunderbolt ppr.

Motto— B,ecte

ferio.

SkarclifF, or Skarclis.

Ar. a bend dancettee cotised

gu. betw. six mullets sa.
Skarlet. Chequy or and gu. a lion ramp. erm.
Skarlett (East Dereham, co. Norfolk). Chequy or and gu.

a

lion

ramp.

sa.

a canton ar.

Crest

— Two

gambs

lions'

erased erm. supporting a pillar gobony or and gu. capital

and base

gold.

Skarlett.

Per

fess or

and gu. a

lion

ramp, per fess

sa.

and

3.

—

Crest
A mermaid
three chaplets or, for Clotwortht.
with comb and mirror all ppr. Supporters Two stags sa.
attired and unguled or, each gorged with a chaplet of whito
Motto Per angusta ad
roses seeded and barbed ppr.

—

—

augusta.

Skeffijigton (Foster-Skeffington, Viscount Massereoic
Hon. Mary Skeffington, Viscountess
and Fei-rard.
s. her father in the Viscounty of Massereene in her
right, and was s. 1831, by her eldest son, John, tenth
Viscount Massereene, who s. his father in 1843 as second
Viscount Ferrard, and was father of the present Viscount
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
Massereene and Ferrard).
bulls' heads erased sa. armed or, for Skeffington; 2nd and
3rd, az. a chev. betw. three chaplets or, for Clotwortht.

Ferrard

own

Supporters— Two stags sa. attired and unguled or, each
gorged with a chaplet of roses or, for Clotworthy. Crest
A mermaid holding in either hand a mirror and comb all
Per angusta ad augusta.
ppr. Motto
Skeffijlgton (Tunbridge, co. Kent, and Homsey, co. MiddleSame Arms and C)-est as Skeffington, of Fisherwick.
sex).
Skegby. Or, a bend ermines cotised dancettee az.
Skeges (St. Ives, co. Huntingdon; granted 29 Aug. 1563).
Per fess or and az. a chev. counterchanged, in chief a lion,
pass, guard, of the second. Crest A demi peacock az.
wings expanded or, beaked and combed gold.
Skegnes (Skegnes, co. Lincoln). Or, a bend betw. six

—

—

—

estoilcs az.

Skelmersdale, Baron. See AVilbraham.
Skelton (Armathwaite Castle, co. Cumberland,

formerly of
Skelton; settled in co. Cumberland temp. Edward I.).
Az. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, a Cornish
chough sa. beaked and legged gu. Crest A peahen's head
erased sa. in the beak an acorn or, stalked and leaved vert.
Vert a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Anot?ier Coat
Skelton (Branthwaite, co. Cumberland, temp. Henry V., a
branch of Skelton, of Armathwaite; the last male heir,
General Skelton, d. in 1757). Same A>~ms, &c.
Skelton (High House, co. Cumberland, a branch of Skelton,
of Branthwaite). Az. a fess cotised betw. three fleurs-de-lis

—

—

or.

Skelton (Clement de Skelton, co.

erm.

Skarsbridgre

Lancaster). Sa. three mullets in bend
betw. two bendlets engr. ar.
Skarsbridge. Gu. three mullets in bend betw. two bendlets
(co.

the CO., 2, 16, 17, and 20 Bicbard
three fleurs-de-lis or.

Skelton

Gu. three martlets in bend

betw. two cotises ar.

Skearue, or Skerne

(Bonby, co. Lincoln, and PortingGu. in the dexter chief and sinister base
points a tower or, in the sinister chief and dexlcr base
On a tower or, a
points a lion ramp, of the last. Crest

ton, CO. York).

—

couchant

Crest

Az. a fess betw. three

—A chough's head

erased, in the

beak

of oak ppr. fructed gold.
Skelton (Bramford, co. York). Az. a fess ar. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis or, quartering, Ar. a bend dancettee az.

a

slip

Skelton

Az. on a

(Freuse, co. Norfolk).
a crescent sa.

fess

betw. three

fleursde-lis or,

Skelton

Ar. on a bend sa. three fleurs-de(co. Leicester).
a label gu.
(Plymouth, co. Devon). Az. a fess betw. three
Crest Out of a ducal coronet az.
horses' heads couped ar.
a horse's head ar.
Skelton (co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu.;
another, Az. a fess ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or; another,
Or, a fess gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis vert.
Skene (Skene, co. Aberdeen; an ancient Scottish family,
supposed by some authorities to have descended from a
younger son of Bobertson, of Strowan; the last, George
Skene, Esq., of that Ilk, d. in 1825, having made a disposition of his estates in favour of his nephew. Lord Fife).
Gu. three skenes, or daggers, paleways in fess ar. hiltcd and
pommelled or, on the point of each a wolfs head couped of
the third "Some," we quote Sir George Mackenzie, "derive
lis or,

ar.

Skearne, Skerne, Skyre, or Skryne. Same
the charges ar.

Cumberland, wasM.P. for
Az. a fess gu. betw.

II.).

(Papcastle, co. Cumberland).

fleurs-de-hs or.

engr. ar.

Skarsby;, or SkarsleyJ

lion

GKTi

as heir general of the first viscount as Viscoimttsn
Massereene in her own right, while the earldom became
extinct). Saifae Arms, quartering, Az. a chev. erm. betw.

She

Crest

— On a tower

ar.

.,<cms,

a lion ramp, of the

last.

Skedburg'h, or Skedborough.

Az. three helmets

or,

(another, ar.).

SkeflB-ngrton (SkeCBngton, co. Leicester; descended from
Galfridcs Skeffincton de Skeffington, temp. Henry II.
Sir William Skeffington. Knt., of SkefiBngton, was Lord
Deputy of Ireland tcin/i. Henry VIII., rf. 1535; the senior
p. of
line became extinct in the mule line on the death
his great-grandson, William Skeffington, Esq., of Skefhis sister and co-heir, Ursdla
fington, 1600, aged 20 years
Skeffington, m. Sir Joun Skeffington, second bart. of
.•!.

;

Fisherwick, co. Stafford. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Ar. three
bulls' heads erased sa. armed or.
Skeffington (Fislierwick, CO. Stafford, bart., extinct 181C;
descended from Thomas Skeffington, third son of Sir Wil-

Skelton

—

—

names as well as their arms from some considerable
action, and thus a second son of Strdan Bodebtson, for
killing a wolf in Stocket Forest, by a dirk in the king's
their

liam Skeffington, Knt., of Skeffington, Lord Deputy of
Ireland temp. Henry VIII. The fifth bart. became EarL of
Mnsnaremt). Same Arms. Great A mermaid with comb
and mirror all ppr.

presence, got the name of Skene, which signifies a dirk in
Crest
Irish, and three dirk points in pale for his arms."
dexter arm from the shoulder issuing out of a cloud, holding
in the hand a garland ppr. Supporters— Dexter, a High-

(Eirl of Massereene, extinct ISlC; Sir John
Knt., of Antrim, having been active in promoting the Bestoration, was created, 1G60, yiscount Masstreene, with remainder to his son-inlaw, Sir John Skeffino
ton, fifth bart. of Fisherwick, husband of his only dau.
Maky Clotwortht, with remainder to the heirs male of his
body, and in default remainder to tbe licirs general of him,
the grantee; he d. ICCi, when he was s. by Sir John Skf.friNOTON, as ictond viscount; the flflh viscount was created,
175C, Karlof Massereaie : the fourth carl d. 1816, leaving

landman in his proper garb, holding a skene in his right
hand in a guarding posture; sinister, another llighlandman

—

Skeffington

Clotwobthv,

•A only dau. Mary,
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wile of llu<ax, Qrsl

Vucovat Fcrrard.

—

in a servile habit, his target on the left arm, and the Darlach
by the right side ail ppr. Motto Virtutis rcgia raerces.
Aberdeen). Same Arms, a border engr. ar.

—

Skene (Dyce, co.

—

Crest— A garb ppr. Malto Assiduitate.
(Halyards, co. Fife). Same Arms as Skene, of Skene,
A dexter hand ppr. holding a
a crescent for diff. Crest
dagger ar. hilted and pommelled or, surmounted of a wolfs
head. JV/o(£o— Virtutis rc(;ia incrces.
as S&em:, of
Skene (Bamorc, co. Aberdeen). Same

Skene

—

Amu

AA

SEE
—

Hi, a border invecked ar. Creit A birch tree environed with stalks of oats, all g^rowing out of a mount ppr.
Motto Sub montibus altis.
Skene (Rubieslaw, CO. Aberdeen). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
as Skene, of that Ilk; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three Moors' heads
couped distilling drops of blood ppr., forMoiB, of Stonywood.
Crest
As Skene, of that Ilk. Motto Gratis a Deo data.
Skene (Curriehill, co. Edinburgh a younger branch of
Skene, of Skene, of which was Sir James Skene, President
of the College of Justice, who was created a baronet by
Charles I.). Gu. two skenes in saltire ar. hilted and pommelled or, on a chief of the second three wolves' heads couped
of the first. Crest A wolfs head couped gu. Motto

—

—

—

;

—

—

Virtutis regia merces.
(Easter Fintray, co. Aberdeen). Same Armi as Skene,
of Skene, with the addition of a chev. ar. Ci-est A dexter
hand reaching out of a cloud a garland ppr. Motto Gratis
a Deo data.

Skene

—

—

Skene

(Newtyle, co. Forfar).
Per chev. az. and gu. three
Bkenes ar. hilted and pommelled or, bearing on the point as
wolves' heads couped of the third. Creat A hand
holding a laurel crown ppr.
Motto—Son mihi grata

—

many

cadet.
hart's

Sa.

a chev. betw. three hawks'

head couped

Skepper

(Visit.

bells or.

—

—

Erm. on a chev. gu. three

1615).

Crest
A lion's gamb erect or,
roses gold, stalked and leaved vert.
Az. three owls ar.
^co. Lincoln).

roses or.

Crest

or.

Durham,

grasping three

York; granted 1612). Or, on a bend az. betw.
a lion ramp, in chief sa. and three oak leaves in base
vert as many escallops of the first.
Crest
A demi lion
ramp. sa. holding in the dexter paw three oak leaves vert.
Skereth (co. Galway; Reg. Ulster's Office). Vert a chey.
(co.

—

—

betw. three squirrels sejant cracking nuts or.
Crest
Another Coat Ar. three squirrels
Crest
A squirrel cracking a nut gu.
Skerett (co. Devon). Or, a chief indented sa.
Skerit (Petertavy, Tavistock, and Buckland Monachoruro,
CO. Devon; Edward Skeeit, of Petertavy, Visit. Devon,
1620, son of John Skerit, of Tavistock, and grandson of
Thomas Skebit, of Buckland). Or, a chief indented sa.
Skevell. Ar. a fess betw. three bulls' heads couped gu.
Skevinglon (Arley, co. Warwick). See Skeffington.
Skewers, or Skiers (co. Wilts). Or, a fret az. (another,

—

squirrel cracking a nut or.

—

pass, in pale gu.

az. fretty or).

Skewis

(Great Skewis, in

St.

Wenn,

MoHUN and Coubtenat).

heirs m.

co. Cornwall
the coVert a chev. betw. three
;

thistles or.

Skewis

(Cury, CO. Cornwall the heiress m. Denzell). Gu.
a chev. betw. three stumps of trees or.
(co. Cornwall).
Gu. achev. betw. three escallops
or, on a chief of the second a griffin pass. az. enclosed by
two torteaux, each charged with a fleur-de-lis or. Crest
wolf pass. ppr. collared and charged on the body with six
;

Skewse

—

stars or.

Skidburg-h. Az. three helmets or.
Skiddie (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
of

BoGEB

Skiddie).

Gu. a chev.

1623, Elizabeth, wife

ar. betw. three stirrups

or.

Skiddie, or Skiddy

(Castle Skiddie, co. Cork; allowed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1722, to Geobge Skiddie, great-grandson
of George Skiddie, who was second son of Alexander
Skiddie, of Castle Skiddie).
Gn. a chev. ar. betw. three
Btirrupswith buckles and straps all or. Crest— Out of a ducal
coronet ppr. a bear's paw sa. armed gu.
Motto-^'HoTi

inferiora secutus.

Skidmore.

Gu. three stirrups, leathers and buckles or.
Crest A unicorn's head erased sa. platte.
Skike (co. Suffolk). Per chev. gu. and. ar. three annulets
counterchanged.
Skillicome (co. Lancaster). Ar. a cross sa. a chief chequy
or and of the second. Crest— A. raven's head erased ppr.

—

Skillicome
Sa. a cross

(Pears,

co.

Lancaster, and Press, co. York).
az. betw. four garbs of the

gobony or and

and

Or,

a cross gu. a chief chequy

(Pears, co. Lancaster).

Sa.

and sa.
a cross chequy or
ar.

az. betw. four garbs of the second.

Skilling

(Draycot, co. Wilts, and co. Hants).
gu. on a chief of the last three bezants. Crest

courant

lions ramp, of the
Crest Betw. two branches of oak a demi hon ppr.
charged with a bend ar. thereon two roses, as in the arms,
holding betw. the paws an escutcheon gu. charged with a
garb or.
Skinner (Le Burtons and Ledbury, co. Hereford; descended from Stephen Skinner, Esq., of Le Burtons, who d.
in 1557, elder son of Stephen Skinner, Esq., of co. Hereford.
The heiress of the senior line, Kebecca Skinner, i.i.
EicHABD Clarke, Esq., of the Hill, near Boss. Her granduncle, Edward Skinner, of Ledbury, d. in 1631, leaving
five sons: I. Richard, of Cofton, co. Worcester, whose only
dau. and heir m. Thomas Jolliffe, Esq. II. Edward, of
HillHouse; III. William, LL.D., of Hereford; IV. Thomas,
of London and V. John, of Ledbury, whose great-grandson,
William Skinner, Esq.,ofUnderdown, d. «. p. in 1764, leaving
hisneices, Anne Hallings, and Millt Hallings, wife of John
Miles, Esq., his co-heirs).
Sa. a chev. or, betw. threes
griffins' heads erased ar., a mullet for diff.
Creat
.V
griffin's head erased ar. holding in the beak a hand couped
gu. on the breast a mullet for diff.
Skinner (Robert Skinner, Bishop of Worcester at the
Restoration of Charles II., grandson of Thomas, younger
brother of Stephen Skinner, of Le Burtons, who d. in 1557,
ancestor of the late Rev. Matthew Skinner, M.A., who
d. «.j). in 1825, leaving his nephew, Samuel James Longmore, Esq., Royal Artillery, his heir, who took, in consequence, the name and arms of Skinnee). Same Arrus.
Motto Sanguis et vulnera.
Skinner (London; borne by Rdssell Skinner, Esq., and
Samdel Skinner, Esq., formerly Judge of Circuit at
Chittoor, in the East Indies, sons of Joseph Skinnep,
Esq., of London and Wanstcad, by Mart, his wife, dau. and
co-heir of Captain Thomas Walker, and the lineal descendants of Samuel, second son of Bishop Skinneb). Same
Arms, &c., as Skinneb, of Le Burtons.
Skinner (Cowley, co. Devon). Ar. a chief az. sem€c-de-li»
of the first. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi talbot
gu. collared and lined ar.
Skinner (co. Essex). Gu. on a fess betw. three lures or, :i

or, collared

Sking'le.

Sa.

a

and lined sa.
chequy

fess

ar.

;

;

—

—

lion pass az.

Skinner

(Carisbrooke House, Isle of Wight). Quarterly, l.st
4th, ar. a sword in bend dexter az. hilted and pommelled or, and an oak tree eradicated in bend sinister ppr.
the former supporting on its point in the dexter chief canton
an antique crown gu., for Macgregor; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a
chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased or, for Skinneb.
Crest A lion's head erased, crowned with an antique crown
both ppr., in an escroll above, this Motto, " E'en do and
spair not " and in another, below the shield, this Motto,
" Nunquam non paratus."

and

—

;

Skinner (Lord Mayor of London,

1596). Or, on a fess betw.
three lures gu. a lion pass, of the first.
Skinner (Dewlisb). Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads
erased ar.
Skinner. Sa three griffins' heads erased ar. Cre*t
griffin's head erased ar. in the beak a dexter hand couped at
the wrist gu.
Skinner. Ar. a chief az. semee-de-lis or.
Skinner (Cortland). See McGregob-Skinneb.
Skinners,
of (Edinburgh;. Per fess gu.

—

Company

and

ar.

— A greyhound

and gu. betw. three

Colne Hall, co. Essex). Az. on a cross
cngr. ar. betw. four garbs or, an oak slip fructed ppr.
betw. aa many roses gu. barbed and seeded also ppr. on
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a pale counterchanged, on the

first

three goats

salient of the second.

Skinnerton

(Aldrington, co. Northampton). Sa a chev.
betw. three lures ar.
Skip. Az. a lion ramp. betw. three trefoils slipped ar.

Skiponn. Gu. five annulets or,
Skippe (Ledbury, co. Hereford).

—

two roses gu.
Crest
rose gu.
(Bradwell, co. Suffolk).

estoiles or,

the

two, two,

and one.

Az. on a chev. betw. three
A demi lion or, holding in

paw a

Skipper

Erm. on a chev.

az. three

bezants.

Skipsey.
Skipton.

Erm. three pheons gu.
Ar. a lion ramp. purp. Citst

a stag sejant

all

— On a mnra! coronet

ppr.

Sa. three scaling ladders

bendways

in pale ar.
another, Purp. on a chief indented ar. a lion ramp, of the
field
another, Per fess indented ar. and purp. in chief a lion
ramp, of the second ; another, Ar. an anchor sa.
another,
Ar. three pairs of bellows sa.
Skipton (BeechiU, co. Londonderry; exemplified, 1802,
to George Cbookshank Kennedy, Esq., of Londonderry, on
his assuming, by royal licence, the surname and arms of
Skipton, in lieu of Kennedy, in compliance with the will
of his cousin, Thomas Skipton, Esq., of Beechill).
Ar. an
Crest
anchor sa.
An armed arm holding a dagger ppr.
;

;

Ar. two chev.

escallops or, in chief a trefoil of the second.

Skingley (Wakes

—

fourth.

Skipton.

second.

Skillicome.
Skillicower

SKI

a chief indented of the second three

—

Skepper
Skeres

;
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tliat

Skene.

A

Motto

—Pro

—

patrii.

A

A
;

Sklpwith (Stipwith, CO. York; descended from Bobebt
Db EsTOTE-viLtE, Baron of Cottingham, temp. William I.
Estoteville, having the lordship
fci« prandson, Patbick Oe
surname).
of Skipwith by gift of his father, assumed that
in full course in thief sa.
greyhound
At. three bars gu. a
(Onnesby,

co.

Lincoln,

and Newbold

Hall, co.

Warwick, bart., extinct 1790; Sir Fclwab
of Newbold Han, descended from Sir Eichabd Skipwith, Knt.,
eldest son of Sir William Skipwith, Knt., of Ormesby, temp.
Edward VI., was so created 1670; the seventh bart. d. s. p.).
Same Anni. Cre»t—A. reel or turnstile ppr. ilfo«o— Sans
Dieu je ne puis.
Skipwith. (Methringham, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1756;
Sir Thomas Skipwith, Bart., of Metheringham, descended
from Edwabd Skipwith, second son of Sir William Skipwith, Knt., of Ormesby, temp. Edward VI., was so created
Same Arms, Crest, and
the third bart. d. s. p.).
1678
Skipwith, Bart.,

;

Motto.

Skip'with

(Prestwould, co.

Henbt
descended from Henbt

Leicester,

bart.;

Sir

Skipwith. Bart., of Prestwould,
Skipwith, younger brother of Sir William Skipwith, Knt.,
of Ormesby, temp. Edward VI., was so created 1622). Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Skipwith (St. Albans, co. Hertford; Dobotht, dan. of
Thomas Skipwith, of that place, to. Leonabd Pebeott, of
Visit. Oxon, 1566; granted 1507).
Drayton, co. Oxford.
Gu. three bars ar. in chief a greyhound in full course per
pale or and erm. collared az. Crest A grifiSn's head erased
per fess gu. and az. guttee d'or, holding in his beak a lion's
paw couped erm.
Skipwith (Hever, co. Lancaster, and Snowers, co. NorAr. three bars gu. in chief a greyhound courant sa.
folk).
A turnpike or.
(another, within a border sa.). Crest
Skipwith (co. Lincoln). Gu. three bars ar. on a chief of
full
greyhound
in
course
sa.
the second a
Skipwith (Stayne, co. Lincoln). Ar. three bars gu. in chief
a greyhound courant sa. a border gobony or and az.
Skip'with (co. Lincoln). Ar. two bars gu. in chief a grey-

—

—

hound

(co. Norfolk).

Sa.

two bars

ar.

on a chief of the

second a greyhound courant of the first.
Barry of eight ar. and gu. per pale counterchanged, in chief a greyhound in full course sa.
Skipworth (Moortown House, co. Lincoln), Ar. three bars
Crest—
gTi. in chief a greyhound courant sa. collared or.
reel or turnstile ppr. Motto— Sa.ns Dieu je ne puis.
erased
or,
eagles"
heads
bctw. two
Skirrow. Vert a fess
in chief and a lion pass, in base ar.
Skirwingr (that Ilk). Or, three palcts gu. surmounted by a
chev. engr. az. charged with as many buckles of the first.
Cresl
A hand holding a buckle ppr. Motto Fit inde

Skipwith.

—

—

Ar. a cross crosslet fitchde sa.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three crosslets sa. five

Kent).

Skopham.

crescents or.
John Skobie, Visit. Corn(Lanriverie, co. Cornwall
well, 1620, ninth in descent from John Skobie, Esq., of
WhallesborouKh, temp. Edward I.).
Or, on a saltire sa. five
cinquefoils of the first. Crext
Out of a ducal coronet or, a

Skorie

;

—

wings expanded gold.
Skobib, Bishop of Hereford, 1559-85; granted
trmp. Queen Elizabeth, in ignorance of his descent from
Whallesborough.
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Per
Skokie, of
chev. embattled or and sa. three pelicans' heads erased
counterchanged, vulned gu. on a chief az. a fleur-de-lis betw.

demi

eagle,

Skorie (John

two

beads erased ar.
Gu. a bend ar. betw. six

lions' heads erased or.
Same Arms, six mullets sa. on the bend.
(Stanton-Drew, CO. Somerset). Or, three hinds trippant
gu. on a chief of the last a tower triple-towered betw. twa
escutcheons of the first.
Skutt (co. Somerset). Or, three hinds trippant ppr. on
a chief gu. a castle betw. two escutcheons of the second,
Skyg'g'ill (co. Devon). Ar. on a bend sa. three bezants.
Skynner (Cowley, co. Devon Tristeam Sktnneb, son of
John Sktnnee, and grandson of John Skynneb, all of
same.place. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a chief az. semee-deCrest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp,
lis or.
ar. collared and lined gu.
Skynner (granted by Hervey, Clarenceux, 10 July, 1557,
of the county of Lincoln,
to John Skynneb, Esq.,
Erm. three
Receiver of the Honour of Bolingbroke).
fleur-de-lis
or.
Crest A dragon's
lozenges sa. on each a
head erased az. platee, on the neck two gemelles gold.
Though the original grant is still in existence, no record of
it is now to be found in the Coll. of Arms.
Skynner, or Skinner (cos. Essex and Lincoln) Or, a
chev. engr. bctw. three lions ramp. sa. on a chief indented
of the second as many stags' heads erased of the first.
Skynner (Totesham Hall, co. Kent). Erm. three lozenges
sa. each charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
Skynner (Boston and Thornton, co. Lincoln). Ar. a lion
Crest On a ducal
ramp. sa. on orle of crescents gu.
coronet or, a falcon ar. beaked and legged gu.
Warwick,
Sheffield,
co.
and co. WorSkynner (London,
cester).
Sa. a chev. or, betw. three griflins' heads erased
ar.
Crest— A griffin's head erased ar. (another, ppr.) holding in the mouth a gauntlet or.

Skut

;

—

—

—

Skynner

(Thomas
1568).

pass, of the

(Bilbury, co. Hereford).

Same

Artrcs

Creit.

Skoming'e

(Wolvey, co. Warwick).

Sa. a chev. betw. three

quatrefoils ar.

Skory.

See Skobie.
Skot. Ar. on a chev. sa. three helmets or.
Skotte. Ar. a cross cros.slcts.i.
Skottow (London). Az. an estoilc or. Crest
eraxed ar. collared gu.

Skrimshere

— A lion's head

Nottingham, Norbury and Aqualatc, co.
Stafford; originally from Scotland). Gu. a lion ramp, or,
a herder vair. Creit— \ lion ramp, or, holding a crooked
sword ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Another Crc^t
A domi
man couped at the «aist in armour, holding in his ri>;ht
hand a sword reclining on his slioulder ar. pommel and hilt
or, on liis iiinister arm a sliicld ppr.
(co.

—

Skrine

(Warlelgh, so. .Somerset, and Stubbing.i, co.
Buckingham). Az. in the dexter chief and einister base
points a tower ar. in the sinister chief and dexter base
X^ints A lion ramp. erm. dueally crowned or. Cretl—A
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Skynneb,

Mayor

of

London.

Visit.

Ar. on a fess betw. three lures gu. a lion

first.

Skynner

(Kyegate, co. Surrey). Sa. on a chev. wavy ar.
betw. three griffins' heads erased or, as many fleurs-de-lis
az.

Sksmner.

Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three griffins' heada
erased ar. as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Sk3m.ner. Ar. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased
sa.

Skjrnner.

Gu. three crossbows unbent or.
(Skyers Hall, Alderthwayt, co. York). Ar. on a bend
vert betw. a lion ramp, in chief sa. and three pomeis in base,
as many escallops of the first, a crescent for diff.

Skyres

Ar. a fess betw.

head cabossed

isix billets

Skyrmester, or Skrymsher
Stafford).

sa.

Crest

—A buck's

or.

Gu. a

lion

ramp,

or,

(cos.

Nottingham and

a border vair.

Skyrmester, or Skrymsher

(cos.

Nottingham

and

a bend vair.
Skyrnby, or Skrymby. Or, a cross botonnde ppr. on
a chief of the second a lion pass, of the first; another. Or, a
cross botonnee purp. on a chief gu. a lion pass. ar.
Stafford).

Gu. a

lion

ramp,

or,

Slabbairty

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597. Kathebine,
dau. of Ludovick Slabbairty, b. at Bruges, in Flanders,
and wife of Thomas Molyneox, Chancellor of the Exchequer).
Or, a lion's gamb couped barways in fess sa. in chief a
boar's head couped also barways of the last, langucd and

tusked ar.

estoiles gold.

Skorie, or Skory
and

Skull.
Skull.

—

Skyrme.

firmior.
(co.

on the battlements thereof a lion conchant erm.
dacally crowned or. Motto Tutamen.
Skull (cos. Brecknock and Hereford). Gu. a bend betw.
six leopards' heads and necks erased or.
Skull (Much Cowame, co. Hereford). Gu. a bend betw. sis
ar.

London,

pass. sa.

Skipwith

Skole

tower

lions'

collared or.

Skipwith

SLA
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SEX

—

Slack.

Crest
Gu. on a bend ar. three mullets az.
bridge of three arches ppr.
Slack. Az. a cross pattce throughout per bend sinister
erni. and or, on the centre a quatrcfoil counterchanged.
Slacke (Ashlnigh, co. Down; confirmed to Uev. William
Randal Slacke, of Ashleigh, Incumbent of Newcastle, co.
Down, and the descendants of his grandfather, William
Slacke, I'.sq., of Annadalc, co. Leitrim). Az. a cross pattio
throughout per bend sinister erm. and or, a quatrefoil
counterchanged, in the centre chief point a mullet gu.
Crest— A lion couchant ppr. resting his dexter forepaw on a
qu;itrefoil of tlic

arms.

Jl/o»o— Lente

—

si'd

certe.

Sladden. Or, a pale az. Crest A unicorn's head az.
Slade (rrcvcnncn, co. Cornwall, levii). Queen Elizabeth; the
hcircis, Mary Slade, of Trevennen, m. Samdel Cobyn
Ar. three nags' heads erased sa. a cliiefgu.
Gdlly, Esq.).
Another CoiU—Gn. a fess erm. betw. three nags' heads
couped, and looUing to the dexter ar. mancd sa. Crest

—

lion's

Slade

huUting three ostrich feathers.
Per fess ar.
(Maunsel House, co. Somerset, bart.).

ganib

ei'a.icd

SLA
and
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a pale counterchanged, and three horses' heads
two and one, of the second, a chief erm. thereon two
Crest On a mount vert a horse's head
erased sa. encircled with a chain in form of an arch gold.
Motto Fidus et audax.
Slade, or Slader (cos. Bedford, Hants, Worcester, and
Northampton). Ar. three horses" heads erased sa. a chief
gu. Crest
A horse's head erased sa.
Slade. Same Arms. Crest A hart standing at gaze ppr.
sa.

erased,

bombs

—

fired ppr.

—

—

—

Slade

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597, John Slade, Attorney
Common Pleas in Ireland). Erm. an escallop sa. a
martlet for di£f.

in the

Sladeti (Hartsbourne Manor,

and Lee and Swanaz. and ar. a horse's

co. Herts,

ton Court, CO. Kent).
Barry of six
head erased betw. three crescents or. Crest On a mount
Tert betw. two branches of palm ppr. a lion's gamb erect
and erased sa. holding a plume of five ostrich feathers
gu. Motto
Vive ut vivas.
Sladen (Ripple Court, co. Kent). Same Armz and Crest,
quartering St. Babbe and Fcbneaox.
Slader (Bath and Barham Downs, co. Kent). Gu. a chev.
erm. betw. three horses' heads erased ar. Crest A lion's
gamb erect and erased or, holding five ostrich feathers,
three ar. and two az.
Slader (co. Devon). Same Arms, the field sa.
Slambergr. Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three bibles of the
second garnished or, a falcon volant betw. two suns of the

—

—

—

last.

Slaney, or Slany

Stephen Slanet, Lord Mayor of
London, 1595, and Milton, co. Stafford, grandson of Ralph
Slanet, of Yardley, co. Worcester; granted 1595). Gu. a
bend betw. three martlets or. Crest A griffin's head ppr.
wings endorsed or, beaked gold.
Slaney (Hatton Grange, co. Salop; Robert Aglionbt
Slanet, Esq., of Hatton Grange, was M.P. for Shrewsbury;
he was eldest son of Robert Slaney, Esq., of Hatton
Grange, and great-grandson of Robert Aglionbt Slanet,
Esq., who inherited Hatton Grange upon the demise of the
only dau. and heir of his uncle, Robert Slanet, Esq., of
Hatton Grange). Sa. a bend betw. three martlets or. Crest,
as the last. JV/o((o— Deo duce comite industria.
Slanning' (Ley, co. Devon, which was acquired by
Nicholas Slannino, who m. the heiress of At Ley, and
subsequently of Bickleigh and Maristow
Gamaliel SlanKiNG and Nicholas Slanning, Visit. Devon, 1620, sons of
Nicholas Slanning, of Ley, and grandsons of John Slanning,
of same place).
Ar. two palets engr. gu. on a bend az.
three griffins' heads erased or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp.
(Sir

—

;

—

az. collared or.

Slanning:

(Maristow, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1700; originally of Ley, in the parish of Shaugh the representative of
the family, tem-p. Charles L, was the renowned Sir Nicholas
;

Slanning, of Maristow, so gallant a royalist and so sound a
counsellor as to be considered one of the Devon and Cornish
commanders who formed " the four wheels of Charles's wain,"
and who, to the great injury of their .Sovereign's success,
were severally killed about the same period at the battles of
Stratton and Lansdowne, and the Siege of Bristol, in all of
which Sir Nicholas bore a very conspicuous part his son
and successor. Sir Nicholas Slanning, K.B., was created a
bart. 1662
the second bart. d. s. p.).
Ar. two pales
cngr. gu. on a bend sa. three griffins' heads erased or.
denii
Crest
A
lion ramp. a?, collared or.
Slater (co. Middlesex). Ar. a saltire az. Crest
lion
pass, guard, ppr.
;

;

—

—A

Slater

(Chesterfield, co.
Derby
descended from John
Slater, b. 1536, of Barlborough, near Chesterfield, and derived immediately from Adam Slater, son and heir of
Thomas Slater, who inherited the estates of his maternal

uncle,

;

Leonard Gill,

Slater, of Durant).

Esq.,

and was father of Adam

a chev. gu. betw. three trefoils
slipped vert. Crest
A dexter arm in armour couped below
the wrist, holding in the gauntlet a sword all ppr. hilt and
pommel or. Motto Crescit snb pondere virtus.
Slater (Nuthall, co. Nottingham, originally of Hoxton, CO.
Middlesex). Ar. a saltire az.
Crest A lion pass, guard,

—

Or,

—

—

Worcester).
or,

an

SLI
—

Ar. a saltire az. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
head betw. two wings expanded az. beaked

eagle's

gold.

Slayer
arrows

(Morlick, co. Somerset).
Sa. a chev. betw. three
Crest
A stag's head erased or, holding in the

—

ar.

mouth an arrow
Sleatll.

ar.

Or, in chief three escallops

Slator

(Belville House, co. Meath
exemplified to Henrt
Esq., of Belville House, on his assuiring, by
royal licence, 1835, the surname and arms of Slator, in lieu
of those of Wilson, by desire of his maternal uncle, Wii,LiAM Henry Slator, Esq., of White Hill House, co. Longford).
Ar. a saltire az. betw. four trefoils slipped vert.
Crest
A lion pass, per pale gu. and sa. holding in the dexter
paw a trefoil slipped, as in the arms. Motto Garde la
;

Bevan Wilson,

—

—

loi.

Slausliter

(Slaughter, co.

933

Gloucester, cos. Hcrcluid and

Crest— X crane

Gu. a leopard's face or.
Slee. Vert a one masted galley, oars in action, sails furled
or, flag gu.
Crest
A chapeau sa. with a plume of three
(co. Gloucester).

—

ostrich feathers in front.

Sleech

Chequy or and gu. a

(co. Sussex).

sinister

canton

ar.

Sleeclx (Rev. Richard Sleech, Prebendary of Windsor,
decease four sons, viz.: 1. Stephen, Provost of
Eton, Canon of Windsor, and Chaplain to George 11.; II.
John, Archdeacon of Cornwall, whose dau., by Mart his
wife, dau. of John Cholwicu, Esq., of Faringdon House,
CO. Devon, Elizabeth Sleech, vi. the Rev. George Rhodes;
IIL Edward, Clerk of the Exchequer; IV. Henrt, whose
dau. Elizabeth, ni. Thomas Damfieb, Bishop of Ely).
Same Anns.
Sleford (Wilsthrop, co. Lincoln). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
left at his

—

three trefoils slipped vert. Crest A mermaid ppr.
Az. a chief or.
(co. Kent).
Sleggre (co. Cambridge). Ar. on a chev. gti, betw. three
Crest
lions' heads erased sa. as many fleurs-de-lis or.
.1
demi griffin segrcanterm. winj;^ endorsed or, legsar. holding
a sceptre ppr.
Sleg'g'S (Aynesbury, co. Huntingdon). Per fess or and az.a
chev. countcrchanged, in chief a lion pass, guard, of the
A demi peacock displ. az.
second. Crest
Slegrgs. Per pale ar. and or, on a chev. sa. six martlets of
the second.
Sleg'ht (the arms of Robert Sleght, temp. Richard II.).
Or, a chev. betw. ten crosses crosslet, six in chief and four in

Sieger

—

—

base

sa.

Sleghtes

(the arms of Robert Sleghtes, of Legburn, ci>.
Lincoln, temp. Richard II.). Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses

resarcellee or.

Sleich

(Sleichshouses, Scotland, 16th century). Or, throe
piles issuing from the chief sa. in base two serpents glidir.g
fesseways in pale ppr.
Sleigh. (Ashe, CO. Derby, a.d. ICOO; the last direct mclc
the co-heiresses m.
heir. Sir Samoel Sleigh, d. in 1679
Cotton and Chetham). Gu. a chev. (sometimes embattled)
.V
betw. three owls ar. beaked and membered or. Crest
demi lion ramp. ar. holding a cross crosslet fitch^e or, ducally
;

—

crowned gold.
Sleigh, (co. Derby). Gu. a chev. betw. three owls or,
Slele, or Slete. Ar. a chev. vert, in base a trefoil of

tlie

second.

Slensly.

Quarterly,

wavy

or

and

az. four martlets countcr-

changed.

Slesby.

Or, an eagle displ. sa.

on

his breast

on an eagle

fitchee ar.; another. Or,

a cross formCe

displ. sa. five crosses

formee fitchee ar.

Slewman

(Scotland, I6th century). Gu. a lion pass. Is
chief betw. two mascles a sword paleways, pointing downwards, accompanied with two boars' heads couped ar. in the
dexter and sinister base points.
Sley (co. Derby). Gu. a chev. betw. three owls ar. beaked

—

and legged or. Crest A demi lion ramp. erm. ducally
crowned or, holding a cross crosslet fitchee gold.
Sley. Gu. a chev. betw. three owls or.
Slie. Gu. a chev. betw. three owls ar.
Gu. a fess engr. ar. bctvr,
Slifleld (CO. Surrey, 1598).
three saltircs or.
(co. Sussex).

Sllfield

Gu. a

fess ar. betw. three saltircs or.
See Browne.

Sligo, ISiarquess of.

(Carmylie, co. Lanark, 1829). Gu. a saltire betw. a
falcon volant in chief and three covered cups in flanks and
base or, I'ombre du soleil of the first. Crest— The sun in his
splendour ppr. Motto Vincit omnia Veritas.

Sligo

—

1829).
Same Armn,
and Motto.
Buckden
of
in LangsSlinger (Mathew Sungeb, B.A.,
trothdale, co. York). Az. a fret ar. a border nebulee or,
a chief indented of the last. Crest— A stag lodged ppr.
attired or, gorged with a collar and chain reflexed over
the back and encompassing the stag La form of an anli

Sligo (Auldhame,

co.

within a bordure gu.

ppr.

ga.

or.

Sledd

Haddington,

Same

Crest

gold.

Slingsby

(Scriven, co. York, bart., extinct 1869; descended
from William de Slingsbt, temp. Edward II., m. the dau.
of
Thomas de Scbiven, of Scriven; Sir Henrt
and heir
Slingsbt, Bart^ of Scriven, M.P. for Knareaborough, 164<1,

AA

Scriven, eldest
d. 1513, was so

created by Charles I., 1638; Emma Louisa Catherine, sister
»nd heiress of the last hart., Sir Chables Slingsbt, to. 1860,
Capt. Thomas Leslie, now Slingsbt, brother of Sir John
Gu. a chev. betw. two
Leslie, Bart., of Glasslough).
Crest
leopards' faces in chief and a buglehorn in base ar.

A

lion pass. rert.

Motto

— Vincit

liberavit.

Slingrsby (Governor of Zutphen, in Holland, hart., extinct
from Simon
Sir Anthont Slingsbt, descended
1630
Slingsbt, youngest son of John Si ingsbt, Esq., of Scriven,
Same Arms
d.
and
s.p.).
a
bart.
created
was
1513,
who d.
;

and

Crest.

(Bifrons, co. Kent, bart., extinct after 1677; Sir
Slingsbt, Bart., of Bifrons, descended from
Slingsbt, of Scriven, was so created 1657). Same Arms

Slingsby
Abthcb
and

Crest.

(Newcells, co. Herts, bart., extinct 1661 ; Sir
Slikgsbt, Bart., of Newcells, descended from
Slingsbt, of Bifrons, was so created 1660, d. s. p.). Same

Sling'Sby

Bo^BT

Arms and
Slingrsby

Crest.
(co.

York).

Gu. a chev.

or, in chief

two leopards'

heads of the second.
Ar. a chev. gu. bctw. two leopards"
(co. York>.
heads in chief and a bnglehorn in base sa. stringed az.
Sling'Sby (Kilmore, co. Cork; impalement Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1636, Aleiandee Cosbt, Esq., of Stradbally,
whose wife was Anne, dau. of Sib Francis Slingsbt, Knt.,
«f Kilmore). Ar. a griffin segreant sa. armed and langued
ga. a bend (another. Fun. Ent. 1651, has a fess) of the last.
Slingtherst (co. Essex). Gu. three bucks' beads cabossed
ar. betw. as many crosses formee fitchee of the second.
Sloan. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned with an antique crown

Sling'Sby

"

or.

Crest

— An eagle displ. ppr.

(Chelsesi, co.

;

Southampton, and Elizabeth, m. Charles,
second Lord Cadogan). Gu. a sword in pale, point downwards ar. pommel and hilt or, betw. two boars' heads couped
at the neck of the third, on a chief erm. a lion pass, of the
•rst betw. two mascles sa.
Slocombe (co. Somerset). Ar. ou a fess gu. betw. three
Crest
griffins' heads couped sa.as many sinister wings or.
A griffin's head gu. betw. two wintjs expanded or.
Sloly (Sloly, in Fremington, co. Devon). Gu. a chev. betw.
Poiiltons, CO.

—

three bats or.
Or, two snakes entwined
(co. Kent, 4 Charles I.).
ehainways and in chev. ppr. in chief a dove volant ar. in

Slopor

—

Crest
On two snakes
the beak an olive branch vert.
entwined together ppr. a dove statant ar. bearing an olive
branch vert.
Sloper (West Woodhay, co. Berks Rev. John Sloper, of
West Woodhay, patron of the living, was son and heir of
BoftERT Orbt Slopes, Esq., grandson of General Sir Robert
Sloper, K.B., and great-grandson of William Sloper, Esq.,
of West Woodhay). Sa^mo Arms &ni\ Crest. Motto In pace
nt sapiens.
Sloper. Az. a boar's head couped bcndways or, from the
neck drops of blood ppr. Crest A boar's head or, pierced
through the neck with a dart.
Slory (Slory, near SlefTord, and Colwick, co. Notts; Thomas
Slort, son of William Slobt, of Slory, temp. Henry VII.,
1/1. the dau. and co-heir of Sir Giles Colwick, Knt., of Colwick, CO. Notts, and had an only dau. and heir, Elizabeth
Slort, rii. Bobebt Delwood, of Enfield, co. Middlesex.
Visit. Notts, 1614). Gu. on a fess ar. three crosses patt^e of
;

—

—

the

field.

8Loug:h.

Or, on a fess betw. three cinquefoils gu. as many
martlets ar. Crest A stork's head erased.
Slougrh (London; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1622, Amv, dau.
of IIdmphret Slouch, of London, and wife of Thomas
Phesant, Esq., of Bagoltralh, co. Dublin). Ar. on a fess sa.
betw. three torteaux acinqucfoil pierced of the first enclosed
by two martlets or.

—

Sloug'h.

Gu. a chev, betw. three crosses
another, Or, on a fess betw. three pomeis,
with a cinquefoil of the first, two martlets
another, Or, on a fess gu. betw. three pomeis,
with a cinquefoil ar. two martleti of the first.
Slo'W. See Slowz.

Slcwley

garcelly

or;

each charged
of the field;

each charged

(SlowIcy-inSherwcU and Fremington, co. Devon;

John Sm>wlbt,

of Fremington, Visit. I>€¥on, 1620, son of
Slowlf.t, of same place, and grand.son of Hugh
Slowlet, of Slowlcy). Gu. a chev. bctw. three bats displ. or.
Slcwz (King's Norton, co. Worcester; John Slowz, temp.
SiMo.s

034

Henry VIII.;
Lord Mayor

his dau. Elizabeth m. Sir Alexander Avekow,
of London, 1568. Visit. London, 1568). Or,

fess gu. betw. three pomeis a cinquefoil pierced enn.
enclosed by two martlets ar.
Smachey. Ar. on across engr. betw. four eagles displ. gu.
a fleur-de-lis enclosed by four cinquefoils or. Crest
A lion
ramp. erm. crowned or, holding a cross pattee fitchee.
SmackboroUg'h. Sa. a chev. betw. three bears' heads
couped or, muzzled gu.
Smackborougrh. Same Arms, the chev. ar.
Smalboroug'h. Sa. a chev. betw. three bears' heads
couped or, muzzled gu.
Smalbrook (co. Worcester). Or, a sword in bend sa.
Smale, or Smalley (Paddington, co. Middlesex). Sa. a
cross voided betw. four crescents ar. Crest On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a unicorn couchant (another, sejant) ar.
Small. Sa. on a bend ar. three roses gu. barbed and seeded
ppr. in the sinister chief point a chessrook of the second.
Crest
On a chessrook ar. a wren ppr.
Small (Curriehill, co. Edinburgh). Per fess wavy gu. and
ar. a lion pass. sa. pierced through with a dagger in bend
ppr. entering at the shoulder, hilted or. Crest
A branch
of palm ppr. Motto Batione non irS.
Small. Az. a chev. or, betw. three martlets ar.
Smallbone (Upland, co. Berks). Or, a bend gobony ar.

on a

—

—

—

—

—

and

sa.

Smallbones. Enn. on

a pale

sa.

a mascle

Crest

or.

Cornish chough ppr.

—

—

Smallbrook.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa. Crest
wings displ.
Smallbrooke (Birmingham, co. Warwick; impaled by
TURTON, of Westbromwich. Visit. Stafford). Or, a sword

A martlet,
bendways

sa.

Smalley

Middlesex, bart., extinct 1753 Sir Hans
Sloane, M.D., youngest son of Alexander Sloane, Esq., of
Killyleagb, co. Down, was created a bart. 1716, left two
daus. his co-heirs: Sarah, m. George Stanlet, Esq., of

Sloane

SUA
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SI.I

descended from Thomas Slincsbt, Esq., of
son of John Slingsbt, Esq., of Scriven, who

(Thorpe Arnold and Stonesby, co. Leicester). Sa,
ar. three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr. in the
sinister chief point a chessrook of the second.
Smallman (Elton, co. Herefoid, co. Hertford, and Wildertop, alias Wilderhope, co. Salop
arms and crest granted by
Cooke, Clarenceux, 10 Oct. 1588, to Thomas Smallman,
Esq., a Bencher of the Inner Temple, of Elton, co. Hereford,
and of Wilderhope, co. Salop). Gu. a chev. betw. three
falcons rising or. Crest An heraldic antelope sejant holding up the dexter foot sa. horns and tail or, gorged with a

on a bend

;

—

ducal coronet and lined gold.
(Kinnersley Castle, co. Hereford; Fbancis
Smallman, Esq., of Kinnersley Castle, Sheriff co. Hereford,
12 James I., son of Francis Smallman, and nephew of
Thomas Smallman, Esq., of Elton and Wilderhope, the
grantee of the above arms, bore the same arms; his son,
William Smallman, Esq., of Kinnersley, d. 1643, leaving
two daus. and co-heirs, LucT, m. to James Pttts, Esq., of
Kyre, co. Worcester, d. s. %>.; and Anne, b. 1634). Same
Arms,
Smallman (Quatford Chantry, co. Salop; John Smallman,
Esq., lived at Quatford Castle, a modem mansion, which he
erected on the site of the old Castle of Quatford, near BridgSame Ar»is, quartering Barnet, Wainnorth, d. f. p.).
WRicnx, and Pountnet. Crest An antelope sejant sa. armed
or, gorged with a ducal coronet and chain reflexed over the
back or. Motto My word is my bond.
Smallman (quartered by Jones, of Llanerchrugog, co.
Denbigh). Same Arms.
Smallman (Dublin, King's co., and co. Tippcrary; Bobebt
Smallman, Esq., d. 1690). Same Arms.
Smallman. Enn. three chev. sa. Crest
A hand

Smallman

—

—

—

gauntleted holding a sword in pale ppr.

Smallpag'e, or Smalepais (London, and

co.

York;

Sa. an incscutcheon or, within an oile of
An antelope ar. supporteight martlets of the last. Crest

granted 1586).

—

ing a broken .spear or, the head downwards.
(co. Norfolk, and llockling, co. Salop; granted
1866).
Sa. a chev. engr. bctw. three cinquefoils pierced ar.
Crest
An eagle rising ar.
Smallpiece (Hockering, CO. Norfolk). Sa. a chev. emCrest
battled bctw. three cinquefoils ar. pierced or.
wolfs head erased per fess embattled ar. and sa.
Smallsha'W (Bolton, co. Lancaster). Ar. a rose vert bctw.
three ahakeforks sa.

Smallpeice

—

—

Smallwood

Chcquy ar. and sa. on a canton
bendways of the first.
Small'WOOd. Chcquy ar. and sa. on a canton of the last a
inillrind of the first.
Crest— A cubit arm habited chcquy
ar. and sa. holding in the hand ppr. a chaplet of oak vert,
(co. Stafford).

of the second a sword

fructcd or.

Smalpece, or Smallpiece

(Worlingham,

Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils ar.
head erased per fess embattled ar. and sa.

co. Suffolk).

Crest

— A wolfs

SM A
Smart
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Ar. on a chev. betw. three pheons sa. a
cinquefoil or. Crest
A Uawk's head betw. two wings ar. in
thistle
ppr.
the beak a
(London).
Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. six crosses
formee fitchee or, three fleurs-de-lis az.

(London).

—

Smart

Smart, or Smerte

(London, and Scotland). Ar. a chev.
Crest
betw. three pheons sa.
A demi eagle rising, wings
disclosed ar. holding in the beak a burdock flower ppr.
Another Crest An eagle's head betw. two wings or, holding
in the beak a thistle slipped and leaved ppr.
Smart (Trewhitt House, co. Northumberland). Ar. a chev.
Crest
betw. three pheons sa. conjoined.
A demi eagle
rising, wings disclosed, in his beak a burdock ppr.
Motto—
Virtus pra nummis.
Sm.art. Erm. three chessrooks gu. Crest An ostrich's
head betw. two palm branches ppr.
Smart. Ar. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased sa.
Smarte. Per bend sinister or and eu. on a bend double
cotised three lions pass, counterchanged.
Sm.arte (West Chickerel). Ar. a chev. betw. three pheons
az.
Sm.artt (co. Devon). Ar. a millrind sa. on a chief gu. three
antelopes' heads era.sed ppr. attired or.
Sm.artwood (London). Or, a lion pass, in fess betw. sis

—

—

—

—

billets sa.

Sm.eaton

(Scotland, 16th century).
Or, a lion's head erased
gu. betw. three papingoes vert.
Sm.edley. Erm. a chev. lozengy az. and or. Crest An
eagle's head erased sa.
Sm.eiton (Scotland). Or, a lion's head erased gu. betw.
three popinjays vert.

—

Smellie (William Smelue,

surgeon, London, from Scotland,
Az. a bend or, betw. a lion ramp, in chief and a
1744).
buckle ar. in base. Crest A dexter hand holding a crescent
Industria virtus et fortitudo.
ppr. Motto
Sm.elt (co. York). Az. a chev. ar. betw. three smelts naiant
of the last. Crest A smelt naiant ppr.
Smerdon (London). Ar. two lions combatant sa.
Smert (co. Cornwall granted 1579). Ar. a chev. betw.
three pheons sa. Crest A beaver's head erased ar. collared
gu. holding in the mouth a branch vert.
Smert (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa.
Smert (London; confirmed 13 May, 7 James I.). Ar. achev.
betw. three pheons sa.
Smert. Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. two demi greyhounds
bendways sa. each charged on the body with four plates,

—

—

—

;

—

three thistles or.

Smetham (Mayor of Kings Lynn, co. Norfolk,
griffin pass. ppr.

Crest

wivem, wings elevated

Smethley.

—On

1866).

a ducal coronet

or,

Ar. a

a demi

ppr.

Gu. two bars

betw. nine martlets or, three,
three, and three (another, nine martlets ar. four, two, and
ar.

three).

Smethurst (Chorley

and Eookwood, co. Lancaster). Erm.
betw. two flaunches of the last fretty or.
Crest
An eagle's head erased gu. guttee d'eau, holding in
the beak a serpent or. Motto Alta peto.
Smethwick (Smethwick, co. Chester). Or, three crosses
formee fitchee sa.
Crest
An arm embowed vested ar.
charged with two bars wavy vert, cuffed of the first, holding
in the hand ppr. a tulip or, leaved of the second.
Smijth (BowterSmijth, Hill Hall, co. Essex, hart. See
Smtth, of Theydon Mount, CO. Essex). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. a fess dancettee ar. billettee betw. three lioncels ramp,
guard, of the second, each supporting an altar or, flaming
ppr., for Smijth; 2nd and 3rd, or, a bend vair cotised gu.,
for BowTEB.
Crests
1st: A salamander in flames ppr., for
Smijth 2nd On a ducal coronet or, an heraldic tiger

an eagle

—

displ. vert

—

—

—

:

;

Bowtee.
(Robeet Smibke, Esq.).
Enn. three bends ga.
A falcon, wings addorsed and distended, preying on a

sejant ar., for

Smirke
Crest

—

serpent all ppr.
Viscount Carrington; ancient.
The
family was of Wootton Waven, co. Warwick, and Ashby
Folville, CO. Leicester, and derived descent from John CakKiNGTON, who assumed the surname of Smith, temp. Richard
II.; Sir Charles Smith, Knt., of Wootton Waven and Ashby
Folville, was created Boron Carrington, in the Peerage of
England, 1643, and Viscount Carrington, in the Peerage of
Ireland, in the same year, both titles now extinct). Ar. a
cross gu. betw. four peacocks close az. Crest
A peacock's
head erased ducally gorged or. Supporters Dexter, a manat-arms in complete armour, on the helmet a plume of feathers
ar. and gu. holding in his right hand a banner of St. George,
the staff or
sinister, a lion ramp. gu. guttle d'or, armed

Smitll {Baron and

—

—

;

and langucd

az.

Smitll {Baron Carringion,
935

created 1796;.

Or,

a cb«T. cotised

SULl

betw. two demi griEBns couped respecting each other in
chief, and a like griffin in base sa. a mullet for di£f.
Crest
An elephant's head erased or, eared gu. charged on the
neck with three fleurs-de lis az. two and one. Supporters
Two griffins sa. winged, beaked, and membered or, on the
body three trefoils slipped in pale of the last. Motto Tenax

—

—

—

ct fidelis.

Szaith (Farming Woods, co. Northampton; Eight Hon.
Robert Vernon Smith, of Farming Woods, assumed, by
royal licence, 1846, the surname of Veenon, in lieu of that
of Smith, and was created a peer, as Baron Lyveden, 1859).
See Vernon, Lord Lyveden.
(Tring Park, co. Herts, bart.). Erm. a saltire az.

Smith

charged with an escallop or, in base a dolphin naiant
embowed of the second. Crest Betw. a pen in bend or,
feathered ar. surmounted by a sword ppr. pommel and hilt
or, an escutcheon az. charged with an escallop of the first,
pendent by a ribbon gu. Motto Marti et ingenio.
Smith (Eardiston, co. Worcester, bart.). Sa. a cross flory
or, on a chief engr. erm. a demi lion issuant betw. two cross
crosslets gu.
Crest
A greyhound couchant sa. collar and
line reflexed over the back or, the body charged with a
cross crosslet of the last, the dexter paw resting upon a cross
flory, as in the arms.
Smith (Sydling St. Nicholas, co. Dorset, bart. See Mabeiott).
Sa. a fess erminois cotised or, betw. three martlets of the
last, each charged with an erm. spot.
Crest
A greyhound
sejant gu. collared and line reflexed over the back or, charged
on the shoulder with a mascle ar.
Motto
Semper

—
—

—

—

—

lidelis.

Sxaith (CrsAC-SMiTH, Newtown,

lung's co., bart.). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. on a bend betw. two unicorns' heads erased
az. armed or, three lozenges of the last, for Smith ; 2nd and
3rd, per pale or and az. a fess counterchanged, for Ccsac.
Crest
In a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head az. armed

—

Supporters— (gr3.nicdt. to the late Sir William Smith,
on taking the additional name of Ccsac, in 1799)— Dexter,
a merman sa. crined and garnished or, bearing in his
exterior hand a trident of the second; sinister, a mermaid
sa. crined and garnished or, and bearing in her exterior
hand a mirror ppr. framed and handled of the second.
Motto En Dieu est mon cspoir.
gold.

—

Smith
Sir

(Edmondthorpe,

co.

Leicester, bart., extinct

1721;

Edward

Smith, Bart., of Edmondthorpe, descended from
Erasmus Smith, Esq., of Sowerby, whose ancestor, William
Heriz, of Withcock, same co., assumed the name of S.mith,
temp. Henry VII., was so created 1661). Gu. on a chev. or,
betw. three bezants as many crosses paltee fitchee sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an Indian goat's head ar.
eared sa. homed gold.
Smith (Hatherton, co. Chester, bart., extinct 1706; Tnojtis
Smith, of Hatherton, descended from Sir Thomas Smith,
Knt., of Hough, same co., was created a bart. 1660; the
second bart. d. s. p. to.). Az. two bars wavy erm. on a chief
or, a demi lion ramp. sa.

—

Smith

(Pickering, Upper Canada, and Preston, co. Northumberland, bart., extinct 1837; Sir David William Smith, only
son of Col. John Smith, who d. 1795, in command of Fort

Niagara, Canada, was created a bart. 1821, left four dauB.
his co-heirs). Per pale gu. and az. on a chev. or, betw. three
cinquefoils ar. as many leopards' faces sa. on a chief of the
third a beaver pass. ppr.
Crest
A sinister hand erect

—

apaumee, couped at the wrist gu. the wrist encircled with a
wreath of oak or, the palm charged with a trefoil slipped ar.,
motto over, Canada. Motto Pro rege et patria.

—

Smith

(Hadley, co. Middlesex, bart.). Quarterly. 1st and
acorns slipped or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
chev. engr. gu. betw. three bugles stringed sa. as many
mullets of the field.
Crest
A falcon, wings endorsed ppr.
belled or, in the beak an acorn slipped and leaved also ppr.
Motto— S-pes decus et robur.
Smith (Sir Lionel Smith, Bart., K.C.B., 4c.). Ar. on a
bend cotised betw. two unicorns' heads erased az. three
lozenges or, a canton gu. thereon a sword erect ppr. pommel
and hilt gold, the blade encircled by an Eastern crown of
the last. Crest
Issuing out of an Eastern crown or, a dexter
4th, vert three

—

—

arm embowed in armour, entwined with a branch of laurel
ppr. charged with two lozenges, as in the arms, the hand
grasping a sword broken also ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Crest (of augmentation)— A representation of the ornamental
cehtre-piece of the service of plate presented to Lieut. -Gen.
Sir Lionel Smith by his friends at Bombay, all ppr.
Sup-

—

porters Two infantry soldiers accoutred and holding in
their exterior hands a musket grounded all ppr.
(East Stoke, co. Nottingham, created bart. 1757,
assumed the name of BfiouLET la 177S). Same as Sjutb, of

Smith

Nottingham.

A

Smith (Sir Charles Smith, of Suttons, co. Essex, bart.,
Sa. a fess cotised wavy betw. three martlets or.
1824).
Crest— A talbot statant sa. collared and chaia reflexed over
the back or.
(Crantock, co. Cornwall, bart., extinct 1661 ; John
Smith, of that place, a merchant in London, who bore the
arms of Smith, of Tresonnick, was created a bart. 1642,
Az. a saltire betw. four martlets ar.
d. s. p. "!.).
Smith (Upton in Westham, co. Essex, bart., created 1665,
extinct 1852). Amis same as Smith, of Hough, co. Chester.
An oslrigh's head couped, in the beak a horseshoe
C)-ar

Smith

—

all

ppr.

Smith

(Isleworth,

co.

Middlesex, bart., extinct 1760; de-

scended from James Smith, of Hammersmith, Alderman of
London te.np. James I.; his grandson, Sir John Smith,
Bart., of Isleworth, was so created 1694; the second bavt.
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, az. a lion ramp, or, on a
d. vnm.).
chief ar. a mullet gu. betw. two torteaux; 2nd and 3rd, gu.
two chevronels ar. a border of the last.
Smith (Xewland, co. York, bart., created 1784, has assumed
Per saltire ar. and sa. in
the surname of Dodsworth).
Out of a ducal
chief and in base a trefoil slipped gu. Cixst
coronet or, a boar's head az. tusked, <tc., of the second,
langued gu.
Smith (Aliwal, bart., created 1S46; granted to Sir Henbt
Geobge Wakeltn Smith, G.C.B., son of John Smith, of
Whittlesca). Ar. on a chev. betw. two martlets in chief gu.
and on a mount in base vert an elephant ppr. a fleur-de-lis
betw. two lions ramp, of the first, from the centre chief pendent by a ribbon gu. fimbriated az. a representation of the
Waterloo medal. Crest— Upon an Eastern crown or, a lion
ramp. ar. supporting a lance ppr. therefrom flowing to the
sinister a pennon gu. charged with two palm branches in

—

saltire or.

Smith-G-ordon, Bart.

Smith

Bedford).

(CO.

See Gordon.
Gu. a chev. betw. three

griffins

segreant or, on a chief of tlie last as many fleurs-de-lis of
the first.
Smith (Aspley House, co. Bedford; representative, in the
female line, of the ancient family of Chebnock, Bart., of
Hulcote). Ar. three demi savages betw. nine crosses crosslet
ea., quartering HtRVEV, Willis, Eliot, Orlebab, Chernock,
An oak tree ppr. with acorns gold. Motto
C,-e.<t
&c., &c.

—

—

Non deficit alter.
Sm.ith (Lenton, co. Bedford).

See Smtth.
(Abingdon, co. Berks, and London, 1634. Visit.
London, 1634 and 1638). Per chev. ar. and sa. three
On a mural coronet or, an
anvils counterchanged. Cnsl
Ootrich's head erased ppr. beaked of the first, in the beak a
horseshoe ar.
Smith (co. Berks; granted 21 April, 1671, to Edward Smith,
of Old Windsor, co. Berks, Chbistopheb Smith, of Buckhurst, CO. Sussex, James Smith, of New Windsor, and Simon
Smith, of Westminster, sons of Cubistopher Smith, late of
Creit
A martlet
Windsor).
Or, three martlets purp.

Smith

—

—

(John Benjamin Smith, Esq., of King's Ride, Ascot,
Sa. on a fess ar. betw.
M.P. for Stockport).

CO. Berks,

three saltires of the last as many fleurs-de lis of the first.
Crest
An ostrich's head couped, in the beak a horseshoe

—

ppr.

Smith

(John Smith, Esq., of Bombay). Erm. on a fess sa.
Crest
A demi
bull's head cabossed betw. two wings ar.
greyhound reguard. ar. supporting a flagstaff ppr. therefrom flowing to the sinister a flag sa. charged with a bull's
head cabossed betw. two wings, as in tlie arras. Motto— In

—

a

Deo

licence, the additional

surnames of Assheton-Smith,

in compliance

with the testamentary injunction of Mrs.
AsshetonS.mitii, widow of his grand-uncle, Thomas Assheton-Smith, Esq., of Tedworth and Vaenol). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. two bars betw. three pheons or, for Smith; 2nd,
ar. a mullet pierced sa., for Assheton
3rd, vert a fess
erm. betw. a stag's head caboshed in chief and two escallops
1st, Smith: Issuant from a mural crown
inbaseor. Crtsti
or, two arms embowed vested az. cuffed ar. holding a pheon
or 2nd, Assheton A mower in the act of mowing vested
per pale ar. and sa. sleeves and hose counterchanged,
cap quarterly ar. and sa. scythe handle or, the blade
;

—
:

;

ppr.

Sm.ith (Hough,

CO. Chester; confirmed by Flower, Norroy,
created bart. 1660, extinct 1706). Az. two bars wavy
or, a demi lion ramp, issuing sa.
Crest An
ostrich gu. in the beak a horseshoe ar.
Sm.ith (Oldhaugh, co. Chester; descended from Smith, of
Cuerdeley; William Smith, Eouge Dragon, who d. 1618,
was a younger son of Randal Smith, of Oldhaugh). Per
pale or and gu. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged, quartering az. a fret or, for Oldhaugh. Crest A fleur-de-lis per
pale or and gu.
Smith (Thomas Smith, Bishop of Carlisle, 1684-1702). Or, a
chev. betw. three crosses patt^e fitchee sa., from a portrait.
Another Coat (MS. Trin. Coll. Oxon) Sa. three bars or, in
chief as many crosses pattee fitchee of the last.
Sm.ith (cos. Chester and Salop). Ar. a fess vert betw.
three roundles ermines.
Smith (Bradbury and Nutburch, co. Chester). Az. two bani
wavy erm. in chief three bezants. Crest An ostrich's head
ar. winged az. gorged with a collar wavy of the last,
thereon three bezants, in the beak a horseshoe of the
second.
Sm.ith (CO. Chester). Ar. a fess vert betw. three human
hearts gu.
Sm.ith (Brindley, co. Chester). Az. on a fess or, betw.
three wolves' heads erased ar. as many fleur-de-lis sa. Crest
A demi wolf or fox erm. in the dexter paw a fleurde-lis
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;

—

erm. on a chief

—

—

—

—
or.

Sm.ith

(co. Chester).
Az. two bars wavy erm. on a chief or,
three demi lions ramp, couped gu.
(cos. Chester and Berks, and London).
As Smith, of
Withcote, CO. Leicester.

Smith

Smith

(co. Cornwall).

of the first a

Smith

demi

Ar. two bars gemelles sa. on a chief
segreant issuant of the second.

griffin

(Cockermouth,

co.

Cumberland).

Sa.

on a

fess

engr. or, betw. three squirrels sejant ar. each holding a
marigold slipped ppr. as many roundles barry of six ar.

and az.
co. Derby, originally from co. York). Ar.
on a bend engr. az. betw. two unicorns' heads erased gu.

Sm.ith (Dunston,

three fleurs-de-lis or.

Sm.ith

(Duffield, co. Derby).
Sa. a fess dancettee betw.
three lions ramp, each supporting a garb all or.
(Denby, co. Derby, granted 10 Feb. 1684). Per chev.
az. and or, three escallops counterchanged.
Crest—Au
escallop per fess or and az.
(CO. Derby: four descents are given in Vincent's
"Derbyshire," 1634). Az. a chev. betw. three leopards'
heads erased or, charged with pellets.
Smith (Atherstone, co. Derby; the heiress m. Kireland, of
Ashby). Or, on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces gu. as
many suns ppr.
Sm.ith (Sir George Smith, of Exeter). Sa. a fess cotised
betw. three martlets or.
A greyhound sejant gu.
Crest

Ballire ar.

Smith

—

collared and lined ar.

fides.

Smith, or Smyth

Bucks and Cornwall).
Az. a
betw. four martlets or. Cre-t
On a chapeau gu.
(cos.

—

head bcz.nntee, beaked or.
Smith, or Smyth (Ili-ckliffe, co. Bucks, bart., extinct
n^t Sir William Smyth, Bart., of UedclifTe, was so created
Sa. on a chev. betw. six
IC61; the second hixrl.d.s. p.).
turned ud erm. a

griflfin's

;

crosses pattee fitchce ar. three flcurs-dc-lis az.

Smith

(granted to Benjamin Smith, Esq., of Tan-y-Graig,
n).
Az. on a fess dancclke or, betw. three
last, as many mullets of six points of the
first.
Cicsl—Oa a rock a tower both ppr. thereon a
crescrnt surmounted by a mullet of six points or. Motto
Lux omnilius rcfulgeat.
Smith (Much Smith, Esq., of Calais). Sa. on a chev. ar.
betw. three gvittlns' heads erased or, a boar's head couped
close betw. two phcons gu.
Crest
A stork's head couped
or, beaked gu. charged with two bends vert, wings endorsed
CO.

by royal

Smith

purp.

Smith

SMI
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SMI

CarnarM

decrcscents of the

—

—

sa.

Smith

(Duff-AssuktonSmitii, of Vatnol, co. Carnarvon
excmphlicd to Georue William Doff, Esq., ou bis assuming,

;

93C

Smith

(Modford, co. Devon).
Sa. a fess barruled betw.
three martlets or.
Smith (Totnes, co. Devon). Az. a chev. betw. three acorns
slipped J'.nd leaved or.
Smith (co. Devon). Ar. a bend wavy plain cotised betw.
three eagles displ. sa. Crest A demi eagle displ. erm.
Smith (granted to Robert Claude Smith, Esq., of Redcliffc
Tower, Paignton, co. Devon). Az. a burning cup or, betw.
two chess-rooks of the last in chief and a hunting-horn ar.
garnished and stringed gu. in base.
Crest
A dolphin
haurient or. Mctto^Mciliia tranquilhis in undis.
Smith (Dorchester). Per fess ar. and gu. a bend betw. two

—

—

fleurs-dc-Us

counterchanged.

Motto

— Hcnigno

Smith

(Durham

Crest

—A

fleur-de-lis

ar.

Numine.
;

granted to John Smith, D.D., of Durham,

and borne by hi.s dcicendant, the Into Major-Gen. Sir Cuabi,e»
Felix Smith, K.C.B.). Az. on a mount in base vert a castio
Crest
ar. on a chief or, three storks' heads erased gu.
stork ar. rising from a mount vert, beaked and legged gu.
in the beak a serpent ppr.

—

A

SHI
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Smith

(Overdinsdale Hall, co. Durham exemplified to John
William Smith, Esq., of Stockton-on-Trent, who was authoroyal licence, to change his patronymic. Grey, for
by
rised,
the name of Smith). Ar. on a bend gu. betw. two unicorns'
heads erased az. armed, maned, and crined or, three crosses
On a mount vert a stork, wings
crosslet of the last. Crest
elevated ar charged on the breast and on either wing with a
cross crosslet gu. in the beak a snake ppr.
(Ushe, CO. Durham, and Acton Burnell, co. Salop,
bart.). See Smtthe.
(Nunstainton, co. Durham, and Langley, co. Salop).
Same Ar.us and Ci-est as S.mtthe, of Eshe, co. Durham.
(granted by St. George to William S.mith, Esq., of
Durham. Visit. 1615). Ar. on a bend betw. two unicorns'
heads erased az. armed and maned or, three lozenges
erminois. Crest A dexter arm embowed erminois, cuff ar.
grasping a broken sword ppr. hilt or.
(West Harrington, co. Durham). Same Armt and

Gloucester).

;

—

Smith
Smith

Smith

Crest.

Sm.ith

(Ryehope, co. Durham). Ar. on a bend gu. betw. two
unicorns' heads erased az. armed, maned, and crined or,
three cross crosslets of the last. Crest On a mount vert a
Btork, wings elevated ar. charged on the breast and on
either wing with a cross crosslet gu. in the beak a snake

—

—Tenax et

Motto

ppr.

Smith

exemplified to Edwaed
TAYLoa-SMiTH, Esq., who assumed the latter name in addition to his patronymic, Taylor, and the arms of Smith and
Taylor quarterly, in 1843). Per pale gu. and az. on a chev.
engr. or, betw. three bezants, each charged with a cross
patt^e fitchee sa. as many like crosses sa.
Crest
stag lodged ar. seniec of estoiles az. attired and gorged
with an Eastern crown and chain reflexed over the back

Durham;

—

or.

Smith (Leadbitter-Smith

;

exemplified to

John Leadbitter-

Smith, Esq., of Bird Hill, Whickham, co. Durham). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale gu. and az. on a chev. engr. or,
betw. three bezants, each charged with a cross pattee fitch^e

many crosses

pattee fitchee of the last, for Smith; 2nd
3rd, gu. on a chev. or, betw. three bezants as many

sa. as

and

crosses patonce of the

Smith

field,

for Leadbitter.

Crests

— 1st,

A

stag lodged ar. semee of estoiles az. attired and
gorged with an Eastern crown, the chain reflexed over the
backer; 2nd, Leadbitter: A griffin's head sa. erased gu.
pierced through the mouth with an arrow fessways or.

Motto

:

Smith, Lord of the Manor of Hamhill, co.
Gloucester, and of co. Oxford). Per pale erm. and erminois
displ. sa. armed gu.
Smith (Gloucester, 1614). Or, on a fess gu. betw. three
saltires sa. as many fleurs-de-lis ar.
Crest
saltire gu.

an eagle

—A

surmounted of a

Smith

fleur-d'-lis ar.

Per chev. embattled
az. and ar. in chief three crosses pattee fitchee or, in base a
lion pass. sa. ducally crowned gold.
Crest
A heron's head
per fess or and gu. in the beak a dart of the first, flighted
ppr. headed of the second.
Sm.ith (co. Gloucester). Or, on a fess gu. betw. three
(Bristol; granted 4 July, 1766).

—

crosses sa. as

many

Crest

fleurs-de-lis ar.

surmounted of a fleui-de-hs

—A

cross gu.

ar.

Smith

'.Suttons, CO. Essex).
Sa. a fess cotised wavy betw.
three martlets or. Cresi A talbot statant sa. collared aud
chain reflexed over the back or.
Smith (co. Gloucester). Sa. a fess betw. three saltires

—

.

or.

Smith (Edward
or,

Smith, of co. Hants). Sa. on a fess engr.
betw. three demi lions pass. ar. as many fleurs-de-lis

Ru.

(Brambridge, co. Hants). Sa. three roses ar. barbed
Crest
A stag's head erased ppr. attired or,
gorged with a wreath of laurel also ppr.
Smith (Kinderby, co. Hereford). Or, a fess az. betw. three
crows or ravens sa.
Smith (cos. Hereford and Hertford; granted 1563). Ar.
three bars sa. on a chief of the second as many plates.
Crest
An eagle's head betw. two wings ar. beaked sa.
charged on the neck with three pellets.
Smith (Winell, co. Hereford). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
ravens ppr.
Smith (Credenhill, co. Hereford, cos. Herts and Notts, and
Overton, co. Salop). Ar. on a mount in base vert a Kon
statant reguard. ppr. Crest A horse's head roan colour,

—

vert, seeded gu.

—

—

mane

sa. bridle or

(another, sa.).
(Buckenhill, Woolhope, co. Hereford).

Smith
nebuMe

sa.

and

ar. three panthers'

Per chev.
heads erased counter-

changed.

Smith.

Per chev.

az.

and gu. three leopards' heads erased

ar. spotted sa.

Smith

Smith

—

at the elbow
ppr.

many

gu. betw. four peacocks az. 2nd, Lainham, quarterly, ar.
sa. in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis gu. in the last an
erm.spot; 3rd, Hinde, ar. a chev. az. charged with three
escallops of the field, on a chief of the second a lion pass, of
the first.
Crest
A peacock's head erased az. ducally
;

and

—

gorged

or.

Smith (Thraxted, co. Essex). Erm. three bezants. Crest —
A demi wild man ppr. in his right hand four ears of barley vert,
in his left a flintstone ppr. his hair sa. wreathed

round the

temples ppr.
(co.

Essex).

Sa.

a chev. betw.

Nottingham.
(Woodhall Park, co. Herts).
Nottingham.
Sm.ith (Sacombe Park, co. Herts).
CO.

Gu. on a chev. or, betw.
crosses pattee fitch ee sa.
Sm.ith (Little Baddow, co. Essex; originally Cabrington).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Smith, alias Cabrington, ar. a cross
three bezants as

six crosses crosslet

betw. two wings expanded gu. in the beak

a horseshoe

Same Arms,

&c.,

Same Arms,

&c., as

as

S.mith, of co.

preceding.

Smith-Bosanquet

(Broxboume, co. Herts; exemplified
Horace James Smith, Esq., nephew of Robert, first
Lord Carrington, on his assuming, by royal Ucence, 18U6,
the additional surname of Bosanqcet). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, on a mount vert a tree ppr. on a chief gu. a crescent
betw. two mullets ar., for Bosanquet; 2nd and 3rd, same
Crests— \st, Bosanquet: A
as Smith, co. Nottingham.
demi lion ramp, couped gu.
2nd, Smith: An elephant's
head erased or, eared gu. charged on the neck with
Motto Tenax et
three fleurs-de-lis, two and one az.
to

;

—

fidelis.

Smith

fitchee or.

Sm.ith (West Ham, co. Essex, and Stoke Prior, co. Worcester).
Same Arms as Smith, of Hough, co. Chester, but the issuant
lion ermines.
Crest — An ostrich's head quarterly sa. and ar.

three

(Water Newton,
leopards'

co.

Huntingdon).

faces gu.

Crest

—A

Ar. a chev. betw.
thereoa a

crescent,

leopard's face gu.

Smith (co.

Huntingdon).
Sa. three roses ar. barbed vert
seeded gu.
(Ashlyn's Hall, co. Hertford). See Dorrien.
Sm.ith (The Bight Hon. William Henry S.mith. of Oxej,
CO. Herts, Greenlands, Hambleden, co. Bucks, and of London,
M.P. for Westminster, First Lord of the Admiralty). Ar.
on a chev. az. betw. three oak leaves vert, each charged with
an acorn or, as many leopards' faces jessant-de-lis of the
A cubit arm erect habited az. cuffed ar. and
field.
Crest
charged with three mascles in chev. ar. in the hand ppr.
three acorn branches vert, fructed or.
Smith (co. Kent). Erm. two chev. sa. on each three fleurs-

Smith

or.

Smith (co.
Smith (co.
Smith (co.

Essex). Erm. three pellets.
Essex, and Yateley, co. Hants). See Smtth.
Essex). Az. semee of crosses crosslet or, three

bezants.

Sm.ith

many

a cross formee sa.
(Weald Hall, co. Essex).

crosses formfSesa. as

Sm.ith

as

(Braxted, co. Essex). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
many bezants. Crest An arm couped
and erect vested gu. cull ar. holding in the

— Fidelis.

Smith

or,

(Hereford ; granted by Dethick, Garter, to William
Smith, of the city of Hereford, 1563. Smilh's Ordinart/).
Ar. three bars sa. on a pale of the last three plates.
Smith (Ashlyns, co. Herts, and Tresco Abbey, Scilly Isles;
descended from Thomas Smith, co. Nottingham). See Smitij,

Smith
hand

betw. three saltires

fess

pellets.

Smith

fidelis.

(Colpike Hall, co.

SKI
on a

Sm.ith (Thomas

—

Smith

Sa.

(Nibley and North Nibley, co. Gloucester).

As Smith,

of Theddlethorpe, co. Lincoln.

Smith

(Painswick, co. Gloucester, a branch of Smith, 'of
Nibley). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a chev. engr. betw.
six crosses pattee or, three fleurs-de-lis az.
2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a saltire gu. a spur-rowel or, for Cr^wforth.
Smith (Gloucester, and Lambeth, co. Surrey; confirmed,
in 1617, to Miles Smith, Bishop of Gloucester 1612-14). Or,
a chev. cotised sa. betw. three roses gu. seeded of the first,
stalked and leaved vert.
Smith (Campden, co. Gloucester; granted by Barker,
Garter, 1544, to Sir Thouas Smith, of Campden, co.
;
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—

de-lis or.

Smith (Codenham,

co. Kent).

Gu. three crossbows tmbent

ar. triggers or.

Smith (Lested

Lodge, in Chart, next Sutton-Valence, and
Kent).
Same Arm* and Crest as
co. K«nt.
(Camer in Meopham, co. Kent). Sa. a fess cotised

Maidstone,

all in co.

Smythe, Boughton Monchelsea,

Smith

A
;

;

wary betrr. three martlets or, quartering Masters. Crests—
1st A talbot statant sa. collared and chain reflexed oyer
:

the back or, for Smith 2nd Masters.
Szaith (Cuerdley, co. Lancaster). Per pale or and gu. three
Crest
A fleurfleurs-de-lis, two and one, counterchanged.
de-lis per pale or and fra.
Smith. (CO. Lancaster). Vert a chev. betw. three mallets
:

;

—

or.

Smith

(granted in 1623 to Captain John Smith, descended
from the Smiths of Cuerdley, co. Lancaster, for services
rendered in the wars against the Turks in Transylvania).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three Turks' heads couped ppr.
turbaned or. Crest An ostrich or, holding in the mouth a
horseshoe ar.
Sm.ith (Famworth, co. Lancaster). Or, a chev. cotised
aa. betw. Miree roses gu. seeded of the first, stalked and

—

leaved vert.
Smith (Pygon's

Hill,

—

On a mount vert a squirrel, as in the arms, charged
Crest
on the body with a fountain ppr. Motto In medio tutis-

—

simus.
(Kerely, or Curdesley,

and Polehowse,

co.

Lancaster

HoGH Smith, of Kerely, a.d. 1666, eldest son of Richabd
Smith, of Kerely, who was son of Robert Smith, of same
place, and grandson of Robert Smith, of Polehowse). Ar.
a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu.
Smith (Oxford; Thomas Smith, "Visit. Oxon, 15G6, fourth son
of Richard Smith, of Kerely, or Curdesley, co. Lancaster).
Same Arm/, a mullet for diff.
Smith (\ViLUAM Smith, Bishop of IJchfield and Coventry,
1491-96, and of Lincoln, 1496-1514, Founder of Brazenose
College, Oxford, second son of Robert Smith, of Polehowse,
Arms in Lincoln College and Brazenose
CO. Lancaster.
College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three roses gu. barbed and seeded vert. Another Coat (from
MS. Coll. of Arms) Sa. on a chev. betw. three roses ar.
as many roses gu. seeded gold.
Smith (Wray, co. Lancaster, and Russell Square, London).
Per chev. or and gu. in chief two fleurs-de-Us and in base an
cstoile counterchanged, quartering. Vert a fess or, in chief
two eagles' heads erased and in base a lion pass, ar., for
Skibkow. Crest— Out of a mural coronet ar. an ostrich's

—

head

betw. six crosses pattee fltch€e, five in chief and one In baae
Crest
or, three fleurs-de-lis az.
A heron's head erased sa.
beaked gu. in the beak a fish ar.
Smith (Walcot, CO. Lincoln). As Smith, of Withcote, co.

—

Leicester.

Smith

(Abraham Smith, of London). Vert on a chev. betw.
three mallets or, an eagle displ. sa.
(London). Az. two bars betw. three
pheons or.
Crest
Two arms embowed vested az. cuff ar.
holding in the hands ppr. a pheon or.
(London; granted 1588). Ar. a fret sa. on a chief gn.
a lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
A tiger sejant ar. tufted and
maned or, reposing the dexter paw on a broken pillar of the

Smith, or Smyth

—

Smith

—

last.

Smith, Smyth, or Smythes
az. betw. three

—

;

three pellets.

Smith (London).

Gu. two lances in saltire or, with penoncels
thereon ar. betw. three castles of the fiist.
Sm.ith (London). Az. three bars wavy erm. on a chief or,
a demi lion issuant sa. in the dexter chief a crescent gu.
Crest
An ostrich head ppr. quarterly ar. and sa. betw. two
ostrich feathers of the first, hokling in the beak a horseshoe

—

or.

Smith

(London). Az. a cat salient ar. on a chief or, the
standard of St. Andrew and a claymore, point downwards, in
saltire ppr.
Crest An arm from the shoulder in armour
brandishing a sword ppr. Motto Carid nam iacham.
Sm.ith (Hammersmith, co. Middlesex). Az. a lion ramp, or,
on a chief ar. a mullet gu. betw. two torteaux. Crest
sword erect, point upwards, entwined with an ivy branch

—

—

Smith
or,

Sm.ith

(co.

Middlesex).

Same

co. Suffolk.

as Smith, of Withcote, co.

Leicester.

:

—

and attired gold.
(Rev. R. Smith, Rector of Boresworth, co. Leicester).
ar. betw. three plates as many trefoils

Gu. on a chev.
slipped ppr.

(Holt, CO. Leicester;

Nevill, Sheriff co. Essex, 1602,

d.

Henry Smith,
1612,

and

Sir

Thomas Smith, alias Nevill, Knt., of Holt, Visit. Leicester,
1619, sons of Thomas .Smith, by Mary Nevill, his wife, dau.
and heir of Sir Thomas Nevill, Knt., of Holt, temp. Queen
Elizabeth, and grandsons of Sir John Smith, Baron of the
Exchequer).

Sa. a cross gu. betw. four peacocks ar.
(cos. Leicester and Northampton).
Or, on a chev.
bclw three croises pattee fltchde gu. as many bezants.
Smith (co. LancaBtcr). Sa. six fleurs-de-lis, three, two, and
one ar.
Smith (co. Lincoln). Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, ar. a chev.
betw. three buglehorns sa.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw.

Smith

;

three crosHCB crosalet pa.
(Thcddtcthorpe, co. Lincoln).
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Az. a lion ramp.
(Parson's Green, co. Middlesex).
ar. three torteaux.
Same as
(co. Middlesex; confirmed 5 May, 1561).

on a chief

Smith

Smith

—

ppr.

(Withcote, co. Leicester; Roger
Smith, Esq., of Withcote, d. 1603, leaving three daus. his
co-heirs; his brother, and male representative, Francis
Smith, Visit. Leicester, 1619, had three sons I. Roger, II.
Francis, and III. Edward, all married at the time of the
Visitation; also eight brothers, Anthont, Erasmus, Ambrose,
Clememt, William, Robert, Henry, and George, all sons of
John Smith, alias Hebiz, of Withcote, d. 1546). Gu. on a
chev. or, betw. three bezants as many crosses pattee fitchee sa.
(this coat was granted by Carlyle, Norroy, 1499, to William
Haees, alias Smith, and the further grant of a crest, " An
arm couped, the sleeve per pale or and gu. in the hand a
griffin's head erased az. beaked or, langued, eyed, and cared
gu.," was made to William Hares', alias Smith's, grandson,
Roger Smith, gent., of Withcote, by Dethick in 1565; the
usual crest of the family was, however, the Indian goat's
head out of a ducal coronet), quartering, Ar. three piles
meeting in base gu. betw. twelve martlets sa. three and
three in chief, and three and three in base. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, an Indian goat's head ar. eared sa. bearded

four peacocks az.

Smith, alias Heriz

alias

—

beak a horseshoe or.
Smith (Inner Temple, Ijsndon; confirmed, or granted, 1585).
Gu. six lozenges in fess ar. betw. three maidens' heads
couped at the shoulders of the last, crincd or. Ci-est On a
mount vert a castle or, betw. two branches ppr.
Smith (London granted by Camden). Ar. a fess vert betw»
in the

Siuith

(Ashby-FolviUe, co. Leicester).

Smith, alias Nevill

(London).
Ar. a chev.
each charged with an acorn

Smith

Ar. a cross betw.

Smith

vert,

Smyth, of Tudenham and Edmonsbury,

of the last.

Sm.ith

oak leaves

— An arm in pale habited

az. cuff ar. in the hand
ppr. three acorn branches vert, fructed or.
(London).
Az. two bars wavy erm. on a chief or,
a demi lion ramp, issuant gu. Crest An ostrich ar. holding

Crest

or.

Lydiate, co. Lancaster; originally of
Pean on a fess engr. or, betw. three
Cumberland).
squirrels sejant ar. each holding a marigold slipped ppr.
a stag's head erased az. betw. two fountains also ppr.

Smith
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Sa.

on a chor. engr.

(London, 1583).
Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins
segrcant or, and a chief of the last.
Crest
A talbot pass.
per pale or and sa.
Sm.ith (Thomas Smith, of London, " at the Rose, by Holborn
Bridge"). Ar. a fret sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass, of the
first, quartering, 1st, erm. on a pale sa. three martlets ar.
2nd, gu. a chev. cotised betw. three trefoils slipped or.
Smith (Richard Smith, London, in Bow Lane). Or, on a
chief sa. a Uon pass, of the field. Crest A tiger sejant erm.

—

—

tufted or.

Smith

(London).

pattee fitchee sa.

Gu. on a chev. engr. or, three crosses
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a goat's

—

head erm. attired or.
(Robert Smith, of London, buried at Christ Church,

Smith

Quarterly, 1st, sa. a chev. betw. three grifBns
Dublin).
segreant or, on a chief of the last three fleurs-de-lis gu 2nd,
3rd, ar. on a fess
sa. a fess and in chief three fleursde-lis or
gu. betw. three pomcis a cinquefoil of the field betw. two
martlets or, the whole within a plain bordure of the second;
4th, or, a cross flory gu. charged with a lion pass, guard.
Crest
A talbot
or, on a chief az. three garbs of the first.
per pale or and sa. in the mouth a rose ppr. leaved vert.
Smith (Richard Smith, Alderman of London, Sherifif in.
Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three crosses pattee
1509).
Crest— A heron's head
fitchee ar. as many fleurs-de-lis gu.
;

;

—

erased sa. guttee d'or, in the beak gu. a fi.sh ar.
(London). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. bttw. three hurts,
each charged with a bird of the field, as many trefoils
slipped of the first.
Smith (Edward Smith, of London; granted by Camden).
Ar. a fess vert betw. three pellets.
Smith (JosiiDA Jonathan Smith, Lord Mayor of London,
1810). Ar. on a bend az. betw. two unicorns' heads erased
gu. three lozenges or.
Siuith (London; granted by Camden). Ar. two pales az.
each charged with three fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Smith (George Smith, of London). Ar. a fret az. on a
chief gu. a lion pass. or.
Smith (Loudon). Az. a bend betw. six billets or.

Smith

SHI
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Smith (Ga WEN SMirn, of London,

" the engineer without Aidgate, one of the drumsters to Queen Elizabeth "). Ar. a Baltire
wavy az. an inescutchcon or, guttee de poix, thereon a lion
ramp. sa. armed gu. Crest (granted 1687)— On the top of a

a sphere or.
(London). Az. three bars wavy erm. on a chief or, a
demi lion ramp, issuant sa. in the dexter chief a crescent gu.
Crest An ostrich's head quarterly ar. and sa. betw. two
ostrich feathers of the first, in the beak a horseshoe or.
Smith (Jenkin Smith, of London). Az. a bend betw. six
billets ar.
Crest
A cubit arm bendy ar. and az. in the
pillar ppr.

Smith

Creit

cross flory sa.

a horSe's head

Crest

—

—

or.

Smith

(Hammersmith, co. Middlesex, and London; James
Smith, "Visit Middlesex, 1663, and his brother, John Smith,
both of London, sons of James Smith, Esq., of Hammersmith, formerly of Bray, co. Berks). Az. a Uon ramp, or, on
a chief ar. a mullet gu. betw. two torteaux. Crest A sword
erect environed with an ivy branch all ppr.
Smith (granted to Thomas Smith, Esq., of Whitechapel).
Az. guttle d'eau, in chief three ears of barley banded or,
betw. two chessrooks of the last, in base a cup. gold, therefrom issuant flames ppr.
Crest
Waves of the sea ppr.
thereon a dolphin hauriant az. guttle d'eau, in the mouth a

—

—

fish or.

Smith

(Yarmouth, co. Norfolk; granted 1722). Gu. on a
chev. ar. betw. three handsful of barley ears (each containfive) or, three bees ppr.
Crest
An eagle reguard. with
wings elevated ppr. beaked, membered, and crowned with
a naval crown or, reposing the dexter foot upon a quadrant
of the last, the string and plummet az.
(CO. Norfolk).
Erm. on a bend vert three saltires ar.
Crest
An ostrich, wings expanded ar. in the beak a key or.
(Ellingham Hall, co. Norfolk). Per bend indented az.
and or, two crosses moline pierced counterchanged. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dove rising ar.
(Garboldishani, co. Norfolk).
Az. on a fess betw.
three crosses pattee fitch^e or, as many eagles displ. of the
field.
Crest
A naked arm embowed ppr. bound round the
wrist with a blue ribbon, in the band the cronel of a broken
spear or.
Sm.ith (co. Norfolk). Per chev. wavy sa. and or, three panthers'
heads erased counterchanged.
(Walpole, CO. Norfolk). Or, a bend az. betw. three

—

ing

Smith

—

Smith

—

Smith

—

Smith

trefoils vert.

Sm.ith

(CO.

Northampton).

Ar. a chev. az. betw.

three

crosses botonn<5e sa.

Smith

(John Smith, co. Northampton). Ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three crosses crosslet (or flory) sa. as many cinquefoils of the field.
Smith, alias Kent (More End, co. Northampton). Gu. a
chev. betw. three cinquefoils pierced erm. Crest
A talbofs
head couped gu. charged on the neck with a cinquefoil

—

;

V

;

—

Tenax

(Nottingham quartered by Wright, of Mapperlcy).
Ar. three boars' heads couped gu. as on several old tombstones and family plate.
Smith (co. Oxford). Az. on a bend ar. three unicorns' heads

(Kelmarsh, co. Northampton).

Same Armssia Smith,

Smith

(Togston, CO. Northumberland; long resident in that
county, where the family purchased the property of Amble,
temp. Charles I.).
Az. a castle ar. on a chief or, three
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;

:

erased of the

first.

Smith (Very Rev. SamuelSmith, D.D., Dean of Christchurch,
Oxford). Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three bezants as many
crosses pattee fitchee sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
the head of an Indian goat ar. hornca and bearded of the
first, eared sa.

—

Smith

(Cuddesdon, co. Oxford; borne by Sir Sebastian
Smith, Knt., of Cuddesdon, whose dau. and heiress, Grace,
m. Bernard Gardiner, D.D., ancestor of the SmithsGardiner, Bart.). As Smith, of Abingdon.
Sm.ith (Elford, CO. Stafford Sir William Smith, of Elford).
Ar. on a fess betw. three demi grifJBns segreant az. as many
bezants.
Crest
A griffin's head erased per fess sa. and
gu. gorged with a collar ar. thereon three pellets.
Smith (Newcastle, alien Torbok, co. Stafford. Visit. 15S3).
Or, an eagle's leg erased i la cuisse gu. armed az. on a chief
indented (or dancettJe)of the last a mullet ar. betw. two
plates.
Crest
A parrot vert, beaked and legged gu.
;

—

—

Smith

(registered to Richard S.mitu, Esq., of Tlic SnltwcIIs,
Brierley Hill, co. Stafford, son of Benjamin Smith and
Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Thomas Casson, Esq., of
Blaenyddol, co. Merioneth). Az. on a fess dancettee betw.
three decrescents or, as many mullets of six points of the

—

Crest
Upon a rock a tower both ppr. thereon a
crescent surmounted by a mullet of six points or. Motto
field.

Lux omnibus

Smith

—

refulgeat.

(Newcastlc-under-Lyme,

co.

Stafford.

Visit,

co.

Same .4n)!s as Smith, of Hough, co.
Chester, a mullet lor diff.
(Elmhurst, co. Stafford claiming descent from Smith,
of Hough). Same Amis and Crest as Smith, of Hough.
Stafford, 1614, 1G64).

Smith

;

Smith

(Bristol, co. Somerset
granted 4 July, 176C). Per
chev. embattled az. and ar. in chief three crosses pattee
fitchee or, in base a lion pass. sa. ducally crowned of the
third.
Crest
A heron's head per fess or and gu. in the
beak a dart of tl.e first, flighted ppr. barbed of the second.
Smith (co. Stafford). Ar. on a fess vert betw. thrco
griflins segreant gu. as many bezants.
Smith (Boughton, co. Somerset). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three cinquefoils ar. as many lions' heads erased sa. Crest
A griffin's head erased gu. charged with two bars, beaked
and eared all or.
Smith (St. Audries, co. Somerset). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three cinquefoils ar. as many leopards' faces sa.
Sm.ith (co. Suffolk). Ar. four burs wavy az. on a chief gu.
three pairs of barnacles or. Crest
A dexter arm in armour
ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand of the Cist a chaplct
;

—

—

—

vert.

gu.

of Withcote, co. Leicester.

et fidelis.

Smith

Smith

Smith

;

Crawley, co. Sussex of Shirley, co. Surrey, <fcc., <Ssc.).
Or, a chev. cotised betw. two demi gryphons couped respecting each other in chief and a like gryphon in base sa. Crest
An elephant's head erased or, eared gu. and charged on
the neck with three fleurs-de-lis, two and one az.
Motto—
fold,

erm.

—

;

;

Smith

(Oundle, co. Northampton). Per chev. gu. and ar. in
chief two garbs or, in base a horse's head erased of the
first.
Ciest
Within an annulet gu. a garb or.

ppr.

;

—

—

— An elephant

Nottingham granted to Thomas Smith, Esq., of
Broxtow, CO. Nottingham, of the town of Nottingham, and
of Gaddcsby, co. Leicester, High Sheriff of Nous 1717,
and to the other issue male of his father, Thomas Smith.
Jate of the town of Nottinshani, and of Gaddesby, co,
Leicester, deceased.
From Thomas S.mitb, of Nottingham,
the father of the grantee, have descended the Smiths, of
Ashlyns, co. Herts, and Trcsco Abbey, Scilly Isles
the
Smiths, now Bromlet, Barts. the S.miths, Lord Co/rrington;
the Smiths, of Woodhall Park, and of Sacombe Park, co.
Herts; of Bramcote Hall, co. Notts; of Sclsdon House, co.
Surrey of Hammerwood Lodge, East Grinstead
of Ash-

sa. bridled gu.

—

Castle, co.

Smith (co.

(Aldermanbury, London).

Paly of six or and gu. on
Out of a mural coronet
niancd ar.
Smith (Milk Street, London). Sa. three bucks' heads couped
or, on a chief of the last as many arrow points downwards
gu. feathered and headed ar. Crest
Out of a crown vallery
a demi buck or, pierced through with an arrow in bend
sinister gu. feathered and headed ar.
Smith (Richard Smith, Bow Lane, London. Visit. 1633-4).
Or, on a chief sa. a lion pass, of the field. Crest
A tiger
sejant erm. tufted or.
Smith (Thomas Smith, of London). Per pale or and az. a
chev. betw. three lions pass, counterchanged.
Smith, or Smythe (Sir John Smith, of Ostenhanger,
CO. Kent).
Quarterly, 1st, az. a chev. engr. betw. three
lions pass,
guard, or; 2nd, gu. a fess ragulee betw.
three boars' heads couped ar. ; 3rd, az. three lions'
heads ramp, and a border ar. ; 4th. or, a chev. engr.
betw. three cinquefoils gu. ; 5th, sa. a cross voided or; 6th,
ar. a chev. sa. thereon a mullet of the field.
Crest
An
ounce's head erased ar. spotted and collared sa. edged
or, chained gold.
Smith (St. Giles's, Cripplegate. "Visit. Middlesex, 1653).
Same Arras as Smith, of Hough, co. Chester, with a crescent
for diff.
Crest
An ostrich ar. in the beak a hoi'seshoe
or,

(Houghton

Northumberland). Ar. on &
bend vert three unicorns' heads erased of the field, armed or.

ppr. a roll of paper or.

a canton ar. a

beak a

—

Smith

—

hand

ar. in his

serpent ppr.
Smith (co. Nottingham). Or, a chev. cotised sa. betw. three
demi griffins segreant couped of the second.
Crest
An
elephant's head couped or.

—

Smith

sui
Crest— A stork

heads erased gu.

storks'

(co. Suffolk).

Crest

—Out

of a

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet

mural coronet an

ostrich's

head

or.

Szaith, alias Hovell (Ashficld, co. Suffolk; Elizabeth,
dau. and heiress of Robert Hovell, alias Smith, of Ashfield, ;)i. 1730, the Rev. Thomas Thurlow, father by her of
the

first

Lord Thurltw).

hound couchant

Sm.ith

Sa. a cross or.
and lined sa.

Crest

—A

grey-

or, collared

(Cavendish, co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. threa
crosses crosslet (another, flory) sa.

A

A

Smith

(Tuddenham and Edmondsbury,

and

co. Suffolk,

co.

Middlesex; confirmed 6 May, IC51, to Edmcnd Smith, of
Az. a bend ar. betw. six billets or. Crest
CO. Middlesex).
A wolfs head erased ar. ducally i;orged or.
(Halesworth.
co. Suffolk).
Az. billett^e or, a bend
Smith
erm. C>e<t On a chapeau ppr. two wings az. billettce or,
each charcred with a bend erm.
Smith (Wulsham, co. Suffolk, and Old Buokenham, co.
Korfolk). Per chev. wavy sa. and ar. three ounces' beads
A horse's head per chev.
erased counterchanged. Crest
or and sa.
Smith (Elmsett, co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. gu. on a chief of
the last three martlets of the first, a crescent for diff. Crest
A mullet or, charged with a crescent betw. two wings ex-

—

—

—

—

Ar. a chev. cotised betw. three crosses
demi stag erm. attired sa. valued

(co. Surrey).

pattec gu.

Crest

—A

in the shoulder gu.
(Milford, co. Surrey, confirmed 29 June, 1667).

Smith

Ar.

a bend betw. two unicorns' heads erased az.

Smith

—

Surrey).
Sa. a cross or.
Crest
greyhound couchant or, collared and lined sa.
(Mitcham, co. Surrey). Ar. on a chev. engr. az.
beiw. three greyhounds" heads erased sa. collared or, ringed
(Chertsey,

co.

Smith

gu. as many estoiles of the fourth. Crest— A stag's head
erased gu. attired ar.
Sm.ith (Selsdon Park, co. Surrey, and Forres, Scotland). See

Nottingham.
(Mitcham, CO. Surrey

S.MiTii, CO.

Smith

impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 16;!5, Edward, first Lord ArJce, whose wife was
Mary, dau. of Tiio.mas Smith, Esq., of Mitcham). Ar. on a
;

chev. engr. az. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased sa.
collared or, ringed gu. as many mullets of the fourth.
Smith (Eastbourne, co. Sussex; granted. 1758, to Thomas
S.MITII, Esq., of Eastbourne).
Gu. a wolf pass reguaid. or,
in chief an escallop betw. two horseshoes of the last.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowed ppr. charged with an
escallop or, holding in the hand a sword ar. hilt and
pommel gold, the blade environed with a chaplet of laurel

—

vert.

Smith

(co. Sussex).

.\r.

a chev. gu. betw. three crosses

(Bindcrton, co. Sussex). Ar. a unicorn's head erased
gu. on a chief wavy az. three lozenges or. Crest A demi
unicorn gu. armed and crined ar. holding betw. the forelegs a lozenge or. (The same arms, but with the c/tic/ plain,
and the same crest, were borne by Christopher Smith, of

—

Starborough Castle,

co. Sussex, M.P.,

Lord Mayor of London

in 1817.)

—

—

Smith

Smith

—

ham.

Smith, alias Smithley

(Brantinghara and Beverley, co.
York). Ar. on a bend az. betw. two unicorns' heads erased
sa. three lozenges of the first.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet
gu. a demi bull ar. armed or granted (but the bend charged
with three mascles or) to Smith, of Beverley, 18 March,

—

;

1576.

Sm.ith (Thomas Sharpe Smith,

Esq.).

Quarterly, 1st

Warwick;

Walter

Smith, of ShirAr. semee of crosses crosslet fitehde three greyhounds courant in pale sa. Crest A griffin's head erased
sa. bczantee.
Smith (Stratford-on-Avon, co. Warwick; d. 13 Sept. 162G).
Ar. semce of crosses pattee fitchce sa. three greyhounds
courant of the last.
Smith (co. Worcester). Az. two bars wavy erm.
fovd).

Sir

—

Smith, alias Parker

(Suehell,

co. Wilts).

Ar. on a

chev. betw. three ravens' heads erased sa. a trefoil slipped
or.

Smith

(Old Park, Devizes, co. Wilts).
Sa. a bend erminois
with cotises engr. or, betw. six martlets ar., quartering,
Erm. a lion ramp. gu. a chief per fess dancettce ar. and
of the second, for Hyatt.
Crest
A caducous erect ppr.
thereon a martlet sa. Motto
Nil dospcrandum.
Sm.ith (Stoke Prior, co. Worcester; descended from Smith,
CO. Chester).
Az. two bars wavy erm. on a chief or, a demi

—

—

lion i.ssuant sa.

Crest— An ostrich ar. holding

in the

beak

a horseshoe or.

Smith

(Halesowen Grange, co. Worcester, formerly co.
Salop; borne by Ferdinando Dudley Lea-Smith, Esq., of
that place, High Sheriff of co.\yorcestcr in 18G0, grcat-grandion of William Smith, Esq., of Sioke-Piior and Uidgeacre,
CO. Worcester, by the Hon. An.ne Lka, his wife, oldest sister
and coheiress of Ferdinando Dudley Lea, Lord DudUi),
of which ancient barony Mr. Lea Smith is thus senior coheir).
Az. two bars wavy erm. on a chief or, a demi lion
isauant sa., quartering

Lea (wU.ck see), Wakd, Sutto.v, alias
Dudley, and Somlrie.
Crests
1st, Smith
An ostrich's
head quarterly sa. and ar. betw. two wings expanded gu.
in the beak a horseshoe or
'^ind, Lea
A unicorn ar. guttde

—

;

:

:

de poix, gorged with a double tressure flory and counterflory gu.
Motto In seipso totus terres.
Smith (St. Giles, Cripplegate; John Smith, fined for Alderman of Ix)ndon, younger son of John Smith, Esij., of Sioke
Prior. Vii-lt. Middlesex, 16C3).
haum Arms and C isl, a

—

diff.

940

and 4th,

per fessar. and or, a fess az. chiirged with a lion pass, guard.
of the second, in chief a fleur-de-lis betw. two crosses pattee
fitchee of the third
2nd and 3rd, ar. three eagles' heads
erased sa. on a border az. eight bezants.
Crest
A horse's
head erased az. collared or, the collar charged with
a fleur-de-lis betw. two crosses pattee fitchee sa.
Smith (CO. York). Erm. a chev. gu. on a chief of the last
three martlets ar.
Smith (Dringhouse, near York). Ar. on a bend betw.
two unicorns' heads couped gu. three lozenges of the
;

—

field.

Smith

(John Smith). Ar. a cross counter-compony of the
and sa. betw. four lions pass, of the last.
Smith (John Smith, Herald of Arms). Chequy or and gu.
on a canton of the last a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Smith (Christopher Smith, Clerk of the Kpe). Per bend
indented az. and ar. two crosses inoline (sometimes described
firsu

as crosses pattee) quarter-pierced counterchaiiged.
of

a ducal coronet

or,

Crest

—

a demi falcon, wings expanded

ppr.

Smith

(Sir Thomas Smith, Clerk of the Council).
Az. a
ramp, or, on a chief ar. three torteaux. Crest
sword erect ar. pommel and hilt or, entwined with leaves

—

lion

vert.

Smith

(Richard Smith, Doctor of Physic). Ar. three salon a chief gu. a lion pass. or. Crest Out of fire
ppr. a phoenix head or.
Smiith (Sir John Smith, Baron of the Exchequer). Ar. two
chev. sa. each charged with three fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief

—

tires sa.

(Shirford, co.

crescent for

and of Berry Hill, co. Stafford). Gu. a bend
engr. ar. betw. two salamanders in flames ppr. Crest Upon
a mount vert in front of a rock a chamois both ppr. Motto
Per saxa per ignes.
Sm.ith (co. Worcester). Sa. a bend betw. three mullets of
six points ar. pierced of the field.
Sm.ith (Hunnington and Wolverley, co. Worcester). Ar.
a lion pass, reguaid. sa.
(Woodgate, co. Worcester).
Ar. a fess gu. in chief
three crosses pattee fitchee sa.
(CO. Worcester).
Same Arms as Smith, of Hough,
CO. Chester, with the issuant lion gu.
Crest
A demi ostrich
ar. wings expanded gu. in the beak a horseshoe or.
(Ferriby, co. York).
Same as Smith, co. NottingCO. Worcester,

Out

crosplet fitchce sa.

Smith

Smith

Smith (granted to Richard Smith, Esq., of the Priory,Dudley,

Smith

panded gu.

Smith

SKI
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az. a lion pass, of the third.

Smiith

Ar. a saltire az. betw. a star in chief gu.
each flank vert, banded or, and a dolphin
haurient in base of the second. Crest A dagger and pen in
saltire ppr.
Motto Marte et ingenio.
Smith (Charles Smith, "of the Robes"). Ar. on a fess engr.
betw. three martlets gu. as many crosses pattee of the
field, quartering, Ar. a bend gu. betw. three goats ramp,

(Jamaica).

and a garb

in

—

—

.sa.

Smith

(William Henry Smith, Captain R.N.).
Vert a
chev. gu. cotised erminois betw. three Turks' heads ppr.
turbaned or, a cliief ar. for augmentation, thereon a mount
inscribed

vert,

with

the

Greek

letters (cupa gold,

and

issuant therefrom a representation of the silphium plant ppr.
Crests
1st: On an anchor sa. nn ostrich erminois, in the
mouth a horseshoe or; '2nd (of augmentation) Amountveri.,

—

:

inscribed with the aforesaid Greek letters, and issuant therefrom the silphium as in the arms.

Smith

(granted in 1803 to Sir William Sidney Smith,
K.C.B., so distinguished at Acre, who was great-grandson of Captain Cornelius Smith, buried at New Shoreham, CO. Sussex, 1727, aged 66). Az. on a chev. engr.
betw. three lions pass, guard, or, a wreath of laurel ppr.
betw. two crosses calvary sa. on a chief of augmentation
the interior of an ancient fortification in perspective, in
the angle a breach, and on the sides of the said breach the
standard of the Ottoman Empire and the Union flag of Great
13i itain.
Crest
A leopard's head ppr. gorged with a plain
collar, therefrom a line reflexed, i.ssuant out of an Eastern
crown or; also a Crc.<£ of augmentation, viz., the Imperial
Ottoman chclintik or plume of triumph from a turban.
tiapjiorters
Dexter, a lamb murally crowned, in the mouth

—

—

branch, supporting the banner of Jerusalem;
a tiger guard, navally crowned, in the mouth a
palm branch, supporting the Union flag of Great Britain,

an

olive

sinister,

A

A
;

;

:

:

—

—

—

—

non

—

uro.

Smith
garbs
Motto

(Gibllston,

co.

Fife).

in the flanks gu.

Ar. a saltire az. betw. two
or.
Crest
A crescent ar.

—

banded

— Cum plena magis.

Smith

(Overseer to His Majesty's Works, Scotland, 1685). Az.
three flames ppr. on a chief ar. a thistle vert. Crest
Minerva's head ppr. Motto Non invita.
Smith (Camno, co. Forfar). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a ship in distress in a sea in base ppr. 2nd, or, a crescent
gu; 3rd, az. a cat sejant, the dexter paw extended ar.

—

—

;

— An anchor

Motto —Hold fast.
Smith (Smithfield, 1763). The same, within a bordure gu.
Crest
A hand grasping a dagger ppr. Motto Ready.
Smith (Alexandee Smith, R.N., 1763). Az. a saltire ar.
betw. two garbs in chief and base or, and as many bezants
in flank.
Crest
An anchor erect or, entwined with a
dolphin about the stock, and spouting water from the
mouth and nostrils ppr. ikfo(;o— Victor sine sanguine.
Sm.ith (Gottenburg, from co. Aberdeen, 1790). Az. three
flames of fire or, a bordure ar. charged with six chessrooks
sa.
Crest
An anchor erected or, the stock sa. Motto
Crest

ppr.

—

—

—

—

—

Sine sanguine victor.
Smith (Craigend, co. Stirling, 1802). Gn. a chev. erm.
betw. two crescents in chief and a garb in base or. Crest
An eagle's head erased ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet or.

—

—Macte.

Motto

Sinith (Craighead, 1802). As
Same Crest and Motto.

Smith

(Jordanhill,

co.

Craigend, within a bordure

Renfrew).

or.

As Craigend, within a

bordure engr. or. Same Crest and Motto.
(Carbeth Guthrie, co. Stirling). As Craigend, within
a bordure invecked or. Same Crest and Motto.
Smith (Skelmorhebank, co. Ayr). As Craigend, within a
bordure engr. ar. Same Crest and Motto.
Smith (Major John Smith, Bengal Army, 1867 descended
from Lindsays, alias Smiths, who were anciently heritable
master smiths and armourers to the lordship of Brechin).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, an eagle displ. gu. charged on the
breast with a horseshoe of the field; 2nd and 3rd, or, three

Smith

;

cross crosslets fitcht-e in chief

and

in base the attires of a

hart aflixcd to the scalp gu. a chief chequy of the second
and ar., for Molison. Crest— An ostrich ppr. in the beak a
horseshoe or. Motto Tu ne cede malis.
Smith, alias O'Gowan (Ballygowan, co. Down, and
Lisnegar, and Cooha, co. Cavan. In the genealogy of
James Smith, alias O'Gowan, Esq., of Cadiz, in Spain, it

—

by Hawkins, Ulster, 1779, that the said James
Smith was descended from Hcch O'Gowan, of Ballygowan,
and it appears that the name of O'Gowan (Gabhan, " a Black.smith ") was anglicised after the Battle of the Boyne, in
which Capt. James O'Gowan was killed on the side of James
II., and his son, Philip Smith, ados O'Gowan, outlawed). Ar.
two naked arms in fess, one issuant from dexter fess point, the
other from the sinister, grasping a torch erect and inflamed,
issuant from the dexter base a similar arm grasping u. sword
in pale all ppr.
Crest
A naked arm couped lying fessways
grasping in the hand a sword erect all ppr.
Motto Teneis certified

—

—

bras expcllit ct hostes.
There is a family tradition that the
Chief of the O'Gowans commanded at a battle which was
fought at night by the light of torches.
Smith (Dani.Tgh, CO. Kilkenny; granted by Preston, Ulster,
A Damagh, Secretary
1635, to William Smith, Esq.,
to James, L'arL of Ormonde, and allowed to W'illla^
94,1

sui
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aitt.1

with the inscription, " Jerusalem, 1799 " upon the cross of
St. George.
Smith (Smith-Milnes, Dunston Hall, Chesterfield, co. Derby;
exemplitiecl to William Bboughton Smith, Esq., of that place,
on his assuming, by royal licence, 1873, the additional surname of MiLNEs). Quarterly, 1st and 4th. erm. a bear
Tamp. sa. muzzled and gorged with a collar or, therefrom a line reflexed over the back gu., for Milnes
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend engr. az. three fleurs-de-lis
or, betw. two unicorns' heads erased gu., for Smith.
Crests^lst, Milnes
A mount vert, thereon in front of a
bear's head couped sa. muzzled or, a millrind of the last
2nd, Smith A unicorn's head erased per pale ar. and az.
gorged with a ducal coronet counterchangcd and horned or.
Motto Fortiter et recte.
Smith (Dirkton, co. Haddington, 1C93). Ar. on a saltire
az. betw. three crescents gu. one in chief and two in the
flanks, and a garb of the second in base, a chessrook or.
Crest
A de.\ter hand holding a writing quill ppr. Motto
Ex usu commodum.
Smith (Edinburgh, 1672). Az. a book open betw. three
flames of fire ppr. within a bordure engr. ar. charged with
four mullets and as many crosses crosslet of the first.
Crest
A flame betw. two twigs of palm ppr. Motto Luceo

Smith's grandson, Valentine Smith, also of Damagh,
6 August, 1691. The original Patent recites that the Earl
of Ormonde was " well pleased that Wiluam Smith, of
Damagh, co. Kilkenny, should bear some parcell of his
arms for a perpetual memory of ye worthy, faithful, and
service done by him to the said earle,'' and the
subsequent confirmation by Carney, Ulster, 6 Aug. 1691, is
founded on the foregoing patent, and on the following attestation of the Duke of Ormonde: "I, James, Duke, Marquies,
and Earle of Ormond, &c., at ye request of my servant
Valentine Smith, doe hereby ccrtifie yt William Smith, late
of Damagh, in ye county of Killkeny, somtime my secretary,
was brouglitout of England to my service, and yt his eldest
son, Lawrance Smith, was slaine in his Maties. King
Charles his service, in ye seige of Droghedah, being there
Capt. of a foote company in Coll. Varneyes Rigament. I
further certifie yt ye sd. William Smith, the sd. Lawrance
Smith, and his son Valentine Smith aforesd., durcing their
service to me above threescore yeares past have constantly
demeaned themselves with grate integrity, trust, and ffldelity
to my service and interest, of which I have had sufficient experience, and therefore I doe recommend ye sd
Valentine to my successor as a ffaithfuU person to be imployed as occation sliall require tliat ye said Valentine and his
fi'amily having deserved my flavor in this behalfe.
Witness
my hand and scale at Dublin, ye 12th of March, 16S-1 "). Gu.
betw. two falcons' wings conjoined and displ. ar. a pile erm.
charged with a chief indented az.
Crest— A dove close
bearing an olive branch both ppr. gorged with a bar gemcl
or, beaked and legged gu.
Smith (Maine, co. Louth; registered in Ulster's Office, 1704;
the heiress m. Hcoh Stafford, Esq.). Ar. on a bend betw.
two bulls' heads erased az. armed or, three lozenges of the
diligent

Crest

last.

—A

demi

bull salient az.

armed and unguled

or.

Smith

(Annsbrook, co. Meath, a branch of Smith, of Maine;
confirmed by Betham, Ulster, to Henrt Smith, Esq., J. P.
D.L.,
and
of Annsbrook). Same Arms and Crest as the last.
Motto Delectat amor patrise.
Smith (Beabeg, co. Mcath). Same as Smith, of Maine.
Smith (Greenliills, co. Louth). Same as Smith, of
Maine.
Smith (Admiral Edward Ttshell Smith, descended from
Tenison Smith, fourth son of Jeremiah Smith, Esq., of
Maine). Same Arms, &c.

—

Sm.ith

(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 164G, to William
Smith, then Mayor of Dublin for the fifth successive year,
and Colonel of a regiment of foot within the city descended
from an ancient family of that name formerly settled in co.
York, who afterwards removed into co. Suffolk). Ar. on a
bend betw. two unicorns' heads erased az. three lozenges or,
on a canton sa. a castle of the first. Crest— A bull's head
couped sa. attired or.
Smith (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1616, Mabt
Smith, m. first, Henry Usher, Lord Primate of Ireland, d.
1613; and secondly, William, second son of Richard FitzwiLLiAM, Esq., of Merrion, d. 1616). Or, two bars wavy sa.
on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp, of the second, armed and
langued gu.
Smith (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1659). Az.
two bars nebulce erm. on a chief or, a demi lion issuant
;

sa.

Smith

(Dublin; granted by St. George, Ulster, 1677, to
Alderman John Smith, then Lord Mayor of Dubhn). Ar.
on a fess gu. betw. three peacocks in their pride ppr. a
tower of the first enclosed by two bezants.
Crest— A demi
peacock in his pride ppr. charged on the breast with a
trefoil or.

Smith

(confirmed by

Carney, Principal Herald of IreCromwell's usurpation, afterwards
Ulster King of Anns, to Lewis S.mith, Surveyor In Ireland,
descended from co. Vork). Ar. on a bend az. betw. two
unicorns' heads couped gu. three lozenges or. Crest
unicorn's head couped sa.
Sm.ith (registered to Sir Francis William Smith, M.D.,
Surgeon in Ordinary to the Earl of Mulgrave, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, knighted 1S37). Same Arms and Crest
land

during

Oliver

—

as preceding.

Smith
S.MITH).

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1670, Mrs. Chedle, alias
Per cliev. gu. and az. three leopards' heads erased

and affrontee

ar.

Smith

(Fun. Knt. Ulster's Office, Sir Samuel Smith, Knt.,
buried at St. Bride's Dublin, 30 Aug. 1635). Per cliev. az.
and gu. three leopards' heads erased ar. spotted sa. Crest
A leopard's luud, .is in the arms.

—

Smith
Crest.

(Violelstuwu,

co.

Westiucatli),

59me Anas and

(Maubice Smith, Clerk of His Majesty's Ordnance in
Ireland; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1640). Gu. three mullets
pierced or, on a chief of the last as many pellets.
Smith. (Clerk of the Ordnance, Ireland Eeg. Ulster's Office).
Gu. three mullets pierced or, on a chief sa. as many bezants.
Crest Two battle axes in saltire gu. headed or.
(Baskin, co. Dublin; Henbt Smith, Esq., of that

Smith

;

—

Smith

Same

as last.
Betham, Ulster, to E'cv.

place, d. 1653).

Smith.

of Dirleton, co Haddington, formerly of the 44th Regiment,
now Alhlone Pursuivant-of-Arms, and quarterly with Soden
by his only son, Robert Soden Smith^ Esq., M.A., F.S.A., of

the South Kensington Museum). Ar. on a saltire az. betw.
three crescents, one in chief and two in the flanks gu. and
a chessrook in base sa. a garb of the first. Crest A naked
arm couped below the elbow erect holding a writing quill

—

all

Motto

ppr.

Smith

— Ex usu commodum.

Smith

(Gort, CO.

Sm.ith.

fitchee sa.

Smith.
Smith.

and one.
Ar. on a bend vert six daggers saltirewise of the
On a ducal coronet yert two swords in saltire

Sa. six billets erm. three, two,
Crest

first.

—

ar. hilts or.

Smith (quartered

by Sabgent).

a chev.

Or,

cotised betw.

three demi griffins segreant reguard. sa.
of Llandaff, 1476 to 1478). Az.
saltire erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis ar.
Smith. Ar. two pales az. each charged with three fleursde-lis of the first, on a chief of the second a lion pass, of the
Crest— T-vio arms couped above the elbows ppr,
field.

Sm.ith (John Smith, Bishop
a

holding a sword in both hands crossways ar. pommelled
or.

Sm.ith.

Gu. a 'cinquefoil or, on a border az. ei^ht horseshoes of the second.
Vert a chev. betw. three mallets or.
Gu. a bull's head cabossed within two bars gemel
ar.
betw. two mullets in chief and in base a griffin
wavy

Smith.
Smith.

pass. or.

Smith.
many

Or, on a fess engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa. as

crosses pattee of the

Per fcss embattled erm. and gu. three crescents
counterchanged, debruised by a dexter bendlet or. Crest
On a mural crown gu. an owl ar.
Sm.ith. Az. two bars wavy ar. on a chief or, a demi lion
ramp, issuant sa. bezantee.
Sm.ith. Ar. two chev. sa. on each three fleurs-de-lis or, on
a chief az. a lion pass, of the third, on the shoulder a lozenge
gu. Crest A hand ppr, habited chequy ar. and az. holding
three arrows, two in saltire and one in pale or, feathered
and headed ar.
Ssiith. Ar. three greyhounds courant in pale ea. collared
or, betw. ten crosses pattde fltchee of the second.
Crest
A dragon's head erased or, pellettee.
Smith. Or, three bars sa. in chief as many crosses pattee

—

—

—

—

of the second. Crest On a mount vert a talbot
sejant erm. collared gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three rosea sa.
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
as many cinqucfoils of the first.

Smith.
Smith.
Smith.

Sa. six flcursde-lis or, three

Sm.ith.
Sm.ith.

Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.

Smith.
Smith.
Smith.

and three.

a fess vert betw. three hearts gu.
three crossbows unbent ar. the

triggers

or.

Smith.

Vert on a chev. betw. three mallets

or,

an eagle

displ. sa.

Smith.

Barry wavy of six

ar.

and

az.

on a chief gu. three

Sa.

on a

fcss

dancett4So ar.

five billets

of the

first.

Smith.

Erm. two chev.

042

sa.

on each three

fleurs-dc

lia

or.

four

first.

Per pale ar. and az. a fess counterchanged.
Ar. on a bend vert six daggers saltirewise of the
Crest
On a ducal coronet vert two swords in saltire

—

ar. hilts or.

Smith.

a bend ar. betw. seven billets or.
(quartered by Viell, of co. Devon). Sa. on a bend or,
three billets of the field.
Smith. Or, two bendlets engr. erm.
Sm.ith. Ar. a chev. sa. on a chief of the second three
Sa.

Sm.ith

leopards' faces or.

Az. a chev. betw. three Vons pass, guard, or. Crest

—A leopard's head erased

ar. spotted sa. collared, lined,

and

or.

Per bend indented az. and or, two crosses moline
pierced counterchanged.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a dove rising ar.
Smiith. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three greyhounds* heads
erased sa. as many estoiles or. Crest A stag's head erased

—

—

gu.

Smith.

Ar. a saltire az. betw. three crescents gu. and a
millrind in base of the second. Crest A dexter arm holding

—

a pen ppr.

Smith.

Ar.

pass. or.

three

Crest

—A

saltires sa. on a chief gu. a lion
phoenix's head or, issuing from flames

ppr.

Smith.

Az.

three

bezants.

Crest

—A

plume of

five

feathers.

Sm.ith.

Per chev. or and gu. in chief two fleurs-de-lis and
in base an estoile all counterchanged. Crest Out of a mural
coronet ppr. an ostrich's head ar.
Sm.ith. Per pale or and gu. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged. Crest A fleur-de-lis per pale or and gu.
Sm.ith. Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three griffins' heads erased
or, a boar's head couped enclosed by two pheons gu.
Crest
An eagle's head or, depressed with two bends vert, winged,
one ar. the other sa. beaked gu.
Smith. Ar. on a chev. cotised betw. three crosses pattee

—

—

—

Smith.

many

martlets or.
Ar. a cher. gu. betw.

three

crosses

botonnee

sa.

Sm.ith.

Smith.
Sm.ith.

Ar. a lion reguard. pass.
Ar. on a mount vert a wolf pass. gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads couped

sa.

Smith, alias Boynton.

Or, on a fess betw. three
crescents gu. a lion pass. ar. all within a border engr. az.
bezantee. Crest
A goat statant sa. guttle d'eau, homed,
maned, and murally (or ducally) gorged ar.
Smith. Ar. an eagle displ. sa. armed gu.
Smith. Gu. a lion ramp, or, on a chief of the last a
mullet of the field betw. two hurts. Crest A lion's head
erased or.
Smith. Ar. two bars gu. each charged with three fleurs-delis or, on a chief az. a lion pass, of the first.
Smith. Az. a cup or, with flames ipsuant ppr. betw. two
chessrooks of the second, on a chief ar. borduredof thesamc
three boars' heads erased barwise of the first.
Smith. Sa. ou a fess dancettee ar. seven billets of the
Crest
field.
A salamander couchant reguard. ducally
gorged in flames ppr.
Smith. Az. scmee of crosses crosslet fitchee three fleurs-delis ar. a border engr. or.
Smith. Ar. a bend az. betw. three mullets gu.
Smith. Or, on a fess engr. gu. betw. three martlets sa. as
many cros.ses pattee of the first.
Smith. Ar. a chev. lietw. three roses sa.
Smith. Ar. three flcura-de-lis in fcss gu. betw. nine crosses
croR-slet, five in chief and four in base sa.
Ci-esl
A flcurdc-lis ar. charged with a cross crosslet sa.
Smith (London). Or, on a chev. gu. betw. three tigers*
faces gu. as many suns ppr.

—

—

—

barnacles or.

Smith.

many

saltire ar. betw.

—

a lion pass, reguard. ppr.
a lion pass. ta. sans claws.
on a mount vert a wolf pass. gu.

Gu.

Smith.
Smith.

gu. as

first.

Smith.

fitchee

Gu. two tilting-spears in

Sm.ith.

At. three pellets.
Gu. on a chev. engr. or, three crosses crosslet

Smith.

three birds ar. as

Az. a chev. or, betw. ten cinquefoila, six above and
four below, of the last.
Smith. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three cinquefoils az.

ringed

fitchee or, three fleurs-de-lis az.

wheel

castles or.

crosses crosslet

Smith-Barry.
Smith-Chatterton. See Chatteeton.
Smith. Sa. on a chev. engr, betw. six

Catharine

betw. seven billets or,

field.

Smith.

Sm.ith.

in base or,

ar.

Az. two chev. ar. each charged with five fleursde-Us gu. on a chief of the second a Uon pass, of the

Sa. a pile erm. betw. two
a chief indented of the last.
Galway). See Smyth.
See Babky.

Ulster's Office).

(Reg.

wings coiyoined

betw. three

a bend

faces or, a chief erm.
Gu. on a chev. betw.
leopards' faces of the field.

Smith.

Smith (borne by Captain Eobeet Smith, of the family of Smith

s.^.)

Smith.

Motto— ?ret,.

.

—

Az. (another,

four and three.
Sm.ith, alias Bangrer. Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards*

(granted by
Smith, A.M., Fellow Trin. Coll. Dublin).
charged with a pheon az. betw four
roses gu. seeded of the third, barbed vert. Crest A horse's
bridled
and double reined ar. bitted or.
sa.
head couped
az. over all a cross or,

Ar. a cher. «a.

gu.

Smith.

Szaith.

George Sidney
Quarterly, gu. and

Sm.ith

SKI
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SHI

A

;

SKI

three roses or.
Ar. three piles
Smitlier.
many crescents of the field.

wavy
Ci-est

on a chief gu. as
hawk's head erased

vert,

—A

Vert three

eagles statant with wings
Crest
displ. ar. collared or.
A stork or, charged on the
neck with two bars gemelles sa. and gorged with a ducal
coronet gu.
Smithers. Ar. an eagle displ. vert. Crest—An eagle's

—

head gu.

Smithes.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three oak leaves vert, each
charged with an acorn or.
Company of (Exeter). Sa. a chev. ar. betw.
three hammers or, ducally crowned of the last. Motto
Fractent fabrillia, fabri.
Smithson (co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three
oak leaves vert. Crest A squirrel sejant cracking a nut

Smiths,

—

—

ppr.

Sm.ithson (Stanwick, co. York, bart.
Sir HnoH Smithson, Knt. and Bart.,
;

Anthony Smithson,

of

granted, a.d. 1663, to
of Stanwick, son of

Howsam, same

Edgh having been always ready to

co.

"The

said Sir

express his loyalty to his

upon his happy restoration, his Majesty
was pleased to confer upon him the title and dignities of
knight and baronet, these arms were granted unto the said
Sir HoGH Smithson, Knt. and Bart." Sir Hugh Smithson,
fourth bart., m. Lady Elizabeth, only dau. and heir
of Algernon, Duke of Somerset, Baron Percy, who was
created Earl of Northumberland, with remainder to his
son-in-law, Sir Hugh Smithson, from which marriage descends the Ducal house of Northumberland).
Or, on a
chief embattled az. three suns ppr.
Crest
Out of a
ducal crown or, a demi lion ramp. gu. holding a sun
Majesty, for which,

—

ppr-

Smithwick (Lets-Langley,

co. Herts).

sa. betw. three laurel leaves vert.

Crest

Ar. a chev. engr.

— An arm embowed

vested bendy of six engr. vert and ar. cuffed of the last, in
the hand a rose all ppr.
Smitten, or Smotten. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three
boars' heads couped sa.
Smitterley. Gu. a fess betw. three lozenges ar.
Smollett (Kirktown and Stenifleet, afterwards BonhiU, co.
Dumbarton as recorded 1676). Az. a bend or, betw. a lion
ramp. ar. in chief, and a hunting horn of the last garnished
gu. in base. Crest Tlie trunk of an oak tree sprouting out
leaves ppr. Motto
Adhuc viresco.
Smollett (BonhiU as recorded 1734). Az. a bend or, betw.
a lion ramp, holding in his forepaws a banner displ.
in chief, and a hunting horn in base or.
Crest
The
trunk of an oak tree sprouting out branches ppr. Motto
;

—

—
;

——

Smyly (co. Dublin

confirmed, 1815, to John Smtly, Esq.,
of Dublin, Barrister-at-law). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three
;

— An

armed arm embowed ppr. the hand
holding a pheon by the point thereof gu.
(Upton, CO. Essex, bart.). Az. two bars wavy erm.
on a chief or, a demi lion issuant sa. Crest .\n ostrich's
head couped, in the beak a horseshoe all ppr.
(Long Ashton, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1741;
descended from John Smyth, of Aylberton, co. Gloucester,
temp. Henry VI.; his descendant. Sir Hcgh Smyth, Cart.,
of Long Ashton, was so created 1661 the third bart. d. s. p.,
when his estates passed to his sister, Flobencb Smyth, m.
Jabbit Smyth, M.P. for Bristol, who was created a bart.
1763).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils ar. as many
ar.

Crest

Smyth

—

Smyth

;

—

leopards' faces sa. Crest
A stag or, attired ar.
(Ashton Court, co. Somerset, bart.). Gu. on a chev.
betw. three cinquefoils ar. as many leopards' faces sa. Crest

Sm.yth

—A

griffin's head erased gu. beaked and eared or, gorged
with two bars of the last. Motto Qui capit capitur.

—

Smyth

(Upton, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1852; Sir Robert
Bart., of Upton, descended from an ancient family
seated at Stoke Prior, co. Worcester, was so created 1665
the sixth bart. left an only dau. and heir). Az. two bars wavy
erm. on a chief or, a demi lion issuant sa.
Crest
An
ostrich's head couped holding in the mouth a horseshoe all
ppr.
Smjrth (Isfield, CO. Sussex, bart., extinct 1811; descended

Smyth,

—

from

James Smyth, Knt., Lord Mayor of London, 1st
a.d. I6h5, second son of Sir Robert Smyth, first
of Upton
his son. Sir James Smith, Bart., of Isfield,
Sir

James
bart.

(Ashby

Folville, co. Leicester,

and Wotton,

co.

War-

wick. See Smith, Lord Carrington). Ar. a cross gu. betw.
four peacocks az.
peacock's head erased ppr.
Crtst
ducally gorged or.
(Henlow, co. Bedford). Per pale or and az. a chev.
erm. betw. three lions pass, guard, counterchanged. Crest
A leopard's head ar. pellettce, murally gorged, lined, and
ringed gu.
(Lenton, co. Bedford, I5S0). Erm. on a chev. engr.
az. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased sa. collared or, as
stag's head erased or,
many estoiles of the last. Crest
on the neck three mullets.
Smjrth (co. Bedford). Gu. a chev. betw. three griffins
segreant or, on a chief of the last as many fleurs-de-lis of the

—A

—

Smyth

—A

first.

Smyth, or Smith

Az.
(cos. Buckingham and Cornwall).
betw. four martlets or. Crest
On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a griffin's head be.^antee, beaked or.
Sa. a bend betw. seven billets ar.
(co. Bucks).
(another, or) four and three.
(Tregoneck, St. Germans, co. Cornwall; John
Smith, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Thomas Smyth, and
grandsun of Eobebt Smyth, all of same place, in parish of
Az. a saltire ar. betw. four martlets or.
St. Germans).
a

—

saltire ar.

Smyth
Smyth

Crest

— On

a chapeau a

griffin's

head

or, plaitee,

beaked

ar.

Smyth (Dartmouth, co. Devon ; Richabd Smyth, age 24,
1620, son of John Smith, and grandson of John Smyth, all
of same place. Visit. Devon, 1620). Barry wavy of sixar.
and az. on a chief gu. three pairs of barnacles or.
Smyth (Totnes, CO. Devon). Same Arms. Crest A dexter
arm in armour ppr. garnished or, in the band a chaplct

—

vert.

Sm3rth

(co.

Devon

granted 30 March, 1583).

;

betw. three eagles displ. sa.

beaked and legged

Crest

Ar. a chev.

— An eagle reguard. ppr.

or.

—

Smyth

Same Arms. Crest An eagle close
(CO. Devon).
reguard. ppr. beaked and legged or.
granted by Cooke to William Smyth,
(CO. Derby
Esq., of the Inner Temple, descended out of co. Derby,
1585). Gu. six lozenges in fess ar. betw. three maidens*
heads affrontee ppr. crined or. Crest On a mount vert a
tower triple-towered or, on the sinister side of the mount
a laurel branch pendent over the tower ppr. The crest is
also described as, On a mount vert a castle or, betw. two

Smyth

;

—

branches ppr.
(Theydon Mount, co. Essex Sir Thomas Smyth, of
Theydon Mount, was secretary to Edward VI. and Queen

Smyth

;

Elizabeth, ancestor of the Smuths, of HiU Hall, harts.). Sa.
on a fess dancett^e betw. three lions ramp, each supporting
a castle all ar. seven billets of the field, quartering CaA£-

NOCK.

Smyth (co.

Essex). Ar. two chev. sa. on each a fleur-de-lis
a chief az. charged with a lion pass, of the third.
(West Ham, co. Essex). See, Smith, of Stoke Prior,
CO. Worcester.
or,

Smjrth

"Viresco.

pheons

Smyth

Smyth

ppr.

Smitliernian.
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Smith. See SmrrH.
Smithby (Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce, 1668, Jane, wife of
Thomas Smithby, Esq., and dau. of Sir Bobbbt Xewcomen,
Erm. on a fess gu.
fourth bart. of Kenati, co. Longford).

II.,

;

was so created 1714 the third
and Crut, a crescent for di£F.
;

943

bart. d. unn.).

Same Arms

Smyth (co.

Essex). Sa. a fess dancettee ar. billettee of tlxs
betw. three lions ramp, of the second.
(Rivenhall, co. Essex). Sa. on a bend ar. tbrco
lozenges of the field.
(Harwich, co. Essex). Go. a chev. betw. three crosses
field

Smyth
Smyth

crosslet fitchee ar.

Smyth

and Yailey,

co. Hants).
Ermines three
ppr. in the hand a bunch
wreathed
round
the
temples
of tho
of barley vert, and
same.
Smjrth. Same Arms. Crest In a coronet per pale or an<I
purp. a plume of feathers ar. and vert.
Smyth (CO. Essex). Erm. three pellets (another, torteanx).
Out of a ducal coronet per pale or and gu. a plume
Crest
of feathers ar. and vert.
(co. Essex,

bezants.

Crest

—A demi wild man

—

—

Smyth

(Credenhill, co. Hereford, co. Hertford,

Askham,

co.

Nottingham, and Overton, co. Salop granted 1590). Ar. on
a mount in base vert a lion statant reguard. ppr. Crest
horse's head roan colour, mane sa. bridle or (another bears
;

the crest

sa.).

Smyth (CO.
or, as

—

many

Gloucester).

Sa.

on a

fess betw. three ssltiroa

ogresses, each charged with a fleur-de-lis of tlie

second.

Smyth
on a

(Campden,
fess betw.

co. Gloucester, and of co. Warwick), 6r.
three saltircs or, as many lleura-de-lia

gti.

Smyth

(Annables, co. Hertford; descended from Chkis*
TOPHEE Smyth, Esq., of Annablea, temp. Klizabeth, eldest
son of Robert Smyth (by Eleanuk his wife, dau, and coheir of William Lilbobne) sixth in direct descent from
John Smyth, Esq., of UackUxorp^ co. Lincoln;, f er bend

A

,
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sncY-

a cross moline counterchanged. Crest
A falcon volant, winps expanded ppr.
(Greenwich and Plompton, co. Kent, 1536). Ermines
Crest— Out, of a ducal
three bezants, a mullet for diff.
coronet per pale or and gu. a plume of feathers, three vert,

«lancett<je or

and

az.

Smyth
two

Smyth

descended from Thomas

(Ostenhanger, co. Kent;

Smyth, Farmer of the Customs temp. Queens Mary and
Elizabeth, second son of John Smtth, of Corsham, co.
Visit. London,
Wilts. See Smtthe, Viscount Strani/j'ord.
Az. a chev. engr. betw. three lions pass, guard, or.
ounce's head erased ar. spotted sa. collared of the
same, edged and chained or.
(CO. Berks, Bosworth, co. Leicester, and London).
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three bezants, as many crosses
formee fitchee sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an
Indian goafs head ar. eared sa. attired of the first.
Per bend dancettec
(Elkington Hall, co. Lincoln).
or and az. a cross moline counterchanged.
(London). Or, on a chief sa. a lion pass, of the
A tiger sejant erm. tufted and maned or.
Crest
field.
(London). Sa. a bend ar. betw. six billets or.
Smyth, or Smith (London). Ar. a fret sa. on a chief of
the second a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Ar. three
(London, and Crabbet, co. Sussex).
greyhounds courant betw. ten crosses formce fitchee sa.
A dragon's head erased or, pellettee.
Ciest
(London). Ar. two pales az. each charged with three
1568).

— An

Crest

Smyth

—

Smyth
Smyth

—

Smyth

Smyth

—

Smyth
and

az.

(London, and Byall,
a chev. betw. three

co.

lions

Per pale or

Surrey).

pass, guard, counter-

changed.

Sm.yth

(CO. Middlesex, and Kelmarsh, co. Northampton).
Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three bezants, as many crosses pattee

—A

Crest

fitchee sa.

and gu. grasping

in

arm erect, habited per pale or
the hand ppr. a griffin's head erased
cubit

as Smtth, of Morville.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. Crest— Aa ann
in the gauntlet a broken

armour ppr. holding

in

Somerset). Per chev. embattled erm. and gu. &
betw. three crescents counterchanged.
Somerset). Per fess embattled erm. and gu. a
bend or, betw. three crescents counterchanged.
Sm3rth (Elmford, co. Stafford). Ar. on a fess vert betw.
three demi griffins segreant sa. as many bezants. Crest
griffin's head erased per fess sa. and gu. collared ar.
thereon three pellets.
Smjrth (CO. Stafford). Ar. on a fess vert betw. three griffins^
se^'reant gu. as many bezants.
(Newcastle-under-Lymc, co. Stafford; granted 1561),
Barry of six erm. and gu. a lion ramp. sa. crowned or.
Crest
A tiger pass. ar. vulned on the shoulder ppr.
(Southampton, London, and co. Staflbrd; John
Smyth, of London, gent., son of Humphry Smyth, of
(co.

or,

Smyth (co.

—

Smyth

—

Smyth

Southampton, gent., and grandson of John Smyth, co.
Stafford, gent.
Visit. London, 1568).
Ar. a cross compony
counter-compony or and az. betw. four lions pass. sa. Crest
—Out of a ducal coronet or, a swan close erm. beaked

Sm.yth
erm.

(Halesworth, co. Suffolk). Az. billettee or, a bend
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. two wings az.

Crest

—

on each a bend erm.

billettee or,

Smyth

(Tudenham and Edmondsbury,

ar.

betw. six billets or.

gorged

ar. ducally

Crest

—A

Suffolk).
Az. a
wolfs head erased

co.

or.

Smyth, or Smythe

(co. Suffolk).
Quarterly, per palo
indented gu. and az. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a
greyhound's head erased or, collared of the first, on a bend

of the third three escallops sa.

Smyth, or Smjrthe

Surrey).

(co.

cotised betw. three crosses pattee gu.

Ar. a chev. double
Crest A demi stag

—

salient erm. attired sa.

az.

Smyth, or Smith

(Annas, co. Lincoln). Per bend indented or and az. two crosses moline counterchanged.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi falcon volant ppr.'
Crest

—

wings expanded

Smyih

(Little

ar.

Houghton, co. Northampton).

Arms and

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev.
betw. three buglehorns sa. ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw.
crosslet
sa.
three crosses
(Curie, co. Lancaster, and co. York). Per pale or

Sm.3rth

(co. Lincoln).

Smyth

counterchanged.
co. Lincoln).
Ar. a
Crest
barbed
vert.
A
betw. three roses gu.
3m.yth (London). Az. an inescutcheon ar.
Crest A pegasus az. wings gu.
ramp. or.

and gu. three

Smyth

Ar. a unicorn's head erased
gu. on a chief wavy az. three lozenges or. Crest A demi
unicorn gu. armed and crined ar. holding betw. the forelegs
a lozenge or.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosses
(co. Sussex).
crosslet fitchee sa.
Crest Out of a mural coronet au
co. Sussex).

—

Smyth

—

—

ostrich's

Smyth

fess

danccttee

talbot pass. or.

betw. six lions
ducally gorged

lined or.

Sm.yth (Katsdale, co. Lancaster, and London; Hichaed
Smtth, citizen and fishmonger, of London, son of R^ndolf
Smyth, of Katsdale. Visit. London, 1568). Or, on a chief
Creit
An heraldic tiger erm.
8a. a lion pass, of the first.

—

tufted or.

head

or.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils

Wilts).

(co.

many

ar. as

leopards' faces sa.

Crest

—A stag

or, attired

ar.

Sm.yth

fleurs-de-lis

(Honyngton,

maned and

Smyth (Binderton,

—

Crest, as the preceding.

and

Same

1749).

tilting-spear ar.

Smyth

bend

fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Smyth

embowed

bend

ar.

S1C7

Smyth (CO. Hertford,
Smyth (Southwark).

(Beverley, co.

on a bend
mascles

salient ar.

Smyth

az. betw.

Crest

or.

armed

York granted 18 March, 1576). Ar.
two unicorns' heads erased sa. three
of a ducal coronet gu. a demi bull
;

— Out

or.

York; descended from Richari>
Smyth, of Myreshaw, in the parish of Bradford, ft. in 15^4).
Erm. on a bend betw. two unicorns' heads erased az. three
lozenges or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gold a demi bull
ramp. ar. armed and hoofed of the first, gorged with a collar
az. rimmed or, thereon three lozenges as in the arms.
Motto Nee timeo nee sperno.
(Heath

Hal), co.

—

—

(impaled by Sir John York, Sheriff of London temp.
Queen Elizabeth, whose wife was Anne Smyth. Visit.
London, 1568). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. betw. three hurts,
each charged with a birdar. beaked and legged gu. as many

Smyth
Smyth

trefoils slipped or.

a lion ramp. ar. on a chief of the second a mullet
2nd and 3rd, gu. asaltire
az. betw. two torteaux, for Smyth
Crests— 1st, Smyth A lion's head
vair, for Prendergast.
2nd, Prendergast: An antelope pass. ppr.
couped ar.
corned and unguled or. Supporters Dexter, a lion ramp.
ppr. collared gu. chained or; sinister, an antelope ppr.
Motto—
collared gu. chained, corned, and unguled or.
Vincit Veritas. See Vereker.
Smyth (Edward Smyth, 6. at Lisbum, co. Antrim, 1665,
Ar. on a bend
Bishop of Down and Connor 1699-17'JO).
betw. two unicorns' heads erased az. three lozenges or.
Smyth (Thomas Smyth, b. at DunUrum, co. Down, 1654,
Bishop of Limerick 1695-1725, and his son, Arthur Smyth,
The Bishop of Limerick's
Archbishop of Dublin 1766.
grandson, John Prendergast Smyth, was created Baron
KiUartonand Viscount Gort). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. on a
chief of the second a mullet az. betw. two torteaux. There
is a supposition that Thomas Smyth, Bishop of Limerick,
was descended from the Celtic O'Gowans if this be true the
arms as.signed to him by tho heralds arc erroneous. Th»
See Smith,
coat should be that of Smith, alias O'Gowan.
alias O'Gowan.
Antrim,
1644,
Lisburn,
co.
Sm.yth (William Smith, 6. at
Ar. on a bend betw. two
Bishop of Kilmorc 1693-99).
unicorns' heads erased az. three lozenges or.

Smyth

Sm.yth

Smyth

—

three crosses crosslet sa.
Smjrth (co. Norfolk). Ar. onacher. gu. betw. three crosses
flory sa. as many cinquefoils of the first.
(Walsliam and Old Buckenham, co. Norfolk). Per
chev. ncbulic sa. and or, three leopards' or panthers' heads

Smyth

—

A horse's head erased per
erased counterchanged. Crest
chev. nebulee or and sa.
co.
(Garboldisham,
Norfolk). See Smith.
(Ilendon, co. Sufifolk). Tho same as Smtth, of Gar-

Smyth
Smyth

boldishain.

Smyth

(Gunion, co. Norfolk). Az. a bend erm. betw. six
Crmt— On a chapcau gu. turned up erm. two
az. each charged with tho arms.
(Wigliton, CO. Norfolk).
Paly of six ar. and az.
on a chief or, throe greyhounds' heads erased aa. collared
gu. Crist
An antelope's head erased sa. gorged with a
collar gu. rimmed, stuildcd, lined, and ringed or.
(MorviJIc, Bridgnorth, co. Salop). Sa. on a bend
billets or.

wings expanded

Smyth

—

Smyth

critincil az.

Smyth
Ciut

three lunrllcts gu.

(iiiiinn, i<ri<li;north).

— A buflalo'8 head ppr.
9M

Same

as SMITH, of Morvlllc,

(co.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu.
Sa. six fleurs-de-lis ar. three, two, and

one.

Smyth {Baron Kiltnrlon and
and

(Shouldham, co. Norfolk). Ar. a cross gu. betw.
CreU A peacock's head erased az.
(Walsocken, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

four peacocks az.

York).
York).

(CO.

Quarterly, Ist

Viscount Onrt).

4lh, gu.

;

:

;

—

;

A

SUT
Smyth

descended from
(Hpadborouch, co. Waterford
William Smyth, third son of Sir Ferct Smtth, Knt., soo
and heir of Sir Kicbard Smyth, Knt., of Rathcogan, co.
Cork, by Mary Boyle, his wife, sister of Richard, first and
great Earl of Cork ; now represented by Percy Smyth, Esq.,
of HeadborouRh, son of Hiberniccs Scott, Esq., by Anne,
his wife, dau. and in her issue heiress of Perot Smyth, Esq.,
of Hea Iborouch). Ar. on a bend betw. two unicorns' heads
erased az. armed, crined, and tufted or, three lozenges of
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
the last, a martlet for difT.
or, a demi bull salient ar. armed and unguled of the first,
and charged with a martlet for diff. Motto— Cnm plena
magis. In the ruined Cathedral of Ardmore there is a
;

Smyth

(Ireland; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a cher. sa.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. on a canton per pale indented
sa. and of the first a lion ramp. or.
Crest
lion ramp, per

—A

fess ar.

and

sa.

Smyth

(CO.

Galway; Beg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a mount
and reguard. gu. attired or. Crest

sculptured tombstone dated in the IGth century, bearing the
arms and crest of the Smyths of Headborough.
Smytll (Ballynatray, co. Waterford; descended from Richard
Smyth, Esq., of Ballynatray, fourth son of Sir Perot Smyth,
Knt. See Headborough). Ar. on a bend betw. two unicorns'
heads couped az. three lozenges or, quartering Grice, Roqers,
and MicHELL. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
Motto Cum plena
bull salient ar. attired of the first.
magis.
(Castle Widenham, co. Cork, a cadet of Ballynatray).
Same Aiins, &c.
(Ballynatray, co. Waterford; exemplified to Hon.
Charles William Moore, of Ballynatray, on his assuming,
by royal licence, 1858, the surname and arms of Smyth, in
right of his wife, Charlotte Mart, only child of Richard
Smyth, Esq., of Ballynatray). Ar. on a bend betw. two
unicorns' heads erased az. armed, crined, and tufted or, three
Crest
Out of
lozenges of the last, a crescent gu. for diff.
a ducal coronet or, a demi bull salient ar. armed and unguled
of the first, and charged with a crescent gu. for diff. Motto
Cum plena magis.
Sm.yth (Gaybrook, co. Westmeath, oripnnally from co.
York). Ar. on a bend betw. two unicorns' heads couped az.
three lozenges or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
bull salient ar. attired of the first. Another Crest A unicorn's
head erased az. Motto Exaltabit honore.
(Barbavilla, co. Westmeath ; derived
Sm.yth, or
from William^ youngest son of the Bishop of Kilmore).
Same Arms, &c.
(Drumcree, co. Westmeath derived from a common
ancestor with the Smyths of Gaybrook and Barbavilla).
Same Arms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's
head az. Motto Cornu exaltabitur honore.
(now of Drumcree; exemplified to Col. Hon.
Leicester Curzon, who, with his wife, Alicia Mabia, dau.
of Robert Smyth, Esq., of Drumcree, co. Westmeath,
aasumed, by royal licence, 1866, the name of Smyth, in lieu
of Cdrzon). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a bend betw.
two unicorns' heads couped az. three lozenges or, a canton
erm. for diff., for Smyth; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend sa. three
popinjays or, collared gu. a rose for distinction, for Ccbzon.
1st
Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head az.
Ci-ests
charged with a lozenge of the first, for Smyth 2nd A
popinjay rising or, collared gu. a rose for distinction, for
Ccrzon. Afo£/o— Exaltabitur honore.
(Glananea, co. Westmeath, a cadet of Drumcree).

—

—

Smyth

Smyth

—

—

—
—

—

Smythe

;

—

—

Smyth

—

:

;

:

Smyth

Same Arms,

Smyth, of Drumcree.
Smyth (Ballynagall, co. Westmeath, a cadet of Drumcree).
Same Arms, <fcc., as Smyth, of Drumcree.
Smyth (Thomas Smyth, Alderman of Dublin Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1597, of his dau. Margaret, wife of William
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a
TotJBNOR, Sheriff of Dublin).
2nd, sa. six
lion ramp. ar. a bendlet compony or and gu.
fleurs-de-lis ar. three, two, and one, for Penne; 3rd, az. two
bars wavy erm. on a chief or, a demi liun ramp, issuant sa.
all within a border engr. vert.
Smjrth (Fur. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1598, Nathaniel Smyth,
Quarterly, Ist and
buried in Christ's Church, 21 March).
4th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. a canton per
pale indented of the second and first, for Smyth 2nd and
3rd, az. fretty or, forOLDHAUOH.
Smjrth (confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1649, to Col. William
Smyth, who served under James, Buke of York, afterwards
James 11.. son and heir of Lieut. William Smyth, who served
Queen Elizabeth at Tilbury Camp). Gu. on a chev. ar.
Crest
A sword
three Icop.ards' heads sa. a canton erm.
erect ppr. pierced through a dexter hand couped gu. Motto
&c., as

;

;

;

—

— Vera fidelitas fortitudo.
Smyth (Reg.

Ar. three greyhounds courant
sa. collared and ringed or, within an orle of crosses pattee
fltch^e of the second.
Sm3rth (Customer of the Port of Dublin; Reg. Ulster's
Office).
Ar. a rose betw. two chev. sa. each charged with
three fleurs-fip-iis or.
Ulster's Office).

945

—

ppr. a stag lodged

stag, as in the arms.

Smyth.

See Grattan-Gciiwess.
(granted 1587).
Ar. on a saltire wavy az. an
escutcheon of the field, charged with a lion ramp. sa.
guitee de sang.
Crest
On the top of a pillar ppr. a sphere

Smjrth

—

Smyth

SKT
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—

or.

Smjrth.

Gu. a lion ramp, or, on a chief of the last a mullet
of the field betw. two hurts. Crest A Uon's head erased

—

or.

Smyth.
first,

Ar, on a bend vert
pommelled or.
Crest

swords in

Sm.yth.

six daggers saltireways of the

—On

a ducal coronet vert two

saltire ar. hilts or.

Gu. on a chev.

or,

betw. three bezants as

crosses crosslet fitchee of the

first.

Crest

—An

arm

vested per pale or and az. cuff ar. holding in the
a griffin's head erased of the second.

'

many
erect

hand ppr.

Smyth, or Smiith
fess engr. gu.

of the

Smyth.
ramp.

(quartered by Richards).
Or, on s
betw. six martlets sa. three crosses crosslet

field.

Az. two bars wavy ar. on a chief

or,

a demi lion

sa. bezant€e.

Smyth.

Gu. on a chev. engr.

or, three

crosses crosslet

fitchee sa.

Smyth.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three birds

leopards' heads of the

ar. as

many

field.

Sm.3rth, or Sm.ith.

Ar. on a chev. cotised gu. betw. three
crosses formee of the last as many martlets or.
Smyth. Sa. on a chev. engr. or, betw. six crosses crosslet
fitchee of the second three fleurs-de-lis az.
Sm.yth. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosslets sa.
(Balharry, co. Forfar, 1765). Quarterly, 1st, gu. a
broken spear and standard in saltire ar. the last charged
with a cross of the fleld, fringed or; 2nd, az. a cat sahent
ar.
3rd, ar. on a saltire sa. nine mascles of the first, a
bordure az. ; 4lh, or, three bars wavy gu. on each an escallop of the fleld.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed vam-

Smyth
;

—

braced brandishing a sword ppr. Motto— C^rii nam fechm.
See Smith.
Smythe {Viscount Siransr/oid, extinct 1869; Ostenhanger,
aiias Westonhanger, co.Kent; descended from the marriage
of Thomas Smythe, Esq., Farmer of the Customs temp.
Elizabeth, second son of John Smythe, Esq., of Corsham,
with Alice, dau. and heir of Sir Andrew Juddb, of Ashford, which Sir Andrew Jcdde was son of John Judde, of
Tunbridge, by Margaret Chiche his wife, dau. and co-heir
of Philippa Chichele, niece of Archbishop Chichelb. Sir
Thomas Smythe, K.B., of Ostenhanger, grandson of the said
Thomas Smythe and Aucb Judde, was created in 1628
Fiscount Strangford in Ireland his lordship m. the Lady
Barbara Sydney, dau. of Robert, first Earl of Leicester,

Smyth.

;

and was direct ancestor of Percy-Cunton-Stdnet-Smtthe,
sixth Fiscount Strangford, G.C.B., G.C.H., G.C.T.S.). Az.
a chev. engr. betw. three lions pass, guard, or. Crest An
ounce's head erased ar. pellettee, collared and chained sa.
Supporters— Dexter, a lion or, guttee do larmes sinister,
a leopard ar. collared and chained sa. Motto— yirtuB in-

—

;

cendit vires.

Smythe

(Eshe Hall, co. Durham; also of Acton Bumell,
and Wooton Hall, co. Warwick, hart.). Sa. three
and seeded ppr.
C)est—A stag's head
erased gorged with a wreath of laurel all ppr.
Motto—
Regi semper fidelis.
Smythe (Nunstainton, co. Durham, and Langley, co. Salop).
CO. Salop,

roses ar. barbed

Same Arms and

Crest.

Smythe

(Brambridge, co. Hants).
Sa. three roses ar.
seeded or, and barbed vert. Crest— A stag's head erased
ppr. attired or, gorged about the neck with a chaplet of
laurel vcn.
Smythe (Boughton Monchelsea, co. Kent; granted, 14 Sept.
1605, to Simon Smythe, Esq., of that place, and now borne

by Clement Taylor Smythe, Esq., of Maidstone). Or,
three bars sa. in chief as many crosses formee fitchee of thisecond. Crest On a mount vert a talbot sejant erm. eared
and collared sa. ringed or, on the dexter side of the mount a.

—

branch of laurel of the

Smythe

(Bounds, co.

fii

st.

Kent;

derived

from Sir Thomas

Ambassador to Russia in 1604, second son of
TuoMAS Smythe, Esq., of Ostenhanger, Farmer of the Customs; this branch ended with Sir Stdnet Stapfobd
Smythe, Chief Baron of the Exchequer, who d. In 1777)
Same Arms and Crcal as those of VUcount Strangford.
S-MYTHEf, Knt.,

AA
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SlffT
Smythe

Bicbabd Smtthb,
Knt., of that place, was third son of Thomas Smtthe, Esq.,
Customs).
Same Amu,
of
the
of Ostenhanger, the Farmer
Ac, as the preceding.
Smythe (London Ambrose Smtthe, Citizen and Mercer of
London, son of John Smith, alias Haebis, of Withcock, co.
Kent;

(Leefls Castle, co.

Sir

;

betw.
Leicester.
three bezants as many crosses pattte fitchee sa. a martlet
Crest— A. dexter arm couped at the elbow per pale
for diff.
or and gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a
griffin's head erased az. beaked and charged with a martlet
Visit.

London,

1568).

Gu. on a chev.

or,

(co.

many

faces ar. as

SKI
Az on a

York).

crosses formee fitchee sa.

Snathe, or Snayth
heads erased

griffins'

chev. betw. three leopards

.

(co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three

WUts).

sa.

Snawshill. Ar. on a fess betw. three leopards' faces sa. as
many crosses formde fitchee of the first.
Snayth. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three falcons' heads erased
of the second, beaked gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three herons' heads erased sa.
(Lushell, co. Wilts).
Ar. on

Snayth.

Sneith, alias Parker

a

chev. betw. three ravens' beads erased sa. a trefoil sUppcd
or.

gold.

Smythe

Thomas Smtthe, Clerk

(Sir

of the Council, Lon-

don. Visit. London, 1568). Az. a lion ramp, or, on a chief
ar. three torteaux.
Sa. a bend
(Hilton, near Bridgnorth, co. Salop).
betw. six martlets ar. Crest— A buffalo's head ppr.
Smtthe,
from
John
Sm.ythe (Corsham, CO. Wilts descended
Esq., of that place, living temp. Henry VII., from whose
second son descend the i^ixcounts Strangford, and from the
third the Smythes of Bayden, co. Wilts, whose pedigree is
recorded in the Visit, of 16'iO). Az. a chev. engr. betw.
A peacock's head ppr.
three lions pass, guard, or. Ci-est

Smythe

;

—

ducally gorged or.

Smythe (Scotland,

Ar. a saltire betw. three crescents
in chief and fess, and a dolphin hauriant in base az. Crest
A swcrd and pen disposed in saltire ppr. Motto Marte et
1672).

—

—

Smythe

;

az.

a cross moline or.

Snell

(Kennicoit, co. Devon, co. Gloucester, and Kingston,
Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross fiory or.
Crest
demi talbot ramp. gu. collared and lined or. Another
Crest
A wolf preying on a lamb in front of a cross Calvary

—

CO. Wilts).

A

—

erect gu.

Snell,

Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross patonce ar.

Crest

—

;

Snell. Quarterly, az. and
Snellgrrove.
Gu. on a

—

et labore.

Smythe

(Clerk of Chancery, descended of Braco, 1763).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fess az. and or, in chief a burning
cup betw. two chessrooks of the last, in base a saltire of

the first cantoned with four crescents gu. 2nd and 3rd,
per fess wavy or and gu., for Dbummond, of Concraig.
Two arms holding a bow in fuU draught to let fly
Crest
an arrow ppr. j1/o((o— Mediis tranquillus in undis.
Ajtns, <fcc., same as
(New Park, co. Roscommon).
;

—

Smythe

the

Crest

first.

—An

gu. a cross sarcelly ar.
fess or, three water bougets of

anchor

sa.

entwined

with a serpent

vert.

Snelling:

Gu. a chev. betw. three
eagles displ. ar. Crest
A demi eagle displ. ar. Another
Crest— A demi dog ramp, with dragon's wings endorsed
(Snelling, co. Surrey).

—

or.

Snelling: (Chaddlewood, co. Devon John Snelling, Visit.
Devon, 1620, son of Thomas Snelling, and grandson of
William Snelling, all of same place). Ar. three griffins*
;

heads erased gu. a chief erm.

Snelling:

(Portsladc, co. Sussex, and co. Dorset). Vert a
chev. betw. three hinds' (another, mules'; another, horses')
heads couped or.
Crest An arm embowed vested vert,
holding in the hand ppr. a cutlass of the second, hilt or,
from the pommel a line round the arm tied to the wrist

—

Smyth, of Gaybrook.

Sm.ythe8by

(confirmed by St. George, Ulster, 1634,
William Smtthesby, Groom of the Privy Chamber
Crat
Charles I.). Erm. on a fess gu. three roses or.

to
to

—

wolfs head erased

(Radlinch, co. Wilts a quartering on the Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1685, John Eyre, Esq., of Eyrecourt,
Galway, seventh son of Giles Eyre, Esq., of Brickworth,
CO. Wilts, by Jane, his wife, dau. and heir of Ambbose
Snelgeove, Esq., of Radlinch). Or, three oak trees eradicated ppr.
Snell (Hampstead-J^arshall, co. Berks). Quarterly, gu. and
CO.

—

(Braco, now Methven, co. Perth). Az. a burning
cup betw. two chessrooks in fess or. Cre.^t A dolphin
Mediis tranquillus in undis.
hauriant ppr. Motto
(Atherny, co. Perth, cadet of Braco now represented by Sir J. R. Cakmichael, Bart., of Nutwood, as heir
Crest
of line). As Methven, within a bordure or.
dexter hand holding a lancet ready for action ppr. Motto—

—

SnelgTOVe

On a chapeau ppr. an owl, wings expanded ar.
Snell (Guiting Grange, co. Gloucester, 1779). Quarterly,
gu. and az. a cross flory or.
Crest — A demi talbot gu. ears
and collar with chain or. Motto— In cruce victoria.

ingenio.

Smythe

Arte

Snassell

ar. rollaied

—

oak leaves with acorns or.
Erm. on a
(London).

Smythsby

gold.

Snelling:

gu. buckled or.

Smythies, or Sm.ithes(Wike,co. Somerset; exemplified
by Dethick, Garter, and Camden, Clarenceux, 1602). Ar. a
chev. az. betw. three oak leaves vert, upon each an acorn or.
A demi arm az. the hand ppr. holding a branch of
Crest

(Wheatfield, co. Suffolk, co. Surrey, and East
Horsley, co. Sussex). Gu. three griffins' heads erased or, a

chief indented erminois.

three roses

—A

griffin's

Snelling'.
or,

fess gu.

Crest

head

or, collared

gu. studded gold.
Sa. a bezant betw. three
a chief indented erm.

Snelston

griffins'

heads erased

(Snelston and Chetford, co. Chester). Ar. a scythe

erected sa.

or.

Sm.ythson

(co.

Kent;

granted 1572).

Ar. a chev. sa.
on a chief az.

three fleurs-de-lis of the field,

charged with
a lion pass, guard,

Crest— A hand and arm embowed,
habited ar. hand ppr. holding a battle axe of the first,
handle or.
Sm.ythson (co. Kent). Ar. a chev. sa. charged with three
fleurs-de-lis of the field, on a chief az. a lion pass, guard,
or.

Sneyd

(Keel, co. Stafford; descended from Henbt Sneid,
alias Tunstall, living 6 Edward III.). Ar. a scythe, the
blade in chief, the sned or handle in bend sinister sa. on the
feese point a fleur-de-lis of the second, quartering Tdnstall,

DowNEs, Ledsuam, Bbadwell, Babrowe, Lloyd, Dryden,
Wilkes, Beville, Beacmes, Waldebsbiefe, Coles, <tc.
Crest
A lion of England pass, guard, sa. Motto Ncc

—

—

opprimere nee opprimi.

or.

Smsrthson

(Tottenham, co. Middlesex).

Quarterly, 1st and

4th, or, on a chief embattled az. three suns of the first, being
an augmentation coat; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. engr. sa.

betw. three oak leaves slipped vert.
Sm3rthson (Stanwick, co. York). Or, on a chief embattled
az. three suns in glory of the first.
Ar.
Bna.ee, or Sna^ere (Lenchworth, co. Hertford).
Crest
A demi goat erm. attired or.
three pheons sa.
Annlhn- Crest
A demi antelope ppr.
Snappe (Standlakc, co. Oxford John Snappe, •f that place.
Visit. Oxon, 15G6, son of Rogeb Snappe, of same place, and
grandson of Riciiabd Snappe, of F'aller, same co.). Erm.
on a chief az. three portcullises ringed and lined or, quartering, l8t, Gu. two bars or, for HABconRT; 2nd, Az. a sun in
splendour or, for .St. Clabe. Crest
A buck's head cabossed
per pale or and vert, attires counterchanged.
Snard (co. Comw.nll). Sa. a cross flory ar.
Snardby, or Snarley. Ar. a bend cotiscd betw. six
Lons ramp, vert (another, sa.).
Snardcote (co. Cornwall). Ar. a cross formee flory gu.
Snassell, or Snawsell (Bilton, co. York). Ar. on >
Cher. betw. three leopards' faces sa. a« many crosses crosslet

—

—

;

—

fltch6e of the field.

MS

Sneyd

(Bishton and Ashcomb, co. RtafTord; a branch of
Sneyd, of Keel
descended from William Sneyd, Esq.,
second son of William Sneyd, Esq., of Keel and Bradwell,
CO. Stafford, High Sheriff co. Stafford, 16 Charles II., who
;

and great-grandfather of
John Sneyd. Esq., of Bishton and Belmont, whose eldest
son, John Sneyd, Esq., of Bishton and Belmont, was father
of four sons: I. William, of Ashcomb; II. Ralph; III. Clement, of Huntley Hall; and IV. Thomas, who assumed
the surname of Kynneesley).
Same Arms, Crest, and
settled at the Birches, co. Stafford,

Motto.

Sneyd

(Byrkley, or Berkeley, Lodge, co. Stafford).

Same

Arm.<s, Crest,
and Motto, quartering Downs, Ledsrah,
Babbow, Hdmfbet ap David, Lloydd, Caradoc Vbiechfras,
Elydib ap Uees Sais. Justin ap Gwboant, Jerworth ap
Gruff ap Hoilin, Brochwell ys Cedroo, Llowabcu ap
Branf, Edwin op Enolefiled, Wallenuall, Bowyer,

KNiPEn.sucY, Venables, Dod, Cook.
or Snigrgre (Bristol). Az. throe leopards' faces in

Snigrg',

—

Crest
A demi stag salient erased
Crest— A swallow volant ppr.

pale or.

Snitterton
YKKELL).

Gu. a snipe

ar.

or.

Another

Derby the heiress m. Sachkgorged with a crown or.

(Snitterton, co.

;

A

Ar. a stag's head cabossed

sa. aitired or.

Snode

Or, three acorns in pale vert betw.

(granted 1611).

two pales wavy

Snodgrass
two palets

sa.

Ar. three martlets in pale betw.
Crest
A phcenix in flames

(Scotland).
sa.

—

a chief erm.

Ar. a buck's head cabossed sa. betw. the
horns a buglehorn of the second, stringed and tied to the
horns or.
Snooke (granted to Matthew Snooke, Esq., of Chichester,
CO. Sussex).
Az. on a chev. ar. belw. two eagles displ. in
chief and a Hon ramp, in base or, three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Crest
On a rock ppr. an eagle reguard. wings elevated or,
the dexter claw resting on an escutcheon ar. charged with a

—

fleur-de-lis gu.

Snoterley, or Snoterle

(co. Suffolk).

three fermails or.
Snotherley (co. Suffolk).
buckles reversed or.
Snotterley (co. Norfolk).

Gu. a

fess

Gu. a

fesse betw.

erm. betw. three

Gn. a

fess ar. betw. three
crane asleep with his head
under his wing, holding under the dexter claw a stone

crosses formee or.

Crest

—A

ppr.

Snovr

(granted to Robert Snow, Esq., of Savile Row). Az.
erm. betw. three antelopes" heads erased ar.
Crest On a mount vert an antelope's head erased per pale
nebulee erm and az.
Sno'v? (Cricksand, co. Bedford, and co. Surrey; granted by
Hawley, Clarenceux). Per fess nebulee az. and ar. three
antelopes' heads erased counterchanged, armed or. Crest
An antelope's head erased per pale nebulee ar. and
fess nebulee

—

—

az.

Sno'W

(co. Hertford, London, Westminster, and co. Wilts).
Ar. on a fess betw. two bars nebulae sa. a lion pass, of ihe
field.

Snow

(Alderman of Chester, d. 1749; arms on a monument in St. Mary's Church, Chester). Or, on a fess betw.
two bars nebulee sa. a lion pass, of the field. Crest
demi lion or, holding in his right paw a tassel sa.
Snowball (co. Berks, and Potters Pury, co. Northampton).
Gu. three plates, each charged with a horse's head
erased sa. Crest On a plate a horse's head erased sa.
Snowden, or Snowdon. Ar. on a fess az. betw. three
escallops gu. as many mullets or.
Crest
A peacock in

—

—

—

pride ppr.

Snowden
Snowden

Same Arms,

the fess wavy.
(Robert Snowden, Bishop of Carlisle, 1616-21).

(London).

Az. a lion salient or.

Snow^e

(Salesbury, co. Herts, bart.. extinct

Jebeut Snowe,
d.

Sockwell.

Gu. fonr bars ar. a bend or. Cr€»t~Ga a dacal
coronet or, an eagle displ. ar.
Sodan (eo. Kent). Az. three bends ar.
Soden, or Sodey. Gu. a man's head conped at the neck
ar.
Crest
A stag lodged at gaze betw. two laurel branches

—

ppr.

Soding^on

ppr.

Snokeshull.

a
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SNO
Snockshall, or Snokeshall.

s.

p.).

of the

Bart., of Salesbury,

1702;

Sir

was so created

1679,

Ar. on a fess betw. two bars

wavy

sa.

a lion pass.

extinct 1798; descended
co. Norfolk, temp. Henry
VIII.; his descendant, Sir William Soame, Bart., of Thurlow, was so created 1685, with remainder to his kinsman,

from Tbohas SoAME, Esq., of Batley,

Peter Soame, Lord
the fourth bart. d.

Manor of Berkesden, same co.;
and bequeathed his estates to Sir

of the

s.

p.,

Bdckwoeth Bdckwobth-IIerne, Bart., of Sheen, co.
Surrey, who assumed, by royal licence, 1806, the surname

—

of Soame). Gu. a chev. betw. three mallets or. Crest
lure gu. standing thereon a falcon close or, beaked and
legged ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1598 granted 1572). Same
Arms.
Crest
On a lure ar. garnished and lined gu. a
hawk close or. Another Crest An arm embowed habited
gu. grasping a mullet or.
(Bcckworth-Herne-Soame, Bart., Sheen, co. Surrey;
Sir BncKWORTU Bcckwortu-Herne having s. by bequest to
the estate of Soame, Bart., of Thurlow, assumed by royal
licence, 1806, that surname).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
a chev. betw. three mallets or, for Soame; 2nd and 3rd, sa.
a chev. betw. three cross crosslets fitchee ar., for Buckworth.
Crests— Ist Soame
A lure gu. garnished and
stringed ar. thereon a falcon or, beaked and legged of the
second; 2nd, Bcckworth: A man's head full-faced, aimed
with a helmet, the beaver up all ppr.
Soames. Ar. two bars vert, in chief three trefoils slipped of
the last.
Crest
A dcmi eagle reguard. holding in the
dexter claw a sword ppr.
Soaper. Ar. a saltire engr. betw. twelve billets sa. Crest
A demi lion ramp. cu. holding a billet sa.
Soapmakers,
of (London; incorporated
1638).
Az. a dolphin naiant betw. three eel-spears or. Crest
mount vert, thereon a tree ppr. entiled witli a dutal
coronet or.
;

—

—

Soame

:

—

—

Company
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and

co. Worcester).

Ar.

sa.

faces jessant-de-lis sa.
fess

a

chequy or and gu.

Sodor and Man, See

of. Ar. upon three ascents the
Holy Virgin standing with her arms extended betw. two
pillars, on the dexter whereof is a church, in base the ancient
arms of Man upon an inescutcheon.
Sohier (Jersey, and Boston, in America). Gu. a star of
five points ar. Crest
A cross ar. betw. the attires of a stag
ppr.
Motto Stella Chtisti duce.
Sokeborne. Ar. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa. two and
one, a border of the last.
Sokett. Erm. a chev. gu.
Solas (Brabant). Quarterly, gu. and vert, a castle or.
Solay, or Soley. Or, a cross engr. sa. in the first quarter
an eagle displ. of the last.
Crest
A dolphin embowed

—

—

—

az.

Solden, or Soldon.
Sole (Bobbing Place, co.

Az. three bends ar.
Kent). Ar. a chey. gu. betw. three
sole fishes hauriant ppr. a border engr. az.
Sole (Eckington, co. Worcester; granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1591, to Robert Sole, of London, son of John Sole,
of Eckington). Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st quarter a
tower with three turrets of the second. Crest Out of a
mural crown or, a demi lion sa. ducally crowned gold.
Sole. Sa. an inesciitcheon or, an orle of owls of the last.
Solens, or Solere. Ar. (another, or) a fess betw. three
buckles sa.
Soleri, or Solere. Az. three bendlets componee or and
gu.
Solers (co. Brecknock). Psily of six ar. and az. on a bend

—

or,

three lions pass. gu.

Solars
Crest

(co.

Leicester).

a fess

Or,

—On a ducal coronet a phoenix

Solers.
Solers.
Solers.
Solers.

az.

(another, vair).

in flames ppr.

a bend betw. six martlets or.
Az. three bends chequy or and go.
Paly of six or and az. a bend gu.
Vert a pelican in her piety or.
Soles (Brabanne, co. Cambridge). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
Sa.

three sole-fishes hauriant ppr. a border engr. sa.
(Upton-on-Severn and Lickhill, co. Worcester). Same
Arms as Sollei. Crest A crescent or, surmounted by a
sole naiant ar.

Soley

—

Solington, or Sol3mei;on.

first.

Soame (Thurlow, co. Suffolk, bart.,

Soame

(Sodington, co. Salop,
three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis
Ar. three leopards'
canton gu.
Sodley. Per pale az. and sa. a
betw. three roebucks' heads ar.

Sodingrton.

the second a fess engr. of the

Solley, or Soley

Or,

a chev.

sa.

on a chief of

first.

(Hindlip, co. Worcester).

Vert a chev.

per pale or and gu. betw. three soles naiant ar.
See Flood.
(granted to George Wiluam Soltao, Esq., of Little

Solly-Flood.

Soltau

Plymouth, co. Devon). Per bend sinister az. and
on the dexter side three ears of wheat on one stalk or,
and on the sinister side three fleurs-de-lis, one and two, of
the first. Crest
A demi lion ar. within two branches of
Efford,

ar.

—

roses ppr.

AfoHo— Miseris succurrere

disco.

Somaster, Somester, anciently Snmniaster
and Sumaister (co. Cornwall, Old Port in Modbury,
Nether Ex, Widecombe in Stokenham, and Painsford in
Ashprington, co. Devon.
The Harl. MSS. contain the
pedigree of a very ancient and knightly line of this family,
seated at a very remote period in co. Cornwall, the heiress
of the elder male stem of which— descended from matches
with Kellt, Tbeviso, Fortescue, Penrose, Bontthorn,
Penarth, Mansfield, Pederton, and Mallet— m. Colsbul.
Old Port was acquired by Richard Sohaister, a presumed
younger son of the Cornish house, who m. the heiress of De
Heanton, granddau. of the Thomas De Heanton whose wife
was Alice, senior co-heir of the De la Ports. Robert
Somaister, Esq., of Old Port, his son and heir, left two sons,
William and Adam. William, the elder, acquiring property
at Nether Ex, the senior line was there continued until his
grandson, John Somaister. d. s. p., when Nether Ex passed
to his only sister Jane, wife of John Ltmpennt, whose son,
John Lympenny, sold it. Adam Somaister, second son of
Robert Somaister, Esq., of Old Port, inherited thatseatand
estate, to which having added Wydecombe, he moved to the
latter, where his line continued until his grandson, John
Somaister, temp. Henry VII., purchased and removed to
Painsford, where the male line was further continued t»

AA

beyond the period of the

War,

Civil

which

in

Sir Samttei.

SoMAisTER, Knt.,of Painsford, and his four sons, took an active
part on the royal side, selling Old Port and other estates to
meet the expenses of their men in the field. Through the
period of their existence severally at Old Port, Widecombe,

and Painsford, the Somasters matched with the most

prin-

cipal western houses, inclurting Pbideaux, Spekb, Dili^n,

FoRTEscDE, Holbeam.Trevanion. Fowell, Ardndel, Strode,
Ac. ; but neither the history of their extinction in the male
nor what family enjoys their representation, is clearly
known. Towards the end of the 17th century, Painsford,
which was a very fine mansion, havinj; a splendid marble
chapel attached to it, was sold to the family of Kelland).
Ar. a castle triple-towered sa. an orle of fleurs-de-lis of the
Crest
A portcullis with chains ar. Motto Quasi
last.
line,

—

—

The Painsford line bore the castle and
and a border of the same.
Sombre (David Ochterlont Dtce Sombre, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, two chainshots, the one in chief and
the other in base sa., for Sombre 2nd and 3rd, per chev.
embattled or and gu. in chief two bombs fired ppr. in base
two battle axes in saltirc ar., for Dtce. Crests 1st, for
Sombre: the " Chatti" or Parasol of State of Sirdhana, or;
2nd, Dtce: Out of an Eastern crown or, a demi tiger
issuant vert, striped gold, holding oetw. the paws a flagstaff
ppr. thereon hoisted a banner per bend embattled ar. and
of the second, charged with a scymitar in bend sinister
Motto Favente
also ppr. pommel and hilt of the first.
Numinc.
Somdry. Az. a fret ar. on a canton or, a fleur-de-lis gn.

summus

magister.

fleurs-de-lis or,

;

—

—

Some

Ar. a chev. bctw. three mallets gu.
gu. a border sa.
Per pale gu. and vert a chev.
indented erm. betw. two roses and as many fleurs-de-lis all
countcrchanged. Crest— A stork per pale gu. and az. ducally
(CO. Suffolk).

Someler. Ar. a lion ramp.
Som.er (Newland, co. Kent).
gorged

or.

Somer (co.

Salop ; granted 17 Feb. 1651). Per pale vert and
gu. a chev. indented erm. in chief a lion pass. betw. two
martlets ar.
Som.er. Vert a fess dancett€e erm.

Somer, or Somner
chev. gu.

Somer.

Crest

Kent and

(cos.

Erm. two

Suffolk).

— On a mount a peacock ppr.

Per pale vert and gu. a fess dancett€e erm. betw. a
and two martlets

lion pass,

Som.ercotes

or.

Ar. seven mascles

(Somercotes, co. Lincoln).

gu. three, three, and one.
Somercotes (co. Lincoln).

Gu. a

fess betw. three escallops

Som.erfleld.

many

Ar. on a fess betw. three annulets gu. as

leopards' faces of the

Somerford

Quarterly, Lst and 4th,
France, az. three fleurs-de-lis or; 2nd and 3rd, England, (ju.
three lions pass, guard, in pale or, all within a border corapony ar. and az. Crest A portcullis or, nailed az. with
chains pendent thereto gold. Supporters Dexter, a panther
ar. flames issuant from the mouth and ears ppr. gorged
with a plain collar and chained or, and scmee of torteaux,
(Dul-e of Beavfort).

—

—

sinister, a wyvem, wings
mouth a sinister hand couped
Motto Mutare vel timere sperno.
Somerset (Baron Raglan). Quarterly, France and
England, within a bordure compony ar. and az. Crest
portcullis or, nailed az. with chains pendent therefrom gold.
Supporters
Dexter, a panther ar. spotted of various colours,
fire issuant from the mouth and ears ppr. gorged with a
plain collar and chained or; sinister, a wyvern, wings endorsed vert, holding in the mouth a sinister hand couped at
Mutare vel timere sperno.
the wrist gu. Motto

and pomeis alternately;

hurts,

endorsed

vert,

holding in the

—

at the wrist gu.

—

—

—

Somerset

(Viscount Somerset, of Cashel, extinct 1651 ; Sir
So^rEBSET, K.B., third son of Edward IV., Earl of
Worcester, was so created 1626, d. s. p. m.). Same Arms, Crest,

Thomas

—

and Motto. Supporters Dexter, a buck sa. attired, unguled,
collared, and chain reflexed over the back or
sinister, a
wyvern, wings elevated vert, legged, ducally gorged, and
chain reflexed over the back or, charged on the breast witli
;

a crescent gu.

Som.crset (Badminton,

Same Arms,

co. Gloucester).

Crest,

and Motto.

Somerset

Az. on a rock ppr. an
eagle rising or, betw. the Arctic in chief and Antarctic polar
stars in base, on a canton of the third a wreath of laurel
Out of a naval coronet
C>'est
vert, fructed of the second.

(London; granted

1771).

—

a hippocampus erect ar.
Somerset. Vairc ar. and gu.
or,

Somersett

(South Brentin, co. Somerset). Or, on a bend
vert three mullets of the first. Crest
A dove ppr. betw.
two oak branches stalked and leaved vert, fructed or.
Az. on a fess ar. bctw. two cotiscs indented
or, three cinquefoils gu.
Somerton (co. Norfolk). Or, on a chev. gu. three bezants,,
in chief two lions' heads erased of the second.
Somerton (co. Worcester). Or, on a chev. betw. three
lions' heads erased gu. as many bezants.
Som.erton. Sa. a fleur-de-lis or, betw. three annulets ar.

—

Somersham.

Somerton. Ar. two lions ramp, endorsed sa.
Somervile, or Somerville (Whichnovre,
temp. William

Ar. on a chev. sa.

five bezants.

(co. Chester).
Gu. on a chev. or, three cinqueanother, Ar. on a chev. gu. (another, sa.) five

foils az.;

bezants.

Somerford

(Somerford, co. Stafford,

Vert a buck

1583).

pass. ppr. attired ar. a border engr. of the last.

Somerford

Vert a stag at gaze

(co. Stafford).

On a mount vert a palm tree ppr.
Som.erford. Quarterly, ar. and

Somerie

co. Stafford,

Az. crusily fitcUee three eagles displ,

I.).

or.

Crest

—

1322).

Or, two lions pass.

and gu. in chief a

ar.

label of

five points az.

Somerkey, or Somerley. Gyronny
or (another, ar. and gu.) over

all

of eight gu. and

a wivcrn, wings endorsed

sa.

Somerie.

Gyronny of eight ar. and gu. a wivcrn or.
.Sec Cocks.
(Baron Soinrrs, extinct 1716; JouN Somers, Lord
Chancellor of England, was so created 1C97, </. unm.; his
Bister, Mart Somebs. -///. Charles Cocks, M.P. for the City

Somers, Earl.

Somers

of Worcester, 1692; her son,
Charles Cock.s, created

John Cocks,

d. 1771, leaving a

Baron Somas 1784; the second
was created, 1821, £arl of Somtrs). Vert a fess dan-

ccttce crra.

Somers
Somers

Dorset, 1604).

(St.

diff.

Crest

Somers

Vert a

— A coat of

second.

Somervill.

fess dancctt^c crin. a
mail hanging on a laurel

Margaret's, co. Kent, and of ISochcster). Vert
A lion's head erased or, charged

—

Worcester).

Somersall, or Somcrshall
sa. three butterflies

Somerset, Dtike
043

(co.

Derby).

of.

Or,

on a bend

Sec Seymuls.

Warwick

;

the chief line of the

—

— Fear God

in life.

Somerville (Drum,
Same AnnK

Somerville
Drum,

IGSri).

co.

Edinburgh, dc jure Lord Sotner-

as Lord'Someiville.

(Captain John Somerville, second son of
The same, within a bordure embattled or.
hand holding a hand-grenade ppr. Motto

— A dexter

— Audacem juvant

fata.

Somerville, or Somervell
anchor in

— Hold

(Hamiltonsfarm, co. Ayr).

Somerville, within a bordure engr. ar.
pale, the stock, ring,

fast.

Crest

and cable nowed ppr.

These arms were confirmed in 1866

— An

Motto

to the heir

of entail, paternally Kussell.

Somerville

.ir.

(Eadstone, co.

three annulets gu. as many leopards' faces of the field.
Crest— Two leopards in fess or, ducally crowned with a
coronet gu.
Somerville (Baron Somerville, dormant since 1870). Az.
three mullets, two and one, bctw. seven cross crossCrest—
lets
fitclice, three,
one, two, and one or.
dragon vert spouting fire ppr. standing on a wheel ar.
Supporters Two greyhounds ppr. plain collared gu. Motto

As Lord

Quarterly, vert and gu. a fess
•lanccttio erm. in cliief a lion jias.'!. bctw. two martlets ar.
(co.

Ar. three bars gu. bctw. eight martlets or, a

house of Somerville, whose representative, William
Somerville, Esq., of Eadstone aforesaid, and of Somerville
Aston, CO. Gloucester, the celebrated poet, settled the reversion of his estates upon his kinsman, Lord So7nerville, by
whose heir they are now enjoyed). Ar. on a fess bctw.

Crest

a fess dancettec erm. Crest
with a foss danccttoe erm.

many

Warwick). Az. an inescutcheon barry of
eight ar. and gu. an oile of martlets or (another, tha
escutcheon charged with three bars gu.).
Somervile. Gu. five palets ragulee ar.
Somervill. Gu. five palets counter-embattled or, on a
canton of the first a Saracen's head side-faced couped of the

vitl().

(co.

crescent for
tree all ppr.

Ar. three leopards' faces in
annulets gu.

(co. Gloucester).

(co.

Somerville

gu. a bend sa.

in pale az.

Barry of twelve

Som.ervile

border az.

{Baron Dudley/, extinct

Somerill.

Somervile
fess betw. as

first.

(Somerford, co. Chester).

Som.erford

lord

Somerset

or.

or.

son,

SOU
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(Cambusnetlian, co. Lanark). Ar. three mullets
gu. within an ode of nix cross crosslcts Utchce sa. Crest

—

A

A
;

sou

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
pale ppr. holding an increscent
Motto—
a chief
a

dexter hand in
Donee rursus impleat orbem.

ar.

ar.

sejant az.

Somerville

(Baron Athlumney and Mcrcdyth).
Same
Arms, quartering Warbdbton and Mekedttii. Creft
ea.
charged
ramp.
on
the
shoulder
with
demi lion
a cross
Sup,i07-f£rs
crosslet fitchee and two mullets ar.
Dexter, a
greyhound ppr. collared gu. and charged on the shoulder
with a mullet and two cross crosslets fitchee sa. sinister, a
lion ramp. sa. collared and chained or, charged on the
shoulder with a cross crosslet fitchee and two mullets ar.
Grains Dieu tant que tu viveras.
Afotto
Somerville (Drishare, co. Cork confirmed to Thomas
SoMERviLLE, Esq., of Drishane, and the descendants of his
grandfather, Thomas Somerville, Esq., of Castle Halkett,
CO. Cork). Az. three mullets or, two and one, betw. seven
cross crosslets fitchee ar. three, one, two, and one, on a
canton of the second a trefoil vert. Crest- A dragon vert,
charged with a trefoil or, spouting out fire behind and before
ppr. standing on a wlicel or. Motto Fear God in life.

—

—
;

—

;

—

Somerville

(Dinder House, co. Somerset). Quarterly. 1st
and 4th, az. three mullets betw. seven cross crosslets fitchee

or, three, one, two, and one, for Somerville; 2nd and 3rd,
in chief two eagles displ. in base a mullet ar., for
FowNES. Cnsts 1st, Somerville: A wyvern, wings erect
vert, langued gu. standing on a wheel erect ar.
2nd,
FowNEs: A stump of an oak-tree erased at top, with a
branch on each side sprouting ppr. Motto Fear God in

az.

—

;

—

(CO.

billets sa.

a billet

Somervyle

(Roger de Somervtle, temp. Richard II.).
ar. an orle of martlets or, a border az.
Quarterly, or and az. a bend gu.
Warwick). Ar. (another, or) two lions pass.
Crat—A sword and ear of wheat saltireways

Barruly gu. and

Somery
Somery

(co.

(co.

in pale az.

Bedford).

ppr.

Somery

Warwick). Az. two lions pass, in pale or.
branch ppr.
Som.ery. Or, three lions in pale az. another, Or, two lions
another, Vert a bend daneettee erm.
pass, guard, az.
another, Az. a fret or, on a canton of the last a fleur-de-lis
(co.

— An

olive

;

;

Somim., or Somin.

Sa. a fess betw. three suns or. Crest
wolf sa. guttle d'eau holding in the feet erect a

— A demi

cross formee fitchee or.

Sommer (Dublin;

granted in Ireland, 3 June, 1665). Az.
on a fess betw. three swallows volant ar. as many roses gu.
harvest
or, speckled sa.
A
fly
Crtst
Som.m^er (London). Vert a bend indented erm.
Sommerle. Gyronny of eight ar. and gu. a wivern displ.

—

or.

Sommervill

Az. three eagles

(co. Stafford).

displ.

betw.

ten crosses crosslet or.
Quarterly, gu. and vert, on the 1st
(co. Kent).
and 4th, a rose or; on the 2nd and 3rd a fleur-de-lis of the
Crest
last, a fess erm.
A crane per pale gu. and az.
ducally gorged, beaked, and legged or.
Somner. Erm. on a pile az. a leopard's face jessant-de-Iis

Som.ner

—

—

An eagle's head erased or.
See Milles.
{Earl of Fercrsham, extinct 1709; Sir George Sondes,
Bart., of Lee's Court, co. Kent, was so created 1676). Ar.
three blackamoors' heads couped ppr. betw. two chevronels
sa.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. crowned with a
chapean ppr.
Supporters Two angels ppr. robed and
or.

Crest

Sondes, Baron.

Sondes

—

winged

—

or.

Sondes

(Thomas Sondes, Master of Arts and Scholar of
Divinity, d. 1478; arms on a gravestone in the church of
Magdalen College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1674). Ar. three
blackamoors' heads couped ppr. betw. two chevronels sa. a
mullet for

difT.

Sone, or Soone

(Wavesden, co. Suffolk, and co. Derby).
on a fesse wavy two crescents betw. four
quatrefoils all counterchanged.
Crest A demi lion ramp,
ar. giitt(3e de sang, holding in the dexter paw a baton or,
tipped at the end sa.
Sonfield (co. Essex). Vert an eagle displ. or.
Sonibanck (Haseley, co. Oxford Rev. Charles SoniBANCK, D.D., of Haseley, was Canon of Windsor 1664.
Visit. Oxon, 1634). Az. a fess betw. three suns in splendour
or. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings expamied
az. each charged with a sun gold.

Per pale or and

az.

—

;

Sonley, or Soulley. Ar. four
Sonnclere. Az. on a chev. ar.
many mullets pierced gu.
Sonneclere. Per pale az. and

bars gu.
betw. three suns or, as
or,

three suns counter-

changed.

Sonnefield.

Soote

Vert an eagle
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Az. three tars wavy

—
—

all sa.

—

Same Arms. Crest A demi Cupid holding a
hymcnial torch all ppr.
Soper. Same Arms. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. holding

—

a billet sa.

Sopery

Nottingham). Az. a cross or, fretty gu.
(Peter de Sore, of Petenon). Quarterly, or and gu. in

Sore

(co.

the 1st quarter a lion pass. az.

Le Sore

Sore, or

Sorel

(Jersey).

Az. a partridge close or, in chief three
A partridge, as in the aijus. Mollo

Crest

cstoilcs ar.

two

—

—

Une foy, une loy.
Sorey. Az. a cross

Sorocold

(Talveme, oo. Cornwall). Erm. a saltire

or,

on

gu.

ar. fretty

(London, 1644).

fleurs-de-lis az. in base

Per chev. ar. and sa. in chief
a castle or. Crest On the lop

—

of a tower or, a fleur-de-lis az.

Sorocold

(Barton, co. Lancaster, 1664). Per chev. ar. and
sa in chief two fleurs-de-lis az. in base a castle or. Crest
On the top of a tower or, a fleur-de-lis az.
Sorpepey (co. Nottinglumi). Az. a cross or, fretty gu.

Sorpey
Notts,

—

(Sir

te:itp.

John de Sorpet, one of the knights of CO.
Edward I.). Az. a cross or, fretty gu.

on a chev. or, betw. three bucks' heads cabosseJ
flr. as many buglehorns sa.
Sorrell (Waltliam and Sicbbings, co. Essex, and Ipswich,
CO. Suffolk).
Gu. two lions pass, guard, erm. Crtst On a
ducal coronet or, a peacock ppr.
Sorrell (France). Gu. two leopards pass. erm.
Sorrey. Quarterly, or and gu. in the first a lion pass. ax.
Soterley, or Sotelley.
Gu. a fess erm. betw. three
round buckles or (another, ar.) points in chicfSotb.am. Sa. three pheons ar.
Sotheby. Ar. on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
as many talbots of the fii st. C)e<t The sun in splendour or.
Sotheby (Fairmead Lodge, Epping Forest). Ar. on a fess
Sa.

—

—

vert betw. three crosses crosslet sa. as

many

field.
Crest — A demi talbot ramp. purp.
Sotheby (birdsall and Pocklington, co. York).

talbots of the

Ar. on a fes»

veit betw. three cross crosslets sa. as many talbots of the
field.
Cred A demi talbot purp.
Sotheby (Sewardston, co. Essex; granted 15C3). Ar. on a

—

many talbots of
Quartering: 1st, az. three quatrcloils ar. 2nd,
az. two barrulets or, over all a Uon ramp, gu., for H atclifte ;
3rd, quarterly, ar. and gu., 2nd and 3rd quarters fretty or, a
fess az. charged with a crescent or, for Norris; 4th, gu.
three calharine wheels or, forSpEKE; 5th, az. a chev. ar.,
for Hasselwall; 6th, az. a cross moline or, for Moltnedi ;
7th, ar. a falcon volant from a nest ppr., for Ernlis; 8th, gu.
a lion ramp. ar. a border engr. or, for Garnet. Crest
demi talbot ppr. Motto Ou bien, ou rien.
Sotheram. Ar. three incscutchcons sa. on each a plate.
Crest
A crane holding in the dexter claw a flintstone all
fess vert betw. three cross crosslets sa. as

the

first.

;

—

—

—

ppr.

Sotherley

(co.

Gu. a

Suffolk).

fess

erm. betw.

three

chaplets or.

Sotherne

(London, and CO. Salop; granted 1628).
Gu. on
a bend ar. three eagles displ. sa. Crest— An eagle displ. with
two heads per pale ar. and az. ducally crowned upon each
head or. Motto Alta peto.
Sotheron (Kirklington, co. Nottingham; settled n the east
and west of co. York for more than two centuries; Admiral
Frank Sotheron, of Kirklington, eldest son of William
Sotheron, Esq., of Darrington, left an only dau. and heir,
Lccv Sarah, m. Thomas Sctton Bucknall Estcourt, Esq.,
who assumed the name and arms of Sctueron). Gu. on a
bend indented betw. six crosses crosslet ar. three eaglets
displ. sa.
Crest
An eagle displ. with two heads per pale
ar. and gu. wings semfie of crosses crosslet counterchanged,
murally crowned, beaked, and membered or.
Sotheron (Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1561). Ar. a chev, Tert
betw. three branches of solhernwood ppr.
Sotheron (Holm-in Spaldingmore, co. York). Gu. on a
bend indented betw. six cross crosslets ar. three eagles displ.
sa. Crest
An eagle displ. with two heads per pale ar. and gu.
semeeof cross crosslets counterchanged, and ducallj crowned
upon each head or. Motto Deo gratias.
Sotherton (Norwich; granted to Thouas Sotherton by
Harvey, Clarenceux, 1562).
Quarterly, L-st and 4th, ar. a
feos and in chief two crescents gu.
2nd and 3rd, a lion
ramp, guard, or. Crxsi A caniclcopard's hcid erased ar.
spoiled sa. horned or, and gorged with a crown gold.

—

—

—

—

—

displ. ar.

(Rercs, co. Forfar, 1870).

grifiBn isRuant of the first.
Crtst— A griffin
Motto Fidelis et paratus.
Cumberland). Ar. a saltire engr. betw. twelve
A demi lion ramp, holding betw. his paws
Crest

Soper.

Sorre.

life.

Crest

Soper

SOT

;

A

SOT
Sotlierton (John Sothebton, Baron

the

of

Exchequer,

temp. Queen Elizabeth, son of John Sothebtok, of
Norwich, who was third son of Thomas Sothebton, of
Luctham. Visit. London, 156S). Ar. a fesa gu. in chief two
crescents of the last.
(Barking, co. Essex, and co. Norfolk). Ar. a
fess gu. in chief two crescents of the last.
Sotlierton. Ar. a fess gu. on a chief of the second two

Sotlierton

crescents ai the first.
gu. spurred ppr.

Crest

—A

knee

leg couped above the

Gu. on a bend ar. three
eagles displ. su. reguard.
Sothill. Gu. six cocks or, three, two, and one.
Sotllill. Gu. an eagle displ. ar. (another, armed or).
Sotram. Vert semee of crosses crosslet or, three covered
cups of the second.
Sotton (co. Essex). Vert three cups covered betw. ten
and Chate, co. Wilts). Gn. a
chev. betw. three mullets in chief and a lion ramp, in base
mural
Out
of
a
coronet
gu. a lion's head or,
Crtit
or.
pierced through the neck with an arrow headed sa. feathered
c». Berks,

—

—

;

az.

each head crowned

Southerton

Sot-well

(Cath'nghill, co.

Arms.
Sot^rell.

Per pale

York, 1666. Visit. Dugdale).

sa.

and

ar.

a

Same

nebulee counter-

fess

Or,

Ar. on a fess gu. three cinque-

Soulis

(Lord Liddesdale, Scotland, I3th and I4th century).
Erm. three chevronels gu.
Sonlsby (Bessingby, near Bridlington, co. York; formerly
of Hallington Hall, co. Northumberland). Erm. four bars
A boar's head fessways erased.
gu. Crest
Sounborne. Ar. on a pale gu. nine crosses crosslet fitchee

—

field,

wings

and two.
quartered by Cbewe).

one, two, one, two, one,

(Sound, co. Chester

ramp.

Souter.

;

Gu. a

or.

Az. a chev. cotised ar.

Crest— A harpy guard.

displ. ppr.

Soutll

(Ferraby, CO. Lincoln; confirmed 22 June, 1602).

Ar.

two bars gu.

sa.

powdered

Crest

— An oak

tree vert.

Same Arms,

the poet Sodthet).

field

sa.

Southflete.

Az. three fishes naiant in pale ar. a border

erm.

Southill

Gu. an eagle displ. ar.
Kent; granted June, 1604). Or,
a dragon segreant vert, on a chief gu. three spearheads
ar.
Crest
A lion's gamb erect or, grasping a spearhead
(co. Leicester).

(Romney,

co.

—

ar.

displ. in chief or.

co. Wilts).

Sa.

on a

fess

voided betw. three billets ar. a chaplet or, flowered gu.
A dragon's head per pale or and vert, ducally gorged
Crest
az. vomiting flames ppr.
Soutll (CO. Wilts). Az. on a fess voided betw. »hree billets ar.
a chaplet of the last. Crest A dragon's head couped ppr.
ducally gorged per pale or and az. out of the mouth flames
ef fire issuing of the first.
Soutll (Swallow Cliffe, co. Wilts). Ar. three horseshoes sa.

—

—

Crest as the last.

Soutll.

Ar. two bars gu. in chief a mullet sa. on the first a
Crest
crescent or.
A lion ramp. gu. ducally gorged or,
holding in the dexter paw a mullet ar. pierced sa.
Soutll. Gu. a chev. ar. (another, erm.) betw. ten bezants.
Southall. Quarterly, gu. and or, on a bend ar. a martlet
betw. two cinqucfoils of the first.
Crest
A rock sa.
Southam. Ar. three bars vert. Crest A thistle and rose

—

—

—

in saltire ppr.

Southampton, Baron. See Fitzrot.
Southampton, Town of (co. Hants).

Per

fess ar.

and

gu. three roses counterchanged, seeded or.

fiouthbey Sotheby or Southebye (Bury,
,

,

co. Suffolk,

Byrdcshall, co. York, and Fairmead Lodge, co. Essex).
See Sothbbt, of Sewardston.
Erm. on a chief gu. three roses or.
Southby (Carswell, co. Berks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or.
a chev. betw. three apples gu., for Sodthbv; 2nd and 3rd,
•r. on a bend sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the first, upon a chieif
ef the second a lion of the third, for Hatward. Crest
deml lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw an apple

Southbury.

—

Southby.

Or, a chev. betw. three apples gn.
demi peacock issuing ppr.

Southcombe

Crtst

—

(Rose Ash, co. Devon).
Ar. a chev. ermines
betw. three roses gu. Crest
A dove holding in the beak an
olive branch all ppr.

—

Southcott

(Southcott, CO. Devon; Nevill Sodthcott, Esq.,
of Southcott, aged 27, 1620, son of Philip Southcott, grand-

The

seal re-

:

Company

—

—

ppr.

il/o4(o— A

and in his hand a string of fish, all
Gadibususqueauroram.
of.
Az. an annulet ensigned

Southwark, Boroug-h

with a cross pattee or, interlaced with a saltire conjoined in
base of the second.
Southwell (Southwpll, CO. Notts descended from Sir John
DE Sodthwell, Sene :hal of Gascony, 1285, who had a grant
from Edward I. of the Castle of Bordeaux for life).
Ar.
three cinquefoils gu.
Southwell ( yiscount Southwell). Ar. three cinquefoils gu.
Crest
each charged with six annulets or.
A demi Indian
goat ar. armed, eared, and ducally gorged gu. charged on
the body with three annulets in pale of th« last. Supporters
Two Indian goats ar. armed, eared, and ducally
gorged and chained gu. and charged on the body with
Motto— tiei: male notu3
three annulets in pale of the last.
eques.
Southwell (Z?aj-o)i(f« Clifford, now Rdssell; descended from
Robert Sodthwell, Esq., of Woodrising, co. Norfolk,
brother of John Southwell, temp. Edward IV., ancestor of
Viscount Soulhwcll : his descendant, Edward South well, m.
Hon. Katherine Watson, only dau. of Edward, Viscount
Sondes, eldest son of Lewis, first EarL of Rockin(jham, by
Lady Katherine Tdfton, his wife, eldest dau. and co-heir of
Thomas, sixth Earl of Thanet, fifteenth Baron de Clifford,
and had a son and heir, Edward Sodthwell, who became,
in 1775, seventeenth £arou(i<! C/(^or<i). Ar. three cinquefoils gu. each charged with five annulets or.
Crest
A demi
Indian goat ar. armed, ducally gorged, and charged on the
body with three annulets in bend gu. Supporters Dexter,
a wyvern gu. .sinister, a monkey ppr. environed round the
loins with a collar, chain affixed thereto or. Notto Le Boy
;

—

—

—
—

;

—

le veut.

Southwell

Southwell

Southwell

Southwell

nartuQ, andMobunsOttery.co. Devon all brunches of Sodthcott, of Southcott. Visit. Devon, 1C20). Same Arms.

Southwell

;

Norfolk

;

granted 15 Dec.

1568)..

(cos.

Essex and Lincoln).

Gu. an eagle

displ.

ar.

Southwell
Southwell

gu. betw. three coots la.
(Bovey, Shillingford, Calverley, Calwoodley, Kil-

Southcott

(St. Faith's, co.

Same Arms, a border gu.

son of John .Sodthcott, and gi cat-grandson of John Sodthcott, all of Southcott. Visit. Devon, lG'.iO). Ar. a chev. cngr.

950

Devon).

presents a rose surmounted by a crown, with the legend
around, " Southmolton Lybertie."
Southouse. Az. on a bend betw. two cotises ar. thre^
martlets gu.
South Sea
(established 1712). Az. a globe,
whereon are represented the Straits of Magellan, and Cape
Horn, all ppr. in the sinister chief point two herrings
haurient in saltire ar. crowned or, on a canton the united
arms of Great Britain of the second. Crest A ship of three
masts in full sail all ppr.
Supporters Dexter, the emblematical figure of Britannia, with the shield, lance, iic, all
ppr.; sinister, a fisherman completely clothed, with cap,
boots, fishing net, &c.,

Soutll, or Sowthe (Amesbury,

Same

head

goat's

Southmolton, Borough of (co.

foils or.

Sound

Ar. a fess gu. in chief two

—A

(Wrey, Chagford, co. Devon ; six descents are
given in Visit. 1620). Per fess wavy gu. and erm. an eagle

a chev. erm.

Soueme, or Soverne.

ef the

C>-est

with plates, ducally gorged and armed or.
Southesk, Earl of. See Carnegie.
Southey. Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet ar.

Southmead

changed.

Souche.

or.

(co. Norfolk).

cresL-ents of the last.

Southland

ar.

lion

(Blighborough, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1691;
Sir Geoboe Sodthcott was so created 1662, his son d.
unm.). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three coots sa. Crest A star
rising from a cloud ppr.
Southele. Sa. an eagle displ. ar.
Southern. Ar. three palets gu. over all a bend sa. Ci-est—
A serpent nowed vert.
Southerns (Fitts, CO. Salop; granted 4 Charles I. and of
Gray's Inn, London). Gu. on a bend ar. three eagles displ.
sa.
Crest
An eagle with two heads displ. per pale ar. and

Southey (borne by

crosses cros3let or.

(Grenham,

Southcott

—

Sotherton, or Sotheron.

Sotwell

son
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Ar. three cinquefoils gu.
Norfolk).
Ar. three roses gu. seeded

(co. Kent).
(co.

or.

Ar. three cinquefoils pierced gu.
bezants.
Ar. an eagle displ. gu. armed

(co. Suffolk).

each chari;cd with
(co.

five

York).

or.

(TftArioaD-SooTUWELi^

Uonington Hall,

co.

A

sou
Uncoln; eTemplifled

to

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Masoaskt Elizabeth, eldest dan.

SioisHUND Traftobd. Esq., of

Wroxham

Hall, co.

of
Norfolk,

Clement Tbaffobd, Knt., of Dunton
by Jane, his wife, dau. of Edward SodthWBLL, Esq., of Wisbeach, upon her assuming by royallicence,
1849, the additional surname of Southwell). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. three cinquefoits pierced gu. each charged with
fire bezants, for Southwell; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a griffin
segreant gu., for Tkaffobd.
Southwell (granted to Maboabet, wife of Sir Geobob
and granddau.

of Sir

Hall, CO. Lincoln,

Abebcbombie Robinson, first bart. of Batt's House, co.
Somerset, and her descendants). Erm. on a bend az. betw.
three crosses crosslet ga. as many cinquefoUs or, a border
engr. of the second.
Southwell. Gu. an eagle displ. ar. a border of. the last;
another, Gu. a wivern volant or; another, Gu. a wiTem
displ. or, a chief az. ; another. Per pale sa. and ar.
(another, ar. and sa.) a fess wavy counterchanged.
South'well (Eingston-on-Thames, co. Surrey ; Joslah SoitthWELL, Esq., of that place). Ar. a chev. vair betw. three
cinquefoils in chief and an annulet in base gu. Crest
demi goat ar. armed or, gorged with a collar vair, and resting the sinister foot on a cinquefoil also ar. Motto^Exitaa
acta probat.
Soutliwerth.. Ar. achev. betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
Southwick-Friory (co. Hants). Ar. on a chief sa. two
roses of the first.

—

Town

South-wold,

of

(co.

Suffolk).

Sa.

two arrows in

—

with a ducal coronet or.
Crest
A bust of a
man couped at the breast, vested and regally crowned.
Southworth (Southworth, co. Lancaster; descended from
Sir Gilbebt Southwobth, Knt., of Southworth, temp.
Edward III. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Ar. a chev. betw.
three crosses crosslet sa. Crest A bull's head erased sa.
saltire enfiled

—

homed

or.

Southworth

(Weeke, Champflowre, and Wells, co. Somer-

«et, and of London
Henbt Sootbwobth, of Weeke, and
Thohas Southwobth, Recorder of Wells, Visit. Somerset,
1623, sons of Edwabd Sodtbwobth, merchant of London,
;

and grandsons of Chbistopheb Southwobth, second son of
Sir John Southwobth, Knt., of Southworth, temp. Henry
VIII.). Same Arms and Crest, a crescent for diff.
South-worth (Sandbury, co. Lancaster). Same Arms and
Crest,

a crescent for

(Welham, co. Nottingham). Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three crosses crosslet sa. Crest A bull's head erased

—

sa. attired ar.

Southworth

(Samlesbury, co. Lancaster, 1567). Quarterly, ar. and sa. in each quarter a chev. betw. three cross
crosslets all counterchanged.
Crest A bull's head erased

—

horned

(confirmed

by Moleneux,

Edwabd Southwobth, descended from an

a

bull's

Ulster,

1607, to

ancient family in

two crosses crosslet ar. in chief
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet ar.

Sa. a chev. betw.

England).

and a helmet

ppr. in base.

head couped

Gu. a

fess betw.

three

Sovin^on

(co. Kent).
Ga. two fishes in saltire betw. a
leopard's face in chief and two escallops in the flanks and
another in base all ar.

So-wdeak, or Sowtheake

Cumberland; John
William Sowdeak, co. Cumberland.
(co.

Sowdeae, eldest son of
Visit. London, 1668).
Ar. a fess dancett^e gu. from the
inister chief an arm issuing from clouds ppr. vested gu.
touching in the chief point a heart of the last betw. two

—

Crest
spear-heads sa. pointing inwards.
A dexter arm
erect, couped at the elbow, vested gu. cuffed with a frill ar.
holding in the hand a heart all ppr.
So-wdeak (London; Geobge Sowdeak, citizen and grocer
of London, fifth son of William Sowdeak, co. Cumberland.

London, 1568). Same Amis and Crest, each charged
with an annulet or, for diff.
(London).
Ar. on a fess wavy az. betw. three
Visit.

So-wdon

many mullets or.
Ar. on a fess wavy betw. three escallops az. as

escallops gu. as

many mullets or.

Crest

— A lion's head couped ar. collared az.

charged with three mullets

or.

So-wdon (Barnstaple, co. Devon).

Or, a fess dancett^e hetw.
two escallops in chief and a mullet p'erced in base gu. a
border wavy az. Crest
A lion's head erased erm. charged
with a fess gu. thereon two escallops or, the whole debruised
by a bendlet wavy sinister az.
Sowerby (Dalston Hall, co. Cumberland, and PutteridgeBury, CO. Herts). Barry of six sa. and gu. on a chev. betw.
three lions ramp. ar. as many annulets of the second. Crest
lion ramp. ar. langued gu.

—

Hoi

35

;

Muschamp.

beei or, for
gn.

So-wray

Crest

—A

lion

ramp.

langued

ar.

York, 1666. Visit. Dugdale). Ar. a bend go.
betw. six lions ramp. sa. a canton or.
Spaceley. Or, a chev. per pale ga. and az. betw. three
(co.

butterflies

.sa.

Spafford

(Wilderspool House, co. Lancaster). Gu. a pile
vair betw. two eagles' heads erased in base ar. C)-est A.
demi gryphon reguard. ar. charged on the breast with a
pheon, and resting the sinister claw upon an escallop both

—

— Pidelis ad extremum.

Motto

az.

Spaig'ht

(Bunratty, co. Clare, and Derry Castle, co. Tipperary ; arms confirmed and crest assigned by Carney,
Ulster, 1684. to Thomas Spaight, Steward and Seneschal to
the Earl of Thomond, son of Thomas Spaight, and grandson
of James Spaight, of Woolwich, co. Kent). Ar. on a fess sa.
three pheons of the field. Crest
jay ppr. Motto Vi et

—A

—

virtute.

Spain

(co. Essex).

Quarterly, vert

and

or,

over

all

a baton

of the second.
Per fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged,
three buckles of the second.
Crest A bishop's mitre or,
banded gu. charged with a chev. ar. and thereon three
bezants.
SpaldiniT. Per fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged,
three bezants.
Spalding. Az. an increscent betw. three estoiles ar.
Crest
A sword in pale, point upwards ppr.
Spalding. Gu. two bars ar. in chief three annulets of the
second.
Spalding (Ashintillie, co. Perth). Ar. a two-banded sword
in pale az.
Spalding (John Spalding, Scotland, 1685). Or, on a cross
az. five crosses crosslet of the first.
Crest
A cross crosslet

Spalding'.

—

—

—
— Hinc mihi
Span. Ar. three chev. gu.
two dexter hands couped
of the
— On a mount an apple
fructed
Motto

fltchee or.

salus.

in chief

last.

all

Crest

tree

ppr.

Spanby.
Spange.

Sa.

a chev. betw. three griffins segreant ar.
a fess or.
Crest
An arm in armonr
all ppr.
Motto Fata viem inve-

—

Ar.

embowed wielding a sword

—

Spaney (Tunstall,

co. Norfolk).
Sa. a fess embattled betw.
three eagles displ. ar.
Crest A bugle's head erased ar.
maned sa. horns wreathed or and sa.
(The bugle is
described as a kind of ox, but in this case is drawn more
like

—

a goat.)

Spanish Merchants, Company

Az. in base m

of.

a dolphin's head appearing in the water

all

ppr.

on the sea a ship of three masts, in full sail, all or, the sail
and rigging ar. on each a cross gu. on the dexter chief
point the sun in splendour; on the sinister chief point an
estoUe of the third; on a chief of the fourth a cross of the
flfth, charged with the lion of England.
Crest Two arms
embowed issuing out of clouds aU ppr. holding in the
hands a globe or. Supporters Two seahorses ar. finned
;

—

crosses pattee ar.

—A

same

—

sa.

Southworth, or Soworth.

Sowdon.

(Old Park, co. Durham). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
as the last, for Sowebbt
2nd and 3rd, az. three

sea, with

ar.

Southworth

SPA

Sowerby

nient.

diff.

Southworth

sa.

;

or.

Spankie.

Gu. a

saltire

in base, in the flanks

betw. two estoiles or, in chief and
two mullets ar. on a chief of the
first.
Crest
A lion ramp.

—

second a lion pass, guard, of the
az. holding an escutcheon or.

Sparcheford, or Specheford

(co. Buckingham).
Or,
on a fess vert three sparrow-hawks of the first. Crett
demi dragon sans wings, the tail entwined round the
neck or.
Sparchford (London Thomas Spabchfobd, second son of
RoBEBT Spabchfobd. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Or, on a fess vert
three hawks belled of the field.
Creat
A demi griffin
ramp. or.
Sparchford. Vert a chev. betw. three falcons or; another.
Per chev. az. and vert three doves volant or.
Sparchford, or Spechford. Chequy or and gu. three
lions ramp, or; another, Chequy or and gu. on a fess of the
second three lions ramp. ar.
Spark, or Sparke. Vert an eagle displ. erm. Crest
A swan in pride devouring a fish ppr.
Sparke (Nantwich, co. Chester). Chequy or and vert, a
bend erm. Creit Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi panther
ramp, guard, ar. spotted with various colours, fire issuing
from the ears and mouth ppr.
Sparke (Loudon, and cu. Essex, 1577). Same Arms and

—

A

;

—

—

—

Crest.

Sparke (Jersey;
Jersey).

Sparke

the heiress m.

Same Arms and
(Plimpton

St.

John Patn,

of St.

Iilartin's,

Crest.

Maurice and Plymouth,

co.

Dcvoni

A

SPA

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

JoHH Spabkb, of Plymouth, "Visit. Cornwall, 1020, son of
John Sparke, of same place, and grandson of John Spearke,
of Plimpton, who came from Nantwich). Same Armt and
Crest, an annulet gu. for diff.
Sparke (Gunthorpe Hall, co. Norfolk). Chequy or and vert,
Crest—Oat of a ducal coronet or, a demi
a fes3 erm.
panther ramp, guard, ar. spotted with various colours, fire
ears and mouth ppr.
of
the
issuing put
Sparke. Az. an eagle displ. ar. membered or.
Sparke (Fun. Ent. Ulster's OESce, 1596, Joane Spabkb, wife
of Stephen Segbave, Keeper of the Crane of Dublin, who
were both blown up by the bursting of a barrel of gunpowder). Chequy or and az. a bend erm.
Sparke (Sir William Sparke, one of the Justices of the
King's Bench Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 16'23). Chequy sa.
and or, a bend erm.
Sparkcs (co. Cornwall, and Plymouth, co. Devon). Chequy
or and vert, a bend erm. a label with three points gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion guttfe de sang.
Sparkes (Glenham, co. Suffolk). Chequy or and vert, a
bend erm. Crest— A fleur-de-lis or.
Sparkes (Pennyworlodd llall, co. Rrecon). Chequy or and
Crett
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
Tert, a bend erm.
panther ramp, guard, ar. spotted with various colours, tire
issuing from the ears and mouth ppr.
Sparkling' (Isle of Thanet, 1590). Sa. a saltire erm. betw.
four leopards' faces or. Crest A. tiger's head erased ar.
gorged with a ducal coronet or, maned and armed of the
;

—

—

—

last.

Sparks

(Byfleet, co. Surrey; formerly seated in co. Wexford).
Out of a ducal
.and vert, a bend erm.
Crest
coronet or, a demi panther ramp, guard, and spotted with
various colours, fire issuing from the ears and mouth

—

Chequy or

ppr.

Sparling:

(Petton, ro. Salop;

William Sparling,

Esq., of

Petton, was High Sheriff co. Salop 1809). Erminois three
sparlings haurient ppr.
Crest
X cubic arm erect vested
az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a dagger both ppr.

—

Motto

— 'Virtutis honor praemium.

Sparman (co. Suffolk).

ar. three lions'

paws

Edward Spabnon,

Esq.,

Gu. on a bend

erased az.

Sparnon

(Sparnon, co. Cornwall;

of Sparnon, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of

Thomas

SPARN0>f,

grandson of Edward Sparnon, and great-grandson of John
Sparnon, who was son of Simon Sparnon, all of same place).
Az. three falcons' wings displ. ar. each standing on a staff
ragulee couped of the last.

Sparnon

(Oston and Wickhambrook, co. Suffolk).

Same

Arms.

Sparcw

(London;

granted 1516). Ar. six sparrows sa.
three, two, iind one, on a chief indented gu. two swords in
saltire betw. as many wolves' heads erased or.
Sparow (Somersham and Ipswich, co. Suffolk; granted by
Lee, Clarenceux, 1594, to Robert Sparow, of Ipswich, son
and heir of John Sparow, of Somersham). Ar. three roses
purp. seeded or, barbed vert, a chief of the second. Crest
Out of a mural coronet or, a unicorn's head ar. maned purp.
horned gold, motto over, Je me contente.
Sparrow (Worlingham Hall, co. Suffolk; descended from
Thomas Sparowe, Esq., of Somers'nam, teinp. Henry IV.;

—

Robert Bernard Sparrow,
Gen,

in the .\rmy,

his wife, dau. of

</.

1805, leaving,

Worlingham, Brigadierby Lady Olivia Acheson,

B irl

o/Gosforcl, a son, IIobert

Arthur,

Esq., of

first

AciiESON Bernard St. John Sparrow, who d. 1818, aged 19,
dau., MiLi-icnvT Sparrow, eventual heiress of the

and a

family,

«hom.

1822, GtoRfiE, sixth Dukeof Manclutster, and
William Drogo, seventh Dni-.' nf Manchester,
Ar. three roses gu., quartering, Isl, Bernard, Ar. a

was mother
K.P.).

of

bear ramp. sa. muzzled or; 2nd, St. John, Ar. on a chief
gu. two mullols pierced or. Cre I Out of a mural crown or,
a unicorn's head ar. armed and crincd gold.
SparrOTV (Stanbnrn, co. Essex). Ar. three roses gu. a chief
of the last.
Cnsl Out of a mural coronet or, a unicorn's
head ar. armed and crincd gold.

—

—

Sparrow. S^mc A r,ns. Crest — A yew tree ppr.
Sparrow. Ancitnt — Vert a stag trippant or.
(granted by Harvey, Norroy)

Sparrow

—Or, three

(Gosfield Place, co. Essex).

— Out of

Or, three roses ppr.

a mural crown or, a unicorn's head
and crincd or. Motto In solo Deo salua.
Crest

Modem

roses ppr.
ar.

armed

—

Sparrow

—

co. Slallord,

0o2.

by Mari,

Ui3 wile, dau.

S

PE

Thomas HANcrBT, of Birmingham,

p-eat-iEjand-

son of Francis Hanbdrt, of Norton Hall, a descendant of
Hanbubt, of Hanbury, co. Worcester, claimed to descend from
Sparrow, of Bishton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fess az.
and ar. in chief three roses of the second, and in base an
arrow in pale ppr., for Sparrow; 2nd and 3rd, or, a bend
engr. vert, plain cotised sa. a crescent for diff., for Hanbcbt.
CreH Out of battlements of a lower ppr. a unicorn's head
ar. horned and crined or, semee of pheons az.
Motto In

—

Deo

—

sola salus est.

Sparrow

(Blackburn, co. Lancaster).
Erm. a unicorn's
head erased gu. betw. three roses of the last, barbed and
seeded ppr. a chief indented of the second.
Crest
unicorn's head erased ar. seuice of cinquefoils gu. Motto

—

—

Spero.

Sparshall. Gu. a lion ramp. erm. rail double queued.
Sparshott. Per pale ar. and gu. a canton sa. Crest —^A
palm three

vert, fructed cr.

Spateman

(Rode-Nook, co. Derby; three generations given
one of the co-heirs in. Wigley, of Wigley).
Erm. on a fess gu. betw. two bars gemel sa. three griffins'
heads erased or. Crest Outofaducal coronet ar. a griffin's
head erminois.
Spaxon, or Spaxton (Scotland). Ar. two chcv. sa. betw.
in Visit. 1662;

—

three annulets gu.
Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three talbots' heads
erased sa.
Speake (Sir Thomas Speake, Steward of the Royal Manors
of Greenwich and Keeper of Eltham Palace, d. 1550). Per
fess ar. and gu. a hedgehog sa.
Crest
A hedgehog

Spasme.

—

sa.

Spealt

Az. a saltire engr. betw.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a

(Herweton, co. Devon).

—

Crest
four quatrefoils ar.
demi dragon, wings endorsed az.
Ar. a thistle with three heads, stalked and leaved
Crest
vert, flowered gu.
A dolphin haurient devouring a
fish ppr.
pellets
in fess betw. two bars dancett^e
Spearinff. Ar. three
gu. Crest
On a globe a ship under sail ppr.
(Dunnington, CO. Salop; settled there toiip.
William I.; presumed to have sprung from the old Lords of
Aspramont). Az. a chev. erm. bciw. tliree broken spears
Crest
A deini lion ramp, holding in
erect or, headed ar.
Dum spiro spero.
the mouth a spear ppr. l\Inttn
(Old Acres, co. Durham; Robert Spearman,
younger brother of John Spearman, Esq., of Durham, the
purchaser of Thornley, 1678, became possessed, 1715, of the
Manor of Old Acres, and d. 1728, leaving three sons, of
whom the eldest, Robert Spearman, Esq., of Old Acres,
left five daus. his co-heirs, viz., Dorothy, wife of John
Ralph Fenwick, M.D., of Durham Mart Ann, d. unni. ;
Hannah Elizabeth, wife of Thomas Wilkinson, Esq., of
Coxhoe; Charlotte, wife of Thomas Swinbpiine, E'sq., of

Spear.

—

—

Spearman

—

—

Spearman

;

Ponfop; and Margaret, wife of Calverlei BtwicRE, Esq.,
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Spearman (Pro~ton,co. Durham; descended from Michael
Spearman, of Preston, eldest son of Robert Spearman, who
held lands in Tynemouth in 1614; the last male heir, Ralph
Spearman, Esq., of Eachwick, d. m)i/i.1S23). Az.onachev.
erm. betw. three broken spears erect or, headed ar. as many
of Close House).

bells sa.

Spearman

(Thornley, co. Durham descended from Thomas
Spearman, younger brother of IMichael Spearman, Esq., of
Preston). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three broken spears erect
or, headed or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, holding in the
mouth a spear ppr. Motln Dinn spiro spero.
;

—

—

Spearman

(Hanwell, co. Middlesex, ban.). Az.onachev.
erm. betw. three tilting-spears ar. beaded or, a red deer's
head erased ppr. Crext—A lion ramp. ppr. gorged with a
collar gemel or, supporting a tiltingspoar also ppr. cnfilcd

with a mural crown gold.

— Dum

M'ltlo

spiro spero.

Spearman

(Eachwick Hall, co. Korthiiml)erlan(l exemplilied to John Hunter. Esq., on his assuming, by royal
yVz. on a chev.
licence, 1827, the surname of Spearman).
erminois betw. three tilting spears erect ar. headed or,
three bells sa. and for distinction a canton erm. Crest \
lion ramp. ppr. gorged with a collar ar. therefrom pendent
a bell sa. and supporting a tilting-spear iis in the arms,
the spear entwined, for distinction, with a branch of laurel
;

—

ppr.

Ar. three roses gu. barbed
vcrt, seeded or, a chief of the second.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head ar.
Sparrow (I'enn, co. .Siaffjrd, Albiigliton Hall, co. Salop,
and Campstun.co. Monmouth: Willia.m IlANnusT Sparrow,
Esq., of Penn, eldest son of William Sparrow, Esq., of
(Bishton, co. Stafford).

Pattlngbam,

heiress of

and

co-

Spearman, or Asperement (co. Durham).

Gu. a cross

ar.

Spoarm.an.
Crest

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three tilting-spears or.
ducal coronetor, a demi lion issuaut graspillg

—Outof u

a spear ppr.

Speccot
male

(Mcrton, co. Devon, temp. Henry II.; the last
Charles Speccot, Esq., d. temp. Charles 11.

heir,

A

SPE
Speccott (Speccott,

and Hetnell).

CO. Devon Edmond Specott, of .Specott,
and Handle Specott. his son and heir, were parties to a deed
dated the Wednesday after the feast of St. Luke, 18 Oct.
anno 7 Edward III., a.d. 1333; Sir John Speccott, Knt., of
Speccott, was living Visit. Devon, 1620).
Or, on a bend
;

gu. three fers de moline pierced ar.
Speccott (Anderdon, in Launcells,
heiress m. Spocre, of Treoartha).

Cornwall;

co.

Same Arms.

Crest

the

— An

Az. three bird-bolts ar.
Speckard (London; granted November, 1611). Ar. on a
bend betw. two lions ramp. sa. three boars' heads couped
or.

Company

of (London; incorpoAr. three pairs of spectacles vert, garnished

or.

Spedding" (Summergrove,

co.

Cumberland

;

Edward Sped-

DiNG settled in co. Cumberland about 1685, -in. a coheiress of
the family of Carlisle, and was great-grandfather of James
Spedding, Esq., of Summergrove, Major of the Royal Westmoreland Militia). Gu. on a fess engr. betw. three acorns
slipped or, a mural crown betw. two roses of the field.
Crest Out of a mural crown or, a dexter arm embowed in
armour, the hand grasping a scymitar, the arm charged
with throe acorns, one and two, and entwined by a branch
Utile dulci.
of oak all ppr. Motto
Spedding'. Az. a pule or, betw. two daggers, ar. hilted and
pommelled of the second. Crest A cornucopia or, flowers

—

—

—

and

fruit ppr.

Speede

(London; the author of the " Chronicle"). Gu. on
or, two swallows, wings expanded ppr.
Crest
swallow, wings expanded ppr.
Speer (The Grove, Fulham, co. Middlesex; exemplified to
Hannibal Sandys, Esq., of The Grove, upon his assuming,
by royal licence, 1871, the name of Speer). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, a chev. az. surmounted by another vaird ar. and
gu. betw. three trefoils slipped vert, for Speer; 2nd and 3rd,
erminois on a fess dancettce per pale gu. and az. betw. three
cross crosslets fitchcc of the second as many escallops or,
Crests
for Sandts.
1st, Speer: A garb per fess or and ar.
banded vert, a spear erect issuing from the centre ppr. 2nd,
Sandts: A griffin segrcant per fess erminois and az. betw.
the claws a cross crosslct fitchee, as in the arms.
Speering'. Or, on a cliov. sa. betw. three crosses pattee
fitchee gu. as many Lezants.
Speght. Ar. on a fess sa. three pheons of the field. Crest
A dexter arm habited sa. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr.
a phcon gold.
Speid (Ardovie, co. Forfar, 1772). Ar. on a chief engr. gu.
betw. two bears' heads erased in chief sa. muzzled of the
field, and a dagger in base point upwards ppr. hilted and
pommelled or, three square padlocks of the field. Crest An
armed man from the knees upwards drawing a sword ppr.

—

a chief

—

;

—

—

—

Mntto

Speir

Eenfrew). Az. two tilting-spcars in
saltire betw. four boars' heads couped or, on a chief ar. a
mullet betw. two crescents gu.
Crest
A dexter arm in
armour embowed wielding a tilting-spear ppr. Motto
co.

—

—

Advance.

Speir

or.

Crest

— A wild man ppr.

(Holme, co.

of Elizabeth,

Robert Spelman,

arms on the monument
Esq., and dau. of
Holme, 1719). Same Anns.

Norfolk

;

Thomas Swaine,

wife of

Esq., of

Spelman, or Spilman

(co. Essex).

Sa. two bars ar. in

many mullets or; another, Sa. two
chief as many mullets, in base two annulets or.
Spelman, or Spilman (co. Kent). Sa. a

bars ar. in
plate betw.

ar.

Spelman, or Spilman (co.

Kent).
Or, on a mount vert,
a snake wavy in pale az. crowned gu.
Spelman, or Spilman. Sa. a fess erm. a bend gu.
guttle d'or; another, Sa. a fess erm. a bend or, guttce de
sang; another, Sa. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one,
betw. two flaunches ar. another. Gu. achiefcrin.
Spelman, alias Yallop ',Bow thorp, co. Norfolk). See
;

Yallop.

Spenar.

Sa. a

bend flory ar.
and Wiggenholt and Polgrave,

I^ence (London,

co. Norfolk),

Sa. a fess embattled ar.

Spence

(George Spence, Esq., of London).
Or, a lion
ramp. gu. on a bend embattled counter-embattled az. three

niascles of the field.

Crest

—A

maltster habited about the

loins with a plaid skirt, sustaining with both

hands a malt

shovel erect ppr.

Spence

(Bankham, co. Sussex). Sa. a fess embattled ar.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet ar. three palm branches vert,
each within an annu'et interlinked one witli the other or.
Spence (Neyland-Lynfield and South Mailing, co. Sussex).
Same Anns and Crest, the palm branches tied with a ribbon

—

az. instead of annulets.

Spence (co. York). Sa. three millstones ar.
Spence (granted to James Spence, Esq., Liverpool).
an

Az.

eagle's head erased betw. three buckles in chief and
one in base, tongues erect or.
Crest
A demi stag or,
charged on the shoulder with a saltire sa. re-<ting the
sinister foot upon a buckle also sa.
Motto Fear God

—

—

only.

Spence

(Eerryholl, co. Fife).

betw. two bars gu.

— Patior ut potiar.

Crest

Ar. a boar's head erased sa.

— A wolf's head couped ppr.

Motto

Spence

(Brunstane, co. Aberdeen). Ar. a lion r.Tmp. gu.
debruised by a bend sa. charged with three escallops of the

Creu

first.

Spence

— A clam shell or.

(Shetland).

Or, a lion

—

—

Motto Semper fidelis esto.
ramp. gu. a bordure engr.

—

Crest
An anchor. Moltn Visa, per invisafirma.
granted 1788). Same Arms, on the borbure four buckles ppr. Cre.H and Moltn, as the last.
Spence (Wormeston, co. Fife). Or, a lion ramp. gu. over
all on a bend sa. a buckle betw. two mascles ar.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. Aaolhtr Crest A slag's head couped
sa.

Spence (Shetland;

—

—

ppr.

Spence.

Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bend raguly az. thereon
three mascles ar. Crest A maltster habited about the loins
with a plaid skirt, sustaining with both hands a malt shovel

erect ppr.

Spence.
Crest

As the last, within
Same Crest and Motto.
Le Espeic, seated at a very remote period in

Speke (anciently

the CO. Devon, and sutiscquently in co. Somerset; the chief
line, Speke of Whitlackington, in the latter co., terminated in an heiress, Anne Speke, m. to Frederick, Lord.
North, afterwards Earl of Guildford ; a younger branch
seated at Jordans, near Ilminster). Barry of eight az. and
Ciest
ar. an eagic displ. with two heads gu.
A porcupine

Sa. a fess embattled and counter-embattled ar.
coronet ar. three palm branches erect
each encircled by an annulet, and respectively inter-

— Out of a mural

vert,

(lilackstone, co. Henfrew, ISoO).

a bordure

flaunches ar.

Spelman

—

Speed well.

(Eiirnlirac,

(Narburgh, co. Norfolk, of whom was the celebrated Sir Henry Spelman). Sa. twelve plates betw. two

two flaunches

eagle displ. gu.

rated 1629).

Spelman

chief as

Speccott, or Speckott.

Spectacle Makers,

SPE

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

his sisters and co-heirs m. Hais, Hele,
Or. on a 'lend gu. three millrinds ar.

laced ar.

Spence.

Or, a lion ramp. gu. a bend .sa. in chief a stag's
head cabosscd of the second, and in base a cross crosslet
Crest
K demi lion gu. J/w«o— Virtute acqui-

—

fitchee sa.

ritur honos.

Spence.

descended
(Jordans, near Ilminster, co. Somerset
from William Speke. Esq., youngest son of George Speke,
Esq., of Whitlackington, High Sheriff co. Somerset 1592).

of eight ar. and az. on an escutcheon of
head erased sa. a border gu.
Spence. Az. three penny-yard pence ppr.
Spence (Reg. ULsters Offiic, 1729, as the arms of Sarah,
wife of Daniel Ealkiner, of Dublin, and dau. of George
Spence, of the Coombe, Duldin, who <(. 1708). Ar. a lion
couchant gu. in chief three mullets of the last. Crest ^A
lion's head erased or, pellettte.

Same

Spence.

—

ppr.

Speke

Speke

;

Ari.ui

and

Crest.

(Hasilbury, co. Wilts, bart., extinct 1682; Sir

Hdgh

Speke, descended from Speke, co. Somerset, was so created
1660 the second bart. d. s. p.). Ar. two bars az. an eagle
displ. with two hc:)ds gu. armed or.
Speke (Whitlackington, and Bath, co. Somerset; Sir George
Speke, Knt., of Bath, Visit. Somerset, 1623, son of Sir
George Speke, Knt., of Bath, and grandson of Sir Thomas
Speke, Knt., of Bath, temp. Henry VIII.). Ar. two bars az.
over all an eagle displ. with two heads gu.
Speke. Ar. three roses gu. barbed vert.
Speke, or Speeke (co. York). Gu. three tatbarinc wheels
;

the

C53

Gyronny

an eagle

s

—

See Spens.
Spencer (ISaron Spencer and Earl of Sunderland/ Sir
Robert Spencer, Knt., of Wormleighton, was created
Baron Spencer 1603; Henry, third Boron Spe-^xecr, was
created Earl of Siutdrland 1613: Charles, fifth Earl of
as third Duke of Marlborough 1733). Quarin the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret or,
three escallops of the first. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a griffin's head betw. two wings expanded
Supporters— 'De-ater, a giiffin per fees ar.
ar. collared gu.
and or; sinister, a wivern ar. wings expanded, both collared

Simderland,
terly,

ar.

on a bend

first.

s.

and gu.
sa.

and chained
the

ar.

first

sa.

—

each collar chargcil with three escallops of

Jlioiio— Dicu defend Ic droit.

A

See
(Duke of Marlborough).
CHUBCHiii. JoHu CmjiCHni, the first and great Ihike
gu.
wyvems
Two
Suj>por«fr»—
for
bore
of Marlborough,
each gorged with a collar or, jjendent therefrom oval
ar.
ealtire
shields az. ganushed gold, and charged with a

Spencer - Cbturchill

saltire of Scotland, in allusion to his Grace's
of
tiUe of Baron ChurchUL, of Eyemouth, in the Peerage
Scotland.
Fbamcis
Lord
from
Spencer (Poron Churchill: descended
AUTEBic Spknceb, youngest son of Geobob, third Puke of
Marlborough, who was raised to the Peerage 1815). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 2Dd and
3rd quarters a fret or, over all on a bend «a. three escallops of

being the

Spknceb 2nd and 3rd, sa. a lion ramp. ar. on
a canton of the last a cross gu., for Cbubchill. CrMt—Out
of a ducal coronet or, a grifiBn's head betw. two wings expanded ar. gorged with a bar gemelle gu. armed gold.
Supporters Dexter, a griffin per fess ar. and or, collared
for

first,

;

—

thereon three escallops of the first, lined of the second;
Motto Dieu
sinister, a wivem gu. collared as the dexter.
defend le droit.
Spencer (Earl Spencer: descended from Hon. Jonn Si>enceb,
younger son of Cbables, third Earl of Sunderland,
whose son, John Spenceb, Esq., of Althorp, was created
Viscount Spencer 1761, and Viscount Althorp and Earl
Spencer 1765; JoHW Potntz, fifth and present Earl, K.G.,
sa.

—

was Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, 1868-74). Quarterly, ar.
and gu. on the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret or, over
all on a bend sa. three escallops of the first, quartering
PoTHTZ, Browne, Nevill, ifec, &c. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a griffin's head ar. gorged with a bar gemelle gu.
betw. two wings expanded of the second. Supporters
Dexter, a griffin per fess erm. and erminois, gorged with a
collar sa. the edges flory counterflory and chained of the
last, on the collar three escallops ar.; sinister, a wyvcm
erect on his tail erm. collared and chained as the griffin.
Motto Dieu defend le droit.
Spencer (Ashton Hall, co. Lancaster, 1664; son of William,
Lord Spencer, of Wormleighton, co. Warwick). Quarterly,
ar. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret or, on a bend

—

—

—

the first.
Spencer (Yamton, co. Oxford, bart., extinct 1774 ; descended
Spencer,
third brother of Sir John
from Sir Wiluam
Spencer, Knt., of Althorp, temp. Queen Elizabeth, the
sa. three escallops of

ancestor of the Earl of Sunderland and Duke of Marlborough). Same Arms and Crest.
(Offiey co. Herts, bart., extinct 1633, created 1626;
descended from Sir Bichard Spencer, fourth brother of Sir
John Spencer, Knt., of Althorp, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
ancestor of the Earl of Sunderland and Duke of MarlQuarterly, ar. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd a
borough).
fret or, over all on a bend sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet per pale ar. and or, a griffin's
head of the first, eared gu. collared per pale of the third and
gold, betw. two wings of the second charged with three
fleurs-de-lis in fess sa. one on each wing and one on the
neck.
Spencer (Offiey, co. Herts, bart., extinct 1712, created 1642;
descended from Sir Brocket Spencer, brother and heir of
Sir John Spencer, Bart., of Offiey, of the creation of 1626).

Spencer

—

Same Arms and

(Helmington Hall, co. Durhsm). Quarterly, enn.
and gu. on a bend engr. az. betw. two frets or, five escallops
ar.
Crest
Out of a crown vallery or, a demi griffin, wings
displ. ar. beaked and gorged with a collar gemellee of
the first, the dfxter wing charged with a bend sinister, and
the sinister with a bend dexter az. thereon three escallops of

—

the second.
(co. Bedford, and London).
Quarterly, or and gu.
2nd and 3rd quarters a fret or, on a bend sa. three

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Quarterly, gu. and ar. a bend sa.
Chester; Sir James Spencer, Lord Mayor of
Per pale ar. and sa. a fesse ncbulee betw.
three griffins' heads erased, a border engr. all counter-

London,

(co. Chester).
(co.

1527).

changed.

Spencer

(Crediton, CO. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. on
a bend az. two pairs of keys endorsed, and their handles
frctty or.

Spencer

(another, ar.).

Spencer (quartered by

Lock, wife of Bichard Canseieb, of
London. Visit. London, 1568). Sa. a cbev. betw. threo
conies' heads erased ar.
Spencer (London). Ar. two bars gemel betw. three eagles
displ. sa.

Spencer

granted 2 Oct. 1809). Quarand gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters a fret of the
second, on a bend sinister or, two antelopes' heads erased az.
Crest
An antelope's head couped or, gorged with a collar
engr. az. betw. two wings ar. each charged with a fret gu.
Spencer (Newcastle-on-Tyne). Erm. on a bend az. three
(Newcastle-on-Tyne

;

terly, ar.

—

mullets or.

Spencer
terly,

(Bradfield, co. Norfolk,

and gu. on a bend

ar.

and

co.

sa. betw.

Suffolk).

two

Quar-

irets or, five

field, all within a border quarterly of the
flrit.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet per pale or
and gu. a griffin's head ar. eared and beaked also gu.
gorged with a collar per pale gu. and gold, betw. two wings
expanded, the dexter gu. the sinister ar. each charged with
a mullet.
Spencer (Worsted, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in
the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret or, on a bend sa. five
mullets of the field, all within a border counterchanged
of the second and first. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet per
pale ar. and gu. a griffin's head of the first, gorged with a
collar of the second, charged with three plates within a pair
of wings expanded or.
Spencer (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend sa. three mullets of

mullets of the

—

second and

—

field,

a border gu.

Spencer

(Attercliffe,

the

co. York, and Badley, co. NorthAz. a fess erm. betw. six seamews' heads erased

ampton).
ar.

Spencer

(Bramley Grange, co. York a younger branch of
Spencer, of Badley, co. Northampton; settled in co. York
temp. Henry VIII.; theBev. William Paeenham Spenceb,
of Bramley Grange, Eector of Starston, co. Norfolk, was
eldest son and heir of Lieut.-Gen. William Spencer, of
Bramley Grange, grandson of Willlam Spenceb, Esq., of
the same place, and great-grandson of William Spenceb,
Esq., of Attercliffe Hall and Bramley Grange, by Margaret
his wife, dau. and heir of Henbt Eyre, Esq., of Bramley
Hall).
Az. a fess erm. wavy betw. six seamews' heads
erased ar. Crest— A rock ppr. thereon a seamew also ppr.
Spencer (Attercliffe Hall, co. York). Same Arms and
;

Crest.

Spencer

(co.

Northumberland). Az. a fess erm. betw. threo

eagles' heads erased ar.

Spencer

(Witton, co. Salop, and co. Stafford).
betw. three hares' heads erased ar.

Spencer

Sa.

a chev.

Az. a fess erm.
(co. Warwick; granted 1504).
Crest
betw. six seamews' heads erased ar.
A moor-hen

—

ppr.

Spencer

(co.

Sa. a chev. betw. three stags' heads

York).

Spencer.

Gu. two bars ar. in chief as many lions ramp, of
the last.
Crest
On the trunk of a tree lying fessways
raguly and at the dexter end a branch erect vert, a talbot
sejant gu. eared ar. collared or.
Spencer. Quarterly, ar. and sa. a bend wavy erm.;
another, Gu. fretty ar. on a chief az. three griffins' heads
erased of the second another, Ar. a fess gu. in chief three
lions ramp, of the second; another, Az. a fess erm. betw.
six goats' hc.ids erased ar. ; another (of co. Chester),
Ar. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased sa.
as many roses of the field; another, Az. an eagle displ.
or; another, Ar. a fess betw. three lions ramp. gu.
another, Ar. on a bend sa. three fleurs-de-Us or; another,
another, Sa. two bars
Barry nebulee of six erm. and sa.
nebulee erm.; another, Ar. a bend sa.; another, Barry of

—

;

Spencer
Spencer
Spencer

—

Crest An antelope's hetA
lions' heads erased of the first.
erased or, attired sa. collared gu. lined and ringed gold.
(Sir John Spencer, Lord Mayor of London, 1694),
Ar. two barrulets betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Spencer (London). Per pale ar. and sa. a fess wavy betw.
three griffins' heads erased counterchanged, a border engr. or

Spencer

erased ar.

C>-est.

Spencer

in the
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the

;

(co.

Devon).

Sa.

two bars wavy (another, nebulee)

;

six or

and

az.

Spencer

(Chard, co. Kent, and London). Ar. a fess engr.
gu. in chief three lions ramp, of the second.
Crest
panther's head or, erased at the neck gu. with fire issuing

—

from the mouth and cars ppr.

Spencer

(co.

ampton).

Sa.

Leicester,

on a

051

Hadby and Everton,

fess or, betw. three bezants, as

North-

many

and

az.

a

lion

ramp. betw. threo

four martlets

(co.

Norfolk).

Or,

billets sa.

Spendluff

Quarterly, or and
(Falselhorpe, co. Lincoln).
Crest
A Saracen's
martlets counterchanged.
couped
the
shoulders
ppr. beard sa.
at
head in
crincd ar. wreathed about the temples or and gu.
Speney, or Spayne (Tonstall, co. Norfolk). Sa. a fess

vert four

profile

co.

or

counterchanged.

Spendlove

erm.

a canton erm.

Spencer-Bell. See Bell.
Spendley. Quarterly, wavy

—

A

A

8PB
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embattled ar. betw. three eagles displ. or. Crut—K bull's
head ar. homed ^obony or and sa.
Speney. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three crescents gu.
Spens (Lathallan, co. Fife). In I6th century Gyronnyof
eight ar. and &z. on an inescutcheon of the first an eagle's
bead erased sa. within a bordure gu. As recorded 1767 Or,
a lion ramp. gu. surmounted of a bend sa. charged with
three lozenges ar. Altered in 1780 to Quarterly, Ist and
4th, or, a lion ramp. gu. within a bordure of the last charged
with eight roses ar. 2nd and 3rd, gyronny of eight or and
sa., for Campbell, of Glendouglas.
Crest
A hart's head
erased ppr. Motto Si Deus, quis contra
Spens (Edinburgh, 1672; second son of Lathallan). Or, a
lion ramp. gu. surmounted by a bend wavy sa. charged with
a buckle betw. two mascles ar. Crtst Two hands issuing
out of a rioud letting down an anchor in the sea all ppr.
Motto—\\s& per invisa forma.
Spens (Edinburgh, 1672 cadet of Lathallan). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. surmounted by a bend indented sa. charged with
a buckle betw. two mascles ar. Creit Three branches of
palm slipped vert, banded together or. Motto— YcMn qui

—

—

—

;

—

—

'/

—

;

—

pacificus.

Spens

as recorded 1780). Quara lion ramp. gu. in dexter chief point
ppr. a bordure of
A hart's head erased ppr. Motto Si

(Craigsanqijhar, co. Fife

terly, Ist

and

;

4tb, or,

a heart ensigned with an imperial crown
the second.
Crest
Deus, quis contra?

—

—

Spens

(Sionelaw, co. Lanark, 1819). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
sa. surmounted of a buckle betw. two
mascles ar. a bordure az. Crest A demi man in armour
vith a stiff bonnet, holding a battle axe on bis shoulder ppr.
Motto Virtus fides fortitudo.
Spenythorne. Ar. on a bend aa. three mnllets or.
Sperling:, or Spurling' (Weston, co. Hertford ; granted
1586). Az. two bars or, in chief three mascles of the last.
Crest On a cbapcau az. turned up enn. a greyhound sejant

surmounted of a bend

—

—

—

Spie:emell

Spiller (Bodmin,

Crest,

Hill,

co.

Hunts).

and Motto.

(Tetbury, co. Gloucester). Az. two lances in saltire
betw. four human hearts or, on a chief of the last a ship ppr.
A broken mainmast or, shrouds sa. in the round
Crest
top six spears in saltire, on the top a flag ar. thereon the
cross of St. George ppr.
Spert. Gu. two tUting-spears in saltire or, betw. four human
hearts of the secnnd, on a chief az. a ship on fire ppr. the
guns of the third fired of the first.
Speyes, or Spyes (co. Essex). Ar. on a chief indented
gu. three martlets or.
Spicer (Exeter, co. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620). Per pale
gu. and sa. three castles in bend or, cotised, within a bordure
engr. erm.
Spicer (Wearct in Topsham, co. Devon ; an ancient family,
one of whose ancestors was Mayor of Exeter 1273, as was
his grandson, John Spiceb, temp. Edward III. About 1804,
the representative of the family, William Fbancis Spiceb,
Esq., sold the estate of Weare). Sa. a chev. erminois betw.
Crest Out of a ducal
three towers triple-towered or.
coronet or, a cubit arm habited and gloved holding a fireball all ppr.
Spicer (Stone, co. AVorcester. Visit. Worces., 1682-3). Sa.
a fess embattled betw. three lions ramp. or. Crest

—

—

—

round tower embattled and domed, surmounted by a cross
patt^e ar.
Or, a fess embattled betw, three lions ramp. sa.

Spicer.

—A round tower embattled and cupola ar.

Spicer.

Gu. on a chev.
second a tower sa.

Spicer

or,

betw. three escallops of the

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1654,

Fbancis Spiceb,

Sa. a, fess
of Dublin, gent., made his will 22 Dec. 1614).
embattled betw. three lions ramp. or.
Spiers (England). Az. three bezants, a border ar. Crest—
A sheaf of arrows or, banded az.
Spiers (Elderslie, co. Renfrew). Az. a ship in full feril ar.

—

Crest
An arm embowed
betw. three bezants.
holding a spear in bend ppr. Motto — Salvet me Deus.
(Culcreuuh). The same, with a crescent ar. in middle
chief.
Same Crest and Motto.
Spiers (iondon, from Glasgow, 1873). Or, two tilting-spears
In saltire betw. four crosses tau sa. Crest A portcullis with
Chains pendent or, ensigned with a thistle slipped ftnd
iMVcd ppr. Motto Chi dura vince.

flags gu.

Spiers

—

—

955

sa.

Crest

and

—

ar.

%

—

—

counterchanged.
Crest
A falcon, wings expanded ar.
standing on a snake nowed vert.
Spillman Sa. a fess erm. a bend pean.
Spilman, or Spelman (Coregham, Narborough, Stow,
and Westacre, co. Norfolk, and co. Stafford). Sa. eleven
plates betw. two flaunches ar. Crest
A savage man ppr.
wreathed about the loins and temples vert, holding in the
dexter hand a tall club ppr.
Spilman. Sa. a plate betw. two flaunches ar. Crest ^A
hand issuing from a cloud in pale, holding a garland of

—

—

laurel ppr.

Spilman.

Sa. two bars
an annulet of the last.

Spilsbury.

ar. in chief

two mullets

or, in

Crest
Crest

or, thereon a dove ppr.
Spindelo^isr (co. Derby).

Spiney, or

—A garb
— A garb

Or, in chief three escallops sa.

Ar. three dncal coronets gu.

az.

Spilsbury.

base

Or, five fleurs-de-lis sa. in saltire.

De Spineto

(Coughton, co. Warwick).

Sa.

ar. bttw. three crescents or.

(co. Northampton; granted 8 March, 1700).
cross masculy ar. betw. foureagles displ. or. Crest

—A

Ax. a
talbot

gorged with three fusils ar.
(Brenley House, co. Kent). Same Ainiis and Crtst,

pass. gu. bezantee,

Spinks
Motto

— Fidelia.
Or,

a

fess

cheqny

ar.

and gu. in chief thre*

trefoils slipped of the second.

Spert

Crest

Per pale

horse courant counterchanged.

Spinola.

Sperling: (Lattenbury

co. Cornwall).

Spiller (CO. Stafford, and Lincoln's Inn, London). Same
Arms. Crest An eagle ar. winged or, standng on a snake
nowed vert.
Spiller (co. Wilts). Per fess ar. and sa. a horse saliant

Same Arms,

—

on a

ar.

(lu. fretty ar.

Sa. a cross voided betw. four mullets pierced or.
saker ppr. beaked and legged or.

Spinkes

—

Gu. fretty of six

field.

on a chief or (another, of the
last), a leopard pass, of the first, over all a bend az.
Spike. Az. three escutcheons gu. on the first three lions
pass, guard, or, on the second as many Catharine wheels
ar., and on the third as many water bougets of the last.
Spiller (Kingsley, co. Bucks, Laleham, co. Midillesex, and
Sutton, CO. Surrey; confirmed by Camden, Clarenceux).

(Dynes Hall, co. Essex). Ar. on a mount in base
vert three gillyflowers ppr. stalked and leaved of the second,
on a chief ar. four mullets of the field. Crest Betw. two
wings conjoined in base ar. a mullet suspended or. Motto
Sapiens qui assiduus.

Sperling

SPO

Buckingham).

chief or, a lion pass, of the

Spig:ernell.

a chev.

or.

(co.

Spire (CO. Essex). Paly counter-paly of six ar. and go.
Spirger, and Spirgrice. Erm. a fess chequy or and
eu.

Spittal (Lenchant,

Ar. an eagle displ. sa. betw.

co. Fife).

three crescents gu.

Spittal

(Scotland, I6th century). Sa. a fess or, betw. three
bezants.
(Rettenden, co. Essex). Sa. a chev erm. betw. three
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of
lions ramp. ar.
Crest

Spitty

—

two rows of ostrich feathers

Splatt-Collins

ar.

(Brixton, near Yealmptxjn).

Quarterly,

a chev. gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr. each standing on a mount vert; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a
chev. betw. three martlets ar. five gouttes de sang. Crests
Ist: A demi lion ramp. ar. the body guttee de sang, holding
betw. the paws an escutcheon, thereon a Cornish chough
standing on a mount, as in the arms: 2nd: A demi lion<
ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a ducal coronet or.
Motto Pro patrii sanguis.
Spode (Hawkesyard Park, co. Stafford). Per bend indented
sa. and erminois, a bend betw. two mullets counterchanged.
Crest
A demi griffin, wings elevated gu. betw. the paws a
Motto Kecte et fideliter.
shield, as in the arms.
Sponer, or Spooner (Wickhamford, co. Worce.ster.
granted 1589, by Cooke, Clarenceux, to Thomas Spooneb, of
Wickhamford). Az. a boar's head in bend ar. armed or,
couped gu. guttee de sang. Crest A boar's head couped or,
pierced through the neck with a spear ar. embrued with
blood ppr.
Sponne. Gu. a fess humettee erm. surmounted by a pale
humettee ermines.
Sponne. Same Arms, a border engr. az.
Spooner. Az. a boar's head in bend ar. armed or, couped
gu. guttle de sang. Crest— Oa a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. a pelican ppr.
Spoor (Whitburn, co. Durham). Gu. on a chev. or, a
1st

and

4th, ar.

—

—

—

—

—

—

A demi
rose of the first betw. two spur-rowels sa. Crest
antelope erm. erased gu. crined and attired or, holding in
its mouth a broken spear sa. headed ar. head downwards.
Motto Semper constans et fidelis.
Spoore, or Spoure (Trebartha and Northill, co. Cornwall,
and Misterton, co. Somerset; BichabdSpoobe, of Treb-^rtha,
temp. James 1., sou of Ubnbx Spooks, of Northill, who waa

—

fourth In descent from Philip Spoore, of Misterton. Visit.
Cornwall, 1020). Gu. on a clicY. or, a rose of the first betw.
two mullets pierced sa. Crest— A demi antelope erm. erased
gu. maned and attired or, holding in the mouth a broken
ppear sa. headed ar. point downwards.
Sporkart (London, IGIl). Ar. on a bend betw. three
lions ramp. sa. asmanylioars' heads coupedor. Crest— Oat of
a mural coronet or, a demi lion ramp. sa. supporting a spear

eold,
or,

headed

ar.

(Lavenham,

last.

Sa.

co. Suffolk).

mcmbcred

dolphins embowed ar.
in base ar.

Az. three estoiles

(co. Suffolk).

a border entrr. of the

Sporne

achev.

or, in chief,

or, betw. two
and a crescent

(Scotland, ICth century). Per bend danccttC-e ar. and
two mullets counterchanscd.
Spottiswood (that Ilk, Berwick). Ar. on a chev. pu.
betw. three oak trees eradicated vert a boar's head couped
Crest— An eagle rising gu. looking to the sun in
or.
splendour. Supporters— Two savages, wreathed head and
middle with laurel and holding clubs over their shoulders

Spot
sa.

^fotto

ppr.

— Patior

potiar.

iit

(Dimipace, co. Stirling). Ar. on a cliev. gu.
betw. three oak trees eradicated vert as many bezants.
JI/o<<o— Utriusque auxilio.
ppr.
globes
Ofsf—Two
-Spottiswood (Grumstain, Scotland, 1672). Ar. on a chev.

Spottiswood

gu. betw. three oak trees eradicated ppr. a boar's head
couped of the field.
Spoure. See Spook.
Sprackling- (Thanet, co. Kent). Sa. a saltire erm. betw.
four leopards' faces or. Cj-c'!^— A wolfs head erased sa.
tufted, armed, and ducally gorged or.
Or, three rose leaves in pale vert betw. two
Sprag-g-.
A sword in pale ppr. on the
palets az. a chief gu. Crcsl
point thereof, suspended, a crown of olive or.
Spragrgrs. Gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three fleurs-

—

Crest

de-lis of the second.

—A

talbot pass. ar. resting the

dexter paw on a fleiir-delis gu.
Sprakling:. Sa. a saltire erm. betw. four
Crest

or.

—A

head ducally gorged

griffin's

leopards' faces

de-lis

(Canes, co. Essex).

Ter pale or and

Crest— On

counterchanged.

a.

sa.

a

fleur-

ducal coronet per pale

counterchanged.
Crent—A cinqucfoil erm.

or and az. a fleurde-lis betw. two wings

Spranger. Same Anns.
Sprat (CO. Dorset). Ar. a chev.

sa.

all

betw. three sprats naiant

az.

Az. two bars or, in chief three suns in splendour
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head

Spratley.
ppr.
vert.

Spratt.

"Vert three quatrefoils slipped

or.

Crest— T\ro

battle axes saltirew.iys ppr.

Sprencheaiix

fPlash, co. Salop

;

Fulke Sprencheadx was
a fess and in

Per pale gu. and vert

Sheriff co. Salop 1447).

chief a chev. conjoined ar.

Sprenchose, or Springrliose

Gu. a fess
(co. Salop).
and chev in chief ar.
Spreull (Cowdi n, CO. Haddington). Or, a fess chequy ar.
and az. betw. three purses gu. Crest A book displ. with
seals all ppr.
Motto JIanet in aeternum.
Sprig-g-. Chequy or and az. a fess erm. Crest— A laurel
branch vert.
Spriprg: (Reg. Ulster's Office). Samc.^nns. Crest An arm
couped and erect, vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the liand
a sprig of laurel all ppr.
Spriprpe. Erm. a (ess chequy or and gu.
Sprig-nell (Ilighgate, co. Middlesex; confirmed 10 Sept.
Gu. two I'ars gemel or, in chief a lion pass, guard.
1639).
of the second.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the
dext''r paw a battle nxe ar. Iiantllc gold.

—

—

—

—

Spring

vert.

Spring-.

Ar. a lion ramp, vert; another, Az. an orle ar.
Sa. two lions pass, in pale betw. eight

Springestowe.

crosses crosslet ar.

Spring'et

(co. Kent).
Per fess ar. and gu. a fess wavy
betw. three crescents counterchanged.
Crest
An eagle
displ. ar. membered and crowned gu. standing on a serpent

—

in fret ppr.

Springett

(Broyle Place, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1662;

descended from Thomas Springett, of Lewes, same co.,
temp. Queen LUzabeth. Sir Herbert Springett was created
a bart. 1660, left three daus. his co-heirs; arms granted
Per fess wavy ar. and gu. a fess wavy betw. three
1612).
crescents counterchanged.
Spring-ham (Dublin confirmed by Roherts, Ulster, 1647,
to Tho.mas Springham, of the city of Dublin).
Vert three
lioncels pass, in pale per pale ar. and or, armed and langued
gu. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. armed and langued gu.
holding betw. the paws a book displ. ppr. garnished or.
Motto Virtus vera nobilitas.
Springrhose, or Sprencheaux. Per fess gu. and vert
a fess ar. in chief a chev. of the last. Crest
A Cornish
chough, wings endorsed, betw. two spearheads in pale
;

—

—

—

sa.

Spring-hose, or Spring-horse.
pale ar.
pales sa.

bart., extinct 1769; deSprino, Ksq., of Lavenhani, same
CO., who '7. 18 Ilcnry VI., a.d. 1440; Sir William Spkino,
Knt., of Packenham, his descendant, was created a bare.
3641
the fifth hart. rf. without surviving Issue).
Ar. a
chev. betw. three masclcs gu.
Motto Non niihi scd
(I'ackcnii.-im,

scended from

co. Suffolk,

'I'lioMAS

;

—

palriae.

Spring-

Ar. on a chev. betw. three
(Cockflcld, co. Suffolk).
as many cinquefoils or. Crest A demi stag
springing quarterly ar. and or, in the mouth flowers also

—

niasrles gu.
ar.

Same Anns, on each cinquefoil five
(co. Suffolk).
C-rst
gu.
A demi antelope quarterly ar. and
horns coimterchangcd.
Spring: (CO. Suffolk). Ar. on a chev. betw. three masclcs
gu. as many roses of the first, accdcd uz.
Spring-

—

aiuiiilcls

or, the

956

Gu. two lions pass, in

another, Ar. two pales sa.

;

;

another, Ar. three

Spring-nell

extinct 1691; (Coppenthorpe, co. York, bart..
Sir Richard Springnell was so created 1641 the third bart.
d. unm.).
Gu. two bars gemel or, in chief a liou pass.
guard, of the second.
Sprint (co. Devon). Ar. three ears of corn gu. stalked
;

sa.

Sprint.

Sprinte

Ar. three stars sa. a border of the last.
Visit. Hants, 1634). Sa. three

(Bristol.

maces erect

spiked

ar.

Sprott, or Sporte (co. Middlesex).
saltire betw. four human hearts or,
Crest— A

Az. two spears in
in chief an imperial
vulniug herself
erased
peUcan's head

ppr.

Sprott (Ashmarbrook,

erased sa.

Sprang'er

Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

(co. Suffolk).

crown gu.

or.

Ar. a fess dancettce Lctw. tliicc talbots' heads

Sprang-.

Spring-

nowed

Sporley, or Spurley

SPB
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co. Stafford).

Vert three quatrefoils

ar. stalked or.

Sprott, or Sprat.

Ar. a chev.

sa.

betw. three sprats

az.

Sprotton. Sa. a fess betw. six sprats
Sprotty. Gu. three salmons haurient

haurient or.
with a ring through

each of their noses ar.
(Tyllond and Bodmin, co. Cornwall Thomas Spry, of
Bodmin, temp. James I., son of Hugh Sprt, of Tyllond, .and
grandson of Thomas Spry, of same place, by Kliza, dau.
and co-heir of John Trenowith, of Tyllond, :he eldest son
of Thomas Spry, of Cutcrew. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Az. two
bars or, in chief a chevronel of the last, quartering, 1st, Tekncwith, Ar. on a fess sa. three chevronel..! paleways, points
to the dexter of the first; and 2nd, Trewarthenick, Ar. a
chev. sa. a border engr. of the last. Crest— A dove ar. beaked
and legged gu. standing on a serpent nowed ppr. Motto
Soyez Sage et Semple.
Spry (Cutcrew, co. Cornwall Oliver Spry, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, descended from John Spry, who iii. Kli/a, dau.
and heir of John Trenowith). Per saline ar. and gu. four

Spry

;

—

;

crescents coimterchangcd.

Spry, or Sprye

(Cutcrew and Tregolls, co. Cornwall;
descended from Thomas Sprye, Esq., who, being then the
heir male, removed from co. Devon to Cutcrew, after
Spryeton and other estates in that co. were alienated from
the male line, temp. Henry VII., by John Sprye, of Spryeton,
and conveyed to his dau. and heir, Beatrice, wife of William Gregory, and their i.ssue in tail. Thomas Spbte,
first of Cutcrew, left two sons, Thomas and John, who
in. two sisters, ELizAnETii and Catherine, the daus. and coheirs of John Trenowith, of Cornewe and Tyllond, co. Cornwall, the last male of the ancient house of Tre>owith, of
Trenowith. The elder son, Thomas Sprye, was ancestor of
Arthur Sprye, Esq., of Place, M.P. for St. Mhwcs from 1660
to IG78; his representative in the fen)ale line. Admiral
Thomas Davy, assumed by royal licence, 1779, the surname
of Spry, on inheriting the estates of his maternal uncle,
Admiral Sir Uichard Spry, Knt., of Place). Same Arms,
Crexl, and Motin, quartering Trenowith, Teejago, TeeWARTIIENICK, ChEYNDHIT, NaNFAN, <fcc., AC.
Spry, or Sprye (Millbrook and Ugborough, co. Devon;
John Spry, the younger of the two sons of Thomas Spbt,
Esq., of Cutcrew, who married the two daus. and co-heirs
of Trcnowth. and who had Cutcrew settled upon him, left
Uircc sons: Uuvce, of Cutcrew; John, of Trewinncy; and

A

.
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BoBEST, of Millbrook, which last had living in 1620, two
sons, John and Eoeebt, from the elder of whom descem-lcd
John Sprte, Esq., of Millbrook and Stoke Damarell). Same
Armg, Crest, Motto, and quarterings, witli due diff.
Spry, or Sprye (Tentreke, co. Cornwall descended from

Edward

Spycer

Spry, or Sprye

(Mevagizzy, co. Cornwall; descended
from John Sprye, second son of John Sprte, Esq., of Cutcrew, who m. Catherine, the second dau. and co-heir of
Tbenowth. Three generations are recorded in Visit. Devon,
1620). Same Arms, Crest, Motto, and quarterings, with due
diff.

Spry, or Sprye

presumed to have
Same Arms, Crest,

(Blisland, co. Cornwall;

descended from Spbye, of Cutcrew).
and Motto, with due diff.
(Boyton, co. Cornwall ; considered a branch of
Spry, of Cutcrew; descended immediately from Nicholas
Sprt, Esq., of Bo;ton, liviug 1C53). Same Arms, &c., with

Spry
due

diff.

Spry

(Truro, co. Cornwall; Edward John Spry, Esq., of
Truro, was Mayor of the town 1S37-8, son of Jeffrey Spbt,
Esq., of Truro, son, by his second wife, Susanna Waklet,
of John Spby, Esq., of Boyton).
Sa.mf Arms, <fec.
Spry (London; borne by the Bev. John Hcme Sprt, D.D.,

Rector of St. Marylebonc, and Prebendary of Canterbury,
only son and heir of Rev. Benjamin Spry, M.A., Prebendary
of Taunton Uepis, in the church of Sarum, who was brother
of William Spry, LLD., Governor of Barbadoes, Judge of
the Court of Admiralty, America, and fourth son of John
Spry, D.D., Archdeacon of Berks, the son of Jeffbt Spry, of
Exeter, a presumed descendant of Sprte, of Devon and Cornwall).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, with due diff.
Spry (London; borne by James Home Spry, Esq., of Charter
House Square, eldest son and heir of James Hume Spry, of
Christ College, Oxford, LL.D., Vicar of Pottern, and Rector
of Brixton Peverell, co. Wilts, and a Prebendary of Salisbury,
seventh son of Archdeacon John Spry). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto, with due diff.
Spry. Per saltire gu. and ar. four crescents counterchanged.
Crest
A greyhound's head ar. Motto Dum spiro, spero.

—

Sprynt

—

(co. Hants).

cocks ar. armed gu.

Spurdens

(Norwich, CO. Norfolk, originally from Lubeck
and the Oaks, North Walsham, co. Norfolk). Per bend or
and gu. a cross moline counterchanged. Crest A lion's

—

gamb

ppr. bearing a cross moline, as in the arms.

Motto—

Denuo fortasse lucescat.
Spxirgreon (Rev. John Nobbis Spuegeon, Twyford Rectory,
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops sa.
Ci-est
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb erect ppr.
holding an escallop sa. Motto Non civium ardor.
Spurlin^ (co. Essex). Ar. on a mount in base vert three
gillyflowers ppr. stalked and leaved of the second, on a chief
Crest
Betw. two wings
az. four mullets of six points or.
conjoined in base ar. a mullet of six points suspended
CO. Norfolk).

—

—

—

or.

Spurre

(co. Cornwall).
Gu. on a chev. or, a rose of the
betw. two spur-rowels sa.
Spiirrier (Scotland). Az. a griffin segreant or. Crest
long cross or, on three grieces sa. ar. and gu.
Spurrock. Az. a chev. betw. three rocks (another, chessfield

—

—A

(Spurstow, co. Chester). Vert three estoiles or.
Crest— A females head affrontee couped below the shoulders

Spurstow, or Spurstowe

—A

top ar.
Sa. a cher. erminois betw. three towers tripletowered or. Cre;t Out of a mural coronet a cubit arm in
armour holding a fireball fired all ppr.

—

Spycer.

Gyronny of eight eriii. and az. a fess betw. three
all round the ed:;c or.
(Walgrove and Shortletts, co. Berks; granted 15C0).
Or, two chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped vert. Crest
garb per fess or and vert, banded ar.
Spyer (Huntercombe, co. Oxon. Visit. Oxon, 1574. These
arms and crest were afterwards confirmed by Cooke, Claren.
escutcheons engr.

Spyer

—

ceux, 20 April 1588, to Thomas Spyer, of that place). Or,
two chevronels az. betw. three trefoils slipped vert. Crest
A garb vert, banded ar. corned or.
Spyesse, or Spyer. Paly counter-paly of six ar. and
gu.

—

.

Spygrernell, Spig-ernell,

(Rumsey, co. Chester, and
Vert three mullets of six points pierced or.
woman couped below the breasts, hair

1613;.

denii

Chester).

Vert a chev. betw. three mullets

mullets of the second.
Kent). Or, a .'nake wreathed in pale betw.
two flaunches gu. each charged with three lions pass, of the

Spylman (co.
field.

Spyne. Sa. a
Spyney. Ar.

chev. ar. betw. three crescents or.
on a chev. sa. three crescents or.

Spyng-ournell, or Spyg-ernell
a

fret ar.

on a chief erm. a

(co.

Buckingham). Gu.

lion pass, of the first.

Spyng-ournell, or Spyg-ernell

(co. Essex).

Gu. fretty

on a chief

or, a lion pass, of the first.
(quartered by Throgmorton, of Chastleton, co.
Oxford
arms impaled by the former on a stone in St.
Mary's Church, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Sa. a cheT.
betw. three crescents ar.

ar.

Spynnye
;

Squarey

(Salisbury, co. Wilts).

heads erased sa. in chief. Cresl
Pro cruce audax.

—

Or, a pale betw. two lions'
cross crosslet or. Motto

—A

Squibb (Reading, co. Berks). Or, three bulls pass. sa.
Crest — A swan in his pride crowned with an antique crown
all

ppr.

(co. Dorset).
Or, three bulls pass. sa. armed gu.
(cos. Devon and Worcester).
Ar. a squirrel sejant
gu. cracking nuts ppr.
Squire (Felstead, co. Essex). Sa. a chev. betw. three swans'
heads and necks erased ar.
Crest
An elephant's head
erased ar. ducally gorged or.
Squire (Southby, co. Hants). Sa. three swans' heads erased

Squire

—

or.

Squire

(Barton Place, co. Suffolk). Same Arms, a border ar.
bear's paw erect holding a plume of three ostricli
all ppr.
Motto Tiens ferme.
Squire (London). Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three swans*
heads erased ar. Crest An elephant's head ar. ducally
gorged and cared or.
Squire. Sa. three swans' beads couped ar. Crest An
antelope's liead erased, pierced through the neck with a
.spear, the handle broken olT.
Squire (Hanbury, co. Worcester, and Croydon, co. Surrey.
Visit. 1569; confirmed by Deihick, Garter.
Dorothy, dau.
and heir of Thomas Squire, Esq., m. Richard Mervyn, Esq.,
Crest

—A

—

feathers

—

—

of Fountayne Gifford, co. Wilts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a squirrel sejant gu. betw. the paws a nut or, for
;

2nd and

3rd. sa.

ar. and or.
Sq-uire (Handsworth,

two

lions pass, guard, per pale

co. Stafford; quartered

by Hab-mak).

or.

Squire, or Squiar

(Scotland, 16th century). Or, on a
chief sa. two mullets ar.
(Sergrce, co. Wilts). Or, on a cross sa. five

Sratton

Srinson.

Staber

or, pierced gu.

Spurstow (co.

Gu

—

a bend az.

bezants.

flotant, all ppr.

Spurstow (CO.

and Spyg-ournell.

on a chief of the second a leopard pass, of the
Crest
A hand issuing from a cloud in pale
shedding forth rays, holding a morthead all ppr.
Spylman (co. Kent). Sa. two bars ar. in chief as many
fretty ar.

first,

Gu. a squirrel sejant cracking a nut

ppr. crined or.

London,

dome on the

Spycer.

Squire

rooks) ar.

Sptirstow

Crest

(

Squibb

Sa. three clubs or.

Spurcock. Az. a chev. betw. three
Crest — A cock volant ar. crested gu.

Ar. a fess betw. two chev. gu.

Kn.^pton, co. Warwick; granted 1591). Sa. a fess
crenellce betw. three lions ramp. or. Ciesl
tower with a

second son of Thomas Sprt, Esq., of Tyllond,

Sf-ry,

A

a border engr. gu, on a chief az. thiefr

mullets or.

Spyce, or Spice.

;

and Elizabeth his wife, elder dau. and co-heir of Tbenowith,
of Tyllond.
Three generations recorded in Visit. iG20).
Same Armx, Crest, Motto, and quarterincs, with due diff.
Spry, or Sprye (Mawnen, co. Cornwall; descended from
Peter Spry, second son of Edward Sprye, Esq., of Tencreke). Same Arms, Crest, Motto, and quarterings.

S T

fitchee vert; 2nd, Ar.

Chester).

Sa. three mullets pierced oi

Spurway
III.).

(Spurway and Oakford, co. Devon, temp. Henry
Ar. on a bend az. a spur-rowel or, betw. two garbs

of the

first.

Crest

Spurway

—A garb

or.

(Dartmouth, co. Devon; Thomas Spueway,
grandson of Thomas Spcrwat, second son of John Spcrwat,
of Spurway, who was fifth in descent from Robert Spcrway,
of Spurway. Visit. Devon, 1620). Same Anns and Crest,
quartering, 1st, Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslct
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Per pale indented erm. and gu.
Per bend sa. and or, a hound pass, counter-

(Colcn).

changed.

Stable

(granted 17G7). Gu. a bend engr. or, in chief a
mullet ar. in base a stag's head cabossed of the last. Crest
castle ar. thereon a cross of St. George.
Stable. Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three
mullets of the first. Crest— A demi lion ramp. gu. holding
a mullet ar.
Stable. Ar. a cro.ss patonce in saltire gu. on a fess of the
second three mullets of the &ist.

—A

;

Crtst

—A tower

cr.

Stabley.

Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Stacham (co. Chester). Ar. two bendlets ga.
StacbEUn. Ar. four fusils in bend «ru.
Stack (Errimore, co. Kerry; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
1766, to Colonel Robekt Stack, eleventh in descent from Sir
BicHABD Stack, Knt., of Errimore). Gu. a lion ramp. erm.
Crut Out of a ducal coronet or, a naked arm erect holding
In the hand a sword ppr. pommel and hUt gold.
Stacker. Lozengy ar. and ea. on a chief az. three piles

—

or.

Stackhouse

(Trehane, co. Cornwall; originally of Durham). Ar. a garb betw. three saltircs, in chief a shed.
Crat A saltire raguly or.
Stackbouse-Acton (Acton Scott, co. Salop). Gu. semee
of crosses crosslet fitchee or, two lions pass, ar., quartering

—

Stackhocse.

Stackpole.
Stackpoole.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. collared or.
Crtst
On a
Or, an heraldic tiger pass. sa.
rock a fort in flames ppr.
Stacpoole (Eden Vale, co. Clare). Ar. a lion ramp. gn.
On a ducal coronet a pelican in her piety all
Crtst
I die for those I love
Mottoes Over the crest
ppr.
under the arms : Pro Deo et pro patriA.
Stacy (Ross Herald, 1673). Az. on a bend betw. three owls or,
as many thistles vert. Crest An owl ppr. perching on a
morthead ar. Motto Noctes diesque.
Stacye (co. Buckingham). Az. on a fess betw. three falcons
Crest Out of a marquess's
or, as many fleurs-de-lis sa.
coronet or, a demi pegasus az. charged with estoiles, winged
and attired of the first, in the mouth a pansy gu. stalked
and leaved vert. Another Crest A cubit arm habited az.
cuffed ar. grasping in the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis or, on the

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

arm

three bezants.
kz. on a fess
(Ballifield, near Sheffield, co. York),
betw. three falcons or, as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Stacye (co. Nottingham). Az. on a bend wavy betw. three
owls or, as many fleurs-de-lis of the first.
Staff (co. Kent). Sa. a fess or, betw. three eagles' heads
Crest
A demi lion
erased ar. beaked of the second.
ramp. ppr. holding betw. the paws a staff raguly vert.
co.
Berks, and
(Wingfleld,
Staverton
or
Stafferton,
Ar. a chev. betw. three maunehes vert. Crest
CO. Hants).
buck's head erased ppr. pierced through the neck with a

Stacye

—

—

A

spear or.
Berks). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three maunehes

Stafferton (co.

az. (another, vert).

Ar. a bend engr. betw. two martlets

Stafferton.

az.

as Lord Stafford, &c. He m. Ursuul, dan. of Sir BtcntsD
Pole, K.G., by his wife, Masoaret Plantaoenet, Counteta
of Salisbury, only dau. of Gboroe, Duke of Clarence, brother
of Edward IV. Hbnrt, fifth Baron Stafford, d. unm. 1637,
leaving his sister his heir general. Mart, wife of Sir WiiiI.LAM Howard, K.B., but the barony reverted to his kinsman,
BooBR Stafford, grandson of the first baron, through his
third son, Hon.RicBARD Stafford; he petitioned Charles I.
for the barony, but the King decided that as he had no part of
the inheritance of the Lords Stafford, or any lands, he shonld
resign the barony to the Crown, which he did by deed,
dated 7 Dec. 1639). Or, a chev. gu. Crtst—Oxxt of a ducal
coronet per pale gu. and sa. a demi swan rising, wings elevated
and displ. ar. beaked also gu. Supporters Two swans ppr.
beaked and legged sa. ducally gorged per pale gu. and of
the second.
Stafford (Earl of Wiltshire, extinct 1523 Lord John Stafford, youngest son of Humphry, first Duke of Buckingham,
was so created 1470 ; his son, the second earl, c(, s. p. 1499,
when the title expired; was revived 1509, in Lord Henry
Stafford, younger son of Henry, second Duke of Bucking-

—

;

ham, who

d.

Stafford

s.

p.,

when

it

again expired).

Same Arms,

Duke

of Buckingham.
(Baron Stafford, of Clifton, vested in Stanley;

&c., as the

descended from Sir Richard de Stafford, younger son of
Edmund, first Lord Stafford, who m. temp. Edward III.,
Maud, dau. and heiress of Richard db Comville, of Clifton,
CO. Stafford
his son, Richard de Stafford, was summoned
to Parliament 1371, his granddau. Katherine, m. Sir John
Andrew, Knt., of Elford, co. Stafford, and had an only dau.
Maud, m. Sir Thomas Stanley, in whose descendants the
barony is vested). Same Armt as the Earls and Barons of
;

Stafford,

a crescent for

difT.

Stafford (Edmund Stafford, Bishop

of Exeter 1395-1419,
Richard. Baron Stafford, of Clifton arms
in a window in the Congregation House, Oxford. Visit.
Oxon, 1574). Or, on a chev. gu. a mitre stringed of the first,
a border engr. sa. Another Coat, on a monument, has the
border plain az. sem^e of mitres gold.
Stafford (Earl of Devon, attainted 1469; descended from
William Stafford, of Bromshull, co. Stafford, who was a
descendant of Hervey Baoot and Milicent Stafford, his
wife, heiress of the house of Stafford temp. Richard I.
Humphrey Stafford, sixth in descent from William Stafford, was summoned to Parliament 1461, and created Earl
of Devon 1469, beheaded same year). Or, a chev. gu. a
border engr. sa.
Stafford (John Stafford, Bishop of Bath and Wells
1425-43, Archbishop of Canterbury 1443-52, second son of
Sir Humphry Stafford, called "Humphry with the silver
hand," the great-grandfather of Hubtphry, Earl of Devon).
Ar. on a chev. gu. a mitre of the field, a border engr.
eldest son of

;

sa.

(another, vert).

Stafford (Earl of Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, Baron
descended from Kobert de
Stafford, Ac, attainted 1521
ToNEi, Governor of the Castle of Stafford, from which
office he and his descendants assumed the surname of db
Stafford his great-grandson, Robert de Stafford, d. cir.
1189, leaving an only dau. and heir, Milicent Stafford,
;

;

I., a.d. 1133, Hervey Baoot, a gentleman of
Hervet db Stafford, the
ancient lineage in co. Stafford
heir
of
this marriage, a-ssumed his mother's surname,
and
son
and was the progenitor of the illustrious house of Stafford.
His great-grandson, Edmund de Stafford, was summoned to
Parliament 1299. Ralph, second Baron Stafford, K.Q., one
of the Founder Knights of the order, was created, 1351,
Earl of Slnffnrd : Edmund, fifth Earl of Stafford, K.G., m.
the Lady Anne Plantaoenet, eldest dau. of Thomas (of
Woodstock), Duke of Buckingham, youngest son of
Edward III., and si.ster and eventual heiress of Humphry,
Earl of Buckirvjham, by whom he had an only son, HumTBRT, sixth Earl of SUifford, K.G., created, in consequence
of " his near alliance in blood to the Crown," 1444, Duke
of Burkiii'jh/im : his grandson, Edward, third Duke of Buckingham, was beheaded I.V21, when the splendour, princely
honours, and great wealth of the Staffords sank for ever.
The P^mpcror Chiirles V. hearing of the fall of the Duke,
exclaimed, in allusion to Cardinal Wolsey, who was the
chief instigator of his arraiuniiient, " A butcher's dog has
killed the finest Bock in England"). Or, a chev. gu. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a swan's head erect betw. two
winuB elevated ar.
Stafford (Uaron Stafford surrendered to the Crown 1639;
Hf.nrt Stafford, only son of Edward, third and last
Duke of Burkivgluim, was restored in blood and summoned
An Act passed 1547 declared that he
to Parliament I.MB.
and the bclrs male of bis body were to be taken and reputed

m. 5 Richard

;

—
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(Taashelf, co. York, and London). Ar. on a salttre
gu. five acorns slipped or, on a chief of the second three
mallets of the first.
Stables. Per saltire ar. and vert, a pale countercbanged.

stables

Stafford (Blatherwycke, co.
Ralph Stafford, second son

Stafford;

of Sir

grandson of William Stafford, of
Stafford, Esq., of Blatherwycke, the

descended from

John Stafford, and
BromshuU; William

last male heir of this
leaving his sisters his co-heirs, viz. I. Susanna,
TO. 1699, Henry O'Brien, younger son of Sir Donough
II.
Anne, ra. 1703,
O'Brien, first hart, of Dromoland;
George, first Lord Carbery). Same Arms as Staffobu>, Earl
of Devon.
Stafford (Bootham Hall, co. Derby). Or, a chev. gu. betw.
three martlets sa.
Stafford (Hook, Suthwyck, and Frome, co. Dorset). Or, a
chev. gu. a border engr. (another, invecked) sa.
Stafford (Sydenham, co. Devon; granted by Borough,
Out of
Garter), Or, a chev. betw. three saltires gu. Crest
a mural coronet gu. a swan's neck, wings expanded ar.
ducally gorged of the first.
Stafford (Suthwyck, co. Dorset). Or, a chev. gu. a border
line, d. s. p.,

:

—

sa.

co. Durham). Or, a chev. gu.
betw. three saltires of the second. Crest A demi lion ramp,
holding in the dexter paw a dagger erect.
Stafford (Grafton, co. Hertford). Or, a chev. gu.
Stafford (co. Leicester). Or, on a chev. gu. a crescent of

Stafford (Monkwearmouth,

—

a canton erm.
Or, on a chev. gu. three bezants (another,
plates); another, Ar. a cinquefoil az. on a chief gu. a lion
pass, or ; another. Or, on a chev. gu. five plates another.
another, Or, a chev.
Or, a fess betw. three martlets sa.
gu. betw. three martlets az.; another, Az. three broken
Az.
a chev. betw. three
spears or, a canton erm. another,
broken spears or, a canton erm. another. Per fess gu. and
sa. three crosses pattee or; another, Or, a chev. gu. on a
canton sa. a king's head full-faced, crowned of the flrst:

the

field,

Stafford.

;

;

;

;
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another, Or. a chev. i^i. on a canton sa. a lion's head crowned
of the first; another. Or, a chev. betw. three martlets

Stafford, Town of (co. Stafford). Or, on a chief gu. a
serpent nowed of the first. Another Coat
The base vert, a

—

castle triple-towered ppr. betw. four lions pass, guard, or, in

base a lion of the last.
Stafford (Ballymacane, co. Wexford; a very ancient family
in that co., which possessed large estates in the co. until
dispossessed by Oliver Cromwell Hamon de Staffobd was
among the gentlemen of the co. Wexford summoned to
attend Edward III. in the war with Scotland a.d. 1335;
John Stafford, Esq., of Ballymacane, was High Sheriff co.
;

Wexford 1610; he was eon of Nicholas Stafford, temp.
Queen Elizabeth, grandson of Nicholas Stafford, temp.
Henry VIII., and great-grandson of John Stafford,
ttmp. Edward IV., all of the same place. Visit. Wexford,
1618).

Sa. three ragged staffs ar.

Crest

—A

lion

ramp,

or,

holding a ragged staff sa.

Stafford (The Castle, Wexford; descended from George
Stafford, who built the Castle, brother of John Stafford,
of Ballymacane, temp. Edward IV. Visit. Wexford, 1618).
Same Amu, in the middle chief point a tower triple-towered
ar. for diff.

Stafford

Wexford Dtonisious Stafford,
was sixth in descent from Hamon

(Ballyconnor, co.

;

of that place, d. 1579,
Stafford, Esq., of Ballyconnor, a branch of Stafford, of

Ballymacane.
for

Visit.

Wexford,

Same An^u, a crescent

1618).

diff.

Stafford (Town

of Wexford ; descended from Richard
Stafford, brother of Dtonisiods Stafford, Esq., of Ballyconnor, 1579. Visit. Wexford, 1618). Same Amu, a crescent
for

diff.

Stafford (Town

of Wexford; descended from Stephen
Stafford, eldest son of George Stafford, brother of
Dtonisious Stafford, Esq., of Ballyconnor, 1579. Visit.
Wexford, 1618). Same Arms, a crescent on a crescent for
diff.

Stafford (James Stafford, Mayor

of Wexford 1610, son of
Philip Stafford, younger son of George Stafford, younger
brother of Dtonisiods Stafford, Esq., of Ballyconnor, 1579.
Same Amu, a mullet for diff.
Visit. Wexford, 1618).

Stafford (Mount

Stafford,

co.

Down, Portglcnone,

co.

Antrim, and Glaspitell, co. Louth: Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Sir Francis Stafford, knighted in England 1599, a Privy
Councillor in Ireland and Governor of Ulster, d. 1609,
leaving two sons and two daus., viz. I. Edmund, of Mount
Stafford; II. Wingfield, d.s.p. 1624; HI. Ursula, ni.
first, Francis Hill, Esq., of Hill Hall, co. Down; and,
IV.
second. Sir George Rawdon, first hart, of Moira
Hart, m. John Echlin, Esq., of Ardquin, co. Down, whose
second son, Francis Echlin, took the name of Stafford,
was of Clonowen, co. Antrim, s. to the estates of his uncle,
and was ancestor of Arthur Willoughbt Stafford, Esq.).
Or, a chev. gu. a canton erm.
Staffordshe. Gu. a stag's head cabossed or.
StaK?' Or, a chev. betw. two stags heads erased az.
A stag's head cabossed or,
(another, of the field). Crest
betw. the horns a cross pattee.
Stahlsclimidt (Lambeth, co. Surrey). Ar. on a mount
vert a man ppr. vested sa. slashed gu. cap, hose, and trunkhose of the last, the latter slashed of the fourth, holding in
the left hand upon an anvil an iron, in the attitude of striking
it with a hammer in the right also ppr. on a canton of the
fifth a cross humett^e of the field, a label upon a label for
A demi warrior couped at the thighs in armour,
diff. Crest
an open helmet on the head, face affrontee, in the right
:

;

—

—

hand a battle axe all ppr. differenced
Deo inspirante, Rege favente.

Stainbank

(London

as the arms.

—

Motto

granted 1755). Az. an cstoile or,
in each corner of the field a
castle ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi dragon
reguard. az. wings expanded guttee d'eau, charged on the
neck with a bezant.
Stainbergrer (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1626, Nicholas
Stainberger, son of Marcus Stainbebger, a German). Per
pale gu. and ar. a stag's head couped per pale or and sa.
Stainburgb.. Ar. a bend gu.
Staines (Dent-de-Lion, Margate). Ar. on a fesa az. betw.
two cotiscs engr. sa. three crescents of the field, in chicf two
lions ramp, respecting each other gu. supporting an anchor
erect ppr. on a canton of the fourth the badge of the Sicilian
Order of St. Ferdinand of Merit also ppr. Crest Out of a
naval crown or, a buck's head quarterly ar. and ppr. attired

betw. four bezants in

;

saltire,

—

—

KU.

Staines.

Ar. two bars engr.

sa.

Crest

—A

dexter band

issuing from a cloud ppr. holding up a garland vert.

959
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Stainforth.

Ar. three bars az. in chief as aaaoy lozen^s of
the second, on a canton or, a fess. Crest A cubit arm
erect grasping a broken sword all ppr.
Stainfortb. Ar. three bars az. on a canton or, a fess betw.
six lozenges sa.
Crest A dexter arm erect in armour
holding in the band ppr. a broken sword ar. hilt and pommel

—

—

or.

—

Stainfortb.

Or, a swan close gu. Crest
An anchor ar.
co. Somerset, and Erlsone, co. Suffolk).
Ar. a bat displ. sa.
StainingB (co. Somerset). Ar. a batdispl. sa. acbief gobony
ar. and gu.
Stains. Ar. two bars engr. sa. Crest A dexter hand
issuing from a cloud ppr. holding up a garland vert.
Stainsbury. Per pale az. and or, a lion ramp. sa. Crest

StainingB (Honycott,

—

—

A demi lion ramp. gu.
Stainsby - Conant.
per

and

crusily or.

Quarterly, 1st and

4th,

Conant,

canton erm. for diff.);
2nd, Stainsby, az. on a fess engr. ar. betw. three falcons
belled or, as many millrinds sa.
3rd, Pigott.
Crests
1st, Conant: A mount vert, thereon a stag ppr. the dexter
forefoot resting on a shield gu. billetti-e or (the shoulder
charged with a rose of the second for diff.) 2nd, Stainsbt :
A mount vert, thereon a lion ramp. erm. holding betw. the
forepaws a fleur-de-lis az. the dexter hind paw resting on a
saltire gu.

az. billettee or (a

—

;

;

rain rind sa.

Stainton.

Ar. an annulet betw. three crosses patonce gu.

Crest — A covered cup gu.
Stainton (Biggarshiels). See Gillespie.
Stair, Earl of. See Dalrtmple.

Stair. Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three stars
arm ppr. holding in the hand an arrow.

or.

Crest

—A cubit

Stakeland. Ar. two bars gu. a canton of the last.
Stakepowle, Stakepoll, or Stakepoole. Az.
ar.

betw three crescents

Stakepowle,

a chev.

or.

Stakepoole,

or

Stakepoll

(co.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. collared or.
Staker (Jarrow Lodge, co. Durham). Az. on a chev. ar.
between three arrows of the second, points downward, three
mullets of the first. Crest A horse at full speed. Mott(^—
Deus est super dorao.
Stalbrook. Az. a bend per bend vaire or and gu. betw. two
lapwings' heads erased ar.
Stalebroke (London). Az. a bend vture or and gu. betw.
two storks' heads erased ar.
Staley. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three fusils (another, lozenges)
Gloucester).

—

sa.

Stalket.

Vert a chev.

or, in

dexter chief an estoile of the

second.

Staller, or Stallard (granted

Or, a fess betw.
1605).
three lions' heads erased sa. vulned in the neck gu. Crest

A

stork's

head

—

or.

Stallery. Erm. a chev. engr. gu.
Stallingrburg'b (William Stallingbubgh, temp. Richard
II.).

Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses botnnnee fitchee ar.

Stalsbam, or Stalsbon.
Stalton.
engr. erm.

Az. a saltire engr. or.
another, Az. a cross
;
another, Sa. an eagle displ. ar.
Or, three escutcheons harry of six vair and

Sa. a falcon volant erm.
;

Stalworth
KU.

Stalworth

Ar. a fess

wavy betw.

three hawks' heads

erased az.

Stalworth.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three bundles of faggots
sa. as many bezants.
Staly (quartered by Buller, of Shillington, co. Cornwall;
Anne Stalt, dau. of Roger Staly, temp. Edward II., m.
John Buller, of Wood. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Ar. a chev.
betw. three mascles az.
Stalybridg-e, Borougrh of (co. Lancaster). Ar. acnev.
engr. gu. betw. two crosses pointed voided in chief sa. and a
mullet in base of the last, pierced of the field, with two
flaunches az. each charged with a cinquefoil of the field.
A garb or, in front thereof a wolf statant ar. Motto
Cresl
Absque labore nihil.
Stamer (Beauchamp, co. Dublin, bart.). Quarterly, gu. and
az. a cross erm. charged with the city sword in the scabbard
in pale ppr., in the 1st and 4th quarters on a fess dancettce
ar. a lion pass, gu., in the 2nd and 3rd the cap of justice or,
A stag's bead erased gorged
betw. three castles ar. Crest
with a mural crown or. Mottoes Over the crest: Jubilee;
under the shield Virtute et valore.
Stamfield (Newmills, Scclland). Gu. three goats pass. ar.
A goat's head erased ar.
attired and unguled or. Crest
armed or, within two laurel branches ppr.
Stamford, Earl of. Sec Gket.
of (co. Lincoln). Gu. three lions pass.
Stamford,
guard, in pale or, impaling chcquy or and az.

—

—

—

—

:

—

Town

A
;
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Stamford

(temp. Richard III.).

Gu. a

vairbctw. four

saltire

and co. Stafford: granted
on a canton or, a fess sa.

(Hartley, co. Middlesex,

2 May, 1542). Ar. three bars az.
Crest
A gauntlet or,
in cliiof three maseles of the last.
grasi'inc: a broken sword ar. hilt and pommel sa.
Stamford, or Stannford (Rowley, co. Stafford, granted

—

Ar. three bars az. on a canton a
gauntlet or, praspine a broken sword of the first. Crest
attired
or, billettee gu. on the neck two
ar.
stags head
gemels of the tliird. The augmentation of the canton is
said to have been given to Sir William Stamford, for
taking the DuUe of Longueville prisoner at the "Battle of
1.583).

Visit.

1544.

—

Derby; Thomas Stamford, Esq., of Derby,
left a dau. and heir, Elizabeth Stamford, to. Caldwell, of
Linley Wood, co. Stafford). Ar. two bars az. on a canton
gu. a gauntlet grasping a broken sword ppr. hilt and

pommel

(co.

gold.

Stamford

(Kocer Stasifokd, Chester Herald, temp. Edward
Gu. a saltire vair betw. four leopards' faces or.
Or, three bars wavy az.; another. Or, a fess
wavy gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. ; another, Az. a chev.
IV.).

Stamford.

betw. three storks ar.

Stamp

(

membered gu.
Thomas Stamp,

Oxford

Fyficlo, CO.

Visit.

;

Oxon,

Sa. a fess erm. betw. three horses in full course ar.,
quartering gu. fretty ar. a crescent for diff. See Stompe, of
1634).

Newnham Murren.

Crest— A dcmi horse ramp.

ar. a crescent

for diff.

Stamp

(Cholsey, co. Berks).

Stam.p

(BurforU, co.

Same Arms and Creat.
Oxford; Lord Mayor of London,

ramp.

(CO.

Same Anns.

Devon).

Crest— A demi

colt

headed and armed

Richard Stanbert,

ar.

(Morwinstowe, co. Cornwall

Esq., of Morwinstowe, son

and heir

of

temp. Henry V., and grandson of John
Stanbury, of Stanbury, in Morwinstowe, left an only dau.

Walter Stanbert,

Margaret Stanbury, m. Richard Manning,

heir,

Cornwall. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).

ramp.

Per pale

az.

and

co.

or,

a

sa.

Stanbery

(Richard Stanbert, Bishop of Bangor 1448-52,
second son of Walter Stanbert,
Henry V. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Same Arms.
Stanbery (Westonbury, co. Cornwall descended from
BoBtRT Stanbert, third son of Walter Stanbert, temp.
Henry V.). Same Arms.
Stanbery (Tamerton, co. Cornwall; William Stanbert,
Esq., of Tamerton, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, fifth in descent
from William Stanbert, of Cliff, fourth son of Walter
Stanbert, of Morwinstowe, temp. Henry V.). Same Arms,
quartering Estcott, Sa. six escallops or, three, two, and

and

of Hereford 1452-74,

of Morwinstowe, teiap.

ppr.

Standen.

Ar.

an oak

or,

lei-f

or, three

Stanbridge

betw.

three

garden-spades
Crest

— An

angel ppr.

Standen.

Ar. on a fess indented az. a lion pass, or;
another, Ar. an eagle close sa. armed or, a border engr. of
the second; another, Ar. an eagle, wings expanded sa.
armed or, a border engr. sa. another, Sa. on a bend wavy
ar. three frets az.
another, Sa. on a bend wavy ar. three
bendlcts wavy az.
Standiffe. Sa. a chev. betw. three garden-spades ar.
Standish (Standish, CO. Lancaster; descended from Thurston DE Standish. living 6 Henry 111., who inherited lands
in Shevington, from his mother, Margaret de Standish,
dau. and co-heiress of Robert de Hdlton. The present
representative of this ancient house is Cuarles Strickland
Lionel Widdington Standish, Esq., of Standish, grandson
;

;

Standish estates). Sa. three standing dishes ar. Crest— An
owl with a rat in its talons ppr.
(Scaleby Castle, co. Cumberland). Same Arm?.

ppr.
Sa. a cinquefoil ar. (another, a
Somerset).
an orle of martlets of the second.
Standon. Ar. on a chief indented az. a lion pass, or;
another, Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three lions' heads erased ixr.
another, Sa. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.
another, Sa. two bends vair; another, A r.
nine cloves ppr.
three bars geinelles az. on a canton gu. a lion pass, of the
field
another, Ar. a bend engr. betw. two martlets gu.
another, Ar. a martlet sa. a border engr. of the last;
another, Quarterly, erm. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd, a fret

(co.

vert; another, Cliequy ar. and sa.

woodbine leaves
Sussex).

(co.

;

;

vert.

on a chev. az. three
escallops ar. on a chief of the second a lion pass, of the
field.
Crest— A dcini lion ramp, or, holding an escallop
Or,

or.

Stane-Bramston
and 4th,
on a fess

ar.

Stanbnry, or Stanberie

(West Stanberic and Cliff,
CO. Cornwall; a younger tirnngh of Stanberie, of Morwintowo.
Visit. Cornw. IC20).
Per pale az. and or, a
lion ramp, countcrchanged.
Crest—A lion ramp, as in the

sa.

A cubit arm

Stanecourt.

Stanbury.

Per pale ar. and

or,

a

lion pass. sa.

Stanes

betw.

(co. Essex).

A

lion sejant or, collared su.

and gu.
Ar. two bars engr.

Chequy

ar.

sa.

Ar. two bends engr. sa.; another, Az. a chev. comand sa. betw. three ficurs-dc-lis or.
Stanesby (Damcton, co. Durham). Az. on a fess paly of
four or and sa. betw. three eagles close of the second, «.s
many Heurs-de-lis countcrchanged.
Stanfeld. Ar. guttce do larmes on a fess az. three goats

and

Per pale

ar.

and

pnnte

or, a lion

sa.

York). Az. on a fess paly of six or and sa.
three flciirsdolis countcrchanged.
(mount's Court, and Trowbridge, co. Wilts).
A/., on a chev. ar. betw. three lambs' heads conped ppr. as
many roscigii. on a chief of the second three garbs of tlic
third. CruL—Vpon a rock a paschul lamb ppr. suppoiiing
(co.

Stancomb

ar.

pass. ar.

armed

Stanfleld
horns
j

060

Quarterly, 1st

Stanes.

Ihrcf lorteaux.

Stanbury, or Steynbury.
fess gu.

(Forest-Hall, CO. Essex).

bend cotised sa., for Stane; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
three plates, for Bbamston. Ci-fsfj!— 1st, Stane:
erect ppr. holding in the hand a battle axe ar.

ar. a

headed or; 2nd, Bramston:
charged with three plates.

.'irm«.

ramp, per

a chev.

Ar. on a chief az. a Hon pass. or.

fleur-de-lis or)

one.

Stanby

all

Standelfe.

Standon

Stanbery. Per pale ar. and or, a lion ramp. sa.
Stanborne, or Stanburne. Chcquy erm. and sa.on
on a chief

—

—

;

a chief

Whitehii.l, of Wliitehill.

Standish

—

Stanbery, or Stanbury

lion

Edward

Vert an arrow erect or, barbed and
feathered ar., quartering, Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three
buckles ar., for Whitehill.
Crest
A cubit arm erect
vested vert, cuffed ar. holding in the hand a bow stringed
Oxon, 1634).

Visit.

and Crest.
(Duxbury, co. Lancaster, bart., extinct 1812;
descended from Hcgii Standish, living 34 Edward I., second
son of Ralph Standish, and grandson of Thurston dk
Standish, living 6 Henry III.
The representative of the
family. Sir Richard Standish, Bart., of Duxbury, was so
created 1677, but the title expired with his great-grandson,
Sir Frank Standish, third bart., d.s.p., when the estates
devolved on his cousin, Frank Hall, Esq., great-grandson
of Sir Thomas Standish, second bait., through his dau.
Margaret, who to. for her second husband Anthont Hall.
Esq., of Flass, and d. 1776. Mr. Hall assumed, on inheriting,
the name and arms of Standish, but d. s.p. in 1841, and
was s. by his cousin, William Standish Carr, Esq., of
Cocken Hall, co. Durham, grandson of the Rev. Ralph
Carr, M.A., Rector of Alderlcigh, co. Chester, by Anne, his
wife, dau. of Anthont Hall, Esq., of Flass, and Maroaret,
his wife, dau. of Sir Tho.mas Standish, second bart. of
Duxbury. Mr. Carr assumed by sign manual, 6 May, 1841,
Same Arms.
the surname and arms of Standish only).
Crest
A cock ar. combed and wattled gu.
saltire
border
engr.
of
the
last.
Standish. Ar. a
gu. a
Standon (co. Lancaster). Sa. a bend vair. Crest— Oa the
stump of an oak tree, shooting forth new branches, a, stork

—

and

Isabell, dau. and heir of

Standish

ar.

(co. Berks).
Sa. a fess betw. three
Crest
On a ducal coronet a swan, wings
horses pass. ar.
ducally
gorged
all
ppr.
endorsed,
Stamps (co. Norfolk). Ar. three chev. interlaced in ba.'^e
sa. in chief as many mullets pierced of the last.
StanapilL Or, a cross crosslet az.
Stanard (London). Or, a chev. sa. betw. three crosses
formee fitch^e gu. on a chief of the second as many bezants.
An armed arm in antique mail ppr. holding a battleCrest
sa.

right,

Thomas Strickland, Esq., of Sizergh, CO. Westmoreland,
who took the name and arms of Standish on inheriting the

Stampe, or Stamps

axe

Motto— Vo

John Standap.d, of
that place, D.D. and J.P, temp. James I., eldest son of
Edward Standard, of same place, who was fourth in
descent from Stephen Standard, of same place, who m.
(Whitehill, co. Oxford; Rev.

of
1692).

Same Arms-

Stamp

Standard

sa.

the Spurs."

Stamford

ST A

with the sinister forefoot a garb vert.
fear not.

liens' faces or.

Stamford

;;

ar.

or.

(co. Leicester).

Sa. a chev. betw. three bujlc-

A

:
;

;;
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Stanfield

York).

Sa. three goats pass. ar. a border
engr. of the lastpellettee.
(co.

Stanfield (The

Cliff,

near Lewes,

co.

Sussex

;

descended out

of CO. York). Vert three goats pass. ar. attired or.
On a mount vert a vine fructed all ppr.

Ci-est

—

Stanford

(Packington and Perry Barr, co. Stafford).
Ar.
three bars az. on a canton or, a fess, in chief three mascles
Ped. of Comberford, Visit. 1683.
sa.
Sir S. Degge describes
this coat, Barry ar. and az., and says the canton was given
In the Visit, the coat is blazoned as
by Henry VIJI.
above.
Stanford. Vert three goats pass. ar. horns tipped sa.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu.
Stanford (Abbots Salford, co. Warwick; Harl. MS., C060).
Az. three bars az.
Stanford (Barkby, CO. Leicester; Thomas Stanford, Esq.,
of Barkby, Visit. Leicester, 1619, son of John Stanford, of
the same. Recorder of Leicester, who was son of John
Stanford, of same plate, and grandson of Thomas Stanford,
of the town of Leicester, third son of Thomas Stanford).
Ar. three bars az. on a canton or, a fess, and in chief three
tnascles sa. a mullet charged with a mullet for diff.
Crest
A dexter gauntlet in bend or, grasping a broken sword erect

—

—

ar.

pommel and

hilt sa.

Stanford.

Sa. three lions ramp. ar.
another, Az. a chev.
betw. three birds ar. another, Sa. a chev. betw. three buglehorns stringed ar. ; another, Or, a fess wavy gu. betw.
nine billets sa.
Stang'ate. Az. a chev. ar.
Stanger. Ar. three palm branches vert. Crest A lion
ramp. gu.
Stang'rave. Az. a cross ar. billettee of the first.
Stangrave. Erm. a lion ramp. gu.
Stanliall (co. Berks). Ar. a fess betw. three escallops sa.
;

;

—

Stanliold.

Stanhop.

Barry of six az. and or, a bend ar.
Vert two wolves pass, in pale or.

Crest

— Five

Stanhop.

bend betw.

Sa. a

Stanhope

(Lord

six crosses crosslet ar.

Eltswick,

of

Northumberland;

co.

Richard Stanhope, temp. Edward III., son of Sir
Richard Stanhope, temp. Henry III. and Edward I.;
Thomas Stanhope, Esq., of Hampton, co. Notts, temp.
Edward IV., fifth in descent from Sir Richard Stanhope,
temp. Edward III., had two sons I. Sir Edward Stanhope,
Knt., of Rampton II. John, ancestor of Stanhope, of
Cannons Hall, co. York. Sir Edward, the elder son, had two
sons, viz. I. Richard Stanhope, Esq., of Rampton, d. 1523,
leaving a dau. and heir, Sacncbia Stanhope, heiress of
Eampton m. John Babington, Esq.
II. Sir Michael
:

;

:

;

Stanhope

co. Notts).

Quarterly,

erm.

(Earl of Chesterfield Sir Philip Stanhope, Knt.,
of Shelford, great-grandson of Sir Michael Stanhope, Knt.,
of Shelford, was raised to the peerage 1G16, and created Earl
;

—

Same Arms. Crest A tower az. a
demi lion issuant from the battlements or, ducally crowned
gu. holding betw. the paws a grenade fired ppr. Supporters
Dexter, a wolf or, ducally crowned gu. ; sinister, a talbot
erm. Motto A Deo ct rege.
Stanhope (Scudamore-Stanhope, Stanwell House, co.
Middlesex, bart. descended from Hon. Arthur Stanhope,
fourth son of Philip, Grst Earl of Chesterfield)
Quarterly,
1st and 4th, quarterly, erm. and gu., for Stanhope: 2nd and
3rd, gu. three stirrups with buckles and straps or, for
BcuDAMORE. Supporters Dexter, a female figure representing Faith sinister, a sailor, his interior hand supporting a
flag, and his exterior resting on an anchor.
Crests
1st,
Stanhope A tower az. thereon a demi lion ramp, or, ducally
crowned gu. holding betw. the paws a grenade fired ppr.
2nd, Scudamore Out of a ducal coronet or, a bear's paw sa.
Mottoes
A Deo et rcge; and, In hoc signo vinces.
Stanhope (Earl of stanhope descended from^ Hon. Alexander Stanhope, fifth son of Philip, first Earl of Chesterfield).
Quarterly, erm. and gu. a crescent for diff. Supporters
Dexter, a talbot erm.; sinister, a wolf or, ducally crowned gu.
each charged on the shoulder with a crescent.
Crest
tower az. thereon a demi lion ramp, or, holding betw. the
of Chfsterjidd i628).

—

—

;

.

—

—

;

:

:

—

—

—

pnws

a grenade fired ppr.

Stanhope

Motto

— A Deo ct vege.

descended from Sir J^nN
Stanhope, Knt., of Klvaston, co. Derby, younger brother of
Philji', first Earl of Chesterfield).
Quarterly, erm. and gu.
in the centre a crescent on a crescent for cadency.
Crest
A tower az. a demi lion ramp, issuant from the battlements
or, holding betw. the paws a grenade fired ppr.
Supporters
Dexter, a talbot guard, ar. guttee de poix; sinister, a wolf
crminois, each gorged with a chaplct of oak ppr.
Motto
(Earl

oj Harriiir/loii

.-

—

—

—

A Deo et rege.
961

—

—

;

—

:

:

;

;

—

—

—

ar.
(co.

Vert three wolves pass.

York).

ar. (another,

or).

Sir

Stanhope, Knt., of Shelford,
and gu.

(Baron Stanhope, of Harrington, extinct 1C75;
descended from Sir Joun Stanhope, Knt., of Harrington, co.
Northampton, younger brother of Sir Thomas Stanhope,
Knt., of Shelford, the grandfather of Philip, first Earl of
Chesterfield, who was so created 1605; the second baroa
d.s.p.).
Quarterly, erm. and gu.
Crest— A tower az.
issuant from the top a demi lion ramp, or, ducally crowned
gu. holding betw. the paws a grenade fired ppr. Supporters
Two wolves or. Motto Querc sic est.
Stanhope (Spencer-Stanhope, Cannon Hall, co. York
descended from John Stanhope, second son of Thomas
Stanhope, Esq., of Hampton, (emp. Edward IV.). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, quarterly, erm. and gu. for Stanhope
2nd and
3rd, az. a fess erm. betw. six seamews' heads erased ppr.,
for Spencer.
Crests
1st, Stanhope
A tower az. with a
demi lion ramp, issuing from the battlements or, ducally
crowned gu. holding betw. his paws a grenade firing ppr.
2nd, Spencer A seamew ppr. Mottoes— A Deo et Rege, for
Stanhope Dieu defend le droit, for Spencer.
Stanhope (Studford, co. York; Edward Stanhope, temp.
.James I., son of Sir John Stanhope, Knt., of Studfold, and
grandson of Edward Stanhope, who was younger brother of
Thomas Stanhope, Esq., of Shelford, co. Notts, the grandfather of Phiup, first Earl of Chesterfield. Visit. Notts, 1614 1.
Quarterly, 1st, same as Stanhope, Earl of Chesterfield; 2nd,
vert three greyhounds courant or; 3rd, sa. a bend betw. six
crosses crosslet ar.
4th, ar. three saltires engr. sa. over all
a crescent for diff. Crest Out of a tower az. a demi lion or
crowned gu. holding betw. the paws a flint stone ppr.
Stanhope (Revesby Abbey, co. Lincoln). Quarterly, erm.
and gu. Crest A tower az. thereon a demi lion ramp, or,
ducally crowned gu. holding betw. the paws a grenade fired
ppr. Motto
A Deo et rege.
Stanhope (arms in the Chapel of Balliol College, Oxford,
Visit. Oxon, 1S74).
Sa. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet

Stanhope

bell-flowers erect ppr. leaved vert.

ST A

Stanhope

Stanhope.

Quarterly, gu. and erm., in the first and fourth
quarters a goat's head erased ar.
Vert three goats pass. ar.
Stanhope (Scotland). Per pale gu. and or, a fess indented
betw. three stars counterchanged.

Stanhope.

Stanhope, alias Long^illers.

Sa.

a bend betw. six

crosses crosslet ar.

Stanhow (co.

Norfolk).

Barry of six or and

az.

over

all

a

a bend gu.

Stanhowe.

Az. three bars or, a bend ar.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1714).
Az. a chev. or
betw. three horsebits ar.
Stanier (Leaton and St. James's, Bridgnorth, co. Salop).
Vert ten escallops ar. four, three, two, and one. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head ppr.
Staniforth. Ancient Ar. two bars az. on a canton or, a
fess, in chief three mascles sa.
Modem (in bttot) Erminois
on a fessgu. three lions ramp. ar.
Staniforth (Damall, co. York). Erminois on a fess wavy
gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Stanihurst (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1622, Hen-rt Stanihcrst). Ar. on a saltire betw. four boars' heads couped gu.
a crescent of the first, on a chief vair three bendlets of the
second.
Stanihurst (Arboe, co. Tyrone Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1635, Nicholas Stanihdrst, eldest son of James Stanibckst,
Esq., of Arboe).
Ar. a saltire betw. four boars' heads
couped gu. on a chief or, three palets vair.
Staningr. Ar. a fess chequy or and az.
Stanke. Sa. three pots ar.
Stanla'W (co. Leicester). Ar. a lion ramp, double queued

Stanier

—

—

—

;

sa.

crowned

or.

Stanlaw (co.
and nowed

Stafford).

Ar. a lion ramp, double queued

sa.

Stanlaw.

Or, a lion ramp, double queued .<;a.
Chester). Az. three wliales haurient,
with croziers issuant from their mouths or.
Stanley (llooton, co. Chester, bart.; descended from Adam

Stanla'W Abbey (co.

Ai.ditiilet, temp. Henry I., whose son, William de
Aldithley, m. Jane, only dau. and heir of Henry Stanley,
or Stoneley, of Tlialk, co. Stafford, and having exchanged
with his cousin, Adam de Aldithley, whose mother was
Arabella, dau. and heir of Henry Stoneley, of Stoneley,
the Manor of Thalk for that of Stoneley, he assumed the surname of Stoneley, or Stanley fifth in descent from him was
Sir William Stanley, Lord of Stanley, temp. Richard II.,
who d. 1397, leaving, with other issue, two sons: I. Sir
William, heir; II. Sir John, K.G., ancestor of the i?arorM
Stank)/ and the Earls of Derby. The elder eon. Sir Wiluam
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ST A

STAN1.ET, m. Margaret, dau. and heir of William Hooton,
Lord of Hoc ton, co. Cticster; tenth in descent from this
marriage was Sir William Stanley, first bart. of Hooton,

Ar. on a bend az. three stags' heads
crealeil a bart. 1662).
cabossed or. Crest A stag's head and neck couped ar.
hanging
out gu.
tongue
attired or, the
Stanley (Baron Stanley, in abeyance since 1595; descended
from Sir John Stanley, K.G., second sen of Sir Wiluam
his
Stanley, Knt., Lord of Stanley, tanp. Richard II.
grandson. Sir Thomas Stanley, K.G., Lord Lieutenant of

—

;

was summoned to Parliament 1456. The
second baron was created Earl of Derby \iib. Ferdinand,
fifth Earl of Derby, sixth Baron Stanley, d. 1694, leaving
three daus. his co-heirs, viz. I. Lady Anne Stanley, m.
first. Grey, fifth Baron Chandos, and second, Mervyn, second
Earl of CaslUkaven: II. Lady Frances Stanley, m. John,
first Earl of Bridytwater ; III. Lady Elizabeth Stanley,
m. Henry, fifth Earl of Huntinodmx ; the barony is in
abey ance among the representatives of these co-heirs). Ar.
on a bend az. three stags' heads cabossed or.
Stanley (fni-i of Derby ; Thomas, second Baron Stanley, m.,
for his second wife, Margaret, Countess of Richmond, dau.
and heir of John, Dule of Soniersel, and motherof Henry VII.
Ireland

1432,

:

His lordship having contributed to the victory of Bosworth,

and placed the crown on the head of Henry VII. on the
battle-field, was created by the new monarch, 1485, Earl of
Ptrby, and was the next year made Constable of England
for life). Ar. on a bend az. three stags' heads cabossed or.
Crert
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an eagle, wings extended or, preying on an infant in its cradle ppr. swaddled

—

—

gu. the cradle laced gold. Supporters Dexter, a griffin
wings elevated sinister, a stag each or, and ducally collared
Sans changer.
with line reflexed over the back az. Mctto
The crest is derived from the family of Latham, of Latham,
In an old
CO. Lancaster, now represented by the Stanleys.
Visit, of CO. Lancaster, in the College of Arms, it is stated
that a child was found in an eagle's nest upon the estate, and
adopted by one of the Lathams, and this, it is assumed, was
the origin of the crest.
Stanley (Cross Hall, co. Lancaster; descended from Peter
Stanley, second son of Sir Thomas Stanley, second bart. of
Bickerstaffe, and great uncle of Sir Edward Stanley, fifth
bart., whos. as eleventh Earl of Derby 1736).
Ar. on a bend
Crest
On a chapeau
az. three stags' heads cabossed or.
erm.
eagle
with
wings
expanded
or, preyan
gu. turned up
ing on an infant ppr. in its cradle or, swaddled gu. banded
or.
Motto
Sans changer.
Stanley (Baron Monteagle, in abeyance since 1686; Sir
Edward Stanley, K.G., second son of Thomas, first Earl of
Derby, was proclaimed Lord Monteayle by Henry VIII.,
1513, for his extraordinary valour at the Battle of Flodden,
and was summoned to Parliament 1514 the third baron left
an only dau., Elizabeth Stanley, to. Edward Parker,
ioi'rf Morley : her son was summoned to Parliament as Lord
ilo^-leyand Montaffu. and the barony fell into abeyance with
Ar. on a bend az. three stags' heads
that of Morley).
cabos,sed or, a crescent for chff., quartering, 1st, Latham;
Crest, same as the Earl of
2nd, Warren; and 3rd, Man.
Dcrly.
Stanley (Baron Stanley, of Alderley; descended from Sir
John Stanley, third son of Thomas, first Baron Stanley).
Ar. on abend az. three stags' heads cabossed or, a crescent
for diff.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an eagle,
wings expanded or, preying upon an infant ppr. swaddled of
the first, banded ar. Supporters Dexter, a stager, gorged
with 11 ducal crown and line reflexed over the back, and
charged on the shoulder with a mullet az. sinister, a lion
reguard. ppr. gorged with a plain collar ar. thereon three
escallops gu.
Motto— Sa.ns changer.
Stanley ^Statfold, Haselover, Elford, and Pipe, co. Stafford;
descended from SirTHOMAS Stanley, second son of Sir John
Stanley, K.G., grandfather of the first Lord Stanley). Ar.
on a bend az. three stags' heads caboshed or.
Stanley (Dalgarth and Ponsonby, co. Cumberland; descended from John Stanley, second brother of Sir WilLiA.M Stanley. Lord of Stanley, tnnp. Richard II., whose
son, John Stanley, purchased lands in co. Cumberland 10
Edward MI., a.d. 1335; his son, Nicholas Stanley, m.
Con.stance, dau. and heir of Thomas Awsthwaite, of
Awsthwaile, co. Cumberland.
Visit. Cumlierland,
ICl.'i).
Ar. on a bend az. cotised gu. three stags' heads cabossed or,
quartering, fur A wsttiiwaite, Gu. two bars ar. in chief three
mullets of the last, pierced of the field, over all a crescent for
(lifT.
Crest
A stag's head couped ar, attired or, gorged with
a bar nz. and charged on the neck with a crescent for diff.
yV<)(/«— .Sani changer.
:

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

Stanley

(Arn.iby, CO.
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Cumberland; descended from John
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Stanley, second son of NicnoLAs Stanley, of Dalgarth, by
Constance .Vwsthwaite, his wife). Ar. on a bend az. three
stags' heads cabossed or, a border engr. gu., quartering, Ist
AtJDLEY, Gu. a fret or: 2nd, Fleming, Ar. three bars az. in
chief as many lozenges gu.; 3rd, Honton, Per fess indented
ar. andsa. six fleurs-de-Hscounterchanged; 4th, Gu. a chev.
betw. three combs or; 5th, Sa. six annulets or, two, two,
Crest
A stag atatant gu. attired and unguled

—

and two.
or.

Stanley

Thomas Stanley, Esq., of that
was the second son of John Stanley, of Arnaby. Visit.
Cumberland, 1615).
Or, on a bend az. cotised vert three
stags' heads cabossed of the field, quartering, Gu. two bars
(Lee, co. Sussex;

place,

ar. in chief three mullets of the last,
Crest

—A

pierced of the

field.

head couped ar. attired or, gorged with a
and charged on the neck with a crescent for

stag's

bar vert,
diff.

Stanley

Henry Staxlet,
Edward I.). Or, three

(Sutton-Bonington, co. Notts; Sir

one of the knights of

co. Notts, tevip.

on a chief indented az. as many
bucks' heads cabossed of the first. Crest
An eagle's head
charged on the neck with three pellets, two and one, in
the beak an eagle's leg, as in the arms.
Stanley (Cursitor's Alley, co. Middlesex ;• Henry Stanley,
Doctor of Physic, Visit. Middlesex, 1663, third son of Henkt
Stanley, of Chichester, eo. Sussex, who was second son of
eagles' legs erased gu.

—

or,

William Stanley, of Alton, co. Southampton, descended
from Stanley, of Wellingborough, co. Northampton). Or,
three eagles' legs erased gu. on a chief indented az. as many
stags' heads cabossed of the first.
Crest
An eagle's head
ar. charged on the neck with three torteaux, and holding in
the beak an eagle's leg, as in the arms.
Stanley (Barnstaple, co. Devon). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three mascles az. as many bucks' heads cabossed or.
Stanley (Willington, co. Kent). Ar. on a bend nz. three
bucks' heads cabossed or, a chief gu.
Crest
A demi

—

—

heraldic wolf erased ar. tufted or.

Stanley

(Moore Hall, co. Lancaster, and Lee House, co.
Sussex). Ar. on a bend az. cotised gu. three stags' heads
cabossed or. Crest A stag's head erased ar. attired or,

—

collared gu.

Stanley
stags'

(Skottoe, co. Norfolk).

heads cabossed or.

Crest

Ar. on a bend az. three
stag's head erased ar.

—A

attired or.

Stanley.

Ar. on a bend az. three stags' heads cabossed or,
on a sinister canton gu. a crescent, all within a border engr.
of the fourth.
Crest
A stag's head couped or.
Stanley (Strickland, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend gu. three
mullets or, a canton of the' second charged with a mullet of

—

the third.

Stanley (Homingsham,

co. Wilts).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three birds ar. a border engr. of the last.
Ar. two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a
mullet (another, pierced) of the first.
Stanley. Ar. on a bend az. three mural crowns or. Crest

Stanley.

— A stag's head couped ar. attired

or, gorged with a mural
coronet of the last.
Paly of six az. and ar. on a canton gu. a munet
or (another, ar.).
Stanley.
Quarterly, or and sa. a cross flory counter-

Stanley.

changed.

Stanley

(quartered by Halsall, of Halsall, co. Lancaster).
Ar. on a bend az. three stags' heads cabossed or, over all a
bend sinister gu.
Stanley (Broughton, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Arms.
Stanley (Ecclcston, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same ylTTiii.
Stanley (James Stanley, Bishop of Ely, 1606-15). Qii.irterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a bend az. three stags' heads
cabossed or; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, per fess
ind ented az. and or, in chief three plates, 2nd and 3rd, gu.
three armed legs conjoined in fess or, over all on an
inescutcheon az. a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued or.
Stanley (Honford, co. Chester; descended from Sir John
Stanley, Knt., illegitimate son of James Stanley, Bishop of
Ely, 1506-15; hem. Margaret, dau. and heir of William
HoNFORD, Esq., of IIonford-cum-Basdcn). Or, three eagles'
legs and claws erased gu. on a chief indented az. throe bucks'

—

heads cabossed or.
Crest
An eagles' head coujjcd or,
holding in the beak an eagle's claw erased gu. unguled
az.

Stanley

(co.

Derby, London, and Chichester,

co. Susses).

Or, three eagles' legs erased &-la-quise gu. on a chief indented
Crest
An
az. as many bucks' heads cabossed of the field.

—

couped ar. charged with three pellets, one and
Another
two, in the beak an eagle's leg, as in the arms.
Ore.1t
An eagle's head erased or, holding in thu beak a leg,
eagle's head

—

as in the anus.

A

STA
Stanley

Cambridge; exemplified to
Sidney Wentworth, npon his assuming, by royal licence,
1856, the surname of Stanley, In lieu of Wentwobth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a saltire betw. two stags' heads
caboshed bendwise betw. two bendlets engr. ar., for Stanley
2nd and 3rd, perchev. gu. and sa. a chev.nebulee betw. two
leopards' faces in chief and an escallop in base or, for
Wentworth. Crests 1st, Stanley: A demi stag sa.

Stannus

bezantde holding betw. the legs a saltire or 2nd, Wentworth On a mount vert a gryphon erm. wings chequy ar.
and sa. resting dexter claw on an escallop or. Motto—

Stansfeld

(Longstowe Hal],

co.

;

—

;

:

Frangas non

flectes.

(Sir William Stanlet, knighted 1580, by Sir
William Drury, Lord Justice of Ireland).
Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. on a bend az. three stags' heads cabossed or;
2nd, or, on a chief indented az. three plates; 3rd, barry of
six ar. and sa. on a canton of the last a garb of the first.
Stanley (Fennor, co. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1624, Edward Stanley, Esq.). Ar. on a bend az. three
stags' heads cabossed of the field, attired or, a border sa.

semee of crosses of the

third.

Stanley (Grange Gorman,

co.

Dublin bart., extinct 1744;

John Stanley, Secretary to the Earls of Dorset and
Sunderland, when Lords Chamberlain of the HouseholJ, son
of Stephen Stanley, Esq., of Grange Gorman, was created
a bart. 1699; Sarah, sister and heir of Sir John Stanley,
Bart., of Grange Gorman, m. 1763, Henry Monck, grandlather of Charles Stanley, first Viscount Monck). Ar. on
a bend az. three bucks' heads cabossed or, on a sinister
canton gu. a mural crown of the third. Crat ^A cbaplet
Sir

—

of olive pendent from a sword all ppr.
(Low Park, co. Eoscommon, Bethlem GIms, co.
Westmeath, and the city of Dublin; descended from Edward

Stanley

Stanley, Esq., of Athlone, who d. 1763; his grandson, Sir
Edmund Stanley, Knt., Prime Serjeant of Ireland, and
M.P. for Lanesborough, w£is Chief Justice of Madras, and
d. 1843, leaving an only dau. and heir, Ma&ian, m. Ja&ies
Bontem, Esq., who assumed the name of Stanley after her
father's death. Arms confirmed, 1851, toCapt. Edward Stanu;y, who fell before Sebastopol 1854, son of John Bacon Stan1.EY, Esq., of Dublin, who was grandson of Edward Stanley,
Esq., of Low Park, the uncle of Sir Edstond Stanley). Per
pale or and ar. on a bend az. three bucks' heads cabossed of
the second. Crest
An eagle preying on a child in its nest
ppr. swaddled or. Motto
Sans changer.
Stanley (Sir Thomas Stanley, buried at St. Michan's,
Dublin, 2 Sept. 1674. Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a
bend sa. three stags' heads cabossed or, on a sinister canton

—

—

Devon and

Norfolk).

canton of the second two mullets of the

Stanlo-W, or Stanlaw

(Stickford,

Ar. a bend gn. on a
first.

co.

Lincoln).

Ar.

on a bend gu. three mullets of the first, on a canton of the
second two miillets of the field.
Stanlo'W (CO. Stafford). Ar. a lion ramp, double queued
sa.

virtute.

anciently St;insfeld, co. York;

(Stansfield,

de-

scended from Wyons Maryons, to whom Stansfeld was
granted by William I. represented by Stansfeld, of New
;

demi

ramp.

lion

Sa. three goats trippant ar.

—

Crest

ar.

Stansfeld

(Burley, co. York; a branch of Stansfeu*, of
Stansfield, representing and quartering WoLRicn, co. Suffolk).
1st and 4th, the same Arms, for Stansfeld; 2nd and 3rd, az.

a chev. betw. three swans, wings elevated ar. for, WoLSica.
Crest, as the preceding.
Motto Nosce teipsum.
(Esholt, co. York; a branch of the preceding
families; William Eookes Cbompton, Esq., took the name
and arms of Stansfield, in pursuance of the will of his
toother, an heiress of SrANSFiELD
his younger brother,
Samuel Cbompton, was created a bart.). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, sa. three goats pass, ar., for Stansfield; 2nd,
vert on a bend ar. double cotised erm. a lion pass. gu. betw.
two covered cups or, on a chief az. three pheons or, for
Crompton 3rd, ar. a fess sa. betw. three rooks ppr., for
EooKEs.
Crests
1st, Stansfield: A lion's head erased,
encircled by a wreath; 2nd, Crompton: A demi horse sa.
vulned in the chest with an arrow ppr., motto over, Love
and loyalty. Motto Nosce teipsum.
Stansfield (Bradford, co. York; arms from a monument
in the Parish Church, Bradford).
Vert a chev. betw.

—

Stansfield

;

—

;

—

three goats pass. ar.

Stansfield (Lewes,

Sussex; confirmed bySegar, Garter).

co.

Vert three goats pass.

Stansliall (Beading,

armed

ar.

or.

Ar. a fess betw. three

co. Berks).

escallops sa.

Stanter (Homingsham,

co. Wilts).
Sa. a cbev. erm. betw.
three ducks ar. a border engr. of the second.
(London). Vairear. and sa. on a canton gu. a
lion pass, guard, or.

Stanton

Stanton, or Staunton

(co.

Somerset).

Vaire or and

a canton gu.

sa.

Stanton

Vaire erm. and ermines, a canton

(co. Stafford).

gu.

Stanton

(Clovelly, co.

Devon

;

the heiress m. Ckewkeskt).

Sa. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased ar.

Ar. two chev. sa. in the dexter chief a martlet of
An ermine gu.
the second. Crest
Stanton. Sa. two lions' paws in chev. ar. ; another, Ar. on
bezants
cross
sa.
five
another, Sa. an orle of martlets
a
another, Az. a cross engr. erm. another, Ar. an
ar.
annulet betw. three crosses flory gu. another, Ar. three
crosses flory (another, pattee) gu. ; anolhei", Ar. a cross
pattee gu. another, Gu. a lion ramp. or. ; another, Ar. a

—

;

;

;

;

;

Stanlow.

Ar. two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a
mullet pierced of the field.
Stanlowe. Or, on a bend gu. three mullets ar. on a canton
of the second a mullet of the first.
Stanmarch. Ar. a fess dancettee gu.
Stannxarche. Ar. on a fess dancett^ gu. a ptommet of
the first betw. two anchors or.
Stanmer, or Stajmmar (cos. Chester and Essex). Ar.
on a fess dancettee gu. a lion pass. or. Crest ^A stag's head
erm. attired or, gorged with a fess dancettee.
Stannard. Per pale or and sa. three eagles displ. counterCrest An eagle displ. per pale or and sa.
changed.
Another Crest On a ducal coronet a dolphin naiant ppr.
Stannard (London allowed at Visit. London). Or, a cher.
sa. betw. three crosses formeo fltchee gu. on a chief of the
second as many bezants.
Stanney (Forkington, co. Salop). Ar. a chev. betw. three
pewits gu.
Stannich (Stanney, co. Chester). Ar. a fess sa. betw.
three pheasants ppr.
(co. Norfolk).
Barry of eight az. and or, over all
a bend ar. Crest A demi eagle displ. erm. on the breast
three gouttes de sang, two and one, in the beak a holly leaf

—

—

—

;

Stannow

—

bend crenellee

Stannus

(conBrmed to Very Eev. James Stannus, M.A.,
Dean of Iloss, and Rector of Lisburn, Diocese of Connor,
second son of Thomas Stannus, Esq., MP., and their descendants). Ar. on a fess betw. three pigeons rising az. a tiger's

—

face ppr. betw. two mullets of the first. Crest A talbofs
bead ppr. collared and lined or, in the mouth a martlet sa.

—Et

vi et Tirtutc.
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sa.

Stanton.
Stanwell.

See Staunton.
Gu. a cross lozengy ar.
Stanwlz (Carlisle, co. Cumberland,, temp. Edward IfT.
Az. a fess dancettee betw. three crosses
Visit. 1665).
botonnee fitchee or.
Stanye. Ar. abend cotised sa.
Stapeley (Stapeley, co. Chester). Gu. three boars' beads
erased ar.
Staper, or Stapers (London; Eicbard Staper. gent.
Ar. a cross voided betw. four estoilcs
Visit. London, 1568).
A lion sejant guard, ar. holding in the dexter
Crest
sa.

—

paw an

estoile sa.

Stapham.

Ar. a bend sa.
Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three boars' heads
a bezant.
Cr»st
^A boar's head coupeU or,
holding a flower branch vert.
Stapillea. Ar. a saltire betw. four staples sa.
Staple (Hackney, co. Middlesex). Or, a chev. ermines
betw. three maunches sa.
Staple (Mayor of London, 137C). Ar. a saltire gu. betw.

Stapilford.
couped

—

sa.

four staples sa.
Or, a chev. ermines betw. three staples sa.

Staple.

A

vert.

Motto

—

Stanton.

gu. a mural crown gold.
(cos.

(granted to Ephraim Gebrish Stakvcs, Esq.,
Lieut-Col. 9th Eegt. N.I., H.E.I.C.S., son of Epdbaim
Stannus, Esq., of Portarlington, Queen's co.) Or, on a fess
az. betw. three falcons' wings addorsed ppr. three leopards'
faces ar.
Crest
Issuant from an Eastern crown or, a
talbot's head and neck az. gorged with a collar of the first, a
cord gu. affixed to a ring in the same.
Motto— \i et

Cross, CO. Surrey).

Stanley

Stanlow

STA
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Crest

—

lion pass. ppr.

Staple Merchants (London;
III.).

Barry nebulee of

pass, guard, or.

—

Crext

six ar.

— A ram

incorporated by Edward
az. on a cluef gu. a lion
armed and unguled or.

and
ar.

—

Supporters Two rams ar. armed and unguled or. Motto
God be our friend.
Bishop of Exeter 1308-26,
Founder of Exeter Coll., Oxford arms in the College. Visit.

Stapledon (Walter Stapledon,
;

AA

Oxon, 1574). Ar. two bends nebuK-e
last eight keys or.

Stapledon

sa.

on a border of the

Devon; the heiress m. Hank-

(Stapledon, CO.

Ar. two bends wavy sa.
Staplefold (co. Chester). Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Stapleford (cos. Derby and Nottingham, temp. Henry III.).
Ar. on two bars az. three cinquefoils or.
Stapleford (co. Leicester). Ar. a chev. betw. three staples
FOBD).

of a coronet or, a Saracen's head affrontee ppr. Motto—
Fide sed cui vide.
(Norton, co. Durham
a branch of Stapylton,
of Myton; descended from Miles Stapleton, Auditor and
Librarian to Cousins, Bishop of Durham, youngest brother

Stapleton

of Sir

Gyronny of sixteen (another, twelve)

and

ar.

sa.

;

Henry Stapylton,
Motto

Crest.

the

Same Arms and

first bart.).

— Fide sed cui vide.

Stapleton
ramp.

sa.

Stapleford.
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sa.

(Upton, co. Chester; allowed 16G3-4). Ar.alion
a canton vair or and gu.
(The Leeward Islands, and Grey's Court, co.

Stapleton

Oxford, bart.
descended from Sir John Stapleton, who
went to Ireland (e»ip. Henry IL Sir William Stapleton,
Knt., attended Charles II. into France, and was appointed
Governor of the Leeward Islands and created a bart. 1674).
Quarterly, 1st, ar. a lion ramp. sa. 2nd, az. three right
hand gauntlets with their backs forward or; 3rd, gu. on a
4th,
saltire ar. a rose of the field, barbed and seeded ppr.
quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a fret or,
over all a bend sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Saracen's head affrontee ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.
;

Stapleherst. Ar. a chev. sa.
Staplehill (Exeter and Dartmouth, co. Devon.
1620).

Ar. a chev.

;

Visit.

Devon,

sa.

Staplellill. Sa. on a bend ar. three staples of the
other, Ar. a chev. sa. a border engr. az.

Staples. Ar. a chev. erm. betw.
On a ducal coronet a swan in

first;

an-

—

three staples sa.

Crest

his pride ducally

gorged

ppr.

(Norwood, co. Surrey). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm.
on a bend az. betw. two fleurs-de-lis gu. three leopards' faces
2nd and 3rd, sa. a bend engr.
jessant-de-lis or, for Staples
erm. on a chief ar. an escallop gu. betw. two torteaux, for
Browne. Crests Out of a crown vallery ar. a lion's head

Staples

;

—

affrontee

gu.

and ducally crowned

semee-de-lis

Staples; An eagle
claw on a mullet

displ.
or,

sa.

for

wings

Browne.

fretty,

for

or,

resting each

—Sans

Motto

Dieu

rien.

Staples (Faughanvase, co. Londonderry Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1654, Elizabeth Corbet, wife of Alexander Staples,
Esq., of Faughanvase). Ar. on a fess engr. sa. betw. three
hurts two dragons' heads erased of the first.
Staples (Dunmore, Queen's co., bart.). Ar. on a fess ermines
Crest
betw. three hurts two dragons' heads erased or.
demi negro affrontee ppr. holding a bolt-staple or. Motto
;

—

—

Teneo.

Stapleton (Baron Stapleton, dormant since 1373 descended
from Herman, Lord of Stapleton-on-Tees, 1052 Sir Miles db
Stapleton was summoned to Parliament 1313; Thomas,
fourth Baron Stapleton, d. 1373, leaving his sister his heir
viz., Elizabeth, wife of Sir Thomas Metham, in whose representative. Dolman, of Soldern House, co. Oxford, the
barony is vested, but none of them have been summoned).
;

;

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
(Carlton, co. York
descended
from Sir Bryan Stapylton, Knt., eldest son of Sir Bryan
Stapleton, K.G., temp. Richard II., and great-grandson of
Miles, first Lord Stapleton; the present representative is
Baron Beaumont). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. Crest A Saracen's
head couped at the shoulders sidefaced ppr. wreathed about
the temples ar. and sa. This crest is said to have been
adopted by Sir Bryan Stapleton, K.G., who killed a Saracen
in battle before the Kings of England, Scotland, and France.
Stapleton {Baron Beaumont : Sir Bryan .Stapleton, Knt.,
of Carleton, co. York, m. Joan, eldest dau. and co-heir of
John, Lord Lovell, by Joan Beaumont, his wife, sister and
heir of William, second Viscount and seventh Baron Beaumont: the descendant of this marriage, Miles Thomas
Stapleton, Esq., of Carleton, was summoned to Parliament
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
as Baron Beaumont 1840).
lion ramp, sa., for Stapleton 2nd and 3rd, ar. two bars,
and in chief three escallops az., for Ebrington. N.B.
When Lord Beaumont's ancestor took the surname of Stapleton, he had permission to use the arms of Stapleton
Crest
alone, or quarterly with those of Ebrington.
Saracen's head in profile couped at the shoulders ppr.
Supporters Two
wreathed about the temples or and az.
Motto
talbot dogs ar. each with three gouttcs de sang.
Mievlx
sera.
standard)
je
(on an old
Stapleton fSir Miles Stapleton, one of the Founder
Knights of the Garter, son of Sir Gilbert Stapleton, by
Agnes, his wife, dau. and co-heir of Bryan, Lord Fitz-Alan,
of Bedale. Arms from his Garter plate, still extant in tlic
Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
ninth stall on the Sovereigns' side).
Crest
A Saracen's head in profile sa. wreathed about the

Stapleton, or Stapylton

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

temples.

Stapleton

;

—

—

Motto Pro Magna Charta.
Stapleton (Baron Le Despencer ; Sir Thomas Stapleton,
sixth bart. of the Leeward Islands, being, through his greatgrandmother, Lady Katherine Fane, dau. of Vebe, fifth
Earl of Westmorland, a co-heir to the Barony of Le Despencer,
was summoned as twenty-second Lord Le Despencer 1788;
his eldest son d. v. p., leaving an only dau.. Mart Frances
Elizabeth Stapleton; Lord Le Despencer d. 1831, when the
barony descended to his granddau. and the baronetcy descended to his younger son as heir male). Quarterly, 1st,
ar. a lion ramp, sa., for Stapleton; 2nd, az. three dexter
hand gauntlets with their backs forward or, for Fane 3rd,
gu. on a saltire ar. a rose of the field, barbed and seeded ppr.,
for Neville; 4th, quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 2nd and 3rd
quarters a fret or, over all a bend sa., for Spencer. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a Saracen's head affrontee ppr.
wreathed about the temples ar. and sa. Supporters^
Dexter, a grifBn, wings elevated or, collared and line
reflexed over the back sa. the collar charged with three
escallops ar.
sinister, a bull ar. pied sa. armed, hoofed,
collared, and chain reflexed over the backer.
Mottoes
Pro Magna Charta,; and, Ne vile fano.
Stapleton (Baroness Le Despencer in her own right). Quarterly, 1st, ar. a lion ramp, sa., for Stapleton
2nd, az. three
right hand gauntlets with their backs forward or, for Fane;
3rd, gu. on a saltire ar. a rose of the field, barbed and seeded
4th, quarterly, ar. and gu. in the 2nd
ppr., for Neville
and 3rd quarters a fret or, over all a bend sa., for Spencer.
Supporters Dexter, a griffin, wings elevated or, collared
and line reflexed over the back sa. the collar charged with
sinister, a bull ar. pied sa. armed,
three escallops ar.
hoofed, collared, and chained, the chain reflexed over the
or.
back
Stapleton (Ingham, co. Norfolk Bryan de Stapleton,
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder with a
1424).

and

sa.

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

mullet gu. pierced.

Stapleton

(Sir Miles Stapleton, 1439).
Ar. a lion ramp,
charged on the shoulder with a mullet or.
Stapleton (co. Cumberland). Ar. three swords, the pommels in the nombril and points to the corners of the
escutcheon gu.
Stapleton (co. Dorset). Sa. a fess chequy ar. and az. betw.
sa.

three bezants.

Stapleton

Ar. a lipn ramp. sa. charged
(co. Lancaster).
on the shoulder with a staple or.
(cos. Leicester and Stafford).
Az. a lion ramp,
tail double queued or.
Stapleton. Ar. a lion pass. sa. Crest— A talbot ar. on

Stapleton

the shoulder six goutos gu.

Stapleton

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
(temp. Edward III.).
charged on the shoulder with a mullet gu. another, Erm. a
another, Ar. on a fess cotised gu. three
lion ramp. sa.
griffins' heads erased of the first; another, Ar. two bends
wavy sa. another, Ar. two cotiscs in bend wavy sa. a border
of the second charged with eight keys or another, Ar. three
swords gu. anntticr, Ar. three door staples sa.
;

;

;

;

;

(Sir

Bryan Stapleton, brother

of Sir Miles

Stapleton, one of the Kounilcr Knights, elected K.G. 1381,
d. 1394).

;

Same Arms

.-ind

CrcH.

Stapleton, or Stapylton

(Wlghill, co. York; descended
from Sir Miles Stapylton, Knt., second son of Sir Brian
Stapleton, K.G., of Carlton, who m. Joanna, dau. and coheiress of Sir Gerard Utflket, Knt., of Wighill; the
line, Martha, only dau. of
Henry Stapylton, Esq., m. in 1783, General Hon. Granville
Anron Ciietwynd, who assumed in consequence the name
and arms of .Stapylton). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. Crtst Out

eventual heiress of the Wlghill

—
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Stapleton-Bretherton

(Rainhill,

co.

Lancaster,

and

borne by Mary, Murchcsn. StapUtonBrelhi rton, created a Marchesa by II. II. the Pope, only
dau. and heiress of the late Bartholomew Bretherton, Esq.,
of Kninhill, co. Lancaster, and widow, first of William
GKiiAnn, brother of Uodert-Tolver, Lord Gerard, and
secondly, of Gilbert Stapleton, brother of the lato
Lord Beaumont. By royal licence the Marchesa, after her
second widowhood, resumed her maiden name in addition to
that of Stapleton). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued
gu. an escutcheon of pretence per chev. engr. sa. and ar. in

Lackham,

co. Wilts; as

A

;
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chief two lions pass, and in base a cross moline counterclianged. Supporters Two lions ramp. sa. each gorged with
a plain collar ar. therefrom pendent a cross moline of the

—

last.

Stapleton-Cotton

Sec Cotton.
( Viscount Comlermcrc).
See Staptlton.
arms confirmed and crest
granted by Knight, Norroy, 1592, to Anthony Staplev).
Ar. on a fess engr. erirines betw. three hurts two
dragons' heads erased or. Creel A demi hairy savage girt
round the body with a belt gu. rimmed and studded or,
thereon a chain of the last, holding in the hands a staple

Stapleton.

Stapley

(Framfield, co. Sussex;

—

downwards.
(Patcham, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1701).
three boars' heads erased ar. a border engr. of the
Crest
On a mount vert a stag at gaze ar. attired or.

or, the point

Stapley

—

Gu.
last.

Ar. a chev. engr. az.
Stapney, or Stapue. Ar. two bars engr. sa. a label gu.
Stapulton (arms in a window in Queen's College, Oxford.
"Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. three swords, the points extended to
dexter and sinister chief points and middle base, the hilts
meeting in the fess point gu.
Stapylton (Wighill, co. York, and Shcnlcy, co. Herts Hon.
Granville Anson Chetwtnd, second son of William, fourth
Viscount Chetwynd, m. 1783, Anne, only dau. and heiress of
Henry Stapleton, Esq., of Wighill, and assumed the additional surname of Stapylton). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. Crest
Out of a ducal crown or, a Saracen's head ppr. Motto Fide
sed cui vide.
Stapylton (Stapylton Myton, co. York, bart., extinct 1817
descended from Gilbert Stapylton, younger brother of
;

—

—

Nicholas Stapleton, first Baron Stapleton ; Sir Henry
Stapylton was created a bart. 1660 the eighth bart. d. s.p.,
when the estates descended to his nephew, Martin Bree,
son of Rev. John Bree, Rector of Markstay, co. Essex, by
;

his wife, sister of the last bart.,

who then

assumed the surname of Stapylton). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a Saracen's head ppr.

—

Motto

— Fide sed cui

vide.

Stapylton

(Myton Hall, co. York; Mark Bbee, son of Eev.
John Bree, by Anne Stapleton, his wife, only dau. of Sir
Martin Stapleton, seventh bart. of Myton, s. to the estates
of his mother's family 1817, on the death s. p. of his uncle.
Sir Martin Stapleton, eighth and last bart., and assumed
by royal licence the surname of Stapylton only). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. Crest Out of a crown or, a Saracen's head ppr.
Motto Fide sed cui vide.

—

—

Stapylton

(Carlton,

Myles Stapylton, son

co. York,

bart.,

extinct

1707;

Sir

Gilbert Stapylton, was created a
bart. 1662; the second bart. d. s.p.). Same Arms.
Stapylton. See Stapleton.
Starch Makers, Company of (London; incorporated
1622). Az. two garbs in saltire or, on achief gu. a lion pass,
guard, or. Crest A woman's head and breast ppr. vested,
her hair dishevelled, all within a chaplet of ears of wheat.
Supporters The dexter represents a labouring man, on his
head a cap, habited in'a short jacket and breeches, stockings,
and shoes all ppr. in his dexter hand a hammer erect of the
of

—

—

last

;

the sinister, a female figure representing Plenty, in her

sinister hand a cornucopia, and round her temples ears of
wheat ppr.
Stardeling' (Wales). Paly of sis az. and or, on a bend gu.

three cinquefoils of the second.
(Staresmore, co. Stafford
Thomas StaresMORE, Esq., of Staresmore, temp. Henry VI., was father of

Staresmore

;

William Staresmore, of same place, d. 1509, whose son, John,
Staresmore, m. Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Robert
Walshall, of Walshall and Frolesworth, co. Leicester. "Visit.
Ar. a chev. vert betw. three torteaux.
(Frolesworth, co. Leicester; Francis Staresmore, Esq., of Frolesworth, b. 1578, son of Sabinus Staresmore, of same place, b. 1535, and grandson of Francis Staresmore, of same place, d. 1682, who was great-grandson of
Thomas Staresmore, Esq., of Staresmore, co. Stafford,
temp. Henry VI. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Same Arms,
quartering, 1st, Patrick, Ar. three partridges gu. 2nd, Gu.
a cross moline ar. 3rd, Wolte, Ar. a wolf salient sa. 4th,
Comberfobd, Gu. on a cross engr. or, five roses of the first.
Crest— A starling ppr.
Starke (Killermont, Scotland, 1672). Az. a chev. betw.
three acorns in chief or, and a bull's head erased in base of
the second. Crest
A dexter hand holding by the horns a
bull's head erased ar. distilling drops of blood ppr.
Motto—
Fortiorum fortia facta.
Starke (Judge of Supreme Court, Ceylon, 1848). Az. on a
chev. ar. betw. a bull's head erased, and two acorns in chief
or, and in base a key fessways, wards downwards, of the third,
Leicester, 1619).

Staresmore

;

;

—
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A
—

—

;

—

—

vert.

Starkey

(co.

Warwick).

Az. a stork close ar. a border

engr. erm.

Stapley.

Anne Stapylton,

S T

a martlet betw. two cinquefoils gu.
Crest
As the Inst.
Mottoes Over the crest; Fortiorum fortia facta below the
arms: Auxilio Dei.
Starke, or Stark. Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads
erased or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a staj's head
guard, gu. armed gold.
Starkey (.\cht on, co. Lancaster). Ar. three storks ppr.
Starkey (Tong. co. Leicester). Ar. a stork ppr. Crest—
stork ppr. in the beak a snake vert.
Starkey (London; granted 27 June, 1543). Barry of ten
ar. and gu. a stork sa. beaked and legged of the second, on
a canton of the third a tlcur-de-lis of the first. Crest
stork's head erased per pale ar. and sa. in tlie beak a snake

;

Starkey, or Starkie

(Stretton,

Chester; settled
branch, resident at
in the male line
at the decease of Philip Starkey, Esq., 1714; a younger
.branch was seated at Over Hall, also in Stretton). Ar. a
stork sa. membered gu. Crest
A stork's head erased per
pale ar. and sa. holding in the beak gu. a snake vert.
Starkey, or Starkie (Oulton and Wrenbury, co. Chester; temp. Richard II. two younger sons of the Stretton
family 7n. two sisters, co-heiresses of the Ocltons of
Oulton and Wrenbury; the husband of the elder lady,
Peter Starkev, had two sons the younger. Sir Hu.mphrey
Starkey, Chief Baron of the Exchequer, d. without male
issue
the elder was ancestor of Starkey, of Oulton and
Darley. Starkie, of Wrenbury, descended from the other
co-heiress of Oulton, became extinct in 1803, at the decease

WiUiam

there

temp.

Lower

Hall, in Stretton,

the

I.;

co.

elder

became extinct

—

—

;

of

Thomas Starkey,

Esq.).

Same Arms and

Crest.

The

Oulton branch bore a crescent for diff. the Wrenbury line
bore a mullet for diff.
Starkey. Ar. a bend engr. vair betw. six storks sa.
;

Crest — A stork ar. semee of estoiles az.
Starkey (Wrenbury Hall, co. Chester).

Ar. a stork sa.
beaked and legged gu. a canton sa., quartering the arms of
Cross, viz.. Quarterly, erm. and gu. in the 1st quarter a
cross crosslet of the last, and in the 4th quarter a plummet
sa. Crests
1st, Starkey
A stork's head erased per pale az.
and gu. gorged with two bars gemel or, and charged with an
also
in
annulet
or,
the mouth a snake ppr. crowned gold,
the stork's head is likewise crowned gold
2nd, Cross: On a
mount vert a stork erm. beaked and legged gu. the foot
resting on a cross crosslet of the last, in the mouth a

—

:

;

plummet

sa.

Starkey, or Sharkey

(Dublin; confirmed by Betham,
Richard Fortescue Starkey, alias Sharkey, of
Dublin, Barrister-at-law, M.P. for Dungannon, who claimed
descent from a family of Starkey, of cos. Lancaster and
Ulster, to

Chester, but whose grandfather, for reasons not known, is
said to have changed the name from Starkey to Sharkey).
Ar. a trefoil slipped vert betw. three storks sa. beaked and

—

legged gu. Crest A stork's head erased per fess gu. andsa.
holding in his beak a serpent vert. Motto Redit expectata

—

diu.

Starkie

(Huntroyd, CO. Lancaster; a branch of Starkie,
bend sa. betw. six storks ppr.

of Stretton, co. Chester). Ar. a
Crest

— A stork ppr.

Starkie

(Frenchwood, co. Lancaster, and Riddlesden
York; a branch of Starkey, of Huntroyd; the
Elizabeth Sdsannah Starkie, m. Henry Bence
Bence, Esq., of Thorington Hall, co. Suffolk).
Same Arms
Hall,

CO.

co-heiress,

and Crest.
co Wilts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
bend sa. betw. six storks ppr., for Starky; 2nd and 3rd, sa.
a bend lozengy ar., for Bayntcn.
Crest
A stork ppr.
Motto Famae venientis amore.
Starky (Aughton, co. I^ncaster, 1664). Ar. a stork sa.
membered gu. a mullet for diff. Crest A stork's head
erased per pale ar. and sa. holding in the beak a snake vert.
Starling: (Stoppesley, co. Bedford, Lord Mayor of London,
Ar. on a bend az. threo
1670; granted 15 Sept. 1661).

Starky (Bromham,

—

—

—

square buckles or.
(Canterbury, co. Kent).
Az. a pair cf scales or
balances within an orle of eight estoiles or. Crest A lion
couchant or, charged with an estoile gu.
Starr. Ar. a heart gu. a chief potcnce of the last. Crest
A demi lion ppr. holding a mullet or.
Starr (co. Wilts; settled for several generations in th«
parish of Longbridge-Deverell, in that county represented
by Starr, co. Northampton). Vert on a chev. ar. betw.
three estoiles or, a human eye ppr. betw. two lozenges of
the field.
Crest On a mount vert a cat-a-mountain sejant
guard, ppr. the dexter forepaw resting on an estoile or.

Starr

—

—

;

—

;

Stasey
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Starre
az.

Statham (London). Ar. four fusils in pale
A lion's head erased within a fetterlock all ppr.

gu.

Crest

—

all

ppr.

Staxmton

Ar. a pale fusily gu. over all a bend pa.
(Morley, Tideswell, &c., co. Derby; originally
Gu. a pale fusily ar.
CO. Chester).
Stathum. Ar. four lozenges in bend gu. Crest A grey-

(Lynch-Staunton, Clydagh, co. Galway; exemGeorge Staunton Lynch, son of Mark Lynch,
same Co., by Victorie, his second wife, dau.
of Richard Worsley Cormick, Esq., and Lucy Barb.<ira
Staunton, his wife, sister of Sir George Lennard StaunQuarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. two
ton, Bart., of Cargins).
chevronels sa., for Staunton; 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev.

Statliam.

plified

Statham

Esq., of Duras,

—

hound's head erased gu.

Stathum

Ar. a bend sa. betw. two cotises

(co. Chester).

dancettee gu.

Company

of (London; incorporated 1556).
Az. on a chev. or, betw. three bibles lyin^ fessways gu.
garnished, leaved, and clasped of the second (clasps downwards), an eagle rising ppr. enclosed by two roses gu. seeded
or, barbed vert, from the top of the chief a demi circle of
glory edged with clouds ppr. therein a dove displ. ar. over
the head a circle of the last. Crest A bible open ppr.

Stationers,

—

Motto

clasped and garnished or.
in

—Verbum Domini manet

aetemum.
gu. a cross cngr. crm.

Ar. a bend crenellee sa.
Sa. a cinquefoil betw. eight martlets in oile
Ar. three banre gemel *z. on a canton gu. a
lion pass, of the first.
Staundone. Quarterly, erm. and go. the 2nd and 3rd
quarters fretty or.
Staunford (co. Suffolk quartered by Cornwallis, of Brome,
John Staunton, temp. Henry V. ; his dau. and
in that co.
;

;

Elizabeth Stacnton, m. William Coknwallis,
Az. a chev. betw.

Esq., of Brome. Visit. Notts, 1614).
three ostriches ar.

Staunliow
az. a

bend

(StaunUow, co. Norfolk).

ar.

Staunstou.

Az. a cross engr. erm.
(Staunton, co. Notts; Robert Staunton, Esq., of
Staunton, temp. Henry Vlll., sixth in descent from Sir GeofFRET Staunton, Knt., of Staunton, who entailed his lands on
his male heirs 43 Edward IH., a.d. 1368, the ninth in
descent from Sir Brian de Staunton,

Lord of Staunton,
6EdwardtheConfessor, a.d. 1047. Visic. Notts, 1569). Ar. two
chevronels sa. At the time of the Visit. Staunton, of Staunton,
quartered, 1st, Barwick, Ar. three bears' heads erased sa.
muzzled or; 2nd, Curzon, Ar. on a bend sa. three popinjays
or, collared vert, an escallop or, for diff.
and 3rd, Hussey,
Barry of six erm. and gu.
;

Staunton

(Staunton Harold, co. Leicester
Thomas
Staunton, E.sq., of Staunton, te)np. Henry VI. his dau. and
heir, Elizabeth Staunton, m. Wiluam Haselrig, Esq., of
Noseley, co. Leicester. Visit. LiCiccster, 1619). Vaire sa.
and ar. a canton gu.
Staunton (arms from List of Knights of cos. Derby and
Notts, temp. Edward I.). Ar. two clievronels sa. Crest
On a mount ve't a tiger ppr.
Staunton (Longbridge, co. Warwick). Ar. two chev. sa.
a border engr. of the last. Crest
A fox statant ppr.
Staunton (The Thrupp, CO. Gloucester). Same.47-Hi.«. Crctt
A wolf sejant ar. guttt'e de sang, collared and lined or.
;

;

—

—

—

ilfo((o--Duin spiro, spero.

and

(Greenfield,

Thelwall,

co. Chester).

Vaire

ar.

—

on a canton gu. a cross pattee fitchee or. Crest
.V
holding in the dexter paw a cross as in the

sa.

lion pass, or,

Staunton

(quartered by Monck, of rotlicridgc, co. Devon.

Devon,

Staunton
Staunton

1C20).

Gu. a

fret ar.

(Bigenhtdl, co. Oxford; Thomas Staveley, Esq.,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, great-grandson of

Sta'Veley

Esq., of Bigenhall,

who

d. 10 Oct. 14DS.

Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three lozenges
sa. as many Ducks' heads cabossed or. quartering Francis,
Strelley.
Plessington, and
Staveley (Buckland, co. Devon). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three lozenges az. as many bucks' heads cabossed of the

Oxon,

1574).

first.

Staveley. Barry of eight ar. and gu. a fleur-de-lis sa.
An oak branch and cross crosslet fitchee in saltire.
Ci-est
Staveley. Ar. a chev. az. a label erm. another, Ar. on
a chev. az. betw. three lozenges sa. as many stags' beads

—

;

cabossed

or.

(Dublin; confirmed to Egbert Jones Staveley,
otherwise Stevelley, of Dublin, Barrister-at-law, and the
other descendants of his grandfather, Robert Stevelly, or
Staveley, of York). Ar. on a chev. betw. three lozenges
gu. as many bucks' heads cabossed or. Crest— A buck's
head cabossed per pale gu. and az. Motto Fidclis ad

—

umam.

Staverdon

(co.

water bougets

Buckingham).

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three

vert.

Staverdon.

Ar. abend betw. three martlets gu. ; another,
Ar. fretty gu.
(Staverton Manor, Strodehall, and Waroyle, co.
Ar. a chev betw. three
Berks, and Drclcy. co. Hants).
Crest— A stag's head erased ppr.
water bougets vert.

Staverton

transpierced by an arrow in bend sinister or, barbed and
flighted ar.

Staverton. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three maunches vert.
Crest — A stag's head erased sa. pierced through the neck
feathered and armed or.
Vert a chev. erm. betw. three maunches ar.
Stawell, extinct 1735; descended from Sir
K.B., whose grandson, Ralph Stawell,
Esq., of Somerton, co. Somerset, was created a peer 1683;
Edward, fourth Baron Sta-.rell, left an only dau. and heir,
Hon. Mary Stawell, m. Henry Bilson Legge, Esq., and
See Legoe, Barnn
was created Baroness Stowell 17G0.
Crest
On a chapeau gu.
Stawell). Gu. across lozengy ar.
turned up erm. an eagle displ. ar. holding in the beak a scroll,
thereon the motto as below. Supporters— Two tigers ar.

with an arrow

ar.

Staverton.

Sta'well (Baron
John Stawell,

—

human

faces ppr.

armed with

Jl/o/('>— En parole

tufted or.

(co.

Or, a chief az.
Lincoln; granted 1610). Vaire ar. and sa.
fitchie or.

pass, or, holding in the dexter foot

Sta'well

(West

Je

maned and

satyrs' horns,
vis.

Crest

— A lion

a cross form(5e

fitchee

Cu.

Sta'well

Sec Legge.
Anstcy, co. Devon;

a branch of lord

Same Arms.

Slawi-ll).

(co. Lincoln).

on a canton gu. a cross formce

(Cothelstone, co. Somerset).

Same Arms.

Crest

— Out of a ducal coronet gu. a demi buck or, attired sa.
Sta'well.
wings

Same Arms.

displ.

Crest

—On a chapeau

a hawk, with

holding in the beak a label or.

Sta'well (Alcock-.Stawell, Kilbritt^in, co. Cork exemplified
to William St. Leger Alcock, formerly Capt. 23i-d Regt.,
;

Staunton
of the

a chev. engr. gu.
betw. three lozenges

Stawell, Baron.

arras.

Visit.

— En Dieu ma foy.

Stavecourt. Cheqny ar. and gu.
Staveley (Staveley, co. Chester). Ar.
Staveley (co. York). Ar. on a chev.
sa. as many bucks' heads erased or.

Staveley
and

Da."ry of six or

Staunton

Staunton

:

Visit.

another,

co-heir,

—

1st:
Crests
betw. three trefoils slipped or, for Lynch.
Staunton Upon a mount vert a fox statant ppr. ; 2nd,
Lynch: A lynx psiss. ppr. charged with a mullet gu. Motto

William Staveley,

Staundon.
Staundon.
;

to

of Bigenhall,

Staugllton. Quarterly, az. and
Staulton. Az. a cross enn.

ar.

ST A

descended from George St adnton, Esq., of Cargins, secoTid
son of George Staunton, Ensign in Sir Thomas Itoth«ram'a
Company). Same Arms. Crest— On a mount a fox statant

(Siamouth, co. Devon). Or, a star ea.
Ar. a cliev. betw. three lozenges
(co. Cornwall).

Nottingham).

(co.

Ar. two chev. sa. a border

last.

Staunton

(co.

Gu. fretty (another,

Somerset).

a

fret)

ar.

Staunton.

on a chev. betw. three

.Sa.

heads erased or,
another, Vaire ar. and .sa.
another, Sa. a chev. erm.
lion.s'

as many cinqucfoilsof the first;
another. Or, a lion ramp. sa.
belw. three lions' heads erased ar.
Staunton (Stockgrovc and Smenncs, co. Bucks, Holbrooke,
CO. SulTolk, anil Oldbury, co. Galway
descended from
Thomas Staunton, I'.Bq., of Galwny, eldest ion of Georoe
;

;

Staunton, Knsi({n

Galway

in IC34,

of Smenncs).

Btatinton

in Sir

Thomas Uotherham's Company

who was son

of

in

Ueoinald STAtmxoN, E»q.,

Ar. two chev. sa.

(Car^^ios,

966

co.

Galway,

bart.,

extinct

1859;

and Chari/)tte HAnnrET Esther, his wife, dau. of Jona."?
Stawell, Esq., of Kilbrittain, on their assuming, by royal
licence, 1845, the additional surname and arms of Stawell).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. seven lozenges in cross ar. a
crescent for diff. or, for .Stawell; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fess
betw. three cocks' heads erased ar. combed and wattled or,
On a cap of maintenance
1 st, Stawell
Crests
for Alcock.
gu. turned up erm. a falcon rising ar. in his beak a scroll,
thereon. En parole je vis; 2nd, Alcock: A cock ar. combed
and wattled gu. s])urred az. Motto Vigilanter.
Stawton (Warnill, co. Berks). Ar. a chev. betw. three

—

:

—

Crest— A roebuck's head.
Staylecate. Ar. two bars gemel sa. in palo three g'*/*
hounds' heads erased of the last, collared or.

maunches

vert.

A

Ar. three greyhounds" heads erased in pale
sa. collared or, betw. four palets of the second.
Stayler. Sa. two bullocks pass, in pale or.
Stayley. Ar. a chev. engr. az. a chief gu. Crest A globe
on a standard ppr.
Stayley. Ar. (another, or) a chev. engr. az.
Stayley, or Staley. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three lozenges

—

sa.

Ar. two chev. gu. on a chief or, three palets of the

Stayll.

Staylton, or Stalton.

—A

lion's

paw

Barry wavy of six ar. and sa.
a rose branch slipped

erased holding

and leaved ppr.

Stayltou, or Stalton.

Sa. an eagle volant ar.
Lincoln). Ar. two bars engr. sa.

Stayne (Stayne, co.
Staynegray. Az.

billettee or,

a cross

Ar. a fess chequy or and az.
Staynings (Honytott, co. Somerset). Ar. a bat displ. sa.
chief
gu. three pales of the field. Crest A bull.
on a
Stead. Ar. a chev. betw. three bears' heads couped sa.
muzzled or. Crest On a chapeau a, salamaoder in flames all

—

—

ppr.

Steade (Onesacre, co. York, temp. Edward III.). At. a
chev. betw. three bears' heads couped sa. muzzled or.
Crest— A stag trippant ar.
Steadman. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three boars' heads
couped sa. Crcft A demi grifSn or.
(Scotland, 16th century).
Ar. a fess vert betw.

—

Steadman

tliree snails az.

Steadman

16th centory),
Ar. two snails in
of three holly leaves vert.
Steavenson (Newcastle-on-Tyne ; descended from Stanton
and Elton, in the Peak of Derby; granted 14 June, 1688;
represented by Joseph Lewis Steavenson, Esq., 87th Regiment).
Az. on a bend ar. betw. three leopards' heads
couped gu. two lions 4>aES. or. Crest On a rock ppr. a lion
couchant guard, or. tfotto—Coilum non solum.
Stebbing (London, and Wisset, co. Suffolk). Quarterly, or
Crest
lion's head
and gu. on a bend sa. five bezants.
erased ar.
Stebbing (Woodrising, co. Norfolk). Same Arms. Crest
A lion's head erased ar. Motto Quiescate.
Steelier. Or, on a mount vert a greyhound statant sa.
Steckford. Ar. fretty sa. on a chief of the second three
(Scotland,

chief az. and in base a

bunch

—

—A

—

—

plates.

Stedman

Gloucester).
Or, a cross crosslet vert.
Crest
A demi virgin ppr. hair dishevelled, holding in the
dexter hand a cross crosslet vert.
Chequy or and gu. a
(Dolgoer, co. Brecknock).
(co.

—

Stedman

chief enn.

Stedman

Ar. a chev. gn. betw. three boars'
(co. Salop).
Crest
A peacock's
beads couped (another, erased) sa.
head betw. two wings, in the beak an adder ppr.
Stedman. Vert a fess ar. betw. two pheons in chief and an
anchor in base or. Crest An anchor ppr.
Stedolph, or Stedw^hole. Ar. on a diief sa. three
lizards' heads erased of the first, stings gu.
Stedon. Barry of eight gu. and or.
StedO'W, or Stede'w (co Hants). Ar. on a chief sa. three
dragons' heads erased or.
Steed. Sa. two lions pass, in pale ar. betw. as many
flaunches of the last, each charged with a"fess az.
Steed. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bears' heads coaped gu.
muzzled or. Crest A horse's head erased ar.
Steedale, or Sted-wolpll (Wicklam, co. Surrey). Ar.
on a chief sa. three wolves' beads erased of the field.
Steede, or Stead (Warham, Northall, CO. Norfolk;
quartered by D'Otlt, of Shoaisham). Ar. a lion ramp.

—

—

—

—

—

two swords in saltire ppr. a lion's head erased quarterly ar.
and gu. charged with four billets counterchanged.
Steele (Hampstead, co. Dublin, bart.). Ar. a bend conntercomponee sa. and or, betw. two lions' heads erased gu. on a
chief az. three billets of the third. Crest A demi ea>;le
displ. holding in the beak a snake all ppr.
Mottoes In bcUo
invictus, in amore probus; and. Absque labore nihil.
Steele (Rathbride, co. Kildare; descended from Lawbekce
Steele, Clerk in the House of Commons, Ireland, 1662-97,
who claimed descent from Steei.e, of Giddy Hall, near Saudbach, CO. Chester. He purchased from the Trustees for
Forfeited Estates, 1702, Kathbride, co. Kildare, which had
been forfeited by Fkancis Leigh for his adhesion to Ja mes
11.). Ar. a bend compony counter-compony sa. and of the first
betw. two lions' heads erased gu. on a chief per pale az. and
of the third two billets of the field.
Crest
A demi eagle,
wings elevated, holding a serpent in the l>€ak all ppr. and
charged on each wing with a billet, as in the arms. MoUo
Semper fidelis.

—

—

—

Steele

(Dublin; confirmed to TVilliam Edwabd Steele,
Esq., M.D., Assistant-Secrstary, Royal Dublin Society; de-

scended from Steele, of Rathbride). Or, a bend compony
counter-compony sa. and ar. betw. two lions' beads erased
gu. on a chief per pale az. and of the fourth two billets of the
field. Crut
A demi eagle, wings elevated, holding a serpent
in the beak all ppr. and charged on each wing with a billet,
as in the arms. Motto Semper fidelis.
Steele (Scotland). Ar. a bend chequy sa. and erm. betw.
two lions' heads erased gu. on a chief az. two billets or.
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. .afoMo— Prudentia et

—

—

—

animis.

Steely

the name is a derivation of Stalet and
Ar. a chev. engr. az.
Steer (England). Az. a bend chequy ar. and gu. Crest
Two oars in saltire ppr.
Steere (Dorking, co. Surrey). Per pale sa. and gu. three
lions pass. ar.
Crest
Out of a mural crown per pale gu.
and sa. a lion's gamb erect ar. armed gu. Motto Tu ne
cede me.
Steere (Jayes, co. Surrey). Erra. two bars sa. the first
charged with two bezants, the other with one, on a canton
ar. a chief of the second, thereon betw. two martlets a cross
pattee of the third.
Crest A Lion pass, guard, gu. the
dexter forepaw resting on an escutcheon erm. thereon tiro
bars, charged as in the arms.
Steere. Or, a mullet sa.
Steerrs. Az. three spearheads or. Crest A horse's head
(Steeley

;

Stavelt).

—

—

—

—

—

sa.

maned

or.

Steinman

(Sundridge, co. Kent). Az. an ibex ramp. ar.
horned or. Crest A demi ibex ar. horned or.
Steinmann (St. Gall, Switzerland). Az. an ibex ramp. ar.
homed or, quartering .... a stag's hqrn in pale ....
Steinmann (ancient). Crest A demi ibex ar. horned qr.
Steinthal (Henbt Micbael Steintbal, Esq., of Bradford,

—

—

Ludwio Steinthal, merchant, of
Ar. on a mount vert two rocks ppr. on a

CO. York, eldest son of

Manchester).
chief az. a fleece betw. two towers or.
Crest A bird-bolt,
the head downwards ppr. betw. two wings erm. Mottv—

—

Excelsior.

az.

Steede

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bears'
(cc. Kent, 1588).
heads couped gu. muzzled or. Crest A reindeer ar. attired
Another Crest A castle environed with a laurel
or.
branch.
Steede (Hariesham, co. Kent). Same Arms, bears' heads

—

—

Crest

Steede

—A

(co. Kent).

Stellam, or Stellbam.

Barry of eight per pale or and
gu. a chev. counterchanged.
Stellington. Gu. on a fess betw. three leopards' faces
ar. as many fleurs-de-lis sa.
(co. Hertford).
Az. a chev. erm. betw. three Hons'

Stempe

—

erased or. Crest
A greyhound's head pouped sa.
guttee d'eau, ducally gorged, ringed, and lined or.
(arms in a window in the church of Queen's College, Oxford, erected by Robert Langton, LL.D.
Viat
Oxon, 1574). Ar. on a fess sa. three mullets of the first, in
sinister chief a mullet pierced of the second.
Stenhouse. Ar. on a fess az. betw. three pigeons rising of
the last a tiger's head cabossed enclosed by two mullets of
the first. Crest
A talbot's head collared, in the mouth a
Fortis et fidelis.
martlet ppr. Motto
Stening (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1614, Scsak STEirtRa,
wife of Geokge Mohtoomekt, Bishop of Moath). Ar. a bat

gambs

stag pass. ar.
Sa. crusily ar.

a unicom saHcat of the

Stenacle

last.

Steede
Steede.

(London). Same Arms.
Sa. a unicom pass. ar.

;

another, Ar. a lion ramp.

az.

Steel (Derwent Bank,

Cumberland). Ar. a bend chequy
sa. and erm. betw. two lions' beads erased gu. on a chief az.
three bUlcts or. Crest
A lion's head erased gu.
co.

—

Steel
Steel

Ar. a bend chequy sa. and erm. betw.
two lions' heads erased gu. a chief az.
Ci-est
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a demi ostrich, wings endorsed gu.
Steele. Ar. a bend chequy erm. and sa. betw. two lions'
heads erased gu. on a chief az. three billets or. Crett
lion's head erased gu.
Steele (Lieut. -Gen. Sir Thomas Montagu Steele, K.C.B.).
Erm. a sword bendwise ppr. within two bendlets engr. the
whole betw. as many lions' heads erased gu. on a chief of Uic
last a mural crown betw. two billets or.
Crest
In front of

—

ar.

Stayning'.

sa.

Steel, or Steele.

—

second.
Crest

STB
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Staylegate.

(Scotland, 16th century). Az. three furisons or.
Or, three furisons sa.
(Carfin, co. Lanark, 1866).

—

Crest
A dexter arm in bend, the hand grasping bend
sinisterways a broadsword ppr. Hotto Steel to the back.

—

967

—

displ. sa.

—

A

ramp.

lions

Gu. a chev. betw. three fleursof a ducal coronet a stag's head or.
Stensclod. Az. an eagle displ. or.
Stent (Fittleworth, co. Sussex). Sa. a fess erm. betw. three
Crest

—Out

The Cvest was formerly a colt ar., but, after
colis pass. ar.
the marriage of one of the family with a dau. of Sir Anthont
Stdet, a colt's head bearing a banner was used for crest.
Stenynge (Honycote, co. Somerset, and co. Suffolk). Ar. a
bat displ. sa. Crest— A. ram pass. gu. attired or.
Stepey, or Stepy. Az. a cross or, fretty gu.
Stepford. Az. three lozenges in fess or, betw. nine crosses
crosslet ar.

Stephant.

Ar. a bend sa.
Stephen (Barton-on-the-Hill, co. Glou'-ester; granted 1591).
Ar. on a bend az. three lions' heads erased of the field.
Cr«st— Out of a ducal coronet or, a dolphin's head ar.
Stephen (Collins, Prince's Bisborough, co. Bucks ; borne by
James Stephen, Esq., Master in Chancery, and by his son. Sir
George Stephen). Ar. on a chev. betw. two crescents in
chief and a dexter hand couped at the wrist and erect in

—

An eagle displ.
base gu. two mullets of the first. Crest
with two heads sa. beaked and legged or.
Stephen (Scotland, 1 720). Ar. on a chev. betw. two crescents
in chief and a sinister hand couped in base gu. two mullets
of the field, all within a bordure engr. of the second. Crest
dexter hand and arm grasping a dart ppr. Motto Vi

—

^A

et arte.

Stephen.
wings

displ.

Stephens

Per chev. gu. and ar. in chief two eagles,
or, charged with an erm. spot.
Faiths,

(St.

CO.

Norfolk, hart., extinct 1809;

descended from Henby Stephens, Esq., of Frocester, co.
temp. Henry VIII.; Sir Philip Stephens was
created a bart. 1795, d. unin.). Per chev. az. and ar. in
chief two falcons rising or. Crest A demi eagle, wings
Gloucester,

—

elevated or.
(Colchester and Arden, co. Essex; granted 1592).
Per chev. az. and erm. in cliief two eagles displ. or.
A demi eagle displ. or. Another Crest An eagle
Crest
or, preying on a lion's gamb erased gu.
Stephens (Tregony, co. Cornwall, and Ministerley, co.
Per chev. az. and ar. in chief two falcons volant
Salop).
Crest
A demi eagle displ. or, beaked and winged sa.
or.
Stephens (co. Cornwall). Per pale gu. and az. a fess
Crest
A lion
guttce d'eau betw. three eagles displ. or.

Stephens

—

—

—

—

ramp.

Stephens, alias Stone
pale or

(Trevigoe, co. Cornwall).

Per

and vert a chev. engr. betw. three Cornish choughs

counterchanged.

ways

ar. in the

Crest

— On a rock ppr. a salmon lying fess-

mouth a

(Sometimes the salmon

Stephens

is

rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.
on the waves of the sea ppr.)

an ancient family in that
Esq., of Crychell, and the
Montgomery, was a magistrate of the cos. Montgomery and Radnor, and served as High Sheriff of the latter
in 1850). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three boars' heads couped
2nd and 3rd, sa. a lion ramp, rcguard. or. Crest
sa.
naked arm holding a sword ppr. impaling a griffin's head
sa.
Motto Semper liber.
Stephens (co. Gloucester). Per chev. az. and ar. in chief
two falcons volant or.
Stephens. Vert on a chev. or, betw. three grifiBns' heads
CO.;

(Crychell, co. Radnor,

Edwaed Morgan Stephens,

Bank,

co.

—

;

—

—

Crest
A griffin's
erased erm. five mullets sa. pierced.
head erased ermines, gorged or, betw. two wings expanded

gold.

Stephens

Crest

—A

lion

ramp.

ar. guttee

Motto

de sang.

—Vlrtutlg

amore.

Stephens

ar.

Stennett, or Stennitt.
de-lis or.
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Stenkle. Az. three gourds, stalks upwards or.
Stenlingr. Gu. two glazier's nippers in saltire betw. four

Sodbury and Estington, co. Gloucester).
Per chev. ar. and an in chief two filcons volant or.
Stephens (Whippingham, Isle of Wight). Per pale or and
vert a chev. betw. three .'alcons counterchanged.
Stephens (Kroxfield, CO. Wilts). Or, on a chev. gu. betw.
three demi lions sa. as many crosses crosslet ar. Crest
A raven's head erm. betw. two wings expanded or.
Stephens. Or, on a chev. betw. three demi lions ramp. gu.
as many crosses crosslet ar. Oral
Aji eagle's bead betw.
two wings expanded erm.
Stephens (llinton-on-the-Grecn, co. Gleuccstcr, and Camerton, CO. .Somerset; originally from France, and subsequently
eetllcd in Scotland.
Anne, dau. of James Stephens, Esq., of
Camcrton and Hinton, m. Herbert Newton Jarrett, Esq.).
Gu. a sword erect ppr. betw. three mullets ar. Crest
hand and open book ppr. 7V/orto— Consilio ct armis.
Stephens (Trcgenna Casllc, co. Cornwall arms granted,
temj). Henry VIll., to Hembt Stephens, the immediate
ancestor of the family).
Per pale ga. and vert a fess
indented ar. gutteo dc sang betw. three eagles displ. or.
(Little

—

—

—

;

068

(Tregony and Dulo, co. Cornwall; Thomas
Stephens, of Tregony, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Thomas
Stephens, of Dulo, and grandson of John Stephens). Per
chev. az. and ar. in chief two falcons volant or.
Stephens (Edward Stephens, Esq., F.R.C.S. London,
M.D. Leyden, D.C. Berlin, L.A.C. London, Lecturer on
Pathology and Morbid Anatomy at the Royal School of
Medicine, Manchester). Vert a cinquefoil erm. betw. four
crosses crosslet fitchee in saltire, their points towards the
centre or. Crest On a mount and in front of a fern brake
ppr. a falcon rising ar. beaked and membered gu. belled or,

—

beak an ostrich feather az. quilled gold. Motto—
Fides Stephani.
(Prospect Hill and Aldermaston, co. Berks). Or,
on a chev. engr. az. three crosses crosslet of the field betw.
two demi lions in chief and a grifiBn segreant pass, in base gu.
Crest
A demi eagle sa. wings elevated erminois, charged on
the breast with a cross crosslet or, in the beak an annulet
gold. Motto— Je vis en espoir.
Stephens (Charles Ltne Stephhns, Esq.). Or, on a chev.
gu. betw. three demi lions ramp. sa. a cross crosslet ar. betw.
two towers of the field, for Stephens, quartering Lyne. Crest
In front of a raven's head couped erm. beaked az. betw.
two wings or, a tower of the last.
Stephens (Finglas, co. Dublin, and Charleville, co. Wicklow;
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1673, Sir John Stephens, Knt., of
Finglas, who m. Fkidswide, dau. of Walter Weldon, Esq.,
of St. John's Bower, and had two sons: I. John Stephens,
whose male line failed. He is now represented in the female
line by Viscount Monck ; II. Richard Stephens, whose male
line also failed;
his representative, the Rev. Walter
Stephens, of Hybla, co. Kildare, m. Arabella, dau. of
Captain Willlam Glascott, 124th Regiment, third son of
Geokge Glascott, Esq., of Aldertown, co; Wexford, and had,
with an only son Walter, d. unm., and another dau. Lbcy,
also d. unm., two daus. eventual co-heirs, viz., Arabella
Stephens, m. Rev. Willlam Gifford, of Ballysop, co.
in the

Stephens

—

—

Wexford, who d. 1866, and had two sons, Walter Stephens
Gifford, Esq., of Ballysop, d. uran. 1872, and Nicholas
Gifford, now of Ballysop and Anne Stephens, to. Rev. John
Erinkley, of Glanworth, co. Cork, who d. 1847, whose son is
Walter Stephens Brinkley, Esq., of Knockmaroon, co.
Dublin). Gu. on a bend or, three garlands of oak leaves ppr.
Crest
A cock statant or. Motto Vigilans et audax.
Stephens (Chilcolm, Rosbercon, co. Kilkenny; a branch of
Stephens, of Finglas and Charleville; William Stephens,
Esq., of Chilcolm, M.D., F.R.S., left five daus. co-heirs, the
eldest of whom, Sarah Stephens, m. 1764, Francis Glascott,
of Pilltown, CO. Wexford her son. Rev. Wiluam Glascott,
of Pilltown, a. to Chilcolm and Rosbercon, and d. 1829, leaving
a son and heir, William Madden-Gi.ascott, Esq., of Pilltown, representative of this branch of the Stephens family).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, a crescent for diff.
Stephens (confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, to Paul Stephens,
gent., son of Philip Stephens, descended from a younger
brother of Robert Stephens, Esq., of Smethwick, co.
Stafford).
Same Anna. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
gu. a dexter and sinister arm embowed vested or, holding
betw. the hands ppr. a garland of oak leaves vert.
Stephens (Dublin Nicholas [Stephens, Esq., Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1665, of his dau. and heir, Beqoet. wife of
Thomas Browne, Esq.). Per pale erm. and gu. a saltire
counterchanged.
Stephenson (Farleigh Hill, co. Berks). Gu. on a bend cr,
three leopards' faces vert. Crest A whcatsheaf or.
Stephenson (cos. Cumberland, Derby, Lincoln, York, and
London). Gu. on a bend ar. three leopards' faces vert.
Crest
A garb or.
Stephenson (Doiley, co. Middlesex). Same Arms.
Stephenson (St. Luke's, co. Middlesex from Scotland,
Az. on a fess ar. betw. three hawks' heads erased or,
1812).
Crest
A hawk's head erased or. Motto
a Moor's head sa.
Sub libertate quictem.
Stephenson (Newcastle-on-Tync). Gu. on a bend or, three
;

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

leopards' faces az.

Stephenson.
Crest

Gu. on a bend

ar. three leopards' faces sa.

— A garb or.

Stephenson

(formerly of Knarcsdalc Hall, and Newcastleon-Tync; represented by Sawdrid(;e-Erle-Dbax, and the
Earl of Mtxborouyh). Gu. on a bend or, three leopards' faces
ftz.

Stephenson

(granted to George Step;if.nson, father of
Robert Stephenson). Ar. a chev. betw. in chief two fleursde-lis and in base a cross fleuretly gu. on a chief az. threo
muUcts of the first. Crcit— Betw. two ficurs-dc-lis ar. a

A

STE
cubit

arm

:
;
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vested az. cuEfed also ar. holding a roll of paper

as Dalguise, within a bordure gu.
2nd and 3rd, vert
on a fcss ar. betw. a cat-a-mountain sejant guard, in
chief and a dexter hand couped holding a dagger erect
in base ppr. three holly leaves of the field, for Gow. Crests
;

ppr.

Steplinetli. Ar. a

fcss

counter-compon^eor and gu. betw.

—

three owls az.

Stepkins
stag's

(co.

Az. a fleur-de-lis or.

Middlesex).

head couped

A

Crest—

(Prenderpast, CO. Pembroke, bart., extinct 1825;
to whom Henry VIII.
Alban Stepney, temp.
Elizabeth, ?h. Margaret, dau. and co-heir of Tho.mas

;

;

Queen
Catharn, Esq., of Prendergast; their son, John Stepney,
Esq., of Pendergast, was created a bart. 1621; the ninth
his sisters and co-heirs were Elizabeth
bart. d. s. p.
Bbidgetta, m. to Joseph Ghlston, Esq., of Ealing Grove,
CO. Middlesex, and Justina Maria, m. first, Francis Head,
Esq., and secondly. Gen. Andrew Cowell). Gu.afesschequy
or and az. betw. three owls ar. Crest
A talbot's head erased
gu. collared chequy or and az. eared and holding in the
mouth a hart's horn gold. Motto Fide et vigilantiii.
Stepney (Cowell-Stepney, Llanelly, co. Carmarthen;
Maria Justina Stepney, sister and heiress of the ninth and

;

—

;

;

—

—

of Prendergast, to. as her second husband, 1788,

Andrew Cowell, and d. 1821, leaving a son, John
Stepney Cowell, who assumed by royal licence, 1857, the
General

and was created a bart. 1871).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fess chequy or and az. betw.
three owls ar., for Stepney 2nd and 3rd, az. a lion ramp,
guard, or, on a chief dovetailed of the last three pallets gu.
each charged with as many bezants, for Cowell.
Crests
A talbot's head erased gu. eared or, gorged with a collar
chequy of the second and az. and holding in the mouth an
antler gold, for Stepney; Onamount vert a lion pass, guard,
or, charged with three pallets gu. and holding in the dexter
paw a chapeau also gu. turned up crm., for Cowell. Motto
Facta probant.
Sterling' (co. Suffollj). Az. a cross formee betw. four estoiles

surname

of

Stepney,

;

—

—

or.

Sterling".

Az. a cross flory (another, pattee) betw. four
Az. two bars gemel ar. on a chief of
the second three lozenges gu.
Sterling: (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1661, Sir Robert Steeling, Knt .). Ar. on a bend engr. az. three round buckles or,
on a sinister canton gu. a sword erect in pale, the point
pierced through a mural crown betw. on the dexter a thistle,
and on the sinister a harp, all of the third.
Sterling-, Earl of. See Alexander.
Sterlyn. Ar. on a chief sa. three buckles or.
Sterndale (William Handley Sterndale, Esq., of Ottar,
Hindostan).
Or, on a bend engr. betw. two mullets of
six points pierced az. three mascles of the field.
Crest
mullet as in the arms az. pierced by three arrows, two in
Baltire the pheons downwards, and one fessways the pheon
towards the sinister or, barbed and flighted ar.
Sterne (Grendon, co. Bucks, Carling, co. Cambridge, Hoddesdon, CO. Hertford, and Skeyton, co. Norfolk). Or, a chev.
Crest
A cock starling ppr.
betw. three crosses flory sa.
estoiles or; another,

—

A

—

—

Another Crest A falcon rising ppr.
(RicaiBD Sterne, Bishop of Carlisle 1660-64, ArchOr, a chev. betw. three crosses
bishop of York 1664-83).
Crest
A cock starling
crosslet sa. (another, crosses pattee).

Sterne

—

ppr.

Sterne

(Mansfield, co. Notts, and Kilvington, co. York the
author of "Tristram Shandy"). Same Anns and C>-est.
(Malton). Or, a chev. betw. three crosses patonce sa.
Sterne. Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses flory or.
Sterne (Great Egelston, co. Lancaster; impalement Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1624, Edward Stanley, co. Meath,
Sa.
whose wife was Annx Sterne, of the former place).
on an escutcheon or, betw. four owls ar. beaked and legged
of the second three gouttes de sang.
Sternling-. Ar. on a chef sa. three buckles or.
Sterrell (co. Lincoln). Ar. a bend gu. on a chief of the
;

Sterne

last three bezants.

Stert (Membland,

co.

Devon

;

Ar. a saltire

granted 1745).

—

Crest
A cross formce sa.
gu. betw. four crosses form^e sa.
betw. a pair of wings elevated ar.
Stetham. Barry of eight per pale ar. and az. counterchanged, a chev. or.
Steuart (Auchlunkart, co. Banff). Or, a fess choquy az.
and ar. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee in chief and as
many cushions in base of the second Crest A dexter and
Corde et manu.
sinister hand holding up a heart ppr. Motto
Steuart (Dalguise, co. Perth). Or, a lion ramp gu. betw.
three mullets az. over all a fess chequy ar. and of the

—

—

third.

Steuart

—

—

A demi lion ramp. ppr. Motto Hinc orior.
(Gow-Stedabt, of Little Colonsay, Scotland, and

Ci-est

Fowlers Park, co. Kent, 1868).
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(Quarterly,

1st

and

4th,

;

—

Stepney

last bart.

demi lion holding in his dexter hand a Lochaber axe ppr.,
Steuart A dexter arm in armour embowed holding in
the hand a broadsword ppr., for Gow. Mottoes Firm, for
Steuart and, Caraid ann am fheum, for Gow.
Steuart-Moncrieff (Scotland, 1768). Quarterly, 1st and
4th grand quarters counterquartered, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess
chequy az. and ar. in chief a garb of the second, 2nd and
3rd, ar. a lymphad sa. the whole within a border engr. gu.
2nd and 3rd grand quarters, ar. a lion ramp. gu. a chief
erm. and a crescent az. in fess point, for Moncbiekf. Crest
A unicorn's head and neck ar. maned or, homed gu.
Mottoes— Over the crest: Quhidder will zie below the shield:
Sur esperance.
Steuart (Drcmmond-Steuart, of GrandtuUy, co. Perth,
bart., Iti83).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az.
and ar. betw. three buckles of the second in chief, and
galley, oars in action sa. in base, for Steuabt; 2nd, or,
three bars wavy gu. within a bordure of the last, for
Drummond 3rd, the quartered coat of Mackenzie, Earl
for

ar. attired or.

descended from Henby Step.net,
granted Aldenhara, co. Hertford

ST E

-j.

,

;

—

Crests Two bees
of Cromartie, within a bordure erm.
counter-volant ppr., for Steuart A dexter arm from the
shoulder holding in the hand a broadsword all ppr., for
Drummond. Mottoes Provyd, for Steuabt Nil timeo, for
;

—

;

DRUM.MOND.
(Seton-Steuabt, of Allanton, co. Lanark, bart.,
1815).
Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a bend
gu. charged with three buckles of the field, on a sinister
canton of the fourth a lion pass, guard, gold, pierced with a
dart ppr. (by special grant from King Robert II. of Scotland), and in base a broken spear surmounted of a helmet
both ppr. Crest Out of an earl's coronet a dexter hand
grasping a thistle all ppr.
Supporters Two lions ramp,
guard, ppr. armed and langued gu. collared of the last,
charged with three buckles or. Mottoes Above the crest
Juvant aspcra fortes; under the shield: Virtutis in hello
pra;mium.
Steuart (Macdonald-Steuart, of Staffa, 1812, husband of
the heiress of Touch and Allanton, and afterwards second
bart. of Allanton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last, for
Steuabt; 2nd and 3rd, counter-quartered, 1st, ar. a lion
ramp, gu., 2nd, or, a dexter arm in armour couped in fess

Steuart

—

—

—

ppr. the hand gu. holding a cross crosslet fitchee in pale of
the last, 3rd, ar, a galley sa. moored in front of Fingal's
Cave, off the cliff of the Isle of Staffa, issuing from the

dexter side ppr. and in the sea undy vsrt, in base a salmon
naiapt ar., 4th, ar. an oak tree vert surmounted of a twoheaded eagle displ. or, all for Macdonald. Crest and Motto
Crest for Macdonald
for Steuabt, as above.
A tripletowered castle ar. masoned sa. and issuing from the central
tower a dexter arm in armour embowed grasping a broadsword all ppr. Motto My hope is constant in Thee.
Steuart (Coltness, co. Lanark, bart., 1689). Or, a bend gu.
surmounted by a fess chequy az. and ar. all within a
bordure chequy of the third and fourth. Crest A thistie
and a sprig of rose tree crossing each other in saltire ppr.
Motto Juvant aspera probum.
Steuart-Denham (Coltness and Goodtrees, bart., 1705).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a bend gu. charged with three buckles ar. in
chief a lion pass, guard, of the fourth; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
chev. ar. betw. three cranes' heads erased or, for Denham.
CreH and Motto, as the last.
Steuart (Alderston, co. Haddington, now Steuabt-GrossetMuibhead). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az.
and ar. in chief a lion pass, and in base three buckles gu.
3rd,
2nd, ar. on a bend az. three acorns or, for Muibhead
az. three stars in fess ar. and as many bezants in fess or,
below the middle of the field, in|chief an acorn of the second,
A hand holding a thistle ppr. Motto
for Gbosset. Crest
Juvant aspera fortes.
Steuart (McAdam-Stecart, of Glenormiston, co. Peebles,
1828).
Ar. a fess chequy or and az. betw. three arrows
in pale points upward in chief and three fleurs-de-lis, two
and one, in base of the third. Crest A branch of olive and
one of Indian palm in saltire ppr. Motto Pax copia virtus.
Steuart (Ballechin, co. Perth; descended from Sir Jobw
Steuabt, Knt., 'of Sticks, illegitimate son of James II., King
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp,
of Scotland).
within a double tressure flory counterflory gu. 2nd and 3rd,
or, a fess chequy az. and ar. all within a bordure engr. of the
A lion's head erased gu. Motto Semper
first.
Crest

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

fidclis.

Steuart

(Ballechin

;

as confirmed, 1876, to the heir of line

—

8TE

;

chev. vert and ar. two falcons in chief or, jessed and belled
Crest
A demi falcon displ. or.
of the second.
Stevens (BradSeld, co. Berks granted 1762). Same Arms

—

;

and

Crest.

Stevens

Per cbev. az.
chief two falcons, wings expanded or. Crest
displ. or, charged on the breast with a mullet sa.
(co. Gloucester, 1606).

and

ar. in

— A demi eagle

Stevens

(Smethwick, co. Stafford). Gu. on a bend or, three
garlands vert.
(Vielstone, Cross, and Winscot, co. Devon ; the
last male heir, Henbt Stepbeks, Esq., d. in 1802, and was
«. by his nephew, Thomas Moee, Esq., who took the name
arms of Stevems in 1817). Per chev. ar. and gu. in chief

Stevens

—

two falcons rising ppr. belled or. Crest A falcon rising or,
wings az. each cbarge4 with an estoile of the first, gorged
with a collar gemel of the second.
Stevens (I^eigh). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three doni lions
ramp. sa. as many crosses crosslet or.
Stevenson (Cnmberland granted to Sir William Steven
60N, Lord Mayor of London, 1764). Gu. on a bend erminois
-,

—

three leopards' faces vert. Crest ^A garb erminois.
Stevenson (Onnston or Unston, co. Derby four descents
given in Visit. 1662). Gu. on a bend ar. three leopards'
;

—

A garb or.
laces vert.
Oreit
Stevenson, or Stevynson
Lincoln).

Same Atttis and

—

:

—

;

or.

Stevenson

(Chester, 1693, cadet of Hermishiel^.
Ar. on
a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. a cross moline of the
on a chief gu. three mullets or. Crest A rose tree
bearing roses ppr.. Motto Virtus ubique sedem.
Stevenson (Mount Grcnan, co. Renfrew). Ar. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. on a chief of the second three
mullets of the first, a bordnre gu. Crest
A hand holding a
scroll rolled up ppr.
Motto Fidus in arcanis.
Stevenson (Dr. Abcbibald Stevenson, Edinb' ;h, 1673).
Ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. on a chief of the
lant as many mullets of the first.
Crest
A dexter hand

—

first,

—

—

—

issuing out of a

cloud holding a laurel garland all ppr.
Motto Ccelum non solum.
Stevenson (Alexandeb Stevenson, civil engineer, Edinburgh, 1865).
Ar. on a chev. betw. two fienrs-de-Iis az.
in chief and a lighthouse ppr. in base three mullets of the
field.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a wreath of laurel ppr.
Motto Ccelum non solum.
Stevenson (Jarrow, co. Durham, 1863). Ar. a ctaer. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis gn. on a chief sa. three mtillets or. Crest
A dexter hand holding a wreath of laurel ppr. Motto
Sic carre ut comprendas.
Stevenson (Bayswater Hill, Middlesex, 1872). Same Ann*,
wlUt the chief inrectcd for diCT. Same Crest and Ji/o(.'o.

—

—

—

—
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(Tynemouth. co. Northumberland, and Ard-

meile, co. Argyll, 1873).
Crest and Motto.

As Jarrow, the

chief engr. for

diff.

Same

Stevenson

(South Shields, 1873). As Jarrow, the chief
wavy for diff. Same Crest and Motto.
Stevenson-Hamilton (Braidwood). See Hamilton.
Steventon (quartered by Monck, of Potheridge, co. Devon.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Sa. a chev. betw. three dexter hands
couped at the wrist ar.

Steventon

(Dodhill, co. Salop).
Gu. a fess betw. three
heads cabossed ar. Crest A stag's head cabosscd
ppr. Another Crest A stag's head couped.
Steventon. Ar. a chevronelbetw. three dexter hands each
holding a billet sa.
Steward (Okhey, co. Cambridge, Stuntney, Isle of Ely,
Gestwait, Heseldon, and Swardestwj, co. Norfolk, and co.
Suffolk; granted 10 March, 1586). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a

—

stags'

—

bend ragul& or.

Crest

—A

stag statant ppr. ducally gorgt-d

or.

Steward

(PatteshuU, co. Northampton). Or, a fess che^uy
and az. a border erm. Crest A stag ppr. gorged with a
chequy ar. and az.
Steward (Newton Manor, co. Cumberland). Or, a fess
rfiequy ar. and az. a border erm.
Crest
A stag pyr.
gorged with a collar chequy ar. and az.
Steward (Nottingham House, co. Dorset). Or, a fess chequy
az. and ar. a bend gn. a border of the last.
Crest
A pelican

—

ar.

collar

—

—

vulning herself ppr.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a- border

(co. Norfolk).

engr. or.

Steward.

(ntBngton, co. Lincoln).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, erm. a chev. coimter-compony or and gu. betw. three
flears-de-lis of the last, on a chief dancettee of the third
as many mullets of the second, for Stevenbon; 2nd and
Srd, per pale gu. and sa. a lion ramp, ar., for BiIllaibs.
Crests
1st, Sttcvekson: A demi lion reguard. gu. charged
on the shoulder with a cross crosslet fitchee, and holding
b«tw. the paws a mullet or , 2nd, Bellairs A lion's gamb
per pEile gu. and sa. Motto Virtus tutissima cassis.
Stevenson (Stanton, Bowsley, and Elton-on-the-Peak, co.
Derby the heiress m. Holden, and the heiress of Holden,
Joliffe).
Arms, granted to John Smvknson, Ksq., 1688
Az. on a bend ar. betw. two lions pass, or, three leopards'
faces go.
Stevenson (Sutton-Coldfield, co. Warwick). Or, three palets,
each charged with a talbot pass, of the field, on a chief gu. a
lion pass. betw. two anchors of the first.
Stevenson. Ar. a chev. betw. three sinister hands couped
at the wrist and grasping a truncheon or.
Stevenson. Ar. a chev. betw. three dexter hands clenched
sa. in each a purse of the first.
Stevenson (Killyleagb, co. Down; granted by Hawkins,
Ulster, to Jakes Stevekson, Esq., of Killyleagb, whoi; eldest
dau. and co-heir, Dobcas Stevenson, eventually Baroness
Dvfferin, m. 1751, Sir John Biackwood, second bart. of
Ballyleidy,
co. Down, great-grandfather of the Earl of
Az. a fleur-de-lis within two mullets or, in fess
Svfferin).
betw. two roses in chief ar. barbed and seeded of the second,
and three arrows in base gold, flighted of the third.
Stevenson (Hermishlels, co. Lanark). Ar. a chev. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis gu. on a chief of the last as many mullets

—

Stevenson

Stewurd
(Weston, co. Derby, and co.

Crest.

Stevenson

—

STB
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Skimneb).
At above, bat the
border engr. per pale or andar. Same Crest and Motto.
Steven. Ar. on a cbev. betw. two crescents in chief and a
sinister hand in base couped ga. as many mullets of the field.
Stevens (CuUum, co. Berks granted 3 Dec. 1694). Per
entail, paternally

and of

;;

Az. a chev. betw. three

lions' heads erased or
another, Per chev. gu. and az. three Uons' heads erased or
another, Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or:
another. Or, a chev. betw. three demi lions ramp, erased az.
crowned or; another, Gu. a chev. or, betw. three leopards'

faces ar.

Steward

(Ambrose Haebokd Steward, Esq., of Stoke Park,
Quarterly, or and ar. on a fess az. three
and 4th quarters a fess
chequy of the second and third, and in the 2nd and 3rd
quarters a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a bend raguloc
gold. Crest On a mount vert, within a crown vallery or, a
lion ramp. gu.
Motto Qui invidet minor est.
Stewart (arms first adopted by the High Stewards of ScotCO. Suffolk).

fleurs-de-lis of the first, in the 1st

—

—

land in the 12th century, allusively to th« chequers of the
Steward's board). Or, a fess chequy az. and ar.
(James, Earl of Murray, Begent of Scotland, son
of James V. by dau. of fourth Lord Erskine). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, the arms of Scotland debruised by a riband sa
2nd and 3rd, or, three cushions pendent within a double
tressure flory counterflory gu. Crest— X pelican feeding her
young or, in her nest vert. Supporters Two greyhounds
ar. collared or.
Afotto—Solus per Christum Redemptorcm.
See Earl of Moray, as now borne, under Stoabt.
Stewart (Earl of Orkney ; from Robert, Abbot of Holyrood
House, son of James V. by dau. of first Lord Elphinstcie).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, the arms of Scotland debruised by a
riband sa. ; 2nd and 3rd, az. a galley at anchor within a
double tressure flory counterflory or, for Orkney. Crest .K.
king enthroned, holding in his dexter hand a sword, in bis
sinister a falcon all ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a luiicom
az,
sinister, a grifBn ppr.
Motto— Sic fuit est et erit.
Stewart (Earl of Carrick, younger son of the Abbot of
Holyrood House, and Earl of Orkney). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, Scotland, within a bordure compony az. and ar. 2nd
and 3rd, Obknet, as above. Crest, Motto, and Supporters,

Stewart

—

—

—

;

;

as the last.

Stewart

(Newark from natural son of the first Earl of
Orkney). Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. within a bordure giu
charged with three Uons ramp, and as many ships at anch'or
interchanged of the first. Crest
A lion's paw and palm
branch in saltire ppr. Motto Christus mihi lucrum.
Ste'wart (Alexander, Duke of Albany, second son of Jasies
II.).
Quarterly, 1st, Scotland; 2nd, gu. a lion ramp, ar.
within a bordure of the last, charged with eight roses of the
field, for the Earldom of March; 3rd, gn. three legs conjoined in the fess point in armour ppr. garnished and spurred
or, for Man
4th, or, a saltire and chief gu., for Annandale.
Supporters Two bear.s, muzzled, collared, and chained ppr.
Stewart (Alexander, Earl of Mar, third son of James U.).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Scotland; 2nd and Srd, az. a bend
betw. six crosslets fitchee or, for Mar en surtout, or, a fess
chequy az. and ar. betw. three ducal crowns gu.
Stewart (Ardgt>wan and Blackball, bart., 1667 from
natural son of Rooebt HI. now Suaw-Stewabt). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. over all a lion
ramp, gu., for Stewart, of Blackball; 2nd and Srd, az.
;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

STE

—

A

:

—

;

—

;

well.

uncle of first hart, of Blackball). Or,
Ste'wart
a lion ranxp. gu. surmounted of a fess chequy az. and or, in
the dexter canton a crescent. Crest A boar's head couped
Motto A virtute orta.
ar.
Stewart {Duke of Albany and Earl of Fife and Menteith,
second son of Eobeet II.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion
ramp gu., for the Earldom of Fife; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fess
chequy az. and ar., for Stewast, over all a label of five
(Scotstown

;

—

—

points gu. in chief.

Ste'Wart (Lord Evandalt and

Ochiltree).

Quarterly,

1st,

Scotland 2nd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. with a label of
three points gu. in chief; 3rd, ar. a saltire cantoned with
four roses gu., for Lennox; 4th, or, a lion ramp, gu., for
the Earldom of Fife, all within a bordure compony az. and
Crest
^A civet cat pass. ppr. (sometimes, a unicorn's
ar.
head ar. armed and crined or, betw. two olive branches
Supporters— Two dragons vert. Jfotto— Forvrard
ppr.).
(sometimes. Pass forward).
Stevrart {Earl of Arran, second son of Lord Ochiltree).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, the coat of Ochiltree, without the
bordure
2nd and 3rd, counter-quartered, Hamilton and
Bupporters
Abban. Crest A lion's head erased gu.
Dexter, a dragon vert; sinister, an antelope ar. armed or.
;

—

;

—

—

—

Dat incrementum.
{Lord Methven). Quarterly, as Lord Ochiltree, with,
en surtout, gu. a lion ramp, holding in his forepaws a tower
CreH A tower ar.
ar., for the Lordship of Methven.
Supporters Dexter, a dragon vert; sinister, a greyhound
Jlfofto— Forward.
ar.
Motto

Stewurt

—

—

Stewart

(Baldorran, co. Stirling, and Ardvorlich, co.
Perth). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Scotland; 2nd, Stewart,
in chief a mullet gu. 3rd, Lennox, all within a bordure
engr. compony az. and ar. Crest A dexter arm ppr. grasping a sword in bend sinister also ppr. hilted and pommelled
..Votfo—Deo juvante vinco.
or.
Ste'Wart (Annat). As Ardvorlich, with a mullet sa- in the
;

—

centre of the quarters.
Stewart {Earl of JJucftan, known as the " Wolf of Badenoch "). Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. with a mullet in

dexter chief.
{Earl of Mar, natural son of the '"Wolf of Badcnoch"). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and
2nd and 3rd, az. a fess betw.
ar. betw. three crowns gu.
Two serpents
Crest
six cross crosslets fitch^e or, for Mab.
nowed erect counter-respectant ppr. Supporters Two lions
ramp, guard.
Ste'Wart (Strathdown or Strathaven, co. Banff; from a
natural son of the " Wolf of Badenoch," as recorded 177C).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. betw.

Stewart

;

—

—

two antique crowns in chief gu. and a boar's head couped in
base sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. a bend betw. six cross crosslets
Ctchcc or, for Mab. C}-est A demi lion lamp. ppr. Motto
;

—

—

Nobilis ira,

chequy az. and
and as many
cushions of the second in base, all within a bordure of the
Two hands conjoined holding a man's heart
Crest
last.
Corde et manu.
ppr. Motto
Stewart (Garth, co. Perth; from a natural son of the
"Wolf of Badenoch"). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess
chequy az. and ar. surmounted by a lion ramp, gu.; 2nd
and 3rd, az. three garbs or, for Comyn, the feudal coat of
the Earldom of Buchan.
Stew^art (Dundee, cadet of Garth, 1680). Quarterly, as the
last, within a bordure ar. charged with six wolves' heads
A savage's head ppr. Motto Reddunt
erased gu. Crest
commercia mitem.
Stewart (Urrard, co. Perth, cadet of Garth co-heiress m.
Eichardson, of Pitfour, Hat, of Seggieden, and Major
James Alston). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy
az. and ar. surmounted by a lion ramp. gu. a bordure of the
last; 2nd, Comyn; 3rd, ar. on a bend az. three buckles or,

Ste'Wart (Drummin,

co. Banff, 1672). Or, a fess

ar. Ijetw. three cross crosslets fitchee in chief

—
—

—

—

;

for Leslie.

Stewart

(Alston-Stewart, of Urrard).

See Stewabt, of

gu. a bordure engr. of the second charged with thre* gmAs
of the field alternately with as many crescents of the third.
Crest A dexter arm frofm the elbow hcMiitg a dagger ia

—

(Castle Stewart,

afterwards

St. Fort,

co.

Fife).

Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted by a lion ramp.

971

—Never fear.

Motto

pale ppr.

Ste'wart-Balfour (younger

son of St. Fort hy dan. of
Balfoob, of Dunbog, 18S7). <lujuterly, 1st and «th, ar. on
betw.
three stars gu. aa otter's head
a cbev. engr. sa.
erased of the field, for Balfottb; 2nd and 'Srd, counterquartered, as Urrard. Crest
A mermaid ppr. in her dexter
hand an otter's head erased sa. Motto Omne solum forti

—

—

patria.

Stewart
bordure

Quarterly, as Oarth, irithln »
man's head couped ppr. Jfotto—Pro

(Ladywell, 1672).

CVest— A

ar.

rege et patria.
{Earl of Stratheam, eldest son of Robsbt Tl'»
marriage with Ettphkmia Boss
said to be represented by
Mrs. Babclat Allabsice as heir of line). Or, a fess chequy
az. and ar. betw. two chevronehgu. a doable tressure fioi-y
counterflory of the last.
Stewart (Walteb, Lord of Brechin, Earl of Caithneu and
.Bart of Athole, younger son of Bobkbt II. and EtTPHKMiA
Ross).
Quarterly, 1st, Scotland, with a label of three
points ; 2nd, paly of six or and sa., for Athoix; 3rd, ar. three,
.

Ste'Wart

;

forBBECHiM; 4th, ar. a Kon ramp. ax.
en surtout, az. a ship under sail or, for
Crest— A lion sejant guard, gn. -with a sword
erect ppr. in his dexter paw.
Supportert A hart gorged

piles in point gu.,

for

Galloway

;

Caithness.

—

and chained, and a lady.

Ste'Wart

(Hereditary Sheriffs of Bute descended from Sir
of Bobebt II., amceetor of the
Earls and Marqjtesses of Bute, for whom see Stcabt). Or,
a fess chequy az. and ar. betw. three lions ramp. gu.
Ste'Wart (Ascog, co. Bute, 1672). Or, a fess chequy az. and
ar. within a bordure sa. charged with eight masdes of the
;

John Stewabt, natural son

third.

Stewart

(McAbthtjb-Stewabt, of Ascog).

Ste'waxt

(Boslane, co.

See McAbtbok.
Bute, 1672). Or, a fess chequy ar.
An anchor
a lion pass, guard, gu. Cre»t
Tarn
in pale az. ensigned with a man's heart ppr. Motto

and

—

ar. in chief

—

quam fixus.
Ste'Wart (Ddgald Stewabt,
fidus

of Catrine, the Metaphyridaa,
Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. within a bordure gu.
1807).
CVe«f
The
charged with three crescents of the third.
Motto Sol tiU
rising sun issuing out of a cloud ppr.

—

—

signa dabit.
(Ralston, co. Ayr; from the son of Waltdi, the
High Steward, husband of Mabjobt Bbuck, by his seoond
wife, Isabel Gbabam). Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. in

Ste'Wart

chief a lion pass. gu.
(Sir John Stewabt, brother of Sir jAins Stewabt,
High Steward, husband of the heiress of Bonkyl, and
ancestor of some of the most considerable branches of the
family). Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a bend

Ste'Wart
fifth

{Earl of Damley, Earl and Dv.ht of leimcx, and
Lord of Aubignl, in France descended from AlxxAJUkXB,
of Sir John Stewabt, of Bonkyl). Quarterly,
son
second
1st and 4th, az. three fleurs-de-lis or, within a bordure engr.
2nd and 3rd, or, a fess
ar. for the Lordship of Aubigne
chequy az. and ar. within a bordure gu. charged with three
surtout, ar. a saltire
Stewart
en
for
of
the
field,
buckles
betw. four roses gu., for Lennox. Crest Issuing out of a
ducal coronet or, a bull's head sa. vomiting forth flames
Motto Avant Damppr. Supporters— Two wolves ppr.

Ste'Wart

;

;

;

—

—

ley.

Stewart
Stewart

(Castlemilk and Fettercaim). See Stxjabt.
{Earl of Galloway: descended through an heiress
from Sir Walter Stewabt, of Dalswinton and Garlics, third
son of Sir John Stewabt, of Bonkyl, and said to be paternally from Sir John Stewart, of Jedworth, fourth son of
Sir

John Stewart,

az.

surmounted

of Bonkyl).

of a

bend

counterflory of the last.
in her nest, feeding her

ttigr.

Or, a fess chequy ar. and
gu. within a tressure flory

Crest— A pelican

ar.

winged

or,

—

Supporters Dexter,
a savage wreathed about the head and loins with laurel,
shoulder
all ppr. ; sinister, %
dexter
over
his
holding a club
Motto "Virescit vulnere virtus.
lion gu.
Stewart (Nateby Hall, co. Lancaster, 1867). Quarteiiy,
1st and 4th, as Earl of Galloway, within a bordure engr.
erm.; 2nd and 3rd, per fess dovetailed enn. and sa. three

young

ppr.

—

falcons belled, one and two, counterchanged, for Thomson.
Crest and Motto, as Earl of Gallovay.
Stewart (Castle Stewart, in Galloway). As Earl of GaUowis/,
the bend charged with a boar's head couped or, for difl.
Crest

Alston.

Stewart

8TB
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Ist:
three covered cups or, for Shaw, of Greenock. CresU
2nd: A
lion's head erased gu. armed and langued az.
demi savage wreathed about the head and middle with
laurel, and holding a club over his shoulder ppr. Supporters On the dexter, a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued
and on
az. gorged with a collar chequy ar. and of the third
the sinister, a savage wreathed round the head and middle
with laurel leaves, and holding a club over his shoulder all
Over the crests : Spero meliora and, I mean
ppr. MottoM

and Motto, as Earl of Galloway.

Stewart
chequy

(Burray, co. Orkney,

az.

and

ar.

surmounted

bart.,

of

1687).

Or. a

fess

a bend engr. gu. a bor-

AA

k
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STB
dure of the last.
Virescit vulnere.

Crest

—A

Motto

rclican Tolant ppr.

—

Stewart

Or,
(Physgill, co. Wigtown; as recorded 1740).
fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a bend engr. gu.
in the sinister chief point a buckle of the fourth, all within
a double tressure flory counterflory also of the fourth.
demi lion ramp, holding in his dexter paw a
Crest

a

—A

buckle

Motto

or.

Stewart

—

Sulfibulatus majores sequor.

(Ballymorran, co. Down).

escallop sa. in dexter base for diff.
guard, ppr. holding in his dexter

As the

Crest

last,

with an

— A demi lion ramp,

paw a buckle

or.

Motto,

as the last.
(Earl of BUssington). Gu. a fess chequy ar. and
Crest
A dexter hand in
az. betw. three lions ramp. or.
Supporters Dexter, a
armour holding a heart all ppr.
man in complete armour garnished or, with three feathers
sinister, a
in his cap, the middle one gu. the others ar.

Stewart

—

—

;

queen in royal vestments gu. girded or, over all a mantle
purp. doubled erm. her feet naked, hair dishevelled, and
ducally crowned or. Motto— lii\ dcsperandum est.

Stewart
last,

(Fort Stewart, bart. of Ireland,

1623).

As the

without the supporters.

Stewart
ar.

(Minto, co. Koxburgh). Or, a fess chequy az. and
surmounted of a bend engr. gu. in sinister chief a rose

Stewart

(Shambelly, co. Dumfries; as recorded 1732). Or,
fess chequy az. and ar. surmounted of a bend engr. gu.
charged with a rose ppr. Crest A dove with a rose in his
beak ppr. Motto Soli Deo honor.
Stewart (Lord of Lorn and Innermeath, and Earl of
Atholt : descended from Sir James Stewart, of Pierston,
Quarterly, 1st
fifth son of Sir John Stewart, of Bonkyl).
and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. (in earher limes differenced by a buckle gu. or a garb az. in chief), for
Stewart 2nd and 3rd, or, a lymphad sa. (sometimes represented with St. Anthony's fire at the masthead), for Lorn.
Crett—K unicorn's head ar. horned or. Motto Quhidder

a

—

—

;

—

will zie.

Stewart

Craigie.
(Provost of Aberdeen; descended of Craigiehall,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Stewart, with a mullet az.
1732).
quartered
with Craigie, as above 2nd and 3rd,
base,
in
quarterly, as Gordon, Earl of Huntley, within a bordure sa.
charged with eight bezants. Crest A basket full of fruit

ar., for

Stewart

;

Motto

ppr.

Stewart

—

— Deus

providebit.

Ayr, and East Binny, a very early
cadet).
Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. in base a bugle sa.
Stewart (Marquess of Londonderry). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, a bend compony ar. and az. betw. two lions ramp,
Crest
gu., for Stewart; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a saltire ar.
dragon statant, wings elevated or. Supporters Dexter, a
Moor wreathed about the temples ar. and az. holding in the
exterior hand a shield of the last, garnished or, charged
with the sun in splendour gold; sinister, a lion or, gorged
with a plain collar ar. thereon three mullets sa. Motto
jVIetuenda corolla draconis. See Vane-Tempest, Earl Vane
and Marquess of Londonderry.
Stewart (Bigtowne, co. Orkney, 1672). Or, a fess chequy
Crest
az. and ar. betw. three mascles of the second.
(Halrig,

CO.

—

(Appin,

co.

Argyll).

unicorn's head ar. maned, horned, and bearded or. SupTwo roebucks ppr. Motto Quhidder will zie.
porters
Stewart (Earl of Atlwle; from Sir John Stewart, of Bal-

—

—

veny, son of the "Black Knight of Lorn," and brother
uterine of James II.
the dau. and heir of the last Earl m.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
the second Earl of Tullibardine).
paly of six or and sa., for Athole; 2nd and 3rd, Stewart.
Crest— A. dexter hand holding a key in bend sinister ppr.
Supporters Two savages in fetters ppr.
Motto Furth
fortune and fill the fetters.
Stewart (Earl of Buchan ; from James Stewart, second
sou of the " Black Knight of Lorn "). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, Stewart; 2nd and 3rd, az. three garbs or, for
CoMTN. Crest A dexter hand ppr. holding a club raguly
vert.
Supporters Two storks ar. beaked and membcred
gu. Motto Judge nocht.
Stewart (Earl of Traquair, from a legitimated son of
Jameii Stewart, first Earl of Buchan; title extinct or dormant from 1861). Quarterly, 1st, Stewart; 2nd, Comtn;
ard, sa. a mullet ar. 4th, ar. an orle gu. in chief three martlets sa. beaked of the second.
Crest
A crow ppr. Supporters Two bears ppr. armed ar. Motto
Judge nought.
Stewart (Grandtully, co. Perth, cadet of Innermeath; as
recorded 1672). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, Stewart; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a lymphad, oars in action sa.
Two bees
Crest
counter-volant ppr.
Motto— VTO\y(X. For Arms as now
borne, see Stedart.
;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

(Fingorth, co. Perth, 1672). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,

a fess chequy az. and ar. betw. three garbs of the
second; 2nd and 3rd, or, a galley, oars in saltire sa. Crest
A bee volant en arricrc ppr. Motto Providentia; fldo.
Stewart (Ovcrdowally, co. Perth, 1740). As the last, within
a bordurc embattled ar. charged with eight buckles or.
Crest and Motto, as Grandtully.
Stewart (Rossyth, co. Fife; descended from Robert,
younger son of Sir Robert .Stewart, of Shanbothy nnd
Innermeath). Or, a fiss chequy az. and ar. within a borjure
of the second, charged with eight buckles of the first.
Crest
A dexter arm from the elbow ppr. the hand holding
a buckle or. Supporters Two lions.
Stewart (Kirkhlll, and Strobrock, said to be from Rossyth;
cndi'd in coheiresses, who m. the tenth Earl of Glrncairn
nnd third Earl of Cnnlrost).
Quarterly, Stewart and
CoMTN. C>est A phfcnix in a flaino of (Ire ppr. Moilo
Viittiti fortiina comes.
or,

—

—

—

—

—

y72

—

—

—

—

—

Motto Sic virescit industria.
Stewart (Lower Canada, 1834). Or, a fess chequy az. and
ar. within a bordurc gu. charged with four lymphads with
A demi lion rauip. ppr
oars in action of the first. Crest
Motto Nobilis ira.
1st
Royals, 1851). QuarStewart (Capt. W. L. Stewart,
terly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. within a
bordure gu. on a canton of the last an Eastern crown of the
2nd and 3rd, or, on a bend az. a mullet pierced betw.
field
two crescents of the field, within a double tressure flory
counterflory of the second, a bordure of the last, for Scott.
Crest
On i mural crown or, three lances disposed saltireways ppr. pennoncels gu. Mottoes Over the crest: Heady
aye ready below the shield Resolve is power.
Stewart (Caledon Park, co. Lanark, 1868). Per bend or
and ar. a fess chequy az. and of the second, in chief a stag's
head couped of the third. Crest A pelican in her nest
Vulnere viresco.
feeding her young gu. Motto
Stewart (Athenry and Ballygawlcy, co. Tyrone, bart., 1803).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, within a double
tressure flory counterflory vert; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fess
chequy ar. and az. in chief a portcullis sa. the whole within
Crest A unicorn's head
a border gobony ar. and vert.
couped or, armed and crined ar. Motto Stemmata quid

—

—

;

—

—

:

;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
Stewart; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a galley, sails trussed up and
oars in action sa., for Lorn.
Stewart (Ardsheal, co. Argyll). As the last. Crest—

Stewart

4th, or,

holly leaf slipped vert.

of the last.

Quarterly, 1st

a fess chequy az. and ar. in chief three buckles
of the second; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a'fesssa. three crescents

and

Stewart

E

s T

(Craigiehall, co. Linlithgow, 1672).

—

—

—

—

faciunt.

Stewart (Ards, co. Donegal; descended from Alexander
Stewart, brother of Robert, first Marquess of Londonderry).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, abend compony ar. and az. betw.
two lions ramp, gu., <or Stewart; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a saltire
ar.
Crest
A dragon statant or. Motto Metucnda corolla

—

—

draconis.

Stewart

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1661, Licut.-Col. Robert
Stewart, buried in St. Bride's Church). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, a fess chequy ar. and az.a label of three points gu.;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire engr. sa. betw. four cinquefoils
gu. all within a border compony ar. and az.
Stewart (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office," 1657, Sir
Robert Hannay, Bart., of Mocrum, Scotland). Or, a fess
chequy ar. and az. a border gobony of the second and
third.

Stewart

(Ilornhead. co. Doneg.il; descended from Capt.iin
of Doone, in the King's co., who purQuarterly, 1st nnd
in co. Donegal, a.d. 1700).

Charles Stewart,
chased lands

2nd
and 3rd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. on a border gu. eight
over
all
in
the
fessways
of
the
first,
round buckles, tongues
Crest— Out of a
fess point a mullet quarterly gu. and or.
ducal coronet or, a bull's head sa. flames issuing from the
mouth ppr. charged on the neck with a mullet gold. Motto
Avant Darnley.
Stewart (Killymoon, co. Tyrone; confirmed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1783, to James Stewart, Esq., of Killymoon).
Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp, gu within a tressure flory
countorfiory of the last, for Stewart; 2nd, or a fess chequy
ar. and az., also for .Stewart; 3rd, ar. a saltire engr. sa.
betw. four rosea gu. seeded and barbed gold; 4th, az. a lion
ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, all within a bordurc compony
A griffin's head "couped ppr. Motto—
ar. and az.
Crest
4th, az. three fleursde-lis or, a border engr. of the last;

—

—

Forward.
(Stranorlar, co. Donegal; confirmed by Fortescue,
Ulster, 17U9. to Henrt .Stewart, Esq., of Stranorlar, second
Same Ann$
son of William Stewart, Esq., of Killymoon).

Ste'wart

and

Crest.

Motto

— Forward.

STE
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Ste'wart (Hamill-Stewabt, Ballyatwood House,

co.

Down;

Stieg'litz

and

—

—

:

:

—

Motto Forward.
(Blakeney - Lyon - Stewart, Ballymenagh, co.
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a lion ramp. gu.
Tyrone).
a canton sa. thereon a fesschequy ar. and az., for Stewart
2nd, per fess ar. and az. a lion ramp, within a double

Stewart

;

tressure flory counterfJory all counterchanged, for Lyon
3rd, sa. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three leopards' faces
Crests
or, three crescents of the field, for Blakeney.
;

—

an embattlement ppr. a demi lion
ramp. gu. 2nd, Lyon Within two branches of laurel a lady
to the girdle, habited in white, holding in her dexter hand
a thistle and in her sinister a trefoil all ppr. 3rd, Blakeney
Out of clouds ppr. an arm erect couped at the elbow, vested
per pale or and az. and charged with an escallop counterchanged, in the hand ppr. a dagger also ppr. hilted and
pommelled or. iV/oJ(o— Forward.
Stewart (Blundeston, co. Suffolk). Quarterly, or and ar. on
afess az. three fleurs-de-lis of the first, in the 1st and 4th
quarters a fess chequy of the second and third, and in the 2nd
and 3rd quarters a lion ramp. gu. debruised by a bend raguly
Crest
or.
On a mount vert within a crown vallcry or, a
lion ramp. gu.
Motto Presto et persto.
Stewart-Murray (exemplified to Hoeatio Granville
Stewart, Esq., of Broughton, co. Wigton, upon his
assuming the additional surname of Murray). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, for Stewart, or, a fess chequy ar. and az. a
tend engr. gu. all within a tressure flory counterflory of the
2nd and 3rd, for Murray, az. three mullets ar. a canton
last
1st,

Stewart: Out

of
:

;

:

;

—

—

;

—

of the last for diff. Crests 1st, Stewart A pelican in her
2nd, Mcebay A gryphon salient ppr. charged on
piety ppr.
Impero.
the shoulder with a cross crosslet az. for diff. Motto

Stewekley

:

:

;

Somerset
a border az.

(co.

sa. a fess gu.

—

;

granted 1595).
Crest

—A

triple

Chequy ar. and
plume of ostrich

feathers intermixed, alternately ar. and sa.

Stewins.

Az. a chev. betw. three grappling irons double
Crest A cross moline pierced lozenge gu.
Stewkeley (co. Huntingdon). Ar. on a fess sa. three
mullets of the field.
Stewkley (co. Northampton). Az. three pears or.
Steynborne. Gu. three boars' heads couped ar.
Steynby, or Stemby. Sa. three helmets erm. (anpther,
ar.) a border engr. of the last.
Steyngrrey. Az. a cross or, in the sinister chief quarter

—

ringed or.

five billets ar.

Steyninge

(Honycote, co. Somerset; Charles Steyninge,

Esq., of Honycote, Visit. Somerset, 1623, eighth in def;cent

from Robert Steyninge, of Honycote, temp. Richard II.).
Ar. a bat displ. sa. on a chief gu. three pallets of the field.
let, Holmyn,
Visit. 1623 gives the following quarterings
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three oak leaves vert; 2nd, Hewish,
Ar. on a bend sa. three fishes naiant or; 3rd, Sprye, Az.two
:

bars or, in chief a chev. of the last.
Gu. three crosses form^e ar. in chief a lion
pass,
or; another, Ar. a bend embattled counter em-

Steynton.
battled sa.

Stays. Gu. three pales vair, a chief or.
Stibbert (London; granted 12.0ct. 1768).

—

lozenges gu.

Stighull

(co. Devon; arms from the seal of William Stighull, on a deed dated 24 March, 36 Edward III., a.d. 1362 ;
Margaret, dau. and heir of William Stighdll, m. Walter
Reynell, of Malston, living 19 Richard II., a.d. 1395. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Az. afess engr. ar.
Stiles (Wantage, co. Berks). Erm. on a chief embattled az.
three storks' heads erased or.
Crest
A dexter arm and
hand ppr. grasping a like head, the elbow tied with a scarf

—

az.

Stiles.

Sa. a fess or, fretty of the field betw. three fleursCrest
A wolfs head erased sa. collared
the neck below the collar fretty of the last.
Still (Durley and Hutton, co. Somerset, co. Suffolk, anil
Christian Malford, co. Wilts). Sa. guttee d'eau three rosesar.
Crest
A stork ar.
Still. Erm. three roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert. CrcU—

Per

fess az.

and

two eagles rising or, in base on a rock a castle
breached, the Indian colours struck and flagstaff all ppr.
Crest
Out of an Eastern coronet or, doubled erm. the second
and fourth points vert, an arm armed embowed gold, grasping a Persian scymitar ppr. hilt and pommel also gold.
Motto Per ardua.
Stiber. Per bend sinister sa. and or, a talbot salient counterchanged, on a chief az. a lion pass, guard, of the second, the
chief bordured all round gobony ar. and gu.
Stickford (Stickford, co. Lincoln). Erm. three lozenges
ermines.
Sticks. Sa. three garbs or.
Stiddolf (Norbury and Micklam, co. Surrey). Ar. on a
Crest
chief sa. two wolves' heads erased or.
A wolfs head
erased per fess or and gu. (another, erased ar.).

—

—

—

—

de-lis of the second.
or,

—

A

kingfisher ppr.

Stilling^eet

(Stillingfleet, co. York; Edward StillingD.D., was Bishop of Worcester, 1689-99).
Ar. on
betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. as many leopards'
faces of the first.
Crest
A leopard's he^d and neck ppr.
collared and chained gu. The Cranborne branch have used
for Crest A demi leopard guard, ppr. rising out of a ducal
coronet and holding in the dexter paw a fleur-de-lis gu.
Some members of the family have borne the Motto Magna

fleet,

a fess

sa.

—

—

—

est Veritas.

Stilling°fleet (Rev. Heney A. Stillingfleet, Rector of How
Caple, CO. Hereford, was a descendant of the same family a^
Edward Stillingfleet, Bishop of Worcester). Same Anns,
&c.

Stillington (Nether

Akaster, co. York). Gu. on a fess ar.
betw. three leopards' faces or, as many fleurs-de-lis sa.
Stillington (Kalfeild, co. York; descended from John
Stillington, Esq., of Akaster, Jrt. Elizabeth, dau. and coVisit. York,
heir of John Fitzhenry, Esq., of KelfeiUl.
Gu. a fess ar. betw. three leopards' faces or
1576).
(another, ar.).
Crest— On a ducal coronet or, a mullet gu,
betw. two branches of laurel in orle ppr.
Stillington (Robert Stilungton, Bishop of Bath and
Wells, 1466-91, of the faniily of Stillington, of Akaster).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three leopards' faces sa. langued
gu. 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a fess betw. three leopard's faces
;

or, as many fleurs-de-lis
Stillington (co. York).

of the

ar. in chief
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who was created, 15 Dec.
Joseph II., Emperor of Germany, a Noble of the
Holy Roman Empire). Per pule or and ar. in the dexter a
bird ppr. standing on a branch of thistle issuing out of the
sinister base vert, in the sinister on a triple mount in base of
the last an eagle displ. reguard. gu. ducally crowned, armed,
and beaked of the first, holding in the beak a sprig of three
thistles az.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm in
armour embowed, the hand grasping a sword all ppr. betw.
two wings expanded, the dexter per fess ar. and gu. the
sinister per fess gu. and ar.
Motto Spes mea in Deo.
Stiff (Dursley, co. Gloucester). Per chev. embattled sa. and
ar. in chief two estoiles of the last, and in base as many
tilting-spears in saltire gu.
These arms, described ia
Bigland's "Gloucestershire," appear on the mural monument,
A.D. 1760, of Jacob Stiff, Esq., of Eagle House, Dursley,
a benefactor to the parish.
Stiffe (A. W. Stiffe, Lieutenant of H. M. Indian Navy).
Per chev. raguly az. and or, in chief two estoiles of the last,
and in base as many spears in saltire of the first, banded
together by a riband gu. Crest
A demi eagle rising or,
winged sem(;e of estoiles az. in the beak a billet also az.
Stig'bull (Malston, co. Devon). Az. on a fess engr. ar. three
1765, by

1st, Stewart
A unicorn's head couped or, horned
crined ar. a crescent gu. for di£F. ; 2nd, Hamill A

8eur-de-lis or.

Frederick Ludwio
Armagh, grandson of

Stieglitz, of the Glen, co.
Christian Lddwio Von Stieglitz,

dau. and co-heiress of Hans Mark Hamill, Esq., of Ballyatwood, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1865, the addiQuarterly, 1st and 4th grand
tional surname of Hamill).
quarters, quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp. az. within a
double tressure flory counterflory vert, 2nd and 3rd, or, afess
chcquy ar. and az. the whole within a bordure gobony
2nd
ar. and vert, a crescent gu. for diff., for Stewart;
and 3rd grand quarters, quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a fleurde-lis or, 2nd and 3rd, az. a crescent ar., for Hamill.

—

I

Oflice to

Von

exemplified to John Thomas Stewart, Esq., only son and
heir of John Stewart, Esq., Deputy Remembrancer of the
Court of Exchequer, Ireland, by Harriet LonisA, his wife,

Crcsls

S T

(certified in Ulster's

az.

Or, on a fess gu. three lions

ramp.

field.

(John Gilliam

Stil'well

Stilwell,

Esq.,

of

Bregsel!s

and Arundel Street, Strand, London).
Ar. a bend nebuly az. betw. three escutcheons of the last,
each charged with an escallop of the first. Crest Upon
water a swan ppr. holding in the beak an anchor or. Motio

Capel, CO. Surrey,

—

—Hold fast.
Stinton (Lurgan,

co.

Armagh;

Stinton, Esq., of Lur;,'an).
griffins' heads erased gu.

confirmed, 1809, to Geobci:
Ar. a fess wavy betw. thrco
Crest— A gr flin's head erased

gu-

Stirley
and

(co.

Derby).

York).
mullet of the field.
(co.

ar.

and

az. (.nnotlicr, ar.

;

Ar. on a chev. betw. three estoiles

sa.

a

Ar. on a bend sa. (another,
(Keir, co. Perth).
another, engr. vert) three buckles or. Crest— A Moor's

Stirling
az.

Paly of sis

sa.).

Stirley

AA

A
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8TI
head ronp«d ppr.
PoUok, bart.

Motto

—Gang fonrard.

See Maxweij., of

ppr.

(Kippendavie, Scotland). Ar. on a bend sa. three
tackles of the first, in chief a crescent of the second. Crest
head ppr. Motto Gang forward.
negro's
A
Stirling' (Bankell, co. Stirling). Ar. on a bend engr. az.
three buckles or, in chief a lion's head erased gu. Creit
Motto Fides servata secundat.
lion pass. ppr.
Stirling (Ardoch, Scotland, bart., 1666 ; represented by
Home-Dbummond, of Blair Drummond, as heir of line).
Ar. on a bend engr. az. three buckles or, quartered with Ar.
a cross engr. az., for Sinclalk.
Stirlingr (Cadder, co. Stirling direct line ended in an heiress
in the 16th century). Ar. on a bend sa. three buckles or.
A swan's bead and neck issuing out of a ducal coronet
Crest

Stirling

—

—

—

—

;

—

ppr.

Lanark, 1818).
Same Arms.
coronet a hart's bead az.
Supporters Two Caledonian bulls ppr. gorged and chained
Mottoes Gang forward; and, Caatrum et nemus
or.

Stirling: (DrnmpeUier,
Crest

— Issuing
—

co.

out of a ducal

—

Strevileuse.

Stirling (Glasgow, 1870). Same Arms,
Same Crest. Motto Gang forward.
sa.

—

within a bordure

Stirling' (Faskine, co. Lanark, bart., 180O). Ar. on a bend
engr. az. betw. two roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert, three
bnckles of the fourth, all within a bordure of the fifth.
A dexter arm armed, issuing out of a ducal corcmet,
Crest
grasping a dagger in fees all ppr. the last hUted and pommelled or. Supporters Two hinds purp. semee of estoiles
Gang forward.
ar. ducally gorged or. Motto
Stirling' (Craigbamet, co. Dumbarton). Ar. on a bend
chief
and
betw.
a
rose
in
a boar's head cabossed in
engr. az.
base gu. three buckles or. Crest A lady issuant from the
breast upwards ppr. robed and winged or, ensigned on the
head with a cross ar.
Stirling (Gajithsboi£-Stibumo, of Craigbamet). Quarterly, Ist and 4tb, ar. a saltire cantoned with four hoUyleaTes slipped vert, for GAaTBsaoaB ; 2nd and 3rd, StibUMG, of Craigbamet, as above. Crest, for Gax'Tbshoke
An eagle displ. ppr. Supporters ^Two eagles with wings
expanded ppr. Motto— I renew my age.
Stirling' (Glorat, co. Stirling, bart., 1866; now heir male of
Craigbamet). Ar. on a bend engr. az. three buckles or, on
a chief gu. in the dexter canton an imperial crown, in the
sinister a naked arm issuing out of a cloud and grasping a
sword in pale all ppr. the whole within a double treseure
Crest ^A lion pass. gu.
flory counterflory of thistles vert.
Motto Semper fidelis.
Stirling (cadet of Glorat, 1672). Or, on a bend engr. betw.
a, rose in chief and a martlet in base go. three buckles of the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

field.

Stirling (Law,

Ar. on a bend engr. az.
co. Dumbarton).
three buckles or, in chief on a branch of oak a raven ppr.
Motto Hie fides et robur.
Stirling (Herbertshire, co. Stirling, 1672). Ar. on a bend
engr. az. betw. two roses, one in chief and the other in base
gn. three buckles or. Crest A Moor's head couped ppr.
Motto Gang forward.
Stirling (GaAHAX-STisuiro, of Daduray). Quarterly, Ist
and 4th, ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. two loses gu. three
buckles or 2nd, or, a broken wall az. betw. a crescent in
the collar point and in base a rose gu. on a chief engr. sa.
three escallops of the field 3rd, ar. a saltire engr. az. on a
chief of the last three mullets of the field. Crest An eagle
displ. holding in the dexter claw a sword, and in the sinister
• pistol ppr. Supporters Two lions ar. imperially crowned
Mottoes Over: For right; and, below the arms:
or.

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

Noctesque diesque pnesto.

Stirling

(Mansfield, co. Ayr, bart., 1792). Ar. afesschequy
and of the field betw. a lion ramp. gu. and a Moor's head
couped ppr. in chief and a garb of the second in base, over
ah a bend engr. also of the second, charged with three
bnckles or. Crest A demi Moor, on his back a sheaf of
ftrrowR, his dexter arm stretched out, holding an arrow in
Motto Forward. Supporters Two Moors,
fess all ppr.
girt round the loins with belts of feathers, each having a
fillet wreathed ar. and az. round his head, a quiver of arrows
at his back, a sword at bis side, sandals on his feet, and
resting with his exterior hand on a bow all ppr.
Stirling (Larbert. co. Stirling, 1864). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto, but without the Su.jiportrrx.
Stirling (OeoroeStiblino, Chirurgcon in Edinburgh, 1672).
Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. a rose in cbicf gu. and a
az.

—

—

—

trepan (a cbirurgiral instrument) in base ppr. three buckles
CVirst— A dexter hand pointing a lancet ppr. Motto—

or.

By wounding

StirLng

I

cure.

(Dundee, Scotland, 1672).
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bnckles of the

Or, on a bend az. three

Crest

—A

STO
on a chief a columbine flower slipped
ship imder sail ppr.
Motto Kaveutibus

first,

—

auris.

Stirling, Barl of (dormant). See Alexanbeti.
Stirling, Town of (ScoUand). Az. on a mount a castle
triple-towered without windows ar. masoned sa. the gate
closed gu. surrounded with four oak-trees disposed in orle of
the second, the interstices of the field being semee of stars
of six points of the last. Motto— ConiiaeX. hoc in se nemus
et castram Strevilese.
Stirling-Maxwell, Bart. See Maxwell.
Stirling (confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1649, toSirRoBECT
Stirling, Knt., Governor of the city and county of Cork,
fourth son of WiLUAM Stibliiig, Esq., of Glorate, in the
Shfriffdom of Lenox, in Scotland, who was son of William
Stiblino, Baron of Glorate). Ar. on a bend engr. az. three
buckles or, and for augmentation, on a canton gu. a sword in
pale supporting on the point a crown all ppr. betw. a thistle
and harp of the third.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an
armed arm holding in the hand a sword, the point supporting a crown of laurel bH ppr. Motto Gang through.
Stiverton. Sa. a chev. betw. three hawks' lures ar.
Stoakes (Artleborough, co. Northampton, 1630). Gn. a lion
ramp, double queued.

—

—

Stobart

Durham). Quarand az. three lions
ramp, purp., for Stobabt; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a human heart
gn. ensigned with the regal crown ppr. on a chief az. three
mullets of the first, for Douglas. Crest A cubit arm grasping a dagger point downwards all ppr.
Stock. Ar. six roses gu. three, two, and one. Ortst
domed tower with cupola and flag displ. from the top.
Stock. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three Muscovy ducks ppr.
terly, 1st

(Plcktree, Cheater-le-street, co.

and

4th, harry of twelve ar.

—

—

Crest

—A

hawk

ppr. wings displ. belled or, holding in the

beak a laurel branch

vert.

Stockbridge, Stokebridge, or Stockbreghe.

—

Ar.

on a chev. az. three crescents or. Crest Out of a cloud two
dexter hands in armour conjoined, holding up a heart inflamed all ppr.
Stockbridge,
of (co. Hants). Gu. three lions
pass, in pale per pale or and ar.
Stockdale (Lockington, co. Tork; confirmed, 1582, to
Bobebt Stockdale, E^., of Lockington, by William Flower,
Norroy.) Erm. on a bend sa. three pheons ar. Crest
Out
of a mural coronet or, a grifBn's head ar.
Stockdale (Mears Ashby Hall, co. Northampton). Same
Amis and Crest. Motto Omnia mei dona Dei.
Stockdale, or Stockall. Same .<4rma. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet a triple plume of ostrich feathers ppr.
Stockdale (Green Hamerton, co. York; Willlam Stockdale, Esq., whose dan., Sa&ah, m. Sir Nicholas Mobdadnt,
Knt., of Carrick, co. Clare impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
OfiBce, 1623).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a bend sa.
three pheons ar. 2nd and 3rd, gn. three goats' heads erased

Town

—

—

—

;

;

ar.

Stockdale, or Stackdall

(Bilton Park, co. Tork;
ChbistophebWaltebs, Esq., second son of Robebt Waltebs,
Esq., of Cundal, assumed by sign manual, 19 Feb. 1694-5,
the surname of Stockdale). Erm. on a bend sa. three
pheons ar. in the sinister chief an escallop gu. Crest

—

talbot pass. ppr.

Stockden

Gn. the stem of a tree eradicated
and couped in pale sprouting out two branches ar.
Stocke. Gyronny of eight ar. and az. three birds vert.
Stockenstrom (Maastrom, Cape of Good Hope, bart.).
Per fess ar. and or, a fess wavy az. betw. a sword and
branch of laurel in saltire ppr. passing through the ring of
the astronomical character of Mars sa. in chief, and in base
the stump of a tree, one branch sprouting from the dexter
side thereof issuing from water ppr.
Crest
In front of a
like stump of a tree two swords in saltire points upwards
ppr. pommels and hilts or. Motto
Fortis si jure fortis.
Stocker (Chilcompton, co. Somerset, and Sherborne and
(ce. Leicester).

—

—

Poole, CO. Dorset; Antbont Stockek, Esq., of Chilcompton,
son of John Stockeb, of the same place, and grandson of
JoBN Stockeb, of Sherborne and Poole; John Stockeb, of

Sherborne and Poole, »)i. the dau. and co-heir of Hales, co.
Visit. Somerset, 16'i3).
Kent.
Gyronny of six az. and ar.
three parrots in fess vert, quartering Hales, Gu. three
arrows ar. feathered or.
Stocker (co. Essex; Reg. Her. Coll., I..ondon). Lozon~y
sa. and ar. a chief per fess indented or and az.
Stocker (Lord Mayor of London, 1484). Gyronny of six
az. and ar. three parrots vert.
Stocker. Gyronny of six ar. and vert. CreU An old
man's head in profile vested gu. wreathed about the temples
ar. and sa.

—

.

—

—

ramp.

Stody.

(Dowland, co. Devon Tuoxas Stoford, aged 27,
Devon, 1620, son of John Stoford, of same, ind
grandson of Thomas Stoford, second son of Robert Sto-

Same Ai-ms.
Georgb Stoford, of
(Ottery St. Mary, co. Devon
that place, Visit. Devon, 1620, descended from Stoford, of
Stoford).
Same y^rmj, quartering Prous, Sa. three Bona

ford, of Stoford).

Stoford

Warwick.

London, 1568, and Warwick,

Visit.

C^esf^

or.

A

Erm. on a bend

Crest

—A

Stoke.

Gu. a bend betw. six annulets

or.

Ar. on a bend az. six annulets

a chev. engr.

sa. betw. three holly leaves rert.
stork reguard. ar. resting the dexter claw on a

pellet.

^

Az. a fret

ar.

of the second a boar's
or,

Stockley, or Stokelley.

ar.

counterchanged
Stoke.
Ar. a chev.

sa. three

hind's head ppr.

Stockley, or Stockeley.

on a canton of the

another, Ar. a fret az. on a canton
head erased or another, Az. fretty
a boar's head ar. another, Gu.

;

;

first

;

five escallops or.

De (Stoke, co. Northampton; afterwards styled
Stoes D'Otlt quartered by the D'Otlts, of Shottisham
and the East Indies). Barry of ten ar. and gu. a chev. or.

Stoke,

or.

At. three wnter bongets in chief sa. and a
Crett—A. horse's head erased or,

Stockoe.

in base gu.

crescent
bridled sa.

trunks of

Stockton

(Ipswich, co. Suffolk).

Same Aryns.
Same Arms.

Stockton. Same Armt. Crest—A

and

lion

ramp, supporting

(Lord Mayor of London, 1470).

Gu. a chev. vair^

pillar all ppr.

Stockton

ar. betw. three

Stockton.

muUeu

Gu. a chev. vaire

of the last.
ar.

and

sa. in chief

two (an-

other, three) mullets or.

Stockton, or Stockdon.

Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four

doorstaples sa.

Stockixrell (Blackheathj co. Kent). Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
collared or, on a chief az. a tower triple-towered of the field
betw. two bezants, each charged with a cross form^ gu.
Against the stock of a tree couped and leaved ppr. a
Crest
lion sejant sa. collared or, holding betw. the paws a bezant

—

charged as
CO. Notts).

(East Meare, co. Hants, and West Stockwith,
Or, two bars az. on a chief of the last three

cinquefoils of the

A^. a fess betw. three squirrels ar. cracking
nuts or, a border engr. of the second.
Stockwood (London). Az. on a fess betw. three squirrels
eejant ar. as many leaves vert, on a border engr. or, eight
Az. on a chev. betw. three squirrels ar. as
trees vert, fructed or, on a border engr. of the last

Stockwood, and Stoke'wood.

Sa. sem^-de-lis ar. f retty
Crest— Out of a moral coronet or, a demi lion ramp,
supporting a flag ga.
Stodart (Kailzie, co. Peebles, Ormiston, co. Edinburgh ; represented by EoBEBT BiSbLE Stodast, Esq., Lyon Clerk
Depute). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess nebuly betw.
three stars of six points sa. a bordure gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar.
ft chev. betw. three bull's heads couped sa. armed vert, for
TuRNBDLi,. Crest A star of six points ar. issuing out of a
cloud sa. ilfotto— Post nubes lux.
Stoddard. Sa. a garb ar. a border engr. of the last.
Stoddart (Southhouse, co. Edinburgh, 1672). Ar. a fess
Cre»t—A star issuing from a
nebuly betw. three stars sa.
Post nubes lux.
cloud ppr. Motto
Stoddart (London; GEoaeE Stoddart, citizen of Ix)ndon,
son of William Stoih)akt, of same, gent. Visit. London,
1568). Sa. three estoiles ar. a border of the last.
or.

;

—

—

Northumberland; granted, 1826, to Sir John
Stoddaet, LL.D., President of the High Court of Appeal
and Judge of the Vice-Admiralty Court, Malta). Sa. two
chevronels betw. three estoiles, in the centre point a cross of
(co.

eight points (a Maltese cross) all within a bordure ar. Crest
The fasces in bend dexter surmounted by a silver oar (being
the ofiBcial ensign of the Vice-Admiralty Court) in bend
sinister, all encircled by a wreath of oak fructed ppr.

—

Motto

—Justitiae tenax.
(co. Kent).

Sa. three estoiles of eight points per

counterchanged ar. and or, a border of the second.
Stodes. Az. a fsss engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Stodow. Barry of eight gu. and or.
fess
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—

insons.

Stokes
border

(Watersend, co. Kent).

Gu. a demi

lion

ramp,

or,

4

sa. bezantee.
(co.

Gu. a squirrel sejant

Kent).

bezantee.
(Tetherton-Loeas,

Stokes

co.

Wilts).

a border

ar.

Gu.

sa.

Stokes.

a lion ramp.

each charged with three gonttcs
tiger sejant ar. gutt^ de sang, collared and

Erm. two bars

sa.

Crest— A
d'or.
chained or.
Ar. two bars sa. on a border of the last eight

Stokes.

Ar. on a chev. az. three lions ramp, of the fleU, a
border gu. guttle d'eau.
Ar. a cross flory gn. betw. foox lions' beads erased
of the second.
Stokes. Ar. on a chev. az. three trefoils slipped of the
field, a border gu. bezants.
Stokes (co. DubUn Beg. Ulster's Office). Per bend Tei;t and
ar. a chev. counterchanged.
Stokes (city of Dublin ; arms allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,

Stokes.

Stokes.

eight torteaox.

Stodder

Pma

;

—

fleurs-de-lis or.

pellets (another, hurts).

Stockwood.

Stoddart

—

double queued ar.

first.

Stockwood.

many

—

Stokes

in the arms.

Stockwitll

See Stockley.
Stokes (co. Berks). Go. a lion ramp, double queued erm.
Stokes, or Stocks (co. Cambridge). Ar. on a bend sa.
three dolphins or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an arm
embowed vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr.
a staff also gu. thereon an imperial crown gold.
Stokes, or Stocks. Same Amis. Crest Out of a docal
coronet or, a plume of ostrich feathers ar. banded gu.
Stokes (CO. Devon). Gu. a lion ramp. erm. double qucoed.
A demi lion ramp, double queued erm.
Crest
Stokes (CO. Gloucester). Sa. a Hon ramp, double queued
erm.
Stokes (Hean Castle, co. Pembroke descended from
BE Stok, who came from Caen, in Normandy, teinp. King
Crest
A dove, wings expanded,
John).
Same Arm*.
Portia qui
in the mouth an olive branch all ppr. Motto

—

trees eradicated and ragul^ ar.
Stockton (Kidlington, co. Oxford).

an Ionic

;

Stokeley.

Stockport (Baron of Stockport). See Stopfoiid.
Stockton (Stockton, co. Chester). Vert three

ea.

ramp.

;

Stoke (Stoke, CO. Dorset). Vair, a chief gu.
Stoke (co. Chester). Per chev. vert and erm.

Ar. a chev. betw. three boars statant gu.

Stockley, or Stokelley.

;

Visit.

sa.

;

leopards' taeet

Devon; Philip Stoford, of that place,
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. two ^rapphng

(Stoford, CO.

temp. Henry VII.
irons in saltire sa. betw. four pears gu.

Stocket.

At. a chev. gu.
Stockeyth (arm's in a window in Dorchester Church, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Or, two bars gu. in chief three
cinquefoils of the last.
Stockley (Yoxall, co. Stafford quartered by Gbeswold, of

five

or.

—

pheons

saltire engr. sa.

Stoford

ar. pellettee.

(St. Stephen's, co. Kent, and Gray's Inn, London).
a lion ramp. sa. on a chief of the last a tower tripleCrtat On the
towered of the first betw. two bezants.
stump of a tree couped and eradicated ar. a lion sejant

Or,

1619).

Erm. on a

Stoford

Stocket

Solihull, CO.

STO
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STO

Ar. on a chev. at. three trefoils slipped of the
Crt»t
A parrot vert,
field, on a border go. eight bezants.
the right foot elevated supporting a shield gyronny of six ar.
and vert. Motto Non sibi sed toti.
Stocket (Bradstet, co. Kent). Per pale gn. and az. a lion

Stocker.

;

1721,

and

crest granted, for skill in his profession, to

Gabriu.

Stokes, mathematical instrument maker). Gu. a demi lion
ramp, double queued ar. Crest A foro staff in pale ppr.
Stokes. Gu. three inescutcheons or another, Sa. an iaescutcheon harry of four ar. and sa. charged with three ean
ot wheat or, all within an orle of the same bendways of the
last another, Gu. six escallops or ; another, Vaii, a ctaief
gu. another. Per chev. engr. erm. and vert, three fleuE*.

—

;

;

;

de-lis or.

Stokey. Ar. a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs
Stolyon, or Stalyon (Warbteton, co. Sussex).

—

ppr.
Sa.

two

bends or, on a canton az. a bezant. Crett A stag's bead
erased sa. charged on the neck with a bezant, in the month
an acorn or, stalked and leaved vert.
Stompe (cos. Berks and Oxon). Sa. a fess erm. betw. three
horses in full course ar. Ci-«st A demi horse ramp. ar.
Stompe (Newnham-Murren, co. Oxon; John Stompz, Esq.,
of that place, temp. Queen Ehzabeth, m. Bridoet, dan. of
Henry Anneslet, Esq., of Maple- Durham, same co. Visit
Oxon, 1574). Same Arms and Cre»t, a martlet for diff.
Stonaia, or Stonham. Ar. on a cross uz. (another, sa.)

—

five escallops or.

Stonard
or,

(Loughton, co. Essex). Barruly indented aa. aad
ar. Crest—A horse's bead eraaed ac

a chief

;

ST
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Stondon

(Lord Mayor of London, 1392 and 1407). Sa. on
acliev. betw. three lions' heads erased ar. seven cloves.
Stone (Trevigo, co. Cornwall; William Stone, Esq., of
Trevigo, temp. James I., son of Thomas Stone, and grandson of John Stone, both of same place. Visit. Cornwall,
Per pale or and vert a chev. betw. three Cornish
1620).
choughs counterchanged, quartering, Sa. a fess betw. three
bears or. Crest On a rock paly wavy of six ar. and az. a
salmon ppr. holding in the mouth a rose gu. stalked and
leaved vert.
Stone (Bodmin, co. Cornwall). Same Anns and Crat, without the quartering.
Stone (Stone, co. Devon). Or, on a fess sa. three plates.
Stone (Blackmore, co. Essex). Ar. three cinquefoils sa. on
a chief az. a sua in splendour or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a griffin's head betw. two wings expanded gu.
tezantee.
Stone (CO. Essex). Per pale or and gu. an eagle displ.
counterchanged.
Stone (Lechlade, co. Gloucester). Or, a chev. quarterly az.
and gu. betw. three flintstones of the last.
Stone (CO. Gloucester). Sa. three fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief
of the last two bars gemels of the first.
Stone (Wedmore, co. Somerset; Edward Stone, of VVedmore, 6. 1589, son of Edward Stone, of Wedmore. Visit.
Somerset, 1623). Per pale or and gu. an eagle displ. with
two heads counterchanged. Crest A spaniel pass. ar.
Stone (Streatley House, co. Berks). Per pale gu. and az. an
eagle displ. betw. three cinquefoils or. JI/oi(o— Vive ut vivas.

—

—

—

Stone
sa. in

(co.

Kent).

base as

Per

many

fess or

and gu.

in chief three barrulets

Per pale or and az. a lion
(cos. Lancaster and York).
ramp, counterchanged.
Stone (London; granted 1515; confirmed, 1614, to Sir Richard
Stone, Knt., of Stuckling, Sheriff co. Huntingdon teinp.
Charles I.). Ar. three cinquefoils sa. a chief az. Crest Out
of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head erm. betw. a pair of

—

wings

Stone

or.

William Francis Lowndes

(Brightwell, co. Oxford;

Stone, Esq., D.C.L., of Brightwell Park, whose father,
William Lowndes, Esq., of Astwood, co. Bucks, assumed
the additional surname and arms of Stone, 1789, d. 1858,
leaving as heiress his granddau., Catherine Charlotte
Lowndes Stone, m. 1862, Captain Robert Thomas Lowndes
Norton, who has assumed the prefix surname and arms
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
of Lowndes-Stone).
cinquefoils sa. a chief of the second, for Stone 2nd and
3rd, ar. fretty az. on each joint a bezant, on a canton gu. a
leopard's head erased or, wreathed round the neck vert,
Crests
quartering Carleton, Latton, and Lowe.
1st,
Stone Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head erm.
2n(l, Lowndes
A leopard's head erased or, with a chaplet
Motto Mediocria firma.
vert.
Stone (co. Dorset). Per pale or and gu. an eagle displ. with
two heads counterchanged. Crest A spaniel courant gu.
;

—

:

:

—

—

Jt/o»o—Nil desperandum.
(Bedingham, co. Norfolk; arms from a monumental
Per pale erm. and gu. over all
slab in Lowestoft Church).
an eagle displ. with two heads az.
Stone (London; granted by Segar, Garter). Per pale or
and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged. Crest— A unicorn's
head sa. issuing from rays or, mancd and armed of the last,
betw. two wings displ. of the first.
Stone (London; granted by Camden, Clarenceux). Or, on
a paleaz. three escallops of the first. Crest— A. seahorse or,
crined gu. tail ppr. holding betw. the forefeet an escallop

Stone

(London). Or, a chev. gu. surmounted of a chcvronol
ar. betw. three flintstones az.
Stone (London). Gu. an eagle displ. or, ducally gorged az.
Stone (London, and Cliff, co. Sussex). Sa. a fess betw.
three tigers pasi). or. Cre»<— Out of a due.il coronet a dcmi
peacock, wings expanded all or.
Stone (Holme, juxta Mare, CO. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three pelicans vulning themselves or.

Stone
fess

(Wavesdon, co. Suffolk).

wavy betw.

changed.

Crest

Per pale or and az. on a

four cinquefoils two crescents

— A dcmi

all

counter-

(I'r.inificld, co. Sussex; granted 14 Dec. 1628).
.Sa. a
chev. cngr. betw. three cinquefoils ar. Crest A demi cockatrice rising ar. winged and crested or.
Stone (Badhury, co. Wilts; granted 22 Dpc. 1722). Gu. a
chev. erm. betw. three lozenges or, each charged with an

—

eTni. spot sa.

Crfst— On a mount vert a horse courant

sa.

bridled, crined, anil hoofed or.
(co.

Worcester).

heads couped

or.

97G

Erin,

on a chief gu. three

slags'

an eagle

all

sa.

;

displ. sa.

another,

Ar.

five

leopards' faces in cross sa. ; another, Sa. a chev. engr.
betw. three flintstones ar. ; another, Or, a chev. quartered
az. and purp. betw. three flintstones of the second ; another.
Quarterly, 1st, or, two bars vair(5 ar. and sa. 2nd, gu. two
;

bars vaire or

sa.

.-ind

3rd, as the second; 4th, or, three

;

fleurs-de-lis gu.; another, Ar.

a cross gu. in the

1st quarter
another, Sa. a cross

a catharine-wheel of the second;
raguly or.

Stone

(Reg. Ulster's Office, 1713, to Richard Stone, of
Dublin, LL.D., Master in Chancery). Az. three cinquefoils
az. a chief or.
Crest— Oat, of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's
head betw. two wings erm.

Stone

(George

Stone, D.D., Archbishop of Armagh,
Ar. three cinquefoils sa. a chief az.
Vert ten escallops ar. four, three, two, and
one.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head
erased ppr. charged on the neck with an escallop ar.
Stoner (Southampton, co. Hants). Per fess sa. and or, a
pale engr. counterchanged, three eagles of the second. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet sa. a demi eagle displ. or.
1747-1764).

Stoneliewer.

—

—

Stoner

(North Stoke, co. Oxford; descended from Joii-f
Stoner, living temp. Edward II.; John Stoner, Esq., of
Northstoke, temp. Henry VIIl., had a dau., Elizabeth, who
m. Richard Wintershdll, Esq., of Little Stoke. Visit. Oxon,
1574).
Az. two bars dancett^e or, a chief ar., quartering,
Ist, Hernshill; 2nd,
Kirkbt; 3rd, De la Pole; 4th,
Brecknocke. Crest On a rock ppr. sem^e of torteaux an

—

eagle az. bezantee.
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three plates.

Stonerd
Edward
and

or,

(Loughton,

Mary

VI.,

Essex,

co.

Henry

temp.

and Queen Elizabeth).

I.,

Per

a pale engr. counterchanged, three eagles

VIIL,
fess sa.
displ. of

the second.

Stones

(Mosborough, co. Derby; granted 1693).
Vert on a
bend embattled counter-embattled or, betw. six doves ar.
three crosses humett^e sa.
Crest
A demi dragon pean
gorged with a collar ar. charged with three roses go.
holding a cross humettee vert.
Stones (Cartmell, co. Lancaster, and Westminster, co.
Middlesex; granted 1771).
Vert on a bend embattled

—

counter-embattled
crosslet sa.

Cresl

or,

—A

many

betw. three doves ar. as

demi dragon

crosses

vert, collared ar. hold-

ing betw. the paws a cross crosslet sa
Stones. Vert on a fess embattled counter-embattled betw.
three doves ar. a cross sa.
Crest
An eagle displuming a

—

wing ppr.

Stonestreet

(co. Sussex,

and Stondon

Hall, co. Essex).

Ar.

on two bars sa. three bulls' heads cabossed of the field.
Crest
A bull's head cabossed ar. betw. two wings elevated

—

sa.

Stoney

(Portland,

Bdtler Stoney,

co.

Tipperary;

confirmed to Thomas

Esq., of Portland, co. Tipperary, and the

descendants of his great-grandfather, George Stoney, Esq.,
of Greyfort, co. Tipperary). Or, on a bend cotised az. three
escallops of the field.
Crest Out of a mural crown ppr. a

—

demi

lion or, holding betw. the

gu.

Motto

paws a spur

— Nunquam non paratus.

Stonham.

on a

Ar.

cross

sa.

five

erect ar.

winged

escallops

of the

first.

Stonhouse(UadIey,

CO. Berks, bart.). Ar.

on a

betw.
three hawks volant az. a leopard's face enclosed by two
mullets or. Crest A talbot's head couped ar. collared sa.
lined and catching a dove volant of the last.
Motto
fess sa.

—

—

Sublimiora petamus.

(Amberden

Hall,

co.

Essex,

bart.,

extinct

1695; Sir James Stonhocbe, grandson of GeoroeStonhouse,
Esq., of Radley, co. Berks, was created a bart. 1641; the
sixth bart. li. s. p.). Same Arms and Crest.
Stonhouse-Vigror (Venerable Archdeacon Timothy

StonnousE, Vicar of Sunningwell, co. Berks, second son of Sir
Radley,
assumed
by
ninth
bart.
of
royal
Stonhouse,
James
Quarterly,
licence, 1795, the addition.al surname of Vigor).
1st and 4lh, per fess or and sa. six lions ramp. thri>e, two,
and one, cnuntorcliangcd, for Vigor; 2nd and 3nl, ar. on a

hawks volant

az. a leopard's face enStonhouse.
Crests — \f,x.
Vigor: A lion's gamb ppr. charged with a fess, thereon a
leopard's face sa. 2nd, same as Stonhouse, of Radley.
Stoning' l.diidnn). Ar. on a clicv. gn. liotw. three hurts,
ea<h charged with a fleur-do lis or, as many martlets of the

betw. three

fess. sa.

closed

lion.

Stone

Stone

Paly of six or and gu. over
another, Ar. a lion pass, guard,

Stonhouse

gold.

Stone

STO

Stone.

Stoner.

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Stone

;

.

by two mullets

or,

for

;

I

field.

Az. on a fess betw. two
(Ingerston, co. Essex).
bucks' heads catinssed or, a fleur-dclis of the first enclosed
by two ilcini roses gu.
Stonor (Stonor, co. Oxford an ancient family deriving their

Stonley

;

A
;

;

STO
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nmame from

the manor of Stonor, which is stated to have
been in the possession of their ancestors prior to the reign
of William I. Sir Richabd de Stonor, temp. Henry III., in.
the heiress of Sir John HABNHnLL, Knl., of Hamhull, co.
Gloucester, by whom he got large estates his descendant and
representative, Thomas Stonob, Esq., of Stonor, m. 1732,
Ha^t, eldest dau. and eventually co-heir of John Biddulph,
Esq., of Biddulph, who was maternally descended, through
the families of Gobino and Bamftlde, from Mabgabet
Camots, eldest sister and co-heir of Hcgh, second son of
Lord Camoys. Mr. Stonob's great-grandson, Thomas Stonob,
Esq., of Stonor, had the abeyance of the Barony of Camoys
terminated in his favour, and was summoned to Parliament
as Lord Camoys, by writ dated 14 Sept. 1839). Ar. two bars
dancettee or, a chief ar. Crest On a rock ar. charged with
spots gu. and az. a dove ppr. pecliing thereat with a stone
gu. in its beak.
Stonor (Baron Camoys). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. two
bars dancettee or. a chief ar., for Stonob; 2nd and 3rd, or,
on a chief gu. three bezants (plates), for Cahots. Supporters
;

;

—

—

or; sinister, a lion sa.
Crest
On a rock ar.
charged with spots gu. and az. a dove ppr. pecking thereat
with a stone gU. in its beak.
Stonymarch (co. Essex). Ar. a fess dancettee gu.
Stonyng: (cos. Stafford and Suffolk). Ar. on a chev. gn.
betw. three pellets (another, hurts) each charged with a fleur-

—Dexter, a lion

de-lis of

the

field,

three birds volant of the

of Stock-

Robebt de Stockpobt, son of Robebt
Frrz-WALTHEor, Lord of Etchellg, was immediate tenant of
Stockport under the Baron of Dunham Massey he d. 23
Henry III., a.d. 1238, leaving a son, Robebt de Stockpoet,
port, CO. Chester; Sir

;

his

sons, I.

co-heirs;

II.

Ricbabd,

Sir

d. 1292,

leaving two dans.

Rooeb de Stockpobt,

Knt.,

of

AVoodford, who was possessed of the township of Hattlesbury, 17 Edward I., a.d. 1288, and had by Ldct, his wife, a
on, Geoffbet de Stockpobt, who got a conveyance of the

Great Warford, 1337, and left descendants by Eleanob, his
wife).
Az. three lozenges or, ancient; Az. sem^e of crosses
crosslet or, three lozenges of the last,

Stopford

Chester,

(Saltersford, co.

modem.
and

New

Hall,

co.

Meath; Captain James Stopfobd, grandfather of James
Stopfoed, Esq., of Courtown, co. Wexford, who was father
of James, first Earl of Courtown ; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1660, of his first wife, Eleanob, dau. of John Mobewood,
Esq., CO. York). Az. semSe of crosses crosslet and three
lozenges or.

Stopford (Sari

p/ Courtown and JSai-on Saltersford; James
Stopfobd, Esq., of Courtown, co. Wexford, son and heir of

James Stopfobd, Esq., of New Hall, co. Meath, who purchased Courtown from John Chichester, Esq., 1711, and
grandson of William Stopfobd, Esq., the eldest son of
Captain James Stopfobd, of Saltersford, co. Chester, was
created Baron Courtovm 1758, and Viscount Stopford and
Sari of Courtown 1762, in the Peerage of Ireland James,
•econd Earl of Courtown, one of the Founder Knight of
St. Patrick, was created Baron Saltersford, in the Peerage of
Great Britain, 1794). Az. three lozenges or, betw. nine
A wyvern, wings expanded
crosses crossletof the last. Crest
Two stags ppr. collared and chained or,
vert. Supporters
with
a lozenge of the last.
each charged on the shoulder
Motto Patriae infelici fidelis.
Stopford-Sackville (Drayton House, co. Northampton
William Bbhce Stopfobd, Esq., fourth son of Hon. and
Bev. RicHABD Bbuce Stopfobd, Canon of Windsor, and
Chaplain to Her Majesty, the fourth son of James, Earl of
Courtown, K.P., to. 1837, Caboline Habbikt, dau. of
Geobge Sackville-Gebmain, and neice and heiress of
Chables, fifth and last Duke of Dorset, and assumed in consequence, by royal licence, the additional surname of Sackville, when he had the following arms exemplified to
him). Quarterly, 1st and 4th. quarterly, or and gu. over all
a bend vair, for Sackville 2nd and 3rd, az. three lozenges
or, betw. nine crosses crosslet of the last, for Stopfobd.
of
1st, Sackville: Out of a coronet composed
Crests
eight fleurs-de-lis or, an estoile of eight points ar. 2nd,
Stopfobd; A wyvern, wings expanded vert. Motto Patrise
;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

A

:

Stopford (Hon. and
of Cork
oj

and Ross,

Right Rev. Thomas Stopfobd, Bishop

1794-1805, third son of James,

Same Arms,

Courtown).

first Earl
and Motto, as the Earl of

Crest,

Courtown.

Stopford

(Right Rev. James Stopfobd, Bishop of Cloyne,

1753-59, testified

as

by Jonathan

Swift,

Dean

of St. Patrick's,

"A

modest, learned, virtuous, and deserving gentleman,"
son of James Stopfobd, Esq., second son of Captain James
Stopfobd, of Saltersford, and his grandson. Right Hon. and
Most Rev. Edwabd Stopfobd, Bishop of Meath, 1842-50).
Same Anns, Crest, and Motto, as the Earl of Courtown.
Stopford (co. Cork descended from Joseph Stopford, 5.
1732, second son of James Stopfobd, Bishop of Cloyne).
Same Arras, Crest, and Motto, as the Earl of Courtown.
Stopham. Quarterly, per fess indented ar. and gu. four
crescents counterchanged. Crest
An escutcheon sa.
Stopham. Ar. three crescents and a canton gu. ; another,
Ar. a bend sa.
Storer (Purley Park, near Reading). Per fess gu. and ar.
a pale counterchanged, three cranes of the second. Crest
A crane ppr. Motto Dum spiro spero.
;

—

—

—

Storer (Combe

Court, co. Surrey).

Same Arms.

Crest

Storer (Jamaica). Same Arms. Crest— A crane ppr.
Storeton (Storeton, co. Chester). Ar. on a mount

—

Stopford-Blair (Penningham, co. Wigtown Col. 'William
Henby Stopfobd, third son of Lieut. -Gen. Hon. Edwabd
;

Stopford, second son of James, first Earl of Courtown,
assumed, by royal licence, the additional surname of Blair,

upon inheriting the Penningham estate, the property of
James Blaib, Esq., of Penningham, who m. 1815, Col.
Stopfobd'8 sister, Elizabeth Katherine, and d. s. p.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
1841).
torteauz, a canton or, for distinction, for Blais 2ad and
;

a

vert

tree ppr.

Storey

(Shaftesbury,

co. Dorset).

Per

and

fess ar.

a pale counterchanged, three storks of the

sa.

Crest

last.

—

a

stork ppr.
Storey. Ar. a lion ramp, tail noweC purp. Crest An
escallop or, betw. two eagles' wings ppr.
Storey (George Shitm Stobet, Esq., of Ham, co. Surrey,
assumed, 1823, by sign manual, the name and arms of
Stobet).
Quarterly, indented ar, and sa. three falcons

—

—

counterchanged, for Stobet, quartering Shum.
Ci'est
A falcon sa. within a chaplet of laurel ppr. charj;ed on
the breast with an Eastern crown or, and bearing a saltire
couped of the last, for distinction.
Storie (Stockholm, from Scotland, 1680). Az. a castle tripletowered or, masoned sa. within an orle of six garbs of the
second. Oi-est
Two branches of olive disposed in saltire
ppr. Motto Maeret qui laborat.
Storingre. Gu. an eagle displ. ar. a border or.

—

—

Storingre, or Storange. Gu. an eagle displ. or.
Stork. Az. a chev. or, betw. three acorns of the last in
chief, husked and slipped vert, and in base a bull's head
Motto Forerased ar.
Crest A bull's head erased sa.

—

—

tiorum fortia

Storke.

facta.

Erm. on a

chief sa. three bulls' heads cabossed

ar.

Storks.

Ar. a fess

sa. in chief

buffalo's head erased gu.
Storlinffs, or Stoutlingrs.

a lion pass. gu.

Gu. a

Crest

saltire betw.

—
four

lions ar.

Stormey.

Gu. a chev. betw.

three

Catharine

wheels

ar.

Stormy, or Sturmy. Sa. a lion pass, guard, ar.
Stormye, or Esturmie (Chadham, co. Wilts; Lord

of

Maud, dau. and heir of Willi4m Stobmte, or
EsTUBMiE, temp. Henry I'V., m. Sir John SETMonB, Knt., of
Evens Wynden, same co., the ancestor of the Duhe of
Wolf Hall

Somerset.

Stormyn

;

Visit.

Oxon, 1574). Ar. a stork sa.
Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets

(co. Chester).

ar.

Stormyn (co. Somerset).
Stormyn (co. Suffolk).

Ar. three demi lions ramp. gu.
Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend
Crest— X bear sejant ppr.
az. three plates.
Stormyn. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend az. plat^e another,
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three (another, six) plates; another,
Gu. a chev. betw. three pairs of spectacles ar; another, Sa.
alionramp. guard, (another, reguard.) or; another, Gu. a
chev. ar. in chief two mullets of the second.
Storp. Ar. three crosses formee gu.
;

Storr.

infelici fidelis.

977

—

ppr. charged on the breast with a torteaux for distinction
2nd, Stopfobd A wyvern, wings expanded vert.

stork ppr,

first.

Stopford, Stopfort, or Stockport (Baron

who had two

STO

3ra, ar. three lozenges betw. nine crosses crosslet or, for
Stopfobd. Crests
1st, Blatb:
dove, wings expanded

Ar. a pale gu. on a canton az. a cinquefoil or. Crest
in armour couped in fess ppr. holding a cit)ss

— A cubit arm

crosslet fitch^e or.

(Newcastle-on-Tyne). Gu. two bars engr. erm. on a
chief or, a lion pass, guard, of the first.
Story (London, 1634). Ar. a lion ramp. purp. ducally SOi'S^A

Storrs

or.

Story (CO. Salop). Ar. a lion ramp. purp. double queued.
Story (co. Sussex). Per fess ar. and sa. a pale counterchanged, three lavens ppr.

A

;

STB
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STO

arrow, in the sinister a bow, and at his back a quiver

Stowztx, of Cothelston, created K.B. at the Coronation of
James I. the Visit, gives twenty-two descents down to the
latter Sir John Stovbll). Ga. a cross lozengy ar. (another

ppr.

or).

Story. Sa. on » cher. «r. betw. thwe MoM'hejidi eraaed or,
as many roses gu. Crtst — A cupid, in the dexter Hand an
(arms of WiLUtAit and BtcsiixD db Stobt, UmpBichard II.). Ar. a lion ramp, doable queued pnrp. charged
on the shoulder with a cross pattee ar.
Story. Erm. on a saltire engr. sa. a leopard's face or;
another, Ar. a heron close sa. membered go.
Stote (Jesmond, co. Northumberland). Gu. a lion ramp,
A demi lion ramp, erminois, holding betw.
erminois. Crest
the paws a mullet pierced or.
Stotestnury (Sulgrare, co. Korthampton). Go. a chief
nebulee or, from the chief rays of the last.
Stoteville (Brinkley Hall, co. Cambridge, andco. Suffolk).
Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire engr. per pale ermines
and erm. Crest A plume of feathers paly of six erm. and

Story

—

—

ermines.

Stoteville
Stoteville

Devon).

(co.

Ar. six lozenges gn.

Per pale

(co. Suffolk).

ar.

and

sa.

a

saltire

counterchanged.
Stothert (Cargen, co. Kirkcudbright). Ar. a cock gu.
betw. three stars of six points sa. on a chief of the second
three cushions or.
CVm<— Issuing out of a cloud ppr. a
star of six points ar. Motto— Fost nubes lux.
(Cockbuen-Stotheet,
Blaiket, co. Kirkcudbright,
Stothert

and 4tb, ar. three stars of six points sa.,
for Stothest 2nd and 3rd, counter-quartered, for Cockbcbh,
1ft and 4th, ar. three cocks gu., 2nd and 3rd, ga. six
Creat and Motto, as
mascles, three, two, and one, or.
1814). Quarterly, 1st
;

Cargen.

Stott (Thomas

Stott, Esq., of Quebec).

Erm. on a rock

ppr. a lion rainp. gu. on a chief wavy az. an
betw. two plates, the dexter charged with a
sword erect also ppr. pommel and hilt gold, and the sinister
Crest
Issuant out of waves of the sea
vrith an anchor sa.
a demi bull-dog ppr. around the neck and reflexed over the
in

base

estoile

or,

back a

log-line or,

—

holding betw. the paws a wreath

erf

oak

fructed also ppr.

Stott (Scotland). Sa. three palets or, on each a torteaux, on
a chief ar. a heart gu. Crest A martlet az. Motto—Mt&

—

petit.

—

Stott. Gu.alion ramp. ar. a canton erm. Crett On a
mount vert a peacock ppr.
Stoaerliton (Stoughton, co. Surrey, bart., extinct 1692;
descended from Henby de Stoctdn, who had licence from
the Crown to impark 160 acres at Stockton, 3 Edward III.,
A.D. 1329; Sir Nicholas Stouohton, Bart., of Stoughton,
was so created 1661 ; the second bart. d. a. p.). Az. a cross
engr. erm. Crest A robin redbreast ppr.

—

Stoughton

(Owlpen, co. Gloucester, and co. Kerry). Az.
Crest
A robin redbreast ppr.
Stoughton (co. Kent). Ar. on a saltire gu. betw. four
doorstaplcs sa. an escallop or (another, of the first).
Stoughton (cos. Northampton and Surrey). Az. a cross

—

a cross engr. erm.

Stoughton

(co.

Surrey).

Quarterly, az.

and gu. a

cross

engr. erm.

Stoughton.

Stoughton

Per pale az. and gu. a cross engr. erm.

as the arms of Aldermasculee ar. Crest

;

A

dove, wings expanded ar. holding in the beak an olive
branch ppr.
Stowers. Or, three bars gu. Crest ^A rose go. seeded and
barbed ppr.
(CO. Hertford). Gu. a dier. engr. betw. throe boars
heads erased ar.
Stowford (Stowford, co. Devon the heiress m. Waulokd).
Or, a chev. betw. three bulls' faces sa.

—

Stowey

;

Stoxford. Az. three lozenges or.
Stoyte, or Stolt (city of Dublin;

confirmed by Carney,

Ulster, 1697, to Alderman Francis Stoit, of Dublin). Ar'.
a chev. gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest A demi lion
ramp. sa. armed and langued gu. holding in the dexter paw

—

s

trefoil slipped vert.

Strabol^i
and

(£arl of Athol: Scotland, 1306).

(Fun.

Ent.

Ulster's

Office,

1626,

Anthont

—

—

—

ppr.

Paly of six or

sa.

Stracey

(Rackheath Hall,

Erm. on

co. Norfolk, baH.).

&

cross engr. betw. four eagles displ. gu. five cinquefoils or.
Crest
A lion ramp, erminois, dncally crowned gu. supporting

—

a cross pattee fitchee also gu.
- Olitherow (Boston

Stracey

exemplified to

House,

Middlesex;

co.

EdwabdjJohm Stbacet-Cuthebow,

Esq., eldest

son of John Stracet, Esq., of Sprowston Lodge, co. Norfolk,
fourth son of Sir Edwahd Stbacby, first bart. of Backheath, upon his assuming by royal licence, 1865, the additional surname of Cuthebow). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a chev. gu. betw. three eagles displ. wings inverted sa.
five annulets or, &r CLiTnEsow
2nd and 3rd, erm. on a
cross engr. betw. four eagles displ. gu. five cinquefoils or,
for Straobt. Crests
Out of a tower or, a demi lion ramp,
sa., for CuTHBaow ; A lion ramp, erminois, ducally crowned
gu. supporting a cross patteo fitchee also gu., for
Stbacet.
Strachan (Brigton, Scotland, I6th century). Ar. a crescent
gu. on a chief az. three roses of the first.
Strachan (Glenkindie, co. Aberdeen). As. a stag trippant
or, attired and unguled gu.
Crest
A stag standing at gaze,
as in the arms. Motto
Non timeo. sed caveo.
Strachan (Thornton, co. Kincardine, bart., 1625; as re>
corded cir. 1740). Or, a hart at gaze az. attired sa. Crest
A demi stag springing or, holding in bis mouth a thistle ppr»
Motto Non timeo, sed caveo.
;

—

—

—

—

—

Strachan

(William Stbachan, Counsellor-at-Iaw, London,
said to be representative of Thornton, 1756). Az. a stag^
trippant or, attired and unguled gu.
Crest
^An arm and
hand holding a scymitar bendways ppr. Supporters Two
foresters clothed vert, with capes sa. a belt round their
waists and staves in their hands ppr.
Motto For-

—

—

—

ward.
(Inchtuthill, Scotland, bart., 1685).
Or, a bart at
gaze az. attired sa. a bordure gu.
Crest
A demi stag
springing or, holding a thisUe in his mouth ppr. Supporters
Motto Non timeo sed caveo.
( 766)^Two greyhounds ppr.
Strachan (Leven, co. Fife, 1672). Per pale gu. and az.
on a mount in base vert a stag trippant ar.
Motto
Forward.
Strachan (Tarrie, co. Forfar, 1739). Az. on a mount in
base ppr. a stag trippant or, attired and unguled gu. in the
dexter chief point a star of six rays, and in the sinister an

—

—

1

Stodghton, Clerk of the Stave Chamber). Az. a cross engr.
erm. a crescent for diff.
Stouxton {Baron Stourton). Sa. a bend or, betw. six
fountains ppr
Crest ^A demi grey friar habited in russet
ppr. girt or, holding in the dexter band a scourge of
three la.shcs with knots, and in his sinister hand a cross,
both gold. Support*)-* Two sea-dogs sa. scaled and finned
cm. Motto Loyal je serai durant ma vie. Badge— A sledge

—

increscent of the last. Crest
Juvat Deus impigros.

—

Stracheley.

Or,

a chev.

— A ship in full sail ppr.

Motto

cotised betw. three cinquefoils

sa.

Ar. a pale gu. surmounted by a saltiro az.

Crest—

talbot pass. or.

Stoute.
Stovin.

Stowell (Dublin Beg. Ulster's Office,
man WiixiAM Stowell). Gu. a cross

Strachan

engr. ar.

Stout.

;

Sa. five leopards' faces in cross ar.
Or, two boars' heads erased in fcas az.

Crest

—

dragon's head vert.

—

Stovln.

Barry of six or and gu.
Crest A bow lying
fessways transfixed wilb an arrow erected and fli({hted gu.
headed ar.
Stoway. Sa. a cross raguly or.
Stowdow, or Stodew. Gu. two bars or, on a chief of
the second a mullet ea.
Stow (Newton, co. Lincoln). Vert a cross ragulM betw.
four leopards' faces or.
Crest— Oa a ducal coronet or, a
leopard's face gold betw. two wings vorL

StO'w, or Sto'wte.

Az. three bars or, in chief three
crosses patt«e fltcbee of the first.
(CothclstoD, CO. Somerset; Sir Johm Stowkll, K.B.,
of Cothelston, Visit. Somerset, 1623, son and hoir of Sir Johm

Stowell
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Strachey

(Sutton Court, co. Somerset, bart.). Ar. a cross
betw. four eagles displ. gu., quartering, for Hodges, Or,
three crescents sa. on a canton of the second a ducul
coronet of the first.
Crest— Aa eagle displ. gyx. charged oa
the breast with a cross crosslet ac
Motto Caelum noa

—

animum.

Stradbroke, Earl

of.

Stradford.

fess

Gu. a

Sec Rous.
humettee or, betw. Uircc

trestles

ar.

Stradley.

Or, on a bend sa. three owls of the

Stradling

(St.

first.

Donats, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1798;

descended from Sir William de Estexlino, one of the
twelve knichts who accompanied Robert Fitz Uammon,
Earl of Gloucester, to the aid Of Jystyn ap Gwrgant,
Sir John,
Prince of Glamorgan, temp. William II.;
Stbadlino, Bart., of St. Donate, was so created I6tl
the sixth bart. d. unm.). Paly of six ar. and az. on a bend
gu. three ciuqucfuils or. Crest (unuicnt)—A pelican rising

A

A

STB
or; (modern),

A

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
amand

stag coarant sa.

the necic

a

scarf

ar.

(Wales).
Paly of six ax. and sa. on a chev.
three cinquefoUs or.
Or, a chev. betw. three crescents gn.

Stradling:

gu

Stradling'.

£arl of
Strafford, Earl of

StralEoixl,

StragTiers.

(ancient).

(modem).
two lions pass.

Sa.

embowed

ar.

or.

Straiton

Barry nebuly of toi az.
otherwise, Yair an inescntcheon

(that Ilk, 16th century).

and ar. an inescutcheon gu.

;

P>.
(Lanriston,
co. Kincardine).
Ar. three bars
counter-embattled az. over all an escutcheon gu.
Straiton (Edinburgh, 1698). Vair on an inescutcheon gu.
a fess crenSUee of three pieces ar. masoned sa. Crest

Straiton

—

—

falcon rising ppr. Motto Resurgere tento.
(Montrose, Scotland, 1672). Ar. three bars embattled az. an escutcheon gu. all within a bordure engr. of

Straiton

the second.

Creit

—A

mortar and pestle ppr.

—

Hotto

Ardua

vinco.
Straiton (representative

of Lanriston, 1783).
Ar. three
Creit
A falcon rising ppr.
bars counter-embattled az.
Supportm-i Dexter, a lion ramp, or; sinister, a bloodhound

—

—

JJfotfo— Surgeiie.

sa.

Straits, or Stretcli

Devon).

(co.

Ar. a bend engr. betw.

three miartlets sa.

Strang

(Pitcorthie,

co.

Fife).

Ar. a chev. betw. three

lozenges sa.

Strang'

Ar. a chev. sa. ensigned on
the top with a cross pattee az. betw. three lozenges of Che
second.
Strang (London, 16S0). Same Arm*, the bend wavy for
Crest
A cluster of wino gr^es ppr. AfoMo—Dulce
difl.
(Balcaskie,

co. Fife).

—

quod

the

Castle of

d. 1269, leaving

Knockyn; descended from John
Salop and Stafford, and Governor

of

Shrewsbury, temp. Henry) III., who
I. John, his successor, whose

two sons

r

John Lb Stbange, was summoned to Parliament
from him descended
as Baron Strange, of Knockyn, 1299
the Barons Strange, of Knockyn, and the Le Stbanoes, of
Hunstanton, co. Norfolk; II. Hamon, ancestor of Baron
Strange, of Ellesmere, and Baron Strange, of Blackmere;
John, eighth Baron Strange, of Knockyn, d. 1477, leaving
an only dau. and heir, Joan, m. Sir George Stanley,
eon,

;

He was
K.G., eldest son of Thouab, first Earl of Derby.
summoned to Parliament, jure uxoris, as Banm Strange, of
Knockyn, 1482, and the barony was enjoyed by his descendants, the Earlt of Derby, until it fell into abeyance with
Crest
the Barony of Stanley, 1594). Gu. two lions pass. ar.
A lion statant, tail extended or.
Strange (Baron Strange, of Ellesmcre; Sir Bogek Le
Stbanoe, eon of Hamon Le St&ange, the second son of John
Lk Stkange, Governor of the Castle of Salop, temp.
Henry III., was summoned to Parliament 1295; he was
living and married in 1303, but nothing further is recorded
of him). Same .i^nrw.
Strange (Baron Stnmge, of Blackmere, passed to Taiaot
FuLK Le Stbanoe, son of Robebt Le St«ange, the younger
brother of Bogeb, Baron Strange, of EUesmere, was summoned to Parliament 1308; Ankabet Le Stbanoe, sister
and eventual heiress of the fifth baron, m. Sir Bicbabd
Talbot, fourth Baron Talbot, who was summoned as Baron
his descendant, Gilbert,
Talbot, of Blackmere, 1387;
seventh Earl of Shrewsbury, d. 1626, leaving three daus. his
co-heirs, the youngest of wiiom alone left issue, viz.. Lady
Alathea Talbot, m. Thomas, Earl of Arundel and Swrrey,
to whom she conveyed the Ijafony). Same Arms.
Strang'e (Cirencester, and Moun's Court, co. Gloucester,
and Somerford-Keynes, co. Wilts). Gu. two lions pass. ar.
a bend erm. (sometimes or). Crest Out of clouds two bands
clasped all ppr.

—

;

—

Strang's
two

(co. Gloucester,

lions pass. ar.

Crest

and Hunston,

—A lion pass,

co. Norfolk).

guard,

tail

Gn.

extended

or.

Strange

(London).

Gu. two

lions pass. ar.

a border engr.

Strange

(Swindon, co. Wilts). Per saltire ar. and or, In
and in base a lion pass, reguard. gu.
Gu. a bend or, betw. two lions
(co. Norfolk).

chief a lion pass,

ramp.

—

ar. a

ar.

Strange.

Gu. two lions pass. ar. crowned or; another
Vert a chev. betw. three covered cups or another, Ar on a
;
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crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

(Hadley Castle, co. Essex).

Per bend

sa.

and

bend ragul^ counterchanged.

Strang'er.

Ar. a cross flory betw. four martlets gu.
Stranglord, Viscount (extinct). See Smtthe.
Strang-ways (Melberrie Sampford, co. Dorset the senior
line of the ancient house of S'tbanqways; Thomas StbamgWATS, Esq., of Melberrie Sampford, left an only dau. and
;

Susan Stbanoways, m. Thomas Stkangways Hoknbb,
Esq., whose only dau. and heir m. 1736, Stkphem, first
Earl of llchester). Sa. two lions pass, in pale paly of six ar.
and gu. Crest A lion pass, paly of six ar. and gu.
Strang^Tays (Fox-Stbangways, EarL of llchester). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. two lions pass, paly of six ar. and gu.,
for Stbanowayb; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a chev. az. three
foxes' heads erased or, on a canton of the second a fleur-deCrest
On a chapeau az. turned
lis of the third, for Fox.
up erm. a fox sejant or. Supporters Two foxes, the dexter
erm. fretty or, collar dovetail az. charged with three fleursheir,

—

—

—

de-lis of the second, the sinister ppr. collared as the dexter.

Motto—Fa,iTe

sans dire.
(Harlesey Castle, oo. York).
pass, in pale paly of six ar. and gu.

Strang'ways

Sa. two lions

Strang'ways

(Alne, co. York; descended from James
Stbangways, second son of Sir James Stbamoways, Kot.,
of Harlesey, had three sons: I. John, of Alne; II. Bichabd,
of Well, same co. III. Thomas, of Barbam Wood, co. Hens;.
Sa. two lions pass, in pale paly of six or and gu.
StrangTvays (Wells, co. York; descended from Bicrabd
Stbangways, second son of James Stbanqways, Esq., of
Alne). Same Arms. Crest— k lion pass, paly of six ar. aad
gu., motto over, Ystoyeau. Afotto—Ne doubtero.
Strang'ways (Barham Wood, co. Herts; desoended fron»
Thomas Stbangways, third son of James Stbanowats, Esq.,.
of Alne). Same Arms, Crest, <fcc.
Strang'ways (Swainston-Stbanowats FKAiKss,on]y dan.
and heir of James Stbangways, Esq., of Alne, m. Axxem
SwAiNSTON, Esq., M.D., York, and had a son, EdwaedSwAOfSTON, who assumed, by royal Ucenoe, the surname of
Stbangways). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. two lions pass,
paly of six ar. and gu. in the dexter chief a canton of the
second, for Stbangways; 2nd and 3rd, az. a fess or, charged,
with three maidens' heads veiled ppr., for Swainstun.
;

;

—

A lion pass, paly of six or and
1st, Stbangways
2nd, Swainston Out of a ducal coronet or, a boai °3
head sa. betw. two wings az. billcty or. Motto Ystoveau
ct ne doubtero.
Stranlay . Paly of six ar. and az. on a canton gu. a martlet
of the first.
Stranlay. Paly of six ar. and sa.
of (Scotland). Ar. in the B«a rpr- ft
Stranraer,
Crests

gu.

of the last.

Strange

—

Strangman

Ar. two lions pass. gu.

Strang'e (Baron Strange,
Le STa^NGE, SherifF cos.
of

;

many

utile.

Strang.

—

—

See Wentwobth.
See Byhg.

Crest— A dester ami
Az. a buck pass. or.
brandishing a scymitar ppr. hilt and pommel

Strahan.

STB

garbs or; another, Ar. three bangu. on each
two water bougets of the first.
Strang'e (Si.'- Robebt Stbanoe, the eminent engraver, as heir
male of Stbang, of Bsdcaskie, and his son, James Stbanoe,
M.P.). Ar. a chev. betw. three lozenges sa.
Crest
Supporters (granted 1798) Dexter,
castle ppr. masoned sa.
an ancient Caledonian warrior ppr. the head, breast, arms
from the shoulders, and legs above the knees bare, his t>ody
covered with a garment az. coming round his shoulders and
reaching almost down to his knees, a girdle of leather round
his waist, one end of which, falling down by his left thigh,
suspends a massy sword, in his right hand a spear upright,
on the inferior end of which a round bail, and under his left
arm a shield, all of the first sinister, an ancient Daniab
warrior, face bare, a helmet on his head and a sword by his
side, his arms and legs from above the knees down to the
middle bare, from thence to the ankles covered with armour,
on his body a corslet of steel all ppr. above which a long
round cloak of purple lined ar. buttoned uid looped from the
throat to the middle or, from thence thrown open and loose
to the knees, the sleeves also open from above the elbows,
with loopholes and buttons as before, discovering the naked
arms, round each wrist a chain of gold, his dexter hand foreshortened rests upon a Danish battle axe point downwards of
the first, a leathern belt falls down from the right shoulder
to the left thigh, by which the sword is suspended. Mottoes
Over the crest : Stet fbrtuna domus ; below the arms : Fortes
fortuna juvat.
Strangebow. Az. a chief gu. over all three garbs betw.
five martlets or.
Crest
A bull's head cabossed betw. two
flags charged with a cross.
Stran^man (co. Essex). Gu. on a chev. engr. or, betw.
three plates, each charged with a greyhound courant sa.
collared of the second, three crescents az.
Strangman (Winterbome, co. Dorset). Sa. on a fess engr.
betw. three arms couped at th e shoulders in armour ar. as
fess vert three

:

:

;

—

Town

Motto—Tatia-

ship with three roasts riding at anchor sa.

lima statu.

Stranshaxn

—A

cettee gu.

Crest

a horseshoe

or.

Strasacker.

Ar. (another, or) a pale dandemi ostrich ar. holding in the mouth

Kent).

(co.

V«»rt

a hend engr. (another,

crenellee)

betw. two bulls' heads erased ar.
(Famscott, Hawling, and Nether-Guiting, co.
assigned by
Gloucester, and Nuneaton, co. Warwick
Guillim as the arms of Bichabd Stkatfobd, of Hawling,
gent., descended from Stbatfobd, of Famscott). Barruly
Crest— A. dexter arm
of ten ar. and az. a lion ramp. gu.
embowed habited ar. holding a scymitar or.
Stratford (Coventry, co. Warwick). Barruly of ten or and

Stratford

;

—

gu. a lion ramp. ar. Crest An arm embowed in armour
ppr. grasping a scymitar ar. hilt and pommel or.
Stratford (Belan, co. Kildare, Queen's co., and Baltinglass,

descended from Robeet Stratford, who
settled in Ireland 1660, and was one of the original Burhis son,
gesses in the Charter granted to Baltinglass
Edward Stratford, purchased Belan, co. Kildare, from
Lord Fite Harding, and entertained William III. there. He
I. Eobert, his successor in the Queen's co.
left three sons
estates, where he settled; II. Edsebids, settled also in the
III. John, M.P. for Baltinglass, created
Queen's co.
£arl of Aldborough). Barruly of ten ar. and az. a lion
ramp. gu. Crest A dexter arm in armour embowed ppr.
holding in the hand a scymitar ar. pommel and hilt
CO.

Wicklow;

;

:

;

—

or.

Stratford

(Earl of Aldborough, extinct 1876; descended
from John Stbatfobd, created Earl of Aldborough 1777,
third son of Edward Stbvtford, Esq., of Belan, temp.
William HI. Benjamin, sixth earl, d. s. p. The co-heirs of
the family are: 1st, Kathebine Dora, wife of Henry
Craven St. John, Esq., and only dau. of John Stratford
Bodnet, Esq., eldest son of Hon. John Rodney by
Lady Louisa Martha Stratford, his wife 2nd, John,
Lord Tollemache, son of Admiral John Richard Delap
;

ToLLEMACHE, by Lady Elizabeth Stratford, his wife,
who were daus. and co-heirs of John, third Ea.rl of AldDexter, a
borough). Same Anas and Crest. Supporters
female figure, representing Fame, vested ar. winged or, in
her right hand a trumpet gold, in her left an olive-branch
sinister, a man in complete
vert, the sword-belt gu.
armour ppr. garnished or, spurs, sword, shield, and spear
of the last, sword-belt gu. holding with his right hand the
spear, and upon his left arm the shield. Motto— VntVili

—

;

nihil obstat et armis.

Stratford (Anthony Stratford, Governor

of

Duneannon

Wexford; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1C85, of his
Charles Colles, Esq., of Ma^heramore, co.
Barry of eight ar. and az. a lion ramp. gu.

Fort, CO.

son-in-law.
Sligo).

Abbey

Stratford, or Langrthorne-at-Bogh
Or, three chcv. gu. over all

Essex).

a

crosier in

(co.

bend

Per

fess gu.

and

sa.

three plates;

another,

Stratheden, Baron.
Stratherne (Scotland).

Sec Campbell.
Gu. two chev. or.
of.

Strathmore and Kinghorne, Earl

See Bowes-

Lyon.

Stratley ,or Stratele.
Straton (Scotland). See
Strattle.

Sa. a chc v.betw. three eel-spears
Straiton.

Sa. a chev. betw. three harpoon-heads ar.

— A swan, wings expanded ar.
Stratton (co. Suffolk). Or, on a
escallops ar. (another, of the

ar.

Crest

—

;

;

or.

Strecheley.

StrecMey.

Crest— A

hawk

belled

jessed ppr.

(Turweston House, Brackley, co. Northampton).
Ar. four bars embattled counter-embattled sa. on an inescutcheon eu. a crescent ar.
Crest
An eagle, wings
expanded, standing on a man's hand in armour, couped at
the wrist all ppr.
Straubenzee (Van Straobenzee, Spenithorne Hall, co.
York).
See Van Stradbenzee.
Stray (co. York). Sa. on a chev. engr. ar. betw. three
lions' heads erased or, as many cinquefoils gu.
Crest
An
eagle reguard. or, wings expanded and inverted ar. holding
a sword ppr.
Strayton. Ar. on a cross sa. nine bezants.
Streatfeild (Chiddingstonc, co. Kent; descended from
Robert Streatfield, Esq., of Chiddingslone, b. 1614).

—

—

feSB

armour

gu. and sa.
ppr. bent

IXiO

sa. armed gu.
Or, three cinquefoils sa. betw. two chev. of

Ar. an eagle displ.

the second.

Strechly
of the

Devon).

(co.

Or,

on a chev.

az. three cinquefoils

first.

Street (Kilbum,

co. Middlesex).
Per pale az. and gu. a
covered cup with handles on each side ar. betw. three
Catharine wheels or. Urest On a mount vert a Catharine
wheel or, charged with a cup, as in the arms.

—

Street (London; descended from

co. Derby).
Vert a fess
betw. three horses courant ar. Crut An arm embowed
vested, holding a bell pendent.
Street. Ar. three martlets sa. two and one. Crest An
esquire's helmet ppr. garnished or.
Street (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1634, Anna Street, dau.
of Captain Street, widow, first, of Lieut. Ashley; second,
of Very Rev. John Hill, Dean of Kilmore). Ar. an eagle's
leg couped at the thigh, embowed in pale sa. armed gu. on
a sinister canton vert sem^e of crosses pattee and a griffin
segreant or.
Streete. Az. three catharine wheels ar. a canton of tho

—

—

last.

Streete, or Strete.
Crest

—A

lion

ramp,

Gu. three catharine wheels
or,

holding betw.

the

ar.

forefeet

a

Catharine wheel gu.

Streete.

Gu.

a

fess

betw.

three

catharine

v'-.cels

ar.

Streete.

Vert

a

fess

or,

betw.

three

horses

T^?.r,r,.

ar.

Streeter

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three hurt.<!,
each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the field, three birds,
wings expanded of the same. Crest An eagle, wings expanded ar. beaked and legged gu.
(co. Kent).

—

Streichleigh, or Streichley
an oagle

Nottingham).

Sa.

displ. ar.

Streles, or Strells.
over

last,

(co.

all

Ar. a fess sa. in chief a chev. of tho

a label gu.

(Streley,

co.

Cliester).

Ar. an orle within eight

billots sa.

(Strelley, co. Notts
descended from Sir Walter
Stbelley, Knt., of Strelley, whose son. Sir Robert Strelley,
Knt., of Strelley, d. 12 Edward I., a.d. 1283, represented
at Visit. Notts, 1614, by Nicholas Strelley, Esq., of Strelley,
son of George Strelley, and nephew and heir of Sir Philip
Strelley, Knt., of Strelley, who were sons of Sir Anthony
Strelley, Knt., of Strelley, at Visit. Notts, 1569).
Paly of
six ar. and az., quartering. Or, an eagle displ. sa. beaked and
;

—

Crest
A man's
gu., and Or, a fess dancett^e sa.
head couped at the shoulders of a swarthy colour, crined sa.

membered

encircled by a band gu. belled or.

Strelley
chief indented az. three

field).

Stratton

Per

;

Strelley

Sa. a fess betw. three plates.

Stratford. See Stradfobd.
Strathallan, Viscount. SecDEUMMOND.
Strathallan. Az. a hart springing or.

and

with a band tied in knot ga. supporting a spear with a
pennon per pale ar. charged with St. George's cross on the
dexter side of the spear, and gu. three bezants fesswise on
the sinister the pennon being turned round the spear to
show part of both sides. Motto Data fata secutus.
Streatfeild (Chart's Edge, in Westerham, co. Kent). Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Streatfeild (Sevenoaks descended from Thouab Streatfeild, third son of Richard Streatfeild, Esq., of Chiddingstone, Esq., by Anne Terry. The late Henry Streatfeild, Esq., of Sevenoaks, d. 1817, leaving a sister and
heiress, Katherine Anne Streatfeild, hi. 1805, to Thomas
Lightfoot, Esq.). Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.
Streatfeild (The Rocks, co. Sussex). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
Streche. Or, a lion ramp. gu. another, Gu. a cross crosslet

Streley

ar.

Stratford.

STB
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three bezants.

Crest

— An

arm

in

from the elbow, the forc-arui caciixlcd

(Beauchieff and Ullanthorpe, co. Derby, and HempNotts; descended from Nicholas and Henry Strelbrothers of Sir Anthony Strelley, Knt.,
of Strelley, 15G9. Visit. Notts, 1614).
Same Arms and
sell, CO.

ley,

younger

Crest.

Strelley (Woodborough,

co. Notts; descended from Sampson Strelley, second son of Sir Walter Strelley, Knt., of
and brother of Sir Robert Strelley, Knt., of
Strelley, who d. 1283.
Visit. Notts, 1569).
Paly of six ar.
and az. a cinquefoil pierced gu., quartering, Barry of eight ar.
and az. a lion ramp. or.
Ci-est
A cockatrice head vair,
beaked, combed, and wattled gu.
Strelley (Lynby, co. Notts; Sir John Stbellet, Knt., of
Lynby, and his son. Sir Nicholas Stbelley, Knt., of Lynby;
Isabel, dau. of Sir John, and sister and heir of Sir
Nicholas, vi. Georc.e Staveley, Esq., of Bignell. Visit.
Oxon, 1574). Paly of six or and az.
Strelley (West Laiigton, co. Leicester; Eliab Strelley, of
West Langton, aged 40 at Visit. Leicester, 1619, son of
Nicholas Strelley, and grandson of Robert Strelley, who
Strelley,

—

;

STB

Strickland, Knt., of Sizergh. He obtained a grant of arms
1550, and d. 1598; his grandson, Sir William Strickland, first
bart. of Boynton, was summoned to Oliver Cromwell's "Other
House of Parliament" as lord Strickland; Sir George Strickland, seventh bart., son of Sir William, the sixth bart., by

of

legged gu.

Strene. Gu. a fess indented point in point ar. and az.
Stretay(co. Stafford). Ar. three bucks' heads cabossed

Henrietta his wife, dau. and co-heir of Nathaniel CholmEsq., of Whitby, assumed by royal licence, 1865, tlio
surname of Cholmley only his son, the eighth bart., resumed the name). Gu. a chev. or, betw. three crosses pattCc
ar. on a canton erm. a buck's head erased and attired sa.

or,

ley,

attired gu.

Stretch.

Ar. an orle surrounded with billets sa.

Stretchley

;

O^von William Stretchlet,
his dau. and heir.
Esq., of Stretchley, temp. Henry VII.
i/i.
Christian,
Christopher Chddlet, of Ashton, co. Devon.
(Stretchley, co.

;

;

"Visit.

Devon,

Stretchley

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
(co. Dorset).
Or, on a chev. sa. three cinque-

—

the first. Crest
A deini lion ramp, crowned or,
holding betw. thepaws a cinquefoil.
Stretchley (Sir John Stretchley, one of the knights of co.
Notts, temp.

Strethley
hound

Edward

Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Stafford; granted 1533).

I.).

(Stretley,

co.

Ar. a

pass. gu.
(Stripton, co.

;

fleur-de-lis sa.

Stretley CWeld and

Whitfield, co. Oxford

John Stretley,

;

Esq., of Whitfield, had an only dau. and heir, Margaret,
m. William, fourth son of Leonard Chamberlain, Esq., of
Sherborne, in same co., and George Stretley, Esq., of
"Weld, Visit. Oxon, 1574, both sons of

Richard Stretley,

Esq., of Whitfield, son of Thomas Stretley, of same place).
Gyronny of eight or and sa. on a canton gu. a covered cup

—A

Motto

his pride ppr.

la volontd

Strickland-Constable

(Wassand, co. York; Henkt
Strickland, Esq., second surviving son of Sir George Cholmley (Strickland) seventh bart. of Boynton, by Mary, his wife,
only dau. and heir of Rev. Charles Constable, of Wassand,
assumed by royal licence, 1863, the additional surname of
Constable). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. and vair, a bend
2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. or, betw.
or, for Constable
three crosses pattee ar. on a canton erm. a buck's head
Crests— 1st, Coberased and attired sa., for Strickland.
stable: a ship to the sinister sails furled all or; 2nd,
Strickland A turkey-cock in his pride ppr.
Strickland (Cokethorpe Park, co. Oxford, and Flamborough, CO. York; descended from Walter Strickland,
Esq., of Flamborough, third son of Sir George Strickland,
Gu. a chev. or, betw. three crosses
fifth bart of Boynton).
pattee ar. on a canton erm. a buck's head erased and attired
Crest
A turkey-cock in his pride
sa., quartering Westebn.
'

:

—

ppr.

Strickland.

Sa. a fess coraponee ar.

and gu. betw. three

escallops of the second.

or.

Strettell.
downward

Sa. a chev. betw. three heads of tridents points
ar.

—A

Crest

swan in

his pride ar.

swimming

in

water ppr.
;

Abel Strettell, of
Hannah, dau. of Amos
Col. Willlam Thomas
to

Dublin, merchant, temp. George II.
Strettell, Esq., of Dublin, m. 1776,
MoNSELL, of Tervoe, co. Limerick, and was grandmother of
Right Hon. William Monsbll, M.P., created, 1874, Lord
Emly). Same /Irms and Cr«f. Motto Robur et astutia.
Stretton. Ar. a bend engr. sa. Crest A demi eagle
issuant holding in the dexter paw a laurel branch ppr.
Stretton (Lenton Priory, co. Nottingham; borne by Colonel
Sempronids Stretton, of Lenton Priory). Ar. a bend engr.
sa. cotised gu.
Stretton. Ar. on a cross gu. five bezants.
Streveling'. Ar. on a chief sa. three round buckles or.
Crest
The sun shining on the stump of an oak tree ppr.
Streveling (arms from the seal of John de Strivelin,
temp. Richard II.). Sa. three covered cups betw. six crosses
;

—

—

—

crosslet ar.

Streveling.

Strey (Beeston,

Quarterly, gu. and or, a cross ar.
originally seated near Donco. Nottingham
;

and removed to Beeston, co. Nottingham,
temp. Queen Elizabeth the last male heir, Richard Strey,
Esq., of Beeston, d. j.jj. in 1797). Sa. on a chev. engr. ar.
betw. three lions' heads erased or, as many cinquefoils gu.
Streynsham (Canterbury, co. Kent; confirmed 4 May,
caster, CO. York,

;

1577).

dented

Or, a pale indented gu. (lomctimes gu. a pale inor).

Strickland

(Sizergh, co.

Westmorland; descended from Sir

Robert de Stirkland, who granted by deed, temp. Henry
III., to William Stirkland, his son, and Elizabeth, his
wife, dau. of Sir Ralph Deincodbt, Knt., on their marriage,
Sa. three escallops
his whole manor of Great Stirkland).
Crest— A bundle of holly
vert, fructed gu. banded round the middle with a wreath
Motto Sans mal.
ar. and sa.
Strickland (co. Cumberland, 1615). Sa. three escallops ar.
a border engr. of the last.
a border engr. of the

last.

—

Strickland
Strickland

Strickland. Ar. two bars gu. a canton of the last.
Strickland (Dorchester). Sa. a chev. betw. three eseallopt
Crest

ar.

Strettell (Dublin Reg. Ulster's OfiBce

Ar. three escallops sa.
Ar. on a chief indented az. three

(co. Lancaster).
(co. Suffolk).

escallops of the

first.

Strickland
ar.

— A turkey-cock in

de Dieu.

;

Northampton). Gyronny of eight or
and sa. on a canton gu. a covered cup of the first.
Stretley (co. Oxford arms [in Ricote Church in that co.
Visit Oxon, 1574). Ar. a covered cup issuant therefrom a

ar.

Crest

1620).

foils of

Stretley

STR
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Nicholas Stbellet, a third son of Strellet, of
Paly of six ar. and az. a mullet for diff.
CO. Derby).
Strellingr. Ar. a chev. betw. three ravens sa. beaked and

was son

(Thornton Bridge, co. York). Sa. three escallops
Crest A full-topped holly
a border engr. of the last.

—

bush ppr.

Strickland (William

Strickland,

Bishop of Carlisle,
1400-19, his dau. and heir, Margaret, m. Sir Pobebt
Visit.
LowTHER, Knt., of LowTHER, CO. Westmorland.
Cumberland, 1616). Sa. three escallops ar. a border engr.
of the last.

Strickland

descended from
(Boynton, co. York, bart.
Roger Strickland, Esq., of Marsk, CO. York, temp. Henry
younger
branch
of Strickbeen
a
VII., supposed to have
;

land, of Sizergh his son, William Strickland, purchased
Boynton, co. York, and m. Elizabeth, dau. of Sir Walter
;

981

—An escallop shell ar.

Strickson

(granted 14 June, 1707). Az. a sun betw. three
Crest
Out of a mural
thunderbolts winged and shafted or.
coronet or, a dragon issuant gu. wings endorsed, holding in
the dexter paw a thunderbolt gold.
Striklewey, or Sticklewey. Ar. three bulls pass. sa.
Stringrer (Eaton, co. Notts Nicholas Stringer, of Eaton,
temp. James I., son of Robert Stringer, of the same,
and grandson of Richard Stringer, co. Derby. Visit.
Notts, 1614). Per chev. sa. and or, in chief two fleurs-de-lis
of the last, and in base an eagle displ. of the first. Crest
A griCBn's head erased vert, ducally gorged ar. chained or.
Stringer (Sutton-upon-Lound, co. Notts). Same Arms and

—

;

—

Crest.

Stringer

Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief two
(co. Chester).
eagles displ. or, in base a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Stringer (Dover, co. Kent). Per chev. or and sa. in chief
two eagles displ. of the second, in base a fleur-de-lis of the
first.

Stringer

(Bexwell, co. Essex). Ar. a cross patonce betw.
four martlets sa. a canton erminois.
Stringer (co. Gloucester). Sa. a cross wavy betw. four
escallops ar.

Stringer

(co. Salop).

Per chev.

sa.

and

three eagles

or,

counterchanged. Ci-est—A griffin's head erased vert,
ducally gorged and lined or.
Stringer (WhistonSharleston, co. York). Sa. three eagles
displ.

displ. erminois.

Stringer
eagle's

(Norton, co. Derby).

Same Arms.

Crest

—An

head erased erminois.
(Barton-Peverell, co. Hants, originally from
Sa. a griffin pass. betw.
Visit. Hants, 1634).

Stringfello'W
CO.

York.

—

CreH A cock's head erased or, combed
three mullets or.
and wattled gu. gorged with a ducal coronet and lined
sa.

granted 4 May, 1663). Ar. two bars
gemel gu. on a chief of the second three round buckles

Stripling (London;
or.

(Modbury, Bigbury, and Colleton, co. Devon
John Strobridge, aged 30at Visit. Devon, 1620, son and heir
apparent of Arthur Strobridge, of Modbury, grandson of
John Strobridge, of Bigbury, and great-grandson of John

Strobridge

Or, over water ppr. on a bridge
Strobridge, of Colleton).
of three arches gu. a tower of the last and pennon hoisted

thereon.

Strode

(Strode,

Loughtor,

Ermington Newenham,
and Chaddlewood, in the

in the parish of

Newenham

Park,

;

parish of Plympton St. Mary; Kerswell, in the parish of
Meavcy Church, Tavistock, UgDiltisham,
Holbiton,
borough, and Boterford. in the parish of North Huish, all
in CO. Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three conies courant sa.
On a mount ppr. a savin tree vert, fructed ga.
Crest

—

Motto

— Hyeme viresco.

;;

—

crescent ar.

(Stoke-under-Hambden, co. Somerset; impalement
Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1622, Henry, Lord FoUiott, whose
wife was Akne, dau. of Sir William Strode, Knt., of

Strode

Stoke). Same Amu.
Strode (Pamham, co.

Dorpet; descended from Sir John de
Strode, Sheriff cos. Dorset and Somerset 17 Henry III. The
eventual heiress, Elizabeth, only dau. of Sir John Strode,

Pamham, m. Sir William Oglander,
Same Arms. Crest A demi lion or.

Knt., of

Bart.).

—

Strode (Chbtham-Strode,

Sonthill,

and 4th, erm. on a canton sa. a crescent ar., for
Strode; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a griffin segreant gu. a border
of the last bezantee, for Chetham. Crests 1st, Strode: A
demi lion conped or 2nd, Chetbam A demi griffin giL
holding a cross potent ar. Motto Malo mori quam foedari.
Strodet. Gu. on a bend ar. three eagles displ. vert.
Strogle, Strouerhill, or
Strogge,
Strogg-,

—

:

;

—

Stni^ell. Ar. a fess betw. six escallops gu.
Stronacli (Glasgow, 1867). Ar. an oak tree eradicated
ppr. surmounted of a fess gu. charged with three bezants.
C>-est—Aik eagle rising ppr. Motto Sursum specto.
(The Chase, co. Hereford). Gu. an eagle displ. or,
a border engr. of the last, quartering the anna of Circum-

—

Strong

navigator Drake, viz., Sa. a fess wavy betw. two pole-stars
ar.
Crest
An eagle displ. or.
Strong (Bev. Thomas Linwood Strong, Bector of Sedgefield, CO. Durdam, elder son of Clement Samuel Strong,
Esq., of Limpsfield, co. Surrey, and grandson of Melancthon
Strong, whose ancestors were of Nether Stronge, co.
Somerset ; one of that family is supposed to have been the
Bev. WiLUAM Strong, Rector of More Critchel, co.
Dorset, the famous preacher at Westminster Abbey, who
was buried there 4 July, 1654). Gu. an eagle displ. or.

—

Out of

displ. or.

within a border engr. or.

A'>-mt,

mural coronet

ft

or,

Crest

a demi eagle, wings

—

displ.

gold.

Strong

(Ballycowlan, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. Tllster's Office,
1639, Nicholas Strong, of that place). Sa. a dexter hand
couped at the wrist betw. three cartwheels ar. a mullet for
diff.

Ar. a chev.
betw. three lozenges az. in the centre chief point an
quartering Manson, Tew, and Maxwell).
An eagle with two heads displ. sa. beaked and
Crests 1st
legged az. langued gu. 2nd: A cluster of wine-grapes ppr.
Mottoes Tentanda via est and, Dulce quod utile.
Stronge (Fun. Ent. TJlster's Office, 1619). Ar. a chev.
wavy sa. betw. three lozenges az. a cross pattee in chief of
sa.

«stoile

—

gu.,

:

;

—

the

;

last.

Strongfellow^

Sa. a griffin pass. betw. three

(co. Hants).

Strongi'tharm

(Blackhcath, co. Kent, and London). Sa.
three dexter arms in armour embowed to the sinister,
couped at the shoulder, the upper part in pale, the lower
fessways, each holding in the gauntlet a sword erect all ppr.

garnished or.

Stroode, or Strode.

Sa.

a wivem

ar.

on a canton erm.

a crescent gu.

—

(Sydney, New South Wales, 1857). Or, a chev. az.
betw. two sprigs of withered oak in chief and a thistle in
base ppr. on a chief paly of six ar. and sa. three mulleti
counterchanged. Same Crest and Motto slb the last.
Struthers (Calderbank, co. Lanark, 1808). Ar. three piles
issuing from the base az. in chief an eagle's head erased ppr.
betw. two fleurs-de-lis sa. Crest— A martlet sa. Motto-

Ad alta.
Strutt (Little Warley

—

(Eastfleld, co.

three eagles displ. az.

ar.

Northumberland).

Crest

Az. fretty ar.

—

on a bend nebuly or, three eagles displ. of the first. Crest
Upon a mount vert in front of an oak tree ppr. fructed or, a
Accipiter praedam sequitur,
falcon belled also ppr. Motto

—

gloriam.
Strut (Westminster, co. Middlesex; granted 1772). Sa. a
chev. erminois betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or. Crest
A dexter arm embowed erect, couped at the elbow, vested
a. cuffed erminois, charged on the sleeve with a cross
crotslct fitchee or, holding in the band a roll of parchment
ppr.
Strath (Bristol, from co. Perth, 1811). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, a chev. az. betw. two sprigs of withered oak in chief
ppr. and a man's heart in base gu., for Stbdth; 2n(l, per
.lOB

—

sinister engr. or

082

Hall, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1648

descended from Godfried Strutz de Hinkelred, Chief of
the Swiss Auxiliaries, who obtained a charter of freedom
A.D. 1240
Sir Dennek Stedtt, Knt., of Little Warley, wa«
created a bart. 1641, left two daus. his co-heirs; Lord
Rayleigh descends from his brother). Sa. a chev. ar. betw.
;

three crosses crosslet fitchee or.

{Baron RayUiyh).

Sa.

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

a chev.

—A demi

ar.

Crest

and

sa.

a lion ramp, counterchanged,

betw. three

gorged

lion az.

with a mural crown or, holding in the dexter paw a cross
crosslet fitchee, and resting the sinister on a shield sa.
charged with a chev. ar. betw. three crosses crosslet fitch^
Supporters Dexter, a reindeer or, collared and attired
or.
sa. ; sinister, a monkey ppr. banded about the middle and
chained or.
Stmtt {Baron Belper). Per pale sa. and az. two chevronels
engr. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or. Ci-est In front
of rays of the sim ppr. a cubit arm erect vested bendy of
six or and sa. cuffed ar. in the hand a roll of paper ppr.
Supporters On either side a leopard ppr. gorged with a
collar gemel az. therefrom pendent an escutcheon also az.
charged with a cross crosslet fitchee or. Motto Propositi
tenax.
Stryttle. Az. a lion ramp. erm. a border engr. of the

—

—

—

—

last.

Stryvelin (Baron

Stryvelin, extinct 1378; Sir John db
Striveun was in the garrison of Edinburgh 9 Edward III.,
and was summoned to Parliament 1342, d. s.p., when his

descended to Christian Stbtvelin, wife of Sir
his barony became extinct). Ar. on
a chief gu. three round buckles or.
Stuajrt {Earl of Castle Stewart : the fifth Earl assumed the
additional name of Bichardson by royal licence, 1867).
Quarterly, 1st, or, a lion ramp. gu. a double tressure flory
counterflory of the last, for Scotland 2nd, or, a fess chequy
ar. and az. in chief a label of three points gu., for Stda&t;
4th, or,
3rd, ar. a saltire betw. four roses gu., for Lennox
a lion ramp, gu., the whole within a border compony of the
A unicorn's head ar. armed or,
second and first.
Crest
betw. a pair of olive branches ppr. Supporters Two dragons vert. Motto Forward.
Stuart {Earl of Moray). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
ramp, within a double tressure flory counterflory gu. surrounded with a bordure gobony ar. and az. (as a descendant of
the royal House of Stcart) 2nd, or, a fess chequy az. and
ar., for Stewart, of Doune; 3rd, or, three cushions, two
and one, of a lozenge form, within a double tressure flory
counterflory gu., for Randolph, Earl of Moray. Crest
lands

John Middleton, and

;

;

—

—

;

—
—

A

pelican in her nest feeding her young ppr. Supporters
Two greyhounds ar. collared gu. Motto Salus per Christum

—

Redemptorem.
crescent
Crest

f-a..

co. Fife).

As Earl of Moray, with a

in the centre of the quarters for diff.

Same

and Motto.

{Lord St. Colm, younger brother of the " Bonny Earl
of Moray "). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or a lion ramp, gu.,
for Fife; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. within
a double tressure flory counterflory gu. in chief a label of
the last en surtout, ar. on a mount vert a hart gu. attired
Crest
ar. in front of a tree of the second, for St. Colm.
A lion's head erased gu. Sujrporters Dexter, a lion gu.

Stuart

—

;

Strother. Gu. on a bend
A greyhound sejant or.

bend

—

Struth

Stuart (Duneam,

mullets or.

Strother

;

—

Strongbovr {Earl of Pembroke). See Clare.
Stronge (Tynan Abbey, co. Armagh, bart.).
wavy

French 3rd, or, three torteaux, for Courtknat. Crut
The trunk of an oak tree sprouting forth fresh brancbea
ppr. Motto Ero quod eram.
for

Stmtt
Quar-

co. Somerset).

terly, 1st

Oi-est — An eagle
Strong. Same

STU
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Strode (CarsweU, co. Devon; Adam Stbode, of Carswell,
Visit. Devon, 1620, son of William Strode, of same place,
and grandson of William Stsode, of Newenham). Same
Arms. Crest On a mour.t a savin tree fructed all ppr.
Strode (Shipton Mallet, co. Somerset; Jeffbei Strode, of
Shipton, Visit. Somerset, 1623, son of William Stbode, of
Shipton, who was fifth in descent from William Strode,
Esq., of Somerton, same co., by Alice his wife, dau. and
bcir of Jeddrep, of Somerton). Erm. on a canton sa. a

—

a greyhound ppr. collared gu.
Or, a fess chequy az. and ar. betw. a
and a rose in base gu. a bordure engr.
and compony of the second and third. Crest— A civet cat
couchant ppr. Motto Semper paratus.
Stuart (Annat, co. Perth, 1802). As Stewart, of Ardvorsinister,

Stuart

(Inchbreck).

lion pass, in chief

—

lich [which see^,

ters for

with a mullet

sa. in

the centre of the quar-

diff.

Stuart (CBicHTON-STnART, Marquess of Bute). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy az. and ar. within a double
tressure flory counterflory gu.,forSTCART; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
a lion ramp, az., for Crichton. Crests 1st: A demi lion
ramp, gu., and over it the motto, Nobilis est iraleonis, for
Stdart 2nd A wy vem, fire issuant from the mouth all
Sujpporters— Dexter, a horse ar.
ppr., for Cbicutun.

—

;

:

A
;

8T n
bridled gu.; sinister,
virel honore.

a stag ppr.
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—Avito

Motto

attired or.

(Dromana, co. Waterford; confirmed to Henbt
Vilueks-Stdabt, of Dromana, on his elevation to the
Peerage as Baron Stuart de Decies, 1839). Quarterly, Ist
And 4th, or, a fess chequy ar. and az. within a double

Stuart

tressure flory counterflory gu.

a martlet

for

diff.,

for

on a cross gu. five escallops or,
A demi lion ramp. gu. 2nd:
A lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or. Supporters Dexter,
a horse ar. bridled gu. gorged with a wreath of shamrock
vert sinister, a stag ppr. gorged as the dexter. Motto—
Avito viret honore.

Stuabt 2nd and 3rd,
Crests
for ViUJEEa.

ar.

—

;

1st:

—

;

;

Stuart
Stuart

(Earl of WhanicUffe). See Woktley.
(Lord Stuart de Rothesay, extinct 1845). Or, a fess
chequy az. and ar. within a double tressure flory counterCrest
A demi lion ramp. gu. Supporters
flory gu.
borse ar. bridled gu. and a stag ppr., each gorged with a
collar flory counterflory gu. thereon a wreath of oak ppr.
Motto Avito viret honore.

—

—

—

Stuart

Clackmannan, bart., 1707). Or, a
fess chequy az. and ar. within a double tressure flory
A demi
counterflory gu. in chief a cinquefoil erm. Crest
Hon ramp. ppr. Motto Est nobilis ira leonis.
(Tillicoultry, co.

—

—

Stuart (Castlemilk, CO. Dumfries, bart., 1668;
W. STnABT-SrisuNO-CBAWFOBD, of Milton).

heir of line,
Or,

a bend
Crat

—

gu. surmounted of a fess chequy az. and ar.
Avant.
dexter hand grasping a sword ppr. Motto
Stuart (Fettercaim, co. Kincardine; Williaji Stuakt,

—

grandson of Sir Abcbibald Stuart, of Castlemilk, s. to
the baronetcy conferred on his maternal grandfather. Sir
Geobge Wishabt, a title which has in the course of seven
generations descended through five heirs female, and now
belongs to the Hon. C. J. B. Tbefcsu). As Castlemilk, with

a crescent az. in chief.
(Lord Blantyri).
Or, a fess chequy az. and ar.
Crest
surmounted of a bend engr. and in chief a rose gu.
Supporters
dove with an olive leaf in its mouth ppr.
middle
and
savage
wreathed
about
his
head
—Dexter, a
with laurel, and holding over his shoulder a club all ppr

Stuart

—A

—

a lion gu. Motto Sola juvat virtus.
(Earl of Traquair). See Stewabt.
(Hon. H. Constable-Maxwell-Stuabt, of Traquair,
and Scarthingwell, co. York). Quarterly, 1st, the quartered
coat of the Earl of Traquair, within a bordure gu.; 2nd,
ar. a two-headed eagle displ. sa. beaked and membered gu.
bearing on his breast an escutcheon of the first, charged
with a saltire of the second, surcharged with an urcheon or,
for Maxwell, Earl of Nitlisdale; 3rd, counterquartered,
for Maxwell, Lord Hcrries, 1st and 4th, ar. a saltire sa. in
chief a label of three points gu., 2nd and 3rd, ar. three
urcheons sa. ; 4th, quarterly, gu. and vair a bend or, for
Constable. Crest On a garb a crow ppr. JUo«o—Judge
nought.
Stuart (Harteley Mauduit, co. Hants, bart., 1660). Or, a
fess chequy az. and ar. on an escutcheon ar. a lion ramp,
gu. debruised by a bend raguly or. Crest A stag statant
Singula cum
ppr. gorged with a ducal coronet or. Motto
Taleant, sunt meliora simul.
Stuart (Kilbum, CO. Middlesex, 1811). Or, a fess chequy
az. and ar. surmounted of a bend engr. gu. all within a
bordure wavy az. charged with three mullets ar. Orcst
A pelican in her nest feeding her young all ppr. Motto
VircEcit vulnere virtus.
Stuart (Sir James Stcabt, Bart., Chief Justice of Lower
Canada, 1840). Or, a fess chequy az. and erm. betw. two
crosses pattee in chief gu. and a thistle slipped and leaved
Crcsl
In front of a demi
ppr. a bordure of the second.
lion holding in the dexter paw a thistle slipped and leaved,
the Roman fasces paleways aU ppr. Mollo JustitisDprosinister,

Stuart
Stuart

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

positique tenax.

Stuart

Ar. a fess
(Sheriff of Prince of Wales' Island).
chequy or and az. surmounted of two bcndlets indented gu.
a bordure of the third charged with eight roses of the field.
Crest
A dove rcguard. ppr. holding in the beak a rose gu.
resting its dexter foot on a bezant. Mollo Virtute.
Stuart (Sir John Stcabt, K.B., of Maida). Or, a fess
chcqny ar. and az. in base a hand couped in the act of
striking with a dirk ppr. pommel and hilt or, on a vanton
gu. an estoile within an increscent ar. over all on
a bend gu. a sword ppr. pommel and hilt or, being a
rei>resentation of the sword presented to him by his Sicilian

—

—

Majesty Ferdinand IV.

Stuart-Menteth, Bart. See Menteth.
Stuart-Elnox (Earl of Ranfurly). See Knox.
Stuart (Aldcnhani Abbey, co. Herts). Or, a fess chequy
U. and ar. within a double tressure flory counterflory
963
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gu. Crest— A. demi
honore.

Stubbe

lion

Motto

ramp. gu.
Sa.

(Laxfield, co. Suffolk).

—AtIIo

Tlret

on a bend betw. three

—

pheons ar. as many round buckles of the first.
Crest A
head ppr. betw. the attires a pheon ar.
Stubber (exemplified by Hawkins, Ulster, 1 707, to Captain
Bobebt Sewbll, of Major-General Tidcombe's Kegiment,
son of Bobebt Sewell, Esq., of Heny, co. Essex, Gentleman
stag's

of the Privy Chamber to Charles II., upon his taking the surof Stdbbeb). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, erm. on a pile
2nd
sa. an heraldic antelope's head erased or, for Stubbeb
and 3rd, ar. on a bend gu. three martlets of the first, a
crescent for diff., for Sswsu.. Crest— Oi^ a>mural crown go.
a martlet ar.
Stubber (Thomastown, co. Kilkenny; exemplified to BeT.
Alexansea Chetwood Hamilton, uf Thomastown, on bis
assuming, by royal licence, 1824, the surname and arms of

name

;

Stubbeb, in lieu of Hamilton). Erm. on a pile sa. an
heraldic antelope's head erased or.
Crest
On a moral
coronet gu. a martlet close ar.
Stubbes (co. Essex). Az. on a chev. betw. three estoilefl

—

—

many lozenges sa. Crest An arm embowed vested
barry of ten ar. and az. holding in the hand ppr. a lighted

or, as

match

of the

first, fire

of the third.

Stubbes.

Per pale ar. and sa. three lions' heads erased
ermines and erm. counterchanged, a border engr. counterchanged of the second and first. Crest A tiger pass, per

—

pale ar. and sa.

Stubbey (Boxton,

Erm. on a pale engr. aa.
co. Norfolk).
an heraldic antelope's head erased ar. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a tiger's bead sa. tufted, maned, and

—

homed gold.

Stubbing

(West Broughton, co. Derby; Mabgabet, eldest
and co-heir of Thomas Stubbing, Esq., of West
Broughton, High Sheriff co. Derby 1611, to. Geobgk
Buxton, Esq., of Bradbome). Quarterly, az. and ar. five
bezants in bend. Crest A lamb sejant ppr. collared gu.
reposing the dexter foot on a trefoil slipped vert.
Stubbs (Lawbence Stubbs and Bichabd Stubbs, 1525; anna
in the chapel, Balliol College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. in chief two lilies, and in base a
pheon ar. three leopards' faces az. a chief gu. charged with
two keys saltireways betw. as many trunks of trees eradicated and couped or, pierced through with an arrow of the
sister

—

second.

Stubbs

(London). Sa. on a bend or, betw. three pheons ar.
buckles gu. Crut—K demi eagle displ. ar.
holding in the beak an acorn slipped vert, frucied dr.
Stubbs (co. Durham). Sa. on a bend or, betw. two pheons
as

many round

Crest—Oa a mural crown sa.

ar. three buckles of the field.

a pheon ar.

Stubbs
as

(cq. Hertford).

many

Stubbs

Sa.

on a bend betw. three pheons

or,

buckles gu.
(Stanford, co. Lincoln).

Same

.^i'"**-

0pm*—A

displ. or, in the beak a laurel branch vert.
(Water- Eaton and Bloxwich, co. Stafford; settled
Humphbet Stubm,
immemorial
at the latter place
time
Esq., temp. William IV., left four daus. co-heirs to thdr

demi eagle

Stubbs

;

uncle, Matthew Stubbs, Esq., of Water-Eaton, viz., EuiaBETH, wife of Jambs Bakm, Esq., of Ladywood ; Mabt, wife
of the Eev. Jonas Slant, of Bescot Hall; Mabtha, wife oX
Joseph Bbeablet, Esq., of Newinn Hall and Lucr, wMo
;

of

Thomas Devey Wightwick,

Esq.).

Same Arms and

Crett.

Stubs (Rev. Philip Stdbs, M.A., Archdeacon of St Albans,
Sa. on a bend or, betw. three pheons ar.
terrtp. George I.).
as many fermaulx gn. Crest A demi eagle displ. or, hi the
beak an oak branch ppr.
Stubs (Warrington Peteb Stubs, Esq., J.P., &c., Statham
Or, three piles, two issuant from
Lodge, CO. Chester).
the chief and one from the base az. each charged with
a pheon of the field. Crest Issuant from flames a dexter
arm embowed in armour grasping a battle axe all
ppr. pendent from the baud by a chain or, an escutcheon
ilfotto— Ccdant
sa. charged with a pheon, as in the arms,

—

;

—

arma

labori.

Stuche (Stuche, co. Salop). Sa.
Stuckely (co. Lincoln). Ar. an

three garbs or.
eagle displ. with two heads
trefoil
vert.
with
a
sa. charged on the breast
Stuckey (Weston, co. Devon; granted 1759). Per bend
sinister dovetailed or and az. a lion ramp, double queued
erm. Crest A demi lion ramp, double queued erm.
Stuckey (Hill House, Langport, co. Somerset; Vincbkt
Stucket, Esq., of Hill House, was J.P. and D.L. for co.

—

Per bend sinister creSomerset, and High Sheriff, 1822).
nellee or and az. a lion ramp. erm. on a canton of the second
a niascle of the first. Crest A demi lion ramp. erm. charged
with a mascle aa. itfo((o— Fottitudine el fidelitate.

—

A

S
Stticley, or

Stuckley

(Afton, co.

Devon

the heiress m.

;

—

Az. three pears pendent or. Crest A demi lion
ramp. erm. holding a battle axe ppr.
Stucley (Affeton Castle, and Hartland Abbey, co. Devon,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three pears or, for
bart.).
Stuclet; 2nd and 3rd, per fess embattled ar. and sa. three
tucks' attires, each fixed to the scalp counterchanged, for
Bock. Crest— Beivi. a buck's attires as in the arms sa. a
lion ramp, or, the sinister paw holding a battle axe resting
on the shoulder ppr.
Stucley, or Stukeley (co. Huntingdon). Sa. on a fess
ar. three mullets of the first.
Studd (Edward JIobtlock Stcdd, Esq., of Ipswich).
Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three crescents ar. on a chief
embattled of the last a tilting-spear in fess, the head to
the sinister, the staff encircled by a chaplet of oak ppr.
Crest— Out, of a mural crown two arms embowed in armour,
the hands in gauntlets holding a tilting-spear encircled by a
chaplet of oak, as in the arms, all ppr.
Studdert. Az. the sun or, betw. four mullets in bend

Buck).

dexter,

A

bull's

and as many crescents in bend
head erased erm.

Crest —

sinister ar.

Studdert

(Bunratty Castle, co. Clare ; confirmed to Bichakd
SxtTDDEET, of Buuratty, and the descendants of his greatgrandfather, Thomas Stdddekt, Esq., of Bunratty). Per
pale az. and gu. lliree mullets ar. Crest A demi horse
ramp. sa. round the body a ducal coronet or. Motto—
Eefulgent in tenebris.
Studdy (Wadditon Court, co. Devon). Az. on a saltire wavy
or, betw. three estoiles of the second, and a fish naiant in
base ar. a leopard's face of the field. Crest A demi leopard
ppr. collared ar. holding betw. the paws an aachor elect sa.
Motto— Fiie sed cui vide.
Studholme (Studholme, Abbey Holme, co. Cumberland,
temp. Henry II.). Vert a horse ar. caprisoned or, on a chief
of the second three spur-rowels gu. Crest A horse's head

—

—

—

couped

Ar. a fess vert betw. three stags'
heads cabossed sa. Crest A stag's head cabossed sa.
Studley (Sandrich-CouldPark, co. Kent). Ar. on a fess
(co.

Dorset).

—

—

vert three itags' heads cabossed or. Crest A stag's head
cabossed or, pierced through the scalp with an arrow in bend
sinister vert, feathered ar. headed sa.
Studley (co. Salop). Gu. on a chev. ar. three crosses
crosslet fltcbee sa.

naiant In pale

Crest

—An eagle devouring a

turtle all

frelty

or,

Stukeley

(Henton, co. Hants, bart., extinct 1719; descended
from Geoboe Stewkelet, Esq., of Marsh, co. Somerset,
temp. Henry VII.
Hugh Stdblelet, Esq., of Hinton, was
created a bart. 1627
the second bart. d. t. p. m.). Chequy
ar. and sa. a fess gu. a border az.
Stukeley (co. Bedford). Ar. on a fess sa. three martlets of
the field.
;

;

Stukeley, or Stuley

(cos.

Berks and Buckingham). Taly

of six or and sa.
Stukeley (Farindon, Eene, and Trent, co. Devon; John
Stdkeley, of Farindon, temp. James I. gon of Chbistopber

Stokelet, of same place, grandson of William Stewklet,
of Kene, who was second son of Nicholas Stewklet, of
Trent. Visit. Devon, 1620). Az. three pears pendent or.
Stukeley (Reeve, co. Devon). Same Arms. Crest A demi
lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw a battle axe or,
headed also ar. the battle axe lying behind the head as
if it was carried on the shoulder.
Stump (Malmesbury, co. Wilts). Per chev. ar. and sa. three
griffins' heads erased counterchanged.
Crest
A griffin's
head erased per chev. ar. and sa.
Stupart (Scotland granted 1762). Az. a chev. erm. in
chief two eagles reguard. wings displ. or, in base a dolphin
naiant embowed of the last. Crest A rock ar. thereon an
eagle reguard. with wings displ. ppr. beaked and membered

—

—

;

—

Sturdivant

(Norwell and Carlton, co. Notts; William
Stcbdivamt, Visit. Notts, 1614, son of John Stubdivant, of
Carlton, grandson of John Stubdivant, and great grandion of William Stobdivant, both of Norwell).
Gu. a lion
ramp. ar. on a border of the last eight pheons sa.
Sturdy. Gyronny of eight or and az. a chief gu. Crest
An arm in armour embowed and tied at the shoulder, holding
a spiked club all ppr.
Sture niuish, co. Devon; John Store, of Huish, temp.
James 1., son of Philip Store, grandson of IIenbt Store,
and great-grandson of IIenbt Stube, uU of same place. Visit.
Devon, 1C20), Ar. a bend sa. in chief a label of three points

—

BU.

Sture (Marrldge, co. Devon). Same Arms, a mullet sa.
Stuigeon (WbipaUd, co. SuHolk). Az. tbree sturgeon*
081

A

sturgeon fretty

C«sf— A

talbot sejant ar.

collared az.

Sturgris

(Clipston, co. Northampton). Az. a chev. betw.
three crosses crosslet fitchee or, a border engr. of the last.
Crest— A talbot's head or, eared sa.
Sturgris (borne by Russell Stdbgis, Boston, North

America, descended from Edward Storgis (son of Philip
who emigrated

Sturgis, of Hannington, CO. Northampton),

New England

to

Motto

circa

—Esse quam

Sturley.

Sturmye.

Same Arms and

1635}.

Crest.

videri.

Paly of six or

and

sa.

Sa. a lion salient ar.

Sturrey, or Stury

(Rossall, co. Salop).

Ar. a lion ramp,
double queued purp.
(London, and co. Southampton; granted 1691).
Vert
on a fess or, betw. three colts courant ar. as many roses gu.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding a banner also gu.
charged with a rose ar. staff or.
Sturt (More Critchell, co. Dorset; established in that co. in
1697 by Sir Anthont Stobt, Knt., of London). Same Arm*

Sturt

—

and

Cre.'t.

Sturt {Baron

Quarterly of six, 1st and 6th,
or, betw. three colts current ar.
2nd, Napier, ar. a saltire engr. betw.
four roses gu. 3rd, GEaABD, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire gu. ; 4th, Alington, sa. a bend engr. betw. six billets
ar. ; 5th, Pitfield, az. a bend engr. ar. betw. two swans of
the last, ducally gorged with chain reflexed over the back
or.
Ci-est
A demi lion gu. holding a banner of the last
charged with a rose ar. the staff and fringe or.
Supporters
On either side a talbot ar. billety sa. holding in the mouth
a rose gu. slipped and leaved ppr.
Motto— En Dieu est
Alington).

Sturt, vert on a fess
as

many

roses gu.

;

;

—

—

tout.

Ar. a saltire gu. betw. four crosses formie sa.

Sturtivant (Palace Hall,
ar.

Nottingham). G u. a lion ramp,
pheons sa.
(Sturton, co. Nottingham). Sa. a bend or, betw.

on a border of the

Sturton

co.

last eight

six fountains.

Sturton

(Ireland;

Thomas Stdbton, second son

Storton, Esq., of Sturton,
Visit. Leicester,

1619.

of

Thomas

was living in Ireland
Same Arms, a crescent for

co. Notts,

1619).

di£f.

co. Leicester

;

Edward Sturton,

Visit.

Leicester, 1619, fourth son of Thomas Sturton, Esq., of
Sturton, CO. Notts). Same Anns, a mullet for di£f. Crest
demi friar vested russet ppr. skirted gu. cowled also ppr.

—

A

hand a

and in tlic
Another Crest An arm couped at the
sinister a church or.
elbow erect, vested per pale or and gu. ia the hand ppr. a
griffin's head erased az.
Sturton (co. Somerset). Sa. a bend or, betw. three founin the dexter

discipline of three thongs,

—

tains.

Sturton

(quartered by Sidnam, of Whetston and Brimton,
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Sa. a bend or, betw.

CO. Somerset.

six fountains.

Stuteville, Stootvill, or Stutevill.

Ar. a fess fusily

gu.

Stuteville. Barry of six ar. and gu.
Stuteville (co. Worcester). Same Arms, a border gobony
or and sa.

Stuteville, or Stutevill.

Per pale

ar.

and

sa.

a

saltire

engr. per pale gu. and or.

Stuth, Stuyth, Stwyth, or St-wythe.
engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
on a bend az. a crescent or.

Stutheley.
Stutvile
ramp.

(co. Essex).

Crest

armed gu.

;

Ar. a chev.

another, Ar.

Barruly of twelve or and gu. a lioa

sa.

Stutvile

or.

Crest—

Sa. six spearheads or.

Sturton (Narborowe,

ppr.

gu.

gu-

Sturg-es.

Sturt.

ar. bridled or.

Studley

STY
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TU

(co.

Somerset).

Barruly of twelve ar. and gu.

— A camel's head couped ppr.

Stutville.

a pale and saltire erm.
and ermines counterchanged.
Stych (co. Chester). Ar. on a canton az. a fleur-de-lis or.
An eagle displ. ar. collared az. holding in the beak
Crest
Quarterly, ar. and sa.

—

a sprig of laurel vert.
Crest
(Stychc, CO. Salop).
Sa. three garbs or.
demi eagle displ. ar. collared uz. holding in the beak a sprig

Stych

—

of laurel vert.

Stych

(Newbury, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1725; William
Newbury, was created a bart. 1687, with remainder to his brother, Richard Sttcu, who t. us second
Same Arms and Crest.
bart., and d. t. p.).
Stydolf (Norbury, co. Surrey, bart., extinct 1§77; descended
from Thomas Sttdolt, living iS34, the descendant of an
Sttcii, Esq., of

STT

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

ancient family seated at Stidulfs Place, co. Kent, temp.
Edward III.; Richabd Sttdolf, Esq., of Newbury, was
created a bart. 1687, and left two daus., Frances, m. Jacob,
second Lord Astley, d. s. p., and Margabet. eventual sole
heiress, m. Thomas Tkton). Ar. on a chief sa. two wolves'
heads erased or.
Styel. Ar. a bend componee erm. and ermines betw. two
lions' heads erased gu. on a chief az. three billets ar.
(another, the billets or).

Styg'h.ull.

Style

Gu. a

fess engr. ar.

(Langley, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1659

;

descended from

John Style, a distinguished diplomatist, whose son. Sir
Hdmphret Style, Knt., of Langley, Sheriff co. Kent 1543,
one of the Esquires of the Body to Henry VIII., procured a grant from Sir Thomas Wriothesley, Garter, 28
March,

1529, reciting in his petition that not being willing

arms in prejudice to the other branches of his family,
he had petitioned for a coat with a proper difference.
He had three sons, I. Edmcnd, grandfather of Sir
to bear

HoMPBBEY Style,
d.

8.

p.

; II.

Bart.,

Langley,

of

Sheriff of London,

Oliver,

so created 1627,
temp. James I.,

whose son, Thomas Style, was created bart.
ingbury 1627 III. Sir Nicholas, Alderman

Watcrof London,
father of Hdmphbey Style, Esq., of Westerham).
Sa. a fess
or, fretty of the field betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second, a
border gold.
Style (Wateringbury Place, co. Kent, bart. descended from
Style, Bart., of Langley).
Same Arms. Crest— A. wolfs
bead couped sa. collared or, the lower part of the neck fretty
of

;

;

Style, Sheriff of London, temp. Queen
Elizabeth; younger brother of Oliver Style, Sheriff of
London, ancestor of Style, Bart., of Wateringbury. Visit.

London,

1568).

Same Arms, impaling for Gebtkcde Bright,

his wife, Sa. on a bend betw. three mullets ar. a,s many
crosses crosslet of the first.
Style (Hempsted, co. Essex, Langley, co. Kent, and
Ipswich, CO. Suffolk). S&me Arms and Crest.

Style

(Puddle Town, co. Dorset). Or, a bend chequy erm.
and ermines.
Style, or Stiell (co. Kent). Ar. a bend chequy erm.
and ermines betw. two lions' heads erased gu. on a chief az.
three billets of the

Style.

field

of this family was the celebrated poet. Sir John Scckling).
Per pale gu. knd az. three bucks trippant or. Crest (granted
24 Nov. 1817)— A buck courant or, holding in the mouth a
branch of honeysuckles ppr. Ancient Crest A roebuck
courant az.
Suckling (London). Sa. a fess ncbulce ar. guttce de sang
betw. three elephants' heads or.
Sudbery. Sa. a bloodhound pass. ar. a border engr. of tho
second (another, the border or).
Sudbury (Sudbury; Archbishop- of Canterbury, and Lord
High Chancellor of England, 1379). Ar. on a cross az. the
letter
crowned or. Another Coat (in a window at Trinity
Hall, Cambridge)
Az. a talbot sejant ar. a border engr. of

—

M

the

—

last.

Sudbury,

Town

of (granted by Cooke, Clarenceux,
1596).
Sa. a talbot sejant ar. on a chief gu. a lion pas.».
guard, betw. two fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
.A.
talbot's head
erased gu. betw. two ostrich feathers erect ar.
Sudel (Preston, co. Lancaster, and co. York; granted 1686).
Az. a cross quarterly, pierced or, betw. four bezants.
Crest
A long cross or, the top encompassed with a circle of

—

—

laurel ppr.

Or, a

chief az. as

;

many

fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Styleman Le Strange

(Hunstanton,

co.

Norfolk).

and 4th, gu. two lions pass, ar., for Le
Strange; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a unicorn pass, or, on a chief of
Crests
the second three billets of the first, for Styleman.
1st A lion pass, or, tail extended, for Lb Strange
2nd A
camel's head erased az. billettee, muzzled, collared, lined,
and ringed or, on the collar three hurts, for Styleman. Supporters Dexter, a stag ar. with a lion's forepaws and tail,
collared sinister, a lion gu. Motto Mihi parta tueri.
Styles (Walton, co. Northampton Nathaniel Styles m.
Frances, dau. of Sir George Gyll, Knt., of Wyddial). Or,
a fess sa. fretty of the field betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the
Quarterly, 1st

—

:

;

—

:

—

;

;

second.

Styles

Kent, and London). Vert two bars or, betw.
six fleurs-de-lis of the second, three, two, and one.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an eagle rising ppr.
Styles (Westbourne-terrace, London). Per chev. az. and
erm. in chief two storks' heads erased or, and in base a
greyhound courant of the first. Crest In front of a dexter
arm embowed ppr. grasping a stork's head erased and fesswise or, three annulets interlaced, one and two, also or.
Motto Perge sed caute.
Stylman (Steeple Ashton, co. Wilts; granted 6 May, 1562).
Sa. a unicorn pass, or, on a chief of the second three palets of
the first.
Crest
A a camel's head erased az. billettee,
muzzled, collared, lined, and ringed or, on the collar three
(co.

—

—

—

—

hurts.

(Thomas Stynt, temp. Henry VI.

Anne Stynt, m. Richard Welby,
Lincoln.

Visit.

Rutland, 1619).

;

his dau.

Esq.,

of

and

heir,

Molton, co.

Erm. on a bend gu. there

leopards' faces or.

Stynte, or Styner

Devon). Same Arms.
Styneton (quartered by Clifton, of Clifton. Visit. Notts,
Gu. three fusils conjoined in fess barry wavy of six
1614).

and

Az. a cross pierced lozenge or, betw. four bezants.
the last, the cross pierced lozenge.
(Sudley Castle, co. Gloucester, and
CO. Warwick).
Or, two bends gu.
Sudeley (.Baron Sudeley, extinct 1473 descended from Jonv
deSddeley, Lord of Sudeley and Toddington, co. Gloucester,
1140, who m. Grace, dau. and heir of Henry de Traci, and
had two sons: I. Ralph, his successor, ancestor of tlio
Barons Sudeley; II. William, who adopted his mother's
name of Tracy, and was ancestor of Tbacy, of Toddington
and Stanway, co. Gloucester, Tracy, Viscount Tracy, of
Bathcoole, and Hanbcry-Tracy, Baron Sudeley, of ToddingCrest, as

Sudeley, or Sudley

;

ton. John de Sodeley, Chamberlain to Edward I., was
summoned to Parliament 1299 his grandson, John de
Sudeley, d. 1339, leaving an only surviving dau. Joanb
Sudeley, m. William Botelek, of Wemme her grandson,
Sir Ralph Boteleb, K.G., of Sudeley, was created Baror.
Sudeley, by patent, 1441, d. s. p.). Or, two bendlcts gu. the
last baron quartered, for Boteleb, Gu. a fess chequy ar. and
;

bend chequy erm. andsa. another. Or, a bend
chequy or and sa. betw. three lions' heads erased gu. ona

ar.

(arms in the Library of Balliol College, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. abend cotised betw. six lionceU
ramp. sa.
Subston. Ar. three trunks of trees ragulee erect or, iaflamed ppr.
Suckling: (Wootton, co. Norfolk; settled there 1348; granted
24 Aug. 1578, to Robert Sdcklino, Alderman of Norwich;

Sudel.

gold.

Style (Nicholas

Stynt

SUL

Suardy

(co.

sa.

Styrch. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Styrclilegh (co. Derby). Ar. an eagle displ. sa. membered

;

;

betw. six crosses crosslet or.
Sudeley, Baron. See Hanbdry-Tbacy.
Sudh.am.. Ar. three escutcheons sa.
Sudley (quartered by Dannett, of Westhopc, co. Leceistcr.
Visit. Leceister, 1619).
Az. three birds rising ar.
Sudley (co. Worcester). Or, two bends gu. a label az.
sa.

Sudley.

two bendlets gu.
Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross flory ar.

Suell.

Suersham, or Sumersham.

guIpswich, co. Suffolk). Per fess ar. and
gu. a cross formee counterchanged, on a canton of the
second a bend ragulee of the first. Crat
A palm tree ppr.

—
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Az. on a fess betw. two

barrnlets dancett^e or, three cinquefoils gu.
Az. three fiddles ar. Crest— A spur-rowel or,
betw. two wings ppr.

Sueting:.

Suflaeld, Baron. See Habbobd.
Suffield (Wells, CO. Norfolk granted 1732). Per fess embattled vert and ermines a lion ramp. or. Crest
On a mount
vert a lion couchant guard, erminois.
;

—

Suffolk and Berkshire, Earl of. See Howard.
Sugrden. Az. a fess or, in chief three maidens' heads couped
at the breast ppr. crined of the second, in base a leopards
face of the last.
Crest
lion's head erased or, ducally

—A

gorged az.

Sugden

(exemplified to William James Sdgden, Esq., of
Bath). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. a fess engr. or, betw. two
maidens' heads couped at the shoulders ppr. in chief, and a
leopard's face in base of the second, for Scgden 2nd and
;

a lion ramp. betw. four crosses crosslet ar. two
flaunches of the last, each charged with a cross crosslet of
the field, for Long.
Ci-estt
1st, Scgden : A leopard's besi
3rd,

sa.

—

erased affront^e ar. billettee and ducally crowned az. ; 2ml,
Long: Out of a crescent gu. a lion's head erased erm. in
the mouth a dexter hand couped of the first.
Sug-g:, or Suggre.
Or, & chev. vair (another, vair^ or

and

vert).

Sulbie.

Sulby

Stysted (Kisgrave and

Gu. two bends or; another. Or, two bends gu. a

label vair; another. Or,

Erm. four bars gu.

(co.

Sulby.

Worcester).

Quarterly, ar. and gu.

Barry of eight erm. and gu.

Crest

—The

scalp of

an ox gu.

Sulley.

Or,

two bars gu.

;

another, Erm. three chev. gu.

A
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SUL
Sulliard

(cos.

Devon and Essex).
down sa.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

three plieons, points

Sulliard

Same Armt.

(Haughley, co. Suffolk).

Crest

—

head ppr. attired or.
Sulliard. Az. a chief erm.
stag's

Sullivan.

See O'Scllivan.

Sullivan (Thames

Ditton, co. Surrey, hart.). Per fess, the
base per pale, in chief or, a dexter hand eouped at the wrist,
erect, pommel and hilt^ gu. the blade
sword
grasping a
entwined with a serpent ppr. betw. two lions ramp, respecting
«ach other of the second; the dexter base vert, charged
with a buck trippant or, on the sinister base per pale ar. and
Crest On a ducal coronet
«a. a boar pass, counterchanged.
Motto Lamh
or, a robin, in the beak a sprig of laurel ppr.
foisdineach an nachter; i.e.. What we gain by conquest we
secure by clemency.
Sully (Sir John Sollt, Tederley, Edeslegh, or Iddesleigh, co.

—

Devon, elected K.G. 1361

;

arms from

—

his Garter plate,

still

extant in the ninth stall on the Princes' side). Erm. four
bars gu. Crest Two bulls' horns.
Sully. Or, two bends gu. a label az. Crest A goat pass.

—

—

XT

T

—

Company

thereon a castle ar. masoned

last,

sa.

a naked

man

in fess of

the third, on a canton ar. a saltire az. all within a bordure
cr, semee of chirurgical instruments of the third.
Surien. Or, three palets gu. on a chief ar. as many escallops
sa.

Surkas, or Surteis

(co.

an inescutcheon of the

Durham).
first

Erm. on a canton gu.

(another,

the inesculcheon

ar.).

Surlbe
or,

Ar. on a cross moline gu. five annulets
a bend componue counter-componee of the last and
(co.

York).

az.

ar.

Sulney

co. Derby, and Broughton Sulney,
Quarterly, ar. and gu.
CO. Nottingham).
Sulton. Vert semee of crosses crosslet three covered cups

(Newton Sulney,

Surman

Sulyard.
Crest

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two pheons, points

— A lion pass. erm.

Summaster (Haynsford, CO. Devon

;

Sir

down

Samcel Sommastek,

Knt., of Paynsford, Visit Devon, 1620, son of Henrt SomMASTEB, and grandson of William Summastek, both of
same place). Ar. a tower triple-towered sa. an orle of fleursde-lis of the last.

Crest

—A

portcullis ar. chained or.

Summers.

Vert a fess dancettee erm.
winged ppr. an eagle rising or.

Summers.

Crest

—On a globe

and vert, in the 1st and 4th a
2nd and 3rd a cross aveUane invecked
or, over all a fess dancettee erm.
Sumner (John Bied Sdmnee, D.D., Bishop of Llandaff
1826, of Winchester 1827, of Chester 1828, and Archbishop
of Canterbury 1848, d. 1862, eldest son of Eev. Robebt
SuMKEB, Vicar of Kenilworth, who was eldest son of Eev.
John Scmneb, D.D., Canon of Windsor). Erm. two chev.
gu. Crest A lion's head erased ar. ducally gorged or.
Sumner (Chables Bichabd Scmneb, Bishop of Winchester
1827, d. 1869, second son of Eev. Eobebt Sdmneb, Vicar of
Kenilworth). Same Amis and Crest.
Sumner (Puttenham Priory, co. Surrey; descended from
Bichabd Scmneb, second son of Kev. John Sumneb, D.D.,
Canon of Windsor). Same Arms and Crest.
Sumner (Ilatchland Park, co. Surrey; descended from
William Briohtwell Sdmneb, Esq., of the East India Company's service in the time of Lord Clive, who purchased on
bis return to England, the estate of Hatchlands, vi. CatheBiNE, dau. of John Holme, Esq., of Holme Hill, co., Cumberland his son and heir, Georqe Sumneb, having inherited
eventually the Holme property, assumed the additional surname of Holme). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. two chev.
or, for Sdmner; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a buck trippant gu., for
Holme. Crests Ist, Somneb: A lion's head erased ar.
ducally crowned or; 2nd, Holme: A hawk, wings elevated
Quarterly, gu.

fleurs-de-lis, in the

—

;

—

ppr.

Sumpter.

Ar. three boars pass, in pale sa.
(Colchester, co. Essex). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three towers triple-towered gu.
Sumton. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three boars' heads eouped

Sumpter
sa.

Suoksh.all.

Supple.
Surcole.

Ar. a stag's head sa.
See Collis.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three escallops sa. a lion

pus8. or.

Surcott.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three escallops or, on a chief of
the second a lion pass, of the third.

Surdevile

(Dublin Eeg. Ulster's Office, as the arms of John
ScRDEViLE, Alderman of the city of Dublin, 1722). Per fess
or and az. in chief three crosses crosslet gu. and in base a
heart of the first. Crest
A dove holding in the beak an
olive branch all ppr.
Motto
Le croix de hors mais pais
dedans.
Surgran. Az. a wolf pa.sB. ar.
Surgeons, Royal College of (London). Quarterly,
or and ar. a cros.s gu. (being that of St. George) thereon the
Imperial crown ppr. betw. two anchors erect in pale and two
portcullises in fess of the first, in the 1st and 4th quarters a
•crpent nowed, and in the 2nd and 3id a lion couchant
?uard. ppr. on a chief of the third a lion pass, guard, of the
(Irst, being part of the Boyal Arms of England.
CrM(—An
;

—
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—

(Tredin^ton, co. Gloucester). Or, a lion ramp. sa.
holly leaves slipped ppr.
lion's head erased sa.
Motto Yet in my flesh

armed and langued gu. betw. three
Crest
shall

ar.

sa.

s

eagle reguard. imperially crowned ppr. the dexter claw supporting a mace erect gold. 6'itpporc«-»— On the dexter side
a figure representing Machaon, habited in a robe, holding in
the exterior hand a dart broken, the point downwards; on
the sinister, a Cgui-e representing Podalirius, habited as the
dexter, in his exterior hand a staff entwined by a serpent,
all ppr.
Motto Quas prosunt omnibus artes (augmented by
royal grant and sign manual dated 17 Sept. 1822).
Surgeons,
of (Edinburgh;. Az. a fess ar.
betw. a dexter hand issuing from a cloud in chief, charged
on the palm with an eye all ppr. and in base a rock of the

—A
I

Surman

—

God.

see

(London). Erm. on a saltire sa. five crosses crossAn eagle reguard. wings inverted sa. holding

—

let or.

Crest

a sword

in pale ppr.

Surnden, or Surrenden

(co.

Kent).

Ar. a bend gu.

cotised and engr. sa.
Surridgre. Or, a chev. per chev. paly of eight gu. and

counterchanged.

Surtees

(cos.

Crest

ar.

—A greyhound sejant gu.

Durham and Northumberland).

Erm. on a

canton gu. an orle or. In the list of the knights of the co.
York who served Edward I. in Scotland and elsewhere, given
in the Harl. MSS. No. 1415, folio 253, and copied from
Glover, the name and arms of Subteys' (the old spelling of
SuBTEEs) occur, but the orle is described as ar. instead of
or; and in a list of the "knights and gentlemen of the
countie of Yorke" that served on the same occasions, given
in the Harl. MSS. No. 1487, folio 40, these arms are thus,

with a slight variation, described "er. on a canton g. an escutcheon voided of the field ar. (but in others, apparently
more correctly) er. on a canton g. an escutcheon A w'h in an
other g."
For Sdbtees of Hedley, quarterly. 1st and 4th,
ScBTEES, as first given 2nd and 3rd, az. three closed helmets
or, AcBONB, anciently written Albany.
For Sjibtees, of
;

Redworth and Mainsforth, quarterly, 1st and 4th, Sobtees,
as first given; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a fess betw. three lambs
pass, ar., Lambton.
Crest
A plume of three feathers
rising out of a ducal coronet; otherwise, according to an old
monument in Ryton churchyard, out of a fillet. Motto
Malo mori quam foedari.
Surtees (Dinsdale-on-Tees, co. Durham). Erm. on a canton
gu. an orle or. Same Crest and Motto.
Surtees (Eedworth, co. Durham). Erm. on a canton gu. an
orle or, for Subtees, quartering az. on a fess ar. betw.

—

—

three crosses of St. Julian placed saltirewise or, as many
Cornish choughs sa., for Cbozieb; sa. a fess betw. three
lambs pass, ar., for Lambton, with many other quarterings
introduced by these two families. Same Crest and Motto.

Surtees

co. Durham).
Erm. on a canton
Same C)-est and Motto.
Stephenson Villiebs Scbtees, Knt., of Silkmore House, Castle Church, co. Stafford). Erm. a border
Crest Three
or, on a canton gu. an orle of the second.
ostrich feathers ar. interlaced by an orle or. Motto Malo

(Hamsterley Hall,

gu. an orle or.

Surtees

(Sir

—
—

mori

quam

foedari.

Sussex, Duke of. See Royal Armory.
Sustan, or Suston. Or, two bars per pale
and az.
Sutcliffe

indented vert

Lancaster; the Sctcuffes came over from
the Low Countries in the reign of Edward VI.
John
SoTCLiFFE, Groom of the Bedchamber to Charles I.,
Sutcliffe,
Dean
of
Exeter,
nephew of Dr. Matthew
and
Chaplain to James I., author of many esteemed works on
divinity, fi^tained a confirmation of his family arms, with a
Ar. an elephant pass. sa. Crest
difference in' the crest).
A dcmi man armed in antique mail or, holding in the right
hand a spear in pale gold, over the shoulder a belt gu.
Motto Foy en tout. Dr. Sutcliffe, the Dean of Exeter,
bore for Cre.tt a dexter hand holding up a chalice ppr.
Sutcliffe (Beech House, co. Lancaster). Ar. on a mount in
base a hind lodged, holding in the mouth three ears of wheat
slipped ppr. on a chief engr. az. a sprig of oak leaved and
fructed betw. two garbs or. Crtst
^A stag ppr. gorged with
(CO.

—

—

—

A

;

;
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a

collar gemel, holding in the

slipped,

Motto

mouth three

ears of wheat

and resting the dexter forefoot on a garb fesawise

—Tout en

—

or.

foy.

—

Snter.

(Mannebs-Sdtton, Kelham, co. Notts; descended
from John Mannsbs-Sditon, brother of Cba&les, Archbishop of Canterbury, and Thomas, Lord Manners, and
eldest son of Lord Geobge Mannebs-Sdtton, son of John, third
Duke of Rutland, by Hon. Bbidget Sdtton, only dau. and
heir of Robebt, second Lord Lexington, of Araai). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a canton sa., for Sdtton; 2nd and 3rd,
or, two bars az. a chief quarterly az. and gu. in the 1st and
4th quarters two fleurs-de-lis, and in the 2nd and 3rd a lion
pass, all or, for Mannebs.
Crest
On a chapeau tu. turned
up erm. a peacock in his pride ppr. il/otto— Pour y par-

Ar. a chev. betw. three swans close ea. Crest
or, a hand grasping a swan's neck
erased ppr.
Sutherland, Dxike of. See Goweb-Leveson-Gower.
Sutherland {EaH of Sut/ierland, as recorded for the
Earl, 1719).
fifteenth
Gu. three mullets or, on a
bordore of the second a double treasure flory counterCrest
A cat-a-mountain saleint ppr.
flory of the first.

—

—

—

—

—

—

many

three mullets, two and one, and as
fitchee,

one and two

Stipvorters

or.

Motto

— Butt

stag's

(Suthill,

CO.

Crest

—

Sutton

crosses crosslet

head ppr. collared
and a horse ar.

As Lord

^A cat salixnt

York;

Henry VI.

venir.

(Mannebs-Sdtton, Viscount Canterbury: Cbables
Mannebs-Sdtton, Speaker of the House of Commons, 181734, eldest son of Cbables, Archbishop of Canterbury, was so
created 1835).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a canton sa., for
Sdtton 2nd and 3rd, or, two bars az. a chief quarterly az.
and gu. the Ist and 4th charged with two fleursde-lis or, the
2nd and 3rd charged with a lion pass, guard, or, for Mannebs. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a peacock in
pride ppr. Supporters On either side a unicorn ar. armed,
Hianed, tufted, and unguled or, around the neck of the
dexter a chain gold, therefrom pendent an escocheon
az. charged with a mace erect also gold;
around the
neck of the sinister a like chain, therefrom pendent an
;

>

—

(Kinstearie, co. Nairn).

within a bordure or.
Still without fear.
Suthill, temp.

—A

ar. collared gu.

sicker.

Sutherland
Suthill

Ortst

or.

—A talbot

Sir

ppr.

Henxt SurmLL,

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Duffus,

.MottoKnt., of

Gu. an eagle

—

escocheon also az. cliarged with an archiepiscopal mitre.

displ. ar.

Suthill (Everingham,

descended from John
Sdthill, second son of Sir Gebbabd SnTHiix, and grandson
Knt.,
Sdthill,
of
Suthill,
temp. Henry VI.
of Sir Henkt
Babbaba, dau. and heir of the above John Sdthill, m. Sir
Uabmaddee Constable, second son of Sir Masmaddee ConViait. Notts, 1614).
Same
stable, Knt., of Flamburgh.
Arms, a crescent for diff.
Suthill (Stoberston, co. Leicester; Sir Hbnet Sdtbill, Knt.,
of Stoberston,

temp.

co.

York;

Henry VIII.

;

his dau.

and

co-heir,

Anne Sdthill, m. Bebtbam Heselkig, of Noseley, same co.
Same Arms.
i^isit. Leicester, 1619).
Suthill (Eedbum, CO. Lincoln). Same .^mw. C)t3t A lion

—

ramp, vert supporting a ragged

Motto—Pout y parvenir.
(Manneb.= -Sdttok, Baron Manners; Thomas Mannebs-Sdtton, Lord High Chancellor of Ireland, 1807-27^ fifth
son of Lord George Mannebs-Sdtton, was so created 1807).
Or, two bars az. a chief quarterly of the second and gu. the
1st and 4th quarters each charged with two fleurs-de-lis or,
the 2nd and 3rd each with a lion pass, guard, gold. Ortst—
On a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a peacock in pride ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a unicorn ar. armed, maned, tufted, and
unguled or, charged on the shoulder with a cross flory az.
sinister, a like unicorn charged on the shoulder with a port-

Sutton

—

Motto—four y parvenir.
(Norwood Park, co. Nottingham, bart.; descended
from Henbt Sdtton, brother of Robebt, first Lord Lexington,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a canton sa., for
of Aram).
Sdtton; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross fleury az., for Lexington. Crest A wolfs head erased gu. Motto— Tonioun
cullis sa.

Sutton

staff or.

Az. an escutcheon ar. an orle of eight crosses
Crest On a mount vert a
crosslet fitchee of the last.
leopard sejant ppr. ducally gorged or.
Suttie (Inveresk, Scotland). Az. three viols transposed,
Crest
A hive of bees
two and one, ar. stringed sa.

Sutter.

—

—

—

prest.

Sutton

ppr.

Suttie

(Adinston,

Scotland,

1672;

now represented

by

Balgone, bart.). Barry wavy of six az. and or, on a chief
or, three bars az. in chief a demi lion issuant double queued
The hull of a ship with one mast, tackling ppr.
Ba.
Crest
Motto Nothing hazard, nothing have.
Suttie (Gbant-Sdttie, of Balgone, co. Haddington, bart.,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry wavy of six az. and
1702).
or, on a chief of the last a lion ramp, naissant with two tails
vert, for Sdttie ; 2nd and 3rd, or, a chev. chequy gu. and
of the first betw. three hunting horns sa. garnished of the
second, within a bordure of the same, for Sehple. Crest
Nothing hazard, nothing
ship under sail all ppr. Motto

—

head erased

Sutton

Out of a ducal coronet

Two savages wreathed head and middle
Supporters
with laurel, holding batons is their hands ppr.
Motto
Sans peur.
Sutherland (Forse, co. Caithness). Gu. three mullets or,
within a bordure wavy of the last. Creit ^A cat saiiant ppr.
Motto Sans peur.
Sutherland (Lord Dvffut). Gu. a boar's head erased betw.

SUT
—A wolfs

Sdtton). Ar. a canton sa. Crest
ppr. Supporters
Two wolves ppr.

—

—

—

(Scawby Hall, co. Lincoln descended from Robkxt
Nassad Sdtton, youngest son of Sir Bichabo Sdtton, first
bart. of Norwood). Ar. a canton sa.
Crest A wolfs head
erased gu. Motto
Touts jours prest.
Sutton (Scofton and West Retford, co. Nottingham descended from Lieut.-Gen. Richabd Sdtton, Governor of
Bruges, uncle of Sir Richabd Sdtton, first bart. of Norwood). Same Arm.s, Crest, and Motto.
Sutton (Richabd Sdtton, one of the Founders of Brasenoae
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
College, Oxford; arms in that College.
Ar. a chev. betw. three buglehornssa., quartering ar. acbey.

(Baron Dudley ; barony passed to the Wabd family,
and fell into abeyance 1767; descended from Hebvet
DB Sdtton, Lord of Sutton-upon-Trent, near Tuxford, co.
Notts, temp. Henry II., who gave the church of Sutton to
the Canons of Badford, in that co. his representative temp.
Edward II., Sir John de Sdtton, m. Maboabet, eldest sister
and co-heir of John de Somebie, Lord Dudley, and had a
son and heir, John de StrrroN, summoned to Parliament
1342 Sir Febdinando Sdtton, only son of Edwabd, ninth
Boron Dudley, d. v. p., leaving an only dau. and heir.
Fbances Sdtton, s. her grandfather, 1643, as Baroness Dudley,
TO. Sir Hdmble Wabd, Knt., created, 1644, Lord Ward:, and
vas s. by her eldest son, Edwabd, Baron Dudley and Ward ;
the fourteenth baron d. s. p., when the barony fell into abeyance betw. his sisters). Or, a lion ramp, vert double queued.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion sejant guard, az.
Crest
Supporters— Two angels ppr. vested az. petticoats sanguine,
wings or.
Sutton (Baron Lexington, of Aram, extinct 1723 descended
from Robebt de Sdtton, younger son of Rowland de
Sdtton, ancestor of Sdtton, Lord Dudley, and grandson of
Hebvet de Sdtton, Lord of Sutton-upon-Trent, temp.
Edward II.; Bobebt Sdtton, Esq., of Aram, co. Notts, was
created a baron 1 645 the second baron left an only surviving
dau., Hon. Bbidoet Sdtton, m. 1717, John, third Duke of
Jtutland : her third son, Lord Geobgs IIannzbs, s. to the
estates of the Sdttons, and assumed the surnouie of

Sutton
1643,

;

;

—

;

;
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—

—

;

betw. three crosses crosslet sa.

Sutton (Sutton, CO. Chester).

Original

Anns

—

Quarterly, let

2nd and 3rd, ar.
(or sa.) a chev. betw. three cross crosslets sa. (or ar.) Coat
of
Sdtton,
Founder of
Sir Richabd
allowed to the branch
Brasenose College, in 1580 1st, Or, a lion ramp, double
queued vert; 2nd, Sdtton, as above 3rd, Cholmondelet
Crest
Out of
4th, sa. a star ar. betw. two flaunches erm.
a ducal coronet or, a demi lion double queued vert.
Sutton (Prestbury, co. Chester). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a chev. sa. betw. three buglehorns or, strung sa. 2nd and

and

have.

;

4th, ar.

a chev. betw. three bugles

sa.

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

3rd, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three crosses crosslet or. Crest
Issuing out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp, double

queued

vert.

Sir Wiluam Sdttoh
(Averham, co. Notts ;
Knt., of Averham, 6. 1561, descended from Roland dk
Visit. NotH
III.
Henry
Averham,
of
temp.
Sdtton,
Ar. a canton sa., quartering Lexington, Pigott,
1614).

Sutton

Bingham, Mastbbs, and Bodnbt).

Crest

—A

fox's

head

erased gu.
(Over Haddon, co. Derby, temp. Henry VI., a
younger branch of Sdtton, of Sutton, co. Chester). Or, a
Lon ramp, double queued vert. C>-est It was resolved at a
Chapter of Heralds, in 1666, that it should be optional with
the Sdttons of Over Haddon to bear for their crest a demi
lion ramp, vert, within a ducal crown or, as descended from
Sdtton, of Sutton; or, three annulets interlaced in triangle,
two in chief and one in base or.

Sutton

—

Sutton

(co. Lincoln).

Same Arms.

Crest— Out of a ducM

coronet a domi lion double queued vcrk

;
;

Hcnley-upon-Thames, co. OxRichard Sutton,
Visit. London, 1568.
ford, and London.
Esq., Auditor of London, son of John Sutton, of Henley,
Ediall).
Or, a lion
William
Sutton,
of
and grandson of
ramp. Tert, a canton erm. Crest A demi lion ramp. vert.
Sutton (arms from list of knights of cos. Notts and Derby,
temp. Edward I.). Az. on a chief or, a lion ramp. betw. two
(Ediall, CO. Stafford,

—

Sutton

(Oliver Sutton, Bishop of Lincoln, 1280-99). Or,
on a chev. betw. three annulets ru. as many crescents ar.
Another coat is given in Smith's MS. in the collection of the
late Sir Thomas Phillipps, Bart., of Middlehill, viz., Ar. a
canton sa.
Sutton (Elton, CO. Durham; descended from George Sutto.v, Esq., of Thornborough, co. York, whose will bears
date 1640. The last male heir, George Sutton, Esq., of
Elton, d. g. p. 1817, having devised his estates to his grandnephew, the grandson of his sister Mart, wife of Charles
S1.EIGH,

Esq.,

of Arkendale,

George William

Hutchinson, Esq., who assumed, by royal licence, 1823,
Ou. a tower or, thereon a
the surname of Sutton).
stork ar., quartering, Gu. a chev. betw. three owls ar.
beaked and legged or, for Sleigh and Sa. two bars erm. in
chief three crosses formee or, for Bathurst. Crest On a
mount vert a stork ppr. charged on the breast with a cross
paltee gu. the dexter claw supporting a rose also gu.
surmounted of another ar.
Motto
Fidelis usque ad
mortem.
Sutton (Ross Way, near Great Berkhamsted, co. Herts the
only existing branch of the Sutton family settled for many
years in co. Wilts; descended from Sutton, of Lexington;
Robert Sutton, Esq., of Ross Way, was High Sheriff co.
Hertford, 1823-4). Ar. a canton sa. Crest A grifiSa's head
erased. Motto
Prend moi tel que je suis.
Sutton (Dudley). Or, two lions pass. az.
Sutton (co. Berks). Or, a lion ramp, vert oppressed with
;

—

—

;

—

—

a fess ar.

Sutton

(quartered by Pope, of Wroxton, co. Oxford; arms
on a tomb in Trin. Coll. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, Ih'i). Or,
a lion double queued vert, charged on the breast with a
cre-'cent or.

Sutton

(Boston, co. Lincoln, temp. Edward IV.; quartered
by Holt, of Stoke Lyne, co. Oxford
Sir John Sutton,
Knt., of Boston, had a dau. and heir, Anne, m. John
Dormer, Esq., of Owlney, co. Bucks: his dau. and lieir,
Katherise, m. Robert Holte, Esq.. of Stoke Lyne, wliose
son was living Visit. Oxon, 1574). Or, a lion ramp, vert,
charged on the shoulder with an acorn vert.
Sutton (co. Essex). Or, a lion ramp. az. a chief gu.
Sutton (co. Essex). Gu. a bend beiw. six martlets or.
Sutton (CO. Essex). Or, a lion ramp. az. oppressed with a
bend gobony ar. and gu.
Sutton (co. Essex). Ar. a lion ramp. az. depressed ^ith a
;

fess ar.

Sutton

(Ecnton, co. Lancaster). Or, a lion ramp, vert,
collared or, in the dexter chief quarter a bezant, charged

with a fret gH.

Sutton

a lion ramp, double queued vert,

charged with a mullet ar.
(Burton and Washingborougii, co. Lincoln; Thomas
Sutton, Founder of the Hospital of the Charter House, was
of ih:s line). Or, on a chev. betw. three annulets gu. as
many crescents of the ricld.
Crest
.\ greyhound's head
couped erm. collared gu. garnished and ringed or, on the

—

collar three annulets gold.

(London, and co. Stafford).

betw. three crosses crosslct ea.

Or, a lion

Cttst

—A demi

ramp, vert
lion ramp,

double queued vert.
Sutton (Knight-Grange, and co. Chester). Or, a Tion ramp.
douMc queued vert. Crest— Oat of a ducal coronet or, a
demi lion ramp, double queued vert.
Sutton (Kensington, 00. Middlesex). Ar. a chev. betw.
three bulls pass. sa.

Sutton

a-o. Jliddlesex).
Quarterly, indented ar. and az.
and 4th quarters a lion ramp. gu. in the 2nd an
anchor in pale cabled or; in the 3rd a crescent of the last.
Crett—X descent ar. charged with an anchor, betw. the
horns of the crescent a griflin's head erased, collared, and
h'llding in the beak an eagle's leg erased i-la-quise.
Sutton (.Sutton House, Westminster, and Kramlingham, co.
Norfolk granted 1707). Ar. a civic crown ppr. on a chief
az. a serpent nowed and a dove of the field respecting each
other or.
Cre$t
A demi figure, the emblem of love,
holding in the dexter hand the hymcnial torch all ppr.
Motto Tuto, cclcritcr et jucunde.

in the Ist

;

;

—

—

Sutton
Button

(CO. Norfolk).
(co.

Or, three chev. sa.

Noltinghanj).
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(Edenhall, co. Stafford).

a lion ramp, vert, a

Or,

canton erm.

Sutton
Sutton

Ar. two bars gu. a border engi. az.
(Salisbury, co. Wilts). Gu. a chev. betw. three roses
(CO. Stafford).

or.

Sutton

(Kittismore, co. York).

Gu. on a castle

or,

a stork

ppr.

the last.

Sutton.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls pass. sa. a canton of
Crest

— K harpy ppr.

two

lions pass, in pale az.
another, Or, a lion
ramp, az.; another, Or, a lion ramp, vert, double queued,
oppressed with a fess ar. charged with three torteaux
another, Az. on a chief or, a lion ramp. gu. another, Gu.
a bend ar. betw. six martlets or; another, Az. two chev. ar.
betw. three mullets or; another, Gu. a chev. betw. three
mullets or; another, Ar. a chev. betw. three buckles sa.
another, Ar. a fess betw. three escallops gu. another, Ar.
a cross pattee (another, patonce) az. another. Vert three
covered cups ar. betw. six crosses crosslet or another, Az.
five fusils in fess or, a bendlet compon^e ar. and gu.
another, Az. on a chief ar. (another, or) a lion ramp. betw.

Or,

;

;

;

;

;

two squirrels sejant gu.

Sutton

(Bally Keeroge, in Sutton's parish, now the union of
Whitechurch and Kilmokca, co. Wexford, a family of
ancient Anglo-Norman descent; Gilbert de Sutton was
Seneschal of Wexford temp. Edward L Portions of the
ancient castle of the Suttons is still standing at Bally
Keeroge; the family were deprived of their estates by Oliver
Cromwell). Or, a lion ramp, double queued gu. standing on
a lizard vert. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head
az.langued gu.
Sutton (Old Court, in Sutton's parish, co. Wexford Robert
Sutton, Esq., of Old Court, son of James Sutton, and
grandson of David Sutton, both of same place, descended
from Sutton, of Bally Keeroge, d. 10 April, 1640, and was
buried at Whitechurch, in Sutton's parish, leaving three
sons and three daus.). Same Arms and Crest.
Sutton (Ballysop, Ballybrasil, Aclamon, Terreraght, all ia
Sutton's parish, and Carnagh and Cushenstown adjoining,
all branches of Sutton, of Bally Keeroge).
Same Arms,
&c.
Sutton (Richardstown and Ardrcss, co. Kildare, a branch of
Sutton, of Bally Keeroge, co. Wexford Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, ItJlS, of tlie wife of Gilbert Sutton, Esq., of Ardress,
eldest son of Gerald Sutton, Esq., of Richardstown). Or,
a lion ramp. gu. standing on a lizard vert, a border of the
second.
Sutton (Longraige, co. Wexford; Willi.\m Sutton, temp.
Queen Anne, descended from Sitton, of Bally Keeroge,
m. Eleanor Maria, dau. of Cesar Colclougu, Esq., of
Bosegarland, and obtained a lease for ever of Longraige
from the Leigh family; his descendant, Cesar Sutton,
Esq., of Longraige, d. 1839, leaving a son, William Pakrt
Aketas Sutton, and the estate was sold, 1850, in the
I'^ncumbcrcd Estates Court). Same .<4nns and Crest as Sutton, of Bally Keeroge.
Sutton (Clonard, co. Wexford of the same stock as Sutton,
of Bally Keeroge, in Sutton's parish
Reg. Ulsters Office, as
the arms of Charles Richard Sutton, C"Uiit de Clonard in
France, d. 1S70, grandson of Thomas Sutton, Count de
Clonard, who was great-groat-grandson of Leonard Sutton,
Esq., of Clonard, by Mart, his wife, dau. of Francis Rossitter, Esq., of Wexford). Same Arms and Ciest asSoTTON,
of Bally Keeroge.
Motto Fide et fortitudinc.

—

;

;

;

(CO. Leicester). Or,

Sutton

Sutton

Sutton

Sutton.

squirrels sejant ru.

Bathurst

SWA
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STJT
Sutton

Ar. a cross sa.

;

—

Sutton-Coldfield, To'wn of (co. Warwick). The Common Seal represents a double heraldic rose circumscribed
"Sigill gardiani et societatis de Sutton-Colcfuld."

Sutton Hospital or Charter House.
gu. betw. three

Or, on a chev.
annukts of the second as many crescents of

the first.
Per pale gu. and az. a chev. cngr. or, betw.
three lions ramp. ar.
Suwardby. Or, on a pale ar. three lions' heads erased ar.
(another, of the first).
(Fun. Knt. Ulster's OrTice, IC20, of the wife of
Sir Tuo.MAS HiBBOTTES, Chancellor of the Exchequer in Ireland).
Per pale and per chev. gu. and az. a chev. engr. or,

Su'wardby.

Suwardby

betw. throe lions ramp. ar.
(Langley Marish, co. Bucks; descended from
George Swebe, or Swebet, of German extraction, who
settled in St. Mary's, Lambeth, co. Surrey, circa 1584). Gu.
on a chev. cngr. or, betw. three swans ar. as many bees volant
Crest— A swan reguard. an.
ppr., quartering Birciifield.
beaked, membercd, and wings elevated sa. reposing the
dexter foot on an escallop or, and muially crowned gu.
but another crest, in lieu of the preceding, was granted
£2 Aug. 1819, viz. A casilo gu. fired ppr. in front of three

Swabey

:

S

in fess, the

—

fides.

S'waffield (Wyl^e Eegis,

Per chev. gu. and

CO. Dorset).

or,

three lions counterchanged.
Az. a bend nebulae ar. in the sinister chief a fleurde-lis of the last.
Crest A greyhound courant erminois,

Swail.

—

collared az.

Swain, or Swaine.

Ar. on a b.end cotised gu. three
field.
Cnst A fetterlock az.
(London
Samdel Swain, of Sewardstone, co.
Essex, Alderman of London, a direct descendant of William SwATNE, of London, gent., who had the arms confirmed in 1612, on producing a grant to his ancestor, William SwAYNE, bearing date 29 June, 1444). Az. a chev.
betw. three pheons or, on a chief gu. as many maidens'
heads couped ppr. crined of the second. Crest— A. maiden's
head couped ppr. crined or.
Swaine (arms impaled with Tbegonwell on the monument
of Mary, wife of Mr. Jobn Swaine, and dau. of John
Teegonwell, Esq., of Anderson, in co. Dorset, d. 1731,
Leverington Church). Az. a chev. betw. three pheons or,
on a chief gu. as many maidens' heads of the second.
Swainson. Gu. a boar's head couped ar. thrust through
with a sword in bend of the last, hilt in chief or. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, an estoile of sixteen points ppr.
Swainston (cos. Salop and Lancaster). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. a boar's head couped ar. transfixed by a sword in
bend point downwards ppr. betw. two mullets of six points
in pale of the second, for Swainson; 2nd and 3rd, az. three
ears of barley or, for Gbandosge.
1st: A stag's
Crests
head couped ar. charged with a mullet of eight points gu.
in the mouth two ears of barley or; 2nd, on a ducal coronet
or, an estoile of sixteen points gu.
Motto Pro ecclesia

—

ciuquefoils of the

Swain

;

—

—

—

(Swale, co. York, bart., extinct temp. George IL;
descended from John Swale, temp. Henry II., who m.
Alice, dau. of Gilbebt de Gaunt, and had with his wife
Sir Solomon
the manor of West Grenton, in Swaledale
Swale, Bart., of Swale Hall, M.P. co. York at the Restora;

and

Sheriff of the co. 1675,

fourth bart.
ar.

the first baron, TTlster's OflBce, 1631). Az. a fess wavy betw.
three swans ar.
Swan. Az. three swans ar. a chief or. Crest .A. cockatrice's
head erased ppr. ducally gorged, ringed, and lined ar.
Swan, Ar. on a bend wavy az. three swans' heads erased
of the first. Crest A hand holding a spear in bend all ppr.
(Edinburgh, 1828). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. two
swans in chief and a lion pass, guard, in base of the second,
a pair of falconers' gloves sa. tasselled gu. the dexter glove
placed on the sinister side, and the sinister glove on the
dexter side of the chev. and extended upwards towards a
heart ppr. Crest A demi talbot ar. Motto Fidelitas.
Swanland (Lord Mayor of London, 1329). Gu. three swans

—

—

Swan

Crest

left

Az. a fess nebulee
courant erm. collared az. Motto

three daus. co-heirs).

— A greyhound

— Jesu, esto mihi Jesus.
Swale (London;

was so created 1660; the

—

—

ar.

—

Swann.

Az. a fess betw. three swans ar. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet gu. a swan's head ar. betw. two wings or.
(Askham Hall, co. York). Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three swans ar. Crest
demi talbot salient gu. collared

Swann

—A

or.

Swansey
>

courant

Hereford).

(co.

Gu. a

fess ar. in chief

a unicorn

or.

Swansey.
Swanson.

Gu. a

fess ar.

over

all

a unicorn or.

Ar. three laurel branches vert.

branches of laurel

Crest

—Two

in saltire ppr.

Swanton

(Salisbury and Winchester).
Ar. a fess betw.
three millrinds sa.
three rocks sa.

Swanton. Ar. a fess gu. betw.
Sward. Sa. a cross flory ar.

Swardestost. Sa. acrosspatt^e ar.
Swardscote, or Swardicote (co. Cornwall).

Sa. a cross

flory ar.

Swarland
CO. Notts.

(quartered by Haselbio, of Sutton Ronnington,
Visit. Notts, 1569).
Ar. three squirrels sejant

gu-

Swathinge.

Dei.

Swale

tion,

SWE
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pheon towards the dexter, and two
the pheons downwards or. Motto Vera tropaea

UTOws, one
in saltire,

WA

Az. a bendar.

Swathoner, or

Swathyne

(co.

Norfolk).

Az. a bir.J

ar.

Sw^aynband.

Ar. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces az.
(co. Somerset, and London
granted by Guyan, 1444;
confirmed 10 July, 1612). Az. a chev. betw. three pheons or,
on a chief gu. as many maidens' heads couped ppr. crined of
the second. Crest
A maidens head couped ppr. crined or,
betw. two wings expanded of the last.
(Blandford, co. Dorset). Az. a chev. betw. three

Swayne

;

—

Swayne

granted 25 March, 1591).

wavy

Ar. a bend

pheons

or,

a border erm.

Crest— A. demi

griffin

erm. legs

or.

az.

Swale

(Stamlee, co. York). Ar. on a fess cotised betw. three
mullets gu. a greyhound or.
(South Stainley; confirmed by St. George, Norroy).
Az. a bend wavy ar.
Swall (CO. York). Sa. three bucks' heads cabossed ar.
Swalle. Or, on a fess cotised gu. betw. three mullets
pierced of the second, a greyhound courant of the first.
(co. Kent).
Az. a chev. erm. betw. three breastplates ar.
Cre»t Aswan'sneck betw. two wings or, ducally
gorged gu.
(Chelmsford, co. Essex). Ar. a fess betw. three
swallows volant sa. a chief gu.
Swallow. Or, a fess betw. three swallows volant sa. Crest
A stag standing beside a tree ppr.
Swallow. Or, a fess betw. three swallows volant sa.
Crest
A mast, rigging, &c., of a ship issuing out of a whale's

Swale

Swallman

—

Swallow

—

—

mouth.

Swallow.

Barry of four gu. and

ar. three

swallows volant

sa.

Swa3me (Gunvile,

co. Dorset). Same .i4rms, on a chief gu.
three maidens' heads couped at the breasts. Crest
A ram's
head erased sa.
Sw^ayne (London). Az. a chev. betw. three pheons or, on a
chief ar. as many roses gu. seeded of the second, barbed vert.
Crest
A demi dragon supporting an arrow ar. armed or.

—

—

Swa3nieshead, or Swynshead

(co.

Devon).

Ar.

three boars' heads couped in fess gu.
Swedenborg. Per pale gu. and or, on the dexter side two
keys in saltire of the second betw. as many bendlets sinister
ar., on the sinister side a burning mountain ppr. over all on
a chief az. a mitre with labels or, betw. two mullets ar.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, double queued gu. holding a key.
Sweeney. See MacSweenet, Swiny, and Swyny.
Sweet. Gu. two chev. betw. as many mullets in chief and
a rose in base ar. seeded or, barbed vert. Crest On the
top of a tower issuing ppr. an eagle with wings endorsed

—

—

the beak an oak branch vert.
Sweetaple (London granted to Sir John Sweetafle, Knt.
of London, 1694). Vert on a pale ar. three roses gu. on a
chief of the second as many apples of the third, slipped of
In a mural crown a plain cross gu.
the first. Crest
Sweeting' (Canterbury, co. Kent). Per pale az. and sa. a
fess chequy or and ar. betw. three goats' heads erased of the
Crest
A goat's head erased ar.
last, attired of the third.
or, in

;

Swan (Sir Bicbabd Swan, Knt.
College, Oxford.

Visit.

;

arms

in a

window in Lincoln

Vert a

Oxon, 1574).

fess or, betw.

three swans ar.

Swan

arms
granted, 1533, to Francis Swan, of Wye, descended from
Sir William Swan, Knt., temp. Queen Elizabeth, whose
son. Sir Tho.mas Swan, Knt., of .Southfleet, was knichted at
Theobalds by Charles I., II Jan. 1630; his son. Sir William
Swan, Bart., of Southfleet, was so created 1666
the
second bart. d. s. p.). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three swans
(Southflect,

co.

Kent,

extinct

bart.,

1712;

;

ppr.

Swan

(Baldwinstown Castle, co. Wexford; confirmed to
Joseph Pebcival Swan, Esq., of that place, and the descendants of his grandfather, Joseph Swan, Esq., oi Baldwinstown).
Az. on a fess wavy ar. betw. three swans displ.
ppr. crowned or, a trefoil vert. Crest A swan ppr. crowned
or, charged with a trefoil vert.
Motto .Sit nomen decus.
Swan (Kilrish, co. Dublin descended from Edward Swan,
of Kilrish, d. 1680).
Az. a chev. betw. three swans ar.
Crest
A demi talbot ramp. gu. gorged with a plain collar
or.
Motto Spero meUora.
(quartered by Hesey, Lord Dockicra; Fun. Ent. of

—

—

;

—

Swan

—
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—

—

attired or.

Sweeting

(Brickmaller, co. Somerset).
Gu. three triple
viohns transposed ar. stringed sa.
Barry of six ar. and gu. sixteen flcurs-dclis counterchanged, three, three, three, three, three, and one.
Sweetington. Ar. on a bend vert three spades or.
Sweetland (Exmouth, co. Devon; granted 6 Aug. 1808).
Ar. on a mount vert an orange tree fructcd ppr. on a chief
embattled gu. three roses of the field, barbed and seeded of
the third, quartering. Or, on a bend az. cotised gu. betw. two
escallops of the second, a crescent ar. enclosed by two suns
Crest
A cubit arm couped in
in splendour, for Bright.
armour ppr. garnished or, in the gauntlet two stalks of
wheat bladed and eared, and a vine branch fructed also ppr.
Sweetland ^granted 5 Aug. 1808, to David Sweetland,
Esq., an officer in the Commissary Department, Gibraltar).

Sweetington.

—

A

A
;;

8W
Enn. on a rock an orange

tree ftTictcd ppr.

on a chief em-

Crest,
battled gu. three roses ar. barbed and seeded also ppr.
as the last, differenced by a rose ar. barbed and seeded ppr.

Sweetxnan.

Az. an eagle

A griffin sejant.
Sweetman (Tyrrellstown,

with two heads or. CreU

dlspl.

—

Dublin;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Nicholas Linham, and dau.
of JohnSweetmaw, Esq., of Tyrrellstown). Per pale gu. and
cheqny ar. and az. on the dexter a demi eagle per paJe displ.
An heraldic tiger'* head per pale or and gu. couped,
or. Oiest
co.

Office, 1635, of Thomasine, wife of

—

maned

gold.

Sweetman

(Beg. Ulster's Office, as the arms of Makt
Sweetman, wife of Ignaticts Pubceix, who was buried at
Crumlin, co. Dublin, 1707). Ar. on a bend sa. three spades
of the

first.

Sweetman-Powell. See Powell.
Sweit (granted 10 April, 1665). Or,
flenrs-de-Us purp.

a ehev. betw. three

—

Ar. a chev. az. Crest
A friar's head in
profile ppr. conped at the shoulders, habited grey.
Swenford. Ar. on afess sa. a boar pass, of the first.
Sweningrton (co. York, temp. Edward I.). Ar. a cheT. as.
Sweple. Ar. a fess betw. two lions pass. gu.
Swete (Trayne, temp. Edward VI., and subsequently Oxton,
CO. Devon). Gu. two chev. betw. as many mullets in chief
Orett
and a rose in base ar. seeded or, barbed vert.
iDullet or, pierced az. betw. two gillyflowers ppr.
Sweteby. Ar. a chev. betw. three cinquefoUs gu.
(Somerford Booths, co. Chester, temp. Edmrd
Clebient Combebbach, Esq., of Somerford Booths,
J. ;
eldest son and heir of Boobb Combebbach, Esq., assumed,
upon succeeding to the estates of his maternal ancestors,
the name and arms of Swetenham). Paly of six ar. and gu..
on a bend vert three half-spades of the first, quartering for
Combebbach, Barry of six erm. and sa. on a canton az. a
Crat A porcupine's head erased az. guttle
flears-de-lis or.
Motto Ex sudore vultus.
d'eau, chained and collared or.
Sweterton. Barry of six ar. and gu. a fleur-de-lis counterchanged.
(f3wettenham, co. Chester). Ar. cm a bend
Crest Against a tree ppr.
sa. three shades of the first.
ax.
Motto Ex sudore vultus..
lion
ramp.
a

Swellington.

—

Swetenham

—

—

Swettenham

—

—

Swettenham.

(WABBEN-SwETTENBtAM, of Swettenham, co.
Chester; Eobebt Wabben, Esq., second son of Michael
Wabben, Esq., of Sandford's Court, co. Kilkenny, by Sabab,
his wife, only dau. of Milungton Eaton Swettenham, Esq.,
of Swettenham, received, 1877, the royal licence to assume

the additional surname and arms of Swettenham). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, Swettenham, ar. on a bend vert three spitting shovels (or half-spades) of the field; 2nd and Srd,
Wabben, cheqny or and gu. on a «antop az. a cross of the
Against a tree ppr. a lion
1st, Swettenham
first.
Crestsramp. az. 2nd, Wabben Out of a ducal coronet or, an
talon
gold,
holding
a
crescent
eagle's
gu. in front of a
plume of five ostrich feathers ar. Motto Ex sudore vultus.

—

:

:

;

—Mox virtute se

Motto of Wabben
Swift (Eotherham,

—

tollit

ad auras.

York, and Allergill, co. I>nrham
Botherham, 6. 1478, the Rich Merger
Bobebt
of Roiherham, eldest son of RobebtSwtft, Esq., of that place
and Allergill, was father of Bobebt Swift, Esq., of Botherham, who left three daus. his co-heirs: I. Fbances, rn. Sir
Fbancis Leakk, Knt., of Sutton, co. Derby, ancestor of the
extinct Earls of Scari>ornugh II. Mabt, m. Fbancis WobtLET, Esq., of Wortley III. Anne, m. Bichabd Jessop, Esq.,
of Brooomhall). Or, a chev. vair betw. three bucks in full
co.

Swift, Esq., of

;

;

course ppr.

Crest

—A

arm embowed rested vert,
hand a sheaf of five arrows or,

sinister

cuffed ar. holding in the

feathered ppr. barbed az.
Babrbam Swtft,
( Viscount Carlinaford, extinct 1634
son of Sir Bobebt Swift, Knt., of Eotherham, and grandson
of William Swift, who was brother of Bobebt Swift, Esq.,
of Botherham, b. 1478, was raised to the Peerage of Ireland
1627 he left an only child, Hon. Mabt Swift, m. Bobebt

Swift

;

;

FiELDiNO,

known

aa Seav, Fieldins).

Same

Amu

and

Crest.

Swift

(Swiftflhcath, co. Kilkenny,

and Lionsden,

co.

Meath

founded In Ireland by Godwin Swift, Attorney-General to
the Duke of Ormonde for the Palatinate of Tipperary; he
was son of Bev. Tromas Swift, of Goodrich and Bristow, co.
Hereford, dlstingnlshed for his devotion to and sufferings in
the cause of Charles I.). Same y<rT7i». 0«*t— A demi buck
ramp. ppr. In the mouth a honeysuckle also ppr. stalked and
leaved vert. Motto
Festinalente. The Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1696, of the above Godwin Swift, the AttorneyGeneral to the Dukt of Ormonde, gives Sa. an anchor
In pale or, stock az. the stem entwined by a dolphin or
wift descending ar., and the Crut of Swiit, of Bothcr-

—

—
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ham. This was an assumption of his as a parody on the
name.
Swift (Castle Eickard, co. Meath: descended ftom Dbane
Swift, son of Godwin Swift, Attorney-General to the Dukt
of Ormonde, by his third wife; of this family descended
Edmund Lenthall Swift, Keeper of the Crown Jewels in the
of London). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Swift (Lynn, co. Westmeath Meade Swift, Esq., of Lynn,
son of Godwin Swift, Attorney-General to the Dukt of
Ormonde, by his fourth wife, was father of three sons: I.
John, ancestor of Bev. Bichabd Meade Swift, Incumbent
of Mountfleld, co. Tyrone; II. Thomas, ni. Fbances, dau. of
John Dennis, of Eingale, co. Cork, and sister and heir of
James Dennis, Lord Chief Baron of Ireland, created Lord
Tracton 1780, and had two sons, Eev. Meade Swot and John
Swift, between whom Lord Tracton devised his estates,
and both of whom thereupon called themselves Dennis ;
III. Alexandeb, ancestor of Swift, now of Lynn).
Same

Tower

;

Crest, and Motto.
(borne by Very Eev. Jonathaw Swift, Dean of St.
Patrick's 1713-45, son of Jobaisan Swift, Esq., who was
brother of Godwin Swift, Attorney-General to the Duke of
Ormonde). Per pale or and vert, on a chev. betw. three bucks in
full course as many pheons, points down all counterchanged.
Swift (Blaadford, CO. Dorset). Sa. three bucks trippant or.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding betw. the paws a
helmet of the last.
Swiftd (London, temp. Queen Elizabeth). Az. a chev. erm.
betw. three tigers' heads erased ar. crined and armed or.
Crest
A pegasua in fuU speed vert, wings endorsed or.
Swifte (granted 10 Aug. 1665). Or, a chev. betw. threo
fleurs-de-lis purp.
Crest
A dexter hand gauntleted throwing a dart all ppr.
Swifte (Scotland). Gu. three whips of three lashes each ar*
Swigbore, or Swigborougrh. Gu. three boars' heads
couped in fess or, betw. six crosses crosslet ar.
SwiUingrton (Swilllngton, co. York, temp. Edward III.).
Ar. a chev. az. (another, ermines).
Swillington (co. Leicester). Ar. on a chev. az. a pair of
bucks' horns or; another, Gu. a griffin segreant ar.
Swillingrton. Ar. a chev. az.
Swilman. Ar. a cross sa.
Swilton. Az. three hedgehogs or.
Swilverton. Ar. a cross sa. on a chief of the second three

Arms.

Swift

—

—

—

fleurs-de-lis or.

Swinborne

(Hewthwayt,

co.

Cumberland).

Gu. semee of

crosses crosslet three boars' heads couped ar.
boar's head couped and erect ar.

Swinborne.

Crttt

—

Ar. on a chief indented go. three roses of th&

first.

Swinborne.

Gu. three boars' heads couped

ar.

armed

or,

a border of the second.
Swinborne. Ar. on a cross gu. five garha or; anotlier, Sa.
a fret erm. another, Ar. a fret ermines.
Swinburne (Pontop Hall, co. Durham). Per fess gu. and
Out of a ducal
ar. three cinquefoils counterchanged. Crest
coronet or, a demi boar ramp. ar. crined of the first, langued
gu. JIfotto— Semel et semper.
Swinburne (Chopwell, co. Durham; granted by Harvey,
Norroy, 6 Sept. 1551). Per fess gu. and ar. three cinquea border componee ar. and az.
foils counterchanged,
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi boar issuant ar,
;

—

—

crined and

armed

of the first.
(Capheaton, co. Northumberland, bart.). Per
Creat
fess gu. and ar. three cinquefoils counterchanged.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi boar ramp. ar. crined gold,
langued gu. Motto Semel et semper.
Swindell. Ar. two swords in saltire az. hilted or, in chief
a boar's head erased ppr.
Etwinden. Gu. a chev. or, betw. three boars pass. ar.

S'winbume

—

—

Swindley
Hussars).

Edwabd Swindlbt,

(John
Or, on

a

pile

Lieut.-Col.

15tli

vert betw. two wreaths of oak
boars' heads erased, three, two,

in base of the last six
and one. Crest A sword erect ppr. pendent from the hilt
by a chain or, an escutcheon vert, charged with a boar'a
head erased also or. Motto A cuspidc honos.
Swineshead. Gu. three boars' heads couped in fess ar.
Swineston (London). Ar. a cross patt^ flory sa.

—

—

Swiney.
Swinfen

See SwkenXx.
(Swinfen Hall, co. Stafford). Per chev. m. and
Crest
A boar's head
ar. in chief threo leopards' facet or.
erased or.
Swinfbrd (co. Devon). Ar. three boars' heads couped gu.
Swinford (co. Essex). Paly of six ar. and sa. (another
has a chief

Swinford
Edward

—

az.).

Hereford; from a BoU of Arms trmp,
Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' beads couped s».

(co.

II.).

8WI
Swlnford

—

or.

S'winford.

Paly of six ar. and sa. on a chief gn. three

S'winford.

Gu. three Catharine wheels or.
Swinhoe (John Henbt Swinbob, Esq., of Calcutta). Sa.
Cre»t
A boar's head erased and
three boars pass. or.

—

(Swynerton, co. Salop,
Constable of the Tower of London, temp. Edward II.). Ar.
cross flory sa.

Etwinnerton

(Swinnerton, co. Stafford, descended from

John Swinnmltos, Seneschal of Cannock, eldest son of Sir
John de Swinnekton, Knt. the last male heir, Hdmth»et
;

Swinnerton, Esq., of Swinnerton, d. 1562, leaving two daus.
his co-heirs: I. MABCAaEr, m. Hlnrt Vebkon, Esq., of
Sudbury; II. Elmabbth, m. first, William FiTZHEaBEET,
Same
Esq., second, Fkahcis Gatacee, Esq., of Gatacre).
Arms.
S'winnerton (Bntterton, co. Stafford descended from
Tbobias Swinkerton, second son of Sir John de Swinnerton,
;

the late representative, Thomas
Swinnerton, Esq., of Butterton, left at his decease three
I. Martha, m. William Bagot,
daus. his co-heirs, 'viz.
and
Esq. II. Mart, m. Sir Willlam Pilkington, Bart.

who

d. in 1340;

:

;

;

ni. Elizabeth, m. Charles John Kbmets Ttnte, Esq.).
Same Arms. Crest On a mount vert a boar pass. sa.
Another Crest A boar's head erased in pale sa. collared ar.
Motto Avauncez et archez bien.
Swinnerton (Drayton, co. Salop). Same Arms, a bendlet gu.
S'winnerton (London; Hbnrt S'winnerton, temp. Queen
Elizabeth, m. Mart, eldest dan. of David Lemaire, of
London. Visit. I>ondon, 1568). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a cross flory sa. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross flory sa. a border

—

—

—

;

engr. gu.
(Swinton, co. Berwick ; now represented by
Swinton, of Swinton Bank, co. Peebles ; the Berwick
Sa. a chev. or,
estates have passed to a junior branch).
betw. three boars' heads erased ar. Crest A boar chained
Motto J'espfere.
to a tree ppr.
S'winton (Scotland, 1680). Same Arms, within a borduer
indented or. Crest An ear of wheat growing out of the
wreath. Motto Dum sedulo prosper©.
S'winton (Campbkll-Swinton, of Kimmerghane, co. Berwick,
Quarterly, Istand 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three boars'
1850).
2nd and 3rd, counterbeads erased ar. a bordure erm.
quartered, for Campbell, of Blythswood, 1st and 4th,
gyronny of eight or and sa. each charged with a trefoil
slipped counterchanged, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lymphad sa.
Crest— A boar chained to an oak tree fructed all ppr. Motto

S'winton

—

—

—

—

;

—

and Clohamon, co. Wexford, and the city
of Dublin descended from Key. Miles Sweeny, of Ballyedmond, co. Wexford, 6. 1645, M.A. Trin. Coll. Dub. 1670,
son of Owen Sweenet, or Mac Sweenet, of Einsale, co.
Cork). Ar. on a fess vert betw. three boars pass. sa. a lizard
Crest A demi grifiSn ramp. ar. wings elevateu
pass. ppr.
and claws gu. Another Crest A sinister arm in armour
embowed, holding a battle axe all ppr. Motto Bnail tre
cabhair a buaig; i.e., He steps by assistance to victory.
S'wire (Cononley, in Craven; settled there for more than
two centuries). Sa. three swans' necks couped ar. Crest
A swan's neck couped ar. gorged with a ducal coronet or.
Motto Esse quam videri.
(Ballyteige,
;

—

—

—

—

—

Swire

(Littlethorpe,

co.

Same Arms,

York).

Crest,

and

Motto.

S'word

(Longacre, co. Lanark, 1870). Gu. a man's head in
couped at the neck ppr. betw. three swords erect ar.
and pommelled or. Crest A sword, as in the arms,
betw. two wings expanded or. Motto— "P&nXus.
Sworder. Gu. two swords in saltire ar. hilts and pommels
Crest
A demi
or, points upward, in chief three roses ar.
lion ramp. gu. grasping a sword ar. hilt and pommel or.
S'wyke. Or, on a fess gu. a fleur-de-lis of the first, in chief
profile

—

hilted

—

another of the second.
Or, on a fess gu. a fleur-de-lis of the

Sw^ke.

first,

in chief

three fleurs-de-lis of the second.

S'wylliard
the

first

a

(co.

Cumberland).

Sa. a cross ar.

on a chief of

fleur-de-lis or.

Gu. three bells or. Crest— A demi lion ramp,
gu. holding betw. the paws a bell or.
S'wynborne. Ar. on a chev. sa. three boars' heads couped

S'wymmer.
or.
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SwTHerton.

Quarterly or and ar. a cross lozengy aa.
Ar. a cross patlee flory sa. a border engr. of

S'wynerton.
the

last.

(Sutton Cheney, co. Leicester

of Sutton,

Esq.,

'Visit.

;

Richard SwnfFEN,

Leicester, 1619, fourth

in descent

from William Swynfbn, Esq., of Sutton Cheney, 16 Edward
I'V. A.D. 1464). Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief three leopards*
A boar's head erased az.
faces of the second. Crest
SjTynforde. Ar. semee of crosses crosslet and a chev.
betw. three boars' heads couped gu.
S'wynfort, or S'wynford (quartered by D'Otlt, of
Shottisham and the East Indies, through Ds Bourdon). Ar.
three boars' heads couped gu.
S'wynnerton (London; Sir John SvrrNNERTON, Lord Mayor
of London, was s. by his eldest son, Thomas SwnoiERTONy
who left an only dau. and heir, Tbomasine Swtnn^ton, ni.
WiLUAM Dyer, Esq., of Tottenham, co. Middlesex. V-sit.
Middlesex, 1663). Or, a chief indented gu. Crest Oat of a
ducal coronet or, a goat's head ar.
S'wyny. See Swiny.

—

—

Swytham, Swyngham, or S'witham
Gu. a grifttn pass.
demi dragon gu.

or.

Crest

— Out of

(co.

Hertford).

a ducal coronet

or,

a

Ar. two bars wavy sa. in chief three buglehorns stringed of the second.
Or, two bars nebulee az. on a chief ar. tbrco

S'wytliam.

S'wythen.

buglehoms

sa.

Sy belles

Gyronny of eight az. and or, four
(co. Kent).
martlets counterchanged.
Sybelles (co. Essex). Gcl a chev. vair betw. tbreo bezants,
a chief indented or.
Sybleton, or Sybton. Or, an eagle dispL vert depressed with a bend gobony ar. and gu.

Sybly.

Per pale

az.

and gu. a

griffin pass,

betw tbree
.

crescents ar.

Sybsey (Westbarssam, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend az. five
(another, three) crosses formee or. Crest A griffin's head

—

erased gu.
(St. Alban's, co. Herts, and Ladham, co. Norfolk).
Ar. two bars gu. a border engr. sa. Crest A dumi lion
ramp, and erased ar. collared sa. holding in the dexter paw

Sybth.orp

—

a fleur-de-lis also sa.
(Barking, co. Essex). Az. on a cheT. betw. thre»
bucks trippant ar. as many fieurs-de-Us of the field.
Sydemers. Gu. three garters buckled and nowed ar.
Sydenball (co. Warwick). Gu. three dexter hands cooped

Sycelly

at the wrist ar.

J'espfere.

Swiny

Ar. a boar's head couped gu. tnik«d ai;
betw. six citMses crosslet fltchee of the second.
S'wynburne. Ar. on a cross gu. five garbs or.
S'wyne. Ar. (another, or) tbrle boars pass. sa. armed or.
S'wynersham. Az. on a fess dancett^ coti8«d or, thre*
cinquefoils gu.
S'wynerton (co. Stafford). Erm. on a chief gu. a fret or

S'wynfen

erect or.

Swinnerton, or S'wynnerton

Knt.,

Swynbnme.

(another, fretty or).

boars' heads couped or.

a
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Huntingdon; from a Eoll of Arms temp.
Edward II.). Ar. on a cher. sa. three boars' heads couped
weaver's
shuttle threaded ppr.
A
Crest
or.
Swinford (co. Leicester). Ar. three boars' heads rti.
S'winford. Ar. on a fess gu. a boar pass, of the field, anned
(co.

Sydenhall

(quartered by SaocKBirBfiB, of Shackburgh, co.

Same Arms,

Warwick).

Sydenbam.

field sa.

Ar. three rams paes

sa.

Crest

— A ram's head

erased sa.

Sydenham

Somerset; descended froia
John DE Sydenham, of Sydenham, near Bridgwater, 9 Henry
III.,

co.

whose son, William »e Sydenham, tenip.
Joan, dau. of Walter dk Gotbayre, and had
Roger and Simon, ancestors of the several branches
Sydenham family). Ar. three rams sa. 0««t— Aram's

A.D. 1224,

Edward
two

(Sydenham,

I., to.

sons,

of the

head erased

sa. attired ar.

Sydenham

(Brimpton, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1730;
Esq., of Brimpton, descended from Booi3
Sydenham, eldest son of Wilxjam de Sydenham, tenip.
Edward I., the representative of the family temp. Charles I.,
was created a bart. 1641 ; the third bart. d. vnm.). Same

John Sydenham,

Arms and

Crest.

Sydenham

(AUer and Orchard, co. Somerset, Winford
branches of Sydenham,
Same Arms and Crest.
Sydenham).
of
Sydenham (Combe, co. Somerset, and Culmstock, co.
Devon; descended from Simon Sydenham, second son of
William de Sydenham, of Sydenham, temp. Edward I. ;
the heiress of line, Kathebine, dau. of St. Barbe Sydenham, m. 1781, Lewis Dymoke Gbosvenob Tregonwell,
Esq., of Anderson, co. Dorset, and the estate of Combo
passed to Rev. John Sidenham). Same Ai-ms and Crest.
Sydenham (Orchaid, Chelworthy, and Whetston, co.
Somerset, and Winford Eagle, co. Dorset; descended from
younger sons of the Sydenhams, of Sydenham and Brimpton),
Eagle, CO. Dorset, and Chelworthy

Same Arms,

;

<fcc.

Sydenham (co.

Dorset).

Ar.

five fusils in

b«nd

sa.

AA
;;

S

YD

Sydenham (Dulrerton,
a cross avellane

ar.

Somerset granted 1757). Vert
Crest- -A pegasus ar. charged on the
CO.

;

shoulder with a like cross vert.
(Langford, co. Somerset). Ar. a chev. betw.
three rams pass. sa. a mullet for diff.
(Tidemarch, CO. Oxford; arms in the Chapel of
Gu. three padBurford, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574).

Sydenham

Sydenham
locks or.

Sydenham.

Ar. on a cher. betw. three roses gu. as many
another, Per
another. Paly bendy ar. and gu.
and sa. a bend lozengy betw. three rams counterhanged another, Ar. a bend lozengy betw. two crosses
another, Ar. a bend lozengy sa.
crosslet fitchee sa.
Sydney, Viscount. See Townshend.

bezants

;

;

fess ar.

;

;

Sydney, Baron (extinct).
Sydney, (Earls of Leicester).

or.

(Tamworth,

co.

Warwick). Az. a pheon or. Crest
or, gorged with a collar and chain

reflexed over the back of the last.

Sydney

(Sir

Balfh Sydney, knighted by

Lord Deputy of Ireland, 29 Sept.

1603).

George Gary,
Az. a fess wavy
Out of a ducal

Sir

—

betw. three goats' heads erased ar. Crest
coronet a goat's head all or.
of.
Az. four stars of eight
points in cross ar., intended to represent the Crux Australis,
or principal constellation of the southern hemisphere.
Sydserf (Scotland, 16th century). Ar. a fleur-de-lis az.
Sydserf (CoUegehead, Scotland). Ar. a fleur-de-lis within a
bordure az. Crest An eagle's head couped az. Motto

Sydney, Australia, See

—
—

—

Semper

virtute vivo.

Sydserf (Dr. John Sydserf, 1672). Same Arms. Crest
A cornucopia ppr. Motto Industria ditat.
Sydserf (Ruchlaw, co. Haddington). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis
az.
Crest
An eagle's head couped gu. Motto Virtute

—

—

—

promoveo.

Sydserf

—

Crest

—The

sun in his splen-

dour ppr. Motto Parta labore quies.
(Isham, co. Northampton; granted 11 Feb. 1614). Gu.
a fess engr. betw. three sea-mews ar.
Syer. Ar. an oak tree growing out of a mount in base vert,
surmounted on the trunk by a crescent gu. on a chief of
the last three mullets of the first. Crest
A cock az. in the

Syer

—

beak a cinquefoil slipped

or.

Syer

(Eavensden, co. Bedford).
Az. on a fess engr. or,
betw. a lion pass, in chief and two eagles displ. in base ar.
three mullets pierced of the field.
Crest— On a staff raguly
gold a pelican in her piety sa. semee of mullets in the nest
ppr. Motto
Virtus in actione consistit.
Syfrewater (impaled with Boteleb, in a window in Sandon
Church). Az. five barrulets or, a chief of the second

—

Sykes

(West

Ella,

co.

York;

descended

betw.

;

Sylyard, or Suliard

(Braxted and Ighton, co. Kent).

Same Arms.

Symbarbe

Symbone

Somerset). Chequy ar. and sa.
Paly of six or and az. (another, ar. and sa.)

(co.

from Richard

flags or reeds

blowing a shell and wreathed about the temples with

like

flags all ppr.

Sykes

(Basildon, co. Berks, bart.). Ar. an eagle rising betw.
three sykes (syke is Anglo-Saxon for rivulet) or fountains,
on a canton gu. a caduceus of the first. Crest— A demi
lady of Bengal, in the complete dress of that country,
holding in her dexter hand a rose gu. and in her sinister
a rosary ppr. jVo((o— .Sapiens qui assiduus.
Sykes (Sledmere, co. York, bart.). Ar. a chet. sa. betw.
three sykes or fountains.
Croat— A demi triton issuant
from flags or reeds blowing a shell and wreathed about the

the temples with like flags or reeds all ppr.
Sykes (Drighlington, co. York). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
fountains.
Creit An ox pass, charged on the shoulder

—

wiih a fountain.

Sykes

(London; a branch of Sykes, of Drighlington,
descended from George Sykes, third son of James Sykes,
Esq., of Drighlington, who d. in 1661).
Same Arms and
CrfM.

fess betw. three escallops

and London).

Sa. on a chev. or,
betw. three spearheads ar. as many torteaux.
Crest
pheon sa. witliin a chaplet vert, flowered or.
Ssrmcock (LondonK Gu. on a chev. betw. three spearheads
ar. as many annulets of the field.
(co. Notts, Stoke, co. Worcester, and co. Stafford
(co. Lincoln,

—

Symcock

Thomas Symcock, co.
Christopher Symcock,

Notts, Visit. Notts, 1614, son of
of Butleigh, grandson of William
Symcock, of Stoke, and great-grandson of William Symcock, CO. Stafford). Erm. three bears' heads sa. muzzled
or.
Crest
A beaver pass. erm.
Symcott, or Symcock (Butleigh, CO. Somerset; granted
Erm. three boars' heads couped sa. muzzled or.
1576).
Crest
A beaver pass. erm.
Symcotts (co. Bedford). Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three

—

—

spearheads

ar. as

Symcotts

many

annulets gu.

(Isleworth, co. Middlesex

John Symcotts, of
George Symcotts, of
Robert Symcotts, co.
;

Isleworth, Visit. Middlesex, 1663, son of

Norton, co. Chester, and grandson of
Essex).
Gu. on a chev. or, betw. three spearheads ar. as
many annulets gu. Crest Out a ducal coronet or, a
spearhead ar. encircled with a garland of flowers and roses

—

last,

gu. and vert.

Syme (Culloch,

co.

two spur-rowels

Gu. on a chev. ar. betw.
and a halbert in base or, three
hand holding a pen ppr. Motto—

Dumfries, 1766).

in chief

—

ravens ppr.
Crest
A
Fortune et labore.
Ar. three escallops az.
Crest
An eagle's head
erased ppr. Motto In recto decus.
Symeon. Ar. three dolphins sa. Crest An arm issuing
out of a crown vallery holding an oak branch fructed and
leaved all ppr.
Symeon. Ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins of the field
another, Gu. a fess betw. three lions ramp. ar. crowned or;
another, Gu. a fess or, betw. three lions ramp. ar. crowned

—

Syme.

—

—

az.

Symer.

Sa.

a chev. engr. betw. three swans' necks erased

ar.

Symer, or Symers.

Sa.

a chev. engr.

or,

betw. three

shovellers' heads erased ar.

Symes

from

Gu. a

Lincoln).

(co.

ar.

Symcoats

fountains.

triton issuant

or,

;

Symes

— A demi

and

three lions pass, guard, of the third.
Ar. a tree vert.
Crest—
crow, wings expanded, struck through with an arrow ppr.
Sylvester (quartered by Stanley, Earl of Derby). Ar. a
haw tree eradicated ppr.
Sylyard (Delaware, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1702 descended
from John Seyliabd, of Hever, co. Kent, temp. Henry IV.,
who TO. Eleanor, dau. and heir of William Paclyn, of Delaware; John Sylyard, Esq., of Delaware, was created a bart.
1661
the third bart. d. s. p.). Az. a chief erm.

Stkes, Esq., of Sledmere, eighth in descent from Richard
Stkes, Esq., of Sykes Dike, and elder brother of Sir Mark
Sykes, first bart. of Sledmere). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Crest

fess potent counter-potent gu.

Sylvester, or Silvester.

of the

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three

(Antigua, 1740).

fleursde-lis az. a crescent or.

Gu. a

per fess counterchanged.

(borne by Sir William Robert Stdnet, Knt., of
Bourn Bridge Lodge, co. Berks, son of John Sydney, Esq.,
of Yalding, co. Kent, who claimed the Earldom of Leicester).
Arms, &c., same as those of Sidney, Earl of Leicester.
Sydney (co. Essex). Gu. a pheon within an orle of mullets

—A porcupine az. quills

Sylver.

Symbarbe.

See Cosby.
See Sidnet.

Sydney

Sydney
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(Daventry, co. Northampton

—

granted 1592). Erm.
head in a helmet or, plumed
;

three increscents gu. Crest
A
beaver up, face ppr,
(Ballyarthur and Ballybeg, co. Wicklow, Glascarrig

az.

and Cooperstown, co. Wexford; descended from Jebemiah
Symes, of co. Northampton, who settled at Glascarrig, co.
Wexford, temp. Charles II.), Same Arms and Crest. Motto

— Droit
Symes

et loyal.

and Poundsford, co. Somerset; William
Symes, Esq., of Chard, and John Symes, Esq., of Poundsford, brothers, living at Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Az. three
escallops in pale or.
Crest
A demi hind ramp, and erased
(Chard

—

or.

Symes

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1667, Thomas Symes, descended from SvMEs, of Poundsford, co. Somerset). Az.

three escallops in pale or, a crescent for diff.
Az. on a bend betw. three fieurs-dc-lis or, a
lion pass, guard, of tlic first.
Crest
A lion sejant guard.
huUling an escutcheon or.
Syming'ton (that Ilk, co. Lanark). Gu. a two-handed
sword in bend or, betw. two mullets in chief and one in
base of the second. Crest— A cross moline lozengy pierced

Syming'es.

—

or.

Syleur (co. Buckingham,

and Morton, co. Lincoln). Gu. a
embattled betw. three lions pass, guard, ar.
Sylvelney. Ar. on a bend sa. three plates.
Sylver (co. Cork granted 21 Aug. 1C63). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-hs gu. as many plates.
Crest
fess

;

A unicorn's head erased gu. charged with a chev.
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—

or.

Symion.
Symkin.

Gu. a fess or, betw. three lions pass. ar.
Ar. on a bend sa. three dolphins naiant or.
(Halyordie, co. Forfar). Ar. an oak tree eradicated
ppr. in bend sinister, surmounted of a bcndgu. charged with
llirce crosses humctty or.
Symmyus, or Simmons (Ambleston and Lanstinnon,

Symmer

;

STM
Per

eo. Pembroke).

and

Richard Peers, son of Richard Peers, citizen of London
by Anna Sophia Symons, his wife, dau. and eventually heir
of Richard Stjions, citizen of London, who purchased The
Mynde temp. George II., assumed the surname and arms of
Symons, was created a bart. 1774, and d. unm.). Per fess
sa. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three trefoils slipped or,

connter-

sa. three trefoils

chansed, quartering Ap Khts, of Martell, and Wogan, of
Lanstinnon.
Symner (Doctor Milo Stmneb, Archdeacon of CloRhcr
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1G72, of his wife). Or, a
1661
tower gu. on a canton sa. an estoilc of the first.
Symon, or Symonds. Sa. a fess betw. three crescents
;

Ar. a cher. purp. betw. three battle axes sa.
blades ax. points gu. the blades to the sinister side.
(Coleby. Suffield, Cley, and Great Oimesby, co.

Symonds

Norfolk). Per fess sa. and ar. a pale and six trefoils slipped
and counterchanged. Early in the reign of Henry VIII. the
younger branch of Symonds, of Cley, changed their coat to
Crest
A demi swan, wings exaz. three trefoils slipped or.
panded ar. holding in the beak a trefoil slipped az. Towards
the close of the same reign, the Suffield branch bore for arms,
Sa. a dolphin naiant embowed, devouring a fish, both ppr.
The various descendants of tliis line sometimes used the

—

dolphin without the fish, but generally quartered with the old
coat; the Ormesby branch almost uniformly so
sometimes
the old coat was in the first quarter, and sometimes the
dolphin, as may be seen in many ancient pedigrees, carvings
on monuments, and about the mansion, and on the hatchments in Great Ormesby and Yarmouth Churches. Crest of
the Ormesby branch
A dolphin naiant embowed, devouring
a fish, both ppr. Mottoes Over the crest: Rectus in curve
;

—

arms

Sjrmoiids

:

—

Dum

;

spiro spero.

Devon).

—

Ar. a chev. betw. three
cubit arm erect ppr. supporting a

Symonds (co. Devon).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three poleaxes

(Exeter,

co.

Crest
poleaxes sa.
A
poleaxe ar. handled sa.

az.

headed

or.

Symonds

(Exeter, co. Devon, and Taunton, co. Somerset;
WiLUAM St.monds, of Exctcr, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of
Thomas Symonds, of Taunton). Per fess sa. and ar. a pale

counterchanged, three

trefoils slipped of

—On a mount vert an ermine
all

the second. Crest
mouth a pansy

holding in the

ppr.

Ssrmonds (Lyme

Regis and Colesden, co. Dorset granted
and ar. a pale counterchanged, three
Crest
On a mount vert an
trefoils slipped of the second.
ermine ppr. holding in the mouth a cinquefoil or.

Per

15S7).

;

fess sa.

—

Symonds

Per

(London).

fess sa.

and

ar.

a pale counter-

changed, three trefoils slipped of the second, a border
counterchanged. Crest On a mount vert an ermine ppr.
holding in the mouth a cinquefoil gu. slipped of the first
(another, a pansy flower ppr.).
Symonds (co. Gloucester). Ar. a bend engr. az. betw. two
Crest
An arm embowed sa. tied at the elbow
fireballs sa.
with ribbons ar. and az. in the hand a fireball ppr.
Symonds (Pengethlcy, co. Hereford). Sa. a dolphin cmbowed holding in the mouth a fish ar. Crest A dolphin,
as in the arms.
Symonds (co. Essex). Az. a chev. engr. betw. three treCrest
Out of a mural coronet chequy ar.
foils slipped or.
and az. a boar's head of the first, crined sa.
Motto
Moriendo vive.

—

—

—

—

Symonds

(Pilsdon,

co.

—

Dorset).

Quarterly, 1st and 4tb,

2nd and
a bend engr. az. betw. two fireballs ppr.
and ar. a pale counterchanged, throe
the 2nd and 3rd quartertrefoils slipped of the second
ings were an especial grant, 29 Elizabeth, 1587, to
William, Thomas, and Richard Symonds, by Cooke,
Clarenceux. Crests 1st: On a chapeau gu. turned up erm.
a Moor's arm embowed ppr. tied at the elbow with ribbons
2nd On a mount
ar. and az. in the hand a fireball ppr.
vert an ermine pass. ppr. holding in the mouth a cinquefoil
Motto
or, stalked vert, motto over, Non timeo sed caveo.
Simplex munditiis.
Symonds (White Lady Aston). Sa. three cups ar. covered
Cre.^t
A vine tree with grapes ppr.
or.
Symonds. Ar. a chev. purp. betw. three bats displ. az.
Symonds. Az. (another, or) a canton erm.
Sjrmonds, or Symons. Az. a fess wavy betw. three
ar.

;

3rd, per fess sa.

;

—

;

:

—

—

demi

lions or.

Symons

(co. Cornwall
a family of great antiquity in that
which was John Symons, Esq., M.l*. for Helston in
1388; William Symons, Esq., of Halt, near Saltash, grandson of William Sy.mons, Esq., of Ilatt and Broadmore,
was High Sheriff co. Cornwall, 1735). Per fess sa. and or,
a pale counterchanged, three trefoils slipped of the second.
Crest
On a mount vert an ermine pass. ppr. holding in tlic
mouth a cinquefoil or, slipped of the first. Anolhr Crest
A^icicnt Crest
An eagle rising
boar pass. ar. armed or
;

CO., of

—

—

—

A

—

ar.
Mottoes Fuimus; Cor nobylc, cor immobylc.
Symons (The Myndc, co. Hereford, hart., extinct 170G;
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a border also counterchanged.
(The Mynde Park, co. Hereford; Sir Richard
(Peers) Symons, of that place, created a bart. in 1774, d.
unra. in 1796, and was s. in the Mynde property by his
cousin, Thomas Raymond, Esq
who assumed the surname
and arms of Symons). Per fess az. and erminois a pale
counterchanged, three trefoils slipped or, a border also
counterchanged. Crest On a mount vert a wolf statant,
holding in the mouth a rose slipped, leaved, and stalked all
ppr. Motto Simplex munditiis.
Sjrmons (co. Devon; descended from St-Mons, of co. Cornwall;
William Symons, Esq., who first settled in co. Devon, m.
temp. Charles II. Agnes, only dau. and heiress of the Rev.
Christopher Jellinger, an eminent writer and divine, who
having been obliged, on account of religious persecution, to
fly from the Palatinate, obtained the living ot South Brent,
CO. Devon, from which he was afterwards ejected for nonconformity. From this marriage derived Rev. Jellingeb
St.mons, M..\., Rector of Radnage, co. Bucks, and Vicar of
Monkland, co. Hereford). Per fess sa. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three trefoils slipped of the second. Crest On a
mount vert an ermine ppr. holding in the mouth a trefoil
slipped, as in the arms.
Motto Simplex munditiis.
Symons (Chaddlewood, co. Devon a younger branch of
the preceding family;. Per fess dancett^e gu. and ar. a
pale counterchanged, three trefoils, one and two, slipped of
the first. Crest
On a mount vert in front of a saltire gu.
an ermine holding in the mouth a fern branch ppr. Motto
Simplex munditiis.
Symons (Whitleford, co. Cambridge). Az. a fess engr.
betw. three demi lions ramp. or. Crest
On a mural
coronet gu. three arrows or, feathered ar. two in saltire and
one in pale, tied in the middle with a ribbon az. flotant.
Symons (Picton, co. Oxford; allowed by St. George, Richmond Herald, temp. James I., Reg. Ulster's Office). Per fess
sa. and or, a pale counterchanged, three trefoils of the

Sjnnons

ar. (another, or).

Symond.

under the
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fess ar.

,

—

—

^

—

—

;

—

—

—

second.

Syrnpington, or Sympring1;on.

Sa.

on a bend cotised

quatrefoUs slipped gu.

or, three

Sympson (Polton,

co. Bedford).
Per bend nebulee or and
Crest
sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
On a mural
coronet ar. a demi lion ramp, guard, per pale wavy or and
sa. holding in the paws a sword erect ppr. hilted gold.
Sympson-Walcott (Winkton, co. Hants). Per bend
sinister or and sa. a lion ramp, double queued counterchanged, quartering Walcott. Crest An oimce's head ar.
erased gu. ducally crowned or.
Per bend sinister or and sa. a lion
(co. Kent).
ramp counterchanged.
Crest
A lion's head erased per
fess erm. and gu. ducally crowned or.
(Inner Temple, London).
Ar. on a chief vert
three crescents of the field.
Sympson. Per bend wavy sa. and or, a lion ramp, counter-

—

—

Sympson

—

Sympson
changed.

Syms

Az. five crosses crosslet in
(Chard, co. Somerset).
Crest A demi leopard ppr.

saltire or.

—

Symson, and Sympson ^Piddinghall Garth, co. Durham
the heiress, m. Edward Shipperdson,
Per bend nebulae or and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Crest— Out of a mural crown az. a demi lion
issuant reguard. per pale or and sa. grasping a sword ppr.

Margaret Symson,

Esq.).

pommel

or.

Symson (Polton).

Ar. on a chief az. three crescents of the

field.

Symsyre. Erm. abend vair.
Syndesham. Ar. on a fess

betw. three escallops gu. as

many

mullets of the first.
Syndliam (co. Berks). Ar. on a fess betw. three escallops
az. as many mullets or.
Synepley, or Synopoly. Quarterly, or and az. in the
1st and 4th quarters two bends dancettoe of the second,
in the

2nd and 3rd an eagle displ. or.
.^r. on a chev. sa. three crescents

Syney.

or.

(Bridgnorth, co. Salop; Richard Synce, living 1C23,
had three sons: I. George, Bishop of Cloyne; II. Edward,
Bishop of Ross; III. Nicholas, Bishop of Killaloe). Az.

Syngre

three millstones ppr.

Synge-Hutchinson

(Castle Sallagh, co.

Wicklow, bart.

Killala, eldest surviving
son of Eev. Edward Synce, D.D., of Syngeficld, in the
King's CO., by Elizabeth IIutcuinson, his wife, dau. of

Ven. Samuel Synge, Archdeacon of

STN
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iuarvL HtJTCHtNsoif, Bishop of Killala, and grandson of
Nicholas Stnob, Bishop of Killaloe, s. his maternal uncle,
Bev. Sir James Hotcbinson, second ban. of Castle Sallagh,
under a special remainder in the patent of creation as third
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale
bart. of Castle Sallagh).
az. and gu. a lion ramp. erm. betw. nine crosses crosslet or,
and 4th,

3rd, quarterly, 1st

Syton

(co.

Salop).

Per pale as. and ga. a Uon ramp. ar.

betw. eight crosses crosslet or.
(Jersey). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
{£arl of NorthumberUind, prior
Uam I.). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. a chief gu.

Syvret

Syward

to

temp.

WH-

az. three

millstones ar., for Stngb; 2nd and 3rd, ar. an eagle displ. with
Out of a ducal
two heads sa. Crests 1st, Hotcbinson

—

:

coronet or, a cockatrice ppr. 2nd, Singe: Out of a ducal
coronet or, an eagle's talon ppr., motto over, Ccalestia
canimus. Motto Non sibi sed toti.
Syng'e (Rathmore, in the King's co. ; descended from Geokob
Stnge. next brother of Sir Samuel Stnge-Hotchinson, third
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three
bart. of Castle Sallagh).
2nd and 3rd, ar. an eagle displ. with two
millstones ppr.
Crest
Out of a ducal
beads sa. beaked and legged gu.
coronet or, an eagle's talon ppr. Motto Ccelestia canimus.
Syng'e (Lislee Court, co. Cork, bart. ; R<»ert Stnge,
younger brother of Sir Samuel Stnoe-Hotchinson, third
Same
bart. of Castle SaUagh, was created a bart. 1801).
Arms, Crest, and Motto, as the last.
;

—

;

—

—

SyngB

(Glanmore Castle, co. Wicklow; descended from
Fkamcis Stnge, Esq., of Glanmore, youngest brother of Sir

Samuel Stnge-Hutchinson, third
Same >'rnM, Crest, and Motto.

bart. of Castle Sallagh).

Syzmott

(Synnott's Land, Ballytramon, and the Bahine,
a family possessed at a remoto period of
Wexford
contiderable estates, and ranked amongst the most eminent
Among the
of the gentry of the barony of Shelmalier.
gentry of the co. Wexford, summoned 19 Edward III.,
attend
the
to
Lords
Justices
with
horse and
1344,
A.D.
arms, appears John Fitz Michael Stnath, and in the
account of Nicholas Hore, Sheriff of Wexford, a.d. 1366,
Nicholas Fitz John Stnot is returned. Michael Stnnott,
of the Bahine, temp. James I., was son of Stephen Stnnott,
of Wexford, who was son of David Stnnott, and grandson
CO.

;

of PiEBCE Stnnott, both of Ballytramon. Visit. Wexford,
1618. The representative of the senior line, that of Ballytramon, BicBABD Synnott, Esq., was deprived of his estate by
Oliver Cromwell). Gu. three swans ar. beaked and legged sa,

Synnott

(Ballyclaniff,

grandson of
ford, 1618).

co.

Wexford;

Walter Stnnott,

Waltek Stnnott,
Visit. Wex-

of Ballytramon.

Same Ar;m.

Synnott

(Ballyfamoge, in the barony of Shelmalier, co.
Sir William Synnott was knighted at Dublin
Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy, 22 June,
three swans close in pale sa. beaked gu. ducally
Ar.
1606).
gorged or, a martlet for diff.
Synnott (Cadiz, in Spain; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1776,
to Joseph Stnnott, of Cadiz, son of Captain William
Synnott, who wac sixth in descent from Walter Stnmott, Esq., of Ballytramon, co. Wexford, 1580). Ar. three
wans sa. ducally gorged or. Crest A swan issuant sa.
ducally gorged or, and pierced in the breast with an arrow
Ama Deum et serva manda.
ppr. Motto
Synnott (Drumcondragh, co. Meath, and Monasteroris, in
granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 1711, to
the King's co.
Thomas Synnott, Town Major of the city of Dublin, captain
in Colonel Lucas's regiment of foot, eldest surviving son of
Toby Synnott, of the co. Londonderry, gent. Mark Synnott,
Esq., of Drumcondragh, eldest son of Mark Synnott, Esq.,
of same place, d. 1789, leaving an only son, Mark Synnott,
Esq., of Monasteroris, who left, with two sons whod.g. p., four
dans, eventual co-heirs to his estates, viz. I. Susannah, d.

Wexford;
Castle by

—

—

;

:

Maria, m. George Woods Maunsell, Esq., of
Merrion Square, Dublin; III. Anne Jane, m. her cousin,
Mabk Seton Synnott IV. Charlotte Augusta, m. Charles
CoTTiNUHAM JoHNSTONB, Esq., of Drum, co. Monaghan).
Ar. three swans in pale SI. ducally gorged or, on a canton
gu. a sword in pale ppr. Crest A swan issuant, wingi expanded sa. ducally crowned or, vulned in the breast with an
arrow gold, feathered ar. Motto Sin not.
Synnott (Ballymoyer, co. Armagh; male repreientative of
Thomas Synnott, Town Major of Dublin Marcus Synnott,
Esq., of Ballymoyer, High Sheriff co. Armagh, 1853, eldest
on of MABrcs Stnnott, Esq., of same place, and grandson of Sir Walter Synnott, Knt., of Ballymoyer, brother of
Hark Synnott, Esq., of Drumcondragh, who d. 1789).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto Sine macula.
Sjmsi'warde. Bendy of six ar. and az.
Syrmln^on, or Sermington. Erm. on a cher. sa.
three bucks' heads cabossed or.
Syseley. Vert on a chev. betw. three goats pass. ar. as
many fleur-de-lis az. Crest— A buck's head erased gu.
guttle d'or, collared and attired gold, holding in the mouth a
branch of fir vert.
wn.m. 1842;

11.

;

—

—

;

—
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TAAIT!E(cos. Louth and Sligo;

settled in Ireland since the

Edward I. Nicholas Taaffe, by deed dated at
Clontarf, 1284, gave in pure alms to God, the Blessed Mary,
and the Knights Templars in Ireland, his lands of Killergy,
in Ireland, andti. 30 Oct. 1288, leaving two sons, JohnTaatfe,

reign of

Archbishop of Armagh, and Richard fitz Nicholas Taaftk.
Richard Taaffe, seated at Ballybraggan and Castle Lumpnagh, was Sheriff of Louth 1315, 9 Richard II., when Hugh
de Lacie the younger. Earl of Ulster, was sentenced to be
hanged and quartered at Drogheda, for inciting Edward
Bruce to invade Ireland. He was the founder of the Taaffes
of Ballybraggan, Athclare, Ballyneglough, the V'tscourtis
Tacjfe, Taaffe, of Smarmore, and other branches).
Gu. a
cross ar. fretty az.

Taaffe

(Ballybraggan, co. Louth; descended from Christoeldest son of John Taaffe, Esq., of Ballybraggan, temp. Queen Elizabeth, who was fifth in descent

pher Taaffe,

from Sir Nicholas Taaffe, Sheriff co. Louth 1441
Jobn
Taaffe, eldest son of the above Chbistopher Taaffe, had
livery of his father's estates 1633, but joining along with his
son Christopher Taaffe, in the Bebellion of 1641, the lands
were forfeited). Same Arms. Crest An arm in armour
embowed, holding in the hand a sword all ppr. pommel and
hilt or.
Motto In hoc signo spes mea.
TaafFe (Ballyneglough, co. Sligo, and Grayfleld and Brooklawn, CO. Mayo descended from Patrick Taaffe, Esq., of
Ballyneglough, second son of Christopher Taaffe. Esq., of
Ballybraggan, and brother of John Taaffe, who forfeited his
estates 1641; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1773, to ChbisTOPHEB Taaffe, Knt. of St. Louis, Colonel of Foot in Dillon's
regiment in the service of France, 6. 1725, son of James
Taaffe, of Grayfleld, co. Mayo). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Taaffe {Viscount Taaffe; descended from Sir William
Taaffe, Knt., second son of John Taaffe, Esq., of Ballybraggan, whose son. Sir John Taaffe, was created a viscount
Su.pporters Dexter,
1628). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
a horse ar. 6emee of estoiles sa. ; sinister, a wyvem, wings
;

—

—
;

—

expanded ppr.
Ta,a,Se (Earl of Carlingford, extinct 1738; Theobald, second
Viscount Taaffe, was so created 1661 Theobald, fourth earl,
d.s.p., when the earldom became extinct, but the viscounty
Same Arms, Crest,
reverted to his cousin and heir male).
and Motto, as Viscount Taaffe.
Taaffe (Smarmore, co. Louth descended from Peteb Taaffe,
Esq., of Pepperstown and Dromine, co. Louth, third son of
JounTaaffe, of Ballybraggan). Same./< rm». Crest, and Motto.
Taap, or Tapp. Or, on a fess betw. three crosses crosslet
fltchee az. a lion pass. ar.
On the point of a sword
Crest
;

;

—

in pale ppr.

a mullet or.

Taber (co.

Essex). Ar. on a fess vert three griffins' heads
Crest
A griffin's head erased ppr.
Az. on a chev. engr.
(Heard's Hill, co. Essex).
betw. three lions' heads erased or, as many leopards pass,
A lion's head erased pierced with a
ppr. collared gu. Crest

erased

—

or.'

Tabers

—

dart.

Tabor

(Rev.

Bobebt Stammers Tabor, M.A.,

of Cambridge).

Ar. on a fcss betw. two crosses patonce vert three gryphons'
Crest
A pomeis, thereon a gryphon
heads couped or.
erased or, charged with a trefoil slipped vert.
Tabuteau (Tullamore, King's co. certified by Betham,
Ulster, to Joseph Brion Tabuteau, Esq.^ of Tullamore). Ar.

—

;

—

a fess gu. betw. three erm. spots. Crest An erm. spot. sa.
Motto Toujours sans tache.
Crest
The morning
Ar. a pale «a. a canton gu.
star or, bursting from a cloud ppr.
Taddy. Erm. on a bend gu. three crosses crosslet fitchfio
ar. in the sinister chief point a hawk, wings endorsed or.

—

—

Taddy.

Crrst

— A fleur-de-lis ar.

Tadington (co. Suffolk).
Tadlowe (cos. Essex and
or,

Sa. a cross patonce or.

Kent).

Gu. a

lion pass,

guard,

betw. three roses ar.

Tadlovtre.

Tadwell

Erm. a

(St.

fret az.

Marylcbone, co. Middlesex; granted 14 Sept.

17C8).
Ar. a fess engr. sa. fretty or, betw. three mullets of
the >econd, pierced of the field. Crest On a piece of battlement ar. an armed arm issuing cmuowed ppr. garnished or»
in the hand a Javelin all also ppr.

—

Tailbar.

Az. three dragons ar.

A
A

T

.
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AI

Tailbois, or Tailboys (Lord

of Hurworth, co. Durham). Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three
escallops of the first.
Crrst
A bull's head couped ar.

T AI.

Tailbt, Esq., of that place, High Sheriff 1856, was only
son of William Tailbt, Esq., of Humberston). Erm. a
Baltire gu. en a thief az. a earb betw. two escallops or.
Crest
On a mount vert a buU pass. erm. gorged with a

ensigns of the Princes of South Wales, viz., Gn. a lion ramp,
or, within a bordure engr. of the first.
The Garter plate of
Sir Gilbert Talbot, K.G., of Grafton, has a coat. Quarterly
of six, 1st, Montgomery; 2nd, Rhys ap Gbiffith; 3rd,
Nrville; 4th, Fornival; 5th, Vebdon; 6th, Strange.)
Talbot (Chetwtnd-Talbot, Earl Talbot), fiame Arms, with a
cresrent for diff. Same Crest as the last. Supporters Two
talbots ar. each gorged with a double tressure flory and
counterflory gu. Motto Huinani nihil alienum. But, when
the Earl of Talbot proved his right as heir male of the
family to the Earldom of Shrewsbury, he was no longer
obliged to difference his armorial bearings.

wreath of laurel ppr. the

Talbot

—

Tailboys

Same Arms.

(Kettleby, co. Lincoln).

Crest

—

bull pass. ar.

Tailboys.

Gu. semee of crosses crosslet

a cinquefoil

or,

of

the second.

Tailby

(Skeffington Hall, co.

Leicester;

Wiixiam Ward

—

sinister foot resting

on an escallop

or.

Taileefer
Taillard.

(Harecleugh, Scotland, 1672). Erm. a chev. gu.
Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross patonce counter-

changed.

Tailotir (Canada

;

gi-anted 1781).

ea. betw. a heart in chief

each flank

arm

and

Ar. on a saltire inveckcd

in base gu.

vert, a spur-rowel of the field.

and a cinquefoil
Cresl

in

—A dexter

issuing ppr. holding a cross pattee fitchee in pale az.

Motto

— Per ardua.

(Borrowfield, co. Forfar; heiress m.
of Klrk-

Alexandek Rennt, merchant, Montrose; Taylor,

Ar. a saltire engr. sa. cantoned
with a heart in chief and base gu. and a cinquefoil in each
flank vert. Crest
A dexter hand ppr. holding a passion
cross gu. Motto
In cruce salus. See Rennt-Tailtodr.
Tailyoiir, or Taylor (Lyssous Hall, Jamaica, bart., 1778,
extinct 1815). As the last, but the saltire wavy. Crest
dexter hand issuing out of^ ducal coronet ppr. holding across
crosslet fitchee gu.
Supporters
Two leopards ppr. collared
and chained or. Motto In hoc signo vinces.
Tain,
of (Scotland). Gu. St. Duthacus in long garments ar. holding in his dexter hand a staff garnished with
ivy, in his sinister, placed on his heart, a book expanded
tonhill, the heir male).

—
—

—

—

—

Town

ppr.

Tait

(Liverpool).
Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three doves az.
beaked and legged of the second, the rays of a demi sun
breaking out from the upper part of a fess or. Crest An
arm embowed vested quarterly or and sa. holding in the
band ppr. a bunch of flowers gu. leaved vert. Motto
Toujours le meme.
Tait (Pirn, CO. Peebles; heiress m. Horsbcbgh, of that Ilk).
Ar. a saltire engr. gu. and chief of the last.
Tait (John Tait, of Harviestoun, 1795, grandfather of Archibald Campbell Tait, D.D., Archbishop of Canterbury).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as the last: 2nd and 3rd, ar. two
ravens hanging paleways sa. suspended by an arrow piercing
both their heads ppr., for Mcrdoch.
Crest
A dexter hand
grasping a dagger ppr. Mottoes Over the crest: Virtute;
below the arms Pro rege et patriS.
Tait. Per fess or and gu. a pale counterchanged, three
Cornish choughs sa. Crest The stock of a tree couped and
eradicated in fess vert, betw. the branches thereof a fleur-

—

—

—

—

:

—

de-lis or.

(South Hill, CO. Limerick
granted to Sir Peter Tait,
D.L., Knt., of South HiU, Mayor of Limerick, 1866-8). Ar. a
saltire engr. gu. on a chief of the second a castle, on each
tower an obtuse spire with a weathercock, and on an arch
over the curtain a cross flory, all of the first. Crest Out of a
civic crown an arm in armour embowed, the hand grasping a
Ted rose, slipped and leaved, all ppr. Motto God give grace.
Talbot (Bashall, co. York; the senior line of the family
;

—

—

Talbot, descended from Geoffrey Talbot, elder
brother of Hugh Talbot, ancestor of the great house of
Shrewsbury).
Ar. three lioncels salient purp.
Crest
talbot pass. sa. Motto— louts jours fidele.
of

—

(Carr, co. Lancaster, 1664).

Ar. three lions salient

vert.

Thomas Talbot, the celebrated
John Talbot, of Salesbury, who d.

(Salesbury, co.Toik;

antiquary, was son of
in 1551).

Lord

(exemplified to

Edmcnd Bernard Howard,

second surviving son of He.nry Granville, fourteenth Duke
of Norfolk, on his assuming, by royal licence, 19 July, 1876,
the surname and arms of Talbot only, in compliance with
the testamentary injunction of Bebtbam Artupr, seventeenth.
Earl ofShi-etosbury). Arms, Crest, and Motto, same as Talbot,
Earl of Shrewsbury.
Talbot (Hon. Walter Cecil Talbot, of Kipling). See
^

Carpenter.
Viscount Lisle, extinct).

Same

Amu,

and Motto as Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury
(Belfast, co. Antrim, hart.).
Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto, as Earl Talbot.
Talbot (Margam, co. Glamorgan descended from the
marriage of Sir John Ivory with Anne, eldest dau. and coheiress of Sir John Talbot, Knt., of Lacock Abl/ey, co. Wilts).
Gu. a lion ramp, or, a border engr. of the last. Crest On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion, tail extended or, quartering Mansel, of Margam.
Talbot (Lacock Abbey, co. Wilts descended from the marriage of Rev. William Davenport, D.D., with Martha, dan.
of John Ivory Talbot, Esq., of Lacock Abbey, co. Wilts).
Same Arms and Crest, without the Mansel quartering.
Crest,

Talbot

;

—

;

Talbot

(Elmbridge, co. Worcester; derived from Waltee
Talbot, illegitimate son of Sir Gilbert Talbot, of Grafton).
The quartered coat of Sir Gilbert Talbot, of Grafton, with
a crescent for diff. the whole debruised with a bendlet
sinister az.

Talbot

(Malahide, co. Dublin, possessed of the Castle
of Malahide since Richard Talbot settled in
Ireland temp. Henry II. Sir Thomas Talbot, Knt., of Malahide, had livery of his estate Z2 Feb. 23 Edward III., and
was summoned to Parliament 1372
Beg. Ped. Uister'a
Office.
Visit. Dublin, 1610).
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. Crest A talbot dog ar. langued and collared gu. Motto
Forte et fidele.
Talbot (Baroness Talbot de Malahide). Gu. a lion ramp, or,
a border engr. erminoia. Supporters Dexter, a talbot or;
sinister, a lion gu.
Talbot (Baron Talbot de Malahide). Quarterly, let and
4th grand quarters, quarterly, Ist and 4th, gu. a lion
ramp, or, a border engr. erminois, 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion
ramp. gu. armed and langued az. 2nd grand quarter,
bendy of ten ar. and gu. 3rd grand quarter, ar. a lion
ramp. gu. armed and langued az. a crescent sa. for diff.

and Lordship

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

Tait

Talbot

—

Talbot (Baron and

Tailyour, or Taylor

Talbot

—

Sslihb

Arms.

Crest

— A talbot pass. sa.

Talbot

(Earl of Shrewsbury, Wattrford, and Talbot, and
extinct JhUce of Shrewsbury ; Charles, twelfth earl, was
created Marquess of Alton and Duke of Shrewsbury, 1694,
Henby John Chetwynd, third Earl
but d. s. p. 1707
Talbot, s. 1856 as eighteenth Earl of Shrewsbury and Waterford). Gu. a lion ramp, or, a border engr. of the last. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a lion statant, the
;

—

—

Motto—

extended or.
Supporters Two talbots ar.
Prest d'accompUr.
(The original amis of Talbot were,
Bendy of ten ar. and gu., sometinies or and gu., but
were changed, in consequence of the marriage of Gilbert
OS Talbot with Gwendoline, dau. and eventual heiress
of Ehts ap Griffith ap Bhts ap Ubiffith ap Buys
AT TsTAOWB Uawb, King of South Wales, to the armorial
tail
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—

1st: On a chapeau gu. doubled erm. a lion pass,
Crests
erminois; 2nd: A talbot dog ar. langued gu. Supporters
Dexter, a talbot or; sinister, a lion gu. Motto Forte et

—

—

fidele.

Talbot (Mount
John Crosbie,

Talbot,
Esq., of

co. Roscommon; exemplified to
Mount Talbot, on his assuming, by

royal licence, 1851, the surname of Talbot, in compliance
will of his maternal uncle, William Talbot, Esq.,
of Mount Talbot). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a Uon ramp,
gu. a border engr. of the last, for Talbot; 2nd, ar. a

with the

ramp. sa. armed and langued gu. in chief two dexter
bands apaum^e of the third, for Crosbie; 3rd, gu. three
cinquefoiU erm., for Hamilton. Cr«««— 1st, Talbot: On a
chapeau az. turned up erm. a lion pass, gu.; 2nd, Crosbie:
Three swords, one in pale with point upwards, and two in
saltire points downwards, entwined with a serpent all ppr.
Motto Pr€t d'actomplir.
Talbot (Sir John Talbot, Admiral R.N., G.C.B., third son
of Richard Talbot, Esq., of Malahide, and Margaret his
wife. Baroness Talbot de Malahide). Same Arms, Cre-tt,
and Motto as Talbot, of Malahide. Sir John Talbot was
lion

—

—

granted the following Supporters On the dexter side a
talbot ppr. gorged with a riband ar. fimbriated az. pendent
therefrom a representation of the gold medal presented to
the said Sir John Talbot for his gallant and distinguished
services at the capture of the ship " L,e Rivoli," of 74 guns,
on the 22nd Feb. Ibl2. Sinister side, a figure veprcsentinc
victory ppr. vested ar. wings or, the dexter arm extended,
the siniaur
holding in the hand a wreath of laurel, and

m

band a branch

of

palm

vert.

A

;

Talbot (Castle Ring, co. Louth; Sir John Tai-bot, Knt., of
Castle Eing, second son of William Talbot, Esq., of Mala-

Ar. a saltire gu. on a chief of the second three
escallops of the first.
Talcot. Per pale az. and or, on a chief gu. three roses
Elizabeth).

was knighted by Robert, Barl of Essex, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 6 Sept. 1599, m. Beidget, dau. of Sir
bide,

John Talbot,

Knt., of Grafton,

and

d. 7

Nov. 1613.

ar.

Talcott

Ar. on a pale sa. three
griffin erased ar. gorged
with a collar sa. charged with three roses of the first.
Talkarne (co. Cornwall). Or, on a fess betw. three ravens
reguard. sa. a garb enclosed by two crosses crosslet fltchee
of the first.
Tallakerue (co. Essex). Or, on a fess sa. betw. three
Cornish choughs reguard. ppr. a garb enclosed by two crosses

Fun.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and
langued az. a crescent for dift. Same Crest as Talbot, of
Malahide.
Talbot (Carton, co. Kildare, bart., extinct; Sir William
Talbot, son of Robebt Talbot, second son of Thomas
Talbot, Esq., of Malahide, was created a bart. 1622; Fun.

Ent.

TJlster's

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1633, of Sir William Talbot, first bart.).
Same Anns, Crest, and Motto as Talbot, of Malahide.
(Buke and Earl of Tyrconnell, attainted 1691

field.

Crest

—A demi

patt^e or.

BioHABD Talbot, youngest son of Sir William Talbot,
first bart. of Carton, was created Earl of Tyrconnell 1685,
and raised to a dulsedom 1039). Same Arms, Ci-est, and
Motto. Supporters— Dexter, a lion, and sinister, a talbot,

Talland. Ar. on a mount in base vert a stag couchant gu.
Tallant (co. Cornwall). Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles" legs
erased or.

Tallant.

Barry of eight or and

a canton

sa.

ar.

Crest

—

hind's head couped ppr.

Tallant.

or.

Talbot

(Templeoge, co. Dublin; a branch of Talbot, of
Malahide; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1615, Eobebt Talbot,
Esq., of Templeoge). Same Arms.
Talbot (Rathdown, co. Wicklow; a branch of Talbot, of
Malahide; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Pierce Talbot, Esq.,
of Rathdown, d. 26 Aug. 1622). Same Anns, the lion
charged on the shoulder with a crescent of the field for

Paly of eight or and sa. on a canton ar. a griffin
segreant gu.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1663, Patrick Tallant,
Barry of eight or and sa. a canton gu. a
of Dublin).

Tallant

border ar.

—

Tallantire. Or, three swords az. Crest Two arms in
armour embowed ppr. holding up a bezant.
Tallis (granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1644, to Thomas Tallis,
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three falcons jessed and belled ppr. as many pheons or.
A dove ar. holding in the beak an olive branch ppr.
Ci-est
Tailor (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. on a bend or, three es-

Muster-Master-General of Ireland).

diff.

Talbot

(Dardistown, co. Meath; a branch of Talbot, of
Malahide Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Robert Talbot, Esq.,
of Dardistown, d. Nov. 1636). Same Arms, in the dexter
chief a crescent sa. for diff.
Talbot (Robertstown, co. Meath; a branch of Talbot, of
Malahide Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Eleanor, dau. of John
Talbot, Esq., of Robertstown, d. Feb. 1624). Same Arms,
the lion charged on the shoulder with a crescent on a
;

;

crescent for diff.
(Belgard, co. Dublin a branch of Talbot, of Malahide; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Gilbert Talbot, Esq., of
Belgard, d. 16 Dec. 1626). Same Arms, the lion charged on
the shoulder with a mullet for diff.

Talbot

;

descended from Walter
Taxbot, who obtained a grant of Ballynamoney, co. Wexfocd, temp. Queen Elizabeth, and m. Joan, dau. and co-heir
of Jasper Bolane, Esq., of Talbot's Town, in same co., who,
with her husband, were parties in a Chancery Decree 28
Nov. 1586; Reg. Fed. Ulster's Office). Arms, &c., allowed,
1811, by Betham, then Deputy Ulster, same as the house of
Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury.
Talbot (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. a border

Talbot

(Castle Talbot, co.

Wexford

;

of the last.

Talbot
Talbot
Talbot

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, a lion ramp. gu. a border
of the first and az.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. four bendlets gu.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Bendy of six erm. and

Talbot

(Upper Lyne,

gobony

Crest

co.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.

Devon).

— A talbot ar. collared gu.

Talbot

(cos.

Devon and

granted 1584).

Ar. a

—

S^me Arms.

1620).

Talbot

(Gonville Hall, in
Crest

Wymondham,

1584).

co. Norfolk; granted
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three

— A demi

ostrich ar. wings

expanded

(Broadmayne,

gauntlets clenched or.
chained.

co. Dorset).

Crest

—A

Az. a fess betw. three

talbot pass, collared

(Swannington, co. Leicester).
crosslct fitchee three fleurs-de-lis gu.
(Salwarp, co. Worcester).

and

Ar. scmee of crosses
ar.

and gu.

—

—

—

many

annulets or (another, of the

Tallowes

first).

Warwick). Per pale and per chev. erm. and
sa. four cinquefoils all counterchanged.
Talmach. (Helmingham,. co. Suffolk. See Tollemache).
Ar. a fret sa. Crest— A horse's head erased ar. betw. two
wings expanded or, pellettee.
Talmasb. Ar. a fret sa. bezantee.
Talpe. Gu. on a fess ar. betw. three crosses crosslet fitch€»
or, a lion pass, guard, az.
Talstock. Or, a demi lion ramp. sa.
Talstock. Or, a demi lion ramp. az. in a mural crown
(co.

Talworth.

Barry of six or and az. a chev. gu. (another,

erm.),

Talworth.

Barry of six or and az. on a chev. gu. three

mullets or (another, ar.)
co. Gloucester).

Tame (Fairford,

crowned

or,

Ar. a dragon vert and

a

combatant.

Tame

Or, a dragon vert and a lion ramp,
(co. Oxford).
az. crowned of the first, combatant.
A cock reguard. ppr.
Az. three bars or. Crest
Az. three bars ar. Crest A wolfs head
(co. Essex).

—

Tame.

erased gu. ducally gorged

Tame, Abbey of (co.

Tame

—

or.

Oxford).

Ar. on a chief sa. two

(Ucg. Ulster's Office).

Ar. three chev. gu.

Gu. two bars vair.
Ar. a chov. betw. three martlets

Sa. a cross voided ar.

co. Stafford, temp.

Henry

V.). Ar.

a bugleliorn betw. three escallops sa.
Ar. on a cross engr. sa.
(co. Lancaster).

Tamworth

five

bezants.

Tamworth

(Leake, co. Lincoln, and London). Ar. a fess
dancetlec gu. betw. three cocks' heads erased sa. crested and
jelloped or. Crest— K cock gu. combed, wattled, and legged
or.

Tam'worth

(co. Lincoln).

Tamworth (co.

or.

Lincoln).

Ar. on a chief sa. three bezants.
Ar. on a saltire engr. sa. five

bezants.

Tamworth, Town
sa. in chief

a

talhot pass, of the second.

Talbot.

Or, three talbots pass. az.

Talboys

(Baron Talboyt, of Kyme, extinct temp. Queen
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:

:

;

Tamhorne (Newborough,

Bendy of ten

(assumed by Talbot, of Fincham, co. Norfolk, temp.
Edward I., as feudatories of the family of Wacnci, and used
by Thomas Talbot as a seal attached to a deed 18 Henry VI.,
1439).
Gu. six gauntlets, three, two, and one or.
Talbot. Ou. two lions pass, tn pale ar. a border engr. or.
Talbot. Gu. two (another, four) bends ar.
Talbot. Az. a fess ar. betw. three sinister hands coupcd

Talbot.
Talbot.
Talbot.

—

cros-'ca or.

Talbot
Talbot
Talbot

last, each holding in the
beak an olive branch or. Crests 1st A demi angel issuing
wings
expanded
or, crined of the
vested
az.
ppr.
from clouds
last, on his head a cap, thereon a cross patt^e of the third,
holding a dish ar. glorified or, thereon the head of St. John
2nd A dish ar. glorified ppr. thereon the
Baptist ppr.
head of St. John Baptist ppr. Supporters Two angels ppr.
vested gold, crined and ducaUy crowned or, the coronet surmounted with an estoile of the last, each standing on a mount
Ecce Agnus Dei, qui tollit peccata mundi.
vert. Motto
Anotker Motto Quae arguuntur, a lumine manifestantur.
Tallowe. Ar. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa. as

counterchanged, three doves of the

Tame

ducally gorged gu.

Talbot

callops az.

Tallo-w Chandlers, Company of (London; incorpoPer fess az. and ar. a pale
rated 2 Edward IV. 1463).

lion az.

by Cooke, Clarenceux,
talbots pass. sa.

—

reversed ar.

Suffolk;

chev. betw. three talbots pass. sa. Crest A demi ostrich
ar. wings expanded gu. ducally gorged of the last.
Talbot (quartered by Monck, of Potheridge, ancestor of the
Duke of Albemarle aaA the Viscount Monck. Visit. Devon,

or,

(Colchester, co. Essex).

roses of the

Office).

Talbot

toth

TAN

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

T All

of. The Seal of the Corporation is
moiicrn, and represents a fleur-de-lis dinpered nil over with
" Sig burgi do
siniill flower.'*, with the inscription round it of

Tamworth Comitat Warwic

Tanand, or Tanane

ct Staf."

(France).

Az. a cock or.

A

TAN

descended through Ievan
(Atertanat, co. Salop
of Abertanat, from Einion Efell, Lord of Cynllaeth.
ScsANNA, sister and co-heir of Owen Tanat, of Abertanat,
Esq., TO. Colo\iel Sidney Godolphin). Arms, those of Einion
;

LLwrD,

Per

viz..

andar. a lion ramp, counterchanged

fess sa.

TAB
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Tanat

Efell,

;

armed and langued gu.

Tanat

(Blodwell, co. Salop). Per bend sinister sa. and ar.
a lion ramp, counterchanged. a border engr. gu.
Sa. asaltire engr. erm. betw. four hands coupcd
at the wrists, each holding a halbert ar.
Tancey, or Tancre. Az. two bends ar.
Tancred (Boroughbridge, co. York, bart.). Ar. a chev.
Crest
betw. three escallops gu.
An olive tree fructed

Tancarde.

—

Tanqueray-Willanme.

See Willapme.
Gu. three bezants.
Tansley (John Tansley, temp. Richard II.; his dau. anct
heir r,i. Peter Saltbt, co. Lincoln, and his dau. and heir,
Agnes, m. Thomas Flower, co. Rutland, whose descendants
quartered the arms. Visit. Rutland, 1619). Sa. a chev.
vair betw. three leopards' heads erased or.
Tanyers,
of Grey Tanyers (London).
Erm. on a chev. sa. betw. three squirrels ppr. with beads
and chains of gold about their necks, three roses ar. Crest
A squirrel sejant ppr. as in the arms.
Tapp (co. Dorset). Or, on a fess betw. three crosses crosslct
fitchee az. a lion pass. ar. Crest
A greyhound couchant

Tanreg-gre-Priory

(co. Surrey).

Company

—

—

and collared or.
Tappenden (Faversham, co. Kent). Or, two lions pass, ia
chief and one in base ramp. az.
Tapper. Az. on a pale betw. two mullets in chief ar. .is
many bendlets gu. Crest A hand erect issuing from a
cloud, holding a garb in bend all ppr.
Tapperell. Vert a chev. ar. betw. three garbs or.
Tappes. Az. on a fess betw. three rhinoceroses or, as many
sa. lined

ppr.

Tancrette

Gu. an inescutchcon ar. charged
(co. Devon).
with a bend sa. within an orle of roses of the second.
Per bend ar. and gu. eight roses, three, two,
two, and one, counterchanged.
Tane. Or, tluee estoiles az. a chief of the last. Crest

Tancrette.

plough ppr.

Motto

—

— Labor et industria.

Taney, or Tany (co. Essex).
Crest — A demi eagle with two

Or, six eagles displ.

sa.

heads gu. ducally gor};ed

—

escallops gu.

Tappin.

or.

Taney.
Taney.

Or, seven eagles displ. sa. three, three, and one.
Sa. six lions ramp. ar. three, two, and one.
Tanfield^cos. Essex, Northampton, and York). Ar. two chev.
betw. three martlets sa. Crest A woman's head couped at
the shoulders ppr. crined or, wreathed about the temples

—

with roses

and

ar.

sa.

Tanfield, or Tansfield (Copswood,
chev. betw. three martlets sa.
ppr.

Ar. two
maiden's bead

co. Essex).

Crest

—A

Tang-hurst. Az. six garbs or, three, two, and one.
Tankard, or Tancred (Pannell, co. York). Ar. on a
chev. engr. betw. three escallops gu. as many annulets of
An olive tree vert, fiucted or, environed
the first. Crest

—

with a ducal coronet gold.

Tankard, or Tankert
three escallops gu. as

Ar. on a chev. betw.

York).

(co.

many annulets

(Hinton-Admiral,

co.

Hants,

Anglesey, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. betw. three brands erect raguly or, infleur-de-lis gu. betw. two Cornish choughs
respecting each other also ppr., for Meyrick; 2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. betw. six ostrich feathers sa. a
cannon ball of the last, for Gervis, 2nd and 3rd, az. on a
fess or, betw. three rhinoceroses ar. as many escallops gu.,
for Tapps.
Creiits
1st, Gervis: A plume of three ostrich
feathers gu. and sa. bound by a wreath of laurel or, standing upon a mound ppr. 2nd, Meyrick A tower ar. thereon
upon a mount vert a Cornish chough ppr. holding in the
dexter claw a fleur-de-lis gu.
3rd, Tapps: A greyhound
couchant per pale ar. and sa. charged on the body with two

and liodorgan,
sa. on a chev.
flamed ppr. a

co.

—

:

;

of the

Crest

first.

—An

fessways counterchanged.

escallops

Motto

— Be

just

and

fear not.

(Dublin; impalement Fun.

John Gernon, whose

1635,

Crest— A. lioa

Ar. three stags' heads cabossed az.

or.

;

olive tree vert.

Tankard

ramp.

Tapps-Gervis-Meyrick

Edward Tankard,

wife

Ent.

Ulster

Office,

was Katherine, dau. of
Ar. on a fess

of Dublin, merchant).

many

hetw. three escallops gu. as

annulets

or,

a crescent for

Tapte.

Or,

on a

fess

betw. three crosses fitchee ar. a lion

pass. ar.

Tarbock, or Torbock

Or, an eagle's leg
(co. Stafford).
erased a la quise gu. on a chief indented az. a mullet ar,
betw. two plates. Crest A parrot vert, beaked and legged

—

diff.

Tanke.

Ar. a tree in bend couped at the top and slipped at
the bottom sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings

—

gu.

Tarbock

Same Arms.
(Tarbock, co. Lancaster, 1567).
Crest
An eagle close vert, beaked and membered gu.
Tarbock, or Torbock. Or, a griffin's head erased gu.
on a chief indented az. three bezants.
Tarleton (Park House, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1720
Thomas Tarleton, Esq., of Gray's Inn, London, and Park
House, descended from JoffN Tarleton, Esq., of Shndockhurst, CO. Kent, temp. Queen Elizabeth, was created a bart.
Ar. on a chief sa. two
16G6; the third bart. d. v.nm.).
boars' hearts couped of the first.
Tarleton (Churchill, co. Lancaster, bart., extinct 1833; descended from an ancient f.imily of that name, settled at
Sir I'anastre Tarleton, G.C.B.,
Aigburth, in that co.
third son of John Tarleton, Esq., of Liverpool, Alderman,
was created a bart. 1818, d. .t.j).). Gu. a chev. crniinois
betw. three cinquefoils or. Crest— On a mural crown gu. a
leopard's face ppr. betw. two ostrich feathers ar. Motto—
Post nubila Phoebus.
Tarleton (Collingwood Hall, co. Northumberland; Johx
CoLLiNGwooD Tarleton, Esq.. of Collingwood, was nephew
of General Sir Banastre Tarleton, Bart., G.C.B., and
son of late John Tarleton, Esq., of Finch House, by

—

az.

Tanke.
Tanke.

Barry of six

ar.

and

sa.

Ar. three garlands in chief vert, and a text

in

base gu.

Tankersley.
three,

Gu. two bars betw. nine martlets

ar. three,

and three.

Tankersley. Ar. on a bend gu. three escallops or.
Tankerville, Earl of. See Bennet.
Tankerville. Gu. an escutcheon betw. eight cinquefoils
in oile ar.

Tankesley, and Tankisle.

Ar. on a bend gu. three

escallops or.

;

Tannatt

(Broxton, co. Chester, temp. Henry VIII.).
Per
fess ar. and sa. a lion ramp, counterchanged, armed gu.
Tanner (Brannell, CO. Cornwall; John Tanner, of Cranncll,
Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Anthony Tanner, of same

grandson of George Tanner, of Collumpton, co. Devon,
and great-grandson of John Tanner, of same place). Ar.
sa. three Moors' heads in profile couped at the
a
chief
on
neck sa. banded about the temples of the first and gu.
A demi talbot ramp, or, eared ar.
Crest
Tanner (Kingsnympton Park, co. Devon). Same Arms.
place,

—

Crest

— A Moor's head, as in the arms.

Tanner (Salisbury,

Tanner

Crest

Sherborne and Wimborne, co.

Crest.

(Ashted, co. Surrey).

heads couped ppr.
erm.

Tanner

co. Wilts,

Same Arms and

Doi-set).

—A

Sa. on a chief or, three Moors'

demi antelope ramp, reguard.

(assigned by Molyneux, Ulster, 1613, to Right llev.
of Perry). Or, on a chief sa. three

John Tanner, Bishop
crosses forin^e

fitchee

of

the

first.

Crest

—A

beaked and legged gu. holding in the beak an

dove ar.
branch

olive

vert.

Tanner

(co.

Limerick;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Office,

1658).

Same Arms.

Tanqueray

(Edward Tanqderay, Esq., of Tingrave, co.
Per pale or and erm. on a fess embattled vert
betw. three roses gu. barbed and seeded ppr. four erm. spots
ar.
Crest
Out of ;i mount vert in front of two buulc-uics
Bedford).

—

in saltire a pinc-applc ppr.

9J7

Isabella his wife, dau. and co-heir of James Collingwood,
Esq., of Unthank). Sa.me Anns, Crest, and Motto, quartering Collingwood.
Tarpey (Dublin; granted to Alderman Hugh Tabpet, of
Dublin, Lord Mayor of that city in 1 877 and 1878, son of James
Tarpey, of Rockfield. co. Dublin, deceased). Az. on a bend
engr. ar. betw. in chief a castle of the last flammant ppr.
and in base a rock also ppr. three crosses crosslet gu. Ci-est
Out of a mural crown gu. a demi eagle displ. or, in tbo
beak a civic crown ppr. Motto Firm as a rock.

—

—

Tarpley.

Ar. a fess cotised gu. betw. six hurts.
Tarpley (Rev. Kenneth Tarpley, co. Northampton). Ar.
a fess cotised gu. betw. three pomeis. Crest A dove, wings
displ. holding in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
Tarrant (London). Ar. a chev. bctwl three eagles' dispL

—

—

A demi eagle displ. gu.
(John Tarte, Esq., of James Street, Westminster).
a chev. ar. betw. three cocks or, as many
crcscculs, from each an estoile issuant of the field. Crest—
gu.

Crest

Tarte

Az. on

;

TAB
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An eaple with wines expandcJ ar. charged on the breast
with a crescent and estoile issuant, as in the arms, standing
on a snake

ppr.
(that lik, co, Fife, 16th century).

Tarvit

Ar. a chev. betw,

three boars' heads sa.
(Sir Thomas TASBOnouGn, of Harwich, co.
Buckingham, knighted at Dublin by Robert, Earl of Essex,
Lord Lieutenant, 9 May, 1599). Ar. a chev. sa. betjr. three

Tasboroug'h.

palmers" staves ppr. with scrips attached of the second.
Tasborough (Southelman, co. Suffolk).
Ar. a chev. betw. three pilerims' staves with pouches hang-

Tasbrouerli, or
ing on them

sa. garnishetl or.
Ar. on
(Clanny, co. Gloucester; granted 1739).
as many mullets
I. chev. sa. betw. three rooks of the second,
of the first.
Tftsborirh (Bodney, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three

Tasburgh

pilgrims' staves with scrips banging to them sa. garnished
on a canton of the second a martlet of the last.
Tasell (CO. Suffolk). Ar. on a fess. sa. betw. three eagles
or,

—A

hawk's
Crext
dltpl. az. as many crescents of the first.
head erased as. holding in the mouth a pine branch vert,
fructed gn.
(London). Per pale or and gn. s chev. betw. three
cinquefoils counterchanged, on a chief per pale of the second
Crest
A demi
and first two escallops counterchanged.
greyhound or, collared gu. holding betw. the feet an escallop

Tash

—

of the last.

lasmaiLia, See of (Van Diemen's Land and

Norfolk
Island). Az. a crosier in bend dexter, surmounting a key in
tend sinister or, betw. four stars of eight points ar. the stars
as representing the principal constellation of the southern

hemisphere called the Crux Australia.
Itasw^ell (confirmed to the family of Tasweli,).
and erm. on a chief gu. a lion pass. or. Crest
purp. in the paws a chaplet of eight roses gu.

Valre purp.

—A demi lion

Tatchell-Bullen.

See Bitllbn.
Pre Abbey, co. Northampton; descended from Sir
John Tatb, Knt., Lord Mayor of London in 1496, younger
brother of Sir Eobebt Tate, Lord Mayor of London in 1488).
Per fess or and gu. a pale counterchanged, three Cornish
choughs ppr. Crest An arm embowed and couped at the

Tate (De la

—

shoulder vested per pale gu. and

—

or,

holding in

the hand

Thincke and thancke.
ppr. a pine branch gold. Motto
(Sutton Bonnington, co. Nottingham, and Burleigh, co.
Leicester: descended from Anthony Tate, Esq., of Hoby,
second son of Sir Bartholomew Tats, of De la Pre Abbey).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.

Tate

Tate(Wbltley, CO. Nottingham, and Coventry, co. Warwick;
Sir William Tate, Knt., of Whitley, temp. James I., was
sixth in descent from John Tate, of Coventry, who obtained
Whitley from William Palmer, 16 Richard II., a.d. 1392.
Per fess or and gu. a pale counter1614).
changed and three Cornish choughs ppr.
Tate (Kun. Ent. Ulster's OfiSce, 1660, Rev. FAiTHPrL Tate, of
Drogheda). Per fess ar. and gu. a pale counterchanged,
Crest— A lion pass az. charged on the
three storks sa.
shoulder with a fleur-de-lis or.
Tatenhall (Tatenhall, co. Chester). Az. a cutlass in bend
sinister ar. hilt and pommel or, a border engr. of the last.
Crest
A buck's head ppr.
TatersalL, or Tatershall. Sa. a chev. betw. three
tigers pass, reguard. ar. beholding themselves in a glass
Visit. Notts,

—

AY

EuDo, who
England with William I., had a grant of Tatteshall,
within the hamlet of Thorpe and town of Kirkeby, co. Lincoln
his de!:cendant, Robert de Tatteshall, was summoned to
Parliament 1295; Robert, second 5a ron Tatteshall, d. 1303,
leaving an only son, Robert, third Baron Tatteshall, who
d. s.p., when the barony fell into abeyance betw. his aunts).
Chequy or and gu. a chief erm.
Tatton (Wythenshawe, co. Chester; descended from the
Tattons of Kenworthy, a branch of the very ancient family
of Tatton, of Tatton). Quarterly, ar. and gu. fourcrescents
counterchanged. Crest A greyhound sejant ar. collared
and tied to a tree ppr.

came

in abeyance;

TattesJiall,

to

—

Tatton

Ar. a crescent gn.
Ar. three acorns slipped vert.

(co. Chester).

Tatton.
and garb

—A

Crest

sword

in saltire ppr.

Tatum.

Gyronny of six ar. and az. three martlets sa.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. gtirnished or,
holding in the hand three arrows all ppr.
Taunton (Somerton, co. Somerset, Hilfield, co. Dorset,
Liskeard and Truro, co. Cornwall, and Freeland Lodge, co.
Oxford). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr. as many lozenges or. Crest A Cornish chough ppr.
Taunton (co. Dorset). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the Ist
and 4th quarters a crescent sa., in the 2nd and 3rd a
crescent or.
Crest A greyhound sejant ar. collared and
ringed gu. ring tied to an oak tree ppr.
Taunton. Quarterly, ar. and gu. four crescents counterchanged.
Out of a ducal coronet a dexter ana.
Crest
holding a slip of a rose tree ppr.
of (co. Somerset). The Corporation
Taunton,
Seal represents a regal crown, surmounted with a cherub
head, wings expended under the crown, on a scroll, the
word " Defendamus." Round the Seal, "SigiUum de burgh
de Taunton."
Tavenor (IJxminster, co. Esses). Ar. a hend lozengy sain the sinister chief point a torteau.
Taverner (Hoxton, co. Hertford, and co. Kent; granted
1575 and, by patent, 1604). Ar. a bend lozengy sa. in the
Crest A dove, wings expanded ar.
sinister chief a torteau.
legged and beaked gu. holding in the beak a laurel branch
vert. Another Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu. an oak

—

—

—

—

Tovm

;

;

—

—

tree

acomed

ppr.

Taverner. Or (another, ar.) a cross voided gu.
Tavistock. Chequy az. and or, a chief per fess wavy

of

the last and sa.

Tavistock,

Town

of

Devon). Per pale gu. and az.
a fleece, round the body a collar and ring, in chief a lion
pass, guard, on each side a fleur-de-lis all or.
Tavistock, Abbey of (co. Devon). Vaire or and az. on
a chief of the first two mullets gu. pierced of the field.
Ta'W^ (co. Middlesex). Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses tau
ar. on a chief of the second a squirrel cracking nuts gu.
Tawistoke. Chequy ar. and az. on a fess of the last two
barrulets

wavy

(co.

or.

Tawke, or Talke
chief vert, in base a

Tawke.

Per chev.
counterchanged.

Ceo.

Hants). Ar. three chaplcts in
gu.
ar. three griffins' heads erased

Roman T
sa.

and

Tawley (Marldton, co. Devon
I., 6.

1696, son of

Tawley,

all

Thomas Tawley, temp. James
Thomas Tawley, and grandson of Robert

of Marldon.

;

Visit.

Devon, 1620).

Ar. a cliev.

az. betw. three lozenges sa.

or.

Tatershall (co. Norfolk). Chequy or and gu. a chief erm.
Tatersball. Chevronelly of six or and gu. a chief erm.

Tatham

(Thomas James Tatham,
London).

Bus.icll .Square,

necks ctuped

Crest

sa.

Esq., of Bedford Place,

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three swans'

—On

a trumpet

or,

a swan, wings

displ. sa.

Tatham.
the

T

Tatteshall (Baron

fer
Cral

first.

saltire

and per fess

az.

and

ar. three

doves of

Tatim, or Tatum.

Per

fess ar.

and

sa.

a pale and three

martlets counterchanged.
he.-ids

Per

ppr.

and gu. an eagle displ. with two
demi eagle displ. with two heads ppr.

saliire ar.

Crest

—A

holding in each beak a cross crosslct fltchee or.
Az. a bend cotised or, in chief a dolphin naiant
ar.
Crest
Out of a mural coronet az. a dexter arm brandishing a flword wavy ppr.
Tatlock (Paul TaTluck, Esq., of Ewcll, co. Surrey). Az. a
bend cngr. cotiscU or, in the sinister chief a dolphin ar.

Tatlock.

—

Crett

—

.\

(lenii lion

ramp.

Tatnell (co. ChoMtur).
TattoU, or Tatnall
ppr.

garnished

pcmmel

or,

Tawse

Sa. six lions
(Scotland).

ramp.

—

lawyer

(Itandes,

ar. three, two,

Gyronny

crescents counterchanged.
Motto Deo juvante.
co.

of eight sa.

Crest

—A

lion's

Northampton).

and one.
and or, eight
head erased sa.

Or,

on a

fess sa.

betw. three Cornish choughs of the last, beaked and legged
gu. as many masclcs ar.
Ar. a fess betw. in chief three martlets
(co. Essex).
and In base a chev. az.
Ar. a chev. az. on a chief of the second
(co. Essex).
three martlets of the first (another, or; another, erm).
Tay. Same Arms, the martlets ar. Crest— Oa the point of

—Out of a ducal coronetor, a plume of ostrich Tay

feaiht-TS ppr.

Tatler.

TaWTie.

or.

or.

Az. a falchion In pale ar. hilt gu.
Az. a cutlass in bend
(co. Berks).

Crest

—A

cutlass

cicct ar. hilt

round the gripe a ribbon tied gu.

9y»

and

Tay

a sword a garland of laurel suspended all ppr.
Crest Two pruning-hooks in saltire az.
Per fess or and gu. a pale counterchanged, three birds of the second.
Taylard (co. Huntingdon). Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross,
patonco counterchanged.
Taylard. Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross counter-quartered,
in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a bordure engr. of the second.
Tayler (London). Or, on a chev. sa. three annulets ar. in

Tay. Same Arms.
Tayett (London).

—

chief two lions pass, of the second.

erased ar. armed and
aiuulets gold.

maucd

Creht

— A unicorn's head

or, collared sa.

thereon three

A

;

AY

T
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Tayler

(London).
Quarterly, or and sa. a cross flory
counterquartered. Creit A greyhound's head quarterly ar.
and sa. collar counterchanged.
Tayler, or Taylor (London; granted 1592). Az. two
hars wavy ar. in chief a lion pass, guard, or. Crest A demi

—

otter ramp. or.

the

(co.

Middlesex).

Ar. on a chief sa. three escallops of

(Grafton, co. Oxford).

—A

three escallops ar.

gorged

Tayler

the

Crttt

Kent; confirmed by Cooke, Clarenof Turnham, gent.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chief sa. two boars' heads couped
of the first, for Taylor; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. erm. betw.
Crest
A martin
three greyhounds pass, ar., for Adah.
statant or. Motto Qui plane sane vadit.
Taylor (Rev. Charles Taylor, D.D., Chancellor of the
diocese of Hereford, and Prebend of Montan Magna).
Erm. on a chief sa. three escallops or, quartering or, a chCT.

Erm. on a chief indented gu.
lion's head erased ar. ducally

or.
(co. Surrey).

Per paleaz. and

three escallops

Ar. three bends az. on a chief gu. three cocks of

first.

Tayleur

(Buntingsdale, co. Salop ; settled at a very early
period at Rodington, in the same county John Tayleob,
Erm.
Esq., of Rodington, was High Sheriff co. Salop 1691).
on a chief sa. three escallops ar. Creat Out of a ducal
coronet or, a dexter arm in armour holding in the hand a
.

—

sword all ppr.
(Bisley, &c., co. Gloucester; WnxiAM Tatloe, Esq.,
ofChalford Bottom, was High Sheriff of co. Gloucester 1742).
Same .^nns as Teylow, viz.. Vert a sword erect or, betw.
two lions ramp, addorsed erm.
Taylor (Eaton, CO. Bedford). Ar. on a pale sa. three lions
pass, of the first.
Cresl
A leopard pass. ppr. resting the
dexter foot on a shield of the arms.
Taylor (Stretchworth and Lidgate, co. Cambridge). Ar.
(another, or) a chev. sa. betw. two lions pass, in chief and an
annulet in base of the second.
Crest
A unicorn's head
erased or, ducally gorged and armed az.
Taylor (Padgbury, near Congleton, co. Chester). Az. a
saltire voided betw. four stags' beads cabossed or.
Crest
A buck's head cabossed ppr.
Taylor (co. Cumberland). Sa. a lion pass. ar.
Taylor (Walton-on-Trent, co. Derby the last male heir,
William Tailop, Esq., was High Sheriff of the county in
1727; his last surviving si.ster d. in 1773, when Edward \V.
DisBRowE, Esq., M.P., succeeded as heir at law to the
Walton Hall estate).
Per pale az. and or, a chev. betw.
three bucks" heads all counterchanged, on a chief gu. two
hounds meeting ar. collared of the second.
Taylor (Durant Hall, co. Derby; the heiress m. Sir Charles
Skbtmsher, Knt., temp. Charles II.). Erm. on a chev. gu.
betw. three anchors sa. as many escallops ar.
Taylor (co. Derby). Erm. on a chev. gu. betw. three
anchors sa. as many escallops ar. Crest A stork resting
the dexter foot on an anchor ppr.
Taylor (Beacon field, Denbury, and Ogwell, co. Devon
originally from Lyme, co. Dorset; descended from Joseph
Tatlok, R.N., Captain of the flag ship stationed at Plymouth
at the time of Queen Anne's death). Sa. a lion pass. ar.
langued gii. Crest A lion pass. sa.
Taylor (Marrirlge, co. Devon). Ar. (another, or) a chev.
betw. two lions pass, in chief and an annulet in base of the
(econd. Crest A unicorn's head erased or, ducally gorged

Tayloe

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

and armed

az.

(Beaconfield, near Plymouth, co. Devon).

pass. ar.

langued gu. in chief an annulet

Sa. a lion

or, for diff.

Crest

—

A leopard pass. ppr.
Taylor-Smith (Coipike Hall, co. Durham). See Smith.
Taylor (Mythe House, Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester). Az. on
a cross

a

;

^

Taylor

flory or, five martlets

fleur-de-lis

sa.

on a chief of the second

bttw. two annulets gu.

—A

Crest

lion pass.

gu-

Taylor

Erm. a

ramp,
(Pennington House, co. Hants).
guard, az. on a chief embattled gu. a fleur-de-lis or, betw.
two boars' heads couped erect ar. Crest A dexter arm
embowed in armour, the hand in a gauntlet, grasping a
javelin all ppr. pendent from the wrist by a ribbon a.... and
resting on a wreath of the colours anescutcheon gu. thereon
a boar's head couped erect ar. Motto Consequitur quodlion

—

—

cunque

petit.

Taylor

(Portsmouth, co. Hants; granted 1750). Sa. a lion
chief an escallop or, betw. two estoiles of the
last.
Crest
An ounce sejant or, collared az. supporting
with the dexter paw a plain shield sa. charged with two
Mtoiles in chief ar. and ia be8« an escallop or.
pass., ar. in

—

909

betw. three leopards' faces sa., for Wheeler. Cresl
^A
demi lion erm. holding betw. the paws an escallop or.
(Bifrons, co. Kent, originally from Whitchurch, co.
Salop descended from Nathaniel Tayloob, Esq., M.P. for
CO. Beds, and Recorder of Colchester, who purchased Bifrons
1694, since sold to the Mar^iuess Conyngham). Gu. three
roses ar. barbed vert, a chief vair.
Crest
A lion's head
erased ar. collared gu. charged with three roses of the first.
Motto Kama Candida rosa dulcior.
Taylor (Tunbridge Wells, co. Kent; Andrew Taylor, Esq.,
of Tunbridge Wells). Az. on a pile betw. two Uons' heads
erased in base or, three escutcheons of the field, each charged
Crest
with an escallop ar.
A lion ramp, guard, ppr.
charged with a sun in splendour or, supporting with the
sinister forepaw a shield az. charged with an escallop ar.

Taylor

escallops ar.

ar.

;

—

—

field.

Tayleur.

co.

John Taylor,

—

—

Tayler. Erm. on a chief indented gu. three
Tayler, or Taylor. Az. a chev. betw.

(Tuniham,

ceux, 1587, to

or, a cheT. betw. three
bucks" heads counterchanged.
Tayler. Sa. a lion pass, or, on a canton ga. a pheon of the
second, a border engr. erm.
Crest
A leopard pass. ar.
spotted sa. charged with a pheon or.
Tayler. Erm. on a chief indented sa. three trefoils of the

the

first.

Taylor

field.

Tayler

AT

(Shadockhurst and Park House, co. Kent, bart.,
extinct 1720; Sir Thomas Taylor, Bart., of Park House
and Gray's Inn, London; descended from John Taylor,
Esq., of Shadockhurst, same CO., teinp. Henry VIII., was
created a bart. 1664; Sir Thomas Taylor, third bart.,
d. s. p.). Ar. on a chief sa. two boars' beads couped of

—

Tayler

T

Taylor

—

—

—

Motto—Hasina,

vis veritatis.

Taylor

(London; granted 11 Sept. 1592).
Az. on a fess
or, three lions ramp. sa.
Crest
A tiger's head
erased sa. ducally gorged or.
Taylor (London; the late Michael Angelo Taylor, Esq.,
M.P.). Sa. a lion pass. ar. langued gu. in chief an annidet

—

cotised

— A lion pass.
Gu. three roses ar. a chief chequy
of the last and sa. Crest — A lion's head erased erm. collared
or, for diff.

Taylor

Crest

sa.

(London, 1634).

gu. thereon three roses ar.
(Heston, co. Middlesex).
three doves' heads erased ppr.

Taylor
Taylor

(lirooins,

co. Staffoid;

of ihe Brooms, Stone).

Az. a bend engr.

or,

betw.

William Bewley Taylor,

Quarterly, ar. and sa. a cross flory

—

counterchanged. Crest A greyhound's head couped ar. gorged with a collar sa. within a
strap in arch az. the buckle resting on the wreath on the
quarterly within an orle

all

sinister side or.

Taylor

(Worcester Park, co. Surrey). Or, a chev. betw.
two lions pass, in chief and an annulet in base sa. Crest
demi greyhound az. collared, and holding in the dexter paw
an annulet or.
Taylor (Lingfield, co. Surrey). Per pale az. and or, a chev.
betw. three bucks' heads all counterchanged, on a chief gu.
two hounds meeting ar. collared of the second.
Taylor (Hollycombe, co. Sussex, bart.). Paly of six erm.
and erminois, on a chief indented sa. three escallops or.
Crest A demi lion erminois, charged on the body with two
escallops sa. and holding another escallop of the last betw.
the paws.
Taylor (Morton Hall, and Whalley Abbey, co. Lancaster,
and Bashall Hall, co. York). Erm. on a chief dovetailed gu.
Crest
A demi lion sa.
a mallet betw. two escallops or.
semee of mallets or, holding betw. the paws an acorn gold,
slipped vert. Motto Annoso robore quercus.

—

—

—

—

Taylor

(Pilling-Taylor; exemplified to Miss Margaret
Pilling, of Morton Hall, co. Lancaster, upon her assuming,
by royal licence, the additional surname and arms of TayQuarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chief dovetailed
lor).
gu. a mallet betw. two escallops or, for Taylor; 2nd and
3rd, ar. three piles az. over all on a chev. engr. plain cotised
or, five hurts, for Pilling.
Taylor (Todmorden, co. Lancaster, and Culverlands, co.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale ar. and or, an
Berks).
escarbuncle az. on a chief nebulee of the last a ducal coronet
betw. two escallops of the second, for Taylor 2nd and 3rd,
per chev. or and vert, in chief a tau betw. two crosses patonce
fitchee gu. in base a hind trippant ar. charged on the
Crest
A demi
neck with a tau of the third, for Cbossley.
lion ramp. az. charged on the shoulder with a bezant, holdwith
a tau
ing betw. his paws an escutcheon or, charged
Natale solum dulce.
gu. Motto
Taylor (co. Lancaster, and London; granted 24 Dec. 1674).
Ci-est
Erm. on a chief indented sa. three escallops or.
demi lion ramp. erm. holding betw. the paws an escallop
;

—

—

—

A

A
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TAT
Taylor (Strensham

Court, co. Worcester).

Ar. ^ttee de

on a chief dancettee sa. a pale betw. two escallops of
second. CVest—
the first, charged with an escallop of the
betw.
demi lion ramp. ppr. semee of escallops sa. holding
an escallop ar.
the paws a saltire also sa. surmounted by
mortem.
ad
Motto Fidelisque
Taylor (Moseley Hall, co. Worcester). Same Arms, &c.
Taylor (St. James's, Westminster). Quarterly, ar. and sa.
poix,

—

ducal
cross patonce counterchansed, in the first quarter a
coronet go. Crest— A greyhound's head quarterly ar. and
ducal coronet
sa. gorged with a collar or, charged with a

a

gn.

(Kirkham Abbey, co. York). Erm. on a pale engr.
Crest
A leopard pass, per pale ppr.
ga. three Eons pass. or.
and erm. the dexter paw resting on a shield erm. charged

Taylor

—

with a pale, as in the arms.
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three escallops
(co. York).
A demi talbot or, holding in the mouth an
Crest
or.

Taylor

—

arrow in

pale.

escallops ar.

Crest

—A stork

supporting with the

dexter claw an anchor ppr.
Sa. a chev. betw. two lions pass, in chief and an
A demi greyhound sa. ringed
Crest
annulet in base or.
and collared or, in the dexter paw an annulet of the

Taylor.

—

last.

Taylor.

T

AY
—

and ar. Crest A lion pass, per pale
gu. and az.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster Office, Jebemiah Taylor, Bishop
lion pass, per pale gu.

Taylor

Down, 1661, d. 13 Aug. 1667). Ar. on a chief indented
gu.three escallops or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Per pale az. and or, a chev.
betw. three bucks' heads cabassed counterchanged, on a chief
per pale of the second and first two greyhounds salient
counter-salient, collared and ringed also counterchanged.
Taylor (Borrowfield). See Tailyour.
Taylor (Lyssons Hall, bart.). See Tailyopr.
of

Taylor

Taylor

(Watson-Taylor, Eilestoke,

co. Wilts,

Hall, Island of Jamaica). Quarterly, 1st

and

and Lyssons

4th, ar. asaltire

betw. two cinquefoils in fess vert and two human
hearts in pale gu. a canton erm., for Taylor; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. a tree growing out of a mount in base vert, surmounted
of a fess az. charged with three mullets of the field, for
Watson. Crests 1st, Taylor In a ducal coronetor, a cubit
arm erect ppr. holding a cross crosslet in pale gu. 2nd.
Watson The stump of a tree sprouting out branches ppr.
Supporters Two leopards ppr. collared and chained or.
In hoc signo vinces, for Tatlob; Jus floreat, for
Mottoes

wavy

sa.

—

:

;

Erm. on a chief dancettee sa. a ducal coronet or,
Crest— A demi lion ramp. sa. holdXtetn. two escallops ar.
ing betw. the paws a ducal coronet or.
Taylor. Erm. on a chev. sa. betw. three anchors az. as

Taylor.

many

:

Erm. on a

fess indented

sa.

three

escallops

ar.

Az. a lion ramp. ar. depressed by a bend gu.
charged with three escallops of the second.
See Tatlakd, Tayleb, and Tatlode.
Taylor (impaled by Checkland). Per pale az. and sa. three

:

—

—

Watson.

Taylor-Gordon. See Gobdom.
Taylor (Fort St. George, East

Indies, 1792).
Ar. on a
a heart in chief gu. two cinquefoils in
flanks vert, and a fleur-de-lis in base of the third, an annulet
Crest A dexter arm issuing from a heart, grasping a
or.
scymitar all ppr. Motto Tenax propositi.
Taylor (Robert Taylob, H. E. I.C.S., 1812). Quarterly,
1st, ar. a saltire wavy sa. betw. a heart in chief and base gu.
saltire engr. sa. betw.

—

—

Taylor.

and two cinquefoils in flank vert; 2nd, ar. three stars of six
rays wavy az. within a bordure engr. of the last, for Innes,

Taylor.

heads eiased or, for
within a bordure of the
last charged with eight roses of the first, for DnNBAE.
A dexter arm from the shoulder embowed, grasping a
Crest
sword at the point all ppr. Motto Non arte sed marte.
Taylor (Manchester, 1817). Ar. on a saltire wavy sa. betw.
a heart in chief and base gu. and two cinquefoils in flank
vert, a hunting horn of the first, stringed of the third. Crest
Issuing out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter hand erect ppr.
holding a cross crosslet fitchee in pale gu.
Taylors, Corapany of (Exeter). Same Arms as the
Merchant Taylors of London [which see, under London].
Motto Concordia parvae res crescunt sometimes, Discordia
maxima dilahuntur.
of (Chester). Ar. a tent betw.
Taylors,
two pieces of scarlet cloth, on a chief az. a holy lamb
couchant ar. on a bible gu. garnished or.
of (Edinburgh). Az. a pair of
Taylors,

chevronels ar. betw. as many unicorns pass. or.
Taylor, or Taylour (Dublin, and Lincoln's Inn;

de-

scended from James Tatlocb, Esq., fourth son of Sir
Thosias Tatlooe, Bart.). Erm. on a chief gu. a fleur-de-lis
betw. two boars' heads couped and erect or, a crescent for
A naked arm couped at the shoulder embowed,
diff.
Crest
il/oUo— Consequitur quodcunque
holding an arrow ppr.

—

petit.

Taylor
1636,

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
(Ballyhaise, co. Cavan
Brockhill Tatlob, Esq., of Ballyhaise, whose eldest
;

dau. and co-heir, Elizabeth Taylob, to. Homphey PeeAr. on a chief
EOTT, Esq., of Drumahaise, same co.).
sa. two boars' heads couped fessways of the first, langued
Bu-

Taylor

registered by Carney, Ulster,
Taylob, of Ballyphilip, who went to

(Ballyphilip, CO.

Cork

;

1656, to Captain John
Ireland in Colonel Saunders' Regt.). Gu. a lion pass. betw.
two oak trees eradicated in fess all or, on a chief ar. a dexter
hand couped and erect sa. betw. two pellets. Crest An Irish

—

rebel's

Taylor
a

head ppr.
(Ardgillan Castle, co. Dublin). Erm. on a chief gu.
two boars' heads couped and erect or.

fleur-de-lis betw.

Crest

— A naked arm embowed holding an arrow

—Prosequitur quodcunque
Taylor

ppr.

Motto

petit.

(Old Court, Harold's Cross, co. Dublin; confirmed to

Esq., C.S.I., for many years a
Commissioner in India, and to the other descendants
Sa. a
of his grandfather. Rev. Philip Taylob, of Dublin).
Crest —A leopard
lion pass. ar. in chief a trefoil slipped or.
pass. ppr. charged on the shoulder with a trefoil slipped vert.
Motto Incorrupta fides.
Taylor (granted by Betham, Ulster, to Abbabam Beresfosd
Taylob, Esq., Lieut.-Col. 9th Rcgt.,and to Thomas Matthew
Taylob, Esq, Lieut.-Col. 11th Light Cavalry, H.E.I.C.S.,
sons of James Taylob, Esq., of Crunbrook, co. Fermanagh,
and grandsons of Thomas Taylob, Lord Mayor of Dublin
1750, by Anne, his wife, only dau. of Captain Michael
Bebesfobd, and granddau. of Sir Tristram Beeesfobd,
Bart., of Colerainc). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a lion pass.
or, gorged with a wreath of trefoils ppr. in chief pendent by
a ribband a representation of the silver medal presented to
Lieut. Col. Abraham Beresford Taylob, for his gallant
services in action at Cabool, Sept. 1842, ppr. betw. two
Eastern crowns of tlie second, for Taylob; 2nd and 3rd, ar.
crusily fitch^c three flcursde-lis within a border engr. sa.
a crescent gu. for <IifT., for Rerf.sfubd. Cre.<t A dexter arm
embowed in armour, the hand in a gauntlet grasping a aword
ppr. the arm ericirclcd above the elbow by an annulet az.
and charged with two bombs fired also ppr. Motto Fide
non timet
Taylor (Athboy, co. Meath registered by Betham, Ulster,
to Thomas Tayi.ob, of Athboy, and Dublin Castle). Sa. a

Philip

Meadows Taylob,

Political

—

—

—

;
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of Cathlaw;

Gordon;

3rd,

three

az.

4th, gu. a lion

boars'

ramp.

ar.

—

—

—

—

;

Company

Company

expanded in saltire, their points in chief or.
{Marquess of Headfort). Erm. on a chief gu. ft
fleur-de-lis betw. two boars' heads couped and erect or.
C)-est—A naked arm couped at the shoulder embowed, holding an arrow ppr. Supporters Dexter, a lion guard, or
sinister, a leopard guard, ppr., both plain collared and
chained ar. Motto Consequitur quodcunque petit.
Taylour (Steventon, co. Bedford, and co. Devon; granted
Nov. 1610). Az. a saltire voided betw. four bucks' heads
cabossed or. Crest
A bucks' head cabos.sed ppr. pierced
through with two arrows in saltire gu. headed and feathered
scissors

Taylour

—

—

—

ar.

Taylour

(co. Cambridge, Haleston Grange, co. Gloucester,
Sa. a lion pass. ar. Crest
co. Hants).
leopard pass. ppr.
Taylour (Parkhouse, co. Kent; granted 1588). Ar. on a
chief sa. two boars' heads couped of the field. Crest

—

and Bradley,

—

martin pass.

Taylour

or.

Lancaster, and Middleton Cheney, co. Northampton). Erm. on a chief indented gu.three escallops or.
Crest
A lion's head erased sa. ducally gorged or.
(co.

—

Taylour

(London). Or, a chev. betw. two lions ramp, in
chief and a lozenge in base sa.
Taylour (London). Barry wavy of four ar. and az. on a
chief of the second a lion

Taylour

(London).

ramp, of the

Taylour

Sa.

guard, or.

pa.'is.

on a

fess cotised or, three lions

field.

(London). Or, a fess danccttde ermines betw. three

eagles displ. sa.

Taylour

(London, and co. Salop).

chief vair.
in tho

Crest

— A cubit

hand ppr. three

arm

Ar. three roses gu. a

erect, vested vair,

roses gu. leaved

and stalked

Taylour, or Taylor

holding'
vert.

(London, and co. Sussex). Or, a
chev. betw. two lions pass, in chief and an annulet in baB(!
sa. Crest
A demi greyhound ramp. az. collared and ringed

—

or, in

tho dexter

paw an annulet

of the last.

A

T
Taylour

AY

Gu. a

of

chev. ar. timbriated or, betw. three escallops of the second.
C;-e.s«
A leopard's head erminois.
Taylour (co. Wilts). Gu. on a cross betw. four taus ar. a
goat's head erased sa. attired^or.

Taylour.

Emi. on a chief indented sa. three trefoils of the
(another, or; another, ar.).

Taylour.

Az. semee of crosses erosslet ar. three boars'
heads erased of the second.
Taylour. Or, a fess indented ermines betw. three eagles
disjl. gu.
Taylour. Gu. on a fess engr. or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis
ar. as many mullets az.
Taylour (Swords, co. Dublin Eichard Tatlook, temjy.
Henry VIII. Visit. Dublin, 1607). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
debruised by a bendlet gu. thereon three escallops or.
Taylour (city of Dublin; Thomas Taylodr, living at Visit.
Dublin, Iti07, was son of Feanxis Tatlodr, Mayor of the
city 1599, and grandson of Robert Taylour, Biuliff of the
city 1543, brother of Richard TaylouE, of Swords, temp.
;

Henry

VIII.).

Same Arms.

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. TJlster's Office. 1605, James
Taylour, Sheriff of the city). Same A rms.
Taylour (Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, IC17, William
Taylocr, of that city, commonly called Ensign Tayloue).
(Carrigfergus, co. Antrim; confirmed

by Carney,

Timothy Taylo0r, Pastor of Carrigfercus
Church, son of John Taylofr and Jane his wife, of Sommerford, co. Chester, 6. 31 Jan. 1609). Erm. on a bend sa.
a taper enflamcd and the sunbeams issuing out of the dexter
point all ppr. Crest — A star ppr. betw. two wings expanded
Ulster, to Rev.

—

Motto Stella futura micat divino lumine.
Per pale az. and or, a chev. betw. three bucks'
heads cabossed eounterchanged. on a chief gu. two greyhounds pass. ar. collared of the second, respecting each
other. Crest A talbot's head erased ar. cured sa.
Tayre, Twyre, or Tayrie (Scotland). Gu. a cross
az.

Tayloxire.

—

vair.

Tayt.

Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three birds az. beaked and
legged of the second, the rays of the sun breaking out of
the upper part of the fess or.
Tayte. Per fess gu. and or, a pale eounterchanged, three
birds sa. beaked and legged gu.
Crest
An arm embowed,
vested quarterly or and sa. holding a branch of flowers gu.
leaved vert, the hand ppr.
Teacii, or Tash (London). Per pale or and gu. a chev.
betw. three cinquefoils countercbanged, on a chief per pale
gu. and or, two escallops also eounterchanged.
Teale (London; granted 26 Feb. 1723-4). Ar. a python
reguard. in chief three teals ppr. Crest
A spaniel sejant
ppr. resting the dexter foot on an antique shield ar. thereon

—

—

a

teal of the first.

Teale

(Leeds; Thomas Pridgin Teale, Esq., of Leeds, co.
York, Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of England,
Bon of Thomas Teale, also of Leeds, Member of the said
Eoyal College of Surgeons). Per pale ar. and or, a wivern
.sa. on a chief gu. two fleurs-de-hs of the second.
Crest
greyhound sejant ar. guttee de poix, the dexter forepaw
resting on a shield gu. charged with a fleur-de-lis or. Motto

—

— Fideliter.

Teasdale.
An arm

Ar. a thistle ppr. betw. three pheons az. Crest
in armour embowed, holding by the blade a
sword, point downwards ppr. Another Crest
An arm in

—

—

armour embowed,

couped

fessways,

holding a sceptre

ppr.

Tebald.

Sa. a fess crenellee betw. three owls ar.

Tebane, or Tebante. Erm.
Tedburixe

(co.

Per

Devon).

a fess gu.

fess or

and

ar.

a lion ramp,

az.

Tedbury

(Taunton, co. Somerset; Eichabd Tedbuey,
temp. Queen EUzabeth
his dau. and co-heir, Joan, m.
Eichard Edwaeds, of Taunton. Visit. Devon, 1620). Gu.
;

a pale erm.

Tedcastle (London
John Tedcastle,

;

confirmed by Cooke, Clarenceux, to

1590).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three
many lions' heads erased or; 2nd
betw. two barrulets wavy sa. three

jalets sa. on a chief az. as

and

Srd, ar.

on a

fess gu.

crescents or, impaling, for Elizabpth May, his wife, V'ert a
chev. betw. three roses or, a chief indented erm.

Tedrick. Gu. three pales
Tee, or Tye (arms from

a;-.

the list of Knights of the cos.
Notts, temp. Edward 1.). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three tigers ar. as many roses of the field. Crest
A tiger's
bead erased ar.
Teevan (Woodside, Croydon, co. Surrey; granted to John

Derby and

—

Tkevan, Esq., of Woodside, M.B.C.S., eldest surviving- son
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Cavan, and

—

et religioni fidelis.

Teford. Gu. three lions' heads erased or (another, ar.).
Tegalle. Ar. on a chev. sa. three horseshoes of the field.
Teig-hbot (London). Az. a fess betw. two estoiles in chief
and a chev. in base or.
Telfer. Gu. a chev. erm. betw. two mullets
a ducal coronet

Telford.

or,

Telling- (Reg.

Crest

—la

betw. two garbs or.
Telyng (Mollaghar,
Ulster's Office, 1616,

two palets dancettee gn.
Az. a bend cutised

Or,

Ul-ster's Office).

Telstone, or Tilstone

wife

ar.

a tree vert.

Lozengy erm. andaz.
(co. Chester).

co. Meatli
impalement Fun. Ent.
Patrick Darditz, ot Darditzrath, whose
;

was Maegeey Telyng).

Quarterly, per fess indented

or and gu.

Temmes (Rod Ashton, co.

Per chev. wavy or and az.

Wilts).

three fleurs-de-Us eounterchanged.
head erased guttee.

Temperley, or Timberley.

Crest

—An Indian

goat's

Gu. three inescutcheons

ar.

Temperley.

Erm. on a chev. az. three leopard's faces or.
(Bracewell, co. York, and Waddington, senior
branch of the co. York Tempests descended from Rogeb
Tempest, living temp. Henry I. and Stephen). Ar. a bend
betw. six martlets sa.
Crest
A griffin's head erased per
Motto Loyowf as thow fynds.
pale ar. and sa. beaked gu.
Tem.pest (Heaton, co. Lancaster, bait.). Ar. a bend betw.

Tempest

Sa. a lion pass, in fess?r.

Taylour

co.

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. in chief two
cros.ses erosslet fitchce az. and in base a caduceus erect ppr.
Crest
cherub
ppr. out of a derai sun or. Motto— PMTijo
A

^

Taylour

James Teevan, Esq., of Drummullig,

to their descendants).

—

field

TEU
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(Westminster; granted 14 Feb. 1714-15).

;

—

six martlets sa.

Crest

—A

—

—

griffin

sliead erased per pale ar.

sa. beak gu.
Motto Loyowf as thow fynds.
York, bart. extinct 1819 descended
from Tempest, of Bracewell Sir John Tempest was created a
Sir Henry Tempest, the fourth bart., d. s. p.,
bart. 1664
when the estates devolved on his cousin, Elizabeth Tempest,
dau. and heir of John Tempest, who was son of John
Tempest, Esq., of Nottingham, a younger son of Sir Geobgb
Tempest, the second bart.; she m. Thomas Plumbe, Esq.,
and her eldest son,/ John Plcmbe, Est., of Tong HaU,
assumed the surname of Tempest). At. a bend engr. betw.

and

Tempest (Tong Hall, CO.

,

;

;

;

six martlets sa.

Tem.pest

(Stella, co. Durham, bart., extinct 1742; Sir
Nicholas Tempest, bart., of Stella, descended from Tempest
was created a bart. 1622; the fifth bart. d. s. p.).
Bracewell,
of
Same Arms. Crest A martlet sa.
Tempest (Vane-Tempest, Marquess of Londonderry). Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quaiters, quarterly, Island 4th, ar.
abend engr. betw. six martlets sa., for Tempest, 2nd and
Srd, az. three sinister gauntlets or, for Vane; 2nd and 3rd
grand quarters, or, a bend compony ar. and az. betw. two
Crests Tempest: A griffin's
lions ramp, gu., for Stewart.
A dexter
erased per pale ar. and sa. beak gu. Vane
gauntlet erect holding a sword ppr. pommel and hilt or;
Stewart A dragon statant or. Supporters Two hussars
of the 10th Regiment, the dexter mounted on a grey horse,
and the sinister upon a bay horse, with their swords drawn
and accoutred all ppr. Motto Metuenda corolla draconis.
Tempest (Broughton Hall, co. York descended from Roger
Tempest, second son of Sir Richard Tempest, of Bracewell,
Knt., living temp. Eichard II., who m. Katherine, dau.
and heir of Sir Piers Gilllatt, Lord of Broughton). Ar. a
bend betw. six martlets sa. Crest A griffin's head erased per
pale ar. and sa. beak gu. Motto Loyowf as thow fynds.
Tempest (Rayne, co. York). Ar. a bend betw. six martlets

—

—

:

;

—

:

—

;

—
—

sa.

Tempest
Tempest

(Yellison, co. York).

Same Arms,

(Holmeside and Braucepeth, co. Durham descended from Sir Rowland Tempest, Uving 18 Henry VI.,
second son of Sir William Tempest, of Studley Sir Rowland
acquired Holmeside by gift of Sir Robert UmfraviUe, and
;

;

in.

Isabella, dau. and co-heirof Sir Willlam Elmdom, Knt.,
Elizabeth, sister and co-heir of Gilbert UMraAviLLE).

by
Same Anns.

Tempest.
field,

seeded

Ar. (another, or) on a bend sa. three roses of tho
or.

Tem.pest. Sa. a cross betw. four martlets ar.
Tem.plar, or Templer. Ar. on a mount in

base vert an
antique temple of three stories each embattled sa. from the
second embattlenient two steeples, and from the top one,
Crest
A crane's head
each ending in a cross of the last.

—

issuing ppr.

(Temple Hall, co. Leicester; descended from Robert
Temple, of Temple HaU, temp. Henry III., represented at
Visit. Leicester, 1619, by Edhond Temple, Esq., of Temple
Hall). Sa. a cUcv. erm. betw. three martlets ai*.

Tem.pie

A

—

Temple

diff.

descended from Petek
Temple, Esq., of Stow, second son of Thomas Temple, Esq.,
Visit. Leicester 1619.
Edward
VI.
Whitney,
temp.
of
The co-heiress of the senior line m. Richabd Gbenville,
Quarterly,
Esq., ancestor of the Duke of Buckingham).
1st and 4th, or, an eagle displ. sa., being the arms of the
Heptarch kingdom of Mercia, which have been borne by the
family since their ancestors were earls of that country 2nd
and 3rd, ar. two bars sa. each charged with three martlets or,
Crest On a ducal coronet or, a martlet gold.
for Te.mple.
Motto Tenipla quam dilecta.
Temple. See Gbenville, Duke of Buckingham and
Chandos.
(Stow, co. Bucks, bart.

;

;

—

—

Temple

(Sheen, co. SurrSy, bart., extinct 1699; Sir William
Te.mple, Master of the Rolls in Ireland, elder brother of Sir
JohK Temple, Knt., Speaker of the Irish House of Commons, ancestor of the extinct Viscounts Polmerston, was
created a bart. 1666, d. without surviving issue).
Ar. two
Crest
bars sa. each charged with three martlets or.
talbot sejant sa. collared and lined or.
Motto Flecti non

—

—

(Viscount Pahnersfon,

extinct 1868).

Quarterly,

and 4th, or, an eagle displ. sa., for Leoffrick, Lurl of
Mercia ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. two bars sa. eaoh charged with
Crest
three martlets or, for Temple.
A talbot sejant sa.
collared and lined or. Supporters
Dexter, a lion reguard.
pean; sinister, a horse reguard. ar. maned, tailed and hoofed
or.
Motto
Flecti non frangi.
Temple (CowpER-TsMi-iE, Broadlands, co. Southants, and
Curzon Street, Hanover Square, co. Middlesex exemplified to
Bon. William Francis Cowpeb, second son of the fifth Barl
of Cowpcr, on his assuming the additional name of Temple,
by royal warrant, dated 17 Nov. 1869). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. two barssa. each charged with three martlets or, and
1st

—

—

—

;

for distinction, in the centre fess point a cross crosslet sa.,
for Temple; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three martlets gu. on a chief

—

engr. of the last three annulets or, for Cowpeb.
Crests
1st, Temple: A talbot sejant sa. collared or, and charged,
for distinction, with a cross crosslet gold; 2nd, Cowper:
lion's gamb erect and erased or, holding a branch vert
fructed gu. Motto
Flecti non frangi.
(Burton-Dasset, co. Warwick). Ar. on two bars gu.
six martlets or.
Crtst
On a mount vert a talbot sejant sa.

A

—

Temple

—

Another Cr:st

Temple
1576).

— On a ducal coronet or, a martlet of the

(cos.

Sa.

last.

Buckingham, Kent, and Leicester; granted

aehcv

erni.

betw. three martlets ar.

Crest

—

talbot sejant sa. collared or.

Temple

(Temple and Wellesburgh, co. Leicester).

Erm. on

a chev.

sa. five martlets ar.
(co. Warwick; granted 18 Feb. 1569).
Ar. on a
chev. sa. betw. three crescents gu. five martlets of the first.
Crc'^t
A talbot sejant sa. collared and ringed or.
Temple (Bishopstrowe, co. Wilts). Ar. two bars, each
charged with three martlets or. Crest A talbot sejant sa.
collared and ringed or.
Tem.ple (The Nash, Kempsey, co. Worcester, bart.; John
DicKiN, of Stonehouse, co. Devon, eldest son of William
DiCKiN, Esq., of Sheinton, co. Salop, by Henrietta, his wife,
dau. andco-hcircssof Sir William Temple, Bart., of the Nash,
assumed, by royal licence, 1796, the surname and arms of
Temple; his grandson. Sir Hicuard Te.mple, of the Nash,
was created a bart. In lb76). Same Anns and CrcsC as
Temple, Kart., of Stowe.
Temple (Watcrstown, co. Westtreath; exemplified to Hon.
EoDKRT Temple Harris, of Waterstown, on his assuming,
by royal licence, 18.')2, the surname of Temple in lieu of
Harris, in compli:inco with the will of his grandiuther,
liOBERT Handcoi:k Temple, Esii., of Waterstown). Quarterly,
Jst and 4th, ar. two bars sa. each charged with three martlets
or, a crescent for difT., for Temple; 2nd and 3rd, vert on a
chev. embattled erminois betw. three hedgehogs or, as many
bombs sa. fired ppr. on a chief of .augtneiit.-ition the gates

Temple

—

—

nnd

Tem.plemaii (co. Dorset). Az. on a chev. betw.
or, as many escallops sa.
Crest — On a chapeau a

three roses
phoenix in

flames ppr.

Teiiiplem.an (John Templeman,

Esq., of Dorchester, co.
Dorset, was representative, through his mother, of Twiniho,
of Turnwood, an ancient co. t)orset family). Az. on a chev.
or, betw. three roses ar. as many escallops sa.
Crest
cubit arm erect vested az. cuffed gu. holding in the band
ppr. a rose of the second, stalked and leaved vert.
Templem.ore, Baron. See Chichester.
Templar (Stover Lodge, co. Devon). Quarterly, az. and
gu. the perspective of an antique temple ar. on the pinnacle
and exterior battlements a cross or, in the 1st quarter an
eagle displ., in the 2nd a stag trippant reguard. both of the
last.' Crest
A mount vert, thereon a holy lamb ar. in the
dexter foot a pennon of the second, charged with a cross of
St. George, the streamers wavy az. and gu. the staff or,
under an oak tree ppr. fructed or. 3/oito— Nihil sine labore.
Templer (Lindridge, co. Devon). Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto.

—

—

Templeton

(Scotland, 16th century). Gu. a temple ar. on
a star or.
Az. a fess or, in base a church ar. Crest
holy lamb reguard. ar. sustaining over the shoulder a
banner gu.
Templetow^n, Viscount. See Upton.

a chief

sa.

—

Templeton.

Templey (co.

Suffolk).

Erm. on a chev.

az. three leopard's

faces jessant-de-lis or.

Tenacre

frangi.

Temple

TEN
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(Whitney, co. Oxford; descended from Thomas
Temple, of Whitney, second surviving son of Kobekt Temple,
of Temple Hall, temp. Henry VI., represented at Visit.
Leicester, 1619, by Peter Temple, of Colon, co. Warwick).
Same Arms, quarterinK, Az. a fess erm. betw. six seamews'
heads erased ar. a mullet fordiff. Crest A talbot sejantsa.
collared and winged or, charjied on the shoulder with a

Temple

mullet ar. for

A

fortress of

Seringaputam

all

ppr., for IIaruis.

On

Ccst

—

a ducal coronet a martlet or, charged with a crescent for
difT.
Motto— Tcmp]ti quam dilecta.
(Uavclrig, CO. Edinburgh). Az. a temple or.
Crest
A pillar wieathed about with woodbine ppr. Motto— To
Btante vircbo.

Temple

—

Temple-Hospital
1002

(Undon).

Gu. a cross

ar.

(co. Kent).
Gu. on a fess chequy or and az. betw.
three escallops ar. as many martlets of the field.
(co. Kent).
Gu. on a fess chequy or and az. betw.
three martlets ar. as many escallops erm.

Tenacre

Tenaker, or Tenacre.
betw. three martlets ar. as

Tenant

Gu. on a

many

fess

gobony or and az.

escallops erm.

Erm. two bars gu.
Barruly of ten ar. and sa. a canton gu.
Ar. four (another, three) bars gemel sa. a canton

(co. Norfolk).

Tenby.
Tenby.
gu-

Tench. (Low

Lcyton, co. Essex, bart., extinct 17S7 Fisher
Tench, Esq., of Low Leyton, High Sheriff co. Essex 1712,
was created a bart. 1715; hisonly son, the second bart., ct.s.p).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased gu. a cross
crosslet or.
Orest
An arm couped at the elbow erect vested
gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a tench ppr.
Tench (Ballyhaly House, co. Wexford). Same Anns. Crest
A lion ramp. sa. holding a battle axe or. Motto Tenchc;

—

—

—

brai.

Tenche

(London; descended from Shrewsbury,

granted

1 July, 1628).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased
gu. a cross crosslet or. Crest An arm vested gu. turned up
ar. grasping a tench in the hand all ppr.
Tendal (hanham; Sir Thomas Tendal, Knt., Sheriff co.
Norfolk 1561). Or, five mascles conjoined in cross gu. a
chief of the last.
Tendering (Tendering, co. Essex; Joan, dau. of Thomas
Tendering, temp. Edward U., m. William Glascott, from
whom descends John H. Glascott, Esq., of Killowen. The
heiress of the family, Alice, dau. of Sir William Tendering, Knt., of Tendering, temp. Henry V., m. Sir John
Howard, and was grandmother of Sir John Howard, created,
1483, Duhe of Is'orfolk).
Az. a fess betw. two chev. ar.
Crest
A ship under sail ppr.
Tendering: (Lioreham, co. Essex). Ar. on a fess betw. two
chev. az. three martlets of the field.
Tendering- (Brenthall, co. Essex). Az. on a fess betw. two
chev. ar. three crescents gu.
Tendering- (Boxford, co. Suffolk the dau. and heiress of
Sir John Tendering, Knt., in. Sir John Pebient, Knt.,
Auditor of the Court of Wards and Liveries, temp. Henry
VIII., and had two daus. co-heirs, viz., Ann, ju.GeokgeGtll,
Esq., of Wyddial Hall, to. Herts, and Jocose, vi. Wiluau
Barley, Esq., of Albury, iu the same co.). Az. a fess betw.
two chevronels ar.
Tendering, or Tendring (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk).
Az. a fe.'ta betw. two chev. ar. (another, or).
Tendering. Ar. on a fess betw. two chev. az. three
crescents of the field.
Tenet. Erm. on two bars gu. three bezants.
Tenison (Hctherset, co. Norfolk; granted by Walker,
Garter, 1660). Sa. a fess embattled ar. in chief three doves
of the last. Crest A dove.
Tcnnant (Lcnnes, or Lynhouse, Scotland). Ar. a boar's
head couped in chief and two crescents in ba.sc, all within a
borduro sa. Crest— A sail ppr. Motto Plena dabit Deus

—

—

;

—

—

vela.

Tennant

RoUox, co. Lanark, 1856). Ar. two crescent*
in fess sa. on a chief gu. a boar's head couped of tbe fint.
(St.

A

TEN
CVeft— A mast with a

sail

— Deus

Motto

ilabil

ve)a.
co. Stirling, 18G8). Same ^nns, within a
bordure sa. Same Crest and Motto.
(Cape of Good Hope, 1872). Ar. two crescents in
fess sa. on a chief engr. az. a boar s head couped of the first.

Tennant

and Motto.
Ar. a lion pass, guard, az. debruiscd by a pale
gu. Crest— On a chapeuu ppr. a unicorn's head erased or.
Tennant (Chapel House, near Skipton, co. York; John
Crest

Tennant.

Stansfieu), Esq., on succeeding to the estate of his uncle,
took the name and arms of Tennant only). Erm. two bars,
each per pale sa. and gu. charged with three bezants, two
on the upper, one on the lower bar. Crest A winged heart
Ru. pierced with a dagger ppr. hilted or. Afo«o^Tenax et

—

fidelis.

Tennant

(William Tennant, Esn., of Little Aston Hall, in
the parish of Shenstone, CO. Stafford). Erm. two bars sa. the
charged with two, the other with one bezant, on a canton ar. a chief of the second, thereon betw. two martlets a
cross patt^e of the third. Crest A lion pass, guard gu. the
dexter forepaw resting on an escutcheon erm. thereon two
bars charged as in the arms.
Tennant (The Eades, Upon-on-Sevem, co. Worcester).
first

—

Same

^;-77«

and

Ternan

(confirmed to AucrsTus Henry Ternan Esq., late
H.E.I.C.S.,
only surviving son and heir of Richard
Richards Ternan, Esq., also H.E.I.C.S., and grandson of
Austin Ternan, Esq., Lieut. 11. N., and to their descendants). Or, scmee-de-lisgu. two lions pass, in palesa. Crest
A dragon pass. ppr. resting the fore claw on a fleur-de-lia
gu. ii/o(fo— luMbljac}).

—

Terne

(London). Az. a fess or, in chief three anchors of the
second. Crest A demi seahorse ppr. finned or, holding in
the paws an anchor gold.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a fess wavy betw. three combs
gu.
Terrell, or Terell (co. Hertford). Ar. a bend az. (another,

—

Ternom
or).

Terrell (Ireland). See Tyrrell.
Terretz. Gu. three turrets or.

Terrey

Gu. three eagles displ. or, a border gobony ar.
and sa. (another, gobony ar. and az.).
Tennent (Tempo Manor, co. Fermanagh, bart., extinct 1877).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a boar's head erased gu. betw. two
crescents in pale sa. a canton of the last, for Tennent 2nd and
3rd, per fess indented yert and az. a bend engr. ar. charged
with three lions pass, vert bezant^e, in the sinister chief
1st,
Crests
an elephant's head erased or, for Emebson.
Tennent A boar's head erased gu. charged with two
crescents in fess or; 2nd, Emerson: A demi lion ramp,
•vert bezant^e, gorged with an Eastern crown or, grasping a
Motto Deus protector noster.
battle axe, staff gu. axe ar.
Tennent (Cairnes, Scotland). Ar. a boar's head couped
betw. three crescents sa. Motto— Pro utiliiate.
Tennent (Pool, co. Lanark, 1813). Same Arms. C)-est
boat-sail ppr.
Supporters Two boars sa. Motto Pro utili;

—

:

—

—

—

—

tate.

Terrick (co.
Crest

—A

Terroll

Hants).

Tentavile, or Tentavill.

Sa. three lions pass, in pale

or.

Tenterden, Baron.

Tenterden
Tenterden

(co. Kent).

Tenterden,

Town

(co.

See Abbott.
Ar. on a iiend gu. three owls or.

Gu. three martlets

Kent).

ar.

Kent). Az. on a base wavy of
six ar. and az. an antique ship of three masts or, rigeing of
foremast
lurled
of the second, on the mainsail
the last, the

of

(co.

arms of Sandwicu, the mizenmast sail ar.
thereon a bend sa. charged with three muUets or, betw.
mast
as

sail

many

the

lions'

or.

Ar. three towers gu.
(Reg. Ulsters Office).

Teringbam

(to.

Northampton).

Gu. three chevronels

vair.

Buckingham, and Weston-Favell,

Az. a saltire engr. ar.

d-est

co.

—A talbot gu.

billettee or.

Tering-ham.
the

Az. a

saltire or,

charged with a bendlet of

first.

Teringham, or Tiringrham

(co.

Hu

tingdon).

saltire engr. az.

Terinsrton.

Ar. on a bend gu. three esccUups or.
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Terwyn

—

—

—

,

—

expanded

three bars

ar.

Ar. three bars wavy, in chief two estoiles az.
Az.
(quartered by Col. P. S.Thompson, C.B.)
ten estoiles, four, three, two, and

wavy erm. with

one or.

Tessingfton

(Sir John Tessincton, Knt., of Stamford, co.
hisdau. and heir, Elizabeth, m.
Lincoln, tevip. Henry VI.
Richard Flower, Esq., of Whitwell, co. Rutland. Visit.
;

Rutland, 1619). Gu. a ;hev. vair betw. six mullets or.
Ar. three cinquefoils pierced sa.
Ar. a cinquefoil pierced sa.
Tetisherst (co. Kent). Lozengy ar. and sa. on a fess gu.
three lions pass. or.
Tetley (Lynn, CO. Norfolk). Ar. on a fess betw. six crosses
Crest
A boar's
crosslet tit;;hee sa. as many escallops or.
head and necU issuant sa.
Tetlow (Houghton, CO. Lancaster; granted 10 Sept. 1760).
Az. on a fess ar. live niusit-al lines sa. thereon a rose gu.
betw. two escallops of the third, in chief a nag's head erased
of the second betw. two crosses crosslet or, in base a harp
On a book erect gu. clasped and ornaCrest
of the last.
mented or, a silver'penny, on which is written the Lord's
prayer, on the top of the book a dove pi>r. holding in
.^/oiio— Pi aeiuium virtutis
the beak a crowquill pen sa.

Tetham.
Tetham.

—

—

(Oldham, co. Lancaster). Ar. a bend engr.

sa. cotised

cu.

^?-m5 borne by Capt. Nicholas Tettersel, who
11. to France in 16r)l, from Slioreham— Ar.
a ship in full sail on the sea in base ppr. on a chief az. a lion
pass, guard, or, an augmentation granted to him.
Teverey (Staplefurd, co. Nottin-ham, originally seated at

Tettersel.

or.

Ar. an estoile az. on a chief of the
second three water bougets or.
Tereby (John Terebv, temp. Richard 11.). Ar. an estoile
az. on a chief of the last three bousses (water bougets) or.
Terell. Vair on a chief gu. a demi lion rainp. issuant or.
Terely. Ar. an estoile az. onachief gu. three water bougets

Terevet

ar.

Ar. a chev. betw.
(co. Devon).
three eagles displ. gu.
--—
Ar. a cross betw. four martlets gu. Crest A demi
j
lion ppr. holding a fieur-de-lis gu.
[
Terry, or Tjnrry (Baghyoghis, co. Cork ; Reg. TJlstcr's
OfBce). Az. a fess ar. betw. three crosses crosslet or, on a
chief of the la.st a demi lion ramp. gu.
Crest
A demi lion
ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a shield or.
Terry (city of Coik, and Spain; allowed by Fortescue,
Ulster, 1789, to Don Ramon Terry, an officer in the scrvico
of the King of Spain, son of William Terry, grandson of
loNATios Terry, b. 1686, and great-grandson of William
Crest
A demi lion
Terry, Esq., of Cork). Same Arms.
ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a shield with the representation of a human face thereon az. garnished and rimmed
Motto Ex cruce leo.
or.
'/
Teshmaker. Az. three bars humcttee raguly ar. betw.
as many estoiles or. Ci-est—Aa eagle's head betw. two wings

Tetlow
chief az. three

Terby, or Tereby.

Terett.

a border

honor.

heads erased gu.

Tenton. Sa. a chev. betw. three tents ar.
Terby, or Tereby. Ar. an estoile gu. on a
water bougets

or,

Vert on a chief gu. a demi lion ramp.

Terry.

Teshmaker

:

and lined

or.

Teshmaker.

forepaw supportlnz a shield, charged with the arms of
D'Etncourt; 2nd, Tenntson A dexter arm in armour, the
band in a gauntlet or, gra,<!ping a broken tilting-spear,
enfiled with a garland of laurel ppr. Motto— Ea avant, for
D'Etncocrt; Nil temere, for Tennyson.

pile gu. a leopard's face
dragon's head erased vert,

Gu. three lapwings

Stafford).

(Thomas Tennison, Archbishop of Canterbury,
Gu. three leopards' faces or, jessant-de-lis az. a

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a less dancettee betw. ten billets,
four and six or, for D'Etncoubt; 2nrt and 3rd, gu. tl^ree
leopards' faces or, jessant-de-lis az. over all a bend of the
Crfsts— 1st, D'Etncodkt: A lion pass,
last, for Tennyson.
guard, ar. on the head a crown of fleurs de-Us or, the dexter

—A

ppr. collared erm. ringed

lion salient or.

(co.

ar.
co. Lincoln).

fire

or.

1695-1715).

(Bayons Manor,

Crest

or.

vomiting flames of

bend engr.

Tennyson-D'Eyncourt

Erm. on a

(London).

jessant-delis

Terront, or

C>-est.

Tennars.

Tennison

TEW
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Tennant (Balwill,

Same

i

Ar. a

conveyed Charles

last male heir, Gervasb
tlie
Lon£ Eaton, co. Derby
Teverey, Esq., of Staplelord, <(. in 1639, leaving two daus.
and co-heirs, m. to Palmer, of Ha'. urn, co. York, and
Hdband, of Ipsley, co. Warwick). Az. a lion ramp. ar. a
;

border engr. or.
Ar. on two bars az. three cinquefoils of the

Teverrey.
field.

Tew

(Carleton Grange, Pontefract, and The Manor House,
Ar. three palets gu. on a chief or, four
A spur-rowel betw. two wings
mullets of the second. Crest

Rawcliffe, co. York).

—

az.

Te"w (Raddinstown, Culmullin, Mulhussey, and Phepoestown,
CO. Meath; Reg. Ulster s Uihce). Az iluec quaiieloUs ar.

,

TEW

Ar. a fess dancettiSe, in chief
three crescents gu. a border engr. of the last.
or, a border indented of the
lion
ramp,
Te'wder. Gu. a
last.

Tewkesbury, Town of

A

(co. Gloucester).

castle

cm-

battled.

Tewkesbury, Abbey of (co.

Gu. a cross

Worcester).

engr. or, a border ar.

Tewydall

Ar. a cross gu. voided
cinquefoils sa. in the voidure five
C)cs(— An eagle's
of the second.
in the beali an ear of wheat or.
fess betw. in chief three martlets

(Staines, CO. Middlesex).

of the field betw. lour
crosses crosslct fitchee

holding
Ar. a
(CO. Essex).
base
az.
and a chev. in
Tey (London; granted 1595). Ar. a fcss az. betw. three
martlets in chief gu. and a chev. in base of the second.
Tey (CO. Northumberland). Sa. on a bend ar. three crosses

head couped

sa.

Tey

crosslet gu.

Teyas

(Kobert Tetas, temp. Richard

II.).

Gu. on a

fess

three martlets or.
Teye. Or, a bend az.

—

following crest and motto were granted: Cre^t
Within a
chaplet of oak ppr. a dragon's head erased paly of six or and
gu. the neck transpierced by an arrow barbed and flighted
also ppr.
Motto .Mihi solicitudo futuri.
TbacJiwell (Wilton Place, co. Gloucester; John Cam
Thackwell, Esq., now of Wilton Place, is head of the family
and nephew of the late Lieut. -Gen. Sir Joseph Thackwell,
G.C.B.). Same ^)-rii.s as last. Crest Within a chaplet of oak
ppr. a dragon's head reversed paly of six or and gu. transpierced by an arrow barbed and flighted also ppr. Motto

—

—

— Mihi

solicitudo futuri.

Thackwell. Gu. a maunch ar.
Thaker, or Thacker (Repton
Gu. on a

1540).

Priory,

fess or, betw. three

co.

Derby, a.d.

lozenges erm. a trefoil

beaked
and about their necks a leash of the last. Cresl A bittern setting among reeds ppr. (Another family of Thackeb
settled at Heage, co. Derby, to which arms were granted in
Instead of lozenges, the coat had three mascles, each
1538.
charged with three gouttes sa. and the heads on the fess were
slipped az. betw. two eagles' heads erased of the

field,

—

ar.

bitrerns.)

Teye

(co. Essex; quartered by Cornwallis, extinct -Far?.? 0/
CormoaUis, through Bockton, of Bronie, co. Suffolk;
Philippa, dau. and heir of Robert Bcckton, Esq., of
Brome, temp. Edward III., by the dau. and heir of Teye,
m. John Cornwallis, son and heir of Thomas Cornwallis.
Visit.
merchant, of London, 2 Richard II., a.d. 1l;78.
Kotts. 1614). Ar. a bend betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee

Thalmag'e.

Ar. a fret az. a chief gu.
(Chinnor, co. Oxford, andco. Leicester; JohnThame,
CO. Leicester, Visit. Leicester. 1619, son and heir of Robert
THA^rE, of Chinnor, ami grandson of John Thame, of same
place, temp. Henry Vlll.).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three martlets or, as many mullets sa. on a chief of the second as many
mascles of the first.
(impaled by Horne, of Sarsden, co. Oxford
arms
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Ar. a
in the parish church of Shipton.

Thame

Thame

sa.

Teylow

(co. Gloucester).

Vert a sword erect

or,

betw. two

ramp, endorsed erm.

lions

Teynham, Baron.

See Roper-Curzon.
Layer de-la-Haj-, co. Essex).
Ar. a fess az. in chief
three martlets, in base a chev. of the second. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a tiger's head ar. maned az.
Teys (CO. Essex). Or, a fcss betw. two chev. and three martlets, two in chief and one in base gu.
Teys (quartered by Yerburgh, of Yerburgh, co. Lincoln,
Visit. Notts, 1614).
through Billing and .\twell.
Sa. a
chev. betw. eight crosses crosslet ar.
Thachet (co. Norfolk). Per saltire az. and or, on a fess
gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Thacker (Eun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 165S). Gu. a cross
moiinc ar. a crescent for diff. on a chief or, three martlets
volant az.
Thacker (Ireland; granted by Roberts, Ulster, 1644, to
Thomas Thacker, Esq., Captain of a foot company, and
Sovereign of Belfast). Per fess gu. and ar. a cross patonrec
counterchanged, in chief three doves volant of the second.
Cre^t
A pelican's head erased vert.
Thackeray (granted by Leake, Garter, and Townley,
ClarcM'-cux, to Dr. Thomas Thackeray, of Harrow, 10 Feb.
Vert two garbs or, in base an arrow ar. on a chief
1750).
purp. a cherub's head ppr. betw. the like {i.e., two) number
of csloilcs of the third.
Cresl
An eagle, wings elevated
ppr. charged with a like cherub's head, and holding in the
beak an arrow, as in the arms.
Motto Nobilitas sola

Teys

THE
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Tewdalle, or Twedale.

1

—

—

—

—

pass, of the

Thane

first,

for

Warren.

Gu. three helmets ar.
See Tufton.
Thany, or
quartered by the D'Otlts,
(co. Essex
through Mandeville and Legat). Or, six eagles displ. three,
two, and one sa.
(Scotland, 16th century).

Thanet, Earl of (extinct).

Tany

;

Thany

(Stapleford, co. Essex). Or, six eagles displ. three,
two. and one sa.
Tharnell. Az. a cross engr. or.

Tharp

(Chippenham Park, co. Cambridge). Ar. a fess az.
ramp. gu. ducally crowned of the third,
betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the second, in base an anchor and
two sugar canes ppr.
Crest
''Hope" represented by a
demi woman habited or, mantle purp. flowing over the
left shoulder, in her right hand an anchor ppr. resting upon
fretty or, in chief a lion

—

Motto

the wreath.

— In spc spiro.

Tharrold.

Crest— On the
Gu. three goats salient ar.
top of a Corinthian pillar ar. a trefoil vert. 3Iotlo Ex

—

nierito.

Thatcham

(Edmeston, CO. Wilts). Ar. a fcss betw. three
wolves' heads erased gu. collared or.
Gu. a cross moline ar. on a chief or,
(co. Essex).

Thatcher

three grasshoppers ppr.
ppr.

Thatcher

Crest

—A

(Ringmer, co. Sussex.

Saxon sword or seax

Visit. 1634).

Gu. across

Diolinc ar. on a chief of the last three grasshoppers az.

virtus.

Thackery (Rev.

Martin Tiiackert, D.D., Provost

of King's

College, Cambridge, brother of Dr. Frederic

Thackeray).
Vert, a dart point downwards betw. two garbs in fcss or, on a
chief az. u cherub's head ppr. betw. twoestuilesar. Crest
An eagle, wings endorsed ppr. in the beak an arrow sa.
barbed and feat hercd ar. charged on the breast with a

—

cherub's he

id also

ppr.

Thackston, or Thexton

(Tninch,

co.

Norfolk,

15SS;

Lascelott TiiACKSTON, ofTrunch, Chaplain to Edward VI.,
d. that year).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, a cross betw. four
heads erased gu.; 2nd and 3rd, erm. fretfy az.
Thackwell(Uyc Court, co. Worcester; granted to Lieut. -Col.
Joseph Thackwell, 15lh Hussars, afterwards Lieut.-Gcn. Sir
Jo.sEiu Thackwell, G.C.B.)
Quarterly, Istand 4th. paly 01
Bix or and gu. a iiiaunch ar. scmee-dc-lisaz., forTiiACKWELL;
2nd and 3rd, per pale az. and gu. a cross engr. erminois, in the
1st and 4tli quartersa waicr bouget ar., for Cam.
CreH Out
of a mural crown ar. a dexter arm cmbowed vested in the uniform of the 15lli King's Hussars, from the wrist, pendent by a
riband gu. finibrialed az. a representation of the silver medal
lions'

—

for W aterloo, the hand grasping, and in the attitude of striking with a sword ppr. |ioinnicl and hilt or, lielw. two branches
of laurel

;

grifBn vert and a lion ramp. az. crowned ar. both combatant,
quartering, Chequy or and az. on a bend gu. three lions

issuant in like

manner

mural crown also
the Motlo
Krappe Fort.

(rcmi the

—

ppr. and above, on an cscrull,
These arms were granted not only to Lieut. -Col. Thackwell. but 10 all the oilier sons and descendants of his father,

John Tkackwell,

Esq.. of liye Court,

eo.

Worcester, but

the cicfl and motto to the Colonel and his >lc8ccndants only,
Mliile to the taiicr desccnd.-iiils of Joii.s TiiAc&wtLL the
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Thatcher.

Gu. on a cross moUne

ar.

a crescent, on a chief

or, three birds volant az.

Thaworth.

Ar. a bend betw. six mullets (another, martlets)

C'-l-

Thayer

Per pale erm. and gu. three
(Thaydon, co. Essex).
Crest A talbot's
talbots' heads erased counterchanged.
head erased per fess erm. and gu.
Theed (co. Buckingham). Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three
Crest
anchors sa. as many eagles' heads erased or.
An
eagle's head erased or.
escutby
Hawkins,
Ulster,
as
an
Theede (confirmed
1717,
cheon of pretence, toTHOMAsKAVANAOH, Esq., of Coolgreany,
CO. Wexford, whose wife was Mary, dau. and heir of Kobert
Theede, Esq., of Stoke Mandeficld, co. Bucks). Paly 01 six

—

—

or and gu.

Thekeston
Erm

(Thckeston, co. York; confirmed 21 Feb. 1587).

and az.
Or, on a fess az. three bezants.
{Baron Kendteskam). Quarterly, w.ivy, 1st and
4th, ar. two wings sa. each bend ways and in pale, points
towards the dexter, charged with a trefoil slipped or. 2nd
and 3rd, or, a tree ppr. charged with a lozenge gu. thereon
three gouttes d'eau. Cresl A demi greyhound couped ar.
collared sa. betw. two wings of the last, each charged with a
Two greyhounds leguard. ar.
trefoil slipped or. 6up/iort.ers
collared sa.
Motto Lahore et honore.
Thellusson (Brodsworth Hall, co. York). Quarterly, wary,
1st and llh, ar. two wings sa. each bendways and in pale
points towards the dexter, charged with a treloil slipped or
a fret per pale gu.

Thelcham.
Thellusson

;

—

—

—

A

TH

charged with a lozenge gu.
2nd and
thereon three gouttes d'eau.
Crext A demi greyhound
couped ar. collared sa. betw. two wings of the last, each
charged with a trefoil slipped or. Motto Lahore et honore.
Thelthain. Or, on a fess az, three plates.
Thelton. Ar. a chev. gu.
Thelwal (Llanrhudd, Plas Goch, and Nane Clwyd, North
Wales). Gu. a fess betw. three boars' heads couped ar.
Thelwall. Gu. a fess or, betw. three boars' heads couped
Ci-tit
ar.
On a mount vert a stag lodged ppr. attired or,
pierced in the breast with an arrow ar. vulned gu.
Thelwall (Bathafam Park, and North Wales). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three boars' heads couped ar. armed and langued
or, as many trefoils vert.
Ci-est
On a mount vert a buck
couchant ppr. armed and unguled or, wounded by an arrow

—

—

—

—

gold, feathered ar.

Theme.

Ar. three woodbine leaves bendways vert.
Tlieinilby.- Gu. a chev. engr. ar.
Themilthorp. Gu. a fret or, on a chief of the second three
maidens' heads couped ar.
Tliemilton. Ar. three fountains wavy ar. and vert.
Themleby. Paly of six ar. and sa. three mullets in bend

Thimbleby

(Imham,

co. Lincoln).

bend four mullets of the last.
couped gu.
Thimbleby. Gu. a chev. engr.

Thimblethorp
antelopes'

as

or,

—A

boar's

in

E«t.

head

or,

a chief of the second.
Gu. on a fess betw. three
many crescents of the

ar.

(co. Norfolk).

heads erased

Ar. three palets

Crest

field.

Thimblethorp

(Foul.-iham, co. Norfolk).
Sa. on a fess
betw. three goats' heads erased or, as many crescents gu.
Crest
An ostrich's head erased or, betw. two ostrich wings
ar. holding in the beak a horseshoe gold.

—

Thimblethorpe

(Henley-on-Thames, co. Oxford
Thomas
Thimblethorpe, of Henley, aged 68 at Visit. Oxon, 1634,
son of Bertram Thimblethorpe, who was second son of
Robert Thimblethorpe, Esq., of Foulsham, co. Norfolk).
Sa. on a fess or, betw. three goats' heads erased ar. maned
of the second, as

—An

;

many

crescents gu. a crescent for

diff.

head erased or, betw. two wings inverted and expanded ar. holding in the beak a horseshoe
Crest

ostrich's

gold.

Thimblethorpe (co. Oxford). Same ^?-?ns.

Crest— A greyhound's head erased or, betw. two wings ar.
Sa. two lions ramp, combatant ar. depressed
with as many chev. of the field.

Thipenham.

pierced of the last.

(North Walsham, co. Norfolk).
Sa. on a
heads erased or, as many crescents

fess betw. three antelopes"

gu-

Thirkeld, or Thirkill.

Ar. a

maunch barruly

of eight

or and gu.

Theobald

(Gray's Thurrock, or Turrock, co. Essex). Gu.
six crosses crosslet fitchee or, three, two, and one.
Crest
Out of clouds ppr. issuing rays or, a demi eagle, wings displ.

—

sa.

Theobald

(co.

Same Arms

Kent; granted 1583).

.

Crest

—

phoenix, wings expanded sa. flames ppr.

Theobald

—

—

—

tufted sa.

Thetford.

Az. three lions ramp. ar.

Crest

—A

Thetford, To'wn

of.
A quadrangular castle embattled,
domed, and surmounted with a tower triple-towered, on the
middle tower a flag gu. out of each of the front towers a
man in armour, the dexter holding a sword erect, the
sinister blowing a horn all ppr.
Thetford, Priory of (co. Norfolk). Per pale or and vert
a lion ramp. gu.

Thetford-Canons

(co. Norfolk).

Thetham.

fess az. three bezants.

Or,

on a

(Boston, co. Lincoln).

ar.

two

Gu. on a maunch

fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Thirkeld. Ar. a matinch gu. a border sa.
Thirkeld. Ar. fretty gu. a label az.
Thirkell (Shenstone, co. Stafford). Ar. a chev.

betw. three

Thirkell, or Thirkeld (co. York). Ar. a maunch gu.
ThirkeU, or Thirkeld. Same Arms, a border sa.

Thirkwald.

Gu. a chev. betw. three

boars' heads

couped

ar.

Thirlwall

heads couped

Thirl'wray

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three boars'

(co. Norfolk).

Crest— Two daggers in saltire ppr.
Cumberland). Per fess gu. and ar. three

or.

(co.

cinquefoils countcrchanged.

Thirlway (co. Cumberland).
heads couped

Gu. a chev. betw. three boars'

ar.

Thirneinge (Chief Justice Common Pleas, temp. Henry VI.).
dagger in

pale ppr.

Thetoft

Thirkeld, Thirkell, or Thirkill.

roses gn.

(Barking Hall, co. Suffolk). Sa. a fess embattled
betw. three owls ar.
Crest
A cock, wings endorsed gu.
Ano'her Creil On a chapeau a cock gu.
Theobald. Gu. three garbs or, a chief enn.
Therdiffe (co. Cornwall). Az. a buck's head cabossed ar.
Therkeke, or Thertkeke.
Ar. a chev. betw. three
Saracens' heads erased sa.
Therle. Paly of ten or and gu.
Thetford (Batishall, CO. Norfolk). Az. three lions pass,
guard, in pale erm.
A tiger sejant or, maned aad
Crest

Chequyor andaz.

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three

crosses crosslet or, in chief a lion pass, of the last.

Thever.

Ar. a fess betw. three annulets gu.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three popinjays vert
beaked and legged of the second.
Thewisted. Gu. a chev or, betw. three leopards' faces ar.
They, or Tey. Or, on a fess betw. two chev. gu. three

Theweng.

mullets ar.

Ar. a fess az. betw. two pairs of barnacles in chief and a
cinquefoil in base gu.
Thirwall. Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three boars' heads
erased or, armed az. an annulet gu.
Crest On a ducal
coronet erm. a boar's head and neck ar.
Thirwall. Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased

—

ar.

Thistlethwayte

(cos. Wilts and Hants
seated in the
former county, temp. Henry VII.). Or, on a bend az. three
pheons of the field.
Crest
A demi lion az. holding a
pheon or. Another Crest On a ducal coronet or, an eagle
displ. ar., was confirmed to Alexander Thistlewatte, of
Winterlow, co. Witts, by Segar, Garter, 1607.
Thistlethwayte (Southwick Park, co, Hants). Or, on a
ibend az. three pheons of the field. Crest A demi Lion az. holdng a pheon or.
Thorn (London; borne by William Thorn, Esq., M.D., Paddington). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a fess betw. three lions
pass, guard, or; 2nd, ar. a maunch gu.
3rd, ar. a fess
nebulee sa. betw. a lion pass, guard, in chief within two
lozenges gu. and a lozenge of the last in base. Crests
1st:
A lion ramp. sa. 2nd A demi swan or, holding in the beak
three roses on a stem gu. 3rd A cock's head couped or,
holding in the beak a rose slipped ppr. Motto
Ad gloriam
per spinas.
Thomas ap Llewelyn (last Lord of South Wales, representative of the Princes of South Wales, whose dau. and
heiress, Ellen, m. Griffith Vtchan, Lord of Glyndwrdwy,
representative of the Princes of Powys, and was mother
of: I. Owen Glendower; II. Tcdor, Lord of Gwyddelwem, in Merioneth). Same Arms as Rhts ap Tewdwk,
viz., Gu. a lion ramp,
or, a bordet indented of the
;

—

—

—

;

Thickness

(Banley, co. Stafford).
Ar. a chev. sa. fretty
a scythe blade gu. Crest A cubit arm erect,
vested paly of six or and gu. holding in the hand a scythe
ppr. the blade downwards.
Thickness (co. Stafford). Az. on a bend or, two cinquefoils
gu. a border engr. of the third.
Thicknesse-Touchet (Baron Audley). See Toccitet.
Thicknesse (Beech Hill, co. Lancaster; exemplified to
or,
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3rd, or, a tree ppr.

Themylthorp

~

—

in chief

Francie Henby Coldwell, Archdeacon of
Northampton, Canon of Peterborough, and Vicar of
Bracklcy (second son of Rev. William Edward ColdWELL, Prebendary of Lichfield, and Rector of Stafford),
who assumed, by royal licence, 29 March, 1859, the
surname and arms of Thicknesse only, in consequence
of his marriage, July, 1855, with Anne, only surviving
child and heiress of Ralph Anthoni Thicknesse, Esq.,
of Beech Hill, M.P. for Wigan).
Ar. a chev. sa. fretty
or, in chief a blade of a scythe az. a canton of the second.
Crest— A cubit arm erect, vested paly or and gu. charged
with a cross crosslet countcrchanged, cuffed ar. in the hand
ppr. a scythe also ppr. the handle or, and the blade downwards az. Motto Sine clade stcrno.
Thickpenny (Reg. Ulsters Office). Gu. on a chev. betw.
three escallops ar. as many demi lions ramp, of the field, ia
Veneriible

—

chief five plates.
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—

;

:

;

:

—

last.

Thomas

(Llwyn Madoc, co. Brecon granted 6 Edward VI.
The present representative of the family of Thomas, of
Llwyn Madoc, is Clara Thomas, of Llywn Madoc and Llan;

Ar. on a chev. engr. az. two griffins rencontrant combatant of the field, gorged with two bars gu. on a
Crest—
brandach).

chief of the second three cinquefoils pierced or.

Out of a ducal coronet

or,

a dcnti seahorse salient

sa.

maned

gold.

Thomas (Llettymaur, inLlannon, co. Carmarthen; granted
The present rcprcscntati\o is Kles Gorino
8 Sept. 1768.
Tbomas, Esq., of Llannon). Gu. on a chev. or, betw.

A
;;

HO

T

—

Peo

—

et patre.

Thomas, or Thorns (Lelant and Curie, co.
WiLUAM Thomas, or Thoms, of Curie, at Visit.

Cornwall
Cornwall,

John Thomas, of Lelant, who was great-greatEicuARD Thomas, gent., of Wales, who, dealbetween Wales and Cornwall, m. the dau.
merchandise
in
ing
and heir of John Hickes, of Lelant, and claimed descent
Per pale nebuleear. andaz.
from Sir William APTfloMAs).
1620, son of
grandson of

Thomas
and

(Busaverne, co. Cornwall).

Per pale nebulee

ar.

az.

Thomas
morgan,

(Chiverton, co. Cornwall
settled in

only dau. of

Peteb, Esq.,

originally

;

from

co. Gla-

Cornwall about 1645; the heiress, Frances,

John Thomas,
ol Harlyn).

Esq., of Chiverton, m. William
Gu. a chev. erm. a canton of the

last.

Thomas (Tregdlls,

co. Cornwall).

Ar. two swords in saltire

ppr. hilts and pommels or, in chief a buuch of grapes of the
Three arrows, two
second, leaved and stalked vert. Crest

—

and one In pale ppr. banded gu.
Thomas (Dublin Edward Thomas, descended from TaunSomerset,
was 6. in Bristol, and was Sheriff of
ton, CO.
Dublin 1582; he had four sons: I. John, blind from his
youth from small-pox, harper to the Sari of Pembroke, 1607
IL William, citizen of Dublin, 1607 III. Henry; IV. David.
Gu. on a chev. ar. two griffins pass,
Visit. Dublin, 1607).
counter-pass, of the first, on a chief of the second three
in saltire

;

;

tortcaux.

Thom.as

(co. Essex).
three trefoils ar.

Thomas (Wenvoe,

Or,

on a

fess

betw two cher. gu.

co.

—

—

Gu. three chev.

ar.

Thom.as

Sa. three boys' heads couped
(co. Glamorgan).
enwrapped round the neck by a
snake vert.
Thomas (Whitwick, co. Hereford; Francis Henry Thomas,
Esq., of Whitwick, was High Sheriff 1826). Per pale az.
and gu. an oak tree ppr. supported on the sinister side by a
lion ramp. ar.
Crest
A dragon's head erased ppr.
Thomas (Selling, CO. Kent; confirmed 17 June, 1622). Ar.
a fess dancett^e sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
A Cornish chough ppr. betw. two spears erect or.

at the necks ppr. crined or,

—

—

(Wrotham,

CO. Kent, 1574).

Per pale

ar.

and

sa.

a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs all counterchanged,
beaked and legged gu. Crest A Cornish chough sa. wings
expanded, beaked and legged gu._betw. two spears erect or,

—

ar.

Thomas

(Chevening and Brittens, co. Kent, and Islington,
allowed at Visit. Middlesex, 166"J, to CukisCO. Middlesex
TOPHER Thomas, of Chevening, and Jeffrey Thomas, of
Islington, sons of Ricuard Thomas, and grandsons of
BicHAKD Thomas, of Brittens, in the parish of Sevenoaks,
CO. Kent).
Ar. afessdanccttee betw. three Cornish choughs
aa., quartering, for Tottenhobst, Lozengy ar. and sa. on
Crest
a fess gu. three lions pass. ar.
A Cornish chough
rising betw. two spearheads erect all ppr.
;

—

Thomas

(Bromley, co. Kent, originally of Branton, co.
Cumberland). Ar. a fess dancettee sa. betw. three Cornish
Crest
A dcmi leopard ramp. ppr. holding in
both feet a baton erect or.
Thomas (London). Ar. a chev. lozengy or and sa. betw.
three ravens close of the last. Crest On a branch of a tree
lying fessways (at the dexter end, some sprigs vert) a
raven, wings expanded sa.
Thomas, or
(co. Northampton).
Ar. on a
chev. gu. an annulet or.
Thozaas (Weilfield House, co. Radnor). Per pale ar. and
gu. on a chev. engr. two griffins pass, combatant counterchanged, on a chief wavy az. throe cinquefoils ar. Ci'est
Out of a mural crown ar. a demi seahorse gu. crined
or, charged on the shoulder with a cinquefoil ar. and in the
pnw3 an anchor erect sa. resting on the mural crown.
Motto I Dduw bo'r diolch.
Thomas (Yapton Place, co. Sussex, hart.). Ar. three dcmi
lions ramp. gu. a chief az.
Crest
A dcmi lion ramp. gu.
JI/o((o — Honesty is the host policy.

—

choughs ppr.

—

Tommas

—

—

—

Thomas

(Uatton, co. Sus.scx
iNino Freeman, Esq., of
assumed the surname of Thomas, by sign manual,
in 1786; he was son of Arthur Freeman, Esq., of Antigua,
by Maroarkt hit wife, third dau. of Sir GEoa(;E Thomas,
Ban., of Yapton I'laco). Same Amu.
Crest
A demi Uon
ramp. gu. on iho shoulder on erm. epot ar.
;

Itatton,

—
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(Folkington, CO. Sussex, hart., extinct 1706; William Thomas, Esq., of Folkington, son of Sir William
Thomas, Knt., of Folkington, was created a barl. 1660,
d. s. p. 1706).
Sa. a chev. erm. a canton of the last.

Thomas

(Lewes,

Or,

—A

Crest

descended out of

Sussex,

co.

granted 14 May, 1608).

on across

Wales;

sa. five crescents ar.

talbot sejant (another, pass.) ppr. spotted ar.
sa. eared also sa.

Thom.as

and

Ar. on a cross sa. five crescents of the

(co. Wilts).

field.

Thomas

(te^np. Henry VII.).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Cornish choughs ppr.
Ar. a fess dancettee gu. betw.- three Cornish
choughs rising ppr. Crest A Cornish chough rising ppr.
betw. two spears erect or.
Thomas. Or, a buck trippant ppr. Crest A buck, as in
the arms.
Thom.as. Ar. a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs sa.
Crest On a cross aiguise ar. the foot trunked, and the
middle stem raguled, a Cornish chough sa.
(Henry Thomas, M.A. of University College,
Oxford, d. 5 May, 1673). Ar. three Cornish choughs ppr.
(Clififord's inn; granted July, 16'J0).
Or, a fess
indented sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Thom.as (home by Thomas B. Thomas, Esq., Captain of
Marines on the South American Station, and by his nephew,
William Morgan Thomas, Esq.). Ar. three bulls' heads
couped. Crest A dexter arm emhowed in armour, holding a
scymitar all ppr. Motto—Fro patriS et rege.
St., Priory of (Canterbury). Ar. three Cornish

Thomas.

—

—

—

Thomas

Thomas

—

Thomas

Thom.as, St. of Aeons Hospital
cross pattee per pale gu.

and

(London).

Az. a

ar.

Thomason

(co. Chester).
Ar. onabendaz. three doves of
with olive branches in their mouths ppr.
(Londton). Per fess embattled ar. and sa. three
falcons counterchanged, a trefoil in chief of the second.
Thomlinson (Gateshead, co. Durham. Visit. Durham,
1615). Per pale wavy ar. and vert three greyhounds counterchanged, a chief invecked az.
Thomlinson (Blencogo, co. Cumberland; the eldest dan.
and co-heiress of Lieut.-Colonel William Thomlinson, of
Blencogo, who d. in 1811, m. Captain Samuel Wyndowk, of
the Hoyal Dragoons, and left, with other issue, an eldest

the

invicta gloriosa.

Thomas (Michael's Town, co. Glamorgan).

headed

Thomas

choughs ppr.

Glamorgan, hart.). Sa. a chev. and
Crest
A demi unicorn erm. armed, crined,
canton erm.
and unguled or, supporting a shield sa. Motto Virtus

Thomas
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Crest A heron's head
three herons ar. four harrulets az.
erased ar. gorged with a garland of roses gu. Motto

field,

Thomason

Oliver Thomlinson Wtndowe). Per pale wavy ar. and
vert three greyhounds courant counterchanged, a chief
indented az. Crest A greyhound per pale wavy ar. and
vert.
Another Crest A savage wreathed about the middle
ppr. holding in both hands a spear, headed at each end or.
Thomlinson (Newcastle-on-Tyne, co. Northumberland).
Per pale ar. and vert three greyhounds counterchanged.
Crest
A greyhound per pale ar. and vert.
son,

—

—

—

Thomlinson

Dugdale's
(Thorgamley, co. York, 1666.
Visit.).
Per pale vert and ar. three greyhounds in pale
courant counterchanged, on a chief or, a garb of the first
surmounted of a sword gu. in saltire.
Thomlinson (London, and co. York ; granted 1590). Sa.
a fess betw. three falcons volant or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a griffin's head ar.
Thomond, Marquess of (extinct). See O'Brtek.
Thomoson. Ar. a buck's head cabossed gu. on a chief az.

—

three mullets of the

first.

Thompson-Ija'wley (Baron

Wtnlock). See Lawlet.
(Baron Haversham, extinct 1745; descended
from Maurice Thompson, Esq., of Cheston, co. Herts Sir
John Thompson, Bart., of Ilaversham, a distinguished
member of the House of Commons, was created Baron Haversham in 1696; his son Maurice, second Lord Haversham in
1745, left two daus. his co-heirs; the younger, Hon. Anne, «i.
Richard Reynolds, Esq., d. ». p. 1737; the elder, Hon.
Elizabeth, m. 1724, John Carter, Esq., of Weston Colvile,
CO. Cambridge; thoir dau. and eventual heir, Elisabeth, m.
General Hall, of Wratting Park, co. Cambridge, and had
one son, John Hall, Esq., of Weston Colvile, and one dau.,
Elizabeth Anne Hall, wife of John Morse, Esq., of
Sprowston Hall, co; Norfolk, whose only dau., Elizabeth
Anne Ella, »h. Simon Digby, Esq.). Or, on a fess dancettee
az. three cstoiles ar. on a canton of the second the sun in

Thompson

;

— An arm erect, vested gu. cuffed ar. holding
wheat or. Supporters—Two
falcons, wings expanded ppr. belled gold. Motto — Inlumine
glory ppr. Crest

in the

hand

ppr. five ears of

lucem.

Thompson
Thompson

Or, a lion pass. az.
(Broomford Manor, co. Devon).

(co. Buck.?).

Ar. a buck's
head cabos.sed attired with ten tyncs ppr. on a chief az.
a cross cros.slct fltclice betw. two roses sliijpcd of the first.
Crest

—A dexter arm

in

aimour

cuuxjcd in fess ppr. the

hand

THO
Deus

Motto—

providebit.

Thompson

(Plymouth,

DeTon

co.

home by Henbt

;

Thompson, Esq.). Or, a fess indented hetw. three hawks sa.
beaked and legged gu. Crett A hawk, wings expanded
ppr. beaked and legged or, betw. two spears erect, staffs gold,
headed ar.
Thompson (Bishopwearmouth, co. Durham). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, per fess ar. and sa. a fess embattled counterembattled betw. three falcons counterchanged, belled and
2nd and 3rd, ar. three cocks'
jessed or, for Thompson
heads erased sa. combed and wattled gu., for White. Crest
An arm embowedin armour quarterly or andaz. holding
in the gauntlet ppr. a broken lance gold. Motto— Duia spiro

—

;

—

spero.

Peakson Scott Thompson, C.B.,

J.P.,

Famley Lodge, Cheltenham, co. Gloucester). Per fess or
and sa. a fess embattled betw. four falcons, two and two,
all counterchanged, quartering Tesbmaker, Az. three bars
wavy erm. with ten estoiles, four, three, two, and onri, br.
In front of two swords in saltire, points upwards ppr.
Crest
pommels and hilts gold, a stag trippant per pale oT and sa.
of

—

Jl/otto— Fideliter.

Thompson

Per fess
(Hartsbonme, co. Herts, hart.).
a fess counter-embattled betw. three falcons
chief
point an
counterchanged, jessed and belled or, in the
anchor erect az. cable ppr. a border engr. per fess of the
second and first. Crest Out of a naval crown or, an arm in

ar.

and

sa.

—

armour embowed ppr. garnished gold, the hand supporting
a lance erect also ppr. Supporters, granted to Admiral Sir
Thomas Bodlden Thompson, first bart., asaG.C.B. Dexter,
an eagle, wings extended ppr. and navally crowned or;
sinister, an English sailor ppr. habited in a blue jacket,
with white waistcoat and trousers, supporting in his
dexter hand a flag ar. charged with a cross gu. and
thereon the word " Nile " inscribed. Motto Non quo sed
quomodo.
Thompson (Kenflcld, co. Kent; granted by Dethick,
Garter, to Thomas Thompson, 3 Jan. 1600). Gu. two bars ar.
a chief erm.
Thompson (Pelham Eaytor, co. Kent). Same Arms.
A greyhound sejant gu. collared and lined or.
Crest
Thompson (Boughton, co. Kent). Per pale ar. and or, an
eagle displ. gu. armed sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet ar.
an ostrich's head, in the beak a horseshoe all or.

—

—

—

—

Thompson

(Thing^all Hall, co. Lancaster). Per fess ar.
fess nebuly betw. three falcons all counterchanged, a lure fesswise or. Crest A lion ramp, per fess
nebuly ar. and sa. holding betw. the paws a lure or. Motto
^Nosce teipsum.
(Lord Mayor of London, 173"). Bendy of six
ar. and gu. on a canton o f the first a lion pass. sa.
(London, 1609). Or, a fess indented betw. three
hawks sa. beaked and legged gu. Crest A hawk, wings
expanded ppr. beaked and legged or, betw. two spears erect,

and

sa.

and sa. a fess counterembattled betw. three falcons counterchanged, belled and

on a

—

—

CV«t— An arm embowed in armour quarterly
or and az. tbe gauntlet ppr. holding the truncheon of a
broken lance gold.

Thompson

(Virhees, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 18G8). Ar.
a chev. wavy gu. in base a seahorse in sea ppr. supporting a
on a chief of the last a thunderbolt betw. two
mullets or, on a canton of the last a saltire engr. sa. betw. fotir
On a naval crown az.
crosses pattee of the second. Crest
charged on the rim with three crosses pattee ar. a unicorn
pass, of the last gorged with a wreath of laurel ppr. Mott9

flag az.

—

—Dum

spiro spero.

Thompson

J. S.
(Clements, parish of Ilford, co. Sussex
Az. a fess nebuly betw. in chief two
falcons belled, and in base a ram's head couped or. Crest
Upon a habick sa. a falcon belled or, in the beak a teazle
;

Esq.).

Thompson (Mbtset-Thompson,

Kirby HaU, co. York, bart.).
counter-embattled betw. three
falcons counterchanged, belled and jessed or, quartering
Mawhood. Crest An arm embowed in armour quarterly
or Euid az. the gauntlet ppr. holding a truncheon of a broken
lance gold. Motto— Je veux de bonne guerre.
(Sheriff Button Park, co. York). Per fess ar.
and sa. a fess embattled counter-embattled betw. three
An
falcons counterchanged, belled and jessed or. Crest
arm embowed in armour quarterly or and az. holding in
broken
gold.
of
a
lance
truncheon
the gauntlet ppr. the
Per fess ar. and sa. a
(Esholt, co. York).
fess countvr-embattled betw. three falcons close, all counterchanged, belled and jessed or, a bend sinister gu.
(Cottingham Castle, co. York). Az. alion pass,
guard, or, a border ar. Crest A Uon ramp. az. ducally
gorged or. Motttn— Go on, and take care.
Per fess embattled ar. and sa.
(co. York).
three falcons counterchanged, belled and jessed or, a canton

Per

(William Thompson, Lord Mayor of London,

Thompson
Crest

—A

flaming heart betw. two palm branches

in orle

ppr.

Thompson

Gu. a lion pass, guard, or, a border
ramp. gu.
co Northumberland, originally of co.
Cumberland). Or, on a fess dancett^e az. three efetoiles ar.
on a canton of the second the sun in his glory ppr. Crest
ar.

Crest

(London).

—A

lion

Thompson (Morpeth,

.

—

An arm

erect, vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the

wheat or.

five ears of

Thompson
a

Motto— Ija lumine lucem.

(Newcastle-on-Tyne,

Benjamin Thompson,
fess embattled

co.

Esq., of that place).

counter-embattled

counterchanged, belled and jessed or.

bowed

in

hand ppr.

armour quarterly or and

Northumberland;
Per fess ar. and sa.

betw.
Crest
az.

three falcons

— An arm em-

holding in the

Motto —

gauntlet ppr. the truncheon of a broken lance gold.
Je veux de bonne guerre.
Place, co. Somerset; (John Thompson, Esq., of tliat place). Ar. three cstoiles in fe8s az. betw.
two barrulets cngr. pu. on a canton of the third the sun in
splendour ppr. Crest A mount vert, therefrom in front of
a cubit arm vested az. cuffed ar. the hand holding seven ears

Thompson (Landsdown

—

of wheat ppr. the sun rising or.

Thompson

(London, little Brand, co. Suffolk, and Marston,
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sa.

a

fess

—

Thompson

—

Thompson

Thompson

—

Thompson
Crest
gu.
ringed az.

—A

demi ounce erminois,

collared,

lined,

and

Thompson

(Hamburgh). Ar. a stag's head cabossed gn.
attired or, on a chief engr. az. a bezant betw. a crescent and
a mullet, both of the field. Crest— A branch of palm ppr.
Motto

—

Patientifil

vinco.

Thompson.
crowns

or,

Gu. a lion's face ar. betw. three Eastern
a border of the second. Crest- A buck's head

cabossed ppr.

Thompson.

—A

Crest

lion

Thompson.
the

Az. a lion pass, guard, or, a border ar.
ramp, ducally gorged or.
Sa. fretty ar.' on a chief or, three escallops of

field.

Thompson

1828; descended from a family seated at Grey Rigg, near
Kendal, for four generations, where he was b. 1792; he d.
1854, leaving an only dau. and heir, who m. the £arl of
Az. a lion pass, or, a bordure ar.
Bective).
(London). Quarterly, per fess wavy az. and or,
in the Ist and 4th quarters a lion sejant extending the dexter paw ar.; in the 2nd and 3rd a fox's head erased gu.

and

fess ar.

Thompson

staves gold, headed ar.

—

ppr.

Thompson

Thompson

fess ar.

jessed or.

Thompson

—

Per

CO. York, IC34).

Thompson,

Thompson (Colonel
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holding a cross cTosslet fitched enct, as in the arms.

Colleg'e.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crozien

gu.

(granted by Dalton, Norroy, to Hembt ThojitPer fess ar. and sa. a
SON, of Eshold, CO. York, 1559).
fess embattled betw. three falcons counterchanged, belled,
An
arm quarterly or and
Crat—
gold.
beaked, and jessed

a truncheon gold.
Az. a lion pass.
(Thorpmarket, co. York).
guard, or, a border ar. Crest— A Uon ramp, ducally gorged
Clarenceux,
12 Jan. 1 602, to
Camden,
by
Arms
confirmed
or.
BowLAND Thompson, of Thorpmarket, co. Norfolk, but the
crest was an armed arm az. holding a broken spear in
az. gauntlet ppr. holding

Thompson

saltire or.

Thompson

(Bichabd Thompson, Treasurer of St. Patrick's

Cathedral, Dublin, 1582; impalement Fun.Ent. Ulster's Office,
1607, of John Saneet, who m. his dau., Anne Thompsok).
Ar. a lion pass, guard, in fess gn. armed and langued az.
betw. three crosses pattee of the second, a border sa.
(fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1660). Ar. a bend
gu. on a canton of the second a cross of the first.

Thompson

Thompson

(confirmed by BoBerts, Ulster, 1645, to James
Thompson, Lieut.-Col. of Horse in Ireland; descended from
Per pale or and ar. an eagle displ. gu. a canton
CO. Kent).
Crest— An ostrich's head and neck erm.
of the last.
beak a horseshoe or. Motto Lucem virtns
the
holding In
amat.
Thompson (Annavema, co. I.«uth confirmed to Achbsoh
Qdintin Dick Thomas Thompson, Esq., of Annavema, and to
the descendants of his father, Quintin Dick Thompson, Esq.,
H.E.I.C.S., by Mart Anne his wife, sister of Sir Thomas
Stamford Baffles, Lieut. -Governor of Java). Or, a sword
erect ppr. betw. three estoiles az. on a canton of the last the
sun in splendour of the first. Crest— A cubit arm erect,
vested gu. cuffed erm. and charged with an oriental crown
Motto In
or, the hand grasping five ears of wheat ppr.

—

;

—

lumine lucem.

Thompson

(Clonfln, co. Longford).

Or,

on a

fess indented.

A

T

H
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O

cz. three cstoiles gold, in the centre base point a trefoil
Crest
vert, on a canton of the second a sun in glory ppr.
An arm embowed in armour holding in the hand ppr.
five ears of wheat or, the arm charged with a trefoil vert.

luccm.
Thompson (Clonskeagh Castle, co. Dublin; confirmed to
George Thompson, Esq., of Clonskeagh, and to the other

Motto— In lumine

descendants of his grandfather, William Tnoapsox, Esq.,
of Clonfin, CO. Longford). Or, a fess indented az. charged
with three estoiles gold, on a canton of the second a sun in
An
his glory, in the centre base point a liefoil vert. Cfcst
arm embowed in armour ppr. holding in the hand a.lso ppr.
five ears of wheat or, the arm charged with a trefoil vert.
In lumine lucem.
iloltn
(Stonestonn and Park, King's co. the present
P. Hamlet Tho-jso.v, Esq.. of Stonestown, was High Sheriff

—

—

Thompson

;

Arras, &c.,

1875).

Thompson

same as

last.

(Borris Castle, Queen's co.

;

Frederick Tho.mpson, Esq., of Borris Castle, High Sheriff
Or, on a fess
of the CO., and the issue of his grandfather).
indented vert three estoiles of the first, on a canton az. a
Bun in glory ppr. a border bezant^i sa. Crest An armed
arm erect holding in me hand five ears of wheat ppr.
Thorns. Gu. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils ar. stalked and
leaved vert. Crest On a mount an oak tree acorned ppr.
Thorns (Lelant and Curie, co. Cornwall). See Thomas.

—

—

Thomas

Ar. a
(co. Cornwall).
chev. betw. three talbots sa.
Lincoln).
Az.
a
(Shalfield, co. Essex, and co.
Crest
A lion ramp, or, ducally gorged
lion pass, guard, or.
of the last. Ano'her Crest- -A demi lion ramp, guard, or.

Thomson

—

Thomson

(Buscombe-Poi'lett-Thomson, Eoehampton and
Waverley Abbey, co. Surrey exemplified to John Thomson,
;

Esq., on his assuming, by royal licence, 1814, the prefix
surnames of Buncombe-Poulett). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar.

a buck's head cabossed gu. attired

or,

on a chief az. a

cross crosslet fitchte of the third betw. two mullets of six
points of the first, for Thomson 2nd, sa. three swords in pile
points downwards ppr. pommels and hilts or, a crescent for
;

for Poulett; 3rd,
Buncombe. Crests

diff.,

for

—

embowed
a

ar.
1st,

a

betw. four crescents

fret

sa.,

An arm

in armour
hand the staff of
2nd, Poclett An arm

Thomson

:

ppr. garnished or, holding in the

broken also ppr.
armour embowed holding in the gauntlet all ppr. a sword
ar. hilted or; 3rd, Buncombe: A demi lion gu. on the
tilting-spear

;

:

in

shoulder a water bouget ar. supporting a spear, thereon a
banner of the first, fringed of the second, charged with a
cross flory or.

Thomson

(Baron Si/Jenham, extinct 1841
Charles
PoDLETT Thompson, Esq., Governor-General of Canada, was
created, 19 Aug. 1840, Baron S>jdtnl(.am, of Sydenham, co.
Kent, and Toronto, Canada, d. unm. 19 Sept. 1841). Same
Arms and Crests.
Thomson (London). Ar. on a fess indented az. three
estoiles of the field, on a canton az. the sun in his splendour
or.

Cre<t

in the

;

—A

hand

Thomson.

cubit

arm

erect vested gu. cuffed ar. holding

ppr. a sprig or.

gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. three
crosses crosslet or; 2nd, or, a fess betw. three martlets sa.
Crest
A lion ramp, or, ducally gorged az.

Quarterly,

1st,

—

Thomson (Trcveryan, and St. Caroc, co. Cornwall).

Or, on a
dancettce az. three estoiles ar. on a canton of the
second a sun in glory ppr. Crest An arm erect vested gu.
cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. five ears of wheat or.
Molto In lumine luccm.
(Kenfield, CO. Kent; exemplified, 1851, to Richard
Edward Tokeb, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence,
the name of Thomson only). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu
two bars ar. a chief erm. and a canton of the field, for
Thomson; 2nd and 3rd, vert on a bend engr. ar. coliscd or,
three human hearts gu., for Toker. Crests
1st, Thomson
On a mount vert a greyhound sejant ar. cared sa. gorged
with a collar az. studded or, therefrom reflexed over the
back a leash gold, and charged upon the shoulder with a
cross crosslet gu.; 2nd, Toker: A human heart gu. surrounded
by a ducal coronet ar. betw. two p:ilm branches vert.
(Low Wood, co. Antrim
confirmed to John
Thomson, E.sq., of Low Wood, and to the other descendants
of his grandfather, Koeert Thomson, Esq., of Castleton,
CO. Antrim).
Ar. a stag's head cabossed gu. on a chief
indented of the second .i cross crosslet fitchcc betw. two
spur-rowels of the first.
Cnsl A dexter arm embowed in
armour, the hatul ppr. holding a cross crosslet Utchec and
the arm charged witli a spur-rowel all gu. j)/o(to— Honesty
is the best poHcy.
(boine by William Thomson, Esq., J. P. for the
fess

—

—

Thomson

—

Thomson

:

;

—

Thomson
CO. of

Dumbarton, and (actor for Sir Jamci Colquhoun,
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This family had been resident in
Jedburgh for several generations as surgeons and solicitors).
Ar. a stag's head cabo.^scd gu. attired or, on a chief az. a
cross crosslet fitchte of the third betw. two .spur-rowels of
the first, quartering Rutherford, of Knowsouth.
Crest

—A dexter naked

arm couped

at the elbow fessways ppr.
erect az.
Motto Deus

—

holding a cross crosslet fitchte
providebit.

Thomson

(Scotland, 16th century).
Ar. a stag's head
cabossed gu. on a chief az. two mullets of the field.
(Gourlaybank, co. Clackmannan).
Ar. a stag's
head cabossed gu. on a chief az. a cross crosslet fitchee of
the tieUl.
(Duddingston, co. Edinburgh). Ar. a stag's head
cabossed gu. in chief a mullet of the last.
(Clerk of Exchequer, Scotland, 1G72).
Ar. a
stag's head cabossed ppr. attired with ten tyncs gu., in chief
three cross crosslets titchee sa. Crest A dexter hand holding a cross crosslet fitchee sa. Motto Honestie is the best

Thomson
Thomson

Thomson

—

confirmed, 1810,

to

Thorns, Tomyns, or

T

Bart., of Luss; hed. 1850.

—

policie.

Thomson

(Kirkcaldy, co. Fife, 1672). Ar. a stag's head
cabossed ppr. on a chief engr. gu. a mullet betw. two
crescents of the field. Motto Honestie is good polhcie.

—

Thomson
the

head cabossed
two crescents of

(Kettle, co. Fife, 167-). Ar. a stag's

ppr. on a chief invecked gu. a mullet betw.

Motto

field.

— .\mo honesta.

Thomson (I'airleyhope,

CO. Edinburgh, 1672).
Ar. a stag's
head cabossed ppr. on a chief wavy gu. a crescent betw. two
mullets of the field. Crest A quill ppr. Molto Fato prudentia major.
(Aberdeen, 1630).
Ar. a stag's head cabossed
ppr. on a chief wavy gu. a lozenge betw. two mullets of the
field.
Crest
A crane holding in its beak a twig of palm
ppr. Motto
Curffi cedit fatum.
(Portlethen, co. Kincardine, 1735). As the last.
S>-M\\e Crest.
Mottoes Over the crest: Suumcuiquc; below
the arms Cura; cedit fatum.
(Banchory, co. Kincardine, 1756). Ar. a stag's
head cabossed ppr. attired gu. on a chief wavy of the last a
lozenge betw. two mullets of the field. Crest A crane holding in its beak a twig of p:\lm ppr. Mottoes Over the crest:
Curae cedit fatum below the arms Suum cuique.
(Charlton, CO. Fife, 1740; heiress ni. Col. John
Anstbutueb, son of Sir Philip Anstrutheb, Bart., of Balcaskie).
Ar. a stag's head cabossed ppr. attired with ten
tyncs gu. on a chief engr. of the last three mascles or. Crest
stag's head erased ppr.
ilfoao— Honestie is the
best policy.
(Anstruther-Thomson, of Charlton). Quarterly,
1st ana 4th, as the last
2nd and 3rd, ar. three piles sa., for

—

—

Thomson

—

Thomson

—

—

:

Thomson

—

—

;

:

Thomson

—A

Thomson

;

Anstruther.

Anstruther

Crest
:

Crest

and Motto
Two arms

—

for
in

Thomson, as above for
armour holding in the
;

—

gauntlets a battle-axe ppr. Motto Periissem ni periissem.
Thomson (Grange, co. Clackmannan, 1766, subsequently
Chaileywood, co. Herts).
Ar. a slag's head cabossed gu.
attired or, on a chief az. a cross crosslet fitchee of the third
Crest
Issuing from a
betw. two spur-rowels of the first.
naval crown or, a stag's head gu. attired of the first, holding in his mouth a slip of oak vert, fructed ppr. and charged
on the neck with a cross crosslet, as in the arms. MoUo
Lente in voto.
Thomson (Mayncs, Scotland, 1672). Per pale ar. and gu. a
stag's head cabossed and attired with ten tynes counterchanged, on a chief az. a cross crosslet fitchee or, betw. two
spur-rowels of the first.
Crest
A branch of palm ppr.

—

—

—

.d^o^^o— Pationtia et gratia vinco.
(CocUlaw, co. Aderdccn. 1672). Per p'vle ar. and
gu. a stag's head cabossed and attired with ten tynes
countcrchanged, on a chief wavy az. a cross crosslet fitchee
or, betw. two spur-rowels of the first.
Motto Deus provi-

Thomson

—

debit.

Thomson (Faichficid,

Per pale ar.
CO. Aberdeen, 1672).
stag's head cabossed and attired with ten tynes
countcrch;inged, on a chief az. a cross crosslet fitchee or,
betw. a spur-rowcl and a crescent of the first, af/orto— Deus
providebit.

and gu. a

Thomson

(Bute Pursuivant, 1724-65).
At.
cabossed gu. attired or, on a chief az. a
fitchee of the third, a bordure of the second
eight escallops of the first.
Crest
A thistle

—

a stag's head
cross crosslet

charged with
ppr.

MoUo

—

I'ro patria.

Thomson

Ar. a
Scotland, and Glasgow, 17C0).
stag's head cabossed gu. attired with ten tynes or, on a chief
wavy az. a cross crosslet of the first betw. au anchor in the
(Logic,

—

dexter and a billet in the sinister of the third.
Crest
dexter haiul holding stalks of liat tinder bloom ppr.
MoUo

—

ladustriio

munua.

A

;

;
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Thomson

(CaltnnhiU, CO. Edinburgh, 1775).
Ar. a buck's
head cabossed gu. attired or, on a chief az. a cross crosslet
fltchee of the third betw. two mullets of the field.
Crest— P^

guard, gu. charged on the breast with a cross

lion pass,

Motto

crosslet titchee or.

Thomson

— Fortis

—

—

Thomson

—A

Motto

cross crosslet fitchee gu.

— Optima est Veritas.

(Buchromb,

co. Banff; paternally Grant, 1787).
gu. a lion's head couped ar. betw.
three antique crowns or, abordure of the second, for Grant;
2nd and 3rd, ar. a stag's head cabossed ppr. within a bordure
chequy ar. and of the field, on a chief of the third a boar's
head couped or, betw. two stars of the field. C)-est A stag's
head cabossed ppr. Motto Deus providebit.
(Wester Bogie, co. Fife, 1811). Per pale ar. and
gu. a buck's head cabossed attired with ten tynes, within a
bordure engr. all counterchanged, on a chief az. a cross
crosslet fitchiSe or, betw. two spur-rowels ar.
Crest
branch of palai ppr. Motto— VdXi^nua. vinco.

Quarterly, 1st and

4tli,

—

—

Thomson

—

Thomson

(Roehampton and Waverley Abbey, co. Surrey,
Ar. a buck's head cabossed gu.
from Scotland, 1811).
attired or, on a chief az. a cross crosslet fitchee or, betw.
two spur-rowels ar. Crest A dexter arm in armour embowed grasping a broken spear all ppr. Motto Fear not

—

—

Thomson

(Sir John DEAS-TnoMPSoN, of Norton and the
Edinburgh, K.C.H., 1813).
Quarterly, Isl and
4th, ar. a buck's head cabossed gu. attired or, on a chief az.
a cross crosslet fitchee or, betw. two spur-rowels of the first,
for Thomson; 2nd, erm. a pale vert, on a canton ar. a lion
ramp, gu., for Deas; 3rd, per fcss or and az. a lion ramp,
within a double tressure fiory counterflory counterchanged,
Crut A dexter hand erect ppr. holding a
for MiDDi£TON.
cross crosslet fitchee bend sinisterwaya gu.
Motto—SoTtia

Platts, CO.

—

in arduis.

Thomson (Ringler-Tbomson, Koyal Engineers, 1825).
and

Quarhead cabossed gu. attired with

4th. ar. a stag's

ten tynes or, on a chief az. a cross crosslet of the third betw.
of the first, for Thomson
2nd and 3rd,
Crest
A stag's head erased
az. three rings or, for Ringleb.
gu. attired with ten tynes and gorged with a ring or. Motto

two mullets pierced

;

—

—Meminisse juvubit.
Thomson (Ringler-Thomson,
the

last,

within a bordure gu.

Colchester, co. Essex).

Same

Crest

As

and Motto.

Thomson

(Fairley, co. Aberdeen, 1841).
Ar. a stag's head
cabossed gu. attired or, on a chief of the second a golden
two mullets pierced of the third. Crest A crane
holding in itsbeaka twig of palm ppr. Mottoes
Curse cedit
fatum and, Suum cuique.
(North woodside, co. Lanark, 1845).
Ar. a stag's
head cabossed gu. attired or, on a chief az. a Moor's head
couped betw. two spur-rowels of the first. Crwt and Motto, as
Grange, 1766.
(Camphill, CO. Renfrew, 1854).
Ar. a stag's
head cabossed and attired with ten tynes ppr. on a chief az.
a cross crosslet fitchee of the field betw. two roses slipped of
Crest
A dexter arm in armour ppr. the hand
the last.
holding a cross crosslet fitchee, as in the arms. Motto— T>ens

fleece betw.

—

—

;

Thomson

Thomson

—

Thomson

(Bonaly, co. Edinburgh, 1874). Ar. a stag's head
cabossed az. attired or, on a chief gu. three mullets of the
Crest
A dexter hand ppr. holding a cross crosslet
field.

—

Motto

— Vincit omnia Veritas.

Thomson (Dalmuir,

Dumbarton,

PerYessar. and
gu. in chief two mullets of the second, in base a stag's head
A lion ramp. ppr. Motto
cabossed of the first. Crest
CO.

—

Optima

—

Motto

—

In silentio fortitude.

Thourghgram.

Ar. on a bend engr.

Thorisbye. Ar. a chev. betw. three
Thorlby, or Thorley (Scotland).
and one.

four, three, two,

Crest

—A

ramp. sa.
Vert ten escallops ar.
tower ppr. Motto-

lions

Fide etfiducia.

Thorley.

Crest— A

1874).

—

a

Sa.

a chev. erm. betw. three cinquefoQs or. Crest
or, holding betw. the paws a cinquefoil

fret

erm.

lion's

Thorber (co.

Devon; Thomas Thorber, temp. Edward II.
his dau. Muriel, m. Robert de Malston, whose dau. and
heir, Elizabeth, m. William Stighcll, and Margaret, dau.
and heir of this latter marriage, ra. Walter Retnell, Esq.,
Visit. Devon,
jure uxoris of Malston, 19 Richard II.
1620. Quartered by Retnell, of Malston, co. Devon, East
Ogwell, and Creediwiger, in same co.). Per pale ar. and gu.
on a chev. az. three crosses crosslet botonnee or.
Thores (Gaimiestown, Scotland, 1672). Ar. on a bend
Crest-~A falcon
coimter-embattled az. three mullets or.
soaring aloft ppr. Motto Immeritas tcmnere minas.
Thoresby (Uay, co. Brecon formerly of Leeds, co. York).

—

;

louy

erect ar.

fretty sa.

Thorley.

—A demi lion ramp,

sa.

Thorley.
Thorley.
Thorley.
Thorley.
lets

Vert six escallops ar.
Or, on a cross vert five escallops ar,
Or, four palets gu.

Ar. on a bend flory counterflory sa. three mulpierced of the first.

Thorleys. Gu. a chief per chev. indented gu. and or.
Thorn, or Thorne. Per chev. sa. and ar. a chev. betw.
three mascles counterchanged. Crest
An owl guard, ppr.

Thornbery
Thornbery

—

Per
Per

.

.

fess or

fess ar.

and ar. a lion ramp. az.
and or, a lion ramp. az. debruised

with two bendletsgu.

Thornborough, or Thornbury
land,

and York).

Erm.

fretty gu.

— A tiger sejant ar. peUettee.
Thornborou&h.

on a

Az.

(another, annulet?) or, as

many

(cos. Hants, Westmorea chief of the last.
Crest

fess

betw.

three

martlets

torteaux.

Thornborough.
as

many

Az. on a fess or, three torteaux, in chief
annulets of the last.

are given
the last.

Cumberland five descents
Erm. fretty gu. a chief of

(Selsheyd, co.

in Visit. 1530).

;

Thornbrough

(Bishopsteignton, co. Devon borne by Sir
Thoknbrodgh,
G.C.B.,
Vice-.\dmiral R.N.).
Erminois a fret gu. on a chief az. an anchor erect with a
naval
cable or. Crest
crown
A
or, thereon a fox pass. ppr.
Motto Spectemur agendo.
Thornburg-h (Elmley Lovett, and Suckley; Visit. Worcester 1634 and 1682; of this family was Jonx THORNBtTBOH,
Bishop of Worcester, 1617-41). Erm. fretty gu. a chief of the
;

Edward

—

—

second.

Thornburg-h-Cropper

(Swaylands, co. Kent; exemplified
Edward Denman Cropper, Esq., only son of Edward
Cropper, Esq., of Swaylands, by Hon. JIaroaret Denmaw,
his wife, fourth dau. of Thomas, first Lord Denman, upon
his assuming the additional surname of Thornbhrgh, by
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, two spears in
royal licence).
saltlre az. on a chief dovetailed of the last as many cropper
pigeons of the first, for Cropper; 2nd and 3rd, erm. fretty
gu. on a chief indented of the last a fox of the first, for
Thornbdrgh. Crests 1st, Cropper Upon a rock ppr. in
front of two spears in saltire az. a cropper pigeon or; 2nd,
Thornburgh: An heraldic tiger ar. semee of torteaux, collared and chain reflexed over the back sa. resting the dexter
paw on a fret also sa. Jl/oUo— Love every man, fear no
to

—

:

man.

Thornbury.

Ar. a fret gu. a chief of the second.
(an ancient family in Faversham, co. Kent).
Ar. on a bend engr. gu. three plates, each charged with an
erm. spot sa.
Thornbury (co. Kent). Per fcss or and ar. a lion ramp,

Thornbury

az.

Thorndick

(Bumell, co. Lincoln; granted 1616).

ramp, guard,

Crest

Sa.

a

—A demi lion

holding a chaplet of laurel vert.
Thorndike (Great Carlcton, co. Lincoln). Ar. six gouttes,
three, two, and one gu. on a chief of the last three leopards
Crest
faces or.
A damask rose ppr. leaves and thorns
vert, at the bottom of the stalk a beetle (or scarabee) ppr.
Thorndike. Erm. on a chief gu. two leopards' faces
or,

—

ar.

Thorndon.

est Veritas.

gamb

Sa.

cross erm. betw. four leopards' faces or.

providebit.

fltchee az.

or.

Thornborowe

friendship.

terly, 1st

axe

Thorg-rjrm, or

cotised sa. three mullets of the field.

et fidus.

(Pkimkose- Thomson, Aide-de-camp to Gen. Sir
Eyre Cootc, and son of the last, 1772). Ar. a stag's head
cabossed gu. attired or, betw. two cinquefoilsin chief erm.
and a fleur-de-lis in base az. on a chief of the last a cross
crosslet fitchee betw. two spur-rowels of the third.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, ppr. Motto Fortis et fidus.
(Secretary to Board of E.xcise, Scotland, 1781).
Ar. a stag's head cabossed gu. on a chief engr. az. a cross
crosslet fitchee or, betw. two spur-rowels of the field.
Crest

Thomson

HO

T

Ar. a chev. betw. three lioncels ramp. sa. armed and
langued gu. Crest A lion ramp. sa. supporting a battle

Vert a

fess

indented

betw. three mullets

ar.

Thorndon.
Thorndon,

semee of trefoils gu.
or Thornton. Vert a fess dancettee betw.
Ar. fretty sa.

three mullets ar.

Thorne

(Thome, in Holsworthy, and Upert, in Shipwash
traceable to the reign of King John; the heiress of the elder
Ar. a fess
line m. Holland, of Weare, temp. James I.).
gu. betw. three lions ramp. sa.

Thorne (St.

Albans, co. Herts).

—

A lion ramp. sa.
Az. a fess betw. three lions

Crest

pass, guard, or.

Thorne

(Melverlcy and Shelvolk, co. Salop descended from
on aacieut family in co. Stafford ; Bobebi Atte Thobnb,
;

;

TH O

—

Out of a ducal
Crest
1610). Sa. a lion ramp, guard, ar.
coronet or, a mermaid ppr. crined gold, conjoined to a
dolphin haurient slso gold, devouring her sinister hand.
descended from Thokne, of
(Edge, co. Salop

Thome

;

Same Arms and

ShelvoVk).

Thome.

Crest.

segreant of the first.
Devon). Ar. a fess betw. three lions ramp. gu.
a border engr. of the last.
Thome. Ar. a fess nebulae sa. in chief a lion pass. az. betw.
two lozenges gu. in base a lozenge of the last.
Sa. three fusils in fess ar.

Thome

Or, on a pile sa. a

grifiBii

(co.

Thome.
Thome.

Sa.

a

Thomebery.

ramp. ar.
Az. three crescents ar. betw. nine crosses

lion

crosslest or.

Thomeham.

Gu. a lion pass. betw. two lozenges in pale or.
Gu. three (another, two) bars gemel ar. a chief

Thomell.
of the last.

Thomell.
Thomell.

Barry of ten ar. and gu.
Gu. two chev. or, a border of the last.
Thomehurst (Canterbury, co. Kent; confirmed 11 Feb.
Erm. on a chief gu. two leopards' faces ar.
1575).
Thomehurst (Sir Stephen Thoenbhcbst, knighted by Sir
William Fitz-William, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 1593).
Erm. on a fess gu. two leopards' faces ar.
Thomes (co. Salop). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. 0«£— A hand
holding a club ppr.
Thometon (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend gu. three
escarbimcles of the

— On

first.

on a chief gu. two leopards' faces ar.
a mount vert a greyhound couchant or, gorged

with a label of three points gu.
(London; descended from co. Nottingham; confirmed 10 Dec. 1616).
Az. a lion pass, or, betw. three
mascles ar. Crest A demi lion ramp. ppr. extending his
foot, wounded with a thorn sucking therein.
Thomey. Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Thorney, Monastery of (co. Cambridge). Ar. three
crosses, two and one, betw. as many crosses crosslet fitch&,
one and two, or.
Thomeycroft (Hadley Park, co. Salop). Vert a mascle or,
On a mural crown gu.
betw. four crosses crosslet ar. Crest

Thorney

—

—

a falcon volant ppr. jessed, membered, and beaked or,
betw. two palm branches gold. Motto Fortis qui se vincit.
Thomhagh (Fenton, co. Nottingham; confirmed 4 Feb.
1682). Ar. two annulets linked together gu. betw. three
crosses formee sa. Crest
A tiger's head or, maned, armed,
and tufted sa. gorged with a collar wavy az.

—

—

Thomhazn

(co.

Kent).

couped at the necks

Thomheigrh

sa.

Or, three boars' heads bendirays

(Ollemshaw, co. Derby). Or, two tilting-spears
in saltire sa. surmounted by a stag browsing ppr. on a chief
az. a crescent betw. two pheons of the field.
Crest
Out
of a crown vallery gu. a demi eagle displ. or, pendent from
the neck a buclehorn stringed sa.
Thornhill (Ollantigh, co. Kent, and Barbadoes, bart.,
extinct; Timothy Thornhill, of Barbadoes, was created a
Gu. two bars gemel ar. a bend of
bart. 1682, and d. s.p.).
the last, on a chief of the second a tower of the first.
Thomhill (co. Dorset). Ar. a chev. betw. three birds sa.

—

membered

gu.
(Owston, co. Lincoln). Gu. four bars gemel ar.
a chief of the last. Crest A woman's head couped at the
shoulders, vested, crined, and ducally crowned all or, out of
the coronet a hawthorn tree ppr.
Thornhill (Diddington, co. Huntingdon). Gu. two bars
gemel, a chief ar. Crest A mount, thereon a thorn tree all
ppr.

Thornhill

living 2

Edward

THoaNHEioa, Esq., of Fenton,

descended from
a.d. 1328; Francis

b.

III.,

1593,

was High

Sheriff co.

Notts 1637. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar. two annulets interlaced
gu. betw. three crosses patt^ sa. Crest A thorn tree ppr.
flory ar. fructed gu. the seeds of the fiowcrs or.
Thomhill (Thomhill, co. York; Sir Bktan Thornhill,
Knt., of ThornhiU, M.P. co. York, temp. Edward III., was
father of two sons: I. Simon Thornhill, Esq., of ThornhiU,
whose only dau. and heir, EuzASETn, m. Henrt Savile,
Esq. ; II. Thoicas Thormhi'li., ancestor of Tuornhill, of
Fixby). Gu. two bars gemel ar. a chief of the last.
Thornhill (Fixby, co. York; descended from Tbohas
Tbornhill, living 1374, second son of Sir Brian ThoenSame Arms. <7««<— The bust of
HiLi., Knt., of Thornhill).
a woman ppr. vested gu. fimbriated or, crined and ducally
crowned also or, issuant from the crown five thorn leaves
Tert, charged in the breast (for distinction) with a cross

—

crosslet of gold.

Thomhill

(Claree-Tbornbiix; exemplified to Williau
Esq., upon assuming the additional name of
Thornbill, on his marriage with Clara, dau. and heiress of
TnouAs Thoknuill, Esq., of Fixby Hall, co. York, by royal
Gu. two bars gemel ar. a chief of the last,
licence, 1855).
Crest The bust of a
for distinction a canton of the first.
woman ppr. vested gu. fimbriated or, crined and ducally
crowned also or, and issuant from the crown five thorn
leaves vert, charged on the breast, for distinction, with a

Capel Ci.iRKE,

—

cross crosslet gold.

—

Thornhill (Woodleys, co. Oxford). Barruly ar. and gu.
CreH A woman's head couped at the shoulders, vested,

—

and ducally crowned all or.
Gu. two bars gemel ar. a chief of the second,
a bend sa.
Thomhill (co. Cork confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1653, to
Major William Thornhill, co. Cork, descended from Thornhill, of Thornhill, co. Derby). Barry of ten gu. and ar. on
a chief of the second a hand and sword ppr. sleeved az.
betw. two pellets, a crescent for diff.
Crest A thorn bush,
crined,

Thomhill.
over

all

;

—

thereon a robin redbreast ppr.
(Castle Keevin, co. Cork

Richard Thornhill, Esq., by Sophia, his wife, dau.
and heir of Bretridge Badham, Esq., of Rockfield, same
Same Arms and Crest, quartering Badham, viz., Or,
CO.).
on a cross gu. five mullets of the field. Motto Conquer

—

or die.

Thomholme
ar.

1010

York;

granted 11 Sept.

Crest

— On a mount vert

ThornhuU

(cos. Buckingham, Dorset, and Wilts).
Ar.
a chev. gu. betw. three birds sa. beaked and legged or.

Crest

— A bird sa. legged or.

Thomhurst

(Agnes Court, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1627
GiFFORD TBORNBtTRST, Esq., of Agnes Court, descended from
Stephen Thornhdrst, of Aenue or Agnes Court, 33 He^iry
VIII., was created a bart. 1622, and d. s.p. in.; his dau.
and co-heir, Frances Thornburst, m. Richard Jennings,
Esq., of Sandridge, and was mother of Sarah Jennings,
wife of John, first DuJce of Marlborough).
Erm. on a chief
gu. two leopards' faces ar.
Sir

(Milcombe, co. Oxford, bart., extinct 1743;

John Thorwicroft, descended from Thornicroft, of

Thornicroft, was created a bart.
d.

s.

p.)

Same Arms and

1701

;

the second bart.

Crest.

Thomley (London).
Crest

—A

Gu. two bars gemel ar. a canton erm.
wolfs head ar. charged on the neck with a bar

gemel gu.

Thomthwaite

Per pale ar. and gn. a
(co. Cumberland).
chev. betw. three lions' heads erased all counterchanged, on
a chief or, a thorn tree ppr. Crest— A lion's head erased
gu. in the mouth a thorn sprig vert, fructed ppr.
Thornton (Thornton, co. Chester; the founder of the
family, Peter Thornton, was Secretary to Handle BlundcAr. on a bend gu. three cscarbuncles or.
ville, of Chester).
Crest A tower ppr. issuing from the summit an arm embowed
grasping
a pennon of ^^t. George.
in armour ppr.

—

Thornton

(Whitton

Castle,

Northumberland;

co.

an

ancient family, distinguished in the wars of York and
Lancaster, and for its loyalty to Charles I.: the last male
heir, James Thornton, Esq., of Netherwitton, left two daus.
his

co-heirs,

Margaret, m.

1772,

Walter Trbveltan,

second son of Sir George Treveltan, Bart., and Mart, m.
Esq., of Headlam, co. Durham). Sa. a
A tower enchev. ar. a chief indented of the second. Crest
circled by a wall. Another Crest— A fountain or, playing

Thomas Witham,

—

ppr.

Thornton

(Some, co. Cambridge, AVindham, co. Norfolk,

and CO. York). Ar. a chov. sa. betw. three hawthorn trees
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head
ppr.
betw. two wings ar.
(Birkin, CO. York). Same .^rms. Crest alion'i

Thornton

—

co.

Ar. three thorn trees vert.

a tower

Thornton

tails.

(Thomholme,

1563).

marriage with the heiress of Bachc). Same Arins, a mascic
on the chief sa. for diff. Crest A mount, thereon a thorn
tree ppr. charged on the branches with a mascle or.
Hollo
Amantes ardua dumos (.Virj/il): The thuios which loTO

—

confirmed by Hawkins,
Esq., son of

;

Edward Badbau Thornhill,

Ulster, 1763, to

(Stanton, co. Derby; descended from Thobnuill,
of Thornhill; this branch acquired the estate of Stanton in

Thomhill

—

—

Thomicroft

langued ar.

(Fenton, co. Nottingham;

John Tbornheiob,

Thomhill

Thomhill

Thornex. Erm.
Crest

THO

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

a merchant of eminence, was living at Shrewsbury, temp.
Edward in.; Richard Thokne was High Sheriff co. Salop

—

head erased purp. gorged with a ducal coronet

or.

—

Same Arms. Crest
(Scarborough, co. York).
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head ppr.
Thornton (Kirkland Hall, co. Lancaster). Ar. a chov. gu.
Out of a ducal ooronci
betw. three iliorn trees vert. Cresl
or, A lioa'* licmd gu. MoHo—Dto siics uiea.

—

A

TH O
Thornton
Thornton

(co. Lancaster).

a chev.

Sa.

or,

Thornton

a border ar.

(Laughton, co. Lincoln). Ar. a chev. sa. a chief
Crest
indented of the second.
Out of a ducal coronet or,
a maiden's head cold, vested gu.
Thornton (Willoughby, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend sa.
A leopard's head guard,
three covered cups or. Crest
erased at the neck or.
Thornton (Screveton, co. Nottingham). Ar. a fess betw.
three buglehoms stringed sa.

—

—

Thornton

Newnham,

(Brockhall and

descended from

John

Thornton,

co.

of

Northampton;

Newnham, temp.
and heir of Thomas

Henry VUI., who m. Lettice, sister
Newnham, of Newnham; Thomas Reeve Thornton,
of Brockhall, was High Sheriff co. Northampton

Esq.,
1798).

—

Ar. on a bend gu. three escarbuncles or. Crest A demi
lion ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with an escarbunele
or.

Thornton

(Greenford, co. Hertford).

Same Ai-ms and

Crest.

Thornton

(Lingall, co. York).

Same Arms, a cinquefoil for

diff.

Thornton (co.

Middlesex

Ai-ms, a fleur de-lis for
sa.

beaked

or,

granted 12 March, 1575).

;

diff.

Crest

—A

griffin's

Same

head erased

charged on the neck with an escarbuncle

gold.

Thornton
CO.).

(Skerton, co. Lancaster, and Eirkland Hall, same
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cherry trees fructed ppr.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head gu. langued

Crest

—

az.

Motto

— Deo spes mea.

—

Motto Fideli tuta merces.
or.
(Askridge, co. York). Az. three hammers or.
(Estnenton, co. York). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three hawthorn leaves vert. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a cockatrice's head, combed and wattled gu. betw. two

with a ducal coronet

Thornton
Thornton

—

field.

Sa. a chev. or.
Ar. a chev. and in base an annulet sa. a border

engr. of the last.
Thornton. Sa. a chev. ar. a chief of the last.

Az. two crosiers

in saltiie ar.

Thornycroft

(Thomycroft Hall, co. CTiester; granted
Vert a mascle or, betw. four crosses crosslet ar.
a mural crown gu. a falcon volant ppr. jessed,
membererl, and beaked or, betw. two palm branches gold.
Thornycroft (exemplified to Rev. Charles Mvtton,
Rector of Eccloston, co. Chester, grandson of Charles
Mttton, Esq., of Chester, fourth son of Richard MytOct. 1687).
Crest

— On

TON, Esq., of Hal.'iton, who assumed the name of ThofntCROFT). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Anns, for Tuobmycroft; 2nd and 3rd, Mttton. See Mttton.
Thorog'Ood (Homchurch, co. Essex). Az. on a chief ar.
three ma.«ies of the first. Crest A wolfs head ar.
Thorold (Marston, co. Lincoln, hart.; descended from
Theroldcs de Bdckenhcld, Sheriff co. Lincoln a.d. 1052,
whose descendant. Sir Richard Thorold, Knt., of Selby,
CO. York, was living temp. Edward III., and m. Joan, dau.
and heir of Robert de Haugh, of Marston, co. Lincoln;
the descendant of this marriage, William Thorold, Lord
of Marston, temp. Mary I., was ancestor of the present bart.
and the extinct barts. of this family the representative of
the family. Sir William Thorold, Knt., of Marston, was
created a bart. 1642). Sa. three goats salient ar. Crest

—

;

buck

pass. ar. attired or.

— Cervus non servus.

—

Motto

Thorold

(Harmeston, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1 (.IS; Sir
Knt., of Harmeston, descended from
Thobold, Esq., of Harmeston, second son of William Tbobold, Lord of Marston, temp. Mary I. and Queen
Elizabeth, was created a bart. 1709, with special remainder
to his brother. Sir Sahcel Thorold, second bart., who

WiLUAM

d.

s.

Same Arms,

p.).

Cre^t,

and Motto.

Thorold
second

creation;

—

or.

versed).

Thornton.
first.

York ; Dugdale's Visit. 1666). Ar.
betw. three hawthorn bushes vert a trefoil

(Tyersal, co.
sa.

slipped or.

Thornton-Hugh, or Thomton-en-le-Hough.

Ar.

a border ermines.
Thornton (Sir George Thornton, knifihted at Kilmallock,
CO. Limerick, by Egbert, £arl of Essex, Lord Lieutenant,
19 June, 1599). Sa. a chev. ar. a chief indented of the last.
a chev. and chief indented

Thornton

(co. Lincoln).

Thorold

Thornton (co. York). Ar. on a bend betw. three trefoils
slipped vert as many covered cups of the field.
Thornton. Ar. semee of crosses crosslet sa. (another, gu.)
a fret of the second.
Thornton. Ar. on a bend gu. three Catharine wheels of

on a chev.

fess ar. thr*«

first.

Thornton, Abbey of

Ar. three palets az. (another, tinctures re-

Ar. a chev.

sa.

Thornton

Gu. on a

Fife).

Ar. on a bend sa. three covered cups of the

dragons' wings expanded ar.
^Thornton and Tyresalc, co. York).

Thornton.

hearts of the

co.

(Harmeston, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1764, of the
Nathaniel Thorold, descended from
Richard Thorold, third son of William Tbobold, Lord of
Marston, temp. Mary I. and Queen Elizabeth, s. to Harmeston on the death of his kinsman, Sir Samuel Thobold,
second bart. of Harmeston of the first creation, and was
created a bart. 1741, d. unm.). Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto.
Thorold (The Haugh, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1706;
Robert Thobold, Esq., of The Haugh, descended from
Edward Thobold, fourth son of William Thorold, Lord of
Marston, temp. Mary I. and Queen Elizabeth, was created tt
bart. 1644; the third bart. d. s. p.). Same Arms, Crest, and
Motto.
Thorold (Chesterton, co. Cambridge, and Lord Mayor of
London, 1720). Same Arms. Crest A buck erm. attired

Thornton

the

human

(that Ilk,

George Thorold,

Thornton (Clapham, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
thorn trees ppr. Crest — A lion's head erased purp. gorged

Thornton.
Thornton.

THO
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sa.

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
who died of a wound
on a bend gu. three
bezants, each charged with an escarbuncle sa. a crescent for
(Balahid, Queen's co.

;

1628, Lieut. Thornton, of Balahid,
Ar.
given by Lieut. Hitchcock).
diff.

Thornton

confirmed to Perrott
(Grenville, co. Cavan
Thobjiton, Esq., of Grenville, and to the other descendants of his grandfather, James Thornton, Esq., of the
same place). Ar. on a bend gu. three escarbuncles or, a
A griffin's head erased sa. beaked
Crest
fleur-de-lis sa.
Motto—
or, charged on the neck with an escarbuncle gold.
Nee opprimere nee opprimi.
;

Mee

—

Thornton

(Todd-Thornton, 'Westbrook, co. Donegal exJames Henev Todd, Esq., of Westbrook, eldest
surviving son of William Thornton Todd, of Buncrana
Castle, CO. Donegal, and grandson of Daniel Todd, Esq.,
by Letitia Thornton, his wife, on his assuming, by royal
licence, 1866, the additional surname and arms of T.hornton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a bend gu. betw. two
cinquefoils sa. three escarbuncles or, for Thornton 2nd
and 3rd, ar. on a chev. betw. three foxes' heads erased gu.
Crests— lit, Thornton: A griffin's
a. mullet or, for Todd.
head erased sa. beaked and collared or, charged on the neck
;

emplified to

;

with an escarbuncle gold; 2nd, Todd: A fox pass, pprcharged on the shoulder with a torteau, motto over, Eaire
cans dire. Afoito— Nee temere nee timide.
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(Boston, co. Lincoln; confirmed 10 Nov. 1631).
Or, three goats salient sa. a border of the last.
Thorold. Or, three bucks' beads couped az.
Thorold. Barry of six sa. and ar. (another, sa. and gu.)
on a canton of the first a martlet of the second.

Thorold (Grant-Thorold,

Weelsby, co. Lincoln

;

exemplified

Alexander William Thobold Grant, Esq., upon his
assuming the additional name and arms of Thobold, by
royal licence, in 1864). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev.
ea. and az. three goats salient ar. a border engr. of the
last, for Thorold
2nd and 3rd, or, three escutcheons gu.
each charged with an Eastern crown of the first, for Grant.
1st, Thorold
A buck ar. charged on the body with
Crests
a quatrefoil vert, resting the dexter foot on a shield az.
thereon a martlet or; 2nd, Grant: Ou a rock a burnin;:
mountain surmounted by a rainbow all ppr.
Thoroton (Thoroton, Great Crophill, and Car Colston, co.
Nottingham). Ar. a fess betw. three buglehoras sa. Crett
A lion ramp, per fess gu. and sa. holding betw. the paws
a buglehorn of the last. Motto Deus scutum et comii
to

;

—

:

—

—

salutis.

Thoroughgrood, or Throwgood
or.

—

(London).

Ar. five

Crest
A demi lion ramp,
Another Crest— A demi greyhound erased salient ar.

crosses crosslet in saltire sa.
collared gu.

Thoro'wrgood, or Thorogrood (Thorowgood 'and

ShartAz. on a chief ar. tbreo
field, CO. Herts; granted 1594).
lozenge-shaped buckles, tongues fessways of the first. Crest
A wolfs head ar. charged on the neck with a buckle, as in
the arms.
Thorowgrood (Kensington, co. Middlesex; allowed at Visit.
Middlesex, 1663, to Sir JouN Thorowgood, Knt., of Kensint,ton. Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Charles 11., Rev,
Tbomas Thorowgood, B.D., Clerk of the Convocation,

—

Esq., of Markham, co. Norfolk, and
Ai>AU 'JaoRowcooD, Justice of the Peace and Captain of

Edmund Thorowgood,

T
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the Council in Virginia, North America, sons of William
Thorowgood, Esq., of Grimston, co. Norfolk, Commissary to
the Bishop of Norwich, who was son of John Thorowood,
and crandson of John Thorowgood, Rent.). Same Arms.
A fox's head couped ar. charged on the necli with a
Crest

—

Thorp

Ar. a lion salient gu. an orle of

fleurs-de-lis az.

Tliorp (Robert Disnet Thorp, Esq., of Leeds, co. York).
Ar. a fess gu. charged with another fess nebuly or.
betw. three trefoils slipped of the second. Crest A demi
lion gu. resting the sinister paw on an inescutcheon ar.
charged with a fess gu. thereon another fess nebuly or.
Thorp. Az. a fess dancettee erm. Crest An arrow and
palm branch in saltire ppr.
Thorp. Barry of ten ar. and go. a bend engr. sa.
Thorp (confirmed to the Ven. Charles Thorp, of Eyton, co.
Durham, D.D., Arclideacon and Canon of Durham, and
the other descendants of his grandfather, the Kev. Thomas
Thorp, M.A., Vicar of Chillingham, co. Northumberland,
and of Berwick-upon-Tweed). Per pale ar. and or, within
an orle of ten fleurs-de-lis az. a lion ramp. gu. gorged with
a, plain collar, and pendent therefrom an escutcheon of the
second, charged with a cross pattee quadrate of the fourth.
Crest
A lion ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a fleur-delis az. gorged with a plain collar, and pendent therefrom an
escutcheon as in the arms motto over, ti [xt} (v Twdravpoj.
Motto Super antiquas.
Thorp (Gateshead). Erm. a lion ramp. gu.

—

—

—

;

—

Thorpe

Az. a fess ar. betw. three lions
ramp. or. Crest A bull's head couped at the neck quarterly
or and sa. horns counterchanged.
Thorpe (Manswell, co. Gloucester). Ar. a fess nehulee betw.
three trefoils slipped gu.
Thorpe (Lord Mayor of London, 1820). Chequy or and gu.
on a fess ar. three martlets sa.
Thorpe (co. Leicester). Az. semce of crosses crosslet ar.
a fess dancettee erm.
Thorpe (Boston, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend sa. three
maunches of the first. Crest— A lion sejant or, holding betw.
the paws a lozenge ar. charged with a maunch sa.
Thorpe (London and Northampton). Az. an esloile or. betw.
three crescents ar.
Crest
A cock gu. beaked, combed,
legged, and wattled or.
Thorpe (London). Barry of four or and ar. a lion ramp,
Ccest
guard, gu. an orle of fleurs-de-lis az.
Two lions'
gambs erect, the dexter or, the sinister ar. supporting a
(co.

Leicester).

—

—

—

fleur-de-lis az.

Thorpe

(co. Norfolk).
Chequy or and gu. on a fessar. three
martlets sa.
Thorpe (Thorpe, co. Nottingham). Az. a fess ar. betw. three

lions

ramp.

Thorpe
Crest

or.

(Gibshavcn, co. Sussex).
Az. three crescents ar.
turned up erm. a stag sa.
Az. a fess dancettee erm.
(co. Suffolk).
(Holderness, CO. York).
Ar. semee-de-lis az. a lion

— On a chapeau gu.

Thorpe
Thorpe

ramp. gu.

Thorpe
Thorpe

Per pale

az. (another, vert)

and gu. three bucks'

attires ar. the tops tc the sinister side.

Thorpe. Chequy or and gu. a fess erm.
Thorpe. Ar. an estoile issuing out of a crescent sa.
Thorpe. Ar. three bars gu. a bend sa.
Thort&eld (co. Sus.scx). Or, a grifiBn scgreant az.
chii

f

(ju.

—

Bcdge, of Toflingall.
Crests
head erased ppr. sinister A dexter hand
gu. holding a dagger ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a lion;
sinister, an eagle, both ppr.
Mottoes Animis et fato; and,
3rd, ar. a lion pass, az., for
:

A

hart's

;

:

—

—

Stricta parata neci.

Threlkeld

(Threlkeld, co. Cumberland, temp. Edward L,
extinct in the male line at the decease of Sir Lancelot
Threlkeld, temp. Eward IV. the co-heiresses m. Dudley
;

and Pickering). Ar. a maunch gu.
(Melmerby, co. Cumberland a younger branch
of Threlkeld, of Threlkeld. Of the four co-heiresses one
m. her kinsman, Threlkeld, and had an only dau. and heir,
TO. to the ancestor of the Rev. Tho.mas Pattenson, of
Melmerby; another to. Studholme ; a third, Crackenthorp;
and a fourth. Dale). Same ^nns.
Threlle. Paly of ten or and gu. Crest-~On a coronet or,
an oak tree ar.
Thresher (Richard Frederick Thresher, Esq., Marsh
House, Bentley, co. Hants). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
dragons' heads erect and couped vert, each having in the
mouth a cross crosslet fitchee gu. Crest A demi buck reguard, ar. guttee de sang betw. two branches of fern ppr.
Thring: (Alford House, co. Somerset). Erminois within a
border engr. gu. a fess wavy or, bordered az. and charged
with three escallops gu.
Crest A cock gu. having an
escallop on his breast and wing, and holding in his beak an

Threlkeld

;

—

—

ear of barley or.

Throckmorton

(Coughton Court, co. Warwick, hart.).
Gu. on a chev. ar. three bars gemel sa. Crest— An elephant's
head couped sa. armed or. The Modem Crest is— A falcon
volant ppr. armed with bells jessant or. Mottoes— yiltus
sola nobilitas; and, Moribus antiquis.
Throckmorton (Chastleton, co. Oxford descended from
;

Anthony Throckmorton, Esq., of Chastleton, eighth son of
Sir George Throckmorton, Knt., of Coughton, High Sheriff
CO. Warwick, 18 Henry VIIl., and brother of Sir Robert
Throckmorton, Knt., of Coughton, High Sheriff cos. Warwick and Leicester, 1 Mary I., grandfather of Sir Robert
Throckmorton,
Gu. on a chev.

first bart.

ar. three

of Coughton.

Visit.

bars sa. a rose for

Oxon, 1566).
quartering

diff.,

Alderbery; 2nd, Olney; 3rd, Olney; 4th, Spynnye;
5th, Revelhtllyn; 6th, Bossan; 7th, Wyke.
Crests An
elephant's head couped sa. armed or and, A hawk, wings
expanded ar. beaked, belled, and jessed or, on the breast a
1st:

—

;

rose gu. for

diff.

Throckmorton

(Tortworth, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct

1682; Sir William Throckmorton, Knt., of Tortworth,
descended from John Throckmorton, second son of John

Throckmorton, Esq., temp. Henry V. and Henry VI.,
ancestor of Throckmorton, Bart., of Coughton Court, was
created a bart. 1611; the fourth bart. d. a. p.).
Same
Anns.
Thropp (city of Chester arms from monuments in churchesof St. Peter and the Holy Trinity, Chester). Chequy ar. and

on a

three escallops ar.
(co. Kent).
Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards'

(M ar.

Thoyts

(Sulhampstcad, co. Berks).
Az. on a fess betw.
three mullets of six points or, two chemical characters o
the planet Venus sa. Crest— A heath cock rising ppr. on
the breast a like character of Venus or.
Thrale. .Sa. a rose ar. a border of the last. Crest A cross
cro.sslct fltchec gu.
Motto In Cruce confido.
Threele, or Thrale (Southwark, co. Sussex). Paly of
ten or and gu. Crest— An oak tree vcrl, fructeU or.

—

lOlZ

—

sa.

on a

fess or, three martlets of the second.

Throughston

(Throughston, co. Worcester). Erm. three
heads erased sa. Crest A pelican in her piety ar.
Thrupp (John Augustus Thrupp, Esq., of Spanish Place,
London). Erm. a cross couped flory gu. on a chief az.
Crest— On a mount vert a serpent
three bees volant or.
nowcd, surmounted by an eagle ppr. the dexter claw resting
on on escutcheon az. charged with a bee, as in the arms.
Thruston (Market Weston Hall, co. Suffolk; formerly of
Hoxne Abbey, same co., where monuments exist tracing the
family back to the reign of James I; John Thruston, Esq.,
of Weston Hall, J. P. and D.L. co. Suffolk, was eldest eon and
heir of Kraminoham Thruston, Esq., who inherited the Weston estate as heir-at-law, from his cousin. Dr. Thruston,
of Weston). Sa. three buglehorns stringed or, garnished az.
Crest
A heron ar. Motto— Ess^e quam videri.
Thruston (Talgarth, co. Merioneth; Charles Thomas
Tiinu.sToN, Esq., Commander R.N., younger brother of
John Thiutston, Esq., of Weston Hall, acquired Talgarth,
by his marriage with Frances, only surviving child of

—

griffins'

—

Thowested
f.K

(Fingaslt, co. Perth, bart., 1687).
Quarterly,
4th, ar. three daggers in pale gu. on a chief az. as
mullets of the field, for Threipland; 2nd, az. a
bezant betw. three stars ar., for Murray, of Pennyland;

and

1st

many

;

York). Gu. a fess betw. six fleurs-de-lis ar.
Az. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three lions
(co. York).
ramp. ar. (another, tinctures reversed).
Thorpe (co. York). Az. on a fess betw. three lions ramp, or,
as many martlets sa.
Thorpe (co. Devon). Az. a fess dancettde (another, indented) erm.
Thorpe. Az. three fusils ar.
Thorpe. Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. eight billets az.
Thorpe. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three eagles diapl. sa.
crowned gu. as many crescents or.
Thorpe. Gu. three stags' attires in pale ar.
Thorpe. Ar. three crescents az.
(co.

Thorpe.

H XJ

Threipland

Dexter

buckle, as in the arms.
(Thorp, co. York)

T

Lewis Edwards, Esq., of Talgarth). Same Arms, Crest,
and Motto.
Same Arms,
(Pennal Tower, co. Merioneth).

Thruston

Crrsl. Mild Miitlo.

Thunder.

Thunder

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. throe trump<'t3 sa.
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Offuc, IGia, Francis

(I)ublin;

Thcnder, merchant). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three trumpets
fi'sr.ways sa.

Thunder

(Lagorc,

co.

Mcath;

conarmcd

to

Micu&£i.

AA

T
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Thunder, Esq of Lagore, and the other descendants of his
grandfather, Michael TnrNDER. of Ballaly, co. DubUn).
,

Ar. on a chev. enp-. betw. three trumpets sa. a mullet of
the first. Crest
A cubit ann ppr. grasping a trumpet sa.
Jl/o('o— Certavi et vici.

—

Thurbane.

(Murtle, co. Aberdeen, 1841). Ar. on a fess
betw. a crescent in chief gii. and a unicorn's head erased in
base sa. three mullets or. Crest A dexter arm in armour
embowed, the hand throwing a dart ppr.
Motto Certo

—

—

dirijro ictu.

Thurburn (London,

on a fess gu. betw. a crescent
in cliief of the last, and a horse's head erased in base sa. a
mullet betw. two cushions or. Same Crest and Motto.
Thurburn (James Ptolemy Thukbubn, Commander R.N.,
1864). Ar. a fess chequy of the field and gu. betw. a crescent
in chief of the last and a unicorn's head erased in base sa.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour embowed, the hand grasping
by the blade a sword bendways, hilt to the dexter, all ppr.
Motto Thor me mittit aniico.
1864). Ar.

—
—

Thurcaston. Sa. three owls or.
Thurcle. Ar. on a maunch gu. a
cubit

arm erect

Crest

fleur-de-lis or.

—

ppr. vested gu. cuffed ar. holding a fleur-de-

lis or.

Thurgrarton, Priory of

(co. Notts).
Sa. three keys,
the wards in chief ar.
Ar. on a bend engr. cotised sa. three mullets
pierced of the first.
Crest
A pelican feeding her young or,
in her nest ar.
Thurkettle (Kelvedon Hatch, co. Essex). Gu. a maunch
ar. a chief of the last.
Crest
A cubit arm erect vested ar.
charged with a fleur-de-lis gu. holding in the hand ppr. a

Tliurg-ryn.

—

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Thurkill

(London. 1634).
Gu. a maunch ar. charged
with two fleurs-de-lis of the first, a chief of the last. Crest
An arm erect habited gu. charged with three fleurs-de-lis ar.
the hand grasping a fleur-de-lis or.
Thurland (Gainston, co. Nottingham). Erm. on a chief
indented gu. three crosses Tau or.
Crest
A Capuchin
friai-'s head couped at the shoulders ppr. vested ar.

—

—

Thiirland, or Therland

(Reigate, co.

Same

Surrey).

Ar,„s and Crest.

Thurland

(co.

York).

'Vert ten escallops ar. four, three,

two, and one.

Thurland.
wavy

Erm. on a chief indented ^u. three cresses

or.

Thurlby

or.

Crest

HT
— Out

of a plume of five

a demi grifBn segreant

vert.

Motto—

Thrust on.

Thurston

(Hoxon, co. Suffolk, 1C70). Sa. three buglehoms
stringed or, garnished az.
Lancaster).

Sa. three

buglehoms stringed

ar.

Thurston. Sa. three buglehoms ar. stringed or. Ci-est —
A woodpecker ppr.
Thurston. Ar. three bars sa. on the firstalion pass, guard.

betw. two martlets or, on the second three cinquefoils of the
third, on the third three escallops of the last, on a canton
gu. a falcon, wings expanded of the first.
Thurstone (F.lston, co. Huntingdon). Or, on a canton
az. a falcon volant ar. jessed and belled of the first.
Crest
A wolfs head or, pierced through the neck with an arrow
gu. headed and feathered ar. vulncd ppr.
Thurwall (Thurwall, co. Northumberland). Sa. a chev. ar.
Cre.<t
betw. three boars' heads or.
On a chapeau gu.
turned up crni. a boar's head couped at the neck ar.
Thurxton (Thurxton, co. Worcester). Erm. three griffins'
heads erased sa. Crest A pelican ar. in her nest feeding
her young ppr. beaked, legged, and vulned gu.
Thwaites (co. Buckingham, and Newland Hall, co. Essex).
Ar. a cross sa. fretty or, in the 1st quarter a fleur-de-lis gu.
Crest
A cock, wings elevated sa. tombed, wattled, and
legged gu.
Th'waites (Hardingham, co. Norfolk; Anthony Thwaites,
temp. Henry Vill.; his dau. Bridget, in. Nicholas
Strelley, Esq., of Beaucliffc, co. Derby, second son of

—

—

—

—

Sir

Nicholas

Strel'..ey, Knt., of Strelley, co. Notts.

'Visit.

Ar. a cross sa. fretty or.
Th'waites (Mallowtree, co. Essex, and Owlton, co. Suffolk;
William Thwaites, Esq., of Mallowtree, temp. Henry 'Vil.,
Notts, 1614).

a dau. and heir, Winifred, m. first, Sir George PiebpoiNT, Knt., of Holme Pierpoint, co. Notts, and secondly. Sir
Gervase Clifton, Knt., of Clifton, co. Notts. Visit. Notts,

left

Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. as
1614)
bezants.
Hall, originally of Thwaites, co.

Th'waites (Unerigg

many
Cum-

Ar. a cross sa. fretty or.
Th'waites (Remerstone, co. Derby). Ar. on a fess sa. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis gu. as many bezants. Crest— A hind's
head erased ppr.
Th'waites (co. Kent). Ar. a cross sa. fretty of the field.
Th'waites (co. Lancaster). Az. a fess or, betw. three
berland).

cstoiles ar.

(London, and co. Northampton, 1634).

Ar. ten

—

four, three, two, and one.
Crest
A denii
dragon segreant vert, wings endorsed sa. holding an escallop

escallops vert,

Th'waites
estoilcs or.

wattled,

(Marston, co. York). Az. a fess betw. three
Crest— A cock, wings endorsed ppr. combed,

and legged gu.

Thwaites.

ar.

Tliurlo-w (HovELL-TBTTRtow, Baron Thurlow).

Quarterly,
1st, ar. on a chev. betw. two chevronels sa. three portcullises with cliains and rings of the field, for Thcrlow; 2nd
and 3rd, sa. a cross or; 4th, or, a chief indented sa. a
crescent for diff.
Crest
A raven ppr. with a portcullis
hung round the neck by a chain or. Supporters Two
greyhounds or, collared and lined sa. Mottoes— Justitise
soror fides; and. Quo fata vocant. (See also under Brcce).
(Baynards, co. Surrey; Rev. Thomas Tblrlow,
of Baynards, younger brother of Edward, second Lord
TliUrU'io).
Ar. on a chev. betw. two chevronels sa. three
Crest
portcullises with rings and chains of the field.

—

—

Thurlow

—

greyhound courant

or,

collared

and

Motto

lined sa.

—

Justitiae soror fides.

Tllurlo'W (Burnliam Overy,
1664).

ostrich feathers ar.

Thurston (co.

Sa. a griffin pass. ar.

Thurburn

T

buglehoms stringed

Az. Jacob's

co. Norfolk;

staff in pale or,

granted 10 Nov.

in chief three cstoiles

—

An anchor gu. cabled or.
Northampton).
Ar. a fess az. betw. twc
pairs of barnacles in chief and a rose in base gu.
TllTiraby (co. York). Ar. on a chev. sa. three lions ramp,
of the first.
Seven arrows, one in pale and six in
Crest
of the .second.

Thurning-

Crest

(co.

—

saltire ppr.

Tlxursby

William
(Abingtcn Abbey, co. Northampton
an eminent lawyer and bencher of the
Middle Temple, of the ancient family of Thoresbt. purchased
the estate of Abington, but el.s.p., whereupon his property
devolved upon the son of his niece, Mart Thcbsbt, by
her husband Robert Harvey, namely, John Harvey, vho
assumed, by Act of Parliament, the name and arm." of
Thl'rsdy). Ar. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. sa. Crest,
A lion ramp. sa. holding a battle axe erect or.
Thursby (Oiuierod House, co. Lancaster; descended from
Rev. William Thursby, second son of John Habvei
Thcrsey, Esq., of Abington Abbey). Same Arms.
Thursted (Thursted, co. Derby). Sa. three falcons close
;

TiiL'RSBT, Esq.,

—

ar.

ThiU'ston

(Cranbrook, co. Kent).
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Sa. a chev. betw. three

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. debruised by a fess gu.
charged with three bezants.
Th'waites (Dublin; Fun. Ent. iTlster's Office, 1687, Grace,
dau. of William Thwaites, of Dublin, and wife, first, of William Hawkins, Esq., and secondly, of Sir William Saniis,
Bart., of Blackball). Ar. a cross sa. fretty or.
Thwaits. Ar. a cross sa. fretty or. Crest— On a mural
coronet a bunch of seven arrows ppr. banded gu.
Th'waytes (to. York, Chipping Wycombe, co. Bucks, and
allowed to William Thwaytes, Alderman of
London
London, son of William Thwattes, of Chipping Wycombe,
'Visit.
and grandson of Thomas Thwaytes, co. York.
London, 1563). Ar. a cross sa. fretty of the field, in the first
Crest (granted by
quarter a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Dcthick, Garter, 1597)— A game cock ppr. beaked, wattled,
and charged on the breast with a fleur-de-lis gu.
;

Th'weng.

Ar. a fess gu. betw. three popinjays vert, collared
Crest
of the second.
A pelican in her piety

and membered

—

ppr.

Thweng-.

Gu. nine popinjays or.
Th'wenge (Over llolnusley, co. York descended from
Thwenge,
third son of MABMAorKE de Thsence,
Edward
Lord of Kilton, who m. Alice, only dau. and heirof Walter
;

Helme.sley. The eventual heiress, IMargery, dau. of Mabmadcke Thwenge, Esq., of Upper Helmesley, m. temp.
James I., George Wilmer, Esq.). Same Arms.
Thwenge (Hewanh, co. York; descended from Thomas,
second son of George Thwenge, Esq., of Over Helmesley).
Same Arms.

Thyly

(Lynn, CO. Norfolk).

Ar. on fess gu. betw. six

crosres crosslet fitchee sa. three escallops or.

Ciest

— An

escallop ar.

Thynne, alias Boteville

Geoffrey Botevillb,
Knt., was of Stretton. co. Salop, temp. King John; his dostendant, John Boteville, temp. Edward IV., resided at
one of the Inns of Court, London, and was denominated
"John of th' Inn," whence the surname of "Thynne").
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, harry of ten or and sa. 2nd and old.
(Sir

;

A

T
or,

HT
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—
(Marquas of Bath).
— Dexter, a reindeer

Motto

Thynne
porters

a.

;

—A

ramp, tail nowed gu.
J'ai bonne cause.

lion

ft

sinister,

a lion,

tail

reindeer or.

0>'est

Amu and Oreat.

Same

Sup'

with a plain collar
nowed and erected gu. Motto J'ay
or, gorf;ed

—

bonne cause.
Same A'l-ms and
(Baron Carteret, extinct 1849).
Supporters— Two winged deer go. attired of the
Crest.
same. ilfo«o— Loyal devoir.
Thynne (co. Kent). Gu. a chev. betw. three martlets or,
on a chief of the second as many mullets sa.
Thyiine. Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three martlets or, as
many mullets sa. on a chief of the second as many mascles

Thynne

of the

first.

Tias. Ar. a chev. gn.
Tiba-wle, or Theobald (co. Kent).

Gu. six crosses crosslet

patonce fitthde at the foot or.

Tibbett.

Erm. three

—A demi

cats pass, guard, az.

Ci-est

cat ramp, guard, az.

Tibbits
and
and

(Barton Segrave, co. Northampton).

Quarterly, 1st

2nd
a chev. betw. three maunches sa., for Maunsell.
Tibbits: A demi cat ramp, guard, az. 2nd,

4th, erm. three cats pass, guard, az., for Tibbits

3rd, ar.

Ciests

—

1st,

;

;

Madnsell A falcon rising ppr.
Tibbitts. Az. in chief three lions ramp.
:

Motto

volant in palesa.

— Per industria.

Crest

ar.

—

^A

bee

Tibbs. Sa. on a chev. ar. three anchors of the first. Crest —
An oak branch vert.
Tibetot (Baron Tllxtot, in abeyance since 1372; Pain de
TiBETOT was summoned to Parliament 1308). Ar. a saltire
engr. gu.
(Earl of Worcester). See Tiptoft.
(cos. Hants, Kent, and Norfolk).

Tibetot

Tichbome

Vair a chief

or.

—

three escallops gu.

Tidmarsh.

Per pale az. and purp. the field replenished
with crosses crosslets ar. a lion ramp, of the last. Crest
A broken lance, the head turned towards the sinister ppr.
Tidwell, or Tod well (co. Devon). Ar. a fess betw. thre»
annulets sa. a border engr. gu.
Tierney (co. Limerick certified by Hawkins, Ulster, 1748,
toMATTHEwTiEBNEY, of Limerick, merchant). Az. two lions
ramp, or, supporting a sword ppr. C)-est A pheasant ppr.
Tierney (Brighthelmstone, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1860).
Az. a sword erect ppr. pommel and hilt or, supported by
two lions ramp, respecting each other, double queued of the
last, on a chief erm. three trefoils slipped vert.
Crest On %
mount vert a pheasant ppr. ducally gorged or.
Tierney. Ar. achev. sa. achiefgu. Crest An oak tree ppr.
Tiffin (Whitrigg, CO. Cumberland).
Ar. on a chev. gu.
betw. three lions' heads erased of the second, as many batQ&
axe.i of the first.
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. gorged witb
a collar flory counterflory or, holding a battle axe ppr.

—

;

—

—

—

—

Motto

— Patria

fidelis.

Tiffin (Wake's Hall, co. Essex). Ar. three lions ramp. sa.
collared and chained or.
Tiffin.
Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased gu.
Crest
A greyhound's head erased, in the mouth a stag's foot

—

erased

all ppr.

Tigrhe (Woodstock,

co. Kilkenny, and Rossana, co. Wicklow;
granted by St. George, Ulster, 1665, to Aldei-man Kicbabd
Tighe, Mayor of Dublin 1651, High Sheriff co. Dublin 1655,
and of CO. Kildare 1662, who acquired estates in cos. Carlow,
Dublin, and Weslmeath, :emp. Charles I. and Charles II.,
and d. 1673 his grandson. Right Hon. Richard Tiohb,
M.P. temp. George I., m. Barbara, dau. and co-heiress of
Christian Bobb, Esq., of Drinagh and Borrmount, co.
Wexford, and was grandfather of William Tigbe. Esq., of
Rossana, co. Wicklow, M.P., who m. Sarah, only child of
the Right Hon. Sir William Fownee, Bait., of Woodstock;
their son and heir, William Tighe, of Woodstock, M.P., rn.
in 1793, Marianne, dau. and co-heir of Daniel Gahan, of
Coolquil, CO. Tipperary, M.P., and eventually co-heir of her
maternal uncle, Matthew Bdnbory, of Eilfeacle, in the same
CO., and was father of the Right Hon. William Fredericc
FowNEs Tighe, of Woodstock, P.C., Lord-Lieut, and Custos
RotuloruiD, CO. Kilkenny).
Per chev. embattled ar. and
sa. nine crosses crosslet, five in saltire in chief, and four
in cross in base counterchanged.
Crest
A wolf's head
erased ppr. gorged ith a plain collar az. thereon a cross
crosslet or, betw. two bezants.
Motto Summum nee
metuam diem nee optem.
Tig-he-Bunbnry. See Bonbory.
Tig'he (Mitchelstown, co. Westmeath; descended from
Robert Tighe, Esq., of Kilpatrick, 1681, brother of the
ancestor of Tighe, of Woodstock). Same Artiis, Crest,
and Motto, quartering Morgan and Tisdall.
Tig-nill, or Tigronill (Flanders). Gu. six mascles or, OD
the first (another, on each) an estoilc sa.
Tilghman (Snodland, co. Kent). Per fess sa. and ar. a lion.
ramp, reguard. counterchanged, crowned or.
;

Tichbome (Tichhome, co. Hants,

bart.). Quarterly, 1st

and

3rd, ar. two bars
pierced or, a canton az.,
A hind's head couped
ppr. betw. a pair of wings gu. 2nd, Dodghtt A cubit arm
erect vested per pale crenellte or and ar. thereon a Malte.se
cross gu. cuffed gold, holding in the hand ppr. a mullet as
in the arms
3rd On a cap of maintenance a wing erect
charged with the arms of Tichborne; this crest is said to
pertain by right to the eldest son, and has been so borne from

4th, vaira chief or, for

Tichborne; 2nd and

betw. three mullets of six points

for

TIL

Erm. two surgeons' fleams in saltire gn., qnartering
Babington and Ebnley. Ci-est A wolf pass. erm.
Tidley. Az. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
III.).

Doughty.

Crenta

—

1st,

sa.

Tichborne

:

;

;

teinj).

:

:

Edward

111.

Supporters

—Two lions guard, gu.

Motto

— Pugna pro patria.
Tichborne

(Baron Ferrard,

extinct

1731

;

Sir

Henry

Tichborne, Knt., fourth son of Sir Benjamin Tichborne, first
bart. of Tichborne, was Field Marshal of the Forces in
Ireland, and at one time one of the Lords Ju-stices of that
kingdom; his grandson. Sir Hf.nry Tichborne, was -created
Baron Fm-rard 1715, d. s. p. m.) Vair a chief or, amullet
for diff. Crest nn a chapeuu gu. turned up erm. a demi
vol erect per fe.ss or and vair. Supporters
Two lions guard,
gu. armed and langued az. Motto
Pugna pro patria.
Tlchborough. Per bond ar. and sa. six lions romp,
three, two, and one, counterchanged.
Tichesey. Gu. fretty vair.
Tickel, or Tickell. Az. three horses' heads erased ar.

—

—

Crest

— An eagle

—

displ. ppr.

Tickell

(Reg. Ulsters Office, 1726, to Thomas Tickell,
Esq.. Secretary to Lord Carteret, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a maunch ar.
2nd and
;

—

3rd, sa. on a bend ar. three escallops gu.
Crest
An arm
couped below the elbow and erect vested gu. charged with

three fleurs-de-lis or, cuCfed ar. holding in the hand ppr. ^a
fleur-de-lis gold.

Tickell.
Tickhill.

Ar. a

maunch

—

Gu. a pale erm. Crest The point of a spear in
and hilt in saltirc ppr. banded gu.
Tidcastle (London). Ar. three palets sa. on a chief az. as
many eagles' heads erased or. Crest— A leopard ppr. resting
the dexter paw on an escutcheon or.
pale, the shaft

Tidcombe(KKtcot,

granted 1603-4).
Or, abend
az. betw. two foxes' headft erased gu.
Crest
A dexter arm
and hand couped above the elbow armed ppr. garnished or,
the hand grasping a broken lance gu.
Tiddeman. Per saltire and per fcs» ar. and gu. six annulet.i, one, two,
two, and one, counterchanged.
deal
navagft'B head couped distilling blood ppr.
Tidenham (co. Norfolk). Lozengy gu. and ar.
Tiderleigh (Tirtcrleigh, co. Dorset Kobkbt Tidbkuugh,
Esq., of Tiderleigli, aged 31 at Visit. Devon, 1G20, thirteenth
Ja descent fiom Atueewold db TiDK&L£ioij, temp. Henry
co. Wilts;

—

—

;

lOld.

—

Tilg'hman-Huskisson(Eastham,

co. Sussex). Quarterly,

1st and 4th, gu. on a chev. nebulce betw. three elephants*
heads erased ar. as many torteaux, for Hdseisson ; 2nd
and 3rd, per fess !^a. and ar. a lion ramp, reguaid.
counterchanged, crowned or, for Tilghman.
Crests
Ist,
Hcskisson: An elephant's head erased ar. guttee de sang
and pierced in the neck by an arrow ppr. ; 2nd, Tilohman: a demi lion sejant sa. crowned or. Motto Spes alit

—

—

tcnne.

Gu. a maunch ar. Ci-est— An arm erect couped
at the elbow habited gu. charged with three fleurs-de-lis ar.
holding in the hand ppr. a fleur-de-lis or.

Tidbury.

—

agricolam.

Till. Ar. six pellets, three, two, and one, each charged with
a mullet or. Crest An ounce sejant ppr. resting the dexter
forcpaw upon a shield az.
Tillard (Street End House, co. Kent). Ar. a pale indented
point in point gu. and az. betw. two mascles sa., quartering
West and Yoward. Crest Originally a death's head, but
since the intermarriage with Katherine West, 1726, the
family have usually borne the crest of West, viz.. Out of a
ducal coronet or, a griffin's head az. ears and beak gold.
Tillegrh (co. Dorset). Ar. a cross flurtce betw. four crescents

—

—

gu.

Tiller, or Tyler (co. Middlesex). Sa. on a fe.<;3 or, betw.
two cats pass. ar. a cross formee enclosed by as many
crescents gu. Crest A demi cat ramp. ar.
Tillesworth (Henry Tilleswortii, temp. Henry VIIL;
his dau. and co-heir, Auce Tillesworth, m. Kobebt Browhi^
Sa. semee of crosaeft
of London. Visit. London, 15G3).
pattee fitch^ or, a lion ramp, of the last.

—

A

A

TIL
TlUey (Awtrey,

—

co. Devon).

Ar. a wivem, wines endorsed

Crest
The head of a battle axe issuing from the
wreath.
Tilley (Cannington, oo. Devon). Ar. a wivem, win^s endorsed
sa. charged on the breast with an annulet or, for diff.
Tilley (Pointington, CO. Somerset; George Tillf.t, E.sq., of
Pointington, son of James Tillet, Esq., of Cannington, who
was great-grandson of Walteb Tilley, Esq., of Cannington,
temp. Henry VII.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. a wyvern,
wings endorsed sa. in the dexter chief point an annulet
sa.

sa. for diff.

Tilley.

Ar. a cross patonce gu. betw. four crescents of the

second.

Tilley

by Tcbpe.v,

(quartered

ViLHEBs.

who

with
Ar. a cross flory betw.

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

four crescents gu.

Crest

—A

intermarried

cockatrice head couped ar.

beaked, combed, and wattled gu.

Tillie

(Pentillie Castle, co. Cornwall).

Ar. a cross flory gu.

in chief three griffins' heads sa.

Tillington, or Tylling'ton.
owls of the

Tillioll.
Tillioll.

Ar. on a bend gu. three

ar.

—

—

ppr.

Tillotson.

Az. two cotises betw. as many garbs or. Crest
A pelican's head erased ppr.
Tillstone (Rogers-Tillstone, Moulescombe Place, near
Brighton, co. Sussex; exemplifled to Benjamin Tillstone
Bogers, Esq., on his assuming, by royal licence, 1868, the
additional surname of Tillstone after that of Rogers).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a bend cotised betw. two garbs
or, three bears' heads couped sa., for Tillstone
2iid and
3rd, per saltire gu. and erminois two Saracens' heads
affrontee erased at the neck in pale ppr. and as many
wyverns in fess of the first, on a chief ar. three palets also
of the first, each charged with a boar's head erased ar., for
KoGEBS. Crests 1st, Tillstone: A mount vert, thereon a
bear's head couped ar. murally gorged gu. encircled by a
chaplet of roses ppr.
2nd, Rogers: An eagle displ. with
two heads or, charged on the breast and each wing with a
crescent, and in either beak a saltire gu. Motto^Da.t Deus

—

;

—

;

incrementum.
Sa.

bezants in cross betw. four crescents ar.

five

Crest — A rose tree vert, bearing roses ar.
Tilmanstone (co. Kent). Gu. six lions

ramp, three, two,
and oneerm.
Tilmye. Gu. three cinqucfoils betw. nine crosses crosslet
or.

Tilney (Wi.sbeach,

Cambridge, and co. Norfolk). Ar. a
chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased gu. Crest A griEBn's
head erased gu.
Tilney. Gu. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased or.
Tilney. Ar. a wivem displ. sa.
Tilsley. Ar. three hills vert. Crest A pelican in her
piety or. Motto— He cede mails sed contra.
Tilson. Or, on a bend cotised az. three garbs. Crest
dexter hand pulling a rose ppr.
Tilson. Or, on a bend cotised betw. two garbs &z. a mitre
CO.

—

—

—

— An

arm embowed,

vested and
ruffled ar. holding in the hand ppr. a crosier gu. head and
point or.
Tilson (Ireland; granted by Carney, Ulster, 1697, to
Thomas Tilson, Esq., of Dublin, son of Henrt Tilson,
Bishop of Elphin). Az. on a bend betw. two garbs or, a
Out of a ducal coronet or, a Lull's head
mitre gu. Crest
sa. armed gold.
Motto Fugit irreparabile tempus.
Tilston, or Tilson (Huxleigh, co. Chester: confirmed 28
Aug. 1580). Az. a bend cotised betw. two garbs or. Crest
Out of a mural coronet a bear's head all ppr.
Ar. on a cross gu. five fleursTiltey(co. Essex).
de-lis of the first.
Tilyard (Norwich; granted 9 Jan. 1772). Or, on a fess
vert betw. three lions' heads erased sa. five erm. spots ar.
stringed of the

field.

—

—

Crest

—

Abbey

Crest

— A lion's head

the collar

erased sa. collared vert, rimmed or, on
erm. spots ar.
(co. Suffolk).
Gu. a lion ramp, per bend erm.

five

Timberley

and erminois.

Timbrell.

Az. three estoiles or.

Timbrell (Thomas

Crest

—A phoenix ppr.

Timbrell, Major of Artillery in the
Ar. on a saltire engr.
crowns or.
Crest

service of the East India Company).
az.

a lion

pass, guard, betw. four Eastern
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—

—

seeded

vert,

Timme.

or.

Gu. two bars

ar. in chief three escallops of

the

second.

Tim m ins.

Sa.

on a chev.

betw. three plates in chief
Crest
On a mural coronet ar. six
ar.

—

and one

in base, a pellet.
spears saltireways sa.

Timpeley. Quarterly, ar. and gu. a bend az.
Timperley. Gu. a lion ramp. sa.
Timporin (Joseph TiMPOBiN, Esq., was High Sheriff co.
ford 1821). Ar. on a fess
in chief and in base as
mounted by a bill in pale

wavy

many

az. betw.

Hert-

two bucks trippant

sugar-canes in

saltire, sur-

—

all ppr. three estoiles or.
Crest
vert a greyhound couchant ar. the dexter fore-

On a mount

on an escutcheon also

ar.

charged with a fess

az. thereon three estoiles or.

Timporley.

sa. billettde or.

(co. Norfolk).
Ar. a chev. betw. three griffins'
heads erased gu. beaked or. Crest A griffin's head erased
gn. eared or, holding in the beak a gemring gold.
Tillotson (co. York; John Tillotson was Archbishop of
Canterbury, and d. Nov. 1694). Az. a bend cotised betw. two
garbs ar. Crest Out of a mural coronet a greyhound's head

Tilly.

a tiUing-spear erect two swords in saltire
points upwards ppr. pommels and hilts or.
Time'well. Erm. on a chief crenell^e gu. three eagles'
heads erased or. Crest A dcmi eagle gu. wings expanded
erm. ducally crowned and gorged with a chaplet or.
Timins. Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three plates as many
lions' heads erased of the first.
Crest
A rose gu. barbed
front of

wavy

a bendlet az.

Tiliney

all

—In

foot resting

field.

Gu. a lion ramp.
Ar. a lion ramp.
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Timpson
terly, 1st

Gu. three inescutcheons

ar.

(Castle Lodge, Knaresborough, co. York). Quar4th, per bend or and sa. a lion ramp, counter-

and

changed, for Timpson; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a cross engr. sa.
betw. four torteaux, for Clayton.
(Exeter, co. Devon; granted 1767). Per cheT.
gu. and ar. in chief two lions ramp, of the second, in base an
oak tree ppr. fructed or. Crest A piece of battlement ar.
thereon an eagle rising ppr. in the beak a sUp of oak vert,
fructed or.
Tims. Per chev. nebulee or and az. three fleurs-de-lis

Timpson

—

—

counterchanged. Crest A goat's head i.ssuant,
Vert a pile betw. three mullets ar.

Timson.

Crest

—

horse's head gu. bridled or.

Tindal

(Dickleburgh, co. Norfolk; granted by Camden,
Clarenceux, July, 1611). Or, five masclcs in cross gu. a
Crtst
A hand ppr. holding a
cross of five mascles gu.
Tindal (Acton Tindal, Esq., of The Manor House, Aylesbury, CO. Bucks). Ar. a fess dancetttSe gu. in chief a fleurde-lis az. betw. two crescents of the second, and in base a
cresi-ent of the last betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the third.
Crest— In front of five ostrich feathers ar. a fleur-de-lis az.
Nosue teipsu.m.
betw. two crescents gu. Molto
Tindall (cos. Essex, Herts, and York). Ar. on a fess sa.
three garbs or.
Tindall (Eastwood, co. Gloucester, and co. Norfolk). Ar. a
fess gu. betw. three garbs sa.
Tindall (William Tindall, Lancaster Herald, temp. Henry
Ar. a fess gu. betw. three garbs .sa.
Vil.).
Tindall (co. Norfolk, 1611). Or, five mascles in cross gu.
A lion's gamb erect or, holding five masclcs in cross gu.
Crest
Tindall (co. Norfolk). At. a fess betw. three garbs sa.
Tindall (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk). Ar. a fess dancettee
gu. in chief three crescents of the second. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a plume of five feathers ar.
Tindall. Same Arms. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or,
five pales erm. banded of the last.
Tindall (co. Sussex, 13 Queen Elizabeth). Ar. a fess dancettfe
gu. in chief a martlet betw. two crescents of the last. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a plume of feathers erm. within
a basket gu.
Tindall (Scotland, 16th century). Az. a cross engr. erm.
Tindall. Ar. a fess betw. three crescents gu.
Tindall. See Tvndall.
Tindel (Scotland, 14S4). Az. two masclcs in fess or.
Ting'combe (co. Cornwall). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three
mullets gu. as many mullets of the first.
Ar. two bars wavy sa. on a chief per pale of
Tingrleton.
the first and second a lion pass, counterchanged.
Ting'Wike. Ar. a chev. betw. three arrows gu.
Tinker. Ar. a chev. betw. three attires of a stag affixed to

—

thief indented of the last.

—

—

—

—

—

the scalp sa. C>-est A cross cros,slcl az.
(Adelaide, South Australia, 1865).

Tinline
ar. in

Per pale gu. and

chief a fleur-de-lis counterchanged, and in base

vert,

and a palm branch ppr.

boar's head couped or. Crest A
Motto Pax et copia.
of wheat ppr.
Tinlingr. Per pale ar. and gu. a fleur-de-lis sa.

—

ear of wheat or, bladed

a

—

dexter hand holding an ear
Crest

—An

in saltire.

Tinmouth, or Teienmouth, Monastery

of.

Gu.

three ducal coronets or.

Tinney
giiffins'

Per chev. sa. and ar. three
Ci-est
A griffin's
heads erased counterchanged.
sa. beaked gu.

(Salisbury, co. Wilts).

head couped, wings elevated

—

A
;

;

TIN
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Tinplate "Workers and Wireworkers, Company
Sa. a
of, IiOndon (incorporated 22 Charles II. 1670).
chev. or, betw. three lamps (the two in chief, one light each
facing each other, the lamp in base with two lights) ar.
Crest
A globular ship
garnished or, illuminated ppr.
Suplantern, or lamp, ensigned with a regal crown all ppr.
Two working tinmen ppr. vested in blue coats with
porters
red cuffs, lined with fur. blue breeches, red waistcoat, white
Stockings, black shoes, and silver buckles, and on the head
a fur cap. Motto Amore sitis uniti.
Tinsley (Tinsley, Rotherham, co. York). Ar. a chev. betw.
three wolves' heads erased gu.
Tinten (St. Tudy, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three
royal tents sa.
Tippen (co. Gloucester, temp. Henry VIII.). Ar. on a
chev. betw. three lion's heads erased gu. crowned or, a
bezant.

—

—

—

—

Ar. a bend chequy sa. and or.
Crest A hand
couped in fess, holding a sword in pale, supporting on the
point a garland of laurel all ppr.
Tipper (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's OflBce, 1609, Eichakd
HoLTWooD, of Dublin, whose wife was Anne Tippeb). Gu. a

Tipper.

chev. betw. three wells ar.
Tipper (co. Kildare; Eeg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a chev
betw. three wells ar.
Tippet (Truro and Falmouth, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three dolphins embowed az. as many crosses crosslet
of the first.
Crest
An arm habited couped below the
elhow, holding an anchor by the middle of the shank, the
arm charged with a cross crosslet ar. Motto Non robore
sed spe.
Tippet. Ar. a cross sa. charged with another huraettee

—

—

or.

Crest— A wheatsheaf or, banded vert.
Ar. a cross couped and voided

Tippets.

cresceuts gu.

Crest

—A

sa.

betw. four

squirrel sejant gu. cracking

a nut

or.

Tippets

(co.

Or, on a chev. betw. three dolphins

Devon).

—

naiant az. as many cinquefoils of the first.
Crest
An
eagle's claw erased statant ppr.
(Merton, co. Oxford; William Tippino, Esq., of
Merton, temp. Queen Elizabeth, son of Tipping, of Tipping
Hall, CO. Lancaster, m. Aqnes, dau. and heir of Thomas Bcrte,
Esq., of Shabington, co. Bucks, and had, with two daus.,
three sons, viz. I. John, his heir II. Thomas, of Draycote
ni. Leonabd. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Or, on a bend engr.
Out of a ducal coronet
vert three pheons of the field. Crest
or, an antelopes head erased vert, attired and dented gu.

Tipping

:

;

—

maned gold.

Tipping

Tiptoft

TIT

Tirington, Tyrington, or Tyrenton.

and Walley,

co.

Berks;

Bucks, Heron and Springfield, co.
Essex, Gepynge, co. Suffolk, and Reigate, co. Surrey).
Ar.
two chev. az. a border engr. gu.
Crest— A boar's head erect
ar. out of the mouth a peacock's tail ppr.
Tirrell (South Okingdon, co. Essex). Az. three escallops or.
Tirrell (co. Hereford). Az. a lion ramp. ar. a bend indented gu.
Tirrell (co. Hertford). Az. a lion ramp. ar. a border engr.
co.

or.

Tirrell (Downham, co. E.ssex; Edward Tikkell, Esq., of
Downham, temp. Henry IV.; Philippa, his dau. and co-heir,
in. Thomas Cornwallis, Esq., of Brome, co. Suffolk, ancestor
ComwaUis. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar.
two chev. az. a border engr. gu.
Tirrell, or TirroU (co. Somerset). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
of the extinct £arls of

a border engr. or.
Gu. a fess

Tirrell.
Tirrell.

ar.

second.

Vert on a chief gu. a demi lion ramp. or.
Ar. two chev. sa. a border engr. gu.
John Tirrell, knighted by Sir John Perrott,
Lord Deputy of Ireland, 1588). Gu. two bars erm. betw.
seven crosses patt^e, three, three, and one ar. on a chief of
the last a demi lion issuant of the first.
Tirrell. See Tvrkell.
Tirrey (London, 1615). Ar. on a pile gu. a leopard's face
Out of a mural coronet or, a dragon's
jessant-de-lis or. Crest
head vert, vomiting flames of fire ppr. collared and lined

Tirrell.
Tirrell.

Tirrell

(Sir

—

gold.

Tirrey (London;

confirmed 13 June, 1616).

many

mullets ar. Crest
holding in the
of corn bladed also ppr.
ronels betw. as

Tirringham

gobon^e az. and

Tirry

or, for

Burte.

(Wheatfield, co. Oxford, hart., extinct 1725; descended from Sir George Tipping, Knt., of Wheatfield, second

son of Thomas Tipping, Esq., of Draycott. Visit. Oxon,
Thomas Tipping, Esq., of Wheatfield, was created a
1698; his only son,

the second bart.,

cZ. .!.;).,

1634.
bart.

leaving his

Samuel, first Lord
Sandys, of Ombersley, and Katharine, m. Thomas, first Lord
Archer, of Umberslade). Same Arms and Crest, without the
sisters his co-heirs,

viz.:

Letitia,

vi.

quartering.
Tipping (Preston, co. Lancaster, temp. Henry VIII.) Az.
on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or, three battle
axes of the first.
Tipping (Bolton, and Bold Hall, co. Lancaster). Ar. a
bull's h<>ad erased sa. attired or, on a chief of the second
three pheons of the last. Crest An antelope's head erased
vert, horned or, ducally gorged told.
Tipping. Az. a chev. betw. three sceptres bendways or, on
a canton ar. a dove with an olive branch in the beak all ppr.
Crttt
A cubit arm erect in armour ppr. garnished or, in
the hand a truncheon sa. lipped gold.
Tipping (Beaulicu, co. Louth; Keg. Ulster's OfBce). Az.
three sceptres erect or, on a canton gu. a dove ar. holding in
the beak an olive branch ppr.
Crest
An arm in armour
holding in the haml pf.r. a sceptre or.

—

—

—

Tiptoft (ISanm

and Earl of ]yorce>ter, earldom
extinct HS.'i tiaroiiy in abeyance since descended from Sir
Paim de Tibeiot, youngest ion of John, second Baron
Tibelot; his son, .Sir.loHN Tiptoft, was summoned to Parliament I4JG: the second baron was created an earl 1449,
the second earl d. uriin.., when the earldom became extinct,
and the barony fell into abeyance among his aunts, the
daus. of the first barun). Ar. a soltire cog** gu.
Tiilnit

;

lOlU

betw. three crosses crosslet or.

Gu. a fess betw. three crosses crosslet ar. on a
chief of the second a demi lion ramp. sa.
Tirrell. Gu. a fess ar. in chief tliree annulets of the

Thomas Tipping, Esq., of Walley, temp. Charles I., son
of Baktholomew Tipping, Esq., of Draycott, the eldest son
of Thomas Tipping, Esq., of Draycott, who was second eon
of William Tipping, Esq., of Merton. Visit. Oxon, 1634 and
1566). Same Arms and Crest, quartering, Ar. two chev.

Tipping

Ar. a bend

gu.

Tirrell (Thornton,

attired and unguled

(Draycott, co. Oxford,

—

Ar. a saltire engr. gu.
Crest
stag's head erased or, gorged with a garland of roses gu.
leaved vert.
Tiptoft. See Tibetot.
Tirdle (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. on a fess betw. three
crosses crosslet or, a demi lion ramp, of the first.
Tirer (Fun. Ent. Ulsters Office, 1653, Lieutenant Tiheb,
buried in St. Patrick's Cathedral;. Az. a lion ramp. ar. a
border or.
Tirington. Ar. on a bend sa. three escallops or (another
adds, a border engr. of the second).
(co. Norfolk).

or,

Sa. three chev-

— A demi buck ppr.
mouth three

ears

Bucks
Sir Theobald
Tirringham, alias Trickingham, temp. Edward I., m. MabGeoffrey
Stanton,
Knt.,
of
dau.
of
Sir
Stanton, co.
garet,
Nottingham. Visit. Notts, 1614). Az. a saltire engr. ar.

—A

(Tirringham,

co.

;

head gu. billett^e or.
Cork impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Sarsfield, Viscount Kibnallock, whose
Dominick
1636, Sir
first wife was Joan, dau. of Ed.mcno Tirry, Alderman of
Cork). Az. a fess ar. betw. three crosses crosslet or, on a
chief of the third a demi lion ramp. gu.
Crest

talbot's

(city of

Tirwhit.
Tirwhit.

;

Az. three peacocks in their pride or.
Gu. a chev. betw. three birds or.

Tisdale, or Tisdall. Ar. a fess betw. three pheons az.
Crest — A peacock's head couped ppr.
Tisdall (Charlesfort, co. Meath, formerly of Dublin
assigned by

St.

George, Ulster, 1679, to Michael Tisdall,

Esq J. P. CO. Meath, and to his brothers, James, Thomas,
John, Richard, and George Tisdall). Sa. a thistle or,
betw. three pheons, points down ar. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, an armed arm erect, holding in the hand an
arrow all ppr. Motto Tutantur tela coronam.
Tison, or Tyson (Woodland Green, co. Gloucester;
granted 24 Feb. 1708). Vert three lions ramp. ar. crowned,
Crest
A sinister arm in mail
collared, and chained or.
armour or, the hand ppr. defended by an antique shield
,

—

—

—

gold, lined vert, straps gu.

Tison

Northumberland and Wilts). Vert three lions
crowned or.
Titfield. Ar. a saltire sa. surmounted with a fess or, in
(cos.

rauip. ar.

cliicf

three pellets.

Titford.
linn

Gu. three

ramp.

lions'

heads erased

or.

Crest— A demi

or.

Titherington

(Titherington, co.

Chester).

Ar. a cross

ragulcp sa.

Titherly

(Titherley).

Erm. two

glaziers' cripping-irons in

saltire gu.

Titley

(co. Chester).

Ar. on a fess bclw. six crosses crosslet

IJlch^e sa. three escallops or.

A

TIT
TiUey, or Titteley
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Az. on a fess

(Titteley, co. Salop).

betw. six crosses crosslet fitch^e or, as many escallops sa.
Oreit
An escallop or, betw. two lanrel branches vert.
(Wore, co. Salop). Same Ar>ns, escallops gu.
Titley. Ar. on a fess betw. six crosses crosslet fitchec sa.
as many escallops or.

—

Titley

Titmarsh
fltchee

Titsey

a

Eeg.

(Ireland;

lion

ramp.

XJlster's

Gu. crusily

Office).

or.

tigers'

Titton.

Ar. two chev. gu. a canton of the last.
(Bushby, co. Herts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a
chief gu. a lion pass, guard, of the field
2nd and 3rd,
Byronny of eight or and az. on an escutcheon ar. a blackamoor's head couped sa. wreathed round the temples ar. and
az. Crest A blackamoor's head couped at the shoulders

Titus

;

—

Borouerh of

(co.

Devon;

in-

corporated 13 James I.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
The seal
represents the Castle, Church, and Town of Tiverton,
with two bridges on either side, with the Xc^rentJ —Sigillum
oppidi: Tiverton.

Tivitoe (London;

granted 13 March, 1761). Or, an anchor
on a chief crcnellee gu. a leopard's face betw. two
estoiles ar.
Crest
A demi Turk affrontee, habited ppr.
holding in the dexter hand a scymitar ar. hilt and pommel
or.
Motto Vigilo et spero.
Tizard (Hawkins-Tizabd, Winterborne St. Martin, co.
Dorset). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, paly of six or and gu. a
bend counterchanged, on a sinister canton sa. a buglehorn stringed or, for Tizakd
2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
in pale sa.

—

—

;

saltire betw.

a border

four fleurs-de-lis sa. a crescent of the

field,

—

Hawkins. Crests 1st, Tizard: On a ducal
coronet or, betw. two wings expanded gu. a buglehorn
stringed gold 2nd, Hawsins
Out of a mural coronet a
az., for

;

:

cubit arm erect both ppr. vested az. cuffed gu. charged
with a fleur-de lis or, holding in the hand a baton gold,
tipped sa. Motto
Ne timcas recte faciendo.
Toash. (Aberdeen, 1672). Or, a galley, sails furled, oars
saltire
betw.
two
billets in fess all sa. in the dexter
in
canton a dexter arm issuing in bend, grasping a man's heart
ppr. 3/of<o— Crcde et vince.

—

Company

Tobacco-pipe Makers,

of (London

;

in-

Ar. on a mount in base vert three plants

corporated 1663).

of tobacco growing and flowering

all

ppr.

Crest

— A demi

Moor, in his dexter hand a tobacco-pipe, in the sinister a
roll of tobacco all ppr.
Supporters Two young Moors ppr.

—

wreathed about the loins with tobacco-leaves
Let brotherly love continue.

—

vert.

Tobin.

Ar. a fess betw. three cinquefoils vert. Crest
battle axes in pale, environed with a serpent ppr.

Tobin

Motto

—Two

(Liverpool Sir John Tobin, Mayor of that town,
"Vert three oak leaves or.
1819).
Tobin (Cumpshinagh, co. Tipperary, and Bally-Tobin, co.
Kilkenny; Reg. Ulster's OfiSce). Az. three oak leaves ar.
Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws an
;

—

oak branch ppr.

Tobin

France; descended from Tobin, of BallySee St. Aubin.
Cork granted to Sir Thomas Tobin,
of Ballincollig). Vert a knight's helmet ppr. betw. three
nettle leaves pointing downwards or.
Cresi
On a mount
vert a falcon rising ppr. belled or, and charged on each wing
with a nettle leaf also ppr. Motto Noli me tangere.
Toby. Chequy sa. and or, on a fess ar. a cinquefoil gu.
("Nantes, in

Tobin).

Tobin

(Ballincollig, co.

;

—

—

Crest — A perch's head issuant ppr.
Tocketts (Tocketts, CO. York. Dugdale's

Visit. 1666).

Ar.

a lion ramp.

az. debruised with a bendlct gu.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend gu. three crosses
crosslet fitch^e of the first, in base a pelican az.
Crest

Tod

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Todoastle

Ar. three pales sa. on
1590).
Crest
three leopards' heads erased or.
leopard pass. ppr. resting the dexter paw on an escutcheon

a chief

(London; granted

az.

—

or.

Todd

(Tranby Park,

co.

York;

descended from Thomas

Todd, Esq., of Swanland, same co., temp. Charles I., named
in an inquisition held on the death of Sir Ralph Elleker,
Knt., A.D. 1642).
Ar. three foxes' heads couped gu. a
border vert. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a fox
sejant ppr. Motto Oportet vivere.
(Wilson-Todd, Halnaby Hall and Tranby Park, co.

—
—

Todd

York; exemplified to William Henry Wilson, Esq., who
assumed, by royal licence, 1855, the additional surname and
of Todd, in right of his wife, Jane Marian Rutuebfusp, only dan. of John Todd, Esq., of Tranby Park).

arms

1017

li

;

—

—

over, Semper vigilans.
Motto Oportet vivere.
(Belsizo House, Hampstead). Or, on a bend per bend
gu. and az. cotised sa. betw. two roundles per pale of the
third and second three foxes' heads couped of the field. Crest
A mount vert, thereon a fox sejant ppr. resting the dexter
forepaw on a roundle, as in the arms, gorged with a collar
and chain rcflexed therefrom or, the chain attached to the
pommel of a sword erect, on the sinister side of the fox, the

—

downwards also ppr.
(Bray, co. Berks). Sa. two bars wavy betw. three
martlets or. Crest
wolf's head or, collared flory counterpoint

Todd

—A

ppr. wreathed round the head ar. and sa.

Town and

T

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a mascle betw. three foxes'
heads couped gu. on a border vert four martlets ar., for
Todd 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. betw. three mullets
(fu. as many pallets or, for Wilson.
CreHs
1st, Todd: On
a trunk of an oak tree fesswajs a fox sejant ppr. collared
or ; 2nd, Wilson: Out of a mural coronet or, a demi lion
ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a trefoil gold, motto

Todd

Hants). Gu. a fret vair.
Titt (Denington). Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three
heads erased or.
(co.

Tiverton,

A

:

flory gu.

Todd

(Stunner, co. Essex).
Ar. three foxes' heads couped
gu. Crest
A fox sejant ppr.
Todd. Ar. on a bend engr. sa. plain cotised az. betw. two
estoiles of the last three foxes' heads erased or.
Crest
fox pass. ppr. collared and ch.iin reflexed over the back or,
supporting with the dexter paw an escutcheon sa. charged
with an estoile gold.
Todd. Ar. three foxes' heads couped gu. Crest A fox
running away with a goose over the back all ppr.
Todd. Ar. three foxes' heads erased gu. Crest A for
sejant ppr.
Todd. Ar. a fess chequy of the first and sa. betw. three
foxes' heads couped gu. Crest
A fox's head, as in the arms.
Todd-Thornton. See Thornton.

—

—

—

—

—

Todenbam.
Todenham.

Barry dancetttie of six az. and ar.
See Tottenham.
Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three

Todford, or Todeford.
wings sa. as many bezants.
Todford, or Todeford.

Ar.

on a chev.

three

az.

bezants.

Todman.
A

Erminois a lion ramp. az. a

fess gu.

Crest

—

cannon mounted ppr.

Todrick

Ar. on a bend az. betw. two pelicans
gu. in their nest vert three flours de-lis or.
Todwell (Todwell, co. Devon). Ar. a fess engr. betw. six
mullets sa.
Todwell. Az. a chev. betw. three ewers ar.
Toft, or Tofte. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses formee
fitchee sa. (another, crosses gu.). Crest
A phoenix ppr.
Toft (Toft, CO. Chester). Ar. three Saxon text C's sa.
Tofte. Gu. three garbs ar. banded or.
Togan. Gu. three covered cups or.
Toinkein (Trevalack, co. Cornwall; TnoMAS Toinkeim,
temp. James 1. son of John Tonkein, and grandson of Joen
ToNKEiN, both of Trevalack. Visit. Cornwall 1620). Sa. an
eagle displ. or, armed gu.
Toke, or Tokey (co. AVorccster; granted by Dethick,
Norroy, to George Toke, gent., of Worcester, 1547). Az. a
fess or, on a canton of the last a lion's gamb erased of the
Crest
An ibex's head az. tufted and collared
first, armed gu.
gemel or, langued gu.
Toke (Godinton, co. Kent; seated in that co. since the
reign of Edward IV. and in co. Nottingham at a very early
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per chev. sa. and ar. three
period).
griffins' heads erased counterchanged; 2nd and 3rd, coat of
augmentation, granted by Henry VII., ar. on a chev.
betw. three greyhounds' heads erased sa. langued gu.
Crests
1st: A griffin's head
collared or, three plates.
erased per chev. ar. and sa. guttce counterchanged, hold
ing in the beak a sword ppr. hilt and pommel or; 2nd, of
augmentation A fox courant reguard. ppr. MoUo Militia
mea multiplex.
(Scotland).

—

—

—

—

:

Toker. See under Tucker.
Tokett, or Tockette (Tocket,

co. York). Ar. alion ramp.
debruised with a bendlet gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses gu.
This is
a branch of the family of Touchet, Lord Avdley, who
bore, Erm. a chev. gu., after the return from the
Crusades; this younger branch added three crosses, and,
as was customary, bore only ar. not erm. Tucket, of «o.
Devon and Bristol, bear the same arms, with different
tinctures, namely. Or, a chev. betw. three crosses az.
A holy lamb coucliant ppr. the pennon charged with
Crcsl
a red cross. Motto— Zn Dicu est ma fiance.
Tolcarne (Tolcarne, co. Cornwall). Or, on a fess betw,
three Cornish choughs reguard. az. a garb enclosed by two
A wolf sejant ar.
crosses crosslet fitchee of the first. Crest
gorged with a spiked collar, lined and logged or.
az.

Tokett.

—

—

A

A
;
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TOZ.

(Godacote, co. Cornwall; John Tolcakne, temp.
Henry VIII. his dau. m. Nicholas Glynn, Esq., of Glynn,
same co., whose will is dated 1579. ViBit. Cornwall, 1620).
Or, on a fess sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. a garb
enclosed by two crosses crosslet fitchee of the field.
Tolderrey (co. Kent). Az. a cat's head erased ar. hetw.
eight crosses crosslet of the second, three, two, two, and

Tolcame

;

T O

H

cher. engr. gu. betw. three martlets az. collared or, as many
cinquefoils of the field.
ToUey. Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. three escallops of the first,
in chief a lion pass, guard, vert.
Crest An acorn stalked
and leaved vert.
Tolley, or Tollye. Same Arms, the lion platee. Cre$l

—

— A demi tiger vert bezantee, collared ar. pellettee.
Sa. a martlet ar. betw. three ducal coronets or.
Crest —Two arms in armour embowed wielding a battle ax«

Tolman.

one.

Tole. Ar. three cinquefoils sa.
Toler, or Toller (co. Norfolk).
mounted of a

Ar. a cross flory gu. surCrest
A mullet gu.

—

plain cross of the field.

charged with an erm. spot or.
Toler (Beechwood, co. Tipperary; Daniel Toleb, Esq of
Beechwood, whose ancestor went to Ireland with Oliver
Cromwell, m. Letitia, dau. of Thomas Otway, of Castle
Otway, same co., and had two sons I. Daniel, who s. at
Beechwood II. John, Lord Chief Justice of Common Pleas
in Ireland created, 1800, Baron It'orbary, and 1827, Sari of
Iforbury; Daniel Toleb, the elder son, had an only son,
Daniel, who d. unm., and with two younger daus. an elder
dau., Uahbiett Tolee, m. Sir Henbt Osborne, tenth hart.
of Newtown Anner, and was mother of Sir Daniel Toleb
Osborne, eleventh bart.). Ar. a cross flory gu. surmounted
of a plain cross of the field betw. four leaves vert.
Toler (ffari o/iVor6ury). Same Arvif, a crescent for diff.,
quartering, Ar. a trefoil slipped vert, on a chief sa. three
Crest
A fleur-de-lis or. Supescallops or, for Gbabam.
porters— Dexter, a horse ar. bridled gu. ; sinister, a fawn
ppr. Motto Regi et patriae fidelis.
Toleson (London). Gu. two bends vair betw. as many garbs
,

:

;

—

—

or.

Tolliurst.

Ar. a fess gu. in chief three fireballs sa. fired

all

ppr.

Tolm.ond.

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three

lions'

heads erased

sa.

Tolson

descended from
(Bridekirke, co. Cumberland;
HENRicns DE ToLsos, Esq., of Brydekirk, temp. Edward I.).
Vert, on a chief az. three martlets or, a border of the third
pellettee.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb
Crest
ppr. holding two ostrich feathers, one vert, the other az.

—

— Fevro comite.

Motto

Tolthorpe

(Great Linford, co. Bucks). Ar. a saltire gu.
Gyronny of eight ar. and
(Nighton, CO. Norfolk;.
sa. on a chief or, three lions ramp. gu.
Ar. an escallop gu.
(Little Peterick, co. Cornwall).
betw. three bucks' heads cabossed sa. attired or. Crest
Cornish chough ppr. holding in the bill an escallop or.
Tomb. Vert three tombstones ar. Crest A pegasus's head

Tolwyn

Tom

—

—

betw. two wings ppr.
Erm. three cinquefoils sa.

Tom.by.

Tomes
sa.

(John Tomes, Esq., M.P. co. Warwick). Ar. a garb
Crest— A Cornish

betw. four Cornish choughs ppr.

chough volant ppr.

Tomhom

(co.

Stafford).

Ar. a buglehom betw. three

escallops sa.

Tom.kins

ppr.

Tolliurst (Alfred Tolburst,

Esq., of Gravesend, co. Kent).

Per fess sa. and or, in chief two bells
npon a mount ppr. a hurst. Crest

of the last,

and

in base

—

Upon a mount vert a
wolf reguard sa. collared or, resting the dexter forepaw on a
Motto Ne cede nialis.
bell gold.
Tolimond. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three lions' heads erased

—

Az. a chev. betw. three
(Webley, co. Hereford).
cock pheasants or.
Crest— \ lion ramp, or, supporting a
broken tilting-spear ar.
Tomkins. Same ^rms. Cccst—Out of a ducal coronet or, a
broken battle axe ppr.
Tomkins (Ireland; Keg. Ulster's Office). Az. on a chev.
betw. three cock pheasants or, as

many

crosses crosslet of the

first.

sa.

Hants

long seated in that county ; after;
Toll (Grewell, co.
wards of Perridge House, co. Devon). Ar. on two bars engr.
betw. three escallop shells gu. as many martlets or, on a
canton az. a dexter hand in bend of the first. Crest A boar's

—

head erect.
Toll, or Tolle.

Ar. three cinquefoils sa.

Crest

— A hand

couped holding a dagger in pale all ppr.
(Helmingham, co. Suffolk, bart., extinct 1821
Sir Lionel Tollemache, of Helmingham, was created a bart.
1611; Sir Lionel Tollemache, third liart., m. Lady Elizabeth Murbat, dau. and heir of William, first Earl of Dysart,
•who ». her father as Countess of Dysart in her own right;
her descendant, Sir William Tollemache, fifth Earl of
Jh/sart, and seventh bart. of Helmingham, d. s. p. 1821, when
the baronetcy became extinct, and the Earldom of Dysart
devolved on his sister. Lady LorisA Tollemache, wife of
John Manners, Esq., of Grantham, as Countess of Dysart in
her own right). Ar. a fret sa.
Tollemache (Earl of Dysart). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
fret sa., for Tollemache; 2nd and 3rd, az. an imperial
crown or, betw. three mullets ar. within a double tressurc

Tollemache

Murray.
Crest
betw. two wings expanded

flory countcrflory of the second, for

horse's

head erased ar.
Supporters— Tvo antelopes

—

or,

ppr. attired and
conquicsco.
Tollemache {Baron Tollemache John ToIlemache, Esq.,
of Helmingham, co. Suffolk, one of the co-heirs of Be.vjamin
Neale, sixth and last Earl of Ahlborovgh, through his
mother, Lady Elizabeth Stratford, dau. of John, third
Earl of Aldborou.'jh, was created a peer 187G). Same Arms,
Supporters Two stags guard, ppr. each
Crest, and Motto.
gorged with a collar flory countcrflory or.
Toller. See Toler.
Toller (Fowcy, co. Cornwall). Vert four fusils in fess or.
Crest
A cin(|Ucfoil ar. betw. two wings or.
Toller. Gu. a fess engr. or, in chief two goats' heads
erased of the last, in ba.sc three mullets ar. two and one.
Toller (P.eg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a cross flory gu.
pellettce.

ungulcd

or.

Molto^ConMo

.-

—

—

Toilet

(Betlcy Hall, co. Stafford; descended from Georcb
ToLLET, Esq.,Commissionerof the Navy, ti^ip. William III.).
Chequy ar. and az. on a chev. engr. or, three anchors sa. on
a chief gu. a lion pass, of the first. Crest— A pyramid erected
on a pedestal of one degree ar. entwined by a serpent descending ppr. Motto I'rudentia in advcrsis.
Tolley (London; JohnTollet, of London, temp. HenryVIII.;
bis dau. and heir, Cicely, m. William Cooper, Esq., of
Tburgarton, co Nottingham. Visit. Notts, 1G14).
Ar. on a

—

Tom.kinson (arms on the monument
1770,

Davenham Church,

of

William Tomkinson,
Az. a cross patoncee

co. Chester).

betw. four martlets sa.
Tom.kinson (Ueaseheath, co. Chester). Az. a cross patonce
betw. four martlets or, a border erm. Crest
A wolfs head
erased ar. ducally gorged or.
Tomkinson. Erm. four bars gemel sa.
Tomlin. Ar. a chev. betw. three oak leaves vert. Crest—
Out of a mural coronet or, a martlet ur. holding in the beak

—

a branch of oak vert, acorncd gold.

Tomlin

(Dane Court, Isle of Thanot). Ar. on a fess betw.
three battle axes sa. as many dexter hiinds couped at the
Two battle axes in saltire ppr. surwrists ppr.
Crest
charged with a dexter hand of the same, couped at the wrist.
Motto Quondam his vicimus armis.
Tomlin. Gu. three plates, on each a flcurde-lis sa. Crest
A peacock's head erased az. beaked or.
Tomline (Loddinpton, co. Leicester; George Pretyman
Tomline, Bishop of Lincoln 1787, translated to Winchester
Gu. a lion pass, guard, betw. three mullets
1820, d. 1827).

—

—

ar.

—

Crest

—Two

lions'

gambs erased

ppr. holding a mullet

ar.

Tomlins

Ar. a chev. az. betw.
(Bromley, co. Middlesex).
Crrst
On a mount vert a
three vine leaves slipped vert.
vine stem couped at the top and leaved ppr. on the stem an

—

escutcheon ar.

Tomlins

(St.

leaves ppr.

Leonard's).

Ar. a chev. vert betw. three oak

Same Crcsl as the last.
Same Arms. CreU—Oat,

of a mural coronet
seven Lochabcr axes turned outward all ppr.
Tomlinson (Birdford, co. York). Per pale vert and ar.
three greyhounds courant in pale counteichanged, collared
Crest
A savage wreathed almut the middle ppr. holdor.
ing in both hands a spear, headed at each end or.
Tomlinson (Huddcrsfield, co. York). Per pale wavy ar.
and vert, three greyhounds courant counteichanged, a chief
engr. az. Crest A savage wreathed about the head and
middle ppr. holding with both hands a spear headed at each
end or.
Tomlinson (Cholmondcley, co. Chester). Per pale wavy
ar. and vert three greyhounds courant counterchanged, a
chief indented ar.
Tomlinson (Everton, near Liverpool; heir male of Tomlinson, of Cholmondelcy). Same Armr.
Tomlinson (Leeds and London). Per pale vert and ar.
three greyhounds courant in pale counterchanged, on a chief
or, a sword gu. and a garb of the first in saltire.

Tom.lins.

—

—

A

TOK

near Newcastle, co. StafTord). Sa. a
fes3 betw. three falcons or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
or, a Rriffin's head ar.
Tomlinson (co. Durham). Per pale wavy ar. and vert,
three lizards in pale counterchanged, a chiei indented

—

az.

Tomlinson
Temple).

(Thomas

Ar. three

Tomlinson, Esq., of the
greyhounds courant in pale

Inner
sa.

—

on

az. as many crosses arosslet or.
Crest On a
vert a savage ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.

a chief engr.

mount

and sa. charged on the breast with a cross crosslet gu.
across the sinister shoulder a bear's skin, and holding with
both bands in bend a spear beaded at either end also
ppr.

Tomlinson (Gateshead, co. Durham). See Thomlinson.
Tomlinson (Beg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a fess betw. three
falcons rising or. Crat

head

—Out

of a ducal coronet or,

a

griffin's

ar.

Tommes

(co. Korfolk).

Ar. on a chev. gu. three annulets

or.

Tompkins

(Monington, co. Hereford, and Arundel, co.
Sussex). Az. on a chev. betw. three cock pheasants or, as
many crosses crosslet sa. Crest A unicorn's head erased
per fess ar. and or, armed and maned counterchanged,
gorged with a chaplet of laurel vert. Creat A ship under

—

—

sail ppr.

Tompkinson (Manchester).
martlets or, a border erm.
ducally gorged or.

Tompson (Witchingham
pass, guard, or.

Crest

Az. a cross patonce betw. four
A wolfs head erased ar.

Crest

Hall,

—

near Norwich).

— On a mount

vert u

demi

Az. a lion
ramp,

lion

Sa. a chev. betw. three martlets ar.
Mary-le-bone, co. Middlesex
Pktee Toms, Portcullis Pursuivant ol Arms; granted 1768).
Ar. on a fess
dancettee sa. betw. three Cornish choughs rising ppr. as
(St.

;

—

bezants.
Crest
A Cornish chough ppr. charged on
the breast with a bezant.
Toms. Ar a. garb betw. four Cornish choughs ppr. Crest
A Cornish chough volant ppr.
Tomson. Sa. a chev. betw. three martlets ar.
Tomyris. Az. a thunderbolt or, shafted and winged ar.
Tonarst. Ar. six fleurs-de-lis az. three, two, and one, a
canton gu.
Tonchell. Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents of the

many

—

first.

Tonckes (co.

Cambridge).

Bendy

of six ar.

and

sa.

Tonckes. Ar. five lozenges in bend gu. cotised sa.
Toncks, or Tonkes (co. Nottingham). Sa. billettee

—

a canton erm. Crest Two arms in armour embewed issuing
from clouds supporting the sun all ppr.
three crosses botonnee sa.
Ar. a maunch gu.
York, and Newark, co. Nottingham;
Cresst Tono, of Newark, temp. James I., grandson of

Tongr(Manningham,

co.

Tbomas Tong, Esq., of Manningham, who was grandson of
John Tono, Ksq., of same place, temp. Henry VI. Visit.
Notts, 1614). Az. abend cotised ar. betw. six martlets or.
Ci-ett
A cubit arm vested ar. holding in the hand ppr. an

—

anchor fe.ssways

Ton? (Tunstall,

Az. a bend cotised betw. six
On a rock ppr. a martlet rising or.
Same Anu. Crat—A shield quarterly

co. Kent).

Crest

—

or and sa.
Tong-e (Tonge, co. Lancaster, 1664). Az. a bend ar.
An arm
cotised or, betw. six martlets of the last. Crest
holding a grappling iron all ppr.
Tonge (Thickley, co. Durham. Visit. 1615). Same Arms

—

and

Cr&<t.

Tonge

—

Same Arms. Crest On a
(Highway, co. 'WiUs).
rock ppr. a martlet rising or. Motto Steady.
Tonga. Az. a bend per bend or and ar. cotised of the last
betw. six martlets of the second.
Tongra. Or, three pheons az.
Tongrey. Ar. three pheons az.
Tongue. Sa. a bend betw. six martlets ar. Crest A shield
or, betw two myrtle branches in orle ppr.
Toni {Baron Toni, extinct 1311; descended from Balpb
DE Toni, son of Koqeb db Toni, Standard Bearer of Kormandy, tanp. William I., who was at the batttle of Hastings,
and received 'a grant of Flamstead, co. Herts, from the
Conqueror; Bobebt db Toni distinguished himself in the
wars of Scotland and Gascony, temp. Edward 1., s. his father
Ualpu de Toni, as a baron by tenure, 1204. and was summoned to Parliament 1209. Arms in a window in Dorchester Church, CO. Oxford. Visit. Uxon, 1574). Ar. a

—

—

maunch

gu.
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Henry

Gu. OB

VIII.).

a cross ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
Gu. out of a crescent or, an estoile of the last.
Sa. two bars ar.
Tonkin (originally Lea Merthcn). Or. a chev. gn. betw.
two Cornish choughs in chief and a cannon in base mounted
on a carriage sa. Crest A Cornish chough ppr.
Tonkin (anciently written Tonktn and Tonketn; originally
of Trevannance, and Hendra, co. Cornwall, where the arms
are cut in stone on the churches of Si. Agnes and St.
Blaizey. The late Sir Wabwick Hele Tonkin, Knt., Deputy
Viie-Admiral and J. P. co. Devon, was son of Wabwick Hbus
Tonkin, Esq., Bencher of the Middle Temple, Recorder of
Plymouth and Tiverton). Sa. an eagle displ. or, armed gu.
Crcft
An eagle's head erased oi. The laraily Motto is a
Cornish one in English it signifies, " Before all things.
Tonkin, fenr God in the King."
Tonkin (Penzance and Rosehill, co. Cornwall). Az. a cheT.
betw. three Cornish choughs sa.
Tonkin (Plymouth, CO. Devon). Sa. an eagle displ.or. Crtst
-t-A dragon's head couped or. Motto Kensol Tra Tonkein
Ouna dieu Mathern yn.
Tonman. Ar. two chevroncls gu. betw. in chief two buglehoms of the last, anl in base u stork ppr.
Tonnis, or Tonnes (cos. Northampton and Nottingham).
Ar. on a chev. gu. an annulet or.
Tonny. Gu. an eagle displ. ar. a border of the last.
Tonson (granted by Camden, Clarenceux, to Uodebt Toksow,
Bishop of Salisbury, 1620). Gu. five crosses crosslet atch€e
in saltire or, betw. four escallops of the same.
Crest Three
crosi>es crosslel one in pale and two in saltire gu. sur-

Tonkes.
Tonket.

;

—

—

:

—

—

Tonson

ol

an escallop

or.

(Dunkettle, co. Cork; registered by Carney, Ulster,

Major HicEARD Tonson, of Col. Richard Lawrence's
regiment, who went to Ireland with Oliver Cromwell, and
afterwards got a grant of lands in co. Cork;. Gu. on a fess
ar. two pellets, in chief a dexter gauntlet erect betw. twotowers of the second.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a
dexter arm armed and erect, holding in the gauntlet a.
sword all ppr.
Tonson (previously Hdll; granted by Hawkins, Ulster,
1774, to William Hull, Esq., who assumed, by royal licence,
the surname of Tonson, in compliance with the will of
RicH.»RD Tonson, Esq., of Dunkettle).
Gu. on a fess ar.
two pellets, in chief a dexter hand couped anc; erect betw.
as many castles ol the second. Cresl Out of a mural crown
or, a dexter arm in armour touped at the elbow ppr. brandishing a sword ar. pommel and hilt gold. Motto
Manus
1656, to

—

—

haec inimica tyrannis.

Tonson {Baron Rn-eradalc extinct
and Motto.

1862).

Same Ar;r^,

Crist,

— Two

unicorns gu. armed, crined,
the dextei charged on the
breast with a castle ar. the sinister with a plate.
Tonstall (Tonstall and Thurland Castle, co. Lancaster).
Sa. three combs ar. Crest A cock ar. combed, wattled, and
legged or, in the mouth a scroll with the .Motto Droit.
(impaled by Gbet, ol Kotherfield arms in a window in
Thame Church, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. a
tufted,

Supporters

cr-llared,

and Uned

or,

—

Tony

—

;

maunch

sa.

Tonyn.

or.

Tongr, or Tonge.

(Toniford, co. Kent, temp.

—

or,

Tonds. Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
Toney, or Toni (Flamstead).

martlets or.

Toniford

mounted

guard, or.

Tompson.

Toms

TOO
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Tomlinson (CliffTille,

Ar. nine passion-nails sa. meeting in point in threes,,
Crest
A dexter hand holding a sword erect

—

two and one.
ppr.

Toogood

of Sherborne, co. Dorset). Ar. three
armed hand hoi 'ing a caltrap ppr.
Took. Per chev. sa. and ar. three griffins' heads erased
counterchanged. Ci-est A griffin's head erased per chev. ar.
(originally

caltraps sa.

Crest

— An

—

and sa. gult^« counterchanged, eared or, holding in the beak
a sword erect ar. pommelled gold.
Tooke (Wormley, co. Hertford, co. Kent, and London). Same

Anns.

Tooke.

Same Anns, a crescent or, for uifT. Crest—
head erased per chev. sa. and ar. guttee counterchanged, holding in the mouth a sword ar. paleways, hilt
gu. the hilt resting on the wreath.
Tooke (Wating, CO. Norfolk). Per chev. or and az., three
griffin's

heads erased counterchanged.
(Hurston Clays, co. Sussex). Per chev. sa. and ar.
Crest
griffins' heads erased counterchanged.
griffin's head erased sa. holding in the beak a sword ppr.
griffins'

Tooke

—

three

—

Motto Militia mea mutiplex.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased
plates.
Cresl
A griffin's heart erased sa. holding in the beak by the middle of the blade a sword ppr.-

pommel down.

Tooke.
sa. as

—

many

pommel down.

Tooke

(borne

by Thomas Tooke,

Esq.,

F.R.S.,

and by

Esq., F.B.S., late M.P. for Truro, sons of
the Bcv. WiLUAM Tooix, f .B.S., the esteemed author of

William Tooke,

A
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some valuable works relating to Russia, a descendant of the
ancient house of Toku). Per chev. sa. and ar. three griffins'
Crest
A griffin's head
heads erased counterchanged.
erased, holding in his beak a sword pommel down ppr.

—

—

mea

multiplex.
Motto
Tooke (Thompson, co. Norfolk). Per chev. sa. and ar. in
the centre point a cross pattee counterchanged betw. in
chief two griffins' heads erased of the second, collared gu.
and in base a griffin's head erased of the first, collared or.
Crest
A griffin's head erased sa. charged on the neck with
two bendlets ar. and holding in the beak a sword in pale point
Militia

—

upwards

ar.

pommel and

hilt or.

Tooke

(Uales-Tooke, Salhouse, co. Norfolk, and Washbrook,
Per chev. sa. and ar. in the centre point a cross
pattee counterchanged betw. in chief two gryphons' heads
erased of the second, collared gu. and in base a gryphon's
head erased of the first, collared or. Crest A gryphon's
head erased sa. charged on the neck w>th two bendlets ar.
and holding in the beak a sword in pale point upwards ar.
CO. Suffolk).

—

pommel and

hilt or.

Tooker.

See under Tcckee.
Tooky (South Luffenhani, co. Eutland; NoahTookt. "Visit.
Kutland. 1619).
Gu. three text C's ar. a border vaire of
the last and sa., quartering, Maneward and Litham, of fiedboume. Crest A demi sea horse ramp, quarterly gu. and
or, ducally gorged per pale counterchanged.
Toole (Ireland). See O'Toole.
Tooley (co. Lincoln, 1640). Ar. on a chev. engr. sa. three

—

escallops or.

Tooley, or To'wley.
Crest

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets
or, a shield sa.

— Within an annulet

sa.

(Swent Toone, Esq., of Mortimer Street, Cavendish
Square).
Ar. on a fess sa. three mullets of the field,
in chief an Eastern crown gu. betw. two tortcaux, and
in base an eagle's head erased of the second. Crest Issuant
out of an Eastern crown or, an eagle's head az. semee of

—

mullets gold.

a

ar.

fess or.

Crest

—A

lion's

head

erased holding in the mouth a hand coupedppr.
(Swell and Stokeland, co. Somerset; Edwaed Toose,
Esq., of Stokeland, terap. James I.,
son of Thomas
Toose, Esq., of same place, and grandson of John Toose,
Esq., of Swell, who was grandson of John Toose, of
Taunton, same co. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Sa. two swords
in saltire points down ar. pommels and hilts or, a border of
the second.
Tooth (Robert Tooth, Esq., of Swifts, in the parish of Cranbrook, CO. Kent, and of the city of London, merchant). Gu.
a demi gryphon segreant betw. three feathers ar. Crest
gryphon segreant gu. semfe of mullets, in the sinister
claw a feather ar.
Motto Perseverantia palmam obt;i-

Toose

—

—

nebit.

;

of Stratford-on-Avon).

Same Armt and

Crest.

Topp

(Whitton, CO. Salop; descended from Alexander
Topp, Esq., of Fisherton, co. Wilts, third son of John Topp,
Esq., of Stockton, who T?i. Elizabeth, dau. and co-heiress of
Thomas Lingen, Esq., of Whitton. The last male heir,
John Topp, Esq., of ^Vhitton, High Sheriff co. Salop 176&,
d. 1778, having devised his estates to his nephew, Richard
Lloyd, who assumed by sign manual, 18 April in that year,
the name of Topp, and d. at Whitton 1829. leaving a son
and successor, the Rev. John Topp, of Whitton, who left
two daus. and co-heirs, Agatha Cecilia Topp, and Isabella
Christina Topp). Same Ariris, a border engr. az. Crest
A gauntlet ppr. grasping a naked hand couped at the wrist
guttee de sang.
Topp. Sa. on two bars ar. three water bougets vert, two
and one, on a chief gu. three playing-tops of the second.
Topp. Sa. three bars vert, on a chief indented gu. as man/

—

Topp.

Sa. three
playing-tops ar.

Topper.

bars nebulae vert,

Erminois on a chev.

sa.

in chief as

a mullet

many

Crest

ar.

old man's head issuant in profile ppr. banded or
tied of the colours.
Toppes. Ar. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. gu.

—An

and gu.

Toppesfleld.

Ar. a buck's head cabossed sa. betw. the
horns a buglehorn of the second, stringed and tied to the
horns or.
Topping:. Az. ten lozenges, four, three, two, and one
ar.
Crest
Two lions' gambs sa. holding up a roundle

—

vair.

Toppisfleld.

Lozengy ar. and sa. a label of three point
on each point as many erm. spots sa.
Topps, or Toppes (co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three
lions pass, cowarded gu,
Topsfield (cos. Norfolk and Suffolk). Gu. on a chev. erm.
three martlets sa. Crest
A talbot couchant guard, against
a tree all ppr.
Topsfleld (Frisingfield, co. Norfolk). Same Arms, a mallet
of the

first,

—

or, for diff.

Toovey

(co.

Oxford).

Per

fess or

and gu. a wyvem, wings

Crest —

elevated counterchanged, tail nowed counterchanged.
On a mount vert a stag coiirant ar. pierced through the
neck by an arrow fessways, pheon to the dexter ppr. vulned
gu.
Topcliff (cos. Lincoln and Norfolk). Per pale ar. and sa.
three crescents counterchanged.
Topclifif. Ar. a fess engr. betw. three mullets sa.
Tope. Barry of four ar. and sa. three water bougets vert,
on a chief gu. three covered cups of the first.
Topham. (Caldberg, co. York). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
pewits'
Two serpents vert,
heads erased sa.
Crest

—

entwined

round

a cross

pattee fitchee

or.

Motto

— Ut

vivas vigila.

Topham

(Middleham Hall, co. York; descended from
Lawrence Topham, who d. about 1599, son of Lawrence
ToPHAu, of Caldberg). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev.
gu. betw. three pewits' heads erasod sa., for Topham; 2nd,
or, three crescents, each surmounted by an estoile gu., for
Bateman; 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. betw. eight batons or. Crest
Two serpents vert, entwined round a cross pattee fitch(3o
or.
Motto Crucc non prudentil.
Topham (Gray's Inn, London, and Calverley, co. York).

—

Ar. a

—

tops ar.

Toone

Toone. Chequy gu. and

TOB

SnsAN, TO. to Robert Eveeard Balch, Esq., who Bold
Stockton to Henry Briggs, Esq.). Ar. on a canton gu. a
gauntlet clasped or. Crest A gauntlet clasped grasping a
hand couped at the wrist all ppr.
Topp (Tormarton, CO. Gloucester, bart., extinct; descended
from Thomas Topp, Esq., of Stockton, co. Wilts, temp.
Queen EUzabeth Francis Topp, Esq., of Tormarton, was
created a bart. 1668 ; his son, the second bart., d. s. jj.).
Same Arvis and Crest.
Topp (Captain William Richard Topp, of the 14th Regiment, was a descendant of Topp, of Tormarton. He m. Elizabeth, dau. and co-heiress of Bowter Leftwich Wtnn,
Esq.; his elder dau. m. in 1820, John Branston Freer, Esq.,

—

(

hfv. betw. three pewits' heads erased sa.

Topham

(Lincoln's Inn, co. Middlesex,

a chev. gu. betw. three

and

co. York).

pewits' heads erased sa.

anchor with cable and sword
Topham. Gu. a lion ramp.

Crest

Ar.

— An

or.

—

sejant ar. collared or.
(Stockton, CO. Wilts; descended from Thomas Topp,
Esq., CO. Wilts, temp. Henry V. ; the elder dau. and coheircn.s of Edward Topp, Esq., of Stockton, ra. Robert

Topp

EvKAARO, Esq., of Stowcy, and had an only dau. and heiress,

(co. Sussex).

Gu. on a chev. erm. three martlets

of the field.

Topsfield.

Vert a bend

or.

Torayne, or Tourayne.

Az. a castle ar. within an

orle of fleurs-de-lis or.

Torbock

(Torbock, co. Lancaster; seated there before
Edward Torbock, of Torbock, was
temp. Richard I.
knighted at Whitehall, 1606). Or, an eagle's leg couped at
the thigh gu. on a chief indented az. a mullet ar. betw. two
plates.
Crest
An eagle close ppr. beaked and legged gu.
charged on the breast with a mullet ar.
Torbock, alias Smith (cos. Lancaster and Stafford).
Or, an eagle's leg couped at the thigh gu. on a chief indented az. a mullet ar. betw. two plates. Crest
An eagle
close ppr. beaked and legged gu. charged on the breast with
a mullet ar.
Torcherold. Az. a saltire ar. on a chief of the second two
;

—

—

martlets gu.

Tordeane.

Or, three bars sa.

Torell, or Tarell. Or (another, ar.) a bull pass. gu.
Torell. Gu. a fess engr. ar. betw. three bulls' heads couped
or.

Toret (Moreton, co.
Toriano (London).

Or, an escarbuncle sa.
Quartelry, 1st and 4th, az. two sceptres
in saltire or, surmounted by a castle gu. on a chief of the
second an eagle displ. sa., for Toriano; 2nd and 3rd, az. a

swan

in sallirc ppr.

betw. six mullets ar.
Topliffe (.Somerby, co. Lincoln). Per pale or (another, ar.)
vert
and
three crescents counterchanged. Crest
A talbot
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Topsfield

ar.

Salop).

beaked and legged

or, for

Pahavicin.

Crest

— An

eagle displ. sa.
Torin. Az. on a less ar. two roses gu. in chief three eagles*
heads erased ar. in base a heart betw. two annulets or.
Crest
An eagle's head erased ar.
Torin^tou. Gu. two bars or, in chief a Hon pass, of the

—

last.

Torkintrton

(Torkington, co. Chester).
three leopards' faces gu.

Sa. on

a.

fess ar.

A

T
Torkington
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(Great Stnkeley, co. Hunts).

Torking'ton (Marham,

CO.

Northampton).

Torrington

Same Arms.
Sa.

on a

fess ar.

three leopards' heads erased gu.
Torkingrton (Stoughton, co. Huntingdon).
Same Arms.
A spur-rowel betw. two wings or.
Crest
Torlesse (co. Berks). Gu. an orle of estoiles ar. on a canton
of the second a lion ramp. sa. Crest
A stork ppr.
Torleste. Same Arms. Crest Betw. two branches vert a

—

—

—

heron

or.

Torly, or Thorly

Tomer (Reading,

(co. Essex).

co. Berks).

Sa. fretty erm.
Per pale gu. and

az. three

talbots pass. ar.

Tomer (Tableheart,

Sussex;

co.

confirmed 27 June, 1579).

Same Arms.

Torner, or Turner.

Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three millrinds or, on a chief ar. a lion pass. gu.
(Bockhill, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls
sa.
Crest
^A bull's head erased ar. attired and collared or.
Torney, or
(Canby, co. Lincoln).
Or, a lion
ramp. sa. a border gu.

Tomey

—

Tcmrney

Tomey,
Tomill.

or Tourney.
Gu. two chev.

a border or.
couped az.
Toronto (West Canada) See of. Az. a crozier in bend
dexter surmounted by a key in bend sinister or, betw. an
imperial crown in chief, two open books in fess ppr. and a
dove rising in base ar. holding in the beak an olive branch

Torold.

ar.

Or, three bulls' heads

vert.

Torphichen, Baron.

See Sandilanbs.
Torpilton. Az. on a fess or, a talbot pass. ea.
Torr. Ar. a tower embattled ppr. charged with an escutcheon
of the first, thereon a chev. betw. three padlocks sa. a border
vair.
Crest- A griffin pass, wings endorsed ppr.
Torr (Riby, CO. Lincoln). Ar. on a chev. betw. two towers
in chief sa. and a tor or conical hill in base vert, three padlocks or.
Crest
Upon a promontory or headland ppr. a
tower ar. Motto Altiora spero.
Torraby. Ar. an estoile of eight points radiated gu. on a
chief az. three water bougets or.
Torrance (Scotland). Per pale gu. and or, two boat oars in
saltire az.
Crest
A bull's head erased. Motto I saved the

—

—

—

—

king.

Gu. a

(co. Dorset).

Gu. two bars

or, in chief

a Hon

segreant or.
Torthorwald (that ilk, co. Dumfries, 16th century). Or,
a saltire gu. on a chief of the last three bezants.
(assigned by Carney, Ulster, 1683, to Rev. John
ToRWAY, M.A., one of the Prebendaries of St. Patrick's
Cathedral, Dublin, and Chaplain to Right Rev. Edward
Wctenhall, Bishop of Cork and Ross). Az. two bars wavy
or, on a chief ar. a lion's head erased sa. betw. two
torteaux. Crest— Two lion's paws erect gu. holding a cross
flory fitcliee ar.
Motto Non nobis nascimur.
Toshach (Monzievaird, co. Perth). Gu. two poleaxes in
pale ar. surmounted of a fess chequy of the second and az.
C)-est
On a sinister hand issuant a falcon rising ppr.
Motto Maha an toshach.
Tost. Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses formee ar.
Tote, Totie, or Totoe. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three
human hearts vulned and distilling drops of blood on the
griffin

Torway

—

—
—

sinister side ppr.

(London).

Az. a lion's head erased within an orle

of eight crosses crosslet ar.

Totehill.

Az. two bars ar. in chief a leopard's face of the

second.

Totenham. Gu. four bars dancettee ar.
Totesham (co. Kent). Gu. billetcc ar. a cross of the last, a
mullet sa. for

diff.

Tote-whill (co. Cornwall).
Tothby, or Touthby
'lion's

Sa. three pots ar.
(Tothby, co. Lincoln).
Az. a
head erased ar. within an orle of eight crosses crosslet

or.

Tothill (Peamore,

co. Devon; Henby Tothill, son and
Tothill, Recorder of Exeter, was of
Peamore at Visit, Devon, 1620; the co-heiressess of this
family, which allied with the heiress of Spabke, of Sowton,
m. NoRTHLEiGH and Tothill, the descendant of a younger
branch).
Az. on a bend ar. cotised or, a lion pass. sa.
langued and armed gu. Ciest On a mount a Cornish
chough ppr. in the beak a branch of olive vert, fructed or.
Tothill (Plymouth and Exeter, co. Devon). Az. on a bend
cotised ar. a lion pass. sa.
Crest
On a mount ppr. a

heir of Geoffbei

—

—

turtle-dove ppr. in the beak a sprig vert, fructed or.

Torre, orig'inally DeTurri(Snydall,

co.

York;

settled

in CO. Warwick, temp. Henry II., and subsequently in the
CO. of Lincoln, until the purchase in 1699 of the manor and
lands of Snydall). Sa. a tower or, a border vair. Crest
griffin pass, per pale or and ar. Motto
Turris fortissima Deus.
Torre. Gu. a fess or, in chief three crescents of the second.
Crest
A lily ar. leaved vert.
Torre. Gu. three towers triple-turreted or.

—

—

—

Abbey

Torre,

of

(co.

Devon).

Gu. a

fess betw. three

crosiers or.

Torreby (quartered by

Elionbt, of Edmarsh, co. Warwick).

on a

chief of the last three water bougets

Or,

TOT
Devon).

pass, of the last.

Tortes

Toteby

Sa. alion ramp. ar.

(co.

an

of the

estoile az.

Cambridge). Gu. a fess engr. ar. betw. three
bulls' heads couped or.
Crest— A boar's head erased or.
Terrell (co. Essex). Gu. a fess betw. three bulls' heads
couped or.
Torrell. Gu. three bulls' heads couped and armed or.
Torrell. Or, three bulls' heads couped az. (another, gu.).
Torrell. Ar. on a bend az. a rose betw. two griffins' heads
erased or (another coat adds, a border engr. of the second).
Torrence. Sa. three boat oars paleways ar. two and one.
Crest
Two laurel branches in saltire vert.
Torrens (Major-General Sir Henbt Tobrens, K.C.B.). Erm.
three candlesticks, two and one or, each entwined by a
Tfreath of laurel ppr. in the centre chief point a mural
crown gu. therefrom pendent by a ribband of the last fimtriated az. a medal representing the gold medal, which by
His Majesty King George IV. 's command was presented
to him. Crest Betw. two branches of laurel ppr. a martlet
a. around the neck a ribband, therefrom pendent a medal,
as in the arms. Motto— Deua lumen meum.
Torrie. Ar. on a mount in base vert a horse pass. sa.
saddled and bridled gu. in chief a cross crosslet fltch^e of the
third. Crest
A horse's head ar.
Torrin (Kelvedon). Az. on a fess ar. betw. in chief
three griffins' heads erased of the second, and in b"So a
heart ppr. betw. two annulets or, two roses gu. Crest—
griffin's head erased sa.
Torring-ton, Viscount. See Btno.
Torrington (Town and Borough of Great Torrington,
CO. Devon
confirmed by Harvey, Clarcnccux, 6 Sept.
1564. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. two bars wavy, over all a
fleur-de-lis all sa. a border engr. of the last.
Legend
Sioillum: Commune: Villa: de: Tobbington.
(co.

—

—

—

;

—

1021

(Tothill,

Cambridge

confirmed by St. George,
Garter, and registered by Roberts, Ulster, to Col. Robebt
Tothill, sent by the Parliament, 16-19, with a regiment of
foot to Ireland, son and heir of Fbancis Tothill, Esq.,
who was son and heir of Willlam Tothill, Esq., of the
Manor of Tothill). Or, on a chev. sa. three crescents of the
first, quartering, Az. six crosses pattee, three, two, and one
or.
Crest
A crescent or, betw. two wings displ. sa.
Tothill (London). Az. on a bend cotised or, a lion pass. sa.
Crest— An olive branch in pale ppr.
Tothill. Or, on a chev. az. three crescents ar.
TothiU. Ar. on a chev. sa. three crescents of the field.
CO.

;

—

Town

and Borough of (co. Devon. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Sa. a tower triple-towered ar. masoned ppr.
betw. two keys erect of the second, legend— Sioujajh:
CoMMCNiTAT Magn« Tottoni«.
Toto (Antonie Toto, a Florentine, of the Privy Chamber of
Henry VIII. and Serjeant Painter to the King; Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1605, of his dau. Winifbed, wife of Sir
Chables Calthobpe, Knt., Judge of the Common Pleas in
Ireland). Ar. a fess betw. three human hearts gu. vulned
and distilling drops of blood ppr.
Totnes,

field.

Terrell

Tothill

:

:

Totscombe (co. Devon). Purp. three eagles displ.
Totsham (co. Kent). Az. billettee or, a cross of

ar.

the last

(another, ar.).

Tott

(co.

York).

TottehuU, or

Ar. a lion ramp. az. a bend gu.
Toutehill. Or, on a chev. sa. three

crescents ar.

Tottenham

(Tottenham Green, co. Wexford, bart.

;

Sir

John Tottenham, first bart., was so created 17S0. He was
eldest son of Chables Tottenham, Esq., M.P., of Tottenham
Green, so well known as "Tottenham in his boots," m. Hon.
Elizabeth Loftds, youngest sister and co-heir of Henbt, last
Earl of Ely, of the Loftus family; his son and successor,
Sir Chables, second bart., having s. by will to the Lorxcs
estates, assumed the surname of Loftus, was created Barcm,
Loftus 1785, Viscount loftus, of Ely, 1789, Earl of Ely
1794, and Marquess of Ely 1800. He d. 1806, leaving two
sons: 1. John, second Marqiuss of Ely, grandfather of John
Henry, fourth and preseni Marquess of Ely; II. Lord
Robert Tottenham, Bishop of Clogher, father of Lieut.-Col.
Charles John Tottenham, now of Tottenham Green, and
of Woodstock, CO. Wiclilow). Gu. four bars dancettee ar.
Crest
A lion ramp. gu. charged on the shoulder with a bar
dancettee ar. Mollo Ad astra sequor.

—

—

A

A

TOT

Wicklow; descended from
Charles Tottenham, l£sq., of NewRoss, co. Wexford, younger
brother of Sir John Tottenham, first bari. of Tottenham
Green. He m. Hon. Ann Loftus, second sister and co-heir of
Henby, last fario/ Elt/, of the Loftcs family, and was father
of Charlf.s Tottenham, Esq., of Ballycurry, in right of his
wife, Frances, dau. and heir of Robert Boswell, Esq.,
of Ballycurry). Same Amis, Crest, and Motto, with due

Tottenliani

(Ballycurrj-,

CO.

diff.

Tottenliain. (Mac Murrogh, co. Wexford descended from
Henry Loftcb Tottenham, Esq., of Mac Murrogh, second
son of Charles Tottenham, Esq., of Ballycurry, and
Frances Boswell, his wife). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto,
;

with due

TotterLham

(Glenfame, co. Leitrim; descended from
Nicholas Loftds Tottenham, second son of Charles
Tottenham, Esq., of New Uoss, by Hon. Ann Loftds, his
wife). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto, with due diff.
Tottenham (Uenis-Totte.nham, Dunmorc East, co. Waterford; exemplified, 1835, to William Denis, Esq., of that
place, when he and his issue by Sabah his wife, only child
of Edward William Tottenham, Esq., of Woodville, co.
Wexford, assumed, by royal licence, the additional surname
and arms of Tottenham). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. four
barrulets dancettee ar. a mullet sa. for diff., for Tottenham ;
2nd and 3rd, erm. three battle axes, two and one ppr., for
Penis. Crests 1st, Tottenham: A lion ramp. gu. charged
with a crescent or; 2nd, Denis: An heraldic tiger's head

—

Jl/o(£o— Ad astra sequor.

Tottenliurst

(Chevening, CO. Kent; Thomas Tottenhubst,

Esq., of Chevening, temp. Queen Elizabeth his dau. and
co-heir, Elizabeth, m. Richard Thomas, Esq., of Brittens,
same co. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Lozengy ar. and sa. on
;

a

gu. three lions pass. ar.
Tot'well (CO. Devon). Ar. a fess engr. betw. three mullets
fess

Ar. on a chev. az. a mullet (another, pierced) of

To^ty.

field.

Toty, or Tottye.

Ar. a chev. az.
Ar. two chev. and a quarter ga.
Ar. a lion pass, (another, salient) vert, armed gu.
Touchet (Nether Whitley and Buglawton, co. Chester; of
this family was Sir John Todchet, a distinguished warrior
His son, John Todchet, was
Jinder the Black Prince.
sammoned to Harliamentas Huron AudUy, 5 Henry IV., in
right of his grandmother, Joan, sisterand heir of Nicholas,
Erm. a chev. gu.
last Baron AudUy of that family).
Touchet (Earl of Cas'.Uhavin, extinct 1777; Sir George
ToccuET, eighteenth Baron AudUy, was created Earl of
Castlehaven in the Peerage of Ireland, 1616; John Talbot,
eighth Earl of Castlehaven and twenty-fifth Baron A udiey,
d. s. p., when the earldom expired, and the Barony of
Audtey devolved on his nephew, George Thicknesse, eldest
son of Captain Philip Thicknesse by Lady Mary Todchet,
dau. of the sixth carl). Erm. a chev. gu., quartering, for
AuDLEY, Gu. a fret or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
swan rising ar. ducally gorged gold. Supjiorters Two
wyverns, wings expanded sa. Motto Jc le tiens.
Touchet (TuicknesseTodchet, iJttrc/t J«(ito, in abeyance;
George K.dwabd, twentieth Baron AudUy, d. 18 April,
1872, leaving two daus. his co-heirs, viz., Hon. Mary ThickKEsse-Todchet, b. 13 Aug. 1868, and Hon. Emily Thickmesse-Toochet, 6. 29 Nov. 1859, between whom the barony
remains in abeyance). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev.
6a. fretty or, in chief the blade of a scythe fcssways gu., for
Thicknesse; 2nd and 3rd. quarterly, Ist and 4lh, erm. a
chev. gu., for Todchet, 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fret or, for
Crests
ist, Thicknesse;
A cubit arm erect,
Acdley.
vested paly of six or and gu. holding in the hand a scythe
2nd, Todchet
Out of a ducal
ppr. blade downwards
coronet or, a swan rising ar. ducally crowned of llie first.
Supporters Two wy vcrns, wings expanded sa. Motto Je

Touch,.

To^ucli.

—

—

—

—

:

;

—

—

le tiens.

Toueh (that Ilk, 16lh century). Ar. a lion ramp. vert.
Touke (Sir Walter Touke, one of the knights of co. Nottingham, temp. Edward
erm.

I.).

Sa.

billetti^c

or,

a canton

Toulxnin.

Ar. a chev. erniines betw. three ducal coronets
Crest
•a.
A dexter arm cmbowed in armour, holding in
hand
a
sabre
all ppr.
the
Toulmin. Gu. on a chief ar. three martlets sa. Crest—

—

garb

in fess ppr.

Toulson

do. I^ncnstor).

Or,

on a cross

az.

Ave pairs of

pistols »;iltirewuyB of the flfld.

Tounson, or Townson
TowNSoN was

crosslet fltchee ga.

an

pale, over all, in the centre,

Tournay-Bargrave

two

and one in

in saltire

escallop or.

(Rastry and Canterbury, co. Kent,

Robert Todrnay, Esq., of Eastry, assumed by royal licence,
1800, the surname and arms of Babgbave, in addition to
those of Todrnay). Or, a chtv. betw. three bulls pass, sa.,
quartering Bargrave. Cresi
A bull's head erased ar.
armed or, collared az. charged with three bezants.
Tournay. Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls statant sa. Crest—

—

A tower ar.
Tournay (William Todrnay Todrnay,
a crescent for

and horned

diff.

Crest

—A

bull's

Same Arms,

Esq.).

head erased

ar. collared

or.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a Catharine wheel
ar.
2nd and 3rd, ar. three gouttes de sang.
Crest
heart flaming ppr.

—

;

Tours

(Inverleith, co.

mullets of the

llijliop of

Northampton; Robert
Salisbury lfi^20-2l). <iu. Ave croiists
(co.

crosBlet Qtchee la saltire betw. foar CBcallops or.
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Crcil

Edinburgh).

Ar. on a bend az. three

first.

Tours. Ar. three towers gu.
Toutson. Sa. on a chev. betw.

three martlets ar.
(Jersey). Quarterly, ar. and gu. two wings erect and
conjoined counterchanged. Crest Two wings, as in the arms.

Touzel
Motto

—Tout

lovey.

—

zfele.

two bars

Or,
sa. in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the
Crest An eagle displ. with two heads ar. charged on
the breast with a saltire ppr.
(granted to Hamilton To-vey, Esq., of Pynacles,
Great Stanmore, co. Middlesex). Az. an eagle displ. or,
in chief three mullets of six points pierced of the last.
Crest
On a mural crown ar. an eagle displ. PS in the arms, in
the beak a spear bendwise, the staff broken ppr.
To'vy (Scotland). Az. an eagle displ. ar. Crest An eagle

—

last.

Tovey

—

Motto

displ.

To'Vey

— In Deo

—

confide.

(Treribble, co. Hereford, settled there for

300 years;
following

sa.

the

Three crosses

Tourner.

diff.

erased crin.

TOW

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Edward Tovey,

arms upon

his

more than

gent., of that place,

bore the

monument, Llanyanan Church)-

Gu. two chevronels betw. three bears erased ar.
To^wer (Weald Hall, co. Essex, and Huntsmore Park, co.
Bucks). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. a tower or, forTowEB;
gu. three arrows, points downwards or, for Hale ;
and gu. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils
counterchanged, on a chief per pale of the second and first
two escallops counterchanged, for Tash. Crest A griffin
pass, per pale or and az. wings endorsed gold. Motto— hofo
and dread.
To^wrer, See Baker, of Elemore.
Towergyes, or Tourgeis (co. Dorset). Az. a chev.

2nd,

3rd, per pale or

—

betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee or, a border engr. of the
last.

Tower-Hill,

Abbey

of (London). Per fess gu. and az.
a leopard's face or, in base a fleur-de-lis of the last,
impaling ar. a crozier in pale az. garnished or. Another
Coat Per pale erm. and sa. a chev. counterchanged.
To'Wera (Crollinghall, co. Cumberland). Ar. three towers
in chief

—

triple-towered gu.

Towers

(the Manor of Hinton, Isle of Ely). Az. a tower
triple-towered or. Crest A griffin pass, per pale or and az.

—

wings endorsed of the first.
Towers (London descended from

co. Lancaster).
Sa. on a
many pellets, a mullet for
head az. armed and mancd or.
Towers (Sowerby, co. Lincoln John Towers, Lord of
Sowerby, temp. Henry IV. Isabel, his dau. and co-heir,
granddau. and
j)i. Sir John Leke, Knt., of Cotham, whose
co-heir, Elizabeth, m. Hoon Hebcey, Esq., of Grove, co.
Somerset. Visit. Notts, 1614). Sa. a tower or.
Towers (co. Northampton, and Little Berkhampstcad). Az.
A griffin pass, per pale or dnd ar.
Crest
a tower or.
wings endorsed gold, charged on the breast with a mullet
;

chev. betw. three towers ar. as
diff.

Crest

—An antelope's

;

;

—

sa.

To'wers

(Kcntstown, co. Meath, Finglas, co. Dublin, and
co. Tipperary ; descended

Bushy Park, near Borris-o-Kane,

from Thomas Towers, E.sq., of Kcntstown, d. 1680; arms
Sa. a tower
entered and pedigree Beg. Ulster's Office).
triple-towered or, quartering, Ar. on a mount in base, growsnake
descending
with
a
oak
tree
the trunk
thereout
an
ing
Crest
all ppr. two lions ramp, combatant gu., for Reiley.
A griffin pass, per pale sa. and or, wings elevated erm.

—

Motto

—Turris milii

Deus.

Towers-Clark, See Clark.
To'werson (co. Cumberland). Gu.

a fess betw. three boars'
heads coupcd erm.
To^werson (London). Gu. a fess betw. three boars' head*
coujicd erm. dh a canton ar. a ship Ka.
Towert, or Trowcrt. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cables
di3))l. sa.

— Towgood

(AxuiiusLcr, CO.

Devon; granted

1770).

Az.

a

AA

TOW
—

Towke

Gu. a crescent and cstoile in pale or.
(co. Warwick).
Quarterly, erm. and

sa.

four

cinquefoils counterchanged.

Towlers.

Ar. a cross flory gu.
(granted, in 1826, to

Tovmdrow

Same Arms as Fabqtthax,
Bart., of Polesden, viz., Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and
langued gu. betw. two sinister hands couped and apaumee
in chief of the last, and a crescent in base az. a crescent
for diff.
Crest
An eagle rising ppr. Motto Mente

—

—

manuque
(Stephens-Towkseend). Quarterly, Ist and
4th, per chev. az. and sa. a chev. erminois betw. three
escallops ar., for Townshend
2nd and 3rd, per chev.
az. and ar. in chief two eagles rising or, for STErHEUS.
;

Cr«ts— 1st, Townshend: On a mount

Henbt Towndrow Payne,

of Henbt Fatne, Esq., of the Newark, co.
by Elizabeth his wife, only surviving child and
heir of Edward Towndeow, Esq., of Nottingham). Gu. a
cross erm. betw. four lozenges or, each charged with
a pellet, quartering Payne.
( lowne Place, in Throwley, co. Kent).
Ar. on a chev.
sa. three crosses crosslet.erm.
(quarteicd by Whaddos, of Plymouth, co. Devon,
originally of Addington, co. Kent. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar.
a chev. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
(Towneley, co. Lancaster; descended from
BicHABD DE Towneley, alias De la Legh, Sheriff co. Langreat-grandson
of John Del Legh, by Cecilia
caster 1375,
DE Towneley his wife, dau. and heir of Richard de Towneley,
The Towneleys suffered much for theirdevotion to the royal
cause during the civil war; Charles Towneley, Esq., of

only son

Leicester,

Towne

Towne

Towneley

Towneley, the then head of the family,

fell

at Marston Moor,

and his son, liicHARD Towneley, Esq., of Towneley, an
eminent philosopher and mathematician, was compelled, at
the Restoration, to sell the fine estate of Nocton, co. Leicester,
in order to repair the losses occasioned by sequestrations).
Ar. a fess sa. three mullets In chief of the second. Crest
On a perch or, a hawk close ppr. beaked and belled gold.

—

—

Tenez le vraye.
Manchester). Gu. a chev. vair betw.
in chief two escallops and in base a cross flory ar. Crest
lion ramp, holding betw the paws a plain cross ar. and restMotto

To'wnend (Moss Side,

—

—

ing the hind paw on an escallop gold. Motto
cons tan tia.
(Scotland, 16th century).
Per fess and per pale
indented ar. and gu. two stars in chief counterchanged.
Virtute et

Townis

Townley (co. Lincoln). Sa. three goats pass. ar. attiied or.
Townley (Royle, co. Lancaster; descended from Nicholas,
younger brother of Sir Richard Townley, Knt., of Townley,
knighted by Lord Stanley, at Hutton Field, in 1481; represented by Parker, of Cuerden and Extwistle). Ar. on a fess
sa. a mullet of the first, in chief three mullets of the second.
Townley (Kulbourne, CO. Cambridge; descended from the
Bellfield branch of Townley, of Boyle). Ar. a fess sa. three
Crest On a perch a hawk
mullets in chief of the second.
Motto Probitas
close ppr. beaked and belled of the first.
verus honos.
Townley (Townhead, co. Lancaster). Same Arms.
Townley (Beaupr^ Hall, co. Norfolk). Same Arms and

—

—

vert a stag trippant
unguled, and charged on the body with
an escallop or; 2nd, Stefuems: A demi eagle rising

ppr.

attired,

or.

Townshend

(Raynham,

CO.

Norfolk;

descended from

who settled in England temp. Henry I.,
and assumed the name of Townshend he m. Elizabeth,
dau. and heir of Sir Thomas de Hoville, Knt., of the Manor
of Raynham, and thus acquired that Manor, which is still
LoDOvic, a Norman,

;

the residence of his representative, the Marquess ToiBiuhend).
Az. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar.
Townshind). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
same as the last, for Townshend; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, gu.
and or, in the Ist quarter a mullet ar. in the centre fess point
a crescent sa., forVERE. Crest ^A stag statanl ppr. attired
and unguled or. Supporter*— Dexter, a stag sa. attired and
ungultd or; sinister, a greyhound ar. Motto— Uuic generi

Townshend (Marquess

—

incrementa

fides.

Quarterly, Island 4th, az. a
2nd
chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar., for Townshend
and 3rd, quarterly, gu. and or, in the first quirter a mullet
Crest—'
ar. and in the centre fess point a crescent, for Verb.
A stag trippant ppr. Supporters Dexter, a lion or, collared,
chained, and charged on the shoulder with a pheon az.
sinister, a stag sa. armed ar. collared and chained or,
charged on the shoulder with an escallop of the second.
Molto— Droit et avant.
Lady
{Baroness Gretnwich, extinct 1794;
Caroline Campbell, eldest dau. of John, Ouke of Argyll
and Greenwich, m. first, Francis, Earl of Dalkeith, eldest
son of Francis, second Duke of Buccleuch, and secondly.
Right Hon. John Townshend, First Lord of the Treasury,
and was created, 17C7, Baroness Greenwich., with remainder
to her male issue by her last husband, d. without survivinjc
male issue). Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, az. a chev, erm. betw.
three escallops ar., for Townsheni>; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly,
1st and 4th, gyronny of eight or and sa., 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
galley, sails furled close, flag and pendants flying, oars in

TovrrLsTciend {Earl Sydney).

;

—

Townshend

Campbell. Supporter's —Dexter, a lion
sinister, a stag .sa., each gorged with a plain
with
three escallops or.
charged
collar az.
Townshend (Coggeshall Magna, co. Essex granted 5 June,
1718). Ar. on a chev. betw. three escallops az. as many
Crest—On a mount vert a buck sejant
estoiles of the first.
ppr. attired or, supporting with the dexter paw a lance erect
gu. headed gold.
Townshend (Wretham, co. Norfolk a branch of TowiwHEND, of Raynham, now represented by Bollock, of Shipdam). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three escallops ar. Crest
Motto Huic
stag statant ppr. attired and unguled or.
generi incrementa fides.
Leicester).
As.
Hinckley,
co.
Stanton,
Townshend (Stony
a chev. engr. erm. betw. two escallops in chief of the last
and a paschal lamb in base ppr. Crest A buck ppr. restine
the forepaw on an escallop erm. betw. the attires a cross
Motto Huic generi incrementa fides.
crosslet fitchee ar.
action, all ppr., for

guard, gu.

;

;

;

Crest.

To'wnley (Dutton, co.
on the

Same Arms, arose

Lancaster, 1664).

fess ppr. for di£f.

Townrawe (co. Derby;

Gu. on
confirmed 20 May, 1D62).
Crest
a, cross ar. betw. four bezants a cinquefoU az.
tiger sejant per pale erm. and sa.
Townsend (CO. Surrey granted 4 May, 1564). Ar. fretty
Crest
In flames of fire
sa. on across gu. five estoiles or.
Another Crest A phoenix ar. in
ppr. a salamander ar.

—

;

—

—

4ames

ppr.

To'wnsend (Ludlow,

co. Salop).

Az. a chev. erm. betw.

three escallops ar.

Townsend (Honington Hall, co. Warwick).

Az. on a chev.

engr. erm. betw. three escallops or, a cross crosslet fitchee
A stag gorged with
within two annulets of the field. Crat

—

oak ppr. and resting the sinister foreleg on two
annulets interlaced or. Motto Vita posse priore frui.
Townsend (granted to Rev. Madrice P. Townsend, of
Thornbury).
Per chev. or and sa. in chief two eagles
displ. of the last, and in base a cross crosslet ar.
Townsend. Lozengy ar. and sa. on a cross engr. gu. five

a wreath

of

—

estoiles or.

Townsend

Trevallyn, co. Denbigh ; descended
Knt., Gentleman of the Privy
Council to Charles 11., son of William Agborodgh, Esq., by
ANNE,:his wife, dau. of ICdward Wythers, Esq., of Copgiove,
CO. York; the iHdy outliving lier first husband m. secondly,
Mr. Townshend, whose name and arms her son eventually
Sir

(Hem and

Robert Townshend,

Az. a chev engr. erm. betw. three escallops ar.
assumed).
A buck's head attired or, gorged with a collar sa.
Crest

—

charged

witli three escallops'ar.
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chev. or, betw. three open wallets ar. buckles and buttons
of the second. Crest An arm habited in russet gray, cufled
crm. holding in the hand ppr. a wallet, as in the arms.
Towrke (co. Nottingham). Sa. ten billets, four, three, two,
and one or, a canton erm.
Ar. five lozenges in bend betw. two
(co. Kent).

Towke.
Towlers

A

.

—

—

—

—

Townshend (Wincham
and
and

4th, az.

Hall, co. Chester).

Quarterly, 1st

a chev. engr. betw. three escallops erm.

;

2nd

—

Crest
3rd, ar. a loss betw. three leopards' faces sa.
buck's head couped ppr. attired or, gorged with a collar az.

—

Mottoes
Huic generi
charged with three escallops ar.
incrementa fides and, Vinco malum patient il.
claiming
descent
co.
Cork
Townshend,
Townshend (Castle
from Townshend, of liiiynham, co. Norfolk; confirmed by
Bctham, Ulster, to John Townsend, Esq., of Castle
Townsend, son of Richard Eoylf, Townsend, Esq., and
to the descendants of Richard Townsend, who served
Lieutenant-Colonel of Lord Inchiquin't
in Ireland as
Regiment of Horse, temp. Charles I. and Charles IL,
and was father of Ubyan Townsend, Esq of Cnslle Townsend,
CO. Cork, an officer in the Royal Navy, and Captain of the
"Swiftsure " man of-war, ni. Mary, dau. of Edwahd Synge,
Bishopof Cork, Cloyne, and Ross, and had issue I.Richard,
;

;

.,

:

represented by Townshend, of Castle Townshend:
John, ancestor of Townshend, of Courimacslicrry:
III. Samuel, ancestor of Townsend. of Whitehall; IV.
FuiLiP, ancestor of XowN»flE^p, of My loss Woud and Dctry,

now
II.

A

;

TOW
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Cork V. Horatio, ancestor of Townsesd, of Bridgemount and Ma2;ournay). Per chev. az. and sa. a chev.
erminois bctw. three escallop shells ar. Crest On a mound
vert a buck trippant ppr. attired, hoofed, and charged
on the side with an escallop shell or. Motto Deum cole,
regem serva.
Towry (co. York). Az. a tower triple-towered and domed
A. griffin pass, per pale or and ar.
Crest
ar.
Towry (Croglln Hall, co. Cumberland; a branch of the co.
family;
the heiress )h. Negcs, of co. Norfolk).
Same
York
Arms and Cr'St.
Towse (London, 1634). Sa. two swords in saltire ar. points
CO.

;

—

—

—

—

Crest
An
downwards, hilts or, a border of the second.
eagle's head erased or, pierced through the neck with a
sword ar. hilt and pommel gold.
Tcwrse (Wells, co. Somerset; WituAM TowsE, of Wells,
Visit. Somerset, 1623, son of Alexander Towse, third son
of John TowsE, Esq., of Wells). Same A)ths and Crest.
Towsie, or Towsey. Or, three pales vert, on a chief ar.

four estoilcs sa.

Cnst —

Traby. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. in chief three bezants.
A demi lion ramp. sa.
Tracheon. Or, (another, ar.) a fess az. betw. two chevronels

Tracy

(Toddington, co. Gloucester; descended from John
DE Studelet, Lord of Studeley and Toddingfon, U40, who
m. Grace, dau. and heir of Henry de Tragi, Lord of Barnetaple,
and had two sons: Ralph de Studeley; and
William de Tragi, who assumed the name of his maternal
ancestors). Or, an escallop in the chief point sa. betw. two

bendlets gu.
Tracy, of Rathcoole, dormant since 1797;
( Kiscounf
Sir John Tracy, Knt., of Toddington, was so created 1642;
Henry, eighth V'scovnt Trao/, of Rathcoole, </. 1797, leaving
an only dau. Hon. Henrietta Sosan Thacy, in. Charles
Hanbcry, Esq., created, 1838, Baron Sudeley, of Toddington.
He assumed by royal licence, 1798, the additional surname
of Tracy. The viscounty is claimed by Benjamin Wheatley
Tbacy, an officer in the Royal Navy, who grounds his claim
on descent from Hon. Robert Tragy, Justice of the King's
Bench temp. George IL, younger son of Robert, second
Viscount Tracy).
Same Arms. Crest On a chapcau gu.
turned up erm. an escallop sa. betw. two wings or.
Supporters Two falcons ppr. beaked and/ belled or. Motto

Tracy

—

—

—

Memoria

pii aitcrna.

Tracy

(Stanway, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1677; descended from Richard Tracy, second son of Sir William
Tracy, Knt., of Toddington, and brother of William Tracy,
the great-grandfather of the first Viscount Tracy).
Same

Arms and

Crest.

Tracy

(Mile End, CO. Middlesex; allowed at Visit. Middlesex,
166S, to I'aul Tracy, son of Paul Tracy, the second son of

Sir

Paul Tracy, second

Ciest,

a crescent for

bart. of Stanway).

Same Arms and

diff.

Tracy (Hanbi-ry-Tragy,

Baron Sudeley ; Charles Hanbury,
third son of John Hanbury, Esq., of Pontypool Park, co.
Monmouth, vu. 1798, Hon. Henrietta Susan Tracy, only
dau. and hcirof Henry, eighth Viscount Tracy, of Rathcoole,
and assumed the surname of Tracy. He was created, 1838,
Baron Sudeley). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Arms, for
Tract; 2nd and 3rd, or, a bend cngr. vert plain cotised sa.,
for Hanbcry. C;m(i— 1st, Tracy On a chapeau gu. turned up
erm. an escallop sa. betw. two wings or; 2nd, Hanbury:
Out of a mural crown sa. a demi lion ramp, or, holding in
the paws a battle axe sa. headed gold. Supporters Two
falcons, wings clovatcd ppr. beaked and belled or.
Moltcy—
Memoria pii aiterna.
Tracy (co. Cornwall). Or, a lion pass. betw. two cotises
:

—

sa.

Tracy (Barnstaple,

co.

Devon).

Or, a lion pass. sa. betw.

two bends genicl gu.

Tracy

(co.

Tracy.

Worccstir).

Or,

Or, two bends gu.

two bends gu.
on a canton

ar.

five escallops

a.

Tracy.

Ar. on a chev. (another, a chief) sa. three fleurs-

de-lis or.

Tracy, or Tresse.

Or. two bendlets betw. nine escallops
gu. throe, Ihrre, and three.

Trade and

—

Plantations, Commissioners

of.

Se'il
On a se;i, two lhr(!cinastcd vessels completely rigged
and under full sail, in base; on the sinister .side an island,
and thereon the emblematical figure of Britannia, holding
upright in her right hand an olive branch, her left hand
supporting a »pcar erect, Burmounted with a cap of liberty,
and her arm resting on a shield, charged with the union
cross, and near it «evcral bales of goods lying on the ground
OTer all, the /.<"/'-nU— liaUc and X'laalalions.
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A

Tradesmen and
and

az.

over
the

all

Artificers' Society. Quarterly, gu.
a cross ar. surmounted with another of the

quarter a lion pass, guard.
in the 2nd a
arose barbed vert; and in the 4tli
a portcullis sans chains, all or. Crest A demi lady ppr.
couped below the waist, her hair dishevelled, vested ar.
wreathed round the head with a chaplet of roses gu. holding
in her hand a dove ppr.
Supporters Dexter, a lady, vested
in a long robe, holding in her hand a bundle of arrows all
sinister, a man in a working frock, holding in his
ppr.
hand a drill.
Tradwick.
Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped
first; in

1st

;

fleurs-de-lis; in the 3rd

—

—

;

az.

now De

Trafford (Trafford Park, co. LanAr. a griffin segreant gu., quartering
Venables, Fitton, Hasset, Thornton, <fcc.
Crest
thrasher ppr., his hat and coat per pale ar. and gu. sleeves
counterchanged, breeches and stockings of the second and
third, his flail of the first, motto over Now thus.
Motto—
(liipe, griffin, hold fast.
Trafford (Swithamlcy, co. Stafford; a branch of Trafford,
of Trafford, long seated at Swithamley
the last direct male

Trafford,
caster,

bart.).

—

—
;

William Trafford, Esq., of Swithamley, High Sheriff
CO. Stafford, 5 Queen Anne, left an only child, Sarah, wife
William
Nicolls, Esq., of Stafford). Same Arms, Crest,
of
heir,

and Motto.

Trafford (Wroxham

Hall,

Ar.

Norfolk).

co.

—

a

griflSn

segreant gu. Crest A thrasher ppr. his hat and coat per
pale ar. and gu. sleeves counterchanged, his breeches and
stockings of the second and third; his flail of the first,
motto over. Now thus.
Motto Gripe, griffln, hold

—

fast.

Trafford

(Bridge Trafford, co. Chester).
Ar. a cross engr.
Credit
sa.
A demi pegasus, wings expanded ar.
Trafford (Oughtrington, co. Chester; Trafford Leiob,
Esq., of Oughtrington Hall, assumed by royal sign manual,
the surname 6f Trafford, instead of Leigh. He was son
and heir of John Leigh, Esq., of Oughtrington, by
Susannah, his wife, dau. of Edward Trafford, Esq., of
descended from Trafford, of Swithamley).
Liverpool,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a griffin segreant gu. a crescent

—

Trafford; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, 1st and
ramp, gu., for Leigh 2nd and 3rd, ar. a bend
Crests
1st, Trafford: A huslozcngy sa., for Wylme.
pale ar. and az. threshing a garb or, motto
per
bandman
over; Now thus; 2nd, Leigh: A cubit arm paly of four
pieces or and sa. holding the lower end of a broken tUtingspear. Motto Gripe, griffin, hold fast.
for diff., for

4th, or a lion

;

—

—

Trafford. Ar. a cross engr. sa.
Trafford. Ar. on a cross engr.
Tragrett (Awbridge Danes, co.

mullets or.
Az. three swords,
two saltircwise, points downwards, and one fesswise, point
pommels
ar.
and
hilts
or,
dexter
in
chief two estoiles
to the
Crest
Upon a mount vert within a chain in
of the last.
arch or, a dexter hand, the forefinger pointed upwards
sa. five

Hants).

—

ppr.

Trahaearn

(son of Caradog, Prince of Wales).

Sa. three

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Trabairn-Goch

Wales.

Descendants: I. Gbiffiths, of Ccfn Amwlch; II. Carregs, of Carreg; III. Lewis,
Saethons,
of
IV.
Saethon;
of Spytty;
V. Wvnns, of
Graiannog in Uwch VI. Gwirvaia, of Lceswood, Penllech,
and Flint and VII. Bodwrdas, ofBodwrda). Az. a chev.
(Llyn,

;

;

betw. three dolphins hauriant ar.

Trahairn Goch (Emlyn, co. Flint.
Wynns, of Cwmmin and Nant Glyn; II.

Descendants:

I.

Lloyds, of Nant
Ar. six bees sa. wings expanded ppr.
Trahern (John Trahern, Porter to Queen Elizabeth and
James I.). Ar. a chev. betw. three herons sa. beaked and
membered gu. on a canton az. three bars or.
Trahern (Thomas Trahern, Somerset Herald temp. Henry
VIII.).
Ar. a chev. betw. three herons sa. beaked and
membered gu. on a canton erm. four bars az. surmounted
by a lion ramp. gu.
Traherne (Codriglanand Coytrchen, co. Glamorgan). Ar.
a chev. sa. betw. three herons ppr. on a canton barry of
six of the first and az. a lion ramp. gu.
Traherne (St. Hilary, co. Glamorgan). Ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three herons ppr. on a canton barry of six of the
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet
first and az. a lion ramp. gu.
or, a goat's head erased ppr. charged with three plates, two
and one. Motto Ofna Dduw a'r Brcnhin. (Fear God and
the king.)
Traill (IMebo, co. Fife; derived from the nephew of Walter
Traill, Archbishop of St. Andrew's). Az. achev. betw. two
masclcs in chief or, and a trefoil slipped in base ar.
Glyn).

—

—

Traill (Edinburgh,

167'^

and Londoo,

IBOS).

Az. a chcr.

A

A

TB A
—

—

The crest and motto were
Motto In discrimine salus.
assumed by Alexandee Traill, who was shipwrecked in
the year 1418, and escaped by clinging to a rock.
Traill, or Trayle (Ballylough House, co. Antrim. This
branch of the Scottish house of Tkaill, of Blebo, went to
Ireland with Dr. James Tbaill, consecrated Bishop of Down
and Connor 1765, and is now represented by Anthont Traill,
Fellow Trin. Coll. Dublin). Az. a chev. betw. two mascles
in chief or, and a trefoil slipped in base ar. Crest A column
set in the sea ppr. Motto
Discrimine salus.
Traloft. Ar. a fess dancettee bet
three water bougets sa.
Traly. Or, on a cross betw. four martlets gu. an annulet

—

—

,

ar. for diff.

Tramailie

(co.

DeTon).

human

Ar. a fess betw. three

feet gu.

Tranckmore

Devon).

Quarterly, per fess indented or
and az. four lions' heads-erased counterchanged.
Trane {temp. Henry IV.). Or, a lion ramp, double queued gu.

Trant

(co.

saltire ar.

(co.

Middlesex).
hilts

Per pale az. and gu. two swords in

and pommels

or,

betw.

four roses of the

Roberts, Ulster, 1647, to Serjeant-Major John Tbavebs, son
of Henrt Travers, who was great-grandson of Hamlet
Travers, of Horton, co. Chester, descended from Travers,
of Mount Travers, co. Lancaster). Sa. an escutcheon ar. a
border of the last. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an armed
arm gu. holding a sword ppr. Motto Vulnesa mihi vita.
Travers (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1656). Ar. in chief an
escallop and in base two trefoils slipped all sa.

—

—

Travers

(Monkstown Castle, co. Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Mart, dau. and co-heir of Sir Henrt Travers,
Master of the Ordnance, and wife, first, of James, third
Viscount Baltinglass, secondly, of Sir Gerald Aylmer, first
bart. of Donadea). Ar. on a chev. gu. three griffins' heads
erased or, on a chief az. three bezants. Crest— A griffin's
head erased or, holding in the beak a lizard vert.
Travers (ClarkeTravers, Bart., Rossmore, co. Cork).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev. ar. betw. in chief two
escallops and in base a boar's head of the second, for
Travers 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend cotised gu. an Eastern
crown or, betw. two swans ppr. a border vert, for
(^laree.
Crests— 1st, Travers; An heraldic tiger pass,
ar.
2nd, Clarke: Out of an Eastern crown gu. a wyvern,
wings elevated or. Mottoes Ncc teniere nee tiinide and,
;

Office, 1610,

;

;

—

third.

Trant

TBE
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betw. two mascles in chief and a trefoil slipped in base, a
Crest
border wavy ar.
A colunin set in the sea ppr.

1690; Patrick Trant,
son of a London merchant, was created a bart. of Ireland
1686, forfeited for his adhesion to James II., left two daus.,

Travers.

one

Travers.

(Queen's

co., bart., attainted

Christopher, discount Longford; the other m.
7)!.
Prince d'Ainergne). Per pale az. and gu. two swords in
saltire ar. pommels and hilts or, betw. four roses of the
Crest
third.
A demi eagle or, holding in the beak a rose

—

ar. slipped vert.

Trant

co.

Roscommon;

confirmed,

1816,

to

and the descendants of
his grandfather, Dominick Trant, Esq.). Per pale az. and
in
saltire, the hilts in base ppr. betw. three
gu. two Bwords
roses, one in thief and two in fess ar. Ci-est— Out of a ducal
coronet or, an eagle rising ppr. holdina in the beak a sprig
J/o»o—Aquila non capit muscas.
of laurel vert.
Esq., of Rathmile,

Trante.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa. holding in the paw a rose vert.
Trapaund (Dublin; Reg. Ulster's Office, 1752, as the arms
of Colonel John Trapacnd, descended from a French family).
Ar. a chev. in point embowcd betw. in chief two mullets
and in base a lion ramp, all gu.
Trapenell. Chevrony of six erm. and sa. three roses or.
Trapnell. Gu. a fess engr. erm. betw. three griffins' heads
erased ar. Cnst
A griffin's head couped az. beaked or.
Trappes (London Robert Trappes and Rowland Trappes,
Sheriff of Surrey 1616, sons of Robert Trappes, Mercer, of
London, and grandsons of Robert Trappes, Goldsmith, of
same city. Visit. London, 1563). Ar. three caltraps sa.
A man's head couped at the shoulders, attired gu.
Crest
garnished or, on the head a steel helmet all ppr. surmounted
by a plume of three feathers ar., quartering, Az. a chev. betw.
three crosses pattee or.
Trappes (afterwards Trappes-Btrnand, of Harrogate and
Francis Trappes, Esq., second son of
Nidd, CO. York
Robert Trappes, of London, merchant, m. Ann, only

—
;

—

;

of Robert Btrnand, Esq., and their eldest son, Sii
Francis Trappes-Btrnand, was knighted 1603 the present
male representative is Thomas Btrnand Trappes, Esq.,
Stanley House, Clitheroe). Arms and Crest, same as last.
Motto Cultui avorum fidelis.
Traquair, £arl of (dormant 1861). See Stdart.
Traquair (that Ilk, Scotland). Sa. a mullet ar.
Trasaher (Trevethan, co. Cornwall). Az. a chev. betw.
three talbots couchant to the sinister ar. Crest A demi
talbot ramp, reguard. ar. eared gu.
Trat (co. Cornwall). Paly of six or and gu. on a canton ar.
a rat saliant sa.
Travell (co. Northampton, and Coventry, co. Warwick;
confirmed, 1516, by Wriothesley, Garter, and Benolt,
Clarenceux, to Henry Travell, of Coventry, grandson of
Richard Travell, of co. Northampton). Per pale az. and
gu. on a bend or, betw. two eagles displ. ar. three mullets
Crest
EH. on a chief of the third as many garbs vert.
greyhoimd's head sa. charged with three mullets, two and
one or.
Travell (Westminster). Gu. a bend betw. two eagles displ.

child

;

—

—

—

;

fidelitate.

A r. a

betw. four scorpions sa.

saltire

Crest—

rock in the sea ppr.
Ar. a chev. gu. on a chief of the second three

plates.

Travers.

Az. three bears pa.^s. ar.
(London; Richard Traves, Merchant Tailor, imp.
Henry VIII. his dau. Margaret m. Sir Thomas Blanch,
Mayor of London. Visit. London, 1563). Ar. a saltire betw.

Traves

four butterflies volant sa.

afterwards Aldelym (Audlem, co.
Gu. three boars' heads erm.
Bedford). Or, a c-oss (another, engr.) betw.

Traylebe'wr,
Chester).

Trayley

(co.

four martlets gu.

Trayton. Ar. on a bend sa.
A horse pass, dapple grey.

a helmet of the

Crest—

first.

Trajrton

(Lewes, co. Sussex; granted 1606). Ar. on a bend
gu. a close helmet or. Crest A dapple greyhound pass,
ppr.
Treacey. Quarterly, gu. and or, abend ar. C/e*(— Out of
a tower a demi lion ramp, all ppr.
Treacher. Gu. three keys paleways or. Crest .\ griffin's
heail erased ppr.
Treacher (gr.nnted in 1829 to .John Treacher, Esq., of
Stamford Hill, co. Middlesex). Per thev. gu. and az. on
a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped ar. a cross flory
enclosed by two grasshoppers respecting each other vert.
A boar's head couped gu. armed or, in the mouth a
Crest
dragon's sinister wing ar. Motto jEtjuain servare mentem.
Treadway. Ar. a chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped
Crest
A dexter hand couped below the wrist in
vert.
armour holding a sword, on the point a 'X'urk's head couped
at the neck all ppr.
Treage (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses

—

—

—

—

—

crosslet sa.

Treantone

Ar. a bend gu.
(Trebarfoote, and PoundstoVe, co. Cornwall
Trebarfoote, of Trebarfoote, Visit. Cornwall,
(co. Lincoln).

Trebarfoote
William

grandson of Thomas Trebarfoote, of Poundstoke;
vi. Burgotne).
Sa. a chev. betw. three bears*
gambs erect and erased or.
1620,

the heiress

Trebartha

(Trebartha, in Northill, co. Cornwall, living
the heiress m. Spoore, of Misterton,
there temp. Edward I.
Az. on a bend wavy ar. three Cornish
CO. Somerset).
choughs' heads erased sa.
Trebet. Sa. three chev. erm.
Trebody (Castle, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a fess cotised az.
;

three fleur-de-lis or, on a chief gu. a demi lion ramp, of the
third.

Treby (Goodamoor,

and Plympton House, co. Devon). Sa. a
and erminois, in chief three
Crest
A demi
bezants, quartering Snellino and Hele.

lion

ramp.

ar. collared vaire az.

—

lion ar. collared as in the arms.

Trecarne
Glynn).

(Trecarne, co. Cornwall

Or, a bull pass. sa.

;

homed

the heiress m. Glynn, of
ar.

Trecarrell

or.

—

A griffin's
(co. Devon). Ar. three bends sa. Crest
head erased or, holding in the mouth an eft or lizard az.
Ar. a fess vert
(Mount Travers, co. Lancaster).

Travers

Travers

betw. three torteaux.
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. in chief
(Netby, co. York).
escallops, and in base a boar's head of the second.
Travers (co. Y'ork^ Ar. three bears pass, in pale sa.

Travers
two

Travers

Constantia et

;

(Rathmile,

Henrt Trant,

;

(Ireland

1025

;

arms conGnneU and

crest (,i'anlca

by

(Trecarrell, CO. Cornwall; the co-heiress iii.
Ar. three chevronels sa.
Treckingham. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three torteaux.
Trecothick (Lord Mayor of London, 1770). Or, a cher
bct«. three round buckles ea.

Harris).

Tredcroft (Horsham,
Tredcboft,
Crrsi

—A

qiucsco.

il.

cotk's

co. Sussex

;

descended from Robert

Ar. on a mount vert a cock ppr.
Molio Vi£lUiudo
head erased ppr.

155S).

—

;
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Tredeneck

Gu. on a bend or,
buck's head and

(Tredeneck, CO. Cornwall).
three bucks' heads cabossed sa. Crest
neck couped ppr.

—A

Tree.

Ar. a rose within

;

an

orle of estoiles gu.

Crest

—An

oik tree fructed ppr.

Trelfry

living

CO.

Cornwall
eleventh

Treffrt, of Treffry, temp.

John Treffrt,

;

in

Henry

Esq.,

from

descent
III.

Visit.

of

Roger

Cornwall,

ICOV S.». a chev. betw. three trees eradicated ar.
Trelfry (Fowey, co. Cornwall; William Treffry and
Matthew Treffrt, 6. 1566, first and second sons of John
Treffry, of Foye, by Emltn, his wife, dau. oi John
Tresithney. Visit. Cornwall, 1G20). Same Arms.
(Place, in Fowey descended from Thomas Treffrt,
of Treffry, great-great-grandson of Roger de Treffrt, of
Treffry, who m. the heiress of Boniface, of Place. The
senior line of this ancient house expired with John Treffrt,
Esq., of Place, in IG58; his sister m.TREFUsis; a younger
branch settled at Rooke, in the parish of St. Kcw, became
of
extinct at the decease of John Treffrt, Esq., son
Thomas Treffrt, cousin and heir of Joun Treffrt, Esq.,

Ti'efEry

;

who

of Place,

ToLLEB, Esq.,
Treffrt, and

left

of
left

William
Fowey, who assumed the surname of
a son and heir, Thomas Treffrt, Esq.,
his estates to

his sister's son,

two daus. his co-heirs, of whom the
elder, Susannah Anne, m. Joseph Austen, Esq., and was
mother of an only son, Joseph Thomas Austen, Esq., of
Place, High Sheriff of Cornwail in 183S, who assumed, by
•ign manual, 14 Feb. 1838, the surname of Treffrtj. Same
Arm.i.
Crest
A Cornish chough's head erased sa. in the
beak a sprig of laurel vert.

who

of Place,

left

—

Trefusis

(Trefusis, co. Cornwall

;

John Tbefcsis, Esq., of
from Aceus de

1620, fifteenth in descent

Trcfusis, living

Trefusis, tera;). King John. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Ar. a
chcv. betw. three spindles sa.
co. Cornwall; Nicholas Trefusis, Esq.,
of Landew, living 1620, great-grandson of Tho.mas Trefusis,
Esq., of Trefusis, by Melior, his wife, dau. and co-heir of
Tbestny. Visit. Cornwall, 16'20). Same Arms, a crssceiit for
diff.
Crest
A griffin sejant or, winged az. resting the deiter
claw on an escutcheon ar.
Trefusis (Hepburn - Stoabt - Fobbes - Teefusis, Baron
Clinton).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three
spindles sa., for Trefusis; 2nd, az. three boars' heads couped
ar, muzzled gu., for Forbes, of Pitsligo; .3rd, or, a bend gu.
surmounted by a fess chequy az. and ar. in chief a crescent
In the centre, Trefusis
of the third, for Stuart. Crests
A gryphon sejant, wings elevated or, resting its dexter claw
on an antique shield ar. dexter, Forbes: Issuant out of a
baron's coronet a dexter hand holding a scymitar all ppr.
sinister, Stuart: A dexter hand grasping a sword ppr.
Supporters Two greyhounds ar. collared and lined gu.
Mottoes Tout vient de Dieu
over the crest of Forbes
Nee timide nee tcmerc over that of Stuart Avant.
Treg^agrle (co. Cornwall). Ar. three bucks trippant or.
Treg'arick (co. Cornwall John Tregabick his dau. and
heir, Maud, to. Ralph Trenouth, temp. Henry IV. Visit.
Cornwall, 1620). Ar. two chcv. componce or and az.
Tregrarthen (co. Cornwall; Thomas Tregabthen, temp.
Henry VI. his dau. and coheir, Margabet, m. Sir John
Chamond, Knt., of Lancclls, same co. Visit. Cornwall,
Ar. a chcv. betw. three escallops sa.
1620).
Treg'arthian. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mermaids

Trefusis (Landew,

—

—

:

;

—

—

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

sn.

Tregarthick
lob.^ters'

(cos.

Cornwall

claws in sallire gu.

and Devon).
Ar.
two
the dexter surmounting the

sinister.
(co.

Cornwall).

Ar. a chcv. gu. betw. three

tjibots az.
(co.

two bars

conntsr-

—

of the last.

Treg'ian

(Tregian and Golden, co. Cornwall).

Erm. on a

chief sa. three jays or.

Treg'ian

(quartered by Woollcomb, of Plimpton St. Mary,
Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. an eagle
with two heads sa. a border of the last bezantee.
Treg-lownow, alias Treglothno'w (co. Cornwall;
quartered by Flamank on a monument in Bodmin Church,
1612).
Ar. a chev. betw. three saltires sa.
Treg-oddick (Tregoddick, co. Cornwall).
Ar. a cher.
betw. three square buckles, tongues fessways sa.
Treg'oes. Ar. three foxes courant in pale gu.
Treg'Old. Gu. three battle axes in fess ar. betw. as many
demi fleui's delis in chief, and as many mullets in base or.
Treg'Old. Gu. three battle axes ar. a demi fleur-de-lis
joined to each handle with inside or, betw. as many mullets
pierced of the last.
Tregronan. Ar. a fess betw. three crows sa.
Tregon-well (Tregonwell, co. Cornwall, and Milton Abbey,
CO. Dorset; represented by Tregonwell, of Anderson,
Ar. three pellets in fess cotised sa.
in the latter county).
betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. Crest
A Cornish chough
ppr. holding in the beak a chaplet erm. and sa.
Treg'on'well (Anderson, co. Dorset). Same Arms and Crest.
Motto Nosee teipsum.
Treg'ony, To'wn of (co. Cornwall).
A pomegranate
Crest
seeded, slipped, and leaved.
A Cornish chough's
head and neck erased sa. holding in the beak a chaplet
erm. and sa.
Tregoose, or Tregooze. Gu. two bars or, in chief a
lion pass, guard, of the last.
Tregos (Hylford, co. Cornwall). Az. two bars gemel or,
a lion pass, in chief of the last.
Tregos (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish

and

Pitton, co.

—

—

—

choughs ppr.

Treg-os

Cornwall). Ar. three foxes pass. gu.
Crest
k
Ar. a bend betw. six crescents sa.
crescent ensigned with a buckle or.
Crest
An arm in
Tregose.
Lozengy vair and gu.
Motto
armour embowed holding a scymitar all ppr.
(co.

—

Treg-os.

—

—

Ferro consulto.
Treg'osse (co. Cornwall). Or, three bars az. on a chief of
the last a lion pass, of the first.
Treg'osse. Sa. two swans in pale ar. that in base rrguard.

Treg'othlave
and unguled

(co.

Cornwall).

Ar. a bull pass. sa. armed

or.

Treg-othnan

(Tregothnan, co. Cornwall; John TbegothNAN, Esq., of Tregothnan, temp. Edward III.; his dau. and
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Ar.
heir. Joan, m. John Boscawen.
a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
across
Cornwall).
Ar.
Treg'our, or Tregrore (Nance, co.
sa.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a unicorn's head erm.
nianed and attired gold.
Tregoz (Baron Treyoz, in abeyance since 1300; John" Tregoz, grandson of Robert de Tbegoz, Sheriff co. Wilts 1191,
was summoned to Parliament 1299, left two daus. co-heirs
Clabice, m. Roger de la Wabee, andSvBYL, m. Sir William
Gu. two bars gemel or, in chief a lion
DE Grandison).

—

pass, of the last.

Tregoz
moned

(liaron Trerinz, of Goring, in abeyance
brother of John, first Baron Tregoz,
;

Tregoz,

to

Parliament 1305).

Henry de
was sum-

Same Arms.

Sussex, te^ip. Edward II. and III.,
Tregoze (Goring,
merged through D'Oyly, of Raunton, co. Stafford, in the
co.

Lewknor family, temp. Henry IV.). Same Arms.
Tregrilla (quartered by Tbelawny). Gu. a pelican

Tregyan

(co.

Cornwall).

Erm. on a chief

sa.

in her

three mart-

lets or.

Cambridge).

Ar. a chcv. betw. three crosses

crosulet fltchcc sa.

Tregrean

or,

piety or.

Tregrasa'We
Tregre

and

(Tregenna, co. Cornwall).
Or, a chev. az.
(sometimes gu.) betw. tiiree Moors' heads couped in profile
sa. banded about the temples of the second and ar.
Tregrent. Ar. six ants gu. Crest A trilon holding in th«
dexter hand a trident ppr.
Tregrhowe. Ar. a fret sa. two crosses crosslet in chief

displ.

1620,

(Treffry,

Trcffry,

SE

Treg"enna

settled there temp.
co. Cornwall
Eichard I., King John, and Henry III.; Sir Joseph Tredentwo
co-heirs,
Eliza, m. John
left
Tregonan,
of
Knt.,
ham,
IJicHOLS, Esq., of Davidstowe, and Maky, m. Kbancis ScoAr. seven lozenges in
BELL, Esq., of Menagwins, M.P.).
bend l:h.
Tredigrey (co. Cornwall). Ar. three bulls' heads sa.
Tredignie (quartered by Bevill, co. Corn wall). Or, achev.
sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.

Tredsnliain (Tredenham,

Per pale vert

Nanspian).
changed.

T

(Wolfedon, co. Cornwall). Erm. on a chief sa. three

Tregyan.

Ar. an eagle displ. sa. crowned or, holding in
the dexter claw a sword ppr. a border of the second
bezantee.
Ar. a dragon's head erased vert,
(co. Cornwall).
holding in the mouth a dexter hand apaumee couped at

Trehaim

martlets or.

Treg'eare 'Crowrn,

co. Cornwall; John Tbf.oeare, tcui;).
lUnry VIll., m. Amy, third dau and coheir of JoifN Owrt,
alias Tregonwall, same CO. Visit. Cornwall, 1G20).
Ar. a
feis sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Tregencler (TregcnUcr, co. Cornwall; llic heiress m,
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wrist gu.

Trehampton.

Ar. on a bend gu. three cinqucfoils pierced

or (.iiiolher, of the

Trchaxie

field).

(Trchanc,

co.

Coiawali,

the

toheii cases

m.

TBS
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ScAwisw, Kevdav and Vetiman).
charseil with as many martlets of

Ar. tlirce

linrs

sa.

each

tl\e field.

Trehawke

(Trehawke and Rosilian, co. Cornwall; the
Sa. three staves ragulee fessways
heiress in. Kelho).
Sa.
couped, on each a hawk perched ar. Another Coat
three hawks ar. belled or, each perched on a rest gold.
Treheron, or Traherne (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev.

—

gu. betw. three herons sa. a canton barry of six or and
charged with a lion ramp, of the third. Crest A demi
g^ifiBn erased ar. gorged with two bars az. holding betw. the
claws a fleur-de-lis also az.
Treh.ing'ton. Erm. (another, ar.) on a bend gu. three

—

az.

(Trejago,

Cornwall; Jons de Trejago was

co.

High Sherifif 17 Edward III., 1323, and many members of the
family represented the county and its boroughs in Parliament from 1306 to 1417. The heiress to. Mynobs, tem-p.
Edward IV.). Ancient Arms Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.

—

three torteaux, five bezants.
betw. three crosses crossletsa.

Trejagro (FentongoUan,

Modem Arms —Or,

a chev.

co.

Arvis.

Treise

(Levethan, co. Cornwall the heiress m. Mobshead).
Ar. three bars sa. betw. as many cinquefoils gu.
Ar. three bars ax. in chief as many cinquefoils per
;

Treise.

fess gii.

and

sa.

Trekinehain, or Trykingham.
chief three toiteaux,

a bend

Ar. two bars gn. in

sa.

Trelamer.

Ar. four ravens sa. membered gu. two and
two, respecting each other.
Trelawny (Trelawny, co. Cornwall, now SALtJSBtrBTTrelawnt, Bart. John Trelawny, Esq., of Trelawny, temp.
James I., son and heir of Sir Jonathan Tbelawnt, Knt.,
of Trelawny, who was fifth in descent from Sir John TbeLAWHT, Knt., of Trelawny, temp. Henry V., Visit. Cornwall,
1620, had two sons: I. John, ancestor of Tbelawnt, of
Trelawny; II. another John, ancestor of Trelawny, of
Tudiford and Plymouth, co. Devon.
John Tbelawnt,
Esq., of Trelawny, was created a hart. 1628
the eighth
bart. assumed the additional name of Saldsbdbt).
Ar.
a chev. sa. Another Coat Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
oak leaves vert, the oak leaves being what was called an
;

;

—

honourable augmentation for Sir John Trelawny's services
ciuring the wars in France under Henry V.
Crest
A wolf
pass. ppr.
Mottoes
Sermoni consona facta and, Virtus
patrimonio nobilior.
Trelawny (Tudiford and Plymouth, co. Devon; Robert
Tbelawnt, Esq., of Plymouth, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of
Walter Trelawny, Esq., of Tudiford, and grandson of
John Trelawny, Esq., of St. Germans, who was second son
of Sir John Tbelawnt, Knt., of Trelawny, tfinp. Henry V.).
Same Arms, a crescent for diff.
Trelawny (Coldrinick, co. Cornwall; descended from
Edward Trelawny, only brother of Sir John Trelawny,
first bart. of Trelawny.
Charles Trelawny, of Coldrinick,
dying issueless, bequeathed the estate successively to his
kinsmen, Henbt St. George, Esq., of Eichmond, Daniel
Cbabb, Esq., and Edward Stephens, Esq. each inherited
in turn, and each assiimed the surname and arms the two
former died issueles.s). Ar.achev.sa. Crest A wolf pass. ppr.
Trelawny (Shotwick, co. Chester). Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
three oak leaves slipped ppr.
Crest
A wolf pass. ppr.
Motto Sermoni consona facta.
Trelawny (Ham, co. Devon the last heir, Samdel PollexFEN Tbelawny, Esq., of Ham, d. in 1771
his heiress m.

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

Geobge Collins,

Trelawny

Esq.).

Same Arms.

(Collins-Teelawny).

Tbelawny,
griffin

ppr.

;

Quarterly,

and

1st

4th,

ar. a chev. sa.
2nd and 3rd, Collins, vert a
segreant or. Crests
1st, Tbelawny: A wolf pass,
2nd, Collins A camel's head erased ppr.
Motto
;

—

—

:

Sermoni consona

Trelodives

facta.

(Trelodives, Burian, CO. Cornwall).

Ar. three

bulls in fess jinked together sa.

Trelosk

Arms.

Tremayle

(Thomas Tbematle, Justice of King's Bench,
Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three brogues of mail ppr.
or, quartering Tbivett and Farewat.
Tremayll. Ar. a fess betw. three legs couped at the ankle
gu. fretty of the first, the toes to the sinister side.
(Collacomb, co. Devon, formerly of Tremayne,
in same co., temp. Edward III. Arthur Tremayne, aged 70
at Visit. Devon, 1620, son of Degobie Tremayne, and grandson of Thomas Tremayne, living 4 Edward VI., A. D 1502, who
was great grandson of Thomas Tremayne, te„rp. Edward IV.).
Gu. three dexter arms conjoined at the shoulders and flexed in
triangle or, fists clenched ar., quartering Trencuard and
Gattiscombe. Creit Two arms embowed vested or, holding
betw. the hands a head ppr. on the head a hat sa.
(Heligan, co. Cornwall, and Sydenham, co.
Devon descended from Tremayne, of Collacomb. Edmund
Tbemaynti, Esq., of Collacomb, n. Ababella, only dau. and
heiress of Sir Edwabd Wise, K.B., of Sydenham, co. Devon;
his great-grandson, Arthtjb Tremayne, Esq., of Sydenham,
d. s. p., 1808, vihen the representation and estates of the
family devolved upon the descendant of Lewis Tremayne,
Esq., of Heligan, the Kev. Henry Hawkins Tremayne, son
of John Tremayne). Sa.me Arms Sinti Crest. Motlo— Honor
et honestas.
14SS).

a crescent

(Wimlerton, co. Devon).

Tremayne
;

Tremayne (Carclew,

co. Cornwall).

Same

Ariris, Crest,

Motto.

and

—

Trem.ayne.

Gu. three escutcheons erm.
Crest
Aa
escutcheon erm. betw. two branches of myrtle disposed in

orle ppr.

Tremayne

Cornwall and Devon).

(cos.

betw. three escallops sa. (another coat, the

Ar. a chev. az.
field or, escallops

az).

Tremayne. Or, a saltire engr. sa.
Trembethowe. Az. three bucks' heads cabossed ar.
Trembleth (Trembleth, St. Ervan, co. Cornwall the heiress
;

m. Ardndel).

Ar. a wolf pass. ppr.

Tremenet (co. Devon). Ar. three piles wavy az.
Tremenet (Hennock, co. Devon). Sa. a chev. betw.

three

mullets of six points or.

Tremenheere

(Tremenheere, co. Cornwall).

—

Sa. three

Crest
columns palewise ar.
A Saracen's head in
Motto Thryscryssough ne Deu a nef.
Tremenheere (Penzance, co. Cornwall). Same Arms.
Crest
A demi man naked in profile wreathed about the
temples all ppr. Motto Nil desperandum.

doric

—

profile ppr.

—

—

Tremere
TO.

(Tremere, in Lanivet, co. Cornwall the heiress
St. Aubyn). Ar. three reaphooks, bows conjoined in fess
;

sa.

Trembethon

(co.

Cornwall; quartered by Mohun).

Az.

three bulls' heads affront^e or.
Tremorgan. Per pale az. and sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Tremynell, or Treminell. Ar. a cross engr. gu.
bend az. Crest An eagle rising ppr.

—

Trenance

(Trenance and Lanhidrock, co. Comw.all;
co-heiresses m. Elfobd, Buckingham, and Randolph).
a fess betw. three swords erect ar. Crest On a chapcau
turned up erm. a imicom's head ar. mancd, armed,

—

s

the
Sa.

gu.

and

ducally crowned or.
(LastiUon and Bodmin, co. Cornwall; Litleton
Tbenance, of Bodmin, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, grandson of

Trenance

John Trenance,

of Lastilion).
Sa. a fess betw. three
swords erect ar.
(Earl of Clancarty). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
lion pass. gu. betw. three fleurs-de-hs az. on a chief of the
third the sun in splendour or 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chief indented sa. Over all an escutcheon or, ensigned with a coronet
of a Marquess of the Netherlands, and charged with a wheel
1st An arm in armour embowed
of six spokes gu. Crests
holding a cutlass all ppr. 2nd : A lion ramp, or, imperially
crowned, holding in his dexter paw a sword ar. pommel
and hilt gold, in the sinister a sheaf of arrows also gold;
3rd: A stag's head cabossed ar. attired or, betw. the attires
Supporters Dexter, a lion gu. semeea crucifix ppr.
de-lis or; sinister, a stag guard, ppr. holding a banner per
chief dancettee sa. and ar., being the arms of Le Poeb,
betw. the antlere sa. a crucifix ppr. Mottoes Consilio et
prudentia; also, for Trench, Dicu pour la Tranche, qui

Trench

;

—

:

;

Per pale

az.

and gu.

fretty or.

Trelow, or Tmelove.

Ar. on a chev. sa. three quutrefoils or, in the dexter chief an escallop gu.
Trelowarren (Trelowarren, co. Cornwall the heiress m.
Beville). Ar. a lion pass. gu. in chief two bendlets enhanced
betw. three fleurs-de-lis of the second.
Trelyseke. Per pale gu. and az. two unicorns pa«. ar.
Treznargan. Per pale az. and sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Tremayle (co. Devon). Ar. a fess gu. betw. three brogues
of the second.
;
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quartered by Halswell, of Wells, co. Somerset.
Mabgest,
dau. and co-heir of John Tbematle, m. Nicholas Halsweix,
temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Visit. Somerset, 1623).
SarM

—

Cornwall ; a branch of Trejago,
of Trejago, seated at FentongoUan, temp. Edward VI., in
the 18th of which reign John de Tbejago, Esq., of FentongoUan, was Sheriff of Cornwall ; the heiress m. Trenowth).

Same

(Sand, co. Devon; quartered by Hotshs, of
Sand).
Ar. a fess betw. three trammels or fetters go.
Tremayle (Sidbury, co. Devon, and Canning, co. Somerset;

Tremayne

cinquefoils or.

Trejagro

TBE

Tremayle

—

—

conire

?

Trench

(Baron AoUlown). Ar. a lion pass. gu. betw. three
on a chief of the last the sun in splendour or,

fleurs-de-lis az.

;

T

—

temp. Henry II. Visit. Cornwall, 1620.
The elder line terminated, in 1497, in co-heiresses, to. to Carminow, St.
Adbtn, Batnward, Stradling, and Godolpuin). Ar. on a
fess sa. three chevronels palewise, points to the dexter

armonr embowcd, the hand grasping
A doxter arm
Crest
a cutlass all ppr. Supporters— Dexter, a lion gu. ducally
cro\vned and semee-de-lis or sinister, a stag ppr. armed
and hoofed, ducally gorged and lined or. Motto Virtutis
;

—

ar.

fortuna comes.
Trench (Cangort Park, King's cc). Ar. a lion pass. gu.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis az. on a chief of the last the sun in
splendour or. Crest An arm in armour emhowed holding
a cutlass all ppr. Motto Virtutis fortuna comes.
Trencll (Cooke-Trench, Millicent, co. Kildare; exemplified
to Thomas Frederick Cooke, Esq., of Millicent, on his
assuming, by royal licence, 1858, the additional surname
and arms of Trench). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a lion
pass. gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, two in chief and one in
base az. on a chief of the third the sun in splendour or, for
Trench; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a fess betw. three wolves'
beads erased ar. a fleur-de-lis of the first, enclosed by two
1st, Trench: An armed
crescents gu., for Cooke,
Crests
arm embowed holding a cutlass all ppr. ; 2nrt, Cooke A
demi wolf ar. holding in his paws a fleur-de-lis. Motto
Virtutis fortuna comes.
Trencll. Paly of six ar. and sa. a bend or.
Trenchard (Trenchard; William Trenchard, Esq., of
Trenchard, iemj}- Edward I. his dau. and co-heir, Alice,
m. WiLLLAM Le Motne, ancestor of the Buhe of Albemarle
and Viscount Monek. Visit. Devon, 1620). Per pale ar.

—

Trenowth

descended from William
of John Trenowth, of Treand heir, Stephen, left a son
and heir, John Trenowth, of Talland, temp. Henry
VIII., who had two daus. his co-heirs, viz., I. Elizabeth,
II. Katberine, m. John Sprye,
TO. Thomas Spkte, Esq.

nowth, who

—

:

Same ^rms.

Dorset).

Crest

hilt

and pommel

or.

—A

arm

cubit

Per pale ar. and giu two swords in saltire ppr.
downwards betw. three roses counterchanged. Crest
demi eagle, wings expanded or, in the beak a laurel
branch ppr.
Trent. Ar. three delves sa. on each a mullet of the field.
Crest
A crescent erm. Motto Augeo.
Trentane (co. Lincoln). Ar. a bend gu.

—

—

Crest

Ar. three griffins'
heads erased sa. beaked gu. Crest A griffin's head erased
sa. beaked gu.
Trentham. Ar. a bend sa.
Trenwith (co. Cornwall). Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three

a

fleur-de-lis

or,

for

Pickard.

holding a

Crests

— 1st,

:

with an erm. spot, and gorged with a collar gemel sa.
supporting with the dexter forepaw an escocheon gu. charged
with a fleur-de-lis within a border or.
Trenchard (Dillon-Trenchard granted to Henry L.
Dillon, Esq., Lord of the Manor of Lytchett-Maltravers,
CO. Dorset, upon his assuming, by royal licence, the surname
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale
of Trenchard, 1846).
;

az. in the first three palets sa., for

Trenchard

;

2nd

3rd, ar. a lion ramp. gu. debruised with a bar az.
betw. three crescents with an estoile of six points of the second
1st, Trenchard
issuant from each, for Dillon.
Crests
A dexter arm embowed, vested az. cuffed or, holding in the
band a trenching knife; 2nd, Dillon: On a chapeau gu.
Motto Nosce
turned up. erm. a hawk rising ppr.
teipsum.
Trenchard (Collacomb, co. Devon). Or, a chev. betw.
three escallops az.
Trendell (The Abbey House. Abingdon, co. Berks). Az.
on a mount ppr. a stag trippant ar. on a chief engr. of the
last a bugle sa. garnished or, stringed gu. betw. two crosses
pattee of the last. Crest A stag ar. attired and hoofed or,
charged on the body with three crosses pattee gu. and resting the dexter foot upon a bugle sa. garnished gold. Motto

and

—

:

—

—

—Crucem

vide et festina.
Trenereck. Ar. a chev. surmounted by a cross pattee sa.
Trenerth (Trencith and Constentin, co. Cornwall; James

Trenertb, Esq., of Constentin, temp. James I., great-grandson of GERANd Trenerth, Esq., of Trenerth. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Ar. a chev. betw. three horses' beads sa.

Trenethin.
Treng'hans
and

heir,

Lancclls,

Ar. a raven sa. membercd gu.
(co. Cornwall; Thomas Trenghans;

Elizabeth,

same

his dau.

m. Alexander Chamond, Esq., of
Henry VI. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).

co., lein/i.

Az. a chev. betw. three dolphins ar.
(Trengoff, to. Cornwall, extinct ubout the year
1780).
Ar. a tro.ss humettee sa.
Trengove (cos. Cornwall and Hants). Ar. a cross humettco
sa.

Trengrove
E.sq.,

Ar. a cross sa. a label gu.
(Nance, co. Cornwall
Henrt
;

of Nance, Visit. Coinwall,

Alexander Trenorove,

of

same

1020,

Trencbove,

great-grandson

place, temp.

Henry

of

Vll.).

Ar. a cro.15 humcttcc sa.

Trenothen (co. Coi nwall). Ar.
Treaowth, or Trenowith

—

talbot reguard. as in the arms.

Tresaris

Cornwall the heiress m. Bevill). Ar. a man's
head couped ppr. a fillet round the forehead or.
Tresaster (quartered by Vivian, of Bodmin). Ar. a chev.
sa. betw. three Moors' heads ppr.
Tresavell (co. Cornwall). Ar. a boar's head erased sa. betv.
three mullets gu.
Tresawell (Tresavell, co. Cornwall ; the heiress m. Polwhele).
Az. on a bend cotised or, three mullets of the
(co.

;

field.

Tresell.

Sa. five cinquefoils ar.

Tresham

(Rushton, co. Northampton, bart., extinct 1651 ;
descended from Sir William Tresham, Knt., AttorneyGeneral to Henry V.; Sir Lewis Tresham was created a
bart. 1611; his son, the second bart., d. s. p.).
Per saltire
sa. and or, in chief three trefoils slipped, two and one, and
in base as many, one and two, of the second.
Tresham (to. Buckingham). Per saltire ar. and sa. in
chief three trefoils slipped vert, two and one, in base
one and two of the last. Crest A boar's head erased at
the neck sa. ducally gorged or, in the mouth a trefoil slipped

—

vert.

Tresham

Northampton).

(co.

betw. two flaunches ar.

head

Crest

Sa. six trefoils slipped or,

— On

a bezant

or,

a

talbot's

az.

Tresham (co.

Nottingham).

Ar. eight (another, ten) trefoils

slipped vert betw. two flaunches sa.

Tresham.
vert, betw.

gorged

or,

Ar. six trefoils slipped, two, one, two, and one,
two flaunches sa. Crest — A boar's head ducally
holding a trefoil slipped vert in the mouth fess-

ways.

Treshure.

Gu. three boars' heads couped ar.
(Tresihan in Newlyn, co. Cornwall; the heiress,
ttmp. Edward IV., m. Carne, of co. Glamorgan, who took
the name of Tresilian, and was ancestor of tnc 'i'resiuans,
of Wcndron, Burian, and St. Leven). Gu. a pelican in her
nest, wings displ. and feeding her young or.
Tresilian (Tresilian, co. Cornwall). Erm. a fess gu. betw.
three cinquefoils.
Tresilian (co. Cornwall; Thomas Tresilian, temp. Queen
Elizabeth, vi. Alice, dau. of John Cholvill. Visit. Devon,
162(1).
Az. a chev. or, betw. three goals pass. ar.
Tresilian (Sir Robert Tresilian, Chief Justice of England,
temp. Kithard II., was put to death in that unfortunate
monarch's reign; his heir to. John Hawley, Esq., of
Dartmouth,

a Cornish chough ppr.
(Tienownii and Fenton-

gollan, to. Ciirnwall, descended from
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(co. Cornwall).
Ar. three chev. sa., being arms of
Lansladrom, by adoption.
Barry of eight ar. and sa.
Tresaher (Trevethen and Budock, co. Cornwall; Thomas
Tresaher, Esq., of Trevethen, temp. James I., son of Michael
Tresaher, Esq., of Budock, and grandson of James Tresaher, temp. Henry VIII., by Alice, his wife, dau. and heir
of Thomas Petit. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Az. a chev. betw.
three talbots couchant reguard. ar., quartering, Ar. a lion
ramp. gu. a crescent for diff., for Petit. Crest A demi

Tresilian

Trengoff

Trengrove.

Newlyn, co. Cornwall; the heiress m.

Sa. three chev. ar.

Trerice

:

and

(Trerice,

Arundel).

Trenchard A dexter arm embowed, vested az. cuff or, the
hand grasping a trenching knife in bend sinister ppr.
2nd, Pickard A lion sejant ar. charged on the shoulder

ar.

Stafford).

roses of the field.

co.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
3rd, gyronny of eight az. and ar. a border erm. on a

gu.

co.

—

House, Weymouth, co. Dorset).
same Arms, for Trenchard; 2nd

and

canton

(Rocester,

Treryge.

last,

battle-axe ppr.
Trenchard (Greenhill

—

Trentham

Same Arms, quartering

Wilts).

co.

—

A

erect, vested az.

— Same as the
the hand
Motto — Nosce teipsum.

AsHFORDBT.

Visit. Cornwall, 16i0).

hilts

Motto — Nosce teipsum.

Trenchard (Stanton,

Thomas Sprye.

Trent.

hand ppr. a sword of the second,

cuffed ar. holding in the

;

his son

;

Trerice

and Lychet Maltravers,

;

Same Arms.

az. in the first three palets sa.

(Hordhill, Wolveton,

d. 1497

Esq., brother of said

;

and

(Talland, co. Cornwall

Trenowth, younger brother

—

Trenchard

TUB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

BE
in

John de Trknowith,

E.'iq.,

Devon, whose heir m. John Coplestone,
same to.). Same Armi.
co. Cornwall; the coheiress m,
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses £u.
co.

of Coplestunc,

Tresithney
Tkeffrt).

(I'cnryn,

:

TBE

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

TBE

•Presley. At. three bends or.
Tresse, alias Tracy (Ncwington, Mailing, and Hoo, co.
Kent). Ar. two bendlets bttw. nine escallops gu. Crest—
An eagle's head couped erai. ducally crowned and beaked or,

Trevayle (co. Cornwall). Qu. a fleur-de-lis ar,
Trevaze (Trevaze, co. Cornwall; the heiress m. DeFoGHitt,,

betw. two wings erect ermines.
Trest (Culworth, co. Northampton).
betw. nine estoiles in orle or.

death of Sir John Fowell, third bart., of Fowellscombe,
1692, when the estates of that branch of Fowell were divided
between his sisters and co-heirs). Az. a sallire ar.
Trevelyan (Nettlecombe, co. Somerset, and Wallington,
CO. Northumberland, bart.). Gu. a demi horse ar. hoofed and
maned or, issuing out of water in base ppr. though it
appears by old seals that the arms were once a lion ramp.
holding a baton. According to tradition, the present bearing is a memorial of one of the family having swam on
horseback from the rocks called Seven Stones to the Land's
End, CO. Cornwall, at the time of an inundation, which is
said to have overwhelmed a great tract of land, and to have
severed those rocks from co. Cornwall. Crest Two arms
counter-embowed ppr. habited az. holding in the hands a
bezant. Supporters Two dolphins ppr.
^Jolto~Tyma
tryeth troth.
Trevelyan (Grosvenor Crescent, London, bart.). Same
'Arms, with due diff. Crest Two arms counter-embowed
ppr. habited az. holding in the hands a bezant. Motto—

Tresteane

Az. an

escutcheon

(Veryan and Kuan, Lanihorne, co. Cornwall).
ar. on a chief vert as many lapwings

Az. three stone pillars
ppr.

;

Treswallen

and

(ITillingdon, co. Middlesex,

St.

Creeds, co.

Thomas Teeswallen, of HiUingdon, gent.,
temp. Charles II., son of John Treswallen, of St. Creeds,
and grandson of Nicholas Treswallen, of same place.

Cornwall

;

1663
granted by Harvey. Clarenceux,
Ar. a boar's head erased sa. a border gu.
Treswell (co. Cornwall). Ar. a boar's head erased in fess
8a. betw. three mullets gu.
Visit. Middlesex,

;

165s).

Treswell
two

(co. Hertford).

Ar. three pellets in bend betw.

cotises 63.

Tres-well

(King's Langton and St. Albans, co. Hertford;

London, 1563
descended from Ricbabd Tbeswell,
alias Baeeb, Esq., of St. Albans, temp. Edward IV.). Ar.
three mullets pierced in bend gu. betw. two bendlets sa.
Visit.

;

TreS'Well (Robert Treswell, Somerset

Herald, temp. Queen
Rodolphus Treswell, and grandson of
Robert Treswell, the second son of Richard Treswell,
alias Baker, Esq., of St. Albans, temp. Edward IV.
Visit.
London, 1563). Same Arms.
Elizabeth, son of

Treswell

Fun, Ent.

extinct 1670;

(bart.,

TJlster's OGBce,

Colonel Sir Daniel Treswell, Bart., so created 1665).
Ar. three mullets in bend gu. betw. two bendlets of the
last.

Trethake

(Trethake, co. Cornwall). Sa. a goat salient ar.
(co. Cornwall). Az. on a bend gu. three bucks'

Tretheriffe
heads

or.

Tretheriflfe, or Trediriffe
head ar.

Cornwall). Az. a buck's

(co.

(Egloshayle, co. Cornwal'.).
Chcquy ar. and
gu. on a bend of the first three horseshoes sa.
Trethe'wy (Brannel, co. Cornwall). Vert a chev. betw.
three goats salient ar.

Trethe'wy

(co.

Cornwall).

Or,

a chev. sa. betw. three

trefoils az.

Trethicke. Sa. a goat salient ar.
Trethurff (Trethurff, CO. Cornwall,

extinct te^np. Queenone of the co-heiresses m. first, Courtenat, of
Landrake; and, secondly, Bdller the other m. Vivtan).
Az. a buck's head cabossed ar. attired or.
Treto'wre. Ar. three stumps of trees couped and eradicated

Elizabeth;

;

sa.

Treunwith

(Treunwith

and

St.

Earth,

co.

Cornwall;

Richard Treunwith, Esq., of St. Earth, temp. James I.,
son and heir of Thomas Treunwith, Esq., of Treunwith,
who was fourth in descent from Henry Treunwith, Esq.,
of Treunwith, temp. Henry VI. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Ar.
on -bendcotised sa. three cinquefoils of the field.
Trevage (co. Cornwall; the dau. and heir of the family to.
Thomas Fowell, of Fowellscomb, temp. Edward III.). Per
bend sinister az. and ar. a bend counterchanged.

Trevail (co.
Trevalder.

Ar. a fleur-de-lis sa.
Ar. three bends engr. sa.

Cornwall).

Trevane. Ar. a cross patonce gu.
Trevanion (Caerhayes, co. Cornwall
John

IV., a.d. 1482, sixth in descent from Sir
Trevanion, Knt., temp. Edward 1., had two sons

William, ancestor of Charles Trevanion, Esq., of
Caerhayes, Visit. Cornwall, 1620; II. John, ancestor of
Trevanion, of Trevalstei). Ar. on a fess az. bcfw. two
I. Sir

—A

chevronels gu. three escallops or. Crest
gu. and ar.
Trevanion (Trevalster, co. Cornwall;

stug quarterly

descended from
John Trevanion, second son of John Trevanion, temp.
Edward IV. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Same .tlnns, a crescent
diff.

Tre'Vanion (Trelugan,
Hugh Trevanion, Knt.,

co. Cornwall; descended from Sir
a branch of Trevanion, of CarryCornwall, 1620). Same Arms.
Tre'Vanion (Tregarthen, co. Cornwall a branch of Trevanion, of Caerhayes, represented by the CoEYTONi, of

hayes.

Visit.

;

Pentillie).

Same Arms.

Trevanion

(Tregadder, co. Cornwall; a branch of Trevanion, of Caerhayes, represented by Gbylls, of Helston).

Same Arms.

Trevarthian

(Trevarlhian, co. Coinwall; the heircsB -,n.
Ar. a boax' pass. ga. arm«d or, betw. three
mullets of the second.

Reskvkeb).
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—

Tyme

tryeth troth.

Trevelyan

Cornwall; John Tbeveltan, Esq.,

(Basill, co.

Humphrey
John TreHenry VII.,

of BasiU, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, great-grandson of
Tbeveltan, of same place, the second son of

velyan, of Nettlecombe, co. Somerset, living 9

Same Arms.

A.D. 1491).

Trevelyan

(Netherwitton, co. Northumberland a branch
Teevelyan, of Nettlecombe, representing the old family
of Thobnton, of Witton Castle, and quartering its arms).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, same Arms, for Teevelyan; 2nd
and 3rd, sa. a chev. ar. a chief indented of the second,
for Thobnton.
Crest
A bezant held up betw. two hands,
a dexter and a sinister ppr. maunched az. Second Crest
A tower encircled by a wall, for Thornton. Motto Time
;

of

—

—

—

Tre'velyan (Tamscomb,

co. Devon; Anthony Tbeveltan,
Yamscomb, temp. James I., sixth in descent from
John Teevelyan, temp. Henry VI. Visit. Devon, 1620.).
Gu. a demi horse salient ar. issuing out of water in base
ppr., quartering, 1st, Whalesburt;
2nd, Bowes; 3rd,
Raleioh; 4th, Cockwobtht; 5th, Champebnowne; 6th,
Hamlet; 7th, Talbot, of co. Devon; 8th, Valletoet;
9th, Cornwall.
Crest
Two arms embowed, vested az.

Esq., of

—

the hands ppr. holding up a bezant.

Trevener
VIII.

;

(co.

his dau.

Richard Teeveneb, temp. Henry
and co-heir m. Richabd Cuamond, Esq., of

Cornwall

;

same co. 'Visit. Cornwall, 1620;.
betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.

Ar. a chev. sa.

Lancells,

Trevennard. Ar. a chev. betw. three
Trcvenor (Appledore, co. Cornwall).

raguly gu.
Ar. a chev. gu.

staffs

betw. three sea-pies ppr.

Tre'venour. Vert a chev. «r. betw. three escallops or.
Trevenotithe. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three birds volant
sa.

beaked and legged of the second.

Treverbyn

(Treveroyn, in St. Austell, co. Cornwall

;

the

Courtenat and Trevanion. Visit. Devon,
Per pale ar. and gu. three towers triple-towered
counterchanged.
Trevery (CO. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. three bendlets
co-heiresses m.
1620).

sa.

John Trevanion,

;

Edward

living 22

—

—

trieth troth.

Tretlievey

for

of Foghill (afterwards Fowell, of Fowellscorabe) co. Devon;
in which family the manor of Trevaze continued until the

Trevery.
Treves.

Ar. three bars gemel sa.
Ar. three boars' heads couped az.
griffin brandishing a sword ppr.

Trevet, or Trevett.

Ar. a trevet ea.

Crest
Crest

—A

—A

denii
castle

masoned sa.
(co. Somerset; quartered hy Lord Portman.
Joim
Trevett, temp. Edward I., was father of Sir William
Trevett, Knt., whose son. Sir Thomas Trevett, Knt., was
father of Thomas Trevett, Esq., whose dau. and co-heir m.
William Orchard, temp. Edward IV.; Christian, dau. and
heir of William Orchard, temp. Edward IV., m. Walter
Portman, who d. 1474. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Ar. three
ar.

Trevett

trevets sa.

Treveyston.

Az. a bend gobony or and

sa.

betw. six

escallops ar.

Trevie

(Trevi, near Camelford,

co. Cornwall).

boars pass. sa. muzzled or.
Ar. seven martlets, three,

Trevilian.

three,

Ar. three

and one

sa.

Trevilla

(co. Cornwall).

Ar. a chev. betw.

three towers

triple- towered ea.
Tre'ville. Or, a cross cngr. sa. a bend az.
Treviodos. Ar. auhev. betw. three lions' gaiubs erased and

ereck sa.

A

A

;

;

THE
Trevls

(liondon

Church).

Trevisa

;

in

Wolverhampton

Ar. a saltiie betw. four butterflies sa.
(Crakadon, co. Cornwall John Trevisa, Esq.,
;

Crakadon, temp. James
Visit.

place.

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

arms on a monument

I.,

Trevison, Trevysen,
gobony or and

Trevithern.

of

son of Petee Trevisa, of same
Gu. a garb or.
or Treveson. Az. a bend

Cornwall, 1620).

betw. six escallops ar.
Vert a grlfBn segreant belw. three fleurs-de-

sa.

lis or.

Trevlthick
Ar. a unicorn

Trevemeder, St. Ev.il, co. Cornwall).
Crest— X unicorn's head couped

(Great

ppr.

r.inip.

ppr.

Trevor

(Todor Trevor, Lord of Hereford, Whittington, and
Founder of the Tribe of the Marches; this celebrated cliieftain, called Trevor from the place of his birth,
was son of Ynyr ap Cadforch, Lord of Both Maelors,
Oswestry, and Wliittington, in Powys, one of the Barons of
that kingdom, by Rheingar, his wife, dau. and sole heir of
Lluddoca ap Caradoc Vreichfras, Lord of Hereford, in
South Wales). Per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion
ramp. or.
Trevor (Brynkynalt, co. Denbigh John ap Daniel, of
ancient Welsh descent, temp. Henry VI., acquired the estate
I. Robert,
his sucof Brynkynalt, and had five sons
cessor, whose descendant. Sir John Trevor, Knt., of
Brynkynalt, Speaker of the House of Commons, left an
only dau. and heir, Ann Trevor, m. Michael Hill, Esq.,
of Hillsborough, and was mother of Viscount Hillsborough
and Ciscount Dungannon : II. Edward, presumed ancestor of
Col. Mark Trevor, created Viscount Dungannon 1CG2; III.
Richard, ancestor of Trevor, of Trevallyn, and TrevorFun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Hampden, Baron Trevor, Ac.
Per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp. or.
1633).
Trevor (Viscount Dungannon, extinct 1706; Col. Mark
Trevor, who was so fortunate as to wound Ohver Crcmwell
at Marston Moor, claimed descent from Edward Trevor,
second son of John ap David Trevor, of Brynkynalt; he
•was created, 1662, Viscount Dtmgannon, his eldest dau.
Hon. Mart Trevor, vi. as second wife, William Hill, Esq.,
of Hillsborough, and had a son, Marccs Hill, Esq., of
Holt Korest, co. Hants, who d.s.p. 1751, and bequeathed
his estates to Lord Hillsborough). Same .Arms. Crest
wyvem, wings elevated and tail nowed sa. ducally gorged or.
Supporters Dexter, a lion ermines; sinister, a wolf erm.;
both armed and langued gu.
Trevor (Trevallyn, co. Denbigh descended from Richard
Trevor, third son of John ap David Trevor, of Brynkynalt
Sir Ricuard Trevor was knighted by Sir William Russell,
Lord Deputy of Ireland, 8 May, 1597). Same Arms. Crest
A cockatrice, wings expanded and tail nowed sa. beaked,
wattled, and combed ar.
Trevor-Hampden {Baron Trevor and Viscount Hampden,
extinct 1824; Sir Thomas Trevor, brother of John Trevor,
Esq., of Trevallyn, co. Denbigh, was appointed Lord Chief
Justice of the Common Pleas on the accession of Queen
Anne, and was created Baron Trevor 1711; the fourth
baron having succeeded to the estates of Great Hampden
under the will of John Hampden, Lord of Great Hampden,
he assumed the additional name and arms of Hampden, and

Both

Maelor.s,

;

:

;

—

—

;

was

created,

Hampden;

Viscount

the third viscount
d.s.p.) Quarterly, Island 4th, ar. a saltire gu. betw. four
displ.
az.,
for
Hampden;
2nd
eagles
and 3rd, per bend
sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or, for Trevor.
1770,

—

1st, Hampden: A talbot pass. erm. gorged with a
Crests
plain collar and chained gu. 2nd, Trevor: On a chapeau
gu. turned up erm. a wyvern rising sa. Supporters— I'^n'o
wyverns reguard. sa. Motto Vestigia nulla retrorsum.
Trevor (Hill-Trevor, Viscount Dungannon, extinct 1862;
Arthi'R Hill, .second son of Michael Hill. Esq., of Hillsborough, by Anne his wife, only dau. of Sir John Trevor,
Knt., of Brynkynalt, Speaker of the House of Commons,
to the Trevor estates, and assumed the additional surname
of Trevor; he w;is created Viscount Dungannon 1705; the
third viscount d. s.p., when the estates devolved on his
kinsman. Lord Arthur Edwin Hill, who assumed the
name of Trevor). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per bend sinister
;

—

.';.

erm. and ermines a

lion

ramp,

or,

for

Trevor; 2nd and

3rd, sa. on u fuss ar. betw. three leopards pass, guard, or,
Bpottci'i of the field, as many escallops gu., for Hill.
Crest

—

A wyvern sa.
or.

Supporters

— Two lions ermines, ducally gorged

Motto— Cl\iU\ verum atque dccens.

Trevor

(IIill-Tbkvor, Brynkynalt, co. Denbigh; exemplified

to Lord Arthur Edwin Hill, M.P. co. Down, second surviving son of Arthur Blundell Sandys Trumbull, third

Ziorqueta of Down.hire, K.P., on his assuminf,, by royal
the aJditionnI surname of Trevor). Quarterly, Isi
and 4tli, per bcnti siaitter erm. and eniiinM a lion ramp, or,

licence,
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for

Trevor

T

2nd and

BE

on a

fess ar. betw. three
leopnrds pass, guard, or, spotted of the field, as many escallops gu., for Hill.
Crest
1st, Trevor: A wyvern sa.
2nd, Hill A reindeer's head couped gu. attired and collared
;

3rd,

sa.

—

:

or.

Trevor (Enfield,

co. Middlesex, hart., extinct 1670; Sir

Thomas

Trevor, Knt., fifth son of John Trevor, Esq., of Trevallin,
CO. Denbigh, was appointed Lord Cliief Baron of the Exchequer in England, and d. 1656, leaving an only son, Sir
Thomas, Bart., of Enfield, so created 1641, d. s.p.). Per
bend sinister erm. and ermines aUon ramp. or.
Trevor (co. Norfolk). Same Arms and Crest, a mtUlet gu,
for

diff.

Trevor

(Ross Trevor, or Rosstrevor, co.

Down

;

Sir

Edward

Trevor, Knt., a Privy Councillor; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office
of his wife, Rose Usher, dau. of Henry, Archbishop of
Armagh, d. 31 Oct. 1023).
Per bend sinister erm. and
ermines a lion ramp. or.
Trevor (Captain James Trevor; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office
of his dau. Mary, wife, first, of Henry Brane, of Trim,
second, of William Nugent, of New Haggard, and third, of
Christopher Barnewall, of Kilbrew, all in co. Meath, d.
30 June, 1622). Same Arms, the lion charged on the
shoulder with a crescent for

diff.

Trevor

(Baron Dacre; Hon. Thomas Crosbie Wiluam
Brand assumed the surname and arms of Trevor ISoI, and

s.

twenty-second Baron

as

Dacre,

1853).

See

Brand,

Baron Dacre.

Trevors

(Reg. Ulster's Office as the arms of Sir John
Ar. on a chev. gu. three griffins' heads erased or,
charged with as many bezants, a border of the
Crest
A griffin's head erased or, holding in the

Trevors).

a chief

az.

second.

—

beak a snake ppr.

Trevory.

Ar. three bendlets sa.

TrevoJTT' (arms

in the church of Queen's College, Oxford.
Oxon, 1574). Ar. three bendlets sa., quartering. Per
saltire erm. and gu., for Ireton.

Visit.

Trevroneck, or Trevronck

(Sancreod, co. Cornwall).

Or, a chev. betw. three frogs displ. gu.

Trew.

Ar. two greyhounds courant in bend sa. betw. two
bendlets gu.
Crest
A demi chevalier in armour brandis'aing a sword all ppr.

—

Trewardreit, or Tywardreyt-Priory
Gu. a

(co.

betw. four fleurs-de-lis or.
Trewartlien. Ar. a boar pass. gu. armed or.
lion's gamb sa. holding a sceptre in pale or.

Cornwall)

saltire

Trewarthenick

Crest

—

Stephen Trewartheniok,
temp. Edward II. Visit. Cornwall, 1620. The co-heiress 7?j.
Trejago, of FentongoUan, whose heiress m. Spry). Ar. a
(jco.

Cornwall

;

chev. sa. a border indented of the last.
Ar. a boar pass. gu. Crest
A pillar standing in water ppr.
Trewboddy (Boscundle, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a fess
cotised az. three fleurs-de-lis or, a chief gu. cliurged with
a deini lion ramp, of the third.
Trew^eek (Penzance, co. Cornwall). Ar. a beehive surrounded with bees volant ppr.
Trewent (co. Devon). Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ.
with two necks gu.
Crest
An eagle's head betw. two wings
ppr. issuing out of a ducal coronet or.
Trewile. Gu. a chev. betw. three boars pass. or.
Trewincan. Ar. a fess az. bciw. three birds Tolant
gu.
Trewinnard (Trcwinnard, co. Cornwall ; an ancient
Cornish family, one of whom represented the co. in Parliament, tnnp. Edward III.).
Ar. a fess az. betw. three
Cornish choughs sa. two in chief pecking, and one in base

—

Tre'warther,

—

rising.

Trewithian.

Ar. a

chev. betw.

three squirrels sejant

cracking nuts gu.

Trewithuen

Mulcn's, co. Cornwall). Vert a gr'iS&a
segreant betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Trewlove. Ar. on a chev. sa. three cinquefoils or.
Trewlove. Ar. on a chev. sa. a quatrefoil of the field.
(co. Devon).
Ar. a chev. betw. three hearts gu.
crowned or. Crest A mullet pierced ar.

Trewman

(St.

—

Trewola

(Trewola, co. Cornwall Thomas Trewola, Esq.,
of Trewola, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, fifth in descent from
Marke Trewola, Esq., of Trewola, temp. Henry V.). Sa.
;

three owls ar. beaked and legged or.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three blackbirds ppr.
Gu. on a fess betw.
(Bosugan, co. Cornwall).
two chev. ar. three Cornish choughs ppr.
Treworthean. Az. a chev. or, betw. three dolphin*
naiant cmbowed .tr.
(Trewardcvra, in Consta.ittae Oi'iginally, 1340, o;

Trewroofe.

Treworeck

Trewren

DrilT, CO. Cornwall).

,

Az. three bezants.

A

A

;

TBE

—

—

;

or.

Trice (Godmanchester,

granted by Cooke,
co. Hunts
ClarenceuxV Erm. on a chev. sa. a lion ramp, or, a chief
Crest
gu. charged with three muUets of the third.
;

—

phoenix

flames ppr.

sa. in

Tricking-ham, or Tirring'hain. See Tibbinoham.
Trielor (arms in the east window of the chapel of the south
aisle in Kidlington Church, co. Oxford, to Lawbence
Tbieloc and Ames, his wife, 1406). Visit. Oxon, 1674). Ar.
on a bend sa. three plates.
Triggrs, or Trygg (co. Devon). Or, a lion ramp, vert, on
a chief of the second three demi darts of the first. Crest
The sun rising ppr.
Trikenham. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three torteaus, a
bend sa.
Trill (co. Cornwall). Az. three escallops ar.
Trillick (Thomas Tbillick, Bishop of Rochester, 1367-72;
arms in Merton College, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Or,

—

See Babnewall.
Trimbley. Paly of six ar. and az.

a

Trimmer.

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three crossbows ar.
Crest A dove holding in the beak an olive

—

handles or.
all

ppr.

Ar. a
(Oakley Hall, Salwarp, co. Worcester).
cross engr. gu. a canton of the secsnd, over all a bend
az.

Trimnell, or Trimnel.
Ci-est — A harpy close ppr.

Or,

a cross gn. a bend az.

Trimnell

(.Stoke Golding, co. Leicester; Basil Tbimnell,
of Stoke Golding, son of John Teimnell, Esq., co. Stafford,
of Eogeb Tbihnell, alias Tbinneix, of same
CO. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Or, a cross engr. gu. a bendlet

and grandson
az.

(co. Leicester).

Or, a cross engr. gu. over all

a

baton az.

Trinder

(Westwell and Holwell, co. Oxford granted 1663).
Sa. a fess or, faetw. three stags trippant ar. attired of the
Out of a ducal coronet or, a stag's head
Crest
second.
;

—

(founded by William Bateman, Bishop of Norwich, in 1361).
Sa. a crescent erm. a
borderengr. of the last. Crest AUon sejant gu. supporting
with his dexter foot a book sa.

—

Trinity House Guild of Fraternity

(incorporated
1516). Az. a cross gu. betw. four ships of
three masts, each under full sail all ppr., on each sail, pennant, and ensign a cross gu. and each quarter repref anting a
sea piece.
Cresl
A demi Uon ramp, guard, and regally
crowned or, holding in the dexter paw a sword erect ar.
hiked and pommelled of the first.
Motto Trinitas ia

by Henry VIII.

—

—

imitate.

Tripconie

(co.

Cornwall, 41

Edward

III.).

Ar. three conica

—

sa. a border of the last.
Crest
A cock's head couped ar.
combed, beaked, and wattled gu. holding in the beak a snake
ppr. environed round the neck.
Tripoke. Per chev. sa. and az. three escallops ar.
Tripp (Tripham, co. Kent, and the Temple, London). Go,
a chev. betw. three nags' heads erased or. bridled sa. Crest—
An eagle's head gu. issuing out of rays or.
Tripp (Huntspill and Sempford Brett, co. Somerset; Eev.
Henbt Tbipp, M.A., Rector of Winford, in that co..
Fellow of Worcester College, Oxford, eldest son cf the
Eev Chables Tbipp, D.D., Rector of Silverton, co. Devon,
by Fbances, his wife, sister and co-heiress of Sir Wn,
LiAM Owen, Bart., of Orielton). Gu. a scaling ladder ia
b*nd betw. six crosses crosslet or, quartering Owen, of Orielton, viz., Gu. a chev. betw. three Uons ramp. or.
Crest
hawk ppr. The arms borne by this family are depicted on

—

an ancient escutcheon still in the possession of the present
representative, which has on it the following inscription:
" This Atchivement was given unto my Lord Howard's 5tli
Son, at ye Seige of BuUogne, King Harry ye 5th being there,
ask'd how they took ye Town and Castle, Howard answered,
'I Tripp'd up ye Walls,' saith the King, 'Tripp shall be
thy name, and no longer Howard,' and honored him with ye
liis Bend."
Zealand
Chables Geobge Tbipp, Esq., of

scaling ladder for

Tripp (New

;

Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-law, now settled in that colony, i*
third son of the Eev. C. Tbipp, D.D., and Frances, his
wife, dau. and coheiress of Sir William Owen, Bart.).
pass, with three heads guard,

and

reguard. ar.
(Trisawell Probus, co. Cornwall).

Ar. on a bend

gu. cotised sa. three mullets or.

Trise (Newark,

Erm. on a chev. sa. a lioa
co. Nottingham).
or, on a chief gu. three mullets of the first.
(Pare Behan, co. Cornwall). Gu. a rose betw. an orle
Crest
A falcon
of seven mullets ar. a canton erm.
holding in the mouth a fish all ppr.
Motto—i%ec triste nee
trepidum.
Trist (Bowdon, Hemaford, and Tristford House, co. Devon).
Az. a quatrefoil pierced or, within an orle of estciles of the
second, a canton erm. Crest An osprcy ppr. standing on a
mount vert, and holding in the beak a fish ar. MoUo Nee
triste nee trepide.
Trist (Cameggan, co. Cornwall). Same Arms.
Trist (Alwington House, co. Devon). Same Ams, Crest,
and Motto, quartering Pulesdon, Kenne, Bbowne, and

two swords in saltire betw. three crowns ar.
Or, a boar pass. az. in base a crescent gu.
chapeau
gu. turned up eim. a dexter wing az.
Cresl
On a
charsred with a chev. or.
Trinity Collegre, Oxford (founded by Sir Thomas
Pope, Knt., of Tittenhanger, co. Hereford, Treasurer to
the Court of Augmentation, Ac, temp. Henry VIII.
granted by Barker, King of Arms, 1536, to the founder).
Per pale or and az. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads
erased four fleurs-de-lis all counterchanged. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet per pale or and az. two griffins' heads
Sa.

Tringham.

—

—

addorsed counterchanged.

Trinity Colleg-e, Cambridge

(founded by Henry VIII.
Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu. barbed vert, seeded
1546).
or, on a chief of the second a lion pass, guard, betw. two
bibles paleways or, clasped and garnished of the last, the
clasps to the dexter.
Trinity College, Dublin (founded by Queen EiizaDeth). Az. a bible closed, clasps to the dexter or, betw.
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Trist

—

—

—

HoBe.

Trist
an

(Culworth, co. Northampton).

orle of estoiles gu.

Ciesl

—On a

Ar. a cinquefoU betw.
serpent nowed a falcon

ppr.

ppr. attired gold.

Trinell.

flag flotant to the sides of the

shield ar.

ramp,

Trimnell

Trimoneff

domed, each surmounted by a

Trinity Hall, Cambridge

Trisavrell

crescent gu.

branch

in chief on the dexter a Hon pass, guard, on the sinister a
harp both of the last, and in base a castle with two towers

Same Arms, &c.
Trippet. Vert a lamb

three bendlets az.

TrimlestO'Wii, Baron.

Trimley, or

TBI
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(Sancreed and Monkton, co. Cornwall; Thomas
Tbewken, tchip. James I., son of Thomas Teewben, of Sancrefd, who was son of John Tryodkne, and grandson of
Thomas Tkyohrne, both of same place. Visit. Cornwall,
1620). Az. a chev. or, betw. three bezants.
Tre'wsdale (Hundon, co. Lincoln). Ar. a fess gu. over all
A dragon's head vert,
three piles sa. a canton erm. Crest
holdins in the mouth a broken spear ppr.
Trewyn. Az. a chev. betw. three trees eradicated or.
Trewynt (Trewynt, CO. Cornwall; arms from a charter
dated 46 Edward III., and circumscribed "S. Richakd
Tbaiwynt"). Ar. a chev. betw. in chief two eagles displ.
•with two heads, and in base a cross, upper limb annular,
the others lunel gu.
Trewythenick (co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. gu. a border
engr. of the last.
Treyge. Ar four bars sa.
Treys (co. Cornwall). Ar. three bars az. betw. as many
cinquefoils per fess gu. and sa.
Treys. Ar. a chev. gu. CreU Two hands conpedcoDjoined
in fess, issuing therefrom a scyraitar ppr.
Treys. Ar. a cinquefoU pierced gu. within an orle of nine
estoiles of eight points of the second.
Treysley. Or, three crescents gu.
Trian (London Petek Tkian, temp'. Henry VII. ; his dau.,
Sabah, m. David Le Maibe, of London, temp. Henry VIIJ.
Visit. London, 1563). Ar. a fess embattled betw. six estoiles

Trevrren

Tristram

(Dunall, in the parish of Bampton, co. Devon;
John Tbistbam, Esq., of Dunall, temp. James I., son of
Stephen Tbistbam, and grandson of John Tbistbam. Visit.

Devon, 1620). Per chev. embattled sa. and ar. three buck.s'
heads cabossed counterchanged, on a border of the second
Crest
A buck's head ppr.
three trefoils slipped of the first.
attired ar. in the mouth a trefoil also ar. stalked and leaved

—

vert.

Tristram
Quarterly,

(Moor Hall, Belbroughton, co. Worcester).
1st and 4th, ar. three torteaux, in chief a

a label of three points az.; 2nd and 3rd, sa. three pheona
Crest
A wolfs head erased sa.
and a canton ar.
Tristram. Ar. three torteaux, a label az. Crest On
a chapeau ar. turned up gu. a martlet, wings endorsed sa.
Tristraia (quartered by Holbeach, of Filton or Whitechurch, CO. Somerset; Agnes, dau. and heir of Thomas
Tbistbam, temp. Henry VIII., vi. Thouas Holbeach. Visit.

—

Sonici'set, 1623).

Tritton.

—

Same Arms.

Ar. a fess humettee az. b«lw. six fieun-4e-Ul

Jlfo»o— Fortiter gerit
Crest— A. cross pattee erm.
CTucem.
Tritton, or Trayton. Ar. on a bend gu. an esquire's
helmet or. Crest A horse pass. ar.
Tritton (Lombard Street, London). Ar. on a bend gu. a
helmet in the dexter point or. Crest A dappled grey horse.
These are the bearings of the extinct family of Trayton, of
Lewes, and have for four or five generations been borne by
the Tbittons, between whom and the Tbaitons or Tketons
an early connection is believed to have existed.
tra.

—

—

Trivers.

Ar. three bears statant in pale sa.
Trivet (co. Cornwall). Ar. a trevet sa.
Trivett (Bradwell, co. Sufifolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three
trevetssa. Crest A n eagle rising ppr. Motto Salvusinigne.
Trobridg'e (Trobridge, co. Devon John Trobbidge, Esq.,
of Trobridge, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of Robert Trobbidge,
(grandson of Bichard Trobbidge, and great-grandson of
Thomas Tbobbidge, all of same place). Or, over water ppr.
a bridge towered gu.
Tro§:ood (Sherborne, co. Dorset). Ar. three caltraps sa.
An arm in armour embowed ppr. grasping a caltrap
Crest

—

—

;

—

Wharton,

Esq., of Skelton Castle,

whose great-great-grand-

mother, Katoebine Tbotteb, was the heiress of Skelton).
Same A nns and Crest.
Trotter (Helmden, now Helmington, Hall Visit. Durham,
1615; also a cadet branch of Byers Hall, springing from th«
marriage, about 1620, of Chbistopheb Tbotteb with the
heiress of Sir Hcgh Bckdon, Lord of Helmden). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. a chief erm.
Trotter (Horton Manor, co. Surrey exemplified to William
Brown, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence, the surname of Tbotteb, 1868).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
crescent gu. on a chief indented az. three mullets pierced
of the field, a canton ar. for distinction, for Tbotteb 2nd
and 3rd, az. a chev. chequy ar. and sa. betw. three fleurs;

;

;

de-lis of the second, for

Brown.

—

Crests

1st,

Trotter:

A

horse trotting ar. charged on the neck, for distinction,
with a cross crosslet az. 2nd, Brown A lion ramp. gu.
;

:

armed and langued
fleur-de-lis ar.,

— Festina lente.

az. holding in his dexter forepaw a
motto over, Fortitudine et fidelitate. Motto

Trotter

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Crest— On a ducal coronet
a trotting horse ar. saddled and bridled gu. garnished
gold.
Motto In promptu.
Trotter (Raheen, co. Galway; confirmed to William Clipford Bebmingbam Tbotteb, Esq., of Raheen, and to the
other descendants of his grandfather, Clifford Tbotteb,
Esq., of Charleville Cottage, co. Wicklow, by Lady Mart,
his wife, dau. of William, second Earl of Howth, and coheiress of her mother. Lady Maby Bebmi.ngham, second dau.
and co-heiress of Thomas, twenty-second Baron Athenry
and Earl of Louth). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three boars'
heads couped sa. a ram's head of the field. Crest On a
ducal coronet or, a horse trotting ar. caparisoned ppr. and
resting the dexter forehoof on an escutcheon paly of six ar.
and gu., over the crest, on an escroll, "Deedshaw." Motto
Toujours prSt.
Trotter. Sa. three nags pass. ar. a border or.
Trotter (Mortonhall, co. Edinburgh). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a fess gu. betw. three mullets in chief sa. and a
crescent in base az., for Tbotteb, of Mortonhall; 2nd and
3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three boars' heads couped sa., for
Tbotteb, of Charterhall. Crest A knight in armour ppr.
holding his courser ar. caparisoned gu. Sitpportcw— Dexter,
a lion ramp. gu. sinister, a horse ar. maned and hoofed or.
Motto Impromptu.
Trotter (Kettleshiel, co. Berwick, and Horton, co. Surrey,
1803).
Ar. a crescent gu. on a chief indented az. three
or,

sa.

Trohailes

Az. a fess betw. three

(Maryton, co. York).

estoiles of six points or.

Trollop

(city of

Durham

;

conarmed 27 July,

1639).

Quar-

terly, 1st and 4th, vert three bucks pass. ar. armed or, for
Trollop 2nd, ar. an eagle displ. sa. armed and beaked gu.,
for Habpins
3rd, or, on a bend sa. three crosses crosslet
ar., for Hawicks, a crescent gu. for diff.
Crest A buck
pass. ar. armed or.
Motto Audio sed taceo.
Trollop (Thomley, co. Durham). Vert three bucks pass. ar.
;

;

—

—

(co.

Northumberland).

Vert three bucks in

full

course or.

Trollop

(co. York).
second bezantee.

Trollope (Baron
attired or,

Lozengy or and gu. a border of the

Vert three stags courant ar.
a border of the second.
Crest
On a mount
Kesteven).

—

vert a stag courant ar. attired or, holding in the mouth an
oak leaf ppr. Supporters On either side a stag ar. ducally

—

gorged and attired or, holding in the mouth an oak leaf
Motto Audio sed taceo.
ppr.
Tzompingrton. Quarterly, or and gu. a bend sa. a label

—

of three points az.

Trompwyn.

Ar. a fess gu.

Chevrony of six erm. and

sa.

three leopards' faces of the second.
Chevrony of six erm. and sa. three Catharine
wheels ar.
Tropnell. Chevrony of six erm. and sa. in chief two
leupards' faces sa. in base another ar.
Trosford. Ar. a cross cngr. sa.

Tropnell.

Trosham, Trotsham, or Trothesam

(cos.

North-

ampton and Nottingham). Gu. four plates, two and two.
Badge An ox-yoke ppr. Motto Le jong tyra bellemcnt.

—

—

Tross

(Exeter, co. Devon). Gu. three cutlasses barways in
pale ar. handles or.
Trosse (TrevoUard, St. Stephen's, co. Cornwall; anciently of
Gu. three swords barways in pale ar. handles
CO. Devon).

— A demi

ramp, or, holding a shield.
TroBskilliard. Ar. on a chev. az. three trouts of the first.
Trotznan (Cam, co. Gloucester; granted 27 Nov. 14 Queen
Elizabeth). Ar. a cross gu. betw. four roses of the second,
seeded or, barbed vert. Crest
A garb erect or, banded ar.
and az. betw. two ostrich feathers ppr. quilled gold.
Trott (London granted 1574). Paly of six or and gu. on a
canton ar. a bear salient sa.
Crest

lion

—

;

(Colney Hatch, co. Middlesex). Same Amu.
Trott. Sa. a horse ar. bridled gu.
Trotter (borne by the family of Byers (now Byers Green)
Hall, CO. Durham, whiih, seated there in the 14th century,
till nourishes in the male line, and quarters, among other
Oislineuished coats, the arms of Dale, Blackett, Convebs,
Tempest, Aton, of Aton (Barons), Umfbavill, of Prudhoe
(Borons and Earls), and Ktme (Barons and Earls), the three
latter lieing peerages in abeyance among the co-rcpreMniativo). Ar. a chief enu. over all a lion ramp. az. Creit
A lion's head erased ar. collared erm. Motto Fortis non
fcrox.
N.B. In the Heraldry by Guillim, 1724, the above
coat and crest is the only one given for Trotteb, which is a
Saxon aurname, the Winton Domesday Book showing that
BoBERT Tbotab wafl a tenant-in-chief of King Edward the

Trott

—

—

—

Confessor.

Trotter

(Skelton Caalle, Cleveland, co. York; conBrmed by
William Flower, Norroy, 16 Feb. 1587; a cadet of the
ancient co. Durbau taimly, reprusenied by Joum Tuumas
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—

—

;

—

Sa. a saltire engr. or.

Tronvill (co. Cornwall).
Tropnell (co. Cornwall).

—

—

attired or, a crescent for diS.

Trollop

or.

TBO
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TRl

—

mullets pierced of the field. Crest
A horse trotting ppr.
Motto Festina lente.
Trotter (Bush, co. Edinburgh). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, as
the last 2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or, and
charged on the shoulder with a crescent of the first, for
MoDBBAT. Same Crest and Motto.
Trotter (Sir Coutts Tbotteb, Bart., 1821 his successor. In
terms of the limitation of the baronetcy, was his t^randson,
by a dau., Sir ConiTs Lindsay. See Lindsay). Quarterly,
as the last, within a bordure erm. Same Crest and Motto.
Supporters (granted 1826, with limitation to the heirs to the
baronetcy) Dexter, a white horse ppr. ; sinister, a lion ar.

—
;

;

—

armed and langued

az.

Trotter (Shuddy Camp,

co. Cambridge).
As Kettleshiel,
with the chief engr. for diff. Crest and Motto, as Kettleshiel.
Trotter (Catchelraw, co. Berwick). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three boars' heads couped sa.
Crest A horse pass. ar.
furnished gu.
Trotter (Capt. David Trotter, 1672). Ar. a chev. indented
gu. betw. three boars' heads couped sa. Crest
A galley ia
full course ppr.
Motto Virtutis fortuna comes.
Trotter-Cranstoun (Dewar, CO. Edinburgh, 1848). Ar. a
fess erm. betw. three mullets in chief sa. and a crescent ia
base az. all within a bordure gu. charged with three cranes
of the field.
Crest
A crane dormant holding in its dexter
foot a stone ppr.
Motto Thou shalt want ere 1 want.
Troubridg:e (Plymouth, co. Devon, bart.). Or, on a bridge
embattled of three arches through which water is flowing
towards the base ppr. a tower of the second, thereon hoisted
a broad pendant flying towards the sinister, on a canton az.
two keys in saltire, the wards upwards or. Crest A dexter
arm embowed habited az. holding a flagstaff, thereon a flag
az. charged with two keys in saltire or.
Troug'hton (Great Lindford, co. Buckingham granted 30
Oct. 1066). Sa. on a chev. betw. three cygnets' heads erased
Crest
A lion's
ar. ducally crowned or, as many pellets.
head erased per chev. ar. and sa. charged with three roundlets counterchanged.
TroURhton (Leach Hall, co. Lancaster a branch of i'AuuoKTOM, of Great Lindford). Same Atvm and Ortil.

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

A
.

.
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Trout (that Ilk, CO. Aberdeen). Vert
Trout (CO. Devon; granted 15S8).

three bucks pass. ar.
Ar. alien ramp. sa.

—

holding in the dexter paw a chaplet vert. Cresl On a mount
vert an ostrich close ar.
Troutbeck, or Troutback. Az. three trouts fretted in
Crest— A wolfs head erased ppr.
triangle ar.
Troutbeck (Dunham, co. Chester). Ancient Arms Az.
three trouts fretted in triangle ar. Later Arms— At. three
Moors' heads couped below the shoulders, and in the centre
a fleur-de-lis sa. Crest A Moor's head, as in the arms.
Trove. Sa. a fess invecked betw. three Catharine whetls or.
A wolfs head erased erm.
Crest
Trovemer. Ar. three escallops az.
Trowbridge (Modbury, co. Devon). Or, on a bridge of
three arches in fess gu. masoned sa. as many streams transfluent ppr. a tower of the second, thereon a fane ar.
TrO'well (Trowell, CO. Nottingham; the heiress «i. Shelley
temp. Edward III.). Gu. six trefoils slipped or, three, two,

—

—

TB

IT

Truesdale

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1658, Captain Francis
Truesdale). Ar. a fess gu. surmounted by three piles
issuing out of the chief meeting in base sa. a canton ermines,
quartering, 1st, Modntfitchett, Chequy or and gu. on a
chief ar. a lion pass, of the second; 2nd, St. Owen, Gu.
three chev. or.
Or, a chev. betw. three human hearts gu. ducally

Truman.

crowned of the
the arms.

first.

Crest

— A human heart, crowned

a.s

in

Trumbull

Per pale az. and or, on a fess erm. betw. three lions
pass, guard, counterchanged a cross pattee enclosed by two
A lion pass, guard, per pale or and
cinquefoils gu.
Crest
az. charged on the body with three crosses pattee counter-

(Easthampstead, co. Berks).
Ar. three bulls*
heads erased sa. breathing fire ppr. Crest A bull's head
erased sa. breathing fire ppr.
Trum.buU (Ireland: Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1686, Georgb
Trumbull, third son of William Trumbull, Esq., of Easthamstead, co. Berks). Ar. three bulls' beads erased sa.
horned vert, flames issuant from the mouths ppr.
Trumpeter. Gu. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three trumpets
Creit
or.
A demi savage ppr.
Trumpingdon (arms on a gravestone in Hasley Church.
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Sa. sem^e of crosses pattee
CO. Oxford.
or, two organ pipes in pile of the last.
Trumpington (co. Cambridge; descended from Sir Rogbe
DE Trumpington, temp. Edward 1.; Maud, dau. and heiress
of EVERARD DE TRUMPINGTON, 7/!. WALTER ReYNELL, of
Pyttney, ancestor, by her, of the Reynells of co. Devon).
Az. two trumpets in pile betw. twelve crosses crosslet

changed, holding in the dexter paw a spear ppr.
(Linton, co. Cambridge, and Whipsted, 'co. Suffolk).
Az. on a pile betw. two escallops ar. an escallop of the first
Trowtback. Az. three trouts fretted in triangle tete-a.la

Trum'way. Sa. a saltire (another, engr.) or.
Trumwill, or Trum'wyn (co. Worcester). Sa. on a saltire
engr. or, a pellet. Crest — A Saracen's head ppr. wreathed

—

and one.
Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. with two
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle

Tro'wer.

—

heads gu.
displ.

with two heads gu.

Trower.

—

Trowle

guise ar. Crest — A scaling ladder sa.
TrO'wtbeck. Az. three trouts fretted ar. Crest — A naked
man sa. holding in the right hand a dart or.
TrO'wteback. Same Arms. CVesJ— Out of a ducal coronet
or, a 'lion's gamb ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitcbee of the
first.

Troyhin, or Tryhy
griffins

(Reg. trister's OfBce).

combatant

segreant

or.

Crest

—A

Az. two
head

tiger's

erased or.

Troys. Barry

of eight ar.

and

az. three

trefoils

slipped

counterchanged, on a chief gu. three lions' heads erased or.
A tree erect and raguled, out of the top couped three
Crest
acorn branches fructed or, leaved vert.

—

Troys. Bany

of six az.[andar. three trefoils slipped counter-

changed, on a chief or, four lions' heads erased gu.
Troys. Ar. a bend betw. six crescents sa.
Trojrte (Chidderleigh, co. Devon; granted 1739). Or, an
eagle displ. with two heads ppr. a border invecked erm.
An eagle's wing sa. charged with five estoiles or, enCrest
vironed with a snake ppr.

—

Troyte (Huntsham Court, co. Devon; exemplified to Abthpb
Henbi Dyke Acl4nd, Esq., son of Sir Thomas Dtke
AcLAND, tenth bart. of Columb John, co. Devon, upon his
assuming, by royal licence, 1852, the surname of Troyte
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
in lieu of that of Acland).
an eagle displ. with two heads ppr. a border invected
erm. and, for distinction, in chief a cross crosslet sa.,
for Tboyte 2nd and 3rd, chequy ar. and sa. a less gu., for
;

—

Troyte: An eagle's wing sa. charged
environed with a snake ppr. the wing
charged, for distinction, with a cross crosslet gold 2nd,
AcLANu On a man's hand couped at the wrist in a glove
fesswaya a falcon perched all ppr. Motto— A Deo in Deo.
Trubody, or Tre'wbody (Castle, co. Cornwall; Peter
Tedbody, of Castle, temp. .lames I., grandson of John
Tbewbody, of same place. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Ar. on a
fess colised az. three fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief gu. a demi
lion ramp, of the third.
Trubslia'W (Gray's Inn, co. Middlesex; granted 13 Oct.
Per pale gu. and sa. a stag's head cabossed or, betw.
1688).
AcLAND.

Crests

1st,

estoiles or,

\jrith five

;

:

—

the horns a mullet ar. Crset A mullet per pale gu. and sa.
Quarterly, gu. and vert fourpheons in cross,
points to the nombril of the escutcheon ar.
Truby (cos. Hertford and Oxford, and of London). Ar. on

Trubshawe.
a

fess cotised az. three fleurs-de-lis or.

ramp. betw. two hearts in chief gu.
Trudale.
Truell (Clonmannon, co. Wicklow; confirmed to Robert
Holt Teuell, E.sq., of Clonmannon, and the other descendants of his grandfather, Eev. Holt Truell). Ar. a
Crest— A heart gu.
lion ramp, and in chief two hearts gu.
betw. two palm branches vert, motto over, Semper fidelis.
Ar. a lion

JtfofJo— Diligentia fortior.

Trueman, or Truman.

'Ar. a chev. betw. three hearts
On a ducal coronet or, a wivem vert,
gu. crowned or. Crest
spouting flre at both ends ppr.
Truesdale. Ar. three piles sa. over all a fess gu. a canton
ermines. Crest A boar's head couped and erect in pale ppr.

—

—
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—

—

or.

about the temples ar. and sa. habited on the shoulders
also sa. round the neck a sash or collar tied in a bow behind
vert.

Trum'wyn
Church).

(co.

Stafford

arms

;

in

a window in SanJon

Or, a saltire engr. sa.

Truro, Baron. See Wylde.
Truro, See of. Ar. on a

saltire go. a key in bend,
wards upward, surmounted by a two-edged sword in bend
upwards
or,
in
base
a fleur-de-lis sa. the whole
hilt
sinister,

within a liordure of Cornwall, viz., sa. fifteen bezants.
of. Gu. the base wavy ar. and az. thereon
a ship of three masts under sail all or, on each topmast a
banner, on the waves in base two fishes of the second. Supporters Dexter, a Cornish miner habited in brown, in his
hat a lighted candle, and in his right hand a pick, handle
downwards, all ppr. sinister, a Cornish fisherman habited
in blue, with jack boots and sou'-wester, in his left hand a
Motto Exaltatum cornua Deo.
coil of rope, all ppr.
Truro, City of (Seal of the Mayor and Burgesses there
were two Seals in being at the Visit. Cornwall, 9 Oct.
1620.) One seal represents a vessel with one mast sailing,

Truro, City

—

;

—

;

and a fish in the sea, inscribed "SigiUum Communitatis
the other represents a vessel with one mast
De Truru
and no sail, two fishes in pale in the sea, inscribed. Sigillum
.

.

.

;

.

Commune

Trusbut

.

Trururie.

{temp.

WilUam

I.).

Az. a cross formee

or,

a label

of five points gu.
Trusbut (temp. Henry I.). Az. a Catharine wheel or.
Trusbut (co. Norfolk). Gyronny of eight az. and erm.
A hand lying fessways issuing from a cloud Ufting a
Crest

—

garb

all

ppr.

Trusbut.
Trusbut.

Ar. three water bougets gu.
Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three water bougets

sa.

Trusbut. Az. semee-de-lis or, a fret of the last.
Truscoat, or Truscott. Ar. three chev. gu. a chief
chequy of the first and second. Crest — An arrow and palm
branch

in saltire ppr.

Truscott (Alderman

Sir

Francis

Wyatt Tbcscott,

Knt.).

Ar. three chevronels gu. betw. two mullets in chief of the
last, pierced of the field, and a knight's helmet in base ppr.
a chief chequy of the second and first. Crest A fasces

—

surmounted by a palm branch slipped and an arrow
Motto Gwir yn erbyn-ybyd.
saltirewise all ppr.
Truslake ^co. Devon). Ar. within an orle az. three bends
erect,

—

of the last.

Trusle'we, or Treslove
Wilts,

and Beverley,

co.

(co.

York).

Northampton, Aubery, co.
Ermines fretty or, on a

chief sa. three lions ramp, of the second.
Truss (Kev. William Nicholas Truss, of Gonville
Cuius College, Cambridge). Per pale or and az. on a

and
bend

engr. erm. betw. two estoiles counterchanged a sword ppr.
Crest
enclosed by two crosses pattee of the second.
sword fesswise ppr. thereon a cross pattee az. surmounted
fulget
intaminatis
Motto Virtus
by an estoile or.

—

—

honoribus.

Trussel

{Baron Trussel, extinct temp. Edward

III.

;

Wn<-
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-O"

UAM TBCgsix was summoned to Parliament 1342). Ar.
fretty gu. on each Joint a bezant.
Trussell (Billesley, co. Warwick descended from Wakben
;

Visit. Notts,
Tbcssell, of Billesley, temp. Edward II.
Ar. fretty gu. on each joint a bezant, a border
161 i).

Trussell

(Poshall, co.

Nottingham; descended from John

William Teossell, Esq., of
Tbdssell,
Billesley, temp. Henry VIII., who m. Bridget, dau. and
Visit. Notts, 1614).
heir of Henky Marmion, co. Notts.
Same Arms, a crescent for diff., quartering, for Marmion,
son

second

Vair a

of

go(CO. Cornwall).

(Peatling-Magna, co. Leicester, and Gayton, co.
Crest An
Northampton).
Ar. a cross formee flory gu.
ass's head ar. gorged with a collar and bell or.
Trussell (Billesley, co. Warwick; confirmed by Camden's
Same Arms
Deputies to John Trussell, of that place).
and Crest, but the ass's head gorged with a ducal coronet

—

(quartered, through

Reynolds,

of

Braunsown,
Nottingham,

by Wightman, of Stoke, co.
Same Arms.
co. Chester, and co. Nottingham).
Ar. a fret gu. bezantee. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu.
an ass's bead sa.
Trussell (cos. Leicester, Nottingham, and Stafford). Ar. a
Leicester,

Visit. Notts, 1614).

Trussell (Warmincham,

—

cross flory gu.

Trussell

and Acton Trussell,
on each joint a bezant.

(Ciibleston

fretty gu.

Trussell.
Trussell,

co. Stafford).

Ar.

Same Aryns, with a border az.
Ar. a cross formee flory gu. sormoanted with a

like cross or.

Trussell.

Or, a cross formfe flory gn.
Ar. on a bend engr. cotised az. three martlets of
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a unicorn's
head ar. attired or, charged on the neck with three hurts.
Tryce (Godmanchester, co. Hunts). Erm. on a chev. sa. a
lion ramp, or, on a chief gu. three mullets or, pierced of the
fourth. Crest
In an Eastern crown ar. a demi eagle displ.

Truston.
the

Crest

first.

—

—

sa.

Trydell

(Blarney, co. Cork; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on
squirrels gu. three escallops of the
A stag's head erased ppr.
Trye (Hardwicke, now of Leckhampion Court, co. Gloucester ;
descended from Reoinau> de Trye, who acquired, by
marriage with the heiress of Thomas de Berkeley, the
lordship of Alkington, co. Gloucester; his great-grandson,

a bend engr. betw. two
Crest

first.

—

John Trye, m. 1449, Elizabeth, dau. and co-heir of Sir
Almeric Boteleb-a-Pabk, and obtained thereby the estates
William
cf Hardwicke and Haresfield, in the same co.
Trye, grandson of John, m. Isarella, dau, of James, fifth
lord Berkeley, and Isabel, his wife, dau. and co-heir of
Thomas Mowbray, first Jhike of Norfolk). Or, a bend sinister
az., quartering, Boteler-a-Pabk, GonBNAY, Brandon, Norwood, and Longford. Crest A buck's head cabossed gu.

—

Trygott

(South Kirby, co. York). Ar. a chev. betw. three
crosses pattee fitch^e sa.
Crest A lion's head couped sa.
holding in the mouth a man ppr. by the middle, his legs in
chief and head in base, embrued on the body gu.
Tryon (Alsager, co. Stafford). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
fess embattled betw. six estoiles or, for Tbyon; 2nd and
3rd, erm. on a chief az. three lions ramp, or, for Alsaoer.
Tryon (Layer Mamey, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1724; Peter
Tbyon fled from the Low Countries during the persecution
of the Duke of Alva, and settled in England; his son,
Sir Samcel Tryon, knighted by James I. 1615, was created
a bart, 1G80; the fourth bart. d. without male Issue)'. Ar. a
fess embattled betw. six estoiles or.
Tryon (Bulwick Park and Haringworth, co. Northampton).
Az. a fess embattled betw. six estoiles or. Crest
A bear's

—

—

head

sa.

Tryon

semee of

estoiles or.

Same Arms.

Crest— A. bear's head sa.
Another Crest An ostrich's head
betw. two feathers ar. holding in the beak a horseshoe ppr.
Trystram. Sec Tristram.
Tryvett, or Trivett (co. Somerset). Ar. a trevet sa.
Tuam, See of. Az. three figures erect, in the middle the
Blessed Virgin with a child in her arms, on the dexter side
(co.

lemec of

sa. three fleurs-de-Ua

Az. an inescutchcon betw. three escallops

ar.

Tuchet.
Tuchet.

Gu. seven' sheldrakes or.
Gu. the field replenished with martlets or (another,

Tuck

Francis Tuck, Nicholas
(co. Kent, and London;
TocK, citizen of London, and Richabd Tdck, temp. Queen
Elizabeth, sons of John Tuck, who was great-greatgrandson of John TocK, CO. Kent. Visit. London, 1563). Ar. on
a chev. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased sa. coUared
or, as

many

Tuck.

or.

Trussell

Ar. on a chev.

or.

Tubbingham.

ar.).

fess sa.

Trussell

CO.

(Gwennap, co. Cornwall; Edmond Tubb, Esq., of
Gwennap, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of William Tubb, of
same place, and grandson of John Tdbb, of Trengoff, in
same co.). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three gurnets haurient

Tubb

az.

Ttrc

Tubb

Essex).

estoiles

or.

—

a mitred

abbot, with his dexter hand giving benediction,
with the sinister holding a crozier bendwise, on the sinister
Bide St. John holding his dexter hand upwards, and in the
sinister a lamb, each in proper vestments, all or, hands and
feet ppr. over each of their beads a piece of Gothic architecture of the second.
(Trcngoff, co. Cornwall; granted 1671). Ar. a chev.
•a. betw. three gurnets haurient gu.
A beaver pass,
Crest
ppr. In the mouth a gurnet gu.

Tnbb

—
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Crest

plates.

Ar. a chev. betw. three greyhounds' heads erased sa.
in chev. or.

—Three mullets

Tuck (Mayor of Norwich

1665).
Gu. three lions pass, or, a
chief indented az. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu.
(Forley, co. Gloucester).
Ar. two swords in
saltire, pommels in base gu. over all a lion ramp. sa.

—

Tuckden

Tucker, Tooker, or Toker (Exeter,

co. Devon).
Barry
of ten ar. and az. on a chev. embattled and counterembattled or, betw. three sea-horses naiant of the first, five
gouttes de poix. Crest A lion's gamb erased gu. charged
with three billets in pale or, and holding a battle axe or, head
az., granted, 1538, by Thomas Hawley, Clarenceux. As thus
blazoned, though with constant variations, this complicated
old coat has been borne by various families or lines of
TucKEB, but none are entitled to it unless proving descent
from Robebt Tcckeb, of Exeter, the grantee, or from the

wavy

—

of Lamerton and Helland, to whom the same arms
were admitted at the Visit. 1620. The difficulty of repre-

TccKEBs

senting the coat doubtless led to the many discrepancies,
the bars varying from twelve to six, the chev. embattled in
chief and not in base, the number of the gouttes de poix three,
five, seven, or semee, and the bars in some instances beingrepresented as BO many barruletson a white field. The crest
also, though always right in the colour and charges on the
gamb, is sometimes erased, at others couped, and the battle
axe drawn in every conceivable shape. A reference, however, to the wording of the original patent proves that the
field " azure and argent wave," without namingbars or their
number, was intended to represent the sea in which the
" chevaulx marins " (the colour of which is not stated) are
swimming. The doubly-embattled golden chev. " dropcd
sabyll," is properly sem^e of gouttes de poix, while the lion's
gamb of the crest must be represented couped, as it is not
blazoned as erased or otherwise, and should hold, not a
battle axe, but a mace of war (" masse of weyr "), the handle
There are many early
of which is vert, and the head ar.
instances of the sea forming the field or part of the field in
coat armour (ex. gr. Trevelyan), and it is so represented in
the TncKEB shield in the Record D. 27, in the College of
Arras.

Tucker

(William Tdckeb, D.D., Dean of Lichfield, and of
East Grinstcad, co. Salisbury, and Winchester, extinct).

Same Arms.

Tucker (Hnon

Tdckeb, of Woodland,

co. Dorset, extinct).

Same Arms.

Tucker (Lamerton

and South Tavistock, co. Devon, and of
Holland, co. Cornwall, extinct). Same Arms.
Tucker (Kingsnympton, co. Devon). Same Arms.
Tucker, or Tooker (Midsomer Norton and Doulting, co.
Somerset; descended from Exeter). Barry wavy of eight
ar. and az. on a chev. embattled or, betw. three sea-horses
naiant ppr.

five

gouttes de

poix.

Cresl

—A

lion's

gamb

couped gu. charged with three billets in pale or, and holding'
a battle axe, head az. handle gold.
Tucker (Betchworth Castlo, co. Surrey; now represented
by Sir H. B. P. St. John Mildmay, Bart.). Same Arms,
but the lion'.s gamb of the crest is erased. (Monument at
Dorking.)

Tooker-WTialley

(Norton Hall, co. Somerset). Through
representing the line of Midsomer Norton, had his arms
(quarterly with Wualley) exemplified as, Barry wavy of
eight,

<fcc.

co. Kent, from co. Devon; granted by CamAz. a chev. or, betw. three sea-hor.scs ar., quartering
HrNTEB, Az. a buglchorn stringed or, betw. three talbots

Tucker (Milton,
den).

pa.^s. ar.

Crest

—A

lion's

gamb

erased gu. holding a battle

axe, head ar. handled or.

Tucker (Bermuda, West Indies; descended from the MiKon
branch). Same Arms.

A

E.I.C.;

(TIenbt St. Geouge Tdckeb,
descended from tbe MUton

Chairroan of the
branch).

Same

Arms.

Tucker

(Dublin

;

;

—

;

hampton; descended from Milton). Same .^nus.
Tucker (Coryton Park, co. Devon; now represented by
Charles Tdcker, Esq., of Coryton, and of Marlands, near
Exeter). Az. on a chev. betw. three sea-horses ar. as many
A demi sea-horse reguard. ar. holding
Crest
hearts gu.
betw. his paws a like heart. Motto Auspice Teucro.
Tucker, Rector of Widworthy, co.
Marwood
Tucker (Rev.
Devon, and his sons, Edmund Beauchamp Tucker, now
fityled Edmund Beauchamp Beauchamp, of Trevince, co.
Same
Cornwall, and Marwood Tucker, Barrister-at-law).
Arms.

—

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1668, Thomas Tucker,
buried in Finglas Church, 12 Sept. that year). Az. a chev.
betw. three sea-horses ar.
Tucker (JosiAH Tucker, D.D., Dean of Gloucester; descended
Armj on his monument at Gloucester
from Sealyham).
Cathedral, Barry wavy of eight ar. and az. on a chev. embattled and counter-embattled or, betw. three sea-horses
Crest
A bear's or lion's
naiant ar. three gouttes de poix.
gamb erased, charged with three billets and holding a
tattle axe.
Tucker (granted to Fanny Monro, sole dau. and heir of
Lucius Tucker, and wife of -Charles Eeckford Long, of

—

Woolhampton,

co. Berks).

Barry wavy of eight

chev. betw. three sea-horses
Jenkins.

or,

ar.

quartering

and

az.

Monro

a

am'.

Tooker, or Tucker

(bart., of Maddington, co. Wilts:
the crest granted and the ancient arms confirmed, by Sir
Gilbert Dethick, 15 Elizabeth. The co-heirs are represented

by Mr. Gore-Langton and Mr. Erle-Drai, M.P.). Veri
Crest
on a bend engr. ar. three human hearts gu.
The note, "Toocker,
heart gu. encircled with a crown or.
probably
cotemporaneous
copy of
quasi Tout coeur," to a

—

Dethick's Patent, afterwards in the collection of Vincent,
shows what was intended in this design.

(Abingdon,

CO.

Berks; descended from Maddington).

Same Arms.

Tooker

(Moorgate, West EidinK co. York ; descended from
Maddington). Same Anns.
Toker (Ospringe, co. Kent, and Doctors' Commons). Vert
on a bend engr. ar. with plain cotises, three hearts gu.
A heart gu. encircled by a ducal coronet ar. betw.
Crest
two branches of palm ppr. Motto Providentia tutamen.
Towker, alias Pennington (granted to Robert Towker,

—

—

alias Pennington, of Thornecombe, co. Devon, Marshal of
the Four Courts in Ireland, and %'ice-Constable of Dublir.
Castle, temp. Elizabeth). Or, five fusils in fess az. each
charged with a cinquefoil ar. Crest A demi man ppr.
habited and cuffed az. winged gu. Another £(a:on (Ilarl.

—

1385, fol. 63)

—

Or, five fusils in fess alternately az.

and

gu. each charged with a quatrefoil alternately or and ar.
Crest
A demi angel az. with wings extended gu.
Tuckett (co. Devon). Gu. seven sheldrakes or. Crest
lion's gamb erased an^j^ erect gu.
Tuckey (Reg. Ulsters OfiBce). Az. three lions pass, in pale
or, armed and langued gu.
Tuckfield (Exeter, co. Devon). Ar. three lozenges in fess
conjoined az. Crest An eagle supporting an arrow ppr.
Tuckfield (Fulford Park, originally, temp. Henry VIII., of
Crediton, and afterwards of Greai, Raddon, co. Devon the
last male heir, Henry Tcckfield, Esq., of Fulford Park, a'.
1797, when the estates passed to Richard Hippisley, Esq.,
who took the name and arms of Tuckfield in 1808). Ar.
three lozenges in fess sa. for distinction a canton gu. Cresi
An eagle ppr. beaked and legged or, the dexter claw supporting an arrow erect gu. barbed and flighted ar. and for
distinction, on the breast of the eagle a rose gu.
Lozengy ar. and gu.
(co. Norfolk).

—

—

—

;

—

Tudenham
Tuding-ton

Tudman.

(co. Suffolk).
Sa. a cross moline or.
Ar. two bars az. over all a Hon ramp, or, iiolding
paw a rose branch gu. Crest ^A demi fox

in the dexter

—

ppr.

Tudor Trevor

(Lord of Hereford, Whit angton, and both
Maelors; founder of the Tribe of the Marches, surnamed
Trevor, from the place of his birth, co. Denbigh, son of
Ykyb ap Cadi'orch, Lord of Whittington and both Maelors,
in Powys, by Eheinoab, his wife, dau. and heir of

1035

;

;

;

—

Tucker

;

;

—

MS.

LLtTDDOcA AP Cabadoo Vreicdpras, Lord of ITereford, in
South Wales. From Tcdob Trevor, who d. 948, descend
Trevor, of Brynkynalt and Trevallyn, co. Denbigh Trevor,
Baron Trevor and Fiicount Hampden ; Trevor, Bart., of Enfield Trevor, of Koss Trevor, co. Down Trevor, Viscount
Dungannon ; Mostyk, of Mostyn and of Bryngwyn, Geyreuld, Bodscallan, Talacre, and Kilken
Edwabds, of Chjrk:
Lloyd, of Lcaton Knolls, and of Penley; Pennant, of
Penrhyn Castle, Bychton, and Downing; Lord Penrhyn.Dymock, of Penk-y
Eyton, of Eyton, and of Rbuabon
Wynne, of Eyaith and of Gwerninwawr; Edwardes, of
Shrewsbury; Vaughan, of Burlton Yonge, ofBryn Yorcin;
Young, of Kingerby; Broughton, of Broughton
Jones,
of Llwynon; Jones-Parry, of Plas-yn-Yale Jeffreys, of
Wem; Lloyd, of Berthllwyd, &c.). Per bend sinister erm.
and ermines a lion ramp. or.
Tudor (Earl of Rick.notid, merged in the Crown 1485; Sir
Owen Tcdor, of ancient Welsh descent, m. Katherine,
Queen Dowager of England, and widow of Henry V., by
whom he had two sons: I. Edmond, surnamed of Hadham,
created by his half-brother, Henry VI., Earl of Richmond,
1452; II. Jasper, surnamed of Hatfield, Duke of Bedford.
Henby, second Earl of Richmond, only son of Edmond, first
Earl of Richm^md, by Lady Mabgabet Beaufort, only dau.
of John, Duke of Somerset, and great-grandson of John op
Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, having ascended the throne as
Hen-ry VII., the earldom merged in the Crown). Quarterly,
France and England, a border az. charged with eight
martlets or. Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a
lion statant guard, and crowned all or, gorged with a plain
collar az. thereon three martlets gold.
Tudor (Duke of Bedford, extinct 1495; Jasper Tudor, second
son of Sir Owen Tudor, by the Queen Dowager of Henry V.,
was created by his half-brother, Henry VI., Earl of Peinbroke, 1 453, and by his nephew, Henry VII., DuJce of Bedford,
1485, d. s. p.). Same Ai^ms and Crest.
Tudor (Prince of JVales ; arms of Arthur, Prince of Walci,
eldest son of Henry VII., d. v. p., as they appear in St.
Mary Church, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1666).
Quarterly,
France and England, a label of three points ar.
Tudor {Duke of York: arms of Henry, Duke of Tork, afterwards Henry Vlil., second son of Henry VII., as they
appear in St. Mary Church, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Same Ar}ns, a label of three points ar. each point charged
with an erm. spot sa.
Tudor ap Griflath Vychan (Lord of Gwyddelwem, in
Merioneth, second son of Griffith Vycban, Lord of Glyndwrdwy, in Merioneth (representative of the Princes of
Powys-Fadoc,) and brother, and eventually heir male of
Owen Glendower. Tudor ap Griffith was upwards of 24
years old, 3 Sept., 10 Richard II., when, under the
designation of " Tudor de Glendore," he appeared as a witness in the Scrope and Grosvenor Controversy his dau. and
heir, Louisa, m. Griffith ap Einion, of Cors-y-Gedol, co.
Merioneth, ancestor by her of: I. Vaughan, of Cors-yGedol, CO. Merioneth; II. Yale, of Plas-yn-Yale, co. Denbigh ; III. RoGEBS, of Bryntangor, co. Denbigh; IV. Lloyd,
of Rhaygatt, co. Merioneth).
Arms, those of Griffith
Vychan, Lord of Bromfield, eldest son of Madoc, last Prince
of Powys-Fadoc, viz., Paly of eight ar. and gu. a lion ramp,
;

as allowed to the late Admiral Sir
Edward Tucker, G.C.B., whose line is now represented by
Francis Tdckee, Esq., of Dorset Square, London). Az. a
A forearm
chev. betw. three sea-horses naiant ar. Crest
couped, vested or, cuffed dancettee ar. holdinc in the hand
an arrow ppr. Motto Patet ingtniis campus.
Tucker (Welling and Canterbury, co. Kent, and of Wolver-

Tooker

TUP
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TUC
Tnefcer

;

'

—

;

sa.

Tudor "Vychan

(Penmonydd, co. Anglesey). Gu. a chcT.
betw. three men's heads in profile ar.
Tudor. Az. a lion ramp. or. Crest On a mural crown or,
a serpent nowcd vert.
Tudor (granted by James II., 4 Aug. 1687, to Mary Tudor,
illegitimate dau. of Charles II.). The royal arms of England
as borne by James II., within a border, quarterly, erminois
and counter-compony ar. and gu.

—

Tudway

(Wells, co. Somerset;

Tddway, Minor Canon

descended from Thomas

of Windsor,

who

d. 1672).

—

Erm. a

ramp. gu. betw. three roses az. Crest A demi lion
ramp. gu. holding a rose az. slipped ppr.
Tudyr (Walts). Gu. a chev. betw. three close helmets
lion

ar.

Gu. six ostrich feathers ar. three, two, and one.
descended from Richard
(Langleys, co. Essex
TuFNAiLE, or Tdfnell, citizen and brewer of London, M.P.
John Jollippe Tufnell, Esq., of
for Southwark in 1640.
Langleys, was High Sheriff co. Essex 1823). Az. on a fess
betw. three ostrich feathers ar. as many martlets sa.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour ppr. holding in
the gauntlet a cutlass ar. hilt or.
Tufton (Earl of Thanet, extinct 1849; descended from

Tuffle.

Tufnell

;

—

Nicholas Tufton, Esq., of Northyam, co. Sussex, who d.
1538; Sir Nicholas Tufton met James I. at Newcastle-onTyne, on his arrival in England 1603, and was then knighted;

AA

;

—

—

—

Tufton

(The Mote, co. Kent., bart., extinct 1685; Sir
HoMPHREY TCFTON, brother of Nicholas, first Earl of
Tkanet, purchased the Mote temp. Charles I., and was
Sa.iae Arms
created a bart. 1641 ; the second bart. d. s. p.).

and

buglehom

a
headcouped enclosed by two buglehorns stringed or.
of the second, stringed gu. in base,

extinct cir. temp.
co. Kent, bart.,
(Vinters,
William III.; Sir William Tukton, Knt., Governor of
Barbados, brother of Nicbolas, first Earl of Tkanet, was
created a bart. of Ireland 1622; the third bart. d. s.p.).
Same Armf, Jcc.
Tufton (Hothfield, co. Kent, and Beachworth, co. Surrey).
A sea
Ar. on a pale sa. an eagle displ. of the field. Creit

—

lion sejant ar.

lofton

(Appleby Castle, co. Westmorland, Skipton Castle,
Sa.
York, and Hothfield Place, co. Kent, bart.).
an eagle displ. erm. within a border wavy ar. Crest
Motto Ales volat
sea lion sejant ar. duly differenced.
CO.

—

—

propriis.

TCugrwell (Crow

on a
head erased ppr.

Hall, CO. Somerset). Az. three garbs or,

—A

chief ar. a boar's head sa. Crest
in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.

stag's

of six points in pale or.

Tunstall (Durham, and

III.).

—

—

Droit.

(Auckland, Houghton, Long Newton, and SunderDurham, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Thurland, co. Lanco. Westmoreland, and Cleasby, co.
York). Same Arms.
Tunstall (co. Lancaster, Everton, co. Nottingham, and
Hatchford, near Richmond, co. Surrey). Same Arms.
Tunstall (cos. Lancaster and York). Same Arms. Crest
A cock ar. armed or, beaked and wattled gu.
Tunstall (Cotham, Mundeville, co. Durham). Same Arms,
land, CO.

Ketteriggs,

caster,

—

—

a mullet charged with a mullet for diff. Crest
A cock ar.
beaked gu. combed, wattled, and membered or, differenced
as in the arms.

Tunstall (Agacombe, co. Surrey). Sa. three combs in fess ar.
Tunstall (Scargil, co. Y'ork). Erm. a chev. engr. gu.
Tunstall.

Tunsted

Ar. on a chev. indented az. three bezant.i.
(Tunsted, co. Derby, temp. Henry VI.). Sa. three

ar.

wife was Eleanor, dau. of Sir Edward Tcite, Knt., of
Tuitestown). Quarterly, gu. and ar.
(Sonagh, co. Westmeath, bart.). Same Arms. Crest
An angel vested ar. the dexter hand holding a flaming
sword ppr. the sinister resting on a shield of the arma.

Tupigney.

Office,

1624,

—

J/o«o— Alleluiah.

Tuite (MoguUen

Westmeath Fun. Ent.
Ulster's Office, 1640, Edward Tuite, of MoguUen, only sor
of James Tdite, of same place, who was grandson of Garrett
and Munnylea,

co.

;

Tdite, the brother of Sir Edjidnd Tdite, Knt., of Munnylea,

Some Arms.

co.).

Tuke

(Crcssing Temple, co. Essex, bart., extinct 1690;
Samuel Tdke, Esq., of Cressing Temple, descended from an
ancient family in that co., was created a bart. 1664 the
third bart., his grandson. Sir Charles Tuke, d. unm. of
wounds received at the Battle of the Boyne). Per fess indented az. and gu. three lions pass. or.
Tuke (CO. Kent). Per cliev. sa. and ar. three griffins' headt
erased counterchanged. Crest A griffin's head erased per
chev. ar. and sa. guttee counterchanged, holding in the
;

—

beak a sword ppr.

hill

and pommel

or.

Tuke (co. Kent).

Quarterly, sa. and ar. three griBBns' heads
counterchanged.
Tuke. Per fess indented az. and gu. three lions pass, in pale
Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. ducally crowned or.
or.
Tuke (Keltiam, co. Notts, and Wath-upon-Dearne, co. York).
Sa. billett^e or, a canton erm.
Tukey, or Tokey (co. Worcester). Az. a fess or, on a
canton of the second a lion's gamb of the first.
Tuiby. Az. a chev. bctw. three crosses sarcelly or.
Tullby. Az. a chev. or, betw. three crosses moline ar.
Tullidelph (Scotland, 16lh century). Az. a hind couchant
or, bctw. two stars in chief and a crescent in base ar.
Tulloch (Scotland, 16th century). Or, a fess betw. three

—

crosses crosslet fitchee gu.

Tulloch

(Tannochy, co. Elgin). Or, on a fess betw. three
cross i-rosslets fltchee gu. as many stars ar. Crest A mitre
ppr.
.Motto
Piitate parcntum.

—

—

Roxburgh,

on a fesi
bctw. two cross crosslets titch^u in cliitf and a lion ramp, in
base gu. three stars ar. Crest A tiger courant ppr. Motto
•^Cui debetur rcverentia.
Tully (Wetherall Abbey; co. Cumberland). Ar. on a chev.
gu. three escallops or, in chief a lion pass. vert. Crest
cupid with his bow and quiver all ppr.
Tully (CO. Galway; Keg. Ulster's Office). Vert a chev.
bctw. three wolves' beads erased ar. Crest A woirs head
coupcd ar.
Tulse (Lord Mayor of London, 1684). Sa. abend wavy betw.
(Ellicstoun,

CO.

1803).

Or,

—

—

—

t«o diilphinaciiibuwcd

ar.

Tumlyn. Ar. a chev. gu. bctw. three elm leaves vert.
Tumor. Az. a cliov. cngr. or, betw. three sheldrakes ar.
Tumore. Gu. a chev. engr. or, betw. three falcons close ar.
Tunea.

Thurland, co. York, 4 Edward

combs ar. Crest A cock ar. combed, wattled,
and legged or, in the mouth a scroll with the Motto
Sa. three

doves

Tuite

Tulloh

—

Tunno

Tupholme

same

Crest

swan, wings elevated erm. beaked or, legged sa. the dexter
leg resting on a buglehom gold, stringed gu.
(Sidmanton Park, co. Hants). Per pale ar. and gu.
two mullets of six points in pale counterchanged.
Tunno. Gu. two escallops in fess ar. and as many mullets

Westmeath; impalement Fun. Ent.
Theobald, Viscount Dillon, whose

(Tuitestown, co.

Ulster's

griffia's

A

Tunstall

Crest.

Tufton

Tuite

TUB
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be was created Baron Tufton 1626, and Earl of Thanet 1628
He.nbt, eleventh Earl of Thanet, d. unm. 1849, when the
representation devolved on his nephew, Rev. Charles
Henht Barham, of Treceon. son of John Foster Barham,
Esq., M.P., by Lady Caroline Tdpton, dau. of Sackville,
Sa. an eagle rtispl. erm. a border
^i-^hth Earl of Ih' nut).
CrcH A sea lion sejant ppr. Supporters Two eagles,
ar.
wings expanded erm. Motto Ales volat propriis.

Az. a cross or.

Tunnard
*A, betw.

(Krampton House, co. Lincoln). Erm. on a chev.
two dragons' beads erased ppr. in chief, and a

(co.

Lincoln).

Gu. a ram

ar.

bctw. three

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Az. an inescutcheon within an orle of six

martlets ar.

Tupigrney.

Az. an inescutcheon ar.
Az. an inescutcheon betw. six escallops ar.
Tapper (Guernsey). Arms (as anciently borne) Az. on a
fess betw. three boars pass, or, as many escallops gu. Crest
A greyhound sa. Modem Arms, with additions, as registered
in the Heralds' College, viz., Az. on a fess engr. betw. three
boars pass, or, as many escallops gu. a canton erm. thereon
pendent from a chain a medal, bearing the profiles of William III. and Mary II. gold. Crest A mount vert, thereon
a greyhound pa.ss. erm. charged on the shoulder with a slip
of oak fructed ppr. the dexter forepaw resting on an inescutcheon az. charged with a medal pendent from a chain,
as in the arms. Motto L'espoir est ma force. The reverse
of the medal represents a sea fight, and bears the singular
legend of " Nox nulla secuta est."
Turbervile (Sampford Peverell and Houston, co. Devon;

Tupiguey.

—

—

—

—

descended from Sir Robert Turbervill, Lord of Boare and
Anderston, who d. 6 Aug. 1424. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar.
a lion ramp. gu. crowned or.
Turbervile (quartered by Bingham, Earl of lucan and
Bingham, Baron Clanmorris : Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1632, Sir John Bingham, Knt., of Castlebar, descended from
Robert Bingham, temp. Edward I., who m. Lccv, dau. and
heir of Sir Robert Tubbebtile). Erm. a lion ramp. gu.
ducally crowned or.
Turbervile (co. Buckingham). Erm. a chief indented gu.
Turbervile (Beere, co. Dorset). Erm. a lion ramp. gu.
crowned or. Crest A castle ar. portcullis or.
Turbervile. Ar. billettee gu. a lion ramp, of the last.
Turbervile. Barry dancettee az. and ar.
Turbervile. Sa. three lions ramp. or.
Turbervill, or Turberville (Coyty Castle, co. Glamorgan; descended from Sir Patn I/K Turbervill, one of
the twelve knights who accompanied Kitzhammon to Wales;
the eventual co-hciresses of the senior line of the family
were: Catherine, m. Sir Roger Berkroulls, Knt.;
Margaret, )ii. Sir Richard Stackpoole, Knt.; Agnes, m.
Sir John de la Bere; and Sarah, m. Sir William Gamaob,
Knt.).
Cliequy or and gu. a fess erm. Oi-esl— An eagle

—

displ. or.

Turbervill (Ewenny Abbey,

co.

Glamorgan

;

Thomas

Ewenny Abbey, eldest son of
and grandson of John Warlow,

I'lcTON Turbervill, Esq., of

Thomas Warlow,

Esq.,

by Catherine, his wife, dau. of John Picton, Esq.,
Pembroke, took the name of Turbervill on
succeeding to the estates of his cousin, Elizabeth Maroarbt
Tubbekvill, of Ewenny Abbey). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
chequy or and sa. a fess erminois, forTuRBEBviLL; 2nd and
3rd, per chev. ar. and gu. three escutcheons, each charged
E.sq.,

of Poyston, co.

—

Crests
Ist,
with a tower counterchanged, for Warlow.
Turbervill: An eagle displ. sa. armed aud the tips of the
wings gold, charged on the body with a fess erminois 2nd,
Wablow A crossbow erect in front of two swords in saltire
ppr. pommels and hilts or. Motto— Avi numcranturuvorum.
;

:

A

TUB
Turberville (Tythegstone,

AA

TUB
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Glamorgan; descended from
WiLcocK TcBBEBviLUE, sccond son of Sir Richard TcbbebviLLE, Knt., Lord of Coyty, who m. Maud, dau. and heir of
HoPEiN AP Howell Ycban, of Tythegstone;. Same Arms
and Crest.
Turberville (Pennine Castle and Clemenstone, co. Glamorgan descended from Chbistopheb Tubbebville, Esq., of
Pennine, High Sheriff 1549 and 1568, son of Jenkin TdbbebviLLE, second son of Jenkin Tubbebville, Esq., of Tythegstone. Mabt, eldest dau. and coheir of Hdmphbey Tubbebville, Esq., of Clemenstone, m. John Ccbbe, Esq.). Same
Arms and Crest.
Turberville (Llantwitt-Major, co. Glamorgan; descended
from Thomas Tcbberville, second son of Kichabd Tubbebco.

Turner

(Swanwick,

Derby).

and gu. on m pale
wings conjoined
saltireways ar. charged in the middle with a trefoil slipped
co.

or, three trefoils slipped vert.

Vaire

Crest

ar.

—Two

vert.

Turner

(Thorverton, co.
aged 46

of Thorverton,

Devon

;

Hcmphby Tubneb,
Devon,

at Visit.

Esq.,

son

ville, Esq., of Tythegstone, living in the 15th century; the
heiress, Cecil, only dau. of Edmond Tubbebville, Esq.,

of
Anthony Tukseb, and grandson of Anthony Tcbne*,
both of same place). Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three fersde-moline or, on a chief ar. a lion pass. gu. Crest A lioa
pass. gu. holding in the dexter paw a laurel branch vert.
Turner, or Turner (Halberton, co. Devon.) Same Arms.
Crest
A lion pass. gu. holding in the dexter paw a laurei
branch vert.
Turner-Farley (Mamhull, co. Dorset). See Fabley.
Turner (Walden, co. Essex). Az. on a fess engr. betw.
two fers-de-moline or, a lion pass. sa. Crest A demi wolf

of Llantwitt-Major, m. IltydNicholl, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st,
chequy or and gu. a fess erm., for Tubbebville; 2nd, gu.
three chev.-ar., for Jestin ap Gubgant; 3rd, ar. a cross

gu. collared or, holding betw. the feet a fer-de-moline gold.
Turner (Bluntshall, co. Essex). Ermines on a cross quarter
voided ar. four fers-de-moline sa.

;

flory sa. betw. six erm. spots, for

Norbis; 4th, paly of six

and az. on abend gu. three cinquefoils or, forSTBADLiNO.
Tiirbott. Az. three turbots naiant ar. finned or, a border
ar.

erm.

Turbutt

(Ogston Hall, co. Derby ; William Tubbdtt, of
John, co. York, was Sheriff co. York 1710).
Az.
three turbots naiant ar. finned or. Crest A naked arm
holding in the hand ppr. a trident or, armed and headed ar.
Turet (Moreton, co. Salop; the heiress m. Cokbet). Or, an
an escarbuncle sa.
Turfeet (London. Visit. 1563). Ar. an orle sa. within an
orle of eight martlets gu. Crest
On a ducal coronet ar. a
stag trippant ppr.
Turgeis. Az. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fltchfc
Crest
In a knot of rope a
or, a border engr. of the last.
talbot's head or, eared sa.
Tureris (co. Somerset). Az. a chev. betw. three crosses

Mount

St.

—

—

—

(Foveran, co. Aberdeen, bart., 1633).
Or, on a
bend gu. three boars' heads couped of the first. Crest
band holding up a knight's helmet all ppr. ilfoJto^Audentes
fortuna juvat.
Turke (London, temp. Edward III.). Ar. on a bend az.
betw. two lions ramp. gu. three bezants.
Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls pass. sa.
(Thomas TuBNBULL, temp. Henry VIII.; impaled
by Emanuel Lucab, Esq., of London, whose second wife
was JoANE, dau. of Thomas Tcbnbull. Visit. London, 1563;.
Or, a fess betw. three winged bulls sa.
Turnbull (Bedrule, co. Berwick). Ar. a bull's head erased
sa. afterwards Ar. three bulls' heads erased sa.
Turnbull (Minto, co. Berwick, 15th century). Ar. a bull's
head cabossed sa
(Know, CO. Berwick).
Ar. an ear of rye vert
betw. three bulls' heads erased sa. armed of the second.
Crest
A bull's head cabossed sa. armed vert. Motto

—

Tumay.
Tumbull

;

Tumbull

—

—

Courage.

Turnbull

(Stracathrow, co. Forfar). Ar. three bulls' heads
erased sa. armed vert, within a bordure indented of the
second.
Motto Audaci favet fortuna.
Turnbull (Smiddyh.all, co. Forfar). As the last, but the

—

Same
bordure charged with six crescents ar. for diff.
Motto.
Turnbull (James TtrENBULL, nephew of Stracathrow, 1696).
Ar. three boars' heads erased sa. armed vert, within a bordure
A bull's
indented and chequy of the second and first. Crest
Motto Audacior favente
head erased, as in the arms.

—

—

fortuna.

—

—

Turner

(Parenden, CO Essex). Erm. a cross quarter pierced
betw. four fers-de-moline sa. Crest
A lion pass, guard, ar.
holding in the dexter paw millriad sa.
Turner (Wakestown, co. Essex). Ar. a chev. az. betw.
three lions ramp, guard, sa. Crest A demi tiger salient or,

—

—

and maned

tufted

armed or.
(co. Essex).
Az. a fess betw. two fers-de-moline or.
(Downhathley House, co. Gloucester). Ermines on a

Turner
Turner

sa.

cross quarter pierced ar. four fers-de-moline sa.

moline

Crest

paw a

lion pass, guard, ar. holding in the dexter

—

fer-dc-

sa.

Turner

(cos.

Huntingdon and

Suffolk).

Erm. on a

cross sa.

—

quarter pierced 6f the field four fers-de-moline ar. Crest
A lion pass. ar. holding in the dexter foot a fer-de-molinc
sa. (another bears the Uon sa. and fer-de-moline ar.).

Turner
Turner

(Saultry, co. Huntingdon).

Same Anns and

Warrington, co. Lancaster).

(Stanley,

Crest.

Sa. on

s.

five fers-de-moline pierced of the field, in the
dexter chief a martlet for diff. Crest A lion pass, guard,
ar. holding in the dexter paw a fer-de-moline sa.
Motto

—

—

Pro patria.

Turner (co. Leicester;
Warwick).

Turner
ar.

descended from Sutton Coldfield, co.

Ar. a fer-de-moline sa.

Ermines on a cross quarterly pierced
four fers-de-moline sa. on the centre of the cross an
(co. Lincoln).

—

Crest
A lion pass. ar. gorged
annulet of the second.
with a plain collar or, holding in the dexter paw a fer-demoline sa.
Turner (Lord Mayor of London, 16G9; descended from co.
York). Sa. on a cross ar. five fers-de-moline pierced of the
field.

Ttimer

(Lord Mayor of London, 1769; descended from
Tablehurst, co. Surrey). Per pale gu. and az. three hounds
Crest
An antelope sejant erm. attired
in full course ppr.
or. resting the dexter forepaw on an escutcheon gold.
Turner (London; descended from Halberton, co. Devon).
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three millrinds or, on & chief ar.
Crest
a lion pass. gu.
A lion pass. gu. holding in the

—

—

paw a laurel branch vert.
Turner (Warham, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1780; descended
Turner, Esq., of Wessenham, temp. Qeeen
William
from
Anne, who had three sons: I. Chables Tuener; II. William
III. John Turner, second bart.; the
Turner, d.
i'.
dexter

'=.

;

Charles Tueneb, was created a bart., 1727,
with special remainder in default of male issue, to his
brothers, he ((. without surviving male issue, 1738, when he
was s. by his only surviving brother. Sir John Turner,
second bart. the third bart. d. s. p. m.). Sa. a chev. erm.
betw. three fers-de-moline or, on a chief ar. a lion pass. gu.
A lion pass. gu.
Crest
Turner (Yarmouth, co. Norfolk). Same Anns. Crest
lion pass. gu. holding in the dexter paw a fer-de-moline
eldest son, Sir

;

Turnbull

(Currie, Scotland, 1685). Ar. a garb ppr. betw.
A dexter
three bulls' heads erased sa. armed vert. Crest
hand holding up a baxter's pyle charged with three loaves
in pale ar. all within two bunches of palm vert. Motto
Favet fortuna labori.
Turnbull (Abbey St. Bathans, co. Berwick). Per chev.

—

—
—

three bulls' heads counterchanged. Crest
A dexter hand couped fessways ppr. holding up a dagger
erect also ppr. hilted and pommelled or, bearing on the
point a bull's head erased sa. Motto I saved the King.

and

—

cross ar.

crosslet filchee or.

Turing'

ar.

1620,

sa.

—

Turnbull

Ar. in chief two bulls' head?
oak tree eradicated in benil
erased sa.
sinister surmounted of a sword in bend ensicned with an
Crest
A hand holding a dagger
antique crown all ppr.
erect ppr. having on the point a bull's head erased sa.
Motto Audaci favet fortuna.
Turner (CO. Derby. Visit. 1634). Ermines on a cross quarter
(Glasgow, 1S69).
and in base an

—

—

pierced ar. four fers-dc-moline sa. a fleur-de-lis for diff.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, ar. holding in the dexter paw a

—

fer-demoline

sa.

1037

—

or.

—

—

Motto

Utile quoil lacias.

Turner

(Hall Place, in p.irisU of Bradwell, co. Oxford, and
Cursitors Court, nc;ir Cuisitors Alley, co. Middlesex allowed
at Visit. Middlesex, 1663, to Thomas Tueneb. son of Thomas
;

Turner, grandson of Uiciiard Turner, and grcat-grandsou
Ermines on across
of Thomas Turner, all of llill Place).
ar. pierced of the field four crosses

pass guard, ar. in the dexter

Turner

paw

moline

sa.

Credit

—A

lion

a fcr-dc-nioline ppr.

Ambrosdcn,

Oxford, bart.).
Qu,'>rterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fcr-dc-moline pierced sa., for
Turner; 2nd and 3rd, az. a fuss indented betw. three
martlets or, for Page. Crests— 1st, Turner: A lion pass,
guard, ar. ducally crowned or, holding in the dexlcr paw
2nd. Page
A demi horse
a fer-dc-moline, as in the arms
per pale dancettee or and az. Motto— Vincit qui palitur.
Turner (Caughley Place, co. Salop; granted, 1785, to

(Page-Turner,

;

co.

:

TUB
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EeT. HiriUBD TCRNEj^ A.M., Bcctor of Cumberton and
Vicar of Kluiley, co. Worcester. He had three sons and
two (lui;s. Thomas Tcrneb, of C.iughley Place, co. Salop;
:

I.L.P.,

Bi'^iiARO,

Mac:. Coll.,

Oxon;

Kdward, Brig.-Gen.

Indian Army: Klizabetii, wife of Abraham Wvke, Esq.,
ofBroselcy; nnd Sarah, wife of William IIanxock Ror.ERTs,
CD.). Ar. it lion ramp c"- bciw. three niilhimls sa. on a
V)rdercnar. az. eiglit annulets or. CnU A Cornish clioiigh
ppr. perilled on a millrindor.
Turner (I'lics, CO. Salop: dcseomlcil from Sutton ColdQckl,
Ar. a fcr-de-raoline sa.
CO. Warwick).
Turner (i.-o. Salop). Sa. a clicv. crm. bctw. three fcrs-deA tower ar. broken in the battlements.
moline or. CresL
Turner (co. Suffolk; descended from oo. Huntingdon).
Erna. on a cross sa. quarter pierced of the field four fers-demolinc ar. Crcsl A. lion pass. ar. holding in the dexter

—

T

XT

B

Exchequer, Ireland, temp. Charles I.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1460, of his wife, Eleanor, dau. of Richard Long,
one of the six clerks in Chancery). Or, on a cross quarterpierced az. a leopard's face gu. betw. four fers-de-moline of
the

first.

Turner

(Bandonbridge, co. Cork, and Limerick; arms
allowed aiid pedigree registered by Carney, Ulstef, 1687, to

Henrt

Vair on a pale gu. three

Turner, Esq., Counsellor-at-law, Kecordcr of
Henry Tdrnbr, of Bandonand grandson of Henky Turner, Esq., of same
place, who was sixth son of Henry Turner, Esq., of Heathfield, CO. Kent).
Erm. on a cross quarter pierced sa. four
fers-de-moline or. Crest A demi lion ramp. gu. supporting a column sa.
(N.B. The next year, 1088, Carney,
Ulster, assigned the following arms to the above Henbx
Torner, Recorder of Limerick, and then Attorney-General
to the Duke of Ormonde for the co. palatine of Tippcrary).
Per fess sa. and erm. a pale counterchanged, and three fers-

(Camberwell, co. Surrey). Sa. a chev. erm. betw.
three fers-de-moUne or. Crest ^A to^vier ar. broken in the
battlements.
Turner (co. Surrey, 1604). Vair^ ar. and gu. on a pale or,
^Two wings conjoined
Crest
three trefoils slipped yert.
saltireways ar. charged in the middle with a trefoil slipped

de-moline or, a crescent for di£f.
Crest A lion sejant erm.
holding in the dexter paw a fer-de-moline or, and charged
on the shoulder with a crescent sa.
Turner. See Tubnob.
Turner (Sir James Turner, Scotland, 1672). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, sa. a catharine wheel ar. 2nd and 3rd, ar. three
gutties de sang. Crest
A flaming heart ppr. Motto Tune

—

—

paw a fer-de-moline

sa.

Turner (Blechingley,

co. Surrey).

—

—

vert.

Turner

(Eastbourne, co. Sussex). Per fess sa. and erm. a
and three fers-de-moline or. Crest
holding in the dexter foot a fer-de-moline

—

pale counterch'anged

A lion sejant ar.
or.

Turner

(Tablehurst, co. Sussex, Lord

Mayor

of London,

Per pale gu. and az. three hounds in full cry ar.
antelope sejant erm. attired or, reposing the
dexter foot on an escutcheon gold.
1769).

Crest

—An

Turner

(Sutton Coldfleld, co. Warwick, and co. Lciceater;
Edward Turner, of co. Leicester, Visit. Leicester, 1619,
80n and heir of William Tdrneb, Esq., of Sutton Coldfield,
and grandson of Richakd Turner, of same place, Barrister-atlaw). Ar. a fer-de-moline sa., quartering, Erm. a chev.
az. betw. three garbs ppr.
Turner (Atherstone, co. Warwick; confirmed by Camden's
Deputies to Thomas Turner, of Atherstone). Erm. on a

(Kirklealham, co. York, hart., extinct 1810; Sir
city of York, 1768-83, was created a
Ar. on a
bart. 1782; his son, the second bart., d. s. p.).

Charles TtniNER, M.P.

Sa.

on a

cross ar. five fers-de-moline pierced of the field.
Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three fers-de moline or, on

Turner.

—

a

A wolfs head erased
chief of the last a lion pass. gu. Crest
sa. guttee d'eau, in the mouth a tulip branch vert.
Turner. Sa. three fers-de-moline betw. two bendlcts ar.
ramp. gu. holding in the claws a fer-de-

moline ar.

Turner.

Ar. a cross az. pierced of the field betw. four
quatrefoils gu. in the centre a fer-de-moline sa. Crest On a
tower ar. broken in the battlement an eagle reguard. sa.
fH'asping in the claw a millrind of the last.
Turner. Erm. on a cross voided in the fess point four fcrsde-moline sa. Crest A lion pass. ar. holding one of the same
in the dexter paw.
Turner. Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped sa.
Crest
On a cbapeau gu. turned up erm. a greyhound

—

—

—

Blatant sa. collared ar.

Turner.
Turner.

Erin, three fers-de-moline sa.

Vaire ar. and gu. on a pale

—

Company

—

—

pass. sa.

Turney (co.

Dorset).

Ar. an annulet bctw. three escallops

Ar. a chev. betw. three

co. Lincoln).

bulls pass. sa. attired or.

Crest

— A tower sa. towered ar.

Turney.
Crest
A

Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls pass. sa. attired or.
cross pattee fitchee or.
(cos. Kent and Surrey, temp. King John).
Gu. a
lion pass, or, betw. two mascles ar.
Turnley (granted to Joseph Tuenuet, Esq., Deputy
Governor of the Hon. the Irish Society of the new
plantation in Ulster, J. P. and D.L., and to the other descendants of his grandfather, Joseph Turnley).
Ar. a
fritillaria meleagris stalked and leaved ppr. on a canton gu.
the Tower of Derry also ppr. Crest
Out of a mural crown
ppr. a iritillaria meleagris, as in the arms. Motto— Ferseverando.
Turnly (granted to John Tdknly, Esq., J. P., co. Antrim,
and to the descendants of his grandfather, Alexander
Turnly, Esq., of Downpatrick). Ar. a fritillaria meleagris
stalked and leaved ppr. on a canton gu. a cross pattee or.
Crest
On a mount vert an oak tree ppr. supporting on the
sinister side a shield gu. charged with a cross pattee or.
Motto Perse verando.
(Stoke Eochford, co. Lincoln ; descended from

—

—

—
—

Tumor

Christopher Turnor, temp. Henry VIII., a member of
the family of Turnour, of Haverhill his grandson, Christopher Turnor, Esq., of Milton Erneys, had two sons:
I. Sir Christopher Turnor, Knt., Baron of the Exchequer
1660, whose great-granddau. and heiress, Joyce Turnor, mJames Masler, Esq.; II. Sir Edmund Turnor, an eminent
royalist, and a person of great eminence during the civil
wars, who »«. Margaret, dau. of Sir John Harbison, and
;

or,

three trefoils

slipped vert.

Turner.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu. betw. three fers-de-moline
a border az. charged with an annulet or. Crest A ferde-moline lying fessways or, thereon a Cornish chough sa.
Turner, Bur^h. Erm. on a cross quarter-pierced ar.
four fcrs-de-moline sa.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, ar.
regally crowned ppr. holding in the dexter paw a fer-dcmollne ta.
Turner (Dublin; confirmed by Molyneux, Ulster, 1618, to
Jamea Turneh, Esq., Second Ucinoinbrancer of the Court
of Exchequer in Ireland, and formerly High Sheriff co.
Dublin). Or, on a cross quarter-pierced az. a leopard's face
gu. botw. four fvrs-dc-moline of the first. Crat An arm
erect vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a ferde-moline or.
Turner (OuMln; Fun. Ent. Ulsters Office, 1036, Maroaret,
wife of Paul TuRifER, who was son and heir of Alderman
William Turner, of Dublin). Ar. three pikes naiant in
pale gu. plaice, a mullet for ditf.
Turner (Jaues Tubmek, Bemembranccr in the Court of

—

sa.

—

—

1038

;

—

cede malis.
Turner (Edinburgh, 1673). Same Arms, with a crescent
for diff.
Same Crest and Motto.
Turners,
of (incorporated 2 James I., 1004).
Az. a Catharine wheel betw. two columns or, in chief a regal
crown ppr. in base an axe ar. handled of the second, lying
fessways, the blade downwards. Crest A female figure ppr.
representing St. Catharine, her hair dishevelled, her head
within a circle of glory of the first, and ducally crowned or,
vested az. lined with erm. supporting with her dexter band
a Catharine wheel of the second, in her sinister hand a
sword, the point resting on the wreath ar. hilt and pommel
or.
Motto By faith I obtain.
Turney (co. Buckingham). Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls

Turnham

cross sa. five fcrs-de-moline of the fiekl.
York ; Lord Mayor of London, 1669).

Turner (co.

— A dcmi lion

—
—

Turney (Cavenby,

cross sa. five fei's-de-moline ar.

Turner

Crest

bridge,

—

trefoils or.

Turner

Limerick, son of Scrgeant-Major

obtained with his wife, as a marriage portion, the whole of
the manor of Stoke Itochford). Ermines on a cross quarterpierced ar. four fers-de-moline sa. Crest
A lion pass. ar.
crowned or, holding in the dexter paw a fer-dc-moline sa.
Turnor (quartered by the llev. Henry Turnob-Barnwell,
who, in 1827, assumed the surname of Turnor before Barn-

—

Erm. on a cross sa. betw. two flcurs-de-Iis
and as many fers-de-moline in fess ar. a fret

well).
or,

in pale
of the

second.

Turnor (Ballysheen, co. Wexford a family long settled there,
who were dispossessed by Oliver Cromwell
Nicholas
Turnor, Esq., of Ballysheen, was the proprietor temp.
;

;

Henry VII.; his dau., Eleanor, m. Edmond Hore, Esq.,
Visit. Wexford, 1018).
of Harpcrstown, in same co.
Ar.
three fishes naiant in pale gu. bczantcc.

A
A
;

TUB
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descended from Tbomas
TcBNOR, Sovereign of the town, third son of Patbick
Tdbnor, of Ballysheen; he had three sons: I. Walter,
Sovereign of the town, whose great-grandson, Christopher,
was also Sovereign of the town, and left a son, Patrick, of
Wexford at Visit. 1618; II. Nicholas; III. Luke, or John,
Same Arms, a
ancestor of Tdbnor, of Ballyknockane).

town of Wexford

(the

crescent for

'

;

dilf.

(Ballyknockane, co. Wexford; Richard Tornob, a
Commissioner of the Peace for the co. in 1618, was grandson
of Paul Tdbner, Sovereign of the town of Wexford, who
was son of Luke, or Johk Tornob, third son of Thouas
Turnob, also Sovereign of the town. Visit. Wexford, 1618).
Same Amis, a mullet for diff.

Dublin
William Turnob, Sheriff of the
city 1601, grandson of PaulTobnor, Sovereign of the town
Visit. Dublin, 1607).
Same Arms, a mullet on
of Wexford.
a mullet for diff.
Tumor. See Turner.
Turnour {EaH Wintcrton). Ermines on a cross quarterpierced ar. four fers-de-moUne sa., quartering, At. on a
chief gu. three palets or, for Keith, Earl Marisckal.
Ofest
A lioff pass, guard, ar. holding in the dexter paw a
Two lions ar. semee of fersfer-de-moline sa. Supporters
de-moline sa. Motto Esse quam videri.
Tumour. Erm. on a pale vert three trefoils or. Cfrest
shield gu. betw. two laurel branches ppr.
Turpin (cos. Cambridge and Leicester). Gu. on a bend ar.
Crest
three lions' heads erased sa.
A griESn pass. ar.
guttle de sang, wings endorsed or.
Turpin, or Turpyne (Calais). Same Arms and Crest.
Turpin (Knaptoft, co. Leicester). Gu. on a chev. ar. three
lions' heads erased sa.
Turpin (Sir George Tubpin, temp. Queen Elizabeth; his
sister, Sibel, m. Edward Villiers, Esq., of Northampton.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Gu. on a bend ar. three lions' heads
erased sa. Crest A griffin, wings inverted or, guttee de
(tity of

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

sang,

armed az.

Turtle.

Ar. three mullets az. a chief of the

head gu. betw. two wings

parrot's

Crest—

last.

or.

Turton

(Starborough Castle, co. Surrey, bart.).
Or, ten
trefoils slipped vert, four, three, two, and one, a canton gu.
Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a cubit arm erect, vested
vert, cuffed ar. holding In the hand ppr. a banner per pale

—

and

also ar.

vert, fringed, staffed,

Turton (West Bromwich, co.

and headed

Stafford.

gold.

Visit. Stafford, 1663).

Ar. ten trefoils slipped vert, four, three, two, and one, a
canton gu. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a cubit arm
erect, vested vert, cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a
banner per pale also ar. and vert, fringed or, and beaded

—

gold, staff also ppr.

Turton

(Upsall, co. York).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm.
ten trefoils vert 2nd, ar. a lion ramp. betw. three trefoils
3rd, per chev. az. and sa. a chev. engr. with plain cotises
betw. three bells ar.
Out of a mural coronet or, a
Crest
cubit arm habited vert, cuffed ar. the hand ppr. holding
a banner per fess also ar. and vert, the fringe counterchanged, a trefoil in centre of banner. Motto Formosa
quae honesta.
Turton (Larpool Hall, near Whitby, co. Tork). Erm. ten
trefoils, four, three, two, and one vert.
Crest
Out of a
mural coronet or, a cubit arm habited vert, cuffed ar. the
hand ppr. holding a banner per fess also ar. and vert, the
;

—

(Walcote, co. Worcester).
three towers ar.

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

down

(Walcote, co. Worcester).
three towers ar.

of. Or, five torteaux,
two, two, and one, in chief a hurt charged with three fleursde-lis of the field.
Another blazon is. Or, five lozenges, two,
two, and one gu. in chief another az. charged with three
fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Tuscle.

Quarterly, gu. and az. in each quarter a lion's
head erased or.
Tuson. Vert three lions ramp. ar. crowned, ducally gorged,
and chained or. Crest A lion's head erased ar.
Tuson. Ar. a chev. sa. in chief three garbs vert. Crest^

—

A

gadfly ppr.
Quarterly, gu. and az. in each
quarter a lion's head erased or.
Tusser (Ryvenhall, co. Essex; granted 1 Feb. 1560). Az. a
fess chequy ar. and gu. betw. three battle axes of the
second. Crest A lion's gamb erased or, armed gu. grasping

Tussell, or Tusseley.
'

—

a battle axe az. purfled gold.
Tusses. Ar. two chev. gu. betw. six eagles

Vert a cutlass betw.
Ar. three swords pale-

Vert a cutlass betw.

Sa. three piles ar. (another, or), each charged
with a cross crosslet az. (another, the crosses crosslet
gu.).

Tutbury Monastery

;

—

Tutcham, or Tutham.

now

Turville (Bosworth

Hall, co. Lc'cester;

same

co.

;

a branch of

Turvile, of Normanton ; descended from George Turvile,
Esq., of Aston Flaravile, elder son of Sir William Turvile,
Knt., of Normanton Turvile, by Jane, his second wife, dau.

John Wabbubton,

of Warburton and Arley). Same
Arvis and Crest. Motto Virtus semper eadem.
Turvile (Aston Flamville, co. Leicester; George Turvile.

—

Vasit.Leicester, 1619, great-grandson
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Cheqny

—

ar.

and gu. on a

fea«

az. three escallops or.

Tuthill

(Dublin; confirmed by Bethatn, Ulster, to Jackson
Villiers Tdthill, of Dublin, and the descendants of his
grandfather). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a bend cotised
or, a Iton pass. sa. betw. two trefoils slipped vert, for Tcihill; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a cross gu. five escallops or,
a trefoil in the canton vert, for Villiers. Crests 1st, Tdthill Out of a coronet composed of a rose in the centre two
trefoils and two thistles, flowered heads or, a wolfs head
sa.
2nd, Villiers
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
ramp. ar. ducally crowned or, armed and langued gu.
Mottoes Over the crests: Fidei coticula crux; underthe
arms Vincere aut mori.
Tutin. Lozengy gu. and ar. a chief or. Crest A bridge of
three arches ar. water flowing underneath az.
Tutt (Barnstaple, co. Devon). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the
1st quarter a saltire sa.
Crest A talbot sejant or, collared

—

:

:

;

—

:

—

and lined

Tutt.

ar.

Same Arms.

—
—Out

of a ducal coronet or, a
head, holding in the beak a key all ppr.
(co. Hants).
Quarterly, ar. and gu. Crest A talbot
Crest

griffin's

Tutt

—

sejant or, collared and lined ar.

Tutt

ar.

(Chichester, co. Sussex; originally from co. Hants).
Ar. on a canton gu. a crescent of the field. Crest
A talbot

—

sejant or, collared and liued ar.
Or,

a

saltire az. in chief a crescent of the last.

Tuystale. Ar. a chev. betw. three oak leaves vert.
T'waytes (co. Kent). Ar. a cross sa. fretty of the field.
T'waytes. Ar. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
(another, az.) as many bezants.
T"weddale. Per fess az. and vert a fess ar. in chief an

ofSirWiLLiAuTuaviLB,

base a salmon ppr. Crest

—A lion's head erased

gu-

Tweddell.

Ar. a fess betw. two cstuiles in clucf and a fish

naiant in base or.

Crest

—A

pelican's

head couped vulning

her breast ppr.

Twedy

(co.

Essex).

Ar.

Crest — A falcon rising ppr.
Tweeddale, Marquess

Tweedie

or.

originally of Aston Flamville, in the

Az. a saltire vairtf
Another Coat Vaire

(co. Stafford).

and gu. betw. four crescents ar.
or and gu.

or

estoile or, in

the eventual heiress and last of the line of
Normanton, Elizabeth Turvile, d. in 1776). Gu. three
chevronels vair. Crest A dove close ppr. holding in the
beak a branch of olive slipped vert, fructcd of three

Turvile,

displ. az.

Tutbery.

Tutte

Turvile, co. Leicester, Visit. Leicester,
1619; descended from Ralph de Tourvile, temp. Henry I.,
son of William de Tourvile, who came to England with

of Sir

chev. vair.

Tuscany, Grand Dukedom

—

Turvile (Normanton

X.

;

—

sa.

Turvey

William

1

(Idmiston, co. Wilts). Quarterly, ar. and gu. in the
1st quarter a crescent of the second. Same Crest.
Tuttall (co. Norfolk). Or, on a chev. az. three crescents

fringe counterchanged.

ways, points

by his second wife),
Gu. a chev. vair betw. three mullets ar.
(Visit. London, 568 quartered by Thomas Lovett,
Esq., of Astwell, co. Northampton, whose dau. Elizabeth,
rii. .Sir William Chesteb, Mayor of London, 1560).
Erm. a
border az. bezantte.
Turvile (quartered by William Levebet, Athlone Pursuivant of Arms Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1618). Gu. three

Turvile

Tuy.

Turvey

Turughran

WB
VIII.,

;

Tumor

Turner

T
Henry

Knt., of ThurlaRton, temp.

(London).

branch

in

saltire

engr. gu. a chief ax.

See Hay.
Or, a saltire engr. gu. on a chief a«.

three antique crowns of the
laurel

a

saltire

of.

first.

vert.

Crest— A palm branch and
Motto Aut pax, aut

—

helium.

Tweedie

(Drummelzicr, co. Peebles),

—

Ar. a saltire engr

—

gu. a chief az. Crest A bull's head sa. Motto TUol and
think.
T-wells (Philip Twells, Esq., Eaton Square, London). Ar.
a fess cotised az. betw. six fountains, three in chief and aa
many in base. Crctt A swan ppr.

—

A

WB

T
Twemlow

—

Twist.

erect a parrot all ppr.

Twitham.

CO. Chester).

—

—

TwemlO'W

Az. two bars engr. or,
(.\rciyd, co. Chester).
charged with three boars' heads couped and erect, two and
Crest
A perroquet standing on the stump of a tree,
one sa.
a branch sprouting therefrom ppr. Motto Nee cunctando
agendo.
nee temere
(Betley Court, co. Stafford, and the Hill, SandSame Aiina and
bach, CO. Chester, formerly of Arclyd).

—

—

Twemlow
Crest.

Twengr, or Thwengr
a

York, temp. Edward

(co.

Ar.

II.).

Gu. nine popinjays

Twengre

(Overhemesley, co. York). Ar. a fess gu.
Ar. on a bend cotised gu. three fleurs-de-lis of

the

or.

(quartered by Wilkinson, of Dublin; Fun. Ent.
Fbances, dau. of John Wilkinson,
Counsellor-at-law, and wife of Francis Acngieb, Clerk of
the Court of Chancery). Ar. a fess gu. betw. three popinjays vert, beaked and legged of the second.
Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three delves or,
Ulster's Office, 1636,

Twentyman.
many

torteaux.

Crest

—A

horse's

head

bridled

ar.

Twentyman (Sheriff of

London, 1861-2). Gu. three battle
axes ppr. Crest A dexter arm embowed ppr. habited to
the elbow erm. holding in the hand a battle axe also

—

ppr.

Twichet.

a

Sa.

saltire

engr. ar.
Crest
rose gu.

—A

lion's

kead

mouth a

erased sa. holding in the

Twichet. Sa. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Twichet. Ar. a fess betw. three fishes haurient gu.
Twiford, or Twyford (co. Leicester; Lord Mayor
Twiford, or Twyford

(co. Leicester).
Ar. two bars sa.
on a canton of the last a cinquefoil or (another, ar.).
Twig'gr, or Twig'gre. Az. three bendlets or, or a cDlef

a bar dancett^e gu.

Crest

—An esquire's helmet ppr.

Twilly, or Tuilly.

Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets sa.
pierced or.
(Preston, co. Lancaster; granted 21 Nov. 1571).
Ar. a fess embattled sa. in chief two estoiles of the

Twine

Kent, and Lewes, co. Sussex). Same Arms.
Ar. a bend
(Peterborough, co. Northampton).
lozengy sa. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu. Crest
A lion's gamb holding a lozenge ar. charged with a cross
(co.

Twinell

—

mullets

Kent).

Ar. three cinquefoils sa.
Twitham. Az. two bars or, on a bend sa. three crescents
of the second.
Twitty. Ar. a saltire engr. gu. on a chief of the last two
birds volant of the first, a border gobony or and gu.
Twycross (co. Norfolk, 1467). Gu. a chev. or, betw. two
crosses form^e fitchee in chief and an annulet in base of the
last.
Crest
A swan rising ppr. JV/btJo— Droit et avant.
T-wyer, or Twyre. Gu. a cross vair.
Twyer, Gu. a pale vair, surmounted by a fess of the last.
(co. Leicester, and Frostdyke, co. Lincoln).
Ar.
two bars sa. on a canton of the second a cinquefoil or.
(co.

—

—A

Crest

demi

ramp, doable queued

lion

Twiniho, or Twinihaw
chev. betw. three lapwings

wings expanded

(Tunworth,
close sa.

co. Dorset).

Crest

—A

Ai-.

a

lapwing,

ar.

Twining:.

Ar. a fess embattled sa. in chief two mullets
Crest
A cubit arm grasping two snakes, each
entwined round the arm all ppr.
Twining'. Gu. two palets ar. on a chief or, three fleurs-delis az.
Crest
The stump of an oak tree sprouting out new
branches ppr. thereon an escutcheon pendent gu.
Twinsted (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a cross gu. five mullets of

—

of the last.

—

field.

T'wirrey.

Gu. a cross vair.
Twisden. See Twysden.
T'wiselden (co. Kent). Per saltire ar. and gu. a cross
crosslet counterchanged.
Twisleton-Fiennes (Baron Saye and Sde). See

(Trotton,

—

—

aspirate gemellis.

Twysden

(Roydon Hall, East Peckham, co. Kent, bart.).
Per saltire ar. and gu. a saltire betw. four crosses crosslet all
counterchanged.
Crest
A cockatrice az. wings displ.
beaked, legged, and winged or.
T'wysden (Bradboum, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1841 Thomas
TwTSDEN, second son of Sir Willl&m Twtsden, first bart.
of Roydon, was appointed a Judge of the King's Bench
1660, and created a bart. 1666; the eighth bart. d.s.p.).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto Praevisa mala pereunt.
T'wysden. Quarterly, gu. and ar. a saltire betw. four

—

;

—

Tyack

Tyake

Ar. a fess betw. three boars' heads

sa.

—

—

—

—

—

Twdry

Or, three bats az. legged gu.
Essex). Ar. a fess betw. in chief three martlets

Tye (co.

in base a chev.
tiger's

Tye

head

az.

ar. tufted

(C'.opton,

co.

Crest

—Out

of a

and

ducal coronet or, a

and armed of the last.
Ar. a bend betw.

Suffolk).

si

crossos

crosslet fitchee sa.

Tye

—

—

A cockatrice or.
Ci'est
Ar. a chev. betw. three

Breock).

(London). Ar. a chev. gu. on a canton sa.
a cinquefoil pierced erm. Crest A griffin's head erased ar.
beaked gu.
Tyas. Ar. achev. gu.
Tyas. Gu. a fess betw. three martlets (another, mullets) ar.
Tyas (Jeulonici, co. York). Ar. a fess betw. three hammers
each in bend sinisterways sa.
Tyas. Gu. a fess betw. three hammers each in bond ar.
Tydir Trefor. See Todob Tbevob.
Tydwall, Gloff (co. Brecknock). Az. a wolf ramp. ar.
(Lord of Garthmadryn, co. Brecon).
Tydyr, or

TwiBLETON, Esq., of Barley, was created a bart. 1629, and
Ar. a chev. betw. three moles sa.
$. p.).
(Dartford, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. betw. three
moles sa. Crest On a mount vert a hind statant or, Uucally
gu.
gorged
Twisleton (Barley, co. York; granted 22 Nov. 1602).
Same Arms, a mullet for diff. Crest— A dexter arm embowed, vested aa. turned up ar. holding in the hand ppr. a
mole-epade or, headed also ar. Motto Vidi, vici.
Twisleton (Drax and Goole, co. York, and Osbaston, co.
Leicester). Ar. a chev. betw. three moles sa.
Crest
dexter arm embowed, vested sa. turned up ar. holding in
the hand ppr. a mole-spade or, beaded also ar.
Twiss. Gu. a chev. betw. three bucks trippant or. Crest
A dpmi griffin ppr.
Twiss. Ar. a bend betw. two muKcls gu. Creil An
estoile rayed or.

co.

d.
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St.

(co. Cornwall).

couped

ar.

Twisleton

(Polmary,

boars' heads couped sa.

York, bart., extinct 1635; Geoboe

(Barley,

holding a

Midhurst, co. Sussex). Same Arms.
Crest
A demi lion double queued sa. guttee d'or, holding
in the dexter paw a trefoil slipped vert.
Twyford (London, temp. Bichard II.). Ar. two bars az. a
canton of the last.
Twyford (Millward, co. Salop). Ar. two bars sa. on a
canton of the second a mullet or.
Twyford. Gu. fretty or, on a chief of the second a lion
pass, of the first.
T'wyford. Gu. a fret or, on a canton of the second a lioa
pass, of the first.
Twyford. Ar. two bars sa. on a canton of the secon* a
chaplet or.
T'wyning: (Bryn, co. Pembroke). Sa. two bars betw. as
many stars of six points in pale or.
Crest The twin
brothers. Castor and Pollux, in their infancy (the stars in
the shield represent them after death).
Motto Stellis

Tye.

FlENNES.

Twisleton

sa.

cinquefoil or.

Tyas, or Tyes

crosslet fltchfe gu.

the

Crettr—

five

field.

crosses crosslet all counterchanged.

second.

Twine

of the

Ar. on a cross gu.

—

of
Ar. two bars sa. on a canton of the last a

London, 1388).
buckle or.

ar.

Twisted, or Twysted.

Twyford

field.

Twengre

as

A

Or, a lion pa.ss. (another, pass, guard.) sa.
wlvern sejant or.

Twyford

fess gu.

Twengr.

Twenge.

TTE
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Ancient Arms
Ar. a
chev. or, betw. three squirrels sejant go. Modei-a Arms
with
boars'
heads,
two
charged
three
engr.
or,
bars
two
Az.
and one, erect, couped sa. Crest On the stump of a tree

(Twemlow,

Or,

(co.

on a

fess betw'

two mullets gu. three of the same

Gu. on a chev. betw. three tigers
A wolfs head
as many roses of the field. Crest

Nottingham).

cowarded

ar.

—

erased ar.

Tye. Or, on a fess betw. two chev. gu. as many mullets ar.
Tyers. Ar. a chev. gu. on a canton of the first a cinquefoil
Crest — A demi lion ramp. gu.
sa.

Tyes

(cos. Cumberland and Northumberland, temp. Henry
Ar. a chev. gu.
{Baron Tyes, extinct 1321 Henbt de Ttes, of Sher
burnc, co. Oxford, was summoned to Parliament 1299;
Henbv, second Baron Tyes, was summoned 1313, and
beheaded 1321, leaving his sister Alice, wife of Wabine de
L'Isle, his heir). Same Arms.
Tyes {Baron Tyes, extinct 1324; Walteb be Tyes was summoned to Parliament 1299, d. s. p., when his ncicc, Maboabet
de Tyes, dau. of his brother liooEB Tyes, became his heir).
Same Arms.
I.).

Tyes

;

A

.

Tyerll&ll
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YO

T

Erm. on a chev.

(co. Jlants).

sa. three

horseshoes

Tylson.
of the

or.

Tyght

(CO.

a pale erm. betw. six pheons

Az.

York).

YN

T

Or, on a bend cotised betw.
Crest

first.

— A dexter

two garbs

nz.

arm couped habited

a mitre

sa. cuffed

holding in tlie hand ppr. a crosier or.
(Pierce Ttlyoll, co. Cumberland, temp. Edward
his dau. m. Sir Hccii Lowther, Knt., of Lowther,
whose descendants quartered the arms. Visit. Cumberland,
1616).
Ermines on a canton ar. upon a mount vert a cross
ar.

Tylyoll

or.

Tylden

Kent Richard Ttlden, Esq., son of
William Ttlden, by Elizabeth his wife, dau. of James
ToNGE, of Tunstal, purchased temp. Charles I. the manor of
Milsted, and was ancestor of the Tyldens, of Milsted,
(Milsted, co.

;

Biddenden, Torry Hill, &c.). Az. a saltire enn. betw. four
Crest
A battle axe erect entwined with asnal^e
pheons or.
Motto Truth and liberty.
all ppr.
Tylden (Brenchley, co. Kent). Same Ai-ins and Crest.
Tylden (Wye, co. Kent). Same Ai-nis. Crest— X broken
spear erect or, environed with a snake vert.
Tyldesley (Tyldesley, Wardley, Myerscough, Fox Hall, Ac,
CO. Lancaster; of this family was the celebrated cavalier.
Sir Thomas Tyldeslet, killed at the battle of Wigan, co.
CreH A pelican in
Lancaster). Ar. three molehills vert.
her piety or. Motto— 'Regis ct Patriae tantum valet amor.
Tyldesley (Garrett, co. Lancaster, 1664; the co-heiresses,
Katuerine, m. Nicholas Starkie, Esq., of Huntroyd, and
Mary, m. Thomas Stanley, Esq., of Eccleston, about 1626).

—

—

—

Same Arms.

Tyldesley (Morlcys,

Ar. three mole-

CO. Lancaster, 1661).

with dog dates ppr.
Tyldesley. Ar. a chev. betw. three molehills with grass
ppr. each charged with an annulet of the field.
Tylee (co. Wilts represented by Tylee, of Croadleaze, near
Ar. three fieursde-lis gu. Crest X demi lion
Devizes).
ramp, guard, ar. pellett^e, holding a crescent gu.
Tyler (co. Monmouth). Vert on a bend ar. betw. six passion
Crest— in front of a, cross
nails or, three crescents gu.
crosslet mounted on three grieces or, a dexter hand couped
grasping a dagger imbrued ppr. pommel and hilt gold.
Motto Crux Praesidlnm et Decus.
Tyler (Pembridge, co. Hereford, 1559, and London, 1649).
Sa. on a fess or, betw. two lions pass, guard, ar. pelletiiSe,
three crescents gu.
Tyler (Cottrell, co. Glamorgan). Sa. on a fess wavy or, betw.
three tigers pass, guard, erminois a cross patt^e of the first
Detw. two crescents gu. in the centre chief point pendent
from a ribbon a representation of the gold medal presented
hills

;

—

—

to Sir

Charles Tyler, by command

of

George

III.,

for

the gallant admiral's services at the Battle of Trafalgar
(in which he commanded the "Tonnant"), and underneath
the word " Trafalgar," in letters of gold. Crest— X tiger
salient guard, ppr. navally crowned or, in the dexter paw a
flagstaff,

therefrom flying the French tri-colourcd flag de-

Sa.

on a

fess or, betw. three cats pass,

by two crescents gu.

cross moline inclosed

Crest

—

and gorged with a garland

Tymor, or Tymore.

—

—

vert.

Tylgrhain

(Snodland, co. Kent). Per fess sa. and ar. a lion
ramp, reguard. double queued counterctianged, crowned or.

—

Crest
A demi lion sejant sa. crowned or.
Ar. a fess indented point in
(Tyllhouse, co. Devon).
point or and gu. in chief three trefoils slipped sa.
Tylleck. Barry of six ar. and sa. in chief three annulets of
the second.
Tylley (co. Somerset). Ar. three flours-de-lis gu. Crest
A demi lion ramp, guard, ar. pellettce holding in the dexter

Tyll

—

(East Bardsalc, co. Suffolk,

York).

Gu. a lion ramp.

hound

pass. gu. collared or.

ar.

a bend az.

Crest

and

co.

— A grey-

Ar. a cross flory betw. four crescents

Tylmanston. Gu. six lions ramp. ar.
Tylney (cos. Korfolkand Suffolk). Ar. a

chev.

—

bct-.r.

three

armed or. Crest Out of a ducal
head erased gu. armed gold.

grifBns' heads erased gu.

Tylney-Long: (bart., extinct).
Tylsley (Tilsley, co. York). See

See Long, Westminster.
Tyldesley.

or.

Ar. a

saltire sa. in chief

a mascle

gu-

Tymperley
in the 1st

Quarterly, gu. and ar.

(Ipswich, co. SulTolk).

quarter an escallop or.

Tymperley. Gu. three cscutclieons ar.
Tymperley, or Tyinply. Quarterly,
bend

ar.

and gu. a

az.

Tyndale

(Deane, co. Northampton, Hockwold, co. Norfolk,
Eastwood Park, co. Gloucester, and Bathford, co. Somerset;

descended from Robert de Tvndale, feudal Baron of South
Tynedale, and Langeley Castle, co. Northumberland, temp.

Henry

II.).
Quarterly of six, 1st, ar. a fess gu. betw.
three garbs sa. banded or, for Ty-ndale; 2nd, ar. a fess
dancetl^e gu. in chief three crescents of the last, for Dean,
CO. Northampton; 3rd, or, a cross gu., for Bicoo; 4th,
ar. three fleurs-de-lis gu., for Montford, co. Norfolk; 5th,
or, a chev. gu. betw. three cinquefoils slipped of the last,
for Le Bon; 6th, ar. three boars' heads erect and erased
sa., for Booth.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet composed of
five leaves or, a plume of as many ostrich feathers ar.
banded erm. Motto Confido non confundar.

—

—

Tyndale. Ar. three nails sa.
Tyndall-Bruce. See Brcce.
Tyndall. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three

garbs sa.

Tynemouth. Monastery.

Gu. three crowns or.
Tyngrillon. Ar. two bars nebulee az. on a chief per pale
ar. and sa. a lion pass, guard, counterchanged.
Tyng"Hricke. Ar. a chev. betw. three arrows, points upwards gu.
Tsmingkam (Lower Wickenden, co. Buckis). Az. a saltire
engr. ar. Crest— X talbot's head couped gu. charged witli
three billets or, one and two.

Tynmore

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. a

f al'.ire sa.

betw. four mascles

gu-

Tjmmore. Vert a bend or, in chief a maunch sa.
Tynneslcw (quartered by Mitford, through Osbaldeston
erased gu.

—
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granted 27 .May, 1703). Per fess emand erm. in chief three lions' heads erased or.
A demi eagle gu. wings displ. erm. crowned, armed,

Tynslow.

Ar. a bend gu. betw. six nails sa.
Tyler (Newtownlimavady, co. Derry; con6rmed to Henry
Tyleb, Esq., of that place, son of Heney Hdet Tyler, Esq.,
of the same, and to their descendants). Sa. on a fess or, betw
two lions pass, guard, ar. a trefoil slipped vert betw. two
crescents gu. Ci-est An arm embowed in armour charged
with two crescents gu. the hand grasping a sword ppr.
Motto Merito.
Tylesbnry- Per bend ar. and sa. five fusils betw. six lions
ramp, counterchangcd.
Tylesley. Ar. a chev. betw. three dnquefoils pierced

coronet or, a griffin's

first.

battled gu.

— A demi

Tyler.

Tylly, or Tillet.

of the

Tymewell (London;

guard, ar. a
Crest

cat ramp, and erased or, charged on the side with a cross
crosslet fitchee gu. in a crescent of the last.
Tyler. Same Arms. Crest A hind's head erased or.

paw a crescent gu.
Tylliot, or Tillot

;

and Wentwobth).

pressed and reversed.

Tyler.

III.

Ar. a chev. betw.

three foxes' heads

Ar. a cUev. betw. tlnee foxes' heads erased

f?u.

Tynte
bart.

(Wrexhall, Chelveley, and Halsewell, co. Somerset,

;

descended from

Edward

Ty.nte,

Esq.,

of

Wrex-

of Edward Tynte, Esq., of Wrexhall,
temp. Queen Elizabeth. Visit. Somerset, 1623. Halsewell
Tynte, Esq., of Halsewell, son of John Tynte, Esq., by Jane,
dau. and heir of Hogh Halsewell, Esq., of Halsewell, was
hall,

eldest son

created a bart. 1673 Sir Cuaei^s Kemeys Tynte, fifth bart.,
J. s. p., when the estates descended to his niece, Jane
Hassell, only dau. of Major Kassell, Royal Horse Guards,
by Jane Tynte, only sister of the last bart. She m. Colonel
Johnstone, of the 1st Regiment of Foot Guards, who assumed, by royal licence, the surnames of Kemeys and Tynte).
Ciest
Gu. a lion couchaut betw. six crosses crosslet ar.
unicorn sejant ar. armed and crincd or.
Tynte (Kemeys-Tynte, Halsewell, co. Somerset, and Kevenmably, co. Glamorgan). Quarterly, 1st, quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. a lion couchanl betw. six cross crosslets ar., 2nd and
3rd, vert on a chev. ar. three pheons sa; 2nd, az. two bars
;

—

all a bend gu., for Halsewell; 3rd, sa.
on a border or, an orlo of lion's gambs
erased in saltire gu., for Wharton; 4th, az. a wolf's head
erased ar for Lupus, Earl of Chester. Crests— lat, Tynte:
On a mount vert a unicorn az. sejant, armed, crined, and
unguledor; 2nd, Kemeys: Issuant from a ducal coronet a
demi grifiBn or. Motto Dwu-dy-Ras.
Tynte (Dunlavin, co. Wicklow, bart., extinct; descended
from Sir Robert 'Iynte, Knt., who settled in Ireland, second
son of Edward Tynte, Esq., of Wrexhall, co. Somerset,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, and brother of Edward Tynte,
Esq., of Wrexhall, ancestor of Tynte, Bart., of Halsewell.
James Stratford Tynte, Esq., of Dunlavin, was created a
bart. 1778, m. Hannah, dau. of Morley Pendred, Esq., of
Saunders Grove, co. Wicklow, and was father of Jbuima
Roberta Tvnte, wife of Joseph Pratt, Esq., of Cabra, co.
Cavan). Same Arms and Crest,

wavy

over

ar.

a maunch

ar.

,

—

AA

AA

T

YN
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Tynte (Tynte Lodge, co. Leitrim; exempUfled to Joseph
Tynte I'RATT, Esq., of Tynte Lodge, second son of Joseph
Pbatt, Esq., of Cabra, by Roberta, dau. of Sir James
Stbatfobd TtNTE, Bart., of Dunlavin, on his assuming, by
royal licence, 1830, the surname of Ttnte, in lieu of Pratt).
Crest—
Gu. a lion dormant betw. six crosses crosslet ar.
unicorn sejant ar. horned and crined or.
Tynwike. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three phcons ru.
Typtoft (Earl of Worcester, extinct). See Tiptoft.
Typtost. Ar. a cross engr. gu.
Tyrconnel, Duke o-f. See Talbot.
Tyrconnel, Earl of. See O'Donell.
Tyrconnel, Earl of (extinct). Sec Cabpenteb.

Y

s

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1065, Chables TTKr.Ett,
Esq., buried in St. Werburgh's Church, 9 Dec. that year).
Ar. two chev. sa. a border engr. of the last.
Tyrrell (Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1596, William
Tybrell, merchant). Barry of six erm. and gu. on each of
the last three crosses pattee or.
Tyrrell (Athboy, co. Meath; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1616, Sir William Sarsfield, Knt., of Lucan, whose
wife was Margaret, dau. of Andrew Tyrrell, Esq., of
Gu. two bars erm. betw. seven crosses pattiSc,
Athboy).
three, three, and one or, on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp,
guard, az.

Tyrrell (Symonstown and

Tsrrell (Springfield, co. Essex, bart., extinct 17G6; descended
from Sir William Tybell, Knt., who held at the General
Survey, tevip. William I., the lordship of Langham, co.
Essex; his descendant. Sir Joun Tybell, Sheriff cos. Essex
and Hereford, 1423, was father of Sir Tucmas Ttbell, Knt.,
of Heron, who had two sons I. Sir William Tybell, temp.
:

Henry VII., ancestor of the barts. of Springfield; II. Sir
Thomas Ttbell, Knt., of South Okington, co. Essex,
ancestor of Ttbeix, Barts. of Thornton; John Tybell,
Esq., of Springfield, was created a bart. 1666; the fifth
bart. d. s.p. m. 176C). Ar. two chevronelsaz. a border engr.
gu.
Tyrell (Boreham Hou.sc, co. Essex, bart., extinct; descended
from TuoiiAs Tvrell, Esq., of liutlesbury, co. Essex, the

brother of Sir John Tybell, Knt., the father of Sir John
Tybell, first bart. of Springfield; Sir John Tyrell, first bart.
of Boreham, was so created 1809). Same Arms. Crest
boar's hcadcouped and erect ar. issuant out of the mouth a

—

—

peacock s tail ppr. Motto Sans craintc.
Tyrell (Thornton, co. Bucks, bart., extinct 1749; descended
from Sir Thomas Ttbell, Knt., second son of Sir Thomas
Edward
Ttbell, Knt., of Heron, temp. Henry VII.
Tybell, Esq., of Thornton, was created a bart. 1627 the
Same Arms, a crescent for
eighth bart. d. s. p. )«.).
;

;

Kilbride, co. Westmeath: impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1684, John Leicester,
of the King's co., whose wife was Margaret, dau. of Thoma»
Tyrrell, of Symonstown, the second son of RicHARDTYEBELL,
of Kilbride). Gu. two bars erm. betw. seven crosses pattee,
three, three, and one or, on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp, of

the

first.

Tsrrrell (Caverstown,
Office,

Westmeath; Fun. Ent.

co.

Edward Tybeell,

1636,

son of

Ulster's

Edmcnd Ttrrell, of

Caverstown, and grandson of Richard Tyrrell, of same
place).
Gu. two bars erm. betw. seven crosses pattee, three,
three, and one or, on a chiet ar. a demi lion ramp, guard,
sa.

Tyrrell

Gu. three bars erra. and
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
nine crosses pattee, three, three, and three or. Crest

demi

—

ramp. az.

lion

Tyrrell, or Tyrell (Reg.

Ulster's Office).

Barry of six

ar. and gu. a lion pass. sa.
(Fartullagb, co. Westmeath, and Florence, in Italy;
allowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1757, to James Ttbbell, of
Florence, Doctor of Medicine, fourth in descent from James
Ttbbell, Esq., of FartuUagh). Gu. three bars erm. betw.
Crest
nine crosses pattee, three, three, two, and one or.
demi lion ramp. az. Motto— Weritas via vitae.

Tyrrell

—

Tyrrell.

See Tybell.

Tyrrell

diff.

Tyrell

(Hanslape, co. Bucks, bart., extinct 1714; descended
from Sir Thomas Ttbell, Knt., of Hanslape, younger
brother of Sir Edwabd Ttbell, first bart. of Thornton Sir
1'eteb Tybell, one of the Commissioners of the Great Seal
to the Usurper, Oliver Cromwell, was created a ban. lecS;
Same Arms, a mullet
the second bart., his Eon, d. s. p. m.).
;

for difr.

Tyrell.
Tyrell.

Ar. a leopard's face jessant-dc-lis gu.
Barry of six erm. and gu. six crosses crosslet

or.

Tyroll

Ttbell, Mayor of Dublin, knighted at
by Sir George Cary, Lord Deputy
of Ireland, St. James' Day, 1603, son of Walter Tybell,
llayorof Dublin lo41, son of Kiciiabd Tybell, Mayor of
Dublin 1530, son of Sir Walter Tybell, thrice Slayor of
Dublin. Visit, city of Dublin, 1007). Gu. two bars erm.
betw. seven crosses pattee, three, three, and one or, on a
chief of the last a demi lion issuant of the first. Crest
A demi lion ramp. gu. bczantde. Another Crest (on his
Fun. Ent. 1611) An arm coupcd below the elbow and
erect, vested az. turned up ar. holding in the hand a spear
(Sir John-

Christ's Church, Dublin,

—

—

staff

T

Tyrrell

a lion
two tortcaux.
Tjrring-ham (Tyringham, co. Bucks). Az. a saltire
Crest
engr. ar.
A talbot's head couped gu. bUlcttee

—

or.

Ty ring-ham (Nether Winchendon, co. Bucks).
a crescent

1812,

</.

leaving

three

sons:

Thomas, who took the name of Jones, and was created a
II. John, some time Marshal to the Admiralty
at Gibraltar; and III. RicDabd, of Nantyr, co. Denbigh,
Gu. three lapwings or. Crest
Recorder of Chester).
savage manppr. cinctured and wreathed vert, holding in both
hands a club. Mottoes Me stantc vircbunt; and, Tymo
I.

bart. iu 1808

;

—

—

tryeth truth.

Tyrwhitt

(Stainficld,

co.

Lincoln,

bart.,

extinct

1760;

Philip Tyrwhitt, Esq., of Barton-onyoungest son of Sir Thomas Tybwiiitt,
Knt., of Ketilby, same co., tmip. Henry VIII.; Philip
Tyrwhitt, Esq., of Stainficld, grandson of the above Philip,
the sixth bart. d.
of Barton, was created a bart. 1011
unm., and bequeathed the estates to his kinsman, Thomas
Drake, Esq., ofShardeloes, who then assumed the additional

Humbcr, same

az. betw.

Same A nns,

T yryn gton.

escallops or.

Ar. on a bend sa. three

—

Tyron.

Az. a fcss embattled betw. six estoiles or. Crat
An e.squirc's helmet az. garnished or.
Tyrrell (cos. Essex and Koifolk}. Ar. two chcv.
az.

Tyrrell

(Rushton, co. Stafford, l.''i83). tAr. two chev. gu.
a border engr. az. Crest A boar's head erect ar. out of
the mouth a peacock's tail ppr.
Tyrrell (co. Suffolk). Ar. two chcv. Ra.
Tyrrell (Stanford, co. Berks). Ar. two chev. az. a border
engr. gu. Crest A boar's head erect cabosscU ar. in the
mouth a peacock's tail ppr.
Tjrrrell. Ar. a leopard's face gu.
Tyrrell. Erm. three bars az.
Tyrrell. Az. a lion ramp. ar. a border engr. or.
Tyrrell (quartered by Haydon, of Pollimore, co. Devon,
through riDEBLEicH, of Tidcrlcigh. VUit. Devon, 16'.;0).
Ar. two chev. az. a border gu.

—

—

](»4:i

co.,

;

surname of Ttbwiiitt).

Same Arms.

Tyrwhitt

for diff.

Tyrington, or

R.N.,

Capt.

Somerset,

descended from

both ppr.

Tyrenton, and Tyrington. Ar. a bend gu.
Tyrie (Drumkilbo, co. Perth). Sa. on a chcv. ar.
ramp.

Sec Tyrell.
(barts. extinct and extant).
(Ketilby, co. Lincoln, and T yrwhitt, co. Northumberland; descended from Sir Hercules de Tyrwkitt,
living 1067. The last male heir in the direct line, Fbaxci9
Tyrwhitt, Esq., of Ketilby, d. in 1673, leaving an only dau.
and heir, Cathebine, wife of Sir Henry Hcnloke, Bart.,
Tlie Ttrwhitts, of Cameringham, co.
of Wingerworth.
Lincoln, descended from Mabmaduke, fourth son of Sir
William Tyrwhitt, of Ketilby, Sheriff co. Lincoln,
28 Henry VIII., were represented by Sir Thomas Tyrwhitt, Lord Warden of the Stannaries, and Gentleman
Sir Thomas's
Usher of the Black Rod, who d. 1833.
uncle, John Tyrwhitt, Esq., of Netherclay House, co.

Tyrwhitt

wings
vert,

or.

in

(Stanley Hall, co. Salop, bart.). Gu. three lapA savage ppr. wreathed and cinctured
Crest
Motto—Tima tryctb
dexter hand a club ppr.

—

truth.

Tyr"whitt-Drake

(Shaidclocs, co. Bucks). Sen Drake.
(John Tysoe, Esq., of Manchester). Sa. three lions
ramp. ar. collared and chained or. Crest A sinister arm
in mail ppr. holding an antique shield lined vert, edged

Tysoe

—

gold, straps gu.

Mollo—Hon

progredi est rcgrcdi.

Tyson

'Vcrt
(Malton and Alnwick, co. Northumberland).
three linns ramp. ar. collared or, chains fixed to the collar
of the last, pendent betw. the legs and over the loins.
Tyson. Vert a lion ramp, crowned or.
Tyssen (grnnled to Francis Ttssen, E.sq., of London, and
Hackney, co. Middlesex, 'J4 Nov. 1687). Or, on a chev. az.
betw. three French marigolds slipped ppr. two lions respect-

—

A demi lion or, crowned
ing each other of the first. Crest
gu. supporting a shield az. charged with an cstoile of the
first.

Tyssen

(Daniel-Ttssen, Fouldcn Hall, co. Norfolk, Lord

A

;

T
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William Georgb Daniel,
Esq., of Foley House, co. Kent, vi. Amelia, dau. and eventual
Iieires3 of John Amhurst, Esq., of Court Lodge, and East
Farleigh, co. Kent, assumed, by royal licence, 14 March,
Quar1814, the additional surname and arms of Tyssen).
terly, 1st and 4th, Ttssen
2nd and 3rd, Amherst. See
Amherst.
Tyssen (Northwold Lodge, co. Norfolk). See Amherst.
Tytemarch. Gu. a lion saliant ar. within an orle of
of the

Manor

of

Hackuey;

;

crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Tytherley
tire gu.

(co.

Crest

Erm. two surgeons' fleams in

Hants).

sal-

—A wolf pass. gu.

(Auchterallan, co. Aberdeen).
The same, with
crescent gu. for difif. Same Crest and Motto.

Udny (Cultercallen,
for

Crest

diflf.

—A

1762).

As that

Ilk,

—All my hope

Motto

fleu-de-lis or.

a

with a mullet gu.
in

is

God.

XJdward

(Longcroft, Scotland). Az. a fess ar. surmounted
of a pillar gu. issuing out of the base wavy az.
Cresttortcau ppr. 3/o((o— Nee flatu, nee fiuctu.
T/ffleet, or XJfflet. Ar. bn a fessaz. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest— .\. lion's paw erased sa. holding the hilt of a broken
sword in pale ppr.
Ar. on a bend az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
XJffleet. Or, a bend betw. six martlets gu.
TJ fleet. Or, a bend chequy of the first and gu.
Uffleete. Ar. on a fess az. three fleurs-de-lis or. Cr'.si—
On the top of a Doric pillar a heart gu.
Ufflete (quartered by Walrond, of Cffculm and phara
CO. Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. on a fess sa. tUrte
TJflB.eet.

Tytliiugrton

(co. Chester).
Ar. a cross couped raguly and
trunked sa.
Tytler (William Tttler, of 'n'oodhouselee, co. Edinburgh,
the Vindicator of Queen Mary, 1768).
Gu. a lion's head
erased ar. betw. three crescents or, a bordure of the last.
The rays of the sun issuing from behind a cloud ppr.
Crest
Motto Occultus non extinctus.
Tytler (Fraser-Tytler, of Balnain, co. Inverness, greatgrandson and representative of the last, 1864). Quarterly,
1st, gu. a lion's head erased ar. betw. three crescents or, a
bordure of the last, for Titler; 2nd, erminois on a fess per
fess embattled gu. and az. three crescents ar., for Craio, of
Dalnair; 3rd, counter-quartered, Isl and 4ih, az. a bend
engr. betw. three frases ar., 2nd and 3rd, ar. three antique
crowns gu. all within a bordure ar., for Fraser, of Balnain
4th, gu. three antique crowns or, within a bordure per pale
of the last and az., for Grant, of Burdsyards. Crest and
JIfoito for Tytler, as the last; for Fraser: Crest
A stag's
head erased ppr. Motto— Je suis pret.
Tytler (Woodhouselee, co. Edinburgh, 1824). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, gu. a lion's head erased ar. betw. three crescents
or, a bordure of the last
2nd, erminois on a fess per fess
embattled gu. and az. three crescents ar, for Craig, of Dalnair; 3rd, counter-quartered, 1st and 4th, az. a bend engr.
betw. three frases ar., 2nd and 3rd, gu. three antique crowns
or, for Fraser, of Balnain, the whole within a bordure erm.
for diff. Crest
The rays of the sun issuing from behind a
cloud ppr. Motto Occultus non extinctus.
Tytler (Dr. Henry William Tytler, Scotland, 1803). Gu.
a dirk in pale ppr. hilt and pommel or, on the point thereof
a wolfs head couped of the last, armed and langued ar.
hetw. two crescents of the third.
Crest
^Two laurel
branches in orle vert, encircling an anchor and Esculapius
rod, on the top of the anchor a plume of three feathers all
ppr.
Mottoes Over the crest: Spes flrma; below the
shield Immortalia spero.
Tyzack (a refugee family from Lorraine. The original
form of the name Is Dn Thisac. They came over with the
Henzeys (De Hennezel), anJ Tstterys (De Thietrt), and
settled as glass manufacturers at Stourbridge, co. Worcester,
and at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, co. Northumberland. Arms
from the seal of Peregrine Tyzack, 1769). Gu. three acorns
sUpped ar. on a chief or, three billets sa.
Tyzard. Or, a fess betw. three boars' heads couped sa.
Crest— A boars head couped or.

—
—

—

;

;

—

UMP

TJdny

—

—

—

:

crosses crosslet fitchee or.
Trfl3.ete (Sir Gerard Dfflete, or Ocsflet, ICnt., of Ousflet,
CO. York; arms on a UoU of Knights temp. Edward II.). Ar.
vOn a fess az. three fleurs-dehs or.

Ufford

(Earl of Suffolk, extinct 1381

Kobekt, younger son

;

John de Peyton, of Peyton, co. Suflfolk, assumed the
surname of Ufford, from the lordship of that place, temp.
Henry III. his son. Sir Robert d£ Ufford, was summoned
to Parliament 1308; Robert, second Baron Uffjrd, K.G.,
was created, 1337, Barl of Suffolk ; William, second Earl oj
Suffolk, K.G., d. s. p.). Sa. a cross engr. or. Crest
A man'a
head erased ppr. bearded and crowned or. Supporters
of

;

—

Two

lions sejant guard,

—

cowarded, each in front of a trco

ppr.

TJfiford (Baron Ufford, extinct 1G31
Sir Ralph de Ufeokd,
brother of Robert, first Earl of Suffolk, d. 1346 his son,
John de Ufford, was summoned to Parliament 1360, and
;

;

d. s.p.).

ITfiFord.

Ufford.
Ufford.
Ufford.

Same Arms.
Same Anns, in dexter

crown ar.
two escallops ar.

chief a

Sa. a cross or, in chief
Sa. a cross lozengy or.

Sa. a cross lozengy or, a

Uftwayte, or Ustewayte.

bend

chief of the second a lion pass, of the

Ugesborne.

ar.

Paly of six ar. and

.^a.

on

&

first.

Vaire or and az. a bend gu. a chief of the

first.

Ugrlltred (Z?aco)i Ufdil red, extinct 1365; Robert Ughtred,
Lord of Scarborough, co. York, d. 1309 his son, Sir
Thomas Ughtred, K.G., was summoned to Parliament 1343,
d. 1365, but the writ was not renewed to any of his descen;

dants). Gu. on a cross moline or, five mullets of the first.
Ug-letreigrht. Gu. on a cross patt^e ar. five mullets of the
field.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet a buck's head.

—

Ulg:liam

Northumberland).
Gu. a ciuaucfoil or, a
border az. powdered of horseshoes ar.
of. Or, a cross gu. on an escutcheon
There are two other coats on
ar. a dexter hand golped gu.
(co.

Ulster, Province

record in Ulster's Office as the arms of the Province, viz..
and, Ar. a dexter hand
Or, a lion ramp, double queued gu.
couped gu.
;

Ulster King- of

Arms

(Principal Herald of

all

Ireland).

Or, a cross gu. on a chief of the last a lion pass, guard, betw.

on the dexter a harp and on the
the

IJDAL (co.

Per chev.
cabossed counterchangcd.
Dorset).

sa.

and

ar. three bulls'

heads

sinister

a portcullis,

all of

first.

Ulvescroft Priory

(co.

Leicester).

Gu. seven niascles

conjoined, three, three, and one or.

Udall

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1658, Mrs. Caret, formerly
Ar. a cross molinc gu.
Udelow. Gu. a fess engr. betw. six crosses crosslet fitchfie
TTdall).

Ulveston. Erm. a saltire chequy or and gu.
Umeler, or Umenet. Ar. three chev.

sa.

betw. as

many pellets.

Umfraville

ar.

ITdlieraj (Mohtab Chund Moharaj Udhebaj, Bahadur of
Burdwan, Bengal). Az. an ancient (Hindoostanee) shield ppr.
betw. in chief a crescent ar. and in base two swords in saltire,
points downwards also ppr.
Crest
An iron-grey horse's
head couped, around the neck a ribbon az. and pendent
therefrom an escutcheon of the last charged with a lotus
floWer ppr. Supporters
On either side an iron-grey horse
reguard. around the neck a ribbon gu. and pendent therefrom an escutcheon of the last charged with a lotus flower
ppr. Motto Deo credito justitiam colito.
Udny (that Ilk, co. Aberdeen). Gu. a stag's head with ten
tynes cabossed or, betw. two greyhounds counter-saUent ar.
collared of the field, in chief and base three fleurs-de-hs, two
and one, of the second. Crc^t— A fleur-de-lis gu. Supporters
Two savages, wreathed head and middle with oak, and
holding in their exterior hands gigantic batons resting on
their shoulders ppr. Motto All my hope is in God. (In the
16th century, the family seem to have borne, Gu. two greyhouads chasing a hart ppr.).

—

—

—

—

—

1043

(Earl of Angus: Gilbert de U.mfeaville,
great-grandson of Sir Robert DE Umfraville, a kinsman of
William the Conqueror, was summoned to Parliament as a
baron 1295, and as " Earl of Anggos" 1297, extinct 1381).

Gu. a cinquefoil pierced

Umfraville

(Lapford,

Furneadx and

St.

ar.

co.

John).

Devon; the coheiresses m.
Gu. crusily or, a rose of the

last.

Umfre

(Beg. Ulster's Office).

leopards' faces of the

Or,

on n bend gu. three

field.

Umfreville
dale, CO.

(Prudhoe Castle, Harbottlc Castle, and RiddesNorthumberland, Holmsidc, co. Durham, Higham

Hall and Stoke, co. Suffolk, Langham, co. Essex, Isleworth,
CO. Middlesex, and Farnham Royal, co. Bucks;, the senior
line of Umfreville, seated at Prudhoe Castle, became
extinct at the decease, in 1381, of Gilbert de Umfreville,

Umfreville, of Stoke and Farnham
Eoyal, descended from Sir Rooer Umfreville, K.G., second
son of Sir Thomas Umfreville, Knt., of Harbottle Castle,
tidri Earl of Angus.

•on of Bobebt, second £arl of Angus.

The

last

male

heir,

A

UMP
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TTiLitAM TTMrBEviLiE, Esq., of the Inner Temple, Exigencer
of the Court of Common Pleas, left an only dau. and heir,

Mart Umfbeville,

in

6.

1743,

wife

of

Edwabd Lake

PicKEEiNG, Esq., of the Exchequer Office). Gu. a cinquefoil
Crest
or, within eight crosses pattce in orle of the last.
Out of a mural ':rown gu. a griffin's head issuant erm.
Another Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's head

—

—

a cinquefoil gu. bctw. three crosses
on a border engr. of the last eight horse-

Ar.

crosslet fitchee sa.

shoes of the

first.

TTnifreville.

Gu. a

fess ar.

betw. six cinquefoils or.

Erm. on a chief gu. an cscutclicon
Erm. on a chief gu. an escallop ar.

TJnililoiier.

TJmoner.

a».

XJmphrastoun

(that Ilk, 16th century).
Ar. on a ftss
betw. three trefoils slipped gu. as many lions' heads erased of
first.

XJmphray

(Zetland,

cinquefoils in chief
Crest

"Vert a chcv.

1G76).

and a cross

— A book expanded

ppr.

betw.

three

crosslet fltcht-e in base ar.

Motto

—Pax tua Domine

est

W

N

Ealing, co. Middlesex). Sarao Ai-nit,

Ac.

Underwood (Reg. Ulster's Office).

Gu. on a fess erm. betw.

betw. three annulets or, a lion puss, of the
chief a cross crosslet fitchee of the third.

Unett

first,

(Castle Frome, Ledbury, Kreans Court,

in centre

and Harden

Court, CO. Hereford).
chev. erm. betw. Ihreo
Sa. a
heads erased ar., quartering Bbace, Deverecx,
Lingen, Clopton, De Burgh, Mylwater, itc. Crest— On a
chapcau gu. turned up erm. a cockatrice sejant ppr.
Mutto Disce mori ut vivas.
Unett (Broadward Hall, co. Salop). Same Ar;ns and Crest,
a crescent for ditT.
Uniacke (confirmed by Bctham, Ulster, to Richard John
Uniacke, Esq., H.M. Attorney-General for Nova Scotia,
sixth son of Nobman Uniacke, Esq., of Castleton, co. Cork,
and to the descendants of their ancestor, Tho>vvs Uniacke,
of Youghal, CO. Cork). Ar. a wolf pass. ppr. a chief gu.
Crest
A dexter cubit arm erect, gauntlcted ppr. holding a
hawk's lure or.

Umphrey (Kingsdown,

eo. Eent).

Gu. a cross botonnSe

ar.

pellettce.

Uznpton

Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 15GG). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. on a fess engr. or, betw. three spears' heads ar.
a greyhound courant sa. 2nd, gu. two chev. ar. 3rd, az.
three griffins se^reant ar.
Vm.p'ton. (Sir Thomas Umpton, Knt., temp. Henry "VII.
impaled in Strensham Church, co. Worcester, with the
arms of Sir John Rcssell, d. 155G, whose wife was Edith,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
dau. of Sir Thomas Umptos).
on a fess engr. or, oetw. three spearheads ar. a greyhound
courant sa., for Umpton; 'Jnd and 3rd, gu. two chev. or, for
(co.

;

;

;

TJndal

See Untou.
Ar. across moline gu.

(co. Dorset).

Underllill (Wolverhampton,

co. Stafford).
Ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three trefoils slipped vert. Crest
On a mount vert a
hind lodged or.
TTnderliiU (Etington and Ilunningham, co. Warwick; confirmed by the Deputies of Camden, Clarcnccux, to Edward
Undeehill, of those places, fourth in descent from William
Untjekhill, of Wolverhampton). Same Ar,as and Crest.
TJnderhill (Stratford-upon-.Vvon, co. Warwick; confirmed
as the arms of Sir IIercoles Undeehill, Knt., of Stratford,
and He.nby XJ.nderhill, of same place. Visit. Warwick,
Ar. on a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped vert as
1619).
jiany bezants.
Underllill (CO. Worcester; the n.ime of HirnABD Undeehill appears on a list of those who were to find horse for
the CO.). Sa. two bars ar. on a chief or, a mount vert.
Underbill (Idlicote, co. Warwick). Ar. a chcv. gu. betw.
throe trefoils slipped vert.
Underllill. Per fess danccttcu or .^nd ar. an cnglc displ.

—

sa.

Underllill

(Little Bradley, co. SiifTo'.k).

Gu.

six annulets,

three, two, and one or.

Underllill (William Undeehill,

Vlsq., co. Surrey).
Per
and gu. a pule countcrchanged, tlircc trefoils slipped,
two and one vert, betw. as many annulets, one and two or.
Undershot. Ar. two bars gu. a niaunch of the second.
Undershott. Ar. two bars engr. below gu.
Underwood (Dwhnss of Inverness, extinct 1873; exemplified
to Lady Cecilia La;titia Bugcin, widow of Sir Geoege Bugr.iN, Knt., and eldest surviving dau. of .Xethue Saundees,
second Earl of Arran, K.P., by Elizabeth, his third wife,

fess ar.

only surviving dau. of Uichaed Underwood, Esq., of Dublin,
on her assuming, by royal licence, 1831, the surname of
Underwood in lieu of Bucgin). (Quarterly, 1st iind 4tli, az.
on a (ess erm. betw. three annulets or, a lion pass, of the
first, for Underwood; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a fess betw. three

Gore.
Gu. on a

ross crosslets fitchic or, for

Underwood

(Lomlon).

Underwood

(Enfield,

fees erm. betw. three
annulets or, a lion pass. az. in chief a cross crosslet fltch6e
betw. two annulets ar.

Gu. on a

fess ar.

co.

Aliddlcsex,

and

co.

Stafford).

a lion pass. az. betw. three annulets, and

in chief a cr<i.=sl(t fitchcc or.

Underwood

(Buxley and Ifavcningham, co. Norfolk). Sa.
erm. betw. three annulets or, a lion pass, of the
field.
Crest— A hind's lie.nd or, gorged with a chniilet vert.
Underwood (llmlon, co. Bedford; Ucv. John IIanmlb
Underwood was Vicnr of Uosbury).
Gu. on a fess cnn.
betw. three annulet:, or, a lion pass. nz. Crest— A hind's
licad erased or. encircled by a green fillet of leaves, ^follo
'mncs arbusta jiivant.
Underwood iAti.meb John Underwood, Esq., of The

on a

—

Ar. three piles from the chief and two from the
base gu. Crest
A dexter arm in armour, gauntlcted ppr.
holding a hawk's lure or.

—

University of Oxford.

Az. on a book open ppr.
garnished or, on the dexter side seven seals of the lust betw.
three open crowns of the second, the words " Sapicntiu,
felicitas;"

latterly

these words have

been changed

for

" Dominus illuminalio mea " also the words " Principio erat
verbum et verUum erat apud Deum."
;

University of Cambridg-e.

Gu.

on a cross erm.

betw. four lions pass, guard, or, a Bible lying fessways of
the field, clasped and garnished of the third, the clasps iu
base.

University of Dublin.

Waldeshefp.

Umpton.

—

Uniake.

requies mea.

(

TJ

Haven Green,

lions'

ar.

Umfreville.

the

Laurels,

fess

—

1041.

Quarterly, az. and erm. in the
1st quarter a book open ppr. clasped or, and in the 4th
quarter a castle of two towers ar. fiammant of the third,
over all, in the centre point, the harp of Ireland cnsigncil
with the royal crown.
University of London. Ar. the cross of St. George,
thereon the union rose irradiated and ensigned with thu
Imperial crown ppr. a chief az. thereon an open book also
ppr. clasps gold.

University, Queen's

(Ireland). Ar. a saltire gu. chargcil
with a royal crown of England betw. an open ancient book
in chief uiid tlie Irish harp in base all ppr.
University of Edinburgh. Ar. on a sallirc az. betw.
a thistle in chief ppr. and a castle on a rock in base sa. a
book cxparnlcd ppr.
University Collegia (Oxford; founded originally by
King Alfred, 872, and rcfounded by AVii lum, Archdeacon
of Durham, in 1219;. Az. a cross pitonce bstw. four martlets or.

University Library

Poxter, the arms of
three stags trippunt;
ar. two and one, attired, being the arms of the founder,
Thomas Scott, otherwise Rothirham.
Unnester, Umeler, or Umler, Ar. three chcvronils

(Cambridge).

the Sec of Rochester, impaling,

sinititc'-

sa. lictw. as iii.Tny pellets.

Uns'WOith

(Mogul HdU, near Liverpool). Sa. on a tend
ermiuois betw. three crosses pattce fitchcc or, four crescents
A lion ramp, bendy of six or and az. holding in
gu. CrrH
the paws a cross pattee fitchde gold.
(Intwood Hall, co. Norfolk). Or, a saltire gu.
betw. two crescents in pale of the last and as many
Crest
gryphons' heads erased in fess sa.
A gryphon's
head erased gu. gorged with a collar (lory and ducally
crowned or, in the beak an increscent gold. Motto— Esio

—

Unthank

—

semper

fidcli.'.

Unton

(Wadley, co. Berks; descended from Sir Thomas
Unton, knighted at the coronation of Queen Anna Boleyne,
son and heir of Hugh Unton, l''.sq. Sir Henry Unton,
Knt., the last male heir, son of Sir Edward Unton, K.B., of
Wa<lley, by Anne his wife, Dowager Countess of ]i'aivjicl.;
eldest dau. of Edward, Duke of Somcrsel, the Lord Protector, gained distinction at the siege of Zuiphen in 1586;
in 1591 he was Ambassador to France; in ir)93 was elected
M.P. CO. Berks; in 1595 he was again Ambassador to
France, wheic he il.s.p. in 1596; granted by Barker,
Garter, temp. Henry VIII.). Az. on a fe.ss engr. or, betw.
Crest
throe spearheads ar. a greyhound courant sa.
denii greyhound sa. collared or, holding in the mouth a
broken ."pear. This coat and crest appear, with the quarterings of FETTirLACE, Yonge, Danvlks, and Qi'Ai;rEUmains, on the monument of Sir Edward Unton, K.B., of

—

Wadley,

Un-win.
laot.

in the

i

hurcii of I'aringdon.

Az. threo fleurs-de-lis

Cre.U

—

.V .'leur-de-lis

or.

or,

a border engr. of the
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JJHtW
Unvryn, or TJn'wr$rim

(Castle IlenninRton,

Essex).

co.

Az. thipe fleuis-tle-lis or, a border engr. of the last.
(Horton Yabincton, co. Hants). Az. three fleursde-lis or, in chief as many spears issuing from the top of the
ficUl ur. each having a hook of the second, beard on the

Unwyn

co. Stafford;
confirmed ]8 Nov,
Az. a crescent or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. a
ISSl).
border engr. of the second.
TJpcott (Upcott, CO. Devon; one of the heiresses m. Siiils-

(Chatterlcigh,

Ar. on a chcv. betw. three boars pass. sa. as

ton).

roses of the

many

field.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three boars pass. sa. armed
or, a rose of the last.

XJpcott.

Upeden

(co. York; Sir John Upeden was Sheriff co. York
Erm. on a chief az. three lions or.
TJphill (co. Devon, and London). Sa. a pale betw. four
trefoils slipped ar.
Ci-est — On a mount, charged with trefoils slipped vert, a bird volant, holding in the beak a trefoil

1393).

slipped all ppr.

of.
Sa. three pavilions erm.
lined az. garnished or, within the pavilion in base a lamb
couchant ar. on a cushion or, tasselled of the last, over the
head a cross pattee fitchee gu.
Upholders
(Chester).
Sa. thrco pavilions
ar. lined erm.
lions'
fess
betw.
three
beads erased ppr.
Upjon. Sa. a
or,

Company

Oi-est

—A

Uppleby

(Wootton, co. Lincoln; settled there for many
generations). Az. six martlets, three, two, and one or, on a
chief ar. three bucks' heads cabossed sa. Crest A buck's
head ppr. collared. Motto Metuo secundis.
Uppleby (Barrow Hall, co. Lincoln). Same Armt, Crest,

—

—

and Motto.

Upthomas.

—

Upton

;

Upwood

ar. and az.
Per pale wavy

ar.

and

—

Sa. a cross flory ar., quartcrmg, 1st, Cab2nd, Mules 3rd, Teelawney.
(Lupton, CO. Devon; John Upton, Esq., of Lupton,
1620).

;

at Visit. Devon, 1620, descended from John Upton, of
Trelusk, brother of William Upton, Esq., of Upton, teinp.
Edward IV.). Same Anns, with the additional quarterings

MoBUN and Penells.
Upton (Ingmire Hall, co. Westmorland descended from
Upton, of Lupton; William Upton, Esq., of Lupton, m.
Catbebine, youngest dau. and eventual heiress of Sir John
Otwat, Knt., of Ingmire Hall). Sa. a cross nioline ar., quartering Cabwatbeb, Mdles, Tbelawnet, Mohcn, Penells,
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a
Baleigb, and Otwat.
3/o((o— Semper
warhorse pass. sa. with trappings or.
of

;

—

paratus.

Upton

(Castle Norton, co. Antrim; formerly of co. Devon;
impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1683, Sir Hercules
Langfobd, whose wife was Mary, dau. of Henry Upton,

Sa. a cross nioline ar., quartering
(Eeg. Ulster's Office), 1st, Az. three covered cups ar. 2nd,
Ar. two bars gu. in chief three tortcaux; 3rd. Ar. a chev.
sa. in the dexter chief point a trefoil slipped vert; 4th, Or,
a cross engr. sa. an annulet for diff. 5th, Ar. on a chev. az.
three trout haurient of the tiel(}.
JJpton {Viscount Temphlown). Sa. across moline or. Crest
On a ducal coronet gold a warhorse pass. sa. bridled,
saddled (without stirrups), and accoutred of the first. Supporters Dexter, a warhorse sa. caparisoned as the crest;
sinister, a knight in complete armour ppr. garnished or, the
plume on his helmet gu. holding on his sinister arm a shield
charged with the arms of Upton, viz., Sa. a cross moline ar.
and in his dester hand a tilting-spear. Motto Virtutis
avorum praemium.
(Poslinch, co. Devon; William Upton, of Poslinch,
Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of George Upton, and grandson
of WiLUAM Upton, of same place, who was third <!on of
John Upton, Esq.). Sa. a cross moline ar.
(Clyde Court, co. Louth). Sa. a cross moline ar.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a wavhoree courant sa. capaSemper paratus.
risoned of the first. Motto
Upton (Faversham, co. Kent). Quarterly, sa. and or, in the
Ist and 4lh a cross moUne of the last.
Upton (CO. Kent). Ar. a cross fiory sa.
(co. Leicester).
Ar. on a saUiresa. five annulets or.

Esq., of Castle Norton).

;

;

—

—

—

Upton

Upton

—

—

Upton

1045

on a canton gu. a chaplet of the
man's head couped at the shoulders in

Ar. fretty
Crest

first.

—A

sa.

profile ppr.

Ure (Scotland,

Ar. on a fess az. three cross

ICth century).

crosslets fitch<5e or.

Urfleet (co. Devon). Gu. on a
ar. as many birds purp.

fess erm. betw. three estallort

Ar. three piles in point

(Scotland, 16th century).

«.

charged with as many plates, on a chief gu. a crescent betw.
two roses of the first.
Uriel (Cockermoulh, co. Cumberland. Dugdale's Visit. 1665).
Ar. on a chief (sometimes a fess) sa. three plates.
Urien Rhegred (Prince of Kheged, South Wales). Ar. a

—

Urmestone.
Urquhart (Cromarty,

sa.

Henry III., a.d. 1226, son of Andeew Upton,
and grandson of John Upton, both of same place. Visit.
;

Urby.

Ar. fretty gu.

of Upton, 11

Upton

;

erased vert.

Upthomas. Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Upton (Upton, CO. Devon; descended from Hameltn Upton,

WATHER

Upton

chev. betw. three ravens sa.
(Westley, co. Lancaster, and co. York). Sa. a
chev. betw. three spearheads ar. Crest A dragon's head

Per pale

Upthomas (Wales).

Devon,

—

Urmestone

Ar. a cross sa.
Ar. a cross sa. fretty or.
Erm. on a fess gu. three billets or.

Upsall.

the last three mullets gu.
Sussex; granted 9 April, 1669).
Sa. on a crosi
Two dolphins haurient and
Crest
entwined saltireways or, finned az.
confirmed Visit. Warwick,
(Gaydon, co. Warwick
1619, as the arms of John Upton, whose dau. and heir,
Isabel, was wife of James Rdoeley, temp. Henry Vil.).
Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu. Crest On a chapeau az.
turned up erm. a griffin pass. ar.
(Warminster, co. Wilts; Jeffrey Upton, Esq., of
his dau. and heir,
Warminster, temp. Queen Elizabeth
Elizabetb, m. William Strode, Esq., of Shipton Mallet,
Erm. a chev. sa.
CO. Somerset. Visit. Somerset, 1623).
Upton. Erm. a chev. engr. gu.
(Lovell's Hall, co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
A horse's head erased
three horses' heads erased sa. Ci-esl

Upton (co.

Urie

stork ppr.

Upsale.
Upsale.

—

sa.

Company

Upholders,

Ba

(Northolme, co. Lincoln). Ar. a cress nioline sa. on
the chief part a bezant. Crest A demi wolf ramp. ar.
Upton (co. Somerset). Sa. a cross moline ar. on a chief of

flory ar. a trefoil vert.

dexter side.

Unwyn
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Upton

on a chief

or,

a

lion pats. az.

Scotland; chief of the name, derived
from William Ubchaed, of Cromarty, heritable Sheriff of
that shire, temp. Robert Bruce ; the last direct male heir
of the senior line. Sir Alexander Urquhart, of Cromarty,
d. in 1661, leaving two daus. his co-heirs, whereupon the
representation of the house of Urquhart passed to Sir Johm
TTrquhart, of Craigston, and at the demise of his grandson,
Colonel James Uequhabt, to William Ubquhaet, of MelOr, three boars' heads erased gu. armed and
drum).

langued az.

Urquhart

as recorded 1672).
(Meldrum, co. Aberdeen
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a demi otter sa. crowned with an
antique crown or, issuing out of a bar wavy of the se:ond,
for Meldrum; 2nd and 2rd, or, three crescents within a
double tressure flory counterflory gu., for Seton. Crest
A boar's head erased or. 3/o«o— Per mare per terras.
Urqxihart (Meldrum, as representative of Cromarty, 1741).
Crest
A demi otter sa.
Or, three boars' heads erased gu.
crowned with an antique crown or. Supporters Two greyhounds ppr. collared gu. and leashed or. Mottoes Over the
crest: Per mare per terras; below the shield Mean, speak,
;

—

—

—
—

:

and doe

well.

Urquhart

(Cromarty, 1760).

boars' heads erased gu.

Crest

Or, a mullet az. betw. three

— A demi

with an antique crown gu. on a gorget

otter ppr.
or,

crowned

three crescents

JV/o«;o— Will well.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
(Byth, co. Aberdeen).
2nd, ar. a demi otter
three boars' heads erased gu.
sa. crowned with an antique crown issuing out of a bar wavy
3rd, or, three crescents within
of the second, for Meldrum
a double tressure flory counterflory gu., for Seton. Ciest
A dagger and branch of palm slipped disposed in saltire ppr.

gu.

Urquhart
or,

;

—

;

Motto

—Weigh well.

Urquhart

Ar. three boars' heads
(Xewhall, Scotland).
erased gu. within a bordure quarterly sa. and of the second.
Motto Per actum inCrest— A boar's head couped gu.

—

tentio.

Urquhart

(Burdsyards, co. Elgin).

Or, on a fess az. betw.

three boars' heads erased gu. two keys in saltire of the
Crest— A. dexter hand holding a dagger in pale ppr.
J/otto— Mean, speak, and do well.
Urquhart (General James Edward Ubquhaet, 1803). Or,
two boars' heads erased in chief gu. armed ar. and langued
of the second, in base a mural crown az. in middle fess a
A dexter arm from the shoulder
Crest
crescent sa.
embowed issuing from a mural crown or, dressed in red, turned
up with buff, suspending from the hand by a ribbon gu. a
shield az. charged with a wolfs head erased ar. the nrm
charged with a crescent of the first. Motto Dum spirospero.
field.

—

—

;

(PoLtATtD-TJKQrnAKT, Castle Pollard, co. Wcstexempliried to William Pollaed, E.sq., of Castle
meatli
liis issue by liis wife, Makt Isabella, dau. and
and
Pollard,
sole heir of William Urquiiabt, of Craigslon Castle, co.
;

Aberdeen, on their assumin<r, by royal licence, 1S47, the addiQuarterly, Island
tional surname and arms of Ubquuart).
4th, or, three boars' heads erased gu. armed and langued
az. a mullet of the last for diff., for Ubquhart; 2nd, ar.

a chev. bctw. three escallops az., for roLLARD; 3rd, ar.
Creiis
1st, Ubquthree hempbrakes sa., for Hampson.
bart: a demi otter ramp. ppr. crowned with an antique
crown or, collared gold, charged «ith three crescents gu.
2nd, Pollabd A stag tnppant ar. corned or; 3id, HampsoN
Out of a mural coronet ar. a greyhound's head sa.
collared gu. charged wiih three plates. Motto Will well.
Urren, alias Currence (Wales, 1619; Eeg. Coll. of Arms,
London). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish choughs
A Cornish chough
ppr. as many leopards' faces or. Crest
rising, wings expanded ppr. resting the dexter claw on an

—

:

:

—

—

escutcheon sa. thereon a leopard's face or.
Or, on a fess cotised az. three roses
(Isle of Wight).

XJrrey
ar.

TTrrick (Southwark).
XJrrie

(Scotland, 167'2).

Crest— A

chained or.

Gu. three ears of wheat or.
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. crowned and
lion's paw erased gu.
Motto— Sans

tache.
(Thorley, Afton, and Gatcombe, Isle of Wight).
Gu.
Crest
A demi lioness ppr.
a chev. betw. three falcons ar.

Urry

—

Urryen.

Az. a lion ramp. erin.
Ar. an escutcheon (another, three e3cutcheons(

"Ursling:.
gu-

TJrs'wick
Crest

sa.

—A

fess

chequy

ar.

and

sa.

Ciimberland, Lancaster, and York), Ar. on a
three lozenges of the first, on each a saltire gu.

(cos.

lion pass. ar.

TTrsweeke (co. Lincoln). Ar. on a bend
each charged with a cross gu.
Essex, andEsseleigh, co. Wilts, temp. Henry III.).

'D'rs'wycke, or

sa. three lozenges or,

Urtais

(co.

Vert a pale

or.

William ILvmilton,

Esq., of Erenagh,
Down, whose second wife was Christian, dau. of Jocelyw
UsiiER, Esq., of Balsoon, grandson of Henry, Archbishop of

CO.

Armagh).

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three batons or.
(Terfeghan, co. Mcath ; descended from Ven. Lueb
UsHi'.K, Archdeacon of Armagh, 1622-32, second son of

Usher

Henry, Archbishop of Armagh
Fun. Ent. Ulster's 0£Sce,
1633, of his second son, Christopher Usher, Esq., of
Terfeghan). Same Arras, with a crescent on a crescent for
;

diff.

Usher

(Baltro, co. Loxith, Sutton and Warrenstown, co.
Meath; descended from John Usher, of Baltro, third son of
Henry, Archbishop of Armagh Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1658, of Elizabeth, wife of Captain Henry Usher, of Sutton,
son of the above John Usher). Same Arms.
Usher (George Usher, of Dublin, merchant, brother of
Henry, Archbishop of Armagh I'un. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1609).
Same Arms, a martlet on a crescent for diff.
Usher (James Usher, Archbishop of Aroiagh 1624-55,
nephew of Henbv Usher, Archbishop of Armagh 1595;
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1598, of his father, Abnold Usheb;
the Archbishop left an only dau. and heir, Elizabeth, who to.
Sir Timothy Tyrrell, Knt., of Oakley, co. Salop). Quarterly,
1st and 4Lh, az. a chev. erm. betw. three batons or; 2udancl
3rd, ar. three lions' gambs couped and erect sa. armed gu. a
mullet on a crescent for diff.
Usher (Christopher Usheb, Ulster King of .Vrms 1588-97;
from his Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Az. a chev. erm. betw.
three batons or, an annulet on a crescent for diff.
Usher (Donnybrook and Portrane, co. Dublin, the Castle
of Grange, co. Wicklow, and Bridgefoot Street, Dublin
descended from Christopher Usher, Mayor of Dublin 1518
and 1524, second son of Arland Usher, Mayor of Dublin,
1469.
Sir William Usher, Knt., of Donnybrook, knighted
by Sir George Carey, Lord Deputy of Ireland, St. James
Day, 1603, was grandson of the above Christopher Usher
by Alsone, his wife, dau. of Thomas Fitz-Wiluam, Esq., o;
Merrion, co. Dublin
his son, Arthur Usher, Esq., of
Donnybrook, had two surviving sons I. Sir William, Knt., of
Portrane, whom, twice, and had several sons
II. Beverlet,
ancestor of St. George Usher, Lord St. George, Usher, of
Camphire, co. Waterford, Usher, of Cappagh, same co., and
Usher, of Landscape, co. Wexford). Az. on a chev. erm.
betw. three batons or, a lozenge, thereon the arms of
FiTZ-WiLLiAM, viz., Gu. On a bend cotised ar. three popinjays vert. Crest
An arm couped below the elbow and erect,
vested bendy or and az. holding in the hand ppr. a batoa
;

;

;

.

XJryn.

Or, a fess az.

TJsborne

(Kingsdown, co. Kent). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
erm. spots sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. a cross or.
Paly of six or and gu. a
(Cooling, co. Suffolk;.
lion pass. ppr. on a chief az. an anchor of the first bctw. two
Crest
A doe couched at the foot of a tree
martlets ar.
Motto Virtus vincit invidiam.
all ppr.
Usher (Featherstone, co. York). Ar. tbrco lions' paws
couped and erect sa.
"CTsher. Or, a chev. betw. three billets erm. Ci-esi A Doric
five

;

Usbome

—

—

—

pillar ar.

winged

or.

"Usher.

Ar. three lions' paws couped gu.

Usher.

Sa. three lions'

paws couped and erect

ar.

armed

gi>-

Usher

borne by the Hon. John TJsnEB,
(New England
Lieutenant Governor of New Hampshire). Ar. three lions'
paws couped and erect sa. Crest A lion's paw couped and
;

—

erect sa. holding a wand ar.
(Santry and Croinlin, co. Dublin
descended from
Arland Ushf.b, Bailiff of the city of Dublin, 14C0 62, and

Usher

;

the city, 1469 and 1471, who by his first wile, Alsone
Taylor, had one son, Thomas Usher, whose only dau. and
heir, Alson^e Usueb, m. first, William Botte, Esq., of
Athcarne, co. Mcath, and second, John Bellew, Esq., of
Bellewstown, same co. by his second wife, Anne Bibfobd,
he had two sons, John Usheb, ancestor of Usheb, of
Balsoon, and Usher, Archbishop of
Santry, Dublin,
Armagh, and Christopher Usher, ancestor of Usheb, of
Donnybrook, and of cos. Monaghan, Waterford, and Wex-

Mayor of

;

ford; Fun. r.nt. Ulster's Office, IGl;"), Richard Uiiher, greaigrandsi>n and representative of John Usher, eldest son of
the abijvc Ablanu Usher, by his second wife). Az. a chev.
erm. bctw. throe batons or.

Usher

descended from Thomas Usher,
•ccond son of John Usher, ancestor of Usher, of Santry;
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1636, Alderman Walter Usher,
of Dublin, son of .John Usher, Sheriff of Dublin 15'J2, who
was eldest son of the above Tupmas Usher). Quarterly, 1st
of Dublin,

(city

4th,

same Arms: 'inii and
armed gu.

3rd, ar. three lions'

gambs

f:ouprd and erect sa.

Usher

(IIenrt

Primate of

all

Usher, Archbishop of Armagh and Lord
Ireland,

Sheriff of Dublin

Archbishop).

;

:

TJrwyn. Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
XjTwyn. Az a lion ramp. erm.

and

Ent. Ulster's Office,

;

Erm. a

Urs'wlck.
bend

UST
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Same

Usher

1&9.'»

1013, brother of

John

U.sher,

Ent. Ulster's Office, of the
Arms, over all a crescent gu. for diff.

l.'J92;

I'un.

(Balsoon, co. Mcath
descended from Mark Usher,
eldest son of the Archbishop of Aruia^h
impaicuicnl I'un.
;

;

104C

—

gold.

Usher

(Eastwell, CO. Galway, Mount Usher, co. Wicklow, and
CO. Monaghan
descended from John Usher, Master in
Chancery, second son of Sir William Usher, Knt., of
Portrane). Az. a chev. erm. betw. three batons ar. Crest
A cubit arm vested uz. cuffed ar. grasping a baton also ar.
Motto Ne vile velis.
Usher-St. George (Lord St. George, extinct). See St.
;

—

—

George.

Usher (Camphire,

co. Waterford).

—

Same

Arr.is

and

.Vmor vincit omnia.
Usher, of Eastwell. Motto
Same Arms,
(Cappagh, co. Waterford).

Usher

Crest as

Crest,

and

Crest,

and

Motto.

Usher

(Landscape, co. Wexford).

Same Arms,

Motto.

Usher

(Adam Usheb, Ulster King of Arms 1629-33, second
Fun. Ent.
son of Sir William Usher, Knt., of Donnybrook
Ulster's Office). Same Arms as Usher, of Donnybrook, a
;

crescent for dilT.
exemplified to
(Ballysaggartmorc, co. "Waterford
Abthcr Keily, Esq., of Bally saggart more, on his .assuming by
royal licence, 1843, the surname of Usher, in lieu of Keilt,
in memory of his grandmother, Sabaii, dau. of Abthub
Usher, Esq., of C;iniphire, co. Waterford). Az. a chev.
Cre.ft-A dexter cubit
criiiinois betw. three batons or.
arm in pale, vested bendy of six gu. and or, cuffed ermiaois,

Usher

in the

;

hand ppr. a baton

ar.

AJotto

—

^Nc vile velis.

Uske. Sa. three bats' wings displ. ar.
Uske. Ar. three bats' wings displ. sa.
Ussher. .See Usheb.
Usticke (Woodlane, co. Cornwall). Quarterly,

1st and 4th
and 4th, gu. on a bend
embattled counter-embattled betw. two plain cotises or,
three eagles displ. of the field, for Usticke, 2nd and
3rd, per fe.ss ar. and sa. a fe.ss engr. counterchangcd
bctw. a sword in chief point upwards, and another ia
2nd and 3rd
base point downwards ppr., for Nowell
grand quarter.s, per bend sinister dovetail or and sa.

grand quarters, quarterly,

1st

;

six

martlets

Beaucuant.

within a border all counterchangcd, for
Cresit-lst, Usticke: A dciui ca^lc displ. gu.

A
;
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with a plain collar anil pendent tlieicfrom an
escutcheon or, charged with a waior bouget sa.
2nd,
Nowell: a dexter arm enibowed in armour grasping a
8word ppr. betw. the antlers of a stag sa.; 3rd, Keaucuant:
On a mount vert in front ot rays of the sun ppr. a martlet sa.
holding in the beak an acorn slipped also ppr. Motto—
gortfen

;

Semper paratus.
(John de Uavilland TTtermarck, Esq., of
Guernsey, Procureur de la Keine). Per fess
in chief a sprig of tliree rose leaves slipped vert,

Place,

or and az.
and in base a midlet
field.

of six poinls of the first, pierced of the
sprig of three rose leaves slipped vert betw.
buffalo horns per fess or and az. Jilotio
Va outre
Crest

—A

—

two
marque.

TXtker, or TJtber (Norwich and Hoo, co. Norfolk several
monuments in Lowestoft Church, co. Suffolk, 1665-99). Or,
;

—

two bars az. each charged with as many bezants. Crest
An arrow in pale sa. headed and feathered ar. to the shaft a
pair of wings expanded or, the ball of the arrow in base.
TJtterson (MiUand Place, co. Sussex). Ar. a lymphad with
sail furled on a sea in base ppr. at the poop a flag flying towards the bow ar. fimbriated vert, charged with a pomeis in
fess, on a chief gu. three bezants, each charged with a
mullet. Oi-esi A moimt vert, thereon a tree, at the foot of
which a holy lamb with cross, staff, and banner.
"Uvedale (Wikeham, co. Hants descended from Peteb de
TJvEDALE, Justiciary of England in 1333.
Sir William
Uvedale, of Wickham, was made a Knight of the Bath
in 1489, at the creation of Abthdb, Prince of Wales; his
great-great-grandson, Sir William Uvedale, Knt., left two
dans, his co-heirs Victobia, m. 1663, Sir Hichabd Cobbet,
Bart., of Leighton, and Elizabeth, m. first, Admiral Sir William Bebkelet, Knt., and secondly, Edwabd, second £arl of
Crest
Carlisle). Ar. a cross moline gu.
On each side of a
chapeau az. turned up erm. an ostrich feather ar. stuck

—

;

:

—

within the turning up.

"Uvedale (More Crichell, co. Dorset, and Horton, co. Hants
descended from Henky Uvedall, High Sheriff co. Dorset
1504, son of Sir Thomas Uvedale, Knt., of Wikeham). Same
Arvis and Crest.
TJvedale (co. Somerset). Gu. a fess embattled counter-embattled betw. three lions'

gambs

erased ar.

TJvedell. Gu. on a fess counter-embattled ar. betw. three
lions' gambs erect and erased or, the two in chief bend

—

sinisterways, as many crescents gu.
Crest
A pheasant
vert, crested, armed, and gorged with a chaplet gu.

TTverey.

Ar. on a bend gu. three walnut leaves of the
Ci-est—Aa elephant's head bendy of sis ar. and gu.

first.

"VACH.

See Veitch.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Vacliell (co. Bedford, CoUeyand Wind.sor, co. Berks, and
North Marston, co. Bucks). Barry of six crm. and az.
Crest A bull's gamb in pale couped ar. hoof in base

"Vacliain.

—

V AL

for that co..

(Pleading, co. Berks). Barry of sis az. and erm.
quartering or, a chev. betw. three cocks sa.
Vacliell (co. Berks). Az. three bends enn.
"Vachell. Erm. three bends gu. (another, az.). Crest—
bull pass. ar. armed and collared or, to the collar a bell
pendent of the last.
Vachell. Gu. three lions ramp. ar. crowned or. Crest
A bull's leg embowed couped at the thigh erm. hoof

—

upwards.

Vachell.

Barry of six ar. and az.
(Fenton Vacy, co. Cornwall; descended from Sir
Adam Vact, Knt., of Fenton Vacy, temp. Henry 111., son of
William Vacy, of same place; IvEonabd Vact, Esq., of
Fenton Vacy, was the representative and signed Visit. Cornwall in 1620). Ar. on a chev. gu. three bezants.
Vafiadacchi-Schilizzi (Cleveland Gardens and Finsbury

Vacy

Circus, London; exemplified to John Schilizzi, and his
brothers, Luke and Matthew Schilizzi, upon their assuming

the name of Vafiadacchi, by royal licence, 1 June, 1875).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three chevronels ar. betw. two
greyhounds sejant in chief of the last, and in base a bezant,
for Schilizzi 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a cross gu. betw. four laurel
1st,
leaves ppr. five garbs or, for Vafiadacchi.
Crests
Schilizzi: In front of a tilting-spear erect ppr. a greyhound
Bejant ar. resting the dexter foreleg on a bezant; 2nd,
Vafiadacchi
A garb or, betw. two elephants' trunks
cu. Mo«o— Fidelitas.
Vaire. Chequy vert and or. Crest A fret gu.
Vaizey (Attwoods, co. Essex ; John Bobebt Vaizey, Esq,
;

—

:

—

1047

High

Sheriff 1877).

Az. a cross

—

Orest
engr. betw. four cross crosslcts crossed ar.
In front
of a cubit arm in armour, the hand in a gauntlet holding an

oak branch slipped and erect all ppr. a cross crosslet crossed
ar.
Motto Sub hoc signo vinccs.
Valance. Chequy or and az. on a fess gu. three leopards'

—

first.

Valange

Az. three
(Lochend, Scotland, IGth century).
water bougets or.
Valangre (Possel, Scotland). Same An.is, a crescent or, for
diff.
Crest
A rose surmounted of a thistle ppr. Motto la
utroque.
Valas. Ar. a saltire gu. betw. six martlets az.
Vale. Per fess ar. and az. in chief a lion pass, guard,
of the second. Crest
On a tower sa. a crescent gu.
Vale. Per fess ar. and az. three lions pass, counterchanged.
Vale.
Or, a bend gu. betw. six eagles displ. sa. armed

—

—

—

ar.

Vale

(quartered by Berby, of Hampton Poyle, on a monuin Besford Church, co. Worcester).
Ar. across sa.
Vale. Erm. three (another, two) bars vert.
Vdle. Sa. a spearhead betw. three scaling ladders erect

ment

ar.

Vale

(Mathon Court, co. Worcester, and Hall Court, co.
Hererord granted, 1826, to Rev. Edwabd Vale, second son
;

of

William

Vaij:, Esq.).

Quarterly, 1st

and

4th, or, three

crosses crosslet in bend within two cotisesdancetteesa. betw.
six eagles displ. of the last, for

Vale

2nd and 3rd, ar. two
on a bend sa. three
vert a

;

many bars gu.
martlets or, for Mabtindale. Crest
swan's head couped at the neck ar.
mounting two crosses pattee fitchee in
In te Domine speravi.
Valehey. Gu. three bars or, on a
escallops az. betw. as

—On a mount

guttee de poix sursaltiie gu.
Motto
,

—

canton erm. a bend

lozengy az. and or.

Valeignes (co. Kent). Barry wavy of six ar. and gu.
Valence (Earl of Pembroke, extinct 1323; William db
LcziGNAN, alias de Valence, son of Hdgh le Bbun, Count
de la Marche, by Isabel his wife. Queen Dowager of England,
widow of King John, bore the title of Earl of Pembroke at
the battle of Lewes; his son, Aymeb de Valence, second
Earl of Pembroke, d. s. p.). Barry of ten ar. and az. an orle
of ten martlets gu.

Valence

(co.

Kent).

Or, three pales

wavy gu. a border

erm.

—

Valence, or Valomes.

Gu. a lion pass. or. Crest
Betw. two wings or, each charged with a rose gu. a cross
fitchee az. charged on the centre with a sim, and eusigned
with a demi fleurde-lis of the first.
Valence. Per fess indented az. and ar.
Valence, or Valens. Ar. achief indented nz.
Valence. Ar. a cross sarcelly gu. on a bend az. three
mullets or.

Valentine

Sa. on a chev. ar. three lions*
(co. Hereford).
heads erased of the field.
Crest
A demi pegasus salient
and erased erm. enfiled on the body with a ducal coronet

—

or.

Valentine

or.

Vachell

38

and D.L.

faces jessant-de-lis of the

TTtermarck
Manor

J. P.

(co. Suffolk).
Ar. a mullet betw. three human
hearts gu. Crest
An ostrich, wings endorsed, holding in
the beak a horseshoe ppr.
Valentine (Bentcliffe, co. Lancaster, 1664). Ar. a bend sa.
betw. six cinquefoils gu.
Valentine. Sa. three swords, points downwards ar. hilted

—

one in pale, and two saltireways.
(Ireland; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1610, RoBEBT Phipo, qS Holywood, co. Dublin, whose second
was
Kinbobodgh
Valentine). Ar. a mullet in fesa
wife
betw. three hearts gu.

or,

Valentine

Vale-Royal, or Dernhall-Abbey

(co. Chester).

Gu.

three lions pass, guard, in pale or, over all a crosier, the
gu. crook sa. a border of the last bezantee.
Valetort (co. Cornwall). Bendy of six ar. and gu.
Valetort. Same Arms, a border sa. bezantee.
Valeynes. Per fess indented az. and or.
Vallack. Sa. fretty or, in each interstice a mullet ar. Creit
A dove rising ppr.
staff

—

Valla-Crucis-Abbey

Sa. a lion ramp,
(co. Denbigh).
barry of eight ar. and gu. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee
of the second.
Valle (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. three crosses pattee ar. on
a chief of the last a lion pass. az. (N.B. Another coat has
the field without the crosses pattee.)
Valletort (North Tawton, co. Devon). Vert on a bend ar.
three mullets gu.

Valletort
Pollard).

Valletort

(Clist,

St.

Lawrence,

co.

Devon; the heiress m.

Ar. a fess sa. in chief two mullets of the last.
(quartered by Monck, of Potheridge, and

by

A
;;

VAL

;

VAN
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Valletourt

John Obmsbt Vandeleue, K.C.B., eon of
Lieut. -Gen.
Richard Vandeleur, Esq., of Rutland, who was third son
of John Vandeleur, Esq., of Kilrush, and to the descen-

Valoigrns.

dants of his ancestor, Giles Vandeleur, Esq., of Ualahine,
CO. Clare, who settled in Ireland temp. Charles II.).
Or, ii
trefoil vert betw. three mullets pierced purp.
Crest
.\.
martlet purp. in his beak a trefoil or. Afotto— Virtus astra

Tbeviuan, of Tarnescomb. Visit. Devon, 1C20). Ar. three
bends gu. a border sa. bezantee.
Barry of six
(co. Cornwall, temp. King John).
ar. and gu. a border sa. bezantee.
V alliant. Az. a shark or, a chief of the last.
Vallibus, or Vaux. Chequy ar. and gu.

Valoines

Sa. a

(cos.

maunch

ar.

Ar. three palets wavy

Norfolk and Suffolk).

Sir

—

petit.

Vandeleur
of Orford, co. Suffolk, temp. William I.
Valoines, who held 57 lordships in the cos. Essex,

"Valoines (Baron
Peteb de

Kent, Lincoln, Hereford, Norfolk, and Suffolk, founded the
his dePriory of Burnham, co. Norfolk, temp. Henry I.
scendant, Robert de Valoikes, Lord of Orford, 10 Edward
I., left two daus. his co-heirs: Cicelt, m. Sir Robert de
;

TJffoed, father of Robert, first Earl of Si'ffolk ; and
RoHEsiATK. Sir Edmund Paeenham, ICnt., of Pakenham, co.
Suffolk).
Paly wavy of six ar. and gu.
Valoines. Gu. fretry erm.
Valoins (co. Suffolk, temp. King John). Or, a cross gu.
a border az. billettee of the first.

(co. Lincoln).

Or, three mullets purp.

Vanden-Bempde- Johnstone,

Bart.

Sec

Jons-

stone.

Vandeput

(Twickenham, co. Middlesex, bart., extinct
1784; descended from the Netherlands, founded in England
by Henry Vandeput, of the city of Antwerp, who fled from
the persecution of the Duke of Alva. The great-grandson of
the original settler, Sir Peteb Vandeput, Knt., m. Mabgabet,
dau. of Sir John de Buckwobth, Sheriff of London in
J 704;
his eldest son, Peteb Vandeput, Esq., was created a

John Vampagb was Deputy Sheriff co. Worcester 1428 and 1443 Sir John Vampaoe, Knt., of Pershore,
m. the dau. and heir of William Wollashdll, Esq., of

Geoboe Vandeput, second bart., d. 1784,
leaving an only child, Fbances, hi. Richabd Vebe Dbuby,
Esq., of Shotover House).
Or, three dolphins haurient az.
Crest-rA dolphin erect az. betw. two wings or.
Vandergucht (Upper Bedford Place, Russell Square,
London). Az. three estoiles ar. Crest
An estoile av.
Vander-Heyden. Sa. three mullets pierced ar. on a
canton or, a rose of the field.
Vandernot (co. Lincoln). Ar a lion ramp. gu. quartering, Ar. three chev. gu.
Vanderplank (London). Per fess embattled ar. and gn.
on a canton vert a golden fleece ppr.
Crest A whcatsheaf
or.
JV/o«o— Industria ditat.
Vanderstegen (Cane End, co. Oxford). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, Vandebstegen, ar. a lion az. betw. two fishes or
2nd and 3rd, Bbigham, ar. betw. eight martlets sa. a fleur-

WollashuU. Visit. Worcester, 1553). Az. an eagle displ.
ar. beaked and membered or, within a single tressure flory

Vandyke

Valpy

originally Italian, the name was written
(Jersey
VoLPi). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a Greek digarama sa.
counterbendy
of six gu. and ar. on a chief of the last a
2nd,
fox courant, holding a cock in the mouth, all ppr., forVALPV
(ancient); 3rd, or, a lion ramp, vert betw. three crosses
A mountain ppr. Motto
crosslet sa., for Sdtton.
Crest
;

—

— Valet pietas.

Valpy

(formerly of Jersey, borne by Richard Valpt,
Esq., of the lioard of Trade). Same Arms and Crest.
Vampagre (Ruyhall in Ripple, Pershore, and WoUashull, co.

Worcester;

;

Vampage

(quartered by Hantokd, WollashuU, co. WorThomas Hanfobd m. Margaret, dau. and heir of
WiLLLAM HcGFORD, by DoBOTHT his wifc, dau. and co-heir
of Hubert Vampage, Esq., of WollashuU. Visit. Worcester,
Az. an eagle displ. ar. within a double tressure flory
1634).
cester;

—

A demi lion ramp. or.
connterflory or. Crest
Az. an eagle displ. with two necks ar.

Vampag'e.
Crext

Van

armed

— A bridge of three arches ar.

Notten-Pole, Bart.

Van, or Vavon

See Pole.

Ar. three roses

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three butterOies volant

(Wales).

Crest— X heron, wings expanded

ar.

de-lis.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three butterflies of the last.
Crest— A. stag lodged ppr.
Vanaker (London, bavt. title passed to Sambbooke {which
Nicholas Vanaker, a Turkey merchant, son of
see\.
;

Nicholas Vanaker, Lord of the Manor of Erith, co. Kent,
and grandson of John Vanakeb, a London merchant, of
foreign extraction, was created a bart. 1700, with remainders,
Jn default of male issue, to his brother, John Vanakeb,
and his brother-in-law. Sir Jebemy Sambrooke, Knt., of
Busbill, CO. Middlesex). Or, on a bend gu. three cinquefoils
ar.

Vanburgh, or Vanbrug:

(Ghent,

Flanders;

granted

1714; John Vanburch, Clarenceux King of Arms, d. 2G
March, 1725-6). Gu. on a fess ar. three barrulets vert, iti
Crest
chief a demi lion ramp, iss^iant of the second.
demi lion issuant from u bridge composed of three reversed

—

arches or.

Vance

(Balbirnie-Vance, Balmarino, Victoria; ej^emplified
Esq., of Balmarino, on
his assuming, by royal licence, 1354, the additional surname
regard
of Vance, out Qf affection and
for his late mother,
Margaret Vance, eldest dau., who left issue, of John
Vance, of Coagh, co. Tyrone, and sister and co-lieiress of
Geoboe Washington Vance). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a bend gu. tliree mullets or, in the sinister chief point a
clnquefoil of the second; 2nd and 3rd, vert a fcss chequy
ar. and az. betw. three cuirasses of the second, on a chief
indented of the last a rose gu. betw. two buckles of the
third.
Crest
A lion ramp, or, gorged with a collar gu.
and holding in the dexter paw a pair of balances ppr. and
charged on the shoulder with a clnquefoil of the second.
Jl/o«(o— Be faithful.
Vancey (co. Northampton). Sa. three gloves in p.ile ar.

Robert Akstrdtiikr Balbirnie,

—

Vancey, or Vancy.

Ar. an

three,

(the Painter).

on a chief

eagle displ.

az.

armed

and Rutland,

(Kilrunh, co. Clare, Maddonstown, co. Kildarc,
(^icon's co.; conlirmcd by Betham, Ulster, lo

104a

Gu. nine roundlets, three, three,
a lion pass.

Vane, Fane, or ap Vane

(Hilden, co. Kent; John
Vane, or Fane, Esq., of Hilden, tem,p. Henry VI., greatgreat-grandson of Sir Henry Vane, who was knighted at
Poictiers, wrote his name Fane to his will, dated 16 April,
1488; he had, with other issue, Richabd, his eldest son,
ancestor of Fane, Earl of }Vestmorland, and John, ancestor of Vane, Lord Barnard, Earl of Darlinyton, and
Az. three dexter gauntlets, backs
Duke of Cleveland).

Vane

(Baron Barnard and Earl of Darlington ; Sir Henry
Fane, or Vane, Knt., of Raby, co. Durham, great-grandson
of John Fane, youngest son of John Fane, Esq., of

Henry VI., altered the spelling of his name
form of Vane, d. 1654, leaving two sons:
Henry; II. Sir George, of Long Newton, ancestor
of Vane-Tempest, Bart., of Long Newton, extinct, and
Fletcher-Vane, Bart., of Hutton Hall. Sir Henry Vane,

to the original
I.

Sir

the eldest son, the strenuous opposer of Oliver Cromwell,
had two sons I. Sir Christopher, created, 1698, Baron
:

II. William,
Barnard, of Barnard Castle, co. Durham
created, 1720, Viscmmt Vane ; liE!iT).Y, third Baron Barnard,
Same Arms.
was created, 1754, Earl of Darlington).
A dexter hand in a gauntlet ppr. holding a sword ar.
Crest
pommel and hilt or. Supportej-s— Dexter, a griffin ar. plain
collared az. thereon three dexter gauntlets, backs affrontee
or; sinister, an antelope or, plain collared az. thereon
three martlets gold. ilfu»o— Ncc temere, nee timide.
Vane {Duke of Cleveland and Baron Raby; William
Henry, third Earl of Darlington, K.G., was created, 1827,
Marquess of Cleveland, and was raised to the Dukedom with
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
the Barony of Raby, 1833).
three sinister gauntlets or, for Vane; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly,
1st and 4th, quarterly, France and England; 2nd, Scotland;
3rd, Ireland (being the arms of Charles II.) charged
on the centre point with a baton sinister erm., for Fitzr6t.
Crest
1st: A dexter gauntlet ppr. bossed and rimmed or,
brandishing a sword also ppr., for Vane; 2nd: Onachapeau
gu. turned up erm. a lion pass, guard, or, gorged with a
collar componiie erm. and az. and crowned with a flvc;

—

—

—

Supporters
leavcd ducal coronet gold, for Fitzroy.
Dexter, a lion guard, or, crowned and gorged as the crest,
collared
as the
greyhound
ar.
fur Fitzroy; sinister, a

—

Nee temere, nee timide.
dexter. Motto
(East Farndon and Sutton Bassctt, co. Northampton,
and Eaton Place, London; Henry Morgan Vane, Esq., of
Eaton Place, East Farndon, and of Sutton Bassett, heir presumptive to the Barony of Barnard, is the elder son of

Vane

Esq., and grandsan of Morgan Vane,
Esq., of Bilby Hall, co. Notts, whose father, Hon. Morgan
Vane, was second son of Gilbert, second Lord Barnard).

John Henry Vane,

or.

Vandeleur

or,

Hilden, temp.

ar.

Van.

to

—

affrontee or.

(Steinston, Scotland).

sa.

Van

—

and

of the second.

or.

bart. in 1723; Sir

VAN
Same Arms,Crt3t, and

Motto,

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
a,s

{Viscount Vane, extinct 1789; Hon. William Vane,
second son of Christopher, first Lord Hariiard, the ancestor
of Harry George, eighth Baron Barnard and fourth
Duke of Cleveland, was created a peer of Ireland 1720;
William, second Viscount Vane, d.s. p.). Az. three sinister
gauntlets or, on a canton erm. a pile sa. thereon a mullet
A dexter arm couped below the elbow and erect
Crest
ar.
in a gauntlet or, brandishing a sword ar. pommel and hilt
Dexter, a bay horse sinister, a buck,
gold. Supporters
both reguard. and ppr. Motto Pulchra pro libertate.
(Long
Newton, co. Durham, bart., extinct
Vane-Tempest

—

—

;

—

descended from Sir George Vane, Knt., of Long
Newton, second son of Sir Henet Vane, Knt., of Raby
Castle; his son, Lionel Vane, Esq., of Long Newton, 6. 16'17,
had two sons: I. George, whose son, Sir Henbt, was
created a bart. 1782; II. Walter, ancestor of FletcherSir Henry, second bart.,
Vane, Bart, of Hutton Hall
assumed the additional surname of Tempest, by Act of
Parliament, m. Anne Catherine, Countess of Antrim in her
1813;

;

own right, and had an only dau. and heir. Lady Frances
Anne Emily, m. as 'second wife, Charles William, third
Marquess of Londonderry).
affrontee az. a canton gu.
all

Or,

three gauntlets,

backs

d-est—A dexter gauntlet erect

(Stewart-Vane, Earl Vane ; Charles William, third
Marquess of Londonderry, was created, 1823, Earl Vane,
with remainder to his issue, by his second wife, the Countess
of Antrim ; the second earl, on the death of his half
brother, 1872, s. to the Marquessate of Londonderry).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three sinister gauntlets or, in
chief a trefoil slipped of the last, for Vane 2nd and 3rd,
or, a bend compony ar. and az. betw. two lions ramp, gu.,
Crests
1st, Vane: A dexter gauntlet erect,
for Stewart.
holding a sword ppr. pommel and hilt or 2nd, Stewart
A dragon statant or. Supporters Two hussars of the
10th Regiment, the dexter mounted upon a grey horse, and
the sinister upon a bay horse, with their swords drawn and
accoutred all ppr. Motto Metuenda corolla draconis.
Vane -Tempest {Marquess of Londonderry). See Tem;

—

—

;

:

—

pest.

Vane

(Fletcher- Vane, Bart., of Hutton Hall, co. CumberWalter Vane, Esq., second son of
Lionel Vane, Esq., of Long Newton, by Katherine, his
Or,
wife, dau. of Sir George Fletcher, Bart., of Hutton).
three sinister gauntlets az. a canton gu. Crest— K dexter
gauntlet erect holding a sword all ppr. pommel and hilt
land; descended from

Vans-Agnew (Barnbarroch).

See Agnew.
Vansittart (Shottesbrook, co. Berks descended from Wil..
LiAM Van Sittart, of Dantzic, whose son, Peter Van SitTAUT, settled in England, andd. 1705, leaving a son, Arthtje
Vansittart, who had four sons: I. Arthor, ancestor of
Vansittart, of Shottesbrook II. Robert, d. unm. 178i;
III. Henry, ancestor of Vansittart, Lord Bexlty, extinct
1851; IV. George, ancestor of Vansittart, of Bisham
Abbey). Erm. an eagle di.spl. sa. on a chief gu. a ducal
coronet or, betw. two crosses pattee ar.
Crest
An eagle's
head couped at the neck betw. two wings elevated and
displ. sa. the whole resting on two crosses patteear.
Motto
Fata viam invenient.
;

;

—

—

Vansittart {Baron

Bexley, extinct 1851
Eight Hon.
Nicholas Vansittart, Chancellor of the Exchequer 1812-23,
was created a peer 1823). Same Arms and Crest. Sujr-

(co. Norfolk).

Ar. an inescutcheon gu.

ar.

ducally gorged or,

sa.

charged with an

elevated sa. ducally gorged or, therefrom pendent a port-

—Grata

Motto

cullis gold.

quies.

Vansittart (Bisham Abbey,

co. Berks).

Same Arms,

Crista

Van-Straubenzee

(Spenithome, co. York. This family
descended from Philip William Casimib Van Straubenzee,
Captain in the Dutch Guards, who settled in England temp.
George II., and was naturalized by Act of Parliament, bore
the following coat, which appears on an old family seal).
An ostrich holding in the mouth a horseshoe. Crest
Issuing from a coronet two eagles' wings.
Van-Streyan. Ar. a fleur-de-lis gu. on a chief or, a liott

—

pass. sa.

Crest

Vantony.

— A demi lionrauip. sa.

Or, a saltire gu.

Vantort, or Vatort.

Ar. a fess sa. in chief two mullets

pierced of the second.

Vantort, or Vatort.

Ar. two pales gu. in chief three

mullets sa.

Vanweldere

Per fess gu. and az. out of a fess
betw. two bars gemel or, a demi lion ramp, issuant ar.
Van'wild.er (Little Bridow, co. Gloucester). Gu. a fess
barry of ten or, and az. over all a demi lion ramp. ar.
armed of the third, in chief two roses of the fourth doubled
of the first, with the side and rays of the sun of the
second.
Van'wilder (co. Kent). Gu. a foss cotiscd or, in chief a
(co. Kent).

ramp. ar.
Barry of six ar. and vert.
Zeller (Joseph Van Zeller, Esq., of York Place,
Portman Square, London). Ar. a star of six points gu.
betw. three blackbirds ppr. beaked and legged of tho
second. Crest A blackbird, as in the arms, charged on the.
breast with a star of six points or.
Vardon (Norwich, co. Norfolk). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Vardon. Or, a fiet gu. Crest— A. dexter hand holding a
lion

Vanys.

—

trefoil

vert betw. two wings ar.

Gu. a wyvern, wings endorsed

az. four fleurs-de-lis

—

ostrich feather in pale of the first, with an escroU over the
bottom of the quill gold; sinister, an eagle reguard. wings

Van

orle of martlets of the last.

Vane. Chequyar. and gu.
Vane. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three pellets.
Vanes. Or, a chev. gu. a border sa. bezantcc.
Van-Hag-en. Ar. three trefoils vert. Crest — A
Vanhalte.

;

Dexter, a horse reguard.
therefrom pendent an escutcheon

porters

demi

or.

an

Ar. on a bend cu. a slur

Wigton).

and Motto.

ppr.

Vane

Vane, or Vanly

co.

or.

Earl of Darlington.

Vane

holding a sword

V AS

Vans (Barnbarro-.h,

Vane, Baron Barnard and

and as many

or,

on a border

lions pass, guard, alter-

sheaf of arrows ppr.
(London, and co. York).
bucks' heads cabossed sa. O'est

Varley

nately of the second.

Vanhatton

(London; descended from Holland). Or, two
olive branches in saltire vert.
Vanheck (London). Per fess gu. and ar. in chief a chev.
betw. three cinquefoils or, in base a rose of the first, stalked,
leaved, and barbed ppr.
Vanllitheson. Ar. on a fess sa. betw. two bars gu. a boar's
head erased enclosed by two laurel branches of the field.
Crest— OvX of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head gold,
wings endorsed ar. each wing charged with three bars

Vert on a bend or, three
of a pallisado crown
armour, holding a battle axe all

—Out

an arm embowed in
Motto Magna est Veritas.
(Sir Ralph Varney, Knt., whose dau. Beatrice,
arms impaled with Danvers in a
m. Henry Danvees
window in Waterstoke Church, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon,
1566).
Az. on a cross engr. ar. five mullets of the first.
Varnham. Quarterly, gu. and erminois. Crest A dexter
hand holding up a ducal crown betw. two laurel branches
or,

—

ppr.

Vamey

;

—

ppr.

Vanlore

(Tilehurst, co. Berks, bart., extinct 1645;

Vanlore, a native of Utrecht,
1628, d. s.p.).

in Holland,

Peter

was created a bart.

Or, a chapletor garland ppr.

Varty

(co.

ppr. ducally

(William Van-Mildert, Bishop of Llandaff

Vashen.

1819, and of Durham 1826, d. 1S36). Gu. two scythe blades
crossed in saltire, the points uppermost, the dexter surmounted of the sinister ar.
(London). Quarterly, ar. and gu. four martlets
counterchanged.
Crest
A bundle of five arrows, points

rising or.

Van-Mildert

Vannam

—

upwards, bound by a belt and buckle.
Vanneck {Baron Hunlinnfi'M). Ar. a torteau betw.
three buglehorns gu. stringed or. Crest
A buglehorn gu.
stringed or, betw. two wings expanded ar. tipped gold.
Supporters Two greyhounds erin. collared paly of six or
and gu. chained gold. Motto Droit et loyal.
Vannell (co. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. cu. a border sa. bczanttlc.
Vanner. Gu. a fess ar. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Vaos, or Vaus (Uirleton, co. Had(Ungton). Ar. a Uciid - u.

—

—
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—

Cumberland).

chief vaire sa. and erm.

az.

crowned

Gu. three crosses moline or, a
Crest A man's head full-faced

—

or.

Az. a benck erm. cotised ar. betw. two eagles
Crest
A dexter arm, hand apauinee ppr. vested
shoulder paleways, from the elbow fess-

—

from the

ways.

Vass.

—

Quarterly ar. and az.
An ostrich's head
Crest
betw. two feathers ar. holding in the beak a horseshoe
az.

Vassal! (New

England; descended from John Vassall,
of London, who equipped
and commanded
two ships of war against the Spanish Armada. The senior
male line has become extinct, but is represented in the
female line by the descendants of two of the children of
Flokentius Vassall, viz., Elizabeth, dau. and heiress of
RicuARD Vagsall, Esq., i)f Jamaica, who m. Henri Richard,
third Baron IloUand, and Elizabeth Vassall, m. Hon.

Alderman

A

VAS

:
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of John, first Fiscount Barrington).
Az. in chief a sun, in base a chalice or. Crest A ship rigged
Motto Saepe pro Eege, semper pro Heanil masted ppr.

John Babbington, son

—

—

publica.

'Vassal! (Milford, CO. Southampton; Sir Spenceb Lambert HuNTEB Vassall, Knt., of Milford, co. Southampton,
and Newfound Eiver, Jamaica, knighted 21 Feb. 1831,
was son and heir of Col. Spenceb Thouas Vassall (who
lost his life at the siege of Monte Video while leading his
regiment, the 38th Foot, to the assault), and grandson of
John Vassall, Esq., who settled at Boston, in America,
but was deprived of his lands there in the first American
war, for his adherence to the parent state). Az. in chief a
•un, in base a chalice or, and for honourable augmentation,
on a fess of the second the breached bastions of a fortress,
above which the words " Monte Video," on a canton ar.
the number " 38th " within a branch of cypress and another
1st
On a
of laurel, the stems united in saltire. Crests
mount vert a breached fortress, thereon hoisted a flag gu.
with the inscription "Monte Video" in letters of gold;
2nd A ship with masts and shrouds ppr. JfbMoes— Saepe
pro Eege, semper pro EepublicS and, Every bullet has its

—

:

:

;

a

VAU

Same Arms.

Bolton, K.G.).

ramp, per

Crest

—On a

ducal coronet or,

—

and sa. Supporters Dexter, a
armed and langued gu. ducally
crowned or; sinister, a lion gu. armed and langued az.
ducally crowned, plain collared, and ringed or. Motto—
lion

fess ar.

and

lion per fess ar.

sa.

Plane et sane.

Vaughan

(co.

and langued

Carmarthen).

Or,

a

lion

ramp. gu. armed

az.

Vaugrhan

(Gwynne-Vauguan, Cynghordy, co. Carmarthen
Henbt Jones, Esq., of Cynghordy, second son of
Samuel Jones, Esq., of Llanvillo, co. Brecon, by Jane, his
wife, dau. of William Vadghan, Esq., of Penymaes, assumed by royal licence, 1855, the surnames of Gwynnb
Vadghan only, in lieu of Jones, and the arms of Vauohan,
;

incompliance with the will of his maternal uncle, the Bev.
late of Brecon).
Erm. two chevronels
ar. betw. three boys' heads affront^e couped at the shoulders
ppr. crined or, around the neck of each a snake nowed also
ppr. a border of the second.
Crest
Upon a mount vert in
front of a boys' head affrontee couped at the shoulders ppr.
crined or, a snake nowed also ppr. Motto Asgre Ian diogel
ei pherchen.

Thomas Vadghan,

—

—

Vaugrhan

billet.

"Vassall-Fox {Baron Holland, extinct 1859). See Fox.
"Vassy. Ar three pellets.
Vastoile (co. Essex). Ar. on a cross sa. five mullets or.
Vastoile. Ar. on a cross sa. a mullet (another, pierced)
or.

Vatrote.

Ar. three eagles

displ.

gu.

Vaudin

(Cbables Vaddin, M.D., Jersey). Or, an eagle
displ. betw. three estoiles of seven points sa. on a chief az.
the sun in splendour of the first. Crest
An eagle displ. sa.
Motto Povr ma libertay, povr ma patree.
'Vaug'han (Earl of LUbume). Sa. a chev. betw. thi'ee
fleurs-de-lis ar., the ensigns of Coulwyn ap Tangno, Lord of
Efionydd. Crest
An armed arm embowed ppr. holding a
fleur-de-lis ar.
Supporters Dexter, a dragon reguai^d.
wings endorsed vert, gorged with a collar aa. edged ar. and
charged with three fleurs-de-lis of the last, thereto a chain
or; sinister, a unicorn reguard. ar. armed, maned, tufted,
and unguled or, collared and chained as the dexter. Motto

—

—

—

—

—Non revertar inultus.

Vaughan

Brecknock).
Az. three boys'
heads couped ar. having snakes enwrapped about their
necks ppr., quartering, Sa. three spearheads ar. Crest
maiden's head, hair dishevelled, couped below the breast all
(Talgarth,

co.

—

ppr.

^augban

(co. Brecknock).
Sa. three boys' heads couped
at the shoulders ppr. having snakes enwrapped about their
necks vert (sometimes borne with a chev. ar.). Crest

—

arms (sometimes criued or).
Vau^han (Tj le Gias, co. Brecknock). Gu. on a garb a
bird ar. beaked and membered gu. holding in the beak an
erm. spot, a border gobony or and az.
Vaughan (Golden Grove, co. Carmarthen; descended from
Hugh Vacghan, Esq., of Kidwelly, same co., GentlemanUsher to Henry VII.; his grandson, Waltee Vadghan,
Esq., of Golden Grove, had two sons I. Sir John, created
Earl of Carbery in Ireland, 1G43; II. Sir William, of
Terracoyd, in same co., whose great-grandson, John
Vadoban, s. to Golden Grove on the death s. p. of Lady
Anne Vadghan, Duchess of Bolton, only dau. and heir of
John, third Earl of Carbery, and d. 1765, leaving an only
eon, BicHABD Vauoban, Esq., of Golden Grove, and Shenfleld, CO. Essex; he d. 1781, and was «. by his only surTiving child, Sdsanna Eleanoba Vahghan, of Golden Grove,
m. Kev. Thomas Watkins, of Pennoyre, co. Brecon, and left
issue
arms Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, a lion ramp, reguard.
aa. armed and langued gu.. quartering, 1st, Sa. a lion ramp,
ar. armed and langued gu.
2nd, Per pale az. and sa. three
fleurs-de-lis or; 3rd, .Sa. a lion ramp. ar. head and paws gu.
armed and langued az.; 4th, Gu. a lion ramp, or, charged
on the shoulder with a crescent sa. armed and langued az.
a border indented of the second; 5th, Or, a lion ramp. gu.
ormed and langued az. Cth, Az. a lion ramp, or, armed and
langued gu. 7th, Az. a fess or, betw. three wolves' heads
erased ar. 8th, Ar. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued
gu.
9th, Per fees gu. and ar. a lion ramp, counterchanged,
armed and langued gu. 10th, Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
boy's head, as in the

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

phconB

sa. those in chief lying fessways, pointing to the
centre of the field; 11th, Vertachov. or, betw. three wolves'
heads erased ar.

Vaug^han

(Earl of Carbery, extinct 1712: Sir John
Vadghan, Knt., of Golden Grove, co. Carmarthen, was
created Lord Vaufjhan of Mullingar, 1621, and Earl of
Carbery I62«

John, third Earl of Carbrry, left an only dau.
and heir, Lady Anne Vadghan, m. Chables, third Duke of
;
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(Plas-Neuadd, in Llanvair, co. Denbigh; descended through Eicbabd, second son of Robebt ap Meeedith, of Melai, and Vronheulog, in Llanvair, co. Denbigh,

and Grono Llwyd-t-Penwtn, from Mabchddd, founder of
the VIII. Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys).
Same
Arms as Gbono Llwid-t-Penwtn, viz.,Gu. three boars' beads
erased in pale ar.
(co. Devon), Gu. three boars' heads erased in pale

Vaug-lian
ar.

armed

or.

Vaug'lian

(Shapwick, co. Dorset). Sa. (another, gu.) a chev.
betw. three boys' heads couped ppr. crined or, enwrapped
about the necks with snakes vert.
Crest
An arm erect
grasping a snake entwined round the arm all ppr.
ar.

—

Vaug'lian (West

Tilbnry, co. Essex). Per pale sa. and az.
crosslet coimterchanged of the field, an
eagle displ. with two heads or, a border engr. of the last.
Vaug'han (Eheola, co. Glamorgan). Sa. a chev. ar. betw.
three boys' heads couped ppr. crined or, enwrapped about
the necks with snakes vert, on a chief of the second three
buglehorns of the first. Crest A boy's head, hanging from
the neck a buglehorn, as in the arms.
Motto Asgre lau
diogel ei pherchen.

semee of crosses

—

Vaug'han

—

a chev. ar. betw.
three boys' heads couped ppr. crined or, enwrapped about
the necks with snakes vert. Crest
An arm erect grasping a
snake entwined round the arm all ppr.
Vaug'han (Wigmore, co. Hereford). Sa. three hounds
courant ar. collared gu. Crest On a mount vert a hound
(Just,

co. Gloucester).

Sa.

—

—

sejant ar. collared gu.

Vaughan

(Court Field, co. Hereford).
Per pale az. and
gu. three lions ramp. az. Crest
A child's head couped at
the shoulders and entwined round the neck with a snake
all ppr.
Mottoes Duw a digon; and Simplices sicut puerl
sagaces sicut serpentes.
Vaughan, or
(Brcdwarden and Porthamcll, co.
Hereford). Az. three infants' heads couped at the shoulders
ppr. crined or, enwrapped about the necks with as many
snakes vert. Crest— On a plume of three feathers gu. a

—

—

Vahan

griffin's

head

or.

Vaughan

(Treverwyn, co. Hereford).
Sa. a chev. betw.
three boys' heads couped at the shoulders ar. crined or,
enwrapped about the necks with as many snakes ppr. Crest
A boy's head couped at the shoulders ppr. enwrapped
with a snake, as in the arms.
(Stockin, co. Hereford
a branch of the ancient

—

Vaughan

;

the last male heir,

Edwabd Vadghan,

Esq., of Stockin, fourth in descent from

Thomas Vaughan,

family of
E.sq.,

Vadghan;

of Stockin, living 1622, left

two daus. his co-heirs

Mart, »n.
and Anne,

to Thomas Galliers, Esq., of Stapleton Castle,
to. to John Galliers, Esq., of Wigmore Abbey).
Az. three boys' heads couped at the shoulders having snakes
enwrapped about their necks all ppr.
(Woodstonc, co. Huntingdon; descended from
Vadghan, of Kington, co. Hereford, in the church of which
parish a mural monument deduces the pedigree from the
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a
time of the Black Prince).
chev. sa. betw. three infants' heads couped at the shoulders,
each enwrapped round the neck with a snake all ppr., for
Vadghan; 2nd and 3rd, az. two bars ar. in chief three

Vaughan

leopards' faces or, for

Wright.

Crests

—

Ist,

Vadghan

:

An

head entwined with a snake, as in the arms; 2nd,
Wriqut Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head issuant

infant's

:

ppr.

Vaughan (liornc by Sir Huoii Vaughan, Governor of Jersey,
temp. Henry Vlll.).

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. a fess or,

A
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betw. three horses' heads erased of the Inst, a liorder gobonee
ar. and vert; ^nd and 3rd, per pale az. and purp. three
whales' heads erased or, ingulphant of spears ar. Crest
Supjtorters
lion's gamb or, holding a human heart gu.
Two griffins per fcss gu. and az. plaiiie and fretty of the

——

first.

Vaughan

Gu. three bezants, each charged
Kent).
with a lion's head erased az. on a chief ar. (another, or),
a spear and poleaxe in saltiro of the second, handled sa.
hctw. four pellets.

"Vaugrhan
wavy
de-lis,

(co.

(Sir

Richabd Vaughan, London,

Barry

1633).

of four gu. and or, per pale, on each of gu. a rieuron each of or, a leopards' face, and in chief a lion's

head erased

all

connterchanged.
Per pale barry wavy of four gu. and
paw erased betw. four fleurs-de-lis and

Vaughan (London).
or, in chief

as

many

a lion's

Vauglian

(Nannau, or Nanney, Hcngwrt and Rug,

co.

extinct 1859; descended from Ykee
Merioneth,
bart.,
"Vtchan, Lord of Nannau, who had two sons 1. Medeic
:

Vtchan, Lord of Nannau, whose male line became extinct,
Jane, dau. and co-heir of Hdgh Nanney, Esq. of Nanney,
TO. KoBEBT Vaughan, Esq., of Hengwrt, Sheriff co. Merioneth, 1735; II. HowEL ap Ynye Vychan, ancestor of
Vaughan, of Hengwrt, whose descendant m. the heiress of
Hanney). Quarterly, or and gu. four lions ramp, counterchanged. Crest A Uon ramp. az. gorged with an antique

—

coronet or.

Vaughan

(Dolymelynllyn, co. Merioneth, afterwards of
descended
Chilton Grove, near Shrewsbury, co. Salop
from Griffith Vaughan, Esq., of Dolymelynllyn, third
son of RoBEET Vaughan, Esq., of Hengwrt, co. Merioneth).
Quarterly, ar. and gu. four lions ramp, counterchanged, on
the centre of the field a lion ramp. az.
(Cors-y-Gedol, co. Merioneth; descended from
OsBORN Fitzgerald, Lord of Ynys-y-Maengwyn, and Corsy-Gedol, CO. Merioneth ; Bicbaed Vaughan, Esq., of
;

Vaughan

Cors-y-Gedol, had a son, William Vaughan, Esq., of
Cors-y-GedoI, d.s.p., and a dau., Cathebine, m. Rev. Hugh
Wtkn, D.D., and had a dau. and heir, Mabgabet Wynn,
heiress to her uncle, William Vaughan, m. Sir Rogeb
Arms, those of
MosTYN, fifth bart. of Mostyn, co. Flint).
Osboen Fitzgerald, viz., Erm. a saltire gu.
(Penmaen-Dovey and Caelhele, co. Merioneth;
descended from Einion ap Sitsyllt, a chieftain of Merioneth,
who lived in the 12th century). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
a lion pass. sa. armed and langued gu. betw. three fleurs-delis of the last ; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a saltire engr. gu. a
crescent or. Crest A demi lion ramp. sa.
(Littleton, co. Middlesex; Sir Hucn Vaughan,
Knt., of Littleton, temp. Henry VUI. granted 27 March,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a fess or, betw. three
1508).
horses' heads erased of the laist, bridled gu. a border
gobony ar. and vert ; 2nd and 3rd, per pale az. and purp.
three lucies' heads erased or, each ingulphant a spear's
A lion's gamb or, holding a human
head ar.
Cresl
heart gu.
Supporters Two griiEns per fess gu. and az.
platcje and fretty of the first.
originally of Bred(Court Field, co. Monmouth
warden, CO. Hereford, and Cleirow, co. Radnor). Sa. three
infants' heads couped at the shomlders ppr. crined or, each
enwrapped round the neck with a snake. Since the latter
end of the 16th century, the family have sometimes borne
the HEP.BEBT arms, viz., Per pale az. and gu. three lions
ramp. ar. Crest A child's head couped at the shoulders
and enwrapped round the neck with a snake, as in the
arms. Mottoes Duw a digon; and SimpUces sicut pucii,

Vaughan

—

Vaughan

;

_

—

—

Vaughan

;

—
—

Sag.ices sicut serpentes.

Vaughan
saltire

gu.

holding in
Gens."

Vaughan

(co.

Monmouth; granted 12 Dec.

Crest

the

15S3).
Erm. a
demi lion ramp, per fess or and gu.
paws a scroll, inscribed " Immaculate

—A

(Lloydiarth, co. Montgomery).

Sa. a goat pass,

ar.

Vaughan (Sutton-upon-Treut,

Nottingham; impalement
Fun. Ent. of Henby, Lord Docwra, 1632, whose wife was Anne,
dau. of Feancis Vaughan, Esq., of Sutton-upon-Trent).
Sa. a chcv. betw. three boys' heads couped at the shoulders
ar. crined and having snakes round their necks or.
Vaughan (Oxford arms of John Vaughan, in a window in
the Chapel of All Souls College, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon,
1566).
Az. a lion ramp. ar.
Vaughan (Duddleston, CO. Salop; descended from Richard
Vaughan, Esq., Solicitor to Queen Elizabeth in the Council
of the Marches at Ludlow, second son of David ap Madoc,
of Pentemorgan, who descended from Bleddyn, Lord of
Dinmael, third son of Owen Beoqyntin, Lord of Edeirnion,
;
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co.

lion

ramp.

sa.

Crest

—

.V

Vaughan

(Burlton Hall, co. Salop). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
three boars' beads couped of the second, armed or, langued
az. on the centre of the chev. a crescent of the first, within
an annulet of the third.
Oest On a chapcau ppr. a boar's
head couped gu. armed or, langued az. ilotto Afra p6b

—

—

afraid.

Vaughan

(Charlinch, co. Somerset; Benjamin Vaughan,
Esq., of Charlinch, son of Hugh Vaughan, Steward and
Secretary to Feancis, second Earl of Bedford, K.G.

Visit. Somerset, 1G23).
Gu. three boars' heads erased in
pale ar., quartering, 1st, Gu. a female bust ppr. with a
chnplet ar. and sa. 2nd, Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ; 3i'd, Gu. two
;

snakes entwined ar:
(Vaughan-Jenkins,

Vaughan
Combe,

leopards' faces counterchanjjed.

V ATT

Dinmael, and Abertanat). Ar. a
boar's head gu. couped or.

Combe

Grove,

Monktnn

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a chev.
paly of eight pieces erm. and erminois betw. three fleursde-Us or, for Jenkins 2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev. engr. ar.
co. Somerset).

;

betw. three boys' heads couped at the shoulder, around the
neck of each a snake entwined ppr. a cross pattie fitchee

—

for Vaughan.
Crests
1st, Jenkins:
A fleur-de-lis
per pale or and sa. encircled with two branches of oak
fructed ppr. 2nd, Vaughan A boy's bead couped at the
shoulders, around his neck a garland of oak ppr. charged
on the breast with a cross pattde fitchee gu.
(Payan's Castle, Wales; granted 12 June, 1527).
Ar. on a saltire betw. three birds sa. and a cock in base gu.
a cinquefoil of the first betw. four spears embrued ppr. on
a chief of the third three plates, the first charged wiih a
fleur-de-lis az., the second with a rose gu. seeded or, the
third with a lion ramp, of the second.
(Wales; granted 1491). Per pale az. and purp.
a fish haurient or. Crest
A man erect ppr. with arms extended, habited in a jacket ar. breeches sa. hair flotant, in
the dexter hand a large knife of the second.
(Wales).
Per pale az. and purp. three lucies'
heads l^aurient erased or, each ingulphant a spearhead

gu.,

:

;

Vaughan

Vaughan

—

Vaughan
ar.

Vaughan
Vaughan

(Wales).

(Wales).

Sa. three nags' heads erased ar.
Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

ar.

Vaughan

(Falstone, co. Wilts).

Sa.a chev.

ar.

betw. three

boys' heads couped ppr. crined or, enwrapped about the

—

necks with snakes vert. Crest
An arm erect grasping a
snake entwined round the arm all ppr.
(Bradward, co. Wilts). Az. three boys' heads
couped at the shoulders ppr. crined or, enwrapped about the
neck with snakes vert. Crest On a plume of three feathers
gu. a griffin's head or.
Vaughan (Sutton, co. York). Sa. a chev. betw. three
boys' heads couped at the shoulders ar. crined or, enwrapped
Cresl
A boy's head
about the necks with snakes ppr.
couped at the shoulders ppr. enwrapped about the neck with
a snake vert.
(co. York).
Az. a mullet ar.
(Sir John Vaughan, knighted by Robeet, Earl
Sa. three boys' heads couped at
Essex,
30
July,
1599).
of
the shoulders ppr. having snakes about their necks az.
(Lloyd- Vaughan, Golden Grove, King's co., representing Lloyd, of Gloster, in same co. descended from

Vaughan

—

—

Vaughan
Vaughan
Vaughan

;

John Vaughan, Esq., of St. Dogmell's, co. Pembroke, temp.
Charles I., whose son, Hectoe Vaughan, had grants of lands
in Ireland 1668 and 1670; he m. 1664, Maby, dau. and heir
of Captain William Piesley, of Knocknameese, now Golden
Grove, King's co., a_d was great-grandfather of William
Piesley Vaughan, Esq., of Golden Grove, d. 1809, whose dau.
the eventual heiress of the Vaughan family, m. 1822, John
Lloyd, Esq., brother of Colonel Habdress Lloyd, of Gloster,
and had an only dau. and heir, Maby Vaughan Lloyd, who
s. to Golden Grove on the death of her uncle, William
Piesley Vaughan, 1842, and to. 1843, Samuel Dawson
Hutchinson, Esq., who thereupon assumed, by royal licence,
1843, the additional surnames of Lloyd-Vaughan; she
d. 1845, and was s. by her only son, V/iluam Piesley
of Golden Grove,
Hutchinson- Lloyd- Vaughan, Esq.,
who became representative also of Lloyd, of Gloster, in
1860, on the death unm. of his great-uncle. Colonel HabDBEss Lloyd). Quarterly of nine, 1st, quarterly, lst,sa.achev.
betw. three boys' heads couped at the shoulders ar. crined
or, round the neck of each a snake entwined ppr., for
Vaughan, 2nd, paly of eight ar. and gu. a border or,
pellettee, for

Lloyd, of Gloster, 3rd, erm. a lion ramp. az.

ducally crowned ar., for Medhop, 4th, quarterly, gu. and
az.

crusily fitchee or, a lion ramp, ar., for

Hutchinson;

2nd, quarterly, gu. and az. crusilce fitchee or, a lion ramp,
ar., for Hutchinson; 3rd, paly of eight ar. and gu., for

ramp, ar., for Grono a?
S:;van; 6th, per bend sinister arm. and ermines a lion
ramp, or, for Trevor; 6th, erra. a lion ramp. az. ducally
crowned ar., for Medhop; 7th, vert a saltire or, an annulet
Llotd, of

Botlidris; 4th, ru. a lion

of the last for diff., for Le Hdnte; 8th, sa. a chev. ar. betw.
three boys' heads couped at the shoulders, round the neck of
each a snake entwined all ppr., for Vacghan; 9t.'i, gu. a

ramp, or, ducaUy crowned of the last, in the dexter
1st, Vaochan
Crestt
A
chief point a cross crosslet ar.
boy's head couped at the shoulders, crined or, round the
neok a snake entwined ppr. 2nd, Lloyd, of Gloster A lion
ramp. ar. holding in the dexter forepaw a snake ppr. 3rd,
Hdtchinson On a ducal coronet or, a cockatrice, wings
lion

—

;

:

:

;

:

—

Motto Vita via virtus.
Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Crest
On a five-leaved
a demi lion ramp, per fess ar. and sa. dueally

addorsed ppr.

Vaughan.
coronet

or.

AV
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V AIT

—

crowned gold.
Vaugrhan. Gu. three bezants, each charged with a lion's
bead erased ar. on a chief or, a poleaxe and tilting-spear in
Crest
Three band-guns erect
saltire az. betw. four pellets.
or, and two serpents az. entwining about the barrels.
Vaug'han. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a fess or, betw.
three horses' heads erased ar. bridled or; 2nd and 3rd, per
pale purp. and gu. three boars' heads erased and erect or,
a border gobony ar. and vert. Crest A lion's paw or, holding
a torteau.
VauErhan. Ar. two nons pass, guard, gu. crowned or.
Vaug'han. Per pale az. and gu. three lions ramp. ar.
Vaug'han. Az. a fess wavy or, betw. three swans ppr.
Vaug'han. Sa. three horses' heads couped or.
Vaughan. Vert a cat pass. ar. betw. nine trefoils slipped

—

—

Vaux (Baron Vau:', of Harrowden). See Moottw.
Vaux (Fringford, co. Oxford; Sir Thomas Vaux,
Fringford, temp.

Henry V.

;

his dau.

and

Sir Thomas Gifford, Knt., living 17
Oxon, 1574). Chequy ar. and gu.
(co. Worcester; Sir John de Vaux, tcnp. Edward II.).
Gu. semee of martlets or, on an inescutcheon of the last two
571.

Vaux

lions pass. az.

Vaux

Ar. on an inescutcheon gu. within
(CO. Worcester).
eight estoiles in orle of the last a lion's head erased of the
first.

Vaux

Penn states, "This is a verie
(city of Worcester.
antient and honourable bearing, and belonged to one Mr.
Vaux, of the Citty of Worcester, who was a great Herald").
Chequy or and gu. a mullet for diff.

Vaux, or Vaus.
martlets of the

Ar. on an inescutcheon gu. an orle of

field.

Vavasour

{Baron Vavasour, dormant since 1313: Sir
Robert le Vavasour, Sheriff cos. Nottingham and Derby
his grandson. Sir Wiluam lz
from 31 to 39 Henry III.
Vavasour, was summoned to Parliament 1299 the second
baron d. s. p., leaving his niece Elizabeth, dau. of his
brother, Robert le Vavasour, his heir). Or, a fess dan;

;

cett6e gu.

Vavasour

(Hazlewood, co. York, bart., extinct 1826; deseended from Sir Henrt le Vavasour, third son of WaLiMi, first Lord Vavasour : Sir Thomas, the seventh and
last bart., d. unm., and bequeathed the estates to Hon.
Edward Marmaduee Stourton, who assumed the name of
Vavasour). Or, a fess dancettee ea. Crest A cock gu.

—

combed and wattled

or.

Vavasour

or.

Vaughan.

Per fess sa. and ar. a lion ramp, regoard.
counterchanged.
Vault. Ar. an ape sejant on a heart, holding a palm
branch all ppr. C)-est A demi ape couped at the shoulders

—

ppr.

Vaulx, or Vaus

(Wipsnot Hall, co. Bedford, MarstonUairley, co. Wilts, Corley and Pyermain, co. Cumberland,
and Storesby, co. Yoik). Ar. a bend chequy or and gu.
An eagle's head sa. beaked or.
Crest
Vaulx, Vaux, or Vaus (Odiham, co. Hants). Ar. on an
inescutcheon within an orle of ei^t martlets gu. a wolfs
bead erased of the field.

—

Vaulz

(co. Kent).

Ar. an inescutcheon within an orle of

martlets gu.

Va'ulx, or
and gu.

Va\ilx.

Vaux.

Crest

Ar.

a bend counter-componee or

fess

chequy or and gu. betw. three garbs of

the second.

Vaunce. Sa. three sinister hands couped ar.
Vauncy. Ar. an eagle displ. az. membered or.
Vauneye. Sa. three dexter hawking gloves, tassels pendent
ar.

;

estates to

—

;

:

book.

Vavasour

(ICillingthorpc, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1665,
created 1611). Or, a fess dancettee sa. Ciest— A cock go.
combed and wattled or.
Vavasour (Copmanthorpe, co. York, bart., extinct 1658,
created 1643). Same Arms.

(Bushton and Averston, co. Northampton, and
Newton, CO. Salop). Same.<<n7i». Crest A goat's head or»
gorged with a collar dancettee sa.
Vavasour (Denton, co. York descended from Sir Maloer
le Vavasour, second son of Sir John le Vavasour, Knt.,
of Hazlewood, temp. Henry III. the heiress, Agnes Vavasoim, m. first. Sir Besnard Brocas, Knt. and, secondly,

—

;

;

;

Vaur Lha-wren-Lh-warch

(Wales).

Sa. on

a mount in

base ppr. under a holly bush vert a boar pass. ar. collared
en-

Vaus

(Sir JoHK DE "Va0s, one of the knights of co. Notts,
temp. Edward 1. Visit. Notts, 1G16). Chequy ar. and gu.
a label of three points az.
Vause, or Vaus. Quarterly, ar. and az.
Vautier (Eev. IIichard Vadtieb, Vicar of Eenwyn, co.
Cornwall). Or, an eagle rising ppr.
(Gniesland, Tryermayne, and Catterlyn, co. Cumber-

Vaux
land,

(Hazlewood, co. York, bart. Sir Thomas Vavaof Hazlewood, devised his
Hon. Edwakd Mabuaouke Stoctrton, who assumed the name of Vavasour, and was created a bart. 1828).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a fess dancettec sa. in the
dexter chief a cross crosslet fitch6e of the first for diff., for
Vavasour 2nd and 3rd, sa. a bend or, betw. six fountains, for
Stourton. Crests 1st, Vavasour: A cock gu. charged with
a fountain; 2nd, Stourton A demi friar habited ppr. and
holding in bis right hand a scourge, and in his left an open
sour, seventh and last bart.

— An eagle's head erased sa. dueally gorged or. Vavasour

Gu. a

Knt., of

Eleanor,
Henry VI. Visit.
heir,

and Harrowdea,

co.

Northampton; descended from

three brothers, Hcbebt, Banolpb, and Robert de Vau.x,
sons of Harold de Vaci, Lord of Vaux in Normandy.

They accompanied William

I.

to

England, and each founded

a distinguished family the eldest, Hubert de Vadx, was
ancestor of Baron Fauz, of Gillesland, whose heiress carried
the barony to the Moltons, and they transmitted it to the
Dacres; the second, Randlph, was ancestor of Vaux, of
:

Tryermayne, an heiress of which line, Jane, m. in 1553,
Thomas Brocoham, Lord of Brougham, ancestor of Lord
Brougham a,ul Vaux ; the third son, Robert, was ancestor
of Lord Vaux, of Harrowden). Chequy or and gu.
(Tryermayne, co. Cumberland the heiress m. Vacx,
of Catterlyn, temp. Edward I. Visit. Cumberland, 1615).
Ar. a bend componee counter-componee or and gu.
Vaux (Catterlyn, co. Cumberland descended from Walter
Vaux Fitz-Bobert, 2nd Wllham II., a.d. 1088; William
Vaux, temp. Edward I., m. Maroert, dau. and heir of
Vaux, of Tryermayne, in same co. Visit. Cumberland,
1615).
Or, a fes.s chequy gu. and of the field betw. three
KArbg of the second. Another Coat has Gu. a fess chequy
of the field and or, betw. six garbs of the lack Crul
An
rajle't bead erased sa. collared or.

Vaux

;

;

—
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—

Henry Lanofield,

A cock gu.
Vavasour

combed

Or, a fess dancettee sa.
and wattled or.

Esq.).

Crist'^

(Weston, co. York; descended from Sir John le
Vavasour, Knt., of Askwith, second son of Sir Maloer le
Vavasour, Knt., of Denton, who was second son of Sir JoH^f
LE Vavasour, Lord of Hazlewood, co. York, temp. Henry III.
He m. the dau. and heir of Sir William de Stopham, Knt.,
of Weston the last male heir of this line, William Vavasour, Esq., of Weston, d.s.p. in 1833; his only sister,
Ellen, in. Rev. John Carter, and d. 1815). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, a fess dancettee sa., for Vavasour; 2nd and
Crest
A cock gu. crested
3rd, ar. a bend sa., for Stophah.
;

—

or.

Vavasour

(Coplcthorpe, co. York; descended from VavaSame Arms, a crescent on a crescent for
sour, of Weston).
diff.

Vavasour

(Spaldington, co. York, extinct in tke male lino).

Or, a fess dancettee sa. a fleur-de-lis ar.

Vavasour

(Spaldington, co. York, bart.; a branch of

Vava-

soDB, of Hazlewood. The last male heir, Thomas Vavasour, Esq., of Spaldington, d. 1679, leaving an only dau. and
heir, Mary Vavasour, m. Sir Ralph Assueton, Bart., of
co. Lancaster; her dan. and co-heir m. HomPHRET Tbaffobd, Esq., of Trafford, and had a dau. and
heir, Elizabeth Traff'ord, m. Mail Yates, Esq., of Mail,
CO. Lancaster, and had an elder dau. and co-heir, Amnb
Assheton Yates, m. Henry Nooth, who assumed the name
of Vavasour, and was created a bart. 1801). Or, a fess

Middleton,

dancettee sa. charged with a fieur-de-lis ar., for the Spaldington branch. Crest A cock gu. combed, wattled, and

—

legged, and charged on the breast with a fleur-de-lis or.
Or, on a bend dancettee sa. three
(co. York).

Vavasour

fleurs-de-llt of the first.

AA

Vavasour.

a

Or,

fess dancetttc a^.

eating a nut gu.
Ar. a bend

"Vavasour.

Vavasour.

Velley
sa.

(JobnVavasoub, Justice of Common
and sa.

I'lcas 1490).

granted 17C3). Or,
in the Isle of Ely
a fess dancettee betw. two eagles displ. in chief sa. and a
Crest
A squirrel sejant on a
lion pass, guard in base gu.
hazel-branch turned up behind his back, and feeding on a
slip of the same all ppr.
(Biddings, co. Chester. Visit. 1C13). Quarterly,
Ist and 4th, or, a fess sa. betw. a lion pass, in chief gu.
;

—

Vawdrey

holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchee of the
second, and a plain cross in base of the same betw. four

Vawdbev; 2nd and

spots, for

3rd,

quai-tcrly, ar.

and

gu, in the first and fourth quarters a crescent sa. and in the
second and third another of the first. Crest A cock statant
av. armed, combed, and legged gu.
(Tushingham Hall, co. Chester; originally of
Biddings, and subsequently of Cranage; Paniel Vawdbet,

—

Vawdrey

Tushingham Hall, was High Sheriff co. Carnarvon
and a magistrate for that co. and cos. Salop and
Per fess or and ar. afess sa. in chief a Hon pass.
Chester).
Esq., of
1829,

paw a cross pattcc fitchee of the
a cross humcttce of the last betw. four erm.

gu. holding in the dexter
third, in base

spots.

Vawer (co. Hereford).
a spearhead of the

Sa. three scaling ladders ar. in chief

on

last,

a chief gu. a tower triple-towered

of the second.

Vazie

Erm. on a fess sa. five
(Chimney, co. Oxford).
An arm couped at the shoulder lying
martlets or. Crest
embowed
at
the
elbow
habited gu. cuffed crra.
fessways and
grasping a bunch of laurel vert.
Veale (Over, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a bend sa. three calves
pass. or. Crest A garb or, enfiled with a ducal coronet gu.
Veale (Winnehcys, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Aiiiis and

—

—

Ar. on a bend sa. three unicorns pass, of the first.
A chevalier standing in Iront of his horse and leaning
Crest
saddle
ppr.
on the
Veale (Passaford, co. Devon). Ar. on a bend sinister gu.
CresJ— Out of a ducal coronet or, a battle
three calves or.

—

Motto

axe ppr.

Veale

— Victima Deo.

(Dublin;

;

4th, ar.

on a bend

2nd and

3rd, per pale ar.

and

three calves statant or, for
and sa. three estoiles betw.
two chevronels engr. the whole betw. three bugles stringed

Veel

;

sa.

Crests— 1st, Veel: a
counterchanged, for Colbobne.
garb or, enfiled by a ducal coronet gu. 2nd, Colbobne A
stags head erased ar. semce of estoiles sa. homed or,
holding in the mouth a fern branch ppr. Motto— I'SLce aut

all

:

;

Veele (Langford, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a bend sa. three
calves pass, or, a border gobony of the first and az. Crest

—

demi

calf salient or, pellettce.

Veere.

Or, on a cross gu. five lozenges
(Dawick, Scotland). Ar. three
A cow's head affrontcc sa.
tendimus factis.
Vela3m. Ar. a chief sa.
Velayne (co. Chester). Ar. a cross

Veitch

Crest

—

cows' heads erased
Motto Eamam ex-

—

fess az.

Vellowes.
ar.

Gu. two wolves pass, in pale

a demi rose of the

Velston.

Per pale

or,

on a :antoa

field.

sa.

and

a bend componee

az.

:r.

and

gii-

Venables

(Baron of Kinderton, co. Chester; Sir Peter
Venables, last Baron of Kinderton, had an only sister and
heir. Mart Ve.vables, hi. Too.mas Pigott, Esq., of Chelwynd,
same co. her only dau. and heir, Anne, m. Henbt Vebnon,
Esq., of Sudbury, M.P. co. Stafford, and was mother of
Geobge Vebnon, Esq., of Sudbury, created, 1762, Lord
Vernon, Baron of Kinderton).
Az. two bars ar. Crest
wyvem, wtngs endorsed gu. standing on a fish weir
devouring a child, and pierced through the neck with an
arrow all ppr.
Venables (Andover, co. Hants. Visit. Hants, 1634). Same
.<4)-,ns, a martlet for diff.
Crest
.\ dragon gu. issuant from
a whelk shell lying fessways ar. Motto Venabulis vinco.
Venables (Antrobus, co. Chester). Az. betw. two bars a
mullet ar. in chief two mullets of the last. Crest
A wyvera
pass. gu. issuing from a weir ar.
Venables (Sir William Venables, of Bollyn, younger son
of the Baron of Kinderton, m. the dau. and co-heir of Hamon,
;

—

—

—

—

Lord of Dunham-Massey, a.d.
three garbs of the

Venables
as

many

(Bollin, co. Chester).

mullets of the

Venables

Or,

on a

'ocnd az.

."Vz.

two bars

ar.

in chief

last.

(Agden and Horton,

demi wyvern

1122).

first.

co.

Chester).

Az. two bars

—

Crest
point a mullet of the second.
wings elevated gu. issuant fror.i a weir

erect,

basket erect or.
(Newbold, co. Chester, temp. Edward III.).
Az. two bars ar. in chief three leopards' faces of the

Venables
last.

(Llysdinam Hall, co. Brecon).

in chief three mullets pierced of the last.

wreathed gu.

Motto

Az. two bars ar.
Crest— A wyvern

— Venabulis vinco.

Venables- Vernon (iorci
Venables (co. Lancaster).

Vej-non).
See Vebxcx.
Az. two bars ar. on a '^end gu.
three arrows of the second.
Venables (co. Lancaster). Sa. an eagle displ. or, on a
border ar. eight leopards' faces gu.
Venables (co. Lincoln). Ar. on a cross engr. sa. five mullets

or.

Venables
as

many

(Eradwell, co. Stafford).

Az. two bars

ar. iu chief

plates.

Venables.
Venables.
Venables.

Az. two bars ar. a bend gu.
Ar. a wyvern gu.
Az. two mullets in chief or,

pierced of the

counterchanged.
(Rathmorc,

Veldon

Anne,

1638,
gent.).

Veldon

wii'e

lions'

chief)

heads erased, one and two,

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Christofueb Veldon, of Rathmore,

Same Arms.

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1630, Jons Veldon,
Quarterly, per fess indented vert and
Counsellor-at-law).
ar. three fleurs-ile-lis, two and one, end as many lions'

beads

Veldon
Arms.

(Fun.

erascii,

one and two,

(Rafin,
Crest

counterchanged.
Reg. Ulster's Office).

Meath;
lion's head erased

co.

—A

all

Motto— Viniis probata

of the second.

Same

florescit.

or.

Hants). Ar. on a fess az. three escallops of the
a border engr. of the second.
Quarterly, or and gu. in each quarter three
martlets in bend counterchanged.
Venmarke. Ar. a fess fusily gu.
Venn. Az. billettee or, three cinquefoils of thcla.st. Crict—
Out of a ducal coronet or. an eagle's head ppr.
Erminois on a bend gu. betw.
(Ipswich, co. Suffolk).
Crest
On a mount
six fleurs-de-lis az. three escallops ar.
vert a lion pass. erm. the dexter paw resting on an es.Vo((o— Fido
cutcheon az. cliarged with a fleur-de-lis or.
field,

Venham.

Venn

Crest

—

—

et integritate.

Venner

ar. collared az. ringed

Veldon. See 'Weldon.
Vele (co. Kent). Ar. on a bend sa. three calves
A garb ar. enfiled with a duial coronet or.
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swaddling clothes ppr. swaddled gu.

Vene (co.

co. Kildare;

of

(Reg. by Roberts, Ulster, to Colonel Robert
Venables, who landed with his regiment in Dublin, 22 July,
1649).
Az. two bars ar. in chief as many mullets pierced
of the Jast.
A wyvern, wings elevated and tail
Crest
nowcd ar. beaked and legged or, swallowing an infant in

Gu. two bars ar. each
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
charged with three torteaux, in chief a buck's head cabosscil

a

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ul.ster's Ofnce, 1597, Nicholas
Veldo.n, merchant, buried at St. Katherine's Church).
Quarterly, per fess indented az. and ar. three fleurs-de-lis,

two and one, and as many

Venables

Venables
(another,

Veldon

or.

bend engr. cotised ar.
and gu. a fess betw. eleven niasdes

Sa. a

Per

or.

—

vair.

sa.

all

Vellonaes.

field.

tace.

sa.

castles or.

Vellington.

Venables

Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1C25, Ricuard
Veale, third son of Edwabd Veale, Esq., of Over, co.
Gloucester). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
Veck. Gu. a pale invected ar.
Veel (Colborne-Veel exemplified to Joseph Colbobne,
Esq., of Magdalen Hall, Oxford, upon his assuming, by
royal licence, the additional surname of Veel). Quarterly,

A

;

ar. in the centre

C>-est.

Veale.

Ist

(co. Essex).
Ar. on a bend sa. three calves pass, or,
a border gobony of the first and az.
(Hartland, co. Devon the last male heir, Thomas
Vellet, Esq., d. 1780; the co-heiresses m. Hamltn and
Ley. Arms in Hartland Church). Az. a chev. betw. three

Velley

Or, a fret of six sa. a label of five points su.

Vavazor (Wisbeach,

enn.

fess betw. six martlets sa.

Crest

Vavasour
Vaire ar.

VEN
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— A squirrel Veliemon. Or. a

VAV

Devon; HcMrnRT Venser, Esq.,
James I., son of William Venxhr, and

(Ilundscott, co.

of Hunscott, temp.

grandson of Robert Venner, both of same place. Visit.
Devon, 16'20). Gu. three bends or, a chief per fess erm.
and ar.
Vennor (Chitelhampton, co. Devon). Gu. three lends or, a
chief per fess erm. and ar.

;

;

VEN

Vennor.
changed. Crest— A boar's head couped or.
Vennor, or Venor. Per bend wavy az.

or,

a lion

ramp. counterchanRed.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1389). Ar. on
and two. Crest— An eagle
charged on the breast with a cross formee

fess 6a. five escallops or, three

displ.

ar.

Venour (co.

Ar. a lion ramp. betw. eight crosses

Lincoln).

botonnee gu.

Venour (Roger Venocb,

Lord of the Fleet in London, temp.
his dau. and heir, Matilda, m. Robert BabingTON, son of Sir Wit-liam Babington, who was created K. B.
Ar. on
Visit. O.xon, 1674).
at the coronation of Henry VI.

Henry VI.

;

sa. five escallops or.

a fess

Venour.

Per bend

ar.

and

az.

a lion ramp,

counter-

changed.

Per bend wavy or and az. a

Venoiir.

lion

ramp, counter-

changed.

Venour.

Per bend

sinister

wavy

az.

and

ar.

a lion ramp,

counterchanged.

Venour.

Or, a lion ramp, double
crosses crosslet of the last.

Ventris

queued gu. an

orle of

Az. a lucie betw.
(Oakington. co. Cambridge).
Ci-est
A sword erect ar. hilt and
two bendleta wavy ar.
pommel or, betw. two wings expanded az.

—

Ventris (Campton,
Ventry, Baron.

co. Bedford).

Same Arms and

Crest.

See Molines.
Verdon, in abeyance since teinp. Edward III.
Bertram de Verdon held Farnham Royal, co. Buckingham,
at the General Survey, (eirep. William I., by grand serjeantry,
viz., by the service of providing a «;love on the day of the
coronation for the King's right hand, and supporting liis
right arm during the ceremony so long as he held the Sceptre
his descendant and heir, Theobald de Verdon, Lord of the

Verdon (Baron

Moiety of Meath, in the kingdom of Ireland, temp. Edward I.,
•was summoned to Parliament 129.5: his son. Sir Theobald,
second Baron Verdon, left four co-heirs, I. Joan, m. first, William DE Montague, second, Thomas, second Lord Fumival ;
II. Elizabeth, m. Bartholomew, third Lord Burgkersh ;
III. Margaret, to. first, Makccs Hdssee, second, William
li Blocnt, third, Sir John Cropudll, Knt.; IV. Isabel, m.
Henry, second Lord Ferrers, of Groby). Or, a fret gu.
Verdon (Baron Verdon, extinct ienip. Edward III.; WilUAM de Verdon, third son of Bertram de Verdon, of

Farnham Royal, co. Buckingham, was ancestor of Sir John
DE Verdon, who was summoned to Parliament 1332, and
Same Arms.
d. s. p.).
Verdon (Theobald de Verdon, temp. Edward II. his eldest
dau. Joan, m. Thomas, second Lord Fumival: her son
WiLUAM, fourth Lord Fumival, left an only dau. and
heir, Joan Fdrnival, m. Thomas Neville their dau. and heir,
Madd, m. Sir John Talbot, first Farl of Hhnwsbury ; arms
quartered by Talbot, Ltttelton, and Ltcon). Or, a fret
;

;

Verdon (co. Chester). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Verdon (co. Leicester). Ar. a cross az. frctly or.
Verdon (co. Leicester). Ar. a cross flory az.
Verdon (co. Northumberland). Sa. a lion pass. ar.
Issuing out of a tower sa. a demi lion gu.
(Aulton, co. StaEford, temp. William

Verdon
Verdon
arms

Crest

—

I.).

Or, frctty

;

;

—

—

—

;

Vere

(Baron Vere, of Tilbury, extinct 1635; Sir Horatio
Vere, son of Geoffrey de Vere, the third son of John,
Earl of Oxford, was so created 1625, d. s. p. m.).
Quarterly, 1st and 9th, quarterly, gu. and or, in the first
quarter a mullet of five points ar., for Vere; 2nd, vert a
lion ramp. ar. vulned on the shoulder ppr., for Bdlbeck ;
3rd, harry wavy of six ar. and az., for Sanford 4th, gu. six
escallops ar. three, two, and one
6th, ar. a fess double
cotised gu.
6th, ar. a saltire sa. betw. twelve pomegranates
gu. slipped vert, for Sergeadx 7th, ar. a cross flory gu.
8th, ar. fretty gu. on every joint a bezant, for Trcbsell.
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a boar az. armed,
crined, hoofed, and bristled or, charged with a crescent ar.
Supporters Dexter, a boar az. armed, crined, hoofed, and
bristled or, charged on the shoulder with a crescent ar.
sinister, a harpy or, face and breast ppr. hair or, charged
on the bosom with a crescent gu. Mottoes Under the
boar: Vero nil verius under the harpy Veritcvient.
Vere (Baron Vere, extinct temp. Edward II Hdgh de Vere,
younger son of Robert, fifth Earl of Oxford, was summoned
to Parliament 1299, d. s. p.). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
Vere (co. Essex). Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st quarter
fifteenth

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

a mullet ar. a border engr. sa.
(Blackenham, co. Suffolk).
Quarterly, gu. and or,
four mullets, a border all counterchanged. Crest ^A boar

—

pass. az. attired or.

(Stanbroke, co. Suffolk; granted 1584).
Or, a cross gu. a chief vert.
Crest
A hind's head pierced
through the neck with an ariow all ppr.
co.
Notts).
Quarterly,
Vere (Carlton House,
gu. and or, in
Crest
On a chapeau gu.
the 1st quarter a mullet ar.

Norfolk). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. (another, crowned

(quartered by Blodnt, co. Worcester).

Sa. a lion

Vere

ar.

Verdon. Or, on a cross gu. five escallops ar.
Verdon. Or, frctty gu. on every point a plate.
Verdon, or Verdun (Kilmallock, co. Limerick; Thomas
Verdon, or Verdcn, Esq., of Kilmallock, temp. James I.;
bis dau., Joanna, m. R-obert Halt, Esq., of DuUyhaly, co.
Cork Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. armed
and langucd gu.
Verdon (Fun. Ent. UlBtcr's Office, 1595, John Verdon,
;

Az. frctty or, a
burled at St. John's Church, Dublin).
label of three points gu.
Verdon (quartered by Nocent, Earl of Wcshnealh; Fun.
Ent. Dlstcr'g Office, IGIO, Mart, Lady Delvin, widow of
Curistupher, Lord Delvin). Or, a fret gu.

Verdun

(Robert de Verdon

chester Church, CO. Oxford.
cross az. fretty or.

Verdun.

See Verdom.
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;

a window In DorAr. a
Visit. Oxon, 1666).

arms

In

Vere.
Vere.
Vere.
Vere,
Vere.

Motto

—

nihil verius.

(Hugh de Vere

Oxford.

ramp.

—

—

Vero

gu.

Verdon

:

;

turned up erm. a boar az. bristled and armed or.

Sa. on a chief ar. three chessrooks az.

Verdon (co.

:

Vere, or Verre

Az. a cross or, frctty gu.

Verdon.

(Earl of Oxford, and Lord Great Chamberlairv of Engrland earldom extinct 1702 " The noblest subject in England,
and, as Englishmen loved to say, the noblest subject in
Europe, was Adbret de Vere, twentieth and last Earl of
Oxford," he left an only dau. and heir. Lady Diana db
Vere, m. Charles Beacclekk, illegitimate son of Charles
II., created, 1684, Duke of St. Albans, now represented by
William Amelius Acbret de Verb, tenth Duke of St.
Albans, heir and representative of the twentieth Earl of
Oxford : Alberic de Vere, of Hedingham, co. Essex,
possessed numerous lordships in several counties at the
General Survey, temp. William I.
Alberic de Vere,
his son, was constituted by Henry I. Great Chamberlain of
England; his son, Adbrey de Vere, was created Earl of
Oxford by the Empress Maud, dau. of Henry 1., 1135; the
earldom, after being enjoyed by twenty peers, premier
earls of England, failed for want of male heirs. The Duke
of Jthole, the Earl of Abingdon, and the Marquess of Bute,
as representing the three daus. and eventually co-heiresses of
Edward, seventeenth Earl of Oxford, Great Chamberlain of
England, are the heirs-general of the house of De Vere),
Quarterly, gu. and or, in the 1st quarter a mullet ar.
Crest
A boar pass. az. bristled and hoofed or. SupporUrs
Dexter, a boar az. bristled and hoofed or; sinister, a
harpy, wings inverted or, face ppr. Motto Vero nihil verius.
Vere (Duke of Ireland and Marquess of Dublin, extinct
1393; Robert, ninth Earl of Oxford, Lord Chamberlain of
England, K.G., the favourite of Richard II., was summoned to Parliament, 13S6, as Marquess of Dublin, and
was created Duke of Ireland same year, d. s. p.). Quarterly,
1st and 4th (by patent 9 Richard II.), az. three crowns or,
a border ar. 2nd and 3rd, Verb, quarterly, gu. and or, in
the 1st quarter a mullet ar.

Vere

Warwick allowed by Dugdale as the
Robert de Verdon, of Draycott, temp. Henry II.).

(Draycott, co.

of

Vere

;

and

Venor, or Venour
a

VEB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Per bend or and az. two lions ramp, counter-

;

arms

in Dorchester Church, co.

Same Arms, a border engr. sa.
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Gu. on a bend ar. five escallops sa.
Gu. three cinquefoils pierced ar. (another, or).
Ar. a cros.s gu.
Quarterly, or and gu. a border vair.
Or; a cross gu. on a chief vert a label of three points

ar.

Vere

(borne by Sir Charles Broke Vere). Quarterly, ar.
and gu. four mullets counterchanged, a border engr. quarterly
gu. and erm.

Vere, or Verre.

Sa. three boars' heads or.

Vere (Stonebyres).
Vere (Craigichnll).
Vereker Viscount

See Weir.
See Hope- Verb.
Quarterly, Ist and 4lh, az. on
Gorl).
a chov. or, a chaplct vert, for Vereker; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a
I'rendebgast.
Crests
1st,
for
saltire vairc or and az.,
Verekeb: Out of a mural crown gu. a slags head ppr.;
2nd, Prendeboast: An heraldic antelope trippant ppr.
Sup;iorterif— Dexter, a lion ramp. ppr. gorged with a collar
gu. fimbriated or, thorcirom a chain passing through the
(

—

;

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

VER

forelccB and rcflexed over the back of the last; sinister, an
heraldic antelope erect ppr. tufted, attired, and unguled or,
corgcd and chained as the dexter. Motto Colnony.
Verelst. Ar. on a mount in base in front of an oak tree

Verney
Verney

Crest
ppr. a bull pass. sa. in chief two estoiles of the last.
a mount vert betw. two proboscides or, a rudder with

Verney

handle ppr. Jl/oao— Steady.
(Lamorran, co. Cornwall;

John Verman, of
George Verman, who

Verney.

died s. p. in Ireland, with Eobbrt, £arl of £ssex. Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland; they were sons of George Verman,
Esq., of Lamorran, who was great-grandson of George
Verman, of Ardeveray in Philley, same co. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Gu. on a bend coiised ar. three eagles displ. of

Verney.

—

—

On

Verman

Lamorran,

the

s.

his

elder

brother,

mullets gu.

VK
Crest

first.

Az. a pile betw. three estoiles or.
(Reg. Ulster's OflRce). Vert frctty or.
Or, on a -mount vert three trees ppr. on a
chief az. three mallets of the first.
Vernell (James Vernell, Esq., of Tavistock Square).
Ar. a fess az. fretty or, betw. two demi lions erased in
chief gu. and in base on a mount vert an oak tree fructed
ppr. Crest
A demi lion erased gu. bezantec, the sinister
paw resting on an inescuteheon ar. thereon on a mount
vert an oak tree, as in the arms.
Verner (Auchintennie, Scotland). Ar. a fess betw. three

"Veman

Vernatty.

—

boars' heads couped sa.

Verner

(Church Hill, co. Armagh; confirmed by Betham,
Thomas Verner, Esq., Sovereign of Belfast, and the
descendants of his father, James Verner, Esq., of Church
Ar. on a fess sa. betw. three boars' heads couped of
Hill).
the second, fretty or, a trefoil slipped of the last. Crest
Motto Pro Christo et
A. boar's head, as in the arms.
Ulster, to

—

—

patria.

Verner

(Verner's Bridge, co. Armagh, and Trismagh, co.
Tyrone, bart.; Sir William Vernek, K.C.H., youngest son
of James Verner, Esq., of Church Hill, was created a bart.
iR46).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Verney (Middle Clayton, co. Bucks; seated in that co.
Of this
since the commencement of the 13th century.
family was the gallant Itoyalist, Sir Edmond Vernet; of
Middle Claydon, Marshal and Standard Bearer to Charles I.
at Edge Hill, where he was slain, father of Sir Ralph
Vernet, created a bart. in 1661). Az. on a cross ar.
Crest
A phoenix in flames befive mullets pierced gu.
holding a ray of the sun all ppr.
Verney ( Viscount Fermanagh and Earl of Verney, extinct
descended from Sir Ralph Vernet, who m. Mar1791
caret, dau. and heir of Sir Robert Wuittington, Knt., of
Penley, co. Hereford, Sheriff of London 1419 Sir Ralph
Vernet, M.P. in the Restoration Parliament, was created a
his son, Sir John Vernet, second bart., was
bart. 1661
created Viscount Feiinanagh 1703; Ralph, second Viscount
Tirinanagh, was CTCHtetl EarL of Verney 1742; the second
earl d. s. p. Hon. Margaret Verney, dau. of the first
viscount, iu. Sir Thojias Ca\'e, third bart. of Stanford, co.
Leicester, and her descendant, Sarah Otway-Cave, wife of
Henrt Otwat, Esq., of Castle Otway, co. Tipperary, inherited, 1839, the Barony of Braye in right of her descent
from Elizabeth, dau. of Edmund, first Lord Brc.ye, and wife
of Sir Ralph Vernev, Knt., of Penley, temp. Henry VII.).
Same Ai-ms. Crest A phoenix beholding a ray of the sun
all ppr.
Supporters Two tigers ar. each ducally gorged az.
and chained or. Motto Ung tout seul.
Verney {Baroness Fermanagh, extinct 1810 ; Mary Vernet,
only dau. of Hon. John Verney, eldest son of Ralph,
second Viscount Fermanagh and first Earl of Verney, was
created a peeress in her own right 1792, d. untu.). Same

—

:

;

;

Arms and

—

Supporters.

Verney

(Compton Verney, co. Warwick; confirmed by the
Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Greville Vernet,
Esq., of Compton, fourth in descent from Sir Tho.mas
Verney, Knt., of Compton, by his wife, the dau. of Sir
Edward Thame, Knt., of Fayreford). Ar. three crosses
moline gu. a chief vaire erm. and sa. Crest An antelope
sejant ar. guttle de sang, armed or.
Verney {Baron WiUoughhij de Broke). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. three crosses reccrccUee or, a chief vaire erm.
and ermines, for Vkbnet; 2nd and 3rd. a bear sejant
Crests
ist,
sa. muzzled and collared or, for Barnard.
Vernet A man's head couped at the shoulders and affront^e ppr. ducally crowned or; 2nd, Barnard: A demi
bear couped sa. muzzled, collared, and holding betw.
the paws a mascle or.
Supporters Two antelopes ar.
scnicc of torteaux, armed and unguled or. Motto
Vcrtue

—

—

;

—

vaunvclh.
(Lord Mayor oi London, 1165).

Verney
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B,

Motto—Vug

phoenix ppr.

tout

seul.

Ar. throe cars of wheat in fess vert.
Az. on a cross or, five mullets
(co. Hertford).
pierced gu.
(co. Warwick).
Gu. a chief counter-vair^ sa. and
(co.

Devon).

or.

Crest

Gu. on a cross

—

Az. on a cross ar,

ar. five mullets of the field, pierced

— A phoenix ppr.

Ar. a fess gu. frctty or, in chief two mullets of
the second.
Verney. Sa. three fishes naiant in pale or.
Verney, or Vernay. Or, a chief vert.
Verney. Gu. three cinquefoils pierced or.
Verney \crt a cliief or.
Verney (Claydon House, co. Bucks, bart.; Sir Henkt
Calvert, second bart. of Claydon, assumed the surname of
Vernet by royal licence in 1827, in lieu of his patronymic).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a cro.S3 ar. fimbriated or, five
mullets gu., for Vernet: 2nd and 3rd, paly of six enninois
and pcan, a bend engr. counterchanged, for Calvert.
1st, Vernet: A demi phoenix ppr. charged with five
Crests
mullets in cross or, and looking at rays of the sun also ppr.
2nd, Calvert Out of a mural coronet ar. two spears erect,
therefrom two pennons flowing towards the dexter, one
erminois, the other pean.
Mottoes Verney Ung sent,
ungsoliel; Calvert: Servata fides cineri.
(Feudal Baron of Shipbrook, co. Chester; founded
by Richard de Vernon, said to be a son of William Vebnon,
of Vernon Castle, in Normandy, who came to England with
William I., and was one of the barons created by Hugh
Lupus, Earl of the co. Palatine of Chester his descendant,
BicHARD DE Vernon, Baron of Shipbrook temp. King John,
had two sons I. Warine II. Sir William, ancestor of Vernon, of Haddon; Vernon, Bart., of Hodnet, extinct; Vebnon,

—

:

—

:

Vernon

;

:

—
—

—A

ar.

^ermuyden.

38<

five

;

Lord Veition; Vernon, of Clontarf, (fee. Warine de Vernon, the eldest son, s. as Baron of Shipbrook, and had two
sons: I. Warine, last feudal Baron of Shipbrook, who left
three daus. co-heirs; II. Ralph, ancestor of Vernon, of
llaslington. and Veknon, Earl of Shipbrook-).
Ancient
Arms Or, a fess az. Later Arms Or, on a fess az. three
Crest
garbs of the field.
A demi Ceres affrontee ppr.
vested vert, holding three ears of wheat over her left
shoulder or, and in her right hand a sickle ppr. handle

—

—

—

or.

Vernon

(Haslington, co. Chester). Or, on a fess az. three
garbs of the field. Crest A demi Ceres affrontee ppr. vested
az. in the dexter hand a sickle and in the sinister a garb or,
wreathed about the temples with wheat gold.
Vernon {Earl of Shipbrook; extinct 1783 Francis Veknon,
fifth in descent from Ralph Vernon, second son of Ralph

—

;

Vernon, Esq., of Haslington, co. Chester, was created, 1762,
Baron Orwell, of Newry, and Earl of Shipbrook: 1777,

—

Or, on a fess az. three garbs of the field.
Crest
s. p.).
demi Ceres ppr. vested az. in the dexter hand a sickle
and in the sinister a garb or, wreathed about the
Supporters Two Ceres ppr.
temples with wheat gold.
vested ar. robed gu. wreathed about the temples with
holding
in
their
exterior hands a sickle of the
wheat or, and
Motto Semper ut te digna sequare.
first.
Vernon (Haddon, co. Derby; Sir Henry Vernon, Knt., of
Haddon, temp. Henry VII., d. 1511, leaving four sons:
I. Sir RicBAKD, his heir, whose son. Sir George, left two
daus. co-heirs to Haddon; II. Thomas, of Stocksey, whose
grandson, Henry, d. s. p. 1606; III. Hdmfhry, ancestor of
Vernon, Bart., of Hodnet, and Vernon, Baron Vemon,IV. Sir John, ancestor of Vernon, of Sudbury). Ar. a fret sa.
Vernon (Hodnet, co. Salop, bart., extinct 1723; descended
from George Vernon, eldest son of Hdmphry Vernon,
third son of Sir Henry Vernon, Knt., of Haddon, te-mp.
Henry VII., who m. 1493, Alice, "The Ladye of Hodnet,"'
dau. and heir of Sir John Ludlow, Knt., of Hodnet). Ar. a
d.

A

also ppr.

—

—

fret sa.

Vernon

(Venables-Vernon, Baron Vei-non : descended from
Thomas Vernon, second son of Humphry Vernon and Alice
Ludlow, his wife. "The Ladye of Hodnet"). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fret sa., 2nd
and 3rd, or, on a fess az. three garbs of the field,
both for Vernon; 2nd and 3rd, az. two bars ar., for
Venables. Crests 1st, Vebnon A boar's head erased sa.
A wyvern ar. standing
ducally gorged or; 2nd, Venables
on a weir of the last, banded az. pierced through the body ii»
Supporters
fess by an arrow, and devouring a child ppr.
Dexter, a lion gu. gorged with a collar and chain reflexed
with
boar
sa.
gorged
a ducal
over the back or; sinister, a
coronet and chain refle.\ed over the back or. ./i/uao— Ver-

—

:

:

—

non semper

viret.

AA

VER

(Hilton Park, co. Stafford; descended from Henry
Vbbnom, younger brother of George Vernon, the grandfather of the first Jiaron Vtrnon). Ar. fretty sa. Crest
Vernon
toar's head erased sa. ducally gorged or. Motto

—

—

gemper

viret.

Vernon
son

of

(Baron Lyvedm : RicnARD Vernon, b.
Henry Vernon, Esq., of Hilton, d.

1726, fifth

p.

,i.

m.\

Caroline Maria Vernon,
771. 1798, Robert Percy Smith, Esq., and her son, Kobert
Smith, assumed the surname of Vernon by royal licence,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
1846. and was created a peer 1859).
ar. a fret sa., for Vernon; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three bars
gemel ar. a chev. erm. on a chief of the second three
his second dau. and

co-heir,

blackamoors' heads ppr. a canton of the field charged with
a battle axe or, all within a border counter-compony of tlie
second and az., for Smith. Crests 1st, Vernon: A boar's
head erased sa. ducally gorged or; 2nd, Smith: A cubit arm
erect in aitnour ppr. charged with a battle axe sa. the hand
grasping two wreaths of laurel pendent on eitlior side also
ppr. Supporters Dexter, a boar sa. ducally gorged, and
suspended therefrom by a chaiu an escutcheon or, charged
sinister, a wyvern vert, plain
with a rose gu. slipped ppr.
collared, and suspended therefrom by a chain an escutcheon
Motto Vernon
or, charged with a rose gu. slipped ppr.
semper viret.
Vernon (Clontarf Castle, co. Dublin; descended from John
Vernon, Esq., younger son of Sir Edward Vernon, Knt.,
Pedigree registered and
6. 1584, ancestor of Lord Vernon.

—

—

;

—

arms entered with

sixty-three quarlerings in Ulster's Office).

—

A boar's heatl
Ar. a fret sa. a mullet az. for diff. Crest
and neck erased sa. ducally gorged and charged on the neck
with a mullet or, for diff. Motto— Vernon semper viret.
(Sudbury, co. Derby; descended from Sir John
Vbrno.v, fourth son of Sir Henry Vernon, Knt., of Haddon,
VII., who m. Eluen, dau. and co-heir of Sir
Henry
temp.
John de Mongosierie, Knt., of Sudbury the heiress of this

Vernon

;

Margaret, dau. of Henry Vernon,
Vernon, ancestor of Baron Vernon). Ar. a
line,

A

to.

Vernon

Sir

Edward

Crest —

fret sa.

boar's head erased sa. ducally gorged or.

non semper

Motto

— Ver-

viret.

(Hanbury,

CO.

Worcester;

BiCHARD Vernon, Rector

of

descended from Eev.

Hanbury

for forty-six years,

second son of Ralph Vernon, of Cranage
and Twemlow, co. Chester; his eldest son, Edward Vernon,
purchased the estate of Hanbury, and recorded his pedigree
at Visit. Worcester, 1634). Or, on a fcss az. three garbs of
Ci-est
A demi
the first, in chief a cross crosslet fltch^e gu.
Ceres ppr. habited or andpurp. crined gold, wreathed about
the temples with wheat and holding in her arms a garb ppr.
<!.

1627,

aged

77,

—

Motto

— Vernon semper viret.

Vernon

—

—

garbs ppr.

Vernon

(London; "The Blind Marchant Stapler," a great
benefactor to the Merchant Tailors' Company, d. Nov. 1616.
Or, on a fess az. three garbs of the
Visit. London, 156S).
Crest
A stag sejant or.
field, in chief two mullets gu.

—

Vernon.
Vernon.
Vernon,

Ar. a fret sa. a canton gu.

Or, a cinquefoil gu.

Or, a

bend

(Sir Thomas Vernon,
knighted at Dublin by
Robert, Earl of B.istx, Lord Lieutenant, 12 July, 1099).
Ar. fretty sa. a canton az.
Vernon (impaled by Beachan; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

Ar. a fret sa.
(Rev. Charlls Vernon, D.D., of HerringSwcU, co.
Or, on a fcsa az. three garbs of the field, a cross
crosslet in chief of the second for distinction.
Crest
A demi
Ceres ppr. vested az. holding in the dexter arm a garb, and in
the sinister hand a sickle, about her head a wreath of wheat
all ppr. charged on the vest with a cross crosslet or.
Vernon (Borlase-Warren-Venables-Vernon; exemplified
to Hon. William John Venables-Vernon, scoond son of
OuoROE John, fifth Lord Vnnon, who assumed, by royal
licence, 1856, the additional surnames of Boulase and
Wabben). Quarterly, Ist, Vernon, 2nd, Venables, both
same as Lord Vernon; 3rd, Warbkn, clicquy or and az. on a
canton gu. a lion ramp. ar. bctw. the forepawa a crescent of
the first; 4lh, Boblase, erm. on a bend sa. two armsissuant
from clouds ppr. the hands also ppr. rending u horseshoe or.
Cre'U lilt, Vernon; 2nd, Venables; both same as Lord
VtiMn ; 3rd, Warren Out of a ducal crown or, a double
1675).

Vernon

—

:

1056

;

Vernon-Harcourt. See Haroourt, of Stanton Harcourt.
Vernon-"Wenfworth (Wentworth Castle, co. YorU). See
VVentworth.

Vernoyle.

Ar. fretty sa. a canton gu.

Verrall, or Verrell.
under an oak

all

Ar. on a mount vert a bull pass,

ppr.

Verschoyle. Ar. a chev. bctw. three boars'
gu. Crest — A boar's head, as in the arms.
Verst. Gu. three organ rests or. Crest — .V
Motto

erased ar.

Verst.
Verst.

heads erased
horse's

— Virtus ubique.

Gu. three
Gu. three

head

fusils or.

fleurs-de-lis or.

Verthon, De.
Crest

— An

Az. on a fess ar. a bee volant arriero sa.
arm in armour embowed holding a battle axe all

ppr.

Vertnige.

bend gu.
of. See (iRiMsroN.
Veryet. Gu. on a chief or, a lion pass. sa.
Vesci (Baron Vesci, extinct 1297 descended from Yvo de
Vesci, on whom William I. bestowed in marriage Alda,
dau. and heir of William Tyson, Lord of Alnwick, co.
Northumberland, and Malton, co. York; his only dau. and
heir, Beatrice de Vesci, m. Eustace Fitz-John, Lord of
Or, a cross vert, over all a

Verulam, Earl

;

Knaresborougb, co. York, and her eldest son, William,
assumed the surname of De Vesci the great-grandson of
this William de Vesci, another William de Vesci, was
Justice of Ireland, temp. Edward I., and was in the wars of
Gascony he was summoned to Parliament l'.'U4, and d.
without surviving issue). Gu. a cross ar.
Vesci (Baron Vesci, extinct 1314; William dk Vesci,
illegitimate son of the foregoing William, Baron Ves:i, was
bequeathed all the Vesci estates except the Castle of -Vlawick he was summoned to Parliament 1313, and d. s. p.).
Same Arms, with a sinister baton.
Vescy (Bromflect). Sa. a bend flory counterflory or.
Vescy. Or, a lion ramp. az. a bendlet gu.
Vescy. Barry of six or and az. on a canton gu. a cross fiory
;

;

;

ar.

Vescy.

Quarterly, or and gu. a border vair.
(Viscount De Vesci). Or, on a cross sa.' a patriarchal
field.
Crest
A hand erect in armour holding .a
laurel branch all ppr. Supporters Two savages, each holding in his exterior hand a club over his shoulder, habited
about the middle all ppr. Motto Sub hoc signo vinces.

Vesey

—

cross of the

—

—

Vesey

(Dcrrabard,

co. Tyrone).

Samo Arms,

Crest,

and

Motto.

(Colthurst-Vesey, Lucan, co. Dublin exemplified
Charles Colthurst, Esq., of Lucan House, on his assuming by royal licence, 1860, the additional surname and arm.s
of Vesey).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a cross sa. a
;

to

2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
field, for Vesey
courant sa. as many trefoils slipped or,
CoLTHDRST. Crests 1st, Vesey A hand inarmourholding a laurel branch all ppr. 2nd, Colthurst A col^ statant
Motto Sub hoc signo vinces.
sa.
Vesey-Fitzg-erald. See Fitzuebald, Baron Fitzgerald
and Vesej/, extinct.
Vessey (Isham, co. Cambridge). Sa. a lion ramp. ar. abend
Crest— A griffin's head or, erased per fess gu. ducally
or.
gorged ar.
patriarchal cross of the
fess betw. three colts

for

;

—

:

;

—

:

(Pondhall, co. Essex, Beddingham, co. Norfolk,
Erm. on a cross sa.
CO. Oxford, and co. Suffolk).
Crest
An arm embowed and coupcd at tho
five martlets or.
cuffed erm. holdelbow,
habited
gu.
from
the
shoulder, erect
ing in the hand ppr. four leaves vert.
Vetnall. Vert a cross engr. ar.
Or, on a cross gu. a crescent of the first, a
(CO. Suffolk).

Chimney,

Vernon

—

ostrich feathers ar. in the centre an eagle's lesf
inverted sa. 4th, Borlase, On a wreath a wolf pass, reguard.
ar. in the mouth an arrow or, vulning the neck ppr.

Vessey

az.

Sa. a lion pass. ar.

Suffolk).

plume of

Vesey

and co. Nottingham). Ar.
on a canton of the last a maunch or. Crest
boar's head erased per fess sa. and gu. ducally gorged or.
Another Crest A tiger's head erased gu. ducally gorged or,
charged on the neck with a martlet of the last.
Vernon (Whatcrolt, co. Chester). Or, on a fcs.s az. three
(Little Beligh, co. Essex,

fretty sa.

Vernon (London).

VIA
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Vernon

—

Vex

chief vert.

Vezey,

or

displ. sa.

Vezay. At. a bond gu. bctw. two eagles
Crest— On a ducal coronet or, a wyvern issuaiu

vert.

Vezey.

Or, a

bend gu. betw. four eagles

displ. sa.

Ar. on a bend gu.
three lozenges or, in the sinister chief point a trefoil slipped
A demi leopard ppr. sans tail, duc:vlly go]i,cd
gu. Crest

Vialls (Twickenham,

co. Middlesex).

—

or.

Vian.
Vian.

Az. a bend cotiscd betw. six lions ramp. or.
Or, billettce gu. a lion ramp, of the last.
Vian (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1597, James Vian, buried at
Ar. billettce gu. a lion r;iinp.
St. John's Church, Dublin).
of the last billettcJc or, on a chief az. three lions ramp, oi tlio
first.
Crett (Reg. Ulster's Office)— A demi lion ramp, (iu,
billettee or, holding betw. the paws a baton gold.

Viand.

Az. a less danccttcc

or.

A
;

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

VIB
Vibert

(John Este Vibebt, M.A., of

St.

Aubin, Jersey).

—An

Crest
Av. a fess az. betw. three eagles displ. sa.
Vi ct Ubertate.
eagle displ. per pale or and sa. Motto

—

Vicar, ViCart^ or Vicorey

Ar. on a millrind sa. five estoiles of the field.
on a chief ar. two cinquefoils gu.

Vicarey (co. Devon). Sa.
A peacock close or.
Crest

—

Vicaridge.

Ar. a bend gu.
Vicary (Warminster, co. Wilts, formorly of Dunkcswell,
Sa. on a chief ar. two cinquefoils
CO. Devon; granted 1558).
Motto— Frohitas verus
gu.
Crest A peacock close or.

—

honos.

Vickare

Az. on a chief

(Dunkeswell, co. Devon).

ar.

two

cinquefoils (another, piereed) gu.

Vickary (Bristol, co. Gloucester, and co. Worcester). Sa.
on a chief dancettee or, two cinquefoils gu. a border erm.

A

Ar. a fret gu.
cubit arm ppr. vested
Crest—
gu. holding a millrind az.
Worcester).
Sa.
on
Vickerice (co.
a chief dancettee or, two
cinquefoils g'u. a border engr. erm.

Vickers.

Vickery.
Crest

Sa.

on a chief

ar. three cinquefoils of the field.

—Two dolphins haurient endorsed ppr.

(The Manor House, Chew Magna, co. Somerset). Or,
on a chief indented sa. three roses of the first, a border erm.
Victor. Gu. three savages' heads affrontee ar. Crest On
a ducal coronet gu. a wyvem issuant or.
Victualling-Office. On the seal are two anchors in sal-

Vickris

—

with their cables interlaced.
(Cornborough, Abottsham, co. Devon). Ar. on a cross
moline gu. a feather of the field betw. two annulets in pale
A morion ppr. betw. two ostrich feathers, one in
Crest
or.
front and the other behind ar.
Vidall. Az. on a bend cotised ar. three palets gu.
Videlow (CO. Berks). Ar, three wolves" heads couped gu.
Videlow (co. Buckingham). Ar. three wolves' beads couped
tire

Vidal

—

sa.

Vidion

(Half- Yowke, Maidstone, CO.

Erm. on a bend vert three

1664).

seeded

Kent; granted 3 Dec.
roses ar. barbed and

or.

—

wavy sa. Crest Out of a ducal
a demi griflSn ppr.
vert
betw.
three dexter hands couped
Or, a fess
Crest— Out of a tower ppr. a leopard's head gu. col-

Vidler.

coronet

Viel.

Or, three bars

or,

gu.
lared or.

Viell (Wood and Trevcrden,

co. Cornwall).

gu. betw. three pellets.
Ar. a fess
(CO. Gloucester).
embattled betw. three annulets gu.

Viell

ramp. gu. holding a baton gobony

Vienna

(co. Kent).

Az.

ar.

crusily

Ar. a fess raguMe

embattled
Crest

—A

counter-

demi

lion

aud of the first.
or, a fess dancettee

of the last.

Viennus.

Or,

on a chief

az. three lions

ramp.

ar.

Viens. Or, on a bend az. three lions ramp, of the first.
Vigerous. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry of six ar. and
2nd and 3rd, ar. three pineapples vert.
Vigne. Gu. three savages' heads affrontte erased ar. Crest
rose or, barbed ppr. betw. two laurel branches in orle,
vert

;

—A

slips in saltire vert.

Vignoles.
Crest

Or, a fess az. betw. three ealtires couped gu.

— A unicorn's head per

fess gu.

and

or,

erased also gu.

Vigod. Per pale or and vert, a lion ramp. gu.
Vigor. See STONHonsE-ViGos.
Vigors (Erindale, co. Carlow; Reg. Ulster's OfiBce). Ar.
three stags' heads erased gu. attired or. Crest — A stag's
head erased gu. attired

Vigors

or.

Motto

—Spectemur agendo.
Same Arms,

(Burgage, co. Carlow).

Crest,

and

Motto.

Vigures
one
hilts

(Launceston, co. Cornwall). Gu. three swords ar.
point in chief, the other two points in base,
or.
Crest A peacock's head erased az.

in pale,

and pommels

head feathers

—

or.

Vigurs. Same Arms. Crest—A mullet ar.
Vilant (Professor ViLANT, of St. Andrew's Scotland). Ar.
three lions ramp. sa.
Crest
An arm in armour embowcd

—

—

holding a spear ppr. Motto Firma nobis fides.
Az. a chev. betw. three castles or. Crest— An arm
brandishing a scimitar ppr.
Vilers, or Viliers. Gu. billettee or, a cross of the last.
Villages. Ar. two triangles voided and interlaced ra. in
the centre a heart gu.
A unicorn's head erased
Crest

Vile.

—

az.

Villand
Villane

(De Tournay).

Ar. three inescutcheons az.
(co. Chester).
Ar. a chief sa.
Villane. Ar. three inescutcheons gu.
Villebois (Markham, co. Norfolk). Sa. on a chcv. betw.
three cars of wheat or, two arrows pointing to an annulet
of the field. Crest A tiger salient ppr.

—
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VII*

(co. Leicester).

Sa.

a fess betw. three cinquefoils

ar.

Viliers

Derby and Warwick).

(cos.

Villere

(Sir

Feanois de Villeks, one of the knights of co.
Gu. billcttcu
I.
Visit. Notts, 1615).

Notts, temp. Edward
or, a cross of the last.

Viliers

(exemplified to Geobge Mason, Esq., on his
assuming the name of Viliers, by royal licence, 1771). Ar.
on a cross gu. five escallops or. Crest A lion ramp. ar.
ducally crowned or.
Viliers. Ar. on a cross gu. five escallops of the first.

—

Viliers. Sa. a fess betw. three cinquefoils ar.
Viliers, or Vilers. Ar. six lions ramp. gu.
Villet, or Violet (co. Kent; allowed at Visit. London,
Ar. on a chev.
1563, to Henrv Villet, alias Violet).
gu. three towers triple-towered of the field, on a canton az.
a fieur-de-lis or. Crest— A tiger's head erased erm. ducally
gorged and tufted or.
Villett (London; granted 1572). 5&raB Arms and Ci-est.
Villett (Swindon, co. Wilts). Same Arms and Crest.

Villettes

(Bath, co. Somerset; granted 31 Dec. 1760). Az.
a lion ramp, murally crowned or. Crest— 0\ii of a ducal
coronet or, an elephant's head gold.
Villey. Az. two (another, three) bends or.

Villiers (Brokesby,

co.

Leicester,

bart.,

extinct

1711;

descended from Sir John de Villieks, Knt., of Biokesoy,
temp. Henry III., who bore for arms, "five escallops upon the
cross of St. George;" Sir George Villiers, Knt., of
Brokesby, Sheriff co. Leicester, 33 Queen Elizabeth, d. 1005,
leaving five sons: 1. Sir Willlam, created a bart. 1619;
Viscount Grandison, anII. Sir Edward, created, 1620,
cestor of the Ear is of Grandison, Jersey, and Clarendon ;
Fiscount Pv.rbcck; IV. Sir
III. Sir John, created, 1619,

George, created, 1623, Duke of Buckingham ; V. Christopher, created, 1623, Earl of Anglesey ; Sir William Villiers,
third and last bart. of Brokesby, sold that estate to the
Lord Keeper, Sir Nathan Wrighte, and d.s.p.). Ar. on a
cross gu. five escallops or.

of Grandison, extinct 1766; Sir Edward
Villiers, second son ef Sir George Villiers, Knt., of
Brokesby, was knighted at Windsor, 7 Sept. 1616, and
appointed Lord President of Munster 1622. In 1620 he was
created Viscount Grandison, and d. 1626, leaving four sons:
the youngest, Sir Edward, was father of the first Earl of
Jersey ; John, fifth Viscount Grandison, was created Earl of
Grandison 1721, and left an only surviving dau.. Lady
Euzabeth Viluers, created Countess of Grandison 1767
at his lordship's death the earldom expired, and the
Viscounty of Grandison reverted to William, third Eai-l of
Same Arms. Crest A lion ramp. ar. ducally
Jersey).
Supporters Dexter, a horse ar. sinister, a
crowned or.
lion ar. ducally crowned or. Motto— ¥i6.ei coticula crux.
N.B. The Earl of Grandison quartered, 1st, Per chev. sa.
and ar. three elephants' heads erased counterchangeil, foe
Sadnders 2nd, Gu. a cross engr. ar. in the dexter chic
a lozenge of the last, for Leigh ; 3rd, Erm. a saltire or, for

Villiers {Earl

—

—

;

;

FiTZ Gerald, of Dromana.
of Jersey; descended from Sir Edward
Villiers, Lord President of Munster, Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1626, youngest son of Edward, first Viscount Grandison, whose elder son. Sir Edward Villiers, Knt., Master of

Villiers {Earl

Mary II., was created, 1691, Baron Villiers,
How, and Viscount Villiers, and being appointed
Ambassador to the States General, 1697, was created that
the Horse to
of

year Earl of the Island of Jersey ; his grandson, the third
earl, having become heir male of the house of Villiers on
the death of John, fifth Viscount Grandison and Earl of
Grandison, inherited the family viscounty as sixth viscount;
George, fifth Earl of Jersey, assumed the prefix surname of
Child, by royal licence, 1812). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a cross gu. five escallops or, for Viluers; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three eagleis ducally gorged or,
and in the chief point for distinction an escallop gold, for
Child. Crests 1st, Villiers: A lion ramp. ar. ducally
crowned or; 2nd, Child: On a rock ppr. an eagle rising ar.
holding in the beak an adder ppr. and charged on tho
breast for distinction with an erm. spot. Supporters Two
lions ar. ducally crowned or, each gorged with a plain collar
gu. charged with three escallops of the second. Motto

—

—

—

Fidei coticula crux.

Villiers {Earl of Clarendon 'Ron.TEOVi.sVm.izvia, second
son of William, second Earl of Jersey, m. Lady Charlotte
Capel, eldest dau. of William, third Earl of Essex, by Lady
Jane Htde, his wife, eldest dau. and co-heir of Henrt,
fourth Earl of Clarendon and Rocliestei; and was created,
1756, Baron Hyde, of Hindon, and in 1776, Earl of
Clarendon). Ar. on a croEs gu. five escallops or. Crest
Two eagles.
lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or. Supporters
.-

—

—

:

;

VIL

wings endorsed aa. ducally crowned or, charged on the
breast with a plain cross or. Jiotto— Fidei coticula crux.
Sir John
extinct 1687;
(Viscount Purbeek,
VniiEBS, third son of Sir Geobge Viluees, Knt.,of Brokesby,
Viscount
Purbeck
was created Saron Villiers, of Stoke, and

Villiers

with remainder, in

1619,
brother, Sir

default

of

male

issue,

to his

Geokoe Viluebs, and d. 1645, without aclmowledged issne. The viscounty expired oo the death of the
Same six grand quarters
second I>uke of Buckingham).
and Crest as the Duke of Su/:kingham. and Earl of Anglesey ;
Lord Purbeck's difference in the shield of Viluees, and on
the Crest and Supporterg, being a mullet sa. Supporters
Two lions ar. collared az. on each collar three fleurs-de-lis

—

or.

Villiers (Duke of Suckiugham, extinct 1687 Sir Geobge
ViLLiEKS, fourth son of Sir Geoboe Viluebs, Knt., of
;

Brokesby, was installed K.G. 16 July, 1616, and created
next month Baron Whaddon and Viscount Villiers, Earl of
Buckingham 1617, Marquess of Buckingham 1618, and
Duke of Buckingham 1623; the second duke d.sp.). Ar.
on a cross gn. five escallops or, in the first quarter a martlet
sa., quartering, Villebs, Sa. a fess betw. three cinquefoils
but on his
nr., Pakeman, Bellebs, Howbt, and Kikkbt
Garter plate and banner at Windsor, his quarterings were
thus arranged Villiebs, SIannees, Roos, Espec, Vaox,
Beadchamp, Ea.rl of Warwick, Earl of Warwick (ancient),
Crest
Cebeelet, Lisle, Tiptoft, Wake, and Villiebs.
lion ramp. ar. crowned or, charged on the shoulder
Supporters Dexter, a dapple grey
with a martlet sa.
Fidei coticula crux.
horse sinister, a stag ar. Motto
"Villiers (Earl of Anglesey, extinct 1659; Chbistopiter
Villiebs, youngest son of Sir Geobge Villiebs, Knt., of
Brokesby, was created, 1623, Baron Villiers, of Daventry,
and Earl of Anglesey : his only son, the second earl, d. s.p.).
Same six grand quarters, Crest, and Motto as the Duke of
Buckingham, the Ist quarter of the first coat of Villiebs,
and the lion's shoulder of the crest, charged with an annulet
Supporters Two lions or, the
8a. instead of a martlet.
dexter collared az. charged with three fleurs-de-lis of the
first, the sinister collared gu. charged with three escallops
;

:

—X

—

—

;

—

gold.

Villiers (Mason-Villiebs, Earl of Grandison,
Lady Elizabeth Villiebs, only dau. and heir

extinct 1800;
of John, fifth

Viscount Grandison and Earl of Grandison, was created,
1746, Viscountess Grandison, of Dromana, and in 1767, after
her father's death, Countess of Grandison; she m. Alan
John Mason, Esq., M.P. co. Waterford, and had an only
son, Geobge Mason, who s. as Earl of Grandison; in 1771
he assumed, by royal licence, the additional surname of
Villiebs, when the arms of the family were confirmed to

an only dau.. Lady Gbbtbude Amelia MasonViLLiEBS, m. Lord Henbt Stuaet, second son of John,
Ar. on a cross gu. five escallops or.
first Marquess of Bute).
A lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or. Supporters
Crest
Dexter, ahorse ar. sinister, a lion ar. ducally crowned or.

him

he

;

left

—

—

;

Waterford; Henby Villiebs Stcabt, Esq., of Dromana, eldest son of Lord IIenby
Stuabt, by Lady Gebtbcde Amelia Mason- Villiebs, his
co.

was created, 1839,Baro7i Stuart-de-Decies, and

d. 1874).

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a fess chequy ar. and az. within
a double tressure flory counterflory gu., for Stuaet; 2nd

on a cross gu. five escallops or, for Villiebs.
Crests
Ist, Stcabt: A demilionramp. gu. ; 2nd, Villiebs:
A lion ramp. ar. ducally crowned or. Supporters Dexter,
a horse ar. gorged with a wreath of shamrock vert; sinister,
n stag ppr. gorged as the dexter. Motto Avito virethonore.
Villiers (co. Nottingham). Gu. billettee or, a cross o( the

and

3rd, ar.

—

—

—

la.st.

Villiers.
Villiers.
Villiers.
Villiers.
Villiers.
Villiers.

Ar. a cross sa.
Sa. three cinquefoils ar.
Sa. a

bend betw.

six crosses

formec

Or

sa.

and gu. a

co.

(another, ar.) six lions ramp, three, two, and

—

—

;

(Trclevan in Mcvagisscy, Trcsimpio in St. Clements,
ami liattcn in Norlhill, co. Cornwall. The Vincbnts, of co.
Cornwall, were sued in the Earl Marthal's Court for bearing
the paternal coat of Vincent, of Stoke D'Abemon, and fined;
they subiequcntly had licence from the Vincents, of co.
Furrcy, to uontlnuo the use of the cosigos). Same Anns,

and Mottou.
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of

was son of Eichabd Vincent,
Edward IV., a.d. 1480. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Az. three
quatrefoils ar., quartering, 1st, Gbimsby; 2nd, Vdllis; 3rd,
Moton; 4th, Basset; 5th, Colvile; 6th, Cbahpaine; 7th,
Bagge. Crest A demi ram ramp, couped sa. homed aad

—

collared or.
(Wilford, co. Notts;

Vincent

Geobge Vincent, of Wilford,
son of Geobge Vincent, b. 1484, d. 7
Queen Elizabeth, aged 80 years, and grandson of Bichabd
Vincent, of Messingham, 20 Edward IV., 1480.
Visit.
temp.

James

I.,

Quarterly, 1st, az. three quatrefoils ar.
Notts, 1614).
2nd, barry nebulee of four or and gu. on a chief ar.
three birds sa. ; 3rd, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads
gu. a border engr. ol the last 4th, ar. a cinquefoil az.
5th, quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, three piles, points meeting in
base gu. a canton vair, 2nd and 3rd, or, a fess gu. 6th, or,
;

;

Crest— A demi ram ramp.

fretty sa.

sa. collared

and armed

or.

Vincent (Thrinkston, co. Leicester). Az. three cinquefoils
ar.
Crest — A demi ram ar.
Vincent (Smeton, co. Norfolk). Az. three quatrefoils slipped
ar.

Vincent
Vincent

Az. three trefoils slipped ar.
(Thingdon, co. Northampton). Az. three cinqueborder
engr.
of
the last. Crest
foils ar. a
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a bear's head ar. gorged with a belt sa.
Vincent (co. Northampton ; granted to AnaosriNE Vincewt,
Esq., Windsor Herald, temp. Charles I., d, 11 Jan. 1626).
Or, on a pile az. three quatrefoils pierced ar.
Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a bear's head ar. collared sa.
Vincent (Wilford, co. Nottingham). Az. three quatrefoils
(co. Norfolk).

—

—

ar.

Crest

Vincent

— A demi ram sa. collared or.

(Kinver, co. Stafford, and Stockton, co. Worcester;

stated to have been of the family of Lovell, Lord Lovell
one Vincent Lovell escaped from the battle of Stoke
Field, 1487, and hved in concealment, whose "sonne
himself Vincent"; arms certified by Segar, Garter).
chev. betw. three quatrefoils slipped ar. Crest A
Btatant ar. eared or, collared and lined gu. the end

—

called

Az. a
talbot

of the

a bunch.
(Kempsey, co. Worcester arms from the monument of Thomas Vincent, Barrister-at-law, in Kempsey
Church, d. 1712, son of John Vincent, Barrister-at-law).
Az. three quatrefoils ar. Crest A bear's head erased gu.
muzzled or.
Vincent (co. Surrey). Or, on a chev. betw. three demi lions
ramp. gu. as many trefoils slipped ar. Crtst A bull's head
line tied in

Vincent

;

—

—

cabossed ar. guttee de poix, armed or.
(Boston Lodge and Hemswortli, co. York).
Az.
three cinquefoils ar. a border or.
Vincent (co. Warwick). Or, on a pile as. three qoatrefoils

Vincent
of the

first.

(Firby and Wannsworth, co. York). Ar. two bars
gu. on a canton of the second a fleur-de-lis or (another, a
trefoil slipped).
Crest— OvX of a ducal coronet or, a bear's

head gu.

Vincent (co.

York). Gu. a fess and chief or, on a canton of
a trefoil slipped of the second.
Vincent. Az. three roses or. Crest A demi ram sa. armed
and gorged with a collar or.
Vincent. Az. three quatrefoils ar. a border of the last.
Vincent. Gu. on a pile az. three quatrefoils ar.
Vincent. Or, on a fess az. three quatrefoils ar.
Vincent. Az. on two bars ar. six quatrefoils of the first.
Vincent (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1643,
William Fletcheb, of l<ondon, slain before the city of
Gloucester, whose wife was Abioal, dau. and heir of Henbt
Vincent, Esq.). Az. a chev. betw. three quatrefoils slipped
the

first

—

(impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 167C, Geoboe
Blunt, of Ballcran, co. Kildare, whose wife was Sabab Vin-

Az. three quatrefoils ar.
confirmed to William
(Boston Lodge, co. York
Esq., of Boston Lodge, and to the other
descendants of his great-grandfather, Geohoe Vincent,
Az.
Esq., of Partcen, co. Clare, Mayor of Limerick 1761).
Crest
Out of a ducal
three cinquefoils ar. a border or.
coronet or, a griffin's head gu. charged with a trefoil
slipped gold. Mott<>—N\nctnt qui so Vincent.
Vine. Sa. three garbs ar. Oesi— Out of a ducul coronet or,
cent).

Vincent

(Stoke D'Abcrnon, co. Surrey, and Debdcn Hall,
CO. Es.scx, bart.).
Az. three quatrefoils ar. Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet rpr. a bear's head ar.
Mottoes Vincenti
dabitur and, Virtutc non viribus Vincent.

Vincent

and Messingham, co.
Pickleton, 1601, son of
of Geobge Vincent, who
Esq., of Messingham, 20

Leicester,

William Vincent,

Edwabd Vincent, and grandson

Vincent

lion pass, guard, ar.

one gu.

Vincent

Crest,

(Pickleton,

Lincoln;

ar.

ar.

Sa. a fess betw. three mullets ar.

Per pale

Vincent

Vincent

il/o»o— Fidei coticula crux.

Villiers-Stuart (Dromana,

wife,

VIN
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;

Clabee Vincent,

—

an heraldic

Viner

tiger's

head ppr.

(London, bart., extinct temp. Charles IL Sir Tuomab
ViNKB, Lord Mayor of London 1653, descended from co.
the third bart.
Gloucester, was created a tvxrt. 1661;
;

I

A
;

t.

p.).

—

and grandson of John Vivian, both of same place).
Or, a chev. az. betw. three lions head erased purp. a chief

d. 1617,

gu.

Vivian

six points gold.

Viner

VOL
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VI N

Az. a bend or, on a chief ar. a ealtire engr. betw.
two Cornish choughs in pale ppr. Crest A dexter arm
embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, holding a mullet of

d.

(Bodmin,

Cornwall

co.

descended

;

from John

(London, hart., extinct 1681; Sir Robbrt Vineb, Lord
1675, was created a hart. 16C6, and d. s.p.).

Vivian, of Bodmin, who was brother of Thomas Vivian,
elected Prior of Bodmin, 3 April, 1507.
Visit. Cornwall,
1620).
Or, on a chev. az. betw. three lions heads' erased

(Elcis-Vinbb, Badgeworth, co. Gloucester).
Quar1st and 4th, bendy of six az. and gu. on a bend or,
ppr. a chief ar. thereon a saltire engr. of the
second betw. two Cornish choughs ppr., for Vineb; 2nd and
3rd, quarterly, az. and gu. on a crosa erm. betw. four nags'
heads erased or, a cinquefoil pierced betw. four crescents sa.,
for Ellis.
CresU 1st, Vineb: A dexter arm embowed in
armour encircled at the elbow by a wreath of vine, and
holding'.in the hand a gem-ring all ppr. 2nd, Ellis A horse's
head erased erm. gorged with a plain collar ar. thereon a
Cinquefoil betw. two crescents slipped sa. holding in the
mouth a trefoil slipped ppr. Motto Lahore et honore.
Viner (Sackfield Hall, in the Nine Parishes, co. Suffolk iinpaloinent Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1C56, Josbda C abpenter,
whose wife was Ubscla, dan. of Bichabd Viner, Esq., of
Sackfield). Ar. on a bend az. three birds of paradise of the

purp. as many annulets of the field, on a chief gu. as many
martlets or.
Vivian).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a
chev. az. betw. three lions' heads erased ppr. as many
annulets of the field, on a chief embattled gu. a wfeath
of oak of the first betw. two medals, the dexter representing the gold medal and clasp for the actions of Sahagun.
Benevente, and Orthes, the sinister, the silver Waterloo
medal; 2nd, barry of six ermines and gu., for Uusset;
3rd, chequy gu. and or, a fess erm., for Cbanch.
Crut
A demi hussar of the 18th Kegimcnt, holding in his
right hand a sabre, and in his left a pennon flying
to the sinister gu., and inscribed in gold letters, " Croix
d'Orade," issuant from a bridge of one arch, embattled and
at each end a tower.
Supporters— Dc^iter, a grey horse
caparisoned, thereon mounted a hussar of the 7th Regiment
of Light Dragoonii, habited, armed, and accoutred, his
sword drawn ppr. sinister, a b.iy horse guard, caparisoned,
thereon mounted a lancer of the 12th liegiment, liabited,
armed, and accoutred, supporting his lance also ppr.
Motto Ccr nobyle, corimmobyle.
Vivian (Pencalenick, co. Cornwall ; a branch of Vivian, of
Bodmin; descended from John Vivian (brother of Pbiob
Vivian, of Bodmin), who d. 1545. His descendant, Johnson
Vivian, Esq., of Truro, purchased Pencalenick about 1763,

Mayor of London
Same Arms.

Viner
terly,

a vine branch

—

:

;

—

;

first.

Viney (HoUefleld and Maidstone,

co. Kent
granted 1702).
Ar. a bunch of grapes stalked and leaved ppr. the stalk in
chief.
Crest
An arm couped at the shoulder holding a
hunch of grapes by the stalk all ppr.
Vinicombe. Az. in base water vert, thereon a bridge of
tliree arches ar. on the centre a turret of the last, flagged gu.
Crest
A greyhound's head sa. bezantee.
Vinon. Gu. on a chief ar. a label of three points of the
;

—

—

—

;

—

d.

first.

Violet

Vivian {Baron

(co. Norfulk).

towered of the

At. on a chcv. gu- three towers

triple-

field.

Violet. See Villet.
Violette. Or a stag ramp. gu.

Vipont (co.

York).

Gu. six annulets, three, two, and one

or.

Vipont, or Vipotmt. Same Arms.

Crett—0\xt of a
or, a swan's bead betw. two wings ppr.
Cumberland). Or, six annulets, three, two, and

ducal coronet

Vipont

(co.

one gu.

Vipont

(Scotland).

Gu. six mosckg,

three,

two and one

or.

Virgin.

s.

p. in 1765,

his

left

estates to

his

nephew. Jambs

Vivian, son of John Vivian, Esq., of Kosewame, who was
succeeded by his brother, the Bev. John Vivlan, of Pencalenick; his eldest sister, Mabt, m. James Tippet, Esq.,
of Nance, co. Cornwall; and their grandson, John Tippet,
Esq., inheriting Pencalenick in 1820, assumed the surname
of Vivian). Erminois on a chev. sa. betw. three lions*
heads erased purp. as many plates, a chief engr. gu. thereon
three martlets or. Crest Betw. two roses gu. sUpped vert,
a dexter cubit arm vested az. charged with five plates in
saltire, cuff ar. the hand ppr. grasping an anchor in fess,
the fluke towards the dexter. Mottoes ^Non robore sed spe,
for Tippet Vive ut vivas, for Vivian.
Vivian (Park Wren, formerly of Singleton, co. Glamorgan).
Or, on a chev. az. betw. three lions' heads erased ppr. as
many annulets of the field, on a chief embattled gu. a wreath
of oak betw. two martlets. Crest
A demi hussar of the
18th Begiment, holding in bis right hand a sabre, and in
his left a pennon flying to the sinister gu. issuant from a
bridge of one arch, embattled and having at each end a
tower ppr. Motto— Vite rovicturus.
Vivian (co. Cornwall). Ar. on a mount in base vert a lion

—

—

;

Az. on a chev. betw. three

lilies

slipped in chief ar.

and a pineapple slipped and leaved in base or, a grappling
iron sa. enclosed by two martlets of the field.
Virgin (Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. Crest
A lion's head erased gu. Motto Nunc aut nunquam.
Virginia College (granted 14 May, 1694). Vert a college
or edifice ar. masoned ppr. in chief the rising sun or, the

—

—

hemisphere of the third.

Virginian Herchanta.

Ar. a cross gu. betw. four
escutcheons, each regally crowned ppr. the first escutcheon in
the dexter chief, quarterly France and England, quarterly
the second in the sinister cliief the arms of Scotland;
the third the arms of Ireland ; fourth as the first. Crest
maiden queen couped below the shoulders ppr. her hair
dishevelled of the last, vested and crowned with an Eastern
crown or. Supporters Two men in complete armour, with
their beavers open, on their helmets three ostrich feathers
ar. each charged on the breast with a cross gu. and each
holding in his exterior hand a lance ppr.
Motto En dat
Virginia quatram.
Virtue (co. Berks). Ar. three bars vert. Crest A lion's
hc.'id erased ar.
Viry. Az. three lucies hanrient in feas ar. betw. ao many

—

—

—
—

crosses crosslet fitches or.

Visage. Gu. a salmon in fess ar.
Visaker. Gu. a dolphin in fess ar.
Visard (Bog. Ulster's Office). Per pale

ramp. gu.

Vivian

(co.

Cornwall).

heads erased purp. as

Or,

many

gu. three martlets of the

Vivian
ar.

Vivian

first.

Az.

(France, 1736).

Crest

on a chev. az. betw. three lions*
annulets of the field, on a chief
five estoiles, two, two,

— An estoile or.

and one

Az. two talbots in chief and a spur-rowel
in base or.
Crest
A spur-rowel or.
Vivian. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three lions' heads erased
ppr. a chief gu. Crest A lion's head erased ppr. collared
and chained gu.
Vivian. Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Vizard (Dursley, co. Gloucester). Per fess ar. and gn. a,
fess engr. per fess az. and or, betw. three esquires' helmets
ppr. in the centre chief point a crosa crosslet of the second.
Crest
Out of palisades or, a demi hind regtiard. vulncd in
the neck ppr. and holding an arrow point downwards or,
(France).

—

—

—

or and gu. a fleur-

counterchanged, a chief vair.
Ar. three wolves' heads couped gu.
Or, three wolves' heads erased gu. on a border
az. eight castles of the first.
de-lis

Visdelow.
Visdelow.
Vismill

(France). Barry of six sa. and or, on a chief ar.
three annulets gu. (another, the chief or).
Or. three bars sa. in chief as many annnlets
RU.
Vivan. Or, a lion ramp. gu. Crest On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a serpent nowed ppr.
Viveash (Calne, co. Wilts). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three
wreaths of oak or, an Eastern crown gu. Crest On a mount
vert a tiger statant guard, in front of an oak tree.
Vi'vian (St. Columb, co. Cornwall; John Vivian, Esq., of
St. CoUimb, Visit. Cornwall, 1620, son of Thomas VrviAM,

Visnel.

—

—
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—

barbed and flighted ar.
Vizer (Dublin; Sabah, dan. of Beenakd Vizeb, and granddau. of Alderman Ealph Vizeb, of Dublin, m. Boeebt
Wallis, Esq., of Kilkenny, J.P. for the Queen's co. ; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1684). Per pale or and gu.
a fleur-de-lis counterchanged, a chief vair.
Voase (Anlaby House, near Hull, co. York). Ar. a bend

chequy or and az. Crest
and ducally gorged or.

Voel, alias

Hoker

—An

eagle's

(Exeter).

head erased sa. beaked

Ar. a fess vair betw. two

lions pass, guard, sa.

Voguall

(London). Ar. a pelican in her piety, wings expanded ppr. a chief dovetailed gu.
VoUer. Ar. six holly leaves verU Cretl A demi autclopo

—

ar. collared gu.

Volpe.

Vert a fox couxdnl ppr.

A

VOL
two

Vyner, or Viner

(London).
Az. a bend or, on a chief
ar. a sinister hand betw. two Cornish choughs ppr.
Vyner. Az. a bend or, on a chief ar. two Cornish choughs

counterchanged.
(Liskeard and Trewoofe in St. Burgan, co. Cornwall; EicHABD, son and heir of John Vospek, of Liskeard,
m. PRCDENCt:, dau. and heir of Aethdr Levelis, of Trewoofe, and had two sons I. Abthue Vosper, of Trewoofe,

Vosper

ppr.

Vynor, or Vynors
choughs

two daus. and co-heirs, who sold the estate in 1699;
II. John Vospeb, ancestor of Samuel Vosper, Esq., of
Crest
A lower tripleWimborne). Or, a cross moline sa.
towered or. Motto Utraque fortuna contentus.
Vosper-Thomas (Wimbome, co. Dorset; Mr. VospebThomas is great-grandson of John Vosper, Esq., of Penirebar, and assumed the surname and arms of Thomas (his
Same Arjns, quartering
maternal ancestors) in 1866;.
Thomas, of Lelant, Per pale nebulee ar. and az.
left

—

—

de Vallibus, or

Vaux

(Boverton, co. Glamorgan, temp. 2 Elizabeth). See Vaux.
(Hallaton, co. Leicester; settled there since 1401;

Vowe

descended from William Vowe, m. Margaret Deistee,
the heiress of Hallaton, temjy. Henry IV.; since that time
the direct line has continued unbroken). Or, on a bend
betw. two cotises gu. three estoiles of six points of the first.
Ci-est— A lion ramp. gu. ilib»o— Vows should be respected.
Vowell. See FowELL.
Vowell, alias Hooker (Exeter, co. Devon). Or, a fess
vair belw. two lions pass, guard, sa. Crest A hind or, in
the mouth a flower ar. leaved gold.
Vowell (co. Devon, and Creke-Abbey, co. Norfolk). Gu.
three inescutcheons ar. on each a cinquefoil az.
Vowell (co. Essex). Ga. a martlet betw. three crescents ar.

—

on a chief or, as many

Vowell

Gu. three inescutcheons ar. each
first.
Crest
A mullet gu.
betw. two palm branches vert.
Vowell (co. Somerset). Gu. on an inescutcheon ar. a cinquecharged with a cinquefoil of the

foil

of the

—

first.

Vowell.

sa.

Voxhill.

Or, a lion ramp. az. fretty ar,
(London, and Sudbury, co. Sussex). Or, a lion ramp.
erm. debruised by a bendlet gu.
Voyde (Gwaythe, co. Cardigan, Wales). Or, a lion ramp.
reguard. sa. armed gu.
Voysey (Bovy-Tracy and Collumpton, co. Devon; Andrew
VoTSET, Mayotof Dartmouth, temp. James I., son of Simon
VoTSEY, of Collumpton, and grandson of Anthony Voysey,
or Vessy, of Bovy-'Tracy. Visit. Devon, 1620). Or, a cross
Ba. in the first quarter a crescent of the last, a border gu.

Voyce

Crest

—

Vullis

A sea-horse ramp. ar. maned and armed or.
(quartered by Vincent, of Pickleton, co. Leicester,

and Messingham, CO. Leicester. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Ar.
a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased ea. a border engr.

Vychan

Gu. a chev. erm. (another, ar.) betw.
three men's heads in profile couped at the necks ar.
Crest
of
clouds
a
dexter
arm embowed in armour, holding in
Out
the gauntlet a sword erect all ppr. on the point a Moor's
head couped in profile sa. dropping blood.
Vychan. Or, a saltire az.
(Wales).

—

Vychan. See Vadghan.
Vyel (Trevorder, co. Cornwall).

Gu. a fess rapuly ar. betw.
three plates. Crest
A greyhound counter-pass. ppr.
Vyell (CO. Cornwall). Ar. a fess raguly and trunked gu.

—

betw. three pellets.
Vyell (Bristol, CO. Gloucester; John Vtell, of Bristol, temp.
Henry VL bis dau. and hoir, Elizabeth, m. Thomas Ivie,
of Sudbury, co. Derby.
Visit. Oxon, 1634).
Ar. a fess
embattled counter-embattled gu. betw. three annulets sa.
Vygor. Or, on a millrind sa. five estoiles ar. Crest
dcmi lion sa. holding betw. the paws a staff raguly ar.
Vynall (Kingston, near Lewes, co. Sussex). Sa. on a chief
or, three lions ramp, of the field.
Crest— A dcmi lion erased
sa. holding a bezant.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a fess dancett6c ar. betw.
three billets or. C>est
An arm couped below the elbow
and erect ppr. vested sa. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a
vine branch fructed also ppr.
(Gautby, co. Lincoln, formerly of co. Gloucester, and
afterwards of co. Warwick). Az. a bend or, on a chief ar. a
saltire cngr. gu. betw. two Cornish choughs ppr.
Crest
An arm in armour ppr. garnished or, holding in the hand a
;

—

—

Vyner

—

gem-ring gold.

Vyner (Condover, co. Salop). Same Arms and Crest.
Vyner (Lords Mayor of London, 1661 and 1676). Sauio
and C)eU.
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armour ppr.

in

Vytham

;

Vyvyan

James

;

was father of

I.,

Richard Vyvyan,

Sir

of Trelowarren, so created 1644.

bart.

first

Ar.
a lion ramp. gu. armed sa. one foot on waves of the sea in
Visit. Cornwall, 1620, assigns to Vyvyan,
base az. N.B.
of Trelowarren, the quarterings of, 1, Ferrers 2, ARnNDEL;
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).

—

;

Glyn; 4, Trethdrf;
Cuarleton; 8, Leigh;

3,

7,

VE3S

;

10,

Trevise.

Crest

St.

5,

Aubyn

;

6,

Chalons;

Coueteney, quartering Red-

9,

—A horse pass, furnished ppr.

W
"WAADE (Sir William WAADE,Knt.,Licutonant of the Tower
London, (t',/!p. Queen Elizabeth. Visit. London, 15GS).
Quarterly, 1st, az. a saltire betw. four escallops or 2nd,
3rd, gu.
or, a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased sa.
three garbs or; 4th, az. two bars ar. on a chief of the last
three maunches gu.
Per fess ar. and gu. a pale counterchanged, three
chaplets of the second.
Wablethorp. Gu. a chev. betw. in chief three crosses
crosslet and in base a lion pass. ar.
of

:

Wabe.

Wace

(arms in the church of Great Mylton, co. Oxford.
Oxon, 1566). Ar. two bars gemel gu. on a canton of
the last a mullet of six points of the first.
Ar. three crescents gu.
Ar. a fess gu. in chief three crescents of tho
Visit.

Wacheham.
Wachelm.
second.

Wachesham.

Arms

Ar. a fess gu. in chief two

(co. Norfolk).

crescents of the last.

Wackett.

Ar. on a bend engr. az. cotised gu. three martA stag's head erased ar. attired or.

Crest

Wad

Sa. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped vert.

Vyne

Gu. a bend or, on a
betw. two Cornish

first

arm embowed

garnished or, holding in the gauntlet a round buckle, tho
tongue erect gold.
Vyse (co. Stafford). Ar. a buck's head cabossed sa. bc^A•.
the attires a cross of the last.
Vyse (Howard-Vyse). See Howard.
Vysery, Or, on a cross sa. five estoiles of the field.
(Wyard, CO. Oxford; John Herle, alias Vytham,
temp. Henry VIIL his dau. Etheldred, m. Edmond KolvNE0X, Esq., of Thorpe, co. Notts, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Visit. Notts, 1614). Gu. on a garb or, three birds sa.
(Trelowarren, co. Cornwall, bart. descended from
Richard Vyvyan, of Trevedrian, who d. 1331, son of Sir
Ralph Vyvyan, and grandson of Sir Vyell Vyvyan; Sir
Francis Vyvyan, Knt., of Trelowarren, tenth in descent
from Richard Vyvyan, High Sheriff co. Cornwall, 15

lets or.

Vungey.

— An

:

Gu. three inescutcheons ar. each charged with

a cinquefoil

Crest

sa.

pellets.

Norfolk).

(CO.

Wilts).

(co.

chief of the last a saltire engr. of the

:

Voss, Vaus, Vaulx,

WAD
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(Jersey; Reg. Ulster's 0£Bce). Percher. orandgu.
foxes' heads in chief and a dove volant in base all

Volple

—

Erm. a chev. betw. two bari

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
wavy gu.

Wadby.

Or, a fret az. (another, the tinctures reversed).

Waddell.
buckles ar.

verum,

or,

Az. a saltire chequy or and gu. betw. four
Crest
A lion's head erased gu. Motto Orna

—

Adorn the

—

truth.

Waddell

(Beach House, Walmer, co. Kent). Erm. a fess
chequy ar. and az. in chief two martlets of the last. Crest
—A lamb couchant ppr. surmounted by a demi eagle displ.
or.

Waddell

(Scotland, 16th century). Az. a saltire chequy
or and sa. betw. four buckles of the second.

Wadding

Wexford; Thomas Wadding,

(liallyeogley, co.

Esq., of Ballycoglcy, M.P. co. Wexford, temp. Jrmo-i

I., son
Richard Wadding, and grandson of Thom/ b Wadding,
Visit. Wexford, 1018).
Sa. tlirce
both of same place.
crosses pattee, one and two, and as many fleurs-de-lis, two
and one, all ar.
(Rog. Ulster's Office). Sa. a fess ar.

of

Wadding

Wadding-ton

Waddinoton, feudal Lord of
York his dau. and heir, Alice,
Roger Tejipest, Knt of Bracewell, temp. Edward 1.,

Waddington,
5)1.

Sir

and from
CO. York).

(William

in Craven, co.

;

,

this

marriage descends Tempest, of Bracewell,

Ar. a fess betw. three fieurs-dc-lis gu.
(Old Burlington Street, London). Ar. a clicv.

Waddington

betw. three martlets gu.

Waddington

Crest

— A martlet gu.

(Corbally, Queen's co.

;

Ralph Waddington,

a son, Arthur Waddington; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Mrs. Waddington, d. 1660).
Ar. on a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. as many martlets or.
(Moditonham, co. Cornwall). Sa. a fess or.
(Plymouth, co. Devon). Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
on a bend sa. three crosses croeslet fitcbee of the ficlU.
Esq., of Corbally,

Waddon
Waddon

(/.

1667, leaving

WAD
Waddon.

Waddy

Sa. a cross engr. or, in chief two escallops ar.

(Clougheast

Castle,

co.

Wexford;

General

Sir

BicHABD Waddt, K.C.B. confirmed to John Waddy, Esq.,
of Clougheast, and to the descendants of his ancestor,
;

Edmond Waddy,

Esq., Comet in Cromwell's army, grantee
from Charles 11. of Clougheast and other lands). Ar. a
bend betw. a crescent in chief and a mullet in base gu.
Crest
A naked arm embowed ppr. grasping a sword ar.
pommelled and hilted or. Mottn Ob ducem ob patriam.
W^ade (Hilton Castle, co. Durham). Per fess wavy or and

—

—

a

human

heart emitting flames of fire ppr.
betw. two crosses crosslet sa. In base an anchor erect of the
first.
Crest
A dove holding in the beak an olive branch
all ppr. charged on the breast with a cross crosslet sa.
(cos. Gloucester and Somerset confirmed by Camden,
Clarenceux, 1604, to William Wade, son of Wiluam Wade,
and grandson of Eobebt Wade, of Bilston, co. Suffolk, and
afterwards borne successively by John Wadb, Esq., of the
Wick House, Arlingham, co. Gloucester, Major-Gen. in
Oliver CromweU'e army, and by his sons, Thomas Wade,
Esq., of Frampton-on-Severn, co. Gloucester; Nathamel
Wade, Esq., Barrister-at-law, of the Wick, Arlingham, and
Natlsea Court, co. Somerset, Colonel in the Duke of Monmouth's Own Begiment, and who was afterwards made Town
vert, in chief

—

Wade

;

Clerk of Bristol by James

II.

CO. Gloucester, d. 1716).

Az. on a salUre betw. four fleurs-

;

John Wade,

the first.
(Montreal, Quebec, North Amerioa

Esq., of Filton,

de-lis or, five escallops of

Wade

Same Arms and

1768).

London,

;

granted 2 Dec.

Crest.

Wade (Sir WiLLLAM Wade,

Knt., Lieutenant of the

Tower

of

Az. a saltire betw. four escallops or, quarGu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped ar.;
2nd, Gu. three garbs or; 3rd, Or, two barsaz. in chief three
water bougets gu.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three boars' heads
1608).

tering, 1st,

Wade

—

town, CO. Meath, maternally descended from the families of
Cuff, of Ballymoe, co. Galway, Caulfeild, of Charlemont,
and O'Hara, of Nymphsfield, co. Sligo). Az. en a saltire
betw. four escallops or, a dragon's head erased gu gorged
with a bar gemel ar. Crest An arm in armour embowed,
the hand grasping a sword all ppr. the arm charged with aa
escallop gu. Motto
Pro fide et patriS.
(Cabruthebs-Wade, of Holmains, co. Dumfries, 1854).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a saltire ar. cantoned with four
escallops or, within a bordure of the last, for Wade 2nd
and 3rd, gu. a chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-de-Us or, for
Cabbuthers. Crests Dexter: An arm embowed in armour,
the hand grasping a straight sword in bend all ppr. sinister,
A seraphim volant ppr. Mottots Pro fide et patri4; and,

—

—

Wade

;

—

;

—

Promptus

et fidelis.

Wadecote

(quartered by Pbouz, of Chagford, co. Devon.
Ar. a bend gu. on a chief vert two
cinquefoils of the first.
(France). Sa. two lions ramp, addorsed ar.
Wadesdon. Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three eagles displ. with

Devon, 1620).

Visit.

Waderpond
two heads

(co. York).
Ar. on a bend
betw. two martlets gu. three escallops or.
(Upton Lewanneck, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a cl'.eT.
betw. three wedges sa. five mullets of the field.
Wadg:e (Stradbrook Hall, co. Dublin granted to Edwin
Habvet Wadge, Esq., of that place, second son of Edwabd
Wadge, of Wescott, co. Cornwall). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three wedges sa. five mullets of the field, in the centre cliief
point a trefoil slipped vert. Crest
An eagle's head erased
erm. gorged with a collar gu. therefrom suspended a
buglehorn sa. stringed also gu. Motto Spes in futuro.
"Wadltam (co. Devon). Ar. on a chev. sa. three roses or.
(Knap, co. Somerset, temp. Henry VII. the dam

Wadgre

;

—

—

Wadham

ar.

Wadltam

—

Wade

(co. Middlesex).
Ar, a chev. betw. three pigeons'
heads az. Crest— A rhinoceros ar.
(Kelmarch, co. Northampton). Gu. on a saltire ar.
betw. four escallops or, a falcon's lure lined and ringed of
the first. Crest On a mount vert a rhinoceros ar.
(CO. Oxford).
Or, two bars az. in chief a lion pass, of
the last, crowned of the first. Crest
A boar salient sa.

Wade

—

Wade

—

collared or.

Wade

(Coventry, co. Warwick).

Az. on a bend or, two

Az. on a bend or, two gillyflowers gu.
a border engr. of the second.
(Chapel Allerton, co. York
represented by WadeBkowne, of Monkton Farleigh, co. Wilts). Az. on a bend
;

ar. three gillyflowers ppr.

Wade.

Az. on a bend or, two pinks slipped ppr. a border
Crest—A griffin's head erased or, holding in the beak a
pink ppr.
Az. a bend ar. a border engr. of the second.
Wade. Az. on a bend or, three falcons' lures of the field, a
border (another, engr.) gu. bezant6e.
"Wade. Az. a bend betw. three falcons' lures or.
(Tottington Bury, co. Lancaster). Per pale indented
Crest
az. and gu. a chev. betw. three doves ar.
A mount
vert, thereon in front of a palm tree ppr. a rhinoceros ar.
(granted to Geobge Okmsbi Wade, of Spang, Christianstadt, Sweden). Az. on a saltire erm. fimbriated or,
betw. four escallops of the last an eagle's head erased sa.
Crest A rhinoceros ppr. resting the dexter forepaw on a
garb fessways or.
(John Wade, Esq., of Gilston Road, Kensington, co.
Middlesex). Sa. a saltire vaire or and gu. betw. iwoescnllops
in pale and as many anchors in fess or.
Crest
Upon the
trunk of a tree eradicated fesswise and sprouting ppr. a
rhinoceros statant or. Motto
In spe resto.
(confirmed by Betham, Ulster, to Sir Claude Mabtine
Wade, C.B., Lieut.-Col. H.E.I.C.S.). Az. a saltire ar. in
the chief quarter the star of the Order of Bunjeet Sing ppr.
in the flanks and base an escallop or. Crest An arm embowed in armour, the hand grasping a straight sword, from
the blade the star of the Durannec empire pendent all ppr.
?-fo»o— Pro flde et patriS.
(confirmed to Bev. Fbedebick Tobias Wade, M.A.,
Prebendary of Lichfield Cathedral, and 'Vicar of Kidsgrove,
CO. Stafford, and to the other descendants of bis grandfather,
Tobias Wade, possessed of lauds at Belt^stown and Fiercear.

Wade.

Wade

—

Wade

—

Wade

—

—

Wade

—

Wade

1U61

(Merefield, co. Somerset).
Gu. a chev. betw
three roses ar. Crest The attires of a buck with a piece
of the scalp attached or, betw. the attires a rose ar.
(Cotherstone, co. Dorset).
Gu. a chev. betw.
three roses ar. a mullet for diff.
Crest
A stag's head
erased or, gorged with a collar charged w ilh three bezants,
&11 betw. two rose branches erect, flowered ar. stalked and
leaved vert.
(Osmington). Gu. a fess or, betw. a goat's head
couped in chief and three escallops in base sa. a border
engr. ar.
Crest
A dexter arm vested az. cuffed ar. the
hand holding a dagger point downwards ppr. hilt or.
W^adliam. Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three cinquefoils or.
College (Oxford; founded in 1613 by Nicholas
Wadham, Esq., of Merefield, co. Somerset, :cnd Dobotht,
his wife, sister of John, Lord Petre).
Gu. a chev. betw.
three roses ar. barbed vert, for Wadham impaling, gu. a
bend or, betw. two escallops ar., for Petbe.
Wadhvill. Or, three chev. gu.

—

—

Wadham

—

Wadham

clnquefoils pierced gu. a border engr. ar.

Wade (co. Warwick).

Wade

;

and heir of Wadham, of Knap, m. Nicholas Asefobd, Esq.,
of Ashford, temp. Henry VIII. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Gu. a
chev. betw. three cinquefoils ar.

Wadliam

Wade

or.

Wadesley, or Wadisley

erased az. Ci-est A rhinoceros ar.
(London). Az. a bend betw. three falcons' lures or, a
border gu. bezantee.
(Hampstead, co. Middlesex, and Kilnsey, co. York).
Az. a saltire betw. four escallops or. Crest A rhinoceros

Wade
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;

Wadingr.

Sa. a fess ar.

Wading'ton

(co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets

York).

gu.

Wadisford (Wanbore,
queued

co. York).

Or,

a

lion

ramp, double

az.

Wadisley.

Ar. a cross sa.
(Imber, co. Wilts).
Erm. on a bend cotlsed
gu. three roses ar. Crest
A demi eagle displ. erm. wings
gu.
(London). Erm. on a bend gu. three roses ar.
Crest
An eagle displ. ppr. Motto Eosa sine spina.
Wadnester (Bromyard, co. Hereford). Sa. a bend betw.
two eagles displ. ar.

Wadman

—

Wadman
—

—

Wadriepont, or Wadrypoint.

Az. semee of trefoils
garnished gu.
(Wadsley, Sheffield, co. York).
Ar. on a bend

two trumpets endorsed in pale

Wadsley

or,

betw. six martlets gu. three escallops or.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis stalked
(co. York).
and slipped ar. on a globo betw. two wings ppr. an eagle

Wads'worth
rising or.

Wadsworth
and

(Hajton, co. Lancaster, 1664).

Same Arm-t

Crest.

Waetor- Wager, De.

See

Db Waetob-Wageb.

Wafer (Fun.

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1621, Katheri.ne Wafeb,
wife of John Fleming, of the city of Dublin). Az. three
eagles displ. or.
Ar. on a chev. gu. three bezants.
(CO. Cornwall).
Waffer. Ar. on a fess sa. three escallops or.

Waff

Wafferer.

Gu. a fess ncbuMe (another, wavy) ar. betw.

three plates.

Wafflr.

Ac. three eagles

displ. ar.

armed gu.

A

W AF
WafFyer (co.

Ar. on a fe?s sa. three escallops

Warwick).

Waffyer

Az. three eagles displ. ar. a chief embattled or.
or Waffre. Gu. a fesa ar. a label of five points

of the second.

Waygby.

Ar. an eagle displ. az.
A dexter
Az. a chev. betw. three hearts or. Crest
arm holding up an annulet or.
R.N.,
1743).
Admiral
"Wager (Sir Charles Wager, Knt.,
Citsl
A Moor's head
At. on a cross az. five bezants.
crowned with rush leaves ppr.
"Waget. Gu. a cross quarterly pierced betw. fdur roses ar.
Waget. Gu. on a cross quarterly pierced or, four hurts.
"Waget. Gu. on a cross quarterly pierced ar. four roses of

Wagby,

or

—

"Wager.

—

the

field.

"Waghall.

Az. afess wavy or, betw. three

Az. on afess or, a bend gn.

swan naiant

Crest

—In

water a

in pride all ppr.

(CO.

6on of Thomas Wagstaffe, and grandson of Thomas Wao
6TAFFE, Esq.). Ar. two bends engr. sa. the lower one couped
at the top, in chief an escallop of the second.

Crest

—

a staff raguly sa.
Wagstaffe (Haseland, co. Derby; granted 1611). Ar. two
bends raguly sa. the lower one couped at the top. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a staff couped and raguly in pale

demi

Ar. two b.irsgu. in chief three
co. Lincoln).
torteaux (another, has a border indented sa.).

"Wake. Gu. a cross erm.
"Wakebridge. Sa. a fess
three

lion ar. holding

—

betw. two lozenges (another,

fusils) or.

Wakebridge

(Wakebridge, co. Derby

;

Cecilia, sister

and

heir of Sir William Wakebridge, Knt., M.P. for tho
counties of Nottingham and Derby, 26 to 36 Edward III., m.
Sir John de la Pole, Knt., of Newborough, co. Stafford,
who became the ancestor of the De la Poles, of Radburn, of
Hartington, Wakebridge, and Heage). Az. a fess gu. betw.
six lozenges sa.

Wakefield. Gu. a fess dancettee

or,

betw. three leopards

first.

Wakefield

(Henry Wakefield, Bishop of Worcester,
Sa. fretty ar. on a canton gu. a cross patonco

or.

Wakefield

Derby). Ar. two bends raguly sa. Crcat—
Out of a ducal coronet or, a staff couped and raguly erect sa.
"Wagstaflfe (co. Warwick; confirmed by the I>eputies of
Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Wagstaffe, of the College,

"Wagstalf

first).

1375-95).

ar.

"Wagner.

Or, two bars gn. a bend az. (another, of

Wake (Deeping,

faces of the

Or, three crescents gu.

"Waghen, or "Waggon.
swans

Wake (CO. Kent).
the

or.

Waffyer.
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(Kingston-upon-Hull, co. York). Sa. three bars
many owls of the second. Crest A bat displ.

—

ar. in chief as

ar.

Wakefield. Ar. on a chief indented az. three garbs or.
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a wy vern sans legs ppr.
Wakefield. Sa. three bulls' heads couped ar. armed

—

or.

"Wakefield.

Ar. a fess betw. three water bougets gu.
Sa. three eagles displ. erm.
Wakefield (Seamy, co. York, 1665). Barry of six ar. and
sa. on a chief of the second three owls of the first.
Wakefield,
of (co. York). Az. a fleur-de-lis

Wakefield.

Town

or.

sa.

"Wahull {Baron Dc Wakull, dormant since 1304 descended
from Walter de Wahdll, who was feudal Lord of Wahull,
now WodehuU, or Odhull, co. Bedford, temp. King Stephen;
Thomas de Wahuix was summoned to Parliament 1297, and
Wahull, to whom the writ was
left a son, John de

Wakefield

notrenewed; his descendant, Anthony Wodeholl, d. 1541,
leaving an only dau. and heir. Acnes Wodehull, who m.
Bichard Chetwode, Esq., and had a son, Sir Uichard
Chetwode, who claimed the barony temp. James I., which
was referred to the Duhe of Lennox, the Earl of Nottingham,
and Lord Howard, who made a favourable report on his
claim. The King however did not summon him, but offered
to create him £aron of WodkiUl by patent, which Sir
Bichard declined the heir general, Eliza Constance, only
child of Capt. John Chetwode, m. Peteb Aiken, Esq., of

Wakefield

;

;

Or, three crescents gu.
Clifton. Bristol).
Wailes. Gu. a stork ar. Crest— A spur betw. two wings

(Dublin; Fun. Ent. TJlster's OfBce, Alderman
Thomas Wakefield, buried in St. Werburgh's Church, 19 Feb.
Barry of six ar. and ffu. on a chief of the second
1658).
three owls of the first. Crest (Reg. Ulster's Office)—A ba6
displ. or.

(Eastwood Park, co. Renfrew, 1870). Per pale
or and az. on a chief indented three garbs counterchanged.
A wyvem sans legs vert. Motto Ardua vinco.
Crest
Ar. (another, or) a lion ramp,
(co. Norfolk).

—

—

Wakeford
sa.

Wakeham (Borough, co. Devon).

Per

fess ar.

and vert a

Crest
pale counterchanged, three buglehorns sa.
mount vert a greyhound ar. betw. two trees ppr.

—

Wakeham.
trees ppr.

—On a

Same Arms. Crest On a mount betw. two
a greyhound ar. spotted and collared sa.
Ar. a pale az.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. betw. three martlets

Wakeherst.
Wakehurst.

Crest-- A buckle or.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three hawks or.
Ar. on a fess sa. betw,
(Charing, co. Kent).
three eagles displ. az. as many crescents of the field.
(Ballyburly, King's co.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Gu.
Office, 1G23, Thomas Wakeley, Esq., of Ballyburly).
a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet ar. on a chief of the last
a stag's head cabossed of the first.
"Wakelyn (Hylton, co. Derby, and Eydon, co. NorthampA lion
Ar. on a cross sa. five lions ramp. or. Crc-it
ton).
ramp, or, in tho dexter paw a tulip gu. slipped vert.
Wakelyn. Barry of six az. and gn. a lion ramp. erm.
(another, mullets) gu.

ppr.

"Wain

(Scotland).

Gu. three flowerpots, in each a

"Waines. Gu. a lion pass, guard, or.
"Wainflete (William de Wainfletb,

alias

Fusilly erm.
of Winchester 1447-87).
the last three lilies slipped ar.

and

Wakehurst.

lily ar.

Wakeley

Pattvn, Bishop
sa. on a chief of

Wainwright, "Waynewright, and "Waynwright
Ar. on a chev. betw. three fleursa lion ramp, of the field, a border engr. sa. Crest
A lion ramp. ar. holding an ancient battle axe, handle of
the first, headed or.
"Wainwright (confirmed by Bysshe, Garter, 1647). Ar. on
a chev. az. betw. three hurls a lion ramp, enclosed by two
(Dudley, co. Worcester).

de-lis az.

—

Same

fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Crest.

Wainwright.

Ar. on a chev. az. a lion ramp. betw. two
the field, a border engr. sa.
(Kev. D. G. Wait, LL.D., K. A.S., was Eector of Blapdon,
CO. Somerset, and was descended, in the female line, from
KiLLioREW, Barts. of Arwennick, co. Cornwall, extinct).
Ar. a clicv. gu. betw. three buglehorns stringed sa.

fleurs de-lis of

Wait

near Bath). Ar. a chev. betw. three
A buglehom
buglehorns stringed sa. garnished or. Crest
Motlo Pro aris et focis.
stringed sa. garnished or.
Waite (co. Hant."!;. Ar. a chev. betw. three buglehorns sa.
A buglehom sa. garnished or.
garnished or. Crcxt
(Baron IVahc, title passed to Holland, Lord Holland,
descended from Hooh Le
since
1407
abeyance
1349, in

—

—

—

;

his descendant, John Wake, was
Wake, tanp. Henry I.
summoned to Parliament 1295, and d. 1304, leaving a son,
Thomas, second Baron IVake, d. s. p., and a dau., MarOABET, m. Edmond Plantagenet, Earl of Kent, whose
;

only dau. and heir, Joan, the Fair .Maiu of Kent, conveyed
the barony to her first husband, Thomas, Lord Holland,
K.G.). Or, two bars gu. in chief three tortcaux.
(Couru^enhall, co. Northampton, hart.). Same Arms.
A knot (commonly called Wake's knol). Motto
Crest
Vigiia el ora.

Wake

—

—

10G2

—

.'Mined or.

Wakeman

(Chadcrleigh, co. 'Worcester, and Bearc Ferrers,
Devon; Uev. Robert Wakeman, D.D., Parson of Heare
Tuomas Wakeman, Esq., of Fly ford, and
grandson of John Wakeman, Esq., of Chadcrleigh. Visit.

CO.

Ferrers, son of

Devon,

I6'20).

Ar. on a cross sa. a ducal coronet or, en-

Crest— A cock or,
combed, wattled, and legged az. holding in tho beak a scroll,

circled with clouds ppr. rayonniSe gold.

thcroon the

garnished or.

Wait (Woodborough,

Wake

Wakeley

.l/()(«o— Eviglia qui

dormis.

Wakeman

(John Wakeman, Abbot of Tewkesbury, and
Bishop of Gloucester, 1541-42). Per fess indented sa. and
ar. three doves rising counterchanged.
(Ireland; Thomas Wakeman, eldest son of
Roger Wakeman, of Woodrow, co. Worcester, brother of
John Wakeman, Bishop of Gloucester. "Visit. Devon, 1620).
Vert a saltire wavy erm. Crest— A lion's head erased or.

Wakeman

Wakeman (city

of Exeter, co.

Devon

;

Thomas Wakeman,

son of Edward Wakeman, of co. Gloucester, who was second
son of Roger Wakeman, of Woodrow, co. Worcester. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Same Arms and Crest.
(Perdiswell, co. Worcester, bart.). Paly of six
Crest— Metw. two palm
vert and ar. a saltire engr. erm.
branches ppr. a lion's head erased ar. vomiting flames,
gorged with a collar engr. and colised vert and charged with
Nee temere nee timidc.
three erm. spots or. Motto
(Becklord and Withe, co. Gloucester ; granted

Wakeman

—

Wakeman

A
;
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—A Hon's head
—A lion's head

li

Crest
Vert a saltire wavy enn.
erased or, vomiting flames of fire ppr.
Veit a saltire engr. erm. Crest

Northampton, Saninghall, co. Norfolk, and Smallbridge, co.
Suffolk;.
Per pale ar. and gu. Crest Oui of a ducal
coronet or, a double plume of feathers per pale ar. and

erased ppr.

jru.

1586).

Wakemau.
Wakeman.

—

Ar. on a cross sa. a paschal Iamb in aim-

Waldeg-rave

Per fess indented sa. and ar. three eagles
volant counterchanged.
Wakering: (co. Essex). Az. a pelican or, vnlning herself
gu. Ci-est
On a mural crown or, a pelican vulning her-

Waldegrave

beams

Per pale

(co. Suffolk).

ar.

and gu. a border

engr. sa.

or.

VETakeman.

—

self ppr.

TVakeringr (Bickmansworth,

co. Herts^ and Bloxwich, co.
chief az. three lions ramp. or.
Az. a pelican or.
Wakeringre. Ar. three hawks' lures sa.
Wakerley. Az. a fess betw. three mortars or. Crest— Two
daggers in saltire ppr.
Wakerley. Sa. (another, gu.) three mortars ar. in each a

Stafford).

Erm. on a

'Wakering'.

(Smallbridge,

Waldegrave, knighted
by

co.

at Christ's

Sir Williah
Church Cathedral, Dub-

Suffolk;

William Russell, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 24 Aug.
1595).
Per pale ar. and gu.
Waldegrave. Per pale ar. and gu. a bend engr. sa.
Walden-Abbey (co. Essex). Az. on a bend gu. cotised
or, betw. two mullets of the last three escallops ar.
Walden (Buckworth, co. Huntingdon, and co. Norfolk).
Or, on a bend gu. cotised az. betw. six martlets of the
second three wings ar.
lin,

Sir

Walden

Gu. a chcv. ar.
betw. two habicks in chief of the last and a teazel in base

(co. Kent).
Or, on a fess gu. cotised az. betw. six
martlets of the third three eagles' wings ar.
Or, on a bend. gu. cotised sa. betw. six martlets
of the second three wings ar.
Walden. Or, a bend gu. cotised vert betw. six martlets of
'
the third.

or.

Walden.

Walden.

pestle or.

Wakerley. Lozengy vair and gu.
Wakers, Company of (Edinburgh).

Wakested

(Tew, co. Oxford; Sir KicnARD Wakested,
Ent., of Tew, temp. Edward III.; his dau. and heir, MabOARET, rn. Edwasd Eoll, of Swardford, and had a dau. and

Elizabeth Holl, m. Tbomas Wiixcote, whose granddau. and heir, m. Henkt Batnfokd, Esq., of Raynford, co.
Lancaster; arms quartered by Ratnfobd, of Tew, co. Oxford. Visit. Oson, 1574). Ar. a chev. betw. three cinqueheir,

gu.

foils

Walchange, or Walhange.

Or, an inescutcheon
bend gobonee ar. and gu.
Ar. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
Walcher {Earl of Northumberland, extinct 1080; Walcheb
OE LosRAixB, Bishop of Durham 1071, was so created
1075, d. s. p.).
Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp. or.
N.B. These have been ever since the arms of the See of
vert, over all a

W^alclie.

—

Durham.

Walcher. Same

Walcot

Arms.

(co. Lincoln).

Crest

—A

talbot's

sa.

(Kickhng, CO. Essex).
Barry of four ar. and
on a chief of the second three cinquefoils of iho

first.

Walden.
Walden.
Walden.

Ar. three seapies ppr.
Ar. three leopards' faces sa. a bend az.
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three griflins' heads
erased az. a chief of the last.
Walden. Az. three chev. or.
Walden, or
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
griffins' heads erased az.
Waldenfield (co. Somerset). Gu. a flenr-dc-lis ar.

Waldew.

Walderden

Gu. two swords in saltire ar. hilts
base a leopard's face of the

(co. Essex).

and pommels in chief

or, in

second.

Waldern. Ar. a bend betw. three griffins' heads
Waldeschef (quartered by Umpton, or Union).

head gu.

Ar. a chev. betw. three chessrooks

Walcot

(Walcot, CO. Salop; this very ancient family derive
name from Walcot, long their place of residence in the
parish of Ly dbury, co. Salop. The first who appears on record
their

John de Walcot, Uving 6 Eichard II., third in descent
whom was John Walcot, of whom the old family
pedigree relates that, "playinge at the chesse witli Henry

is Sir

from

the fift, kinge of Englande, he gave hym the checke matte
with the rouke, whereupon the kinge changed his coate of
armes, which was the crosse with flower de lures, and gave
him the rouke for a remembrance"). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a chev. betw. three chessrooks erm.
2nd and 3rd,
ar. on a cross flory sa. five fleurs-de-Us or.
Crest
Out of a
ducal coronet or, a buffalo's head erased ar. armed, ducally
gorged, Uned, and winged gold.
;

—

.

Walcot

(Bitterley Court, CO. Salop).

Out of a ducal coronet or, a
armed and ducaUy gorged gold.

Same

buffalo's

—

Motto

.4rm».

Crest

—

head erased sa.
Nullius in verba

magistri.

Walcot

(Wallingford, co. Bucks; a branch of

Walcot and Bitterley). Same Amis and
(Winkton House, co. H.ints).

Walcot

Walcot,

of

Gu. two

Edward

II.

and Fairfield the co-heiresses temp.
m. Suible; and Bedwabe). Gu. three swords
;

erect ar.

Waldesheff, or Waldsheff. Barry

and

of six ar.

sa.

a canton erm.
(Hcndcrsyde, co. Roxburgh, 1829).
Or, a bend
sinister az. betw. three leopards' faces ppr.
Crest
dove with an olive branch in its beak ppr.
Motto

Waldie

——

Fidelis.

Waldive (co. Worcester).
Waldock. Or, an estoile
Waldoure. Ar. a chev.

Or, three leopards' faces sa.
radiated sa.
(another, three chevronels) betw.
as many birds sa.
Crest
A woirs head erased or.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1412 and 1422). Ar. a
bend betw. three griflHns' heads erased 9a.

—

Waldren

Waldrington. Sa. a fess ar.
Waldron. See Walhond.
Waldron, or Walrond (Pucklechurch,

co. Gloucester,
Alborne, co. Wilts, and co. Devon). Barry of six or and az.
an eagle displ. with two heads gu.
(00. Lancaster).
Ar. a fess betw. three griffins*
heads erased sa.

Waldron

Crest.

Same Anns and

Waldron, or Walron

Crest.

Walcot

(Lord Mayor of London, 1402). Ar. on a fess sa.
three escallops or, quartering, Ar. on a cross patonce az. five
(co. Oxford).
Per pale az. and gu.
cross patonce ar. five martlets sa. a chief or, charged

—

with afleur-de-Us betw. two annulets of the second. Crest
An eagle's head or, gutt^ de sang, beaked az. holding in
the beak a fleur-de-Us gold.
Walcot. Sa. three escallops or.
Walcot. Az. an inescutcheon within an orle of eight
martlets ar. (another, or).
Or, three crescents gu.

Waldegrave

{Earl li'aldegravc).
Per pale ar. and gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, five ostrich feathers, the
two first ar. the centre one per pale ar. and gu. and the last
two gu. Supporters Two talbots sa. eared or, each gorged
with a mural crown ar. Motto Passes avant.
Waldegrave {Baron Radstock). Same Arins and Crest, a
crescent sa. for diff. Supporters— Dexter, a talbot rcguard.
^. eared and navally gorged or; sinister, an eagle rcguard.
wings expanded and elevated, holding in the dexter claw a
thunderbolt all ppr. Motto— St. Vincent.
Waldegrave (Borley Hall and Lawford, co. Essex, co.

—

—
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Wilts).
sa.

(Langridge, co. Somerset, and co.
Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three bulls' heads couped

armed gu.

Waldron (quartered by Bubt, of Culham,

fleurs-de-lis or.

Walcot, or Walcott

Walcote.

erased sa.

chev. or.

Waldeshef (Boylston,

EU.

on a

Sa. two bars ar. (another, erm.) in chief three
cinquefoils pierced of the second.

Walden

—

co.

Oxford

;

AvicB

Waldbon, sister and co-heir of Thomas Waldro.v, temp.
Henry VI., dau. of William Waldbon, granddau. of Thomas
Waldbon, and great-granddau. of Willlam Waldron, co.
Oxford, j?i. Thomas Ptnchpoll, of Maundon, co. Essex her
granddau., Jane Ptnchpoll, dau. and heir of John Ptnchpoll, of Winrush, co. Gloucester, m. Edmond Bdbt, Esq., of
Hampton Poyle, co. Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. three
;

bulls'

heads cabossed

Waldron

sa. attired or.

House in Clent, Belbroughton, and StourJohn Waldbon was "of Clent " 1562
RoQEB Waldbon was of the Gildeshouse in Belbroughton,
now
borne
Thomas
1650;
by
Aston Waldbon, Esq., of Belbroughton House.
Same Arms. Crcsi An heraldic tiger
sejant sa. platee, mancd and tufted or.
Motto Fortis et
(Field

bridge, CO. Worcester;

—

—

velox.

Waldron

(Chief Justice of Larbadocs, temp. Charles

.Same Anns.
{temp. William
bend gu. bezantee. Crest
ppr.

Waldron

1.).

Loaengy or and

—Two laurel branches in

II.),

az.

a

saltire

;

;

W AL
Waldron.
erased
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a bend betw. three greyhounds'

Ar.

heads

sa.

Waldron. Az. two bars ar. on a chief or, a lion pass. gu.
Waldrynde, Waldringrbirch, or .Waldron. Gu.
three birch trees eradicated ar.

Waldslieafe

(co.

Gu. a cher.

Huntingdon).

ar.

betw.

Gu. three swords ar.
Waldsheff. Gu. two chev. or.
Waldy (cos. York and Durham descended from John
Waldie, Esq., of Kelso, N.B. who m. Elizabeth, dau. of the
Bev. Edwabd Waltebs, M.A., Incumbent of Yarm, co.
York, from 1669 to 1696, where he settled, and altered the
;

name

after the

manner

of ihe 17th century

his grandson, John Waldt, Esq., of Yarm, co. York, 7!i.
Maboabet, sole heiress of Kicuabd Gabmonswat, Esq., of

Durham, and had three sons, Edwaed
Gabmonswat Waldt, Esq. of Barmpton, co. Durham, Kev.
BicuABD Waldt, M.A., and Thomas William Waldt, Esq.,
of Eaglescliffe, co. Durham, and Castle Leventon, co.
York). Or, a bend az. betw. three leopards' faces of the
second, a crescent for diff. Crest Out of a mural crown
ppr. a demi lion ramp. az. crowned or, holding in
Great Burdon,

co.

—

the dexter

paw a

crosslet

cross

fitchee

Motlo

gold.

—

Fidelis.

on a bend betw.
Waldy
Out
three leopards' faces az. a pelican of the first. Crest
of a mural crown a dore with an olive branch all ppr.
(Eaglescliffe,

co.

Durham).

Or,

—

Jfo«o— Fidelis.

Waldy
the

Esq.,

Army).

faces

co.

Devon; William Thomas

place,

Captain in
late
betw. three leopards'
On a mural crown a

(Howdens, Tiverton,

Waldy,
of

of
Or,

that

bend

a

the second.

az.

—

Crest

J. P.,

dove holding in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
Afo((o— FiJeUs.
Wale (Wedon Pinkeney, co. Northampton; Sir Thomas
Wale, K.G., one of the Founder Knights of the Garter,
described by Stowe, " a knight of great virtue and worthiness," son and heir of Sir Thomas Wale, by Lucy, his wife.
Lady of the Manor of Wedon Pinkeney, d. in Gascony,
26 Oct. 1352). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Wale (co. Essex). Ar. on a cross sa. Ave lions ramp. or.
Wale (Broadwas, CO. Worcester). Same Arms.

Wale (Shepton Mallet,
A

co. Somerset).

Same Arms.

Crest

—

ramp, or, holding a long cross sa.
Wale (co. Northumberland). Gu. a chev. betw. three goshawks ar. Crest A greyhound courant ar.
Wale. Ar. a cross sa. Crest— A yew tree ppr.
Wale (Eydon, co. Northants). Or, a lion ramp. gu.
Waleran (Sutton Walrond, co. Dorset, temp. Henry II.).
Barry ar. and az. an eagle displ. gu.
Walers. Gu. a fess erm.
Wales, Principality of. It would only mislead to
insert here the various coats and their variations ascribed
by mediaeval writers on Heraldry to the early Rulers of All
Wales, none of whom could have had an heraldic shield.
GBimxH-AP-CTNAN is Stated to have borne, "Ar. three
lion

—

A MS. in the College of Arms assigns to
BoDBi Mawb, last King of All Wales, " Ar. three lions pass.
reguard. coward gu."; this coat was used on their seals
(qiiasi Princes of Wales) by the] eldest sons of Edwabd IV.
and Henbt VII. The generally accepted " Arms of Wales"
are those borne in the 13th century by Iobwebth Dbwindwh
and by the Princes of Wales to the last Prince, Llewelth,
viz.. Quarterly, or and gu. four lions pass, counterchanged.
The arms of Powis and of South Wales (from which the
lions pass, gu."

well-known coat of Talbot

is

derived) will be found under

their proper heads.

Walesborougrh,

Walisborough.

or

Ar.

three

sa. bezantee.
Cornwall). Ar. a fess lozcngy gu.
Or, three mullets pierced sa.
Walesdon. Ar. three mullets sa.
Ar. four bars gu. on a canton crm.
(co. Dorset).
as many fusils in bend of the second.
(co.

Waleys

Waleys

(co. SufTolk).

Gu. a

fess

erm.

Waleys.

Quarterly, ar. and gu. a sinister bcndlct or.
Gu. a fess erm.
Waleys. Sa. three oak leaves or, betw. two bcndlcts ar.
a border cngr. of the second pcUettce.

Waleys

Waleys.

(co. Kent).

Or, three bars gu. on a canton crm. a bend cngr.

of the second.

Walford

(Blrdbrook, co. Ks^cx;

TuoMAS Walford,

Esq.,

of

Whitley, in

d. 1833, leaving hit catates to his cou.sin,

Esq.,

Same Arms and Crest.
(co. Middlesex).
(Salwarpe, co, Hereford). Same Armt.
(Stratford-on-Avon,
co. Warwick).
Ar on a
mullets ot the
fess sa. a martlet or, in chief three
second.
Walford. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. in chief two pellets, and in
base a cross crosslet of the second.
Walgrave. See Waldegrave.

Waling-, or Weyland.

Erm. on a

cross

gu.

five

escallops or.

Walke (Reg.

Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses
on a chief of the last a buck's head cabossed of

crosslet ar.

Ulster OfBce).

the first.
(Hadley, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a chev. engr.
betw. three griffins' heads az. on a chief the last an anchor
or, enclosed by two bezants.
(city of London
Geoffrey Walkeden, temp.
Queen Elizabeth, son of John Walkeden, Esq., of Stone, co.
Stafford.
Visit. London, 1568).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw.
three griffins' heads erased az. on a chief of the last an
anchor or, enclosed by two bezants. Crest A griffin's head
erased quarterly ar. and vert, beaked, ducally gorged, and
eared or.
Walkelin, or Wakelin (Rosleston, Bretby, and Hilton,
Ar. on a
CO. Derby; descended from co. Northampton).
cross sa. five lions ramp. or. Crest
A lion ramp, or, holding
a tulip gu. leaves vert.
Walkelin (Radbome, co. Derby; the co-heiresses m. in the
13th century, Chandos and Statfobd).
Barry of six gu.
and az. a lion ramp. erm.
Walker (Leighton Buzzard, co. Bedford, and London
granted 1748). Ar. on a chev. betw. three crescents sa. as
many dragons' heads couped or. Crest A dragon's head

Walkeden

Walkeden

;

—

—

—

vert crowned with an Eastern crown or, and issuing from
flames of fire gold.
(co. Cambridge).
Sa. three leopards in pale erm.
Crest
A lion in a wood all ppr.
Az. a griffin scgreant
(St. Winnow, co. Cornwall).
or, a border erm.
Crest— greyhound sejant collared and

Walker

—

Walker

A

chained

or.

Walker

(Exeter, co. Devon). Az. a griffin segreant ar,
(another, per fess ar. and or), a border engr. erm.

Walker-Aylesbury

(John Henrt Walker Aylesbubt,
co. Devon, and of Packwood, co.
Warwick).
Quarterly 1st and 4th, Atlesbukt, ar. a cross
az.
2nd and 3rd, Walker, az. a chev. ar. guttee de larmes
betw. three escutcheons of the second, each charged
Crests— 1st: Upon the
with a crescent of the field.
trunk of a tree eradicated ppr. a dragon's head erased
'2nd
On a mount
or, gorged with a collar gemel az.
vert a crescent az. within a chain in arch or. [Motto Nil
desperandum.
Esq., of Marpool

Hall,

;

;

:

—

Walker

(Kedland, co. Gloucester). Ar. a falcon rising ppr.
armed, jessed, and belled or, on a chief az. a bezant betw.
two estoilcs of the third. Crest On a mount vert a falcon
close or, collared gu. resting the dexter claw on an escutMotlo— Nee temere nee
cheon az. charged with a bezant.

—

timidc.

Walker

(Bringwood, co. Hereford granted 20 Dec. 1660).
Gu. a cross raguly betw. four lions' heads erased ar. crowned
;

Walker (Bushey
liam

III.

;

Sir

Hall, co. Herts, bart., extinct temp. WilKnt., of Bushey Hall, co.

Walter Walker,

a lawyer of considerable eminence, and advocate
to Queen Katherine, consort of Charles II., had two sons I.
Sir George, created a bart. 1679, whose only son d. a minor;
II. William, ancestor of SiB Geoboe Townshend Walker,
G.C.B., created a bart. 1835). Or, on a pile az. three calCrest— A.a ostrich az. holding in tho
traps of the first.
claw a caltrap or.
Walker (liushcy Manor, co. Hertford; Gen. Sir Edward
Walteb Forestier Walker, K.C.B., 1871, son of Frederick
Nathaniel Walker, of Manor House, Bushey, Knt. Com.
of the Royal llonovcrian Guclphic Order, younger brother
Hert.'!,

:

George Townshend Walker, first bart. of CastleErininois on a pile embattled az. a
Monmouth).
mural crown bctw. two taltraps in pale or. Crest A mural
by
wreath of laurel thereon an ostrich
encircled
a
crown or,
7l/o(«o— Nil desperandum.
ppr.
Walker (Norton Kirkby and Fowkham, co. Kent, and
of Gen. Sir

descended from James
Walfobd, Esq., of llcrstcd Hall, same co. The last male

heir,

Walford
Walford
Walford

or.

bends gu. a border

Walesbury
Walesdon.

—

cross crosslet fitchee gu.

three garbs or.

Waldsheafe.

spelling of his

"W Ali

Mote, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. of Robert Walforo,
Ar. a fess gu. in chief a lion
Esq., uncle of the testator).
pass, of the last.
Crest— Out of a mural crown or, an
Nosce teipsum.
ostrich's feather ar.
Motto
Walford (Hatfield Pevercl, co. Essex). Same Arms. Crest—
A demi lion ramp, couped holding in the dexter paw a

who was t;randson
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of

Birdhrook,

Thomas

Tuomab Selbt,

Esq.,

Seliit,

of the

ton, CO.

—

A

;

"W
mural crowns or.
Ell. a mural crown

Crest

Az. a fess danccttee betw. three
On a lion's gamb erect and erased

—

or.

Walker {co. Lancaster).

Ar. on a die v. sa. betw. three pellets
The sun rising in
Crest
as many crescents of the field.
clouds all ppr.

Walker

(co.

Leicester,

—

Inner Temple, London,

and

co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents sa. on a canton of the second a dove with an olive branch all ppr. Motto
Passant cressant en honSur.
(Robert Onebte Walker, Esq., of Bedford Square,
London, one of the Registrars of the Court of Chancery,
son of the late Thomas Walker, Esq., Senior Registrar
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev.
of that Court).

Warwick).

—

Walker

gu. betw. three pellets as many crescents ar., fur Walker;
2nd, or, a chev. vert betw. three towers gu., for Onebte,
granted 7 Aug. 1680, to the descendants of John Onebte, of
Oadeby (a(ias Oadby) co. Leicester; 3rd, gu. a saltire or,

surmounted of another
Park, CO. Northampton.
Motto Passibus aequis.

vert,

for

Andrew,

Harlestone

of

Crest—A sun in splendour ppr.

—

Walker (Hilliagdon, co. Middlesex, and Wakefield, co. York
John Walker, of HUlingdon, Assistant Clerk to the House
of Lords, Visit. Middlesex, 1663, son of William Walker,
of Wakefield, gent. granted by Walker, Garter, 1563). Ar.
;

a fess embattled counter-embattled betw. three crescents
Crest— A greyhound's head couped ar. plain collared

sa.
sa.

thereon three crescents also ar.
Walker (Bow, near Stratford, co. Middlesex). Per pale ar.
and sa. on a chev. betw. three crescents as many annulets
all counterchanged.
Crest On a mount vert a greyhound
sejant per pale ar. and sa. the ar. powdered with crescents
az., the sa. with bezants, and collared or.
Walker (co. Middlesex). Sa. a fess crenellee betw. three

—

Walker (Castleton, Cardiff,

co. Monmouth, bart. descended
from William Walker, brother of Sir George Walker,
Erminois
of
Bushey
Hall).
on a pile embattled az.
first bart.
a mural crown betw. two galtraps in pale or. The family
quarterings are Caldclecoh, Beatson, Bagster, and Pttot.
Crest A mural crown or, encircled by a wreath of laurel
Supporters (granted to General
thereon an ostrich ppr.
Sir George Townshend Walker, first bart., upon his
Dexter, a lion reguard.
being appointed a G. C.B.)
ppr. gorged with a ribbon gu. fimbriated az. therefrom
pendent a representation of the medal, inscribed " Badajoz,"
presented to Sir George Townshend Walker, by his
Majesty's command, for military services, in the mouth a
broken flag-staff reversed, with the eagle and tricoloured
flag ppr., the latter inscribed with the word "Orthes";
sinister, an ostrich ppr. supporting the colours of his
Majesty's 50th, being the regiment commanded by Sir George
Walker at Vimiera, thereon an escroU gu. inscribed with
the word " Vimiera " in letters of gold. • Motto— 'N'd desperandum.
W'alker (Newcastle-on-Tyne, co. Northumberland). Or,
three palets gu. a saltire ar. on a chief az. a crescent betw.
Crest— A swan swimming in a
two mullets of the field.
loch ppr. Mctto
Non sine periculo.
Walker (Mansfield, co. Nottingham George Walker, Esq.,
of Mansfield, temp. James I., son of Gregory Walker, of
same place. Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar. three annulets sa. an
CrcU A buck trippant
orle of cinquefoils of the last.
;

—

—

—

;

—

vert, attired or.

—A

or.

Walker (Blythe

Hall, co. Notts).

See Walker, of Rother-

hara.

Motto

—

—

Walker (Depperhaugh,

Scole, co. Suffolk, bart.).

Gu. on a

chev. betw. three crosses crosslet ar. an anchor sa. on a chief
of the second three stags' heads cabossed ppr. a canton az.
thereon a representation of the diamond decoration appropriate to the rank of Pasha of the Ottoman Empire, which
was conferred on Sir Baldwin Wake Walker, by the
Sultan, for his gallant and distinguished services in
Syria. Crest Out of a naval crown az. a stag's head ppr.

—

gorged with an Eastern crown

or.

Motto

—Ready

and

faithful.

Walker (Mitchell

Grove, Arundel, co. Sussex). Per pale sa,
ar. on a chev. betw. three crescents as many annulets
counterchanged. Crest A greyhound sejant ar. collared
and charged on the shoulder with a cinquefoil sa.
Walker (Sarum, co. Wilts). Ar. a chev. betw. three

and

—

all

birds.

Walker-Heneag-e

(Compton Basset, co. Wilts). Or, a
greyhound courant sa. betw. three leopards' faces az.
a border engr. gu. on a mullet a crescent for diff., quartering, Az. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three plates, each charged
1st, Heneage
Or, a
Crests
with a trefoil slipped ppr.
2nd,
greyhound courant sa. differenced as the arms
Walker: A demi heraldic tiger salient per pale indented ar.
and sa. armed and langued gu. maned and tufted or. Motto
Walk in the fear of God.
Walker (The Coneybury, co. Worcester). Ar. on a fess

—

:

;

—

betw. three martlets sa. a cinquefoil or.
(Norton Villa, Whittington, co. Worcester). Per
pale az. and vert on a fess dancettee betw. three mural
crowns or, a crescent gu. enclosed by two torteaux. Crest
A lion's gamb erect and erased gu. charged with a mural
crown or, betw. two plates in pale. Motto In Deo confide.

(Berry

—

—

Walker

Worcester William Walker was Mayor
of Worcester 1704, and Francis Walker was Mayor 1744).
Gu. a cross ragulee betw. four lions' heads erased ar. crowned
i

city of

;

or.

Walker

York; granted 11 March, 1654, and confirmed
Az. achev. engr. erm. betw. three plates,
Crest— k demi heraldic tiger per
pale indented ar. and sa. armed, langued, and tusked gu.
mane and tail purfled or, supporting a branch of wallflowers
(co.

12 June, 1662).

on each a

or,

trefoil vert.

leaved vert.

Walker (Leeds,
cents az.

Crest

York).

co.

— On a

hill

Ar. a chev. betw. three cresa dunghUl cock sa. beaked, legged,

tombed, and wattled gu.
(Wakefield, co. York).
betw. three crescenissa. Crest

Walker

Ar. a fess counter-embattled

—A greyhound's head couped

ar. collared sa.

Walker

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents sa.
(co. York).
C/es{— Out of a ducal coronet or, a greyhound's head couped
ar. collared sa.

Walker

(Sand Hutton, co. York, and Beachampton, co.
Ar. on ft chev. ga. betw. three cresbart.).
many annulets or. Crest Out of a battlement
ar. a dexter arm embowed in armour, in tho hand ppr. a
Motto Honesta quam magna.
lizard vert.
Walker (Rotherham, co. York Henry Walker, Esq., of
Blythe Hall.co. Nottingham, and Clifton House, Rotherham,
CO. York, was grandson and representative of SamuiX
Walker, the eminent iron master, who founded the iron
works at Hill Top, co. York, and having raised a great
commercial fortune by industry and enterprise, d. in 1782).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. two anvils in chief and an anchor
Crest
in base sa. a bee of the first betw. two crescents or.
On a mount within a wreathed serpent a dove statant all

Buckingham,

—

cents az. as

—

;

Walker

Per chev. ar. and
(Eastwood, co. Nottingham).
az. three annulets within an urle of cinquefoils all counterdemi pegasus ar. semee of cinquefoils az.
changed. Crest

Walker

Charles II., d. 1676, son of Edward Walker, of Roobers,
Ar. on a cross of St. Georgo
CO. Somerset, temp. James I.).
gu. five leopards' faces or, for augmentation, quartering, Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents sa., for Walk£S.
Crest
A garb issuing from a crown of a King of Arms, supported by a lion ar. and a dragon gu. Motto Loyaulte moa
honneur.

Walker

crescents ar.

winged

WAL
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Uttoxcter, co. Stafford).

Hill,

co.

—Juncti valemus.

Notts).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Walker

(Uppingham, co. Rutland).
Chequy or and
az. in each cheque an erm. spot counterchanged, on a chev.
Crest
gu. three escallops ppr.
A pilgrim's head affrontee
couped at the shoulders, habited in a slouched hat and
gown, on the hat and cape of the gown three escallops aU

—

—

ppr.

Walker

(Killingbeck and Wilsick, co. York). Az. a chev.
engr. erm. betw. three plates, each charged with a trefoil
A demi tiger per pale indented ar.
Crest
vert.
slipped
and az. tufted or, holding a branch of roses vert, flowered

—

eu.

ppr.

Walker (Femey Hall,

Francis Walker, Tsq., of
Ferney Hall, was High Sheriff of the co. 1725). Gu. a cross
flory betw. four lions' heads erased ar.
Walker (Stoway, co. Somerset; Edward Walker, temp.
James I., son of John Walker, and grandson of Edward
Walker, who was second son of Humphry Walker, Esq.,
CO. Stafford. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three crescents sa. two plates.
Walker (Sir Edwaed Walker, Garter iiing of Arms, temp,
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co. Salop;

Ar. a chev. betw. three crescents sa. Crest—
greyhound pass. ar. collared gu. rimmed and ringed or,
the collar charged with three ducal coronets of the first.
Another Crest A greyhound's head erased sa. collared ar.
cotised of the same, on tho collar three crescents of the

Walker,

—

first.

Walker.

Gu. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet ar. on a
many stags' heads cabossed of the first.

chief of the last as
Crcit

—A

stag's licad erased ppr.

;

W AL
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Walker. Ar. on a cUev. betw. three crescents sa. as many
Crest— K demi dragon's head vert,
dragons' heads or.
issuing out of flames ppr. crowned or.
Walker. Ar. on a chev. ringed at the point betw. three

Walkinshaw

crescents sa. two plates.
Gu. a fess betw. a mullet in chief or, and a dove
of the last, holding in the beak a sprig of laurel vert, in base.
Walker. Az. a griffin segreant or, a border engr. erm.

with a martlet sa.
Motto In season.
WalkinshaAW (Glasgow and London, 1864). Ar. on a
mount vert a grove of fir trees ppr. on a chief gu. three
mullets of the field. Crest A dove with an olive branch in
In season.
his beak ppr. Motto
Walkley (co. York). Ar. on a bend sa. three foxes' heads
erased or.
Wall, or
(Bristol, CO. Gloucester, co. Essex, Alby,
Ar. on a
CO. Norfolk, CO. Rutland, and Eesby, co. Suffolk).
cross sa. five lions ramp. or. Crest A lion ramp, guard,
or, supporting a long cross sa.

Walker.

Walker

(granted by Walker, Garter).

Ar. on achev. ringed

at the point betw. three crescents sa. a star or.
Walker. Ar. on a bend betw. three leopards' faces gu. as

dexter hands clenched ar.
Or, on a chev. sa. three garbs of the first.
Walker (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1626, John Walkeb,
Ar. a bend betw. three boars' heads
Counsellor-of-law).

many

Walker.
couped

sa.

Walker

(Drogheda Eeg. by Carney, Ulster, as the arms of
Ar. a lion
Doctor Walkbb, Schoolmaster of that place).
ramp. sa. a crescent for diff. Crest— A lion's head erased or,
gorged with a wreath of laurel ppr.
Walker (Portlester, co. Meath; confirmed, 1812, to the
descendants of Eogeb WAlkeb, Esq., of Portlester). Az. a
chev. betw. three crescents ar. on a canton or, a turtle dove
Crest
A dove rising
ppr. all within a border of the third.
holding in the beak an oak leaf all ppr. 3/oiJo Fassant
cressant en honneur.
;

—

Walker

—

to Samuel Walkek,
(Beg. Ulster's
Esq., Examiner of the Customs of Dublin). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three crescents sa. two trefoils slipped and conjoined
Office, 1813,

at the stems with a rose on the dexter side and a thistle on
the sinister all or, on a chief vert two doves close respecting
Crest— A dove close holding in
each other of the third.
the beak an olive branch all ppr., motto over, Pax omnibus.

Motto— D\im

Walker

—

A

et industria.

Petersburg, 1829). Ar.
Walker (Dr.
on a saltire gu. two longbows in saltire of the first, on a
A Scotch fir
chief of the second two lozenges or. Crest
tree eradicated ppr. Motto Passus rege meos.
pallets
three
1845).
Or,
(Blairtown,
co.
Aberdeen,
Walker
gu. surmounted of a saltire erm. on a chief az. a lion ramp,
Crest— An eagle displ. az.
ar. betw. two buckles of the field-

Thomas Walkeb,

St.

—

—

Motto— Veas mihi

adjutor.

Walker (Crawfordtown,
and gu. a

saltire sa.

of the first.
industria.

Crest

co.

Dumfries, 1866). Paly of six or
az. a garb betw. two mullets

on a chief

—A

Motto— Cura,

cornu(iopia ppr.

et

Walker

—

—

Motto In omnes casus.
(Barbadoes, from Scotland, 1680). "Vert a canton
Crest
A rock in the sea, the
ar. charged with an eye ppr.
waves beating on it ppr. Alotto Per varios casus.
palets
gu. surmounted of a
Or,
three
(Scotland).
saltire ar. on a chief az. a crescent of the third betw. two
spur-rowels of the first.
Walker- Slorison. See Moribon.
Walker-Drununond. See DacMMOND.
Walkeaare (co. Norfolk). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. charged
on the shoulder with a mullet or.
(Clyst St. Laurence, co. Devon). Ar. on a bend
engr. gu. betw. two gryphons' heads erased of the last, each
holding in the beak a trefoil vert, three cinquefoils of the
first.
Crest
A gryphon's heart erased ar. charged With two
bendlels engr. gu..and holding in the beak a sprig of three
cinquefoils also gu. slipped vert. Motto
Vigilate.
Walkfare (co. Norfolk). Or (another, ar.) a lion ramp,

nut tree ppr.

Walker

—

—

Walker

Walkey

—

—

sa.

Cre.1t

— A branch

of holly in pale ppr.

Walking-ham (Farnham, co. York). Vair two bars gu.
Walkingrham. Vair on two bars gu. six martlets
or.

Walkingrton
lot.i

(co. Chester).

Gu. a chev. betw. three mart-

ar.

Walkington

(co.

Middlesex; granted

engr. betw. three martlets sa. as
Crf.st
A stag trippant gu.

—

Walklngton.

many

Or, a lion ramp. vert,

1426).
Ar. on a fess
crescents of the first.

a-eit

— A mullet of

nix points or.

Walkington.

Gn. a chev. betw. three mullets of six

points pierced ar.

Walkington.
creeccnlof the

Ou. on a chov. bclw. thrco martlets
first.

lOGG

ar.

a

ppr.

Crest

—

—

Motto
co. Henfrew, 1672).
As the
in middle chief. Crest A martlet

ppr.

(Burrowfield,

—

last,

—

sa.

Ar. on a mount a
Supporters Two
In season.

— A martlet ppr.

gowns

foresters in long

—

—

Wale

—

Wall
Wall

(Norman Court,
(Crich,

CO.

co. Hants).

Derby).

Same Arms and

—

Wall

Crest.

Az. a chev. erm. betw. thrco

eagles displ. ar. on a chief embattled or, as
Crest
A demi eagle az. wings endorsed ar.

many

pellets.

(Eryche, co. Derby Thomas Wall, Esq., of, Erychc,
was appointed Norroy King of Arms 1516). Az. a chev.
erm. on a chief embattled or, three pellets.
Wall (Thomas Wall, Garter King of Arms temp. Henry
VIII., d. 1537, son of Thomas Wall, Norroy King of Arms).
Same Arms. Crest An eagle's head couped ar.
Wall (co. Hereford, Lemster and Faintree Hall, co. Salop
granted 9 July, 1594). Per fess or and az. afess battcUCo
;

—

counter-battell^; betw. three fleurs-de-lis all counterchangeU.

—

Out of a mural coronet or, a woll's head ar. charged
on the neck with a fess embattled and counter-«mbattlcd
Crest

gu.

Wall

(Stonepitt, co. Kent).
or.

Crest

—A

cubit

Ar. on a cross sa. five lions
erect, habited in mail, the

arm

hand presenting a pistol all ppr.
Wall (Preston and Wallrush, co. Lancaster). Ar. a benti
gu. betw. three boars' heads couped sa. Crest A boar
head couped sa. in the mouth an acorn erect or, stalked and

—

."5

leaved vert.

Wall

(Alderman of Chester 1586). Ar. three bears' heads
erased gu. muzzled or, in chief as many pellets, a crcsccut
of the last for diff.
Per fess
granted 1613).
(Hoxton, CO. Middlesex
erm. and az. in chief a lion pass, guard, of the second.
A demi lion ramp, guard, az. holding a battle axe
Crest
headed ar. handle gu.
Wall (co. Salop). Ar. on a fess crenell^e az. three fleurs-do-

Wall

;

—

lis

or.

Wall
lions

(Keeper of his Majesty's Buckhounds, Scotland,
1680). Ar. an oak tree growing out of the base vert betw.
a stag in the dexter and a buckhound in the sinister, both
Crest
A stag standing at gaze under a
in full course gu.

firs

Walkinshaw

ramp.

spiro spero.

Or, three pallets gu. sur(St. Fort, co. Fife, 1759).
mounted of a saltire ar. on a chief az. a garb betw. two
cornucopia ppr. Motto
Crest—
mullets of the field.

Cura

grove of

(that Ilk, co. Renfrew).

Ar. on a cross sa. five
Crest— An arm embowed ppr. tied below

(Claverton, co. Somerset).

ramp.

or.

the elbow with a ribbon vert, holding in the hand a lion'a
gamb erased or.
Wall (Worthy Park, co. Hants). Per fess or and az. a fess
three fleurs-de-lis all
battellee counter-battellee betw.
Out of a mural coronet or, a demi
counterchanged. Crest
wolf ar. charged on the neck with a fess embattled couuler-

embattled gu.

—
Motto — Firm.

Wall (co. Suffolk).
Wall (Malvern and

Az. two chev. erm.
Worcester). Per fess or and gu. a fess
embattled counter-embattled betw. three fleurs-de-lis all
counterchanged. Crest Out of a mural coronet or, a demi
wolf salient ppr. gorged with a bar embattled and counter-

—

embattled gold.

Wall.
gu.

Wall.
Wall.

Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three crosses pattcc fltchcc

Crest—A demi boar ramp.

sa.

Ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Az. two chev. erm.

(Johnstown, co. Carlow descended from Wilham dit
Vall, or Wall, who accompanied Richard de Cla^e, Earl
of Pcniiroic (Stbonobow), to Ireland, 1172, and d. Zl March,
1210, leaving a son, John Wall, who had four sons,
1. Wiluam, ancestor of Wall, of
founders of familes, viz.
Johnstown, co. Carlow, and of Kilcash, co. Tipperary;
II. Walter, ancestor of Wall, of Coolnamuck, co. Waterford; III. Richard, ancestor of Wall, of Dunmoylan, co.
Limerick; IV. John, ancestor of Wall, of Ballymalty.
Az. a
Pedigree registered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1716).
Crest
A naked
lion ramp. betw. three crosses crosslet or.
ppr.
do
all
blade
gutt<5e
sang
the
scymitar,
arm holding a
Motto Aut Cae.sar aut nihil.
Wall (Kilcash and Rathkein, co. Tipperary; descended
from Garrett Wall, of Kilcash, second son of Edmond
Wall, of Johnstown, temp. Henry VI. ; Richard Wall,
Esq., of Rathkein, te>np. Charles U., left an only dau. and
heir, Eleanor Wall, in. TnEOPHiLns Oglethorpe, Esq., of
Wcstbrooke, co. Surrey). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Wall (Ballynakill and Pollardstowu, co. Carlow; branches

Wall

;

:

—

—

;

W All
;

a branch of Wall, of
co. Waterford
Johnstown; Reg. Ulster's Office). Saxac Arms, C/est, and

"Wall (Coolnamuck,

;

Motto.

Wall

allowed by Hawkins,
co. Tipperary
and pedigree registered to Philip Wall, Esq., 1756,
sixth in descent from James Wall, Esq., of Newtown Anner).
Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Wall (CO. Carlow Eeg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a cross sa.
&ve lioncels ramp, or, in the first quarter a cinquefoil
pierced az.
Crest and Motto, same as Wall, of Coolnamuck.

(Newtown Anner,

;

Ulster,

;

Wall, or Wale

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1629, Doeotht
first, Michael Quick, of Drogheda, afterwards of Bristol, merchant; and secondly, Thomas Cave,
Comptroller of the Customs in Ireland). Or, on a cross sa.
three lions ramp, in pale betw. two others pass, in fess of

Wall, or Wale, m.

the

(Reg. Ulsters Office).

Vert a

ramp. betw. three

lion

{Baron IKaHace, extinct 1844; Thomas Wallace,
Esq., of Asholme, co. Northumberland, descended from
Thomas Wallace, who purchased that place 1637, was so
created 1828, d.i.p.). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. within a bordure
compony of the second and az. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, an ostrich's head and neck ppr. holding a horseSupporters
Dexter, a lion per bend
shoe in the beak.
dovetailed sinister sa. and or, murally crowned and charged
on the shoulder with a cross flory gold sinister, an antelope
ppr. ducally gorged and chained, and charged on the

—

—

;

shoulder as the dexter.

Wallace

Quarterly, lat and
ramp, ar., for Wallace; 2nd and 3rd, gu.
Supporters Two
ar. and az., for Lindsay.
savages ppr. Afoito—Sperandum est.
Wallace (Ingleston, Scotland). Quarterly, as the last, with
a mullet ar. in the centre of the quarters. Crest An ostrich
in full flight ppr. Motto Sperandum est.
(Craigie, co. Ayr, bart., 1659).

and 4th, gu. a
a fess chequy

lion

—

—

—

Wallace

(Neilstonside,

afterwards Kelly,

Renfrew).

co.

—A

dexter
Quarterly, as Craigie, within a bordure ar. Crest
Motto Pro
arm vambraced brandishing a sword ppr.

—

libertate.

Wallace

Quarterly, as Craigie, with
(Helmston, co. Ayr).
An ostrich
or, in the centre of the quarters. Crest
holding in his beak a horseshoe ppr. Motto Sperandum

—

a mullet

—

est.

Wallace (Patebson- Wallace,

Edinburgh, 1824). Quarterly,

4th, counterquartered, as the last,

1st

for

Wallace;

peUcans feeding their young ppr. in
Mottoes
Creit, as the last.
nests vert, for Pateeson.
Sperandum est and, Je meurs pour ceux que j'aime.
3rd, ar. three

—

;

Wallace

(Provost of Arbroath, Scotland, 1672). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp. betw. two mullets in fess az.
2nd and 3rd, gu. a fess chequy ar. and az.
Wallace (Ellerslie, co. Renfrew, 17th century). Gu. a
lion ramp. ar. within a bordure compony of the last and
az.

Wallace

Per pale az. and
(Lochwood, co. Lanark, 1874).
gu. a lion ramp. ar. holding in his dexter paw a fleur-deCrest
A horseshoe sa. Motto Spe et industria.
Wallace (Bergen). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gn. a Hon ramp.
2nd and 3rd,
ar. in the dexter chief a mullet of the second
KU. a fess chequy ar. and az. all within a bordure engr. or.
Crest— An ostrich ppr. holding in the beak a horseshoe az.
lis or.

—

—

;

ilfo£(o— Sperandum est.

Wallace.
sa.

—

—

fructus virtutis.

Waller

(BeaconsBeld, co. Bucks, and Farmington, co.
Gloucester; descended from John Waller, second son of

John Waller,

of Groombridge, who d. in l.")17. Of this
branch of the family was Edmund Waller, the poet, who
was son of Robert Waller, Esq., by Anne Hampden, his
wife, aunt of John Hampden, the patriot
Harry Edmund
Waller, Esq., of Farmington Lodge, is the great-grandson
and representative of the poet).
Same Arnis, Crett, and
;

Motto.

Waller

(Braywick Lodge, co. Berks, bart.). Same Arms.
a mount vert a walnut tree ppr. on the sinister
side an escutcheon pendent charged with the arms of
France, with a label of three points ar.
Mottoes Uio

Crest

Gu. a

lion

ramp.

ar.

dehruised by a fess voided

— A lion's head ppr. collared ar.

Wallace.

Paly wavy of eight ar. and az. over all ten
martlets or, four, three, two, and one. Crest— On a rock
a martlet or, collared and lined, at the end of the line a ring.
Wallace (Asholme, Knaresdale, and Featherstone Castle,
CO. Northumberland).
Gu. a lion ramp, in chief two crosses
patonce ar. all within a border invected compony erm. and
az. Crest— Out of a crown vallery or, an ostrich's head ar.
il/oao— Sperandum
vith a horseshoe in the beak sa.
est.

Wallace

(Sudljourne Hall, co. Suffolk, liart. SirRicnABD
Wallace, M.P. for Lisbum, was created a bart. 1871). Gu.
on a pile betw. two ostrich heads erased ar. each holding a
;

—

Crest
or, a lion ramp, of the field.
In front of fern vert an ostrich's head erased ar. holding in
the beak a horseshoe or. Motto Esperance.
Waller (Groombridge, co. Kent; descended from Aloeed
DE Waller, of Newark, co. Nottingham, who d. 1183. Of

horseshoe in the beak

—

this ancient

family

1067

was

Sir

— On

—

crosses patt^e fltchee ar.

Wallace

and
2nd and

Groomhridge, one of the heroes of Aginconrt, who obt.Tined
from Henry V. for his services on that memorable occasion,
when he took the Duke of Orleans prisoner, the addition to
his crest, originally a walnut tree, of a shield of the arms of
the French Prince). Sa. three walnut leaves or, betw. two
bendlets ar. Crest
On a mount vert a walnut tree ppr. on
the sinister side an escutcheon pendent cliargcd with the
arms of France, with a label of three points ar. Motto Hie

Crest

field.

Wall

W AL
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of Walt, of Johnstown arms allowed anil pedigree regisSame Arms, Crest, and
tered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1744;.
Mntto.

Ricbabo Waller, Knt., of

fructus virtutis

and, Azincourt.
Waller (Sidbury, co. Devon, and \Vinchester, co. Hants).
Same Arms. Crest On a mount vert an oak tree ppr. on
the sinister side pendent an escutcheon az. with the arms
of France, three fleurs-de-lis or, two and one.
Waller (co. Devon). Ar. on a bend sa. three elm leaves or,
a border of the second bezantee.
Waller (co. Huntingdon). Gu. a cher. or, fretty sa. betw.
three crosses flory ar.
Waller (co. Kent). Az. a chcv. or, fretty sa. betw. three
crosses crosslet ar.
Waller (Boklesham, co. Suffolk). Ar. a bend engr. cotised
;

—

Crest— A fox's head az.
Sa. three walnut leaves or, betw. two bendlets ar.
Crest A dexter arm couped embowed and resting on the
elbow holding a sword in pale enfiled with a Saracen's
head distilling blood all ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.

sa.

Waller.

—

and

az.

Waller.

Sa. three walnut leaves or, betw. two bendlets ar.
a border engr. of the last pellettee.
Waller (Branchell, co. Kent; Sir Thomas Waller, knighted
at the Fort of Blackwater, co. Armagh, by Thomas, Lord
Lurgh, of Gainsborough, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 19 July,
1597). Sa. three walnut leaves in bend or, betw. two bendlets ar. a mullet for diff.
Waller (Castletown, co. Limerick; descended from HabDRESS Waller, a General in the Parliament Army during
Oliver Cromwell's Rebellion, whose dau., Elizabeth Waller,
m. Sir William Petty, and was created, 1688, Barmiess
Shelboume for life). Sa. three walnut leaves in bend or,
Crest— On a mount vert a walnut
bebw. two bendlets ar.
tree ppr. on the sinister side an escutcheon pendent charged
with the arms of France, with a label of three points ar.
Motto Hie fructus virtutis.
Waller (AUenstown, co. Mca'h). Ar. a bend sa. sarmounted by another of the first charged with three walnut
leaves ppr. Ciest— Pendent from an oak tree ppr. an
escocheon ar. charged with a saltire ga.
Waller (exemplified to Rev. Mungo Henry Noble, Rector
of Clongill, CO. Meath, on his assuming, by royal licence,

—

1809, the surname and arms of
In compliance with the will of

Waller

in lieu of

Noble,

Robert Walleb, Esq., of
Meath). Same Arms and Crat.
Waller (DubUn; confirmed to John Francis Waller, Esq.,
of DubUn, Barrister-at-law, LL.D., second surviving son of
the late Thomas Maunsell Walleb, Esq., of Finoe House, co.
AUenstown,

co.

Quarterly, 1st and
Tipperary, and to their descendants).
2ncl
4th, sa. three walnut leaves or, betw. two bendlets ar.
and 3rd, chequy or and az. on a canton gu. a lion ramp,
centre
point
all
in
the
a
over
the
first,
double queued of
Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's leg
mullet erm. Crest
gu. in frontof aplume of five ostrich feathers, the first, third,
;

—

and

fifth ar.

the second and fourth az.

— Honor

Motto

ct

Veritas.

Waller (CuUey, now Castle Waller,

Tipperary; descended
from RicHABD Walleb, an officer in Oliver Cromwell's army
in Ireland, who was son of Edwabd Warren, aiia.s Walleb,
Esq., of Ashwell, co. Herts, by Margaret, his second wife,
dau. of Richard Glascote, Esq., of Down Hall, co. Essex;
co.

arms entered and pedigree registered, Ulster's Office,
Chequy or and az. on a canton gu. a Uon ramp,
1809).
double queued of the first. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, an eagle's leg and thigh eroct gu. in front of a plume
of five ostrich feathors alternately ar. and az. Motto
Honor ci. Veritas.

—

—

A

W AI.
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a branch of Walleb,
Waller
of Castle Waller). Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.
"Waller (Prior Park, co. Tipperary; a branch of Waller,
Bart., of Newport). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Waller (Spring Grove, Hounslow, co. Middlesex descended
(Newport, co. Tipperary, bart.

;

;

Same Arms,

ot Castle Waller).

from Waller,

Crest,

and

Motto.

Waller (Dublin; granted, 1809, to Geobge Waller, Esq.,
of Dublin, and the other descendants of his ancestor,
Richard Waller, an Officer in the Army, who settled in
Ireland circa 1642). Chequy or and az. on a canton gu.
Crest
Out of a
a lion ramp, double queued of the first.
ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers alternate ar. and az. surmounted by an eagle's claw gu.
Walles, or Walleys (co. Dorset, and Trowbridge, co

—

Wilts).

Erm. a bend gu.

Wallexton

Essex

(co.

;

Isabella, dau. and heir of

John

m. Edward Glascott, or
Or, on a chev. sa. three

"W Ali

pheon transfixed through the mouth by a broken spear fess
ways or, the head of the spear imbrued ppr.
Wallis (Llanarth, co. Monmouth borne by Sir Eoeebt
Wallis, Knt., Lord of Llanarth, temp. Edward III., descended from Sir William deWallan, Walleadx, Valencb,
or Wallis, Knt., Lord of Llanarth, Inglcy, and Perthyr).
Chequy or and sa. oa a fess gu. three leopards' faces jessant;

de-lis or.

Wallis, alias Darte

(Mevegesie, co. Cornwall; granted

by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1590, to Lewis Wallis, alias Darte,
son of John Wallis, alias Darte, of Barnstaple, co.
Devon. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Gu. a fess enn. a canton of
the

—A

bonfire ppr.
Crest
(Hetton, co. York). Az. a bend raguly ar.
(Cowden, co. Hants). Gu. a fess erm.
(Winterborne, co. Lancaster). Per pale wavy or

last.

Wallis
Wallis
Wallis

and

gu.

Wallis, Welch, or

Welsh (Wanlip,

downwards, those in chief

co. Leicester, temp.
Gu. two bars and abend ar.
Somerset). Erm. a bend sa. (another, gu.).
(cos. Surrey and Sussex).
Gu. a chev. erm.
Wallis, or Walleys (co. Sussex). Gu. a fess ar. in chief

An eagle preying on
the dexter. Crest
Nihil despcrandum.

Wallis.

Wallextos,
Glascote.

Edward

temj).

I.,

Essex, 1614).

Visit.

crosses potent ar.

Walley.

three fleshhooks sa. garnished or, hooks
to the sinister, that in base to
an infant ppr. Motto

Ar.

—

—

Walleys (co. Devon). Gu. a fess erm.
Walleys (-Vlep, co. Stafford). Gu. four
bend of the

bars gemel ar. a

last.

Walleys.

Crest—An esquire's helmet

Erm. a bend gu.

ppr.

Walleys.
Walleys.

Az. a bend crenellee ar.
Quarterly, gu. and ar. a

bend

or. (another,

of

the second).

Walleys.

Gu. a bend crenellee

Wallingre.

a

Sa.

fess

—

Crest
or.
A Cornish chough ppr.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a border gobonee of the
second and az.
Crest— Oal of a ducal coronet or, an
ostrich's head ar.
Wallis. Quarterly, or and gu.
Wallis. Az. two chev. erm.
Wallis. Sa. three bulls' heads cabossed ar.
Wallis. Gu. billettee or, an orle erm.
Wallis, or Walles. Az. a bend crenellee aT.
Wallis, or Walleys. Ar. three lions pass, cowarded in

a lion pass.

Wallis

(Portrane,

Ulster, 1677, to

Wallinger, or Wellenger

(co. Bedford, Wliitchurch,
Bucks, and Chelmsford, co. Essex). Gu. a fess vair
Out of a ducal coronet or,
Crest
betw. three falcons or.
a falcon 3 head ppr. betw. two wings expanded gold.
Wallingford. Ar. on a fess gu. a lion pass, of the field.
Wallingford, De. Or, on a fess gu. a lion pass, guard.

CO.

—

ar.

Wallingford,

Town

of

(co.

Berks).

The Corporation
full speed, armed

man on horseback in
and bearing on his left arm his shield charged
with the arms of France and England, quarterly, on his helmet
a cap of maintenance, thereon a lion statant guard, ducally
crowned, his dexter arm extended and holding a sword
erect, the pommel whereof is fastened to a chain which
The horse fully caprisoned.
passes from the gorget.
Seal represents a
cap-a-pie,

— Sigillum commune de Wallingford.
—

Lfgcnd

Walling'haiii. Erm. on a chev. gu. three cresenta ar.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, an antelope's head
erm.

W allinerton (Cheltenham and

Peers Court, co. Gloucester).
Erm. three bars wavy sa. on a chief gu. a saltire or. Crest
A buck's head ppr. erased gu. collared sa. charged with a
cinquefoil or, betw. two lozenges ar.
Walliugrtou (Dursley, co. Gloucester; granted 3 July,
1790,
to Wallington, of Dursley, grandson ot
Eev.
Charles Wallington, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. and
heir of Nicholas Neale, all of Dursley).
Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, erm. three bars wavy sa. on a chief gu. a saltire
or, for Wallington
2nd and 3rd, or, on a fess sa. surmounting a lion ramp. gu. three dexter hands ar., for
Keale.
Crist
A buck's head ppr. erased gu. collared sa.
charged with a cinquefoil or, betw. two lozenges ar.
Motto
Non tcmcre, scd fortiter.

—

;

—

—

Wallingrton.
saltire or.

Barry wavy of six

Wallington.

—

ar.

and

sa.

on a chief gu.

On a ducal coronet or, a peacock ppr.
Or, a lion ramp. vert.
Ar. three piles wavy sa. on a chief gu. a

Crest

Wallingrton.
paltire or.

Wallington

(Lord of the Castle of Wallington, co. NorthAr. a chev. betw. three martlets gu.
(Healing, near Grimsby, co. Lincoln descended from

umberland).

Wallis

I.).

(co.

pale gu.

ar.

betw. three cinqiiefoils (another,

pierced) ar.

a

Edward

Wallis
Wallis

;

Henri Wallis, Lord Mayor

of London, who was a great
benefactor to the city in the 13th century; his descendant,
Esq., of Trowbridge, and Giovtlly, co.
Wilts, had two sons, IIe.nbv and Thomas. The younger, who
was Ambu.ssador to the Porte, U.i.p.; the elder, Henrv
Wallis, left an only dau. and heiress, who in. Mr. Fabb,
of CO. Lincoln; and their dau. marrying Lieut.-Gencral Loft,
M.P. for Grimsby, was mother of Alfred Arthur I^ft,
Esq., who assumed, by royal licence, the surname and arms
of Wallis).
Erniinois on a bend gu. a phcon in canton or.
Crest— A woir« head coupcd gu. charged on the neck with a

WiLUAsi Wallis,

lOGd

Dublin; conflnned by

Az. two bars gemel

Dublin).

ramp. gu.

Crest

or,

St.

George,

Esq., of Portrane, J. P. co.

on a canton

ar.

a demi lion
with a

—A talbot's head erased ar. gorged

collar az. studded

Wallis

co.

Geobge Wallis,

and ringed

(Killeny,

or.

Queen's co.

;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfQce,

Ralph Wallis, Clerk of the Rolls in Ireland). Pei;
bend az. and ar. in chief a lion pass, of the last, armed and
1677,

—

Crest An
langued gu. in base a tower triple-towered sa.
arm couped below the elbow and erect vested sa. cuffed ar.
holding in the hand ppr. a cinquefoil erm.
Wallisborough, or Walsboroug-h. Ar. three bends
gu. (another, within a border sa. bezante'e).
Walliston (RuisUp, co. Middlesex). Az. a stag trippant
erm. attired or, a chief of the last.
Wallop (Sir Henry Wallop, Treasurer at War in Ireland,
appointed Lord Justice of Ireland, conjointly with Ad.im
Loftus, Archbishop of Dublin and Lord Chancellor, 1581,
ancestor of the Earl of Portsmouth). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a bend wavy sa
2nd and 3rd, ar. three palets wavy
sa. on a chief gu. a saltire or.
Wallop (Earl of Portsmouth). Ar. a bend wavy sa. Crest
A mermaid holding in her sinister hand a mirror, in the
Sup/iorters Two chamois or wild
other a comb all ppr.
En suivant la vcrite.
goats sa. Motto
Wallop (Bugbroke, co. Salop). Ar. a bend wavy sa. Crest—
mermaid, in the dexter hand a mirror, in the sinister a comb
;

—

—

—

all

ppr.

Crest— A mermaid with two tails
expanded ppr. crincd or, holding her tails in her hands, expanded wide.
Wallop. Gu. an orlc erm. within another of billets or.
Wallpool (co. Kent). Or, on a fess betw. two chev. sa.
three crosses formee of the field, as an augmentation, a

Wallop. Same Arms.

canton gu. charged with a lion of England. The canton
was an augmentation granted by Charles I. in 1646, for
An arm holding a royal coronet
services at Naseby.
Crest
within the king's motto all ppr.
Wallpool (Whaplod, CO. Lancaster, and Chelsea, co. Middlesex).
Or, on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses

—

crosslet of the field.

Wallpool, or Walpole

(Pinchbacb, co. Lincoln).

Ar.

on a bend vert cotiscd gu. three lions pass, of the field.
A stag's head guard, couped at the neck ppr. attired
CreiiL

—

or.

Wallpool
gu. as

(CO. Sussex).

many

Ar. on a chev. betw. three estoiles

bezants.
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three birds or.

Wallpool.
Wallscourt, Baron. Sec Blake.
Wallys. Per chev. crcncHco gu. and

az. three whales

heads couped ar.

Walmesley

(co.

Lancaster;

descended from Thomas

WAL.iiESLEy, VivinR temp. Ilcnry Vll., ancestor of:

mesley, of Dunkcnhalgh;

If.

Walmesley,

of

I.

Wal-

ShoUcy;

III.

W Ali

Waimesley, ofWestwood House; IV. Walmeslet, of Coldcoats Hall; v. Walmesley, of Bannester Hall). Gu. on a

—

Crest
A lion statant guard, ducally
chief erin. two hurts.
crowned ru. This crest was granted 20 Aug. 15C0.

Walmesley

(Dunkenhalgh,

co.

Lancaster; descended from

Thomas Walmesley, Knt., Judge of the Common Pleas
temp. James I., eldest son of Thomas Walmesley, living 28
Henry VIII. The eventual heiress, Cathaeine, sister of
Fbancis Walmesley, Esq., of Dunkenhalgh, m. first, Robert,
Lord Petre : and secondly, Chables, Lord Stourton). Same

Sir

(Sholley,

co.

Lancaster;

descended

from

EicuARD Walmesley, Esq., of Sholay, or Sholley, second
son of Thomas Walmesley, who was son of Thomas Walmesley, tern}'). Henry Vll.). Same Arms and Crest.

Walmesley

(Westwood House,

Walmesley,

co.

of Sholley; descended

Lancaster; a branch of

from

Johji-

Walmesley,

Bichard Walmesley, Esq., of SlioUey).
and 4th, gu. on a chief erm. two hurts, for
Walmesley; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a saltire gu., for Gerard.
Crest
A lion statant guard, ducally crowned gu. Motto

second son
Quarterly,

of

1st

—

—

En Dieu

mon

esp^rance.
(Coldcoats Hall, and of Eaves Hall, within
Wiswall, CO. Lancaster, afterwards of Bashall Hall, coYork descended from Kobert Walmesley, Esq., of Coldest

Walmesley
;

Thomas Walmesley, Knt., of Dunkenhalgh, CO. Lancaster, and third son of Thomas Walmesley,
temp.
Henry
VIII.,
The male line
living
d. 17 April, 1534.
terminated with Richard Walmesley, Esq., of Bashall,
coats, brother of Sir

and Eaves Hall, whose dau. and heir,
1766, Hdgh Hughes Lloyd, Esq., of Gwerclas,
Same Arms and
Merioneth,
and
Plymog,
co. Denbigh).
CO.
Crest, quartering, 1st, Gbimshaw, of the New House, co.
Lancaster; 2nd, Ferrers, of Bashall, co. York; 3rd, Talbot,
de Bashall, in the same co.
Walm.esley (The Hall of Ince, co. Lancaster). Gu. on a
A lion statant guard, duca'.ly
chief erm. two hurts. Ci-est
crowned gu. il/o((o—Spes durat avorum.
(House of Lords). Per pale gu. and az. on a
Crest
chief erm. a quatrefoil of the second betw. two hurts.
A rock ppr. thereon a lion guard, erm. ducally crowned
or, and charged on the body with two hurts.
"Weilmoden (Countess of TarmoiUh, extinct 1764; Amelia
SoPHLA de Walmoden, mistrcss of George II., niece of
Ebengard Melosine de Schulenbebo, Duchess of Munster
and Kendal, mistress of George I., was so created for life,
by patent, 4 April, 1740). Or, three morions per pale ar.
Hall, Coldcoats Hall,

Margaret, m.

—

Walmesley

—

and

az.

banded gu.

Walm.outh

(Myclehead, co. Lancaster).

Ar. nino ears of

wheat in three bundles vert, two and one, viz., in each parcel
two in saltire and one in pale. Crest A leopard's face or,
cut through the top on the sinister side to the eye with a
cutlass ar. hilt and pommel or, the hilt resting on the wreath,

—

the blade lying fessways.

Walmsley (Foston
a,

trefoil slipped vert

stf.tant

Hall, co. Derby).

betw. two hurts.

erm. ducally crowned

or,

Gu. on a chief erm.
Crest

—A

lion guard,

charged on the body with a

Joshua Wahrley, of 'Wavertree Hall,
Gu. on a chief dancett^e erm. a bee
CO. Lancaster).
volant ppr. betw. two hurts. Crest A lion pass. erm. on
the head a crown vallery or, and his dexter forepaw resting on a knight's helmet ppr.
(Sir

—

Walne

Or, a lion ramp. betw.
(Brockdish, co. Norfolk).
three mullets sa. Crett A lion ramp. sa.
Walois. Gu. a cross masculy ar. surmounted of another of
the field, at each point a bezant.
Walpole (Earl of Orford). Or, on a fess betw. two chev. sa.
three crosses crosslet of the first. Crest The bust of a
man in profile couped ppr. ducally crowned or, from the

—

—

coronet flowing a long cap turned forwards gu. tasselled and
charged with a Catharine wheel gold. Supporters Dexter,
an antelope; sinister, a stag ar. attired ppr., each gorged
with a collar chequy or and az. chained gold. Motto— i'o.ri
quae sentiat.
Walpole (Freethorpe, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
or, on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses crosslet of the
first, for Walpole
2nd and 3rd, az. a cross flory betw. four
1st, Walpole: A Sa.acen's
escallops or, for Vade. Crests

—

;

—

couped ppr. ducally crowned or, from
the coronbt a long cap turned forwards gu. tasselled
and charged with a Catharine wheel gold 2nd, Vade A
dexter arm embowed in armour garnished or, the hand
grasping a dagger ppr. hilt and pommel gold. J/o»o— Fari

head in

profile

;

quae sentiat.
(Athlone,

Walpole

Ulster, 1771, to

—

—

sa.

Walpole.

Ar. a fess gu. betw. a lion pass. az. in chief and
base sa. Crest A lion pass. az.
Walpole. Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three martlets or.
Walpoole (co. Lincoln, 1640). Ar. on a bend vert cotiscd
gu. three lions pass, of the field.
(impalement Fun. Enr. Ulster's OfiBce, 1637, Lady
Harris, widow, first of Mr. Walron, and second, of Sir
Edward Harris, Knt., Justice of the King's Bench in Ireland). Barry of six or and az. an eagle displ. with two heads
Crest
Issuant from a flcur-de lis ar. banded or, a
gu.

:

Reg. by Hawkins,
co. Westmeath;
Robeet Walpole, Esq., of Athlone, J. P. co.

1069

—

estoiles in

Walron

—

dragon's head gu.

Walrond

Devon, bart. descended frora
living at Brad fe lie, co. Devon, 1 154;
his grandson bearing the surname which has ever since remained was RicHABD Walrond, Esq., of Bradfield, who
(Bradfield,

co.

;

Richard DE Bbadfelle,

Henry

the family has had a conHumphrey Walthat period
BOND, Esq., of Bradfield, was living at Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. three bulls' heads cahossed sa. horned or, quartering
Ufflete, Fisacre, Whiting, Clonedon, and Holland.
Crest
An heraldic tiger sa. platee. Motto Sic vos noa

lived in the reign of

III.

;

tinued male descent from

;

—

—

vobls.

Walrond (Dulford

Devon; Marquis de VaVada,
in Spain). Ar. three bulls' heads cabossed sa. armed ov.
Crest
On a mural crown an heraldic tiger sa. platie.
House,

co.

—

Motto

— Bienfaictz paieray malfaictz vangeray.

Walrond (Sea,

co. Somerset; descended from Waleond, of
Ar. three bulls' heads cabossed sa. armed or.
Ci-est
An heraldic tiger sa. pellelt^e. Motto Nee bencGcii
immemor nee injuriae.
(Calder Park, co. Lanark a branch of Walrond,
of Bradfield). Ar. three bulls' heads sa. armed or. Crest
An heraldic tiger sa. platee. Motto Paix et peu.
(co. Somerset).
Ar. a chev. ermines betw. thrco
bulls' heads sa. arn;gd or.
(Langridge, co. Somerset; Richard Walrond
Esq., of Langridge, temp. James I., son of Edwabd Walrond,
and grandson of Thomas Walrond, both of same place.
Visit. Somerset, 1623). Or, three bars sa. an eagle displ.

Bradfield).

—

—

Walrond

—

;

—

Walrond

Walrond

with two heads gu.

Walrond

(Albornc, co. Wilts). Or, three bars az. an eag'.o
with two heads gu. Crest
A leopard's face or.
(Dublin, temp. Charles II.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1675, William Walrond, son of William Walrond,
of CO. Warwick). Ar. three bulls' heads cabossed sa. horntd

—

displ.

Walrond
or.

Walsall, or Walsalle. Ar. a wolf pass.
W^alsam. Az. a cross formee flory ar.

Walsam,

trefoil slipped vert.

Walmsley

Westmcath, descended from Sir Jonu Walpolb, Knt.,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, whose son, Thomas Walpole, got
a grant of lands in co. Westmeath, and houses in Athlone,
1621).
Or, on a fess betw. two chev. sa. three crosses formeo
Crest
of the first, on a canton gu. a lion pass, guard, gold.
A naked arm couped below the elbow and erect holding up
the royal crown all ppr. Motto Dieu et mon droit.
Walpole (co. Norfolk).
Or, a fess betw. two chev.

two

Ar)as and Crest.

Walmesley
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A

fir

or

Walsham.

Sa.

sa.

a cross voided

ar.

Crest

—

tree issuant ppr.

Walsam,

or Walsh.am.

Sa.

on a cross

ar. five crosses

crosslet of the field.

Walsam,

or

Walsham.

Gu. an eagle

displ.

ar.

a

border engr. or.

Walsell.

Or, three fleurs-de-lis gu. a chief erm.

Walsll

(The Walsh Mountains, co. Kilkenny a family whoformerly possessed a large extent of land in the barony of
Iverk, CO. Kilkenny, founded in Ireland by Philip Brenagu,
anglice, Philip the Welshman, who was one of the companions of Robert FitzStephes in the invasion of Ireland,
1170). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three broad arrow heads,
Crest
points upwards sa.
A swan pierced through the
back and breast with a dart all ppr.
Walsll (Castle Hoel, co. Kilkenny; a branch of Walsu
of the Walsh Mountains Haylcs Brenagh, alias Walsu,
eon of the first settler in Ireland, built a castle, called after
him Castle Hayl, or Castle Hoel; impalement Fun. Ent.
Ulsters Office, 1630, of James Butler, Esq., of Knocklofty,
CO. Tipperary, whose wife was Honor, dau. of Walter
;

—

;

Walsh,

Walsll

of Castle Hoel). Same Arms and Crest.
(Ballynecully, co. Kilkenny, and St. Malo, in France

E.sq.,

;

a branch of Walsh, of the Walsh Mountains arms al lowed
and pedigree registered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1750, to Philip
Walsh, of St. Malo, fifth in descent from James Walsh, of
Ballynecully, third son of Walter Walsh, of the Walsh
Mountains). Same Arms and Crest. Motto— Tiaas&xus sed
non mortuus.
Walsh (Sir Edmond Walsd, knighted at Christ's Church
;

W AI.
Walsh

Same Arms.
Walsh (Walter Walsh, Dean of Kildare 1610,
Same Arms.
I'un. Ent. Ulster's OflSce).
1621
ristcr's Office).

d. 6 April,

:

Walsh

(Toncriffe;

by Hawkins,

Keg.

Ulster,

1732,

to

Island of Teneriffe;
descended from IIenrt Walsh, of Waterford, brother of
Nicholas Walsh, Judge of the Queen's Bench, temp. Queen
S.imc .i4riiisand Crest.
Eliz.ibcili)Ar. on a chev. bctw.
(r.Tiinin;stov,-n, co. Kilkenny).

Nicholas

Walsh,

of the

Esq.,

Walsh

three bro:ul arrow heads gu. an annulet of the field. Crest
A swan pierced through the neck with an arrow all
Motto—T>nm spiro
ppr. and charged with an annulet gu.
spcro.

Walsh

(Carrickmines, co. Dublin; EicnAnn Walsh, Esq.,
of Carritkmines, temp. James I., son of Theobald Walsh,
grandson of IIichabd Walsh, and great-grandson of
Visit, co. Dublin,
WiLLiA.M Walsh, all of same place
160S).
Az. a lion ramp. ar. debruised by a fess per pale of

—

the second and gu. Motto Noli irritare leonem.
(Kilgobbin, co. Dublin; Pierce Walsu, Esq., of
Kil^robbin, Jc^ij). James I., son of John Walsh, and grandson
of Pierce Walsh, both of same place. Visit, co. Dublin,
Same Arms. Crest (Reg. Ulster's Office)— Out of a
IGOG).

Walsh

a demi

ramp. az.
ducal coronet or,
Walsh (Shanganagh, co. Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1609, Rose, wife of John Walsh, Esq., of Shanganagh).
S;unc Arms.
Walsh (Ballynurly, co. Dublin Fun. Ent. Ulsters Office,
John Walsh, Esq., of Ballynurly, d. 1616). Same Arms.
lion

;

;

Walsh

(Killencarrig,

Esq., of Killencarrig;
Ins

dau.,

co.

Wicklow

;

Theobald Walsh,

Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Office,

1616, of

Kathebujb Walsh, wife of Willlam Harold).

charged on the shoulder with a bezant.
Motto— ^ioW
irritare leonem.
Walsh (Bellevue and Clonmoylc, co. Westmeath confirmed
to Adolphus Frederick Walsh, Esq., Capt. 10th Regiment,
and to the other descendants of his grandfather, Robert
Walsh, Esq., of Bellevue and Clonmoyle). Ar. a lion ramp,
gu. over all a fess per pale of the second and az. charged
with a crescent or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
lion ramp. gu. gorged with a collar per pale or and ar. and
charged on the shoulder with a crescent gold.
Motto—
Noli irritare leonem.
Walsh (Benn-Walsh, Baron Onnalhwcrite). Ar. a fess sa.
;

—

cotiscd

wavy gu. betw.

A griffin's

(Three Castles, co. Wicklow; impalement Fun. Ent.

Ulster's Office, of

William Wall,

Esq., of Johnstown, co.

Carlow, whose second wife was Mabgaket, dau. of Theobald

Walsh

his

wife,

Kildare).

Ann, dau of Willlam Pilbwobth, Bishop of
Same Arms, an annulet on an annulet for

diff.

Walsh

(Bclcarrow, co. Dublin, and Flanders; allowed by
Hawkins, Ulster, 1721, to Edward Walsh, Esq., of Belcarrow, and Lccas Walsh, captain in a regiment serving

Robert Walsh, Esq., of Belcarrow,
fourth son of
of Robert Walsh,
Theobald Walsh, Esq., of Carrickmines, temp. James I.).
Same Arms. Crest A wolfs head coupcd sa.
in Flanders, sons of

who was grandson

—

—

Berks).

(CO.

sa.

—A

—

:

—

:

—

Walsh
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Ar. a
head erased

griffin's

Crest

—A

griffin's

Az. six mullets,

fess betw. six

martlets

ar.

Ar. six torteaux, two,

two, and two.

Walshall.

Gu. three bars ar. on a canton erm. a bend
lozengy or and of the first.
Or, six torteau.K, two, two, and two.
(formerly of Walsham, co. Norfolk, and now of
Knill Court, co. Hereford, bart). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa.
on a cross voided or, five crosses pattee fitch^e of the last, for
Walsham ; 2nd and 2tA, gu. crusily fitchee a lion ramp, or,
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle
for Knill.
with two heads displ. sa. pendent from the neck an
escutcheon ar. charged with a Saracen's head couped at the
neck ppr. and wreathed round the temples az. Motto— Sab
libertate quietem.
Walsham. Gu. an eagle displ. or, armed az. a border

Walshall.

Walsham

—

cngr. of the second.

Hereford, and Beardley and
Ar. a fess betw. six griffins'
heads erased sa. Crest A griffin's head erased ar.
Gu. two bars gemel ar. a bend of
(co. Leicester).

(Wormesley,

co.

Shaldesley, co. Worcester).

—

Walshe
the

last.

(Colbye, co. Norfolk).

Sa. a

bend

ar. betw. three

columbines of the second.
(Catengar,

co.

Somerset).

Az. six mullets or,

—

and one, a border gobonee ar. and gu. Crest
antelope's head erased az. attired or, on the end of each

three, two,

An

horn a bell ar. charged on the neck with a fess gobony also
ar. and gu. betw. three bezants, one and two.
Ar. a pale engr. sa.
Walshe. Barry of six gu. and ar. a canton erm.
Walshe (quartered by Fountaine. Visit. Norfolk, 1563).
Sa. a bend betw. three lilies ar.
Walshe (Ireland). See Walsh.
Walsheof (co. Stafford). Gu. three swords in pale, points
upwards ar. pommels and hilts or.

"Walshe.

Walshman. Ar. a cross voided sa.
Walsingham, Baron. See De Gret.
Walsingham (cos. Bedford and Norfolk).

Gu.

three

chessrooks ar.

Walsing'ham.

Walsh

or.

Gloucester).

(co.

(Walshall, co. Stafford).

Walsh

family of Lieut. -Gen. Hunt Walsh, uncle of Sir John Allen
Johnson, Hart.).
Ar. a fcss az. betw. six martlets sa.
Cri'<l—A griffin's head erased ar. Motto Firm.
(Joiinson-Wat.sh, Bart., Ballykilcavan, Queen's co.).
Quarterly, Isi and 4th, ar. a fcss az. bctw. six martlets sa.,
Walsh
for
2nd and 3rd, sa. on a saltire ar. betw. three
towers or, in flames ppr. (one in chief and one at each side),
and in base two tilting-spears in saltire ppr. five cocks gu.,
for Johnson.
CreHt Ist, Walsh A griffin's head erased
nr. langued gu.; 2nd, Johnson : A tower ar. thereon a cock
gu. bngucd az.
Motto
Firm.
(confirmed to Right Hon. John Edward Walsh,
Master of the Rolls in Ireland, formerly M.l'. for the University of Dublin, son of Rev. Robert Walsh, LL.D., Vicar
f>f Kinglas, co. Dutilin, and to hia
descendants).
Az. a
lion ramp. ar. a fcss per pale of the rccond and f;u. a
(.anion or. Cr(»t— Out of a ducal coronCb or, a df mi Uoa aki.

Az. six mullets

Worcester).

(co.

Crest

Walshall

Walsingham

(Ballykilcavan, Queen's co.; confirmed, 1809, to the

—

three, two, and one or.

Walsh

Walsh (Castle Walsh, co. Kerry; Reg. by Hawkins, Ulster,
1769. to Peter Augcstds Walsh, captain of a regiment of
horse at Brandcnburgh Bayrcith, fourth in descent from
Same Arms.
Tuomas Walsh, Esq., of Castle Walsh).
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dcmi lion ramp. az.
Crest
Motto Noli irritare Iconcm.

—
—

Crest

and erm. beak and

head-erased ar.

Walsh, or Welsh

Walsh

;

ar.

—

Walshe

Walsh

wavy

vincunt.

Walshe

;

fess

Supporters On either side a griffin erm. gorged
with a collar vair, and pendent therefrom an escochcon sa.
charged with a martlet ar.
Motto Veritas et virtus

Walsh, Esq., of Three Castles). Same Arms.
Walsh (Newtown Donnore, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Same .^j-tos.
Office, 1621, Oliver Walsh, of Newtown).
(Moortown, co. Kildare Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1635, F.LENOB, dau. of Nicholas Walshe, of Moortown, and
Same Arras, a
wife of Thomas Obpie, Sheriff of Dublin).
mullet for di£f.
Chancellor of
Walsh,
(Castle Dermot
Rev. Jonu
Diocese of Kildare, 1624; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1640, of

six martlets of the second.

head erased per

ears or.

Walshe

Same Arms.

Walsh

W AI.
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Cathfflral, Dublin, by Sir Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy
of Ireland, 1 June, 160G). Same Ai-ms. Crest— A swan ar.
beaked and collared gu. legged sa. pierced through the
back and breast with an arrow ppr.
(Sir Nicholas Wai^h, Knt., Lord Chief Justice
of Common Pleas in Ireland and a Privy Councillor, m.
Jacquet, dau. of Sir Anthony Colclough, Knt., of Tintern
Abbey, to. Wexford, and d. 12 April, 1615; Fun. Ent.

chequyar. and

Kent).

(co.

Gu. bczantee a cross couped

az.

Walsingrham

Kent).

(co.

Sa.

a chev.

ar. bctw.

three

cinquefoils or.

Walsingrham

(co.

Kent).

Gu. a cross chequy or and az.

betw. four bezants.

Kent and Surrey, and Exall, co. WarPaly of six ar. and sa. a fess gu. Crest-Oat of a,
head or, ducally gorged az.
coronet
gu.
a
tiger's
mural
(cos.

wick).

Walsingrham.

Gu. a cross coupce componee ar. and az.
Crest
In a mural coronet gu. a
betw. sixteen bezants.
tiger's

head

or,

—

ducally gorged ar.
Ar. three chessrooks gu.
Sa. a chev. bctw. three cinquefoils pierced

Walsing'ham.

Walsingham.
or.

Walsingrham.
Walsing'ham.

Sa. on a chev. ar. three crosses
Gu. three roses ar.

Walsingham-Monastery (co.
sa. flvo billets of

the

first.

crosslet ga.

on across
Another Coat— At. on a cross
Norfolk).

Ar.

quarterly pierced a tree erased vert.

Walsted. Gu. a buck's head cabosscd erm.
Walstone. Az. a buck trippanl cnn.
WalCabyn, or Waltobien. Ar. ou a
bc^aati.

crocd sa. Ave

A

.

W AL

Waltdenc, Weltden, or "Weldon.

Ar. a cinqaefoU
gu. on a chief of the last a demi lion ramp, of the first, a
border counterchanged. See Weldon.
Walter (Theobald Walteb, temp. Henry II., a.d. 1189,
founder of the noble house of Bittleu, Earls, Marquesses,
and Dukes of Oi-monde). Or, a chief indented az.
Walter (Crawdon, co. CambridRe, and Bradrell, co. HereOr, a bend cotised sa. betvr. three boars' beads
ford).
couped gu. a border of the last.
Walter (co. Cambridge). Ar. two swords in saltire gu. a
lion

ramp.

(co. Cornwall).
Or, on a bend cotised ga. three
boars' heads of the first.
Walter (Come, co. Devon; John Walter, of Conve, temp.
Henry VII., to. Alice, dau. and heir of John Collacott, of
Collacott, same co., and left an only dan. and heir, Alice
W^ALTEB, m. Thomas Westcott, of Eaddon, same eo. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Or, on a bend cotised sa. three boars' beads
couped ar. a border of the second.
Walter (Ashburie, co. Devon, temp. James I.; Heney
Walteb, Esq., of Ashburie, living there 1620, was fifth in
descent from John Waltek, Esq., of Crawdon, co. Cambridge.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. guttee de sang two
swords in saltire gu. over all a lion ramp, sa., quartering,
for Ptnchpoll, of Maundon, co. Essex, Ar. a hunting-horn

sa. betw. three trefoils slipped of the last.

Thomas Walteb,

eldest son of John Walter, Esq., of Crawdon, m. Elizabeth, dau. and heir of Bichabd Ptnchpoll, Esq., of Maundon. Crest A stork drinking out of a whelk-shell all ppr.
Walter, or Waltliew (co. Kent; granted May, 1613).
Az. a fess dancettee betw. three mural crowns or.
Walter (London, and Ludlow, co. Salop). Az. a fess indented betw. three eagles digpl. ar. Ci-est A lion's gamb
erased ar.
Walter (Wimbledon, co. Surrey, Sarsden, co. Oxford, and
CO. Warwick). Az. a fess indented or, betw. three eagles

—

—

(co.

Warwick).

Ar. a bend cotised betw. three

Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three
(co. York, 1603).
chessrooks sa. as many crescents or.
Walter (Bearwood, co. Berks ; John Walteb, co. Warwick, had two sons, Eobebt and John the elder, Robert
Walteb, Capt. K.N., d- leaving five daus. his co-heirs the
younger son, John Walteb, Esq., of Teddington Grove,
CO. Middlesex, was the celebrated founder of the English
"Times" newspaper; he d. 1812, leaving, with four daus.,
two sons, William and John, of Bearwood, who was High
Sheriff CO. Berks 1830, and for some time M.P. for that co.).
Ar. guttle de sang two swords in saltire gu. a lion ramp. sa.
Crest A stork drinking out of a whelk-shcU ppr.
Walter. Or, a bend cotised betw. three boars' heads couped
:

;

—

Walter.

Az. a griffin segreant ar. a border engr. erm.
Monmouth). Az. a squirrel sejant

(Piercefleld, co.

or.

Walters

(Cundall, co. York; Eobebt Waltebs, Esq., of
Cundall, grandson of William Walters, of same place.
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
chessrooks sa. Crest— A hand erect couped at the wriflt ppr.
grasping a chessrook sa.
Walters (Edmonton, co. Middlesex; William Walters,
younger brother of Eobebt Walters, Esq., of Cundall.
Visit. Middlesex, 1663).
Same Arms and Creit, a crescent
diff.

Walters.

Az. a fess dancettee ar. betw. three eagles dirpl.
lion's head erased ar.
Or, a lion ramp. sa. thrust through with two
swords in saltire ppr. Crest A dove holding in the beak
Crest

or.

—A

Walters.
an

olive

—

branch

all

ppr.

Walters, or Watter

Az. a chev.
engr. or, betw. three bezants, each charged with a trefoil
slipped vert. Crest
A demi heraldic tiger ramp, per pale
indented ar. and az. maned and tufted or, holding betw. the
paws a rose branch with two roses ppr.
Walters (Beg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. holding
in the sinister paw a sword gu. surmounted of another of the
(Beg. Ulster's OfiBce).

—

last,

crosses

both in

saltire.

Walthall

(Wistaston, co. Chester). Or, a chev. vert i/Stw.
three hawks close sa. Crest— An arm embowed vested gu.
cuffed erm. the band elenched, thereon a falcon close both

Ar. on a cross cn^r. sa.
Another Coat Az. two
supporting a cross calvary on

—

fitchee or.

expanded

angels, wings

or,

three grieccs ar.

Waltham

(Kcene, co. Devon).
suns in glory ar.

Sa. a chev. betw. three

Waltham

(Brenton, co. Devon, temp. James I.; George
Waltham, Esq., of Prenton, Visit. Devon, 1620, son of
John Waltham, grandson of Geobge Waltham, and greatgrandson of EicHAED Waltham, all of same place). Same

Waltham

(Watcombe House, Stockwell Green, London,
Same Arms.

S.W.).

Waltham (co. Kent).
Waltham.

Or,

—

Ar. a bend betw. six escallops sa.
Or, a chev. betw. three birds sa.
Sa. three suns ar.
Gu. a chev. betw. three birds ar.
Ar. a cross pattee gu. a border engr. of the

last.

Waltham
crowns

(co.

Devon).

Az. a chev. betw. three mural

or.

Walthers

(quartered by Habinoton, Saron Harington,
extinct 1614, and Habington, Bart., of Bidlington, co.
Rutland.
Visit. Rutland, 1618).
Ar. a lion ramp. az.

armed and langned gu. a

Walthe-w

chief of the last.
(Deptford, co. Kent; granted 1611).

Sa. a lion
ramp. betw. three mural crowns or. Crest Out of a mural
crown or, a demi lion ea. supporting the bottom part of a

—

tilting-spear gold.

Waltho

(Nantwich, co. Chester).

Or, a chev. vert betw.

three birds sa.
(CO.

Devon).

Chequy

ar.

and

az.

a chief indented

or.
co. Durham).
Ar. on a chief gu.
three plates erm. Crut A buck courant ar. charged on
the shoulder with three torteaux, attired or, pierced through
the neck with an arrow gold, feathered ppr
Same Arms and Crut.
(CO. Durham).
(Clifton, co. Gloucester, and Snnnyside, co. Durham).
Per pale az. andsa. on a chev. indented betw. three swans
Crest A griffin's head
ar. as many buckles of the first.
erased ar. semee of buckles az. pierced through the mouth
by a spear ii^ bend sinister point upwards or. il/otto—Muros
asneus virtus.
(Bocking, co. Essex). Ar. on a chief indented n.
three bezants.
(Stockwell, co. Essex). Ar. a fleur-de-lis giL
Same Arms, a mullet
(Little Burstead, co. Essex).
for diff.
Crest An antelope's head couped at the neck gu.
armed or, gorged with a collar ar. thereon three fleurs-de-lis
gu. holding in the mouth a trefoil ppr.
(Hamme, co. Somerset, and London. Visit. London,

—

Walton
Walton

—

Walton

Walton
Walton

—

Walton
1568).

Same Arms.

Walton
Walton

(London). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
(Addington, co. Kent). Ar. a Uon ramp. gu. debruised with a bend sa. charged with three crosses crosslet

fitchee or.

Walton

(Walton, co. Lancaster, and Lacock, co. Wilts).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three hawks' heads erased sa. CrestsA wild man ppr. wreathed about the middle and temples ar.
and sa. holding in the dexter hand a trefoil slipped or, in
the sinister hand a tree eradicated vert reclining on his
shoulder (another, holding a spiked club or).
Walton (Walton on the Hill, co. Lancaster, 1664). Az.
(another, sa.) three swans ar.
Lancaster).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
hawks' heads erased sa. as many trefoils slipped or.
Walton (Compton, co. Somerset). Ar. a cross pattee sa. a
border engr. gu. Crest A dragon's head couped or, flames
issuing from the mouth ppr. and charged on the neck with
a cross pattee sa.
Walton (co. York). Ar. a lion ramp. vert.
Walton. Ar. three buglehoms sa. stringed gu. Crest— On
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a buglehorn of the last, stringed

Walton (co.

—

or.

Walton.
Walton.
Walton.
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Crest

or).

Waltham.
Waltham.
Waltham.
Waltham.
Waltham.

Bichabd Cobtield, temp. Charles II., m.
JIaet, dau. and co-heir of Aethue Walthall, Esq., of
Edge).
Paly of four ar. and sa. a saltire aiumountcd of
another engr. both counterchanged.
Chatwell Hall;

co. Salop ; quartered

fess az. three plates.

peacock's head couped az.
Sa. a ehev. betw. three cinquefoils ar. (another,

by Cobfield, of

beaked or.
(Edge Hall,

Walthall

on a

Sa. a chev. betw. three estoiles ar.

Waltham.

Walton.
Walton.
Walton.

ppr.

crosslet

(co. Esses).

Walton (Chaklack Hall,

boars' heads gu.

Walter

for

five

Walton

displ. ar.

Walter

Waltham-Abbey

Arms.

sa.

Walter

Walter

W Ali
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Ar. two bars gu. betw. three crescents sa.
Ar. two bars az. a lion ramp. gu.
Ar. on a bend sa. betw. six crosses crosslet gu.

three bezants.

Ar. abend betw. six escallops so.
Gu. a chief or.
Sa. three chev. or.

Walton. Chequy az.

and

and

ar. (another, ar.

gu.) a chief

Sa. on

a chief

ar. three torteaus.

Ar. a chev. betw. three buglehoms.
Gu. a bend engr. ar. betw. three

Walwarne (I/ondon).
garbs

Walwentham.

Gu. on a fess or, three hurts.
Wal'weyn (co. Leicester). Gu. a bend or (another, ertn.).
Or, a cross patonce az.
York).
Walwin (co.
Walworth (Lord Mayor of London, 1374 and 1380). Gu. a
bend ragulee ar. betw. two garbs or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, two arms embowed vested gu. holding in the
hands ppr. a cake of bread ar.
Walworth (London, and co. Suffolk). Gu. a bend engr.
betw. two garbs ar.
Walworth. Sa. a bend raguly ar. betw. three bezants.

—

Walworth.

Az. a dolphin haurient in pale ar.
(Longworth, co. Hereford Walwatne or WalWTNNE, obtained, temp. William II., certain lands at The
Hay, CO. Brecknock, still called Walwyn's Kents. Thomas
Wauttn, Esq., M.P. co. Hereford, tenip. Henry IV., purchased the estate of Longford, or Longworth, from Jane
Beauchamp, Lady Bergavenny. His grandson, John WalWTN, of Longworth, m. Agnes, dau. and co-heir of Simon

Walwrn

;

MiLBOBNE, and was father of Thomas Walwyn, Esq., of
Longford, who was great-great-great-grandfather of James

Walwtn,

Esq., of Longford, d. 1705).

4th. gu. a

bend erm., for Walwtn, ancient

;

2nd and

—

Wanny

Wanny.
Wanryn.

Gu. a bend erm. a border
armed

in the sinister chief a talbot statant ar.

—On

Wanting.

Wanton
Wanton

Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Chapel, St. Mary's Church, Oxford.
Quarterly, 1st, gu. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed
greyhound
courant sa. 3rd,
bend
erm.
a
2nd, gu. on a
ar.
vert two palets of bezants 4th, or, a fess gu.
Gu. a talbot pass. ar. a border erm,
Wal^wyn. Ar. three buglehoms gu.
or
Sa. a fess betw. three leopards'
;

;

;

Walwyn.

Walwen.

Walwyn,

vert.

Wanton

(London; Thomas Wanton, Citizen and Grocer,
London, 15G8). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev.
sa. in dexter chief an annulet of the last; 2nd, erm. ii chev.
engr. betw. three griffins' heads erased gu., for Laxton;
3rd, erm. a chief indented gu.
Crest An eagle preying on
a dove all ppr.
(London).
Ar. a chev. chequy az. and erm.
betw. three griffins' heads erased gu. membered of the
Visit.

—

Wamersley. Per fess az. and gu.
Wampagre (co. Devon). Az. an

three crescents ar.
eagle displ. within a

(Wampford, co. Devon). Ar. a

fess betw. three

Wanncy

or

Devon).

(co.

Gu. three dexter

gloves in pale ar.

Wancye, or Wanncy

(co.

Northumberland).

Ar. on a

cross sa. five lions ramp. or.
Ar. a chev. sa. voided of the field betw. three

Wandeford.

Gu. three garbs per fess or and ar.
Gu. on a chief ar. three torteaux.
Ar. a chev. sa. on a canton of the second a

W^anton.

Wanton.

martlet of the first.
Ar. a chev. sa.

Wanton.
Wantur.

an annulet

in base

of

the

Or, a saltire gu. in chief a cinquefoil of the

second.
of the

(Kirklington, co. York;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Chbistophee Wandesford, Esq., of Kirklington, Master of the Rolls and Lord Deputy of Ireland, Vice
President co. York). Or, a lion ramp, double queued az.
armed and langued gu. Crest— A church ppr. the spire
OflSce, 1640,

az.

Wandesford

(Earl of Wandesford, extinct 1784; Sir
Christophee Wandesford, grandson of the Lord Deputy
Wandesford, was created, 1706, Viscount CastUcomcr ;
John, fifth Viscount Castlecovier, was created, 1758, Earl oj
Wandesford, and d. 12 Jan. 1784, leaving an only surviving
dau. and heir. Lady Anne Wandesford, m. 1769, John,
seventeenth Earl of Ormonde and Ossory ; her fourth son,
Hon. Charles Harward Bdtler, inherited the Wandesford
estates, and assumed, by royal licence, 1830, the additional
surname of Wandesford). Same Arms and Crest. Supporters
Dexter, a lion double queued az. armed and
langued gu.
sinister, a griffin or.
Motto—Tout pour

—

;

I'Eglisc.

Waplod.
Waplode.
Waplode.

(co.

Nottingham).

Or (another,

ar.)

a

lion

nz.

Wandisford
three

(cos.

Hereford and York).

quatrcfoils

pierced

su.

Ar. on a chev.
a crescent of the

first.

Wanesdon
betw.
creiucnU.

Per pale or and az. on a fess
cinquefoils all counterchangcd two

(co. Suffolk).

four
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on a

saltire gu.

a cinquefoil

Vert three lions ramp. ar.
Sa. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped or.
Sa. on a chev. gu. three trefoils slipped or.

Sa. three trefoils slipped or, betw.

two chev.

ar.

Wappaile.

Ar. two chev. gu. on a quarter of the second

sa.

Wapthond.

Sa.

two roses in chief

ar.

a crescent in base

or.

Warbleton.

his

Lozengy az. and or (another, or and az.).
(Warburton and Arley, co. Chester, bart.,
Adam de Dutton, feudal Lord of
II., Richard I., and King John:
grandson. Sir Peter de Dctton, assumed the surname

of

Warburton

Warburton

extinct 1813; founded by
Warburton, temp. Henry

temp.

Edward

II.

His

descendant. Sir
VI., bore on

Geoffret Warburton, knighted temp. Henry

his seal a cormorant, the basis of the existing coat. Sir
Geoffrey de Wabbubton's son, known as "Wise Piers

Warbdbton," erected the Mansion-house at Arley in 1469;
Sir George Warburton, of Arley, was created a bart. 1660;
Sir Peter Warburton, fifth bart., d. s. p., when the estates
devolved under his will upon his great-nephew, Rowland
Etles Egerton, Esq., who assumed the additional surname
and arms of Warburton). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a
chev. betw. three cormorants sa., for Wabbubton; 2nd,
quarterly, ur.

Wandford

Or,

field.

a martlet

cinquefoils of the second.

Wandesford

wavy

—

another ar.

Wanton.

Wanwick.

mullets sa.

betw.

(Stouphton and Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk).
A trefoil slipped sa. charged with
Crest

Same Arms.

Wantur, or Wanture.

double tressure ar.

Wampford

ramp.

second.

last.

faces ar.

Wancye,

Ar. three garbs sa.
Ar. a chev. sa.
(co. Gloucester).
Ar. on a chev. sa. three eagles
(co. I^ssex).

(co. Huntingdon).
Ar. a chev. sa. in the dexter
chief point an annulet of the second.
Crest— A plumo
of seven ostrich feathers, three ar. two sa. and two

Wanton

;

escallops-

(John Wantelt,, d. 1424; arms from a brass in
Amberley Church, co. Sussex).
Vert three lions' faces ar.
langued gu.

Wanton

vert,

or.

Erm. on a bend gu. three

Wantell

Walwyn (Oxford arms of William Walwtn, on a tombstone over his dau., Alice Walwtn, in Adam de Browne's

arrow

Crest

Az. an inescutcheon ar.
(co. Wilts).

or.

a mural coronet gu. a dragon,
pierced through the mouth with an

and langued az.
wings expanded

Sa. three gloves ar.

Wansey

displ. or.

Gwaed.
last,

—

Wanton

—

Walwyn (Witham, co. Sussex).

Hereford and Worcester. This name was
Gwanklin, as appears from an ancient
Latin MS. in the library at Avranches). Per pale gu. and
sa. a lion ramp, in sinister supporting a tree eradicated ia
dexter or. Crest A lion's head erased ppr.
W^anley. Gu. a cross Tau, surmounted by a crescent or.
Crest
A cross Tau, surmounted by a crescent or.
Wanley. Ar. a cross couped gu. the point in chief terminating in a crescent of the last.
Wanner. Gu. a fess betw. three leopards' faces or.
(co. Suffolk).
Gu. six gloves ar.
(cos.

originally written

and

—

of the

—

3rd, gu.

Quarterly, Ist

erm. in chief a talbot pass, or, a border of
the second. Crest On an embattled wall or part of a tower
ar. masoned sa. a wyvern, wings expanded vert, scaled or,
pierced through the head with a javelin ppr. headed gold,
vulnedgu. Mottoes Non deficit alter; and, Drwy Bynwedd
sinister

Ar. on a bend gu. three mullets of the first.
(Berwick Hall, co. Essex; granted 18 Sept.
Or, a lion ramp, double queued az. betw. three
1664).
hurts.
Crest
A lion ramp, guard, or, holding betw. the
forepaws a hurt.

Wanklyn

or.

a bend

Wanker.

Wankford

fTxgr. or.

Walton.
Walton.
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or, for

and

Dutton

;

2nd and 3rd quarters a fret
two chevronels gu. on a canton of

gu., in the

3rd, ar.

—

the second a mullet or, for Warburton, ancient. Crests
1st: A Saracen's head affront^o couped at the shoulders
ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and gu. issuing thereMoLlo—Je veil droyt
from three ostrich feathers or.

nvoyre.

Warburton
CO.

Chester).

(Eoerton-Wakbubton, Warburton and Arley,
Quarterly, Istlind 4th, ar.

a chev. betw.

X

;

W AB

—

;

:

Ward (Trindon, co. Durham).
for

cross flory ar., for

Ward

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
(co. Salop).
Cornish choughs ppr.
Warburton (London; Reg. by Molyneux, Ulster, as the
arms of Elizabeth, dau. of John Waebubton, of London, and
wife of Balph Bibcbensbaw, Comptroller of the Musters of
the King's Forces in Ireland, temp. James I). Quarterly, ar.
and gu. in the flrst quarter a crescent sa., in the second and
third a fret or, in the fess point a mullet of the third.
(Warcop, co. York, temp. Henry VII. Visit. Oxon,
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three covered cups ar.
1574).
2nd and 3rd, ermines on a chief ar. a demi lion ramp. vert.
"Warcop (English, co. Oxford; Leonabd Wabcop, Esq., of
English, Visit. Oxon, 1574, grandson of Michael Wabcop,
the second son of Wabcop, of Warcop, co. York). Ar. on a
fess gu. betw. three boars' heads, couped sa. as many cushions
A boar's head couped ppr.
of the field, buttoned or. Crest
"Warcop (Sconington, co. Kent). Ar. on a fess purp. betw.
three boars' heads couped sa. a covered cup of the field enclosed by two cushions erm. tasaelled or (another, has a border gu. platee).
Warcop (CO. Cumberland; quartered by Lowtheb, of
Visit. Cumberland, 1615).
Sa. three covered
Lowther.
cups ar.
"Warcop (Lamerside and Smardale, co. "Westmorland;
Frances, dau. and co-heir of Thomas Wabcop, Esq., of
Smardale, temp. Henry VIII., m. Sir Joun Dalston, Knt., of

Warcop

and

are due.

Ward (Hinxworth, co. Herts).

Ward
A

croix.

Ward (co.

or.

Berks).

erased of the

Ar. on a chev. sa. three lions' heads

field.

Ward (co. Cambridge

Simon Wabd, temp. Edward III., had
adau. and heir, Benedicta Wabd, m. Sir John Babington,
Knt., of Over Babington, co. Northumberland. Visit. Notts,
(Visit. Oxon, 1574, gives, Sa. someOr, a fret az.
1614).
times az. a fret or).
(Abington, co. Cambridge; Thomas Wabd, of Abington, a third son of Wabd, of Carlton Curlew, co. Leicester.
Az. a cross flory betw. four
"Visit.
Leicester, 1619).
;

Ward

annulets or.
(Capesthorne, co. Chester; Eeg. Ulster's Office).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a cross|pattde betw. four fleurs-delis or; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Crest— A martlet or, holding in the beak a fleui-de-lis

Ward

sa.

Ward (CO.

Chester).

head erased

Ward

(co.

Az. a cross patteo

or.

Crest

— A wolfs

or.

Chester).

Az. a cross pattgc erminois betw.

four fleurs-de-lis or.
"Ward (Bishop Middleton, co. Durham). Az. a cross flory
or.
Crest
A wolfs head erased per fess or and az.
(Bowes, co. Durham). Az. a cross patonce or.

Ward

—
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Crest

— A wolfs

Crest— A wolfs head

and Marston Trusscll,
Geobge Wabd, of Carlton Curlew and Marstoa
Trussell, temp. James 1., fourth in descent from Theobalo
Wabd, of Carlton Curlew, temp. Henry VI. Visit. Leicester,
;

Az. a cross flory betw. four annulets

1619).

or.

Ward (Hinckley, co. Leicester). Vaire az. and erm.
Ward (Lincoln's Inn, London; descended from Salisbury,

"Warcup

and armed

Az. a cross flory or.

erased per fess or and az.

—

;

Az. a cross patt^e or.

or.

Ward (co. Kent). Vaire ar. and sa.
Ward (Carlton Curlew, Burton Ovrey,

ar.

(CO.

Kent).

head erased

Ward (co. Kent).

(Saverdale, co. York).

See Wabcop.
Berks) granted 1575).
Chequy or and az. a
Cresi— An Indian goat ppr. collared, ringed,
bend erm.

saltire

(Calverley, co. Kent). Az. a cross flory or. Crest—
wolfs head erased ppr. langued gu. Motto-^Garde la

CO. Leicester

(co.

Lozengy or and gu. a

az. fretty ar.

Ar. on a fess gu. three
buttoned or, quartering, Erm. on a chief
Cresi
A boar's head
sa. two boars' heads couped ar.

Ward

ar. three martlets

—

tasselled or.

Warcup.

a key and an anchor respectively,

3rd, per chev. flory counterflory gu.

counterchanged, for Plumeb. Crests
1st, Wabd: A wolf s head erased and langued holding in
the mouth a key all ppr.; 2nd, Plomeb: A demi lion gu.
Motto— Give the thanks that
holding in the paw a garb or.

and

Dalston, CO. Cumberland. Visit. Cumberland, 1615). Same
Arms, quartering, Ar. on a feso gu. three cushions erm.

lined,

sinister points in chief

Wabb; 2nd and

for

—

Ward

—

Az. a cross moline or. Crtit A wolfs head
erased and langued ppr.
(Plomeb-Wabd, Gilston Park, co. Herts; Robebt
Wabd, Esq., younger brother of Geobge Wabd, Esq., of
Northwood Park, Isle of Wight, acquired Gilston Park by
his second wife, Jane, relict of William Plumeb, Esq., of
Gilston Park, and dau. of the Hon. and Bev. Geobge Hamo**
TON, son of Jaues, seventh Earl of Abercom, and assumed,
by royal licence, the additional surname and arms of
Plcmee.
Mr. Plcmeb-Wabd, who was appointed one of
the Welsh Judges in 1805, filled several high offices of state,
having been Under Foreign Secretary, a Lord of the
Admiralty, Clerk of the Ordnance, and Auditor of the Civil
List; in 1832, he was High Sheriff co. Hertford; he was
distinguished in literature as the author of the " History of
the Law of Nations," and of "Tremaine," "De Vere," ifcc).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a c;'oss moline or, in the dexter
Gibraltar).

Warburton

—

Wabd;

three mullets or, for Danvebs.
Park, Isle of Wight, co. Hants; Geokge
Wabd, Esq., of that place, was eldest son of John Wabd, Esq.,
and grandson of John Wabd, who served at the capture of

Ar. a chev. betw. three cor-

(Leonabd WABCtTP, Carlisle Herald, temp. Mary I.;
Sa. three covered
he was the last who held that office).
cups ar. Crest A boar's head couped ar.
"Warcup (CO. York). Sa. three covered cups ar.
"Warcup. Ar. three covered cups sa.
Warcup. Sa. a chev. betw. three covered cups ar.
Warcup. Az. a cross voided or.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. a
2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. betw.

co. Gloucester).

Ward (Northwood

morants gu.

couped

—

Ward (Bristol,

sa.

field,

a crescent

co.

—

gu(Cornish, co. Flint; Edwabd Wabbctiton,
Esq., of Cornish, temp. James I. ; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1650, of his dau. Mabt, wife of Captain Geoege St. Babbe,
of White Parish, co. Wilts). Ar. a cUcv. betw. three cor-

cushions of the

or,

Veritas.

Essex; confirmed by Segar, Garter).
Az. a cross patonce or, a mullet for diff.
Cre:H
A wolfs
head erased or, on the breast a mullet sa. for diff.
(co. Essex).
Az. a cross flory or.
Crest A wolfg
head erased per fess or and az.

"Warburton

"Warcop

—Vincit

Az. a cross flory

Ward

—

Warburton (co. Lancaster).

Motto

diff.

Ward (Greai Ilford,

:

morants

WAR
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three cormorants sa., for Wabburton 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
lion ramp. gu. betw. three pheons as., forEoEBTON. Crests
A Saracen's head affrontee couped at the
Ist, Wakbcbton
shoulders ppr. round the temples a wreath ar. and gu.
issuing therefrom three ostrich feathers or ; 2nd, Egebton
Three arrows, two in saltire and one in pale or, headed and
feathered sa. bound with a ribbon gu.
Warburton (Garryhinch, Kings co.). Ar. a chev. betw.
three cormorants sa. Crest A Saracen's head atfront^e
couped at the shoulders ppr. round the temples a wreath ar.
and gu. issuing therefrom three ostrich feathers or.
WarbtLTton (co. Chester). Ar. two chev. and a canton

I

Wilts,

and Henley- upon-Thames,

co.

Oxford

;

co.

Leonabd Wabd,

Esq., of Lincoln's Inn, te^np. Charles II., son of Williaj*
Wabd, of Salisbury, and grandson of Leonabd Wabd, gent.,

confirmed by St. George, Norroy.
Middlesex, 1663). Az. a cross patonce or, a border
Cr«s(— Out of a mural crown gu. a wolfs head or.
(London). Az. a cross patonce or. Crest Out of a
mural coronet or, a wolfs head per fess gold and az.
(Bloomsbury Square, London). Same Arms. Crest
A wolfs head erased ppr.
(London). Az. a cross erm. in the dexter chief a
wolfs head erased ar. Crest— 0\x\, of a ducal coronet or, a

of

Henley-upon-Thames

;

Visit.

erm.

—

Ward

—

Ward
Ward

wolfs head ppr.

Ward (London). Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Ward (Lord Mayor of London, 1484; descended from

co,

Lozengy or and gu. a saltire az. fretty nr.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1681). Az. a cross pattec or.
A wolfs head erased or.
(Lord Mayor of London, 1719). Az. a cross patonco

Herts).

Ward
Crcit

—

Ward
ar.

Ward (Hackney,

co. Middlesex).

Erm. a

cross flory betw.

four annulets az.

Ward (Heath House,

represented by Chables
co. Middlesex
Douglas Lane, Esq., eldest son of Captain Hichabd
Douglas Lane, .17th Lancers, by Elizabeth Middleton,
only dau. and heir of Thomas Wabd, Esq.). Ar. on a pilo
;

engr. az. a cross fiory of the field.
Sir Edward
(Bexley, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1770
Ward, Knt., of Bexley, fourth in descent from Henbt Wabd,
Esq., of Postwick, who was descended from John Wabd, of
the Manor of Kirby Bedon, same co., a.d. 1363, was created

Ward

;

a bart. 1660; the eighth bart. d.s. p.). Chequy or and a«.
a bend erm. Crest (granted by Dethick, Garter, 24 Nov.

A

W AB

3

Ward

(Witley Court and Dudley, co. Worcester descended
from William Wabd, of London, sixth son of Edward
of Bexley, co. Norfolk, he m. Elizabeth, dau. of
BicHARD HcMBLE, of London, and had a son, Hdmele
Ward, who m. KiiAiicES, Baroness Dudley in her own
right, and was created, 1664, Baron Ward, of Birminghaii),
from whom descends the Earl of Dudley). Chequy or and
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's
Crest
az. a bend erm.
head az. Motto Commejeffls.
(Baron Dudley, in abeyance 1751 ; Viscount DvAley
and Ward and Earl of Dudley, extinct 1833; Edwabd,
second Baron Ward, s. his mother, Frances, Baroness
Dudley, as eleventh Baron Dudley, 1701
William,
fourteenth Baron Dudley, and fifth Baron Ward, d. iinm.
1740, when the Barony of Dudley devolved on his nephew,
Feedinando Dcdlev Lea, as fifteenth Baron Dudley, at
whose death the barony fell into abeyance, and the Barony
of Ward devolved on his cousin, John Ward, as sixth .Baroii
Jf'arrf, who was created, 1763, Viscount Dudley and Ward;
John William, fourth Viscount DvdUy and IVard, was
created, 1827, Earl nf Diullfy, and d.s.p., when tho
viscounty and earldom expired, and the Barony of Ward re-

1675)— A buck pass. ppr. collared, lined, and ringed or.
Eart.)— On a
Crest (on the tombstone of Sir Edwabd Ward,
chapeau cu- turned up erm. a falcon rising ar.
Wtu-d (Walcot and Salhouse, co. Norfolk; descended from
BoBEBT Wabd, who erected the mansion at Walcot, and d.
slipped
1639). Ar. on a bend engr. sa. betw. two acorns
Crest— \ dexter arm erect,
vert three fleurs-de-lis or.
couped at the elbow, vested quarterly or and vert, cuffed ar.
Usque ad
the hand ppr. holding a pheon also ar. Motto

Gyronnyaz. and

ea.

a cross

patonce ermlnois.

Ward

(Houghton Parva, co. Northampton; granted 1695).
Erm. on two bars gu. three martlets or.
Ward (Brooke, co. Norfolk confirmed by Cooke, Clarcnceux,
1576). At. a cross vert betw. four martlets gu. Crest— On a
mount vert an eagle displ. erm.
(Locas-Wabd, Guilsborough Park, and Great Addington Hall, CO. Northampton; John Wabp, Esq., son of th«
Bev. Thomas Wabd, Rector of Ould, co. Northampton, purchased the manors of Guilsborough and Nortoft in 1710, and
was High Sheriff of the co. in 1730 his grandson, Bichakd

;

;

Ward

;

Wabd,

Esq., of Guilsborough,

s.

his uncle, Sir

verted to his cousin, Willlam-Hcmele Ward, as tenth Baron
Ward). Quarterly, 1st, chequy or and az. a bend erm., for
Wabd: 2nd, or, a lion ramp, double queued vert, for Sutton,
Baron Dudley : 3rd, or, two lions pass, guard, in pale az.,

Thomas Wabd,

Knt., 1778, and d. unm., when the estates devolved upon the
late representative of the family, Wiluam Zouch Lccas,
Esq., son of John LncAS, Esq., by Anne, his wife, dau. of the
abovenamed John Wabd, Esq., who then assumed the additional surname and arms of Ward). Az. a cross patonce
ar.

Crest

—A

wolfs head erased or.

—Sub

Motto

forSoMEET;

4th, ar. a cross flory az., for Lexington. Crest
az.
Another Crest Outof a ducal
a lion's head az. Supporters Two angels ppr.
crined and winged or, under robes sanguine, uppermost az.
(Earl of Dudley ; William, eleventh Baron Ward, of

•^A lion sejant full faced

cruce

coronet

9alus.

Ward-Boughton-Leiffh

Ward

(co. Northumberland; Sheriff of Newcastle-upon-Tyne
1431). Ar. a cross patoncee or, in sinister chief a mullet of

the last.

Ward (Hcnley-upon-Thames, co. Oxford).
or, a border erm.
head or.

Ward

Crest

— Out

Az. a cross patonce

—

Birmingham, was so created 1860). Chequy or and az. .a
bend erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a lion's head
Supporters Two angels ppr. crined and winged or,
az.
under robes sanguine, uppermost az. Motto Commc je

—

—

—

ffls.

Ward

of a mural coronet gu. a wolfs

Oxford, Bowlet Ward, Serjeant-at-law, temp.
James I.; quartered by Wickuam, of SwallclifTe, co. Oxford;
Mabtha, dau. and heir of Boi^iand Wakd, jr,. HuMrnEY
Wickham, Esq., of Swallcliffe, and d. 26 May, 1CG3. Visit.
Oxon, 1634). Or, a chief az.
(Shcnstonc, co. Stafford ; granted to Thomas Wabd.
Vi.sit. 1664).
Az. a cross pattee or, a canton ar. Crest
martlet sa. guttce d'or, holding in the beak a fleur-de-lis
(CO.

Ward

—

or,

Ward

(Guilsborough Hall, co. North-

.Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.

ampton).

—

—

Ward

fidus.

Ward (Yarmouth, co. Norfolk).

;

Wabd,

—

mortem

WAB
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—

Worcester). Ar. t^ro bars betw. three martlets
gu. a border engr. sa.
Az. a cross flory or. Crest A wolfs head
(co. York).
erased per fcss or and az.
(co. York).
Az. a cross patoncee or. Crtsl
wolf
head erased or, a mullet for diff.
(co. York).
Az. a cross flurtte or.
(co. York).
Or, a cross patonce az.
Ward. Gu. a pair of wings conjoined ar. over all ona bcni
az. a crescent or.
(Seth Ward, Bishop of Exeter 1GG2, of Salisbury 1667,
d. 1689).
Az. a cross pattee or.
(William Ward, Bishop of Sodor and Man 1828-38).
Az. across patoncee ar.
Ward. Az. a cross patonce or, a border erm. Crest— OvA
of a mural coronet gu. a wolfs head or.
Ward. Gu. on a cro.ss pattee or, five mullets sa.
Ar. two bars gu. each charged with as many m.irtlets
(co.

—

Ward

—A

Ward

Ward
Ward

Ward

ar.

Ward

(Brockton, co. Stafford

;

certified

by Dethick, Kich-

mond, and King, Bougc Dragon, 1678). Ar. two bars gu. on
each three martlets of the first, in chief a cross patoncee betw.
two fleurs-de-lis az. a border engr. sa.
(Oakland, Wolverhampton, co. Stafford). Per saltire
az. and sa. a cross pattee betw. four pheons, two in pale and
as many in fe.ss or. Crest In front of a cubit arm ppr.

Ward

—

grasping an arrow in bend sinister or, three crosses puttee
Spes mea in Deo.
gold. Motto
(co. Stafford).
Az. a cross pattee or, a canton ar.
(co. Stafford).
Chequy ar. and az. a bend erm.
(Gorlcston, co. Suffolk; granted by Cooke, Cl.ircnAz. a cross betw. four eagles displ. ar.
ceux, 1593).
Crat On a mount vert a hind couchant ar.
(Willey Place, co. Surrey). Az. a cross pattee crminois
betw. four flcur8-dc-lis or. Crest A martlet sa. pnttde d"or,
holding in the beak a flcur-deUs gold. Motto Snb crucc

—

Ward
Ward
Ward

—

Ward

—

—

salus.

Ward

(Birmingham, CO. Warwick; granted 1575).

Chequy

or and ai. a bend erm. Crest— Aa InCUan goat ppr. collared,
ringed, lined, and armed or.

Ward

(Brayford, co. Warwick). Az. a cross patoncee or.
Cifst—A wolfs head erased or, a mullet for diff.
Ward (Coventry, co. Warwick). Az. on a bend or, two
cinquefoils gu. a border engr. ar.

Ward (Ogbourne St.

Andrew, co. Wilts). Quarterly, Ist, az.
a cross patonce or, on a border of the last eight hurts, for
Wahd; 2nd, or, three bendlets az. on a chief erm. two
crosses p.ittec gu., for Hawkes
3rd, erm. on a chev. vert
betw. three bugles stringed aa. an escallop or, for Foster
4th, ar. on abend gu. betw. three pellets us many swans ppr.,
for Clabk.
Crest
A wolf's head erased or, gorged with a
collar az. thereon an escallop gold betw. two bezants.
;

;

—

—

Mollo

Ward

O.irdc la croix.

(Sulisbnry, co. Wilts;
descended from Wabd, of
Ilcnlcy-uponThnmca, co. Oxford). Az. a cross patoncee, a
border erm.
Crest— Out of a mural coronet gu. a wolfs
head or.
(Marlborough, co. Wilts). Ar.a cross paluncc or, on a
border of the Accond eight burta.

Ward

1074

Ward

Ward.

Ward.
Ward.

Az. a bend or, a border engr. ar.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr.
an annulet of tlio first.
Ward, or Warde. Sa. three mullets issuing from as many
crescents ar.

Ward.
vert as

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three serpents' heads erased
bezants.
Ar. a fess sa. betw. six crosses crosslct fltchBC gu.

many

Ward.
Ward. Barry wavy ar. and sa.
Ward. Quai-terly, gu. and ar. a bendlet or.
Wardj or Warde. Gu. on an incscutcheon

ar.

a bar

sa.

Ward.
the

Barry of six gu. and

ar. three martlets in chief of.

.«;econd.

Ward,

or

Ware.

thrcr of the

same

Ar. on a bend botw. six martlets gu.

or.

Ward

Viscovnl Baneior).
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. a
(
cross patonce or. for Ward; 2nd and 3rd, gu. three cinquefoils erm. on a chief or, a human heart of the first, lor
Hamilton. Crest A Saracen's head affrontee couped below

—

—

the shoulders ppr. Supporters Dexter, a knight in comarmour all ppr. on his breast a cross moline gu. behind
him a flowing crimson robe, a cross moline ar.on the sinister
side of it, on the helmet a plurae of feathers of the last, his
dexter hand resting upon a drawn sword also ppr. pommel
and hilt or. the point to the ground; sinister, a Turkisn
plete

prince vested in blue and gold, the habit reaching to tho
gold sash, and
ankles, while stockings, yellow sandals,
fringe round his waist, behind him a loose b rown robe of fur,
on his head a white turban, with black fca thcrs, his bands
Motto Sub cruce
chained together by a long chain ppr.

—

Balus.

W AB
^7ard

descended from Col. Right

(Bangor
Hon. KoBEBT Ward, third son of Bebnaud, first Viscount
Bangor). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Ward (Fun. Ent. trister's OflBce, 1617, Gonvill Wabd, son
and heir of Henbt Wakt). Az. a cross betw. four eagles
;

displ. ar.

Ward (Kilmartin, Queen's co.
OflBce, 1635, of

John Ward,
crescent for

Ward

;

impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Robekt Madden, whose wife was Jane, duu. of

Esq., of Kilmartin).

Az. a cross patonce or, a

Wexford,

co.

and Maddenstown,

co.

Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1637, Thomas Ward, Esq.,
of Newbawn, son and heir of John Wabd, Esq., of Maddenstown). Same Arms.
(Dublin; confirmed by Carney, Ulster, 1656, to Captain
Peteb Ward, of Capesterne, afterwards of the city of Dublin).
At. on a chev. betw. three martlets sa. as many bezants.
CreitA dexter arm in armour embowcd, holding in the
hand a petronel all ppr.
(New Market, In the Earl of Meath's Liberty, co.

Ward

—

Ward

Dublin; registered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1713, to John Ward,
of New Market, brewer, descended from Ward, of co.
Crest A lion sejant
Leicester). Ar. a cross patcnce az.
guard, affrontte gu.
(Keg. Ulster's OflBce). Az. three dncal coronets or.

—

Ward

Ward.

See

Wardall.
many

—A

head and neck or.
Wlarde (Baron de la IVarde, dormant since temp. Edward II.
BoGBB DE LA Warde was Summoned to Parliament 1290;
his son, Simon, second baron, summoned in 1324, was
Governor of Pontefract Castle, temp. Edward II., since
which period nothing is known of him, or his descendants,
Vaire ar. and sa.
if any).
Warde (Hurst, co. Bedford). Ar. on a chev. ra. three
wolves' heads erased or, on a chief az. a cross patonce betw.
two martlets of the third. Crest A wolfs head erased or.
Warde (Pilton, co. Devon confirmed 1614). Ar. on three
Crest
bars gu. five martlets in saltire or.
A martlet, wings
expanded gu. rising from the battlement of a tower at.
Wlarde (Trimdon, co. Durham). Sa. a cross flory or, a
Vincit Veritas.
crescent for diff. Motto
Warde (co. Herts). Or, three escutcheons gu. each charged
with an eagle displ. ar. a border engr. of the second.
Warde (Lord Mayor of London, 1376). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three roses gu. an annulet or.
Warde (Broke, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. vert betw.
three martlets gu. a horse's head erased or. Crest On a
mount vert an eagle displ. erm.
Warde (Bastchurch, Hinton). Ar. two bars gu. each charged
with three martlets or, in chief a cross flory betw. two flcursCrest

boar's

;

—

;

—

—

—

de-Us az. a border engr. sa.

Warde (Newton,
Warde (Hooton

co. Salop).

Vair on an inescutcheon gu. a bend of the field.
Az. a cross ar. in the first quarter an eagle displ.
of the second.
Crest
On a mount vert a hind lodged

Az. a cross patonce

first,

Ar. on a chev.
i.

sa. three wolves' heads erased of
chief az. charged with a cross patonce or, thereoii

—

hurts betw. two martlets or.
Crest
A wolfs head
erased sa. eared and nosed or, charged with a chev. paly
of six gold and az.
five

Warde.

(Squerryes Court, co. Kent ; descended from Warde,
of Hooton Pagnell;. Same .<4nn«, a crescent for diff. Ci-est
wolfs
A
head erased or. Motto Licet esse beatis.
TJTarde (Clopton House, co. Warwick descended from Mr.
Sergeant Kowlet Warde, an eminent lawyer temp. James I.
Visit. Warwick, 1619).
Same Arms, a mullet for diff. Crest
A wolfs head erased or.
(Lord of W'illoughby, near Newark -upon-Trent, co.
Northants;
John Warde, Lord of Willoughby, temp.
Henry IV., left a son and heir, John Warde, whose dau.
and heir, Isabel Warde, m. Bichard Mallett, temp.
Henry V. Visit. Notts, 1614). Az. a bend ar. a border
engr. of the last.
(Pillerton, co. Warwick; Henrt Wabde, temp.
Queen Elizabeth, fourth in descent from John Warde, of
same place). Az. a cross flory or.
(Barford, co. Warwick ; confirmed by the Deputies
of Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Warde, of Barford,
third son of Henbt Warde, of Pillerton).
Same Arms.

six martlets gu. three

win^a

Ar. two bars betw. three martlets gu.
Az. a cross-patonce or. Crest— A goat's head erased

and homed

Warde.
Warde.
Warde.
Wardell

or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased sa.
Az. a bend ar. a border engr. of the last.
See Ward.
(St. Martin's Vintry, London; granted 26 Juno,

1773).
Gu. on a bend or, betw. six martlets ar. three torteanx.
Crest
A hawk ar. charged on the breast with
three torteaux in bend.

—

(co. Norfolk, and Caen, Normandy ; granted 1534).
Ar. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped sa. on a thief
vert as many bezants.

Wardell, or Wardle.
three bezants.

;

—

Warde

Warde
Warde

—A

wolfs head ppr.
confirmed by' the Deputies of Camden,
Clarenceux, to Wflliam Warde, third in descent from
Warde, of Pillerton). Erm. on two bars gu. three martlets
or.
Crest An eagle's head erased ppr. ducally gorged
;

—

Warden.
Out

(Coventry, co. Warwick ; confirmed, with four
quarterings, by the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to
John Warde, son of John Warde, both of Coventry). Az.
on a bend or, two cinquefoils gu. a border engr. ar.
Warde, alias
(Hucklescote Grange, co. Leicester; James Warde, alias Farmohb, of Hucklescote, 6. 1692,
•on of TnoMAs Wabde, alias Fabmoor, grandson of Law-

Farmour

Ar. on

—A

abend betw.

gamb

lion s

six martlets gu.
holdirg a spear ppr.

Ar. three warden pears leaved vert.
Crestan arrow sa. poin.ed and feathered

of a crescent ar.

or.

Warden.

Warden

Sa. a lion

ramp.

(Scotland).

Crest— A

leaved vert.

ar.

Ar. a chev.

gii.

fleur-de-lis or.

betw. three pears

3fotto— Industria et

spe.

Warder

(Paytford, co. Wilts).

Ar. a pale lozengy gu. a

border engr. sa. bezantce.

Wardlaw (that Ilk, Scotland).
Wardlaw (Pitreavie, co. Fife,
4th, az. three mascles or, for

Az. three mascles
bart.).

or.

Quarterly, 1st and
3rd, az.
Crest— A star or.

Wardlaw; 2nd and

three water bougets or, for Valance.
Motto Familias firmat pictas.
(Ricartoun, Scotland). Az. on a fess ar. betw.
three mascles or, as many crescents of the first.
(Warristoun, Scotland). Az. on a fcss betw. three
mascles or, a cross gu.
See Ramsat.
(London).
Erm. five annulets in chev. gu»
Crest— A ram's head attired or.
(co. Berks).
Ar. a cross az. fretty or.
Warden. Or, on a cross az. a fret of the field. Crest—

—

Wardlaw
Wardlaw

Wardlaw-Ramsay.

Wardman

pellet

charged with a

lion's

bead erased

ar. collared

gu-

Ar. a fess sa. betw. six crosses crosflet gn.
(co. Bedford).
Az. three joirs or.
(co. Hants).
Sa. on a chev. betw. three talbots'
heads erased ar. as many fleurs-de-lis of the first, a border
engr. of the second. Crest
A fleur-de-lis ar. encircled with
a dacal coronet or.

Warden Abbey
Wardor

—

Wardor, Warder, Warden, or Wardour

(West-

bury, CO. Wilts; granted 1585). Same Arms and Crest.
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three pears pendent
slipped and leaved ppr. as many fleurs-de-lis or. San-.c

Wardor.
Crest.

Wardrop (Strathavon,

Linlithgow, and Edinburgh).
Gu.
in chief or, and a lion ramp, in
base ar. three crosses cxosslet filthee az.
Cresi
A deuii
eagle with wings expanded issuing out of an antique crown
ppr.
Motto Supema sequor.
Wardrope. Gu. on a chev. ar. three escutcheons of tho
first, a border or.
Same Crest and Motto.
Wardwlke. Vert three lions ramp, double queued ar.
(co. Devon).
Or, two lions pass. az. on a border of the
second eight escallops of the first.
Crest— A dragon's head
or, pierced through the neck with a broken sword blado
ppr.
(Leigh, co. Essex). Same Arms and Crest.
Ware. Gu. a lion pass. ar. an orle of eight crosses crosslct
Crest
A boar pass. or.
or.
Ware. Gu. a lion ramp, double queued or, a bend sa.
Ware. Same Arms, within a border or, pellettee.
Ware. Gu. a pair of wings conjoined ar. on a bend az. a
crescent or.
(PosUngford, co. Suffolk, and Hendon Hall, co.

en a chev. betw. two mullets

—

Ware

Ware

or.

Warde

Crest

tasselled or.

— Wardon.

—
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on a bend betw.

Or,

ar.

Warde.
Warde.

A

Warde

Warde (co. Warwick

—

ar.

Warde.

Warden

Same Anns.

Pagnell, co. York).

or.

Crest

sa.

Warde.
Warde.

Wardell

Wabde.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three boars' heads ea. as

bezants.

rence Warde, alias Fabmocr, and great-grandson of
Thomas Warde, alias Farmour, who settled in co. Leicester,
from CO. Chester. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Vaire ar. and

the

diff.

(Newbawn,

WAR
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Castle, co.

—

Ware

—

A

Vet

IDdrnesex).

pale ar.

Wabino; 2nd and

and gn. two lions pass, within an

—

In
Crest
counterchanged.
orie of roses and escallops all
gu. gorged
front of two spears in saltire ppr. a dragon's head
favente.
Deo
with a collar gemel ar. Motto
(Sir Jamks Wabb, Auditor of the Eevenue In Ireland

—

Ware

Ump. Charles I., d. 14 May, 1632 Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office;
arms certified by Eoberts, Ulster, 1645). Or, two lions pass,
semee of
az. armed and langued gu. a border of the second
;

Crest— A dragon's head or, pierced through with
escallops.
the shiver of a lance ppr.
"Ware (Dublin; granted by Molyneux, Ulster, 1604; Reg.
Az. on a chief or, three sinister wings
Ulster's Office).
erect of the

first.

Ware (Beg. Ulster's Office).

Gu. alion ramp.

ar.

armed and

langued az. debruised by a bendlet sa.
(co. York, formerly of Edinburgh; exemplified to
Samuel Hibbeet, M.D., eldest son of Samuel Hibbebt, Esq.,
by Sabah, his wife, dau. and eventual sole heiress of Robert
Wabe, Esq., on his assuming, by royal licence, 1837, the
name and arms of Wabe, in lieu of Hibbebt). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, two lions pass. az. armed and Ikngued gu.
on a border of the second twelve escallops of the first,
for Wabe; 2nd and 3rd, barry of eight or and vert a
Ist, Wabe: A
pale counterchanged, for Hibbebt. Crests
dragon's head couped or, pierced through with a shiver of
a lance ppr. ; 2nd, Hibbebt : A cubic arm ereci, grasping

Ware

—

a millrind

all

ppr.

Wareham, Town
mounted
lis

of

an

of

(co. Dorset).

Gu. a crescent sur-

estoile of six points or,

betw. three fleurs-de-

reversed of the

last.

Wareing', or Waringre

(Walmesley,

co.

Lancaster;

represented in the female line by Ormebod, of Tyldesley).
Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. two mullets pierced sa. three
A wolfs head couped, holding in the
crescents or. Crest
mouth an ostrich feather erect all ppr.
Waren. Ar. a chief chequy or and az.
Wareyn. Quarterly, ar. and sa. lour greyhounds' heads

—

erased counterchanged.
Wareyn. Ar. three chev. engr. gu.
(William Wabham, Bishop of London

Warham

Warham

—

Warham

Warham

Waring

(Owlbury, co. Salop). Same Arms.
(Lea and Wolverhampton, co. Stafford).
(arais

Same

on the monument of Edmund Wabi.no, Esq.,

of Humfreston, d. 1676, in Dorrington Churcli, co. Salop).
Ar. a chev. betw. three herons' heads erased sa. bealced

—

a

saltire sa.

Maxwell.

Crest

Hall, co. York).

Gu. a bend engr. chequy

—

or and az. betw. two bugles stringed of the second. Crent
Upon a millrind fesswise or, a dragon gu. charged on either
wing with an annulet gold.
(Waringstown, co. Down
arms confirmed and
crest granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 1701). Ar. on a beiul sa.
three masclcs of the field. Cresl A stork's head and neck
couped ppr. Mo(<o— Nee vi nee astutia.
(Belfast, co. Antrim
arms confirmed and crest
granted by Hawkins, Ulster, 1706, to We.stenra Wabing,
Esq., of Belfast, son and heir of Vcn. Rogeb Wabing, D.D.,
Archdeacon of Dromore, 1683, who was second son of
TnoMAs Wabino, Esq., of Belfast). Same Arms, a crescent
for diff.
Crest— An eaglo close rcguard. ppr. Jlfoi^o— Mox

Waring

;

—

Waring

;

nesc attollit in auras.

Waring-Max'weH
and

4tb, ur.

(Flnncbro;;uc, CO. Down).

on a bend
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la.

Quurt*-rly,

three mascles of the

on a chief thrra
A stork's head

—

couped ar. Motto Nee vi nee astutift.
Wtiring'e (Shrewsbury, co. Salop). Gu. on a fess engr. or,
betw. three bucks' heads cabossed ar. as many buglehorns sa.
Crest An arm erect vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the

—

hand ppr. a

lure also gu. garnished or, lined

and ringed

vert.

Waringe

(co.

Warwick).

Az. a chev. betw. three liocB

pass. or.

Waringrs.
of the

Ar. on a bend sa. three fusils (another, mascles)

first.

Warington.

Per chev. or and

three lions

az.

ramp.

counterchanged.

Warkhouse. Sa. three covered cups ar.
Warkworth. Or, a saltire sa.
Warley, or Werley (London). Erm.

a lion salient;
guard, gu. crowned or. Cresl Out of a mural crown az.
ppr.
dexter
arm
embowed
in
armour
garnished
or, holding
a
in the hand also ppr. a falchion ar. hilt and pommel gold.
Warley, or Werley (London). Erm. a lion salient
double queued gu. Crest— A tree ppr.
(Peterborough, co. Northampton). Az. on a crota
ar. five mullets of the field.
Warm.eley (co. York). Ar. on a chief Indented gu. three

—

Warme
lions

ramp, of the

field.

Warmincham (co. Chester).

Sa. a dragon wings

expanded

or.

Warminglon.

Per chev. or and az. in chief two lions
ramp, combatant of the second, in base a lion ramp, of the
first.

Warmouth (Newcastle-on-Tyne).
lions

ramp.

Erm. on a bend betw. two

az. three mullets of six points pierced or.

Crest

— A demi lion ramp. erm. armed or, holding a mullet of

six

points gold.

Warmstrey (co. Worcester.

Visit. Worcester, 1G34).

Az.

a cross moline betw. in the dexter chief and base an increscent, and in the sinister chief and base a decrescent or.
Crest
Three ostrich feathers az. banded gu.
(granted, 1579, by Dethick, Garter, to Thomas
Wabnab, of London, a Spanish merchant). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, per bend indented ar. and sa. 2nd and Srd, az. a
fleur-de-lis or.
Crest
A plume of feathers or, bound at
the bottom ar.
Warnchampe. Vert a wyvem volant ar. swallowing a

Wamar

;

—

child ppr.

Warncom.be (co.

Hereford).
Sa. on a fess d.incettec or,
betw. three bezants, each charged with an escallop az. ns
many lions ramp, of the field guttee d'or. C)-est A caltrap
or, entwined with a serpent vert.
Sa. on a fess dancettee ar. betw. three
bezants, each charged with an escallop of the field, as many
lions ramp, of the first, armed and langued gu.
Warne. Sa. a cross or, in the 1st and 4th quarters a martlet
of the second, in the 2nd and 3rd a cbaplet ar. Crest—
horseshoe or, betw. two wings ppr.
Warneford (Wameford Place, co. Wilts; a family of remote
antiquity Visit. Wilts and Hants; Rev. Henby Wabnefobd,
Rector of Freshfield, co. Somerset, became heir male of iho
family at the decease of Edmdnd Wabnefobd, son of Sir
Edmund Wabnefobd, Knt.). Per fess embattled sa. and
ar. six crosses patt^e, three and three, counterchanged.

—

Warncombe.

;

Crest— A garb ppr.

and

Per

(Sennington, co. Wilts).

first,

lor

fess

embattled ar.

three crosses pattee counterchanged.
Warneford (Mountmellick, Queen's co.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
sa.

Walteb Wabnefobd, second son of Thomas Wabnefobd, Esq., of Sennington, buried at Mountmellick, 28 Aug.
Office,

1687).

Same Arms.

Warner

eu.

Waring (Haworth

ist

palets of the second, for

Warneford

Arms.

Waring

Srd, ar.

—

1502,

Archbishop of Canterbury 1504-32; arms in St. Mary's
Church, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Gu. a fess or, betw.
in chief a goat's head erased ar. homed of the second, and
in base three escallops, two and one, of the last.
Warliam (Malsanger, co. Hants. Visit. 1634. Anne, dau.
and heir of Sir William Wabham, of Malsanger, nephew of
William Wabham, Archbishop of Canterbury, m. Sir
RicuABD Pdtenham, of Sherflold. Same Arms, a border or.
(Osmington, co. Dorset). Gu. a fess betw. a goat's
head erased in chief and three escallops in base ar. a border
engr. or. Crest An armed arm holding a sword all ppr.
Gu. on a fess engr. or, three escallops
(co. Hants).
of the first, in chief as many goats' heads couped ar.
Gu. a fess or, betw. three goats'
(co. Surrey).
heads erased ar. and as many escollops in base of the last,
a border of the third.
Warham.. Az. three lozenges, two and one, and as many
crosses fonn^e fitch^ or, one and two, a chief indented per
pale erm. and gu.
Warham. Az. three crosses formee fitchee or, a chief per
pale indented erm. and gu.
Wariner (Wilford, co. Nottingham). Sa. three lapwings', or
peacocks', heads erased ar.

Waring'
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-WAS

(Quom Hall, co. Leicester). Or, a bend engr.
On a mural crown
betw. six roses gu. barbed vert. Crest
a squirrel sejant cracking a nut all ppr. Motto Non nobis
tantuni nati.
(Waltham, co. Essex, and co. Sussex, 1609). Or, a
bend engr. betw. six roses gu. barbed vert. Crest A man's
head ppr. couped below the shoulders, habited chequy or and
az. wreathed about the temples gold and gu. on tlie head

—

Warner

a cap

—

—

ar.

Warner (London).
Warner (London).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three ravens'
heads erased sa. as many mullets pierced or.
(London, co. Norfolk, and Peterborough). Per bend
indented sa. and ar. Crest A double plume of featliera or.
granted by Scgar, Garter, 1616).
(co. Kent;
Quarterly, Ist and 4lh, per pale indented ar. and sa.; 2nd

Warner

—

Warner
and

3rd, az.

feathers ar.

a

fleur-de-lis or.

Cresl

—A

double plume oi

A

WAR
Warner

Ardeer, an eminent Scottish minister and field preacher fn
the disturbed season of Scottish theology, from 1667 to
1709).
Az. a fess betw. three boars' heads erased ar. Crest
An open Bible ppr. Motto Manet In ffiternum.
(Hampstead, co. Sussex). Ar. a buck spinging sa.

Mark Wakner.

son of
RoDEBT Wabner, gvandson of John Warner, great-granULondon,
Visit.
Alderman
of
London.
Warner,
John
Bon of
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, achcv. betw. three boars'
18GS).
heads couped sa. 2nd, or, a fess dancettee sa. in chief a
martlet gu., for Vavasour 3rd, per pale or and ar. three
Crest A horse's head erased per fess
crescents ermines.
;

Thame Church).

Warner (co. Suffolk).
Cveit—A

or.

Vert 4 cross engr. or.
Oxford ; arms on a monument

Same

over

in

crescent or, over all a buck springing sa. attired or.
(Framfield, CO. Sussex. Visit. 1633). Ar. fretty
vert, over all a buck springing sa.
(Stanbridge, co. Hants). Per fess embattled sa.

sa. five estoiles

Wamford
and

lizard vert.

Per hend indented ar. and sa.
Warner
Warner (Ratcliff and Rowington, co. Warwick). Or, a
A horse's
chev. betw. three boars' heads erased sa. Crest
head erased per fess erm. and gu. maned also gu.
Warner (Warner Hall, Brakenthwaite, and Knaresborough,
Or, a bend engr. betw. six roses gu. barbed
CO. York).
Crest
A Saracen's head affrontee ppr. wreathed
vert.
round the temples or and gu.
Warner (Walthamstow, co. Essex). Per bend ar. and gu.
two bendlets betw. six roses all counterchanged. Crest
Saracen's head affront^e couped at the shoulders ppr. vested
gu. on the head a cap chequy ar. and gu. in front thereof

Wamford.

—

Warnings.

Warner
sa.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis ar. a border of the last.
Az. a fess wavy ar. guttee de sang, in chief two
and in base a crescent of '.he
fitchee

crosses crosslet

second.

a bend engr. betw. six roses

RU.
Sa. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis erm.
Or, a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped

sa.

Warner.

Or, a bend engr. betw. six cinquefoils gu.
(granted by Bysshe, Garter, 1666. Visit. Kent).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a fess componee counter-componee
orandgu. betw. eight billets of the second; 2nd, quarterly,
Isl and 4th, per pale indented ar. and sa., 2nd and 3rd, az.
a fleur-de-lis or, a crescent for diff. 3rd, vert a cross engr.
Crest
A squirrel sejant sa. betw. two hazel branches
ar.
ppr. cracking a nut or.
(Jobn Warner, Bishop of Rochester, 1638-66;
arms from his monument). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per

Warner

;

—

Warner

pale indented ar. and sa.

2nd and

;

3rd, az.

a

fleur-de-lis

Warner (Lee-Wabker, Walsingham Abbey, co. Norfolk;
Thomas Lee, a descendant of Lee, of Cotton, co. Salop, m.
Anne, sister of John Wabneb, Bishop of Rochester, 1638-66.
Their great-grandson, Henbt Lee, assumed the additional
surname of Wabneb; his son, Henbt Lee -Warner, Esq.,
of Walsingham Abbey, d. unin., and left his estates to his
cousin, Henrt Woodward, Esq.). Same Arms and Crest.
Motto Non nobis tantum nati.
Warner (Lle-Wabneb, Walsingham Abbey and Tiberton

—

Henbt Woodwabd, son of Daniel
Woodward, Esq., by Mabt his wife, dau. of Rev. Richard
Huntlet and Anne his wife, sister of Henrt Lee-Warner,
Court, CO. Hereford;

Esq., of Walsingham, having

s.

to the estates of his cousin,

assumed the surnames of LeeWarner in lieu of Woodward, and d. 1835). Quarterly of
six, 1st, sa. a fess componee counter-componee or and gu.
betw. eight billets of the second 2nd, quarterly, 1st and
4th, per pale indented ar. and sa., 2nd and 3rd, az. a
3rd, vert a cross engr. ar.; 4th, ar. a
fleur-de-lis or;

Henrt

Lee-Warneb,

;

fess sa. betw. three wolves' heads erased ppr.; 5th, erm. three
scymitars ppr. hilts and pommels or; 6th, ar. on a cross sa. a
Crest
A squirrel sejant betw. two hazel
leopard's face or.

—

branches cracking a nut all ppr. The crest is sometimes
borne with the squirrel sejant on the trunk of a tree ppr.
betw. a hazel and oak branch. Motto Hon nobis tantum

—

nati.

Warner

(Dublin;

Esq., of Dublin,

confirmed,

High

1813,

to

Geobge Wabneb,

Sheriff of that city,

and

to tl.e de-

scendants of his ancestor, Edward Warner, Esq., of
Woodvills, CO. Cork, son of Rev. Thomas Wabneb, D.D.,
Rector of Balsham, co. Cambridge, who settled in IreErmines on a cross engr. or,
land temp. Charles I.).
Crest
An heraldic tiger pass. gu.
five mullets vert.
Motto Deo adjuvante non timendum.
(Ardeer, co. Ayr; borne liy Patrick Warner,
Esq., of Ardeer; descended from Patrick Warner, of

—

—

Warner
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—A

garb

and three

Sa. six crosses formee, three

Ar.

on a bend

sa.

ar.

mascles of tho

three

field.

—

or),

Crest

A*.
(co. Chester. Visit. Chester).
three fleurs-de-lis ar. a border engr. of the last.
Warrsiin. Az. three lozenges or, a chief per pale indented

three roses ar. Motto- Spero.
(Dr. Febdinanbo Wabneb, d. 1768). Ar. a cinquefoil gu. in chief a crescent for diff.
Warner. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three mullets pierced

Ar. (another,

counterchanged.

Warrall, or Wyrrall

—

Warner
Warner

ar. six crosses pattee

ppr.

—

Warner.

a fret vert.

Warnett

(co. Suffolk).

Warner.
Warner.

all

Warnet (co. Surrey). Same Arms, with a label of three points.
Warnett, or Wamitz. Ar. fretty vert, on each joint a

A)~m3.

Erm. on a cross raguly

—

—

Warnet

;

—

erm. and gu.

Warner (co. Norfolk).
Warner (Thame, co.
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(Strowd, co. Middlesex;

^r.

and gu.

Warrand.

—

Ar. a saltire gu. a border of the last. Crest
az. a demi lion erm.
now represented by Robert
(co. Inverness;

Out of a ducal coronet

Warrand

Esq., late Major of Dragoons, of Westhorpe, co.
Nottingham). Sa. a chev. chequy or and az. betw. two lions
in chief and one in base pass. ar. Crest A dexter arm in
armour, holding in the hand a sword all ppr. hilted and
pommelled or. Motio—FoTtiler.
Warre (Hestercombe, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1718;
Thomas Wabbe, of Hestercombe, temp. James I., eighth in
descent from Robert La Wabbe, temp. Henry IV. Visit.
Somerset, 1623. Sir Francis Wabre, of Hestercombe, was
created a bart. 1673, but d. without male issue,; his
only dau. and heiress, Margaret Warre, m. John Bampftlue, Esq., and had a son, Coplestonb Wabbe Bampltlde,
of Hestercombe, who d. «. p., and a dau. Mabcaretta,
who m. in 1753, Geobge Ttndale, Esq. of Bathford). Gu.
two wings in pale ar. over all on a bend az. a crescent of
the second. Crest— An ostrich's head, wings elevated ar.
holding in the mouth a key or.
Warre (Chipley, co. Somerset; John Warre, Esq., of
Chipley, temp. James I., son of John Warre, of same place.
Visit. Somerset, 1623). Qu. crusily fitchee ar. a lion ramp, of
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head
the last. Crtst

Wabband,

—

—

ar.

Warre (Bindon House,

co.

Somerset).

Gu. crusily fitchee

Crest— Out of a ducal coronet
alion ramp, of the last.
Motto—
or, a griffin's head ar. in the beak a stag's antler.
Je trouve bien.
crusily
fltchde
ar.
Kent).
Gu.
Warre (West ClilTe House, co.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
a lion ramp, of the last. Crest
ar.

—

griffin's

Warre.

head ar.
Gu. a lure

ar.

Warren {Earl of Surrey,

forfeited 1399 William de WarRENNE, Earl of Warrrnne, in Normandy, a kinsman of William I., having distinguished himself at the battle of Hasting.i)
was rewarded with large grants of lands in several counties,
and was created by William Rufus, Earl of Surrey: William,
third Earl of Surrey, left an only dau. and heir, Isabel,
m. first, William oe Blois, Earl of Moreton, in Normandy,
illegitimate son of King Stephen, who became Earl of Surrey
jure uxoris, bat d. s. p. 1160; secondly, Hameline PlantaOENET, illegitimate brother of Henry II., who then became
Earl of Surrey jure uxoris, and assumed the name of Warren; his great-great-grandson, John, Earl of Surrey, d.s.p.
1347, leaving his sister Alice his heir: she m. Edmcnd,
eighth Earl of Arundel, and had a son Richard, ninth Earl
of Arundel, who styled himself Earl of Surrey also his son
iticHARD, tenth Earl of Arundel and Surrey, was beheaded
and attainted 1397). Chequy or and az. Blois, Earl rf
Surrey, bore, Gu. three palets vair, on a chief or, an eagle
displ. gu. raembered az.
Warren (Little Marlow, co. Buckingham, bart., extinct
1822; Sir John Borlase Warren, G.C.B., Admiral R.N.,
was created a bart. 1775, and left an only dau. and heiress,
Frances Mabt, m. George Charles, fourth Lord Verrnon ; Sir
John was fourth son of Borlase Warben, Esq., of Little
Marlow, and grandson of ARTHtni Warren, Esq., of Stapleford, CO. Nottingham, by Anne Borlase. his wife, only dau.
and heir of Sir John Borlase, second bart. of Brockmer, co.
Bucks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, chequy or and az. on a
canton gu. a lion ramp, ar., for Warren 2nd and 3rd, erm.
on a bend sa. two arms issuing from the clouds rending a
horseshoe all ppr., for Borlase. CVat— On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a wyvem ar. wings expanded chequy or
and gu. Motto—lieo de Juda est robur noatrum.
;

;

;

;

WAR
Warren

Another Crest—On a chapeau gu.
turned up erm. a wyvem, tail nowed ar. wings expanded
chequy or and az. Supporters (borne by Sir Geoege Wakben,

a

griBSn's claw

gold.

n61>—Two wyvems

ar.

armed

K.B.,
the second and az. Motto Tenebo.
extinct;
( Viscount Bulkdey,

winged cUequy of

or,

—

Warren

Thomas James, seventh

Viicounl BulkeUy, m. 1777, Elizabeth Harriett, only dau.
and heir of Sir Geoboe Wabben, K.B., of Poynton, and assumed by royal licence, 1802, the surname and arms of
Wakben). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, chequy or and az. on a

Warren

Chequy or and az. on a
Crest
canton gu. a lion ramp. ar. a border erm.
A lion's
gamb erased ar. grasping an eagle's leg erased at the thigh

—

armed

gold,

Warren

—

:

;

:

—

—

—

—

;

a chief erm., for Blaib; 3rd, az. three saltires or, for
Glanville. Crest On a mount vert a lion ramp, or, supJi/o<to— Sublimiora
porting a spear erect gu. headed ar.
epectemus.
Warren (Blaib-Wabben, Horkesley Hall, co. Essex).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess chequy or and az. betw.
three talbots sa., for Wabben 2nd, ar. on a saltire sa. five
mascles of the field, a chief erm., for Blaib; 3rd, az.
Crests— 1st: On a mount
three saltires or, for Glanville.
ert a lion ramp, or, supporting a spear erect gu. headed ar.
2nd: A demi greyhound erm. collared chequy or and az.,
Over the
both Wabben; 3rd: A falcon's head erased ppr.
Sublimiora spectemns.
Crest the Motto
Warren (Hedbury, co. Devon, liame, co. Cornwall, and
London; entered at Visit. Devon, 1620, as the arms of Rev.
Bobebt Wabben, Eector of Bame, co. Cornwall, John
Wabben, Bichabd Wabben, of Greenwich, merchant,
Chbistopbgb Wabben, of London, and William Wabben, of
London, merchant, sons of Chbistopheb Wabben, who was
great-grandson of John Wabben, of Uedbury, in the parish
of Ashburton, co. Devon). Ar. three mascles sa. betw. two
bars componee counter-com ponce or and az. on a canton of
the second three ducal coronets of the third, on a border
Crest
A lion ramp, chequy or and az.
gu. eight bezants.
holding betw. the forepaws a crown gold.
Warren (Waltcrstalf, e.o. Devon; granted 14 March, 1G23>.
Ar. three mascles sa. betw. two bars componee countcrcomponde or and az. on a canton of the second three ducal
crowns of the third, on a border gu. eight bezants. Crest
A greyhound sa. seizing a hare ppr.
(Swaoton, co. Gloucester).
Enn. a fess chequy
Crest
A demi
or and az. betw. three talbots pass. sa.
ramp.
erm.
with
a
collar chequy or and
greyhound
gorged
field,

—

;

—

—

—

Warren

—

(Dover, co. Kent). Az. a cross or, betw. in the
dexter chief and sinister base points a martlet, and in the
and dexter base points a chaplet of the
second.
(London descended from Wabren, of Waltcrstaff,
Ar. three mascles sa. betw. two bars compony
CO. Devon).
counter-compony or and az. on a canton of the second three
ducal coronets of the third, on a border gu. eight bezants.
Crest
A greyhound sa. seizing a hare ppr.
(London). Or, a chev. engr. betw. three griffins'
heads erased sa. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
sinister chief

Warren

Warren

(Aldenham, co. Herts).
Chequy or and az. on
CrtU Out of a ducal
a canton gu. a lion ramp. ar.
coronet or, an eagle's leg sa. surmounting a plume of

—

feathers av.
(Ashwell, co. Herts).
Chequy or and az.> a
border cngr. gu. on a canton of the last a lion ramp,
double queued ar. a flcur-dclis for dilT. CrrM A wyvern,

Warren

—

tail

;

—

—

leopard's head of the last, spotted sa.
(London). Ar. a chev. chequy or
three squirrels sejant gu.

nowed

ar.

wings expanded chequy or and az.
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and

az. betw.

Warren (London).

Az. on a chev. betw. three lozenges ar.
as many griffins' heads erased of the first, a chief chequy or
and gu. charged with a leopard pass, of the second guttee de
poix.
(London). Ar. on a bend sa. three mascles of the

Warren
field.

Warren

(London).
Ga. a lion rarap. ar. a chief chequy or
Crest
A dragon's head couped gu.
W^arren (Shepperton, co. Middlesex). Quarterly, gu. and
or, a fess componee counter-componee or and az. in the 1st
and 4th quarters a lion ramp, ar., in the 2nd and 3rd
a grenade fired ppr. Crest In a mural coronet ar. charged
with three torteaux an eagle's leg couped at the knee and
erect or, betw. two laurel branches vert. MoLLb Omne tulit
punctum qui miscuit utile dulci.
Chequy or and az. on a canton
(co. Middlesex).
gu. a lion ramp. ar. Crest A wyvern ar. wings expanded
chequy or and az. Motto Virtus niihi scutum.
(Wirmgay, co. Norfolk). Chequy or and a;, a
border engr. gu.
(quartered by Thomas Abunsei., Bishop of Ely

and

—

az.

—

—

Warren

—
—

Warren

Warren

York 1383, and of Canterbuvv 1397, d.
a window of Merton College, Oxford. Visit.
Chequy or and az. a border engr. ar.
Warren (quartered by Henbt BEAncEiAMP, sixth Earl of
Warwick, K.G., created Duke of Warwick 1444; arras in the
Divinity School, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Chequy or
and az. a chev. en
1374, Archbishop of

1414

;

Oxon,

arms

in

15G6).

Warren (impaled

i

a quartering with Hobne, in Sarsdone
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Chequy or

Manor House, co. Oxford.
az. on a bend gu. three

and

lions pass. or.

Warren (Ightfield, co. Salop). Chequy ar. and sa.
Warren (Burgh Castle, co. SuflTolk). Chequy or and az.
canton gu. a lion ramp. ar.
gu. a pyramid of leaves ar.

Warren (Long
botonnee

Warren

Crest

—Out

Milford, co. Suffolk).

ar. betw. three lozenges

chequy or and

of

on a
a ducal coronet

Gu. on a chev. engr.
az. as

many

crosses

sa.

(Newton,

co. Suffolk

;

granted 1589).

Ar. a fess

—

chequy or and az. betw. three talbots sa. Crest A demi
greyhound erm. collared chequy or and az. Another Crest
On a mount vert a lion ramp, or, holding a spear gu.
headed ar.
Warren (Hopton, co. Suffolk). Per chev. or and sa. two
chevronels cngr. betw. three griffins' heads erased all

—

—

Upon a mount vert five palisades
counterchanged. Crest
conjoined sa. in front of a leopard's head couped ppr. Motto
Non aspera terrent.
Warren (co. York). Chequy or and az.on a bend gu. three
leopards ramp, of the first.
Warren. Chequy az. and or, on a bend gu. three Hone
Crest
A talbot pass. ppr.
pass, guard, ar.
Warren. Gu. a fess or, in chief a goat's head erased ar.
second.
the
border
engr.
a
of
Warren. Chequy or and az. on a bend ar. three lions pass.

—

—

cu.

Warren.

Chequy

ar.

and

az. three crosses crosslet fltchee

or.

Warren.

az.

Ar. a pile betw. four leopards' faces

Warren

and az. Supporters See Bclkelet, Viscount Bulkeley.
( Baron Vemmi: Geoege John, fifth .Baron Vtmcm,
assumed the surname of Wabben by royal licence, 1837, in
compliance with the will of Elizabeth Habbiett, Viscountess
Chequy or and az. on a canton gu. a lion ramp,
Bulieley).
ar. gorged (for distinction) with a collar dancettee of the
1st Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's
second. Crests
talongold, in front of a plume of ostrich feathers ar. the talon
2nd On a chapeau
charged with a barrulet dancettee gu.
gu. turned up erm. a wyvem ar. tail nowed, wings expanded
chequy or and az. gorged with a collar dancett^ gu. Supporters See Vebnon, Baron Vernon.
Warren (Baron DeTabley; Geoege, second J5aron De Tahley,
assumed by royal licence, 1832, the surname of Wabben).
Chequy or and az. on a canton gu. a lion ramp. ar. Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wyvem ar. wings
elevated chequy or and az. Supporters Two wyvems ar.
Motto Tenebo. See
\rings elevated chequy or and az.
Lbicesteb, Baron Be Tabley.
Warren (Zacba&iah Shbapneii Wabben, M.A., Sidney
Sussex College, Cambridge, son of Bev. Willlam Hamilton
Wabben, Eector of Greensted, co. Essex, and Vicar of
Great Budworth, co. Chester, and grandson of the Ven.
John Wabben, LL.D., Archdeacon of Worcester, and
Chapladn in Ordinary to George III.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a fess chequy or and az, betw. three talbots sa.,
for Wabben 2nd, ar. on a saltire sa. five mascles of the

statant ar.

—

gu.

W^arren

—A wyvem

or, for

Alban's, co. Herts).

Warren (co. Herts).

Warren

;

(St.

or.

2nd and 3rd, ta.
Bdlkelet.
winged chequy or

canton gu. a lion ramp, ar., for Warben
a chev. betw. three bulls' heads ar. armed
Crest

W AE
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(PoyntOTi, CO. Chester; estaWisheit in co. Chester,
temp. Edward III., by the Jnarriase with the heiress of "Sir
KiCHOLAs Eton, of Stockport and Toyuton). Chequy or
and az. on a canton gu. a lion ramp. ar. 6'r«i— Out of a
ducal coronet or, a plume of five ostrich feathers ar. in front

pa-ss.

Chequy or and

guard, of the

Warren.
Warren.
Warren.

az.

on a bend gu. three

lions

first.

Chequy or and

az.

a chief ar.

Ar. a chief chequy or and az.'
Az. on a fess engr. betw. thrco lozenges ar. as
many griffins' heads erased of the first, on a chief chequy
or and of the first a greyhound in full course erm.
W^arren.
Az. three lozenges in fess betw. six crosses
crosslet or.

A
;

WAS
Cre.^l

—

Gu. a Hon ramp.
A (Irason's beadgu.

Warren.

ar.

a chief cUequy or and

Warreyn.

Ar. betw. two bars chequy az. and or, three
mascles sa. on a canton of the second three plates in fess
betw. as many ducal crowns of the third, a border of
the third pellettec.

az.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa. on a canton vert a cross

pattee or.

Warren

Ar. a foss

Warreyn.

chequy or and az. betw. three talbots pass. ppr. Crrst
lion ramp. gu. holding a crozier or.
Motlo Non mihi sed

Warriner

(Warren's Court, co. Cork, bart.).

—

—

Deo

(Killiney, co. Dublin, and of the city of Dublin
confirmed to Robert Wabken, Esq., of Killiney Castle and
Butland Square, Dublin, and of Ballydonarca, co. WickJow,
only surviving son of Bobebt Wabren, Esq., of Ballydonarca, Examiner of the Court of Chancery). Chequy
Crest
or and az. on a canton erm. a trefoil vert.
On
a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a wyvern ar. wings expanded chequy or and az. on the breast a trefoil ppr. Motto
Be just and fear not.

—

(Mespil,

Dublin;

co.

on

exemplified

his assuming,

Eichaed

to

by royal

the surname of Cabew only; II. Hanmeb Waebington,
Major in the 4th Dragoon Guards, Consul-General at
Tripoli).
Per chev. or and az. three lions ramp, counterchanged, quartering, for Stbcdwick, Per pale erm. and sa.
'a lion ramp, or, holding in the paws a cross pattee fitchee of
the last. Crest Out of a ducal coronet gu. a demi eagle

licence,

1849, the surname of Wabben, in compliance with the
wishes of his uncle, Samdel Wabben, Esq., of Mespil).
Chequy or and gu. on a canton per pale of the second and
az. a saltire of the first. Crest
An arm embowed in armour

—

—

ppr. grasping a dart sa. feathered ar. barbed or.
Cj-est
granted to Col. Bichabd Weight Wabben, of Mespil, co.

displ. or.

Warringrton.

Dublin, formerly in the service of the Republic of Columbia
^-Out of an earl's coronet or, an arm embowed in armour
ppr. grasping a dart sa. feathered ar. barbed gold. Motto
Fortuna sequatur.
(Naas, co. Kildare Reg. Ulster's Office). Quarterly,
per fess indented ar. and gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters a
cinquefoil of the second.
(Kilkenny; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1655, Maby,
wife of Abel Wabben, Captain of a troop in Oliver Cromwell's army in Ireland). Chequy or and az. on a canton gu.

—

Warren

;

Warren

Kilkenny; confirmed to
Bobebt Wabben, Esq., second son of Michael Wabeen,
Esq., of Sandford's Court, by Saeah Eaton, his wife,
only dau. of Millington Eaton Swettenham, Esq., of
Swettenham, co. Chester). Chequy or and gu. on a canton
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an
az. a cross of the first.
eagle's talon gold, holding a crescent gu. in front of a
plume of five ostrich feathers ar. Motto Mox virtute se
See Swettenham.
tollit ad auras.
Warren (Wavrenstown, in OfFaly, King's co. Fun. Ent.
Ulster's OfSce, 1608, Sir Henbt Wabren, Knt., of Warrcnstown). Chequy or and gu. on a canton az. a saltire of the
Out of a
Crest granted by Molyneux, Ulster, 1606
first.
ducal coronet or, a plume of ostrich feathers gu. issuant
therefrom an eagle, leg and thigh ar.
Warren (Sir Henbv Wabben, knighted at Christ's Church
Cathedral, Dublin, by Sir WiUiam BusseU, Lord Deputy of
Ireland, 4 Jan. 1595). Chequy gu. and or, on a canton az.
a saltire of the second. Crest A sinister arm in armour embowed ppr. holding in the hand a broken spear or, headed ar.
Warren (Sir Edwabd Wabben, knighted at Dublin Castle,
by Bobebt, Earl of Essex, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,
22 July, 1599). Chequy az. and or, on a canton gu. a lion
ramp. ar.
(Sandford's Court, co.

—

—

;

—

—

"Warren

William Wabben,

(Sir

Unifihtcd at the

Camp

at

by Bobebt, Earl of Essex, Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, 30 July, 1599). Chequy az. and or,
on a canton gu. a saltire of the second.
OfFaly, in the

King*

co.,

Warren

Quarterly, per
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 16S0).
fess danccttee ar. and gu. in the 1st and 4th quarters a
cinquefoil of the second.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1620, Walter Waeben).
Quarterly, per fess dancettee ar. and gu.
(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1646, to William
Wabben, Colonel in command of a regiment of foot in the
army sent to Ireland under command of Edwaed, Earl of
Glar,\ organ).
Quarterly, per fess indented or and gu. a
canton sa. Crest A hand in a gauntlet sa. holding an

Warren
Warren

—

arming sword ppr. pommel and

hilt or.

Warren

(Beg. Ulster's Office, to Major John Wabben.
Major in Colonel Bobert Tothill's regiment sent to Ireland
1649, third son of Thomas Waeeen, Esq., of co. Middlesex
descended from Wabben, of Pointou-Stopford, co. Chester).
Chequy or and az. on a canton gu. a lion ramp. ar. a mullet
on a crescent for diff. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a
plume of five ostrich feathers ar. in front thereof an eagle's
;

—

leg erect sa.

armed gu.

Warren-Darley.

See Daelet.
Warrender (Lochend, East Lothian, bart.). Ar. on a
bend wavy betw. six roses gu. three plates. Crest A hare
sejant ppr. MolLo ^Industria evchit.

—
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CreH

—

Ar. on a bend

sa.

three eagles displ. or.

— Out of a ducal coronet az. a demi eagle

Warrington, or Warmynton.
on the shoulder a

displ. or.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

fleur-df-lis or.

Warrington, To-^n
and one

gu.,

of. Ar. six lioncels, three, two,
being the arms of 'Vilabs, the first Lords of

Warrington.
(De Tournay). Gu. billettee three crescents or,
a cancon barruly of the last and az.
Warrison. Gu. billettee three crescents or, a canton of

Warrison
the

last.

Warryn

a lion ramp. ar.

Warren

lion

:

—

Esq., of Mespil,

on a canton gu. a

az.

first.

(Conock, co. Wilts). Gu. a fess chequy or and
erm. betw. two horses courant ar., quartering Ebnle,
HuNGEEFOED, of Farley Castle, and Tookeb.
Warring (South Lutbroke, co. Devon). Az. on a chev.
betw. three lions pass, or, as many fleurs-de-lis of the field.
Warrington (Aigberth, co. Lancaster; Eev. Geobge
Waerington, Bector of Pleasley, co. Derby, and 'Vicar of
Hope, CO. Flint, grandson of John Waebington, Esq., of
Aigberth, left, with other issue
I. Geobge Hekby 'W'arbington, who, marrying the heiress of Cabew, of Carew
Castle and Crowcombe, assumed, by royal licence, 1811,

et regi.

Wbight,

Chequy or and

ramp, of the

Warren

Warren

WAS
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Wairen.

Az. a cross crosslet betw. three

(co. Chester).

fusils or.

Warryn. Gu. on a bend
Warryson. Gu. a fess
or,

ar. three escallops sa.

humetteee betw. three crescents
a canton barry of six ar. and az.
Per pale ar. and gu. a saltire betw. four crescents

Warsop.

counterchanged.

Warsted, or Warsteede.

Ar.

a chev. betw. three

cinquefoils pierced gu.

Warter (Warter,

York, afterwards of Stableford, Swancok Rudge, and Cruck Meole, co. Salop, also of co. Stafford,
and London; borne in 1451, by Cheistopher Waetee, Esq.,
Sheriff of London, also borne by Sir William Wabtee, temp.
Henry VIII.; confirmed 13 Queen Anne, with the addition of
the crest, to John Waetee, Esq., of the Inner Temple,
Assistant to the Council for the affairs of the Admiralty and
Nary of Great Britain). Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three
chessrooks ar. as many crosses crosslet fitchee of the first.
Creft
A lion ramp. sa. collared ar. holding betw. the
forepaws a chcssrook or. Motto Vi victus non coactus.
Warter (Cruck Meole, co. Salop). Same Arms, Crest, and
MnttO.
co.

—

—

Warter

(Langden Manor,
and Motto.

Warter, or Wart'ar

co. Salop).

Same Amu,

Crest,

Ar. a chev. betw.
three chessrooks sa. Crest
A fox sejant ppr.
Warter, or Wartur. Or, a bend co,tised betw. six lions

ramp.

(co. Stafford).

—

sa.

Warters

(Reg. Ulster's
chessrooks sa. Crest

Office).

—A

lion

Ar. a chev.'engr. betw. three
ar. supporting a tree

ramp.

vert.

Ar. a cross couped ragulee and trnnkcd sa.
Az. on a chev. betw. three lions pass, or, as
many mullets sa. Crest A lion's head erased or.
Wartoft. Sa. billettee ar. a lion ramp, of the last.
Warton. Or, on a chev az. a martlet betw. two i)heons of
the first. Crest A spur winged ppr.
(Beverley, co. York; Sir Michael Warton, Knt.,
of Beverley, son of Michael Wabton, of same place, and
grandson of Lawrence Warton, of Kingston-iipon-HuU, d.
1065; his great-grandson. Sir Michael Waeton, Knt., of
Beverley, was knighted at Whitehall, 30 June, 1666, and tZ.
unm. March, 1725, leaving his sisters his co-heirs, viz., Scsan,
wife, first, of Sir John Bright, Knt., of Bradsworth, and
secondly, of Sir John Newton, third bart. of Bans Court;
and Mart, wife of Sir James Penntman, third hurt, of
Or, on a chev. az. a
Ormesby. Dugdale's Visit. York).
On the stump
martlet betw. two pheons of the first. Crest
of a tree couped a squirrel sejant all ppr. cracking a nut or,

"Warth..

"Wartnaby.

—

—

Warton

—

collared gold.

Warton.
Warton.

Ar. onachiefgu. akinfeiisherofthefirst, belled or.
Or, on a chev. az. a martlet betw. two pheons of

;

WAR
the

field,

on a

—

crescents ar.
battle axe erect ar.

Warwick, Earl
^^arwick

(Warwick,

CO.

;

Fbancis
and assumed the surname of Warwick
Crest
A dexter arm
Az. three lions ramp. ar.
1792).
couped at the shoulder in armour, holding in the gauntlet a
ppr.
battle axe all
to the representation of the family at the decease of

Wakwick.

Esq.,

Warwick
oak leaves

—

Ar. thfee

(Warwickbriggs, co. Cumberland).
vert.

Warwick.

Ar. a fess sa. fretty of the

first

betw. three

Crest — A leopard's face or.
Warwick. Ar. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa. (or az.).
Warwick. Vert three lions ramp. ar.
Warwick, or Warwyke. Vert three lions ramp, donble
fleurs-de-lis of the second.

queued

ar.

Warwick (quartered by-BoiD,

of TTpton, co. Chester; Fun.
Ent. Ulster's OfiBce, 1634, Annie, dau. of Henby Bold, Esq.,
of Upton, and wife of Alderman Jambs Watson, of Dublin).
Gu. a fess ar. betw. in chief three fleurs-de-lis and in base

a

leopard's face or.

Warwick, Town of (co.

Warwick). The seal represents
• castle triple-towered, on the top thereof two huntsmen
winding their horns, and in chief the sun and a crescent.
Warwyke. Gu. a fess or, in chief three fleurs-de-lis of the
second, in base a leopard's face of the second.
Warwyn. Ar. three fleurs-de-lis vert, on a canton «f the
last a croES patonce or.
Wasceley. Ar. a cross botonnfie sa.
(Rotherby, co. Leicester; descended from JousWase,
of London, merchant, temp. Henry VI. John Wase, b. Oct.
1699, was living at Visit. Leicester, 1619). Ar. on a chev.
sa. betw. three garbs vert, banded or, as many estoiles of
the field. Crest Out of clouds ppr. issuing rays or, a dexter

Wase

;

—

arm embowed
hand a demi

in

armour

ar. garnished gold, holding in the

battle axe, point erect also ppr.

Wase (Hickling, CO.

Nottingham.

Visit. Notts, 1614). Ar.
garbs az. banded or, as many
mullet
for
Crest
An arm in
diff.
a
estoiles of the
armour embowed ppr. garnished or, issuing out of clouds
rayed g<nd, holding in the hand a battle axe beaded ar. a
mullet for diff.
(Storrington, co. Susses). Barry of sis ar. and gu. in
chief a pellet charged with u crescent or. Crest A demi
lion ramp. ar. ducally gorged az. charged on the shoulder
with a pellet, thereon a crescent ar.
Wasell. Or, three fleurs-de-lis gu. a chief erm.
Or, on a cross sa. betw.
(Prior's Court, co. Berks).
A falcon rising or,
four erm. spots five bezants. Crest
beaked, membered, and collared sa. belled gold, the collar
with
three
bezants.
charged
(co. Norfolk, and Westminster; granted 12 Aug.

on a chev.

sa. betw. three

—

field,

Wase

—

Wasey

—

Wasey

Same Anni and Crest.
Same Arms. C;wi— Two arms shooting an arrow
from a bow ppr.
Wash (CO. Buckingham). Barry of sis ar. and gu. on a
1729;.

Wasey.

canton of the

last

Washborne.
Washborne.
Washborne.

Washboume

a mullet of the

first.

or, a cross sa.
Ar. a cross voided az.
Ar. a fess betw. six martlets gu.

Washboume and Wichenford, eo. Worcester

settled there temp.

Edward

III., Visit.

Worcester; the direct

male line ceased with William Washboukne, Esq., of
Wichenford and Pytchley, who left an only child, Elizabeth
Washboobne, m. Feancis Money, of Wellingborough, and
was great-grandmother of Sir James Ktble-Money, Bart.,
whose nephew is the present Colonel John Ebnle MoneyKtble, of Much Marcle). Ar. on a fess betw. six martlets
CreU A coil of flax ar.
fga. three cinquefoils of the field.
surmounted with a wreath ar. and gu. thereon flames of fire

—

ppr.

Washer (Lynchara,
Barruly

ar.

Washer (to.

Devon, and Sunbridgc, co. Kent).
ramp. sa. crowned or.
Bendy of eight erm. and az. a border

co.

and gu. a
Devon).

lion

fDRr. gu.

Waahingrborne.

Per

fess

indented gu. and erm. in chief

three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Washingrley

(co.

Huntingdon).

Erm. on a chief indented

az. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

Washlnfirley.
^J^ashlngrton

Ar. on a chief gu. three fleursde

lis

or.

Lancaster, Leicester, Northampton,
Buckingham, and Kent). Ar. two bars gu. in chief three
Bulleli of the second. Creit—Out of a ducal coronet or, a
(cos.
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;

Lawrence Washington, Esq., of Northampton and Gray's
Inn, who had a grant of the lands of Snlgrave, 30 Henry
VIII. his great-grandson. Sir William Washington, Knt.,
was of Packington). Same Arms and Crest.
;

Washington (United States of North America;

descended
from John Washington, and his brother Lawrence Washington, natives of the North of England, who emigrated to
North America during the Usurpation of Oliver Cromwell,
about 1657, and settled at Bridges Creek, on the Potomac
Kiver. The elder, John Washington, was employed against
the Indians in Maryland, and as a reward for his services
was made a Colonel, and the parish where he lived was
called "Washington," after him. He m. Anne, sister of
Thomas Pope, and had two sons, John and Lawrence; tlio
second, Lawrence Washington, d. 1697, leaving by Mildred, his wife, dau. of Colonel ArccsTiNE Warner, witli
other issue, a second son, Acgdstine Washington, who d.
1743, leaving by his second wife, Mary Ball, a son, George
Washington, the Leader of the North American Rebellion,
temp. George III., and first President of the United States,
6. in Virginia, 11 Feb. 1732, d. a. p. 14 Dec. 1793).
Same
Arms and Crest.
Washington (co. York). Vert a lion ramp. ar. a border
gobon^e or and az.
Washington. Ar. on a fess gu. three mullets of the first.
Washington. Gu. on a fess ar. threo mullets pierced of
the

field.

Washington.

Gu. two bars

ar. in chief three martlets of

the second.

Washous.
crowned

Barry of eight

ar. and- az.

a

ramp. gu.

lion

or.

Waskatt.

Waskett

Ar. a chev. betw. three escallops sa.
(confirmed, 1818, to Sir Francis Waskett, K.C.B.,

of Chester Street, London, and Pentlow Hall, co. Essex,
and his descendants, and the Other descendants of his
father, John Waskett).
Or, a bend cotised betw. a

ramp, in chief and two lions combatant in base gu.
lion ramp. gu. gorged with a collar flory counterflory or, holding betw. the paws a mullet of eight points az.
Motto Incorrupta fides nudaque Veritas.
lion

Crest

—A
—

Waskett-Myers

(Pentlow Hall, co. Essex).

Quarterly,

and 4th, ar. on the sea an ancient ship at anchor with
three masts ppr. on each a single yard across, the sails
furled sa. colours flying gu. on a canton of the last a baton
or, and a sword of the second, pommel and hilt gold, in
saltire, encircled by a mural crown ar. and for distinction,
pendent from the mainmast an inescutcheon of the field,
charged with a mullet of eight points az., for Myers 2nd
and 3rd, or, abend cotised betw. a lion ramp, in chief and
two lions combatant in base gu., for Waskett the whole
charged with an escutcheon of pretence, Myebs, as above,
1st

;

;

—

without the inescutcheon for distinction of blood. Crests
1st, Myers: A mermaid ppr. her waist encircled by a
mural crown or, and for distinction, charged on the breast
with a cross pattee az. 2nd, Waskett A lion ramp. gu.
gorged with a collar flory counterflory or, holding betw. tho
paws a mullet of eight points az. ilfo(to— Non dormiat qui
;

Gu. bezantee, on a canton

(

raven, wings endorsed ppr. Another Ov;<— Oui of a dncal
coronet or, an eagle, wings endorsed sa.
(Sulgrave, co. Northampton, and Packington,
CO. Leicester; descended from Robert Washington, of
AVarton, second son of John Washington, of Whitfield his
eldest son, John Washington, of Warton, was father of

Washington
See Gkeville.

of.

Cumberland
descended from
Odabd, to whom the manor of Warwick was given by
Eanulph deMeschines, <emp. Henry I. EodertBonneb, Esq.,
i.

WAS
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chief sa. a lion pass. praaTd. enclosed ty two
An armed arm erect ppr. supporting a
Crest

:

custodit.

Wasle. Gu. a fess erm. a label of three points of the last.
Waspale, or Waspoole. Ar. two chev. gu. a canton
of the last.

Wass (co.
Wass.

Cornwall).

Barry of six

mullet of the

Ar. on a chev. gu. three bezants.
and gu. on a canton of the second

ar.

a

first.

Wassand.
Wassborn.

Ar. a fess betw. two crescents gu.
Or, a cross voided az.
(Kirkhill, co. York). Barry of six ar. and gu. a Hon
ramp. sa. armed or, gorged with a crown ar. on a canton of
the second a mullet of the first.
(co. Buckingham).
Barry of six ar.
Wasse, or
and gu. on a canton of the last a mullet of the first.
(Wickham, co. Bucks, and London. Visit. London,
Barry of six ar. and gu., quartering Hampden and
1568).
Stouohton. Crent A demi lion ramp. ITr. ducally gorged az.
Wasseley, or Wasterley. Ar. a cross patonce sa.
Wassington. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three mullela
pierced of the last.
Wasted. Gu. a stag's head cabossed erm.
Wasteley. Ar. a cross cros.slct sa.
Wastell (co. NorthaniptDn, anil Wiistcll-Hcad, co. Westmorland). Ar. on a bend betw. two doves az. collared of Ou

Wasse

Washe

Wasse

—

—AA

;

WAS
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three cavlia or, on a chief quarterly sa. and gu. (the
•econd and third, guttle d'or) a horse in full speed of the first,
Crest
bridled purp. bezantee.
A cubit arm erect vested
gu. charged with three gouttes d'or, cuffed ar. holding on
the hand ppr. a dove az. collared gold.

first,

—

Wastell (Newborough, CO.
John Wastell,
Same Jrms and

Northumberland; descended from

Esq., ol Scorton, co. York,

who

d. 1659).

Gu. a lion ramp, guard, or, holding a rose ar.
stalked and leaved vert. Crest Two snakes entwined and

—

erect ppr. within a ring or, geramed sa.

Somerset and Wilts, and London, 1634). Gu.
on a fess betw. six billets ar. three Catharine wheels sa.
Crest
A lamb pass. sa. holding a banner ar. charged with
a Catharine wheel also sa.
Wasthouse. Ar. four bars gu. a lion ramp. sa. crowned
(cos.

—

or.

Wastley.

Ar. three pairs of angles interlaced fessways, at
each end an annulet az. Ci-eat A dexter hand gu. holding
an annulet or.
Wastley. Ar. a cross botonnee sa.
Wastneys (Hedon, co. Nottingham, bart., extinct 1742
Sir Habdolph Wastnets was created a bart. 1622, sixth in
descent from John Wastnets, Esq., of Hedon, temp. Henry
rv. Visit. Notts, 1614). Sa. a lion ramp, double queued
ar. collared go.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, double queued
ar. collared gu.

—

—

Wastneys
Arms.

(cos. Chester, Leicester,

Crest

—A demi Uon ramp.

and

Stafford).

Same

ar. collared gu.
Salop; Thomas Wastnets, Esq., temp.
Edward II., whose dau. and heir, Margaret, m. Gilbert
BoHUN, of same co., and their dau. and heir, Joan Bohdn,
VI. Waltek Weaver, Esq., co. Hereford.
Visit. London,
1568). Same Arms, a crescent for di£F.
Wastoile (co. Essex). Ar. on a cross sa. five mullets

Wastneys

(co.

—

Waterhouse

—The

dexter leg and wing of an eagle coupea and
Motto Veritas vincit omnia.
(DoHERTr-WATEBHonsE, Hope Hall, Halifax,
CO. York; exemplified to Daniel Henbt Dohertt, Capt.
3rd King's Own Hussars, upon his assuming, by royal
licence, 1872, the additional surname of Waterhouse).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a pile engr. sa. a fountain,
and (for distinction) in chief a cross crosslet gold, for Watebhodse; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three trefoils
slipped vert a cross crosslet fitchee or, for Dohebtt. Creits—
Ist, Watebhouse
In front of an eagle's leg erased at the
thigh or, issuant therefrom a wing in bend sa. a fountain
charged (for distinction) on the thigh with a cross crosslet
Crest

—

displ. sa.

:

sa.

Dohebtt

2nd,

;

An arm

:

in

armour

embowed

ppr.

charged with a cross crosslet fitchee, the hand grasping s
scymitar also ppr. Motto Veritas vincit omnia.
Waterhouse (co. York) Or, on a fess az. betw. threo
fountains a spearhead enclosed by two millrinds ar.
Waterhouse (co. Hertford). Sa. on a cross erm. betw.
four castles ar. five spearheads of the field.
Waterhouse (cos. York and Nottingham). Qu. ihreo

—

fountains.

Waterhouse.

on a cross enpr. betw. four towers hr.
first
Crest A demi talbot eiin.

Sa.

—

five spearheads of the
collared gu. eared sa.

Waterhouse
John

(Sir

Edward Watebhouse, knighted by

Sir

Lord Deputy of Ireland, 1584). Or, a pile
Crest~A falcon's leg belled and conjoined to a

Perrott,

engr. sa.
at the thigh or.

wing

Waterhouse

(city of Dublin
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Offices
Joseph Waterhouse, buried at St. Werbcrgh",
Church). Or, a pile engr. sa. Crest (Reg. Ulster's Office)
An eagle's leg or, conjoined at the thigh to a wing sa.
Waterley. Or, two pales indented point in point ar. and
;

1668, Dr.

or.

Wastoile
gu. as

in the parish of
Halifax, Braithwell, Thornhill, Onsacre, ii;inhiii, Tliornes,
•fee, York, and London).
Or, a pile engr sa
Ciest
demi eagle displ. dimidiated paleways, sans htad ja.
(Halifax, co. York).
Or, a pile ensr. fa.

Waterhouse

Crest.

Waster.

Wastfield

"WAT

Shibden Hall, Woodhouse, and other places

(co. Essex).

many

Ar. on a chev. betw. three estoiles

bezant.'.

Wastoile, or Wastoyle.
escallops or.

Ci-est

Ar. on a cross sa.

—A band holding a grenade

f5ve

sa. fired

Waterlovr

ppr.

Waston

(Scotland, 16th centui^). Gu. a bend sinister ar.
charged with a rose gu. betw. two crescents sa.
(Eosehill, Scotland). Ar. an oak tree growing out of
a mount in base vert, surmounted of a fess az. charged with
a crescent betw. two stars of the first.
Water. Faly of six ar. and az. a saltire wavy counterchanged.

Wate

Water. Ar. three saltires gu.
Waterbulton, or Waterbuston

(co.

Surrey).

Ar.

two chev. gu. on a canton of the second a covered cup or.
(qiiartered by Ruding, of Westcotes, co.
Leicester; William Clarke, of that place, living 39 Henry
VI., VI. Prudence Watercroft, heiress of the family). Sa.
three fleurs-de-lis ar. within an orle of seven cross crosslets
fitchee of the last, a canton erm. See Clarke, of Dudley.
Waterfield (granted to Thomas Waterfield, Esq., of
Daventry, co. Northampton). Az. on a chev. betw. three
water lilies ar. seeded, leaved, and slipped ppr. as many
Upon a line coiled or, a talDot pass. ppr.
fountains. Crest
collared gu. holding in the dexter fore{)aw a water lily, as in
the arms.
Waterford, Marquess of. See Beresford.
Waterford, Earl of. See Talbot, Earl of Shrewshunj,

Watercroft

—

&c.
of. Az. a saint standing on two degrees
or steps, vested in a loose robe, rays about his head, holding
a crucifix before him, his hands on the extreme ends,
and his feet resting on the uppermost step all or (ancient).
Modern (borne by Nathaniel Fot, 1691-1708) Vert two
keys in saltire, bows down or, in chief a lion pass, guard, ar.
in fess a Bible on the dexter and an annulet on the sinister
of the second, in base six cloven tongues, three, two, and one

Waterford, See

—

(Fairseat, co. Kent, and Illghgate, co. MiddleAz. a demi eagle displ. erased or, holding in
the beak a cross crosslet fitchee ar. on a chief of the last
three wolves' heads erased sa. Crest
Upon a mount an
oak tree, in front thereof a plough all ppr. Motto Labor

sex, bart.).

—

omnia

Waterlyn.

Waterford, City

of.

Per

fess gu.

and

ar. in chief three

lions pass, guard, in pale or, in base the sea ppr.

—
—

three

barges of the third.
Crest
\ lion sejant supporting an
Irish harp or. Suppl>rters
Dexter, a lion or sinister, a
dolphin ar. Motto Urbs intacta manet.
Waterford. Ar. a fess wavy gu. cotised of the last.
W^aterhouse (cos. Herts and Bucks, London, and co.
Fermanagh descended from Sir Edward AVaterhocse,
of Kirton in Lindsay, co. Lincoln, temp. Henry III., whose
eldest son was ancestor of Waxebhouse, of Hemel Hempstead
and Berkhampstead, co. Herts, Whitchurch, co. Bucks, and
London, and Castle Watcrhouse, co. Fermanagh: and
his second son ot Watebhouse, of UoUins in Warley, of

—

;

1081

;

Az. ten cinquefoils, three, three, three, and ona

or.

Waterman
Waterman

Devon). Or, a buck's head cabossed gu.
(London, 1672). Paly of six ar. and gu. three
crescents coimterchanged.
Watermen,
of (London, incorporateil
Barry wavy of six ar. and az. on the middle bar a
1556).
boat or, on a chief of the second two bars in saltire of tho
third betw. two cushions of the first, tasselled or. Cnst
dexter arm embowed ppr. vested ar. holding In the hand on
oar erect or. Motto over By command of our superiors.
Supporters Two dolphins az. finned or.
Watemill (co. Essex). Ar. three chev. gu.
Waternill. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar. a chief barry wavy
(co.

Company

—

—

—

of four az.

and

ar.

Waterpark, Baron. See
Waters (Lenham, co. Kent).
many swans

Waters
Waters

Cavendish.
Sa. three bars

wavy betw. us

ar.

(Ludlow, co. Salop).

Or, a pale az.

(co. Salop).
Per pale ar. and sa. a saltire charged
with another wavy, both counterchanged.
Carmarthen).
Erm. a griffin «ecroant
Waters (Samau, co.
Crest A demi griffin az.
az. a border engr. of the last.

Motto

— Honor

Waters
Sa.

on a

bars

—

pietas.

(John Waters, York Herald, temp. Richard III.).
fess wavy ar. betw. three swans of the second two

wavy

Waters.

of the third.

—

vincit.

az.

Same

Crest as the last.

Quarterly, ar.

and

sa.

a

saltire

wavy counter-

and

az.

a

saltire

wavy counter-

changed.

Waters.

Paly of six

ar.

changed.

Waters

(Newcastle, co. Limerick; allowed by Hawkins,
and pedigree registered 1786, to Ferdinand Marie
Loni9«iE Waters, 6. in France 1777, son of George Waters,
Count Waters, Baron and Seigneur of Mainsfort, in the province of Berry and kingdom of France, who was great-grandson of John Waters Fitz-George, Esq., of Newcastle). Az. a
chev. engr. erm. betw. three bezants, each charged with a
Crest— A demi tiger per pale indented
trcloil slipped ppr.
ar. and az. holding a branch of three red roses slipped
Ulster,

ppr.

—

A

WAT
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;

a chev. ar. betw. three lozenges of the last, each
charged with a spearhead of the first, for Watkins; 2nd
and 3rd, per pale or and ar. a chev. sa. guttee d'eau and
4th, sa.

cotised engr. of the last betw. three ravens of the third, for

ballad saith

—

Ar. three chev. gn. a border engr. sa.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar. a chief vair.
(quartered by Wickham, of Swallcliffe, co.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar. on
Visit. Oxon,. 1634).
Oxford.
a chief of the last a bar Jiebulee az.
Wates (CO. Salop). Or, a pale az.
Watevile, or Watervlle (co. Essex). Ar. a chev. gu.
sa.

Ar. scmee of crosses crosslet

gu. a fess dancettee of the last.
fess

indented betw.

and six in base ar.
a label of three points az.
Two arms in armour embowed holding a battle axe
on a fess betw. three chcssrooks gn. as

Or,

Ar. a

fess

sa.

in chief three muUctB

of the

last.

Watford.

Ar. a lion ramp.

gtt.

on a bendlet of the

three crosses crosslet fltchee of the first.
(St. Alban's, co. Herts, and Slipton, co.

Wathe

Sa. three bars

head erased

Watkens

wavy

ar.

a chief or.

Crest

last

Northamp-

—A dragon's

sa.

Monmouth and

(cos.

Wilts).

Az. a fess betw.

—A

griffin's
Crest
three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis or.
head guWatker. Ar. on a chev. sa. three garbs or.
(Wales). Erm. three harvest flies gu. Crest—
cock's head ar. combed and wattled gu.
Or, a fess betw. three mullets
(co. York).

Watkin

Watkingson
az.

Watkins (Pennoyre, co. Brecon: John Llotd Vacghan
Watkins, Esq., of Pennoyre, M.P. for Brecknock, J. P.
and D.L., was son and heir of Rev. Thomas Watkins, M.A.,
F.R.S., and F.S.A., by Susanna Ei,eanoba, his wife, only
eurviving child of John Vacghan, Esq., of Golden Grove,
CO. Carmarthen, and grandson of Penacb Watkins, Esq., of
Broadway, in the last co., and great-grandson of Bees
Watkt.v, Esq., of Ty-isha, in same co.). Sa. a chev. betw.
three spear-heads embrued ar., quartering Vacghan. Crest
A dragon's head erased vert, with a bloody hand in the
mouth. Motto Pen-aur-y-chalon wir.
Watkins (Venerable Fbedebick Watkins, B.D., ArchOr, on a chev. gu. three horseshoes of
deacon of York).
the field, on a chief of the second three fleurs-de-lis of the
Crest
first.
A lion ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a

—

—

—

fleur-de-lis or.

Watkins

Motto

—

Virtute.

(Llangorse, co. Brecon).

Gu. on a garb

or,

a

Cornish chough ppr. beaked and mombered of the field,
holding in the beak an erm. spot, a border gobonee or and
az.

Watkins
Watkins

(Llangorse, co. Brecon). Az. a wolf ramp. ar.
(Llanigen, co. Brecon). Sa. a chev. betw. three

gauntlets, fingcrt clenched or.
(co. Hereford).
Ar. three gauntlets ppr. Crest
A cubit arm erect in armour, the hand holding the broken

—

Watkins

bend sinister all ppr.
(Woodfield, co. Worcester). Az. on a chev. betw.
three escallops ar. a.^ many leopards' faces jcssant-dc-lis gu.
shaft of a lilting-spear in

Watkins

—\

head ar. erased and gorged with a collar of
Motto
Flyddlawn Bunydd.
Az. a fess betw. three leopards' faces jcssantCreat—Out of an Eastern coronet or, a griflin's

talliot's

cinqucfoils gu.

Watkins.
dc lisor.
head gu.

Watkins
betw.

head

—

co.

Northampton).

ilirce leopards' faces Jessant-de-lis or.

Watkins

(co. Wilts).

all

— Out of a

ppr;

Motto

human

—Cordo

manuque.
(Caldicot Hill, Aldenham, co. Herts).
Ar.
three bars sa. on a chief gu. a saltire or. Crest
A demi
lion ramp, holding in the dexter paw a sword all ppr. hilt

—

or.

Watling1;on

(John IIoopek WatxingTon, Esq., of Reading,
Barry of six ar. and sa. guttee d'eau, on a chief
of the second a saltire double parted and fretty of the first.
Crest ^A demi lion ppr. semee of spearheads sa. holding in

—

the dexter paw a sword also ppr. and resting the sinister on
an escutcheon sa. charged wiih a saltire double parted and
fretty ar.
Motto Mens conscia recti.
Watlingrton (Pebry-Watlington, Moor Hall, co. Esses).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, barry of six ar. and sa. guttge d'eau,
on a chief of the second a saltire double parted and fretty of
the first, for Watlington 2nd and 3rd, gyronny of eight or
and gu. on a bend ar. two lions pass, ppr., for Pebev.
Crests
Ist, Watlington: A demi lion ppr. semee of spearheads sa. holding in the dexter paw a sword also ppr. and
resting the sinister on an escutcheon sa. charged with a
saltire double parted and fretty ar.
2nd, Pebbt A lion's
head erased or, semee of saltires and ducally crowned gu.
holding in the mouth a pear slipped ppr. Motto Mens
conscia recti.
or
(Maidstone, co. Kent). Per pale
or and sa. a pheon counterchanged. Crest— A demi lion
couped sa. holding in the paws a pheon or.
(Watmough, co. Lancaster, 1613). Ar. three
Crest
branches of wheat vert.
A leopard's face or, cut
through with a scymitar ppr. tailted and studded

—

;

—

;

:

—

Whatman

Watman,

Watmough

—

gold.

Watmough,
wheat

vert.

or Watmoaerte.
CVast

—A

ferret pass.

Ar. three bunches of
sa.

collared or, lined

gu.

Watney (Wandsworth,

Az. a cross engr. erm.
the 2nd and 3rd
Upon a mount vert, in front of a garb
a garb or. Ci-est
erect or, a greyhound courant sa. gorged with a collar,
therefrom pendent a buglehom gold.
(Mitcham, co. Surrey). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az.
a cross engr. erm. in the 1st and 4th quarters a dove ar. in
the 2nd and 3rd a garb or, for Watnet; 2nd and 3rd,
quarterly, ar. and or, a cross fleurett^ gu. in the 1st and
4th quarters a lion ramp. gu. charged with three bars or,
forGALPiN. Crest - On a mount vert, in front of a garb
erect or, a greyhound courant sa. gorged with a collar,
therefrom pendent a buglehom gold.
Erm. a bend engr. vert.
(CO. York).
Watone. Ar. on a bend sa. three ounces pass. or.
Watort. Ar. a fess engr^ sa. in chief two mullets of the
second.
Watort, or Wa'wtord. Ar. a fess sa. in chief three
mullets of the second.
Watren, or Watern. Ar. on a fess gu. a maunch of
in the 1st

co. Surrey).

and 4th quarters a dove

—

ar., in

Watney

WatnoU

fifld.

Az. a

fcsn vair

Watring:bury

Crest— A

griffin's

two, and one sa.

gu. Motto— In portu quies.
(LIwyu-y-Braln, co. Carmarthen; exemplified to

108:2

Az. a fess wavy betw. three cinque-

pierced or, a fleur-de-lis for diff.
Ar. six escutcheons sa. Crest

Watlin&ton

the

(Badby House,

praflert

floretty betw. four

griffins or, five cinquefoils pierced az.

W^atkjms
foils

betw. four fleurs-de-lis gu.

Gu. on a cross

CO. Berks).

roses of the field.

Watford.

Crest

demi

and pommel

ppr.

ton).

Watkyns (co. Somerset).

heart a dexter hand grasping a sabre

thirteen crosslets, seven in chief
W^atford. Gu. on a chief or,

many

Or, a fess betw. three mullets az.

W^atkinson. Ar. a cross couped
Crest — A winged sand-glass ppr.

W^atling-.

Wateville. Ar. three cher. gu.
Wateville, or Waterville. Gu. a

all

York at Y'ork, 20 Martis, 1665, by William Dugdale,
Norroy King of Arms). Quarterly, ar. and az. upon a bend
Crest
An eagle's head erased az.
gu. three roses ar.
beaked or, holding a rose ar. sUpped vert.
Watkinson (Beeston, co. Nottingham, and llklcy, co. York).
Visit.

coUared gu.

Watford.

;

—

Watervill.
Waterville.
Waterville

—

1st,

Watkinson

—

a border engr.

Crests

mouth a
Upon a mount

in the

—
—

Watevile, or Watervile.

—

Watkins: A dragon's head erased vert,
staff ragulee sa. inflamed ppr.
2n(i, Bice:
vert a lion ramp. sa. charged on tlie neck
with three gouttes d'or, within a bar gemel gold, and holding
Motto, over the crests
in the dexter p,iw a bar-shot also sa.
Sic itur ad astra nee aspera terrent.
(granted 16 Oct. 1664, by Walker, Garter, to
Dr. Henry Watkinson, Chancellor of York, and entered in

Rice.

" Warterton the banner bore
Of fam'd St. George at Agincourt."
Waterton (Walton, co. York; descemled from John
Waterton, second son of John Waterton, Esq., of Waterheiress
ton, temp. Edward II., who m. Catherine, dau. and
Same
of Thomas Bobohe, Lord of the Manor of Walton).
Arms. Crest An otter pass, holding in the mouth a pike
Mottn Better kinde frembd than frembd kyen.
all ppr.
Waterton. Barry of six ar. and gu. in chief three cresCrest
A goat's head erased or,
cents of the second.

Qrest

•WAT

Geobge Watkins Rice, Esq., upon his assuming, by royal
Quarterly, Ist and
licence, 1865, the surname of Watkins).

Waterton (Waterton, CO. Lincoln; settled in England
of Sir
temp. William the Conqueror Jane, sister and heiress
BoBEBT Watebton, Knt., of Waterton, m. Leo, Lord Welles,
gu.
enn.
and
Barry of six
elain at Towton Field, 1460).
Of Watebton, of Waterton, the old
three crescents sa.

Watsam,

or

(co.

Kent).

Watsand.

chief of the last.

Ar. six lions ramp, four, three,
Ar. a

fess gu.

two crescents in

A

WAT
Watsand.
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Ar. a fess gn. in chief a cross crosslet of the

—

gu. in chief three crosses botonnee of the second. Crat
vert a palm tree or.
W^atson (Stratford, co. Gloucester). Az. a hare courant
betw. three suns or.
(Stratton, co. Gloucester). Az. a chev. erm. in
chief two conies courant or, in base a sun of the last.
W^atson (CO. Hants). Az. a fess erm. betw. three sunsor,
Crest On a chapeau gu. turned up. erm. a talbot statant of
the second, collared or.
(co. Surrey
granted 8 Sept. 1596). Erm. on a chief
gu. a sun or.
(Hardendale, co. Westmorland; originally of Scotland).
Ar. on a mount an oak tree inclining to the sinister ppr. acomed or, debruised by a fess az.
Crest
Two
arms issuing from clouds, holding the stump of a tree f ructed
at the top, with branches on each side, all ppr.
(Kidderminster, co. Worcester, and of Holland Park,
London). Az. on a chev. nebuly betw. two martlets in chief
and a rose in base ar. three crescents of the field. Crestla front of a gryphon's head erased az. collared and holding
in the beak a branch of two roses ar. leaved and slipped ppr.
an escutcheon also ar. charged with a martlet az. Motto—

On a mount

last.

"Watson

(Sari nf Rocl-ingkam,

extinct

descended

1746;

from Edwaw) Watson, Esq., of -Lydington, co. Butland,
1460; Sir Lewis Watson, Knt., ofEockingham Castle, was
created a bart. 1621, and Baron RocHngham 1645; the third
baron was created, 1714, Earl of Rockingham: Thoxas,
third Earl of Rockingham, d. s. p. 1746, when the earldom
expired, but the barony reverted to his kinsman, Thomas,
Earl of Malton). Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three martlets
Crest
A griffin's head erased
sa. as many crescents or.
Supporters Two grifiBns ar. ducally
ar. ducally gorged or.
Motto Mea gloria fides.
gorgfed or.
Watson-Wieiltwortll (Earl of Malton and Marg[uxtt of
Rockingham, extinct 1782; Hon. Thomas Watson, second
son of Edwakd, second Baron Rockingham, having inherited
the estates of his maternal uncle, William, Earl of Strafford,
in 1695, assumed the additional surname of Wkntwobth his

—
—

—

;

Bon, Thomas Watson-Wentworth, Esq., of Wentworth
Woodhaven, was created Baron Malton 1728, Earl of Malton
1734, succeeded as fifth Baron Rockingham on the death
t.p. of the third Earl of Rockingham 1746, and was created
same year Mcrquess of Rockingham; the second marquess
d. s.p., when all the honours became extinct). Arms, Crest,
&c.,

"WAT

<&c.,

Wentwobth.

see

(Baron Sondes, now
MoNSON, second son of Jons,

Mabgaeet Watson

his

Hon. Lewis
Barvn Monson, by

MrtLES.
first

wife,

dau. of

Lewis,

first

Earl of Rockingham, by Kathebine Sondes his wife, dau.
of Sir Geobge Sondes, K.B., of Lees Court, co. Kent, having
«. to the Rockingham and Lees Court estates under the will
of Thomas, third and last Earl of Rockingham, assumed the
surname and arms of Watson, and was created, 17G0, Baron
Sondes, of Lees Court, co. Kent the fourth baron assumed
the name and arms of Milles only). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three martlets sa. as many
crescents or, for Watson 2nd and 3rd, or, two chev. gu.
Crest A griffin's head
a crescent for diff., for Monson.
erased ar. ducally gorged or. Supporters Dexter, a griffin
ar. dlically gorged or; sinister, a bear ppr. gorged with a,
belt ar. rimmed, buckled, and charged with three crescents
or, the strap pendent ar. charged with three crescents or.
Motto Esto quod esse videris. See Milles, Baron Sondes.
Watson (Fulmer, co. Bucks, hart.). Ar. on a chev. engr.
;

;

—

—

—

az. betw. three martlets sa. as

head erased

griffin's

quod

many

ar. ducally

crescents or.

gorged

Crest

Motto

or.

—

— Esto

esse videris.

(Henrietta Street, London, hart.).
Az. on a fess
dancettee betw. three crescents at. as many martlets sa.
Crest A gryphon's head erased az. ducally crowned or,

—

branches of

palm ppr.

Motto

— liaOij/iaTa

(latirijuaTa.

Watson (Easthage,

co.

York, 1666). Same

Arms

as Watson,

Earl of Rockingham.

Watson

(Congleton, co. Chester). Ar. on a chev. engr. az.
betw. three martlets sa. as many crescents or. quartering
Holland and Yates. Crest—A griffin's head erased ar.
charged with two chevronels giL holding in the beak a
cinquefoil vert.

Watson

(Frendsbnry, co. Kent, and Walpett, co. Suffolk).
Barry of six ar. and gu. three crescents erm. on a chief or,
two broken spears in saltire of the second. Crest On a
mount vert a demi dragon ramp. ppr.
Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw.
(co. Lancaster).
three martlets sa. as many erescents or, a border engr. of the

—

Watson
third.

Watson
York).

(Hughficld, co. Middlesex,

and Gisborongh,

Or, on a chief vert three martlets of the field.
pass. ar. collared, ringed, and lined or.

—An ermine

co.

Crest

"Watson

Ar. on a chev. engr.
(Lidington, co. Rutland).
betw. three martlets sa. as many crescents or, each
charged with a tortean.
Ar. on a chev. engr. betw. three
(CO. Rutland).
martlets sa. as many crescents or.
(Newport, co. Salop). Pr, on a chief vert an ermine
pass. ppr.
Crest
An ermine pass. ppr. ruined on the
az.

Watson
Watson

—

shoulder gu.
Ar. a fess gu. in chief
(Ampthill, CO. Bedford).
two crosses botonnee of the last.
(Conington, co. Cambridge). Ar. on a chev. engr.
Crest
az. betw. three martlets sa. as many crescents or.
griffin's head erased sa. gorged with two bars gemel ar.
fess
embattled
gu. in
a
Cumberland).
Ar.
(CO.
Crest
An arm
chief two crosses botonnee of the last.
embowed in armour ppr. garnished or, holding in the

Watson
Watson

—

Watson

—

gauntlet a palm branch vert.

Watson (cos.

Cumberland and Kent, andLondon). Ar. afess

1083

;

Watson

—

Watson

Esto quod esse videris.

Watson (Bengeworth,
Crest

Watson

Az. a fess erm. betw.

co. Worcester).

—A dog pass, collared or.

(Wath Cottage, Pickering, co. York).
Erminois
on a chev. az. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. another
chev. ar. charged with three crescents gu. Crest
A griffin's
head erased ar. betw. two branches of laurel ppr. in the
beak a club or.
Watson (Silsden, co. York). Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw.

—

—

three martlets sa. as many crescents or. Crest
A griffin's
ar. holding in the beak a sprig leaved vert.
Watson. Same Arms. Crest A griffin's head erased ar.
in the beak a flower gu. charged on the breast with two chev.

head erased

—

sa.

Watson (co. York).

—

Same Arms. Crest A griffin's head
Motto Mea gloria fides.
Arms, each crescent charged with a torthe neck
griffin's head erased ar. on
in the mouth a branch of roses gu. leaved

—

erased ar. ducally gorged or.

Watson. Same
teau.
Crest — A
two chev.

sa.

vert.

Watson.

Ar. a fess gu. in chief three crosses botonneo of

the last,

Watson.
Watson.

Per fess gu. and az. three suns or.
Ar. on a bend betw. six lions ramp. sa. three

lions pass, of the field.

Watson

betw. two

—

Watson

three suns or.

Watson.
I^ady

Watson

Watson

Robebt Bbough, Esq., of Melton,
upon his assuming, by i;oyal licence, the surname
of Watson). Erm. within two chevronels engr. betw. three
martlets an estoile betw. two crescents sa. Crest Issuant
from a sun rising in splendour ppr. a gryphon's head sa.
pemee of estoiles or.
(exemplified to

CO. York,

—

Watson-Farsyde.

See Fabstdk.

Watson (James Watson, Sheriff of Dublin, temp. Charles I.;
Margebt, dan.
Ar. on a bend betw. six
Uons ramp. sa. three lions pass, of the field.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1632, Anne, dan. of
William Watson, Esq., and wife of Willlam Hobart, Esq.,
Or, a chev. engr. az. betw.
of Ravenshall, co. Suffolk).
three martlets sa. on a chief of the second three crescents in
Fun. Ent. Ulster's
of

Office,

William Hames,

1630, of his wife,

co. Leicester).

Watson

fess of the first.

Watson

co. Waterford; confirmed to
and to the
grandfather,
Thomas Watson,
other descendants of his
Esq., of Haydon Hall, co. Middlesex). Ar. on a chev. engr.
az. betw. three martlets sa. a trefoil enclosed by two crescents
or.
Crest— A griffin's, head erased ar. ducally gorged or,

(Kilmanahan Castle,

Thomas Wbight Watson,

and charged with a

Esq., of that place,

trefoil vert.

Motto

—Esto quod

esse.

Watson

Ar. an oak tree
(Saughton, co. Edinburgh).
growing out of a mount in base ppr. surmounted of a fess
Two hands issuing out of clouds holding the
Crest
az.
trunk of an oak tree sprouting out fresh branches ppr.
Supporters (granted 1818)—Two griffins ppr. each gorged
with a ducal coronet or. Motto Insperata floruit.
(youBger brother of Saughton, 1673). As the last,
the fess charged with an acorn of the field for diff. Crest

—

—

Watson
An oak

slip ppr.

—Florescil.

—

Motto

Watson

(Aberdeen, 1672). Ar. an oak tree growing out of
the base ppr. surmounted of afess az. charged with a crescent
or, betw. two mullets of the field.
(Dundee, 1672). Ar. an oak. tree issuing from a

Watson

vert surmounted of a fess az. charged with a cinqnabetw. two stars of the field.
Ar. on oak
(Peterhead, co. Aberdeen, 1672).
tree growing out of the base ppr. surmounted of a fesa as.

mount
foil

Watson

AX
A

A
AA

WAT
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charged with a fleur-de-lis betw. two mullets of the

Motto— Excisa.

field.

vircsco.

Watson

Ar. an oak tree growinp;
(Glentarkie, co. Fife).
out of a mount in base ppr. surmounted of a fess wavy az.
charged with a sail of the first. Cesl—A ship under sail

Motto

ppr.

Watson

— Ad

littora tendo.

Dumbarton). Ar. an oak tree eradicated ppr. surmounted of a fess sa. Crest A dexter hand
«rectppr. Motto Confisus viribus.
Ar. an oak
(Muirhouse, co. Edinburgh, 1722).
tree eradicated ppr. surmounted of a fess az. charged with a
Crest
A demi griffin holdgrififin's head erased of the first.
ing in his dexter paw a dagger ppr.
(Edinburgh, 1739).
Ar. an oak tree acorned
growing out of a mount in base ppr. surmounted of a fess
(Crosslet, co.

—

—

Watson

—

Watson

—

charged with three bezants.
Crest
A flaming
Motto Ex corde charitas.
CO. Lanark, 1871).
Per pale ar. and or,
an oak tree growing out of a mount in base vert, surmounted
of two bars sa. Crest The stump of an oak tree with a branch
sprouting from either side grasped by a hand issuing from
a cloud all ppr. Motto Insperata floruit.
~Watson (Broomieknowe, co. Dumbarton Lord Provost of
Glasgow, 1872). Ar. an oak tree growing out of a mount
in base ppr. surmounted of a fess az. charged with a redSuper sidera
breast also ppr. Crest— K mullet ar. Motto
votum.
(Leominster, co. Hereford
granted 7 July, 1594).
Per fess or and az. a fess embattled betw. three fleurs-de-lis
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a demi
counterchanged
wolf salient ar. charged on the neck with a fess embattled

wavy

az,

—

heart ppr.

Watson (Nielsland,

—

—

;

—

Watt

;

—

.

az.

Watt

Same Arms.

(Bishop Burton, co. York).

greyhound sejant ar. powdered with
paw resting on two arrows.

Crest

fleurs-de-lis, the

—

dexter

Watt

(Speke Hall, co. Lancaster). Az. three pheons points
or, on a chief of the last three Moors' heads
Crest
A greyhound sejant az. holding with
the dexter paw a phe«n point downwards or.
Watt. Barry of six ar. and sa. a border gu. Crest
talbot's head erased ar. collared gu.
(Scotland, 16th century). Ar. an oak tree growing
out of a mount in base vert, on one of the branches a pai» of
spectacles ppr. and on the top of the tree an eye ppr.
(Denmill, co. Fife, 1871).
Ar. an oak tree growing
out of a moimt in base vert, on a chief gu. three mullets ar.
Crest— A falcon close ppr. Motto Fideet fiducia.
Watte (cos. Kent and Somerset; granted l.'iOl). Ar. on a
cross sa. five lions ramp. or.
Crest
A cubit arm erect in
coat of mail holding in the hand a p'stol all ppr.
Watten (co. Westmorland). Ar. a saltire engr. ar.
Watters (Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a chev. engr. erm.
betw. three bezants, each charged with a trefoil, slipped vert.
Crest— A demi tiger ramp, per pale indented ar. and az.
holding in the dexter paw a branch of three roses gu. slipped

downwards

—

couped ppr.

—

Watt

Watt

—

—

ppr.

WATT

Wathes, of Eston, co. Worcester, temp. Edward III.).
Erm. on a chief gu. a bezant betw. two billets or. Crest—
A lozenge gu. betw. two wings expanded or.
Watts (Hawkesdale Hall, co. Cumberland; descended from
George Watts, third son of Coningsey Watts, who was
third son of Edward Watts, Esq., of Blakcsley, 1615; Rev.
William Watts, A.M., of Queens College, Oxford, grandson of the above George Watts, m. Mart, sister and (in
her issue) sole heir of John Nicolson, Esq., of Hawkesdale
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess gu. in chief two
Hall).
crosses crosslet of the last; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a chief
gu. a bezant betw. two billets or.
Crest
A lozenge gu.

—

betw. two wings elevated or.
(Norwich, co. Norfolk; granted by Bysslio, Clarenceux, 18 Jan. 1664). Erm. on a chief sa. an annulet betw.
two billets or. Cresl A lion's paw erect and erased sa.
charged with an annulet betw. two billets in pale or.
Watts (Hockwold, CO. Norfolk, 1610). Erm. on a chief gu.
an annulet betw. two billets or.
Crest
A lion's gamb
erased gu. supporting a shield or.
Norfolk).
Erm.
chief
Watts (co.
on a
gu. two billets or.
Watts (Thunderige, co. Herts, and London). Ar. two bars
az. in chief three pellets.
Watts (London). Ar. on a fess vert betw. three eagles'
heads erased sa. as many crosses sarcelly of the first.
Watts (Hanslope Park, co. Bucks). Az. three arrows or,
feathered and headed ar. on a chief of the second three
Moors' heads couped and sidefaced sa. Crest
A greyhound
sejant ar. supporting with the dexter foot an arrow or.
headed and barbed of the first. Motto Non eget Mauri
jaculis neque arcu.
Watts (Abney Hall, co. Chester; Sir James Watts, Knt., of
Abney Hall, J. P., youngest son of John Watts, of Manchester, by Elizabeth, his wife, served the office of Mayor
of Manchester in 1857, and received during that year the
honour of knighthood). Erm. on a chief sa. a garb betw.
two bees or. Crest A demi griffin sa. wings exp.inded
chequy or and sa. the dexter claw grasping a garb or.
Motto Fide sed cui vide.
Watts. Erm. on a chief gu. three tarows conjoined, one in
pale and two in saltire, points downwards or, barbed and
flighted ar. betw. two lions ramp, of the last.
Crest
greyhound sejant ar. collared az. and resting the dextev
paw upon a portcullis or. Motto Va presto ma sano.
Watts. Az. a bend engr. erminois betw. two crescents or,
a canton gu. Crest A demi lion or, charged with a cross
pattee az. holding in the mouLh an oak branch ppr. acorned
gold, supporting a shield also gold, charged with a fess
erminois betw. three fleurs-de-lis in chief and a cross pattce
In base or, from the shield an escroU bearing the Motto

Watts

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Amice.

Watts.

Ar. two bars az. in chief three pellets.
Crest—
seadog's head couped ar.
Or, three bucks pass. az.
Ar. a fess gu. in chief two crosses cros.slet of tho

Watts.
Watts.
last.

Watters

(Belleville, co. Edinburgh, 1870).
Per fess wavy
and ar. a saltire engr. counterchanged.
Crest
talbot's head erased ar.
Motto —Toujonrs fidfele.
Watterton (Gosberkyrk, co. Lincoln). Carry of six erm.
and gu. three crescents sa. Crest An otter pass. ppr. in

Watts

Watterton

(Francis Watts, Esq., of Vincent Square, WestErm. on a chief gu. three arrows conjoined, one
and two in saltire, points downwards or, barbed and
flighted ar. betw. two lions ramp, of the last.
Crest
greyhound sejant ar. collared az. and resting the dexter
paw upon a portcullis or. Motto "Va presto ma sano.
Wattys. Erm. on a chief gu. three billets (another, engr.)

Wattes.

Watvile

—

az.

—

the

mouth a

fish ar.

(Scotland, 16th century).
Az. a naked man
riding on a dolphin ppr. playing on a harp or.
Ar. on a fess vert betw. three falcons' beads

erased sa. as many crosses moline of the first.
(Addington, co. Kent). Ar. a lion ramp. gu. on a
bend sa. three crosses crosslet Qtch^c of the first.
(Watton, co. Nottingham, temp. Uichard I.). Ar.
a bend sa. betw. six crosses crosslet gu.

Watton

Watton

Watton.

Barry of six ar. and gu.
Ar. on a bend betw. six crosses crosslet sa. thrco
annulets of the field.
Watton. Ar. on a bend sa. betw. six crosses crosslet gu.
three bezants.
^^atton. Ar. on a chev. sa. three eagles dlspl. or.
Watton. Or, three swallows close ppr.
Watton. Sa. three chev. or (another, tinctures reversed).
Watton. Ar. R bend sa.

IVatton.

Watts

(Cotlington, co. Somerset; Nicholas Watts, Esq., of
Cotlington, son of Huoh Watts, and grandion of William
Watts, both of same place. "Visit. Somerset, 1623). Az.
three broad arrows or, feathered ar. on a chief of the second

u many men's heads coupcd in profile ppr. crined sa.

in pale

or.

Quarterly, or and gu. on a bend sa.
(co. Essex).
three mullets ar. a border indented of the third.
Ar. three chev. gu.
(CO. Essex).

Watvill

Wauch,

or Waug'h. Or, a fess sa. betw. a lion pass,
guard, gu. in chief and a crescent in base of tho last. Crest
of a ducal coronet or, a dexter hand holding a sword
in pale, blade wavy all ppr.
(Niddry, co. Edinburgh).
Az. a garb or, In
chief two mullets of the last. Ci-ett A garb or. Motto—

—Out

Wauchope

bart.).

co. Midlothian,

See Don, Bart.

(Edmondston, co. Edinburgh).
The same,
or, in fess for diff.
See also Don- Wauchope.
(Manston Hall, co. York). Or, on a pile az. three
martlets ar., quartering. Vert a chev. betw. three horses'
Motto—Soltx
heads couped ar. Ci-est—A martlet ppr.
with a crescent

Waud

virtus invicta.

Waudeford.

Waugrh

1084

(DoN-WAncnopE, Newton-Don,

Wauchope

or, sustaining
of the third, plumed ppr.
(Blukeslcy, co. Northampton; descended from Jouit

• broad arrow

studded

—

Industria ditat.

Wauchope

Waugh

ar. collared az.

—

—

Crest

— A greyhound sejant
Watts

minster).

Ar. a Hon ramp, double queued az.
(Bishop of Carlisle, 1723-34). Ar. on a chev. gu.

three bezants.
(Larkhall, co. Roxburgh, 1730). Az. on a fess ar.
betw. two star* in chief and a garb in base or, a fleur-do-

j^

AA

W AU
pa.

11«

—A

Cveat

garb

band

^fotto—lniuBtntL

ar.

ditat.

Waulkeme.
and

WES
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rert,

Ar. on a bend gu. three mullets per pale

or,

of the field.

Waulton, or Wauton.

Ar. a chev. sa.

i

Wayneman (co.

Oxford arms of BicnABs Watneman, on
a marble tombstone in Wytney Church, co. Oxford. Visit.
Oxon, 1566). Sa. on a fess ar. betw. three anchors or, an
many lions' heads erased gu. Crest A cock's head erased
;

—

az.

combed and wattled

or.

Wauncy. Gu. a falcon displ. ar.
Wayney. Gu. an eagle displ. erm.
Wauncy. Gu. three gloves, fingers downwards ar.
Waynflete. Fusily erm. and sa. a canton or. Crest —
"Wauncy (Astwell, co. Northants). Sa. three gauntlet*
A griffin's head erased vert. A/ot(o—Nulla pallescere culpa.
Waynflete

ar.

Wauton

(Shepreth, co. Cambridge).
Ar. a chcv. sa.
Waverley. Ar. on an Inescutcheon az. a label of five
points gu.
(Stevenstown, Scotland, 16tlj century).
Ar.
three chessrooks sa.

Wawane

W^aweryn.

Az. an inescutcheon ar. charged with a label

of five points gu.
(Kirklington,

Wawsford

to.

York).

a lion ramp.

Or,

{Clyff, co.

Per

York).

fess ar.

incorporated
Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three mortcours (lamps)
or, as many roses gu. seeded of the third, barbed vert.
Crest A maiden kneeling among various flowers ppr.
vested or, turned up arm. in her hand a chaplet or
Supporters Two unicorns
garland of flowers also ppr.
gu. gu,ttee d'eau, armed, orined, and unguled or, gorged
leaved
vert, thereto a flat chain
with a chaplet of roses gu.
or, at the end of the chain three rings of the last.
Motto
;

1484).

—

—

—

the light.

Waxande. Ar. a cross sa. betw.
Way, or Wey (Torrington, co.

;

;

;

—

Crest
three palets wavy gu.
An arm in mail armour
embowed ppr. holding in the hand a baton or, ends sa.
(Denham Place, co. Bucks descended from Wat, of

Way
Torrington). Same Arms and Crest.
Way (Spencer Grange, Essex). Same Arms and Crest.
Way (Spaynes Hall, co. Essex). Same Arms and Crest.
Way Devon). Gu. a chev. betw. three lucies haurient
;

co.

or,

(co.

ar.

Way.

Sa.

two bars wavy

ar.

each charged with three pales

wavy

gu.
Az. on a canton ar. an eagle displ. gu.
eagle displ. gu.

Way.

Crest

— An

Way

(Kilree, co. Kilkenny; descended from Eev. Thomas
Wat, Precentor of the diocese of Ossovy, 14 March, 1672,
d. 1716; arms entered and pedigree registered by Betham,
Deputy Ulster, 1810). Gu. a trefoil slipped ar. betw. three
Crest
A dexter arm in armour emlucies haurient or.
bowed ppr. holding in the hand a baton sa. ends or. Motto

—

—

Az. on a bend

or,

two roses gu. stalked and leaved

: Ralph Water, Goadeb,
by William I., but afterwards
Per pale or and sa.
the earldom through treason).

De Waet, was

forfeited

so created

a bend vair.

Wayer

and

citizen of

(London; Thomas Wateh,
London. Visit. London, 1568). Or, two lions pass, in pale
az. on aborder gu. eight martlets of the first.
gent,

Wayfer, or Wayford
eagle's

co. Norfolk).

Or, a lion ramp. betw.

three hurts.

Wayn'wrig'lit.

Ar. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis az.
a lion ramp, of the first, a border engr. sa.
Gu. an eagle displ. ar.

Wayny.

Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or,
co. Norfolk).
Az. a fess or, betw. three
tenches ar.
(Southampton, 1612; and Waytecourt, Isle of Wight).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three buglehoms stringed sa. garnished
or.
Crest— A buglehom, as iu the arms.
(Lostwithiel, co. Cornwall). Ar. a chev. betw. three
salmons haurient ppr.
Weale, Sa. a fess erm betw. three crosses moline ar. Crest
A boar's head erased and erect az.
Wear. Az. a fess erm betw. three mtillets in chief and a
crescent in base or.
(Hampton House, co. Hereford). Ar. on a bend vert
betw. six crosses crosslet gu. three crosiers or. Ci-est A demi
lion ramp. ar. holding in the dexter paw a cross crosslet
fitchee gu.
Motto Sumus ubi fuimus.
Weare, alias
(Denford, co. Berks, and Boxton,
CO. Wilts).
Per chev. gu. and sa. three hinds pass, or, a
crescent for di£F.
Crest On a lure lying fessways gu. a
falcon, wings endorsed ppr.
(Wear-Gi£ford, co. Devon). Ar. on a bend vert betw.
six crosses crosslet fitchee gu. three crosiers or.
Crest

Wayte

—

Weare

—

—

—

Weare

—

buck ppr.

Weaslowe,

Erm. a chev. engr.

sa.

Weatherall, or Weatherell,
guard, sa. a chief gu.

Weatlierliead,

Crest

— A cup

Ar. two lions pass.
or.

two palets gu. on a
chief az. a fleur-de-lis enclosed by two crescents ar. Crest
Or, a cinquefoil betw.

— A pelican ppr.
Weatherston.

Gu. a chev. or, betw. three lions' gambs
erased statant of the second. Crest A lion's head erased
ppr.
Joitn
(Prestene, co. Hereford, and London ;
Weaver, of Prestene, and Griffith Weaver, of London,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, sons of Jenkin Weaver, of Prestene,
who was sixth in descent from Walter Weaver, Esq., co.
Hereford, temp. Edward III. Visit. London, 1568). Or, on
a fess az. betw. two cotises gu. as many garbs of the field,
Crest
An antelope pass,
quartering Bohn and Wastnets.
erm. attired or, supporting with the dexter foot an escutcheon

—

Weaver

—

gold.

Weaver.
garb

vert.

Wayer (Earl of Norfolk and Suffolk
or

slipped ar.

Waynforth (Boydon,

Weaver (Strangford,

Kil desperandum.

Wayd.

lilies

Church, co. Oxford. Visit^
sa. on a chief of the last

Lozengy erm. and

Brown

four crescents gu.

Devon descended from
Somerset Wiluam Wate, of Torrington, son of William Wate, one of the Yeomen of the Guard to Henry VIII.,
and grandson of Alexandeb Wet, co. Somerset. Visit.
Devon, 1620). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three lucies
haurient ar. 2nd and 3rd, sa. two bars wavy ar. on each

CO.

1566).

Wayte
of the

second.

Wax-Chandlers, Company of (London

is

three

(William Watsflete, Bishop of Winchester

arras in Waterstoke

Wayte (Titley Hall,

and gu.

Wawton. Gu. on a chief ar. three torteaux.
Wawton. Gu. three garbs or, banded ar.
Wawtorod. Ar, a fess sa. in chief two mullets

Truth

Oxon,

;

Wayseter,

double queued az.

Wa'wrton

1447-87

displ. ar.

;

(Reg. Ulsters office). Az. three
another coat has the eagles or, and

lecrged gu.

Wayland (co. Kent.

Visit. Kent, 1619).

Az. a lion ramp,

—Two hands conjoined in

or.

Weaver.

Sa. a pale ar.
co. Hereford).
Barry of four ar. and sa. on a chief of the last a
Crest A ram's head erased ar. armed or.
Barry of four ar. and sa. on a canton of the last

—

a garb or.
(James Weaver, Esq., of Worcester). Erm. on a
Crest
An
fess engr. sa. a tower ar. betw. two garbs or.
heraldic antelope sa. resting tbe dexter foot upon a cross
pattee or, and holding in the mouth a pear slipped ppr.
Motto Esto fidelis.
of (London; incorporated temp.
Weavers,
Henry I.). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three leopards' faces
or, each having in tbe mouth a shuttle of the last, as many
Crest
roses gu. seeded of the third, barbed vert.

Weaver

—

—

Company

—

Wasmburst (co.

leopard's face or, ducally crowned gu. in the mouth a
Supporters Two wivems, wings enshuttle of the first.
dorsed erm. purfled or, on each wing a rose gu. seeded gold,
barbed vert. Motto Weave truth with trust.
of (Exeter). Per saltire az. and gu.
Weavers,
in fess two shuttles filled paleways or, in chief a teazel, in

Wayne

Weavers, Company of (Edinburgh).

ar.

a bend gu.

Crest

fess

couped

at the wrists ppr.

Wayland (co. Suffolk).
Waynard (co. Devon).

Ar. on a cross gu. five escallops or.
Ar. on a bend az. three mullets of

tlie field.

Sa. an eagle displ. or, on a
Norfolk).
chief az. a chev. betw. two crescents and a cinquef&H of the
second, a border of the last.
(Quorndon House, co. Derby). Gu. a chev. erm.
A pelican feeding
betw. three dexter gauntlets or. Crest

—

on the body an erm. spot, nestaz.
Motto Tempus et casus accidit omnibus.
(Fringeford and Thame Park. co. Oxford). Per
Cral A cock's head
pale gu. and az. a cross flory or.
erased az. combed, wattled, and beaked or.
her young

or, collared gu.

—

Wayneman
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—

—

—

Company

base a pair of sheers lying fessways ar. on a chief erm. a
slea betw. two burling-irons of the third.
Gu. on a chev. ar.
betw. three leopards' faces, each holding in the mouth a
,
shuttle all or, as many roses of the field.
(Oldstock, CO. Wilts, bart., extinct 1876; descended
from Sir John Webb, Knt., of Oldstock, temp. James I.;.
Gu. a cross betw. four falcons or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi eagle rising gu.

—

Webb

—

I

WEB
Webb

(St.

James, Clerkenwell, co. Middlesex

;

John Webb,

Esq., son of John Webb, of St. Gilea-in-tUe-FieUU, the
Visit. Midbrother of Sir John Webb, Knt., of Oldstock.

Same Arms and

dlesex, 1663).

Webb (Motcomh, CO. Dorset

Crest.

granted 17 June, 1577). Gu.
a cross humettee engr. betw. four falcons or. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet a demi eagle displ. or.
confirmed by Cooke, Clarenceux). Gu. a
(CO. Wiltvi

Webb

—

;

;

Same Crest as the last.
Gloucester and Kent).
Or, a cross quarterly
gu. and sa. in the dexter chief quarter an eagle displ. of
A hind's head erased ppr. vulned in the
the third. Crest
neck gu.
(Frittenden, co. Kent). Or, a cross quarterly gu. and
sa. betw. four eagles displ. gu.
Crest
An eagle displ.
(co. Gloucester). Same Amu.
cross betw. four falcons close or.

Webb

(cos.

—

Webb

—

Webb
sa.

Webb

Ar. an eagle displ.
(Kimbolton, co. Huntingdon).
with two beads, on a chief az. three crosses form£e fitchee
co. Kent).
Gu. a fess betw. three owls
Crest— A dexter arm embowed, holding an oak branch

Az. a bezant, on a chief or,
Out of an Eastern coronet or, a
three martlets gu.
dexter arm erect couped aS the elbow, habited az. cufifed ar.
holding in the hand a slip of laurel all ppr.
V/ebb (London granted 10 Sept. 4 Edward VI.). Per chev.
flory counterflory gu. and ar. three greyhounds' heads
erased with collars aU counterchanged.
(London). Az. on a chief gu. three mullets or.
(Harrow Hill, co. Middlesex; granted 1587). Or, a
wavy
sa. in the chief dexter quarter an eajjle displ. of
cross
the second. Crest A demi eagle displ. or, pellettee, ducally
gorged gu.
(Saltash,; originally of Exeter).
Or, a cross sa. in the
dexter quarter an eagle displ. of the second.

granted 1766).

;

Crest

—

;

Webb
Webb

—

Webb

Webb (Clifford, co. Somerset).
Crest

ar.

Webb

Sa. three escallops in

—A demi stag springing ar. attired or.

bend

(The Berrow, co. Worcester). Az. a cross flory or,
betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters an eagle displ. and in
the 2nd and 3rd a maunch ar. Crest The battlements of a
tower ar. thereon a demi eagle displ. az. winged vair, in the
beak a spur gold. Motto Be firm.
(Weobley, co. Hereford). Or, a cross quarterly gu.
and sa. in the l.st quarter an eagle displ. of the last, beaked
and membered of the second. Crest An eagle displ. as in
the arms.
(Donnington Hall, co. Hereford). Az. on a chief gu.
three mullets or. Crest
A stag lodged ppr.
Quarterly, az. and gu. a cross erminois betw. four
falcons ar. belled or. Crest
A phoenix az. issuing from
flames ppr. winged ar. collared or, therefi-om pendent a cross

—

Webb

—

—

Webbe

ppr.

Webbe

(Bottisham, co. Cambridge). Az. on a chief or,
three martlets gu. Ci-cst A griffiu's head erased or, ducally

Webb

Webbe

(co. Lincoln).

a

fess

betw. three fleurs-de-lis

(Badialton Court, co. Somerset.
Visit. 1623). Sa.
three bars undee (sometimes nebulae) or, on a bend of the first
as many fleurs-de-lis of the second, a border of the last,
quartering Eichards, of Milverton, co. Somerset, and Tiver-

ton; Calwoodlet, of Calwoodley; and Gardiner, of King's
Brompton. Crest Two arms embowed in armour sa. garnished or, supporting a hurt charged with a fleur-de-lis or.
Motto Lilise prseUicent telis.
(Amell, co. Cornwall; John Webber, Esq., of
Amell, tem^T. James 1., son of John Webber, and grandson
of William Webber, both of same place. Visit. Cornwall,
Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three hurts as many
1620).

—

—

Webber

annulets of the first.
Gu. on a chev. engr. or, betw. thrco
(co. Devon).
plates as many annulets az.
(Middle-Amble, co. Cornwall). Gu. a cross flurty
or, in chief a griffin segrcant of the last.
Webber. Ar. on a chev. az. betw. three Uurts as many
annulets of the first. Crest A demi lion guard, or, holding

Webber

—

Webber.

—

Sa.

ar.

Webber

Webber

—

Webb.

gorged ar.

—

—

Webb

—

a fleur-de-lis az.
Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three hurts as
many annulets or. Crest On a ducal coronet an eagle

—

displ. all or.

Webber.

Gu. on a chev. engr.

many

annulets of the
ar. and gu.

field.

Crest

ar.

—A

betw three plates r,s
wolf's head per pale

Webber

(Kellyville, Queen's co.; confirmed to William
Esq., of Kellyville, and to the other descendants of his grandfather, Daniel Webb Webber, Esq.,
Q.C., M.P.). Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three hurts as
many annulets of the field, in the centre chief point a trefoil
slipped vert. Crest
A wolfs head couped per pale ar. and
gu. charged with an annulet counterchanged.
Motto
Esperance.
Quarterly, 1st, gu. a fess
(Gillingham, co. Kent).
betw. three owls or 2nil, ar. a fess betw. three lozenges
4th, ar.
Crent—A hand couped at the
gu.
3rd, rrm.
elbow, holding an oak branch fructcd and leaved ppr.
(Germany). Gu. a moon increscent ppr.
Webley, or Weblincke (co. Essex; granted by Camden, Clarenceux, 1C06). Az. a saltire flory or, in chief a
Out of a ducal coronet
griffin pass, of the second.
Crest
az. a griffin's head or, gorged with a collar cf the first, fretty
of the second.

Downes Webber,

gold.

Webb.

;

—

ppr.

Webb (London

with a bendlet or 4th, ar. a cross wavy sa. all within a
border gobonde ar. and gu. on a canton az. three lions ramp,
or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. az.
collared, ringed, and holding betw. the paws a Danish
battle axe gold, headed ppr.
(Woodville, CO. Tipperary; confirmed to Charle»
Daniel Henry Webb, Esq., of Woodville, and to the Other
descendants of his grandfather, Major James Webb).
Erminois a cross couped sa. charged with a mullet ar. on a
chief gu. a heron betw. two crosses crosslet fitch6e of the
third.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. gu. wings erminois, in
the beak a cross crosslet fitchee or, and on the breast a
mullet ar. Motto Quid prodest.
(Exeter, co. Devon; descended from co. "Sent";
John Webbe, of Exeter, gent., tevijj. James I., son of William Webbe, of same, and grandson of John Webbe, whose
ancestors came from co. Kent. Visit. Devon, 1620). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a cross sa. in the 1st quarter an
eagle displ. of the last; 2nd and 3rd, az. a sun in splendour
Crest
A hind's head erased ar. vulned in the neck
or.

—

or.

Webb (Gillingham,
or.

WEB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Or, a cross

—

displ. gu.
Ci-est
A
ducnlly gorged gu.

wavy

quarter an eagle
demi eagle displ. ar. wings pellcttcc,
sa. in

the

Isf,

Webb.

Ar. a cross moline az. betw. four estoiles pierced gu.
Crest
.V broken spear, part in pale and part in saltire ppr.
enfilcd with a ducal coronet or,
Quarterly, 1st, vert in chief two garbs in fess, and
in base as many sickles in saltire, the dexter surmounted of
the sinister or 2nd, vert a chev. betw. three pheons or;
3rd, az. a lion ramp, debruised by a bendlet or; 4th, ar. a
cross wavy gu. the whole within a border gobonee ar. and
gu., over all on a canton az. three lioncels ramp. ar.
(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1617, Elizabeth,
wife of John Webb, "learned in the law"). Or, on a bend
engr. gu. three crosses crosslet fitchee of the field.
(Geobce Webb, Bishop of Limerick, 1634, descended

—

Webb.

;

Webb

Webb

from CO. Wilts, d. a prisoner to the rebels in the Castle of
Limerick the day before it was surrendered, 23 Jan. 1642;
J'un. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1673, of his dau. Elizabeth, wife
of Ahbuose Jones, Bishop of Kildare). Sa. a cinqucfoil ar.
betw. three leopards' heads erased and affronteo or.
Wfibb (Ballymote, co. Sligo; confirmed by Carney, Ulster,
to William Webb, of that place, Engineer in Oliver Cromwell's army In Ireland).
Ar. a cross embattled gu. in the
first quarter an eagle displ. sa.
Crest— Ji lion pass, or,
pelletlee.
Motto Victoria a Domino.
(Castle Leckey, co. Londonderry; allowed by Bctham,

—

Webb

Ulster, 1848, to

Edwa&o Brianabd Webb,

Esq., of Castlo

Leckcy, son of Edwabd Webb, Esq., of Stowmarket, co.
Suffolk, and grandson of Joseph Antrim Webb, Esq.).
Quarterly, 1st, vert in chief two garbs or, In base as many
sickles In saltire of the last; 2nd, vert a chev. betw. three
pheons, polnu down ur; 3rd, az. a lion ramp. »r. debruised
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—

—

Webbes

;

;

;

Weber

—

Webley

Gu. a saltiro flurteo
(Southwarlc, cO. Surrey).
a lion pass, of the second. Same Crest.
Same Arms. Crest An antelope trippant ppr.

or, in chief

Webley.
Webster

—

Az. on a bend
ramp. erm. a ro.se gu.
seeded and leaved ppr. betw. two boars' heads couped sa.
Crest
languod of the fifth.
A dragon's head couped
reguard. quarterly per fess embattled vert and or, flames
issuing from mouth ppr. Motto Fides et Justitia.
Webster (co. Chester; John Webster, Alderman of Chester, d. 1601, leaving a dau. Anne, m. Robeut Leiche, D.C.L.,
(Battle Abbey, co. Sussex, bart.).

ar. cotised or, betw.

two demi

lions

—

—

Chancellor of Chester.

Visit. Chester, 1620).

Harl.

MSS.

2487, in the pedigree of Leichb, of Carden, the following is
Kiven for the coat of Webster : Ar. a cross patonce betw.

In another part of the MS. it is again ascribed
Webster, and by its side this coat is given also for WebBTSK : Az. on a bpud c-ngr. ar. betw. two demi lions ramp.

four mullets sa.
to

XAA

A

WEB

of the second a boar's head conped sa. betw. two roses gu.
dragon's head erased
seeded or. Crest, for both coats—

A

quarterly per fess indented or and az.
Webster (Flamborough, co. York; confirmed to Wiluam
Webster by St. George, Norroy, 1603. Visit. York, 1612.
William Websteb, of London, became the representative of
this f:inii)y upon the death of his cousin in 1670, from whom
are dcstendi:d the Websters, of Penns, co. Warwick). Az.
five swaus in cross ar. beaked gu. legged sa. betw. four

annulets or. Ancient Jnns—Sa,. a bend wavy and a star of
Crest— \ swan's head erased ar.
five points in chief both ar.
beaked gu. holding in the beak an annulet or.
Webster (Pcnns, co. Warwick, formerly of cos. Cambridge,
Essex, and Huntingdon; Henry VIII. granted to John
W^ekster, who had large estates in the latter cos.). Az. five
swans close in cross ar. betw. four annulets or. C>-esi
swan's neck erased ar. beaked gu. in the beak an annulet or.
Motto Veritas puritas.
Webster <co. Essex). Az. on a bend engr. betw. two demi
lions ramp. ar. a rose gu. seeded or, barbed vert, enclosed
by as many boars' heads couped sa.
Webster {St. Martin"s-in-the-Fields, London). Ar. a fess
betw. three weavers' shuttles gu. tipped and furnished with
Crest
A leopard's head erased affrontcc,
quills of yarn or.
crowned with an antique crown ppr. with a shuttle in the
mouth, as in the arms.
Webster (London). Ar. on a chcv. az. betw. three cattraps
sa. as many annulets or.

—

—

—

Durham). Az. on a bend ar.
Webster
cotised or, betw. two demi lions ramp. erm. a rose gu. seeded
and leaved ppr. enclosed by two boars' heads couped sa.
langued of the fifth. Crest— A. dragon's head couped quarterly per fess vert and or, flames issuing from the mouth
ppr. Motto Fides et industria.
;PaIlion Hall, co.

—

.

Webster (Secretary to Charles, second Dulc of Bolton, E.G.,
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1699-1701). Or, a lion ramp,
az. armed and langued gu. betw. three mullets of six points

(Weddekbcbn- Webster; Sir James WedderburnWebsteb, ofClapham, co. SuiTcy, 1811, originally Wedderdescended
of Blackness). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
BU3N,
a fess betw. three weavers' shuttles gu. tipped and furnished
'.2nd and 3rd, ar. a
with quills of yarn or, for Webster
chev. betw. three roses gu. barbed vert, for Wedderbdbn.
Supporters
erased
ppr.
A lion and
eagle's
head
An
CreU
a stag, each ppr. collared and chained gu. and holding in
In Deo spero; and, Non
Mottoes
its mouth a thistle ppr.
;

—

—

—

degener.

Webster

Wedge'wood, or Weere-s^ood

Sa. a cross botonn^e betw. four mullets ar.
Or, a chev.
(co. Rutland. Visit. Rutland, 1618).

engr. gu. betw. two torteaux in chief and a cross pattee in
base of the second.
(Stebenheath, co. Middlesex; granted 3 M^y,
1627). Ar. an inescutcheon barry wavy of ten or and gu.
Theembattlements
•within eight fireballs in orle ppr. Crest
of a castle az. a demi lion thereon or, fixing the banner of

Weddall

buffalo's

head erased sa.
Gu. three mullets ar. a canton of the
Out of clouds two hands conjoined j'pr.

Crest

last.

three martlets ar. an

eagle

en-

displ.

by two escallops sa. a canton erm.
cross chequy ar.and az. betw. four buckles
Crest A lion's head erased gu. Motto
of the second.
Orna verum.
Weddell. Az. a saltirc betw. four buckles or. Creil—X
hawk hooded and belled or.
Wedderburn (Easter Powrle, co. Forfar; heiress m.
ScsTMGEOuR, of Kirkton). Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
barbed vert. Crest— An eagle's head erased ppr. Motto
closed

—

—

—

Non

Wedderbtirn

(Blackness, co. Linlithgow, hart., 1704,
attainted 1746). Ar. on a chev. betw. three roses gu. barbed
of
the first. Crest— An eagle's head erased
crescent
vert a
ppr. Motto Aquila non captat muscas.
(Ballindean, co. Perth, bart., 1705). Same

—

Wedderburn
Crext,

and Motto as the

Wedderburn-Ogilvy

last.

(Buthvcn, Scotland).

Quarterly,

2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion pass, guard,
collared or, and crowned with an imperial crown ppr. betw.
two chessrooks in chief sa. and a flaring cup in base of the
Crests— l&t, Wedderburn An
last, all within a bordure az.
2nd, Ooilvt A lion ramp, guard.
eagle's head erased ppr.
Mottoes Aquila non captat muscas, for Wedderppr.
BDRN Nil desperandum, for Ogilvt.
Wedesbury. Or, a fess chequy ar. and gu. a chief
1st

and

4th, as the last

;

:

;

:

—

;

indented az.
Ar.
(quartered by Bdckley, of Castle-Gorvod).
on a chev. betw. three wedges sa. five mullets of the field.

Wedge
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Or, three crescents gu.

Wedon

mullets pierced of the second.

Wedson

(Loudham,

co.

three quatrefoils vert.
flame issuant ppr.

Weeden

Gu. on a chief or,
a ducal coronet or, a

Nottingham).

Crest

—Out

(Hall Court, co. Sussex).

three martlets sa. Crest
and, Spes mea Christus.

of

Ar. two bars gu. in chief
Mottoes Credo;

—

—A martlet sa.

Weedon, Weeton, or Weton
Dorset, and Lancaster, it/iip. Henry
Crest
in chief three martlets sa.

(cos.

III.).

—A

—

Buckingham,

Ar. two bars gu.
pass. gu.

hedgehog

Another Crest A martlet sa.
(Ilonychurch and Broadwood Kelly, co. Devon;
Francis Weekes, Esq., of Broadwood Kelly, ier,ip. James
I., fifth in descent from Sir Richard Weekes, Knt., of
Honychurch. Visit. Devon, 16'J0). Erm. three battle axes

Weekes

sa.

Weekes

Per chev. indented gu. and

(co. Surrey).

sa.

three

az.

three

annulets ar.

Weekes.

Paly of six gu. and

or,

on a chief

eagles displ. ar.

Weekes

Erm. three battle
dexter arm in armour embowed, holding
Mottoes Cari Deo nihilo carent; Vitae

(Hurstperpoint, co. Sussex).
Crest

sa.

—A

a battle axe gu.
via virtus

—

and, Praesta et perstae.

;

—

Weeks.

Per chev. gu. and sa. three annulets or. Great
dexter hand grasping a scymitar ppr.
Weeks. Paly of eight or and gu. on a chief az. three eagles
displ. with two heads of the first.
Weelde. Az. a fess undee betw. three crescertts erm.
Weele, or Wells (Staverton, co. Devon. Visit. Devon,
1620). Sa. a hawk ar. perched upon a stock fixed to the
base point of the escutcheon of the second, armed, jessed,
and belled or.
Weelkes (Fountayne's Park, co. York). Ar. a pomegranate
vert, fruct'ed or.

Weeton
sa.,

ar.

(Leigh), Ar. two bars gu. in chief three martlets
quartering, Gu. two bars gemcl betw. three escallops
Orest
A martlet sa.
<,Weever, co. Chester). Sa. two bars ar. on a canton

—

of the first a garb of the second.

(Kingston and Prestine, co. Surrey).

cotised az. two garbs of the

first.

Crest

—An

Or,

on a fess

antelope pass,

erm. supporting with the dexter foot an escutcheon or.
Az. a Catharine wheel ar. Crest
The sun
on a sunflower ppr.
Wegrg (Colchester, co. Essex). Ar. a fess engr. betw. three
annulets sa.
Wegrgr (Newcastle). Or, a fess engr. sa. betw. three annulets
'gu.
Crest
A gauntleted hand clenched ppr. Motto
llostis honori invidia.
Ar. a fess engr. betw. three
(Acton, CO. Middlesex).
Crest
A sinister gauntlet erect ppr. fist
annulets sa.

—

Wegerton.
rising

—

—

Wegg

"Wegg.

—

—

Motto Nil conscire sibi.
Or, a fess sa. betw. three annulets gn.

clenched.

dcgcncr.

Arm<,

Hereford).

Ar. on a bend betw. three billets sa. as many
mens' heads couped at the shoulders of the fitUl.
Wedland. Ar. on a bend sa. three bucks" heads or.
Wednester (Bromyard, co. Hereford; granted 30 Nov.
1588).
Sa. a bend ar. betw. two eagles displ. or.
Wednisson. Ar. on a bend betw. six billets gu. three
nuns' heads couped, veiled of the first.
(co. Buckingham).
Ar. two bars gu. in chief three

Wee'ver

embattled betw.

last.

—

Wedbill (co.
Wedinson.

George on the same.
Weddell (Newby and Ripon, co. York).

'Weddell. Gu. a

—On

Crest—

Wedgrwood.

Weever

Gu. on a chev.

Crest

last.

Wedg-ewood, or Wegrewood. Same Amu.

—

St.

jrranted

StaflTord;

(co.

Gu. four mullets ar. a canton of the
or, a lion pass. ar.

1576).

a ducal coronet

axes

of the second.

Webster

Webster.
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Crest

—

mullet vair.

Wegg-Prosser

(Belmont, co. Hereford; exemplified to
Francis Richard Haggitt, Esq., who assumed, by royal
licence, 1849, the surnames of Wego-Prosseb in lieu of
Haggitt, upon succeeding to the estates of Rev. Richard
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a
Prosser, D.D., of Belmont).
cross double parted and fretty engr. or, betw. four spearheads ar. embrued ppr., for Prosser; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess
engr. sa. betw. three escutcheons of the last, each charged
with an annulet or, for Wegg. Ci-ests 1st, Prosser: A
wolfs head erased sa. semee of spearheads ar. pierced
through the mouth with a sword ppr. 2nd, Wegg A
sinister hand in a gauntlet ppr. holding an escutcheon sa.
charged with an annulet or. Mr. Weoo-Prosser's paternal
Arms, those of Haggitt, are Ar. three fieurs-de-Us betw.
two bendlets nebuly gu. Crest A demi lynx ppr. scmcJc-de-

—

;

—
—

lis

gu. holding a branch of olive also ppr.

:
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Weiffhtman (East Stoke, co. Nottingham).
b:i.

a maunch counterchanged.

— On

Crest

the stump of a

ar. collared, chained,

a hart trippant

tree erased ppr.

Per fess or and

and

attired or.

Weir

(certiBed at Herald's Coll. May, 1779). Az. a fess
hetw. three mullets in chief or, and a crescent in
Crest— A cubit arm erect ppr. holding in the hand
base
a sword ar. hilt and pommel or, on the arm a cross crosslet

erni.

ar.

fitch^e gu.

Weir-Vere

Or, on a fess az. three
(Stonehyres, Scotland).
Motto— Yeio nihil
boar pass. or.
Crest

—A

mullets ar.
verius.

Weir
a

Ar. on a fess az. three

(Blackwood, co. Lanark).

mullets of the

Weir

field.

Per pale ar. and or, on
Crest— A demi horse

(Crookedholm, co. Ayr, 1672).

fess az.

three mullets of the

first.

—

Motto Vero nihil verius.
Weir (Damsay, co. Orkney, 1801). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. on a fess az. in chief three fleurs-de-lis gu., for Weir;
2nd and 3rd, ar. three piles in point sa. in middle chief a
issuant or.

martlet or, for Laino, in the centre of the quarters a spurrowel gu. Crest— A demi horse ar. saddled and bridled gu.

Motto

Weir

—

Nihil verius.

(Cosans-Weib, of Eogangreen, co. Berwick, 1865).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fess betw. three mullets in chief
and a crescent in base az., for Weir; 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a
bend gu. betw. two griffins' heads couped vert, three martlets
Crest

or, for CosE.vs.

hand a sword

—A

ppr. hilled

cubit

arm

erect, holding in the

and pommelled

or.

Motto

—Vero

nihil verius.

Weir (Kildonan).
mullets of the

Per pale
Crest

first.

and or, on a fess az. three
A demi horse ar. Motto Vero

ar.

—

—

nihil verius.

Weir

(Dublin; confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster, to David
Weib, of Dublin). Ar. on a fess az. three mullets of the
first, a canton
erm. charged with a trefoil slipped ppr.
A demi horse in armour ppr. bridled and saddled gu.
Crest
Motto Nihil verius.
(impaled with Glanville, in the Manor House of SwarPer pale or and az. a
ford, CO. O.Kford. Visit. Oxon, 1566).
chev. erm.
Erm. in chief a fess and
(Reg. Ulster's Office).

—

Weke

—

Wekeman

in base a chev. sa.

Wekersley.

Ar. across crosslet sa.
(co. Derby).
Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
lozenges of the second as many martlets or.
Welbeck. Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three lozenges (another,
mullets) sa. as many martlets or.
of (co. Nottingham). Gu. three
Welbeck,
lozenges conjoined in fess ar. each charged with a rose of the

Welbeck

Abbey

first.

Welbore

(co.

Cambridge, and Inner Temple, London),

Sa.

Crest — A

fess betw. three boars ar. armed and bristled or.
Bpear erect in pale or, headed and enfiled with a boar's head
ar. vulned gu.
Welborne (Burport, co. Dorset). Ar. three lozenges in
fess, each charged with a fountain betw. three greyhounds'
heads erased sa. collared gu. ringed or. Crett A hand
holding three darts.
(Welby, co. Lincoln). Sa. a fess betw. three fleurs-

a

—

Welby

Crest

de-lis ar.

— An arm

ways from clouds
or,

over flames of

M'ltlo

embowcd

ppr. holding
fire also

armour issuing fessar. pommel and hilt
issuant from the wreath.
in

a sword

ppr.

— Sorte contentus.

Welby (Denton
C/V!i(.

Mntio

Hall, co. Lincoln, bart.).

— Perigneni, per gladium.

Same Arras and

Welby- Gregory, Bart.

Sec Gbecobt.
Rutland; Adlard Welbt, Esq., of
Woodhead, temp. James 1., grandson of Adlard Welbt,
second son of Richard Welbt, of Gedney, co. Lincoln, who
was seventh .son of Richabd Welrt, of Molton, in same co.
Visit. Rutland 1018).
Sa. a fess betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar..
quartering Mol'lton, Kinset, alias Swalet, Fbisknet, and
Sttnt.
(Ilalstidc, co. Berks, and Mowlton, co. Lancaster).
.Same Arr,is. Creitt A naked arm cmbowed issuing from
flames ppr. holding a sword ar. hilt and pommel or.
'co. Kent).
Gu. a bend gobony or and az. betw. six

Welby (Woodhead,

co.

Welby

—

Welby

rri-scints ar.

Welby (King's

Lynn,

Bart., of Denton, with

Welby (CO.

Warwick).

co. Norfolk).

a martlet for

Same Arras

as Wf.ldt,

diff.

a fleur-de-lis ar.
"Welch (Arle Hou.se, co. Gloucester). Quarterly, Ist and 4th,
az. on a fess engr. betw. six mullets or, a lion pa.s.s. of the
first; 2nd, pcrpale ar. and or, a chev. engr. chequy gu. and
of th'' .secunil betw. three roses of the third, on a canton az.
A fluor-Ue-lis; 3rd, gu. a pale surmounted of two lions pass.
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Crest— kn antelope's head erased billettee, holding in the
mouth a cross crosslet fitchee.
Welch (co. Gloucester). Az. a mullet or.
Welch. Az. six mullets, three, two, and one or, a border
gobony ar. and gu.
Crest
An antelope's head erased
az. bezantee, gorged with a collar gobony ar. and gu. on the
top of each horn a ring or.
Welch, or Welsh. Sa. three salmons naiant ar. Crest—
An antelope sejant ar. armed, collared, and lined or.
Welch, or Welsh. Same Arms. Crest— A demi wolf
ramp. gu.
Welch, or Welsh. Gu. three barsar. on a canton erm.
a bend of the field.
Welch. Ar. a fess betw. six martlets sa. Crest— A griffin's
head erased ar.

—

Welche (co. Gloucester).
Welchman. Gyronny

Az. six mullets or.
of eight or and az. on each a
roundle counterchanged. Crest A dexter wing az.
(Market Stanton, co. Lincoln
arras and first
crest granted 15S1). Ar. on a cross invecUcd betw. four
ravens sa. five bezants. Crest
stump
On the
of a tree ppr.
branches vert, a bird close ar. beaked or. Another Crest
A pewit, wings extended ar. holding in the beak a laurel

—

Welcome

;

—

branch

—

vert.

Weld (Eaton,

co. Chester; descended from William Weld,
London 1352, who ra. Anne, dau. and heiress of
Nicholas Wettenhall. The last direct male heir, William
W^ELD, of Newbold Astbury, d. s. p. at Hassell Hall in 1705,
when the representation of the Welds devolved upon
Lowndes, of Bostock). Az. a fess nebulee betw. three cres-

Sheriff of

—

cents erm. Crest A wyvern, wings expanded sa. gutte'e d'or,
pKiin gorged and chained gold.
(Willey Park, co. Salop, and London ; descended from

Weld

John Weld,

of London, second son of John Weld, Esq., of
Eaton. Visit. London, 1568). Same .4)-nis and Cresf.
(Lulworth, co. Dorset; descended from Sir Humphbt
Weld, Lord Mayor of London 1G02, fourth son of John Weld,
J/oUo—Nil sine
Esq., of Eaton). Same Arras and Crest.

Weld

Numine.

Weld-Blundell

(Ince Blundell, co. Lancaster;

Thomas

Weld, Esq., second son of Joseph Weld, Esq., of Lulworth,
having s. to the estates of Blundell, of Ince Blundell,
assumed that surname).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. ten
billets, four, three, two, and one or, on a canton of the last
a raven ppr., for Blundell; 2nd and 3rd, az. a fess

—

nebulee betw. three crescents erm., for Weld.
Crest
squirrel sejant gu. collared and holding a a nut or.
(Chideock, co. Dorset; descended from Hcmfhry
Weld, Esq., younger son of Thomas Weld, Esq., of Lulworth).
Az. a fess nebulee betw. three crescents erm.
Crest
A wyvern, wings expanded sa. guttee d'or, ducally
gorged and chained gold. Motto Nil sine numine.
W^eld (Leagram Park,co. Lancaster; descended from George
Weld, Esq.. younger son of Thomas Weld, Esq., of Lul?,a.me Arms.
worth).
C«st— Out of a ducal coronet or,

Weld

—

—

demi wyvern

Weld

(co.

border

ar.

sa. guttle d'or.
Chester, and London).

a martlet for

diff.

Same Arms,
Crest

—A

within a

wyvern, wings

guttee d'or, collared and lined gold.
Sa. a fess wavy ar. betw. three crescents
(co. York).

expanded

Weld

sa.

erm.

Weld

(granted [to Samuel Weld, Esq., of Twickenham,
Middlesex).
Az. a fess nebulee erm. betw. three
Crest
A wyvern sa.
crescents or, a border dovetailed ar.
bezantee, gorged with a collar and chain reflexed over the
back or, wings expanded erm. each charged with a crescent
CO.

—

also sa.

Weld

(Dublin; confirmed, 1311, to Matiiew Weld. Esq., of

Molesworth Street, Dublin). Vert a fess nebulee erm. betw.
two crescents in chief ar. and in base a trefoil slipped or.
Crest
A wyvern displ. vert.
Weld. See Hartstronge.
Weldish (Lynton, co. Kent; granted 14 March, 1542). Vert,
three greyhounds ar. guttee de larmes, on a chief or, a fox
A demi fox erased gu. guttee d'eau.
pass. gu.
Crest
Weldon (Cookham Bray and Shaftesbrokc, co. Berks, .and
Ar.a cinquefoil gu. on a chief of
CO. Northumberland).
the second a demi lion ramp, of the field.
Weldon (Swansoombe, co. Kent). Per fess gu. and ar. in chief
a demi lion issuant of the last, and in base a cinquefoil of
Crest— The bust of Queen Elizabeth ppr. Molia
the first.
Bene factum.
Weldon (co. Kent). Per fess gu. .and ar. in chief a demi
lion of the second, armed or, langued az.
Weldon (co. Kent). Ar. a mullet gu. on a chief of the second
A demi hon ramp. ar.
a demi lion ramp, of the field. Crcsi
gutluedesaug.

—

—

—

—

A

WE

Ar. a fess sa. a border pu. platOe.
Ar. a fess fru.
Or, three piles az. a border gu. bezantee.
"Weldon. Or, three piles gu. a border az. bezantee.
(Knock and Ra£fen, co. Meath Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Weldon

;

1687, Mart, wife of Patbick Weldon, Esq.,
of
Knock, who was son of William Weldon, Esq., of Raffen).
Quarterly, per fess indented ar. and vert three fleurs-de-lis,
two and one, betw. as many lion's heads erased, one and two,
OflBce,

counterohanged.
Weldon (Athy, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1634,
Walter Weldon, Esq., of Athy). Gu. a cinquefoil pierced
ar. in chief a demi lion ramp, couped or, a mullet for
all

Welles
ramp.

bart.).
Ar. a cinquefoil
pierced gu. on a chief of the second a demi lion issuant of
Crests
the first.
1st: A demi lion ramp. ar. putttc de
sang; 2nd: The bust of Queen Elizabeth ppr. Molto Bene

—

—

factum.

See Veldon.
Ar. a cinquefoil gu. on a chief of the last a
demi lion issuant or. Crest A blackamoor's head couped at
the shoulders ppr. "ueUs in the ears and wreathed about
the temples or and az.
Weldy. Sa. a chev. betw. three pineapples or. Crest
horse's head issuant gu. furnished with waggon harness

—

—

or.

Welfare.

Ar. a fess cotised az.
Welfitt. Per fess or and gu. two bends invecked betw. six
birds all counterchanged.
Crest
A buck's head couped,
charged on the neck with two bends, as in the arms. Motto
Servata fides cineri.
Welford (co. Hereford). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. two pellets
in chief and a cross crosslet in base of the second.
W^elford. Ar. a chev. surmounted with a crescent sa. betw.
four pellets in chief and a cross crosslet in base of the
second.
Welington. Sa. a bend engr. cotised ar.
Welke. Ar. on a bend sa. three calves pass. or.
Well (Roger db Well, temp. Richard 11.). Or, a griffin
segreant vert.
W"ell. Per pale gu. and sa. a bend ar.
Welle (CO. Kent). Gu. six crescents, three, two, and one ar.
a bend componee or and az.
Welle. Ar. two pales gu. bezantee.
W^elle. Ar. two bars gu. in chief three torteaux.
Welle. Gu. a bend gobony or and az. betw. sis crescents

—

—

ar.

Cambridge).

(co.

sa.

a sun of the

Welles (Rougham,

li

Or, on a cross betw. four lions

first.

co.

Suffolk).

Or,

a chev. gu. betw.

three mullets az.

Welles

(Cretingham and Ipswich, co. Suffolk). Or, a lion
ramp, double queued sa. on a border engr. gu. eleven plates.
(Saltash, co. Cornwall).
Ar. on a chev. engr. vert
betw. three martlets sa. five erm. spots or. Crest
On a
chapeau az. turned up erm. a horses headar. maned or, and
ducally gorged gu.

Welles

—

Welles

(Wells and Barabridge, co. Hants).
betw. three martlets ar.

Welles
and

diff.

Weldon (Rahenderry, CO. Kildare,

Weldon.
Weldone.
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Weldon.
Weldon.
Weldon.

(co. Kent).

Sa.

a chev. erm.

Gu. sis crescents ar. a bend gobon^e or

az.

Welles

(Hoar Cross and Parva-Harwood, co. Stafford). Sa,
a buck's head cabossed or.
(Buckstead, co. Sussex). Ar. a chev. vert powdered
with erm. spots of the first betw. three martlets sa.
Crest
A talbot pass. ar. collared sa. garnished or.
Welles (London). Lozengy erm. and az. a lion ramp. ar.
Welles. Lozengy az. and erm. (another, erm. and vert) a
lion ramp. gu.
Welles. Ar. a lion ramp. sa.
Welles. Gu. four palets or, on a canton ar. a mullet of six

Welles

—

points sa.

Welles.
Welles.

Ar. three fountains.
Ar. on a bendsa. betw. six roses gu. three mullets
pierced or.
Welles. Az. a bend embattled counter-embattled ar.
Welles. Paly of six gu. and or, on a canton ar. a mullet
pierced sa.
Welles. Or, three lions' gambs erased and erect gu. on a
canton sa. a mullet pierced of the field.
Welles. Paly of six tr and gu. on a canton ar. a mullet
sa.

Welles. See Wells.
Welles, De. Or, a lion ramp, double queued sa.
An ostrich's head and wings ar. ducally gorged gu.

Crest

—

holding

in the beak a horseshoe az.

Wellesbury

(co. Berks).
Gu. a griffin segreant or, debruised with a bendlct erm.
Wellesby (John Wellesbt, temp. Richard II.). Per fess sa.
and ar. in chief a leopard pass. or.
Wellesby. Per chev. sa. and ar. in thief a lion pass,
guard, or.
Wellesh (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a fess dancettee erm.
on a chief ar. a tower triple-towered az. betw. two trefoils
another (also Reg. Ulster's Office), Gu. a fess
slipped sa.
dancettee erm. in base a tower triple-towered ar. on a chief
of the last a fleur-de-lis az. betw. two trefoils slipped sa.
Wellesley (Dangan, CO. Meath; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1603, Gerald Welles ley, Esq., of Dangan). Ar. ou a cross
;

Wellend.
Weller (co.

Sa. three pales or.

Hants). Az. three fountains.
eo. Kent; granted by
Bysshe, Garter, to Ricuakd Weller, B.D Rector of Warbilton, CO. Sussex).
Sa. two chev. betw. three roses ar.
A greyhound's head erased sa. holding in the mouth
Crest
a rose slipped gu. leaves vert. Motto Steady.
Weller. Per bend az. and gu. Crest A laurel branch

W^eller (Kingsgate House, Rolvendon,

,

—

—

—

(confirmed to Jane, dau. and heir of John Badger
Esq., and wife of Sir Thomas Spencer Wilson,
Sa. two chev. erm. betw. three roses ar. seeded and

Weller,
Bart.).

barbed ppr.
Or, (another, ar.)

Suffolk).

on a

fess az.

three plates.

Welles(i?nron ireiJcs, attainted 1474; Adamde Welles, Constable of Rockingham Castle, was summoned to Parliament
1299. Sir Richard, seventh Baron Welles, having taken up
arms for the restoration of Henry VI., he and his only son were
beheaded 1469, and attainted after the restoration of Edward
IV.). Or, a lion ramp, double queued sa. armed and langued
gu.
(FiSfoiu!? IVdles, extinct 1498;

son of I EO, sixth Baron

widow
Henry

H'elles,

by

JonN Welles, only

his second wife, JIargabet,

Somerset, and grandmother of
VII., was created, after the accession of Henry VII.,
of John,

Duke of

Vlsrnf.nt Wtlks, d.

s.

p.).

Same Jnns.

Welles

(Grebby Hall, co. Lincoln; descended from Rev.
Thomas Welles, Rector of Willingham and Springthorpe,
same co.. who 7n. Elizabeth, only dau. and heiress
of Robert Utmoke, K.sq.. of Grcbl)y Hall, second son
of Edward Dymoke, who was second son of Sir Edward

Dymoke,

Knt., of Scrivtlsby,

Champion

at the coronation of

See Dymoke.
Cambridge; granted by Camden, Clarcnccux,
1614).
Or, on a cross sa. a sun of the first, in the first
quarter a lion ramp, of the second.
Crest
A unicorn's
head erased nz. crined, hrmed, and ducally crowned or, betw.
two wings gold.

Charles

Welles

(Blackball,

CO.

Margaret, wife

of

Gu. a cross

ar.

Blackball).

Kildare;

Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Richard Wellesley,

Esq., of

betw. nine plates in saltire in

Wellesley

(Dv.ke of Wellington and Earl of Morninglon).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a cross ar. betw. five plates in
saltire in each quarter, for Wellesley; 2nd and 3rd, or, a

ramp, gu., for Collet; and as an honourable augmenan escutcheon, charged with the crosses of
George,
St. Andrew, and St. Patrick conjoined, being
St.
the union badge of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a deml-lion
ramp. gu. holding a forked pennon flowing to the sinister
also gu. one-third per pale from the staff ar. charged with
the cross of St. George. Supporters Two lions gu. each
gorged with an Eastern crown and chained or. Motto
Virtutis fortuna comes.
Wellesley {Marqiiess of WcUeslev, extinct 1842; Ricbabd,
second £i'rl of Mornington, K.G., Governor-General of
India, and twice Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, was so created
1799, d.s.'p-, when the marquessate expired, and the earldom
devolved on his brother, Willia.m, Lord Maryborongh),
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a cross ar. betw. five plates
saltireways in each quarter, for Wellesley 2nd and 3rd,
or, a lion ramp. gu. ducally gorged of the field, for Colley;
and as an honourable augmentation, by sign manual, in
Dec. 1790, an inescutcheon purp. charged with an estoilc
radiated wavy betw. eight spots of the royal tiger in pairs
saltireways or, representing the standard of the Sultan of
Mysore. Crests 1st Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion
gu. holding a banner purp. charged with an estoile radiated
wavy betw. eight spots of the royal tiger in pairs saltireways or, staff gold, surmounted by a pennon ar. charged
wilU '.he cross of St. George, motto over in Uindustou
lion

Wellersham (co.

Welles

Office,

each quarter.

fructed ppr.

Weller

sa. five escallops of the first.

Wellesley

II.).

(CO.

—
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queued

cuWt arm erect, vested gn. enfiled with
characters; 2nd:
holding a staff bendways, on the top
a. ducal coronet or,
of Great Britain and Ireland, and
standard
thereof the union
underneath the Mysore standard, all ppr., motto over,
Sii.pporters— Dexter, a lion gu.
Viitutis fortuna comes.
holding in the off-paw the Republican flag of France, in-

all ppr.,

Motto

both supporters ducally

—Porro

unum

est neces-

sarium.
extinct 1863 Hon.
William Wellesley, second son of Garrett, first Earl of
assumed the additional surname of Pole, and
was created, 1821, Baron Maryborovnh : in 1842 he s. his

"Wellesley-Pole (Baron Maiyhorongh,

;

IJorninn'oii,

ramp, double queued sa.
(Piercefield, Chepstow,

Earl of Mornington, 1863; the barony then became
and the earldom devolved on the male heir of the
lamily, Arthur Richard, second Dulce of WdUngton).
Qur.rterly, 1st and 4th, az. semCe-de-lis or, a lion ramp, ar.,
for Pole; 2nd, gu. a cross ar. betw. five plates in each

Wells(WARRicK Walter Wells,

fifth

extinct,

quarter saltireways, for Welleslet 3rd, or, a lion ramp.
Crests— 1st) Pole: A lion's gamb erect
gu., for CoLLEY.
and erased gu. armed or 2nd, Wellesley Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi lion ramp. gu. holding a forked pennon
also gu. flowing to the sinister, one-third per pale from the
3rd, Colley
staff ar. charged with a cross of St. George
A cubit arm erect, vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand
a Bcyniitar ppr. pommel and hilt or, the arm enfiled with
a ducal coronet gold. Supporters Two lions gu. each
gorged with an Eastern crown and chained or. Motto
;

:

:

—

—

William Henry Charles Wellesley,
eldest surviving son of Hon. and Very Rev. Gerald Valerian
D.D.,
Dean of Windsor, who was third son of
Wellesley,
(Col.

Garrett, first Eurl ofMorrtinrjtoii, and brother of Richard,
Marquess of WtUcshy, Arthur, first Duke of Wellington,
and Henry, first Lord Cowley). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu.
a cross ar. in each quarter five plates in saltire, for
Wellesley; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp, gu., for Colley.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi lion ramp. gu. holdCrest
ing a forked pennon flowing to the sinister also gu. onethird per pale from the staff ar. cliarged with the cross of
Motto Porro ununi est necessarium.
St. George.
"Wellesley (Earl Cowley). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. a
a cross ar. in each quarter five ];lates in saltire, for
Wellesley; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion ramp. gu. for Cowley,
1st: Out of a ducal coronet or, a
overall a plate. Crests
(Icmi Hon ramp. gu. holding a forked pennon flowing to the
sinister also gu. one-third per pale from the staff ar. charged
with the cross of St. George; 2nd: A cubit arm vested gu.
cuff ar. encircled with a ducal coronet or, grasping a scymitar
ppr. pommel and hilt gold. Supporters Two lions gu. each
ducally gorged and chain reflexed over tlie back or. Motto

—

—

—

—

—Porro unum

est necessarium.
Az. a fcss engr. betw. three escallops ar.
"Welley (Houghton, co. Durham). Per pale erminois and
Crest
Out of a ducal
gu. three chev. counterchanged.
coronet or, a reindeer's licad ppr.
Wellingliam. Erm. a chev. sa. (another, ermines).
Ar. a bend per bend az. and gu. betw. six
"Welling'S.
mullets of the third.
"Welling'ton (co. Brecon). Gu. a saltire vair.
"Wellisbery. Gu. a griffin scgrcaiit or, a chief chequy of
the last and az. over all a ben<l erm.

"Welle'w.

—

"Wellisborougrh, or Wellsborne (Westhanney,
Berks).

co.

Gu. a

segrcant or, a chief chequy of
over all a bend erm.
Wells (arms on a tombstone in New College, Oxford. Visit.
Oxen, 15G6).
Gu. a mullet or, betw. three fountains.
"Wells (Kev. Sasu.kl Well!), Rector of Portlemouth, co.
Devon, son of the Rev. Nathaniel Wells, Rector of
East Allington, by Catherine Bcry, his wife, granddau. of
Edmunu IoKtescue, Esq., of Kallapit. Sec Kortescde, of
Winston). Or, a lion ramp, double queued sa. on a chief
gu. two annulets interlaced of the field.
Cirxt—Out of an
emhaltlcincnt ppr. a demi lion double queued sa. holding
betw. the paws two annulets interlaced or. Motto Virtute
the second and of the

griffin

first,

—

M'.ambridge, co. Hant5, and the Isle of Purbcck, co.
Ar. a chev. vert charged with five erm. spots
betw. three martlets sa.

Dorifii.

Wells

fire

Ar. a chev.

ppr.

Crest

—A

fire

Esq., M.R.C.S.,H.E.T.C.S.).
Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three beehives sa. another
chev. plain of the field charged with three mullets of
the second. Cre.^t—A horse's head couped sa. bridled or,
Motto Fortiter in
in front tliercof three mullets ar.

—

re.

Wells.
ramp.

a lion ramp, guard,

Or,

Crest— A demi lion

sa.

sa.

Wells.
Wells.

Or, a

riffin
i

Ar. on

scgreant vert.
sa. betw. five roses gu. three mullets

abend

or.

Wells.
Wells.
Wells.

Ar. two pales gu. bezantee.
Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three martlets sa.
Ar. a chev. az. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed

gu.

Per fess ar. and vert a
(co. Somerset).
from the fess line, in base three wells, two
and one, masoned. The Corporation Seal represents a tree,
from the root whereof runs a spring of water, on the sinister
thereof stands a stork picking up a fish, on the dexter is
another bird resembling a Cornish chough.
Wellsand, or Wellisand. Sa. a lion ramp, per fess or
and ar.
Wellwood (Garvock, co. Fife, 176D). Ar. an oak tree
Crest The
acorned growing out of a well in base ppr.
trunk of an oak tree sprouting out branches ppr. Supeagles
Motto
Reviresco.
(Confirmed,
Two
ppr.
porters
1847, without the supporters, to Andrew Clarke- Wellwood,
of Comrie, co. Perth, and to Robert Scott-Wellwood,
formerly Scott-Moncrieff, of Garvock, co-heirs of line, and
tree ppr. issuing

—

—

—

the latter heir of entail of the family).

Well'wood

(Maconochie- Wellwood, of Garvock, co. Fife,
and Meadowbank, CO. Edinburgh, 1854). Quarterly, Istand
4th, as the last; 2nd and '^rd, az. in chief three hands, each
grasping a bunch of arrows ar. and in base an Imperial
crown or, a chief gyronny of the last and sa. Crests 1st,
Wellwood The trunk of an oak tree sprouting out branches
ppr.
2nd A demi Highlander holding in his right hand a
bunch of arrows all ppr. above an Imperial crown to which
he is pointing with his left. Supporters Two Highlanders
ppr. each with a quiver on his back, and holding in the exterior hand a bow and arrow ppr. Afo((ocs— For Wellwood,
Reviresco; for Maconochie, Nitimur ct munitur.
Welly. Sa. a bend or, betw. six crescents ar.

—

:

;

:

—

Welly. Sa. a
Wellysand.
the last

betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.

fess

Per less or and sa. a lion ramp, per fcss of
and ar. charged on the shoulder with a mullet of the

first.

Wellysham.

Sa.

two bars

or, in chief

flclil

(Holme Wood,
lO'JO

three cinqucfoils of

the second.

(Poundsford Park and Norton M.inor, co Somerdescended from Tristram Welman, who d. at Taunton
his grandson, Isaac Welman, Esq., removed to
Poundsford Park in 170S, and was High Sheriff eo. Somerset,
Quarterly, Istand 4th, ar. on a bend gu. I'ctw. two
1709).
2nd and .'Jrd, ar. three
poiiu'is three mullets or, for Welman
Cicst~A
torteaux, a chief gu. a label of three points az.
demi lion ramp. ar. holding a mullet betw. the paws or,
Mutln Dei providentia juvat.
l:ini;ue(l gii.
(Norton Manor, co. Somerset). Same Armf, Crest,
set

;

in

16.'iO

;

;

—

Welman

and Motlo.

Welnborn.

Per

fess gu.

and

ar.

a bend wavy per

co.

Hunts).

Or, a lion ramp, double

fcss or

nnil sa.

Welnetham, or Welwetham

el honiire.

of the

Monmouth).

Welman

.Same Arms.

"Wellisbotirn.

Wells

co.

voided az. betw. three flames of

beacon ppr.

Wells, City of

Pellet virtus.

"Wellesley

—A demi

—

Wells

;

Crest

—

brother, Richard, Marquess of IVdlexlcn, as third Earl nf
Moraington, when the Barony of Maryborough merged in
tlie earldom until the death of William Richard Author,

;

pellet.

—

"Republic of France," within a wreath of laurel,
the staff broken all ppr.; sinister, the royal tiger guard,
vert, spotted or, supporting in the off-paw the Mysore
gorged and chained gold.

dexter chief point a

wings displ. ar. ducally gorged or, charged on the
breast with an escallop sa. and holding in the mouth a horseshoe gold.
Wells. Or, on a cross betw. four lions ramp. sa. a sun ar.
Ci-esi
A unicorn's head erased az. crined, armed, and
ducally crowned or, betw. two wings gold.
Wells (Holme, co. Derby). Ermines on a canton or, ahuck'a
head sa. Crest A demttalbot ermines.
Wells (co. Hants). Az. three fountains.
Wells (co. Hereford). Ar. three lions' gambs erased gu. on a
canton sa. a mullet of the field.
Wells (co. Hereford). Ar. three palets gu. on a canton sa.
a muUct of the field. Crest A well ppr.
Wells (co. Kent, and Grimsby, co. Lincoln). Or, a lion
ostrich,

scribed,

standani, staff also broken,

sa. in

"WEL

fess

a?:,

Welsh
Welsh

(co, Suffolk).

Ar. on a

three plates.

Az. six mullets, three, two, and one or.
(Wimlip, CO. Lincoln). Gu. two bars gemel ar. a
the
last.
bend of
(<o. Berks).

I

A

WE
Welsh

(Sheldeslcy,

—

—

branch of a tree an easle close all ppr.
Ar. a fess gu. a border engr. sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three pheons sa.
Welsh. See Walsh, Walshe, and Welch.
Welsh (Carnbee, co. Dumfries, 1771). Ar. on a saltire sa.
five annulets or.
Crest
An eagle perching on the branch
of an oak tree, out of which is growing a small branch with
leaves all ppr. Motto Auspice numine.
Welsh (Captain Thomas Welsh, Scotland, 1789). Ar. on a
saltire sa. four annulets or, stoned gu. a border of the la.st.
Crest
A naked dexter arm grasping an Oriental scymitar
richly mounted all ppr.
Motto Pretium virtutis.
Welshe (co. Gloucester). Gu. four bars gemel ar. a bend of

Welsh.
AVelsh.

—

—

—

—

the last.
one, and three or.
or, betw. four roses gu.

—

Out of a mural coronet or, a dexter hand ppr. vested
holding a sword-blade wavy also ppr.
Welsted. Or, a chev. az. betw. three leopards' faces gu.
Crest— 1\ hind pass. ar.
Welstod. Gu. a saltire or, betw. four cinquefoils ar.
Crest
A hind trippant ppr.

—

Welston.

Per pale sa. and az. a bend chequy (another,
and gu.
Ar. three wolves' heads erased sa.
(Wcltdon, co. Northumberland).
Ar. a cinquefoil gu. on a chief of the last a demi lion ramp, of the first.
Crest
A Moor's head ppr.
ar.

Welston.

Weltden

—

W^eltes.

Per pale az. and ar. a chev. betw. three fleurs-decountcrchangcd.
(quartered by Lidcott, of Chekendon, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Vert three dexter hands ar.
lis

Welverton

Welweyn.

Gu. abend or (another, crm.).
el'wick (Sir Hocer Welwick, iewj). Henry I. his dau.
and heir m. Brtan Harbottell, Lord of Harbottell, co.

W

;

Northumberland.

Crest

gorged with a collar dancettce

—A

Visit. Bulland, 1G13).

Ar. three escallops

all

Az. three crosiers or, over
on a fess gu. three plates, each charged with the letters

l.H.S. sa.

Wendon. Ar. a cross (lurtce rngr. sa.
Wendout. Gu. a fess dancrttce or.
Wendover (Salisbury, co. Wilts; con3rmcd
two bars

Az. a fess engr. betw. three escallops ar.
Gu. (another, sa.) an ink moline erm.
or Wenne. Gu. (another, sa.) a cross moline ar.
(that Ilk, CO. Vife; Earl of Wemuss). Quarter)}-,
1st and 4th, or, a lion ramp, gu., fpr Wemtss
2nd and 3rd,
Crest
ar. a lion ramp, sa., for Glen.
A swan ppr. Siq)porUrs Two swans ppr. Motto Je pense.
W^emyss (Charteiiis-Wemyss, Earl of Wemyss). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, ar. a fess az. within a double tressure flory
coimtcrflory gu., for Chabteeis; 2nd and 3rd, or, a lion
ramp, gu., for Wemvss. Crest, Supporters, and Motto, as

"Weme.

Wemme,
Wemyss

;

—

—

last.

Wemyss

(Balfarge).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a lion
ramp, gu.; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. sa. all within a
bordure quarterly gu. and sa. Crest A demi swan with
wings expanded ppr. Motto Cogito.
(ludie, co. Fife). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a
lion ramp. gu. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a lion ramp. sa. all within a
bordure counter-compony or and gu. Crest
Across crosslet
or, within two branches of palm disposed inorle vert. Motto

—

Wemyss

—

;

—

— Virtus dum patitur

Wemyss (Rires,

vincit.

co. Fife).

or, in chief three dcuii

Crest

—k

demi

lion

Wendy

erased az.

Wendy,

Wendie

or
(Clan, co. Suffolk). Or, a chev. betw.
three lions' heads erased az. a border engr. of the second.
(Moorhall, co. Sussex). Paly of six ar. and f;u.
on a chief az. a lion pass, of the first, ducally crowned or.

Wenham
Crest

— On

a chapeau gu. turned up crm.

ramp, gu., for Wemiss; 2nd and 3rd, az. a bend

James Wemtss,

1783).

Or, a lion

ar.,

ramp. gu.

—

within a bordure counter-compony az. and ar. Crest
dexter hand grasping a scymitar ppr. MoitoScc yiribus

ncc numero.
(Danesfort, co. Kilkenny; descended from Sir
Patrick Wemtss, Knt., a Scotchman, Capt. in the Duke of
OnuOM.lt s army, in the service of Charles I.
l-'un. Knt.
Ulster's Office, 1674, Jcdith, wife of Sir .James Wfmyss,
Knt., of Danesfort, eldest son of Sir Patrick Wemtss).
Quarterly, sa. and ar. four lions ramp, counterchanged.
Wenard (co. Devon). Or (another, ar.) on a bend az. three

Wemyss

;

mullets pierced ar.
(quartered

Wendesley
Warwick).

by Vehney, of Compton,
Erm. on abend gu. three escallops .ir.

Wendey

Wenham

(Laughton,

Same

co. Sussex).

..^niisand Crest,

a

diff.

W'eningrton

(ca.

Ar. a bend betw. six lozenges

Lincoln).

Crest— A. still ar.
(James Adams Wesley, Esq., of Glasgow). Az.
gryphons segreant of
the last, collared gu. Crest A gryphon segreant az. charged
on tne shoulder with five escallops siltirewiSc or, holding
betw. the claws a bezant, and resting the dexter foot on a
mascle fcsswise gold. Motto Vigilans et verus.
Wenlock (Baron Wtnlock; extinct 1471; John Wenlock,
Escheator, cos. Buckingham and Bedford, 17 Henry VI., was
created, 1461, Baron Wi'nlock, of Wenlock, co. Salop.
He
sa.

five escallops in chev. or, betw. three

—

—

at the Battle of Tewkesbury s.p., when his estates devolved on his heir. General Thomas Lawley, whose descendant, Sir Robert Lawlet, sixth bart. of Spoonhiil, co.
Salop, was created, 1831, Baron JVenlock. See Lawlet,
Ba on Wenlock). Ar. a chev. betw. three blackamoors'
heads erased sa.
(co. Gloucester).
Ar. a chev. betw. three blackamoars' heads erased sa. Crest A plume of peacocks'
fell

Wenlock

—

feathers ppr.
lions

Gu. a chev.

co. Salop).

or,

betw. throe

Crcjt*— A griffin pass, wings endorsed

ramp, guard, ar.

or.

Wenlock.
Cre<t

Gu. a chev.

— A grifBn pass.

or,

betw. three lions ramp. ar.

or.

or, in pale

a crosier of the

of Carswell, temp.

Henry

Az. three garbs

VIII.,

Thomas WE«rAN, Knt.,
grandson of Hekrt Wenman,

anchors

Sir

;

Esq., of Bleweberry, co. Berks.
fess. ar. betw. three

Oxford).

List.

Wenman (Carswell, co. Oxford

Visit.

or,

as

Oxon, 1574). Sa. on a
lions' heads erased

many

Wetnman, Az. a cross flory ar.
Vacx, Stretley, AViKSLOw, Lasgston,

gu., Quartering, also for

GiFFORD, Absic,
Staveley, Francis, and Plessington.
also,

Crest— A cock's head
erased gu. crested and wattled or.
(Fringford, co. Oxford; William Wentian, Esq.,
of Fringford, third son of Sir Thomas Wenman, Knt., of
Carswell, living at Visit. Oxon, 1574). Same Arms and
quarterings, a mullet for diff., impaling D'Amory and Power,

Wenman

quarterly.

Wenman

(Witney, co. Oxford; Thomas Wenman, Esq., of
Witney, fourth son of Sir Thomas Wenman, Knt., of C.nrswell,

living at Visit. Oxon,

an annulet for

diff,

1574).

Same Anns and

quarterings,

impaling Traverser.

Wenman (l^iicount )Venjnan, extinct 1800;
Henry Wenman,

Esq.,

descended from
of Bleweberry, co. Berks, temp.

Edward IV. Sir Richard Wenman, Knt., of Thame Park, co.
Oxford, was created Viscount Wtnman, ofTuam, co. Galway,
1628; Philip, seventh Viscount Wenman, d.s.p., when his
estates devolved on his sister, Sophia Wenman, wife of

William Humphry

Wtkeham,

Esq.,

of

Swallciiff,

co.

Oxford; her granddau., Sophia Elizabeth Wtkeham, was
created, 1834, .Baroness If- enioc/i. See Wtkeham).
Per pale
gu. and az. a cross patoncee or. Crest
A cock's head

—

—

erased az. crested and jelloped or.
Suiiporters Two greyhounds gu. gorged with plain collars or. Mollo-Omoia. bona
bonis.

Wenman

(Sheriff co. Berks, tnnp. Queen
Quarterly, gu. and az. a cross patonce or.

Wenman,

or

Wajmeman.

Elizabeth).

on a fess ar. betw.
three anchors erect or. as many lions' heads erased gu.
orWayneman. Per pale purp. and az. a
Sa.

Wenman,
co.

(HaEtinglkld, co. Cambridge). Az. a chev. betw.
Uir^c lions' beads erased or, a border of the last (another has

1091

a gre) hound

statant sa. collared or.

;

Quarterly, Ist and 4th, or, a

for BissET.

Wemyss (Capt.

14.Tune, 1C15).

lions nunp. of the
ramp, or, holding in the paws
an eagle's claw sa. erased gu. claw downwards.
(co. Norfolk).
Or, a clicv. betw. three lions' beads

Sa.

second.

Wenlock, Monastery of (c6.

Ru.

Wel'wike.

—

head erased az.

lion's

or.

Wendling-- Abbey (co. Norfolk).

Wenlock (Wenlock,

ruffled gu.

lion

tinctures reversed).

W^enley
cross crosslct fitchee sa.

sa.

the

the

crescent for

Welshe. Az. seven mullets, three,
Welstead (London). Ar. a saltire
Crest — A hind pass. ar.
Welstead. Gu. on a bend ar. a

componee)

WEN
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li

or Shelsley-Walsh, co. Worcest€r).
Ar. a fess betw. six martlets sa. Crest A griffin's head
erased ar.
Welsh. Ar. three fishes naiant in pale sa. Crest An
antelope sejant ar. collared and chained or, attired and unKuled gold.
Welsh. Ar. on a saltire sa. five annulets or. Crest— On a

Crest

;

cross flory or.

Wenselaghe, or Wenslaye

(Brandcsburton, co "I'ork).
Vert four escallops in cross ar. the tops of all poiuting to
the centre.

\

WEN

(Wendesley, co. Derby exthe heiress m. Blackwall).
tlnct in the male line since 1591
Erm. on a bend gu. three escallops or. Crest A man's
ppr.
shoulders
al,
the
couped
profile
head in
Wensleydale, Baron. See Parke.
;

Erm. a chev. engr.

i

—

;

Esq., of Woolley, 6. 1705, i?. 1789,
without surviving male issue; his dau. Anna Maria Wenvworth, 7)1. 1760, Sir George Armytage, third bart. of Kirk-

York

lees, CO.

TAGE, having
of

her third son, Godfrey

;

s.

to the

Woolley

Wentworth),

faces or, a crescent for

or.

Gu. a grifBn segreant

Sa.

diff.

Wentworth Army-

assumed the surname

estate,

a chev. betw. three leopards'
Crest A griffin pass, wings

—

elevated ar.

Wentworth (North Elmsall, co.

ar.

Went\7'orth (Wentworth-Woodhouse,

co.

York; descended

from William de Wentworth, of Wentworth, who m. temp.
Henry III., Emma, dau. and heir of William Woodhouse, of

and fixed his residence at Woodhouse,
•whence his descendants were designated " Wentworth, of
Wentwurth-Woorfhouse;" his great-grandson, William de
Wentworth, ofWentworth-Woodhouse, s. his father 1295,
and had two sons: I. Sir William, his heir; II. John, of
co.

York, bart., extinct 1741;
descended from John Wentworth, Esq., of North Elmsall,
temp. Edward II., second son of William Wentworth,
Esq., of

Wentworth-Woodhouse, whose

son,

John Went-

Esq., of North Elmsall, living 1413, had three sons
John, his successor, who had two sons, John, ancestor of
the barts. of North Elmsall, and Roger, ancestor of Wentworth, of Kirkby, Wentworth, of Athlone, and Wentworth, of South Elmsall; II. Roger, ancestor of Wentworth,

worth,
I.

Wentworth, Viscount Wentworth

of Nettlested,

Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or.

Elmsall).

Godfrey Wentworth,

and arms

sa.

Wentlas. drry of eight erm. and
Wentt, or Went (co. Somerset).

Woodhouse, same

WEN
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Wensley, or Wendesley

Wenslow.

:

a.ni

Earl

{Earl of Stroffonl, extinct 1695, revived 1711,
again extinct 1799 Thomas Wentworth, Esq., of Wentworth-Woodhouse, representative of this ancient and noble

III.
of Cleveland, extinct, and the Barons Wentworth
Richard, ancestor of Wentworth, Bart., of Bretton, extinct. John Wentworth, Esq., of North Elmsall, was created

and heir of Richard Woodroofe,
Esq.,'of Woolley, co. York, and d. 5 Dec. 1548, leaving two
sons: I. William, his successor, whose grandson, Sir

when the
on his sister, Katharine Wentworth, wife
of Hugh Cholmley, Esq., of Whitby Abbey, co York). Sa. a
chev. betw. three leopards' faces or, a border ar. for iliff.
Wentworth (Kirkby, co. York descended from Rogeb
Wentworth, Esq., of Kirkby, living 1551, second son of
John Wentworth, Esq., of North Elmsall his son, Thomas
Wentworth, Esq., of Kirkby, had two sons I. Thomas,
living 1573, whose son William d. 1635, leaving Thomas, of
Kirkby, whose line is extinct, and Michael, whose son,

Wentworth.

;

family, m. Beatrice, dau.

William Wentworth, Knt., of Wentworth-Woodhouse,
High Sheriff co. York 1602, was created a bart. 1611; II.
UlcHAEL, who inherited the estate of W^ooUey, and was
ancestor of the Wentworths, of Woolley; Sir Thomas
Wentworth, second bart. of Wentworth-Woodhouse, the
firm friend and supporter of Charles I., was created Baron
and Viscount WaUworth 1628, Lord Deputy of Ireland 1633,
Baron Rabtj, of Raby Castle (with a special remainder),
and Earl of Strafford 1640, and was beheaded 1642; his
son, the second earl, d. s. p. 1695, when all his honours
became extinct except that of Raby, which passed to Sir
Thomas Wentworth as third Baron Raby, who was created
£arl of Strafford 1711; the third earl of this creation d. s.p.
Crest—
Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards" faces or.
1799).
griflBn pass, wings elevated ar. Supporters— -Dexter, a griffin
Motto En Dieu est tout.
ar.
sinister, a lion or.

—

;

Wentworth.

(Watson-Wentworth, Marq-ucss of Rockingham, extinct 1782. Hon. Thomas Watson, second surviving son of Edward, second Baron Rockingham, by the
Lady Anne Wentworth, his wife, eldest dau. of Thomas,
having s. to Wentworth-Woodfirst Earl of Strafford,
house on the death of his uncle, William, second Earl of
Strafford, assumed *he additional surname of Wentworth ;
his son, Thomas Watson- WEifrwoRTH, Esq., of Wentworth-

Woodhouse, was created Baroii Malf,i 1728, and Earl of
Malton 1734, and Maiqucss of Rockingham 1746; the second
marquess d. s. p.).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev.
engr. az. betw. three marlets sa. as many crescents or, for
2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three leopards'

Watson

;

—

Wentworth. Crest A griffin pass, wings elevated ar. beaked, forelegged, and ducally gorged or.
Suppoi-ters
Dexter, a griffin ar. beaked and forelegged gu.
collared vairfS erm. and az. ; sinister, a lion or, collared
vaire erm. and gu. Mottoes
Meagloi la fides; and, En Dieu
faces or, for

—

—

a bart. 1692; his son, the second bart., d.s.p.,

estates devolved

;

;

:

Dabcy Wentworth, settled at Athlone, co. Westmeath; II.
Hdgh, ancestor of Wentworth, of South Elmsall). Sa. a
chev. betw. three leopards' faces or, a crescent for diff.
(Fyanstown and Argreath, co. Mcath; and
Athlone; descended from Wentworth, of Kirkby, co.
York Darcy Wentworth, a junior member of that branch
of the family, was agent to Wentworth, fourth Earl of
Roscommon. He settled first at Athlone, co. Roscommon,
and afterwards in co. Meath, temp. Charles II. his male line
became extinct with his grandson, Robert Wentworth,
Esq., of Fyanstown, whose eldest dau. and co-heir, Sarah,

Wentworth
;

;

m. John Sheilds, Esq., of Wyanstown, now represented by
Wentwobth-Sheilds). Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards'
A griffin pass, wings elevated ar.
faces or. Crest

—

Wentworth-Sheilds

(representative of Wentworth, of
Meath Sarah Wentworth, dau. and coheir of Robert Wentworth, Esq., of Fyanstown, co. Meath,
who was son of George Wentworth, and grandson of
Darcy Wentworth, Esq., of Fyanstown, Argreath, and
Athlone, m. John Sheilds, Esq., of Wyanstown, co. Meath,
and had a son. Rev. Wentworth Sheilds, whose sons,
John Gore Sheilds, and Francis Webb Sheilds, assumed
by royal licence, dated 7 Jan. 1877, the prefix surnamo
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, az. on a chev.
of Wentworth).

Fyanstown,

co.

;

betw. three doves ar. a trefoil slipped vert, for Sheilds;
2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or, for
Wentworth. See Sheilds.
(South Elmsall, co. York
descended from
HcGH Wentworth, of South Elmsall, temp. Queen Elizabeth, second son of Thomas Wentworth, Esq., of Kirkby;
Hugh Wentworth, Esq., of South Elmsall, b. 1714, Major in
Gen. Guise's Regt. in 1744, was then the representative of
this line). Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or, a

Wentworth

est tout.

Weutworth-Fitz-William tEarlFUzwilliam; William,
fourth Earl FitzwiUiam, son of the third earl by Lady
Anne Watson-Wentworth, eldest dau. of Thomas, first
Marquess of Rockingham, having s. on the death of his
uncle Charles, second marquess, to Wentworth-Woodhouse
1782, assumed the additional surname of Wentworth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Fitz-William 2nd and 3rd, Wentworth. Crest— \st, KiTz-WiLLiAM; 2nd, Weniwobth. Sec
FiTZ-WiLLiAM, Earl FitzwiUiam.
Wentworth (Vebnon-Wentworth, Wentworth Castle, co.
York. Frederick William Thomas Vkhnon, grandson of
Henry Vernon, Esq., of Hilton, by Lady Henrietta Wentworth, his wife, dau. of Thomas, third Earl of Strafford,
having ». to Wentworth Castle 1802, under the will of Lady
Acgcsta Anne Wentworth, sister of Fr';derick Thomas,
fihb Earl of Strafford, and wife of John Hatfield Kave, Esq.,
of Hatfield Hall, assumed the additional surname of Wentworth). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, sa. a chev. betw. three
;

leopards' faces or, for

Wentworth

;

2nd, ar. a fret

sa., for

Vernon; 3rd or, on a fcss az. three garbs of the field, for
Vernon, of Ha.slington. C'le.iJ— I.st WE.iTwnRTH A griffin
:

pass, wings elevated ar.
sa. ducally

;

;

2nd,

Vernon A boar's head erased
or.
Motto— Ea Dieu est
:

gorged and bristled

tout.

Wentworth
Wentworth,

(Woolley, co. York; descended from Michael
Esq,, of Woolley, temp. Henry VIII., second

son of Thomas Wentworth, Esq., of Wcnlworlh-Woodhousc,
ty BsATkicE WuoDBoorE, bla wife, hcires* of Woolley,
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crescent for

;

diff.

Wentworth

(Baron Wentworth; descended from Sir Bogeb
Wentworth, Knt., of Nettlested, co. York, second son of
John Wentworth, Esq., of North Elmsall, in 1413. Thomas
Wentworth, Esq., of Nettlested, was summoned to Parliament 1529, the barony passed to Noel, afterwards to Kino,
and is now vested in Milbanke. See Milbanke, Baron
Wentworth).
Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or,
a crescent for diff. Crest A griffin pass, wings elevated ar.

—

Sujiiiarlcr.'i

— Two griffins ar. collared or.

Wentworth

(Earl of Clrviland, extinct 1C67
THOMAS,
fourth 5aron Wentworth, was created, 1625, Earl of Cleveland, and d. without surviving male issue). Same Anns,
;

Crest, and .'^apjiortcrs, as the last.
(Bretton, co. York, bart., extinct 1792; descended from Richard Wentworth, Esq., of Bretton, third
son of John Wentworth, Esq., of North Elmsall, in 1413).
Sa. a chev. betw. tlirco leopards' faces or, a border of the
Cnst A griffin pass, wings elevated ar.
last for difT.
beaked and forelegged gu.

Wentworth

—

Wentworth

(Gostlcld, co. Essex,

bart.,

extinct 1631; de-

scended from Henry Wentworth, d. 1482, second son of
Sir JoBH
Sir KooEft Wentworth, Knt., of NetUosied
;

I

AA

WEN

d. I. p. m. his daus. and co-heirs, Cicely m. William, Lord
Orfy, of Werke, and Lucy m. Thomas, £arl of Cleveland).
Gu. on a bend ar. three escallops az.
Erm. on a bend az. three
Wen-ward, or
;

Wenard.

mullets pierced ar.

Crest

Wenyeve (Brettenham,

—A mullet pierced gu.

co. SuSolk).

—

—

Sa. a fess danocttee ar. betw.
(co. Norfolk).
three mullets pierced of the last.
Ar. a fess indented betw. three mullets sa.
Weshbourne. Ar. on a fess betw. six martlets gu. three

Wesham.

quatrefoils slipped

co. Gloucester; confirmed 25 April, 1580).
betw. two mullets of six points pierced sa.
On a chapeau az. turned up. erm. a cockatrice close
Crest
ar. combed and wattled gu.
Werall (co. Stafford). Or, a fess betw. three crescents

bend

a

—

bendways

of the

first.

or Wessenhara.

betw. three mullets

Weshingham,

Sa. a fess indented

or.

or

Wesshenham

Huntingdon).

(co.

Sa. a fess dunceltee betw. tiirce mullets ar.

Weshing-ham, or Wesshenham.
Weshing-ton.
the

Az. a saltire or, a

of the last.

cliief

ppr.

Weoley (Camden,

Gu. two bars

ar. three martlets in chief of

last.

Wesley.
of

the

Ar. a cross sa. in each qu.-xrter three escallops
Motto God ia
Crest— A wyvern ppr.

—

last.

love.

Wesley.

gu.

Werberton.

Ar. a chev. surmounted with a bend gu. a
canton of the last.
Werche. Per pale az. and gu. billcttec or, a lion ramp, of
the

Wesenham.

Weshenham,

Ar. a chev. betw.
three escallops or. Another Coat Ar. on a chev. betw.
invecked
vert.
Crest
escallops
sa.
a
chev.
engr.
three
bird, wings expanded, holding in its beak an olive branch all

Or,

WES
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Knt., of GosfieM, was created a bart. 1611,

WENTWOBTn,

;

(Leyland, co. Lancaster, and Cholmeaton, eo.
Chester, bart., extinct 1758; Sir John Werden was created a
bart. 1672, his son and heir. Sir John Werden, left two
daus. his co-heirs, Locy, m. Charles, second Duke of St.
Albans, and Sosannah, m. Edward Batntdn, Esq., Consul-

Gu. on a bend

General at Algiers).
Crest

field.

—A

ar. three leopards' faces

head betw. two wings en-

horse's

Werden

Same Arms.
(co. Chester).
head gu. betw. two wings endorsed or.

Werdmam

Crest— A pegasus's

chev. erm.
betw. three bears" heads erased sa. muzzled or. Crest
bear's head erased ar. muzzled and collared sa. lined and
ringed or.
Werdon. Sa. three chessrooks ar.
Werdon. Ar. a lion salient gu.
Werdysallere. Ar. on a cUev. az. three ravens' heads

couped

(Charleton,

co.

Berks).

Ar. a

—

aims on a monument in
Cornwall, 1656). Ar. a bend wavy betw.

co.

Minster Church, co.

Devon;

six crosses crosslet fitchee az.

Cresl

up a gem ring ppr. stoned gu.
(Wellington and Poole, co. Somerset, formerly of
Sampford Arundell, co. Devon. A family of gi-cat antiquity in
Ar. on a bend vert
the counties of Somerset and Devon).
betw. six crosses crosslet fitchee gu. three crosiers or.
A demi lion ramp. ppr. holding a cross crosslet fitchee gu.

Crest

Motto

— Fuimus.

Werge

(Hcxgrave Park, co. Nottingham a younger branch
Werge, CO. Sussex; descended from Thomas Werge, third
son of the Rev. John Werge, Vicar of Kirknewton, co.
Northumberland, who settled at Horton Castle, in the latter
CO., and was father of John Werge, Esq., of Horton Castle,
who d. 1786, having had, with three daus., five sons, of whom
Barry of ten ar.
tlie fourth became of Hexgrave Park).
and gu. on a chief sa. three lions' heads erased or, gorged
with collars gu. each collar charged with three bezants.
Crest— A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw a
pheon purp. gorged with a collar gu. charged with three
:

of

bezants.

WergTnan
the

co. Surrey). Az. betw. two
a figure representing Justice, vested of

(Timberham Lodge,

cstoiles in fess ar.

in the dexter

last,

hand a sword erect

ppr.

and

in the

—

a pair of scales or. Crest A dove, wings expanded,
beak an olive branch ppr. charged on the body
with an anchor, and on each of the wings with aa cstoUe

sinister

in the
sa.

Weriet. Gu. on a chief or, a lion pass. sa.
Weriet, or Veriet. Gu. a chief or.
Werkesley. Ar. a chief gu. Crest—A wyvera
and ears

as. Etiugs

or.

Werming-liam.

(co. Chester).

Sa. a wing«d sci-pent volant

Gu. a lion ramp. ar. depressed with a bend
gobony of the second and az.
Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a border gobony of
the second and az.
Weasingrton. Ar. two tars gu. in chief three mullets
pierced of the second.
{Earl de la H'arr). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a fesS
dancettee sa., for West; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a lion ramp. ar.
armed and langued az. betw. eight crosses crosslet fitchee la
Crest
orle of the second, for La Warb.
Out of a ducal
coronet or, a griffin's head az. ears and beak gold. Supporters Dexter, a wolf cowarded ar. gorged with a plain
collar or; sinister, a cockatrice or, shadowed and scaled az.
3Iotto Jour de nia vie (The day of my life); alluding
to the taking of John, King of France, prisoner at the battle

—

—

—

of Poictiers.

Or, two bars sa. a canton ermines.
of a mural coronet ppr. a griffin's head or.

—Out

Wescombe
rams

sa. as

a bird close

Ico. Lincoln).

many

bezants.

Wescot, or Westcott
Ar. a

Warwick).

Ar. on a cross engr. betw. four
On the top of a rock ppr.

Ci-est

—

ar.

(Raddon, co. Devon, and co.
sa. a border engr. gu.

bend cotised

bezantee.

cups gu.

Crest

— Two

Ar. a fess betw. three covered
hands issuing from clouds conjoined

gu.

Wescot, or Westcope.
covered cups of the second.

1093

Ar. a fess gu. In chie? three

Ar. on a fess dancettee sa.

(Masworth, co. Bucks).

West

— Out

of

a

Buckingham and Sussex; granted 13 Feb. 1560).
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Crest
head az. beaked and eared of the first.
West 'CO. Derby). Ar. on a fess dancettee sa. a mullet or,
a border gu. bezantfe.
West (Mincing Lane, London, and Rotherham, co. York
Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three leopards'
granted 1034).
fcos.

—

Ar. a fess dancettee sa.
griffin's

Crest

faces sa.

— On

a crown composed of ears of wheat

—

Another Crest Out of a mural
coronet or, a griffins head ar. charged with a fess dancettee

an eagle

or,

displ. gu.

sa.

West
C)-est

first

(confirmed 5 Nov. 1633). Erm. a fess dancettee sa.
griffin's head erased per fess erm. and gu. on the
a fess dancettee sa.
(London). Ar. a fess dancettee sa. betw. three pellets.

—A

West
Crest

— Out of

a mural crown

or,

at eagle's head

ar.

gorged

with a fess dancettee sa.
(Tonbridge Castle, co. Kent).
Ar. a fess dancettee
Out of a mural
Crest
betw. three leopards' faces sa.
crown a griffin's head ar. charged with a fess dancettee

West

—

sa.

West

(Cotton End, co. Northampton). Ar. a fess dancettee
a crescent on a crescent for diff'. Cnst Out of a ducal
coronet or, a griffin's head az. beaked and eared gold,
charged with a fleur-de-lis for diff.
West (Braywick Lodge, co. Berks). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

—

sa.

ar.

a fess dancettee

sa.

;

2nd and

3rd, gu. three leopards'

—

faces jessant-de-lis or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
griffin's head az. ears and beak gold.

(Horham

dancettee, for

Hall, co. Essex).

West

;

2nil,

Quarterly,

gu. a dexter

1st,

arm

ar.

a

a

fess

issuant, the

hand holding a sword, on i's point three crescents interlaced
all ppr., for Crecze; 3i'd, az. a cross flory ar., for GoldsBORODOH 4th, gu. a bend betw. three martlets or, for
;

Slanet.
West (Hampton-Poyle, co Oxford).

Erm. a bend indented

sa.

(Underbank, West Brctton, and Hunshelf,

co. York).
Ar. a fess dancettiSe sa. and in chief three leopards' faces of
the last.
(Grays, co. Suffolk). Ar. a fess dancettee sa. a border
gu. bezantee.
Sa. aliuuiduip. ar.coUaicd or.
(CO. Suffolk).

West

in fess ppr.

in

Crest
three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis or.
ducal coronet or, a griffin's head of the last.

West

Wescot, or Westcope.

Bucks, and Westminster).
Ar. a fess
base a inaunch sa. in chief two estoilea

CO.

(Iver,

dancettee,

West

or.

Wescomb (co. Somerset).
Crest

cf

Wessing'ton.

— A dexter arm holding West

Were

—

ar. in chief three mullets

Wessinglon.

West

or.

(Sylverton,

Gu. two bar*

the second.

West

dorsed or.

Were

Wesse

Wessing'ton.

last.

Werden

of the

Ar. a cross betw. four annulets sa.
(Willington, co. York). Az. three water bougeta or,
on a chief of the last as many torteaux.
Wessell. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis or, a chief erm.

West

A

WES
West

(Cliff, CO.

Sussex).

heads erased or.
wavy or and az.

Crest

Az. abend wavy betw. two griffins'
griffin's head erased per pale

—A

(Alscot Tark, co. Gloucester). Ar. a fess doncettee
pean, for West -'nd, or, a chev. gu. hetw. three demi lions
ramp. sa. langucd of the second, for Steavens; 3rd. ar. three
;

pheons sa. and on a chief of the same a greyhound ppr., for
Egberts. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffins head
Dux vitae ratio.
pean, beaked and eared gold. Motto
West (Darley Abbey, co. Derby, borne by Sir \Villi.\m
West, grantee of the Abbey in the 32 of Henry VIII). Ar.
a fess dancettee betw. three leopards' faces sa. murally
crowned or (sometimes crowned with barons' coronets or).
Ci-est
X demi griffin vert, sans tail, collared or, holding in
the dexter paw a sword of the first.
West (Ruthyn Castle, co. Denbigli). Ar. a fess dancettee
C'.ti<— Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head az.
sa.
beaked and eared gold. Motto Jour de ma vie.

—

—

—

—

west.

Erm. on a chief

az. three bezants.

or.

West-Erskine.

See Ersktne.
(Ballydugan, co. Down; Fun. Ent. Ul.'ster's Office,
16SG, Roger West, son of Richard West, of that place).
Sa. a fess dancettee betw. three leopards' faces or, a mullet
Crcsi
Out of a ducal coronet a griffin's head or.
for diff.

West

—

Motto

— Jour de ma

vie.

West

(Ueg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. a lion ramp. fa. ducally
or, a border of the second.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Az. a bend wavy betw. two
suns in splendour or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Sa. an incscutchcon ar. in chief
a lion pass. erm. ducally crowned or.
(Reg. Ulster's Office, to Sir William West, Knt.).
Ar. a chev. gu. in dexter chief a rose az. in the sinister
another of the second.
W^est (Eortwilliam, co. Roscommon; confirmed by FortesGue, Ulster, to James West, Esq., of Fortwilliam).
Ar. a
fess dancettee betw. three leopards' faces sa.
Crest
griffin's head ar. issuing out of a ducal coronet or.
Motto
Jour de ma vie.
Westbrook (Elsted, Slade, and Lavant, co. Sussex, Godalming, CO. Surrey, and co. Kent).
Gu. a leopard's face

crowned

West

West

West

—

—

Crest— An armed leg couped above the

jessant-de-lis or.

knee ppr. purfled

Westbrooke.

or,

Sa.

spur of the last.
fess dancettee or, betw. three fishes

a

ar.

Westbrooke.

Sa. a fess, the upper part indertted or, betw.
throe fishes ar.
Sa. a cross botonnee betw. four leopards' faces
or, on a border cngr. ar. eight torteaux.
Westbury. Or, a fess componee ar. and gu. in chief three

Westbury.
piles az.

Westbury, Baron. See Bethell.
Westbury, Town of (co. Wilts). Quarterly, or and

az. a.

cross patonce, on a border twenty lions ramp, all counter-

changed.

Westby (co.

York, settled in that co. temp. William T.).
az. three escallops of the field.
Crest
elephant's head ppr.

on a bend

Ar.

—An

Westby (Mowbreck and Rawcliffe,

co. Lancaster, origin.ally
of CO. York. Gilbert Westbve was Sheriff CO. Lancaster r233;
his descendant, Tiio.ma3 Westdy, Esq., of Mowbreck, purchased temp. Charles I., Rawcliffe or White Hall from the
Kirby family, and settled that estate upon his eldest .son by his

second marriage, George Westby, Esq., of Rawcliffe, who.sc
younger son settled in Clonmcl, and became the ancestor of
the Westbvs of Ireland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a
chev. az. three cinquefoils pierced of the first; 2nd ar. on a
chief danccitcc gu. tliree crosses crosslet or
3rd, or, three
garb.s vert.
Crest— A martlet sa. holding in the beak a stalk
wheat with three cars gold.
Motto Nee volenti nee
;

—

of

volanli.

Westby

(Roebuck Castle and Thornhill, co. Dublin, Kilballyowon ami Rosroe, co. Clare; descended from Nicholas
We.stbt, Esq., of Enni.s, son of the first settler of the
family in Ireland
he iicquircd, by his wife, Frances, dau.
of John Stepnet, Esq., of Durrow, Queen's Co., the estate
of High Park, co. Wicklow, and was grandfather of
;

Nicholas Westby,

Esq-, of

Hich

I'ark,

M.I', co.

Wicklow

forgcveral years, U. unm. in 1^00, when he bequeathed the
estate of High I'aik to liis younger brother,
EowAHD Westiiy. Esq., Master in Chancery, and the rcpro-

mansion and

lO'JJ,

Westby,

Park, co. Wicklow

Esq.,

Master

in

;

descended from

Chfincery,

to

whom

Edwaud

his

elder

High Park, bequeathed
that estate). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Westby (Myerscough, co. Lancaster, 1664). Same Anns.
Westby (Mouldbury, co. Lancaster, 1613). Same Arms, the
brother,

William Westby,

Esq., of

chev. engr.

Westby.
Westby.

Vert three garbs or.
Ar. on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased sa.
mullets pierced of the field.
Westby. Gu. a saltire betw. four annulets ar.
Westcar (co. Oxford, and Burwood Cottage, co. Surrey). Az.
on a chev. betw. three pheons or, as many escallops su.
Crest
A crocodile ppr. collared and chained or.
as

many

—

Westcar (Mascalls,

Westcombe

Quarterly, indented az. and gu. a bend ar.
Sa. a chev. betw. three crescents erm.
Barry of four vair and gu. on a chief of the last

two mullets

Westby (High

CO. Kent).

Westchester, See

Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three crescents sa.
Sa. billettee or, a lion ramp, of the last.

West.
West.
West.
West.

sentation of the family devolved upon his eldest brother,
William Westby, Esq., of Thornhill). Same Arm-i, Crest,

and Motto.

West

West.

WE8
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(bart.,

Same Arms

an<i Crest.

of. Gu. three mitres or.
extinct 1752).
Sa. two bars

—

or,

a

canton erm.
Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a gritSa's
head of the last. Motto Festina lente.

—

Westcote

(Westcote, co. Devon; Thomas Westcote, Esq.,
of Westcote, Escheator co. Worcester, 1450, m. Elizabeth
DE Ldttelton, only dau. and heir of Sir Thomas de
Luttelton, Knt., of Franckley, co. Worcester, and had
four sons. Sir Thomas, Gcy, Edmond, and Nicholas; Sir
Thomas, the eldest son, Judge of the King's Bench, temp.
Edward IV., having inherited the estates of his mother's
family, assumed her surname and arms, and was ancestor of
Lyttelton, Barons Lytlelton, Barons Westcote, Baroiis

Hatherton, and Barons Lyttleton, of Mounslow. Visit. Devou,
1620).
Ar. a bend cotised sa. a border gu. bezant.ee.
"Westcote (Raddon, co. Devon; Thomas AVestcote, Esq.,
of Raddon, tfmp. Queen Elizabeth, great-great-grandson of
Guy Westcote, second son of Thomas Westcote, Esq., of
Westcote, and Elizabeth de Lottelton, his wife. Visit.
Devon, 1620).
Quarterly, 1st and 8th, ar. a chev. betw.
three escallops sa., for Lyttelton; 2nd, ar. abend cotised
3id, ar. a fess
sa. a border gu. bezantee, for Westcote
4th, ar. a
engr. betw. four hands gu., for Quartebmaine
fess gu. in chief three covered cups of the last, another coat
of Westcote
5th, or, on a bend cotised sa. three boars'
heads couped ar. a border of the second, for Walter, of
Come 6th, per pale or and az. on a chief gu. three lions'
faces of the first, for Collacote; 7th, sxz. on a chev. ar.
three mullets sa., for Roberts.
Westcote. Per fess az. and ar. a fess gu. in chief tlirco
covered cups or.
Westcote. Ar. a fess jju. in chief three covered cups of :ho
second.
Westden (co. Lincoln). Az. a bend betw. three bears' heads
erased or.
Westell (Pinkney Green, Mairtenhend, co. Kent). Ar. on ;i
bend gu. betw. two falcons ppr. three garbs or, on a chirt
quarterly sa, and gu. the second and third quarters
charged with four gouttes d'or, a horse courant of the first.
Crest— A cubit arm erect vested and slashed, on the hand
clenched a falcon all ppr.
Westemore. Ar. on a bend az. three annulets or.
Westeney. Sa. three palets or.
Westenra (Baron Bossmorc). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per
bend or and ar. in chief a tree and in base a seahorse reguard, in waves .all ppr., for Westenra; 2nd and ."ird,
quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three mullets ar. a border of the
last, for Murray, 2nd and 3rd, ar. three birds close, a border
sa., for Cairnes.
Crest
A lion ramp. Supporters— Dexter,
a trooper of the 5th Dragoons in uniform resting his right
hand upon a sword point downwards all ppr.; sinister, a
black horse of the same regiment, caparisoned, bridled, ami
saddled all ppr. Motto
Post proelia p;oeinia.
Westerdale. Gu. a fess betw. three owls ar. Crest—Tvo
anchors in saltire ppr.
Westerdale. Bendy of six gu. and vert a chev. erni.
betw. three crosses formi-e or.
Westerdale. Bendy of six gu. and vert a, chev. betw.
three owls ar.
Per chev.
(Castle Grove, Sandal, en. York).
or and sa. in chief three cinquefoils and in base a lion ramp,
counlerchanged. Crest A demi greyhound per chev, or
and sa. holding betw. the paws a cinqu'cfoil of the last.
Western (A'arort iye:;l-n\ extinct 1841). Sa. a chev. betw.
two crescents in chief and a trefoil slipped in base or. Crest
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw a trefoil
slipped vert. Supporters
Dexter, a lion or, gorged with
a collar az. therefrom pendent an escutcheon charged with
the arms of Western; sinister, a reindeer gu. altired ar.
;

;

;

;

—

—

Westerman

—

—

—

WES

therefrom pcnJent an
escutcheon ^harsed with the arms of SuiaLET. MoUo Nee
teniere nee timide.
Western (Great Abington, co. Cambridge; Chables Maximilian Thomas Westebn, grandson of Kev. Crables
Western, of Great Abington, Uector of Kingham, co.
Oxford, s. to the representation of the family on tlie death
of his kinsman, Charles Callis, Lord Westera, 1844).
Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.
Western (Kivenhall, co. Essex, bart. descended from

—

;

Admiral Thouas Western, of Aldham, co. Essex, younger
brother of Rev. Charles Western, of Great Abington,
Rector of Kingham). S^,me Arms, Crest, and Motto.

Westerne, or Western

Same Amis.

(co. Essex).

—

Westeme

(London).
Same Amis.
Crest
A derai lion
ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw a trefoil slipped vert.
Westfaling- (Herbert Westfaling, Bishop of Hereford,
1586-1603; granted 1559).
Az. a cross or, bctw. four caltraps of the second.
Westfield. Gu. on a fess betw. six billets ar. as many
Catharine wheels sa.
Westfield (Thomas Westfield, Dishop of Bristol 1642-44).
Gu. a cross betw. four garbs or.
Westhorp (Comburgh, co. York). Sa. a lion ramp. erm.

crowned

Crest

or.

—An eagle's head erm. beaked or.

West India Mercliants, Society of.
hulks, masts, and rigging or, the sails

Az. three ships,

all

furled, the pen-

nants .and ensigns ar. each charged with a cross gu. on a
chief of the second a pale quarterly, viz., 1st and 4th, az.
three fleurs-de-lis or 2nd and 3rd, three lions pass, guard,
in pale or, all betw. two roses of the fourth, seeded of the
second, barbed vert.
Westlake (Kilkhamplon, co. Cornwall). Az. three bars
;

wavy

Westlake (Plymouth,

co. Devon).
Sa. a
and two in base ar.
Westle, or West. Ar. a cross couped

fess or, betw. five

owls, three in chief

—

—

of the race of Reginald de Bailleiti,, of Bailleul en
Gouffern, near Argentan, Normandy, who at Domesday
held in capite the manors of Weston, Bcrton, Broton. and
co. Stafford; vide " Westonorum antiquissinia; ec
equestris familise. genealogia et prosapia," by Sir William
Segar, Garter, 1632, in the Select MSS. Department, British
Museum. An incorrect outline of this pedigree, lacking,
moreover, the third descent, that of Ralph, son of Huou,
and father of Hamo de Bailleul, Dominus de Weston temp,
Henry II., is to be found in " Erdeswickc's History of co.

Newton,

Stafford," by Harwood, 1844.
Sir Hamo de Baillecl et
DE Weston was the first who became known by the name of
the most important of the English manors held by him;.
Sir Hamo de Weston, Dominus de Weston, &c., co. Stafford, temp. Henry II., and .\dam de Weston, cos. Stafford
and Surrey, 6 King John, bore, Ar. an eagle displ. sa.
Weston (Weston-under-Lyzard, co. Stafford; Sir John de
Weston, Knt., Dominus de Weston-under-Lyzard, co. .Stafforfl, temp. Edward III.).
Sa. an eagle displ. ar. a label gu.
Weston (Rugeley, co. Stafford, temp. Henry VI, descended
from and representing the Weston-under-Lyzard family.
The Rugeley brunch, in its turn, became extinct in this
century). Or, an eagle displ. reguard. sa. Crest An eajjle
;

—

rising reguard. sa.

sa.

ringed at the

last.

Ar. on a bend az. three annulets or. Crest
and garnished gu.
Westles. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet fitchee
in chief and five delves in base all sa.
Westley. Ar. a chev. betw. .<;ix billets in chief and three
crosses crosslet fitchee in base all sa.
Westley. Ar. a cross couped sa. at each end an annulet of
the last.
Westley. Ar. a cross betw. sixteen annulets sa.
Westley. Ar. a cross pomee sa.
Westley. Gu. a cross or, betw. nine plates in each quarter
saltireways.
Westley. Gu. three escallops ar.
Westloke (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office. 1597, Alexander
Westloke, Steward, or Agent, to Sir Willi.im I'itz
WilUam, Lord-Deputy of Ireland). Az. three bars wavy
ar.
(Sir

Richard Westmacott,

R..4. of

London

and Florence, D.C.L. of Oxford, the celebrated sculptor,
son of Richard Westmacott, Esq. ; Sir Richard's eldest
son, Richard Westmacott, Esq., A.R..\., was also eminently
distingui.shed in the same profession).
Gu. a chev. cotised
Crest
ar. betw. three bees volant or, a chief of the last.
Upon a mount a column of the Tuscan order fessways,
thereon a bee all ppr. 3/o(to— Extrcmos pudeat rediisse.
W^estmanton (co. Devon; quartered by Dynham, of

—

Wortham
John Dinham,
Henry VI., m. Margaret,

dau.

Devon,

1620).

;

"Westmanton.

Henry VIII.; John

John Weston, of Rugeley). Quarand 4th, or, an eagle displ. reguard. sa. 2nd and
3rd, erm. on a chief az. five bezants.
Weston (Lichfield, CO. Stafford Sir James Weston, temp.
Charles I., direct descendant of John Weston, of Lichfield,
temp. Henry VIII,).
Same Arms. Crest An eagle's head
or, beaked gu. a crescent for diff.
Weston (Lane House and Wolveton, co. Dorset; Henbt
Weston, d. 1705, direct descendant of John Weston, of
LiLhiield, temp. Henry VIII.
Owing to the elder branches
having become extinct, Wiluam Henry Pdrcell Weston,
AVeston, fourth son of

;

;

tent ar. flagged

Westmacott

(Lichtield, co. Stafford, temp.

terly, 1st

Westlemore.

—A

Thomas Westmoee,

Esq., Mayor of
Lancaster in 170^, 1718, and 1727; and by Robert Westmore, Esq., of Preston, co. Lancaster).
Sa. a lion pass,
guard, or, on a chief of the last three lozenges of the first.
Crest
A lion pass, guard, or.
Westmorland, Earl of. See Fane.
Westmorland. Ar. a cross gu. in elilcf three escallops
counterchangcd. Crest
A fox sejant or.
Weston (Weston-under-Lyzard, co,, Stafford, teinp. Henry 11.;
ton, near Lancaster;

Weston

ar.

ends of the

WES
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jTorsed with a ducal coronet or,

Visit.

Esq.,

of

Wonham,

temp.

and heir of William
Per pale or and az. a

chev. engr. betw. three lions ramp, counterchangcd.
of. See Nugent.
Westminster,
of. See Grosvenob.
Westminster, City of. Az. a portcullis with chains
pendent or, on a chief of the last in pale the arms of
Edward the Confessor, viz., Ar. a cross patoncee betw. five
martlets, one in each quarter and another in base all or,
betw. two united roses of York and Lancaster.
Westminster Abbey. Az. on a chief indented or, a
crosier on the dexter and a mitre on the sinister both gu.
Westminster, See of (1540 to 1550, suppressed). Az. a
cross patonce betw. five martlets or, on a chief of the recond
a pale quarterly of France and England betw. two united
roses of York and Lancaster.
Westminster School. The Arms of Edward the Confessor, viz., Az. a cross patoncee betw. five martlets, one in
each quarter and one in base all or, with a chief ar. bearing
France and England quarterly betw. two roses gu. Motto

Westmeatli, Earl

Duke

—

In patriam populumque.
(borne by KicnAW) Westmoee, Esq., of Uiddle-

Westmore

1095

—

Esq., of Wolveton, co. Dorset,

now

represents the family

Weston, of Weston-under-Lyzard, co. Stafford). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, an eagle displ. sa.
2nd and 3rd,
erm. on a chief az. five bezants. Crest An eagle rising
sa. beaked and membered or.
Crest (of the middle period)
A Saracen's head affrontee filleted ar. and az. Motto
Aquila non capit muscas.
Weston (Sir William Weston, Prior of the Order of
St. John of Jerusaleni in England at the suppression by
Henry VIII. in 1540, son of Edmund Weston, Esq., of
Boston, CO. Lincoln, a younger branch of the co. Stafford
family, and brother of Sir Richard Weston, who built;
Sutton Place in that reign. Arms from a drawing of the
banner, <fec., of Sir W'illiam Weston in Harl. 5ISS., and ia
" Description of the Standards borne in the field by Peers
and Knights in the reign of Henry VIII.," in the College
of Arms, in which MS. a drawing of the standard of Sir
Richard Weston, of Sutton, is also given). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, erm. on a chief az. five bezants; 2nd and 3rd,
ar. three camels sa.
Crest — A Saracen's head affronlte
filleted or and vert. Motto— Any boro.
Weston (Birl of Portland, extinct 1688; descended from
John Weston, of Lichfield, fourth son of John Westom,
of Rugeley, temj). Henry VIII.; Sir Richard Wf.ston,
Chancellor of the Exchequer temp. James I., was created
Baron Weston 1628, and Earl of Portland and K.G. 1633;
Uie fourth earl d. s. p.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, an
eagle displ. reguard. sa. 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a chief az.
five bezants.
Crest
.4n eagle rising reguard. sa. beaked
and legged or. Supporters Two greyhounds sa. collared
and ringed or. Motto Craignes honte.
Weston (CO. Bedford). Ar. a bend cotised sa. a border
of

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

of the last bezantfe.

Weston

John Weston, Esq., of Col(Colleton, co, Devon
temp. Queen Elizabeth, great-grandson of John
Weston, of same place, whose father, Robert Weston, was
of Lemshersoare, in Wales. Visit. Devon, 16'20). Ar. on a
;

leton,

chev. sa. three leopards' faces or.
wattled gu.

Crest

—A

cock ppr.

Weston-at-the-Qate, or Weston, alias Atgrate
(BrightwcU, co. Bucks).

Sa. ten bezant", four, three, two,

and one, on a chief erm. three lozenges gu.

A

WES
Weston

(cos.

Devon and

Ar. a fcss sa. on a border

(Heath-Ham,

Ar. on a chev. sa. three

co. Dorset).

leopards' faces or.

Weston

(Weston, co. Dorset). Ar. a chev. per pale engr.
az. and gu. in chief two roses of the second and in base as

many

of the third.
(Hanam, co. Gloucester).
three fleurs-de-lis ar. a mullet sa.

Weston
Weston
lis

Az. on a plate betw.

Az. a wheel betw. three fleurs-de-

(co. Leicester).

(West Horsley Place, co. Surrey). Sa. a chev. or,
betw. three leopards' heads erased ar. crowned or, langued
gu. Crest A wolf pass. ar. ducally gorged or. Motto—
Gloria sat Deus unus.
Weston (Somerby, co. Lincoln; Stephen Weston was
Bishop of Exeter, 1724-42). Ar. a cross calvary gu. a chief
az. charged with five bezants.
Weston (Thorpe, co. Norfolk descended from Ch&sles
Weston, Esq., m. Mart, co-heiress of Miles Brantbwatt,
Esq., of Taverham, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
an eagle displ. sa., for Weston; 2nd and 3rd, or, two

—

;

bendlets engr. sa., for

B&antbwatt.

Crest

—A

demi eagle

sa.

Weston
gorged

(Effingham, co. Surrey).

heads erased

talbots'

Crest

or.

a chev. betw. three
wolf pass. ar. ducally

Sa.

—A

(Ockham,

co. Stirrey, 1700).

three lions' heads erased ar.

Crest

—A

Sa.

a chev. betw.

wolf's

head couped

da.

Weston, or Wiston

Sussex, 23 Henry II.). Erm.
heads erased or.
Weston. Gu. on an inescutcheon ar. within an entoire of
five bezants a fess sa.

on a bend

Weston.
Weston.

(co.

az. three lions'

Sa. a

maunch

or,

armed and langued

(cos. Limerick and Clare).
Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
crowned or. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an eagle's
head gu. Motto Post funera virtus.
Westropp. Ar. three legs in armour, couped at the thigh,
flexed at the knee az. spurs or.
Crest
A dragon's head gu.
Westropp-Dawson. See Dawson.
Westrow (London; granted 24 March, 1613). Or, a chev.

—

—

—

ar. in chief three crescents of the last.

Weston.
Weston.

Sa.
Sa.

a chev. betw. three holly leaves ar.
a chev. or, betw. three lions' heads erased

ar.

Weston.

Per

saltire ar.

and

sa. in chief

and in base a

Erm. on a bend gu. three

lions'

heads erased

Westwood

—

ar.

West-wrow (London

Weston.
Weston.
W^eston

Ar. a chev. per pale or and gu.
Az. a mullet betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Ar. a fess sa. a border engr. gu.

who assumed,

in

consequence, the additional surname and arms of Weston.
He was grandson of John Webb, Esq., of London, by
Bridget, his wife, dau. of John Wolfe, by Anne Pinchon,
bis wife, granddau. of Sir Edward Pinchon, and Dorothy,
his wife, sister of Richard Weston, Earl of Portland).

—

five bezants.
A Saracen's head
Crest
coupcd, the tongue protruding ppr. wreathed about the
temples ar. and az.
(West Horsley, co. Surrey; descended from Adam
BE Weston, of co. Surrey, living at Weston temp. King
John). Sa. three leopards' faces ar. crowned or, langued
gu. Crest A wolf pass. ar. ducally gorged or.
(.Stephen Weston, Bishop of Exeter 1724-42).
Ar. a cross calvary gu. on a chief az. five bezants.
(Richard Weston, Lord Chancellor ot Ireland,
1567-73; Reg. Ulster's Office). Erm. a martlet gu. on a
chief az. four bezants.
Ci-est—A.n eagle reguard. wings
expiindcd sa.
Weston (Sir Simon Weston, knighted by Robert, Earl of
Ess'X, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1599).
Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, or, an eagle displ. sa. ; 2nd and 3rd, erm. on a
chief az. five bezants In fess.
^^eston (Dublin Nicholas Weston, Mayor of Dublin, 1597,
fourth son of John Weston, Alderman of Droghcda. Visit.

Erm. on a chief az.

Weston

—

Weston
Weston

;

Gu. crusily fltdide ar. a lion ramp, of
armed and langued az. a border erm. CresI
ramp. ar. supporting betw. the paws a cross cross-

City of Dul)lin, 1C07).

let fltch^e

—

ar. in chief three crescents of

lamps ar.
and or, a pale cotmterchanged, three

Wethell.
lions

Per fess az.
ramp, of the second.

"Wetlierall (co. Lincoln). Ar. two lions pass, in pale sa.
on a chief indented of the last three covered cups or. Crest

— A demi lion ramp.

Wetherall.

Wetherby

sa. holding a covered cup or.
Ar. two lions pass, guard, sa. a chief gu.
(co. Norfolk).
Vert a chev. erm. betw. three

pass. ar. attired or.

Wetherell

(Sir Charles WetherelI,, Knt., AttorneyGeneral 1826, was son of the Very Rev, Nathan Wetherell,
D.D., Dean of Hereford).
Ar. two lions pass, guard, in
pale sa. on a chief dancett^e of the second three covered
cups ar.
Wethered (Ashlins, Great Berkhampstead, 1G63). Gu.
a chev. betw. three fleshpots or.
Crest A goat's head

erased.

Ulster's Office).

Per pale gu. and

or,

a chev.

coiinterchanged.

(cos.

Buckingham and

(Brompton, in Pickcring-lylh, co. York; Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1638, Elenob, Lady Osbaldeston, dau.
of William Westrop, Esq., of Brompton, and wife of Sir
for irclanU).

Ar. a chev. sa.

Northumberland). Gu.
a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erect and erased ar. Crett
lion's
gamb erased gu. charged with a chev. ar.
A
Wetherton, or Wheterton. Sa. a chev. ar. betw.
(co.

—

three lions' gambs erect and erased or.
Ci-est—A lion's
gamb erect and erased ppr.
Gu. three lions' gambs erased and erect ar.

Wetherton.
Wethill (Ueg.

Ulster's Office).
Per fess az. and
counterchanged, three lions ramp, of the second.
Wetnall. Vert a bend erm.

or,

a pale

Wetney (co. Gloucester). Sa. three pales or.
Wetsham, or Wetesham (co. Suffolk). Barry of six gu
and

a crescent of the first.
(Wettenhall and Hankilow, co. Chester).
Ancient Arms Vert a bend erm. Modern Arms Vert a
cross engr. erm. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, an antear. in chief

Wettenhall

—

—

—

lope's

head

ar. attired gold.

Wettenhall

(Heming, co. Rutland; John Wettenhall,
John Wettenhall, of Heming, who w.as fifth
from John Wettenhall, of Nantwich, co. Chester,
23 Henry VI. Visit. Rutland. 1G18). Quarterly, 1st and
4tli, vert a bend erm., for Wettenhall {ancient);
2nd and
3rd, vert a cross engr. erm., for Wettenhall (modei-n).
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. an antelope's head ar.
b. 1575,

son of

in descent

—

attired or.

Wettenhall

(Hemyngs,

York, and co. Kent).

co.

Vert a

bend erm.

Wettenhall

Vert on
Out of a ducal

(Ireland; Reg. Ulster's Office, 1719).

a cross engr.

—

ar. five erm. spots sa.
Crest
coronet or, a goat's head ppr. Mollu
Haud facile.
gu.
Gu. semiSc of trefoils or, three
round buckles of the last. Crest A lion's head erased or,

—

Wettyn. Or, throe buckles
Wettyn, or Wettyng:.

—

fire

ppr.

Wettyn, or Wettyngr.
three buckles of the

Westrop

Buau«i> OsDALDUTOM, KiU., Atlomcy-Geacral

or Wetherid
Same Arms and Crest.

Wetherton, or Wbetarton

vomiting

gu.

1096

Or, a chev.
ar.

Sa. three

(Fun. Ent. Ulsters Office, 16G6).
betw. three crescents gu.

;

Esq., of Sarnsfield Court, co. Hereford,

Weston (Reg.

Vert a cross engr.

the second.

Hertford).

Weston, temp. Henry I.
line, John Weston, Esq., of Sutton, d. in 1730, leaving an
only dau. and heiress, Melior Mart, who d. unm. in 1782,
and devised her estates to her kinsman, John Webb,

lion

granted 24 March, 1613).

Wethers

descended from Hayleric de
The last heir male in the direct

(Sutton, co. Surrey

last,

;

az. in chief three crescents of the last.

Wetenhale (co. Norfolk).
Wetesham. Gu. two bars

Wethered,

or.

"Weston.

—

Westwood

—

sross pattee of the second.

Weston.

Az. a fess engr. betw. three escallops ar.
(London). Gu. three mullets of six points or,
a quarter erm. Crest A cubit arm habited with leaves
vert, holding in the hand ppr. a club gu. spiked ar.
(co. Worcester; confirmed 24 Nov. 44 Queen
Elizabeth). Gu. three mullets of six points or, a canton
erm.
(co. Worcester).
Gu. four mullets of six points
or, a canton erm.
Crest
A wild man's arm vert, holding a
club in bend gu. spiked at the end or, on the thicker part

Westwood

rams

ar.

Quarterly, per fess indented az. and gu. a bend

ar.

the

Westropp

Wetewange.

or.

Weston

demi

crowned

West'Wiok.

or.

Weston

'li'pl.

Sa. a lion ramp. erm. ducally

gu.

KU. eight bezants.

Weston

WEV
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'WiUs).

last,

Gu. scmee of trefoils slipped or,
a border goboncc of the second and

az.

W^e'Vell.

Wever

Ar. on a chev. sa. three flcuis dc

(u>.

the Ortt.

Buckingham).

Or,

on a

lis

of the field.

less az. three

garbs of

A

WE V
Wever
last a

(co. Chester).

garb of the

W^ever.

ar.

on a canton of the

first.

Same Arms.

Crest

Whaley

(CO.

Kent).

W^haley

(Ternhill, co. Salop).
Ar. two bars
on a canton of the last a garb of the first.
W^ever. Or, on a fess az. three garbs of the first.
Wever. Sa. two bars ar. in chief a garb or.
Wever. Sa. two bars ar. on a canton or, a garb gu.
Wever. Sa. two bars ar. on a canton of the last a garb
sa.

Wever

fessways

sa.

whales' heads erased sa. as
the first.

or, in

escutcheon gold.

Whalley

Motto

ppr.

Weye,
fishes

Wexford).
et ignem.

Ar. three

— Per aquam
Waye (Bickliford, co. Devon).

alias

fire

ships

Gu. three

Weyer, or Weyre

and

(cos. Stafford

Ar. a fess

Suffolk).

betw. three crescents gu.
Ar. on a pale cotised sa. three greyhounds' heads
Crest
A greyhound's head erased
or, collared gu.
or, gorged with a bar gemel gu, in the mouth a man's leg
couped above the knee ar.
W^eyland (co. Suffolk). Az. a lion ramp. ar. debruised
with a bendlet or.
(Woodeaton, co. Oxford, and Woodrising Hall, co.
Norfolk). Erm. on a cross gu. five escallops or. Crest

Weykes.

—

erased

Weyland

—

mouth

Ar. on a cross gu.

five escallops or (another, of

shpped

trefoils

sa.

a border

engr.gu.

Whalisburgh.

Ar. three bends gu. a border sa. bezants.
(Cotgrave, co. Nottingham; John Whallet, of
that place, temp. James I., grandson of TnoaAs Whalley, of
the same place. Visit. Notts, 1614).
Ar. three whales*
heads erased haurient sa.

Whallet, of Darleston,
Richard Whalley, Esq.,

co.

descended from Richabd
tcnip. Henry V.

;

Stafford,

of Kirton, teinp.

James

I.,

was

grandfather of Peniston Whallet, 6. 1626. Visit. Notts,
Same .^rm», quartering Mowbray, Leake, Kirton,
Hatfield, Mollet, Warde, Francis, and Selioke. Crest—
A whale's head erased sa.

'1614).

Whalley (Norton,

William Whalley, Esq.,
Galford Whalley, Esq.,
of Bradmore, co. Notts, grandson of Thomas Whalley, of
same place, and great-grandson of Robert Whalley, of
of Norton,

teiiip.

co. Luicester;

James

I.,

son of

Visit. Leicester, 1619).
co. Notts.
Ar. three
whales' heads erased sa.
Crest A whale's head erased

—

sa.

first).

Weyland (co.

Bucks; Alice, dau. and heir of John Weyland, and granddau. of Willlam Wetl.^nd, co. Bucks, m.
Esq., of Bailham, co. Suffolk). Ar. on a
cross gu. five fleurs-de-lis or.
Weymouth, (cos. Devon and Dorset). Per fess sa. and
bendy of six ar. and az. in base a swan swimming in waves

Whalley

Ar. three whales' heads erased

(co. Lancaster).
lying fessways sa.

James Andrewes,

Whalley (Overton,

ppr.

Whalley (Whalley, co. Lancaster). Same
Whalley (cos. Lancaster and Sussex).

—

Weymouth.

Crest
Or, on a bend sa. two arrows ar.
dexter arm in armour ppr. cuffed paly of six ar. and gu. the
hand holding three arrows also ppr.

ter).

Crest

Huntingdon, and Norton, co. LeicesAr. three whales' heads erased lying fessways sa.

of. Az. on the waves of the sea in base ppr. a ship of three
masts tackled and rigged all or, on the fore and mizen
masts two square banners on the first, per pale gu. and
vert two lions pass, guard, or; on the second, quarterly, ar.
on the
and gu. on the 1st and 4th, a lion ramp. purp.
2nd and 3rd, a castle or on the hulk of the ship an escutcheon
per fess or and gu. in chief three chevrons of the second,
;

;

;

;

base three

The common

guard,

pass,

lions

the

in pale of

— Az. a bridge

Seal represents

first.

of three arches

co.

—A whale's head erased

lying fessways sa.

Ai~ms and Crest.
Ar. three bucks

pass. gu. attired or.

Whalley

(co. Sussex).

Ar. three boars' heads erased in

fess sa.

Weymouth and Melcombe-Regris,X7nitedTo'WTis Whalley.

in

whales

of each a crosier of the last.

Or, three

Burney,

lion rarap. sa.

the

the

Whalley (Kirton, CO. Nottingham

hauriant ar.

Weyland.

many

Whaley. Ar. three boars* heads erased sa.
Whaley-Monastery (CO. Lancaster). Gu. three
Whaliborne.

—

Ar. on a chev. betw. three
birds, wings expanded, of

(Dalton, co. York).

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
Gu. on a fess within two
cotises or, three garbs az.
Crest
An heraldic antelope
statant erm. horned or, resting the dexter paw on an
(co.

Crest— Two anchors In

Ar. three whales' heads erased lying

(co. Sussex).

Whaley

hauriant

first.

Wexford, Town of

Ar. acrosssa.

saltire az.

— A garb in fess or.

Wever, or Weever

of the
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two bars

Sa.

;

sa.

Crest

—

Whalley.

Ar. a chev. betw. three whales' heads erased
A whale's head erect and erased sa.
Erm. on a bend sa. three whales' heads erased

or.

Whalley

(Norton Hall, co. Somerset, and Hinton House,
Hants; Edward Whalley, the Regicide, a Major-Gen.
Hyde Salmon
in Cromwell's army, was of this family.
Whallet, Esq., of Norton Hall and Hinton House, assumed
by sign manual, in 1836, the surname and arms of Tookeb
in addition to and after those of Whallet, in compliance
CO.

double embattled ar. standing in the sea ppr. in chief an

with the testamentary injunction of his great-uncle. James

escutcheon per fess or and gu. on the first three chev. gu
on the second three lions pass, guard, in pale of the

Ar. three whales' heads
Tooker, Esq., of Norton Hall).
hauriant erased sa. a canton of the second charged with a
mascle of the first. Crest A whale's head hauriant erased
Motto ilirabile in prosa. charged with a mascle ar.

first.

Weysandon. Gu. a lion ramp. ar. crowned or.
Whabe. Per fess ar. and gu. a pale counterchanged,

three

co. Warwick). 'Vert a chev. ar.
betw. three pheasant cocks or, combed and wattled gu.
Crest— A dragon's head per pale or, guttle de sang and

Robert Whaddon, of
William Whaddon, built the
1467, leaving a son, Robert

(Addington, co. Kent;

that place, d. 1444; his son,
of

Whaddon, and

d.

Ar. a lion ramp,
gu. on a chev. sa. three crosses crosslet of the field.
(Plymouth, co. Devon; John Whaddon, of Plymouth, temp. James I., grandson of John Whaddon, whose
ancestors lived at Addington; he settled at Plymouth, and
Same Arms, quartering
Visit. Devon, 1620).
d. there.
TowNE, Ar. a chev. betw. three eagles displ. sa. Charlis,

Whaddon,

d. 1470.

Visit.

Devon,

1C20).

Whaddon

;

Ar. a chev. sa. guttee d'eau

and Detling,

;

ramp, three, two, and one ar.
Whale. Or, a bend gu. a canton
per fess gu. and ar.

Whalesborne.

sa.

Sa. six lioncels

Ci-«sJ— Alion ramp,

a border

Cornwall and Devon).

Barry of

trefoils

slipped

engr. gu.
(cos.

and gu. a border

sa.

(Whalisborough, co.
Ar, three bendlets gu. on a border sa. ten

See Gardiner.

;

of Kirton,

;

Dublin, 1851). Ar. three whales' heads erased sa. in the
centre point a flagstaff in bend gu. thereon two lions pass,
guard, in pale or. Ci-est A whale's head erased erect per
pale gu. and sa. J»/o£to— Gloria Deo in profundis.
Wh.annell (co. Ayr, Scotland). Or, a lion ramp. sa. betw.
three crescents gu. all within the royal tressure of the
second. Crest A dove with an olive branch in the beak ppr.

—

—

—Nuncia

Motto

"Whaplod.

pacis.

Per

fess

ar.

and gu. a pale counterchanged,

three chaplets of the second.
"Whaplod. Per pale sa. and ar. two lions combatant
counterchanged (another adds, on a chief sa. five bezants in
saltire).

Sa. on a chev. gu. three trefoils slipped or.
(borne by the late William Whapshot, Esq.).
Erm. on a chev. vaire or and gu. bet*, two roses in chief of
the last, barbed vert, and a lily stalked and leaved ppr. in

"Whapshot

Wharler Abbey, or Monastery.

Gu. a cross tau

per fess vair, the under ar.
Earl of. See Stuart.

"Wliarncliffe,

be zants.

Whalesbury

(temp.

Edward

III.

;

John Whalesbcbt,

Esq.,

Joan, dau. and heir of John Rawleigh. Visit.
border sa.
Ar.
llirce bendlets j;u. a
1620).

CO. Devon,

Devon,

Hill, co.

base.

bezant^e.

Whalesburg-h, or Whalisworth
Cornwall).

Armagh

David Whallet,
Whallet,
arms allowed and pedigree
co. Nottingham
to Bev. David Whalley, of Trinity College,

(Whalley's

Esq., of Whalley'3 Hill, d. 1729: descended from

"Whaplode.
sa.

Or, three

Whalesborou&h
six ar.

Whalley
registered

vert, erased gu.

Church

—

Whalley-Smythe-Gardiner, Bart.

chaplets of the second.

Whadcock (Buckley Place,

Whaddon

—

fundis.

to.

bczantec.

1O07

"Wharton

(Duke of Wharton, attainted 1728; descended
from Henry Wharton, Esq., of Wharton, co. Westmorland,
temp. Henry V., who had two sons: I. Thomas, his heir,
ancestor of the Duic 0/ IfAarton IL Gilbert, ancestor of
;

AA»

;

WH A

Bedchamber to George IV. and William IV., son of Edward
Whatley, Esq., Mayor of Bristol in 1768). Gu. a lion ramp,

Whatman

marquess, was created, 1718, Duke of Wharton; his
Grace subsequently espoused the cause of Prince James
Francis Edward, and was attainted 1728, d. s. p. 1731,
when all his honours became extinct, independent of
the attainder, except the original Barony of Wharton,
which, but for the attainder, would have vested in the

WHatman

Mart Whakton, sister of Thomas, fifth
Marquess of Wharton, and wife of Sir
Baron and
Charles Kemets, third hart, of Eevanmably, co. Glamorgan,
now represented by Kemeys-Tvnte, of Kevanmably). Sa. a
maunchar. on a border or, eight pairs of lions' gambs saltireways erased gu., the border being an augmentation granted
descendants of Hon.
first

—

by Edward VI. Crest A Moor kneeling in coat of mail all
ppr. ducally crowned or, stabbing himself with a sword of
Another Crest— A bull's
the first, hilt and pommel gold.
head erased ar. attired or, ducally gorged per pale
Dexter, a bull ar. ducally gorged
gu. and gold. Supporters
per pale or and gu. the dexter horn of the last, the sinister

—

gold

sinister, a lion gu. fretty or.
(Kirkby-Thore, co. Westmorland). Sa. a maunch
a canton or. Ci-eit A bull's head erased ar. armed
;

Wharton
ar.

—

or.

WliartOll (Bicester, co. Oxford). Same Arms and Crest.
"WTiarton (Dryburn, co. Durham, late of Old Park, same
Same Arms. Cre<«— A bull's head erased ar. homed
CO.).
or,

charged with a

Wharton.

trefoil vert.

Castle,

(Skelton

York; descended from
of Gilbert Wharton,

co.

Akthont Wharton, younger son
Esq., of Kirkby-Thore,

A bull's

head erased

<i.

1551).

ar.

Sa. a

maunch

— Generosus

Motto

ar.

Crest—

nascitur

non

fit.

Wharton.

Sa.

per pale ar. and

Crest— X bull's head erased
ducally gorged per pale gu. and of the

a maunch
sa.

WHB
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VThahton, of Kirkby Thore, co. Westmorland, of Old Park
and Dryburn, co. Durham, Gillington and Skelton Castle, co.
York, &c. Sir Thomas Whaeton, Knt., of Wharton, Governor
of the town and Castle of Carlisle, temp. Henry VIII., was summoned to Parliament 1545. Thomas, fifth Baron Wharton,
was created .Bario/JTAarton 1706, a.u6. Marquess of Wharton,
Malmesbury, and Catherlouph, 1715; his son Pniup, second

ar.

ar.

on a chief or, three mullets sa.
(Maiden Bradley, co. Wilts; descended from

Thomas Whatman, Esq., of Chichester, who n,. Cicely, dau.
and co-heir of Thomas Sack ville, Esq., of Dorking and Blechinglegh, co. Surrey, second cousin of Thomas, first Earl of
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale or and su. a phcoa
Dorset).

counterchanged, for Whatman 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, or
and gu. over all a bend vair, for Sackville.
;

(Hawkehurst and Romney, co. Kent). Per
pale or and sa. a pheon counterchanged.
(Vinters, CO. Kent). Same Arms. CrcU A demi
lion ramp. ppr. holding in his paws a pheon.
Whatton (Osmaston Cottage, co. Derby). Ar. on a bend

Whatman

—

—

betw. six crosses crosslet gu. three bezants.
Crcit
of a ducal coronet or, an eagle sa. beaked gold.
Parks,
Leicester;
(Loughborough
co.
descended
from Sir William de Waton, Lord of Watone, co. Nottingham, temp. Henry I.). Same Arms. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a demi eagle sa. beaked gold. Motto
Fidei
coticula crux.

sa.

Out

Whatton

—

Whatton.

Erm. on a

Whatton (Whatton,

co. Nottingham; arms of Sir Kicitard
Whatton, Knt., of Whatton, from the shield on his tomb
Whatton
Church.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
in
Ar. on a bend sa.
betw. six crosses crosslet gu. three bezants. Sir Uicbard
de Whatton, of Whatton, who served with Eichard I. in
the Holy Land, bore the arms without the bezants, which
were added by his son, Sir John de Whatton, on his

marriage with the co-heiress of Biset quarterings Biset,
Basset, De Malbanc, De Ddnstanville, Fitzhenry,
LovETOT, Palmer, Stapleford, Beler, Btters, Heeiz,
Blodnt, and Watkinson.
Wheat, or WTieate (Glympton, co. Oxford, hart., extinct
1816; Thomas Wheate, Esq., of Glympton, was created a
bart. 6 May, 1696. He was grandson of William Wheate,
temp. Charles I., who was sonof William Wheate. of Coventry, and grandson of Henry Wheate, Esq., of Walsall, co.
Vert a fess danGloucester; the sixth bart. d. unm.).
:

;

cettee or, in chief three garbs of the second.

first.

Wharton.

Sa. a maunch inverted ar. on a border or, eight
conjoined gu.
Wharton. Sa. a maunch inverted ar. on a border or,
eight pairs of lions' gambs erased in saltire gu.
Wharton. Per fess or and gu. a lion salient vert.
Wharton. Per fess or and gu. a demi lion ramp. vert.
(another adds, a chief of the first).
Wharton-Myddleton (Old Park. co. Durham, and
Grinkle Park, co. York; a junior branch of Wharton, of
Kirkby Thorc, descended from John (second son of John
Wharton, of Kirkby Thore), whose son, John Wharton, Esq.,
of Winston, purchased Old Park, and was father of Thomas
Wharton, Esq., M.D., of Old Park, celebrated for his
saltires

practice during the plague in London, and to whom King
Charles II. granted in consideration of his eminent services

stag's

head couped

or, in

the

Wheat, or Wheate

:

—

—

;

"Wharton (Beverley, co. York). See Warton.
Whately. Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. on a chief
2nd and

gu. three

on a fess dancettec az. three
estoilefi of the field, on a canton of the second the sun in
•p'endour ppr. Crett A stag's head ppr.
Whatley. Gu. a chcv. bctw. three pigeons or, a border
garlis or;

3rd,

or,

—

of the last.

Whatley (originally

of Whatley, near Frome, co. Somerset
boiae by Sir Jcse7B Wuatlbt, K.C.U., Groom of the

1098

all

mullets or.

Wheathill.
second.

Crest

Ar. a fess gu. in chief three mullets of the
sword ppr. and ear ol wheat or, bladed

—A

vert, in saltire.

Wheathill.

Per

and

fess or

three lions ramp, of the

a wheatsheaf

or,

a pale counterchanged,

az.

Crest

first.

Wneatley

—

—

—

Wheatley, or Whetley

whose son, Kobert Wharton, Esq., of Old
Park, as.sumed the surname of Myddleton in pursuance of
the will of his maternal grand-uncle, Francis Myddleton,
Esq.,ofOfferton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th grand quarters, 1st
and 4th, quarterly, gu. and or, in the first quarter a cross
patonce ar., for Myddleton, 2nd and 3rd, az. a maunch or.,
forCoNTEBs: 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, sa. a maunchar. a
canton or, for Wharton. Crests 1st, Myddleton: A savage
man wreathed about the head with leaves, in the dexter
hand an oak tree erased and (ructed, all ppr.; 2nd, Wharton A bull's head erased ar. charged with a trefoil vert.
Motto Lesses dire.
Wharton (co. Cumberland, and Wharton, co. York). Sa.
a maunch ar.
Crest
A bull's he.Td erased sa. armed or.
WTiarton (Wingate Grange, to. Durham; descended from
Wharton, of Kirkby, co. Westmorland; entered )G15).
Quarterly, Int and 4th, sa. a maunch ar.
2nd and 3rd, ar.
two liars cu. on a canton a cross or. Crest, as the last.

Crest

three ears of wheat

(Walsall, co. Stafford, and co.
Warwick). Same Arms. Crest A stag's head ppr. charged
with
three
bars or, holding in the mouth as
on the neck
many ears of wheat gold.
"Wheathill (Calais). Per fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged, three lions ramp, of the second.
Wheathill (Shippey, co. Leicester). Ar. on a fess gu. three

Dr. Wharton's great-grandson was Thomas Wharton, Esq.,
M.D., A.M., of Old Park, the friend and correspondent of
poet,

mouth

ppr.

in attendance upon the Foot Guards an honourable augmentation to his paternal coat of arms, viz., a canton or.

Grey the

—

fess gu. three escallops or.

—Two arms

az.

holding

hands ppr.
Sa. two hands issuing from

(co. Bedford).

base ar. holding a

human

tiie

heart gu.

(Fakenham,

co. Norfolk).

Ar

a bend betw. two bears saliantsa. chained and muzzled or.
Wheatley (Henley, co. Warwick; impalement Fun. Ent.
Ulster's

Office,

and Mayor

of

1653,

Nathaniel Drinkwater, Alderman
whose wife was Mary, dau. of

Dublin,

Richard Wheatley, Esq., of Henley). Az. a lion ramp. ar.
armed and langued gu. on a chief of the second three roses
of the third, barbed and teeded ppr.
"Wheatley (Castle-Hromwich, co. Leicester; John Wheatley, Esq., of Castle Bromwich, living 29 Edward III., was
his son, William Wheatley, Esq., of Castlc-Broms. by
wich, living 5 Henry IV., who left an only dau. and heir.
Thomasink Wheatley, m. John Dannot, of co. Leicester,
Ar.ona chief
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
living 1 Edward IV.
gu. three- garbs of the

first.

Wheatley, or Whatley
ramp. ar. on a chief
stag's head cabossed ppr.

lion

(Frome, co. Somerset). Gu.
three mullets sa. Crest—

or,

Wheatley (Echingfield,

Per fess az. .and or, a
CO. Sussex).
pule counterchanged, three lions ramp, reguard. of the
Crejit
Two arms embowed, vested az. holding
second.
bctw. the hands ppr. a garb or.

—

Wheatley, or Whettell

(co. Sussex).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Wheatley, Wheatly, or Whetly.

Sa. a chcv. erna.
betw. three pairs of men's hands couped at the wrist, holding
On
a
rook
a fire-beacon
as many human hearts gu. Crest
all ppr.

—

A

;;

WH E

CO.

Westmorland). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a chief indented sa. two trefoils slipped ar., for Balme; 2nd and
Srd, quarterly, sa. and ar. a fess gu. two crosses patt^e in
the second quarter and one in the third of the first, for

Wheatlev.

Wlieeler

Vert on a

(OttcrJcn, co. Kent).

fess or,

three

ramp, of the first.
(Tottenham, co. Middlesex). Same Ari.is. C^-est
of a mural crown or, a griffin's head ar.
Wlieeler (Ludlow, co. Salop). Ar. on a chief az. two
Catharine wheels of the first.
Crest
A lion's head couped
ar. charged on the neck with a Catharine wheel gu.
Wheeler (co. Salop). Gu. three Catharine wheels ar. on a
chief or, a talbot courant sa. a border engr. vert.
Wlieeler (Stoke, co. Surrey). Or, a camel sa. betw. two
Catharine wheels in pale az. on a chief of the last a catharine
wheel ar. enclosed by two bezants. Crest A camel's head
lions

Wlieeler

— Out

—

—

erased vert bezantce.

Wheeler, or Wheler

(Burbury, co. Warwick, originally
of Martin-Hussingtre, co. Worcester granted 1585). Or, a
chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa. Ci-est
On a ducal
coronet or, an eagle displ. gu.
Wlieeler (Kyrewood House, co. Worcester). Or, a chev.
betw. three leopards' faces sa. Crest
On a ducal coronet
or, an eagle displ. gu.
Wlieeler (co. Worcester). Per bend az. and gu. a fishweel in bend or, on a chief of the last a wolf's head erased
sa.. betw. two pellets.
Wheeler (Hyde Park Gardens, London). Per bend az. and
gu. a fish-weel in bend betw. two fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief
of the last a wolfs head erased vert betw. two hurts. Crest
An Angola goat's head erased vert, horned or, holding in the
mouth a fleur-de-lis gold. Motto Avito jure.
Heeler (Jonah Wheeleb, Bishop of Ossory, 1613-40
impalement Fun Ent. Ulster's Office, 1634, Mathew Tekkell,
whose wife was Sarah Wheeler, dau. of the bishop). Gu.
three catharine wheels ar. spiked or.
Wheeler (Leyrath, CO. Kilkenny; descended from Jonah
Wheeler, Bishop of Ossory; Reg. Ulster's Office). Oi-, a
chev. betw. three leopards' fates sa.
Crest A talbot
sejant ar. gorged with a plain collar or, and charged on the
shoulder with a mullet gu.
Wheeler (Stuncarter, CO. Kilkenny, afterwards of Dublin
descended from Joseph Wheeler, brother of Jonah
Wheeler, Bishop of Ossory arms allowed and pedigree
registered by Betham, Deputy Ulster, 1819, to George
Wueeleb, Esq., High Sheriff of the city of Dublin, }61S).
Same Amis, a crescent for diff. Crest On a ducal coronet
or, an eagle displ. gu. a crescent for diff.
Motto Facie

—

;

—

—

—

W

.

—

;

—

—

tenus.

"Wheeler-CufFe

(bart.

;

representative of

Wheelss; Bishop

of Ossory).

See Ccffe.
(Wheelock, co. Chester).
three catharine wheels .sa.

"Wheelock

Ar. a chev. betw.

Wheelton

(granted to John Wheelton, Esq., 'Haslemere,

CO. Surrey, and London, who was Sheriff of London and
Middlesex 1839-40, during which year occurred the celebrated contest between the House of Commons and the Court
of Queen's Bench, relative to the case of Stockdale
I'. Hansard; the Commons having considered the executing
of the Queen's writ against their printer an infringement of
privilege, the Sherifts of London were committed to the
custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms, and suffered a temporary
imprisonment). Az. on a chev. erm. betw. two lions pass, in
chief or, and as many swords in saltire, points upwards, in
base ppr. pommels and hilts and entw ined by a double chain
gold, three catharine wheels of the last. Crest Out of a
crown vallery or, a demi lion ppr. gorged with a collar
gerael sa. and holding betw. the paws a catharine wheel gold.
Motto Deo duce sequor. The patent sets forth that these
ensigns "are to be used for ever hereafter by the said
John Wheelton and his descendants, and the said arms and

—

—

crest, with the substitution of a thaplet of roses ar. in lieu of
the double chain in the arms, to be borne and used by the
other descendants of his father, Joun Wheelton, of Man-

(Heathfield, co. York). Per fess da'icett^e
gu. and ar. a pale counterchanged, three catliarine wheels

—

Crest
A demi heraldic antelope gu. armed,
and guttee or, holding betw. the legs a shield
charged with a catharine wheel gu. Motto Kes non

tufted, hoofed,
ar.

—

verba.

—

—

unity.

Whelan

(Herendon House, Tenterden, co. Kent). Paly of
six gu. and ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets or, two
bulls' heads cabossed sa.
Crest On a mount vert a stag

—

lodged reguard. erm. attired ar. fne dexter forepaw resting
on an escallop az. in the mouth a trefoil ppr.
(Dublin; granted by Betham, Ulster, 1S31, to Sir
Thomas Whelan, Knt., of Dublin, Alderman and Lord
Mayor elect, son of Thomas Whelan, of Carlow, by Mart,
his wife, dau. of Charles White, of Ballybrophy, Queen s
CO., who TO. secondly. Captain Amias Fjerdinand Deane,
brother of John Berkeley Deane, Esq., of Berkeley, co.
Wexford). Gu. a Uon ramp. ar. betw. two garbs or, in Chief
and in base a dove close of the second. Crest A boar's
head erased and erect az. langued gu. armed or, the jaw
transfixed wiih an arrow and vulned ppr. Motto— Turris
fortis mihi Deus.
Wheldale. Az. a saltire ar. betw. in chief a crescent
reversed, in base a crescent, in the dexter flank a decrescent,
'and in the sinister an increscent, all or. Crest— An open booi

Whelan

—

ppr.

Wheler

(Leamington Hastang, co. Warwick, bart.). Or, a
chev. betw. three leopards' faces sa. Crest
Out of a ducal
coronet or, an eagle displ. gu. Motto Facie tenus.
(Colchester, co. Essex, and co. Lincoln). Sa. a fess
dancettee betw. three doves ppr.
Crest A dove, wings
endorsed ar. in the beak a branch vert, fructed or.
(Otterden Place, co. Kent). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
paly of six gu. and ar. on a canton or, a martlet gu., for
Medhcrst 2nd and Srd, vert on a fess or, three lions ramp,
of the first, for Whelks.
1st, Medhlbst: A martlet
Crests
gu. holding in the beak an acorn slipped and leaved vert;
2nd, Wheler; Out of a mural crown or, a griffin's head
erased issuant ppr.

—

—

Wheler

—

Wheler

;

Wheler

—

Erm. on a chief

(London).

sa. three lions ralup.

ar.

Wheler. Ar. on a chief az. two catharine wheels or.
— A lion's head ar. charged with a catharine wheel gu.
Wheler. Or, a camel sa. betw. three half-wheels az.

Crest

on a

—

chief of the third a wheel ar. betw. two bezants. Crett
camel's head erased az.
Wheler. Per bend az. and gu.
Wheler. Per bend az. and vert a fish-weel in bend or.
Wheler. See Wheeleb.
Whelingr. Ar. a bend per bend az. and gu. in chief three
mullets of the third, in base as many mullets of the second.
Wheller (Dorking, co. Surrey). Or, a lion pass. sa. a chief
indented of the last.
Whellestaorougrh (Whellesborough, oo. Leicester). Or,
three piles gu. on a canton ar. a mullet of six points sa.
Whelpdale (Skirsgill and Penrith, co. Cumberland;
of this family was Bogeb Whelpdale, Bishop of Carlisle
1419. John Richardson, Esq., whose father r,i. the heiress
of Thomas Whelpdale, Esq., younger brother of William
Whelpdale, Esq., of Skirsgill, assumed the name and arms
of De Whelpdale in accordance with the testamentary injunction of his maternal grandfather).
Ar. three gi'eyhouiids courant in pale gu. collared ar.
Whelpdale. Ar. a chev. betw. three greyhounds' heads
couped sa. Crest A hand holding a hawk's lure ppr.
Az. (another, sa.) a cross formee erm.
Or, three cinquefoils gu.
Whetcrofte (co. Suffolk). Sa, a bend raguly ar. betw.
two garbs or. Crest
garb or, charged with a martlet

—

Wnem.

Whembeche.

—A

sa.

Whetenhall

(co. Kent).
"Vert a cross engr. enn. CrestOut of a ducul coronet gu. an ibex's head ar.
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three lions' gambs

W^heterton,

erased and erect or.
(Kirklington, co. Nottingham). Ar. a cross sa.
Crest
A cubit arm in armour grasping a sword ppr. hilt

Whetham

—

and pommel or.

Whetham.

Afotto^Jehovah.

Same Arms.

Crest

— An eagle

Whetherby, or Wetheby.

displ. sa.

Vert a chev. erm. betw.

three rams or.
(co. York
Alice, dau. and heir of Whetbii.1,,
'VI., to. William Kirkelet, Esq., of Kirkeley,
York; their dau. and heir, Joan, to. Henbt LoddingTON, gent., father of Nicholas Lcddington, citizen of London, temp. Queen Elizabeth. "Visit. London, 1568)
Per
fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged, three lions ramp, of
;

temp. Henry

CO.

the second.

Company

incorporated

Whethill

Gu. a chev. betw. three wheels or, on a chief ar. an
Crest
A dexter arm embowed

"Whethill

Wheelwrig-hts,
1670;.

vested gu. cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a mallet
or.
Supjjorters
Two horses ar.
Motto God grant

Whethill

;hester."

'Wheel'wrright
of the second.

WHE
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WHeatley. Ar. on a chief gu. three garbs of the first.
Wheatley-Baline (Cutewall, Hopton, and Longrigrg,

axe lying fcssways ppr.
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of (London

—

;

lions

(co. Salop).
Per fess az. and
ramp, counterchanged.

(Shepey, co. Leicester

;

or,

a pale and three

John Whethill,

Esq.,

A

A

;

WHE

W

Whelsham.

—

—

changed.

Whetstone

fW'oodford How, co. Es.'ies). Ar. a lion ramp.
on a canton gu. a cinquefoil erm. Crest An arm embowed in armour sa. garnished or, grasping a broken
tilting-spear gold, head ar. streamers gu.
Whetstone (co. Esses). Gu. a lion ramp. ar. a canton or.

—

Ba.

—

C,-est
A buglehom sa. stringed or.
Whettell (granted, 1587, by Cooke,

Whigrht.
armed

Gu. a chev. betw. three goats' heads erased

Whig-ht

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
wolves' heads erased sa. a leopard's face or.
Per pale or and sa. a leopard's face jessant-

Whightow.
de-lis

counterchanged.

Whimper (Glevering Hall,
gu.

A

Crest

demi

ramp. ppr.

Quo verbus

Vert a bend erm. on a border engr. gu.

ar.

Whipley, or Whipple

(co. Norfolk).

(Liege,

Belgium

;

Whettnall, Esq., of Brussels, only son and heir of John
Whettnall). Vert a cross engr. erm. in the first quarter
a goat's head erased ar. Crest — Out of a ducal coronet vert
a goat's head ar. gorged with a chaplet of roses ppr. Motto
et fortitudo.

Whetysham.

Ar. a cross gu. in the

quarter a martlet

first

of the second.

Whe'well

(granted to William Whewell, Master of Trinity
College, Cambridge). Ar. on a bend az. three Dianas' heads
of the field, crined and horned or. Crest A dexter hand in
liend couped at the wrist, in the act of conveying to another

—

dexter hand issuant from the wreath ar. a torch erect gu.

betw. three swans' heads erased ar. as

Whejrwell.

Ar. on a bend sa. three satyrs' heads couped
first, horned or.
(Aswarby Park, co. Lincoln, bart.). Erm. two
boars pass. gu. langucd az. tusks and bristles or. Crest
boar's head erased and erect gu. langued az. armed or. Motto
at the neck of the

Whichcote

—

et droit.

Whichelo.

Per pale
countcrchangcd.

ar.

and

sa.

three eaglets displ. in pale

(Garsington, co. Oxford, Culliford and Gitsham,
Thomas Whicker, of Garsinjiton, lemp. James I.,
;

son of John Whicker, of Culliford. and great-grand.son of
John W'hicker, of Gitsham. Visit. Devon, 1620). Or, a fess
gu. in chief three crosses crosslet fitchee of the last.
Crext
lion ramp. ppr. resting the forcpaws on a cross crosslet

—A

fltcheo or.

Whicksteed.

See Wickstt.d.
(Chagford, CO. Devon William WniT>i)ov, Esq.,
Chagford, teiiip. James I., son and heir of .Sir John

Whiddon
of

;

Whiddon,

Judge (>f the King's Hcnch,
descent from Henry Whiddon, of same place.
Visit. Devon, 1G'.;0).
Ar. a chev. betw. three spearhcad.s
gu. Cretl
On a ducal coronet or, a swan lodged sa. beaked
Knt., of Chagford, a

who wasfifili

ill

—

gold.

W^hieldon

(SpiingRcld House, co. Warwick).
Ca. on a
chev. ar. betw. three pears stalked .nnd leaved or, as many
crosses isa. a chief erin. thereon a lion pass, of the fourth.
Creit
Upon a mount vert betw. two branches of oak ppr. a
fer-de-moline fesswayn sa. thereon perched a parrot vert,
collared gu. holding in the dexter claw a pear stalked and
leaved also ppr. Motto
Virlua pra;stanlior auro.

—

—

Whigrht

Crest

Sa.

many

—A

horse's

on a chev.

crescents of the

field.

W nippy (Lee Place,
mount

in base or,

co. Oxford).

Vert an oak tree on a

on a chief ar. three mullets gu.

Crest

—

horse's head erased or.

Whirple

(Dickleborough, co. Norfolk). Az. a fess erm.
betw. two chev. ar. Crest
An elephant pass. erm.
Crest
Or, a bend chequy gu. and ar.
An
eagle's head couped per fess sa. and or.
Whishirts. Erm. three bars gu.
Whishorth. Erm. two bars gu.
Whistelford. Per bend indented or and az.
Whistelford. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per bend indented or
and az. 2nd and 3rd, per fess az. and or, three annulets
counterchanged.
Whistelford. Per fess az. and or, three annulets counter-

—

—

Whisha'W.

;

Sa. three rams' heads

couped

ar.

Whistleford. Per bend indented az. and or.
Whistleford. Per bend az. and ar. three annulets

counter-

changed.
a bend lozengy betw. two lions pass. ar.
stringed sa.

Ar. a chev. betw.
three lapwings sa.
Whit. Ar. three mascles sa.
Wliitacre (Nether Whitacre, co. Warwick). Sa. three
mascles or.
Whitacre (Althome, co. York). Sa. three mascles ar.
Creft
A cubit arm erect brandishing a sword all ppr.
Whitacre (Wcstbury, co. Wilts; granted 16 March, 1560).
Same Arms. Crest A horse pass. or.
Whitacre (HentUorne, co. York). Sa. a chev. betw. three
mascles ar.
Whitacre. Ar. a chev. betw. three mascles az.
Whitacre. Gu. three lozenges ar.
WTiitaker (Lysson House, co. Hereford). Sa. a fess betw.
A horse pass. ar.
three mascles ar. Crest
Whitaker. Same Arms. Crest— A tent gu. garnished or,

—

—

—

pennon

fired or.

Devon

and gu.

Whistormead, or Whiztozmead.

confirmed by Betham, Ulster,
to Charles Whettnall, Esq., of Liege, only son and heir
of Thomas Whettnall, Esq., and to his cousin, Thomas

CO.

—

;

vocat.

Barry of ten
head couped gu. bridled or.

Whistler. Gu.
Crest — A harp or,

Whicker

—

changed.

eight bezants.

—Juste

ramp.

stringed or.
Annlhcr Crest
Mottoes
Frangas non flectes and,

Whinfield.

collared ar.

— Virtute

Or, a lion

co. Suffolk).

— A buglehom sa.

lion

Whistew.

Whettnall

aT.

or.

Clarenceux, to WilWhettell, of Thetford and Ampton, co. Suffolk,
d. s. p. 1628). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three talbots' heads
erased or.
Crest— A talbot's head couped or, eared and

I.IAM

Whettenhall.
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of Shepey, temp. James I., preat-srandson of Richard
Whethill, of same place, Anno 4 Henry IV. Visit. Leicester,
1619). Az. on a fess or, three mullets gu., quartering, 1st,
for Flaunders, At. a fess gu. in chief three mullets sa.
2nd, for Shepey, Ar. a cross gu. fretty ar.
neting'liani. Per fess ar. and or, a fess vert, over all a
lion ramp. gu.
"Whetisham, or
Ar. a cross sa. in the
first quarter a mullet gu.
WHetley (Southbreak, co. Norfolk). Ar. a bend sa. betw.
two bears ramp, of the second, muzzled, lined, and ringed
Crest
A leopard's head erased guard, or, flames of fire
or.
issuing from the ears and mouth ppr. collared, lined, and
ringed az.
Whetley. Sa. a lion ramp, bendy ar. and gu.
Whetnall (Hextall Court, co. Kent). Vert a bend erm.
"Wiietnall. Vert a saltire cnn. Crest Out of a cup or, a
nosegay of flowers ppr.
Wliettenhall (co. Kent). Vert a bend erm. a chief or.
Wlietonhall (Richmond, co. York). Vert a bend erm. in
chief a crescent of the last.
Wlietonhall. Vert a cross engr. erm.
"Whetrome. Paly cf six ar. and sa. three eagles counter-

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
Comiih choughs ppr. on a border az. eight bezants.
(Ilunton, co. Essex).

W^hig'ht.
Sa. a fess vair betw. three lcnpard»' faces
Crf«t ^-Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head vert.
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or.

az.

Whitaker (Mendham

and Knoddishall,

co. Suffolk;

Bev.

George Ayton Whitaker, Rector and Patron of Knoddishall, J. P. CO. Suffolk, and Rural Dean of Dunwich).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. three mascles ar., for Whitaker;
and 3rd, ar. a cross engr. betw. four roses gu. barbed
and seeded ppr. Crests .1st: A camel pass. ar. 2nd: A
Festina lente.
horse pass. ar. Motto
Whitaker (Uesley Hall, co. York). Per pale ar. and az. a
'-nd

—

;

—

chev. embattled betw. three mascles counterchanged. Crest
ar. gorged with a collar genicl and resting

— A horse pass.

—

Spes et tides.
the dexter foreleg on a mascle az. Mutto
Sa. three lozenges ar.
(The Holme, co. Lancaster; descended from
Biciiakd Whitaker, Esq., of Holme, living 1543, greatgrandson of Thomas Whitaker, Esq., of Holme, a.d. 1431).
Crest
A cubit arm in armour, the
Sa. three mascles ar.

"Whitaker.

Whitaker

—

hand grasping a flaming sword

Whitaker

all

ppr.

(Hroadclough, co. Lancaster; James

Whitaker

John Whitaker, Esq., and grandson of
was son and
James Whitaker, son of John Whitaker, Esq., and Marcaret, his wife, dau. of Edward Wihtakek, Esq., of Bacop).
heir of

—

Arms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a stag's
head ppr.
(Symonstone, co. Lancaster). Same Arms. Crest
A dexter arm in armour holding a flaming sword all
S:inie

WTlitaker

—

ppr.

Whitaker

(Balkholme Manor, co. York).

Same Arms and

Crrxt.

Whitbread

(Lnndham Park, co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev.
bftw. throe hinds' heads erased gu. Crest
A hind's head
erased gu. Mnfin
Virtute non astutia.
Whitbread (Souihill, co. Beds). Same Arms and Crest.
Whitbread (London). Ar. a chev. betw. three foxes' heads
erased gu. Crest— \ fox's head couped gu.

—

—

A

WHI
Wllitbred

(Writtle,

Same

Esses).

co.

Crest—

Ai-ms.

(Water Newton,

co.

Huntingdon).

ramp. betw. three mullets or. Cresl
ar. armed and ducally gorged or.

—A

bull's

Gu. a lion
head erased

(Bridgenorth, to. Salop; granted 20 March,
2 Queen Elizabeth). Ar. on a chev. betw. three demi lions
ramp. az. as many bulls' heads cabossed or. Crest A bull's
head cabossed ar. horned az. tipped or.
"WHitby (cos. Chester and York). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. two
crosses form^e fitchee of the second in chief, and a snake in

—

base vert.
Stafford, originally of Great
descended from Thomas Whitby.
Esq., of Great Heywood, {€»/;>. Queen Elizabeth). Gu.
three snakes coiled or, on a chief of the second as many
pheons sa. Crest An arrow in pale entwined with a snake
all ppr.
Motto 'Virtus vitium fugere.
"W Hit by (Warren House and Osbaslon Hall, co. Leicester; a
branch of Whitbt, of Creswell). Same Amis and Crest.

(Creswell Hall,
in the same co.

Hey wood,

co.

;

——

WHitby.

and lined

collared

WHitby
as

Same Arms.
(CO.

—A

talbot's

head

erased,

or.

Ar. three snakes vert, on a chief gu.

York).

many pheons

Crcsl

or.

Whitby (impalement Fun.

Ent. Ulster's Office, 1615, Thomas
Quarterly, ar.

Taxloue, whose wife was Joan Whitby).
and sa. four martlets counterchanged.

"Whitby,

Abbey

of

(co.

Az. three snakes en-

York).

W Hitched.

Az. a fess

Whitchurch

(co.

Whitchurch.

ar.

betw. three fleurs-de-lis or.

Hants).

Gu. three

Erm.

heads erased

or,

on a

(Loughbrickland, co. Down;
Fun. Ent.
and co-heir of Sir MabMADDKE Whitchubch, Knt., of Loughbrickland, and wife of
Mabcus Tbevob, Esq., of llostrevor). Gu. three talbots'
Ulster's Office, 1655, Franxes, dau.

or, langued az. on a chief ar. guttee de sang a
Crest (Beg. Ulster's Office)
A talbot's head
erased or, collared az. betw. two wiugs expanded ar. guttee
de sang.
(Wydecombe, co. Somerset, temp. Henry III.,
Berwick Mavesyn, temp. Henry IV., latterly of the Morey,
CO. Salop, Cleobury Mortimer, and Braxted, co. Essex.
An^is, quartered by 1'aget, Marquess of Anglesey, and
NiBLETT, of Haresfield, co. Gloucester). Paly of six or and
Crest
sa. three eagles displ. counterchanged.
Out of a
ducal coronet ar. a demi eagle per pale sa. and ar. wings
counterchanged.
Whitcote, and Whitcott (Harpeswell, co. Lincoln).
Erm. two boars pass, in pale gu. langued az. tusked and
Crest
bristled or.
A boar's head erased and erect gu.
langued az. tusked or.
(Holcott, CO. Bedford). Ar. a chev. betw. three
wolves' heads erased gu.
(Fyfield, co. Berks).
Gu. on a border sa. eight
estoiles or, on a canton erm. a lion ramp, of the second.
Crest
An ostrich ar. beaked and legged or.
(Denham, co. Buckingham, a.d. 1593). 'Vert three
roses ar. Crest A lion's head coupeU or, vulned in the
neck gu.
(Bridgcourt, Isle of Ely, co. Cambridge). Paly of six
or and az. on a chief of the second a griffin pass, of the first.

heads erased

—

lion pass. sa.

Whitcombe

—

—

White

White

—

White

—

White

— A talbot

pass. or.

White (co. Chester).
White (St. Stephen's,

erased

Ar. a griffin segreant sa.

Cornwall Oliveb White, of St.
son of Oliver White, of same
Ar. on a bend sa. three
'Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
heads erased of the first. Crest A griffin's head

Stephen's, terup.
griffins'

was s. by his nephew, Samuel White-Driver, Esq., of
Charlton, son of his sister Anne, m. William Driver, Esq.,
who thereupon assumed by royal licence, 1S35, the surname
and arms of White). Az. on a fess betw. three greyhounds
courant or, collared gu. as many roses of the last, slipped
ppr.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed couped above the
elbow, vested or, cuffed ar. the hand holding by the legs an
eagle volant ppr. beaked gold, betw. two roses slipped, as in
the arms.
Motto 'Virtus omnia vincit.

—

—

White

(Weymouth, co. Dorset). Az. three crosses crosslet
in bend or.
Crest
On a mount vert a curlew close ar.
White (CO. Dorset). Gu. a chev. betw. three goats' heads
couped ar. attired or.
Cresl
A goat's head gu. attired az.
ho lding in the mouth an acorn or, leaved vert.
White (Hedheugh and Old Elvet, co. Durham). Ar. three
cocks' heads erased sa. combed and wattled gu., quartering;
Hanna, Stuart, Adams, Mulcaster, ic. Crest A cock's
head erased sa. combed and wattled gu. Motto Vigilaus

—

—

—

co.

James

audax.

White

five bars gu.

talbots"

Whitchurch

;

I.,

—

(Tunstall Lodge, co. Durham ;
Andrew 'VVhite,
Esq., first Mayor of the borough of Sunderland, 1836, and
afterwards M.P. for the same place, was son of John White,
shipowner and merchant, and grandson of John White, of
Stamfordham, co. Northumberland). Ar. three cocks' heads
erased sa. combed and wattled gu. Crest A cock's head, :is
in the arms.
Motto The noblest motive is the pubU.i
good.
(Francis White, Bishop of Ely, 1628, of Caius Coll.,
son of John White, Parson of St. Neot's, co. Huntingdon.
He was consecrated Bishop of Carlisle 1626, translated to
Norwich 1629, translated to Ely 1631, d. 1638). Gu. a chev.
betw. three boars' heads couped ar. a border engr. of the

—

—

White

last.

White
d.

(Chaplain to
bulled at

1615,

James I., brother to the Bishop
St. Mary Woolnotb, London).

of Ely,

Same

A7-ms.

White

(Clement's Hall, co. Essex).
Quarterly, 1st and 4t!i,
or, a chev. gu. betw. three popinjays vert, beaked, legged,
and collared of the second, a border az. bezant^e, for
White 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a bend engr. sa. three fleurs-de^
lis of the field, for Holt.
Crest
A popinjay's head vert,
collared and beaked gu. betw. two wings, the dexter or,
the sinister ar. holding in the beak a rose branch ppr.
Motto Plus vigila.
(Hutton, CO. Essex; six descents are given in Visit.
;

—

—

White

Essex, 1634). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three popinjays vert,
beaked, legged, and collared of the second, on a border az.
Crest
Betw. two wings ar. a popinjay's
eight bezants.
head vert, collared gu. holding in the beak a red rose
slipped and leaved ppr.
White (Sutton, CO. Essex). Sa. a martlet or, betw. three
quatrefoils ar. on a chief of the last three garbs of the field.
Crest
A griffin's head erased sa.

—

—

White

(Mickleton, co. Gloucester). Per fess or and az. a
pale counterchanged, three lions' heads erased gu. two and
lion's head
one, as many fountains, one and two. Crest

—A

erased

White

gold and vert.
(Bristol, CO. Gloucester).
Gu. a chev. engr. betw.
or, collared vaire

three roses ar.

sa.

White

(Charlton House, co. Dorset; descended from Thomas
White, merchant, of Poole, co. Dorset, M.P. for that
borough, living 1533. The family estateswere acquired by the
marriage of Capt. Samuel White with Edith, heir of John
Watso.v, Esq., of Charlton; their great-great-great-grandson, Samcel White, Esq., of Charlton, d. s. p. 1822, and

ct

chief ar. guttee de sang a lion pass. sa.

place.

and legged

White

—

circled or.

Crest

enclosed by
habited or,
the hand a

gold.

WMtbroke

Wbitby

hounds courant counterchanged a fleur-de-lis
two lozenges gu. Crest An arm embowed,
charged with two bends wavy gu. holding in
stork by the legs, wings expanded ppr. beaked

—

hind's head erased gu.

Whitbroke

WHI
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Ar. a chev. vert betw. three
goats' heads erased sa.
Crest
An ermine sejant ppr.
Or, a chev.
(St. German's and Ince, co. Cornwall).
vert betw. three goats' heads erased sa.
(Duffield, co. Derby; established there about ICOO,
by William White, son of John White, of Eeere, co.
Dorset; his son, AV'illiam White, Esq., of Duffield, m. a
co-heir of Talbot, of co. Y'ork). Gu. a chev. betw. three
Crest
An ermine ppr. Another
goats' heads erased ar.
Crest
A goat's head gu. attired cr, holding in the mouth
an oak branch vert, fructed gold.
W^hite (Exeter, co. Devon; granted 24 March, 1541). Ar.
on a bend wavy betw. two plain cotises sa. three mullets
Crest
pierced or.
An eagle preying on a pheasant all
ppr.
(Poole and Tickleford, co. Dorset granted 12 June,
1559). Per pale or and az. on a fess engr. ar. betw. three grcy(Truro, co. Cornwall).

—

White

White

—

—

—

White

;
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White (South

Wainborough, co. Hants, and of Okingham).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three popinjays vert, collared of the
second, on a border az. eight bezants. Cest A demi hawk,
wings expanded ar. collared or, holding in the beak a slip
of a vine ppr.
(Soutlnvike, co. Hants).
Az. on a cross quarterly
erm. and or, betw. four falcons ar. belled of the third, a
fret within as m.any lozenges of the field.

—

White
"White

Gu. on a canton ar. a lion pass. sa.
on a border of the third eight estoiles of the
fourth. Cresl
An ostrich ar. beaked and legged or.
White (co. Hants). Gu. on a border sa. eight estoiles or, on
An ostrich
a canton erm. a lion ramp, of the second. Crest
Crest— A goat's head gu. attired
ar. beaked and legged or.
leaved
vert.
or, holding in the mouth an acorn gold,
"White (London, from Mickleton, co. Gloucester). Per fess
or and az. a pale counterchanged, three lions' heads erased
(CO.

crowned

or,

Hants).

—

—

A

A

;

WHI

cabossed or.

White

John White, Lord Mayor

(Sir

of

London, 1489,

founder of St. John's Coll., Oxford, and Gloucester Hall).
Sa. on a cher. betw. three ewers ar. as many martlets
pu.

Gu. an annulet in
(Lord Mayor of London, 1553).
chief or, on a canton erm. a lion ramp. sa. on a border of
the third eight estoiles of the first.

"White

"White (Lord Mayor

of

London, 1563).

Per

fess az.

and

or,

a

pale counterchanged, three plates, two and one, each charged
with two bars wavy vert, and as many lions' heads erased, one
^A lion's head erased quarterly or and
Crest
and two gu.

—

granted 16S5).

Sa.

adovear. on a chief

second three

of the

crosses pattee gu.

White

(Linley Hall, Bishop's Castle, co. Salop). Ar. on a
bend wavy betw. two plain cotises sa. three mullets pierced
Crest
An eagle preying on a falcon all ppr. Motto
or.

—

—

Omnia mundana

White

turbida.

William White in. Nellt,
dau. and co-heir of JohnMervin, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per pale or and az. on a fess engr. ar. betw. three greyhounds courant counterchanged a fleur-de-lis enclosed by
two lozenges gu., for White; 2nd, ar. a demi lion ramp. sa.
charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis or, for Mebvin;
(Yeovil,

co.

Somerset;

on a bend engr. betw. two lions ramp. sa. three
annulets or, for Lambert. Crest An arm embowcd, habited
charged with two bends wavy gu. holding in the hand a
stork by the legs, wings expanded ppr. beaked and legged
3rd, ar.

—

or,

gold.

az.

John White, Knt., Lord Mayor of London, 1753.
Per fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged gu. three fountains and as many lions' heads
erased gu. Crest— X lion's head erased quarterly az. and

"White
"Visit.

or,

WHI
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ga. two and one, and a: many fountains, one and two. Crest
A lion's head erased or, collared vairi; gold and vert.
White (Whitefriars, near St. Dunstan's, iarringdon Ward,
London, 1624). Sa. a chcv. betw. three bucks' heads

(Sir

London, 15C3).

guttee counterchanged.
(The Middle Temple, London).

White

Sa. a chev. betw.

Gu. a chev. betw. three boars'
heads couped ar. armed or. Crest— Out of a mural coronet
gu.a boar's headar. crined or.
"White (John White, of Lime Street, London). Erm. on a
chev. az. betw. three wolves' heads erased sa. each gorged
with a wreath of vine leaves or, as many bezants. Crest
demi wolf sa. gorged with a fvreath of vine leaves, charged
on the shoulder with three erm. spots, two and one or, the
sinister forepaw resting on a bezant.
White (London). Gu. a border sa. entoyre of mullets or,
on a canton erm. a lion ramp. sa. an annulet for diff.
"Wliite (London). Or, a chev. vert betw. three goats' heads
(London,

1634).

—

—

wolf sejant ppr.
White (Uuckney, co Middlesex). Gu. a chev. betw. three
Out of a mural
Crest
boars' heads couped ar. tusked or.
coronet gu. a boar's bead ar. bristled or.
Per chev. embattled or
(Islington, CO. Middlesex).
and gu. three roses counterchanged, slipped ppr. on a chief
of the second as many hour-glasses of the first.
"White (Mapis, CO. Middlesex, formerly of Benal Abbey,
Griesby, co. Notts). Gu. a chcv. vair betw. three lions ramp.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle, wings
or.
expanded sa. Motto Loyal unto death.
Ar. on a cbev.
(Xewton Flatman, co. Norfiik).
erased sa.

Crest

.\.

—

White

—

—

White

betw. three wolves' heads erased sa. a wolf's head or. Cr-est
A wolfs head erased sa.
(CO. Norfolk).
Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads
couped ar. tusked or. Crest Out of a mural coronet gu. a

—

White

—

boar's head ar. bristled or.

"White (CO. Norfolk). Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three boars'
heads couped ar. a border engr. of the last.
branch of White, of
(Castor, CO. Northampton;

White

Gu. a chev. vair betw. three lions ramp.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi eagle, wings
or.
Crest
expanded sa. Motto Loyal unto death.
White (Hurslcy, co. Northampton; granted 1750). Vert a
WalUngwell).

—

—

fess cuppa ar. and crniinois betw. three narcissus flowers
Crest
of the second.
An olive branch i;isuing out of a
mount, thereon a dove holding in the b«ak a narcissus
flower slipped and leaved all ppr.
Ar. three cocks"
(Helcside, co. Northumberland).
heads erased sa. combed and wattled gu. Crest A cock's
head cra.sed sa. combed and wattled gu.
(Tuxford, co. Nottingham Sir John White, Knt., of
Tuxford, temp. James I., son of Thomas White, of Woodhead, CO. Uutland, and grandson of Nicholas White, co.
Suffolk. Visit. Notts, 1614). Gu.a chev. engr. vair betw.
three lion§ ramp. or. Crest
Out of a d'lcal coronet ar. a
tlcmi eagle displ. sa.
(Wallingwells, co. Nottingham, lart.
The name
"Johannes White, of Colyrighanie," appears in a list of
the gentry of co. Notts, drawn up 12 Henry VI., 1428.
And in the list of 1. 169 his descendant, Thomas White, is
described as freeholder of liinds In North Collingham. Jlo
purcha.sed Ihc manor of Tuxford, co. NoUs, and Woodliead,
CO. Itutland.
From Mary I., he received a grant of llic
manors of Cotgrave, co. Notts, Prcstonatonc, co. Somerset
and Kynw.inlstone, co. Somerset). Gu. a chev. vair betw.
three lions ramp. or. Ci-est
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
demi eagle, wings expanded aa. Mntto Loyal unlo death.
(llenllan, co. Pembroke).
Sa. a chev. bclw. three
tiiicU.t' heads cabossed or.

—

White

—

White

;

—

White

—

—

White
White

(Thomas White,

1102

Paly of
(Pilewell, co. Southampton).
on a chief of the second a griffin pass, of the

"White

six or

and

az.

first.

Per
chcv. embattled or and gu. three roses counterchanged,
slipped ppr. on a chief of the second three hour-glasses of
the

(Sacrist of Lichfield Cathedral,

co. Stafford).

first.

White

three bucks' heads cabossed or.

White

White

Uisliop of Pctorboroush,

16B5-91

(Stoke Nayland, co. Suffolk, extinct; arms impaled
with Thorle, Shoijldham, St. Low, Tindall, Yelverton,
Le Groos, Clipesbt, Prisiott, Holditch, Ualton, in the
windows of St. Mary's Shottisham, Lammas Church, and
Swennington. A branch settled in Norfolk, and ended in
the female line in 1600). Gu. a chev. betw. three boars'
heads couped ar.

White, or Whigrht

(Ashsted, c*. Surrey).
Sa. a fess
vair betw. three leopards' faces or. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a dragon's head vert.
(Nordian and Winchilsea, co. Sussex). Paly of six
or and az. on a chief of the second a gri£Bn pass, of the first.

—

White

Crest— A talbot pass.

or.

White

(Goodhills, Isle of Wight). Paly of six or and az. on
a ciiief of the second a griffin pass, of the first.

White, or Le White

(Bromham,

Az. a

co. Wilts).

fess

betw. three garbs or.

"White (John White,

Bishop of Winchester, 1557, translated from Lincoln, where he was Bishop from 1554
he
preached the funeral sermon of Mary I., deprived by Queen
Elizabeth, d. 1560). Per chev. embattled or and gu. three
roses counterchanged, slipped vert, on a chief of the second
three hour-glasses ar. framed gold.
White (Puxton, CO. Worcester). Ar. three cocks' heads
erased sa. wattled gu. Crest A cock's head erased sa.
White (co. York). Ar. three cocks' heads erased sa.
combed and wattled gu. Crest— A cock's head erased sa.
:

—

combed and wattled gu.
(borne by John White,

White

Esq., of Doncaster, co.
York). Gu. on a canton ar. a lion ramp, of the field, on a
Crest
of
the
second.
An ostrich
border sa. eight estoiles

—

ar.

White

(granted 1 March, 1467, to William White). Sa. on
a chev. erm. betw. three flagons with spouts ar. as many
martlets gu.
(borne

White

by Admiral Sir John Chambers White,
Vert a naval crown or, betw. three roses ar.
barbed and seeded ppr. Crest A lions head erased ar.
gorged with a wreath of laurel vert, therefrom pendent an
escutcheon az. charged with a representation of the gold
medal presented to that officer by the Grand Signior in
commemoration of his services in Egypt in the year 1801,
pendent from a riband tennee.
White. Or, a fess chequy ar. and nz. betw. three eagles'
A fountain.
beads erased of the last. Crest
White. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three roses gu. Cre.it
holding
flag
ar. charged with a cro.?s
a
demi lion ramp. gu.
of St. George, staff ppr.
White. Gu. a chev. betw. three bears' heads coupe;! ar.
C/'ts£— Out of a ducal
muzzled sa. a border engr. or.
or, a bear's head, as in the arms.
White. Az. on a cross quarterly erm. and or, a fret enclosed
by four lozenges gu. betw. as many falcons ar. belled of
Out of a ducal coronet per pale or and gu.
the third. Crest
a camel's head az. eared gold, on the neck a wreath red and
K.C.B.).

—

—

—

—

gold.

Az. three bars gemcl or, as many lions' hesds
erased in chief of the last.
White. Sa. on a chcv. erm. betw. three jugs ar. as many
martlets of the field.
White. Ar. on a cross engr. betw. four martlets in. five

White.

bezants, a border gobony gu. and or.

White.

Per

de-lis in fcsa

i)ale sa.

and

ar.

two Haunches and

counterchanged.

llirce fleurs-

:
;

;

couped

ar.

Gu. a chov. betw. three bears' heads

muzzled ru. a border engr. of tUe second.
sa. eight muUcts or, on a canton

Gu. on a border

'Vvllite.

erm. a lion ramp of the first.
"Wtlite. Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
"Wilite. Ar. a lion salient gu. in chief tlirec mullets sa.
Wliite. Per chev. sa. and ar. three boars' beads counterchanfced,

armed

£irl of Pembroke (Stkongbow) at the invasion of Ireland,
1170; Sir Nicholas Wuitb, of Leixlip, Grand Senesi-hal of
Wexford, and Governor of the Castle, was Master of the
ItoUs in Ireland 1572, and was knighted by Sir John Perrott,
Lord Deputy of Ireland, 1584; his son, Andrew White,
tsq., of Leixlip, d. 31 July, 1599; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
John White, Esq., of Leixlip; his representative, temp.
George 111. m. 1776, Letitia, dau. of Hon. Thomas Bukee,
and granddau. of John, ninth Eo.rl of Cianricarde, and had,
with other issue, Chables, of Strandfield House, co. Wexford, who was father of Charles John, 6. 180+, who had
seven sons, and Nicholas Chakles, of Loughbrickland).
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three roses gu. barbed and seeded
or.
Crest (Reg. Ulster's Office)
A demi lion ramp. sa.
holding betw. the paws a flagstaff ppr. flag ar. thereon the
cross of St. George gu. Motto Echel agus coruic.
White, or Whyte (Loughbrickland, co. Down descended
from Nicholas Charles White, fifth sen of John White,
Esq., of Leixlip). Same Anns, Crest, and Motto.
White (.illowed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1705, to Andrew
James White, Knight of the Order of St. Louis, colonel in
descended from Robert
Dillon's regiment in France
White, third son of Andrew White, Esq., of Leixlip,
temp. Queen Elizabeth). Same Arms, Cre>:t, and Motto.
Wllite (Corston, co. Dublin Richard White, Esq., of
Corston, eldest son of William White, of same place, who
d. 1595, and grandson of William White, also of Corston.
Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
Visit, city of Dublin, 1607).
roses gu. seeded and barbed ppr. on a border az. eight

—

—

;

;

;

cinquefoils or.
1534,

(Dublin Lawrence Whitf, Sheriff city of DubliD,
second son of William White, Esq., of Corston.
;

Visit, city of Dublin, 160").

White

(Chapelizod,

Ulster's

Office,

1620,

(Ballycllls,

co.

Same Arms.

Dublin;
impalement Fun. Ent.
Dillon, of StaCfordstown,

Mathew

CO. Meath, whose wife was Alice, dau. of Rowland White,
Esq., of Chapelizod). Same Arms.
White (Duflferin, co. Down; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
1624, Nicholas White, Esq., of Dufferin). Same Arms.
White (The Ward, co. Dublin; Thomas AVhite, merchant, of
the city of Dublin, temp. James I., son of John White,

Sheriff of Dublin, temp.

Queen Elizabeth.

Visit, city of

Per pale ar. and gu. a chev. engr. betw.
Dublin, 1607).
countcrchanged, seeded «iid barbed
three roses all
ppr.
WTiite (Ricbardstown, Queen's co and the city of Waterford
arms and pedigree registered by Hawkins, Ulster, 1720, to
Thomas White, gent., of the city of Waterford, grandson
of Edward White, Esq., of Kichardstown, who removed to
Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
the city of Dublin).
eeededand barbed ppr. Crest—A. naked arm holding in the
31<>t<o— Vicimus.
a
dagger
all
ppr.
hand
(certified by Hawkins, Ulster, 1772, as the arras of
Theobald White, who left Ireland, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
,

co.

Wexford;

Re;::. Ulster's Office to
Esq., of Ballyellis, d. 1685).
Gu. a chev. v^ir
betw. three lions ramp. or. Crest— On a mount vert three
arrows, two in saltire. points down, and one in fess, point to
the dexter gu. beaded or, flighted ar.
J/oUo— Innocent
couragious activity.

John White,

White

(Scarnagh, co. Wexford, afterwards Ballynahinch,

CO.

See Thompson.

W"hite, or Whjrte (Lcixlip, co. KiUlare; descended from
Waltee Wutte, who accompanied Bicdaud de Clabe,

White

White

Wicklow).
nc timeas.

or.

White-Thompson.
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"WHI
White, or Whiet.

Same Arms and

White-Jervis

Ciejt.

—

Motto

Sit Justus et

John Jervis White,

(exemplified to

Esq.,

upon his assuming, by royal licence, 1797, the
additional surname of Jebvis). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa.
a chev. erm. betw. three martlets or, for Jebvis 2nd and
3rd, gu. a chev. vair betw. three lions ramp, or, armed and
langued az., for White. Crests— Ist, Jervis: A martlet pr;
2nd, White: Three arrows, two in saltire, points down, the
other in fess, point to the dexter gu. headed or, flighted ar.
of BallyclUs,

;

See Jervis, Bart., of Ballyellis.

White

(Hedges-White, £itrl of Bantrij). Quarterly, 1st,
gu. an annulet or, in the chief point a crescent ar. on a
border sa. ten estoiles gold, on a canton erm. a lion ramp,
of the fourth, for White; 2nd, az. three swans' heads erased

Hedges; 3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils
Eyre; 4th, gu. ten bezants, four, three, two, and
one, a canton erm., for Zouche.
Crests
1st, White (on
the centre): A heron close ar. beaked and legged or,
ppr., for
or, for

—

charged with a crescent gu. 2nd, Hedges (on the dexter)
A swan's head erased ppr. 3rd, Eybe (on the sinister) A
leg booted, armed, and spurred, couped at the thigh per
pale gu. and ar. spur gold. Svpporters
Dexter, a dragoon
officer with a drawn cutlass in the right hand all ppr.;
sinister, a female figure representing Ireland, habited in a
long blue vest, an ancient crown on her head, and in her
left hand a spear, and standing in front of a harp'all ppr.
military trophies behind the supporters and shield.
Motto
—The noblest motive is the public good.
Wllite (Woodlands, co. Dublin, and Rathcline, co. Longford
granted to Henry White, Esq., of those places. Lord
Lieutenant of co. Longford, fourth son of Luke Wuitb,
Esq., of Woodlands, and to his (Litke White's) descendants).
Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw. three roses of the last a cross
crosslet or.
Crest
A cubit arm erect ppr. holding a sprig
also ppr. bearing three roses gu. on the arm a chev. engr.
of the last, charged with a cross crosslet or. Motto— Vi ec
;

;

:

—

;

—

virtute.

White

{Baron Annaly). Ar. on a chev. engr. gu. betw.
three roses of the last a cross crosslet or. Crest A cubit
arm ppr. charged with a chev. engr. gu. thereon a cross
crosslet or, in the hand three roses gu. slipped ppr.
Supporters On the dexter side a horse ar. caparisoned with the
trappings of the 14th Regiment of Light Dragoons ppr. and
on the sinister side an Irish wolfhound ppr. gorged with an
antique crown and chained or. Motto Vi et virtute.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1622, F^bancis White,
Secretary to OLrvER, Viscount Grandison, Lord Deputy of
Ireland). Sa. on a chev. betw. three crescents ar. a leopard's
face enclosed with two cinquefoils pierced gu.
(Pitchfordstown, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's

—

—

;

—

White

White

1640,

Office,

Walter White,

19 May, and buried in

Gu. a

month).

St.

Esq., of Pitchfordstown, d.
John's Church, Dublin, 21st same

lion pass, guard, ar. betw. three mullets

pierced or.

White

and had a son, William Whitk, 6. in France a branch of
White, co. Waterford). Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
An arm in armour
Crest
barbed and seeded ppr.
embowed, holding in the hand a dagger all ppr. Motto

(Kedijills, co. Cavan; Reg. Ulster's Office).
Ar. on
a chev. betw. three crescents gu. as many roses of the field.
Ci-est
A demi lion ramp. gu. holding betw. the paws a
white rose, stalked and leaved ppr.
White (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a lion ramp. gn. in chief
three mullets sa. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. scmee of
pomeis, ducally gorged gu.

Vicimus.

"White

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

White

(Milton, Scotland, 1762).

White

;

—

—

White

(Cadiz, in Spain; allawed by Hawkins, Ulster, 1777,
Robert White, of Cadiz, eighth in descent from Robert
White, Esq., of Kilmurry, co. Clare). Same Arms and

to

Crest.

White

(Benicarloe, in Spain ; allowed by Hawkins, Ulster,
177C, to Patrick White, of Benicarloe, grandson of Stephen

White, of Quin, co. Clare, whose father, Richard
White, was fourth son of Sir Dominick White, Knt., of
Limerick, grandson of Sir DosnuicK White, Knt., temp.
Henry VIII.). S&me Artnt. Crest A naked arm embowed
Motto Ardua per
holding in the hand a sword all ppr.

—

—

pvcceps gloria vadit iter.
(The Trimmer, co. Wexford; NicnoLAS Warns, Esq.,
of The Trimmer, a.d. 1618, son of Simon White, and grandson of John White, both of same place. Visit. Wexford,
1618).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three roses ga. another rose of
the fint, all seeded and barbed ppr.

White

1103

—

—

Ar. three decresoents gu.
Ar. a doxter hand couped

fessways, holding a dagger in pale gu. betw. three quatrefoils

—

on a chief az. as many quatrefoils or. Crtst An arm vam.Mottoes— Over the crest: Par
braced, darting a spear ppr.
valeur below the shield Providentia et valore.
Wllite (Janette, Countess Conte, 70). Ar. a martlet betw.
three quatrefoils sa. on a chief purp. three garbs or. Crest
An eagle displ. ppr. membered gu. Motto Virtute parta.
(Edinburgh, and Fens, co. Roxburgh, 1869). Ar. a
lion pass, guard, gu. imperially crowned ppr. betw. three
quatrefoils sa. on a chief of the lust a martlet of the flrst.
Crext!
A demi angel ppr. Matto—PuT sans peur."
(Edinburgh, 1869). As the last, with the chief engr.
sa.

;

:

K

—

—

White

—

White

for diff.

Same

Crest

and Motto.

Wllite

(Bnmtshields, Scotland). Ar. an eagle displ. betw.
three quatrefoils sa. on a chief engr. of the second as many
quatrefoils of the flrst. Molt« Lahore parta.

—

WHl
"White

(BanliheacI, co.

Ar. a martlet betw.

Lanark, 1786).

three quatrefoils sa. on a chief gu. as many quatrefoils or.
Crexl
A martlet sa. Motto Vincit qui curat.
Ar. an eagle volant
(Markle, Scotland, 1680).
betw. three quatrefoils sa. on a chief of the last as many
Cre$t
A chevalier on horseback,
quatrefoils of the first.
holding in the right hand a sword fessways ppr. Motto

—

—

White

—

—

Vincit qui curat.
See White.
Whitebread (Great Baddow, co. Essex). Ar. a chev. sa.
Crest
A hind's head
betw. three hinds' beads erased gu.

"White.

—

eii-

Whitefield (co.
Whitefield (co.

bend or.
bend betw. six

Dorset).

Sa. five fusils in

Dorset).

Sa. five fusils in

crosses crosslet or.
Whiteford (Thornhill, co. Devon).

Ar. a bend cotised sa.
betw. tiFO garbs az. Crest A garb az. banded or, therefrom
escutcheon
ar.
charged
with
a bend sa. cotised
suspended an
Motto Virtute superanda fortuna.
az.
Whitefoord (Scotland, 16th century). Ar. a bend sa. in
sinister chief a garb gu.
Whitefoord (Blairquhan, co. Ayr, bart., 1707). Ar. abend
Crest
A garb or, standing
cotised sa. betw. two garbs gu.
upright, and thereon a dove ppr. Motto— Toxit est d'en

—

—

—

"Whitelaw

Sa. a chev. or

(that Ilk).

heads couped

Crest

ar.

—

—

—

—

feather ar.

Whitehall (Tcldersley,

co.

Derby, temp. Henry VI.). Same

Arms. Orest—0\xt of a mural crown chequy gu. and sa. a
demi lion or, collared of the second, in the dexter paw a
folchion ppr. billed gold.

Whitehand.

Sa. in chief

two roses

ar. in

base a crescent

or.

Wliitehead

(West Tytherly, co. Hants). Az. a fess betw.
three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest A wolf sejant ar.
(Uplands Hall, co. Lancaster). Az. on a chev.
betw. three buglehorns or, three martlets of the field, on a
chief embattled erm. a celestial crown gu. enclosed by two
Crest
swords erect, around each a chaplet ppr.
Out of a
celestial crown or, a buglehorn gold betw. two wings az.

—

Whitehead

—

^/o<(o— Dum spiro spero.

WTiitehead.
Motto

— Ad

Same Arms.

finem

Crest— A cross

crosslet gu.

fidelis.

Whitehead

(Amberley Court, co. Gloucester). Az. a fess
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or. Crest— K i^olf sejant ar. Motto

— Virtute et valore.

"Whitehead

Whitelaw

Or,

on a

fess

three boars' heads erased az. as many cinquefoils ar.
(Isles of Alio, Scotland).
Vert on a fess

Whitehead

betw.

wavy

betw. three boars' heads ar. as many quatrefoils of the first.
Crest
A man issuing out of the water laying hold of a

—

Highland mantle ppr. Motto Abyssus ciranum dabat me.
WTliiehom. Per chev. flory ar. and sa. in chief two
towers, and in base an escallop all counterchanged.
Crest— Yise spears sa. headed or, one in pale and four in

boars' heads

Whitehorse.

Go. a chev. between

three goats' heads

couped

ar.

Ch-est

Ga. on a bend ar. two greyhounds pass. sa.
erect and erased ppr.
(Shirpy, CO. Lincoln).
Ar. a fess sa. three

lion's

Whitehall

paw

mullets in chief of the last.
Ar. a lion's head erased gu. on a chief of
the last three bendlets of the first. Crest
Betw. two palm

Whitehurst.

—

branches vert a cross crosslet fltchee sa.
Whitehurst (cos. Denbigh, Salop, and Hertford, branches
of which family have been resident in these counties for
generations; represented by Whitehdrst, of the
Mount, near Shrewsbury, and Woncrton Park, near Church
Stretton
confirmed to the Kcv. Thomas Wuiteucrst, 8
George III.). Per chev. ar. and gu. a chev. counterchanged betw. two garbs in chief ppr. and a horse in base
of the flrijt.
Crest
On a mural coronet ar. a knight's helmet,
plumed, pierced with a javelin, tlic point dropping blood
ppr. Motto— in cralns Dieu.
several

;

—

—

1104

—A

betw. three

bee erect ppr.

Motto

—

Per pale or and vert a chev.
engr. betw. three Cornish choughs counterchanged. Ci-est
A salmon naiant or, in the mouth a rose gu. stalked and
Cornwall).

—

leaved vert.

Whitell(Shipney,

andStocko, co. Nottingham).

co. Leicester,

Ar. on a fess gu. three mullets or.
Whitelock. Az. a chev. betw.

three eaglets close or.

—

On a castle ar. an eaglet, wings displ. or.
Crest
W^hitelock. Az. a chev. engr. betw. three eaglets
Crest

— A dexter hand holding a dagger ppr.

Whitelocke

(CO.

crown vair an

Crest — On a mural
or.
— A cross crosslet fitchce

Same.^/-)Hs.

Berks).

eagle,

close or.

wings expanded

Whitelocke. Same Arms.

Crest

betw. two swords in saltire ppr.
Per fess or and sa. a maunch counterchanged.
On the stump of a tree a buck all ppr.
Whiteman. Same Arms. Crest A tower gu. masoned
sa.

Whiteman.

—

CreH

—

or.
co.

Nottingham).

Vert

fretty or.

"Whitenhall, or Whitnall

(co. Kent).
Vert a bend
crescent gu. charged with three bezants,
issuing from the points a garb or.
"Whiteraee. Ar. a fret gu. a canton of the last. Crest
A talbot's head couped gu. collared or, betw. six fern-slips

erm.

Ci-est

—A

—

ar.

Whiteside

(granted to Rev. John William Whiteside,
Vicar of Scarborough, co. York, LL.D. Dublin and Camb.,
elder son of Rev. William Whiteside, A.M., Head Master
of Rathmines Collegiate School, Dublin, and grandson of
William Whiteside, of Londonderry. The late Right Hon.
James Whiteside, Lord Chief Justice of Ireland, was
brother of the grantee). Erm. a rose gu. seeded or, barbed
vert, on a chief of the second a tower of the third.
Crest
A demi lion ramp, per fess ar. and gu. in the dexter paw
a rose of the second, seeded or, slipped and barbed vert.
Whitestones (granted 22 Sept. 158G). Ar. a lion ramp.
sa. with an augmentation of a rose on a canton erm.
Whiteway (co. Dorset). Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three
lions' gambs erased lying fessways
gu.
Crest
On a
ducal coronet or, a lion's gamb erased lying fessways

—

—

cu.

Whitewell. Gu. a chev. betw. three well-buckets or.
Whitfield (Whitfield, co. Devon; the heiresses m. Hen6LEI0U and Gablamd).

Gu. a

fess

betw. six crosses crosslet

fitchee ar.

Whitfield

(Whitfield Hall, co. Northumberland, and cos.
Northampton and Sussex). Ar. a bend plain betw. two
cotises engr. sa. Crest
Out of a pallisado crown ar. a buck's
head or.

—

Whitfield (Mortlake,
and

co. Surrey;

granted ICOC). Same.4n-is

Crest.

(Tenterden, co. Kent
descende'l from John
Whitfield, of Tenterden, living 1548, second son of Robert
Whitfield, of Wadhurst, co. Essex). Same Arms and
;

Crest.

Whitfield. Gyronny of eight ar. and or, three
Crest — An anchor az. entwined by a serpent or.
Whitfield. Gyronny of eight ar. and or, four
banded

of the

Whitfield.

garbs gu.
garbs gu.

first.

Ar. ten crosses crosslet, four, three, two, and

and one ga.
Sa.

scmec of crosses

crosslet

a bend engr.

or.

Whitfield, or "Whitefield.

erased ar. armed or.

Whitehouse.

—A

— Solcrtia

Motto
or,

Solertia ditat.

Whiteling (co.

Whitfield.

sk ltire.

betw. three boars'

erect ppr.

Sa. a chev. engr.

(Woodhall).

Whitfield

(Scotland, IGth century).

—

— A bee

ditat.

Whitemoor (Caunton,

ha ut.
(Col. Walter 'Whitefooed, Scotland, 1672).
Ar. on a bend cotised sa. betw. two garbs gu. three crosses
A garb gu. banded or, and standpattee of the first. Crest
ATo^o^Ubique aut nusquam.
ing thereon a dove ar.
Whitehall (Pithills, co. Derby). Or, a fess chequy gu.
Out of a mural
Crest
and sa. betw. three helmets az.
coronet chequy gu. and sa. a demi lion ar. collared also gu.
in the dexter paw a broken falchion ppr. Another Crest
A plume of feathers consisting of two rows ar. and az.
banded counter-componee sa. and gu.
Whitehall (co. Stafford). Ar. a fess chequy gu. and sa.
Out of a mural coronet ar.
betw. three helmets ppr. Crest
a demi lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw an ostrich's

"Whitefoord

Crenl
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Ar. a bend gu. on a chief oJ
the last three mullets pierced of the first.
(Dublin; Henry Whitfield, d. 1688; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1684, Sir Richard Hulkelev,
first bart. of Oldbawn, whose second wife was Dorothv,
dau. of Henry Wuitfield). Ar. a plain bend within two
cotises engr. sa.
Whitford (Kngland). Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three garbs
or.
Crf.il
A cross calvary on three degrees or.
"Whitford. Ar. a bend cotised sa. betw. two garbs gu.
"Whitg'ift (co. Surrey granted 1577). Ar. on a cross flory
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a lions
sa. five bezants.

Whitfield

—

;

—

gamb ar. holding a chaplet
Whitgrift (co. Worcester).

vert.

Or,

on a cross

flory az. three

bezants.

Whitgrrave
or,

(co. Essex).

four garbs gu.

demi antelope

or.

Crest

Az. on a cross quarterly pierced
of a ducal coronet gu. a

— Out

A
:
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"Whitgreave

(Whitgreave and Burton, co. Stafford afterTqomas Whitwards of Moseley Court, in the same co.
GKEAVE, Esq., of Moseley, Barrister-at-Iaw, contributed
of
preservation
mainly, by his devotion and loyalty, to the
Charles II. after the battle of Worcester). Az. a cross
quarterly pierced or, on each limb of the cross a chev.
gu. and for honourable augmentation, granted to Geoege
Thomas Whitgreave, Esq., of Moseley, High Sheriff co.
Stafford 1837, and his descendants, to commemorate the
;

ancestor in the civil wars, and the preservation of King Charles, a chief ar. thereon a rose gu.
Crests
irradiated gold, within a wreath of oak ppr.
1st Out of a ducal coronet gu. a demi antelope or; 2nd, of
Out of a ducal coronet a sceptre
honourable augmentation
in pale or, surmounted by a branch of oak ppr. and a rose
Motto Begem defendere
gu. slipped in saitire also ppr.
victum.
"Whitham. Or, a bend gu. betw. three falcons sa.
"Whitham. Or, three falcons sa.
"Wliithede. Az. a chev. betw. three buglehoms ar.
Whithering', or Withering (Overton, co. Stafford).
A raven, wings expanded sa.
At. a raven volant sa. Crest
services of his

—

:

:

—

—

beaked

or, diically

W withers

gorged gold.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
Crest— Oat of a ducal coronet or, a ragged
Wilts).

(co.

crescents gu.
staff sa.

"WMthorse.
Whithorse.

Chevron^e of four ar. and gu.
Per chev. ar. and gu. a chev. per chev.

counterchanged.

"Wliithull. Ar. in chief three mullets pierced sa.
Whiting (Wood, co. Devon Bobebt Whiting was living
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. a bend wavy
tevip. Edward IV.
)

cotised sa.

Whiting (Etton, CO. Northampton,

St. Martin's,

London, and

Desford, co. Leicester; Rev. John Whiting, and Nathaniel
Whiting, Esq., of Desford, temp. James I., sons of Giles
Whiting, Esq., of Etton. Visit. Leicester, 1619). Per saltire az. and erm. a leopard's face or, in chief three
bezants.

Whiting (London).
of the

first

Whiting

Gyronny of four ar. and az. on a chief
three leopards' faces of the second.
Az. on a chief or, three leopards'

(CO. Sussex).

faces of the

Whiting.

field.

Az. a leopard's face

in chief three plates.

Crest

or,

betw. two flaunches erm.
eagle displ. with two

—A demi

heads ppr.

Whiting.

and

"WHI

William Whitlock,

gent.
Visit. Devon,
Per fess or and sa. a bend wavy betw. two padlocks
counterchanged.
Crest
A cross patiee betw. two wings
1620).

of

Frestock,

—

gu.

"Whitlock

(Middle Temple, London).
Az. a chev. engr.
betw. three birds or.
Crest
On a castle ar. a bird, wings

—

displ. or.

Whitmore (Ap'.ey,

co. Salop, hart., extinct 1699

;

originally

seated at Whyttemere, subsequently removed to Claverly,
same co., and acquired considerable possessions there de;

scended from John, Lord of Whyttemere, temp. Henry

III.

and Edward I.; his representative, Sir William Wbitmobe,
Knt., of London, purchased the estate of Apley, and was
High Sheriff co. Salop 1620; his son, Thomas Whitmobb,
Esq., was created a bart. in 1641; Sir William Whitmobe, the
second bart. d. s.p. 1699). Vert fretty or, quartering Weld,
of Willey, Wettenhall, Le Geas, Fitz Hnon, of Congleton,
Gkeswold, Gboome, Geange, Beo&:let, Hawe, &c., &c.,
<fcc.
1st
A falcon sitting on the stump of a tree
Crests
with a branch springing from the dexter side all ppr. 2nd
An arm couped at the elbow and erect habited or, turned up
az. holding in the hand ppr. a cinquefoil gold, leaved vert,
all within two wings expanded also gold.
"Whitmore (Gumley, co. Leicester, late of Apley descended
from Richaed Whitmobe, Esq., of Lower Slaughter, co.
Gloucester, brother of Sir Thomas Whitmobe, first bart. of
Apley). Same Ary^is and Crests.
"Whitmore (Dudmaston, co. Salop a branch of Whitmobb,
of Apley; William Wolbtche Whitmobe, Esq., of Dudmaston, d. s. p. 1858, and bequeathed his estates to his
nephew,
Rev. Francis Henbt Laino, who assumed,
by royal licence, the surnames of Wolbtche and Whitmobe). Same Arms and Crest.
Whitmore (Wolbtche- Whitmobe, now of Dudmashjn, co.

—

:

;

;

;

Salop; exemplified to Rev. Francis Henbt Laino, eldest
son of Rev. Feancis Laino, of the Mythe, co. Gloucester, by
Mabt Dobothea, his wife, dau. of William Whitmobe, Esq.,
of Dudmaston, upon his assuming the surnames of Wolbtche
and Whitmobe, by royal licence, 1864). Quarterly, 1st and4th,
vert fretty or, for Whitmore 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw.
three swans rising ar. a cross crosslet or, in chief, for difT., for
Wolbtche. Crests 1st, Whitmobe Upon the stump of an
oak tree sprouting to the dexter ppr. a falcon close also
;

—

:

ppr. beaked and belled or 2nd, Wolbtche An oak tree
fructed ppr. charged for diff. with a cross crosslet gold.
:

;

Motto— Incorrupta

fides.

"Whitmore

faces counterchanged.
Wlliting. Ar. a bend nebulee betw. two cotises sa.

Quarterly, Ist,
(Thurstanston, co. Chester).
vert fretty or, for Whitmore 2nd, ar. a chief az., for Haseit
three
martlets of the
betw.
wall; 3rd, or, a lion ramp. gu.

Whiting.

second

Per

fess indented or

az. three leopards'

;

Ar. on a bend sa. three whitings ppr.
(Whitingham, co. York). Per fess or and ar.
Crest
A cubit
a lion ramp, guard gu. over all a fess vert.
arm erect habited ar. cuffed az. holding in the hand ppr. a

Whitingham
book open

—

also ar. garnished or.

"Whitingham (co. Lancaster). Same Arms and Oreit.
Whitingham. Ar. a fess vert, over all a lion ramp.
?u.

"Whitingham, or Whittingham.

Erm. on a

and

(Culcheth Hall, co. Lancaster).

(co. Lancaster).
crosses crosslet fitchee or.

Whitington
az.

a

fess

Same Arms

Afotto^Sapere aude.

Whitington
Crest

three

Ar.

mullets az. Crest — A lion's head couped aa.
Whitington (Pauntlett, co. Gloucester). Gu.
chequy or and az. Crest — A lion's head erased sa.
Crest.

Sa. a chev. betw. three

and

—

(London).

Ar. fretty sa.

Whitney

(Whitney, co. Hereford; a knightly family of
remote antiquity, founded by Eustace, living in 1086,
styled de Whitnet, from the lordship of Whitney, which
he possessed). Az. a cross chequy or and sa. Crest
bull's head couped sa. armed ar. the points gu.
Whitney. Ar. on two bars az. three cinquefoils of the
Crest—A bull's head couped sa. armed ar. the points
field.

—

gu.
as the last.

Crat—X

"Whitney.
"Whitney.

componSe counter-componee or

mullets ar.

Whitney.
ar.

dolphin haurient ar.
fess

Crest

—

"Wliitney.

or,

Az. three fishes haurient

Gu. a

displ. or.

head couped at the shoulder ar. bound round the
neck and tied with a bow at the back with a riband az.
Motto Either for ever.
"Whitmore (London). Vert fretty or, on a canton of the
second a cinquefoil pierced az. Crest An arm erect couped
at the elbow, habited or, turned up az. holding in the hand
ppr. a cinquefoil gold, leaved vert, aU within two wings
expanded of the fourth.

Ar. three mullets

co. Stafford).

gold.

Whitington.

and gu. an eagle

lion's

a goat's head ar. armed

(Newborough,

— Out of a ducal coronet

Whitington.

4th, per fess vert

"Whitmore

engr. cotised az. three escallops or.
Whitington (Hamswell, co. Gloucester).

"Whitington

fess

—A

;

Ar. a cross componee or and gu.

Same

Paly of six or and az. a chief vair.
Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
Ar. a lion ramp. sa. on a chief of the

Crett

last three

"Whitney

sa.

Gu. a sword in bend
(Halton Hall, co. Lancaster).
point upwards ppr. within an orle of roses ar. barbed and
seeded ppr. Crest Two lion's gambs erased bendy sinister
of four gu. and or, supporting arose, as in the arms.
"Whitlebury (co. Warwick). Barry of four az. and ar. on

"Whitle

—

a chief of the second three hurts.
Gu. a chev. or. Crest A cross
(co. Warwick).
crosslet fitchee gu. betw. two swords in saitire ppr.
"Whitley, or "WTiitleigh(cos. Cornwall and Devon). Ar.
on a bend az. three bezants.
"Whitley (co. York). Az. on a bend ar. three torteaux.
Whitlock (Warkley and Frestock, co. Devon; William
WmiixKK, Esq., of Warkley, temjp. James I., grandson of

—

"Whitley
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(Fetherston- Whitnet, Newpass, co. Westmeath:
to Edward Whitnet Fethebston, E.sq., of
Newpass, on his assuming, by royal licence, 1859, the
additional surname and arms of Whitnet). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, az. a cross chequy or and sa. in the dexter quarter
a crescent of the second, for Whitnet; 2nd and 3rd, gu. on
a chev. betw. three ostrich feathers ar. a pellet, for FethebCrests— 1st, Whitnet: A bull's head couped sa.
ston.
homed ar. tipped gu. gorged with a collar chequy or and
2nd, Fethebston: An antelope statant ar. armed or.
sa.
il/otto— Volens et valens.
exemplified

;

"Whitney

(Dublin; confirmed to Benjamin Whitnet, of
Upper Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin, Clerk of the Crown for
CO. Mayo, only son of Nicuoljls Whitnet, of Old Boss, to.

a

A

WHl
—

—Magnanimiter Crucem

MoUo

ar.

Per chev.

^Vllitorne.

and

flory counterflory ar.

in

sa.

an escallop of the

first.

de-lis

(Exeter, co. Devon).

Per pale

counterchanged.
Ar. a cross sa. in the

Wliitsliaiu.

and

ar.

sa.

a

fleur-

quarter a martlet

gu(exemplified by Hawkins, Ulster, 1705, to
William Whitshed, Esq., Counsellor-at-law, son of William
Whitshed, Esq., Counsellor-at-law, who was son of
WiLLLAM Whitshed, of Dublin, merchant, and Mayor of the
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale indented ar. and
Staple).
•vert three demi lions ramp, counterchanged; 2nd and 3rd,

—

a chev. betw. three ravens' heads erased sa.
demi lion ramp, per pale indented ar. and vert, holding in
the dexter paw a trefoil slipped ppr. Motto Libertas et
natale solum.
Crest

ar.

—

Whitshed (Hawkdis-Whitshed, Killincarrick, co.

Wicklow,

and Jobstown, co. Mayo, bart., extinct 1871). Same Amu
and Crest. Supporters (granted to the first bart. as a G.C.B.)
Dexter, a lion per pale indented gu. and ar. gorged with a

—

last,

fimbriated az. therefrom pendent

a

repre-

sentation of the gold medal presented to Admiral Whitshed
for his distinguished services off Cape St. Vincent, the
dexter forepaw resting on an anchor ppr. sinister, a hind
ppr. gorged as the dexter, in the mouth a trefoil slipped vert.
;

Wh.ittaker (Barming

Place, near Maidstone, formerly of

Sa. a fess betw. three mascles ar.
Brasted, CO. Kent).
Crest
A horse pass. or.
Whittaker (Shafton, co. Dorset, and co. Wilts). Same

—

Arms and

Crest.

Whittaker.
swimming

ppr.

Az. a cross wavy ar. betw. four seagulls
Crest A seagull, wings expanded ppr.

—

Whittall

(confirmed to Charlton Whittall, Esq., of
Smyrna, in the Levant, and of Constantinople, afterwards of
Liverpool). Az. a chev. erminois betw. in chief two talbots'
In front of
Crest
beads erased and in base a crescent or.
a talbot's head ar. guttee de larmes a sun rising in splendour
ppr. Motto Persevere.
\V Hitte. Gu. five annulets or, a canton enn.
WJlitteley. Az. on a bend or, three torteaux, in the
sinister chief a crescent of the second. Crest Three garbs
gu banded or.
^Hiittell, or Whittelle (co. Lancaster). Per fess az.
and or, a pale counterchanged, three lions ramp, of the
second. Crest Two arms embowed, habited az. cuffed erm.
holding betw. the hands ppr. a garb or.
WUittell (Helmsley Lodge, co. York). Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three talbots' heads erased or. Crest A talbot's head
erased or, collared, eared, and ringed ar. A second Crest
was adopted by the late Mr. Whittell, viz.. Two arms
embowed, habited ar. cuffed erm. holding betw. the bands

—

—

—

.

—

—

ppr. a garb or.

Whitten
a

lion

arm

(Golden Grove, Ireland ; Reg. Ulster's Office).
sa. three mullets ar.
Crest

ramp. gu. on a chief

erect, habited sa. cuffed ar. holding in the

Ar.

—An

hand a sword

betw. two oak branches

all ppr.
(Ashurat, co. Sussex). Erm. a bull pass. sa. Crest
An arm embowed in armour holding a battle axe all
ppr. Motto Esto fidelis.
Whitting: (Sandcroft House, co. Somerset). Per fess az.
and ar. a pale with three whitings hauriant, two and one,
and as many crosses botony, one and two, all counterchanged. Crest A cubit arm erect, vested az. cuffed ar. the
hand grasping a whiting fesswise, the arm charged with

"W Hitter

—

—

W

;

first

Whitshed

ribbon of the

Chester; confirmed 5 Sept. 1575). Erm. on a fess enpr. ga.
be tw. two plain cotises az. three escallops or.
llittingham. Per pale erm. and erminois a fess vert,
over all a lion ramp. ar. guttee de sang. Crest
A dexter
cubit arm vested or, cuffed gu. the band ppr. holding an
open book sa. leaved and tasselled vert, and on the first
page a pomegranate gold.
ittingham. Az. three mullets pierced or.
Whittingham. See Whitingham.
Whittington (Whittington, co. Derby the heiress of the
elder branch to. Dethick before 13iO
the heiress of a
younger branch m. Etbe, temp. Henry VII.). Sa. a cross
engr. ar. betw. four pomegranates slipped or.
Whittingrton (Lowth, co. Lincoln). Ar. three mullets
pierced az. Crest An antelope's head erased ar. ducally
gorged and armed or.

W

sustine.

chief two castles of the second, in base

Whitro'w
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Wexford). Az. a cross cheqny or and sa. in the dexter
A bull's head couped
quarter a cross crosslet ar. Cre$t
sa. armed ar. tipped gu. gorged with a collar chequy or and
neck
with
a cross crosslet also
the
on
sa. and charged

—

—

—

a cross botonnec also ar. Motto Rcote agens confide.
Whittingrham. (Whittingham, co. Lancaster. Visit. 1664).
Ar. a fess az. over all a lion ramp. gu. In Visit. 1567, the
arms are, Ar. a lion ramp. gu. over all a fess vert.

Whittingrham

(Ncw.samhall, co. Lancaster.
Visit. 1567).
Az. on a ffsa ar. three crosses crosslet gu.
niolmside, co. Durham).
Quarterly, let
and 4th, ar. a fess az. overall a lion ramp, gu.; 2nd and
3rd, or, on a bend gu. betw. two pellets three bars of the
Jirst.
Crest
A cubit arm erect ppr. habited ar. cuffed uz.

Whittingham

—

holding an op6n book also ar. edges of the leaves and clasps

;

—

Whittington

Richard Whittington, thrice Lord
Mayor of London, viz., 1397, 1406, and 1419).
Gu. a
fess componee or and az. in the dexter chief an annulet of
(Sir

the second.

Whittington (Ive Thorn,

co. Somerset). Gu. a fess cheqny
or and az. in the dexter chief point a fleur-de-lis of the
second.
Hittingrton (co. Stafford). Az. three mullets pierced
or.
Crest
A goat's head erased ar. ducally gorged and

W

—

armed or.
W^hittingrton,
annulet gold.

Gu. a

Crest

fess

chequy or and

—A dove holding

Whittington.

over

all

(Penlcy, co. Hertford).
a linn ramp. gu.

Whittingham

(co. Sussex).

Ar. a fc^s vert,

Ar. a fess az. over

a

lion

descended from

co.

all

to dragons' sinister

and purp.

(Balkes, co.
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York;

an

olive

wings

sa.

many lions' gambs fixed

a border gobonee of the third

—A dragon's head

bezantde issuing out
of a rose gu. in the mouth an arrow ar. the point in chief
guttee de sang.
Whittington. Ar. a buglehom stringed betw. three
Crest

sa.

escallops sa.

Whittington College.

Gu. a

fess

chequy or and

the dexter chief point an annulet or.
(co. Lancaster ; granted 13 Sept. 1688).
chev. vair betw. three talbots' heads erased or.

Whittle

az. in

Gu. a

Whittle

confirmed 1694).
(co. Lancaster;
Gu. a chev.
erm. fimbriated or, betw. three talbots' heads erased of the

last.

—

Az. a lion ramp. or. Crest
A bear's head couped
sa. muzzled gu.
Whittlebury. Barry of four az. and ar. on a chief of the
second a crescent gu. betw. two hurts, a border or. Crest
A fountain of water playing ppr.
Whitton (Nethercote, co. Oxford; William Whitton,
gent., was of that place at Visit. Oxon, 1574; Robebt
Whitton d. 1 Jan. 16II, and was buried at Lewknor Church,
same co.). Ar. on a chev. sa. five plates, a border of the
second.
Whitton. Paly of four ar. and sa. three eagles dispL

Whittle.
at the

neck

—

counterchanged.
Or, on a chev. sa. five plates. Ci-est
A ship in
full sail in a sea ppr.
Whittoxmead. Ar. (another, or) a chev. betw. three
lapwings sa.
Whittuck (Hanham Hall, co. Gloucester). Az. on a chev.
ar. betw. three boar's heads erased or, as many crosses patt^e

—

Whitton.

gu.

Crest

—A

boar's

head erased

or.

.Afo/to^Messis ab

alto.

Whitty

(quartered

Whitwang.

by Mitfoed,
Az. on a bend

and Wentwobth).

or, three torteaux.
lions'

gambs erased

Northumberland). Ar. a chev.
gambs erect and erased gu. on a chief sa.
co.

betw. three lions'
ns many escutcheons or.

Whit^weld.

Osbalseston

through

Az. a chev. ar. three

and erect in chief or.
(Dunson,

Whitwange

Crest

— A hedgehog ppr.

bend or.
Northampton).
Az. three grifSns' beads
erased or. Cre.'it A griffin's head erased or.
Whitwell (co. Stafford). Gu. a fess chequy or and sa.
A lion's head
betw. two bars gemel of the second. Crest

Whitwell

Sa. five fusils in

(co.

—

—

erased or.

Whitwick

(Whitwick, co. Stafford ; granted by Camden,
Clarcnccux). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three lions pass, or,
ns many phcons gu.

Whitwick

(Thomas Whitwick, York Herald, d. 1722;
by Camden, Clarenceux). Az. on a chev. ar. betw.
three phcons or, as many crosses patt<5e gu. Crest A demi
fi(;cr ar. crined sa. holding a phcon or.
Whitwicke (Marleston, co. Berks; granted 1613). Same

Arms

ramp. ru.

Whittiuerham

beak an

Ar. a fess componee or and az. betw. three

roses gu. on a chief of the second as

gr.inted

Whittincrham

az. in chief

in the

branch ppr.

—

!ind Crest.

Whitwiice

(co. Stafford

;

granted 1612).

Az. on a chcr.

A

WH 1
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ar. betw. three lions pass, or, as

A

—

many pheons

gu. a-est
demi lion or, gorged with a mural crown ar. holding a

WHitwong'.

Ar. a chev. az. betw. three lions' gambs
many open bowls or.

erect and erased gu. on a chief sa. as

—A

hedgehog

W Hit worth

or, bristled sa.

(co. Nottingham
Atbelik Whitwobth,
I., m. Sir William Stanton, Knt., of Stanton,
who was great-great-grandson of Bbian de Stanton, Lord of Stanton temp. Edward the Confessor. Visit.
;

co.,

Gu. a bend or.
(Adbaston, co. Stafford). Ar. a bend sa. in
the sinister chief point a garb gu.
Whitwortll {Barnn Whitworth, extinct 1725; Hichakd
Whitworth, Esq., of Adbaston, co. Stafford, had six sons,
of whom, I. CuABLES, a distinguished diplomatist, was
created, 1720, Baron Whilworth, of Galway; and, VI.
Francis, was .grandfather of the Sari Whitworth). Ar. a
bend sa. in the sinister chief a garb gu. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a garb gu. Supporters Two eagles ar.
Notts, 1614).

Whitworth

—

—

du eally gorged

or.

(Earl Whitworth, extinct 1825; Sir Charles
Ambassador to St. Petersburgh, eldest son
of Sir Charles Whitworth. Knt., of Leyburne, co. Kent,
and grandson of Francis Whitworth, Esq., of Leyburne,
brother of Charles, Baron JUiitworth, was created Baron
K.B.,

Whitworth 1800, and Earl Whitworth 1815, and was Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland 1815-17, d. s. p.). Same Ar>ns and
Crest.
Supporters Two eagles, wings elevated sa. each
dueally gorged or, pendent therefrom an escutcheon ar.
ch arged with a garb gu. Mot'o Dum spiro spero.
Hit worth (bart.). Erm. a bend engr. sa. betw. a garb
gu. in chief and in base a rose of the last, slipped and
leaved ppr. Crest
On a mount vert a garb betw. two
roses gu. slipped and leaved ppr. Motto Fortis qui

—

—

W

—

—

Ar. a chev. gu.
Gu. in chief two roses ar. in base a crescent

WHopthmer.
or.

Whorwood

(Bobington, co. Stafford).
Ar. on a chev.
betw. three bucks' heads cabossed sa. as many crescents or.
C^est
Out of a tower a demi griffin all ppr.
^Whorwood (Sandwell Hall, co. Stafford; Sir Thomas
Whobwood, Knt., of Sandwell, Visit. Oxon, 1634, m. Ursdla,
dau. and heir of George Bbome, Esq., of Holton, co. Oxford).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three
bucks' heads cabossed sa. a crescent for diff 2nd and 3rd,
sa. a chev. betw. three garbs ar., for Field.
Crest
buck's head cabossed sa. in the mouth an acorn branch

—

;

—

vert, fructed or.

"Whorwood

Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks'
buck's head cabossed sa.
holding in the mouth an acorn branch vert, fructed or.
(Headington House, co. Oxford James Whorwood was Windsor Herald 1730). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three stags' heads cabossed sa. as many broom sprigs or.
(The three broom sprigs were an augmentation to the descendants of Sir Thomas Whorwood, who m. the heiress of
the Bromes, of Holton and Headington). Crest
A stag's
head, as in the arms, holding In the mouth a branch of oak
pp r. fructed or. Motto Nunc et semper.
(Chagford, CO. Devon; granted 12 Nov. 1564).
Ar. a chev. betw. three pheons gu. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet ar. a demi swan sa. wings expanded and beaked
(co.

heads cabossed

Oxford).

sa.

Crest

—A

Whorwood

;

—

—

Whydon

—

or.

"Whymper

(Sir

William Whtmper, M.D., physician

to

H.R.H. Adolphos, Duke of Cambridge, and Surgeon-Major
of Foot Guards, eldest son of Thcrston Whymper, Esq.,
and grandson of Thomas Thurston Whtmper, Esq., of
Glevering Hall, co. Suffolk). Or, a lion ramp. gu. Crest
A buglchorn strung ppr. Another Crest — A demi lion ramp,
sa.
Mutloes Franges non flectes; and. Quo virtus vocat.
Whynall (quartered by Ponteney, alias Weston, co.
Ar. a pale lozcngy
Leicester.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).

—

—

Whyte (Conland,

Scotland, 1672). Ar. an eagle displ. betw.
three quatrefoils sa. on a chief indented of the second as
quatrefoils of the first.
Motto Honeste parta.

—

many

Whyte (Stockbrigfts,

Lanark, 1754).

Quarterly, 1st and
lymphad, oars in saltire sa. in the sinister chief a
martlet volant with a small chain about its neck az. to
which is appended a plain cross gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, ar. three
broadswords fessways ppr. Crest An adder issuing out of
marshy ground paleways and nowed ppr. iJ/otto^Fortuna
co.

4th, ar. a

—

favet.

WHjrte

(Grougar, co. Ayr, and Arddarroch, co. Dumbarton,
Or, an eagle displ. betw. three trefoils az. on a
chief of the second a bezant betw. two garbs of the first.
Crest
A dexter arm from the shoulder grasping a wreath of
1866).

—

Motto

— Virtute.

Wlhyte- Melville.

See Melville.
Az. a fess ar. betw. three

Whytehead (Crayke, co. York).
fleurs-de-lis or.

Crest

—A fox sejant ar.

Whjrting'.

Per saltire erm. and az. in the fess point a
leopard's face or, in chief three plates.
Crest
A bear's
h«ad ppr.

—

Wiard (London). Ar. a chev. betw. three roses gu.
Wiard (VViard, CO. Norfolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three Catherine wheels gu.

Wiat

(Branton and Sherwell, co. Devon; descended from
John Wiat, of Branton, temp. Edward IV., who had two
sons:

John, of Branton

I.

Devon,

Per

1620).

II. Philip, of Sherwell.
Visit.
gu. and az. a pair of barnacles

fess

;

ar.

quartered by Coplcstone, of CopleDevon. Visit. Devon, 1620). Gu. sem^de-lis or,
a lion ramp, and a border engr. both of the last.
Wiberd (Parsley Hall, co. Essex). Ar. on a fess. engr. az.
betw. three eagles displ. sa. a cinquefoU of the first enclosed
by two fleurs-de-lis or.
W^iberd (co. Essex). Per pale gu. and az. three demi lions
ramp. ar. dueally crowned or. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar.
dueally crowned or.
W^ibery. Ar. a fess embattled counter-embattled sa. betw.
two quatrefoils gu.
;

stone, CO.

—

Wibery.

Sa. five (another, eight) crosses crosslet fitchee in
betw. three lions ramp. ar.
Wibling' (London. Visit. London, 1568). Or, on a chev. sa.
a ram's head couped ar. on a chief of the second three
lozenges of the first.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Or, two chevronels betw.
three cinquefoils gu.
Wichasle (Chudleigh, CO. Devon; John Wicdasle, of Chudleigh, temp. James 1., son of Nicholas Wichasle, of saniu
place, gent. Visit. Devon, 1620). Per fess ar. and sa. six cres
cents in pale counterchanged. Crest An antelope's head
erased per pale ar. and sa. charged on the neck with two
crescents counterchanged, and holding in the mouth a branch
fess or,

Wicham

—

of laurel ppr.

Wichard

arms quartered with Blount
(co. Leicester
on a tombstone in Trinity College, Oxford. Visit Oxon,
1566).
Az. a chev. ar. betw. three martlets or.
W^iche (Droitwich, co. Worcester). Vert a lion ramp, or, .i
;

border of the last.
Per pale ar. and sa. six crescents, three,
two, and one, counterchanged.

Wichehalfe.

Wichemale

(arms of

Sir

Nicholas Wicbemable,

1284).

Erm. three cushions gu.

Wicherley, or Witcherley

(Wicherley, co. Salop).
Chequy or and az. on a bend gu. three cinquefoils ar.
Wichg'er. Gu. a lion ramp, or, five lozenges conjoined in

bend az.

Wichie, or Withie.

Per pale erm. and

or,

a lion salient

gu-

gu.

W^hyshaw
sex).

So

now Whtte-Melville).

Fife, 1676;

—

Wibbery (co. Devon

prudens.

WHizt.

CO.

Ar. a martlet displ. betw. three quatrefoils sa. on a chief of
ihe second as many quatrefoils of the first. Motto Vir-

laurel ppr.

Whitwortll
Whitworth,

Down).

co.

White.

tute parta.

temp. Richard

same

wio
and Loughbrickland,

(Leixlip

Whyte (Bennochie,

ph eon gu.

Crest

Whyte

and Gray's Inn, co. Bliddleon a canton az. two ears of wheat

(Lees, co. Chester,

Gu. fretty

or.

slipped without blades of the second.

Whyte.

Vert three roses

ar.

Crest

—A lion's head couped

Wichingham, orWitchinghamfVoxford,
arms on a

seal temp.

Edward

co Suffolk:

Erm. on a chief

III.).

three crosses patt^e ar. (another, or).
ppr. hoUlinc an escallop or.

Crest

sa.

— An arm erect

Wichlase, Wichalfe, Wychelfe, or Wichaple

CU.

WHyte.

Ar. a cross moline gu.
WTiyte, or
(Shottisham, co. Norfolk represented
by D'Olt, of Shottisham). Gu. a chev. betw. three boars'
heads couped ar. a border engr. of the last.
Whyte, or WTlite (Fretenham, co. Norfolk, 1435; descended from the above). Same Aj-ms, without the
border.

White
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;

(Barnstaple, co. Devon).

Wickam (Reg.

See Wichasle.

Vert on a bend ar. three
each holding in the beak a leaf

Ulster's Office).

doves close of the

first,

slipped gu.

Wicke.

Gu. a bend erm. betw.

two

cotises

dancett^e

ar.

Wickenden.

Ae.

three

chev.

interlaced

in base or»

A

WIG
Crett—A

ttexter

crosslet fitchee

Gu. a lion ramp.

crowned

ar.

or,

a bendlet

sa.

(Stochtbrewen, co. Northampton; conBrmed 23
Per pale or and vert two chevronels betw.
three trefoils all counterchanjcd.
chev. vert and or, on a chev. another
Per
"Wickens.

"Wickens
May,

1640).

couped betw. three trefoils slipped all counterchanged.
Betw. two trees vert, fructed or, a talbot courant ar.
Crest

—

spotted sa.

"Wickham
ampton;

and Welton,

(Swalcliffe, co. Oxford,

HoMPHRT WicKBAM,

Edwabo Wickham,
HcMPnuT Wickham,

d. 22 Dec.

Welton,

of

Esq.,

co. North-

1650,

and

Esq., of Swalcliffe. Visit.

son of

grandson of
Oxon, 1634).

betw. three roses gu. seeded or,
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar. on a
chief of the last a bar nebulee az., for Waterville ; 2nd,
bull's head erased sa.
Crest
Ward.
Or, a chief az., for
charged on the neck with two chevronels ar.
"Wickham (Abingdon, co. Berks, and co. Kent). Ar. two
chevronels sa. betw. three roses gu. seeded or, barbed vert.
^A bull's head sa. armed or, charged on the neck
Crest

Ar. two chevronels sa.

barbed

vert, quartering, 1st,

—A

—

with two chev. ar.
(Frome, co. Somerset).

Wickham
Motto

Same Arms and

Crest.

—

—

—

with erm. spots

sa. attired or.

Widdrington

(Monkwearmouth,

Arms, with due

;

orle of estoiles or.

Crest

Gu. a

quartering,

—A

Dull's

head

co. Northfess

betw.

sa. platee.

Quarand 4th, quarterly, ar. and gu. a bend .sa. 2nd
and 3rd, or, a chev. vair betw. three cinquefoils sa. Crests
Ist: On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a bull's head sa.
•2nd
A garb or.
Widenham (Court, co. Limerick Henrt Widenham, Esq.,
of Court, son of Henby Widenham, of same place, had a
grant of land in the baronies of Kenry and Pobble O'Brien,
CO. Limerick, 1684, d. 1719, leaving two daus. his co-heirs:

(Newton

Hall, co. Northumberland).

terly, 1st

;

—

:

—

"Wickham.

Ar. five mullets pierced in cross sa. Crest
bull's head couped sa. armed or, gorged on the neck with
two bars gold.
"Wickham. Erm. on a border engr. gn. eight estoiles
Crest
On a tower sa. a martlet
(another, mullets) or.

—

volant or.

"Wickham. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three roses gu.
"Wickingham. Erm. on a chief sa. three crosses formee ar.
"Wickler. Ar. on a bend betw. six martlets gu. three
bezants.
(Wickliff, co. York). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three crosses botonn^e gu. six bucks" heads cabossed of the

"Wickliff
first.

or WyclifiFe.

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
A buck's head ppr. betw.

—

crosses crosslet fltchee gu. Crest
the attires a cross crosslet fitchee.

"Wickliflfe. Ar. five fusils in fess az. (another, sa.) betw.
An anchor cabled ppr.
three Cornish choughs sa. Crest
"WickliflFe (impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1629, Sir
Paul Gobe, first bart. of Manor Gore, whose wife was
Quarterly,
Isabella, dau. of Francis Wickliffb, Esq.).
Ist and 4th, ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa., lor
bucks'
heads
chev.
sa.
three
Wickliffe; 2nd, ar. on a
cabossed of the field, for Elleeton ; 3rd, erm. on a canton

—

;

Mabt, to. Valentine Quin, Esq., of Adare, same co.,
grandfather of Valentine Ricbabd, first Earl of Dunraven
and Mountearl ; II. Auce, to. Price Habtstonge, eldest
son of Sir Standish Habtstonge, second bart. of Bruff,
same CO., who d.r.^). 1743, leaving Sir Henby Hartstonoe,
Ar. two bendlets gu. on a chief az. a
third and last bart.).
Crest
A lion's head erased ppr.
lion pass, of the first.
(quartered by Compton, of Court, co. Limerick.
See CoMPTON). Same Arms.
Widenill. Ar. a fess gu. a canton of the last.
Wident, or Widout (co. Hereford). Per fess gu. and
or, a lion ramp, counterchanged.
Widmerpoole (Widmerpoole, co. Nottingham; George
WiDMERPOOLE, Esq., of Widmerpoole, temp. James I., greatI.

—

Widenham

grandson of John Wilmebpoole, of same place.
Az. three estoiles pierced ar.
(Hockington, co. Buckingham).

"Wicklow^, Earl of. See Howard.
'Wicklo'w, To'wn of (co. Wicklow).

Widmore

many

betw. as

chief

roses in

and a

Gu. two chev.

fleur-de-lis in

base

ar.

Widnam

Ar. two pales gu. on a chief az.

(co. Sussex).

crowned

a

or.

Widnell.
Or,

flag gold, a chief indented gu.

on astaff ppr. a

—

a chev. betw. three garbs or. Crest On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a garb ppr.
"Wicks (Staines, co. Middlesex John Wicks, of Staines, son
of Thomas Wicks, and grandson of Robert Wicks, both of
same place, gents. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Erm. on a fess
Sa.

;

gu. three crosses cros.slet fltehee or.
(Wicksted, co. Chester). Ar. on a bend az. betw.
two Cornish choughs sa. three garbs or.
"Wicksted (Nantwich, co. Chester; descended from a
younger son of Wicksted, of Wicksted, living temp. Henry
VIII. Thomas Wicksted, Esq., of Nantwich, to. Grissel,

"Wicksted

dau. of Charles Fletcher, Esq., of Whitchurch, and was
father of Thomas Wicksted, Esq., of Nantwich, who inherited lands in co. Chester, on the decease of his maternal
He d.s.p.
uncle, John Fletcher, Esq., of Litchfield.
1814, and devised his estates to his great-nephew, Charles
ToLLET, who assumed in consequence the name and arms of
Wicksted). Ar. on a bend az. betw. three Cornish choughs
Crest— 'Lvio
•a. beaked and Icggod gu. as many garbs or.
snakes ppr. entwined round a garb or.

^Ticksted

(Belley Hall, co. .Stafford). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. on a bend az. betw. three Corni.sh choughs sa.
beaked and lei;gcd gu. as many garbs or, for Wicksted;
2nd and 3rd, chtquy ar. and az. on a chev. engr. or, thicc

anchors sa. on a chief gu. a lion pass, of the first, for
Tollet. Crests Ist, Wicksted: Twosrrpcnts ppr. in.suing
from and round a garb or 2nd, Tollf.t A pyramid creeled
on a peUcdal of one degree ar. the top entwined by a

—

;

Visit.

Notts, 1614).

lion pass, of the field,

gu. an orle or.

1108

and Swinbourne,

Lincoln,

Same Arms,

umberland).

Widdrington

Same

Durham).

co.

diff.

(co.

three hedgehogs ar.

"Wickham. (William Wickham, Bishop of Lincoln 1584, and
of Winchester 1595, d. same year confirmed 8 Dec. 1584).
Erm. on a border engr. gu. eight mullets or.
"Wickham (co. Ojiford). Gu.an escutcheon erm. within an

Wicks.

wio

serpent descending ppr. respecting escroU, with the Motto
Prudentia in adversis.
Wickton, or Wigrton. Sa. three mullets ar. (another
has a border engr. or).
Wickton, or Wigeton. Or, three mullets sa. a border
engr. of the last.
Wicorne (Reg. Ulster's OflSce). Gu. a lion ramp, or, armed
and langued az. on a chief ar. three mullets sa.
Widderspoon (Scotland, 16th century). Or, a cross engr.
az. betw. four crosses crosslet gu.
Widdring'ton (Banm Widdrington, forfeited 1716; Sir
William Widdrington, first bart. of Widdrington, co.
Northumberland, descended from an ancient family in that
CO., was created, 1643, Baron Widdrinr/ton, of Blankney, co.
Lincoln; William, fourth Baron Widdrinyton, with his
brothers, engaging in the movement for the restoration of
Prince James Francis Edwabd, 1715, were convicted of
Quarterly, ar. and gu. a bend
treason the following year).
Crent
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a bull's head
sa.
Supporters Two white bucks ppr. powdered
sa. spotted ar.

Widdrington

— Manners maketh man.

"Wickliflf,

;
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hand ppr. holding a cross

az.

Wickenden.

A

:

as

many

Az. on a chev. or, betw. three turkey cocks ar.
mullets gu.

Widope, or

Wydop

(co.

Westmorland).

Per

em-

fess

battled erm. and sa. three cinquefoils counterchanged. Crest
Three horseshoes interlaced ar.

—

Widson
1574).

(Loudham,

Nottingham;

co.

Gu. on a chief

granted 10 Aug.
Crest—

of a ducal coronet or, flames of fire ppr.
Widvile. Ar. a fess gu. a canton of the last.
denii man
Widvile.

Om

or, three quatrefoils vert.

Crest

—

armour brandishing a scymitar all ppr.
See Wydeville.
(in ancient times spelt Weybe, one of the oldest
Brunswick and LOnebourg families. A long genealogical
history may be found in Pfeffinger's "Historic de BraunsAr. three bendlets
cliireig Luneburgischen Houses," 1731).
in

Wiehe

from the one in chief a lion issuant of the last,
A short column gu. issuant therefrom a
Crest
plume of three peacock's feathers ppr. all betw. two wings
sinister gu.

—

langued az.

—

Motto Omnia fortitudine vincit.
"Wiers'wall. Gu. on a chief or, a lion pass.
also gu.

Wifleld

(co.

Chester).

G u.

sa.

three roses ar. a border engr.

of the last.

Wifleld

(London). Per chev. embattled gu. and or, three
ramp, counterchanged.
Wifleld. Per fess embattled gu. and or, three lions ramp.
lidii.s

(i)untci'i:li;mgcd.

Wifrenton.

Wigenhale
(iii;iilcily,

Gu. a
(St.

irii.

lion

ramp.

ar.

crowned

or.

Germain's, Wigenhale, temp. Henry

and vert an

III.).

rs<'art)unrle or.

Wigfall, WigfuU, or Wigfoll

(Hcni8haw,co. Derby;
three descents are eiven in Visit. 16612). Sa. a sword erect

wia
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bi pale ar. hilt or, on a chief indented gu. a ducal coronet
betw. two escallops of the third.
^Tigrgrat (city of Dublin; Alderman RicnARD Wiggat,
Mayor of the city 1622, son of George Wiggat, Esq., of
Sandborne, co. Warwick, d. 18 Dec. 1636; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Paly of six gu. and sa. per fess counterchanged
Office).
three leopards' faces or.
"Wig'g'e (London, 1634).
Ar. a fess engr. betw. three
Crest
annulets sa.
A dexter gauntlet erect, the fist
clenched ppr.
Wiggreton. Sa. three mullets or, a border of the last.
"Wiggett (Geist, co. Norfolk; granted 1755; William

—

WiGGETT, Esq., of Geist, m. in 1616, Anne SHEBRiNcnAM,
and had two sons, William and James; the elder, WilUAM, left an only dau. and heir, Anne Rachael Wiggett,
who VI. Thomas Lobb Chdte, Esq. the younger, James,
was father of Rev. James Wiggett, Rector of Crudwell, co.
Wilts). Or, three mullets az. pierced gu. on a chief wavy
8a. a dove reguard. ppr.
Crest
A dove reguard. holding
in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
Wig'grms. Gu. three mullets ar. a chief or. Crest ^A spur
or, betw. two wings ppr.
Wiggins. Per pale or and vert two chevronels betw. three
trefoils slipped and counterchanged. Crest
A talbot statant
ar. spotted sa. betw. two trees in perspective ppr.
;

—

—

—

"Wigrgon.

Ar. a fess az. voided invecked of the
chief a martlet sa. Crest
A martlet ppr.
(Ormiston, co. Haddington: Cathcart

—

Wight

field,

in

Boycott

was only son of Andrew Wight, Esq., of
by Louisa Mabia Catherine, youngest dau.
Rudge Hall,
CO. Salop).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three bears' heads
couped ar. muzzled sa., quartering Boycott. Crest In a
mural coronet gu. a bear's head ar. muzzled and collared
sa.
Mottoes Fortuna vectem sequitur; and, Pro rege et

Wight,

Esq.,

Ormiston,

and

co-heiress of Tho.has Boycott, Esq., of

—

—

religione.

Wigllt

(Braboeuf Manor, co. Surrey). Gu. a chev. erm.
betw. three bears' heads couped ar. muzzled sa. Crest

—

Out of a mural crown a bear's head ar. muzzled sa.
Wight (London). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three bears'
heads couped ar. muzzled sa. a border engr. of the last.
Wight (co. Norfolk). Qfi. a chev. betw. three boars' heads
couped or. Crest An acorn or, stalked and leaved vert.
Wight (Scotland). Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads
couped ar. Crest A dexter hand holding a dagger, point
downwards ppr. Motto Fortiter.
Wightman (Stoke, co. Nottingham, and Burbage, co.

—

—

—

Leicester; Thomas Wightman, Esq., of Stoke, temp. James
I., sixth in descent from Thomas Wightman, of Burbage,
temp. Henry IV. Visit. Notts, 1614). Per fess or and sa. a
maunch counterchanged, quartering Wodam, Trassell, and
Eetnolds. Creat On the stump of a tree ppr. a buck
trippant ar. collared, chained, and attired or.
(Harrow Hill, co. Middlesex; granted 14 July,
1562). Ar. on a bend engr. gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
ppr. as many leopards' faces or. Crest A stork ar. winged

—

Wightman

—

sa.

membered

gu. holding in the

round the body

W^ightman

mouth a snake winding

Per fess ar. and sa. a maunch
counterchanged. Crest A demi savage, wreathed round
the head and middle with leaves, and holding over the
dexter shoulder a club ppr. Motto A wight man never
wanted a weapon.
Wighton. Ar. three moles pass, in pale sa. (another has
a border engr. of the last).
WightAwick (CO. Surrey, and Coventry, co. Warwick; Fun.
£nt. Ulsters Office, 1658, Scsanna, dau.of John Wightwick,
Esq., of Coventry, and wife of Rowland Wilson, Clerk of
the Crown in Ireland). Sa. on a chev. ar. betw. three pheons

—

—

points

down

or, as

many

crosses pattee gu.

and Great Bloxwich, co. Stafford;
descended from the same origin as Wightwick, of co. Surrey,
CO. Berks, and Coventry
the family can be traced to the
reign of Edward I.
Stdbbs Wightwick, Esq., of Great
Bloxwich, CO. Stafford, and Capel Court, Cheltenham, co.
Gloucester, a magistrate for both cos., and a deputy-lieutenant of CO. Stafford, was only son of Thomas Devey
Wightwick, Esq., by Lucy Stubbs, his wife, dau. and coheiress of Matthew Stdbbs, Esq., of Water Eaton and Great
Bloxwich).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. on a chev. ar. o?tw.
(Tunstall

;

down or, as many crosses pattee gu.,
Wightwick 2nd and 3rd, sa. on abend betw. two pheons
three pheons points
;

1100

ar.)

three lozenges pierced

sa.

Wigingrton.

Ar. a bend betw. six lozenges sa.
Wigley (Middleton and Wigwell, co. Derby, originally of
Brampton, temp. Edward IIJ., 1323; Letitia Wiglet,
of the senior line, m. 1730, Samuel Habteopp,
Wigley of UUesthorpe, co. Leicester, descended
from Rev. Hesby Wigley, of Warmingham, co. Chester,
second son of Henry Wigley, Esq., of Scraptoft, who d. in
1645. The WiGLEYs of Wigwell descended from Henby,
youngest son of Henry Wigley, Esq., of Wirksworth and
Scraptoft, terminated in co-heiresses, m. to Rosel, Stratham,
heiress

Esq.

—

and Burton). Paly of eight embattled ar. and gu. Crest
A tiger's head ar. maned and tufted sa. issuing out of flames
ppr. gorged with a collar embattled gu.

Wigley

(Wirksworth, co. Derby Francis Wiglet, Esq.,
Wirksworth, temp. Queen Elizabeth, son of Joum
Wigley, who was eldest son of Henry Wigley, Esq., of
Wirksworth. Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Paly of six embattled ar. and sa. Crest Out of flames ppr. a tiger's head
ar. maned sa. gorged with a collar embattled gu.
Wigley (Scraptoft, co. Leicester; Henry Wigley, Esq., of
Scraptoft, 6. 1601, eldest son of Henry Wigley, Esq., of
Scraptoft, d. 1607, and grandson of Edward Wiglet, of the
same place, who was second son of Henry Wigley, Esq., of
Wirksworth, co. Derby.
Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Same
Arms and Crest.
Wigley. Barry of six ar. and az. a chief erm.
WigTney, or Wigamey. Gu. a fess dancettee or.
Wigrmore (Sholden, co. Hereford). Sa. three greyhounds
;

of

—

Crest— On a mount vert a
garnished or. Another
helmet az. garnished or.
Wigmore (Stamford, co. Lincoln). Ar. three greyhounds
in pale courant sa. collared or.
Crest
A greyhound
sejant ar. collared gu. ringed and garnished or.
Wigmore (co. Norfolk; granted 1586). Sa. three greyhounds in pale courant ar. collared gu. Crest On a mount
vert a greyhound sejant ar. collared gu. garnished and
in pale courant ar. collared or.

greyhound sejant
Crest

— An

ar. collared gu.

esquire's

—

—

ringed or.

Wigmore.

Ar. three chev. sa.
(that Ilk, co. Roxburgh). Ar. a bend sa. charged
with a bendlet dancettee of the field.
Wignall (Sarum, co. Wilts). Az. on a fess betw. three

Wigmore

ostriches ar. as

Wignall.

many

mullets gu.
ar. (another, or) betw. three escallops

Gu. a bend

of the second.

Wigott.

Gu. a cross quarterly pierced or, betw. four
escallops ar. in the centre an escallop of the last.
Crest

A

—

head

grifi&n's

or,

winged gu. on each wing an escallop

ar.

Wigram.

See Fitz-Wygram.
Per chev. erm. and ermines on a chev. per
chev. sa. and ar. three estoiles or. Crest A lion's head
erased per pale gu. and az. guttee d'or.
Wigston. Per chev. ar. and sa. guttee counterchanged, in
chief on a chev. of the second three estoiles or.
(CO. Leicester).
Per chev. sa. and ar. in chief three

Wigston.

—

—

estoiles or.

Wigton, or Wigston (co.

Worcester).
Erm. on a chev.
per chev. sa. and az. three estoiles or.
York). Sa. three estoiles or.
Wigton. Or, three boars pass. sa. a border engr. of the

Wigton (CO.
last.

Wigton.

Sa. three mullets of six points or,

a border engr.

of the last.

Wike.

Ar. three chev. sa. a fleur-de-lis of the last.
(CO. Devon).
Ar. a chev. chequy az. and vert betw.
three turkey cocks ppr.
W^ikes (CO. Gloucester). Ar. a chev. betw. three trcfi>ils

Wikes

sUpped

sa.

Crest

— A demi lion ramp,

paw a scymitar ppr.
"Wikes. Ar. fretty sa.

Wikes.

holding in

tlie

dcxicr

bezantee.

Gu. a bend erm. cotised dancctt(!e

or.

W^iketon. Sa. three lions ramp, or, frcuy ar.
Wilberfoss, or Wilberforce (WiiUerfoss,

co.

"Vork;

pedigree recorded in Visit. York, 1585 and 1612;. y\r. .-in
eagle displ. sa. beaked and legged ppr. Crest An eagle, as
in the arms.
Wilberforce (Markington, CO. York; a branch ofWimER-

—

descended from Thomas Wilberfoss,
William Wilberfoss, of Wilberfoss, who
Edward VI., wl:crc this branclt
importance as the parent stock doc.iycd
William

for

ross, of Wilberfoss,

ar.

younger son

Crest
A demi heraldic
tiger ar. crined sa. holding betw. the paws a pheon or.
Motto Aut viam inveniam autfaciani.
Wignfwick (co. Stafford). Az. on a chev. ar. betw. three
lions pass, oi', as many pheons gu.

three buckles of the field, for Stubbs.

—

will

Erm. (another,

Wigton

vert.

(Scotland).

Wightvrick

Wigington.

of

settled at Beverley tenvp.

rose into

Wilberforce,

;

Kingston-on-llidl, M.P. for co.
York, the philanthropist, was the reprcscniaiivc of Itisliae.)
Esq.,

Same Arms and Crest.

of

Motto—Kos non

nobis.

A
;;;
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Wilberforce

(Woolavinston, CO. Sussex

Samtjel Wilber-

;

roBCE, Bishop successively of Oxford and Winchester, was
third son of William Wilberfobce, Esq., of Kingston-onBishop Wilberforce
Same Arms and Crcsl.
IIull, M.F.).
having married Emily, dau. and co-heir of the Xiev. Joun
escutcheon of preon
an
Woolavington,
bore
Sargent, of
tence, and his issue now quarter. Quarterly, 1st, ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three dolphins embowed sa., for Sargent ; 2nd, or, a
chev. cotised sa. betw. three demi griEHns segrcant reguarJ.
sa., for Smith; 3rd, ar. a chev. gu. betw. three escallops
4th, sa. three palmers' staves, one in pale
fra., for Orme
;

and two in saltire
non nobis.

ar.

banded

or, for

Gaston.

Motto

—Nos

"Wilbery.
"Wilbery.

Ar. three roses gu,
Ar. a fess embattled counter-embattled sa. betw.
three quatrefoils gu.
Wilbey. Sa. a fess dancett^e betw. three escallops ar.
"Wilbome. Paly wavy of eight gu. and erm.
"Wilbrahaia (Woodhey, eo. Chester, hart., extinct 1692

Richard de Wilbdrgham, Lord of
Henry III., who.se
Wymincham,
son and heir, William Wilburgham, Lord of Radnor, was
great-great-grandfather of Thomas Wilbbaham, Esq., of
Badnor. He m. the dau. and heiress of Golbobne, Lord of
Woodhey, and thus obtained that estate the male line of
bis eldest son, Thomas Wilbraham, Esq., of Kadnor and
Woodhey, terminated with Sir Thomas Wilbraham, third
bart. of Woodhey, in 1692, who left three daus. his co-heirs.
Kandulph Wilbraham, second son of Thomas Wilbraham
by the heiress of Woodhey, was direct ancestor of Randle
Wilbraham, Esq., of Nantwich, who had several children
from his second son, Kandlb Wilbraham, Esq., of Rode,
d3scends Lord Skclmersdaic ; the eldest son and heir, George
Wilbraham, Esq., of Nantwich, was ancestor of Wilbraham,
Ancimt Arms Ar. three bends wavy az.
of Delamere).
Modem Anyis Az. two bars ar. Both coats are generally
from

descended

Sir

Sheriff co. Chester, temp.

;

—

—

—

—

borne quarterly. Crett A wolfs head erased ar. Motto
Tn portu quies.
'Wilbraham (Delamere, co. Chester ; male heir and representative of

Wilbraham, of Woodhey).

Same Arms,

Cre»t,

and Motto.

Wilbraham

(Bootle-Wilbraham, Baron Shelmersdale).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three bendlets wavy ar., for Wilbraham; 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three

combs

ar. as

many

—

crosses patt^e fitchee of the

field, for

BooTLE. Crests 1st, Wilbraham A wolfs head erased ar.
2nd, BooTLE A demi lion reguard. ppr. holding betw. the
paws an escutcheon gu. charged with a cross flory ar. Supporters Dexter, a wolf ar. gorged with a collar az. therefrom pendent an escutcheon az. charged with two bars ar.
a canton sa. thereon a wolfs head erased of the second,
being ancient arms of AVilbrauam; sinister, a wolf ppr.
collared or, and therefrom pendent an escutcheon as the
dexter. Motto In portu quies.
"Wilbraham (Rode, CO. Chester; a junior branch of Wilbraham, of Delamere; Richard Wilbraham, Esq., of Rode,
M.P., son of Randle Wilbraham, of same place, M.P., m.
Mart, dau. of Robert Bootle, Esq., and neice and heiress of
Sir Tho.mas Bootle, Knt., of Latham House, co. Lancaster,
and had two sons, Edward Bootle Wilbraham, created
Lord Skebnersdaie, and Randle Wilbraham, who inherited
Bode Hall). Ar. two bars az. a chief of the last, on a canton
sa. a wolfs head erased of the field.
Crest
A wolfs head
erased ar.
(Townsend, co. Chester). Same Arms as
Wilbraham, of Woodhey, on a canton az. a wolfs head
erased ar.
(Dorfold, co. Chester).
Ar. three bendlets
wavy az. a canton gu. Crest A wolfs head erased ar.
(Sir Richard Wilbraham, knighted at Christ's
Church Cathedral, Dublin, by Sir George Cary, Lord
Deputy of Ireland, 4 Sept. 1603). Az. two bars ar. on a
canton sa. a wolfs head erased ar. lungucd gu. Crest
wolfs head erased ar. langued gu.
Wilburgrham. Ar. three bends wavy az.
Wilbury (co. Devon). Gu. semee-de-lis or, three lions ramp,
and a border of the second.
:

:

—

—

—

Wilbraham

Wilbraham

—

Wilbraham

—

Wilbury.
linns

ramp.

Wilby.

Sa.

semfie of crosses crosslet fitchee or, three

ar.

Ar.

a chrv.

«a.

Ciest

suspended on the point of a sword
Wilby. Gu. a fcr de-moline ar.

Wilcocks

—A

all

"Will

Wilcocks (London,

and

Same Arms and

co. Salop, 1634).

Crest.

Wilcocks (co.

Az. on a saltire erm. a lion ramp.

Kent).

eu.

Wilcocks

Per

(Knassington, co. Leicester).

ramp, counterchanged, over all a
Erm. a fess chequy or and az. Crest

a

lion

fess or

and az.

fess gu., quartering,

—A demi

lion

ramp

az.

Wilcocks

(Knassington, co. Leicester). Az. a chev. engr
betw. three falcons or.
Wilcocks. Az. an eagle displ. ar. armed or.
Wilcocks. Same Arms, the eagle ducally gorged gu.
Wilcots. Az. an eagle displ. ar. armed and gorged with a
ducal coronet or.
Wiicotts. Sa. an eagle displ. ar. Crest A demi eagle

—

displ. ar.

beaked

Wiicotts.

sa.

Az. an eagle displ. ar.

Wilcox, alias Nowers

Erm. a
(co. Leicester, 1732).
chequy or and sa.
Crest
A demi eagle displ. ar.
ducally gorged or.
Wilcox. Erm. a chief chequy or and gu. Crest—On a
mount a dove all ppr.
Wilcoxon (Blackheath, co. Kent; borne by Akthue WilcoxoN, Esq., of St. German's Place). Quarterly, or and az.
four fleurs-de-lis counterchanged, a chief bendy ar. and sa.
A lion's gamb erect bendy ar. and sa. holding in the
Crest
paw a fleur-de-lis or, encircled by a wreath of oak ppr.
Motto Semper fidelis.
Wild (Canterbury and Lewisham, co. Kent; granted 1533).
Ar. a chev. sa. on a chief of the second three martlets of the
first.
Crc.il
An eagle displ. or, beaked and meinbered sa.
(Since that this family bear other crests, viz.. On achapeau
gu. turned up erm. a stagcouchant ppr. and, A lion sejant
guard, gu. holding betw. the paws an escutcheon ar.).

—

chief

—
—

—

;

Wild

(Nettleworth, co. Nottingham). Or, a fess betw. three
bucks' heads erased sa. Crest
A demi stag couped sa.
ducally gorged or.
(Costock, CO. Nottingham). Erm. a fess engr. betw.
two bucks' heads erased in chief and an escallop in base sa.
Crest
A demi buck springing sa. guttee d'or, attired and
unguled or, and resting the dexter foot upon an escallop

—

Wild

—

gold.

Wild.

Ar. a chev. sa. on a chief gu. three martlets of the
Crest— A lion pass. gu. resting the dexter paw on aa
escutcheon ar.
Wild (Bagnall-Wild, Costock, co. Notts; exemplified to
first.

Ralph Bagnall Kirk by, Esq., Barrister-at-law, on his
taking the surname and arms of Bagnall-Wild). Quarand 4th, Wild, erm. a fess engr. betw. in chief
two bucks' heads erased and in base an escallop all sa.
2nd and 3rd, Bagnall, or, two bars erm. a lion ramp. az.
Crests
1st, Wild: A
betw. two flaunches of the last.
demi stag sa. guttee d'or, attired and resting the sinister
2nd, Bagnall Upon the trunk of
foot (m an escallop or
a tree fesswise eradicated and sprouting ppr. an heraldic
bezantiSe,
gorged with a collar gemel
antelope sejant az.
Motto Sflr et loyal.
.and horned or.
Wildbore (co. Dorset, and Donca.ster, co. York). Sa. on a
fess betw. two boars pass. ar. a javelin point of the field.
Crest
The upper part of a spear ppr. thrust through a
boar's head erased ar. droppping blood ppr.
terly, 1st

—

:

;

—

—

Wildbore

(Burghley, co. Lincoln). Sa. a fess betw. three
A boar sa. bristled or.
boars pass. ar. Crest
Wilde (Baron Truro). Erm. on a cross sa. a plate, a
chief of the second charged with three martlets ar. Crest
A hart lodged with a rose in the mouth all ppr. Supporters
Two ermines ppr. Motto iEquabiliter ct diligenter.
Wilde (liaron Penzance). Erm. on a cross sa. a plate, a
Crest
chief of the second charged with three martlets ar.
A hart lodged holding in the mouth arose all ppr. Supporters
On cither side a bull reguard. ar. each gorged with a collar
Motto Veritas
vair, chain reflexed over the back or.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

victrix.

Wilde

(Long Whatlon, co. Leicester; granted 1743). Ar.
a chev. engr. ermines, on a chief sa. three martlets of the
first.

Wilde
erm.

(London).
Crest

—A

Az. a fess nebulee betw. three crescents

wyvera

sa. guttle d'or, collared

and lined

gold.

garland

of laurel

ppr.

(Brightlingsca, ci>. Essex, and Tottenham, co.
Middlesex). Ar. a lion ramp. l>etw. three crescents sa. a
chief vair. Crest— Out of a mural coronet or, a demi lion
ramp. sa. collared vair.
Another Crest— An eagle's leg
•rased at the thigh or, standing betw. two wings az.

1110

;

Wilde.

erm.
Nottingham). Sa. a chev. engr. ar. on a chief
Crest
A demi
of the second three martlets of the first.

Wilde
buck

Az. a fess

wavy

(co.

—

salient sa. attired

Wilde

or, in chief three crescents

and ducally perg'ed

or.

William Wirj)E, Recorder of
London, and sub.sequcntly a Judge of the King's Bench,
was created a bart. in 1660; hi.i son and heir. Sir Kelix
WiLDB, second bart., left a diMi. and heiress, Anne, wife of
(bart.

extinct;

Sir

A
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JoBN CocKMAN, M.D.). Af. a chev.

sa.

on a

chief of the

Ar. a fess
(Thimblethorpe, co. Norfolk).
chief three ma:;!'''- ta. a border '^r'r. of t^.r^ last.

(George Wilde, Bishop of Derry,

and

in

1661, d. 29 Dec.

betw. three doves volant ar.

Gu. an eagle's leg erased in pale with a
wing conjoined and elevated sa.
(Nunhide, Purley Hall, and Sulham, co. Berks;
descended from Nicholas Wilder, temp. Henry VII.)- Gu.
from a fcss or, charged with two barrulets az. a demi lion
Crest A savage's head
ramp, issuant of the second.

Wilder

—

couped at the shoulders, the temples entwined
with woodbines all ppr. Motto Virtuti moenia cedant.
Wildgoose (Iridge, co. Essex: granted 1586). Ar. on a
A wild man ppr. wreathed
fess sa. three annulets or. Crest
round the head and middle vert.
Wildgoose, or Wilgos (Judge Court, co. Essex). Same
Arras and Crest.
Wildgoose (co. Kent). Vert on a chev. ar. betw. three
lions' heads erased or, as many quatrefoils (another, crosses

—
—

botonnee) sa.

Wildg-oose, or Wilgos. Or, on a chev. betw.
lions' heads erased sa. as many quatrefoUs of the field.

three

Winding.

Ar. a cinquefoU gu. on a chief of the last a
demi lion issuant of the first. Crest An oak tree ppr.
Wilding (Hackney, co. Middlesex, and co. Chester; Robert
Wilding, Esq., of Hackney, Colonel of the Regiment of the
Tower Hamlets at the Bestoration of Charles II., was son of
John Wilding, of co. Chester, gent. Visit. Middlesex,
Crest
dragon's
1663). Same Arms, a mullet for diff.
head erased vert.
Wildish. Vert three hounds courant bendways at random
ar. on a chief of the last a buck in full course ppr.
W^ildman (Beaucot, co. Berks) Or, on a pale az. three
Out of a mural crown ar. a demi Uon
bezants. Crest

—

—A

—

issuant ppr. holding a battle axe or, headed also ar.

Wildman

(Newstead Abbey, co. Nottingham). Az. on a
chev. erm. betw. two eagles displ. in chief and a lion pass,
Crest
Out of a mural
in base or, three esioiles of the first.
crown chequy or and az. a demi lion ramp. ar. supporting a
hattle axe gold, headed also ar. dropping blood ppr. Motto

—

—Tentenda via

Wildman

est.

(Chilham Castle,

co. Kent).

Same Arms,

Crest,

and Motto.

"Wildman.

(co.

—

on a pale az. three annulets ar. Crest
griffin's head or, charged with a peUet.
Wildman-Liushington (Norton Court, co. Kent). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, on a fess wavy betw. three lions'
heads erased vert as many erm. spots of the first, for
Lcshington; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a chev. erm. betw. in
chief two eagles displ. and in base a lion pass, or, three
A lion's head
estoiles of the last, for Wildman., Crest
erased vert, ducally gorged ar. charged below the coronet
with three erm. spots or.
Wildy. Az. on a chev. betw. three martlets or, five g6uttes
Or,

—

Ciest

—

sa.

Ar. two bars gu. on each three crosses
A sheaf of arrows gu. headed az.

Sussex).

CrcH
feathered and banded or.
crosslet fitchee or.

—

sa.

Wiley, or Willey.

Ar. two griffins segreant in fess sa.
etw. five trefoils slipped vert.
Wilfoord (co. Worcester). Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three
1

crown

Crest— A stag's head gorged with a

ppr.
Wilford (co. Kent). Gu. a chev. or, (another, ar.) betw.
three leopards' faces of the second.
Wilford (Enfield, co. Middlesex). Per pale or and gu. three
A bundle of swans'
leopards' faces counterchanged. Crest
liurel

all

—

quills ar.

Wilford
three

banded gu.
(London).

leopards'

Per pale or and gu. on a chev. betw.

faces

as

many

crescents

all

counter-

Per chev. em(Lord Mayor of London, 1450)
and or, three lions ramp, guard counterchanged.
(LonJon).
Gu. a chev. engr ar. betw. three

battled gu.

Wilford

and

lined or.

(John Wilkes, the politician).
Or, a chev. sa.
betw. three eagles' heads erased at the neck ppr. Cjesl
On
a mount vert a crossbow erect ppr. crossing the .stock of tbe
bow a ribbon or label. Motto Arcui meo non confido.
Wilkes (Lofts Hall, co. Essex; exemplified to Kev. Bobebt
FisKE, Hector of Wcndon Lofts, and Vicar of Elmdon, son of
Kev. EoBEBT FisKE, by Mart, his wife, dau. of John Wilkes,
Esq. of Saffron Walden, and cousin and heir of John
Wilkes, Esq., of Lofts Hall, upon his assuming, by royal
licence, the surname of Wilkes).
Or, a chev. paly of six
gu. and sa. betw. three escutcheons of tbe last, each charged
with a raven's head erased of the first. Crest
A rock ppr.
thereon a crossbow erect or, in front of two quarrels
or hird-boltd in saltire gu.
Motto—Aicai meo non

—

—

—

confido.

Wilkie

(Blackheath, co. Kent).
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three pineapples gu. as many bucks' heads erased of the first.
Crest— primrose ppr.
Wilkie (St. Vincent, West Indies granted 15 Sept. 1770).
Quarterly, or and ar. a fess wreathed az. and gu. in the 1st
and 4th quarters a camel's head couped sa. bridled of the
fourth, in the 2nd quarter a crescent, and in the 3rd quarter
a cinquefoil, both of the last. Crest A demi negro wreathed
about the temples or and gu. girt round the waist vert, earrings pendent ar. in the dexter hand a bill, in the sinister a
sugarcane couped, all ppr. Motto Favente Deo.
Wilkie (Ellington House, CO. Kent). Ar. a fe.s3 wreathed
az. and gu. betw. a crescent in chief and a cinquefoU in
base of the second.
Wilkie (Scotland;. Ar. a fess wreathed az. and gu. betw.
a crescent in chief and a cinquefoil in base of the second.
Wilkin (co. Kent). Gu. on a chev. betw. three whelk shells
ar. a demi lion enclosed by two martlets sa.
Crest
dragon's head per pale ar. and vert.
Wilkins (Froccster, co. Gloucester; granted 1759). Erminois on a bend az. cotised sa. three martlets ar. on a canton
or, a rose gu.
Wilkins (Thong, co. Kent). Erm. on a bend sa. three
martlets ar. a canton or, charged with a rose gu. Crest
A boar pass, reguard. sa. pierced through the shoulders
with an arrow ar. bendways sinister, the boar biting the

A

;

—

—

—

—

arrow.

Wilkins
whelk

Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three whelk
lions ramp. sa.
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three
a demi lion ramp, guard, enclosed by two

(co. Kent).

many demi

shells or, as

(co.

shells or,

Kent).

martlets sa.

Erm. on a bend

(co. Kent).

sa. three martlets or,

a canton of the third.

Wilkins

(co. Kent).

on a canton

or,

Erm. on a bend sa. three

sea-pies ppr.

a rose gu.

now De Winton

Glamorgan and
Brecknock descended from John Wilcoltne, or Wilkyn,
temp. Edward 111., who claimed descent from Robert de
WiNTONA, Lord of the Manor of Languian, near Cowbridge,
and removed into i-o. Glamorgan with Robert Fitzhamon.
The eighth in descent from John Wilktn was Thomas
Wilkins, Esq., Frothonotary en tbe Brecon Circuit, who was
grandfather of Cann De Wiltop, Esq., of Clifcon, J. P. and
D.L. for cos. Glamorgan and Someisct, who. together with
the other branches of the family, resumed, by sign manual
in 1839, the surname of De Winton). Per pale or and ar. a
wyvem vert. Otsi A wyvern ppr. MoUo—Estote pru
Beware
dentes. Another Motto— Syn ar, dy Hun; Anglice
(cos.

;

—

leopards faces or.
Az. a lion ramp. or.
Gu. a chev. eugr. beiw. three leopards' faces

Wilkins,

—

Az. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces ar.

—

betw. two spearheads sa. Crests 1st: A
head erased vert, collared ar. the collar embattled
;.nd (.ounter-embaltled ; 2nd: A demi lion ramp, issuing
Irom a mural crown, holding in his paws a rose branch, and
griffin's
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(Maeslough Castle, co.

;

ar.

or.

now De Winton

Eadnnr a branch of the preceding family, descended from
John Wilkins, son of Thomas Wilkins, Esq., Prothonotary
on the Brecon Circuit, by his second wife). Per pale orand

WiUord.

40

saltire

—

ringed,

Wilford.

"Wilfray.

Gu. a

of thyself.

changed.

Wilford

III.).

Wilkes

Wilkins,

leopards' faces ar.

Henry

—

Wilkins

—

Ar. three griffins pass. sa. Crest A rose hush vert
bearing roses ar.
Wiley, or Willey. Ar. three griffins segreant in fess

Wiley.

teiup.

Motto Arcui meo non confido.
(Leighton-Buzzard, co. Bedford).
Per pale or and
a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased sa.
Wilkes (Layton-Beame, co. Bucks). Paly of eight orand gn.
on a chief ar. three lozenges of the second.
Wilkes (Wisbeach, Isle of Ely, and Ned, co. York). Or,
three pales gu. on a chief ar. as many mascles of the second.
Crest
A tiger sejant gu. tufted, maned, ducally gorged,
scroll this

Wilkes

Wilkins

Wiles (co.

Devon,

Or, a chev. betw. three ravens' heads erased sa.
On a mount vert a cro.<«bow erect or, round it on a

ar.

Wildenstein.

affrontee,

will

Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. ar.

vair.

Wilk.

1665, buried in Christ's Church Cathedral, 12 Jan. following; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1666). Gu. a snake nowed
or,

Wilfrey.

WHinton

last three mullets or.

Wilde

Wilde

A

a

griffin vert

A

WIL
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Motto—

charged on the shoulder with a full-blown rose.
Estote prudentes.

Wilkins,

now De Winton

(Maesderwen House, co.
Brecon a branch of the preceding, descended from Jeffreys
Wilkins, fourth son of the above John Wilkins). Same
Arms, Crest, and Motto.
"Wilkins (Cole-Orton, eo. Leicester; granted 1685). Gu.
two swords in saltire ar. hilts and pommels or, on a chief
Crest A demi
of the second three mullets pierced sa.
grifiSn reguard. gu. holding in the dexter claw a sword erect
ar. hilt and pommel or.
Wilkins (Throgmorton Street, London). Ar. on a bend
sa. three martlets or, a canton of the last charged with a
;

—

rose gu.

"Wilkins

(co.

Northumberland).

Gu. on a chev.

ar.

betw.

three whelks or, a fleuivde-lis sa.
(co. Oxford).
Ar. on a pale engr. betw. two palets
sa. three martlets or.
"Wilkins (John Wilkins, Bishop of Chester 1668-72). Same

"Wilkins

Arms.

"Wilkinson (Laurence-Waltham,

co.

Berks).

Gu. a

fess

vair, in chief a unicorn courant or.

"Wilkinson

granted 13 Sept. 1564). Gu.
(co. Buckingham
vair, in chief a unicorn pass. betw. two mullets or, a
border of the last peUettee. Crest— A peUcan's head vulned
ppr. Another Crest
A tiger's head erased per pale vert and
or, in the mouth a wing ar.
"Wilkinson (Upper Hare Park, co. Cambridge). Gu. a fess
wavy betw. three unicorns' heads couped ar. Crest Out of
Motto
a mural coronet gu. a unicorn's head couped ar.
Non mihi sed tibi gloria.
"Wilkinson (Hilcote Hall, co. Derby). Gu. a fess vair, in
Crest
chief a unicorn pass, or, a border sa. bezantee.
fox's head couped per pale vert and or, holding in the mouth
a dragon's wing ar.
"Wilkinson (Dorrington, co. Durham ; granted 18 Sept.
1538).
Gu. a fess (another, a chev.) vair betw. three whelk
shells or.
Crest— A demi talbot sa. eared erm. charged with
three billets or, two and one, holding in the paws a branch
vert, thereon three daisies ar. seeded gold.
"Wilkinson (Kyo, co. Durham; granted Sept. 1615, to
Lawrence Wilkinson, Esq., of Farye on the Hill, son
Az. a fess
of Lacncelot Wilkinson, Esq., of Kyo).
Oui; of a
Crest
erminois betw. three unicorns pass. ar.
mural crown gu. a demi unicorn ramp, erminois, erased ppr.
;

a fess

—

—

—

—

—

armed and maned

or.

"Wilkinson

(Harperley Park, co. Durham). Az. a fess
Out of a
Crest
three unicorns pass. ar.
mural crown gu. a demi unicorn ramp, erminois, erased
Nee rege, nee populo
ppr. armed and maned or. Motto
sed utroque.
"Wilkinson (Coxhoe, co. Durham). Gu. a fess wavy betw.
three unicorns ar.
Out of a mural coronet gu. a
Crest
erminois

A

—

lietw.

—

—

unicorn's head ar.

Wilkinson

(Halam, co. Durham). Gu. a fess wavy betw.
three unicorns pass. ar. Crest Out of a mural coronet gu.
a unicorn's head ar.
Wilkinson (Oswold House, co. Durham). Same Arms and

—

Crest.

Wilkinson (co.

Kent). Gu. a fess vair, in chief a unicom
courant ar. betw. two mullets or.
Wilkinson, Alderman of London temp.
Henry VII. his dau. and heir, Joan, m. John Branchb,
and had a son. Sir John Branche, Knt., Mayor of London.
Visit. London, 1568).
Gu. a fess vair, in chief a unicom
pass. betw. two mullets or.
Wilkinson (London). Gu. a fess vair, in chief a unicom
pass. betw. two mullets or, a border engr. of the last. Crest
A pelican's head vulned ppr. Another Crest A tiger's
head erased per pale vert and or, in the mouth a wing ar.
Wilkinson (White Webbs, co. Middlesex; Abraham
Wilkinson, Esq., purchased White Webbs, and built, in
1791, the present mansion there).
Gu. a fess vair betw.
three unicorns pass. or. Crest A demi talbot sa. holding
betw. the paws a rose branch ppr. Motto
Instans ac

"Wilkinson (John
;

—

—

—

Gu. a chev.
co. Durham).
three whelk shells of the second,
quartering Stote.
Crest
A demi talbot sa. eared erm.
charged with three billets or, two and one, holding in the
paws a branch vert, thereon three daisies ar. seeded gold.
Motto Incepta persequor.
Wilkinson (Goldhangcr, co. Essex, and London; Bicdard
Wilkinson, of London, Draper, temp. Queen Elizabeth, son
vaire or and az. betw.

—

—

of Gilbert Wilkinson, and grandson of John Wilkinson,
both of Goldhanger. Visit. London, 1568). Gu. a fess vair
betw. two unicorns courant or, quartering Gilberd and

LOMLEY.

"Wilkinson

(Charlton, co. Kent; granted by Harvey,
Clarenceux, 20 April, 1559, to Edward Wilkinson, Master
to Queen Elizabeth).
Per fess embattled or and ar.
three demi griffins segreant az. raembered, beaked, and
eared gu. Crest
A demi falcon per pale sa. and ar.
"Wilkinson (Wateringbury, co. Kent, 1605). Gu. a fess
vair betw. three unicorns pass. or.
Crest
On a mount vert
a greyhound sejant ar. gorged with a collar sa. rimmed and
ringed or, on the dexter part of the mount a branch of laurel

Couk

—

—

Wilkinson

Buckenham,

and Rantham,
CO. Westmorland). Az. a chev. betw. three whelk shells or.
Crest
A unicorn's head erased per chev. or and gu. armed
eobony gold and sa.
Wilkinson (Scarborough, co. York; granted 14 Feb. 1557).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped sa. as many
crescents or, a border engr. az. Crest
A stag's held erased
az. attired ar. charged on the neck with a sun or.
Wilkinson (co. York; granted 1564). Gu. a less vair, in
chief a unicorn pass. betw. two mullets or, a border of the
Crest
last peUettee.
A pelican's head vulned ppr. Another
Crest A tiger's head erased per pale vert and or, holding
in the mouth a wing ar.
(Old

co. Norfolk,

—

—

—

—

Wilkinson

(Pontefract, co. York, 1665; Dugdale's Visit.).
Gu. a fess vair, in chief a unicorn pass, or, a border engr. of
A fox's head erased per pale wavy
the last peUettee. Crest
vert and or, holding in the mouth a wing ar.
Wilkinson (Kirkbrigg, co. York, 1666; Dugdale's Visit.).
Az. a fess erminois betw. three unicorns pass ar. a canton
Crest— OMi of a mural coronet gu. a demi unicorn
or.
erased erminois, armed and maned or.
Wilkinson (Winterburn Hall, co. York). Gu. a fess erm.
betw. three unicorns pass. ar.
Crest
A unicorn's head
erased ar. Motto Tenez le droit.
"Wilkinson. Per fess dancettee (another, crenellee) or and
Crest
A demi eagle, wings exar. three demi griffins az.
panded per pale or and ar. holding in the beak a rose gu.
barbed, leaved, and stalked vert.
Wilkinson. Gu. a fess vair betw. three unicorns statant
ar.
Crest On a mount vert a talbot sejant ar. amidst
rushes ppr.
Wilkinson. Gu. a fess vair betw. three mullets or, in chief
a unicorn statant of the last, a border engr. sa. bezantde, a
canton ar. Crest A wolfs head per pale vert and or, holding in the mouth a wing ar. charged on the neck with a
trefoil slipped gu.
"Wilkinson. Or, a fess betw. three martlets gu.
"Wilkinson. Gu. a saltire vair.
Wilkinson. Gu. a fess vair betw. three unicorns statan

—

—

—

—

—

—

ar.

maned and horned

or.

Wilkinson

(John Wilkinson, Dublin, Counsellor-at-law,
I.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1636, of his dau.
Jane, wife of Francis Adngier, Esq.). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. a fess vair betw. two unicorns in full course ar., for
Wilkinson; 2nd, erm. on a chev. sa. three cinquefoils
3rd, ar. a fess gu. betw. three
pierced ar., for Hatfield
parrots vert, beaked and legged of the second.
Wilkinson (Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1683, Sarah, dau. of
Thomas Wilkinson, and wife of Moses Woodrooffb, of
Limerick). Gu. a saltire vair.
Wilkinson (Scotland;. Gu. a fess vair betw. three unicorns
Crest
A demi talbot ar.
ar.
Willan (London). Gu. on a bend ar. three mullets of six
points pierced sa. in the sinister chief point a bezant.
A demi lion ramp, or, holding in the dexter paw a
Creiit
Charles

;

—

—

mullet of six points sa.
(Albion Lodge, Hanley Castle, co. Worcester).

Willan

Arms and

Willan
1617).

(Kingston-upon-HuU, co. York;
So-mo

Willans

Same

Crest.

(co.

Arms

chief a bezant.

confirmed

1

May,

B.nA Crest.

York).
Crest

Gu. on a bend

—A

griffin's

ar. three mullets az. in

head, wings expanded ppr.

collared or.

"Willard

ppr.

Wilkinson, alias Agrbury

Az. a unicorn
(co. Kent).
pass reguard. or. Creil
On a mount vert a bird close sa.
holding in the dexter claw a banner gu. and az. bearing
a cross ur. staff or.

—

Wilkinson

—

constans.

tern}!.

"Wilkinson (Bishopwearmouth,

WII.

Kent). Gu. a fess vair betw. two unicorns
lourunt or (another, ar.).
(co.
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(Eastbourne, co. Sussex; a family, originally
Villiard, of Caen, in Normandy, seated in co. Sussex
Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three flasks
teiap. Edward III.).
or jars ppr., quartering Davies and Sootuern. Crest
crlffln's head erased or.
Willascott (co. Salop; quartered by Horne, of Stoke, co.
Warwick). Sa. a bend betw. six martlets or.

—

A

WIL
Willasham.

(co.

a chev.

Sa.

betw. three

ar.

cinquefoils or.
(Sugwas, co. Hereford). Sa. a chev. ar. betw.
three lions ramp. or. Crest A demi lion ramp, or, charged
with three pellets, holding a chaplet vert.
Willason. Sa. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. or.
"Willaston (co. Stafford). Ar. three mullets of six points
pierced sa.

Willason

—

"Willaston

(Tingrave, co. Bedford granted 1767). Ar. on
damask roses barbed and seeded ppr.
four erm. spots of the field. Crest On a mount vert a pineapple or, stalked and crowned ppr.
Willcocks (co. Worcester). Ar. a fess sa. betw. three
cocks' heads erased of the last, combed and wattled gu.
;

fess vert betw. three

—

Crest

— A fleur-de-Us

;

Visit. Oxon, 1574).
Az. an eagle displ. ar.
Ar. three chev. gu. a border engr. sa.
Willeig-h, or "Willeley. Az. fretty or, a canton of the
last.
Crest
A salmon naiant az.
Willeley (co. Salop). Az. fretty or, a canton erm.
'Willemescot. Ar. three bars az. a lion ramp. gu. crowned

Oxford.

"Wille.

—

or.

Willes, or Willis. Ar. a chev. sa.
A hawk, wings displ. ppr.
gu. Crest

—

(Spalding, co. Lincoln).

betw. three mullets
ar. five

gobony or

(Wosterton, co. Hereford).
Ar. a chev, sa. in chief two pellets, in base a cross crosslet
of the second.
Willesford (Tavistock, co. Devon; Richard Willesford,
temp. James 1., son of William Willesford, of Tavistock.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three leopards'
faces or.

Willesmose, Willesmot,
Gloucester).

or

Wilmescot

(co.

Ar. two bars az. a lion ramp. gu. crowned

or.

"Willesthorp, or Wolsthorp

(co.

York).

Az. a chev.

Gu. a

chev. betw.

betw. three lions pass. ar.

Willesthorp, or Wolsthorp.
three lions pass. ar.

Willet (Walthamstow, co. Essex).
in chief as many lions ramp, of

Ar. three bars gemel sa.
the second. Crest On a
ducal coronet or, a moorcock, wings expanded sa. combed
and wattled gu. Another Crest Out of a ducal coronet or,
a cockatrice sa. wings expanded, combed, w^attled, beaked,
and legged gu.

—

—

Willett

(Combe, in Abhotsham, Porthill, in Northam, and
Tapeley, in Westleigh, co. Devon; the last male heir,
John Willett, Esq., d. 1736, having' bequeathed his estates
to William Saltren (second son of Thomas Saltren, Esq.,
of Stone, in Parkham), whose elder son, Acgcstcs, assumed
Same Arms and
the additional surname of Willett).
Crests.

Same Arms.

Crest— 0\xt of a ducal coronet a

of ostrich feathers ppr.

Willett

Edmund Catt, Esq., of Brighton,
assuming, by royal licence, the surname of
ar.
and gu. two barrulets betw. as
Per fess
many lions ramp, in chief and a cat pass, in base, all
counterchanged. Crest Upon a rock a moorcock reguard.
both ppr. charged on the body with two fleurs-de-lis or,
holding in the beak a sprig of heath also ppr. Motto Dieu
(exemplified to

his

Willett).

—

—

et

mon

devoir.

"Willey (Houghton,

co.

Northumberland;

arms confirmed

crest granted 1615).
Per pale erminois and gu. three
chev. counterchanged. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
reindeer's head erminois, attired ar.
Willey. Ar. on two bars gu. three martlets or, two and
one.
Willey. Erm. on two bars vert three martlets or, two and
one.
"Willey. Ar. a chev. erm. betw. three wheels vert.

and

—

William, or Willan
bend

(co. Anglesey).
Ar. two foxes in
surmounted of the dexter gu. Crest

(London

;

granted 1617).

Gu. on a

of six points pierced sa. in chief a
demi lion ramp, or, grasping in the

ar. three mullets

—

bezant.
Crest
A
dexter paw an estoile sa.

\Villiains (Kars, part.).
ppr. on a chief embattled

Az. three men's heads in profile
a mural crown gu. within two

or,

—

branches of laurel saltirewise vert. Crest Out of a mural
crown or, a tilting-spear surmounted by a sword saltire-
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the

saltire,

—A

fox's

head

Williams

(Frefoss, co. Anglesey).
Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
choughs ppr. each holding in the bill an
erm. spot. Crest
Cornish
chough
ppr. holding in the
A
dexter claw a fleur-6e-lis or. Motto Duw a ddarpar i'r

three Cornish

;

—

—

God feedeth

i.e.,

the ravens.

Williams

(Burfield, co. Berks, and Thame, co. Oxford
Sir
John Williams, Knt., of Thame, Sheriff co. Berks, te'inp.
Henry VII. See Williams, Baron Williams). Az. two
;

organ-pipes in saltire, the sinister surmounted of the dexter,
betw. four crosses pattee ar.
Crest A fish-weir.
Williams, in abeyance since 1559; John
Williams, second son of Sir John Williams, Knt., of Burfield, CO. Berks, was summoned to Parliament 1554, d.,
leaving two daus. his co-heirs, Frances, m. Richabr

—

"Williams {Baron

Wenman, Sheriff
Henby Nobbeys,
the sinister

Oxford 1562, and Margery, m. Sir
Az. two organ pipes in saltire,
surmounted of the dexter betw. two crosses
co.

Knt.}.

Williams

(Temple House, co. Berks, Great Marlow, and
Craig-y-Don, co. Anglesey). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three,
Cornish choughs ppr. each holding in the bill an enns
spot.
Crest
A Cornish chough ppr. holding a fleur-de-li
in the dexter claw or.
Motto Duw a ddarpar i'r brain;
i.e., God feedeth the ravens.
"Williams (Gwernevet, co. Brecon, and Rose Hall, co.

—

Herts, bart., extinct 1798: descended from Sir David
WiLLLiMs, Knt., of Gwernevet, one of the Judges of the
Court of Kine's Bench, whose eldest son. Sir Henbt
Williams, was created a bart. 1641. Sophia Chablotte,
only dau. and heir of Sir David Williams, of Rose Hall,
seventh and last bart., m. Thomas Tyringham Bernard,
Esq., of Winchenden, co. Bucks, and d. 15 May, 1837).
Ar. a chev. betw. three cocks gu. on a chief sa. as many
spearheads of the first sanguinated. Crett A cock, as in
Deus haec otia fecit.
the arms. Motto
William.s (Velin-Newydd, co. Brecon). Ga a stag statant
ar. collared and chained or.
"Williams (co. Brecon). Gu. a chev. erm.

—

—

Williams, alias

Conway

cotised sa. a rose betw.

(co.

Brecon).

two annulets of the

Ar. on a

bend

field.

Williams

Sa. three spear(Llanspyddid, co. Brecon).
heads ar., quartering, Ar. three bulls' heads couped ac
Crests
1st
A goat's
the neck sa., for Bcllen (Boleyn).
head couped ppr. 2nd, Bdllen A bull's head couped sa. as
in the arms.
"Williams (Cwymcynfelin, co. Cardigan). Quarterly, 1st,
2nd, az. an eagle
or, a griffin segreant vert, armed gu.
displ. or; 3rd, ar. a lion pass. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis
gu. 4th, ar. a chev. sa. betw. three ravens ppr. Crest
cock ppr. Motto— T)\xvi a'n Bendithio.
Williams (Gwernant Park, co. Cardigan). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. a lion ramp, sa., for Williams; 2nd and 3rd, sa.
three scaling ladders ar. betw. the two uppermost a spearhead of the last, point imbrued, on a chief gu. a tower tripleturreted of the second. Crests— 1st: A hon ramp, reguard.
or ; 2nd A scahng-ladder of the arms. Motto Of nwn yr
Arglwydd (Let us fear the Lord).
Williams (Vaynol, CO. Carmarthen, bart., extinct 1693;
William Williams, Esq., of Vaynol, was created a bart.
1622; his ancestor, Thomas Williams, Esq., of Vaynol, was
younger son of William Williams, Esq., of Cochwillan,
ancestor of Williams, Bart, of Penrhyn, now WilliamsBnLKELEY). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three Saracens' heads

—

;

:

:

;

—

;

Willett.

upon

sinister

era-'ed gu.

—

az.

Willesford, or Willford

plume

or.

pattee in pale ar.

Az. on a cross

leopards' faces ppr.
Willesdon. Ar. (another, or) a fess dancettee

and

—

mound

brain

az.

"Willcote (Tew Magna, co. Oxford; Thomas Willcote,
his grand-dau. and
Esq., of Tew Magna, temp. Henry V.
heir, Elizabeth, m. Henkt Raynfobd, Esq., of Raynford,
CO. Lancaster. Arms quartered by Raynfobd, of Tew, co.

Willesbye

and encircled by a wreath of laurel ppr. on an escroll
above, the word Kars.
Williams (John Williams, Bishop of Chichester 1696-1709).
Sa. a dove ar. betw. three crosses pattee or.
Williams (Boston, America; granted 1767). Or, a lion
ramp. gu. on a chief az. two doves rising ar. Crest ^An
eagle, wings expanded ppr. reposing the dexter foot on a
wise,

Williams

Same Arms.

(co. Salop).

Willaume
a
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Suffolk).

.

—

:

couped ppr.

Williams

(Edwinsford, co. Carmarthen; the last male reSir Nicholas Williams, Knt., of Edwinsford,
M.P. and Lord Lieutenant co. Carmarthen, d.s.p. 1746,
leaving his niece, Arabella Williams, wife of Sir James
Hamlyn, Bart., his heir). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. head, paws,
and end of the tail of the field. Crest Out of a mural crown
ppr. a demi lion, as in the arms.
"Williams (Gbiffies-Williams, Llwyny-Wormwood, co,
Carmarthen, bart.) Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a chev.
engr. gu. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed sa. a rose betw.
two fleurs-dc-Ils of the field, for Williams; 2nd and 3rd, az.
a fess dancettee erm. betw. four griffins segreivnt or, for
presentative.

—

—

WIL
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Gbiffies. CVest J— 1st, Williams: A bull's head erased at the
neck pcan, armed or, in the mouth a spear, the staff
A griffin segreant az.
broken ppr. ; 2nd, Gbiffies
beaked and armed or, wings elevated enn. the claws supporting a scaling-ladder of the second.
'Williams (co. Cambridge). Or, a falcon volant az. Crest
:

A bustard close.
Williams (Penrhyn,
s.

Carnarvon, bart.

;

Sir Gbiffith

to

—

—

Motto Heb Dduw heb ddym
head, as in the arms.
Duw a digon. See Bolkeley, Bart.
Williams (John Williams, Bishop of Lincoln 1621, Archbishop of York 1641, d. 1650, second son of Edmund
Williams, Esq., of Conway, co. Carnarvon, purchased the
estates of Cochwillan and Penrhyn, which he left to his

nephew, Sir Griffith WIlliams,

first

bart. of

Penhryn).

Quarterly, Jst and 4th, gu. achev. erm. betw. three Saracen's
profile couped ar.
2nd and 3rd, gu. a chev. or,
betw. three stags' heads cabossed ar. attired of the second.

beads in

;

Williams

Richabd Williams,
(Trevervo, co. Cornwall
Beq., of Trevervo, temp. James I., son of Balthazab WilijAJifs, d. 1608, whose great-grandfather, John Williams, of
Herringstone, co. Dorset, settled at Trevervo. Visit.Cornwall,
;

Ar. a greyhound couran'o sa. betw. three Cornish
choughs ppr. on a border engr. of the second eight crosses
or, and as many bezants alternately.
Williams (Tregullow, co. Cornwall, bart.). Vair three
crescents or, quartering, Sa. a spear in fess betw. three
crescents ar., for Harris. Crest
A dcmi eagle az. wings
elevated sa. each wing charged with four bezants. Motto
Nil desperandum.
Williams (Bumcoose, co. Cornwall). Same Arms and
1620).

form^e

—

—

Crext.

Williams

(Scorrier

House and Carhayes

Same Arms and

wall).

Castle,

co. Corn--

Crest.

Williams

(Treworgy and Trehane, co. Cornwall ; the coheiresses m. Fbideacx and STACKHotrsB). Ar. a greyhound
courant sa.
Williams (Glanywan and Dyffryn, co. Denbigh). Or, a
griffin

segreant gu.

Williamis

(Stoford, co.

of Stoford, temp.

same

UAMs,

of

lews'

heads

James

place.

erased

Devon
I.,

;

Thomas Williams,

Esq.,

fourth in descent from John WilDevon, 1620). Sa. three curquartering Dbewe, Pbideadx,

Visit.
ar.,

Cbuwyb, and Edocombe.
Devon, and Denton, co. Lincoln). Gu. a
wolf issuing out of a rock from the sinister side of the
escutcheon all ar. Crest A lion ramp. ppr.
Williams (co. Devon, temp. Henry II.) Gu. on a bend or,

Williams (co.

—

—

three chaplets of the field. Crest
A chaplet gu.
Williams (Clovelly Court, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1866).
Or, a falcon sa. belled gu. betw. three roses of the last,
Crest
leaved vert.
A swan, wings endorsed ar. collared
gu. beaked and legged or, holding in the beak a bird-bolt
Motto Mea virtute me involvo.
sa.
Williams (Appledore, co. Devon, and St. Edmund's-terrace,
Begent's-park, co. Middlesex). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
on a pile az. betw. two horses' heads erased in base, a like
horse's bead, each charged with a trefoil slipped, all counterchanged, for Williams 2nd and 3rd, gu. on a fess ragulec
or, three pellets, in chief a fleur-de-lis betw. two escallops,
and in base an escallop betw. two fleurs-de-lis ar., for Edgeb.
Cretl
In front of two spears in saltire ppr. a horse's head
erased per pale ar. and az. charged with a trefoil slipped

—

—

;

—

Williams

(Herringstone, co. Dorset). Ar. a greyhound
courant in fess sa. betw. three Cornish choughs ppr. a
border engr. gu. charged with crosses pattee or, and bezants
alternately, quartering De la Lynde, Herring, Sywabd,
Arof.nton, and Browns. Crest A man's arm couped at
the elbow habited sa. charged with a cross pattfie or, the
hand ppr. holding an oak branch vert, fructcd gold. Motto

—

— Nil soli'lum.

Williams (Bridehcad

and Woolland House CO. Dorset; a
younger branch of Williams, of Herringstone, descended
from Robert Williams, of Charminster, second son of
John Williams, of Herringstone). Same Arms, Crest, and
Mnlln.
(Kait Indies; descended from Bridchead, co.
Ar. a greyhound courant sa. betw. three popinjays
ppr. a border engr. gu. charged with bezants and crosses
p»ttee or, alternately.
Dorset).
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—

WiUiam.s

(co. Dorset).
Ar. a greyhound courant in fess
betw. three martlets sa. a border engr. gu. (anotberadds, on
the border acorns or, husked vert).
Williams (Bodelwyddan, co. FUnt, bart.). Ar. two foxes
counter-salient in saltire, the sinister surmounted of the
dexter gu. a crescent for diff. Crest An eagle displ. or.
Motto Cadarnar cyfrwys.
Williams (co. Flint). Az. two organ-pipes in saltire, the
sinister surmounted of thejdexter, betw. four crosses pattee
ar.
Crest
A fish-weir ppr.
Williams (formerly De Aran, Aberpergwm, co. Glamorgan).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three chevronels ar., for Jestyn
ap Gwrgant; 2nd and 3rd, sa. a chev. betw. three fleursde-lis ar., for Einion ap Collwyn.
Crest A paschal lamb
ppr. Motto
Y ddioddefws y orfu; in English He who
suffered has oonquercd.
W^illiams (Bristol, co. Gloucester). Sa. a chev. ar. betw.
three spearheads of the last, points embrued gu.
William.s (Alkmonbury, co. Huntingdon). Ar. three nags*
heads erased sa. a chief gu.
William.s (co. Huntingdon). Sa. a lion ramp. ar.
Williams (Eltham, co. Kent, bart., extinct 1804; Thomas
Williams, Esq., of Eltham, first physician to Charles II.
and James II., descended from Williams, of Tallyn, co.
Brecon, was created a bart. 2 Nov. 1674).
Ar. a stag
Irippant ppr. hoofed and attired or, betw. the attires a
royal crown ppr., being an augmentation granted by King
John. Crest A tower ar. out of the battlements an arm
embowed in mail holding in the hand a broken lance,
the point downwards ppr. guttee de sang. Jlfotio— Virtus incumbet honori.
Williams (Minster, in the Isle of Thanet, co. Kent). Vert
three eagles displ. in less or. Crest An eagle displ. or.
Williams (Eltham, co. Kent). Ar. a dragon's head erased
vert holding in the mouth a hand gu.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Williams

(Lee, co. Kent;
descended from Thomas Williams, of Carmarthen, merchant, of a younger branch of
Williams, of Edwinsford). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. head, paws,
and tip of the tail of the field. Crest Out of a mural crown
ppr. a demi lion, as in the arms.
Motto Suaviter sed

—

—

fortiter.

Williams (Aswarby, co. Lincoln). Gu. on a bend ar. a lion
pass. sa.
Crest — A cubit arm erect vested enn. cufied ar.
holding erect in the hand ppr. a long cross gu.
(Denton, co. Lincoln, and co. Devon). Gu. a
wolf issuing out of a rock from the sinister side of the
escutcheon all ar. Crest
A lion ramp. ppr.
William.s (Lord Mayor of London, 1736). Az. on a bend
cotised or, three crescents gu.
Williams (London). Vert three eagles displ. in fess or, a
border of the last.
Williams (London). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three bucks'

Williams

—

heads couped or.
(London).

WilliamiS

Ar. a saltire az. in chief three erm.

.spots.

Williams

(Islington, co. Middlesex).
Ar. a chev. betw.
three cocks gu. on a chief sa. as many spearheads of the
first, sanguinated ppr.
Williams (Enfield, co. Middlesex). Az. on a chev. engr.
ar. betw. three bees volant ppr. five tea leaves vert. Crest

—

On a mount a branch of
pheasant

all

tea plant, thereon a Chinese goldea

ppr.

Williams

counterchangcd.

Williams

(Helton and Whitelavington, co. Dorset, and co.
Oxford). Ar. a greyhound courant sa. betw. three Cornish
choughs ppr. on a border engr. gu. eight crosses formee or
and as many bezants alternately. Crest A cubit arm erect
habited sa. charged with a cross formee or, betw. four
bezants, cuffed gold, holding in the hand an acorn branch
vert, frucled ppr.

co.

the estates of his uncle, John Williams,
Archbishop of York, 1650, and was created a bart. 1661. Sir
WiLLiAMS, the tenth bart., assumed the
B0LKELEY
KicBABD
surname of Bolkeley after that of Williams, by royal
licence, 1827). Gu. achev. erm. betw. three Saracens' heads
A Saracen's
affronte6e couped at the shoulders ppr. Crest

Williams

Wlli

Williams

(The Lodge, Hillingdon, co. Middlesex).
Ar.
two chevronels engr. sa. betw. three cocks gu. on a chief
dancett^e of the second as many spearheads of the first. Crest
A cubit arm vested or, charged with a pile sa. thereon
three spearheads ar. the hand holding an oak branch slipped

—

and fructed ppr.

Williams

(Dcndraeth Castle, co. Merioneth).
Quarterly,
gu. a lion ramp, or, a border indented of
the lust; 2nd and 3rd. az. a chev. betw. three dolphins
Ist

and

4th,

ar.

Williams

(Llangibby, co. Monmouth, bart., extinct 1758;
descended through Uhts Goch, or the red-haired Lord of
Ystradyw, co. Brecknock, from Cabadoo Vreichvbas. The
first of the family who adopted a surname was IIooeb Wil-

of Llan^ribtiy Castle, Slici iff CO. Monmouth, 3 Queen
Elizabeth, who had a confirmation of his arms and crest in
His great-grandson. Sir Trevor Williams, of Llan1.^75.
gibby, a prominent Boyalist, was created a bart. in 1642.
li.\ms,

\

A
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and erm.
—On a mount vert amidst bulrushes a moor-

fourth bart., Sir John Williams, of Llansibby Castle,
left at his decease in 1738, three daus., of whom the eldest,
Kllen, m. William Aodams, Esq., who assumed the additional surname of Williams).
Gyronny of eight erm. and
Crest
sa. a lion ramp. or.
A talbot pass, per pale erm.

The

—

and

or.

^^illiams (Addams-Williams,

Llangibby Castle, co. Monmouth). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gyronny of eight erm. and
6a. a lion ramp, or, for Williams; 2nd and 3rd, erm. a
chev. vair6 or and az. betw. three roses barbed and seeded
ppr., for Addams. Crests 1st, Williams: A talbot pass, per
pale erm. and or; 2nd, Addams: A griffin's head erased
erm. beaked gu. surmounted by a chev. as in the arms.

—

Motto— En suivant

la verite.

'Williams

(Penrose, co. Monmouth; borne by Sir Bogeb
Williams, Knt., of Penrose, who d. at Bayard's Castle, London, and was buried at St. Paul's, Dec. 1595). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, ar. three wyvems' heads vert, holding in their
mouths a hand couped at the wrist ppr. ; 2nd and 3rd, vert
Crest
a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased or.
dragon's head erased vert, holding in the mouth a band, as
in the arms.
Williams (Coldbrook Part, co. Monmouth). Or, a bend
cngr. vert, plain cotised sa. a crescent for diff. Crest
Out of a mural crown sa. a demi lion ramp, or, holding in
the paws a polcaxc ppr. spiked and headed or, a crescent
for diff.
Motto Si non datur ultra.
"Williams (Aberystwith, co. Monmouth, and Norwich). Sa.
a, phev. betw. three spearheads ar. embrucd ppr. on a chief
of the second a wyvcm's head erased vert, holding in the
mouth a sinister hand gu. Cresl A demi lion ramp. ar.
holding betw. the paws a shield charged with awyvem's
head, as in the arms. Motto Cywir in gwlad.
Williams (Clapton, co. Northampton, and The Friars,
Chichester, co. Sussex, bart., extinct 1784
descended
from Peebb Williams, Esq., Clerk of the Estreats, temp.
Charles II., son of Anthony Williams, by his wife, a dan.
of William Peeke, Esq. ; Ann, sister and heir of Sir Booth
Williams, third and last bart.. High Sheriff co. Northampton in 1764, m. the Kev. William Fonnereac). Gu. a
demi wolf issuing from a rock on the sinister side all ar.
Crest
A lion ramp. ppr.
Williams (Kushden Hall, co. Northampton, and Wanfield
Lodge, CO. Berks ; a branch of Williams, of Herringstone,
CO. DorL;et; descended from Thomas W^illiams, second son
of EoBEET Williams, of Charminster, second son of John
Williams and his wife, Maboabet Fdlfobd. This Thomas
Williams purchased Wanfield Lodge temp. George III.).
Ar. a greyhound courant in fess sa. betw. three Cornish
chougiis ppr. on a border engr. gu. four crosses pattoe or,
and as many bezants alternately.
Williams (city of Oxford; Thomas Williams, Esq., of
Oxford, temp. Charles I., and John Williams, a soldier
in the Low Countries, sons of Thomas Williams, of Oxford,
who was son of Aixxandeb Williams, and grandson of
Thomas Williams ; descended from Williams, of co. Dorset.
Visit. Oxon, 1634). Ar. a greyhound courant betw. three
martlets sa. on a border gu. four crosses pattoe or, and
as many bezants alternately.
Crest
A cubit arm erect
estcd sa. charged with a cross pattoe or, betw. four
bezants, cuffed ar. and holding in the hand ppr. an acorn
branch vert, fructed gold.
Williams (Ivy Tower, co. Pembroke; Mabia Williams,
only dau. and heiress of William Williams, Esq., of Ivy
Tower, descended from the Bev. Lewis Williams, Rector of
Narberth, living tevip. Edward VI., and his wife, Elizabeth,
dau. and heiress of Eobebt Feksab, Bishop of St. David's,

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

who

suffered martyrdom at Carmarthen Cross, 27 Feb. 1655,
had an only dau. and heir, Mabia, who m. 1809, Oblando

Eabbis, Esq., of Oaklands, eo. Gloucester; he assumed the
additional name and arms of Williams). Or, on a chev. gu.
betw. three cubes pean as many horseshoes ar., quartering
Habbis, Sa. an antelope ar. maned and tufted or, betw. four
pheons of the third. Crests 1st, Willl^ms: A lion ramp, or,
holding in the dexter paw a javelin erect ppr. the sinister
paw resting on an escutcheon pean 2nd, Rabbis A demi
antelope ar. holding betw. the paws an arrow or. Motto-

—

:

;

—

Fortiter et fideliter.

Williams

Sa. three horses' heads
(WcUaston, co. Salop).
erased erm. Crest
On a mount vert a stag statant ar.

—

attired or.

Williams

(Oswestry, co. Salop).

Or, a cross moline betw.

fo ur lozences az.

Williams

Somerset).
befw. three martlets sa.

Williamis

(co.

Ar. a greyhound courant in fess

(Castle Hill, co. Surrey).

charged on the shoulder with a
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ramp. ar.
a chief quarterly or

Sa. a lion

pellet,

Crest

cock ppr. charged on the breast with a bezant.
Williams (Chichester, co. Sussex). Ar. a chev.

sa.

betw.

—

three fireballs of the last, fired ppr. Crest A dragon's head
ar. scmee of hurts vomiting flames of fire ppr.
Williams (Gychwillan, Wales). Gu. a chev. erm. betw.
three Saracens' heads in profile couped at the neck ppr.
crined and bearded sa.

Williams
Cre<t

(Wales).

Sa.

three horses' heads

— A buck statant ar. collared or.

Williams

(Wales).

Per pale

az.

and

sa.

erased

ar.

three fleurs-de-lis

or.

Williams

(Winchester College).
Sa. a chev. betw. three
spearheads ar. embrued gu. Crest
A goat pass. ppr.
Williams (Malvern Hall, co. Warwick). Gyronny of eight
erm. and ermines a lion ramp, or, gultee de sang.
Crest
Betw. two spears erect ppr. a talbot pass, per pale
erm. and ermines.
Williams (Pitmaston and Doddenham, co. Worcester;
John Williams, Es<j., of Pitm.nston, was High Sheriff co.
Worcester 1823). Same /li-ms and Ciest.
W'illiams (Jones-Wii.liams, Grovehill, co. Worcester; exemplified to ThoMAs .John JoNE.s, E.sq., upon his assuming,
by royal licence, 1871, the additional surnanie of Williams).
Gyronny of eijrht erm. and ermines a iion ramp, or, guttic
de sang, and, for di.stinctinn, a canton of the third. Crest—
Betw. two spears erect ppr. a talbot pas.s. per pale erm. and
erminois, charged, for distinction, on the shoulder with a

—

—

cross crosslet sa.

Williams

(Micklegate, co. York). Ar. a chev. embattled
cocks gu. on a chief of the second as many
first, each charged with a spearhead also of
the second, embrued ppr.
Crest
A cock gu. guttee d'or,
resting the dexter foot on a spearhead sa. embrued

sa. betw. three

palets of the

—

ppr.

Williams

(Kev. Acgcstine Williams, Icomb Hectory, Stowon-the-Wold).
Sa. a chev. betw. three spearheads ar.
embrued ppr. on a chief of the second a wyvern's heart
Ci-eit
erased vert, holding in the mouth a sinister hand gu.
A demi lion ramp, holding betw. the paws a shield charged
with a wyvern's head, as in the arms. Motto Cywir ini
gwlad.
Williams (Thomas Williams, Speaker of the Hou!?e of
Commons). Sa. three curlews' heads and necks erased

—

—

ar.

Williams.
ppr. as

many

Williams.

Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three Cornish choughs
crescents or.
ar. and gu. three roses in bend

Per bend
counterchanged.

Williams.

Ar. a lion ramp. sa.

Crest

—A

bull's

head

erased sa.

Williams.

Per chev. az. and gu. a chev. erm. betw. two
boars' heads couped or, in chief, and a demi griffin in base
Crest
A demi griffin gu. wings erm. charged on the
ar.
body with three bezants in pale, and holding betw. the talons
the rudder of a ship sa.
Williams. Ar. a lion ramp, vert, billettee of the field.
W^illiams. Ar. a greyhound courant sa. betw. ihreo
Cornish choughs ppr. on a border engr. az. four crosses

—

—

and as many bezants alternately. Crest A cubit
erect habited sa. charged with a cross crosslet or, cuffixl
of the last, the hand holding two sprigs of oak in .saltirc
ppr. fructed or, on the hand a Cornish chough statant
crosslet or,

arm

ppr.

Williams.

Ar, a greyhound courant sa. betw. tlircc
Cornish choughs of the second, legged gu. on a border of the
last four crosses pattee and as many acorns alternately or.
Crest— On an arm ve.sted ar. a cro.^s pattcc az. betw. four
bezants, cuffed sa. holding in the hand ppr. an oak branch
leaved vert, fructed or.

Williams, alias

Crom'Strell (temp. Queen Elizabeth).
a lion ramp. ar. armed and langued gii. Cresl— A demit
lion ramp, double queued ar. langued gu. charged with three
gouttes de poix, holding in the paws a spear erect az.
ringed at the bottom or. See Cbomwell.
Williams. Per pale az. and sa. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Crest
A lion's head erased ppr.
Williams. Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three bulls' headsr
A bull's head erased sa.
erased sa. Crest
Williams. Sa. three lions' gambs couped ar. Crest—
lion's gamb couped ar.
Williams. Ar. a chev. betw. three boar.s' heads couped
A boar's head couped gu.
gu. Crest
Gu. three chev. ar. betw. as many liont
Williaras.
ramp or. Cresl— A demi lion ramp. ar. charged with IhreeSa.

—

—

—

chev. gu.

Williams.

Or,

a falcon volant

so.

A
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Williams. Ar. a chev. betw. three dice sa. on each a
cinquefoil of the field.

Williams.
Williams.

Sa. a lion

ramp.

ar.

Or, on a cliev. sa. three crescents of the first,
in chief as many spearheads of the second, in base a martlet

of the

last.

Williams- Wynn, Bart. SeeWTNN.
"WiUiams-Bulkeley, Bart. See Bclkelet.

Williams-Freeman. See Freeman.
William.s-Drummond. See Dkommond.
Williams (Sir Thomas Williams, knighted
Church Cathedral by

(Sir

at Christ's

John Perrott, Lord Deputy of
Gu. two eagle's wings conjoined in

Thomas Williams, knighted

at

Christ's

Sir George Cary, Lord Deputy of Ire'25 July, 1603). Gu. two eagle's wings conjoined in base
surmounted of a sword in pale, point upwards ar. pommel
and hilt of the second.
Williams (Dublin, temp. Charles I.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1639, Mart, wife of Sir Madrice Williams, Knt., of
Dublin). Vert three eagles displ. in fess or, in chief a

Church Cathedral by

or,

crescent ar. for diff.
Williams (impaled by

James Belcher, Esq., of the Chief
Secretary's Office, Ireland, 1732; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar.
asaltire az. in chief three erm. spots sa.
Williamson (Keswick, co. Cumberland). Or, a chev.
engr. betw. three falcons' heads erased az. on a chief gu. a
Cj-est
fleur-de-lis enclosed by two suns of the first.
falcon's head or, betw. two wings expanded az. on each wing

—

(Melbeck

Feb. 1670-71).
slipped sa.

Or,

1

Williamson

(New
betw.

chev. engr.
crescents or.

granted
Hall, co. Cumberland;
a chev. engr. betw. three trefoils

Hall,

three

Cumberland).

co.

trefoils

slipped

Ar. on

az. as

a

many

Williamson

Ar. on a
(cos. Durham, Oxford, and York).
chev. az. betw. three trefoils slipped sa. as many crescents
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a griffin's head gu.
or.
AnotherCrest Out of a mural coronet a demi dragon ar.
collared gu. Motto Et patribus et postevitati.
Williamson (Mount Vernon, near Liverpool, co. Lancaster). Or, a chev. engr. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
A demi eagle displ. or, holding in the hcak
Crest
Motto Murus aeneus conscientia
a trefoil slipped sa.
Sana.
Williamson (Gainsborough, co. Lincoln, and Great Markham, CO. Nottingham). Or, a chev. gu. betw. three trefoils
slipped sa.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu. a dragon's
head, wings endorsed or.
Williamson (co. Middlesex, and Denford, co. Northampton).
Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. three trefoils slipped
sa. as many crescents or.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet gu.
a demi wyvern with wings endorsed or.
Williamson. Same^i-nis. Crest A buck's head erased
az attired ar. on the neck a sun or.
Williamson (Burton, co. Nottingham; descended from
John Williamson, of Wakeringham, same co., temp.
Henry VII., who had two sons: I. Giles, great-grandfather
of John Williamson, of Burton, temp. Jameal. II. Bichard,
great-grandfather of Bichard Williamson, of Hayton, co.
Notts, temp. James I.; granted by Camden, Clarenccux,
1602.
Visit. Nott.s, 1614).
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
Cie«t— Out of a mural coronet gu. a demi
griffin segreant or.
Williamson (Gainsborough, co. Lincoln Sir Richard Williamson, Knt.. of Gainsborough, temp. James I
grandson
of Giles Williamson, the eldest son of John Williamson,
of Wakeringham, temp. Henry VII.
Visit. Notts, 1614;.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

,

Same Arms and

Crest.

Williamson

(Hayton, co. Nottingham Richard Williamte^iip. James I., great-grandson of Richard
'Williamson, second son of John Williamson, of Wakeringham temp. Henry VII. Visit. Notts, 1614). Same Arms and
Crest, with a crescent for diff., quartering Marshall Bbuse,
Hawre, Brown, and Muston. Robert Willlamson, the
father of the above Richard Williamson, of Hayton, m.
Anne, dau. and heir of John Marshall, of Carlton, co.
;

son, of Hayton,

I.lnfoln.

Williamson
nnd
J)i

(Norloshby and Mares Ashby, co. Northampquartered by Williamson, of Tusmore; Bridget, dau.

.

Williamson, Esq., of Marcs Ashby,
Esq., of Tusmore.
Visit. Oxon,
Or, u chev. bclw. three criffins' heads erased az.
a chief gu. a Mcur-deliB enclosed by two tuns in splenheir of Nii:iiola8

Thomas Williamson,

1674).

on

dour

or.
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Thomas 'WaLiAKSoir,

Williamson

(Peckham, co. Surrey; granted to Joshua
Williamson, Esq.). Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw. two
trefoils slipped in chief and a crescent in base sa. a trefoil
Crest
A buck's
also slipped enclosed by two crescents or.
head couped sa. attired or, charged on the neck with the
trefoil
betw.
the
attires
slipped
a
also
sun in splendour ppr.
Motto Constare in sententiS,.
sa.
Williamson (St. Anne, Westminster; arms on the monument of Philadelphia, dau. of Ralph Williamson, of St.
Anne, Westminster, 1706). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on
a chev. engr. betw. eight cinquefoils slipped sa. three
crescents or 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
mullets sa. and on a chief gu. three bucks' heads cabossed
Crest A buck's head cabossed or, betw. the attires a
or.

—

—

;

—

swan

ppr.

Williamson

Ar. on a chev. engr.
crescents or.
William.son (co. York). Ar. on a chev. engr. az. betw.
three trefoils slipped sa. as many crescents or, a border
engr. of the second.
(co.

Westmorland).

az. betw. three trefoils vert as

many

Williamson (Hopper Williamson

a sun gold.

Williamson

;

Tusmore, temp. Queen Elizabeth, grandson of Jobh
Williamson, temp. Edward IV. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Ar. on
a chev. engr. az. betw. three trefoils slipped sa. as many
crescents or, quartering, 1st, Salfield; 2nd, Williamson,
of Norloshby; 3rd, Croker.
Williamson (East Markham, co. Nottingham, bart.). Or,
a chev. gu. betw. three trefoils slipped sa. Crest Out
of a mural crown gu. a demi wyvern's head, wings enof

—

land,

ton

WII.

(Tusmore, co. Oxford

dorsed or.

Sir

Ireland, 14 April, 1588).
lure or, a martlet for diff.

Williams

Williamson

descended from Robert
Hopper, Esq., Recorder of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who to. 1782,
Anne, only dau. and heir of Rev. William Williamson,
D.D., Rector of Whickham, co. Durham, brother of Sir HedwoRTH Williamson, fifth bart. of East Markham, and assumed the additional surname of Williamson). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, gyronny of eight sa. and erm. over all a tower
triple-towered ar.
2nd and 3rd, or, a chev. gu. betw.
;

;

three
arms.

trefoils

slipped

sa.

Crest

—A

tower,

as

in

the

Williamson.

Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, az. a saltire ar. on
a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or; 2nd and 3rd, or, a chev.
engr. betw. three trefoils slipped sa.
Williamson (Sir John Williamson, one of the Secretaries
of State to Charles II., and M.P. for Thetford, 1678). Sa. a
chev. engr. betw. three trefoils slipped or. Crest An eagle

—

—

issuing from a crown. Motto Sub umbra alarum tuarum.
William.SOn. Ar. three crosses sa.
Williamson (Scotland, 16th century). Ar. a saliire betw
a boar s bead erased in chief and three stars in flanks and

base sa.

Williamson

Ar. a saltire
(Banniskirk. co. Caithness).
engr. sa. cantoned with a boar's head erased gu. two mullets
Crest
az. in flanks, and a mullet of the third in base.
ship under sail in a sea ppr. Motto Dominus pro-

—A

—

videbit.

Williamson

Ar. a saltire betw.
three mullets in chief and flanks sa. and a boar's head erased
in base gu. Crest A garb lying on its side unbound ppr.
(Hutchinfield, Scotland).

—

— Modice augetur modicum.

Motto

Williamson

(Kirkcaldy, Scotland, 1672).
Ar. a saltire
wavy sa. betw. two boars' heads erased in chief and base
gu. and as many mullets in the flanks of the second. Motto

—Modicum modico

erit

Williamson (Scotland,

magnum.
16th century).

Ar. a saltire betw.

a boar's head erased in chief and three stars in the flanks
and base sa.
Williamson (Robertson-Williamson, of Balgray, co.
Dumfries, 1814). Quarterly, Ist and 4tli, erm. a saltire sa.
cantoned with a boar's head erased in chief gu. and three
mullets in flank and base of the second; 2nd and 3rd, gu.
three crescents interlaced or, betw. as many wolves' heads
ar. a bordure of the third charged with three mullets in
chief and five crescents of the field, for Robertson, of
Lawers. Crest A dexter hand holding a dagger erect ppr.
Mollo In defence.
Willie (Bovcy Tracy, co. Devon; John Willie, Esq., of
Bovcy, temp. Edward IV., left a dau. and heir, Elizabeth,
m. Thomas Lenthall, Esq., of Lachford, co. Oxford. Visit.
Oxon, 1674). Ar. a chev. betw. two greyhounds in chief
counter-salient, and another in base salient sa.
Willies, or Willis (Fenny-Comptbn, co. Warwick).

—

—

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu.
Sa. on
(co.
Derby; granted 3 Feb. 1662).
a fcss betw. three eagles' heads couped nr. as many
escallops gu.
Crest— An eagle's head couped ar. holding
in Uw beak an escallop gu.

Willimot

A

crescents

or.

Crest

middle with laurel leaves all ppr.
Sa. a bend engr. ootised ar.
Willing'hain. Erm. a chev. ermines (another, sa.).
Willing-ton (Baron U'lUington, extinct 1348; descended
from John de Willington, of Willington, co. Derby, temp.
William I.; John de Willington, temp. Edward I. and II.,
was summoned to Parliament 1329; his son Ralph, second
Baron Willington, d. s. p.). Gu. a saltire vair.
Willington (Umberleigh, co. Devon, Todenham, co.

W illillg:liam.

Barcheston,

Gloucester,

Brailes,

and Hurley,

co.

War-

wick;
established in England at the Conquest, and
descended from Sir Ralph de Willington, who to.
Joan, dau. and heir of Sir William Champerkowne, of
In commemoration of this alliance, Sir
Umberleigh.
Balfh's descendants assumed for arms those of CbampebKOWNE, omitting the billets). Gu. a saltire vair. Crest

—

A mountain pine vert, fructed or.
Willington (Whateley and Tamworth,

co.

Warwick

de-

;

scended from John Willington, second son of Thomas
Willington, Esq., of Hurley, who was younger brother of
William Wellington, Esq., of Barcheston and BraUes).

Same Anns and

Willington

—

Motto.

—

—

Crest

— A crescent or,

issuing flames of fire ppr.
Az. a chev. betw. three lions pass, guard, ar.
Willmot (Littlecomb and Charleton-Wantage, co. Berks;
granted 1628). Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three eagles' heads
erased sa. a unicorn couchant enclosed by two fleurs-delis or.
Crest— A demi panther ramp, guard, ppr. holding a

Willistrop.

battle

axe

or.

(granted 22 Dec. 1760). Sa. on
three eagles' heads couped ar. as many
border engr. of the second. Crest An
gorged with a collar engr. az. holding
escallop gu.

—

Willmot.
couped

sa.

a

fess or,

escallops

betw.
gu.

a

head ar.
in the beak an
eagle's

a fess gu. betw. three griffins' headi;
Crest— A dexter hand holding a palm brancb

Ar.

ppr.

Willingrton

(impaled with Theogmobton, in a table in
Throgmorton Manor House, co. Oxford; Anthony Thbogmobton m. Kathebine, dau. of William Willington, Esq.
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Or, a saltire vair.
Willington {temp. Henry V.). Per pale indented ar. and
sa. a chief or.

(Sherborne House, co. Dorset). Sa. on a fess
two eagles' heads erased of the last,
and in base a garb or, three bees volant ppr. OreH—Ji
dragons head erased ppr. gorged with a collar gemel or, in
front of a garb fesswise also or.
Motto—Aide toi et le ciel

wavy

ar. betw. in chief

Willcock.
cotieed or (another,

ar.).

Willington,

Or, a cross vair.

W^illis (Hungerford Park,
three mullets gu.

Crest

co. Berks).

—A

falcon,

Ar. a chev. sa. betw.
wings expanded ppr.

belled or.
co. Cambridge, and Horingsley and
Per fess gu. and ar. (sometimes, gu. and
ramp, counterchanged, a border erm.
Crest Two lions' gambs erased, the dexter ar. the sinister
tru. supporting an escutcheon or.
Willis (co. Dorset). Same At^is and Crest.
Willis (Warlis, co. Essex). Gu. three lions ramp. erm. a
border of the last.
Willis (Wick House, co. Worcester). Per fess gu. and ar.
three lions ramp, counterchanged, a border erm. Crest
Two lions' gambs erased, the dexter ar. the sinister gu. sup
porting an escutcheon or.

(Fen-Ditton,

Bales, CO. Herts).

three

Willmott

t'aidera.

Willington. Erm. three bends az.
Willington. Sa. a bend engr. ar.

erm.)

Antebs, eldest sister of Ellen de Antebs already mentioned,
assumed, upon inheriting in 1788 the WiLLii estates ia
pursuance of the will of his kinsman, Daniel Wilus, Esq.,
of Halsnead, son of Martin Willis above-named, the surname and arms of Willis). Ar. a fess betw. three lions
ramp. gu. a border erm., quartering, 1st, D'Antebs: 2nd, De
Tablet; 3rd, Rixton; 4th, Fobth; 5th, Holte; 6th, Finch;
7th, Eable;
8th, Aldebset.
Crest
Two lions' paws
erect and erased, the dexter ar. the sinistei gu. holding a
human heart ppr. Motto Virtus tutissima cassis.
Willisby. Or (another, ar.) a lion ramp. sa. supporting a
ragged staff az.
Willisby. Ar. a lion ramp. sa. holding a baton az.
Willison(co. Hereford). Sa. a chev. betw. three lione ramp.
double queued or.
Willison. Ar. three grifBns' heads couped sa. guttle d'eau.

Willmot

Crest.

(Killoskehane Castle, co. Tipperary; descended

from a younger branch of Willington, of co. Warwick).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto Vigueur dedessus.
Willington (Castle Willington, co. Tipperary; descended
from Jonathan Willington, second son of James Willington, Esq., of Killoskehane Castle).
Same Anns, Crest, and

Willis

WIL
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Wlli

W Ulingliain.. Enn. on a chev. ermines three
—A demi savage wreathed about the head and

lions

—

—

Willis-Sund

(AVick Episcopi, co. Worcester).

Quarterly,

1st and 4th, gu. three eagles' legs erased & la quise or, for Bund;
2nd and 3rd, per fess gu. and ar. three lions ramp, counter-

—

changed, a border erm., for Willis. Crests 1st, Bond An
eagle's head erased or; 2nd, Willis: Two lions' gambs
erect erased, the dexter ar. the sinister gu. supporting a
shield or. Motto
Non nobis Domine.
:

—

Willis (Whaddon,

who assumed the name of
co. Bucks
Ar. a fess betw. three lions ramp. gu. on a border
of the last eight bezants.
Willis (Bewdley, co. Worcester; granted by Anstis, Garter,
1731, to John Willis, of Chelsea, and the descendants of
his grandfather, William Willis, of Bewdley). Or, on a
chev. betw. three mullets of six points gu. a cross formee
of the field.
Crest
A hind pass. ppr. charged on the
shoulder with a mullet or, holding in the mouth an oak
branch vert, fructed gold.
Willis (London). Ar. on a chev. gn. betw. three mullets of
six points of the second a cross formee or. Crest
A hind
trippant ppr. charged on the shoulder with a cross formee
or, in the mouth an oak branch ar. fructed gold.
Willis. Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three martlets sa.
Ci-est
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a unicorn's head
couped ar. ducally gorged or.
Willis (Halsnead Park and Hall of the Hill, co. Lancaster;
descended from Thomas Willis, a member of the co. Berks
family of that name, who removed to co. Lancaster, temp.
Charles II., and purchased estates there; his son, Mabtin
Willis, Esq., of Halsnead, m. Ellen, dau. of William de
ANtEBs, second son of Peteb de Antebs, Esq., of Over
Tabley.
Balph Easlb, Esq., graadsoa of £u2A»£TB ds
;

Fleming).

—

—

—
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Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three grifHns' heads
erased ppr. as many escallops or. Crest
A grifSn's head
and neck erased ppr.
Willock. Az. a lion ramp, or, a fess gu. Crest— A demi
lion ramp. az. holding betw. the paws a spear inverted
guWillock, Ar. a lion ramp. sa. ducally crowned or, a fesschequy of the third and az.

—

Willoughby (5a?-ons and Baronesses

Willoughby de Ereshy :
descended from Sir John db Willooohbt, Lord of the
of Willoughby, co. Lincoln, temp. William I.
his
descendant. Sir William db Willougubt, was signed with
the cross 54 Henry III.; he m. Aa.iCE, dau. and co-heir of
John, Lord Bee, of Eresby, and his son. Sir Bobebt ds
Willoughby, was summoned to Parliament 1313 William,
ninth Baron Willoughby de Eresby, left an only dau. and
heir, Kathebine, Baroness Willoughby de Eresby, m. first,
Chables Beandon, Duke of Suffolk, by whom she had no
issue, and second, 1553, Richabd Bebtie, Esq., and d. 1580,
leaving a son. Peregrine Bertie, who s. as Baron Willoughby de Eresby his descendant and heiress. Lady Pbicilia
Babbaba Elizabeth Bebtie, eldest sister and co-heir of
Robebt, fourth Duke of Ancaster and Kestevcn, became
Baroness Willoughby de Eresby, by termination of the abeyance, 1780, m. Peter, first Lord Owydyr, and was grandmother of Clementina Elizabeth, Dowager Lady Aveland,
Baroness Willoughby de Eresby). Or, fretty az. Crest
Saracen's head affront^e couped at the shoulders ppr.
ducally crowned or.
Supporters Dexter, a friar vested
in russet with staff and rosary or ; sinister, a savage
wreathed around the temples and loins with ivy all ppr.

Manor

;

;

,-

—

—

See also

Dbummond.

Willoughby (Baron

Willoughby, of Parham, dormantsince
descended from Cbbistopheb Willoughby, brother
of William, ninth Baron Willoughby de Eresby; his son.
1779;

Sir

William Willoughby,
Baron Willoughby,

1547,

—

Knt., of

Parham, was created,
Same Arms and

of Parham).

Dexter, an ostrich ar. holding in the
Supporters
beak a horseshoe or; sinister, a savage wreathed around
Motto Verite sans
the temples and loins with ivy ppr.
peur.
Willoughby (Baron Middleton; descended from SirTfiOMAS
VVilloughbt, Knt., Lord Chief Justice of Common Pleas
temp. Henry VI U., younger brother of William, ninth ^aroji
Willoughby de Eresby : his grandson. Sir Pebceval Willoughbt, Knt., of Boreplace, co. Kent, m. Bridget, dau.
and co-heir of Francis Willougubt, Esq., of Wollaton, co.
Notts, and was great-grandfather of Sir Thomas Wiv
luugbby, second bart. of Wolluton, created, 1711, Baron
Middleton). Same Anns&ai Crest, quartering Willouobbt,
Crest.

—
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of WoUaton, viz., Or, on two bars gu. three water bougets ar.
Supporters Dexter, a grey friar in his habit all ppr. to his
girdle his beads ar. thereto a small cross pendent or, in the
dexter hand a crutch also gold, in the sinister a banner
fringed all gu. charged with an owl ar. ducally gorged and
chained gold sinister, a savage ppr. wreathed about the
loins and temples with ivy vert, in the sinister hand a club

—

;

the ground also ppr. in the dexter hand a
friar,
il/otto— Verity sans

on

Testing

banner, as in the hand of the

Willoughby

Will

Ennsder, co. Cornwall, and Selton, co.
Dorset; George Willoughby, of St. Ennsder, temp. .Swrnts
I., grandson of Leonard Willoughby, of Turners.
Visit.
Cornwall. 1620). Sa. a cross engr. or.
Willoug-hby (Payembury, co. Devon, Adiington and Ditton,
(St.

—

CO. Kent, and co. Lincoln).
Or, fietty az. Crest An old
man's head couped at the shoulders ppr. ducally crowned
or.

Willoughby

(Grendon, co. Northampton, WoUarton, co.
co. Staflford). Or, two bars gu. charged
with three water bougets ar. Crest An owl ar. ducaUy
crowned, collared, chained, beaked, and legged or.
Willoughby (co. Nottingham). Or, on two bars gu. three

Nottingham, and

peur.

Willoug-hby (Barons

WillouffhbT/ de Broke

;

descended from

Thomas Willodghby, third son of Robert, fourth Baron
WiUoughhy de Eresby ; Sir Robert Wjllodghby, Knt., of
Broke, was summoned to Parliament 14D2; barony passed
to Vebney. See Vekney). Same Anns and Crest.
TV^illougrllby (Ualdon House, co. Oxford descended from
John Willocghby, fourth son of Robert, fourth Baron
WUloughby de Bresby). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a cross
engr. or 2nd and 3rd, gu. a cress moline ar. all within &
border gobon^e of the last and third. Same Crest. Motto
;

;

— Verite sans peur.

Willoug-hby

(WoUaton, co. Nottingham descended from
Lord of Willoughby-upon-the-Wold, in that
CO., whose son. Sib Richard Bdgo, assumed the surname
of Willodghby from his lordship, purchased WoUaton
from Sir Roger de Mortcin 1317, and d. 1324; his grandson. Sir Richard Willoughby. Knt., of WoUaton, temp.
Bichard II., had two sons I. Sir Edmond, living 4 Henry
IV., ancestor of Wila-oughby, of WoUaton; II. Hugh,
ancestor of Willoughby, of Risley, co. Derby. Sir Hugh
WiixoDGHBY, Knt., of Willoughby, temp. Henry VI.,
had three sons: I. Richard, of Willoughby, d.s.p. 1471;
II. Robert, of WoUaton; III. Baldwin, of Grendon, co.
Northampton. Sir Francis Willoughby, Knt., of WoUaton,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, was the representative of this line.
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Or, on two barsgu. three water bougets
Filioll,
ar., quartering Fbevill, Or, a cross patoncee gu.
Vair, a canton erm. and Feld, Az. a fess betw. three
A griffin ar. Another Crest An
eaglets displ. ar. Crest
owl ar. ducally crowned and legged or.
"Willougliby (Risley, CO. Derby; Sir Henry Willoughby,
Knt., of Risley, temp. James I., descended from Hugh
Willoughby, second son of Sir Richard Willoughby, Knt.,
of Willoughby, teoyj. Richard II. Visit. Notts, 1614). Same
Arms and Crest, omitting the quarterings.
Willoug-hby (Risley, co. Derby, bart., extinct 1649; Sir
Hbnry Willoughby, son of Sir Hugh Willoughby, Knt.,
who was son of Sir Henry Willoughby, Knt., of WoUaton,
temp. Henry VIII., by his third wife, was created a bart.
1611; his son, Sir Henby, second bart., left an only dau.
and heir, Anne, m. Sir Thomas Aston, Bart., of Aston).

BicHABD

;

liDGG,

:

;

;

Same Annx and

Willoughby

—

—

Robert Wil-

Willoug-hby

((Jarlton and Selston, co. Nottingham, bart.,
William Willoughby, Esq., of Carlton, temp.
James 1., son of Sir Rotheram Willoughby, Knt., of
Carlton, who was grandson of William Wiluiuohby, Esq.,
of Normanton, in same co.. Visit. Notts, 1614, d. 1630,
leaving a son, William Willoughby, of Selston, who was
created a bart. 16C0, and d. s.p.). Ar. two bars gu. on each
;

three water bougetji or.

and crowned

Crest

—An

owl ar. beaked, legged,

or.

Willouffhby (Heathcote-Drummond- Willoughby, Baron
AvAnnd).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, fretty az.; 2nd, or,
three bars wavy gu. 3rd, erm. threi- poiiteis, each charged
with a cross or.
Crest
1st: A Saracen's head affionti-e
couped at the shoulders ppr. ducally crowned or; 2nd: On
a ducal coronet or, a sleuth hound ar. collared and leashed
gu. ; 3rd On a mural crown az. a pomeis, as in the arms,
betw. two wings displ. erm. Supporters On either side a
horse sa. ducally gorged and charged on the shoulder with
a horscshoo or. Motto
Loyautd me oblige.
"WillouKhby (co. Devon, temp. James I.; descended from a
younger son of Sir John Willoughby, Knt.,. of Broke,
tfmp. Henry VI., and brother of Robert, first lord
WilUiuiihhy de liroie.
Visit. Devon, lO-JO).
Qaarlerly, Ist
and 4th, sa. a cross cngr. or 2iid and 3rd, gu. a cross
moline ar. a border gobonc':o of the second and az.
Willou(?hby (Kaldon House, co. Oxford, bart). Quarterly,
l.sl and -llti, Ha. a cross enirr. or; 2nd and 3rd,
gu. a cross
rnoliiic ar. all within a border gobonee of the Ixst and tliiid.
CVi-<£
Saracpirfi
head
affnmtee
A
cooped nt the Hlioulders
ppr. ducally crowned or. Motto Vcritt; saas iicor.
;

—

:

—

—

;

—

—
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plates.

Willoughby (co. Nottingham).

Ar. on two bars gu. three

bezants.

Willoughby

Nottingham). Barry of four gu. and ar.
three water bougets of the second.
Crest An owl ar.
crowned or.
Willoughby (co. Nottingham). Ar. a chev. gu. fretty of
the first betw. three roses of the second, barbed vert.
Willoughby (KnoU, co. Wilts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
sa. a cross engr. or; 2nd and 3rd, gu. a cross moline ar. all
within a border gobon^e per pale ar. and gu. and or and sa.
Crest An old man's head couped at the shoulders ppr.
ducally crowned or.
Willoughby (Sir James Willoughby, Knt., born at
Beauchamps Court, co. Warwick, descended from the Lord
Willoughby, d. in Ireland 19 Feb. 1688; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office).
Or, on two bars gu. three water bougets ar. a
crescent for diff.
Crest
An old man's head affrontee
couped at the shoulders ppr. ducally crowned or.
Willoughby (Colonel Francis Willoughby, d. 30 March,
1678
his dau. and co-heir, Katherine Willoughby, m.
William Stoptobd, Esq., grandfather of James, first EarL
of Courtown : Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, on two bars gu. three water bougets ar. ; 2nd and
(co.

—

—

—

;

3rd, or, fretty az.

Willoughby

(Sir Francis Willoughby, knighted by Sir
Arthur Chichester, Lord Deputy of Ireland, 30 Oct. 1610).

Quarterly, 1st and 4tli, or, fretty az. in chief a label of
three points sa. ; 'iaA and 3rd, or, on two bars gu. three
water bougets ar. over aU in the fess point a mullet gu. for
diff.
Crest A lion's head couped at the shoulders guard,
or, gorged with a label of three points ea. and charged on
the breast with a muUet gu. betw. two wings expanded

—

gold, fretty az.

Willoughby.

Ar.

two bars

az.

charged with three

cinquefoils of the field.

Willoughby.
Willoughby.

Gu. a cross sarcelly ar.
Az. fretty or, on a canton gu. a cross

moline ar.

Crest.

(Grendon, co. Northampton ;

ix>uguby, Esq., of Grendon, temp. James I., descended from
Baldwin Willoughby, of Grendon, third son of Sir Hugh
Willoughby Knt., of Willoughby, temp. Henry VI. Visit.
Notts, 1CI4). Same Arras and Crest.
extincL 1670

—

Willoughby.

Ar. on

two bars

az.

six

cinquefoils

or.

Willoughby.

Gu. a cross moline ar. a bendlet sa.
Willrick. Ar. a fret gu. a canton of the last.
Wills (Saltash and Boatesfleming, co. Cornwall Richard
;

Wills, Esq., of Boatesfleming, temp. James I., great-grandson of Anthony Wills, of Saltash. Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Ar. on a chev. engr. vert betw. three martlets sa. five erm.
spots or.

Wills

(Landrake, now 'of Saltash, co. Cornwall; traced in
the Visit, five generations before 1620). Ar. three wyverns
pass, in pale sa. a border engr. of the second bezanteo.
Crest
A dcmi griffin az. wings endorsed, holding with
both claws a battle axe ppr. Motto Sursum.
Wills (Sir Charles Wills, K.B., d. 1741). Ar. three
griffins pass, in pale a/., murally gorged of the
first,
a border sa. bczant^e. Crest A dcmi griffin segroant az.
murally gorged or, sustaining a battle axe ppr. Motto
Mcruisse manu.
Wills (Keg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three
mullets gu.

—

—

—

—

Wills-Sandford. See Sandford.
Willshen. Or, a cross engr. gu. Crest — A cup or.
Willsher (granted to Helen, youngest dau. of George
WiLLsiiER, Esq., and wife of

George Harrison Rogers

Harrison, Esq., Ulanchc Lyon Pursuivant). Per chev. gu.
ar. in chief six crosses patttSe, four and two or.
The
limitation was extended to the descendants of Geobce
Willsher, Esq., grandfather of the above Hei.kn Harbison.
Crest
On a chapcau gu. doubled erm. an eagle's leg
erased at the thigh or. Motto
Fortilcr sed suavitcr.
Willshire (The Cedars, Sunning Hill, co. Bucks, bart.).
Per chev. az. and ar. in chief six crosses patt^c, four and
two or, and in base on a mount vert a bay horse caparisoned,
thereon mounted u Ucclochce soldier liabited and armcdi

and

—

—

A

A
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"WIL
brandishing his sword

ppr. a chief of the second, thereon
a representation of the fortress of Klelat ppr. a canton gu.
charged with a representation of the badge of the first class
all

«f the Order of the Dooran^e Empire also ppr. bestowed
uponSirT. Willshire by the King of Affghanistan. Ci-est—A
Caffre holding in the dexter hand an assagai in bend sinister,
point downwards, and supporting with the sinister three
assagais, points upwards, all ppr. Supporters (granted to
Sir Thomas Willshire, first bart., as a G.C.B.). On the
dexter side a soldier of Her Majesty's 38th Kegimcnt of
Foot, and on the sinister side a soldier of Hor Majesty's
2ad Regiment of Foot, both habited and armed, each holding in his exterior hand a musket all ppr. Mottoes Under
the arms, Khelat over tlie crest, Caffraria.
Willson (Charlton-Kings and Stroud, co. Gloucester). Sa. a
wolfsaUent or, in chief three mullets ar. Crest A woITs
head erased erminois, collared sa. charged with three
mullets ar.
willson (Dulwich, CO. Surrey). Or, a wolf ramp. sa. betw.
three escutcheons of the last, each charged with a walnutleaf of the field. Crest
A demi wolf ramp. sa. gorged with
a collar dancettee and chain or, and holding betw. the
paws a branch of the walnut tree ppr. Motto Perseverantia

—

—

;

—

—

—

palma.

—

Wilmot
Visit.

Oxon,

"Wilmot

1566).

Same Armj.

(Earl of Rochester and

Viscount Atklone, extinct

Charles Wilmof, Lord President of Connaught,
temp. James I., was created a viscount 1620, his son, the
second viscount, was created, 1652, Earl of Rochester : the
third earl d.
Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three eagles*
p.).
heads erased sa. as many escallops or.
Crest
A demi
panther ramp, guard, ar. pellett6e, flames issuing from the
mouth and ears ppr. ducally gorged gu.
Supporterg
Dexter, a unicorn or; sinister, a panther guard, ar.
pellettee, flames issuing from the mouth and ears ppr. and
1C81

;

Sir

.$.

—

—

ducally gorged gu.

Wilmot-Sitwell

(Stainsby, co. Derby).

Quarterly, Ist

and

4th, barry of eight or and az. three lions pass, sa., for
SiTWELL; 2nd and 3rd, sa. on a fess or, betw. three eagles'
lieads couped ar. as many escallops gu., for Wilmot.
Crests
1st, Sitwell: A demi lion ramp, and erased sa. in
the paw an escutcheon per pale or and ar. 2nd, Wilmot:
An eagle's head couped ar. holding in the beak an escallop

—

;

Willson.

Sa. three fishes naiant ar.
'Willson. Sa. on a pale or, betw. two lions' paws erased
fessways of the second, another in base of the first. Crest

—

A cannon sa. stock or.
"Willson

Charles Willson, M.D., of Bath, 1813).
Sa. a wolf salient or, ducally gorged and chained gu. in
chief a mullet of the second betw. two others ar. Ci-est
(Sir

—

wolfs head erased erminois, gorged with a collar sa. thereon
three mullets ar. Motto
Ego de meo sensu judico.
"Willy. Or, on a chief az. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
dexter band holding a battle axe all ppr.
Vvilly (Haughton-le-Side, co. Durham). Per pale erm.
and gu. three chevronels counterchanged.
Willyams (Camanton, co. Cornwall; descended from
WiLUAM WiLLTAMS, Esq., of Eoseworthy, son of Thomas
Willyams, b. 1505, younger brother of Adam Willtams, Esq.,
of Stoford, CO. Devon). Ar. a fess chequy gu. and vert betw.
three giififins' heads erased of the third, each gorged with a
ducal coronet or. Crest On a ducal coronet or, a falcon
close ppr. belled gold.
Motto In Domine confido; Cornish
motto, Meor ras tha Dew.
Willymot (Kellshutl, co. Hereford; granted 18 June, 1684).
Ar. on a fess sa. three bezants, in chief a greyhound courant
of the second.
Crest
On a chapeaa sa. turned up or,
an eagle displ. ar. winged gold, membered and beaked

—

—

—

—

—

KU.

"Wilmot

(Lord Mayor of London, 1740).
Ar. on a fess gu.
betw. three eagles' heads sa. as many escallops or.
(co. Stafford).
Sa. on a fess or, betw. three eagles'
heads couped each gorged with a ducal coronet ar. as many
escallops of the field, a canton vair.
"Wilmot. Ar. on a fess gu. betw. three eagles' heads erased
sa. as many escallops of the field.
Wilmot. Sa. a fess or, betw. three eagles' heads couped
ar. a canton vaire erm. and gu.
"Wilmot-Chetwode. See Chetwode.
"Wilsford (Hateridge and Dover, co. Kent). Gu. a chev.
engr. betw. three leopards' faces or.
Crest A leopard'8
face per pale or and gu.
"Wilshere (Hitchin, co. Herts). Per chev. az. and or, ia
chief six crosses croeslet of the second.
Crest
lioa
ramp. gu. maned ppr.
Wilshere (The Forsythe, co. Herts). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
per chev. az. and or, in chief six crosses crosslet, four and
two, of the second, for Wilshebe 2nd, ar. on a chev. az.
betw. three trefoils slipped sa. as many crescents or, for
Williamson 3rd, vert a chev. sa. betw. three wolves' heads
A lion ramp. gu. Motto—
erased or, for Stellimo. Crest

"Wilmot

—

—A

;

—

;

Fidelis.

Wilson

Ru.

Wilme.

See Trafford, of Oughtrington.
(Rayton, co. Warwick; confirmed 16 Feb. 1582). Gu. a cbev. vair betw. three eagles
aispl. or.
Crest— An eagle's head or, betw. two wings ex-

"Wilmer, or "Wulsmere

panded

vair.

"Wilmer
CO.

Wii.

At. on a fess ^. hetw. three eagles' heads erased
sa. a unicorn lodged enclosed by two escallops or.
Crest
demi leopard ramp. ar. spotted with hurts and torteaux,
holding in the dexter paw an acorn branch vert, fructed or.
(arms hung up in Wytney Church, co. Oxford, by
Edwabd Wilmot, Esq., of Wytney, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Ath'oAe).

(Sywell, co.

Warwick).

"Wilmescott.

Northampton, andMeriden and Starton,

Same Arms and

Crest.

Ar. three bars az. a lion ramp. gu. crowned

(Baroness Bemers : Emma Harriet, dau. of Rev,
Robert Wilson, «. as Baronas Bemers 27 June, 1871 her
SirHENET Thomas TYBWHrrr, Bart.). Quarterly,
Ist and 6th, sa. a wolf salient or, in chief a fleur-de-lis ar.
betw. two bezants, for Wilson; 2nd, ar. a bend sa. a border
engr. of the last, for Kntvett; 3rd, BonRcnrER; 4th,
Plantagenet; and 5th, Besners. Supporters Dexter, a
;

ladyship m.

—

falcon rising, wings elevated ar. jessed and belled or; sinister,
a greyhound ppr. gorged with a collar gu. studded or.

Motto

or.

"Wilming-ton, Earl of

See Compton.
Wilmot (Chaddesden, co. Derby, bart.). Sa. on a fess or,
betw. three eagles' heads couped ar. as many escallops gu. a
An eagle's
canton vaire erm. and of the fourth.
Crest
head couped ar. gorged with a mural coronet sa. holding in
the beak an escallop gu.
(Osmaston, co. Derby, bart.). Sa. on a fess or, betw.
three eagles' heads couped ar. as many escallops gu. a
border engr. of the third. Crest An eagle's head erased ar.
Quod vult valde
holding in the beak an escallop gu. Motto
(extinct).

—

Wilmot

—

—

VBlt.

— Le bon temps vicndra.

Wilson (Keythorpe
Harry Tyrwhitt,
tliird bart.

Quarterly,

bart.).

couped

(Eardley-Wilmot, Berkswell Hall,

ar. in the

1st, sa.

a fess

or, bfctw.

co.

Warwick,

three eagles' heads

beak of each an escallop gu.,

for

Wilmot;

of Stanley Hall,

Hon.

Henry Thomas Tyuwhitt,

by Emma Harriett, Baronetx

upon his assuming, by royal licence, 1876,
surname of Wilson). Sa. a wolf salient
or, in chief a fleur-de-lis ar. betw. two bezants.
"Wilson-Patten (Baron Winmarleigh). See Patten.
Wilson (Christopher Wilson, Bishop of Bristol, 1783-92).
Bemers, his

wife,

his mother's family

Sa. a wolf salient or, in chief three mullets of six points ar.

Wilson
1755).

Wilmot

Hall, co. Leicester; exemplified to

eldest son of Sir

(Thomas Wilson, Bishop of Sodor and Man, 1697Sa. a wolf salient or, in chief three estoiles of the

last.

Wilson

(Eastbourne, co. Sussex, bart.).

or, in chief three estoiles of the last.

ramp or,
non verba.

Sa.

Crest

a wolf ramp,
demi wolf
Motto Bes

—A

motto over. Pro legibus ac regibus.

—

2nd, ar. on a chev. az. three garbs or, a canton gu. charged
with a fret of the third, for Eardley 3ril, az. a fess engr. or,
betw. three maidens' heads ppr. crined gold, for Marow ; 4th,
quarterly, ar. and sa. on a bend gu. three mullets of the first.
1st, Wilmot
Crests
An eagle's head couped ar. holding

Wilson

beak an escallop gu. 2nd, Eardley A buck coi'rant
gu. attired and unguled or.
(Stodhatn and Chiselhampton, co. Oxford ; descended from John Wilmot, Esq., of Stodnam and Chisel,
hampton, temp. Henry VI., whose son, John Wilmot, Esq.,
of Stodham, d. 21 Aug. 1503, leaving two sons: I. John,
greatgrandfather of Peter Wil.mot, Esq., of Stodham, at
Visit. Oxon, 1634; II. Edward, of Witney and Newent, co.
Gloucester, ancestor of the Earls of Rochester and Viscounts

3rd, ar. a cross engr. betw. four water bouget*
a label of three points az. charged with three lions ramp.,
for BouRciiiER; 4th, France and England, quarterly, a
border ar., for Plantagenet ; 5th, quarterly, or and vert,
for Berners.
Wilson ( Eshton Hall, co. York, bart.). Sa. a wolf ramp, or,
gorged with a collar gcmel of the field betw. four mullets of
six points, three in chief and one in base of the second. Crest
A demi wolf or, gorged with a collar gemel sa. resting

;

—

:

in the

;

Wilmot
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:

(Delhi, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 6th, sa. a wolf
salient or, in chief a fleur-de-lis ar. betw. two bezants, for
Wilson ; 2nd, ar. a bend sa. a border engr. of the last, for

Knyvett;
sa.

—

A

WIL

charged wiih a
tUe sinister
mullet, as in tUe arms. Jl/o!«oes— Res non verba and, Loyal
also sa.

;

en

tout.

DVilson
ramp,

Sa. a wolf
(Ives Place, Maidenhead, co. Berks).
Crest A demi

—

or, in chief three estoiles of the last.

—

wolf ramp, or, motto over, Pro legibus ac regibus. 3Iotto
Bes non verba.
Wilson (Penrith, co. Cumberland, and Welbome, co. Lincoln; granted 24 March, 1586). Per pale ar. and az. tliree
lions' gambs erased fessways in pale counterchanged. Crest
A lion's head ar. guttee de sang.
Wilson (Field House, Brancepeth, and Lumley Castle, co.
Durham descended from John Wilson, Private Secretary
to Chables Nevill, sixth and last Earl of Westmorland).
Sa. a wolf salient or, in chief three estoiles of the last.
Wilson (ClifTe Hall, co. Durham). Per pale ar and az. on
a fess cotised three lions' gambs erased fessways all counterchanged, in the dexter chief quarter a wolfs head erased
On a mount vert a lion's gamb erased fessways
Crest
sa.
ar. thereon a lion's head couped erminois.
Wilson (Bocking, co. Essex). Gu. on a fess betw. three
cushions ar. tasselled or, a fleur-de-lis of the first.
Wilson (co. Essex). Gu. a fess betw. three lozenges ar.
each charged with a fleur-de-lis of the field.
Wilson (Frenchay, co. Gloucester). Gu. guttee de larmes
two swords in saltire ar. pommels and hilts or, over all a lion
ramp, of the second.
Wilson (CO. Hertford). Sa. a wolf salient or, in chief three
Crest
A demi wolf or.
estoiles ar. a crescent for diff.
Wilson (West Wickham, co. Kent; confirmed at Edinburgh, 20 July, 1762). Ar. on a chev betw. three mullets
gu. a crescent of the first. Crest— A talbot's head erased
ppr. Motto Semper vigilans.
Wilson (Bivington Hall, co. Lancaster; originally of South
Tunley, in the same co.; Thomas Wilson, Esq., of South
Tunley, temp. Charles I., was grandfather of Lawsence
Wilson, Esq., whose only son, Joseph Wilson, Esq.,
of Bivington Hall, dying s. p. 1765, was s. by his sisters
and co-heirs, Sahah, m. Kev. John Milne, and d. s. p. ;
and Elizabeth, m. James Hubst, Esq., of Hurst, co. Lancaster, by whom she had an only dau. and heir, Sabah,
iij. 1764, Joseph Lowe, Esq., of Highfleld, co. Nottingham).
Ar. a wolf salient sa. on a chief gu. three mullets or.

—

;

—

—

—

Crest

—A demi woK

Wilson

—

Wilson

Lincoln).

(Stralby, co.

chief three estoiles of the last.

a wolf salient or, in
Crest— A demi wolf salient
Sa.

or.

Wilson

Middlesex; Thomas Wilson, Esq., of Elsbrock,
in South Holland, in the Netherlands, and of Gloucester
Square, Hyde Park). Per pale az. and sa. a wolf salient,
and in chief three horseshoes or. Crest A demi wolf
or, semee of horseshoes sa. holding betw. the paws an
Aro£(o— Pro legibus ac regibus.
estoile gold.
Wilson (Stratford-le-Bow, co. Middlesex). Per pale ar. and
gu. on a chev. invecked betw. three wolves' heads erased as
many mullets all counterchanged. Crest On a cloud ppr.
(co.

—

—

a crescent gu. issuing

Wilson

fire

(Forest Hall, co.

ppr.

Northumberland).

salient or, in chief three estoiles of the last.

Sa. a wolf

Crest

—A demi

wolf salient or.

Wilson

(Flatt,

3 Nov.

Northumberland;
ramp, per fess erm. and erminois, in chief
A demi wolf ramp, per fess erm.
confirmed

CO.

Sa. a wolf

1773).

two estoiles or.
and erminois.

Crest

—

Wilson

(Stowlangtoft Hall, co Suffolk; Henrt Wilson,
Esq., of Stowlangtoft Hall, J. P. and D.L., formerly M.P. for

West .'Suffolk, only son and heir of Joseph Wilson, Esq., of
Highbury Hill, co. Middlesex, Little Massingham, co. Norand Stowlangtoft, co. Suffolk). Sa. a wolf salient or,
on a cliiff of the last a pale of the first, charged with a fleurCrest
A demi wolf or, the
de-lis ar. betw. two pellets.
sinister paw resting on a pellet, charged with a flcur-dc-Iis
Motto Wil sone wil.
gold.
folk,

—

—

Wilson
head.<t

(Bcdgravc Hall, co. Suffolk). Ar. three wolves'
Crest
couped sa. guttdo dc sang.
A crescent or,

—

Lsauing flames of

Wilson

fire

(Shesfleld,

ppr.

co. Sussex).

chief three estollci of the last.

.Sa.

Crest

a wolf salient or, in
wolf salient

— A demi

or.

Wilson

Warwick). Sa. a wolf salient or,
in chief a rose ur. seeded and barbed ppr. betw. twocstciilcs
A
or.
C<C6<— wolfsbcad or. jlJoKo— Fortiteretfldelitcr.
(Knowle Hall,

1120

Wilson

co.

Ii

Westmorland). Ar. a wolf ramp
vert, on a chief sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two estoHes or. Creit
A demi wolf ramp. vert.
Wilson (Carus-Wilson, Casterton Hall, co. Westmorland),
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. three wolves' hea<ls couped sa.
vulned in the neck ppr., for Wilson; 2nd and 3rd, az. on a

(Abbot Hall,

co.

—

chev. engr. or, betw. nine quatrefoils ar. three mullets gu.,
Carus, of Kirby-Lonsdale.
Crests
1st, Wilson:
A.
crescent or, issuing flames of fire ppr.; 2nd, Caktjs: A
hawk rising sa. beaked, belled, and collared or, from the
collar an escutcheon pendent ar. charped with a wolf's head
also sa. vulned ppr.
Motto Non nobis solum.

—

for

—

Wilson

(Dallam

Tower,

co.

Westmorland).

wolves' heads couped sa. guttee de sang.
or, issuing flames of fire ppr.

Crest

Ar.

three

—A crescent

"Wilson

(co. Worcester; arms from the monumental tablet
TuoMAS Wilson, D.D., Dean of Worcester 1571, who d.
aged 93, and borne by his descendant. Rev. George
Wilson, Rector of St. Clement's, co. Worcester). Sa. a

of

1639,

—

wolf salient or, in chief three mullets of the last. Crest
demi wolf salient or.
Wilson (Banner Cross, Eccleshall, co. York). Az. two
chevronels ar. betw. as many mullets in chief of the last and
a wolf salient in base or. Crest Issuant from flames ppr. a
demi lion az. gorged with a collar gemel, and holding in the
dexter paw a mullet both ar.
Wilson (Brinckliffe Tower, co. York). Sa. a wolf ramp, in
chief three estoiles or. Crest A demi wolf ramp. or. Motto
Vincit qui se vincit.
Wilson (Elton, co. York). Sa. a wolf salient or, in chief
three estoiles of the last. Crest
A wolf salient or.
W^ilson (Fleymore, co. Y'ork; descended from Wilson, of
Shepwalsh, co. Lincoln; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Oflice, 1568.
ScsANNA, wife of Rowland Wilson, Clerk of the Crown in
Ireland, son of Thomas Wilson, Esq., of Fleymore). Sa. a
wolf ramp, or, armed and langued gu. in chief three estoiles
of the second.
Wilson-Todd (Tranby Park and Halnaby Hall, co. York;,
exemplified to William Henry Wilson, Esq., late Capt. 39th
Regiment, third son of Joshua Wilson, Esq., of Roseville,

—

—

—

—

CO.

Wexford, Col. in the Army, upon his assuming by royal
Aug. 1855, the additional surname of Todd, in

licence, 14

Jane Marian Rutherford, only child and
of Halnaby Hall and Tranby Park,
and 4th, ar. a mascle pierced betw. three
foxes' heads couped gu. on a border vert four martlets of
the first, for Todd 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev. betw. three
1st, Todd:
mullets gu. as many palets or, for Wilson. Crests
right of his wife,
hei ress of John

or.

(High Wray. co. Lancaster). Ar. a wolf salient
vert, on a chief sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two estoiles or. Crest
A demi wolf ramp. vert.
Sa. a wolf salient or, in chief a
(CO. Leicester).
fleur-de-lis of the last betw. two bezants.

Wilson

WI
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paw on an escutcheon

Todd, Esq

,

.

J. P.). Quarterly, 1st

;

—

On a trunk

of an oak tree fessways a fox sejant ppr. collared
Wilson: Out of a mural coronet or, a demi lion
ramp. gu. holding in the dexter paw a trefoil gold, motto
Oportet vivere.
over, Semper vigilans. Motto
Wilson (Seacroft, co. York). Per pale ar. and az. oit
a fess cotised three lions' gambs erased fessways all
counterchanged, in the dexter chief quarter a wolf's head
erased sa. Crest
On a mount vert a lion's gamb erased

or; 2nd,

—

—

fessways ar. thereon a lion's head couped erminois.
Ar. on a chev. betw.
(Sneaton Castle, co. York).
three mullets gu. a crescentor, on a chief az. as many ingots
Crest
of gold in fess crossed by another in bend ppr.
A.
talbot's head erased az. charged on the neck with three ingotsof gold in fess crossed by another in bend ppr. as in the

Wilson

—

arms.

Wilson

(FouNTAYNE-WiLSON, Melton, CO. York; Richard
Wilson, Esq., of Rudding Hall, co. York, m. Elizabeth,
dau. of Very Rev. John Fountatne, D.D., Dean of York,
and was father of Richard Fountayne-Wilson, Esq., of
Melton). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a wolf salient or, ic
chief two estoiles ar. on a canton or, a cross pattee gu., foi
Wilson; 2nd and 3rd, or, a fess gu. betw. three elephants
Crests
1st: A demi wolfsa.
heads sa., for Fountains.
holding a shield 2nd On a mount an elephant all ppr.
W^llson (James Wilson, Esq., of Greek Street, Soho). Sa.
Crest
A demi wolf
scniLC of estoiles a wolf salient or.
or, gorged with a collar gemel vert, in the dexter forcpaw a
branch of oak fructed ppr.
Wilson (Lieut.-Gcneral Sir Robert Wilson). Sa. a wolf
ramp, or, in chief three stars of six points of the last,
pierced of the field, on a canton ar. an eagle displ. with two

—

;

:

—

—

heads sa. Crest Out of a marquess's coronet or, jewelled
ppr a demi wolf bolding betw. the paws a crescent
sa.

Per pale az. and ar. three lions' (;aiubs barways
A lion's head erased ar.
erased and counterchanged. Crest
Ciittec <le sang.
Wilson. Ar. a chev. betw. two mullets in chief gu. and a

Wilson.

crescent in base az.

—

A

WIL
Wilson.

Or,

two bars

az.

last

a lion

pass, of the first.
Per pale sa. and or, three lions" gambs in pale
lying barways erased counterchanced.
Wilson. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three wolves' heads erased
An eagle displ. sa.
sa.
Crest
Wilson. Sa. on a cross engr. betw. four cherubim or, a
human heart of the first wounded on the left side ppr. and
crowned with a crown of thorns vert.
Wilson (RoBEBT Wilson, Dean of Kerns, 1029-43, m. Sosan,
dau. of Thomas Ram, Bishop of Ferns; impalement Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1677, Ralph Wallis, whose second wife
was Jane Wilson, dau. of the Dean). Sa. a wolf ramp, or,
in chief three estoiles of the last.
Wilson (quartered by Casnet; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

—

sa. three lions'

Edward

Per pale or and
gambs erased in pale barways counterchanged,
Carney).

armed gu.

Wilson

(Wilson's Court, co. Donegal, bart., extinct 1636
Office, Sir John Wilson, created a bart.

Fun. Ent. Ulster's

Sa. a wolf ramp. ar. armed and langued
1629, d. s. p. m.).
gu. betw. three estoiles or, a crescent for diff.
(co. Donegal; Reg. Ulster's Office).
Sa. a wolf
ramp. ar. charged on the shoulder with a crescent of the

Wilson
first

betw. three estoiles or.

Wilson

(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a wolf salient vert, anned
«nd langued gu. on a chief sa. a fleur-de-lis betw. two stars
of six points or. Crest A demi wolf salient vert. Motto

—

—

Aviumque

Wilson

volatus.

(Scarr,

co.

Wexford;

descended from Nicholas

who

got a grant of that place 8 Feb. 22
Charles II. represented by Wilson-Palliseb).
Ar. on a
chev. betw. three mullets gu. as many palets or. Crest
Out of a mural crown or, a demi lion ramp. gu. holding
Motto Semper vigilans.
in the dexter paw a trefoil gold.
Wilson (Sledagh, co. Wexford; descended from Benjamin
Wilson, who d. 1767, second son of Christian Wilson, Esq.,
of Scarr). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
W^ilson (Boseville, co. Wexford; confirmed to William
Henry Wilson, Esq., formerly Capt. 39th Foot, son of
Joshua Wilson, Esq., of Roseville, who was second son of
Christian Wilson, Esq., of Sledagh, same co.). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.
See Wilson-Todd, of Tranby, co. York.
Wilson (Dublin; granted, 1814, to Rev. James Wilson,
Trin. Coll. Dublin, son of James Wilson, of that city,
merchant). Per chev. or and ar. in chief an cstoile betw.
two trefoils slipped vert, and in base a wolf ramp. sa.
Crest— A demi wolf per fess or and gu. Motto —Semper
W'lLSON,

;

—

—

and

on a chev. engr. betw. three stars gn. an
increscent of the first
2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three
talbots' heads couped ar., for Philip. Crest
A negro's head
ppr. collared ar. S!/.p;)or(«r3— Dexter, a savage wreathed
about the middle with oak, resting on a club ppr. sinister
a negro ppr. wreathed head and middle ar. holding a hatchet
erected also ppr. Mottoes— Over the crest: I will, who will
not
below the shield Non dormit qui custodit.
Wilson (Soonhope and Edinburgh, 1771). Ar. on a chev.
betw. three stars [gu. a heart pierced w ith a spear of the
field.
Crest
A dexter hand holding a pen ppr. Motto
4th,

ar.

;

—

;

:

;

—

Vinute

et labore.

Wilson

(Rae-Wilson. Scotland, 1807). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, ar. a chev. betw. three mullets gu., for Wilson
2nd
and 3rd. ar. three stags courant gu., for Rae. Crest A
demi lion ramp. gu. Motto Semper vigilans.
Wilson (Banknock, co. Stirling, 1863). Sa. a tower or,
masoned of the field, windows and ports gu. betw. three
mullets ar. in chief and an embattled wall of the second also
masoned of the field In base. Crest— A cubit arm in armour
ppr. purfled or, holding in the hand also ppr. a mullet
reversed of the second, thereon a crescent az. Motto
Expecta cuncta supeme.
Wilson (Bishop of Glasgow and Galloway, 1808). Per chev.
ar. and or, a chev. counter-embattled betw. three mullets
gu.
Crest
A talbot's head erased ppr. Motto Semper
;

—

"Wilson-Fitzg'erald

William Henry
W'lLsoN, Esq., of Adelphi, co. Clare, upon his assuming,
by royal licence, 1872, the additional surname of Fitzgerald). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a saltire gu. a
boar's head couped or, for Fitzgerald; 2nd and 3rd, per
fess ar. and az. on a fess cotised three lions' gambs fesswise
(exemplified

to

Crests —

counterchanged, for Wilson.
1st, Fitzgerald:
boar pass. gu. bristled and armed or, charged with a
2nd, AVilson On a mount vert in front
of a lion's head erminois a lion's gamb erased ar. Motto
Shannet a boo.
all

A

saltire of the last;

—

:

(Fraserburgh, Scotland, 1672).

Ar. a chev. betw.

Motto

two mullets in chief and a crescent in base gu.
"Venture and gain.

Wilson

Wilson

(Glasgow, 1871). Per pale ar. and or, on a chev.
betw. three mullets gu. a holly leaf of the second. Crest
A talbot's head erased or. Jt/o(^o— Semper vigilans.
Wilsone (Glasgow, 1777). Ar. a chev. betw. three stars gu.
within a border of the last. Crest— A talbot's head ppr.

Motto

— Semper vigilans.

Wilston. Sa. three fishes haurient ar.
Wilteneld. Sa. a bend masculy or.
Wilter. Gu. on a chev. betw. three wings
griffins'

heads erased of the

—

Wilthorp.

—

vigilans.

Wilson

Ar. a chev.
(Plewlands, co. Edinburgh, 1704).
invecked betw. three mullets gu. Crest A demi lion ramp.
Semper vigilans.
issuant gu. Motto
Wilson (Kelton, co. Kirkcudbright, 1740). Ar. on a chev.
az. betw. two horses with packs corded ppr. in chief and an
anchor in base gu. a sheep without horns of the first.
Crest
An anchor twisted with a cable surmounted of a star

—

—

—

—

Motto Pro Deo et libertate.
(Robert Wilson, Lieutenant in Navy, 1760). Ar.
a chev. betw. three stars or, a border wavy az. Ci-est
lion ramp. gu.
Motto Semper vigilans.
Wilson (Glenderston, co. Renfrew, 1773). Quarterly, 1st
ppr.

Gu. ten

billets,

Wilson

—
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—

four, three, two,

and one

or,

—
—

Wilts).

The

Seal,

which

is

very

antique, represents in a gothic niche, highly enriched, the
figure of a shrine of gothic work, over it an angel holding

an escutcheon of the arms of England,

viz.,

Gu. three lions

pass, guard, in pale or.

Wiltshire

(co.

Bedford).

Per chev. az. and

or, in chief six
crosses formee, four and two, of the second.
(Stone, co. Kent). Per chev. az. and ar. in chief
six crosses formee, four and two or.

Wiltshire

Wiltshire

(St. Johns,
co. Middlesex, and the city of
Gloucester; Gregory Wiltshire, of St. John's, tem]y.
Charles II., grandson of Lawrence Wiltshire, Esq., of
Gloucester; descended from co. Bedford. Visit. Middlesex
1G63).
Per chev. ar. and az. in chief six crosses pattee, four

Crest — A cross pattee or.
Ar. on a chief indented az. five crosses formee
—A horse's head erased and bridled ppr.

or.

Wiltshire.

;

msny
many

of. See Egerton.
Wilton (Snaresbrook, co. Essex; granted 176S). Gu. on a
chev. per pale or and ar. three crosses crosslet fitchee sa.
Crest
An owl ppr. gorged with a collar or. affixed thereto
by a ribbon az. a perpendicular geld line and plumb sa.
Wilton. Sa. on a chev. ar. three crosses formee fitchee gu.
Crest
A dexter arm holding a bludgeon ppr.
W^ilton. Ar. a cross flory sa. points or.

cuncta supeme.
(Queensferry, Scotland, 1672). Gu. a chev. counterembattled betw. three mullets ar. Crest— A talbofs head
erased ar. Motto, as the last.
Wilson (Croglin, Scotland). Ar. a chev. betw. three mullets
gu. another, Ar. a chev. betw. two mullets in chief and a
crescent in base az.
Wilson (Edinburgh, 1674). Ar. on a chev. betw. three
mullets gu. a talbot's head erased of the first. Motto

Wilson

ar, as

(another, erm.).

and two

—

as

or,

on a chief

Wilton, Eari

Wiltshire.

—A

first,

escallops sa.

(Fingach, Scotland). Sa. a wolf saliant or, in chief
wolf sejant or. Motto Expecta
three stars ar. Crest

Semper

—

—

vigilans.

Wilton, Borough of (co.

vigilans.

Wilson

WIM
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on a canton of the

Wilson.

1658, Ellen, wife of

A

;

or.

Crest

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses botonnee fitchee

sa.

Wiltshire, or Wiltechire.
crosslets fitchee sa.

Ar. a chev. betw. three

a bend gu.

Wilysdon, or Wylidun.

Ar. a fess dancett^e paly of

six or and az.

Wimarley.
many

Az. on a fess
estoiles pierced gu.

or,

betw. three martlets ar. as

Wimberley

(Bitchfield and Spalding, co. Lincoln
granted
16 May, 30 Queen Elizabeth). Az. two bars or, in chief
three bucks' heads i.abossed of the second.
Crest
buck's head ppr. attired or, issuing out of a garland of
;

—

bay leaves

vert.

Wimbishe (Nocton, co. Lincoln).
Wimble (The Friars, Lewes, co.

Purp. a lion ramp. ar.

Sussex).
Erm. on a pile
gu. a lion pass, guard, in chief or, and a wimble or augur in
chequy
az. and of the third, thereon two
base ppr. a fess

—

Crest
escallops sa.
A demi lion chequy or and az. supporting with the paws an antique shield gu. thereon the
chemical character of Mars gold.
(Wimbleton, co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. az. bcivr.
three caglcc disi^l. sa.

Wimbleton

WI M

falcon also ar. belled or.
Vert eleven round beads in chev.
in the centre by a cross, pendent to the two

Wimbusll.

surmounted
end beads a

—

Crest
betw. three cinquefoils ar.
A friar
tassel
habited in russet gown supporting himself on a crutch all
ppr.
(Wimley, co. Hertford). Ar. two bars sa. a border
all

or,

Wimley

invecked gu.
Wimpey. Ar. three water bougets gu. Crest An arm in
armour gaimtleted, holding a dagger all ppr.
Winall. Az. a cross or, fretty of the first betw. four mullets
On a mural coronet gu. a mullet or.
Crest
of the second.
Winbolt. Ar. a saltire sa. over all a lion ramp. or. Crest
A dagger in pale ppr.
"Winch (Hannes, co. Bedford). Per pale az. and gu. an
A dexter hand holding a spear all ppr.
Crest
escallop or.
TV^inch.. Ar. on a fess gu. three crosses patonce of the first,
a canton az. charged with five fleurs-de-lis or. Crest Out of
a ducal coronet or, a -lion's head a£front6e ar. betw. two

—

—

—

—

—

spears gold, headed ppr.
(Reg. by Molyneux, Ulster, to Sir Humphry Winch,
Knt., Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland, 1606,
second son of John Winch, Esq., of Northill, co. Bedford).
Per pale az. and gu. an escallop or. Crest An escallop or.
TVinchake. Ar. three cushions gu.
"Winchcomh. Or, two lions ramp, combatant gu.
Az. on a saltire or, a cross formce (another,

Winch.

—

Winchcomb.

pattee) of the field.

Winchcomb.
Winchcombe.
choughs

or, as

Az. a cross formee voided or.
Az. on a chev. engr. betw. three Cornish

many

cinquefoils of the

Winchcombe (Bucklebury,

first.

or, as

many

on

cinquefoils

field, on a chief of the second a fleup-Uc-lis betw. two
spearheads of the first.

of the

Barry of six

Gloucester).

ar.

az. on a chief of the last two plates betw. as many
esquirrcs dexter and sinister of the first, an inescutcheon of
the last charged with a cross gu.

and

Winchell

(London). Ar. three eagles' wings sa.
"Winchelsey. Ar. on a fess gu. a barrulet of the first, in
chief three cinquefoils vert.
Winchester, Marquess of. See Paulet.
Winchester (granted 3 Oct. 1826, to Alderman Henry
Winchester, of Oakfield Lodge, in the parish of llawkhurst,
CO. Kent, and of Buckingham Street, Strand, Sheriff of
London and Middlesex 1826-7, son of William Winchester,
of Maiden, co. Surrey). Or, on a cross az. quarter pierced
of the field betw. four mascles gu. as many crosses crosslet
fitchee ar. a canton of the second charged with two swords
in saltire points upwards ppr. pommels and hilts of the first,
encircled by a double chain gold. Crest In front of a cross
crosslet fitch(2e or, a lion pass. az. the de.xter forepaw

—

supporting a mascle, as in the arms, and from the mouth
pendent a double chain gold.
(granted to the other descendants of the lastnamed William Winchester, of Maiden). Same Arms,
without the charges on the canton. Crcsl ,Samo as the last,
without the chain in the mouth.
Winchester. Gu. seven mascles pierced or.
Winchester. Gu. eight mascles pierced or, on a canton
of the second a lion pa.ss. guard, of the first.
Winchester, See of. Gu. two keys indorsed in bend,
the uppermost ar. the other or, a sword interjioscd betw.
them in bend sinister of the second, pommel and hilt gold.
Winchester, City of. Gu. five castles in saltire ar.
masoned ppr. on the sinister side of the centre castle in fess
a lion pa.ss. guard, or, on the dexter side a lion counter-

Winchester

—

pus.s.

guard, of the

as

New

College,

Oxford.

place.

Ar. a vine growing out of
the base, leaved and fructcd, betw. two popinjays endorsed,
feeding upon a cluster of grapes all ppr. Crest
A hand holding a clu.iter of grapes ppr. ^fottn— line ardua vincerc docet.
Winohilsea, Earl of. See Kincii,
Winchilsea,
of (co. Sussex). Per pale gu. and az.
three dcmi lion."i pasa guard, or, conjoined in pale to as
m:iny hulks of ships ar.
Winching-ham. Erm. on a chief sa. three crescents ar.
Winckley (Brockholes and Collerall Hall, co. Lancaster).
Per pale nr. and gu. an eagle displ. counterchanged.
(Waldingficld, CO. Suffolk; Uooer Wincoll, Esq.,
167^).

—

WincoU

U22

Erm

Visit. Leicester, 1619).

Roceb

of

same

a chev. quarterly per

—

chev. or and sa. betw. three crescents gu. Crest An arm
in armour couped at the shoulder erect from the elbow,
holding in the hand a spear all ppr.
Wincoll (the town of Leicester, and the Middle Temple,
London; John V/incoll, Counsellor-at-law, 1619, eighth
son of Roger Wincoll, Esq., of Waldingfield. Visit. Lei-

Same Arms and

Orest. an estoile for diff.
Ar. a fess betw. three mascles sa.
head erased gu.
Or, a chev. betw. three
(co. Northumberland).
heads erased gu.

cester, 1619).

Winde
Crest

(co. Norfolk).

—A

Winde

griffins"

griffin's

Windebank. Az. a chev. betw. three birds or.
Winder (co. Cumberland). Chequy or and vert

a

fess

—

gu. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head erm.
holding in the mouth a cherry branch slipped and fructed all
ppr.

Winder. Same

Arms.

Crest

—A

dexter hand throwing a

dart ppr.

W^inder

(Corbett-Winder, Vaynor Park,

co. Montgomery,
and Cotsbrooke, co. Salop; exemplified to UvedaleCorbett,
Esq., and Mary Anne Jane, his wife, only dau. of Joseph
Lyon, Esq., of Ashfield Hall, co. Chester, upon their assuming, by royal licence, 1869, the additional surname of
Winder). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, chequy or and vert, on
a fess engr. gu. a crescent betw. two fleurs-de-lis ar. a
canton erm. for Winder; 2nd and 3rd, or, two ravens ppr.

a border
Corbett.

engr.

gu.

Crests

— 1st

charged

Winder

with
:

A

eight bezants,

for

crown
armed

or,

vallery

gold, in the
therefrom issuant a buffalo's head sa.
mouth a branch of cherry tree fructed ppr. the neck charged
2nd, Corwith
cross
crosslet
also
gold
a
(for distinction)
bett A raven ppr. in the beak a holly branch slipped ppr.
Motto Nulla pallescere culpa.
Windesford. Or, a lion ramp az.
Wiudeston (co. Lancaster). Sa. a saltire ar.
See Wynduam.
(Felbrigg, co. Norfolk; the Right Hon.WrtLfAW
Windham, the distinguished statesman, descended from
Thomas Wyndham, E.sq., of Felbrigg, second surviving son
;

—

Windham.

Windham

Knt., of Orchard Wyndham, (/. in
estates, subject to his widow'."?

of Sir

John Wyndham,

1810,

and bequeathed his

to Vice-Admiral William Lukin, R.N., who
thereupon assumed the surname of Windh vm he was eldest
son of Very Rev. George William Lukin, Dean of Wells,
and grandson of Robert Lukin, Esq., by Sarah, his wife,
who m. secondly, 1749, William Windham, Esq., and was
by him mother of the Right Hon. William Windham). Az.
a chev. betw.^ three lions' heads erased or. Crest Alloa's
head erased within a fetterlock both or, the bow compouy
counter-compony gold and az.
Windibanke (co. Kent;. Az. a chev. betw. three falcons
life interest,

;

—

volant or.

Windibanke

(Haines, co. Wilts). Same Armi.
Vert on a chev. betw. three falcons volant
or, as many trefoils slipped sa.
Windle. Ar. on a cross vert five martlets of the field. Crest

Windibanke.

— A .<!tag's head cabossed ppr.
Windlesore. Gu. a bend vair.
WindlovT-e, alias

Winlove

(gr.antcd 1596).

heads couped gu. a border engr. vert.

lions'

Crest

Ar. three

—A bunch

of leaves vert, encircled with a ducal coronet or.

Windott.
escallops

Per fess az. and
counterchanged.

all

ar.

Windoute, or Windowche
granted 1515).

Per

fess gu.

and

a lion ramp. betw. three
(Radiswell, co. Hertford;
or,

a lion ramp, per

fess

guttee counterchanged betw. three escallops
A cubit arm vested ar. gloved
Crest
also counterchanged.
gu. betw. two wings ppr. holding a falcon also ppr. beaked

ar.

and

az.

and belled

—

or.

fess

Gloucester; granted 20 Aug. 1660). Az. »
embattled counter-embattled betw. three lions' ganibs

erect and erased or.

Town

eldest son of

WiNCOLL, and grandson of .John Wincoll, both

Window (co.

last.

Winchester College. Same Arms
Winchester (Scotland,

Queen Elizabeth,

of Waldingfield, temp.

:

co. Berks, bart., 1703). Az.

a chev. engr. betw. three lapwings

Winchcombe- A.bbey (co.

WIN
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Per fess gu. and or, a lion ramp, per fess ar.
and az. betw. two escallops in chief of the second, and one
in base of the first. Crest— Betvf. two wings sa. a dexterarm
embowed, habited gu. slashed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a

WimboltS.

Crcsl

— A lion's gamb erect and erased

holding a cross crosslet fitchee or.
Windowte. Gu. a fess indented or.
Windsor (Earl of Plymouth, extinct 1843 descended from
the same stock as P'itz-Gebald, Kitz-Maurice, and Carew.
William kitz-Walteb, son of Walter fitzOtho, Castellan
of Windsor, temp. William I., assumed the surname of
Windsor from the castle of that name; Richard db
AViNDson, M.P. COS. Middlesex and Berks, <fmp. Edward
III., (/. 1.S67, leaving two sons: Sir James, ancestor of tlie
az.

;

summoned to Parlia: and Sir William,
Andrew Windsor, K.B., of Slanwcll, co.
summoned to Parliament 1529; Thomas,

Ikirls of I'ljjmouth

ment

1381

;

Sir

MiddlcECS, was

WIN
—

—

"W indsor-Clive (Baron Windsor ; Other Abcber,

sixth

Earl of Plymouth and twelfth Baron Windsor, d.s.p. 1833,
the earldom reverted to his uncle, and the barony fell
into abeyance betw. his sisters, Lady Maria Windsor, m.
Arthck, third Mo.rquess of Bownshire, and Lady Harriet
Windsor, m. Hon. Robert Clive, and so remained until
terminated, 1855, in favour of Lady Harriet Cuve, who
thereupon assumed, by royal licence, the additional surname
of Windsor, and d. 1869). Cute and Windsor, quarterly.
See Clive.
Windsor {Viscount Windsor, Baron Mountjoy, extinct
1758 Hon. Thomas Windsor, second son of Tbohas, seventh
Baron Windsor, and first Earl of Plymouth, was created a
peer of Ireland as Viscount Windsor 1699, and a peer of
Great Britain as Baron Mountjoy ITU the second viscount
left two daus. his co-heirs: Charlotte Jane, w. John, first
Marquess of Bute: and Alice Elizabeth, m. Frances,
second Marquess of Hertford). Same Arms and Crest as the
Earl of Plymouth, with a crescent for diff. SupportersTwo angels ppr. vested gu. winged and crined or. Motlo

when

;

;

—

Stemmata quid

faciunt.

Windsor

(Baron Windsor, extinct 1384; Sir Wiluam de
Windsor, second son of Kicbard de Windsor, M.P. cos.
Middlesex and Berks, temp. Edward III., was summoned to
Parliament 1381, d. s. p. 1384). Same Arvts.
Windsor (Sir William V/indsor, knighted nt Christ's
Church Cathedral, Dublin, by Sir George Cary, Lord
Deputy of Ireland, 21 Sept. 1603). Gu. on a saltire ar. betw.
twelve crosses crosslet or. a crescent sa. for diff.
Windsor (Dublin, temp. Charles II.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
OfiBce 1673, Walter Windsor, son of Anthont Windsor).
Gu. on a saltire ar. betw. twelve crosses crosslet or, a crescent
of the

field.

Windsor

(Aunswell, co. Warwick).
twelve crosses crosslet or.
Crest

Gu. a

—A

couped at the neck ar.
Windsor (Bradenham).

Gu. a

saltire ar.

stag's

saltire ar.

betw.

head guard,

betw. sixteen

crosses crosslet or.

W^indsor

^Estaines, co. Essex).

WIN
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eerenth Baron Windsor, was created, 1682, Sari of Plymouth). Gu. a saltire ar. betw. twelve crosses crosslet or.
Crest
A buck's head affrontee couped at the neck ar. attired
Supporters Two unicorns ar. armed, maned, tufted,
or.
and unguled or. Motto— Je me fie en Dieu.

Gu. a

saltire ar.

a border

of the last.

A gate or,

motto over, Win.

Another Crest—A. hind's head

couped ppr.

Wingfield

(Letheringham, co. Suffolk, bart., extinct temp.
George 11. "A family," saith Camden, "famous for their
knighthood and ancient nobility," of which were Sir John
Wingfield, a renowned warrior of the time of Edward III.,
and Chief Counsellor to the Black Prince ; Sir John WinoFiELD, of Letheringham, created a Knight of the Bath in
1461, and Sir Anthony Wingfield, Esquire of the Body to
Henry VIII., installed a Knight of the Garter in 1541 his
great-grandson. Sir Anthony Wingfield, Bart., of Letheringham, was so created 1627, and was immediate ancestor
of the Wingfields, extinct barts. of Letheringham; Sir
Mjbrvyn Wingfield, sixth bart., left an only dau. and
heiress, Mary, «». Francis Dillon, Esq., of Proudstown,
CO. Meath, Baron of the Holy Roman Empire).
Ar. on a
bend gu. cotised sa. three pairs of wings conjoined in lure
of the field.
Crest
A cap per paJe ermines and ar.
charged with a fess gu. betw. two wings expanded, the
;

;

—

rtcstcr of the second, the sinister of the

first.

Wingfield (Dunham

Magna, co. Norfolk: extinct in the
male line; descended from Sir John Wingfield, fourth son
of Sir John Wingfield, of Letheringham, K.B., 1401).

Same Arms and

Crest.

Wingfield

( Viscount Powerscourt : descended from Lewis
Wingfield, Esq., ninth son of Sir John Wingfield, K.B.,
of Letheringham, 1461
Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, Anne,
Lady Wingfield, wife of Sir Edward Wingfield, Knt., of
Powerscourt, d. 19 June, 1636). Ar. on a bend gu. three
pairs of wings conjoined in lure of the field. Crest A demi
eagle rising, wings expanded ar. looking at the sun in his
glory.
Supporters Two pegasi ar. winged, maned, and
hoofed or.
JVfo«o— Fidtlitc est de Dieu.
Wingfield (Kirobolton, co. Huntingdon; descended from
Sir Richard Wingfield, of Kimbolton Castle, one of the
most eminent soldiers of the period, eleventh son of Sir
John Wingfield, K.15., of Letheringham, 1461). Ar. on a
bend gu. cotised sa. three pairs of wings conjoined in lure ot
the field. Crest
A cap perpalc ermines and ar. charged with
a fess banded gu. betw. two wings displ. the dexter of the
;

—

—

—

second, the sinister of the first.
(Tickencote, co. Rutland; descended from Sir
Henbt Wingfield, Knt., of Orford, sixth son of Sir Robert
Wingfield, Knt., of Letheringham, M.P. co. Suffolk,
6 Henry Vf.
John Wincfielii, Esq., Barrister-at-law,

Wingfield

;

Windsor

(Farlam, co. Cumberland).
Gu. a saltire ar.
betw. twelve crosses crosslet or.
Windsor (Hamage Grange, co. Salop; John Windsor was
High Sheriff co. Salop 1784). Gu. a saltire betw. twelve
crosses crosslet or. Crest
stag's head at gaze erased at
the neck ar. attired or.
Windsor, To'WTI of (co. Berks). The Seal represents a
castle in base, embattled, and surmounted with three tower.<!,
the middle tower surmounted of another, in the centre fess
point a stag's head cabossed, betw. the attires an escutcheon.
Charged with the arms of France and England quarterly,
on the dexter side of the head the letter W, and on the
sinister the letter B
on the verge betw. the castle in base
and the attires of the stag's head the Legend, viz., Sigillura
majoris burgi de Nova Windsore.
W^indus. Az. a fess or, betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
On a ducal coronet or, a serpent entwining a sheaf of
arrows ppr.
g-ates (that Ilk, Scotland). Ar. a portcullis sa.
Winehana, or
(co. Chester).
Barry lozengy
counterchanged ar. and gu.
Winford (Glasshamton-in-Astley, co. Worcester, bart., extinct 1744. Visit. Worcester, 1634 and 1682.
Sir John
Winford, Knt., the Eoyalist, d. 1682
his second son,
Thomas Winford, was created a bart. 1702, with special
remainder to the heirs male of the body of his elder brother,
Henry Winford). Ar. a chev. betw. three quatrefoils
pierced sa. Crest— On a ducal coronet or, a Moor's head in
profile erased ppr.
Winford (co. Worcester). Sa.me Ar^ns. Crest On a ducal
coronet or, a Moor's head erased in profile ppr.
Winford. Same Arms. Crest A dexter hand holding a
sheaf of arrows all ppr.
Per pale ar. and vert a ma^'uch
(co. Rutland).
counterchanged. Crest—
maunch per pale ar. and vert
betw. two wings or.
Wingar, or
(Lord Mayor of London, 1504).
Ar. on a chev. betw. three mascles sa. as many bezants.
Wingate (Strandridge, co. Surrey). Sa. a bend erm. cotised
or, betw. six martlets ar.
Wingate (Harlington and Sharpenhoe, co. Bedford). Sa. a
bead enn. cotised or, betw. six martlets of the U&t. Cre^t

—A

;

—

Windy

Wenham.

;

—

—

Wing

A

Winger

—
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for Grantham tanp. James I. and Charles I., second
son of Robert Wingfield, Esq.. of Upton, M.P. for Peterborough 14 Queen Elizabeth, acquired the manor of Tickencote by his marriage with Elizabeth, dau. of PadlGreshaji,
Esq., and heiress of her mother, Maboarst Ltnne, Lady of
the Manor of Tickencote). Ar. on a bend gu. cotised pa.
three pairs of wings conjoined in lure of the field. Crest
A cap per pale sa. guttce d'eau and ar. charged with a
fess gu. betw. two wings expanded, the dexter of the second,
the sinister of the first. Motto
Posse, nolle, nobile.
Wingfield (Onslow, co. Salop ; descended from Anthony
Wingfield, Esq., of Glossop, seventh son of Sir Robert
Wingfield, Knt., of Letheringham, M.P. for Suffolk 6
Heniy VI.). Ar. on a bend gu. cotised sa. three pairs of
wings conjoined in lure of the field. Crest— A high bonnet
or cap per pale ea. and ar. banded gu. betw. two wings
displ. all guttee counterchanged.
Wingfield (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a bend gu. three pairs of
wings conjoined in lure of the field.
Wingfield. Ar. on a bond gu. cotised az. three pairs of
wings conjoined in lure of the field.
Wingfield (quartered by Rolston, of WatnoU, co. Notting-

M.P.

—

—

ham, through Bingham. Visit. Notts,
bend ar. three crosses patoncee sa.

1614).

Vert on a

Wingfield

(Fim. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1601, Sir Thomas
Maria Wingfield, Commander of a company imder Sir
John Norreys, Lord President of Munsier). Ar. on a bend
gu. cotised sa. three pairs of wings coiuoined in lure of the
field, a crescent on a crescent for diff.
(Henry de Wingham, Bishop of London
Gu. a human heart betw. two wings displ.
1259-62).

Wingham, De
or.

Wingham.

Same Arms.

Crest

—A

sword and feather in

saltire ppr.

Wingham.
Winghanx.
Wingrove.

Gu. a chev. betw. three falcons' lures
Gu. a fess dancettee or.

or.

Ar. a chev. embattled sa. betw. three mullets
gu. Crest A phoenix ppr.
(The Grove, in the parish of Worth, co. Sussex),
Per chev. az. and or, in chief two tridents ar. and in base
on a mount a hurst ppr. Cre.-it On a Roman fasces lying
wings expanded ppr. each winv
fcsswise a phoenix,

—

Wingrove

—

AA

;

WIN
or.

Motto

—Fear God and dread

Winstanley

(Chaielcy Manor, co. Lancar,ter; descended
through a younger branch from Winstanley, of Winstanley).
Same Arms, Crest, &nd Motto, quartering Hardman.

nouplit.

Ar. two bars sa. a border engr. or.
At. six lozenges in bend sa.
Ar. an orle sa. within eight martlets in

Winile.

Winineton.
Winington.

Winstanton
,-

(CO.

Ar. three lions' heads erased gu.

Lincoln).

a border engr. vert.

"Winlow

Same Arms,

lions'

heads

(.lord Headley).

ducally gorged erm,; 2nd, Allanson: Issuant from a
vert a demi lion ramp: guard, or, holding in the paws
a cross gu. Supporto-s— Dexter, an eagle, wings inverted
sinister, a lion guard, or, holding
or, ducally gorged erm.
Virtute et labore.
in the dexter paw a cross gu. Motto

mount

;

Winn (Nostell Priory,

—

York descended from Wynne, of
Gwydyr. Sir George Winn, of Nostell, a stanch Royalist,
was created a hart, in 1666. Sir Eowland Winn, sixth
hart, of Nostell, d. unm. 1805, when the title devolved on
his kinsman, Chables, second Lord Headley, and the estates
passed to his nephew, John Wiluamson, son of his sister,
EsTHEB, wife of John Williamson, Esq., who thereupon
Erm. on a fess veit
assumed the surname of Winn).
three eagles displ. or. Crest— A demi eagle displ. or. Motto

— Virtute

co.

;

et labore.

Winningrton

Ar. an orle sa. within eight
(co. Chester).
A still ar.
martlets in orle of the second. Crest
(Birches and Cranacb, co. Chester). Same

—

'Winninglon
Arms a.nA

Crest.

(Stanford Court, co. Worcester, bart.). Quarterly, 1st and 4tb, ar. an orle betw. eight martlets in orle sa.
sa.
a saltire engr. or. C>-est A Saracen's head
3rd,
and
2nd

—

affrontee couped at the shoulders ppr. wreathed about the

temples ar. and

sa.

Motto

— Grata sume manu.

Winnington.

Ar. a bend betw. six lozenges sa.
(Woolstone, Scotland). Gu. a ram pass. ar.
Winsarde, or Winslade (co. Devon). Ar. a chev.
vairc ar. and sa. betw. three martlets (another, falcons) of

Winram
last.

Winsington

(co. Gloucester).

Sa. three boars pass. ar.

or.

Winsington. Sa. three boars' heads couped ar.
Winslade. Sa. three dolphins naiant ar.
Winslade (Tregarrick, in Pelynt). Ar. a chev. vair betw.

Winslow.
Winslow.
Winslow.
W^insmore

a lion ramp,

cated vert.

by a

side

Gu. two

(Stapleton, co. Gloucester).
or,

Crest

lion

lions

combatant

ar.

Per pale gu. and ~1

supporting betw. the paws a tree eradisustained on the dexter
ar. and on the sinister by another

Gu. fretty ar. on each joint a torteau.
Or, a bend lozengy ar. and gu.
Per pale ar. and gu. a fess counterchanged.
Erm. on a chev. sa. three quatrefoils or.

Ar. a fess wavy gu. betw.
(co. Worcester).
three crescents sa. an annulet for diff.
ex(Benton-Winsor, Gwersyllt, co. Denbigh
emplified to William Henry Winsor, Esq., of Kensington
Gardens Square, and Gwersyllt, on his taking the prefix
surname of Benton, by royal licence, 24 May, 1867). Quar-

Winsor

;

az.

Winstone

(Sandhurst, co. Gloucester). Sa. a lien ramp. ar.
paw a rose of the second.
Winstone. Sa. a plate betw. three towers ar. Crest ^.V
dexter hand holding four arrows all ppr.
"^
Wins-wold.
in the dexter

—

Gu. fretty ar.
Gu. a fret or, pcllettge.
Winter (Derham, co. Gloucester, Berningham, co. Norfolk,
and CO. Worcester). Chequy or and sa. a fess ar. Crest
hind pass. ar. ducally gorged, lined, and ringed or.
Winter (Lydney, co. Gloucester). Sa. a fess erm. on a
canton ar. a lion ramp. gu.
Winter (cos. Gloucester and Worcester). Sa. a fess erm.

Wins-wrold.

—

—

Crest
A cubit arm erect habited or, in the hand ppr.
three ostrich feathers, the middle one sa. the others gold.
Winter (Canterbury, co. Kent, 1610). Chequy or and sa.
on a fess gu. an annulet of the first. Crest On a mount
vert a, hind gu. ducally gorged, lined, and charged on the
shoulder with an annulet or.
Winter (Worthington and Northington, co. Leicester;
Edward Winter, Esq., of Northington, temip. James I.,

—

great-grandson of Henry Winter, Esq., of Worthington.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. on a
Visit. Leicester, 1619^
2nd and 3rd,
chev. ar. betw. three tuns or, a chessrook az.
gu. a saltire engr. ar. betw. four mullets or. Crest— A hawk
close ar. holding in the dexter claw a fish erect or.
Winter (co. Leicester). Chequy or and gu. a fess ar.
Winter (co. Surrey). Sa. a fess erm. on a canton of the
second a lion ramp, of the first.
Winter. Ar. on a cross sa. betw. four birds az. armed gu.
a garb or, enclosed by as many bezants, on a chief of the
third a lion pass, within two leopards' faces or. Crest
demi griffin gu. winged per pale or and az. ducally gorged
and holding in the dexter claw a garb both gold.
Winter, Witer, or Wither. Erm. a bull pass. sa.
Winterborn. Ar. a fess. sa. guttee d'cau betw. three
water bougets az.
Winterborne. Ar. on a fess betw. three pellets five pears

—

of the

field.

Mayor

of l<ondon, 1752).

Az. guttee

d'eau.

Winterbottom.

Ar. a pale gu. piercing a fess az. in chief
Crest
Out of a mural coronet
a spear issuing betw. two palm branches in saltire all

two mullets of the second.
sa.

—

ppr.

Winterburne

(co.

Essex, 1571, and London, 1634).

Ar.

three piles sa.

Winterhey

(Glastonbury, co. Somerset).
three estoiles of the first.
Wintersell (co. Wilts). Or, two bars gu.

Or,

on a fess

sa.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls pass. sa.
and 4th, per saltire az. and or, two cinqucfoils in Wintersells.
Crest— A tower ar.
and three cross crossleta in chief and as many in base
Wintershall (Littlesloke, co. Oxford, and Sutton, co.
counterchanged, for Winsor; 2nd and 3rd, vairoar. and sa.
Berks; Richard Wintershall, of Littlestoke, living at
on a pile of the first three mullets in chief of the second, for
Visit. Oxon, 1574, was son and heir of Richard Wintershall,
Benyon. Crcsfs— 1 St, Winsor: A unicorn's head erased or,
Or, two bars gu.
gent., of Sutton).
charged with an annulet betw. four crosses crosslet az.;
Wintershall (Wintershall, co. Surrey). Same Arms.
2nd, Benyon: A gryphon sejant, wings elevated ar. in the
beak a trefoil slipped vert, and resting the dexter claw on Winterton, Earl of. SeeTuRNouR.
an escutcheon ar. charged with a mullet sa. Motto— Je nc Winthrop (Groton, co. Suffolk, now New England, United
States, America; confirmed and exemplified by William
change qu'en mourant.
Winspeare. Az. on a bend bretcssed or, a double key of
Dethick, Garter, 24 June, 1592, to John Wynethrop, Esq.,
the first.
Crest
A hand ppr. grasping the shank of a key
son of Adam Wynethrop, of Groton, co. Suffolk, gent., and
with wards at each end or.
uncle of John AVinthrop, first Governor of Massachusetts, as
Winstanley (Winstanlcy, co. Lancaster, temp. Henry IIL
the "shield and cote of armes apperteynyng to ye name and
Sir Tuo.MAs Winstanley is mentioned by Froissart and
ancestors of the said John Wynethrop, Esq." This orighial
Barnes as one of the Knights attendant on the Black Prince
confirmation is still in the possession of the direct deOr, two bars az. in chief
in the ex^^edition into Spain).
scendant of the family, Hon. Robert Charles Winthrop,
Crest
An arm cmbowed vested
three crosses f ormee gu.
of Boston, some years Speaker of the House of Representagu. culTcd ar. holding in the hand a sword ppr. hilt and
tives in Massachusetts, afterwards Member for Boston in
pommel or.
the Congress of the United States, and Speaker of that
Winstanley (Braunston, co. Leicester; descended from
Assembly, and finally Senator for Massachusetts). Ar. thrco
Jame« Winstanley, Recorder of Leicester, a scion of Winchevrons crcnellee gu. over all a lion ramp. sa. armed and
stanley, of Winstanloy, who purchased the Manor of
A hare ppr. running on a mount vert.
langucd az. Crest
Braunston in 16.M).
Same Arms.
Crest
A cockatrice
Motlo (probably adopted as late as 1700, being the Latin of
displ. or, crested and jcUoped gu.
an anagram of the words John Winthrop, " Hope winJ
Winstanley (en. Lincoln). Same Arms and Crest.
n throne")— Spes vincit thronum.
Winstanley (Woolton Lodge, co. Laacaster). Same Arms Wintle. Az. three cinqucfoilii ar. Cresi Two wings exand Crttl. Motto— I'leacz garde.
panded ppr.
terly, 1st

fess

—

—

—

—

—
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|

— A garb erect or,

ramp.

Winterbottom (Lord

three lapwings sa.

Winslode.

(co. Chester).

— A boar's head couped sa.

;

Winnington

armed

j

'

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a
fess vert three eagles displ.or, for Winn; 2nd and 3rd, paly
wavy of sis or and az. on a chief gu. a lion pass, guard, or,
ft-e«(«— 1st, Winn: A demi eagle displ. or,
for AiXANSON.

the

az.
'j

(Lewknor, co. Oxford).

couped.

Winn

-JZrest

Winstone

orle of the second.

Winlo'W

WIN
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cbarjred with a einquefoil

"

A

WIN
Wintle.

Gu. on a chev.

ar.

—

—

domQs.

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,

1599,

of the wife of

Stephen Legeb, Constable of Dublin

Castle).

betw. eleven martlets in orle sa.
(Strathmartine, Scotland,

16th century).

Wintoun
a saltire

Ar. an orle

(Strathmartine, Scotland; as recorded 1672).
Ar. a chey. betw. three turtle doves az. Crest A dove
volant ppr.
Wintour (Winchester, co. Hants). Sa. a fess erm. Crest
A cock pheasant close ppr. Another Crest Out of a ducal
coronet or, a cubit arm in armour erect ppr. garnished gold,
holding in the gauntlet three ostrich feathers ar.
WintOTir (Hodington, co. Worcester, bart., extinct 1658;
Sir Geoege Wintoue was so created 1642, and d.s.p.).
Same Arms, in chief a crescent erm. for diff.
Wintringrham (Dover Street, Hanover Square, London,
bart., extinct 1794; Sir Clifton Wintkingham, a celebrated
physician, was created a bart. by patent, 7 Nov. 1774, and
d.s.p.). Ar. six lions ramp. az. three, two, and one. C)-est

—

—

—

—

—

demi lion ramp. az.
Motto Fortis
Another Motto Esto bonus et pius ne

—

csto,
sit

non

leo

ferox.

magis

te

impavidus.

Wintworth. Ar. a cross formee (another, engr.) sa.
Win'wood (Ditton Park, and Quainton, co. Bucks). Ar.
cross botonnee sa.

Crest

— Out

head betw. two wings expanded

sa. in

chaplet of laurel vert.

gu. a border engr. az.

'Winyard.

and gu. on a chief of the

Paly of six

lion pass, of the

ar.

a

an
the beak a

of a ducal coronet or,

Winyard. Or. three chev.
A buck's head cabossedppr.

Crest

—

last a

(Charlton, CO. Berks).
Ar. a chev. erm. betw.
three boars' heads erased sa. muzzled or.
Crest A boar's
head erased ar. muzzled or, collared sa. ringed and lined gold.

—

Wire

(Davu) William Wike, Lord Mayor of London, 1838).
mullets of six points in fess betw. two cotises az.
(Timberham Lodge, co. Surrey). Az. betw.
two estoiles in fess ar. a figure representing Justice, vested
of the last, in the dexter hand a sword erect ppr. and in the
A dove, wings expanded,
sinister a pair of scales or. Crest
in the beak an olive branch all ppr. charged on the body
with an anchor, and on each of the wings with an estoile sa.
Motto Veritas.
Wirley (Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three
buglehorns sa.
"Wisbich. (co. Suffolk). Erm. on a fess gu. three bezants.
Wise (Sydenham, co. Devon; John Wise, Esq., of Sydenham, temy. James I., son of James Wise, and grandson of
John W^ise, both of same place the heiress, Arabella,
dau. of Sir Edttahd Wise, K.B., of Sydenham, in. 1673,
Edward Trematne, Esq., of Collacombe. Visit. Devon,
five

Wirgman

—

—

;

Sa. three chevronels erm.

C)-es(

(The old crest of the

— A demi lion ramp,

Wises of Sydenham was a mermaid ppr.)

gu.guttee d'eaUjholdingin the dexter paw a mace or (granted

;

Gu. three

fleurs-de-lis ar.

Crest— The point of

a spear ppr.
(Canfield Hall, co. Essex, bart.). Sa. a chev.
erm. betw. three cronels or heads of spears ar.
Crest

—

tower triple-towered

port open, out of the top a demi
issuant armed ppr. in the right hand a dart ar. barbed
flighted gold, in the left a Boman target also gold.
or,

Moor
and

Wiseman

(Riven Hall, and Upminster, co. Essex, bart.,
Sa.me Arriis. Crest

—

extinct 1692; granted 22 Feb. 1574).
seahorse sejant sa. fins or.

A
"Wiseman

(Sparsholt Park, co. Berks). Same Arms. Crest
A tower triple-towered or, port open, out of the top a demi
Moor issuant armed ppr. in the dexter hand a dart ar.

—

barbed and flighted gold, in the sinister a

Roman

shield

also gold.

"Wiseman

(Waltham, co. Essex; granted 18 May, 1572).
Per pale or and az. on a chev. two dragons combatant all
counterchanged, on a chief ermines three cronels or spearheads of the first. Crest A demi dragon sa. wings endorsed
or, holding in the dexter claw a broken staff gold.
Wiseman (London). Sa. a chev. betw. three cronels or

—

spearheads

ar.

"Wiseman (co.

Sa. a less dancettee betw. three

Middlesex).

mullets ar.

"Wiseman (co.
nut leaves

Suffolk),

a

Sa.

cfcev.

erm. betw. three wal-

ar.

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
three ducal coronets ar.
(Scotland).

eight points

"Wishara

wavy

Sa.

a chev. erm. betw.

Ar. a chev. betw. three stars of

or.

Gloucester, Tidestone-Delamore, co. Herts,
and CO. Worcester). Sa. a fess betw. six martlets ar.
(co.

Ar. a fess dancettee betw. three mullets pierced

sa.

Wishart

(Brechin, co. Forfar).
Ar. three piles gu. (some
say, ar. three passion nails gu.) meeting in point.
"Wishart (Pitarrow, co. Forfar). Ar. three piles in point gu.
Crest

— A demi

eagle with wings expanded ppr.

— Two horses ar. saddled and
my

bridled gu.

Supporters

Motto

—Mercy

is

desire.

"Wishart

(Logie). Ar. three passion nails in point distilling
drops of blood gu. Crest
An eagle displ. sa. armed and
membered gu. wounded with an arrow shot through the
body ppr.
3/of(oes— Over the
crest:
Avitos
juvat
honores; below the shield: Quid non cor saepius pro

—

Immanueli.

Wishart
mounted

Ar. three piles in point gu. sur

(Scotland, 1672).

broken pick fessways of the first.
Wiskard (Framlingham, or Fraunsham, co. Norfolk). Ar.
chev.
gu.
betw.
three Cornish choughs sa. beaked and
a
legged or.
Wisnam. Sa. a fess indented betw. tliree mullets or (anof a

other, ar.).

Wistern

(co.

Hants).

Ar. on a saltire gu. five estoiles

or.

Witacre.

Ar. on a fess gu. three bezants, in chief two

estoiles of the second.

1400).

ford

—

Circumspice.

Wisham.

torteaux.

"Wise

with five

(Ludan and Hillbrook, co. Forfar, 1807). Sa. three
chevronels erm. Crest A demi negro in armour ppr. issuing out of the top of a tower ar. holding in his dexter hand a
dart of the last, plumed and barbed or, with the point downwards, and in his sinister a Boman shield ppr.
Motto

"Wiseman

first.

"Wirdnam

1620).

Sa. three chevronels ar. each charged
leaves vert.

"Wiseman

Winziet (Scotland). Gu. a portcullis chains pendent or.
Crest — A tower ar. with a cupola and flag gu.
Wipston, or Wixton. Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three

Ar.

Wise.

Wiseman

"Wintoun

eagle's

—

rose ppr.

Wisemale.
Erm.

sa.

A

(Woodcote, co. Warwick).
Same Arms and Crest.
"Wise (Leamington, co. Warwick). Same Arms and Crest.
Wise. Sa. three chevronels erm. betw. as many serpents
embowed vert. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. holding a

—

Ar. an orle sa. within eight martlets

in orle of the second.

Winton

Wise

Wise

Wintnald. Sa. a bend masculy or.
Winton. See De Winton and Wilkins.
(co. Essex).

WIT
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betw. three whelk-shells or, a
demi lion of the field enclosed by two martlets az.
W^intle (CO. Gloucester). Per chev. engr. erm. and az. in
chief three martlets of the last, and in base an escallop ar.
within an annulet or. Crest Within an annulet or, thereon
perched, a martlet az. an escallop ar. Motto Stct fortuna

Winton

A

(TKtnes, co. Devon, afterwards Clayton Hall, co. Stafdescended from John Wise, Esq., of Totnes, second

son of John Wise, Esq., of Sydenham,

Jemjj.

Henry

VIII.).

Same Arms,

Crest, and Motto.
(Ford House and Wonwell Court, co. Devon descended
from John Wise, Esq., of Sydenham). Same Anna and
Motto—Sayere aude.
Crest.
(Thombury, co. Gloucester). Ar. two bars gemel gu.
betw. three columbines az. stalked and leaved vert, on a
chief sa. as many ducks' heads erased of the first.
Crest
duckar. beaked gu. amongst flags vert.
(Brompton Park, co. Middlesex; granted by Austis,
Garter, to Henry Wise, of Brompton, afterwards of the
Priory, co. Warwick). Sa. three chevronels erm. betw. as
many adders erect or. Crest A demi lion ramp. ar. holding
in the paw a rose branch ppr. in the mouth a snake vulnerating him in the shoulder and entwined aoout the body vert.

W^ise

;

Wise

—

Wise

—

D25

Witchcotte (London, 1557). Erm. two boars pass. gu.
Crest — A boar's head couped and erect gu.
"Witchingham. Erm. two annulets linked together sa. on
a chief of the second three crosses patt^e ar.
Gu. a chev. betw. three goats' heads erased ar.

"Witehors.
attired or.

"Witfield.

Sa.

semee of crosses

crosslet or, a border of the

last.

"Witford.

Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces or.
"With (CO. Norfolk). Az. three griffins pass, in fess or.
"With. Az. three griffins pass, in pale or.
With, or "Wyth. Ar. an escutcheon ermines.
Withacy (co. Warwick). Sa. three fusils ar.

Witham

(Cliffe,

co.

York

;

this family,

originally of co.

Lincoln, acquired the lands of Chffe by the marriage of
George Witham, trmp. Henry V., with Margaret, dau. and

to heir of

John Wawton,

of that place).

Or, a

bend gu.

A
;

WIT

—

Tork; IIenkt Witham, Esq.,
of Cliffe, had two sons, William, who inherited CliEfe, but
d. s. p., and Thomas, of Heudlam, co. Durham, who had a
on the decease
dau., Eliza, who m. Henkt SIL^'ERTOP, Esq.
of her uncle, Mrs. Silvektop inherited, under that gentleman's will, the estate of CUffe, when her husband assumed
the name and 'arms of Witham). Or, a bendlet gu. betw.
Oat of a ducal coronet or, a deml
three eaglets sa. Crest
woman, hair dishevelled ppr. holdint; in the dexter hand a
Optima merenti.
Eeni-ring or. Motto
W^itham (Boston, co. Lincoln). Sa. two roses in chief ar.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
Crest
in base a crescent or.
demi peacock displ. az.
co.

;

—

—

—

Witnam

(Goldesborough, co. York, bart., extinct 1689;
John Witham, or Wttham, Esq., of Goldesborough, was so
created 1C83, d. $. p. six years after). Or, a bendlet gu.
betw. three eaglets sa.
Witham. Sa. a fess betw. three cinquefoils or. Crest
cubit arm erect vested az. cuffed ar. holding in the hand
ppr. a cinquefoi! sCalked or.
Witham. Ar. two roses gu. in base a crescent of the

—

second.

Witham. Sa. an incscutcheon betw. three muUetr. ar.
Withbroke. Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three mullets or.
Withe (cos. Cambridge and Norfolk). Az. three grifflns
pass, in pale or.
(Manydown, co. Hants). Ar. a chev. gu. betw.
Crest
A demi hare erect az. in the
three crescents sa.
mouth three ears of ripe corn or.
(Hall Place, co. Hants). Same Anns and Crest.

Wither

Whither.

Wither.
Wither.

—

Motto

this

Witley.
Witley.

Witney (co.

;

Witheringlion.

See Widebington, and Wodrinoton.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three
(Holt, co. Norfolk).
crescents sa. Crest A demi hare salient az. holding in the

Withers

—

mouth

three ears of wheat or.
Withers (Lord Mayor of lA>ndon, 1708). Ar.
betw. three crescents sa.
Withers. Sa. three eagles displ. in foss ar.

W^ithers (Kichard Withers,
Arms, temp. Mary

1.).

Portcullis

a chev. gu.

Pursuivant

Gloucester). Sa. three pales ar.
Ar. two bars az. charged with three cinquefoils of

Witney.
the

field.

Witrick.

Ar. a fess gu. a canton of the last.
(co. Lincoln).
Ar. a griffin segreant sa.
Crest— A.
dexter hand couped in fess apaumde.
Witter (Daniel Witter, Bishop of Killaloe 1669-1674 Fun.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1674). Ar. on a chev. gu. betw. three
crescents sa. another crescent of the field.
WittewTOng (Stantonbury, co. Bucks, and Rothamstead,
CO. Herts, bart., extinct 1771, originally from Flanders;
Jacques Wittewrono, of Gaunt, settled in England 1564;
his grandson, Sir John Witterong, Knt., was created a bart.
1662 ; the sixth bart. d. unm.). Bendy of six ar. and gu.
on a chief sa. a bar indented or. Crest X Saracen's head
couped below the shoulders ppr. wreathed round the temples

Witt

;

—

and

tied in

bows or and gu.

Wittlebury (co.

Ar. two bars az. in chief three

Warwick).

hurts.

Witton

(Witton, Sheriff co. Salop temp.

on a chev.

Witton

—

Az. on a fess or, three torteaux.
Ar. a lion pass. gu. in chief throe mullets sa.

W^itm.ailles. Erm. a fess betw. three lozenges gu.
Witneill. Erm. five fusils in bend sa.
Witney (co. Chester). Paly of six or and gu. a chief vert.

Erm. a lion pass. sa.
Ar. a fess betw. three crescents gu.

Quarterly, vair and gu.
(Wisenden, co. Kent).
Ar. on a chev. az.
cacharinc
wheels or.
three
Withering (Nelmes, co. Essex; descended from co. Stafford).
Ar. a raven, wings expanded sa. beaked of the first,
Crest
betw. three pellets.
A raven, wings expanded sa.
beaked ar. ducally gorged or.
Witherinrton (co. York). Quarterly, ar. and gu. a
bend az. another, Quarterly., ar. and az. a bend sa.

(another, or).

three torteaux.

Witton

Witherden

Crc^t—A buck's head
holding in the mouth the end of a scroll with
Live to live.
Whittoley (co. York). Az. on a bend or,
field

ar. attired or,

—

Wither

bouget
gorged

Henry

IV.).

of

Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three crescents

Or,

sa. five plates.

(CO.

York; Dugdale's

Visit.

ar. in chief three bezants.

1666).

Crest

—An

a water
owl ar. ducallj
Sa.

or.

(London and West Acklam, co. York; Thomas
Witton, of London, gent., teiiip. Queen Elizabeth, son of
Christopher Witton, of West Acklam. Visit. London, 156S).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. a water bouget ar. in chief three
bezants 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess gu. betw. three bulls' heads
couped sa. Crest An owl ar. legged sa. ducally gorged or.
Witts (London; granted 1 Feb. 1769). Vert three hares
courant ppr. Crest An eagle, wings elevated, holding in
the beak a sprig of broom, silting on a mount of corn spring;

—

—

ing

all

ppr.

—

Witty.

Ar. on a chev. az. three mullets of the first. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dexter hand ppr. holding a sword
wavy in pale gu. hilted gold.
Wit'wang' (co. Northumberland). Ar. a chev. az. betw.
three lions' heads erased gu. on a chief sa. as many baskets
or.

Wit-weld. Sa. five fusils in bend or.
Wit^well (co. Suffolk). Ar. a fess compon^e ar. and
six annulets joined together,

Wityn, or Witon

two and two,

(co. Somerset).

sa. betw.

or.

Sa. a water bouget

ar.

KU.

Witherton.

Gn. three lions' paws erect and erased ar.
W^ifcherton. Az. a Catharine wheel ar.
Withew. Per pale ar. and sa. a leopard's face or, jessantdc-lis counterchanged.
Withie (Wotton, Calne, and Berry Norbert, co. Devon
John Withie, of Calne, d. 163'2, aged 100 years, son of
John Withie, and grandson of John Withie, of Berry
Norbert. Visit. Devon, 1620). Per pale erm. and or, a lion
salient gu.
Crest
Out of a duual coronet or, a cross
calvury betw. two wings ar.
Withie (London). .Same .<rms and Crcsf.
Withie (Wootton-Ha.ssct, co. Wilts; arms confirmed and
crest granted 12 June, 1C15). Same Arms and Crest.
Withim (Middle Temple, London granted 1680). Gu. a
fess embattled counter-embattled cnn. betw. three martlets

—

;

or.

Wodam

(Thomas Wodam, co. Leicester, temp. Henry IV.,
m. Alice, dau. and heir of Geoffrey Trcssell, of Stamford,
and had an only dau. and heir. Cicely, m. Bichard Wightman, Esq., of Burbage, same co. Visit. Notts, 1614). Gu.
on a chev. betw. three roses ar. as many escutcheons of the
field.

Wodderspoon.

Or, on a cross engr. betw. four crescents

gu. a inascle ar.

garland of laurel

Woddisbury.

Crest

—A

dexter hand erect holding a

—

Motto Deo juvante.
Or, a bar chequy sa. and gu. a chief

all

ppr.

dented az.
Gu. on a fess betw. three escallops

Wode.

(Culchoth Hall, co. Lancaster).

chequy or and az.

Crest

—A

lion's

Gu. a fess
head erased. Motto

—

Sapere audc.

Withipole

(Elizabeth Withipole, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
E.sq., London.
Visit. London, 15C8).
Quarterly, Ist and 4tli, per pale or and gu. three lions pa.'ts.
in pale and a border all counterchanged; '2nd, az. three
bars or, on a bend engr. gu. us many phcons af. ; 3rd, az. a
cross moline betw. four crosses pattvc or.
Withis. Per pale erm. uud gu. a lion ramp, counlarchanged.
Withypole (co. Suffolk). Per pale or and gu. three lions
pa,H.s.
guard, and a bordiT all counterchanged.
Crest
A demi mountain cat ramp, guard, per pale or and gu.
Kutlco counterchanged.
Witley, or Whiteley (co. Salop). Ar. on a chief gu.

Emanuel Lucar,

—
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or,

a

in-

trefoil

slipped of the second.

Wodehouse (Earl

of Kimberley). Sa. a chev. or, gutt(5e
de sang betw. three cinquefoils erm., quartering Fastolf, of

Kimberley Armine, of Osgodby Bacon, of Garboldisham ;
Crest
A dexter arm couped
and Berkeley, of Stratton.
and erect vested ar. grasping a club in bend sinister or,
Supporters Two wild men
motto over, Frappe fort.
wreathed about the loins both ppr. each holding in the
exterior hand a club raised in the attitude of striking sa.
Motto Agincourt.
;

Withingrton

in.

throe garbs of the

Witley, or

merenti.

Witham (Lartington Hall,

WOD
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Crest Out of a
betw. three pewits (sometimes eaglets) sa.
ducal coronet or, a demi woman, hair dishevelled ppr.
holding in the dexter hand a gem-ring or. 3/otio— Optime

;

—

—

—

Wodehouse (Waxham, co. Norfolk,

1584).

Quarterly, erm.

2nd and 3rd quarters a leopard's face or.
by Mitford, through 0.si>aldesto»
and Wentworth, of Wentworth Wodehouse. Visit. York,
1584).
Ar. a cross degraded and coiyoined sa.
Wodehouse (Woolmcrs Park, co: Hertford). Gu. across
and

az. in the

Wodehouse (quartsred

—

On a
betw. twelve crosses crosslet of the second. Crest
ducal coronet or, a cross crosslet ar. Motto In hoe signo.
Or, three crescents fcU.
(Vi.sit. O^on,
1634).
or,

—

WodehuU
Crest

— Out of a ducal coronet

or,

a

vol eold.

;

WOD
TVodell.

Or, a bar

'Wodenote

(Shavington, co. Cornwall

NOTH, or Wodenote,
tetiip. Henry VII., had
II. Thomas, father of
Linkenhorne, at Visit.

and voided

Wolfall.

second son of

Wodeson

two sons: I. John, of Shavington;
Theophilus Wodenote, Rector of
Cornwall, 1620). Ar. a cross couped

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses gu.

(Lowdham and Gunthorpe,

Visit. Notts,
Ci-est

Gu. on a chief

1614).

Nottingham.

co.

ar. three quatrefoils

— Out of a ducal coronet or, a flame of

fire

issuant

Bedford,

temp.

Crest

—

sa.

Wolfe

(Birch-Wolfe, Woodhall, co. Essex; exempliSed to
Esq., upon his assuming, by royal licence,
surname of Wolfe). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, gu. a chev. erminois cotised or, betw. three wolves' heads
erased of the second, for AVolfe
2nd and 3rd, az. three
fleurs-de-lis ar, each entwined with a snake ppr. a canton of
the second, thereon a cross pattee of the firsts for Bibcb.
Crests
1st, Wolfe
A demi wolf ramp. gu. charged on the
body with a chev. or, betw. the paws a mural crown gold
2nd, Birch: Amountvert, thereon a fieur-de-lisar. entwined
with two snakes ppr.
Wolfe (Kentisbury, CO. Devon). Ar. a chov. betw. three
wolves pass. ar.
"Wolfe (Hatherton, co. Chester). Vert in base a wolf pass.
in chief three fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest Out of a ducal coronet
or, a demi wolf ramp. gu.
Wolfe (Easton-Mandoit, co. Northampton). Ar. a wolf

Thomas Birch,

ppr.

or "Wabull

"Wodliull,

(Odhall,

co.

1864, the additional

William I.). Or, three crescents gu.
(Reg. Ulster's OflSce). Sa. a chev. cugr. betw.
three lions sejant guard, ar.
Wodnot. Ar. a cross voided sa.
Wodor. Ar.a chev. az. betw. three mullets sa. Crest An
eagle, wings endorsed ar. preying on a fox ppr.
Wodrinerton, or Witherington. Quarterly, ar. and
A two-headed wyvem ar. winged or.
gu. a bend sa. Crest
Anrither Crest A bull's head couped sa. platee, horned ar.
Wodstone. Per pale sa. and az. a bead chequy gu. and

Wedlock

;

—

—

—

—

or.

Wodthorp.

At. a bend az. betw. six crosses crosslet

I

fltchee vert.

Woely.
"Wogan

Ar. on a chev. 'a. an eagle displ. of the first.
(Rathcoffey, co. Kildare; Fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce,
1616, William Wogan, Esq., of Eathcoffey). Or, onachief
Crest (Reg. Ulster's Office)
sa. three martlets of the first.
A lion's gamb couped and erect gu.
(Richardstown, co. Kildare; allowed by Hawkins,
Ulster, 1730, and pedigree registered to Katherine Wogan,
dau. of Patrick Wogan, Esq., of Richardstown). Same
Arms. Crest A. lion's gamb couped and erect gu.
Woking'don (co. Essex). Gu. & lion ramp, harry of ten or
and az. (another, ar. and az.).
Wokingrdon (co. Essex). Gu. a lion ramp, (another, pass.)

—

Wogan

—

ar.

"WOIi

Same Arms.

Out of a ducal coronet gti.
a dexter hand ppr. holding a rose of the first, stalked and
leaved vert.
Wolfdon, or Woulf. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three
wolves' heads erased ar.
W^olfe (Gwcrngotheyn). Ar. a fess betw. three martlets gu.
on a chief sa. three wolves' heads erased of the first.
Wolfe (quartered by Staresmore, of Frolesworth, co.
Leicester.
Visit, Leicester, 1619).
Ar. a wolf salient

Lawrence WoodeGeorge Wodenote,

;

sa.

Woderove.
Tsrt.
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gemel betw. three crescents gu.

crowned

or.

Woking'don. Lozengy erm. and gu.
Woking-ham To'wn (co. Berks). The Seal

represents an
acorn slipped and leaved. Legend Wokingham.
Ar. three roses gu.
Wolcott (Wolcott, CO. Devon; descended from Walter
WoLCOTT, Esq., of Wolcott, temp. Henry IV., who had two
sons of the same name, viz., John, of Wolcott, by the first
Visit.
wife, and John, of Chairford, by the second wife.
Devon, 1620). Per pale az. and gu. on a cross flory or, five
martlets sa.
Crest
A griffin's head erased ar. guttee de
sang, charged with a fleur-de-lis az. bezant^e.
Wolcott (Chudleigh and Southcott, co. Devon; descended
from John Wolcott, of Chudleigh, eldest son of John Wolcott, of Chagford, the second son of Walter Wolcott, Esq.,
of Wolcott, terap. Henry IV. Visit. Devon, 1620). Same

—

Wolberough..

—

Arms and

Wolcott

Crest.

(Biterstow

and

Lisleigh, co.

Devon

;

John Wol-

cott, temp. James I., descended from Richard Wolcott,
second son of John Wolcott, of Chagford, who was second
son of Walter Wolcott, Esq., of Wolcott, temp. Henry IV.

Devon, 1620). Same Arms and Crest.
(Knowle House, co. Devon). Per pale az. and gu. a
charged with five Cornish choughs ppr. on a
chief or, as an augmentation of honour, a fleur-de-lis between
Crest
A hawk's head gu.
two annulets of the second.
guttee dor, holding in the beak a fleur-de-lis gold.
Wolcotts. Az. an inescutcheon betw. eight martlets in
Visit.

Wolcott

cross flory ar.

—

orle ar.

Wold.
Wold.

I

i

i

I

:

—

salient sa.

Wolfe. Gu.

three bars ar. on a chief of the last three wolvea'
heads erased of the first.
Or, three wolves pass, in pale az. a border perbor
dure indented gu. and az.
Wolfe (Forenaughts, Blackhall, and Bishop Land, co. Kildare; Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. three wolves' heads erased
sa. ducally gorged or.
Crest A wolfs head erased sa.
ducally gorged or.
Wolfe {Viscount Kilwarden, extinct 1830; Arthttb Wolfe,
Lord Chief Justice of King's Bench in Ireland, was created
Harem Kilwarden 1795, and raised to a viscounty 1800. He
was murdered by the rebels under Emmett, in Thomas Street,
Dublin, 23 July, 1803. His son, the second viscount, rf.g.jj.).
Same Arms, a crescent for difif. Crest A wolfs head erased
sa. ducally gorged or.
Supporters Two wolves ppr.
ducally gorged and chained or, chains reflexed over the
backs. Motto
Pro patriae amore.
"Wolfedon. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three wolves* heads

Wolfe.

—

—

—

—

erased ar.

Wolferlow (co.

Hereford).

Ar. three boars' heads erased

sa.

Wolferstan

(formerly written Wolverstone, Statfold, co.
co. Suffolk; de-

Stafford; originally of Wolverstone Hall,

scended from Robert Wolferston, Esq., of Wolverston,
who made his will in 1492. Stanford Wolferstan, Esq., of
Statfold, d. 1772 without male issue, and devised his estates
to his grandson, Samijel Pipe (son of his eldest dan.
Dorothy, who m. Rev. Samcel Pipe), who then assumed
the additional surname of Wolferstan). Quarterly, Island
4th, sa. a fess wavy betw. three wolves' heads erased or, for
Wolferstan; 2nd and 3rd, az. two organ pipes in chev.
betw. ten crosses crosslet or, for Pipe. Oasis let, Wolferstan A wolf under a tree all ppr. 2nd, Pipe : A leopard's
head erased or. Motto— Qui sera sera.
Wolfesley. Ar. a wolf pass. gu.
"Wolff (Cams Hall, co. Hants; bart. extinct 1837; Jacob
Wolf, a native of Russia, son of Baron Godfret Wolf, of
Moscow, was naturalised in England, and created a bart.
1766 his only son, the second bart., d. s. p.]. Arms, Crest,
&c., as described in the German patent, viz., a shield erect
divided in four quarters, in the centre of which an escutcheon with the following: vert a wolf pass. ppr. and in chief
three fleurs-de-lis ar., for Van Wolff; in the first quarter
of the achievement or, an eagle displ. sa. ducally crowned
gu., in the second quarter az. an armed arm issuing out of
the clouds from the sinister grasping a sword in the attitude
of striking ppr.
in the third quarter ar. a naked arm issuing out of the clouds from the sinister, holding a palm branch
ppr.
and lastly, in the fourth quarter or, a triangle sa.
Over the arms an imperial baron's coronet with five pearls
fixed on a circle of gold surmounted with three full-faced
helmets ppr. thereon as many crests, viz., on the centre
helmet a demi wolf salient ppr. issuing out of a ducal coronet
or, on the dexter helmet a ducal coronet or, thereon a fleurde-lis ar. betw. two imperial eagles' wings displ. tawny, on
the sinister helmet a ducal coronet or, thereon an eagle

—

:

;

;

on a quarter
Or, on a quarter
Or,

a pale engr. ar.
az. a pale engr. erm. betw. eight

az.

plates (another, bezants).

Wolf (Madeley,

granted by Walker, Garter, 1661,
a testimony of his service
in entertaining in his house Charles II. after the battle of
Worcester). Gu. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased
or, on an escutcheon of pretence of the first a lion of
Crest
A demi wolf ramp, or,
England of the second.
Fides in
holding betw. the paws a regal crown ppr. Motto
to Francis

co. Salop;

Woolfe,

of Madeley, as

—

—

adversis.

Wolf.

Ar. a fess betw. three martlets gU- on * cMef sa.
A wolf pass,
three wolves' heads erased of the first. Cresl
grey against an oak vert.
Wolf, or Wolfe. Sa. two wolves pass. ar. Crest— A wolf
courant erm.
Wolf. Barry of ten or and vert a wolf ramp. ar.
Wolfall (London, 1634, and Walfall, co. Lancaster). Ar.
belw. two bendlets gu. an erm spot in the dexter chief
quai'tcr.
Crc.«i
A wolfs head erased sa. ducuUy gorged or.

—

—
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;

;

—

Suppnrti'rs Two lions
displ.
sa. ducally crowned gu.
ramp, reguard. double queued or. Motio Dante Pco.
De (Swcvland). Or, a lighter boat in fc£S gu.

—

Wolfo,

WOL
Wolgrar

(co.

Hants).
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Gu. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three

—

On a mount vert a pewit ppr.
Wolin. Ar. on a chev. sa. aneagle displ. of the field. Crest
A lion's head erased sa. Motto FsLvente Deo.
Wolingrdon. Gu. a lion salient ar. crowned or.
"Wollacombe (Wollacombe, co. Devon; the last male
the heiress m. Stafford, and had
representative d. la 1707
two sons, who successively took the name of Wollacombe).
Crest
spur with leathers or, the
Ar. three bars gu.
Crest

fleurs-de-lis or.

—

—

;

—A

rowel points bloody.

Wollacombe

Devon, 1611). Same Arms and Crest,
a mullet sa. for diff. Another Crest A falcon, wings expanded ppr. charged with three bars gu. belled or.
Wollacombe (co. Devon). Or, a chev. belw. three escallops
(co.

—

az.

Wollascott

Sa. a bend bctw. six

(Wollascott, co. Berks).

martlets or.

Wollaston

(Shenton, co. Leicester; an old to. Stafford
have flourished at Wollaston, co. Stafford,
before and during the reign of Edward III.). Ar. three
Out of a mural crown or, a
mullets pierced sa. Crest
demi griffin segreant ar. holding a mullet pierced sa.
Motto Ne quid falsi.
Wollaston (Loseby, co. Leicester, bart., extinct 1756; a
branch of Wollaston, of Shenton). Same Arms, Ac.
Wollaston (Dereham, co. Norfolk; a branch of Wollaston,
family, stated to

—

—

Same Arm^,

of Shenton).

WoUaton

;

—

lion

quartered by Bedell,
of CO. Hunts). Ar. three wolves' heads erased sa.
(Comberworth, co. Lincoln). Ar. on a chev. sa. an

WoUey

eagle displ. of the

Crest

field.

—

—On

;

a mount vert a lion

Another Crest A lion couchant sa.
Wolley (Woodhall, near Shrewsbury; granted 1772). Ar.
on a cross sa. five lions ramp, erminois. Crest—A lion
ramp, erminois.
Wolley (co. Surrey). Ar. a chev. ermines.
W^olley. Vert a fleur-de-lis or, betw. two woolpacks in pale
ar. enclosed by as many flaunches of the third, each charged
with a wolf pass. az.
Crest
A cubit arm erect vested
paly of four or and az. holding in the hand ppr. a bunch of

couchant

ar.

—

leaves vert.
Wolley (Leigh, co. Dorset, and Pirford, co. Surrey). Ar.
on a chev. sa. an eagle with two heads displ. of the field.
Wolley. Gu. a chev. erm.

Wolley

and Allen Hill, co. Derby;
John Francis Thomas Hurt, Vicar of
Beeston, co. Nottingham, and fourth son of the late Charles
Hurt, Esq., of Wirksworth, co. Derby, in. Mary, eldest dau.
and co-heir of Adam Wolley, Esq., of Allen Hill, co. Derby,
under whose will he assumed the name and arms of Wolley
in 1827). Sa. a chev. vaire or and gu. betw. three maidens'
1822,

(Beeston, co. Nottingham,

the Rev.

heads couped ppr. crined of the second, for distinction a
canton erminois.
Crest
A man's head sidefaced and
bearded clad in a hood of mail ppr. charged on the
neck with a cross crosslet sa. for distinction. Motto
Honeste audax.
Wolley (Oldnall- Wolley; exemplified to Edward OldNALL, Esq., of Worcester, upon his assuming, by royal
licence, 184.3, the additional surname of Wollet).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar. on a cross sa. five lions ramp, erminois,
a canton of the second for distinction, for Wolley 2nd and
3rd, sa. a lion ramp, within an orle of crosses pattee fitchie
ar. on a chief or, three crosses crosslet of the field, for
Oldnall.
CreHs
1st, Wolley:
A lion ramp, erminois
charged on the shoulder with a cross pattee litctiuo sa. for
distinction; 2nd, Oldnall: A demi lion ar. gultoe do larnica,
ducally crowr.cd and resting the sinister paw upon a cross
pattLC Htchucor. Motto I'icux quoique preux.
Wolley (I'HiLLiPS- Wolley; excmplided to Edward Clive
Oldnall Loso I'iiilmps, Esq., of Highgate, co. Middlesex,
upon his assuming, by royal licence, the additional surname of Wollet). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. on a cross sa.
five lions ramp, erminois, and for distinction a canton of the
second, for Wolley 2nd and 3rd, erminois a lion ramp. sa.
gorged with a ducal coronet and therefrom a chain reflcxcd
over the back or, in chief three crosses crosslet and in baso

—

—

;

—

—

;
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—

tinction with a cross pattee fitchee sa.

2nd, Phillips:
Betw. two oak branches ppr. upon a garb fesswise vert a
lion ramp. sa. gorged with a ducal coronet and therefrom
a
chain reflexed over the back or, holding betw. the paws as
escallop gu.
Motto Ducit amor patriae.
Wolliston (Ruislip, CO. Middlesex; quartered by Betham
of Eowington, co. Warwick.
Visit. 1682).
Az. a stajf
trippant erm. attired or, a chief of the last.
Wollstonecraft (Mark's Gate, co. Essex, and London;
granted 1765). Vert three mermaids, each holding in the
dexter hand a mirror ppr. and in the sinister a comb or.
Crest— Out of a naval crown or, a demi mermaid, as in the
arms.
(Bloxholme and Swinsted, co. Lincoln). Gu. a
chev. betw. three escallops ar. Crest
Two lobsters' claws
erect or, holding an escallop ar.
(Spalding, co. Lincoln). Same Arms, a crescent
;

—

Wolmer

—

Wolmer
for diff.

Wolmer (Thurston,
two eagles

Wolmer

Az. on a fess ar. betw.

co. Norfolk).

displ. or, as

many

lances in saltire sa.

(Kington Tokington, co. Worcester;

descended
from Thomas Wolmer, who m., 15 Henry VI., Maud,
dau. and co-heir of John Tokey, of Tokington). Gu. on a
chev. betw. three escallops ar. a pellet, quartering Toket,
Ar. three cinqucfoils sa.
(co. Worcester).
Gu. on a chev. ar. betw. three
escallops or, an annulet sa.
Crest
A wolfs head erased sa.
betw. two wings or.
(co. Worcester).
Gu. on a chev. betw. three

Wolmer

—

Wolmer

escallops ar. five pellets.

Wolmer.

Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops or. Crest— A.
dexter arm embowed ppr. vested vert, cuffed or, holding a
covered cup of the last.
Wolming-ton (co. Dorset). Az. a chev. erm. bctw. three
lions

ramp.

ar.

Wolney.

sa.

WoUeston CWolleston, co. Northanta

in

A

WOIj

PniLUPS. Cre^t:: Ist, Wollet:
ramp, erminois, charged on the shoulder for disescallops gu., for

viz.,

<fcc.

quartered by Bomton, of
Nottingham
WatnoU, CO. Nottingham, through Binoham. Visit. Notts,
Gu. a fess erm. betw. two chevronels or.
1614).
Wollcote (Exeter, co. Devon). Az. on a cross patoncear. Ave
martlets sa. a chief or, charged with a fleur-de-lis betw.
two annulets gu. Crest An eagle's head or, guttee de sang,
beaked az. holding in the beak a fleur-de-lis or.
Wollerton, or Wolterton. Quarterly, or and la. a
bend gu.
Wolleshall (Wolleshall, co. Worcester). Ar. a wolf pass,
(co.

many

as

Or,

(another, ar.) a

lion

ramp. betw. three

mullets sa.

Wolrich

(Cowling and Wickombroke, co. Suffolk, and
Alconbury, co. Huntingdon descended from Sir William
WoLRYCHE, Knt., son of Humphrey Wolryche, of DudmasOf the Cowling branch was Sarah
ton, temp. Henry VII.
Wolrich, m. to Sir John Hewley, Knt., M.P., of York; aid
of the Alconbury branch was Thomas Wolrich, Esq., of
Armley House, near Leeds, whose dau. and heiress, Sarah,
m. David Stansfeld, Esq.). Az. a chev. betw. three swans
;

—

A demi royal tiger ppr.
Gu. a chev. ar. betw. three wild ducks volant

Crest

rising ar.

Wolrich.
ppr.

Wolrig-e, or Wolridgre.

Ar. a chev. betw. three wild
or, betw. two wings ppr.
Wolringrton (quartered by Hillersdon, of Memland, co.
Devon. Visit. Devon, 1620). Ar. a lion ramp. sa. guttee

ducks az.

Crest

— A horseshoe

d'eau.

Wolringrton.

Sa. three falcons'

heads erased betw. sir

and one or.
Wolryche (Dudmaston, co. Salop, bart., extinct 1723; descended from William Wolbychb, temp. Edward I., who m.
the dau. and heiress of Hugh de Dudmaston. Sir TnoMiis
Wolrich, of Dudmaston, a distinguished Royalist, ternj).
Az. a chev. betw.
Charles I., was created a bart. in 1641).
three swans rising ar. See Whitmore.
Wolsay (co. Norfolk). Ar. on a chev. betw. three woolsacks
mullets, three, two,

az. as

many

Wolseley

garbs

or.

(Wolselcy, co. Stafford, bart.

;

a very ancient

who assumed

their surname from the Lordship of
whieh their ancestors were feudal Lords
of, temp. Edward I., and descended directly from Ralph
Wlseley, Baron of the Exchequer in England temp.
Edward IV. Robert Wolseley, Clerk of the King's LetAr. a talbot pass,
ters Patent, was created a bart. 1628).
Out of a ducal coronet or, a wolfs head erased
gu. Crest
Homo homini lupus.
ppr. Motto
Wolseley (Mount Wolseley, co. Carlow, bart. a branch
of Wolseley, Bart., of Wolseley, descended from Richard
Wolseley, Esq., of Mount Arran, who was created a bart.
of Ireland 1744, brother of Sir William Wolseley, fifth

family

WIselia, co. Stafford,

—
—

;

bart. of Wol.seley).
diff.

Crent

Ar. a talbot pass. gu. a crescent for

— Out of a ducal coronet a

— Mors niihi

wolf's

head ppr. Motto

vita est.

Wolsey

(Newton, CO. Norfolk). Or, on a chev. az. betw.
three pellets, each charged with a woolsack ar. as many
A beast in shape of a beaver ar.
garbs of the field. Crest
with long ears erect, finned down the back or, webfooted.
(Cottingham, co. Suffolk borne by Thomas Wolsby,
CuiUinal Archbibhop of York, 1511 30). Sa. on a cioM

—

Wolsey

;
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tmgr. 8T. R lion pass. gu. betw. four leopards' faces az.
on a ch'f or, a rose of the thitu betw. two Cornish
choughs ppr. Crest— A naked arm embowed grasping a

shinbone

ppr.

all

(Kenwood Park and Sharrow,
Gu. a lion pass, or, in chief a pheon of the
two bezants, and the like in base.

co. York).
last

betw.

(Wolstenholme, cc Iiancaster; of this
family was Key. Heney Wolstenholme, Rector of Liverpool,
who d. 1771, leaving a dau. and heiress, Anne, who to.
John Pabk, Esq.). Az. a lion pass, guard, betw. three pheons
An eagle displ. or, seizing on a serpent nowed
Crest
or.

—

az.

"Wolstenholme

Derby

(Dransfleld, co.

confirmed 1604).

;

(Horsley-Gate, co. Derby, a.d. 1460; a
younger branch of Wolstenholme, of Wolstenholme, co.

and

Some Arms and

Same Arms

co. Middlesex).

Crest.

(London, bart., extinct <«mp. George

III.;

John WoiaTENHOLME, Knt., grandson of John WolstenCO. Derby, was created a bart. 10 Jan. 1664).
Same Arms and Crest. Motto In ardua virtus.
Wolston (Sir Gpt Wolston, temp. Edward IV. his dau.
and co-heir, Elizabeth, m. John Stile, Esq., of Beckcnham,
CO. Kent, and was mother of Sir Humpheey Stile, who was
knighted by Henry VIII., when his Majesty was going to
Sir

holme, of

—

;

Boulogne, ancestor of Sttle, Bart., of Wateringbury, co.
Kent. Visit. London, 1668). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a
a wolf pass. sa. 2nd, ar. three turnstiles sa. a mullet for
3rd, ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three rams' heads erased
diff.
;

;

nz. as

many

Wolston

Ar. a bend betw. six pouches

Cornwall;.

sa.

Wolston

(Staverton, co.

of Staverton, temp.

James

Wolston, of same

place.

or,

Devon

Arthub Wolston,

;

I., fifth

Visit.

in descent

Devon,

Esq.,

from Ricbabd
Sa. a bend

1620).

Wolston, or Wolstone

(Latimer, co. Northampton).
Ar. three wolves' heads erased sa.

Wolston, or Wolstone.

Wolston.
Wolston.
Wolston.

Crest

and az. a bend
arm in armour embowed

Per pale

— An

sa.

Wolston. Ar. three turnstiles (or reels) sa.
Wolston, or Wolton. Ar. a chev. gu.

betw. three
hawks' heads erased sa. membered of the second.
Wolton (John Wolton, Bishop of Exeter, 1579-94). Or, a
lion ramp, suppofting a saltire engr. coupcd gu.
Wolton. Ar. a mitre gu. betw. three covered cups sa. a
border engr. of the last. N.B. These are the arms of the
mother of John Wolton, Bishop of Exeter. Har. MS. 6827,
states, "He gave for his armes his mother's coate."
Wolton. Az. a bezant betw. three martlets or. Crest-

—

a bezant a martlet az.

Wolton. Ar. three Uons ramp. purp.
Wolveden. Sa. a chev. betw. three

wolves' heads erased

heads erased

(co. Cornwall).
ar. (another,

Wolveidon,

Sa.

Sa. a chev. betw. three wolves'

the chev. or).
or, betw. three

boars'

a chev.

heads

erased at the necks ar.

Wolverston

Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Sa. a
Office, 1609, James Wolverston, Esq., of Stillorgan).
fess betw. three wolves' heads or, langued gu.
Wolverston (Eaboch, co. Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's
Office, 1G19, Eleanob, wife of Georoe Wolvebston, Esq.,
(Stillorgan, co. Dublin;

Same Arms.

of Rabocli).

Wolverston

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Ar. r chev. chequy or

and gu. betw. three buslehorns stringed

"Wolver stone.
erased ar.

Crest

sa.

Sa. a chev. or, betw. three wolves'

—A

heads

Sa.

a

less

wavy

betw. three wolves' heads erased ar.
See Wolfebstan.
Wolverton (Wolverton, co. Buckingham, temp. Henry
Az. an eagle displ. or, a bend gu.
Wolvey. Or, a lion ramp. s».

or,

Wolverstone.

Bendy

i-f

or

Walrington

(co.

III.).

Warwick).

(Wombwell, CO. York, bart.).
Crest
betw. six unicorns' heads erased ar.
head couped ar. Motto —In well beware.
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Gu. a bend betw. six

— A unicorn's head couped

Wombwell

(co. York).
Ar. a bend betw. three unicomB'
heads erased gu.
Womb'well. Gu. a bend erm. betw. six unicorns' heads
erased ar. Crest A dragon's head erased or, on the neck a

chaplet vert.

Wombwell.

Ar. a bend betw. four unicorns' heads couped

Womb'well.

Ar. a cinquefoil in fess gu. betw. three
crosses crosslet fltchee sa. (another coat has a border of the
second).

Womb'well, or Wombell.

Ar. on a bend betw.

sitc

martlets gu. three bezants.

Womerton (Womerton,

Worcester, Hatton, co. Salop,
and London; granted by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1571;.
Or,
three escutcheons sa. each charged with an eagle displ. of
the field.
Crest
A unicorn's head couped (sometimes a
boar's head) gu.
Womvill. Ar. three unicorns' heads couped (another,
erased) gu.
Wom^well. Or, (r.nother, ar.) on a bend az. three crosses
co.

—

crosslet fitchee of the

first.

Ar. a cinquefoil gu. betw. three crosses crossa border engr. of the last.
Wondesford. Ar. alion ramp, double queued az. Ci-est
A cross crosslet gu. surmounted by a sword in bend sinister
point downwards ppr.
(quartered by Ap Beese, of Washingley). Gu. a
let fitchee sa.

—

Wonton
or.

Wonvill

(co.

Devon).

pattee fltchee of the

Won'well.
the

Or, on a bend az. three crosses

field.

Or, on a

bend

az. three crosses crosslet fltchee of

first.

Az. three naked savages ambu( Viscount Halifax).
lant in fess ppr. in the dexter hand of each a shield ar.
charged with a cross gu. in the sinister a club resting on

the shoulder also ppr. on a canton erm. three lozenges conjoined in fess sa.
Crest A savage as in the arms, the
Sapshield sa. charged with a griffin's head erased ar.

—

porters

— On

collar

and pendent therefrom

sa. gorged with a plain
Motto
a portcullis or.

either side a griffin

—

Perseverando.
(Hatherley House, co. Gloucester, bart.). Quarterly,
ar. and or, the mace of the Lord Mayor of London in pale
betw. an oak tree on a mount vert fructed ppr. in the Isc
and 4th quarter, and in the 2nd and 3rd a bull's head
Crest— Out of
erased sa. charged on the neck with a bezant.
a mural crown ar. a demi wild man wreathed about the
temples with oak fructed, in the dexter hand an oak tree
eradicated and fructed, and in the sinister a_club, all ppr.

Wood

Motto

— Defend.

Crest— Ont of a
(Baron Hatherley).
Same Arms.
mural crown nr. a demi wild man wreathed about the
temples with oak, in the dexter hand an oak tree eradicated and fructed, and in the sinister a club, all ppr.
On either side a wild man wreathed about
Supporters
the temples and waist with oak, across the shoulder
a wreath of ivy and holding a club all ppr. Jl/o«o— Defend

—

the

riglit.

Wood (Gatton Park,

Ar. a tree
co. Surrey, bart., extinct).
An oak tree eradicated
eradicated and erect ppr. Crest
a
sailor,
caps
either
side
Supporters— On
ppr. fructed vert.
and jackets vert, cuffs, lappels, trousers, and waistcoats ar.
Motto— Tatas in undis.
(Thomas Wood, Chief Justice of Common Pleas in

—

Wood

Gu. semee of crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
demi woodmen holding clubs ppr., quartering
Cantbell, viz., Ar. a pelican in her piety sa.
Ar. on a fess vert a bull pass. cr.
(co. Bedford).
Ar. an oak tree ppr.
(CO. Brecknock).
(Fulborne, co. Cambridge, andSneterley, co.Norfol':).
A demi lion ramp, or, gorged
Crest
Sa. a bull pass. ar.
with a wreath az. and gu. tied behind with two bows.
three

Wood
Wood
Wood

—

Wood (Newton,

ten (another, six) sa. and ar.

Womb'well

York).
Crest

ar.

England, 1501).

Minerva's head affrontce ppr.

Wolverstone, or Wolverton.

Wol'wardingljon,

(Silvercliff, co.

unicorns' heads couped ar.

Wood

ar.

Wolveidon

laurel vert.

Wood

Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks lodged gu.
Ar. a wolf pass. sa.
Per pale sa. and az. a bend componde or and

gu.

On

;

tiger's

Womb'well

garb

betw. six baskets ar.

chequy gu. and ar.
holding a sword ppr.

Kent granted 10 Sept. 1574).
erm. betw. six unicorns' heads erased ar.
head erased or, gorged with a garland of

(Northfleet, co.

bend

Womwell.

billets or.

(co.

a

—A

Crest.

(Winchenden,

Wolstenholme

Gu.

—

Crest.

Wolstenholme

Wolstenholme

Wombwell
Crest

Wolstenholnie

Lancaster).

(arms in the Library of Balliol College, Oxford.
Visit. Oxon, 1566).
Sa. a saltire ar. betw. two covered cups,
one in chief the other in base, and as many wyverns in
fess all or.

Wolstenholm

Same Arms and

"WOO

Womb'well

Gu. a bend

—A

unicorn's

near Middlcwich, co. Chester). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, on a pile az. three martlets of the field, a
chief of the second, for Wood 2nd and 3rd, ar. on a chev.
gu. betw. three square buckles sa. tongues pendent, a
;

K

woo

;

woo
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Mobeton. Crest A falcon ar. close, jessed
and belled or, standing on a lure ppr.
Ar, a wolf salient
(Newtoa Hall, co. Chester).

crescent, or, for

Wood

hand, and supporting a club in the other hand over the led
shoulder also ppr.

Wood (Singleton Lodge,

Wood

(Swanwlck, co. Derby, temp. Henry VII.). Az.
three naked naked savages ppr. each holding in the dexter
hand a shield ar. charged with a cross gu. and in the sinister

—

a club resting on the shoulder likewise ppr. Crest An oak
tree ppr. acorned or.
(Harestow, co. Devon; John Wood, Esq., of Harestow, son of Richard Wood, alias At Wood, of same place.
Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. on a mount
Visit. Devon, 1620).
in base ppr. an oak tree vert, fructed or 2nd and 3rd, ar. a
Crest
erased
sa.,
for Cabslake.
A demi wild
head
bull's
man holding in the dexter hand ppr. an oak tree eradicated

Wood

;

—

vert, fructed or.

Wood

(Lewtrenchard, co. Devon; John Wood, Esq., of
Lewtrenchard, temp. James I., son of Thomas Wood, and
grandson of John Wood, both of same place. Visit. Devon,
Sa. sem^e of crosses crosslet or, three leopards' faces
1620).

(North Taunton, co. Devon). Sa. three bars or, on a
canton gu. a demi woodman holding a club over the dexter
A woodman ppr. wreathed about the
shoulder or. Ci-est
temples and loins and holding in the dexter hand an olive

—

branch

Wood

all vert.

Devon; quartered by Monck, Dute of Albe-

(co.

Ar. a chev. betw. three bvills'
Visit. Devon, 1620).
heads cabossed sa.
(CO. Devon).
Ar. a tree vert, on a chief az. three

marle.

Wood

trefoils slipped or.

Wood

—A

Ar. on a chief sa.

—

gious liberty.
(co. Lancaster).

Wood

Devon). Sa. three bars or, on a canton gu. a
demi woodman erased holding on the shoulder a club of
A woodman, in the dexter hand an oak
the second. Crest
slip, in the sinister a club resting over the shotilder all
(co.

—

Sa. a chief gu. over all a lion ramp.

ar.

Wood

(Thorcsby, co. Lincoln). Gu. a fess cotised betw.
three lions' heads erased ar. crowned or. Crest
A lion's
head erased and crowned. Motto Strenue et audacter.
granted 1586). Or, on a pile
(Lincoln's Inn, London
az. three martlets of the first, a chief of the second.
A hawk close ar. beaked, jessed, and belled or,
Crest
standing on a lure ppr.
(London). Ar. a wolf salient sa. collared or, on a
Crest
chief az. three bezants.
A wolfs head erased sa.
collared gu. rimmed or.
(London, and Enfield, co. Middlesex descended from

—

—

Wood

;

—

Wood

—

Wood

;

Nottingham).
Gu semee of crosses
demi savages with clubs elevated
ppr. a sinister canton az. charged with as many fleurs-de-lis
Crest
On a mount vert an oak
or, a fleur-de-lis for diff.

Woodborough,

of the last.

Wood

co.

crosslet fitchee ar. three

—

ppr. fructed or.

Wood

(Islington, co.

Middlesex

;

wolf pass. sa. a chief gu. Crest
gu. a wolfs head sa. collared ar.

Wood (Hackney,

granted Feb. 1606).

—Out

Ar. a
of a mural coronet

Middlesex; confirmed 20 June, 1634).
ramp. ar.
(Staple Inn, co. Middlesex; from co. Kent; granted
6 May, 1613). Ar. on a fess ragulee az. three fleursor,
Crest
de-lis
in chief a trefoil slipped vert.
gauntlet erect gu. garnished or, betw. two laurel branches
co.

Sa. a chief gu. over all a lion

Wood

—

vert.

Wood

ppr.

Wood

(Osmington House, co. Dorset).
Gu. a spear and
leg in armour couped at the thigh, both paleways.
An arm embowed in armour, the hand grasping a

human

—

spear paleways.
(Mount House, co. Durham).
Quarterly, 1st and
4th, or, on a mount vert an oak tree fructed ppr., for Wood;
2nd, az. on a fess erm. three crosses crosslet fitchee gu., for
BoMFOBD 3rd, sa. a lion ramp. erm. betw. three crosses
crosslet fitchee or, for Kino,
Crest
On a mount vert an
oak tree fructed ppr. Motto Irrideo tempestatem.
(Hetton, co. Durham).
Same Arms, a martlet for
diff.
Crest and Motto, as the last.
(Bishop's Hall, co, Essex). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
ar. a tree eradicated and erect ppr.
2nd and 3rd, ar. a
fess betw. three martlets sa.
Crests— \st: An oak tree
eradicated ppr.
2nd A martlet on the stump of an oak

Wood

;

—

—

Wood

Wood

;

;

:

—

tree branched

all ppr.
Motto Tutus in undis.
(Nottsgrove, co. Essex, and Lincoln's Inn, London)Or, on a pile az. three martlets of the field.
Crest On a
lure ar. caped and lined or, a falcon close gold.
(Stapleford, co. Essex). Or, on a bend gu. three
chaplets of the field.
(co. Essex).
Ar. a fess gu. within two barrulets az.
betw. three lions' heads erased sa.
(Krockthorp, co. Gloucester).
Ar. a chev. engr.
bttw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.

Wood

—

Wood

Wood
Wood

Wood

Gloucester; Rev. Henry Wood,
B.A.). Ar. a chev. engr. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Crest
An arm in pale, habited chequy or and sa. cuffed ar.
in the hand ppr. a flcur-dc-lis gu.
(Leonard Stanley, co. Gloucester, 1759). Ar. on a
chev. engr. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis gu. as many bezants.
(The Whitchouse, co. Hereford). Or, a cross crosslet
gu. Crest
A cubit arm erect, vested or, cuffed ar. holding in the hand ppr. a cross crosslet gu. A/o«o— Credo
cruce Christi.
(Sandwich, co. Kent; arras confirmed and crest
granted 20 Nov. 1.574, by Cooke, Clarenceux, to Edward
Wood, of Sandwich). Sa. on a chev. betw. three oak trees
eradicated or, as many martlets of the field. Crest— An arm
embowed habited in green leaves, the hand and elbow ppr.
holding a broken spear in tlirco pieces, one in pale and two
(Cirencester,

co.

—

Wood
Wood

—

Wood

in saltire ppr.

Wood

(Norwich, co. Norfolk). Per pale ar. and sa. on a
chev. betw. three martlets ae many trefoils sUpped all
counterchanged.
Crest
A martlet, wings expanded ar.
holding in the beak a tulip ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
(Berwick, co. Northumberland; impalement Fan.
Ent. Ulster's Office, 1636, Captain John Pikeman, of Dublin,
whose wife was Jane, dau. of Edwabd Wood, of Berwick,
Ar. three bars sa. on a canton gu. a demi wild
gent.).
man, the dexter hand extended holding an oak branch and
the sinister holding a club over the shoulder all ppr. a crea*
cent for diff.
(Beadnell, co. Northumberland). Az. on abend ar.
three fleursde-lis sa. each charged with as many bezants.
Crest
A wolfs head sa. erased or, gorged with a collar of
the last, charged with three annulets gu.
Gu. three demi woodmen in fess
(co. Nottingham).
betw. nine crosses crosslet (another, crosses crosslet fltch6e)
or.
Crest
An oak tree ppr. fructed or.
(Woodborough and Nether Colwick, co. Nottingham,
Visit. Notts, 1614).
Gu. sem^e of crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
three demi woodmen, on a sinister canton az. as many
fleurs-de-lis or.
(N.B.
The augmentation of the canton
was granted by Harvey, Clarenceux, for the taking of a
Frenchman).
Quartering Chantbell, Ar. a pelican in
her piety sa. Stoey, Gu. on a fess ar. three crosses pattte
of the field; Colwick, Gu. three fusils conjoined in fess
Crest
ar. in chief two cinquefoils or.
An oak tree ppr.

—

Wood

Wood

—

Wood

—

Wood

—

;

—

acorned

or.

Wood (co. Oxford).

Ar. a lion ramp gu. on a chief of the
oak branches of the first.
Crest A gquiriel
paws a honeysuckle ppr.
(Brizc Norton, co. Oxford, and Shynwood, co. Salop.
Gu. three demi woodmen ar. each
Visit. Salop, 1623).
holding clubs over their dexter shoulders or. Crest A demi
srjant holding in the

Wood

—

woodman, as

in the arms.
Oxford, temp. Queen Elizabeth. Visit. Oxon,
Ar. a lion ramp. gu. armed and langued az. on a
1574).
chief of the second three acorns in fe.s» slipped and leaved
vert.
Crest
A squirrel sejant sa. holding betw. the paws a
honeysuckle ar. slipped and leaved vert.
(Codshall, CO. Somerset). Or, a lion ramp sa. Crest
A demi lion ramp. purp. holding an acorn ppr.
Per chev. ar. and erm. a chev. sa. In
(co. Somerset).
chief two leopards' faces gu.
(Hiltwood, CO. Stafford). Ar. a lion ramp. pnrp.

Wood

(co.

—

—

Wood
Wood

Wood

frathers ar.

Wood (co. Stafford,

Wood

(co. Lancaster, 1882).
Or, on a mount veit a wolf
statant »a. under a tree ppr.
Crest— 0\xt of a mural coronet

a demi

woodman

temple vert, holding a

1130

ppr. wreathed about the
griffin's

loins and
head erased in the dexter

—

last three

nValcringbury, co. Kent, and Ilamscy, co. Sus,scx).
Ar. on a fess ragulcSe az. three fleura-dc-lis or. Crest—
dexter gauntlet gu. erect and purflcd or, betw. two ostrich

ar.

co. Lancaster).

or, betw. two millrinds of the
first. Crest
boar pass, reguard. sa. collared, chained, and
hoofed or, in front of a tree ppr. Motto
Civil and reli-

an open Bible ppr. clasped

sa.

Crest

A

Crest

— A demi

lion

ramp. purp. holding an acorn branch

vert, fructed or.

and West Cutton and Thorp, co. York
arms and fiist crest granted 6 May, 1678). Sa. on abend ar.
three fleursde-lis of the field. Crest— A woifg head erased
sa. collared and ringed or.
Ajiothcr Crest
A demi lion
ramp. ar.

—

A

woo
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Wood (CO. Stnfford). Ar. a lion ramp. su.
Wood.
Wood (CO. Stafford). Ar. a wolf salient sa.
Wood.
Wood (Brownhills, co. Staflord granted 1833, to John Wood, Wood.
who was son

John Wood,

of

Esq.,

and

Nicholas Price. Esq., of Pont-ypandy, co. Glamorgan). Or, a lion ramp. betw. three boars'
heads erased sa. Crest A demi man wreathed about the
temples and waist with oak leaves fructed, the dexter
hand holding a club in bend all ppr. the sinister arm extended, the hand grasping a w olf's head erased sa. Motto
Deus robur meum.
(Ottershaw Park, co. Surrey).
Ar. on oak tree eradiA ship under sail, the especial badge of
cated ppr. Crist
Wood, of Largo, co. Fife, having been added to the coat
his wife, dau. of

Mart,

—

—

Wood

—

armorial of Sir Andrew Wood, in memory of his victory over
the English fleet in 1480. jV/o»o— Tutus in- undis.
(Lewes and West Godley, co. Sussex). Sa. a fees
cotised betw. three lions' heads erased ar. crowned or.
Per pale or and sa. three eagles displ.
(CO. Suffolk).
Crest
On a ducal coronet or, an eagle,
counterchanged.
wings expanded per pale gold and sa.

Wood

Wood

—

Wood

(Woodcott, CO. Warwick; quartered by Horne, of
Stoke, CO. Warwick). Ar. achev. betw. three water bougets

or.

Wood (co. Warwick).
cabossed

sa.

armed

Ar. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads

or.

Wood

(CO. Warwick).
heads erased sa.

Ar. a fess gu. betw. three lions'

Wood (cos. Warwick and Worcester).

Ar. a fess betw. three

(Alfrick, CO. Worcester).

Gu. three demi woodmen

each holding a club or.
(Growtey, co. Worcester; anus at Staunton, on the
of Ann, dau. of Thomas Wood, of Growtey, and
wife of Sir William Gkeslet, Knt., of Coulton, 1591). Sa.
ar.

Wood
tomb

on a bend

Worcester; Tbomas Wood, J. P., son of Basil
Wood, Esq., was Mayor of Worcester 1745, rf. '26 Aug. 1754,
aged 60). Gu. three demi woodmen ar. each holding a club
A demi woodman, as in the arms.
Crest
or.
Az. three woodmen in fess ppr. with
(co. York).

—

Wood

clubs and targets or.

(Copmanthorpe, co. York;

Wood,
Wood,

descended from

Giles

represented by
of Pickering, temp. Henry 'VIII
HoUin Hall, co. York). Az. thfee woodmen ppr.
;

of

each armed with a club over the right shoulder and a shield
head and waist encircled
with a wreath vert, all standing on a ground ppr. Crest
An oak tree ppr. charged with acorns or. Motto— tio
in front ar. thereon a cross gu.

—

Wood (HolHn Hall, co. York).

Az. three woodmen ppr. each
and a shield in
head and waist encircled with
a wreath vert, all standing on a ground ppr. Crest An
oak tree ppr. charged with acorns or. Motto Pro patria.
(Colonel WiLUAM Wood, C.B., 19 July, 1838). Erm. a
chev. az. betw. three towers gu. on a chief embattled vert
a sword erect betw. two leopards' faces ppr. Crest On an

armed with a club over the

right shoulder

front ar. thereon a cross gu.

—

—

Wood

—

Eastern coronet or, a leopard pass, reguard. ppr. holding
in the dexter paw a banner gu. staff and spearhead ppr.
Ar. an oak tree vert, fructed or. Crest A demi
wild man, on the shoulder a club, holding in the dexter hand
an oak branch all ppr. wreathed about the middle vert.
W^od. Per pale or and sa. two eagles displ. counterchanged. Orett On a ducal coronet or, an eagle per pale ar.

—

Wood.

—

sa.

Wood.

Ar. on abend sa. three fleurs-de-lis of the first, in
the sinister chief a crescent or, on a crescent gu. Crest
wolfs head erased sa. collared or.
Gu. three demi woodmen ar. each holding a club in
bend over the right shoulder betw. nine crosses crosslet of

—

Wood.

the second.
Ar. a fess gu. betw. three

Wood.

crowned

Wood.

Gu. a lion ramp, guard,

lis

ar.

alias Deane. Ar. a lion ramp. purp.
(confirmed by Roberts, Ulster, 1647, to Mathew
Wood, Captain of a ship of war, who served, 1639, at the
Relief of Oporto, and in the Irish wars, temp. Charles I.).
Ar. a lion sejant in a wood ppr. on a chief wavy gu. a harp
betw. two anchors or. Crest
A cherub or.

Wood

—

Wood

(Woodvillc, CO. Sligo; confirmed to James Wood,
of WoodviUe, and to the descendants of his grandfather, James Wood, Esq., of Woodville).
Ar. an oak
tree fructed growing out of a mound in base all ppr. in
the dexter chief point a crescent gu.
Crtst
A demi
Esq.,

—

savage ppr. wreathed about the temples and loins vert, and
charged on the breast with a crescent gu. holding in the
dexter hand an oak tree fructed, and in his sinister a club
resting on his shoulder all also ppr. Motto— i'Txitla cognoscitur arbor. See Martin.
Wood- Acton (Acton Scott, co. Salop) See Supplement.
Wood-Ryder. See Kydeb.
(Balbegno, co. Forfar). Az. an oak tree growing out
of a mount in base or, and on one of the branches are
fastened two keys of the first by strappings gu. for the
oflice of Thane of Fettercaim.
W^ood (Colpney, co. Aberdeen, 16th century). Ar. an oak

Wood

tree eradicated or.

(Craig, Scotland, 16th century).
Az. an oak tree
growing out of a mount in base or, a hunting-horn sa.
stringed gu. hanging on one of the branches, all within a

bordure engr. of the second.
(Bonnytown, co. 1 'Jfe, bait.). Az. an oak tree or,
growing out of a mount in base ppr. betw. two crosses crosslet
fitch^e of the second.
Crest
A demi savage wreathed head
and middle with laurel, holding a club erected in his dexter
hand.
Supporters Two savages ppr. wreathed as the
former, each with a baton erected on his right shoulder also
ppr. Motto— Defend.
(Grangehaugh, Scotland a scion of Bonnytown). Ar.
an oak tree growing out of a mount in base ppr. betw. two
crosses crosslet fitchee az. all within a bordure invected of
the last. Crest
An oak slip fructed ppr. Motto Diu

Wood

—

Wood

;

—

—

virescit.

Wood (Largo, co. Fife).

Az. an oak growing out of a mount
under sail ar., as Admiral to

in base or, betw. two ships

James

III.

and James IV.

Wood (Governor of the Isle

of Man, 1776, said to be represenAr. an oak tree eradicated ppr. fructed or.
Two sailors ppr.
ship under sail ppr. Supportei-s
Crest
in caps and jackets vert, their lapelles, cuffs, and trousers
ar.
Motto Tutus in undis. The same Arms and Sup-

tative of Largo).

patria.

and

Wood.
Wood,

—

ar. three fleurs-de-lis of the field.

Wood (city of

Wood

three fleurs-de

gu.

W^ood

leopards' faces sa.

Wood

ar. three leaves of the first.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis gu.
Ar. a fess ragulee az. betw.

;

Esq., of Brownhills,

"WOO

Gu. on a bend

barons'

helmets az.

or.

Ar. an oak tree vert,

acomed or, on a chief az.

three

trefoils slipped of the third.

Wood.
Wood.
Wood.

Ar. a tree vert, on a chief az. three acorns slipped or.
Gu. a lion ramp, double queued ar.
Ar. two squirrels salient, incontrant, in fess gu.
betw. nine crosses crosslet sa.
Ar. on a fess crenell6e az. three fleurs-de-lis or.
Ar. a wolf salient sa. collared gu.
Az. three urchins pass, in pale or.
W^ood. Ar. three lions' heads erased az.
Ar. a wolf ramp. sa. collared or.
Wood. Sa. on a chov. or, betw. three pineapples of the
•econd, as many martlets of the first.

Wood.
Wood.
Wood.
Wood.
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—A

—

—

porters were confirmed, in IS09,

to

Sir

Mark Wood,

of

Gatton Park, co. Surrey, bart.,andin 1845 to George Wood,
of Potter's Park, co. Surrey.
(Alexander Wood, Major 120th Regiment, 1795). Ar.
an oak tree fructed growing out of a mount in base ppr. in
chief a cross crosslet fltchee gu. betw. two eagles displ. sa.
beaked and membered of the second. Crest A demi woodman, in his dexter hand an olive branch, and in his sinister
a club all ppr. Motto Suaviter sed fortiter.
(Scarborough, co. York, estabhshed in that co. for
Ar. a cross moline gu. Crest A cubit
several centuries).
arm habited per pale holding a sword dexter ar.
Woodall. Or, a lion ramp. az. thrust through with a sword
of the last, entering at the breast and issuing beneath the
Crest— A Cornish chough, wings expanded sa. ducally
tail.

Wood

—

—

WoodaU

—

gorged or.

Woodard (Essex).

Ar. on a bend cotised sa. three martlets

of the field, a border engr. az.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).

Woodboume

Barry of eight az.

three lions ramp. gu. a border ar.
Woodbridge. Ar. on a bend gu. three chaplets of roses
ppr. Crest A chaplet of roses ppr.
Woodburgh.. Barruly of fifteen ar. and az. three lions
ramp. gu. crowned or. Crest A bundle of five arrows
wreathed about the middle with a serpent ppr.
Woodburgrh. Barry of six ar. and az. (another, ar. and

and

or,

—

—

sa.) three lions

Woodburgli.
gu. crowned

ramp. gu.
Barry of ten

ar.

and

az, three lions

ramp.

or.

Woodburn.

Crest— Ont of a mural
Sa. a cross engr. ar.
coronet an eagle's head all ppr.
gu.
Crest
canton
A camel's head sa.
Woodourne. "Vert a
Woodburne, or Woodborne. Barruly of twelve ar.
and az. three lions ramp. gu.

—

A

woo
Woodchurch

A

Gu. three swords

(Woodchurch, co. Kent).

in pale ar.

Woodcock

Sa. three
<BrightwcU, CO. BiickinKViam).
Ci-est—T-wo
leopards' faces reversed or, jessant-de-lis ar.
lions' gambs erect and addorsed, the dexter ar. the sinister

Woodford

on a bend engr. gu. three
Woodcock
Crest
A demi lion
crosses botonnee fitch^e of the first.
ramp, or, collared az. studded and grasping a cross botonnee
Or,

—

titchee gold.

New

Az. a
C-ext—Out of rays
fess erm. bctw. three leopards pass. or.
issuing from the wreath or, a demi peacock displ. ar.
Woodcock (Newport, co. Salop). Per chev. sa. and ar. a
chev. counterchanged, in chief three escutcheons of the
Crest— A. pelican or, in her nest ppr. feeding her
second.
(London, and

Timber,

ar.

Woodcock. Same Arms.
ppr. vested gu. cuffed

Crest

co. Sussex).

— An arm from the s'loulder

Vandyke

brandishing

ar.

t

sword

ppr.

Woodcock

Az. a fess erm.
(Coventry, co. Warwick).
betw. three leopards pass. or. Crest— Out of rays issuing
from a wreath or, a demi peacock displ. ar.
Woodcock. Or, on a bend gu. three crosses crosslet fitchee
of the field. Crest— A demi lion ramp. gu. holding a cross
crosslet fiichee or.

Woodcock.
herself,

and

Ar. a fess betw. in chief a pelican vulning
in base five mullets, three

Woodcock (Mayor of Norwich,

and two,

all

gu.

Per pale gu. and sa.
a cross flory or, on a chief indented erm. three human
hearts gu. Crest
A Moor's head sa. betw. two wings gu.
Gesta virbis praevenient.
Motto
Woodcock (Reg. Ulster's Office, to Captain John Woodcock, Captain in ColoneJ Robert Tothill's regiment, sent to
Ireland 1649, eldest son of Thomas Woodcock, gent., of
Az. a fess erm. betw. three
Altonparva, co. Salop).
1850).

—

—

leopards pass. or. Crest
A phoenix ppr.
(formerly of Holly Hall, co. York, Brize Norton,

Woodd

CO. Oxford, and Shynewood, co. Salop,

now

of

Conyngham

Knarcsborough, and Oughtershaw, Langstrothdale,
both in CO. York, and of Woodlands and Roslyn House,
Hsmpstead, co. Middlesex). Gu. three demi woodmen ar.
each holding a club over his dexter shoulder or. Crest
demi woodman ar. holding a club over the right shoulder ar.
Motto— i^on nobis. Arms now borne by Basil Thomas
WooDD, Esq., of Conyngham Hall, Knarcsborough, co.
York, M.P. for Knarcsborough, the head of the family, who,
with his brothers, Robert Ballaed Woodd, Esq., of Woodand Charles Henry
l;inds, Hampstead, co. Middlesex,
Labdneb Woodd, Esq., of Oughtershaw Hall, LangstrothRoslyn
Hampstead,
co. MiddleHouse,
dale, CO. York, and
sex, entered the pedigree in the College of Arms, London,
The
and obtained a confirmation of the above arms.
pedigree then entered was continued from that of Peter
Hall,

—

Woodd,

in

Leicester

descended from John Wood-

;

;

by Shebard, of Staplcford.

Woodford

(co. Leicester).

jessant-de-lis gu.

Woodford

Crest

(Ashby

three leopards' heads or,
lions' gambs erased or.

Sa.

—Two

Leicester).

co.

Folvill,

Sa.

three

leopards' faces or, jessant-de-lis ar.

Woodcock

ycung

(co.

ford, living 9 Edward III.; William Woodford, d-. tj. p.
leaving an elder dau. and co-heir, Margaret Woodford
m. THO.MAS Morton, who d. 8 Henry VIII. Visit. Leicester
1619).
Ar. three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis sa. quartered
also

sa.
(CO. Essex).

WOO
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the Visit,

co.

Salop,

1G23.

The name was

then spelt Wood, but the entry of the pedigree was sisned
of White Abbey, co. Salop.

Woodd by Peter Woodd,
No crest was shown with

the

arms

at the Visit.

16'23,

the absence of crests being then the rule with most ancient
arms, borne for generations by right of inheritance, and
not by modern grant. Two crests are depicted on two old
parchment rolls, of about the same date, in the possession of
the family, one as now borne by Mr. Woodd, of Conyngham
Hall, and given above, and the other, A pelican la her
piety or.

Woodd

(Hillfield, co. Middlesex).
Gu. three dcml woodmen
each holding a club over the dexter shoulder or. Crest
savage, as in the arms. Motto Non nobis.
(co. Suffolk).
Erm. an eagle displ. with two
heads gu.
Woodenet. Ar. a cross coupod voided f.v
Wooderton. Gu. a chev. bctw. three lions' f ambs erased
tirndways ar.

ar.

— A demi

—

Wooden

Woodeson

(WestminRtcr).
Per less ar. ana az. a pale
countcrclKinged, three eagles displ. or.
Crest—Out of a
ducal coronet or, flames issuing ppr.
W^oodeson (Reoinald Woodeson, temp. Henry VHI. his
dau. and co-heir, Elizabeth, tu. Robert Benne, citizen of
London, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Visit. London, 1068).
Or, on across pierced az. four eagles displ. of the lirst.
Woodfleld. Per fcai gu. and ar. on a border or, eight
t'Mtc.iiix, 11 canton erm.
Woodford fCarleby, co. Lincoln, hart., extinct 1828). Sa.
tliri ( Icopard.s' faces reversed Jcssant-de-lis nr.
Crest
naked savage wreathed about the head and waist, in the
dexter hand a club, in the sinister a palm branch in bend
all ppr.
ii/o((o— Libcrlalc quictcm.
;

—
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Woodford

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1671).
Sa. three
leopards' faces ar. jessant-de-lis gu.
Woodforde (Ansford, CO. Somerset). Sa. three leopards'
faces reversed gu. jessant-de-lis ar.
Crest
A woodman
ppr. holding a club ar. crowned and girt with oaken leaves

—

Motto

vert.

— Pro

Woodgate

aris et focis.

(Summerhill, and Pembury, co. Kent).
Ar.
betw. three squirrels sejant,
many acorns or. Crest
all ppr.
Motto Esse quam

(another, or) on a chev. az.

each holding a nut ppr. as
squirrel sejant holding a nut

—

—

videri.

Woodhall, or Woodhull

(Thenford, co. Northampton,
Bedford and Chester). Or, three crescents gu.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, two wings endorsed gu.
Woodhall (Cockermouth, co. Cumberland). Ar. a cross
moline gu. in the first quarter an erm. spot sa.
Woodhall (Walden, co. Essex). Ar. a cross moline gu.
Crest
A cubit arm habited per pale or and sa. cuffed
counterchanged, holding in the hand ppr. a sword ar. hilt

and

cos.

—

—

and pommel gold.

Woodham

(Catherston, co. Cornwall). Gu. a chev. betw.
three roses ar.
Crest
A buck's head erased betw. two

—

sprigs of roses

Woodham.

all

ppr.

—

Crest
An arm in armour embowed, and holding by the blade a sword, point downwards
ppr

Same Arms.

Woodhead.

Quarterly, az.

Woodhouse

(Calais).

— A vol or.

and

or,

a

cinquefoil gu.

Az. a fess quarterly

sa.

Crest

and

ar.

bctw. three ragged staffs bcndways or.
(Hickling and Woxham, co. Norfolk). Quarterly, erm. and az. in the 2nd and 3rd quarters a leopard's
face or.
Crest
A griffin segreant or.
(co. Norfolk).
Sa. a chev. or, biUettee gu.
betw. three cinquefoils erm.

Woodhouse

—

Woodhouse

W^oodhouse (Womburne
CO.

Stafford

burne,

;

tf))!j).

crosslet or.

Woodhouse and Lyswayes

Hall,

descended from William Coccs de WomRichard I.). Gu. a cross betw. twelve crosses
Crest
On a coronet a cross crosslet or. Motto

— In hoc signo.
Woodhouse

—

(co. Suffolk).

Sa. (another, gu.)

a chev.

or,

billettde of the first betw. three cinquefoils pierced ar.

Woodhouse
Woodhouse

(Woodhouse, co. York). Ar. a cross sa.
(Portadown, co. Armagh, and Omeath Park,
confirmed to John Obins Woodhouse, Esq., of
those places, son of Curban Woodhouse, Esq., of PortaCO.

Louth

;

down, Deputy-Governor of Armagh, and to their descendants). Sa. on a chev. or, guttde de sang betw. three cinqueCrest
Issuing from
foils erm. a griffin pass, of the field.
clouds a cubit arm vested ar. and charged with a cinquefoil
Agincourt.
gu. the hand grasping a club all ppr. Motto
Woodhull (MoUington, co. Oxford; Foulke Woodhull,
of
Woodhull,
Fringford.
of MoUington, son of Lawrence

—

—

same co., the second son of Foulke Woodhull, who d.
24 Henry VII. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Or, three crescents gu.,
quartering Ciietwood, Okelet, Lyons, and Newenham,
Crest
A man tiger pass, guard, ar. horned or.
Wooding:. Ar. three keys paleways in fess bows down
A gout pass. ur. holding in the mouth a slip of
Crest
az.

—

—

ivy ppr.

Wooding-

Sa a chev. betw. three
upwards ar.
(Woodland and Bnckington, co. Devon). Ar. en

(Reg. Ulster's Office).

plK'ciMS points

Woodland

sa. tlirce bucks' heads cabossed or.
(co. York).
Ar. a chev. chcquy or and gu.
betw. lliipc bunlcluiins sa.
Woodley. Su. a chev. betw. three owls ar. Crrsl—Aa

a bend

Woodlestone
owl

ar.

Woodlock

(Reg. Ulster's Office).
throe lions' heads erased az.

Woodlock

Ar. a chev. sa. Ictw.

(Dublin confirmed to William Woodlock, Esq.,
Court of Kxchequcr, Ireland, eldest son of
William Woodlock, of Now Row, Dublin, and formerly
of Ro.scrca, Tijjperary, and to their descendants). Ar. on a
;

late Filacer of the

chev. sa. bctw. three lions' heads erased az. a cross crosslet
Crest— A dcnii lion ramp. az. holding in the
dexter paw a sword ppr. and charged on the shoulder with
fitch^c or.

A
X
;

woo
a

cvoiss

crosslet fitchee,

Motio—'Vi

et

virtute.

Woodlow.

Gu. a

Woodman.
Crest

betw. six crosses crosslet ar.
chev. sa. betw. three escallops gu.

fess engr.

Ar. a

— A buck's head erased ppr.

Per chev. gu. and or, a chev. flory counterflory counterchanged betw. two bezants in chief and a torteau in base. Crest A stork reguard. sa. resting the dexter
claw on a torfeau.
Az. an oak tree
(Avonhurst, co. Warwick).
Crest
An oak
ppr. betw. two crosses crosslet fitchee ar.
Motto Pro Deo et patria.
tree eradicated ppr.
Woodmerton. Per fess ar. and sa. a fess dancett^e per
fess dancettee, each outward point terminating with a fleurde-lis counterchanged.
Woodnester (Bromyard, co. Hereford). Sa. a bend ar.
Crest
An eagle's head erased
betw. two. eagles displ. or.
ar. ducally gorged or.
Woodnoth, Woodnot, and Woodnett (Wistanton,
Ar. a
CO. Chester, and Shavington St. Clere, co. Cornwall).
Crest
cross couped and voided sa.
A squirrel sejant erect
cracking nuts ppr.
(Shavington, co. Chester). Ar. a cross voided

—

Woodmas

—

—

—

—

Woodnoth
Crest

— A squirrel

Woodrof, or

sejant or.

Woodrow (Bolton-upon-Deane,

co. York).

Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses formee fitchee gu.

A woodcock close ppr.
Woodrof, or Woodrow. Same

Arms.

Crest

Crest

—A

—

bull's

head erased gu.

Woodrofe.

Paly of six gu. and ar. abend counterchanged.
"Woodroffe (Hoope, co. Derby, and co. York). Ar. a chev.
betw. three crosses formee fitchee gu. Orest A woodcock

—

(Norwich, co Norfolk; granted by Eysshe, Clarenceux, 2 July, 1664). Ar. on a chev. betw. three martlets
sa. five gouttes of the first.
Crest
A martlet sa. wings
endorsed guttee d'ar.
(co. Sussex).
Ar. on a fess ragulee az. three fleursde-lis or, in cnief a trefoil slipped vert.
Crest
A gauntlet
ppr. betw. two ostrich feathers erect ar.
(Llanwyfhan and Rhosinor, Wales). Gu. a chev.
or, betw. three owls ar.
(.Sir William Woods, Garter King of Arms).
Az.
a wild man ppr. wreathed about the loins, holding a club all
ppr. the right foot resting on a globe or, on a chief of the
last a lion pass, guard, gu.
(Wigan, CO. Lancaster).
Ar. a chev. nebulee gu.
guttee d'eau betw. three martlets sa. Crest A staff ragulee
fesswise sa. thereon a martlet, wings elevated also sa. guttee

—

—

Woods

Woods

Woods

—

d'eau.

— Labor

Motto

Woodstock, De.

WoodrofF

(David Woodeoff,

Sheriff

of

London,

1554,

son of John Woodeocffe, of Uffculme, co. Devon, Visit.
London, 1568, and father of Sir Nicholas Woodroff, Alderman of London, Lord Mayor 1574, who had three sons,
David, Robebt, and Stephen Woodeoff). Gu. on a chev.
ar. three bucks' heads erased sa. a chief per fess nebulee of
the third and second, quartering, Sa. a fess erm. betw. two
lionspass. guard, ar. Crest A dexterarm embowed habited
with leaves vert, holding a branch of honeysuckle all ppr.
Woodroflfe (St. Edmundsbury, co. Suffolk). Az. on a chev.
engr. ar. three bucks' heads couped gu. a chief per fess
Crest
A dexter arm embowed habited
ermines and erm.
ermines, the cuff ar. holding in the hand ppr. a like buck's

—

—

'lead.

Woodroffe.

Paly of six gu. anfl ar. abend gobonated az.
or.
CreA A demi lady ppr. vested. ar. holding in the
dexter hand a civic crown or.
Woodroffe (Ireland; Beg. Ulster's Office). Gu. a chev.
betw. three roses ar. Crest A dexter hand couped and
apaume'e ppr. Motto
Sit dux sapicntia.
Woodroffe (Limerick; Moses Woodroffe, of that city,
temp. Charles IL; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1683. of his dau.
Ar. on a chev. sa.
Sarah, wife of Thomas Wilkinson).
three stags' heads couped or, a chief nebulee az. a crescent

—

and

—

—

diff.

Woodroflfe

(Fun. Ent.

Ulster's Office, Mrs.

buried at Chapel Izod, 16 April, 1679).
betw. three fleurs-de-lis sa.

Woodroffe,

Ar. a chev. engr.

Woodroflfe

(Dublin; granted to Rev. John Ncnn Woodroffe, formerly Rector of Glanmire, co. Cork, afterwards

Incumbent of Bethesda Church, Dublin, son of James
TisDALL Woodroffe, of Dublin, merchant, and grandson
of John Woodroffe, also of Dublin, merchant, and to the
descendants of the said John Woodroffe; descended from
Samuel Woodrooffe, who received a grant of lands in
East Carbery, co. Cork, temp. Charles li.).
Gu. on a
chev. ar. betw. three roses of the last, barbed and seeded
ppr. as many stags' heads erased sa. a chief nebulee per
fess of the third and of the second charged with a trefoil
slipped vert. Crest
An open dexter hand betw. two branches
of honeysuckle all ppr., motto over. Cor ac manus concordant. Motto Sit dux sapientia.
Woodruffe (Banskill, co. Notts) Ar. three cros.ses formee

—

—

Woodstock, Borougll of

Woods

—

—

—

ar.

Woodthorpe.

Woodvile, or Widviie

(co. Northampton).
Ar. a fess
gu. a canton of the last. Crest
A demi man ppr. vested
on the head a cap sa. in the dexter hand a cutlass also
ppr.
Woodvile (quartered by Sherard, of Whitsondyne, co.
Rutland, and Sherard, of Stapleford, co. Leicester. Visit.

—

liobur.

—

or,

Rutland, 1618, and Visit. Leicester, 1619).
Ar. a fess and
canton conjoined gu. a border sa. bezantee.
Wood-ward (co. Bedford, and Upton, co. Bucks). Barry
of six az. and ar. three bucks' heads cabosscd or, on a chief
of the third a wolf pass. gu. betw. two annulets sa.
Crest
A wolfs head ar. collared sa. studded or, betw. an acorn
branch and a branch of fern ppr.
Woodward(co. Bucks granted 1527). Same Arms. Crest
A wolfs head couped ar. gorged with a collar sa. charged
with three plates.
(Dean, co. Gloucester; granted 1420, temp.
Henry V.). Ar. on three bars gu. as many bucks' heads
cabossed or, on a chief of the last a wolf pass, of the second
Crest
A demi lion ramp. sa. holding
fcetw. two pheons sa.
a pheon or.
(Woodmarsh, co. Kent). Ar. a chev. ra. betw.
three grasshoppers vert. Crest A demi woman couped at
the knees ppr. vested gu. hair dishevelled or, in the dexter
hand a honeysuckle also ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
(London). Ar. on two bars az. three bucks'
heads cabossed or. CreU On a ducal coronet or, a boar's

—

;

Woodward

—

Woodward

—

Woodward
head couped

—

ar.

Woodward

(Hampstead, co. Middlesex, and co. StafTord
gent., of Hampstead, Visit. Middlesex,
grandson of Thomas Woodward, of the town of
Barry of six or and sa. a canton gu. Crest
Stafford).
tiger's head erased ar. maned and tufted or.
(Avon Dassett, co. Warwick
granted by
Cooke, Clarenceux, to John Woodward, of that place).
Az. a pale betw. two eagles displ. ar. Crest— On a ducal
coronet or, a greyhound sejant ar.

John Woodward,
1663,

—

Woodward

;

"Woodward

(Butlers Marston, co. Warwick
confirmed by
the Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Woodward,
of that place, grandson of Thomas Woodward, of same

place).

;

Same Arms.

Walsingham, €o. Norfolk; granted
Vert three mulberry leaves or. Crest—
buck's head erased ppr. attired and charged on the neck
with six billsls or, holding in the mouth a mulberry leaf
(Little

5 March, 1806).

Woodward

Motio

—

vert.

cak
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Ar. a bend az. betw. six crosses crosslet
A camel's head ppr.
Ar. a bend az. betw. six crosses crosslet

Crest

Woodtliorpe.

Woodward

tree ppr. fructcd or,

stump

a

Crest
In a ducal coronet or. an oak tree ppr. fructed gold.
Supporters Two savages ppr. hairy over their bodies,
wreathed round the heads and loins with oak leaves vert,
bearded and crined sa. holding in their exterior hands a
club erect ppr. N.B.— The Seal of the borough exhibits the
above Arms, Crest, undSupporters, with the Legend Sigillum
coe. coraitatis villa dni. Regis de Woodstock.
Woodstocke. Sa. a chev. betw. three lions sejant reguard.

(London, 1812).
Az. a woodman ppr. wreathed
about the temples and waist with laurel vert, holding i" his
dexter hand a club head downwards in pale or, his sinister
arm extended and pointing upwards, and his dexter foot
resting on a bezant, on a chief of the last a lion pass, guard,
gu.
Crests
Dexter: Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi
woodman ppr. supporting over his shoulder a club of the
first;
sinister: Issuing out of a ducal coronet or, a mount
vert, thereon a lion statant guard, of the first in front of an

—

a border

or,

Gu.

Oxford).

(co.

of a tree couped and eradicated or, in chief three stags' heads
c'abossed ar. on a border of the last eight oak leaves vert.

Woodward

fitchee gu.

et perseverentij.

Gu. three lionspass. guard,

ar.

titchee vert.

ppr.

for

Woods

Woods

Woodman.

sa.

woo
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as in the arms.

vert.

(Edward Woodward, Mayor

owner of the inn
St.

Martin's.

called the " King's

Arms on a tomb

Visit. Oxon,
woodpeckers ppr.

church.

lOCC).

of Oxford,

Head,"

1490,

in the parish of

in the wall of

parish
Ar. a saltire az. betw. four

(iilkins, co. Oxford,

and Abingdon,

tlie

co.

Berks;

A

woo
Thomak Woodward,

Oxon, 1574,
Abingdon). Same Anns.
(borne by Benjamin Woodward, Esq., of
Highgate, Kev. Matthew Woodward, M.A., Vicar of
Folkestone, co. Kent, Rev. Herbekt Woodward, Vicar
of St. Silas, Liverpool, and Daniel Pote Woodward, Esq.,

Woodward

William Woodward, Esq., of Banker
descended from an ancient family
of cos. Warwick and '\Vorcester). Az. a pale betw. two
On a ducal coronet or, a greyhound
eagles displ. ar. Crest

of Liverpool, sons of
Broseley, co. Salop,

—

Motto

sejant ar.

Woodward

—Virtus semper

viret.

Vert

(Arley Castle, co. Stafford).

five

oak

leaves in saltire or.

Woodward (St.

Edmundsbury,

Or,

co. Suffolk).

on a bend

cotised sa. three martlets ar. a border engr. az.
(Butlers Marston, Solihull, and Avon Dassett,

Woodward

Warwick; descended from John le Wodeward, Eanger
Arden Forest, early in the 15th century, whose grandson,
John Wodeward, of Solihull, m. Petronella de Clinton,
daughter and co-heiress of Thomas de Clinton, of Baddesley,
CO.

of

of the younger line of the great house of Clinton, the
senior line of which is now represented, through females,
by the jyuke of Newcastle and Lord Clinton. Visit. Warwick,

Az. a pale betw. two eagles displ. ar., quartering,
Ar. on a chief az. two fleurs-de-Us or, for Clinton, of
and Ar. three fleurs-de-lis betw. six crosslcts
Baddesley
Crest— On a
fltchee sa., for St. Hillary, co. Warwick.
ducal coronet or, a greyhound 6ejant ar.
Ar. on three bars gu. as many
(co. Worcester).
stags' heads cabossed or, on a chief sa. a wolf pass. betw.
1563).

;

Woodward

—

two pheons of the third. Crest A demi lion ramp. sa.
holding betw. the paws a pheon or.
Woodward (Hopton Court, co. Salop). Barry of six or
and sa. on a canton gu. a demi woodman with a club on his
A squirrel sejant ppc. in the paws a
shoulder ppr. Crest
nut or. Motto Gardez bien.
Woodward (Bristol, co. Gloucester). Same Arms and

—

—

Crest.

Woodward

(Newent, co. Gloucester).

Ar. a pale engr.

betw. two eagles displ. az.
Barry of four az. and ar. three bucks' heads
cabossed or, on a chief of the third a wolf pass. gu. betw.
two annulets sa. Crest A wolfs head couped ar. collared
sa. thereon.three bezants betw. two branches of oak vert,

Woodw^ard.

—

fructed or.

Woodward.

Az. a fess betw.

three

wood pigeons

(or

martlets) ar.

Woodward.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three delves of the

second.

W^oodward.
lis

Az. a chcv. engr. erm. betw. three fleurs-de-

ar.

Ar. three fleurs-de-lis sa.
York allowed at Visit. Kent,
16G3, to George Woodyeabe). Sa. semee-de-lis or, three
Crest
A demi gryphon segreant releopards' ftices ar.
(Crookhill, co.

;

—

guard, wings inverted

sa.

beaked, membered, and sem^e-

de-lis or.

Woodyeare

(Elwin-Woodteare,

co.

York; John Wood-

teabe, Esq., of Crookhill, son of William Woodyeare, Esq.,
the youngest,
of same place, left three daus. his co-heirs
Frances Woodyeare, m. Fountain John Elwin, Esq., who
surname
of Woodassumed, by royal licence, 1812, the
teabe). Per pale gu. and sa. semee-de-lis or, three leopards'
Crest— \ demi grifiBn reguard. per pale gu. and
faces ar.
;

sa. scm^e-de-liB or.

Woodyer.
ar. as

many

Sa.

on a

fess dancettco

martlets of the

betw. three lions ramp,

first.

Woodylston.

Ar. a chcv. componee ar. and sa. betw.
throe buglclioms of the last.

Woofe, or Woof, now Woolfe.
Woolaston. .See Wollaston.
Woolaston (Lowcsby, co. Leicester,

See Woolfe.

bart., extinct 1755;
created u bart. 17 Jan. 1749). Same Arms and Crest.
(London). Ar. three fleurs-de-lis vert, on a chief

Woolball

az. a p.-insy betw.

Woolberg:.

two

(Plympton St. Mary, co. Devon; descended
from HoiiKRT Woolcombe, eldest son of William WolloWolcombe, of lIoll;ind in Plympton, trmp. Henry
VII. Visit. Devon, 1G20). Ar. three bars gu., quartering,
iRt, Atcombe; 'Jnd, Treoian
3rd, Gifford, of lirighlley;
4th, Ciiurciiill; .'^th, Dawmet; 6th, Esse.
A spur
Crest
coMiiE, or

;

—
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;

Pitts, Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three peacocks' heads erased
az. beaked or
2nd, Mobth, Ar. a lion ramp. betw. three
;

—

gu.
Crest A falcon ppr. wings displ. ar.
charged with three bars gu. belled and jessed or.
Woolcom.be (Combe, CO. Devon; John Woolcombe, of
Combe, temp. James 1., son of John Woolcombe, grandson
of John Woolcombe, and great-grandson of Alexander
Woolcombe, all of same place. Visit. Devon, 1620). Same
fleurs-de-lis

Arms and

Crest.

Woolcot

(Movston, CO. Devon). Az. on a cross flory ar.
five martlets sa. a chief or, charged with a fleur-de-Us betw.
two annulets purp. Crest An eagle's head erased ar. charged
on the neck with three gouttes gu. holding in the beak a
fleur-de-lis also gu.
Woolcot. Gu. on a cross flory ar. five martlets sa. a chief
or, charged with a fleur-de-lis betw. two crosses formee of the

—

first.

Wooldridge.
crescents gu.
head gu.

Wooler
or.

Ar. a cross quarter pierced sa. betw. four
Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, an ass's

Durham). Gu. three tassela
ramp. ppr. holding betw. the paws

(Whitfield House, co.

Crest

—A

Wooley.

demi

lion

Motto— Con&de recte agens.

a tassel or.

Sa. a chev. erm. betw. three arrows ar.

Crest

—

hind's head erased erm.

Woolfall

(WoolfiUl,

CO.

Lancaster

;

descended

from

Richard de Wolfal, one of the Inquisition for the Gascon
Scutage temp. Henry HI.; Anne, dau. and heiress of
Thomas Woolfall, ia. Eobebt Harington, of Knyton, temp.
Charles II.). Ar. betw. two bendlets gu. an erm. spot in

—

the dexter chief quarter. Crest
A wolfs head erased sa.
ducally gorged or.
Woolfall (co. Lancaster). Ar. an erm. spot betw. two
bends gu.
W^oolfall. Ar. on a bend gu. three lozenges or.
Woolfe (cos. Salop, Oxford, and Worcester; confirmed,
with the addition of the escutcheon of pretence and the
Qrest, to Francis Woolfe, of Madeley, co. Salop, gent., and
his son Francis, and their issue, by patent dated 4 July,
1661, issued by Sir E. Walker, Garter, in pursuance of
warrant under the sign manual of Charles II., in acknowledgment of assistance given to him by the Woolfe family
in his escape after the battle of Worcester, Sept. 1651). Gu.
on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased or, an escutcheon
of pretence of the field, charged with a lion pass, guard, of
the second, being the lion of England. Crest
A demi wolf
ramp. sa. holding betw. the paws an imperial crown ppr.
Motto Fides in adversis.
Woolfe (borne by Richard Woof, of St. John's, co. Worcester, gent., d. 1842 (great-grandson of Richard Woolpe,
or WooFE, son of Thomas Woolfe, gent.), and his son,
Richard Woolfe, F.S.A., F.R.S.L., of Worcester, Town
Clerk of that city until 1872). Same Arms, Crest, and Motto.
Woolfe. Sa. a chev. or, betw. three wolves' heads erased ar.
Woolfe. See Wolfe and Woulfe.
Woolhouse (North Muskham, co. Nottingham). Per pale
az. and sa. a chcv. engr. erm. betw. three plates.
Woolhouse (Glapwell, CO. Derby; granted 1611). Per
pale az. and sa. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three plates.
Crcil
An eagle's head erased ermines, ducally gorged ar.
(Rugby, CO. Warwick). Gu. a chev. betw. three

—

WooU

—

woolpacks ar. Crest A lion couchant or.
(Ilemerdon and Ashbury, co. Devon; descended from a common ancestor with Woollacombe, of
Woollaconibc). Ar. three burs gu. a mullet for diff. Crrst
A fuleon ppr. wings expanded and inverted, charged with
throe bars gu. beaked, belled, and legged or.
Woolley. Gu. a fess chequy ar. and sa. in base a crescent

Woollcombe

—

of the second.

Wooley.
WooUis.
don).

W^oolcombe

gu.

;

Crest

— An esgle ppr.

Sa. a chcv. erm. betw. three arrows ar.

Sec WooLiiorsE.

Woolmen, or Woolpackers, Compauy

fleurs-de-lis or.

Ar. three roses gu.

or, points of rowels

Devon descended from William
Woolcombe, younger son of William Woolcombe, Esq. of
Plympton, temp. Henry VII. Visit. Devon, 1620). Same
Arms and Crest.
Woolcombe (Ashbury, near Exbourne, co. Devon Ven.
Henry Woolcombe, Archdeacon of Barnstaple, descended
from Woolcombe, of Pilton). Same Arms, quartering, Ist,
(Pilton, co.

—

'Wood'wyil.

Woodyeare

Woolcombe

—

Wood'ward.

Vert three holly leaves or.
LJ?oodward. Vert five holly leaves in saltire ar.
Woodwardington. Bendy of ten sa. and ar.
I
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of Filkins, livingf at Visit.
was son and heir of Lionel Woodward, of
gent.,

Gu. a woolpack

of (Lon-

ar.

Woolm.er

(Stratford-on-Avon, co. Warwick). Gu. a chcv.
betw. three escallops ar.
(Garleniek in Creed, co. Cornwall ; descended
Gu. a chcv.
from Woi.iiioGi:, of Dudmaston, co. Salop).

Woolridge
ar.

betw. tliree wild ducks volant ppr.
(Croxley House, co. Herts;

Woolrych

Edward Woulrycii,

Esq., of

Dynmorc,

descended from
younge*

co. Hereford,

A

woo
—

—

Woolston.

Ar. three turnjiikes sa.

Woore (RicHAKD WooRE,
Gu. a bend

London.

of

London, 15G8).
heads erased
a demi heraldic

Visit.

ar. fretty sa. betw. three griffins'

—Out

a ducal coronet or,
panther ramp. ar. spotted vert, gu. and az. holding betw.
the paws a branch of laurel slipped and fructed ppr.
or.

Crest

of

Woorley, or Worley
lion rarap. guard, gu.

or.

Crest

— Out

of

sa.

Cre.-!t

C)-esl

sa. in chief

—A

three lions'
hon's head erased

Ar. a chev. betw. three bucks' heads cabossed

— A buck's head cabossed sa.

Workesley.

Crest— A wyvcrn, wings en-

Ar. a fess gu.

dorsed az.

Workesley.

Gu. a chief

Worklych

ar.

(cos. Suffolk and Sussex).
Gu. a chev. betw.
three geese volant ar. Crest
An arm cmbowed in armour
erect from the elbow, holding in the hand all ppr. a battle

axe

—

or.

Worksliall, or Worshall. Erm. two bars gu.
Workshall, or Worshall. Gu. two bars erm. a bend
of the

first.

Worksop-Monastery (co.
ar. a crosier in pale or
sa.

;

Nottingham).

Erm. a lion ramp gu.
and gu.
Worlhouse. Per pale az. and

Crest
sa.

betw. three plates.
(Cawling, co. Suffolk).

Worlych
swans

Gu. a

saltire

another, Or, a lion ramp, per fess

and gu.

fess or

—A

per

griffin sejant

a chev. engr. erminois
Az. a chev. betw. three

ar.

Wormald

Montgomery). Per pale sa. and
pheons in chief and one in
In a fern brake ppr. a snake nowed or,
co.

base or. Crest
preying on an eagle also ppr. guttee de larmes.
Ar. a chev. engr. sa. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a greyhound's head gu.
Wootton. Ar. a saltire engr. sa. Crest A blackamoor's
face in profile sa. wreathed on the forehead ar. and az. bat's

—

Wooton, or Wootton.

—

wings to his head az.
Gu. a cross flory ar.
Worbury. Sa. a chev. betw. three buUs' heads cabossed

Wootwell.
ar.

(Sawley and Cookridge, co York). Quarterly,
a fess ermines betw. two bears' heads erased
and three masclcs interlaced fcsswise in base sa.,
for Woemald; 2nd and 3rd, quarterly, per fess indented az.
and gu. a wolfs head erased betw. four crosses crosslet ar.,
for Abmitage.
Crests
1st, Worjiald
On three mascles interlaced fesswise or, a boar's head erased sa. 2nd Abmitage:
In front of an arm cmbowed vested az. cuffed ar. the hand
grasping by the blade a sword in bend sinister ppr. pommel
and hilt or, a gauntlet fesswise gold. Motto Noli me
1st

and

Ar. three bears in pale sa.
(co. Hants).
Or, three ravens volant ppr.
Worceley, or Worcelley. Ar. on a chief gu. a crescent
of the first.
Worcell, or Worsell. Ar. three otters pass. sa.
Worcester, See of, Ar. ten torteaux, four, three, two,

Worceley

and one.

4th, or,

in chief

—

—

tangero.

Worme (Northampton
mullets of the

of.
Quarterly, sa. and gu. a castle
These arms appear in the Visitation of
1569. A second coat was subsequently adopted by the city,
and there is a local tradition that it was granted by Queen
Elizabeth in allusion to a pear tree in full fruit having been
brought into the centre of the city (called "The Cross"),
triple-towered ar.

replanted, at the time of

Her Majesty's

visit to

Worcester. No grant has been found to confirm this tradition, but the second coat, which is, Ar. a fess betw. three
pears sa., may nevertheless have been adopted in commemoration of the Queen's visit. It is engraved on Speed's
map of the county, dated 1610, and it appears in the Visitations of 1634 and 1682-3, where it is called the "modern
arms" of the city, the first-named coat being described as
Floreat semper
the "ancient arms." The city Mottoes are
fidelis ci vitas; Civitas in bello in pace fidelis ; and, Semper

—

mutare sperno.
Collegre (Oxford; incorporated in 1713). Or,
two chev. gu. betw. six martlets sa. Crest A mural coronet
or, thereon a dexter arm in armour ppr. garnished of the
last, grasping a sword ar. hilted and pommelled or, on the
arms two chev. gu.

fidelis,

Worcester

—

Worcester, Priory

of. Ar. ten torteaux, four, three,
two, and one, on a canton ru. the Blessed Virgin and Child

;

field.

granted 1583).
Crest

Az. on a cross ar.

— A bull sejant or,

armed and

attired sa.

Worminglon

confirmed to Hugh 'WorMiNGTON, by Iloberts, Ulster, ieinp. Charles I.). Per bend
nebulec gu. and az. a lion ramp. or. Crest A wolf s head
erased sa. collared or.
(city of

Dublin

;

—

Wormleighton, Wormelayton, or Wormlayton
and London, 1611). Gu. a cross vair betw.
four eagles displ. or. Crest
An eagle displ. or, charged oa
the breast with a cross vair.
(Halfield, co. York).
Gu. on a chief indented ar.
three lions ramp. sa.
(Norwich, co. Norfolk). Gu. a cross parted and
fretty betw. four crosses patonce ar. Crest
A goafs head
erased ar. semee of cinquefoils sUpped gu. Motto Esse
(co. Leicester

Worcester, City

:

;

five

Worcel.

—

Wormley
Wornack
quam

—

—

videri.

Worrall

Gloucester; Ecg. Ulster's Office.) Ar. crusily
a chev. of the last.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. a chev. sa. betw. ten
crosses crosslet in chief chevronways and five in base, also
chevronways, aU of the second. Crest A goat's head erased
ppr.
Worrell (London). Or, two lions pass, guard, sa. on a chief
az. three covered cups of the field.
C>-est
A lion's gamh
erect and erased sa. holding a covered cup or.
Worseley, or Worsley. Ar. a chief gu.
Worseley (co. Northampton). Same Arnis, a crescent or,
(co.

fitchee sa.

Worrall

—

—

for diff.

Worseley

(Depingate, co. Northampton).
Same Arr,is,
Crest
A trunk of a tree lying
an annulet or, for diff.
fessways, couped and ragulee ar. at the dexter end an
acorn branch all ppr. thereon a pheasant ar. comb«^ and

—

wattled or.

all or.

Worcester.

Gu. on a

fess

betw. six crosses crosslet

or,

a

Worsesop.

Gu. a dexter hand couped betw. three cinque-

foUs ar.

mullet sa.

W^orden. Chequy az. and
faces gu.

last.

ar.

Worhead,

Worley,

az. a lion pass. ar. betw. three

and there

Ar. two bars

Sussex),

heads erased of the

Erm. a

eight fleurs-de-lis or.

—

Worge (co.

a mural

(Dodington, co. Kent).

crowned

coronet az. an arm embowcd In armour ppr. garnished or,
holding a cutlass ar. hilt and pommel gold.
Woorley, or Worley. Erm. a lion ramp. gu.
Woorley, or Worley. Same Amis, on a border az.

Woosnam (Newtown,

won
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brother of John Wolridge, Esq., of Dudmaston, who m.
" the fair Maid of Gutucre ").
Az. a chev. betw. three
An oak tree ppr.
swans, wings elevated ar. Crest
Woolsey (co. Suffolk). Sa. on a cross engr. ar. a lion pass,
guard, gu. crowned or, betw. four leopards' faces az. on a
chief of the second a rose of the third enclosed by two
Crest
A naked arm cmbowed
Cornish choughs ppr.
tiraspins a shinbone all ppr.
"Woolston (Tor Newton, co. Devon). Sa. a bend or, betw.
three hand-baskets ar.
Woolston (Woolston, co. Lancaster; the heiress m. IIawaeDENi. Ar. a wolf pass. sa.

Crest

or,

on a bend

ar.

three leopards'
eagle

—On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. an

Worship

W^ordes.

Per pale
countercharged.

ar.

and

sa.

a chev. betw. three martlets

—

Wordes'wortli. Ar. three bells az. Crest A stagpass. ar.
W^ordie (Torbrecks, co. Stirling, 1672). Ar. a hand issuing
out of the dexter side of the shield, holding a garland
ensigned with an imperial crown ppr. on a chief gu. two
thistles of the first.
Motto Nil indigne.
Words'WOrth (borne by 'William Wobdswokth, the Poet,
and his brother, the Rev. Chbistopher Wordsworth, Master
of Trinity College, Cambridge). Ar. three church bells az.
Ch-est
An antelope's head erased ar.
Wordsworth. (Lockbridge, co. Westmorland). Same
Arms. Crest A stag's head erased ar,

—

—

—
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(Great Yarmouth, co. Norfolk). Ar. on a hcnj
heads erased or, combed and wattled gu.
Motto Nil despe-

az. three cocks'

Crest

rising ppr.

—A

cock's head, as in the arms.

—

randum.

Worsley
Worsley

(Worsley, co. Lancaster) Ar. a chief gu.
(Worsley Mains, co. Lancaster, 1613). Quarterly,

a chev. sa. betw. three falcons of the last, beaked,
legged, and belled or; 2nd, ar. a chev. betw. three buckets
4th, az.
sa.
3rd, or, six annulets, three, two, andonesa.
on a bend or, a lion pass, in the dexter point ppr. Crest
wolf's head erased or.
Worsley (Piatt, co. Lancaster. Of this family was MajorGeneral Charles Worsley, M.P. for Manchester). Ar. on
a chief gu. a mural crown or. Crest Within a mural crown
3Iotto Per
or, a wyvern sejant vert, wings endorsed gu.
castra ad astra.
1st, ar.

;

;

—

—

—

A
\A

WOB
Worsley

A>-ms, Crest,

and Motto.

Worsley

(Birkenhead, co. Chester). Ar. a chev. betw.
three Cornish choughs sa. a mullet or, for diff. Crest

chouch

—

sa.

Worsley

(Worsley Booths, co. Lancaster,
Crest— A wyvern vert.

chief gu.

Worsley (Kempnough,

co. L.incaster

1664).

Ar. a

Parr

;

Same Arms, a

Worsley (Appuldercombe and Westover, in the Isle of
Wight., hart extinct 1825; descended from John Worsley,
second son of Sir James Worslet, Bart., of Worsley Hall, co.
Lancaster. Sir Thomas Worsley, the sixth bart. of Appuldercombe, d. 1768, and left a son. Sir Richard Worsley, who
d. s. p. in 1805, and a dau. Henrietta Frances, wife of the
Hon. John Bridgman Simpson, by whom she had a dau.
HENRrETTA ANNA MaRIA CHARLOTTE, 7)1. CHARLES, JEarl cf
Tarborough. At the decease of Sir Richard Worsley, the
seventh bart., the title passed to his kinsman, the Rev. Sir
Henry Worsley Holmes, LL.D., whose son. Sir Leonard
Thomas Worsley Holmes, ninth bart., d. s. p. m. He left
two daus. his co-heirs; the eldest, Elizabeth, m. 1833,
William Henry, second Baron Heyteshv.ry, who assumed,
by royal licence, the additional surname of Holmes). Ar. a
chev. sa. betw. three falcons of the last, beaked, legged, and
Ar. achiefgu. Crest
A wolf s
belled or. Aru:ient Arms
head erased or. Ancient Crest A wyvern, wings endorsed
Motto Ut sursum desuper.
az. armed and legged gu.
Worsley (Gatcombe, Isle of Wight; descended from John
Worsley, third son of Thomas Worsley, Esq., of Appuldercombe, who d. in 1604; the last direct male heir, Edward
Medx Worsley, Esq., of Gatcombe, M.P., 6. in 1747, had
Elizabeth m. to Edward
two daus. his co-heirs
John Gltnn, Esq., of Glynn, co. Cornwall and Jane, m. to
Colonel Ai^XANDER Campbell). Same Arms, Crest, and
,

—

—

—

:

;

Motto.

Worsley (Hovingham Hall, co. York, bart.). Ar. a chief
gu. Crest — A wyvern vert. Motto— Quam plurimis prodesse.
Worsley (cos. Chester and York). Gu. a chief ar.
Worsley (Overton Hall, co. Derby). Ar. on a chief gu. a
mural coronet
wyvern gu.

Worsley (co.

Crest— Out of a mural coronet

or.

a

or,

Az. three lozenges or.
^Torsley (Lowton, CO. Lancaster; descended from Gigas,
Lord of Worsley, temp. William 1.). Quarterly, 1st, quarterly,
Ist and 4th, ar. a chief gu., 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. sa.
betw. three hawks Jessed and belled ppr. 2nd, ar. three
buckets ppr. hooped or, for Pemberton 3rd, vert six annulets or, for Lowtheb; 4th, az. on a bend or, a lion ramp,
purp., for ScBOPE, of co. Essex. Crests 1st A wyvern vert,
wings endorsed gu. 2nd A wolfs head erased or. Motto
TJt sursum desuper.
Worsley (Wardley, co. Lancaster; the heiress m.TxLj>zsLEs).
Ar. a chief gu.
Worsley (co. York). Ar. a chief gu.
Worsley (co. York). Gu. a chief or.
Worsley. Ar. three piles sa. a canton erm.
Worsolley. Ar. a chev. betw. three falcons sa. beaked
and legged or. Crest A wolfs head or.
Worsop. Per pale az. and gu. a saltire ar. fcctw. four
;

;

—

;

—

:

:

—

crescents or.

and Dunshaughlin, co. Meath
fun. Ent. Ulster's OfBce, 1686, Thomas Worsopp, second
son of Sir Thomas Worsopp, Knt., of the city of Dublin,
who was son of John Worsopp, and grandson of John
Worsopp, Esq., of Worsopp House, co. Notts). Gu. a dexter
hand couped at the wrist and apaumee betw. three cinqueof Dublin,

;

—

all ar.
Crest
(Reg. Ulster's OfBce)
A dexter
wrist, over it a cinqiiefoil ar.
Az. a saltire betw. four roses ar. seeded or.
Worster. Ar. a castle sa. betw. eight torteaux. Crest—
KcifBn segreant gu.
(co. Lancaster).
Ar. on a bend sa. three gobons
of the field, each charged with a saltorel gu.
Worsycke. Sa. a bend lozengy ar. and gu. Crest
bundle of three arrows points downward, banded ppr.
Worsycke. Gu. three knives ar.
Wortelley. Ar. on a bend betw. six martlets gu. three

foils

pierced

hand couped at the

"Worsted.

Worswick

—

bezants.

Wortesley. Sa. three piles or, a canton erm.
Wortesop, Priory of (co. Nottingham;. Ar.
ti'lw. six

on a bend

martlets gu. a crozier or.
Vert three vine leaves or.

Wortford.

Worth
temp.
Es<i.,

—

Worth

—

Worth, or De Worthe

(Worth, co. Devon, temp. Henry
II.).
Ar. an eagle displ. with two necks sa. beaked and
legged gu.
Crest— An arm erect vested ar. gloved
ermines, holding an eagle's leg couped at the thigli or.
(CO. Cornwall).
Ar. an eagle displ. with two heads

Worth

sa. membered or.
(Luckcombe and Timberscombe, co. Somerset;
Richard Worth, of Luckcombe, temp. James 1., son of
John Worth, of Timberscombe, and grandson of Rogek
AVoRTH, of Barnstaple, co. Devon, descended from Worth,
of Worth, in the latter co. Visit. Somerset, 1623;. Ar. an
eagle displ. with two heads sa., quartering, 1st, Beadchamp,
Vair; 2nd, Drew, Ar. a bull pass. gu.

Worth

Worth (Tethrington, co. Chester). Ar. a cross ragulee sa.
Worth (co. Suffolk). Gu. a saltire ar. fretty az. betw. twelve
cinquefoils or.

Worth.
Worth.
Worth.

Gu. a

(Worth, co. Devon; Henry Worth, Esq., of Worth,
L, eleventh In descent from Reginald Worth,
of Worth. Visit. Devon, 1020).
Ar. an eagle displ.

James
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fess or.

Ar. a cross ragulee couped sa.
Ar. betw. two bendlets sa. three leopards' faces of

the last.

Worth

(Edward Worth,

Bishop

of

Killaloe,

1661,

d.

2 Aug. 1669, son of Rev. James Worth, of Newmarket, co.
Cork, Prebendary of Inchidowie, 1615, Diocese of Ross, and
grandson of Jasper Worth, Esq., of Tethrington, co.
Chester; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1686, Mabella, wife of
William Worth, Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland, soa
of the bishop). Ar. a cross couped and ragulee sa.

Wortham

(William Wortham, Lord of Wortham, CO.
II.
Agnes Wortham, his dau.
and co-heir, m. Otes Dinham, ancestor of Dynham, of
Wortham. Visit. Devon, l620). Gu. a chev. betw. three
lions' gambs erased erm. Crest
A lion ramp, double queued
per fess gu. and ar.
Wortham (Wortham, co. Suffolk). Ar. a bend engr. cotised
Devon,

temp. Richard

;

—

sa.

Wortham.

Lancaster).

Worsopp (city

with two heads sa., quarterine, 1st, Vair, for Beaocramv;
and 2nd, Ar. a bull pass, gu., for Bevill.
Crest
An arm
couped at the elbow erect, vested az. gloved erm. holding In
the glove an eagle's leg couped at the thigh or.
(Barnstaple, co. Devon).
Ar. an eagle displ. with
two heads sa. beaked or, a fess gu. Crest A lion ramp.

ppr.

the heiress m.

;

represented by SiAaKiE, of Huntroyde).
crescent for di£f.

—

WOB

THE GENERAL ARMORY.
Same

(Crompton, co. Lancaster).

Sa. three cameleons erect or, on a border ar.

eight martlets sa.

Wortham..

Gu. a chev. erm. betw. three lions" gambs of
the second, the two in chief bending to each other.
(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office). Or, two mulIeU in
chief and a crescent in base gu.
Worthington (East Thornton, co. Essex). Sa. three dungforks ar.

Worthing

Worthing'ton (Worthington,

co. Lancaster; of the

branches

Worthington, of Shevington; Worthington, of Blainscough; Worthington, of Crosshawe;
and Worthington, of Sandiway Bank). Ar. three dungforks
ea.
Crest— A goat pass. ar. holding in the mouth an oak
branch vert, fructed or.
Worthington (Sandiway Bank, co. Chester a branch of
Worthington, of Worthington). Same Arms and Crest.
of this family were

;

Worthington
Arms and

(Blainscough, co. Lancaster, 1567).

Same

Crest.

Worthington (The
Crest— A goat pass. ar.

Bryn,

co.

armed

or.

Same Ar>7is.
Motto—Yinute dignus

Chester).

avorum.

Worthington

(co. Lancaster).
Ar. three dungforks sa.
on a canton erm. a dexter hand couped gu. a mullet of the

last for diff.

Worthington
diff.
Crest — A

(co. Suffolk).
Same Arms, without the
goat pass. ar. attired or, holding in the
acorn
branch
vert,
fructed
mouth an
of the second.
Worthington (Bayley-Wobthington, Sparston Hall, co.
Chester). Erm. three tridents sa. each handle encircled by
Crest
A goat pass. ar. sem^ of
a chaplet of roses ppr.
estoUes sa. in the mouth a sprig of laurel ppr. Motlo-^
In opinum sed gratum.

—

Worthington (Rev.

William Worthington, D.D.). Ar.
three pastoral staves ppr. each ensigned on the top with
celestial
or.
Crest
A goat browsing on a shrub
a crown
ppr. Motto (over the arms'j
Ai£v dpiartviiv.

—

—

Worthington.

Ar. three dungforks sa. points in chief,
betw. five holly leaves vert, on a canton of the last a sinister
hand couped gu. on a border of the third eight boars' heads
couped of the first.
Worthington, or Wrightington. Sa. a chev. ar.
betw. three crosses crosslet Qtchce or.
(Worthivale, co. Cornwall; Christopheb
WoRTHivALE, Esq., of Worthivale, temp. James 1., eleventh
la descent from Booeb WoBTaivALE, of Worthivale, temp.

Worthivale

;;

won
King John.

ar.

Tinged or.

Worthy.

fretty az.
betw. twelve
ar.
griffin pass, wings endorsed or.
York, ban., extinct 1665; descended
from Sir Thomas Woktlet, of Wortley, representative of
an ancient co. York family, Knight of the liody to Edward IV.,
Eichard III., Henry VII., and Henry VIII. Sir Fbanxis
WoBTLET, of Wortley, a gallant cavalier, was created a
bart. in 1611, but the title expired with his son, Sir Francis
WoBTLET, second bart.). Ar. on a bend betw. six martlets
Crest— An eagle's leg plumed on the
gu. three bezants.
thigh with feathers ar.
Wortley (co. York). Ar. on a bend betw. six martlets gu.

Gu.

a

saltire

Crust

cinquefoils or.

Wortley

—A

(Wortlej*, co.

three crescents or.
Wortley. Ar. on a bend sa. betw. three martlets gu. as
many bezants. Crest A lion ramp. ppr. holding a fleur-de-

—

lis or.

Wortley (Stuabt- Woktlet, Earl of Wharncliffe).
1st

and

4th, az.

Quarterly,

a stag's head cabossed within two branches

of laurel or, for Mackenzie; 2nd, ar. on abend betw. six
martlets gu. three bezants, a canton charged with the arms
of Stcabt, being those of the 3rd quarter, for Wobtlet;
3rd. or, a fess chequy az. and ar. within a double tressure

—

Stuabt. Crests 1st, Mackenzie
An eagle rising from a rock ppr., motto over, Firma et
ardua; 2nd, Wobtlet: An eagle's leg erased or, issuant
therefrom three ostrich feathers ppr. charged on the thigh
with a fess az. and ar. 3rd, Stuabt A lion ramp, gu.,
motto over, Nobilis ira. Supporters Dexter, a horse ar.
sinister, a stag ppr. attired or, each gorged
bridled gu.
Motto
with a coUar flory counterflory of the second.

flory counterflory gu., for

:

:

;

—

—

;

Avito viret honore.

Worjmdon,
Crest

Gu. a lion ramp.

ar.

ducally crowned or.

—On a ducal coronet or, a martlet gu.

Woston,

Sa. a chev. betw. three

Wotingrbtiry.

Or, six lions

hoUy leaves

ar.

ramp, three, two, and one

Wotshall.
CO.

down

or.

Wotton.

engr. ar.
another, Az. three
.^a. a saltire
martlets ar. another, Sa. a cross engr. erm.; another, Ar.
a cross engr. sa.
(Reg. Ulster's Office). Ar. on a bend sa. betw. six
crosses crosslet gu. three bezants; another (also Reg.
Ulster's Office), Or, three magpies ppr.
Ar. a saltire engr. sa.
(Reg. Ulster's Office).
another (also Beg. Ulster's Office), Quarterly, per fess
indented or and az.

Wotton
Wotton

Wol'well.

Visit.

Devon, 1620).

Or,

of Upton Pyne,
on a bend sa. three

Wotton

(co.

Devon).

Erm. a

fess

betw. three cinquefoils

Ar. a cross formes fltchee
(Marlay, co. Kent).
Crest Satan's head sidefaced, couped at

—

at the foot sa.

the shoulders sa. wings to the side of the head az.

Wotton-Basset,

Town

of (co. Wilts). Gu. a chev.
betw. three lozenges ar.
(arms in the Church of St. Thomas Without,
Visit. Oxon,
Az. three bucks' heads
Oxford.
1566).
cabossed or.
(In?Ieboume, co. Devon; William Wotton,
Esq., of Inglebourne, temp. James I., great-grandson of
William Wotton, of same place. Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. a cross engr. betw. four mullets sa., quartering, 1st,

Wotton
Wotton

Gibes; 2nd, Gilbert; 3rd, Buttebfobd 4th, Gaubon.
'^Baroii Wotton, extinct 1630; descended from
;

Wotton

JoBN Wotton, Alderman,

and Lord Mayor of
Ecwabd Wotton, Ambas-

Sheriff,

London, temp. Henry IV. ; Sir
sador to Portugal, was created, 1603, Baron Wotton ; the
Ar. a cross pattee fitchee sa.
second baron d. s. p. in.).
Crest
A Moor's bust sa. vested ar. head wreathed also ar.
and sa. rising from the neck two dragons' wings also sa.
Supporters
Dexter, a stag armed and gorged with a
coronet or; sinister, a dragon, tail nowed vert, purfled ar.
collared and chained or.

—

—

Wotton

(Bocton-Malherby, co. Kent).

Ar. a saltire engr.

sa.

Wotton-Waven College.

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
a chev. gu. ; 2nd and 3rd, or, a hand ppr. issuing from a
mannch gu. holding a rose of the last, stalked and leaved
vert.

Wotton

(co.

Kent; conflrmed 18 March,

1580).

Ar. a

sal-

tire sa.

Wotton
Wotton
two

Ar. a chev. engr. sa.
Norfolk).
Per chev. gu. and az. in chief
crosses potent (another, formee), in base an aniiulet
(CO. Kent).
(CO.

or.

Wotton

Ar. a saltire engr.
(Englebome, co. Somerset).
betw. four mullets sa.
Ar. a cross formee sa. a border
(co. Somerset).
Crest
An ostrich's head or, charged on the
engr. gu.
neck with a cross formee sa.
(CO. Stafford).
Gu. three martlets ar.
Wottont Gu. a cb«v. betw. in chief two crosses croaelet and

Wotton

ar.

(Corbally and Bally-Philip, co. Limerick; a very
ancient family in that co., descended from Thomas Woulfe,
Esq., of Bally-PhiUp, Bailiff or Sheriff of Limerick, 1476;
his great-great-grandson, James Woulfe, Esq., of Corbally,
Sheriff of Limerick 1605, had six sons
Patrick,
I.
whose son, Richard, was ousted from Corbally by
Oliver Cromwell, and his descendants settled in Paris;
:

It. Richard, who left descendants living in
Limerick
temp. George III.
III. Stephen, ancestor of Woulfe, of
Tiermaclane, co. Clare; IV. James, a Dominican Friar;
V. Francis, Superior of the Franciscan Friars at Limerick
VI. George, ancestor (by family tradition) of General James
Woulfe, the Hero of Quebec). Per fess ar. and az. in chief
on a mount vert in front of an oak tree ppr. a wolf pass,
of the last, in base two salmon naiant barways in pale of the
third.
Crest
A stork, wings elevated sa. Motto Cuilean
uasal, i.e., The noble Wolf.
Woulfe (Tiermaclane, co. Clare descended from Stepden
Woulfe, third son of James Woulfe, Esq., of Corbally,
;

—

—

;

Sheriff of

Limerick 1605; his eldest son, Nicholas Woulfe,

obtained the lands of Tiermaclane, and d. 1725; now represented by Stephen Roland Woulfe, Esq., of Tiermaclane,
only son of Right Hon. Stephen Woulfe, Lord Chief Baron

Exuhequer in Ireland,
(Ennis,

co.

1838).

Clare;

Same Arms,

descended

Crest,

and

Patrick

from

Woulfe, younger brother of Nicholas Woulfe, Esq., of
Tiermaclane, who d. 1725). Same Aitat, Crest, and Motto.
See Wolfe.
(London).
Sa. a hawk's lure ar. garnished or,
betw. two fleurs-de-lis in fess of the last, in chief two falcons
beaked,
legged, and belled of the third, in
of the second,

Woulfe.

martlets ar.

Wotton

Gu. a cross flory

Woulfe

Woulfe

(quartered by Coplestone,

Devon.

;

;

Motto.

Sa. a water bouget ar. in chief three bezants.
Ar. on a bend gu. three lozenges or.

Wotterton

—

an annulet or. Ci-tsi Out of a mur.il coronet :iz. :i
lion's head or.
Wotton. Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three pheons points
in base

of the

sa.

Wotone.

WB A
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Gu. three pheons

Visit. Cornwall, 1C20).

—

Wotton
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Wowen

—

Crest
A hawk's lure ar.
base a falcon as in chief.
garnished or, charged with a fleur-de-lis sa. the string and
tassel erect and nowed gu.
or 'Voynne. Per bend sa. and ar. three quatrefoils counterchanged.
Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed

Woynne,
Wragby.
gu.

—

Az. a bend or, betw. two fleurs-de-lis ar. Crest
mullet pierced erm.
(Langton on the Wolds, co. York; the late
representative of the family was the Venerable Francis
Wbangham, Archdeacon of the East Riding of the co. of
York, Prebendary of York and Chester, Vicar of Hunmanby,
and Rector of Dodleston, a poet and a theologian). Ar.
three garbs ppr. on a chief az. as many bezants. Crest

Wrag'g'.

A

Wrangham

—

A

dove volant holding in the beak an olive branch all ppr.
JV/b«o— Hyeme ex superat&.
Az. an ancient ship of three masts, sails
Crest
Four ostrich feathers gu. enflled with a
furled or.
ducal coronet or.
Wrankeslo'W. Ar. a cross gu. (another, sa.) In the first
quarter a fess componee az. and of the first betw. four
crosses crosslet of the third.
Wraxall (Wraxall, CO. Somerset, bart.). Lozengy erminois
Crest
A buck's
and az. on a chev. gu. three estoiles or.
head cabossed and erased gu. charged on the breast with
the
attires
an
estoile
or.
fess,
and
betw.
lozenges
in
two
(Glentworth, co. Lincoln, bart., extinct 1809; descended from Sir Christopher Wbat, Chief Justice of
England, temp. Queen Elizabeth; the daus. and co-heirs of

Wraugham.

—

—

Wray

Sir John Wbat, the third bart., were, Mabt, m. Sir James
Innes, Bart., afterwards Ihike of Roxburgh; Isabella, m.
and Frances, m. John ArthikcJohn Dalton, Esq.
TON, Esq., of Arthington). Az. on a chief or, three martlets
An ostrich or. Jl/o«o— Et juste et vray.
gu. Crest
(Kelfield, co. Lincoln; the male representative of
;

Wray

—

Wbat, Bart., of Glentworth, descended from Bichard
Wbat, younger brother of Sir Chbistopuek Wrat, the Chief
Same Arms, C%-est, and Motto.

Justice).

Wray

(Wray, co. Devon).
axes ar.

Sa. a fess betw.

three battle

A

WS A
Wray
Wray

martlets gu.

Crest

Wray (London).
Wray (quartered

— An ostrich or.

Az. a bezant betw. three crescents ar.
by Sir Anthony Roose, Knt., of Modbury,

Visit. Devon, 1620).
Devon, temp. Queen Elizabeth.
Az. three battle axes or.
Wray. Ar. on a chief (fu. three martlets of the first.
Wray. Ar. three piles sa.
exemplified to George Atkfs(Bentfleld, co. Antrim
soN, Esq., of Bentfield, on his assuming, by royal licence,
1809, the surname and arms of Wbat, in lieu of Atkinson,

CO.

Wray

;

in compliance with the will of his uncle, Henbt Wbay,
Esq., Col. H.E.I.C.S.). Az. on a chief or, three martlets sa.
Crest
An ostrich ar. Motto Et juste et vray.
alias Ocle (Dabenham, co. Suffolk). Gu. a

—

—

Wreake,

—

A talbot pass,
chcv. engr. betw. three cinquefoils ar. Cregt
ga. ducally gorged ar.
Az. an orte or.
Wrekhill, or Writel. Sa. on a bend betw. three crosses
crosslet fitchte ar. a hound of the field.
(Bilby Hall, CO. Durham). Ar. on a chcr. sa. betw.
three lions" heads erased pnrp. as many wrens of the field,

Wreake, or Wreke.

Wren

—

on a chief gu. three crosses crosslet or. Crest A lion's head
erased ar. collared and pierced through the neck with a
broken spear gu. headed or, vulncd ppr.
(Binchester, co. Durham; granted 25 May, 1723).
Ar. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased sa. on a chief gu.

Wren

three crosses crosslet or.
Gu. three crosses botonnec in bend or.
(co. York).
(Bumney Marsh, co. Kent). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw.
three lions' heads erased az. langued gu. as many wrens or,
on a chief gu. three crosses crosslet or
Ar. on a chev. az. three wrens of the first, on a chief
gu. as many horses' heads erased of the first.
Per pale indented ar. and sa. six martlets counter-

W^ren

Wren

Wren.

Wren.

changed, two, two, and two.
renbury. Ar. a chev. betw. three wrens

W

Wrench

A rms.

crosiers in saltirc or,

stag trippant ppr.

Denbigh).
Erm. two
on a chief danccttee per pale gu. and

—

countcrchanged. Crest Upon a
mount vert a dragon gu. resting the dexter claw upon a
shield or, charged with the character of Mars sa. Motto—
Kear God, honour the King.
(Northrusell, co. Devon
Sir Williak W'kev, Knt.,
of Trebitch, son of John Wrey, Es(1., of Northrusell, temp.
Queen Elizabeth. Visit. Cornwall, 1620). Sa. a fess betw.
three battle axes ar. helved gu.
(Trebitoh, co. Cornwall, hart.). Quarterly, 1st, sa. a
fess betw. three poleaxes ar. helved gu., for Wbey; 2nd, ar.
a cross engr. gu. betw. four water hougets sa., for
or,

two

lions pass, guard,

Wrey

;

Wrey

BonRCBiEB; 3rd, quarterly, 1st and 4th, az. three fleursde-lis or, 2nd and 3rd, gu. three lions pa,s.i. guard, in pale
or, for rLANT*GENET; 4th, az, a bend ar. coti.sed or, betw.
six lions ramp, of the third, for BorjON.
Crcsts-~lRl: An
arm embowed, habited sa. the hand ppr. holding a hatchet
ar. helved gu.
2nd A man's head in profile coupcd at the
shoulders, on the head a ducal coronet or, thereon a cap
turn''d forwards and tas.sclled also ppr. charged with a
c.Ttliarine wheel gold.
Motto I.o bon temps viendra.
W^rey (co. Su.sscx). Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. two
denii lions ramp. gu. three midlets or.
Wrey. Ar. on a bend engr. az. betw. two demi lions
ramp. gu. bezantoc three mullets of six points pierced or.
;

:

—

Wrey.

Az. a chev. erm. betw. three battle axes or, handles
ar. on a chief of the last as many martlets gu.
Wrlallie, or Wriley. Az. two bars or, each charged
with three martlets gti.
Wrig-ht (South Carolina, bart.). Sa. a chcv. engr. ar.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief of the last as many
spearhead* ppr. a border wavy cim.
Crest— On a mount
vert and within an annulet or, a dragon's head coupcd at
the neck nr. semuo of annulets sa. and raurally gorged gu.

Motto—Menu

sibi coniicia recti.

Wrijfht
Ilpv.

(Gayhurst, co. Buckingham ; descended from the
EzEKiRL Wriofit, D.D., younger brother of Nathan

Wriobt, of Cranham,

co. Es.sex, f.ather of Sir I>kn.iamin
WnioiiT, first bart. of Cranham
Anna Barbara Wrkuit,
only child and hoiress of Orobrf, Wrioiit, Esq., of Gayhurst,
dying unm. in 1830, the estate and reprcsentutiun of
;
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Wright

(Bickley, co. Chester; confirmed 18 Dec. 1583).
Ar. two bars az. on a chief of the last three leopards' faces
of the first.
Crest
A dexter arm embowed, habited az.
holding in the hand ppr. a sword, point downwards ar. hilt
and pommel or, enfiled with a leopard's face as in the arms.

—

—

Another Crest A leopard's face ar.
(Motiram St. Andrew, co. Chester; descended from
Thomas Wright, of Nantwich, living temp. Henry VIII.).
Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed of the
second. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's headar.

Wright

—

al fired

of the

first.

Wrig-ht

(Mottram Hall, co. Chester; exemplified to Captain
James Frederick Dabi.ey Street, who assumed, by royal
licence, 1865, the surname and arms of Wright on his
marriage with Jni.iA Catherine, dau. and co-heiress of
Bev. Henry "Wright, of Mottram Hall). Quarterly, 1st
and 4th, sa. on a chev. betw. three bulls' he.ads cabossed
ar. a crescent betw. two cros.ses crosslet gu. and, for
distinction, in the centre chief point a cross crosslet or,
for Wright; 2nd and 3rd, or, a cross parted and frett($e
gu. betw. in the 1st and 4th quarters three martlets, and in
the 2nd and 3rd as many annulets sa., for .Street. CreM*
1st, Wright: A bull's head ar. erased sa. ducally gorged gu.
and charged on the neck for distinction with a cross crosslet
also gu.
2nd, Street
A dcmi man in armour ppr. his
breastplate charged with a cross, as in the arms, and supporting with his dexter hand a fiagstaff, therefrom flowing
to the dexter a banner gu. charged with an annulet or.
Mottoes Wright: Sublimiora quscro ; Strbet: Quo virtus

—

;

:

—

Wrig-ht

sa.

Isle of Ely, co.

Wrench. Same Jrmn. Crr.it—A
Wreatham, Boroug-h of (co.

upon her consin, Geouge TnouAs
WRicnT-WTNDHAM. Esq., of Cromer, co. Norfolk, who d. in
minority. He was the son and heir of Jobn Wtndhak,
Esq., of Cromer, and his wife, Elizabetb Dalton, only
surviving child of Mary Wright, wife of Kicuabd Daltok
Esq., and elder dau. of George Wright, Esq., of Gayhuret,
soil and heir of the Lord Keeper, Sir Nathan Wright).
Az. two bars ar. in chief three leopards' heads or.
the family devolved

vocat.

Cambridge; granted
1588).
Gu. three crosses crosslet in bend or.
Wrench (London, and CamberwcU and Kingston-upon
Thames, co. Surrey; descended from co. Oxford). Same

(Hadenham,
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Durham). Az. a
(Chester-le-Street Churoh, co.
mullet or, on a chief of the last three martlets gu.
(Beamish, co. Durham). Az. on a chief or, three

(city of Chester, 1662).
Same Arms as WnionT, of
Bickley, viz., Ar. two bars az. on a chief of the last three
leopards' faces of the first, a crescent for diff.
Crest
leopard's face ar.

—

Wrig-ht

(Longstonc Hall, co. Derby). Sa. on a chev. engr.
betw. three unicorns' heads erased or, as many spearheads
az.
Crest
A cubit arm vested .sa. doubled ar. holding in
the hand ppr. a broken spear or, headed az.
Wrig-ht (Osmasion Manor, co. Derby originally of Stowmarkct, co. Suffolk). Sa. on a chev. ar. three spearheads
gu. in chief two unicorns' heads era.sed of the second,
armed and maned or, in base on a pile of the last issuant
from the chev. a unicorn's head era.sed of the field, quartering Beresfobd, Halsall, and Reynolds.
Crest
unicorn's head ar. erased gu. .armed and maned or, charged
upon the nock with three spearheads, one and two, also go.
Motto— Ad rem.
Wrig-ht ((Mdorcar, co. Derby, Mellington Hall, co. Montgomery, and Swanwick, co. Derby, cadets of Wright, of
Osmaston). Same Arms, &c.
Wrig-ht (Mappcrlcy and Staplcford Hall, co. Notts, a branch
of Wright, of Osmaston).
Sa. on a chcv. ar. three
spearheads gu. in chief two unicorns' beads erased of the
socnnd, armed and maned or, in base on a pile of the Isst
i.s.suing from the chcv. a unicorn's head erased sa.
Ci-esf—
Out of a crescent or, a unicorn's head ar. erased gu. armed
and maned gold. Motto Ad rem.
Wrig-ht (Lonton Hall, Rempston, and Upton H.all, co.
Notts, cadets of Wright, of Mappcrlcy). Same Arnu, &c.,

—

;

—

—

as last.

Wrig-ht

(Bradbury, co. Durham). Sa. a chev. engr. betw.
three fleurs-de-lis ar. on a chief of the second as many
Crest
A dragon's head couped gu. semeo

—

spearheads gu.

of cresses crosslet ar.

Wrig-ht (Durham;

confirmed 1615). Erminois a fess combetw. three e.agles' heads of thf! last.
head erminois, ducally crowned az.
Wrig-ht (Scdgefleld, co. Durham). .Sa. a chev. engr. betw.
three flours dc-lis ar. on
chief of the second as many
poni^e ar.

and

Crest

eagle's

— An

.az.

."i

spearheads gu.

Wrig-ht

(BelU-ndon, co. Essex; granted 1767).
Az. two
Crest
bars ar. in chief as many leop.ards' faces or.
dexter arm couped and embowed, habited az. purfled or,

—

holding in the hand ppr. a sword also ppr. hilt
and pommel gold, enOlcd with a leopard's face, as in ttie
arms.
Wright (Woodford, co. Essex). Erm. on a pale gu. a cross
patonce nr. betw. two bezants. Crest A garb or, environed
with an anli<iuc ciown sa.
cuffed ar.

—

A

K

;

20 June, 1509).
faces or. Crest
ppr.

co. Essex, bart., extinct IC81

;

granted

Az. two bars ar. in chief three leopards'
of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head

—Out

Hall,

Esses, bart., extinct 17S8).

co.

Same Arm^.
Az. two bars ar. in chief a leopard's

(CO. Essex).

(Kelve<lon

cd.

ITall,

chief a leopard's face ppr.
draffon's

Wright
chief as

Az. two bars ar. in
a ducal coronet a

Essex).

Crest

head and neck couped

— Upon

all or.

(Hatfield Priory, co. Essex).

many

leopards' faces or.

Az. two bars ar. in
.V dexter
arm

Creat

—

conped and embowed, habited az. puiHed or, cuffed ar.
the hand ppr. brandishing a sword alsoar. pierced through
a leopard's face, as in the arms.
rigrht (to. Essex). Az. two bars engr. ar. in chief three
Jeopards' faces or. Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
dragon's head vert, collared gold.

W

—

Wrig-ht

(Barne, co. Hants).
Or, on a chief sa. three
griffins segreant of the first.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet

or,

an

—

(East Mayne, co. Hants).

two martlets

Gu. a bend erm. bctw.

Wrig-ht

Az. a Cher. bctw. three fleurs-de-lis
(co. Hants).
on a chief gu. as many spearheads ar.
(co. Hants, and London, temp. Queen Elizabeth,
J5S7). Gu. a bend erm. betw. two martlets or.
Crest
On
a mount vert a tiger pass, or, tufted and maned sa. resting
the dexter paw on an escutcheon ar.
Wright (co. Hants). Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis
ar. on a chief of the second as many spearheads az.
Wright (Aldington, co. Kent, and St. Edmnndsbury, co.
Suffoll;). Or, on a chev. az. betw. three greyhounds courant
Crest -A buck's head erased or,
8a. as many trefoils ar.
charged with three goultes in cross ru. Anotlier Crest
stag's head erased gu. guttee d'or, attired of the last.
Wright (co. Kent; granted by Segar, Garter). Per pale or
and sa. a bend counterchanged. Crest A lion's head erased
guard, or, ducally crowned sa.
Wright (Edmund Wright, Esq., of Manchester, co. Lancaster).
Sa. on a cross or, betw. four unicorns' heads
erased ar. armed, maned, and tufted of the second, a cross
engr. gu. charged with a javelin erect, staff gold, headed of
tlie third.
Crest
A mount vert, thereon a bull's head
erased ppr. surmounted by two javelins in saltire, staves
also ppr. headed ar.
Wright (CO. Lincoln, 1610). Ar. three martlets, a double
or,

—

—

—

—

tressure flory ar.
(Brattleby, co. Lincoln; granted 9 Oct.

18'i6).
Ar.
betw. three eagles' heads erased az. as many
martlets of the field. Crest
On a mount vert a unicorn
pass, reguard. ar. sem^e of estoiles az. armed, maned, and
hoofed or, gorged with a collar also az. the dexter paw
reposing on a cross patt^ gold.
Wright (Brattleby and North Kelsey, co. Lincoln
exemplified to Samuel Wright Turner, son of Rev. Samuel
Turner, Rector of Nettleton, same co., by Margaret, his
wife, dau. of John Wright, Esq., of Binbrooke Hall, same
to., upon his assuming, by royal licence, 1863, the surname
of Wright). Ar. on a fess engr. betw. three eagles' heads
erased az. as many martlets of the field, for distinction a
canton of the second. Crest
Upon a mount vert a unicorn
pass, reguard. ar. semee of estoiles az. armed, maned, and
hoofed or, gorged with a collar also az. the dexter foot
resting upon a cross patt^e gold, and charged for distinction
viih a cross crosslet az. iV/o»o— Quercus.

on a

fess engr.

—

—

Wright
London,
faces or.

—A

(London
1641).

Crest

Wright

(CO. Oxford
granted 11 Feb. 1686). Ar. two bars
gemel gu. on a chief az. three leopards' faces or. Crest—
dragon's head vert, purfled ar. scaled or, issuing out of a
mural coronet chcquy gold and gu. gorged on the neck
^tith three leopards' faces also gold, bctw. two bars gemel
;

also ar.

Wright (co. .Stafford).
heads erased

arm

or, as

Sa. on a chev. betw. three unicorns'

—

many spearheads

gu.
Crest
.V cubit
erect in coat of mail ppr. grasping a spear or, headed

az.

Wright, or Rsrves

(Twayte, co. Suffolk). Sa. on a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, as many spearheads az. Crest
Out of a mural coronet vert a dragon's head ar.
(Harlswood, co. Surrey). Gu. a fess vaire az. and
erm. Crest- A camel's head couped, bridled or.
(Southwark, co. Surrey). Vert three bucks' heads
cabossed or, betw. the attire of each a cross formce fitch^
of the last.
C>est A lion's head erased guard, or, ducally

—

—

Wright

or.

Wright

Wright

Etone, an estate bought from Sir Thomas Cornwallis).
Sa. a chev. engr. ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or, on a chief
of the third three spearheads az. Crest
dragou's head

Wright

e:vgle displ. sa.

Wright

of the first 7?a;J of tHl'ord, by
the heiress of J^rvoyse, of Sutton Hall, and had several
children; the youngest son, Thomas Wright, Esq., of

erased ar. pellettec.

face or.

Wrig-ht

Thomas Russell, brother

Wecting, was father of TnOMAS Wright, Esq., of Kilver-

Wrig-ht (Cranham

Wright
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"WBI
Wrig-lit (Dnrfnliams,

;

Sir

Edmund Wright, Lord Mayor

of

Az. two bars ar. in chief three leopards'
Out of a ducal coronet or, a dragon's head

—

ppr.

Wright

(London; granted 8 June, 1709). Ar. on a fess
within a double tressure flory counterflory betw. three
martlets az. as many crosses crosslet of thf first. Crest
A martlet ar. gorged with a bar gemel flory counterflory

—

—

crowned

Wright

az.
(co.

Warwick).

Ar. on a pale gu. a cross crosslet

fitchee or.

Wright

(Bolton-upon-.Swale, co. York, ISCI). Or, a fess
componee ar. and az. betw. three eagles' heads erased of
the last, a canton gu. Crest A unicorn pass, reguard. ar.

—

Wright

(Botton Hall, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and 4tli,
on a fess ar. betw. three mullets or, as many eagles'
heads erased of the field, for Wright; 2nd and 3rd, paly of
six ar. and erm. a wyvem gu. a chief of the first fretty of
the third, for Drake. Crest
On a moimt vert in front of a
garb erect or, a unicorn reguard. az. the dexter forepaw
resting on a mullet gold.
Wright (Plowland in Holdemess, co. York John Wright,
Esq., of Plowland in Holdemess, m. temp. Henry IV., Alice,
dau. and co-heiress of John Rtther, and was ancestor of
the Rev. Francis Wright, D.D., who d. in 1655). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, or, a fess chequy ar. and az. betw. three eagles'
heads of the second, for Wright; 2nd and 3rd, az. three
crescents or, for Rtther. Crest
A imicum pass, reguard.
quarterly ar. and az. armed or.
Wright (Sigglesthome Hall, co. York). Or, a fess chequy
az. and ar. betw. in chief two eagles' heads erased and in
base a feather of the second. Crest A unicorn pass, per
pale or and az. gorged with a collar gemel and holding in
the mouth a feather also az. 3/o(fo^Meritez.
Wright. Sa. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads ar. attired
or.
Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a bull's head at.
az.

—

;

—

—

—

attired gold.

Wright.

head couped erm.
Wright. Sa. on a chev.
of the second,

Wright.

on a

Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three fleurs-de-lis or,

chief of the second three spearheads az.

armed

Crest

ar. betw. three bulls'

or, as

many

heads couped

pomeis.

Or, a chev. gu. in thief two mullets

a stork of the

—A dragon's
and in

br.se

last.

Wright -Bruce

(exemplified to Hon. Sir FRTn)Tr.icK
William Adolphus Bruce, K.C.B., third son of Thomas,
seventh Sari of Etr/in and Kincardine, upon his assuming,
by royal licence, 1867, the additional surname of Wright).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or, a saltire and chief gu. on a canton ar. a lion ramp. az. a crescent for diff., for Bruce 2nd
and 3rd, ar. three bars gemel gu. on a chief az. three
leopards' faces or, a cross crosslet sa. for diff., for Wright.
Crests
1st, Bruce: A lion pass. az.
2nd, Wr.iCHT: Out
of a mural crown chequy or and gu. a dragon's head vert,
on the neck three leopards' faces, as in the arms, betw. two
bars gemel ar. above the bars gemel a cross crosslet gold for
;

—

di(T.

;

.Vo«o^Fuimus.

Wright-Armstrong

az.

Wright (London,

Northampton and Snn-ey, 1634). Or,
on a pale gu. a cross pom^e fitch^e ar. on a chief az. three
bezants. Crest A falcon's head erased ppr.
Wright (Marylebone, co. Middlesex George Wright, .son
of Anthony Wright, gent. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Or, a
fess az. pierced through by a pile sa.
Wright (Kilverstton, co. Norfolk, originally of Little Buckenham, i.«bscquentlyoi Weeting, co. Norfolk, and of Downham,
Wangtord, and Brent, co. Suffolk; Edmund Wright, Esq.,
of Sutton Hall, co. Suffolk, grandson of Tho.mas Weight,
living temp. Henry VII., m. Jane. dau. and, co-heiress of Sir
cos.

—

;
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(Killylca House, co. Arm.Tgh
exWilliam Jones Armstkong, Esq., and Frances
Elizabeth his wife, dau. of Major Christopher Wilson,
upon their assuming the prefix surname of Wright, by
royal licence, 1868).
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, per pale go.
and vert three dexter armed arms couped at the shoulders
and embowed, the hands clenched ppr., for Armstrong 2nd
and 3rd, ar. three bars gemel gu. on a chief az. three

emplified to

;

leopards' faces or, a c.-intonerm., for distinction, for AVright.

—

1st, Ar.hstrong:
Out of a mural coronet or, an
armed arm embowed, the hand grasping an oak tree eradicated ppr-i -2od, Wright Out of a mural crown chcquy or

Crests

:

—A

A
;

WRl
and

(JU-

a dragon's head vert, on the neck three leopards'
two bars gemel ar. above the
Motto
or, for distinction.

faces, as in the arms, betw.

—

bars gemel a trefoil slipped
Invictus maneo.

Wrigllt

(Gola,

Monaghan

co.

;

senior branch

extinct in

the male line; descended from James Wright, who got
a grant of Gola 1691 arras registered and pedigree entered
Per pale sa. and az. on a chev. betw.
Ulster's 0£Bce).
three unicorns' heads couped or, as many tilting-spearAn arm in armour embowed ppr. holding
Crest
gu.
heads
in the hand a broken tilting-spear az. headed or. Motto—
;

—

Honor virtute premium.

Wright (the city of Dublin, and Newry, co. Down descended from Thomas Weight, younger son of James
Wright, Esq., of Gola, 1691). Same Anns, Crest, and
;

Arms, temp. Richard III. and Henry VII.; his grandson,
Thomas Wriothesley, was created a baron 1544, and Earl
the fourth earl was created Earl of
of Southampton Ibil
Chichester 1644, and d. s. p. m.
Ladt Racbael Wriothesley, his second dau. and co-heir, in. Willum, Lerrd
;

Russell, eldest, son

Cottage, co. Tipperary; granted by
John Wright, Esq of Compsey Cottage,
descended maternally from Sir Richard Shee, Knt., of
of Uppercourt, co. Kilkenny, and Cloran, co. Tipperary).
to

,

Ar. on a pale gu. betw. two crosses moline az. an eagle displ.
Crest— A dexter hand couped grasping a dagger
or.
Per
piercing a leopard's face from above all ppr. 3Iotto
ardua.
Thomas
to
(Guayaquil,
South
America;
confirmed
Wright
Charles Wright, of that place, General in the service of
Columbia, second son of Joseph Wright, Esq., of Queensborough, Drogheda, and to their descendants). Per pale sa.
and az. on a chev. betw. three unicorns' heads couped or,
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or,
three spearheads gu.
an arm embowed in armour ppr. holding a broken tiltingHonor virtutis praemium.
spear az. pointed or. Motto

—

—

—

Wright-Warren (exemplified to Colonel Richard Wright,
of Mespil, CO. Dublin, upon his assuming, by royal licence,
the additional surname of Warren; descended from James
Wright, Esq., of Gola, co. Monaghan, a Captain in the

Army, claiming descent from Wright,

of Kilverstone, co.
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, chequy or and gu. on a
canton per pale of the second and az. a saltire of the first
2nd and 3rd, per pale sa. and az. on a chev. betw. three
unicorns" heads couped or, three spearheads gu. Crests
1st, Warren: An arm embowed in armour ppr. grasping
a dart sa. feathered ar. barbed or; 2nd, Wright: An arm
embowed in armour ppr. holding a broken-tilting spear az.
Fortuna sequatur.
pointed or. Motto
(Hasten, co. Middlesex, and M.D. Edinburgh, 1751).
Az. a wooden bridge fessways, the middle arch cut through

Norfolk).

—

—

Wright

;

—

Wriothsley, Wryotesley, or Wristeley
chough

Quarterly, or

(Gibson-Wright, of Cliftonhall).

See Gidsok.
See Worthington.
of (Edinburgh). Az. a carpenter's
Wrights,
square and compasses conjoined in pale or.
Wrightson (Ncwcastle-on-Tyne, co. Northumberland). Or,

Company

a

fess

componee counter-componee

griffins'

heads erased of the third.

and vert betw. three
Crest— A unicorn salient

ar.

or.

Wrightson

(Cusworth Hall, co. York ; Isabel Wrightson,
only dau. and heiress of William Wrightson, Esq., of
Cusworth, M.P., TO. 1748, John Battie, Esq., of Warmsworth, CO. York, who assumed the surname of WrightOr, a fess componee counter-componee ar. and az.
son).
betw. three griffins' heads erased of the last. Crest
unicorn salient quarterly ar. and az. armed, crined,
tufted, and unguled or.
Wrightson (Osbaston Hall, co. Leicester Philifpa, dau.
andaeirof Michael Wrightson, Esq.,of 08baston,m. Francis
MuNDT, Esq., of Markeaton). Sa. a fess componee countercompondc ar. and gu. betw. three griffins' heads erased
or, a border of the last.
Crest
A unicorn's head erased
quarterly az. and sa. the Ist and 4th quarters charged
with stars sa. and the 2nd and 3rd with crescents az.
armed, mancd, and tufted or.
Wrightsworth. Sa. a chev. betw. three antelopes
statant ar. girthed round the middle gu. on a chief or,
a demi man holding a club over the shoulder betw. two
cinquefoils all of the third. Crest— A crane ppr. holding in
the beak a fish ur.
Wrikesworth. Az. on a fo.is betw. three fleurs delis *r.
as many bucks' heads cabosscd sa.
Wrine (co. Stafford). .Sa. a buck's head ar. betw. the
attires a cross rcsarcelly gu. bczani^e.
Wringford. Or, a fess betw. two chev. sa.
Wriothesley (Earl of Soulliampton and Chick' tier, extinct
1C(!7; descended from John Wrtuthulst, Garter
King of

—

;

—
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and gu.

in the first quarter a Cornish

sa.

Writers to the Signet, Society of (Scotland).

Az. a
the flanks two thistles or, and in chief and base
the royal signet of the second.
Writh. Az. a fess betw. three birds ar. (another has, a
border or).
Writington (co. Lancaster). Sa. a chev. or, betw. tbreo
saltire ar. in

crosses crosslet fitchee ar.

Writington

Az. a chev. ar. betw. three

Lancaster).

(co.

crosses crosslet fitch6e or.

Writington.

Sa.

Crest

ar.

fitchee

—A

a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet
deml fox holding in the dexter paw

a cross crosslet fitchee az.
Writle. Sa. a bend ar.

wavy

(another,

of the

first)

a

crosslet fitchee in chief of the second.

Writley, or Wrytelley. Or, a bend engr. gu.
Writtington (co. York). Sa. a chev. ar. betw. three crosses
patt^e fitchee or.

Wrixon-Becher, Bart. See Becheb.
Wroteley (co. York). Ar. on a bend betw.

six martlets gu.
three mullets or.
Or, three piles sa. a canton erm. Crest—
boar's head couped erm. armed or.
(Woodbery and Youngs, co. Herts, Blendenball, co.
Kent, Hempneyshall, co. Suffolk, and co. Essex). Ar. on a
bend sa. three lions' heads erased of the field, crowned or.
Crest
A lion's head erased guard, ar. crowned or.
(Durants, Enfield, co. Middlesex). Same Arms.

Wrotesley.

Wroth

—

Wroth
Wroth

(London). Same
Or, a fess gu.

Wroth.
Wrothe.

Wrott

Wrightingtorii

(co. Kent).

Or, a bend engr. gu.

genio.

Wright

beheaded

or,

—

Wroton.

—

so unjustly

betw. four falcons close ar. Crest—
A buffalo sa. armed and chained with a ring through the
nose and with a ducal coronet betw. the horns all or.
Supporters Dexter, a lion or, charged on the shoulder
with a fret gu. sinister, a buflalo sa. armed and chained
with a ring through the nose and with a coronet betw. ih«
horns all or. Motto Ung par tout, tout par ung.

and hanging down or, with a river transfluent ppr. betw.
two battle axes erect ar. Crest A sinister arm vambraced,
the hand holding a battle axe ppr. Motto Marte et in-

—

oHhe Earl of Bedfoi-d,

Az. a cross

1683).

Wristo.

Motto.

Wriglit (Compsey
Betham, Ulster,
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Gu. three

Arms and
ramp.

lions

Crest,

with due

a quarter

ar.

diff.

sa. fretty

or.

Ar. three piles flory issuinj; otit of the sinister

base point sa.

(Fackham,

to. Suffolk).

Ar. a chev. betw. three

leopards' faces gu.

Wrott

Ar. a bend engr. betw. three
leopards' faces jessant-de-lis gu.
Wrottesley {Baron Wrottesley). Or, three piles sa. a
canton erm. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's head
erm. (sometimes borne az.) armed and crined gold. Stipporters (borne in 1471 by Sir Walter Wrotteslkt, Knt.;
Two unicorns ppr. ducally gorged and chained or, pendnit
from the coronet of each a shield of the arms.
Wrottesley. Or, three piles meeting in fess sa. a canton
erm. Crest— Out of a ducal coronet or, a boar's head ar.
charged on the neck with an erm. spot sa.
(Woolley Park, co. Berks).
Ar. a chev. gu.

(Gunton, co. Suffolk).

Wroughton
betw.

three boars' heads ppr.

pellettee, collared, ringed,

Crest

and armed

— An

Wroughton

(Stowell Lodge, co. Wilts).
betw. three boars' heads couped sa. Crest
ar. pellettee, collared, ringed,

Wroughton.

ibex's head ar.

or.

and armed

Ar. a chev. gu.

— An

ibex's

head

or.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three boars' bead!

erased sa. armed or.

Crest

— A stag lodged ppr.

Wrozhall (Wroxhall, co. Dorset). Erm. two bars gn.
Wryne. Sa. guttce d'cau a buck's head cabossed ar. betw.
the horns a cross patonce or, charged with five torteaiix.
Crest— A talbot ar. guttee de poix, collared gu. betw. two
branches of holly leaved vert, fructed ppr.
Per fess ar. and gu. a lion ramp, counterchangcd.
Paly of six or and gu. on a chief gold thre©

Wryne.
Wryne.
hurts.

Wrythe

(John Wrtthe, Garter King of Arms, temp. Henry
Az. a cross or, betw. four falcons ar.
Az. a fess betw. three falcons ar. a border or.
Wryttle. Sa. on a bend ar. another nebulee of the first,
in the sinister chief a crosslet fitchee of the second.
(Tewkesbury, co. Gloucester). Ar. on a fess gu. betw.
A
three boars' heads erased sa. as many muUeU or. Cnit
buck icjant rcguaid ppr.
VII.).

Wrythe.

Wyat

—

A

WYA
Wyat (Doyle,

AA
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Wybrants

and co. Sussex). Gu. on a fess or,
be tw. three boars' heads couped ar. a lion pass, guard, enclosed by two pheons sa.
Wyatt (Sherwell, co. Devon, and Bexley. co. Kent). Per
Crest
fess az and gu. a horse barnacle ar. ringed or.
An ostrich ppr. holding in the beak a horseshoe ar.
Wyatt (co. Kent). Per fess gu. and az. a horse barnacle
co. Surrey,

of Dublin, formerly of Antwerp; Fun.
Ent. Ulster's OflSce, 1639, Petxk Wybeants, of Dublin, son
and heir of Joseph Wtbbants, of Antwerp, merchant of
this family is William Wybrants, Esq., of Ashton, J. P. co.
(city

;

—

Wexford).

Per pale gu. and

az. in the dexter side

wing

leg conjoined at the thigh to a sinister

ar.

an eagle's
and in the

—

sinister a lion pass, of the last,

both paleways.
Crest
head erased ppr. attired or, and charged on the
neck with a bezant. il/oUo— Mitis et fortis.

ar.

stag's

"Wyatt

(Barking, co. Essex). Gu. on a fees or, betw. three
boars' heads couped ar. as many lions ramp. sa.
Crest
demi lion ramp. sa. guttle d'or, holding in the dexter paw

—

an arrow gold.

Wyatt.
the dexter

Wyatt.

Same Arms.
paw an arrow
Same Arms.

Wybrants

—

Crest
A demi lion sa. holding in
gu. flighted and barbed ar.
Crest
A horse barnacle or, tied

—

together at the bottom.

Wyatt (Much-Braxsted, co. Essex, and co. Kent). Same Arms.
Crest— A demi lion ramp. sa. holding in the dexter paw an
arrow or, flighted and barbed ar.
Kent). Gu. a horse barnacle ar.
Wyatt (Winchead, co. Somerset; granted 10 George I.). Sa.
on a fess dancett^e ar. betw. three eagles displ. or, as many
fleurs-de-lis of the first.

Crest

— A demi

WrBBANTS

—

ar,

lion

and

Tsmp.

counter-

all

:

:

;

—

anchor

Motto Fortis in arduis.
sa.
(Phjpson-Wybbants exemplified to Temple
Leighton Phipson, Captain in 7Sth Regiment of Foot, and
Geobgina Mabia Bessie Phipson, otherwise BattebsbyWybbants, his wife, upon their assuming, by royal licence,
Quarterly, 1st
1877, the additiopal surname of Wybbants).
and 4th, Wtbbants, as above 2nd and 3rd, per chey.
bi. and gu. a chev. engr. erm. betw. three bats displ. ar.,
Wybbants: As above; 2nd:
for Phipson.
Crests
1st,
Phipson Out of a mural crown ppr. a plume of five ostrich
feathers alternately ar. and gu. charged with a chev. erm.
Motto Mitis sed fortis.
Wyburne (co. Cumberland). Sa. three bars betw. as many

Wybrants

Quarterly, 1st and 4th (by
grant to Sir Heney Wtatt, Privy Councillor to Henry VIII.,
and confirmed by grant with a difference, '28 Dec. 1839), gu.
on a fess or, betw. three boars' heads couped erm. a lion pass,
enclosed by two pheons az. 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. or, surmounted by another couped sa. betw. three wood pigeons
ppr. each charged on the breast with a pellet. Crests
1st A
demi lion erased az. charged on the shoulder with a pheon
or, and holding in the dexter paw an arrow ppr. headed
with a pheon ar.; 2nd: Out of park pales alternately ar.
andsa. charged with escallops in feis or, a pine tree tructcd
Castle, co. Kent).

;

;

;

—

:

:

—

—

Motto Duriora virtus.
W^yatt. Gu. on a fess or, betw. three boars' heads erased ar.
two lions pass. sa. Ci-est Out of a mural coronet ar. a demi
lion ramp. sa. charged on the shoulder with an estoile or,
and holding an arrow ppr.
Wyatt. Az. on a chev. erm. betw. three lions ramp, or, a
bee ppr. enclosed by two bezants, on a chief ar. three horseshoes sa. Crest An ostrich gu. tail bezantee, in the beak
a horseshoe sa.

mullets or.

Wybury.

—

Sa.

semee of crosses crosslet

or,

two lions pass.

in pale ar.

Wycbalfe.

ar.

Wychalse (Barnstaple,

co.

Per bend
counterchanged.

and

sa.

six

crescents

in

pale

Devon; Hugh Wychalse, Esq.,
of Barnstaple, temp. James I., grandson of Nicholas
Wychalse, of same place, third son of Nicholas Wychamb,
Visit. Cornwall, 1620).
Esq., of Chudleigh, co. Devon.
Per fess ar. and sa. six crescents in pale counterchanged.

—

Sa. a fess dancettce ar. betw. three eagles displ. or,

Wychard

(Osbaston, co. Leicester). Az. a chev. ar. betw.
three martlets or.
Az. a chev. betw. three pigeons ar. (another, or).
(co. Somerset).
Ar. three piles gu.
(Davenham, co. Chester; confirmed 28 June, 1587).
Az. a pile erm. Crest A dexter arm embowed habited gu.
turned up or, holding in the hand ppr. a sprig vert.
(Chewton, co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1756; Sir
Cybill Wychb was created a bart. 1729; he was son of

a chief of the last.

Wyatt (Reg. Ulster's Office).

Gu. two 'oanulets betw. three

Wycliard.

martlets ar.

Wycbart

Wyatt-Edgell.

See Edgell.
three lions ramp. purp.
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three cinquefoils oz.
(Wybbery, co. Devon
Jane, dau. of John
Wtbbebt, Esq., of Wybbery, and sister and heir of William
Wtbbeby, of Wybbery, temp. Edward IV., fifth in descent
from GilbektWybbeby, of Wybbery, m. John Lippinqcott,
Visit. Devon, 1620). Sa.
Esq., of Lippingcott, same co.
a chev. betw. three mermaids ar.
Per
(Walrish Hall, co. Essex, temp. James I.).
chev. ar. and sa. on a chief az. two eagles rising or.

Wyche

Wyaya. Ar.
Wybaston.

Wybbery

;

John Wyche, Envoy-Extraordinary to Hamburgh, and
great-grandson of Sir Peteb Wyche, Knt., Ambassador at
Constantinople, sixth son of Ricuabd Wyche, of London,
merchant, son of Ricuabd Wyche, of Davenham). Same

Arms and

Wybergh

three eagles displ. counterchanged.
sa. ducally gorged ar.

Wychingham
sa.

—

I

Norfolk).

Per pale ar. and sa.
Crest— An eagle displ.

Erm. two rings

interlaced

last three crosses forraee ar.

Erm. on a chief sa. three crosses pattee ar.
London, 1568). Or, three bars az. Crest
dragon's head ar.
W^ycliff. Ar. a chev. betw. three crosses crosslet sa.
Wycliff. Ar. a fess lozengy az. betw. three birds sa.
Wycliff. Ar. five fusils in fess betw. four birds, three in
chief gu. and one in base az.
"Wycliff. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three crosses crosslet gu.
Wycliffe (Offerton, co. Durham). Ar. on a chev. betw.
three crosses crosslet sa. as many bucka' heads cabossed of
the first.

Wycliff (Visit.

swans (another, coots) ar. membered gu.
W^yborn (Hawkwell Place, co. Kent). Sa. a fess or, betw.
three swans ar. membered gu., quartering Sidley, viz., Per
pale az. and sa. a fess chequy ar. and gu. betw. three goats'
head3 erased ar. Crest A swan, as in the arms. MoUo

(co.

on a chief of the

Wychinghon.

—

—

Crest.

Wyche. Az. three griffins pass. or.
Wycherley (Wicherley, co. Salop).

(Clifton, co. Westmorland, and St. Bees, co.
Cumberland; William Wybeegh, Esq., of St. Bees, temp.
Edward III. m. Eleanob, dau. and heiress of Gilbebt de
Engayne, and obtained with her the estate of Clifton; his
descendant Willlam Wtbebgh, Esq., of Clifton, having inherited the estates of the Lawsons, assumed the surname of
Lawson, and was created a bart. 1831. See Lawson). Or,
three bars sa. in chief two estoiles of the last, quartering
Engayne and Hilton. Crest A griCBn's head erased or.
Mottc
Hominem te esse memento.
Wyberne (cos. Kent and Suffolk). Sa. a fess or, betw. three

—

—

Wyche

Wyberd

Fama perennis erit.
1141

and gu. a

;

—

—

Wyatt.

fess or

(Geale-Wybbants exemplified to William
Geale, Esq., and Isabella Heneietta Letitia Geale,
otherwise Middleton-Wybbants, his wife, upon their
assuming, by royal licence, 1877, the additional surname of
Wibeants). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, Wtbeants, as above;
2nd and 3rd, az. on a fess betw. three saltires or, an anchor
sa. enclosed by two lions' heads erased of the first, for
Geale. Crests Isl, Wybbants A buck's head erased ppr.
attired or, charged on the neck with a bezant
2nd, Geale
A unicorn's head erased or, charged on the neck with an

—

ppr.

2nd and 3rd, per

within a double tressure flory counterflory
changed, for MiDDLETON.

(Bryn Gwynant, co. Carnarvon). Gu. on a fess or,
betw. three boars' heads erased ar. two lions pass. sa. Crest
Out of a mural coronet ar. a demi lion ramp. sa. charged
on the shoulder with an estoile also ar. and holding in the
dexter paw an arrow ppr. Motto Vi at tamen honore.
Wyatt (Court Wick, co. Sussex). Gu. on a fess or, betw. three
boars' heads couped ar. a lion pass, guard, enclosed by two
pheons sa. Crest A demi lion ramp, erased az. holding in
the dexter paw an arrow head sa.
Wyatt (Cissbury and Court Wick, co. Sussex, formerly of

—

;

Wybrants

gu.

Wyatt

AUington

wing

in the sinister a lion pass, of the last, both palewayc, for

lion per pale cre-

paw an arrow

and Battebsby-Wt-

eagle's leg conjoined at the thigh to a sinister

Wyatt (CO.

nellee or and sa. holding in the dexter
flighted and barbed ar.

(Middleton-Wybbants

BBANTs; exemplified to Isabella Henbietta Letitia Middleton, and Mrs. Geobgina Mabia Bessie Battebsby,
widow of Thomas Battebsbv, Esq., LL.D., both of Dublin,
only surviving children of Lieut.-Col. William Middleton, 42nd Highlanders, on their assuming, by royal
licence, 28 Dec. 1875, the surname of Wybrants, in addition
to those of MiDDLETON and Battebsby respectively).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale gu. and az. in the dexter sidf an

—

;
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(Thorpe, co. Tork, 16C3). Ar. a chev. betw. three
crosses cmsskt sa., quartering, Ar. on a ilieT. sa. three
Cmt A stag's head
stacs' heads cabossed of the ficl'!-

Wycliffe

—

rabossed, beiw. the attires a cross

Wycombe (Wycombe,

crot'!'>'

co. Salop),

i'aly of six

—

or and sa.

three eagles displ. counterchanged. Crest Out of a ducal
coronet ar. a demi eagle displ. per pale or and sa. gorged

with a collar counterchanged.

\^yconibe.

two lions ramp, combatant

Or,

and langued

ffu.

ft*e«<— Two arrows palcways points

az.

armed
upward

ppr.

Wycombe

(Gl.isnevin,

co.

Nicholas Wtcomee,
Wycombe, and grandson of

Dublin;

Esq., of Glasncvin, son of John

Dublin, 1C06). Vert on a
legged and beaked gu.
W^yconibe, Hovm. of (co. Bucks; arms in the Church of
Mary ilagdelen, Oxford. Visit. Oxorf, 1066). A swan
standing on a mount in base vert, ducally gorged with chain
reflcxcd under the breast and over the back or.
W^yddowson. Gu. on a chief or, three cinquefoils vert.
Wyddysbury. Or, a fcss componee ar. and gu. in chief

Nicholas Wycombe. Visit,
bend ar. three parrots of the

co.

field,

three piles az.

Wydent.

rer fess gu. and or, a lion ramp, per fcss ar. and
guttee counterchanged betw. three escallops, two in
chief of the second, and one in base of the first. Crest An
arm gu. hand ppr. betw. two wings sa. thereon a bird az.
Wydnell, or Wigmall (Tandridge, co. Surrey). Az. on
a chev. or, betw. three storks ar. as many mullets gu.
az.

Crcot

—

—A

stork or,

wings expanded

sa.

bczanlee, beaked

(cc. Kent).

Ar. a chev.

sa.

betw. three grass-

hoppers ppr.
(Earl Rivers, extinct 1491 ; descended from William DE V/iDviLL, of Grafton, co. Northampton fifth in
descent from him was Eichaed db Wydvill, of Grafton,
Sheriff co. Northants 1360, whose great-grandson, Sir

^Tydville

;

BiCHAaD DE Wydvill, Knt., of Grafton, was created, 1448,
Baron Raers, and, 1466, Earl Rivers; he was beheaded
1467, leaving I. Antho.vy, summoned to Parliament as Baron
:

Scales jure uxoris, 1462; second Earl Rivers d.s.p.; II.
BicHARD, tbiri Earl Rivers, d.s.p.; lit. Elizabeth, Queen

of Edward IV., and mother of The Princess Euzabetu of
Tork, Queen of Heni'y Vll.). Ar. a fess gu. a canton of the
last.

Wye(Lippiat,

co. Gloucester, and Ipswich, co. Suffolk).
Az.
A griffin's head betw.
three griffins segreant or. Crest
ostrich

—

two wings endorsed az. issuing out of a plume of
feathers, two ar. and three or.

IVye (co.

Gloucester).
Az. three griffins segreant ar, wings
On a mount a stag pass, all ppr.
Ar. on a fess sa. betw. six pellets two conies of the
first issuing out of their burrows or.
Bendy sinister and harry gu. and ar. Crest An
arm ppr. vested az. holding a holly branch vert.
Wyfold. Gu. three roses ar. a border of the last.
Wyggreston. Per chev. sa. and ar. three cstoilcs in chief
or.

Crest

Wye.

—

—

Wyer.

or.

Wyg-ingrton. Sa. three mascles ar.
Wygrnall. Gu. a bend betw. sbc esc.Tllops

Wyke (Newport, co. Essex,
Paly

seventh anu lait yi^count Wenman, of 'I'uain, was created,
1834, Baroness IVenman, of Thame Park, co. Oxford, <f.
unm.).
Same Arms. Supporters Two greyhounds gu.
each gorged with a collar or, suspended therefrom an escutcheon of the arms.
(Tythrop House and Thame Park, co. Oxford
PfliLiP Thomas Herbert Wykeham, Esq., of Tythrop House,
was .son and heir of Philip Thomas Wykeham, Esq., second

—

Wykeham

son of William Hdmphry Wykeham, Esq., of Swalcliffe,
by Sophia his wife, sister and heir of Philip, Vi-uount
IVenman). Same Ai~ins. Crest A buffalo's head sa. horned
or, charged on the neck with two chevroucls ar.
Motto

—

of six ar.

ar.

and Stanton- Wyke, co Somerset).

and gu. on a cbcv. of the

last three crosses

croEslet or.

Wyke (co.

Or, a chev. betw. three hawks' heads
demi savage holding in the dexter
and at his back a sheaf of arrows

Hertford).

Civm

—A

band an arrow,

;

;

Vere-Aucia,

Wyke(N;nehead,

co. Somerset, 1400).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw.

three crosses uioline sa.

"Wyko

(arms in a table in Throgmorton's Manor House, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Gu. a fcss or, betw. six
gouttes d'or.
(co. Oxford; impaled witli Glanvili.e in the Manor
lloujo of Ni'ihercourt. Visit. Oxon, lOoG^. Per pale or
find az. a chev. crm.
(co. Somerset).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crosses

Wyke
Wyke

re.<arcclly sa.

Wyke.
Wyke.

Ar. a chev. enn. betw. three plovers ppr.
Or, a chev. betw. three Cornish chough.s sa.
"Wyke. Erni. on a fcss gu. three cro.<;.sc3 crosslet ar.
Ar. frctty s.i. on cacli joint a bezant.
Wykeford. Or, on a cross gu. five lions ramp. ar.
(SivaUllfrc, co. Oxford; descended from RonERT
Wykkiiam, Lord of SwalchfTc, ('III/'. Edward II.). Ar. two
chevroncls betw. three ru.scB gu. seeded or, barbed vert.
Crest— A. bufTalo's head su. horned or, charged on the neck
with two chevroncls ar.
(lln.unaa
Wcruian, cxliutt 1370; .SoruiA

Wyko.

Wykeham

Wykeham

his wife,

Martin; 2nd and

sister

and

and co-heir

of

Richakd

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
3rd, ar. two. chev. sa. betw. three rose*

Fiennes, Viscount Saye

Sele).

—

seeded or, barbed vert, for Wykeham. Crests
1st;
2nd, Wykeham A buffalo's head sa. homed or,

gu.

:

;

charged on the neck with two chev.

ar.

Wykeham- Musgrave (Swalcliffe Park and Chinnor,
Oxford).

and one
2nd and

and

a canton ar., for Mi'sgrave;
two chevronels sa. betw. three roses gu.

(for distinction)

3rd, ar.

Wykeham.

for

co.

Quarterly, Istand 4th, az. six annulets, three, two
or,

Crents

—

Ist,

Musgbave Two arms embowed
:

hands in gauntlets ppr. grasping an annulet
each arm charged (for distinction) with a cro.ss crosslct
ar.
2nd, Wykeham A buffalo's head sa. horned or, charged
on the neck with two chevronels ar.
Motto Sans
changer.
Wykeley (Adingtcn and Trelingburgh, co. Northampton)Ar. a fess betw. three conies' heads erased gu.
Wykersley. Az. a fess betw. three cinquefoils ar.
W^ykersley. Ar. a fess gu. betw. three cinquefoils az.
Wykersley. Ar. a cross crosslet pattce sa.
Wykea, or
(co. Cambridge).
Ar. three p.Mes
sa. on each a greyhound's head erased of the first, collared
in armour, the
or,

;

:

—

Weykes

or.

Wykes (Cocktree, co. Devon). Erm. three battle axes sa.
Wykes (North Wyke, co. Devon Joun Wykes, Esq., of
;

North Wyke, temp.

James

great-grandson of Jonx
Wykes, of same place. Visit. Devon, 16M). Erm. three
battle axes sa., quartering, 1st, BtJiuiEi.L; ".ind, Avekei.l;
I.,

Powkeswell.

3rd,

Wykes (Wells,

CO. Somerset; Edward Wykes, of the Middli
Temple, London, tnnp. James I., son of Nicholas Wyke.*,
Esq., of Wells. Visit. Somerset, 1623). Ar. a chev. gu.

betw. three crosses flory sa.

Wykes (Dursley,

Ar on a

co. Gloucester).

pale betw.

two

palets sa. three greyhounds' heads erased or, collared gu.

— A greyhound's

head erased or, collared gu. holding'
in the mouth a man's leg couped at the thigh ar.
(co. Gloucester).
Gu. a bend erm. cotised indented

Wykes
or.

Wykes

ppr.

of Winchester,

1367-1404, founder of New College, Oxford
arms in St.
Mary's Cliurch, Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 15U6). Same .<<n;(s.
Wykeham-Fiennes (Baron Saye and Sele). Sco
Fiennes.
Wykeham-Martin (Leeds Castle, co. Kent, and Chacombe Priory, co. Northampton Rev. Richard Wykeham,
second son of Richard Wykeham, Esq., of Swalcliffe, by

Crest

erased sa.

—

Manners maketh man.

Wykeham (William of Wykeham, Bishop

Martin

also sa.

Wydo-ward

"W YI.

EnzABiTn WTKcnAM, only d.Ti. and heir of Wn,tt»x
BiCHABU Wykeuak, Esq., of SwalclilTc, co. Oxford, eldest
son of William Hi'mphry Wykeham, E.'-a., of SviUliflfc. by
Hon. Sopbia Wenman, his wife, si.stor and heir of Philip,

Az. a lion ramp,
(Morton Jeffcry, co. Hereford).
lozengy ar. and gu. Crest
A cock statant gu.
Wykes. Ar. a chev. componee az. and vert betw. tlireo
tuikey-cocks of the second.
"Wykford. Or, on a cross gu. five lions ramp. ar.
Wylborne. Per pale gu. and sa. a bend wavy ar. cotlse<f

wavy

—

or.

Wyld

(Eord.sham, co. Denbigh
the eventual heirpM,
Kathbrine, dau. of Thomas de Weild, or Wyld, carriect
Bordsham in marriage to William Hrebeton, of Malpas,
CO. Chester).
Ar. a chev. sa. a chief of the second. Creat
:

—

A hawk or.

Wyld (Spccn,

CO. Berks).
Ar. a chev. ea. on a chief of Uio
second three martlets or. Crest—A lion sejant guard, ppr.
supiinrting in the forcpaws an escutcheon erect ar. charged
with three martlets.
(Edinburgh, formerly Gilston. co. Fife, 18C6). Az. a
bend erm. betw. a crescent in chief and three mullets in
Crest
A stag's head ppr. Alolio Vigilans ct
base or.
promptus.
Wyldbore (Stamford, co. Lincoln, 1071). Ar. acUcv. bil-tt.

Wyld

—

tli.ec bi'urs pass. ppr.

—

WYL
Wylde

—

—

—

:

:

—

—

Wylde
ment

;

Ann Wylde, wife of John Wylde, Esq., of Droitand dau. of Sir Tho.mas Harris, Knt., of Tong
Tong Church, co. Salop).

of

wich,

Castle, Serjeant-at-law, d. 1624, in

Ar. on a chief sa. three martlets of the first, quartering, for
Harris, Barry of eight erm. and az. three annulets or.
(The Uplands and Manor House, Chelmarsh, co.

Wylde

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

Salop).

ar.

on a chief

sa.

three

martlets or, for Wylde; 2nd and 3rd, per chev. sa. and ar.
three leopards' faces counterchanged, on a chief of the
Crests
second as many mullets of the first, for Fewtbell.
2nd, also Wylde: A lion
1st, Wylde: An eagle displ. or;
pass, guard, gu. resting its dexter forepawon an escutcheon
2nd, Fewtrell A leopard's head erased ar. semee of
ar.
Verum atque dccens.
mullets sa. collared gu. Motto
(Dublin; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1642, Lieut.
Thomas Wylde, buried in St. Bride's Church). Ar. in chief
a crescent gu. on a chief sa. three martlets of the fljst,
Wyle. Az. a chev. betw. three towers or.
Wylidon. Ar. a fess dancettee componee or and az. Great
A dexter hand in fess couped ppr. holding a crocs crosslet
In pale or.
Wylie. Az. a bend betw. three mullets ar. Crc^t On a
rock a fort in flames all ppr.
Wylie (John Wylie. Esq., M.D., C.B.). Gu. a fox pass. betw.
two bars gemel or, on a canton of the last a staff entwined
with a serpent surmounted by a sabre saltirewise all ppr.
A staff entwined with a serpent surmounted by a
Crest
sabre saltirewise all ppr. Motto In utroque paratus.
Wylie (Edinburgh, 1C7'2, and Blackwater, co. Hants). Az.
a bend betw. a fox courant in chief and two mullets in base
il/oi£o— Victrix fortunae sapientia.
ar.
Wylie (hart., extinct 1854; Sir James Wylte, first Physician
to the late Emperor of Russia, was so created 1814, and
Az. a bend ar. betw. a fox pass, in chief and two
d. s.p ).
mullets in base of the second, on a chief of honourable augmentationor, the imperial eagle of Russia. Crest A Cossack
on horseback at full speed holding a spear fessways ppr.
Supporters Two Russian foot soldiers sustaining by the

—

;

;

—

Wylde

—

—

—

—

—

—

exterior side a

gun with bayonet fixed

ppr.

Motto

— Lahore

(Largs, CO. Ayr, 1870). Ar. 'a fess az. betw. a fox
courant in chief ppr. and a mullet in base of the second.
Cresi
A stag's head ppr. Molto Mentcs consciae recti.
Wylie (Glasgow, 1875). Az. on a bend or, betw. two boars'
heads erased in chief and a mullet in base of the second a
A knight on a black horse in full
Crest
fox courant ppr.
armour wielding in his dexter hand a battle axe ppr.
Molto
Fortes fortuna juvat.
Wyllie (Gen. Sir William Willie, K.C.B., 18C8). Az. on
a bend betw. two Eastern crowns or, a fox courant ppr.
Cre^t
A fox courant ppr. Motto Spcs.
Wylles, or Wyllis. Ar. on a bend sa. betw. six roses

—

—

—

—

—

—

muUeis pierced

or.

Wylley.

Ar. a chev. ermines betw. three fish-'weels, their
hoops upward vert.
Wyllington. Barry bendy indented or and sa. a chief ar.
G-wryUt, or G-wilt (Idio, South Wales; from
whom descend several families in co. Salop). Ar. a lion
ramp. sa. the head, paws, and half of the tail asli colour.

WyUp,
W^ylly.

Wyllys

Ar. three griffins pass, in pale sa.
Ar. three griffins pass. sa. a border

(co. Essex).

Wylouerhby.

Or, fretty az. a chief gu.

Wymale. Ar. three cushions gu.
Wyiaan (Green Hall, co. Sussex).
ways

or,

fire

issuant ppr.

Crest

Ar. a fess betw. three

—On a wheatsbeaf

Ar. on a chief gu. a ilcur-dc-lis or,
lozenges of the field.

41

fess-

a cock gu.

Wyman.

Gu. a chev. erm.
(North Lulfenham, co. Rutland;
Edward
Wymarke, of North Luffenham, d. s. p. 1034, leaving
Frances his sister his heir, wife of John Green, of Market!)

Wymarke
Orton,

same

co.

betw. two

;

their

father,

Edward Wymarke, was

seventh in descent from Willlam Wymarke, of Glaston,
same co., who d. 1456. Visit. Rutland, 1619). Ar. on a
bend cotised az. three escutcheons of the field, quartering,
for Bewffo, of Seaton, in same co., Erm. on a bend. az. three
cinquefoils or.

Wymarke

(Gretford, co. Lincoln).
gu. stalked and leaved vert.

Ar. three gillyflowers

Wymarke,

or Wymarle. Az. on a fess or, betw. three
martlets ar. as many estoiles gu. (another, pierced).
Wsnneswold, or Wynyswold. Gu. trstty ar. on each
joint a hurt.

Wym.ond (Green Hall,

co. Sussex).
Ar. a feas sa. in chief
three fireballs of the second, fired ppr. Ci-eW— .1 cubit arm
erect in coat of maU holding in the band all ppr. a fireball
or, fired also ppr.

Wjnnond. Gu. a ram's head cabossed ar.
Crest — A demi eagle displ. vert.
Wym.ond. Gu. three rams' hearts cabossed ar.

attired

or.

attired or.

Wymondeswold

(Southwell, co. Nottingham; Edmond
Wymondeswold, temp. James I., great-grcat-grandsoa of
William Wymondeswold, Esq., of Southwell, who was

buried in the church of St. Nicholas, 1520. Visit. Notts,
1614).
Ar. a chev. betw. three martlets sa.
Ar. a chev. betw. three horses' heads erased

Wym.or.
gu.

Wynall

(co. Kent).
Gu. a cross or, fretty of the
four mullets of the second.

betw.

Gu. a fret or. Crest An owl sa.
Gu. a fret and canton or.
Gu. fretty vair, a chief or.
Ar. on a bend az. three mullets of
(co. Devon).

Wsmard
the

first

—

Wynall.
Wynall.
Wynall.

(another, field or, mullets pierced).

field

Wynborne.

Gu. three boars' beads erased ar.
(Bucklebury, co. Berks). Az. on a chev.
engr. betw. three eagles close or, as many cinquefoils of
the first, a chief of the second charged with a fleur-de-lis
enclosed by two spearheads of the field.
Crest
A buck's
head erased quarterly az. and or, holding in the mouth a

Wynchcombe

—

laurel

branch ppr.

Wynche

(Woodford, co. Essex). Ar. on a fess gu. throe
Cnst
field, a quarter az. semee-de-lis or.
lion's head erased guard, ar. ducally crowned or, betw.

crosses flory of the

—A

•

two spears gold, headed also ar.
(arms in the Manor House of Nethercourt, co.
Oxford. Visit. Oxon, 1566). Erm. on a fess sa. a crescent

Wyncott
or,

betw. three gouttes ar.

Wyndeslade, or Wjmslade.

Ar. a chev. vaiie of the
betw. three lapwings volant of the last.
(Brettenham, co. Suffolk). Gu. a mascle ar. interlaced with four lozenge buckles crosswaysrecontrant in point
or.
Crest
An increscent and decrescent ar. interlaced
first

and

sa.

Wyneve

—

within a ducal coronet or.

anciently Windo'w

(co.

Gloucester,

afterwards of Cliurchdown and Bristol, same co.; granted
1660). Az. a fess embattled counter-embattled betw. three
Crest— A lion's paw erased az. holdlions' paws erased or.

ing a cross crosslet fitch^e or.

Wyndham (Orchard-Wyndham,

co. Somerset; now repreWyndham, Dinton, co. Wilts; descended froip
Ralph Wymondham, of Wymondham, co. Norfolk, tern,:
Edward I. Sir John Wyndham, Knt., of Orchard-Wyndham,

sented by

;

1645, having had seven sons: I. John, ancestor of tic
£arl of Egvemont, extinct II. Henby, d. s. p. ; III. Thomas,
d.

;

ancestor of Wyndham, of Felbrigg, extinct; IV. Humpukv,
ancestor of Wyndham, of Dunraven, extinct; V. Sir Hugh,
Baron of the Exchequer, extinct; VI. Sir Wadham,
Justice of the King's Bench, ancestor of Wyndham, of
Dinton, now male heir of the house of Wyndham; Vll.
George, of Uffords, afterwards of Dunraven, extinct in the
male Une, and now represented by WynduamQuin, J:orl of
Dunraven and Mount £arl). Az. a chev. betw. three lions'
heads erased or. Crest— A lion's head erased within a fetterlock or.

Motto

Wyndham
Wyndham,

engr. gu. bezantee.

crescents sa.

Wymanson.

Wyndo'we,

et scientia.

Wylie

gu. three
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Ar. on a chief sa. three
Crest
A lion pass, guard, gu. resting the
mart lots or.
dexter paw on an escutcheon ar.
"Wylde (CO. AVorcester). Sa. a chev. erm. hctw. three
whelk shells or. Crest A stag's head erased crin.
Wylde. Ar. a chev. sa. on a chief of the second three
martlets of the first. Crest An eagle displ. or.
"Wylde. Ar. two bends gu. on each three crosses crosslet or.
TVylde (Ncttleworth Hall and Southwell, co. Notts; granted
by Queen Elizabeth). 1st, 16 Oct., 3 Queen Elizabeth Or,
a fess betw. three bucks' heads erased sa. homed and
languedgu.; 2nd, 1575, and 15 June, 17 Queen Ehzabeth
Sa. a chev. engr. ar. on a chief of the last three martlets of
the field. On a schedule annexed to the patent were the first
arms quartering the second. Crest A demi buck couped
S3, with a crown and ring about his neck horned and hoofed
Motto Confide recte agens.
or.
(Droitwich, co. Worcester
arms from the monu(TCempscy, co. Worcester).

— Au

bon

droit.

extinct IS45; William
Orchard-Wyndham, was created a bart.

{Earl of Egremont,

Esq., of

1661; Sir Charles, fourth bart., ». his maternal uncle,
Charles, Duke of Somerset, as Earl of Eyreuiont under :i
special remainder in his Graces patent of 3 Oct. 1749).
Same Arms. Oxst A Uon's head erased within a fetterlock
Supor, the bow compony counter-compony gold and az.
porters
Dexter, a lion az. winged or; cinister, a giififin ar.
Au bon droit.
guttec de sang. MoUo

—

—

—

W YN
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Wyndham-O'Brien

(EoH of Thomond, extinct 1774;
of Sir William Wtndham,
third bart. of Orchard-Wyndliam, having succeeded to the
estates of Henbt, eighth EaH of Thomond, assumed the
surname of O'Bbien, and was raised to the Peerage of IreQuarterly, 1st and 4th grand
land 1756, bU(, d. s. p.).
Pebct Wtndham, second son

quarters, quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three lions pass, guard,
in pale per pale or and ar., 2nd, ar. three piles, points meeting In base gu., 3rd, or, a pheon, point down az., for
O'Brien; 2nd and 3rd grand quarters, az. a chev. betw.

—

three lions' heads erased or, for Wtndham. Crest A naked
arm embowed, holding in the hand a sword all ppr. Supporters Two Uons guard, per fess or and ar.
Wyndliaill (Campbell-Wyndham, The College, Salisbury,

—

Wilts, and Corhampton House, co. Hants; descended
from Wadham Wtndham, third son of Sir Wadham Wtndham, Justice of tne King's Bench, the ancestor of Wtndham,
of Dinton. John Henrt Campbell, Esq., son of John CampBBLL, Esq., of Dunoon, co. Argyle, by Caroline Frances
CO.

Henrt Penruddock Wtndassumed the surname of Wtnd-

Wtndham,

his wife, only dau. of

ham, Esq., of The College,
ham on succeeding to the estates of his uncle, Wadham
Wtndham, Esq., d. s. p. 1843). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, az.
a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or, for Wtndham
2nd and 3rd, gyronny of eight or and sa. a border of the
first charged with eight crescents of the second, for CampCrests
1st, Wtndham: A lion's head erased or,
bell.
within a fetterlock of the last, the bow compon^e counter2nd Two oars of a galley in
componee gold and az.
;

—

;

:

Mottoes — Aubon droit; and. Vis et fldcs.
saltire ppr.
Wyndliain. (Dunraven Castle, co. Glamorgan, and Uffords

descended from George Wtndham,
Manor, co. Norfolk
youngest son of Sir John Wtndham, Knt., of OrchardWyndham Caroline, only dau. and heir of Thomas
W^tndham, Esq., of Dunraven, m. 1810, Windham Henrt,
Earl of Dunraven and Mount Earl, who assumed, by royal
;

;

surname of Windham). Same
Orchard-Wyndham. Crest A lion's
head erased within a fetterlock and chain or.
Wyndh.ain-Q,uin {Earl of Dunraven and Mount Eiui).
licence, 1815, the additional

Arms

as

Wtndham

—

of

See QniN.
co. Somerset, bart., extinct 1719; de-

scended from Edmond Wtn»ham, Esq., of Kentsford,
younger brother of Sir John Wtndham, Knt., of OrchardWyndham, who d. 1645; Colonel Francis Wtndham entertained Charles II. at Trent after the battle of Worcester,
and was created a bart. 1673 the fourth bart. d. s. p.).
Az. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or.
(Cromer, co. Norfolk; Sir George Wtndham,
a younger son of Sir John Wtndham, Knt., of Orchard;

Wyndham
Wyndham,
Wtndham,

was great-grandfather of John
who m. Elizabeth Dalton,
only child of Richard Dalton, Esq., and Mart Wbiohte,
Their grandson, George Thomas Wriohtehis wife.
Wtndham, Esq., of Cromer Hall, inherited the estates of
the Wbighte family). Az. a chev. betw. three lions' heads
A lion's head erased within a fetterlock
erased or. Crest
or.
Motto Au bon droit.
"Wyndhain (Dock Dennis, co. Somerset). Az. a chev.
Crest
betw. three lions' heads erased or.
A lion's head
erased within a fetterlock or. Motto Au bon droit.
(RoundhiU Grange, co. Somerset). Same Arms,
Crest, and Motto.
(Smtthe 'Wtnoham, Waghen Hall, co. York).
temp.

James

1.,

Esq., of Cromer,

—

—

—

—

Wyndham

Wyndham

Az. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased or.
lion's head erased or, within a fetterlock of the

A

bow compony

Wyndham.

Crest
last,

—

the

counter-coin pony gold and az.

Az. a chev. betw. three
lecoi'Jl Id).
heads erased or, within a border wavy of the last.
lion's head erased or, within a fetterlock, the lock
gold, and the bow counter-conipony also gold and az. the head
Ha/iporlers
Dexter, a
charged with a saltire wavy gu.
lion az. winged invertcdly and plain collared or; sinister,
R gryphon ar. gultee de sang, plain collared gu. Motto
Au bon droit.
Sa. on a border ar. eight torteaux.
Wsmell ^Crcditon, co. Devon). Ar. three mullets in fess
brtw. two bars sa. a border engr. gu.

{Baron

lions'

Crr^t — A

—

—

WyndhuU.

Wynell (oo. Oxford). Or, frctty vair.
Wynerton. Ar. a cross Hurlce sa. a label gu.
Wyneslow. Per pale ar. and gu. on the dexter
fcsmf the

—

(HarUngton, co. Bedford). Same Arms. Crest
A hind's head or, gorged with a bar gemel sa.
(co. Leicester).
Ar. on a chtv. betw. three
mascles sa. as many bezants.
Wyngke, or Wing-h. Ar. biHettec sa. on a pile engr.
gu. a cross crosslet betw. two blackamoors' heads sidefaced
couped of the second.
Wyning-ton (Hermitage and Offerton, co. Chester, and the
Middle Temple, London; granted 1675).
Ar. anorle within

Wynger

eight martlets in orle sa.

Vert on a bend

still

ar.

Devon, and Birches, co. Lancaster). At.
a bend betw. six lozenges sa.
"Wynisbnry. Ar. on a bend engr. gu. three lions pass,
guard, or.
Gu. a ram's head cabossed ar. armed or.
"Wynn {Baron Newborough). Az. three fleuvs-de-lis or.
Crest
A dexter arm in armour holding in the hand ppr. a
fleur-de-lis or.
Supporters Two lions ramp. gu. the dexter
gorged with a collar or, charged with three fleurs-de lis sa.,
the sinister with acollarar. charged with three crosses pattee
gu. Motto Suaviterin mode, fortiter in re.
(Gwydyr, co. Carnarvon, bart., extinct 1719;
descended through John Wynn ap Meredith, of Gwydyr,
and Roderick, Lord of Anglesey, from Owen Gwtnedd,
Prince of North Wales.
Mart, dau. and heir of Sir
Richard Wtnn, fourth bart., to. Bertie, thirteenth Baron
WMoughby de Ereshy, fourth Earl of Lindsay, created

Wynmond.

—

—

—

Wynn

Marquess of Lindsay and Duke of Ancasier. On the death,
without issue male, of Sir Richard Wtnn, he was s. in the
baronetcy by his cousin. Sir John Wtnn, who d. s. p., when
the baronetcy expired. His great estates he devised to his
kinsman. Sir Watkin Williams, Bart., M.P., son and heir
of Sir John Williams, Bart., by Jane, his wife, dau. and
heir of Edward Thelwall, Esq., of Plas-y-Ward, by Stdnet,
his wife, dau. and heir of William Wtnn, Esq., who was
son of Sir John Wtnn, of Gwydyr; from Sir Watkin
Williams derives Williams-Wvnn, Bart., of Wynnstay).
Arms, those of Owen Gwtnedd, viz.. Vert three eagles

Wynn

Crest

— An eagle displ. or.

(Williams- Wtnn, Wynnstay,

co.

Denbigh,

bart.).

Quarterly, 1st and 4th, those of Owen Gwtnedd, Prince of
North Wales, Vert three eagles displ. in fess or, for Wtnn;
2nd and 3rd, those of Cadbod Hardd, Ar. two foxes countersalient in saltire, the dexter surmounted of the sinister gu.
for Williams.
Crest
An eagle displ. or.
(Llwyn of whom Owen Wtnn, Esq., of Llwyn, was

—

Wynn

;

Morris Wtnn, Esq., of
Gwydyr, and Roderick, Lord of Anglesey, from Owem
Gwtnedd, Prince of North Wales). Vert three eagles displ.
living in 1799; descended through

in fess or.

Crest

— An eagle

"Wynn

displ. or.

(Berthdu, co. Carnarvon descended from GRirnTH
Wtnn, of Berthdu, second son of John Wtnn, of Meredith,
who was a descendant of Wtnn, of Gwydyr. The direct
male line of the family terminated with Robert Wtnn,
;

Esq., of Berthdu and Bodysgallen, M.P. for the Carnarvon
boroughs, at whose decease the estates devolved on Margaret, dau. and heir of his brother, the Rev. Hugh Winn,
D.D., and wife of Sir Roger Mostin, Cart., of Mostyn, co.
Flint).
Same Arms and Crest.
(Plas Ncwadd - yn - Bodlith
descended, through
Morris ap Llewelin, of Moeliwrch, from Einion Efell,
Lord of Cynllacth. Gwenhwifab, dau. and heir of Richard
Wtnn, Esq., of Plas Newadd, m. Foulk Middleton, of
Llansilin, eighth son of Richard Middlf.ton, Governor of
Chirk Castle, temp. Edward VI., Mary I., and Queen Elizabeth). Arms, those of Einion Efelj,, viz., I'cr fess sa. and
ar. a lion ramp, countorchanged, armed and languod gu.
descended from Morris ap
(Plas-y-Moeliwrch
Llewelyn, ancestor of Winn, of PlasNcwadd-yn-Bodlith).
Same Arms.
(Tower, co. Flint; descended through John, third
son of Griffith ap Llewelyn, from Einion Efell. Tlio
male line terminated with Roger Winn, Esq., of Tower,
who d. s. p., and devised Tower to his widow, from whom it

Wynn

;

Wynn

;

Wynn

passed to her niece, wife of the Rev. Hope Wynne Etton,
of Leeswood, co. Flint, who possessed it in 1779). Arms,
those of CiNBic KfELL, y'vi., Gu. on a bund ar. u lion pass,

Wynn (Ilartsheath, co. Flint; descended from Iorwebtu,
fo\irth son
CiNBic Efell). Same Arm::.
Wynn (Pentre Morgan descended from Howell, Bcconj
of

or. three crosses

Wynford, Baron. .Sec Uk5t.
Wynfcate dSutncnd, cu. Uedford).
1111

Cre.^i—A

Wynington (co.

an.

side a

last.

Wynester. Or, a cro«s nz. a bend gu.
Wynfleld (cos. Lcicfslcr, Lancaster, Warwick,
dex).

Crest— A. gate

cotised or, fcetw. sis martlets of the last.
or.

Wsmgate

displ. in fess or.

Wyndham (Trent,

WYTSt

patoncc

;

son of

sa.

Owen Bhogtntyn, Lord

a bend

erm.

of Dinniael, third son of

of Edeirnion, Dinmael, and Aberwas Morgan Winn, of Pentre Morgan,
Barristerat-law, living 1072). Arms, those of Huoues, of

taiittt

Sa.

Owen ap Hleddin, Lord

and Mlddlc-

;

of this family

i

A
A

A

W YN
Gwerclas,

viz.,

Ar. a lion ramp.

Bft.

armed and langued

RU.

Wyntl

(Bettws, in Abergellew, co. Carnarvon descended
through Bleddtn, second son of Edryd ap Iorwekth, from
;

of the VIII. Noble Tribe of North
Wales and Powys). Arms, those of Marchudd, viz., Gu. a
Saracen's head erased at the neck ppr. wreathed about the
temples sa. and ar.
(Llanolian, co. Carnarvon: descended through BledDYN, second son of Edryd ap Iorwerth, from Marchcdd,
Founder of the VIII. Noble Tribe of North Wales and

Marchcdd, Founder

Wynn

Powys).

"Wynn

Same

A^ins.

Denbigh, and Maenan,

(Melai, co.

co.

Carnarvon

descended, through William, second son of Meredith ap
David, of Melai and Vronheulog, and Grono Llwyd-yPenwyn, from Marchcdd, Founder of the VIII. Noble Tribe
of North Wales and Powys. Jane, dau. and heiress of
John Wynn, Esq., of Melai and Maenan, m. Sir John Wynn,
of Bodvaen, ancestor of Lord Ncwboroxigh). Arms, those of
Grono Llwyd, viz., Gu. three boars' heads in pale erased
ar.

"Wynn

(Ncrquis, CO. Flint descended from Edwyn, Lord of
the heiress m. Thomas Pindar, Esq., son of
Arms, those of Edwyn, Lord of TeSir Paul Pindar).
viz.,
Ar. a cross flory engr. sa. betw. four Cornish
gaingle,
choughs ppr. beaked and legged gu.
;

Tegaingle;

"Wynn

(Pen-y-Clawdd, co. Denbigh descended from Owen
AP Edwyn, Lord of Tegaingle, co. Flint, Founder of the
XII. Noble Tribe of North Wales and Powys. Catherine,
dau. and heiress of Be v. John Wynn, of Pen-y-Clawdd, m.
Daniel Hughes, third and eventually only surviving son of
Thomas Hughes, Esq., of Gwerclas and Hendriforfydd, co.
Merioneth). Same Ainns.
"Wynn. (Maes-y-Neuadd). See Nannet.
Wsnan (Bodrean and Blodwell, co. Carnarvon). Sa. a chev.
betw. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
(Dudleston, co. Salop). Ar. a lion ramp sa. Crest
;

—

Wynn

A boar's
^Vynn.

head gu. couped or.
Gu. on a bend ar. three martlets sa. Crest
unicorn's head erased ar. maned, horned, and crined

—

ppr.

Wynn (Garth,

Montgomery; descended from IIeinallt,
Vychan, Lord of Byngedroyn,
Trcflydan, Garth, and Caer Fawr. Dorothy Wynn, only
dau. and heiress of Brochivell Wynn, Esq., of Garth, m.
Bichard Herbert Mytton, Esq., of Pontyscouryd, and
conveyed to him the lands of AVynn. of Garth). Sa.
co.

third son of Sir Griffith

three nags' heads erased ar.

W^ynne

(co. Carmarthen).
Ar. a chev.
betw.
eagles displ. sa. on a border sa. eight bezants.

"Wjmne

three

(Garthewin, co. Denbigh descended from Bobert
Wynne, Esq., an officer in the service of Charles I., second
son of John Wynn, Esq., of Melai and Maenan, d. 1682).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, gu. three boars' heads couped at the
neck in pale ar., for Grono Llwyd y Penwyn; 2nd and 3rd,
jfu. a Saracen's head couped at the neck ppr. wreathed
about the temples ar and sa., for Marchudd ap Conan.
Crest
A stag trippant ppr.
(Garthmeilo, co. Denbigh descended from Trahman
GocH, of Emlyn, a distinguished Welsh chieftain). Ar. six
beesvolant, three, two, and one sa.
(Dyflryn Aled, co. Denbigh
descended through
Ehts ap Edryd, from Marchudd, Lord of Abergelleu.
Diana, dau. and heiress of Pyers Wynne, Esq., of Dyflryn
Aled, m. Philip Yorke, Esq., of Erddig, co. Denbigh). Gu.
a Saracen's head erased ppr. wreathed about the temples ar.
;

—

Wynne

;

Wynne

and

;

sa.

Wynne (Coed Coch, co. Flint

descended from Marchudd).
gu. a Saracen's head erased ppr.
wreathed about the temples ar. and sa.
2nd and .^rd, gu.
a chev. betw. three Saracens' heads ppr. Crest A Saracen's
head, as in the arms.
(Voelas, co. Denbigh
descended from Marchweithian, a celebrated chieftain of North Wales in the
;

Quarterly, 1st and 4th,

;

—

Wynne

;

11th century; Jane Wynne, the heiress of the Wynnes of
Voelas, and the Griffiths of Cefnamwlch, ra. in 1778, Hon.
Charles Finch, second son of Heneaoe, third Earl o/Ai/ks-

Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
(Voelas, co. Denbigh, and Cefnamwl-h,
Carnarvon; exemplilicd to Charles Griffith Wynne,
Esq., upon his resuming, by royal licence, the additional
surname of Finch). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, ar. a chev.
betw. three griffins pass, sa., for Finch; 2nd and 3rd, gu.
a lion ramp, ar., for Wynne, of Voelas. Crests Ist, Finch:
A griffin pass. sa. 2nd, Wynne: A lion ramp. ar. holding
fnrd).

Wynne-Finch
CO.

—

;

in the dexter

paw a

Wynne (Lceswood,
1145
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rose gu. slipped vert.
co. Flint, bart., extinct tern}).

Gcorgo

created a bart. 9 Aug. 1731). Az. a chev. betw. three
dolphins haurientar. Crest
A dolphin haurient ar.
(Brithil, co. Flint).
Gu. a lion ramp. ar.
(Nerquis Hall, co. Fhnt; exemplified to Thomas
Hanmer Fletcher, upon his assuming, by royal licence,
1864, the surname of Wynne).
Vert three eagles displ. in
fess, wings inverted or.
Crest
An eagle displ. or. Motto
E rye, eryrod eryrhi.
III.,

—

Wynne
Wynne

—

—

W^ynne

co. Merioneth; Bev. Lloyd Wynne inherited the estates of his maternal uncle. Rev. Maurice
Wynne, LL.D., of Pengwern, co. Merioneth, and of
Llwyn, CO. Denbigh).
Quarterly, 1st, vert three eagles

(Pengwem,

displ. in fess or;

2nd, gu. three lions pass, in pale ar.; 3rd,

per bend sinister erm. and ermines a lion ramp. sa. 4th,
erin. a saltire gu. a crescent or.
Crest
An eagle displ. as
in the arms, motto over, Eryr, eryrod eryr.
Motto Di ofn
Di ymffrost.
(Glyn, co. Merioneth descended throug'n Rhys, flfth
son of Ievan ap Einion ap Griffith, Esq., of Cors-yGedol, CO. Merioneth, from Osborn Fitzgerald, Lord of
Ynys-y-Maengwyn. Margaret, heiress of Glynn, granddan.
and heiress of Robert Wynne, Esq., of Glynn, ra. in 1683,
Sir Robert Owen, of Porkington, co. Salop, Knt., refer
;

—

Wynne

—

;

to Ormsby-Gore, Baron Harlech).
Arms, those of OsBOBN
Fitzgerald, viz., Erm. a saltire gu.
(Peniarth, co. Merioneth
descended from Wynne,
of Glynn, same co., which estate was acquired by marriage,
in 1513, with the dau. and heiress of Bamvill, of Glynn.
Wlliam Wynne, youngest son of Robert Wynne, Esq., of
Glynn, who was Sheriff co. Merioneth 1657 and 1669,
m. Elizabeth, only child and heiress of Maurice Jones,
Esq., of Wern, and was ancestor of the Wynnes of Wern
and of Peniarth).
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, erm. on a saltire
gu. a crescent or, for Wynne
2nd and 3rd, vert three

W^ynne

;

;

—

eagles displ. in fess or, for Owen Gwynedd.
Crest
On a
chapeau gu. turned up erm. a boar pass. ar. fretty gu.
W^ynne (Ashford, co. Middlesex). Ar. a chev. betw. three
fleurs-de-lis sa.
Crest
An arm erect in armour ppr. holding in the gauntlet a fleur-de-lis ar.
W^ynne. Gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. or.
W^ynne (Beg. Ulster's Office). Vert a chev. erm. betw.
three wolves' heads erased ar. Crest A wolf sejant ppr.
(Haslewood, co. Sligo; descended from Birid, Lord
of Penllyn, co. Merioneth, who took the name of Blaidd, or
the Wolf, from his maternal ancestor, Blaid Rhudd, or the
Bloody Wolf, Lord of Gest, near Penmorfa. The immediate
ancestor of this family, Owen Wynne, Esq., of Lurganboy,
CO. Leitrim, settled in Ireland temp. James I., and m. Hon.
Katherine Hamilton, dau. of Claude, first Lord Strabane,

—

—

Wynne

—

ancestor of the Duke of Abercorti). Same Arms. Crest
head erased, as in the arms. Motto Non sibi sed toto.
(co. Wexford; represented by Henry Eckersall
Wynne, Esq., Secretary to the Grand Jury; descended from
Bev. Henry Wynne, Rector of Temple Shanbo, co. Wexford,

—

wolf's

Wynne

second son of Right Hon. Owen Wynne, of Haslewood, M. P.).
Crest, and Motto.

Same Arms,

Wynne

John Wynne,
(Tubberpatrick, co. Roscommon
was of that place 1695; his son, Col. John Wynne,
had three sons: I. Edward, of Tubberpatrick, d. 1728,
leaving a dau., Hannah Wynne, m. 1753, James Peyton,
II. Owen, Captain of Dragoons;
Esq., of Cartons, same CO.
;

Esq.,

;

III.

Bev. John, Bettor of Ardbraccan,

co.

Meath).

Same

Arms.

Wynnesbury.

Or, a
and gu. a chief indented

fess

counter-componee of the

first

az.

Wynscel. Per pale ar. and gu. a fess countcrchanged.
"Wynselow. Ar. a bend lozengy of the fii-st and gu.
Wynsingrton (co. Gloucester). Sa. three boars' heads
armed

ar.

or.

Wynslade

Devon). Ar. on a chev. betw. three heathcocks sa. as many bars ncbultc of the field.
(co. Hereford, and Paynswick, co. Gloucester).
Per pale gu. and or, a lion ramp. ar. on the dexter side,
supporting betw. the paws a tree eradicated vert on the
A garb erect or, sustained on the dexter
sinister.
Crest
side by a lion ramp. ar. and on the sinister by another az.
Wynstone (co. Brecknock). Per pale ar. and gu. a lion
ramp, of the first on the sinister side, supporting a tree
eradicated ppr. on the dexter. Same Crest as the last.
Sa. a fess arm. in chief a crescent
(co. Brecknock).
(co.

Wynston

—

Wynter

of the second.
(CantrcfT, Tallyne, co. Brecknock).
and or, a fess gu. Crest A heathcock ppr.

Wynter

Wynter

Chequy

sa.

—

Sa. a fess erm. on a
(Aldeburgh, co. Suffolk).
Crest
canton of the second a lion ramp, of the first.
cubit arm erect habited or, holding in the hand three ostrich
feathers, the middle one sa. tlic outer or.

—

A

WY N

Wynton

—

ppr.

Lancaster, and London). Gu. on a bend ar.
three leopards' faces of the first.
Gu. on a fess or, betw. three boars' heads
(CO. Kent).
(co.

Wyot

many

ramp. sa.
"Wyot. Per fess gu. and az. three pairs of barnacles ar.
Wyott. Az. a horse barnacle in pale ar. a thief gu.
"Wyrall (co. York). Ar. two leopards pass. sa. on a chief
of the second three covered cups or.
"Wyrall. Ar. two lions pass, guard, tlie first gu. the second
sa. on a chief of the last three covered cups or.
Wjrreley. Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three buglcliorns sa.
ar. as

lions

stringed or.

Wyrkington. Ar. frettj- gu. a chief az.
Wyrley, De (co. Stafford granted 2 Edward III.).

Sa.

;

crowned

lions pass. ar.

Wyrley (co.

each holding a fleurde-lis az.
Gu. six flcui-sde-lis ar. Crest

two

or,

Stafford).

—

wing erect ppr.

Wsrrley, or

Wyarly (co.

Northampton, and Hampstead

Ar. a chev. engr. betw. three bugleOut of a ducal coronet or, a
Crest
pair of wings endorsed ppr.
Ar. a chev. engr.
(cos. Leicester and Stafford).
betw. three buglehorns sa. tipped and chained or.
W^yrley (Dodford, co. Northampton, and co. Stafford). Or,
a chev. gu. betw. three lions ramp. az. Crest Out of a
ducal coronet or, a pair of falcons' wings endorsed ppr.
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three lions
(co. Stafford).
pass. sa. armed and langued of the second.
Az. three buglehorns ar.
(co. Stafford).
Or, a chev. gu. betw. three lions
(co. Stafford).
Hall, CO. Stafford).

horns

sa. stringed or.

—

Wyrley

—

Wyrley

Wyrley
Wyrley
ramp.

vert.

Wyrley (Hemstcd

;

Sheriff co. Stafford, temp. Charles

I.).

Ar. three buglehorns sa. stringed vert.
or Wyrmall. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis ar.
Wyrrall (co. Chester). Ar. three coclis in bend reguard.
betw. two cotises sa.
Wyrrall (Barnwood, EicUnor, and Wirrall, co. Gloucester).
Gu. achev. betw. three crosses crosslet or, in chief a lion
pass. ar.
Crest
A lion's gamb erect gu. holding a cross

Wyrmale,

—

crosslet fitchee ar.

Wyrrall
ramp.
sword

(The Forest of Dean, co. Gloucester).
collared or.

sa.
all

Crest

— An

Ar. a lion

armed arm holding a

ppr.

Wyrrall (Loversall,

co. York; confirmed by Bai-ker, Garter,
29 Henry VIII., to Gebvase Wyrball, or Wibbiall). Ar.
two lions pass, guard, sa. on a chief gu. three covered cups
Crest
A lion's gamb erased sa. holding a covered cup
or.

—

or.

Wyrrall

(Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, 1872, Penelope
WvBBALL, wife of Thomas Lee, Keeper of the Council
Chamber in Ireland). Ar. two lions pass, guard, in pale sa.

last three covered cups or.
(Hainpsted Hall, CO. Stafford).
Ar. three bugle,
horns sa. stringed vert.
(co. Stafford).
Erm. on a fess gu. three bezants.
"Wyss (Manor of St. John, co. Waterford descended from Sir

on a chief of the

Wyrsey

Wyrsey

;

Andrew Wyse, whoaccompanied Richard, ^oW of Pembroke
(Stbo.ngbow), to Ireland, U71, and was rewarded with large
grants of lands in co. Waterford, part of which, near Dungarvan. still retains the designation of " VVysc's Point." His
descendant, Right Hon. Sir Tho.mas Wyse, K.C.B., of the
Manor of St. John, Her Majesty's Minister at the Court of
Athens, h. 1791, m. 1821, the Princess Letitia Bonaparte,
dau. of LuciEN BoNAPABTE, Prince of Canino, niece of
Napoleon I., Emperor of the French, and first cousin of
Napoleon III., the late Emperor of the French, and d. IsGJ,
when he was «. by his eldest son. Napoleon Alfred Bonaparte Wyse, Esq., of the Manor of St. John. Arms I'.cg.
Ulster's Office).
Quarterly, 1st and 4lh, sa. three chcvronels erni. 2nd and 3rd, ar. a chev. betw. three Coniiih
choughs sa.
Crest— \ denii lion ramp. gu. gutlce d'cau,
hol'lins in the dexter paw a mace ppr.
Molto Sapcrc
au!e.
Wys'j (co. Devon). Sa. three chev. ar.
;

—

Wysham 'Woodmanton-in-Clifton-on-Temc,

and TedstoncHereford; descended from John Wysham,
tmip. Richard II.
Alice, dau. and heir of Sir John
WTBnA>r, .11. tfinit. Henry "V., John Guise, Esq., of Elmore,
CO. Glouce»'.er.
She was great-granddau. of Sir John
ll'lG
dc-la-.Mcre,

co.

WYV
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Wsmter (Huddington, co. AVorcester; Edward AVyntfr,
Esq.. of HuikUnuton, nt. Katuebixe Thkogmobton; arms
iinu;ilcil with Tuiiogmokton in a table at Throsniorton's
Manor Uousc, co. Oxfortl. Visit. Oxon, 1666). CUequy or
and sa. a fess gu.
Ar. an inescutcheon gn.
(Uej;. Ulster's Office).
Crest
A still
witliia nine marclets in oile of the last.
"Wyorden

A

WysIIA^t,

l«y

IIawtse, his wife, whose mother was IMacc^bet,

dau. :;nd heir of Sir Josn Beaucramp, Knt., of lloli iho descendant of this marriage, Sir John Wright Guise, Uart.,
him and his successors of a swan
and a bear (the crest and badge of the Beaucua.mp.^) for supporters).
Sa. a fess betw. six martlets ar.
(John de Wystowe, temp. Richard II.). Ar. a
chev. gu. betw. three torteaux.
Wyth. (co. Worcester). Az. a lion ramp, or, armed and
langued gu. a border of the second.
Az. three griffins segreant in fess or.
"Wyth. Ar. a cross flory vert.
(Goldsborough, CO. York, bart., extinct 1G39). Or,
a bendlet gu. betw. three eaglets sa.
(cos. Cambridge and Norfolk).
Az. three sriflins
;

obtained, 1SG3, a grant to

Wystowe

Wyth.

Wytham
Wythe

pass, in pale or.

Wythe

(Droitwich, co. Worcester; John Wttiie, son of
John Wythe, of Droitwich, by Elizabeth, his wife, dau. and
heir of William Wych, of same place, C. 1557.
lie
Isabel, dau. and heirof John Moore, by Rose, his wife, tlio
dau. and heir of William Brace). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
vert a lion ramp, or, armed and langued gu. » border of
the second, for Wythe; 2nd, ar. a fess dancettdo paly of
six gu. and sa. betw. three mullets of the last, for Mooee;
3rd, sa. a bend betw. two arms braced ar., for Brace.
"Wsrthens (Wantaway, co. Berks, Eltham, co. Kent, and
-.,;.

London; granted 1649).
Gu. a chev. embattled counterembattled erm. betw. three martlets or. Crest— On a ducal
coronet gu. a talbot (another, a leopard) sejant erm. collared
and lined or, holding out the line with the dexter foot.
"Wyther. Ar. a fess betw. three crescents gu.
Wytherne'wryke (Cloxby, co. Lincoln). Az. a mullet ar.
charged with an annulet gu. a border engr. or.
Crest
bustard close ar. winged or.
Wythers (co. Devon). Ar. a fess gu. betw. three crescents

—

sa.

Wythers (Colchester, co. Essex, and Many down andThcdcn,
CO. Hants).

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three crescents sa. Crkut
holding in the mouth three stalks of

— A demi hare ppr.
wheat

or.

Wythers

(co.

Hants).

Ar. achev.

sa.

betw. three crescents

gu.

Wythers

(co. Kent).
Per fess az. and or, a pale counterchanged, three lions ramp, of the second.

—

Ar. three crescents gu. Crest A demi eagle displ.
with two heads ppr.
Wytte. Per chev. sa. and ar. a border counterclnnged.
Wytteney (co. Chester). Paly of six or and gu. a chief

"Wythers.

vert (another, vair).

Wytton. Sa. a water bouget ar.
Wyvell (Wyvellscomb, co. Cornwall,
diton, CO.

Devon; Thomas Wyvell,

Marrlstowe and Crc-

Esq., of Wyvellscomb,

son of Oliver Wyvell, of Maristowe, and grandson oi
Tuo.MAS Wyvell, of Crediton. Visit. Coi-nwall, 1020). Ar.
three mullets betw. two bars. sa. a border engr. gu.
Wyvell (Sledmere, co. York, temp. Richard II.). Gu. frctty
or, a quarter of the first.
Wyvell (Croydon, co. Surrey). Gu. three chev. interlaced in
base vair, a chief or.
Crest A wyvcrn, wings elevated
ar. vomiting fire ppr.
Wsrvell (Little Burton, co. York). Sa. three chev. intprlaced vair, on a chief or, a mullet of the first.
Wjrvell. Or, a fret vair.
Wyvell (Crediton, co. Devon). Ar. three mullets in fcs3
betw. two bars sa. Crest
On a mount vert a peacock ppr.
"Wyvell. Ar. two bars sa. a border engr. gu.
Wyvile (Stanton Wyvilc, co. Leicester). Gu. frctty vair, a

—

—

chief or.

Wyvile.

Ar. two bars sa. a border engr. of the last.
Durham). Quarterly, 1st, gu. three
chev. interlaced in base vair, a chief or, for Wyvill; 2iu1,
three
pickaxes
ar.,
for Pigot; 3rd, az. a chief indented
sa.
or, for Fitz-Randall; 4th, az. a bend or, over all a label of
three points ar., for Scoop. Crest A wivern, wingi elevated
ar. flames issuing from the mouth ppr.
Wyvill, or Wyvell (co. York). Gu. a cross ar. fr, tiy
az. betw. four mullets or.
Wyvill (liurton Constable, co. York, bart., dornwrt sin.c
1774, created a bart. 25 Nov. ICll, now represented by
Marmaduue Wyvill, Esq., of Constable Burton. Tlio
baronetcy is dormant, but vests in a branch of llio family

Wyvill

(Nesliara, co.

—

long .settled in America). Gu. three chev. interlaced vair,
Croil
A wyvcrn, wings elevated ar. tlauics
a chief or.
issuing from the uioulh ppr.
MuLIo—VjlX la vOlouU; de
Dicu.
Wyvill (UurLon ConaLable, co. York). Same Ar-M .ind
trett.
Motto Par la volontii de Dicu.

—

—

;

WYV
"Wyvill.

Gu. a cross

ar. frclty az. In the

dexter chief point

betw. four mullets of the second.
"Wixton. Ar. a cUcv. gu. betw. three

Gu. a cross

"Wyxton, or De

or,

toneaux.

Wywavd.

—

chief gn. a lion pass, or, for Bateson. Cmts Ist, TiKfalcon ilose or, belled gold, preying upon a duck
burgb:
ppr. and, for distinction, the falcon charged on the breast

a

a mullet or.

"Wyvill.

YAK
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with a cross crosslct az.
Motto— Nocte volamus.

Yard, or Yeard

2nd, Bateson:

;

A

bat's

wing

sa.

Cornwall, and Crosby, co. Leicester).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three water bougets sa.
(Bradley, co. Devon; Gilbert Yard, Esq., of Bradley,
b. 1540, son of Thomas Yard, descended from GiLBtrx

Ar. a chcv. betw. three roses gu.

(co.

Yard

Yard, of same

Xinienes(BeaTPIace, CO. Berks; prantcti,
XiMENES rinil the other descenilants of

1807, to Sir

Morris

his lather,

David

XiMENES, Esq.. of Bear Place). Or, two bars gu. over all a
pale counterchanged within a bordure az. Crest Out of a
mural crown or, an arm embowcd in armour ppr. parnished
gold, the hand also ppr. supporting a trumpet erect and

—

issuant of the

place, teiivp.

Henry

Visit.

"VI.

Devon, 1G20;.

Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three water bougets sa., quartering.
Or, on a chev. sa. three horseshoes ar., for I'EhRCRs.
(Cosby, co. Leicester; William Yard, Esq., of Cosby,
third son of Tho.mas Yard, Esq., of Bradley. Vi.=it. Leicester, 1619).
Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three water bougets
sa., quartering, Or, on a bend sa. three horseshoes ar.
(Yard, co. Devon). Gu. a chev. beiw. three mcasurin;;
yards erect or.
Yard, or Yeards (cos. Kent and Stafford). Gu. a chev.
betw. three measuring yards ar. Crest An arrow in pale,
point upwards, cnfiled with a ducal coronet ppr.
Yard. Ar. a chev. betw. three measuring yards sa.
Yarde (Churston Ferrers and OUery St. Mary's, co. Devon;

Yard

Yard

first.

—

YAIB

(that Ilk, 00. Selkirk). Ar. a j-arc in fess vert.
Yaldin. Ar. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils gu. a lion's
face cabOBscd or, enclosed by two bezant.s.
(BlacUdown, co. Sussex; granted, 1C51 to William
Yaldwin, son of William Yaldwin, Esq.). Ar. on a chev.
tetw. three cinquefoils gu. a leopard's face or, enclosed by
two bezants. Crest On a chapeau sa. turned up erm. a
sword in pale ar. hilt and pommel ov, betw. a pair of wings

Yaldwin

,

—

expanded

Yaldwyn
Yale

JlfoiJo— Moriendo vivo.

also ar.

(co. Surrey;.

Same Arms and

—

Crest.

descended, through David
Y^ALE, of Plas-yn-Yale, eldest son of Ellis, second son of
Griffith ap Einion, of Corysgedol, co. Merioneth, from
OsBoRN Fitzgerald, Lord of Ynysy-maengwyn, in the same
CO. Thomas Yale, Esq., of Flas-yn-Yale, Captain in the
service of Charles I., grandson of the aforesaid David Yale,
had (with a younger son, Elisac Yale, of Plas Gronwy, co.
Denbigh, Governor of Madras) a son and successor, IIdmPHREY Yale, Esq., of Plas-yn-Yale, whose descendant and
eventual heiress, Sarah Y'ale, of Plasyn-Yale, by her will,
dated 1818, and proved 1821, entailed the estate of Yale,
with divers limitations, on William Parry, fourfh son
of Thomas Parry Jones-Parry, Esq., of Madrin, M.P.,
and grand-nephew of Miss Yale's mother, who was
a dau. of John Jones, Esq., of Llwyn-Onn. William
Parry Jones-Parry assumed in 1821, in compliance with the
testator's request, the name and arms of Yale. His son and
heir is the present William Corbet Yale, Esq., of Plas-ynErm. a saltire gu. fretty or. Crest A mount vert,
Yale).
thereon a boar az. within a net or, in the mouth an acoru
(Plas-yn-Yalc, co.

Denbigh

;

—

slipped ppr.
(CO. Cornwall).

Yale
Yale
or.

Ar. on a saltire gu. a crescent or.
(Oawestry, co. Salop). Erm. on a saltire gu. a crescent
Crest
On a chapeau gu. turned up erm. a boar az.

—

within a net or.
Gu. an orle betw. eight billets or.
(co. Norfolk).
A caltrap or, betw. two wings ar.
Crest
Yans, or Jans (Reg. Ulster's Office). Gu. on a bend ar.
three Cornish choughs ppr.
Yarborough, Earl of. See Pelham-Anderson.

Yallop

—

Yarborough

(Wilmsby, co. Lincoln). Per pale ar. and az.
all counterchanged.
Crest
.i
falcon close or, belled gold, preying on a cock pheasant ppr.
Yarborough (North Carlton, co. Lincoln). Same Arms, a

—

a chev. betw. three chaplets

crescent for

diff.

Yarborough

(Heslington Hall, co. York; descended from
EosTACius de Yarburgh, Lord of Yarburgh, co. Lincoln, in
James Y'ARBnBcu, Esq., of
the time of the Conquest.
Snaith Hall, Page of Honour to James II., m. Anne, dau.
and co-heir of Thomas Hesketh, Esq., of Heslington). Per
pale ar. and az. a chev. betw. three chaplets all counterchanged.
Crest
A falcon close or, belled of the last,
Motto Non est sine pulvere
preying on a duck ppr.
palma.
Yarborough (Campsmount, co. York). Quarterly, 1st and
4th, per pale ar. and az. a chev. betw. three chaplets all
counterchanged; 2Dd and 3rd. or, a chev. gu. betw. two

—

—

lions pass, guard, sa.

crown

ar.

Crests

— 1st: A falcon

close or, t3lled

Out of a mural
on a mallard ppr.
2nd
a demi lion issuing guard, sa. gorged with a ducal

gold, preying

coronet or.

Itlulto

;

:

— Non sine pulvere palma.

Yarburgh

(Bateson de Yarborou, Heslington Hall, co.
York). Quarterly, Ist and 4th, per pale ar. and az. a chev.
betw. three chaplets counterchanged, and, for disiinttioa, a
crocs crosclct in the centre chief point couiitcr^hanged, for

YABBjRQiii 2aA and 3rd, ar. three bats' wings
1J4'7

pRANCis Yarde, Esq., of Churston Ferrers, tem-p. George II.,
an only dau. and heiress, Sdsannau Yarde, who m.
1763, Sir Francis Buller, first bart. of Lupton, co. Devon,
and was grandmother of Sir John Yardk-Buller, third
bart., created, 186S, Baron Churston).
Ar. a chev. gu.
betw. three water bougets sa.
Yarde (Whiteway and Culver House,* co. Devon). Same
Arms. Crest Out of a ducal coronet or, a demi ostrich
ppr. holding in the bill a horseshoe gold. Motto
Fact.i
left

sa.

on a

—

non verba.

Yardeley

(co.

Warwick).

vert three martlets of the

Quarterly, or and az. on

a beaJ

first.

Yardeley, or Yardley.

Az. a stag in full course or,
pursued by three greyhounds ar. all bendways and at
random. Crest A stag in full course or.
Yardley (Upbery, co. Kent, and Yardley, co. Stafford).
Ar. on a chev. az. three garbs or, a canton gu. charged
with a fret of the third. Crest A buck courant gu. attirei
Another Crest A goat salient ppr.
or.
Yardley (Gorgot Hill and Sutton Coldfield, co. Warwick
John Yardley, of the latter place, was grandson of Tiioma»
Yardley, of the former). Ar. on a chcv. az. three garbs
or, a canton gu. charged with a fret of the third.
Yardly. Quarterly, or and az. on a bend vert three martlets
of the first. Crest A hind's head or.
Yarford. Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three goats' heads
erased az. as many billets or.
Yarker (Leyburn, co. York). Gu. on a chev. betw. three

—

—

—

—

unicorns pass, or, as many human hearts of the field. Crest
A stork rising ar. collared, beaked, and legged gu. reposing the dexter claw upon a human heart as in the
arms, and holding in the beak an olive branch fructed ppr.
Tiiesc arms are
Motto La fin couionne les ceuvrcs.
blazoned, with some trifling differences, on a tomb in tho
crypt of the cathedral of St. Bavon's, in Ghent, and ha^o
been duly confirmed to ihe family in England, 1708.
Yarker (Joun Yarkeb, Esq., jun., Manchester). Gu. on a
chcv. sa. betw. three unicorns pass, or, as many buiiiaa

—

—

hearts of the

Yarker.
Crest — A

field.

Sa. a ehev. betw. three goats' beads erased ex.

greyhound courant ppr.
Gu. guttee d'or, a bend or.
(co. Devon).
Ar.
(co. Norfolk, and Blondston, co. Suffolk).
a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erased and erect sa. C)-est

Yarmouth
Yarmouth
A

—

pheasant close ppr.

Yarmouth, To'wn of
az. three

demi

(co. Norfolk).

Per pale gu. and

lions pass, guard, conjoined in pale with as

many demi

herrings ar.
three herrings in pale ar.

Yarm.outh, To'wn of

The
(co.

original

Hants).

—Az.

Arms were

The

Seal represents

an antique ship with three masts on waves in base.
Little, To'wn of. Ar. a chcv. btiw. three
seals' feet erect and erased sa.

Yarmouth,
Yarnell.

Az. a cross engr. or.

Yarner (Sir Abraham Vabner, Knt., Muster-Master-General
of Ireland, fcjjip. Charles II.; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, il.
28 July, 1677). Gu. a lion jiass. reguard. or, en a chief of
Crest (Reg.
the last three esquires' helmets of the first.
Ulster's Office)— An arm cmbowed in armour ppr. the haud

holding a battle axe or.
Sa. two chev. ar. on a chief
(co. Worcester).
or, a tun betw. two sUcins of yarn az.
Yarro'w. Ar. six flcurs-de lis, three, two, and one sa.
A buck trippant gu. attired and uuguled or.
Crest

Yarranton

—

—
;

TAB
Yartie
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Devon). Ar. three mallards tm.
Devon). Sa. a fess engr. betw. three mullets

(Yartic, co.

Yartye

(co.

ar.

Yarvill.

Az. a cross engr. or.

Yarworth, or Year-worth

(Upplepin, co. Devon, ColAr. three bucks'
co. Wilts).
An arm erect
the first. Crest
ppr. grasping a snake environed round the arm vert.
Yarvrorth (co. Suffolk). Ar. a chev. betw. three lions*

lingborne

and Kingstone,

heads couped

—

sa. collared of

gainbs erased sa. Crest—A hawk ppr. belled or.
(Buckland, co. Berks). Ar. a fess embattled betw.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a goat's
three gates sa. Crest
head sa. attire and tufted gold.
Cv«5(—
A horse's head gu.
Saime
Arms.
Yate.
Yate (Buckland, co. Berks, bart., extinct 1C90; Edwakd
Yate, Esq., of Buckland, was so created 1622; Sir John
Yate, fourth bart., d. unm.). Per pale embattled ar. and
sa. three field gates counterchanged.
Yate (Hynton, co. Berks, and Bentlott, co. Oxford John
Yate, of Hynton, and Fbancis Yate, of Bentlott, sons of
Andrew Yate, of Hynton, who was son of John Yate, of
Charney, Lord of Lynford, co. Berks, and grandson of

Yate

—

;

EicHAKD Yate, of Charney. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Per fess
embattled or and gu. three gates counterchanged, quarterGu.

ing,

GoDDAKD.

a chev. vair betw. three crescents erm., for
Out of a ducal corouet or, a buck's head
Crest

—

sa. "attired ar.

Yate

(Stanlake, co. Oxford; James Yate, Esq., of Stanlake,
grandson of John Yate, Esq., of same place, eldest son of

same place, temp. Edward IV., who
was great-grandson of William Yate, gent., of Charney, co.
Berks. Visit. Oxon, 1574). Per fess sa. and ar. on a fess

£dmcnd Yate,

Esq., of

embattled counter-embattled betw. three gates as many
goats' heads erased all counterchanged.
(W^itney, co. Oxford ; Thomas Yate, Esq., of Witney,
temp. Queen Elizabeth, son ofLEONABD Yate, of same place,
who was second son of Edmcnd Yate, Esq., of Stanlake,
Same Arms, a
Visit. Oxon, 1574).
temp. Edward IV.

Yate

crescent for diff.
Per fess crenelle or and gu. three gates
(co. Oxford).
and as many crescents counterchanged.
(Chaddesley-Corbett and Harvington, co. Worcester).
Ar. a fess embattled betw. three gates sa.
(Wotton Waven, co. Warwick; confirmed by the
Deputies of Camden, Clarenceux, to Thomas Yate, of that
place, grandson of Richard Yate, of Buckland, co. Berks).

Yate

Yate
Yate
Per

embattled or and gu. three gates counterchanged.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a goat's head sa. armed

fess

Crest

—

Yates (Holm Cot, co.

Devon). Az. on a fess hetw. two gates
and as many swords saltireways in base ppr.
three goats' heads erased sa. Crest
A goat's head erased
ar. guttee de larmes, pierced through the neck fcsswise with
in chief or,

—

(Arlington and Crepingham, co. Gloucester).
two mullets of the second.

Az. a

fess or, in chief

Yate

(Uppham, CO. Wilts). Per fess sa. and ar. on a fess
embattled betw. three gates as many goats' heads erased all
counterchanged. Crest
A demi goat ramp, per pale sa. and
ar. attired counterchanged, holding betw. the legs a gate

—

— Pro

a sword point to the dexter ppr.

Motto

rege et

patria.

Yates

(Park- Yates). Per fe.ts nebulee ar. and gu. a goat's
head couped betw. three gates all counterchanged. Crest—
A goat's head couped ar. crusily gu. in the mouth a cinquefoil

slipped vert.

Yates

(John Ashton Yates, Esq., of Eryanstone Square,
London). Per pale or and az. a fess dancettee betw. three
gates counterchanged.
Crest
A demi antelope or, gorged
with a collar dancettee az. and holding betw. the legs
a mullet pierced sa. Motto Sit quarta coeli.
Yates. Az. on a fess ar. betw. three gates or, as many anteAn antelope's head ppr.
lopes' heads ppr.
Crest
(Wellesboume, co. AVarwick). Per pale indented ar.
and gu. three gates counterchanged, on a chief az. as many

—

—

—

Yatman

—

mullets or.
Crest A gate ar. in front of three ears of
wheat slipped or. Motto Fortiter et aperte.
co. Gloucester). Per pale indented ar. and gu. three gates counterchanged, on a chief
Crest
az. as many mullets or.
A gate ar. in front of three
ears of wheat slipped or. Motto— FoTtiter et aperte.
Yatton. Or, a chev. betw. three garbs az.
Yatton. Or, a chev. gu. (another, sa.) betw. three garbs

—

Yatman (Highgrove, Tetbury,

—

az.

Ya-wkins

(Scotland).

—A

Or, a chev. sa. betw. three fleurs-de-

naked arm embowed brandishing a
scymitar all ppr. Motto Praesto et prEBSto.
Yaxley (Boston, co. Lincoln). Erm. a chev. sa. betw. three
mullets pierced gu.
Crest
A demi unicorn ar. collared
gobonee sa. and or.
Yaxley (Yaxley and Bawthorp, co. Norfolk). Same Arms,
Crest
A bull's head erased sa. armed or.
lis

Crest

az.

—

—

—

Yaxley (co.

Norfolk). Ar. a chev. cotised sa. betw. three
mullets of six points gu. pierced or.
Erm. a chev. sa. betw. three
(Y.'xxley, co. Suffolk).
mullets pierced gu. Crest An Indian goat ar. pellcttee,

Yaxley

—

attired or.

—

Yaxley.

Erm. a chev. betw. three mullets sa. Crest
An heraldic antelope sa. bezant£e, attired, maned, and tufted
or.

Yaxley (Sir

Robert Yaxlet, knighted by Robert, Earl of
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1599). Erm. a chev. sa.
betw. three mullets pierced gu.
Yaxley. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three mullets gu.
(Pyrland Hall, co. Somerset, bart., extinct).
Vert a
ram pass. ar. Crest A talbot pass. ar. Motto Esto semper
Essex,

Yea

ar.

Yate

YEI.

—

—

fldelis.

Yeadling:.

Sa. a falcon ar. belled, beaked,

and legged

or.

Yeamans (Bristol,

co. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1788; de-

from Robert Yeamans, Alderman of Bristol,
who was put to death by Oliver Cromwell's

scended

Sheriff 1642,

or.

Yate

(Bromesberrow, co. Gloucester; John Yate, son of
EobebtYate, Esq., of Dursley, m. Maboabet, dau. and coheir of John Bebkelet, son of Sir Robert Berkelet, of
Arlingham, in the same co. his descendant, Walter Yate,
of Hook House, in the parish of Bromesberrow, d.s.p. 1744,
nnd was «. by his great-nephew, Eobebt Dobtns, Esq.,
of Evesbatch, co. Hereford, grandson of Robert Dobyns,
and his wife, Catherine Yate, who in consequence assumed
the surname and arms of Yate, by Act of Parliament, 1759
his son left at his decease 1785, a son, Walter Honevwood
;

Yate, Esq., of Bromesberrow, and a dau. Caroline Elizabeth, in. Richard Donovan, Esq., of Tibberton Court, a
descendant of Donovan, of Ballymore, co. Wexford,
and had an only child, Caroline Anne Donovan, m.
James Scott, Esq., Capt. R.N.). Quarterly, 1st and 4th,
az. a fess and in chief two mullets or, for Yate; 2nd and
3rd, az. a chev. betw. three annulets or, for Dobvns. Crests
1st: An elephant's head ar. tusked or; 2nd: A falcon
volant or.
Mottoes— (ino virtus vocat, for Yate; Quod
pudet hoc pigeat.
Yates (co.W orccster). Per fess embattled ar. and sa. three
gates counterchanged.
Yates (Stanford and Lyford, co. Berks, cos. Buckingham,
Oxfurd, Wilts, and Worcester). Same Arms.
Yates. Same Arms. Crest A deml lion ramp. az.
Yates (Strectyate, afterwards of Peel Hall, or Wicheeves,
CO. Lancaster).
Per fess sa. and ar. on a fess cmliattlcd
counter-embattled betw. three gates as many goats' heads
erased all counterchanged.
CrcU Out of a ducal coronet
or, a goat's head r,a. armed gold.
Motto (over the crest)
Legale Judicium parluin.

—

—

—
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orders for his loyalty to his Sovereign, Charles I.
his eldest
son. Sir John Yeamans, Bart., was so created 1665, in consideration of the loyalty and murder of his father; the sixth
Sa. a chev. betw. three cronels of spcara ar.
bart. d. s.j).).
Crest— A dexter arm holding a spear all ppr.
(Redland, co. Gloucester, bart., extinct 1687;
;

Yeamans

Robert Yeamans, second son of Alderman Robert Yeamans,
of Bristol, and brother of Sir John Yeama.ns, first bart. of
Bristol, was created a hart. 1666, but d. s.p.).
Same Arms
and

Crest.

Yearly

(co.

Devon).

Ar. on a bend

sa.

three eagles displ.

or.

Yeates

(Liffoid, co. Donegal; Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office,
Mary, dau. of John Yeates, of LiffordK
Per fess
ar. and sa. three gates counterchanged.
Yeates, or Yeats. Same Anns. Crest— A lion's head

1675,

embattled

erased ar.

Yeatman

(Stock House, co. Dorset). Per pale ar. and sa.
on a fess dovetailed or, betw. two gates in chief and a goat's
head erased in base counterchanged, three boars' heads
erased gu. Crest
A goat's head erased sa. horned, bearded,
and charged with a gate or. Motto Propositi tenax.
Yeatman (Pvm Yeatman, of Summerhlll, Chislehurst, CO.
Kent, and of King's Bench Walk, Temple, Barrister-at-law,
a scion of Yeatman, of Stock House). Same Arms, 6iiC.,
Yeatman, of Stock House, with due diff.
Yeber. Gu. a fess dancettee betw. three crosses botonnee

—

—

M

fitchec (another, crosses crosslet) or.

Yeding'ham.
Yeldart.
or.

Ar. a chev. betw. three flciird-dc-lissa.
lion ramp, reguard. betw. three arrows

Ver^ a

A
;:

;

YEL
Yeldham

(Great Saline, co. Essex; pranted 1754). Az. on
bctw. four fleurs-de-lis or, as many lions'
ft cross couped
beads erased of the field. 0)-est A bezant, thereon a lion's
head erased az. collared with a bar gemel flory counterflory
Motto Fides culpari metuens.
ar.
elding, or Yedlingr. Sa. a falcon ar. armed or.
Yellen. Ar. three eagles' heads erased sa. armed or.

—

—

y

Yelley. Or, a fess sa.
Yello'wley. Az. a cUev.
A bat (lispl. sa.

YNa
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bctw. three mascles or.

O'Cft

—

Yeo

(Xorth Petherwyn, co. Devon). Ar. a chev. sa. bctiv.
three turkey cocks in their pride ppr.
Yeo (CO. Devon). Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three swans of
the second as many plates.
Yeo. Ar. (another, or) a chev. bctw. three parl's az.
Yeo. Sa. a fess bctw. three teals ar. mcinbcred gu.
(Dryburgh, co. Roxburgh, 1672). Ar. two darts
in saltire points downwards gu. pointed and feathered of tl;o
piercing
first,
a heart of the second.
(Scotland, 1680). Ar. a heart gu. pierced with two
darts points upwards ppr. the wounds distilling gouttes de
sang. Crest A hand holding a dart in a throwing postura
ppr. Motto
Shoot thus.
Yeoman. Gu. a chev. betw. three spearheads ar. Crest
A dexter arm embowed in armour holding in the hand ppr.
a spoar of the la.<!t.
(Woodlands, co. York). Sa. a chev. betw. three
cronels of spears ar. Crest
A dc.xter arm holding a broken
spear all ppr.
Yeomans, or
(Rcdland, co. Gloucester, and
Bristol, CO. Somerset).
Same Arms. Crest A dexter arm
holding a spear all ppr.
(co. Worcester ; the heiress r,i. HAitnisoN, of
Temple Laughern).
Same Anns.
Yeomans, or Yeamans. Az. a fess erm. betw. three

Yeoman

Yeoman

Yelverton

(Koufrham, co. Norfolk, bart., extinct 1G49
descended from Andkew Yelvertok, living in that co. temp.
II:
William
Yelverton, Esq., ofRougham, temp.
Edward
Henry VIII., was father of Henry, of Rougham, whose son
was created a bart. 1620; the third bart. d. unra.). Ar.
three lions ramp. gu. a chief of the last.
Yelverton {Earl of Sussex, extinct 1799; descended from
Christopher Yelverton, Justice of the King's Bench, temp.
Queen Elizabeth and James I., third son of William Y'elvebton, Esq., of Rougham ; his grandson, Christopher
Yelverton, was created a bart. 1641; the second bart.. Sir
Henrt Yelverton, m. Sosan, Baroness Grey de Rxithyn in
her own right, who d. 1676, and was s. by her eldest son. Sir
Charles, Barvii Grey dc Ruthyn, whorf. unm. 1679, and was
«. by his brother, Sir Henry, BaronGrey de Ruthyn. He was
created, 1690, Viscount LonguevUle ; his son, Thomas, the
Becond viscount, was created, 1717, Earl of Sussex ; Henry,
third earl, had an only dau. and heir. Lady Barbara Yelvebton.
She m. Edward Thoroton Gould, Esq., and
d. V. p., leaving a son, Henrt Edward, who s. his maternal
grandfather, 1799, as eighteenth Baron Grey de Ruthyn,
and d. 1810, leaving an only dau. and heir, Barbara, who
became Baroness Grey vU Ruthyn in her own right). Same
Arms, quartering Longueville, Grey, and Nevill. Crest
Supporters— Dexter, a wyverj:
lion pass, reguard. gu.
or sinister, a lion reguard. gu. Motto Foy en tout.
Yelverton {Baroness Grey de Ruthyn ; Barbara, Baroness
Grey de Ruthyn, m. first, George, second Marquess of

—A

—

;

Hastings, and secondly, Commodore Hastings Reginald
Henry, H.N., who assumed the surname of Yelverton,
and became Admiral Sir Hastings Reginald Yelverton,
K.C.B. Lady Grey de Ruthyn d. 1859, when the barony
devolved on her eldest eon, Paclyn, third Marquess of
Bastings, who d. unm. 1851, and was *. by his brother
Uenry, fourth marquess he d. s. p. 1868, when the Barony
of Grey de Ruthyn fell into abeyance between his sisters and
Quarterly, 1st and 4th, ar.
half sister, and so remains).
three lions ramp, and a chief gu., for Yelverton 2nd and
3rd, harry of six ar. and az. in chief three torteaux, for
Grey. Supporters Two wyverns or.
Yelverton. Ar. three lions ramp, guard, gu. on a chief of
the second as many lions ramp, guard, of the first.
;

;

—

Yelverton.

Ar. three Uons pass, guard, (another, salient
reguard.) gu. a chief of the second.
Yelverton. Per fess gu. and ar. six lions ramp, counter-

changed.

—

—

—

Yeoman

—

Yeamans

Yeomans
frets or.

—

Yer. Or, a chev. sa. Crest A wolf sejant sa.
Yer. Or, three chev. sa.
Yer, or Yeo. Or, a chev. sa. betw. three shovellers

(ianpalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, IGIG,
Thomas Adish, Esq., of Pormarnock, co. Dublin, whose wife
was Anne Yelverton). Ar. three lions ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. on a chief of the second a crescent of the

Yerburgh

(Yerburgh, co. Lincoln;
descended frora
of Yerburgh, temp. William I. Charles
Y'ERBnRGH, Esq., of Yerburgh, temp. Henry VII., thirteentli
in descent from Eustace Yerburgh, had two sons
I. Richard, grandfather of William Yerburgh, Esq., of
Yerburgh, temp. Queen Elizabeth; II. Christopher, ancestor of Yerburgh, of Willoughby, co. Nottingham. Visit.
Notts, 1569).
Per pale ar. and az. a chev. betw. three
chaplets all counterchanged.
Crest
A hawk belled or,
preying on a mallard vulned in the head ppr.
Yerburgh. (Willoughby, co. Nottingham ; Charles Y'erburgh, Esq., of Willoughby, temp. James I., son of Edmund
Yerburgh, who was second son of Charles Y'erbdroh,
Esq., of Yerburgh, temp. Henry VII. Visit. Notts, 1614).
Same Arms and Crest, quartering Beungeb, Teys, At well,

Eustace Yerbdbgh,

—

Leyborne, Adrypon, and Whalley.

Yerbury, or Yertoine

(co. Gloucester, and Trowbridge,
Per fess or and ar. a lion ramp. az. Crest
head erased per fess or and ar.
Yerbury (cos. Oxford and Wilts). Per fess Or and sa. a lioa
ramp, counterchanged.
Yerbury (Shirehampton, co. Gloucester, originally of
Batcombe, co. Somerset, whence the family removed into
CO. Wilts, temp. Henry VIII.). Per fess or and ar. a Uon
ramp. az. Crest A lion's head erased per fess or and

—

CO. Wilts).
lion's

—

Yerde. Ar. a chev.
Yerford (London).

gu. betw. three water bougets sa.
Ar. on a chev. sa. betw. three goats*
heads erased az. as many bezants (another, billets) or.
Yerle. Gu. a fess betw. three tern-fowls ar.

Yesley, or Yesteley.

first.

Ar. three lions ramp. gu.
A lion pass, reguard. gu. Supa chief of the last. Crest
porters— T^fo lions reguard. gu. Motto Renascentar.
(Howie Walford, co. Hereford, settled there for
many generations Edmond Yemme, the last heir male, d.
Gu. a, chev. belw. ten crosses crosslet, three, three,
1707).

Yesom.

and four or.

Yeton, or Yeaton.

Yelverton

(

Viscount Avonmore).

—

—

Yemme

;

Ar. on a bend gu. three ivy leaves of the first.
Az. a lion ramp.
(Gloucester Place, I/ondon).

ar.

— A lion pass. az.

Yeo

(Heampton Sachville, co. Devon; descended from
Nicholas Yeo, temp. King John, who m. Elizabeth Sacuville, heiress of Heampton Sachville; ninth in descent from
him was Robert Yeo, Esq., of Heampton, temp. Henry VIII.,
whose dau. and heir, Mary Yeo, m. Henry Rolle, third
son of George Rolle, Esq., of Stevenston, in same co.
Visit. Devon, 1620).
Ar. a chev. betw. three drakes sa.,
2nd, Esse
3rd, Pyne
quartering, 1st, Sachville
4th,
;

;

;

—

Brigutley. Crest A peacock ppr.
Yeo (Fremington, co. Devon; descended from Heampton).
Same Arms, quartering; Abondel.
Crest— A peacock

Jews

;

6th,

ppr.

Yeo (cos. Cornwall and Devon).

Ar. on a chev. betw. three
martlets gu. as many plates.
(Colyton, co. Devon). Ar. a chev. sa. bclw. three
gannetfi or tolan geese az. Cre*t—A peacock ppr.

Yeo
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Erm. a

fess sa.

See Elsome.
Yester. Quarterly, 1st and 4th, sa. three inquefoils ar.
2nd and 3rd, erm, three bars gu. on an escutcheon sa. three
escutcheons ar. Crest
A ram's head ar. crowned or.
Yeston, or Yescon (Wales). Gu. fretty ar. oa a chief

—

or,

a lion pass. sa.

Or, a bend sa.
(Sunbury, co. Middlesex). Az. an oak tree or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, a buck's head gold, holding
Crest
in the mouth a rose gu. stalked and leaved vert.
Yetton. Ar. (another, or) a bend sa.
Yetts (Teviotdale, Scotland). Or, a fess embattled betw.
three portcullises gu.
Yeverey. Ar. on a bend gu. three oak leaves of the field.

Yetsworth

Yenery.
Crest

az.

(another, of the second).

ar.

Yelverton

Yenn

—

—

Crest — An elephant's
Yevers. Quarterly,

head bendy of six ar. and gu.
or and gu. on a bendsa. three escallops

ar.

Ye'WOrth (David

apY'eworth, Bishop of St. Asaph 1500-03).
Per bend sinister erm. and erminois a lion ramp. oz. »
border of the last.
Yilles. Ar. a fess engr. sa. a fleur-de-lis of the second.
Yllinge. Per pale sa. and or, three lozenges in pale
counterchanged.
Ymbert. Or, billettee sa. a lion ramp, of the last,
Ynge. Or, a chev. vert.
YnghaHi. Or, a cross gu.

Yngrlish. (Res.
demi

lion

Yngloys.

Ulster's Office).
Ermines on a
ramp. az. armed and langued gu.
Barry of six or and az. on a canlon

eliicf or,

a

Are

(King cf Gwent).

Per pale az. and

sa. three fleurs-de-

Yoe.

Ar. a chev. betw. three turkey-cocks in their pride

sa.

C're.<it

Yon

— An anchor

sa.

(EariOA- and rilminfrham, co. Lincoln).
Sa. a chev.
engr. betw. tliree birds of the field. Crest A cubit arm
erect vested purp. cuffed ar. holding in the hand a bunch
of marigolds ppr. stalked and leaved vert.
de Pinley (co. Hint). Az. three boars pass, in
pale ar.

—

Yonas
Yong-

Fusily or and vert, on a bend az. three

(co. Berks).

bezants.

Yong:

Fusily ar. and vert, on a bend az. three
griffins' heads erased or.
(co. Somerset).
Fusily or and vert a bend ga.
(Bristow).

Yong
Yong

(Mohris Yong ap Jankin ap Mobcas ap Yehw:
descended from Tcdor Trevou, who was Earl of Hereford
in right of his mother). Per bend sinister erm. and ermines
a lion ramp. or.
(Medhurst, co. Sussex). Az. on a chev. betw. three
pelicans or, vulning themselves gu. as many escallops of
the first. Crest
A demi griffin segreant reguard. az.
beaked and legged or, a crescent for diff.
(John Yong, Bishop of Kochester 1578-1605; confirmed
by Dethick, Garter, 157S). Per saltire az. and gu. a lion
pi.ss. guard, betw. two fleurs-de-lis in pale or.
(Thomas Y'^onge, Bishop of St. David's 15C0, Arch
bishop of York 1561, d. 1570). Per pale or and az. on a
chev. ar. betw. three pelicans in their piety counterchanged,

Yong

—

Yong

Yonge
OS

many

Yonge

(Richard Yonge, Bishop of Bangor 1400, translated
Per saltire az. and gu. a lion

to Rochester 1407, d. 141S).
pass, guard, or.

(Philip Y'^onge, Bishop of Bristol 1758, translated to
Konvich 1701, (/. 1783). Or, three roses gu. barbed and
seeded ppr.
(Bassildon, co.

Berks

granted 1C07).

;

Ar. on a chev. az. three bezants, on a chief gu. two cinquefoils or.
CrestOut of a mural crown gu. a goafs head

—

or.
(co. Berks).

Lozengy or and

vert,

on a chief

az.

three bezants.
(Bassildon, co. Berks.
Visit. Devon, 1G20).
Erm.
on a bend cotised sa. three griffins' heads erased or. Crest
A boar's head erased at the neck vert, bristled or. Motto

Yonge

who was great-grandson

of

Walter Yonge,

of Bassildon,

^tiiij;. Henry. VII.;
his son, Sir John Yonge,
was so created 1661. Visit. Devon, 16'20). Same
and Crc't.
Yonge (co. Devon; granted by Camden, Clarenceux). Per
fess sa. and ar. three lions pass, guard, counterchanged.
Crest
A demi unicorn ar.
Yonge (Colbrooke, co. Devon, and Sturminstcr, co. Dorset;
lioBERT Yonge, Esq., of Colbrooke, and of tlie InncrTcmplc,
London, Ici.ip. James I., eldest son of Thomas Yonge, of
Sturminstcr. Visit. Devon, 1C20).
Per fess sa. and ar.
three Uons ramp, guard, counterchanged. Crest
A demi
sea unicorn ramp. ar. \u
d gu. finned or.

CO. Berks,

Bart.,

Ar.u-<

—

Yonge

—

m

Devon). Or, six pellets in fess sa.
betw. three lions ramp. gu. Crest— A. buck's head couped
betw. two fern branches all ppr. Motto
Qualis vita, finis
(Pu.slinch,

co.

—

ita.

Yonge

(Axminstcr and Heltons,
and Motto.

co.

Devon).

Same Arms,

Bendy of six ar. and sa. a lion ramp. gu.
dragon's head erased or, ducally gorged ar.
(Kynton and More, co. Salop). Or, three roses gu.
Cre.t
A wolf pa.s8. sa.
Yonsre (Chaines Hall, co. Stafford). Az. a buck's head
cabosaed or, on u chief sa. three mullets of the second.

—\

Yonge

—

Critl—\n antelope's head erased or, guttec de sang.
fides pcrfectus amorque ditabunt.

— Conservala

Yonge
three;

Motto

—

chead erased per
(co.

fess or

Stafford).

and gu. ducally crowned gold.
Az. u buck's head cabosscd

or,

a

liu'f na.

Yonge

(CO. Wilts).

throe foxes'

Yonge

—

Yonge.
Yonge.
of the

Az. three griffins segreant ar. armed gu.
Ar. three leopards ramp. gu. in cliief a lion pass,

first.

Yonge.
Yonge.
Yonge.

Ar. on a chief gu. three lions ramp, of the first.
Ar. three roses gu. seeded or.
Paly bendy of six ar. and vert, on a bend az. two
unicorns' heads erased of the first.
Yoo. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three turkey cocks in their prido
ppr.

York, Dukes

See under Plantagenet, Stdart, and
Royal Armory.
York, See of. Gu. two keys in saltire ar. the sinister
surmounting the dexter, in chief the Imperial crown or.
Ancient Arms Az. a crozier in pale or, surmounted of a
pale ar. fringed and ensigned with five crosses pattiie fitchee

Tudor;

of.

a\s,oth^

—

of the second.

York, City

Ar. on a cross gu.

of.

five lions pass,

guard,

or.

Oxon,

(arms in Balliol College, Oxford. Visit.
Ar. a chev. betw. three talbots' heads erased

1566).

sa.

and Wellington, co. Somerset;
James 1., son of Thomas
Y'ork, of Wellington, and grandson of Roger York, Serjeantat-law, 1532. Visit. Cornwall, 16'20). Gu. a chev. botw.
(Fillack,

co. Cornwall,

Humphrey York,

of Fillack, tem-p.

three hinds' heads erased ar.
(Exeter, co. Devon). Same Arms.
(co. Devon).
Ar. a fess nebulce az. betw. three
crescents, within the horns of each a fleur-de-lis sa.
(CloLhwood). Ar. a chev. gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis

York
York
York
York

(co.

Somerset).

hcad.-i

(CO. Wilt:,).

1150

Lozenpy

ar.

erased of the

Lozengy

ar.

Crest

saltire ar.

York (Wighill

Ar. on a fess sa. a crescent

—A

or,

co. Lincoln, 1CC5).

betw.

Az. a

tuistle ppr.

Park, co. York). Erm. on a cross az. a woolpack ar. betw. four lions pass, ermlnois, on a chief gu. a
sword ppr. pommel and hilt or, surmounted by a key in
saltire of the last.
Crest— A. demi lion per fess wavy, tlia
upper part gu. the lower barry wavy of four erminois and
az. supporting a woolpack erect ppr. on the breast a gold
key barways.
York (John York was Sheriff co. Wilts temp. Edward IV.).
Ar. on a saltire az. an escallop or.
York. Ar. a chev. sa. betw. three hinds' heads couped gu.
York. Ar. on a fess cotised sa. a crescent of the first bclw.
two plates.
York. Per pale az. and ar. on each side a bend counterchanged.
'Yov)x.e (Hnrl of Ilardwkhe). Ar. on a saltire az. a bezant.
Crest
A lion's head erased ppr. collared gu. on the collar a
bezant.
Supporters Dexter, a lion ramp, guard, or,
collared gu. the collar charged with a bezant; sinister, a
slag ppr. attired and unguled or, collared as the lion. Motto
Nee cupias, ncc nietu.as.
Yorke (Baron Dover, extinct 1792 Gen. Sir Joseph Yorke,
K.B., Aide-de-Camp to H.R.H. the Dakc of Cumberland si'i
Fontcnoy, third son of Philip, first Earl of llardwUke, was
created, 1788, Earmi Dover, d.s.p.). Same Aims and Crest,
Dexter, a lion or, gorged
a mullet for diff. Supporters
with a collar gu. charged with a bezant tjctw. two mullets
sa.
sinister, a stag ppr. attired, unguled, and collared oa

—

—

—

and

vort,

on a bend

az.

vert,

on a bend

aa.

first.

and

—

;

Motto— i<cc

cupias, ncc metuas.
nenbigh; descended from Simon Yorke,
younger brother of Philip Yorke, of Dover, the father of
Philip, first Earl of Ilardwick. He m. Anne, sister and heir
of John Melleb, Esq., of Erddig). Same Arms, quartering
Meller. Crest A lion's head erased ppr. collared gu.
charged with a bezant. Motto— 'i^cc cupias, nee metuas.
Yorke (Gowthwaitc, co. Y'ork; descended from Sir Richard
YoBUE. lint.. Mayor of the Staple in Calais). Ar. a saUire
Crcal
a:.
^A monkey's head truLcd ppr.

the dexter.

Yorke

(Trent, eo. Somerset; confirmed April, 1C15). Or,
roses gu. a canton of the second.
Crest
A lion's

Yongo

of Eerkcswell, co.

Warwick). Ar. a chev. lozengy or and sa. betw. three
griffins' heads erased gu. on a chief vert a dacal coronet or,
enclosed by two bezants.
Yonge. Ar. on a bend .=a. three griffins' heads erased
paleways or. Crest A stork ar. wings expanded az. holding
ill the beak a snake ppr.
Yonge. Ar. a chev. componce counter-componce or and
sa. betw. three griffins' heads erased gu. on a chief vert u
ducal crown of the first enclosed by two bezants.

;

Yonge (London).
.:

Saxton.

— two bezants.
— York (Goulthwayt, co. York, and

Fortitudine et prudentia.
(Colyton, co. Devon, bart., extinct 1810; descended
from Walter Yonge, Esq., of Upper Helion, co. Devon,

Cri

to

az.

Yonge

C-e-ii,

by some

York

Yonge

Yonge

attired

(Metheley, co. Y'ork). Ar. on a chief gu. three
lions ramp, guard, of the second.
These arms were ascribed

York, City of

escallops gu.

Yonge, or Young'

first,

Yonge

Yonge (quartered by Marow or Marrow,

or.

lis

two (another, one) ibexes' heads erased of the
or.

cr.

billets sa.

Ynyr

YOB
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YNG

(l';rddig, co.

—

—

;

YOR
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Crest — A demi
Same Arms. CrrH —
ramp.

Yorke

(Bewerlcy Hall, co. York).
monkey's hpad erased ppr. There seems to have been a

monkey's head was
adopted in consequence of that animal having been first
brought to Kngland by a member of the Yorke family.
yorke (Halton and Richmond, co. York). Same Ai-ius and
tratlitionavy idea entertained that the

Crest.

Yorke

(co. Devon).
Ar. a fcss nebulee az. betw. three
crescents within the horns of each a fleur-de-lis all sa. a

border engr. of the

Yorke
Crest

last.

Ar. on a saltirc az. a bezant.
lion's head erased ppr. collared gu. thereon a
Gloucester).

(co.

—A

bezant.

Yorke

A

A
;

Same

(Ashby, co. Lincoln).

Arrds, a crescent for

diff.

Yorke

(Burton-Pedwardyn, co. Lincoln, and Brncklcy, co.
Northampton). Az. a saltire ar. Crest A monkey's head

—

ppr.

or.

YOU
lion or, collared per pale erm.

and

ermines.

Young (Hawkhurst,

Per pale vert and or, on a
bend engr. erm. plain cotised ar. betw. two escallops of the
last as many griffins' heads erased ppr.
Crext
A griffin's
head erased per fess vert and or, charged with two escallops
counterchanged.
Young (Kingerby, co. Lincoln). Per bend .sinister erm. and
ermines a liun ramp. or. Crrst
A wolf sejant reguard. sa.
holding betw. the fovepaws the head of King Edmund ppr.
and also a lion ramp. or. Motto Toujours jeune.
Young (Lonilon; Uodert Young, of London, gent., was
father of a dau., Ann, wife of Sir William Dethick,
Garter King of Arms, and a son, Thomas Young, who.se
dau. and heir, Ann Yodng, m. Charles Merrick, Esq. of
Norcot, CO. Middlesex. Visit. Middlesex, 1663). Erm. on a
chief az. three lions ramp. ar.
Young (Orlingbury, co. Northampton descended from
YocNGE, of Crombe D'Abitot, co. Worcester). Ar. on a
licnd sa. three griffins' heads erased or.
Crest
A boar's
head and neck erased ppr.
Young (CO. Northumberland). Gu. a fess betw. three lions
ramp. or.
Out of a ducal coronet or, an ibex ar.
Crest
co. Kent).

—

—
—

;

Yorke

(Forthampton Court, co. Gloucester).
Ar. on a
Crest
A lion's head erased ppr.
saltire az. a bezant.
collared gu. charged with a bezant. Motto Xec cupias,
nee metuas.
Yorke (Pensbury, co. Salop). Az. a saltirc ar.
Yorke (James Yokke, Bishop of St. David's 1774, translated
to Gloucester 1779, and to Ely 1781 ; d. 1803).
Ar. on a
saltire az. a bezant.
Yorke (co. York). Ar. a saltire sa.
Yorke. Ar. a fess sa. in chief a crescent of the last betw.
two pellets.
Yorke. Gu. on a fcss cotised sa. a crescent or, betw. two

—

—

Ar. on a saltire az. a bezant, in chief a crescent
A lion's head erased ppr. collared gu. charged
with a bezant.
Yorke (Wynne- Yobke, Dyffi-yn Aled, eo. Denbigh). Ar. on
a saltire az. a bezant, quartering, 1st, for Wynne, of Garthewin, Quarterty, ]stand4th, gu. three boars' heads couped
at the neck in pale, 2nd and 3rd, gu. a Saracen's head couped
at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and .sa.
2nd, for Wynne, of Dyffryn Aled, Gu. a Saracen's head
couped at the neck ppr. wreathed about the temples ar. and
Crest

—

sa.

Yorke

(Dallas-Touke, Walmsgate, co. Lincoln; exemplified
Tho.mas Yorke Dallas, Capt. 11th Dragoons, son of
David Halibdrton Dallas, of Bath, by Mart Ann, his
to

James W. Yorke, Esq., of Walmsgate, upon
his assuming, by royal licence, 1856, the additional surname
of Yokke). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, per pale indented ar.
and or, a saltire betw. two mullets of six points in fess az.,
for Y'orke; 2nd and 3rd, ar. a fess betw. five mullets of six
points, three in chief and two in base gu., for Dallas.
Crest
The battlements of a tower ppr. therefrom issuant a
wife, dau. of

—

dragon's head ar. charged with a mullet of six points az.
Motto Lux venit ab alto.
Yorstoun (Cabthew-Yobstoun, East Tinwald, co. Kirkcudbrifjht, 1861).
Az. a crescent betw. seven mullets ar. on a
chief or, three swords, two in saltire and one in fess, betw. a
dexter hand couped in pale and a man's heart gu. Crest
A tower ppr. Motto Mens conscia recti.
Young, alias Morg'an (John Y'onNo, alias Morgan,
Bisliop of St. David's 1496-1504). Quarterly, 1st and 4th, or,
a griffin segreant sa. 2nd and 3rd, az. a chev. betw. three

—

;

greyhounds

ar.

Yovmg' (JohnYodno,

Bishop of Eochester 1578-1G05; confirmed by Dethick, Garter, 1578). Per saltire az. and gu. a
lion pass, guard, or.
Crest
A lion's head guard, or, betw.
two wings ar. each charged with a fleur-de-lis az.
(Sir Charles George Yodng, Garter King of Arms,
d. 1869). Erm. on a bend betw. two eagles displ. sa. three
griffins' heads erased or.
Crests
1st: A dragon couchant,
wings elevated gu. collared and chain reflcxed over the
b.ick or, in the mouth a rose per pale gold and ar. seeded and
slipped ppr. 2nd In water representing the sea an anchor
erect sa. ring and stock or, the shank entwined by a serpent
ppr. Motto Nullius in verba.
Youngr (North Dean, co. Bucks, bart.). Or, three piles sa.
on a chief of the first as many annulets of the second.
Crcit
A cubit arm erect, the hand grasping an arrow all
ppr. Motto Press through.
Yoiing (Formosa Place, co. Berks, bart.). Per fess sa. and
ar. in chief two lions ramp, guard, and in base an anchor
erect with cable all counterchanged. Crest Ademi unicorn
couped erm. maned, armed, and hoofed or, gorged with a
naval crown az. supporting an anchor erect sa. Motto Be

—

Young

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

right

and

persist.

Youilg' (Poulton-cum-Seacomb,
confirmed 10 June,

1151

41'

;

Mary Magdalene's Church, Taunton,

16'25).

co. Chester, and co. Flint
Per pale erm. and ermines a lion

to

in St.

John Young, gent,

of Trent, d. 1629).
Or, three roses gu. a canton of the
second. Crest
A cubit arm erect habited az. holding a,

—

staff or.

Az. a buck's head couped
in bend sinister of thu

co. Stafford).

ar. attired or, betw.

two annulets

last.

Young (Clare, co. Suffolk;

the daus. and co-heirs of James
Young, Esq., of Clare, son of Rev. James Young, Rector of
Tolpuddle, co. Dorset, and grandson of George Young, Esq.;
of Beare Regis, were, Elizabeth, wife of the Rev. N. Cook,
and Mart, wife of Sir Lachlan M'Lean, Knt., of Sudbury,
M.D.). Per fcss sa. and ar. three lions ramp, counter-

changed.

Young (Kenton, co. Suffolk). Or,
Young (Lambeth, co. Surrey).

three roses gu.
Erm. on a bend
two eagles displ. sa. three griffins' heads erased ar.
From water ppr. an anchor erect sa. stock and
or, the stem entwined by a serpent also ppr.
(Westminster). Erm. on a chief az. three

—

Young
ramp.

betw.
Crest

ring
lions

or.

Young

(Croome D'Abitot, co. 'Worcester, and Stratton
Oxford; descended from John Young, of
co.
Ar. on a bend sa. three
Croome, temj}. Henry VIII.).
griffins' heads erased or, quartering Jennett.
Crest
stork, wings expanded ar. beaked gu. holding in the beak a
snake ppr.
Young (Poole House, co. 'Worcester; a branch of Young, of
Croome D'Abitot. Visit. Worcester, 1682). Same Arms,
quartering. Or, three roses gu., another coat of Yodng.
Audley,

—

Crest

— A wolf

— Young

—

—

—

attired gold.

Young (co. Salop). Ar. three roses gu.
Young (Trent, co. Somerset arms on the monument

Young (Kerno,

bezants.

Yorks.
gu.

—

(CO.

of the last.
ar.

pass. sa.

York).
Crest

armed and

Gu. a

fess or, in chief three lions

— Out of a ducal coronet

or,

ramp,
an ibex head

tufted gold.

Young.

Az. a martlet betw. three mullets or, a border invecked gobonee ar. and gu. Crest A lion ramp, guard, per
fess or and gu. supporting a battle-axe gold.
Young. Lozengy ar. and vert on a chev. az. three hezants,
on a chief gu. a goat's head erased or, enclosed by two
Crest
A squirrel sejant gu. charged
cinquefoils of the last.
on the body with a chev. componee or and az. holding a nut
branch vert, fructed gold.
Young (Stancombe, England; Reg. IJlster's Office). Erm. on
a bend cotised sa. three griffins' heads erased or.

—

—

Young.

See Yo.nge.
(Newton-a-More, co. Kildare, formerly of Youngstown, in same co., settled for many generations at the latter

Young
place.

Visit, city of Dublin,

1607).

Bendy of

six ar.

and

gu. a lion ramp. sa. armed and langued az.
(Dublin; Gerrot Young, Mayor of Dublin, 1599,
Visit,
second son of John Young, Esq., of Newton-a-3Iore.
Same .^rms.
city of Dublin, 1607).

Young

Young (Bailieborough Castle,

co. Cavan, bart.)
Ar. three
each charged with a trefoil slipped or, on a chief of
the second as many annulets of the third. Crest (granted
1821) A demi lion ramp. gu. on the shoulder a trefoil
slipped or, the dexter paw grasping a sword ppr. Motto
Robori prudcntia prajstat.
(Baron Lisgar, extinct 1876; Right Hon. Sir John
Young, second bart. of Bailieborough Castle, G.C.B.,
G.C.M.G., Chief Secretary for Ireland lSy'2-55, Lord Uigli

piles sa.

—

Young

—

AA

Commissioner of the Ionian Isles 1855-59, Governor of New
South Wales 1S60-67, Governor-General of Canada 18C8-72,
was created a peer 1870 and d. s. p., when the peerage expired, and the baronetcy reverted to his nephew). Same
Amis. Crest (granted 1871)— A demi lion ramp. gu. armed
and langued az. charged on the shoulder with a trefoil
slipped, and holding in the dexter paw a sprig of three maple
Supporters
Motto Prudentia.
leaves also slipped or.
Dexter, a female figure ppr. vested ar. mantled az. holding
like
figure vested
sinister,
a
paddle
or
hand
a
exterior
in the
ar. mantled vert, holding in the exterior hand a crook or.
,

—

—
;

(Harristown, co. Roscommon; confirmed to James
Young, Esq., of Harristown, only surviving son of Owen
YocNG, Esq., of Harristown, and to the descendants of his
ancestor, Owen Yocng, of Castlerea, the first of the family
who settled in Ireland from co. York). Gu. on a fess or,
a trefoil vert, in chief three lioncels ramp, of the second.
Out of a ducal coronet or, an ibex's head ar.
Crest
horned and tufted gold, and charged on the neck with a
Motto Victoria fortitudo virtus.
trefoil vert.
Youngr (Tully, co. Cavan confirmed by Fortescue, Ulster, to
Richard Young, Esq., of TuUy). Gu. on a chev. ar. three
trefoils slipped vert, a chief or, charged with three pellets.
Crest— A horse's head couped sa.
Youngr (Auldbar, co. Forfar). Ar. three piles sa. on a

Young:

—

—

;

—

annulets or. Crest A lion issuing
out of a wreath gu. holding a sword in pale ppr. Motto
Boberi prudentia praestat.
Young' (Leny, Scotland). Ar. on three piles sa. as many
annulets or. Crest— A dexter arm holding a lance in bend
ppr. Motto— rresB through.
(Rosebank, Scotland). Ar. three piles indented sa.
on a chief of the last as many annulets or. Crest An
anchor placed in the sea and surmounted of a dove holding
an olive branch in the beak all ppr.
Ar. on three piles sa. as
(Eastfield, Scotland, 1672).
many annulets or, within the midmost a star of six points of
the first. C/-Mf— A dexter hand holding a pen ppr. Motto

many

—

Young

—

Young

—

ZEP
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YOTT

chief of the last as

A

Az. a pile ar. surmounted by a cher.
charged with a mullet betw. two crosses crosslct all counterchanged. Crest Upon water ppr. a swan sa. beaked gu.
semee of mullets ar. holding in the beak an annulet gold.
toria,

Australia).

—

Motto (German)

—

und

Still

stolz gleitend.

Yo'wley.

Ar. a sallire indented betw. four hammers sa.
Ypres. Gyronny of ten gu. and az. a sinistel' baton ar.
over all an escutcheon of the last. Crest
An eagle, wings
expanded ppr.
(co. Kent).
Sa. a falcon ar. jessed and belled or.
Yseldon. Ar. a lion salient gu. collared or.
Yseldon. Gu. two bars betw. six martlets ar. three, two,
and one.
{Earl of Angle or £u, temp. Henry III. seal of
Ralph de Isoldun). Barry or and gu. a label of five

—

Yrading

Ysondon

;

points.

YuiUe

(Darleith, Scotland).
Ar. on a fess betw. three
crescents sa. a garb or, banded gu. Crest An ear of wheat
ppr. Motto Numine et virtute.

—

—

Yule

(Leyhouses, Scotland, 1676). Ar. on a fess sa. betw.
two crescents in chief and a saltire couped in base gu. a
garb or. Motto Per vim et virtutem.
Yule (Colonel Udny Yule, C.B., 1821). Ar. on a fess sa. betw.
two crescents in chief and a saltire couped in base gu. a
garb enclosed by two water bougets or. Crest An Indian
shield affrontee sa. damasked or, with a naked Indian
scymitar ppr. and scabbard gu. in saltire behind the same,
pommelled and mounted also gu. on the margin of the
shield is inscribed the Indian word "Hazir." Motto Per
vim et virtutem.
Y'vain. Ar. semee of annulets, within each a lion ramp,
and an eagle displ. alternately sa. in the interstices a lesser
annulet of the last.
Crest
Out of a ducal coronet or, a
dexter hand holding a rose branch all ppr.

—

—

—

—

Yverson
Yvounet

(France). Gu. two pales or.
(Isleworth, co. Middlesex).

Az. a garb

or,

in

chief two roses ar.

Scripta manant.

Young

(Lindbank, Scotland, 1G72). Ar. on three piles sa.
or, within the midmost a quatrefoil of the
A dexter hand ppr. holding a bezant.
Ar. three
(Sherifif Clerk of co. Kircardine 1 732).
piles sa. on a chief of the last as many annulets or, and on the
middle pile a bear's head couped ar. muzzled gu. Crest
Bword and writing pen saltirewaysppr. Mottoes Pro patria
semper; and, Dominus providebit.
(Buckhorne and Colbrooke, co. Dorset). Per fess
Crest
sa. and ar. three lions ramp, guard, counterchanged.
A demi sea unicorn ar. armed and finned gu.
(co. Dorset).
Per pale sa. and ar. three lions
ramp, guard, counterchanged. Crest A sea unicorn ar.
as

many annulets
Crest

first.

—

Young

—

—

Younge

—

Younge

—

finned and

homed

Younge (Raxwell

gu.

and Boxhall,

Ar. on a bend
ea. three grifiBns' heads erased of the first, a border engr. of
the second bezantee. Crest A griffin's head erased or,
within a chaplet vert.
(co. Hants).
Lozenpy or and vert a chev. az.
Crest
A stag's head erased per fess erm. and gu.
co. Essex).

—

Younge

—

Younge

(London, and Drayton, co. Stafford; confirmed by

Segar, Garter). Ar. fretty vert, on a chief az. three roses or,
barbed of the second. Crest —A Cornish chough perched on
a rock all ppr.
Yoiinge (Grenford, co. Middlesex, and Durnford, co. Wilts;
granted to John Younge, of Durnford, 1572). Vair on a
chief gu. three lions ramp. or. Crest— A demi
greyhound erased ar.

Younge

ZACHAB.Y.

—

Crest

—A

itag's

head

or.

Younger.

Ar. on a bend betw. two cannons sa. three
eagles displ. of the first, a canton or, charged with a rose
(?u.

7ounger

aioppcrston, .Scotland). Ar. on three piles In
point ia. as many annulets or, a chief gu. charged with a
crescent betw. two mullets of the first.
(Icaac Younccuceand, WrigUton, Vlc-

Younghuaband
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betw. three

—

—

Zakesley.
Zakesley.

Zeaborn

Ar. a buck"s attire sa.
Ar. three thatchers' rakes sa.
(co. Worcester).
Bendy of ten ar. and az. a lion

ramp. or.
Zeflfeley , Zefuell, or Zefrell (co. Bedford).

Ar. a cross

pattce vert, in the dexter chief a martlet gu.
Ar. a cross moline az.

Zeketh.

Younge

or,

—

Simon Bhanolet, of

of

bendy vert nnd

both for Zachary; 3rd, gyronny of six or and az. a lion
ramp. erm. on a chief ar. an escallop betw. two fleurs-de-lis
sa., for MucKLOw; 4th, ar.on a saltire az. five water bougets
or, a border wavy erminois, for Sacheverell.
Crest
garb or, charged with an acorn sUppcd and erect vert.
Motto Virtus per se.
Zachert. Gu. an anchor ar. ringed or. Crest Three
roses on stalks vert, the middle one ar. the others gu.
Zakesley. Ar. a saltire sa.

Dublin; impalement Fun. Ent. Ulster's Office, IGIO). Sa.on
a bend totised ar. three griffins' heads erased of the field,
langucd gu.
(Mcthe'.ey, co. York). Ar. on a chief gu. three
lions ramp, guard, of the first.
Younger, alias Youngrave (Daventry, co. Northampton, and to. Hereford). Ar. on a bend betw. three
dolphins sa. as many eagles displ. of the first. Crest
buck's head or.
Younger. Ar. on a bend sa. betw. two dolphins haurient
and cmbowcd of the second three eagles displ. of the first.

Younge, wife

fess

(Areley Kings, co. Worcester; granted, 1780, to
John Zachart, of Areley, son of Daniel Zachabt, of
London, merchant, and grandson of Thomas Zachart, who
d. 1741, by Elizabeth his wife, dau. and heir of William
MccKLOw, of Areley, by Frances his wife, natural dau.
of Henry Sacheveeell, of Morley, co. Derby). Quarterly,
1st and 4th, vert on a fess wavy ar. betw. three garbs or,
an acorn slipped and erect with leaves of the field; 2nd, gu.
on a fess betw. three saltires couped or, two bendlets vert,

Zefoild.

(.'^Iargaret

Gu. a

saltires of the third.

Zachary

Gu. a chev. betw. three heathcocks (another,
doves) ar. a border engr. of the last.
Zelion. Or, a buck's head cabossed aa.
Zenches. Ar. three torteaux in bend betw. two bendlets
gu. a chief sa.

Zenelton.

Ar. two bars

Zenham, or Zennam.

wavy

sa.

Ar. a bend sa. in chief a martlet

of the last.

Zen'vill.

Or, fretty gu.

a canton of the

last,

a label of

five

points az.

Zephani

(Walton-upon-Thamcs, co. Surrey; granted 1762).
on a bend gu. three goats pass. ar. attired and ungulcd
field, on a sinister canton sa. a human skull ppr.
Crest
A demi man, representing Surujud Dowla Subah, of
Bengal, in his complete dress, the sinister hand resting on
the head of a tiger inspired with fury, the dexter band
Or,

of the

—

grasping a scymitar in the attitude of striking, the blade
Miserrimu
all ppr., motto over, Sculo div ino. Motto

broken
VlOi.

—

THE GENERAL ARMORY.

Z E B

Zerde. Gn. a chev. betw. three sjearheatis ar.
Zerruan. Ar. a bend sa. in chief a marilet of the
Zetland, Earl of. See Dcsdas.
Zevelton. Ar. two bars wavy sa.

bezants,

last.

Zibet

(Sweden, 1780, originally Siedald; desccndoil from
SIBB4LD, of Balgonie). Ar. a cross moline az. a bonier gu.
Crest
A civet cat issuant reguard. ppr. il/oao^Coelum non
flninmm.
Ziguo (registered, Ulster's Office, to Acniti.ES df. Ziono
Patavino, Baron de Zirinn, an hereditary baron of the Kmpire of Atistria, 6. 1813, son of JIakco de Zigno Pataviso,
d. 1843, by Maria Creagh, his wife, dau. of Hugh McGdire,

—

Esq., of

Tempo,

Fermanagh). Quarterly, 1st, or, an
ducally crowned ppr. '2nd and 3rd, vert a
co.

eagle displ. sa.
white horse fully caparisoned, thereon a knight in complete
armour, on his helmet a plume of ostrich feathers and his
right hand brandishing a sword all ppr., for McGdire, of
Tempo 4th, or, a lion ramp. gu. an escutcheon of pretence
Pro Deo et Rege.
or, on a bend az. a fleur-de-lis ar. Motto
Zile. Az. three suns in their glory or.
Ziufen. Ar. a cross sarcelly gu. on a chief az. a lion pass,
;

;

—

or.

Zingel.

Gu. an arrow point upwards betw. two wings ar.
Az. on a rock in base or, a
falcon, wings expanded ppr. in the dexter chief point an

Ziuzan

(Tylehurst, co. Berks).

cstoile of the second.

Zorke.
Zorke.

on a fess sa. a crescent ar.
Per pale az. and ar. on each side a bend counterchanged.
Zorkes. Gu. a fess ar. in chief three plates, a crescent
Or,

for diff.

Zorkes, or Zork.

Or,

on a

fess

sa.

three crescents

ar.

Zorks.
Zorks.

Az. a bend double cotised dancettee ar.
Gu. a fess cotised ar. betw. two plates in chief and
a crescent in base of the second.
Zornliu (a scion of the noble house of Zorne, which, in the
13th, 14th, and 15th centuries, held the highest offices of
state in the province of Alsace.
In consequence of internal dissensions the family divided into several branches
and adopted differences in their name. The branch of
ZoRNLiN, or ZoRNLi, established themselves at St. Gall, a.d.
1480 and many of its members held high civil and military
appointments in the Swiss republic. Hans Jacob Zornlin, a
descendant of this family, settled in England tcritp. George
II.).
Or, over a gusset invected purp. two barbels countersalient.
Crest
An arm embowed bare to the elbow, holding a barbel all ppr. Motto Fai bien, Grain rien. Such is
believed to be the correct description of the arras, though
whether the bearing at the base of the shield may be
described as a gusset is doubtful, as in an old seal belonging to the family, it has the appearance of three feathers.
Zouch (cos. Derby and Leicester). Gu. bezantee, a canton
erm.
Zouch (Richard's Castle). Gu. ten bezants, four, three, two
and one, a label az.
Zoucli (Lubbesthorpe, co. Leicester). Az. ten bezants,
four, three, two, and one.
Zouch (co. Leicester). Gu. a bend erm. betw. ten bezants.
Zouch (co. Leicester). Gu. a chev. erm. betw. ten bezants,
:

—

—

and one.
(Gosberkirke, co. Lincoln). Gu. bezantee, on a canton
erm. a crescent of the field.
(CO. Somerset, and Fyrton, co. Wilta).
Gu. fifteen
four, two, one, two,

Zoucll

Zouch

—On a

five, four,

staff

YM

and one, a canton enn.

couped and raguly
wings expanded

point, a raven,

or,

Crat

sprouting at the dexter

ar.

Zouch, or Souch

(co. Wilts).
Gu. twelve bezants, three,
three, three, two, and one, on a canton or, a lozer/ge sa.
charged with a fleur-de-lis ar. Crest— Xn ass's head ar. tied
round the mouth with cord az. charged on the nech with a

fleur-de-lis vert.

Zouch.

Ar. a fess sa. in chief a leopard

pass,

of the

second.

Zouch.

Az. ten bezants, four, three, two, and one, a border

engr. gu.

Zouche

(Baron Zouchf, of Ashby, in abeyance since 1314
descended from Alan la Zcsche, Earl nj Brittany, temp.
William I.; Sir Alan la Zodche, of Ashby-dc-la-Zouche,
CO. Leicester, was appointed, 49 Henry III., Constable of
the Tower of London, and d. 1269, leaving two sons: I.
Roger, whose son, Alan la Zouche, was summoned to
Parliament 1297, and left three daus., among whom his
barony fell into abeyance
II. Eudo, ancestor of Baron
Zouche, of llarringworth). Gu. ten bezants, four, three,
'two, and one.
Zouche (Baron .ZoKc/tc, of Harringworth; descended from
EcDo LA ZofcHE, sccond son of Sir Alan la Zouche, Constable of the Tower of London, temp. Henry III; William
LA ZoccHE, his son, was summoned to Parliament 1308;
Edward, eleventh Baron Zouche, d. 1626, leaving two daus.
his CO heirs: I. Elizabeth, m. Sir Willum Tate, Knt., of
De La Pre Abbey, co. Northants; II. Mart, m. first,
Tho.mas Leighton, Esq., and second, "William Connabd;
betw. these co-heirs the barony fell into abeyance, which
was terminated 1815, Sir Cecil Bishop, eighth bart. of
Parham Park, co. Sussex, having been summoned to Parliament as Boron Znuchc, of Harringworth at his death,
1828, the barony again fell into abeyance, which has been
since terminated.
See Ccbzon, Baron De la Zouche).
Same Anns, with a canton erm. Supporters Two eagles,
w ings endorsed ar.
Zouche (fincoTiZouoAf.of Mortimer, extinct 1368; descended
from William la Zocche, brother of Sir Alan la Zouche,
;

;

;

—

Knt., of Ashby-de-la-Zouche, Constable of the Tower of
London, temp. Henry III.; his only dau. Joice la Zouche,
Robert Mortimer, of Richard's Castle, and her second

}ii.

William Mortimer, assumed the surname of Zouche,
and was summoned to Parliament 1323; the third baron
d.s.p.). Same Arms, without the canton.
Zouche (Alan de la Zouche, 1301). Gu. bezantee. On his
seal six lions are placed round the shield, evidently alluding
to the arms of Ela, his wife, who was dau. and co-heiress
of Stephen de Longespee, Justiciary of Ireland, temp.
Henry III., who bore six lions ramp. The following difson,

ferences of coats of ZoLTHE, in the 14th century, are taken
from a Roll, Cottonian MSS: Alan la Zouche, Gu. bezantee

—

AViLLiAM LA Zouche, Same Arms, a quarter erm.
The
were Knights in co. Leicester: Sir William
Zouche, Same Arms, a label az. Sir Oliver Zouche, Same
Arms, a chev. erm. Sir Amort Zouche, Same Arms, a
or.

following

bend
ar.

ar.

Sir

a mullet

Thomas Zoucbe, Same Anns, on a quarter

sa.

Zouche, De la, Baron.
Zudley (to. Worcester). Ar.

See Curzon.
a chev. engr. gu. surmounted

of another or, betw. three adders nowed sa.
Ar. two eagles displ. in fess vert.

Zymon.
crosslet

and sword point downwards

T^

11.J3-G1

Z
three, two,

Crest
in saltire.

— A cro««

—

—

MOTTOES.
tth

Ad littora tendo. —Jarvie, Watson.
Ad metam. — Bower, Comlirey, Comrie.
Ad morem villae de Poole. — Poole (Town of).
Ad mortem lidelis. Candler.
Ad rem. — Wri.ght.
Ad sidera vultus. — Ingram.

nquHa.— Gilly.

— Ker.
— Maclaurin.
Abscissa virescit. —
Hissett.
Absit fraus. — Gordon.
Absit ut glorier nisi in cruce. — Clarke.
Absque dedecore. — Napier.
Absque Deo nihil. — Peters.
Abest timor.

Ab

origine fidus.

—

P.isset,

Absque labore nihil.— Steele, Stalybridge,
Borough of.
Absque metu. Dalmahoy.
Absque virtute nihil. Harrison, Rogers.

—

—

AbstuUt qui dedit.
ford).

— Howard (Earl

—

of Staf-

Accendit cantu.
Coekburn, Martin.
Accipe daque fldem. Crickett.
Accipiter praedam nos gloriam. Hawker.
Accipiter praedam sequiiur, nos gloriam.

—Hawker,

—

—

Strother.

A

—

coeur vaillant rien impossible. Hartcup.
Acquirit qui tuetur.
Mortimer.
Acre. Cameron.
A cruce salus. Bourke, Burgh, Jefferson.
Actio virtutis laus. Ashburner.
cuspide corona. Brodrick, Chapman.
cuspide honos.
Swindley.

—

—

—

—

—

A
A

—

Ad

alta.

— Bartholomew, Cairnie,

Guthrie,

Struthers.

Ad altiora tendo. —Melville.
Ad araussim. — Cuninghame.
Ad ardua tendit. — Heron.
Ad aspera virtus. — Sinclair.
Ad astra. — Moorsom.
Ad astra nitamur semper ad

optima

—

—

A Deo et patre. —Thomas.
A Deo et rege. — Fawkes, Hampton,

Lci\

;-,

Stanhope.

A Deo honor

et fortuna.

—
—

— Sands.

Deo in Deo. Troyto.
Deo lumen. Kerr.
Deo lux nostra. Holloway.
Deo non fortuna. Greaves.
A Deo Victoria. Graham.
Ad escam et usura. Graden.

—
—
—

—

—

Adest prudent! animus. Hamilton.
Ad flnem tldclis. UowBOn, Keralake, Peto,
Whitehead,
Ad flnem Hpt-ra. Ogllvle.

—

—

—Oliver.
gloriam
spinas. —Thorn.
Adhaereo.— Burrell.
Adhaerco virtuti. — Kennedy.
Ad
Ad

fccdcra crcRco.
i)cr

Ad

hononjui industria ducit.
Adhuc vircsco.— Smoll'tt.
Ailjuvanto Deo. Malinn.

—

— Joynson.

—

Adjuvante Deo in liuiites.
Donovan,
O' Donovan.
Au littora tendit. Jamieson, Quatbcrine.

—
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—
—

—

jEquitas

—

—Pennant.
—
A
—
A
Afra p6b afraid. — Vaughan.
After darkness comes light. — Hewitt.
A fynno Duw derfyd. — Hughes.
A Gadibus usque auroram. —South
Company.
A Gair Duw yn uchaf. —Morris.
Age in aeternum. — Conwell.
Agendo gnaviter. — Barrows, Leeke.
Agendo honeste. — Farmer.
Age omne bonum. — Allgood.
Agere pro
— Ashton.
Agincourt. — Wodehouse,
Agissez honnetement. — Cardwell.
Agitatione paratus. — Russell.
Agite pro viribus. — Campbell.
Agnoscar eventu. — Ross.
iEquo animo.

—

Addccet honcste vivere. Addison.
Addicunt aves. Lutcfoot.
Addit frena feris. Milner.
Addunt robur stirpi. Hamilton.

A
A
A
A

Elvers,

Latham,
Harbord, Shuttleworth.
actionum regula.
Bradbury,
Montagu.
.aSquitate ac diligentia.
Ashbury.
/Equo adeste animo. Bergne, Cope, Coup.ffiquanimiter.

—

Ad astra per ardua. —Drummond.
Ad astra sequor. —Tottenham.
Ad astra virtus. — Saltmarshe, Sinclair.
Ad coelos volans. —Clavering.
Ad coelum tendit. —Booker.

—

Kaymond,

Moon,

Mathew,

Treacher.
jEquanimitate.

land.

Bigsby.

—

—Balfour.
—Dumas.
Ad summa virtus. —Bruce.
Ad summum emergunt. — Fullarton.
Advance. — Brand, Ferrier, Speir.
Advance with courage. — Marjoribanks.
Adversa virtute repello. — Denison, Dennistoun, Medhurst.
Adversis major, par secundis. — Bulwer,
Lytton-Bulwer.
Adverse fortior. — Dicconson.
Mgis fortissima virtus. — Aspinall.
.SDgre de tramite recto. — Horsburgh.
./Equabiliter et diligenter. — Mitford, Moore,
Wilde,
.ffiquam servare mentem. — Green, Hoyle,
Adsit Deus.

Adsum.

.iEquo pede propera.

East.
favore regis nomen. Kingan, Kinghan.
fin.— Griffith, Ogilvy.

Sea

aliis.

Agnus Dei mihi salus. — Lammin.
Agnus in pace, leo in bcUo. — Edmonds.

A

good conscience
Paruck.

A Home

1

Aide
Aide

toi

Home

a

Aides Dicu.

!

is

a

— Aubert,

Dieu

a sure defeuce.

Home

!

— Homo.

Mill.

— CaiHard.
— Willmott.
meilleur. — BoUcston.

t'aidera.

toi et lo c'el t'aidera.

Ainsi, et peut-estre

— Bclllngham.
A la verity. — Bremer.
A la volonte dc Dieu. — Strickland.
Albuhera. — Lumley.
Alba de Tormes. — Hamilton.
Alert. — Croasduile.
Ales aspicit astra. — Carnegio.
Ales volat piopriis. — Tullon.
Ainsi

il

est.

Algiers.— Pellew.
Cant.

—
— Gillow, iMonro.
Alis nutrior. —Simpson.
Alia ta hara. — Mildmay.
Alleluiah.— Tuite.
AH in God. —Clovile, Colvile.
All my hope
in God. — Fraser, Udny.
Allons Dieu ayde. —Blakely.
All's well. — Mudge.
worship be to God only. — FishAll
Aliis reposita.

Alls et animo.

is

is

/nongers (Company
A' lo hecho Pecho.

of,

London).

—(What can't be
— Frankland.

cured

must be endured).

—
—
—

Alta pete. Fletcher, Glen, GreenalL
Alta petit. Stott.
Alta peto. Smethurst, Sotherne.
Alte fert aquila. Rice.
Altera merces. Maclean.

—
—

—Graham.
— Harvey.
—Onley.
Alterum non Isedere. —Keir.
Alte volat. — Dawson.
Alte volo. — Heywood.
Altiora in votis. — Des Vceux.
Altiora petenda. — Burke.
Altiora peto. — De Cetto, King, Olipbant.
Altiora sequimur. — Pode.
Altiora spero. — Torr.
Altiora videnda. — Honor.
Altius. — Gregory.
Alteri proses saeculo.
Alteri sic tibi.

Alteri si tibi.

ibunt qui ad sumna nituntur.
Forbes, Fordyce.
Kinloch.

Altius

Altius tendo.

—

—
—
—
—
—

Always faithful. M'Kenzie.
Always for liberty. Mawbey.
Always helping. Garvine.
Always ready. Hall.
Always the same. Frecbairn.
Ama Deum et serva mandata. Synnott.
Amantes ardua dumos. Thornbill.

—

A ma

—
—

—

Amat

puissance. Grey.
Victoria curam. Clark, Clerk.

Ambo

dexter.

—Hewelson.
—Watts.
—
—
Amicitiam trahit amor. — Gold
Amice.

Amicitae virtutisque foedus. Hippisley.
Amicitia cum virtute. Bradbury.

and

Silver

Amicitia permanens et incorrupta.

— Qar-

Wire Drawers (Company
rison.

—
—
—
—

of).

Amicitia reddit honores. Pringle.
Amicitia sine fraude. Allen.
Amico fidus ad aras. Rutherford.
Amicta vitibus ulmus. Elmsall.
Amicum proba hostem scito. Frascr
Amicus amico. Bellingham.
Amicus vitae solatium. Burton.
Amitid. Pitt.
Amo. Hoops, Mackinlay, Scott

—

—

—

—

—

—Thomson.
— Scott.
Scott.
Amo probos. —
Amo

honesta.

Amo,

inspicio.

lilair,

Dei et proximi summa beatitudo.—
Dobbs.
Amorc floresco. Moore.
Amoro non vi.—Amory.

Amor

—

—

Am—Bo
Amor et
Amor et

MOTTOES.

—

Painter-Stainers.
obedicntia
pax. Ireland.

—

I

Amore sitis uniti.—Tinplate Workers
(Company oO.
Amore vici.— M'Kenzie.

Amor patriae. —Brasier, Pinney, Pretor.
Amor patriae vincit. — Meyler
Amor proximi. — Craney.
Amor vincit omnia. —Usher.
Amour avec loyaulte. — Parr.
Amour avecque loyaulte. —Parr.
Amour de la bont6. —Cowell.

Amo

ut invenio.

— Perrott.

—

Anchor,

—

anchor.

Arx mea Deus.

An

—

spe in spem. Perkin.
Aspera ad virtutem est via.

Edwards.
Aspera me juvant.

—

—

—

—

ford, North, Phillips.

Animo et prudentia. —Jowett;
Animo et scientia. Clark.
Animo non astutid. Gordon, Pedlar.

—
—

—
—
—
Animus non
aequus. —Burrell.
Animus tamen idem. —
Annoso robore quercus. — Taylor.
Ante honorem est humilitas. — Battersby.
Antiquum assero decus. — Arrat.
Antiquam obtinens. — Bagot, Shakerley.
An uachtar. — O'Hanraghan.
Any boro. — Weston.
Ap ithel.—Bethell.
Apparet, quod latebat. — Engar.
Appetitus rationi pareat. —Ashworth, Custance, Fitz William.
Appropinquat dies. —Johnstone.
Apio cum
—
Aquila non capit muscas. —Bedingfeld,
BuUer.
Aquila
non captat muscas. — Drake,

Animum
Animum
Animum

fortuna sequatur. Bedford.
prudentia firmat. Brisbane.
rege.
Beck, Moore, Eeeve.
deficit

CufiFe.

lare.

Gothard,

Elliot.

Graves,

Greaves,

lUidge,

Wedderbum, Weston.
vitae Christus, fructus per fidem
gustamus. Fruiterers (Company of).
Arcui meo non confido. Wilkes.
Arcus, artes, astra. Birnie, Burmey.
Ard cheilje. M'Gregor.
Ardchoille. M'Gregor.
Ardens. Peat.
Ardenter amo. Bell, Scott.
Ardet virtus non urit. Fyres.
Ardua petit ardea. Heron.
Ardua tendo. Malcolm.
Trant,

Arbor

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ardua rinco.— Straiton, Wakefield.
Arduis sfepe metu nunquam.— Brassey.

A

rege et victoria.

—Barry,

Bullen,

Li-

— Artillery Company.
parata fero. — Campbell, M'Guffie.
Armat et omat. — Brown.
Armat spina rosas. —Eose.
Arma tuenter pacem. — Fowke.
Arme a tous points. — Byrom.
Arme de
hardi. — Hardy.
Armis et animis. — Carnegie.
Armis et diligentia. —^Baskin.
Armis et
—Campbell.
pacis fulcra.

foi

fide.

Armis et industria.—Cochran.
Armis frango. Gib.
Armis potentius aequum. Falconer.
Am Duthchas.—Doherty, O'Dogherty.

—

—

A rore co-orem. —Murray.

—

Cameron.
Ars bona violentia. Baker.
Arte et animo.
Ferguson.
Arte et labore.
Smythe.
Arte et marte.
Adair, Hunter, Middleton.
Arte fideque.
Orrock.
Arriverette.

—
—
—
—
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—

Aspire,

—Edwardee,

— Low.
and indulge

persevere,

not.

Adams.

—

Aspiro.
Curry, Ramsay.
Assez dure.
Ironmongers (Company of,
London).
Assiduitate.
Johnstone, Skene.
Assiduitate, non desidia.
Loch.
Assurgam. - — Hinton.
Astra castra numen lumen munimen.
Lindsay.
Astra et castra. Littler.
A te pro te. Savage.
A tot bien estrainz. Latter.
A tout jour loill. Fenwick.
A tribulacione. Cokain.
At spes infracta.
Cuninghame, Dick,

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Hope.
At spes non fracta.— Kennard.
At spes solamen. Hope.
At vincet pauperiem virtus. Grey de Wil-

—

—

ton (Extinct Baron).

Attamen

Au bon

tranquillus.

droit.

—Maitland.

— Wyndham.
—Hobart,

Auctor pretiosa

facit.

Parker.

Audacem juvant

fata.

—

Somerville.

—

Audaces fortuna juvat. Barron, Bourke,
Bowen, Burroughs, Carpenter, ChamColumbine, Cosby, Costello,
Flanagan, Forster, King, Moore, Pendleton, Eoney, TurnbuU.
Audaces juvat. Clevland, Googe.
Audaces juvo.
Buchanan, Campbell,
M'Casland.
berlayne.

—
—

Audaci favet fortuna.

—

^Turnbull.

—

Audacior favente fortuna. ^Turnbull.
Audaciter.
Buchanan, Ewing.
et aperte.
Campbell.

—

Audacter
Audacter
Audacter

—
—

et sincere.

et strenue.

Clive, Herbert.

— Crawfurd,

Morris,

Pollock.

—

Erthe.

Audax ero.- Boldero.
Audax et promptus Rusby.
Audax omnia perpeti. Buchanan, Hard-

—

ing.

Aude

et prevalebis.

Audentes
Turing.

—
—Frend.

fortuna

juvat.

nunquam

— Mackinnon,

—

—

tentes, aut perfi:;e.

pax aut bellum.

Hall, Tweedie.

— Ben-

—Donaldson,

—

Aut tace aut face. Scott.
viam inveniam aut faciam.

.\.ut

Gunn,

— Wight-

wick.

—

Aut vincam aut periam. Purcell.
Aut vita libera aut mors gloriosa. Savery.
valeureux coeur rien impossible.—
Messewy.

—

Au

—
—

Auxilia auxiliis. Helps.
Auxiliante resurgo.
Graham.
Auxilio ab alto. Martin.
Auxilio Dei.
Dougall, Erisby, Muirhead,
Starke.
Auxilio divino.— Drake, Grimwood, Hill.
Auxilium ab alto. Dillon, Martin, Prick-

—

—

—

ett.

Auxilium

meum

ab

meum

a

alto.

— Blakeney,

Dixon.

Auxilium

Domino.

—Martin,

Mostyn, Price.
Avance. Bristow, Collyer, Colyear, Earn-

—

say.

—

Avancez. Chalmers, Churton, Hill.
Avancez et archez bien. Swinnerton.
Avant. Adamson, Forbes, Stuart, Tre-

—

—

fusis.

—

Avant Darnley. Stewart.
Avec ce que je tiens, je suis content.—
Bradshaw.
Ave Maria, plena gratia. Cusack.
Avi numerantur avorum. Hitch, Norton,

—

—

Pryce, Eede, Turbervill.
virtute orta.
Stewart.
Avise la fin.
Cassels, Haffey, Kennedy.
Avito jure. Wheeler.
Avito non sine honore.
Lippington.
Avitos juvat honores.
Wishart.
Avitos novit honores.
Gusthart.
Avito viret honore.
Farley, Stuart,
Villiers, Wortley.

A
Lubbock,

—

net, Bennett, Creswell, Sackville.

—

—

Audax.

gonier.

Arma
Anna

—

A

may. Lyall, Montgomery.
Animi fortitudo. Mecham.
Animo. Gordon.
Animoetfide
Burroughes, Goulten, GuilI

—

—

.Vut

.\ut

Castell.

— Beauclerk,

acvi.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

mclioris

Order of S. Michael and S. George.
Aut agere aut mori. Barclay.
Aut Cajsar aut nihil. Wall.
Aut mors aut libertas. liraddon.
Aut mors aut vita decus. Gordon.
Aut nunc aut nunquam. Lee.

—
—

As an arrow true. Nicolls.
Ascendam. Kennaway.
As God will so be it. Blacksmiths (Company of).
(A pure
Asgre Ian diogcl et pherchen.
conscience is a safeguard to its possessor).
Herbert, Vaughan.

Gray.
Angelis suis praecipet de te. Power.
Anguis in herba. Anguish.
A Nilo Victoria. Gould.
Anima in amicis una. Powell.

—

.\uspicium

and trades united. Fanmakers
(Company of).
Arx et anchora mihi Deus. Eawson.

Arts

—

—

—
—
—
— Eure.

Artis vel martis.

Anchora labentibus undis. Franklia.
Anchora salutis. O'Loughlin.
Anchor fast. Sray.
fast

—
—

Arte firmus.
Mason.
Arte non vi.
Jordan.
Artes honorabit.
Hanger.
Deans, Dundas.
Arte vcl marte.
Artibus et armis.
Elton.

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—Wilson.
— Lloyd.

Aviumque volatus.
Avonno div dervid.

Avorum

honori.

A

Duw

vyno

— Barne.
—

dervid.

Edwardes, Ed-

wards.
Await the day.

—Maync.

A

never wanted a weapon.—

wight

man

Wightman.
Aye ready. Hozier.
Aycz prudence. Biss.

—
—
Ay forward. —Brand.
Aymes loyaulte. — Powlett.
Aymez loyaulte. — Carthew, Cowan, Paulet.
Azincourt. — Billam, Lenthall, Waller.
BaXai'ODf Afvppoi' BoWfi- — Bally.

—

Barrosa. Gough.
Basis virtutum constantia. Devcreux.
Be, and not seem. Bolt.
Bear and forbear. Barwis, Beare, Bcrc,

—
—

—

Audentior ito.
Grant.
Audeo. Eose.
Audi alteram partem. Kennett.
Audio sed taceo. Trollop.
Audito et gradito.
Cruikshanks.
Augeo. Trent.

Bernard, Grazebrook, MacEvoy, Milward, Morland, Eowley, Sayer-Milward.
Beare and forbeare. Langley.

Augeor dum progredior.

Scots Corporation.
cordia tribuetur.
Beati pacifici. Fin'.ay.
Beati qui durant. Durant.

—

—

Au

—
—

—

—Durham.
—

—

de Dieu. Edgcumbe.
Auriga virtutum prudentia. Mawbey.
Ausim et confido. Erskine.
Auspice Christo. Davie.
Auspice deo vinces. Beley.
Auspice numine.
Welsh.
Auspice summo numire. Irvine.
Auspice Teucro. Tucker.
Auspicio regis et senatus AngUse.— East
India Company.
plaisir fort

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Bear up. Fulford.
Be as God will. Bracebridge.
Beati misericordes, quoniam ipsis

—

—

—

—
—
—

miseri-

Be bolde, be wyse. GoUop.
Bedhoh fyr ha heb drok. Carthew.
Be ever mindful. Campbell.
Be faithful. Vance, Vans-Agnew.
Be fast. Boutcher, Savile.
Be firm.
Coats, Compton, Dalrymple,

—
—

—

—

Webb.
6c hardy.—Dauglisb, Edmonstone.

—

Be— Co

MOTTOES.

—

Be it fast. Fotheringhan.
Be just and f'ar not. Ashbee, Ashby,

—

Coleman, Gervis, Hewitt,Peacock, Tapps,
Warren.
Bella dextra.— Ellis.
Lysaght.
horrida bella
Bella
Braikenridge.
Bello ac pace paratus.
M'Gillivray,
Campbell,
Be mindful.

—
—

'.

!

—

M'Liver.
Be mindful to unite.

—Brodie.
—Shaw.
Benedic nobis Domine. —Bain.
Benedict© Dei ditat. — Laurie.
crucem. — Bennct.
Benedictus qui
Benefactum. — Weldom.
Beneficii memor. — Butler.
Beneficiorum memor. — Kelham.
Bene praeparatum pectus. — Blake, Lex.
Bene qui pacifice. — Allardice.
Bene qui sedulo. — Arkley.
Bene tenax. — Bennet.
Bene vivere bis vivere. — Beamfes.
Benigno numine. — Earned, Bentley, CopeRowand, Smith.
land, Hicks, Meigli,
Be not wanting. — Bazilie.
Be ready. — Lawrence.
Be right and persist. — Youn j.
Be steadfast. — Carvick.
Be steady. — Butcher.
Be sure. — Dirom.
Be
—Junes.
Be true. — Bruce, M'Guarie.
Be true and ye shall never rue. — Buff.
Bene denoto.

tollit

Pitt,

traist.

Better kinde frembd than frembd kyen.
Waterton.

—

Beware in time. Lumsden.
Beware the reaping. Brookfield.
Be watchful. Darroch.
Be wise as a serpent, harmless as a dove.

—

—

—Lewis.

—
—

(May the king

live

for ever).
Fleming.
Bidd Uu hebb Uydd. Lewis.
Bien ou rien. Scott.

—

—Bisson.
mac na
— M'Laurin.
Bis vincit qui se vincit. — Bysse.
Bis vivit qui bene. — Becher.
Bladensburg. — Ross of Bladensburg.
Bon accord. — Aberdeen (Town
Bona fide sine fraude. — Singleton.
— Graham.
Bon
Bonis omnia bona. —Orr.
virtutis
Boni
amore. — Le Coutcur.
Bonne et belle assez. — Bellasyse.
Bono animo esto. — Morrell.
Bono vince malum. — Kettle.
Bon temps viendra. —Gage.
Bonus Justus et
— Lcrricr.
Boulogne et Cadiz. — Heygate.
Boutez en avant. — Barry, Fowle.
Boyne. — Kidder.
Buadh no bas. — O'llagan.
Buail tre cabhair a buaig. — Swiny.
Bualim
strike him). — MacCartan.
Burning shine. — Jehangier.
Butt sicker. — Sutherland.
By aim and by
— Uigginbotham.
By assiduity. — Byass.
command
By
of our superiors. — Watermen
(Company
Bydand. — Canning, Gordon.
Bydand to the
—Gordon.
Byde,— Gordon.
Byde together. —Gordon.
By degrees. — Brey.
By faith obtain. —Turners (Company
By faith we are saved. — Cathcart.
By hammer and hand
arts do stand,
— Blacksmith! (Company
By industry we prosper. — Gavine.
Bis dat qui cito dat.
Bi' se

slaurie.

of).

fin.

utilis.

(I

I

effort.

of).

last.

of).

I

all

of).

perseverance. —Cunard, Moreton.
the grace of God.
Login.
the providen;e of God.
MacSwcen.
the sword.
Atkinj.

—

—
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— Hare.

—

Cerrosnon servus.— Goddard, Thcr jlj.
Cesar Auguste.

Chacun
Chase.

Cabool.

—Burncs.

Cadarn ar

cyfrwy.s.

—

William.s.

Cadarn-yw-fy-ffydd-y-portha-duw-y-gigfrain.

—

—

—

Caffraria.

—

—

Willshire.

— Galley.
— Campbell.
Canada. — Brock.
Candide et constanter. — Coventry, Irvine,
Callide et honeste.

Campi

fero praemia belli.

Pickup, Sasoon.

Candide

secure.

et

— Graham,

Murray,

Maxtone-Graham.
Candide me fides. Hill.
Candide secure. Gilstrap.
Candide sed caute. Sinclair.

—
—

Candidior.

— Mair.

—

—

Cari Deo nihil carent.
Burton.
Cari Deo nihilo carent.
Weekes.
Carid nam facham. Smith.
Carid nam fechm. Smyth.
Caritas fructum habet. Burnell.
Carpe diem. Clarke.
Cas ni charo y wlad a'i mago.
Joseph.
Cassis tutissima virtus.
Armour, Britten,
Chamley, Cholmondeley, Helme, Hel-

—
—

—

—

—

Castra et ncmus Strivilense.
Stirling.
Cause caused it. Elphinstone.
Caute et sedule. Johnstone.

—
— Brown.
— Boss.

Caute
Caute non astute.
Caute sed intrepide. Drummontl.
Caute sed strenue. Hamlyn.
Roscow.
Cautius quam citius.
Cautus a futuro. Bowen.
Cautus metuit foveam lupus. Caton.
Cave.
Cave.
Cave adsum. Ashmore, Jardine.
Cave Deus videt. Cave.
Cave et aude. Darwin.

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

— Huband.
Cavendo. — Crowfoot.
Cavcndo tutus. — Allmack,

Cave lupura.

Awmack,

Cavendish, Cruickshank, Hardwick,

—

—

—

Celeriter.

— Lane.

Celeriter et jucunde.

—

—
—

—

and

religious liberty.

cester, City of.

Clan-Fergail-a-bu.

—

O'Halloran.
Clariora sequor. Buchanan.
Clarior astris.
Baillie.
Clariores e tenebris.
Puleston.

—

—

—
—
Gray, Leeson,
Lesone, Lightbody, Purves,
ex obscuro. — Saunderson.
Clarior hinc honos. —Buchanan, Ma>
Clarior e tenebris.

Purvis.

Causland.

—

Clarior virtus honoribus.
Clay.
Claris dextera factis.
Byam.

—

Claritate dextri.

Clarum reddit

— Brady, Geale-Brady.

— Milne.
—
—
—
—
—
— Gibson.

industria.

Clausus mox excelsior.
Close.
Clementia et animis.
Maule.
Clementia in potentid.
Compton.
Clementia tecta rigore.
Maule.
Coelestem spero coronam.
Humfrey.
CcBlestes pandite portae.

Coelestiacanimus.— Synge,Synge-Hutcbi3son.
Coelestia sequor.
Coeli favore.

—Macdonald-Bowie.

— Roxburgh.
— Herschel.

Coelis exploratis.

datum.

Coelitus

— Borthwick.

— Jones.
—
—

Coelum ipsum petimus. Sawtell.
Coelum non animum. Rhodes, Straihoy,
Zibet.

—

—

—

— Wemyss.

pati.

— Raw-

—

Cole Deum.
Coull.
Collins.
Colens Deum.
in
coelis
nos omnes vis MicbacUs.
Collocet
Linlithgow (Town of).
Verckcr.
Coloony.
Color fidcsquc percnnis. Irvine.
when I was harbourlcrs
blessed,
Come ye
Innholdcrs. Company of.
ye lodged me.
Comiter sed fortiter. SheHield.
Conime jc fOs. More. Ward.
Commcje trouvc. Butler, Cary, Shelley.
Mowat,
Commit thy work t» God.

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—
—
—
—

Sinclair.

Commodum non damnum.

domus.— Adams.

—

Cervus laceisitiu leo.— Sheridan.

Bright,

Clarior

—

— Rogers.

Ccrto dirlgo Ictu. Thurburn.
flnem.'^Bissland,

— Wood.

Civitas in bello et in pace fldelis.— Wor-

lings.

Bolls.

Certum pelo
Howard.

—

—

Cognosce teipsum et disce

GricvcsoD.
Celeriter sed certe.
Kinnaird.
Certa cruce salus
Certamine parta. Cairncross, Carncross.
Ccrtamine summo. Brisbane.
Oldcrshaw.
Certanti dabitur.
Byrne, Cross, Levin,
Certavi et vici.
O'Byrne, O'Flanagan, Shortall, Thunder.
Garrat.
Certe cruce salus.
Lundin.
Ccrtior dum cerno.
Certior in coelo

—

—

Fetherston.
Christo duce feliciter.
Binning.
Christo duce vincamus.
Maddea.
Christo suavis odor.
Ross.
Christus pelicano.
Lechmere.
Cia'U agos neart. OConnell.
Cio che Dio vuole io voglio.
Dormer.
Circumspice.
Wise.
Cito non temere.
Northcote.

Cogito.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Hart.
Coeur fidfele.
Joass.
Cogit amor.
M'Gilchrist.
Cogit in hostem.

—

Celeritas et Veritas.

—
—

Chescun son devoir. Cox.
Chi dura vince.
Spier?.
Chi la fa I'aspetti.
Mazziiighi.
China.
Gough.
Chi semini vertu racoglia fama.
Coore.
Christi crux est mea lux.
Nonhsote.
Christi mihi lucrum.
Stewart.
Christi pennatus sidera morte pcto.

—

—

—

— Cherr}

— Russell.

Coelum non animum mutat. Ramsden.
Coelum non solum. Barns, Hamilton,
Hayraan, Steavcnson, Stevenson.
Coelum quod quaerimus ultra. — Godman.
Coelum versus. Dickson.

a boo. KitzPatrick.
Ceart na suas. MacCochlan.
Cedamus amori. Blunden.
Cedant arma. Barclay.
Ccdant arma labori. Stubs.
Cedant arma togae. Reade.
Ccidw Owain a Gafodd.— Owen.
Duine, Dun.
Celer atquc fldelis.
Celer et audax. Jackson, Pearce.
Ccleritas.
Bccquet.

—

sara.

Coelitus mihi vires.

Cave paratus. Johnstone.
Cave ut comprehendas. — Drury.
Ceai't laidir

—

I'espoir.

Che sara

Civil

— Geddes, Parkhill.
Caraidann am fheum. — Gow, Steuart.
Capta majora.

—

—

—

Candore.— Robe.
Candoris praemium honos. — Dunbar.

—

— Geary.

—

—

Rochfort.

—

— Priaulx.

— Bourke.

—

Candidus cantabit moriens. Campbell.
Candor dat viribus alas. Boyd, Hogarth,

—

le sien.

Chasse pour foi.
Lamb.
Cherche et tu trouveras. Sawyer.
Cherche qui n'a. Mar(,'ary.
Cheris

Rice.

Cadenti porrigo dextram. King, Pearse.
Caen, Crecy, Calais.
Radcliffe.
Caeteris major qui melior.
RadilifTe.

—

Walrond.

By
By
By
By

—

et sedulo.

Bienfaietz paieray malfaietz vangeray.

se.

—

By truth and diligence. Lucy.
By watchfulness, by steadfastness.
By wounding 1 cure. Stirling.

sham.

Shear na Bigh gan.

—

.

Completur.
Greig,

— Arnot.

—

—

Baikie.

Compositumjus fusque animi.
Conabimur. Davics.
Conamine. Kirke.

—

—

— Law.

—

Co—Do
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Cor immobile.— Hussey, Hyett.
Cor mundum crea in me, Deus.— 0"Crean,
Lynch.
Cor nobyle, cor immobyle.
Symons,

Conaitiine aujcor.— Leslie.

Conanti dabitur.— Conant, Pigott.
Concanon.
Con can an.
Concipe spes certas. Sealy.
Concordant nomine facta. Grace.
Cobham.
Concordia.
Dent.
Concordia et industria.
Concordia et sedulitate. Goldsmid.
industria.
Concordia,
intcgritas,

—

—

—
—
—

—

Kotlischild.

—

Vivian.

Cornu exaltabitur honore.— Smyth.
Corona mea Christus. Chetwode, Erapson,

—

—

—

Concordia parvae res crescunt. London,
MercliantTaylors (Company of). Taylors

(Company

of).

—

Concordia prsesto. Forbes.
Bromhcad.
Concordia res crescunt.
Concussus surgo. Garioch, Gray.
Browne, De BeauConduct is fate.

—

—
—

voir.

—

Long, Norton,
Confide recte agens.
Pease, Pooll, Wooler, Wylde.
Confidimus.— Boyd.
Tyndale, Bisco.
Confido non confundar.
Cozens, NewdeConfido recte
agens.

—

—

gate.
Confido.

—Bon

Confido

(Le),

conquiesco.

maclie.

—

Boyd,

Mills, Sellar.

— Hodgetts,

ToUe-

Backhouse.
Confido in Deo.
Confido in providentia.
Richardson.
Confisus viribus. Watson.
Braddyll.
Congoies toymesme.

—
—

—

—

—

Conquiesco.
Consequitur

—

quodcunque

petit.

—Drum-

mond, Taylor.
Conservabo ad mortem. Jennings.
Conservata fides perfectus amorque
bunt.
Yonge.

—

—

Consider the end.

— Rosher.

Consilii taciturnitas nutrix.

Consilio et animis.

Consilio et armis.

—

dita-

— Maitland, Ramadge.

— Stephens.

Consilio et impetu.

— Corrigan.

—

Innes.
Consilio et labore.
Consilio et prudentia.
Trench.
Consilio et

vi.

—

—

—

non impetu. Agnew.
Edgeworth.
Constans contraria spernit.
Constans et fidelis. Brogden.
Constans et prudens. Campbell.
Constans fidei. Cogan, Colborne, RichConsilio,

—

—
—

—

ardson, Ridley.
Constant. Gray.

—

—

Constant and faithful. Macqueen.
Constant and true. Rose.
Constanter. Hore.
Constanter ac non timide.
Hemphill.
Constant et ferme. Lade, Osbaldeston.
Constantia et fidelitate. Clarke, Travers.
Constantia et fortitudine. Herbert.
Constanter et prudenter.
Campbell.
Constantia et virtute. Amherst.
Constantia in ardua. Harland.
Constare in sententia.
Williamson.
Consulat et ornat. Dunbar.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

— Peddie.

—

—

—

Consulto.

—

Consulto et audacter. Plummer.
Conquer or die. Thornhill.
Contentment passe richesse. Bowyer.

—

—

— Lea.
— Boden.
opportune. — Bontine.

Contentus paucis.
Contra audentior.
Copiose et

—
—
—

Corda serrata. Lockhart.
Corda serrata pando. Lockhart.
Corde et animo. Clayhills.
Corde et manu. Stewart, Steuart.
Corde fixam. Godfrey.
Corde manuque. Gordon, Watling.
Corde mente manu. Farie.
Cordi dat animus alas.
Falconer.

—

—
—

—

—

Cordi dat robora virtus.

Cor
Cor

et

manus.

forte

— Ayneswortb,
— Ogilvie.
Craignes honte. — Weston.
Courage sans peur.

Gage.

Courageux.— Lee.
Craigellachie.

Craignez
honte.— Bentinck,
Llewellyn.
Grains Dieu tant que tu

Dillwyn,
viveras.

Somerville.

—

Cras mihi. Parbury.
Crede Byron. Byron.
Crede cornu. Hornby.
Crede cruci. Cross.
Crede Deo. Atkinson.
Crede et vince. T9ash.

—
—
—
—
—

— Kirsopp,

Sinclair,

Weeden.

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

Crescat amicitia. Michell.
C reseat Deo promotore. Leslie.
Crescendo prosim. Scott.
Crescitque virtute. MacKenzie.
Crescit sub pondere virtus. Chapman,
Feilden, Maclean, Pigott, Seys, Slater.
Crescitur cultu. Barton.

—

—

— Porch.

— McManus.

suum calcar est.—Mappln.
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—

dum

—

spiro spero.

— Cross,

Darling-

ton.

—

Cruce insignis. Beck.
Cruce non prudentia. Topham.

—
Crucem vide et festina. —Trendell.
Cruce non leone
—Mathew.
Cruce spes mea. — Bird.
Cruciata cruce junguntur. — Garden.
— Dyson, NetterCruci dum spiro
fides.

fido.

ville.

—Netterville.
corona. — Barclay,
Mercer.
Crux Christi salus mea. — Peck.
Crux Cristi solamen offert. — Barclay.
Crux det salutem. — Sinclair.
Crux et prsBsidium et decus. — Andros.
Crux fidei calcar. — Brooking.
Crux mea
— Devlin.
Crux mihi anchora. — Page.
Crux mihi grata quies. — Adam, Edie,
M'Adam.
Crux prsesidium et decus. — Tyler.
Crux scutum. — Gregory.
Crux spes unica. — Collas.
Cubo at excubo — Graham.
Cubo sed euro. — Dickson.
Cui debeo fidus. —Craw.
Cui debetur reverentia. —Tulloh.
Cuilean uasal. — Woulfe.
Cuimhnig do geallamhnaca. —MacLochlin.
Cultui avorum
—Trappes.
Cum corde. — Drummond.
Cum cruce salus. — Mountain.
Cruci

Crux

dum

spiro spero.

nostra

Christi

Stella.

fidelis.

Cum

—

— Wu!l;cr.
— Mogg.
— Hall.
Curae ccdit fatum. — Thomson.
Cu re bu. — Farrell.
Cu rcubha. — O'Karrell.
Cur me persequeris. — F.ustace, Eton.
Curo dum quiesco. — Maxwell.
Currcndo. — Hollist.
Ciirrit qui curat. — Fuller.
Cursum perficio. — Hunter.
Custos et pugnax. — Marjoiibanks.
Cwell angau neu chivilydo. — Phillips.
Cywir im gwlad. — Williams.

grano salis.— Keir.

et industria.

Curapii Diis sunt.

Dabunt aspera rosas.— Mushet.

— DaUson.
— Jones.
Da gloriam Deo. — Dyers (Company
Brice.
Dalriada. — Maclaurin.
Dan ni h-andan. — Clark.
Da nobis lucem, Dominc. — Glaziers (ComD'accomplir Agincourt.

Da-ei-fydd.

of),

pany of).
Dante Deo.— Wolff.
Dant lucem crcscentibus orti.
Dant vires gloriam. Hog.

—

—
—

Dare.
Darley.
Darien.
Knight.

Data

—
—
—
—

Cresco crescendo. Rolfe.
Cresco per crucem. Rowan.
Cresco sub jugo. Hay.
Cressa ne careat. Cresswell.
Crom a boo.— De Ros, FitzGerald, O'Donovan.
Crom a brudh. FitzGerald.
Crow not, croke not. Crockett.
Cruce Duce. Adams.

Cruce

—

Cywir in gwlad.— Williams.

Credo cruci Christi. Wood.
Credo et amo. Crossley.
Credo et videbo. Chiesly.
Credo legi.— Hamilton.
Credunt quod vident. Eliott.
Crescam ut prosim.— .\tthill, Mitchell.

—

Perrier.

— Loveday,
— Hale.
—
—

Cura quietem.

Cresco.— Mitchell.
Jesson.

luce.

—

Cura

Gumming,

TurnbuU.

—

—

Metcalfe.

—

Cor vulneretum. Mack.
Courage.
Bruce, Cuming,

—

prima

principibus.

progrcssucantus. Seton.
prudentia salus. Bcatson.
to;;a honoris.
Robe.
Cunctanter tamen fortiter. Hutchinson.
Cupio meliora. Mclliar.
Cupressus honorcs pepcrit. Duff.
Cura dat victoriam.— Denham.
Cura et candore. Cunin;;hame, Forucs.

—

ford.

Credo.

Conjuncta virtuti fortuna. M'Beth.
Conlan a bu. Moore, O'More.
Conn can an. (Wisdom without blemish).
Concanon.
Conquer or die. Crosthwaite.

—

—

Coronat fides. Pringle.
Cor unum, via una.— Cecil, Nolan, Sand-

Hillson,

plena mngis.— Smith, Smythi

—

Lapslie.

De

Cum
Cum
Cum
Cum
Cum
Cum

fata secutus.

Duthie,

St.

— Hodges.

—

Archdall, Garpcndaie,
John, Streatfeild.

—

Dat cura commodum. Milne.
Dat cura quietem. Mcdlicott.
Dat decus origini. Hamilton.
Dat Deus incrementum. Croftou,
Muggeridge, Ottley, Tillstone.
Dat et sumit Deus.
Ethelston.
Dat gloria vires. Hog.
Dat incrementum.— Stewart.

—

—

—

Jc'.ins,

—

—
—
—
— Goodwin.

Debit otia Deus.
Brisbane.
Debonnaire. Bethune.

De bon vouloir.
De bon vouloir

servir le roy.

— Eennet,

Bennett, Gray, Grey

—

Decens ethonestum.
Broadrick, Fyffe.
Decerptae dabunt odorem. Aytoun.
Decerpta dabunt odores. Marshall.

—

—

— Davis.
Deckan. — Hislop.
Decori decus addit
— Erskine.
Decor
— Mounscy.
Decorum pro patria mori. —
Decide.

avito.

integer.

Ellis.

—

Gaddesden,
Nugent, Humble.

Dccrevi.

Greville-Nugent,

—

Decus summum virtus. Holburne.
De Dieu tout. Beckford.
Deeds, not words.
Baxter, Dawson,

—

—

Rickford, Palmer.

—

Deed shaw. Rutherford,
Defend. Wood.
Defendendo vinco. Graham.
Defend the fold. Cartwright.
Defensio non offensio. Mudie.
Degeneranti genus opprobrium.

—

—

—

—

—Ashurst,

Crewe.

—

De hirundine. Arundel.
Dei Donum. — Dundee (Town oO.
Dei dono sum quod sum. — Lundin, Lumsden.

—

Dei gratia. Kingston.
Dei memor, gratus amicis. Antrobus.
Dei providentia juvat. Welman.
Delectare in Domino. Bampfylde.
Delectat amor patriae. Smith.

—
—

—

—

——

—

MOTTOES.
Dctur forti palma. — Sinclair.
Detur gloria Deo. — Robertson.
Dciim cole, regcm serva. — Cole, Eanelagh
(Baron), Townshend.
Deum time. — Murray.

—

Dclcctat et ornat. Brown, Browne-Borthwitk, Harvey.
Dalgleish.
Deliciae meae.
Del fue;;o io avolo. (I escaped from the
Berners.
fire).
Demeiire par la vcrite. Mason.
De mieulx je pense en mieuls. Paston,

—

—

—

—

Deus ab inimicis me defendit. Le Touzcl.
Deus adesto. Brown.
Deus adjuvac nos.^Booth.
Deus alit eos. Croker.
Deus dabit vela. N'orman, Tennant.
Deus dedit. Moir.
Deus dexter meus. Dobbyn.
Deus dux certus. Bromage.
Deus est nobis sol et ensis. Kynaston.
Deus est pax. Godfray.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Deus est spes. — Ridsdale.
Deus est super domo. — Staker.
Deus et libertas. — Godfrey.
Deus evehit pios. — Brown.
Deus fortissima turris. — Le Bailly.
Deus fortitudo mea. — Jones, Lee.
Deus gubernat navem. — Renfrew

—

Brooke.

—
—
—
—

MauJe, Eoxby.
alto.
Denique coelo fniar. Melville.
Denique caelum. Sonar, Leslie,
Denique sursum. Melville.

De monte

Melville.

—Spurdens.

Denuo
Deo adjuvante. — Jones, Mills, Salomons.
Deo adjuvante fortuna sequatur. — Roberts.
Deo adjuvante labor prodcit. Sheffield
fortasse lucescat.

(Borough

—
—

of).

Deo

adjuvante, non timenduna. Fitzwilliam, Richards, Warner.
Deo adjuvante vincam. Hart.
Deo credito justitiam colito. tJdheraj.
Deo date. Arundell.
Deo duce.
Bailey, Cadell, Hermidge,
Pittenween (Town of), Ricketts.
Deo duce Christo luce. Butler.
Deo duce comite fortuna. Palles.
Deo duce comite industria. Nicoll, Slaney.

—

—

—

—

—

oO.

Company of.
Deo ducente nil

nocet.

— Caulfeild,
—Merchants,

— East

India

Com-

—

Deo duce scquor. Wheelton.
Deo et gladio. Crealock.
Deo et Principi.— Montolieu.
Deo et Regi asto. Deacon.
Deo et regi fidelis. Atkinson.
Deo et virtute. Lackerstcin.
Deo favente. Alves, Dingwall, Gordon,

—
—

Deo

Moynell.
noster

Deus

—

Eege fevente.— Stahl-

Deus, patria, rex.

—

—
—
—
—
Elwes, Greaves, Harrison, Pellew.
Deo non fortimae. — Gardiner.
Deo non sagittis
— Cuyler.
Deo omnia. — Hartcr.
Deo patriae ajnicis. — Abbot, Binckes,

non arcc spcs. Castell.
non armis fido. Boycott.
non fortuna. Booker, Chance, Digby,

patrise, tibi.

patria regc.

—

—

Dc

tout

moo coeur. —Boiieau,
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Pollen.

|

Diligenter ct fideliter.
Diligentia.
Jones.

—

Diligentia

Cranfiela.

Allen.

— Cruickshank,
candore. — Dick.

didat.

Newall.
Diligentia et

Ferrier,

—
—
—

Diligentia et honore. Garnett.
Diligentia et vigilantia.
Boden, Scmple,
Diligentia fit ubertas.
Hay.
Diligentia fortior.
Truell.

—

DiUgentia fortunae mater.
Dilige pacem.
Barlow.

—

— BaAham.
—

Dinna waken sleeping dogs. Robertsoa.
Di ofn Di ymffrost.
Wynne.
Dirigat Deus. Allan.
Diriget Deus.
Butter.
Dirigo et dcfendo. Sheppard.
Disce ferenda pati.— Hollingworth, IIol-

—

—
—

—

yngworthe.
Disce
Disce
Disce
Disce

justitiam moniti.

—
—

—Russell.

mori mundo. Moore.
mori ut vivas.
Unett.
pati.
Donkin, Dunbar, Barrs-Hay-

—

den, Morison.
Disciplina,
fide,

perseverantia.

—

Nisbet.

maxima

Diseordia

(Company

of).

Discrimine salus.

dilabuntur.

—Tayla^s

—

Traill.

Disponendo me, non mutando
tagu.

—Dock-

me.—Mon-

— Scrymgeour.
—
—
—

Domino fides immobilis. Barry.
Dominus a dextris. Batt.
Dominus dedit. Herrics.
Dominus fecit. Baird.
Dominus fortissinra turris.— Dc Havilland,

—

—

—

— Paget.
—SawTOy.
ihm. —

—
—

Dieu avcc nous.
Berkeley.
Dieu ayde. De Montmorency, Lentaignc.
Dicu uyde au premier Baron Chresticn.
Montmorency,

—

—

—
—

— Middleton.

Duininc

—

Die moUcr aalich
Mollcr.
Dieppe.— Harvey.
Dicu a la mcr. Dennis.

—

Diis bene juvantibus.

Dictis factisque simplex.

—

—

—

—

Difficilia quae pulchra.

Mackenzie.
Diciendo y haciendo.

—

—
—
—
—
—

Depressus cxtollor.— Butler.
De quo bene Bpcratur. Hartrce.
Desier na rcpos. Howard (Earl of Nottingham).
Desormais. Clifford.
Despair not.
East Land Company.
Despicio terrena aolem contemplor.
Bedingfeld.
Dcspicit quae vulgus gudpjcit. Itylands.

centre?—

Distantia jungit.

—

—

—

Dieu pour la Tranche, qui
Trench.
Dieu pour nous. Fletcher.
Dieu sait tout. Lewin.

Dissipate.

—

Merchants (Company of).
Deo semper confide. — James.
Deo spes mea. —Thornton.
Deo volente.— Campbell.
De prsescientia Dei. Barbers (Company
of), Barber Surgeons (Company of).

—

—
—
mon
—
—
—
—
—

Deus quis contra. Hutton.
Deus robur meum. Wood.
Deus sahitem disponit. Archer.
Deus scutum ct cornu salutis. Thoroton.
Deus si monet. Simonet.
Deus solamen.
Kerr.
Deus solus auget aristas. Eiddell.
Deus spes mea. Herbertstone.
Deus tuetur. Davies.
Deus veritatem protegit. Roper.
Devant si je puis.
AUhusen, Giidlcy,
Jackson, Mainwaring, Scrope.
nil
nisi
De vivis
verum.
Hyde.
Devouement tans borncs. Prodgers.
Dextra cruce vincit. Hurly.
Dhandeon co Hciragha. Macdonald.
Dial Gwacd Cymro.
Lloyd.
Dia's-mo-Dhuthaith. (Pro Deo ct patria).

—
—

— Lambard, Sidley.
— Cooper.
Deo, regi et patriae. — Irvine.
Deo, regi, patriae. — Duncombe.
Deo, regi, vicino. — Cookes.
Deo rcip: ct amicis. — Levant, or Turkey
Deo

—
—

—
—

— Fagan.

—

worth.

son.

Granville, Lutwidge.

—
—

—

Discite justitiam.

Phillipps.

—

fido.

Deo,

—

Deus praesidium. Be van.
Deus protector meus. Berens, Humphery.
Deus protector noster. Tennent.
Deus providebit. Burton, Lambert, Leslie,
Mundy, Prideaux, Stewart, Thomp-

Pellew, Shortt, Tawse, Wodderspoon.
juvante vinco. Duncan, Stewart.

fidelis.

Farm-

—

liams.

patrijeque

— Barnes,

pascit corvos.
Brown, Brydges,
Corbet, Corbett, Corbin, Jones, Mowbray, Owen, Prothcro, Ravenihaw, Wil-

schmidt.

Deo

refugium.

Deus

Deo juvante.— Duff, Kennion, Maitland,
Deo
Deo
Deo
Deo

—

brough.

of).

inspirante,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Innes, Parminster, Ware.

pany

—

—

Deo fidelis et regi. — Daly.
Deo fidens. Gordon.
Deo fidens persistas. Kinahan.
Deo fidens proficio. — Chadwick.
Deo gloria. — Gennys.
Deo gratias. Sotheron.
Deo honor et gloria. Leathersellers (Com-

—

—

—

—
—

—

Dieu donne.
Colpoys.
Dieu est ma roche. Roche.
Dieu est mon aide. Band.
Dieu est tout. Alington.
Dieu et la religion. Bouuicr.
Dicu et ma main droite.
Bate.
Dieu et ma patrie.
Marton.
Dieu et mon devoir.
Willett.
Dieu et
droit.— Royal Mttto.
Dieu et mon droit. Walpole.
Dieu et mon pays. JIcKirdy.
Dieu et mon roi. Rawlinsoa.
Dieu et mon roy.
Segrave.
Dieu garda Le Moyle. Moyle.
Dieu ma fait fort. Scott.
Dieu me conduise. Delaval, Hayes.
Dieu mon appui. Oliver.
Dieu nous adventure doane bonne. .\dventurers (Merchant).

(Town

—
—
—
—
—
—

pany, Pelly.

—

—

—

Deo duce decrevi. — Harnage.
Deo duce ferro comitante.
Luscombe.
Deo duce fortuna comitante.

—

—

droit.
Bell, Ilarman,
Reading, Seaton, Spencer, Stanhope.
le

—
—
—

Deus haec otia fecit. Williams.
Deus incrementum dedit. Firth.
Deus industriam beat. Harborne.
Deus juvat. Duff.
Deus lumen meum. Torrens.
Deus major colurana. Henniker, Major.
Deus me sustenat.— Arbuthnot.
Deus meum solamen. Ker.
Deus meus, dux meus. St. Albyn.
Deus mihi adjutor. Ochterlony, Walker.
Deus mihi munimen. Hardcastle.
Deus mihi providebit. Goold, Jenney,
Keane, Le Hunt.
Deus mihi sol. Nicholson.
Deus mihi spes et tutamen. Bradshaw.
Deus nobis. Pinckney.
Deus nobiscum. Darnell.
Deus nobiscum quis contraV Milraan.
Deus nobis haec otia fecit. Boleyn, Burrow, Hyde, Liverpool (Town of).
Deus nobis quis contra? Morres.
Deus non reliquit memoriam humilium.

—
—

De—Do
Dieu defend

Case.
Ditat Deus. M'Taggart.
Ditat et alit. Guthrie.
Ditat servata fldes.
Archibald,

—

Papillon.

—

Ditat virtus.
Cheap*.
Diuturnitate fragrantior.

Diu

virescit.

— Wood.

Id:'.c%

— Rind, Eynd.

—

Foster.
Divina gloria ruris.
Divina sibi canit.
Loghlan.
Divino robore. Gellie.
Divisa conjungo. Gordon.
Doe wcel and let them say. Scott.
Do it with thy might. Buxton.
Doluere dcntc laccssiti. Ardcn.
Farington, FfaringDoniat onmia virtus.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

ton,

Domi

Gough.
ac

foris.

—None.

— London
—
—

dirige nos.

Bromc.

—

(City ol),

—

llavilland.

Dominus iiluminatio mea.— Oxford
versity of), Brifhtwcn, Leyccster.

(Uni-

—

Do—Ex

MOTTOES.

—

Dominns Petra mea. Dampior.
Dominus providebii,. — Boylo, Burton,
DrummonJ, Fawsitt, GoUing, Lawsun,

Duw a'n Bendithio. — Williams.
Duw Ar bendithio. (God with us}. — Prysc.
Duw ar fy rhan. (God for my portion).

Williamson, YounR.

Pryce.

Domum antiqiiam redinte^are. —Hepburn.

—
—

Donee implcat oibem. Hay, Kyd.
Donee rursus impleat orbem. Somerville.
Donner et parclonner. Hicks.
Do no yll, quoth D'Oylle.—D'Oyly.

—

Do or die. — Douglas.
Do right and fear nocht. — Paton.
Do right and fear not. —Creswick.
Do right, fear not. — Stancomb.

—

Doueeraent mais fermement. Louis.
Do well and doubt jiot. Bruce, Houston.
Do well and let them say. Elphinstone.
Do well, doubt not. Kingsmill.
Do well, doubt nought. Bruce.
Dread God. Carnegie, Gordon, Hodgson
Macgeorge, Munro.
Dread shame. Leighton.
Drogo nomen et virtus arma dedit.— Drew.
Droit.— Tunstall.
Droit i chacun. Dobede.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Droit comme ma fleche. Fletcher.
Droit et avant. Coey, Townshend,

Twy—
cross.
Droit et loyal. —Symes, Vanneck.
as dew. — Distillers
Drop as rain,
(Company
London).
Rynwcdd
Gwaed.
—Walwyn.
Drwy
Dry weres agan dew ny. —Glya.
Duce Deo. — Massue.
Duei et non trahi. — Athy.
Ducit amor patriae. — Hubert Marshal],
distil

of,

-

Marshall, Philipps, Phillips, Wolley.

—

Ducit Dominus. Dirom.
Ducitur hinc honos. Buchanan.
Ducitur non trahitur. Alexander.
Ductore Deo. Peckitt.
Ductus non coactus. Robertson.
Dulcedine capior. Howlatsone.
Dulee periculum. Macaulay.
Dulce pro patria periculum. Ker, Seymer.
Dulee quod utile. Strang, Stronge.
Dulces ante omnia Musae. Lowes.
Dulcis amor patriae. Clifford,Fitzwygram.
Dulcis ex asperis. Ferguson.
Dulcis pro patria labor. M'Kerrell.
Dum clarum rectum teneam. Penn.

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Dum cresco spero. —Rider.
Dum exspiro spero. — Lace.
Dum in arborem. —Hamilton.
Dum memor ipse mei. —Irvine.
Dum sedulo prospero. —Swintou.
Dum sisto vigilo.—Gordon.
Dum spiro, coelestia spero. —Innes.
Dum spiro spero. —Achmuty, Anderson,

Bannatyne, Branson, Brooke,
Bushell, Casement, Cleather, Colquhoun,
Baker,

Compton, Corbet, Cotter, Dillon, Drummond, Elwon, Falls, Glazebrook, Going,
Gordon, Gun, Hoare, Hunter, Jacob,
Learmonth, Lee, Manser, Mason, Moore,
Oliverson, Partridge, Pearson, Roberts,

Rochdale, Rylands, Salmon,
Sharp,
Spearman,
Spry,
Staunton,
Storer,
Symonds, Thompson, Urquhart, Walker,
Walsh, Westerman, Whitworth Whitehead.

Duw au fendith yw fy ngwenwth — Eiall.
Duw ydi ein cryfd wr. (God is our strength).

— Edwards.

Dux
Dux

vitae

ratio.— Bennet, Boulton, West.
ratio in cruce victoria.
Fau-

—

vitae

shawe.

Dvw

— Kemeys.

dy Bas.

—

—

Efflorescent.

—
—

—
—
—

— Hirst.

—

dum

Efldorescent cornices

micat

sol.

—

Rooke.

—

Ego accedo. Orr.
Ego de meo sensu judico.

—Wlllson.

—
—
—
labore dulcedo. — Bogle,

Ein doe and spair not. Greg.
Eirich as a ghleannan. Glennie.
Either for ever.
Whitmore.

E

Innes.

—

Elatum a Deo non deprimat. O'Dempsey.
El hombre propone. Dies dispone. Davy.

—

—

Eloquentia sagitta. Bland.
Elvenaca floreat vitis. Elvin.
E mare. Hughan.
Emeritus. Emeris.
En avant.
Tennyson - D'Eyncourt,
Lucy.

—
—

—

—
En bon espoir. —De Lisle.
En bon espoyr. —Cokaine.
Ea bonne

foy.

—Bonfoy,

Purefoy, Sache-

verell.

En

dat Virginia

quatram.

— Virginian

Merchants.
En Dieu affie. Mallet.
En Dieu est ma fiance. Crowder, Luttrell,

—

—

Tokett.

—

En Dieu est ma foi. Chevers.
En Dieu est mon esperance.

—Gerard,

Helsby, Walmcsley.

Smith.
Conolly,

Agata, Sharpe, Sturt, Wentworth.

En Dieu ma foi. — Favell.
En Dieu ma foy. — Mauleverer,

—

Staunton.

En droyt devant. Molineux.
Endure fort. Lindsay.

—

En esperance je vis. — Carew.
En faizant bien. — Perchard.
En foi prest. Barlow.
En grace affie. BrudeneU, Grace.
En la rose je fleurie. Lennox, Moss.
Enough in my hand. — Cuninghame.
En parole je vis. — Legge, Stawcll.

—
—

—

—

Ense et animo. Grant.
Ense libertatem petit inimico tyrannis.
Caldwell.

En

—WaUop, Williams.
— Clair.
Carne,
—
Hamon.
parfait. —

suivant la ve.ite.

Entends-toi.

Dum varior idem. —Bamsay.
Dum vigilo euro.
Cranstoun.
Dum vigilo tutus. — Canning, Gordon.
Dum vivo cano. —Rigg.
Dum vivo spero. —Dumaresq, Menteath.

St.

En
En tout
Parfitt.
Eo altius quo profundius. — Lloyd.
E perseverantia honor. — Davey.

—

Durat, ditat, placet. Ged.
Durate. Douglas.
Duret^. Evelyn.
Duriora virtus. Wyatt.
Duris non frangor. Muir, Mure.
Durum patientia frango.
Crawfurd,

—

—

—

Moore.
Duty. Brouncker, Mesham.
I>nw a ddarpar i'r brain. Hughes, Wil-

—

—

liams.

Duw

a digon (God and enough).—James,
Xichol, Prytherch, Vaughan.
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Eques

—

semper sequus. Knight.
Equity. Handley.
Erectus non elatus. Beaumont.
sit

—

mieux.

—
—

— Heath.

E spinis. Delap, Dunlop.
Essayez. Dundas.
Essayez hardiment. Dundas.
Esse quam videri.
Beadon,
Bonhara,
Bourne,
Uowen,

—
—

Boovey,
Bower,
Brownlow, Bunbury, Butler, Cambridge,

Coutts, Croft, Frank, Graves, Hall, Hill,

Hood, Longley, Lukis, Maitlaud, Manning, Miller, Partridge, Round, St. Paul,

Tumour,

Tliruston,

Wor-

nack.
Essorant vietorieux. Nlcolle.
Est Concordia fratruin.
Brown.
Estimatione nixa. Clieyne.
Est meruisse satis.
.Massin^bcrd.
Est modus in rebus. Parnell.
Est nee astu. Brooke.
Est nobilis ira leonis. Stuart.
Est nulla fallacia. Carr.
Esto bonus et plus ne sit leo tc magis
impavidus. Wintringham.
Esto fldelis. Aubertin, Weaver, Whitter.
Esto fidells, usque ad linem. Fydell.
Esto fideUs usque ad mortem. Jones.
Esto perpetua. Amicable Society.
Esto quod audcs. Dalway.
Esto quod esse videris. .^ufrere. Barkworth, Coke, Hall, Hooke,
Milles,
Rickards, Watson.
Esto semper fldelis. Duffield, Unthank,
Yea.
Esto sol testis. Jones.
Estote prudentes.
Coupcr, Wilkins.
Estote semper parati.
Frascr.
Est pii Deum et patriam UiUgerc.
At»
kinson.
Esto vigilans. Farmer, Huntsman.
Est voluntas Dei. Coates, Olliffe.
Et arma et virtus. Dundas, Hamilton.
Et custos et pugnax. Marjoribanks.

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Et decerptae dabunt odorem.
Et deeus et pretium rectL

—

— Aytoun.

— Disney,

Fitzroy.

—
—
—
—

Et Dieu mon appuy. Hungcrford.
Et domi et foras. Mack.
Et domi et foris. Livingstone.
E terra ad eoolum. Frost.
E terra germino ad coclum cxpando.

—

Frost.

—

En Dieu est mon espoir. Cusack,
En Dieu est tout. — Chambre,
St.

Espfere

Sturgis, Swire,

—

E.imus quo ducit fortuna. Atty.
Ecce Agnus Dei, qui tollit peecata mundi.
Tallow Chandlers (Company of).
Echel agiis. White.
E cojlo lux mea. Guille.
Edryth i fynw. Powell.
E'en do and spare not. M'Gregor.
E'en do baile spare not. Mac Alpine.
Efficiunt clarum studia.
Milne.

tout loyal.

—
—

—

—
—Bates.
—
—
—
Eryr, eryrod eryr. — Wynne.
Espana agrad ecida. — Evans.
Esperance. — Currey, Ffytche, Milroy, Wallace, Webber.
Esperance en Dieu. — Atkinson, Clarke,
Heber-Percy, Percy.
Espfere et pers6v6re. —Paget.

Eternitatem cogita.— Boyd.
Et fide et virtute. Porter.
Et finem spero. Bevcrs.
Et juste et vray. Pciy, Wray.
Et manu et corde. Bates.
Et marte et arte. Bain.
Et mea messis erit. Denny, Judd.
Et mortua virescunt. Lindsay.
Et neglecta virescit. Hamilton.
Et nos quoque tela sparsimus. Hastings.
Et patribus et posteritati.
Williamson,

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
jacto. — Oakdcn,

Lydall.

Et si ostendo non
Ogden.
Et suavis et fortis. Harper.
Et teneo et teneor. Holden.
Et vi et virtute. Stannus.
Et vitam impendere vero. i'oji.
Eundo. Russell.
Eu ncr a folant. Roberts.
Eureka. Robinson.
Ever faithful. Gordon.
Ever ready. Burns, Rae.
Evertendo foecundat. Imbrie.
Every bullet has its billet. Vassall.

—

—
—

—
—

—

—
—

—
—
Eviglia qui dormis. — Wakeman.

Ernst und treu.

Ewch ymlaen.

Ero quoderam. Landen, Scrogie, Struth.
Errantia lumina fallunt. Kiunaird.
Erye eryrod eryrhi. Wynne.

Exaltabit honore. Smyth.
Exaltabitur honore. Smyth.

(Go forward).—Boberts.

—

—
—

Exaltatum comua Deo.— Truro (City
Exaltavit humiles. Holt.
Ex arduis perpetuum nomen.

Ex armis honos.^)gilvy.
Ex bello quies. Murray.
Ex cali^ine Veritas. Calverlcy.

—

F.x candore deeus.

—

— Keith.

Excelsior.—Steinthal.

of).

—McCarthy.

—

Ex— Pi
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—Foote.
Excisa viresco. — Watson.
—
De Grey.
hebescere
Excitari non
Excitas acta probat. —Southwell.
Exci tat.— Ford.
Ex Concordia victoriae spes. — Barnard.
Ex corde charitas. — Watson.
—Terry.
Ex cruce
Excutit inde canit. — Erskine.
Exegi. — Lees.
Exempla suorura. — Innes.
— Lygon, Pindar.
Ex
Ex flamma lux. — Ingleden.
Ex hoc vivo. — Drummond.
Ex industria.— Milne.
Ex libertate Veritas. — Aspland.
Ex merito. — Cheston, Tharrold.
Expecta cuncta superne. — Wilson.
Expectes et sustineas. — Gwyn.
Expecto. — Hepburn.
Expedite. — Hunter.
— Latham, Lewis.
Expertus
Expugnavi, — Crawfurd.
Ex sola virtute honos. — Johnstone.
Exstant recte factis praemia. — Coffin.
Ex sudore vultus. —Swetenham.
Extinctus orior. — Douglas.
Extremes pudeat rediisse. — Westmacott.
Ex recto decus. — Durno.
Ex unitate incrementum. — Guthrie.
Ex urna resurgam. — Blandy.
Ex usu commodum. — Smith.
Ex vero decus. — Jones.
Ex vile pretiosa. — Pattinson.
Ex virtute honos. — Jardine.
Ex vulnere salus. —Borlhwick.
Excidit

amor nunquam.

leo.

fide fortis.

fidelera.

Face aut

tace.

—Veel.

— Arthur,

Askew, Caldwell,
Delacherois,
Crommclin,
Campbell,
Littledale,
Donald, Hyatt, Ledsam,
MacKnight, Matheson, Morison, Mynors,

Fac

et spera.

Richardson, Scepter.

Fades

qualis

Facie tenus.

Fac

mens

talis.

— Wheeler.

recte et nil time.

—

—Blair.

— Jeffries.

De

—

—

Factum est.— Plaisterers (Company
Facundia

felix.

—

—

of)-

Scott.

Macdonell.
Faire mon devoir. Jocelyn.
Faire sans dire.— Boulton, Fox, Jeune,
Parr, Strangways.
Fais qui doit, arrive qui pourra. Cure.
Faisbicn, crains rien. Tomlin.
Faithful.
Eobison.
Faithful and true. Higgins.
Hamilton.
Faithful in adversitie.
Faitz proverount. Grimston.
Fal y Gallo.
(As I can.) Greenly.
Fama Candida rosa dulcior. Taylor.
Famae studiosus honestse. Brown.
Famae venientis amore. Starky.
Famam extendere factis. Arundell,
Faicilleach.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

Monckton.
cxtendimus

Famam

factis.

—

—Veitch.

Fama perennis crit. — Wybom.
Fama semper vivit. —Gason, Liddcll.
Familias flrmat pielas.
Fare et age. Say.

—

— l{am3ay,Wardlaw.

—

son.

—Cheney,

Lomax,

Risley.
p.irole
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—

—
—

—

Micklethwait.
Faventibus auris. Stirling.
Fax mentis honestae gloria. Molleson,
The Nova Scotia Baronets, Landor.
Fax mentis incendium gloriae. Brunton,

—

—

—

F^orbes.
I'ay ce

que doy advienne que pourra.

—
—

hathe no fear. Rycroft.
and sure.
Hunter.
Fear garbh ar mait. MacGarry.
Fear God.
Gordon, Crum, Brisbane,
MacDougall.
Fear God and dread nought.
Win-

—

F'ar

—

—

Fear God and live. Sinclair.
Fear God, honor the King. Davenport,
Wrexham (Borough of).
Fear God in life. Sonierville.
Fear God only. Spence.
Fear not. Dawes.
not friendship.

I'ear

—

—
—

—

—

—Thomson.

—
—
—
—
—
qui pacificus. — Spens.
Felix qui prudens. — Cubitt.
Ferar unus et idem. — Michell.
Ferendo et feriendo. — Harrison.
Ferendo feres. — Irvine.
Ferendo not feriendo. — Deane,
I'"elix

Free-

fidfele.

fides.

—

Allsopp, Barnard, Blaauw,
Bury, Colquhoun, Everett, Johnston,
Riggc,
Plunket,
Onslow,
Marker,
Rothery, Swift, Trotter, Westcombe,
Whitaker.

Festina lente.

e fidalgia.

— Shelley.

—Norrcys.
Gwirionedd. — Richards.
— Meredyth, Conolly.

F'eythfuUy serve.

Ffyddlawn

ir

Fiat Dei voluntas.

— Bryce, Coker, Plues.
— Holland.
Fiat voluntas Dei. —Salwcy.
pax

feminine— Calvert.

—

Borthwick.
Fide et vigilantia. Stepney.
I'lde et virtute.
Brandling, Collins, Erans.
Gladstanes,
Gladstone,
Gledstanesj
Gooch, Goodwin, Purnell, Kochead,
Sheppard.
Fidei constans. Colegrave.
Fidei coticula crux.
Baker, ChevaUier,

—

—

—

Whatton.

Tuthill, Villiers,

Fidei tenax.
Fidele.

— Glyn.

—Hamilton, Eoupell.

Fideli certa

merces.— Bottomley, Parker.

Fideii distillant sanguine corda.
Fideli quid obstat.
Firebrass.

Fidelis.— Crichton,

Kenah,

— Fayting.

Leadbitter,

Smith, Waldie, Wilshere.

ad finem.— Fethard (Town of).
Fidelis ad urnam.
Malone, O'Malone,
Fidelis

—

Staveley.

—Russell.
— Bragge.
— Durell.
et paratus. —Soote.
in adversis. — Hamilton.
Fidelis in omnibus. — CoUings.
F'idelisque ad mortem. — Taylor.
Fidelis usque ad mortem. — Buckler, DowSutton.
Fidelissimus semper. — Keating.
Fidelitas. — Sinclair.
Fidelitas et Veritas. — Peters,
Fidelitas in adversis. — Fuller.
Fidelitas vincit. — Cotton, Deakin, DnnsFidelis et

audax.

Fidelis et generosus.

F'idelis
F'idelis

dall,

combe, Scott, Swan, Thompson,

VafiBa-

dacchi-Schilezzi, Vaffiadacchi.

et sperandum. — Mackenzie.
Feret ad astra virtus. — Kellett.
Ferio. — Littlejohn.
Ferio sed sano. — Sharp.
Ferio, tego. — Howdon, or Houdon.
Ferme en foy. — Haydon, Sanford.
Ferme ct
— Le Maistre.
Fermiora futura. — Fuller.
Feroci fortior. — Lockhart, Piper,
Feros ferio. — Chisholm.
F'errd va ferme. — Farrer.
Ferro comite. — Mordaunt, Tolson.
F'erro consulto. — Tregose.
Ferro mea recupero. — Bryan.
F>rro non gladio. — Carrington, Guest.
F'erte cito flammas. — Grant.
Fert lauream
— Hay.
Fert palmam mereat. — Bates.
Fertur discrimine fructus. — Gordon.

Fey

F'ide ct spe.

Fidelis et constans.

F>ar nought. Ramsay.
Fear one. Hardy.
Fear to transgress. Scott.
Felicem reddet religio. Millar.
Felicior quocertior.
Ormiston.
F'eliciter floreat.
Crawford.
Felis demulcta miiis.
Keane, O'Cahan.

—

—

—
—
—

—

grove.

—

fortitudine.— Aubert,
Barton,
Brickdale, Buck, Capel, Cox, Farquharson, Finucane, Gibbons, Griffith,
Hickson, Lee, Lloyd, Lofft, Morris,
Noble, Ratcliff, Rynd, Sutton.
Fide et integritate. Venn.
Fide et labore. Allan, Jenner.
Fide et marte.
Patrick, Ralston.
Fide e'^ opera. M'Artliur.
Fide et sedulitate.— Elwood.
et

—

Ireton.
F'aytlie

flat justitia.

Fida clavo.— Carr.
Fide ct amore.— Garden, Conway, Cramp,
Dicey, Gardner, Uart, Seymour, Shear-

Fast.— Gray.
Fata viam invenicnt.— Spange, Vansittart.
Fato fortior virtus. Hcrtslet.
Fato provldentia major.— Napier, Thom-

FatUmaschi

Fide

Faveat fortuna. Heyland, Newton.
Favcnte Deo. Reynolds, Fisher, Lester,
Willde, Wolin, Pawson.
Favente Deo et sedulitate. Collins.
Favente Deo supero. Mitchell.
Favet fortuna labori. Turnbull.
Favente numine. Micklethwait, Sombre.
Favente numine, Kegina servatur.

Fiat

til

Fato prudentia major.

—
—

— Gough.

Fiat justitia.

— Fairfax.
then. — Goodricke.
Fari qua sentiat. — Walpole.
Far! quae sentient. — Brctargh.
Fastc without fraude. — Brooke.
Fare fac.
Fare wel

Ball.tgh.

man.
Ferendum

Chambers, Deedes,
verba.
Rinzy, Dickenson, Eagar, Fillent,
Hoyle, Kirkland, Low, Wilson, Yarde.
Factis non verbis. Money.
Facta probant. Stepney.
Facta non

Faugh a

man.
Fide et caritatc laboro.— Borrer.
Fide ct dementia. Martin.
Fide ct constantia. Dixon, JamCB, Lee.
Fide ct diligentia. Crawfurd.
Primrose,
flducia.— Ilarnagc,
Fido
ct
Thorlby, Watt.
Fairbolm.
Fido ei firme.—

—
—
—

FIdelitate et amore.

— Hathorn.

Fiddit^ est de Dieu.— WingfieUl.
Fideliter.

— Balme,

Cunliffe,

Hamilton,

Havdock, Heurie, Montgomery, Muckle
ston,
Ogilvie, Ralph,
Swana, Teale,
Thompson.
Fideliter amo.
Goldie-Scot.
Fideliter et diligenter.
Graham.

—

—
—

—

Pope.
FideU tuta merces. Thornton.
Fidem meam observabo. Shedden.
Fidem parit intcgritas. Kay.
F'idem servabo genusque. Browne.
Fidem servo. Alexander.
Fidem tene. Hornyold.
F"ide non armis.
Gambler.
Fideliter ct fortiter.

—
—

—
—
—

—

—
—
—

F'idens et constans.
O'Kearin.
Fide parta, fide aucta. Mackenzie.
Fideque perennat Irvine.
F'ides.

Fides

—Petree.

periculosa

amicitiae

libertai.^

Dockwra.

—

Fides culpari metuens. Yeldham.
Fide sed cui vide. Astlcy, Barker, Beaumont, Coyney, Greenford, Holme, LangStapyltOD,
Reynolds, Stapleton,
ley,
Studdy, Watts.

—

—
—
—
—
—

Fide sed vide. Petrie.
Fides et amor. Graham.
Fides et justitia. Webster.
Fides et libertas. Dickson.
Fides in adversis. Wolf, Woolfe.

—

Aries.
F'ides niihi panoplia.
Fides non timet.— Moran, Rice, Rise,
Taylor.
Fides nudaque Veritas. Lushington.
Scott, Campbell.
F'ides probata coronat.
Webster.
F'idcs puritas.
Fides servata secundat. Napier, Stirling.
Fides Stephani. Stephene.
Fides suBlcit. Halkett.
Fido Deo et ipse. Gibboni.

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—
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Pi— Ga
—

rido non tinieo. Hermon.
FiJucia civat firtcm. InKoldsljy.
Leith.
Fidus ad extrcmum.
Fidus ad tinera. Jenkins.
Fidus amicus. Campbell.
Fidus contido. Pack.
Fidus Deo et icEi. Bary, De.
Fidus et audax. GroKan-Morgan, O'Callaghan, Slartc, Morgan.
Fidus et foitis. Scott.
Fidus et sua vis. Emery.
Fidus in arcanis. Stevenson.
Fiel pero desdichado.— Churchill.
Fier et sage. Bradford.
Fier sans tache. Goff.

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—

—

Fight.— Ashe,

—

Sinclair, St. Clair.

—

Forte scutum ealus ducum.
Fortescoe.
Fortes fortuna juvat.
Blennerhassett,
Bloomfield, Dickson, Dixon, Strange,
Wylie.
Fortet loyal. Danvers, Selby.
Fort Fahren und Verharren. Nicholl.

—

—

Forti et

—
— Baskcomb,

nihil difficile.

fideli

Deane, Morgan, McCarthy, O'Keefe.

—
Forti non ignavo. — Lyell.
Fortior qui se vincit. — Madden.
Fortior quo
— Buchan.
Fortiorum fortia facta. — Starke, Stork.
Fortis atque
—Savage.
Fortis cadere cedere non potest. —

Forti favet ccElum.
Oswald.
Forti nihil difficile.—-Disraeli.

raitior.

fidelis.

Hackett,HaTgreaTes,Lighton,MacEgan,
O'Reilly, Uiley, Yonge.

—

Fortitudine et sapientia. Fox.
Fortitudine vincit. Doyle.
Fortiludo.— Clark.
et
fidelitas.
Dumbarton
Fortitudo

—

—

(Burgh

of).

Fortitudo

et

justicia

Invictae

McGuire.

—

sunt.

—

Fortitudo et prudentia. Egan.
munerata.
Fortitudo fidelis Uonore
Russell.

—

dum juncta. Hay.
Fortuna audaces juvat. Cregoe.
Fortuna audaces juvat timidosque
Fortius

pellit.

—

— Cregoe.
—

rc-

Gow-Steuart.
Firin.
Firm.— Kirby. Steuart, Dalrymple, Eeid,
Wall, Walsh.
Firma durant. Leslie.
Firma et ardua. Mackenzie.
Firm and faithful. Cassidy.
Firma nobis fides. Vilant.
Firm as a rock.— Tarpey.

Fortis et audax.

Firma spe. Leslie.
Firme dum fide. Heigine.
Firm in my trust. Glyn.

Murphy), O'Murphy.
Fortis et lenis. Curry.

Fortuna comes. Ferguson.
Fortuna et honos ab alto. Rydoo.
Fortuna et labore. Syme.
Fortuna faveat. O'Flaherty.
Fortuna favente.— Falkiner, Pudscy.
Fortuna favet. Whyte.
Fortuna favet fortibus.—O'Flaherty.
Fortuna juvat. M'Andrew.
Hunter,
Gordon,
Fortuna sequatur.
Warren.
Fortuna sequitur. Dickinson.
Fortuna vectem sequitur. WightFortuna viam ducit. Hassard.
Fortuna virtute. Eeath.
Fortune de guerre. Chute.
Fortune helps the forward. Carmichael.
Fortune le veut. Chaytor, Morin.

Fortis et placabilis.

Forward.—Currel, Douglas, Ker, Ogilvy,

Fight and faith.— St. Clair.

—
Fingit premendo. — Cutliffe.
coronat
opus. — Baker,
Finis
Bazley, Finnis.
Finis dat esse. — Brograve.

respice.
Bazley, Blifch, Brooks,
Curling, Hoskins, Laslett, I'attinson.

Finem

Barnet,

—
—
—
—

—

—
—
Firmior qui paratior. — Dunbar.
Firmitas et sanitas. — Griffiths.
Firmitas in coelo. — Macnamara, St. George,
Owen.
—Newman.
Firmiter ct
Firmiter maneo. — Lindsay.
Firmura in vita nihil. — Dolphin, Bunbury.
Firmus in Christo. — Firman.
fideliter.

—
—

Firmus in firmis. Kichardson.
Firmus maneo. Brcek, Lindsay.

—
—
—Skirving.
Fit via
— Campbell, Way.
Fixus adversa sperno. — Hamerton.
— OFogarty.
Fleadh agus
Flectar non frangar. — Garneys.
Flectas non franges. — Hoole.
Flecti non frangi. — Carroll, Houldsworth,
Hemcry, Temple.
Floreat majestas. — Brown, Morison.
Floreat semper fidehs civitas. — Worcester
(City
Floreat qui laborat. — Eoss.

Firm, vigilant, active. Pennington.
Fisus et fidus et regia duxit. Erskiue.
Fit inde firmior.
vi.

failte.

of).

— Watson.

Florescit vulnere virtus.

— Bisson.

—
—
Fluctuo sed affluo. — Arbuthnot.
Fluminus ritu ferimur. — Rushbrooke.
Flyddlawn Bunydd. — Watkins.
Foi est tout. — Robinson.
Foi, Roi, droit. — Lynes.
Follow me. — Campbell.
Force avec vertu. — Leigh.
Fordwavd. — Balfour.
Foresight
— Lidderdale.

Flores curat Deus. Flower.
Floret virtus vulnerata.
Floyer.

is all.

Forget me not —Campbell.
Forget not.
Campbell, Davys, Ranking.

—

Forma

flos,

fama

flatus.

— Bagshawe.

—

Formosa quae, honesta. Turton.
For my country. Jobling.
For right.— Graham-Stirling, Stirling.
For right and reason. Graham.
For security. Roberton.
For sport.— Clelaud.

—

—

—

Porte en loyaut^.— Dacre.
Forte et fidele.— Ellis, Talbot.
Fortem fors juvat. Menzies.
Fortem posce animum.
Crampton,
Fiennes, Fynney, Philliniore.
Fort en loyallc.
D'Anvers.
Fortes adjuvat inse Dcus. Davenport.

—

—
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—

—

fidus.

non

Fortis esto,
Fortis

—

Florescit.

Moore.
Fortis ceu leo
est

—M'Brayne.
— Wintringhara.
— Barton, Hutchon,

ferox.

Veritas.

Oxford (City

of).

—
—
— Fort.
Fortis et egregius. — Bamber.
Fortis et
— Alen, Bryan,

Fortis et aequus. Douglas, Livingstone.
Fortis et astutus. Pott.

fidelis.

Close,

Delacourt, Douglas, Farmar, Fitzgerald,
Lalor, Nind, Orme, Stenhouse.
Fortis et fidus.

— Maclachlan, McLaughlin,

Thomson.
Fortis

et

—

hospitalis.

O'Morchoe (or

—

—Scott.
—
celer. — McCarthy.

—

—Armit,

Coghlan, Findlay, Finlay, Fletcher, M'Dowell, Middle-

Fortis in arduis.
ton,

Thomson.

—Cantillon.
Fortis non ferox. —
Fortis qui insons. —Stokes.
Fortis qui prudens. —Ormsby, Whitworth.
Fortis qui se vincit. — Thorneycroft.
Fortissima Veritas. — Kirkaldie.
Fortis sub forte fatiscet. — FitzPatrick.
Fortis valore et armis. — Hatch.
Fortiter. — Allen,
Balmanno, Bcaraan,
Fortis in bello.

^Trotter.

Clark,
Clipsham, Culhbert,
Houston, Macalister, M'Lachlan, Warrand, Wight.
Fortiter ac sapienter.
Hordern.
NewcastleFortiter defendit triumphans.
Boswell,

—

upon-Tyne (Town

—

of).

—Yatman.
Fortiter et celeriter. — Mather.
Fortiter et
— Armitage,
Fortiter et aperte.

fideliter.

O'Gara, O'Hart, Permyman, Peperell,
Williams, Wilson.

—Abney.
— AUott, Drake, Eliott,
Fortiter et sapienter ferre. — Porritt.
Fortiter et strenue. — Dempster, M'Lean.
Fortiter et suaviter. — Ogilvie.
—Monck.
Fortiter,
Fortiter gerit crucem. —Allan, Hutchinson,
Lawrence, Tritton.
Fortiter in angustis. — Hartshorn.
Fortiter in
— Wells.
Fortiter in
suaviter in modo. —Johnson.
Fortiter qui
— Hamilton.
Fortiter qui sedulo. — Keith.
Fortiter sed aptc— Falconer.
Fortiter sed suaviter. — Muntz, Lee, WillEher.
Fortiter ubique. — Clerk.
Fortitudinc. — Ad^ir, Barr, Barry, CuningFortiter et honeste.
Fuller,

et recte.

Rankin, Smith.

fideliter, foeliciter.

re.

re,

fide.

hame-Fairlie, Erskine,

Grant, Hobson,

Hoste, Moubray.
Fortitudine crevi. Craven.
Fortitudine et decoro. Ballingall.

—

—
—
—

Fortitudine et fidelitate. Brown, Stuckey.
Fortitudine et labore. Reid.
Fortitudinc
prudcntia.
Campbell,
et

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—
—

Forward ours. Seton.
Forward without fear. Gordon.
Fovendo foveo. Folville.
Foy.

—

—

Sausse.

—
—

Foy en tout. Sutcliffe, Telverton.
Foy est tout. Babington, Grey.
Foy pour devoir. St. Maur, Seymour.

—

—Smith's (Comabjicio ensem. — .\rmitagc.
Fractus pugnatu. — Hansard.
Fragrat delectat et sanat. — Clelland.
Fragrat post funera virtus. — Chiesly.
Francha CallToge. — Godolphin.
Franco leale toge. — Dolphin.
— Cassidy, Collins,
Frangas non
Fractent

fabrillia, fabri.

pany of).
Fractum non

flectes.

Gower, Jones, Kimber, Lloyd, EippoD,
Stanley,

Whimper. Whymper.

—

Frangi non flecti. Owen.
Frango dura patientia. Cooper.
Frapper au but. Gibbs.
Free.

Briggs,

Browne, Deane, Fallon, Guthrie, Jump,

Fortiter

—

—

Stewart, Strachan, Stuart.

Fortis et velox.
Waldron.
Fortis et vigilans. Orr.
Fortis ferox et

—
—

—Scott.

—

—

Free for a blast.— Gierke, Eattray.
Frere ayme frere. Frere.
Fructu arbor cognoscitur. Purton.
Fructu cognoscitur arbor. Wood,

—

—
—
MarFructum habct charitas. — Buckston.
— Bushby.
Fructu non
Fructus per fidem. — Fructuozo.
Fugitc fures omnes. —Johuson.
Fugit hora. — Forbes.
Fugit irrevocabile tempus. — Shadfortli,
tin.

foliis.

Tilson.

—

Bruce, Cartwright, CummingBruce, Fogo, Kennedy, O'Beirne, Prycc,
Symons, Were, Wright.
Fuimus et sub Deo erimus. Coham.

Fuimus.

Fulcrum
Fulget.

dignitatis virtus.

— Belsches.
—

Fulget virtus. Bell.
Fulget virtus intaminata.

—
—Bull.

—Belsches.
—Hodges.

Fundamentum gloriae humilitas.
Furor arma ministrat. Baynes.

—
—

Furth and fear nocht. Farside.
FurtU fortune and fill the fetters.
Murray, Aynsley, Stewart,
Futuri cautus.

— Raikes.

—

—

Fy ngobaith sydd yn Nuw. Came.
Fy Nuw a Chymru. Philipps, Walters.

—

Garde bica.— Carrick.

—

—

.

—

Ga—Ho

MOTTOES.
Carde
Garde

Ta croix.
la foi.

— TiVarJ.

God the only

—Edwardcs,

pany

Poulett.

Gogoniant yr clethaf (Glory

gotnerie.

—

—Gwyn.

—
— StirlinR.
— Drummond.

warily.

—

Coopers (Company of,
London).
Gaudeo. Brown, Browne.

—

Gauftet in luce Veritas.
Moilliet.
Gaudet luce videri. Galton.
Gauilet
patientia
duris.
Grimond,

—

—

O'.Mallun.

— Lepg.
— Edmonstone.
Gearaigh agus dogh buadh. — O'JIulloy.
timet. — Dunphy.
Gcnerosa virtus
Generositate. — Nicholson.
Gaudet tentamine

virtus.

Gauge and measure.

niliil

—

Oenerosus et animosus. Glennon.
Generosus et paratus. Harwood.
Generosus nascitur non fit. Wharton.

—

—

— Falconberg.
Gesta prsevenient
— Eckley.
Gesta verbis pnevenient. — Harcourt,
Germana

fides

candorque.
verbis.

Woodcock.
CioUa ar a-namhuid a-bn. O'Donovan.
Give and forgive. Andrew.
Give thanks to God.
Girdlers Company.
Give the thanks that are due. Ward.

—

—

—

—

— Garstin.
Gladium musarum nutrix. — Mill.
Gloria calcar habet. — Knight.
Gloria Deo. — Henn, Challen.
Gladio et virtute.

—
—

Deo in excelsis. Lekc.
Deo in profundis. Wliallcy.
sat Deus unus.
Weston.
finis.

—
Grove.
—Murray.
lunbra. — Elcrs,' Paken-

— Brooke,

non pracda.
virtutis

ham.
Go and do thou likewise.

— Colston.

God can

raise to Abraham children of
Paviours (Company of).
carryeth for us. Mitford.
Goddes grace governe Gamcys. Gamcys.
Cod fcedeth ye land. Leyland.
God feeds the crows. Crawfurd.
God for us. Gordon, Douglas.
God friend. Godfrey.
God give grace. Tait.
God gives increase. Balfour.
God grant grate. Grocers (Company of,

—

—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—
—

pany oO.

unity.

—Wheelwrights

(Com-

—

Cod guide all. Leslie.
God in hi.i least creatures. — Silk Throwers,
(Company of).
God is cortues. — Bull,
God is love. — Wesley.
God is my defender.— Dalton, Breame.

my help. — Hadley.
God is my safety. — Craw.
God is my nhield. — Rosborough.
is

—

God is our strcnglh.
Ironmongers
(Company of, London).
God me guide.— Crichton.
God my trust. — Mason.
God Bcnd grace. —Crichton.
God chaw ihe right. — Edmonntone.
God's providence
Barry, Uoyle.
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is

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

Gratias Deo agere. Sidney.
Graiior est a rege pio. Gibbons.
Gratis a Deo data. Skene.
Gratitude. Bigland, Gigger.
Gratitude and loyalty. Nagle.
Graves disce mores. Graves.
Gravis dum suavis. Graves.
Grind well. Marblers (Company of).
Gripe, griffin, hold fast. Trafford.
Grip fust. Leslie, Forbes.
Guard yourself. Middleton.
Gubernat navem Deus. Leckey.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
Gun eagal. —M'Nab.
Gweithred a ddengys. — Ellis.
GwcU Angau na Chwilydd. —Morris.
Gwell angau na gwarth. — Fenton.
Gwell angau na cywilydd.— Maekworth.
Gwell angau na chywilydd. — IJassett.
Gwoll angau neu cywilydd. — Lloyd.
Gwillim.^Hatton.
Gwir yn erbyn y byd. —^Truscott.
Gwna a ddyled doed a ddel. —James.
Gwyr yn erbyn y byd. —Gay.
Habent sua sidera reges. — Samuel, DeVahl-Samne).
Habere et dispertire. — Bath, Heathcote.
Habet et suam. — Seton.

my

inheritance.

— Crawfurd, Gallightly,

Gellatly.

Had on and

win.

— Hadwen.
—

—

—

Castle.

manus pro

passa.

Haec

patriae

— O'Neill.

manus pro

passa.

patria

pugando vulnera
pugnando vulnera

— Gcalagh.

—

la

tide

ha perso I'honore.

—
—

(Company

—

of).

Hinc usque supcrna venabor.

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—

Hoc majorum opus. Elliott.
Hoc mnjorum virtus. Logan.
Hoc opus. Dee.
Hoc securior. Greive, Grierson.
Hoc virtutis opus. — Collison, Lytton.

—

—

—

Hodie non eras. Mostyn.
Hold fast. Ancram, Annesley, Dowine,

—

Maclcod,

St.

—

—

—

—

Heart in hand. Matheson.
Heaven's light our guide.

—

Homo
Homo

of>.

—

—

homini lupus. Wolseley.
sum. Homan.
Honesta bona. Edgell.

—

—

—

—

Honestas. Paget.
Honestas et Veritas.

— Kemp.
— Go£f,

politia.

Granger,

— I.aing.
Iloneste audax. — Parkyns, WoUcy.
Iloncste parta. — Whyte.
Honeste vivo. — Craigie, Halkett, Pilmure.
good policie. — Thomson.
Iloncstie
— Raikes.
Honcstum pr.neferrc
— Emline.
Ilonestum practulit
is

utili.

utili.

—

Honcstum pro partia. Hamilton.
Honestum ulili patria.— Hamborough

— Mussell)urgh (Town

of).

policy.— Thonia.-,

Honesty

Pcakc,

Thomson.
Honi soil qui mal y pcnsc.— Order
Garter.

Price.

Heb Dduw heb ddim, Duw a

—Saddlers (Company

Hold firm.— Fiott.

of the

Star of India.

Dduw hcb Ddlm. —Jones,

Somerville,

Holme semper viret. — Holme.
Home. Girvan.
Hominen te erse memento. Wybergh.

Honesty.

— Order

Smith,

Stilwell.

Iloncste.

—

—

—
—

Owen,

Have at all. Drummond.
Have at you. Grant.
Have faith in Christ. CIcndonwyn.
Have mercy on us, good Lord. Sitlington.
Have patience and endure. Bushton.
Hazard warily. Seton.
Hazard zct forward. Seton.

—

—

Murray.
His calcabo gentes. Colclough.
His nitimur et muniiniir. Maconochie.
His parva crescunt. Hy.slop.
His Regi servitium. Neilson.
His securitas. Barton.
History cannot be destroyed by time.
Conroy.
His vinces. MacDonnell.
Hoc age. Browne, Metge, Naylor, Pigott.
Hoc ardua vincere docet. Winchester.
Hoc in loco Deus rupes. Hockin.

Honestas optima

facile.

inferiora sccutus.

—

—
—

—

—

ullis

Heb

tibi.

Hinc honor et salus. Lindsay.
Hinc illuminabimur.^Oliphaut.
Hinc incrementum. Hay.
Hinc nihil salus. Peverell, Spalding.
Hinc odorets.anitas. Liddell.
Hinc origo. Balnaves.
Hinc orior. Hamilton, Paterson, Ste'iartHinc spes effulget. Aberdour Innholders

Honesta peto.— Oliphant.
Honesta quain magna. Walker.
Honesta quam 6plendida.-r-Barrington,
Chritchley, Kennctt.

—Wettenhall.
—Gerard.
Ilaud
labcntia vcntis. — Irvine.
Haut et bon. —
Lcger.

Haud
Haud

fides

—

omnia transeunt.

persa
Lewis.

nid sicr sacth. (Without
help from above, the arrow flics in vain).

— Jones.
Help. — Foundling Hospital.
Henricus a Henrico. — FitzHenry.
He who looks at Martin's ape, Martin's
ape shall look at him. — Martin.
Hie
et robur. —Stirling.
Hie fructus virtutis. — Waller.
Hie hodie eras urna. — Fletcher.
Hie labor. — Dee.
Hie murus aheneus. — Annesley.
Hie tutus nutrior. — Scott.
Higher. — Galloway
Hinc delectatio. — Forbes.
Hinc decus inde tegmen. — Graham.
Hinc fortior et clarior. — Martin.
Hinc ducitur honos. — Nisbet.
Hinc gerbse nostra;. — Gumming.
Hinc liabeo non
—Newton.
Hinc honor et opes. — Hay.

Honestae gloria fax mentis. Pilkington.
Honest and fast. Anderson.

— Bourne.
ornant. — Scrugall.
praestet militia. — Banncrman.
tcndimusomnes. — Paterson.
Hallelujah. — Aylmer.
Ha:c
Haec
Haec
Haec

liams.

Heb nevol nerth

Hold fast, sit sure.

Ramsey.
Ha;c ininiica tyrannis. Riversdaje.
HjEc manus inimica tyrannis. Leigh.
Haec manus ob patriam. Shuckburgh,

Haec

Meredith, Morgan, Mostyn, Parry, Wil-

Leslie,

Haec dcxtra vindex principis et patriae.

Ha

London).

Cod grant

Holmes.
Grata quies. Vansittart.
Grata manu.— Call.
Grata sume manu. Brisco, Winnington.

Hactenus invictus.

Company.
stones.

—
— Anderson, Hopwood.
Gradatim plena. — Burnside Gordon.
Gradatim vincimus. — Curtis, Duke.
Gradu divcrso via una. — Calthorpe,
Gough.
Grandescunt
aucta
labore, — A'Court,

Hab shar.— Uiddell.

God and my conscience. — Roberts.
God be in my bede. — Bcedham.
God be my guide. — Blair. Butler.
God be our friend. —Staple Merchants.
God be our guide. — Russia Merchants

God

—

Gradatim.

forward.

—

to the sword).

Gough
Go on, and take care. —Thompson.
Go through. Brenton.
Grace me guide. — Forbes, Pownall.
Gooj erat.

Mont

—
—

Gaude Maria Virgo.

Go<l

of).

le

Gardez la foi. Edwardes.
Gardez le capron. HoUfst.
Gardez Thonneur. Hanmer.
Gare la bete. Garbett.

Gloria
Gloria
Gloria
Gloria
Gloria
Gloria

(Com-

God with my right. —Buchanan, Bryson.
Gofal Dyn Duw ai gwerid. — Parry.

— Rich.

—Slator.
Roy.— Lane.
ta bien aim^. —Maze.
Gardez. — Cave.
Gardez bien. — LieTre, Woodward,

Gang
Gang

—Founders

la loi.

<larde la foy.

Garde
Garde
Garde

founder.

digon.

Beynon, Duvies, Evans, Hughes, Lloyd,

is

the

best

—
—

of the

Honneur me guide. Lousada, Lusada.
Uonaeur pour objct. Pago.

—

Ho—In

MOTTOES.

—

Honneur sans repos. Montgomery.
Atthill,
me
lionorabo.
Ilonorantcs
Hastings, Maunscll,
Honorat mors. lirogfr.
Honor Deo. Loudon (Mercers Company

—

—

—

of).

—
—
—
—
—

Honore et amorc. Grantham, Kicharils.
Honore et aniiis. Campbell.
Honor et fides. Sears.
Honor et lionestas. Tremayne.
Honor et Veritas. W.iller.
virtus.
et
Atkins,
Grogan,
Honor

—

MoDerniott, Morgan.

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

Honor
Honor

virtutis.

— Curdon.

premium.

virtutis

Hickie,

— Goldney,
MacDermot,

Janns,

Hole,

Norman, Palmer, Shirley, Wright.
Honor virtutis pretiura. Mills.
Honor virtus probitas. Barrett.
Honos alit artes. Grcenhill.
Honos cui honos. Brooke.
Honos fidelitatispraemium. Irby.
}Ionos industriae premium. King-.
Honos praemium industrijE. Houldsworth.
Honos virtutis satcllcs.^Baker.
Hope for the best. Sisson.
Hope in God. Harkness.
Hope me encourajjeth. Bushe.
Hope well and have well. Bower.
Hora e seinpre. Denys, Farmar, Fermor.
Hos gloria reddit honores. Drummond.

—

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—

invidia.— Amy,

honori

Hostis

Patlison, Sherard,

Dickens,

Wcgg.

—Towns—Greaves.
Humani nihil alienum. — Hanrott, Purcell.
Humilitatc. — Carlyle.
Hunter blow the hoin. — Forrester.
Hyeme exsuperata.^Wrangham.
Hyeme viresco. —Strode.
abyde my tyme. — Pennefather.
Huic

incrementa

generi
hcnd.

fides.

Huic habeo, nontibi.

I

I

I

am lone. — Lone.
am ready.— Fairlie,

I bear in
I bide

my

Fraser.

mind.— Campbell.

— Hastings.
— Maxwell.

time.

1 bide ye fair.

— Gordon.
— Nisbet.
I byde
I byde my time. — Gordon.
— Campbell.
I byde my
Ich Dien. — Prince of Wales.
I byde.

it.

tyiiie.

I dare.— Dalyell, Dalzell.
Iddow BOr diolch. (To God be thanks).—

Lloyd.

—
I die for those
love. — Stacpoole.
I forget not. — Campbell.
Igne constricto vita secura. — Davy.
Igne et ferris viciinus. — Hoddcr.
1 hope. — Gordon, Joynl.
I hope in God. — Macnaghten, M'Brayne,
Niven.
I hope to share. — Biddell.
hope to speed. — Cathcart, Gilchrist.
I keep traist. — Forbes.
buon tempo verra. — Jennings.
Hias in nuce. — Ogden.
I live in hope. — Kinnear.
111x50 lumine solem.— Kibble.
be wary. — Lawric.
byde Broad Albine. — Maxwell.
deceive no man. — Hamilton.
defend. — Kincaid, Lennox.
vineit ego mereo. — Sinclair.
hope and not rue. — OlipUant.

I

Dduw

Thomas.
want.— Cranstoun.

bo'r diolch.

I desire not to

I

I

II

I'll
I'll
I'll
I'll

Illo
I'll
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—

stand sure. Grant.
Illumino. Farquharson.
lUustrans commoda vitre.
tion of Great Britain.
II suffit.
Darker.
II tempo passa.
Boynton.
I'll

—

In Deo omnia.— TIaxley.
In Deo robur meus. .Vrnvstion^.

—Eoyal Institu-

I

I
I

I

In
In
In

—
make sure. — Kirki)atriclc.
mak sicker. — Kirkp:\trick.
mean no harm. — Gairiiiicr.
mean

— Callander,

well.

In

Mackenzie,

Shaw, Stewart.

— Child, Plcydell.
— Codrington.
Immeritas tcmnere minas. — Thores.
Immortalia spero.— Tytler.
Immutabile, durabile. — Itolland.
Impavide.— Cabbell.
Impavido pectorc. — Murchi^on.
Imitari

quam

Impavidum

invidere.

vera virtus.

fcriunt ruinae.

—

—I'crring.

— .\rthur.
Imperat sequor. — Monypcnny.
Imperio. — Murray.
Imperio regit unus aequo. — Gunning.
Impero. — Murray, Stewart.
Impiger et fldus. — Constable.
Impromptu. — Trotter.
In adversis etiam
—Dandridge.
In altum. — Alstone, Alston.
In arce salus. — Copeman.
In ardua. — Hoare.
In ardua nitor. — Kilkerston.
In ardua petit. — Malcolm.
In ardua tcndit. — M'Callum.
In ardua virtus. — Leatlics, Wolstenholme.
— Fordyce.
In arduis
In arduis fortitudo. — Hamilton.
In bello invictus in amore probus. — Steele.
In caligine lucet. — Baillie.
In candore decus.— Chadwick.
In Canopo ut ad Canopum. — Louis.
Incepta persequor. — Wilkinson.
In Christo salus. — Abernethy.
Incidendo sano. — Kincaid.
Inclyta virtus. — Kean.
Inclytus virtute. — O'Cahan.
In coelo quies. — Bewicke, Dolphin.
In coelo spero. — Miller.
— Micklecoelo
spes mea
In

—

Deo salus. Bestick.
Deo salutem. Scobell.
Deo sola salus. Grundy.
Deo solo robor. Harris.
Deo solo solus est. Sparrow.
Deo solo spes mea. Kay.
D20 spero. Dalby, Saumarez, Webster.
Deo spes mea. Conran.

In
In

—

Immersabilis est

Honore et virtute. Gillbanlis, McDermot.
Honor pietas. Waters.
Honor post I'linera vivit. Broadley.
Honor potestatc lionorantis. Kynaston.
Honor proliataque virtus. FitzGerald,
MacDermot.
Honor rewards industry. Gardiner.
Honor sequitur fusicntem. Chichester.
Honor virtutem coronat. Davies.

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

Inde spes. Moncrciff.
Indignante
invidia florebit
Indolicis

pauperiem

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

Adams,

Industria.

Limgholme,

Brigham,

Law-

rence, Mallet, Milnes, Renny-Tailyour,
Kudd, Tailyour.

—

In cruce spero. Barclay, Ewart.
In cruce triumphans. Raffles.
In cruce victoria. Snell.
In cruce vincam. Oldtield.
In cruce vinco. Copley.
In crucifixa gloria mea. KnatchbuU.
In defence. Williamson.
In defiance. M'Braire.
In Deo confido. De St. Croix, Kirkman,
Lawford, Lc Gros, Moor, Moore, Morison,
MGill, Richai ds, Tovy, Walker.
In Deo confitcor. Lodder.
In Deo et in ipso confido. Richardson.
In Deo fides. Brady, Medley, Plucknett,
Smith.
In Deo manuque fides. Mackesy.
In Deo mea spes. Hesketh.
In Deo nostra spes est.— Rocke.

—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mer-

fides.

— Calrow.Crierie, Fettes, Fiddcs,

Peel, Ogilvy.

ditat.— Don, Beath, Sydscrf,
Vandcrplank, Wauchope, Waugh.

Industria

— Leechman, Thomson.
—
—
—
Industria et spc. — Fenouillet, Warden.
Industria evchit. — Warrender.
Industria permanente. — Xeave.
Industria Veritas et hospitalitas. — Harris.
Industria virtus et fortitudo. —Smellie.
Industry and liberality. —Jejcebhoy.
Inebranlable — Acland.
— Maule.
Inest dementia
Inevitabile fatum. — Kramer.
Inexpugnabiiis. — Penman.
bello fortis — Bagwell,
In
et in
O'Carroll.
Infirmis opitularc. — TCildahl.
Ingenio ac labore. — Kerr.
Ingenium vires superat. — Alexander.
Ingenuas suscipit artes. — Long.
— Fraser.
In God
my trust. — Gralinm,
In God
munus.

Industriae

Industria et labore. M'Guffock.
Industria et perseverantia. Cowper.
Industria et probitate. Margerison.

forti.

.

fide

is all.

is

all

Pewterers (Company
In God is all our hope.

pany

thwayt..

— Bristol

—Cockbum.
— Rcynell.

Indubitata

Inconcussa virtus. Lane-Fox.
In constantia decus. Coppard.
In copia cautus. Dod, Hopley.
In corda inimicorum Regis. Forstall.
Jones, Taylor, WhitIncorrupta fides.
more.
nudaquo
Veritas.
fides
Incorrupta
Waskctt, Forde.
Incrementum dat Dens. Moseley.
In cruce fides. Rudge.
In cruce glorier. Pye.
In cruce glorior. Cliffc.
In cruce lacrymis spes est. Hincks.
In cruce mea fides. Bellairs.
Abercromby, Adam,
In cruce salus.

pati.

—

In dubiis constans.

est.

—

chants Adventurers.
In Domino et non in arcu sperabo.
Molony.
Ashton,
In Domino confido. Asheton,
Cahill, Elmhurst, Erskine, Key, Knyftoii,
Willyams.

Impelle obstantia.

fortis.

Justus.

Crosbie.

Impendam expendar. — Byrkett.

fide.

—

—

—

In
In

In God

of).

—Plumbers
trust — Brewers,

of).

our
pany of and Corporation

and

is

all

(Company

Tilers

(Com(Com-

of), Bricklayi-r.'s

of),

Gateshead

Bricklayers and Pewterers.
In God I trust. Fraser.
Ingratis servire nefas. Martin.
In heaven is all my trust. Ambrose.
In hoc plenius redibo. MinshuU.
In hoc signo. Woodhouse, Wodehousc.
In hoc signo spes mea. TaalTe.
In hoc signo vinces. Aiscough, Barreaii,
Bowen, Bourke, Burke, Colvin, Gore

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

Booth, Gore, Ironside, MacAdam, JluNewling, O'Donnell, Pontifc.\,
loek,
Stanhope, Tailyour, Taylor.
In hoc spes mea. Gordon.
In hoc vince. Barclay.

—
—
In hoc vinces. — Cross.

Initium sapientiae, est timor Domini.
Martin.
In Jehovah tides mea. Brailsford.
Injussi vircscunt.

In
In
In
In

In
In
In

In

—
— Greenfield.
— Gilmour.

limine amlnUo.

—

Semple.
lumine luce. Makins.
lumine luceam. Thompson.
malos cornu. Dadley.
medio tutissimus. Clarke, Smith.
Durand.
misericordia Dei confido.
moderation placing all my glorj.— Fitz

loyalty.

Hugh.
In morte quies

—
—
—

—

—

—

Gust.
Inmultis, in magnis, in bonis expcrtus.—

Bowes.
Innixus vero validus. Lyon.
Innocens non timidus. Kowo.

—

—

——

—

Innocent and true. Arbnthnot.
Innocent courageous activity. White.
Innocentia quamvis in agro sanguinis.

—

Lowe.
Innocue ac provide. Arbutlinot.
In officio impavidus. Falshaw.
In omnes casus. Walker.
In omnia paratus. Prittie.
In .jmnia piomptus. Donaldson, Eac,
Keay.

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
In pace ut sapiens.— Sloper.
In Papam cornua tendo. — Aston.
In patriam popuiumque. — Westminster
Scliool.
In pede fausto. — Rutherford.
In periculis audax. — Maher.
In portu quies. — Londonderry Port and

Inopcm me copia fecit. Bell.
Inopinum sed gratum. Worttiington.

Harbour Commissioners, Watkins, Wilbraham.

—

In prctium persevero. Jenner.
In promptu. Trotter.
In prosperis time in adversis

—

Gabriel.

spera.

—
—
—
—
—

Iq rebus arctis. Frye.
In recto decus. Hoseason, Ferrier, Gordon, Scott, Syme.
In robore decus. Clerk.
Bennett.
Irrcvocabilc.
In sanguine vita. Cobbe.

—

In season. WalUiushaw.
In seipso totus teres. Lea, Smith,
luservi

In se

Ceo

teres.

—
— Howard.

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Forsyth.
In sublime.
Insult

I

I

I

It

I

I will.
I
I

I will,

il

—

Intaminatis honoribus. Fitz Herbert.
In te Deus speravi. Browne.
In te, Domine, spes nostra. Gill.
In te Domine speravi. Abbs, Haire,
Lloyd, Lyon, Lyons, Prestwicli, Vale.

—

—
—

In te fido.— M'Larty.
Integer vitae.— Christie.
Integra mens augustissima possessio.
Blayney.
Integritas tuta virus non capit.— HoU.
Integritate et fortitudine. Jones.
Marrable.
Integritate sola.
In the defence of the distressed. AUardice.

—

—

Lord

(Company

—

all

is

our

trust.

— Masons

of).

In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat
tliy

— .Armstrong.
— Armstrong, Heys, Inglis,
Wright,
luvidore sperno. — Coventon, Saunders.
Invidia major. — Drage, Peters.
Invigila sic vinces. — Price.
In virtute et fortuna. — Fraser, Gardner.
Invita fortuna, — Knightley.
Invitis ventis. — Duport.
Invitum sequitur honor. — Chichester.
In well beware. — Wombwell.
Ipse fecit nos. — Eonan.
Iram leonis noli timere. — Long.
renew ray age. — Gartshore, Stirling.
rise by industry. — Foulis.
Irrevocabile. — Bruce.
Irrideo tempestatem. — Wood.
ruke while see. — Macleod.
saved the King.— Torrance, Turnbull.
mak sicker. — Kirkpatrick,
Iterum iterumque. — Hoey.
Itur ad astra. — Mulchinock.
Its good to be loun. — Forrester.
shall flourish. — Palmer.
wait my time. — Porteous.
— Davis.
will defend. — Klucaid.
will not forget. — Campbell.
who will not. — Wilson.
J'ai bien servi. — Prevost.
J'ai bon esperance. — Craig.
J'ai la
— Greive.
J'aime jamais. — James.
J'aime la liberie. — Mussenden.
J'aime la mcilleur. — Sinclair.

Invicta Uibore.

Invictus maneo.

clef.

—Reid.

mc not.— M'Kenzie.

In the

—Hereford

I'se

—

Moorside.
In filentio fortitude— Pelham, Thoresby.
Babington.
Insolitos docuere nisus.
In solo Deo salus. Lasccllcs, Sparrow.
Russell.
coclo.
in
qui
degit
In solo regit
Insontes ut columbae. Francis.
Inspcrata floruit.— Cleghorn, Watson.
In spe resto. Wade.
In spe spiro. Tharp.
Wilkinson.
Instiins ac constans.
Instanta perfectus.— Lloyd.
Forsyth -Brown,
ruins.
Instaurator

—

praemium.

fidelitatis

(City of).

I

Aubyn.

St.

Invictae

bread.— Gardeners (Company

ol).

—

In time. Houston.
Intemerata fides.— Aberdeen, Robertson,
Robinson.
Coffin.
In tcmpestate florcsco.
In tenebris lucidior. Inglls.
In tenebris lux. Scort.
Intento in Deum animo. Bosvile.
Intercruccs triumplians in cince. Dalton.
Inter haslas et hoslcs. Powell.

—

—

—

—

—
Intir lachrymas micat. — Blunt.

Jiitcina prtcatant.

—

— Arbuthnot.

Interno robore.— Mytton.
Hopkins.
Inter primos.
Inter utrumque. Connellan.
Inlrcpidus et bcnignue. Maikonnal.
In uprightness God will support us.—
Barrett.

—

Inulilis vis est.

—

—

— Owens.

la at.-aquu iortun;i paralus.
la utroque. Valangc.

—

inii

— Cotton.

J'aime mon Dieu,
Kirwan.
J'aime mon Dieu,
Kirwan.

mon

Eoi, et

ma patrie.

mon

Roi, et

mon pays.

—

Jamai sarriSre. Douglas, Fryer, Gresley.
Jamais chancclant. Le Gallais.
Jamais sans esperance. King.

—

—
— Huxton.
hycms. — Halg.
J 'aspire. — De Vismes.
J'avance. — Bertram, East, Ker.
Jam
Jam

jam.

ma foi tenu i ma puissance.
Je ayme. Lindsay.
Je crains Dieu. Whitehurst,
Jc dis la vcrite
Pcddcr.
Je ferai bien. Butler.
Je garde ma foi. Le Cronicr.
Je garderay. Bridges.
Je gagne. Osborn.
Jehovah. Whetham.

—

—
—

le

fcray durant

.le le ticns.

—

ma

vie.

—Touchet.
—
—

—Fox.

— Fairfax,

Harris.

Je me contcnte. Sparow.
Je me fie en Dieu. Blois, Clive, Windsor.
Je m'en souviendray. Nassau.
Jc meurs pour ccux que j'aime. Patcrson,

—

Winsor.

ne romps.

— Delves.

ii

Je tiendray

ma

puissance par

ma

foi.—

Croker.

—

Je tiens foy. Russell.
Je trouve bien. Warre.
Je veux de bonne guerre.

—

—

Lawlcy,
Tiiompson.
Je veux le droit. Duckett.
Je Vive en espoir.— Rous, Stephens.
Je voil droyt avoyre. Warburton.
Je voys. Jossey.
Join truth with trust. Joiners (Company

—

—

—

—

of).

de ma
West.
Jovir en bien.

Jour

vie.— Erskine,

Sarkville,

—Beckwith.
—
—
—

Jovis omnia plena. Goodden, Griffith.
Jubilee. S tamer.
Jucunditate afficior. Hunter.
Judge nocht. Stewart.
Judge nought.— Erskine, Stewart, Stuart.
Judicium parium. Haines.

—

—

Judicium parium

aut

leges

ten-ae.

—

Raines.

—

Judicium parium aut lex terrae. Pratt.
Juncta arma dccori. M'Gouan.
Juncta virtuti fides. Murray.
Juncti valcmus. Walker.

—
—
—
Juravi et adjuravi. — Moores.
Jure non dono. — Foulkes, Lloyd.
Jus diccre decus. — Plummer.
Jus floreat. —Taylor.
Jus raeum tuebor.'— Reynolds.
Jus suum cuique. — Noel.
Justa sequor. — Keith.
Juste et droit. — Whichcote.
Juste et vray. — Ray.
Justi ceu sidera fulgent. — Sandilands.
Justi terram incolant. — Coningsby.
Justitia. — Nurse, Sibbald.
Justitia; tcnax. — Astley, Lombe, Parke,
Stoddart.
et fortitudo invincibilia sunt.

— Plumbers (Company
— Stuart.
Justitiae soror
—Bruce, Gumming.
Justitia et Veritas. — Lauriston.
Justitia ct virtus. — Charlesworth.
Justitia virtutum rcgina. — London Goldsmiths (Company
Justus et
— D'Alton.
Justum et tenacem. — Colthurst.
Justum ct tenacem propositi. — Holmes.
Justus et propositi tenax. — Howe, Penrice.
0Justus esto et non metue. — Charley, Robson.
Justus propositi tcnax. — Ferrand, Lister
Juvabitur audax. — Buchanan.
Juvant arva parentum. — Cassan.
Juvant aspera fortes. — Stcuart.
Juvant aspera probum. — Sicu.irt.
Juvant Deus iinpigros. — Strachan.
of).

fides.

ofj.

fidelis.

•

Jiivat

dum

—

Layard.
lacerat.— Kragg.

Juvante Deo.

—

—
Jemourrai pour ccux que j'aime. — Coulson.
Je nc cbaflgc q'cn mourunt. — Sulvin,
Wallace.

plie ni

puis.

Justitias propositique tenax.

Jc le vucil, Binct.
Je loue Dieu grace attendnnt.— D'Arcy.
King William HI.;
Je maintiendrai.

—

ne
ne

McGuire.

Jehovah jireh. Grant.
Jchova portio mea. Mercer.
Je

Je
Je
Je
Je
Je
Je
Je

Justitia ct pax.

—
—
—
—
—
—

— Compfon.
— Quain.
n'oublierai jamais. — Ilervey.
n'oublierai pas.— Baldwin, lliddleton.
n'oublieray jamais. — Bathurst.
pense. — Wemyss.
pense plus. — Erskine, Minnoih.
Je rccois pour donnor. — Innes.
J'cspere.— Balston, Hamilton, Swinton.
J'espfere bien. — Carew.
Jesu, estomihi Jesus. — Swale.
Je suis prest. — Fraser.
Je suis pret. — Maxwell, Simpson, Tytler.
Je suis veillant plaire. — Saunderson.
Jesus hominum salvator. — Legat.
Jesus seul bon etbel. — Breary.
Je ne cherche qu ung.

Justitia

transit

J'ay

—

In— Ke

MOTTOES.
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Ingham, Rawson.
In via lecta celeriter. — Kay.
In via virtuti pervia. — Hamilton.
Invia virtuti via nulla. — Scton.

In utroque fidelis. Gary, Nash.
In utroque paratus. Wylie.
In utrumque paratus. Caldecott, Deacon,
Knollys, Lawford, Mackenzie, Murray.
Inveniam aut faciera. Delmege.
In veritate triumpho. Biddulph, Salusbury.
In Veritas victoria. Blyth.
In veritate victoria. Akroyd, Hastings,

I

et laetare.

Insiste firmiter.

—

Karcnza wheclas Karcnza.— Folwhcle.
Keep fast. Leslie.
Keep traist. Hepburn.
Keep tryst and trust. Millar.
Keep tryst.— Hepburn, Scmpill.

—
—

—

s

——

—

Ke—Ma
— Bryden.
Khelat.— Willshire.
Kind heart. — Duff.

MOTTOES.
—
—
Le Maitre vient. — Peek.
Le mieulx que je puis. — Cheney.

bellement. Trosham.
Le jour viendra. Lambton.

—

Kymmer-yn-Edeirnion.

Hutrhcs.
Kepe. K;iye.

Kynd Kynn Kaawne

—

—

—

—

—
—

Labitur et labetur.— Piatt.
La bondad para la medra. Lennard.
La bonte de Dieu. D'Olier.
Labora. Mackie.
Laboranti palma. Hay.

—
—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
Nichols.
Labore omnia florent. —Drinkwater,
—

—

—
—
—
—
La
me guide. —Deane.
La fortune passe par tout. —EoUo.
Laidir
lear Righ. — O'Learie.
Laimh deargh aboo. — Magawley-Cerati.
Lamh dearg eirin. — Donnelly, O'Donnelly.
La Libert^. —Ackers.
La
veut, et moi ni mot. —Lennard.
Lamb dearg Eirinn. —O'Neill.
foi

ise

loi le

Lamh foisdineach an noechter. —Sullivan.
Lamh foistenach abu. — O'Sullivan Mor.
Lamh laidir abuagh. —MacCarthy.
Lamh laidir an nachtar. — Brien.
L'Antiquite ne peut pas I'abolir.

La

paix.

— Lendrum.

—Mahony.
—

que I'argent. Raven.
Laudari a laudato.— Hammick.
Laudcs cano heroum. Daile.
Laudo manentem. Grove.
Lauro resurgo. Lor.iin.
Lauro scutoque resurpo. Losainc.
Laurus crescit in arduis. Rainier.
Laus Deo. Arbuthuot, Lusk.
Laus virtutis actio. Rawson.
tCte plus

—

—

La vertue

—

—

—
—

—

est la seule noblesse.

—Brown,

North.
vertue surmoate tout obstacle.
Rowley.
La vie durante. Cornewall, Legh.
La vita il fin e'l di loda la sera. Le

La

—

—

Couteiir.

—

Lead on. Ilotham.
Le bon temps viendra.

—

Burgess. FarringHarcourt, Wilson, Wrey.
Le croix de hors mais pais dedans. Surton, Griffith,

—

dcvile.

—

Legale judicium parium. ^Yates.
Benson.
Leges arma tenent sanctas.
Leges arma tenent sanctas couimercia
leges.
Benson.
Leges juraque serva.i Grant.
Leges juraque servo. Leigh, Lovibond.
Leges, juraque servat.
Hearae.
Legibus antiquis. I,ci;;h.
Legibus et ariiiis. Gordon.

—

—

—

—
—

1173

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

(Company of). Tobacco fipemakers.
Let Curzon holde what Cuizon helde.
Curzon, Howe.

— La Serre.
—
—
—
(Company
Leve et reluis. — Lawson.
L'eternel rcgne.

Let Glasgow flourish. Glasgow (City of).
Let the deed sliaw. Fleming, Moubray.
Let us love one another. Baskelmakers
of).

Levius fltpatientia.

homme

Libera

— Lamb.

aime son pays.

vrai

— Furlong.

— Homfray.

liberque animus.'*— Frankland, Frecland.
terra,

Liber et audax.

—

— Freeman.

Bailey, Birch, Chatteris, Evans,
Freke, Garland, Lewis.
Libertas in legibus. Best.
Libertas sub rege pio. Addington, Packe.
Libertate quietem. Woodford.
Liberte toute entiere.
Butler-Danvers.
Libertas et natale solum. Adams, Free-

Libertas.

—
—
—

—

—

man, Whitshcd.

— Mac Quay.
—
—
Lighter than air — Ayre.
Lilia candorem pectus Leo nobile mons— Goodwin.
prselucent
— Webber.
Littora speclo. — Hamilton.
sistam.
Hamilton.
Littore
—
Live to
—Dundas.
Lock sicker. — Douglas.
Look and
— Barbe.
Look to the past. — Jones.
Loquendo placet. — Fairfowl.
Lolsgim agus soilleirighim. — Macleo3.
Lord have mercy. — Drummond.
Lord, Let Glasgow flourish. — Glasgow.
Loris non ureris. — Be'lasis.
Lothim agus marbhaim. —O'Halloran.
Love. — M'Cleish.
Love and dread. —Tower, Baker.
Love and loyalty. — Crompton.
Love as bretUren. — Coopers (Company
Licentiam refrcena.

Licet esse beatis. Warde.
Licet ex multo parvum. Samuels.

trat.

Lilise

telis.

live.

live.

Lasair romhuin a buadh.

La

— Conroy.

—

L'csperance me comfort.
Nairn.
L'esperance me comforte.
Berry.
L'esperance me console.
Cardonnell, De.
L'espoir est ma force. Tupper.
Losses dire. Middleton, Wharton.
Let brotherly love continue.
Plaisterers

Liberalitas.

vincit.— Beasley, Beilhy,
Brown, Brown, Burder,Chaplan, Cromie,
Curtler, M'Nair, Waterlow.
La cultc en difficulte. Harrison.
Lxtavi. Jolly.
Lstitia et spe immortalitatis. Shaw.
Lseto acre florent. Ayre.
Laetus serte vives sapienter. Kelt.
La fin couronne les oeuvres. Yarker.

—

—
—

Le roy, la loi. Larcom.
Le roy le veut. Southwell.
L'esperance du salut.
Grabham.

L'

omnia

Labor

—

—

—

—

—

—

Laborant numen adest. Broivnficlcl.
Labora ut in Eeternum vivas. Apreece.
Lahore.— Abbot.
Labore et fide. Pritchard.
Lahore et honore. Hayne, M'Chlery,
Pemberton, Thellusson, Viner.
Labore et ingenio. PicliersgiU.
perseverantia.
Camphell,
Lahore
et
Woods.
Labor et prudentia. Bartolozzi.
Labore ct scientia. Powell, Wylie.
Labor et Veritas. Elliot.
Labore ct virtute. Bates, Pigott.
Labore parta. White.
Labor et industria. Tane.
Labor improbus omnia vincit. Mitchell.
Labor ipsa Toluptas. Paget.
Janvim, King,
Labor ipse voluptas.

—

Loyaute me oblige. ^Willoughby.
Loyaute m'oblige. Bertie.
Loyaute sans tache. Dare.
Loyowf as thow fynds. Tempest.

Leniter sustinco. Sheath.
Le nom, les armes, la loyaute. Newland.
Lente in voto. Thomson.
Lente scd certe.
Slacke.
Lento sed certo et recto gradu. Knowlys.
Lente sed opportune.
Campbell.
Leo de Juda est robur nostrum. Warren.
Le roy et lestat. Ashburnhum.

Labes pejor marte. Durrant.
Labile quod opportunum. Howman.

—

—
—
—

Le jong tyra

K<?ep watch.

St.

of,

London).

spero.

virtus amat.

alto.

vitae.

foi

Magnus Hippocrates

— Cropper,

—
—
—

Love, serve. Cooper.
Loyal Ji niort. Hepworth, Chatterton.
Loyal aumort. Adair, Barnwell, Belcher,
Brounker, Drummond, Laforey, Langton, Loftie, Loftus, Lystor, Robinson.

—
—
—
—

Loyal devoir. Carteret, De Carteret.
Loyaleraent je sers. Norreys.
Loyal en tout. Scale, Wilson, Brown.
Loyal in adversity. Carnegie.
Loyal je serai du-ant ma vie. Stourton.
secret;

Lcyal,

—

confidential.

Lawson.
Loyal unto death. White.
Loyalte me lie. Margisson.

—
Loyaulte me oblige. — Bertie.
Loyaultu mon honneur. — Walker.

—

Loyaulte n'a Uonte.— Clinton.

!

tu nobis

major.—

Dimsdale.

—Bevcrsham.
—Taylor.
— Little, Lyttel.
Malia an toshach. — Toshach.
Maigre I'injustice. — Fiott.
Maintien
droit. — Brydges, Bridges.
Majores sequor. — Hnlyburton.
Major opima ferat. — Moir,
Mujor virtus quam splendor. — Baillie.
Make a clean heart and a cheerful spirit.
— Portman.
Malgrd
— De Hoghton, Hoghton,
James.
Malim esse quam videri. — Macrae.
Malim esse probus quam haberi. — Kennedy.
Mallem mori quam fiedari. — GifTord.
Magna

Blagna

vi sed fideli.

vis veritatis.

Magnum

in parvo.

le

tort.

le

— Gilbert,

Mallem mori quam mutare.
Comyns.
JIalo

quam

mori

foedari.

— Bamewall,

Esmonde,

Ffrench, French,
Harty, Higsinson, Jackson,
O'Mulloy,
Lister,
Menzies,
MuUoy,
Payne, Penleny, Pilor, Ryan, Strode,

Casley,

Love every man, fear no man.
Thornburgh.

Loyal,

—
— Kemp.
—Thompson.
Lucent in tcncbris. — O'Moran.
Luceo non uro. — Mackenzie, MacleoJ,
Smith.
Luceo sed terreo. — Allan.
Lucet. —Scott.
Lucrum Christi mihi. — Forde.
Luctor at emergam. — Maitl.>nd.
Luctor, non mergor. — Glass.
Lumen accipe et imperti. — Hollingsv, orth.
Lumen celeste sequaniur. — Beattie.
Lumen servimus antique. — Redwood.
Lumen umbra Dei. —Glaziers{Company oQ.
Lux Anglis Crux Francis. — Hooper.
Lux et salus. — Brunion.
Lux in tenebris. — FuUarton.
Lux mea Christus. — Newman.
Lux mihi Deus. — Prescott.
Lux mihi laurus. — Chalmers.
Lux omnibus refulgeat.— Smith.
Lux tua, via mea. — Blount.
Lux venit ab
— Dallas, Yorke.
Lux
—Burton.
Mack al sicker. — Almack.
Macte. — Smith.
Macte virtute. — Murray.
Macte virtute esto. — Dixon.
Maeret qui laborat. — Storie.
Ma en Dieu seulement. — Mompesson.
Ma force d'en haul. —Malet, Landon.
Magistratus indicat virum. — Lowthcr.
Magna est Veritas. —Magnay, StiUingflcet,
Varley.
Magna est Veritas et praevalebit. —Bodon.
Magna in parvo. — Congalton.
Magnanimiter crucem sustine. — Kenyon,
Whitney.
Magnanimus esto. — Ingram.
Magnes et adamas. — Rose.
Lucem
Lucem

UinkcU,

Surtees.

—

M.Tlum bono vince. Hay.
Malum bono vincitur. Hay.
Man do it. Edgar.
Mane praedam vesperi spolium. Hurt.
Manent optima cceIo. Miller.
Manet in asternum. Spreull, Warner.
Manco. Gordon.
Manco non fugio. Gordon.
Manners niaketh man. Hood, Wickham,

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

WyUeham.
Manners makyth man.

—

New

College,

Oxford.

Manu forti. — Clinkscales, Mackay, Mackey.
Manus

hocc

inimica tyrannis.

Hemswortb, Manley, Proby.

— Dawson,

—

—

Ma—Ne

MOTTOES.
Uanus

— Loveden,

nardus.

justa

May

—

arte.

et

JIarte

—Marsilen.
— DrummouJ, Jones,
est.

—

Marte et clypeo. Methven.
Harte et irnlustria.— Ogilvy.
Marte etinscnio. Smith, Smythc, Wright.
JIarte et mare faventibus. Morris.
Marte suo tutus. Byres.

—
—
—
Marti et ingcnio. — Smith.
Mavtis non Cupidinis. — FletcUcr.
Mature. — Barttelot.
Mauvais chiens. — Machell.
Maya. — Cameron.
Mca anchora Christus.— Mayor.
Mca anchora virtus. — Richardson.
Mea dos virtus. — De Medewe, Meadows.
Meae memor originis. — Manson.
Mea fides in sapientia. — Fryer.
Mea cloria crux. — Heald.
— Ardagh, Watson, WentMea gloria
fides.

worth, Kavanagh, Gilchrist.
Mean, speak, and doe well. Urqutaart.

—

Mca
Mea

spes in Deo. Miller.
virtute me involvo. Williams.
certum mora cei ta facit. Sibbald.

—
—
Dun.
—
Dunn,
Mecuni habito.
— Busfeild.
Medio tutissima
Mediocria firma. — Grimston,

Lauder,

Lowndes, Stone, Bacon.
Mediocria maxima. Monins.
Mcdiocritcr. Murison, Moir.

—

—

— Smith,

ibis.

— King, Langrishe,

Senior.

—
—

Meditare. Fairlie.
Me duce. Inncs.
Me fortem rcddit Dcus. Scott.
Meliora scquentur.— Kel.sall.
Meliora speranda. Douglas.
Meliora spero sequorque. Kait.
Mcliore fide quam fortuna. Gresley.
Mclitx amor. Uutter.
Me meliora manent. Mossman.
Mtmcnto creatovcm. Keith.
Memento mci. L'Kstrange.
Memento mori. Oumbleton.
Me Minerva lucet. Le JIarchant.

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—
—

—
—Thomson.
— Russell.
Mcmorarc ncvissima. — Hanford.
Memores fecerc mercndo. — Richardson.
Mcmoresto. — Greer, Hutchison, Russell.
Meminissc juvabit.

Memor

amici.

Memor
Memor

esto

majorum.

— Farquharson.

et lidelis.— reachey.
pii

a;tcrna.

Memor

—Tracy.
—
—
—

virtutis avitac.
De Windt,
Mens aequa in arduis. Hasiings.
Mens acqua rebus in arduis. — llardinge.
Mens conscia recti.
Boulton, CoUis,

Jary, Macartney,
Rothwell, Sillifant,
Yorstoun, Watlington.
Mens cujusquc is est quisque. Pepys.
Chrisop,

Phillips,

Flower,

Philips,

—

Mens flecti ne.scia. — Ilulton.
Mens imniola manet. Meldrum.
Mens priKtini mansit. — Popham.
Mens sibi conscia lecli. — De Crcspigny,

—

Wright.
ct lahore.

—
—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
Jlihi cura futuri. — Ongley.
Mihi gravato Deus.— Ridgeway.
Wihi jussa capessere. — Masham.
Mihi parta tueri. — Styleman-Le Strange.
Mihi robori robur. — Cuninghame.
Mihi solicitudo futuri. — Tluickwell.
Jlihi terraque lacusque. — FuUarton.
Mihi
— Pope.
Minatur. — Maturin.
Mind your own business. — Remnant.
Min sicker reag. — Conner.
Mirabile in profundis. — Whalley.
Mirior invictus. — Garvey.
Miserere mei Deus. — Kings of Arms,
Metuo secundis. Uppleby.
Mievlx je sera. Staplelon.
Migro et respicio. Ramsay.
Mihicoelum portus. Bruges, Crawley.
Mihi consulit Deus. Bennett.

tibi.

—

Misericordia tempcret glarlium. Mules.
succurrere
disco.
Miseris
Diamond,

—

Miseris succurro.

— Scott.

— Markham.
— Ord, Wybrants.
Mitis et
Moderata durant. — Bushe, Irvine.
Moderata manent. — Gillespie-Staunton.
Modeste conabor. — Haggard.

modicum. — Williammagnum. — William-

augetur

son.

Modicum modico

erit

— Clarke.
—Monk house.
Mon Dieu est ma roche. — lioche.
Monachus

Mon

ligneis.

mon

Roi,

ct

ma

patrie.

Kirwan.

— Tngleby.
—
Moniti meliora sequamur. — Mahon.
Monitus munitus. — Horn.
Mon privilege et mon devoir. — Shcvill.
Monstrant astra viani. — Oswald.
Monstrant viam. — Oswald.
Monte alto. — Mowat.
Monte do alto. — Atthill.
Mon Tresor. — Montresor.
fingunt lortunam. — Rogcrson.
Mores hoc mutato. — .Moore.
Jloriendo modulor. — Mitchell.
Moriendo vive. — Synmnds.
Muriendo vivo. — YiiUlwin.
Jloricns cano. — Cobbe.
Morions sod inviitus. — Gammell.
Mors airumnarum requies. — lUuuney.
Mors aut vita decora. — Dempster.
Jlors lupi agnisvita. — Ouseley.
Mors meta laborum. — Cromwell.
Mors mihi lucrum. — Lhiellyn.
— Wolseley.
Mors mihi vita
Mors mihi vitaefide. —
Mors omnibus communis. — Luscombe.
Mors potior macuU. — Barker, Chamberlayne.
Mois potius maculil. — Ffrench.
Mon

Borthwick,

manuque

prxsto.

—

— Foulis.

Mentc non marte. Locke.
Mentis honesiac gloria. Gcry.
Mcor ras tha Dew.— Willyains.
Mercy is my desire. WisUart.
Mcrere. Currcr.
Meretqui luborat. Middleton, PccL

droit.

Moneo et munio. — Dalrymple, Horn.
Mone sale. Monscll.

I\Iores

—

—

—

— Currcr.
Merilc/.. — (llminii,

—

Mcrite.

Wright.

uugcniur honoruB.
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— Lacy.

l\Iortale

non opto.

— Dyson.

Mortem aut triuniphuni.— Clifton.
Morten droit. — Drax.
Mos legem regit. — Moslpy.
Moveo et proficior. — Knox, Knox-Brownc.
Moveo et projiiiior. Knox.

—

Mox
Mux

virtute sc lollit ad

ham.

MuUau a boo.— Duinic.

—

Waring.
auras.— Swcttcn-

scRse attolit in auras.

—

—

—

—

side.

Slurus
ley,

aeneus conscientia Sana.
Williamson.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

— Lum-

Miu us aeneus virtus. Walton.
Murus aheneus. Bannatyne, Macleod.
Murus aheneus esto. Reynell.
Mutabimur. Brinkley.
Mutare fidem nescio. Outram.
Blutare non est meum.
Frewen.
Mulare spcrno. Lefroy, Singleton.
Mutare vcl tinicre sperno. Barnes, Somerset,

—

Bythesea.

Mutas ingiorius

artes. (To exercise, xmambitious of glory, the silent arts.}—

Halford.

—Donaldson.
—MacdOQald,
Stcuart.
BIy hope
in God. — Middleton.
My lure truth. — Hawkshaw.
My prince and my country. — Harris.
in God alone. — Clothv.orkers
My trust

My
My

hope
hope

is

constant.

is

constant in thee.

is

is

is

(Company
is

of,

my

Ka fynw Duw

London).
bond. Smallman.

—

—
decus. — Livingstone.
Price.

ni fydd.

— Taylor.

Nativum retinet
Ncc abest jugum. Hay.
Ncc ab oriente nee ab occidcnte.— Jermyn.
Ke cadam in insidias. Cleland.
Ncc arroge nee dubite. — Hurry.
Ncc arrogo nee dubito. Assheton.
Guclphic Order,
Ncc aspera terrent.

—

—

—
—

Johnson.

—

Walrond.
Ncccupias, nee metuas.

salvabor.

Dieu,

—

Nee avarus nee profusus. Bryan.
Nee beneficii immemor nee injuriaB.^

son.

Mcenibus crede

(Victory for the Duns, or
the inliabitants of the hills). Doyne.
Mullach a-bu. O'Doinn.
Mullachara boo. Fitzgerald.
Multa tuli fecique. Arkwright.
Mimiflce et fortiter. Handasyd, Handy-

Natale solum dulce.

Mitis et audax.

Modice

MullacU a boo.

My word

Kllis.

Farquhar, Townsend.

£Ici'itis

Merui. Paterson.
Meruisse manu. Wills.
Messis ab alto. Fishery, Royal Company.
Whittuck.
Me stante virebunt. Tyrwhitt.
Stewart.
Metuenda corolla draconis.

est.

— Lawrence,
ct manu. — Glasfurd.
Mens et manus. — Duiicanson.
Mente manuque. — lionsliaw,
Meiitc

—

fortis.

Sniythe.

Memoria

—

cvenit.

Hodgson, Macmillan. Soltau.

undis.

in

tranquillus

Medio tutissimus

Mentc
Monte

Elphinstonc,

pulchrior

Hynde.

ibis.

Mediis

profundo
Davison.

Iilerses

McGuire, Nevoy, Niven.

Ke

Dunlop,

Merito.—Dclap,
Halliday, Tyler.

Hard.

JIanuque. Josscy.
Mars denique victor

—Yovke.
— Fairbairn.
malis. — Keppel, Tolhurst.
malis sed contra. — Canning.
Ncc cito nectarde, — B^illantine, Marshall.

Ne cede
Nc cede
Ne cede

arduis.

Noc cunctando nee temere agendo.—
Twemlow.
Ncc decrit opera dexlra.— BorthwicU.
Non deficit alter. Algeo, Roddam.
Nee deficit animus. Fccles.
Nee degenero. Joynt, Lane.
Nee elata, nee dejecta. Northmore.
Nee elatus nee dejectus. Fox.
Nee errat nee assat.— Morley.
Nee ferro, nee ignc— M'Kaile.
Nee flatu, nee fluctu.— Edward, Udward.
Nee flectitur ncc mutant. O'Hegarty.
Nee fluctu nee flatu. Burnett.
Ncc habeo, nee carco, nee euro. Long
Bowstring Makers (Company of, Lon-

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

don).

Nee
Ncc
Ncc
Nee
Ncc
Ncc
Nee

—

improvidus. Danskine.
male nolus eques. Southwell.
metuas nee oples. Coddington.
minus fortiter.— Cuthbert.
mons nee subtraliit aer. Forbes.
Law.
ob.scura nee ima.
Kynncrsley,
opi)rimere, necupprimi.

—
—

—

—
—

Sneyd.

—

Nee parvis sisto. De Bathe, De Burgh.
ShipNee placida coutcnta quieta est.

—

Icy.

Ncc placido contcnta quicte est.— Mordaunt.

Ncc precc

neo

prctio.

— Bateman,

Fro-

mantle, Hanbury.
Nee quasrere nee spernere honorcm.—
liougliey, Fletcher, St. John.
Nee rcge, ncc populo.sed utroquc— Bolle^
Wilkinson.
Nee sir.it esse fcros.- Grazebrook, Langliaiu.

——

—

Hatton, Rogers, Saunders, Savile, Sib-

Non cate sed cante. —Gatty.
Non cito nee tarde. — Bannatyne.
Non civium ardor. — Spurgeon, Moore.
Non crux sed lux. — Black, GriffetU.
Non deerit alter aureus. —Dun.
Non decst spes. — Forbes.
Non deficit. — Foulis.
Non deficit alter. — Aljeo, Gregoric,

Ne—No
Nee

nee

sorte

fato.

MOTTOES.

—Brown,

Greig,

thorp,

Rutherford.

—

Kec sperno nee timeo. Ellames.
Nee temere nee liniide. Abbot, Arabin,

—

Aldworth, Bailey, Barne, Barnes, BeadBent, Blair, Blosse, Brideman,
Buckley, Bulkeley, Cradock, Cottrell,
FitzClarence, Forbes, Freeman, Graham,
Guest, Holden, Ludlow, Lynch-Blosse,
Milward, Owen, Rashleigh, Kobarls,
Sandford, Sherburne, Simeon, Travers,
nell,

VVakeman,

Vane,

Trefusis,

Western.

Nee

Walker,

—Ellison.
spernn. — Browne,

te quaesiveris extra.

Cooke,
Jfce timeo nee
Daniell, Greene, Hamilton, O'Connor,
O'SuUivan, Pagan, Eussell, SheppardCotton.
Nee timide nee temere.

—
—

Graham.
Nee triste nee trepide. — Trist.
Nee triste nee trepiduni. Trist.
Kec tumidus nee timidus. Guthrie.
Nee vinee astutia. Maxwell, Waring.
Kec viribus nee numero. Wemyss.
Nee vi standum nee metu. Bawlins.
Nee volenti nee volanti. Westley.

—

—

—
—
—

Ne desit virtus. — Furse,
Ne doubtero.— Slrangways.
Nemo me impune lace.ssit.

— Order

of the Thistle, bond, De Teissier, HoUiashed. Nettles, Poingdestre.

Nemo sibi nascitur. — Scott.
Nemo sine cruce beatus. — Baker, Collier.
Ne nimis altus. — Perkins.
Ne nimium. — Gordon.
Ne ohliviscaris.— Bannei-man, Campbell.
Ne oublie. — Graham, Molr.
Ne oublies. — Grehan.
Ne parcas nee spernas. —Lament.
Ne quid falsi. —Wollaston.
Ne quid nimis. — Cookson, Drinkwater,
Fouler.

—

Nescit abolere vetustas. Oughton.
Nescit amor fines. Scott.
Nescit vox missa reverti. Halsey.

—

—Catsznellage.

—

Ne
Ne

supra.

Ne
Ne

tenta vel perfice. Hill.
Earle,
tentes aut perfice.

supra
Newport.

modum

sapere.

—

te

qusEsiveris

Nassau,

—

Hul.

Ne

—

extra.

—

Faunce,

Costello,

Hewet.

Ne timeas recte faciendo. —Hedderwick.
Numero pondere et mensura. — Hoskyns.
Nunc et olim. — Longeroft.
Ne traverse pas le pont. —Briggs.

—

Never fear. Stewart.
Never give in. Lawrence.
vile.

veils.

Usher, Griffin.

—
—

—

—
—

—

—
—

Nihil
sine
Templcr.
ilihil utile

—

—

labore.

—

Eerry,

quod non honestum.

Moore.
Nihil verius.

Heron, Hill, Horn, Mahomud, Mohamud,
Musgrove, Nevins, Ogilvy, Parry, Shelnierdine, Simpson, Smit, Stone, Tremenheere. Walker, Way, Wedderburn, Williams Worship.
Nil desperandum, auspice Deo. Ander-

—
son.
Nil desperandum crux scutum. — Gregory.
Nil desperandum
—Stewart.
Nil dimidium est.— Hcywood.
Nil dureni volenti. — Arthur, Crawfurd.
Nile sine cruce. — Gully.
Nil extra numerum. — Randall.
Nil fatalia terrent. — Carse.
Nil impossible. — Du Bisson.
Nil indigne. — Wordie.
Nil invita Minerva. — Prime.
Nil magnum nisi bonum.— Cooper.
Nil metuens superavi. — Bushe.
Nil mihi
hyems. — Irvine.
Nil moror ictus.
do not care for blows.)
— Kyrle, Money-Kyrle.
Nil nequit amor. — Eeidheugh.
Nil nisi cruce. — Beresford.
Nil nisi de jure. — Lomax.
Nil nisi honestum. — Philips.
Nil
palria. — Hindmarsh.
Nil
quod honestum. — Leather.
Nil penia sed usus. —Gilmour.
Nil sine causa. — Brown.
Nil sine Deo. —Awdry.
Nil sine labore. — Atkinson, Simpson.
Nil sine magno labore. — Kidd.
Nil sine Numine. — Banner, Weld.
Nil sistere contra. — Nicol.
Nil solidum. — Williams.
Nil timeo. —Steuart, Dnimmond.
Nil temere, neque timore. — Berney.
Nil temere. —Balfour, D'Eyncourt, Tennyson.
Nil temere tenta, nil timide. — Buckle.
Nil timere, nee temere. — Combe.
Nil vcretur Veritas. — Napier.
Niti, facere, experiri.^Caldwell.
Nitimuret munitur. — Wellwood.
Nitor donee supero. — Russell.
Nisi Dominus. — Compton.
Nisi Dominus frustra. — English, Edinburgh (City
Inglis, Rawdon.
Nobilis
—Stewart.
Kobilis est ira leonis. — Buchanan, Inglis,
Piers, Ross.
Nobilitas sola virtus. —^Thackeray.
est.

tollit

(I

nisi

nisi

of),

stemma

character.

Noeentes prosequor. Savary.
Nocet differre puratis. Elliot.
Noctesque
diesque
prajsto.

— Murray,

Nobilitatis virtus, no:i

Cator,

— Beynon,

— Freshtield, Grosvenor.
—
—

Stirling.

—
—

Noctes diesque. Stacy.
Noctes diesque prse$to. Graham-Stirlisg.
Nocte volamus. Eateson, Yarburgh.
Nodo firmo. Harington.
Noli irritare leouem.
Abbs, Cooper,
Foord, Walsh.
Noli irritare leones. Lyons.
Noli mcntiri. Notlcy.

—

—

me

—Weir.
— Carew, FitzGibbon,

— Uowand.
— Gordon.

Nil conscire sibi.— Bullock, Michel, Mills,
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—

—
—

Nomen

extendere

Graham,

—
— Neeld.

factis.

statio fidissima classi.

Queenstown (Town Commissioners

John-

son, Kidd, Rock.

Finch-Ha'iton, Biss,

—

tangere. Wormald,
St. Albino, St. Aubyn.
Nolo servile capistram. Marsh.

Noli

Nomine Regins?

Tail admirari.

Nil arduam.
Nil arduum.

—Baillie.
—Anson, Beevor, Chard,

Chawner, Cookson, Gardiner, Girandot,
Gradwell.
Grisewood,
Hayse, Hay,

.

cyfoeth, ond boddlondeb. (Not wealth
but contentment.) Garnons.
Ni dessus ni dessous. Grove.
Nid meddyg ond meddyg eniad. Pughe.
Nigarurn vestigia premo. Seton.
Nihil amanti durum. Reid, Fearse.
Nihil desperandum. Walley.
Nihil humani alienum. Hutchinson.
Nihil invita Minerva. Ak.ademy of the
Muses.
Nihil obstabit eunti. Arden.
Nihilo nisi cruce. Barbour.
Nihil sine Deo. Peterson.

—

Sanders.
Nil clarius astris.
Nil desperandum,

ira.

—
—Nevill.
Ne
Ne vile fano. — Fane, Stapleton.
— Nevill, Fetherston-Haugh,
Ne vile
Nid

Wegg.

Nil consire sibi, nulla pallescere culpa.

Anderson, Miller,

Non aliunde pendere. —Coke.
Non arte sed marte. — Nasmyth,
Non aspera terrent. —Warren.
Non astutia. —Gordon, Oswald.
Non bos in lingua. — Sanders.
Non cautu sed aclu. —UUliu<in.

of).

Taylor.

Hamilton, Smith, Walwyn.

Non degener.— Kinglake,

Grindlay, Kin-

lock, Webster.

Non desistam. — Row.
Non dormiat qui custodit. —Myers,

Vfas-

kett.

Non dormio. —Maxwell.
Non dormit qui custodit. — Coghiil,
Cramer, Lothian, Shore, Wilson.

—

Non
Non

eget arcu.
Elliot.
eget Mauri jaculis neque arctx.
Waits.
None ia truly great but he that is truly
good. Pack wood.

—

Non
Non

ejet jaculis.

—

— Clark.

est mortalc

quod

opto.

—Brooke, Bur-

nett.

Non est sine pulvere palma. — Yarborouijh.
Non extinguar. — Eraser.
Nou fallo. — Kennedy.
Nen fesimus ipsi. — Duncombe.
Non fluctuo fluctia. — Maitland.
Nod fluctu nee flatu niovetur. — Parker.
Non fraude sed laude. Gordon.
Non generant aquilae columbas.
Rod-

—

—

ney.
Non gladio sed gratia. Charteris.
Non haec sed me. Scrope.

—

—

Non haec sine numine. — Ellis.
Non immemor. — G'aham.
Non immemor beneficii. — Fox, Broadley,

Macdiarmid, Quantock,
inferiora.
Monro.
inferiora secutus.
Buchan, Bromley,
Grant, Hepburn, Skiddie.
Non inferiora sequenda. Butler.

—

Non
Non

—
—
Non invita. —Smith.
Non invita Minerva. — Scott.
Non major
non minor. — Clark.
Non melior patribus. — Hardinge.
Non metus.^Hamilton.
Non mihi commodus uni. — Oswald, Gordon.
Non mihi sed Deo et regi. — Booth,
alio,

Warren.

Non

— Hippisley, Lloyd,

mihi, sed patriae.
Spring.

Non mihi

sed

gloria.— Wilkinson,

tibi

Warren.

Non minima

magus

sed

prosciiUor.

Dobbie.

Non minor
tueri.

est virtus

— Master.

quam

quaerere parta

Non modo sed quomodo. — Ellis.
Non moritur cujus fama vivit.^Congrevc.
Non multa sed multum. — Caswall.
Non mutat genus solum. — Hamilton.
Non nobis. — Woudd.
Non nobis Domine. — Willis.
Non nobis csti. — Gould.
Non nobis nascimur. —Torway.
Non nobis nati. — Frank.
Non nobis sed omnibus. —Ashe.
Non nobis solum. Blaynty, Eardlej",

—

Fardell, Fosbery, Jacob, Moss, Wilson.

Non nobis solum nati fuiiiius. — Bradshaw.
Non nobis tantum nati. — \V;irner.
Non obest virtute sors. — Nisbet.
Non oblie. — Graliam.
Non oblitus. —M'Tavish.
Non obliviscar. — Colville.
Non obscura. — Law.
Non obscura nee ima. — Law.
Non obstante Deo. —Cuninahame.
Non omnibus dormio. — Balvaird.
Non omnis frangar. — Colliy.
Non omnis moriaui. — BcUesjombe.
Non opes sed in&cnium.— Ross.
Non ostento sed ostendo. —i'owell.

—

—

—Mac-

Nunc ant nunquam. — Hampson, Needham,

No—Pa

MOTTOES.
Kon

pas I'ouvrase mais I'ouvrier.

Virgin.

naffhten.

—

Non
Xon
Non

Chalmers.

praeda sed victoria.
progredi est reeredi. Roo, Tysoe.
providentia sed victoria. Coffy.
N'on quo sed quomodo. Ellis, Thompson.
Non quo sed quo modo. Howard.
Nonrapui sed recipi. Cotterell.
Xon revertar inultus. Vaughan.
Non robore sed spe. Vivian.
Ken sanz droict. Shakespeare.
Non semper sub iimbra. Fiirquharson.
Non sevit sed laborat. Innes.
Non sibi.—Cleland, Connell, Cullen, Lyde,
Sage.
Non sibi sed cunctis. 5Ioir.
Non sibi sed patriae. Filgate, Hughes,
Marsham, Simcoe.
Non sibi, sed patriae natus. Jodrell.
Non sibi sed toti. Hutchinson, Stoeker,

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

Synge.

Non sine. —Oliver.
Non sine causa. — Drury, Justice.
Xon sine Deo. — Eliott.
Non sine jiue. — Charter.
Non sine labore. — lliines.
Non sine numine. — Gifford.
Kon sine periculo. — Freer, Walker.
Non sine praeda. — Echlin.
Non sine pulvere palma. — Peirse.
Non sine senta Eosa. — Hose.
Non sine sente rosa. — Rose.
Non solum amis. — Lindsay.
Non solum pane. — Drisdale.
Non sono, sed dono. —Seddon.
Non sufficit orbis. — Bond.
Non temere. — Chalmers.
Non timeosed caveo. — Oakeley, Straclian.
Non timere sed fortiter. — Bloxsome, Wallington.

Non

tua te moveant sed publica vota.
Alleyne.
Non videri sed esse. Hare.
Non vi sed mente. Lincolnc.
Non vi sed virtute. Burrowes, Elpbin-

—
—
—
stone, Ramsbotham.
2^on vi sed voluntate. —Boaclier.
virtute. — Borrowes.
Non
Non vox sed votum. — Naglc.
Veritas. — Morrall.
tuta
Norma
Nos asperajuvant. — Louis.
Nosce tcipsum. — Fraser, James,
vi,

Murray,
Pendred, Pringle, Stansford, Thompson,
Tindal, Tregonwell, Trenchard, Walfekl.

—

Nos non nobis. Wilberforce.
Nos nostraque Deo. — Rodger, Rogers.
Nos pascit Deus. — Rooke.
Nostre roy ct nostre foy. NeeL

—
Nostra quae fecimus. — Kenan.
mores. — Dallaway.
Notandi sunt
Nothing hazard, nothing have. — Suttie.
Nothing venture nothing have. — Boswell.
Not in vain. — Aylct, BranfiU.
Not rashly nor with fear. — Harrison.
Not the
— Ryland.
Nous maintiendrons. — Howard.
tibi

last.

Nous

en

travaillcrons

I'cspferance.

Blackctt.

Now

thu.s

!

now thus

!

— PilUington.

—

Nox nulla sccuta est. Tapper.
Nubcm eripiam. — Shipperdson.

—

Nulla fraus tuta latebris. EUaoomhe.
Nulla pillcscere culpa.
Mitchell, ForbcsMitthcll, Patten, PuUein, Waynflete,
Winder.
Nulla rosa sine spinis. Ilbert.
Nulla tenicrata nube. Howison.
Nulli inimicus ero.
Donaldson.
Nulli prseda.
Arundel, M'Aben.
Nulli prada sumus.
Marlay.
Nullius in verba. Bankcs, Gabb, Royal

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Society,

Young.

—

Numine ct arcu. — Bowman.
Numini ct patriae asto.— Aston.
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—

Nuncia pacis. Whannell.
Nuncia pacis oliva. Moyes, Mayo.
Nunc et semper. Whorwood.

—

—

Nunc mihi

grata quies.

Nunquam

termes

Massey.

Nunquam
Nunquam

Company.
Opima spolia.

— Gordon.

fallentis

libertas gratior.

Olivae.

— Scott.

honorificentissime.

nisi

Freeling.

Nunquam non fidelis. —Moultrie.
Nunquam non paratus. — Betton, BranJreth, Bethune,

Carlton, Domenichetti,
Kerrick, Johnson, M'Gregor, Skinner,
Stoney.

Nunquam

obliviscar.

— Campbell-Mclver,

M'lver, Simpson.

Nunquam praeponeus. —Duntze.
Nunquam senescit. —Gloag.
Nunquam victus. —Buchanan.
Ny dessux ny dessoux. — Grove.
Obdura adversus urgentia.
Obey and rule Loades.

—

Ob patriam vulnera

passi.

—

—Bothwell.

Omnes

desuper.
superne.
arbusta juvant.

Omne

solum

Bruges,

—

— Honywood.

Omne bonum
Omne bonum

— Miller.
— Underwood.
patria.

forti

Ecclcston,

Stewart.

—

O'Sheil,

Balfour,
Sheill,

dulci.

— Warren.
— Harvey.
—

bona bonis. Wenman.
bona desuper.— Goodlake.
certa fac.
Ashpitel.
Deo juvante. Crawfurd.
desuper. Embroiderers (Company

—

—
Omnia firmant. — Colquhoun.
—

—

—

—

—

Omnium rrrum vitissitudo. Ford.
Omni violcntia major.— Donelan, O'Donelin the right.

— Carwardine.
—

One king, one faith, one law. Burke.
Onus BUb lionorc. — Johnson.
OawarU. Bowring, Lorimcr.

—

—

—

—

— Betts.

—

Kelso, Montagu.

— Sotheby.

—

le sort appelle.

Colville.

— Francis.

of).

Over fork over.— Conyngham,
hame.
Ovner na ovno angau. Jones.

Cunin?

—
Pace et bello paratus. — Fraser.
Pacem amo. — Columbell, Ker, Scott.
Pace

vel bello.

— M'Turk.

— Murray.
Paix et peu. — Maitland, Walrond.
Pacis nuncia.

Pac justa.

— Newington.

Palmam

qui meruit ferat.
Palma, non sine pulvere.
kinson.

—Nelson.

— Doaghty, Jen-

Lamb.

—

Palma

virtuti.
Palmer.
Pandite ccelestes portae. Watt.
Paratus. Sword.
Paratus ad aethera. Falconer.
Paratus ad anna. Johnstone.
Paratus et fidelis.
Carruthers, Hamond.
Paratus sum. Campbell, Cuninghame,

—

—

—

—
—

Fairlie, Fairlie.

—

Parcere prostrutis. Le Hunte.
Parcere suhjectis. Glasgow, Longfield.
Par ce signe ^ Agincourt. Entwisle.
Par commerce. French.
Par Dieu est mon tout. Margetson.
Pares cum paribus. Pares.
Pares non servio. Jenkinson.
Pari animo. Leake.
Paritur pax bollo.
Blane.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

la volontu de Dieu.

Parle bien.

—
—

Omnia fortitudine vincit. Wiche.
Omnia fortunae committo. M'Naught.
Omnia mei dona Dei. — Done.
Omnia mundana turbida. White.
Omnia providentise committo. Mearcs.
Omnia subjecisti sub pedibus, ovcs et
boves. — Butchers (Company of, London).
Omnia superat diligcntia.— Mitchell.
Omnia superat virtus. Gardiner.
Omnia vincit amor. Bruce, Rogers.
Omnia vincit labor. — Cook.
Omnia vincit Veritas. .Munn, Naish.
Omnibus amicus. — Chalto.
Omni liber metu. — Birlcy.
Omni solum forti patria. — Bruce.

On

Oriens sylva.
Eastwood.
Ornat fortem prudentia.
Dunbar.
Ornatur radix fronde. Junes, Ramsay.
Orna verum. Waddell, Weddell.

Par

of).

—

—

—

bene.

—

—

Optimus est, qui optime facit. Beste.
Optivo cognomine crescit. Larpent.
Ora et labora. Alexander, Holberton,
Holmes, Mure, Orlebar, Patrick, Ram-

—

—

Omne solum patria. Bill.
Omne solum viro patria est. — Matthews.
Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile
Omnia
Omnia
Omnia
Omnia
Omnia
Onmia

— Campbell.

—
—

—

—

—

Ou

—

—
—
—
—

quod opportune.

Optimum pati. Sheldon.
Optimum quod primum. — Kirk.

Our hope is on high. Rippon.
Our trust is in God. Saddlers (Company

Ofna Dduw a"r Brenhin. Traherne.
Ofner na ofna angau. Lewis.
Ofner na ofno angau. Bruce, Lewis.
Of nwn yr Arglwydd. Williams.
Olet et sanet.
Dunbar.
Olim facimus. Seward.
Olim florebat. LandeL
Olim sic erat. Hood.
Online secundo. Murdoch.
Omne bonum ab alto. CrossTey.
Omne bonum Dei donum.
Boughton,
Checkland, Edwards, Powell.

—

— Humphrys.

— Witham.

merenti.

bien ou rien.
Oublier ne puis.

—

—
—

sperando spiro.

Ou

—

—

est Veritas.

revelatio stella.

sapientia probitas.— Salmond.

Ostendo non ostento.
Otium cum dignitate.

— Burnes.

Dhia gach an cabhair. O'Conor Don.
Odi profanum. Forster, Hare.
OflScium praesto. Pownall.

—

Optima
Optima
Optima
Optima
Optime
Optime

—

Occultus non extinctus. Tytler.
Occurrent nubcs. Elliott.

—

— O'Meara.
— Brereton.
— Wilson.
— Thompson.
— Reveley.

Opitulante Deo.
Oportet vivere.

say, Sibbald.

Obsequio non viribus.
Hamilton.
Observe. Aitcheson.
Obstando supera.— Scott.

—

—

—

—Waddy.

Ob ducem ob patriam.

lan.

Nullius in verba magistri.— Waleot.
(Only one). Caylcy.
q'uni.

Nul

—

—

Opera Dei miriflca. Garmston.
Opera illius mea sunt. Cust.
Ope soils et umbrae. Irvine.
Opiferque per orbem dicor.— Apothecarie*

— Parlby.

— Wyvill.

—

Par ncgotiis neque supra. Hill.
Par pari. Sicklemore.
Par sit fortuna labori. Buchanan, Lowman, Palmer.

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

Parta Uibore quies. Sydserf.
Parta lucri. Powys.
Par tcrnis suppar. Bowles, Rushout.
Parum sufficit. Barrow.
Parva contcmnimus. Gernon.
Par valeur. Heron, Wliite.
Par viribus virtus. Pakington.
Passant cre.s.sant en honneur. Walker.
Passcz avant. Waldegrave.
Pass forward. Stewart.
Passibus acquis. Walker.
Pas.sus rcge mcos.
Walker.
Paterno robore tutus. Scott.
Patet ingcniis campus. Tucker.
Patience and resolution. Mutcrcr.
Patience passe science. Boscaweu.

—

—
—
—

Paticns.

— Dow.

—

—

—
—
—
—

Fattens pulveris atquc

solis.

— Floycl.

—

Pa— Pr

MOTTOES.

—Thom<;on.
ratiemia et perse verantiA. — Dent.
I'atientia et gratia vinco.

Patienti;v ct pcrseverantia cuin masnaniFcUowes.
mitate.

—

Paticntia et spe.

— Diijuid.
— Dalton.
— Arden.

Paticntia victrix.
Patientia vin-jes.

Patientia vin^it.— Clieyne, Gall,
Napier.
Patientia vinco.— Thompson,

Lindsay,

Thomsoa.

— Baillic.
Patior, potior. — MaundrcU, Peyton.
Patior ut potiar. — Spence, Spottiswood.
—Nicolar>.
Patria cara carior
Patria cara carior libertas. — Bouverie,
Campbell, Cay.
—Teevan.
Patriae et religioni
— Banuerman.
Patriae
Patriae fidus. — Lewis.
fides.

fidelis.

fidelis.

—

Lennard, MontPatria infelici fidelis.
gomery, SackviUe. Stopford.

—
—

Patriis virtutibus.

—

— Clements.

ley.

Pauper non
Pawb yn ol
Pas.

—

in spe.

— Berke-

—Poore.

ei arfer.

— Jones.

Pax copia virtus. Steuart.
Pax et amor. — Jessop.
Pax et copia. David.
Pax finis belli. Ellis.
Pax in bello. Osborne.
Pax optima reru.n. Guidott.
Pax potior bello. — Bastard, Nembhard.
Pax quaeritur bello. Cromwell.
Pax tua Domino est requies mea.
Umphray.
Pax vobiscum. Xott.

—
—
—

—
—

—

—

I'enses comment.
Pensez a bien.

— Watliins.

—
—

Pensez a moi. Giles.
Pensez fort. Bromley.
Pensez forte. Pauncefote.

—
— Peperell, Peppcrcll.
— Bindlosse.
Per actum intentio. — TIrquhart.
Per acuta
—
Bengougb,
Peperi.

Per.

belli.

Belli,

Car-

—

Per adversa virtus. Leighton.
Per angusta ad augusta.— Christall, Davidson, Devereux, Skeffington.
Per angustum. Fletcher.
Per antiquam cartam. .\dlington.
Per aquam et ignem. Wexford (Town oOPer ardua. Berry. Crookshank, Curtis,
Heugh, M'Intyre, McXeagh, JIasterton,

—

—

—

—

Stibbert, Tailour, Wright.

—
—

Per ardua ad alt u Achannay, Hall,
Hannay.
Per ardua Deo favente. Butternorth.
Per ardua liberi. Pitt.
Per ardua sergo. Fenton.
Per ardua stabilis. Lawrence, 3Iann.
Per ardua stabilis esto. Dendy.
Per ardua surgam. Betham.
Per ardua surgo. Draffen, O'Haugherne,

—
—

—
—
—
—
O'Heron.
Per aspera virtus. —Ross-of-BIadensburg.
Per bellum qui pra;videt. — Lidderdale.
Per castra ad astra. — Nicholson, Shaw,
Worsley.
Per constanza e speranza. — Gomm.
Per orucem ad coronam. — Lc Poer, Do I3
I'oer,

Poer, Power.
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— Anstruther,
Periissemus nisi periissemus. —Bermudas
Company.
Per
suo contrario. — Paget.
Perimus
— Cann, Shore.
Perit utvivat. — Bisset, Fenwicb.
Per juga per fluvios. — Harland.
Periissem

ni

periissem.

il

Ileitis.

surgent.

— Cayley.

—

—
— Clay.

Per saxa per ignes.— Smith.
Persevera Deoque confide. Brown.
Persevera et vince. Lampson.

—

—

—
—

Perseverance. Hawkshaw.
Perseverando. Banks, Brinckman, Caramell. Cope, Dawson, Duncan, Edwards,
Elliott, Flower, Frampton, Handcock,
Henley, Hutchinson, Leake, Mackenzie,
Moreton, Morton, Boxby, Sliorrock,
Turnley, Wood.
Perseverando et cavendo. Moore.

—
— Baillie.
Perseverantia. —
Crichton.
Perseverantia ad finem optatuiii. — Jones.
Perseverantia et cura quics. — Hall.
Perseverantia et labore. — Pitcher.
Perseverantia omnia vincit. — Cooper.
Perseverantia palina. — Willson.
Perseverantia palmam obtinebit. — Horton.
Perseverantia victor. — Campbell.
Perseverantia vinjit. — Burncss, Mateos.
Perseveranti dabitur. — Gilmour, Simpson.
Persevere. — Burrard, Colvile, Comer, DuBell,

Milbanke,

Noel.

penter.

—

Perseveranti.

— Deyvelle.

— liing-Noel,

—

Perorbem.

—
—

Pen-aur-y-chalon wir.

Pcisley.

Per ignem ferris vicimns. Hodder.
Per ignem per gladium.
Gregory,
Welby.

Perrumpo.— Ramsay.

—

—

—

Rutherford, TJrquhart.
Per mille ardua. Jlillerd.

Dixon.
Peace and grace.
Graham.
Peace and plenty.
Barns, Nottidge.
Pedetentim.^Foote.
Pejus letho flagitium. Sampson.

Peace.

—

—

Per mare. Anderson.
Per mare per terras.
.Alexander, Courtayne,
Druramond. Durham, Darley,
Macalister,
Macdonald,
Macdonell,

— Fleming.

—

—

—
—

—

Pax alma redit. — Domville.
Pax copia. Read.

—

—

Perdurat probitas. Pearson.
Perenne sub polo nihil. Pont.
Per ferrum obtinui.
Hillas.
Per fidem omnia. Howard.
Perge sed caute. Jenkins, Styles.
Pergo sursum. Romans.
Periculum fortitudine evasi.
Mahon,

Per lucem ac tenebras mea sidera sanguine

Foulis, Hatfield, Hutton, Osborne.

Pax, copia, sapientia.

murum. — Pcm-

transilio

Thomson.

non sibi. .Armies.
Patriam amo.
Scott.
Patriam hinc sustinet. Hiffgins.

Pauca suspexi pauciora despexi.

PerDeum meum,
berton.

Patior ct spero.

Patrise

—
—
—
Percussus resurgo. — Jordan.
Per damna per caedes. — Boyton.
Per Dei providentiam. — Dennett.
Per Deum et ferrum obtinui. — Hill.
Per crucem ad lucem. Campbell.
Per crucem ad Stellas. Legard.
Per crucem confido. Crosley.

puis, Farnall, Ford, Fordyce, Gardiner,

Hall, Oak, Dakes, Romilly, Whittall.
Persevere. Baker.
Perspicax audax. Erskine.
Brainhall.
Persia et praesta.

—

—

—
—Meny.

Perstando praesto. —Hamilton.
Persto et spero.
tela, perhostes.
Gentlemen-at-Arms,
<Corps of), Brymer.
Per tela per hostes impavidi. Borron.
Per tot discrimina rerum. Hammond,

—

Per

—
—

Hickman.
Per varios casus.

— Casey,
—

—

—

— .A.bcrcromby.
Petit ardua virtus.— Douglas.
Pie et fortiter. — Bennet.
Pie repone
—Mordoy, Pierrepont.
Petit alta.

te.

Pietas et frugalitas.

— Guthrie.

Pietas tuti-ssima virtus.
Pietate.

— Browne.

—

Ainslie.

—

Pieux quoique preux. Long, Wo'!or.
Pignus amoris. Graham.
Pilkyngton Palledowne. (The mastermow^
the meadows). Pilkington.
Placeam dum peream. Murray.
Plane et sane. Vaughan.
Playsyr vaut Payn.— Payn.
Plena dabit Deus vela. Bontine, Tenaaat.
Plena refulget.
Pitcairn.

—
—
—

—

—

—

— Hilbard.^.
— Richardson.

HXtov'rjiiKTv TTavrog.
Plus spinis quam ferro.
Plus vigila. White.
Plutot rompc que pliet.

—

Poco a poco.
PoUet virtus.

—De Ponthieu.

— Liston.

—

Pole, Poole, Wellesley.

—

unum est necessarium. Wellesley.
Portanti spolio palma.— Feltham.
Posse, nolle, nobile.
Wingficld.
Porro

—

—

Possunt quia posse videntur.
Butt,
Goodere, Norcop, Radford.
Postera crescam lande.
Melbourne.
Postera laude recens. Hardinge.
Post funera foenus. Mow.
Post funera virtus. Roberts, VVestropp.
Post mortem virtus virescit.
Tyssen (See
Amherst).
Post nubes lux.
Blunstone,
Stodart,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Stothert.

—

Post nubila Phcebus. Ahrends, Jaffray,
Jeffrey, Rolfe, Shuldhara, Tarleton.
Post nubila sol.
Pinkerton.
Postpraeliapraemia. Cuninghame, Nicholson, Malins, Rutland, Westcnra.
Post spinas palma. Paget.
Post tenebras lucem. Bright.
Post tenebras lux.
Howat, Hewatt.
Post tot naufragia portus. Montagu.
Post virtutem euro Brisco.
Potius ingenio, quam vi. Edgar.
Potius mori quam foedari Gifford.
Pour bien desirer. Bolden, Brand, Lennard.
Pour bien fort. Preston.
Pour jamais. Gorwood.
Povr ma libertay, povr ma patrce.
Vaudin.
Pour mon Dieu. Peter.

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

Pour mon roy. Janvim.
Pour parvenir a bonne foy. Cutlers (Company of, London).
Pour quoy non
Maundy.Pour trois Latter.
parvenir.
Pour y
Manners, Sutton.
Pour y parvenir a bonne foi. Cutlers
(Company of, Sheffield).

—

—

—

—

Prfficedentibus insta.

—

— Eliot.
servitium.—

Pr.xclarum rcgi et regno
Ogilvy.

—

quo diflicilius. Fountain.
Praediae memor. — Graiiam.
Praemium honor. Foster.
Praemium virtutis. Pringle.
Prajmium virtutis honor. Brown, Cheei'o,
Praeclarius

—
—

—

Tetlow.

Praemium

virtutis honos.

— Co'v.

Praemonitus praemunitus.
Praesta et persta.

— Uickart.

— Weekes.
—Gray.

Praestare et prodesse.

cito. — Bonar.
— Hamilton.
Praesto et persto. — Crawhall.
Praesto pro patria. — Neilson.
Pnotio prudentia pnestat. — Morison.

Praestat tuto

Cuninghame,

Gravett, Hamilton, L'.\my, Walker.
BUukwood, Purvis.
Per vias rectas.
Pervicax recte.
JIEwan.
Per vim et virtutem. Bebb.
Per virtutem scientianique. McNeil.
Pestes patiiae pigrities. Dugdalc.

—
—

—
—
—TuUoch,
Pietatis causa. — Pye.
Pietate et probitate. Ree.?.
Pietate fortior.
Broade.

Pietate parentum.

quam

Praesto et persisto.

—

Praevisa mala pereunt. Twysden.
Bakers (Company oQPraise God for all.
Dorrien.
Preignes haleine tire fort.

—

Premium

—

— Bebb.
que je suis. — Bell, Sutton.

virtutis honor.

Prend moi tel
Prend moy tel que je puis.
Prends moi tel que je suis.
Prenez en gre. Ogle.
Prenez en ire. La Font.

—
—

Prenez garde.

—Emsley,

—

Loftie.

— Ricketts.

Winstanley.

——
—

—

Pr— Qu
—
—
—
—
—

MOTTOES.
Prenez haleine, tirez fort. (Take breath
r.iffard.
and pull strone).

—

—

Press forward. 5Iortimer.
Borland,
through.
Press

Young.
Prest

d'

—

Cockliurn,

—Aston, Heber.
— Preston.
—

accomplir.

Prestinum spero lumen.

Stewart.
Presto et persto.
Presto ut praestem.— Preston.
Prest pour mon pays. Monson.
Smith.
Pret.
^Talbot.
PrSt d'accomplir.
Richardson.
Pretio prudcntia praestat
Pretiosum quod utile. Affleck.
Pretium et causa laboris. Frederick.
Pretiumque et causa laboris. Burnley
(Borough).

—

—

—

—

—

—

Pretium victoribus coronje.
Pretium virtutis. Welsh.

—

Prima voce

salutat.

—

— Knapton.

Principiis

— Boucherctt.

— Bateman,

Ffolkes,

Folkes, Maclagan.

verbum

verbum

Principio

erat
et
erat
apud Deum.— University of Oxford.
Prisca fides. Glassford.
Prisco stirpo Hibernico. Lennon.
Prius frangitur quam flectitur.
Dykes.
Prius mon quam tidem fallere. Drum-

—

—

—

mond.
Prius

quam factum

Pro amorc
Pro aris

patrise.

et

considera.

—

focis.

—

— Reeves.
Blomefield,

Hazlerigg. Hesilrig!:;e, Mulvihill, Philips,
Purdon, Serjeantsun, Wait, Woodforde.
Pro avita fide. Brooke.

—

— Anderson.
Probitas
—
Probitas fons honoris. — Gubbay.
Probitas
— Carr.
Probitas verus honos. — Chetwynd,
Pro

bello vel pace.

sibi ipsi securitas.

Har-

—

Probitate ac virtute. Rose.
Probitate consilium perfecitur.
Renny.
Probitate et labore. Baring, Gould.
Probitatem quamdivitias. Claydon, Clay-

—

—

—

ton.

—
—
—
—

Pro bona ad meliora. Goodwright.
Probum non poenitet. Leader, Sandys.
Procedamus in pace. Montgomery.
Pro Christo et patria. Verner.

Pro Christo

et patria dulce

Ker.
cruce audax.

Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro

—

periculum.

— Squarey.

—

ing,

—

Hawkins, Hurst, Masterton, Par-

sons, Phillips, Zigno.

Pro Deo, Patria,

et rege.

— James.

—

Pro Deo, rege, et patria. Blaydea, De
Salis, M'Dowall.
Prodcsse Clvibus.
Beckett.
Prodesse quam conscipi. Ch^mbcrlaync,
Cocks, Cookcscy.
Prodesse quam conspicc. Cox.
Prodesse quam conspici. Groto.
Pro ecclesii Dei. Swainston.
Pro flde.— Howard.
Pro fide oc patriA. Longe.
Profldc.ct patria.— Dunii-ll, Meldon, Wade.
Pro fide, rege, el patria pugno. Lcntaigne,

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

O'Neill.

Pro fldc Btrictus.
Profunda ccrnit.
Progirderc

nc

—Norman.
—Gourlay, Siiiip?on.
rcgrcdcre. — iionyman,

Sharp.
Frogredior.

— Sharp.
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Groset, Hamilton, Hay-Newton, Junes,
Macdonald, Manby, Newlands, Newton,
Ogilvie, O'Higgins, Rochead, Rose, Scott,
Skipton, Thomson, Turner.
Pro patriae amore. Wolfe.
Pro patria auxilio Dei. Muirhead.
Pro patria ejusque libertate. Joy.

—
—
Pro
et rege. — Crofton,
Thomas.
religione. —Shanly.
Pro patria
Pro patria et virtute. — Higgins.
patria

Jones,

et

Pro patria invictus.— Odell.
Pro patria mori. Manby.
Pro patria non timidus perire.

—

— Champ-

neys.

pro

saepe,

semper.

rege

—

Pro patria sanguis. Splatt.
Pro patria semper. Campbell, CoUow,
Power.
Pro patria viverc et mori.
G rattan.
Pro pelle cutem. Hudson's Bay Company.
Propere et provide. Robinson.
Propositi tenax.
Strutt, Yeatman.
Propria virtute audax. Madden.
Oantrell.
Proprio vos sanguine pasco.
Pro recto. Meek.
Pro rege. Burnaby, Christie, Graham,
Le Boutillier, Macfie, Porcher.
Dymoke.
Pro rege Dimico.
Pro rege et grege. Glendce, Paterson,
Rudd.
Pro rege et lege. Blanckley, Horton,

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Kidston.
Pro rege et lege Dimico. Dymock.
Pro rege et limite. Elliot.
Pro rege et pat rid. Aberherdour, Ainslie.
Cameron, Cooke, Fergusson, Franklin,

—

—

—

Leicester,

Leslie,

Lyon,

Paterson, Smith, Stewart, Tait, Yates.
Pro rege et patria pugnuns. Pasley.
Pro rege et populo. Basset.
Pro rege et pro patria semper. Lawrence.
Pro rege et religione. Boycott, Wight.
Pro rege et republica. Paul.

—

—

—

—
—
Pro rege, lege, ct grege. — Perth (Town oQ.
Pro rege, lege, grege. — Brougham, Fane,
Ponsonby.
Pro rege saepe, pro patria semper. — Eyre,
Laurence.
Pro rjge- sajpe, pro republica semper.
Gibson.
Pro rege semper. —Morris.
Pro salute.— Ogilvie.
Proscquor alls.
Casson, Graham.
Prospere qui sedulo. Cuninghame.
Prospice.— Luard.

—

Prospice respice.

Pro
Pro

Providentia divina.
Keating.
Providentiae fido.
Stewart.
Providentiae me committo.
Kyle, Park.
Providentia el industria.— Anderson.
Providentia et virtute.
Ilankin.
Providentia tiitamen.
Toker.
Providentia tutamur. Norden.
Provide qui laboriose.
Innes.

—

—

Pr«vidus

esto.

utilitate.

—

— Gossip.

virtute.

et

fidelis et

patiens.

ton.

—

Prudens simplicitas.
Amicable Society.
Prudens simplicitas beat. Frederick.
PruOenter amo.
Scott.
Prudenter qui sedulo. Milne.
Prudenter vigilo.
Donaldson.
Prudentia.
Young.
Prudentia decus innocentia. Ramsay.

—

Providcntia.
.^ndcr.son.
Providcntia Dei.
Nicholson.

—

—

Providcntia Dei constivct.
Dc la Mottc.
Providcntia Dci stabiliunlur familia;.

Lamplugh.

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

Prudentia et animis. Steele.
Prudentia et constantia,
Denman.
Prudentia et marte.
Mylne.
Prudentia et simplicitate.
Lant.
Prudentia et vi.
Innes.
Prudentia et vigilani;ia.
Purchon.
Prudentia fraudis nescia.
Elphinstone.
Prudentia gloriam acquirit.— Litton.
Prudentia in adversis.
Wicksted.
Prudentia me sustinet.
Boyd.
Prudentia praestat.
Morison.
Prudentia simplicitate.— Birch, Reynard-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

son.
et loyal.

—
—

—Pridham.

Pugna pro patria. Ogilvie.
Pugno pro aris. Le Vrier.
Pugno pugnas pugnavi. Despard.
Pukhra pro libertate. Vane.

—

—

—

Pulthrior ex arduis. Mackenzie.
Pungit sed placet.
Rome.
Puro de fonte. Casborne.
Pur sans peur. White.

—

—

—

—Ogilvy.

Qua duxeris adsum.

—

Qua; amissa salva. Keith-Falconer.
Quae arguuntur, a luniine manifcstantur.
Tallow Chandlers (Company of.)
Quae fecimus ipsi. Fulton.
Quae juncta firma. Le.<;lie.
Quae moderata firma. Ogilvy.
Quae prosunt omnibus artes. Surgeons
(Royal College of).
Quaeque flavilla micat. Robertson.
Quae recta sequer. Campbell.
Quae recta sequor. Pickersgill.
QuEerere veruui. Bowes, Carleton, Downing College (Cambridge), Rouett.

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

Quaere veruin.

—

—

— Birchall.

—

Stanhope.
Quaere sic est.
Quae serrata secura. Douglas.

—

Quaesita marte tuenda arte.
Robartes.
Quae supra.

—

— Luttrell.

—

O'Quin,
Quae sursum volo videre.
Quiu, Macquecn.
Quai vernant crescunt. Burnett.
Qualis ab incepto. De Grey, Hamilloo,
Mirehouse, Robinson.
Qualis ero spero. Quayle.
Qualis vita, finis ita. Yonge.
Quam non torret hyems. Caunter.
Quam pluriniis prodesse. Worsley.

—

—

—

—

Quam

—

—
—

sibisortem. Eraser.
Quantum est in rebus inane. Minett.
Quantum in rebus inane. Osborn.
Qua panditur orbis. Campbell.

—

— Tenncnt.

—
—
—

veritate.
Keith, MacGcorge.
Provide.
Rutherford.
Providence.
Craik.
Providence with adventure. Hawkins.

—

— Maxtone.

— Begnold.
Provyd. — Stewart.
Prudens
innocuus. — Kingsbury.
Prudens
audax. — Legh.
Prudens qui
— Coke, LushingPro

Prudhomme

Ainslie.

Hammond,

Deo certo. Anderson.
Deo et catholica fide. Altham.
Deo et ccclcsia,. Bisshopp.
Deo et libertate. Wilson.
Deo et patria. Minton, O'Riordan,
Woodmas.
Pro Deo et pro patria. Stacpoole.
Pro Deo et rege. Blacker, Broade, Gold-

—
—
—
—

firtelis.

—

vey, Lacon, Townley, Vicary.
Probitate. Rennie.

—

aliis.

—

Leslie.

et tirmitas.

—
—
— Wallace.
libertate lege sancta. — Glyn.
libertate patriae. — Massey, Puxley,
Beresford.
Pro Magna Charta. —Stapleton.
Pro me ipso et
— Carmichael.
Pro mitra coronam. — Sharp.
Prompte et consulto. — Plenderleith.
Promptus. — Donaldson, Kempt, Russell.
Promptus ad certamen. — Sinclair.
Promptus et
— Carruthers, Chalmers, Croudace, Wade.
Pro omnibus laus Deo. — Manders.
Pro patria. — Alherley, Bannerman, Beatlibertate.

Pro patria

Scott.

— Ayrton,

—

lege, rege, grege.
Shield.
lege senatuque rege.
Dodsworth.
logibus ac regibus.
Wilson.

—

—Hay.

obsta.

Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro

—Main.

son, Bonsall, Bulnian, Douglas, Grant,

Primi et ultimi in bello.— Gorman, O'Gor-

man.
Primus.— Ellis.
Primus e stirpe.

Projeci.

—

—

Quarta saluti,— Halliday.
Quasi summus magister.— Somaster.
Qua tendis. Roy.
(iue je surinonte.— Chancellor.
Quern non torret hyems.— Kyd.

—

Quem
Que

te

Deus

pensc.

Quercus.

—

—

es.se

jussit.— Holroyd.

Lawrence.
Wright.
St.

Quercus glandifcra arnica porcis.— Allen.

——

Qu— Sa
—
—Stcuart.
tiilcm scrvisti. — Grieve.
oapitcapitur. — Smyth.
coiKl
— Bonn w ilk.
constans
— Massani.
licit.

fortis.

—

Quicquid crcseit in cliicre perit.
burner, Asherburn.
Quicquid digiiuiu sapientc bonoquc
Peach.

Quid clurius

Asli-

—
—

Quo me cunquevocat patria. Arden.
Quondam his vicimus armis. Broadbent,

est.

Bailie, CaiUie, Bayly.

Carleton.

— Moncreiffe.
—

Qiiidder will zie.

Quo

Quid gens sine mcnte. JIuschaiiip.
Quid leges .sine nioribus. Edwards.
Quid leonc fortius. Clayton,

—
Quidni pro sodali. — Uurnctt.
AVishart.

— Chalmers. Salt.

— Campbell, Dewar,

—Ashton.

— Webb.
pure tran^uillet. — KUiot.
retribuam. — Parsons.
utilius. — Goldie-Scot.

—

virtus ducet scando.
Follctt.
virtus et fata vocant.
FfoUiott,
virtus

vocat.

verum

atque

decens.

—Ricketts,

— Street,

—

Wbympcr,

—

— Andcrpon.
minor est. — Cadogan,

Pugh,

Steward.
Qui me tanget paenitebit. Gillespie.
Qui non ciconia tigiis. Browne.
Qui non patriam amat. Quinan.

—

—
—

nuccm

vult,

frangat.

Hasler.
Qui panse. St. Lawrence.
Qui patitur vincit. Kinnaird.
Qui plane sane vadit. Taylur.

—

—

—

—
—

Qui potest capere capiat. Clcgg, Gleg.
Quis aecusabit. Hamilton.
Quisaudcat luci aggredi. Prior.
Qui sera sera. Betenson,
Bettenson,

—

—

Edgell, Ffolkes, Koikes, Wolferstan.

Qui s'cstyrae petyt

dcviendra

grand.

Petyt.

—

Quis occursabit. Hamilton.
Quis similis tifai in fortibus, Domine.
Goldsmid.
Quis separabit.
Order of St. Patrick.
Qui Stat caveat ne cadut.^Domvile.
Quis timet. Price.
Qui uti scit ei bona. Hill.
Qui vit content ticnt asscz. Eradshaigh,

—

—

—

Johnson.

Quocunque

fernr.

—

-Sinclair.

—

—Macleod.

Quod adest. Mavsham.
Quod Dens vult fiat. Chetwynd.
Quod Dciis vult fict. Diinsdale.
Quod dixidixi. Dixie.
Quod ero spero. Darton, Booth, Galbraith,

—
—

—
—

Haworth.

Quod facio, valde facie. — Sikes.
Quod honcstum est dccct. — Richardson.
Quod honcstum utile. Lawson.
Quod justum non quod utile. De Lisle,

—

—

Philipps, Phillipps.
nie

mihi rcddit aniicum.

— Hasle-

Mood.

—
—
—
—
—

Fleetwood, Plowden.
Quod tibi id alii. Lopes.

—

tibi

nc

alteri.
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—
—

Ready and faithful.— Gorham, Walker.
Ready, aye ready.- Napier, Scott, Stewart.
Reason contents me. Graham.
Rebus angustis fortis. Cobbold.
Rebus in arduis constans. Pembroke.

—
—

— Alexander.

—

Recipiunt foeminae sustentacula nobis.
Patten Makers (Company of).
Recreat et alit. Duddingston.
Recreation. Forrester.
Recta pete. Fletcher.
Recta sequor. Campbell, Keith.
Recta sursum. Graham.
Recta vel ardua. Evclick, Lindsay.
Recte agens confido. Perry, Whitting.
Recte et fideliter. Gibson, Spode.
Recte et sapienter. Heard.
Recte et suaviicr. Curzon, Lyne-Stephens.
Recte faciendo neminem timeas. Harvey.
Recte faciendo neminem tinico.
Cairn-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

cross, Scott.

—
—

Recte faciendo secnriis. Inglis.
Recte ferio. Sivright.
Recte omnia duce Deo. Rodd.
Recto quod hone.ste. Anderson.
Recto cursu. Corsar.
Rectus in curvo.— Symonds.
Rcddie, aye reddie. Reddic.
Reddite uuique suiuu.
Adventurers
(New).
Reddunt aspera fortem. Scott.
Rcddiint conimercia mitem. Stewart.
Redeem time. Hancocks.
Re Deu. Bolitho.
Redit expcctata diu. Starkey.
Redoubtable et fougeux. Harvey.
Re e merito. Dobbin, Hebden.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Refero. ^Campbell.

—

—

—
—

Remember. Home.
Remember and forget not. Hall.
Remember thy end. — Keith.
Renascent ur. Yelverton.
Renovate animos. Hay, Hayes.
Reparabit cornua PhoeUe. Scott.
Rcpetens exempla suoruin. Grcnville.

—

—
—

— Lauder, Laurie.
sanuuinem. Keogli.
— Freeland, Wilson, Wheel
Wright.
Resolute and firm. — Huskisson, Milbankc.
Rcsolutia cauta. — Bothune.
RepuUulat.

Resistite u.sque ad

—

Resolve is power. Stewart.
Resolve well, persevere. Moore.

—
—

— Studdcrt.

—
—

Regarde ^ la morr. Jlihvard.
Regardc bien.^Milliken, Napier.
Regardez mon droit. Jliddleton.

—

—
—

Respice futurum. Reece.
Respice prospice. Lloyd.
Respicio sine luctu. Dendy.

—

—

Resurgam. Crosbie.
Resurgere tento. Straiton.

—
—
Revirescimus. — Grant.
Revirescit. — Belsches.
Reviresco. — Bisset,
Hepburn,

Retinens vestigia famae. Lister.
Revirescat. Maxwell, Gould.

M'Ewan,

Maxwell, Rishton, Wellwood.

— Dundas.

Revise.

—

Richt do and fear na. King.
Rident florentia prata. Pratt.
Ride through. Hapiilton, Nisbet.
Rien sans Dieu. Kerrison.

—
—
—
Righ gu brath. — M'Andrcw.
Right and reason.— Dalyell.
Rise and shine. — Lawson.
Robore prudentia prcestat. — Youns.
Robore et vigilantia. — .Aitken.
Robor in cruce. — Ankctill.
Robur. — Woods.
Robur et astutia. — Strettell.
Robur in Deo. — Raeburn.
Robur in vita Deus. — Jadewin.
Robur meum Deus.— Rhodes.
Rosam ne rode. —Ross.
Rosa sine spina. — Penrose, Wadman.
Eos
— Roskell.
Rosis coronat spina. — Forbes.
Row and retake. — Riddtll.
Rumor acerbe tace. — Echlin.
Rupto robore nati. — Aikcnhead, Akcacoeli.

head.

Rycht and reason.

— Graham.

—

Goodricke, Holyowke.
Sacrificium Deo cor coutritum. Corker.
Sae bauld. Sibbald.
Saepe pro Rege, semper pro Rcpublica.
Sacra qucrcus.

—

—

Vassall.

Saevumque tridentem servamus.

— Middle-

ton.

Sagax

et

audax.

—O'Kaghten.
—

Saigeadoir coUach a-biiadh. O'llanly.
St. Vincent.
Waldegrave.
Salix flectitur, sed non frangitur.

—

—De

Sal sapit omnia.

pany

— London

Salters

{Com-

of).

—

—

Salus in fide. Magrath.
Salus per Christum rcdemplorem. Stuart.
Salus per Christum. Abernelhy, Cuurtayne, Forbes.
Salutem disponit Deus. Edgar.
Salvet me Deus. Spiers.

—

Sancta clavis coeli fides. Sankey.
Sanguine Chri.stc tuo. Bramhall.
Sanguine insi:ribam. Buchanan.

—

R( ^ardez mort. Bastable.
Regem defenderc victum. Whitgreave.

—

Respice. Nepean.
Respice aspice pro-^^pice. Brooks.
Respice finem. Fisher, Lumb, Priestley.

Salis.

Refiilgent in tenebris.

Qujd potui porfeci. Dundas.
Quod pudet hoc |)igeat. Dobyns, Yate.
Quod severis metes. Bliss.
Quod sors fcrtferiniu>. Clayton.
Quod tibi hoc alteri. Crawfurd, i-inzel,

—

Ratione et experientia. Physicians, King
and Queen's (College of), Dublin.
Ratione non ira. Small.
Ratione nonvi. M'Taggart.
Ready. Fraser, Smith.

—

—

Quocunqucjeceris stabit.

Rara avis in terris. Kett.
Rara bonitas. Bonnet.
Raptira ad sidera toUar.— Guille.
Rather die than disloyal.— Pearson.
Ratio mihi sufficit. Graham.

—

fortiter.

nucleum

—
— Hunter.
—
—

Raised again.

—

Exeter).

Qui invidet

Tyldesley.

Regit onmia tempus. Boag.
Regni rcgnociue fidelis. Simpson.
Regulier et vigoureux. Ker.

—

—
—

Qui honeste

—
—

Res non verba.

Radicem firmant frondcs.— Or.int.
Radii omnia lustrant Brownhill.

Quiescens et vigilans. Fairne.
Qui fugit
molam fugit farinam.
Coopers and Hellycrs (Company of,

Quod

—

Yate.

Quid vcrum atque decens euro et rogo.
La Touche.
Quid vult, valdevult. Motteux.

Quod

—
—Pultency.

prodest.

Trevor.

Qui

Veritas.

Folliott.

Quo

Lockhart.
resolutio.

Quo
Quo
Quo

.

Regi patriaeque fidelis.— Scott.
Regi rognoquc fidelis. Pocock.
Regis donum gratum bonum. Kingdon;
Regi semper fidelis. Smyihe.
Regis et patria lantuui valet amor.—

—

Quo spinosior fragrantior. Rose.
Quo verbus vocat. Whimper.

—

non

—Coats.
—

Quid ni tandeui.
Hatton.
Quid non cor sajpius pro Immanucli.

Quid
Quid
Quid
Quid
Quid
Quid

paratior.

Quorsura vivere mori ? mori vita.— Blencowe.
Quos dedit arcus amor. Hamilton.

—

Quid non Deo juvante.
Quid non pro pairia.

—

Russell, RusscU-Pavier, Sidney.
Quo lionestior eo tutior.— Guise.

—

astris.

—

—

<Jni;i

<jiii

—

Quod tibi vis fieri fac altero. Ram.
Quod tibi vis fieri facias. Philipse.
Quod tuum tene. Chetham.
Quod verum lutum. Courtcnay, Sim.
Quod vult valde vult.— Jlanscl, Wilmot.
Quo
fata
vocant.— Bland,
Bruce,
Burtchaell, Gumming, Le Geyt, Pavier,

—

QiiliiOUer »ill zie.
i^ui

—

MOTTOES.

Qucrcus robiir salus patriae. Oakes,
Quiescam. Dairy niple, Stebbing.

tilii

—— ——

—

—

Rcgi fidelis. Moulson.
Kegi legi fidelis. Barry.
Regio floret patrocinio commercium commercioque regnum. .\frican Company.
Eegi patriaquc. Lecper.

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Semper fidelis. Barbeson, Bonner, BroadChesterman,
Carney,
Dick,
mead,

—McLoskey.
Sic bene merenti palma. — Palmer.
Sic cuncta caduca. — Henderson.
Sic curre ut comprcndas. — Stevenson.
Sic donee. — Egerton, Jopp, Le ilardy.
Si celeres quatitquatit pcnnas. — Fortescue
Sic fidem teneo. — Molesworth.
Sic
est et
— Stewart.
Sic itur in altum.— Cowan.
Sjc itur ad astra. — Bellcndcn, Davics-

—
MOTTOES.
Sanprttis etvulnpra.

Sans changer.

— Burton

dark, Encry,

Lefevre, Mu.«grave, Shaw-Lefevre, Stanley,

Wyketam.
changer

Sans

ma

verity.

— Le

Strange,

L'Estrange.

—

Sans crainte. Gordon, Tyrell.
Sans Dieu je ne puis. Skipwith.
Sans Dieu rien.— Elsley, Godley, Hodgkin-

—

son, Peter, Saunderson, Staples.

—
—

Sans mal. Strickland.
Sans mauvais d&ir. Constable.
Sans peur. Hagart, Sutherland.
Sans tache. Hurry, Le Blanc, Mackenzie, Martin, Moray, Naper, Preston,

—

—

Urrie.

Sapere aude.— Caldwell, Marshall, Parker,
Whitington, Wise, Withington, Wyse.
Sapere aude, incipe. Bimie.
Sapere et tacere. Broadhurst.
Comber,
Sapiens dominabitur astris.

—

—

Haly.
Sapiens non
Sapiens qui
Sykes.
Sapiens qui
Sapienter et

—

— Dunbar.
—Mitchell, Sperling,
vigilat. — Fowler.
pie. — Park.
sincere. — Davidson.
Sapienter,
Sapienter uti bonum. — Butler.
Sapientia et virtus. — Douglas.
— University of Oxford.
Sapientia,
Sapit qui laborat. — Dunbar.
—
Maclellan.
reputat.
Sapit qui
Satis est prostrasse lecni. — Salusbury.
Save me, Lord. — Corbet.
Saw through. — Hamilton.
Say and do. — Everard.
Scienter utor. — Forbes.
Scientiae laDorisque memor. — Hutchison.
Scio cui credidi. — Gaskell, Milries.
Scopus vitEe Christus.— Menzies.
Scribere scientes. —Scriveners (Company
Scuto amoris divini. — Jackson, O'MelaghScudamore.
—Morris.
Scuto
Scuto magis quam gladio. — Shield.
Scutimi meum Jehova. — Cory.
Sea or land. — Essin(;ton.
Secret et hardi. — Rice.
Secunda
— Latham.
Secundat vera
— Ogilvie.
Sccundis dubiisque rectus. — Duncnn, FitzEoy, Lippincot.
Secundo, euro. — Buchanan.
Secura frugalitas. — Mitchell.
Secura quae prudcntcs. — Gray.
Secure amid perils. — Henderson.
Secure vivcre mors est — Dayrell.
Securior quo paratior. — Johnstone.
Securis fecit securum. — Luxmoore.
Securum prxsidium. — Craigdaillie.
Secus rivos aquurum. — Hi vers.
Se defendendo. — Becbee, Eccles, Ekies.
Scd sine labe decus. — Scott.
Deo.— Buckley.
Sed
Sedule et secunde. — Lockycr.
Scdulitate. — Divvie, Elphinstonc, Nicol.
Scdulo et honeste. — Lyal, Lyie.
Scdulo numen.— narrower.
Sedulo nunicn adcst. — Cuninghame.
Seek quiet. — Deacon.
eget.

assiduus.

si

felicitas.

of).

lin,

fidei.

alite.

fides.

Boli

Seigneur, je

to

pric garde

ma

vie.

Brcttell, Henzell, Pidcock.

—Crosse, Hamilton.
—
—
—
—
Semper constans. — Dymond.
Semper constans et
— Irton, Lynch,
Sc inserit

astris.

Semel ct semper. AUcard, Swinburne.
Semi mortuus qui timet. Cromwell.
Semni ne scmni. Deriiig.
Semper. Setcn.
fldelia.

Mellor, Spoor.

Semper eadcm. — Queen Anne, Collmorc,
Dockrell, Fairbairn, Forester, Hornsey,

Panton.

Semper
Semper

Dickins, Duffield, Edge, Exeter, City of,
Formby, Garrett, Haslett, Houlton,
Lynch,
Lund,
Marriott,
Kearney,
Pollexfen,
Smith,
Steele,
Nicholls,
Steuart, Stirling, Wilcoxon.

Semper fidelis esto.^pence.
Semper fidelis et audax. Moore, O'More,
Semper fideUs, mutare sperno. Worcester

—

— Pepper.

ct ubiquc Qdclis.

11»0

— Dc Burgh.

—

Sica inimicis.

fuit

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

Clifford, Constable, Elphinstone, Fuller,
Johnstone, Ivnowles, Lecky, Macreadie,

Mounscy,

Phillpotts,

Postlethwaite,

Purehas, Royds, Stuart, Upton, Usticke.
Semper paratus pugnare pro patria.
Lockhart.

Semper

erit.

Lloyd,

(City of).

Semper fidus. Garvine, Leith.
Semper floreat. Inverarity.
Semper idem. Harvey.
Semper in tempore. Randies.
Semper liber. Stephens.
Semper otium rogo divos. Everest.
Semper paratus. Armitage, Armytage,

patrias servire praesto.

— MacGeo-

Carnac, Day,

—

—

M'Dowall, Mac-

kenzie, Ochterlcny.

— Watkins.
— Douglas.
— Elliot.
Sic nos sic sacra tuemur. — MacMahon.
Sic olim. — Humfrey.
Sic paratior. — Johnstone.
Sic parvis magna. — Drake.
Sic rectius progredior. — Sinclair.
Sic sustenata crcscit. — Gervais.
Sic tutus. — Gordon.
Sicut
florebit. — Bor.
Sicut cervus anhelat ad fontes aquaruni.
— Hertford College, Oxford.
Sic itur ad astra.

Sicker.

Sic limina tuta.

iris

Sicut oliva

ghegan.

Semper prcscinctus. Mulholland.
Semper pugnare paratus. Litchfield, Mac-

virens

in

lastor

aedc Dei.

Olivier.

— Stewart.
— Ronald.
— Christie, Miller.
Sic viret virtus. — Anderson.
Sic vos non vobis. — Fraulis, Walrond.
Si Deus quis contra. — Benson, Dawson,
Spens.
Si Deus nobiscum. — Parry.
Si Deus nobiscum quis contra nos. —Mairis,
Sic virescit industria.

Sic virescit virtus.

donald.

—

Semper japit suprema. Selby.
Semper sic. Johns.
Semper sitiens Drought.
Semper spero meliora. Pringle.
Semper sursura. Graham.
Semper tibi pendeat hamus. Kilrcnny,
Burgh of.
Semper ut te digna sequare. Vernon.
Semper victor. Ramsay.
Semper vigilans. Bourne, Hopley, Hughes,

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—
Otway, Eostron, Wilson.
Semper virens. — Broadwood.
Semper virescens. — Hamilton.
Semper virescit virtus. — Lind.
Semper virtute constans. — Beavan, Bevan.
Semper virtute vivo. — Sydserf.
Scmpre
— Du Boulay.
Sempre in un modo. — Loltus.
Sepulto viresco. — Graeme, Graham.
Scquamur. — Oswald.
Sequitando
giunge. — Lambert.
Sequitur vestigia patrum. — Irvine.
Sequitur victoria fortes. — Campbell.
Sequor. — Campbell, Gordon, Mclnroy.
Sequor nee inferior. — Crewe.
Ser libre o morir. — Hamilton.
Sermoni consona facta. — Collins, Trelawny.
Sero
scd
serio. — Cecil,
Ker,
Gair,
McDonnell, Nairn.
Serpentes vclut et columbae. — Enys.
Servabit me semper Jehova. — Barclay.
Scrvabo fidem. — Dutton, Johnson.
Serva fidem. — Corfield.
Serva
jugum. — Hay,
Hay-Dalrymple,
fidele.

si

Nultall.

—

Scrvare modum. Earle.
Servare munia vitae. Oglander.
Servata
fides cineri.
Calvert,

—

Ryder,
—
—
—
(Company
Serve the king. — Bennett.
Serviendo. — Simeon.
Serviendo guberno. — O'Uorke.
Servire Deoaspcre. — Sadleir.
Servitute clarior. — Player.
Scrvus scrvoruni Dei. — Connell.
Set on. — Campbell, Seton.
Shanct a boo. — Fitzgerald, DaltonFitzgerald.
Shanid a boo. — Fitzgerald.
Sliannet-a-boo. — Wilson.
Shoot thus. — Yeoman.
WeJfitt.

Scrvatum cineri. Prcvost.
Serve and obey. London Haberdashers
of).

—

Richardson.
Sibimet mercus industria. Miller.
Sic ad astra. M'Burnct.
Sibi constct.

crcclus.

Sa— Si

—

—Skinner.

—

—

Sic viresco.

Otway.

Deus vobiscum quis contra nos.
Donaldson.
Dieu vieult.— Preston.
Sidus adsit amicnm. Bateman.
Si
Si

—
— Foster.
Signantur cuncta manu. — Greig.
Si fractus fortis.

Signum
Si je

je

Si

amor.— Bell.

pacis

n'estoy.— Curwen.
puis.
Colquhoun,

—

Cahun,

Eyre,

Eyres, Gahn, Livingstone.
Silentio et spe.
S';ls te

—

Brauder.
mordent, mords les.

—Morley.

Simili frondescitvirga metallo.

— Cahnady.

— Philips, Symouds,
Synions.
Simplex vigilum veri. — Perkins.
Simphces sicut pueri sagaces sicut ser*
pentes. — Vaughan.
Sinceritas. — Short.
Sinceritate. — Francklin.
Sine cladc sterno. — Thickncsse.
Sine Deo fiustra.— Gull.
Sine Deo
— Litster.
Simplex

munditiis.

nihil.

—

Sine dolo. Lewes.
Sine fine.— M'Gill.
Sine fraude fidus. Johnstone.
Sine labe decus. Allen.
Sine labe fides. Lockhart.
Sine labe luccbit. Crawfurd.
Sine labe nota. Crawfurd.
Sine macula. Cary, Carey, Flint, M'Culloch, Mackenzie, NorcliliV, Siborne, Syu-

—
—
—
—
—
—

nott.

—

Sine macula macla. Clough.
Sine mctu. Jameson, Weies.
Sine numine niliilum. Jones.
Sine pondere sursum.
Panton.
Sine sanguine victor. Smith.
Sine sole nihil. Pettcsicw.
Singula cum valeantsunt meliora simul.—

—

—

—
—
—

Stuart.

Singulariter in spe.
Sin not. Synnott.

—

Si

non datur

ultra.

— Lcacher.
—Williams.

—
— Kavanagh.
Si possim. — Lcarmonth, Livingstone.
Si pouvois. — Clcland.
Si rccte facics. — Drummond.

Sionnach aboo. Fox.
Siolh chain agus fairsinge. (Peace and
plenty).

—

——

Si— Su
Sis fortis.

MOTTOES.

—Lindsay.
—

—
— Woodroffe.
Sit dux
Sit Fors ter felix. — Forster.
Sit Justus etne timeas. — White.
Sit laus Deo. — Arbuthnot.
Sit mihi libeitas. — Findlater.
Sit nomen decus. — Swan.
Sit ordo in omnibus. — De Teissier.
Sit saxum firmum. — Saxby.
Sit sine labe. — Scott.
Sit sine spina. — Cay.
Sit vita nomini congrua. — Christie.
Sliagli McEncliroe. — Crowe.
Sobrie, pie, juste. — Bliddleton.
forward. — Cuninghame.
So
So ho ho dea ne. — Comerford.
Sola bona quae honesta. — Archer, Colebroolie.
Sola cruce. — Best.
Sola cruce salus. — Barclay.
Sola in Deo salus. — Kobinson.
Sola juvat virtus. — Stuart.
Sola nobilitas virtus. — Hamilton.
Sola nobilitat virtus. — Hamilton.
Sola proba quae honesta. — Neave.
Sola salus servire Deo. — Gore, McGenis,
Magenis.
Sola virtus invicta. — Eyre, Haig, Howard
(Duke of Norfolk), Howard, Miles, Waud.
Sola virtus munimentum. — Mason.
sapientia.

forli

Sola virtus nobilitat.— Mitchell:

Hender-

son.
Shaw-Storey.
Sola virtus tedit nobilem.
Sola virtus triumphat. Carvile.

—

—

— Aubrey.
Solemfcrre possum. — Davies.
Solertia ditat. — Whitelaw.
Soli
Deo gloria. — Bonteine,
Solem

fero.

Glovers and Skinners (United

Eustace.

Company

Exeter), Leslie.
Stewart.
Soli Deo honor.
of,

—

—

Deo honor et gloria. Huddleston.
Solo Deo gloria. Beste.
Solo Deo salus.— Montagu.
Soli

—
—
Bull.
mi,
signa dabit. — Stewart.
Sol
Solus Christus mea rupcs. — Orrock.
Solus inter plurimos. — Forbes.
Solus mihi invidus obstat. — Nott.
Sol, re,

fa.

tibi

Solus
per
Stewart.

Christum

Son comfort

et liesse.

Btdemptorem.
(His comfort

joy).— Doncaster (Borough

—
—
—
—

and

of).

—

Curtoys.

Soyez content.— Charnocke.
Soyez fcrme.— Butler, Foljambe,

Hyde,

Needham.

—
sage et semple. — Spry.
not. — Giffard.
nought. — Hay.
when you have nought. — Gifford.
Spe. — Horrocks.
Spes mea Deus. — Moore.
Spectcmur agendo. — Agar, Boyle, Browne,

Soyez
Soyez
Spare
Spare
Spare

sage.

Eliott.

Dale, Drumson, Duckett, Elvin, Hartley,
Husscy, Lloyd, M'Clure, Montagu, Mott,
Pollock, Reid, Kutson, Thornbrough,
Vigors.
Speed, strength, and truth united. Frame-

—

work

Knitters,

Company

of.

Speed well.— Spcid.
Spe et amorc. Fisher.
Spe et industria. Neaves, Wallace.
Spe ct luborc.— Bladen.
Spe expcctu.— Forbes, Leslie, LiviDSStoae.

—

—

iiyi

alae.

alit.

firniat.

est.

infestis.

Ellis.

Spero.— Allan, Brown, Chalmers, Cuthbert,
Dolling, Douglas, Gordon, Hunter, Hutton, Langlands, Learmonth, Menzies,
O'TooIe, Shank, Sparrow, Warner.
SpcVo et captivus nitor. Devenish.
Spero et progrcdior.^Pringle.
Spero et vivo. M.ashiter.
Spero in Deo.— O'Crouley, Parnall, Powell.
Spero infestis metuo secundis. Ellerton,
Ludlow, Riley.
Spero meliora. Ainsworth, Baillie, Darby,
Eccleston, Fairholm, Graham, Laird,
Lowe, Maxwell, Montgomery, Murray,

—

—

—

—

Rodie,

Rait,

Phillips,

Sandilands,

Stewart, Swan.
Spero procedere. Hopkirk.
Spero suspiro donee. Hope.
Spero ut fidelis. Baskerville, Mynors.
Spes.
Gaskell, Wyllie.
Spes alit. Child.
Spes alit agricolam. Huskisson.

—

—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Spes anchora tuta. Duamorc, Dunsmure.
Spes anchora vitae. M'Leay.
Spes aspera levat. Ross.
Spes audaces aOjuvat. Holies.
Spes dabit auxilium. Dunbar.
Spes decus et robor. Smith.
Spes decus et robur. Eardley.
Spes durat avorum. Nassau, Walmesley.
Spes et fides. Chamberlain, Wtdtaker
Spes et fortitudo. Mair.
Spes firma. Tytler.
Spes in Domino. Hardy.
Spes in futuro. Wadge.
Spes juvat.— Holland.
Spes labor levis. Bigland, Ochterlony.

—

So run that you may obtain. Baker.
Graham.
Souvenez
courtois.
Soyez compatissant soyez

—

Spei bonae atque animae. Miller.
Spe labor levis. Hill, Page.
Spe meliori vehor. Bogle.
Spem fortuna alit. Kinnear, Petree.

—

Sors est contra me. Lewis.
Sors mihi grata cadet. Skene.
Sors omnia versat. Philip.
Sorte contentus.— Welby.
Sorte su5, contentus. Hartwell.
.

—Macartney.
—
—
—
—
Spem renovant
— Norvill.
Spem renovat anni. — Grierson.
Spem sequimur. — Ellison.
Spem successus
— Ross.
Spem vigilantia
— Dunbar.
Spem sequimur. — EUiston, Ellison.
Spe posteri temporis. — Atcherley.
Sperabo. — Annand, Pitcairn.
Sperandum. — Rait, Scott.
Sperandum
— Crothers, Wallace.
Sperate et virite fortes. — Bland.
Sperat
— Colbome.
Speratum et completum.— Arnot, Arnott.
Speravi. — Lyon.
Speriamo. — Prior.
Spernit pericula virtus. — Forrester, Ramsay.
Spcrno. —
Spe eaudeo.

Sisitpvudcniia.— IJrown, Eden, Henley.
Si sonant tubse paratus. Sisson.
Barlow.
Sis pius in primis.

—
—
—
—

Spes lucis aeternae. Black, Pitcairn.
Spes mea Christus. Bingham, Weeden.
Spes mea Christus est. Powell.
Brooke,
Borlace,
Spes mea Deus.
Hackett, Hoole.
Spes mea in coelis. Boyd.
Spes meaincoelo. Marshall.
Spes mea in cruce unica. Martin.
Spes mea in Deo.— Brooke, Dewhurst,
Gaskell, Gillett, Goskar, Greaves, GuinKirkwood, Lethbridge, Lewin,
ness,

—
—

—

Roper-Curzon, Saunders, Stieglitz, Ward,
Wainwright.
Spes mea in futuro est. Robinson.
Spes mea superne. Bruce.
Spes melioris aevi. Rees.
Spes meum solatium. Cushney.
Spes nostra Deus.— Curriers (Company of).
Spes salus decus. Nesham.
Spes tumen infracta. Hope.
Spes tutissima coelis. Price, King.
Spes ultra.— Nairn.
Spes vincit thronum. Winthrop.
Spes vitae melioris. Hobhouso.
Spe tutiorc armis. Lewis.
Spe vires augentur. Scott.
Spe vitae melioris. Lea.
Spe vivitw.— Dobree.

—
—

—

—

—

—

Hutlon.
Splendeo trims. Ferrers.
S' Rioghal nio dhream.
Greg.
Stabilis.
Grant.
Stabit.
Grant.
Stabit conscius aequi. Charlton, Dalton
Grant.
Spiritus gladius.

—

—

—
—

—

—

Stabo.
Hawthorn. Kinninmond.
Stand fast. Dougal, Grant.
Stand sure. Anderson, Crichton, Grant.
Stans cum regc. Chadwick.
Slant ca;tcra tigno. Gordon.
Slant innixa Deo. Crawfurd.
Stare
vias
super
antiquas.
Angel;
Powlett-Townshend.

—
—

—
—
—

—

—Rochfort.
—Howes, or Ilowse,
Stat fortuna domus virtute. — Molyneux.
Statio bene Cda carinis. — Cork (City oOSlat pronilssa
— Leslie.
Stat Veritas. — Sandeman.
Steadfast. — Mansel.
Steady. — j\ylmer,Hood, M'Adam,Northey,
Verelst, Weller.
Steel to the back. —Steel.
Stella Christi duce. —Soliier.
Stat fortis in fide.

Stat fortuna

domus.

Gay.

fides.

micat

futura
Taylour.

Stella

divino

lumine.

—Twyning.
Stenimata quid faciunt. — Mcyrick, Stewart,
Windsor.
Stct fortuna
domus. — Arthur, Strange,
AVintle.
Stet non timeat. — Bindon.
bydand. —Gordon.
without fear. — Sutherland.
Stimulat sed ornal. — Macartney.
Stimulis majoribus ardens. — Hamilton.
Stire stcddie. — Donaldson.
Sto, cado, fideet armis. — Farquhar.
Sto mobilis. — Drummond.
Sto pro veritate. — Guthrie.
Strenue et audacter. — Wood.
Sirenufe et prosperfe. — Earner, Jcdbnrgb,
(Borough
Strende insequor. — Luke.
Stricta parata neci. — Budge.
Stellis aspirate gemellis.

Still

Still

of).

Strike.

— Hawke.

Strike Dakyns, the devil's in the

Dakyns.
Strike sure.

hempe.

—Greig.

mo dhream. —M'Gregor.
—Brise, Ruggles-Brise.
Studiis et rebus honestis. — Dunning.
Study quiet. — Heady.
Suaviter. — Harwood.
Rathbone.
Suaviter et fortiter.—
Suaviter in modo. — Churchward.
—Beevor,
Suaviter in modo, fortiter in
Strioghal

Struggle.

Elliot,

re.

Nunn, Wynn.
Suaviter sed fortiter.- Adams,
Dennis, Williams, Wood.
Sub cruce Candida. Perceval.

Busk,

—
Sub cruce copia. — Cross.
Sub cruce glorior. — Astcll.
Sub cruce lux.— Donaldson.
Fletcher,
salus. — Capron,
cruce
Sub
Pierce, Ward.
—Shrubb.
Sub cruce semper
— .\dam3.
Sub cruce
Sub cruce vinccs. — Norwood, Percival.
viridis.

verit.is.

Subditus

fidelis

Regis et salus Regnl.

Carlos, Hopper.
Sub hoc signo vinces.

—Brenan, O'Brenan,

Vaizey, Vescy.
Subito.— Cringan.
Sub lege libertas. Daniel.

—

—
—

Sub

—

Sublimiora petamus.-liiddulph, Stonhouse.
Sublimiora quaero. Wright.

—
—
—
—

libertatc quietem.— Burrell, Carter,
Cosby, llartstrongc, Peter, Walsham.

Subliinia cures.— Bowman.

—

.Sublimiora speotcmus.— Warren.

—
—

Sub montibusaltis. Skene.
Sub onerc crcscit. Fergusson.
Sab pace copiat. Franco, Lopes.

—

—

—

——

.

Su— Tr

MOTTOES.

—
—
—
—
—

Sub pondere crpsco. FTemin?.
Sub pondere sursuin. PortcrficliJ.
Sab robore virtus. Aikin.
Sub sole nihil. Jlentcath.
Sub sole patebit. Ellis.
Sub sole, sub umbra, crescens. Trvine.
Sub sole, sub umbra, virens. Irvine.
Sub sole viresco. Irvine.
Sub spe. Cairns, Dunbar.
Sub tegminc. Gorilon.
Sub tegmine fagi. Beaufoy, Bcccli.
Sub tigno salus. Inncs.
Sub umbra alarum tuarum. Lauder, AVil-

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

liamson.

Sub umbra.— F.Ipliinstone.
Sub umbra quics. Sharp.
Successus a Deo est. lloberts.
Suchet und werdet finden. Kindcn.
Haddon, Haldane,
Suffer.— Gleneagles,

—

—

—

Morison.

majorcs

scquor.

—

Hathorn,

Stewart.
SuEBcit meruisse.

— Plumptre.
Sui ipsius proemium. — Preston.
Sui oblitus commorti. — Asgile.
—
—

Suirant St. Pierre. Knight.
Borough, Brown, Hawley.
Suivez moi
liarberrie,
Armistead,
raison.
Suivcz
Browne, Dixon.
Sui victoria indicat regcm. Eye.
Summtim noc mctuam diem neo optem.

—

—

—

Tighe-Bunbury.
Sum quod sum. Coldicott.
Sumus ubi fuinius. Weare.
Sunt tria hwc unum. Morison.

—

—

—
— Grant.
Stat robore virtus. — Mowbray.
Superabit omnia virtus. — Kabett.
Superba franga. — M'Lagan.
Superba franu'o. — Maclellan.
Supema quaerite. — Graves.
Superna quaero. — Greaves.
Superna scquor. — Kamsay, Wardrop.
Super sidera votum. — Rattray, Watson.
Suprema manus validior. — Merry.
Sure. — Le Sueur.
Sure and steadfast. — Martin.
Sur esperance. — Moncreiff, Stcuart.
Sar et loyal.— Wild.
Surgit nubila Phcebus— Coachmakcrs and
Coach Harness-Makers (Company
Sursum. — Alston, Calandrlne, Douglas,
Marriott, Mongredien, Pringle, Wills.
Sursum corda. — Langton, MacGillicuddy,
se robore firm at.

of).

Hottison, Iluson.
specto.

—Stronach.
—
—
—

Susciperc et finire. BolcUow.
Edlin.
Suspice.
Sustina et abstlne. Garden.
Suatincatur. CuUum.
Sustine el abstine. Kearney.
Suum cuique. Faculty of Advocates (Scotland), Bickcrsteth, Every, Grant, Milne,

—

—

—

Russell,

Thomson.

Suum
Suum

— Burnett,

licet sero.

Jolliffe,

Templa quam

dilccta.

—

—

—

— Temple,

—

Tacc aut face. Burgcs, Scott.
Tache sans tathc— Carnegie, Do Balinhard.

Tak tent.— Crockatt.
Tam aris quum aratrlg. — Oviey.
Tam arte quam inarte. — M'Lca.

—
—
—
—

auilax quani fldcli.f. Uoxburch.
Turn corde quani nianu. MaynarU.
Tam lUlug quani (Ixus. Stewart.
Tam (;cnu.s, quam virtus. Lundin.

quam externa. — Arbutlinot.
niurtc quam arte. — Ix)gic, Alllne.
pace quam pru'lio. — Gordon.

Tam
Tam
Tam

interna

Tuin

virtu:: (|uaiji liunu.s.

Tam

\irlutt:

qu.mi laborc.

11«2

te tempori.

Terapus

Grcn-

et

— Le Maire.

casus

accidit

omnibus.

Wayne.
Tempus omnia monstrat.
Tempus rcrum imperator.
(Company of).

— Kcnncy.
— Abdy, Carington, Smith,
Tenax et tidus. — Bookcy.
Tenax in
— Bosanquet.
Tenax propositi. — Gilibes, Gibbs, Gilbert,
Morlcy, Bounddl, Taylor.
Tenchc-brai. — Tench.
Tendens ad aethera virtus. — Lewthwaitc.
Tending to peace. — Leathcs.
Tendit ad astra. — JIaxwell.
Tendit ad astra
— Burn.
Tcnebo. — Gray, Waricn.
Tenebras expellit et hostcs. — Smith.
Tcneo. —Staples.
Tcneo tenucre majorcs. — Arthur, Curzon,
Twemlow.
Tenez
droit. — Clifton, Wilkinson.
Tencz
vraye. — Townclcy.
Tentanda via
— Peckham, Stronge,
Wildman.
Terar dum prosim. — Merriman.
Ternate. — Burr.
Terra marique
— Campbell.
Terra marique. — Cuninghame.
Terra marique potens. — O'Mallcy.
Terrena pcricula spcrno. — Ilulton-IIarrop,
Ogilvy.
Terrena per vices sunt aliena. — Fust, Jenner.
Terrcre nolo, timere nescio. — Dyer.
Terris peregrinus et hospcs. — Bonnell.
Te splendente. — Carstairs.
Te stantc virebo. — Temple, de Valmcr.
Thankful.— Hamilton.
The cross our stay. — Parkhousc.
The grit pool. — Mercer.
our trust. — Freemasons.
The Lord
The Lord will provide. — Botfield.
Tenat luccat

Tenax

fiorcat.

et ridclis.

Tennant.

tide.

fides.

Ic

le

est.

fide.

is

is the public good.
White.
The reward of integrity. Crec.
The righteous arc bold as a lion.
M'Brayne.
The lime will come. Clarke.
The truth against the world. Byam.
They by permission shine. Murray.
They sew id Mg leaves together and made
themselves
aprons.
Nccdleuiakers

—

Uaiiiilton.

— IlamtltoD.

—

—

—

(Company

of).

Thincke and thankc.— Tntc.
Think and thank. Mcntefiore.
Think on. Forsler, Maclellan, McClelland,
Maxwell, Boss.
Think well.- Krskine.
This 111 defend.— Macfarlan.
Thol and think.— Twecdie.
Thournib'crcv'lU. (I give you the brantli).

—

—

— Crcagli.
Thou

:,lialt

Trollcr,

want ere

I

—

—

heere.

Thus.

et jure. — Foulis.
— Jervis.
—

Thus far. Campbell.
Thus thou must do

thou

if

have

it.

Siddons.
Tibi .soli.— Kyle.

—

Tien ta foy. Bathurst.
Tiens Jk la verite.— Courtauld, Blaquicre,
De Blaquiere, HofTinann.
Tiens ferme.— Squire.
Till then thus.
Jones.Longueville.
Time Deum. Gordon, Monro, Boss.
Time Deum cole regem. Coleridge.

—
—
—
Timere sperno. — Salle.
Timet pudorem. — Dawnay, Ilyder.
Time tricth troth. — Trevelyan.
Timor Dei nobilitas. — Lcmpricre.
Timor Domini fons
— Arccdcckncvita;.

Butler, Butler.

—

— Abcrcromby.

Tam

Tempora

—

Through. Fitz Maurice, Hamilton, Lay.
Through God revived. Hamilton.
Thryscryssough ne Deu a nef. Tremen-

Thure

—
— Brown, Campbell.
Tanti talem gcnuere parentes. — Moray.
Tant que je puis. — Uillton,
Lawson.
Tantum in superbos. — Jacob.
Te Deum, laudamus. — Harper JNI'Whirter.
Te digna sequere. — Borlase, Parnell.
Te duce gloriamur. — Sinclair.
Te duce libertas. — Crosby.
Te favente virebo. — Grant.
Teg yw Heddwch.— Gilbert
Te ipsum nosce. — Shaw.

Tandem

The noblest motive

cuique tribue. Dunbar.
cuique tribuens.
Walford.
Swift and sure.
Hood.
Syn ar dy U(in.— Dc Winton, Willuns.

Tace.

arbor.
Cuthbert, Douglas, Scrogie.
Tandem implebitur. Simpson.
surcvilus

tit

— Lovell.
— Clockmakers,

Suis ducibus ubique fidclis.— Le Qucsne.
Suis Stat viribus. Scarlett.

Sursum

fit

Tandem

M'Vlcar

ville.

SufiBbuUvtus

Suo
Suo

— Cuninghamo, Finnie,
Affleck.
Tandem
arbor. — Cuthbert.

Tandem.

wuat.— transtoun,

Timor omnisabesto. — Craigge, Kinnersley,
M'Xab.
Tod (Death).— Futroye.

—

Together.
Burrows.
To God only be ail glory. London Goldsmiths (Company of), London Skinners

(Company

—

of).

—

mundi. Farley.
Tosach catha agus deincadh air. O'Gorman.
Totum est providcntia. Judge.
Touch not a cat, but a glove. M'Bean.
Touch not the cat, but a glove. Gilliejs,
Grant, M'Gillivray, Mackintosh, Mac-

Tollit peccata

—

—

—

—

Phcrson.
Toujours. Le Feuvre.
Toujours fidole. Beauchamp, Fay, Fenwick, Garde, Ilairstans, Hickman, IIolford, Mercier, Walters.
Toujours gai. Gay.
Toujours jeune. Young.
Toujours le meme. Tail.
Toujours loyal. Fenwick, Lindsay.
Toujours loyale. Perkins.
Toujours prcst. Carmichael, CariiMchaolAnstruther,
Dayman, Le Coutciu",

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

Sutton.

—

Toujours pret. Chadwick, Daniel, Daniel
(see Amherst), Dease, Hawkins, McDon
nell, Meade, Nixon, Philps, Trfttter.
Toujours propiee. Dawson, Sanderson.
Toujours sans tache. Tabuteau.

—

—

—

Tourne vers I'occident. Dawson.
Tout bien ou rien. Compton, Hicks, Montgomery, Noel.
Tout d'cn haut.— Bellew, Monk, Wliite-

—

foord

Tout

droit.— Carr,

Carre,

Ker, ItidQcU-

Carre.

—
—

Toute foya preste. Pigott.
Tout en bon heure. Hicks-Bcach, Hicks.
Tout en foy. Sutcliflfe.
Tout est Dicu. Gage.
Tout foys prest. Pigot.
Tout jour.— Ogilvie.
Tout jour fidlile. Ogilvie.
Tout jour pret. Mitchell.
Tout par et pour Dieu. Dc Fcrriercs.
Tout i)Our I'Eglise. Wandesford.
Tout pourvoir. Oliphant.
Tout prOt.— Murray.
Touts jours lidclo.— Talbot.
Tout vient de Dicu. Leahy, Leigh, Tro-

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fcsis.

—

Tout zule. Touzel.
Toutz foitz chevalier. Bidout.
Trade and navigation. Uoyal Exchange
Assurance Company.
Traditum ab anti(iuis servare. Frcre.
Traditus non vicliis. Cradock, Dangar.
Browne.
Trailucere asvuni Icnitcr.
Trafalgar.— Codrington, Uurvcy, Kelson,

—

—

Tyler.

Tioniitc recta.— Roe.

—

—

—

—

—

Tr— Vi
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—

Transflgam. Colt, Coult.
Trnnsrtxus seil non mortuus. Walsh.
OrJer of the Bath.
Tria juncta in uno.
Trial by jury.
Erskine.
Trinit;is in unitatc.
Trinity House Guild
of Fraternity.
Tristis et fldclis.—D' Alton.

—

—

Triumpho morte
True.

— Bruce.

—

—

—

tarn vita.

— iUlen.

True and fast. Harris, Parke.
True and trusty. Heriot.
Ilyndman.
True as the dial to the sun
True to the end.— Campbell, Hanway,

—

—

Home, Hume, Quinlan.
True to the last— Ferguson.

—

Trust winneth troth. Hastings, RawdonHastings.
Trustie and true. Scott.
Trust in God. Kichardson.
Trust in God and not in strength.
Eenton.
Trusty and bydand.— Leith.
Trusty and kind. Law.
Trusty to the end. Leith,
Truth and liberty.- Tylden.
Truth, honour, and courtesy.
Gentle-

—

—

—
—

—

man.

—

Try—Gethin,
Tuagha

—

O'Hara, Parker.

tulaig abu.

—MacSwiney.

Tu ccrta salutis anchora. — Gillespie.
Tu Domine gloria mea. — Leicester.
Tuebor.

— Byng.

—

Tu
Tu

meliora spera. Donkin.
ne cede malis. Amery, Amory,
D'Amery, Parry, Riddock,
Smith,
Turner.
Tu ne cede me. Steere.
Turpi secernere honestum. Plumpre.
Turpiter desperatur. Hall.
Turris fortis mihi Dcus.— Clark, Hale,

—

—

—

—

Kelly,

MacGuarie, O'Kelly, Whelan.

fortissima Deus.
forlitudinis.

—Torre.

—Mansfield.

—

mihi Deus. Towers.
mihi fortis Deus. Clogstoun.
prudentia custos. Lander.

—
—

tutissima virtus.

Tutamen.

—Skrine.

—

—Carlyon.

Tutamen Deus. Bent.
Tutamen pulc^ris. Chambre.

—
—
—
Tutum monstrat
—Cook.
Tutum refugium. —Gillon, GuUon.
Tutum
littore sistam. — Murray.
Tutum te robore reddam. —Crawfurd,
Hinde.
Tutus in undis. — Wood.
Tutus
— Fairbome.
Tuum
— Cooper, Cowper.
Tu vincula frange. —Napier.
Tyde what may. — Haig.
Tyme proveth troth. — Adlam.
Tyme tryeth troth. — Horner, Trevel-

Tutissima statu. Stranraer (Town of).
Tuto, celeriter et jucunde. Sutton.
Tuto et celeriter. Penrice.
iter.

te

si fortis.

est.

yan.

amor

—Bclfleld,
patria. — Baillie.

ibi fides.

Dukinficld,
TJbi

bene

ibi

Darbishire,

Newman.

—Hussey.
—Courtenay.
— Beverley, Huger.
TJbique aut nusquam. — Whitefoord.
[Jbique
— Hamilton.
TJbique paratus. — Fraser.
TJbique patriam reminisci. —Cass, Harris.
TJbi solum
coelum. — Anderson.
—Durham.
TJterius ct melius. — Campbell.
TJltra fcrt animus. — Durham.
Ultra pergcrc. — Copley, Croslaad.
TJbi fides ibi vires.

TJbi l.npsus? quid feci

?

TJbi libertas ibi patria.

fidelis.

ibi

TJIterius.
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rol.

roi.

Dieu, un roy, un cocur. Lake.
Dieu, un roy, une foi. Rush.

foi.

loy,

vie.

vile,

soliel.

of).

— Brodic, Cameron.
—
—

Unity and loyalty. Chippenham (Town of)
Un roy, une foy, une loy. Burke.
Unto God only be honour and glory..—
London Drapers (Company of).
Unus et idem ferar. BlundcU.
Upward. Lorimer, Simons.
Urbs intacta manet. Waterford (City of)Usque ad araa. Heme.
Usque ad mortem fidus. Ward.

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Veils id quod possis. Brptt.
Velle bene facerc. Curtis.
Vellera fertis ovcs. Klliot.
Velle vult quod Dcus. Bankes.
Vel pax vel bellum. Fraser, Gordon.
Venabulis vinco. Venables.
Venale nee auro. Jervis.
Venit ab astris. Keith.
Venit hora. Hoare.
Ventis
secundis.
Hood,
Eentilon,

Rowley.
Venture and gain. Hay.
Venture forward. Bruce.

—
—
—
—

—

Vera sequor. Hale.
Vera tropjea fides. Swahey.
Vera virtus immersabilis. — Codrington.
Verax atque probus. Fair, Ruttledge.
Verax et fidelis.— Peareth.
Verbura Domini manet in aeternum.
Stationers (Company of).

—

Veritas. Eiston, Wirginan.
Veritas et patria. Hoadly.
Veritas et virtus vincunt. Walsh.
Veritas magna est.— Jepson.
Veritas me dirigit. Brojklehurst.
Veritas non opprimitur. Calderwood.
Veritas omnia vincit.
Kedslie.
Veritas
prcmitur,
non opprimitur.
Calderwood.
Veritas puritas. Webster.
Veritas superabit monies. Hill.
Veritas temporis filia. Badge of Queen

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mary
Veritas
Veritas
Veritas
Veritas
Veritas

—

I.

—Tyrrell.
— Wilde.
vincet. — Orpen.
vincit. — Fisher, French, Keith.
vincit omnia. — Waterhouse.
via vitae.

—
—
Usque
— Napier.
Usurpari nolo. — M'Downll.
Utamnis vita labitur.— r.ronks.
Ut apes geometriam. — Petty.
Ut crescit clarescit. — Menzies.
Utcunque placncrit Deo. — Darby, Howe.
Utere dum potes. — Lecky.

Veritatis et aequitatis tcnax. Rust.
Verite sans peur. Bcdiord, Hemans, Willoughby.
Verity snyez ma garde. Brewster.
Verite vient. Vere.

Utile dulci.— llcstall, SliutUeworth, Spedding.

Vernon semper viret. Vernon.
Vero nihil verius. De Vere, Hopc-Vcrc,

fidelis.

—

Utile et dulce. Morrison, Riddell.
Utile quod tacias. Turner.

—
honestum. — Davis.
— Mikieson.
Utitur ante quoDsitis. — Dreghom.
Ut palma Justus. — Palmes.
Ut prosim. — Foley, Greenwood, Grigg.
Ut prosim
— Fergusson.
Ut quocunque paratus. — Lambart.
Utraque fnrtuiia contcntus. — Vosper.'
Utraque Pallade. — Bcndish.
Ut reficiar. — Archibald.
Ut resurgam. — Pennycook.
Utriusque auctus auxilio. — Ranking.
Utriusque auxilio. — Spottiswood.
Ut secura quies. — Huskisson.
Ut Sim paratior. — Clcphan.
Ut sursum dcsuper. — Worslcy.
Ut
sic
— Bowles, Leigh,
Pemberton.
Ut vivas vigila. — Arnold, Bailicr.
Vade ad formicam. — Anketell.
Vae duplici cordi. — Fitton.
Vae
—Maddison.
Vae
— Senhouse.
Vaillance avance I'homme. — Acton.
Vaillant et veillant. — Cardwell.
Valde et sapicnter. — Musgrave.
Valcbit. — Lysons.
Valens et volens. — FethcrstonHaugh.
Valet anchora virtus. — Gardiner.
Valet et vulncrat. — Hay.
Valet pietas. — Valpy.
Valore ft virtutc.— Salle.
Valor et fortvna. — RoUo.
Valour and loyalty. —Grant.
Vana spcs
— Paul.
Vantis est honor. — Bowdcn, Bowdon.
Va outre marque. —Utermarck.
Va presto ma sano. — Watts.
Veillant et vaillant. — Erskme.
Vol arte vcl maitc. — Baiaes, Deans.
Utili secernere

Ut implear.

aliis.

—

Tutela.— Lyell.

TJbi

Dieu et un

TJnDieu, un

Un
Un

Unite.

Truth is the light.—Wax Chandlers (Company oOTruth prevails. Gordon.
Truth will prevail. M'Kenzie.

Turris
Turris
Turris
Turris
Turris
Turris

—Do Jersey.
—D'Arcy.
—
—
Undique fulsus. — Myrton.
Une foy mesme. —Gilpin.
Une foy, une loy. —Sorel.
Une pure
— Hewett.
Ung Dieu et ung roy. — Littleton.
ung foy. — Burke.
Ung Dieu, ung
Ung Dieu, ung roy. — Lytfclton.
Ung durant ma
—Barrington, Doni
Domville.
Ungje serviray. — Fitzhcrbert, Herbert.
Ung par tout, tout par ung. — Wriothesley.
Ung roy, ung foy, ung loy. —Eurke, De
Burgh, De Burgo.
Ung sent, ung
—Verney.
Ung tout seul. — Verney.
Uni aequus virtuti. — Grenville, Murray.
Unica spes mea Christus. —Dishington.
Unione augeter. — Miller.
Unione minima vigent.— Coghlan.
Unitas societatis staUilitas. — Parish Clerks
(Company
Unitate fortior. — Beck.
Un

tibi

alteri.

tiiiiido.

victis.

vitse.

victrix.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Vere, Weir.

—
—
—
—
—
Verus amor patriae. — Hughes.
Vcrus et sedulus. — M'CuUoch.
Verus honor honestas. — Lacock.
Vescitur Christo. — Rou?.
Vespere et mane. — Powrie, Pierie.
Vestigia nulla retrorsum. — Baily, Conings.
Vero

nil verius.
Vere.
Vertitur in diem. Farquhar.
Baillie.
Vertitur in lucem.
Vertu cerche honneur.— D'.Vrey.
Vertue vaunceth. Verney.
Verum atque decens. Browne, Lee, Wylde.

by, Hampden, Levinge, Massicks,
thorp, Trevor.

Sib-

— De VeuUe.
— Black, Sinclair.
Via crucis via
Vi at tamen honore. — Wyatt,
Via trita est via tuta. — Berryman.
via tuta. — Agar.
Via
Via tuta virtus. — Dick.
Via una, cor unum. — Hart.
Vi aut virtute. — Chisholm.
Via
— Hayter.
Vici. — Copland, Raines.
Veuille bien.

lucis.

trita

vi.

Vicimus.

— White.

Vicisti et vivimus.

Vicit

amor

patria.

— Johnson.

—

HoII'-s.

— Draper.
—
—
—
Victor in arduis. — M'Conncll, O'Connell.
Victoria. — Conqueror, Locock, M'Dowall
Victoria a Domino. — Webb.
Victoria concordia crescit. — Amherst.
Victoria fortitudo virtus. — Young.
Victoria non prcEda. — Durham, Sandilands.
Victorious. — ORorke.
Victor mortalis
—Clark.
Victor aine sanguine. —Smith.
Vicit, pepercit.

Victima Deo. Vcale.
Victo dolore. Simpson.
Victor. James, Linskill.

est.

——

Vi—Vi
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—
—

Victrix fortunae sapientia. Andrews, Calthrop, Pelissier, Wylie.
Victrix fortuna sapientiae. Chalmers.
Victrix patientia duris. Carter.
Victrix prudentia. Gordon.
Video alia sequorque. Carnegie.
Video et taceo. Fox.

—
—
—

—

—Jlonteflore.
—Scurfiold, Twisleton.
Vi divind. — Pearse.
Vi et animo. —Osston.
Vi et animo. — M'CuUocU, HanUinson.
Vi et armis. — Armstrong.
Vi et arte. — Ferguson, Stophen.
Vi et consilio. — Merewethcr.
Vi et
vivo. — Nihell.
Vi et libertate. — Vibert.
virtute.
— Baird, Bolton, Chisholin,
et
Vi
Video meliora.

Vidi, vici.

fide

Farriers

(Company

of),

Fulton, Le Kuez,

Lindow, Pears, Pooler, Powell, Spaiglit,
White, Woodlock.
Viget in cinere virtus. Davidson, Gray.

—

—

Vigila et ora. llogers, Wake.
Vigilando. Campbell, Gordon.

—

—
—
—

Vigilando maneo. Kirkaldy (Burgh of).
Vigilando quiesco. Tredcroft.
Vigilans. Burton, Johnson.
Vigilans et audax. Bradley, Coates, Cockhurn, Corry, Stephens, White.
Vigilans et promptus. Wyld.
Vigilans et verus.
Wcnlcy.

—

—
—
Vigilans non cadet. —CalUer.
Vigilant. —Newcomen.
Vigilanter. — Alcock, Gregory, StawcU.
Vigilantia. — Aird, Hinshaw.
Vigilantia et virtute. — Porter.
Vigilantia robur voluptas. — Blair, Hunter.
Vigilantia non cadet. — Cadell.
Vigilantibus. — Acheson, Aitchcson.
Vigilantibus non dormientibus. — Bristowe.
Vigilanti salus. —Cochran.
Vigilanti securitas. — Phin.
Vigilate. —Alcock,
Edwardes,
Leeds,
Sconce, Walkey.
Vigilate et orate. — Capron, Ilandcock,
Shuckburgh.
Vigilat et ornat. — Finnison.
Vigil et audax. — Glascock.
Vigilo. — Dess.
Vigilo et spero. — Daunt, Ilorton.
Vigueur de dessus. — Braidwood, O'Brien,
O'Brycn, Willington.
I sail.— Menzies.
Vi martiali Deo adjuvante.

Vill God,

Vim
Vim

da
vi

vi honcstae.

—Marshall.
— Davy.
— Gwyn, Ilolford.

repellcre licet.

Prattinton.

Vim

vi repello.

— Baldwin.

Vincam malum bono. — Hobinson.
Vincam vol moriar. Bcnyon, M'Dowall.
Vince malum bono. Eure, Jones.

—
—

—Townshend.

Vince malum paticniii.
Vincendo viclus. Ley.

—
—

Vincent! dabitur. Vincent.
Vincent que re vinccnt. Vincent.
Vincero aut mori.— M'Neill, O'Hagan,

—

Tuthill.

Vinccrc vel mori.— M'Doufral, M'Dowall,
(or
O'Morchoo
M'Neill,
Maclaine
Murphy).
Morgan.
patitur.
Vincct qui
Vinctt vel mori.— M'Dowall.

—

Vincit

amor patriae.—Gun,

Ilargrcavce,

James, Molcsworth, O'llara, Pelhani,
Pennington, Shaw
Vincit cum Icgibus arma.— Atkyns.
Vincit l.ibor. Campbell.

—

Vincit liberavit.— SlingBby.
Vini:it omnia.— O'Conry.
Vincit omnia Veritas.— Do Courry, Katon,
OoodchiUI, Laffan, Rligo, Tlioinson.
Vincit pcricula virtus. Brady, Maine.
Wliito.
Vincct qui curat.
Acworth, AddenVincit qui patitur.
brookc, Ainphlctt, Ashhuift, Chester,
Harrison,
Dancer,
Disiicy,
Colt,

—
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—
—

Homfray,

Shaw,

Llewellyn,

Wire.

Turner,

—

Vincit qui se vincit. Fawssett, Holland,
Wilson.
Vincit Veritas. Alison, Allison, Baxter,
Bulfln, Burn, Coote, Dijkin, Edmonds,
Galwey,
Henry,
McKenny, O'Shec,
Orpen, Peacocke, Prendergast, Eyder,
Shee,
Smyth, Ward, VVarde, Web-

—

ster.

— Kennedy.
Vinctus non victus. — De Worms.
Vinctus sed nun victus. — Bourke,
Vincit vim virtus.

Buikc,
Gahvcy.
Vincula da linguae, vel tibi liugua dabit.
Hoskyns.
Vincula tomno. Sinclair.
Vircbo. Hamilton.
Vires agminis unus habet. Gryles.
Vires animet virtus. Garden.

—

—

—
Virescit in arduis virtus. — Ker.
Virescit vulnerc— Stewart.
Virescit vulncre virtus. — Brock, Burnett,
Filgate, Hepenstal, Meara, Stewart.
Viresco. — Douglas, Grcenlecs, Greenwell,
Smollett.
Viresco et surgo. — Maxwell.
Vires Veritas. — Kennedy.

—

Virginitas et unitas nostra fraternitas.

Pinmakers, (Company of).
Vir gregis. Clarke.
Viridis et fructifera. Hamilton.
Vir super hostcm. O'Donovan.
Virtue have virtue. Ross.
Virtue is honour. Kendrick, Kenrick.
Virtue is my honour. M'Lannahan.
Virtue mine honour. Maclean.
Virtus acquirit bonorem. Hamilton.
Virtus ad aethera tendit. Balfour, Calms.
Virtus ad astra. Flamank, Innes.
Virtus ad astra tendit. Ross.
Virtus ad sidcra toUit. Patten.
Virtus ariete fortior. Bertie.
Virtus astra petit. Vandeleur.
Virtus auget honorem. Edmonstone.
Virtus auget honores. Charles.
Virtus auro praeferenda. Allen.
Virtus basis vitae. Jennings, Jerning-

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
ham.
Virtus castellum meum. — Ecnce.
Virtus constat in actione. — Norgate.
Virtus dedit cura servabit. — Brown.
Virtus deprcssa resurget. — Kendall.
Virtus dum patitur vincit. — Wemyss.
Virtus durissima
— M'Lean.
Virtus duxit avorum. — Seton.
Virtus est Dei. — Briggs, Brooke.
Virtus est vitium fugere. — Reynardson.
ferit.

Virtus

et

McGuire.

fortitude

invincibilia sunt.

—
—
—
—

Virtus et industria. Browne.
Virtus ct nobilitas. Lewellin.
Virtus et spes. Caldwell.
Virtus fides fortitude. Spens.
Virtus impendere vero. Brown.
Clayton,
Virtus in actione consistit.
Craven, Everard, Halford, Sier, Syer.
Virtus in ardua. Pottingcr.
arduis.
Baring,
Cokayne,
Virtus
in
Gamon, Harrison.
Virtus in arduo. Howell.
Virtus incendit vires. Smythe.
Virtus incumbet honori. Williams.
Virtus insignit audentcs. Beamish.
Virtus intaminatis lulgct honoribus.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Truss.

—

Virtus invicta. Morrogh.
Viitus invicta gloriosa. Thomas.
Virtus invicta viget.— Penyston.
Virtus invidi.T scopus. Mcthuen.
Virtus laudando.— I'aton.
Virtus malurat. Uiddcll.
Virtus mihi .scutum. Warren.
Howard (Earl of
Virtus niillc ?cuta.
KfBngliam), Clillord, DayrcU, llowarUSadler.
Vysc,

—

—

—

—
—

—Boyd, Cruso, Ilcndcr*
son.
Virtus non stemma. — Grosvenor.
Virtus non vertitur. — Sarsfield.
Virtus omnia nobilitat. — llerrick.
Virtus omnia vincet. — White.
Virtus paret robur. — Bunbury.
Virtus pati'imonio nobilior. — Trelawny.
Virtus post
— Bcrthwick.
Virtus potentior auro. —
Virtus pras numina. — Price.
Virtus prae nuininis. — Smart.
Virtus prse numiuis. —Stuart.
Virtus pra;3tantior auro. — Severne, Whjeldon.
Virtus praestat auro. — Cunninghams.
Virtus prctiosior auro. — Robinson.
Virtus prevalebit. — Ranken.
Virtus probata
— Bernard.
Virtus probata
— Bernard, ColoVirtus nobilitat.

fata.

l'"alconer.

florebit.

florescit.

gan, MacColgan, Veldon.
Virtus propter se.— Lube, Radcliffe, Ratcliffe, Repington.
Virtus repulsse ncscia sordidce. CufTe.
Virtus rosa suavior Stella clarior. Lloyd.
Virtus salus ducum. Leader.
Virtus semper eadem. Dodgson, Turvilc.
Virtus semper viret. Woodward.
Virtus
semper viridis. Corry,
Cory,
France, Green, Laurie, Lowry.
Virtus sibi aureum. Knight.
Virtus sibi praemium. Calderwood, Fcrgusson.
Virtus sine maculd. Russell.
Virtus sine metu. Howard.
Virtus sola fclieitas. Bliss.
Virtus sola invicta. Dauntesey, Eyre.
Virtus sola nobilitas. Nicholson, O'Dwyer,

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
Throckmorton.
Virtus sola nobilitat. — Blake, Kavaoagb,
MacCausland.
Virtus sub cruce crescit. —Bury.
Virtus sub pondere crescit. — Jephson.
Virtus tolht ad astra. — Innes.
Virtus tutissiraa cassis. — Barker. Fincb,
Hatton, Stevenson, Willis.
Virtus ubique. — Verst.
Virtus ubique sedem. — Stevensone.
Virtus vera nobilitas. — Drake, HenvOle*
Springham.
Virtus veius honos. — Burr.
Virtus viget in arduis. —Gurdon.
Virtus vincit invidiam. — Bowen, Clibborn,
Cornwallis, Mann, Usborne.
Virtus virtutis praemium. — MacMoran.
Virtus vitium fugere. — Whitby.
Virtute. — Bain, Church, Couper, Dick,
Dick-Lauder, Ferguson, Keane, Metivier,
Stuart, Tait, Watkins, Whyte.
Virtute acquiret honos. Richardson.
Richardson,
Virtute acquiritur honos.
Ritchie, Spence.
Virtute adepta.— Keyes, Paton, Patton.
Virtute cresco. Burnett, Forbes, Leask.

—

—

—

Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute
Virtute

— Brisbane.
—Glascott.
dignus avorum. — Worlhington.
damnosa

quies.

dccoratus.

doloque.— Binning.
duce.

— Elder.

duce comite fortun4.— Shand.

— Jervis.
— Minnitt, Pratt.

et amicitia.
et armis.

et claritate.— Mara,
et constantia.

et fide.— Harley,

Crofts,

et

O'Hara.

— Townend.
Lamb, Marriott.

tidclitatc.— Blackie,

Blakie,

Lanphier,

Lyons,

Hackctt,

Reeves.
Virtute ct fortitudinc.— Morris, Whcttnall.
Virtute el fortuna. Andrew, Gardner.
Virlutc et honorc. Wells.
Brackenbridgc,
Virtute ct industria.

—
—

Bristol (City of).

—

—

Virtute ct ingcnio. Master.
Virtute ct laborc— Allunson, Clark, Cochlanc,

DuwnHcld,

Foster,

GregBon,

—

Vi— Ze
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McClintock, Main, Knight, ReW, Rigs,
Wilson, Winn.
Virtute et non vi. Bradstreet.
Virtute et numine. Creagh, Lawless.
Virtute et opera. Bennie, Duff, Fyffe,
Harris, Pentiand,
Virtute et prudentia. Hepburn, Howenden.
Virtute et robore. Borough, Pillans.
Virtute et sapientia. Brownrigg.
Virtute et spera. Duff.
Virtute et valore. Batt, Carson, Ennis,

—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—

Leech, Mackenzie, Macnamara, Noble,
Peppard, Stamer, Roberts, Roe, Whitehead.
Virtute et veritate. Blathwayt.
Virtute et vigilantia. Sharp.
Virtute et votis. Neilson, Nelson.
Virtute excerptae. Gary.
Virtute fldeque. McMurray, Murray.
Virtute gloria parta. Napier.
Virtute honor. Richardson.
Virtutem coionat opus. Laurie.
Virtute me involvo. Forbes, Rarasay.
Virtutem extendere factis. Fisher.
Virtutem sic et culpam. Maxwell.
Virtute non aliter. Moir.
Virtute non arm is fido. Egerton.
Virtute non astutia. Pery, Whitbrcad.
Virtute non ferocia. Forbes.
Virtute non verbis. Baxter, Clere. Fitz
Maurice, Hoskins, Robinson.
Virtute non vi. Austin-Gourlay, Bameby,
Coppinger,
Lutley, Rothe,
Schives,

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Shivez.

—

—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

Hillary.

—
—
Virtutis alimentum honos. — Parker.
Virtutis amore. — Annesley, Stephens.
Virtutis avorum praemium. — Upton.
Virtutis comes invidia. — Devereux.
Virtutis fortuna comes. — Colley, Trench,
Trotter, Wellesley, Pomeroy.
Virtutis gloria merces. — Gyll, I.orimer,
MacDonogh, Robertson, Sandbacb.
Virtutis gloria parta. —Napier.
Virtutis honor prsmium. —Sparling.
Virtutis in bello praemium.^teuart.
Virtutis laus actio. — Corbet, Fraser, GledVirtuti nihil obstat et armis. Stratford.
Virtuti omnia parent.
Butter.

stanea,

art.

Virtutis

fier.

fin.

fides.

si

Eyton, Flood, Hales, Hosken, Lidwell,
Moore, Pulteney.
Vis unita fortior est. Flood.
Vis viri fragilis. Lilburne.
Vita brevis gloria aeterna. Price.
Vita mors nobis. Butchers' Corporation
of Dublin.
Vita et pectore puro.—Beloe.

—

—

—

—

Vitae

via

virtus.

—Dawson,

Vaughau,

Weeks.

—

Vitam dirigit. Christison.
Vitam impendere vero. Brown, Ramnje,

—

Reichel.

— Hanercroft.
—Townsend.
— Forster, Lumm.
Veritas victoria. — Londonderry (City
Vite, courageux,
— Harrison.
Vivim
laudare (Deus). —Chambers.
Vivant dum virent. — Forrest.
Vivat post funera virtus. — Nottingham
(Town
Vivat rex. — M'CorquoduU.
Vivat Veritas. — Duncan.
Vive Deo. — Durham.
Vive Deo et vives. — Craig.
Vive Deo ut vivas. — Laurie.
Vive hodie. — Price.
Vive lajoye. — Joy.
Vive
plume. —Scott.
Vive
—Garden.
Vi vel suavitate. — Rochfort.
Vive memor
fugit hora. — Bailhache.
Vivere sat vincere. — De Moleyns, Molyneux.
Vive revicturus. — Vivian.
Vive ut postea vivas. —Johnston.
Vive ut vivas. — Abercromby, Bathgate,
Vita
Vita
Vita
Vita

more

flde.

posse priore frui.

potior libertas.

—
—
—

VoTo non valeo. Greystock.
Volonte de Dieu. Kyler.
Volvitur et ridet. Fainveather.
Vota vita mea. Brahazon, H.ican.
Votis tunc velis.— Edmunds.
Vows should be respected. Vowe.
Vrai ^ la fin.— Pike.

—

—
— Boswell.
Vulneraecelesiae liberorum vita. — C'lurcTi.
Vulnera temno. — Cramond.
Vulnerati non
— Cooks (Company oOVulneratur non vincitur. — Homfray.
Vulneratus non victus. — O'Grady.
Vulnere viresco. —Stewart.
Vulneror non vincor. — Muscliamp.
Vultus in hostem. — Codrington.
Vraye

Rumbold.

1185

fler.

te

Walk in the fear of God.— WalkerWare the horn. Savage.
Watch.— Forbes, Otter.
Watch and pray. Forbes.
Watch the temptation. — Keith.
Watch weel. Halyburton, Scott.

—
—

—

Ways and means.

We

Beniley, Falconer, Falkner,
Fraser, Hall, Hartley, lliff,

Faulkner,
Johnston,
M'Kenzie, Price, Sladen, Stone, Vivian.
Vi viotus non coactus. Warter.
Vivis
sperandum.
McNevins,
Nivcn,

one.

— Lowndes.

—

—

not fain high honours).

— Brander.

We rise. — Martinson.
We stoop not. — Anaerton.
We will endeavour. — Royal Irish Academy.
Whatsoever thy hand flndeth
with thy might.

What was may

— Buxton.
—Oliphant.

—

—

Vivit post funera virtus. Boyle, Bryson,
Maule, Robin, Shairp.
Vivitur ingenio. Copen.
Vi vivo et armis. Hennessy, O'Hennessy.
Vixea nostra voco. Campbell, Founiainc,
Greville, Maister, Pechell.
Vixi liber et moriar. Gray, Ibbetson.
Volabo ut requiescam. Collens.
Volando reptilia sperno. Scra.5e.

—
—

—

et valens.

—Whitoey.

do

it

—

Who

most has served is greatest. Sayle.
Whyll lyff lastyth.— Cornewall.
Will God, and I shall. Asbburnham.

—
— Urquhart.
— Wilson.
Wisdom above riches. — Nuthoobhoy.
Will well.

Wilsone

wil.

Wisdom's

beginning

God's

is

fear.

Campbell.

—
—
—

Wise and harmless. Grant.
With God's blessing. Cotton.
With heart and hand. Dudgeon.
With truth and diligence. Lucy.
Without fear. Campbell.
Without God castles are nothing.— Castleman.
Wrth ein ffrwythau yn hadnabyddir.

—

—

Ellis.

Y
Y

—

cyflawn sydd hy megis Llew. Hughe*.
ddioddefws y orfu. Williams, .Morgan.
Ye great pule. Mercer.
Yet higher. Kinloch.
Yet in my flesh shall I see God. Surman.
Y fyn Duw a fydd. Mathew.
Ynir o yale. Lloyd.
Ystoveau et ne doubtero. Strangways.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Volens

to do,

be.

—

Philip.

—
—

are

—

le roi.

lethi,

—

Braziers
(Company of.
London Braziers (Company of).
Weave truth
with
trust.
Weavers
(Company of).
We beg you see warily. Cornwall.
Weigh well. Urquhart.
Wer. gutes. u. boses nit kan. ertragan
Wiri;. kein. grose. ohre. erjagen.
(He
who cannot suffer good and evil shall

of).

la

foi.

victi.

of).

—
—

Virtute non viribus vincent. Vincent.
Virtute orta occidunt rarius. Aytoun.
Virtute paret robur. Richardson.
Virtute parta. Haliday, Halliday, Melville-Whyte, Whyte, White.
Virtute probitate. Magan.
Virtute promo veo. Sydserf.
Virtute quies. Phipps.
Virtute securus. Maude.
Virtute sibi praemiura. Fenwick.
Virtute superanda fortuna. Whiteford.
Virtute tutus.
Blair, Marshall, Phayre.
Virtute vici. Ingram, Meyuell.
Virtute viget. Keirie.
Virtute vinces. Leatham.
Virtute viresco. Paterson.
Viriuti fortuna comes.
Hoskyns, Mayne,
Orr, Rothwell, Stewart.
Virtuti inimica quies.
Forbes.
Virtuti moenia cedant.
Wilder.
Virtuti
nihil
invium. Chamberlayne,

1^

— Leek, Myrton, Stewpraemium honor. — FeilUen.
Viitutis proemium. — De Jersey.
Virtutis regia merces. — Skene.
Virtutis robore robor. — Daccome.
Virtutis stemmata. — Cobb.
Visa per invisa firma. — Spence.
Vis, courageux,
—Cooke, Falcon.
Vise & la
— Home.
Vis en espoir. — Hassard.
Vis et
—Campbell, Wyndham.
Vis et virtus. —Chisholm.
Vis fortibus arma. — Barton, Cruickshank,
Nisbet.
Vi
non consilio. — Sherbrooke.
Vis unita fortior. — Brooke, Bunbury,
Virtutis praemium.

Zeal and honour.- BlomQcld.
Zealous. Hood

—

.

.

..

.

.
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BooKSEiLEB AND Stationeh
Caepets, &c.

:

:

—Hairison,

59, Pall Mall,

and

1, St.

James's Street, S.W.

.

—Watson Bontor and Co., 35 and 36, Old Bond Street, London, W.

Cabeiaqes foe Invalids —John Ward, 5 and
:

6, Leicester

Square, London,

W.C.

15

—C. and A. Oidridge, 22, Wellington Sireet, Strand, London, W.C.
Dentist (Sttegeon), &c. —David Wicking, Thayer Street, Manchester Sqixare, London,W.
Fancy Stationeet, Games, Tots, &c. —Asser and Sherwin, 80 and 81, Strand, London, W.C.
Q-iAss Chandeliees, &c. — F. and C. Osier, 45, Oxford Street, London, W.
GuNMAKEE, &c. —John Adams, 391, Strand, London, W.C.
Chemists, Ac.

:

4,

:

:

:

:

M.

E.

Reilly and Co., Oxford Street, London,

W

.

Hebaldic Stationees

:

—

W

— Jamee Weir and Knight, 283, Regent Street, London, W.

Hotels, Ac. :— Almond's Hotel, 6 and

7,

Clifford Street,

Bond

Street,

:

Street, Piccadilly,

—Barron and Wilson,

Lamp Makebs,

Ac.

:

—

Outfittees, Ac.

:

West

436,

Ac.

:

Silk Meecees, Ac.

Street,

— Messrs. Jay, Regent Street, London, W.

18

Co., 130,

—

King William

7

Oxford

Street,

Ac.

W

J. Allison

and

:

Street,

Loudon,

—Powell

Co., 238, 240,

London,

W.

W.

11

6

.

and Harwood, Royal Polytechnic,
9

and 242, Regent

Ac. - Bennett, 65, Cheapside, London, E.C
F. Dent, 33, Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, S.W.
Howell, James and Co., 5, 7 and 9, Regent Street, London

Watches, Clocks,

8,

3

13

Refeigeeatoes, Moulding Machines,
309, Regent Street, London,
:

10
12
8

W.

—Poole and Lord, 145, Oxford

Sampson and

Strand, and 7 and

Barclay and Son, 138, Regent Street, London,

MiLLiNEBT (Mottening),

9

4

London, W., Proprietor, Mr. Denyer

.

.

17

14

Cowan's Hotel, 26, Dover

adjoining

10

14

Bristol Hotel, Burlington Gardens, london, W., Proprietor, H. Eisele

Ibonmongees

11

London, W., Pro

James R. Roy

prietor,

10

12

E. A. Harrison, 151b, Piccadilly, London,
Hebaldic Paintee and Engeavee, &c.
Moring, 44, High Holbom, London, W.C.
Pugh Brothers, Great Turnstile, Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C.
:

2

11

Street,

:

M.

.

London,

W.

18

5
16
16
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ARMS & CRESTS FOUND & EMBLAZONED.

MONOGRAMS
Of any Combination of

Letters, Artistically Designed, in

RUSTIC, GROTESQUE,

A

Gentleman s Card Plate, engraved in any
Cards printed from

thin or thick

A

& MEDIEVAL STYLES.

Lady's Card Plate,

ditto,

ditto

Addresses engraved on the Plate,

Cards for Invitations,
stock,

\s.

At Home, Return

style,

it for
...

4

and lOO

IN

5 Shillings.

...

6d. per line additional.

Thanks, &c., always kept in

or printed from Plate at the shortest

ARMS, CRESTS, &C,

superfine

Shillings.

notice.

MODERN OR MEDI/EVAL STYLES, FOR

BOOK LABELS, &C.

An immense

assortment, and Newest Designs in

BALL PROGRAMMES,
gtenu Cartes, anb ?!Eebbmig Inbitations,

PRINTED

IN

COLOURS, GOLD OR SILVER.

Specimens can be forwarded on Application.

HARRISON & SONS,
EXFOEX AND
7,

ST.

OiSlfEEJlI*

STATIOI^EES,

JAMES'S STREET, LONDON, S.W.

.

TIte

Extract from

General

Armory

The MorninG

uidveriizei

PoST, August 21, 1873.

—

A

West-End Private Hotel. Few persons but those who have availed th^'mselves of the comfort and convenience of a Private Hotel, conducted on a liberal
scale, can appreciate the advantages of such a temporary home.
This class of Hotel is more frequently to be met with in London than in any
Continental or American city, and there are certain localities in London which favour
their popularity with the upper classes of society.
For example, in Dover Street,
I'iccadilly, there is one of long-established reputation, known by the name of Cowan's
Hotel, but now possessed by Mr. Denyer.
It would seem as if it had been built for this especial purpose, as a long passage
connects under the same roof one house with an entrance in Albemarle Street, and
another with an exit or entrance in Dover Street. Each house contains suites of fine
large and lofty rooms, beautifully furnished, and replete with all the conveniences of a
private dwelling.
The general supervision of the establishment is under the immediate care of
Mrs. Denyer (formerly Miss Cowan), and whether a suite of rooms is occupied by a
family or an individual visitor, there is the same regard to the comforts and requirements of each.
The menage is at the option and according to individual orders, and is of course
of the very best character that the London markets can supply.

For wines there is, from the fact of Mr. Denyer being a wine merchant with very
large connections among the nobility, an inimitable choice of the b^st brands and
from the first shippers. The wine cellars are, however, in a very distinct locality,
being situated in Regent Street, and occupying a subterraneous area extending in
breadth from the west to the east, or opposite side of this spacious street.
Sparkling and still wines of every class which Germany and the champagne
districts can furnish, the red wines of Portugal, and the white wines of Spain are
not only to be found in these cellars in every variety, but Messrs. Denyer & Co. have
a special reputation of possessing the largest stock of the choice and delicate sherries
of Sanlucar which can perhaps be found in London.
These last-named wines are a speciality in themselves, because it is well known that
Sanlucar is the native soil of Amontillado, Manzanilla, and all that class of dry sherries
which are so highly recommended for their pure, natural, and nutritive properties.

THEY ARE ALSO IMPORTERS OF

The New Sparkling Wine, Minegau CJiampagne.
NOTE.— Suites

of

Booms

specially adapted for

"Wedding Breakfasts. Estimates given for

large or small parties, inclusive of

Wines

if

required.

Special advantages are oflfered in respect to "Wines, which can be purchased at the Cellars,
95, EEGIENT STREET, at Merchants' Prices, paying the Hotel a small charge for Corkage.

The

Geiteral

Armory

Advertizer.

BRISTOL HOTEL,
BURLINGTON GARDENS,
LONDON,
BRISTOL HOTEL

LONDON
BURLINGTON GARDENS

|"W.

,
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MAKER To THE QUEEN.

BENNETT'S
^HOUSE, OFFICE,

ft

»0 KZT RXQUIBXD.

DIALS,

»IR-TI8HT,

DAMP-TIGHT,

EIQHT-DAY PIECES,
SflTer

CASH PRICES.
£S 8

SO „

U

...
...
...

.. ...

.,

8

.,

,

.,

It

..

,

Gs.
10
14

Ii

asoe, taite,

tho

and eoonomy, Mcnrtnf

pcniable comfort o<

CHURCH, TURRET, RAILWAY,
AND DRAWIHQ-ROOU OLDCKS.

HOUSt,

all

to the wearer the Indls-

4

6 6
7 10
10 10
16 16

A eomUnatlon of

recent Improvemento for perform-

Penoiu who forward their Money may
rely on the best poulble Watch by retom.

U-ln...

4

e
10

Gold

MODEL WATCH

DUST-TIGHT.

Gt.

In Ifahogftny, Oak, or KoMwood
Cmm, warrmnted for perfect time.

U
IC „
»„

BENNETT'S

BENNETTS KEYLESS WATCHES.

SHOP

-

RCD
»-

pz
ill

H
O

^

I
UJ

>

O
O
z
a
u
oc
o

'h'

z

D
2
>

<
UJ

>
F

Ul

>

>

(P

*^^

Q
z
<

X
E
m

GOLD.

SILVEK.

Bmiiuat.

Ouintat.

I-

12 to 20

o
I-

>
z
m
CO,

eENTLEHEN'8.

X

UJ

o
o

7

to

12

EVERY WATCH IN THE LATEST STYLE,
AND MOST CAREFULLY FINISHED.
Superior London-made Lerer Watches, Jewelled
in 4, e, 8, or 10 holes

5 to 10

3

HorlKontd Escapement, JeweUed in

to

6

^

fl;

or 8

holer,

LADIES'.

SILTISS,

GOLD.

Omuum.

Omtn^ot.

6 to 10
3 to

10

6

to

20

6 to la

EeylesB Half-Ohronometers, Compensated for VariationB of Temperature, adjusted
In Positions, Winding and Setting Hands without a Key, for Qentlemen,
In aold, 30 to 40 Qs. ditto in SUver, 16 to 25 Gs.
;

AV

with

ILEQANT ASSORTMENT

rleOily

Ditto for Ladies,
XngraTCd Oold Oases and Dials,

From 20

to

30 Gs.

or

SKILFULLY

DRAWING-ROOM CLOCKS^
DBSI0K8.

A8TB0H0MICAL, TUBBET,

Am
OTHER CLOCKS.^

CONSTRUCTED,

CAREFULLY

or THB

S1EWEST

EVEBT WATCH

CHE A PS IDE

EXAMINED

PROVED, TIMED,
AND ITS PERFORMAHCE

GUABANTEED

MADE TO ORDER.

TO THE ADMIRALTY.
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SAMPSON &

CO.,

SHIRT TAILORS.
SOLE MAKERS OF

THE SURPLICE SHIRT.
FINE LONGCLOTH SHIRTS. LINEN MILITARY FRONTS.
PURE IRISH LINEN SHIRTS.
Coloured French Printed
Shirts.

India Flannel Shirts.

Cashmere or

Silk Shirts.

Saratta Gauze Cotton Shirts.

Dress Shirts.

Night

Shirts.

All Shirts and Collars made
to measure.,

or Patterns

Copied.

SAMPSON &

CO.

invite special attention to their Surplice Shirts, fu being peculiarly adapted

are

made on

GloTCs, Ties,

own

Gentlemen
Rugs, Dressing Gowns, Dressing

their

upon the Shrinking

all shirts and collars
and well assorted Stock of Hosiery,

Outfit orders can be executed at the shortest notice, as

in their shape for India.

premises.

will find a large

Suits, &c., to select from.

Great attention

is

bestowed

of Flannels.

A

Begister kept of

all

Shirts

made

to Measure.

DETAILED PRICED OUTFIT LISTS AND SELF-MEASUREMENT CARDS SENT ON APPLICATION.

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.
Blue Serge

Dress Suits.

Suits.

Frock or Morning Coats.

Cricketing Trousers.
Cricketing Jackets.
India Tweed Suits.

Brown Holland

Dressing Robes.
Lounge Suits. Overcoats.
Cheviot and Angola Suits.

Suits.

Terms — All Goods marked in

plain figures.

Cash, Five per cent. Discount.

SAMPSON &
HosiEi^

Gloyef^,

130,

India

CO.,

and Colonial

Outfittei^s,

OXFORD STREET,

NEAR HOLLES STREET, LONDON, W.

The General Armory Advertize^.

BARCLAY AND
138,

SON,

EEGENT STREET, LONDON,

WAX CHANDLERS AND LAMP MAKERS
TO HER MAJESTY & H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
INVITE INSPECTION OF THEIE

SHOW

ROOMS,

WHICH CONTAIN A CHOICE SELECTION OF

Moderator and Duplex TaWe and Suspension Lamps,
In Japanese Porcelain, Dresden China, Gien, Bronze, and Silver Plate.

INDIA LAMPS TO BURN KEHOSINS OS COLZA OIL

UNDER THS PUNKAH.
Best Refined Colza Oil.

Water White

A1 Kerosine Oil.

WAX. SPERM, AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PATENT CANDLE.
Catalogues and Price Lists Post Free.

The drawing annexed
Reading Lamp which

illustrates our
is

Improved

stronger and better

finished than those of foreign manufacture,
is

supplied with a tinted chimney

of persons with

much by

weak

eyes, or those

who

study

artificial light.

£

s.

Bronze or Bronze relieued

7

W

Lacquered

7

10

-

-

-

Silver

-

2

Electro-Plated

-

2

German
IMl'KUVED READING LAMl'.

and

for the use

10

d.
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LINCOLN'S INN

HERALDIC OFFICE.

FOR FAMILY ARMS,
Send

Name and

Grants of

County ; Sketch, 3/6 or Stamps.

Arms oMained from

the

Heralds'

College.

PEDIGREES OF FAMILIES
Illuminated on Vellum, &c.

HERALDIC

PAINTING.

Arms emblazoned on Vellum,
a,nd

Artists,

SHERIFF'S

Card, &c., by the first
in strict accordance
with the Laws of Heraldry.

Impaled and Quartered

TRUMPET BANNERS,

Painted with Armorial Ensigns, and mounted with bullion or silk fringe and
adapted for use as Banner Screens.

Executed

Hatchments

and mounted

in carved oak or other frames
leather or velvet.

and

be

IHtJtessts

Iktminal^eb
in the highest style of Art,

tassels, so as to

Monumental

;

or

bound

in

Brasses.

SEAL ENGRAVING.
PUGH BROTHERS

having made this branch of Heraldic Work one of the special
Messrs.
features of their business, can guarantee that all Stone Seal Engraving will be executed in the most
artistic manner and with the highest finish.

Corporate, Ecclesiastical, and Official Seals
Designed and Engraved

in the first style.

DIE SINKING
Executed in

all its

branches.

MEDAL & BUTTON

SCRET^

-AJ>Tr>

XjE-ver,

DIES.
EiwiBOSSinsro-

finesses.

BOOK PLATES
Engraved

in Mediaeval

and

ILLUMINATED
Visiting,

Wedding,

Modem

STATIONERY.
Programmes and

and Mortuary Cards.

Note.

—Every branch of

Heraldic

Styles.

Work

InTitation

Cards.

executed for the Trade.

PUGH BROTHERS,
Great

Turnstile^

Lincoln s Inn,

London,

Lists forw^arded on Application.

W»C,

The General Armory
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POWELL & HAKWOOD,
Late of the Ice Company, 315, Oxford Street, W.,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

|« Palunj

|inpro&t!b |lefrigerator5,

anJr

Pouli^ing glacljints,

THE PATENT TAP DROP CATCHERS,
Suited to all kinds of Taps,

THE EEOISTEEED C&FE
Specially adapted for preserving Meat,

I70IE ICE SAFES,

Game, and other perishable

Freezing Machines for producing Ice in Hot Climates.

articles.

ImproYed Freezing Powders, &c.

WEST END DEPOT—

ROYAL

POLYTECHNIC,

REGENT

309,

STREET,

W.

MANUFACTORY—
14,

AUGUSTUS STREET,

N.W.

TEE HIGHEST CLASS MEDAL AWARDED AT THE YIENNA EXHBITION
FOK

ID J^

-A-

D^dl

S S
'

NEW PATENT
Double-Action, Central Fire,

Breech-Loading

tT \J \\ A^
\f
tT 1^
^?1. MLA.
W h^
V/ I
""V
^
,

A

'^

Diagram
Distance,
this

of 24 Shots at 30 Yards'
at Woolwich with
6ft. square.

made

Bevolver at a target

As Exclusively Adopted by H.M.'s War Department, the Police Forces, and various
Cf the Finest London Manufacture and Warranted.

Colonial

Qovemments.

ADAMS'S PATENT SMALL ARMS COMPANY,
JOHN ADAMS, Manaoino

Disbctor,

Contractors to Her Majesty's

War

Department,

(TH£ ONLY ADDRESS.)
Reprints of Special Articles on Competitive Trials at th^ Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, from the Timet, Daily Ttlegtaph,
Engineer, Pall Mall Gazette, (fee, ifec, together with Price Lists and other particulars, can be obtained on application.

See "War Office General Order, March, 1877.

Breech-Loading

Rifles,

Guns, and Appurtenances of

all

kinds.

10

77ig
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ASSER & SHERWIN.—LAWN TENNIS.
Bats,

Sets
Qs.,

Complete.

£

s.

d.

1 1]

6

2 2
3 13

6

4

4

5

5

6rf.,

:2*. 6d., 15«.,
18«.
Balls,
4v5.

6 16

Is. &d.,

10*.

per doz.

;

covered, 10«.,
12«. per doz.

6

Croquet, Cricket, Archery, Bowls,

and

all

Games and

Toys.

ASSER & SHERWIN'S
WEDDING

LADIES' BAGS.

AssER

&

BIRTHDA Y

AN D

TRAVELLING BAGS.

PRESENTS.
ALBUMS.

Sherwin's Superior Monogram Stationery.

Five Quires Superfine Cream Laid Note Paper and 100 Court Envelopes stamped with
Monogram, any 2 or 3 ILetters, or Ladies' Christian Name,
5s., or free to any part, 58. 6d.

THE NEW ILLUSTEATED CATALOGUE,

ASSER & SHERWIN, 80 &

E. A.

ENGRAVINGS, POST FREE.

200

Strand, London, W.G.

81,

HARRISON,

ttLUfflNATOR OF ADDRESSES, VOTES OF THANKS, &c.

SEAL AND GENERAL ENGRAVER.
Arms Found and

1 51 ^

Painted on Yellum, Hatcliments, Banners, &c., &c.

FICOADILLY. LOK^DOM.
COLUMBIA

OF
^;r^lfe\BALM
T':
Eyebrows,
^""^^ G 9^^v^
Whiskers, and

^^\: /y^^v^

Moustachios
to grow freely.
SOLD EVERTVHERE,

38.

Prevents Baldness and
^^ Hair turning Grey,

^--^^^^^^^
AS
6d., 6s.,

&

H^
lis.

^

jA

Wholesale and Retail from
22,

WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND,
ESTABLISHED SIXTY

YEARS.

W.C.

When used for Children, forms
^^v^ the Basis of a Magnificent

A

Head

:^7

of Hair.

The General Armory Advertizer.
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DAVID V/ICKING,
4,

SURGEON-DENTIST,
THAYER STREET, MANCHESTER SQUARE. W,
From

the late

Edwin Sercombe,

Esq., M.R.C.S., L.D.S.

SINGLE TOOTH FROM

Teeth

10s. 6d.

SET F :R.03^ ^3

aOJSJIIPXjET E

made by other

3s.

Dentists Repaired or Remodelled.

THE VERY BEST WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

IMPORTERS OF TURKEY CARPETS,
(DIRECT

FROM SMYRNA,)

WATSON BONTOR &
Carpet Panufadtinrs ia pa' Pajestg

f .|l,p.
Superior [Brussels,

Nos. 35

Velvet,

&

36,

Saxony,

i\t friiia
and

all

jof

other

^^^

CO.,

% <^mm

antr

^al^s,
Carpets in

the

Newest

Designs.

OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

POOLE
145,

& LORD,
OXEORD STREET,

145.

{NEARLY OPPOSITE BOND STREET, W.

Outfitters,

and

Hosiers,

Glovers.

SOLE INVENTORS OF THE

SA^lSrS-PLIS

SHIRT

The' General

12

Armory

Advertizer.

MORING,
HERALDIC ARTIST, ENGRAVER & DIE SINKER.
44. HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.
Specialities.

ARMS, CREST, AND MOTTO, sketched
SIZE 6i BY 4J, Ten Shillings.

in color, in

OXFORD OAK FRAME,

ARMS, CREST, RIBBON. LAMBREQUIN & MOTTO,
PAINTED ON VELLUM, IN GILT FRAME, Thirty-two Shillings.

SOLID GOLD 18CARAT HALL MARKED SIGNET RING
WITH OVAL STONE, ENGRAVED WITH CREST OR MONOGRAM, TWO
Guineas, crest engraved on seal, ring, &c.. Ten Shillings.

BOOK PLATE, WITH ARMS, CREST, MOTTO & NAME,
Twenty-five Shillings.

LEVER PRESS, WITH CREST, OR MONOGRAM,
One Guinea.

THE GUINEA BOX OF STATIONERY, containing
one ream and 500 superfine cream laid envelopes, stamped in
any colors, WITH CREST OR MONOGRAM. No Charge for the Die.
Illuminated Addresses.

Monumental

Brasses.

Illustrated Price List Post Free.

iWonograms,

Ittctiia^tJal

anti

IfloHern.

BI^EEOH-XjO-A-IDEI^/S-

TUfi-MA aM(W«)»iw<

improvements
in L(mdon, of best worhnaiuhip, with alt the latest

CHOKE-BORES
on

the correct principle Which never

SM
lignt

Xre's'of^^hicranDores, 01 wi.n.. »

wea^^
i, now ready to select from.
Lane, Shepherd's Bush.
,
,

^.ttrntn^f'^uperi^r^hrnd^ynB
a^^^pL^'
v
shooting Ground,

Wood

Immediate
.

,,

trial at

our

„„^,,„ ,h«

pattemi.
RiBes, In abundant variety, the most improv ed

E.

M. REILLY

&

CO.,

OXFORD

ST.,

LONDON.

The General Armory
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Advertizer.

BARRON & WILSON,
FURNISHING

^Slii^? AND GENERAL

IRONMONGERS TO HER MAJESTY,
Contractors to the various Public Departments,

Gas

and Hot

Water Engineers,
Smiths,

436,

West

Belangers,

&c.,

Strand, & 7 & 8, King William Street, adjoining,
OPPOSITE CHARING CROSS STATION.

SEPARATE SHOW ROOMS
For

Bright or Black Register, Hot-Air, and other Stoves.
Bright Steel, Ormolu, or Black Fenders of all qualities, and Fire Irons.
Gas Chandeliers, Hall Lamps, Brackets, &c.
Silber and other Iiamps in Variety. Bedsteads and Bedding.
Baths, Cans, and Toilet Sets of every description.
Electro-Plate of the best Sheffield make. Tea Urns, Tea Kettles, Coffee Pots.
Papier Mach6 and Iron Tea Trays, "Waiters, &c.
Kitchen Utensils in Copper, Iron or Tin. Household Requisites & Turnery.
Table Cutlery, Pocket Knives, Scissors, &c., of Iiondon and Sheffield
(Rodgers') Manufacture,

Ezperienoed

Workmen

sent to

etll

parts of the Klng-dom or Continent,

and Sstlmates g-lven.
FULLY DETAILED LISTS ON APPLICATION.

43
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HERALDIC STATIONERS,
Arms and

Fonnd and Emblazoned.

Crests

MONOGRAMS AND ADDRESSES
DESIGNED & CUT BY FIRST-CLASS WORKMEN.

Colour,

Illuminating,

and

Stamping.

Plain

CARD PLATES AND WEDDING ORDERS ENGRAVED AND PRINTED.

Stationers, Booksellers, Printers, Lithographers,

and Bookbinders.

JAMES WEIR AND KNIGHT,
x-iOnsriDonsr-

ALMOND'S HOTEL,
&

6

7,

CLIFFORD STREET, BOND STREET,

LONDON,
This Hotel

any

in

is

situated in a most central position, unequalled

its

by

London, being a few minutes' walk from the parks, theatres,

and chief attractions of the Metropolis.
and

^W.

commodious

suites of

combines the comforts of a

It has been

Apartments

first-class

newly decorated,

re-furnished.

Hotel, with

all

It

now

the attention

of a home.

Suites of Apartments for

Wedding Breakfasts.

Proprietor—JAMES

Also ROY'S

HOTEL,

34,

Brook

R.

Street,

ROY.

Grosvenor Square,

W.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS
PUBLISHED BY

Harrison and Sons,
59,

PALL

&

IVIALL,

Abyssinia.

ST, LONDON, S.W.

ST. JAMES'S

1,

Eecord of the

Compiled

li:xpedition.

by Majoe T. J. Holland, C.B., Bombay Staff Corps, and Captain H.
M. HoziEK, 3rd Dn. Gds. 2 vols., royal 4to., with volume of Plans, Maps,
Price 4 Guineas cloth, or 5 Guineas half-bound Morocco.
&c.

Ambulances.

See " Transport of Sick."

Ammunition,

Notes on

Ammunition," Parts
Royal
Officers and Men.

on

Armour

I

and

;

II,

compHed from "Treatise
for

the use

Plates, Report on

steel Shot (1866).

of Non-Commissioned

Sewed, Price

8vo., cloth. Price 3s.

2s.

Penetration

Army and Navy

Signal Book,

for

with the Boats of H. M,'s Ships and Naval and Military Forces.

Circulars.

Equipment,

prepared

and Statistical Department, War
James, R.E., F.R.S., Director. Royal

Henet

Part I.— CAVALRY.

„

Price 4s.

IV.— MILITARY TRAIN.
v.— INFANTRY. Price

Army
for

use
12mo.,

PubUshed monthly.

graphical

,.

by

Price 4s.

cloth.

Army
Army

of,

Price 2s.

I

Price 2s. 6d.
53.

12mo., roan.

Price 2s.

Topo-

By Colonel Sie

8vo., cloth.

Part VI.— COMMISSARIAT. Price Is. 6d.
VII.— HOSPITAL SERVICE. Price 58.
„

1

Hospital Corps. Manual
Non-commissioned

the

at

Office.

Officers

and

Men

of the

of instructions
Army Hospital Corps

Harrison and Sons, Publishers,

Army
Royal

Army

Regulations,

Corps

Hospital
Price 9d.

8vo., cloth.

Promotion and Retirement.

Ab-

Commission on Army Promotion and
Retirement, with Abstracts of the Evidence and of the Appendix. Prepared
hy Denham Robinson, of the War Office, Actuary. Demy 8vo., sewed.
stract of the Report of the Royal

Price 3s.

Artificers'

Handbook.

(Military)

Seegeant-Major

T.

Aemsteong, R.A.

New

Edition, 1877.

By
12mo. roan.

Price 3s.

Our

Artillery.

Technical Education.

better

Artlllery, a plea for its
By a General Officer. 8vo. sewed.

Artillery— Useful Tables,

Price 6d.

compiled by

Capt. W. H. Noble, R.A. Printed by order of the Secretary of State
Sewed.
Price 6d.
for War.

The

object of this book

to provide a set of Numerical Tables, which

is

will prove useful to Artillerymen.

Carbine (Snider)

Artillery

Firing Exercises.

October, 1874.

Sewed.

Artillery Exercises (Field)
Demy

January, 1875, with Diagrams.

8vo., cloth.

Artillery Exercises
Royal 8vo.,

cloth.

Price Ss.

Manual

and

Manual,

ist

Price 2d.

Price 48.

Manual,

Pocket Edition

isrs.

Is. 6d.

Artillery Exercises Manual,
Revision of Part II, Section
sewed.
Price 6d.

1,

Heavy Ordnance,

Artillery Volunteers,
By LiBUT.-CoLONEL

Austria,

J.

M. Macintyee.

Armed

catechism
48mo., cloth.

Strength,

S.

Cooke.

Royal 8vo,, sewed.

Part

1.

isrs.
Royal

8vo,,

for officers.
Price Is.

compiled at

the Topographical and Statistical Department of the

W.

1876.

War

Office,

by Capt.

Price 10s. 6d.

Part 2,

Price lis. 6d.

Austria.

Treaties and Tariffs. See under "Hertslet."

—

59, /*«// Mall,

and

i,

.9/.

—

—

James s

a

Authorized Arms.

Street, Lojtdou.

selection

of

3

Arms

authorized by the Laws of Heraldry.
By Sir Bernard Burke, C.B.,
LL.D.
With Annotations.
Ilhistrated throughout with the various

Arms.

Price 2l8.

8vo., clotli.

Auxiliary and Reserve Forces

circulars,

being Regulations and Instructions promulgated by direction of the Secretary
of State for War.
Sewed. Published Quarterly.

Auxiliary Cavalry.

Instructions

in the

Duties of Cavalry Reconnoitring an Enemy ; Marches
Outposts and
Reconnaissance of a Country ;
for the use of Auxiliary Cavalry.
;

New

Price Is. 6d.

edition, 1876.

Laws

Baldwin's

;

Whist.

Short

of

Dedicated by permission to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, and adopted
by all the principal Clubs. And a Treatise on the Game. By James Clay.
2nd edition, with alterations and additions. Fcap. Svo., cloth, gilt edges.
Price 3s. 6d.

*»* The Laws can

be had separately, in large clear type, on a sheet, price

also

3s. 6d., suitable for

hanging in Card Rooms.

Letter on

Banting's

Corpulence,

addressed to the Public.
Fourth edition, with prefatory remarks by the
author, copious information from correspondents, and confirmatory evidence
of the benefit of the Dietary system which he recommended to Public
Demy 8vo., sewed. Price Is.
Not'ce.
Pott.
at which every corpulent man has reason to rejoice."
Have you tried Banting?' is aj
''Banting has beconie a household word in men's mouths.
common a question as How do you do ?' " Standard.

" The author has made a discovery

'

'

Bischof s (Dr.)

Elements of

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY.

By Benj. H. Paul, Ph.D.

script of the author.

Price

cloth.

£1

•,*

"A short tale

Book

One volume,

Common

preserved

Stephens,

£1

Book

vols.

manu-

Demy

8vo.,

(a Novel).

in

Esq.,

the
Q.C.,

By william

Price 5s.
Pall Mall Gazette.

post 8vo., cloth.

which can he read without fatigue."

of

MS.

3

lis. 6d.

Black and Tan.
Thomas.

Chcinical and

Edited, and in part translated from the

Prayer,

according to the

Record Office, Dublin. Edited by A. .T.
LL.D.
3 volumes, demy 8vo., cloth.
Price

Bolls

lis. 6d.

of

Common

Text of the

Sealed

Books

Prayer,

according

showing the variatious therefrom,

;
the
together with a copy of the original Charter of Charles XL ; with Notes,
3 volumes
Legal and Historical, by A. J. Stephens, Esq., Q.C., LL.D.
Price £1 lis. 6d.
deray 8vo., cloth.

to

—

—

—

—

—

Harrison and Sons, Publishers^

Sounds.

Bugle

See

''

Immpet and Bugle

Sounds."

Bugle Sounds

By command

for Infantry.

of His Royal Highness, General Comraanding-in-Chief,

Pield-Marshal

Burgoyne,
His

LIFE and CORRESPONDENCE.

Boards.

Sir

Price 6d.

John:

Comprising Extracts from his

Jonrnals during the Peninsular and Crimean Wars; Letters of the Duke
of Wellington, Marquis of Anglesey, Lords Hardinge, Palmerstbn and
Herbert, Sir Robert Peel, Lord Raglan, Omar Pacha, and many other
Also the Private and Official Correspondence of Sir John
celebrated men.
Burgoyne during the Crimean War. Edited by Liettt.-Col. the Hon.
George Weottesley, R.E. Two volumes, 8vo., with Portrait. Published at 30s., offered at 7s. 6d. net.

*#* Messrs. Harrison have purchased the only few remaining copies of

this

interesting work.

WORKS BY

SIR

BERNARD BURKE,

C.B.,

LL.D.,

ULSTER KING OF ARMS.
*,*

"The list of his works, remembering their nature, and the size, intricacy, and almost endless
ramifications of some of them, present an example of rare industry, system, mental energy,
and capacity." Dublin University Magazine.

Burke's

Peerage,

Baronetage,

and

KNIGHTAGE

of the British Empire for the present year, with additional
matter, containing the Privy Councillors, Knights of various Orders and
Knights Bachelors, with a record of their families. This edition also gives

the names of the various Clubs to which the members of the Nobility
Royal 8vo. Price 38s.

belong.
*,* It

work which records the ancient history of those great houses whose heads
in such numbers in the Wars of the Eoses, and under the Tudor and

the only

is

and members

fell

Stuart sovereigns.

" We
"

It

have subjected the work to a somewhat searching ordeal, and we are bound to add that it
comes out of it only to confirm our previous impre.ssions as to the accuracy and fidelity with
which the Editor has performed his task." Time.% Feb. 3nl, 1877.
not only supplies full information concerning living persons of title, but also furnishes complete particulars of their lineage."

Graphic, Jan. 20(h, 1877.

"This admirably arranged volume of reference maintains, and even raises, the reputation
which the work has gained in a long series of years." Daily Telegraph, Jan. 18(A, 1877.

Landed G-entry of G-reat Britain
A RE-ISSUE OF THE FIFTH EDITION, with SuppleADDITIONAL FAMILIES, and an Addenda
NUMEROUS CORRECTIONS; together with an Index to

and Ireland.

ment containing nearly 200
containing
families in
Price
" A work of
exist and
in

it,

£3

Supplement and Addenda.

2

vols.,

royal Svo., cloth gilt.

3s.

Its utility is not merely temporary, but it will
this kind is of a national value.
l>e acknowledged as long as the families, whose names and genealogies are recorded
continue to fcrm an integral portion of the English constitution." Foit

—

59,

Pall Mall, a?id

St.

i,

James s

London.

Street,

5

Burke's Dormant, Abeyant, Forfeited,
AND EXTINCT PEERAGES

of the British Empire.

Engravings of the Principal Arms, 1866.

£2

Illustrated by Steel

Royal 8vo., cloth

Price

gilt.

2s.

The

history of each

title,

and the various

dignities, are traced

down

to

their existing representatives.

" By the publication of this splendid volume, Ulster King of Arms completes the structure of
information which he has been so long engaged in rearing, and in whose construction he has
displayed not only the accuracy and research of the herald, but the generalizatioD, the appreciation of the historian."

Morning

Post.

Encyclopaedia of Heraldry,

or

General Armory of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Comprising a registry
of all Armorial Bearings from the earliest times.
An entirely new
edition.
Corrected to the present date.
Comprising, in about 1,()00
pages, the description of

the

ARMS OF

FAMILIES;

60,000

forming

the most complete record of the Armorial Bearings of the Nobility and
Gentry of the three Kingdoms. (Uniform with the Peerage, Landed
Gentry, &c.) Royal Svo., cloth.
Price £2 128. 6d.

Royal Families

of England, Scotland,

and Wales, with Pedigrees of Royal Descents in illustration. By Sib
Bebnaed Bueke, C.B., LL.D., Ulster King of Arms a remodelled and
:

revised re-issue of the original work.

a

Authorized Arms,
Arms

authorized by the

Laws

Price 21s.

Svo., cloth gilt.

selection of

of Heraldry, with Annotations,

throughout with the various Amis.

8vo., cloth.

Sovereigns of England
Norman

Conquest.

IN RHYME.

Square cloth.

Burke's Celebrated Trials

from the

Price Is.

connected ^ith

the Upper Classes of Society in the Relations of Private Life.
8vo., cloth.
Price 16s.
Bttbke, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,

Cavalry (Auxiliary).
Carbine

Cavalry

Platoon Exercises.

1874.

By Peteb

See "Auxiliary Cavalry."

(Snider)

Sewed.

Illustratea

Price 2l8.

Manual

and

Price Id.

Cavalry Carbine (Westley-Richards).
Manual and Firing

Exercises.

May

1870.

Sewed.

Price Id.

Cavalry Outpost Duties, Instructions
for.

July

1,

1876.

12mo., cloth.

Price 6d.

Harrison and Sons, Publishers,

Cavalry, EegUlationS
NEW

and Movements.

tions,

for instruction,

EDITION,

Forma-

Revised and corrected.

1876.

Price 4s. 6d.

8vo., cloth.

Cavendish Society Publications.
LIFE

AND WORKS OF CAVENDISH,

8vo„

by Dr. George Wilson.

LIFE AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES OF DALTON, by
Henry.

Deiny

Dr.

W.

C,

Price 7s.

8vo., cloth.

LAURENT'S CHEMICAL METHOD,
Demy

Demy

Price 7s.

oloth.

translated

by Dr. Olding, F.R.S.

Price 7s.

8vo., cloth.

ELEMENTS OF CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY,

by Gustav
BiscHOF, Ph.D.
Edited, and in part translated from the Manuscript of
the Author, by Benj. H. Paul, Ph.D. 3 vols, demy 8vo., cloth.
Price

£1

lls.6d.

LEHMANN'S PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY,

is

ovt of print.

DR. OTTO FUNKE'S ATLAS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PLATES.

HANDBOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
translated and edited by
cloth.

1

and

Some of
2,

Henry Watts, B

vols. 4, 5,

by

Leopold

A., F.R.S.

these volumes are out

and a few of

by
The

translated and edited

Dr. G. E. Day, F.R.S. The first volume of this work
2nd and 3rd vols., demy 8vo., cloth. Price 7s. each.

of print.
and 6 can be had

6

A new

vols.,

Price 7s.

Gmelin,
demy 8vo.,

edition of vols.

to complete sets.

Price

10s. 6d. each.

HANDBOOK OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,

by Leopold Gmelin, translated
and edited by Henry Watts, B.A., F.R.S. 12 vols., demy 8vo., cloth.
Complete for £^ 4s. Separate vols. 10s. 6d. each.

INDEX TO GMELIN'S HANDBOOK OF CHEMISTRY,
B.A., F.R.S.

Demy

Svo. cloth.

by Henry Watts,

Price 149.

Civil Service, &C.

Tables showing the limits

and subjects of Examination prescribed for the various departments
of the Home Civil Service, together with the subjects of Examination
Royal 8vo., sewed.
for the Army, Civil Service of India, &c., 1877.
of age

Price

Is.

9d,

Coast Guard Manual

for the

use

of

the

Boatmen, «tc., in preparing for Examination, written with the sanction
Demy 8vo., in
and approval of the Commodore Controller-General.
wrapper.

Price Is. 6d.

Coleman's Notes on Philosophy, mental
AND MORAL,

with an Appendix, containing a Selection of Questions set

at the India Civil Service Examinations, between the years 1856 and 1864 ;
and References to the Answers in the Text. Fcap. 8vo., cloth. Price 38. 6i.

Colonial

Office

Compiled by E.
throughout.

D.

Demy

List

Fairfield,

8vo., cloth.

of

for
the

Price 6s.

the present Year.
Colonial

Office.

Corrected

59.

Pall Mall, and

St.

i,

James s

Colonial ServiceRules
Price

8vo., cloth.

1876.

Office,

London.

7

and Regulations.

Is.

Department

Commissariat
War

Street,

Price

8vo., cloth.

and

Commissariat

War

Departments Regulations.

Is.

Keguiations.

6d.

Ordnance

Office,

1876.

8vo., cloth.

Store
Price 2s.

See under " Banting."

Corpulence.

Jerks in from Short Leg.

Cricket.
By Quid.

Cricket as a Profession, the Field, Umpires, Cricket Clubs,
Cricket Grounds, Cricket Nurseries, Confidence, Temper, a Cricket Dream,
Cricket Types, the Spectators, the Ladies, Conclusion. With 90 Illustrations,
by W. H. Dp Bkllew. Fcap. 4to., cloth gilt. Price 7s. 6d.

Dalton's Life and Scientific Researches,
by Dr. W. C. Henet.
Price

"

CAVENDISH SOCIETY." Demy 8 vo.,

Denmark, Armed Strength
in

cloth.

7s.

the

By Captain W.

Drainage.

of.

Quartermaster-General's
Royal 8vo., sewed.
S. Cooke, 22nd Foot.

Branch,

Topographical

Report on the Proper

compiled
Department.
Price 3s.

Principle

of

Drainage to be adopted in the Towns of Oxford, Eton, Windsor,
sad Abingdon, by Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Ewaet, Commanding
Royal Engineers, London District. 8vo., sewed. Price 3d.

Drainage,

suggestions

the

to

as

Preparation

Plans as to Main Sewerage and Drainage, and as to Watei
Corrected to ie74. Demy
Supply.
Local Government Act, 1858.
Price Is. 6d.
Svo., sewed.
of

Dress worn
COURT.

by Gentlemen at

Revised edition, 1876.

Dress Regulations
ARMY.
Price

Drill

Is.

War

for
Office,

Price Is.

OflBcers of the
November, 1874.)

8vo.,

cloth.

6d.

Book

RESERVE,

43*

Guards

(Horse

Hcr Majesty's

8vo., sewed.

for

1873.

the

Cloth.

use

Price 6d.

of

the

Royal

Naval

—

— —

Harrison and Sons, Publishers,

Drill

Manual for

Mounted

See

Rifle Volunteers.

" Volunteers."

JjlGCLriClty.

Elementary Lectures on Electricity,

with Notes on the Instruments and Apparatus in use in the Telegraphic
Troop, R.E.
1877. Crown 8vo., sewed. Price Is. 9d.

Emigrants

to

the British Colonies,
60 pages Demy

Information issued by H.M. Emigration Commissioners.
8vo., sewed.
Price 2d.

Encampment Regulations
tions.

Horse Guards, 1st May, 1875.

Roan.

and

instmc-

Price 6d.

Encyclopaedia of Heraldry,

see -Burke."

Engineer Department Regulations,
an Appendix.

Royal

Engineering,
neering.

Roan.

8vo., cloth.

Manual

of Elementary Field Engi-

By

With numerous Diagrams
Authority.
See "Military Engineering."
Price Is. 4d.

England

Calcutta,

to

with

Price 3s.

by

and

Illustrations.

overiand

the

By the late Feederick Walter Simms,
Route, as conducted in 1845.
Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., M. Inst. C.E., late Consulting Engineer to the
Government of India; Author of "Practical Tunnelling," " Surveying and
Price 6s.
Edited by his Son.
Fcap. 8vo., cloth extra.
Levelling," &c.

iiOtiien, with

Illustrations.

Post 8vo., cloth

gilt.

Price 6s.
" The best book of Eastern Travel that we know." Examiner. " Graphic in delineation, animated
in style, frank in manner, and artislical in the choice and treatment of subjects selected for
presentatioQ." Spectator.
''The author has wit and humour that shed an illustrative gleam
on every object which he describes, placing it in the happiest relief. The book is aB light as
light,' and lively as life, yet there are in it passages and scenes which would make most men
grave and solemn." Athenceum.
'

JjC[Uipment.

Royal Wan-ant and Eegulations

for

Equipment of Her Majesty's Army (serving elsewhere than in the
Indian Empire), including the Armaments of Works.
Royal 8vo.,
1876.

tiie

cloth.

Price 5s. 6d.

Examination Papers,

see -Military ex-

aminations."

iliXammatlOnS.

Tables showing

and subjects for Examination,
See "Civil Service, &c."

limits

&c., &c., for Civil Service,

and

of

for the

age
Army.

59,

Pall Mall, and

i,

James s

5/.

Street,

London.

9

Extinct and Dormant Peerages,

see

Burke.

Explosive Acts.

Guide Book

to the Explosive

Act, 1875, and to the Orders in Council, and Orders of the Secretary of
State made under that Act, for the use of Local Authorities and their

By Vivian Bering Magendie, Major

Officers.

Farr's

Life

Tables.

Tables

Annuities, and Premiums, with an Introduction.

Imperial 8vo., cloth, 762 pages.

New

Infantry.

£2

Price

and

Exercises

Field

R.A.

Koan.

of

Lifetimes,

Published by Authority.

2s.

Evolutions

for

snider EiAe.

id.

Flower and Fruit Decoration.
Demy

Foreign

of

Edition, revised by Her Majesty's Command.

Firing Exercises
Makch.

Price 2s.

8vo., cloth.

Office

By

t. c.

Price 3s. 6d.

List

for

the

Present Year.

Compiled by Edwaud Heetslet, C.B., Librarian and Keeper of the Papers,
Foreign Office.
Corrected throughout. Demy 8vo., cloth.
Price 6s.

Foreign Politics and England's Foreign
POLICY. A Lecture given at
Demy Svo., sewed. Price

C.B.

Bradford by Colonel
Is.

Military

Fortification,

Hope Ckealock,

6d.

Engineering,

and Geometrical Drawing. Instructions as used
Academy, Woolwich. 4to., boards. Price 12s.

at the

Koyal Military

Franco-German War, 1870-7L

official

account of the History of the War to the Downfall of the Empire.
Authorised Translation from the German, by Captain F. C. H. Clakre,

R.A.
First Section

The Events

History of the War to the Downfall of the Empire.
lloyal Svo., sewed.
Price 3s.

:

in July,

Events to the eve of the
Second Section
Price 4s.
Koyal Svo., sewed.
:

Battles of

Worth and

Spicheren.

Third Section

:

The Battles of Worth and Spicheren.

Royal 8vo., sewed.

Price 5s.

Fourth Section

:

Advance of the 3rd Army to the Moselle. Pro2nd Armies to the night of August i-i. Price 48.

ceedings of the 1st and
Fifth Section:

August.

Operations near Metz on the 15th, 16th,
Mars la Tour. Price 6s. 6d.

Battle of Vionville

—

and

I7th

Harrison and Sons,

o

I

Pitblishcrs,

Franco-German War, \^l^-l\—conimmd.

—

St. Privat (with 2
Sixth Section: The Battle of Gravelott^
Royal 8vo. Price 5s.
in the Text).

plans

and sketches

Seventh Section Advance of the 3rd Army, and of the Anny of the
Battle of Beaumont (with two
Meuse against the Army of Chalons.
Royal 8vo. Price 6s.
plans, a general map, and numerous sketches).
The Battle of Sedan (with two plans and two
Eighth Section
:

:

Price 3s.

Royal 8vo.

sketches).

Ninth Section

:

Proceedings

on the German

Coast and betore the

General view of
Battle of Noisseville.
Fortresses in Alsace and Lorraine.
the Franco-German War up to the commencement of September (with
three plans and two sketches).

Royal Svo.

Price 4s.

fid

Tenth Section: History of the War against the Republic. Investment
Capture of Toul and Strassburg (with plans and sketches)^
of Paris.
Royal Svo.

Price 6s.

*^* The first five Sections bound together and forming Volume 1, with
Sections 6 to 9 bound
Price 26s.
case of maps and pb-ns, royal Svo. cloth.
together and forming Volume 2, with case of maps and plans, royal Svo. cloth.
Price 22s.

Memorandum

Friendly Societies.

for

the

Guidance of Societies under the Friendly Societies Acts (38 and 39 Vict.
additional Regulac. 60, and 39 and 40, Vict. c. 32), with substituted and
tions,

dated Feby., 1877.

French
Part

Army

8vo., sewed.

Price 4d.

Reforms.

].— The Law

C.B., R.E.

Part

Crown

Translated by Lieut.-Col.
of Recruiting.
Price Is. 6d.
Royal 8vo., sewed.

2.— General

BURT, R.A.

Royal

Translated by

Organisation.

8vo., sewed.

Major

C. B.

Home,

Bracken-

Price 2s.

French Naval Tactics,

published under the

Department of the Marine and the Colonies, containing
3. Naval Tactics under
2. Principles of Chasing.
1. General Instruction.
Steam and Sail. Translated from the French by Captain Augustus
Royal 8vo., cloth.
PniLLiMOHE, R.N., with numerous diagrams.

direction of the

Price 10s.

General Armory.

Encyclopaedia of Heraldry

;

General Armory of England, Scotland, and Ireland ; comprising an
account of all Armorial Bearings registered from the Earliest Times to the
By Sir Bernakd Burke, C.B., LL.D.
Present Date.

or,

ENTIRELY NEW EDITION, CORRECTED TO THE PRESENT DATE.
Comprising in about 1,000 pages the description of the ARMS OF 60,000
FAMILIES; forming the most coir.piete record of tl.e Armoriiil Bearings
of the Nobil;t> and (ientry of the three Kingdoms. (Uniform with Hurke's
Royal bvo., cloth. Price i.2 12s. 6d.
Peerage, and Latided Gentry).

General
monthly.

Orders

for

the

Army.

Published

1

Pali Mall, and

59.

i,

James s

St.

G-erman Empire.

Armed

Street, LoJidon.

1

Part

strength.

1.

Organisation and administnitiou compiled in the Intelligence Branch of
By Captain
the Quartennaster-General's Department, Horse Guards.
F. C. H. Claeee, D.A.Q.M.G.
Royal 8vo., sewed. Price 83. 6d.

Germany. Campaign

of 1866

in

Germany.

Compiled by the Department of Military History of the Prussian
With 22 plans in portfolio, 2 vols., royal 8vo., cloth. Price 2l8.

Gmelin's Organic Chemistry,
and

edited

Complete, price

cloth.

*^* The
of

desire to

make

this

which

motives

the

Heney Watts,

by

£4

B.A.,

12

F.K.S.

Staff.

translated
vols.,

demy

8vo.,

4s. Od., or separate vols, price 10s. 6d. each.

work generally

originally

was one

available to British Chemists

contributed

of

establishment

the

to

the

" Cavendish Society."

Chemistry

G-melin's Inorganic
translated

of),

demy

8vo.,

sets.

Gmehn's
INDEX

and edited by Henet Watts, P.A., F.R.S. 6 vols.,
Some of these volumes are out of print. A new
1 and 2, and a few copies of vols. 4, 5, and 6, can be had to

cloth.

edition of vols.

complete

(Handbook

Price 10s. 6d. each.

Handbook

by Heney Watts,

Chemistry.

of

B.A., F.R.S.

Demy

8vo., cloth.

Price 14s.

Great Landowners of Great Britain
and IRELAND; being a List of all owners of 3,000 acres and upwards,
worth £3,000 a year, in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales; their
Culled from the
acreage, income from land, college, club and services.
" Modern Doomsday Book," by John Bateman.
With an Analysis.

Crown

8vo., cloth.

Price 14s.

Handbook

Guns.

for Rifled

64-pr.

R-M.L. converted gun of 58 cwt.

40-pr.

New edition, 1876.
R.M.L, gun of 12 cwt. New edition, 1877.
R.M.L. gun of 8 cwt. New edition, 1877.

16-pr.
9-pr.

Royal

Royal Svo., sewed.

8vo., sewed.

Guns.
Price 6d.

Price 6d.

Royal

8vo., sewed.

Royal 8vo., sewed.

10-in.

R.M.L. gun of 18

tons.

1876.

Royal

8vo., sewed.

Price 6d.

9-in.

R.M.L. gun of 12

tons.

1876.

Royal 8vo., sewed.

Price 6d.

Gunnery Manual
Corrected to 1st January, 1873.

Gunpowder.

Her Majesty's

for
Roan.

Handbook

Price 6d.

Price 6d.

Fleet.

Price 26

of its

Manufacture and

Royal Gunpowder Factory, Walthaui
Printed by Order of the
Abbey.
By Capt. F. M. Smith, R.A.
Price 5s
Royal 8vo., doth.
Secretary of State for War.

proof

as

carried

on at

the

—

—

Harrison mid Sons, Publishers,

12

Gunpowder.

short Notes on Gunpowder and

Manufacture, prepared for the use of the Gentlemen Cailets at the
Royal Military Academy, by Capt. H. Geaet, R.A., and Short Notes on
Gunpowder and its Manufacture by Majoe W. H. Waedell. R.A.,
Price Is.
Sewed.
1877.

its

Gymnastics,

nnitary system of Gymnastic Ex-

with a system of fencing for the use of Instructors, by Akchibald
Maclaeen, and a series of Exercises for the Regulation Clubs, by Lieut.
Andeeson, 64th Regiment. Crown 8vo., cloth. Price 2e.
ercises,

Harmony,
Svo.

by Alfred Day.

Treatise on,

Royal

Price 12s.

Hertslet's

Map

of

Europe by Treaty,

Territorial Changes which have taken
General Peace of 1814. By Edwakd Heetslet, C.B.
Price
numei'ous Maps and Notes.
3 vols., royal 8vo., cloth.

showing the various

and

Political

place since the

With
£4 14s.
*,*

6d.

"A

work of considerable importance from a domestic and international point of view."
Moi~ninri Post.
*^* "Mr. Hertslet merits the thanks of all statesmen and reaflers of political history
The " Map of Europe" is a compilation of the highest order. No club, public ofiSee, or library
should be without it. It is veritably an opus magnum, and we shall be surprised if a new
edition i.s not soon called for." Hour.

Hertslet's Treaties

and
and

the Trade between Great Britain
January, 1875. Royal 8vo., cloth.

Hertslet's

Tariffs

AUSTRIA,

Price 7s. 6d.

and

Treaties

lating the Trade between Great Britain and
Ist January, 1875.

Hertslet's

Royal

8vo., cloth.

of June. 1876.

Tariffs
TURKEY,

Britain and

Royal 8vo., cloth.

regu-

in force

on the

Price 158.

and

Treaties

lating the trade between Great

regulating

force on the 1st

in

Tariffs
ITALY,

regu-

in force on the 1st

Price 15s.

Laws,

Hertslet's Treaties,

&c.,

relating

Commerce, Navigation, the Slave Trade, Postal Arrangements, Copyright,
Extradition, Trade Marks, &c.
wherein are defined the Rights and Privileges of British Subjects Abroad, and of Foreigners in the British
dominions. Vol. 12. To which is added an Index of Subjects to the
to

;

entire Series.

8vo. cloth.

Price 40s.

Hertslet's Treaties

—An

Index

of

sub-

Compiled by Edward Hehtslet, Esq.,
C.B., Liliriirian and Kue))er of the Papers of the Foreign Office.
8vo., on
tliick paper, printed on cue side only.
Cloth, price 10*.

J

ECTS

to the entire scries (12 vols.).

—

Pall Mall, and

59»

James s

St.

i,

Street, Lojidon.

13

Heylyn's History of the Reformation
of

the Church of England;

with the Life of the Author, by John
Edited by The Ret. James Ceaigie Robertson, M.A.,
of Trinity College, Cambridge.
2 vols, demy 8vo., cloth. Price 2l8.

Bakxaed, D.D.

Historical Records of the British
viz.

Army,

:

Foot Regiments

42nd (Highlanders)

:

1st and 3rd.

„

,,

.

Price 8s.

Price 6s. each.

2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th,
13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st. 22nd, 23rd, 3l8t,
34th, 36th, 39th, 46th, 53rd, 67th, 71st, 72nd, 73rd, 74th, 86th,
87th, and 92nd (Highlanders).
Price 4s. each.
Ditto 14th, 56th, 61st,'"70th, and 88th.
10th Dragoons.
Price 6s.
Horse Guards. Price 5s.
I7th Lancers.
Price 5s.

Price 3s. each.

Dragoon Guards 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th. Price 4s. each.
Dragoons 9th, 12th, and 13th. Price 3s. each.
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 14th, 15th, and 16th.
Price 4s.
;

:

each.

Cape Mounted Riflemen. Price 2s. each.
Marine Corps. Bound up with 31st Foot.

Training

Hospital

Appeal to the Hospital Boards

Viscountess Steangfoed.

or

Life

India.

Demy

By

An

the Right Honorable

Price Is.

Death in India.

Floeence Nightingale.
Irrigation.

England.

8vo., sewed.

48.

Ladies.

for
in

Price

With an Appendix on

8vo., sewed.

Price

Life

By

or Death by

Is.

Report on Sanitary State

India.

India (1864).

of

Price 6s.

Industrial and Provident Societies Act,
1876.

Regulations approved by the Treasury.

Small foUo. sewed.

Price

6d.

Infantry Sword Exercise.
Diagram.

Ireland

12mo., limp cloth.

1875.

;

Digest

of

Revised, with

Price 6d.

Evidence

taken

before Her Majesty's Commissioners of Inquiry into the state of the

and Practice

in

respect to the

2 parts, 8vo., cloth.

Price 4s.

OCCUPATION OF LAND

in

Law

Ireliind.

—

—

—

Harrison and Sons, Publishers,

14

Armour

Iron

Penetration by steel

Plates,

Report on various Experiments carried out under the Direction
Shot.
of the Ordnance Select Committee, by Capt. W. H. Noble, M.A., R.A. ; to
which is added a Memorandum on the Penetration of Iron-clad Ships by
With Plans. Fcap. folio, sewed. Price 2s.
Steel and other Projectiles,

Treaties and Tariffs,

Italy.

see under

" Hertslet."

Armed

Italy.

Strength

of

Italy,

Branch of the QuarterBy Lieut.
master-General's Department (Horse Guards, War Office).
W. A. H. Haee, Royal Engineers. Royal 8vo., sewed. Price 5s. 6d.

German

translated from the

Japanese

Book

First

By John O'Neill.

STUDENTS.

and Katakana characters.

Karens

for the Intelligence

4to.,

of the Japanese Hiragana

Price 10s. 6d.

Golden

the

of

sewed.

English

for

With Tables

Chersonese.

Col. A. R. McMahon, F.R.G.S., Madras Staff Corps, DeputyDemy 8vo., cloth. Price 16s.
Commissioner British Burmah. With Map.
The Author's personal observations, and his
*,* " The volume is intensely interesting.
diligent studies of other men's writings, have enabled him to give ue much fuller accounts

By Lieut.

.

.

.

such is a valuable contribution both to circulating
library literature, and to the more sober collections of geographers and antiquarians."
Wtekly Dispatch.
"The author possesses a good knowledge of native character; his picture of the Karen tribes,
enslaved, and despised by their Birmese conquerors, is in striking contrast to his account of
the free and fierce Bed Karen, uutractable and inaccessible in his native mountain home."

than have ever yet been furnished,

iind as

Atkenaum.

Game

Kinloch's Large

Shooting in

Thibet

Containing description of the Country, and of the
various animals to be found, together with extracts from a journal of
several years' standing, and Illustrated by Photographs of Heads and Horns,
SECOND SERIES. Demy 4to.,
executed by the Photo-tint process.

and the North- West.

cloth gilt.

Ditto, ditto.

Price 21s.

Demy 8vo.,

First Series.

cloth gilt.

Price 2l8.

•„• "This work will prove highly acceptable to sportsmen, for the Author not only explains
where the game is to be tound, the mode of travel, and the best seasons to hunt, but gives
This work should be largely
some well-executed photos of the large game
Europenn Mail.
patronized."
" The animals, whose haunts and habits he describes, are those which he has himself tracked ou
and slain, often after many ineffectual attempts, and an amount of persevering toil which
would have tired out the patience of most men." Ediaburgk Cuurant.

Landed Gentry
IRELAND.

of the Fifth Edition, with Supplement and
See under " Burke."

AN ADDENDA.

Lehman's

Physiological

translated and edited by
8vo., cloth.

•^* Volume

of Great Britain and

A RE-ISSUE

Price

1 of this

Ts.

work

is

Du. G. E. DAr„ F.R.S.

each.

out of print.

Chemistry,
Vols. 2

and

3.

Demy

59, P<^ll

Mali and

Martini -Henry
Exercises.

New

James s

St.

\,

Masonic Points

;

15

Price 3d.

Sewed.

1876.

1st,

London.

Manual and Firing

Rifle,
June

edition.

Street,

Authorised Cues in the

or

MM

decrees, and of those in
Masonic Rituals of the EA, FC, and
Compiled and published
the holy Royal Arch.
By Brother Jadu.
according to the working of the principal Lodges in England, to assist tlie
memory on the most salient points of the working of the Masonic
Order.
SECOND EDITION. Limp. Price Is. 6d.

Test Book

Mathematical Reports.

for

Military Students; containing the Line Mathematical Reports for Direct
Commissions from 1858, and Sandhurst from 1860 to 1864, with Answers

by E. Mayee, Military Tutor, &c.

Mathematics.
or,

Price 33. 6d.

Extracts from Course of Mathe-

matics for Royal Militaiy

Maude;

Fcap. Svo., cloth.

Academy

at Woolwich.

Volume

The Anghcan

1.

Price

Is.

Sister

6d.

of

Edited by Miss Whatelt, Author of " The Life of Archbishop
Whately." This is an authentic Narrative, in which Miss Whatelt gives
a detailed account of every-day life in an Anglican Sisterhood, with
Original Letters, which enable us to judge impartially and fairly of the
It is a Work peculiarly imprinciples which govern these Institutions.
New and cheaper Edition. Post Svo., cloth.
portant at the present time.

MERCY.

Price 2s. 6d.

Medical
under

Register.

Printed

tration of the United

Kingdom.

pubushed

Royal

8vo., cloth.

for

the

Army

Hospital

Price 9d.

Metrical B[5niinS,

for the

christian Year, for

Congregational use, reprinted in a smaU volume, from the
Choie." Neatly bound in leather. Price Is. ; or in cloth, lOd.

Metrical

Tunes

and Regis-

Price 4s.

Medical Regulations
Corps.

and

the direction of the General Council of Medical Education

for

"

Paeish

Congregational

for Unison or Harmonized Singing. This collection consists of Seventyfour Tunes of the most simple kind, with a Table showing the nuuiber of
seconds to be occupied in singing once through each tune. 12mo., cloth.

USE,

Price 2s.

Military Carriages,

Treatise on MiUtary Car-

and other Manufactures of the Royal Carriage Department. By
New edition, 1877. Royal Svo., cloth.
Captain W. Kemmis, R.A.

riages

Price

58.

;

Harrison and Sons,

1-6

PublisJicrs,

Military Engineering:
Compiled at

Bridges.

8vo., sewed.

instructions in Military

of Military

the School

Chatham.

Engineering,

Price 4s.

Military Examinations.

Examination Papers

Royal Military Academy,
Royal Military College, held in
1876, together with Regulations and

set at the open competitions for admission to the

Woolwich, and

NOVEMBER

Ciidetships

for

and

Tables of Marks.

at

DECEMBER.
Price

the

6d.

Is.

Ditto for admission to Royal Military Academy, and for First Appointments to the Army, held in JULY, 1876, with Plegulations and Tables of

Marks.

Price

Military

Is.

6d.

Reports,

addressed

as

the

to

FRENCH WAR MINISTER,

by Colonel Baeon Stoffel, French
Translated at the Topographical
Military Attache in Prussia, 1866-1870.
and Statistical Department of the War Office, by Captain Hume, Royal
Engineers.
1872.
Royal 8vo., sewed. Price 8s.

Military Train Manual.
8vo., sewed.

Militia Orders.
Militia

Demy

June, 1862.

Price Is.

Published annually.

(Voluntary Enlistment)

With an Introduction and Notes by
Department.

Sewed.

Price

Is.

Aot,

M. Clode,

C.

War

6d.

Annual Report

Musketry.

1875.

Solicitor to the

of

the

in-

on at the SCHOOL OF MUSKETRY AT HYTHE,
and of the Progress of Musketry Instruction in the Army. Royal 8vo.,
struction carried
cloth.

Price 2s. each.

Musketry Text Book.
National Assembly

See -Projectiles."

:

RE-ORGANISATION OF THE ARMY,
sewed.

committees

on

and on Contracts.

Royal 8vo.,

the

Price Is.

Naval.

On

the State of the British Navy,

remarks on one branch of Naval Expenditure.
By Admiral
Spencer Robinson, K.C.B., F.R.S. Sowed. Price Is.

with
R

Sir

Navigation and Nautical Astronomy
Practical Rules, Notes, Examples, and an Appendix, giving
Explanations and Proofs of the Rules. By the Rev. R. M. Inskip, C.B.,
H.M.S. " Britannia," with Diagrams. Dcioy 8vo., cloth. Price 6s. fid.

containing

—

—

Pall Mall, and

59,

Navy.

St.

i,

—

James s

Street,

Queen's Regulations
Post 8vo., cloth.

Instructions, 1862.

Netherlands.

Armed

By Captain

lands.

Royal Svo., sewed.

F. C.

;

London.

and Admiralty

Price Is. 9d.

strength of the

Nether-

H. Claeke, E.A., D.A.Q.M.G.

With map.

Price 4s.

Nightingale's Notes on Nursing
it

and what

is,

it

17

is

not.

By Floeence Nightingale.

what

:

iVeio

Edition.

Demy

'

Svo., limp cloth.
Price 2s.
never read any book on any subject on which bo much is said, and said so well in a
shorter space. * • * ."
Time!<.
"These 'Notes' are addressed to women, and every
woman in the country ought to read them." Daily News.

We have

Nightingale's Notes on Nursing, for
THE LABOURING CLASSES. By Floeence Nightingale.
Svo., sewed.

%*

Foolscap.

Price 6d.

This Edition contains a Chapter devoted to " Minding Baby."

Nightingale's Life or Death in India.
With an Appendix on Life

or Death by Irrigation.

Demy

Svo., sewed.

Price Is.

Ophthalmic Manual of Instructions
the guidance of

Army

Surgeons

in testing the

for

range and quality of vision

of Recruits, and in distinguishing the causes of defective vision in soldiers,
by Suegeon-Geneeal T. Longmoee, C.B. New edition.
Demy Svo.,
Price Is.
cloth.

UrCinanCe.

Treatise on the construction

facture of ordnance in the British

and manu-

Royal Gun
Printed by order of the Secretary of
Factory, with numerous woodcuts.
Royal 8vo., cloth. Price 18s.
State for War, April 1877.
Service, prepared in the

Ordnance Store Department,
1876.

Svo. cloth.

Regulations,

Price Is. 6d.

Parish Choir, or Church Music Book.
plainly written Illustrations of the Common Prayer Book ;
Hints to Clergymen desirous of forming Choirs, or of improving the
Singing in their Churches ; Plain Instructions in Chanting
Familiar
Explanations of the Choral or Cathedral Service ; Remarks upon Daily
Prayer ; Practical Hints on Congregational Psalmody ; Lessons in Singing
Village Li,.:tures on Psalmody and Singing ; Music for the Church Service
complete; a Series of Metrical Psalm Tunes|; the Gregorian Tones ; Anthems
by Goldwin, Okeland, Haselton, Weldon, Batten, Rogers, Aldrich, &c., &c.
In Three Volumes, royal Svo. cloth, price 21s. Separate Volumes Vol. I,
price 9s., Vol. II., price 78. 6d., and Vol. Ill, price 98.

Containing

;

—

" These volumes not only contain a large collection of the very best music of the Church, but an
immense amount of practical information, sound criticism, and suggestions adapted for every
one who takes any part or interest in the revival of Church Music." £nglith Ckurcknian.

—

8

—

—

—

Harrison and Sons, Publishers,

1

Parker.

—

William Parker,

Life of Sir

of the Fleet), First and Principal Naval
Aide-de-camp to Her Majesty, &c., from 1781 to 1866. By ReabAdmieal Augustus Phillimoee, with History of the Parker Family,

(Admiral

G.C B.

Bart.,

(To be completed in two volumes.)

&c.

Volume

1,

Demy

8vo., cloth.

Price 16s.
*,* " This is a delightful book, as full of adventure and interest as one of Marryat'g novels, yet
We shall look forward with
written without any kind of affectation or exaggeration.
much interest to the appearance of the second volume of this very valuable and most
interesting biography."- - Vanity Fair.
" The chief value of this important biography seems to us that it shows, in a dear ligbt, the state
"
Civil Service Gazette.
of the Navy at a most critical epoch
" The volume, embracing as it does, with a wonderful life and vividness, the dashing cutting out
exploits and boat actions in the most exciting and interesting period of the history of the
Standard.
British Navy, will be enjoyed by every one."
"This eventful life is full of interest and instruction. Admiral Phillimore, as biographer, ha
executed his labours well— it is worthy to take its place with Southey's Life of Nelson."
.

.

.

Hour.

Parks' Regulations,

Rules

issued

Commissioners of H.M.'s Works and Public Buildings.

Jl

atnOlOgy.

by the

Sewed.

Price 6d.

Report of the Committee appointed

to inquire into the Pathology and Treatment of the Venereal Disease, with

the view to diminish its injurious effects on the Men of the Army and
Navy, with Appendices and the Evidence taken before the Committee.
Royal 8vo., cloth. Price 4s.

Peerage and Baronetage
Empire

for the present

year.

By

Containing an Alphabetical List of
vol., royal 8vo., cloth.

"The new Comprehensive

Sir
all

of

the

Behnabd Bueee,

British
C.B.,

holding Titles and Dignities.

LL.D.
One

Price 388.

Alphabetical Index

is

well arranged, renilering the contents

more

easily acquired than ever."— Oftserier.
for completeness, stands at the head of the Peerages ; the present
edition has been diligently revised, and deserves a paragraph to \tself."— Atkenaum.
This new edition is the most comprehensive as to all the new creations, and we recommend thii
year's as the most appropriate for those who indulge themselves only now and then with the

"Sir Bernard Burke's work,

"

luxury."

lUuslrated London News.

Peerages, Extinct.

By

sir

Bernard Burke.

—See under " Burke."

Philadelphia International Exhibition,
Catalogue of the British Section. Published by authority
Part 1, giving list of Exhibitors,
Towns Represented, General Regulations, System of Awards, &c., &c.
1876.

of the
4to.

Official

Lord President of the Council.

Price

'.is.

Ditto, Part 2, Exhibition

Commercial Guide, including United States Tariff

of Import Duties upon Articles of Produce and Manufactures in English
Cunency, and an epitome of the American Laws relating to Patents and

Trade Marks.

4to.,

sewed.

Price 2s.

Place of Christianity in Pubhc School
EDUCATION. A Sermon preached at the Annual Festival of the Surre
County School, July 28, 1875. By Rev. F. Paer Phillips, M.A.
Sewed.

Price 6d.

—

59.

Pall Mall, and

Post Hiems
TAGTTE.

Crown

a

Street,

Novel.

London.
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bjAdaMon-

Price Ss.

Use

for

(Formulary

Projectiles.

James s

St.

Ver.

8vo., cloth.

Prescriptions
HOSPITALS

i,

—

of).

April, 1865.

Military

in

Square 16mo., roan.

Price la.

—Text Book on the Theory

of the Motion of PROJECTILES; the History. Manufacture, and
Explosive Force of Gunpowder; the History of Small Arms; the Method
of conducting Erperiments and on Ranges ; for the use of Officers at the
New and revised edition, 1877, with plates.
Schools of Musketry.
Crown 8vo., cloth. Price Is. 6d. Interleaved, 28.
;

Prussian

Infantry.

Elementary

Tactics.

Translated from the German at the Topographical and Statistical Department of the War Office, by Lieutenant E. Babino, Royal Artillery.
Sewed. Price 28.

How

P.S,

to obtain the P.S.

compris-

ing the full course of Examination at the School of Instruction, with the
By Hbnet R. W. Lumsden. Price Is.
latest Additions and Corrections.

"This

little

instruct,

manual cannot fail to prove practically nseful to those whom it is intended to
and ?rill doubtless be claimed as a vadt viecum by all aspirants for the P.S." Army

and Navy

Gazette.

Punctuation

:

How

to Stop,

TO STOP.

Punctuation reduced to a System.
Price Is.
Seventh Edition, limp cloth.
"Having read this book with some care, we must not omit to say,

and

When

By William Day.

that its success is, in our
"This work ia
opinion, well deserved. It fairly fulfils the promise of its title."— ejo6e.
admirably adapted to correct defective punctuation." Observer.

Purveyor's Department of the Army,
Regulations and Instructions for the Guidance of Officers.
8vo., cloth.

Queen's Regulations

and orders

Revised and corrected to January, 1874.
Pocket Edition Is.
Interleaved Ss. 6d.

Queen's Regulations
tions for the

1860.

Demy

Price Ss.

Navy, 1862.

Royal

Army

Price Ss. 6d.

and Admiralty Instruc-

Post 8vo., cloth.

Railway and Canal

for the

8vo., cloth.

Price Is. 9d.

Traffic Act, 1873,

(36 and 37 Vict., cap. 48), with Amended General Orders, of August 1874,
and Schedule of Forms and Table of Fees made in pursuance thereof.
Royal 8vo., sewed. Price 3d.

Harrison a?td Sons,

20

Railway Distances

PublisJicrs,

compiled

(Ireland),

by direction of the Secretary of State for War from the official Returns,
By W. W. BROWNING, of the
&c., of the various Railway Companies.
War Office. With map, 8vo., cloth. Price 8s. 6d.

KeCrUlting.

on Hecrulting, and on the

Letters

Appointment, Promotion, and Retirement of Officers. Republished from
the " Times " and " Spectator," as a contribution to the construction and
Sewed. Price 6d.
discussion of the Army Estimates for 1877.

Regulation Clubs, Series of Exercises,
with Diagrams. By Lieutenant Anderson, 64th Regiment.
Post 8vo., sewed. Price 3d,

July 1863.

Regulations respecting Examinations
for admission to the Royal Military College, and for first appointments
SewedPrice Id.
therefrom to the Army. November, 1876.

and Musketry Instruc-

Rifle Exercises
TION.

An Appendix

Pocket Edition.

to the Field Exercise.

Price Is.

Rifled Ordnance in the British Service.
A

Text Book of the Construction and Manufacture.
Price 3s. 6d.
Boards 4s. 6d.

2nd

edition.

Royal

8vo., sewed.

See also " Ordnance-"

Royal Families.

Royal Warrant

See under - Burke."
Regulating First Appointments,

Regimental Promotion, &c., in the Army, with explanatory Memorandum,
General Order and Appendices. Sewed.
Price 2d.

Russia,
the

Armed

German

Office.

Russia.

Strength.

Translated from

Topographical and Statistical Department of the
Royal 8vo., sewed. Price 78.
at the

The

New Law

MILITARY SERVICE

(1876).

Sappers' Manual,

War

Regulating

Price 28. 6d.

compHed

Engineer Volunteer Corps, by Captain
illustrated.
Demy 16mo., leather with

W.

for

the

use of

A. Feankland, R.E., profusely

clasp.

Price 28.

59.

Pall Mall, and

i,

St.

James s

Street, Londoji.

21

Army and Navy,

Signal Book,

see

Army and Navy.

Manual of Instructions

blgnalllllg.
Signalling, with

Sewed.

numerous diagrams.

in

Army

Horse Guards, 1st of August, 1876.

Price 6d.

Statute

Law

Kelatlng to the Army.

Selected

and arranged by Chas. M. Clode, Esq., Barrister-at-Lnw and Legal
Secretary to the War Department.
Royal 8vo., sewed. Price Is. 3d.

Steppe Campaigns.

Translated

Russian, by Capt. F. C. H. Claeke, R.A.

St. Paul's Cathedral.

a

from

Royal Svo., sewed.

Letter to the Very

Rev. the Dean of St. Paul's, Chairman of the Executive Committee.
Geoege Cavendish Bentinck, M.P. Sewed. Price 6d.

Stores.

the

Price 2s.

Priced Vocabulary

of

aii

By

stores

used in Her Majesty's Service, and provided by the Control Department,
Clothing excepted. New edition, 1875. Price 4s.

Strype'S Memorials

of Archbishop

Cranmer.

Edited by the Rev. John Jebb, M.A., Rector of Peterstow, with Appendix,
3 vols, demy 8vo., cloth. Price £1 13s.

Sweden and Norway.

Armed

strength.

Compiled at the Topographical Branch, Quartermaster-General's Department. By Capt. W. S. Cooke. Royal Svo., cloth. Price 3s, 6d.

Tactical Studies

of the Battles of Columbey,

Compiled and arranged from the official accounts
Lonsdale A. Hale, R.E. With maps. Royal 8vo., sewed.

Nouilly and Vionville.

by Majoe

Price 4s. 6d.

Tactics.

About

Tactics,

by Captain Laymann,

49th (Pomeranian) Infantry Regiment, Instructor in Tactics at the Royal
War School, Cassel. From the German Edition of 1869. Sewed.
Price Is.

Trade Marks.
Registration Act, 1875,

Rules under
made by

the Trade

Marks

Sewed.

Price Is.

the Lord Chancellor.

Harrison and Sons, Publishers,

22

Training of Troops,

Eegulatlons for the Train-

ing of Troops for Service in the Field, and for the conduct of Peace
Translated from the German at the Topographical and
Manoeuvres.
Statistical Department of the War Office, by Lieutenakt E. Baeino,

Royal

Sewed.

Artillery, 1871.

Transport

Sick

of

by nearly 200 Woodcuts.

Regulations.

1 rials.

wounded

and

Inspector-General T. Lonqmoee,

Treatise by Deptjtt

Transport

Price 2s.

Royal 8vo.,

Svo., sewed.

Celebrated

Upper Classes of Society

Price 5s.

cloth.

by Railway,

Troops

of
Royal

Price 3d.

Esq., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

With Diagrams.
Royal Navy.
Demy Svo., limp cloth. Price 6s.

Mounted

and

and

By

A. C. Johnson, M. A., Instructor,

Turkey.

and enlarged.

Sounds

Bugle

Post Svo., cloth.

;

for

with instructions for the train-

Price Is. 6d.

and

Treaties

and

designed chiefly for

Fifth Edition, revised

Services and Garrison Artillery

ing of Trumpeters.

Price 16s,

Svo., cloth.

Practical,

the

By Peter Bueke,

The Elements of Plane

Spherical Trigonometry, Theoretical
the use of Junior Naval Students.

Trumpet

with

connected

Trials

in the Relations of Private Life.

Trigonometry.

Troops.

C.B.. illustrated

Tariffs,

see

under " Hertslet."

Uniforms

wom

be

to

SERVANTS

at

Folio, cloth.

Price 2l8,

Uniforms
hold.

Home

to

and

Published by Authority.

be worn by the Queen's

Published by Authority.

Useful Tables.
Volunteers.

by Her Majesty's Civil

in the Colonies.

Folio, cloth.

House-

Price 21s.

See-Artlllery."

Mounted

Rifle,

or

Volunteer

By Lieut.Manual of Drill, with Diagrams.
CoLONEL BowKE, let Hants Mounted Rifle Volunteers. Post Svo., cloth.
Irregular

Cavalry;

Price Is. 6d.

,

Pall Mall, and

59»

War Game.
Game, compiled

War

Office,

War

i,

St.

Rules

James's Street, London.

23

the conduct of the

War

for

Topo^aphical and
by Captain E. Baring, Royal
at the

List

OjSice

Compiled by

Department of the

Artillery.

Sewed.

Present

the

for

Dknham Robinson.

Statistical

Demy

8vo., sewed.

No. 3

23. 6d.

Her

size.

Majesty's Ships.

Pocket edition. No. 2

Bills,
size.

Price

Price 2s.

Life of Anthony A.

Wood.

Year.

Price 4s. 6d.

Watch, Station, Quarter and Fire
&c., for the use of

Price 28.

Wood, M. A.

Historiographer and Antiquarie of Oxford, 1603-1695, written by himself.
Edited by the Rev. Philip Bliss, D.C.L.
Demy 8vo., cloth. Price
10s. 6d.

Words
a

of

Regiment

Artillery.

Wyon's
of Poems.

Command
of

Cavab-y,

By Capt. H. W.

(Edward A.)
Post Svo., cloth.

m

Manoeuvring

Infantry,

and a Battery of

employed

a Battalion of
L. Hime, R.A.

Demy

8vo., sewed.

Price 29.

Memorial Volume
Price 6s.

24 Harrison and Sons,

59,

Pall Mall, and

i,

St.

James's

St.

NEW AND IMPORTANT WORKS.
NEW

EDITION OF THE

"

GENERAL ARMORY."

Encyclopaedia

Burke's

Armory

of

Heraldry,

England, Scotland, and Ireland.
Comprising a
all Armorial Bearings from the earliest times.
An entirely
new edition. Corrected to the present date. Comprising, in about 1,000
pages, the description of the ARMS OF 60,000 FAMILIES; forming the
most complete record of the Armorial Bearings of the Nobility and
Gentry of the three Kingdoms. (Uniform with the Peerage, Landed
Royal 8vo., cloth. Price £2 12s. 6d.
Gentry, &c.)
or General
registry of

of

KNIGHTAGE

the

of

and

Baronetage,

Peerage,

Burke's

Empire

British

for

the

present

year,

with

additional matter, containing the Privy Councillors, Knights of various
Orders and Knights Bachelors, with a record of their families. This

edition also gives the

names of the various Clubs to which the members of

the Nobility belong.

Royal 8vo., cloth

Price 38s.

gilt.

Burke's Landed Gentry of Great Britain
A RE-ISSUE OF THE FIFTH EDITION, with
and Ireland.
Supplement containing nearly 200 ADDITIONAL FAMILIES, and an
Addenda containing NUMEROUS CORRECTIONS; together with an
Index to Families in Supplement and Addenda. 2 vols., royal Svo., cloth
£3

Price

gilt.

3s.

Great Landowners of Great Britain
and Ireland, being a List of all Owners of 3,000 acres and upwards,
worth £3,000 a year, in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales; their
Culled from the
acreage, income from land, college, club and services.
"Modern Doomsday Book," by John Bateman, F.R.G.S. With an
Analysis.

Crown

Price 14s.

8vo., cloth.

THE OVERLAND ROUTE.

England

Calcutta,

to

By

Route, as conducted in 1845.
Esq.,

F.R.A.S., F.G.S.,

Life

Inst. C.E., late Consulting

Engineer to the

;

Sir William

of

overiand

the

Frederick Walter Simms,

Author of " Practical Tunnelling," " Surveying and
Edited by his Son. Fcap. 8vo., cloth extra.
Price 6s.

Government of India
Levelling," &c.

M.

by

the late

Parker,

Bart.,

G.C.B. (Admiral of the Fleet), First and Principal Naval Aide-de-camp
By Rear-Admiral AuGirsTrs
to Her Majesty, &c., from 178' to 1866.
Phillimore, with History of v.— Parker Family, &c. (To be completed
in

two volumes.)

Karens

of

By Lieut.-Col.

Volume

1,

Demy

Golden

the
a. R.

8vo., cloth.

Price 16s.

Chersonese.

McMahon,

Commissioner British Burmah.

F.R.G.S., Madras Staff Corps, Deputy
With Map. Demy 8vo., cloth. Price 16s.

HARRISON & SONS,
^jT

^ppointnunt

to

^itr ilajfBtg

59, Pall Mall, and

1, St.

anb i.^^.f). tbc

|lnna

of

WultB,

James's Street, London, S.W.

15

The General Armory Advertizer.

»Bi«

lajrstg's

^ogal

ITilttra ^attnt,

anb bn Spuial gippomlmmt to itr gtajtstg ani
giustria, gnssia, anb gratia, tft., (fi.

Ifee

^ogal Jamilj,

®^e CEmpKssts of

x.03^TID0ls^.

9
N.B.

^ P.P.

or hire.
of Invalid's Chairs, Carriages, and Beds, always on hand for sale
—The largest assortment in the worldEstablished
more than a Century.

—

—

—

;

The General Armory Advertizer.
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DE]N"T'S
CLOCKS

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

and

have long held pre-eminent rank, as may be
seen from the Reports of yarious scientific persons
to the
ASTRONOMER ROYAL (Sir G. B. AIREY), in his Report
Admiralty (August 13, 1870) on forty Chronometers entered for annual
competition, says of M. F. Dent's Chronometer
" ^his is the finest Chronometer that we have ever had on trial."
:

THE

N.B.— The Late Asteoxomee Royal

(J. Pond, Esq.), reporting, in 1829, on
by order of The Lords of the Admiralty, which lasted thirteen
years, dumng which nearly 500 Chronometers were tested, says
" Your Clironometer, No. 114, is entitled to the First Premium.
Actual variation in
the year 0-54 hundredths of a second. This is superior to any other yet tried."

the celebrated "public

trial

:

SIR

WILLIAM ARMSTRONG,

Inventor of the Armstrong Gun, says

:—

"

9, Hyde Park Street, W., lUh November, 1861.
"The Chronometer Watch you made for me in December, 1859, has never
been affected by travelling or riding its variation at the end of a year was
;

only 45 seconds.
« Mr.

It

has proved

in

every respect a most satisfactory Watch.
"W. G. ARMSTRONG.

M. F. DENT,
33, Coclcspur Street, Charing Cross."

The Repoi-t on Chronometers and Watches, &c,,
Exhibition, 1876, can be had on application.

by the Judges

at the Philadelphia

COCKSPUE, STREET,

33,

CHARING CROSS, LONDON.

EARLY ENGLISH
AND

QUEEN ANNE

CLOCKS,
Designed by
Eminent Art Authorities
SUITAHI.E FOR

Dining or Drawing Rooms,
Libraries, Halls, etc.
These Clocks are

made

in

Black

and

Gold, Satin-wood, Walnut, Oak, Mahogany,
or

other

Silver,

Woods,

Brass,

specially

or

adapted

inlaid

with

Art -Pottery,

Marble Panels, and are
to

the

present

style

of

Furniture.

From 5 Guineas

Upiuarcls.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

HOWELL,
JAMES AND
Regent
&
5,

7,

9,

CO.,

Street, Pall Mall, London.

The General Armory Advertizer.
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&
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OSLER,

C.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS,
cahdeubiu, lustres, wall

lights,

DUPLEX AND OTHER LAMPS,
Fitted

with Patent Extinguisher.

TABLE GLASS OF ALL KINDS.

DINNER, DESSERT, TEA AND BREAKFAST SERVICES,

ETC.,

IN

PORCELAIN & STONE CHINA.
#rnaMnlaI ®Iass, ^nglis^

u\

Jfomgir, smtaMt far ||ments.

Mess, Export, and Fumishing Orders promptly Exocnted.

CHANDELIERS

IN

BRONZE

&

ORMOLU,

FOR DINING ROOM AND LIBRARY.

Kerosene and other Oils of the Finest Quality.
STATUETTES

IN

PARIAN, VASES,

& OTHER ORNAMENTS.

Birmingham :— Manufactory and Show Rooms, Broad

London:— Show Rooms,

45, Oxford Street,

W.

Street.

The General Armory Advertizer,
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IVI

OURNIN G,

MESSRS.

JAY, anxious to remove the impression which they find has
gained undue circulation, that none but the richest materials in
Costumes, Mantles, and Millinery, are sold at their Establishment, deem it
a duty to themselves and the Public to assure all families who have not yet
dealt at Jay's Mourning Warehouse, that good wearing materials are cut
from the piece, and at more than an equivalent for the price, which is from
Is. per yard upwards, and Crape from 2s. 9d. per yard.
Messrs. Jay have always at command experienced Dressmakers and
ISIilliners, who act as travellers, so that in the event of immediate Mourning
being required, or any other sudden emergency for dress, one can be dispatched
to any partof the kingdom on receipt of a letter or telegram, without any
expense whatever to the purchaser. All articles are marked in plain figures,
and charges are the same as if the goods were bought for ready money at
the Warehouse.

Reasonable estimates also given for household Mourm'ng at a great
saving to large or small families.

The

London

General

Mourning Warehouse,

EEGENT STREET, LONDON, W.
J.

ALLISON &

iE^rars,

ilk

238, 240,

&

Hmtn

CO.,
Brap^ra,

242, Regent

$ct.,

Street,

AND, CARRIAGE ENTRANCE,

26 &

27, Argyll Street,
ZiONDON, W.

DEPARTMENTS.
Silks, Irish Poplins,

and Velvets.

Fancy Dresses. — Grenadines,

Chambray Gauzes, Muslins, Cambrics, Camlets, and Mixed Fabrici.
every vajiety, for Bonnets, Trimming, Sashes, and Belts.
Brussels, Cluny, Maltese, British, and Irish, and every article of taste for the completeness of LadiM*
attire, in accordance with the caprice of fashion.
Tulle, Tarlatan, and Grenadine.
Ball and Svening Dresses,
Gloves and Hosiery of every description.
Shawls. Cashmere, Paisley, and Scotch Plaids.
Mantles.— Velvetj Cloth, Cashmere, Silk, Trimmed and Embroidered, Waterproof, Opera, and Evening.
Ready-made Linen.- Underclothing, Children's Dresses, Baby Linen, Petticoats, Dressing Gowns, and Jackets.
Dress Trimmings in all the NoveltieS'ae produced.
Haberdashery in the greatest variety and only the best make. Flowers, Head Dresse^t, Wreaths, Feathers, Fancy
Handkerchiefs, Neck Ties, Fans, Bags, Jet Ornaments, and Articles of Paris.
Parasols, Umbrellas, Fancy Aprons,

Bibbons

Xiace.

in

— Honiton,

m

—

and Furs.
Hoilsehold and Family Linen, Flannels, Counterpanes, Blankets, Quilts, and

iFamiljf iflourning
An

efficient

Staff of DressmaJcers and Milliners
*»•

CLOSE AT

TWO

in

all

to execute alt

itja:

Long

l^rancfiejJ*

orders with punctuality

O'CLOCK ON SATURDAYS ALL

Cloths.

and

THE YEAR ROUND,

Bankers— Sir Samuel Scott and Company.

dispatch.

C^i* l?oforpri(>^
SOUTHERN

reS?,' ?="'""«

om

FACILITY
UC SOUTHERN REGIONAL LIBRARY

D 000 749 196

I

2

tirsity of

California

uthern Regional
library Facility

\

U

